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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

LIBRARY
NEW YORK
BOTANICAL
tiAKDEN.

In dosiug tlie Second Yolnrnc of the "TRoncAL Agricilti'HISt," we h:,ve to diiect

iittenfiou to the increased nmouut of useful iufoimiitioii i.ft'oided. mid to tlie great viiriet}' of topics

treated. Fioin mouth to mouth we have eudeavouied to lay befoie our readers the latest results

of practical experience and scientific teachius iu all that concerns tropical agriculture : and our

ambitiou has been to make this periodical not only indis4)ensable to the ])Ianter but of service

to business men and ca])italists, never foigettiug that agrictilture trenches upon every department

of human knowledge and science, besides being the basis of all human wealth. While directing

our attention chiefly to the products most prominently menlioned on our title-page, we have

never omitted to notice minor industries likely to fit in with tropical conditions; and our readers

have an ample guarantee in the pages befoie them that, in the futuri', no pains will be spared

to bring together all available information both fium tlii' AVest and East, the same being txamii.ed iu

the light of the teachings of common sense as well as of prolouf^ed trojjical expei'ience in this

the leading Cro-nn and Planting Colony of the British F,mi)iie. A full and accurate Index affoicN the

means of ready reference to eveiy subject tn'at(d in this second volume nhieh we now place

ia our subscribers' hands.

A. .\1. \- J. FRRGU.SON.

Colombo, l.'ith .lunr, lss;j.
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July i, 1882.] THE TROPICAL AGRICULTURIST.

PLANTi:(G PROSPECTS IN CEYLON.

SHORT COFFEE CROPS AND THEIR EX-

PLANATION :-FALLING-OFF IN MANURING;

LEAF DISEASE; GRUB; ABNORMAL
SEASONS.

CINCHONA AND AVHAT IT IS DOING FOR

OUR COFFEEPLANTERS.

TEA CULTIVATION AND THE SCARCITY OF

CAPITAL.

Upper Ma.skeliva, Sth May 1S82.

No comment has so far beeu otiered on the letter

of a Matale correspondeut who endeavoured to shew,

by his rainfall return during several blossoming sea-

sons and the succeeding crops, that the weather

this year could have little to do with the poor

prospects
for 1S82-3. But I have no doubt a good

deal could be said by planters of equal experience

in other districts, to shew that, however applicable

to his own corner of the land, our Matale friend's

inferences could not be drawn from the figures and

facts recorded elsewhere.

It is probably impossible to name any one cause

in explanation of the disappointing coffee blossoming

season just closed. For a good many years alternate

crops (middling .and short) have beeu the rule, and

we find the first explanation of the paucity or ab-

sence of blossom in the fact that the current is re-

garded as the normally poor year. Alternate years

•of good and bad crops are usu.ally experienced by

cultivators of fruit trees all over the world, at least,

when once their orchards, vineyards, coffee or cocoa

gardens have passed their early years of luxuriance ;

but there can be no doubt that, ia our own case

in Ceylon, this alternation has been intensified in a

very striking way by other causes, of which the

operation of the coffee leaf fungus is the most potent.

As a consequeuce evei-y alternate pair of years seem

to shew a worse outturn than their predecessors.

Here are the se sons and t!ie export returns since

1874-75, when a maximum in.ay be said to have

been attained ;
—

Total.

1,659,121

1,563,339

1,494,123

1,353,758

Doubtless objection will be taken in some quarters

to the figures for the current season being put. above

500,000 cwt, and for 1882-3 above 300,000; but the

comparison is striking enough in shewing that the

last three extraordinarily abnormal seasons in our

table give a less aggregate than the huo previous

years. The alternation was slightly interfered with

in 1879-80, when the crop was larger instead of

smaller th.an in 1877-8. But this slight gain was

woefully discounted in the succeeding year 1880-81,

when not much more than one-half tlie outturn iXw

was recorded, the fall bein^ from 824,000 to 454,000

Seasons,
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No doubt, leaf-disease must be regarded as a chief

cause of the steady falling-off revealed by our coffee

crop figures. But, simultaueously with the depression

und short crops experienced since 1S78, we have had

a less liberal system of cultivation—taking the country

as a whole—and a large expanse of compiiratively

young coffee has not received that attention in

manurmg (and perhaps pruning) which was the rule

in the previous decade and which proprietors

would only be too glad to render, had they the means

of investmg in steadied bones, castor cake, or other

similar valuable fertilizing substances.* A fair index

to the quantity of artificial manure used is afforded in

the returns of traffic : they run as follows :
—

Manure carried by the Main Railway Line.

Years. Tons.

1875 ... 14,410
1876 ... 24,277

Years.
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the world ? We have had the troubles of British farmers

brought prominenlly before us, and more recently

there came a sad tale of distress from many parts of

the Australian continent, the result of a terribly pro-

longed droirght. Very noteworthy is it I hat there,

as hero, the "silver lining" to the dark cloud is

found -in the opportunity presented for cultivating

"NEW PRODUCTS." The vignerons of France, the

potato-cultivating Irish peasants, the wheat farmers

of Australia, equally with the coffee planters of Ceylon,

made the grand mistake of placing their sole depend-

ence ou one product. Let us listen to the comfort

offered to the wheat fiirmers in South Australia in the

Adehiide Register :
—

[The extract which was to have been inserted here has

unfortunately been mislaid by the writer: it reported, liow-

ever, the great distress existing amongst the farmers of

South .\usirQha, many of whom had been absolutely ruined

by the proloii^^ed drought ; a farmers' relief fund liad been

started at Adelaide ; and ihe Register dwelt on the need
for encouraging Iruit culture to meet the ease of dry years.

Many large gardens and orchards had been planted, and
estaldishments for preserving fruit tor export were springing
up about Adelaide.]

Would tliat the "rush" into new products in Ceylon
had commencud ten years earlier ; but surely, as it is,

there is comfort for planters and capitalists in the

indisputable facts already before the public. The

Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens must be con-

sidered the very embodiment of caution and imparti-

ality, and yet we are aware that the encouraging

report he has made ou the prospects of several new
economic plaTits

—notably on cinchona, cocoa, Liberian

coffee and rubbers—expresses less than he feels about

the importance of these industries. We feel sure that

the omission of any reference to tea was not due to any
waut of interest in the extending cultivation of this

most important product, nor to doubt of its suc-

cess. Dr. Trimen, no doubt, considers our tea indus-

try to have got beynd the experimental stage,

while there was nothing about it calling for scientific

criticism or remark. A glance at the export table

is sutEcient to shew how rapidly the figures for cin-

chona and tea are running up. Cardamoms also are

making a decent display ; but the exports of cocoa

are rather "
lang o' comin," no doubt due Jto the

steady extension of the cultivated area. [In connec-

tion with our export trade generally, it is satisfactory
to see that, though coconut oil has fallen off, coir

yarn is being increasingly exported, as also plumbago,
cinnamon bark and oil, citronella oil and some other

minor products.]

The want of capital will alone prevent a good

many thousands of acres being planted with tea this

season : there are large expanses of coffee land which
have yielded very jjoor returns of berries of late

years, which offer great facility (and encouragement)
to the planting with tea. Nowhere in these districts have
I heard of tea bushes failing : everywhere this product
seems to be flourishing; luxuriantly. Surely the tea-plant

ought to be ruitable to our moist liot climate. Leafage
ratlier than blossom and fruit distinguishes our
natural veget:;tion ; and if the old Indian tea

planters in our midst are to be believed, nowhere
in the opposite continent is so much encouragement
offered to go into " tea" as in the Central Province

of Ceylon. A great deal will be done in extending
the area planted this year, now that good hybrid
seed can be had for ten rupees per bushel ; but this

not so much in new clearings from forest reserves

as in planting up fields and perhapi estates for

which coffee has been found to be unsuitable. It

behoves capitalists interested in coffee property to

consider the advantage of adding tea as well as cin-

chona to the estate products. Few plantations are

without patches, if not fields, which have never
done and never will do much good in coffee and
where it is equally useless to try the bark-tree, but
for which tea seems well adapted. On badly grub-
bed Coffee land, where cinchona cannot be got to

grow, the tea-bush seems to luxuriate. We believe

one of the most promising fields of tea in the

country was, some years ago, the scene of abandoned,
because completely grubbed-out, coffee. Cut alas

;

for tea, as cinchona and many other experiments
full of promise, money is wanted, and that

commodity is scarce in proportion to our coffee

crops. It ought not to be so in respect of tea, if

there is a steady profit of from R70 to RSO per acre

to be made under the circumstances we refer to,

counting the crop at 400 lb. and upwards per acre and
the cost as equal to 40c. per lb. of tea f. o. b. at Colombo.
As regards cinchona cultivation in all its varied

divisions and experiences, no one can say that, amidst

many disappointments, there is not also much to en-

courage. Failures of plr.nts and trees innumerable there

have been, but nevertheless the value of the growing
cinchonas at this moment must be very considera'de,
and if a large proportion of the succirubras are suc-

cessfully utilized for the valuable "
Ledgers

"
through

the " Mattakelle
'

process, a very important addition

to the wealth of the country must take place. As
recent examples of success, encouraging enough to

warrant still greater things from cinchona, the figures
for the harvest gathering from an acre of red bark
trees coppiced on an estate not a hundred miles distant,
have been placed at our service :

—
1,573 succirubra trees 6 to 7 years old, have given of

Good quill bark 5,8li0 lb.

Branch quill 1,055 „
Bottle-branch bark 2,269 „
Shavings ... 2,840 „
Root bark (of a few trees) ... 3G „

Total (as dried on the estate). ..12,000 W
The pecuniary result is not yet made known, but

probably this acre of land will give as much to the

proprietor now as the rate paid and demanded for

additional station accoratnodation on the extension

line, while of course coppiced and shaven trees are

readj to yield again in due season. In another case

in Lower Dikoya, 2 acres of land useless for coffee, an

eyesore, planted with cinchona which began to canker

at three years old, gave bark of all kinds which yielded
K700 in Colombo the other day.

Still more satisfactory perhaps is it to hear of

Mr. Martin's experience on Nanuoya, where the shav-

ing of an acre of succirubra trees, five years old, has

given 1,400 lb of produce which has beeu sold

(? valued) for Rl,084. No doubt these are the

exceptions. Mention could be made of dire
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disappointment
—

large clearings laid bare by canker,

or excess of moisture, or unsuitable soil, or, in some

cases, from a cause mysterious enough to defy de-

tection so far. Ninety per cent failui'es is a com-

mon experience iu clearings, and the appearance of

canker among the best trees after two, three, or

four years is most discouraging. A West Haputale

correspondent reports drainage as sufficient to check

the dying-down of an officinalis clearing ; but that

will not do in all cases. The alternation of belts

of blue gums, or tea-bushet, is likely to do better,

and there can be no doubt that, as lime rolls on,

experience will render the cinchona industry far more

satisfactory and stable than it is at present. In

this connection it may be added that Mr. J. T. Eae's

little peeling machine—the latest of several inven-

tions—is described by those who have seen and used

it as by far the cheapest (E25 to E30) and best

yet made. At present, we believe Messrs. Walker &
Greig of Dimbula and Dikoya cannot overtake the

orders coming in for their Mr. Rae's invention. So
it will be, we have no doubt, in respect of other

products
—in cultivation, harvesting and preparation,

Ceylon men will be sure to improve steadily and

to lead the rest of the tropical planting world.

GUTTA PEECHA (GUTTA TABAN, &o.).

fFrom the Encyclopedia Britminica, vol. xi.^

This name* is applied to the concreted or inspis-
sated juice of various plants belonging to the natural
order Sapotacece, growing in the Malay Peninsula. To
what particular tree the name "gutta percha" properly
belongs, there is no evidence to show

; but it has

been generally given to Dichopsis Gutta (Bentley and
Trimen) or Isonandra Gutta (Hooker), the vernacular
name of which is

"
taban. "f

The Dichopsis Gutta attains a height of 60 to

80 feet, with a diameter of 2 to 4 feet. The leaves

are obovate-oblong and entire, pale green on the upper
side, and covered beneath with short red^lish-brown

shining down. The flowers are arranged iu clusters

of 3 or 4 in the axils of the leaves. The fruit,
about an inch long, is of an ovoid shape, and is

eaten by the Malays. In SiAk (Sumatra) a vegetable
butter is prepared from the seeds. The wood is soft,

fibrous, spongy, of a pale clour, and marked with
black lines, these being reservoirs of gutta percha.J
The aulta, as it Hows from the tree, is of greyish
hue, occ.isionally wiih somewhat roseate tinge, probably,
arising from the colour vessels of the bark becoming
ruptured through surcharge, and their contents mixing

*
Gutta, or as it is variously written gutsh, gatta,

gittAh, gatta, is the Malayan term for gum, ?nd Percha

(pronounced as in perch, not hard as perka), accent-

uated variously as parcba, ^ertja, perchi'i, is tlie name
of the tree ; hence the term m.ay be translated "gum
of the perciia iree." The old name of Sumatra was
Pulo or Pulau Percha, i.e., "island (Pulau) of the

percha tree."

+ Tubar-, tiiban, tibin, is the name of the tree,

and, aCL-drding to Logan, a new word has been added
to the Malny language, viz., Met dbaii (Meu[l]:!ban),

i.e., to collect gutta taban. The greater number of

Mal.iy nouns admit of conversion into verbs hy a

prelix.

J For figures and botanical descriptions see Land.
Journ. But.. 1848; De Virese, De Handel in Gflak-

Percha ; and Bmitley and Trimen's Medicinal Plants,

P .rt 35, p. 16 (1878).

with the gutta. This species does not furnish all the

gutta percha of commerce; indeed there are other
trees which yield larger quantities. In all there are

about thirty varieties known; but some of the vernacular
names in dift'erent districts may prove mere synonvms.
The geographical distribution of the trees producing

gutta percha is very restricted. Giitzlafif defines the
limits as 6° N. and S. lat. and 100° to 1-0° E. long.;
whilst Captain Lingird (who has great personal

experience on the subject) gives the limits as 4° N.
and 3° S. lat., still further restricting the finer varieties

to .3° 50' N. and 1° S., with a temperature ranging
between 6ti° and 90° Falir., and a very moist atmosphere.
These limits are well within the isotherm of S0° Fahr.

Many of the best varieties are found only on the
hill slopes at a distance from the sea-coast, each

variety forming a separate grove of from 200 to 500

trees, with high forest trees above them. They grow
best in a rich light loam, with a rocky subsoil.

The collection of gutta percha generally takes place
directly alter the rainy season, as in the dry season

the gutta does not flow so readily, while during the

rains ague and jungle fever are most prevalent, and
the gutta is liable to be washed away from the

felled trees. The yield of a wellgrown Iree of the

best variety is from 2 to 3 lb. of gutta percha,
such a tree being about thirty years old, 30 to 40
I'ect high, and IJ to 3 feet in circumferenc A full-

grown tree sometimes measures 100 to 140 feet to

its first branches, with a girth of 20 feet at a distance

of 14 feet from the base, and nay yield 50 to 601b.
of gutta percha, which loses in six months about
35 per cent, of its weight in drying.
The methods of extracting the gutta percha are

much the same amongst the Malays, Cliinese, and

Dyaks. The trees are cut down just above the

buttresses, or hanees, as they are called ; and for this

purpose a staging about 14 to 16 feet high is erected.

The tools used in felling are either "billiongs" or

"parangs." A billiong is kind of axe used by the

Malays in felling, building, &c. The blade is of

ohisei-like form and the tang is secured at right

angles to a handle by means of a lashing of "ratan"
or cane. The Chinese sometimes use an axe perfectly

wedge-shaped. The parang looks more like a sword-

bavonet, and in the hands of a Malay is a box of

tools in itself, as with it he can cut up his food,
fell a tree, build a house, or defend himself.

When the tree is felled the branches are speedilj'

lopped off, to prevent the ascent of the gutta to

the leaves. Narrow strios of bark, about an inch

broad and 6 inchci apart, are then removed, but
not all round the tree, as its underpart iu its fall

becomes buried in the soft earth, much sap being
thus lost. Some natves beat the bark with mallets

to accelerate the flow of milk or gutta. The milk
flows slowly (changing colour the while) and rapidly
concretes, and, according to its source, may vary from

yellowish-white to reddish or even brownish in hue.

The gutta as it flows is received into hollow bamboos,
doubled up leaves, spa'hes of palms, pieces of bark,
e icoa-nnt shells, or in holes scraped in the ground.
If the quantity olitain>>d is small, it is prepared on
the spot by rubbing it together in the h.ands into

a block, in one end of which a hole is made to

carry it hy. In this state it is known in the mar-
ket as "rawgutla" or "gutta muntah." If water

gets mixed with the juice, the gutta becouse stringy
and is considered deteriirated, but after boiling

appears quite as good. Sometimes the gutta is kept
in a raw state for a month or two, and then under-

goes the next step in the preparation, that is, boil-

ing. The boiling is generally conducted in a "kwali"
or pan of cast or hammered iron, of about 15 inches

in diameter and 6 inches deep. The boiling is either

simply with water, or with the addition of lime juice
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or cocoa-nut oil. If oue pint of lime juice, be added
to three gallons of gutta juice, the latter coiigulates

immediately on ebullition.

On arriving at the port of shipment the gutta before,

exportation, generally undergoes examination and
classification into parcels, according to quality. As
received in the "godowus"or warehouses it presentes

great diversities in condition, shape, size, and eolonr,—from crumbling, hardly coherent, whitish or greyish
"raw" or "

getah muntah" fragments, to reddish or

brownish blocks as hard as wood. Sometimes it is

made up into all manner of grotesque shapes of

animals, and it is nearly always largely adulterated
with sago-flocir, sawdust, chiy, stones, &c. The Chinese
are great adepts in assorting and classifying gutta.
and frequently prepare from different varieties a

certain "standard sample" by cutting or chopping
the material into thin slices and boihng with water
in large shallow iron pans, keeping the contents con-

stantly stirred with polfs, and adding good gutta
percha and even cocoa-nut oil to give a better apiiear-
ance. When sufficiently boiled the gutta is pressed
into large moulds, and is then ready for shipment.
This process of reboiling is wholly unnecessary, and
in some cases is done only to get rid of stuff which has
no right to be called "gutta percha."
The amount and value of gutta percha imported

into Great Britain in 1875 77 were as follows:—
1875. 1876. 1877.

Cwts 19,686 21,558 26,359
Value £149,684 £163,441 £2.38,327

The price of gutta percha ranges from 4d. to 3s.

per lb
, according to quality and demand.

History.
—The early history of the use of gutta percha

is somewhat obscure ; the Malays and Chinese are
said to have long known and used it. One of tlie

earliest notices of it in England occurs in a catalogue
of the collection of the famous Tradescants.* Dr.

Montgomerie, a surgeon in the East India Conqjanv's
ser\'ice, was the first to direct attention to gutta
percha as likely to prove of great utdity in the arts
and manufactures. Having observed the substance
in Singapore in 1822 in the form of whips, he com-
menced experimenting with it. lu 1842, being again
stationed at Singapore, he followed up the subject,
and his recommendation of it to the medical board
of Calcutta as useful for making of splints and other

surgical appai-atus met with high approval. He also
sent specimens, with relative information, to the Society
of Alts of Loudon, which society warmly took up
the suliject, and on Montgomerie's return to England
in 1844 preseeted him with its gold medal. Some have
claimed the honour of introducing gutta percha to
the notice of the commercial world for I )r. (after-
wards Sir) JosiS D'Almeida, who sent a specimen merely
as a curiosity to the R0y.1l Asiatic Society in 184.5,
but careful investigation clearly decides the question
of priority in favour ot Montgomerie. The Society of
Arts havin:; requested him to lay before them the
result of his experiments, he delivered a lecture in

* In the Mmeum T radescantianum
; or, a Collection

of liarilies iirtherved at south Lambeth, near London,
by John Tradescant, . . . Loudon, mdclvi., the

foUmving entry occurs (p. 44) :— " VIII, Variety of
Earities.—The plyalile mazer wood, being warmed,
will work to any form." This museum became the
nucleus of the Afhmolean Museum at Oxibrd. The
word ''mazer," variously spelt, often occurs in early
English poetry, and is sjjecially mentioned in old

catalogues and wills. It is by no means impossible
that mazer cups may have been inaf'e of guttapercha,
as its lightness, strength, and non-liability to fi-ai^tme

would recommend it
; and curiously enougii one of

the vernacular names of the tree yielding gutta percha
is "mazer wood tree."

the autumn of 1844, and many patents were at once
taken out, the chief being those of Mr. C. Hancock,
Mr. Nickels, Mr. Keene, Messrs. Barlow and Forster,
Mr. E. W. Siemens, and other. After this the sub-
stance soon came into general use. *

Properties.
—Gutta percha, like many other milky

juices, occurs in the lactiferous tissue of the plant,
which exists in greatest abundance in the middle

layer of the bark. See Bot.\ny, vol. iv. p. 87.
Gutta percha is resolvable into two resins, albin

and fliiavil. Like caoutchouc or india rubber, it is

a hydrocarbon ; Soubeiran gives its composition as—carbon 87'80 and hydrogen 12 20. In commercial
gutta percha we have this hydrocarbon or pure gutta,
plus a soft rCbin, a resultant of oxidation of the
hydi'ocarljon. M. Payen gives the following analysis
of commercial gutta percha :

—
Pure gutta (milk-Hhite in colour and fusible), 75

to 82 per cent.

Resins soluble in boiling alcohol ;
—

1. Crystalbin or albin {C,,oHj„0„), white, and
crystallizing out of the alcohol as it cools, 6 to 14

per cent.

2. Fluavil C^„H320), yellow, falling as an amor-
phous powder on the cooling of the alcohol, 6 to 14

per cent.

It is thus apparent that the change of pure gutta
into a resin-like mass takes place naturally if means
be not taken to stop it. Many a good parcel has been
thus lost to commerce, and the only remedy seems
to be thorough boiling as soon after collecting as

possible. It must be remembered too that, in outtino-

through the bark to arrive at the laticiferous vessels,
many other vessels and cells become ruptured, con-

taining tannic and gallic acids, &c., and the jjresence
of these no doubt accelerates oxidation. In openin"
bottles of the milky juice a turbidity and effervescence
are often noticed, owing to the formation of a brownish
liquid, the colour being probably due to the presence
of gallic acid. In improperly prepared blocks of gutta
also, these foreign substances induce the presence of
a brown fermented and putrid liquid which decomposes
the internal mass. Many of these .substances, being
soluble in water, are removable by the process of

boiling.

Gutta percha as met with in commerce is of a
reddish or yellowish hue, but when quite pure is

of a greyish-white colour. In this state it is nearly
as hard «s wood, only just receiving the impression
of the nail, is of a porous structure, and when viewed
under the microscope has tlie appearence of a series
of variously hued prisms. Wheu moulded, rolled into

sheets, or drawn into ropes, it assumes a fibrous
character in the direction of its greate?t length, in
which direction consequently it cau be stretched with-
out rupture. If however, a strip of a sheet be cut
oif across the fibre, it will be found that a redis-
tribution of the tenacitv of the slip takes place ;

i. k.

the direction of the fibrou.s character is developed in
an opposite direction. The ehctricsl properties of gutta
peri;lui were first noticed by Faraday. If a piece be
subjected to friction, an electric spark can be obtained.
On its relative electric conductivity, see vol. viii p. 53.

/ t a temperature of 32° to 77° Fahr., gutta percha
has .as much tenacity as thick leather, though inelastic
and less flexible. In water at 110° Fahr. it becomes
less hard ; towards 120° Fah. it becomes doughy,
though still tough; and at from 145° to 150° it grows
soft and pliable, allowing readily of being rolled and
moulded. lo this state it has all the elasticity of

* See Collins on "Gutta Percha" iu British

Mannfacturing Industries (Stnnford & Co.), and the
very interesting volume of A/x ijications of Patents in

Caoutchouc, Outta Percha, &c., issued by thej Patent
Office.
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caoutchouc, but this it loses as it cools, graiiually

becoming hard and ri^id again, and retaining any
form impressed on it whilst in its jilaptic condition.

It is highly inflammable, and burns with a brigbt
flame, dropping a black residue like sealing wax.
The specific graviiy of gutta percha has been varionsly
stated at from 0-90285 to U-9ti923. It is insoluble

in water, alcohol, dilute acids, and alkalies, but
dissolves in warm oil of turpentine, bisulphide of

carbon, coal tar oil, caontchiu or oil of c.ioutchin,
and its own oil—for it yields by destructive distillation

an oil similar to that yielded by caoutchouc under
the same treatment. Ether and some of the essential

oils render it pasty, and ii is softened b}' hot water,

absorbing a email quantity of the water, which is

slowly parted with in cooling.

Maiiufacture and Appliciil'wns.
—Gutta percha, as

received in England, is in irregular clumps or blocks,
and is frequently adulterated with massive stones,

sawdust, bark, sago flour, and other foreign matters ;

and the tir.-t step in its manufacture is to cleanse it

thoroughly. The blocks are first sliced by means of

a powerful circular wheel driven by machinery, and

having fixed in it two or three strong chisel-like

knives, by which it is divided into thin slices. These
are placed in wooden troughs filled with water and
heated by steam. As soon as the gutta percha he-

comes solt it is taken out in baskets and placed in

a toothed iron cylinder, called a "devilling" maeliiue,
which tears it into fragments ; these fall into a trough
of water, and ihe impnriiies sink to the buttoui,

leaving the purified gutta floitiui< in the form of a

spongy mass. This mass is then taken out by means
of perforated slmvels, thoroughly washed in cool

water, and dried iu baskets. It is then jjacked in

jacketed iron chests heated by steam, and lefi till it

becomes soft, when it is at once removed, and kneaded
or masticated by means of a cast-iron cylinder, with

a movable lid and an iuternal revolving toothed iron

axis— the result being a homogeneous dough-like
reddish-brown mass. Sometimes various substances

are introduced into this machine, which is called a

"masticator," to iucrease the hardness or density of

the gutta, or to colour it -such as orange or red

lead, chrome, vermilion, yellow ochre, sulphur, caou-

tchouc, gypsum, or resiu, care being taken to use such

substances only as are not affected by the heat necess-

ary in the operation. The iucoriioration is conducted

with great nicety, as, at the will of the operator, a

soft and elastic or a hard and iiorny substance cm
be produced. When sufficiently masticated, the gutta
is placed whiht still hot between two steel cylinders,

and thoroughly rolled. By means of an endless band

of felt the gutta is returned again to the cylinders,

the distance between which is gradually diminished

so as to compress and completely drive out any
contained air from the gutta percha. There are various

machines for cutting, driving bands, &c., to a uniform

width, and for rounding off' the edges and finishing.

Soles for boots are made by cutting a long strip of

the riHjuisite width, and then passing the strip under

a hollow die.

In making piping a machine is used consisting of

a cylinder, with a diepiece attached of the requisite

size. By means of a piston the gutta percha, which

is introduced into the cylinder in a plastic condition,

is driven through th" die-piece, and tlie piston gives
the inner diameter of the piping. As the piping
issu«s from the machine, it passes immediately into a

trou'di of water, which "sets" it and prevents it

from collapsing. The value of gutta percha piping
is very great : it does no'j cnntammate water as lead

pipinii does; it withstand'; insects, namp, &c., and
is easily manipulated, being shortened, lengthened,
or repaired without trouble or expense ; and its

acoustic properties have led to its employment largely

in the manufacture of aural, stethoscopioal, and other
instruments. (Jutta percha sptaking-tubes are now
to be seen in nearly every office. The substance too,
from tho fact that few acids and alkalies affect it,

especially if dilute, is largely employed for funnels,

siphons, and other chemical apparatus.
In telegraphy gutta percha is of the very highest

importance, being a cheap, lasting, and powerful
insulator, easily applied to telegraphic wires. The
general method of coating telegriiphic wire is by
chargi'g a cylinder with plastic gutta percha, and
forcing it through a die-piece, the wire forming a
ceuti-al core. As the wire is drawn through this
"die" or "moulding" piece, it becomes coated to the

requisite thickness, and, after passing through water,
it is wound on drums ready to be coated with tarred

rope, and with galvanized iron wire if required for
submarine cables.

The readiness with which gutta percha, whilst in
its plastic condition, receives an impression, which
it retains when cold, early led to its employment in
the decorative and fine arts, since it reproduces tho
finest lines, as in the taking of moulds from electro-

types. See ELECTROMETALLUROy.
In the production of imitations of oak and other

ornamental woods, gutta percha has been largely used,
since by the admixture of various substances "graining"
or "in,arb!ing" cun be very naturally represented,
and a coating of a solution of gutta percha gives a
varnish of great brilliancy.

SitbstUutes.—Many substances have been recommend-
ed as substitutes for or as supplementary to, gutta
percha. Among these Balata gum undoubtedly holds
Ihe first place. It is obtained from the Mimusops
Bnliita (Gartner), a tree found iu British and French
Guiana, Jamaica, &c. Prof. Bleek rod seems to have
been the first to direct attention to this substance,
by bringing it before the notice of the Society of
Arts in 1857. The Balata gum combines in some
degree the elasticity of caoutchouc with the ductility
of gutta perciia, freely softening and becoming plastic,
and being easily moulded like gutta percha. What
small parcels have been sent to England have met
with a ready sale, and were remarkably pure and
fri'C from adulteration. But unfortunately, through
the difficulty of collection, the occupation being dan-

gerous and unhealthy, the supply of this excellent
article has fallt-n ofl'. It is procured by making
incisions in the bark of the tree about 7 feet from
the ground, a ring of clay being placed around to catch
the milk as it exudes. A large tree is said to yield
as much as 45 lb of "dry gum." Pititchontee, the
produce ol Dkhopsis ettiptica, Collins (Bnssia etlipika,
Dalzell), is a most interesting substance, and may
yet prove an article of commeice if properly treated;
at present, although by heat it becomes plastic and
ductile, it is brittle and resin-like when cold. The
tree is found very generally distributed iu Wynaad,
Coorg, Travaucore, &c.

Many of the euphorbias yield milky juices which
have some at least of the properties of gutta percha.
The chief amongst these are the cattimandoo (Euphorbia
CaUimandoo, Elliot) and the Indian spurge tree

(E. Tirucallis Linn
)
of India, aud some euphorbias

at the Cape of Good Hope. The alstonia or pala
gum (Ahtonia scholaris, R. Br.) and the mudar gum
(Galatropis-rj'Kjanlea, B. Br.), have also been recom-
mended as substitutes for gutta percha. But the

attempts made to utilize these substances have as yet
been unsuccessful.

future SuppUen.—A very important mitter for con-
sideration is the question of tho future supplies of

giitta percha. It is after all only a spontaneous
natural product. If a Malay or Chinese wishes to

plant pepper, gambier, &c., he burns down a portion
of the forest, and, when he has raised two or three
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crops, he clears a new portiou, and tluia finelywooded spots become denuded of trees, and covered
with rank grass rendering them unfit for further
cultivation. Apain, to obtain the gutta pereha the
trees are cut down and none are planted in their
stead, so tluit in distriols where they were in nbund-
ance one or two only are now preserved as curiosities.
It is a wonder indeed that a single tree is left. A
writer in the Haramak Gazette says 'that from 1S54
to 1875 over 90,000 piouls (of 133^ lb each) of gutta
pereha was exported from Sarawak aloue, and this
meant the death of at least 3,000,000 trees. In fact
the only thing that preserves ihe tree at all is that
It IS of no usH to cut one down till it is 25 to 30
years oM. Sooner or later recourse must be had to
cultivation and conservation. (J. Co.)

"T

MANURING, WEEDING, &o.

A correspondent writes :
—

The FicM of March 25th contains a lecture on " the
production and loss of nitrates" by iMr. Warington
that might interest many of your readers, the subject
being one that more than probably is deserving of
serious attention here, as at home, under many
headings. Not least so as regards manuring, unre-
mitted clean weeding, and the system so largely
in vogue of close surface draining, to an orthodox (fepih
of not under IS inches \ 1 mean to say nothing againsteither of the above, though, as regards the system of

draining,
I have often fancied coffee at least did not

benefat by a too close adherence to the latter ; and
that shallower drains, and as few of them as possibleanswered best. As for manuring ; nothing like it
to secure good crops, and high returns, of course ! But
stdl there are two ways of doing a thing ; and much
hitherto unaccountable want of success under this
heading may now become e.xplained.

Systematic clean weeding is of course such an im-
mense saving and convenience in many ways that
counter arguments would need be grave to think
even of foregoing it. Still it may have its dis;idvant-
ages, and seriously impoverishing ones too !

The same paper also contains an interesting account
of the sugar sorghum enterprise in the United States.
Also, a letter from 'Mr. JVIorris, which, as I read it,
IS nothing better than an attempt to recruit capital and
investors at home, for Jamaica, at the expense of
Ceylon, by a disparaging and unjustifiably in-
correct comparison and statement as regards the labor
supplies of the two countries.

Have blue gum leaves or a decoci ion of same ; chloride
of lime; margosa oil; carbolic powder; castor oil
varnish or crab oil, only, it is said in the Field, procur-
al3le in Demerara, received fair trial against white ants?

X.

I ^\' ^'~}
<=^'^"o' iie'P fancying that rather coarse,

broken, dry charcoal might supply a useful medium for
applying strong preventatives that otherwise would be
injurious to the plant. If, as I fancy in the case of
ammonia, it has the property of absorbing, and sub-
sequently releasing, but vnry slowly, any at all volatile
substance, .t might do this so yraduaUy as to in nowayharm tlie plant, thouuh to a sufficient extent to appealto the good .«enseof the ants and induce then, to "ass
on; whilst at the same time it would store a supply suffioi-
ent to act as a reminder for an indefinite time.

THE CLIMATE OF MYSORE.

j^^7
the close of a very interesting article in theMadran Mail on sun spots and their coincidence with

heavy or light rainfall and famine, the climate of Mysore
IS thus noticed :

—
In Mysore there is no rain in the so-called cold

wcither, and naturally there are no cold weather cropsThe average rainfall lor the five months from the
31st November to the 31st Aprd is only 3^ inches,and this figure, small as it is, represents only fitful
tropical showers, which dry up at once under a burn-
ing almoat vertical sun and the parcliing wiuds of
that season, acting too on a jjlateau 2,000 and 3,000
feet above the ,^ea ; for it must be remembered that
evaporation proceeds more rapidly in a rare Atmosphere.Under these conditions agriculture is as impossible as
under the rigours, of a Canadian winter. For the
space of five months the land has rest. The average
raiulall for May is four inches, but this is derived
from cyclonic falls and years when the monsoon sets
111, as It does sometimes, as much as a mouth earlier
than usual. The ryot looks for thunder showers to
plough his fields towards the end of May, but pract-
ically the 1st of June marks the opening of the
agricultural year in Mysore. The dry N. K. wind is

replaced by the moist S. VV. wind, merciful clouds
temper the sun, the thermometer drops ten degrees,and nature awakens from the sleep of die dry season.
This is the seed time of the year, and any deficiency
of rainfall in the scanty montlily four inciifs of that
pen .d becomes serious at once. Of wet cultivation,
tnere is not much carried on in Mysore under the
disadvantages of the dry season. That under river-
red channels is comparatively of insignilicant area ;
that under tanks is very restricted, and depends on
the nijiply of water in the timk, i. e., on the
quantity rather than the quality of the last
monsoon rainfall. A cultivator of wet land has
his eye on his tank, as he puts his plough through
the sludge. He will plough jnst as much as he
thicks he has water for. The fitful showers of the
dry season are a matter of indifference to him. These
showers will put no water into his tank, and, when
It 13 considered that the evaporation from sheets of
water freely exposed is about two-thirds of au inch
per diem m the dry weather, we arrive at the re-
sult that the total average dry season rainfall would
normally equal, area for area, the evaporation from a
rice flat for four days. Practically, therefore, these
hot weather showers are of no account to the cultiv-
ator

; and, when the cry of famine in Mysore is
raised in the middle of the hot weather, it will be
admitted that the moment cho.sen is sinoularly ill-
timed. We have s^en that there was last year a
small dehciency iu the S. W. monsoon ; the N. E.
was up to the average ; there were two period's of
anxiety owing to two stoppages of the rain?, the first
of practically a month's duration in July, the second
of three weeks iu October, normally the wettest mouth
of the year. But the year shows a total of 27.'; inches
of otherwise fairly distributed rainfall, against tl^ie aver-
age of 35 inches (35\S9 if the average of the last 11
years be taken), and iu the face of euch a ivcord, there
does not seem much chance of a famine. The years
1871 and 1873 had raiufalls each of 29 inches, and
no one cried famine, although the population of My-
sore was then one- sixth greater than now. Men's mirds
are still unhinged by the remembrance of the fearful
calamities of 1876. The early showers are de^;ciel)t:
there is a slight importation of ragi by rail, as is most
natural con.suleriug the harvests in the turroundino
districts of Madras were iietter thau those iu Mvsoie°
and forthwith the cry of "wolf" is raided. The
fact IS we know less about the periodicity of drou.'hts
in Mysore, a country which has been known to Euro-
peans for a century, than in the newly settled dis-
tricts of inland Auetralia, where the droughts are of
great severity, but are considerably mitigated by a

knowledge of their periods of recurrence.
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J COFFEE.

W/e mali e no apology for once more calling the atteu-

tioiV of our readers to the importance of ensuring that

coffee supplied to the public shall be genuine, and we

are pleased to find that this matter is attracting the

attention of members of the House of Commons, and

that Sir E. Lechinere on Mouday night, in putting a

question as to the Treasury njinute of January 20th,

and the encouragement held out thereby to professional

adulteration of coffee, put the saddle on the right

horse, and directed bis inquiry to the Eight Hon. Joseph

Chamberlain. In the very able speech which the Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade made in the late debate on

Free Trade he stated that, whereas the consumption of

articles of luxury, and notably tea and cocoa, had

steadily increased, the consumption of coffee had under-

gone a decrease. The right boa. gentlemau, with a

surprising naivete, stated that he was unable to account

for this— " possibly the public taste had changed."

Now, one cannot possibly believe that the taste for

•what passes for coffee has decreased. The preachings of

the temperance party and the fact that "coffee pali.ces"

have beeu established by thousands throughout the

country point in another direction, and the success of

private traders and public companies in palining oft'

mixtures makes it very certain that the consumption of

drinks wliicb are tlattei-ed l>y the name of coffee has

undergone an enormous increase. If iNIr. Chamberlain

wishes to know why the consumption of coffee has de-

creasid, we must refer him to our anno'ation of March

25th, by which he will find that, out of thirty-seven

samph-s of coffee bought in London during the mouth

of February 1882, only two were genuine, and that not

a few cont.iined as little as 10 per cent, of true coffee.

It is idle to contend, as Mr. Chamberlain did in his

answer to Sir E. Lechmere, that the recent Treasury

minute does not tend to increase the practice of aduller-

ation : for facts are strikingly agaiust him ; and if this

obnoxious minute be not cancelled, Mr. Chamberlain

must rest under the imputation of giving the assistance

of the Board of Trade to unprincipled traders. Why
should the importation of mixtures of coffee with chicorv,
" and any other vegetable matter," be encouraged,

and of what use is it to the public ? Surely those «ho

prefer their coffee mixed can mix it for themselves.

In these days of
" bold advertisement" every tradesman

ouglit to be compelled not only to sell mixtures as

such, but to give on each paclcot an • xact statement

of the nature of the mixture and its percentage com-

position. When this is done there will, perhaps, be an

end of the outrageous cheating which takes place in

connexion not only with coffee, but with hundreds of

"
patent" foods bearing incomprehensible names. Coffee

may bo looked uijon as a home product, being largely

produced in the British Empire, and, although we do

not ask for
"
protection"

f.jr our countrymen from any

legitimate competition, we think they have a right

to demand that the Government shall at least ei.suro

that those who import roasted vegetable refuse aud

sell it as coffee shall at least be made to pay dearly for

the privileges which the Board of Trade allows to

them. Coffee uuroasted aud raw pays a duty of 2d. per

lb. If imported mixtures were saddled with a duty

of sixpence, the importation of chicory and other

(valuable?) vegetable matters unmixed would not be

hindered, the British public would be able to get

these mixtures more cb.-aply tluiu at present (because

the protit of the dishonest trader would be lessened),

and a genniae and proper pi otectiou would be afforded

to our "countrymen uho have invested th.ir capital

in coffee plantations. Coffee is ii stimulant and possesses

stimulating properties
which chicory and roasted cab-

bage stumps do not, and we feel sure that, until the

working man is made to understand the stimulating

value of coffee, and is enabled to feel that a jaded

oervoua Bystem is more benefited by an infusion of

the coffee berry than by a glass of gin, the temperance
movement will take no firm hold of the population.
Those who seek for stimulation from coffee should buy
it raw aud roast it and grind it for themselves.—Lancet.

NO REWARD FOR A REMEDY FOU
DISEASE.

LEAF-

The following correspondence has been forwarded to

U9 by the Secretary to the Planters' Association of

Ceylon :
—

Colonial Secretary's Office, Colombo, 8th May 1882.

Sir,
—X am directed by the Governor to [transmit for

the information of the Planters' Association the accom-

pauying copy of a despatch and of its enclosure from

the iSecretary of State for the Colonies.—I am, sir, your
obedient servant, (Sigd.) J. A. Swettenham,

For Colonial Secretary.

The Secretary, Planters' Association, Kandy.
Do\vuiug Street, 4th April 1882.

Sir,
—I caused your despatch No. 75 of the 15th Feb.,

suggesting that a reward should be offered for the dis-

covery of a remedy for the coffee leaf-disease, to be

referred to Sir J. Hooker, for an expression of his opin-

ion, and I now have to enclose a copy of his reply.

3. I agree with Sir Joseph Hooker and with Dr. Tri-

men that no advantage would result from the offer of

such a reward, but that, on the contr.ary, it would en-

courage false hopes, and might possibly lead to con-

siderable inconvenience. I do not therefore feel able to

sanction either the offer of a reward or the grant of pe-

cuniary assistance to experiments in connection with the

coffee disease.—I have &c., (Sigd.) Kimbeklet.
Governor Sir J. E.Longden, K.O.M.G.

Royal Gardens Kew, March, 22nd 1882.

Sir,
—I am directeil by Sir Joseph Hooker to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your letter of March 21st requesting
an opinion upon the proposal, supported by the Governor
of Oeylon, that the Goverument of the colony should offer a

reward for the discovery of a remedy for the coft'ee leaf-

disease.

In the first place it must be remarked that the very

language in which the proposal is embocfied involves a

fallacious conception of the point at issue. It is only by
a loose analogy that the enemy which the coffee plant
is suffering from in Ceylon can be called a disease at all.

There is no evidence whatever that the coffee plant itself

is constitutionally enfeebled or mihealthy. But it is now

open to the attacks of the hemileia, a fungus or parasitic

plant which more or less eats it up. What is meant
therefore by "a remedy agamst coffee leaf disease" is

really some method of either destroying the fungus or

obviating its attacks. And the discovery of such a method
has been the object aimed at in .aU action taken in the matter

since the ravages of the hemileia began to inflict serious

loss on the coffee planters.
The first thing to do was to find out everything possible

about the hemileia an<l the mode of life which it pursued.
The researches of Messrs. Berkeley, Broome, Thwaites,

Abbay and Morris established some important facts. The
whole subject has been in addition exhaustively studied by
Mr. Marsh.^U "Ward, a skilful investigator, who has spent
two years in Ceylou for the piu-puse at the Goverument

expense. We now Imow all that it is practically important
to know about the hemileia and the question is what

helpfid indications do we draw from the knowledge ?

There appear to be three directions in which it is possible

relief may be obtained :
—

1. The spores (seeds) of the fungus are blowu about by
the wind. This being the case the recommendations of

Mr. Marshall AVard in respect to this point are of the

greatest import.ince. They are to be found in paragr.aph

7 page 29 of his third report.
" Diseased leaves slioidd be

collected and destroyed aud every means possible era-

ployed to prevent the ingress of winds, cultivation

should be du-ected to these ends, and the pruning
and maum-ing, as far as pos.sible arranged, so that

large masses of young foliage are as seldom as possible
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exposed, to the spores at those times when they are most
blown about."

2. Supposing, however, that the spores cannot be pre-
vented from reaching the trees, it is still possible to kill the

former as well as the filaments which issue from them on

germination in the very brief interval before those filaments

plunge into the leaves and become inaccessible to treat-

ment- This is the principle of the sulphur-lime remedy
studied by Jlr. Morris. The difficulty, however, is that though
the sulpiiur-lime treatment does its work very effectually;

the benefit is only transitory as the trees are apt to

speedily become reinforced. Mr. AVard is nevertheless of

opinion that the apphcation of a mixture of sulphur and lime,

or of lime alone, may be useful in cases where the disease

is threatening to denude the trees of leaves at the critical

period
" when the crop is ripening."

The action of sulphur and lime as far as they go are

perfectly satisfactory. Nothing, therefore, appears likely to

be gained by experimenting on the action of other sub-

stances .such as mixtures containing Carbolic Acid. The

principle of treatment is in every case identical. One sub-

stance may relatively be more or less active than another

but none can remedy the difficulty that having killed one

crop of the fimgus the plantation is still open to fresh

infection.
•

3. The plantations should be closely watched in order

to see if iudivndual plants show less tendency than others

to succumb to the ravages of the hemiUia. By sedul-

ously sowing the seed and selecting from the progeny of

these, a race comparatively resistant to the attacks of the

hemileia might eventually be established.

I think that this statement will enable the Secretary of

State to judge how little probability there is of the pro-

posed reward being of the smallest real use. None is certainly

required to enforce the common-sense suggestion to pro-
tect the coffee plants from spore-laden winds. On the other

hand its existence by exciting vagne expectations would

paralyze the planters in using to the best advantage the

practical suggestions already put before them. When the

spores have reached the coffee plants, we already possess a

means of killing them. That method of treatment has, it

is true, disappointed ^expectations for reasons already ex-

plained. As far however as it goes it is not likely to be im-

proved upon. When the fungus has once plunged into the
leaves nothmt: can arrest their destruction abort of kdling
the coft'ei plant itself.

Supposin<4, notwithstanding, that the Secretary of State
were disposed to approve the reward as a matter of

policy, antl the more so as tliere is a minimum of prob-

ability of its ever being earned, the administrative diffic-

ulties which would immediately arise is connection with
it are of the gravest kind. The action of the French Go-
vernment is a case in point. A large reward has been
oPTered for some years for a means of destroying the

Phylloxera which is rav'L,Mng the vines of VVestern

Europe. The result has been that while in 1873 alone
334 persons claimed it, a member of the Commission to

whom the claims were referred sumited up the result as
follows ;—
" La perspective offerte par ce prix semhle d'avoir eu

jusqu' ici d' autre rdsiiltat que d' 6garer des imaginations
impressionables, de mettre eu mouvement des appetits
vul'jaires, et non "le susciter des travaux s^rieux entre-

pris par des savants on des agricidteu s exerces et com-
petents. Le conconrs onvers, a ete un embarras et n'a exerce
aucune influence utile."*

Similar evils would undoubtedly ensue in Cevlon.
And there is the further difficulty that the thankless
labor of Bift,ing the more or less impossible schemes
which would be sent m would not, :as in Paris, fall upon
a body of men removed by the status of European re-
putation friui any possible impeachment of aiiverse crit-
icism, but would have to be borne by two or three Colonial
Officials already sufficiently occupied and whose lives would
be made a burden to them by the proverbial contentiousness

*The prospect offered by this prize seems to have
hitherto had no result bnt that of misleading impression-
able imagin.ations, of exciting vulgjir greed, and not of
arousing serious labors, undertaken by scieutiSc men or

practical and competent agriculturists. The open compet-
ition has been an embarrassment, and has not exercised

any useful influence —Ed.

and wrong-liea ledni'ss of person.s believin? themselves the
possessors ofan inventive faculty. Sir J-^seph Hooker is

therefore unhesitatingly of opinion that the profi0f>ed re-
ward is unlikely to lead to results of any pu:.)lio utility,
while it will certainly c u.se a groat deal of embarrass-

ing and unneces-'ary labor.

As to the proposal that the Government should give
aid to persons wishing to make experiments, it is open
to such obvious ohiections thatitis really unnecessary to
state them. If the planting community agree amongst
themselves that any experiments of a particular kind are

desirable, the proper course would bo tli.it they should

carry them out by mutual arrangement and co-oporation.

I am &c.,

(Signed) W J. Thiselton Dveb,
John Bramston Esq.,

Colonial Office.

TEA IN INDIA AND CHINA: THE QUES,
TION OF NATURAL HYBRIDIZING.

Assam was between the years 1815 and 1824 oc-

cupied by the Burmese, who committed the foulest

atrocities to the almost depopulation of the country—
indeed, the surviving natives stated that the

Burmese, when finally driven out by the British, carried

away with tliem the youth of the country, so that

only the aged and feeble were left. To this cause

the Assamese themselves attribute the sparseness of

the population and the feeble character of the indi-

viduals. Inveterate addiction to opium eating, in-

duced no doubt by the prevalence of jungle fever,

must, however, be at the root of much of the apathy
of the Assamese. They are, in truth, almost as much

savages as the predatory tribes around them : the Abors,
the Garos, the Nagasand other tribes, who must either

prove amenable to the influences of Christian civiliz-

ation, or be improved off the face of the earth which

they do little more than cumber. The British might
have long bad the problem to solve, as to what was

to be done with the densely forested, damp, rich-

soiled valley of the Brahmaputra, but that about

half a century ago attention began to be directed to

an indigenous tea plant, which Dr. Wallich, from

the large size of the leaves and blossoms, took for a

new camellia. Of course, our readers are aware that

the tea plant really is a camellia, but the camellias

so famous for their flowers are not those that yield

the leaves which, when infused, result in " the cup
that cheers but not inebriates." Curiously enough,

the first result of the discovery that a species of tea

grew in the jungles of Assam was not to induce

efforts to cultivate that particular plant, but to lead

Government to send Mr. Fortune on a mission to

China, to collect and bring seeds of what were be

lieved to be the better species of teas, which it

was hoped and believed could be cultivated where a

tea grew naturally. Some writers on Indian tea,

Col. Money amongst them, we believe, regard th9

introduction 6f the infeiior China teas as a mis-

fortune, but all experience and the general voice is

in favour of the view taken by Mr. Baildon in his re-

cently published work on "The Tea Industry in India,"

that it was well the plants were thus brought into con-

tact, the result being a hybrid far superior to either

parent. But, while this hybrid was being developsd,

the cultivation of the Chiuese kinds extended from

Assam to the Kangra Valley, Kumaon and tbe Dehra
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Dun in the Northern Himalayas, aud Darjiling iu

the Eastern. In those [ilaoes China tea. flourished and

still flouriahes, after a fashion superior to anything
known iu China itself. But it is the vigorous, large-

leaved, luxuriant aud yet hardy hybrid tea whicli

has converted Assam from a useless tract of jungle
into one of the most promising provuices of the ludinn

Empire. There is much to be done, for Assam with

five millions of population hiis only 9,145 si:|ua"e nnles

cleared and cultivated. But of this area. 240 square
miles (in acres 153,(157) are iu tea, spread over 1,055

plantations, or "gardens" as they call them in India.

That fact accounts for the pi-ogress, the trade aud
the prospect of future prosperity connected with what
was once a country of large population, possessed of

wealth and a knowledge of tlie arts, as numeroui
monuments prove, but wliich had relnpsed into jungle
and miasma. The country is being cleared and planted
and penpled by immigrants from other parts of India,

led by European captains of industry. The recent

labour law is a concession to the importance and

value of the tea enterprize, and ere long the whdom
remote jungle will be joined to the rest of India,

not only by river navigation but by means of the

iron highway. The railway has, indeed, already made

great advances. The enterprize which has, we maj'

say, re-created Assam may be taken to have com-

menced about the time that our oofiee industry really

attracted the attention of European capitalists, about

1S3S. In the period between then aud now, the

planters of Assam have covered over 153,000 acres

with te.-i, while the coffee-planters of Ceylon opened
up fully 100,000 acres in excess of that area. As a

humid climate is specially suitable for tea, it is matter

for regret that we, iu Ceylon, did not earlier recog-
nize the fact that a large portion of our- island is

specially qualiried, by climate eminently and in many
places equally by soil to be a great producer of

tea. We- have now made the discovery, and we must
follow it out, tea in some cases superseding coffee on
cultivated land. We have the accumulated experience
«f our Indian neighbours to go upon, and the benefit
of the hardy and yet luxuriant "

hybrid
"

which
their operations originated. The history of this hybrid,
if hybrid it re.iliy be, throws curious 1 ght on the

question of cinchona hybrids. Mr. Baildon's theory
is that the tea plant is really indigenous lo India
and that from India it was introduced to China and

Japan about 1,200 years ago. The theoi-y is supported
by a legend common to China and Japan, creditin'j'

an Indian sage named Dharma with the introdiicHon
of a plant which has proved so valuable to the
millions of Mongolians. Tliere is a story about
Dharna desiring to live without sleep, and

tinditig
tea just the beverage for his purpose, which has its

counterpart in the story of the uofFee bu?h
; while

the alleged origin of tea in the scattered eyelashes
of the sagrt resembles the legend of the origin of

maize, which Longfellow has embodied iu Hmwailia.
The legendary lore seems to support Mr. Baildon's

theory that there is only one spxies of tea, the

Indian, and that the inferior growth and smaller leaves
of the China tea are the result of the plant travelling

far from home into an uncongenial climate and un-
favourable conditions of soil and treatment. Mr.

Fortune, therefore, merely took the fai--trave!led,

long absent and terribly changed plant back to its par-
ental home, where again it united with its parents and
its kindred. If this theory can be sustained, then, of

course there is no question of hybridity, only of

two varieties which in the course of ages and by
the influence of circumstances had become quite dis-

tinct, coalescing and originating a third variety superi-
or to either. Of the superiority tlieie can be no

question. The indigenous Assam plant is, in its damp
and sha.ly native jungles, a grand plant, and the
threi or four estates in Assam where this kind alone
is grown must be a splendid sight, judging from the

patches of pure indigenous we have seen in Ceylon.
Really good

"
hybrid

"
plants, however, are more

certain to grow when planted out, and many ofihcm
quite equal the indigenous in size aud lu.vnriauce.
Removed from its m.tnral conditions of jungle shade
and moisture, the pure indigenous Assam tea plant
is delicate, feels the s>m and exposure, and is alto-

gether behind the hybrid in hardiness. The China is

hardy enough, and it has yielded good results in

Darjiling and elsewhere, but it is rapidly being super-
seded everywhere by the hybrid. This so-called hybrid
is easily propagated by .seed, "alter his kind," al-

though occasionally strange varieties appear. Now
we have no similar history of the cinchona plant
wandering away from its home and being absent for

over twelve centuries ; but the area over which the

plants are scattered on the Andean ranges is widespread

enough to admit of room for changes many and great,
due to conditions of soil aud climate. Originally the

feebler O. officinalis may have been one with the more
robust C. succhnbra, and what we call a hybrid may
be but the reunion of varieties. The analo"v of seed

coming true to type, however, fails largely : at least

so it seems. In the case of T/ua hi/bru/ci we have a
Thea rohusta, the larger proportion, often the whole,
of ihe seeds of which come true to type. This is

the kind of tea which is fully and firmly established

in Ceylon, and on which we believe the futue pro-

sperity of the colony, shaken by the failure of Arabian

coffee, so largely depends. Mr. Baildon's argument
for the Indian origin of the tea plant we have maiked
for extract, and we have indicated his theory of the

nature aud his estimate of the merils of the hybrid.
We quote the concluding pamgraph of Air. Baildon's

first chapter :
—

Thea Bohea Assamica went away from home, and all

lowed botauLsts (who had not founil his pareuts) to give
him the name of Cuinmsia ; but he has gone back now to the
old couutry, and has .agreed to remain, upon the accept-
ance of the equiti'ble proposition (resulting from these
radical times), that as he and his near relatives are getting
old it is useless to quarrel about the family name

; so

they have made a new one, of a modern cast, for their

progcuy, which writers on the subject designate iu English
instead of afflicting it with its doubtful Latin title, aud call
the hybrid. There is peace in the family at last, and the

rising generation is looked upon hopefully.

It is rather a naii-e idea of Baildon's that 'hybrid' is

English and not Latin. It "imply happens to be

adopted Greek.

It just strike'' us ai singular, 'hat if an India'! sage,
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acquainted witli the virtues of tea, iutroduced the

plant to Cliiaa, his own ooimtrj'men should not

have adopted the use of tlie beverage. This is a

real ditRoultj' in the way of the theory, but it is nol

conclusive against it, for many nations have failed

to recognize the merits of indigenous products, wliich

when exported htive been prized and l.irgely used.

The probability seems to bo that tea existed in its

indigenous state along the range which connects

Assam with the north of I'hina. Found on the plain?

tho plant is always a cultivated one : never indiaenous.

We recollect seeing in Cooper's travels a notice of

arge tea ireen in the north of Cl)iua, which the

people stated were five hundred yi-ars old !

With reference to what is stated about a lessened

immigration to Assam, something must be laid to

the account of the rapid and large introduction of

roUinw, drying and other machinery calculated to

super.-ede manual labour. With one-tenth the number

of coolies, rolling and firing are now better and

more quickly performed ; and what is true of India

ou"ht to be and speedily will be true of Ceylon.

Jackson's Tea ivoUer and Davidson's Sirocco Drier

are to the tea planter what Walker's almost per-

fect pulping nuaohinery was to the coffee planter.

The dit'ti'rence is that coffee planfing was pretty old

before it was helped by the best machinery. Tea

planting has this aid at its very beginning. If only

consumption goes on as experience leads us to hope,

the success of the tea enterprize ought to be pro-

portionately great.

TRADE BETWEEN INDIA AND AUSTRALIA :

"GHEE" FROM AUSTRALIA TO INUIA.

A writer in the Axian, in concluding some papers
on the operations of the Indian Revenue and Agri-
cultural 0'"parlment, remarks:—

following up tlic knowledge which has befu derived
from tlie recent Melbourne Exhibition of tlie require-
ments iu, and present capabilities of, Australia, the U.

and A. Department has lately, among other measures,
been considering tlie feasibility of raising an import
trade in dairy produce from that colony. The fact

exists that wo send an appreciable quantity of various
kinds of produce to Australia ; and our exports thithir

have during the last three years largely increased, thus:—
'V^aluc of exports.

In iSTO-SO R45,7(j,210

,, leSO 81 R52,98,699
,, 11 months of 1S81-82 ... R75,29,32i;

But Australia sends us little or nothing, and the object
is to secure a return trade from thence. At present
that colony does not seem to be able to send us any
produce that reriuires manual labour. Fruit and a few
other articles have been tried, but without any vi ry
encouraging results. Dairy produce is the only article

which apparently has a chnnce of being successfully
placed in the Indian markets. In considering the pro-
ject I he now dep.artment has borne in mind the necessiiy
in any endfavdur 10 proniiitK such a trade, of suggest-
ing that the article be imported iu such a foi m aswill
imet the tastes of the natives. The only form in wliic'i

natives iu India u«e dairy produce is ghrr. Cnerefore
the new depariment has set on foot measures for the

promotion of a trade in g/iee. The necessary p.vrticulars
were placed before tomo farmers lu Ausirali.H, and,
having elicited a requeet for the services of ghee-
luakers, "two cxptricnceil men in the industry were
Bent from this couuti-y iu February last. InforrautiOn

has now been received of their safe .arrival in Aii.itralia,
and experiments in the making of i/Jiee in that e 'lony

according to the Indian fashion have already coiu-

mcuced. It is much to be desired that this important
and interesting measure will prove successful. No de-

lails seem to have been forgotten which can eusuie
succfiss. Explanation has been sent of the pxact way
iu which the article is packed and presented in the
ludian markets, enquiries have been made of the rate
of freight and the margin of prolit that would ensue, and
reports havi^ been obtained from the difterent l^rnvincial

Governments as to the prices ruling in tho various
markets in Indin, and the probable quantity of .//we
conenmed iu the country. The result of the euquiries
under this last head shows that a quantity something
Idee 14 to 1.5 millions of maunds of glfe is annually
used ill India. Thi5 may be said to repr; sent a value
of .3.5 crores of rupees. No detailed analysis is re-

quired to establish the importance, in an economic
sense, of the measure which the R. and A. Dopartment
has taken. In a country like India wheie pasturage
and fodder reserves have so greatly diminished as we
have already mentioned, any action which will help
the population at large to feed their cattle properly
and to reduce the price of dairy produce so largely
consumed a* milk and ghee, and so necessary in a

hygienic point of view owing to their olcageuous pro-
perties, must incoutestably prove a real blessing con-
ferred on the people.

—L.

Ghee, as our readers are aware, is cow butter pre-
pared after a peculiar manner, clarified so as to be

readily available for curries, &c.

ASSAM TEA CULTIVATION.
The Assam administration report for the year

IS'O-Sl cannot be said to possess much general
interest : nevertheless there are points therein worthy
of notice. Assam may be a small province, but it

produces a very big report. It evidently must be

getting -on ; for, whereas in the days when a simple
commissione" was sufBcieut to govern it, its annual

history could be told in the few manuscript pages of

foolscap to which a revenue coiiiniissiuner's report
extends, that history now requires a volume of 270
pages large octavo, with 138 pages of appendices,
printed (and very well printed) mi, the Assam secret-
ariat press, with a French ^rey binding and the

royal arms stamped thereon all conip ete. The pro-
vince, however, only comprises nine districts with a
revenue of less than 82 lakhs of rupees, a cultivated
.area of 0,14.5 square miles, a^d a population of under
five millions. The Chief Commissi uier is also the proud
master of no less than twenty feudatory states. These,
however, are not of great importance; ftir iusiance
the state of Maodon has a population of 305 persons
and a revenue of R8-8.
The great feature of the province, that upon which

it mainly dependsfor its coining greatnei". is its tea

industry. The area planted with tea ani'uinted in the

year under report to 1.53 057 acres, and, notwithstand-

ing a great depression in the industry during that

year, none of the gardens were closed, nor was the
outturn of tea diminished. The export of tea to

B'-ngal in ISSO-81 was no less thaa 37,71", liOO pounds,
the t tal number of gardens being l,0'i.'i. The de-

pression referred to, however, markedli checked the

appropriation of wa.ste land for tea cultivation
; for

whena-iiii 1878, 69.000 acres of new land were taken

up, and iu 1879, 43,000 acres, in 1380 the area of
new grants wis only 10,000 acres. The importation
of labourers for tea cultivation naturally fell in a
similar proportion. In 1879 it was 44 per c>nt h-ss th.an

187^^, and iu ISSO, 36 per cent less t!n,n in IJS79,

amounting in the latter year to only 16,000 sdnl.s. .Such
a depression of the tea industry, if penijanent, would
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be a terrible calamity tor the province. The only chance

for Assam is in the gratlual introduction of an en-

tirely new population, for from the Assamese nothing
in the way of progress is ever to be hopeil. "The
total want of enterprize and energy which characterizes

all the Assamese is a bar to anything like rapid pro-

gress in their material condition. The Assanjese cult-

ivator has all the materials before him for accumul-

ating wealth and storing U|i against evil days, but

he has no desire for more than sufficient to eat,

sufficient opium, sufficient to clothe himself with aud

sufficient to shelter himself from the heat or inclem-

ency of the weather. Should a famine ever strike

the land he will not, I fear, be found more ready to

meet it than the poorest and most rack-rented peasant
of Behar."

The above extract is taken from the report of

the Commissiouer of the Assam Valley, and it mildly
describes a state of things which is really phenomenal.
The Bengali is not generally regarded all over India

as the incarnation of virile energy and overbearing

physical power : such, however, is the light in which

that abject being appears to the still more abject

peasant of Assam. The Assamese speaks of a Bengali
as a Bengali might speak of a Sikh or Afghan, and the

Bengali when he ascends the Brahmapootra puts on all

the airs assumed by a Pathan who conies down to

Bengal. Two explanations have been offered for this

effete condition to which the once comparatively alert

and industrious population of Assam have fallen. One
of these is the Burmese miesion of 1S15. Between
that year and 1824 the Burmese ruled the country

despotically, and were only driven out bj' us in the

latter year, after perpetrating the most unheard of

atrocities and nearly depopulaling the country. When
they withdrew they carried with them, so the Assam-
ese say, the whole of the youth of the province,
and one explanation of the effeteuees of the present

population is its descent from aged parents. This may
or may not be the case, but the depopulation of the

country had the effect, in a climate where luxuriance

of nature requires constant repression by the labour

of man, of permitting the entire valley to be overrun

by the jungle in which it h now submerged. The
result of this was seriously to impair (he health,

stamina, and spirits of the population, already broken

by the terrible calamities inH;cted on them by the

Burmese. Add to this the ease with which opium
was grown

—it is almost a necessity in that climate*
—and then it is easy to uudersiand ihe present moral

condition of the Assamese. He has ceased to struggle

against Kature. He is the victim of the climate, of the

jungle, and the wild beasts, and he resigns himself to

his faie. With such a productive soil a very small

patch of cultivation would yield tbe rice and chillies

which are all that he requires for food, and the opium
which is necessary for his health and pleasure Why
then attempt to cultivate more and thus enter on a strug-

gle with the jungle growth which in a mght ,-prmgs up to

smother his sprouting plants ;
or the deer and hog.-^, and

buffaloes and elephants, whicti swarm to consume
them when in ear? The British now make him pay
revenue, and will not let him cultivate the poppy,
but sell him his beloved opium at a round price, so

he lias in these days to exert tiimself a little more
to hnd the money for both. However, it is no great
sum that is required after all, and in other respi cts

he is independent. He r quires no clothes ; only a

little coconut oil to rub ou his body, and the coco-

nut is plentiful. His house is made of the grass

and bamboos which grow all around him, and he
'

puts it up on bamlioo poles to get out of tlie way
of the tigers and other beasts which prowl round the

hamlet. Evideutly with a population having such

* Until its use is superseded by i

ciuthooa alkaloids.—Ed,
plentiful supply of the

few wants, so little ambition, and so little energy,
it must always be the case, as the Commissioner of

the Assam Valley reports, that "commou labour
continues to be much what it always has been in

this division, expensive and difficult to procure, and,
when piocured, inefficient whenever the labourer is

an Assamese."

Any progress, then, which Assam m,iy make, must
come from without. The population is not prolific ;

it 19 very doubtful, indeed, whether the birth-rate

much exceeds the death-rate. Of themselves it is

most improbable that Ihe Assamese would ever again
increase to the teemiug population the traces of which
are to be found everywhere—in tanks and embanked
roads, and forts aud village sites—hidden under the

universal pall of grass jungle spread like a curse
over the land. Certainly it was not a country to

tempt immigration through its own attraction, so its

prospects were really very hopeless until, not a

qu.arter of a century ago,* a Mr. Bruce discovered

the indigenous tea plant. Since then the tea indus-

try has galvanized the province into life. Between
the census of 1872 and that of 1881 there has been
an increase of population of nearly 19 per cent. This,

says the report, is in ihose districts which are "the
chief tea-producing tracts, and the large increment to

their population is mainly the result of the extension
of this industry." But te.i, besides adding year by

year largely to the poiiule.tion (as much as 50,000 to

60,000 souls per annum), and clearing the jungle aud

draining the soil (thus improving the climate), has
created a trade of nearly 5i crores, more than half of

which is the tea itself, and the rest the result of the

money which the industry has poured into the country.
Tea has also created communication?. Twenty years
ago Assam was completely cut off from the outer world.
From the Eastern Bengal Railway terminus at Kooslitea,
a steamer struggled up the Brahmapootra once a

month, taking a month to perform the trip to Dibru-

gurh. Now the railway reaches to Gouluudo, whence
a daihj steamer sei-vice has been organized, and
lateral communications with the river by means of

tramways are in course of construction.

Tea being thus to As.sam what coal aud iron are to

Wales or cotton to Manchester, it would be natural
to suppose that every effort would be made to foster

that industry. Hitherto the case has been rather the

reverse, but the administration now .ippears to have
taken up the tea interest and the disabilities imposed
thereon in the matter of import of coolies are being
removed. Act I of 1882 is a tardy act of justice to the

body of euterprizing Euglislinieu who have made Assam.

It may well be understood how worthless the in-

digenous Assam population is when we quote the t'hief

Commissioner's remark tha' over 1,550 maunds ofopium
were consumed in lS8t) in the five upper districts of
the Assam Valley, the revenue from the drug being
17 lakhs of rupees. The Assamese will do a few days'
labour in a tea garden to obtain the money necessary
for this opium and for the Government revenue (whicu
is extremely lightly assessed), and will then work no
more than is necessary for his little crop of vegetables
and rice.

" Want of cheap labour," writes the Chief

Commissioner,
"

is the great difficulty of administration
in Assam." That difficulty has to be got over by
importing a new population. Sucli a measure wbieh,
for Government is impossible, as was seen in the
failure of all attempts at aided emigration, is being
carried out gradually by the operation of Ihe tea

industry.—Pioneer.

* It is more than half a centiiri/ since Mr. Bruce suc-
ceeded in drawing attention to the As.sam tea plant, which
had been noticed and reported on years previously by
a Bengal civilian named gcott.—£p.
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INDIA THE HOME OF THE TEA-PLANT.
Doubts liave been expressed in the l;i.st few years as

to the accuracy of the general belief that the teaplaut
had its home in China.

It must be admitted to bo rather late in the day now
to advance theories as to the nativity of a pl.int wliose

cultivation has been carried on for centuries. At the
same time there will be nothing lost by looking iuto

such records as txist, to see what information can be
obtained on the subject.

Theorists are always eminently convincing to them-
selves ; so in the present afe, I know one individual
who feels quite sure—no matter how general or ani lent

be the belief to the contrary
—ihat India is the natural

home of tlie tea-pl.ant.

Ball, in hie exhaustive and valuable work, the cuUlv-

atioii awl manufacture of tea, sajs (p. 15), "It may be here

proper to remark that on the authorities of certain

Japanese authors, a doubt has been raised liy the Dr.
Von Siebold, an intelligent l:otanitt some years resident

in Japan, as to tlie tea-plant being indigenous in China.
All are agreed tliat it is of exotic growth in Japan,
and was intro:luced into that country from China in

the sixth century, agreeably to K;empfer, or the ninth

century, (which seems more probable) according to

Von Siebold."
The early history of the tea-plant is sur-

rounded b^' the cloudy legends and mythological
jarratives of the imaginative Chinese. One writer

says:
—" The origin of the use of tea, as collected from

the works of the Chinese, is traced to the fabulous

period of their history. The earliest authentic ;ic-

count of tea, if anything so obscure and vague can
be considered authentic, is contained in ti:e She King,
one of the classical works of high antiquity and
veneration amongst the Chinese, and compiled by their

renowned philosopher and moralist, Confucius. In
this treatise, (Kiien Fang Pu), in the article "The
Ancient History of Tea," an absurd story is related of

the discovery of this tree in the Tsin dynasty. In
the reign of Tuen Ty, in the dynasty of Tsin, an old
woman was accustomed to pioceed every morning at

daybreak to the market-place, carrying a small cup of

tea in the palm of her hand. The people bought.it
eagerly ; and yet from the break of day to the close

of evening, the cup was never exhausted. The
money received, she distributed to the orphan
and the needy beggar frequenting the highways.
The people seized and confined her in prison. At
night she flew through the prison windauL.with her
bttle vase in her hand."

Another (legendary) veraiou of the origin of the

tea-plant, is, that in or about the year of grace 510,
an Indian iiriuce and religioui devotee named Dliarma,
third son of King Kosjusva, imposed upon himself,
in his wanderings, the rather inconvenieJit penance
of doing without sleep. The little Chinese narrative

says that the Indian gentleman (who must have
differed vastly from his countrymen of the present
day), got on very comfortably f^^r some years ; until
all at once he gave up, and had forty winks on a
mountain-side. Upon awakening, Dharma was so

grieved to find that he could not move about for

years without going to sleep, that he pulled out
his eye-lashes and flung them on the ground
Coming round that way later on, he found the
offending lashes had grown into bushes, such as
he had never before seen; and his long ignorance of

sleep not having taken all the curiosity out of him,
he nibbled the leaves, and found them possessed of
an eye-opening tendency. He related the discovery
to his friends and neighbours, and the tea-plant was
forthwith taken in hand.

_
This, the most generally accepted indication of the

first notice of tea in China—vague and legendary, I

admit, but nothing more accurate is obtainable—uses

the name of Dharma as the promoter or creator of
the tea-plant. The actua". records speak positively of
such a man, saying he was a native of India, prob-
ably a Fakir, and that he crossed to Japan. Kaempf.
er states, upon the authority of Japanese chronicles,
tliat tea was introduced into that country by a
prince of the name of Dharma.

It will be advancing no theory to say that many
mythological legends are based upon actual occurrences.
In this year of enlightenment, 1881, we do not, of
course, believe tluat a man named Dliarma— especiallyan Indian—lived for years without sleeping, any mot-e
than we do that the tea-plant came out of his head :

but it is possible, and even very probable, that the
plant was brought to the notice of the Chinese by
Dliarma, just as it was to that of the Japanese by
the .same person. And when the ancient history of
China is studied, one is quite prepared to find that
a matter of past discovery or introduction has been
enshrouded in a fanciful record verging upon, if not
actually clothed in, the alleg-irical, while at the same
time indicating the actual. Yet, do what we will,
we are, of conr.se, guided by conjecture ; by re.ison
of which, at this late date, it is difficult either to
prove or deny the existence of the tea-plant in China
anterior to, or through the agency of Dlwrma.

Briefly, the matter stands thus. The most feasible of
the Chinese %(»(/.s- on the subject makes the existence of
the iea-plant in Cliina to have originated with Dharma,
who came from India in a.d 510. The Chinese chronicles
tell of such a visitor during the reign of Vtl Ty, a.d.
54.>, stating that he came from India and crossed to

Japan. The Japanese chronicles record the visit
and s.iy Dharma introduced the tea-plant to that
country. The Chinese and Japanese versions of the
first phases of tea in their respective countries are thus
attributed to a native of India. If we enter into the
conjectural domain cf "peihaps," there will scarcely
be a limit to surpassing whatever we may advance. I
will therefore venture only one "perhaps," and I feel

quite sorry to do even that, having no doubt that
Dharma was a very respectable individual, when doing
the tea-plant business in China, at the time that Eng-
land was divided into several kingdoms.

iVly one "perhaps" is this; and I think all who un-
derstand the Indian character at the present time will ad-
mit that it is not afar-fetched one. Perhape Dharma
finding he was introducing to the Chinese an unknown
plant, possessing peculiar properties, accounted for
its e.xisteuce in true Oriental fashion iu a way not
lowering to his own importance in the eyes of a
superstitious people.

Mr. Ball says (p. 17):— "Recent discoveries in Assam
also seem to justify the assumption, if nothing to the

contrary be known, that it (tea) has spontaneously
extended its growth along a continuous and almost
uninterrupted mountainous range, but of moderate
altitude, nearly from the great river the Yang-tse-
Kiang, to the countries flunking the south-western
frontier of China, where this range falls in with, or

agreeably with the opinion of a well-informed and
fcientitie author, Dr. Koyle, forms a continuation of
the Himalayan range. But in those countries, as in

every part of thina, if found in the plains or in the
vicinity of habitations and cultivated grounds, it

may be fairly assumed that it was brought and
propagated there by the agency and industry of man.

There is neither a record, nor anything approach-
ing a reasonable legend, to prove that tea was dis-
covered in a wild state in China before Dharma
brought it to notice. The earliest mention tells of

people using it, and it may be inferred therefrom
that they cultivated it. Precise and accurate inform-
ation is obtainable as to the actual discovery of
tea in Assam, away from habitations, and iu dense
jungles, far from "

cultivated grounds." But similar
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inl'ormation is not obtainable in connexion with the

first days of tea amongst the Chinese. We may
reasonably suppose that tlie place in which nalure

plants an.Tlhing is better suited to its growth than
a chance one of man's selection, and also that nature

does not plant a shrub in a place of medium suitability,
and Itave it

"
spontaneously to extend its growth"

into a more fittinj; spot many hundreds of miles dis-

tant. And as to the suitability of India for tea,

there can be no question; for even what is known
as the Chinese plant gives a better retui-n in India

than in its reputed native land. We may either dis-

pense with the agency of iJhanna altogetlier, as having
introduced the plant to China from India, or just
reverse Mr. Ball's theory, and suppose that instead

of the plant being indigenous to China and extend-

ing its growth along the countries mentioned into

India, that it was indigenous to India, and extended
its growth to tlhina, deJj:riortitmg as it did so.— S,

Baildon's "Tea Industry of India."

WATTLE CULTUKE.
It is quite true that in some cases "What is one

man's meat is anotlier's poison," and we havi> an agri-

cultural case in point in the nia'ter of wattle. We
re-print an article from an Australian paper, The
Oveii.'i and. Murray Advertiser, under the above head-

ing. From a perusal of this, it will be seen how

differently tlie wattle is thought of in Australia to

what it is in India. Here we look upon it as a poison
to the ground, as it certainly is. Gra^s will not grow
eide by side with wattle; the latter soon exterminates

the former, and search is made in vain for fodder

for cattle in between the growth of wattle. It is

obnoxious and of no use. In Australia, on the con-

trary, the bark is made useful and, as we read be-

low, wattle "will not interfere to any appreciable ex-

tent with grazing."
The above is from the Soutli of India Observer, and

the extract which follows shows that the wattle cm
be cultivated in Australia on thp most arid soil. The
reason why the plant becames a nuisance in India

and Ceylon is becmise our moist climate encouriiges

a too dense and luxuriant growth from tlie roots.

Trials should be made on pataua soil. The bark would

be useful for tanning and the timber for fuel on tea

estates, &c.

BISHOP MOORHOUSE (OF MELBOURNE) ON
IREIGATION.

Kerang, ISth March.— Bishop Moorhonee delivered

a lecture on irrigation tonight at the Mechanics' In-

stitute. There was a very hirge atteudai.ce. The

BisLiop said that about three years ago he ventured

upon a propiiecy. He predicted that, if the then ex-

isting state' of things as regarded water supply con-

tinued much longer, there would be a water famine.

He found his prediction verified, when he crossed

the plains a few days ago, and saw nothing but

despair on every hand—no water, no verdure, and

everything parched and withered, and sufifermg on

every hand by both man and beast. We possessed a

fertile land, the finest of all the Australian colonics,

perhaps, excepting JNew Zealand and Tasmania. He

loved Victoria and wanted to see her wealth increa.«e,

but the people and their legislators must exhibit

courage, promptitude and energy in dealing with

national questions. Wealth depended on productive-

ness, not on the mere spending of money. The
man that spent his money in gratifjing vicious habits

did not produce. His expenditure of money was only
•waate, and unproductive. Ten thousand a year spent
in this way did not add to the wealth of the colony.

Who were producers, and what was produce?

The gold obtained from the mines was produced,
but it cost £4l 1.5s to gain £5. Therefore that
labour was not very productive. Beef and mut-
ton were our most profitable productions. A pro-
tective policy was said to be necessary for fostering
local manufactures and providing employment for the

young people. But it appeared that the articles so

produced could not be sold at remunerative prices.
It appeared that only in this colony they could be

disposed of with a profit. The farmer and squatter were
the only real producers. They were the most valu-

able portion of the population, the backbone of the

colony, and the basis of its permanent prosperity.
How were they to succeed ? Only by permanent cultiv-

ation of ihK soil. This meant irrigation and putting
something into the ground for what vas taken out.

Irrigation and manuring were the basi ioi permanent
cultivation. Public opinion could not alter the laws
of nature. He had looked over the beautiful and
fertile pliiins of Lonibardy, in Europe, and there seen
a land twenty miles square, which supported an im-
mense population under a grand system of irrigation
and cultivation. The farmer must grow plenty of

corn, hay, lucerne and root crops for his house cattle,
in order to raise manure, and he must divide his

land into ten-acre blocks to successfully irrigate it.

He had been told that it was impossible to irrigate
the lands of South Australia and New South Wales.
If that was so, then he said there could not lie

any permanent cultivation in those colonies. An ex-

perienced engineer bad assured him that portions of

Victoria could be successfully irrigated for five

miles on each side of the Goulburn river. He had
entered into a calculation, .and found that, if a good
sclieme of irrigation was started there, a population of

65,000 people could be maintained on the banks of

the Goulburn idone. It was imperative upon the

Government to undertake these costly national works.

Let the farmers go to their parliamentary represent-
atives and say: "You must give us water.' They
should not give a vote to any man who would not
work energetically to obtain this boon, no matter
what his political creed may be. At the same time

water-'ooring should be also carried on, and every
selector ought to deepen his dams and tanks, and
endeavour to help himself. Those who lived on the

banks of rivers had a tine opportunity of raising water

by windmills. He was informed that a farm on the

Ciimpaspe, originally let at £i an acre, had an engine
and pump erected on it f'jr irrigation purposes, and
was now let at £40 an acre. 'J he Government was

bflilding railways, expecting to have men and produce
to carry ; but, if they did not also provide a good com-

prehensive water supply they were only wasting public

money in building these railways. He advised the

selectors not to give the people of Melbourne any rest

until a compi-ehensive water supply, sch'me for the

country districts was taken up, and when this work
was accomplished there would be no finer country
in the world than Victoria.—Melbourne Age,

INDIA-RUBBER.

. Under this head a great deal of space is devoted

in the latest Kew Gardens' Report, to the several

plants which yield the different rubbers of commerce.
(.)u the subject of the Central American rubber plant,

Cadilloa, in Ceylon, Dr. Trimen is quoted as follows :
—

"Two plants have been sent to Calcutta, Those in

Burmah are reported to be flourishing. Much better

success now attends the prop.igation, by cuttings, of

this fine species. Our largest trees at Heneralgoda
have now a circumference of nearly 17 inches or a

yard from the ground, and the trees are beginning
to take their true form."

Ceara Rubber (Maniluot Olaziovii), Ceylou.—Dr.
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Trimen says this is still the only species which has
flowered. "Seed has been supplied, during the jear,
to the Coverniiipnt gardens iu India (Calcutta, Saharun-

pore, Ootacaniund), and distributed as witlely as

possible among tlie planters in the colony, 24,550
seeds having been thus dispoeed of, as widl .is 1,879
rooted cuttingf*. We have also sent small quantities
to the Biitanic Gardens of Singapore, Mauritius, .Jamaica,
British Guiana, and Kew, the Acolimutisation .Society
of Qut-euslanil, and iMr. Lowe, Her Brittauio Majesty's
Resident in Perak."

Dr. Trimen adds:—"This pUnt is now flourishing
in Ceylon in suitable places, and proves very hardy ;

in the new estates in the Trincomdee di.stric' it is

reported to be thriving, but to have .shown itself

intolerant of wet. In the Nil!<iris, I am informed,
it is doing well at 2,400 fe>-t

;
and Major Seaton

reports from British Burma that there are 500 and

upwards set out, and well established in the Mergui
plantation."
Jamaica,—Mr. Morris reports:

—"This plant is

evidently of a very hardv character, and adapts itself

readily to thp exigencies of culture. Plants ntCastleton

(600 feet) and at tlie Parade Garilen, Kingston (50
feet) are doing well. At the former gardens, young
trees, when about 9 to 12 feet high, were beginning
to flower, but the hurricane deprived us of the hope
of procuring seed this year. Judging by reports from
South America, it is possible that tracts ol' dry,
stony—almost worthless—lands, in the plains, may be
turned to good account by means of this cultivation."

Parn Rtibhfr ( hevea brasilieihtls).
—On the cultivation

of this rubber plant in Ceylon, Dr. Trimen reports
that "

it will be probably found to be satisfactory
only in rich land, not much above sea-level, where
the temper:iture is high and equable, and the rainfall

large. At Peradeniya, the trees are making but
slight progress, and suffer from wind, especially in

the dry north-east monsoon. At Heneratgoda, their

progress is all that could be wished. Our largest
trees are now, at three feet from the ground, IG inches
in circumference. During the year, 062 cuttings were
raised and distributed. Ifevea has proved completely
unsuited to the climate of Calcutta, but is doing well
iu Burma and Perak. In the latter place, a tree has
flowered sparingly, at 2^ years old, and 35 feet high."

African Rubbent (Landotphia spp.).
—On this point

it is stated that all the present commercial sources
of African caoutchouc belong to the above genus,
which is a group of woody climbers, all of which
probably jield caoutchouc peculiar to tropical Afiica
and the adjacent islands. African caoutchouc comes
inio commerce, both from the west and the east coasts,
and only one of the rubber vines is common to both.
Three species of Landolphia are described as pro-
ducing c.iontchouc on the West Coa»t of Africa. Tiie
form in which West African rubber comes into
coaimerco is somewhat peculiar : it is accounted for

by the method of collection, which has been described
as follows ;

—Every piirt exudes a milky juice when
cut or wounded, but this will not run into a vessel
placed to catch it, as it dries so quickly, and forms
a ridge on the wound, and stops its flow. The blacks
collect It by making long outs in the bark with a
knife, and as the milky juice gushes out, it is wiped
oft continually by the lingers, and .-imeared on their
arms, shoulders and breasts, till a thick covering is
formed. This is peeled off their bodies and cut into
small squares, which are then said to be boiled in
water. The three species referred 10 above are Lan-
dolipha owariemis, L. Monnii, and L. jlorida. From
the E.ist Coast of Africa four speeies are referred to
as furnisliing rubber of commerce, namely. L. flar.
via (before referred to on the west), L.

'

Kiriii, L-
Petersiana, new and undescribed species, and a species
though distinct, not yet sufficiently known to admit

of scientific description. The following extract from
a report to the Foreign Office by Mr. Holmwood, the
Vice-Consul at Zanzibar, is de-onptive of the mode
of colleot'ug.the rubber :—" The process consisted in

cutting clean slices of bark from theirunk and branch-
es, from three 10 ten inches in length, and from
i to J inch iu bresulth. The cuttings were made some-
times fnun one side only, but generally they were
rscoed all over the tree, about lialf of its bark being
thus removed. The method of making the halls of
rubber—which average two inches in diameter— is as
follows :—A quantity of milk is dabb'd upon the
forearm, and being peeled off, forms a nucleus This
is applied to one after another of the fresh cuts, and
being turned with a rolary motion the exuding milk is

wound off like eilk from a cocoon. The affinity of
ihis liquid for the coagulated lubber is so great, that
not only is every particle cleanly removed from the
cuttings, but also a large quantity of semi-coagulat-
ed milk is drawn awaj from beneath the nnctit
bark, and during the process a break in the thread
rarely occurs. By working hard, one person can
collect 5 lb of rubber, per diem, though the average
is one half thisamount. I was assured, however,
that in the interior, where the trees weie large, it is
no uncommon thing for one man to collect 7, or even 9
lb. in a day. The regular season for the collection of
india-rubber lasts from about the middle of May
till the first week in December. This "has little

connexion, however, with the state of the tree, but is

owing to the natives being generally engaged during,
and for some time after, the rainy s.ason in cultivat-

ing their lands." He further reports, that, in the
districts of Mungao and Kilwa alone, india-rubber"

iias created anew trade, which finds profitable em-
ployment for all those classes whose means of sub-
sistence came to an end with the suppression of
the illegal slave trade. The total exports from thees
places now (ISSO) exceeds 1,000 tons annually. Since
last season the price has ri.sen from £140 to £150
per ton, and there seems no reason to' suppose it will
ever again fall to the former figure." With regard
to the destruction of the rubber vines by the collect-
ors, Vice-Consul Holm wood takes a somewhat
gloomy view. He says it is

" admitted that, while
_three years ago the supply of india-rubber was alto-

gether derived from the country within 50 miles of
the coast, the great bulk was now procured from
Mahenge and Ubena, countries distant 150 to 200
miles from Kilwa ; the supply from the more ad-
jacent districts, having, moreover, greatly fallen off,
anil, in some instances, entirely ceased" Consul
O'Neill more recently remarks, in his report for 1880,
on the trade of Mozambique;—"

It is curious to note
the marvellously rapid development of the india-rubber
industry. In 1873, only £143 worth of india-rubber
passed through the Custom-house of Mozambique;
in 1876, it reached the value of £22,198, and in 1879,
it exceeded £50,000. It would seem, now, to have
reached its climax, while the present rude method of

collecting this produce prevails, and until communic-
ations with the interior are properly opened up, for the
careless catting of the trees by the untaught hands of
th natives has resulted in the destruction of enormous
tracts of india-rubber forests near the coast."

From specimens of rubber-yielding plants received
at Kew from Sir John Kirk, it seems that one of
the Zanziliar plants is a .soecies of Landotp/da
hitherto unknown to science, and now proposed to be
called Landolphia Kirhii, in honour of Sir John
Kirk. With regard to the mode (,f culleoting the
rubber from Landolphia Petersiana, Sir John^Kirk
thus describes it in a report to the Foreiyu
Olfioe :

—" The mode of prepai ation of this india-rubber
differs essentially from either of the other two kinds,
the juice being here gathered in a fluid state, by
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tapping, and coagulated by heat, or in some other

way, similar to that, used in Madagascar or tlie Brazila.

The product, however, s said to be of an inferior

quality."
Ou

"

the subject of Bornean caoutchouc, the Kew
report says:— "The most authentic infoimatiou on the

caoutchouc-yielding species of North-Wet.t Borneo is

apparently that contributed by Mr. Treacher to the

"Journul of the Straits Branch of the Koyal Asiatic

Soci.-ty," for July, 1879 (p. 58). He I'uumerates no

leas than eight, with tihe following names :
—

"
1. Manuugan pulau (i e., Manungan proper).

"
2. Manungan biijok."
3. Manungan manga (light coloured bark).

"
4. Manungan manga (d,.rk coloured bark).

" From the abi)ve is obtained the gutta Lchak or

gutta susu of commerce. (Guttn in Malayan means

gum ; lecha/c, elastic ; susu, milk).
"

5, Serapit larut.
"

6. Serapit pulau.
" The produce of these is only used to increase the

weight of the manungans, the milk not hardening

sufhciently of iiself.
"

7. Bertabu or Petabo pulau.
"

8. Bertabu or petabo laut.
" The profluce of these is no longer marketable.

The different plants would appear to be accurattly

distinguished by the native collectors ; anil, if the

best of them are to be sought and brought into

cultivation, their precise botanical identiKcation be-

comes important.
"No. i of the foregoing list is referred to as a new

species of Wllintjhheia, the name proposed for it being

Willughbe.ia Burblirjei.
" No. 2 is Leucenolis euge.nifoliuf,.

Nos. 3 and 4 are supposed to be species ol WUhiuhheia

and W. Treaclteri is proposed for No. 5.

" The remainder would at present seem to be un-

determinable. All the above species belong to one

natural order, namely, Apoci/nacni. Other caoutchouc

yielding idants are referred to in the report, which

are, however, of minor importance as compared with

those just enumeraied.
"
Regarding the collection in Perak of Gittln sing-

garip, the produce of WHIughheia Burbidgei, the follow-

ing description is given :
— 'The stem is geneniily ringed

at intervals of 10 to 12 inches, .and the milkalloiied

to run into vessels made of palm or other leaves,

coconut shells, or anything available for the purpose ;

it continues to dow for some time, but after flowing

for some minutes, it gets very watery and thin.

One flow will yield from Ave to ten catties of the

coagulated ciioutchouc. When raw, it has the ap-

pearance of sour milk, and, to coagulate it, the

natives add salt, or salt water. When freshly coagula-

ted, it is quite white, which gradually changes to a

darker colour. It keeps white inside, and, on cut-

tini', it presents a foveated appearance, the cells con-

tainin" water and salt, which have become enclosed

during coagulation. In texture it is soft, very spongy,

and very wet."

COFFEE CONCOCTIONS ;

AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.

A recent analysis of coffee affords strong grounds
for the conclusion th;it such a thing as pure coffee

exists only in the iiiiigination of "the pure to whom
all things are pure." Out of thirty-seven specimens,
three proved to be actually devoid of any coffee what-

ever. Even that ".«old as a mixture of coffee and

chicory" proced a downright sell, the chicory itself

be)n^ adulterated. Dates and dandelions are compar-

atively harmless, but there were besides, potatoes,

carrots, parsnips, beans, mangold-wurzel, acorns, bi-i-

cuit-powder, burnt sugar, and general vegetable mat-

ter ("What's the matter?" we should like to know?)
As if these were not enough, there have been found
also in coffee S'^enetian red, burnt rags, and rope-

yarn, lentils, and ground lupine seeds, sawdust,
horses' hearts (to think that adulterators should
" have the heart to do this !"), and baked bullock's liver.

We thus see that a great deal of the fine .Jamaica

coffee is not "real jam" ^it ail, and that the best

Mocha is a mere Mocha-ry. As to the victims of

such frauds, we might ask them, in music-hall langu-

age :

"How do you like our coffee? what do you give a

pound ?

How do you like baked horse's heart and lentils

finel^v ground ?

How do you like Venetian red, rope, sawdust, rags,
and such ?

How flid you get that poison down, and did it hurt

you much ?"

—Funny Folks, April 15th.

AGRICULTURE IN AMERICA.
For some years past the attention of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture in the United States of America
has been directed towards supplementing the amount
of suyar produced in the country, and that almost

entirely from the ordinary sugar-cane (saccharum
fifficinarum), by encouraging the extraction of sugar
from sorgliinn. America consumes an enormous quant-

ity of sugar, the annual consumption being estimated
:it 40 lb. per head, or for the whole ijopulation two
thousand million pound-^. As the production in the

States hardly exceeds two hundred million pounds,
it is evident that nine-tenths of the sugar u.sed must
be im]iorted. Sorghum is a variety of maiz^ says
the Field to wlicli we are indebted for some inform-

ation on a subject which has not escaped the notice

of our local Department of Agriculture. In America

they profess to have thirty-two varieties, of which
the favourite is the e.irly amber. This only occupies
the ground ninety days and also contains the largest

proportion of saccharine matter, to the acre, of the

quicker-growing varieties. The Honduras sorghum
which gives the heaviest yield of cane, occupies the

ground longer, and the syrup obtained from it is in-

ferior. It is estimated that from 60 to 65 per cent

of juice should he given by the stripped cane, and

that, if the cane be cut at the proper time i.e., when
the setd is thoroughly matured, from 12 to 16 per cent

of the juice should he sugar, that is to say 100 lb.

of stripped cane should yield ^\ lb. of sug'ir. The

great merit of the sorghum, as compared with sugar-
cane lies in the short time that it occupies the ground,
only ninety days instead of the whole year. The

experiments made by the N.-W.-P. Department of Agri-
culture appenie to have failed in obtaining proper

gr.inulation of sugar from the syrup. Much of the

success in this direction depends on the cane being cut

exactly at a favourable period of its growth, and in

this the -lorghum affords a better guide than ordinary

.sugar-cane : the hardening of the seeds being a sure

test of the maturity of the cane. The seed too affords

a useful food for cattle, though it would be best given
in a crushed form. Moreover the sorghum yields its

own seed, wheie;is in the case of cane a large propor-
tniu has to be set asirle for seed canes for the following

year. The manufacture of sugar from .soriyA^i/ii requires
no expensive machinery. It is ditiicnlt to compare the

profits obtained under the system of agriculture in

America with those o'ltainable in India, but a low
estimate would appeai to give in America an outturn of

200 gallons syrup to the acre, worth 100 dollars, the

cost of cultivation being only 6J dollars per acre. The

e.'tperiment of growing .-iorghum for sugar is well worth

trying by agricultural experts and others desirous of
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improving the agriculture of India. There is risk, as

in all experiments, of failure at first, but only in the
more technical details of converting syrup into sugar.
These unquestionably can be overcome, and the many
points in which sorghum can be more profitably and
more easily grown than cane recommend it at least for

a thorough and exhaustive trial.—Pioneer. ISorrjhuvi
is most valuable as a specially nutritions food for cattle,

but, when the Americans have succeeded in obtaining
a profitable return of crystallized sugar from the stalks,
it will be time enough to try any of the sorghmus as

substitutes for the true sugar-cane, which yields twice
the amount of saccharine matter, weight for weight.

—
Ed.]

POETT AND MACKINNON'S COFFEE PLANT-
ATION.

A MAGNIFICENT ESTATE— AN EXTRAORDINARY SPRINO—
CINCHONA PIANTING—CHEAP LABOUR WITH A VENGE-

ANCE—THE OLD CRY,
" CONCESSIONS."

Such are the headings to the following report by
the special correspondent of the S. A. Register on the

land in the Northern Territory thus described :
—

" There was a thunderstorm with a heavy fall of rain
in the afternoon, but we pushed through it to the
Kum Jungle, about midway branching otf to the west
to see Poett, Maokinnon & Co.'s coffee plantation.
They have altogetlier 3,500 acres, and from the time
we entered its western boundary till we left its

northern we were riding through a grandly fertile

plain of redand-chocolate soil, generally only damp,
despite a rainfall, and not boggy. There was but
one exception to this rule. That bog resembled an

agglomeration of wet blacking, and our horses sunk
in it as though it had been a quicksand. In every
part the land is covered with long grass ;

it has
thick patches of jungle ; and altogether has more of
a tropical appearance about it than any other piece
of scenery we have passed here yet." At tlie clearing, which has been made at a most

picturesque spot, we met Mr. Mackinnon, who has had
a good <ieal of experience as a planter in Ceylon, and
who is acting as manager in the absence of Poett.
Work was begun on the 11th of last December, and
already a patch of about four acres of jungle has been
cleared. On it the framework for a capital bungalow
has been erected, several huts and offices have been
built, and two acres have been trenched and closely
fenced for use as a nursery. In this one bed has been
planted with cinchona, which was just peeping above
ground. The seed was not good. Mr. M?ckiunon says
that he expects only 4,(J00 or 5,000 plants instead of
twiee as many. The beds have all been prepared
for the reception of Liberian coffee—they fear the
Arabian will not succeed. The seeds will probably
arrive by the next Hongkong steamer, for Mr. Poett is in

Ceylon sending it out. He is also arranging for a

supply of Tamd labourers, who get 8d a day there,
and who Wuuld, he believes, go to the Northern Ter-

ritory for 2s a week more ! ! Mr. Mackinnon assured
me that he would have no difficulty in getting 500
or 1,000 men at that rate ; and he speaks in the
highest terms of the Tamils as workmen. At present
six Chinese, at £1 a week and the privilege of free

cartage of rations, are employed on the plantation,
and the manager characterizes them as lazy and im-
pertinent. The Chinese carpenter gets £3 10s a week.
The intention is to put 500 acres under coffee next
year if possible ; and also to plant cocoa, the india-
rubber tree, and maize, amongst other things. Three
years hence (Mr. Mackinnon thinks) there will be 500
men employed on the plantation.
"After partaking of Mr. Mackinnon's hospitality, and

drinking succets to his company's venture, we went
o

over the clearing, and saw one of the prettiest sights
the Territory has to show. Near the office, in the
middle of the creek, is a dense jungle, made up of
trees unusu.illy tall and stout, with intertwining laces
of wiry creepers making an impassable network be-
tween their trunks. At one pomt a matted roof is

formed in this way, leaving a clear space of a dozen
feet from the ground. Below there lies a cool and
limpid spring like a sheet of glass—so beautifully
transparent. Looking some feet to its bed you see
a slight displacement of ils white sand crust in about
a dozen places. Through these the water bubbles

brightly up, and the spring is never less or more
thanit was when we saw it. It is a truly beautiful

place, and the estate is a magnificent one. But yet
the company, though getting their land under the
most liberal of the Northern Territory laws, are ask-

ing the Government to give them concessions in re-

spect to fencing and other matters. If these con-
cessions be refused, and, if the land be dropped, I
know of men who would take it up at a price half
as high again as that the present owners jiaid."
The correspondent adds on the territory genera'ly :

—
"Personally I have had exceptional facilities for collect-

ing information ; and, that it may be perfectly trust-

worthy, I have been at some pains to check from
different quarters any relation of reported facts re-

specting which there was any possibility of doubt. I

have indeed erred by intent rather on the side of

under-tinting than over-colouring ; and, iu closingthis
part of the narrative of the trip I can only repeat
generally that the country abounds in minerals tie
extent of which has to be proved by trial, which
has never yet been applied, or where slightly used
with results perfectly satisfactory ; that a comparatively
small proportion only is fit for cultivation ; and tliat

almost all of it is good for grazing. There are mauy
suggestions which will be made when this record sh.'iil

have concluded. In the meantime, I may give, as tl.e

result of ver? careful enquiries, the opii ion tha^, m
the whole of the mining districts, includiug store-

keepers and Government officers, there are scarcely
250 Europeans. The Chinese I estimate at 2,-00.
There- is great difficulty in arriving at an absolutely
exact computation of their numerical strength, because

they are scattered over so large an area, but I in-

terviewed the leading Chinese merehauts aud gold-
buyers in every place X came to, and tjeygaveme
as approximately accurate the total I have given

—
a total verified by my own observation. I cannot
too strongly impress upon the reader that there has,
as a matter of fact, been positively no sustained sys-
tematic attempt to develop any part of the mineral

country. There are all over the Territory only nine

batteries, and all more or less defective. I have seen
all of them, and at the time of my \nsit only three
were working, or had been for some lime. It is not
too much to say that eight-ninths of these crushers
lose at least one-third of the gold, aud that fact should
be remembered in the computation of the yield the
stone they treat returns.

"The main drawbacks to the prosperity of the min-

ing industry will have a reference hereafter. At pre-
sent I will only incidentally refer to the operation
of the swindles—that is their name up here—of some
years ago. To them primarily is traceable the ill-savour

of mining enterprize here ever since. In several cases

companies were formed with fluctuating share-lists

which did no work at all. Land was pegged out any-
where, leases were applied for, and the venture sold
when not. a single prospect had been taken. A well-
known and '

straight
'

mining manager in one of the

principal centres here assures me that j ears ago he
received no fewer than four telegrams in one day
from brokers in Adelaide to this eS'ett :

—'Peg out
claim anywhere. We'll float it.' What but a crosh
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could come of this ? A crash did come, and I direct

atteuLion to the facts now, that a repetition of any-

thing so disgraceful and so utterly inimical to the

Lest interests of our yrand northern estate may he
avoided. I can see—any enquiring visitor c;iu see—
that the dulness and the apathy in th.e Territory,
i'nd the disgust outside respecting the Territory, were
all born of this floating and bursting of bubbles in

the days gone by. For legitimate enterprizes, and
lor well-diieoted speculation, there is no better field

than the Northura Territory presents, and granted
a railway I warrant that our reviving' white elephant
will sioon develop into one of the most useful anim.il3

any colony could wish to be blessed with.
"

We cannot be surprised at the Heff'ftcr reporter's
notes of aUmiiation about Mr. Mackinnon's statement
that be could get any number of coolies from Ceylon at

a little over 8d per diem. Coolies accept wagea in Cey-
lon at which they would not labour in the northern

territory of Australia, and Ceylon is not a recruiting

ground for Indian coolies.

AGRICULIURE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE.

(Special letter.)

P-Wrs, April 22nd.

Maize is largely employed in France for the production
of spirits and starch

;
in both cases the residue has

an importance as an article of cattle food at once

cheap and nutritive. The flour of all cereals in addi-

tion to starch contains gluten, fatty matters, gum,
mineral salts, itc. When the maize has been softened
ia water, it is can-ied up to a pidp engine and reduced
to liquid paste. By successive screenings, the starch is

separated, and the residue is a yellonish mass, possess-

ing an agreeable odour, capalde of being preserved in

trenches, aud well relished not only by cattle but by
horses, pigs, aud barn-door fowls. It contains still 8

per cent of starch, Ih of gluten, 2J of fatty matters,
and 7 of sugar. It can ecouomicaUy replace oil cakes,
as 6 cwt. of the paste at 1,5 fi-. is as nutritive as 2

c-\vt. of linseed cake at 2.S fr. The secretion of milk is

augmented, jielding a quaUtj not only rich but of an
agi'eeable flavom-. In the north of I'rance the fanners
use the refuse of the starch mills very largely.

There is a warm rivahy going on respecting the
nutritive and economical \:ilue of palm and cooa cakes *

;

nitrogenous matter iircdominates in the latter, and fatty
substances in the former. For pig feeding, both cakej
are mixed. In the centre of France cocoa cake is gener-
ally employed for milch cows

;
the milk produced on

this regimen is rich and the butter fine and well-flavom'ed.

In Brittany, Jerusalem artichokes, 23 lb. per day ration,
are competing mth p.arsnips in the feeiling of horses.

They produce a sleekier coat, and the animals relish

them better ; then they remain more juicy at the end
of the season, when parsnips and caiTots become diy
a)id insipid. P.arsnips demand a deep sUicious soil, and,
if near the sea, so much the better. The white carrot

with the green neck has the drawback of not preserving
neU, and, last winter being mild, then- conservation was

very diliicidt. To meet the iliiliculty many fanners here
cultivate the white carrot for first consumption, and the

long red variety for later feeduig, up to May, as it keeps
well, and is higUj' rcdished, perhaps from its perfume.

Professor Sanson maintains that the native breeds of

live stock of France have been so improved by judici-
ous crossings with imported pme races, as to be chem-

ically and nutritively, in point of meat, superior to the
latter. Be this as it may, stock-breeders and judges at

* From the confusion in spelling it is impossible to say
whuther cake of cctcao {tlteobyoma) are meant, or whether
the comparison is between oil cake of the African palm
and i-oconut poouac. The iatter, we suspect.

—En.

agricultural exhibitions display still a weakness for pure
stock. M. Sanson has analyzed portions of the pi-ize
animals' flesh at the recent Paris Fat Cattle Show, to

detennine the jjercentage of dry matter, of proteiu, and
of fat, deducing therefrom the comestible value of the
animal. Following his tests, in the case of stock, the
Limousin breed would come fii'st, and Durhams last;
for sheep, precocious merinos, a disliley cross, and South-
down lambs. In the case of three breeds of pigs, the
Nonnand and Limousin Yorkshires are superior to the

pm-e Yorkshire. jUlowing a good deal for patriotism,
it is not clear what role difl'erence of age has played
in the comparison.

Professor Nocard, of the Veteiinai-y College of Alfort,
has remarked that many cases of the charhon malady
were to be traced to lands dosed with such artificial

manures as blood, refuse wool, &c. It is wise to take
note of the observation without attaching to it imdue

importance. The Pasteur vaccination preventive against
the charhon disease is now uitanhnously accepted in

France. Many local agricultiu'al societies undertake to

repay the expenses of vaccination to farmers who allow
their stock to be operated upon ; there have been no
cases of failure where the instructions for operating
have been faithfidly executed. Up to the present, two

descriptions of vinis or pock were necessary to be em-

ployed. M. Eoux, one of Mr. Pastem''s assistants, has
tried a new vmis, which insm-es immunity by one vac-
cination in place of two ; it has been successful every-
where. M. Tayon has conducted experiments with the
vinis on asses and mules in Africa, but these animals

invariably proved rebels to all attempts at "
talcing

"
the

vaccine. On the 11th May a Congi-ess will be held

in Paris to deliberate op the Pastern' principle being ex-

tended to other contagious diseases to which stock are liable.

Tills is more nrgeut as peripneumonia is the order
of the day. Inoculatmg healthy animals in the tail,

with a vuiis taken from an .animal which has just ex-

pii'ed, has only yielded mixed resrdts : gangrene attacked
the tail, produced from initatiou of the wound or from

impure virus : the remedy was worse than the disease.

M. Pasteur has stated that the peiiimeumonic vu-us

cannot be "prepared" like that of the eharbun. How-
ever, de Dorpat of Gennany has prepai'cd the former free

from fatal impmities by heating it pending ten minutes
at a temperatm'e of 131° Fr.

Efforts have been made to produce machinery capable
of extracting sugar from beet on the farm even, and

by the ordinary seiwants. A fii-m in the neighbom'hood
of Paris claims to have supplied the want

; practical
lessons liave lieen given and with fair success at then' works.

M. Marguerite draws attention to the gr'eat waste of

blood, wheu it can render such invaluable services as a
manm'e. A preparation of sulphate of u-on, one quart
to 20 of blood, will convert the latter into a cake,

which, when dried, either by pressiu-e or heat, will

readily pidverize and contain from -Id- to 12 per cent
of nitrogen.

The employment of superphosphates as a complement- .

ary manure up to the present found but little favour

among tillage farmers of calcareous soils in the south-

west of France. M. de Gaspaiin, the eminent chemist,
has investigated the subject, and found that, when the'

phosphate was scattered on meadow land, so as to be
followed by a sUght rain or heavy dew, the results

were eminently satisfactory. The phosphoric acid in

the superphosphate in question was in the state of

phosjihate of ii'ou ; but the acid is as capable of enter-

ing into vegetation in this state, as if combined with
lime—ir'ou playing an important jiart in the skeleton of

cidtivated plants : conclusion : that, in calcareous soOs,

superphosphates with base of ii'on answer well—a fact

of gi'cat importance.
Pi'ofessor M.ircker, of Saxony, recommends manures

coutiuning 168 lb. of soluble phos])horic acid, aud C6 lb

of uitrogeu per 2h acres for potatoes; for sugar beet
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the same dose of aeiil and double the quantity of azote.

Dr. AVildt, of Posen, recommends nearly the same foi-mxJa.

Brewerj- mash or refuse constitutes a valuable source

of feeding for milch cows, especially when fresh ; the

difficulty is to keep it from becomins acid, as, when
in this state, it aiiects the millt. Several processes are

employed to preserve it, as dr.-ving and compressmg
into cakes, conservation, when well salted, in trenches,

(fee. At Berlin, a linn has been established which mixes

the refuse with Iran, flour, jioas, beans, &c., making
the mass into a paste and baking as bread

;
the loaves

recall in taste and odour fresh vye bread. The prepar-
ation readily dissolves in water, or can ho mixed with

chopped food. ^Ul animals relish it, and the miUc from

cows fed on it is excellent.

M. Roeber, a Sniss gentleman, has improved a win-

nowing machine for separating clover and lucerne seed

from dodder, and which is higlUy spoken of by inde-

pendent persons who have witnessed its worldng. The
seed passes through a series of movable di'awer screens,

and is brought up into a dram after passing through
a regulated current of ail', which carries oft' the lighter
seeds of the parasite. The machine can he adapted to

purify other seeds. A machine has been produced in

Hamburg for making
" wood wool," suitable for litter-

ing, purposes, and claiming superior advantages over saw-

dust. It converts chips of every kind of wood used in

workshops into a sort of fibre or flock.

In the south-west of France the sainfoin is attacked-

with a malady caused by a fungus ; applications of

sulphm' after the fii'st cutting ai'e recommended. M.
Chevreul suggests a study of the changes effected in

the composition of the soil.

The prospects of the beet crop are very brilliant,

and the area of land imder the root is this season largely
in excess of previous years. For the success of sugar
beet, the selection of good seed has become an axiom.
The vines commence to bud and leaf, so that in a

few weeks we wiU be in a position to determine the

new progress made by the phylloxera. Vineyard pro-

prietors straggle energetically against the malady. It

is proposed to .apply the 300,000 fr., voted by the govern-
ment some years ago for the discoveiy of a perfect
cure, to suppljTng sulphuret of carbon, &c., at a reduced

price. It has been remarked that, when American stocks

ai-e employed, care shoidd be taken that then' origin
will coincide in point of climate with that wherein they
are to be employed. The wheat crop is excellent ; the

only danger to be ajiprehended is a too rapid vegetation.

TKADE BETWEEN INDIA AND AUSTRALIA.
According to some figures given in a recent number

of the Cakiilla Englishman, the trade between India
and Australia is stearlily if slowly on the increase.
The fact that it is so is no doubt traceable to some
extent t<> the holding of the Sydney nnd Melbourne
Exhibitions. For several years before the Exhibitions
were held tlie little trade tiii-re was between the two
countries was on the decline. The number of vessels
that reached Indi'i from Australia iu 1S77 was 149 ; in

1879 the numb'T had dwindled to 111. Since that

year, however, the tendency has apparently bren in
the other direction. In 1880 the Indian exports to
these C'doiues were v.alued at 4.5 million rupees, while
in ISSl their value was 52 millions, and during tlie

last nine months of the official year the pstimated
value was 71 millions. It of cour.se remains to be seen
to what extent this increase Ih attributable to the temp-
orary excitement caused by the Exhibitions,

• but it

will be the f.ault of the colonics if tb- new commercial
relationships to which these events gave rise are not
fostere I and made permanent.

It need hardly be said that the chief Indian ex-

port to thesf colonics is tea.
,
Of this article the

exports for 187SI-S0 were valued at 64,000 rupees,
while for 1880-Sl it was 51.5,0U0, for the nine montlis

ending December last year the value was .518.000.

The next item of export is gunny l)!kgs, the value of

which went up from So niillion rupees in 187980 '\>

56 millions foi the last uini' months of last year. Th^
value of the raw jute exports also went up fiom
71,000 rnpees iu 1879-80 .ind 94,000 in 1880-81 to

132,000 for the last nine months of last year. .5,491 rupees'
worth of myrobaUiins wjs also exported during the last

nine months of last year, whereas during the pr.'<-

vious year tliere was uo such export at all. ihe
other articles which seem to be making headway are

shellac, castor oil. saltpetre, linseed, cordage, and
rope of veget.-i'ole fibre. The exports of coffee and
rice seem to been the decline. In 1879 80 those of

the former w'ere valued at 264,000 rnpees, while for

the first nine months of the current official year
their value only amounted to 208,000. The value of the

exports of coffee also fell from 84,000 rupees in ISSO-
81 to 12,000 for the (ir^t nine months of last year.
It seems also that indigo to the value of 2,240 rupees
was exported during 1880-81, while the statisucsfor the
first nine months of last year mention no such export.
From the figures referred to, it will be seen that the

trade between India and Australia is an exceedingly
fluctuatiuj; one, but its tendency, upon the whole, ii

in an upward direction, and there is no reason w-hy
this tendency should not be maintiiiucd. The chief

difficulty, of course, in the way of aov ciaisidenible trade
between the two countries lies i'l t je fact that these
colonies do not produce a great deal tijat India wants.
Our chief export is wool, and Inda imports very
little of tliat article. It is as a manufacture, and not
6S the raw material, that India has been in the habit
of importing wool, and «e find that the total value
of the woollen manufactures imported into India during
a recent year did not amount to more than almuc

three-quarters of a million steiling. The principal
import iiit" India is cotton. More than one-thini of

the imports of the peninsula consists of articles of

this description. It fcaa been stated, however,
that an order has been received in Sydney for

50 bales of wool to be worked up into blankels
and carpets ; and, thougli with a country, with a

climate, and with manufactures like those of India, we
may never exptct to do a large wool trade, we ni .y

open up a trade which it will be our duty to cultivate.'

If we are to take the figures of our "Statist), al

Register," the total value of the trade between this

colony and India for the ye,ar 1880 was about £20,000,
£19,611 of this consisting of exports to India, anil

only £653 of imports from that country. Of the ex-

ports to the value of £19,611. more than £18,0!'0
worth went to Bombay. Hitherto, our contempoi'arv
remarks, the dealings of India in the Australian
market .are limited to a moderate dem.and for horse?,
a little C'lppcr, and a small demand for fruit. We
find, however, that during 1879-80 India took 76,000
tons of our coal. Nor in there any reason why not

only our tin and copper, but our frozen meat and
our wines, should not find a market in India. At
present the most serious obstacle to the trade be-

tween the two countries is the cost of freight. Be-
fore much is done there will have to be cheaper
and better communication. In a maritime review,

publislied a short time ago, it was stated that more
than 50.000 cwt. of copper was brought from Austra-
lia to Inula via England. Such roundabout methods
of communication as these are fatal to the growth
of trade —li'jdjify Morning HeraW.

HORSE-BREEDING IN CENTRAL AUSTRALIA.
TO THK EDITOR OF THE SYDSEV "ECHO."

Sir,—In your issue of the 13th you republish from

Vna South Aitslralian Adivrtisp.r a very pertinent and

telling letter on the above subject. In an official re-
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port to the Indian Government, which waa sent up
sometime ago, I made the same suggestion as is made
by the correspondent under refer enoe. There cau be
no doubt tViat there is yet a great future for tbese
immeuge central plains and countless leagues of ap-
parently

"
wind-swept desert

"
as breeding grounds

for horses for the Indian market. In physical "charac-
ter they somewhat resemble the Arabian plains, famed
for producing some of the finest strains of horse-flesh

ever knowu. In climate they do not differ viistly
from the Persian sandy sleppes, which produce a hardy,
se^'vicpable class of liorses. The arid wastes i^f parts
of i^cinde, ('eulr:il India, the Punjaub, and Afghanistan
are ni>ted for strains of Caboolee hoiaes and what are
called couniry-lireds, which are noted for their good
feet, strong frames, powers of eudurance, and capacity
to keep in sjood condition on scanty fare. These
central Australian plains would produce the very class

of horse suitable for India, 'hey would have good
bone, splendid feet and clean legs, and excellent wind.

They would be inured to heat and accustomed to a

dry herbage, and, most important point of all, they
would be two weeks nearer India, with the certainty
almost of a quick, quiet passage, and would be landed
in the pink of condition and be at once ready for
service. Under the present system, horses are

usually sent up in sailing ships instead of in

steamers specially constructed for a live stock traffic.

Tbey are generally put aboard by means of slitigs,

subjecting them to the danger of ruptures and
hurts instead of being walked aboard on inclined or

sloping stages. The length of the voyage brings them
down in condition and makes the percentage of deaths
or risks of perm.anent injury unduly large. In con-

sequence, horses Landed in Madras or Calcutta have to
be fed up and exercised and groomed often for weeks
before finding a purchaser. Indeed, many are "

cast"

by the Government officers simply because it is a

question whether they vrill live or die ; and the
dealers having to keep the stock till they get into

some sort of fair condition adds enormously to the

price of the animal. As a rule, a horse in India (an

imported horse I mean) gets, perhaps, more luxurious
treatment than in any other part of the world, Arabia
itself not excluded. He has, generally, a spacious ptall

or loose box to himself. A (jrasscutter is told off to

attend exclusively to his wants, and a syce or head

groom looks after the grasscuts, and sees that tbey
cut Bufficient fodder for the daily supply. It is a
common sight near a cavalry cantonment to see long
lines of these grasscutters come trudging along the
roads in the forenoon, each with his neat pile or

bundle of cooch grass on his head, from the roots of

which all dust and grit have been carefully washed
and beaten. Twice a day the " Waler. "

or imported
Australian horse geti a, ieeA. o( gra/m ''cicer arietinum),

probably the finest horsefeed in the world. This is mixed
with a few pinches of salt after being soaked in water,
and the horse before his feed is generally led out for a

"roll," as it is called, which is merely a few miles' walk-

ing exercise. A buggy horse rarely is driven more than
8 to 10 miles on a stage ; a saddle horse very
rarely is ridden more than 12 to 15. Every planter
possesses quite a stud ; even an assistant generally
keeps from three to five saddle horses, a polo
pony, and often a buggy nag or two. For a stage
the horses are sent on over night, each in charge
of his grasBcutter ; and, as soon as his stage is fin-

ished, he is handed over to the man in waiting,
who carefully cools him down, covers him with a

cloth, and leads him home. Races are frequent in

the cold weather. Bookmakers are unknown, and the

sport is in the hands of true sportsmen and true
lovers of fair racing. A turf scandal is a very rare

occurrence in India, althougb, of course, there are

pccasionally black sheep to be met v'th there as else-

where. J know of no country where horses are
better treated, more carefully tended, more highly
appreciatpd, or more valued. The demand is pract-
ically inexhaustible ; and, were horee-breeding to be
gone into on a large scale, on good commercial

principles, in Central and North-western Australia,
and suitable steamers be provided to ship the stock
from the north-west corner of our continent, I feel

sure it would prove a most remunerative undertak-
ing. Horses could then be sold somewhat cheaper than
the prices ruling at present, which would tend to d uble
the demand. Use would be made of vast tracts that
are at present allowerl to lie unproductive and ne-

glected. The risk of carriage and length of voyage
would be minimized, and another great stride wuld
be made in the great policy of binding the outlying
portions of the empire more closely together by a

community of interests and the ties of commercial in-

tercourse. Many speculations are claiming the atten-
tion of investors nowadays that do not present half the

promise that an " Indo-Australian Horse Supply Associ-
ation

"
presents. We hear of pastoral associations

being got up to enable small capitalists to embark in

wool-growing and beef-raising. I believe a company,
who would take up land in Central Australia, for the

purpose of breeding horses for the Indian market,
could, or would, be able to get land cheap, breed
suitable stock Bucoessfiilly and cheaply, secure large
contracts with the Indian army authorities, and find a

never-failing market for all the surplus stock they
could raise, at highly remunerative prices. I shall be

glad if you give some prominence and your powerful
support to such a scheme, as I feel assured it has only
to be started to become a great success. It would
promote settlement, utilize waste land, attract capital
and enterprize to the interior, and powerfully promote
Indo-Australian trade—a matter which must appeal
to every one who has the federation of the empire at

heart. Verb. sap.
—Yours truly, James Ingli.s (late

Commissioner for India). --[Ceylon like India, will,
we suspect, ere long obtain most of her horses from
Australia.—Ed.]

THE NEW YOP.K COFFEE EXCHANGE.
Polls will be open from today until Tuesday for the

election of officers of the new coffee exchange. The
regular ticket which will be elected is as follows:—
President, Benjamin G. Ainold ; Vice-President,
John S. Wright ; and Treasurer, John F. Scott. The
constitution and by-laws which have just been

adopted have been printed for distribution among the

members. Among other things these provide that,

prior to the 21st day of January 1882, until the

number of outstanding certilicateB of membership shall

be 100 the initiation fee shall be two hundred and

fifty dollars. On and after the 2l8t day of January
1SS2, until there be 200 outstanding certificales of

membership, the initiation fee shall be five hundred
dollars ; and thereafter the initiation fee shall be

one thousand dollars ; that the assessment for the

first year shall be $50, and after that not more than

$10U ; that the governing committee shall elect an ar-

bitration committee of five members whose powers
are carefully defined ; that the Exchuige shall be

open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. and Imainess shall be
confined to those hours, any violation of which shall be

punished by a fine of $25; that all parties engaged
in handling cofl'ee for members, such as warehousemen

weighers and samplers, shall be licensed by the go-

vering committee ; that a board of supervisors shall

nominate to the i,'Overning committee a board of inspect-

ors to consist of five members, and shall supervise the

duties of such inspectors. The inspectors shall establish

standards of all coffees bought and sold in the Ex-

change, and enumerate in a clear mauner the grades
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thereof whenever necessary. They shall also have

charge of the grading and cliissifying all type samples,
and shall be eatitled to collect for each set so graded
and classified five dollars. This board shall hear and

decide on all cases of appeal from rejectiim of coffee

on account of quality or condition, and their decision

shall be liTial in so' far as it affects any parties in

interest who may be represented in the examination

of the rejected coffee, or in the arbitration regarding
the same," for which they shall be paid by the party
in error fifteen cents per package. The by-laws pro-

vide a form of contract lor sales for future delivery.

Coffee shall be receivable and deliverable in the city

of New York, south of t'ourteenth street, or within the

limits of the port of New York, only from or at

such warehouses as may be recommended by the beard

of supervisors, approved by the governing committee

and duly licensed, as provided in sec. 93, Nor shall

any delivery of cofJee upon contract for future delivery,

or to arrive be lawful, unless said delivery is from or

at a licensed warehouse, and, unless otherwise stipulated

prior to the sale of spot coffee, the buyer may demand
that the coffee purchased be delivered frcan or at a

licensed warehouse.

Commission shall be charged and paid under all

circumstances, both upon the purchase and sale of

contracts for future delivery, and where a "turn"

involves two transactions, viz. : purchase and sale, a

commission will be charged on both, this rule being

equally applicable to extension or transfer of contracts

from one month to another. The rates of commission

shall be as follows : On packages of eight pounds gross

weight or over, eighty cents per package, and on pack-

ages below eighty pounds in gross weight four cents

per package, when the transaction is made for any

party not a member of this exchange. The minimum
rate to members of the exchanye shall be four cents

per package of under eighty pounds, gross weight,

except where one member merely buys or sells for

another, giving up his principal on the day of the

transaction and not receiving or delivering the coff.-e,

in which case the rate shall not be less than two cents

for the larger and one cent for the smaller of said

packages.
Tlie constitution and by-laws are very elaborate and

provide carefully for the government of the Exchange
and the transaction of a great business.—New York
Commercial Bulletin, January 12th.—[The danger will

be that this
" Coflee Exchange" will degenerate into

a "Ring."—Ed.]

THE ORIGIN OF CUPREA BARK.

There appears in the Pharmaceuticul Journal an

elaborate paper by Josk' Triana, a name familiar to

those who have studied the literature of the cinchonas.

on "The Botanical Source of Cinchona Cuprea."

It appears that the cuprea bark, so named from

its coppery colour, is yielded by a group of plants

which stand midway between the true cinchonas and

the cascarillas. Triana and Karsten discovered some of

these plants, but Triaua, noticing botanical character-

istics whicb separated the plants from the cinchonas,

never thought of testing the bark for alkaloids. Indeed,

nn'il the introduction of this cuprea bark, many held

the opinion, that from no plant but the cinchonas

coulo alkaloids be obtained. But it is now found that

the bark from twospecies oiRemijia, growing plentifully

the one in the lower Cordillera of the Andes, vhich ex-

tends to the great plain of the Orinoco and the other iu

the valley of tlie Magdalena River, do yield alkaloids

although in small quantity. They grow at elevations

of 700 to 3,500 feet, in situations warmer and drier

than those affected by the truecinchonns. We scarcely
see why Triana should suppoee that their discovery
and the fact that these bushes (for such they are) will

grow in dry warm localities are likely to affect eiu-

chona cultivation and the price of quinine very
greatly, for cuprea bark contains quinine only at the

rate of "0 to 2 per cent, and it appears that, as in the

case of cinchonas, "the alkaloids increase in proportion
as the trees approach nearer to the upper limit of their

vegetation and are better protected by the great forest."
That is, the higher the elevation, the better
the quality of the bark, so that the existence of

abundance of the plants at low elevations and their

capability of being cultivated in lower localities than
will suit the true cinchonas ueed not give those

interested in the cullivation of cinchonas the scare

v\hich Triana seems to think they ought to feel. The
effect of accumulations of this inferior bark in the

European markets has not been, as we were able to

point out recently, to lower the average price of good
cinchona bark, while Triana himself states that the
rush into the trade and the stoppage of sales result-

ing from excess have so operated that "the industry
which ought to prove a new source of riches for Co-

lumbia, has accidentally become a cause of financial

disaster." Agriculture had been neglected in the rush
to gather hark which is now unsaleable at remunerat-
ive prices. While we follow the advice of Mr. How-
ard and the other great quinine manufacturers by
growing the best species and varieties of cinchonas,
we do not think we need greatly fear the compet-
ition of cuprea bark, or of other barks in which a

bitter principle exists i r which may yield minute

quantitifs of alkaloids. For a time it appears a single
firm in Bucaramanga in the State of Santander (have
our readers ever heard of the place before?) kept the
secret and enjoyed the monopoly of the trade in the

bark of the Rnnijia plants. But the discovery, and
the consequent rush and the' overloading of the market,
were inevitable. A small portion of the cuprea barks

have yielded a new alkaloid called cinchonamiue, and
the peculiarity of euprtabarks gener.ally is that they yield
no cinchonidine. The bark which yields the new al-

kaloid lesembles that of caecarilla, so that the cin-

chonas which yield abundance of alkaloids ; the Be-

«ii/ifi.s which yield fmall quantities, and the eascarillas

which are so absolutely destitute of - alkaloids, are

"linked, each to each," by certain affinities: afresh

illustration of the difficulties of defining species

There are numerous plants belonging to the geuuB

Ecmijia, but the two species from which the eup-

plits of cuprea b'avk have hitherto been obtained are

Reiiiijia penduncvltita which Triana himself described

and named and Remijin Purdieann mimed after a

botanist called Purdie. The trees closely resemble

each other, and so do the barks, for Triana states :
—

The resemblance between the barks of the two
species is al?o very great and it would be difficulty to
find characters sufficiently marked to distinguish
them. They nre both, in fact, hard, very compact
relatively heavy, the inner nirfiice snionth and more
or less of a wine-red tint, thi pidermis thin or more
or less c^rky, and striated lo ,itudiu:dly. The fract-

ure is not fibrous, as in many c .lohonas,
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The cuprea bark which yield cinchonamine is, how-

ever, heavier jnd more corapaci and more filled with

red resiuous colouring matter, and its fracture gener-

ally ap])ears to be horny.
The discovery ihus made of febrifuge alkaloids in

the barks of a group of plants outside the genus
Cinchona, as defiutd by me, renders it necessary to

reconsider the characters upon which the genus is

founded and to estimate its affinities at their true value.

Be 'Jiindolle constituted his genus Ili-mijia from
Brazilian plauts which St. Hilaire, in his "'Plantes

Usuelles des Brazilieus," had referred to the genus
Gindionn, and wh ch had previously been ni'ide linown

by Vellozo under the name of Macrocnemmn. These

plants are shrubs which grow on the dry and exposed
summits of the mountains thnt extend from north to

south of the province of Minas, indicating the presence
of iron in the soil, according to St. Hilaire.

According to the same author they have bitter barks

which singularly resemble those of the Peruvian cin-

chonas, and bear without distinction the names of

Quina lU Herra (mountain cinchona) or Quina de Eemijio

(the name of the person who first pointed out to 'he

Brazilians their use as a substitute for the officinal

cinchonas.)
St. Hilaire, while acknowledging that perhaps, the

"Quina de Serra "
plants were only varieties of one

species, yet referred them to three, called C'inchom

I}cinija'iia, C. fcrrng'tnen imd C. Vellozii, and these

have been retained by De CaudoUe under the new
name Bemijia ; but I believe, in fact, that they ouj;lit

to be coiifideied as forms of one speeilic type. He

Caridolle, adnpting the idea of St. Hibdre, who had

called one of these species Cinchona Remijimm, in order

to preserve the memory ot toe surgeon Picmijo, to

whom is due the u.se of these plants as febrifuges, gave
to his genus the name of Remijia. This genus is

evidently very near to Cinchona, and its affinity has

been rendered still more close by the discovery of the

cinchona alkaloids in the Columbian species of Remijia ;

but it IS clearly distinguished from Cinchona by its

axillary intioresceuce, and its capsules dehiscing from

above dowuards. In the last chHi-acter, as well as in

the analogy of the structure of their barks, the species

of Remijia approach more nearly to the genus Cascar-

ilia ;
but from this genus they differ in the pnimineut

and remarkable character of the axillary inflorescence,

and also by the presence of alkaloids in their barks,

which have not liitherto been ditcovered in the genus
Caxcarilla.

The (;enus Remijia presents then characters suffici-

ently well defined and constant to keep it distinct

from the two genera most nearly allied to it, viz..

Cinchona and Canearilla.

The writer then goes on to recognize these plants as
,

somewhat formidable rivals in commerce of the true

cinchonas, after a fashion with which we cannot

agree. But we let the author of the puper speak for

himself :
—

The officinal
"
remijias" of Columbia, as at present

known, grow under conditions of elevation, soil, heat

and exposure almost the opposite to those which the

cinchon.is require, and they grow iu places only a lit-

tle above the level of the sea, in the liassin of the

Magdaleua river on one side anfi iu tlie basin of the

rivers Meta, Eio Negro, .and Guaviare on the other,
without ever reaching the elevated summits of the

Cordilleras.

For the cultivation of the species yielding febri-

fuge alkaloids, whether in their native country or

elsewhere, a new and much moi-e extended md
varied field is now opened up, and enterprizes of this

kind will be more numerous and their success none

easy and certain. The officinal
"

remijias," being
more hardy and natives of the lower parts of the

mountains, loving warmth and not being affected by
drought, will lend themselves more easily to cultiv-

ation and more cspeoially in those iutertropicnl coun-
tries where the cultivation of the cinchona would he

impossible. The cultivation of the cinchonas in the old
world will also he alTectcd in consequence.

As to the commerce in bark it has already found
in the genus "remijia" new sources of enterprise in

the peculiar conditions and circumstances of its veget-
.'ition, which are, as already remarked, different from
those of cinchona, and these may be still further iii-

c-eased by the possible discovery of febrifuge alkaloids
in oiher known species of the same genus, natives of

Brazil, Ecuador and Peru, or in new ones which may
yet be found. Probably also investigation will be
made of species of other genera allied to cinchona
which have long been oi'erlooked.

The answer to all this seems to be that, while cuprea
bark is a drug iu the market, the bark of the true

cinchonas continues in demand at prices the average
of which has not been reduced with increased sup-

plies of the true species, and the enormous irruption
of the Remijia or cuprea barks.

THE BOTANICAL SOURCE OF CINCHONA
CUPREA.

BY JOSe' TKIANA.

Since the publication of my " Nouvelles Etudes sur
les Quinquinas,

"
Dr. Hesse has remarked the appear-

ance in commerce of a new bark which differed from
those of all Uuown cinchonas in its aspect, fiensity,
textuie and colour, etc., but which contaned alkaloids
characteristic of the true cinchonas. Subsequently,
Professor F. A. Fluckiger, in the Neues Jahrhvch. f.

Pharmncie, xxxvi. - 296, stated that the same bark dif-

fered considerably from the cinchona barks in its anat-
omical structure, which he compared to that of

CaKcarilla niat/nifolia, and gave to the new bark the
name of cuprea cinchona, on account of the dull cop-
pery tint ot its external surface.

During the last few years especially there h.i,ve been
introduced into Europe considerable quantities of new
barks, which have maintained in commerce the name
of "

cuprea bark," and the importations have been
so large I hat the price of all cinchona barks and of

sulphate of quinine liave been very sensibly lowered.
The chief emporium and centre of exportation of

the cuprea barks is Bucaramanga, in the State of

Santander, and the trees which yield them are
found in abundance in the mountain chain of La
Paz, which breaks off from the great eastern branch
of the Columbian trifurcaiion of the Andes, and
runs parallel to the course of the Magdalena river,

separating it from its affiuent, the Suarez. At
first there was one firm in Bucaramanga which ex-

ported the bark, and by keeping secret the use to
which the bark was destined, it succeeded for some
time in maintaining a kind of monopoly. But atten-
tion having been roused by the regular exportation,
it at length became known that these barks were con-
sidered to be ihe produce of cinchoui s, and were much
valued in Europe ;

from that time an eager search
was made for them, and their exportation soon a.ssuined

such proportions that the bark market became rapidly
overloaded and supplied with sutJicient to last for a

long time.

The impetus haviug once been given, the search for

cuprea bark was prosecuted in other forests of Coluinbin,
and barks quite equal to those of Bucaramanga were
found towards the base of the great eastern branch of

the Cordilleia of the Audes, and as far as the great
plaiu which extends lo the Orinoco, and in the valleys
of the rivers Meta and Guaviare, affluents of the river
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Orinoco, and these barks pass in commerce under the

same name ae those first discovered.

The cuprea bark at present in commerce is therefore

furnished by two very distinct regions : tlie one, just

described, in the great basin of the rivtr Orinoco, to

the South of Bogota, and the other, which was the one

tirst explored, in the lower part of the basin of the

Magdaleua river.

Amongst the numerous cuprea barks received from

Bucaraiuanga, or the northern region, there is oc-

casionally found a relatively small quantity, which has

been discovered by M. Arnaud to be peculiar in con-

taiuinc, in place of quinine, a new alkaloid which he
has called ciuchonamine.

Profe?ior Plauchon has also observed that the

anatiiniical structure of the bark containing cincho-

namine difTcrs from that of ordinary cuprea bark,
and has compared it to that of a Cascarilla. He
coucludes that if the cuprea barks have characters in

common which place them outside the genus cinchona,

they also present between themtelves such differences

that they ought to be considered to form specifically
distinct types.

Hitherto, the plant or plants which produce cuprea
barks have beeniinknown to science, although the barks

have taken so considerable a jjlace in commerce and in

the manufacture of sulphate of quinine. Desiring to

fill this gap from a botanical ponit of view, I made
strenuous etibrts to obtain in Columbia specimens of

the plants yielding the cuprea barks, and my efforts

have been in great measure crowned with success. I

have just received documents from the two centres of

collection above named, which now en.ible me to de-

tei-mine and classify the frees which furnish the cuprea
cinchona, and to establish their botanical nomenclature.
This classification, and other facts shortly to be men-
tioned, raise points which seem to me to be of the

highest interest in relation to science, commerce, and
the cultivation of cinchonas, and to these point I have
now to call attention.

The barks distributed in commerce at the present time

underthenarae of cuprea bark are aiiorded by twodistinct
districts. They also belong respectively, at least, to

two distinct species which, though nearly allied, are yet
different from each otber and belong to the genus Remljia,
which comes very near that of cinckojia and to the

closely allied genus cascorilla. These species are Kemijia
Purdieana, Wedd. (Ann. Sc. Not. [3], xi., p. 272), a

plant formerly discovered by Purdie in the forests of

Antioquia, upon the left bank of the Magdahna ; and

Rimijia ptdancidata,, Triana (Cinchona pi-dunculata,

Karsten, "Spec. Select.," i., 53, t. 26).

My identification of the tree from the valley of the

Magdalena river is founded upon the "oly samples
that I have received of the cinchonamine-yielding
sort, which are identical with those of Purdie. I

incline to believe that ail the other cuprea barks
said to eome from Bucaramanga, notwithstanding
the difference in their chemical composition noticed

by M. Arnaud and the not less remarkable difference in

their anatomical structure indicated by M. Planchon,
can only be produced by the same botanical species,
viz., Eemijia Purdiiana; inasmuch as (1) the barks

containing cinchonamine have been exported to

Europe as being those of cuprea, without any dis-

tinction being made between them, except in

remarking thit the trees from which the bark
was obtained grow in a warmer locality at a
lower elevation than the others, without, however,
indicating that they might be different among them-
selves ; and (2) if the trees worked in the northern
districts bu distinct, the resemblance between the
one which is most abundantly exported from Bucar.i-

manga, and which must have been used as a standard
of comparison to discover the cuprea bark in the

south, would be less than that which exists between

liemijia Purdiam and R. peduvcutaia, which is very
great at tirst sight.
The diff'erence in the conditions of vegetation

where the trees yielding the two kinds of cuprea bark
of Bucaramanga grow would suffice, it seems to me,
to explain the change in the nature of the alkaloids
and the modifications in anatomical structure ob-
served in them. In any case this is a question
that I hope I shall be able to solve wlien sam-
ples of tlie common cuprea of Magdalena, which
T am expecting to receivii shortly, shall have arrived.
But there can be no doubt that if these trees are
distinct they must belong to very closely allied species
of the same genus.
With regard to the southern district, I am in posses-

sion of specimens gathered at Susumuco, Villavicencio

Papamene and on the banks of the Guaviare, etc., local'
itics distant from each other and varying in elevation
above the .'ea level from 200 to 1,(!00 metres. Notwith-
standing slight variations, which cannot be considered
as speciti characters, all these specimens answer to
Rcmijia pedunculata, Triana, a species discovered by M.
Karsten and m.iself between Susumucoand Villavicencio'
and of which my fellow. traveller has published a des-
cription and a Hoe figure in the 'Specimitia Selecta.'

Tlie two Columbian species of Remijia, which yield
the cuprea barks, have, at first sight, a very great re-

semblance, in habit, in the form, size and smoothness
of the leaves, in their infioresoeuce, and in their capsules
of almost the same size ; they are in

reality, however
verv distinct and are ensily characterized.

Remijia Purdieami has the divisions of the calvx
lanceolate-acute, almost linear, and muoh longer than
the tube of the calyx. Thr stipules are lanceolate-
acute and the cajisules are also lanceolate.

Rnnijia Pedunculata ha,a the teeth of the calyx small
triangular and almost rounded at the apex ; the
stipules are obtuie, broad and obovate, and the caps-
ules are shorter than those of R. Purdieana, which
are elliptic.
The resemblance between the barks of the two

species is also very great and it would be difficult to
find characters sufficiently marked to distinguish
them. They are both, in fact, hard, very compact,
relatively heavy, the inner surface smooth and more
or less of a wine-red tint, the epidermis thin or more
or less corky, and striated longitii.iinally. The fracture
is not fibrous, as in many ciuchononas.
The cuprea b.ark which yields cinchonamine is, how-

ever, heavier and more compact and more filled with
red resinous colouring matter, and its facture generally
apjiears to be horny.

'Ihe yield of quinine from cupred barks varies between
•0 and 2 per cent., according to the conditions of veget-
ation of the trees, which liave not yet been sufficiently
studied. In tliis respect they resemble the officinal
cinchonas. In both cases it appears that the alkaloids
increase in proportion as the trees approach nearer to
the upper limit of their zone of vegetation and are
better protected by the great forest.

From a chemical point of view, the characteristic
and remarkable feature with distinguishes the cuprea
barks from the true cinchonas is tlie absence of cin-

chonidine, which has been ascertained by numerous
aualyses made by M. Arnaud, confirming the results
obtained by other chemists.

In cuprea bnrks, qninidine would also be always
proportionately mora abundint tiian in other cinchona
barks, which would permit the formation of the double
en]t of this alkaloid with quinine, and would produce
according to Mr. C. H. Wood and Mr. E. L. Barret
{Vhet'iicat News, vol. xlv., p. 6, and Moniteur

Sctentifique,
3rd S3r., xii., p. 14S), the new supposed alkaloid,'
the discovery of which was announced almost simul-
taneously in England by Mr. D. Howard and
Mr. J. Hodgkin, on the one part, and by Dr. B. H,
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Paul and Mr. Cowuley, on the other part, under the

names of
"
homoqiiiniue

" and "
ultraquiuine."*

Nevertheless the existence of ciuchonamine, the new
alkaloid studied and isolated by M. Arnaud in certain

cuprea barks, remains unquestioned.
The discovery thus made of febrifuge alkaloids in

the barks of a group of plants outside the genus
Cinchona, as defined by me, renders it necessary to

reconsider the characters upon which the genus is

founrled and to estimate its affinities at their true

value.

De Candolle constituted bis genus Remijia from Brazil-

ian plants which St. Hilaire, in his
" Plantes

Usuelles des Brasiliens,' had referred to the genus
Cinchona, and which had previously been made known

by Vellozo under the name of Macrocnemum. These

plants are shrubs which grow on the dry and exposed
summits of the mountaius that extend from north to

south of the province of Minns, indicating the pre-
sence of iron in the soil, according to St. Hilaire.

According to the same author they have bitter barks

which singularly resemble those of the Peruvian cin-

chonas, and bear without distmction the names of

Ouina de Scrra (mountiin cinchona) or Qulna de Remijio

(the name of the person who first pointed out to the

Brazilians their use as a substitute foi the officinal

cinchonas.)
St. Hilaire, while acknowledging that, perhaps, the

"
Quina de Serra

"
plants v^ere only varieties of one

species, yet referred them to three, called Cinchona,

Rcmij'iana, C ferruginea and C. Veltozii, and these

have been retained by De Candolle itnder the new
name Remijia ;

but I believe, in fact, that they ought
to be considered as forms of one specific type, De

Candolle, adopting the idea of St. Hilaire, who had

called one of these species Cinchona Remijiana, in order

to preserve the memory of the surgeon Remijo, to whom
is due the use of these plants as febrifuges, gave to

his genus the name of Remijia. This genus is evid-

ently very near to Cinchona, and its affinity has been

rendered still more close by the discovery of the cin-

chona alkaloids in the CoUimbian species of Remijia ;

but it is clearly distinguished from Cinchona by its

axillary inflorescence, and its capsules dehiscing from

above downards. In the last character, as well as in

the analogy of the structure of their Ijarks, the species

of Remijia approach more nearly to the genus Cavar-

illa; but from this genus they differ in the prominent
and remarkable character of the axillary inflorescence,

and also the presence of alkaloids in their barks,

which have not hitherto been discovered in the genua
Cascarilla.

The geuuB Remijia presents the characters suffici-

ently well definid and constant to keep it distinct

from the two genera most nearly allied to it, viz..

Cinchona Cascarilla.

By the chemical composition of their barks, the
"
remijias" must now lake an important place in

commerce and in therapeutics by the side of the cin-

chonas, of which they are becoming rivals, which

confirms the foresight of P.emijo and St. Hilaire.

Henceforth the two groups of plants will be coupled

together, and as the name Cinchona, given by Liunteus

to^the tree of which the bark cured the Countess of

Chiuchon, will recall this fact, that of Remijia will

preserve an analogous one from being forgotten.

Beside the generic characters which I have defined.

» Mr. Triaua appears to have ovarlooked the fact that

Mr. T. G. WHiiffen also made known the discovery of a

new alkaloid, to which he gave the name "
ultraquinine,"

and which was probably the .same as that referred to by
the other observers. (See before, p. 497.) As regards the

suggestion that this alkaloid is reaUy a compound of

quinine and quinidine we are still without any evidence in

support of its probability or of the existence of such a

compound.
—Ed. P, J.

the original species of Remijia, as well as those sub-

sequently published, have, as De Candolle remarks,
"a peculiar stamp which distinguishes them at first

sight from the cinchonas, and which consists of a

shrubby habit, in the leaves being sometimes in whorls
of three, particularly the lower ones, in the branches

and inflorescence being covered with a reddish pubes-
cence, and in the quadrifid woody capsules." But
these distinctions, due to collateral circumstances,
diminish in other species, especially in the two Colum-
bian species herein noticed. Their glabrescent foliage,
and especially their coriaceous, bipartite and relatively
small capsules, give them a considerable resemblance
to several of the officinal cinchonas. It is more than

probable that it is to this similarity that the dis-

covery of cuprea cinchona, which has undoubtedly
been made by persona without scientific qualifications,
is due. Perhaps a botanist would have done as I /

myself did, when I discovered Remijia pedunculata,
and would have refused to admit this tree among
those whose barks yield alkaloids, beacuse it could
not be ranked among the true cinchonas, and does
not correspond in habit with those whose bark abounds
in alkaloids.

From the above remarkable facts, there must follow

results of the greatest importance to science, circhona

cultivation, commerce and therapeutics.
From a botanical point of view, several ideas con-

cerning cinchonas, which were considered to be suffici-

ently established, must be greatly modified. For

instance, it has been customary to consider that the

presence of alkaloids in cinchona as exclusively char-

acteristic of the plants of the genus as hitherto limited,
and there have been those who have gone so far as to

say that the chemical analysis might serve to control

botanical classification, since alkaloids have never been
discovered in the genus Cascarilla or in other genera
allied to cinchona.

It is also admitted that the tress yielding febrifuge

alkaloids, especially, those of Columbia, as I have stated

in my
' Nonvelles Etudes,' grow in the elevated regions

of the Cordillera of the Andes, where the temperature
is mild with scarcely any culd, and prefer the western

slopes of the great eastern branch of the trifurcation of

the Andes, the other two branches being almost destit-

ute of them.
Since the number of alkaloid-yielding cinchonas has

been augmented by the addition of some species of

Remijia these plants, regarded as a whole, offer peculiar-
ities worthy of remark, both as to their habitat and
their geographical distribution.

The officinal "remijias" of Columbia, as at present
known, grow under conditions of elevation, soil, heat

and exposure almost the opposite to those which the

cinchonas require, and they grow in places only a lit-

tle above the level of the sea, in the basin of the

Magdalena river on one side and in the basin of the

rivers Meta, Rio N'gro, and Guaviare on the other,
without ever reaching the elevated summits of the

Cordilleras.

For the cultivation of the species yielding febri-

fuge alkaloids, whether in their nativo country or

elsewhere, a new and much more extended and
varied field is now opened up, and enterprizes of this

kind will be more numerous and their success more

easy and certain. The officinal
"

remijias," being
more hardy and natives of the lower parts of the

mountains, loving warmth and not being affected by
drought, will lend themselves more easily to cultiv-

ation and more especially in those intertropical count-

ries where the cultivation of the cinchonas in the

old world will also be aft'ected in consequence.
As to the commerce in bark it has already found

in the genus "remijia" new sources of enterprise in

the peculiar conditions and circumstances of its veget-

ation, which are, as already remarked, different from
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those of cinchona, aud these may be still furlhti'

increased by the possible discovery of febrifuge aikal-

oi'Js in other kuown spicies of tlie same genus, natives
of Brazil, Ecuador and Peru, or in new ones which
may yet be found. I'robably also investigation will

be made of species of other geuer;i allied to cinchona
which have long been overloolied.

I have already remurUed that the enormous export-
ations of cuprcu bark that liave been made recently
have produced a disturbance in commerce, which has
lonerud the irice of tlie officinal ciuclionas in general
and of sulphate of quinine in paiticular, by the ac-

cumulation in Europe of barks intended for the m.anu-
faoturc of sulphate of ijumine aud by tlio temporary
stoppage of tlie exportation of cinchona barks. This

paralysis of business is aggr.ivated in Columbia by
the temporary neglect of agriculture, the collection

of' the cuprea bark proving much more lucrative, and
alao by the stagnation of capital represented by the
value of the bark warehoused abnad, and which is

usually held as a balance to meet the cost of im-

ported goods. It happens, therefore, that the industry
which ought to prove a new source of riches for Colum-
bia has accidentally become a cause of financial disaster.

It may bo liopcil that this situation cannot last

long, and that by degrees an ef|uilibruiin will be est-

ablishid. Commercial men will become more prudent
aud what is of more significance, the cuprea barks

will be diminii-hed in quantity in proportion as the

sources of production, already rapidly undergoing de-

vastation, become more e-xhausted, aud the difficulty

in collecting the bark becomes greater, as has been the

case with the officinal cinchonas.

Finally, the investigations of the therapeutic pro-

perties of the new alk doids or compounds of alkal-

oids discovered in the cuprea barks will present con-

siilerable interest. It now appears more than prob-
able that tliese alkaloids or their compounds have

passed unnoticed mixed with sulphate ot (juinine in

the manufacture of this subst.ance ou a large scale.

The following is a list of the species of Bmijia :
—

Kemijia Uilairii, I).C. (Prod., iv., p. 3o7).—<S'yn.

Cinchona Keniijiaua, St. Hil., PI. us. Bras.; Ciu
choua Vellozii and Cinchona ferrugiuea, D.C.;Ilemi-

jia Velnzii aud Kemijia f-rrugiuca, tit. Hil., I.e.;

Macrocneuni, Veil.

This species grows in dry and barren pliCkS on the

mount.ains of the province of Miuas.

R. pimculata. D.C.
A littlH known plant ; a native of Brazil.

R. Cuj djensis, Wedd. (Uist. Nat. des Quinq.), 93

adn,—St/'ii. Ludeubergia Cujabensis, Klotsch in Hayu.
Arzneigevvaohse, xiv.

This specks luhabiis foresis in the neighbourhood of

Hahia, in Brazil.

R. Bergeniana, Wedd., I.e.—Si,/!. Cinchona Ber-

L'ciiiana, Alact. in Liuu.,vi ; Litt. Ber., 67; Luden-

liergia Bcrgeuiana, Klotscic, l.(t.

A species indigenous in Brazil.

R. tirmula, Wedd, I. c. ; Ladenbergia firmula,

Klotsch., I.e.

A native of the banks of the Rio Negro, in Brazil.

R. macrocnemia, Wedd —Syn. Cinchona macroc-

nemia, iMart. Walp. Report., ii., p. 507 ;
Laden-

bergia mecrocnemia, Klot^ch, I.e.

The species grows on the banks of the Amazon in Brazil.

R. deusillora, Bentb, aud Hook, Lond. .Jouru.

Bot., iii., p. 2\o.

A native of Kuglish Guiana.

R. hispida, (.p. n. in Herb. Spruce, No. .3,-48.

Grows near Ksmeralda, ou the Orinoco River.

R. leuuitbira, Benth., I.e.

A species whicli is found between ISaira and Barcelos,
on the Rio Negro in Northern Brazil.

R. Purdieana, Wedd. in Aun. Sc. Nat. (3 scr. ),

XV., p, 272.

This ejjecies, which is one of those yielding the
cuprea cinchona bark, grows in the forests of both
banks of the lower Magdalena, in Columbia, in the
provinces of Antiquia and Santander.

B. pedunculata, Trian.i, Nouv. 'Etudes.—Syti. Cin-
chouapeduuculata, Karst.,.Specim. Select., i.,53,t.26;
This .'pecies, vibicli also furnishes the cuprea cin-

chona of commerce, grows between 200 and 1,01)0
metres aliove the lerel of the sea, on the eastern
slopes of the eastern Cordillcm, on several afBuenta
of tic 'Irinoco aud Amazon rivers, such as the Rio
Mesa, Rio Negro, Guaviare, Papamene, Z;irapote, ect.

"A PEUb'ECr CURE"—FOR COFFKE LEAF
DISEASE.

If heroic treatment can effect a cure, we have the

recipe before us. Let us imagine a human being
suft'ering from a cutaneous disease, say ringworm. Tlie
doctor is called, and his prescription is :

' Pnll out

every hair from the head, and then scrape all the skin
from the body, in order that both may be burnfd.
Then anoint the bared frame with my mixture, aud
look out for a fresh heid of hair." The sanity of

the doctor would naturally be doubted, but e<iuivalent
treatment is seriously recommended for the coffee

plants, by gentleman who are particularly anxious
that their interests should be protected.
When the senior editor of this pajjer was acting .as

Commissioner at the Melbourne Exhibition, he forn.9l

the acquaintance of a gentleman, who, formerly a

coffee planter in Coorg, was then a reporter on the

staff of the Aije newspaper. As such it gave us

pleasure to aid Mr. Gilbert Geo. Smith in preparing an

account of the Ceylon Court for the paper he represented.

By last mail we received a letter from Mr. Smith re-

questing us to ascertain and let him know the results

of a specilio fi'r leaf-disease which Mr. Smith and
his partner Mr. Ball had sent to toe Ceylon Planters'

Association of Ceylon for test. Mr. Smith added
that he had found the substance useful during his

career as a planter in .Southern India. We referred

the letter to the Secretary of the Ass >eiation, and
this morning we had a reply which astonished us, as it

will those of our readers whose knowledge of vegetable

physiology leads them to believe that a tree denuded
of all its bark will as surely die as will the man whose
brains are out. Mr. Philip courteously wrote to us :

—
"The Committee of the Planters' Association was

prepared to arrange to give Mr. Smith's specific for

leaf-disease a trial until receipt of the enclosed (copy)

letter, with the directions which, as you can under-

stand, rather amazed it.

"The case of anti-cofl'ee-blight has now arrived,

having cost say R15 for freight, and I fancy the

Committee will be glad to hold it at Mr. Smith's

disposal."
We should think so, for here are the directions:—

Melbourne, 9G, Swanston St., litk Feb. 1882,

A. Philip, Esq., Secretary, Planters' Association,

Kandy.

gjP We beg to inform you that bv this steamer

we have sent a case of the anticoftee blight to

care of P. & O. Company's Agent, Galle.

We desire you to bo kind enough to inform the

seutlemen^who will use the specific that it is ab-

solutely necessary to adhere as strictly as possible

to the following instructions :
—

Piisl.—Strip the infected plant entir' ly of all its

foliage, theu scrub it with a piece of coir, until all

the bark ia removed. Care should be takeu to re-
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move the bark under the uotohea and in crevices.

Some matting should be placed under the plant to catch

all the leavesrbark, twigs, &c., which are tobe burned.

Secojid—Obtain a quantity of the most deciimposed

manure—cowduug preferred—and mix witli it the

specific, until it is reduced to a thick paste ; then

further reduce it with water, until it arrives at a

consistency of treacle.

Third.—Paib the compound thoroughly into the
'

plant, until it adheres to it. See that it reaches to

every part of the plant, previously removing all de-

cayed wood that may be on the tree.

Fourth.—A\!\i\y the preparation thoroughly, unless

it be washed off by rain or rubbed off by accident, in

which case give another application.

In about a month's time the new leaves will begin

to shoot out and the plant will then rapidly assume a

healthy appearance
Do not be afraid of this treatment. It may appear

harsh aud novel to you, but we can assure you
that the very beat results have ensued from past

experiments.
We would again request you, as the representative

of the PLantera' Association, to see that otir interests

do not suffer by our absence, a«d that you will inform

ns from time to time as to the progress it (the test)

is making.
We are informed that a reward is offered for a cure

of this disease. In event of success then, we shall

leave ourselves to the honor of the coffee Planters'

Association.—Yours truly, Gilbkrt Geo. Smith,
M. Ball.

Our readers will observe that the trees to be operated

on are to be deprived of uU their leaves, besides a cert-

ain proportion (not stated) of the twigs, and all their

bark That the whole of the bark is meant and not

merely the epidermis, is obvious from the remarks

which follow about not being alarmed at the severe

nature of the treatment. It had previously been car-

ried out and the effects were good. We should have

thought the effect would haie been that the disease

would have been cured as the patient's fever was. The

ftver went off', but he weut off with it.

We can assure our readers that Mr. Smith, who is

DOW sub-editor of a newspaper, shewed no sign of

mental eccentricity on the occasions wlien we saw him.

He was a quiet gentlemanly man and did not look like

a subject for the Yarra Bend Asylum. But of Mr.

Ball we know nothing.

We could have understood all the foliage coming off

(although the young leaves would be equally liable to

be infected), and we could have seen reason in rubbing

off all the rough outside birk ; but when we appreci-

a.ed the tact that the directions are to deprive the

tree of all its bark, our gravity gave way and we afforded

si.rae reason for questioning our own sanity by our re-

pftition of "A perfect cure !''

In damp retentive soils, young cinchona plants are

prone to die oft" in large numbers, and to give very
little notice of iho advance of decay. Whole acres of

fine, healthy-looking youug cinchonas suddenly droop,

and little is gained by working for a change in tlie

weather, for it fails lo produce a revival. A planter

gives a hint which seems worthy of attention. He

Bays that, as soon as yon observe the drooping of the

plants, cut a two foot hole on the lower side, and .as

near the stem as possible. The bole probably lowers

the vpater level, aud thus saves the pl.aut. The remedy
is not likely to prove successful, if the plants have been

raised from ioimature seed.—Houth of India Observer,

" FoEKST Ranoers."—The Government of India
|

hove established a Forestry School in the DehraOun
at which it is hoped some 600 natives will be speedily
fitted for the duties of

" Forest Rangers." We pre- !

sume our own Forest Department nefds subordinate :

officers of the class referred to. Has our Govern-
ment sent any natives of Ceylon to be trained in

'

the Himalayan Forest School, or in the Agrioultral |

College at Madras?
|

Labour in Jamaica.—Mr. Morris recently wrote i

to say there was abundance, but the question is one of

the wages, and each paper from Jamaica shows that the

people are going to work on the Panama Canal and
on South American railroads. Wc quote as follows

from Gall's Neu^s Letter :
—We learn tliat the contractors '

for the Costa Rica railroad, who have all along oljtained '

labour from Jamaica, liave now adopted the less
^

expensive plan of sending to Colon for the unemployed i

Jamaican labourers there.

Tea and Coffee Duty.—A bill is now before

Congress (U. S.) to exempt from all discriminnting
duties tea and coffee produced in tlie Dutcli Colonies.

The law as now enforced provides for a discriminating :

duty of 10 per cent, on tea and coffee grown east of '

the Cape of Good Hope in the Dutch Colonies, in view
of corresponding Dutch dmies. As the latter have
been repealed, the United States is called on to do
so also. It will tend to flood this market with a poor

quality of Java coffee, which is generally badly
adulterated before leaving the colouics. The Rio mer-

i

chants strongly oljject.
— G'a/rs.^oos ierta-. [Naturally;

'

but what right have the Rio merchants to complain •

because the United .-^lates Government abolish dis-

criminating duties?—Ed. C. O.]
j

The Asbestos paint promises to be a complete j

success, to judge by the experiments recently i

made at the Crystal Palace, Tlie experiments were !

of various kinds and tlie tests applied could not be ;

accused of any want of severity. Logs of wood, partly

painted and partly unpaiuted with the asbestos pre-

paration, were placed on a tierce tire burning in a large
brazier and subjectexl for many minutes lo the full force

of the flames, fanned by a modi-rate breeze which was i

blowing at the time. VVhen they were pulled out by 1

the attendants, the parts which had been paiiued were
j

seen to be blistered in places and to be emitting at first ;

some light jets of flame, which, however, almost im- i

mediately extinguished tbemselves when the action i

of the surrounding fire ceased, leaving the surface
\

almost as white and uninjured as before the fire had
j

been applied, whereas those logs, which bad been un- i

painted, or only partially painted, were, of course, ;

charred aud almost consumeii. The most interesting

experiment was, however, afforded by the four wooden
structures which had -been erected on the terrace, in "

imitation of theatres and sheds. In the centre of
j

each of these was lighted a vigorous fire fed with !

shavings soaked in petroleum and buruing immediately ;

under the flooring. While the structure which was
;

unpaiuted blazed up and was soon burning merrily \

in all its parts, those which had been painted stood
;

the test most conclusively and were hardly marked !

after about halt an hour's tri.al, when the unpainted ;

sheds were a mere mass of smouldering embers. It 1

was clear to all the spectators that the resistance
!

offered by the ji^iiuc is most obstinate .and certain, |

and that I he great difficulty which the flames have
;

in getliug any liold at all upon any substance covered
;

with it would, at any rate, afford a long respite,

during whicii the fire engines would not only have
time to come up, but also an audience retaining any

•

presence of mind would be able to escape. The dir-
'

ectors of the Crystal Palace Company have already
'

caused their theatre to be covered with the paint.
—

;

New York Hour. '
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Obsen^er.

SALES OF CEYLON COFFEE AT GOOD
PRICES.

Edinburgh, 12th April 1882.

Dkai; Sir,—I have read with interest in your
Weeklj/, of Slst March, a short uote from "E. J. T."

giving a ijiiotation of fine prices realized for Stock-
holm estat? e^jffee, so :— Ic lb 113^; iU It 993 6d ;

2c It 107s Gd ;
and Ic It 67s. Prices received for

tlie North Pnnduloya coli'ce fully come to this. Take
a, shipment, ex Qnetta, thu3 :

— lo lb lISs; lo lb

109s ; lo lb 1043 lid ; 9i; 'Ms ; 9o 903 ; and Ic 102s :

ex Dorunda, Ic llOs; Oo 2b 100s; le 1033 ; and 3o
lb 963 6d : ex Duke of Buckinyhara, 4c 1023

6d ; 4c 101s; and 24c 90s. "E. J. T." states that

the prices he gives will shew that "
Ceylon cofTee

can hold its own against the world." I will go further
than this : 1 say that onr line Ceylon coffees can
beat any other—produce it where they m>iy

—which
is proveil by these good samples continuing to realize

snch fine prices, while the European stocks are so

heavy and prices for middling and inferiors have
fallen so heiivily. Superior preparation, both on the
estates and in Colombo, I have no doubt, has a

good deal to do with good prices, and it would be

interesting to all connected with coffee, advantageous
both to managers and curers, if planters could give
increased publicity in your columns, as to the results of

their sales.—Yours truly, P. D. MILLIE.

MR. A. SCOTT BLACKLAW ON COFFEE PLANT-
IXG PROSPECTS :

PRODUCTION I.N' BRAZIL ARRE.STEI> ; WHILE t'ONSl'iMP-

TIOX IN' THE UNITED .ST.VTES IS YE.VRLy INCREASING.

Dollar, 12th April 1882.

Dear Sirs,—1 am mncli pleased with the way you
have turned out my letters; you must have had some
dilliculty in the editing of them. My facts were taken
from good aiithoritis, and can be relied on, but the

puiting of them together was generally rather hur-

riedly done, always at the last moment before the mail
left. Living here out of the coffee world 1 do not
know how the letters m:iy have been appreciated by
those more immediately interested, the proprietors
of coffee estates in India and Ceylon. Your last come
Ohsermr—that of Mui-ch 1 1th—contains the last two of

my letters.

Poisihly I may have said too much. There are
some things betier to be left unsaid, and I do not
think my exposition, of the «ase with which Brazil
can produce and send to Europe and the United
States such large coffee crops will meet with the

approval of everyone, considering the straits many
Crvlon coffee-planters arc in, first fro o the effects
of leaf-dibeasii on their plantatioua ; and .second, the
low price of coffee brought on by Brazil's large crops.
While in London, two months ago, I put myself to
the trouble to call on the CimsulGeneral of the
United States in London to get information on the
increa.se of population in the United States during the
last thirty years ; in other words, during the time
that the consumption of coffee has been steadily in-

creasing. Brazil's coffee crops ai-e consumed principally
in thi United States. When the crcps .^f llrazil are

larger than can be consumed in the United States,
the snrijlus finds its way to Europe, and the price
of Ceylon and Java coffees comes down. Considering
that, Ottiug ti the stojipage of the inter-provincial
shue trade in Brazil, the coffee crops there will not

be larger than they are now, we might expect that,
as the population of the United States increasis, so
the consumption of Brazilian coffee and the present
surplus that is now being sent to Europe will follow the
regular course as of old, and be sent to North America.
Ceylon, East India and Java will then, as before, supply
the Eurojiean markets.
The Consul-Gcneral was very obliging, and, althounh

1 could not get returns as to the consumption of coffee
in the States, he kindly furnished me with particulars
as to the pi.pulation, Here are the figures :

—
I860 the population was 31 443 331
1«70 ... 38,558,.371
1880 ... 50,000,000

Emigration to I he United States last year reached
a total of 776,000, and at present it is going on at
a larger proportion. We may safely calculate on an
increase of 25 per cent of the population in the next
ten years.

I leave you or some of your correspondents to work
up the figures. I think one could get data sufficient

'-?«?° "1'°" ^^ studying the coffee prices cm rent.
Coffee planting has got a future. I do Rot think
the Ceylon planters should lose patience by consider-
ing the present price of coffee as likely to last.

I hope the experiments now being made to try to
get rid of the leaf-disease may be successful. A cure
for that will help Ceylon more than a rise in the
price of coffee.—I am, yours very truly,

A. SC 'TT BLACKLAW.

HYBRIDITY.
May 4th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—I thinkyour correspondent "X.," in the
Observer ol 2nd instant, is in error when he assumes
by asking the question—

"
do, or do not, rabbits .and

hares cross freel.v ?" Domesticated they may, but in
their natural state it is comparatively rare, if not
altogether unknown. The dog and fo.x, however, have
often been known to cross. In that case, one at least
is in the natural state, proving hybridity possible.
In the vegetable kingdom, how .about dkecious plants?

Are we told they never fructify naturally ? if they
do, then why not hybridity ?—Yours faithfully,

SI VERUM SCIRE VIS.

THE CINNAMON TRADE.
Sth May 18S2.

Sir,—Referring to the discussion now going
to the effect of the trade

on as
cinnamon chips or the

price of quilled cinnamon, I find from your DirectMry
that the exports for the year ending the 30th Sept.
1880 amounted to 474,484 lb of chips as against
1,395,534 lb hales. It will thus be seen that the one-
turn of chips is over one-third of quills, considerably
more than a planter allows, and there can be no douI:t
that tiie withdrawal of this enormous quantity of chips
from the market must beneficially affect the price of

quills. It is, alas ! perfectly true that the sale of

chips leaves only four or five cents per lb, after de-

ducting the cost of scraping ; and the apparently higher
prices realized in the London market just suffice to
cover the heavy charg-s The demand for chips is

always reported brisk and steady in London, and it

seems only reasonable to infer that in the absence of

chips there would be more inquiry for quills. If this
results in prices advancing by oneihird of four or tiv,

cents (say 1^ to 2 cents) we should not lose by throw-
ing away our chips ; but I anticipate the rie in price
will be ctmsideraljly more It only requires that my
fellow-proprieto'S fhould see the matter m this light
to secnre the practical abolition of the trade in chip-
and steady lise in prices. "A Merchant," in reply Xo
"Planter," in a late issue of the Observer, sugocstg
local Biiles as a means of doing away with the middle
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men, who, by means of qnaiterly sales, aud other-

wise, swallow up so large :i share of the profits vvhieh

a'.ioulil go to the producer. If local sales do away
with two classes of middlemen, how comes it that

.bMcrchaut
" makes no higher otlVr than is represented

.y Loudou prices? If growers failed to realz^ in

London at least as much as they do here, I hardly

think they would continue the practice of shipping
on their own account. We seek to do away with

middlemen, not as such, but as absorbents of our

protits.
"Mercbant" proposes to do awav with the

middlemen, only to put their protits into his own

pi oket ; otherwise, he would pay us Loudon prices

pUis the profits of the middleu-'en, or at least of as

many of t.iem as he does away with.

Again, there is this to be observed, that
"
Merchant,"

under the guidance of interested brokers, otl'ers the

same for well-known brands wbich fetch over over u's

iu London as for bark which sells at Is (id. The

resnlt is that small-holders sell to the native emissary,

who sells to the merchant, rather than to the mer-

chant direct ; for the native gentleman pays a high

price to mix with inferior stuft' and sell to the mer-

chant. If merchants deal direct with responsible meu

H^illiug to let their marks be used, the result is likely

to be satisfactory to both parties.—Yours trul)',

PROPRIETOR.

WAVES OF PROSPERITY SUCCEEDING DE-

PRESSION : MAURITIUS AND CEYLON.

Colombo, 9th May 1SS2.

Dear Sik,—The date is not so remote that it is

ditheuU to recall the time, when the state of agri-

culture in the Mauritius was synonymous with ruin.

The liCcoants of the Ceylon Comp;iny,LiMU(ed, published

1. uni time to time, furiiifli ample evidence of the losses

sustamed by the precipitate reali-sation of sugar estates,

of «hich it had one way or anotlier become the owner.

No aooner had tlie Company realized their propei t-

ies at the lowest point of depression than the tide

chaut'td. A couple of seasons favorable for agriculture

emilcd on the island, and the tide of proe|jerity be-

gan to follow. A short time ago, you published an

extract from a Mauritius paper, shewiug the wonder-

ful eubanct-ment that bad taken placn in the value

of estates, in consequence of their having bejome the

property of more intelligent persons. This change
was not brought about by the increased value of the

etaple product, but simply by a change of seasons !

By the enclosed cut'ing from the overland edition of

the Mtrchants' and Planters' Gazette you will see

that the prospect of a favourable season f-r the

coming or 'p has further increaseil the wave of pros-

peritv, and everything in the Mauritius has a roseate

hue.

Is this not a warning to Ceylon planters aud

mortgagees, many of whom are, I believe, about to

commit pecuniary euicile by abandoning or neglect-

in" the cultivation of estates, whicli only three or

four years ago were considered a mine of wealth,

because their maintenance may add some small addition

to the money already invested ? In Mauritius pro-

sperity was dependent upon one staple product : here,

iu the majority of cases, we have two, and in many
three or more.—Yours truly, MEKCATOR.

A NEW USE FOR MANIOC OR CASSAVA.

Puttalam, 9th May 1SS2.

Dear Sir,—I beg to forward, for your information

aad that of your readers, the following extract, which I

haT5 .->i>*~<aed from the Sciciifi/ic Amerkaii, December

31st, 18SL aD'' trust that it may be of some use to

those interested in "ra^sava," or Uinse wi-hing to try

new products—Yours, BO.STON.

(Extract re/erred to.)

A New Source or Gluco.se.—A company has been
formed in Philadelphia to manufacture glucose from

cassava, the source of tapioca. As at present manu-
factured from corn, the average yield of corn being
taken at 3.5 bushels to the acre, the glucose product is

about ],000 pounds to the acre. The yield from
cassava is reckoned to be fully twenty times as great.
The company's expectation will doulitless bear cou-

siderable paring down. They say that well antlicntic-

atcd evidence is at hand to the etfect 1 hat 20 tons of

of cassava to the acre is no unusual crop in Florila.

This, at 56 'pounds to the bushel, would give give a

y eld of over 700 bushels per acre, or, at the rate of 30

pounds of glucose per bushel, would produce over

21,000 pounds of glucose per acre. A comparison of

the yield of glucose from corn, and cassava shows that

1,000 acres of corn yields about 500 tons of glucose ;

1,000 acres of cassava yields about 10,000 tons of

glucose.

[We bad seen this statement, aud meant to draw
attention to it, as important to lowcountiy planting in

Ceylon. When we visited what is probably the largest
cassava plantation iu the world, the property of a

French gentleman at Singapore, he told us that supply
bad outrun demand, aud that he had a heavy stock of

well prepared cassava iu Lnndon. If the statement now
made turns out to be correct, Ceylon planters may be

able to take a share in supplying with glucose the

breweries of the world, including that just started at

Nuwara Eliya.—E.]

SALES OF FINE COFFEE.

Colombo, 11th May 1882.

Dear Sir,—Some not well acquainted with the

subject might be misled by the letter of your cor-

respondent, P. IJ. Millie. It is true that a lew par-
cels of tiuest coffees fetched the [jrices he names,
about February last, and at the time middling
coffees were at their lowest point ;

but it must unt

be forgotten that these high rates were only paid
bi cause coffees of such rpiality have been so very
rare amongst our shipments this ye.ar, and that the

number of marks \\dnch have fetched those top
prices could be counted on one's fingers. Ccfl'ees

wbich were hut slightly interior, indeed so little

so that planters would probably nut distinguish any
difference, have been sold at 15s to 20s per cwl. be-

low these rates, and now even the marks named by
your correspondent would probably fetch less by 10s

per cwt. than in February la^t, owing partly to

the influx of tiue East Indians, against which it can

scarcely be said that Ceylon is holding its own.
If estates are not kept up as formerly, not only

shall we be deficient iu quality, but Ceylon will rap-

idly lose its name quality also.— Yours tri-ily,

VERY PALE.

THE BROUGHTON ESTATE CINCHONAS.

ISadulla, 12th May 1SS2.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to your articles

in the Observer of 5th and (Jth iiist. on the analysis
of

"
hybrid bark

''

obtained from some cinchona trees

grown on Broughtou estate, Haputale, particularly

alludiug to that portion of the estate that was once

my property, ant soliciting "enlightenment" from

me on the now puzzling question of cinchona "hjdjrids,"
or at least infomation about the "

uffs^jrinij" of

those (succirubra mil officinalis) parent trees planted

by me on Mahaintiya estate iu the year 1865. I ob-

tained the origin d plants from the UaUgala garden
when the late Mr. McNicoU was Superintendent of the

Government Ciie'iona Plantation. As far as I can

recollect there were only the two varieties, viz. micci-
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rubra and offti-hutUs, available for distribution from the

gardens at tho time, other Uimls h:iving since sprung
into existence, and now thtirnameis fcfy'O?). I apijlieil

first for 2,000 pl:iuts to the late Director of the i'era-

deuiya Botanical Gardens, and, on signing a document

promising to attend to their proper cultivation. I was

granted an order to receive 2,000 plants (1,000 sue.

and 1,000 off. )
—I was then manager of MoneraUande

and other estates in Haputale. I got the pUmts
down to Monerakande intending to plant them tliere,

but, when I was doing so, Mr. C. Totteuhani, one of

the then proprietors of Monerakande, visited the

estate, saw what I was doing, appeared to he annoyed
at sucli a waste of Uhour, and ordered me to desist

from orn.amental cultivation, pull up and throw away
whit I li.ad already planted, and on no aco< unt to go
in for any more aesthetics ! I had ahvady planted
out some 500 plants along the road s des, hut so

little were lliey cared for or lookeil after, that only a

few trees wi-re on the estate a few years ago—the

baUince of the plants (some 1.500) I sent over to Maha-

pitiya and hadtlieni planted out allernnlidy along the

road sides, round the Ijoundarie-j of a 60 acre clearing,
and on both sides of the ravines, after I lost the

estate in ISO'T ; how the plants fared I cannot tell, but
t heard say that some subseciuent superintendent
cut down and destroyed most of the trees for the

reason of their overshading the coffee, especially those

iu the ravines Those old trees that Mr. H. H. Capper
found on a portion of Broughtou estate were the

remnauts of the cinchonas I planted in 1'65. We only
knew cf tw" varieties then, succirubra and ofEcinalis,
but since then plants have grown from seeds set down
under the old trees of so many different shaped leaves

that they had eonimencecl to puzzle even the most
scieutitic botanists, and it is the fashion now to give

new-fangled names to the plants by the shape, siza, or

colour of the leaves : they arc so numerous alr< ady,
there is no saying where the nomenclature will end.

I leave it to such luminaries as the Observer, Forbes

Laurie, and William Smith, and other minor .'satellites,

to fight nut the battle of hybridization ; in my humble

opinion these freaks of nature, sports, crosses, or what-
ever yon may call them, will go on ad ivJinUuin, tdl

we have as many kinds of cinchonas growing, as there

are races of maidiind* on the face of the earth. Apo-
lo;;izing for I he length of this letter, I remain, sir,

yours fai hfuUy, JI\0. A'I'WELL,

P.S.— I may mention here that in 1S63 I visited

the Hakgala gardens for the first time in company
with the late Mr. G. B. Carson, then propiietor of

Gonamotava estate, and could only purchase /sre plants

grown under glass shades in ne.it little p 'ts. I had
to pay 5.S. t'nl. for each plant : I could not get more,
I'iu-se plants I planted on Gonamotava estate in 1863,
and not hiug ago tw^") or three of these Jtrst plants,
introduced by me into the Haputale district, were to

be seen near the site of the old bungalow on Gonamotava
estate.

SEVERE PUNISHMENT FOR FOOD ADULTER-
ATION RECOMMENDED.

12th May 18S2.

Siu,—I e\iclose the following extracts, say one from
a leading London daily (probai>ly the Daily Telerjraph
but I cannot say for certain) and one from Truth
of !3th April last.

Iu reference to the extracts above referred to, 1
w o lid beg to suggest that, considering the great
power possessed at ihe present day in the councils
of our state by publican, and grocers (perhaps I

*The off-band way iu which this writer disposes of

questions on which the greitest meu of science speak
hesitatingly is quite refreshing.

—Ed.

ought to place tho latter fir.st), I consider it a blioht
upon oitr great niition that the statesmen represt'nt-
iug it (bi' they Conservatives or Liberals they are
equally anilty) should so debase their high funclious
as to "

Hirt" (that is Mr. A. Mackenzie's icnn, as
lately applied iu indignant terms, when twitting his
brothi r-|ilaiiters with not backing him up in black-
balling 111 season aud out of season a perhaps foolishlyweak Haputale Magistrate) with the representative
multitude of these all powerful trades whenever they
(the said so-called statesmen !) have to legislate /or
the (jooil of the people !

I would suagtst that every importer, manufacturer
or tradesman who was found guilty by our courts of
law or adulterating ihe staple food ao- drink cf the
people (be tho latter alcoholie or «o«,-alcoliolic) should.
ill ailditioii to lilies, be pui ishable say for a third oireuce
with tlie lews of his vote at the general election, the
fourth for two elections—the fifth with three elections,
and sixth teith a total disability to vote on ami tketion
whnterer, and also with imprisonment at hard la-

.bour according to Ihe heiuoust.ess of his offence.
I am yours truly, A FRII'ND OF THE PEOPLE

INFORMATION ABOUT CARDAMOM CULTIV-
ATION DESIDEKATED.

May 1.3lh, 1882.
Dear Sir, —As cardamoms are being grown, and will

I believe, be extensively cultivated later on in the
hill districts, as well as iu the lowcountrv, it is
desirable that planters experienced in this "new jjro-
ducc should give the results they have obtained in
the cultivation of it.

Inronnatiou on the subject is much needed. Coidd
Mr. Holloway, or any other of your able correspondents,
be induced to give it us, in the form of a pamphlet,'
tlescribing in detail the treatment of the eardamoiii
from the making of nurseries to the final shipping
inColomljo? A book of ihis kiud joined to "All About
Cardamoms," published by you, wouM be ii boon to
planters inleueling to go iu for this product.

I cannot say _i
et with certainty, but 1 believe it

would pay well upcouutry, judging from its growth and
power of blosso'ning at 4,000 feet elevation in

YAKDESSA.
[On an estate in Ambag,-imuwa, the plant has failed

to give a satisfactory return of fruit at a far lo%vei- level
than 4,000 feet.-Eo.J

QUESTION ABOUT INDIA RUBBER.
Dear mr,—Being interested in the cultivation of

rubber, I shall be exceedingly obliged, if you, or any
. f your correspoudents, will iuloim me how long
the Mozimbique pink rubber [Lemdolphia Kirkii)
takes to come to maturity. If, as a correspond-
ent in the Observer, of the 29th March, hints," it is

closely allied to the Para rubber, iirobably it
wi 1 lake nearly as long to come to inaturit.v, which
is, I believe, about ten .vears. In that case, will it not
pay planters much better to stick to Ceara rubber
fri m which there is a good return two years after

placing the seed iu the ground. I have just been
taj.pinga Ceara tree only six months old from which
I collected a small Vjall of rubber ? The tree is very
hardy and seems to stand wind rcmarkalily «ell
Yi.urs faithfully, CEARA RUBBER.'

CIMC'IONA BARKING: FAILURE OF A COM-
PLICATED MACHINE AND SUCCESS OF A

SIMPLE DEVICE.

T.indula, 15th May I8S2.
Deah Sir,—In hard time .ike these I woild not

willingly injure any man's p. ispects of making money,
especially when the means are so honest aud credit-
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able ns tlie fruits of one's own inventive genius.
But ou tlie other haml I think it is fai- more import-
ant that the many thould not lose moupy by in-

vesting in what is a dead loss so far as my own ex-

perience goes. I refer to De Caen's peeliiit; machine,
which I regret to say does not answer to its descrip-

tion iu one single point. It is said to be easily car-

ried to any p.ut of the estate liy tivo coolies : I

iind that three can cirvy it in and out of ray teahouse,

l)ut/o?()- are required to carry it any distance beyond
100 yards (I'kle Messrs. Walker & Greig's post-card

enclosed). It will not peel any twigs smaller than

the little finger, except iu bundles, and the single

twigs it mashes most unincrcirully, the result being

very unsightly and damaged bark ; and it as often

pqueezes the bark into the wood as loosens it. And
most imporlaut of all, with personal superintendence
I found that with two men at the wheel (boys will

not do), two boys feeding, and one boy supplying twigs,

1 could not get from women barking more than 5 or

10 lb. apitCv- : say 50 lb. from 10 people, instead of

400 lb. from 5. Tlie nbove is only my personal ex-

perience, and I shall therefore be only too glad for

the sake of the inventor "s well as the jjlanters at

large if it is proved that it is I who am at fault and

not the machine.

To make up for my disappointment, just as I bad

decided to take to knife-peeling again (by which 1

can iilways get from 10 to 20 lb. of unallest twig

bark) my assistant heard of a dodge (discoveriid, it

is' believed, by Mr. Sandys Thomas of Lmdula) where-

by 20 to 40 lb. of bai-k from any twig above a hair's

breadth can be got easily : and beautiful bark too.

De Caen's machine cosls ROO; ten of these machine

can be made for CO cents ! I'be process is simply

i\^\s : Tie two rounded slicks or bamboos about 3

feet long together at one end only ; lie the tied end

to a firm post or gum-tree, nnd your machine is

ready. Put your twig between the two sticks, equeze

them
'

together with your lefi baud while .\ou pull

the t"ig through with your right, and the bark al-

most always falls off of itself in two fine unbruised

ribbands.
"

If you v/'iAx Iu imaijim what the muohii.e

is like, close :iU fingers except the first and middle

of your left hand : then draw your pen through the

latter (only take care to have the inky end tonards

you!). This contrivance takes the bark off the very

smallest twig, which I claim was the dejideratum,

and which Do Caen's machine will not do. I h.ive

seen neither Ilae's nor Mclnnes-Mackenzie's invention,

80 write without prejudice and only from a sense

of duty You can snbstitue my. name f<':'.',iiy npm-

deplume if you think fit. KAROLY FURUO

THE INDIAUUBBER TREES AT THE
COLOMBO ACADEMY (NOW THE ROYAL

COLLEGE).

Deak Sir,
—I have continued to read with great

interes' the various accounts of india-rubber plantain

your columns; but I have be.u watching for some

time in vain for a description according to the

character of th" '' indiarubber trees" of old Acidemy
boys. As far as I n-meinber the blossom of the tree

had a she ith very like that of a breadfruit. Every

part of the tree on the slightest wound exuded a

freely flowing milk, which rapidly dried. This was

larcely availed of by Ui to make balls oF, particularly

thfT cores of cricket halls. The process was to rub

rapidly between the palm-! of the hands, when the

ball formed, leaving a rou'^'a suif.ice, but bein.; a

rou^h aud ready liiill all the same. With the friction

of the hands the dryiu2 process was very frtst. Was
not thi£ thereiore a La«<^ut/)/Mrt ?

* There was a c un-

*It is the FicuH clastka, from which some India-

rubber is gathered iu Java.

plete row of these trees alongside the broad verandah,
where taught at various timos Messrs. J. R Blake

(evei'-to-be-hunored name, though I wis not his

pupil), "Tom S.Tiith," W. B. Sproule (brother of the

late Rector of Bath), S. Lister (from England) and
others of less note. The trees were, perhaps, young
when I knew them (a quarter of a centry ago) but

they were sturdy aud flourishing aud gave no end of

mii/c to the little oucs of the school !
—Yours truly,
TWO STAR.

[My signature has no reference to the bark of oak

trees.]

The Pure Callsaya Ledgeriana Seed (2 SCO

grammes) offered for sale by Mr. Syuions today (May
5th) realized from E6 to RIO per ounce.

Brazil Coffee Crops and United States Popdl-
ATioN AND Consumption.— If, as Mr. Blacklaw seems

to think, the Brazil crops are not likely to increase,

the question of increased population in the United

States—where coff-'e is consumed at the rate of S lb.

for head—becomes important. This ye:ir and each suc-

ceeding year, for sometime to come, it is expected that

one million jjer annum of immigrants will laud in the

ports of the Union. Then there is the natural increase.

The prospect certainly is that, ere long, the United

States will confume all the coffee Brazd can tupply.

Now THAT North Borneo has become a seat of

European enterprize, it may be worth while to consider

how the opening out of that new country may affect

us in India. We liave not at band correct details

as to the temperature of the island, but, lying so near

the equator as it does, the climate must be hot, while

the proximity of the sea will temper the tropical heat

of the sun. \Ve assume, therefore, that, for the growth
of tea. the climate will be all that can be desired.

The Southern States of America were found suitable

for the s.ime industry as far as mere climate was con-

cerned, but the want of a sufficient rainfall made
the industry an impossibility, because, although the

plant grew nnd yielded , leaf, it would not yield

in sufficient qu.mtity to make the iudnstry a financial

success. Borneo, however, is even more suitable

than many parts of India in this respect, as will be

seen from the following table, which we extract from

the Sarmoah Gazelle, giving the rainfall for 1S80

and 1881 :—
18S0.

January
February
March

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1881.

17'14
14-59
15-33
13-03

e-83
6 -06

7-45
11-32

22-55
15-26

17-19
7-28

January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October
November
December

09-25

7-31
24-46

7-62

T-61
4-80

3-67

7-36
4 02
18-81

23-13

7 99

We
Total ... 154-28 Total ... 1SG03

see visions of a twelve months' season here.

Nature will doubiless provide a season of rest for the

bushes, and a glance at the above t ible would seem to

iiidient'e the months ot May, June, and July as the

period when the tea-plants mi^iht be ppuned, and

allowed to rest for recuperative purposes.* If,

however, the cultivation of tea be attempted ou those

elysian shores, no varietv but the purest hybrid or

Assam indigenous should ever be allowed on the

island —Frirvd of India and Stalesman.

* As in Oeylon.
—Ed.
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Cinchona.—While some planters are advertizing for

old newspapers wherewith to clothe their shaved cin-

chona trees, the " old rag" Ijeiu" carefully pri-jtrved
for this purposes in many bungalows, in othtr cuees

the leaves of the cinchona itself tied on with nmna

grass are found to do very fairly for a temporary
clothin;». By many the shaving of trees from 3 yuars
old and upivards is considered to be preventative of

canker and decay at tlie roots. Blocks of wood are

used as substantial substitutes for the bottles filled

with sand in loosing bark fr. ni twigs and brunches

preparatory to stripping. By the way that was an

interesting letter from a "Cinnamon Planter" the

other day in which he described the preparation of
"

chips," the cost of scraping which is 3c. per lb.

(while the value is from 7c. to 8c). The margin of profit
is here certainly very close, and like the young twigs
of inferior cinchona it will scarcely jjay to harvest

them.—Planiiuij Cor.

Well Irrigation.—Mr. E. B. Thomas, a retired

Madr.is Civilian, has nddressed the Goverament of Ind-

ia on a subject which is now receiving great attention,

irrigation of land by means of wells. In the Jaft'na

Peninsula, well irrigation has been carried to great

perfection, but the system is surely applicable to

many other parts of the colony where irrig:itiou tanks

would be failures. From Mr. Thooias's paper we quote
as follows ;

—In Indi.a, under the influence of a tropical

sun, waters w ill produce grain in almost pure sand, and
no ou'', therefore, will probably question the oft-re-

peated assertion " that irrigation (wherever practicable)
should be extended to the utmost." It surely has been
so to a very large extent. In three provinces in

which I served (in Tinuevelly seven years; in Coim-
batore eighteen years; in Tnchinopoly three), I know
that under the care of intelligent engineer otfioers every
drop of available water for irrigation was utilized in

cut channels of 70 and SO miles long. No waste
water reached the sea except at high floods. All

river water was diverted into water-courses or into

tanks, the rice crops being often finally saved ly
ivc'ds, when the channels began to fail. But much lies

behind the one word "
practicable.

"

Irrigation is only
practicable in level tracts bordering on perennial and

unfailing rivers, chiefly from the south-west monsoon.
To cover India with a network of channels and series

of tanks, all certain to dry up on lir.st failure of the

monsoons, would only be a costly delusion. There
are many provinces above the level of practicable
irrigation; others with only small temporary rivers,
which are torrents in the rains, but dry beds at oth'-r

times. Again, there are soils unfit for irrigation, where
water, if supplied, either disappears as through a sponge,
or where the permeating water brings to the surface
suits or other latent ingredients fatal to crops (some such
are found, I believe, on parts of the great Ganges canal).
One failure of a monsoon dries up all tanks and
channels not fed by a perevnial river; but a ivdl

will stand one, or even two, such failures, and still

irrigate a portion of the land immediately round it,

and save grain enough for the ryot's family, while
the straw saves his cattle, with driuking water fur

both. Moreover, the water raised and used for the
fields near the well percolates partly aijain into the

wells, and is raised a second time, for renewed use.
Not so with a tank or channel; the water flows once
ovi r, and

off', the fidd, and is lost. The well, too,
is the ryot's own jiroperty, and adds (tenfold) to

the sakahle value of his land, and is thus a safeguard
and an advantage both to the ryot and the State ; for, if

the ryot prospers, |the .State benefits, and is sure of its

rent.
" Mountain reservoirs" are specious, but practic-

alli/ of Utile use : as too distant, the water is absorbed
and wasted ere it reach the plain : canals, where

practicable, and branch rail roads, where required,
are self-evident necessities.

The Tithb of a Coffee Pdlpek.—The Natal Mer-
cury, in an article on Madagascar, gives curious details
of the galling interference of the native custom officers,

amongst vvhioli we find the following :
—They one day

wanted to get for the Government the ten per cent,

duty for a machine for disengaging the grain of coffee
from tlie pulp, and weie actually on' the point o

cultiug off at one end the tenth part in length of the
machine, and so totally destroying it. This is of course
very ridiculous, but it is illustrative.

Pterocaepus SantaLINUS or Red Sanders Seed.—
Noticing a new advertizement in today's (May 12th)
issue forthesale of iheseed of thisvaluable tree, we quote
what Balfour, in his "Timber Trees of Southern India,"
says :

— "
Its wood is sold by weight as a dye wood and

forms a regular article of export. The natives con-
vert it into posts for bouses .and it is preferred to any
other timber. It is heavy, extn-mely hard with a
fine grain, much used as a dye-wood by color manu-
facturers and also in turnery taking a beautiful

polish. It yields its coloring matter to alcohol and
ether but not to water.

"

A Good Storv comes from Mincing Lane. A mer-
chant lately gave a broker a sample to value for him,
and this was done, and reported as being worth 5d a
lb. It was eventually put op to public auction, and,
on the merits of the sample, realized 6d a lb. When
the merchant next met the broker, he upbraided him
for having undervalued the tea. The broker admitted
this

;
but added that the Customs had valued it at still

less, for it had been ordered to be burned—the fact

being that the two ends of the boxes from which the

sample would he taken had a layer of inferior tea,
while the inside was filled with rubbish. This,
luckily, was discovered before the "tea" got into

"consumption. "—London corresj'ondtnt of "Aberdeen
Journal."

A Conclusion about Crops.—A correspondent writes:— "Dear Sir,
—In the letter headed 'Necessity for

Retrenchment,' in your issue of 10th inst., we find
the words :

— ' The crops of the last (en years have
been governed by a visitation which no human wis-
dom could have foreseen.

' The impossibility of the

foresight may be doubted, because coffee leaf-disease
seems but a parallel to the potato, hop, and vine
diseases. lu each case the diverse natural vegetation
of large tracts of land has been destroyed to make
room tor the cultivation of a single plant, and the
V .nous diseases must surely be regarded as the efforts

of nature to reassert itself. This is my Conclusion. "

Our correspondent's conclusion has suggested itself

to many minds, but it is liable to some qualification,
for the vegetation which nature herself pl.aces in a
certain habitat is liable to disease and death. In many
parts of Australia, notably in Gipps Land, we passed
through square miles of what had been verdant forest,
but which hfid been converted by a small moth, that ate

up every leaf, even of the pungent Eucalypti, into an

expanse of .still grand but gaunt and weird-looking
sk.letons. Our jungle trees here are not exempt from
visitations Of the kind. The guava is specially the
victim of the coccus which at one time threatened to

kill our coftee. It did not succeed, and we trust the

fungus will be equally unsuccessful in the attempt at

extirption. It is only recently that the rules of true
science have been .applied to the laws of nature ge.erally
and of plant life specially, and we have still much to

learn. We suppose that most of us, if we had the

ordering <if matters, would dispense with destructive and
noxious insects and vegetable growths. Why venomous
snakes should have been created or "developed"
is to most of ns as much a mystery as the existence

of evil and an evil one. We have to face the facts

nevertheless.
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Illumination.—A real panic has at last broken out

among the gas companies. A member of the Brazilian

colony in Paris. Sr. Olynipio BarcuUos, has discovered a

process of burniny air for illuminating purposes, and it

will cost only 50 centimes for a whole year. Thn process
is still a secret within the brain of the inFeutor.—Rio
A'ews.

The properties of tea and the . names of the

prepared leaf are thus noticed in a review by thi;

Grocer of the Tea Cyclopajdia :
— After touching upon

some of the chief points in reference to the discov>'ry,

cultivation, and consumption of the article, it may be

interesting to ofi'er a lew remarlis upon the "pro-
perties of tea,'' ivliich, it must be owned, are rather

various, if not conflicting. According to theCyelop;edia,
we say that a green tea has a fine flavour, also

that a congou has a fine flavour, hut thty are totally
unlike. The volatile oil it contains gives to tea its

flavour. The effect of this oil is to produce wake-
fulness ; but, on the other hand, the best authorities

declare that "theine," another property in tea, does
yiot create sleeplessness, being of a nature to soothe
and compose. Theine also supplies lo the human
system what it loses by fatigue. This property in

coffee is called caffeine, and the drinking of it is

attended nith similar results; but at the same tiiUf

il is well known tliat "green tea nill produce effects

on persons that black teas will not," and that there
i« a greater fermentation in black tea tliau iugieen.
Ta luiii, which is a powi rful astringent, is another

ingredient in tea; when chewed it
"
puckers up the

mouih," but it is thought by some that it aids diges-
tion. "Tas'ing tea upon an empty stomach is in-

jurious, producing a sense of weakness as if one had
fasted a hmg while ;" and " tea experts," who are at

it all d.ay, "are made esceedinglj' nervous." Some
assert that there is nourishment in tea; others say
that tliere is none, and tliat tea consumes food

; whilst

tlie book we quote from informs us that tea, like

liquors and drugs, when lakeu nioderattly, will have
one effect, but if consumed largely it will produce
just the opposite. With regard to the names of difterent

sorts of teas and thfir meanings, we may state that
"Pekoe" is a term from the t hinese "Pai-hao,"
white down or hair, because made from young spring
leaf-buds, while they are .still covered with down.

"Souchong" is from '• Seao cliung,
"

nhicii means little

eprouts. "Congou" is a corruption of "
Knng-fou"

or labour; .ind "Hyson," or He Cliun, signifies fair

fpring ;
whili' the meaning of "Young Hyson" (Yu-

chien) in, before the rains. The instructions for

"making tea" are likewise very useful, and cinnot
be too widely known ;

and retail grocers might render
a serv ce to their consumers by giving them season-

able directions. In the first plan-, "tea should not

be boih-d, as the volatile oil will escape with the

steam, and a much larger proportion of the tannic acid

is extracted, leaving tlie infusion bitter." The best

way to make tea i--* to have au earthenware teapot,
which should be quite hot when the dry tea is put
into it. A few minutes after, pour in the boiling water

upon the tea, which, after "drawing" from seven to

ten minutes, "is at the best point for drinking."
A sutMcient quantity that is wanted for use directly
should be made at the first drawing. The habit of

filling the tea-pot a second or third time is not right,
becaitse the theiu' ,

which is quickly soluble in scald-

ing water, will have escaped, so that those drinkers

who are supplied from the second drawing will loee

the most beneficial part of the tea, and will haveinstead

"a decoction composed chiefly of tannin." Ijiurned

tea, properly prepared with milk, is a beverage highly

prized in Cashmere in entertaining visitors: .ind we are

told that" the ladies there no doubt vent their grievance
to sympathetic ears, discuss their bonnets and their bab-

ies, and talk scandal, over this cup in much the same

way as their English sisters do over 'Five o'clock tea,"

Cocoa.—There has be^n another sala of Ceylon cocoa,
this week, but it won't bear comparison in any way
with Mr. Tytler's sale reported in my last, the bulk
of which fetched UCs. There were only 9 bags from
the Woodslee estate, 7 of which realized 71s, and 2

only 20s (id. What had h.appened to it I don't know,
but it was almost black, and these were considered

by experts very fair ijrioes.
—Cor. "

Ceylon Times."

Alavanoas and Big Machines for Cinchona Bark-
ing.—Hapntale, •24th May 1SS2.—We are now having
mild and calm weather, after a regular burst of wind
which blew the cinchonas about a bit, especially big
suckers growing from stools. The latest method of

twig-harking is to drive two alavangas into the ground,
place the twig between the alavungas, seize the ala-

vangas with the left hand at their upper ends, and with
the right hand draw the twig through. I have heard
this simple mode does a wonderful bit of work, com-
paring more than favorably with the twig machines at

present invented.

The New Coffee Exchange.—New York, March
15th.—The newly organized coffee exchange is now
in operation, Sefior Salvador de Medouya, Brazilian
Consul here and other piominent citizens, were pres-
ent at the opening ceremonies. The market prices
in Kio are to be cabled over and posted up daily,
and there are two daily calls, one at eleven a.m.
and the other at one p.m. Mr. F. N. Saunders, the

manager, told your correspondent that, for a while,
transictions would be confined to "Rio strictly good
ordinary," but that he hoped soon to see Java,
Maracaibo, and Jamaica coffees added to the list.

The calls arc for future options in the coffees for

each of the 12 months in the year in regular ouier.
The first sale made on the exchange was by Scott
& Co. of 250 ba^s to Small & Co., at SJ cents.—
Gail's Neivx Letter.

Wheat is subject to a malady known as lust or

smut; it attacks the grain in the ear, transforming
it into a shapeless mass, of a morbid tissue, and destit-

ute of all nutritive qualities. Mr. Davaine traces the
cause of the malady to an eel-shaped worm, which

picks the ti.ssues of the flower, and hence the develop-
ment of the grain becomes abnormal. M. Braun admits
the existence of the worm, but locates its action in

the pistil of ilie flower, thus arresting development.
.M. Priedieu last summer—having sowed wheat so

diseased—when the plant came into Hower, saw by
the niicrosciipe the worms pricking the siamina off

the flower at the point of the ovary ; the tissue bi-come
distorted into a tube which formed the kernel of the
blasted grain. Preserved iu the grim the worm re-

generates itself in the soil where the di»eas d grain
is sown, and can retain its vitality for 25ih years.—
OdlVs News Letter.

A New Test for Damaged Seeds.— In the purcha.se
of seeds, so common .at this season, one is apt to be
deceived. A correspouiUnt of the Journal W Agri-
culture Pratique recommends a tist which he has
used for many years with complete success. IL is

that of fire. Take at random a number of seeds from
the bag, say eight. Put some live coals on a shove),
and deposit each oi the seeds successively on it. Blow
the coal, and watch how the seed behaves. If the
comliustiou is slow, merely giving off some smoke, you
may conclude thai the sc d had li ilamaged germ ; if,

on the other hand, the t-eei.1 leap.^ and turns about on
the coal, ] reducing a dry sound (tac), proportional to

the size, it may be inferred to have good gerniinative

qualities. In this w.ay the proportion of good and
bad seeds may be ascertained. As for the larger seed?,
such as acorns and chestnuts, it is sufficient to throw
them into a liic, and keep them in view. If the

quality is good, this will be indicated ere long by
detonation of the seed. —Public Opinion.
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MR. GLADSTONE DOING A MEASURE OP

JUSTICE TO- COFFEE.
We are able this day to quote, from the Price

Current of Messrs. H. Pasteur & Co., the text of

the resolutions forbidding the adulteration of coffee

with any substance except chicory, which the Prime

Minister, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, announced

in his Budget speech as decided on, and we quote
that portion of the Financial Exposition which re-

ferred to the revenue derived from alcoholic and non-

alcoholic drinks. The case of coffee in itself, but

especially as compared with tea,
—the one left open

to adulteration which indeed was invited by a series

of Treasury Minutes ; while the other was stringently

j

'[ected—could not but force itself on Mr. Glad-

. .uiie's attention. But we cannot help tliinkiug th.it

the action of the right hon. gentleman was largely
influenced by the representations made to his govern-
ment by persons interested in the coffee industry
and trade, cuhninating in tlie Memorial of Feb.

6tli, signed most numerously and influentially.

The gi-atitude of the coffee plautei-s of Ceylon as

well as that of coffee planters everywhere is due to

Mr. Thomas Dickson for his zealous efforts, and veiy

especially to Mr. H. Pasteur for the convincing

figures he prepared and argued from. He comiiiled
a statement shewing the consumption of coffee in

Bi-itaiu in'every year from 1842 to 18SI, and shewed that

"Wliilst in 1S54, with a duty of 3d per lb., 37,472,000 lb.

were consumed in tliis country, in 1871, with the .same

duty and with a population which had increased by some
5 or 6 millions, the consumption fell to 31,000,000 li).,

whilst in 18S1, with a duty reduced by one-half, i.e. to
14s. per cwt., and a population gi'eater than in 187 1

by 3,'100,000, the con.sumption was was not more thtai

31,943,000 lb.

He went on to affirm that

This decrease in the use of one of the best and most
wholesome of bevetages, the consumption of which, in

every other counti-y of Eiurope and in the United States
has increased enormously and goes, on increasing yc;a'

by year, is the direct result of a system' of fraud and
aiUilteration, wliich has been carried on, and is growing
steadily, as it were, under the tender care and solicit-

ude of the British Government, who from time to time
revise the regulations relating to the .sale of coffee and
the various cheap mixtures with wliich it is adulterated,
80 that the ingenious importer or mauufactmer of grou)id
and roasted acorns, or carrots, or any other nasty com-
pounds, may have full scope for the exercise of bis

indu.stry. (I do not name chicory, which seems to have
become an almost too respectable substitute, judging by
the fact that even the consumption of cliicory has been
less in 1881 than in 1880.) I do not think any one.

will call the above statement either exaggerated or highly
colored, who wUl take the trouble to glance at the

Treasury orders, issued from time to time on the sub-

ject, and which are enumerated in the last column of
the tabular statement on the first page.

He, naturally enough (his justification being their-

own extraordinary proceedings ) stated that it looked
as if the Treasury and Excise had taken pains to

find means to check and prevent the sale of cofice

for consumption in Britain, by encouraging not merely
chicory gi-owers but preparers of date powder and
all possible descriptions of trash which were allowed

to be sold as coflee. Mi-. Pasteur very naturally
and fairly asked

Is there any good reason why the same regulations,
which are considered fair and necessary to protect

the revenue from the tea duty, should not be applic-
able also to coffee y Why should tea be protected
by legislation against adiUteration and not coffee alsui*
Is it too late to bring the subject again under the
consideration of Government? Surely the coffee-

growing British colonies or possessions are 'as deeply
intereslcd in tins question as the traders in tliis country;
their representatives and the Plauters' Associations, should
not rest until they have succeeded in obtaining common
justice and fair play for one of their most valuable and
important productions.

This was in January. In February, Mr. Pasteur
followed up his fii-at attack by another specially
dii-eoted against the astounding Treasury order which
positively invited the miportation of all possible sub- j

stitutes for and adulterants o? coffee. Mr. Pastern-

wrote :
—

To state that coffee is one of the best aud most us< fu
of beverages, and that its use ought to be eucom-aged on
economical as well as sanitary and moral grounds, is to

repeat a truism. It is esteemed as such, and its use encour-
aged in all countries, s.ave oue, and its consumption is

steadily iucreasmg everywhere except in Great Britain. In
America the consumption is at the rate of over 8 lb. per
head per annum ; in Germany, with a duty of 21s per cwt.
it is 5 lb. per head

;
in France, with a duty of 60s per cwt.,

it is 4 lb, per head. In England it was nearly 2 lb. per head in
1847 with a duty of 36s per cwt., but now, with a duty of
14s per cwt., it is less than 1 tb. per head, aud yet we impi.rt
annually some 70,000 tons of coffee or five times the quautity
consumed. The reason of the growing disfavour for the
article is .-ibfeli/ and entirdi/ owing to the wholesale system
of adulteration which flourishes under the regulations per-
mitting the sale of, and since the 20th January, the import-
ation of any kind of st<iff mixed in ani/ proportion with
coffee. That the regulations hitherto in force did not
protect the revenue is amply proved by facts ; the duty on
coffee yielded £216.800 in 1879, £203,500 in 1880, .and

£199,600 iu ISSI; and the aggregate received in ISSl for

duty ou coffee aud chicory is actually less by some £4,000
than the amount received in 1880. Do the lords of the
Ti-easury believe that by extendmg the duty to other veget-
able substances imported mixed with coffee aud chiccry
they will protect the revenue under that head ? They might
know, and they ought to Iniow, that the result will be exactly
the reverse ; the public will leave oft' more and more drink-

ing the wretched stuff which is sold to them under the name
if, or coupled with the name of, coffee, and they will take to
beer and spirits instead.

But, setting aside the que.stion of revenue, another aspect
of the case appears to have entirely escaped the attention
of their lordships. Is it just, or right, or fair, that the nam
of coffee should be used as a sort of decoy ? and that, by
tacking to it some other name or epithet such as chicory or
French, Jersey date, or Fiij coffee, any kind of worthless or

nasty substances should be aUowed to be mixed with it, for
the sole object of getting a profit which could not be got, if

those articles were sold under their proper name. The
public are powerless to protect themsel\'es aguiust those
pracites, although we are gravely told that the persons who
infringe the i-egulations of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act
render themselves liable to prosecution ; the endless form-
alities required, and the expenses of analysis. &c., are such
that the offending person is almost sure of immunity, or at
the most, if prosecuted by the Excise offieers, of a fine so

slight as to be a matter of perfect inchffereiicc to him.
In fact the foreigner is told : we allow you to mix any

qnntity yon lihe of saw-dust, of acorns or roast carrots or

cahhage stalks vith co^'ee or chicory, and yon may impoH them
hear our customs officers v_ill charge you a duty of 2d per Ih.;

hut, as you will be infringing tlw Adulteration Acts, our Jioard

of Inland Ileveaue ojicers may thenproceed againstyou or your
agents, and levy fines for suck infringment.
The Treasury allow the importation of stuff which they

know to be spurious and of no value, and unsaleable here
or anywhere else, except under a fictitious name. I repeat
is it right or just, or moral? ^Why countenance or allow
the importation of those mixtures ? 'WTiat arc the iuterests
which appear to Government so worthy of b ing encouraged
aad protected at the expense of the British public and of
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all those engaged in an important article of trade ? It

cannot be for the sake of placing within reach of the

million a wholesome and pure beverage at a reasonable price;

for those wretched mixtures are sold at Is per lb., whilst

good pure coffee can be bought in the shops, roasted and

ground, for Kid or lid per lb.

Then came the Memorial, so largely and iufluentially

signed, in which Mr. Pasteur's arguments were re-

capitulated and which concluded with tlie expression

of the belief that

The consumption, if it had not been checked by unfair

legislation, would probably exceed now C0,000,000 tb.

The histoi-y of the trade in tea, an article which was

carefully protected from mixture even with exhausted

tea leaves, largely justifies this conclusion, as becomes

obvious when the figures are scanned and the results

weigh,ed of comparative statements of tlic coffee and

tea trades of the United Kingdom for three decennial

periods, 1852-1881.

In the first period a population of 28 millions

(average) consumed 35^ million lb. of cofifee, or at

the rate of 1 '4 lb. per head. In the second period,

30J millions consumed only 31,385,000 lb. or TOi lb.

per head ; while, in the ten years ended 1881, a population
increased to 33,309,000 used only 32,715,000 lb., or

0'15| lb. per head.

Meantime, tea, the adulteration of which was

strictly forbidden under very hea^^ penalties, ad-

vanced rapidly as the figures will shew. In the

ten years 1852 to 1861. an average population of

28 millions used 67,558,0001b. of tea, or 2-6 lb. i^er

head. In the next ten years a population of 30,284,000
consumed 102,369,000 lli. of tea, or 3-6 lb. per head
an advance of 1 lb. per head. In the third decennia

period, that which closed with 1881, 33,309,000

average population used 148 million pounds of tea, or 4-7

lb. per head, again an advance of a fraction over

1 lb. per head.

But, instead of tlie periods and averages, let us

take one of the earlier years and the closing year
of the thu'ty year period.

In 1854, then, 27,450,000 population used 37,350,000
lb. coffee, or 1 '6 lb. per head. The course was then

downwards, until in 1881, with a population in

"creased to 35 millions, the consumption of coffee was

only 31,243,000 lb., or 0'15 lb. per head.

With tea the reverse process took place, for, while

in 1852, a population of 27,450,000, used 54,713,000
lb. of tea, or 2 lb. per head, in 1S81, a population
of 35 millions consumed 160,225,000 lb., or 4-9 per
head.

The detailed statements are worthy of deep atten-

tion, and we repeat that we cannot doubt Mr. Glad-

stone's attention was attracted to and his action

largely influenced by the figures and arguments to

which we have been referring. We extract that

portion of the Budget speech wliicli coimnences with
the recognition of duninished revenue from beer,

epii-its and wuies —the alcoholic or "drink revenue,"
as Mr. Gladstone called it. Except in the strange
fact that in wines theie is more than a iJroportiou-

ate decrease, when compared with beer and spii-its,

the diminution is matter for gratitude. Mr. Glad-

stone, however, seems to thiuk that the money saved

on alcoholic drink has not gone in tea or coffee,

but has been absolutely saved. It may be so, and,

as far as coffee is concerned, who can wonder if

neither consumption nor revenue increased, in the

face of hostile legislation by Government. At length
date coffee and all substitutes, except chicory, are

expressly banned, and, if only a statement of the

proportions of coffee and chicory were enforced by

law, coffee would have nothing to fear. But coffee,

like tea, ought, in Mr. Gladstone's own words, to

be placed hi a similar position -nith tea. so as to

be " able to encounter alcoholic drink in a fair field

and throw it in fair fight." We cannot doubt that

the mode m which coffee has been handicapped and

discredited in the contest has given alcohol largely

the advantage in the past. Li the future we have

now good hopes that coffee will march pari pansu
with tea and cacao in superseding alcoholic bever-

ages ill favour of those which, while they cheer, do

not inebriate.

JUSTICE TO COFFEE.

The following is the extract from Mr. Gladstone's

speech :
—

Kotwithstandinpthe increape of population, our receipt
from beer duty is less by £90,000 than the averagi' ri-ceipt
from the old malt duty in the ye.ws between 1873 and

1879, I represent a state of facts in which there is

some collapse Bomev\bere. Is thai collapse due to any
a'teratiou in the liabits and practices of the people?
(Hear, hear.) The Board of luland Bevenue oflioers,

whom I consider to be good authorities on the subject,
do not exclude that supposition, but they do not look

to it as the main cause. They say that, although

employment in tbe country is general, yet wages have
not yet reached the full average level, aocluudoubtedly
have not reached anything like the level which they
r a hed in the years of prosperit\ between 1873 and
1879. They also observe, and 1 have no doubt there is

something in this, that last year iu the cider counties

there was a very great abundance of fruit, and a very

large consumptiou of cifler. Then comes another fact—
the great inert asi- of coffce-houees and clubs, which bad
to the supposition of more te operate habits, and which

a'eaproof of this deficiency in the revenue. (Cheers.)
I think the hou^e will diem it quite worth their while

to spend a few minuti's in endiavouring to get as accur-

ate information as we can upon this subject and to

put ourselves iu a position to t-stiinate fairly the influ-

ences which arc at work. We have a group of simiil-

taneons f.icts, which, taken together, are very curious,
a'^nd do not all run quite in th» same directinn. In the

first place, there is a very decided decline of the drink
revenues proper. I hope my hon. friend the member for

Carlisle approves of the term I use. (Hear, hear.) It

is something disparaging, and that I am sure «ill be

agreeable to his feelings. (Laughter.) I have gotherea
statement of tbe revenue derived from spirits, wine,
malt, and beer, with the attendant licence duties and so

forth atthree separ.ale periods. I have taken 1867-68.

which was before the great rise of prices ; 1874-75,
when that rise of price.s aud wages was still on the whole
ia operation ; and ISSl-82, tbe last finanoialyear. The
en. lie revenue fioiu these sources iu 18(-i7-68 w.is

£23 001,000. In 1874-75 the revenue had sprung to

£31,029,000. In 1881-82 it had gone hack to-£28. 144,000.
the most curious circumstance in this is that tbe wine
revenue advanced fmm tbe time of the important
change iu the duties in 1860 in a very steady manner
for a great number of years, and in 1874-5 it was
£1,719,000; so that with our duties on wine v.-irying
between Is and 23 6d a gallon we were deriving
about tbe same revenue as we bad been accustomed
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to receive with a uniform duty of 53 lOd a gallon.

But ever since that time the duty upon wine has

been receding in a much greater proportion than other

revenues from alcoholic lii|Uors. The total of thc:>e

revenues fell from £3I,02;),000 to about £28,500,000,

01- roundly aliont one-eiglith ;
bnt the duty on wine

fell from £l,719,00il, tn il,3t)6,000, or hy more than

one-liith. Uowevei-, there la the fact that there is a

greit diminution, notwithstanding the la>ge increase of

population bebweeu 1807 and 1881— an incre:ise in the

population -ivhich could not be less than 4,000,000

people. Toe gro^s reyenue from these sources, which

had risen to £31,020,000 iu 1874, fell by more than

£2 500,000 with an increase of population bit-veen

1874-75 and 1881-82 of considerably over 2,000,001)

people. It is also rather curious to take the pro-

portion in which we have been dependent on this

source of the revenue of the country, and, in order to

show that I have compared the liquor taxation of the

o.uutry, as I would call it. with the nou-liqnor tax-

ation—meaning by the uon-liquoi' taxation all the tax

revenue of Ihecouotry except Che income-lax, which I do

not includ" on account of its fri-qufot variation—but I

put on one side tlie taxation derived from alcoholic

liquors and on the other side the taxes derived from

all other sources except the income-tax. Taking the

percentages on that basis, they staud as follow ;
—In

the six years from 1859 to 1865 we levied 37i piT
cent on our taxatiun from alcoliolic liquors and 62

from non-alcoholic liquors. In three years from 1866 to

1868 we levied 42 per cent from alcoholic liquors and

57i per cent from all other sources. In five years,

from 1869 10 1873, we levied 46i per cent from al

coholic liquors au<l 53 per cent from all other sources.

In 1874-5 to 1879 80 we levied 51 per cent, of our

whole taxes, except income-tax, from alcoholic

liqunrs, and 49 percent, from nil other sources. That

is a very enrioua stale of facts. Since that came the

reaction! I have carried you thus far down to the year

1879-80, when we may say Ihat one-half of our taxes came

from alcoholic drinks and the other half from other

sources. But during the last three jears a read ion had

begun. Alcohol had gone down to 47| per c^-nt. and

non-alcohol had risen to 53 per cent. But, then, you

may say : "It this diminution of consumption is going

on, and you have shown it to be so considerable, and if

a main cause of this diminution is the foundation of those

valuable and nseiul institutions known all over the count-

ry
—^I bi-lieve, ill all the great towns or in most of them

and even in many country pluees—as coffee and cocoa

houses, we ought to see a large increase of revenue, at

least, from other sources." But that increase we do not

find. Tiiat is a curious fact. I am not going to inelurle

lea, because tea, after all, is not uiuch used in these public

places. ("Yes.") The revenue derived iu 1867-8 jointly

—I will not give all the details—from chicory, coe.ja,

and coffee, was £523,000. The revenue derivel from

the same sources in 1874-5 had fallen ti £3 0,000 ; but

then, in the first place, the miveiuent adv- rao to alcoholic

liquors had not then commenced, and, in the second |ilaco,

a very larg- r»due ion had been made on the coffee duty,

which, in 1867, jielded £390,000, bat it was reduced in

1872 fro ill 3tl to l^fl per lb and in 1874 it only yielded

£207,000. But while this greit riioveinent adverse to

alcohol, whielt has been so eminently favourable to both

coffee and chiciry, has been at work since 1874-5, it

has not produced the slighest rally in the revenue

from coffee, but, on the contrary, during the la"t seven

years, iliere has been a further diminution on coffee.

Iu 1874 the coffee duty w>s £207,000; in 1881 it was

only £189,000; and, althouj;h toe chicory duty had been

slightly increased, it only increased hy £8,000 and
did not make up the whole difference. The cocoa

duty had iucreaTeu somewhat, from £40.000 to £46,0 ;

but the joint yield of ihese three articles, which in

1874 was £3111,000, was only £306,000 in 1881. When

we turn to tea, the case is very different. There it is

not in the tea houses, but the donietic use of tea that

is advancing at such a rate that there you h've a

powerful champion able to encounter alcoholic drink
in a fair held and to throw it iu fair fight. The
revenue on tea, which in 1867 was £3,350 OnO, had
riseu in 1874 to £.3,875,000, and in 1881 to £4,200,600.
The increase of the i opulation during that period
of 14 years was 4,900,000. But there was no cor-

responding augmentation in the revenue from coffee

ard chicory- 1 am bound to say there is a peculiar
state of the law to which 1 ought to invite the House
to apply a remedy, and I shall lay a resolution on
the table of the Committee this very evening with

that view. At, present every description of admixture
with coffee is permitted, and we have long proceeded
on the principle that the admixture of chicory with
coffee was not an adulteration—that it was an admixt-
ure rooted in the habits of many countries so that

people would not drink coffee without it. But of late

a practice has grown up of producing all kinds of

'ubstitutes under the name of coffee (Hear, hear), and
that I cannot but think, must in some degree account

for the strange and singular state of the figures I hat

1 have laid before the Committee. We shall not

attempt to interfere withthe admixture of chicory with

coffee, but we propose that it should not be allowed to

introduce other miscellaneous admixtures with coffee.

(Hear, hear.)

JAVA CIiN'CHUNA CULTURE.

The following is a translation of Mr. Moens' report

for the first quarter of this year ;
—

Repokt on the Government Cinchona Enteepbise

IN Java for the 1st Quarter 1882.

The weather during the past quarter was favorable

for operations. The continuous wet weather permitted
the regular carrying on of the partial stripping of

trees ; only in March the interval of two weeks drought

obliged us temporarily to discontinue that work. There

were put out in the open 30,000 Ledgtriana and 9,000

succirubra plants. The harvest obtained so far reached

45 UOO Amst. lb,, of which a quarter was dispatched
to' Tjicao—31,575 A. lb. In January, simult-'ue-

ously with the original trees, many of the two year
old t-rafts began to blossom. Although this might have
I een expected, it caused some uneasiness, as it was

feared that the blossom might exact too much from the

strength of these young trees. These were there-

fore carefully observed, and it is already clear

not only that have they borne the blossoming well

but that it is even very probable that they will also

brinf to maturity the fruit also, without harm to

the plants. This last would be a great gain, as on

the Tirtasari establishment, where these grafts are

planted, there are no other varieties of cinchona but

pure C. Ledgeriana. The flowers of these trees cannot

therefore receive pollen from other cinchonas, and the

seed ought to give exceptional plants. Among the

grafts examined, in which the choice of stock was

generally very limited, there are .some which, although
not yet one year old, are already blossoming profusely;

it is to be feared that some of them will succumb to

this. The chemical analyses which were performed

during this quarter had still for their object the determ-

ination of the quinine yield of young Ledyerianas,

produced from seed of different parent trees. The most

valuable results of these investigations will be given

in the next report. J. C. ISernelot Moens,
Director Govt. Cinchona Knterprise.

Bandoiig, 4th April 1882.

It will be observed that Mr. Moens evidently con-

templates propagating Ledgerianas from seed obtained

from grafted trees of only two years old. But it
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must be kept in view that the Ledgeriana grafts

were taken from trees fully fourteen years old. The

case ia very diflerent, therefore, from that of common

plants blossoming and seeding prematurely. When
we met Mr. Moens in Java he was anticipating a large

crop of seed from his old Ledgerianas. If, in addition

to the fulfilment of this hope, seed is gathered from

any considerable proportion of the grafted plants, we

may anticipate that erelong the distribution of seed

to others than Java planters may be again sanctioned.

Meantime firgt-rate Ledgerianas are yielding seed in

Oeylon.

THE TEA IMPORTS AND EXPOKTS OF
BRITISH INDIA.

The Pioneer, in a second interesting article on the

annual report of the Commissioner for Assam, strangely

under-rates the quantity of China tea still imported
into India. Its cheapness compared with Indian tea

recommended it (especially to tea-drinking natives)

before the duty of 6d per lb. was removed, and now,
of course, the weak China tea will be in a still more

advantageous position iu the matter of the price per lb.

at which it can be sold. The Indian tea is twice as

strong as the China leaf, and more than twice as good,

but time will be requii-ed both in India and Ceylon
for the formation of a new taste. Having received

from the Government of India the Customs Accounts

for the year ended 31st March, we are able to see

what the exact figures for imports of tea mto India

as well .as exports from that empire are. The quant-

ity impoi-tad is ten-fold that given by the writer in

the Pioneer, as the following figures will shew :
—

1879-80. 1880-81. 1S8I-S2.

a. lb. lb.

From China ... 2,0S!i,041 ... 2,5.34,090 ... 1,895,850

„ other countries 445,477 ... 788,317 .. 949,3()2

Totals 2,534,518 3,222,407 2 845,212

The average, tlierefore, is about three millions of

poimds per anniim for a population of considerably
over 200 millions of luunan beings, and we do not

siippose that an equal proportion of Indian tea is us.ed :

let us say live millions of pounds in all. The day is

coming when the figures will be 50 or even 500 mil-

lions. The condition and the taste of the Hmdus must
first be improved, however. The Customs A'aluation

of the tea imported, which is too high, ranges over

2 millions of rupees per annum.

Let us now turn to the figures for tea exported in

the past three yeai-s, remembering that every pound
of this is India-gi'own produce :

—
1879-80. 1880-81. 1SS1-S2.

lb. lb. lb.

To United Kingdom 37,932,004. ..45,41G,582...47,41.?,576

,, Australia ... 85,994... 807,608, ., 906,762

,, other countries 155,433... 189,320... 371,387

Totals 38,173,.521 46,413,510 48.691.725

The Customs' valuation of the exports was over 30

millions of rupees for each of the two first years, and

36 millions for the last. Our readers M'ill observe the

effects of the Melbourne Exhibition and the operations
of the Syndicate on th." exports of Indian tea to Aus-

traliaj the increase beiug from 86,000 lb. in 1879-So

to 906,762 lb. last year. Ere long the exports to the

lauds of the south will count by millions of pounds.
It remains to mention that the '•

re-exports
"

of

China tea from India were in each of the three years

2;j1,111 lb., 505,029, lb. and 563,617 lb. The actual con-

sumption of China tea in India is therefore only

2,."i00,000 lb., with perhaps an equal quantity of Indi-

an tea.

In the Madras Mail of the 23rd, we find the fol-

lowing estimate of this year's crop of Indian tea :
—

I'he estimated probable crop of Indian tea tliis

yiar is 51,619,000 lb. The local consumption, mclud-

iu;; the requirements of Government, may be taken
:it 1 1 millions of lb., and, if, as i? hoped, the thip-
ni> nt^ to Au.stralia and .America should ann unt to

2 millions, there will remaiu froiii tlie piobableciop
nf 1882 about 48 millions of lb. for export to the
United Kingdon.
As far as Ceylon is concerned there is reason to

believe that the tea produced iu the Island is gradu-

ally supplanting the China kinds. In 1S80 the duty
levied on tea entered for 'home consumption was only

E.7,461. As the duty is
-J of a rupee per lb., the

above sum represents 29 844 lb. So that a population
of 2J millions consumes only 30,000 lb. per annum of

China tea, with perhaps 15,000 llj. of the Ceylou-

groM-n article ? The latter figure may be doubled for

ought we know. In 1879 the quantity of tea imported
was 78,0001b., but as 35,0001b. of imported tea were

exported, the consumption of imported tea, ranging
al)0ut 30,000 lb. seems to be going down. In 1880

73 703 lb. were imported, and only 29,844 lb. con-

sumed. The consumption of locally produced tea ought
to go up in proportion, and more than in proportion
to the decrease iu the consumption of imported tea.

Before closing we place here a paragraph which

shews that a paper in China actually anticipates the

absolute extinction of the trade in China tea :
—

The China Mail recently noted the unprecedented
increase in the sale of Indian teas during the last

few years, and lias predicted that the China tea-

growers would have to look to it lest their Lidian
rix'als ousted them altogether from the race. A
correspondent engaged in the tea trade of China

goes further than this, and asserts that the China
trade will nearly disappear in five years, and en-

tirely disappear in ten, unless the Chinese Govern-
ment see fit to encourage it by a reduction in the

crushing duties now levied on the exported leaf.

Tiiere can be no doubt that the question is becom-

ing a serious one for China and China merchants ;

and it would be well if the authorities interested

were to take warning in time. From a national

point of view, one scarcely knows whether to wish
most success to the Indian trade, or that canied
on in China. Chinese obstinacy

'

wdll probably settle

tlie question of rivalry sooner than people expect."

MR. DE CAEN'S CINCHONA PEELING
MACHINE.

Hellbodde Estate, 24th May 1SS2.

DearSik,— "Kdroly Fiirdo," iu his letter dated 15th

ir.st,, distinctly questions the capabilities of my cin-

chona harvesting machine. At the same time he
invites correction I. therefore, challcnga him to mi-et

iiie here fur the purposf^ of my proving to hini iniw

u ,|u8t as well as injurious his criticisms have been. 1

siaud strictly by .Messrs. J. Walker & Co.'e adver-
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ieetnent, aud am ready to substantiate it by puar-

auteeing a payment of Rl'OO to the Frieud-in-Nied

Society,'' if l fiul at the trial I propose, if "KAroly
Filrdo will support hi^ siateinents by a simil.u-

guarantee.—Yours truly, J. H. ue Caen.

Dk Oakn's Patent Cinchona Buancii asb Tvfu:

Habvestino Machine.

Directions for twe.

Carry the harvester to a spot as nearly as possible in the

centre of yoiu- day's work.
Put nil the coolies told off to this work to cut and carry

branches aucl imys for about one hoiu ; by that time a con-
' rable help will have been collected near the machine.

. ow put one man to turn the handle and two boys to feed

:... last as possible; have never less than 12 to 15 twigs passing

tlurough the rollers at the same time, should the twigs be

very small, pass them through in bundles of 1( l or 12
;
if liu'ge

branches are being harvested keep them well towai'ds the

tapering end of the machine. Change the " man at the

wheel" every half bom-, with one of the loppers or carriers.

Wlien a considerable quantity has been peeled, take off

from yoiur collectors, two women, and set them to woi'k sort-

ing the wood from the bark. About half an hoiur before

leaving off work, bring in all your loppers, &c., to sort what
birk remain-s.

By this means it will bo foimd easy to harvest at the very
least 400 lb. of wet bark diuing the day, and this with five

coolies actually working at the machine.
The number of loppers must entirely dejjend on the

groimd to be gone over. In a thick clearing, tlu-ee extra

coolies should suffice, but in oj^en coffee laud, with the

trees at loug tUstances from each other, five extra hands
will be found neces.sary.
The harvester has proved itself capable on several

occasions of peeUng 80 lb. of wet bark per hour, when
worked by one raau and two boys. J. H. de Caen.

Pusselawa, ISth April, 1SS2.

Sole Maniffacturers :—
Messrs. John Walker & Co., Colombo and Kandy.

De O.ven's P.went Cinchona Branch & Twig Hab-
vestino Machine.—The above machine has been greatly
improved and .strengthened. A fly wheel has been at-

tached, making the task of 400 Ifa. of wet bark per
day a certainty. The sample of branch and twig bark

produced by this invention is very superior to that ob-
tained by any other process now in use. Price of the

improved macluue with fly wheel, EfiO (Sixty)
—nett cash.

Orders booked by Messrs. J. AV'alker & Co., Colombo,
and Kandy, sole manufacturers.

On the I ecommi-ndation of a gentleman who th<mght,
no doubt, well of the invention, our former corre-

spondent purchased one of these machines, and was

grievously disappointed with its portability and per-
formances. The postcard indicating that the machine
was ready to be removed from Tillicoultry stated

distinctly that 4 coolies would be lequired to carry
it, and our correspondent found by experience that
thiii number of men was required to carry it to the
field and remove it from place to place. This is

matterof fact, and the only question now to be settled

is the weight of the machme. Will Karoly Fiirdci

have it weighed and let us know the result ? Be'-

cause Mr. de Caen, in an interview with us, stated
tha' it ought not to weigh more than 80 lb. , and that
in fact he himself had carried one considerable di-

staucfs.' Information as to the weight of the special
machine will settle this question, and if the weightturus
out to be far beyond what Mr. de Caen intended, per-

h.ips that fct may largely explain its failure inaction.
When Mr. de Caen came to our office and got from us

the name of our correspondent, he preserved a courte-

ous tone and proposed fo send a kangani to the estate

to shew the mode of working the machine &c. We
told him that if he did so, and if our eorrespoudeut
found that he had done injustice or was in error in

any respect, we felt certain ho would publicly state
the facts and if necessary make such amends as might
be necessary. We were interested in hearing that, worked
by Tater power, the machine had doue SCO lb. of

bark in a day, aud we specially noted, that Mr. de
Caen said ;

"
Perhaps opcinalin twigs were put into

the machine
; iu that case I cannot say what the effect

would be, lor I have never tried it save with aucciruhra."
Now it is important to know if KAroly Furdii or other

purchasers were informed that the machine was not

adapted for ojficina/k. as they certainly onglit to have,
been. As Mr. de Caen, on full consideration evidently,
has chosen lo change the tone of civility due to the

public from an inventor who courts their patronage as
much as from a tradesm-an, we beg to assure him that
we see no reason whv our correspondent should leave
his estate where one machine has been tried and
where in his judgment it has failed, iu onler to see
.Mr. de Caen, under circumstances most favourable
to the experiment, try another. It is Mr. de Caen's

part to go to the estate on which the alleged
defective machine is and if postible to satisfy our

correspondent that he is nii.staken, or that the machine
(which is just possible) has not been made to pattern.
We can promise Mr. de Caen a polite reception
aud candid attention. We are also willing to publish
results, conveyed in authenticated letters, obtained

by other purchasers of Mr. de Caen's machines. But
the weight and structure of tbe machine de.-cribed as
a failure ought, we submit, to be at once examined and
reported on. As to prejudice on the part of our corre-

spoudtnt, we know that all his inclination, like our own,
would be' to accept the honoured name of Messrs. Walker
& (Jo. as generally a guarantee for the excellence
of a machine for which they are responsible. But
the best engineem in the world must employ work-
men, and ail the work they turn out may not be

equal in quality. At any rale Mr, de Caen is very
much mistaken if be thinks his work as inventor and
that of the constructors of his machines are not open to

the freest and fullest criticism. Let Mr. de Caen
prove, by going to the estate where the condemned
machine lies and working it successfully, that the
criticisms were "

unjust" and then he will get full

satisfaction. If tlie criticisms turn out to be just,
then the fact that they are "injurious" caimot be

helped. It is for Mr. de Caen, we repeat, to cor-

rect the injurious effect of the criticism in this case,
not by a blustering challenge to our correspondent
to go and see quite another machine, but by proving
that the very machine in question is not so heavy
as to requue [four coolies to can-y^it, and is perfectly

cajable, when properly worked (and, if any one can
work it properly, Mr. de Caen can), of doing all that
it was promised it would do.

CINCHONA CUfTIVATION.
The letters of " Planter" a. I

'•

Kdroly Ftirdo" are
well worthy of attention, although it is iiuite ti-ue tliat
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there have been very varied anrl very puzzling ex-

periences al)Out cinchonas. Sometimes they will not

grow ill good-looking soil which has been dug over,

terraced and holed, and sometimes they vriW flourish

in indifferent looking soil, especially if it is gi-avelly,

although only dibbled in. Our ovm experience with

tea and cinchona at a liigh elevation on fairly good

soil,
—pronounced indeed by an Assam planter of ex-

perience to be a perfect tea soil,
—was as discouraging

in regard to cinchonas (mainly offic'walh, but some

fucch-ubra also) as it was encouraging in respect to

tea. Both plants were treated alike as regards lioles,

which were not so large as we could wish them to have

been, but the best possible was done : distance 3x3
all over. The higher kijolls were reserved for the cin-

chonas. The n-hotr of the tea gi-ew splendidly, send-

ing down its thick long taproots through the stiff

subsoil. Some of the cinchonas did not grow at all :

the plants perished as soon as put out, and replanting

was of no use. Others on slopes exposed to the violence

of the south-west monsoon were killed off as they

attempted to gi'ow. Exceptional patches, however,

flourished in the teeth of the rain-laden cold winds.

Our greatest success, undoubtedly, was on the face of

a hill with an eastei-n exposure, and up to the third

year a grove of officinalis was the afbnii-ation of all

beholders. But from the third year onward, the

fatal red of the foliage told of decay, and tens-of-

thousands of plants were gi-adually rooted up and

barked, the bark selling generally at good prices. In

nearly all cases of ujirooted trees it was found that

the taproot had not been able, like that of the tea,

to pierce the clayey subsoil, but had curled round

the sides of the hole as if seeking an outlet. In

many cases the roots were infested mth white-look-

ing fungi which Mr. Dixon pronounced to be liver-

worts. We suppose it is a fact in horticulture, that

if a plant cannot force its taproot doAvnwards. but

is compelled to tivist it round in the soil, healthy

growth is impossible ? We at any rate know liow

fatal, in the case of coffee plantmg, is the doubling

up of a taproot through careless planting. The fact,

if fact it be, that plants gro-n-n from cuttings have

no taproot, did not seem to help our plants in the

stiff soil. We are now planting the knolls, where

cinchona "went out," 'ivith tea, and we are encour-

aged to hope that in a few years hence when the

powerful tap-roots of the -tea plant have penetrated,

opened up and largely drained the soil, and when

that soil has been ameliorated by the cultivation

bestowed on the tea, it may be possible to gi-ow cin-

chonas with success where previously they had been

a comiilete or partial failure. Recent experiences of

planting cinchonas amongst coft'ee have been so en-

couraging that this hope is justified. Amongst the

anomalies of cinchona culture, planters will have

noticed that sometime the plants will refuse to grow
in heaped-up top soil by thfe sides of estate paths,

while succirtibi'ai at least invariably flourish in sub-

soil turned up from considerable depth by the sides

of high roads. What "
Kdroly Fiirdo" says about

cinchonas on the upper and lower sides of drams is

curious, and very close draining would seem the

remedy, but even this has sometunea failed.

CINCHONA CULTIVATION.

May 26th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—I noticed, in your last London letter^
that your correspondent mentioned a report, as being
cur ent there, that cincliona ia Ceylon was a failure,
and that it was all dying out. Now I fear we will
hear a good de.al more ot this and see it too, if cin-
chona planting is carried on as it has, in many in-

stances, been hitherto.

Many men, and myself among-st the number, have
beep rushing out cinchona by hundreds of thousands,
mer.ly loosening the ground with a fork, or making
such a h' lie as mvy be made by giving two or three

digs with a mamotie, the coustquence being that tbe

plant conies on very well for a year, or perhaps, two,
and then stops growing, getting gradually thinner
in its foliage until at last there is only a leaf or two
lit the tip of each bran' h.

They are generally rooted out at this stage, but the
b.ark, half-dad, diy aud sticking to the stem, will

only come oflf in chips, and is not of mucli value.
A common way of accounting for this is that the
second and third generation of cinchona in Ceylon
is not nearly so rob ust as the first was, and, if this
is really the case, the prospect for this [product
is a very poor one ; hub I am inclined to think
the reason m.iy be found in auotlier direction,
aud that, if us much care were taken in the plant-
ing now as then, we would hear less about dying
out .1 consider that a hole should be cut for every
Plant BUth as would be a cut for cuffee, and, if any
one will try the experiment of holing; aud forking
an acre or twu in alterute lines, 1 am of opinion he
will not be long in comig over to my way of thit king.
I am not yet conviucd thiit loosening the soil

thoro'ighly with a long-prouged digging fork is not
the most suitalde way, if one could only get it done
hut any one who has seen coolies at this work can

imagine how they do it when not under the eye of their

master.

Of course, there are places on every estate, aud almost
in every field, where no holing or anything else will
make cinchona grow past the first year or two, and
other choice spots where they will grow and flourish, if

merely stuck in the ground ; but I speak of soils and
aspects gtnei'ally. One very Suon knows the spots on
an estate where cinchona will not grow :

—
"

If it will, it will, you may depend on 't

And if it w>.n't, it won't, so there 's an end on 't,"
and the best way is to leave that piece alone in future,
and not waste plants on it. But 1 have uuder my eye
here ii boundary of trees, th.it were planted in holes,
five years ago, tor tbe most part still healtiiy, except
in the unfavourable spots above referred to, while

plants, put; out with the digging fork, in the field

alongside, only two years ago, are in many cases dead
or in a very unhealthy condition.

I think then that a good many cinchona planters
wUI, within the nexi year or two, see an illustra-

tion of tlie adage,
" the more hurry the less speed,"

that they will not like, and I would stake a good
deal on it, tluit the man who puts out this season
one hundred thousand in holes w ill harvest
more bark in five years off these trfes tliau

his n-ighljour will from three times the number put
out with tlie digging fork.

This is the conviction I have arrived at from my
own observation, and I would like much to hear the
views of some of my fellow-planters on the sainesnbject.

In these times a good deal of tea is being planted
iu unprofi able coffee, and, so far as I know, in much
the .-^ame manner (dibblmg iu either plants or seed)
aud the re&ult must necessarily be a poor, sickly and
stunted bush, except in placts where the soil is excep-
tionally good and free.
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The man who is not too nmbitioua of a large
acreage, hut is careful to have the work thoroughly
done, n-ill save himself iiuich future disappointiiient
and lose iu tliia as in any other product.

—Yours
very truly, PLANTER.

CINCHONA AND DRAINAGE.

Lindula, 25th May 1S82.

Dear Sik, — in one of your recent issues I noticed
au extract recommending a hole dug beloio a c:uiker-

ing cinchona tree as a means of saving its life. On
this principle all trees on the upper side of a deep
drain ought to have the best chance of existence,
;is having a continuous hole below them. But my
txpenence is to the exact contrary of this, those

immediately below the drain having lived, while those
above cankered off. I would th-refore suggest that

deep holes or drains be dug abovn the trees, and
my reasons are as follows. No doubt the trees on
thi! actual edge of the drain (lower side) benefit by
the loose earth, but the plants to the distance of

six, twelve, or twenty feet below (according to the
lay of ihe land) grow equally well; there is then a
well-detiued line from which to the upper edge of
the next drain the cinchonas have all died. What
is the cause of this? The explanation I believe is

that the water in the soil lodg<-s in the top drain :

it then soaks through the ground beloto the roots
of the nearest trees, doing them good rather than
harm, till it finds its own level (i.e. the level of
the bottom of the drain) on the surface, down which
it runs into the next drain, killing all intervening
plants because it flows over their roots. I send a

diagram, which, however, I do n9t suppose vou can
reproduce.—Yours truly, KAROLY FURDO.

DE CAEN'S CINCHONA PEELING MACHINE.
Mr. de Caen's foolish challenge was scarcely before

the public when the letter we publish today, from
a second planter who authenticates and who records

experience similar to that obtained by K.iroly Fiirdo,
reached us. He adds that he could get decent re-

sults only by discarding twigs ; but we suppose that
it is mainly to deal with twigs that machinery is

desiderated. Our present correspondent states that
the machine went out of order, as most machines are

apt to do. In a country like this machinery must
be very superior indeed to supersede human labour.
Over and over have stone-breaking machines been

tried, only to be discarded. Here is the distinct state-

ment that, for 35 lb of bark per cooly with the machine,
65 and more were obtained by means of alavangas used
like Karoly Fiirdu's bamboos. It won't do for Mr. de
Caen to denounce such statements of fact as unjust,
and injurious and to publish wild challenges. He
must produce countervailing facts. The experience
of two purchasers and Mr. de Caen's own statement
to us shew that the machine is not calculated to
deal with cinchona twigs of small size ; while its

treatment of larger branches is pronounced not eatie-

faotory. So stands the case now.

DE CaEN'S CINCHONA PEELING MACHINE.
Dear Sir,—My experience of de Caen's cin-

chona harvester, tliough bLttertban "KAroly Filido" s,

supports his statement that it does not do the work
it is advertized to do, and, by publishing the result
of my trials, 1 hope, for the sake of the patentee,
that somebody who has made it do 400 lb. or

more will show us where we have made the mis-
take and how to get the task done. I have worked
the machine off and on for a month with sometimes
SIX and sometmies eight coolies, and the best task
was 282 lb. in a day. On other days I have got

111 !^• ,~^^ ^''- *"=• "I'h^ ^''y I managed to get
.^82 lb. I rejected all the twigs and only passedmedmm and large-sized branches through. These of
course were succii ubras as officinalis branches are nearly
all too small and go through untouched.
On several days I stood over the coolies the

whole day, had three .nen feeding as h;.rd as they
cmld, and, changed "the man at the wheel "

every
half.hour, stdl the average stayed at between 30 lb
to 3o lb. per cooly, and finally the bearings of the
lower roller were out and the cog wheels failing to bite
the top roller stood still After this I started with two
"alavangas," using them as "Ka'oly Fiirdo" does his
sticks or bamboos and on the second day the coolies
brought in 60 lb. to 65 lb. of wet baik each, and
aft;er a few days practice more they reached 75 lb. to 80
lb. Soon after this I had to stop barking, but next
month I intend to start again, and have no doubt
that, if one picks out the coolies who show them-
selves most apt at the work, nearly 100 lb. wet bark
will be brought iu by each cooly.

I was peeling branches from 3^ year old trees, and
they did every s.ze 01 branch with the greatest ease.
Even if the coolies, good and bad workers towther

only average 70 ib. each with the sticks or alavan'
gas, SIX ot them will do as much as the machine
18 said to, so that the price R60 can never be re-
covered.
None of the statements in this letter are from

hearsay or second-hand; and I shall be glad to be
shown that I am «rong in my opinion of de Caen's
harvester ; still the fact will remain that "alavan-
gas" do as well and are cheaper —Yours faithfully,

JOHN PEEL—ER.

"A NEW FEVER REMEDY."
Uiider the above title the Indian Daily News

publishes an article of more serious import to cin-
chona growers than all the accounts we have seen
of the mai ufacture of artificial quinine. In casts of
fever quinine lowers the abnormal temperature of the
body, and believers in the germ theory of disease
hold that its curative property in cases of fever is due
to its fatal cflect on the geims which cause fever.
The causes destroyed, the efifects disappear. Our
readers are aware that carbonic acid gas is, in quant-
ity, amongst the deadliest of poisons. But this is
the agent which is to supersede quinine in the treat
ment of malarious fevers, not in the dilute form of
S3da-water however, but in the shape of regular
doses. Dr. .John Parkin of London is the inventor of
this treatment, but its introduction to India is due
to Dr. Charles G. R. Naylor, Civil Surgeon, of

Tharawaddy, British Burma. It seems that
He claims that by the proper administration of the

antidote, a complete cure may be effected iu three daysbut allowing two more for rest after cjuralescence
'

AVithout entering into the pathology of iutermitt«i.t
fever, it may be briefly st.nted that the cause ot fever is
the presence of a specific poison in the blood, aud that
carbonic acid gas, when taken into the stomach and ab-
sorbed and carried forward to the great venous centres
neutralizes its effects in the same way as charcoal or
carbon is familiarly known to arrest decay. This is the
theory which Dr. Xaylor has put into practice in the fol-
lowing and other cases. The first pitient, he tells us was
his wife. The fever was contiacted in Akyab in April is7i)
^nd commeuced in a remittent form wtuch lasted a fort^
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night, and was accompanied by delirium and jaundice.
After this the fever returned regularly at intervals of about
a month till May ISSO, when the carbonic acid gas treat-

ment was tried. Two or three doses were administered
at short intervals before the accession of the cold

stage, and on the fourth day the fever was gone, ai\d has
uot siuce returned. A Deputy Conservator of Forests,
who had been suffering from severe attacks of fever

every three months for two years, and had
tried quinine and other remedies without effect, was com-

pletely cured after a few days of the new treatment.

Other cases are mentioned in which the fever has not only

ceased, but the patient has seemed to resist its attacks

even in malarious districts for months afterwards.

Dr. Parkin has uot described any cases demonstrating
the effect of this new remedy on surgical fevers, and Dr.

Naylor has only been able to make one experiment of this

nature as yet, in which the residt appeared to be successful.

The benefit derived by the use of the gas, in cases of

remittent fever was found to be in direct proportion to. the

proximity of the period of its administration to the retiun

or accession of a febrile paroxysm, provided that sufficient

time was allowed to administer four or five doses of the

remedy at intervals of about half-au-hour. In simple fever

the best time was during the slight remission that occiu'S at

some interval during the twenty-four hoiu-s. The gas is

administered by ilissolving three parts of bicarbonate soda

in water, with two parts of tartaric acid, and di-iuking
the mixture while effervescing. The soda and acid may,
however, be taken separately one after the other with

equally good effect. Should the new cure prove as generally

effectual, as Dr. Naylor hopes it will, then uot only will a

great boon have been coufeiTed on suffering humanity, but

the Government itself will reap no small advantage. At

present not only is there a heavy loss from cases of pro-
tracted fever in hospitals, particularly among soldiers in time

of war, but in many instances the services of valuable

oflncers are lost through continued fever producing organic

disease, and necessitating a prolonged absence on leave or .an

early retirement from the service. Besides this, the cost of the

new antidote is altogether insignificant as compared with that

of quinine, cinchona, and other known febrifuges, so that

ia every way the Government have much reason to be

interested in the success of the experiment. It is to be

hoped, therefore, that the Government wiU direct its at-

tention to the matter, and allow the experiment to have

a full and fair trial

Certainly this demand is reasonable, but if effervesc-

ing draughts of bicarbouaie of soda and tartaric acid

have the eft'ect of being not only refreshing in hot

weather but a potent cure for malarious fever, then .

truly marvellous is it that the virtnea of the dose

were not earlier discovered.

PLANTING IJN FIJI.

We are the more glad to get the letter of our

correspondent A. J. S., because we have been long

doomed to look in vain for anything of the slightest

importance in regard to coffee, leaf-ilisease, or any-

thing else connected with planting in that pretentious

wind-bag, the Fiji Times. Even when Marshall Ward's

elaborate reports on hemile'm vastatrix reached Fiji,

the only notice in the Fiji Times was that the re-

ports could be seen at a public institution and the

insertion of a parody on scientific description, which

the editor mi.y have deemed wonderfully witty, but

which we are greatly mistaken if his plautiug

readers found instructive or useful. If the planters

of Fiji are contented with 6u;h an organ as the

Fiji Times, that is their business. When we want

information about European enterprize in Fiji, we

certainly shall not look in its columns. We are not

surprized to hear that all experiments directed to

finding a cure for hemikia vastatrix have failed, and

we have not the slightest confidence in Mr. Storck's

much vaunted remedy. Carbolic acid is uot a vol-

atile substance, and tl.e spores of the fundus will

not be killed by a difiused smell of tar. Why Mr.

Stoick should now make a mystery of his remedy,
after having fully disclosed his mode in the Gardener's

Chronicle, \t is difficult to see. It is clear that merely
for the destruction of the spores nothing can excel

lime and sulphur. The difficulty is to prevent fresh

spores being blown on to fresh foliage, and, as the

creation of shelter belts requires time, we fear we
must just tiust to time for the remedy in the shape
of gradually decreasing virulence. The disease will

run its cour.= e in Fiji as it has done in Ceylon and
Southern India, and if the Fiji planters are wise

they will dirtct their main attention to sugar. But
without a good supply of cheap labour nothing can
be profitably cultivated, and it is evident that the
labour difficulty is becoming a very serious one in

the isles of the south. If it cannot be overcome,
rich volcanic soil will avail but little. Violent wind

currents, too, form a drawback.

Having above expressed the opinion that the odour
of carbolic acid, diffused in the atmosphere, is not

likely to kill the spores of htm,ileia vastatrix, we
think it only fair to give the following testimony
of an opposite nature, sent to us by a correspondent as

likely to be gratifying to Mr. Schrottky's friends:—
TUBERCULAR DISEASE.

TO THE EniTOB OF THE [loKDON]
"
TI51ES."

Sir,
—As an item which seems to nie to support Pro-

fessor TyndalFs letter on tubercular disease, in the Times
of today, which also suggests a remedy, w-ill you allow
me to state in your columns that in the spring of 1871
I was a consumptive patient in Madeira, apparently past
recovery ;

that I then tried the use of carbolic acid by
ray bedside as a ijrotection from mosquitoes, and at once
fouud that it had a beneficial influence on my lungs. I

continued its use, and in the summer came to England,
and have remaiucd here, quite well, ever siuce. I have
no doubt that the carbolic vapour inhaled destroyed the
Imcil/i.—I am, sir, yours faithfully, E. E. Maddison.

Barnsley, Yorkshire, April 22nd.

COFFEE ADULTERATION AND ADULTER-
ATION GENERALLY.

A merchant writes;—"Here is another extract re

coffee :
—

Last week I protested against the vile mixtures which
are sold as coffee. Mr. Pasteur, the well-known Colonial

broker, has put himself at the head of a movement to

put an end to this abuse. He has already memorialized
the Treasury on the subject of the Treasury minute of

January last, which .allows coffee or chicory, and any other

vegetable matter applicable to the use of chicory or coffee,
to be imported, washed, ground, and mixed, under a duty
of 2d. per lb. The reply of the Treasury is that the
minute involves no altenatiou of the conditions under
which mixtures of coff'ec and chicory may be sold in Eng-
land, and that the matter should be considered rather in

connection with the Adulteration Acts than with the Cus-
toms. This, I think, is reasonable. It is not the business
of Custom-house officers to analyze .stuff' imported as coffee,
but merely to levy a duty upon it. "SVh.at really is wanted
is an Act prohibiting the sale of any sort of mixture
under the name of coft'ee or under any name
of which coffee forms a portion. Mr. Pasteur's facts
are well worthy of consideration. In February he
purchased thirty-seven .samples of coffee at various Lou-
don shops. Only in two instances was the coff'ee pure;
in some cases the coffee formed only 7 per cent, of the
mixture. The adulterations consisted of chicory, dandelion,
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dates, and finings. In some cases the compound was
called cufFoe, ia others a mixture, and in others "

specially
prepiired French coffee." Now, what is the result ? Whereas
the coiisuniistion of a wholesome beverage, well fitted to

advance temperate habits, is increasing elsewhere, with us
it is decreasing. In 1847, with a duty nearly three times
as heavy as the present one, our consumption was

37,472,1531b., or about 2 lb. per head; it has now
declined to 31.943,4001b., or less than 1 lb. per head.
Each succeeding year there is a falling-off. In lS7i>, the

duty on coffee yielded £216,800 ;
in 1880, £203,500 ; and

in 1881, £199,600. The public, in fact, finding themselves

only able to buy the wretched stuff which is sold to them
inider the name of, or coupled with tlic name of, coffee, are

leaving off drinking it. The profits upon these adulter-

ations are enormous. Asa rule, these mixtures are sold <at

Is per tb., whereas good pure coffee, roasted and ground,
can be solil retail for lOd or lid per lb. In America, the

consumption is at the rate of 8 lb. per head per annum
;

in Germany, with a duty of 21s per cwt., it is 5 lb. per head;
aud in France, with a duty of 60s per cwt., it is 4tb, per head.
These facts speak for themselves.

I would recommend the friends of temperance to insist

upon sh.arp penalties being enforced against all who sell

mixtures aud who couple the name of coffee with them.
AVhat we require are beverages, wholesome and agreeable,
that will compete with beer and spirits . It is no use

establishing coffee taverns if, by an abuse of law, we habituate

people to the notion that coffee is a foul and unpalatable
concoction.

The real way to have good coffee is to roast and grind
it each morning, and to use at least two teaspoonsful for
each cup required. The best plan to make coffee is that
of the French peasants. They heat it in a saucepan, being
careful to take it off the fire one second before the water
boils, ,aud then they strain it through a piece of muslin.
Poor people, however, have not the time for this; they buy
their coffee roasted aud ground, and some means ought to
be taken to ensm-e its purity. Years ago, when this subject

• was being discussed in Parliament, I remember that the
late Sir Fr.incis Baring, then Chancellor of the Exchequer,
insisted that eoff'ee was better with chicory than without it

and that he always took this mixture himself for his break-
fast. Tastes differ. Bad coffee, and badly made coffee, are'

perhaps, better with chicory, because it abates the bitter-

ness; but I hardly fancy that even the late Sir Francis

Baring would have liked a cup prepared from a mixtui-e

containing 7 per cent, of coffee and 93 per cent, of chicory,
dandelions, dates, and finings.

—Truth.

It will be a good thing if the Planters' Association

would order you to reprint and di.si3atch to each member
of Parliament (or to that portion of them professing

sympathy with the U. K. Alliance and other kindred

bodies), to each judge of assize, to each leading pre-
late and to each dissenting minister openly sympath-
izing with tlie temperance movement, and to all who
take the lead in such movements, a small pamphlet em-

brachig original articles and all extracts, &c. that have

appeared in the Observer, bearing upon the scourge
of adulteration of staple articles of food (winked at

by successive goverameuts), which scourge is without
doubt the fly-u-heel of a vast proportion of evils brought
about l)y the intemperate use of alcoholic druiks at
the present day. The people of England mnst,
sooner or later, be made to feel that they (i. e.

the lemperale portion of them) are, in truth, respons-
ible for the fearful evils referred to, and when
their eyes are once opened to this fact the work-

ing man's breakfast table will then be made as

pure as the rich man's dinner table (and so it ought
to be), and wo shall then soon hear less of the cant-

ing humbug about the crimes committed due to
'•drink" !—clue, it will be found, eventually to weak
and wicked Gorei-nmenl-i truckling to the jiower of
licensed victuallers aud unscrupulous gi'ocers, vjho poss-

ess by far the largest voting powers of any classca
in the kmgdom !

I verily lielieve tliat, at the present moment, a great
proportion of the crimes now so prc\'alent in Ireland
must be placed down to the present and former Go-
vernments. A great demand has lately sprung up
tlu'oughout the world for whisky. It follows, I thuik,
that at the present time, owing to this extraorduiaiy
call (far past the powers of distilleries to meet, if

really good well-seasoned whisky is to be supplied),
millions of gallons of unseasoned and maddening
spii-it must be let loose not only upon the miserable and
misguided Irish Imt upon even the less passionate aud
generally cooler headed English and Scotcli. If there
is no law against such vials of madness being poured
out upon the people (and I believe there is not), then
the sooner the English Parliament attends to such
a sickening state of things the better. • As it is, our

gaols, our lunatic asylums, our workhouses, are being
filled to a great e.xtent by the legitimate use of im-
mature spii-its, and most of all by that legitimized
demon Fuse Oil.

P. S.—Surely no whisky or other spirit under a
certain age should be allowed to be retailed under
the very heaviest of penalties.

MANURING EXPEPJMENTS.
(Prom our Aberdeeii Corresspondent.)

I cull the following from the annual reportby Mr.
Jamieson (Agricultural Chemist, Aberdeen) on the
manure experiments conducted by him at the experi-
mental stations in Sussex, submitted by him 1o the

meetint; of the Sussex Association for the improvement
of agriculture. It is interesting as giving the finishing
blow to the long controversy, the "

battle of the ]ihos-
phates ":—

BE.SULTS OF EXPEKIMENTS ON TUBNIPS WITH VARIOUS

PHOSPHATES.
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at half the cost. (It may be well to explain that both

substances are about the same price per ton, but coprolite

contains about twice as much phosphate as ordinary super-

phosphate.) So important is a good start, however, that

some more quickly acting form of phosphate slionld accom-

pany the slow coprolite. The rapid start by superphos-

phate we have seen was somewhat deceptive ; the promi.se

at lii-st held out was not maintained ; on the other hand,

bone flour gave a start not nnich behind, and its action was

more continuous. Tliis is precisely our experience in Abcr-

deenshii-e. Five years later on, however, it was foimd

that the surperphosphate augmented a disease well known
as "

finger-and-toe
"
disease, but more correctly a club-root

disease—it is distinct from the magg-ot tubercles so common
in the south of England. On the whole, considermg the

action of all these phosphates in the field, considermg their

composition and their price, the most efficacious and

most economical form of phosphate ajipears to be, in

Sussex as in Aberdeenshire, a mixture in equal parts of

steamed bone and coproUte, both gi'ound to a flomy state.

INDIAN TEA IN NEW MARKETS.

If anything would justify the attention wbich has

been given to the subject of opening up new markets, it

will be found in the news rfceived by us last mail from

Australia, and in the Report of the Tea Syndicate which

we give in another place. The considerable number of

packages ottered in Melbourne, at the last public sale,

were not only all sold, but eagerly taken up, at improved

prices all round, and several lots changed hands at a

protit ; while the trade now, there quite look forward

to these Indian tea sales. When such a result has been

arrived at in so short a time, we may fairly congrat-

ulate ourselves, and feel justified and encouraged in niak-

lug sill further effort; for we may be sure that the

liking for Indian tea in Au8i,ralia is now well rooted,

and will spread with rapidity. Ahvady we hear com-

plaints that no public auctions of Indian tea are htld at

Sydney, and orders from there for several thousand

pounds'' weight were a short while b.ack sent to Mel-

bourne. Mn Sibthorpe, in his report on the Australian

market, was disposed to discredit the chances at Syd-

ney, although ifhy, we at the time, as now, could not

uud'erstaud" Leisure did not permit him, perhaps,

personally to experiment,* and he thus had to take very

much for granted wliat people said ; and the fact is,

at the time not very much confidence was felt re-

garding the future of India tea in Australia. A variety

of circumstances, however, fortuitously happen, d t to

spread the renown of our teas much more quickly than

peoi)le had dared to hope for, and the result is now

thiit they are being eagerly iiiquir.,d for, from all parts

of the Colony ;
aod »e m.ay look to find a steadily in-

creaomg demand, which shall in no very distant time

amouut°to quite an appreciable figure.

We do not think that planters liave hitherto been so

jubilant at the position reached as they fairly should

be ; but it is au Englishman's privilege too grumble ;

and those interested in Indian tea have forst long had

cause for grumbling, that they cunnot all a once get-

out of the habit. The complaints »e. hear, how

ever, appear to amount to this:—that i t ia a long

time before owners see the colour of their money. Wull,

this has been so no doubt, and in the initiatory stage of

»But we know that he did his best, taking special advant-

age of .-m agricultural show in April 1S81, to introduce Indian

tea He complained to us of the immovable apathy

of Sydney firms. There was no firm of Henty & Co.

there and no J. O. Moody. Mr. Jas. Inghs was acting as

Commissioner for India in Melboui-ne. He is now in

Sydney, and, aided by Mr. Pitt Brown, is working zeal-

ously in the interest of Imlian tea.—Ed.

+ " Fortuitously happened"! Messrs. Mondy, Iiiglis and

others pressed the iatrinsic merits of Indian tea, pointing to

analyses by Newbery and Dunn ;
and they succeeded.—Ed.

affairs it cou'd not well be otherwise
;
but the draw-

back will diminish, as time goes on,— although, of

course, so long as the teas of all gardens are bulked

by the Syndicate, there is no obtaining, as in the

case of direct lionie shipments. Advances. It is a

long way from the garden to Melbiurnc (before leav-

ing Calcutta for which pace the teas have to be

collected, bulked, and repacked), and sales are not,

in Australia, weekly as with us, nor is the pajuient

by buyers, we fancy, fo prompt as here. Then wlien

remittances do rench Calcutta, tliere is necessarily si.me

delay, owing to the partitioning of thf amuunrj umong
so many. Of course in case of larc;e public om|ianies,
tlie inconvenience is not felt much, but we can quite
understand why there should exist nmong-t private
owners some little soreness at a good deal of weary

waiting. However, as we say, the thing is to a

Certain extent inevitable, and people must find their

consolation in knowing that all share alike, and that

their money is safe,
—which might not have been the

case had they had to trust to unknown and irresponsible

agents at so great a distance.

Thus much for the Australian market. Now as to

America. It will be remembered that it is only a

month or so ago that encouragement held out to us,

there, was not of the heartiest description ; and we
were reminded that progress would be very slow, and
success by no means certain : while we were told to

prepare, at any rate for preliminary loss. Well, here

again we have been agreeably disappointed. The
latest advices report a decided inquiry for our

teas, and a brightening prospect,— the more so aa

Japaa is losing her hold on the Americ^iu market,
and even is seriously beginning to question the

desirability of continuing the trade. Her manu-
facture has so deteriorated that her teas no longer
fetch remunerative prices ; and, with the apathy of

orientals, tbe Jiipanese seem prepared rather to let

things elide than to bestow the requisite care and

expense to restore to themselves their former position.

We showed in a recent article what a prospect was

thus opened up to this country : and indeeil the effects

of the change have already begun to sensibly mani-

fest themselves. It now rtmaius for us to seize ou

the opportunity with vigilance, earnestness, and m-

telVujence. There is now reason to believe that America

will follow speedily the example of Australia, and
become iu time a tirm patron of Indian tea. The
hands of the Calcutta Syndicate shouhl therefore be

strengthened in every possible way, to enable them to

exploit the maiket on a sufficiemly liberal scale; for

it is no use trying to create a demand if, when it comes,

you are not in a position adequately to meet it. Any
doubt on this point existing iu the minds of the

American trade would be fatal to our future per-
manent success. We do not mean, of course, that In-

dia cannot give America all she is likely to ask for,
—

nrovided the requisite organization exists, adequately

supported
—but what we do mean is, that if supplies of

tea 10 the Syndicate fall short of possible requirements
— which seem likely earlic" to be much larger than was

originally expected
—we should lose the vantage-ground

we hope to gain ; for it must be borne in mind that the

."Syndicate is not a speculative public Company, able to

supply itself with siock from the open market. Such is

against the fundamental principles of the body, which
S:ieks to act as the pioneer, only, in opening up new
mirkete,—depending entirely for its aupplUs upon the

tea industry. Tbe larger, therefore, the support the

Symlieate receives, the greutr will be its power for

achieving successful results.
*

,

* *

The necessity is tliat a "Bulking Company" should

be formed to take over the business of the Syndicate
when they decide to continue no longer, and that this

Company should work on the lines laid down by the

Syndicate, whose experience
—so valuable—has been
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gained at such trouble and expense. Failing something
of tliis kiud, we fear that tlie efforts of the Sj'ndicate

—
so successful as they have been—will fail of permanctd
effect. We want their prnotice pursued and perseven d
in : and if this be done, the position of Indian tea
should be assured in the outside markets of the world.— Indian Tea Gazttte.

THE ASTRONOMER OF NEW SOUTH WALES
ON RAINFALL.

One of the most pleasant incidents of our visit

to the Australian colonies was that of travelling from

Sydney to Melbourne with Mr. Russell, the New South
Wales Astronomer. Mr. Russell etauds high as a keen
but cautious observer, and we were not eurprized to
lind that he was no believer in the theory that rain-
fall could be increased by covering plains with trees.

Ou the other hand ho was sanguiue as to the grand
results to be obtained from bringing to the surface
the stores of water which are hidden under thousands
of sijuare miles of arid country in Australia. The
following paragraph in the Hydiieij Mail shews what
the conditions are by which, in Mr. Russell's opinion,
the deposition of rain from the atmosphere can be
iiiflnenced :

—
Sir. Russell's presidential address at the annual meet-

iug of the Royal Society contains a reply to the **rain
doctors " that will be accepted by the intelligence of the
public as conclusive, however much it may be cavilled
about by those who, in accepting, it, would find cherished

prejudices cut away or some portion of a pi-ofitable occup-
idion gone. Mr. Russell's effort is to enable us " to get
some notion of the forces at work in producing rain, and
what it means if we try to interfere with them." The only
one of these forces, which is in any way accurately
understood, is the heating power of the sim's rays. To
affect or control the rainfall we must change the temp-
erature of the atmosphere, which will he' mast simply
effected by a process of elevation. Familiar illustrations
of the truth of this theory are afforded by comparison
of the average rainfall at Windsor and Eurrojong. The
summit of the hill gets 53 inches of rain for every 3.3 that
falls in the township 1,800 feet below. Thus the same
atmosphere being lifted 1,800 feet deposits 60 per cent,
more rain. Hence it may be argued that in any cloudy
but not rainy time the uplifting of the atmosphera some
2,000 feet would cause condensation and produce riiin.

The force requisite for such a work is the only point to
be considered, and this is very clearly set down. Mr.
Russell asks us to suppose that we desire to effect a change
in the rainfall of Syduey to increase it by 60 per cent,
and having calculated all the opposing forces to be over-

come, he ostimiitis that it might be accomplished by
the burning of 8,000,000 tons of coal per ilay. This
estimate is arrived at after some study, and is probably
correct ;

it may be at least accepted as reliable data by
those who desire to control the operations of Nature in

the distribution of rain. The part electricity plays in the
susnensiou of clouds, Mr. Ku;>sell tells us, speaking c,v

cathedra^ science has not been able to ascertain. Franklin's

experiment is often quoted, but the facts of that experi-
ment are strangely overlooked, for it goes to prove, as
does that of Urossc, at a later time, that lightning can be

freely drawn from a cloud without producing rain. In fact,
the question remains open to philosophers: Has electricity
much to do with rain •* Many instances are quoted of

great explosions and vast conflagrations, some of which
have been followed by rain, hut the majority of which
have not; and it is practically proved that it is quite
impossible to get enough evidence together to establish

the feeblest theory. The matter is dealt mth in a clear
and scientific manner, and is satisfactorily placed with those

things that had better—by the present generation, at least—be left at rest.

Hills and mountains are the great capturers of

moisture in the atmosphere, and by a curious law,
rainfall generally increases with elevation up to acert-
ftin point, generally to 1,000 or at the very utmost

6,000 feet. The quantity then rapidly decreases, and

a mountain may pi-escnt the phenomenon of a deluge
uf rain on its middle portion, while at its base and
ou its summit equally the sun shines through a clear at-

mosphere.

NEW PRODUCTS.
From an article so headed in the very able paper

recently started, The Indiyo.Planters' Gazette, we take
the following extracts :

—
Messrs. C'antwell & Co. of Calcutta, have related in

the columns of the Englishman, that they
"
procured

some of the aloe plant leaves, many of which were
over six feet in lengih, and subjected them to theu-

patent process for extrnction of the fibre. A sample
of tlie tibre taken from them was sent to London, and
by the last mail advice was received valuing it at £28
per ton, and offering to take any cjuantity of it at
that price. The advice also stated that the higliest
l^rice that any aloe fibre has hitherto realized in the
London market was £16 per ton, so that, the Indian
sample is nearly double the value of that at present ob-
tainable in the market."
The subject of timber trees and the supply of woods

is a very important one, and specimens ehould be
peleoted with diseriuiinatiou. Beside the specimens of

leaves, flowers and fruits, there should be a horizontal
section with the bark attached of the whol-' tree, about
SIX inches thick; a plank about .3 feet long taken throUi.'h
the centre, aud also a similar one shewing the sapwood.
These will allow of judging of its applicability in oir-

peutering, &c. ; also two or three bars about 21 -quave
and two to three feet long, and cut from sound wooil.
These billets will eniible the strength to be ascertained,
th-^ breaking weights of woods being generally tried
with special instrument'^, with pieces square! accur-

ately to 2 inches and a length of 16 inches. A piece,
when turned in a lathe, but not varnished or polished,
shows its ;ipplicabiliiy or otherwise for ornamental
w<.rk in which lustre, grain, or figure, and colour are
tlio chief disiderata. Notes too should be made of as
to whether the trees are liable to insect attacks, the
distriliuti in, numbers, height to first branches, ciicuni-

fei-ence, whether crooked or traight, rate of growth
when at full age, amount of seasoning required and the
av.Tilable carriage.
Woods likely to be usiful in ship-lmilding, for railway

sleepers, in house construction, for cabinet work and
engraving, showing them by a horizontal section with
bark attached, about six inches thick or less ; a slab
from the centre, and also from the sap, aud two or
three billets 2i inches rquare, 2-3 feet long from sound
wood, so as to show figure, grain, lustre, colour, &c.

They should not be varnished or polished. Inform-
ation as to wliether quick or slow growers, size, natural

age, liability to insect attacks. The roots and bolea
are often usefitl for ornamental work.

TEA SYNDICATE.
To the Editor of the Enrjlishman.

Sir,—I have read the article in your issue of 4th
instant, with refecfnce to t le operations of the Cal-
cutta tea Syndicati' m Australia and America, aud beg
to send you the enclosed circulars which have been
issued lately by the committee, and which will, no
doubt, be of intcre.-t.

You will notice tl.at the Melbourne Agents of the

Syndicate strongly recommi nd the committee to con-
tinue their shipments to that quarter, and this is

the view the committee themselves have taken, for,

although priv;ite shipments are increasii g, still com-

plaints are received of the great length of prompt
customary in the colonies, and of the heavy charges

'

* The heaviness of the chai'ges have greatly hindered
shipments from Ceylon,—Ed,
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which are usually made. Until some change have

been broui,ht about iu theee matters, it is not likely
tbab merchants will find it to their interest to go very

largely into the trade. The Syndicate has been

placed upou more favourable terms iu both respects,
and returns are now being received much more quickly
than liel'ore, but the committee have brought these

complaints of private shippers to the notice of their

ageut-i in Melboiirne with a view to some changes

being made which will lead to au active continuance

of the trade when the time comCB for the Syndicate to

wit'idraw from it.

I also understand that Mr. A. B. Inglis, who has

lately 1 'ft Calcutta on a visit to Australia, intends to

take up this subject on his arival in Melbourne.
With regard to the Americim demand, I may state

that the advices of the Agents of the Syndicate are

mo3t encouraging as to the future prospects of the

trade in Indian teas. The quantity hitherto shipped
has not been large, and will, unfortunately, not be

sufficient to last till the first shipments of the new

crop arrive from this side, but the committee hope to

be able to eend forward full supplies this season.

Upon the strong recoinmeudation of our New York

Agents, the committee have sanctioned a liberal ex-

penditure for advertisements in all the principal news-

papers throughout the United States, and all that is

now required is, as you suggest, that gardens should

make ample contributions of tea to meet the demand
which will no doubt follow.

A. Gr. Watson, Honorary Secretary.

Calcutta, May 6th, 1882.

MORE ABOUT FEVER AKD ITS CUliES.

The Calcutta EnrjUshman contains the following
article ;

—
" The Indian Medical Oazeite for May contains amongst

other interesting articlis u precis of operations per-
fojmed in the wards of the First Surgeon, Medical

College Hospital, during the year 1881, and the report
of a valuable paper read before the Calcutta Medical

Si ciety by Babn Kakhal Dash Ghose, L.M.S., on the

Ufu and iibuse of quinine in fever. Criticism or notice

ol hospital operations are scarcely desirable in our

columns ;
but our renders may care to know some,

thing about fever and qniniue from a native pract-

itioner who has had lo"g experience of both. In all

cases of intermitteut fever, Babu Rakhal Dash Ghose

says quinine stands pre-eminent in efficacy and success.

Curonic interuiittent fever, however, is seldom bene-

fited by quinine, and in complicated malarious fevers

whie.h have been neglected it is useless. Tiie fonuula

of Sir Ronald Martin in cases of spleen, in which

quuiine does little liooil beyond allaying the fever, he

ha., found very efftctual n most cases.
" This recenji he varies in obstinate cases of chronic

iuteimitteut fever by adding Li(p: Arsnicalis. The
writer of the jiaper makes the somewhat astonish-

ing statement tl.at aluui^t all the diseases of Bengal
be 'me tinged with malaria, and that the use of

quiuiue in typhoid and eruptive fever of all sorts is

desirable, especially iu the case of the latter, when
the eruption lias been fully devoliped. It may be

within the i-ecollection of our rcaOers that two Italian

savants some four jears agu c'ainied to have dis-

covered the malarial genu in a microscopic fungus
found in the Pontine marshes of Italy. Since then

littie has been heard of the malarial germ, till re-

cently a M. Laveran has claimed to have found in

in the blood of patients suflering from malaria a

remarkable parasite which he afflrms is the genuine
cau.-ie. We give below the entire statement from the

Sckntijic American :—
" Mr. A. Laveran has found in the blood of patients

suflering from malarial poisoning, parasitic organ-

isms very definite in form, and mo-t r> maikable iu
character

; motionless, cylindrical curved bodies, trans-

parent and of delicate outlines, curved at the extrem-
ities

; transparent spherical forms provided with fine

filaments in rapid movement, which he believes to be

animalcules; and spherical or irregular bodies, which
appeared to be the "cadaveric" stage of these, all

marked with pigment granules. He has also detected

peculiar conditions in the blood itself. During the

year that has passed since he first discovered these

elements, M. Laveran has examiueil the blood in 192

patients affected with various symptoms of malarial

disease, and has found the organisms in ISO of them,
and he has convinced himself by numerous aurl

repeated observations th.it they are not found in the
blood of persons suffering from dise.ases that are not of

malarial origin. In general the parasitic boilies were
found in the blood only at certain times, a little before
and at the moment of the accession of the fever, and

they rapidly disappeared under the influence of a

quinine treatment. The addition of a minute quantity of

a dilute solution of sulphate of quinine to a dr< p of

blood sufficed to destroy the organisms. M. Laveran
believes that the absence of the organisms in most of

the cases (only 12 in the whole 192) in which he failed

to find them was due to the patients having under-

gone a course of treatment with quiuiue.
" Whether the germ of malaria be a fungus, a para-

site, an organic germ of some sort, or a superabundance
of carbon dioxide and other exhal.'itions and a con-

sequent deficiency of oxygen iu the air breathed over
malarious districts, this at least is certain, that the

magnitude of the loss of life from what is called
fever in India has attained such dimensions as to

warrant, if not a special commission of experts to
examine and report on the subject, at least tliat every
practitioner, who has any experience of "fever," should

give some time to its study aud keep a note of his

experience that it may be compared with that of others.
" The discussion on the paper above noted has been

adjourned. If we are not too late, may we suggest
that a committee of the Calcutta Medical Society
stiould be appointed to report on the fever item tha*:

figures so largely aud so invariably in the mortuary
retu rns ?

"

[There can be no doubt that the great remedy for fever
is quinine. Next to it in value is .arsenic, but the
latter requires great caution in its u-e. aud should be
taken only when prescribed by a physician. The ar-

senic eaters of Stjria become ultimately the most fear-

ful wrecks, more pitiable, if anything, thin the vic-

tims of opium and alcohol. Our readers have heard the

story of old .lames Reed of Rnjawella, who discoverefl

thu proper dose of arsenic, after twenty coolies had
succumbed to over-doses !

— In the severe cases of remit-
tent fever, where quinine fails, there is probably lesion

of the liver or some vital organ.
—En.]

Reana Luxurians.—An Indian correspondent writes :— "Your correspondent, who has tried the seed of

the ' Reaua luxurians,' should try parching it or

roasting, when he will find it as edible as Indian
corn. But Reana is not worth growing for its grain,
as the stalk becomes hard and cattle cannot eat it

then ;
when green, and before the seed forms, it is

very good for fodder: in fact nothing can be better

except the imphee or sorghum, which is capital
fodder, besides giving abundant grain, which also is

very good as a food grain for man and beast, if

boiled, or parched, or ground down to meal. The
Reaua h.as one advantage, that it is not poisonous
to cattle at any time, whereas the sorghum is poison-
ous at certain times of the year, before it ie full-

grown."
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VICISSITUDES OF THE PLANTING ENTERPRISE
IN CEYLON :—THE TROPICAL SWING ;

DEPRESSION AND PROSPERITY.

Nothing succeeds like success. Tlie timeworn apliorism

has been marvellously illustrated again and again, in the

history of planting and the e.xperience of planters in

Ceylon. Men mth no special superiority of judgment,

prudence, or ability, have been carrie<l iu on the full

tide of prosperity to competency aud fortune which they

would not have dared to dream" of but a few years pre-

viously ;
while then- neighbours, missing, through no

fault of theii- own, this rare good luck, have ere long

found themselves stranded high and dry, watching the

ebb-tide as it receded from them. Men have bought

and planted land together, with the same care and

judgment ; one it may be distrusting fortune has sold

prematurely at a moderate profit and afterwards been

called a fool for his pains ; a second has not had the

chance of selling until the i^eriodical inflation and

"rush" have set in and then he acquh-es "fame and

fortune" without asking fortliem; while a third who
has never had a good offer so being perforce com-

pelled to stick to the land, finds himself ruuied m
reputation as well as pocket when .the cycle of depres-

sion, distrust and poverty of capital sets in. This is a

picture of experience where speculation not cultivation

was the primary object in view. Or, agam, we have

had the bona fide planter ojiening forestland and trying

in vain to sell that in which he had lost faith, m order

to possess himself of property in another and, for

the time, favourite district. "Trying in vain "
to sell

his much-depreciated venture, to his great good-fortune ;

for a few more years shew that the once "favourite"

district is a delusion, while his own despised proj^erty

proves a perfect gold-mine to its owner. Such ai'e some

of the vicissitudes of recent years, and they are no

mere idle sjieculations, for our illustrations are based

ou actual occurrences now in our mind's eye. A very
sliort time ago the most prosperous coftee plantation

"of the (past) season
" was condemned in our hearing

by some of the oldest and hardest-headed planters in the

country, as never likely to do anything for its owners,

while other places now worth not half its value were

cracked up to the skies. Two of the most practical of

managers and inspectors decided together about a dozen

years ago that the Dimbula cofl'ee plantation which is

probably to give the best crop of the coming season—
and which has yielded satisfactorily if not handsomely
ever since it was opened—was not worth having in

forestland at £2 per acre. Again the district which

is at present deemed worthy of chief condemnation by
financial and mspecting critics was but a few years

ago in everybody's mouth as shewing the finest eofi'ee

in the island, and among its chief depredators are

some who, while carraig their o\vn fortunes out of

it, were loudest in its praise. Need we say that

Maskeliya is refen'cd to, or remind our readers of the

exuberant language used by plantuig visitors, usually

chary of their words, to describe the clearings on
" Peria Maskeliya," under Mr. Jardine's care, when
the Peak Valleys were being felled on all sides. In

the present writer's twenty years' experience he can

recall no such unanimity of opinion among planting

authorities as was fomid less than ten years ago in

reference to the suitableness of the quarter referred to

for coffee, and if tlicre were any of the then author-

ities and pioneers who in their heart of hearts had
no belief in the coffee they were plantuig, being a

success, surely these men above all others are woiihy
of condemnation ?

The dark days of depression, wet seasons, leaf-disease

and grub have wrought a woeful change. Estates sold

not many years ago for prices then deemed well within

tlieir value, and on which cultivation has been kept

up and extended, leaf-disease fought and grub repelled,
are now estimated at from one-thiixl to one-fourth the

previous selling price, aud no doubt taking the probable

crop of the coniuig season, and the returns of the

past two or tlii'ce years as a guide, no other result
'

could be arrived at. Nevertheless ill all probability
it is the thing we have seen ui the past, which (malgri
all the enemies of coffee) we shall yet see in the

time to come. In 184.5, wild speculation, followed

by a heavy fall in the price of the ben-y and a

collapse of credit, an'csted planting enterprize in

Ceylon for a time, and when from the ruins a fair

and promising industry began to be established, it was

gravely argued by the chief scientific authority of the

day that "bug," then (in 18.50) almost universally pre-

valent, would never quit tlie coifee tree and would wear

it out eventually iu Ceylon.- A period of prosperity
ensued however to be followed by a smart financial

shock in 1855-6 (the eleven years' cycle) which shock,

after another prosperous run, was repeated with even

greater effect in 1866-67. In the latter years, com-

mercial and planting disaster prevailed to a consider-

able extent, aud the most striking picture of woebe-

gone misery to be found in Ceylou (accordmg to Mr.

Boustead, Senior) wlieu he visited the island aljout that

time, was " the man who o^vlled a coffee estate
"

! The
financial crisis and period of depression which com-

menced, after the usual interval, in 1878, has proved
to be more trying and prolonged than any of its pre-

decessors, save, perhaps, that of 1845-50, and the few
" wise men" who, takuig Josh Billings' advice, prophesy
after the event, have had a great innings, building up
reputations for keen sagacity and foresight on perhaps
the ruin wrought among their neighbours by the failure

of crops and pressure of the times. No doubt a stem
lesson had to be read to check speculation, and to

teach men what they had failed or refused to learn

from any of the previous successive crises, namely the

unwisdom of turning hundreds of miles of a mountain-

ous country with varying climates and soils into cultiv-

ation vrith one product, when others equally profitable

and more suitable were offering for then- acceptance. But

all the same, it is too much to find "professionals
" who

themselves did notliing to lead the way in ' ' new

products," denouncing in uiimeasuied terms "the

mad folly
"

of the planters on whom they are now
sent to sit and report. To persistently cry down planta-

tions and the work of a dozen years back as useless

seems to us, parallel to the case of the man who having
murdered his father and mother, appealed to the Court

for mercy because he was an orphan. No one having
a due regard to past experience, and to the many
advantages which attend the planter in the present
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<Jay to balance against the immediate serious evils

whicli beset Mm, dare picture the future in sable

colours only. There is a silver lining to the dark cloud

of depression and though it may be

" The hidden but the common thought of all,"—
or at any rate of a majority, that "

coffee
"

is in

the " sere and yellow leaf
"

in Ceylon
—never to regain

its potency
—we fearlessly avow that we are not among

the number of those who would confine
" the silver

lining" of the future to "new products" alone. No
one dare say we undervalue any of these ; for where

but in the columns of the Ceylon Observer was the cultiv-

ation of cinchona, tea and cocoa urged on jilanting

attention in season and out of season, durmg the years

when as yet
"
king coffee" I'uled the banker, niercliant,

would-be proprietor or pioneer, with undisputed sway ?

Not another acre of Arabian coffee would we see ijlauted,

until the "more light" which apparently only time

can bring, is thrown upon the course of the leaf-

fungus ;
but we refuse to i-ush to the other extreme

and say that tlie coffee land now bearing from seven

bushels of berries per acre downwards, is to be con-

sidered past recovery. Let us again illustrate. We
have before us the possibility

—not a few would say

probability
—that 500 acres of Maskeliya coffee all in one

sheet of
' '

living green,
"
valued the other day at £6,000

(against .£24,000 five or six years ago), may (should

February prove dry as in 1878) yield in one season

as much crop and profit as will clear the whole

valuation. We do not find fault with the estimate

on that account ; but we do say that mortgagees who

can afford to wait, more especially when they have

evidence of new "
products

"
being zealously and judi-

ciously cultivated in addition to the coffee, ought to

be loath to consider and cast aside their security as

worthless.

We have referred above to tlie several crises in the

past history of the local planting enterprise. Perhaps

a few autlientic uistances of the vicissitudes of projierty

will best illustrate what "coffee" has ab-eady j^assed

through. In 18158, at the close of a jjeriod of severe

trial, we asked two gentlemen of large and varied

experience to relate what they knew, and so to afford

some further evidence of
' ' truth being stranger than

fiction." One of our correspondents replied as follows ;
—

"I could, as you suggest, by raking up my re-

miniscences of the labt 20 years, give yi'U some curious

facts illustrative of the unsettled and changeable value

of coffee properties in Ceylon. Tliis arises too from a

variety of causes, frequently of a description over which

neitlier buyer nor seller can liave any control nor with

which the character or condition of the estate has

anything to do. A run upon a district or a run from

it may raise or depress the value of properties. An
incursion of rats, or an invasion of bug, may depreciate

to an extent hardly credible a very Hue plantation. A
scarcity of moni-'y bere or at home, or « /all hi tliemarbt,

will lessen to an equal extent the worth of an estate,

while a panic will sometimes depreciate it in much

greater proportion. Oil the other hand, a bumper crop,

a beautifvd looking estate, a lonvement locality, or a

favorite mark, will, in an equal ratio, secure it a fancy

price."
From the goodly number of examples then given, we

reprint a few for the benefit of our present readers :
—

"Example No. 1, consisting of about 100 acres old

coffee and some 300 acres jungle and abandoned land
was, wheu I first knew it, leased by two gentlemen
for £5 a year, at which rental they lost money ! It
WHS afterwards purchased by one of them for £15,
was partially manured aud sold within a year for
£700 ! In a few months more it changed handa a^ain at

£1,200! Subsi-quently it was bought for £1,000 and
by the same party sold after a .year's working, with
a very showy crop on the trees, for £G,0()U! Of this

price, £3,000 was paid in cash and, the buyer failing,
the seller took it back for the other £3,000,—then
leased it to another party for ten years at £600 a

year. Tliat party failing during his lease, it was sold
for something under £3,000.

"No 2, in the same district, and on the high rnad

containing about 100 acres good old coffee, consider-

ably neglected ; 100 niore, abandoned
;

and probably
300 good standing forest—was sold or rather thrown
away for i'lOO. After a few months it changed bauds
at £700. Again in two years it brought £14,000. It

has since ruined the last buyers, and were it in the
market now, might n it probably bring £7,000.

"ISo. 3, containing about 800 acres fine forest, was
opened in a new district, upwards of 20 years ago.

Shortly after, with about 50 acres good coffee, it was
sold for £800 : neglected again and almost abandoned
it sold for£200 : the distiict was then decried and
deserted It was re-opeued up to about 500 acres by
the pu chaser at £200, who then sold aud retired with
about £16,000 in his pocket, the result of the cultivation
of that property. It has since, when more enlarged,
and improved, changed hands at £28,000, and the dist-

rict is now one of the most favored in tlm country." No. 4, contained 100 acres very fine coffee, and
about 500 excellent forest

;
but the bug had ching to

the estate for several j^ears, and shortened its crops.
It was also in a district fur from a shipping port, and
theu consequently in low repute, although now a favo-

rite district. It was sold at Fiscul's sale for £300.
Two years afterwards it changed hinds at £700. It

was opened up lo 250 acres by the new purchaser, who,
after several years working aud it having cleared itself,

sold it for £16.000.
"

iS'o (>. containing 120 acres coffee and 89 forest,
was a perfect picture of a place

—and was like an
oasis in the desert : the onlj e^'tate then in iis dis-

trict that had not been in whol» or in part ab-mdoned.
The district itself being very much blown was much
run down, and almost deserted.

"It has sin;e rallied—many sheltered uooke hating
bein found in it. It is believed iu again, and now con-
tains some of the fiuest estates iu the country. 'I'lie one
in question, at the date of ray first acquaintance with
it, was bought for £3,<I00. It was jierfectly clean,
and iu fine order

;
but bug unfortunately overran it,

and hugged it closely for several years. The proj.irietor,

fearina it would never leave him. sold the property
for £1.700. SO acres were added to it by the new
proprietor. The bug left the tstate ; but it hud no
roads nor permanent buildings. He, however-, binding
the lessee to erect these and manure the whole

e.slate,
leased it out shortly after for 10 j ears at £1,000 per
annum. This lease is still running.
"No. 9 was conveniently situated in what was then

thought a good district. It contained about 100 acres
of coffee and 50 good fiuest. Iu 1846 £5,0110 were
off'-rcd and refused for this property. Yet in 1848 it

was knocked down at public aucticni. for £250 and
everybody thought the purchaser had made his for-

tune. But it was not so. His first crop sold iu Lon-
don at 353 per cwt., and after working the estate with

grt-at economy for 4 years and planting up the spare
land, he cleared out of it with a loss of £400. Those
were ticklish times and bold was the man who ven-
tured to open new laud then. An estate was valued

exactly iu proijortiou to its immediate leturus—coffee
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in cultivation only being counted ; anfl no allowance
whatever made fur available land, wore it ever so good
or bo cxt''U3)ve.

"No. 11, in the same dietrict and about the same
period, an estate all in cultivation but neglected,

—sold

for £250; the root on the store was worth all the

money latt such was the prevailin;^ distnibt auti imp;-
ouniosity that few cared to attend such sales ;

bub those
who did so t'requenlly came iu for bargains. This was
a case in point, ll- was purchased by a native of small
means then, but who afterwards (datiug his rise from
that pmchase) became in his own panioular spiiei'e a
star of the first magnitude

—became owner of many aud
varied properties ; but who becoming infected with
a speculative mania bought at every sale on chance
lauilis of which lie knew nothing, till one day he bought
too much; and his decadence wiis then more rapid than
his a cent, Thisestiite after mauy years of good bearing
and remunerative crops was sold last year for .i;7,000.

"No. 14, situated in the once despised district before

alluded to, contained about 800 acrts of land, of which
250 or tlieieabouts had )>een planied with coffee and
on which the proprietors, both resident but inex-

perienced, had expended of tlieir own monay £8,000, and
as much more as tliey could draw from their agents,
before the crash of 1848 put drawing beyond their
reach. The estaies adjoined and were within 6 miles
of a great trunk road. The soil was excellent aud the
coffee grew remarkably well. Most of the remaining
forest was available. Sold by auction at the above panic
period they realized £220. They have since been worked
up— have yielded good crops

—and are now worth pro-
bably from £10,OOU to £12,000.
"No. IS.—Disaster followed disaster in cofFee-planting

from 1847 to '51. And when the atmosphere cleared

up, mauy a timid holder sacrificed, at the first bid, a
valuable property. It was then that a native offered
a random sum of £250 for an estate of 300 acres forest,
and 120 acres coHee, which had been cnltivateil and
abandoned, resuscitated and re-abandoned, for the pre-
vious 20 years. The offer took, and the property
changed hands. £450 were immediately given the

lucky buyer for the forest land. The coffee he worked
up a little, aud in a few mouths sold for £2,400."
How many examples to add to our list are to be

produced by the present period of depression ?

The strict, we suppose unprecedented, economy exer-

cised in respect of all items of estate expenditure is

a most encouraging fact to the capitalist and mortgagee
of the present day. We do not refer to the compara-
tive absence of outlay on manures, for that is rather a
matter of regret ; but we have been gi-eatly pleased to

note the determination manifested upoountry both

by individual proprietors and superintendents, to keep
down anything approaching to unnecessary expenditure,
to secure good work for the money paid, and to do
all in their power with new products to supplement
the present deficiency in coffee. In many cases we are

glad to leam how cinchona bark will prevent a collapse
of credit and failure of ways and means. In such a
season as this, the harvesting of from tliree thousand
to five thousand rupees' worth of bark, on average-sized

plantations, more especially from the mere sha^ong of

trees, will be the salvation of the coffee planter. There
are other cases where the cultivation of large plantations
will be fully provided for this year by cinchona, as much
as R50,000 being netted for cinchona alone. The pro-

prietor of some thousands of promising trees is said for

the second time to be making an income of K,5,000,

by shaving his bark. In other cases tea has come to

the rescue, aud in a few, cardamoms have done

wonders. The activity, self-denial and ingenuity dis-

played on all sides by the majority of our planters have
never been surpassed in the experience of any agri-
cultm-al community, however much tried, and while
we earnestly hope and believe tliat Ceylon coffee fields
will yet reward the patient industry of tlieir cultiv-

ators, we cannot but warmly applaud tlie spirit of
scores and hundreds of men now anxiously supple-
menting the old, by the new, products with all the skill
and means at theii- command. Many of them have
given up not only their luxuries, but absolute " com-
forts," almost necessities of their daily lives—in order
the more fully to put in practice the ad\-ice of the
poet :

—
To catch Dame Fortune's golden smile.

Assiduous wait upon her.
And gather gear by every wile

That's justified by lionour.
Not for to hide it in a hedge.
Not for a train attendant.

But for the glorious privilege
Of being independent.

May the ambition of the ' '

poor but industrious
"

planter of the present day, who takes these words for
his motto, be more than realized !

WEIGHTSON'S AGRICULTURAL TEXT BOOK.*
This book was intenrled to meet the requirements

of the Science and Art Department in science sub-
ject, XXIV, Principles of Agriculture. This im-
portant subject was first encouraged by payments from
the Science and Art Department in 1876, and we
hope the time may soon be when this subject shall
be one of the extra subjects for grants in Ceylon
This text book of over 200 pages is divided into
four parts. The first of these treats of the soil, its
origin and formation as well as its diversified chemical
composition, and tells us how soils may be improvedwhen their vigour runs down—how their physical
condition may lie best improved by proper drainage
aud tillage. Ceylon is at a very low ebb in this
matter us in many other things ; they have the art
of producing certain things, but they lack the science
It also tells us how the dormant or inactive con-
stituents of a soil may be brought into a state of
inactivity.

Part II discusses the ordinary manures in General
use for maintaining or bringing up soils to a'proper
chemical strength and how and at what times such
manures aie best applied. Many of these remarks
are applicable to Ceylon, hut a tireat many require
modification to ad^pc them to different cireumetanees
of a tropical cultivation. Lime (not really a manure,but strictly ..peaking a corrective and a liberator of
inert matter) occupies several pges. This substance-
is very much needed in our Ceylon s ils. Other
manures are also discussed, and, wh'ile w riling of this
the Ceylonese idea of burning tlieir lantana, scrub, &c.'
and so clearing their ground for planting, but before
doing S) sell the gathered up ashes to planters, re-
veals a wonderful ignorance. The best and most
useful of all manu'es is cattle, when it can be obtained
The next part takes into consideration the i-otali'oii

of crops. This, however, on the hill districts of Ceylon,
is not applicable, save on many places where the
bad coffee is giving place to cinchona, &c. In the
low districts many useful and p.aying crops might be
grown aud a system of rotation could easily be adoptedThe list pirt is devoted to the oonsideia ion of the

*
A^'rightson's Agricultural Te.'.t Book. (Collins: Element-

ary Science Series.)
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live stock. The races and management of cattle and

sheep are dealt with ami how such may most pro-

fitably be fed and fattened for the market.

There are numerous tables showiug the materials

consumed by stock at various stmes of growth and
under varying couditiona. Other tables show ths food,

increase, manure, &c., of fattuuiug aniiials, as well

as showing the average composition of various kinds

of food and the comparative value of each.

Wo congratulate Mr. Wrightson, who was formerly
Professor (if Agriculture at tlie Ruyal Agiicultural Col-

lege, Cirencester, and now of the North ^Viltshiro

Agricultural College, and hope before long t'> see the

advanced text book of the same series giving ua more
detailed information.

FARMING AVITHOUT MANUBE.

To the Editor of the "North British Af/riculturist."

SiK,
—I keep no' Uve stock, nor shall I. I cau always

buy what manure I require ; but I am an advanced cult-

ivator, and hold what to some would appear to be strange
notions. In the early ages of the world, plants had to

grow without manure. The plauts had to grow first from

the bare rock, and animals had to feed on the plants be-

fore there was any manure. Now we have the accumul-

ated deposit of ages, which ouly requires cultivation to

supply the elements of nutrition that a plant requires.
Hence on good soil cxdtivation is an equivalent for manure.

Thoroughly good soil allows a free passage for the circ-

ulation of the air. The gases of the air act and react

GU the soil, or supply food direct to the roots and leaves,

so that every time we stir the soil it gathers a supply
of riches from the air (heaven). The gases of the air,

you at once see, are inexhaustible ;
so are the locked-up

treasures of good soil. It only needs disintegration and

pulverization to yield food for 100 or even 1,000 crops.
Thus ou a piece of such land put into cultivation I would

grow a crop of wheat year by year of four or five quarters,
which might be sold at 40s per quarter, and still have a

profit after all the expenses of cultivation are paid for,

without auy manure at all, simply depending upon cultiv-

ation.

The ordinary practice of farmers, and even gardeners,
is to hoe Land only to kill the weeds. An advanced cult-

ivator would hoe or dig it over, eveu it there were no

weeds, for the purpose of aerating the soil, and allowing
free circulation to the gases from the air. Soil worked in

this way (good soil I am speaking of) is in a great measure

self-supporting for moisture and also for gases of the plant,

which can be absorbed by the roots. I have been an ex-

perimenter for the last twenty years with soils, manures,
and plants, and have learned from failure as well as suc-

cess. I have a technical knowledge, and call myself a

specialist, and, when I plant my plauts, I see the future

of my plauts traced out clearly, and doubt and uncertainty
are reduced to a minimum. Such a thing as a failure of

a crop of fruit from strawberry plants never enters into

my mind. ' AFork is prayer' was the motto of the monks
of old, when they cultivated their land ; so it is with me.

AVork is prayer, and cultivation manure, are the two lead-

ing principles of my life, and place me ou a higher level

tban most cultivators have attained to. The blessing of

health (and perfect health induces strength) which I fully

enjoy enables me to put these principles into practice.

Tlie perfect man possesses the strong muscles and the clear

brain ;
and if in addition he is cheered and strengthened

with the thought that his work will benefit his fel'ow-meL,

and be rewarded .vith the approv.al of his Creator, he need

wish for no higher or happier state in this life.

Nothing is easier than to produce disease in plants by
feeding them with gross manure, especially if of a stimul-

ating natm'e or in a liquid state. Feasting plants brings
on disease and predisposes to disease. As with animals,

so with man
;
and when I say that men might live to

100 years or more, I argue in this wise : men live to

80 who have spent their lives feasting and fasting, drink-

ing spirits .and smoking tobacco, breathing impiu-e air (in

bedrooms at night especially), and drinklLig pnlluted water,

the pores of the skiu clogged with the accumulated depnsit

of years, besides other excesses. In spite of all this liv-

ing in defiance of the laws of life, men live to 80 or 90 ;

yet is it any wonder that man is subject to disease? No;
the wonder is that he does not suffer more. If, after

•abusing and wasting life, as is the too common practice,
disease did not make its appearance, I should be inclined
to doubt the truth of that wise law of natiure wliich ordains
tint punishment shall follow breach of law.— I .am, &c

AV. L.

[We should say, regarding the above, which has
been sent to ns by our Aberdeen correspondent, that
sh.allow egotiein is apparent in every line. Tiie good
effects of turuing over the soil, so as to lay it open
to the action of the air, are universally acknowledged ;

but it is equally understood that the fertilizing qualities
of the richest soil will become exhausted by constant

cropping. If the land gets neither rest nor manure,
it will simply, after a period more or less prolonged,
according to the nature of its constituents, cease to

yield crops.
—En.]

KITTUL FIBRE.

(From "Notes oti New Industries." By Arihur
KOEOTTOM. )

[This article appears in the Labour Neios, a copy of

which has been sent to us. Our readers will observe

that its very excellence has been fatal to the kitnl fibre,

the brush and broom makers considering it bad for

trade to use an article which is everlasting ! Surely
there arc other important purposes for which this

quality would render it valuable?—Ed.]
About 30 years ago the fibre now known as kittul

was unknown in England. It came under my notice
in a somewhat curious and accidental manner. At this
time I was frequently in London, and, being a lover of

music, I spent my tvcnings at Julien'.s concerts. At
the back of the orchestra, I observed a table, covered
with a large number of foreign p.apers. One evening I

walked to the table and took up a paper accideutly,
which turned ont to be a Cejdon journal. Being inter-

ested in the fibre tr.ade, my eye at once turned to a

par.agraph coniaining a short account of the kittul palm.
I was so much struck with the merits of the palm, as
set forth in the article, that I at once put myself in

communication with a Ceylon firm, requesting them to

forward me a sm.all parcel to London. In due course
the sample of kittul fibre arrived, and I began to

introduce it to the brush makers aa a substitute for

bristles. Shoitly afterwards other parties began to

ship this fibre, and a very large parcel arrived—just as

it was gathered from the trees, and quite useleps in
this state to the brush-makers. This was put up to

auction, and I bought it at id per lb., considerably less

than the cost of freight .ind other ch.arges. There were
some tuns of it, and I had it stored in some coach-
hou-es and stahles at the back of my house in the
suburbs of Birmingham. Some weeks afterwards, I

was making some experiments with a new kind of oil,

and wishing to cleanse a liirge saucepan tliat the oil

had been in, 1 took up a small bundle of this kittul

(the colour of which was a dirty brown) arul begiin

wiping out the oily saucipau. To my surprize I found
that tlie moment th* fdire came in cmtact with the

oil, it turned to a beautiful black. I imparted
this information to a practical working m.in, who
was a friend of mine, and he ut once became in-

teresied, found his experiments successful, and went
into the concern vignrouely. Before long the trade
increased to a very considerable extent, large quant-
ities being used by the l rush makers to improve the

quality of the bristle broom.
Thus the trade was regularly started, and bade

fiiir to monr.polize a lariie share of the attention of

the bru h-makers of the United Kingdom. An ex-

tensive use was found for kittul in the making of
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brushes for polishing tliread ; but before long science

stfjjped in aud a patent roller superseded the kiS-

tul brush. M>-anwliilo the brush maUers emyloj'ed
this fibre to mix wiih other well-known but cheaper
fibres in the manufacture of their brushes, but from
the first hesitated to make the brush alone with

kittul. The trade, however, has now visibly de-

clined, aud at the present moment there are large

quaniitips of this useful fibre in England unsaleable,

except at an enormous loss to the shipper ; and

bankers, merchants, and brokers are pressing the

sale, wiih a view of realization, for the purpose of

recoupiug themselves for their advances. That this

should be the case may seem surprizing, when it is

known tliat kittul is tlie best substitute yet discovred

for bristle ;
hut the public will probahly be more

surprized to hear the reason of the decline in the
trade. The brush makers became friglit'ened : they
discovered, in course of time, that kittul would never

wear out, or virtually this might, be said of it, so

extraordinary are ito pi'opei'ties of standing wear and
tear. Then arose the cry that the trade would be

"spoiled." The resolute few have had to give way be-

fore these tradesmen who by increase of numbers have
ruled the marliet, the success of the latter b^ing
mainly due to the ignorance and consequent indifi'er-

euce ot the general public. 1 have tried in vain to

induce the brush-makers to use kittul for making tlie

brooms ordinarily us-d for sweeping fioors, shops, officef^,

mills, radway platforms, and indeed all places « here
hair or bristle biooms are used, but up to the present
the cry

"
it will spoil the trade " has nullified all my

eBVirts. The Government, and all other consumers,
would effect a very considerable saving by using brushes

only ma le of kittul. I have placed these facts before

Ihem, and p rsonally I am not at all despondent upon tlie

issue. I have lived hmg enough to see many intaiits

pass through terrible vicissitudes ef infantile maladie?,

yet in the end weathertheui all and grow up stout and

hearty ni'n aud women ; and in the same way I have
little doubt that when once the kittul fibre has passed
through this gate of opposition raissd against it by
the bruih-inakers. aud the public are fairly alive to the
value uf this product, the trade will thrive with a

yi-arly increasing vigour, and so create employment
in this at present almost unworkod and nnlimite i

branch of industry.

The manufacture of kittul bi'ushes will demand a

somewhat higher class of labour than that required
in the manufa'-tnre of the Piassiva brooms, and
will const qnently SLCure liighcr wages, lu all new in-

dustries the transition period will involve somedifficulty.
But as soon ass line enterprising empl lyer turns his

atttention to this tmde. and is willing to manufactuio
brooms from the kittul fibre, a much extended
business mvy be looked for. As a sample of what

may lie done, I induced a manufacturer when in Buffalo

to try a s.imple of one cwt. , and he has been successful

in bringing it into general use on a large scale in th.it

part of the United States. At Messrs. Bright's works
at Uochdale, the kittul fibre has been for some time in

use with remarkable success. An ingenious person
in connection with the works iusisted on having the
brushes used for sweeping up the heavy dirt that
collects on the Hoors fitted in the centre with kittul

fibre, while the outer portion of the broom remained
as before of bristle. Though Messrs. Bright are in all

probability i.-norant of the name and quality of tin'

kittul fibre, as the brush-makeis fairly conceal tlie

niinie, they are fnlly alive to its superiority and resol-

utely refuse to use other brooms than those

just described. When in Constantinople, I observed in

one of the bazaars a small portion of English-prepared
kittul, and ou enquiry I learned that it had been sold

to go into Per.sia, bnt 1 was unable to arrive at the use
it was inteaded to be put to.

7

The kittul brushes that are made in this country are
known by the name of "

elephant-fibre" brushes. The
origin of this name lies in the fact that in Ueylon the
wild elephants are secured with kittul rope. Tina
brush wears much longer than bristles and can be had at
half the price.
The kittur palm or Bynee {Cari/ota urm'<) is some-

thing like the Piassava palm and grows in the south of

Ceylon—it is found nowhere else. lu that country tlie

fibre is largely used for fishing lines, aud in England it

is sometimes called "India nut."

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS IN CENTRAL
INDIA.

To the Government of India we are indebted fur

copies of correspondence resiiccting certain experi-
ments with new products i« the Division ofChhattis-

garh.
We quote as follows from the remarks of the Chief

Commissioner :
—

An increased supply of forage is an object of gre.it

impoitauce. On it depend in a large measure the

improvement and maintenance in health of the cattle

suppl.i of the country. In the Chhattisgarh Division
the mortiility from cattle disease is annually very
great, and much of this mortality is believed to be
of a preventible character. If cattle were better

fed, better housed and more carefully tended in
health and disease, fewer would die.

Experiments were made with:— (1) Kharif jowari,
(2) Rabi or ringni jowari, (3) Ileana Inxurians, (4)
Rain-tree (Pitheeolobium saman), (5) Lucerne, and
(6) Mangel Wurzel.
The result of tlie experiments may be summed up

as follows ;

—The kharif jowari failed
; the rabi or

ringni jowiiri appears to have been confined to the

Sarangarli State, where the yield obtained was extra-

ordimirily good : the attempts to acclimatize the reana
Inxurians and the rain-tree promise well

; Lucerne
thrives, but cannot, you think, compare with the
reana Inxurians ; while, as regards Mangel Wurzel,
no definite opinion can yet be fornnd in respect to
the suitability of the toil and climate of Chhattisgarh
to its cultivation.

In regard to fodder crops, the experience gained in

the North- Western Provinces seems to establish that
the ordinary cultivator will prefer the ordinary jo»ar
to any exotic staple ; the former will give him a food
as w'll as a f dder crop, while the latter will only
give bi'ii a fodder crop.

In reviewiofi the experiments conducted at the Cawn-
pore Experinientil Farm dnrini< the autumn of 18S0,
the Secretary to the Governmei t of India in the Home,
Revenue and Agricultural Department remarked :

—
" To judge from the results of the comparative cult-

ivation of exotic and indigenous fodder crops, the
common country jowar is practically equal in value
to the black seeded sorgho aud greatly superior to

reana luxuiians. Guinea grass seems to be a more

promising crop than the utiier exotics tested, aud its

fu'ther cultivation will be watched with interest."

As guinea grass does not njipear to have been cultiv-

ated in your Division during the year, it may be of

use to quote the mention of it made by Mr. Fuller of

the North Western Provinces, in the report on the

Cawn[iore Experimental Farm for the Kharif season

ISSO:—
'Guinea grass gave an outturn, which was a

little larger than that of juar ; but independently of

this, it appears in many respects to be a crop eminently
suited to meet some of the rerpiiremeuts of Indian

farming. In the first place, it is a perennial, so that

when once planted out the only expense it entails, in

order to yield two good cuttings a year, i- an occasional

dressing of manure aud occasional irrigation. The crop
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from which the experimental cutting was made had
beou out previously iu the month preceding, but no
manure had been given it since July 1S79. It was also

very scantily irrigated, the only wateriuf^s being one
in May (after tlie first cutting), and one ten days before

the experimental cuttiug was made, that is to eaythe
crop kept green during the hot mouths from April tnjuly,
with only one watering, and was but little affected by the
failure of raiu in July and August. It may be safely
eaid that no other fodder crop now known in India
could have done this, nor in all probability could the

guinea grase in its first year. But in the second year
iti roots naturally become far struuger and larger
Ihau the roots of any annual grass can ever be, and
are therefore able to seek the moisture they require
at a greater depth in the ground. Hence guinea grass
iu its second year may be considered a deep feeding
crop, the only one now known iu India, and as such
it is more able to resist drought than any other of

the fodders cultivated. It appears specially well suited
for planting .ilong the banks of caual distributaries,
streams or. ponds, where its roots will be able to

obtain moisture for themselves without requiring sur-

face irrigation. It may be mentioned that on account
of tliese advantages, Mr. Buck made several attempts
to obtain a consignmeut of seeds from Mesjrs. Suttons
and other seedsmen, but failed, since it does not

appear to be recognized iu England by the name it

bears iu India, and th>re seems to be a like confusion
as regards its scientific name. A consignment has,

however, now been promised, and a quantity of seed

has been raised in tlie farm for distribution during the

ensuing year."
From the report of tlie Commissioner of the Chhattis-

garh Division, we extract a few passages :
—

The main difficulty iu the way of increasing the

supply of cultivated forage has hitherto been the indif-

fereuce which the ryots of Chhatlisgarh and Sambalpur
evinced in regard to fei-ding their cattle. But the great
mortality which has taken place among their herds

duriut; the last two years has opeued their eyes in

some degree to the folly of leaving their animals to

die from neglect and semi-starvation ; and during last

cold weather wherever I went I found both malguzars
and ryots ready to appreciate, iu theory, the import-
ance of properly feeding their plough cattle. I think
then we have reason to hope tliat the practice of

cultivating forage may gradually make its way in this

Division, and s»me trouble and time may well be given
by executive officers to working for this result, for its

effect on the agricultural prosperity of the country will

be great.
A manure which shall be both abundant and cheap

is greatly needed iu Chhattisgarh, where so large a

proportion of the droppings of cattle are consumed as

fuel, audit seems not improbable that bone dust may
supply this need to an appreciable extent, for boues
are fairly plentiful, and they can be ground into

powder with the ordinary lever mill at small cost.

With regard to tt'e value of bone dust as a fertilizing

substance, Mr. Buck remarks in his agricultural report
for 1879 :—
"The high cost of bone euperphosphate in this

country must place it beyond the reach of the ordinary
cultivator, but bone dust, that is to say bones pow-
dered fine, but not treated willi sulphuric acid, is

within the reach of everybody, and though more tardy
in its results than the superphosphate (being l^ss soluble)
will give in the end almost as satisfactory results."

been iu operation here more than eighteen moriths

during which time we have been supplying tbe prin-

cipal towns in India with our coft'ee, including

Bombay. The dates are not reduced to a chider,
but only sufficiently roasted to admit of grinding,
and are then mixed with oue-fourth of Mocha to

three-fourths of date,

I may add that you have advertized our coffee iu

your paper, and that our agents are Messrs. More-
nas & Co., Medows Street, Fort, Bombay, who have

always a stock on hand. K J. EAROLEY MARE,
Manager, Date Coffee Co. Ld.

Kurrachee, Napier Road, May 2.

[But, as the result of Mr. Gladstone's resolutions, Mr..

E. J. Eardley Mare will find the occupation of his

Company gone as far as importation of their stuff into

the United Kingdom is concerned. If the Company
called their commodity date dust or powder, all would
be right, but dishonesty is involved in the term "Date
Coffee.—Ed.]

THE DATE COFFEE COMPANY LIMITED.

TO THE EDITOR OF TUB "TIMES OP INDIA."

SiK,— I shall be obliged by your correcting an

inaccuracy in an article in your paper of the 26th

nil. Jtfejriug to this company. The works have

The Neddiwattum Pubescens Seed, offered for

sale by public auction by Mr. Symous yesterday,

(June 4th) realized an average price of R2 19 per oz.

Kapok.—The attention of shippers in Ceylon was
first directed to this cotton as an article of export by
the remarks of the Ceylon Commissioner to the Mel-
bourne International Exhibition. Kapok or silk cotton

has recently been shipped to Australia from Galle,

per P. & 0. steamer, and it is to be hoped that ere

oug a lucrative trade may be established.—Cor.

Damaged Coffee Bean.s from Badulla.—With
reference to the damaged coffee beans in parch-

ment, which we noticed a few days ago, a quantit}'
of punctured cherries has been sent to its, and

the idea of damage by hail suggestBd. But our

entomological referee writes :
—

" The damaged cherries have been carefully ex-

amined. Tlie wounds are deep, penetrating the parch-
ment and injuring the bean more or less. Some have
become quite withered and blackened. The mischief

appears to have been done by some insect, perhaps by
the bug strachia geomelrica, described at page 13 of

Nietner's 'Coffee Tree and its Enemies.' Tbe insect should
be searched for by the sender of the damaged berries."

Coffee Cultivation in Perak.—"It is satisfactory,"

says the Penavg Oazdte of 2ind April,
" to hear from

Perak that the prospects of coffee are looking up,
and the extraordinary results so far, of the labours

of tbe pioneer planters, ai'e encouraging to an unex-

pected degree. Liberian seedlings, only I en months

planted out in the field, blooued twice in February
on some estates, and, what is mure important, the
blossom has set well, and so extraordinary has been
the growth that some of the trees have attained the

height of five feet within the above short period. In
the district where these results have been obtained

(that of Slim) there appears to be one well-defined

season at all events. This of course does away with
the objection so frequently urged, that, owing to the
want of periods wherein trees might lay back at rest

after delivering a large croj), they would be exhausted,
unless maiiured to an extent which would almost cover

any profit that might be obtained. This theory was
based on the fact that collee trees in the plains iu

the .Straits show blossoms and berries in all stages at

the same time throughout the year. We are referring
to the Ar.ibica species, none other being known in these

parts tin within the last year or two. But the Lihenan
species is a much hardier plant, and may he able to

etaud tbe brunt of such a drain on ita resources,"
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$otit]6spond6nc0.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Obse7i:er.

NEWS FROM FAR FIJI:—COFFER AND
HEMILEIA VASTATRIX, TEA, CINCHONA,

SUGAR, LABOUR, &c.

Fiji, April 18S2.

Dkar Sirs,—It is some time since I dropijed ynu a
line fiom this utmost oonier of the eirth, and I don't

ofttu see any remark in your valuable paper concern-

ing this latest addition to Euglaud's colonies.

Of co'irse, you have heard that all the experiments
conducted on the great Amalgam estate for thf eradic-

ation of H. viislatrix, and a list of which I sent

you long ago, describing what was done, proved in-

effectual in spite of every care taken, and that Mr.
Parr, the owner, has sued Government for £20,000
damages, on the grounds that the estate was ruined

by tliem during their occupation. The case has been

tried, but the Chief Justice has not, as yet, given his

decision : so I cannut well comment on it. One thing
1 am certain of alter all our experiments, and that is

that lime and sulphur will not cure H. vastatrix. The
raiiture may mitigate the disease for a short time,
and may do good, if constantly applied, but
I much doubt if the extra expense incurred would
be recouped by larger crops. After what I have
seen I should not dream of applying any more.
I have a great deal more fail h in hyposulphite of soda
and carV'olic acid, and I fancy an antidote to oiir enemy
will be found in one or the other.

A friend of mine, Mr. Storck, who resides on the Rewa,
declares most emphatically that he has discovered a cert-

ain cure. Of course after rf-peated failures here, as well
as in Ceylon (the exiierimeuts in the latter colony being
co'idiicted by scienlifio men), one is very chary of

believing in certain cures. Nevertheless, Mr. Storck
has given me permission to use, and is anxious that
I should try, his system of vaporization for the ex-

tinction of leaf-disease, and, after what I have read
in his letter to me describing the system to be

adopted, I feel inclined to give it a fair trial, over, say,
20 acres, and to see if it will turn out, as he says, a

perfect and Listing cure. Should such be the case, of

course the enormous benefit that will be conferred on
all coffee planters where H. V. exitts cannot be over-

estimated, and Mr. Storck will certainly deserve to
make a pile. His system, as far as I can see, will not be
a costly one, and the expense, after first outlay, will

l>e but small. I cannot give you particulars, as Mr.
Storck has not given me permission to do so,

but, should I try the experiment, as I hope to do

shortly, I do not suppose there will be any objections
to my making the results public. In that case you
shall know wh;it I think of it.

Hem'teitt vastatrix has commenced again just here

(Taviuni), but the attacks do not seem to affect

the trees so much as they do in Ceylon, owing,
I suppose, to oni- richer soil. 'I'he young coffee

21 to 3 years old is giving a heavy maiden crop
at an ilevation of about 400 feet above sea-level
at the north end of this island : above that elev-
ation the crop is not ao good on coffee the same
age at the same end, but, strange to say, about eleven
miles down towards the south end, cnflee of the same
age a"d at an elevation of nearly 1,000 feet is giving
about 4 cwt. to the acre, whereas at the north it

may be put down at half, shewing how the weather
varies at the different places. I iiave often known it

raining day afier d.iy up here (1,000 ft. above sea-

level), when they have hardly had a drop below, and
again raining away here, when it has been very dry
weather indeed at the nther end !

All the estates I have seen look very promising in-
deed, for the everlasting "next year," and, sliould wo
have dry weather, wo shall get bnnipcrs and no mis-
take, if hurricanes only leave us alone. We have
just passed the hurricane months, and we escaijcd, I

may say, almost scathless this year. We had a blow
at the beginning of January, but it did but very
little d.amage indeed ; hardly worth mentioning, in fact.

They had a flood on the Rewa, in Viti Levu, where
most of the sugar-planting is going on, but only one
or two planters seem to have been serious losers—one
especially, who had a large acreage of cane under
water for a long time which was utterly destr. yed,
and whose losses are put down at £.3,000. I had a
letter from a friend, planting c^ft'ee on the Rewa, the
other day, but he does not complain of the ill effects of
the blow, although his place must, I think, havefelt it.

A Mr. Wilson is putting up a coffee-curing estab-
lishment at Wairiki in Taviuni, which ought to be a
boon to the planters there, if he gets out a man who
understands the work to superintend the curing. There
is more coffee I should say planted in Taviuni than
the other parts of the group put together, and yet
our acreage is but small : less than 1,500 acres.

Tea.—I have planted up about thirty acres with
Assam hybrid and want to plant up another forty
acres. The young plants are growing well, and look
promising. I sincerely trust the cultivation will prove
successful. 1 see no reason why it should not, as we
have such good soil, rainfall well distributed, and
favorable temperature. I notice a good many of the
plants tending towards constantly seeding, which ia
a drawback some of you have had to contend atr linst.

This, I expect, is owing to the seed not being the
right kind exactly. Some plants, on the other hand,
have fine large leaves, and do not show seeding in-
clinations so much, and it is oft' these, I fancy,°seed
for nursery purposes ought to he gathered. Our old-
est plants, stock ones, are nearly 4 years old from
the time the seed was planted ; our next 1 year old
and so on down to some just planted out. I have
planted both at stake and with nur.>*ery plants. I prefer
the hitter plan provided the plauts are not tool. roe.

Cinchona.—I have made nurseries of both con-
daminea and succirnbra. Some of the former after

germinating died off, and part were destroyed by
some insect or other during the night.' The latter is

growing well in the nurseries, but when planted out
does not grow so rapidly, or look so well, as pl.ints
in Ceylon of a similar a^e. I am disappointed with
these results, as I was in hopes that succiruljra would
have turned out a success at an elevation of 1,000
feet and upwards in Fiji, but, judging from what I have
seen here, succirnbra will not do at 1,000 toeli.

SlTGAE.—This is the industry attracting most atten-
tion at present, and which I expect will turn out to be
the staple product of the colony. Several mills have
lately I ein erected, and more will soon be put up iu
different portions of the group. At present Rewa
(a river in Viti Levu) is the place were most of the

sugar-planting is done, and wliere the colonial sunar-

retining company have erected a very large mill.
Mr. Lee (late of Ceylon) has aho a large mill .and is

growing cane on his oa'u account as well as crushin"'
that of others. It is strange that Ceylon men, n-ho
have been coffee-planting, should leave their old lovj
and go in lor something new out here; but such
seems the case. There is Mr. H'dges in Taviuni going
iu most extensively for sugar. He has already aht
of land under cane, and by the end of this vear will

probidily increase it by 600 to ?00 acres. His mill, a
10 ton one, is expected this or next month. Then
again there is Mr. Akers, who has just bought nearly
2,400 acres in Vanua Levu, and wuo intends to plant
cane : so you see three of them have changed over.
Ten shillings is the general price paid per ton foi
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caae delivered ou the river banks. Lots of varieties

are planted. Plaulers expect to cut 30 tous of cane

per acre on an average. They may do this for a few

years, say ihrc' to five, but, I very much doui t if

tliey will k'ep it up without manuring. 1 enclose

sonic metton lexical returns. 1 am ke.-jiing a return

of the rauifall &c , here, but, as ii. is only nine months

since I coiiimeuced, I cannot send you complete re-

turns till later on.

Labouk.—Our supply is causing anxiety to the

planters. Owing to the stiict Government regulations
a very few, if any, vessels are ofl'ering to go recruiting

this season, and everyone seems to be afraid of their

labour force fallins; exceedingly short, as a lot of mfii

are being paid ofl witliout a chance of their being
made up again. Some of the planters are trying to

get men through their agents, one of whom has been

to the cohmies to try und chai ter vessels. Of course,

it is impossible to say what the cost will be in the latter

case, but it may be taken for granted, I think, it will

not be less than £1G per head, the cost estimated by
Government some months ago. Does it not s- em ab-

surd that we should have to go to the New Hebrides

and Solomon Islands for labourers costing £10i and

more per head, and even to Calcutta for coolies for

whom we shall have to pay £22 or more, when we
have a native population here of upwards of 100,000?
and I suppose 10,000 is more than the number of

laborers required at piresenl by all the planters ! ( ne

would naturally think that, in a new colony where

there are but a few planters, and which has a popul-
ation like this one, labour would bi- exceedingly plenti-

ful and cheap ;
but such is not the case : the price of

labour is steadily increasing annually, and there is no

saying where it will stop. When I hrst came out

nearly 4 years ago, Polynesians cost £9 per head to

introduce ;
now the estimate is £16, for which sum it

is doubtful whether we shall get them. The wages
of the men have not risen—£3 each for able-bodied

people
—but I expect they soon will.

FiJlANS.—The few that work, or are allowed freely

to engage, get more than they used to, and the cost of

recruiting has increased in proportion, say 20 to 25 per
cent more than four years ago. Coolies get Is per work-

ing day, and the planters have to pay introduction

expenses estimated at £22 per head. This sum must
be guaranteed when you send in your application for

men, and must be paid up when they are allotted.

Formerly we did not guarantee, and £15 was the sum
fixed by the ordinance to be paid in 5 annual in-

stalments, but, owing to the home Government not

sauctioniug a loan, a new s.isteni has been inaugur-
ated. The coolies are causing a lot of trouble wherever

they hapi>cn to be. The great thing they object

to ia tai^k-work, saying no mention was made
about it when they were recruited, and that on their

agreement it is stated that for 9 hours' work Ihey
are to get Is. iMy coolies have struck work and re-

fuse to go to any task-work whatever, although in

our ordinance of course task is mentioned. The con-

sequence has been that all of iliem have been tent

to gaol. About 35 were liberated the other day, but

still refused and were again imprisoned. The men
seem determined ou their point, and how the ques-
tion is to be finally settled remains to be seen. They
do not miud imprisonment at all

;
so all say. As a

lot more coolies are shortlj' expected, the sooner this

question is setiled the better. If it is not (hially

settled, before the new lot arrives, the example set

by these will be so bad that we may fully expect
all those arriving to follow suit and strike against

task-work. Hindustani coolies are difficult fellows

to manage, and I would m.t recommend anyone who
is not up to their ways to engage them. They are

not nearly so tractable as Polyueaians. The great

objection to the coolies ia that they are so fearfully

litigious, wliicli does not payout here, where you are
fined for the least assault or infringement of any of
the numerous labour ordinances. If you smack a cooly
on the clieek, he will lun down to the magistrate and
lay a complaint as sure as fate, and then you may
mike up .\our mind to pay from IDs upwards, ac-
c 'iding to the severity of the assault or number
of convictions against you previously I he .-Agent-
General of Immigration has the power of removing all

your labour, if you have hue" convicted more than three
times. It makes it very difficult to manage a large
body of men, when trivial a-saults are made to niucii
of and the labourer sees his master fined and cauti-
oned. Personally I am much against strikiu).' any
labourer, but still there are ccoasions, when a man is

insolent, extremely lazy, cScc
,
when it. is absolutely

n-cessary for example's sake to give him two or three
cuts with a small stick or cane. When occasions
like these occur, a certain amount of discretion ought
to be allowed to the magistrate to act apart from
the ordinance. For instance, a planter is summoned,
we will say, lor his first assault by one of his men,
who has been very insolent, and who was punished for
his insolence by having three or four cuts across his
rhoulders with a cane. Under the above circumstances,
I maintain that a caution to both would have the
desired effect, without punishing the superintendent
by fining him and allowing his labourer to go back,
crowing over what he has succeeded in doing and
setting a bad example to all the others. One may
say on the other side: "True, but why take the law
into yonr own hands, when you know you could get
the man punished by imprisonment for insolence?"
This is doubtless correct, but -still the effect would
not be nearly so good as a few cuts administered

promptly, when the man was first insolent, letting
alone the bad feeling created by taking your labourer
to court.

My scrawl has reached a greater length than I

in'euded. Sol shall conclude now by wishing Ceylon
better crops than last year.

—Yours truly,

A. J. S.

CINCHONA ANALYSES.
16th May 1S82

Sir,—Permit me to suggest through your columns
that advertizers of seed from "parent" trees should
be a little more liberal in their information. It

certainly seems very essential that, when the analysis
lias been derived from one selected tree, and,
perhaps, from nncwid shavings from that tree,
such information should be in the advertisement, or
what are intending purchasers to think ? If nothing
is said about age of trees, renewed bark, or renewed
(Hrst, second or third) shavings, one cannot but believe
that the analysis given refers to orir/imdhnrk I What
we want therefore is more ivformution oa these very
essential points. I am afraid purchasers of seed are
too often misled by ONE-SIDED STATEMENTS.

INDIA TEA IN COMPETITION WITH CHINA
AND CEYLON TEA IN THE BAZAARS IN

LIEU OF THE EXTINCT COFFEE.

Dear Sir,—The following quotation frcun an article

in the Westmmster Jievieio on "the Fair Trade movement"

may be of interest to your readers. The revievser,

noticing that part of the Fair Trade piogiamme which

pioposes that tea from India op ether parts of our

empire should be imported free, a duty of one penny
per lb. being continued ou Chinese and other foreign

teas, continues:— "Hitherto the tea planters of India
have liad to face the competition on ecjual terms of

the old established tea-growers of China, and they
have been forced to do all in their power to improv
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the quality of theii- tea. This they have clone witli

such success that ludiaii tea is uow recoguizt:d as tlic

best ill the Londoii m irkut, and the iinpnrtaticm of

Indian tea has largely increased, while that of Chinese
is almost stationary."

I do not know whether it has occurred i o Ceylon
tea-growers that a very large market is open to
them for the disposal of the cheaper kinds of tea in

the native baziais. I am told that t)ie native coffee-

gardeus, from which tlic people have been throughout
the islauil supplied with the riatiutiual cup of cotFee, are
all but extiuct. Would it not be possible lo replace
the fup of coffee by a yup of tea, if low-priced teas
made up into quarter lb. packets with showj paper,
coverings were introduced into the " kadeis

"
?

I know of one not inconsiderable station in Ceylon
at which tlie only tea procurable was akin to senna
by reason "f its mustiuess and nastiness, and the price
was PA per lb.—Yours truly, T.

[The "Fair Trade" idea of free tea from India and
the colonies, with a protective duty of Id. per lb. on
China tea, is. of course, too absurd to be seriously
considered. The tea dutj' is simply a revenue impost,
and if the ta^c is l-nvered, or, what is not unlikely at
an early date, abolished, all tea will be treated uqudly.
Attempts in India to supply native bnzaars with tea
have nut been very successful, but if planters could

dispose of their larger and broken leaf pnd their dust
tea on the spot, it would be very desirable. But
native dealers must buy from the planters and manage
the sale.—Ed.]

TO KEEP BUFFALOES OUT OP A CLEARING.
Dear Sir,—What would be the best thing to plant

under a wooden rail fence, which would grow into a
thick hedge sutfioient, to keep out buffaloes, by the
time the fence had fallen to pieces (say in 2^ years)—
elevation 2,400 feet ? LEDGERIANA..
[The green aloe, Fourcroya (jlgantea, would probably

fultil the conditions desiderated. Sapan, being a
thorny plant, makes a hedge whicli, if planted close

enough, would resist even "hnfl'aloes, but we doubt if

it would make sutiicicnt gmwih in two yearsi But
planters, (few we suspect) who have tried hedges may
be alile to give a more dehnite reply. A sunk dyke,
if of sufficient size, would be the most effectual guard,
but it would be very expensive.

—
Ed.]

SUCCESS OF NEW PRODUCTS IN CEYLON.
Dumbara, 27lh May 1882.

Dear Sir,—Some time a-o I saw a letter in jour
paper saying that Liberian coffee did not grow well
from stumps. 1 now beg to inform the writer that
I have been very successful with Liberian stumps—in

fact, they area great success, not twelve months old,
and a liner clearing you could not see, requiring no ^bade,
and growing rapidly.
The Liberian coffee is very much fonder of throwing

out .^ucker3 near the roots than C. Arabica. Thisany one
c:in see, and knows, who has aujtiiing to do with the
new variety.

Fine weather again after the short burst of the S.

\y.
monsoon. All new products are doing well in this

district, cocoa, and Liberian bearing at a tremendous
rate, when we have aged trees. No doubt there is a
great fortune for new products in the lowcountry of
Cevlon yet.

If a reaction would only set in, and capital flow
into the country, we would go ahead at a pace which
would a-itonish you. They say when things get to the
worst they must mend, but they are long in mending
this time.—Youra faithfully,

'

NEW PRODUCTS.

LEAF-DISEASE OR UNPROPITIOUS RAINFALL
1 .S'. SHORT COFFEE CROPS IN CEYLON.

28th May 18S2.

Sir,-I have just received your supplement,
"
Public

Works Department Return of Rainfall during 1881
"

and I find that, in Deoendjcr of last year, tlie figures
relating to the coffee districts in the Central Province
are far away in excess of the figures given represent-
ing "mean, during 10 years."

Well, we shoulrl probably not have suffered from
having double, or, as has been the case in some of
the Kandy districts, even treUu the amount of run
usually apportioned to December, if th;it month had
been followed by something like an average rainfall
for January, February and March. I believe, how-
ever, that it is a fact we were overwhelmed in' tliese
months, and if you tind such to have been the case
(1 have not the figures to refer to), small wonder say
it the blossoming season this year, on the Kaudv
side, sliould have proved such a disastrous one
to propriethors. Yet we are told by the editor,

" C
Times," tat the weatlier was "simply splendid"!
Perhaps you will be able to throw some light upoii
this question—either by the P. W. D. returns or by
those of the Surveyor-tieneral, say, for the 'months
indicated, comparing them with the mean of previous
10 years for December, and of 11 years for January
February and March.

Looking at the returns for the N. W. Province I
see Kurunegala is credited with a rainfall in Decem-
ber last of no less than 40-1.5 inches against for that
month a mean during JO years of tJ'Oo !

In the Central Provuice, Dikoya would appear to
be an exception, havmg had apparently only an average
raintall in December, say, 1070, against a mean of
0-13 for 10 years !—Yours. DELUGE '

OPERATIONS OF THE CALCUTl'A TBA SYNDIC
ATE: AMERICAN TEA.

Calcutta, 10th March.— Since the issue of the
circular of the 26th January, the Committee of the
tea syndicate have received some valnable information
from New York, which they think will be of use in
guiding shippers with reference lo the preparation of
their teas for the American market.

You are probably aware tliat, in the opinion of the
Committee and the members gemrallv, our Indian
black teas should stand upon their own intrinsic merits
and that it would hardly be an advisable policy to
manufacture a speciul class of tea for a particular
market. On the other hand, our friends in America
strongly advocate the shipment of snmeijarcels of .r,een
t,-a, and their views on this point are worthy of
consideration.

lu a letter dated 9th January 18S2, from Messrs
John C. Phillips & Co., of New Y'ork, to Messrs'
Whitney Brothers & Co., of Calcutta, an extract
from which has been kindly sent to the Committee
thty write ;—" Wb note that you find very little
disposition among planters to make green teas, but
we trust you will not relax your efforts in this
dir ction, for from even a small beginning of 10
15, or 25 packages, which could not g.ve any of
them much trouble, great results might come in
timo. It would not prevent our work at the same
t:m? uion the black teas, and we take it planters«o,dd not be sorry to fiml a d. mand for the
green if not for the black. We have sent to Mr
Mi.gor complete tamples nf green teas lately .sold heie
fr.m only an average class in qualiiy, with prices
obtaineil for each line, and we feel confident that the
value will in many lines show a good margin for profit
if made from Indian teas."

'

The samples of green teas i, lerrtd to above have not
yet oome lo hand, but a va;u..tion report upon them
will be circulated in due course.
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With regard to black teas for the American market,

Mr. Sibthoip writes on the 13th January :—
" A black leaf tea with a flavoury liquor, like a good

Kancra Valley Pekoe Souchoug, will sell most readily

here." Tippy teas are. not cared/or, the tips being looked

on as more or Icsn a drawhark to the appearance. The

leaf should be small and even, agsimilating as nearly

as possible to a China congou, to be easy of sale

Kough souchong teas and broken leaves are very hard

to deal with, and reddish looking or mixed teas are

also difficult of sale. Time and knowledge of our teas

will, no doubt, overcome many of tliese prejudices, but

at present they are very strong."

A telegram dated 24th ultimo from this gentleman,

at New York, las been received as follows :— " Good

auction 250 packages. Can sell equal quantity weekly

tillJuly."
This is very ealisfactory as a commencement of

operations in that Market, 'and as the total shipments

of the Syndicate to New York amount to 3.299 pack-

ages, there is about a three months' supply for our

agents to deal with.

Mr. Sibthorp's report upon j
the tea trade of the

United States and Canada has no doubt been

read with interest, but the I'ommittee think it

well to draw your special attention to his remarks

upon the style of package most liliely to prove
attractive to buyers.

" Before I close, one thing

I would like to impress strongly on those who take an

interest in working up these foreign markets is that the

present style of packing consider.ibly retards the tale

of Indian teas. Large paclcmjes are unscdeahlc, except at

a considirnbly reduced price: Iiatf chests containinrj 38 to

5 Ihs. mit will .tell mod rapidly. They should be neatly

finished and marked, so that, instead of being, as they

are considered here, an eye-sore in the retail dealer's

shop, they would pre.ve an at'ractive ornament. There

is a strnnijei- feeling here against rough packing (of any
kind of goods) than I can give you any idea of. A
retail dealer will not purchase a rough package, as he

calculates it would be likely to keep customers out of

his 'store.' One reason I think why the Japanese have

got such a strong hold on these markets is the remaik-

ably neat, way iu which their packages are made up ; they
are neatly matted and papered with a stylish label,

setting forth the class they claim to contain. I cnnnot

see wliy we should not vie with the Japanese iu this,

and that the trouble taken would be well repaid I have

not the slightest doubt." The size of the cliest should

be the same as that rtcommeuded for Australia, viz.,

V. 5" X 1' . 5" X 1' . 3".

The Committee would also draw particular attention

to the style of tea most in favor, as reported above by
Mr. Sibthorp. It is possible that other gr.ides may be

found saleable, as our teas become better known in the

Americtin market, but it is imposeible to express any
more decided opinion on this point at present, and it is

only by judiciously iryiog the market that we cau ascert-

ain the probabilities of other classes attractiny buyers,

as they have done in Australia.

The advice^ which have lately been received from

New York show that most grades of Indian black

teas have met with a favourable reception in that

market. The exception is bioken tea, for which

tliere appears at piesent to be little or no demand,
bur our agents think that tins may be developed in

time, as has been the case iu Melbourne. They write

very strongly as to the desirability of keeping the

New York market supplied with our good liquoiing

blak te^s during the next few months, when the

scarcity of t'hina congous must increase, 'o that the

dealers may look to Indian tea-i for their supply of

early tine teas next season instead of to China teas,

as hitherto.

MociiA Coffee, while still considered the most

delicately flavored, has the merit of being the parent
stock from which all other coffees, except Liberian

and some other A'rican and a few East India sorts,

have sprung, its superiority being in all probability due
to the excellent soil and even climate of that part of

Arabia.*—Merchants' Review.

Planting in Burmah.—The local Gtovernment is try-

ing to induce people to take up waste lands in theTavoy
distrirt for planting coffee, tea, cinchona and spices. Th«
terms on which tliese grants will be given are ad-

vertized in the Rangoon Gazelle, and they are suffici-

ently liberal to attract settlers, except perhaps that'

the Government reserve all minerals and metals under
and within the lands granted. It would be better, I

think, to allow the grantee to get any metals, or

minerals which he was fortunate enough to find, on

payment of a royalty. In the recent cases for com-

pensation on account of land taken up for the Kokhine
water-works, the Government wished to assert that

even brick-making was not allowed on land they had

granted freehold for ever, and, under the conditions

advertized, planters would, perhaps, find that they
were infringing the rules, if they made bricks out of

the clay on their grants tor their own dwellings. As

regards payment of revenue, the terms are liberal, ten

years being given rent free, provided hotid fide steps
to cultivate a reasonable proportion of the land are

taken by the grantee. The lands are said to be at

altitudes varying from 100 to 6,800 feet above the sea,

with a rainfall of from 190 to 220 inches a year.
Government will further pay to the first four grantees
who begin bond fide planting operations K1.5 per head
for every Indian or Chinese cooly, male or female,
over 16 years of age, who may be settled or housed
on their' pkantations before the 1st March 1885.—
Friend of India.

Tea.—At a recent meeting of the Society of Arts, a

discussion took place as to the relative cost of producing
a pound of tea in China and iu India. We are not in a

position to speak of the cost in China, but we think

that there is more recent data fo fixing the cost in

India than the figures of 1879. According co the gen-
eral opinion of the meeting, the average cost in China

wasSJd., while in India and Ceylon it wa^ lOJd., the

extremes of figures presented to the meeting running
from 4|d. tols. 4d., the average of China .and India

taken together being fixed at about did. As we said

before, we do not feel competent to challenge the figures

for Chim, but we believe those for ludia are very near

the truth, always, be it remembered, for 1S79. If an

enquiry were made into the presentjcost of manufactur-

ing a pound of tea, we think it would be found to be

about SIX annas, all charges included, up to the time
when the tea leaves the factory. A further charge of

two annas lands it in the London warehouse, and as the

shipper iu India gets the advantage of the difference

in exchange, this sum of eight annas is really equal to

tenpence, which is the cost of a pound of tea laid down
in London. The average price realized is as near as may
be one shilling and sixpence, so tliat, given a properly

managed garden, tea ought to pay and pay well. The

great anomaly is the vast difference between the price
realized by the grower and that paid by the coiisumer.

The average price realized at the Mincing-lane sale being
1b. 6d. makes the entire cost to the tea mercbant, with

duty added, 2s. per lb., and this is very much less than

the average price paid by the consumer. We do not

grudge the grower bis profit, .as he has to risk his

money, and frequently suffer losses from bad seasons

and other causes, but tiie middleman gets the lion's

share.— Friend of India

* We need scarcely remind our readers that cofiee

found its way to Mocha, or ratker the ranges of Arabia

Felix, from Abyssinia.
—Ed,
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Ceylon Cocoa.—16 cwt. of Mr. Forbes Laurie's cocoa

has realized at R54 per cwt., the parcel being bought
for despatch to the continent.

IiNDiAiN Tea in America.—We find the following

paragraph in the Pioneer :—The Honorary Secretary
of the Calcutta Tea Syndicate writes :—" With re-

gard to the American demand, I may state that the

advices of the agents of the Syndicate ar.> most en-

couraging as to the future prospects of the trade in

Indian teas. The quantity hitherto shipped has not

been large, and will unfortunately not be sufficient

to last till the first shipments of the new crop ar-

rive from this side, but the committee hope to he

able to send forward full supplies this season. Upon
the strong recommendation of our new York agents,
the committpe have sanctioned a liberal expenditure
for advertisements in all the principal newspapers
throughout the United States, and all that is now

required is, as you suggest, that gardens should

make ample contributions of tea to meet the de-

mand which will no doubt follow."

The Calcutta "Engli.shman" on Coffee Products.—
"

It is estimated that the world's total consumption of

coffee reaches now 550,000 tons [11,000,000 cwt.] per
annum. Of this the European consumption amounts to

37Ci,OuO tons [7,400,000 cwt.] and the American to

180,000 tons [3,600,000 cwr.] The increase in Europe
has been at the rate of about 10 per cent, in every five

years, but in America the demand has grown more

rapidly, the increase being on the average 35 per cent,

in every five years. By far the chief portion of the

supply comes from Brazil, the crops thence for next

season being estimated at some 360,000 tons [7,200,000

cwt.] Ceylon will, it is thought, give not mnch more
than 30,000 tons [600,000 cwt.] The remainder of the

supply comes from portions of Arabia (a very small

quiiutity, but of first rate quality), from some of the

West India Islands, therepnblicsof Central A morica, some
of the settk-ments on the east and west coasts of Africa,
and two or three islands in the Pacific, Java and Madras,
Java being the greatest producer in the worldafter Brazil.

Coffee is said to be at present in a state of over pro-
duction. A surplus stock of some 35,000 tons [700, UOO

cwt.) is believed to have renmined over the year in the

hamis of the dealers. A bad harvest in Biazd is there-

fore at present their hope, but there does not appear to

be much chance of its fulfilment, the season in Brazil

having been so far all that could be desired. The over

production has not, it seems, as yet made itself felt to

any extent among the planters in that country, the loss

falling entirely on the dealers who have been too

sanguine in their purchases. Existing planta'ious in

Brazil, while not being extended, are yet not being
curtailed. If the planters pursue the same policy
for a few years more and are not in a hurry to extend
their gardens, consumption will, it is estimated, over-

take the production by 1SS7. By that time th« annual

consumption in Europe will, it is reckoned, have in-

creased by not less than 35.000 tons [70U.OOO cwt.] aud
m America by at least 40,000 tons [SUO.OOO cwt.] The
coffee trade has thus a prosperous future to look for-

ward to. Some of the more eauguire dealers believe

that even should the Brazil planters continue to extend
cultivation in obedience to a growing demand, they
will not be able to go on with that operation much
further, for they hold that the limits of production
have been almost reached, by reason chii fly of the in-

superable dilficulties c 'Uuected with an adeciuate sujiply
of suitable labour. This fact should encourage the

the desponding planters in Madras and Ceylon."
In I he above article, we nave reduced the tons to

hundredweights in every case, as that is our modest

way of counting in Ceylon. In regard to further

extension iu Brazil, the factor of disease in the

coffee bushes, as well as that of labour, must be
calculated.

Kelbuene Ci.nchona Trees. —The nett proceeds of the

bark, from the 130 suocirubra trees, will be about £440
sterling, or about £3 7s sterling per tree, without
root ba)-Ic The trees were coppiced and are now send-

ing up vigorous steins, only one dead stool being
found among the hundred and thirty.

— "Ceylon
Times."

I.NDIGO.— It has long been accepted as a truism that
he man is a benefactor to the human race, who can
make two blades of grass grow where only one grew
before. Son-ewhatin that liglit, saya the Englishman,
ought indigo planters to regard the patented inventions
of Mr. E. Schroltky for improving both the quantity
and quali'y of the produce of the indigo plant. The
results of Mr. So rottky's process invariab'y obtained
a higher market price than the produce of the same
factories under the ordinary processes of manufacture.
Adulteration of Tea and Coffee in Ger.masy,

In the adulteration of coffee, mixtures of earth, su^ar.
flour, and cofi'ee extract are frequent ; seeds, roots,
rye and other kinds of grain, pease, beans, germs,
stones of dates, chicory, and mineral substances, Veneti-
an red, are extensively used. Ground cofiee is often
mixed with ground and dried liver of animals. Tea
is colored black with graphite, and colored green with
Prussian blue and cnrcinua. Leaves thus treated receive
a portion of porcelain dust. Leaves of other plants and
trees, hawthorn, willows, strawberry, &c.

, are colored
with substances dangerous to health, and mixed with
genuine tea leaves.—American Exporter.
L.AND Sales.—We are surprized to learn that

146 acres of vei-y fine forestlaud adjoining Nayapana
estate, Pussellawa, were sold at the Kandy Kach-
cheri on the 31st ttltimo, for no more than R20 per
acre. Adjoming the forest there is one of the finest
cinchona fields in the country, and the purchaser of
tlie block (whose name has not reached us) may be
congi-atulated on his Ijargaru. A few years ago such
choice forest would have realized at least RlOO, and
probably nearer R200 per acre. At Kalutara, yes-
terday, Messrs. Leechman & Co. added to tlieu- ex-
tensive properties in that neighbourhood by pur-
chasuig two blocks of 147 and 175 acres, respect-
ively, at a little over upset -price. This land is in-

tencletl for Liberiau coffee and I'ubber, for which it

is very suitable. We are glad to learn in this con-
nection that a carefid trial is to be given to carb-
olic acid vapour as a cure for Hemilda rastatrix
on a ten-acre field on Udapolla Liberian cofi'ee plant-
ation, under tlie carefid direction of Mr. .Jardine
whose opinion of the result will be awaited with
interest by the planting comniunity.

Ceylon Tea.—Yesterday (June 7th) at Messrs. Ro-
binson & Dunlop's offices, Mr. Maclaren, of the Calcutta
firm of Messrs. William Morau & Co., tea and indigo
brokers, tasted and valued a good number of samples of

Ceylon teas, in the piesence of the agents of the proper-
tits where the teas were grown and made. None of the
teas were valued under Is 2d some as high as 23
and even 2s 4d. The samples tasted on this ooca.
sion shewed how much we have yet to learn in

Ceylon in mahing tea ; many of the samples shewed
under or over fermentation, and one sample was
declared to be nearly apprnaching vinegar in taste,
an opinion which caused a hasty retreat on the part
of the proprietor who was present. There were also

many instances of overfiring. Much satisfaction was
expressi'd at the information so kindly given by Mr.
Maclaren, whose long practical experience as a tea-
taster and in tea generally entitles his opinions to
the deference they meet witli in Calcutta. Mr. Maj-
laren thinks very highly of the future of Ceylcn teas,
if their growing and making become primary consic'er-
ations aud are not made secondary to coii'eo and cin-

chona.—"Ceylon Times."
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The Population of Assam appear to be better off

tliau ia any other part of India, owing to tlie great
abundance of culturable laud, the light asstssmeiit, aud
the high prices commanded hy every kind of laljour.

It is said to be rare to find a cultivator who ha? not
laid up in his granary food sufficicni for two or three

years' consumption, aud should he have any difficulty
in selling enough of the hoarded grain to pay rent or

revenue, a few days' labour on a tea plantation or ou
the roads will place him in possession of a sufficient

suiir for the purpose. The heavy fall last year in the

price of rice caused some embarrassmi^nt, but matters
are gradually re-adjusting theras<-lves.—Plouee>\
The Duty on Coffek.—According to Mr. Gladstone,

the duty on coffee iu ISSl was only £189,000. As a
source of revenue to the Home Government, coffee

occupies a rather insif^nificant position, and the question
arises whether the duty might not be advantageously
abolished. In 1867-8, the duty on chicory, cocoa and
coffee comhined, yielded £523,000. The revenue derived
from the same sources in 187-1-5 had fallen to £310,000,
and in 1881 to £300,000. In 1872 the duty ou coffee

was reduced from 3d to IJd per lb The social move-
ment adverse to alcohol has had no effect on the

cotisnmption of the beiry, though a marked iucre.ise

is shown in the consumption of tea, the revenue from
which has grown from £3.350,000 ill 1S(J7 to £4,2110,000
in liSSl, It seems to us that it would have been
better to have abolished tlie coff'ee duty altogether,

leaving the manufaoturfrs of spurious articbs to be
dealt with under the Adulteration Act. The repeal
of the duty would have been a boon to the coffee

planters in Ceylon aud Southern India, while the loss

of revenue to the Home Government would have been

insignificant.
— J/. Mail.

Indian Tea Jstimatbpoe 1881 82. —From a state,

meut wliich has reached us from the Indian Tea As-

sociation, we are enabled to place before our readers the
estimated and actual crops of 1881 aid the estimated and
probable crop of 1SS2, The figures have been obtained
from the various tea ageucj' lirms in Calcutta and from
the proijrietors and managers ofgardens. Lastjy ear's estim-
ated figures proved about 11 j per cent, in exces-i of the
actual crops. The estimate for 1882 has been reduced to

make allowance fur this excess. The following are the

figures for the years ISSl and 1882 respectively :
—

Chop of 1881.

Estimated. Actual.
Assam ... 28,347,00 24.390,372
Cachar aud Sylhet ... 15,018,180 13,1)03.016

Darjeehng aud Dooars ... 7,730.li20 7,403,203

Ohittagous ... 880,880 746,895
Other districts ... 2,116,1)00 1,935,000

54,093,880
Chop op 1882.

Estira.ated.

Assam ... 29,373,318
Oachar and 8ylhet ... 16,347,030

Darjeeling and Dooars ... 8,755,{>72

Chittagong . . . 836,720
Other districts ... 2,320,4U0

48,378,936

Probable.

25,272,000

15,133,0(10

8,384,000
709,000

2,121,000

57,633,170
^

51,619,000
The local consumption of ludian tea, including the

requirements of Government, may be taken at 1^- mil-

lions of lb., and if, as is hoped, the shipments to

Australia and America should amount to 2 millions,
there will remain from the probable crop of 18S2 about
48 millions of lli. for export to the United Kingdom.
It is possible gardens may work nearer their estimates

of outiurn in the current season than in the past,
but the General Committee consider the figures given
as the probable crop of 1882 will be found to be a

fair estimate.—Calcutta Englhhman. [The probable
outturn of Indian tea being51,G19, 0001b., Ceylon will more
than make up the round 52 millions.—Ed.J

CixcHONA Feep.ifuge.—Quinine is being steady,
surperseded by the cinchona febrifuge produced in
India. It is now in fieneral use iu Government hos-
pitals, and enters largely into private practice. Only
3,064 lb. of quiuine were imported last year, as against
7,409 lb. in 1879-80.— il/o(7rfls Mail.
What we Owe to thu Trees.—A country cannot

continue to be populous, nor highly civilized when
its forests, or their equivalent in coal, are lost to
it. But this loss has been experienced by many
nations. The whole Eastern world was once well
wooded. Eoman and Greek writers assure us of this.
Vast regions of Europe aud Asia, by wars and
wantonnp.ss and imprudence, have been stripped of
their forests. A belt of woodland stretching from
the Pyrenees to the Himalayas has been swept away,
and that whole region, once fertile aud populous,
uow barely sustains a people scanty iu uumbers.
It is a significant fact that great deserts now oc-

cupy the original seat of the human race, aud ex-
tend on every route of their migrations. Humboldt
is reported as saying : "Men iu all climates seem
to bring upon future generations two calamities
at once—a want of fuel aud a scarcity of water."
Tii6 two come alike from the destruction of forests.—fjai'pcr^s. [Thi.s reminds us of a Sinhalese serv-

ant's delight with a plantir's bungalow on a uewlv
formed estate, witii firewood all round and a full

stream "f water running p.ast the kitchen. It was to

him, accustomed to pay for firewood and e\tu water
in Colombo, a land flowing with milk and honey !

—
Ed.]

The peohieition op the sale op date dust and
OTiiEE RUBBISH AS COFFEE is thus noticed in the

Planters' GuTMte :
—

The manufacturers of date, fig, maize, malt aud dande-
lion coffee, aud the host of ingenious persons who worked

up carrots, cabbage stalks, and other refuse into a semblance
of the best plantation will find their occupation gone since

they can no longer give their worthless rubbish a fictitious

value by misappropriating the uame of coffee. Hencefor-
ward they will he compelled to sell then- wares for what

they really are, which simply meaus that they will find no
one foolish enough to buy them. The step is therefore a

highly important oue iu the right direction, but we cannot

help hoping that, when the Adulteration Act is under

discussion, it may be possible to insert a clause completing
the protection wliich producers and consumers alike have
a right to demand. We mean a provision by which retailers

of coli"ee and chicory mixture should be compelled to state

what aro its proportions, aud to abide by the consequences
of misrepresentation. This seems to us to follow as a

natural corollary, and it would involve no undue hardships
ou honest tradesmen nor interfere with Jegituuatc business.

It will be observed that Mr. Gladstoue was iuduced to Jay
au embargo upon coffee mixtures other than chicory simply
from revenue considerations, aud not because justice to the

coffee grower and consumer demaniled it. Possibly he

thought that, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, the principal

aspect of the case was aloue within his purview, and, being
couviuced that cousimiption, aud hence the customs

reveuue, suffered tlirough wholesale adulteration, he re-

solved to stop it. This fact, however, demonstrates the
wisdom of tho.se who have been conducting the agitation

here, for it was precisely this point that they thrust

into ijrominence, and at the same time they refrained ad-

visedly from .any attempt to interfere with chicory, well

knowing that their position would ouly be weakened thereby.
In congratulating om- planting frieuds iu Ceylon, Kouth
India, and .Jamaica, upon what has already been achieved,
we must not omit to say that they are largely indebted for

it to BIr. H. Pasteur, of the well-known firm of Patry &
Pasteur, by whom this movement was iuitiated, aud who
has sjjared neither time nor trouble to carry it through. It

is impossible, indeed, to read Mr. Gladstone's sjieech without
the convictiou that he has been impressed by the arguments
atlvanced in Jlr. Pasteur's able letters .since he adopted sub-

.stautially the same line. The London Chamber of Commerce
must also come iu for its share of the credit, as it took up
the cause con amort:
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COFFEE AND CHICOXiY,
Thei-e can be no doubt that Sir James Elphinstone

is right iu the letter which we publish elsewhere, aad

the Plftuttra' Association and Chamber of Commerce
of Ceylou ought to give the Britisli Government no

peioe until coffee ia placed on precisely the same foot-

ing as tea. The permission to mix even chicory

opL-us a wide door for fraud as well as for the de-

terioration of taste if not health by the sanction given
to ijroportions up to 90 per cent of the ground root.

Here is the definition of chicory from an impartial

authority, Webster's American Dictionary ;—
Chicory—n [Fr chlcorce. It. cicoria, cicorea, Lat. dehor-

iuiUt (Hot.) A plant of the genus Cichorittt/i, or succory. C
lattfhus, or wild cliiccory, is exteu.sively cultivated and
used for adulterating coffee, the roots being dried, roasted,
aud ground with the coffee-bean.

U'e Siiid years ago and we repeat our state-

ment now that representative planting and mere-

anlile bodies in the coffee-growing British depend-
encies will not be doing their duty until they
make this very real gripvance the occasion of an annual

memorial to the Treasury. To allow mixtures of

"coffee and chicory" to be sold without specifying
the proportion of the latter as a check upon retail

dealers, is to perpetuate a gross injustice towards both
the producer aud consumer. But better far than to

specify the proportions would be to forbid all mixtures,
"the woikiiig man" buying his cofifoe aud chicory

separately inthesame way,—asSirJames Elphinstone well

points out—as he now buys his tea and sugar. We
readily acknowledge that m this matter theConservativen
have held views sounder and more just in our opinion
than successive Liberal Governments, and ever since, is

1870, Mr. Ilucker, senior, personally recounted to us the

history of his prolonged agitation and his repeated
rebulis at the Treasury, we have looked for redress

with more hope to Mr. Hubbard's and Sir James

Elphinstoue's political friends than to the other side.

Mr. (iladstone has, however, done a certain amount
of justice at last to the coffee interest, but by
no means a full measure ; and the sale of coffee pure
and smiple, like tea, cocoa or sugar, ought to be

the claim of every producer, merchant and right,

minded colonist, until the full remedy is applied-
We trust Sir James Elphiustone's timely appeal will

bear fruit both in the tiaudy Association aud Co-

lombo Chamber. The tender of thanks for the con-

cession already made—or rather the wrong so far

righted
—ought to be accompanied by a request for

full justice to an important and much-tried industry

atl'eoting India as well as Ceylon aud the West In-

dies. Like Oliver Twist we must all cry out for
"
More," and if we only cry with due zeal and

persistency, we are certain with so good a claim,
to get what we want.

SIR JAMES ELPHINSTONE ON COFFEE AD-

ULTERATION : A CALL TO FURTHER AGIT-

ATION AGAINST THE MIXTURE OF CHICORY.
—THE COLOMBO HARBOUR WORKS.

London, May 1st, 18S2.

Dear Sip.,— I enclose the Treasury minute pro-

hibiting entirely the introduction and sale of those
8

vegetalile subslauces which have hitherto acted so

prejudicially on the consumption of our staple:
3. Resolved :

—That the duty of excise on vegetable m.atter
grown m the. United Kingdom applicable to the uses of
chicory or coffee (other than chicory) shall cease to be pay-
able, and the sale or exposm-e for sale of any such vegetablematter in imitation of, or mixed with, chicory or coffee shall
be rendered illegal.

4. Ri'sblved:—That, towards raising the Supply granted
to Her Majesty, the duties of Customs now charged on tea
.shall continue to be levied and charged on aud after the
fii-st day of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
two, until the first day of August, one thousand eight
huncb-ed and eighty-tlu-ee, on importation into Great
Britain or Ireland (that is to say) : on
Tea... ... ... ... ... the lb. 6d.

5. Resolved -.—That the duties of Customs on vegetablo
matter applicable to the uses or chicory of coffee (other
than chicory) shall cease to be payable, and the importation
as merchanflise of any such vegetable matter mixed with
coffee or chicory shall be prohibited.

Chicory is still permitted to be mixed with coffee

and we ought not to cease our endeavours until we
enforce the separate sale of the articles. The plea
is tliat a portion of chicory improves coffee. If so,
which I am not disposed to admit, let those who
like it use it as suits their taste. Every one uses

sugar with tea, but I never heard of tea being sold
mi.xed with sugar.
Tea is guarded from all admixture. Why should not

coffee be equally protected ? the Government could not
resist the indueutial power brought to bear on them
by Mr. Hubbard, and, if they insist on coffee and

chicory being sold separately, it could not be per-
mitted to continue iu the jireseut unsatisfactory practice.
The influence of jour journal can do mucli to

stimulate and continue the agitation, and a petition ou
the subject sent to Mr. Hubbard to the above effect

H-ould enable him to obtain a concession so just and
so reasonable.—I remain, dear sir, yours very truly,

J. D. H. ELPHINSTONE.

COFFEE "AS SAFE AS THE BANK OF
ENGLAND.

In these days of depression and despondency among
nearly all connected with cofl'ee planting in Ceylon,
it is a real pleasure to meet with a gentleman who,
with large experience and gi-eat responsibilities, can

testify to a prosperous coffee plantmg enterprize under
the care of Europeans, and in a place so near at hand as

the Bamboo division of Coorg iu Southern India.

Mr. Meynell, the gentleman we refer to, is agent for the

jilantations of the late Jlr. Donald Stewart (

' '

King of

Coorg"), once in Ceylon, as well as for several other pro-

perties, and, after eighteen years' experience, he has

no hesitation in saying that at no previous period
was coffee doing better or the enterprize on a erptinos
basis than it now is in the " bamboo "

land in Coorg.
The " borer

"
is no longer a persistently troublesome

enemy, indeed, it seems to have almost disappeared,
while the Coorg planter thinks very little of the leaf

fungus hcmikki vastatrix. But Mr. MeyneU does not
attribute the comparative exemption from what is our
worst foe in Ceylon, to any particular kind of coffee

Nalkanaad or otherwise— as Mr. J. S. Middle-
ton led us to infer. Mr. MeyneU rather agrees with

what Mr. R. H. Elliott of Mysore told us about the

good effect of shade. One uninterrupted expanse
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fifteen by ten miles of coffee-planted land in Coorg
is so thoroughly shaded that from a contiguous em-

inence a stranger would suppose it to be all forest.

The testimony. to the value of "shade" for coffee

(at an elevation of from 3,500 to 3,800 feet) is so

opposed to nearly all experience under similar cu'-

cumstances in Ceylon, as to be unaccountable were

it not for other advantages possessed by the fortunate

planters referred to. The "bamboo" land under

shade is amongst the richest in the hiUs of India : tlu-ee

and four feet deep of virgin forest mould and free rich

soil is not uncommon, and the climate is so forcing, and

yet dry, that the cotfee has no diliioulty in forming and

setting blossom—indeed, the shade probably prevents

the blossom being burnt oft'. The prolonged periods

of drought in Coorg go a great way to account for

the freedom from leaf-disease. But more remains ;

high cultivation has been systematized to such an

extent that, as Mr. Meynell says, coffee cultivation

is now as carefully conducted on the generally flat bam-

boo land as market gardening is at home. The late Mr.

Stewart laid down the rule that, for every bandy-load

of coflee transported to the coast, a load of manure

must be carried back. This is easily managed, because

there is no rice or food supplies to be carted for coolies.

The labourers buy their rice freely and cheaply in the

surroimding villages, and the Coorg planters liave now

a superabundant supply of labourers. Mr. Meynell's

constituents have then- own manure works on the coast,

importing the raw material—coprolites, bones, and

guano
—direct, and preparing and mixing them in theii'

store. That "bamboo" estates are well supplied with

fertilizing substances as well as kept perfectly clear of

weeds, will be understood when we mention that the

rate allowed for expenditure is equal toRlOO per acre.

In Ceylon during these " hard tunes," plantations

are worked for less tlian half this amount, kept clean,

but not of course manured. Indeed, we know of estates

in good order on wliich the expenditure does not

exceed R30 and R40 per acre, one-fourth of which

again is allowed for superintendence ; but, alas !

this includes no manure, and it is very evident that,

if we are to see good crops of coffee here again, ex-

penditure in fertilizing substances must be incurred.

Meantime we can only wish our Coorg neighbours

a continuance of then- good fortune and equal success in

the cinchona enteipi'ise (more particularly M-ith Ledger
seed) which tliey have lately begun. We may men-

tion that the Nalkanaad coffee seed received iu Cey-
lon shewed no exemption from the leaf fungus : the

plants in the nursery were very severely attacked, but

not killed out, as was the case with a nursery formed

out of an importation of very fine picked Java seed

which two Dikoya planters got over at considerable

expense some years ago. This Java investment was a

complete failure.

It might be worth trying in a comer of the Badulla

district—with gooil soil and a hot di-y elLmate—
whether the cultivation of shade trees after the Coorg
fasliion would save coffee from the fungus ; but then

the shade ought to be backed uji by liberal cultiv-

ation, and how can manures be transported and applied

without railway extension ?

THE TROPICAL SWING : PROSPERITY
AND DEPRESSION.

(The views of an old plmiter and merchant.)
The sketch given in your leader of the 1st inst. of the

present state of agiicultural depression in Ceylon and of

previous ebbs in the tide of local enterprize is true and

very interesting. Still, whether regardi'd as a historical
sketch, or as a view of the present as compared with
former periods of depressir.n, it is. of course, incomplete.
As far as it goes, neither friend nor foe could gainsay a
word of it ; but, as a friend of the Ceylon planter, I
feel strongly tempted to add a few words.

Historioallv, when tile present situation of agricul-
tural enterpiize is comp.ired with past periods of aepres
sion, the parallel soon fails. There are some general
points of resemblance, but also strongly m.arked differ-

ences. The points in which the rlepression of the pre-
sent time resembles those of former visitations are

'

obvious ; but the differences are not so evident, even
to those who, like myself, have witnessed and closely
watched all the successive ebbs since 1846. Reiluced
incomes; forced restrictions of domestic and nati' nal

expenditure ; stagnation of trade and commerce ;aud
individual distress and ruin hive, in all such periods,
produced their inevitable train of miseries, personal
and general; but even these common results of adver-

sity have been intensified in this last, and still present,
period by its unpreoedentedly long duration.

In all our disasters, the indomitable spirit of the

planters has been cousidcuous, but in no previcuis per-
iod has this characteristic bienso strongly developed
as in this long protracted ebb, ptrsistei-tly pnrsuiig its

course through a whole dtcade. If, in the earlier years
of this period, high prices sustained the hopes and
energies of the planters, and, if good crops, altera atin"
with the disastrously bad ones, helped to keep up
their spirits ; yet, the fact th,xt each successive altern-
ation showed a f itelul decline upon the one preced-
ing looked portentous and shook the very ground woik
of their hopes. And when, at length, the crop which
in accordance with previous altern;itioris, should have
been a large one, proved to be the worst of all, the
sickness of deferred and disappointed hope struck' des-
pair into many a brave heart. S:ill, toe cu;mination
of mistoitni.e was yet to come. A heavy fill in prices
brought about a climax, of which our previous history
furnishes no example. The loug-protracted ebb,
wrought by a comijination of elemental disturbances'
natural pests, and financial difficulties, duriu"- which
so many brave men liave been stranded, has no
parallel in any former period.

In ISil) the blow to our enterprize was sharp, Le-

youd all the disasters we have siiflered since, but it
was sliort. Tlie fall then was terrible, but it was
one frightful plunj^e, in which the utmost depth was
reached at once. Recovery, thouuh slow and painful
at first, began almost immediately after the shock
and was stead) and progressive. The planter realized
at ouce the full measure of his misfortune, and was
not then subject, as he has lately been, to the frii/ht-
ful ordeal of succe.-sive falls, in each turn bringing
new disappointments, and landing their victims in still
lower depths of ruin.

Another stionglj -marked point of difference between
this last and previous periods of depression, is in the
comparatively few changes of proprietory. In 1846 a
ocmvulsion of the agricultural enterprize was caused
by the immense number of estates which changed hands,
and which during the change were, in many cases',
allowed ito fall into neglect. At that period many
estates were deluged w ith weeds and a prey to disorder
presenting a picture of desolation and ruin.
A stranger visiting our country now would hardly

believe in the fact of agricultural depression, if h
judged by the beautiful order which almost every wher
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prevails on our estates. Ho would rather believe from
I he numerous youug products springing up amongst
the cotifee, in a rejuvpnescenoe than a decay of enter-

prize. He could see far more signs of vigorous young
lifn than of decrepitude and dfcline. He would be

much more likely to infer an influx of new capital

into tlie country than an utter depreciation of the

old. He would leave the groaning circles in Colombo

expecting to find the coffee tields wasted, leafless,

barrcM, and would find thorn luxuriant with coffcp,

still showing wonderful order and vitality, and with

uuiiierous rival products ready lo take its place or sup-

plement its shortcomings. In truth, there is no feature

of the present crisis in which it contrasts so 3tron'.;ly

with all its predecessors, as in this wonderful order,

vit^Uity and promise visible on all the estates.

There are other points on which, a^ an old fogey,
I might be tempted to prose, but I will venture to

mention onlv just one more point of difference between

1846 and 1882.

'I'he planter of 184(5 thanked his stars he was not

married. Poor fellow ; he knew no better ! Ou the

other hand, he of 1882 may, and perhaps does, feal

how much of all that has kept his head above water,

during this period of ever-recurring visitations "f

miefortuue, has been due to the gentle, but never fail,

ing influence, inspiration and encouragement of a wife,

and to the unspeakalile solace of a home and a eom-

paninn in his trouble. If, in some rare case, the family
care has intensifled the sharpness of individual suf-

fering, in the great majority of cases, family com-

forts have forlitied the energies of the struggling plan-

ter, ,ind minimized persomil and iudividual misery.
The planter of 1882 owes to the influence of woman
the greatest comfort, the most wholesome stimulus,
aud the most effectual encouragement he has had to

help him in his difficulties ; and, in many cases, he

owes to her the generous forbi arance of his creditor !

When better times come, and, of course, they must
come, or else tlie end of Hi'-- utorld, because, > on know,
(J I yIon planters are not the only people whom this wave
of agricultural depression victimizes ; they only share

a common lot, and they are eure to rise along with

the rest. I say, when good times return, we must
not forget how much gratitude we owe the ladies. I

concluue this bit of old fogeyism with hearty good
wishes to the planters and' best cheers for those real

hcToinis, their wives. G. W.

INJURIOUS INSECTS.*
The authoress of this useful book has long been

known tor her labouis in the department of entomo-

1 igy, an. I has furnished us for several years past with

various useful notes and observations on injurious
insect.s.

This manual will be found of much interest to Cey-
lou planters, entomologi.-ts, and alsoto the meteorologiet.

Although many of the insects referred to do not exist

h re, yet there are many of the same genus around us.

The timber trees, the cultivated crops, etc.
, vary much

from a temperate climate, an.l such a manual as this,

referring totally to the injurious insects of Ceylon,
would be of very great value.

We have a small book (Nietner's) v^hich tells us about

the enemies of the coETue tree, but new products are

rnpidly extending, and tbey have already or will soon
have their insect pests.
Some such plan as that adopted by Miss Ormerod

* A Manual of Injurious Insects, with Methods of Pre-

V ntion and Remedy for their Attacks to Food Crop.^,
l'\)rest Trees and Fruits; with a Short Introduction to

Eniomology. By lihauor A. O merod, F. M. S. (London:
\V. Swan ^i>nni nscfcein & Alien; Edinburgh : J. Menzits
& Co. 1881.)

might be carried out here. Let all those interested in
the welfare of their crops furnish as many notes and
observations on their various pests as they have time
for. This treatise of 32:5 pages is based in many res-
"
pects on Curtis 's Farm InsecU" aud many of the il-

lustrations are from that book or from the pencil of
Professor Westwood. A great amount of information
is compiled from previous writers, eupplemeuted with
the records of all those who have so willingly rendered
Miss Ormeroi aid. Altli<mgh onr insects ar- very dif-

ferent, yet we notice in the text several akin to our
colfee pests. Thus we have here apliis cofea. aud in
the manual there are noticed 10 of the aphides with
useful ndvice as to keeping them in check. Agaiu
we have Zeiizfra coffeea aud Tortrixfoffeia, enemies
of the cott'ee bush described by Neitner. In the mau-
u»l, we notice •.— Torlrix ulndaiia, the oak leaf-roller

moth, which causes serious injury to the oakfore-is of

Kurf)pe, and also Zeuzera fescuU, which bores into many
of our useful trees at home, such as the pear, apple,
ash, horse chesnut etc. The white grub of the family
nielonthidse has its family represeuted in the manual
by melontha vulgaris.
The introduction to entomology will be of great

use to a beginner on the subject, aud the authoress
is to be congratulated on the interesting and well
illustrated manual.

TEA m CEYLON.
A very good proof that tea has found a congenial

home in the hill as we'll a.s low country of Ceylon is

aflbrded by the case of an abandoned estate in a
medium district of which we heard the other day.A new clearing at an elevation of about .3,000 feet
after being planted with coff'ee, cinchona and
tea was, aboiit two years ago, neglected and
finally abandoned. Weeds and chcena soon took pos-
session of the cleared land choking out the coffee
as a laile and playing havoc with a good many of the
cinchona, though not a few have struggled on to a
size which makes them worth barking ; but the tea
bushes have held theii- own against weeds, lantana
and chena. A large number of them are most flour-

ishing, and altogether the tea-plant in this abauduued
clearing looks as if it had found its habitat.

Throughout sevei-al districts with heavy rainfall and in
fields w'here coft'ee is undeniably not a success, tea seed
is now being put out at stake between the coftee :

in others nurseries are being formed for plants which
will be ready to put out duruig next planting
season. Everything points to a large addition to the

planted area under tea during 1882-3, and where the
cultivation of coffee, in good heart, and of promising
cinchona is conjoined, there should not be much
doubt of the success of this new venture.

CASTOR OIL PLANT.
Mr. J. luglis writes :

—I was asked a short time

ago by a well-known firm in town to write answers
to a series of questions on the cultiv.ation of the castor
oil plant. The information was wanted for some young
planters in Fiji, but I have thought that possibly
what little information I am able to give on the sub-

ject might be of use to some of your readers. I do
think you will credit me with a simple wish to see

my adopted country go ahead ami develop its resource.s.

That is my only excuse for putting the following
information at your disposal. I believe castor miglit
be made a profiitable crop, and the product is a
valuable one. The letter is as follows ;

—
"Dear Sirs,

—Yours of (5th, re '
cultivation of castor

oil plants,' to hioid. What infoimation I have is

heartily at your service. I used to grow the plant
.largely iu India, but it was such a common crop that
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really I did not bestow on its culture that minute
attention I might have done. I have growQ it here

(Redmyre); it flourished luxuriantly even in the dry
weather and bore well, and in many parts of the

colony it urows 'like a weed,' and is looked upon as

one. I wilt try now to reply to your questions seri-

atim :
— 1st. Best Distance to Plant; Average Soil.—

It is a shrubby plant, with a tendency to branch find

grow straggly, if neglected, perennial in warm climates,

although an annual in Europe, will thrive on any soil,

will stand hot winds, is suitable even for arid lands,
thrives luxuriantly in good soil, and should be
'

nipped back' when making too rapid growth, as this

tends to increase productiveness. In ludia iud)go

planters usually grow it along the tops (or banks of

the ditches), alongside the factory roads. Tlic natives

line the tops of their eartheru boundaries alongside
their gardens and orchards with the plant. It is also

used to crop poor, sandy exhausted fields, as it .seems

to give a rest to lands which have been cropped with

cereals, pulses, or grasses. Wht-n thus planted in fields

it is 'set' as thick as vines iu a colonial vineyani ;

three to four feet average distance where gnotl cultiv-

ation is followed ; many ryots sow it broadcast, and
thiu out to suit their own ideas. It would be the
best plan by far to sow in lines and earth up, much
after the style of vineyard cutivations here ;

or use
the plant as an outside crop, i.e. planted on the
'head rigs' and belts of 'tail' lands, round other

crops, such as tobacco, cane, &c. In this way it

forms an admirable 'breakwind,' and, if allowed
to grow up, economizes space ; and, being a very
hardy, quick grower, if. gives a quick return in

produce, besides being valuable as an aid aud shelter

to the other staple crops. 2ud. When I'irst Crop

Ripe :
— It should begin to produce in about four months

from sowing—sometimes less even than that where
circumstances are favourable. Keep 'topping back'
the shoots and induce as shrubby a habit as yon can;
and picking can then go on indefinitely. By-aud-bye
you will have to lop oflf old wood ; and, indeed, you
must cultivate for branches aud seed, aud not for
leaf. 3rd. Yield .

—Impossible to estimate this ; so
much depends on soil, management, picking, &c. You
should experiment only, at first. There are thousands
of other products equally valuable. Go in for, say, an
acre, or even ten acres, of castor, a specific quantity
of tobacco, cane, grain ginger, safflower, &c.

, &c.,
aud note carefully the results. Y'^ou will soon llnd
what pays best. Get Baron vou Mueller's '.Select

Plants for Industrial Culture in Extra-Tro]jical Count-
ries.' Subscribe to the Tropical AijricuUurist, pub-
lished by Ferguson's Observer office, Colombo, Cej -

Ion, aud nad up. Trees will grow on, bearing so long
as they are tended. We used to get so much from a
certain range of bank along well. known factory londs,
so that 1 regret I cann<it answer this question wi h
exactitude. Baron Mueller says of it :

— 'The ea.sy and
rapid growth, the copious seeding, and the early re-

turns of produce render this important plant of high
value iu the warm temperate zone,' Ac. 4. Most
Remunerative Form to Sell Produce :

—Oil decidedly,
chiefly because you save freight. It is better to sell

bacon than ship maize, to ship coconut oil than

copra or nuts, oilcake and oil than bags of linseed.
The seeds contain 50 per cent, of oil : the refuse
forms goods manure, and parts of it can be made
into soap. See page 290, V..n MuUer's '

Select li-^tra-

Tropical Plants.' 5. The oil is used both crude and
refined. 6. The stages of manufacture are :

—
i. Pick-

ing, 2. iJrying in fhesun. 3, Husking. .(.Extraction

by hydraulic pressure. 5. Bleaching. 6. Filtration
and purification. The secondary process is to again
treat the pressed mass with heated w.-iter, which gives
a second quality of oil ; and, thirdly, saponaceous
matters are atterwurds obtained, aud the refuse mass

is useful as a manure. The leaves from a good fodder
in seasons of drouj^ht, and are a good feed for a.

species of tussur silfiworm, tho Bombyx Arrindi." 7.
Value of product.—That you know is Ss 3d to 3s 6d
per gallon. S. The market is capable of indefinite

expansion. It is, I believe, the cheapest aud best
lubricant we have. The customs returns will show
what are our imports. All our sugar, mirdng, loco-

motive, and other machinery should be lubricated with
our native.grown castor oil. We should not be de-

pendent on any but oui-selves for a solitary grdlon,
assuming of course that we can make it cheaply enough.
9. Could be sent to market m barrels, puhclieons, tins,
skins, jars, or iu the way that best suits the locality

\yhere grown. Present supply chiefly from ludia. 10.

Special plant required would be presses ; ordinary in-

telligence should make a good oil miller. It would
be no use trying to make the finer qualities without
steam machinery and a fair knowledge of chemistry.
Tlie planter's work is to make the crude oil and send
it to market. The refiner will do the rest. For
lubricating purposes, which is its chief use, lefiued
oil is not needed. The want of cheap labour may
have militated against the Queensland attempt. But I do
not know anything of the particulars."

—Qaeendamler.

HOW TO INCREASE THE CONSUMPTION
OF COFFEE.

(Cmnmunicated. )

When Mr. Gladstone made his late onslaught on
coffee adulteration to court favor, it may be,
with the vote of the gr-ocers, he ban-ed chic

ory. Mr. Pasteur, in spite of the bad odour his

action has brought upon him, owing to the interests

of middle parties being interfered with, perseveres
in his good work. Why does not Mr. Gladstone do
the same and sit upon chicory too ? London Truth
made some very pertinent remarks with regard
to the fragrant berry, saying it was a question of "

first

catch your hare." The hare seems to be in a fair

way of being caught ; so I would say the question
now resolves itself into "catch your coffee-roaster."

The want of a really A 1 cheap roaster stops
the consumption of coffee in the United Kingdom.
It appears to me that one could be made for a

couple of shillmgs or so on the principle of the cheap
oil cooking stoves, now being advertized, having the

advantages of being
•'

lit and extinguished in a mo-
ment, smokeless and without smell, and the cost of

the oil used being infinitesimal."

The Gaslight and Coke Companies, now being formed
to lend on hu'e stoves for heating and cooking pur-

poses, might also with advantage add coffee-roasters

to their stoves. Depend upon it if rich and poor had
some easy and sure method whereliy they could roast

coffee for themselves we should see a vast increase

in the rate of consumption per head. I now wi-ite,

however, more on behalf of the working classes, and
a cheap and expeditious oil coflee-roaster would

probably meet their case best (for the use of

such oil just now for lamps is pretty universal,

(where gas is not used), so that the material would

always be leady to hand, aud the kitchen tire, other-

wise employed perhaps, at tho time, wouM not be

interfered with.

If the different Temperance Associations are in

earnest (aud who can doubt it, seeing the enoim-
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oils aums they spend anuvially in furtherance
of their object ?), lot them start a penny sub-

scription, anJ offer a substantial prize for the best

and most reliable and economical coftee roaster for

the working man. The amount of the subscriptions
wonld make up a large sum, but it would be well

spent, for it would assist to free the people to a great
extent from the adulteration of coffee left them by
our legislature ;

but more important of all, the work-

in;; classes would have freshly roasted coffee always
ensured to them, and the spread of the delicious aroma

throughout our streets and lanes woxild soon make
the rouster a household want.

A short paragraph on this question might be inserted

with advantage ill the TrojjkalAijriniltiirixt, for the ques-
tion narrowly concerns coffee planters' interests, therefore

it is within the scope of that journal. Moreover, the

Tropical AyriciiUuriM is cii'culated in many countries

(including no doubt America) where adulteration is

ramiMut. [This coiiiinunicatioii will appear in the

T. A.—Ed.]
Not many years ago it was possible to get really

good coffee served to you at the French hotels and
cafi5s. Now good coffee in France is almost as scarce

as in England. At the tune I refer to it was no un-

common sight to see men retailing coffee in the streets,

the ben-ies being roasted on the spot as re-

quii-ed. Now-a-days coffee roasting is mostly deleg-
ated to the grocers, and cheap Brazil and vile

mixtures usurp the place of the fine grades formerly
used. A Public Opinion advertizement sheet received

by a late mail has the following :
—

How TO Study Economy 1

Use RippingilU's Patent Oil Cooking Stoves.

Odourless, SiHokeless, Portable, Safe, and Cleanly.

Tbey will roast joints or poultry, boil fish, vegetjible.s, &c. ;

fry chops, steaks, or bacon ; bake bre.id or pastry ; toast ; hc-at

flat irons ; and, in fact, do the entire work of a kitchen fire ;

over which they have the advantage of bfing lit or extinguished
ill & moment. They save keeping a fire in warm weather, and
fur domestic use and economy they are uneciualled.
Three Meals a Day for Foiu: to Six Persons can be Cooked for

a Penny, Prices from a few Shillings.
Write for Illustrated list and full particulars to 118 Holborn,

London.

"The Company is prepared to lend on hire

stoves of approved manufacture for hfc.iting or cook-

ing purposes. Patterns of various makes and sizes

are kept at the Company's offices from which

consumers can make a selection. The Company will

fi.x the i-toves, supply the material, and make all

uecessary connections at cost price, an estimate of

which, including the annual rent of the stove selected,
can be obtain' d from the Company's inspectors."
Vide Gas Light and Coke Company advertizement.

A Company has just been formed at Dashwood House,
New Broad St., London, for the .suppyl of direct

pure coff-p, tea, &c , in small quantities—to small cnn-

sum.ers. Capitid, £10,000.
On the Continent today a vast amount of rooney is

spent in coloring cheap green cnffees to resemble fine

oolory Ceylon, and so probably the Germans and Aus-

trians swallow no end of poisonous pigments while

Briti.-hers are dosed with the innocuous chicory.

A COFFEE-ROASTER IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD.
With regard to the idea, suggested in the foregoing,

possibly at no previous period in the history of the

world could xiirE be more truly designated as money
than at the present day. Especially is this the case
with the working classes. Therefore, the roaster would
require to bo made on principles admitting of no waste
of time.

CINCHONA CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.
SOME PACTS A^fD PIGUKES.

Ksnewcd Succirubra bark yielding 5-30 per cent of

sulphate of quinine must be considered a valuable

product, and this is the return given in a report re-
ceived by a Ceylon planter from Dr. Paull, the well-
known London Analyst. In another case local

analyses which gave 2'22 per cent from shavings
taken off in September last made the returns from
the renewed shavings stripped in February and March
no less than 3-82 per cent, wliile instead of 4 ounces
at the former date the owner after some months got
5 ounces of wet bark per tree. This is very satis-

factory ; but, as if to counterbalance the effect, we
have another case presented to us wherein the second
analysis after a considerable interval shewed a worse
result instead lA an improvement on the first !

In an exceptional cae? of this kind it is very im-

portant that all the circumstancee of treatment of the
tree operated on by covering it or leaving it bare
weather after shaving, mode of drying the shav-

ings, &c., should be observed and stated. The
opinion has become current now that Septem-
ber is about the best time to strip or shave bark

aiialy.'ses shewing the amount of alkaloids to be largest
then, but the ftnproved return got above in March after
seven months' growth was surely as good as could
be expected. At the same time, considerable doubt
as to the accuracy and reliableness of analyses pre-
vails in planting circL-s.* More satisfactory

* Since writing the above, we have received the
following from a Colombo merchant :

—"I send here-
with the mail of Sth May wiih a paragraph on 'Dis-
crepancies in Analyses,' which I Uiitik is important.
It Certainly is suggestive. If such dilierences occur
in analyzing a purely mechanical mixture, how much
faith shall we place on analyses of chemical or natural
mixture, such as the alkaloids in cinchona bark ! Most
of us in the Fort have ha • experiences of very great
discrepancies in this direction; and what is to be done
to get at the truth ? In tlie mail paragraph, the
Dr. Dupr<! mentioned is the same who analyzed the
contents of the stomach of the boy Percy John
po. soiled by Lamson, and on whose evidence we may
say he was hanged ! And yet he cannot analyse tlie

quantity of chicory in collee." The extract is as
follows :

--

" DisCEEPANcrES IN ANALYSES.—Some remarkable disclos-
ures of varying manner and results of analyses were
made at the meeting of the Bu-kenhead Town Council
on Thursday. Sometime back Jlr. Alexander, a Tranmere
grnccr, was summoned for selling coffee largely adulter-
ati d with chicory, a certificate of the adulteration being
given by Dr. Vacher, inedical officer of health. j\Ir.

Alexander denied the adiUteration, and his contention that
tht! coffee was pm-e was supported by several public
analysts, and by the analyst at Somerset-house. The
summons was consequently dismissed. On the ad\-ice of
Dr. Vacher, who persisted in the accuracy of his results
after three testes, the He.aith (

'

inmittee appointed a sub-
committee to investigate the s.bjcct. They prepared sam-
p'es of coffee adulterated in var.,ius proportions with
cliicory, and submitted them to various analysts, with tho
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evidence is offered as to the good effect of slitting

open the bark on young trees, drawing the knife

right along the bark (without if possible touching

the cambium) from top to bottom. We understand

that Mr. Bluett of Kotmale has made a series of

experiments in this way, making as many as four and

6ve slits round the cireumfereuce of some trets,

and that the result is most salisfactc ry. Canker is

iu some casos due to the hi.lebuuud charaoter of the

bark, and relief is at once afforded by the s-litting open

referred t". But, even where not hidebounii, tlie cut-

ting benefits rather than injures Ihe growth ot the tree—

or at least of the bark- while a po^orition ot renewed

hark is at once beijuu to be formed, :.nd so little is

the risk of injury, that even where the cambium is

touched the tree has been found to prosper. Slitting

therefore seems likely to do no harm but much good

to trees from eighteen months and two years upwards.

When general reddening of foliage, however indicates

that the "dying out" process hae fully net in, slit-

ting the bark does not appear to arrest "the inevitable."

The variety of opinion as to the treatment of the

cinchona tree in other respects is still very great among

our planteis. Some there are who do not believe in

shaving and think coppicing more profitable in the

long run and more likely to secure sound vigorous

growth and prolonged life. There is the great fact

that on the Nilgheries, harvests have been taken from

trees seven and eight times barked ; while others have

been coppiced three times with fairly good results.

On the other hand a considerable proportion of trees

which are coppiced must be expected .to perish, a

larger proportion certainly than the fatality due

either to stripping or shaving. Colonel Beddome and

Mr. Cross thought it important that the part of the

tree left in coppicing should be pointed pyr.iinidal

ashion, but a slanting cut is thought to be as good in

Ceylon. Of a large clearing in a medinm district

ooppiced two y ars ago as many as 30 per cent

have been failures ; but the rest have made much

better growth than the plants now two years

old alongside.* Wherever the coppices spring up on

following results :—A sample, which had been adulterated

with 10 per cent, of chicory, Mr. E. W. T. Jones, Wol-

verhampton, certified to contain 7 per cent.
; S.'r. Alfred

Sraetham, Liverpool, 7 per cent. ; Somerset-house author-

ities, 24 per cent.; not more, cliicory ; Dr. Dalies, Liver-

pool. 5 to 10 per cent. ; Dr. Carter Bell, JIanchester,
10 per cent, and upwards of chicory ;

Dr. Dupre, London
16 per cent, and Dr. Vacher certified the .sample to be

genuine coffee. A sample, which had been mked with,
30 per cent, of chicory was analyzed by these gentle-

men, with the following results :
—Mr. E. W. T. Jones,

"Wolverhampton, 31 per cent. ; Mr. Alfred Smetham, Liver-

pool, 32 per cent ;
Somerset-house authorities, 35 per cent,

not less, cliicory; Dr. Davies, Liverpool, 25 per cent.;
Dr. Carter Bell, Manchester, 30 per cent, upwards of

chicory; Dr. Dupre, London, 35 per cent.; and Dr. Vacher,
31 per cent. A third sample, mixed with 37j per cent,

ot chicory, was certified by Mr. E. W. T. .Jones, Wolver-

hampton, to contain 38 per cent, of chicory ; Mr. Alfred

Smetham, Liverpool, 34 per cent. Somerset-house author-

ities, 48 per cent, not less, cliicory; Dr. Dalies, Liverpool,
50 per cent.; Di. Carter Bell, Manchester, 4i I per cent,

upwards of chicory ;
Dr. Duprij, London, 47 per cent, and

Dr. Vacher, 50 per cent.—hondonThiies."
* We may quote a few passages from Colonel Bed-

dome's last Report as a further illustration of the differ-

the sheltered side of the root, they are apt to

break off in the monsoon ; not so if to the windward

cut opinions held on points connected with practical
cultivation :

—
Coppinng.—Mr. Cross objects to such a large

area having been coppiced, and states that the trees

have been coppiced too low doi;Ti and that four to five

Inches of the trunk or collar should have been left.

There has always been a diflereuce in opinion as to the

height the collar should be, and I find in my letters

to Mr. Barlow, the Commissioner at the time (ride
also G.O., 1,161, of 27th Mav 1879), that I was anxious

to restrict the area to about 3 acres, and that I wished

three systems tried as experiments for data : first, to

adze the coUar flush with the gi-ound ; second, to leave

about six inches of collar ; third, not to coppice with-

out first estabhshing a shoot. The Commissioner was
in charge of the plantations at the time, and I had only
been ordered to select the area to be coppiced, and these

suggestions of mine do not seem to have canied weight,
as they were not acted up to and all the stools were

adzed nearly flush to the gi-ouud. I have no reason to

find faidt with the result as will he seen from my re-

port, and I think if coppicing were again ordered and
in the absence of actual data, which I was anxious to

obtain, I would rather give the preference to the flush

coUar than to a collar several inches high.
I do not tliiuk we shall have more coppicing as a

system over given areas. I am much opposed to it for

many reasons, and I think my report -miX go to prove
that it is not deskahle ;

hut it we did again coppice, I

should prefer the plan of lii'st establishing a shoot. It

will be seen by my report that when this plan is fol-

lowed there is not a single failure, and that this is

fully proved from several blocks of older expeiiments
wliich I was quite ignorant of at the time that I made
the proposition. Mr. Cross appears to think that the

young coppice gi-owth was thinned out prematiu-ely, but

I do not understand how he coidd give an opinion on
this point without having seen the growth at the timo

it was thinned. It is very easy to tell the proper time ;

it is of course allowed to gi-ow up tiU there are several

prominent leaders ; the gi'owth of these woidd then be

seriously retarded and. interfered mth unless the rest

were cut away, and it is then ajiparent whether it is

advisable to leave two, three, or foiu' shoots. Adzing off

with a rounded top is in my opinion preferable to a

sloping cut or wedge fomi of coppice.
I cannot agi-ee with Mr. Cross in his suggestions

about forming a dense sort of underwood of Chinchona
in the plantations ; it would be opposed to every system
of arboricidtiu-e and woidd be simply ruin to the plant-
ations ;

the trees that did not get theii' heads to the

light would come to nothing and interfere with the

root room of others, and the result woidd be little or

no bark of any value. We are not growing osiers or

scrub firewood.

Regarding the remarks on " collection of seed "

by IVIr. Cross and the Collector, I cannot believe that

this has not received attention. " This selection of the

fittest
"

is the first aim of all florists and arboricidtur-

ists as well as breeders of animals, and was so long
before Mr. Darwin's voluminous wTtings on the subject ;

a practical man, with the training Mr. Mclvor had
before he came to tliis country, must have been fidly
alive to the importance of this. Diu'ing my inspection
I obseiTfed muslin bags tied round the panicles of seed

on some of the finest trees, which is proof that atten-

tion is paid to this subject. Regarding the cutting ofl'

of the piinicles of flowers which the young trees pro-
due; so prohtically, I would observe that I stronyly
recnmminded, many ye.'us ago, when the trees first

cmmeuced to flower so profusely, that this shonid be

clone as an experiment over about an acre, as I thought
it would favor the growth of the trees and perhaps
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side. The reason why trees as a rule clo better on

tlie side below the dr.ain than on the upper side

seems obviously to be the exemption from percol-

ation from the drain which carries off the water th.at

would otherwise rot the roots of the trees on the lower

side. In the same way it is found on rocky hill sides that

plants placed on the lower side of boulders or detached

stones almost invariably succeed, being pi-oteotea from

surface «»ash and also from being damped oflf. But there

are exemptions to every theory that can be deduced

from isolated experience and in the case of cinchona

it is almost impossible to establish rales applicable all

over even on one estate, much less over a district

or for the counti-y generally. A practical hand who

knows by long experience what "
gi-afting" means,

has been trying the art on cinchona after the Mata-

kelly plan and finds success is easily attained ;
but

he prefers a pointed wedge-like graft inserted between

tw-o cuts in the stock to the outside splice recom-

mended at Matakelly. Instead of 300 grafts a day,

our practical friend considers 50 a good day's work,

and he does not believe a cooly can be trained to do

more than 40 at his best, if the work is properly done. But

even that should be jirofitable work—costing only a cent

the virtue of the bark, and .at any rate be -a very

interesting experiment; but I was met by the state-

ments that it would be too expensive to attempt it

in large plantations, and that expensive tools would
be necessary, otherwise the branches would be much
broken and injured.
The Calisaya will never answer at Naduvatam,

but I have written fully on this question in my report.
There are four varieties only, "the ordinary Calisaya,"
"the Ledger," the "Anglica," and the '

Javanica;
"

the two former are known to be most superior ; they
are scarcely distinguishable, and I shall be surprised if

further research proves the "Ledger" so very superior.
The very favorable reports on thi< variety are probably
due to the high cultivation of a few individuals ; how-

ever, I may be wrong. Mr. Eowaon told me that
**
Anglica and Javanica" had been analysed and gave

a very poor yield ;
and this has been found the case

in Java, where their cultivation is given up; the last

named is only a brushy shrub.

I quite agree with Mr. Cross that grafting could

be of no value when the object i- "bark;" and Mr.
Cross agrees with me that the art of hj'bridizing would
not be at all likely to increase the value of the bark.

Mr. Cross appears to be of opinion that the

natural bark may be richer in alkaloid than renewed
bark ; this is opposed to .all the experience hitherto

gaiued. I believe I am right iir saying ihat everj'

analysis has hitherto proveil the great superiority of

the latter, and that it always fetches a much highfr

price Mr. Cross is also wrong in saying that a tree

once barked will always require to be wrought after

the same manner as long as it lives, as it is a fact

th.at trees which have been many times barked are

now growing splendidly from coppice.
We must be cfireful not to he guided too much

by any report on the analysis of Mr. Cross's thirty
sm.all selected specimen?. I much fear more harm than

good has been done by the analysis of only fa^'oured

individuals, and thnt it is likely to be the result of

much annoyance ; I do not myself believe in the vaunted

superiority of such varieties as "Angustifolia" or

"Crispa" over ordinary "Officinalis" nor of "
Ledg-

eriana" over ordinary "Calisaya." It is due probably

only to high cultivation orto other favourable conditions

appertaining to the selected individual; time only,

however, can fully prove this.

a gi'aft. When cinchona was first put out among
coftee it was generally supposed that the centre of the

square fonned by each quartett of coffee bushes was
the Iiest place to occupy ; but experience has she^vn
that plants put in the coffee rows rather than between
them are much more likely to succeed. The coolies

in weeding, pruning and picking between the coffee can

scarcely avoid trampling or otherwise injuring plants in

the centre of what is their walking path. On the other
hand when coolies have been carefully warnedand watched,
both tea and cinchona have come on fairly well
between the rows, and now that self-so\vn seedlings
of cinchona are becoming so plentiful in many estates,
those who wish to ciiltivate this most promising type
of young plants must do all they can to prevent their

bemg pulled out for weeds or trampled down beyond
recovery.

Since writing the above we have received the fol-

lowing very encouraging report from Mr. Bisset of

Kotmale :
—

"I have just had some bark analyzed (by Mr. .Symons)
taken from trees growing on old cotfee land—trees
six years old. The plants were obtained from New
Forest (Mr. Clu'istie), and now give the following
results :

—9 '20 per cent crystallized sulphate of

qumine, and, as '

Calisaya Ledger stem bark '

is

worth 11/ per lb., with Howard's quinine at 9/6 per
oz. The bark of a hybrid tree analyzed shewed
the following :

—4 "20 crystallized sulphate of quinine
valued at 4/10 per lb. When bark of this value
can be grown on land that ceases to be remuner-
ative with cotfee, in spite of present depression, pro-
prietors have nothmg to fear."

WHAT IS A HYBRID AND WHAT IS

A GHOSS ?

Mr. Gammie, of the Darjiling cinchona plantations,
writes :

—
" In your issue of the '26th April, Mr. Bosanquet

says :^' That we are led astray by the misuse of
the word hi/hriil, and that we should be more strictly
coiTect in looking upon robusta as a o-oss between
officinalis and succirubra.' This to me is incompre-
hensible, for I had no idea that more than one
meaning could be attached to the term '

hybrid,'
viz., the joint offspring of two species. But Mr.
Bosanquet would call the jouit offspring of two so
distinct species as officinalis and succmibra a cross.
The technical term '

cross,' as I understand it,
means the joint offspring of two varieties of the
same species. For instance, that between a shorthoi'n
and a Hereford is a cross, and that between an ass
and a horse a hybrid. It appears to me that, as
far as the misuse of the tenns is concerned, Mr.
Bosanquet himself is the guilty pai-ty. His extra-

ordinary assertions about an apparent succii-ubra of
one or two years of age turning into a robusta, and
a sucker from a succirubra gi-owing up a robusta,
only prove that he is not an accurate observer.

' ' Cross-fei-tilization is no doubt, as he states, a matter
of daily occurrence, especially among plants—such
as cinchonas—with flowers of dimorphic fonnation,
and produces all the good results of robustness and
fertility, as Dai-win so amply proved ; but cross-
fertilization, as explained by Mr. Bosanquet, viz.,
the union of two distinct species, is quite a different

matter, and is
'

exceedingly rare in nature.' He
refers to the so-called hybrid tea as an instance of

hybridity, but I look upon it not as a hybrid but
merely a well-marked and ti.\ed variety. According
to the best botanists (see Flora of India), the '

China'
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and Assam indigenous, its reputed pai'ents, are but

varieties of the same species, camellia theifera, and
before a hybrid can be produced there must be a

second species. The modest liope expressed that liis

wonderful suggestions should prove a restorative to

some bewildered brains is simply delicious, and we
must take it for granted

—since the writer says
so—that the facts he alludes to !ire difficult of di-

gestion. I must confess that I have been unable to

discover them even after reading over the letter

•several times.

"Your correspondent 'X.' (2ud May) makes me
say that ' there can be no such an occurrence as

hybridization among cinchonas,' &c. AVill 'X.' be
so good as to point out where I liave ever made

any statement that can, by the greatest stretch of

imagination, be construud into anythiog of llie sort?

I most distinctly deny ever haviug done so. Will
he at the same time till us whire hybrid h;ii-es or

rabbits are to be seen ? He writes as it sucli were

quite common, but I have never either seen or heard

of one. There are, of course, any number of varieties

of the common rabbit under domestication, as there

are of most other domestic animals : but is there any
known instance of the rabbit aud hare interbreeding
iu'a stale of nature?

" In my last I quoted, as you did, that hybridity
in nature is exceedingly rare, and ventured the

opmiou that no single instance of hybridity among
either the indigenous plants or animals of Ceylon could

be pointed out, and inferred that hybrids in tlie

South American forests were equally rare, aud that

consequently, if C. pubescetiK of Howard could be proved
to be of Andes origin, we had no right to call it a

hybrid. But I certainly did not imagine that these

statements could be taken as expressing my belief iu

the non-occurrence of hybrid cinchonas in this country,
•where the unnatural—if I may U8e the term—condi-

tions of cultivation and close proximity of spec'es

naturally found a long way apart are most favorable

to hybridity. While thinking Ibat the Pata-de-Gal-

liuazo of Cross is a true species, I have not the slight-
est doubt that there are now many hybrid cinchonas

both in India aud Ceylon, liut at the same time feel

convinced that there are fur fewer than many people
think. With so many notable examples of known
hybrid origin among the cultivated begonias and

orchids, there is no deuyiug the pussibiliiy of hybridism,
either by intentional or accidentiil means, in the

vegetable kingdom ; but it is none the less true that

hybridity in nature is exceedingly rare,"

Ja.s. a. Gammie."
"

Darjiling, May 22nd, 1S82."

On receiving Mr. Gammie's letter we thought it well

to " read up' on the subject of controversy. We have

accordingly read and noted what Darwin wrote on

hybrids and crosses, in his Animals and Plants under

Domestication (the 1868 edition) and the articles

"
Hjbrid" in Chambers's Cyclopadia and "

Hybridism''

in the latest edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

The article in Ghamhers is, what most of the articles

are, multiwi in parvo and reliable. The more elabor-

ate article in the great book is confessedly a con-

densation of Darwin's already closely packed facts,

while the writer, G. J. Romanes, avowedly reflects

the Darwinian theory aud inferences. All the au-

thorities agree in the application of the term hybrid to the

offspring of parents belonging to two different species,

the word mongrel being used to distinguish the far

more common results of the union or croesing of

VASIETIBS more or less differing from each other. The

first is a hybrid proper and the second a mongrel,
or more popularly a cross. So rare in nature is

the crossing process that the Latin word hijhrida is

derived from a Greek word which signifies an outrage.
But when animals or plants are domesticated, what
would ba an outrage on so-called natural laws be-
comes the rule, man profiting largely by the result
in improved breeds of horses, cattle, sheep and poultry,
as also in the increased fruitfuluess, or value other-

wise, of plants. As a general rule, but admitting of

many and striking exceptions, ths offspring of two
distiuct species is generally sterile ; the crossing of

varieties, on the other baud, gemrally results in im-

provement, in quality and in fertility. To this cross-

ing of varieties judiciously pursued we owe such
horses as the English racer, such cattle as the short-

horns, and such sheep as the best merinos and south-

downs ; as also the choicest fruits, vegetables aud
flowers of our gardens. Much is gained by preserv-

ing purity of race on the one hand, but, if in-and-in

breeding is carried too far, a cross with another vari-

ety is necessary to restore fertility and vigour. The
questions of course arise,. What is a species? and
What is a variety ? and often it is not easy to answer.
The well-marked variety sometimes only wants a

sufficiency of time to become a distinct form with all

the qualities of a species, esijecially that of producing
sterile offspring if by the agency of insects or of man
it i< crossed by a separate species. On the other hand,

varieties, like hybrids, have often a strong tendency to

reversion : to going back to the parent or original

type. Darwin, the foundation principle of whose

system is the descent or development of all organisms
from a common ancestor, naturally enough oc-

civeioually uses the terms hybrids or mongrel convert-

ibly. As our readers are aware, the keen observer who
has recently dejjarted, and the members of liis school

ncluding now the vast majority of naturalists and
scientific men, do not believe that what we call

species, or even genera and orders, however dissimilar

in habits and characteristics they may be, were
created distinct or so existed from the beginning.
Creation with the Darwinists who do not deny the
existence of a Creator (and many of them, like their

master, devoutly acknowledge such an existence)
creation to them signifies simply the production of

matter stamped with certain laws under which varied
and progressive life is developed,—from the jellyfish
to the man of highest intellect ; from the lowest

cryptogam to the nobleat oak or palm. The differences

which have arisen aud iu time stamped themselves on
various forms, classified now for convenience sake
into species, genera, orders, &o., were due to circum-
stances of locality and surroundings, abundance of

food or its absence, &c. We are old enougli to

remember the time when to talk of the transmutation
of species would stamp a man as being uusci^ntific and

ignorant, as much as would his expressed belief in

the transmuting of mctds. Now the highest
order of science recognizes such transmutations in the

past ns the explanation of all we see in ourselves and
in our relatives of the animal and plant world, and
looks for such trausmutatioua in the future
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as the foundation of all progress. To a Dar-

wiuiau, therefore, the wonder should not be that

the offspring of hares and rabbits (leporides) should

bo fertile after their kind, but that a mulu the off-

spring if ass and horse should be generally sterile ;
that

in many cases hybrids should be invariably sterile and

that in a very liirge number of cases separated specits,

even when crossed, refuse to produce offspring at all.

Darwin very candidly confesses utter ignorance oflhe

laws on which such varying results depend. Mr. Gam-

mie is right and we were and are right in saying that

hybridism is the rarest possible occurrence in nahve ;

but when man takes either animals or plants in hiind,

and subjects them to conditions the reverse of natuial,

there is really no saying what the consequences m.iy
be. We regret to say that we cannot join our good
friend in his sceptical queries as to the obtaining of

prolific offspring from a union of hares and rabbits. Dar-

win in 1S68 wrote that the statement of such results

having been obtained was doubtful, but it seems now
to be established beyond all possible doubt. The writer

of the article in the Encydopiviiia Brilannka writes :

—"The hare and rabbit are said occasionally to bre-'d

together, and Iheir offspring to be highly fertile when
crossfd with either parent species." But there is no

qualifying "It is said" in the article in Chiimbers —
the statement is express and definite:— "The most
remarkable example on record of generative power in

hybrids is afforded by the experiments of Mr. Eouse of

Angouleine, who finds that he can cross hares and
rabbits to any extent, and who has thus by breeding

/e^orirfes established a new aud lucrative enterprise in

agriculture. For a full account of these experiments,
which are well deserving of a Irial in this country, the

reader may consult Brown-Sequard's JournnI de laPhy-
siologie, vol. II. pp. 374 3S3. These experiments have inflic-

ted a severe blow on the popular doctrine of the perma-
neuco of species." There may Lie some question still as to

the variety of hare used in these experiments. The
common hare of Ceylon bears a good deal of resemljl.

auce to a rabbit. We suppose the rabbits were Hie
domc-ticated ones, some of the numerous and divergent
varieties, all descended from the small grey wild one ;

just as the pouters and tumblers and fantails and
carriers and runts of th^ pigeon family trace their

desoent from and are ever inelined to revert in shape
aud colour to the blue rock pigeon. We should not
now be much surprised to hear that pigeons and
bautaus had been successfully paired, for we already
know that the offspring of the common domestic fowl
and the phe;/saut is a fine robust bird. That sledge

dogs should pair with wolves is not wonderful, seeing that

such dogs are themselves only partially tamed wolves,
but it is startling to hear of a hybiid or cross between
a dog and a lioness. As for plants, they are appar-

ently capable of being hybridized by grafting and

budding as well as by the lutermixtuie of pollen
of ditferent species and varieties : in some eases, actu-

ally dift'erent genera. On the other band all man's

efforts sometimes fail. A plant will refuse to

be influenced or will be influenced injuriously by

pollen from a plant of a different species, while in

eome cases the pollen of a particular tree, used to

fertilize the blo.ssom3 of that tree acts like poison.
To come to the cinchonas : they are, in their native

Andean habitat, scattered in groups amongst other
forest trees. Mr. Gammie seems to think that so

situated, in a natural state, hyoridism, from the in-

fluence of insects or otherwise, would not be likely to

occur. Investigation might well be directed to

this question, for whatever tendency to hybridism is

due to the existence of dimorphic blossoms %vould
render the cinchonas, to at least a certain extent,
liable to hybridization or crossing, in the case of

species and varieties. One wonderful German insisted

that all the cinchonas cultivated in India ard Java
were merely hybriils ! In that case, it would be dif-

ficult to know where to look for species. But whetlier

Darwinians or not, we are all agreed in recognizing

specific differences suiBeient between C. sziccirubra, C.

officinalis and C. calisaya to constitute them distinct

species, although, no doubt, all very closely allied,

in the constituents of their bark if not in the

botanical characteristics. Of the large-leaved robust

C. surcinihra there are only two varieties. Of the more

shrubby aud smaller leaved C. officinalis there are at

least half-a-dozen varieties, aud so with the beautiful

velvet-leaved C. calisciya. Crosses between varieties of

the same plant we may look for, and we may expect
such crosses to be fertile, and to be sometimes im-

provements on the original stock. Closely ]>lantcd as

our trees are too, somctiiues all species intermixed,
and insects abounding, we must also be prepared for

the .ippe.arance of hybrids between succirubra and
officinalis ; between succirubra and calisaya ; and be.

tween the dift'erent varieties of the species ofEcinalis and
the difl'erent varieties of the species calisaya. The

general belief is that C. robusta is a hybrid between
C. succirubra and C. officinalis. If so the question as

to its continued fertility is interesting aud important;
but here we must pause for today.

A SUBSTITUTE FOB, PERUVIAN BARK.
The following is an extract sent to us by our

Loudon correspondent : we 1 ave little or no belief in the
supercession of cinchona bark by artificial quinine and
will refer to the matter more fully again :

—
Ever since the year 1820, when Pelletier and Caven.

ton discovered that the fever-desiroying power of
Peruvian bark was due to an alkaline, crystaline
subbtance, which they named quinine, chemists have
been searching either for a sntistitute for this costly
medicament, or for a cheap method of making it

artificially. Endh'ss substitutes have been proposed
from the bitter principle of angoslura bark to spiders'
welis : but none of them have succeec'ed in ousting
quinine from its position as the first aud best
of febrifuges. From lime to time, too u-e have heard
rumours that some hitherto unknown cliemist had
discovered the method of making quinine from chiap
material'', but the rumours have died away without
echo. At last, however, we seem to be on the thres-
hold of something positive in this latter direction. M.
E. J. Mailmen^, a distinguished French chemist, has

definitely .announced verb;illy that he has succeeded in

making quinine artificially
—that is to say, without

having recourse to the natural bark. He does not
wish to announce the de'ails of his process just yet,
as he does not consider them perfect ; but he has

deposited a sealed packet containing an account of

them with the secretary of the Frecch Academy of
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Sciences. M. Maumpn6'e announcement is quite clear

and distinct, and liis reputation as a philosopher is

too hi:;h for liim to imperil it by a piemature or ill-

cousidered statement ;
we may, therefore, take M.

Maumene's word th:it he has succeeded m making
artificial quiniue. The next question is that of cost,
for we may pay too dearly even for artificial diamonds,
as Mr. Haunay has shown. Another case occurs in

artificial indigo, the process for niakiug which is so

costly as to be industrially useless. Ou the other

hand, artificial alizarin, the colouring principle of

madder, can be made at a far cli>'aper rate tlian by
extracting it from that one useful plant, which is

now almost driven from thcm.irket. Quinine, or rather
its sulphate

—the form in which it is generally ad-

ministered—has been rising steadily for the last 15

ye.ars the latest Mincing Lane quotation being 10s

per ounce, as against 43 9d per ounce in 18()7, and
the demand for it is increasing steadily. Its im-

portance may be guessed when we remember that

without it India and our tropical possessions gener-
ally would be little better than European graveyards.
If M. Maumeu^ has succeeded in making artificial

quinine at a cheaper rate than by extracting it from
bark he has hoth fame and fortuue before him ;

and the Peruvian bark plantations of South America,
India, Ceylon and Java, whether natural or artificial,

may be cut down for firewood. If, on the contrary,
he can only produce it at a dearer rate, he will

have achieved a result that will hand down his

name to posterity as the first chemist who succeeded

in the artificial formation of a vegetable alkaloid. It

may not be out of place to mention that nmuve, the

first of the large and brilliant family of coal-tar

dyes, was discovered by Mr. Perkin while he was

endeavouring to form artificial quinine.

PLANTERS ON INDIAN OFFICIALDOM.

[CoMMUNIOATEP.]

We cannot in regard to the Indian C. S. expect to

find, among the rising members of that, envied profes-

sion, 80 uiuny of the cliisa that, once almost exclusively
filled its ranks, and had, by so doing, become patrician
in the days of the Ea-t India Company, when the son

followed the fa' her, and had a family name and prestige
to uphold. No, here, m in England, the plebeian and
the patrician h^ve now to elbow ei>ch otlier in the race ;

and as the plebeians of England greatly out-number the

patricians, what wonder is there tdat, in these days of

cheap (almost free) education, the number of the former

in the Civil Service, the army, the D. P. W. and
other Government eervioes, should exceed that of the

latter ?

It, is not with the origin but with the conduct of

officials that we have now to do : the former consider-

ation is only so far mceasary as it lends to throw some

light upon the latter. We all know Shakespeare's
lament over the tricks of the man clothed in a little

brief authority. More sad (<jr more amusing, ac-

cording to the temper of the observer) are the airs

of our Government servants who find themselves

hoisted into positions of wealth, honour, and power,
far above the level from which they have emerged.
Now, if our otlici;ils choose to tolerate the assumption
of almost divine honours by the C. S., and, if there

were no other Europeans besides Government servants

in the country, no one would have any just cause

for complaint. .\s, however, it h;ippens tliat, in many
dependencies, remote thongli tliey may be, as for

example, the Provinces of Assam, Cacliar and Sylliet,

of Mysore, Coorg, and Travancore—some directly un-

der our rule, others in the hands of tlieir own native

Princes, but under British surveillance— tlie European

planting community is a large one, and the amount

of capital invested in tea, coffee, and ciuchonn, oon-
siderible

; these large and important bodies nf men,
who are at present powerless owing to their disunion,
are liable to, at any time, become powerful and dan-

gerous ou account of tlieir strength, should common
injustice and official arrogance impel them to unite
aud make common cause against their persecutors
and insulters. The individuuls coinpo,sing these bodies
of men differ as much, intur ,«e, as regards origin as
do the individuals composing the ranks of the Civil
Service or the army ; some are patrician, others are

plebeian
—

vei'y much so in a few eases. They are
at piesent disunited through rivalry in business
aud class jealousy. If, however, jealousy is not suffici-

ent to kee[) asunder rival aspirants for prizes in the
ranks of tlie C S., the aiiny, the I). P. W. and other
Government services, when one of their number has
been met (it matters not witli wliat justice) with op-
position by a phmter, the time may, perhaps, come
when the scales of ignorance of their own strength
(induced by the malady of personal jealousy) shall

drop from the eyes of the phmters and other non-

officials, aud they will make common cause against the

aggressive insolence of certain Government servants.
These are paid (and handsomely paid) for doing Ihew
work, just as all other loyal subjects of Her .Majesty,
whether European or native, have to do iheir work ;

but ofl[icials are not paid to use or abuse tlie olfieial

positinn with which Her Majesty's Government has
entrusted them, and by so entrusting has honored them,
feir the purpose of insulting and obstructing non-
official Europeans whenever the opportunity may i 0-

cur to them to show their power before their native
subordinates.
Have we not all seen the light in which

Colonel Bumblebeaks, the Deputy Commissioner,
regards the planter or other outsider whose income
is say between E200 and 11500 per mensem, while
Colonel B. draws a large salary for—what? Now
many a planter is of a family better than that of Col.

B., and one ihut at home occupies a higher social

position than his
; but here the planter dr ws a small

pittance, and Col. B., thinks himself entitled to
assume superiority over him because he draws huge
pay for doing—what ? He knows, we imagine, though
others might find it more difficult to explain.

Should the planter not care to call upon Col. B.,
he will find upon any occasion, when business may
require his piesence in the Deputy ('ommis-ioner's

kachcberi, that the official cannot forgive the slight,;
should he call, he will be treated with half-con-

temptuous grudging civility, though the almighty man
will not scruple, upon occasion, to condescend to

sponge upon the planter's resources by requesting the
loan of his boat, horse, or elephant.
We all know Mr. Brown, the greengrocer's son,

who is now Assistant Magistrate. What a pet he
is among the ladies, and how mammas with marri-

ageable daughters vie with one another iu doing
him homage ! The result is that Brown, who
was not a bad fellow at 20, and with whom we
formerly passed some pleasant days, has become
au insufferably conceited young puppy, iu place of

the quiet (almost timid and retiring) man that ho
used to be while yet at his crammer's, now batrays
his real origin ; and, under the illusion that all his

utterances, of whatever nature, are the acme de la

crime of wit, ooiasionally gives vent to veiled vnl-

garisms and scaudalous (/ouhle-s cnUndren^ which liia

innocent appreciators applaud simply because they do
not understand them, t»ut which almost cause his

male auditors to blush for their sex.

The planting community has much reason to com-

plain, iu many districts, not only of tlie arrogance
and assumption of Indian officials, but also of the in-

justice which the latter, through their ignorance o
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law, often commit. There have been flagrant instances

of this in Assam—that far-off corner of our Imperial

dependency, devoted to the consumption of opium,
the cultivation of tea, and the growth of that

^

in-

teresting, if worthless and expensive cereal, viz. official

wild aaU—VnAl region which stands " facile prinoeps"
in the virulence of its mosquitoes, the drowsiness of

its Public Works Department, and the marvrllous ren-

derings of the law, provoked by the maddening
irritation of ihc Theaicultural red rag. This

province is commonly supposed to be regarded

by the Supremo Government in the light of

a useful penal settlement for the banishment of

certain troublesome ofhcials, whose eccentricities,

would not be tolerated in a more civilized region. This

supposition is the more tenable since it is on a par with

the fostering care and sympathetic consideration which

the tea industry has at all times— tliough undeservedly
—enjoyed at the hands of the paternal Governmfut.

Truly the Assam planter has much to be thankful

for ! Struggling to maintain the existence of a fickle

and precarious industry, often poorly paid and geneially
unable to obtain more than the bare necessaries of life ;

oppressed by mosquitoes, and an adverse climate ;

worried by agents, superiors, subordinates, and last,

but not least, by the unspeakalde oooly ; deprived in

many cases of ladies' society; cut oflf fiom the ordinary

enjoyments of a social life; and denied the justice,

which in England, and wherever else England's Queen
holds sway, ho would not ask in vaiu. This is the ci-own-

ing punishment for his presumption in going to Assam,
and so securing their banishment from Bengal of the

officials before alluded to—who, but for him, would

have had to be provided for in other remote corners

Were they might " Blush unseen

And waste their sweetness on the desert au-."

We gladl.v admit some districts in Assam have reason

for self-congiatulation upon the abdity of their Govern-

ment officials, but notable instances of a very opposite
character are hy no means uncommon. We have seen

dire confusion in the nmks of BamUt-dom eB'ectod by
the ailvent to a district (whose Deputy Commissioner

appeared to imagine that a knowledge of law was

quite superfluous, and that every utterance of his

own sweet will was ipso facto law) of a planter who
had formerly s rved her Majesty in a magisterial capac-

ity, and had taken the trouble to study tlie law while

engaged in its administration. —Madra.i Times.

BRIGHTENING PROSPECTS FOR COFFEE

COFFEE TRADE IN THE UNITED
STATES IN 18S1.

The following condensed summary of the cofl'ee trade of

the United States for the calendar year 1881, compared with

previous years, is from the columns of the New York

Skipiiiiiy List of January 21st :
—

GENERAL STATEMENT.

Receipts in the United States in 1881 ...

Add stock January 1st, ISSl

Total supply
Deduct exports by sea and shipments

inland to Canada in 1881

Total

Bags, etc. tons.

3,615,649 205.354

417,902 19,353

4,033,651 224,707

313,192 21,238

Deduct stock January 1st, 1882..

Taken for consumption in 1881 ..

Taken for consumption in 1880 ..

Increase in 1881

3,720,359 203,469
368,293 18,172

3,352,066 185,2117

3,102,338 169,416

249,728 15,881

Receipts in United States in 1880
Add stock, January 1st, 1880 . . .

Total supply

Deduct exports in 1880
And stock, January 1st, 1881

Taken for consumption iu ISSO ...

Weighing
Consumption of 1879

Decrease in 1880

Receipts in Uuited States in 1879
Add stock, January 1st, 1879 ...

Total supply

Deduct exports in 1879
And stock, January 1st, 1880 ...

Taken for consumption in 1879...

"Weighing ... ...

Consumption of 1878

Increase in 1S79

Pkgs.

3,297,029
404.490
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THE PEOPLE'S COFFEE ROASTER.

We give promineuce to this farther communication

OQ a very practical and important topic ; without

doubt the coffee roaster required should be autom-

atic, and eveoything should done that can be done

to inance the English peoi)le to roast coffee for them-

selves, seeing how they are poisoned at presene by

grocers. With our wealth of mechanical skill in Cey-

lon, as displayed by patents and new machines, big
and little, for years past, why should the coffee roaster

of the future not be invented here ? A wide sale

might be anticipated for a suitable article.

The idea of offering a prize for a cheap and effect-

ive machine to be independent of the kitchen fire—
fed at an infinitesimal cost by oil now in general use
and admitting of the flames being lighted and ex

tmguished in a moment—seems to be a good one but
to make it perfect and to permit of coffee having an

equal chance with tea (especially with the working
classes, whose time is theh- money) it MUST BE so

ARRANGED AS TO WORK AUTOMATICALLY.

Just as, years ago. cheap, old-fashioned clocks, wound
lip and kept going for 24 hours by long cords and

weights, were hung on cottage walls, in like manner
the ' ' Universal Coffee Roaster

" must be capable of

being placed on the ground in some corner of the

kitchen, racket wheels and pulleys, cords and weights
so arranged that when the latter were drawn up to

a certain heigh* their momentum would prove suffici-

ent to set and keep steadily in motion the revolving

cylinder below, say for the space of half-an-hour or

whatever time it takes to thoroughly roast coffee.

Worked in this fashion the machine could not well

fail to prove a success, for the housemfe W'ould soon

learn to what height the weights should be drawni to

admit of the coffee being roasted (trithout further atfen-

liov) to the required chestnut hue. A few minutes
more or less would probably make a difference

in the flavour, but by the method here indicated the

exact time required would soon be discovered, and then
there would be no difficulty in making every succeed-

ing roasting precisely the same. Heated by either oil

or gas there would be an end to the uncertainties and
troubles necessarily attendant on roasters placed on tlie

fire and turned by hand. The addition of a very small

piece of butter to the beans when they were placed
ou the cylinder and a teaspoonful of sugar just before

tlie cylinder performed its final revolution would make
the operation an assured success.

P.S.—Good, sound, green coffee, not less than six

montlis old (12 months would be Ijetter), should be

purchased, and the cylinder should, of course, not be
more than about half filled ; for in the roasting the

beans swell rery eonsiclerahly
—

fully one-third of

their original bulk, if I remember correctly. Of course

a powerful spring would be preferable to pulleys and

weights if the cost would not be prohibitive.

A SuBSTiTTTTB FOR CiNCHONA.—With reference to

the extract from a home paper on this subject,
we feel that persons interested in cinchona plant-
ations need not prepare to cut them down for fire-

wood. Our readers will observe that art has never

yet succeeded in the formation of a vegetable alkaloid,

and, although it may be possible that M. Mailmen^
has been in some measure successful, the probability
is that some element may be wanting, just as in

the production of artificial beef. In any case the

ahnost certainty is that the artificial product cannot

compete In jjrice with that formed in nature's la.ljor-

atory and extracted by the Howards and Whifl'ens

and other quinologists of our day.

The Pioneer Tea Steamers may be looked for here
in the course of a few days, the Stirling Castle, although
shehiis not been the first to getaway, be'n^ here prob-
ably about the same time as the Glenfriiin, which
stole a march upon her, and, probably somewhat
owing to the fact that she was much sooner filled, got
away with the first teas from Hankow.— Straits Times.

Coffee Adulteration.—An e.state proprietor writes :

— "Ceylon should show its appreciation of

Messrs. Pasteur's and Dickson's adulteration exer-

tiins, and the least to be done is to give them
thanks from all public bodies in the island, in-

cluding the Legislative Council. They are the first

to get any satisfaction as to our great grievance,
which is of very old standing ; it was old when Dickson
was Consul, and that 's a long time ago.

A Good Idea.—A correspondent writes :
—What

do you think of the suggestion of a halfpenny
or penny subscription by total abstainers at home for
the best and cheapest working man's coffee roaster ?

It would total up to £1,000-3,000, and such a prize
would bring the brains of everyone (even stars of

engineers) to bear. It is the great desideratum, as
driuk is the greatest ciime of the age. Such a

prize would also allow of the best and cheapest

coffee pot as well.

Coffee.—Statistics show that over 1,500,000 oper-
atives are employed in the manufacture of cotton

goods in the principal countries of the world. Of
these 480,000 are employed in Great Britain. France
follows, with 210, OUO, and the other countries, in
order of precedence, are the United States, Russia

Germany and India. With regard, however, to the
annual value of cotton goods produced, the United
States comes second, with about half the value of
the production of Great Britain; and Germany and
Russia follow.—Rio News.

A Miniature Garden.—La Nature gives thefollow-

ing instructions for raising a live bouquet as a pretty
ornament for a room :

—Get a cheap sponge—the bigger
the better—and. having dipped it in warm water,
squeeze out half the water. Put into the holes seeds
of millet, barley, purslane, red clover, grasses, &c.,
and in gener.d any seeds germinating easily, and that
will give a considerable variety of colours. Plice the

sponge thus prepared on a vase, or hang it in a window
facing the sun. Sprinkle it with water every morning
during a week. The sponge will soon be covered with
vegetation.

— Qiemist and Druggist.

Dried Turtle Flesh and Beche-de-mer are thus
noticed in an article on Colonial Fishersiea in the
Colonies <£• India :

—
A "turtle pen" in the West Indies is by no means

a bad investment, and the wonder is that, with the
demand for these reptiles which exists, the colonifts
do not do more in this direction. The d'-yinc of
turtle flesh—after the manner of the "jerked beef"
or sun-aud-wind dried buffalo of the American prairie—is an industry which the tastes of London aldermen
have, perhaps- unwittingly, created. A still more
curious industry is that of catching and drying the
celebrated trepang or h(rhe-de-mer, of the South Seas
and the E.asl. In the Malay Peninsula and Archi-

pelago, in Fiji, in Queensland, all over the Southern
Pacific, abounds a species of sea-slug, scientifically
known as hoMhuria, a somewhat hairy, slimy, black
or brown creature, an inch or two wide bv live or .«ix

inches long, which the natives catch, dry in the sun
and pick off to China at great profit. As Freucli froj^s
have made their v av into the London market, vve may
one day see the hi'rhe-de-mer imported and consumed
here— and connoisseuis say that Londoners display
very bad taste in not having introduced this luxury.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

CEARA rubber : TAPPING THREE TREES

18 MONTHS OLD.

3l8t May 1882.

Dear Sir,—I send by this post an egg of CearA

rubber milk, which was taken by myself and a cooly

within l-'W to .3-10 p. m. on Gondennawa estate in

Nawalapitiya. My cooly Muttusamy. says that they
will have a luck in feature in collecting rubbers

under green shade : it seems that coolies are very fond

of collecting rubbers.

1 think within a few years our old Ceylon will beat

Ceard in its rubber. So, dear editor, p!e.ase let iis

know your remarks on this egg of rubber and oblige,

yours obediently, .
J. P. ABRAHAM.

[The "egg of rubber" is as tough and elastic as

could be wi.shed, and the colour seems good. There

is some moisture on the surface, which has a power-

fully acid smell. We shall send the specimen to some

one better able to judge of its quality. Meantime we

hope Muttusamy cooly may turn out a true prophet
as to the "feature" of Ceylon in regard to rubber.

So many electric telegraph cables are bein_' laid that

a large demand is likely to continue for the gum.—Ed.]

CINCHONA BARKING MACHINES.
No. I.

Lindula, 1st June 1882.

Dear Sir,—In justice to Mr. de Caen, I must say

that, when I wrote my first letter, I bad only passed
oflHcinalis twigs through his machine, and that, when
I and four coolies picked out the Mr/gest hranrhen of
snrriruhi-a, we mannged to get 1'2| lb. of wet bark in

about half-an-hour, or an average of 3001b. per day
for five coolies : but in justice to myself tool may say

that, had I known that the machine was only meant
to bark selfiUd xitccirubi-n branch's, J should either

have not invested in one or have kept a " calm

sough," merely muttering to rayselt :

"
Lejtu ne vnvt pas

la chandelle."—YmusfaithiuUy, KAROLY FURDO.

No. II.

Mousa Ella, Lindula, June 1st, 1882.

Dear Sir,—As there seems to be a g-neral desire

to have some reliaMe record of the amount of work
done by the various cinchona-quilling machines. I

beg to offer my e.xperience of Kae's bttle machine,
made by Messrs. Walker & Greig, Tillicoultry.

I have been using one of the above for nearly a

month, and during that time have put it to some severe

tests with dying trees, and otherwise, and must say I

have every reason lo be satisfied with it.

At present it is employed on officinalis branches

and suokers (varying from J to 1;^ inch in diameter),
and under these circumstances 1 ob'ain 10 lb. of

bark per cooly per working hour, mnkiiig 400 lb. per

day (of 10 hours) from the 4 coolies employed a}

the machine.
The sample of quill obtained by using this little

" barker" is really excellent, and the percentage crushed

i« very small indeed.

The^ieculiar construction of the rollers allows of the

bark of young tiees 5 feet or so long being removed in 2

long strips wilh"ut a single break, and that in much
less time than it takes to write it.

The whole machine can be readily transported from

one place to another by one cooly.
—Yours faithfully,

T. Mc.L.

No. III.

Deliota, .Tune 2nd, 1882.

Dear SiR,--My e.tporience of Mr. do Caen's cinchona
machine is similar to that of your other corresnond-
ents. I purcliased one of his machines, believing it
would be a profitable investment to the estate, but I

only used it one day, the coolies bringing in the even-
ing I'.i,') lb., and they were very tired and had blistered
hands as well. The bark was very inferior to that ob-
tained by other processes, and the less by dust was
considerable in the drying. There was besides a great
deal of bark jammed in the wood, which would liave
cost a great deal to get out. I should be glad if Mr.
deCaen would send over 5 coolies to show me how to
use the machine, as this estate is only 14 miles from
his residence, they cau easily come, and, provided they
do the .advertized task b-iiweeu (! a. m. and 4 p m.,'*
I will give Iheiu a bonus of R2 each. Otherwi^e'l
think he should refund the money, my paying the
cost of repainting the machine. Two coolies can easily
carry my one.—Yours faithfully, R. p. H.

CINCHONA SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITFD
STATES.

Sir,—The Ceylon United States Consul writes to a
local firm with regard to cinchona as follows :— " I
note that cinchona is imported into the United States
free of duty, if direct from the producing country ; and,
I judge from a recent decision of the United States
Supreme Court, free also from differential duty."The amount shipped to New York since 1st July
1881 to present date (5th June 1882) is 62,4.14 lb. most
of which went via England on through invoice.
Youis truly, CINCHO.Va'.
[What are the Yankees doing? Surely a million lb.

ought to betaken by direct shipments.—Ed.]

INSECT ENEMY OF CINCHONA.
3rd June 1882.

Dear Sir,— T send by this post several oin. offio.

leaves infected with a small insect. Can you inform
me through the medium of the Ohncrver what they are,
and if they are likely to do much damage ?

When young the iu=ects appear to be quite white,
but in a few days they change rapidly and become
perfectly black.

You will note that several of the leaves are perfor-
ated with holes. Whether these are done by these
insects I am not yet in a position to state, but as I
have never yet been able to tind any other insect or

caterpillar on the trees infecte'd I think they must be.—
Y'ours faithfully, X. Y. Z.

[The insect is a Th.rips, belonging to the small order

Thyxanoptcra. It is described in "Garden Pests and
their Eradication," page 63. Westwood says :

— " These
insects are found upon various plants, sometimes
swarming iii immense profusion. They feed upon the

juices of plants,' and are often extremely injurious, the
leaves upon which they reside being marked all over
with small decayed patches." In the case in question,
it is doubtful whether the remedies given in 'Garden
Pesis" could be advantageously applied. Their cost
would probably exceed the hiss sustained thiough the

danage done by the insect— unles-s the trees that have
beeii attacked are few in number.—Ed,]

JAK TREES .iS SHADE FOR COFFKE.
To the E'li/or of the Tropical AriricnUiirht.

Dear Sir,— I should be obliged if yiu will allow
me a few words in answer to your correspondent

* I stipul.ite that all the bai k must be taken off,

and allowance of two per cent made.
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''P. T. L." with regard to the advisability of planting
out jak trees as shade to coflee.

The opinions I hold are uot by any means original,
but are common to most Coorg planters. In Coorg,
especially in the south, shade is an essential to coffee,

and, necessarily, Ihe great thing is to find a tree

which, on account of its loftiness or size of leaf, is

most beneficial to that plant. Opinions durir.g the
course of years have undergone many chuiges. For

instance, not very long ago, the great shade way
held to be "charcoal tree;

"
so much so that it was

planted out in the coffee .systematically. Now, how-

ever, it has quite lost favour, and is on manv
estates all being rung out, This is by no means the

only example, many tn es being considered Al, and
after thu lapse of a few months very much the rever.se.

Latterly, however, the tree in question , the jak, has

stepped to the fore, so much so that most estates,

if the plants are available, put them out in the

coffee rows about ten trees apart. I myself have
seen invariably splendid coffee under jak, not, as

"P. T. L." has, all foliage and no crop, but the reverse.

The great thing in shade of all kinds is to keep it

when young well lopped up, say 20 ft. wiihout a branch,

and, I think, if "P. T. L." will always keep his jaks
well trimmed, they will not disappoint him. The

argument your corresponHent urges about ''the con-

stantly falling leaves" doing damage to drains by
stopping them up I cannot refute, as here we have
few or no no drains,' the land being fiat ; the more
leaves that fall the better always an addition to the

soil. I should not, however, think that the leaves

could do much harm; at any rate no more than
other trees that shed their leaves and certainly uot

so much as prunings.

Natives also are very fond of jak, the etomach

having a great deal, I dare say, to do with it ; but

I have seen cardamoms growing luxuriantly and

cropping well in a clearing, the majority of the sLiade

being j:ik. ''P. T. L." seems to iufer that it is a

surface feeder by his paragraph beginning
" but after

that period (*.
c. two years) has become incorporated

with tiie past and their roots begin lo know their

way ahout, look our for your coffee," etc. That this

is iueorrt-d, to say the least of it, must be well known
to those who have planted it out, it being a most
difficult tree to transplant, owing to the tremendous

length its tap root uttiiins, even after a few months'

growth. A great thing also in its favour is that it

nearly always looks and is healthy : you seldom

see a blighted jak.
—Yours faithfully, L. I. P.

COCOA /ND INSECT ENEMIES.

Colombo, 8th June 18S2.

Sir,— Allow me, througlj the medium of your paper
to enquire from cocoa planters, if they h^ive ever tii'-d

a handlul or two of powdered castiiir cake mixed with

the soil prepared to receive the cocoa plant : if so, if it

is a successful remedy against the attacks of white ants.

Is j.akwood sawdust placed round the stem of the

plant als) effectual in keeping off white ants ? Thee
and other insects seem to be the greatest difficulty

we liave 10 contend with in the low-conutry in pushing
this product forward.

Again ;
is it necessary to keep the land planted with

cocoa throughlyweeded, andfreefrom all grass and quite
bare—and to treat it in the same way as you do cott'eej?

Any sugge-tions gained from practical experience
will be thankfully received by

COCOA PLANTEKS.

* The climate is a dry one, and the experience is very
ditlercut from the heavy rainfall and wash experienced in

Oeylon.—Ed.

PLANTING IN MYSORE :—JAK SHADE FOR
COFFEE ; SHADE NO PREVENTIVE OF LEAF-
FUNGTJ>!

;
THE NALKNAAD COFFEE ; DENSE

SHADE FOR CARDAAIOMS ; CINCHONA
CULTIVATION.

Igoor, Munzerabad.

The Editor of the
"
Tropical Agriculturist."

Dear Str,—I notice several subjects of interest in

your last issue that seem to require further ventil-

ating, and so I am induced to offer you a few remarks
thereon should yon think them worthy of insertion
in your ensuing number.
Your correspoudent,

"
P. T. L.," I conclude, has

never wandered out into this part of the world, for
in Mysore the jak tree is considered about the very
best tree where shade for coffee is necessary. Under
its protection and for some little distance around the
coffee is almost invariably more vigorous than else-

where, especially in seasons of great drought, and
gives, as a rule, fair average crops, and frequently
bumper ones. Unless there is an excess of them
to-ether, scarcely a planter here would cut one down
iu preference to any other caste of tree. Even in

neglected and unmanured portions of poorly cultiv.ated

estates, a distinct ring of healthy-looking coffee in
the midst of a sea of shuck plants is generally ob-
servable at all seasons, and more peculiarly so, the
older the coffee is ; to my own actual knowledge,
this is the case up to the age of 40 years. The
only coffee I have seen where it has looked some-
what less promising than under other shade has been
now and then where the old coffee has been grubbed
up and replanted with Coorg plants ; but then, these,
I am convinced, thrive best for the first three or four

years without any shade at all, and the dense folia'j-e

of the Jak retards their growth.
I quite agree with the notion that has lately been

receiving the attention of Ceylon planters, namely, plant-
ing out a new variety of coflee plant more capable
of resisting the ejfectn of leaf-disease

; but I am inclined
to think that the Nalknaad seed is usurping a credit
that is not at present its ascertained due, and is

wearing the spurs won by the seed from cuffee gener-
ally grown iu Coorg. I think I am correct iu statiuf

that, until some 11 j'ears since, no seed coffee for

sowing had been exported from Coorg, about which
time my late brother and myself were so thoroughly
salisfieil of the much greater hardiness of the ordinary,
then called horizontals, compared with the chicks, an
opportunity of observing the two varieties growing
intermixed having occurred, we not only imported
some seed of the former, hut preached up its good
qualities, that gradually each planter in Mysore be-
came convinced, and no one dreams now of putting
down any but Coorg seed. 'i he seed that has been
so brought in has grown into the most vigorous plants,
and it has been the valuahle means of renewing our
worn-out properties (as far as the coffee trees went),
and actually saving many of us from absolute ruin.
The Nalknaad so-called variety, as far as I am aware,
has not been cultivated much, if at all, outside its

own native area, until w-ithin at most the last three
or four years

—a uot sufiicieutly long period to give
plants of an age as yet, to determine whether, tchen

in full bearing, they are more capable of resisting the

ravages of Hemileia than the rest of the coffee grown
in Coorg. I am inclined to suppose that its immunity
from it in Nalknaad itself is, perhaps, more due to

some advantages of locality or treatment than from
its being a different variety, and that, when removed
from those specially favourable circumstances, it will

prov- no more disease-rrsisting than such seed as

we have been growing for nearly a dozen years and

picked from the estates of Messrs. Mangles, J. P.
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Hunt, and one or two other gentlemen. Plants grown
from C'oorg seed are cvi'tainly not fice from leaf-disease

on any estates that 1 have had tbe opportunity of

observing it, but then on tlie only estate on which I

have seen Nalknaad plants growing they were literally
eaten up with Heniikia before- they were a year out
in the field. These plants show no distinctive shape
in them different to other Coorg plants, anrl a neigh-
bour of mine reports the same i>f his Nalktiuad plants.
I don't donbt the coffee at Nalkuaad itself being all

tliat is claimed for it, hut I dou't think we have
suthcient data to go upon that it will reproduce the
same much-desired results elsewhere with any cert-

ainty. I think you must attach more importance
than Mr. Middlcton intended to liis advocacy of the
N.'dkna^id variet}', as I do not think he has had suf-

ficient opportunity of judging of its merits person-
ally, or in cimiparisou wiili other Coorg plants, as

his plants, I think, are scarcely a fair criterion of re-

sisting leaf-disease, his rainfall beiua: so heavy, and,
as far as I am aware, they are planted amongst card-

amom.^ where very dense Bh?.<le (too dense evtn
with a very much lighter rainfall for coffee) ia ab-

solutely necessary : they have never yielded a fair

crop, and I do not think it can be a fair test of

the resisting powers of cnffee from leaf-disease, un-
less it has borne a good crop at least, this being
particularly the case with yoimg Coorg plants. I

imagine most My.sore planters must have stared, »heu
tliey read the statement that Mr. Elliott's estates

had been free of leaf-disease in con-equence of shade !

It is the first time I have heard of such a hippy state
of things, and it woidd be news that would travel
far and wide. All planters here (I must except Mr.
Elliott, I suppose) will admit that shade is no pre-
ventive of fungus, as a proof of which I need not
mention the native gardens, which as a rule are

planted under the densest primeval forest, and un-

doubtedly they have suffered worse t..an the Eu-

ropean gardens, which are comparatively in the open.
A very large percentage of the former were utterly
ruined by it !

I observe that C. leilrjeriaym seedlings are supposed
to die off from the effects of a minute snail. I could not
understand the cause ; tried more and less watering
without avail. A friend passing through advised

sprinkling them with flowers of sulphur out of a pepper
pot at intervals. 1 am trying it, but have not yet
had time to decide upon its merits, but I can say
that apparently it does them no harm, which is of

some little importance anyhow.
Liberians are not much in favor hire, and cn'tainlyas

a rule the.v don't appear very promising. I have, h'lw-

ever, 4 plants here brought out as seedlings from
bnlbs late in 1S75 and are planted in open land and
not jungle and have had very bird treatment. La t

yeai- they gave me about 1,700 beans, and I have this

season already picked over 2,000 beans, and have as

mauy'more I imai;ine on the trees. They are very hant!-
some plants, closely branched, but their progeny do
not promise the same, instead showing a disinclin-
atinu to throw out priniarie.'i. They were loadid with
Jlemikia the first year, but have not had a trace of
it since.

I find that Ledger seed comes up almost without
a failure when it has nothing but the finest (nearly
as fiue as in an h^ ur-glass) rivei- sand over it, limt

invaiialily 1 have had very heavy I'ailurts when earth
has bi-eu mixed with tlie sand. In botli eaees merely
Buliicient to cover the seed was sprinkled over, and
watered with a hair bru.-h lightly. I remember see-

ing the fine coffee adjacent to Mr. Mann's bungalow
in Mercara about n dozen years afjo, and was told
that the extraordinary results in the way of crop were
due to manuring and irrigation, no mention was made
uf the fact of its being jS'alknaad seed.

My remarks have extended them"elves info such a
long leKer that I fear you will be inclined to put
it where many a more important and interesting one
has gone ere this, nam-ly the waste-paper basket, as
a hint not to offend again.—Yours faithfully,

MAHSEER.
[Our correspondent gives us interesting and useful

information : the Liberiau coffee plant clearly requires
a nioister climate and lower elevation than are found
in Mysore or Coorg.— Ed,]

"THE GARDENS OP TUIj; SUN" AND TROP-
ICAL AGRICULTURE.

Dkar Sir,—I send you some extracts, which you
may think worth inserting, taken from " The Gardens
of the Sun," by P. W. Burbidge, the great botanist,
The book is a record of his travels in Borneo and the
Sula Archipelago, and is as interesting as all such books
are : but one very noticeable peculiarity of the author's
style is his invariable adherence to Cardinal Wolsey'a
motto of I'ljo et rex ineus. In every instance it is

" I
and Mr. Veitch," "I and Mr. Cowie," &c. Otherwise
he says his say well,—Yours faithfully,

KAROLY FtJRDd.
Ants.—" The species of ants vary much in size. One

is a tiny red fellow, but little larger than a cheese-mite,
and scarcely visible : others are black, their bodies being
an inch in length." (P. 126.) (This does not quite come
up to the Cliinese aut, one foot long!—K. F.)

Sago.—" We stayed at one httle sago station, where
the natives were preparing the raw jjroduct. The pro-
cess is very simple. The trees are cut doivn just as they
attain matm-ity, the time being known by the production
of the branched inflorescence. The leaves are removed,
and then the trunks, which are ten to fifteen feet long,
and as thick as a man's body, arc . .split longitudinally
into two halves. A man then cuts out the pith, with
which the whole centre of the trunk is fijled. This re-

quires some skill. The implement employed for the pur-
pose is an axe, formed by a bamboo stem, fixed in a
stout wooden handle, and lashed with rattan. By repeated
strokes of this instrument the pith and fibres are scooped
out in thin layers, care being taken to cut it out as free
from lumps as possible. The piUped pith is then carried
m baskets to a washing apparatus. This consists of a
rudely constructed vat, elevated on piles, beside a river
or brook whence fresh and clean water is plentifully ob-
tainable. From the vat a spout conducts the water into
a trough below. The bottom of the vat is covered with
a mat or bark-strainer. The pith is now placeel in the
vat, and trodden, water being occasionally poured over it

diu-iug the progi-ess, and the result is that the fine sago
starch is waished through, and settles in the bottom of
the trough below, the coarse particles and other impur-
ities being retained by the strainers, at the bottom of the
treadiug-vat. After the fine .sago has been allowed time
to settle in the trough, the water is run off, and the
white pretty-looking mass below is packed up in bags, and
sold to the Chinamen, by whom it is again washed and
dried, previous to its being shipped to the Singapore
market. Two species of sago palm grow here, forming
stout-stemmed trees, 30 or 40 feet in height. They are

readily distinguished by the one having smooth bases to
the sheathing leaf-stalks, while the other has the leaf-

sheaths set with stout black spine. The smooth variety
is most aljundant. The dried leaf-sheaths of tliis palm
arc utilized m the manufactm-e of neat baskets, being neatly
sown together with sti-ips of rattan, and fitted ivitli lids.

Kattans are much used in liouse building, the largest tim-
bers being secured by their aiil ouly." (P. 176.)

Leaf-disease, &c.—" I saw coffee bushes growing ap-
parently wild around the little farm-houses on the cool
hill-sides (ui Sulu); especially on Bu'at Dah.in, which I
ascended a few days after our retm-n from Eu'at Timan-
tangis, and every leaf was fresh and green without a
trace of the leaf fungus, which of late years has proved
so hm-tfnl in Ceylon. The cocoa jnelding Theobroma docs

equally well and fruits freely, forming indeed what may
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be called the national beverage in Sulu. Excellent tobacco

is grown here, and this, if skilfully prepared, would fur-

nish cigars equal to those of Manilla. Ootton would do

well, and the highest red land on the mountains, rich as

it is ivith ages of forest debris, might be advantageously

planted with coffee or other crops." (P. 221.)

Mode of Tekeactng.—" The soil [near Kina Balu in

Borneo] is a reddish friable loam thickly sprinkled with

large sand-stone boulders and stones : while iu the lower

plains and valleys is a deep black deposit, which under

irrigation yields splendid crops of rice. Under Eiu-opean

protection and management, aided by systematic Ohiiese

cooly labom-, the virgin tracts on these hiU-ranges might
be worked with advantage in the production of coffee and

cinchona. Once fairly started, and with improved roads,

this district would possess many attractions, not the least

being a comparatively cool and salubrious climate. At
elevations of 3,000 to 5,000 feet a cool bracing air is

readily obtainable, indeed, as suggested by Mr. Low, the

Marie Parie spur would form a capital site for a sanat-

orium of the utmost value to Europeans. At higher
elevations a really cool climate, almost European, in fact,

is obtainable. To bring this fertile district into cultiv-

ation and to form anything Uke good roads, however, would

be a task Herculean, and one only to be accomphshed

by an immense expenditme of labour and capital. The

system employed by the natives in clearing their new
farms is to fell the trees and then to bm-n them dur-

ing the dry season. The old stumps are left, and to prevent
the rich earth and forest debris from being wa.shed away
by heavy rains, logs are laid against these horizontally
all down the steep shoulders of the spurs." (P. 289.)

Mh. Dobkee.—" We were sm-prised by meeting a young
Labuan man—whom I had formerly employed * * *

and from him I heard that Mr. Pretyman, accompaiiied

by Mr. Dobree, a Oeylon coffee-planter, were following,

and that their object was to proceed to 'Kina Balu' in

search of land suitable for coffee cultui'o. A few minutes

later we met them and had luncheon together on the di-y

stones of an old river course. An answer to Mr. Dobree's

inquiries I told him what I have seen of the country,
of the large extent either actually under cultivation by
the Dusun or lying fallow as jungle, and that virgin soil in

large tracts would only be obtainable by felling the primaeval
forests on the enormous spurs of Kina Balu itself." (P. 298.)

"About 4 o'clock we were surprised at the return of

Mr. Dobree and Mr. Pretyman, who had proceeded no

further than the hill just above Sineroup. The Chinese

cook, of course, received orders to augment liis food supply,

and we spent a agreeable evenings Mr. Dobree showed

us the skin of a young rliinoceros which he had shot in

the mudpool near the Sagaliad river, about '20 miles from

Sandakan. The lower horn was tlu-ee inches in length,

the upper one only just growing." (P. 301.)

Hybeid.—" We were successful in finding all the large

species of uephenthes in one locaUty on the moimtain

for the first time, and in addition a distinct variety of

If. Kiliranhiam with shorter thick-winged pitchers, which

it is possible may prove to be a natm-al hybrid between

N. Edii-'anUiana and iV. Tillosa:' (P. 344.) [So this weU-

known botanist believes in hybrids, at all events !
—K. F.]

CoNsuMPrioN OF China Tea in Ckylon : Grbat
Dfcrka-se in the Past Three Years.—The figures

we published shewing the consumption of i'l. ported
tea in Ceylon prove that, at length, the islaud-groftn

product ia finding favour in its own country. Up to

187S, the average annual consumption of imported
tea was about 71,000 lb., and perhaps Ceylon-grown
tea Tiiade up the rnund 100,000 lb. For the past three

years the average has di-opped to a little over ."l,Oi-'0

of imported tea, and we should hope that Ceylon tea

has not only filled the void, but that at least 100,000
lb. of Ceylon tea was consumed iu ISSl in additioii

to the 31JS65 lb. of foreign. As native coffee has so

largely disappeared a taste for tea as a substitute

ought to be cultivated amongst the natives, until the

consumption of
" the leaf which cheers but not in-

ebriates
"

equals 1 lb. per caput of the population.
Tbat would be 2| millions of lb., instead of a little

over 100,000 lb. now. The time for such a result is

doubtless coming as well as for an export equal to

ten and twenty fold the quantity locally consumed.
Gems.—In the year 1S71 precious stones to the

value of g'2,346,732 were imported into the United
States, of which S2,2S3,350 were received in New
York. InlSSO the \alue of these imports was$6,698,4SS,
New York taking 16,294,392. Last year gems to the

value of $8,332,511 passed through the custom house,

$7,884,739 being for the New York market.—i^io News.
The Tea Competition between India and Chiua

is progressing apace. As far as regards the

United Kingdom, the imports in four years from the

former country increased by 20,500,000 lb., while those

of the latter decreased, in the sam^ period, 9,000 000 lbs. !

In seven months last year India exported 185,0001b.
to America, and about half-a-million pounds of tea to

Australia. Considering that the growth of the former

trade is altogether recent, and the latter only two

years old, the figures mentioned are, to say the least,

surprizing.
—Friend i>f India.

Eain and Blossoms.—"Advance "
writes :

— "
Many

a well-known proprietor approves of what I wrote
re untimely rain in January, February and March
on the Kaudy side. He said all his letters and

reports gave that as the reason for short crops this

year. Can you not give the figures in parallel columns ?

and shew daily comparisou for the 3 mouths." It is not

an easy matter giving the figures for a series of years
for three or four montlis fur a teries of iialions. How-
ever we have selected Dimbula, Dikoy.i, Maskeliya,
Pussellawa, Nawalapitya,Maturata, Kaudy, Eangalla and
a Matale stations, and, with the assistance of the Sur-

ve) or-Geueral's Department, we hope to make up such

a table as is required at our hands.

The Pkouuction of Indigo and Quinine from Coal
Tar.—A correspondent has been good enough to send
ua the Journal of Qas-Uyhlin(j, which is full of articles

shewing how little chance the electric light has iu

competition with gas light. Amongst miscellaneous

matter we find the following, whioli need not, we
think alarm indigo or cinchoua planters :

—
The production ot artificial indigo from coal-tar products

wiU probaMy be extended, imder a recent patent of the
" Badische-Anilian und toda-tabrik," where the original

process of Piofessor Baeyer is worked. Tlie fifth step iu

this process consisted in the preparation of a compound
known as ortlionitro-phenylyropiolic acid. By the new

patented process certain bye-products obtained from this

acid are worked as sources of indigo. The action of

alkaline-reducing agents, such as ammonium sulphide, or

the ethyl salt of this acid, produces ethjlic injogeuate.

By s.tpouification of this saU a further product called

indogenic acid is 1 btiined, which e ^sily gives oft' carbonic

anhydride, eiiher by boiling in aqueous solutions or by
hetitiug to Its melting point. The residt of this is the pro-
duction of indogen, an Illy liquid, showing yellow-green
fluore.sc nee. Any one of these siibstaaccs—ethyiic indn-

genate, indogenic acid, or mdogen—readily yields indigo
blue by the action of weak acids or alkalies wlien freely

exposed to the air without lu-aling. Although the cost of

artibcial indiiio is st.ll above that of the natural dye, it is

for sone purposes more ecouomieai in use, because of its

freedom from waste, and a large trade is already done in

the product as
i repared in Germany. With regard to the

other remarkable derivative from coal tar—artificial

quinine
—it is stated tliat the commeioial produciioii of

ibis ittvaluable drug is no longer doubtful. Profe.ssor

iSkraup, of Vienna, aud a French chemist, claim to have
suceecded in producing pure ciiinohne—a substance which
has long been a known derivative of quinine—and which

may prove to be iis medicinal epuivali-nt. Pathological
experiments will liave to be made on an exten^ive scale

belore the confidence of the medical prolessiou in the new
alkaloid can be assured. This is now being done, and
Professor Morton is reported to have declared that, shoidd
the value ot" the artificial drug be established, the com-

munity will be greatly benefited, since tlie product in

question can be made for about 4s a pound, while

sidphate of quiniue is worth about ICs peroimce.
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THE SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

PRIZE MEDAL.

, My guidman got a medal hame,
An' hauds his prize wi' muclde glee ;

Its legend set my thoclits aflame :

'Tis "
Aye be stickin' in a tree."

Stick in a tree, nae matter where,
On bare hill-side or tufted lea

;

For when you walk the earth nae mair
Its boughs may green and verdant be.

Time was when a' cor mountain stood
Tree-dad from base to summit hie,

But aye men cut the gi'owin' wood.
Nor thocht o'

"
stickin' in a tree."

An' noo the brown hUl-tops look down
On miles o' woodless countrie,

Because some thochtless lording'a frown
Forbids them "stickin' in a tree."

Scotland, when shall thy glory cease,
An' a' thine ancient prestige flee ?

When men forget in time of peace
To "Aye be stickin' in a tree."

Oh, dear old rugged moimtain land.
An' nursing- place of Forestry,

Lang may thy sons, a stalwart band,
Tak pride in "

stickin' in a tree."

—Journal of Forestry. K. Kay.

QUICK RETURNS IN APPLE CULTURE.
The old fallacy, that in planting apple or other

fruit trees we benefit posterity more than ourselves,
is hiippily now exploded, seeing that renlly good crops
can be h;id off' trees the second year after planting,
if grown on the Paranise stuck. 'Tiny trees, one, two,
and three years fiom the graft, now bear crops of

marvellously fine fruit, such as makes even old Kent-
ish fruit-growers open their eyes with wonder. In
the fruit-tree uurtieries at Allington, near Maidstone,
I last year saw trees not so large as ordinary koosu-

berry bushes covered with fiuii, the size and colour
of which were extraordinary. Apples being at the
tin.e a drug in the market, the fruit wus lying thickly
in all directions ; and I was assured thut there had
been a deal of labour expended in divesting the youny
tre^s of their superabundant cr. ps, for fiuit was not
the object soiigl.t for, but trees and bushes. Yet
where a few rows of trees were standing with three
or four years' growth, I question if it would have
been possi le to liavd grown a larger crop per acre

by any other means, for the bushee quite touched
each other, ni/ ro, m being left to get between the
rows with' ut knocking (<ti' the fiuit.

Anyone cnntcniplatmg apple culture in gardens
should make it a ^peo al piint to go into some uur-e

ry and see for them^tlvKS li. w thete little apple
busbe:- on the P'radi^e stock behave; this is eai-euti-

ally a garden apple stock. Apples on this stock may
be grown on low trellisis running no'th and south,
feet as rows of pfas are now giown between dwarfer

vegetables, or as edgings to walks, or in any otber

way the cultivator may fancy. The simplest and
possibly the best mode is dwarf bushes about six
feet apart, like gooseberries and currants. Procure
the bushes in October or November, plant them at

once, and mulch the roots; shorten the shoots in win-

ter, and pinch tiiem in July. The trees will need
but little other attention, and will certainly reward
one with abundance of fruit.

The orchard is quite a distinct affair. In this case

large trees on the free stocu, capable of bearing from
twelve to twenty bushels of apples, is the only way
in which the fruit can be produced cheaply enough

to pay the grower. There is no difficulty whatever
ill growing apples enough in England to supply all

our wants, and of a quality superior to those im-
ported ; but the producer and consumer should be
brought nearer together. In the meantime all who
have a little garden of their own m.iy soon be in-

dependent of both markets and importations. Buy a
few little bushes of varieties that become fit for use
in succession, for both culin.iry and des.sert purposes ;

and if the produce is not found juicier and better
than such as will stand a trans-Athmtio voyage with-
out bruising, all I can say that is my experience
has misled me.—J. G. Linton.—Field.

METHOD FOR THE ESTIMATION OP TOTAL
ALKALOIDS IN BARK.*

BY DR. J. DE VEIJ.

In the Archiv der Pharmacia for August, 1S81, two
methods for the estimation of the total alkaloids in
bark were proposed by ProUius, one of whifh the
author has tested and now recommends as yieldii-',
with a slight modification, excellent results.

The principle of the method referred to consists in

using tor the extraction of the alkaloids a mixture
of 88 p.irts (by weight) of ether, 8 of alcohol (92
to 95 per cent), and 4 of liqiiid ammonia. Prollius
directs 10 grams of this liquid to be taken for every
gram of bark, but the author recommends the pro-
portion of menstruum to be doubled.
The following is the method as modiied by the

author:— 10 grams of finely powdered bark are in-

troduced into a well closed bottle and, after being
carefully tared,, 200 grams of the ethereal liquid are
added. The whole is now shaken at intervals during
an hour, this length of time having been ascertained

by comparative experiments to be sufTicient, The
brttle is then again weighed, and if evaporation have
taken place the neceseary quantity of ether mixture
is added.
As much as possible of the clear liquid is now

poured off into a flask and the bottle again weighed;
the difference in weight gives the amount of solution
taken. The ether is then recovered by distillation
and the residual liquid, containing alkaloid and waxy
matter, is transferred to a tared porcelain dish and
ghiss rod, the ftask being washed with a little spirit.
The evaporation is now continued on tlie wa er bath
until the weight is constant. This gives the amount
of crude alkaloid. For instauce 10 grams of succirubra
bark were digested with 200 grams of ethereal liquid.
159 8 grams of the cle.ir solution gave a res due of

78 gram, or f)'76 per c-nt of crude alkaloid.
| o es.t mate the puie alkaloids the crude lesidue ia

dissidved in dilute b\ drochloric acid, filtered, washed
as long as the washii gs preeipitate with solu'irn of

snda, and tlie whole made alkaline and shaked with
chloroform. After standing twelve bonis the clear
chloroformic sulutinu is lun into a flask and evapor-
ated by di-tillatiou. Tiie re-idue ia transferred with
a little spirit to a tared dish and stirnr and htatid
on the water-lath till the weight is constant. Part-
icular attention should be paid to the latter point.
In the instauce referrid to 648 gram of alkaloid
was obtaired, equivalent to 811 per cent or alout
li jjer cent less than the amount of crude alkaloid.
The author is of opinion that by estimating the etude
alkalo'd and deducting 1^ per cent a result will
be ariived at with lo.'s of but little time, which, for
the practical purposes of the pharmacist, will be
sufficiently near the truth. Of course the same
method is applicable for the eiamiuat.on of the ext.
cinch, liq, (de Vrij).

* Abstract of a pajx-r in the Kiiuw 'I
ijrlnchrij't voor

de Pharmacie in Nederland, January, 18b2.
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From a sample of cinchona bark lO'Ol per cent

of pure alkal' id was obtained, whilst a former es-

tim.ition by the lime and spirit method had yielded
10 02 per cent. The ch se agreement o£ these two
determinations confirms the reliability of this method,
which the author confidently recommends,—Pilar-

maceiUical Journal.

SEED POTATOES.
A correspondent of an American farm paper, the

Country Oenllnnan, published at Albany, New York,
makes mention of a fact which ha^i ni) liitle signi-

ficance for English jiotato growers. Writing from

Kentucky, he dwells upon the d fficulties with which

potato culture ia now surrounried there. Not only
have the Americans—to use his own phrafc

— "
to fight

the bugs," but Iheir favourite variety, the Early liose,

has shovvu great si^ns of wearing out. Seed appears
to have been got, lor a time with advantage, from
New York State into Kentucky. But more recently
another |ilan liad been adopted, and, the correspondent
of the Albany paper states, with very marked success.

This was to plant E*''lj Roses very late, and to take

up the impei'fectly ripened tubers in the autumn,
aud use tijese for the seed ihe following spring crop.
It was found that seed fo grown produced au earlier

crop, and one more free from under-sized potatoes,
than did seed of a crop grown under more naiural

conditions. As the letter (in the American paper)
reads, it would apjjear that as a rule seed potiitoes,

early ripei. ed, exhaust themselves in America by shoot-

ing before ihe planting season of the next year ar-

rives, and that they yield a feeble plant. Now the

potato beetle "seems to prefer a weakly vine to the

strong tlirifty ones." In contrast it would appear
that the immature seed, taktu up in the late autumn
months, does not send out any sprout until it is

planted for a crop, when, "however, many eyes it

may have, each potato only pushes one, which often

comes out of the ground half au inch in diameter,
and branches out into a large, thrifty, healthy vine—
the very kind neeiled to withstand the ravages of

the bugs." Aijd the letter goes on to state that

even this method of growing special seed had been

improved on. A gardener found that it paid better

to plant potatoes of the first crop to produce a second
—

i.e., two crops are grown in one year, the first

providing the seed for the second. " About the mid-
dle of July the potatoes of the lirst crop are dug,
cut, and planted again. It generally takes them about

six weeks to come up, and by the middle of October

they are about the size of a hen's egg. If no larger
than a pigeon's egg, it makes ao difference, as they
do as well as if larger."
No doubt other English growers besides myself have

ascertained th^it there really is some truth in the

principle which is here laid down, i.e., that immature
^eed vegetates more .strongly and eirlier than does

seed which has fully ripened. In 1S78 I discovered

that some potitoes of a late variety, which had been

taken up m July in oider to make room for the

bricklayers, and allowed to be about till they were

ijuite shrivelled, produced the only piece of winter

potato in 1879 which escaped the disease. Right aud
left of the rows from this seed the crop was wholly
spoiled ;

but the rows actually grown from this seed

gave a full yield of fine tubers. In ISSO a like result

was obtained, i.e., the crop from ver^ immature seed

was the best of the season. Nor does 1881 tell a

different tale. I took up some potatoes for sied early
in July 18S1, and placed them away in trays, and
Bet the trays out of sight upon a high sheif. As
the variety was a favourite one, and the quantity

put away was email, the surplus potatoes from another

portion of the sams crop (wliich had been allowed

to npen m order that they „igi,t be ea'en from the

^rouud) were also put away jn trays in October, aud
these trays placed side by side with the former lot

upon the same shelf,

Keading the account in the American paper, 1 have
just gone aud examined the two lots. The former
(the immature seed) have shrivelled very much, and
have sprouts two inches long, with abundance of
rhizomes emitted. The latter are firm, with the eyes
just pushing, i.e., about a sixth of an inch long.
There can be no question but that the immature seed,
if it have not spent itself too far (for, in consequence
of the unusually bright sunny winter, this seems to
be possible), is far more likely to produce an earlier

crop thau are the later tubers. It has occurred to
me that one reason why the earlier tubers escaped
disease in 1S79 was that they were taken. from the

ground in 1878, before the Perinospora infestans had
developed itself. Now the seeds of that ptst do not
attach themselves to the roots as a general rule, and
are less likely, if in tiie air, to fasttn on the withered
skins of the tubers. I believe that the Perinospora
infestans work upon the tubers from within, i.e., that
it descends in the sap of the infected vine down into
the veins of previously healthy tubers. If so, the
immature seed (removed from counec'ion with the
vine before the vine gets infected) is doubly valuable
—ie., it has a tendency to early growth (which is

in itself a safeguard) ; and it is also free within from
any of those forms in which the Perinospora is sup.
posed to pass through the winter. At all events,
there certainly is some truth in the opinion that im-
mature seed taken up out of season does produce more
vigorous growth in the following spring, and a healthier

growth too, than do tubers which are part of any
ripened crop grown to its full development in order
to secure excellence for table purposes—G.—Ficiii.

HEDGES.
Next to plantations nothing so much beautifies and

adorns the landscape aud the country in general as

hedges, aud the more that agricultural improvements
are advanced the more will hedges be appreciated
both for be.iuty aud utility. Any one who for the
first time beholds the garden-like field formation and
distribution of thorn hedges in Roxburghshire, the

Lothians, Eoss-shire, and some other districts of

Scotland, is alike pleased aud surprised with their

beauty and utility. The first consideiation, after de-

termining its purpose, in planting a hedge is what
description of plants to plant so as to suit the soil, and
efiect the purposes of protection and aS'ord shelter to the
kind of stock upon the farm. Unless the soil is of suffi-

cient quality to grow a good strong plant, and maintain
it in health and vigorous growth iu future, it is uuad-
visable to jjlant hedges upon it.

After many trials, long practice, and frequent
failures, the following among other successful results
have been achieved :

—In planting common whitethorn

hedges the first thing to do is to trench, lime, and
otherwise tiioroughly prepare the ground, which
should either be of a clayey or strong loamy n iture.
The plant bed should be a'tout 4 feet wide by at leai-t

2 feet deep, anil the ground both underneath and on
all sides well broken to a good depth, and thoroughly
draiued. It is advisable to have the preparation of
the ground done in summer or autumn, and the plant-

ing done as early the succeeding season as possible.
The plants preferred are strong seedlings (two or three

years old), and should be jjut in without any cutting
except iu extreme cases \\ here the roots are extra

loug iiud bare, iu which case they should be slightly
shortened with the knife. I plant nine or ten plants
to the yard, aud keep the hedge clean by hoeing and

raking for several yeai's thereafter, and nevei' cut
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over the plants tiil they have made two years' growth,
when, with a sliarp lieilge-bill, or pruniug-kuife, tliey
are cut over to wiUiin three inches of tlie ground.
At the end of tlie set'ond t«o years' growth they

are again cut over at 18 incbes from the ground, and
again at twi years afterwa is at 3 feet from the gnmiid ;

thus, at six years from tlie time of planting, there is

a close and good hedge 3 feet high, as as they scMom
require to be more than 4 tn 5 feet in height altogether :

this height is attained at tlie end of seven years,
after which the hedges miy be pruned either once
or twice a year as circumstances suggest. Oae rule

oUjjhe to be, never to prune tlie hedges at midsummer
till they have attained their full denred height. No
young hedges

—that is, such as have not attained their
full height—should be pruueil in the summer season,
nor till tbe young wood i» perfectly rii^j and matured,
otherwise pruning stultifies and throws the hedge
into a state of distorted and gnarled growth from which
it never tifterwarda quie recovers.

I prefer planting hedges comparatively thick, and
when they require it thin them out with a pruning
knife, which is a couimondable practice, as thereby the

remaining plants derive more room and consequently
grow stronger.
The prunus myrobalana appears also to be (for it

has not been long mucli in use) a very good hedge
plant, but requires mixin;; either with coiniuon Thorn,
Sweet Brier, or other less rapid growing sp^-cies to

thicken and give compactness to the he ^ge. This kind
of herlge is planted and treated in every way the
same as Thorn hedges, but the p'ant requires a
st 11 better sod to grow in, nor is it cej tain if it will

grow to such old age as the Thorn even under the
most favoured circumstances.

Whins or Gorse also make good hedges, which
succeed well on turf d^kes, but in consequeuoe of

their liability to die perioriioally from the effects of

frost and tii'ir attr.iction for rabbits they are less

planted now than formerly. The Whin hedg-* is sown
(rarely planted), and the co nmon method is tomake a
scrateh in the ground, as if for sowing Turnips, and from
a Viottle wi h a go 'Se-quill fitted into the mouth the seed
is sown and covered with a small rake or hoe. The
plants coine up the same seasonas sown, and require
little further treatmtnt beyond keeping; tl;e grass from
chocking them the first and Si'i'oud season, and annu-

ally pruning the hedge after shedding its flowers.

It is an excellent plan to extend ona or two runs of

wire in both Whin and other hidges as near the top
as possible, to constitute a back-bone to them, which
is .ot the greatest importanc wherever cattle are to

fence against, for there ai'e (cw hedges in whieh there
are not som' weak pirts, and the strength of a hedge,
as of a c'lain, is determined by its weakest part,

Vtixing hedges, 113 Thorn and B'^ech, tho igh com-
mon, is not commendable, bee luse if the soil is adapted
t) Bee.h it outgrows and iiilla t'le Thorn, and if suit-

able to Thorn it grows much better without the Beech.
In winter, too. a hedge compos-^d of Beech and Thorn
always presents a gappy appevrauce at a distance,
fiir in spite of all efforts the one or I'tber die out.

Evergreen hedges for their own sake should be annually
pruned in May, when all the old and withered foliage
IS pruned off, and the young shoots allowed freedom
and time for completing their growth before the end
of the season. There are, hovever, opposing consider-
ations which have to be taken into account, such as
the flowering of Whins, Khododendrons, &c., and it

i-< not till these and others have shed their blossoms
that pruning is admissible. The beauty and neatness
also which a newly-pruned hedge presents at mid-
summer has of itself such nttractions that it m.ay be
some time before Nature's laws are, in legard to prun-
ing, fully obeyed.—C. Y. MrcHiE, CuUen House, Cullea.
^Gardentrn' Chronicle.

THE INDIA-RUBBER TREE.
The way in which this remarkable tree, Ficis

elastica, became known to botanists and horticulturists
was very singular, as related by Roxburgh in his
J<lora Iiidica in., p. 543. Towards the close of 1810
a Mr. Matthew Richard Smith, of Silhet, sent
Uoxburgh a vessel, there called a "

turong." filled with
honey in the very state in which it h;.d been broughtfrom the Pundua or Juntipoor mountains norih of
Silhet. The vessel was a common, or, rather, coar-e
basket, in the shape of a four-cornered, wide-mouthed
bottle, made of split rattms, several sp'cies of which
grow in abundance in the above named mouutain», and
oouiained .about two gillons. Mr. Smith observed that
the inside of the vessel was smeaied over with tbe
juice of a tree wliich grows on the mountains. Roxburgh
vi-as therefore more anxious to examine the nature °of
this lining than the quality of the houej. The turoncr
was accordingly emptied and washed out, and Rox°
burgh then found that it was very perfectly lined
with a thin coat of caoutchouc. Young trees were
speedily procured through Mr. Smith, audeultivated in
the Botanic liarden at Calcutta, where they throve
with the greatest luxuriance. The name only was first

published in Roxburgh's hoHus Bewjal nsis (1814), p.
65. When we say name only, we mean without descrip-
tion, although Roxburgh indicated that it was a large
tree, and gave the season of flowering and fruiting.
Recently Ur. Brandis (Fuirst Flora, p. 418, in a
footnote) has stated that Blume must stand as the
authority for Ficus elastic:i,

" because Roxburgh did
not include it in his Horttis Benrjalensis, and his" Flora
did n )t appear till 1832, whereas Blume published it
in his Bijdraoen tot de Flora nan Nidcrlandsch Indiii

(1825), p. 446" But this objection fails, inasmuch as
the name is inclu.led in the Hortns Baigalensls in the
place quoted. Blnme received tbe plant from the
Calcutta garden, and published the name as his own.
We sometimes find Linu;eus cited as ihe authurity
for the name, but, as we have shown, it could not
have neen known to him.

In 1815, five years after its discovery, as we learn
from Sweet's Hortus Britannkus, 2d ed., p. 461, it
was in cultivation in this countrv. Its hardy natiire

enabling it to bear smoke, dust, gas, wet, and dron4ht
better than most other plants, it soon became a com:non
and favourite ornament in sitting-rooms, and other
parts of dwelling-houses, as well in this country as
on the Continent. Although it will bear a great de.il
of rough treatmeut it repays a little care by produc-
ing leaves as much as two feet in len^ith ; but for in-
door (dwelling-house) decoration it should be kept
in small pots, in moderately rich soil, or it will soon
outgrow its space. Indeed, it is remarkable ho*
long this tree, which attiins gigantic dimensions in a
wild state, may be kept healthy and ornamental in i

mere handful of earth. With regard to the sizeof this
tree in its native country, we find some interesting

particulars in William LTrifhth's "
Report on the

Caoutchouc Tree of A-sam," in the Jouriir.l of the
Asittie Society of Bengal, vii

, part 1, p. 1.32. In
the district where it grows it overtops the other
vegetation, not only growing tall, but formincr
oolosail trunks. The dimensions of one tree measured
by Griffith were :

—Circumference of main trunk, 74
feet; ditto of main trunk and supports, 120 feet •

estimat id height, 100 feet. The n dure of the trunk is

very extraordinary, and is thus described by
GritEth :

—"It differs in the first place from the
ordinary trunk by its sculptural appearance, and it is

from th'S that its extremely picturesque appearance
arises. The appearance arises entirely from the ten-

dency of these trees to throw out roots, both from the
main trunk as well as from the branches, and from
the extreme tendency these have to cohere with tbe
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truuk or with each otlier. If the roots are thrown
out fioni or very near the rai\in trunk, they ordin-

arily ruu down i's surface, au'l cohere with ir. firmly,
aud heuce the sculytured appearance. If, a- liappena
iu some, they are thrown from tlie brmch'S at such
a distance from the trunlc that they do not come iu

cjutictwithit, they passdowntolheearthand form wiiat
1 call supports. These supports never appear to pro-
<luce leaf-bearing branches, so long, at least, as they
remain attached to the tree. They are generally p?r-
fejtly straiglit at first, becoming conic d only by
divisions at the apex when near the earth, aud by the
mutual adhesion of these divi-sions. Very geuerally it

would appe.ar this species, as well as some others,

vegetates in other trees
;

its first proci'sses of growth
bemg probably similar to those of other dicotyledonous
trees. Xhe roots, liowever, in obeying the laws regulat-

ing their descent, soon come into contact, aud wherever

th.y do 60 a mutual and firm adhesion is the result. A
network is soon formed round the tree ; the size of

its reticulations soon diminishes with tiie increase in

the number of roots ; and at last a nearly solid and

excessively firm cylinder is formed, which encloses, as

it were, iu a case, the tree which oriyiually protected
the young seedling. To such an extent is this carried

that the death of the tree is sure to occur sooner or

later. In such a case as this the fig tree has, it

ra ly be said, no trunk at .all comparable to ordinary
trunks, which result from growths in an ascendiug
direction. In these they originate from the aaigregaliou
and cohesion of roots, or from growth in a descending
direction." From Gritfith's obseivation it appears that

this tree rarely fruits in a wild state, and still more

rarely does it fruit under cultivation in this country.
An instance occurred in the garden of Mr. Boyce, of

Claphum, iu 18/4, and the fruit was figured iu this

journal, u. s., ii., p. 359.—Gardeners' Chronitte.

THE IMPROVEMKNT OF SOILS.

A pamphlet, "How to Profitably Imjjrove our

Soils," by Dr. J. E. T.aylor, F.G.8. (published by R.

Packard & Co., Ipswich, price iwopeuce). is probably
issued with the object of giving coirect informitiou

as to the nature aud use of chemical manures. We
can only say that, if so, it is a very legitimate object,

and, judging by the ignorant remarks frequently made,
Dr. Taylor's clear exposition of the nature of soil

;

requirements of plants, and action of manures, may
be read with advaut.ige by those who denounce arti-

ficial manures as merely stimulants, aud believe that

their action is quite differeut from that of farmyard
manure. It is high lime that this truth is realised,

viz.,
" thit farmyard manure depends for its efficicy

upon containing certain ingredients in certain propor-
tions, viz., nitrogen, phosphate of lime, potash, lime,

and possibly migncsia ; and that these ingredients can
be presented more directly in the form of a oorapouud
m.Tnure ; and so, according to Professor Ville's ex-

periments, the litter, if no richer Ih.nn the home-
made manure, produces better effect*!, because more
immediately avail.ible." farmyard manure, however
rich it may be iu the constituents which crops re-

quired as food, cannot yield it to theiu as fast as

ch: mical manures cm; for the simple reason that the

former decomposss slowly, aud the crops cannot get
it faster than the rotting manure yields it to them,

luderd, no less than ninety five per cent of farmyaid.
manure is composed of carbo-hydrates, of wliicb there

i» already perhaps too much iu the soil It is for

the same reason that the effects of farniy.rd manure
last longer in the soil than artificiils. Wnnt, how-
evtr, ia wanted now is a quick return, ;tnd the use
of artific'al manure, wi'h or without foldyard manure,
fecm-es this.

If Professor Ville is correct as to the almost use"
less nature of 9o per cent of home made manure'

surety it is very u iwise to make hardaud-fast rules

as to the consumption of straw, when the s une could
be sold at remunerative rates, and its manuring value

replaced by suitable applications. If, again, we are
aiiie to restore to the soil those paricular materials
abstracted by certain crops, we are uo longer bound
down to a rigid adherence to a rotation. The system
of alternating crops was a wise aud uece-siry one,
when the farm dependerl so much upon its own i-e-

suuroes for manure, and it will still be found desirable
as a general rule. Different classes of plants exhaust
the soil of certain elements in very ditierent propor-
tions. This fact, and the materials es.^ential for growth,
were proved by Professor Ville in a series of very
beautiful experimcts. The matrix used was sand,
first calcined, so as to destto} all manuring matter.
" VVueat sown in this saud, with the addition of a
little water to moisten it, only just sprouted ; even the
straw did not grow so large as a knittiug reedle ; and
when nine out of the ten elements, which are more
or less necessary to plants, were added to the calcined
saud (nitrogen being excluded), the growth was very
little better. When nitrogen was added, but the nine
elements left out, the result was nearly the same; but
when both nitrogen and the mineral matters were
added, the results were almost magic il."

Professor Ville found that the conditions most fa-

vourable to fertility consisted in the union of four
.substances— nitrogenouB matter, calcic phosphate potash,
aud lime, to which mixture he has given the name of
normal manure. " His experiments with these materials
were most interesting. Without any manure at all, the
soil produced Iv! bushels of wheat ; with chemical
manure, but without nitrogen, the yield was 18 bush-
els. Treated with nitrogenous matter, without min-
erals, the yield was 22 bushels ; but treated with the
'normal manure,' the yield jumped up to 50i Ijushels

per acre."

As an illustration of the economy of rotations, it

is pointed out that clovers and leguminous crops gen-
erally flourish iu soils containing little or no nitro-

genous matter; and not only so, but are able in some
mysterious way to obtain nitrogen from the atmosjjhere,
and to store up a portion in the soil. The fact is

well-known to chemists. It has been proved that a
soil from which two crops of clover have been cut,

thereby taking away a birge amount of nitrogen, ia

richer iu nitrogen than it was before the clover was
sown. The absolute necessity for pho9|dioroua in the

soil, especially for seeds aud tubers, is poinled Out.

And not only is phosphorous an element found. in

all seeds, but the pollen of all kinds of pi mts is rich
in phosphorous, and without its available presence
il the soil at the time of flowering, imperfect fertil-

isation must result. The importance of solulile phos-
phates in the soil is thus established. Plants appar-
ently have au extraordinary power of obtaining this

manure, even when present in au insoluble state.

Professor Jacks proved this by planting seeds in moist
sind resting on polished slabs of phosphorite. They
germinated there, reached down to the polished phos-

phate beneath, and thus dissolved nut such quantities
as they required, letiving on the polished .«lab nn
etched luilliue as a self-wiitten record of how import-
ant this miueral was to thtir growth. We all know
tlie '-ffect of applying finoly-groaud bones, nnd even

coprolites, to the soil. Here is an explanation of the

efficacy of insoluble phospl.ate.

In the present condition of Enulish Inrming it is

quite impossible to do witliout laroo supplie.s of clicm.

icil manures. It is, therefore, well that armers should
have sound knowledge afforded them as to what they
should use and what they should avoid.—Fifld.
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THE HOLLY.
The holly is a general favom-ite, and it is found

moi"e or less in all ornamental gi'ounds and policies.

Whenjilanted out singly it has a very striking eft'ect
;

it also forms a close ornamental hedge, antl is used Tery
extensively as underwood. There is a gi'eat variety of
hollies—

^golden, silver, smooth, prickley, &c. There is

one variety (7/c',v Farariuayensis), a native of South
iUnerica, tlie leaves of which are diied and roasted, and
used as tea by the natives : so great is the demand for
it that nearly eight million pounds are consumed annu-
ally. The common holly {Ilex aquifuUum) is raised
from seed, which ripens dm-ing the winter months. Some
trees ripen earlier than others, according to situation
and exposure. Great patience is needed in the manage-
ment of the hoUy berries

; they must lie a year amongst
sand, in which they must be well bedded, to prevent
tliem heating : care must also be taken to protect them
from the ravages of mice. After lying a year in the

heap, they should be sown in beds about thi-ee-and-a-
half feet broad, amongst free, light sod if possible ;

when the seed is sown it should be clapped down level
with the back of the spade, and a thin covering of fine

pulverized soil spread on the top.
It sometimes happens that but few pLants come up

the tii-st year ; when this is the case the bed must just
be kept clean until the following spring, when a second
and fidler brau-d will appear. It may happen, however,
that the seed may be inferior and never germinate at
all ;

but it is a safe rule not to be in a huny to dig
over the seed-bed. The hoUy thrives best on a light,

dry sod, for there is no plant that succumbs more quickly
to the effects of wet tliau the hoUy. There is a fine

hoUy hedge on the Dalkeith Park Estate, and on sev-
eral occasions part of it have turned brown and sickly.
On examining the roots I invariably find that they have
come in contact with stagnant water, or stili', impenetr-
able soil; when this is reinedied the plants m a year
or two get strong and healthy. There are also thousands
of hollies growing all over the estate as miderwood, and
the best plants ai-e found on a light, loamy sod, resting
on a bed of g:-avel. The plants on the outside of the

plantations with an open exposure foi-m an impenetrable
thicket, as many of the under branches take root, and
send out a mass of vigorous gi-owth ; this forms excel-
lent cover for aU kinds of game, pheasants especially,
as they roost amongst the branches at night. In order
to make good cover, therefore, hollies must have room

;

if they are crowded together you only produce bare poles.
Where the soil is suitable, 30 feet apart will be found

to be a good average distance for planting hoUy as
underwood. Sometimes hollies get (b-awn up when grow-
ing immediately unler forest trees with dense foliage ;

when this occm-s the tops should be cut oft', which Las
the effect of thickening the undergrowth.

I do not wonder that the holly has become a uni-
versal favourite ; its shining foliage studded with red
berries gives to the woods quite a gay appearance, even
iu the dead of winter. Throughout the festive season
also the holly figures largely in all kinds of decorations,
the other evergreens appearing very tame without it.

But, although it is one of the best evergi-eens, I am
sorry to say it is also one of the most attractive to

vermiu, for unless it is protected it is literally at the
mercy of hares and rabbits. Unlike other trees, it does
not protect itself by forming rough or corrugated bark
at its base ; hence a plant forty years old is just as
liable to be destroyed as one newly out of the nursery.
It is quite a common thing to find duiiug a hea\y
snow-storm trees a foot in diameter peeled round and
round beyond recovery. I do not know of anytliing
more disheartening than to have a lot of hollies, which
have cost no little trouble in the rearing, kille.l off' in
tiiis \\ay. Thou is no use in blinking the fact that,
unless hares and rabbits are kept down within a certain

limit, it is needless to attempt to grow hollies, I in-

clude hares, for they are just as bad as rabbits. I do
not suppose that these animals will ever be exterminated,and so long as even a few of them are roamingalnmt, so
long ivm hollies be exposed to damage from their attacks.

I read with great interest an article by Mr. McCor-
quodale, m the Jotmml for ..\ugU6t, on the subject of
how to protect trees from rabbits. I woidd feel obliged
ff he wmdd let us know if he has tried the e.xperiment
ot nd)bmg the tar on the trees in its cold state, bymeans of a rag, because up to this time I have found
it necessaiy to give it a gentle heat, so as to spread
it equally over the surface, and also to make the coat-
mg as thin as possible; and instead of a rag, we use
a brush. I confess that I do not see any analogywhatever between a tree and the human body as illus-

trating the ppmt in hand. If it is true that our sldiis
are more tender and porous than the bark of trees,
and our food and assimilating organs the opposite of
theu-s, then those are the very reasons why thev should
be treated differently, and ought uot to 'be compared
with each other.

We have used coal tar for many years to protect oiu-
hoUies. If the stems are about three inches in diameter,
it does not seem to do them any injuiy, but anything
under that has to be treated vei-y cautiously. There is
no doubt at all that tar has an iujiuious eflect on the
tender bark of young hollies, as I have seen them fre-

quently die from its effects
;

in such cases it was a
choice of the lesser of two evils.

During the months of July and August I have been
trying a new experiment in the way of protecting hol-
lies While engaged in thinning oalis, we had occasion
to cut down about fifty Spanish chestnuts. We got
those trees carefidly peeled, and cut the bark iuto^lS
in. lengths. After an-angiug the difl'trent sizes, two men
were told oft' to put a length of bark round eacli holly
stem ; as a rule very little fitting was needed, the only
fastening required being a piece of lope yarn to keep
the bark together. We have operated upon 200 hoUies
in this way, all good specimens, but which had all
been nibbled at more or less during last winter. In
going through them lately I find that the bark' has
shrunk tightly round the holly stems, and the rope yarn
hanging quite loose

;
I intend to let it remain, how-

ever, as the bark may slacken if wet weather sets in.
Now, some of these hoUies have then- branches nearly

touching the ground, and it is next to impossible to
detect the chestnut bark, as its colour is almost ident-
ical to the hoUy, and, where it is seen, it is certainly
preferable to the black coating of tar. Where the trees
are large, we foimd that the appearance of the bark
was improved by vaudyking its upper edge. As this

xpeiimeut is new, I cannot say much about it yet,
but these guards have this recommendation, that they
are cheap, are easily applied, and at the least T\-ill

stand for six or seven years. Robert Baxter.—Journal of Forestry.

THE MAHWA TREE.
This is one of the Indian food-trees. The name is

speUcd in a variety of ways, Mhowa, Malwah, and as
abdve Mahwa, and is applied not only to the Bassia
lat.folin, hut to B. butyracea and B. longifolia*, which
alst) bear edible fruits. The singularity of (he genus
coiisists iu the fact, that not only is the fruit eatiibJe
but the fleshy deciduous corollas are also largely em-
ployed by the natives of India for the same pm-jiose,
coi stituting in point of fact a staple, and indeed some-
times the only article of diet available for the verv

poorest classes during some months of the year. The
tree is not unlike our oak in form, size, andtlie colour-

ing of the foliage ;
it gi-ov, s from thirty to forty feet

high; flowers in the moriths nf March aud .Vpril; is

found in nearly every part of Central India, and is
*

IVlmeeguba of the Sinhalese and lllupei of the
Tamils in Uejlon.

—
Ei?,
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cnltivated in other districts, but not so largely as it

might be, eonsiilei-ing its valuable properties.

The flowers ripen towards the end of February or

beginning of March, the corollas becoming fleshy and

tinged with the juices they secrete. They then gi-ad-

ually loosen from the calyx, and falling to the ground,
are carefully gathered by the natives—women and

cMldi'en being chiefly employed in this Irasiuess. They
start in the early morning from then' villages, caiiying
baskets and a supply of water for the day's use, to

where the Mahwa trees gi'ow.

Just before the blossoms are ready to fall, the gi-ass

is burnt away in a cii'cle from beneath the trees, in

order that none of the precious blossoms may be hidden

by it, and so lost. The gleaners of the Mahwa crop
remain in the neighbourhood of the trees all ilay, col-

lecting and sleeping by tm'ns, and retm'n home at nighi
laden vith spoil. When the gleaners have come from a

long distance, they often make a temporary encampment
of huts, formed of branches of trees, and live on the

gi'ound untU they have coUeeted aU the flowers. They
never strip the trees entii'ely of blossoms

;
in good

seasons, each tree ^vill produce from two to three hun-

di'ed pounds of flowers
;
and a good many are allowed

to remain to seed themselves.

The natives clear a piece of gi'Ound in front of then'

huts, and on this spread out the flowers to dry in the

sun. WTien quite dry, tbey are reddish brown in colour,

and have shrunk to about thi'ee-fourths of then- ordinary
size, and lose at least half theii- weight.
The tree is a hardy one, and even in poor ground

flourishes well. It could therefore be eiUtivated on land

wliich would not j-ield ordinai-y crops. The trees are

rented, and the rent varies with various circimistances,

such as theu' abundance in the district, and the quality
of the previous rice harvest. Mr. V. Ball, of the Geo-

logical SmTey, says that in the Mm^iia district the prices

paid for permission to collect vaiy from twopence to

fom' shillings ;
and from one humked and twenty to

four hundi'ed and eighty poimds per rupee—tivo shill-

ings
—is the price paid for the saved crop. Very often

the exchange is made in kind, in salt'.or rice ; the merch-

ants then give a small quantity of salt, and six or

eight pounds of rice for a matind—eighty pounds—of

Mahwa. During the time of the famine in Manbhoom,
the average price of Mahwa was twenty-four pounds for

one rupee.

Two maiindii of Mahwa are said to be enough for a

month's food for a family of five. It is not generally
eaten alone, however, but mixed with different seeds,

those of the Sliorea rvhusta, the sal tree : and very
often rice is added also. When dried, Mabua flowers

rather resemble inferior figs. When fresh, they have a

sweet taste, but a by no means agreeable odoiu'. The
fruit succeeds the blossoms. It is about the size of a

very small apple ;
and the kernels contain oU, which is

of an inferior colour and rancid taste, Imt is vei-y

generally used by the poorer natives for lighting pur-

poses, as well as for cooking ; and it is also applied

externally as a remedy for wounds, sores, and cutan-

eous diseases generally.

The freshly-di-ied flowers yield, on distillation, a very

intoxicating spirit, called by the natives dam. It is

usually diluted with from five to ten times its bulk of

water, and is then oflered for sale at about a penny per

quart. Its smell, which is most offensive, cannot, even

by the most careful distillation, be wholly got rid of.

The natives, however, do not seem to mind it in the

least ;
and even British soldiers acquire a taste for the

liquor in time, though they generally liold thek noses
while diiuking it. One hundvedweiglit of flowers is said

to yield from four to six gallons of proof-spirit. The
very caret'iiUy distilled and rectified spirit is put iuto

oak-casks, becomes of a yellowish colom* with keeping,
and is said to be little inferior to the best Irish wbi,-ky.
The oil is manufactured from the seeds by bruising,

rubbing, and subjecting them to heavy pressure. It is

a coarse sort of oil ; but in the manufacture of soap
is largely used in the country, and also for canities.

For that pm-})ose, it would be worth in England from
twenty-five to thirty-five pounds per ton. It has been
tried by candle-manufacturers, and pronoimced veiy
suitable, and a valuable oil for such pmposes.

Useful as the Mahwa tree is, and valued as it is by
the natives, stiU, they do not protect or foster its gi-owth
as much as it might be thought they would, consider-

ing that the flowers and fruit are alike useful for food,

diinli, and domestic puiijoses. The cultivation of the
tree is not so gi-eat as it well might be. This culture

might, with very considerable advantage to the country
be fostered by the government, as the trees would yield
a revenue, by the duty on the spuit distilled from them,
as well as afford food for the poorer native population
at certain seasons of the year. No outlay is necessary,
as they are very easily gi-own from seed, the trees pro-
pagating themselves in those parts of India in which
the tree is indigenous, the seed being generally self-

sowTi. In the Conoans, the Cii-car Mountains, Bengal,
Rajputana, Gnzerat, &c., the Mahwa tree gi'ows in con-
siderable numbers, and it might easily be spread from
thence over all India. The natives are sufficiently alive

to the value of the trees to protect them in those places
in which they exist, but do little or nothing towards

increasing their numbers
; and the increase of cultivated

land prevents the seedlings springing up, as they would
othernise do in many places. With a view to securmg
the preservation of Mahwa trees in village areas, it is

not now allowed to cut them down, even when they
have ceased blooming, without permission. This is a

step in the right dii'ection ; and if attention is turned
towards the cultivation of seedlings throughout India,
one of the best food-trees of the empire will be pi-e-
served from extinction.—CImmbers's Journal.

INDIA-RUBBER AND GUTTA-PERCHA
IN THE FAR EAST.

Dr. L. Pierre, Director of the Botanical Garden at

Saigon, in French Cochin China (about the same latitude
as Tenasserim), has recently made some interesting
observations on the rubber and gutta yielding trees of
Cochin China and Cambodia, in No. 2 of " Cochin
Chine Frauijaise : Excursious et Reconnaissances," an
official work published at Saigon.

Slplionia elastka, introduced vid Java, is apparently
certain of establishment, thought not yet seriously
culiivated ; Ficus elastka h'ls also been introduced. It

is, however, to the indigenous plants that Dr. Pierre's
attention has chiefly been directed. He speaks of
three native species of Eii/j/ioihiii, not worked by the
inhabitants ot the country, though easily cultivablu,
and growing on the driest and most unlikely soil,
wliich afford a medium or inferior product, and are
considered to be wirth the attention of the Govern,
luent ; and h" als i mentions an allied jdant of very
wide distribution and rapid growth, Exirecaria op-
posUi/olia, which furnishes amost aliumlaut milk. But
the most remarkable plant in Cochin China, from
the caoutohouo-pioducing point of view, is one of the

Apoci/nece, Pariimetia (or En/i/xan/herfi) rfandiilifera,,
on which positive a d entirely cnuclusive txperi-
ments have been made. ("his plant is a liana or

creeper, which grows to the tops of even the highest
trees, and i.i found ahundautly in all the forests of

Cochin Chiu.n, ciiiefly at Canixny Phuquoo. Ponlo-

Condore, and in th - environs of Tayninh, Baria, and
Bienhoa, beint; excessively common near Xong-luM (we
retain the original spellini;) : nevertheless, the natives
do not know how to extract the rubber from it.

The diameter of this creeper when full grtiwn (>^ay
in ten years) is nearly two inches. The juice that
flows from it presents exactly the appearance of milk.
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and can be ufecl like it, haviug a slightly nutty flavour.

In its liquid state it is often employed as a luedioine

by tho Aniiamites and Cambodians. The bark, after

being dried (usually by fumigation) i.s sold at the

rate of from 20 to l.'5 frs. the picul (133 lb.) and sent

to China, where its medicinal properties are much

appreciated. It is to be had in all the markets of Cochin

China under the name of
" dau

"
or "do tarn" in

the Annamite, and of "wahrr angkot" or "whole

angkuf'in the Khmer language.
The method employed for tbe procuring caoutchouc

is of tho veiy simplest nature ;
it is only necf-ssary to

pour the juice drawn from the creeper (either by iuci-

sions or cutting it up into small lengths, if a larger

qunntity is wanted at once) into a basin of water of

the temperature of 40° or 50° (presumably centigrade,

equivalent to 104° or 122° Fahr.), when, on being stirred

with a rod, the milky mass is instantly couveitid into

an excessively pure rubber of unrivalled quality.
Tliie plant 13 propagated by cuttings with astonishiug

rapidity. Introduced into the botanical garden at Saigon
in 1874, it had, by climbing up trees, reached in 1877

a height of from 26 feet to 33 feet. It could be planted
so as to economise space without harm under any forest

tree not less than ten years old, when the now devastated

forests of Cochin China are regularly taken in hand ;

or it could be trained at the foot of fruit trees jirown
as hedges. In this way tbe almost entire want of any

necessity for cultivation, and the double utilisation of

land generally considered worthless, would combine
to render the jilant the source of a very paying revenue.

As to the now possible working of the creeper as it

grows in a natural state in the forest, tbe only way
would be to apply to the Chinese and tbe native

traders (•"specially the Cambodians), who tor an adequate
ofier would collect the juice. It is solely a want of care

and the present state of infancy of French commerce
which have caubed the product of so valuable a p!ant
to be hitherto neglected, says Dr. Pierre, who mentions

among other Apocijnece in the Botanical Garden a species
of Williirjliheia, very vigorous and a rapid spreader,
and yielding a very abundant juice, though its lubber

is possessed of but slight elasticity.

As india-rubber is apparently now increasing in

market value, it may be worth the while of our settlers

in British Burma and the Straits Settlements to pay
careful attention to the rubber-yielding Apocyunous
plants growing wild in those countries, which are in

about the same latitude as Saigon, and preeent similar

climatic and geographical conditions, being also parts of

the Indo-Chinese peninsula. Economic botany has not

been neglected in them, it is true ; Ficus elastica has

been introduced into British Burma and thrives as

far as mere growth gots, though it is yet too early
to judge whether it will retain its quality out nf its

natural limits. Chevanesta escukiita, a caoutchouc-

yieldiug creeper, has also been planted in the i\Ja-ua-ree

Forest (British Burma) and grows vigorously ;
but

it is to the native plants that attenti n could apparently
be profitably turned, and of these, Jfirus Inccifeta

(in Burmese "
Gnyoung"), which grows in the evergieen

tropical forests 01 Pegu ai d Tenasserim, is s'ated to

jieid a very good rubber, equal to that of tkiis

elaslica ; and there are many other native species of

Ficus and AUoairpns yielding caoutchouc of differeni.

qualities. Another plant. Isunandra poli/nntha, found

in tiie forests of Arakan, yields guttapercha probably
not inferior to that of Singapore (according to Spi-ar-

man's British Burma Ga^etUer, 1880) ;
but it is evidently

to the resinous gums that most attention has been paid

by Colonial botanists here.

As regards gu'ta-percha, Dr. Pierre points out the

present state of uncertainty as to the exact trees which
furnish the very varied qualities of that commodity
coming into the market under the names "

Macassars,"
"
Borneoe,"

"
SiimatraB,"

"
BanjermassinB," and

"
Siugapores"—purely commercial designations, which

affordno indication of the local origin of the species.
"Borneos" are known to be inferior, but the others are

subject to great variation
; and it is a curious thing that

no collectors, Chinese, Malays, Dyaks, or others, can be
induced to supply specimens of the trees which furnish
the gutta they bring. Hooker's original guttatree,
brought by Lobbe from Singapore, and described as
an Isonamba, is now known with certainty to be a
Dichophis ; but it is still not known whether this is ihe
tree that supplied the best commercial guttn, for which
the southern part of tbe Malayan jjenmsula Borneo,
Bantam, and the neighbouring isles, must probably be
searched. The only commercial gutta really traced
to a tree is that obtained in Larut by Messrs. Brau de
St. Paul Lias and De la Croix, through Mr. Low,
our Resident at Kuala-Kangsar. The tree from which
this came is figured by Dr. Beauvisage under the name
of

" (Jueutta seundek," and is supposed by him to be
the KeraUphorus Leerii of Hasskarl, which is now known
to belong to the genus Paycna a Sapotaceous plant.
Dr. Pierre notices another species of this geuus Payena
alabasterana, from the right bauks of the Mt-kong ; also
a BaxHia (called

"
Sang dao"), a Mimusops (probably

M. liauki), Chrysopliyllmn Roxburgii, two species of

Sideroxylon, and iJichopsis kranlziana, as indigenous
plants worthy of inv.-stigation as yielders of gutta-
percha ; and he concludes with pointing out the great
commercial and economic importance of scientific obser-
vations in this direction, in language equally applicable
to British Colonies in the Far Kast.—Colonies and India.

THE DATE PALM.
In my garden at Mentone I have planted many

Date P;dms (Phoenix dactylifera) which flourish all

along the Genoeee Riviera in the more sheltered regions.

They are thriving but developing slowly, except in two
instances, which throw a light on the peculiarities of

the tree. On one terrace there is a row of Palms
planted twelve years ago, all healthy, but small. One
of these Palms is an exception to the rule. It is six

times larger than the others—2 metres 25 contimetres

(7 feet) in circumference, whilst the rest, planted at
tlie same time, are only 75 centimetres 1 foot from
the ground. It is cpiite a tree, and bears yearly fruit

that ripens, some of tbe other Palms bi-ing male plants
aud Howermg at the same time. I was long unable
to explain why this one Palm should have dev-loped
iu so rapid and extraordinary a manner <as compared
with its compeers, but one fine day the mystery was
solved. Twelve feet below the terrace on which the
Palm grows, on tbe other side of a thick masonary
wall, is a conservatory iu which there is a water-
tank. On cleaning it out a mass of Palm roots were
found at the bottom. They had descended to the bottom
of the terrace passed underneath the masonry wall, and
had reaclud the water. Thus the axiom of the Arabs
was liteially accomplished— for a Palm to flour sh, its

roots must be in the water and its bead in tbe flames.

In another part of the garden tbe same bs>on is

taught in anotlier manner. One of my neiKhbonrs had
a right of waterway ihrongh my piopirty, and Ihe

water passed over a terrace which had been carefully
trenched to the rock to a depth of about 5 fc et. On
this terrace are planted various Palms, and the water

passed once a week during 'he sumn.er in the immcd ate

vicinity of a Livistona ausiraiis, a Chaiij,x"rrp< australis,
a Latania borbonica, and a Cycas revoluta. Ihe recently
trenched ground let the water soak in like a sponge,
and the four plants named have grown so rapidly that

they are now live times the size of all the others

iu the terrace. My ueighbonr came to me a year or

two ago, and with tears in his eyes accused my plants
of drinking up half his water on its weekly passage.
Iu the face of their preposterously rapid growth I
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could not deoy the impeacliment, so I made him a

chanuel ouiside ti.e proi^ertT into wbicli tl^e water

was diverted. I tbus also got rid of his right of

presence on his water days. We have to husband the

water most carefully, and principally succeed with

planis tbat grow naturally in regions where there are

long droughts, such as Mexico, Pt-ru, Chili, the Cape
of Good Hope, Australia. &c.

To return to the Date Palms. They do not thrive

in regions where tht-y cannot reach water by means
of their long strong roots, or where they cannot be
watered. The largest Palm forest I have ever seen is

at Klche, in the province of Murcia, in Spain. It is

manj- miles in circumference, in a most arid, burnt

up spot, but then a sm^.ll river runs through it ;

round every tree there ie a large saucer or depression,
and at intervals throughout the summer the river is

turned into these saucers hy irrigation canals through-
out the summer the river is turned into these sattcrs

by irrigation canals throughout its entire extent. The
trees are grown for profit. They produce ripe edible

fruit, which are sold in all the markets of this part
of Spain as an important article of food. The Dates,
howevt-r, are not the saccharine Da'es we see and eat

iu the North as a sweetmeat, but a farinaceous dry
Date wh'ch grinds into tlnur, and is consumed as

such. I was told in Alj^iers that they cultivate in

tbe dusert oases sixty different kinds of Date. I saw

very few Date trees in the vicinity of Algiers and along
the coast, Tiiey are principally cultivated on the

southern side of the Mount Atlas, in the numerous
oases that are found in the desert within a short dis-

tance from the southern basis of the Atlas range.

The existence of these desert oases is easily accounted

for. An immense quantity of rain falls in Aleeria

every winter on the Atlas Mountains, the prevalent
winds being north-east or north-west, that is, moist

sea winds. Immenee masses of water thus fall down
the ."iouthern slopes of the Atlas, m'istly calcareous, and
reach the sandy desert at their base. Sinking into

the sand they form regular rivers, underground, run-

ning along the base of the mountains from w. st to

east, or east to west, at a variable depth, according
to the amount of earth or of granitic sand that covers

the calcareous rocks. Every now and then thrse sub-

terranean streams come near the surface, forming a

mnrsh or "shott," as it is called, or a fertile oasis if

a spring rises to the surface, or even if the water

can be tapped by wells. It is in these regions that

the Date P.ilm grows and flourishes by tens of thousands,

forming the principal food ntiiple. If the roots reach

the water all is well, as with my Palms ; it not, ai d
water can be got from deep wells, the Arabs accept
tbe necessary labour and water them.

It is a remarkable fact that most of these ma'Shrs

and oases springs are strongly impregnated with salt,

which seems to s^Ult the tree. The native Arabs get
aci'usionied to these salt waters and thiive on theui,

but it is a great difficulty with Europeans and is one

of the greatest drawbacks the French trO"ps have to

encounter in tlieir campaigiis in and occupation of the

desert oases. The .young Dale trers can be planted
in soil the wat.r of which is so greatly impregnated
with salt as to be u drinkable even by the natives,

and that without suffering in the least. They can, it

is said, flourish in water containing as much salt as

a drachm 10 a pint. These deep waters are easily

reached by artesian wells, which the French are

introducing all over the p gion of the oaee.s at the

ba-e of the Mount Atlas range or within moderate

pv.iximiiy.
No other fruit tree thrives, nor do vegetables thrive,

in these saline soils, and the vaulted fertility of the

oases, except in the case of the Date Palm, is a fable ;

moreover, in Southern regions, singularly enough, deep
shade, such as that given by groves of Palm trees,

all but destroys vegetation underneath. Light does not
seein to penetrate under shade as in the K'orth, deep
shafle all but killing ground vegetation : I see this

exemplified in my garden. To give partial shade to
a patch of artificial grass on a tearace I formed a

canopy with a very viaorous Buddleia madagascari-
ensis. I have been obliged to thin it out, for the

grass would not grow underneath as it would have
done in England. Tliis tVict is general, I believe, iu

the South of France and in all countries win re the
sun is ardent and the air dry. Light is broken aud
more diffused in nortneu regions with a cloudy skv.

Date Palms seem to thrive best in sandy, granitic,
schistic suils. but in the proximity of calcareous rocks
or disintegrated calcareous soils, at least it has so

seemerl to me. The sands of the oases of Sahara lie

on calcareous rocks, and are nateied by rain fall ng
on calcareous n.ountains. At Bordighera, on the
Kiviera coast, where these Palms grow in great lu.xu-

riance, the soil is principally sand, brought down by
the Roya river from granitic mountains, but this sand
lies on calateons rock. In my garden the soil is

entirely calcareous, but with plenty of water, as I

have said. Palm? grow rapidly. The deduction from
the above facts is that lime aud salt might be advant-

ageously introduced in th" artificial cultivation of the
Dale Palm, and perhaps of other Palms, anil that in

their period of summer growth they cannot have too
much water.

In conclusion, I would add that I have at home at

We> bridge a dozpn Palms—Phoenix daotylifera, Phoenix

palmetto, Chamoerops humilis, and Livistcna australi-—
which I imported from Algeria ten years ago, and
which have ever since then passed the four summer
months m the garden, plunged iu the poil. They
are planted iu the long cylindrical pots I introduced
some yers agj (30 inches deep), now known as Palm-

pots. They are at present fine large plants, and pass
the winter iu an unused washhouse throut:h which

passess e brick flue from a stove. The temperature
has generally been between 40° and 50° Fahr. In
summer we water th^m freely, and they are very
ornamental iu my garden. I |iut tliem out June 1,

and take them in October 1. My gardener generally
gets the prize for Palms when he exhibits in the local

flower shows in competition with regularly stove-

grown Palms, and my example proves that the hardy
Palms might be much more utilised out-of-doors in

summer than they usually are. The position of my
Weybridge garden is by no means exceptional. We
are very liable to late frosts iu spring and to early
frosts in winter. But a few degrees of frost does not

iuconvt-nieuoe the Date Palm iu the least. He lia- lo

b''ar it wherever he grows. According to (anon
Trist im (77ii' Sahara) boar frosts are frequently seen

at sunrise iu the o.ises of the desert Ourin;; the
winter.—Hexky Bfnket, M. D., Mtntone, March 7.—
Gardeners' C/ironick.

«
Tu£ Fu.'^'CTioN OF LiMR IN Germinatino Seeds.—

Dr. Lfbeiiberg has recently |iul>ushed, iu the orgMn
of the Vitnui Academy of Sciences, thi' results of

some researches on the part jdayed by lime in the

gerinin-iti3u i^f seeds, from which it apptars that there
is a f:reat number of plants of which the seeds require
lime during gemiination, or the young plnuts die off

from want of it. On tlie other hand there are plants
that do n't need tliis supjdy of lime in germination.
Dr.L iebenberg furthur ol serves that the plants tiiat

die uflf iu consequence of an insufficient supply of lime,
do not die from the injurious effects of the solutions

devoid of lime, but because lime is requirerl in the
nutrition of the plant. The author, however, was
unable 10 determine with certainty the purpose of lime
iu plants, thouth he proved beyond duubt that 'he
absence of it did not affect the formation of starch.—
Oarckners' Chronicle,
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DEW AND HOAR FROST.
All pliiits require moisture in order to live and

grow, and Nature ba<! provided in the abundant sup-
ply of this element one o{ the principal factors which
determine the greater Or less vigour of the growth
of plants upon the earth.

It is to the copious dews that we have in a great
measure to .attribute the productiveness of the mead-
ows bordered by rivers.

Water covers about three-fourths of the surface of
the globe as ocean, partly in a solid condition, as at
the exlreme north ; paitl.v fluid, as in all warmer
regions ; it flows through Mie land in all directions
in the form of rivers

; it ascends into the air as

v;>pour, and falls again to the earth as r.ain, snow,
or dew. This continuous circulation nf " water" pro-
duced by "heat," is the especial agent which penetrate?
the earth, filling it with life and prosperity.
Where water exists the sandy desert changes into

a luxuriant oasis; where it is absent, even the greatest
richness of soil remains a "waste," and unproductive.
Dew, which forms our particular subject, is the

humidity whicli the air tinder certain circumstances
deposits in the form of minute watery globules on
the surface.*! of the bodie-i in contact with it. For
instance, on the withdrawal of the sun's raya the

atmospheric air becomes colder, consequently the
blades of grass, and leaves of pl.auts become chilled
from ex|)osure to the influence of the cold, and in
their turn cool the damp air which touches them,
and cause it to drop its moi-ture upon their exposed
surface. When the condensation of vapours occurs
by contact with cold solid bodies it is called " dew ;"

when, on the contrary, the whole body of air is

cooled "mists," "clouds," or "rain" is formed. It
is probable that if it were not for the effect of dew
the rapid escape of heat from the earth by radiatioi),
the temperature of the soil would become so de-
pressed during the sun's .absence, tliat the extremes
of heat and cold in the course of twentj-four hours
might be so great as to destroy vegetable life in the
summer season : and it is generally after nights
of copious depositions of dew that the mornings are
the brightest, and the sun's heat, the most powerful.Dew is only formed beneath a calm and cloudless
sUy, and never in windy weather, for under the in-
fluence of wind the moisture nf the earth is carried
ofif with extreme rapidity. A north wind also checks
its production, but a gentle southerly breeze, charged
with humi.iity, will occasion a copious deposit. When
the atmosphere has a temperature below tlic point
of congelation, the dew, which might adhere to the
substances exposed, passes into the form of hoar
frost. It is also found that if the temper.nture of
the earth's surface sinks during the night down to
freezing point, the particles of water deposited be-
come solid anil form hoar frost.
A deposit exactly similar to dew is formed when-

ever the air becomes suddenly chilled, by touohin'^
any surface colder than itself. Thus the walls of long
passages, vaults, or massive buildings gener;dly, drip
with wet during the early part of the summer, before
the external warmth has sufiiciently penetrated.

Leslie says:—"In fine, calm weather, after the
ravs of the declining sun have ceased to warm the
surface of tlie gnuiud, the descent of the higher mass
of air gradually chills the undermost stratum, and
disposes it to dampness, till their coniinued inter-
mixture produces a fog or low cloud. Such fogs are,
towards evening, often observed gathering in narrow-
vales or along the course of rivers, and generally-
hovering within a few inches of the surface."
In clear and warm weather the air is always drier

near the earth's surface during the dny than at a
certain height above the ground, but it becomes
damper on the approach o£ cveuiug j hence, dew i»

always more dense on grass and low-groning plantsthan on the leaves of shrubs which stand up some
feet from the ground.

iMany substances are endowed with the propertyof radiating their heat, and of thus becoming cool
with different, degrees of rapidity, and it is found
that those substances which in the air become cool
hrst, also attract tlie most quickly and abundantlythe particles of falling dew.
Dr. Wells in his observations on the deposition of

dew found that grass lieoame 12° colder than ordinai-y
garden mould, and 16'-5 colder than a Jiard gravel-walk

; hence we find that dew deposits the most
readily on living vegetation, and that well-pulverised
soils draw much more dew than those which have a
hard surface, and are close and compact. Wherever
the atmospheric air can freely penetrate there the
depositions of dew under favourable circum-^tanc-s
take place. Sandy soils are powerful attraotors of
moisture, and on the sandy plains of Chili, whe.e
rain is scarcely ever known to fall, vegetation depends
almost entirely on the nightly depositions of dew for
its support.

It has been estimated by Dalton that the amount
of dew which is annually deposited upon the soil
amounts to about 5 inches, equal to more than 501) tons
of water per acre. But the

rueteurologioal records
inform us that the yearly rainfall on the eastern side
of our island amounts to about 23.^ inches, while 4!)

inches, or nearly double the quantfty. is precipitated
on the western side; and, as we find the rainfall

varying considerably at different sea.sons and in different
localities, so wo know it is in the case of dew.

Steinmetz remarks that "the quantity of aqueous
vapour in the atmosphere is greatest in equal lat-
itudes on the sea-coast ; it diminishes in proportion
as we advance into the interior of a continent." In
Algeria, at the stations on the coast, after the driest
and hottest days, immediately the sun has set the
soldiere' uniforms become wet with dew, and in a
single night the blades of knives in the pocket be-
come rusted, but at 30 miles from the sea night
exposure is not attended with any inconvenience from
the humidity of the air.

In countries near the equator tho depositions of
dew are much more abundant than in Ensland, owing
to tlie grc Iter amount of he it absorbed from the snu
during the burning heat of the day.
The quantity of vapour which the air is capable

of holding in suspension is dependent upon the
temperature, and wo always find the atmo.^ohere in
the vicinity of currents of water more highly "charged
wiih moisture than it is in the uplands. In India
the deposition of dew ne.ar the rivulets when all
around is perfectly dry is said to be exceedingly
marked. Colonel Sykes observes that "When in
Poena in September and October, 1850, if there was
no dew anywhere else it was found on the banks of
rivulets aud the Mota Mnlu river, but 15 to 20 feet
from the water were tho limiti of the dcp isitimi."

Turning now to 'ha composition of i-.tki, dev, and
hoar-frost, Boiissingauli has g-ven th.3 following
analyses of .sample? collected at Paris an I Liel-.franen"

berg in the year ISo" ;
—

Tabic I.—'ihowiiig the Composition of Rai
', Dew, and

Fotj, in Gruim per Imperial Oalloi.

Raiu ( Paris

1[ Licbfivnuenbary

.Vmmoiiia.

0-2100
C-0:i5U

Silrio Tot.al
Ai i(l. Xitrogeu.
C-1'708 0-380.S

0-uiio 0-0-iao

Dew Liel.rrLU.cnber^
fMa.Muium 0-131U 0-.17S5

C-.Miso

0-512.5

0-OT-il

-p J Paris
"

\ I,iebfriuieiibei-K

... 0-l!i)0O 0-:il!>2 1C-:M!I2
„ - .. 0-17ft» 0-..71.-i 0-iS08

It thus appears that in Paris the quai-t 'y of nitro.

gcnous matter brought down in the r.iin.w:tor is
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six tiiiics as great as it is in the country (Lieb-
fraupn))era), a result no doubt due to the ammonia
evolved ilunng the combustion of fuel and to nnimal
exhalations; and to the same cause may be attributed
the excessive quantity of nitrogen found in the fogs
of Paris. We also observe tliat dew is richer in

plant-food than rain, which may serve to some extent to

explain its rt-markablv irivigor.ating efT'iet on vegetation.
Again, Lavves, Gdbi-rt, and Warington have lately

published m the Journal of the Royal Agrkullural
Soc'cfii* the following analyses of rain, dew, and
hoar-trost collected at Rothamsted, and determined

by Dr. Frankland.

Table II.—Showing ike Maximum, Minimum, and Mean
Amounts of Certain Constituents in Sixty-nine Samples
of Rain-water, collected at Itothamsted, in parts pr
million

.^
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caraviins, it gradually entered the Hice countries, and
reached Ciiaa and Japan. Maize, however, is a

native of temperate zones, and Rice of the tropics,

con'^equentiy there are points where they part company.
The latter does not find sufficient warmth in Enrope
north of the Alps ; the former is at home in Ohio,

Illinois, and t\)c northern part of Kentucky, but in

the Gulf States it finds too much heat. In the hot

districts, where Cotton and the Sugar-cane flourish

to perfectiou, it becomes magniflcent iu stem and
leaf, and pi-oporiionatrly deficient in the ear or cob.

We will now take Tea. It has not been a great
traveller as a tree, but the leaf ranges wide, and

frequently passes twice through the teapot iu comp.iny
with any other small leaves resembling it in size.

The first Tea was brought to England in lt>G6 by
Lords Arlington and Ossory, who obtained it from
the Dutch East India Company. Its original price
was 6O3. per pound. Fortune and other authorities

describe the Thei bohea and T. viridis {green Tea)
as varieties produced by the influence of age, soil,

climate, and cultivation. Souchong, hyson, &c,, are

sorts which receive thi'ir namrs according to the
time of picking and the age of th« leaf and of the
wood which bears it. Tea leaves, like grass in process
of being made into hay, can only retain their green
colour when quickly dried witliout oxidation of the

juices by exposure iu damp weather. Artificial green
Tea is coloured by the use of indigo, gypsum, and
Prussian blue, and being slightly poisonous, it has
sometimes been known to "murder sleep."
The Paraguay Tea, so laigely used in Brazil and

neighbouring countries, is a Holly of restricted habitat,
with properties, very similar to those of Tea.
The coffee tree is an indigenous ever-green in Arabia,

where the berry remained locally unused tiU a Mufti
of Aden acquired a taste for the beverage produced from
it iu Persia- In 1.554 it was sold at Constantinople,
where it h.^d a remarkable effect in emptying the

moscjues in favour of the cafeg. Thfi berry travelled
westwards in 1615 as an item in the Venetian trade.

The cafes of Paris and the corresponding shops in

Loudon became fashionable at the end of the century.
To the preceding list of plants, which have been

distributed by the industrious bands of man, we
propose to add a few trees, placing first the Date—
a Palm which has travelled from the confines of Asia

through the Syrian and African deserts. Some of
the finest plantations are those around Medina. Those
of Egypt are imporiant.
Two other equally important plants are the Biuana

and Plantain, tropical fruits which appear to be in-

digenous both on the Euphrates and the Orinoco. A
patch of Bananas yields four or five times as much
food as the same breadth of Potatos, aud the tree

grows from a sucker, bears fruit in eight months,
and sprouts and fruits again in three months. It is

therefore, a convenient tii;e for the tropics, aud has
been dispersed over them from the earliest ages. It
will 1)6 remembered that the Bread Fruit of the Pacific—a tree producing fruit the size of penny Inaves,
yellow, sweet, aud pleasant to the taste—was once
set up in opposition to the Banana. The excitement
on the suliject culmin.ited iu London, in the idea
of a crop ot unadulterated bread growing ready baked
in a large spreadmg tree of the Friendly Islands.

Geor{,e III. was accordingly petitioned ou the suljeot,
and the Bounty was sent out to Otaheite under the
com.nan. I of Lieutenant Bligh, for the purpose of

secuting some specimens of the important tree The
BoaiUy reached her destination in I78S, aud shipped
1,500 young trees, which weie destroyed dnung the

mutiny. .\ few years later Admiral Bligh lece'ved
a simil r c 'mmissiou, and succeeded iu eonveyng the
Bread Fruit to the West Indies, where the coloui-ts
soon discovered it to be inferior as food to the

foo-foo of the Plantain, or Banana, while the tree
itoelf is "f slow growth.
Other food trees of the tropics are the Cacao, which

cannot wander beyond the regions of great atmospheric
heat and moisture ; and the Dourian, the largest of
tree fruits which Mr. Wallace enjoyed in the Malayan
Afoliipelago. For the sake of naming the second
largest tree fruil^, wc mention ihe Brazil-uut, whose
woody fruit holds sometimes a quart of those angular
and oily nuts. Circumstances prevent these trees
from tr.ivelling far, but there are others to be briefly
noticed.
The Aspen trembles all through Europe. It may

have commenced its curious habit in the Caucasian
range, where it is still a prominent tree, but historically
it has always been dispersed over Turkey and Russia
as far as the Frozen Ocean, and there is nowhere
such a trembling of Aspen leaves as in the woods
around Moscow, where innumerable seedlings sprang
up after the conflagration of 181.3. The Aspeu is
found in the bogs of Denmark at all depths, while
the Alder, Birch, and Hazel do not occur below the
Oak level. Like the Scotch Fir, therefore, it is one
of the primaeval trees of Europe. It is also a native
of the woods of Invercauld, near Braeraar, where it

ascends to a height of 1,G00 feel. It travels into
Sutherl.indshire, loves moist situations and woods,
overhanging the Highland lochs. The margin of Loch
Katrine and the islet of the "Lady of the Lake"
are its favourite sites.

Id the Highlands on the banks of the Dee aud
the Spay, in the pass of Killiecrankie, and everywhere
in England, what tree is so bewitching in its "beauty
as the Birch of Russian pleasure-grounds, and of
Siberian and Icelandic wastes ? On the Apennines the
Birch begins to grow at about 5,000 feet above the
level of the sea, in Lapland it cases at a line 800
feet above the Fir, and 2,000 feet below perpetual
snow. The Birch is the superlative tree as regards
the extent of ground it covers, in Northern Europe,
and in the variety of purposes to which it is con-
verted in Lapland, where the natives sit in birchen
huts on birchen chairs wearing birchen boots aud
breeches, with caps and capes of the same material,
warming themselves by fires of birchwood charcoal,
reading books bound in birch, and eating herrings
from a birchen platter, pickled in a birchen e-.-k.
Their baskets, boa's, harness and utensils are all of
Birch—in short, from cradle to coiBn the Birch forms
the peculiar environment of the Liplander.
That fastigiate tree the Lombardy Poplar has been

traced from Persia, where it abounds, and from the
Himalayas, to the banks of tiie Po, and thence to
the margin of our English steamers. About a hundnd
years ago Lord Rochfort imported from Turin the
first cuttings of the Lombardy Poplar, which intro-
duced here the novelty a pole clothed with foliage.
The Cedar of Lebanon is a modern tree in Europe

Tlie oldest are, or were, at Chelsea, the tallest at
Strathfieldsaye. the largest at Siou House. Lebanon
is a wet mountain whose frost and snow equals that
of Scotland ; cousequenth the Ced: r of Lebanon is

adapted to tlie Engli5h climate aud affects damp situ-
ations such as Ihe banks of the Thames. It likes to
dip its roots in running water for the purpose of

absorption in dry weather. On dry soils it will be
found a dwarf.

The introduction of the Cedar of Lebanon into France
was au effirt of most interesting devotion on the
part of Bernard d Jus^ieu, who brou lit it from the
Holy Laud in 1737, aud koi t it alive oa the voyage
by sharing with i' the very small quantity of water
which he receive.l during a prolonged j a-ivaj:e. In
the a'isence of a dower-pot Jussieu is saifl to have
planted the Cedar in his hat, and hy giving it a
moiety of his daily glass of water he succeeded iu
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keeping it alive, and afterwards had the satisfactioa

of planting it in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. In

1838. at thn age of 100 years, it was cut down, h.aving
attained a height of 80 feet.

The Elm, a wayside tree in Germany, a Vine-peg
in France, and an ornament of several avenues m
Madrid, is a puzzling tree to botanists, the genus be-

ing too mixed in char.aoter to reproduce itself true

from seed. The Wych Elm is our only undisputed
native, ripening its seed in our eliniate—the surest

tfst of a n.ative tree—.and extending fi-om the coast

villages in Sussex to the hauglis of tlie Teviot and

Tweed, and even to the HighlaciJs, All the varieties

of the British Elms may be referred to this Ulmus
montana, and to the old English Elm—Ulnins campestris—which has smaller li'aves, throws up numerous suckers
—not a habit of the Wych Elm—and sometimes ilis-

plays a ti uuk of 90 feet loui! <aud 1.') feet girth This

is a constant free of avenues and parks in the southern

and midlnnd counties, .md of hedgerows in thevalleya
of the Th.imps and Severn. It is spread over Southern

H'urope, Western Asia, and Northern Africa, and it

has been naturalised in England, where it rarely ripens
its seeds, of wliich, indeed, only a portion ripens iu

France and Germany. The English Elm was rarely
found in Scotland before the Union, and only on sites

where it was known to liave been introduced. It has

been distributed over Ireland in modern times. Evelyn
spoke of it as biing rarely seen north of Stamford,
and as having been imported from Italy by our great
benefactors the Romans. Even Philip 11. admired the

stately form of our tree of lights and shadows, whose

open foliage admits the light and produces "the check-

ered shade," which is the charm of woods. He had

sat, perhaps, though not too often, with Mary—
"Under the shady roof

Of branching Elm, star proof,"

aud on his return to a more congenial country he

transpori;ed to the Escurial some English Elms.

Space will not allow us to add to this short selection

of travelling plants, and we have therefore omitted
the conifers, which have arrived from the East aud
West in this age of easy transit iu numbers too great
for enumeration. The same remark applies to the

plants introduced by private firms, aud to those

collected by Sir J. Hooker and other naturalists.—
H. E.—Gardeners' Olironide.

THE PRODUCTION AND LOSS OF NITRATES
IN THE SOIL.

Mr. Warington, chemist at Dr. Lawes's experimental
fariM at Rothamsted, in the course of a lecture at the

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, gave an inter-

esting account of the results of the investigations

carried out in the Rothamsted laboratory, of which the

following is a condensation.

Nitrates, Mr. Warington commenced by explaining,
were produced as part of the living functions of a

very low order of living organisms, bacteria, present
in the soil ; tl)e action was analogous to that of the

vinegar plant, the former supposition of chemists,

viz., that nitrates were produced by mere surface

oxidation, was proved to be erroneous. The conditions

nece sary to nitrification were, first, th.at the soil

should be freely in contact with oxygen, for nitrific-

ation was a process of oxidation. Next, the soU

must be moist—the more wet the soil was, the more
would nitrification be assisted, provided the water
was not so abundant as actually to choke the pores
of the soil. Thirdly, the soil must contain some
salifiable base for the nitric acid to combine with
when it was formed, for if the b.ase was not present,
the jirocess of nitrification would so'in cease. In the

fourth place, a favourable temperature was necessary.

Thw process of nitrification would take place, it was
true, at a very low temperature, nearly at frtezing
point—he had had it going on at 3° C. (37° F.)—but
iu a summer temperature, the pro ess was wonderfully
aecderated. The French chemists, by whom the dis-

covery of nitrification as a vital process was first

m.ide, said that tlie most favourable tempfrature was
about 37° C. (98" F.), when it would take place ten
times more rapidly than it would at 14° C. (.57° F.) The
process went ou most rapidly iu the surface soil, and that
for two reasons— first, l)ecause there was ou the surtuce
a greater abundance of nitrogenous organic matter, the
remains of animal and vegetable life

; aud, secondly,
the surface soil came more freely into contact with
the oxygen of the air than was the case with the
subsoil. The production of nitrates in the soil was
asabjectof very great agricultural importance, because
sci ntitic .studies had clearly pointed out that, of .all

forms of nitrogen, nitrates were those most suitable
for plant food

;
and in the case of cereal crops it

had been established that nitrates were practically the

only form of nitrogen which was adupted for the
wheat crop, aud on which it fed with advantage.
Thus, the crop of wheat or barley to be obt.ained from
the soil depended principally on the amount of nitrates

which that soil contained. The subject became of

new importance when they cousidered one of the

properties of nitrates, viz., their great solubility, and
their great diffusibility ; in fact, for them the snil had
no retentive power. With some other .substances this

was not the case—superphosphate, for instance, was

readily retained, but for nitrate of sodn the soil

possessed no retaining power, and the permanence of

it in the soil was at the mercy of the weather. It

would, therefore, very easily slip through their fingers,
and for that reason it was more worthy of their con-

sider.ation.

From experiments on blocks of natur.al soil iu the

condition of bare fallow, it appeared that a consider-

able amouut of nitrates passed into the drainage water.

The amouut of nitric <a';id coming through was very
considerable about the month of July, the average
of five years for that month giving the amouut at

•2"7Slb. per acre. In the month of August the amouut
increased to 6681b. per acre. During all the autumn
months there was a great deal more nitric acid coming
through than in the spring months. That exactly
followed what he had told them about the facilities

afforded by summer temperature for the processot nitii-

fication, for it was after the summer, when the autumn

drainage began to fiow, that they got the greatest amouut
of nitrates coming through. The average of the two
sizes of drain gimges, 20 in. and 60 in. deep, showed
that during the five years they had in one case 44 '8 lb.

of nitrogen per acre per year draining through the

soil, and in the other case 42 -6 lb. of nitrogen per
acre per year. That was a very great amount of

nitrogen to pass through the soil in the drainage water,
and until those results were obtained thev had no
notion that such an amount would come away. An
average wheat crop of thirty bushels per acre only
contained 4.') lb. of nitrogen, and here they had an

average of 42 lb. aud 44 lb. being lost by drainage, the

highest amount in one year being 631b., and the

lowest 28 lb. He would now tell them the amount
of nitrates found in bare fallow. Sample? of soil had
been taken at Rothamsted, in two fields under bear

fallow, of the first depth of 9 in, the second depth of

9 in., and the third depth of 9 in. In one field the

whole of the 27 in. yielded 5S-81b. of nitrogen per
acre, and in the other the amouut was 56"5 lb. But
at the third depth of 9 in. th°y had not got to the

end of the nitric acid, and no doubt, if they had gone
still deeper, a further quantity would have

Ijc^en
found.

The greatest quantity of nitric acid was found in the

second nine inches. They generally found that the
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salts iu the soil lay in bands, and it was very eeldom
that they were equally distributed throughout. The
cause of the greatest quantity of nitric acid being found
in the second depth was very simple. The nitrates

were produced on the surface of the soil, and a few

weeks before these samples were taken there had
been a heavy fall of rain, which had washed them
down. They saw that the results whieli he had
meutiouei really gave them the reason why bare

allowing should be an operation calculated to so greatly
increase the fertility of the laud. In the early days
of the Rothameted e.xperiraents comparative trials were

mad', in adjoining fields, of wheat after wheat, and
wheat after fallow. The first ten years of those ex-

periments showed that the land that had borne an
alternate crop each year after fallow had produced as

much wheat iu its five crops as the land that had

grown wheat continuously had produced in its ten

crops. They would understautl how that happened
when they observed the amount of nitrates found to

be present in bare fallow ; when the wheat followed

a year's fallowing, it 'found two years' nirates to feed

upou. Of course the advant ige or disadvantage of bare

fallowing depended almost entirely on the weather,
for iu wet weather the advantage was to a grent ex-

tent lost, owing to the nitrates being wasiied away,
and removed in the drainage water. It was therefore

a dry winter climate which made bare fallowing of

value. He would next speak of the intlueuce of a

crop on nitrification. It was two-fold. First of all,

they could not grow any crop on the laud without

diminishing the amount of drainage. The amount of

evaporation from a Held under crop is very much

greater than from a field under f.illow, and therefore

the soil necessarily suffered less from drainage. The
other eflfect was that the crop was eager to ol)tain

nitrates, and therefore the tiitrates were taken up
by the roots, and turned into msoUible organic matter.

He would lay before them the results of some determ-

inations of the araoaut of nitrates present in cropped
and fallow land. In 1878 they had at Kothamsted a

field half in fallow and half in beans. After the

removal of the crop of beans, samples were taken

from that land, and also from the laud under bare

fallow. The first IS inches of the soil that had been

bare fallow contained 3U lb. of nxtrog'iu per acre, and
that from which the beans had been taken only con-

tiined 10 5 lb. per acre. At the same time a similar

experiment was tried with land nnder fallow and land

under wheat. The land under fallow yielded .33 '7 lb.

of nitrogen per acre, and that on which wheat had

been grown only 2 '6 lb. per acre. That was a strik-

ing instance of the extremely perfect manner in which
the removal of the nitrates from the soil was carried

out by the wheat crop. The drainago water from

several plots of the experimental wbeat field contained

in the summer time no nitric acul at all, as it was taken

up so completely by the wheat crop. They had now
arrived at three cardinal points as regarded nitrates t

(1) they were being continually produced, (2) tliey

were very easily lost, and (3) that th.at loss can be pre-
vented by a crop. This subject became one of very

great .agricultural importance when thev saw the con-

siderable money value of nitrates. Taking the prer-ent

price of nitrates in the market, the loss by drainage
of 44 lb. of nitrates per acre represented a loss of

379. per acre per annum. That was a great loss, and
it followed that economical farming depended very
much indeed on the economising of the nitrates. Now,
taking the various systems of cultivation, bare fallow

involved the greatest risk of loss of nitrates, corn crops
involved the next greatest, roots came next as causing
a less loss, and lastly, pasture involved the least

possible loss of nitrates. Why was this? They had
seen that in bare fallow the loss was caused by the

facility which the absence of crop gave for having the

nitrates washed away. As to corn crops, their growing
period was practically limited to three months, April
May, and June, but the process of nitrification in the
soil would go on in July, August, and September with
vigour, and the nitrates then produced were freely
lost in winter, when there was abundant drainage
and no crop to feed npon ihem. If wheat was grown
after wheat, there might be a considerable loss of
nitrogen from the soil, from the fact that loss by
drainage went on during a great part of the season
when the production of nitrates was most active, and
when there was no growing crop to retain them.
When tliey came to the root crop, they had growth
goiug on in June, July, August, September, October,
and up to November, during the very period of the
year wheu they most wanted to save the nitrates.
Mr. Lavves deserved the credit of first pointm" out
that the roots iu a rotation were a conservative c'rop
they saved the nitrates in the soil ; when they were
fed off on the land, the roots return-d to the soil the
nitrogen tiiey had saved. In pasture they had the
best possible conditions for saving the nitrates for
there they had vegetation on the land all the yearround—they had the largest amount of evaporation
and the smallest amount of drainage. Was it then
possible to do anything to diminish the loss of nitrates?
He believed that a part of the present agricultural
depression was owing to the extremely wet winters
of the past few years, which had resulted in lowering
the ondition of the soil by washing out extraordinary
amounts of nitrates. Could anytliing be done to alter
this ? He was not a practical farmer, and he wished
them to take anything he said on that part of the
matter as subject to a much better opinion than his own.
But he would point out a tew things that might
possibly be a help. For instance, in the case ol a
bare fallow, the good work on the fallow was done in
the summer time—that tvas when they got the ad-
vantage of the fallow

; and the evil came in the winter.
A gentleman had told him that he had foun d it a
good plan to get the fallows clean in July, to then
plant mustard or rape, and then, before sowing the
wheat in the autumn, to plough the mustard or rape
(which ha 1 grown vigorously) into the land, and then
to sow t le wheat. Now that gentleman knew nothing
at all about nitrates, but he hail done just what he
ought to have done it' he desired to save them. The
mustard or rape took up the nitrates, and turned them
into insoluble organic matter, and wheu it was
ploughed into the land, it slowly resumed the form of

nitr.ates, for the nourishment of the wheat plant.
But for that simple plan, a great part of the nitrates

produced in summer might have been lost by the

drainage of the winter months. Again, he thou"ht
there was no doubt—though he was aware that there
was a great practical dilficulty about this point—that
it was not advisable to plough light land in the
autumn. By ploughiig land in the an umn they did
their best to give vigour to the production of nitrates.

They were also d-stroying the weeds, and in the
winter the weeds were the farmer's friends, for they
prevented drainage to some extent, and also helped
by taking up the nitrates ; and thus, if the farmer
left the destruction of the weeds till spring, they
were more or less equivalent to a green manuring.
He would therefore recommend that ni more plon-'h.
iui; be done in the autumn on light laud than was
ahsolutely necessary. Having pointed out the v.ilue
of long rooted crops, such as rape, mangold, clover,
and sainfoin, which helped to bring up again nitrates
that had washed down to a considerable depth, and
thus muke them valuable for plant food, he passed on
to say a few words on iii*-rification in relation to
manures. Experiments h;id -hown, from observations
made on the drainage watei from a field in which
ammonium salts had been aji|jlied to the wheat crop,
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that the ammonium salts in a very short time be-

came nitrififd, and io one case a distinct increase

of nitric acid was traced in the drainage water within

forty hours of their application. In fact, as far as

could be judged, the whole of the ammonia applied
might be completely nitriKed in a month. Another
set of experiments showed that the application of

nitrate of soda resulted in a still more striking in-

crease in the nitric acid draining from the land. Seeing
that nitrates found their way so quickly into the

drainage water and were lost, it was of the higliest

importance to the farmer that he should not apply
the costly manures which produced the nitrates be-

fore the crop «a3 able to make use of them
; and

if they conid only make sure of the seasons, they
would be able to arrange their dressings accordingly.
If they could anticipate a dry season, thej would like

to apply the manures in the autumn ; while, if the
winter was wet, of course a spring application of the
manures would be preferable.

—Field.

INDIA -.—CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.

(For the week tiidituj 13th June 1882.)

General Remarks.—The monsoon has been pro-

gressing rapidly up the western coast, and tnost of

the provinces which usually beuetit thereby have re-

ceived rain. Thus the Bombay Presidency, part of

the Nizam's territories, the Berais, part of the Central

Provinces, aud the Central India and Raj putana States,
record more or U-ss heavy ramfalls. From the Bay of

Bengal the monsoon is now gaining strength, aud more
or less rain h;is fallen in all parts of Orissa and the

Central Provices, districts bordering thereon, as well as

in all parts of Bengal Proper and Behar (excepting the
Patna district and Durbhunga). British Burma too
has received heavy rain. In Southern India the rains

have continued heavy in Coorg, on the Malabar Coast,
aud in Travancore, and fair in the greater part of the
Madras Presidency and ol' the Mysore State. In the Mul-
nad portion of Mysore, hnwever, the fall has been heavy.

In Assam the southern districts outinue to receive

heavy rainfall, and other parts comparatively less, In
the North-western Provinces sliaht rain has again
fallen m nearly every district ; and in the Punjab f^ur

districts have had ram,

Ge/ieral prospects are favourable throughout the

country ; crops, where on the ground, are doing well ;

and ploughing and sowing almost everywhere are pro-

gressing satisfactorily. These operations are. hnwever,
retarded somewhat in parts of the Mysore State, and
in some of the southern districts of Bombay by too

much rain. In the Madras Presidency two districts

need more rain.

Madras.—General prospects good.

Bombay.—Eain throughout Presidency proper, heavy
in the south, retarding sowing operations ; slight fever

and cattle-disease continue in a few districts ; flights

of locusts in Ahmednagar and Satara ; cholera in Bel-

gaum, Kaladgi, Satara, Ahmednagar, Ahmedabad and

parts of K ithiawar : prices generally steady.

BkN(jal.—More or less rain in all parts of the pro-
vince during the week, except in Patna and Dur-

bhunga ; prospects everywhere very favourable
; early

rice. jute, and other autumn crops being ^-own ; early

sowings doing well ; si wing of winter rice also com-
menced in some districts; sugarcane, mdigo and other

crops in the ground progD ssing ; spring rice harvest

almost finished, geueral outturn good ; cholera much
diminished ; sporadic cases ot small-pox and cattle-

disease still reported from a few districts.

Assam (Cachak).—Days hot and sultry, nights

rainy ; more than half of dumabi and murali crops

sown ; 2 cases of cholera reported from Lakhimpur ;

common rice 26J seers per rupee.

Mysore and Coorg.—Kain has fallen throughout the
Mysore States ; agricultural operations retarded in the
Mulnad, owing to excessive rainfall ; 4'54 inches at
Hassan, above 3'39 inches at Cliickmangalur ; crops in

good condition; prospects good; prices satisfactory;
public health generally good ; cholera continues slightly
in the Yedattore and Ashtagram taluka of the Mysore
district.

Pickling Onion.s.—The New York Tribune states
that the aggregate length of the onion rows on a

pickle farm near Chicago is 320 miles.

Protrcting tue Blossoms op Fruit Trees.—Now
that the time for taking action in the matter of

protecting the blossoms of our choice fruit trees
from the effects of frost, with a view to securing
crops of fruit therefrom, is near at hand, a word or
two respecting the next best material to glass for
this purpose may be acceptable to those of your
readers who may now, with this object in view be

contemplating the protecting of their fruit trees,
bet find it difficult to decide upon the best material
with which to protect them. To those I would say,
obtain from Messrs. B. Eddy & Co., Porthleven',
Cornwall, the desired quantity ot their No. 5 Web
Hexagon Cotton Shading ; it is made in three widths—
54, 72, aud 100 inches respectively—to suit walls
varying in height, and is sold at Is. 3d., l,s. 8A, and
2.S. tid. per running yard. The nature and make of
this material render it more durable, elastic, and
better adapted to serve the purpose for which it has
been specially manufactured than any other material
that has been bad in use here or noticed elsewhere
for a similar purpose, aud for these reasons I think
it is worthy of being noticed in the Gardeners'
Chronicle.— H. W. Ward.
Giant Grass.—Last May, Messrs. Klunder and Co.,

Soerabaya, wrote to the Madras Government to eay
that they had forwarded a copy of instructions for

cultivating "giant grass." This letter was cimmunio-
ated to the Superintendent, Government Farms, for
remarks. The instructions referred to were, however,
not received. The Superintendent reported that he
bad no personal knowledge of the grass in question:—
"It is not an Asiatic species, but is indigenous in
the region of country lying to the west of the Missouri
River, United States, where it is found widely spread.
Referring to this grass, in his report for the year 1870,
the United States Commissioner of Agriculture wrote:
'The early pioneer, however, has already learned
how soon the good native grasses are destroyed by
the clipping and treading of domestic animals, and
he sees with regret their places immediately occupid. . .

Paniciim cappiUnm, Piinicun sanguinale, &c., Ac,
worthless weeds and grasses that occupy the soil to
the exculsion of every profitable production.' From
this quotation, it would appear that the grass has
not a good reputation in the oountiy where it is

indigenous. Of course, it is possible the grass may
have since been improved by undergoing special cult-
ivation and treatment. I cannot, however, recommend
that Government should incur any expense in endea-
viiuriug to introduce the grass. At the same time,
it may be worth while to get some seed and try it

here. Thi.s I can readily arrange to carry out. I will
also write to the Director »f Botanical Gardens and
pl.autations, Batavia, Java, with whom I am in corre-

spondence and who, I know, will gladly afford any
information in bis power about the grass."

—Madras
2'i?nes.
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Tea and Silk Culture.—Mr. Ernest Tye, Secretary
of the Italian Tea Districts Association writes to fay
that the wages of ordinary coolies iu Assam, are five

and six rnpees per month, and not nine rnpees, as
stated by Mr. Cochran {see ante, p. '282). Mr. Tye
adds that the cost of producing Indian tei iu 18S0,
which rnnged from Is. to le. 3d. per lb., includes all

cliaigos for carriage, freight and brokerage, commission
&c.—Journal iif the Societi/ of Arts.

Cola Nuts.—Some vei-y interesting parlioulars are

given on the West African trade in Cola nuts, the
seeds of C'ol'i acuminata. We are informed that the

irapurt of these seeds amounted iu 1879 to 108,000 lb.

more than iu 1S78. On the other hand, the expoit
was 58,000 lb. in exiiess of the export in 1878 The trade
in Cola nuts is an attractive feature Iti the omnierce of

tlie Gambia. The Cola nut is the product of the
Sierra Leone district, and the trade in it, both .at

Sierra Leone and the Gambia, is almost entirely in

the bauds of women, to a large number of whom it

affords the means of livelihood, and in many instances
the .acquisition of considerable wealth. The nut is

largely consumed by the natives of the Gambia ;
it is

of a bitter taste, and produces no exhilarating effect,
but is said to possess the power of satisfying tor a
considerable time the cravings of huu^er For this

purpose, however, it is much less used than it is as a

luxury. The trade iu the article is rapidly increasing.
lb.

In the year 1860 the import was about... 150,000
1870 „ ,, ... 416,000

„ 1879 „ ,, ... 743,000
The trade in Cola nuts has also spread to Central

Ataioa, and even to the African shores of the Medi-
terranean The plant has been introduced from Kew to

theWest Indies, Seychelles, Calcutta, Ceylon, Dominica,
Demerara, Mauritius, Sydney, and Zanzibar.—Journal

of the Society of Arts.

Cultivation of Figs in the Colonies.—The Colon-
ics and India, in recommending the cultivation of

the Fig in some of oui' colonial possessions, points
out that "

Plantations have alr>afiy been made in

certain districts in Austriilia, but in all parts of that
continent there is abund.ant opportunity for the extens-
ive cultivation of the tree if only for the sake of its

beautiful foliage in the treeless wastes in some por-
tions of the interior. Of all the numerous varieties of

Ficus scattered over the tropical and temperate zones,
there is uoue more easily cultivated, none more striking
iu appearance, and none more profitable than the Ficus
Cariea. Its fruits eaten green or sun dried iire both

palatable and nutritious, and the enormous demaml
that exists for them is shown by the fact I hat the
annual imports into Great Britain, chiefly from
Southern Europe and the Levant, amount to over a
thou.iaud tons, while the United States import half a
million dollars' worth yearly. According to the New
Yoik Sun, in Georgia, where the Fig bears two crops,
an ordinvry tree, six or seven years old, will produce
5 or 6 bu.ibels of fruit aunuUly, while twice or thrice
that quantity may be expected from large old trees.

There aic trees in Eastern Florida that may be trusted
to yield frou 20 to .30 bushels of Figs a year. At
Santa B:'rbara, California, it is said that a tree ten

years old will bear about 800 lb. of fruit a year. In
Alabama it is considered the most prolific of .all fruit

tr OS ; and from Texas it is reported that the fruit

succeeds perfectly all over the State. The tree is

more hardy than is genenally supposed, and if it will

grow so well iu tropical countries, and in the West
Indies, iu Fiji, throughout Australia and the greater
pa-t of New Zealand, iu South Africa, iu Indi.a—

indeed, almost throughout our colonies and Indian

empire. Figs ought to bj a 3ta|ile product. The ease
with which the fruit is dried and packed is an im-

portant point in its (a,yoM\" —Gardeners' Chronicle.

Callsaya Bark —At a meeting of the Pharmaceut-
Ai '^°o"'^t.y "n March 1st, Mr. Umney .said that
Mr. Gerrard hud alluded to cinchona bark, awd im-
agined that he could standardize it. He would assure
Mr. Gerrard that greut difEcuIties presented them-
selves, inasmuch as at the present time he believep
it would be impossible to obtain in the London market
a single hundredweight of flit calisaya bark which
would come up to the Pharmacopceia standard The
requirement was, as they knew, 2 per cent of quiniaThe flat calisaya barks, however, now present, would
not prob;ibly contain more than O'S per cent of
that alkaloid.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

A Railway iff the Tree Tor.s.—The following
paragraph, from a recent isme of tlie Argus ol Peta-
lunia, California, has lately been communicated to
Notes and Queries :—'• It msty not be known outside
of the neighbourhood where it is situated, but it is
nevertheless a fact tliut in Sonoma County (Cal.) we
have an original and successful piece of railroad en-
gineering and building that is not to be found in
the books. In the upper part of this county, near
the co.ast, may be seen an actual roadbed in the
tree top.s. Between the Clipper Mills and Stewart's
Point, where the roal crosses a deep r.ivine, the
trees are sawed off on a level, and the timber' .and
trees laid on the stumps. In the centre of the ravine
mentioned two huge Redwood trees standing side by
side form a substantial support, and they are cut
ofl 75 feet above the ground, and cars loaded with
heavy saw logs pass over them with as much security
as if it were framed iu the most scientific manner.
All roads lead to Rome except this one. The builders
never contemplated a terminus at San Francisco,
Pet.aluina, or Chicago, but merely to convey heavy
timber from the woods to their mill. There are many
places in our Redwood forests where this example
migiit be followefl profitably, as it would be cheaper
to grade through with a cross-cut saw and lay the
lies on the stump.s than to remove the trees. We
can boast of a broad gauge, a narrow gauge, and a
road in the tree tops—yet we are not all happy."—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

Te4 Cultivation.—/hc/m.—The following statement,
quoted from the Madris Mail, gives a striking picture
of the progress made by this industry:— "In 1850,
the area under this plant w,as approximately estimated
at not more than 1,0011 .icres and the total outturn
of tea at little over 2o0,00i} lb. At the [iresent time,
the area under plant may be put down at 206,700,
viz: As a:n, 8.5,000 acre<; Cachar, 47,000 acres; Sylhet,
18,OIJ0 acres ; Uaroiliug and Tend, .Sl.OOO acres; Dehra
Doon, 4,300 acres; Kangra Vidley, 7,^00 uores ; Ku-
mion, 4,4"0 acres; Chittagong, 4,200 a 're-s; Chuta Na"-

poie, 3, 3lJ0 acres; prjduciug about 40,000.0001b. of pre-
pared tea, and representing a capital invested not far
short of fifteen millions sterling, wiiile about two
millions sterling are spent annually iu India in the

working and upkeep of the pl.antations. Of the ad-

vantages accruing to India—directly to the people, and
indirectly to the Government—from the disbursement of

so large an amount of money, there can be no question.
It will be seen that, of the total area of 207,600 acres

brought under cultivation, 150,000 acres lie within
the administrative circle of the Chief Commissioner
of Assam

;
and the statistics of tint province de-

monstrate the continuous and rapid progress of its

revenue and gener.il prosperity during the period in

question
—a prosperity wli ch may be fairly claimed

as being almost entirely tlue to ihe beneficial intlitence

of the tea industry. Tlure still remains, however,
a vast field for future development, not merely in

the production of tea, but for almost every kind of

crop grown in India, more especially rice.—Journal

of the Hocietij of Arts.
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MAKKET -RATES FOR NEW AND OLD PRODUCTS.

(London Price List, June 8th, 1882.)

IMPOETED FKOM
MAIABAB COAST,
COCHIN, CEYLON,

JLADEAS, &c.

BEES' WAX, White

Yellow
CINCHONA BAKK—

,, Twif
CAKDAMOMS, Malabar

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

Ists

2nas
ards

CINNAMON

China
Chips

COCOA, Ceylon

COFFEE
Ceylon Plantation

,, Native
East Indian

^

Native
COIR EOPE, Ceylon and

Cochin

FIBRE, Brush .

Stuffing .

com YARN, Ceylon
Cochin
Do.

COLOMBO ROOT, sifted .

CEOTON SEEDS, sifted .

EB( JXY WOOD
GINGER, Cochin, Cut

Rough

Nirx vomica" '.

MYRABOLANES, pale .,

Pickings
OIL, CINNAMON

CITRONELLE
LEMON GRASS

ORCHELLA WEED
PEPPER—

^Malabar, Black sifted

Alleppee & Cochin ,

Tellicherrj-, White
PLUMBAGO Lump

chips
dust

RED WOOD
SAPAN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs

Do. chips
SENNA, Tinnevelli

TURMERIC, Madras
Do.
Do.

Cochin
VANILLOES, Mauritius &

Boiu'bou, Ists

2nd'

3rd-

niPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

ANTJ ZANZLB/VR.

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.
ltlS2.

J Slightly softish to good
\ hard bright
Do. di'ossy &, dark tlitto.

Medium to fine Quill .

Branch f

Medium to good Quill .

Branch

Clipped, bold, bright, fine

MiddliUfj, stalky & lean
Fair to fineplumpclipped
Long, lean, to fair
Good & fine, washed, bgt.
Middling to good
Ord. to fine pale quill ...

ALOES, Soccotriue and
Hepatic.

CHELLIES, Zauabar .

CLOVES, Zanzibar
and Pembil
MdOki

Woody and hard ...

Fair to fine plant...
Good to fine

Grey to fair

Bold

Midtlling to good mid.
Low middling ...

Good ordinary ...

Bold
Medium to fine ...

Good to fine ordinary

Mid. coarse to fine light
Ord. tofine long straight
Coarse to fine

Good to superior ...

Ordinary to fair ...

Roping fair to good
Middling wormy to fine.
Fair to fine fresh...

Middling to fine ...

Good to fine l>old...

Small and medium
Fair to good bold. . .

Small
Fine bold fresh ...

Small ordinary and fair.
Good to fine picked
'ommon to middling .

Fair Coast
Kurnt and defective
Good tn fine hea^-y
Bright & good flavour .

Mid. to fine, not woody.

Fair to bold heavy
good „

Fair to fine bright
Middling small to good.
Sli. foul to fine bright .

Ordinarj' to fiup.bright .

Fair and fine bold

.Middling coa led to good
Fair to good flavor

Good to fine bold green ...

Fairmiddling bold
ommon dark and small

Finger fair to fine bold
-Mixf-d middling [bright
Bulbs whole
Do split

£6 10s a £8
£5 a £0

4s a 6s per lb.

2s a 3s
2sa3s
Is 6d a 2s
.5d a 9d
6s a 7s
3s 6d a .5s 6d
4s a 5s
2s 6d a 4s 6d
6s a 8s
2s 6d a 3s 6d
Is a 2s 7d
lOd a Is 8d
8d a Is 3d
7d a lid

Ijd a 6d
90s a 100s
Os a 80s

90s a 105s
70s a 78s

153s a eas
4.5s nominal
90s a 110s

78s a 90s
56s nominal

£16 a £22
£18 a £45
£12 a £18
£28 a £45
£22 a £28
£16 a £20
14s a 22s
55s a 60s
£9 10s a £17
70s a 1163
45s a 60s
40s a 50s
32s a 38s
IDs a 12s

7s 3d a 8s 6d
10s a 12s

73 3d a 8s 6d
8s
78 a 7s 6d
Is 6d a as
2d a 2id
2d a 2jd
40s a 60s

6d a 6J<1
5tiI a t;d

9d a 2s ed
17s a 233
14s a 18s
lis a 14s
.5s a 12s

£7 a £8
£12 a £13
£30 a £60
£16 a £23
Sid a Is 3.1

3d a .5d

Id a 2id
1.5s a 20s
1^'s a 15s

10s a 12s

10/6 a 11/6

Fine crystallsed 6 a 9iuch 20s a 28s

Foxy & reddish „ ,, 14s a 18s

I
Lean & dn- to middling

l
under 6 inches ...jlOsalSs

f Low, foxy, inferior and
\ pickings 6s a i

Good and fine dry
Common & raid, part soft
Good to fine bright
lOrdinary and middling

1 1 Good and fine bright
j (Ordimiry & middling dull

„^ Fair, uBial diy

£6 a £10
£3 10s a £6
8te a 9.5s

70s a 808

9|d a Old

f9Jd a 9J<1

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

CLOVES, Stems
COCLT^US INDICUS
GALLS, Bussorah 1 , ,

& Turkey T'"''
green.
white.

GLrjI AIVIMONIACinVI—
tU'op .

block.

ANnil, washed .

scraped...
ARABIC, picked...

sorts...

ASSAFCETIDA ...

KINO
MYRRH, picked...

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings.,

sittings ..

INDIA RUBBER

SAFFLOWER, Persian

IMPORTED FROM
CAXCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CASTOR OIL, Ists

2nds
3rds

CUTCH
KDIAEUBBER Calcutta.,

Rangoon
Madagascar

QUALITY.

Fair fresh
Fair

Fair to fine dark

Good

Small to fine clean
dark to ^ood
Picked fine pale in sorts,

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea size ditto ..

amber and dark bold
Medium & bold sorts

Pale bold clean
Yellowish and mixed ..

Fair tofine
Clean fair tofine

Slightly stony and foul ..

Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair tofine white

MidtUing to good reddish

Middling to good pale
Slightly foul to fine

Mozambique,fair tofine

sausage
„ Ball

Ordinary to good

QUOTATIONS.
1S82.

2|d a 2fd
10s a lis

50s a 57s

40s a 46s
35s a 43s

35s a 50s
20s a .30s

£17 a £22
£14 a £17
£8 a £13
£11 a £15
£7 a £10 10s
35s a 45s
30s a 34s
28s a 35s
DOS a 80s
lOs a 40s
5.5s a 65s
£6 a £8
£4 a £6
43s a .56s

38s a 42s
14s a 24s
15s a 20s

2s lOd a 3s

SAFFLOWER

TAMARINDS

IMPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
AEROWEOOT (Natal)

IMPORTED FROM
CHfNA, JAPAN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS

2MaS

C^UIPHOR, China
Japan

CUTCM, Pegue
GAJVLBIEE, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCHA, genuine

Sumatra
Reboiled

White Borneo

NUTMEGS, large
Medium
Small

MACE

RHUBARB, Sun (Wed

High dried .

SAGO, Pearl, large
medium
small

Flour
TAPIOCA, Penang Flake.

Singapore „ .

Flour
Pearl

Nearly water white
Fair and good pale
Bi'own and brownish
Good dark clean
Good to fine

Common foul and mixed
Fair to good clean
Good to fine pinky &white
Fair to good black
Good to fine pinky
Jliddling to fair

Inferior and pickings
iliddling to fine.notstony
Stony aud inferior

Fair dry to fine bright
Common & middling soft

Fair to fine

Middling to fine

65s a 70s
50s a .58s

54s a 5Ss

ijd a 5d

Good, pure, & dry white

.. „ pinkj-
Good to fine

Ordinary to fine free
Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Macas-
Barky to fair [sar
Common to fine clean ...

Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
64's a 80's, garbled
85's a 95's

100'sal2.5's
Pale reddish to pale
Ordinary to red

t^'hijis

tiooil to fine sound
Dark ordinary & middlinj
Good to fine

3M a 4d

3|d a Sjil

HA a 3id
20s a 2Ss
2s 2d a 2s lOd
9d a Is lid
2s 2d a 2s lOd
2s 9d a 2s lid
2s m. a 2s S^d
£3 15s a £5
£2 1.5s a £3 10s
£1 10s a £2 5s
10s 6d a 14s
3s a 5s

i Gd a Sos

Dark, rough & middling
Fair tofine

Good pinky to white
Fair to fine

. Bullets
'

Metlium
(Seed

i8s a ,35s

35s a 38s
.30s a .3.5s

s a 20s 9d
2s 2d a 3s 8d
9da2s
6<1 a Is 6<l

lid a Is 3d
4d a lOd
2s 6d a 3s 3d
2s 4d a 2s nd
Is lOd a 2s 2d
Is 6d a Is lOd
Is 3d a Is 6d

a Is 2d
2s a 3s Od
lOd a Is 8d
Is 2d a Is 6d
8<ln Is

16s6ila 17s 6d
1.5s 6d a 16s
1.5s 6d a 18s
12s a 41s
2d a 2id
1 9-16.1 a 2d
IJd a i;d
16s a 16s
14s 6d

„ilos 9d a Via
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" NORTHERN AUSTRALIA.—THE RUM.JUNGLE
PLANTATION COMPANY LIMITED. "

is tlie rather suggestive title of the Company pro-

posed to be formed for the establishment of a plant-

ation for tropical products in the Northern Territory
of Australia. We have received an abridged coj^y

of the Prospectus, from which we learn that the

capital is to be £50,000 in 10,000 shares of £5

each, the calls being limited to 60s for a period of

four years. The object is to cultivate coffee, cin-

chona and other tropical plants and for kindred purposes,
and the pi'ovisional directors include men of stand-

ing and means in Melboui-ne and Adelaide, as fol-

lows :
—

The Hon. .John Colton, M. L. A., Adelaide.
S. Cornish, Esq., (Messrs. Harold Bros., Adelaide).
.James Fergusson, Esq. (Messrs. Fergusson & Mitchell

Melhoirrne).
llichard Guthridge, Esq. (Messrs. E. Gutlu-idge & Co.,

Melbourne).
Koliert Harper, Esq., (-Messrs. R. Harper & Co., Mel-

bolurue).
.To)ui Marshall, Esq., (Messrs. Anderson & Marshall,

Melbourne).
DaWd Miu-ray, Esq. (Messrs. D. & W. Murray, Adelaide).
S. Newland, Esq., M. L. A., Adelaide.
John Eobb, Esq., Melbourne.

The mode in which the provisional directors have

gone to work can be judged from the .siibjoined ex-

I i act from the prospectus :
—

Tlio promoters, at their own cost, some months since,
sint Henry Poett, Esq. (who has had upwards of 20
yr:irs' experience in Ceylon as a coffee planter) to ex-

])li)ro portions of the Northern Territory with the view
uf ascertaining its suitability as to soil, climate, rainfall,
.^'., for the growth (chiefly) of coffee.

This gentleman has made a careful examination of
si'vcral extensive districts, found laud every w,ay suitable
1 r the purpose in the neighbourhood of Collet, Finnis,

I Rum-,Tungle Creeks, and accordingly selected for the
iinoters several contiguous allotments, and paid survey
s on 1,000 acres and the first year's rents for 2,793
• s.

riie conditions for obtaining a crown grant are the further
\ inent of sixpence per acre per annum for four years,
1 the cultivation within five years of one-half the area,
t lie payrai^nt of 7s Cd per acre, free of conditions of

1 Ivation.

I hose selections are described as undulating aud well
\' :>lered, with a rich chocolate soil, are onlythree miles off the
I • I emment road to Southport, which is distant only 30

lis, and from which there is daily access by steamer
r.almerston—the chief .shipping port of the territory.

I In one of tlje selections an area has since been cleared
:iiiil fenced for a nursery; the gi-ound has been trenched,
4i;iiued, aud prepared for sowing; huts erected for labourers
mikI seed of the most suitable Icind has been ordered from
( 'lylon, so that advantage may at once be taken of the

'^ent season for sowing.
hi tlie meantiuie cinchona (from which quinine is ob-

' ;u'd) has bceu sown, and, according to late advices, is

already appearing above the ground. This is a product
in very large demand, and its value as a source of profit
to the Company can hardly be overestimated.

To establisli a plantation, and bring it into full cult-
ivation will involve the expenditure of considerable capital,
wliich it is proposed to raise by means of a public Corn-
puny, to which the promoters will transfer their interest
in 3.793 acres of land, and the improvements already
made thereon, as at 28th February last, for a consideration
of £1,000 (which sum has already been expended) to be
paid in cash, and the issue to them of 1,500 shares in the
Company paid up to £^> each, wliich will only participate
in dividends at the same rMe. per share as others, anifnot
according to the amount paid up on them. , .

But of even more interest to Ceylon readers as

well as to would-be shareholders is the estimate
which the ex-Ceylon planter, Mr. Poett, has put
forward for the Company. It isae follows :—

E.stimate made by Henry Poett, Esq., of the cxijenditure
on and retiums from a plantation of 1,000 acres, of which
one-half wiU be under cidtivation with Liberian coffee, and
in bearing in fom* ye.ars :

—
Ca,sh to be paid for promoters' interest

in 3,793 acres and inprovements ... £1,000
Fencing, buildings for managers and

laboiuers, implements, tools, working plant
and stock ... ... ... 2,600

Clearing, trenching, draining and planting
500 acres in four years ... ... 5,200
Cost of importing coolie labour—wages,

provision.s, &c., in foiu- years ... ... 4,000
Salaries—Manager and assistant and

other estabUshment expenses in fom- years 4,400
Repairs, replacements, maintenance, &c. 3,000
Contingencies ... ... ... 1,000

Total expenditure in four years ... £ 21,200
At the end of the fourth year the first crop would be

ready for gathering, estimated to be of the value of £3,500
at the plantation.

In succeeding years the trees being in full bearing would
yield a return of £12,000, and the annual cultivation and
estabhshment expenses would amount to about £0000.
From these estimates, which have been very carefully

prepared, it will be seen that in the fifth year, when the
plantation is in full bearing, it will yield a net profit of
20 per cent, per annum on a paid-up capital of £30,00,
wliich is in excess of the anticipated outlay.
At this time also—that is, at the end of the fourth year—the cinchona trees, of which there would be many

thousands, would be ready for barking, yielding from
21b. to 31b. of bark per annum, and of the value iu the
first year of 4s. per lb. As the trees become older they
yield a greater weight of b.ark, which also is richer in

alkaloids, and therefore of greater value per lb. The market
value of this produce varies from 2s to 15s per lb,, accord-
ing to its strength.

We ought to know something about plantation
"
estimates

"
in this colony, but the conditions under

which Mr. Poett has prepared his statement are so

different in many respects to those prevailing here,
that it is not easy to criticize his figures. It is,

e-vddent, however, that, apart from the cheapness of

the land, Mi". Poett's expenditure would be con-

sidered veiy liberal in Ceylon; for the cost of bringing
some 500 acres of land iato full bearuig with Liberian

coffee is put down at close on £40 per acre. Nor
can it be said that the estimate of the return of

£12,000 from 500 acres of such coffee is too high,

provided the plants gi-ew and produced as they have
done in Ceylon. But we question very much whether
tlie dry Northern Territory of Australia will ever show a

plantation carrying as much as 6 cwt. of coffee per acre

over 500 acres. The experiment has to be made however,
and although, in the Palmerston Experimental Gardens,
coffee, tea and cinchona have not been very suc-

cessful, the proposed plantations are on better soil and

higher ground. As regards cinchona the Director

of the Gardens seems to have given a decidedly
adverse opinion which has called forth the following
letter from Mr. Poett to the Melbourne Argus:—

SiE,—The special correspondent of the South Australian
Kegister, in his last long and interesting communication to
that paper, exjiresses the opinion, formed on Mr. Holtze's
utterances, that cinchona will not succeed in the Northern
Territory of South Australia.

Mr. Holtze is reported to have said :

" It is all very well
to say it thrives in Ceykm, but there are high mountains
there ; wo haven't got these mountains." As I am endeav-
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"uring to promote the introduction and cultivation of

*11 tropical plants in this territory, and, as I have publicly

axiJressed the opinion that cinchona will thrive there

perhaps you will kindly permit me to answer Mr, Holtze

in a very few words—words at which I trust he will not

take any ofltence. I had the pleasiu-e of meeting Mr.
Holtze several times, and went over the gardens twice

with him, and I have every respect for his abiUty, iudus-

rty, and truly gentlemanly disposition ;
but differences of

opinion will exist, and, I am sure, no one would be

better pleased than Mr. Holtze himself to find he was

mistaken, and that cinchona will succeed in the Northern

Territory.

Although there are mountains in Ceylon upon which

cinchonas flourish, it is equally true that many thousands

of tree.s are successfully grown at an altitude of only
from 100 to 200ft.; above the sea in that httle island.

In Ceylon the liigher altitudes are chosen in place of

the lower, not only because the more valuable varieties

of cinchona tlu'ive better there, but because the climate

iu the former is more suited to the Em-opean constitu-

tion. I do not deny that a higher elevation than that

obtaining in and around Palmerston would be preferable,
but I am quite at issue with Mr. Holtze when he so un-

hesitatingly condemns the enterprize. Unless he has con-

siderable experience in the cultivation of cinchonas, he

should be very chary of giving utterance to an opinion
adverse to the probable success of so interesting and valu-

able an industry as would be developed, if chinchona be

Buccessfully grown. An opinion coming from him mil

doubtless have great weight, and should therefore be only

given after very matm-e deliberation. It is quite a mis-

take to suppose that cinchona seeds are pecidiarly de-

licate and hard to rear. They are more often destroyed

,by over attention than by neglect. Those who have not

had a varied experience, iu rearing these little seeds are

very apt to .smother them with too much and wrongly-
timed attention ;

hence the nmaber of failures. This may
have been the case with Mr. Holtze's seed, or it may
have been too old, or too green, or immature. In any case,

methiuks it was premature to condemn the industry be-

cause (I write under correction) one small batch of seed failed.

I have in my time planted great quantities of this seed,

and grown millions of plants under different conditions,
' and I am convinced that certain varieties will grow very

profitably in North Australia.—I am, &c.,
Hexey Poett.

6 Apsley-place, May 10.

The cinchona nursery on the Rumjungle plantation is

said to be getting on well, l)ut it is evidently too soon to

speak of success. A moderate account of success

there may be, but certainly coffee and cinchona are not

the products we sliould single out as most suitable for

the territory in question. To judge by the accounts we
have seen published of the country, its soil and climate,

sugar, tobacco, cocoa and indiarubber are the products

we should look to chiefly ;
but tbeu we have not been

over the laud, and Mr. Poe^t, a practical planter,

has, and be ought to know something of the conditions

suited both to cinchona and Liberian coflfee.

CEYLON : GEISTEEAL PLANTING REPORT.

{From a Planter North oj Kandy.)

COrFEB (AEABIAS and liberian) ;
COCOA

; CIN-

CHONA ;
TEA ;

CAEDAMOMS.

I trust the readers of the Observer will pardon me,
if I occupy some space in the columns of that valu-

able journal in reviewing the position of the planting

enterprize, and in dealing with the various products
that have a.ssumed such proportions since the advent

of leaf-disease has crippled our once-flourishiug staple.

One cannot avoid being struck with the wonderful

energy and intelligence with which the Ceylon planters

enter upon new cultivations, and improve on methods

that have long satisfied planters in other countries.

The reason is just this : that the body of men average
above any other body engaged in a particular branch
of cultivation anywhere in the tropics. For instance
in 1S79 Mr. Andrew Nicol made the first experi-
ment in Ceylon* in shaving cinchonas, and now how
largely has that method of harvesting developed. It
has opened out a very large lield in obtaining pay-im returns from cincliona never dreamt of in tlie
old coppicing d;iy3. And so iu everything else. Cey-
lon men have proved themselves equal, if not superior,
to scieutitic Government officials, in attaining practical
success. I will now go over the difTcreut products
now being cultivated in Ceylon wiih rem.arks on each,
which I put forth in all diffidence and modesty.

I. Arabian Coffee.—To one journeying through the
cofifee districts in the month of May 1SS2, the abund-
ance of wood and the absence of crop inevitably
prove that, v\ithout leaf-dise.ise, collVe Mould still

give paying crops as iu days of yore. At present
we are growing wood for bumper crops of Hemileia
spores ! Most of the money spent on weeding and
pruning and other works is spent to provide food
for the speedy maw of leaf-disease. The everdiope-
ful planter looks on his fields covered with fresh

foliage, and ti-ies to deceive himsell that he has lots
of wood for next year. Yes; next year's crop of «hat?
Leaf-disease, and so year by yeiir till our hearts are

verily sickened. It would merely be folly to at-

tempt to fatten and nourish a diseased man, unless
the disease itself is eradicated. Therefore the ques-
tion arises :

" Why go on cultivating this product that
has become unproduotful '!" This i,s not a financial

crisis, cor a market crisis, that has overtaken the
colony, but the sure result of the presence of a fatal
disease in our coffee. The end I would say is sure.+
All attempts to light the disease have been bafiied,
and we have had the greatest scieutitic authorities

diagnozing on the case.

II. LlEEKlAN Coffee.—Here is a brighter, more
hopeful aspect. As surely as is the decline of the
other coffee, so surely is the rise of this into f ivour
as a successful product. It is the opinion of some
that a certain jealousy lest this might prove a

dangerous rieal to the old staple has caused Liberian
coffee to be looked upon to a great extent nitii pre-
judice. But there can be no rivalry now. Iu Kalutara,
Kurunegala, Polgahawela and Dumbara, this j^roduct
is being largely and extensively cultivated. There
is ample scope in the moribund district of Morawak
Korale and in many parts of .Sabaragamuwa. The
Liberian plot on Stubton estate in Rakwana shows
what that plant can do when carefully cultivated.
Then round by Passara and Bululla-i'eldeniya
and round by Bintenna to the Mahaweligauga rapids
up to Durabfira, there are thousands of acres avail-

able for Liberian coffee. To illustrate the obstructive-
ness of Government, I understand that an application
for land w.is made soii.e years ago by two planters
for the cultivation of Liberian cotl'ee near Bintenna
resthouse, and that this was refused by the Kandy
kachcheri for some red-tape reason. There is a lai'ge

acreage of land round by Nitre Cave and Laggala at

low elevations suitable for this product, and also

surely in Matale, wliich finishes the round of the
low districts. Near (lalle, Mr. Dobree is, I hear, very
hopeful as to the prospect of success of Liberian coffee on
the Company's land. I expect the product will prove a

worthy successor to its smaller and choicer cousin. T)ie

pruning of Liberian coffee differs (^ousiilerably from

thatadopted with regard to Araban coffee, yecondaries
and tertiaries, thrusting themselves upwards and back-

* Nonsense.—Ed.

t This view is not consistent with the fact that coffee

as badly afflicted with the fungus as any iu the country, has
of recent years borne hea\'y and profitable crops.

—Ei>.
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wards, should be tied down, and so trained to tho

horizontal position, instead of being pruned off. Plenty
of wood is desiderated, as this plant requires shelter for

its berries ; bears in tlie gieeu wood
;
and is chary of

throwing out shoots at the eye of a cutoff branch.

The result of pruning a Liberiau coffee tree, in the

same «ay ai> jou would an Arabian, would be that the

former would become straggling and "
whippy," instead

of round and bushy, and moreover would give only a

few lierries at the tips of the branches. If your corre-

spondents lind tbeir experience differ, I trust they will

come forward with their criticisms. As machinery is

in use to pulp t>nd cure this variety, there is nothing

calling for a remark here. Loaf-disease no doubt is

present; but the vigour of the tree, as well as the
stoutness of texture of its leaves, will I think, pr-vent
it from suff' ring to anything like the extent of the

Arabian kind. No doubl tho question of le.af-discase

has also been the meiins of preventing the free ex-

tension of this product.

III.— Cocoa.— The chief nttraction of this product
is that it is permanent. I believe that a cocoa tree is

considered in the West Indies to have reached its prime
at its sixtieth ((iOth) year! So that tlie planter niakes

provision not only for his ow'n lifetime, but for that of

his cliildren's. The undoubted success that has followed
tho cultivation of this plant, in Dumbara especially,
is patent to any catual visitor to the valley. The
returns arc not so rapid, as it is the fashion for Ceylou
men to hunger after ; but the slowness does not de-
tract from the sureness of future profit. Itis just this

"hungering after" rspid returns that has landed so

many high and dry. When the trees have developed
into their full proportions, and heavj' picking is the
order of the day, then some plan, differing from
that adopted with regai'd to the small coffee berries,
will have to be resorted to. The usual present
plan is to cut off the ripe pods with an implement
combining a hook and knife, taking care not to injui'e
the excrescences on wiiicb future crops depend. The
blossoms appear on these excrescences, and by tear-

ing off the pods injury and loss occur. The pods are

emptied of their cmitents by a coolie armed with a

sharp knife, with which he half twists and half cuts
the pod at the stalk end, and then the bunch of seeds
comes out easily. Thjse wet seeds have great specific
weight, and therefore the carriage to the store, in the
absence of carts, involves expense. These seeds are

emptied into ordinary cofl'eo cisterns, lined at the bot-
tom with wire-gauze placed on reepers for the pur-
pose of letting the juice drain off". On the top is laid
a covering of plantain leaves, and then a covering of

sand, and then overall are laid old eaeks. This is left

thus for about twenty-four hours, and then the seeds,
having been fermented, are dried rapidly, either in the

sun, or, should the weather be uncertain, in heated
air. The nibs (the articles of commerce which are con-
tained within the shell of the seed) are peculiarly sus-

ceptible to mould. The last shipment from Palk-
kelly, which reached such an unpreeedtnted price, and
which was termed by tbe brokers "

highly dried,"
was, I undeistand, exposed to high temperature by
the Clerihew process. One authority advocates, hot
water or hot air pipes, instead of a hot air draught
through the room. As to pruning, reverse the Arab-
ian cnffee method, viz., keep on old wood, and
keep down young wood. Of course this ndmits of

modilicaiioue. The thing to be desired in a cocoa tree
is a thick solid crown as compact as possible, so that
the leaves shelter the young fruit. Cocoa is very sens-
itive to wind. It seems to luxuriate in the direct rays
of the sun, but suffers from wind immediately. There-
fore shelter, not shade, is required. In the West Indies
the pods are heaped on the ground in tbe field for twenty-
four hours before being opened, I should say that this

would render the pods soft, and lessen tho danger of

damage by a sharp-edged instrument. Some would
reply: "Thieves might appreciate the heaps of ready-
pulled fruit." lu answer, I say that it does not make
much difference whether the fruit be on the trees or
on the ground. Mr. VoUar and Mr. Sinclair especially,
along with others, deserve great credit in that they
have brought the successful cultivation and curing
of this most delicate product out of darkness into
light, and. though more light may be wished for, yet the
success has been very wonderful. Ceylon, generally,
is not suitable for this product, but the experiehce
gained here will be available for other tropical count-
ries, such as Sarawak, New Borneo, and other
lands, possessing richer soils than our island.
There are some trees of tho yellow variety, and also
of the green or white variety, on Pallokelly. The
coolies distinguish tbem as the "

tangam choklat."
These are bearing heavily, and present a very pretty
sight, with the pleasant contrast of the golden-col-
oured fruit among,3t tho dark heavy foliage. These
are of a more robust and spreading character, and will
I should think, bear more heavily than the red variety.
I do not know if they would fetch a better price.
There is nothiug more pleasing to the eye than a
cocna wall' : but, what is better, there arc few things
so filling (as regards the purse) at the price. I must
not omit mention of the success that has crowned the
efforts of Mr. Forbes Laurie in this product, and
also notably in Liberian coffee. So much so has his
success been apparent, and his pluck and enterprize
been recognized that jjlauters know him by the name
of yew Products. We all wish Neto Products all success
in his various ventures.

IV. CiNCHON.'V.—I feel myself unfitted to give
adequate justice to this subject. There are many
points connected with the cultivation, which belong
to the botanist, and the chemist, and on which the

greatest authorities differ.

This paper makes no pretence of going deeply into any
subject, but is merely a review of different products.
It was said in India that sufficient seed had been
sent to Ceylon to cover the entire surface of the Central
Province. I would venture to say that many hundred-
weights of cinchona seed have failed. Still Ceylon
planters were not daunted. Slowly but surely pro-
gress has been m.ide

; and, had it not been that the
financial pressure has caused many to cut down their

cinchona,--, this product would have been more visible to
the eye of one journeying through the diflerent districts.

'

Hard-up proprietors have had to kill the golden egg-
laying goose. But new methods have since been dis-

covered, whereby the goose may be induced to increase
her produce without being slain. How bitterly dp
many repent the coppicing an 1 the uprooting of their
cinchonas in these days of shaving ; but s'ill those

quills of bark gave a buoyancy to the sinking ship,
and staved off the evil day to many a despondinw
planter. I do hope the evil day will never come, but
that the turning in this long and dreary lane is near,
I do not enter the disputed ground of nomenclature,
hybridity. or classiticition. .Sufhce it to say that it
is best to ask »ith Shakespeare

" What 's in a name?"
and, leaving scienti,sts to tight for tl'cir favourite
theories, pursue steadily the cultivatiou of those kinds
that have been already tested by the maiket and
laboratory, as being the most profitable. Succirubra
and a h.ardy form of officinalis (wheth- r called conda-
minea or not) have been proved to be the best pajing
of the common kinds. Ledgeriana stands by itself, above
all doubts and dissensions, as one of the most valuable

products in the world. Great progress his been made in
tbe extension of this priceless variety. A great deal of
seed from India and Java has been obtained, from which
many valuable clearings will now be pljnied up. The
results of analysis with regard to thi.- phiuthave been
most wonderful, and have equalled anything cffeottd
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in Java oi' India. Such names as Christie, Koberts,
Wm. Smith and others are creditably connected with the

cultivation of this prince of products. Mr. Wm. Smith
has achieved marked success' in opeu-air grafting that

has proved of more value than the metliods of Govern-
ment scientists, and will no doubt prove a most

important money-making cultivation of itself—I mean
the grafting and propagation of Ledger plants.
The dying-out of cinchonas results from the following

causes :
—

(1) Bad seed, from which plants are raised, and after-

wards languish and die through want of stamina of

constitution in the plant.

{2) Planting in hard cabooky land, into which the

roots of the cinchonas fail to penetrate freely, with the

result that the growth is retarded, and eventually
checked altogelher.

(3) Planting in virgin laud, mth clay subsoil and
wet climate, where the ciuchonas giow surprizingly
well at first, stimulated by the top humus and the

moisture, but where the mortalitv is serious and sud-

den in tiie second or third year, owing to the roots

penetrating to the sour clay beneath.

(4) Planting in watersheds, (. e. in valleys which
are the source of streams on the ridge of a mountain

range and full of slab bed rock and innumerable

springs.

(5) Planting out immature seedlings placed in the

ground by a chip of the mamoty, and lett to themselves
to fight their way in the world.

(6) Wsini} rich mould and manure for the nursery
beds, thereby producing a plant full of forced vitality,
which vitality slowly but surely retrogrades when
brought in contact with the ruder soils of the mountaiu-

(7) Canker. But, in mentioning this, I would
state my belief that it results from the above causes—
one or all of them—and is only another word for

"dying out." It is a result rather than a cause.

I disagree with those who say drainage will pre-
vent dying out. Holes, either above or below each

tree, or close surface drains, have hitherto generally
failed in baffling this mortality when it sets in. Ltt

those with good deep soil and thriving nurseries take

heart of courage, and not fear canker or "dying
out," Drainage will modify certain evils resulting
from surface wash; but that is all. The best way
to avoid canker is to choose suitable land. Make
your nursery with sand and "spoil

"
of roads in equal

parts ;
water regularly and moderately ; pick out

carefully under fern ; reduce shade till the plants
can remain naked in any weather ; don't plant
these out till they are six to ten inches in heigbt,
and have been exposed to all weathers a month or

two; put them out in one-foot holes into which the

top-soil has been carefully filled, and see that care

be taken in arranging the roots; plant in "April"
weather, that is, alternate showers and sunshine,
w'dhout shads ; or with very temporary material to

last a few days onl.v; keep the collar of the roots

near the surface, and prevent the weeders from heap-

ing rubbish round the plants:—exercise all this care,

and you will be rewarded in having fine cinchona

clearings ; but remember tliat it may all be thrown

away, if your land be unsuitable : that is the chief

point.
Some say, "Lop your trees "; others, "Don't lop at

all." The medium I tbiuk is tlie best ; liut it must be
done with a view to future shaving. So in loppiug it is

best to leave a piece of a branch which will form a si ep,

as the shaving operations extend beyond the reach of a

a coolj. This stump of branch eprouts freely ;
so there

is DO fe.ar of its dying off. I think the earlier shaving
is begun the better, after the tree's second year.
Some shave during the second year, and, perhaps, they
are right. The majority advocate covering the shaved

stem with some material, such as mana grass, plant-
ain leaves, wild cardamom or giug- r leaves, or even
with the leaves of the cinchona itself. Th>> first-

named is best, it wilh'n a conscionable distance.

They say that, if you do not cover the bark, the
alkaloids do not increase ; that any breach "f the
cambium spreails as the bark renews and grows;
and that often fatal injury to the tree results. It
is sofer to cover, and does not cost much. I do not
wish to enter into details, such as cost and tasks ;

but there are many who c.^n give us relialile figures.
In loppiug, the barking of the branches has to be
considered. The old method was scraping oft' the bark
with a knife at a great cost. Now the papers are
full of new "dodges" and machines for peeling twig,
I would say that the simplest is the best. Bottles,

alavangas, old mangles, bits of sticks, are ail used,
showing that a good deal of twig bark is being har-
vested. There is great room for improvements on the

spoke-shave. There are one or two, but I have not
seen them. Uprooting, coppicing, stripping ribbands of
bark with mossing, are obsolete systems to the pushing
planter of tJeylou. Dr. Triraen, Mr. Moeus, &c., &c.,
are all in tlie back eddy ; and Ceylon planters are at

work, with their mangles and alavaugas, down the full

stream of enterprize and success.

V. Tea.—As the last heading has occupied so much
room, I must deal with this as my space will admit.
The speculator, the greedy huugerer for returns, the
Galle Face lilanter, need not have anything to do with
tea. We want capital aud careful work to effect slow but
sure returns. Ceylon tea is assuming an honouraljle place
in the world's markets ; and, as we get to understand
more about it, it will prove a favourable and profit-
able investment for capitalists. There is more assist-

ance from machinery in this than in any of the other

products. An easy way of coucentratiug operations,
and, at the same time, of extending the acreage under
tea, is by central factories being established aud pre-
sided over by a skilled tea-planter ; by these factories

purchasing green leaf at a reasonable cost from sur-

rounding gardens ; and by their also importing ma-

chinery which will enable them to pay the grower of

the leaf remunerative prices, and to put the cured
article in the market at the lowest possible cost with
the highest iwssible sale-jirices. They also would give
employment to many ex-coffee-planters in field work,
which would differ but slightly fi-om that on a coffee

estate. Then the Uva railway could bring down un-
limited timber to the central saw mills, in which tea-

boxes could be manufactured by machinery. I see
a very wide field opening out ; but capital must
come first. Never for one moment listen to the
croakers who look at things with tlieir telescopes
reversed, and narrow down the future of the country
as their hopes of rapid fortunes fail to be realized.*
I have heard it said :

—" The worst of tea is that it

will grow well .anywhere." That may be taken to
mean that one is tempted to pusli it in all climates
and at all elevations because it grows, witiiout making
sure whether it will

" llush to pay
"

: also that, should

everyone "go into tea," the market would be over-

stocked. That fear has never been realized in Ceylon
with-regard to any product. Ceylon will never upset
the world's markets with any produce. Tea-growers
in Ceylon are deeply indebted to Mr. A. M. Ferguson :

there is no doubt at all about that. The results will

now make tliemselves felt ; and a great rush for tea may
be looked for in Ceylon in a few ye.ars. Let the dis-

contented, the useles.s, the drones, be drafted out, and
let the steady young fellows wait for the coming wave
that will bear thcni right up on the heights of fortune,

* And yet om- correspoudeufs first paragraph leiives

the reader to iuter that he reconmieuds the abandonment of

250,000 acres of Ai'abiau cotlee !
—En.
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not dreamed of in these dark days of trouble. It 's

bound to come, and I think ' ' Tea "
will Ije the

chief agent in restoring prosperity m Ceylon
—not a

higli-pressure, unwholesome state of things, but a

solid, lastmg prosperity. I do not profess to deal

with tea, save in a broad sense. I am not a tea-

planter, and I touch not the mysteries of withering,

rolling, firing, fermenting, &c., &c., because 1 have
a notion that macliinei-y can do most of It, and there

is no good m giving hints to a machine.

VI. CiRDAMOMs.—This is a choice thijig. A
planter's idea of bliss should be 50 acres of card-

amoms and 50 acres of "pucka" ledgers. £3,500 a

year from the former, and what wealth shall I put
down on account of the latter ? It is unspeakable.
It takes away one's breath. Let us softly enter and

peep at the stores of wealth. 50 acres of jungle will

cost £20 an acre to brinf/ into bcariwj. That is £1,000.
The returns after that nett £70 au acre with the
above result. Away with simia durais, conductors and

kanganies. Let us, with our wives, sisters, daughters,
sons and brothers, cousins, nieces and nephews, reclme
beneath the graceful fronds of the cardamom, and amid
the cool fragi'ance from the precious fruit, as it is daintily

picked, converse amicably together and dream of wealth.

In Nitre Cave, Raugala, Medamahanuwara, Laggala,
Matale and the Knuckles cardamoms fruit splendidly.
In the ueighljourhood of Ambagamuwa they gi'ow

freely but do not bear heavily. A beginnuig has been
made in Balangoda and Kukulu Korales, but there is

hardly time yet for residts A gi'eat rage is beginning to

set in. Sir. George Porter', an authority in this cultivation,
made good use of his time at home. There are several

kinds of cardamoms :
—

(1) The Ceylon wild cardamom. This would cert-

ainly pay and deserves attention. It is very plentiful
in the jungles of Nitre Cave, Ambagamuwa, and Kukulu
Korale, &c.

(2) The Malabar cardamom. This is a very small
but choice fruit, growing like the above in racemes

along the ground, bearing heavily in suit,able localities.

(3) The Mysore cardamom. Dr. Trimeu should
come up to Medamahanuwara or ita neighbourhood,
and thus find out wliether this variety does not deserve
more distinction (in both senses) than he chose to

give it in his last leport. The species is distinct.

The racemes grow perpendicularly among the bullis

of the siooland tlie under surface of the leaves is smooth,
whereas in ihe Malabar kind it is hairy. The Mysore
cardamom is very robust and vigorous in habit, ita

stools reaching to large dimeneions, and its growth
surpassing that of other varieties. The fruit is largi'

and I'ound, whereas the Malabar is small and round,
while the common Ceylon kind is large, elongated and
flattened. The flavour of Ho. 1 lacks both strength
and flavour ; in that of No. 2 flavour predominates
over strength ; while No. 3 excels both of them in

strength and the former only in flavour. Authorities
are ai;aiust propagation by seed. Bulbs of a good size

are best. T'lese are put out singly or in couples at

seven to ten feet distance apart, in a clearing prepared
for them, by felling most" of the jungle, save so much
as is lequisite to break the full glare of sunlight or

daylight. Very little shade is necessary ; indeed some
believe that with the robust Mysore no shade is

necessary. Fairly rich, moist, rather spongy ground
is best ; steep dry hillsides are not suitable. If the
bulbs lire near, it ii not necessary to stump them.
Put them in slantingly w-ith their heads uphill iiud

not too deep, I have said propagation from seed is

bad
';

therefore it will be inferred that it is not advis-

able to use plants. A plant becomes a bulb about
the first year ; but bulbs from old stools are the best.

As to picking the fruit, Ihe ripe capsules are

distinguished by their slightly paler colour, and by
the bjtossom stalk withering b>ick to the fruit, lu

the Malabar variety, ripe capsules are known by com-
iug off easily i>t the touch , but tliat is of no use, as all

capsules have to be clipped off with special scis.'wrs.
These capsules have then to be well dried, both in
the sun and in a room in whicli the temperature
has to be kept up to a certain height. One planter
is said to have discovered a sure method of obtain-
ing a very clean sample, which fetches a hiL'her price
than other samples. Some mystery is "attached
thereto. Some hint that lime is employed ; others
bleaching powder, or chlorine ; but I believe that
what is used is nothing more or less than what the
doctor recommended lo his dirty patient afflicted
with skin disease—soap and water I ! I may be
wrnng, but 1 think I am right. A pale straw-coloured
tint, not a white or .soiled appearance, fetches the
highest prices. A cardamom room is a pretty sight,
with its rows of light shelves for the movable card-
amom trays. It is a nice occupation, and could be
superintended by the manager's wife. Ladies have not
enough to do, and gentlemen in this country mono-
polize the gossip ; so oardamom-ouring would be ap-
preciated by an energetic, intelligent wife. [So that
of the cardamom cultivator as of the Western farmer
it may be said that he cannot afford to remain
single !— Ed..]

There is another species found in the jungles, which
differs very much from all the others. It is stunted
in habit, with large leaves which are hairy, like the
Malabar, beneath. The fruit does not appear on
racemes, but in close clusters near the root. The
flavour is poor.

Cardamoms can be combined very easily with cin-
chona ; for, wlien the cinchonas grow up, and are

being subject' d to the spokeshave, cardamoms can be

planted under their shade. Suppose the cinchonas to
be ledgers, and think it oul, whether this conjlensed
method of gardening, with its large returns and small
amount of labour, be not a preferable investirj^ut to
a wild goose chase over the mythical gold reefs of
Southern Indiii. Capitalist ! the above is true and
surely it is tempting. Adieu to the wasteful, straggl-
ing, ponderous, high-pressure coffee estates. Give
me a bungalow containing evi ry comfort and aesthetic

enjoyment, and adjoining let there be the ladies'
cardamom house filled with the dainty perfume of preoi-
ous spice. Farther olf the cinchona store lieaped
with scroj)ings from the rich ledger stems ; and,
along a well-swept path, let us pass, and visit the
cardamom field, which is softly shaded by the foliage
of the cinchona ledgerianas. As for other products,
such as rubber, black pepper, cinnamon, vanilla,
cloves, tobacco, &c., &c., I do not notice them, because
their cultivation has not reached an appreciable im-

portance. But there is one source of rich harvests,
derived not from fruit, leaf, flower, bark, or tap, but
from the bowels of the c.-irth : that is rjamming. But
unless gemming is carried out wholly by the hands
of Europeans— unless natives and immigrant Tamils
and Moors are lotally excludeil from (ijierations

—no
hope of returns can be confidently expected. That
untold wealth lies hidden under foot of man round
Kukulu Korale, Rakwane and Baiubarabotuwa, and in
other places in Sabaragamuwa, is certain. 'That the
methods of the natives and Tamils are crude and
primitive in the extreme, and are cap,able of immense
impriivomcut in the hands of Kuropeans, is also a fact.

Capitalists should give their attention to this. I do
not for a moment believe that gold-seekiug will pay
in Ceylon. It is a forlorn hope, and will soon lapse
into obscurity.

I trust the above notes will be worthy of a place
in the Obs'.rcer, and of a peiusal by its readers. If

they should raise any discussion, or afford any one assist-

ance or knowledge on any point, the writer will bo
content. ABEitDONKNijis,
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HYBRIDS AND CROSSES: DEVELOPMENT
AND RECUPERATIVE POWERS OF

CINCHONAS.

Mr. Gammie, without, so far as we are aware, hav-

iii" seen Mr. Baildon's recent book, holds that what

is called Assam hybrid tea is not a hybrid at all, but

simply a cross between two varieties : the indigenous

tea of the Assam jungles and the cultivated tea of

China. He considers the parent plants as but differ-

ing forms of the same species, and we feel strongly

inclined to believe that he is right. Yet the large-

leaved tree, C. succiruhra, is scarcely more different

from the generally small-leaved and shrubby C. officin-

alis, than is the lurge-leaved one-stemmed tree-like

Assam tea from the small-leaved China, with its

numerous stems and low bushy habit. What is called

the Assam hybrid (an undoubted cross between the

tree-like Assam tei and the bushy China) is perfectly

and apparently permanently fertile, and, instead of

combining the bad qualities of both parents, as Mr.

BroHghton rashly asserted of Mr. Mclvor's cinchona

hybrids, it is really tupcrior to either and both
;

bein", in open cultivation, less delicate than the in-

digououe Assam, and more luxuriant in size and

quantity of leaf than the China. Now, if what is

known in Ceylon and Southern India as the "
hybrid

cinchona" is really as fertile, and the seedlings as

true to type, as statements and descriptions indicate,

two (iuestious
have to be settled : is the tree actually

a cross between C\ succinibra and one of the varieties

of C. officinalit,
or is it merely a very large-leaved

variety" of C. officiiuili^, approaching C. succiruhra in

robustness of habit and size of foliage. If it is really

a permanent hybrid, then we have a right to con-

clude tliat C. succinihra and C. officinalis, differing as

they now do in habit and in foliage, are only

'"forms" or "races" of the same plant, identical iu

origin, but diversified in robustness, foliage, &c., by

differences of position as regards soil, climate, &c.,

continued through a considerable period of time. II,

on the other hand, G. robusta, with its smooth, uu-

licheued, tall stem, rivalling or excelling O. succiruhra

as a tree and approacliiug it in size of leaves, is but

a very marked variety of 0. officinalis, then the two

so-called species, C. succiruhra and C officinalis, must

be regarded as closely allied forms, of a family in

which C. calisaya also holds a place, including O.

Led'ieriana, which, from the wonderful richness of its

bark has been erected intoanew and separate "species."

Botanically, no doubt, the flowers and fruits will

still be regarded as the scientific tests of species,

varieties &o., but bark characteristics, by which idone

the Australian settlers recognize the various "gums"

or Eucalypti, are still more marked in the case of

the cinchonas. \>\'V purposes of culture the test of

hark analysis, indeed, stand pre-euiinent. The question

of hybridization entirely aside, thecincuonas and, especi-

ally, the most valuable of all, C. Ledgeriana, are

so addicted to sporting, that the analysis of the bark

of a parent tree, whence seeds, cuttings or grafts are

to be taken, is all-important. It is very curious that

Col. Beddome should have adduced the dimorphic

chai'acter of the blossoms of cinchona as an objection

to the iden of liybridization, seeing that Dr. Bidie

had adduced that very characteristic as the reason

why hybridization was inevitable, when the different

species, if species they really are, came to be cultiv-

ated side by side, or in such cluse contiguity, that

the pollen could easily be carried from tree to tree

by the agency of butterflies and biies. Dr. Trimen,

writing several years after Hooker and Thomson had

penned the passage in the Flora Indica as to hybridism

being rare iu nature, has stated that the process is not

unfrequeut in certain groups of plants in their wild state,

and the dimorphioblossoms of the cinchonas render them

not only liable to the crossing process in tlteir native

forests, but give them a special tendency to inter-

mixture when transferred to plantations and cultivated

iu large expanses. From this very tendency, a Cfylou

planter, Mr. W. Forbes Laurie, who has «losely

studied the whole question, theoretically and pract-

ically, hopes for the best possible results, in the

production and permanency of hybrids, specially

suited for luxuriant and profitable growth iu va-

rious zones of altitude and other climatal con-

ditions. Already, it seems proved that C. Bohusla,

most probably a hybrid, or cross (?) between C. sxwcirtdira

and C officinalis,* will flourish whei-e pure C. officinalis

refuses to grow or dies out, and even where C. succiruhra

does not succeed or attains but a poor success. While

awaiting the results of Mr. Moeus' hybridizing experi-

ments in Java, we trust our leading cinchona planters

in Ceylon will not be idle, but will try experiments

in crossing species and varieties, as well as in grafiing.

On the other hand, the tendency to hybridization

being established—and he must be a bold man who now

ventures to doubt this tendency in the cinchonas,—the

necessity becomes obvious of precautions to protect the

blossoms of superior Ledgers and other species or varie-

ties of ascertained vahie from being tainted by intermix-

ture of the pollen of inferior kiuds. So difficult

did Mr. Moens fiud this task in Java, that he got

-Government to consent to the eradication of the in-

ferior kinds, while he took to propagating the better,

by means of grafts placed on vigorous stocks of U.

succiriibra. Owners of plantations in Ceylon cannot

t>dce all the precautions which are possible to the

Director of the Java Government Plantations ; but

much can bu done by meaus of mush r bags, suuh as

even our anti-hybridity friend, Mr. W. Smith, placed on

his grand Ledgeriana trees, out of deferenee no doubt,

to the mistaken ideas aud prejudices of weak- need

brethren, who are unable to resist the strong and

cumulative evidence in favour of the tendency to

hybridism or crossing amongst the cultivated cin-

chonas. The tendency admitted, the clear duty of

cinchona planters is to avail themselves of it for the

production of beneficial r.-sults, and to take all pos-

sible precautions against the process, where they know

that it could only lead to deterioration of an exist-

ing superior type, such as C. led(jcriana undoubt-

edly is. Books on gardening afford full instructions

regarding the artificial production of hybrid planst.

The main principle is that the operator must cat

* A crofs, on the assiunptiou that C. SKCciridira and

C. ojficiiwli/,
however ditfereut iu habit, are merely varie-

ties' of- one species, like the Assam and China teas.
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away the stamens of the flower of which the pistil is

to be impregoated, and carefully prevent all access of

pollen other than that which he brings to it. Dar-

win also laid stress on the principle that, in the case

of dimorphic plants, the stigma of the one form should

be fertilized Iiy pollen taken from the stamens of cor-

responding height in the other form. Hybrids gener-

ally partake more of the nature of the male parent
than of the female and, as regards permanencj' in

hybrids, time alone can decide. The evidence as yet
seems on the whole favourable to the permanency of

what has been called C'. jmbosceiis, Howard; C. lanosa,

McIvOR ; and finally C. robusta ; one and the same

plant whether its foliage is pubescent and succimbra-

like, or glabrous and resembling officinalis in foliage,

although far more robust in habit of stem. The differing
results of constituents of barks obtainedfrom individual

trees certainly favour the idea of hybridity and there is

the negative evidence obtained by Dr. Trimen from ICuw,

wheresptc mens were compared, that, whatever else it

may be, our robust tree is not Piitd de Galinazo. Uases

of graft hybridization are so rare and also so doubt-

ful that, apart from Mr, Moens' distinct experience
that a Ledger grafted on a succirubra retained its

good qu ilities unaffected, we need have no fear that

the inferior though vigorous stocl;. plant will doter-

ior>ate the tree which it supports.
Before our article has passed from the hands of

the printer, we receive the following information :
—

RENEWED CAUK OV "
C. ROBUSTA "

IN DIMBULA GIVINU

NUARLY 10 r. C. OF SULPHATE OF QUININE.

Such is the satisfactory report which reaches us
with reference to trees j,rowing on a well-known
Liudula estate. Howard's analysis of the bark of

the best tree is as follows :
—

S. of quinines Quinine. Ciuciionidiue. Cinchouine.

9'78 7v3 1-47 0-35

Another tree gave 'J'53 sulphate .and so on down to

7'-3 which was the minimum from the b.irk oi' seven

selected trees. ]n one case we have an analysis ;
—

S. ofquinine= Quinine. Cinchonidine. Cinchouine.

9-15 e-S6' 1-27 0-67

This bark, we are told, was renewed under mfiaa grass
for G months and was uncovered for 3 mouths more
—9 months in all. Hud it been covered for the full

9 tuonths, the proprietor thinks, the result would

have been still better ; but we are not so sure about

that. It would be well to experiment after analysis,
to settle a point of this kind. Meantime the pro-

prietor of these fine trees may fairly be congratulated
on possessing as valuable a collection as any of average

Ledgers, considering the gre^iter vigour and growth of

bark usually made by G. robusta.

Cases like this go far to confirm belief in a great
future for cinchona in Ci.ylon, by the appearance of

hybrids or the development of varieties specially
amenable to cultivation, specially rieh in alkaloids

and specially suii.able for local circumstunces of soil

and climate. Kiicouragiiig intelligence, also, has just
reached us, regarding the development of recuperative

powers in plants long dormant and regarded a-^ dead.

Our corrcspoucUnt, writ'n'^ from an estate in Dim-
bula where tens of tbousaiidi of cinchonas had " died

out "
at various ages, states :

—" The old cinchonas
that hii\e survived are flourishing and shewing no
signs of canker ; miserable plants that have stood still

for five years (planted in 1S77) are sending out new
suckers—a hopeful sign."

MAURITIUS.
(From the Mauritius Mercantile liccord, 16tli May.)
The Weather and the Cttor.—Since the departure

of the last mail, there has been very little rain, but for
the last few days we have had some rather heavy
showers almost all over the island. However, on the
whole, the weather has been warm and dry, and the last
rains we had came just in time to prevent any harm
being done to the plantations. Our prospects fur the
next crop continue to be most favourable.

Shipments of Sugar.—The following is a oompar-
.ative statement of the eui'ars shipped of the crops
of 1879-80. 1880-81. and 1881.82 from the first of

August l'S79-S0-81 to the 14th May of each follow-

ing yeir respectively. It will be be observed that
wc are behindhand in our shipments in respect to
those of last year to the extent of 4,526' tons, and
in respect to those of the previous one we are in
advance to the extent of 21,574 tons. The total

shipments during the last month have equalled 10,091.

Crop
18T0-S0

Crop
1880-Sl

Crop
1881-82

Tons of 1,000 kilogs

United Kingdom 4,003 13,976 12,424
France ... 502 2,776 1,071
Australian Colonies 35,056 40,091 35,017
Bombay ...27,496 38,626 28,656
Cape of Good Hope... 5,809 5,347 8,369
Sundi-y Places ... 5,023 9,263 2,516

78,579 110,679 106,153

Vanilla.— In Vanilla pods, no transaction has taken
place since our last overland. The stock in first hands
may be considered exhausted, and the shipments bj'
the mail steamer leaving tomorrow may probably be
the last for the crop 1881-82, which can be \'alued at

23,000 kilos. There m'ly be abi.ut 500 kilos in second
liiiids. The deficiency in the yield of green po.ls,
caused by the heavy rains, is estimated at 30 o/o.
Few are the planters who are willing to sell their

green produce ; yet sales have been made at
K4 per kilo, all sorts included, and at from Ro to
R5-40 per kilo for fine pods of 6 inches and more.

Quantity of Vanilla previously
exported

Cleared per "Dupleix"
France

England, None
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of whioli is 18 per cent, paid in a dividend, is a trutli

doubly proved tbat Sugar Estates Companies are

the real thing.
A new Sugar Estate Company is established under

the style Compaqnie suciiire dc I' Union. This Com-

pany has acquired the two sugar estates of Messrs. J.

Constantin & Co. at Savanne : L'Union and Petit St.

Aubln.
It is stated that the estate Bar-lc-duc belonging to

Messrs. Chastellier & Co. has been acquired by
Messrs. Leclfeio for a price of Pi400,0()0.

The estate Henrietta belonging to Messrs. Shand
& Co. and Rdunion to Mr. G. Robinson have been

converted into a Company under the style of the

Vacoa Siif/ai- Estates Compamj, the capital fixed being

Kl,500,O06, value of the 1st of April last.

It may be seen that Mr. Robinson as a thorough
man of business has lost no time in setting him-

self to work ; he is here for the last few days

only on his return from Europe and he has already
succeeded in starting the above large oper.ation.

It is stated that a new Sugar Company for the

working of the estates Maison Blcnche, Mon Bocher

and Moil GoiXt has juet been formed under the style
" The Pamplemousses Sugar Estates Company Limited "

The capital will be Pv2,000,000 divided into

ten thousand shares of E200 each. On that

capital E450,000 of shares are now issued ;

the remainder will be affected to the purchase of new

sugar estates, if necessary. The Mon DCsert and Helvetia

estates at Moka are in course of being formed into a

Company.
The estate "Petite Eivieke noire" (the portion

known under the name of Belle Vue not included)
has been sold by Messrs. Bremon & Co., for a sum of

PwO.OOO.— Mauriti'di Gazette.

TEA PLANTING IN ASSAM.

We regret that the second article from the Pioneer,

which we publish today, should have been so long

in following the first. We have already noticed the

strange miscalculation about China tea imported into

India. The actual qunutitj is nearer 3 millions of lb.

-than 300,000 ; although a considerable proportion of

the tea so imported is again exported from India to

independent states on its north-western borders. We
believe also that, not only is Indian tea rapidly ad-

vancing in Britain, but thiit the imj)ort of Cliica

tea has considerably decreased. What tea drinkers

in India and Ceylon, as well as Britain, have to

learn is that good, pure Indian and Ceylon tea, though
not relatively eo cheap as the China stuff, is absolutely

cheaper. The average of 200 lb of tea per acre of cultiv-

ated land is too low, because young tea and tea not

in bearing are included. About 2S0 lb. per acre, or

lessthau half the average originally auticip.ited, seems

to be the return from m;iture bushes. It will be

strange if we do not exceed this average, even on

the estates of loftiest altitude in Ceylon. In any case

it is evident that, if tea cultivation is to stand or

fall on a question of labour supply, our enterprize
has at least as good a chance of permanent success

as that of our friends in Assam ;
—

THE ASSAM TEA GARDEN.

In reviewing the Assam Administration report
for 18S0-81, we mentioned tbat the ai'ca of land

under tea cultivation in that Province was 153,(3.57

acres in that j'ear
—being an increase of 3,017

acres ou th.^ previous year, notwithstanding a

continued depression of the industry. The fact is

that, in spite of a yearly increased difficulty in the
matter of labour supply, the great tea industry of

the lower provinces is steadily making its way, and
is displaying a vitality which appears certaiti to insure
it against the disasters that have befallen the, at

one time, equally flourishing industries in indigo and
silk. In Bengal, for instance, tea cultivation is now
rapidly extending, and there were, in 1880, 38,805
acres of land under lea in that province, besides the

quadruple area in Assam. In that year 50,276,883 lb.

of India tea were brought into Calcutta, a very trifling

quantity of which was fiom tlie Punjab and N. \V. P.

(323,620 lb.), and the rest from Bengal and Assam.
Of this quantity 45.797,558 lb. were exported
to foreign ports, wliich export was an increase of

21 per cent on that of the jirevions year. It is stated
that :

— '• this increase was duo in part to the enormous
expansion of the demand from Australia in conse-

quence of the Melbourne Exhibition ; but a great in-

crease was also observable in the exports of Indian
tea to London, where the greater demand wafaccom-

panied by a decline in tlie importation so China tea."

Indian tea has thus not only successfully encountered
China tea in India, wheru it has brought down the

importations from China gradually, from 692,852 lb

in 1876-77 to 343,495 1b in 1880-81, but also at home.
In the latter case, it has not actually supplanted the
China teas, for China maintains a fairly steady aver-

age of exports to the United Kingdom, but it has grown
rapidly in favor by its side. Thirteen years ago the

supply of China tea to England was fifteen times as

great as that of Indian tea ; it is now little more
tban three times as great. Moreover, a certain amount
of China tea will also always come to this country.
As remarked by the collector of customs in Cal-

cutta in 1878 :
— "

It is a fact beyond dispute
that the inhabitants of India are developing
a great taste for tea, and, as they cannot afford the

expensively-manufactured Indian tea, it is for them
thiit the inferior and cheap China tea is imported."
China tea can be sold retail in Ctdcntta at 6 annas a

pound, whereas the average value of Assam and Bengal
leas is 11 annas to 12 annas a pound. It seems that
India at present manufactures only black tea, and
exclusively for the home and colonial market. It pays
better to do so, and for that market the tea must be
of best quality and conspquently costl.v. It is stated
in the Bengal administration report for 1878-79, I hat
" the advices from home insist strongly upon the vital

necessity of very careful manufacture in respect of

qunlity, if Indian td is to compete successfully with
Cliina tea in the London market." The fact is that
India caunot hope to compete with China in cheap
tea=i, owing to the immense advantage that China pos-
sesses in respect of labour. Indian tea must be com-

paratively expensive ; therefore its only chance is to

excel in quality, which depends on care in ouliivation

and manufacture.
In the early days of Assam tea it was estimated that

in the fertile soil of that province 800 pounds to the
acre would be a possible, and 600 pounds to the ncre

the average, outturn for a tea garden after the third

year. This was for the luxuriant hybrid phant, which
is that generally used in the plains. The Assam returns
for 1880 show an average of 2S01I>. per acre, but the

Bengal report says :
— " The average yield of taper acre

calculated upon the entire cultivation is now believed
to be rather over 200 pounds. This amount, though
falling far short of thi sanf.uine expectation.^ of the Hr>t

days of tea planting, is ainply remunerative, and the

prices obtained show that the average quality of Indian
tea must be very good. It is unquestiouabb: that the

industry ii now m a good and safe position . The cultiv.

ation has enormously extended, and the gardens are,

as a geiiuial rule, well filled with plants, highly cultiv-

ated, and carefully managed."
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Evidently then what Indian tea muet stand
or fall bj is the supply of labour. There is anyextent of land obtainable under the most favor-
able conditions of soil and climate, but this is in
districts where unfortunately not only is the popul-
ation scanty, but ihe very condition of soil, climate,and ample available area which favor tea also render
the people averse to and independent of labour. VVhere
this last is not the case, the other conditions are absent.
In (he Chittagong hill tracts, for instance, there is
abundance of local labour except at the time of the
rice harvest. Chota Nagpore again is the source
wlience most of the Assam labour has hitherto been
sujiphed. But then " the soil and climate of the
Lohardugga district ('hota Napore) are said not to
be suitable for tlie successful cultivation of tea

; but
this drawback is partly made up for by the relative
cheapness of land and labour," and the same applies
to the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Thus Indian tea depends
upon thr facilities for importing labour to thu dist-
ricts where tea can be advantageously grown. To
speak first of Assam, as being the principal tea
growing district, we find that there was at the
end of 18?0-8I an imported labouring population of
187,300 souls in the tea gardens of Assam. Now, as
this class of labour is only under contract for a fixed
period (after which the coolies are free to take up lands
and become lazy Assamese), this population has to be
ted by constant immigration, to keep it up to its nreaent
strength, besides the increase required for extension of
tea culiivation. But we find that the supply is steadily
diminishing. The Assam report for 1880-81 gives a
statement, showing that the coolies imported to that
province for the last four years are as follows :—

1877 ... ... 31,897
1878 ... ... 43,061
1S79 ... 24 712
ISSO ... ... 15,913

The Bengal report for the same year says that the
Bengal recruiting grounds are almost exhausted and"

that managers of gardens must for the future look
to upcountry labour to supply their requirements

"
It

13 there also stated that "
IJengal has almost ceased

to be a field for the supply of colonial immigrants
"

nevertheless no less than 1:2,185 coolies were found,not only for the British colonies of Mauritius, Uemer-
ara, Trinidad, Jamaica, and St. Lucii, but also
for the French and Dutch colonies of Guadeloupeand Suriuam. Now it would certainly seem as if the
Provinces of India had the first claim, and that
until this was satisfied coolie emigration beyond the
sea should be discouraged.

But, until 1880, it was the coolie emigration to
Assam th.at was discouraged. At last, on the 6th of
April 18S0, a London association memorialized the
Government of India, praying that some measures
might be taiien to improve the position of the tea in-

dustry by removing the flisabilities imposed by the
-Assam Labour Act passed in 1873. This has now been
done by Act 1 of 1882, and the probable r.enlt will be
a greatly increased importation of coolies into Assam
from the N.-W. P., Oudh, and Behar, the provinceswhich have hitherto supplied the colonies. Dariilincr
aud Julpigoree draw their labour from Nepaul but
It 13 obtniued with difficulty by the hitter, and 'those
gardens, too, will soon have to recruit upcountry.
Dacca, Chittagong, and Lahardu-ga can still depend
upon the local supply. On the whole it may reasonably
be supposed that the tea interest, with improved ar-
rangements, should now be able, under the neyv Act
to obtain an adequate supply of labour without ex-
cessive trouble and cost. Some of ih.i Calcutta firms
interested iu the supply of labour to the tea districts
have adopted a system of establishing depots aud ob-
taining contractors' licenses for their own special agentswhich appears likely to produce marked results on

the character of recruiting operations. Hitherto, the
gardens have either trusted to professional contractors
supplying coolies for a consideration, or else have sentout garden sirdars to bring iu recruits from their
bomes. The former system was in every way un- •

satisfactory. The latter had this disadvantage, that
either more men had to be sent out than could wellbe .spared to recruit each a few men, or else large sumshad to be entrusted to men for whose zeal and honestythere could be no guarantee. Under the provisionsof the new Act for enforcement of the labourer's con-
tracts and prevention of desertion, and with the im-
proved arrangements for transit and the preservationot hea th the planter will now obtain the services ofa much larger percentage than heretofore of the gangsthat he imports at great expense, and the cost of
tlie individual coolies therefore will be less. So Ion.'
as labour can be imported at less than RICO per head
and kept up at a less average rate than nine rupees
per month per working hand, on gardens yielding 200

A -if^
1"^'' '^"^ "f mature plant, so long, it is

said, will tea planting be a remunerative business. It
may be accepted that for some time to come the ex-
penees will be kept far below these figures

ITHK NORTHERN TERRITORY OP SOUTH
AUSTRALIA FOR TROPICAL

PRODUCTS.
(From the Special Reporter of the Adelaide Ohserver.

May 13th, 1882.)

GOVERNMENT GABDENS : SCGAE, COFFEE, CINCHONA, TOBACCO,
MAIZE, ARBOWBOOT, COTTON, INDIGO, PEANUTS, FEUIT,

INTJlAEUBBEIi, GRASSES.

The Director of the Palmerston gardens is Jlr. Holtze
and the reader ought to post himself up in the miracle
winch that gentleman and the soil he cultivates have
jointly yvrought. The garden is about foiu- miles from'
Fahnerston, verging on Fannie Bay, and it was estab-
hshed by the Government for "the express purpose of
raising plants ot commercial value and cUstributing them
over the country." The institution was originaUy started
upon the recommendation of Dr. Schomburgh, Director
ot the Adelaide Gardens, and ot aU the worthy botanist's
excellent suggestions none has proved more practicaUy
valuable than this.

•'

There was another garden once nearer Paknerston
The old enclosure is used as the police paddock now Eightacres of it were cleared, and it sub.served priucipjilly the
lugbly important purpose of growing vegetables for the
officials. Ml-. Holtze succeeded its former director about
tour and a half years ago, and audaciously hinted that
to cultivate cabbage hearts was not the greatest ambi-
tion of the true gardener, or the most important oper-
ation for the country. So he cut down the supplies, and
put in various tropical trees and other plants, and then
suggested that a fairer trial would be given to the
average of the Northern Territory soU, if a different
plantation were obtained. He was allowed to get another
and he selected the present garden—then tliick jungle'
mostly, m the position indicated. He has been blamed
tor doing so

; the land is indifferent, the blame-givers
say. And he says so too, but significantly he pleads that
his selection is the best for experiments, iind that he is
now able to say to intending planters :—' You see, gen-
tlemen, I have grown canes so many feet high on this
indifferent ground ;

on good land you ouglit to have 25
per cent, more of measureable success." And he has re-
peatedly urged that there should be another Government
garden upcountry—at Yam Creek, for hi^-tance-where
there is good soil. "What one failed in might be the
other's strong ground ot success.
The area of the garden is thirty-two acres, and it was

cho.scn at a tune when crowds ot Chinamen came in from
the gold-fields, half-starving, to demand rations from the
Government. They were engaged (as iu a r.-licf work) at
Is. a day to clear the selection, and tli.v did—did it" most horribly," Mr. Holtze assured me. by the 1st of
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November 1879, it was fenced ready for planting, andtlieu

trenched twenty inches deep. The plants from the old

garden had to be conveyed to the new ; and as a most

rigid economy was enforced, Mr. Holtze, in the early morning
and late night, before and after superintending the oper-

ations of the day, carted them himself, and got notliing
'

more tangible than thanks for doing so. And now the

reader knows the history of the place, and it is important
that he should, to appreciate the sequel, as I describe it

as I saw it two years and fom months after its establish-

ment. I ask him to bear particularly in mind the fact

that only so short a time ago tlie land was thickly covered

with .iungle, and that the soil is merely second-rate.

To reach the gardens you branch off from the telegraph

line on the road to Southport, and continue to ride for a

mUe through high grass and patches of thick jungle. The

position of the place is picturesque in itself, and it com-

mands a grand view of sea and seabeach, backed by distant,

hazy, shghtly rising land. The residence of the Director

is built upon what are knomi as the " Northern Territory

Government architectm-al lines." and the artistic effect is

not wholly bad, whilst the comfort of the person residing

in the erection is faudy promoted. There are huts for the

Chinese gardeners, and there is a place in which a little of

the produce can be stowed, but a seed-house and a few

other structures are badly wanted. Mr. Holtze's salary is

only £250 per annum, with quarters, and the amount voted

for the gardens last year was, besides, but £500. This year

it wa5 £4,100.
Seventeen Chinamen are employed. Two of them get 25.S

a week each ; two more, 20s ;
and the rest only 15s, without

rations in each case. Mr. Holtze gives them an excellent

character. He prefers them to Em-opeaus for garden-work ;

and he has had both working and ought to be capable of form-

ing a judgment. He remembers, of course, that men slaving

nine hours a day, wet or shine, for 15s a week, cannot

be expected to be over-energetic, unless they are pretty

thoroughly overseered. Granted that reservation, he says

that, whilst they certainly are "
slow," they work well

and 'get through more than any Europeans he has had

ever got through whilst they were with him.

I got this information from Mr. Holtze ere we had gone

into the gardens, ^^^len we had done that, I had an opport-

unity of seeing the men at work, and they put in a

great many strokes to the minute whilst we were look-

ing on. "When their master's back is towards them, how-

ever, they are not, I have since found, too eager to injure

themselves by over-exertion, and yon really cannot expect

them to be with such pay, when they know Europeans
would get £6 at least.

The examination of the gardens was the greatest sm--

prizB I have had in the Territory. A wilderness a little

more than two years ago is now an umbrageous paradise.

AccUmatized trees shoot aloft and tower above the native

ones outside full twenty times their age ; they bear most

luscious fruit, in quantity unstinted. Creepers indigenous

to a foreign soil planted here have run at once over the

place and now grow everywhere in wild profusion : and

many herbs, well known and grown down South, after a

year of cultivation here attain an immense size and spread

weed-like through the adjacent land. Each area of the

garden is only another greater wonder than the last, and,

if I but eared to wax rhapsodical I certainly could not

be justly charged with wanting warrant for it.

But I do not choose to go into rhapsody, and so I will

condescend to the ijractical, with some little detail as to

the most prominent experiments and their results.

First, as to sugarcanes, of which there are eight variet-

ies, spreading over sixteen acres, in the gardens. Mr.

Holtze aflarms that it is bad this year, because he would

not cut the last year's crop till the end of December,

haviuf orders to have some sent to Delissaville

for crushing—the crushing which proved, through cert-

ain blunders, so disastrous. Through this the canes lost

Bix weeks' growth, ami Mr. Holtze fee's very much annoyed

at the result. Yet everybody outside agi-ees tliat tlio canes

are grand auccesses, though they are a trifle less satisfact-

ory in appearance than were those of last year. When
I visileil the <rarden some of 'hem had made six or seven

feet of
"
cane," and that is almost twice as much as any

else I have seen here have done. Of course it should he

^ euibmbei-^cl ^bat these grew from the rattoons. Speaking

of the growth of sugarcane in the Terrritory, Mr. Holtze

says—and it will be of interest to give the result of his

experiments
—thit it should be in by the commenci'ment

of October. DeLiasa and others planted in December, and he

predicts that their crops will not be one-half so good as they

might have been. In sngar-culiivation generally he thinks

it would be better for the first year or two to plant only

cane-heails, and take the old roots up, and also to observe

some rotation of crops, alternating the cane with something
else. An idea of the important work the gardens have done

for the promotion of the suRar-growiug industry of the coun-

try may be gained from the fact that 140 tons of cane have

have gone this season .alone from them to the various pri-
vate plantations and a little to Chinese gardeners. The
latter further took, including a few to Europeans, 8,000
banana phmts and 13,000 pineapple trees. This year the

numbers already are respectively 2,000 and 5,000. All these

are given away. The cane i.s even cut at the expense of the

Government and thus the garden gives no return whatevet

except a very untangihle one in the shape of fruits for Go-

vernment officers and fodder for their horses. Mr. Holtze

suggests,
—and I believe the planiers do no'- object to the

suggestion
—that a small charge should he levied for the care

at le.ist—say a couple of pounds a ton. Then the persons

getting it would enjoy a great advanlago, which they would

not have, had they to sinp the plants from Queensland,
and in the latter case they would not get them in nearly
so fresh a slate. Besides the planters, many diggers and

settlers npcountry are getting seeds from the gardens.
Mr. Holtze tives the carters those of the foreign grasses
he has proved to be best adapted to the soil, and gets
them to scatter them all over the country in the

neighbourhood of their camps. The pineapples and bana-

nas thrive even better than the sugar cane. I tasted all

three—I have tasted so many tropical fruits and veget-

.ables this trip that I believe 1 could name them each by
flavour ten years hence—and 1 found them all that could

be desired. The sugarcane particularly, with its soft, sweet,

soppy juice, keenly appeals to one's susceptibilities. It

reminds him of the days when he, hke the pulpy cane,

was in his infancy.

Going through the sugar acreage one naturally wants to

know where the white ants have been th.at the crop should

be so healthy. I closely examined each plot, and only in

a few cases were there any signs of the ants. Mr. Holtze

has a wholesale contempt for them ; .and, when you ask

him whether he thinks the little pests will be a consider-

able factor iu the planters' losses, you see an indignant

man. He opposes to the ants arsenic and potash, and

the common so-called remedy of carbolic acid he impeaches
with Teutonic warmth as "nonsense." "It is all very

well for the first time, so long as the smell is there," he

says,
" but when it leaves the ants are coolly walking over

the powder and taking it to whitewash their cells with.

Now I dilute my arsenic .and potash in hot water, and

take sugar and flour and mtike a paste, \yhenever I

see white ants I make a hole and fill it with a spoonful

of the mixture. I never have the least trouble with

them. Arsenic," he points out,
"

is a never-ending poison.

The father ant takes it and dies. His sons affectionately

eat him .and they die ; their mother and sisters devour

them, and all give up the ghost, and so destruction goes

on for ever." If his be the true solution of the ant

difiiculty, it certainly is a very inexpensive one. Fom-

years ago in the old gardens he bought a half cwt. of

arsenic: half of that he has still. With wh.at is gone he

has conquered the ants.

Maize is the next principal crop in the garden, and it

is looking as well as it can look anywhere, notwithstand-

ing that it is- the third crop in a year. Eice simply

floiu-ishes, strengthening the evidence I have had through-

out that the Northern Territory will be a great rice-

growing country. Only the hill kinds arc tried in the

gardens, because the ground is too high for the swamp
varieties. „ , „, -,-,., i.

Cinchona has not been successful. The seeds did not

even come up, and Mr. Holtze maintaiu.s that the

climate is too hot for it:—"It is all very well

to say that it thrives in Ceylon, but there are

lugh mountains there. We haven't got those mountains."

On Messrs. Poett and Mackimion's plantation at Rum-

jungle, however, the seeds have germinated, iind the little

plants look healthy enough. But then the climate is
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different and the soil is better. Dr. Schomburgh wrote

years ago that cinchona should be successful there."

Ooffee ilocs not do well in the gardens. The prime cause

is said to be the fact of its being i)lanted so near the sea.

The Ai-abica is not unhealthy-looking above grouud, but it

has no root. The Lilwrian looks sturdy, and Mr. Holtze is

confident that it will succeed on the plantations. It needs

gi-eat care and attention, liowever. Tea and several spices
have failed. They have been tried fairly, and, though they
make plenty of leaves, they have no root. Cocoa is moder-

ately successful.

Tobacco has not been as satisfactory as it was believed it

would be. The plants I saw were very young, and I could

not judge of them, but my conductor said that he has grown
leaves 27 inches long by IS inches wide, and that, I should

think, is .satisfactory enough. But he fears otherwise—.says

the soil is not fit for tobacco. He suggests, however, that

in the more favom-ed parts of the country 100 acres m a crop
of tobacco alternatmg with rice every year would pay well.

One of the best_ tilings in the gardens is the Arrowroot,
wliich actually overruns the place, gromng in grand per-
fection weedlike. Mr. Holtze ground some of the roots with
a nutmeg-grater, and carried a few pounds of the powder he

got in this way to the storekeepers for an opinion as to its

quality, without letting them know whence he got it. They
told him it was superior to any they had in stock. He took
the roots from a fair average area of the crop, so that he

might make a calculation as to the probable yield if all were

ground. He is satisfied, as a result of that calculation, that
even the indifferently good soil in the gardens will yield at

least 25 cwt.. of the finest arro^vroot per acre.

Though Cotton grows well, there is a question in my guide's
mind as to whether it will pay wliile labour is so dear. He
submits, however, a proposition wlrich he conceives to be

perfectly reasonable : that, though he would not advise any
one under present contbtions to start cotton-growing, yet, if

the Government want a cotton plantation, and will give
him the use of 10,000 acres of land, he will try for five years
to establish one. If he be succes.sful, then he ^vill pay 7s 6d an
acre

;
if not he will yield possession again to the Govern-

ment. There are two sides to that proposal, however.

Among the grand successes in the garden is the cultiv-

ation of Indigo, information concerning which Major Fer-

gusson received special instructions to obtain whilst he
was visiting India. The plant has run from the gardens
into the surrounding .scrub and jungle, and you see the

bright, blue flower and the pretty dappered leaves on all

hands. It overruns the gardens too, and indeed it seems
as though it never enjoyed its most congenial climatic

iufiuences till it got them here. In India its average height
if one may believe the books, is not much more than two

feet, here it is over five feet.
" There'll be many fortunes

maile in Northern Territory in indigo," said my conductor,
aud I quite believe him. Those who have travelled

lately through India say that the necessities of its immense
aud ever-increasing population in the shape of food supply are

alwaj-s becoming greater and more pressing, and as a con-

sequerce the cultivators of kidigo have to make food pro-
duction their prime business. So the acreage under the

dye-plant is gradually decreasing, tliough, as a matter of

course, the demand is in an inverse ratio. Hence, and for

other reasons, it is safe to ':ack the prediction given below,

I should have mentioned, when I wrote of Tobacco, that

Mr. Holtze gave me some cig.ars which he had made roughly—for he confesses to not understanding the work—from
leaves groivn in the gardens. Although new, they smoked
as well as the best Manilla, and they were milder—or at

least they seemed to be—smoked as a variation af the ex-

ercises of sugarcane and maize and peanut aud chili chewing—for I had scrupulously to samjile everything that grew,
and I felt like an Indian salad dish. And, by the way,
there appertains to these cigars a little joke. The Go-
vernment llesident bad a bos of them, aud he valiantly

championed their \irtues whilst, as usual, men who ought
to be the first to support "local industries" decried them. They
were colonial ; that was enough to damn them. He de-
termined to given them fair test. Shortly afterwards he

gave a whist party, and placed these cigars before the

company without renuu-k. Unasked-f ir came exclamations
of surprii^e at and tjomments upon their excellence. Aud
then the miu'der was out I I can understand the com-
mendations, for I have paid sixpence for a much worse cigar

in the southern caintals. The first energetic and competent
tobacco-planter and curer in the Northern Territory
will doubtless make a fortune rapidly.
"When I tell the reader that there are nearly a thousand

kinds of plants in the gardens, he will thank me not to detaU
all the experiments. And so I pass over a great many,
which meant months of careful watching and study in

consummation, and most of which were successful, not-

withstanding that there is not the slightest forcin" to

gain success. Not so much as a shovelfid of manure" has
been used in the whole garden, and not a single plant
has been watered except by dew or rain ; for the Director
contends that, it a thing will not grow without watering,
then it is no good for the Northern Territory; and to
the end that the conditions necessary to general success

may be tabulated as far as pos.sible, Mr. Holtze stu(Uously
takes every day thermometrical readings, and by a gauge
registers the rainfall. This latter operation in a country
where the downpoiu's are so very partial is of great im-
portance. It is more satisfactory still to know that the

gauges were more ijlentifully distributed, for it would give
the planters precise information. The new ones can, having
registered the rainfall whilst they were clearing, come to
the gardener and say^:

" My register is so-and-so
; tenip-

eratiu'e so many degrees. Here's a sample of my soil.

Shall it be sugar-cane or cotton, indigo or maize ?
"

Easy
as mo.st theories, you observe.

But, continuing my simimary, I may add that, much to

my astonislrment, I was introduced to the grand old Scotch
kale, healthy aud hale as its kin in the old country ;

to
its warm friends pepper and cloves, and capsicums and
cinnamon, all either flourishing or looking like to flourish ;

to healthy lycheemits, mangoes aud bread-fruit, guava, jack-
fruit, yams, melons, beans, and sweet jjotatoes.
Peanuts particularly thrive. Last year one-fifteenth of

an acre gave 4 cwt.. Eight hundred pounds to the acre is

considered a good crop in California.

The Manilla Almond looks better here than on its native
heath, and EngUsh apples, gi-apes, and peaches grow,
but the first and last, I thought, seemed pining. Some
Spanish and navel orange-trees were in fair health, but
the ironstone-sirt'irdiled ground is not the fittest for their
tribe to live on. The mandarin oranges, however, as I

proved by .siglit and taste, had not depreciated one whit
by transplantation, nor had the hmes, lemons, citrons,
and pomegranat<^s, nor the many-formed hibiscus, nor
Cape gooseberrries ; chilis, custard apples, carob-beans,
figs, almonds, plantains, earthnuts, .sorghum, aesamoil,
cassava, castor oil, .sweet sob and sour sob, rhea or
Chinese pfrass plant, and otliers whose names are semi-

legion. The coconut was tried, but not successfully. Tha
nuts were planted on the beach, an 1 one can hardly afEi-m
Ihat the experiment was a fair one.

To Baron von Mueller the Director expressed his olilio'-

atious generally, and particularly for recommending trial of the
Indiarubber tree. Four months before I visited the garJens
its seeds were sown, and I was introduced to a flourisliiug
tree eight feet in height. The expressed and congealed
juice of this indiarubber plant will unquestionahly be one
of the important minor articles of export from the Territory.
So will palm oil from its tree, which grows luxuriantly
A big shade-bamboo nursery in the centre of the gardens

is Hll'd with many rare and choice ynungplanfs. Here, aa
with respect t ' some at least in the open, scores of acclim-
atizoil and native grasses grow The best to succeed is

the common Phillips's. The En:.dish lawn grass grows well
under shade, but does not seem to stand the heal:, and yet
I have seen a capital lawn in Palmerston ; wliisre exposed,
not artificially watered, itsgrowih is satisfactory enough.
The Alizana Indica thrives in the gardens; but Mr. Holtze's

opinion is that the native grasses are ust as gooil as the
imported are in their own home, and bietter than they will
be here. He has been experimenting with the tall rank
kinds I have described in my notes on the down-country
travel, and he discovered that by cutting them down fre-

quently he cot at la.st a thick, soft, fast-spreading, somewhat
dwarfed buffalo grass, which surpassed the best couch for
lawn and feeding i)urposes.

English lucerne grows well, and the reana, a luxuriant

fodder-plant about fifteen feet high, springs up with sur-

prizing rapidity. Jute has failed this season, owing to the
unusually dry weather. The plants got !,ickly, and were
attacked by a maggot like a gentle. The ao-called broom-
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<-orn, from whioli American brooms are niadle, grows

"'plonih.ilv. I saw a tliiok plot, averaging fifteen

feet in height. All the Chinese oil-plants grow well.

The "teal" has spread—self-sown after che first year—all

over the garden. Its juice is a capital lubricating oil;

1,200,000 acres are planted with " teal" every year in ludia.

The six odd figures would give us a grand export for the

Territory. Many different sorts of millets yield a heavy

crop, and a row of mulberries are strong and healthy. The

Director is importing some silkworms to live in them, and

thus he will nurtiu-e two industries in one. Of Chiuese

bamboo-silk I have with me some good samples which I

combed out from various thriving trees eight feet high.

There is no doubt as to the success of this plant, and, as the

fibre is valuable in cloth manufacture, its cultivation would

be an important subsidiary aid to the planter. An African

fibre-plant is equally successful, and so is the Indian physic-

nut, used medicinally. The papoya-papa-papaw-papia (for

it has as many names as a Chinese sharper has
tricks)_

is

amongst the most healthy fruit-producer.s. It is a peculiar

plant. There are male and female. The male tree only

flowers ; the others add the fruit. The males are the hardier,

and on one plantation I visited there were no females, and

hence there was no fruit. The males have to be inoculated

by bees, it is said, and, where the bees neglect their duty, the

tree is of no account except for ornament. The fruit itself

is to some tastes delicious, though others don't like it. It

is a cross between rockmellon, a banana, and a pineapple.

And now, having served my purpose, I think I may finally

close my notes on this important subject. I caimot do

better than confirm from my own obser%-ation during several

visits what the gardener says—that
"
e%-eryt.hing imported

that grows in this country thrives." At fiurst plants which

are most notably successful now pined. The proper season

for planting them was not foimd till experiments had been

made. 'When it was discovered, there was no further trouble,

and it is only a reasonable surmise that the same thing will

repeat itself till, when the purely experimental work shall

have been completed, we shall have thousands of \'igorous

acchmatized plants where now there are only hundreds.

That the trial may be perfect Mr. Holtze is getting from .all

quarters every variety of each plant, and of com-se he gives

exchanges. The garden, be it understood, is not a place for

floral beauties or the kickshaws of cultivation. Its strong

point is its strictly commercial character, and in that point

it is simply Herculean.

THE COFFEE LEAF FUNC4US AND STORCK'S

CARBOLIC ACID TREATMENT IN CEYLON.

An Uva correspondent asks, in view of recent

discouraging reports, how not a few Ceylon pro-

prietors persist in experiments with carbolic acid

as a preventative of hemilda vahlatrkc on their coffee.

Among the rest he specifies the Hunasgiriya, Uva,

Spring Valley and Ceylon Companies as being im-

porters of considerable quantities of carbolic acid. We
are glad to learn about this importation, for a careful

experimental trial after Storck's plan is still required

to decide the question of its value in Ceylon, and

since we last referred to the subject we have heard

from more than one quarter of encouraging results

obtained from preliminary experiments. Contrary to

the opinion of Dr. Trimeu and Mr.Wall that carb-

olic acid is not volatile, we have cumulative evid-

ence from gentlemen experimenting for themselves,

of the readiness with which it evaporates, and of

the powerful effect of the acid when placed in the

vicinity of fungi, although not in contact. One gentle-

man suggests that sceptics should suspend a pair

of boots over a tin with a small quantity of dilute

carbolic acid, so that the fumes may pass round

the hoots (d la the coffee tree), and contrast the result

in freedom from mouldiness with another pair similarly

hung in a different place ! The following has been

handed to us as the results of experiments made :
—

Four days exposed to the action of the atmosphere
in a room in an open vessel.

.Sul|.jhuric acid increased in bulk and
in weight 290 grains

Muriatic acid increased in bulk and

in weight ... ... . - "8 ,,

Carbolic acid decreased in bulk and

in weight ... ... . ••
.

• 15 ,,

Water decreased m bulk and in weight 60 ,,

Arrack decreased in bulk and in weight 395 ,,

From the above it will be seen that carbolic acid

ev.aporates very slowly, but it may be none the less

effectual in the destruction of fungi. In all accounts

of the substince, including the article in the new

edition of the "
EucyclopaHlia liriLannica," it is separ-

ated from the alcohols, and, apart from jts great value in

the production of aniline dyes, its antiseptic properties

are chiefly dwelt on. We suppose that the property

which enables it to arrest decay and destroy odour

in putrifyiug meat and other substances, is that which

renders it a fungicide, fungi beiog the great agents

of decay? or at any rate always present as products of

decay. But we should like to hear experts like Messrs.

Wall and Dixon on the whole question of carbolic

acid and its possession or non-possession of the power

of destroying fungi by its vapour.

A later memorandum is as follows :
—

14th June 1882.

Carbolic acid in an open tin vessel exposed to all

weathers lost 1 ounce and 70 grains in weight in six

days. The net weight of carbolic acid exposed on

8th June, was lib., 2 oz. and .30 grs. ; therefore,

about one-sixteenth part disappeared in six days, and

so it -would have evaporated entirely in 96 days.

In another case,a planter who has been using carb-

olic acid in the way prescribed by Mr. Storck in

a nursery has been greatly surprized at the

rapidity with which it has acted on the fungus on

the coSee leaves. In other cases, from one to five,

and even thirty acres are being experimented on.

On Warleigh estate, Dikoya, a combination of Messrs.

Schrottky's and Storck's methods has been tried with,

it is understood, good effect. A proprietor who

takes a great interest in carbolic acid experiments

writes :
—

If you can rely upon the bona fides of your Fiji

correspondent, "A. J. S.," who tells you, in his last

communication, that he thinks so well of the cure

that he is putting in hand '20 acres aX once, we ought
also to be stirring i'l Ceylon. I have read and reread

Storck's paper many times and tic plan seems to be well

worthy of a trial throughout Ceylon. Two months ago,

1 commenced an acre. My neighbour has now com-

menced five acres, and many are trying it. 1 think

the liquid has advantages over the dry treatment, but

the carriage of water may, on some estates, become

a not inconsiderable item. If you hear anything of

its success elsewhere, I hope you will let your readers

know of it About a month ago, I saw its efft^cts

on a nursery, and it seemed to be noting then, after

a week only, like a charm, but until the V2, months are

ended we must not say too much. The article (Mr.

Storck's) in the Tropical Agri u/lurist if rather long.

We want a short .summaev in large print <o be pasted

on boards and hung up in the superintendent's office

walls, i.e., if the experiments now being made prove
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successful. Pi-rliaps "A. J. S." can give us Mr. Storck's

promised Dew idea, re the .saviug, as he says it would

probably save considembie I rouble aud expense."

We shall be much interested in hoaring of the re-

sult of the various experiments, and, if our corre-

spoudent "boils down" Mr, Storck's account of his

treatment, so aa to give the pith in a small space

for the guidance of superintendents, we shall be

glad to print placards for him, and give the sum-

mary prominence in our columns.

We learn that experiments made with carbolic acid

among coffee at the Straits afford good promise of success.

WHAT " CINCHONA "
IS DOING FOR THE

CEYLON COFFEE PLANTER.
We lately gave several instances of the welcome

aid obtained by much-tried coffee planters from the

harvesting of cinchona bark ; but we think no case then

mentioned was, on the whole, so .satisfactory as the

one now brought to our notice. The owner of

11,000 succirubra trees,
—four, five and six years old

—growing among coffee about 4,000 feet above sea-

level, began
"
shaving

"
in March and has since con-

tinued the operation at intervals. His first return was

2,0001b. dry bark, or rather shavings, which have sold

for £250 in London ;
he has since got in about

7,000 lb., for which he is offered as much aa ten

thousand rupees locally, but which, he thinks, will

sell even better if shipped. Altogether his 11,000

trees, without cutting or injuring one of them, will,

with twig and branch bark, as well as shavings,

bring him in fully R14,000 this year, with the good

prospect of a still better harvest next season (provided,
of course, the French savant's "

substitute for quinine
"

does not come to the front) ; and all this, be it

remembered, from shavings of the comparatively des

pised red bark.

PLANTING PROSPECTS IN JOHORE.
To the Editor of the [Straits] "Daily Timet."

Sir,
—No one who has seen much of Johore cau

read the letter talieu from the Ceylon Ohserncr headed
" A Devil's Advocate about Johore" without thinking
the writer had an object in sending to that paper
such a spiteful, and I thiuk, unfair accoant of one
of its districts. The anonymous writer, to give his

letter some weight with planters, begins by mentioning
the opinion of Mr. Dobree and other planters who
have visited Pulai, as being most unfavorable to tliat

district. Mr. Dobree, however, said nothiug in his

report as to the soil being "sand mixed with sour clay."
I have just returned from a visit to the estates

which have been opened at Batu Pahat, and, whilst

there, I examined the soil in many places to a depth
of 3 feet. lean safely say I found nothing answering
the description,

" sand mixed with sour clay." I

would call it a light, sandy soil. It is a free soil,

and all the low and sheltered parts will, I have no
doubt whatever, grow cocoa with very satisfactory
results. The cocoa and Liberian coffee I saw
growing looked very promising. I counted 37 pods on
a 2-year old cocoa tree, fiom whicli the superintendent
had but lately picked 10 ripe pods. The tree was, in

addition, covered with blossom. All the trees I saw
were perfectly healthy and as fine as any i have seen
in Ceylon of their age.

Cocoa, as every plan er knows, is a tender plant

when young, and the Cei/lon Observer has more than
once mentioned cases where there had been 60% to

70% of failures in the first year's planting. Now,
althongh I do not mention Batu Pahat as having the
best soil in Johore, I saw quite ()0°/„ of the cocoa look-
ing as well as could be desired.

Liberian coffee could not well grow and crop better
than it has done up to tlie present in .Inhere, and nobody
can deny that it ut least is a suoce.s3 in the country.
I do not say anything of coffee Arabica, as, perhaps,
through Ceylon prejudice, I do not believe in it at low
elevations. I thiuk, however, that everything that
can be done is being done, in tlie way of planting shade
trees, to make it a success.

In the way of labor, the average cost per man per
diem is only 24 cents. Communicatton with Singapore
is, as you know, by water. I believe H. H. the
Maharajah's steamer runs once aud often twice a month,
and the Maharajah is good enough to hold it, free of
cost, at the disposal of the superintendent or any
visitors wishing to make a special trip. Fresh beef and
mutton can be had only when the steamer goes up,
but tish, fowls and vegetables can at all times be pro-
cured in abuudance. There is, in addition, at Bitu
Pahat a well-stocked store, which can supply planters
with all kinds of tinned meat, &c. Water communic-
ation goes to within a quarter of a mile of the nearest,
and to within about 3 miles of the furthest, point of
the range.
When sickness h.i.s nearly disappeared j>ud the cost

of labor has been reduced 20 per cent
; when the diffic-

ulties of pioneering have almost been overcome by
Mr. Watson after a trying struggle ; surely, it is not
the time to put fail h m a letter written annnymonsly
by a man who presumably left the cour.try dis-

appointed, and having a grudge against his employer.
It does not require a planter of great experience to
see that the luxurious growth und heavy produce of
the Durian, jack .and other fruit trees, that the magnifi-
cent pepper and gambier plantations, are not the out-
come of a soil consisting of "sand mi.xed with sour

clay.
"—Yours faithfully, W. W. Bailey.

Singapore, 1st June 1882.

PENANG PLANTING NEWS.
(From the Slrniis Timcft.)

The Penang Gazette of the 29th May gives the fol.

lowing account of a deputation of planters who lyid
an interview with H. E. the Governor in Penane on
the 25th May :—

Plantkr.s' Deputation to H. E. the Governor.
An important deputation representing planting in-

terests waited on His Excellency the Governor on
Thursday last regarding the imuiigratiou question.
The Hon. G. M. Sandil.ands, M. L. C, introduced the
deputation.

Mr. Morrison, who acted as spokesman, said that
an almost total cessation of Indian immigration had
been occasioned by the illtreatmeut of coolies in the
Indian Government depots, as in them the coolies
were allowed no liberty ; they were herded together,
both men and women, aud were not even allowed
to cook separately. He su^igesled that, either the
planters' agents should be allowed to keep depots
under Government supervision, or that planters or
thi ir agems should be allowed free access to Goveni-
mc nt depots.
Mr. Roberts assured the Governor that most stringent

orders exist to prevent access to the depots ; he spoke
fiom ex|jerieuce.
Mr. Morrison went on to say that immigrants were

laxly looked after, and beinj dissatisfied with their
treatment abscond before enil^arkation. On one oc-
casion, out of 179 who entered the depot 97 only
embarked; the rest absconded,
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Mr. Roberts corroborated this from personal inspec-
tion o( the office books.

The Governor eaid he heiird these statements with

surprize. Mr. McGregor, the Protector of Indian im-

migration, had been sent to India with orders strictly to

enquire into the arrangements tliere in every detail.

He was expected to return veryishortly,!a>id, if he corrob-

orated these statements, as further explanations were

required, he would at once bring the matter forward,
and make representations to tlie Indian Government.
Mr. Morrison next brought under considerntion the

enforcement of the provisions of the law in regard to
*'
cutting" a cooly's pay for short time of work.
The Governor i-eplied that he was not above the law,

and that, if the planters wished a change in the law, they
must draw up a petition which he would carefully

consider ; but that they must be aware that there

were stroug reasons why auy
"
cutting" of wages must

be carefully guarded against. Mr. de Moruay then

pointed out that, when a cooly wanted a day's leave

now, it. could not be given liim, as there was no

power, without troublesome reference, to deduct the

day's pay.
Mr. Moirison requested that the new Indian Immi-

gration Act might be pressed forward into law. The
Governor said that it was only delayed because the

Indian Government had lately pointed out that, accord-

ing to their law, passage money, and he believed

advances also, could not be recovered from immigrants.
H. E. said that he had requested that their law might
be altered in that respect, as otherwise immigration
(other than free immigration) must stop. The gentle-
men of the deputation expressed a general assent to

tliis view.

Mr. Morrison called His Excellency's attention to

Mr. McGregor's report as misleadivig in respect to

his quoting the profits of Batu Kawau estate as repre-
sentative of the financial condition of estates in the

province generally. He said that, on those he (Mr.

Morrison) represented, a capita! of £154,000 only .yielded

a 4 per cent return. His Company could not afford

to give increased wages ; 16 cents would hardly cover

the daily cost of a cooly ; other gentlemen remarked
that it was nearer 20.

8ome conversation here ensued on the Governor

remarking that it was unfortunati-' that higher wages
than those now current could not be given in the

coloqy. It was constantly found that men of one race

broke their agreement, and left those who had brought
them out, to siek higher wages elsewhere, and it

could not be expettd that a cooly should take a higher
view of morality. Labour would like water find

its level— it would alwa.is flow to higher wages; he

did not think that any Government etfort could pre-

vent desertion so long as the rate of wages in Province

Weilesley was less than in Perak. The Government
had in the face of some opposition passed a meas-

ure to facilitate the capture of deserters, and Indian

immigration to Perak was being pushed forward as rap-

idly as the necessity for preliminary arrangements would

permit, and this would doubtless tend to equalize rates

and dimini>h the temptation to absconders. In re-

gard to offenders, the introduction of tlie treadmill

into the gaols, which was decided on, would enable

the authorities to see that punishment was sulBciently

deterrent, which is admitted not to have been the

case hitherto.

Mr. Morrision lastly brought forward the question
of Chinese contracts.

The Governor produced the agreement which, after

he himself had, as he believed, come to an under-

standing with the planters, was drawn up by Mr.

Pickering, th Protector of Chinese acting under

His Excellency's authority in connection with them.

The Governor agreed on principle in favour of

periodical rest being allowed to labourers, whether

Chinese or others. His views on that point were in

no ways altered by the statement that the coolies

had not complained in this case ; the indulgence was
only asked for men who were unwell or needed rest.

Indians, well or ill, were allowed 52 days (Sundays)
in the year, and were paid for those days of rest, and
had not to work them out. Afterwards Government
only asked for 30 days for Chinese, who could plead
ill-health, and did not ask that wages should be

paid to them for those days. The Governor thought
this was a very small cimcession to ask the employers
to make. Mr. Morrison said that the planters would
be content if 15 out of the 30 days were worked
out afterwards. He also pointed out that the prin-
ted form differed from the written agreement now
produced by the Governor as assented to by Mr.
Pickering with His Excellency's authority.
The Governor replied tliat he would see Mr. Pick-

ering on his arrival here, and draw his attention
to this statement which bore upon a point of legal
interpretation.
The deputation expressed their thanks to His Ex-

cellency for the time and attention he had devoted
to them and withdrew.

NEW PRODUCTS IN CEYLON.
LowconNTRY Repokt :

LiBERiAN Coffee—Cocoa—Pepper Vines—Vanilla—
Cardamoms.

Near Henaratgoda, 12th June 1S82.

Excepting the five days that followed the 17th, when
it did little but rain, May was a series of alternations
of sun and shower.
The coffee has continued to °grow, but hardly so

rapidly as a few months ago. The oldest plants are

ripening a little crop, and the last year's planting
is beginning to branch. I planted all the plants that
were sufficiently forward under what I considered

very favourable circumstances, but within a few days
a new enemy appeared on the ground. The new clear-

ing had become fearfully dirty with the fresh crop
of batal and other jungle products. This con-
dition of the land seems to have suited the views of a

species of moth for reproductive purposes, and the
result was an immense army of caterpillars, that, find-

ing the coffee leaves, among other things, to their taste,
has reduced some thousands of thriving plants to
mere skeletons, showing nothing but the stem and
the midribs of the leaves. This is an unlucky chance,
and, as it is altogether a new experience to nie, I could
not provide for it beforehand. I am now rooting and
weeding the planted land to the quickest of my poss-
ibility, but I think the enemy has now nearly done
his worst. The crows and minas bad a week's feasting.
That the plants will be thrown back and checked in
their growth there can be no doubt, but, as the roots
are sound, and the summit bud untouched, I have
great hopes that nothing very serious will ensue, beyond
a little retardation in the growth. All the injured
plants, however, that do not make an immediate start
after the weeding and rooting I will discard, and
replace at my earliest convenience; for a Liberian coffee

plant that has encountered a serious check will (how-
ever promising it may be for a time,) play its cultivator
a dog's trick in the end. The hemiieia vantatiix

invariably feasts on a plant that has been checked
in its growth, or has had its constitution weakened by
any cause whatever. I have given the best that
is in me to the observation of this matter, with the
result that a Liberian coffee plant that has once en-
countered a serious check from any cause is almost
certain to become the victim of hemiieia vastatrix
before it ripens a fruit.
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I do not see that the fungus hns extended to

many fresh plants during the month, and those

that have it chronic are neither better nor worse.

There is, however, much difference in its effect on

the different castes. There are certain varieties, every

plant of which takes the pest early on -every leaf

and drops them regularly. Some get covered with

pinspots, without seeming to catch much harm; the

leaves do not fall, the plants [Hower freely and rip-
j

en their crop, as if nothing were the matter. A
third class get a few pinspots, which never get be-

yond a few, and seem to have no effect of any kind:

and a few of the noblest castes repel it entirely, if

I may judge from their standing for years in the !

midst of trees covered with the fungus without con- !

tracting a spot. I

It seems as if it would take years, added to the !

years of battle already past, to thoroughly establish

cocoa here. On some spots defeat has been acknow-
j

ledged, and the attempt may yet be ab.indoned on

others, but I am gradually getting tlie trees out of

danger from the enemies of their early youth. My
largest tree, now nearly three years old, has been '

flowering tor more than twelve months, but only once,

about ^ix months ago, did it attempt to form a few

pods, which it dropped before they took form. I

have, however, noticed, within the last two days, a

better promise on'less promising trees, so far as sizegoes.* |

I carried out my idea of planting pepper vines, to
:

run on the rocks, but few or none of them have siruck,

so 1 must try again.
The rupee's worth of vanilla cuttings I put down,

six weeks ago, are getting on, and I would put down
more, if 1 did not grudge a cent an inch for a

plant that grows so freely.
I know not on what Ipriuciple Dr. Trimen re-

gulates his tariff of prices for plants. If it were
the commercial principle, the prices would come
and go, as supply failed to hit the exact balance

of demand ; if it were the principle of encouraging

experimental cultivation, prices would be according
to the rarity of the plant, or the difficulty of

producing it. The prices of plants rare and precious

may be fairly fixed, by any one having a mono-

poly, at the very highest that will secure custom-

ers ; they have a right to make hay while the

sun shines, but it is not business-like to go on

charging, or offering for sale rather, at 25c. what
outside producers offer at 5o., and surely the

Government Gardens can find little custom for

plants that have become weeds at many centres, a,nd

may be had in any quantity for the trouble of taking

away a rupee for a cooly load of cassava sticks,

for "instance, when its cultivators are only too thankful

to those who will take them. As for vanilla cut-

tings (tliat led me into this digression), wen- there

any market for them, which there is not, a fortune

might be made out of a few hundred plants, by

selUng cuttings at one cent, instead jof |eightand-a-half.

I have no« about 300 cardamom plants rtady fur

the field. I think I now know enough of the habits of

this plant in infancy to make a better job of the

next lot of seed I get.

We have had the true old form of monsoon weather

since the 6th instant, and it still continues.

I am feeling the disadvantage of a public road

through the property. Above fifty plants have heen

stolen out of the fiehl after planting.

House of Representatives a few days ago, and it was
unanimously adopitd :

—
-ffcso/wrf:—That the Commissioner of Agriculture be

requested to inform this House whether any portion of
the United States is adapted to the growth of cinchona.

Mr. Randall snid : The suljject is an important
one, and I desire to call to it the attention of those
who are interested in the growth of this tree in the
United States. I have been more directly moved to
submit the resolution by a letter, which I hold in

my hand, from Professor Alfred L. Kennedy, of the

Polytechnic College, Philadelphia." The letter is as
follows :

—
"Polytechnic College, Philadelphia, April 20th, 1882.

"My Dear Sir, —You are doubtless fully aware that
the plantations of cinchona or Peruvian bark,
from which the world derives its supply of quinia,
are in jeopardy, and that Holland and England have,
with a wise forecast, already provided against prob-
able contingencies, by establishing in their Asiatic

possessions planta'ious of the tree. It is so evidently
the duty of our country to imitate this example, that
I beg to suggest the passage by Congress of a resolution

requesting the Secretary of tiie Interior to institute
full and careful inquiry, and report to Congress whether
any part of the public domain is adapted to the

growth of the cinchona, with the view of having that

portion reserved from sale until Congress take action
on the report." Tlie tree grows well up in the slopes of the Andes,
in a rare and temperate atmosphere. Its cultivation
in Asia has already afforded a bark yielding a higher
percentage of the active principle than the bark im-

ported from Peru. There should be no opposition to
a resolution of this kind, and, although you are, 1

know, very much occupied, I trust that you will find

time to prepare and present it at an early day.
Very truly your friend, Alfeed L. Kennedy."—Oil and Driuj Neirx,

[We do not believe that cinchona, any more than tea,
can be cultivated profitably within the United States.—
Ed.]

CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA IN THE
UNITED STATES,

lion. S. J. Randall presented the following in the

* It does not seem desirable that the trees should mat-

ure fruitj until fully four years old.—Ed.

COFFEE AND TEA LEAF-DISEASE.
Our attention has been specially called from Cal-

cutta, to the following article on " Leaf Disease "

in the Statesman. Briefly it may be said that the

writer falls back on the old theory of our chemists
—Messrs. Dixon, Schrottky and others—that the

disease attributed to hemileia vastatrix is much more

deepseated than the leaf, that the poison in fact is

to be found in the blood, the sap of the tree, and
that the remedy must have a renov.ating power far

beyond any topical application. But against this view,
once a lavorite with many of the planters themselves,
we have the results of the investigations by Thwaites,

Abbay, Morris, Ward and Trimen, all dead against

the sap-disease theory, and we have the fact that

Mr. Schrottky although he began with inoculation was
fain to revert to topical applications after the example of

Morris and more lately Storck. Nor can the cause of the

disease given by the Statesman writer be accepted

without dispute. The artificial culture and
especially

the pruning of the coffee tree was a matter of

fully thirty years' standing in Ceylon before the

leaf-fungus made its apijearance. As we mentioned

yesterday,
Mr. R. B. Tytler introduced the practice

of coffee pruning from Jamaica before 1840, and the

first appearance of the hemileia was in 18Gi), and that

not in an old district where the coffee had been arti-
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ficially treated and pruned for a generation, but

in a remote, young district, where the plantations
were still in their infancy, and where, since then,

they have yielded heavy crops for years without

being so much troubled as other and older districts

which were visited later on by the dire enemy.
Curiously enough, only during the last few weeks,
the theory has been revived in Ccylou that in prun-

ing
—the free use of the knife—the coffee planter

has one of the best means of fighting l^af-disease,

and we believe the opinion is very general that for

s>ome seasons there has not been enough of pruning
and handling owing to different causes, chiefly want
of money, on most of our coffee plantations. J3ut

apart from this we have the case of a Dimbula pro-

prietor who, in the face of warnings from his neigh-
bours and old planters generally, has systematically

gone in for severe pruning (accompanied by liberal

cultivation) for five years back, and whose property,
in place of being ruined ns was prophesied, has

steadily given crops much above the average, promis-

ing well even in this year of almost universal short

crops. So again we have liad one of the oldest planters
in Uva declaring that he has no fear of leaf-disense

if he is allowed the free use of the knife, and there

are not a few now who are coming round to a belief

in heavier pruning as one means of getting crops
from plantations still afflicted with the leaf fungus.
Of course, we may be told that the treatment re-

ferred to must inevitably wear out the tree sooner or

later ; but five years of steady cropping is a long

period in the middle life of a coffee plantation in these

days, and when the trees still continue to look as fresh

and vigorous as any in the district, it is hard to

gainsay the teachings of experience even when opposed

by so logical a theory as that propounded in tlie fol-

lowing article :
—

A discussion is at present going on at home between
Mr. E. M. Holmes, f. l. s., and Dr. W. T. Thiselton

Dyer, on the "Causes of Coffee Leaf-disease. " So far

as we can make out from a perusal of the correspond-
ence passing between these two eminent gentlemen,
they are both arguing beside the (luestion. It is ad-
mitted on all hcindsthat weakly or badly nourished plants
are more liable to be attacked than are healthy bushes.

This, however, affords no evidence as to the ciiuse of

the disease, although it seems to confirm the opiuinn
we have always held, that there is no such thing as

leaf-disease at all. If it were a leaf-disease onl.v, all

bushes would be similarlj' liable to attack
; but if it is,

as we believe, a root-disease, then the comparative im-

munity from attack enjoyed by the heiilthy plant is

intelligible. Mr. Holmes, while not adtiiitting this,

unconsciously brings forward evidence in support of it,

when he s.ays that the disease would be much less

deadly if all the coffee plants in Ceylon had been

newly obtained from a wild source. No doubt, because
the causes which we affirm have tended to bring on
the disease, would never have affected the "

plants
newly obtained from a wild source." Mr. Holmes
seems to think that the comparative immunity enjcyed
by the Liberiau coffee, is "because the texture of the
leaves is unfavourable to the development of the fungus."
There may be some ground for this, but we suspect
that the leaves of this variety will be equally affected

with the others, after a few years of the same treat-

ment. Dr. Dyer reccmmeuds a renewal of the plants
on an estate from seed collected after the fasliion of

pedigree graiu, This isecjuivaleut to telling planters to

bear with the ills they have, and sacrifice their fortunes
for the benefit of their successors. Pedigree wheat can
be well selected after ten years, but as the coffee plant
does not bear seed during its first year, thirty years
would elapse before a carefully selected supply of seed
could be obtained, and after all the result would
only be problematical. This proposal of Dr. Dj'er's
also admits the correctness of our theory that the
disease is a ladical one

; else why try to get rid of

it by such a thorough-going renewal process?
Regarding the comparative immunity enjoyed by Liber-

iau coffee, Mr. Holmes says :— "
I attribute the fact that

Liberiau coffee is less subject to the disease, to the plant
having had as yet hardly time to have its vitality
lowered by excessive bearing, or by growth in soil de-
ficient in metallic nutrition for the plant." This shows
a true understunding of his subject. In this sentence,
Mr. Holmes hits the two principal causes of disease—
" excessive bearing" and "deficient nutrition." In tea,
there are two other causes operating to deteriorate the

plant, and these are the cultivation for leaf as opposed to

seed, and the excessive pruning to which the bushes
are subjected. This difference allowed for, the causes
of lenf-disease—so called— in both coffee and tea. plants
are the same.

We shall now direct attention to these causes some-
what in detail. Nature, in its production of fruits
and seeds, works under fixed rules, and these rules we
deliberately set aside. In the cultivation of coffee,
the financial exigencies of the industry malie it imperat-
ive that we should, if possible, obtain a heavier crop
than would be produced under the ordinary operations
of nature. To efffct this, we resort to pruning, which
has the effect of a stimulant on the plant, constraining
the plant to throw ont fresh fiowers and seed-bearing
shoots. There would not, perhaps, be ao much harm in

this, if we helped the tree by a little nourishing treatment,
but herein we fail. When a man has extra work to do, he
must be well rested and better fed than usual : other-
wise his power to perform that extra work is weakened.
This does not seem to have been taken into account
in coffee cultivation. Year after year we strive for
an extra crop, without exerting ourselves much in the

way of feeding the hardworked plant. This then is

the first cause of disease. Ne.xt comes what Mr.
Holmes calls, "soil deficient in metallic nuti'ition for
the plant." In other words, the artificial forcing of
tlie plant results in depriving the soil of what is

commonly known as plant-food. Now, in the cultiv-
ation of ordinary crops, the farmer knows ihat, if he
wants a good crop, he must manure his land, and if,

from whaiever cause, he is not in a position to apply
manure, he, as a matter =)f course, looks for a poor
crop. This sort of commonseuse does not enter into
tea or coffee planting ; good crops are expected year
after year, and thorough mauuring— in fact, manur-
ing at all— is the exception rather than the rule.
Judicious pruning may enable this end to be
achieved for a time, but a period arrives when nat-
ure will not stand this sort of treatment longer;
and such results as this disease immediately show
themselves.

Now, let us look at the treatment to which the tea

plant is subjected. The pruning process seen in the
coffee plant is very much aggravated in tea cultiv-
aion. During the winter, wlieu the plant is resting,
pruning takes place, and it is a much more thorough
process thau it is in the case of the coffee. There
is also this to be said, that each time the bush is

plucked, it undergoes a serious pruning, and that
too of tlie most valuable leaves and shoots the struggl-
ing plant po-sesses— viz. the very youngest and
the most active in the economy of plant- life. In

December, we will say, the plants get their annual

heavy pruning, and shortly thereafter growth begins.
The very act of pruning compels the plant to make
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a violent effort to throw out new leaves—new lungs
—

to replace those of which it has been so ruthlessly
shorn. As this growth progrpsses, the planter is on the
look-out for it, and as soon as it :issumes thedignitj'of
a "lliieh," it is pounced upon by the plucker. This pro-
cess is repeated, perhaps, a dozen or more times during
the tea season

; each tinje the plant puts forth an effort
as surely is that efi'ort nullified by the work of the

plucker. Is it to be supposed that a plant bo treated
can loug escape the ravages of disease—the precursor
of decay ? But there is worse behind. The ravages
of blight have been found to be much more severe on

gardeners having indigenous or hybrid bushes, than on
those with the bushes of the ordinary small-leaved
China variety. Now, under ordinary circumstances,
this f;ict would militate against our theory, because
the indigenous variety, and the many hybrids produced
from a crossing of it with the China bush, have not

been cultivated for so long a peiiod as the ordinary
China has. But the indigenous and hybrid varieties

suffer very much more under the pruning knife. We
do not simply mean that, being larger in every
way than the China, the liybrid feels the cutting
down more. We refer to the habit of the hybrid
rendering it more sensitive to pruning. All who
know the tea plant thoroughly must have observed
that, while the China variety has the habit of a

bush, the hybrid is a tree. A China seedling
develops laterals almost as soon as it comes above the

ground, whereas a hybrid seedling does not throw
out these side branches until the maiu stem has
assumed the form of a young tree. In conformity
with this difference of habit, the China, if unpruned,
would not grow high, while a hybrid, similarly treated,
would assume the habit and attain the growth of a
forest tree. We speak under correction, but are not
aware of a China plant ever liaving grown to a

greater height than seven feet. This is the greatest
height we could induce one to attain, although we
left it unpruned for several years. Thus it happens
that the China variety does not suffer so much from

pruning as does the hybrid. The former is a "bush,
and pruning only keeps it a bush, while the latter

being a tree, is, so to speak, compelled by heavy
pruning to assume the habit of a bush. This also

explains why tlie blights on tea are of comparatively
recent date. With regard to the recent occurrence of

disease in connection with coffee, it is accounted for

by the fact that only within comisaratively recent
times has heavy pruning, or pruning of any sort,
been resorted to. One more cause of disease m con-
nection with tea, and we are done. The fiat which
went forth at the creation, that the fruit-tree should

yield fruit after his kind, whose seed was to be in

itself, indicates the first law of vegetable nature,
that the first object of a plant is to propagate its

own species, and hence we find all vegetable life at

its best just as becomes fit for repiroduction. In this

respect the coffee-planter does no violence lo nature, ex-

cept in that he expects the plant to be in a chronic stato
of making violent efforts to produce a large quantity of
seed. With tea it is very different. The planter cares

nothing about seed, leaf being the craving of his

soul. With this object in view, his whole energies are
bent on thwarting nature and preventing the growth
of seed. Is it to be supposed that a plant can long
remain healthy when its natural instincts are not

only interfered with, but directly opposed and crushed ?

In this we see a sure cause of disease and general
debility. The absurdity of regarding such a blight as

simple
"
leaf-disease" will thus be seen. When an

eruptiou breaks out on the human skin, the skilful

physician immediately treats it locally, but he does
not make the mistake of considering the eruption ouiy
a skin disease. He treats it locally to relieve the

pain, but he endeavours to remove the eruption itself

U

by acting on the source. This will most probably be
the blood. There tlie disease has its seat, and, if the
cure is lo be permanent and thorough, the blood must
be purified. The eruptiou on the skin is not a disease
but a symptom, which draws the physician's aiten-
tion to the blood. So with the leaf blight ; it is but
a symptom of the radical disease in the life-blood of

the plant, and can never be cured by topical treat-

ment. It may be mitigated, but we have no hesit-

ation in predicting that mitigation will prove but
transient at best.

AN IVORY FAMINE.

Notwithstanding the introduction of "celluloid"
and other substitutes for the real article, the de-

mand for ivory increases year by year, and year by
year the supply falls off. Not only is the quantity
of elephant ivory, both from Asia aud Africa, ra|iidly

diminishing, but the teeth or tusks of the walrus,

whale, and narwhal, which are so highly prized for

many purposes where their fine texture and close grain
reuder them superior to elephant ivory, are similarly

growing scarcer every year. If it had not been for

the large supplies of fossil mammoth ivory which we
have received from ^Siberia—the relics of a bygone age,
when Northern India w.as the playground of monster

tusk-bearing, elephant-like animals whose bodies, sud-

denly overwhelmed by an avalanche of ice, are still to

be met with, kept in a state of perfect preservation

by the most powerful and efficient refrigerating mnchin-

ery of Nature herself— if it had not been, we say,
for this extens-ive, but necessarily limited, source of

supply, the price of ivory would be much larger than
it even now is, when a plain ivory paper-knife, of

ordinary size, after pufsing through the necessary
cutting and polishing operations, is worth half-a-crown
an ounce. The Engineer reports that the rapid ad-

vances in the value of ivory are causing some uneasiness
in the market. At the last quarterly sale, which
closed on the 28th ultimo, there were only 81 tons

offered, as against 122 tons offered in April 1S81.

The falling-ofl' was mainly owing to the continued scarc-

ity of Cape, and the limited supply of West African

ivory, of which altogether only 12 tons were fortli-

comiug. From Zanzibar and Bombay there were 33

tons, 24 tons from Alexandria and 9 tens from Malta.
Prices cousequeutly have gone up from ol to 41 per
cwt. The stores in the docks this year amouut to

133 tons, compared with 213 tons for the correspond-
ing period of last year. One importer at Sheffield

has received 522 tusks, which, he says, will all bo
cleared out in a fortnight. These tusks represent
276 elephants, and it is argued that, if one ivory
cutter alone can get through so many in so short a

time, there is some fear of the elephant being releg-
ated to the lost genera of auimals. It is time that

some steps were taken for the preservation of this

valuable animal in Africa similar to those which have
been adopted in India aud Ceylon, and the author-
ities in our West Afrcan cnlouies might turn their

attention to the possibility of devising some means to

attain 'ihis object. In the meantime, cannot some
inventive genius discover the means of utilizing the

scraps aud shreds of ivory which ivory-turners ne-

cessarily produce in such quantities, either by re-

ducing them to a pulp, aud pressing thein into the
desired shape, or into powder, which may be afterwards
solidified t—Colonies and India, 19th May,

COFFEE PULP AS A MANURE.
By Joun Hughes (late of Ceylon).

Coffee pulp, as understood by planters, consists of

the outer skin of the ripe cherry, togellur with a

portion of the gelftinous, saccharine aud somewiiat
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glutinous material which envelopes the s>'ed or beaus.

In the process of pulping the ripe fruit is brought
in cont.n-t with revolving cylinders, furui<!hed with
small holes sufficiently large to allow the beans to

be washed through into the fermenting tanks, while
the pulp is carried by a stream of water through
spouting into an adjacent pit, where it remains

usually for some weeks until, crop time is over.

It is then customary on most estates to apply
this refuse pulp either alone or mixed with lime, or

some concentrated manure, as a dressing for the trees ;

but there appears to be great difference of opinion
among planters as to its merits as a fertilizer.

Some say that it is of little use in itself, and is

very slowly decomposed in tLie eoil, cases being men-
tioned where, upon digging up the soil twelve months
after application, the pulp has been found in tbe same
state as when removed from the pit {Grigsou's pamph-
let ou cqfee culture). Others, however, contend that
when mixed with a little artificial manure the re-

sults, both a3 regards the production ot wood and
fruit, are very decid'xl.

This uncertainty respecting the action of pulp ae a
manure may, I think, be traced to a difference in

the tieat'Uent previous to tipplication. In the one case
it has been allowed to remain for weeks in a heap
exposed to heavy rainfall and to the action of waste
water from the pulpiug-bouse, whereby all the valu-

able salts of potash and soluble nitrogen compounds
have been removed, leaving only a mass of woody
fibre or cellulose, whicli would be of no more use
as a manure tlian ordinary sawdust.

In the other cast', the pulp has been regularly
removed from the pit and mixed with cattle dung,
or at lotist madi' into a heap away from the
action of the running stream, and subsetjuently
mixed with soil and lime to form a com-

post. At any rate care has been taken to preserve
the valuable salts, and to t-fl'ect the decomposition ot

the vegetable tissues previous to being applied to the
coffee trees, and the results are eonsequently said

to be satisfactory.

However, in order to form some practical opinion
of tlie real Viduo of coflee pulji when carefully treated,
I took the opportunity, during my residence in Col-

ombo, to prepare a sample of this material for

future analysis on my return to England.
Some vei'V line ri])e cherri s were sent me by post

in a tin case from i lie neighbourhood of BaduUa, and
were taken in h lud and shipped immediately on
arrival. Every iOO parts by weight of cherry yielded
in round numbeis 40 parts of puip, and this gave on

analysis th" following results :
—

(.'ompoiitioii of J'resh Coffee JTuliJ
—

Water ... ... 78-310

*Organic vegetable matters ... 1HS60
**Mineral matters (Ash) ... l'S30

Containing Nitrogen
**Oonsisting of :

—
Potash
Soda
Lime
Magnesia
Oxide of Iron

Pho.spheric Acid

Sulphuric Acid
Ohloriue
Silica

Carbonic Acid

100-000

•330

•874
•031

184
•037

•029

•084

•062

•047

072
•410

1-830

•55

•70

•25

•50

jjliosphoric acid, lime, and nitrogen, it is superior in the

quantity of jiotasli. Thus, in 100 parts of farmyard
manure, we may assume that the above constituents

are present in the following proportions i

Nitrogen ,

Lime ...

Phosphoric Acid
Potash

If, however, pulp ha exposed to continued washing,
as is generally the case, the agricultural value is cert-

ainly less than it would appear to be from the above

analysis. For I found by actual experiment that, if

100 parts of pulp were allowed to remain in contact
with 10,000 parts of cold water for 24 hours, there were
dissolved out the following -.

—
Organic matters (soluble) 6'543

Mineral matters (soluble) 1^201

In other words, g of the organic matters, and % of the

mineral matters, including tlie potash Baits, were washed
out with cold water after saturation for 24 hours.

It is therefore evident that planters would do well

to remove the pulp directly from tbe separator, and not
allow it to remain in the pits even for a day, and

certainly should not permit the continued action of

running water.

At the present time, when crops are short and prices

low, it is certainly imperative that planters should
lose no opportunity of obtaining from a residuum
material like pulp all the possible advantages of a
useful manure.

It should also be remembered that properly decomposed
vegetable matter must ever be a most valuable applic-
ation to soils naturally light and porous like the ma-
jority of Ceylon, India, aud Jamaica coffee estates ;

for thereby the supply of carbonic acid is increased,
and the mineral resources of the soil are more easily
rendered available as plant food.

As regards the best method of preparing coffee

pulp, I would suggest that, where cattle or pigs are

kept, it should be mixed with the manure from
the sheds as soon as possible. But in other cases

compos'ts should be made of pulp, bones, and any
other fertilizers that may be at hadd. If nothing
else be available, it should be mixed with a little lime

and soil, and remain well protected from rain for a

couple of months. When economy is abeolutely neoess-

arj' on all estate?, it may be useful to direct atten-

tion to the natural advantages of coffee pulp when pro-

perly prepared as a manure.

Analytical Laboratory, 79, Mark Lane, Loudon.—Planters' Gazette.

From the nbovc n-.sults it vtill bo observed that fresh

pulp, if tukcn direct from the piilper, is really a very
iroful and valuable m.attrial. and. though inferior to

oidinary cattle dung as regards the proportion o

The "Tropical Aokicultukist."—A native gentle-
man writes ;

— " It will he very useful and accomplish
a long felt want if the Loudon and New York Price

Cuirents are included in the Tropical Agriculturist."
We purpose adopting this suggestion, beginning with
the July issue, the first of a new year. Tlie June
number is now complete, but "e have to add to it a
full index for the yearly volume, which can then
be bound up. The index is in hand. A Nawalapitiya
planter writes ;

—" The T. A. is a special comfort to me
and I am looking forward to this month's No. "

ExACUM Maceanthum is a native of the mountains
of Ceylon, where it is found at an elevation of about

6,000 feet above sea-level. It is a fine ornamental

plant, belonging to an order—(ientianaceaj—which turn-

islies our gardens with by no means a few showy
things. It grows about a couple of feet in height,
has large, gliihrous, glossy leaves, graduall.v becoming
smaller as the terminal corymbs of handsome dark
rich purple biossiims are renched

;
these measure about

2 inches in diameter, the yellow eye and large yellow
stamens forming a striking eonira,st with the purple
of the corolla. JNow in flower in No. 8 house at Kew,
—Oardtuers' (,'hroiticle, May 2Cth,
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$otitti3sp(ind0ni3^»

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

THE BORER IN COCONUT TREES.

Johore, 22ud May 1882.

Dear Sir,— I reply to "
Sigma" 's letter, I have to

state :
—

1—Salt should be applied to every tree twice a year.
2—The seasons for applying it are at the beginning

and end of dry seasons.

3—Tlie natives think it is of use applying salt to

attacl;ed trees, but I doubt it, as I have placed a

"borer" in salt, and it did «o< kill it.—Yours truly,
E. E. A.

THE ALOE FIBRE ENTERPRIZE IN MAURITIUS :

WHAT IS TO BE DONE IN CEYLON.

Colombo, 10th .June 1882.

Dear Sir,—I enclose two cuttings from the Manri-
tht.i MeirhaiUit and Planti'Tf:' Gazette, shewing that

planters there, ai'e also tuniing their attention to

^lew products, to remedy the drawbacks attendant
on having all one's eggs in one basket :

— " We have
to record the formation of another New Hemp Es-

tate Company, viz : Tlie Vale and Blach JRirer Hemp
Estate.-! (to include the estates: 1°. The Vale, 1,300

acres, partly under aloe ; 2°. The Carreaux, 200 acres,

under aloe ; 3°. The Salines, 700 acres, nearly all

covered with aloes ; 4°. Petite Riinire Noire and Belle

Vne, 1,000 acres in lease.) Nominal capital, RjOO,000."
The product w-hich is now being extensively cultiv-

ated there is aloe fibre. There are already five

Companies established for its cultivation, tlie aggi'eg-
ate capital of which is RSOO.OOO, and now another
has been formed to work 4 hemp estates with a
Commal capital of R.jOO,000. The shares of these

nompauies are mostly at a fair premium, and it

appears that a new gi'ateuse
"

has been invented,
which greatl}- improves the (piality of the fibre, with
an enormous saving in time and expense. Mauritius

Iiemp ranks next to Italian, and is worth £30 to

£40 per ton in London. Now, as every variety of the

"aloe" grows well in Ceylon, why, may I ask. is its

cultivation in our lowcounti'y to be neglected ?

If we had a Government worth its salt, we should
have large prizes offered for the successful cultivation of

say 100 acres. Government should offer a prize of

RIO.OOO to any planter who could prove that he had

successfully cultivated a large area over a period of

three years. If twenty planters each clauned and
received the reward, it would be revenue well m-
vested.—Yours truly, C. S.

P. S.—Of course the only drawback to its cultiv-

ation upcountry is the cost of can'iage of so bulky
an article. Probably the yield of fibre might counter-
act this :

—
28th April 1882
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turn out a gootl investment for him ; at the same time

I conniatulate the vendor on the good price he ob-

tainecf for his really valuable property.

To anyone who has not visited this district for the

last few"years, it would be a pleasant surprize to see

the flourishing fields of cinchona which are cropping

up on all directions. We are not here tied to any one

variety. Near the foot of the plain we have some of

the most valuable ledgers in the island; on the op-

posite side of the valley, the calisayas, which it was

once Ihe fashion to decry, are slowly but ste.adilj win-

ning their way to general favour ; officinalis flourish

on sttep slopes at the higlier altitudes; and succirubras

grow well everywhere. Talking of ledgers and cali-

sayas, it has struck me that these tine varieties dififer

somewhat in their habits from the coarser but less

delicate Uiuds. I have noticed that thev have a tend-

ency to drop their leaves, and assume the appearance
of wintering, just as a friend tells methe Ceara rubber

do in the lowcountry. In this connection I heard a

good story the other day of one of our omniscient

visiting agents. He, when reporting on an estate

on which there were many rubbers, set them down

as Ihree-fouvths dead. A month after, he had again

occasion to visit the same part of the country, and,

eeeing all the supposed dead trees covered with healthy

foliage, he soundly abused the superintendent for try-

ing to sell him by sticking, as he said, jungle leaves

on the dried Ceara stems ! ! Yet such are the men
who undertake to teach us our work.

Long live the "old rag" to be the friend »nd en-

courager of the steady, the industrious, and the honest,

but the scourge of the lazy, the bigoted, and the fanatic.

The hard times are making us nearly all teetotalers.—
Youre &c.,

• J- S. W.

COFFEE CKOPS IN DIMBULA, CEYLON.

Tillicoultry, Lindula, June 13th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—I think it only right that anyone

honestly able to say a word of hope and encourage-
ment for the unhappy coflee (Arabica) proprietors

and their scarcely less unhappy mortgagees, should

do so. The hope I have is that the big blossom

out in this district from April 10th to 16th has not

failed to nearly the extent some gentlemen insisted

it had done. For myself I was almost coming to their

way of thinking, but within the last few days the

not excessive rain and occasional sunshine has

started the berries in swelling, and, although these

have remained dormant for two months, I think

there is every chance of their finding their

way down to Colombo. There are I know many
est:ites in this district which have blossomed well, and

I believe—in fact I know—that such has been the case

in other high districts, and the hope is that in all

such estates prospects have equally improved as here.

The cause of the want of growth in the berries I attrib-

ute to the unusually long continuation of the dry
winds and great heat after the middle of April. I

have had experience of Dirabula since 1867, and hiive

never yet heard of a blossom failing from drought.
The coffee enterprize I fully believe has sufifered as

much damage by croakers and wreckers whom we
find amongst our fellow colonists as by all the leaf-

disease and grub wehave had. These pessimists (the

croakers, etc.) have by their groanings and advice

done much to discourage the proper cultivation of

estates at the very time it was most required, thus

immensely aiding our insect and fungoid enemies.—

Yours faithfully, PHILIP M. ANSTRUTHER.
[Tillicoultry is the estate we had in view the

other day when referring to the best crop, probably,
of the coming season ;

and yet the laird of Matta-

kelly, less than a score of years ago, dissuaded a

Colombo V. A. from investing in the jungle at

R20 per acre. Coffee was down then, and it is

down now : is it not to revive in crops as well as

prices ? There is a good deal in what Mr. Anstruther

says about the neglect of cultivation in pruning and

raiiuuriog especially.
—Ed.]

CINCHONA BARK T'.S'. SHAVINGS.
14th June 1882.

De.\r Sib,—I have just read your very interesting
article on hybridization and C. rohusta. The analysis

given for renewed C. rohusta is said to have been ob-

tained from "bark." I conclude therefore
"
shavings

"

were not intended, but still, these terms being often

applied in rather an indefinite sort of way, I would

suggest that, until we get fairly into the Wcay of

using them, the designations "bark " and "
shavings"

be italicized in order that no doubts may exist in

the minds of your readers. This is very important.
ROBUSTA.

P-S.—Can you give us any figures for renewed

shavings of Crohmta'!
[The Dimbula proprietor concerned will oblige us

by saying if he shaved the second tune : at nine

months, the renewed bark could not be much more
than a shaving.

—Ed.]

HOW CINCHONA BARK IS SOMETIMES THROWN
AWAY BY LONDON BROKERS : A REMEDY

WANTED.
June 14th, 1882.

Ue.\r Sir,—A few hints from your able pen would
be of immense value to the unfortunate growers of

cinchona, who have large clearings of this dying out,

and who are in consequence greatly in need of money.
Would you, therefore, greatly oblige me, by showing
me the most profitable way of selling my bark, as it

is heartrending to know that the middlemen sitting

in their chairs all day should be reaping all the profits,

men who have never risked a farthing in the specul-

ation of cinchona cultivation ?

That the following should have actually happened
in the 19th century will hardly be credited :—A parcel

of bark was sent to the Loudon market, of whieh GO

lb. were taken out and given to a doctor friend to dis-

pose of. The parcel was sold for Ss per lb, whereas

the doctor got ISs a lb for his, and this was even

resold again for 173 a lb. I have read in your paper
for many years with considerable interest the various

London brokers' reports on the cinchona market, and

I have gathered from them that the intending pur-

chasers do not have the bark analyzed unless it is a

large parcel, and then the wastage in distributing

samples is considerable, and probably samples are only

given to the favored few.

A person who was connected with the largest sugar
busmess hi London told me that in the sugar trade

two samples were taken from each shipment of sugar
and sent to the two highest authorities to be analyzed,
and the shipment was then sold by the mean aver-

age analysis of the two. Now, su-, would it be ad-

visable when sending home a parcel of bark to get
it analyzed by two of the leading authorities in ana-

lyzing bark, and tlien selling it by the mean analysis,

and giving a guarantee as well ? By this means the

smaller chemists would buy \vith confidence whatever

they requh-ed, as one chemist at the time might require
a red bark giving a large proportion of ciuchonidine.

and another might require one giving a quantity of

quinidine. Whereas now they have to pay very liigh

prices from the jiurchasers to obtain these, and they
were unable to buy at the rate, not kno^^ing what the

bark contamed, never having received any from the

broker for analysis, nor been told by them what it con-
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tamed. My trees having been shaved I shall ha\'e no bark
to ship which could be sold by its appearance for

show purposes.
—Yours faithfully,

LIVE AND LET LIVE.

[We suspect the remedy must be provided in local

sales for shipment to the Continent of Europe and
to America. We heard the other day of the very fail"

an-angemeut under which Messrs. V^olkart lirothers

buy, on analysis, for the Contiueut. This house has

shipped an eiionnous proportion of the season's exports,

and, considering the magnitude of London charges and of

the American difl'erential duty, we tlimk there can be

little doubt that local sales owjht to be the most pro-
fitable to tlie Ceylon bark cultivator. At the same

tunc, complaints are not wantuig in respect of local

sales : the way m which good twig bark and sha\ings
are sometmies sacrificed for ' an old song

'

in Colombo,
while again parcels of decidedly inferior stutf, accord-

ing to age aud planting notions, realize a price beyond
expectations, is unaccountable.—Ed.]

CINCHONA CLEARINGS.

Sir,—The failures in a cinchona cle.iring are usu-

ally attributed to unsuitable soil, want of drainage,
or to bad planting, but may there not be another
and unlhought-of element in the matter? May not
the rays of the sun on the young tender .stem of

the plants have something to do with the numer-
ous failures experienced by I may siiy every planter
without exception. Would it not therefore be worth
while to try sheltering the young plants by wrap-
ping 6ome suitable material : moss, coconut fibre,

newspaper, old gunny stuft": or auything ^lso, loosey.
round the stem when being planted out ? The method
might also be adopted for coffee supplies, I om awure
tliat young plants are generally sheltered by twigs
with leaves upon them or by pieces of bark, but
in such cases the young leaves of the plauts are
smothered up and deprived of the influence of the sun
in causing the How of sap.

Useful or useless, I offer the suggestion for the
consideration of planters of CINCHONA.

LOCAL ANALYSES AND SALES OF CIN-

CHONA BARK.
.lune IGtb, 1882.

Dear Sir,— I duly read your footnote to my
letter, suggesting that the remedy might be by
selling the bark in Ceylon on analysis, but the least

said about a local analysis the better. These analyzers
differ as much as chalk does from cheese, all

giving a result well under a London analyzer's. Their

object in doing this, and tl]e reason wliy they are de-
fended by the brokers, I leave to more competent
hands than my own to dispose of.

I have given the local market a fair trial, and
you can judge for yourselP whether it is a
fair one, even presuming the analysis was re-

liable. My experience of Colombo sales was that
I could only get 20c. a lb. for branch and; twij,

and, on writing to the broker about this unsatisfact-

ory price, and requesting him to have a subsequent
batch analyzed, his reply was that it would do no

good, as there was no sale for this on analysis. (Now,
when my stem bark contains over 2 per cent of

quinine, it is rather unreasonable to expect us to believe

the brauch and twig would only contain "33 per cent.)
I B 'e by last mail that Howard's quinine was quoted

at 10s G'l per ounce, the equivalent being UG in Cey-
lon. Now suj^posing red boik by Ceylon analysis con-

tains only 1 per cent of quinine, and .5 per cent of

other alkaloids (all valuable), it would take 100 oz.

or G lb. to make 1 oz, of quinine, and, consider-

ing the alkaloids are so good, we might expect at
the least Ivl per lb. for this (the quinine value
alone being that), but I regret to say only 50c. a
lb. can be obtained for this bark locally.

— Yours
faithfully, LIVE .AND LET LIVE.

[It is a pity tliat the medical officers in the plant-
ing distrio's are not qualified analysts to help the
cinchona industry.

—Eo.]

HYBRIDS AND CROSSES.
June 15th, 1882.

De.ar Sir,—In your issue of the 9fch instant, \
notice Mr. Gammic takes rae to task for having, in a

previous letter, represented bim to have said that
hybridization amongst cinchonas never took place. I
have not his former letter at hand to refer to, but
suffice it th.t he poiuts out I he niistuke, and I tiust he
will now allow me to apologize to him for it. He
will, however, kindly remember that my former letter

(written in joke rather than earnest) was in joint
reply to another communicition in your paper on the
same subject. And I would here add that I most
sincerely trust that nothing I did say in it may have
caused even a shade of annoyance either to himself or
to Mr. W. Smith : for to no two men is the un-
bounded respect I feel for them more absolutely due,
for their intelligent and successful exertions in the

development of the cinchona enterprize, and in turn-

ing the same to effectual account, to the benefit of

multitudes. Truly has Mr. Gamniie accomplished the
latter in his successful attempts to produce a reliable

febrifuge, and yea even quinine itself at a sufficiently

cheap rate ;
and proud and happy may we well feel

over it all. Still there is one point I must yet dare
venture to join issue with him ; and, I fear I must
add, with yourself in your excellent and interesting
review of the subject of bis letter. I maintain,

though on other grounds quite, that there cannot
be such a thing as hybridization amongst the
true cinchonas. And as to my remarks thereon
in my previous lettfr, I 8se that Mr. (Jaramie passes
them over unnoticed ! He mentions that the two
varieties of tea are said to have a common origin,
and that, as it tak>3 two distbirt species to produce
a "hybrid," the term is in this case a misnomer \

This I am quite willing to grant ; but I say that there
is quite as little actual proof that the varieties of

tea are of common descent as there is to the contrary
in the case of the cinchonas, and that some sounder
basis of argument than mere surmise is required in

either case, even supposing the question really hinged
on this point only or at all. Marked differences,

granted, there are, both iu outward appearance and
hal)it, between the different varietifS of cinchona, but
none greiiter are there betwixt officinalis in all its

forms, succiruhra, and the numerous, so-dejlned, caUsayas,
th m between a Shetland pony, a cart-horse, aud the

iu'ligenous wild horse of Thibet—more like an ass in

appearance than it is to either of the former, still it

is a true "horse," and said to be the original stock
a disputed question) from which all the different

domesticated breeds of horses are descended, oiUira.rd

appearance goiny for nothing ! Why ? Because struct-

ural difference ranks it among
" horses

"
instead of

"asses"! And here the needful difference occurs to

originate a "hybrid." Now, as regards all the hitherto
cultivated varieties of cinchona, if I am right iu my
belief that there are no material structural differences

between any of them—in fact, that they are one and
aU true cinchonas—then I say that the tirm "

hybrid"
may be a conmniint, but is nevertheless »n incorrect,
term to apply to tlie crosses in any ease produced
amongst themselves; th.at ti y are mere crosses; aud
that to obtain a bond fide "hrJ'rid" it is necessary to go
farther, though not neoesj^irily beyond the same
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family. And I again revert to my former illustration :

a crosa between a true "
cinchona," and ^ay a "

cuprea
bark" tree. The latter I believe I am riglit in saying

belongs to a group nearly allied to the true cinchonas,
but possessing sli'uciuw.l differences that separate its

members unmistakably from the former, as do cor-

responding differences the horse tiom the ass, the

rabbit from the hare, the dog from the fox, the yoldfinch
from the cartary, or a man from an ape, not to meution
in the latter case the God-bestowed, God-likeuii\g,
non-siructurdl gift to Man of reason, or rather soul (for

animals pussess reasoning powei's of a J:ind—who can

doubt it?—and that they can be increased by culture !)

forming as it does a barrier that an endl-'ss system
of evolution can never overcome, het srienlists say what

they like and outrage our instinct, that I take it, if

the truth were known, clings to every clever man
among them to the grave, and to their increasing;

discomfort, as they fiod themselves more nearly

approaching it, causing them at the end to wonder

despondently whether, or not, after all, their mighty
intellects have not misled them into being spuriously
rationalists under the deception of materialism.

They want to find out what thej are told they are not

to know on this side of the grave, and because th-y
can't do so profess' scepliei^ni in conceit engendered by
dazzling discoveries. We may, for ought 1 know, have
been "apes" in thefirstinstauce, butas"ape3"only should
we have remained to the end of the world but for thut one

gift divinely added—possibly when our animal sagac-
ity had boeome sufficiently developed under an im-

proving system of evolution, though I don't know
that it has been shewn that monkeys are better

monkeys now than in the beginning
— at least, one

friend of mine would speak feelingly to the contrary
just at present !

But to return to cinchonas : I say again,
cross any true cinchona with any member of

an allied group or separate family (if this be poss-
ible) and the produce will be, in the true sense of

the word, a "hybrid," but not otherwise. I may
be wi-ong, and, in venturing the assertion, but sng.
gest a point for men of science obligingly to explan.
To Mr. Gammie's queries, and those also of a for-

mer writer, as to the correctness of my statement
with regard to the "hare" and "rabbit" having 1 een
known to interbreed "in" or "out" of contincment

;

the latter gave another equally good instance in the
case of the "dog" and "fox," but he does not follow
it to its conolusion, as to wheiher the offspring are
fertile. On the other hnnd, I would adil a more
curious fact in the case of the "hare" and "rabbit":
that the offspring at each succeeding teueration
between themselvtn g\-adus.Uy revert to the "rabbit," at
least in appearance, and thus, may it not be

presumed, the result of the cross would ultimate!}-
become obliterated, rather tlian a new species es-

tablished (as scientists might prefer!)?
I may add another equally interesting (though

irrelevant) occurrence in connection with the hare,
and I think also the rabbit, tliat may not have come
under your former correspondent's or Mr. Gammie's
notice. I allude to superfecuudity. A freak or feat
of nature, rare though it be, it Ijas been on more
than one occasion ver.tied beyond a possible doubt.

By the bye, I Eoticed in the papers that Jumbo
is 10 have chosen out for him a wite from amongst the
daughters of Asia. Now, supposing, as a result of
the union, a young Jumbo puts in an appearance to

delight the public and further enrich Barnum, how
would it pay best to 'placard' him: as a hybrid
"rubu.sta," or the 6rst elephmt "mule"? For lam
much ni'stakeii if he would not have an nndou''ti'd

right to eiiher appellation on the score of anatomical
differences existing between the Asiatic and African

elephant that place them as two positively distinct

speoies—differences as important as between a horse

and a donkey, to go no further. Read all Sir L. B.

has to say on the ' front
' shot ! X.

[The argument regarding the so-calli^d two sp' cies of

tea, is that across between them havingbecomeat once and

permanently fertile, we aie justified in reg.arding the

parents, not as distinct species, but as well-marked

varieties. When we have the same form of evidence
in regard to the various species or so-called species
of cinchona, then we cfin arrive at a similar conclusion
to tliat which seems justified on scientific as well as

popular grounds in the case of tea plants, Assam

indigenous, China cultivated, and the resulting so-called

"hybrid Assam." Species, after all, if the development
theory be admitted, are merely forms or varieties which

have, under certain conditions and in long lapses of

lime, assumed distinct and permanent cbaracteristics.

If two plants, however different in habit and foliage,
will readily intercross and yield permanently fertile

off-spring, then we have good grounds to say of the

parent plants that they are not strictly species, but

forms, races, or varieties. What we want in regard
to the cinchonas is a series of carefully conducted

experiments and the reeulis,—Ed.]

CINCHONAS ON FLAT LAND.
DE.4.R Sir,—Can you inform me whether cinchona

will, or will not, grow on Hattish land ? A planter
told me the other day I was simply wasting valuable

plants in planting them in some 15 acres of flat land—
very little elope

—that 1 want to put into cinchona
succirubra.—Yours truly, CINCHONA.

[Dr. King lays it down in his minual that cin-

chonas absolutely refuse to grow on Hat land, and that

is generally our experience. We saw a marked ex-

ception in Jav:i, however, a grove of magnificent succi-

rubras, near Junghuhn's grave, growing on a per-
fect flat. But the soil was deep, free volcanic matter,

though moisture easily percolated. The question,
therefore, here, will be one of a subsoil so constit-

uted as to allow of perfect natural drainage. If

the subsoil is olavey and stiff, we fear disappoint-
ment will follow planting.

— Ed.]

CoPFEE EoEBEEiES ?- -Can anything U7uisual!y wronrj
be going on of late in the Uva districts ? We
all know that coffee-stripping goes on there, as elsewhere,
but it has generally been supposed that it is carried
on only to an infinitesimal extent. Today, liowever,
we hear that buyers and curers of so-called Badulla

chetty estates' parchment are alike simply astonished
at the character of the berries now reaching them
through natives. The beans turn out -so large and fine

and the outturn is so exceptionally good that many
have come to the conclusion they must be derived
from high and finely cultivated estates under Euro-

pean management ! As this matter has lately been
much discussed down here, we consider that we
ought to put our Uva friends in possession of the

facts, pointing, as they seem to do, to either thefts

on the estate, or ohanging and mixing of coffee on
the way down. Again we say "Oh. for a railway!"
Until the railway is available, no trouble ought to
be spared in securing the best form of a bushel sealed

sample bag to .accompany each dispatch. A common
gunny bag sealed is next to worthless, for cannot the
sides be cut open and re- sown, or cannot bamboos
be inserted, whereby inferior coffee can easily be in-

serted to make up for those abstracted, and so made
to agree vith the hulk already tampered witli ? The
weight of a sample bag is no safeguard, of course, for

the adilition of a little water can soon be made to

compensate for the difference in weight and bulk created

by the introduction of light and inferior coffee,
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Cinchona.—At a receut small auction of a mixed as-

sortment of bark, held by Jlr. John, prices generally went
lower than at the previous sale. Some useful " succi-

rubra" quill sold at K105. Twigs averaged from 17 to

25 cents.—" C. Times."

A GOOD Gall Soap is obtained, according lo the

Seifenfabrkant, by the following method: 151b. gallnuts
are mixed with 2501b. molten coconut oil, and the oil

is then soaped cold with 125 lb. soda lye (38° B. ).

The soap is colored with SJ lb. ultramarine, and per-

fumed with 12 oz. lavender oil and 12 oz. Uiinmiel oil.

—Uil and Drug News.

Harvesting of Cinchona.—Mr. Frater of the firm of

Walker & Greig here has invented the simplest and

cheapest cinchona barking machine, that I have seen

yet. It is simply two iron bars, set in a square iron

frame, the bars revolving on their axis. The cinchona

twigs or branches are pushed between the bars, and
are crushed, which enables the bark to be easily

removed. Cost of machine K15 only.
—Badulla Cor.

The Curriculum of the Agricultural Educ-
ation course (under Mr. Robertson of the Madras Go-

vernment Farm) embraces scientific and practical agri-

culture, chemistry, veterinary medicine and surgery,

botany, geology, land-surveying and m^usuration, book

keeping and arithmetic. The course of training extends

over three years. Besides attending lectures on the sub-

jects just mentioned, the students undergo practical

training out-of-doors iu surveying, practical training
in the laboratory in analysis, in the veterinary hospital
in the treatment of cattle-disease, in the botanical gard-
ens in horticultural pursuitB ; , while, on the farm,

they are taught to perform the various operations of

husbandry. Kach student keeps a farm book, or a

cultivation book, in which he enters the daily work
of the farm, the cost of cultivation, the yiild and value

of.the crops, &c. Every student must pass the plough-

ing examinations, of which there are three standards,

increasing in difficulty with the progress of the train-

ing. We have, at present, forty-two names on the

roll.of the College. Of these students, twenty-two come
from Bombay, Bengal, Central India, Mysore and Cey-
lon. Looking back over a period of now nearly four-

teen years engaged in active eiforts for improving hus-

bandry in this part of India, I am of the opinion
that the re3ults of the last three or four years' efforts

have been incomparably more encouraging than those

obtained in the first ten years of the jjeriod, which

I must attribute entirely to tl.e influences set in oper-
ation by the wirk done iu the School of Agriculture.
The institution being the first of the kind established

in India, and indeed the first ever eetablished where
ciste prejudices had to be encountered, we had no
choice but to begin on lines of a somewhat experi-
mental character, though these were based on what
has been established by long experience in Germany,
France, the United States and other countries, where
the State has long engaged largely in efforts for pro-

moting agricultural education. We must, therefore,

expect that the organization of the instituliou will need
to be modified considerably as our experience iu work-

ing it shows this to be necessary. One iniporlant
modification now being introduced is iu the direction

of connecUng the institution more immediately with

the land adminislration of the Presidency, Government

having just approved of a scheme, tliebnsisof which
is that tlie institution shall be utilized for educating
and training m scientific agriculture a number of sub-

ordinate land revenue officials. When it is remem-
bered that the Government of this Presidency employs
many hundredB of subordinate officials in land admin-
istrative duties, uot one cf whom has hitherto had

any meane of undergoing a suitable training for his

duties, the impontauce of the step just taken will be

duly appreciated.
—Madras) Mail.

Ceylon Tea.—An English editor writes :—" I have
tried your Ceylon tea. The sample you sent me had
a jierfectlj- unique flavour, which at first taste is not
unlike huy tea, and I found most persons objected to

it. But for myself I liked it very much, as a good,
sound body, and it improved on acquaintance."

SpoAii Emate Companies in Mauritius are paying
2S'17 per cent profit!— and yet we travelled home
in 187S with a leading M.auritius estate proprietor
who declared that the sugar prospect iu that island

were well-nigh hopeless, and that it was next to im-

possible for the Ceylon Company Limited to realize

their property.
Cinchona Cultivation in Nokthep^ Au.stralia.—

A planter writes:—"You make no comments on
th.at part of Poett's prospectus relating to cinchona,

though you criticize fairly enough some other portions
of the document:—'At the end of the fourth year the
cinchona trees, of which there would be many thous-

ands, would be ready for barking, yielding from 2 lb.

to 3 1b. of bark, per annum and of the value in the

first year of four shillings a pound.' It occurs to

the writer that Poett has sloleu a march on us, and
h.is the famous 'Verde' growing in those nurseries

of hia in that 'Eumjungle' (what 'sin a name?) plant-
atiou. It is just po.ssible, however, that it may be
the shareholders who are verde."

Yatiyantota, 17th June.—The weather since Sunday
the mil has teen very favorable for planting, although
there have been strong gale,s, and I am nowplanting
out tea ae quiclily as I can, and I hope to have finished

the new clearings ere 1st of July, Tea and Liberian

coffee look as well as ever, and the Governor, when

coming to tl:e new and rising district, should visit

Dunediu and Mipitiakande, on his way to Yatiyantota,
and see in them botli in .splendid condition, tea and
Liberian coifee— tea at Dunedin and tea and Liberian at

Mipitiakande. He might take choice samples from
here now of Liberinn parchment, finest tea and cocoas,

all from trees planted late in 1S80! The chief surveyor
is up here. I hope this portends more land being cut

out and more estates. No floods this year y(t, and the

district very healthy and coolies in fair supply.

Kaikfall and EoAns in San Paulo Brazil.—The
South American Missionary Magazine contains inform-

ation which ehews that if railway a are going ahead
in the great coffee district of w hich Santos is the port,
the /-oads in rainy weather (a rainfall about equal to that

of Nawalapitiya, characterizing the mountain up which

the railway ti ains are drawn) are next to impassable :
—

From San Paulo the Kev. T. J. Scott gives a

pleasing description of the kindness and hospitality
of the people of that province, and, speaking of the

weather, he says :
—The weather here is quite cool,

thermometer for last two months averaging about 72

deg. It is true we have had a gi-eat deal of raiu.

The weather generally is aw-fnl at this time of the year—
rain, rain, rain ; and not such rain as we have in

England, but sheets of water ! The rainfall at the

sierra (top of the mountain up which the train is drawn)
was last year 169 inches. When you consider that the

rainfall in England is somewhere about SOinches, you will

be able to appreciate the difference. The raui here not

only keeps the au- cool, but cleans the dirty streets, which
is much needed. There has not been any fever this

year at Santos ; Rio also has been healthy this year.
The rains made the roads and streets impassable ; the

roads at any time are dreadful, even worse than they
are in Spain. I went out for a ride last Saturday
in an ordinary lane, and I nearly got "bogged." The
horse sank down to about the middle of his body,
and I got my legs in up to between the knee and
ankle. I was just going to spring ott' aud try to pull
the horse out by the bridle, when he made a gi'eat

plunge, aud got on to terra Jirma again.
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AoRicnLTURAL EXHIBITIONS.—It has been decided
that the most suitable sites for district exhibitions

are tliose situati'd in the vicinity of the line of rail-

way, and if possible, places of pilgrimage, such as Sri-

rangam, Thiruua-nalai, Bellary, &o., and that tlie most

opportune time would be when fairs and feasts are

held, which annually draw a large concourse of people
together.

—Madras Times.

Ppogress in Johore.—Mr. Walter F. Garland
head of the Johore Governnient Survey, was a pass-

enger by the "
Nizam," and went on by the " Rosetta"

this evening. Mr. Garland is likely to lay out the

first railway in .Johcre—a light line of some 20 miles

on the metre gauge, which will probably be con-

structed and equipped for a sum under £4,000 per
mile. It seems that the ex-Chief Engineer of the

Ceylon Stafi', Mr. Macnair, was lately out reporting on

proposed railways in Johore and the Straits Settlements,
his services bemg secured, we suppose, tlu-ough the
influence of his cousin, Major Macnair. Be that as may,
Mr. Macnair made his report and then disappeared.
Ceylon Coffee : The Late Blossoming Season and

THE Weather.—A proprietor with good means of infor-

mation in reference to estates north as well as south
of Kandy and Nuwara Eliya writes with regard to the

discussion on this question:
—

"E.xtraordinary heavy rain

during December no doubt interfered with January
blossoms (especially would they do this, if the
bulk fell in the latter part of that month). But
this would not have been of much account, if blaz-

ing, hot, favorable, 'simply splendid,' weather had
followed in the following three months. Such

unfortunately was not our experience ; nor was it

that of
,
who has been resident in the Kandy

districts since December last. I learn he agrees with

my theory that most extraordinary weather prevailed.
Favorable weather not prevailing in January, February,
March, it follows, as a matter of course, that the heavy
rain in December under such circumstances is to he

equally deplored with the rest, for we wore cut off from

getting good January blossoms at the lower elevations.
Of course, a good deal would depend on liow the rain
fell ."

Silk Worms and Mulberries.—We are glad to note
a renewed interest in silk culture, and trust that it

may not run into an excitement. Until silk culture
becomes a hoiue iuduslry and carried on by those
members of the family wiiose services cannot be
otherwise profitably employed, it will not be a suc-
cess. Inquiries continue to come for eggs. The first

step in silk culture is to secure a supply of food for the
worms. This must be some kind of White Mulberry
or the leaves of Os.age Orange. In many States there
are hedges of Osage Orange which can supply food.
Prof. Eiley, who has experimented with this food,

says, if, when the worms gel large, they are not fed with
the tender succulent leaves, but only the firmer ones,
there will bo no appreciable difference in the silk from
this food as compared with that from Mulbai rj'. Those
who have no hedges of Osage Orange must turn their

atteutiou to establishing a plantation of some kind
of White Mulberry. There is scarcely anything to

add to what was said in March. In all the older States
there are trees, mostly relics of the "Malticaulis

mania," from whicli cuttings may be procured. We
have before referred to the "Women's Silk Cultural
Association'' of I'hiladelphia, which we understand is

free from auy speculative motives, but it to act as a

medium between the widely scattered silk raisers and
the buyers, their chief object being to advice and
instructs. The Corresponding Secretary writes that in

the first year of their operations they sent trees to
20 States aud eggs into 25 States, and that they re-

ceived cocoons from 21 States. We cannot do belter

by our inquirers than to refer them to this Association.—American Agriculturist, June,

Tea Growing in South Carolina.—China's mono-

poly of tea production bids fair to be broken in

upon from unexpected quarters. The tea crop on the ex-

perimental farm near Georgetown has been gathered and
cured. It is pronounced superior in appearance, quality,
and flavour to the tea ordinarily imported into this

country from China, Japan and India.—Public Opinion.
London Coffee.—At the instigation of a Mincing

Lane merchant Messis. Wigner & Harland have pur-
chased from shops in and near London 37 samples of

so-called coffee, and have tested them. One sample
was sold as taraxacum coffee, and contained no coffee ;

a sample of dandelion coffee contained 10 jjer cent.,
and a samiJe of date coffee 57 per cent of coffee.

The other 34 samples were served in respionse to a

request for "coffee," aud of these two were com-

posed of 100 per cent of genuine coffee, and 32 were

composed of coffee varying from 7 to 68 per cent,
mixed with chicory,

"
tiuings," dates, dandelion, and

other vegetable matters. Of these mixtures 15 out of

the 32 were labelled " a mixture of chicory and coffee,"
but 10 of them contained other matters in addition
to chicory. Fourteen were sold without auy label,
and of the remaining three one was labelled "

specially-

prep.ared French coffee
"

(this contained 34 per cent
of coffee), and the others bore a label announcing
that they were "mixtures," but not s.iying of what.
Of the .32 samples of adulterated coffee one contained
over 60 per cent of coffee, four contained between
50 and 60 per cent, four contained between 40 aud
50 per cent, 10 contained between 30 and 40 per
cent, six contained between 20 and 30 per cent, six

contained 10 per cent, and one less than 10 per cent.

^Chemist and Druggist.
CircnoNA Analysis.—A correspondent writes:— "I

have heard complaints uijcountry of the varying re-

sults of analyses of the same bark in different hands.
It is difficult to sell sui.tII lots, none of which will p.iy
to be analyzed, aud the consequence is very lou' prices
are offered for bark, even though over 4 years old.

It is i^roposed that local analysts be asked to cheek
for themselves :

—Now the plan I would propose
would be this : make every analyst out here check
himself. Whenever a jilanter or a merchant wished
to obtain an analysis of bark he should call in the
assistance of a brother-planter or merchant, and
(the bark being ready before them) they woidd pro-
ceed to divide it into two unequal parcels, exercising
every care, howe\-er, that the subdivision of each

piece of bark w'as jirecisely what it ought to be, in

order that, if the analyst did his work i>roperly, the same

figures identically almost would be produced in each case.

If the figures differed widely, I opine that, under such
circun;st.inces, no fees whatever would be demanded
or paid. If the figures closely approximated then the
double I'e^ incurred would, luitil one's confideuce was
restored, be money well spent. A few trials on this

basis, carefully conducted, might soon prove which of

our analysts could be most trusted. The parcels of

course would reach the analyst through difl'erent

channels and probiibly at different times, so that he
would not know that any connection existed between
them, nor (which is very important) would he ever
know when he was being cross-examined. A
guinea is surely ample to pay for auy analysis ;

yet we ;ften hear of much higher fees. Parcels con-

sisting of less than 1,000 1b. would scarcely bear this

charge. Then what can be done with numerous small
lots of bark (good, bad aud indifferent) which often,

generally owing to their smallnese, realize very low

prices ? I would say put all these througli a rapid
machine, cutting or smashing tbem into small pieces of

about the size of your finger nail ; then draw as amule.
The analyst, reducing this to still smaller pieces, would
again draw his sample, and so make an analjijis,

showing what the bulk of mixtures «aa really worth."
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FODDER PLANTS.

Tagasaste {Cytisvs proUfertis), Adelaide,

Dr. Schombm-gh reports:
—"The eeeds have grown

uncommonly well, tlie plant rebelling a height of

four to five feet. There is not the slightest doubt

that this plant delights, not alone in our climate,

but in any kind of soil and .situation I do

not doubt a moment that this shrub, if sown on the

sheep-runs, naturally well covered with soil, will soon

become acolimntised, and will stock the runs with a

new fodder plant.
"

Brisbane.—In tlle^e gardens the seed germinates freely

in the open air. but makes but little progress iu its

subsequent growth.
Tcoxinte {Euchlana luxurians), Adelaide.—Dr. Schom-

burgh reports:
—"I have now cultivated it for the

last three years, and no doubt it is one of the most

prolific fodder plants. Notwithstanrling t!ie prevail-

ing dryness of the two last summers, the hot wind.? did

not injure it, the plants not showing the slightest

effect on their leaves, which preserved their healthy

green, while the bludes of the other grasses suffered

materiallvi The habit of throwing out young shoots

is remarkable, to the number,, in some plants, especi-

ally such as stand in a moist situation, of 50 to 60,

with a height of five to six feet. There is one draw-

back. The plant, as I have already remarked, bi-iug

essentially tiopical in its habits, the ripening of the

seed-crop wilt be problematical with us, as early

frosts will kdl the plant.
"

Jamaica.—Mr Morris reports :
—Treated as a garden

plant, the Euchlmim has grown well at Castleton

gardens, but sufficient experience has not yet been

obta'ned to express an opinion whether it will prove

generally Buitable as a fodder-plant. A good crop of

eeed has been harvested and widely distributed for

experimental purposes in dift'ereut parts of the island.

Madras.—The Agri- Horticultural Society report :
—

" Eadikena {Reana) luxurians continues to grow lux-

uriantly, seed, and reproduce itself, with so little care

and watering as to confirm the opinion expresssd in

last annual report, that it may be considered a suc-

cess. It is particularly worthy of growth in private

garden?, a few stalks of it giving a green bite to horses

in the long dry weather, when change of food is eo

hard to get As a single crop, with a given

quantity of water and moderately good soil, the

Reana will produce, in hot weather, a much givater

bulk of green fodder than either lucerne or guinea-

gras?, which are most commonly grown iu Madras for

the purpose.
' —Jounuil of the Society af Arts.

4
LOSSES OF NITROGEN BY NITRIFICATION IN

SOILS.

According to Mr. Lawes, the amount of nitrogen

carried through the soil by the rainfall, or rather

washed out of it and discharged through the drain

pipes, ia very great. The extent to which the evil

is considered to work will be readily seen by the

perusal of a lecture of Mr. Warington which was

inserted iu 27ie FieU of the 25th ult.—one which

will attract all the more attention from the fact that

Mr. Warington is associated with Mr. Lawes and

Dr. Gilbert in making those particular experiments
at Rothamsted on which the conclusion has been

founded.
Mr. Warington read a piper on the subject at a

meeting of the Society ot Ans fn the 23rfl ult., and
after alluding to the evidence of the draiu-^auge, wnich

was clearly shown by a large cliagr-m ;ip;;en led to

the wall, stated that the fi^ld at Kothara-ted, which

is laid out in experimei.tal plots, has a drain pipe
at 2 ft. deej) under every plot, ami that an examin-

ation of the drainajje water from these pipes not only
15

I

confirmed the evidence derived from drain g.auges, but
sliov\ed that wht-n salts of ammonia are applied as a
dressini; in the autumn, the process of nitrification in

the soil has the effect of rapidly cinvertiug the am-
monia into nitrates, to be washed out by the first

heavy rains. In one case he siid a distinct increas3
of nitric acid in the drainage water was trac-d to
the ammonium salts within forty hours after their

application, an i he thought that the whole of the
ammoni'i contained in them might be nitrified anfl

become lost within a month after appUc;itiou.
In the discu'siou which took place after the lecture

at the meeting of the Society of Arts, Mr. Darby
called attention to the fact that this conclusion was
diametrically opposed to the views taken, some twenty
years since, by Professor Way, who made the dis-

covery that the silicates in the soil have the power
of arresting and absorbing ammonia whenever coming
in contact with it. Nor was this all that he con-
sidered he had ascertained ; for iu one of his papers
in the "Royal Agricultural Society's Journal ' he
seemed very positive that the silicates would retain

with a very tight grasp the ammonia thus attracted.

Mr. Darby thought the Rothamsted experiment, on
which the speedy conversion of ammonia into nitric

acid had been based, would have been more conclus-

ive if the depth of the drains from which the

discharge had been tested had been three feet instead
of two feet; and staled that the clear, pure appear-
ance of drainage water, when discharged from deep
drains, bad hitherto prevented the opinion being held
that it contained nitrogen in considerable quantity ;

and further, he asked if it were uot possible . that
the principle of nitrilication had mure powerful action
iu the land at Rothamoted than it would have in

soils in general.
Dr. Gilbert, who was in the chair, alluded to

these several points, but gave most prominence to

the apparent purity of drainage water to the eye
beincr no evidence, as it had been proved that when
mo-t clear and sparkling itcontdns a la'ge quantity
of nitric acid. As to the character of the both imsted
soil he considered it neither very fertile nor very
poor naturally, and rather heavy than light; con-

sequently he tbnnglit it must be considered of a
fair average for test purp ises. The silicates he con-

sidered would be very likely 1 1 attract ammonia by
decomposing it::: base, but the experiments at Piothamsted

proved that they ri-taiued it but a short time.

Mr. Warington, in his replv, admitted that the

drains in the experimental field at Rothamsted would
have been better for the test of the drainage water
had they been jjlaced 3ft. deep ; but said that the

draining was effected as far back as 1849, when the

system of shallow drnining, introduced by Mr. Smith,
of Di-anston. was commonly practised. It may be

rem.arked as rather singular that neither Dr. Gilbert

nor Mr. Warington alluded to the point which had
been raised as to the possibility of the Rothamsted
soil having the nitrifying principle in excess, as on
it seems to turn the pivot of the entire inquiry.
The following ex'racts from Professor Way's writings,

to be found iu Vols. 11 and 13 of the "Royal Agri-
cultural Society's Journal

" show plainly enough what
hi* oijinions were. He says :

—
It has been shown that ordinary soi's possess the

power of separating from soluiion and retaining for

the purposes of vegetation the bases of the different

alkaline salts and certain animal and vegetable sub-

stances, and thiit this power extends to all those

substan 'es to which we attach the most v.ilue asmanure.
In Vol. 13 of the "Royal Jourual

"
th- same view

is still more fully enlarged upon as fo lows :
—

It has long been known that soils a-quire fertility

by exposure to the influences of the atmosphere—
hence one of the uses of fallows. It has also been
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generally uuderatootl that clay possess'/a a power of

absorbing ammouia from tbe air, but ouly through
the influeuce of rain or dews to bring down the volatile

carbonute. This la'ter conditiou, however, is not at

all necessary. I Snd that clay is so greedy of aiunionia

that, if air charged with carbonate of ammonia, so

as to be highly pungent, is pasfed through a tube

filled with small fragments of dry clay, every piirtiole

of the gas is arrest'-d. In the same way, if into a

bottle tilled with air similarly impregmted a little

dry soil is thrown, and the bottle is then shaken
once or twice, all am mouiaeal smell is destroyed. The
double silicate of alumina and lime is in tliese cases

the cauee of the abforptiou.
While the principle of ready absorjiition is not dis-

puted by Mr. Lawes, Dr. Gilbert, and Mr. Warington,
that of refention is entirely disallowed; the theory
of these gendemeu, as founded on their experiments
at. Rothaiiiated, being that ammonia, however powerfully

grasped by the silicates, is extremely liable to be

again washed away by being converted into nitric

acid by the nitrifying plant, the action of which,
under favourable circumstances of heat and aeration,

they consider to be very great. Even if this theory
be admitted, the question arises, as Mr. Darby put
it at the meeting, "Is it no possible that the land at

Eothamsted may have this nitrifying ferment in a state

of more active working than tlie generality of soils ?
"

A considerable portion of Mr. VVariugton's lecture

was devoted to the cuneideration whether India might
not be made an extensive nitrate-producing country,

owing to its high range of temperature being favour-

able, to the working uf this nit^rifyiug principle. It

was very conclusively pointed out by hini that nitrific-

ation proceeds in English soils far more actively in

summer than in winter ; and also ihat active operation

only proceeds when the eoil is suffiiiently aerified.

The subjoined extract from Mr. Lawes's pamphlet on

"Fertility" also teaches very plainly tbat, to proceed
actively in the soil, nitrification requires certain

mineral constituents to be present in sufficient force.

Mr. Lawes says :
—

A short time ago Schlosing proved that nitriticatiou

was due to the action of a minute organism which
abounds in our soils. Under favourable conditions of

temperature and moisture, nitric acid is produced with

great rapidity. It h.as been proved, in regard to the

yeast plant (which converts sugar into alcohol and
carbonic acid), that, like our ordinary crops, its

growth depends upon a supply of mineral food. Wa
know the nitrifying plant cannot carry on its work
unless it is fumished with alkaline substances to

to neutralise the nitric acid formed. If, as may be

the case, it requires alkalies and phosphates, we can

explain why it ii that the water passing through
peaty soils dues n^t contiiin nitric acid.

From all tbis it not only seems possible, but very

probable,
that this principle nf . nitrifying would not

proceed so actively in a great many soils as it has

been found to do in that of Ilothamsted. At any
rate before conclusions so very startling as those

propounded by Mr. Lawes, Dr. Gilbert, and Mr.

Waring' on are accepted as forming the new gospel

of chemistry, they ought to be confirmed by careful

analysis of a doztn or more different soils, especially

as they seem to overturn at one fell swoop all the

early teachings of the sages.

The solution of the problem appears to be of the

very utmost importance to agriculture, because, if

this nitrifying principle have only gentle and slow

action—while it may jjrovc a blessing by preparing

plant food for crops— in the form brought to light

by the Ilothamsted experiments it appears as a de-

vastating angel indeed, slumbering beneath the surface

of the soil, only to be awakened by the very agencies

wh'ch the farmer employs in the vain endeavour to

increase the earth's fertility, intismuch as the treasures
of earth and air would only be brought together by
tillage to be a prey for the spuiler's hand. Even
the magicians who h.av6 conjured up this phantom
seem half afraid of it ; for Dr. Gilbert, speaking at
the meeting of the Society of Arts, assured those

presmt that ammonia furnished to the soil in a

vegetable form would not be liable to the same risk
of loss. But although this may relieve anxiety slightly
in respect to farmyaid dung, I fear that no similar

exemption could c:mdidly be made by him for the

large amount of ammonia which must be contained
in the urine of sheep that, before consuming green
crops, have been highly fed on oilcake.
A case for more inquiry is certainly then disclosed,

the necessity of which appears all the more urgent
because the natural inferences to be drawn from the
Rothamsted theory, as it now stands, cannot be con-
sidered at all favourable to farming enterprise, but
as rather calculated to deter everybody from under-

taking the task of exciting in the soil a fertility
which, in addition to the labour and expense required
to produce it, is stated to be extremely liable at

any time to be washed out of the soil into the drains.

AORICOLA.
[We quite agree with our correspondent as to the

desirability of carrying out experiments of the same
character on different soils

; but, until this is done,
we see no reason for concluding that there is any-
thing abnormal in the soil hitherto experimented on.
IS^o doubt it is easy to answer in the affirmative the

question as to the ^oss(ii7(<)/ of the Eothamsted soil

having a more powerful nitrifying action than soils
in general ; but the same answer could equally well
be given were the question put as ti the possibility
of the action being less instead of more. In either
direction there is a possibility, but the probability
seems no greater on the one hand than on the other ;

and little harm can be done by .assuming the Rothamsted
soil to be of an ordinary character, until there is

eividence to prove the contrary. As to Professor

Way's writings, wc do not look on them as so

diametrically opposed to Mr. Wariugton's statements
as our correspondent considers them to bs ; but, even
if they were, it is no reproach to Professor Way to

say that he could not know twenty years ago what
has been subsequently discovered. Prol'essor Way's
views, as above quoted, merely indicate that nitrogen
wouhl not escape thiough the soil in the form of
ammonia ; but he also showed that, although the
amount of nitrogen passing off in the form of ammonia
is trifling, perfectly oxidised nitrogen (nitric acid) is

carried off in large quantitiees in drainage waters.
Mr. Warington's investig,ations go to show how readily
aommonia is converted into nitric acid while in the
soil ; and in estimating the actual amount of nitric
acid carried off by the water, he has had recourse
to a method of analysis which was not elaborated
till long after Professor Way wrote. But the dis-

covery of the fact that, under certain circumstances,
nitric acid is carried otf more rapidly than has hitherto
been supposed, need not lead us to consider the
action of the soil as that of a "

devastating angel."
Mr. Waringlon showed, in the lecture we published
a fortnight ago— (1) that nitrates were being continually
produced ; (2) that they were easily lost

; and (3)
that that loss may be prevented by a crop. No more
nitrates are likely to be carried off in the future
than have been carried off' in the past, because it

is ascertained that the loss is much greater under some
conditions than under others. On the contrary, by
availing ourselves of the kuowledge now gained, and
learning how and when to apply mannres with the

greatest advantage, we may hope to save much of
tiie waste that has hitherto gone on undetected.—
Es.]—Field.
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TREE PRUNING.

CTranslated from the French of A. de.s Cars, by Charles ,S'.

SarrjenI, Professor of Arboriculture in Harvard Col-

lege, U. S.)

Aim and Method of Pnming.—The object of pnming,
ecouoinically considered, is to make it possible to raise

on a given siu-face, say on one Inmdred acres of sprout

land, tlie greatest uuinber of fiill-gi-owu trees, and to

make them attain the gi-eatest value in the shortest

time without iiijm-y to the young trees beneath them.

This may be accomplished by increasing the vigour of

the reserve trees and by lengthening, without diminish-

iuf in diameter, theii' trunks. Treated in this manner

the reserve trees do not interfere with the cii-culation

of air and light necessaiy to the development of the

undergi'owth ;
and many serious accidents caused to

trees by ivind, frost, and snow breaking the .larger

branches may be avoided by keeping their heads sym-
metrical and upright.
The jiei-fect forest tree has a straight, single tnmk,

without protuberances or woimds, and carrj-ing up the

same diameter to tlie lirst branches, which should be

placed at ft distance from the gi'oimd equal to one-thii-d

or one-half of the total height of the tree. The head

should be rounded, regular, and set upright on the tmuk.

The wood, owing to the healthy growth of the tree,

is straight-gained, compact, and suitable for constrac-

tion. Such trees have a high value
; and, iu order to

grow them, a method of pi-uning is adopted similar to

that practised by gardeners in foi-ming pyi-amidal fniit

trees, with the difference, however, that the gardener
favom-s the development of the lower branches, which

are necessaiy for liis purpose, wliile the aim of the for-

ester is to increase foliage at the top of the tree by

diminishing the vigom' of the lower branches ; and to

obtain by "successive suppressions of branches the necess-

ary length of trunk.

There are two distinct operations in pruning: the

removal of some branches, the shortening of others!

The shape of a tree must depend somewhat, of com-se,

upon its age, the natm-e of its sm-roundings, and the

character of the soil, &a. Where pruning is not pract-

ised, the reserve trees approach the proper form in

in'oportion to the length of time the coppice beneath

them is allowed to gi-ow. In forests, where thu-ty or

more years are allowed to elapse between the cuttings,

the undergrowth serves to pmne the pei-manent trees

l)v checking the development of then- lower branches,

aiid thus determining the height of then- tniuks. Sprout

land is, however, often cut over every ten years ;
and

this practice prevents the production of fine trees by

permitting the growth of then- louver branches. These,

of course, interfere with the gi'owth of the reserve trees

themselves as weU as with the yoimg trees between

them. Judicious pnming can obviate this difficulty.

Classification of Forest Trees accordinri to Aye.
—The

technical names by which rcseiwe trees are knomi vai-y

in different regions. For our pm-pose it vnH bo best to

divide the life of a forest tree into fom- principal periods,

designated as follows :
—

1. Young, up to about forty years.

2. Middle-aged, from forty to eighty years.

3. Old, from eighty to one hundi-ed and iifty years.

4. Veiy old trees, whose number is rapidly dimin-

ishing may be called veterans.*

* The technical terms employed in France to desig-

nate trees of the four classes into which forest trees

are generally divided, Baliveau, Modcrne, Aneien, and
Vifilh's Kcorces, have no etiuivalent as yet, and are not

well translated into English. The tei-m " Baliveau "
is

also sometimes applied to reserve trees of any age left

after the first cutting off of a plantation, and such trees

are then culled " Modernes," or ".\nciens," according
as they have been allowed to remain after a second or

third cutting of the coppice.
—C. S. S.

These divisions are not, of ooiu'se, absolute, as it is

often difficult to detennino, even approximately, the age
of a stauding tree ; and the forester must use consider-
able judgment in the application of the following luies :

—
1. The head of the yomig tree should be egg-shaped

or elongated oval, and well balanced on the tnmk, which
should not exceed a thml of the entire height of the
tree. The lower branches should bo sufficiently short-

ened to check then' excessive growth at the expense of

the leader, mthout, however, being so reduced as to

impau' the vigom' of gi'owth of the tree.

2. The head of the middle-aged tree shoiUd foi-m an
oval less elongated than that necessary for trees of the
fii'st class. The height of the trunk should equal one-
thu'd to two-fifths of the height of the tree.

3. The head of the old tree should be gradually
rounded iu outline

; the trunk may, in some cases, be
made to reach a height equal to half the height of the

tree, which has now probably ceased to gi'ow upwards.
4. Veterans.—Trees classed as veterans have gener-

ally ceased to increase in -size. They gi-adually become
flat-headed, and spread out, without, however, gi-eatly

iujiu'ing the adjoining copinces and plantations destined
to take their places.
The proper method of praning trees in each of these

fom' divisions will be considered hereafter.

It is well to remember that the forms recommended
are those natm'e gives the most j)erfect and most beauti-

ful trees ; although it is the most economic and not
the pictm'esque aspect of trees which is here under
consideration.

Tools used in Pruning—The most convenient tool for

pruning is a straight-bladed cleaving knife. Success in

all operations of pruning depends on the neatness of

the cut, and this cannot be attained with the common
billhook used in many parts of France. The best tool

for the pm'pose is one which has been used for many
years iu Holland, and which has lately been improved
by de Courval. It weighs from 2 lb. 12 oz. to 3 lb. 6

oz., or more, according to the strength of the work-
man. The blade is reuiforced in the middle to increase

its strength and concentrate the weight. In the mu'th
of France this tool is generally hung to an ii'on hook
attached to a leather strap buckled round the workman's
waist, who is thus left perfectly free iu liis movements.

In pruning tall trees, or trees otherwise difficult to

climb, the leather belt may with advantage be passed
over the shoulder, thus bringing the pruning knife under
the arm in a position from which it cannot easily lie

dislodged in climbing. To ensm'e greater safety in climb,

ing tall trees, a stout cord attached to the workman's
man's waist may be fastened round the trrmk in such a
manner as to preveut, in case of accident, a dangerous
fall. A hatchet is useful, and facilitates the operation
of pnming^; it may be used with one or both hands,
and serves to lop off large branches, protuberances ou
the trunk, or the dead stumps of branches, which from
then' hardness would soon diUl the edge of the best

pruning knife. A saw, too, is veiy useful iu cutting

large branches, but it requii'es so much practice to nse

this tool skilfully that it cannot be generally recommended.
Ladders.—Each labom'er should be equipped with a

light ladder, proijortionate to the height of the tree on
which he is to operate, and broader at the base than at

the top. De Com'val recommends that the foot of lad-

ders intended for this pm'pose should be pointed to pre-
vent them from sbppiug. This is a good plan, although
hardly sufficient to prevent accident, and the top of the
ladder should be fastened with a strong rope to the trunk
of the tree to prevent it from being thi'on-n dovm by
falling branches.

Hooks or Spurs.
—Except in very exceptional cases, or

where very lai'ge trees are to be operated ou, the climb-

ing spurs sometimes used by professional pruners should
not be allowed. These men, paiil according to the
nimiber of trees operated on or the quantity of woo^
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cut, have no idea in piiming beyond cutting the largest

amount of wood in the shortest time. Climl>iug spiu-s

should never be used by good workmen even, in prun-

ing young trees, whose bark is not sufficiently thick to

resist the wounds caused by the sharp ii'on teeth o£

this tool. Wounds made in this way encourage the

growth of injurious side shoots on the trunk, and leave

defects in the wood which never disappear, and dimuiish

its value.

The future value of a tree depends upon the manner

in which the operation of pruning has been performed ;

and the persons to whom this work is entrusted should

fully understand its importance. Uuskilful.or injudicimis

pruning may completely ruin a tree, and the difficulty

of obtaining laboiir capable of doing such work intel-

ligently causes, no doubt, many arboriculturists to com-

pletely neglect pruning of every kind.

The Dcndroicopi'.
—The tree requiring pruning should

be carefully studied from the ground, that the operator

may be able to judge intelligently which branches should

be removed or shortened iu order to reduce it to the

desii-ed shape. This may at iii-st seem difficult to be-

ginners in the art of praning; and a dendi'oscope, the

name suggested for a simple little contrivance, may be

here used with advantage. A dendroseope may be made
from a i^iece of thin board or cardboard (a playing-
card answers the puqiose), in which a hole of the shape
it is desked to reduce the ti'ee to has been cut. Across

the middle of the hole, from top to bottom, a piece of

flue wire is stretched to serve as a guide to the eye.

Holding the dendi-oscope at the level of the eye, with

the ivire opposite the centre of the ti'unk of the tree

to be studied, the operator approaches the tree imtil

the bottom of the cut falls on the trunk at the ground
line. It is easy to see at a glance with the aid of this

contrivance what operations should be performed in order

to reduce the tree to the desii'cd shape.

Remembering that under ordinary cu'cumstances a

vigorous, handsome tree must have a straight, vertical

trunk and an evenly-balanced head, the first object of

pruning should bo to produce these conditions. The

head, as has abeady been explained, should be oval in

form ; the height of this, however, must depend on the

size of the trunk and the age of the tree when fii'st

subjected to the operations of priming.

Selection of the Leader.—The branch most nearly

perpendicular on the trunk of the tree should lie selected

to form the leader ;
and it may be stated as an absolute

rule that ivhenever a branch near the top of the tree

stands vertically on the trunk, or even on any part oj

the trunk, it should be preserved for the leader.

And it is wrong to suppose that only the original

leader can be used. Its place may be often supplied

by one of the lateral branches even ; and by shortening
tiie otlier branches to stimulate the gi-owth of the new
leader, the tr-ee wUl, in a few years, straighten up in

a manner which will appear astonishing' to persons un-

familiar with the results which may be obtained from

a sensible system of pruning.
If none of the branches near the top of the tree

naturally approach a vertical position, two or three or

several branches should be preserved to form a com-

pact head. If the tree so treatel is youug, it is desir-

able, if possible, to establish the fork at a distance from

the groimd equal to at least oue-thii'd of the height
which the tree may be expected to attain at maturity.

Shortening Main Branches.—Starting from the top of

the tree, where the operation of pruning should always

begin, the leader is first foimed \\'ith the branch selected

for this purpose ; the head is made with a single leader :

or, in case of necessity with several leade'S. The prin-

cipal branches, if too long, should then be shortened,

especially those inclined to assume a vertical position

or to gi'ow with too gi'eat vigom' at the expense of

the leader ; such branches are called gourmands. It

•will be seen that the riyUt point at which to shorten

these vertical branches is the point where they begin

to assume an upright growth.
In shortening branches, the cut shoiild, if possible, be

made above the point of development of one or several

secondai-y ascending branches ;
these in tm-n should also

be cut just above one of then' secondary branches. In

this way the dii-ection of the main brsinch may be en-

tirely changed, and its disproportionate vigom- checked

to the benefit of the leader and the whole tree.

Sap Lifters.
—The name sap lifter (Branche d'appel)

may, for want of a lietter term, be given to the branch

or branches retained at the end of the shortened main

branch. The name indicates the object for which such

branches are left ; namely, to attract and elaborate, by
means of then- leaves, » sufficieut flow of sap to eusm-e

the gi-owth of the branch. Sometimes the matu branches

are so long that it is impossilile for the operator to

reach the euds where the sap-lifting br.xnchlets should,

of com-se, be left. In the case of the oak, such branches,

except for the appearance of the tree, are of
little_

im-

portance; and provided the main branch retained is of

a certain length (ten or twelve feet), aiul if it is large

and on a large healthy tree, a sufficient number of new
shoots to- ensm-e -s-igorous gi-owth wiU soon appear.

With the beech, however, and some other trees which

do not develop shoots from dormant buds as freely as

the oak, it is necessaiy to cut the branch just above

the foi-ldng of another branch or branchlet large enough
to attract sufficient sap to ensm-e a healthy growth.

Double or Forkiiui Branches.—In the case of a double

branch, or of a branch forking close to the trunk of

the tree, one of these branches should always be re-

moved, that the base of the branch may not become dis-

proportionately large. If, however, such doulile branches

are objectionable near the trunk of the tree, they are

of great importance at the extremities of main branches ;

and whenever it is possible branches shoidd be sliort-

ened in such a manner as to secm-e forking branchlets

at theii- euds. These give to the tree a more natural

appearance, and by dividing the flow of sap prevent
the growth of too -vigorous shoots, which might in time

develop into supplementary leaders, to the injm-y of the

tree. For this reason it is necessary to remove all

branches or branchlets assuming a vertical growth or

inserted on the upper side of a shortened branch, in

order to check the tendency of such branches to grow
too vigorously at the expense of the leader.

Although essential in pniniug young trees, this is less

important in the case of older trees -\vith large full

heads, which in themselves have a tendency to check

an unuatm-ally strong growth of any individual branch ;

and in operating on old trees the preservation of -ligour

in the shortened branch is the principal object to be

attained. It is almost unnecessary to add that only
main branches du-ected towards the outside of the tree

should be presei-ved, and that branches which from any
cause have tm-ned back towards the trimk should be

headed in, as well as branches -n-ith too gi-eat a tend-

ency to droop unnatm-aUy ; generally, it wiU only be

necessary to shorten such branches to induce them to -

reassiune a natural dii-ection of gi-owth.

When several branches have been developed from one

node, forming what botanists call a whorl, they shoidd

not all be cut away at the same time, lest the circul-

ation of sap be checked by the destruction of bark (and

consequently of cambium layer) over too large a surface.

All dead and dying wood should be removed by the

workmen in descenling the tree ; lioliens, and otlier

parasites -(vhich interfere -with the groivth of youug trees,

should be knocked oft' with the back of the pruning
knife ;

and the mistletoe, the most destructive of all

parasites to tree life, should be carefully removed by

cutting off the branch beai-ing it.

The necessity of commencing- the operation of pr-ou-

ing at the top of the tree must be insisted on; in no

other way can the form proper to the tree be estab-
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lishe:! or the safety of the operator preserved. The dis-

regard of this rule was followed not long ago by what
might have been a severe accident. An excellent work-
man was about finisliing the pruning of a beech tree ;

two long , slender branches remained to be operated on.

He cut the lower of the two branches first ; the twigs
on the ends of the branches had become interlocked,
and the branch B, in falling, pulled down the branch A.

This broke under the weight of the fii-st, and, strildng
the opei'ator on the head, inflicted a severe wound, caus-

ing his fall to the ground, a distance of twenty or

thii-ty feet.

T)ie Amputation of Large Branches.—Many of the

lower branches previously shortened must afterwards be

removed, from time to time, imtil the necessai-y height
of trunk has hien attained. The number of branches
to be removed must, of course, depend on the height
of the tree, the natui'e of the soU in which it grows,
and its age when fu'st operated on. Great caution
should be observed in amputating large branches ; small
branches can, of course, be lopped oft at any time
witliout danger to the tree. We agi-ee with de Courval
that at least thi'ee medium-sized branches may be safely
removed from a tree in one year, although if the branches
are veiy large, not more than one, or perhaps two,
should be cut at one tiiue. It is always desii'able, how-
ever not to unnocessaiily increase by the removal of

living branches the wounds left on the truuk by the

cutting off of dead branches or other excrescences.

^Vhenever it is necessary to amputate a large or long
branch, it should be cut fii'st in such a manner as to

leave a stmnp two or thi'ee feet long before the final

operation of cuttmg it close to the trunk is undertaken.
In this way the danger of tearing away by the weihgt
of the falling branch portions of the bark of the trunk

may be avoided. This ivill prevent, too, the serious

accidents which often occm' when a large branch is cut

at th'st close to the trunk, when the end striking the

gi'ound may cause the butt to fly up and throw down
the workman. It is an indispensable condition of the

prompt healing over and perfect cu'culation of sap that

all wounds should be evenly cut and shaped as nearly
as possible to the trunk of the tree. In order to seciu'e

this condition, the operatioh of amputating a branch
should be commenced by making a notch on its lower
side. This notch should reach the middle of the branch

;

a second notch should then be made on the upper side

of the branch, but fm'ther from the truuk of the tree

than the cut. By adopting this method all danger, too,

of injury to the tiimk from the weight of the falling
branch teaiing away the bark ivill be avoided.

The operation of amputating a branch will not be

complete, whatever method is employed, until the wound
is made perfectly smooth. The workman may do this

with his hatchet, used as a plane, the handle being
held in one hand and the point of the blade in the other.

Use of Coal Tar in Dresxinf/ JVounds.—AH wounds
made ou the tree in pruning should he covered with a
coat of coal tar applied inth an ordinai'y painter's brush.

The importance of ohsei-ving the directions which have
been given, however trivial or unimportant they may
seem, will be apparent when it is understood that the
entu-e success of the operation of pruning, and of the
future production of timber, depends on the proper ap-

plication of these niles.

It should always be boi-ue in mind that a cut per-
fectly smooth, and as closely foUowing the line of the
trunk as circumstances Mill pennit, is soon re-covered
with healthy straight-gi-ained wood. In this connection
it is well to quote from de Coun'al, who speaks vith
the authority of experience, and who has shown with

many varieties of trees the correctness of his statements.
"A casual examination," he says, "will show that be-
tween the surface, which has been cut smooth and
treated with coal tar, and the new tissues which soon
cover it, there is only the thinnest crack or fissui-e

analogous to the natural cracks or openings which always
appear in wood in seasoning, and which, as is well
known, do not diminish its strength, elasticity, or value
for all industrial puqjoses."

In the preceding pages the general rules which should
be followed m pruning forest trees have been given ;

the special methods applicable to each of the fom- classes
in which treesi have been placed according to then- age
will now be briefly explained.—./oiovini of Forestry.

(?orr6$pond6nc^.

To the Editor of the Tropical Agriculturist
ORANGE CULTIVATION.

Coonoor, Madras, April 15th, 1882.
Deak Sir,—Information reg.irdiug the cultivation of

oranges would be valued by more than one planter
here : the sorts to grow, the way to grow them with
the probable prdtits if any. Trusting you may be
able to find space in your paper for improving our
education on this subject.

—lam. yours faithfully
W. RHODES JAMES.

[We copy the following from the Gardeners' Diction-
aril, edited by 6. W. Johnson :

—
Ci'teus. Orange-tree. (Derivation of douMful origin

supposed to refer to Citron, a town in Jud;ea. Nat. ord
'

Citronworts [Aiu-antiace:e]. Linn., IS. Polyadelphia 2-Foli'/\
auflria.)

-'^

Greenhouse evergreen trees.

C. aiKjnliCta (angulnr-fniited) . White. E. Ind.— aura'iitium (snvet-orange) . 1^. White. Asia. 1595.—
huxifo'lia (box-leaved). 3. 'White. June. China..— decnma'm (huge. Shadrlock). 15. AVhite. June. India.

—-i-WjWo'.s'rt (delicious). White. April. China.— hi/'strix (porcupine). 15. White. June. E. Ind.—
Japo'nica (Japa.n-small-fruited). 6. "niiite. June. Japan.— lime'tta (\ime-herr/amot). 8. White. June. Asia. 1648.— limo'mim (lemon). 15. White. .June. Asia. 1648.— Jtadure'nsis (Madura). 10. AYhite. Jung. China.—
martjari'ta (pearl. Sweet lemon). 15. AVhite. June. China— Me'd.ica (Median. Citrona). 8. 'WTiite. June. Asia.— no'bilis (noble. Mandarin). 15. White. June. China. 1805

jni'KOT' (smaller). 15. 'Wljite. .Tune. China. 1805.—
spinosi'ssimn (spiniest). 15. White June. Cayenne.—
vtdga'ris (common. Seville). 15. White. June. Asia.

mi/rtifo'lia (myrtle-leaved). 3. White. June. Asia.
Common Orant/e (0. am-anti'acum).—The following are

esteemed varieties :
—the China. Blood-red, Sweet-skinned

the Ribbed, Pear-shaped. Tiny-fruited, Fingered, St!
Michael'.s, and Mandarin. The Mand>irin and St. Michael's^
are far superior to the rest for cultivation. The TMandarin
is cultivated extensively at Malta, although originally from
China ; it has a thin rind, and is of very superior flavour.
The St. Michael's is also a small orange, but the skin is of
a pale yellow ; the rind, also, very thin, and the pulp remark-
ably sweet. The fruit is generally without seed, and the
tree is a great bearer.

The Lime (0. lime'tta) approaches the lemon
; but the

juice is flat, and somewhat bitter.

The Shaddock (C. decuma'na) has a large and round fruit:
'ikui yellow, with a white, spongy rind

; the pulp sweet and
juicy. This has been successfully cultivated, in Devonshire,
on the open walls, with protection in winter, but no artificial
heat.

The Lemon (0. Hmo'num).—The Continental growers are
content to raise these from seed

; hence the great difference
in quality of the imported fruit.

Tlie Citron (C. me'dica) has a rind thick, spongy, and very
fragrant ; pulp, sub-acid.

Propainition .
—All the kinds will propagate freely by rtit-

tinr/s, either of the young shoots, or of those riper in char-
acter. They oreprepjired ij the usual w.ay. and inserted in
pots of sand. A close frame, with a bottom-beat of 75 =>

is necessary, and they must Ic plunged. Tliey may be
made at any period, excepting wbi st the plants are growing.
Some cultivators put out long, straight pieces of the Citron
(which is easiest to propagate), of two or three years'
growth ; and, as soon as they are rooted, they graft them.
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Layers root with facility, but do not make such fine plants.

Gmftim/.
—There are various ways of performing this

operation^ depeniient much on the size and character of the

stock. Some graft the young seedhngs which were sown in

early spring : these, by bottom-heat and high culture, are

rendered fit for this operation in about four or five months.

No clay is used in this delicate operation, but a little fine

moss. Some cut off the head of the stock and crown-graft;

others attach the graft to the growing .shoot, as in ordinary

whip-grafting. Jiuddiiii/ is also practised by some cultivators,

liuirckiiuj has sometimes been practised by inarching

several plants on one large stock, in order to form a head

speedily. ,, . , .,

^iorf-s.—The Citron has been mostly preferred; the

Shaddock, however, makes a robust stock. M'Intosh seems

to recommend sowing any ordinary seeds—from such fruit,

indeed, as have rotted in the warehouses, from which he has

had complete success.

Seeds.—The mode of rearing them thus is simple enough.

A light, rich sod and a lively bottom-heat, with a some-

what close atmosphere, will produce plants eighteen inches

high in a few months.

Soil and Culture.—AW the family love a generous sod.

One half a free, yet rich loam, and the other half com-

posed of leaf-mould, old cow-manure, and sandy heath-soil,

mil grow them in high perfection, adding a little sand and

some charred materials. Care must be taken to use the

turfy loam in lumps, and to drain well; indeed, aU the

materials .should be somewhat coarse. They require liberal

watering ;
and it must, when given, penetr.ate the whole

mass of soil. They enjoy liquid-raanm-e occasionally. They
are not only grown in pots or tubs, but planted out as trees,

and against walls and trellises
;
and they are equally adapted

for all these modes of culture. Span-roofed houses would

be highly ehgible for them as standards ;
and the sides and

ends, being portable, might be removed in summer. The

Citron family are impatient of intense sunshine, being, for

the most part, natives of woods. A slight amount of

shading, therefore, becomes occasiou.ally necessary. The

temperature during winter—especially in houses with opaque
roofs—must be very moderate : 48 = to 50 °

, by means of

fire-heat, is quite suflicieut. As light increases with a re-

turning spring, the thermometer may be permitted to ad-

vance a little. In light houses, a thermometer of 50 ° to

55° will do no injm-y. Here, however, shading will, at

times, be requisite.

Fri'itj U.'ies, i^-c.
—Besides forming, in its natural state, one

of the adjuncts of the modern dessert, these fruits are used

in a variety of forms, both in confectionery, sweetmeats,
and liqueurs. Thus, the Seville, Bizarade, or ]5itter Orange,

having a very bitter rind, is used for marmalade, bitter

tinctm'es, caudied peel, and for flavouring curacoa. The
Bizarades are the kinds used principally for the production
of cut blossoms by the French gardeners. The Bergamot
has a pear-like fragrance ; from this the perfumer obtains

his bergamot essences. The Lime is used in flavouring punch
and confectionery. The Shaddock has a cooling and re-

freshing juice ;
and the fruit is a splendid addition, in ap-

pearance, to the dessert. The Lemon is too well known to

need comment. The Citron is used for sweetmeats, lemonade,
and to flavour negus and punch.

Diseases.—AVe are not aware of anything which may be

strictly termed a disease of this genus. A hlack fioii^us is

frequently found on the leaf, having the appearance of

soot, and perhaps arguing a corrupt atmosphere, through a

too close confinement. This must be cleaned away, by a

sponge, with warm water.

Insects.—The ryj/i
is and the scale (coccus) are amongst its

principal enemies. The former may at all times be readily

destroyed by fumigation ;
the latter may be rubbed off by

means of sponge bound on a stick, frequently dipping the

sponge in a liquor consisting of two ounces of soft soap
beat up in a gallon of water.—Ed.]

Prickinci off.— This is a term used by gardeners for the

process of transplanting small seedlings as soon as they
are fit to handle, and replanting them closely together,

preparatory to being planted in pot or in the open ground.
It is distinguished from planting proper, inasmuch as the
"
prickiug otf

"
process is always preparatory to the final

planting. For example, when tomatoes come up thickly
in the seed bed, they must be pricked off at a distance

of an inch or so apart in a hot-bed, again to be planted,

either wider or in the open air. If this is not done, as

soon as they are fit to handle, the plants will spindle and

get weak, and often will die off altogether from damping.

Propagation hi/ Seeds.—The most natinal way of increas-

ing plants is by seeds ; and, whenever it is practicable to do

so, it is preferable to all others, so that, in our own practice,

any plant of which we can procure the seed, we rarely
increase in any other way, unless, in cases where partic-
ular varieties are wanted that we know will not repro-
duce themselves from seed, so as to be certain of color or

form
;

but in all cases where seed taken from a variety
or species will reproduce itself exactly, or in cases where
a general variety is wanted, the propagation by seed is

invariably practiced. As propagation by seed refers more

usually to ornamental plants cultivated under glass, we
will briefly relate our own practice, which we have greatly

improved during the past few years, and in which we
have attained almost unfailing satisfactory residts. We
have found that seeds sown in shallow boxes, from one and a
half to two inches deep, can be given a far more uniform

degree of moisture than when sown in earthen seed pans
made specially for that purpose. Those boxes are made
from the ordinary soaii-box, from feur to five being made
from each, with the bottom boards so put on as to allow

free escape of moisture, though of course, not so wide

apart as to allow the soil to wash through. These boxes

are filled with finely sifted soil, such as has been run through
a sieve fine as mosquito netting. This surface is then
made perfectly level and smooth, and the seeds sown on
it as evenly as possible, and in thickness corresponding
to the variety sowed, though it must be here remembered
that " in union there is strength" and that, if sown too

thin, weak seeds may fail to press up the soil, if isolated

too much. After the seeds are sown, and before they are

covered, they .are pressed down by a smooth board into

the soil, so that the sm-face is again smooth and level.

The .seed box is now ready for its covering. For the

past year we have used finely-sifted moss (sphagnum) ex-

clusively for covering. To prepare this it is rubbed through
a mosquito wire sieve when dry and sifted over the seed

only thick enough to cover it, usually about one-

sixteenth part of an inch. In the absence of moss, dry
refuse hops, coconut fiber, or leaves will answer, prepai-ed
in the same manner, the great object being to use a material

light in weight, having non-conducting properties, and that

will thus hold the moisture uniformly. Of all these, we
think moss the best, and now use nothing el.se, as its

sponge-like character keeps just the right degi-ee of moist-

ure wanted. These seed boxes should be placed in the

open sunlight, in the windows of the dwelling-groom, in

the hotbed or gi-eeuhouse, and never shaded, in a temp-
erature running from 55 degrees to 65 degrees at night,
with 10 degrees during the day ; and, if a proper degree
of moisture is applied, say a light sprinkUng once a week,
if there is life in the seed, germination is certain. As soon

as the seeds have grown so as to attain the fii-st true leaves

(that is the first leaves that show after the seed-leaves) they
must be "

pricked off
"

(_which see) carefully in soft, light

soil, similar to that used for the seeds, at from one to

two inches apart, according to the kind. This will not

only prevent them from damping off, as many of them
are' very apt to do, but they will be much stronger and
suffer less when put into flower pots or replanted in

the open ground. We prefer to replant the seedlings in

the shallow boxes already described. And here wo again
find that, if the soil is mixed with half its bulk of

sifted sphagnum, we get a far better development of fibr-

ous roots. They are more portable thus than if planted

again in the soil of the hotbed, or bench of the green-
house, though, of course, after planting in the boxes, these

are put again in the hotbed or greenhouse. After the

seeiUings have been planted in these boxes, lightly water

them and shade for two or three days.

To such as have not the convenience of a hotbed or

greenhouse, vegetable or flower seeds may l)e sown in

the shallow boxes above mentioned, and placed in the

window of a south or east room, where the thermo-
meter does not average less than 70 degrees. Success would
be more complete, however, if panes of glass were placed
over the seeds, resting on the edge of the box an inch

or so from the soil. This woidd prevent evaporation, and
render watering less necessary.
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Propagation of Plants hy Cuttings.—As now understood,
this is a simple matter. Formerly no operation in liorti-

culture was more befogged by ignorant pretenders, who, in

writing or speaking on the subject, warped the operation
with troublesome conditions as to discourage not only
amateurs in horticultiure but inexperienced professional

gardeners as well.

One of the first necessary conditions in the propag-
ation of plants by cutting.s is that the plant from wliich

the cutting or sUp is taken must be in vigorous health.

If weak or tainted by disease, failure is almost certain to

result. If, for example, we wish to root cuttings of green-
house or bedding plants, such as Bonvardias, Chrt/santlie-

viiims, Fuchsias^ Geranittnis, Heliotropes, Salvias, J'erbenas,

etc., one of the best guides to the proper conJitton is

when the cutting breaks or snaps clean off instead of bend-

ing or kneeing; if it snaps off so as to break, then it

is in the condition to root freely ; if it bends, it is too

old, and, though it will root, it will root much slower,
and make a weaker plant than the sUp that snaps off on

being bent. "With exceptions so few, and those of so

little importance that it is hardly worth while to aUude
to them, cuttings of all kinds root freely from sUps
taken from the yoiiiuj icood, that is, tlie succulent gi'owth,
before it gets hardened, and when in the condition indic-

ated by the "
snapping test," as it is called. "We believe

we were the first to call attention to tliis valuable test

of the condition of the cutting (snapping) in our work,
" Practical Floriculture," fir.st published in 1868. A very
general idea is ciu-rent that cuttings must be cut at

or below an eye or joint. The practice of tliis sys-
tem leads undoubtedly to many cases of failure

;
not that

the cutting at or below a joint either binders or assists

the formation of roots
;
but from the fact that, when a

slip is cut at a joint, the shoot often has become too

hard at that pDint, while half an inch higher up or above

the joint the proper condition will be found. We know
that it will root even when in the too hard condition,
but the roots emitted will be hard and slender, and, as

a consequence, will not be likely to make a plant of the

same vigor as that made from the cuttiag in the proper
state ; besides, as the hard cutting takes double the time
to root, its chances of damping oft" from unfavorable

atmospheric conditions are thus increased. With these in-

structions for the proper state of the cutting, we now
proceed to describe the medium wherein it is to be placed,
and the conditions of temperature, moisture, etc. If these

are strictly followed, failin-e is an impossibility ; for the
laws governing the root of a slip aas certain as those

governing the germination of a seed. In our own practice,
when these conditions are strictly followed, failure is unkown.

The most proper condition of temperatiu-e to root cut-

tings of the great majority of greenhouse and bedding
plants is 65 degrees of bottom heat, indicated by a thermo-
meter plunged in the sand of the bench, and an atmo-

spheric temperature of 15 degrees less. A range of 10 de-

grees may be allowed, that is, 5 degrees lower or 5 degrees

higher, but the nearer the heat of the sand can be kept
to 65 degrees, and that of the rest of the house to 50

degrees, the more perfect the success will be.

Sand is the best medium in which to place cuttings ;

color or texture is of no special importance. "What we
use is the ordinary sand used by builders

;
this is laid

on the hotbed or bench of the greenhouse to the depth
of about three inches and firmly packed down. When "bot-

tom heat "
is wanted, the flue or pipes under the bench

of the greenhouse are boarded in, so that the heat strikes

the bottom of the bench, thus raising the temperature
in the sand.
From the time the cuttings are inserted in the sand

until they are rooted, they should never be allowed to

get dry : in fact, our practice is to keep the .sand soaked
with water, the cutting bench being watered copiously every
morning, and often, when the atmosphere is dry, again
in the evening. Kept thus .saturated, there is less chance
of the cutting getting wilted, either by heat from the sun
or from fire heat ; for, if a cutting once gets wilted, its

juices are expended, and it becomes in the condition of

a hard cutting, in the condition in which, when bent, it

will not snap nor break, which has already been de-

scribed. To avoid this wilting or Uagging of the cutting,

every means that will suggest itsell to fhe propagator

is to be used. Oui- practice is to shade and ventilate in
the propagating house or hotbed just as soon in the
forenoon as the action of the sun's rays on the glass
raises the temperatiu-e of the house to C5 degrees or 70
degi-ees. This practice of ventilating the propagating house
or hotbed is, we are aware, not in very common use

; many
contending that the place where the propagating is done
should at all times be kept close. We have tried both
methods long enough and extensively enough to satisfy us
beyond all question, that ventilating and propagating at a
low teraperatm-e is capable of producing a larger num-
ber of plants during the season than at a high temp-
erature and in a close atmosphere. There need be no
failures, and it has the important advantage of produc-
ing healthy stock, which the close or high temperature
system would fail to do iu the case of many plants. We
have often heard propagators boasting of rooting cuttings
in five days. We are well aware that this may be done,
but we are also aware that it is often done in dampand cloudy weather at the risk of the whole crop, and
it must be done at a high temperature, which at all

times causes the plants to draw up slender, and thus im-
pairs then- vigor.

Permitting a moderate circulation of air in the propag-
ating house tends to prevent the germination of that
spider-web-like substance, wliich, for want of a better term .

is known among gardeners as the "fungus of the cutting'
bench." Everyone who has had any experience in pro-
pagating knows the baneful effects of tliis : how that, in
one night, it will often sweep off

'

thousands of cuttings
that a few hours before were in healthful vigor. But
this dangerous enemy of the propagator requires, like

vegetation of higher grades, contUtions suitable to its develop-
ment, which evidently are a calm atmosphere and a
temperature above 55 or 60 degrees. Hence, to avoid this

pest, we make every effort, by shading, airing, and regul-
ation of fire heat, to keep tlie atmosphere of the house
so that it shall not exceed 60 degrees. This, of course
is not practicable when the outside temperature in the
shade is above 60 degrees ;

but the temperatiu-e can be
reduced considerably by dashing water on the pathways
and other parts of the house. It is rarely, however
that the outside temperature ever exceeds 60 degrees
iu the shade for any length of time in the dis-
trict of New York before the middle of May, and
all propagating had better be finished previous to that
time, unless of tropical plants. In the fall months, about
the miildle of SeptemVier, operations in propagating may
again begin.

Tlie temperature is prevented from rising in the house
in various ways, some using canvas, or bast-matting, or
painting the glass with hnie or whitewash. We find the
best and mo.st convenient shading to be that formed by
flexible screens made of common lath, planed and attached
together like Venetian blinds, the laths being an inch or
so apart; these can be quickly rolled or unrolled, and
give an ever-varying moihfied shape, .sufficiently cooling
to the house, yet not darkening the cutting enough to

impair its vigor. These are not unroUed iu the morning
until the temperature inside indicates it to be necessary,
and are rolled up in the afternoon as soon as the sun
ceases to shine on the glass, for it is of the utmost
importance that the cuttings receive as much light as they
mil bear without becoming wilted. The time reqiured by
cuttings to root varies from eight to twenty days, accord-
ing to the variety, condition of the cutting, and temp-
erature. Verbenas, Fuchsias, or Heliotropes, put in in

proper condition, and kept without ever being allowed
to wilt, will root, in an average bottom heat of 65 de-
grees, in eight days, while roses, pelargoniums, or

petunias, will take at least double that time under the
same conditions.

It is best to pot off the cuttings at once when rooted, no
matter how small the roots may be

; half an inch is a much
better length for them to be when potted than two inches,
and the operation is much quicker performed when the roots
are short than when long. But the main erils of delaying the
potting off of cuttings are that, when left too long', the
cuttings grow up weak and spindling, the roots become
hard, and do not take as quickly to the pot. The same
care is required in shading and watering after potting,
nearly, as in the cutting bench ; for uo matter how care-
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fully taken up, iu the operatiou of potting the delicate

roots are nearly as liable to wilt as the unrooted cut-

tings. Outtiugs should always he placed iu small pots, the

best size being from two to two aud a half inches wide

and deep ;
if placed iu larger pots the soil dries out too

slowly, aud the tender root, imbedded too long iu a mass

of wet soil, rots and the plant dies. Though we generally

prefer soil to be unsifted in potting large plants yet for

newly potted cuttings it is better to be sifted fine, uot

only that it is more congenial thus to the young roots,

but also that the operation is quicker done Avith finely-

sifted soil. After potting, tho cuttings are placed on

benches covered with an inch or so of sand, watered

freely with a fine rose watering-pot, and shaded for four

or five days; by that time they will have begun to root,

when no further shading is necessary. These methods of

propagating by cuttings are such as are now practised by
commercial flori.sts, but for amateurs in horticulture, or

gardeners who have charge of private greenhouses, there

is usually no necessity for a regular propagating house,
unless the requirements for plants are unusually large, as the
" Saucer Si/^teai

"
of propagation will answer every pur-

pose, and it is the safest of all methods in inexperienced
hands. We were, we believe, the first to introduce this

system some twenty years ago, and here repeat the direc-

tions first given iu one of the horticultui'al journals at that

time. " Common saucers or plates are used to hold the

sand in which the cuttings are placed. This sand is put
iu to the depth of an inch or so, and the cuttings inserted

in it close enough to touch each other. The sand is then
watered until it becomes iu the condition of mud, and

placed on the shelf of the greenhouse, or on the window-
sill of the sitting-room or parlor, fully exposed to the sun,
and never shaded. But one condition is essential to suc-

cess : until the cuttings become rooted the sand must he

kept coniinuaUy saturated^ and kept in the condition of mvd \

if once allowed to dry up, exposed to the suu as they are,

the cuttings will quickly wilt, aud the whole operation will

be defeated. The rules previously laid down for the pro-

per condition of the cuttings are the same in this case,

and those for the temperature nearly so
; although, by

the saucer system, a higher temperature can be maintained

without injm'y, as the cuttings are in reality placed in

water, and will not droop at the same temperatm'e as if

the sand was kept in the regular condition of moisture

maintained in the propagating bench. Still, the detached

slip, untU rooted, will not endm-e a continuation of excessive

heat ,
so that we advise, as we do in the regular method

of propagating, that the attempt should not be made to

root cuttings in this way, in this latitude, iu the months
of June, July, or August, imlcss with plants of a tropical
nature. AATien the cuttings are rooted, they shoidd be potted
in small pots, and treated carefully by shading and water-

ing for a few days, as previously directed."

Fropac/ation hi/ Laijei-im/.
—Although laj^ering maybe done

with the ripened wood of vines or shrub.s of the growth
of the previous season, yet it is preferable to use the shoot
of the present year in its half green .state : for example,
a rose or flowering .shrub is pruned in the usual way in

spring ; by June or July it will have made strong shoots

one, two or three feet in length from or near the base of

the plant. Take the shoot then in the left hand (after

having stripped it of its leaves for a few inches on each
side of where it is to be cut), keep the fingers under the

shoot, and make a clean cut on the upper 2'art, an inch
or so in length, and to about half the thickness of the

shoot, then slightly twist the "tongue "or cut part to one
side. Having opened a shallow trench, fasten the branch
down with a hooked peg, and cover with earth. It is a good
plan to place a flat stone over the layer to prevent the
soil from drying out. This plan of cutting the shoot on
the upper side we have never seen in illustrations showing
the manner of layering, it being usually either on the side

or under ; but we have found in practice that it is much
the safest plan, as the "

tongue,'' when cut on the top part
of the shoot, has far less chance to be broken off.

rropagation hi/ laifering in pots is the process of layer- .

ing shoots or runners of i)lants in pots, so that, when
the root forms in the pot, the plant can be detached
without injury to it, as the roots are confined exclusively
to the soil in the pot. Layering plants iu pots can be

^oue with roses, vines, or shrubs of any kind, with always

more certainty of maldng a plant quicker than by the

ordinary way of layering the shoot in the soil. This sys-
tem of propagating strawberries has been largely practised

during the past ten years iu the United States, and is

now a favorite method. For details, see Strawberry, p. 221.

Propagation by Lai/eritiy in the Air.—About twenty years

ago we published a method of propagating geraniums, that,
we believe, originated with us, and which we called, for

want of a better term,
"
Layering in the Air." It consists

in tonguing the shoot to be used as a cutting half through
with a knife, as in the ordinary layering ;

the shoot so

treated formed granulations, or "
callus," on the cut surface,

and was in a condition to form roots immediately on be-

ing detached aud put into the earth. A year or two ago
we bethought ourselves of our long-forgotten plan of "layer-
in the air," but this time we improved upon the former

way of doing it. Instead of tonguing the shoot to be

used for a cutting, as before, it was merely snapped short

off at a point where the condition of the shoot or slip

would make it hang on to the plant by the merest shred
of bark. Slight as this strip of bark is, it is sufficient

to sustain the cutting, without any material injury from

wilting, until it foi'nis the "
callus," or granulated con-

dition, which precedes the formation of roots. The cut-

ting, or slip may be detached in from ten to twelve days
after it has been broken in the manner de.scribed, and then

potted in two or three inch pots. If watered and shaded
rather less than required by ordinary cuttings, it will form
roots in ten or twelve days more, and not more than two

per per cent, will fail. Plants of the tricolor geraniums,
which all know are difficult to root under the ordinary
modes of propagation, particularly in hot weather, do ex-

cellently by this plan.

The advantage of this method is not only that the slips
root with far greater facility, but the injury to the stock

or mother plants is far less than if the slips had been cut

clean off instead of being only pai-tly detached. Many other

plants can be thus propagated with safety, notably Begonias,
Petunias, Poinsettias, and such plants, the cuttings of wliich

have a tendency to damp in hot weather.

Chakred Brak for Preserving Wrvvt.—The
Scientific American writes:—"The use of charred
bran tor preserving delicate fruit while on the road

to market, bids fair to solve the problem which
hris so long perplexed our millers. Converted into

charcoal, the light and slippery product of the

mills ceases to be unmanageable ;
and it is quite

likelj' that a large local demand for charred bran

will arise in the vicinity of most mills for packing
not only quickly perishable frxiits like peaches,

plums, aud grapes, but also apples and others firmer

fruits, for storage as well as for transportation.
"

It

is probable that charred bran would answer equally
well for packing tea seed. The experiment would

certainly be worth the trial.—Indian Tea Gazette,

Cocoa Plants for Easterx Colonies,—In an ofEoi-

al report on the subject, Mr, Prejtoe, the Govern-
ment Botanist at Trinidad, remarks :

-" The best

kinds are by no means well-known. Indeed, with
the majority of growers here they are not known at

all, and tiny never notice a difference iu the character

of the tre^-s nor that of the sample, of produce, ex-

cept in respect of CalabaciUo, or ' wild
'

cocoa, and
this tliey very rarely eliminate. In the wr ole range
of varieties, however, there is a difference in the

value^yield of at least ono 10 five. Under these cir-

cumstances, the value of the cocoa plants now for-

warded should be regarded as of rather a botanical

or scieutilic naUire, than as an agricultural or eco-

nomic one, for immediate effect, for the varieties being
separated and descric-bed, as far as it is practical, to

have them, there is a base for experiments, and
tests as to what are their real chancters, ;ind what
may be done with them in the way of improvement."—Journal of the Society of Arts.
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THE 0RIC4IN OF TEA-DRINKING.
Aa a specimen of destructivo criticism, the fol-

lowing article from the JSforlh China Herald is simply

perfect. But we wish tlie evidently well informed

writer had given us some idea of the earliest well-

authenticated mention of tea by a Chinese writer.

It is beyond measure strange that Marco Polo, while

mentioning not only silk, sugar, and camphor, but

even ginger, should have left tea utterly unnoticed.

This case shews the danger of arguing from negative

testimony even more than that of the non-mention of

cinnamon in the sacred and historical books of Ceylon.
On the negative testimony of these records, the German
savants (some of them) expressed doubts as to cinna-

mon beiug indigenous to Oeylon, and a great contro-

versy was the consequence. The sufficient explanation
in this case seems to be that the Sinhalese writers

had too exclusively in view the glorification of Buddh-
ism and of the kings who favoured it and built

irrigation tanks, to trouble themselves about a plant
which was not used iu the Buddhist services and
which did not require irrigation. But Marco Polo

was a traveller who professed to record all the notable

things he saw in his wanderings, and for him to

omit tea-drinking in China is as strange as would be

a similar omission iu regard to whiskey in Scotland

and Ireland and beer in England, by a traveller from
a foreign land, professing to note and record the

manners and customs, dress and food of the people.

According to tlie North China Herald the Muham-
madan travellers in China who preceded Marco Polo

by half-a-clozen centux'ies were as mysteriously silent

in regard to tea as was the medifeval Cbristian

traveller. But it seems beyond question that tea was
in use by the Chinese, centuries before the Muham-
madan travellers visited China. The general belief is

that the plant and the value of its leaves were known
so early as the fourth century of our era, while

Baildon, in his recently published book on Indian tea,

broaches the theory that for the introduction of the

plant and a knowledge of its varieties, China is iudebted

to an Indian Prince who visited the celestial empire
in the early years of the sixth century. The Sbaug-
hai writer might be able to speak with some authority
on this point. The tone, however, iu which he notices

Baron Richthofeu's theory of how tbe use of tea in

correcting bad water was discovered would seem to

shew that he believes tea to be indigenous to China,
while the period at which its virtues became known
is uncertain. We have just had experience of a neglect

apparently as curious as that of Marco Polo. His

editor, Col. Yule, being the author of the article

"China" in the new edition of the Encyclopoidia

Britaniiici, we referred to that article, never doubting
that under the heading "Tea" we should iirid em-

bodied .all that was known or surmised on th.; subject.

But, except as an^artiole entering into the commerce
of certain provinces, tea is not mentioned in Col.

Yule's account of China. We suppose Col. Y'ule

was instructed to hold his hand because all the in-

formation available regarding tea in China would be

embodied in the special article "Tea." That would

explain a brief treatment of tea amongst other veget-

ble productions, but in Col. Yule's otherwise elaborate
16

and valuable article on China there is absolutely no
such section as "vegetable ijroductions ": they are

simply mentioned, a few of them, incidentally !

The last inaccuracy concerning China which has
fallen under our observation (reproduced in another

column) is in itself of a very trivial nature, and is

worthy of mention only as a specimen of a class, A
gentleman who writes in Onee a Week has been bur«

rowing into antique manuscripts in the British Museum
and has there discovered a paper, prepared by one
Thos. Povery, Esq., 20th October lb'86, in which is

noted a list of twenty
"

Qualities and liperations,"
which he says characterize " The Herb called Tea or

Chee." With the qualities and operations of this

"innutritions plant"—as its foe, E. Montgomery Mar-

tin, Esq., of Voluminous Colonial Statistical memory
was wont to call it—we have nothing to do, not

being at present in the tea-trade. At the close of

the list, however, the transcriber volunteers the in-

formation that " the Chinese believed implicitly in the
virtues of the herb as summarized above," of which,
he says,

" we have evidence in the records of the
travels of two Arab merchants, who visited China in

the years A. D. 851 and 867. From this we learn

that tea, under the name of Tcha, was universally
drunk, and was supposed to be a cure for every
disease." As the copyist does not mention the name
of the Arabs whom he cites, we are left to guess
who they may have been. That they make the state-

ment which is credited to them we take the liberty
to doubt. We shall see in moment that, when it

comes to quotauon, the authority of our hebdomadal
friend is exactly nil. The Chinese have long been
in the habit of using tea. When or how it came
into use is probably not known. The conjecture of

Baron Kichthofen is, perhaps, as good as any other.

According to his hypothesis, the water of the swampy
and malarious riee-Helds of the south was found to

be, in its natural state, unhealthful ; and it was
therefore boiled. To correct the insipidity which

resulted, an infusion of the leaves of plants was
tried. Of the leaves so experimented with
those of one particular kind of plant were found to

be much superior to all others. Hence the use of

tea. That the Chinese are strongly attached to their

tea is unquestionable. So are the population of Eng-
land, and iif the United States. But that the Chinese

believe that the tea-leaf is a " cure for every disease"

we shall again be obliged to duubt until it is sup-

ported by some stronger evidence than the quotations
of our hebdomadal writer. Else what nieaus ti e

conituon proverb, which has quite a diti rent look ;

' Tea does an hundred miscliiefs, and only one ^»'h\—it lightens the eye,' which la-t stacemeut corre-

sponds to Mr. Povery's virtue No. 9. Excessive tea-

driuking is said to interfere with the all-important
Ch'i as is seen in the fact that teadriukere oaui. >t

walk without panting and puffing In short, all tlie

five viscera are injured by tea. This, however, by
the way.
We are next informed that "Marco Polo, the fam-

ous luediajval traveller, also distinctly lueutious tea

in his travels iu the East." Onr hebdo.i.adal

friend is good at copying rare maiuisciipt, but,
as we have remarked, he does not shine in quot-
ation. He appears indeed to have confined liim-

self to the manuscript department of the Brit-

ish Museum. It is well known, however, that

there is an enormous library in that respect-
able institution, full of books for reference and
co-1 sulfation. -If he had taken the trouble to stroll

round to the librarian, and .isk for " The Book of

Ser Marco Polo the Venetian, newly translated and

edited with notes by ColoneljHenry Yule, C. B." (the
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lasl and incomparably the best edition of Polo that

has ever been published) and had turned to P. CXXXX
of t\v compendious introduction, he would have found

the fcillowinj; passage :—" In no respect is his book

so defective as in regard to the Chinese manners
and peculiarities. The use of tea, though he travelled

through the tea districts of Fokien, is nerer mentioned."

Three Chapters (LXXX—LXXXII) are devoted

to the "
Kingdom of Fuju" [Foochow] and its cities ;

yet, though we have notices of ginger, sugar, and

camphor, of silk, cotton and spices, there is neither

here nor elsewhere, anything said, or hinted, about tea.

We have not the slightest idea that anything that we
can say will discourage this style of quotation. We
know London newspaper people too well for that.

If we were not opposed, on grounds of political

economy, to betting, we should be willing to lay a

wager that the very next time one of the English or

American newspapers launches into an essay upon the

antiquity, virtues, and so forth of this plant, we shall

meet again the calm affirmation that " Marco Polo the
famous medii-eval traveller also distinctly mentions
the tea-plant in his travels in the East."

PLANTING EXPERIENCES IN .JAVA.

(Extracts from a letter written hy mi ex-Ceylon X'lo-nter,

who lately 2^roceeded to Java.)

The climate here is fearfully damp, and we have had
rain nearly every day for the last three months : in

fact, I should say the place was better adapted for

tea than for coffee ; no one seems to know when we
ought to get the hot weather !

The Javanese lingo is something awful ; the coolies

speak high Javanese to you, and you have to talk to
them in the low. There are different races of coolies

ill dift'ereut parts of the island, who speak Malay, Sun-

danese, Madurese, &c., &c. So that, if you change to
another district, you very probably have to learn an-

^oher language, although you can generally get on with

Malay by working Malay mandors, who take the place
of Ceylon kangauies.

Chinese are by far the best workers we have here,
but Government will not allow them to work in the
interior. The Javanese are the laziest lot of scamps I
ever saw, and do only about a thii-d of a good Tamil
cooly ; they are very much like the Sinhalese in one

respect and fight shy of a shower of rain. If it lasts

for about an hour, off they goto their huts. They get
40c per day, and we have to give them curry and rice,
and cook and carry it to the gentlemen in the field.

Each of these aristocrats has his cigarette case, cigarettes,
and box of matches, wliich lie always takes with him
to the field and smokes at all hours of the day ; they
always buy their cigarettes ready-made. It 's rather

amusing to see them after their lunch at 11-30 a. m.,
pull out their cigarette cases, and discuss, probably,
politics : how I should like to have a hundred Rania-
swainies here.

The bungalows are built solely of bamboo, split bamboo
for the roof, and plaited bamboo for the walls; so that,
when there is a breeze, it Ijlows through all your rooms,
wMch is not particularly pleasant. The bungalows
ai'e all on the gi-ound floor and are always damp. When
it rains, your floor is all over small puddles, for the
roof is anytliing but watertight.

Coolies are mustered at daybreak and go on work-
ing until dark, 'i he day's routine here is very different
from that of Ceylon : we rise at 6 a.m., have cofl'ee

and read the papers, have a bath and breakfast about
9-30, go out to ^^olk and come in at \2, liave rice
table and a nap, then coffee and go out again about "2

and work until dark. Dinner at any time up to 9 o'clock.
I live chiefly on cuixy and rice. No meat at all, for
it takes two days coming here, and by the tune it

arrives is always tainted and unlit for food.

The coolies are paid thi-ee times a month, 10th, 20th,
and last of the mouth, on which days there is no
work, and these tluee days are the only holidays we
have, for we work on Sundays also.

The mosquitoes here are something awful, and the
coffee swarms with them, and, unless you keep on smok-
ing like a chimney, you get worried to death. I be-
lieve the reason is that the place is one mass of weeds,
and only gets hacked over -ivith a mamotie or sickle

every two months. So the animals have plenty of time
to increase and multiply.
The ordinary cofl'ee borer has been attackuig cinchona

lately ; I do not think I ever heard of this in Ceylon.

COFFEE LEAF-DISEASE.
Last night Mr, Marshall Ward lectured before the

Linnajan Society on coffee leaf-disease. Your agents
having been requested by me to send a shorthand

reporter to attend the meeting, you may possibly be
furnished with his extended report by this mail ;

but, as the transcript of his notes may not be ready,
it will, perhaps, be as well to give you my own re-

collection of Mr. Ward's address. He did not read the
whole of his paper, which is a lengthy one, and will,
of course, be eventually published iu the Journal of
Transactions. Mr. Ward contented himself with sketch-

ing the life-history of the disease, illustrating his

subject by chalk sketches on the black-board. He
proceeded to describe how the spore of the fungus
adhered to the leaf, and, germinating, threw out its

sucker, which, piercing the leaf, formed the mycelium
within it. Then he .showed how from these mycelia
the red rust was formed on the lower side of the leaf,
which in its turn proceeded to produce fresh spores.
It was remarkable, he said, how accurately it was
possible to determine the time from the settlement
of the spore to the development of the rust. He
narrated the result of his experiments with coffee

plants from Jamaica, and how soon thej' took and

developed the disease ; both when planted out or ai'ti-

fioially inoculated. He concluded by saying that,

although he could not iironounce the discovery of

any cure, he had at least succeeded in establishing
the life-history of the disease. Mr. Ward only
spoke for about twenty minutes and then sat down.
Mr. Thiselton Dyer said that he felt the most
entire coutidence in Mr. Ward's experiments and
the results he had deduced from them. The inform-

ation obtained •was of a most important character,
and might do something to stay the great falling-
otf in coffee exports from Ceylon, as to which he

quoted figures. He said Mr. Ward's task hud been
a most difficult one, for he had to overcome and

dispose of all sorti of previously conceived theories,
such as that tlic disease was cmstitutioual and took
its rise from the very roots of the tree. He must say,

however, that, as regards the approximation to any
system of cuie, he much feared i he question was pretty
much where it rested b^'fore Mr. Ward went out to

Ceylon. From Mr. Ward's invtstigatious it was evid-

ent that the development of the disease, from the

lodgment of the spore to the completion of the evil,

was exceediugl.v rapid. Too much so, he feared, to

enable remedial measures to have any effect, and he
could not but dread that a cure would be as undiscover-

able as has been one for the potato-disease. It was

possible, he tlunight, that screens of tliickly planted
trees against the direction of prevailing winds might
be ,s ivioi able in arr.tting tlie carnage of spores

by tlifiir agency, or at all events might consider-

ably filter them off. He siid Dr. Trinun's efficient

ami cordiiil aid to Mr. Ward should be acknowledged,
Mr. Carruthers, of the liritish Museum, tlien rose,
and sail! tliat he considered Mr. Wiird had dene much
towards tilling up the gap in their knowledge of this
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disease, but he must agree with Mr. Oyer in his

fear that a cure would remain as undiscovered as in

tlie case of the potato disease. There was one poiut
of hope, lionever, imdthat was that, although the de-

velopment of the coffee leaf-disease was rapid, it was as

nothing as compari-'d to that of the potato-disease. The

development m the latter case look ouly as many
hours as days were occupied in the former. He
should like to know if the much-talked of Liberian

coffee resisted the disease, as it was evident the

Jamaica coffee experimented upon had failed to do so.

Mr. Ward, in reply to Mr. Oarruthers, said that he
could claim no immunity for Liberian coffee, but it

seemed to him that, owing to the large amount of

leaf carried by this variety, and the great size and
thickness of its leaves, it was able to support the

attack of the disease, and yet yield heavy crops of

berries at the same time. The President, Mr. Thomas

Criup, then thanked Mr. Ward for his paper, and the

meeting proceeded to the discussion of other topics.
I was glad to welcome Mr. Ward back to England, and
to observe that he showed but few signs of having
suffered from his temporary expatriation.

—London Cor.

THE SPICE TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Here, iu America, as in other advanced countries,
modern habits of living are developing a taste for

more Liighly-tlavoured foods, and from this comes an
increased use of spices. This is easily shown by the
statistics of imports of these pungent products of

tropical climes. The result has been that of late years
a large trade has been built up in importing, grind-

ing and packing spices for table use. New York city
leads in this dirtctiou. In addition to numbers of

firms located at this port, who bring these products
into the country, there are in New York alone twenty
spice mills. I'he important products forming the bulk
of the trade are pepper, gmger, nutmeg, cinnamon,
allspice, cloves, mustard, mace, cassi'i buds and < urry
powder. The first four named constitute the largest

quantity sold, and in the order named. London is

the spice market of the world, quarterly sales being
held there which determine prices for all localities.

The bulk of the spices used are raised in English
and East Indian colonies deriving their supplies largely
from Great. Britain. These are paid for by return

shipments of pepper, nutmegs, cmnamon, etc. For
this reason, London has heretofore monopolized
the trade in the best grades. Of late, however,
importations to the United States have been made
of high-class spices, and tbe time appears not far distant
when this country will do her purchasing of these com-
modities direct from first hands to « large extent.
The growth of the trade in the United States is said

by good authorities to have been at least 10 per cent,

during the two years past. Since 1870 it has increased
in a marked degree. Some statisiics diawn from govern-
ment reports will illustrate this. During December
1880, the value of the imports of spices amounted to

§154,13.5 ; iu December the following year the total was
Sl'JtJ, 176. Again in January 1881, the month following
the first given above, the value of the spice imports
was SS7,&30, against §154,776 in January 1882. During
the seven months eu'iing January Slst, 1881, the value
was .$1, 216, 233, and in the corresponding seven months
ending January 31st, 1882, the total was Jl, 937, 944.

During the calendar year 1880 the value of spice im-

poris mto the United States was §2,241,150, and iu

the twelve moiitlis of 1881 it was §'.^,355,032. The last

totals given show the growtli of the trane iu the last

half of 1881 wlieu tlie total for the fiscal year ending
June oOth, ISSl, is recalled—§1,700,267.

Ihe intricacies of the spice trade are due to the
numerous grades and the methods of packing, which to

the uninformed are the cause of doubt whether they re-

present different qualities of the same product, or like

products from different localities simply. Broadly
speaking, the hatter is true. Thus, the four varieties

of cinnamon are known by the country where grown,
China, Saigon (French E. I. ), .lava and Ceylon;
cloves, Amboyna, Bencoolen and Penang ; ginger,
three grades from Jamaica, Cochin, African and Race.
Mace is from Penang, where nutmegs arc grown,
the former surrounding tlie latter, which grows some-
what similar in appearance to the walnut. Black pep-
per, which grows in a berry form, ujion vines which

ciing to trees, is procured at Singapore, Sumatra and
Batavia. White pepper is prepared from the black,
and is obtained in perfection from Tellicherry ; while

red pepper, which grows in poHs upon bushes, is im-

ported from Bombay and Natal, that obtained from
the latter place being the finest. Curry powder,
from the East Indies, long in use in England, has

only recently received extended favor in the United
States. The special prominence given to the spice
trade of late has been due somewhat to the contro-

versy going on among dealers relative to adulteration.

It usee! to be realily admitted by grocers that ground
spices sold by them were adulterated with harmless

ingredients. It was claimed that absolutely pure
spices would not prove acceptable to consumers owing
to their great strength. In this way a popular ac-

ceptance of the notion justitieil or permitted a very

large amount of adulteration. Recent efforts toward
reformation by grinding and selling absolute pure

spices have not only excited, as stated, considerable

feeling, but appear to have gone far toward show-

ing that pure spices are as necessary as pure food,

and far in advance of the adulterated article in the

matter of S.a,vor.—Bradstreet^s.

THE PIASSAVA: OR ROPE-BEARING PALM.

(Prom
" Notes on New Industries." By Arthur

ROBOTTOM.)
Although this article has been before the British

public for nearly 40 years, very few persons know
its origin, where ifc comes from, or how it grows.

Being one of the first to introduce it to the trade

throughout Great Britain, Germany, Fr.aiice, Belgium,
and Denmark, and having travelled through the

forests in Brazil where it is collected, a few remarks

from me may be of interest. The word piassava means

a rope-bearing palm, and the districts where the trees

thrive are Una, Taperoa Camniamu, Ileous, Cana-

verious Marayu, Morro San Paulo, Boypepa, Porto

Seguro, Rio de Contas, Belmonte Siinta Cruz, and

Cammandatuba, all situated in the Province of Bahia,

Brazil. The first-named district is about 80 miles

south of the town of Bahia and the forests extend to

the Rio Pardo. The fibre grows from the beard of the

leaf to the length of 10 to 14 feet. The natives climb

the trees, which are from 30 to 40 feet high, and make
a nick in the first leaf which bends so that the man
can stand on it with safety ; the piassava is then

cut down, each tree giving from 20 to 30 lb.

The natives have a great objection to cutting it

during rainy weather, as iu the wet season the

venomous snakes are known to conceal themselves

within the trees for shelter. After being cut down the

piassava is taken to the nearest village and cleaned in a

rough way by fi.King pieces of sticks in the ground
with sharp points, and the piassava is drawn through
this rude cleansing apparatus, so as to remove the

flossy fibre, the bulk of which is sold for consump-
tion in Brazil for making ropes to tie poles to-

gether, or lor making fences. &c., and in several

native villages that I have visited 1 found the huts

were made entirely of poles fastened together by this

piassava rope, and covered with leaves froni the

piassava tree. The fine and flossy part, which is
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useless in this country, is much esteemed in some

parts of Brazil, for I noticed that many of the

mules going u to Farer St. Anna, a district situated

a lung way from where the piaseava is grown, were

loaded wiih this flos-y piassava. After being cleaned

the piassava is taken to the sheds which are gener-

ally erected by the side of the river?, to be

pressed ; it is then packed in bales and bundles and

put on board the lauclies to be taken to Bahia from
whence it is shipped to Europe and elsewhere. Dur-

ing my visit I stayed for a short time at a native

hut in the district. My food consisted of mandioca,
mixed with a few eggs and water, and baked on
burnt clay, and sometmies dried fish (young shark)
was included in the baked dish. I never saw any
bread all the time I was in the district ; an old

dark woman performed the office of cook, mixing the

food with her hands which somewhat resembled the

paws of a monkey. At night I slept upon a

long board cut from the rosewood tree, and
which virtually was my bed. The native hut
was completely covered and protected with the

leaves of the piassava. The piassnva is sent principally
to London, Liverpool, Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, and
some small quantity to Portugal, and sold to the bass

dressers, who employ men to cut it into lengths from
five to fourteen inches ; it is then sold in this state to

the brush ujakers who manufacture it into brooms

(called "bass" brooms) for sweeping yards, stables,

roads, streets, &o. The brooms used by the sweepers
of the Loudon streets and of many j^rovincial towns
are made of this material, and I notice these brooms

already in use in the convenience erected by the Duke
of Bedford, for the use of the market people. Such

places supplied with such brooms ought to be largely

multiplied in London. In some parts of England the
brooms are miscalled "whalebone" brooms; on ship-
board they are called "coir," while in Yorkshire they
are known as "weed" brooms. I was told in Bahiu
that the name "bass" brooms was given to thepiassuva
owing to the dealers in the early days of the trade

having paid for it in "Bass's" pale ale. Piassava
was first introduced into this country in the form of

long ropes, and the "fenders" now so well known
and used for placing down by the side of vessels when
passing through the docks, or when coming in con-

tact with other ships. Shortly after its introduction
a portion of one of the fenders got into the
hands of a working brushmaker, he made a broom which
answered well. About this time the bulk of the sugiir
which was shipped from Bahia was packed in cases

of about 16 cwt. each, and small quantities of

piassava were used as dunnage, and lots of 2 to .3

tons would come forward principally to Liverpool.
At the period of time I speak of I hud business
relations with Mr. Richard Dean, of Birmingham, a

manufacturer of broom stocks. 1 induced him to begin
to k''ep the piassava and retail it in email quantities
to poor Iiishmen who work principally in gnrrets.
These men would buy from 14 lb to 1 cwt. on the

Monday, ani with the stocks and a little pitch m^ke
up the brooms and ha . k them about at the end of the

week, many of the brush-makers letusing in toto to

enrei iniocutupetition with the beso.ii-makers (who were
principally gipsies), ihe Irishmen began to make money
by their \v..rk, and before long the brush-makers

gradually began to get into the trade.

As the businpss is likely to increase it is necessary
that some movement should be made to induce the

people iu the country wHere the piassava trees grow,
to plant fresh trees and make regular plant-
ations in the same way as already has been done
in the cases of coHee, fugar, cotton, and cocoa plant-
ations. It is cleat ly evide.it that we cannot depend
on the fuiure supply by the present natural, though
precarious mode of planting, which is entirely due to

small animals and birds carrying the coquilla nuts
(the fruit of the tree) from one part of the forest to

another, leaving the nut on the ground, which, in the
course of a little time, springs up into a piassava
tree. On the top of the piassava tree a large bunch of
these coquilla nuts grow, they are used in some parts
of Germany for making the bowls of tobacco pipes,
small tops, and other fancy articles. While 1 was in

the forests 1 had one of the piassava trees out down,
with the piassava and coquilla nuts in full growth, and
when the tree was in its full beauty. I had it sent

up to Bahia as a specimen, for although Ihe district

wnere the trees grow is so near to this large city,

many of those who deal in this product have never
seen it grow iu the forest. Although I have travelled
over a considerable part of North, South, and Central
America and other parts of the world, there is no
tight more beautiful to my fancy than a forest of

piassava trees. My only drawback in travelling in this

part of Brazil was the want of a proper lodging-house,
or place to sleep in. If I could only have been sure
of getting a bed or accommodation equal to what our
cuauals get in our workhouses in England, and free from

lizards, centipedes, snakes, musquitoes, and a hundred
other lively companions, my happiness would have
been complete.

I have tried to introduce the trade of making bass
brooms into Naples, Rome, Genoa, and other parts
of Italy. In Naples the streets are swept with small

boughs of trees tied together, and few sticks made
into a bundle. Although I have completely failed

to get small manufacturers to start the business in

Italy, I am quite convinced in my own mind that,
if any one started the bass room making, they would
soon find a ready sale in every city in that improv-
ing country. The export of piassava from Bahia to

Europe in 18S1 has been .33b,288 packages, 507,157
arrobas, equal to 7,245 tons English; of this

quantity nearly 6,000 tons was imported into England.
Para piassava or monkey bass is obtained from

trees of the same family of palms as the Bahia pias-
sava. The trees grow by the side of the White
River and other streams that flow, into the Oronoco
and the Barra de Rio Negro, and are sent down to

Para for shipment to England. This kind of piassava,
which is of a finer quality than the Bahia piassava,
realizes considerably more, and is used in making
small brushes for cleaning cloth, &c.

Bass brooms were introduced into Dublin by
Mrs. E. Wilson, the owner of the "Favourite"
omnibuses in London, that lady going over herself

to Ireland and finding out the necessity for such
reform as ran be broughi about by the free use of these
lirnoms. She accordingly sent over a new omnibus
full of the new brooms to Dublin, starting the trade in

Ireland in this way.
Before piassava became such an important item of

commerce from Brazil, the natives iu the districts

where it is collected lived a very indolent, useless ex-

iste'ice ; they employed theii- time to a limited extent
in hunting, and their food consisted mainly of the
mandaoca mentioned above. Very different, however,
is the state of things today. The collecting of the

piassava from the tiees now finds work for hundreds
of men, while as many are required to clean and

press it. Labimr is also in great demand fur trans-

porting, it and placing it iu the Trepech or warehouse
iu Bahia, and from the Trepeohe to the vessels for

shipment to England. From this point the English
labour commences : sailors to bring it to England,
dock labourers to discharge the citrgo and warehouse
it in our docks, subsequently carters and lightermen
to remove the piassava from the docks to the works,
porters and railwaymen to carry it to the works and
place it inside, men to steam it, men to cut it, men
and boys to comb it, packers to pack it for home ancj
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foreign consumpi ion, men and boys to bore the holes

in the stocks to receive the piassava, ami men, bi>ya
and women to make np and turn out the finished

article. Nor should we forget, in conclusion, the large
number of men employed m the metropolis, and else-

where, in sweeping the streets wilh these very pias-
sava brooms. Tlie traders in piassava may be classed

as agents, merchants, brokers, and dealers. The
dealer buys it from the presser and consigns or carries

it to Bahia to the agents. Merchants buy it and

ship it to the merchant sin England. The Englieh mercli-

ants employ brokers to sell it. The dealers in this

country buy and eell it to "bass" dressers who
manufacture it and sell it to the brushmakers. It

should here be remarked that the labour performed
in the cutting and bailing of the materiiil must ne-

cessarily be executed by natives owing to the con-

ditions of climate and habits of life. The improve-
ment in the condiiion of the natives, and the general
progress of civilization since the opening up of the

piassava trade is very marked.—Xaftojw News.

HEMP CULTIVATION IN MEXICO.
The hemp industry in Mexico has, within the lats

ten or twelve years, attained considerable proportions,
and one of the chief articles of trade in Yucatan
is the fibre extracted from the hemp plant, or

American aloe, commonly called by the Indian
name of

"
henequen.

" Consul Lespinasee states
that the plant is found in profusion throughout Yu-
catan, and forms the nucleus whence all the present
hemp plantations have been formed. The hemp tracks
are divided into "mecate«," which is a Mexican
measure of twenty-four yards square. After all the shrubs
and weeds have been burned during the previous dry
season, the Indian laborers proceed to dig small pits,
in a straight line, from six to eight feet apart,
and between each line of pits, a path about nine
feet wide is left clear, in order to give the laborers
sufiicient room to cut the leaves when they have
attained their full growth. As soon as the required
quantity of land is thus laid out, the young plants
are cut close to the ground, and, without any pro-
cess, are simply placed in the pita pre-

pared for them, with a little loose earth, and are left

to take care of themselves. Each "
mecoate'' contains

about 96 plants. 'I'wice a year the ground is cleared
of the underwood. As the plant grows, a stem shoots
out from the centre, and the leaves gradually detach
themselves from it in a spear-like form with sharp
prickles along the edges, and a strong, black, sharp
needle-like thorn at the point. The plant requires
from five to seven years to attain its full growth.
At the end of this p;riod, the leaves have au average
length of four feet. A hemp plant will flour sh from
ten to fifteen yeares. Each plant has about twenty-
six leaves during the year, sixteen in the rainy season,
and ten in the dry ; each leaf, four feet long, pro-
duces about three quarters of an ounce of fibre ; it

requires, therefore, from seven to eight thousand leaves
to make a bale, weighing four hundred pounds. As
soon as tbe plant has attained its full growth, the leaves
are cut from the trunk commencing from the
bottom upwards, only those being cnt which are well

developed. From the hemp beds they are carried
to the scraping machine, which consists of a strong
fly-wheel, on which six or eight blunt brass knives
are placed transversely. The leaves are placed one

by one on a curred lever, which js r.aised or
or lowered in such a manner that the knives on the
wheel only strike the pulp and lay bare the fibre.

First, one end of the leaf is presented to tho

wheel, and, as soon as it is scraped, the other end is

presented. Each time one end is introduced, the

other ia secured by a strong pair of iron pliers, which

are attached to the machine. Each machine employs
four men, one to plnce the leaves near the machine,
one to attend the lever, one to introduce the leaves
into the machine, and the fourth to carry away the

Ijulp and refuse matter. As a rule, the machines
are worked by steam-power, and can clean about
four hundred pounds of fibre in one day. VVhen the
fibre is extracted from the leaf, it is taken to the

drying yard and hung on slender poles, which are
stretched on wooden frames about three feet from the

ground, and left to dry and bleach in the suu. If
the weather is fine, it will become dry in four or
five hours. While drying, the fibre loses its natural
greeni.sh hue, and assumes a white, glossy appearance.
It is then placed in hydraulic presses, and compressed
into bales of the required size, which generally
weigh three hund-ed and fifty, four hundred, and five
hundred pounds. The fibre is then ready for ship-
ment.— I'iji Times.

EXHIBITION OF BRAZILIAN COFFEE :-IN-
AUGUEAL DINNER AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
An incidental reference to coffee as a public beverace

made by the Prime Minister in his last Budget speech
has naturally attracted more than usual attention to
this subject, it is therefore at a moment especially
auspicious that the first exhibition of Brazilian coflfee
in this country is now open to view at the Crystal
Palace, and practical means adopted to supply the
English public with reliable information as to the
quality and other merits of this important pi-oduot of
the great South American Empire. It will doubtless be
a surprize to many to learn that the tot:d amount of
coffee grown in Brazil during the year 1S81 amounted
to about 5,0(JO,000 bags of 120 ft each, being equivalent
to one-half the whole estimated consumpiion of the
world. Of this prodigious quantity, in the same period,
2,241,976 bags were exported to America and 2,135,442
bags to Europe, England receiving 266,756 cwt. of' the
latter, and yet to the vast majority of people Brazilian
coffee is quite unknown. From its superior and delici-
ous flavour, it, indeed, enters into consumption as a
component part of many of those execrable mixtures
which have done so much to discredit and limit amongst
us the use of the arom.itic berry, but is seldom if ever
sold in our grocers' shops in its own name and in
its native purity. The " Central Association of Aari-
culture and Commerce of Rio ide Janeiro," under the

auspicesof the Imperial Brazilian Government, have—and
not too soon—resolved to put an end to this unsatisfactory
and anomalous state of things by opening exhibitions in
the principal cities of Europe and by otherwise popul-
arizing the Brazilian product by tlie diffusion of statist-
ical and authoritative data with respect thereto.

It would be difficult to exaggerate the value to
Brazil of this new departure, and the friends of the

Empire arc to be sincerely congratulated on the very
effective display of its coffee submitted to public
inspection at the Crystal Palace. To Commendador
J. L. C. de Salles, the Consul-General for Brazil, upon
whom has devolved the arduous task of making all

the preparations foi this interesting exhibition, and
and who has evidently spared neither labour, thought
nor money to nnder it complete, the merit of
achieved success must be frankly awarded, and it

cannot be disputed that the position selected for this

unique display in the Crystal Palace has been well
and judiciously determined.
While all the arrangements manifest a careful re-

gard to the practical objects in immedi.ate contem-
plation, artistic effects have not been neglected, and
the scene which strikes the eye of the spectator on
enteiiug the eeutral avenue of the Palace, where
the exhibition is located, is calculated to at once
arrest attention. Than this central avenue no more
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advantageous position could have been secured, the

aspect of the building at that point being most

impressive, while in no part is it more frequented
or more accessible to the crowds of visitors who con-

stantly tlirong its galleries and corridors, at present il-

luminatfd with all the splendours of the electric light.

There, neatly assorted, are a large number of small

sacks lined with blue cloth, containing different sam-

ples of Brazilian coffee, from the principal "fazendas"
of the provinces of Minas, Rio de Janeiro, Sau Paulo,
and Espirito Santo, and the necessary explanatory

particulars are couepicuously provided in documents

prepared and printed for the purpose by the Consul-
General. We also noticed a map of the world, on
which tlie various coffee producing regions are marked,
"and which, more eloquently than words could do,
must impress every beholder with the great fact

that, in comparison with the coffee-growing surface

of Brazil, all other countries shrink into palpable in-

significance. The totd ensemble is also much improved
by a number of fine views of the most picturesque
and attractive points of Brazilian scenery, the whole

display being loyally surmounted by the Imperial arras

of Brazil.

It was only fitting that this useful Exhibition
shoidd have been inaugurated with some degree of

observance, and we are pleased to record that, on .Satur-

day, the 13th inst., with this object, Commendador J. L.
C. de Salles, to whom we have already alluded, enter-
tained at dinner, in the Ci ystal Palace, a distinguished
and brilliant company of ladies aud gentlemen con-
nected with and otherwise interested in Brazil.

*

The Chairman, in responding to the toast, which
was drunk with enthusiasm, expressed his high sense
of the honour the company had done him in drink-
ing his health with so much cordiality, and this token
of the .approbation of so many influential friends of
his country encouraged him to persevere in the grand
work which they had that day assembled to in-

augurate. (Hear.) His Excellency the Baron de Penedo
could testify that he h.ad many ditiioulties to over-
come, but these he had surmounted, he trusted, in
a manner not altogether discredilabla to him-
self nor unworthy of Brazil. (Applause.) He had
endeavoured to obtain the use of the KensingtonMuseum for the purposes of their exhibition, being
anxious to secure a place in the centre of London
capable of accommodating a large gathering of people,
to taste of the produce of Brazil in its pure and
unadulterated state, but the authorities, though agree-
able to assist, could not see their way clear, as their
doing so would establish a precedent which might
be of much inconvenience to ihat great nutional estab-
lishment ; aud he could not find fault with them,when he considered that England, possessing her own
coffee-producing colonies, might not be over-anxious
to promote the objects of a Brazilian Coffee Exhibi-
tion. (Laughter.)* He had finally determined upon
engaging accommodation for six mouths or a year for
their exhibition in the splendid building within whose
walls they were now assembled, and with the result
tliey had, he confessed, many reasons for congratul-
ation. (Hear.) Of one thing he felt conadent : that
when the people had an opportunity of drinking
Brazilian coffee in its purity they would learn to
prefer it to the produce of any other country, as no
better coffee grew in any part of the world, and of
late years, he was glad to say, the attention of the
growers had been very successfully directed towards a
more careful preparation of the" coffee produce of

* A piece of silly impertinence. The refasal was sfiven on
good grounds of iuoouvenient precedent. If this" request
were granted how could the request of the American tiovern-
ment to exhibit wheat, the Buenos Ayres Governmeul to
exhibit dried beef, and so ou, be refuse i'—Ed.

their great plantations, to meet and to merit an in-
creased demand. (Applause.) He was also glad to
know that this had been corroborated by a consider-
able number of persons who were excellent judges.
The importance of the objects of the exhibition
to Brazil would be evident from the fact that its

Exchequer derived a large portion of its revenue
from tliis source, while a considerable part of the
native capital was employed in the cultivation of

coffee, and he hoped that the influential committee
of gentlemen at Rio de Janeiro, who had so ably
and patriotically originated and conducted this great
movement, would soon reap for their country the
expected results of their arduous and beneficent labours.
(Hear, hear.) In common with every friend of Brazil,
he was much pleased to note the reference made to
coffee in the last Budget speech of Mr. Gladstone, in
which he announced the future intention of the Go-
vernment to allow of the admixture of no other sub-
stance with coffee save chicory, so that the public
might be protected against the vile compounds at
present sold to them as coffee. This was a step in the
right direction, and would materially promote the
honest objects of their exhibition. (Applause ) All
that they wanted for Brazilian coffees was fair play,
and no favour. In conclusion, he had no doubt that
the efforts they were now making would tend to

greatly increase the consumption of Brazilian coffee,
which had only to be known for what it really was to
be universally appreciated, bestowing not only a benefit

upon the producing country, but also upon the consum-
ers. (Applause.)

Before their departure, the guests adjourned to the
adjoining reception room, where they partook of Brazil-
ian coffee, prepared in such a manner as preserved in

perfection all its aromatic fragrance. Served in cups
of superb Sevres porcelain, specially made to grace this

inaugural ceremony, with little golden spoons very
artistically and elegenlly chased, this delicious bever-

age elicited the unanimous award th.at Brazil was not
only first in point of production, but also as to quality
deserved to be called the King of Coffee.—Soutli
American Journal.

PLANTING PROSPECTS IN CEYLON.

Special attention has been called to the case of

hardworking proprietor-superintendents of estates, of

proved probity and steady industry, on whom mort-

gagees may be inclined to press hardly during this

year of scarce aud dear money and financial distrust

generally. The hope is expre^^sed that foreclosures in

such a season, may be few and far between—an
abatement of interest being a wise concession in such

a year of difficulty with planters who have good
prospects in the new products which are fast coming
to their aid.

The utmost activity prevails throughout our plant-

ing districts, notwithstanding the woefully short oof-

fee crop on the trees. The planting season is now

fully on, and advantage is being taken of it to add to

the area under cinchona, tea and other products.
Cinchona plants are being put out among the coffee,

along paths and drains and in separate clearings with
much more care than was the case, as a rule, in past

years. The fact is now generally recognized that to too

hasty pl.inting, or rather to the throwing-in of plants,
is due a large proportion of the failures since 1878. Im-
mature seed will account for a large share of the balance.

Henceforward, however, plants from selfsown seedlings
will be making a show in many didtriots, aud alto-
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gether tliere can be no doubt that a year hencB the

wealth of the colony in cinchona will be much in-

creased. This result will be greatly helped by the at

tention paid to the selection of the more valuable kinds
— whether in Ledgeriana or the less-approved species.

Some trees of the "
hybrid" {C. robusta, which is

so vigorous in orowth) have already produced a bark

giving nearly 10 per cent of sulphate of quinine. It

At the same time, it is evident that our planters
have been remiss in not experimenting for them-

selves as to the requirements of their soils and so

supporting the treea against the attacks of I he fun-

gus. There are individual plantations in the country,
in this year of pre-eminently short crops, which

are doing exceedingly well, but which ought to be

no l)etter than their neighbours, if the ordinary view

of leaf disease was the correct one. How, for instance,

is the case of Yoxford estate, Dimbula, to be ex-

plained ? In most other instances where a good crop
is spoken of, the answer in :

— "
Oh, what did that

place do last year or the year before ? Nothing at

all. It is now getting a fillip as it was bound to do

after successive bad crops." But Yoxford, we are

glad to say, gave a good crop last year, a satis-

factory one the year before, and now we have

what is, for these times, a big crop upon a big

crop. A great deal of the area planted is four-

teen years old : the elevation, soil and lay of

laud are no doubt well suited for coffee ; but there

are probably many hundreds, if not thousands, of

acres which show similar natural advantages, and

yet do not bear crop in the same way. The reason

for the diflference here and in one or two other

instances which have come under our notice, is well

worthy of enquiry. The proprietor of Yoxford is

surely justified in attributing his success to the care-

ful experiments he has carried out to discover the

fertilizing substaneea best suited to his plantation.
Mr. Bosanquet was, in England, a pupil of Mr.

Lawes, and his action has been often the well-

known example of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert and
also of M. Ville, He has, for instance, experi-

mentally proved beyond all dispute, as we con-

eider, that nitrogenous manure (and since this

characterizes three-fourths of the manures applied
to plantations hitherto, must cease) is worse than

thrown away on the higher portion of Yoxford.

Instead of blossoms and berries, an excess of wood
is the result, and Mr. Bosauquet has quite settled

that castor cake or other nitrogenous manure is not

required, at least for the upper portion of his property.
A few experiments probably not costing more than
£50 ought to determine after a more satisfactory man-
ner than the best analysis of soil, what the planter
should apply to his different fields. Bu' so far,

ystematic attempts, after the fashion adopted on Yox-

ford, have been few and fa'r between. To this

complexion howevcrit must come, and the sooner

systematic ecicntilic cultivation is carried out on all

plantations fairly suitable for cofl'ee, the better. Mean-

time, in this year of doubt and depression—when
coffee is spoken of by one and another as doomed—
we are justified in asking how the good crop on

Yoxford or on Balmoral is to be accounted for. The

latter is usually referred to as an exceptionally fine

piece of laud ; but it cannot be said that Yoxford
is specially favoured beyond other places along the side
of Great Western, from Medacumbra up to Galknnde-
wattie. Let critical Visiting Agents explain the
diff-rence before they begm to cry down the coffee

enterprize.

In Liberian coffee, cocoa, cardamoms and India-

rubber, the prospects are good and the extension of

cultivation is steadily going on. In connection with
the last-named we have just published a manual (on
' India-rubber and Gutta Percha") after the pattern
of those issued from our office on cardamoms, cin-

chona, Liberian coffee, &o., from which we trust in-

tending planters will derive much useful information.

NEW INDUSTRIES : DYES.
VVe take the following extract from Mr. O'Oonor's

very interesting report on the foreign trade of India for
1880-81 :—
" Auiline dyes, cochineal, and saffron are the three

principal items under this head (Dyeing and Colouring
Materials), the importation of auiline dyes increasing
from year to year in a way which causes apprehension
to those who are intei'ested in the continued use of the
Indian vegetable dyes, superior as these are to the
aniline colours, both in richness and variety of tint and
permanence. Aniline dyes are cheap and easily worked,
and it seems likely that their use will extend to the
detriment of Indian dyes. The imporls in 1878-79
amounted to 1,145,208 ounces, in 1879-80 to 2,507,794
ounces and last year to 3,555,310 ounces. They are

apparently not only affecting the foreign markets for
Indian dyes, but threatening to superseile the latter in
India itself. The art of dyeing in India, though prob-
ably the oldest industry in the country, may be said to
be in its infancy as regards the p.'ocess employed. It is

carried on by the people in the smallest way with the

roughest apparatus, and by the most tedious processes,
without the aid either of capital or machinery, and
unless the business is taken up by European or native

capitalists, and conducted on a large scale, with the
aid of the latest developments known to European
skill, it is quite probable that it will not long compete
with the che iper, quicker, and easier processes used for

dyeing with aniline colours. Both in an artistic and in
a commercial point of view this result will be very
regretable, and it is to be hoped that the prospect of

gain may induce capital to take the business up. It is

one in which handsome profits may be certainly looked
for."

We have quoted this passage, in the first place, in

order to bring a very important matter to the notice of

euterprizing capitalists ; and. in the next place, for the
information of those who, with the Uindoo Patriot,
contend that the import duties had no protective

tendency. The foreign aniline dyes used to pay an

import duty of 5 per cent , and, though it was not

sufficiently protective lo enable the native dyes to hold
their own, stUl it is evident that it must have been

protective in a degree, and it is probable that its

removal will very considerably hapten the consum-
mation predicted by Mr. O'Conor. if capital continue
to neglect this decaying industry —Friend of India.

HILL GARDENING AND CINCHONA IN

WESTERN INDIA.

MAiiABLESHwrK, May 5th.—There are at present
three or four Chinese living at the station, one of whom
owns a large gardeu near the lake. The English

gentlemen, who founded this sanitarium, took a great
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deal of interest in the gardens ;
their ladies espeoially

took pains in teaching the gardeners the best mode of

raisin" various cropa of vegetables, often supplying

them with seeds brought from Europe and from other

parts. If the ladies of the present generation would

only "show equal interest, I am sure they would con-

tribute much to improve the products of the gardens,

which certainly need improvement. The natives do

not read, and are therefore ignorant of the new

methods of raising better crops of vegetables and fruits.

They invariably, from year to year, follow the same

method once taught them, never taking the trouble of

selecting good seeds or stock. The potato of Maha-

bleshwur was at one time liighly esteemed and reckoned

the best in the Presidency ;
but the old stock has

degenerated. What tlie cause of this degeneration is

it is not easy to ascertain. Varii varia dicunt. Some

say the degeneration is due to the owners having taken

up the tubers too early ;
others attribute it to the

crot) being grown in successive seasons on the same

spot. The latter is, I believe, the true cause of the

degeneration ; experience has proved that the potato

plant does not thrive well when raised in successive

years in the same place. Although an intelligent

gentleman informed me that he hud heard that the

potato tubers became black some time after being dug

up, I am led to believe from inquiries made that the

fungus Pcronospora ivfestans, which frequently appears
in Europe in an epidemic form, has not as yet shown
itself on this hill, sacred to Shiv and Krishnabai.

Last year Dr. McCotiagby, the energetic Superintend-

ent, brought tubers from Mussoorie and other parts

of India and distributed them among the gardeners
here. The crop raised is said to have been good.

Major Affleck also brought some stock from England,
but failed to raise a good crop.

Raspberries and strawberries are cultivated here.

These fruit?, with which Europeans are familiar, are

susceptilde of improvement both in size and flavour.

Bubus lasiocarpiis is the species of raspberry grown
~

on this hill. It is a large, very variable, straggling
kind of bramble with compressed prickles: indigenous
to Neilgherry, Himalaya, Murree, Cashmere, and other

higher ghauts of India and Ceylon. It thrives well

here, flowers in February, and fruits in March and

April. It delights in rich soil, which is belter re-

newed every year. We read in the Bombay Flora

that Euhus idocm (the common raspberry of Europe)
is successfully cultivated at Phunda Ghaut, south of

Kolhapur.
The kind of strawberry cultivated here is Fragaria

Nilgerensis ; F. eUitior of the Bombay Flora. It is

indigenous to the Neilgherries and Kassia. The Bom-
bay Flora says :

— "
It is successfully cultivated abuve

ghauts and extensively near Poena for sale in camp.
The strawberries of Kolhapur and its vicinity "ppear
to be tha best in the Deccan." It is now in fruit here.

Abundant water is necessary for raising a good crop
of it. Fra(,aria vesca, which is, perhaps, a form of

the Neilgherry strawberry, is said to be raised at

Saharanpore and Meerut. Supplies of other fruits,
such as figs, grapes, plantains, mangoes, &c

,
are drawn

from Poena, Dapoli, Wai and Satara. It appears to

me that cardamom ( Elatleria Cardamoimnn) could be
introduced on the shady places of this hill. Whether
an attempt has ever been made, I have not been able
to asceitain. The elevation of the Travancore forest,
where car(himoni is indigenous and cultivated, is from

3,000 to 5,0OU feet ; tlie mean rainfall, 121 inches,
and the mean temperature 72° F.

Lingm.ala is a place worth seeing ; the distance from
the garden is aljout two miles, and the road leading
to it from the

'

latter place is very good ; the one

ramifying from the Satara road not being in good
order. Lingmala is situated on the right bank of the

Yenna river, and waa the site selected for the cin- I

choua plantations. It appears that about 20,000 young
plants, brought from the Neilgherries, were planted here,

but four years afterwards, being attacked with canker,

almost all of them died, and there are at present

only a few pi mts of stunted growth from about three

to five feet high, to bear witness to the experiment.
There are also here some pear and guava trees, which

were, I believe, planted at the same time. They
flower and yield fruit, which is small, and I am told

not of good flavour. Government abandoned the cin-

chona plautaiions in 1875, after spending about Pi60,000

in the attempt to introduce in tliis Presidency these

useful American plants. The spot selected was not

appropriate, being exposed during the greater part of

the year to the dry hot winds of the Deccan.* The

jambul, hirda and other plants, which become large
trees elsewhere on the hill, are at Lingmala bushy.
Should Government ever again attempt the experi-

ment, they would do well to select some other spot :

periiaps the valley, known to bazaar people as Concu-

bag, where formerly a Chinaman tried to raise tea-

plants, would be appropriate. Cinchona succirubra and

0. Cardifolia ought not to be thought of again ; in-

stead Lcdgtriana should have a trial.

About a quarter of a mile below the cinchona plant-
ation is the romantic valley to which many people

go to see the Yenna waterfall. This is enjoyed best

at the end of the rains and during the cold season,

when the volume of water is said to be large and
the sight magnificent. Here in this valley on the left

bank of Yenna, as well as in Wai, there are very
handsome trees of Elococarpus Oblongtis, known here

as Kassou, which, when in full bloom are very beauti-

ful. They are now beginning to flower; the flowers

being arranged in simple drooping racemes ; calyx red-

dish brown and petals white, beautifully fringed. This

tree is closely allied to rudrach (Rudrach ganitrus)
also found here, the nuts of which are elegantly

tubercled and nsed as necklaces by Brahmins and

fakeers. The nuts of a euphorbiaceous plant, Putran-

gioa Eoxburghii are used in the same manner ; being

strung up into rosaries and put by fond mothers round

the necks of their childien, on the supposition that

they have the virtue of warding off evil spirits and

keeping the little ones in health, whence the name,

putra jiva, "life of the child."— Times of India.

APPROCHING VISIT OF MR. STORCK
TO CEYLON.

We are glad to learn tlu-ough the letters in an

other place that the discovei'er of the carbolic acid

vapour treatment of the coS:ee leaf fungus is about

to visit Ceylon, and we think the thanks of our

planting community are due to Mr. Dobree for act]

iiig with so much promptitude and public spu'it as

he has done in this matter. We have always en-

deavoured to place the " Coffee Leaf Disease
"

liter-

atni-e of Ceylon within the reach of every savant or

experimentalist interested in the question, and how-

ever gi'eat may be the doubt entertained of the success

of a fiu-ther set of experiments
—after our prolonged

disappomting experience
—every one must be pleased

to see Mr. Storck himself on the spot to watch the

effect of his treatment. Should Mr. Storck be in-

strumental to any extent, in dissii^ating the present

dark clouds which surround our coffee enterprize, he

will indeed deserve well of the planters of Ceylon ;

but at first he must expect uphill work, for so much

• We slionld have thought that they rather suffered,

canker being specified as the cause of failure, from the

excessive rainfall of the Bombay eanatarium.—Ed.
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labour and money have been expended to little pur-

pose in sulphur and lime, carbolate of lime and other

mixtures, and experiments, and so little money is

now available, that at first he must be contented

to prove a success on a limited area to inspu'e due

faith in the utility of more general treatment. One
old Ceylon planter writing to us by last mail says :

— " Be prepared for Ceylon coffee in Febiniary next

blossoming out at a rate not seen for a good many
years; it wanted rest and it has got it !

" Now it

is possible that some may be inclined to say coffee

is bound to do well next year, whether treated for

leaf-disease or not ; but this argument will not do

for the majority who hold out no such prospect.

Besides, Mr. Storck should arrive here in the midst

of the usual July-August attack of leaf fungus, and,

unlike Mr. Schrottky, as we understand the matter,

Mr. Storck can go to work with his cure and shew
its effect on the pest at once, without waiting for a

particular seasou.

COFFEE LEAF FUNGUS :—MR. STORCK
ABOUT TO VISIT CEYI.ON.

Udugama, June 23rd.

Dear Sir,— I send you enclosed a letter I received

from Mr. Storck. This was in reply to a letter

from me, in whicli I offered to give Mr. Storck

R'2,000 on the condition that he did, by his treat-

ment, and at the cost he stated, viz. £2- 10s. an

acre, keep both a Liberian and an Arabian coffee

estate free from leaf-disease for a year. If the ex-

periment succeeded, the expenses of treatment were
to be borne by me ; if it failed, by Mr. Stnrck, There
can be no doubt that Mr. Storck himself has every
confidence in his cure, or he would not come all

the way from Fiji to experiment. As I believe his

system is being carried out on several estates in

the island, we ought soon to know if it is doing any
good.—I remain, yours faithfully, T. S. DOBREE.

Belmont, Upper Rewa, Fiji, April 3rd, 1882.

T. S. Dobree, Esq.
Dear Sir,— Yours of Jan. 2Sth is just to band, and

I am glad to notice some degree of confidence in my
treatment expressed therein. It is just possible that,

by the time this reaches you, a publication in the
Gardeners' Chronicle may have appeared in Ceylon,
giving an account of the manipulation, etc., of tlic

system : hut since writing it I have smnewhnt changed
my tactics, and the thing had better be left untried,
until I come myself.

I shall try and get away from here in about two
months, so as to be in good time for a campaign in

the N. E. monsoon, and we may then arrange about
the experiments you speak of.

Should you give publicity to this note, I would le

glud of the opportunity of convejing any thanks to the

Editor of the Observer for his graceful act of attention
in sending me Mr. M. Ward's third paper on //. V.

which reached me since writing to hira last.—I remain,
dear sir, yours faithfully, Jacob P. Storck.

THE CEYLON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
A public meeting was held at Mr. C. H. de Sty-a's

spacious othce today (June 24th) in order to ee-

tablish the Association mentioned above. As will be

Been by a reference to the names of some of those

present, the Sinhalese, Tamil, and Burgher com-
munities were fairly well represented, the wealthiest

oftbe SiaUalese being specially well represented.

11

Mr. C. Bkito had much pleasure in proposing that
Mr. C. H. de Soyza take the chair. No one
had a larger interest in the agricultural tnterprize
of this island, he felt sure, than Mr. de Soyza.
Mr. Barton Grindrod (of the firm of Griudrod,

Jenkins & Co.) seconded the motion.
Mr. C. H. DE Soyza thereupon took the chair. He

said :—Gentlemen, before proceeding to the busmess of
the day, I would like to express to you my gratitude
for so readily attending here, to make a be{;inning of
such a useful work. The necessity for an institution
of this kind has long been felt here, and, seeing the

depression in prices at the prtsent time, I tliought it

my duty to lose no tune to call such a meeting, and I
would ask your kiud help and encouragement. How-
ever anxious I might be, I need not say that I would
be helpless without your united and individual support.
I am extremely thankful for your readiness in agreeing
to work, together and this augurs well for the success
of the proposed Association, which, if properly carried

out, will, without doubt, be a boon to our country.
Now, gentlemen, I wdl not take up yiur time any
further but proceed to the business of the day.
The Hon. P. Rama Nathan then rose and i-aid

the chief object of that meeting was embodied in

the resolution which had been put into his hands
by the Chairman. That object was to promote tlie

interest of those engaged in the cultivation an^l sale
of Ceylon products. He consideied that the time
chosen by the Chairman for calling that meeting to be

very opportune. Any cnmmon misfortune would weld

together opposing forees, and at the present time of

depression he had no doubt that men of v,aried

opinions would unite in the formation of this Asbo-

ciation, .and contrilnite heartily to the success and

prosperity of that institution. {Hear, bear). There
could be no doubt that the instimtion proposed
would be of great use to this colony and 1. 1 the
natives especially. If the Europeins who were so
well able to look after their own affairs—who had
their newspajjer presses, their influential friends in Eng-
laud and their wealth to back up their opinions, think

it, or thought it, neceseaiy some 30 years .ago to estab-

lish aa AsBociation to support their agricultural
industries he had no doubt thiy could auree
with him that arguments still greater would be
fouud for establishing an Association amongst them-
selves similar to the Planters' Association. They
did not intend to be in opposition to the Phititers'

Association, but rather to work conjointly with them
in so good a cause as the agricultural interest of

this country—working unitedly, eo as to terve one
and the same interest. He asked tliem to consider
with him for a time the interests at stake, so far as

the natives were considered, in the agricultural en-

terprise of the colony. If tbey turned to "Ferguson's
Directory" (a book leplete with information upon agri-
cultural questions) they would find that "here are about

301,000 acres o( land under coconut cultivation and
about the same number of acres of land in coffee

plantations. Now they would agree A\ith him in his

statement that most of the coconut pi mtatious were
in the hands of natives, ami, as regards coffee the ex-

poit returns shewed that as much as one-filth or one-

sixth of the produce was native coffee ; besides this

there Wiis a great deal of plantation coffee raised bj-

the energy of the natives. As regaided cinnamon,
30,000 acres were under cultivation, aud almost the

whole of it was in the bunds of the natives. If in

terests of such value, amounting to severals million

or pounds, were in their hands, he did not see why
an Association such as the Planters' Association should
not be initiated and worked by them. They had
wealth in their midst ; they had iuteliigence and

energy in their midst. What then was wanting
on their part to do that which Europeans had
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BUCceiJed so eminently in doing? He sincerely

hoped that all natives, of all classes, would unite

in making that iuslitutiun a success. (Hear,

hear.) The cultivation and sale of those firoducts,

viz., of coconut, coSee, ciunumou and the new products
which had come into existence were—it passed with

out saying
—of vital importance to the people of this

island. The natives had now to complete witli the

trained intelligence and ability of Europeans. Every

year whicLi passed made the competition more

keen, and unless they moved and asserted themselves they
would go more and more to the wall. An A-sociatiou

of the kind now proposed would be vci-y useful

in many respects. He would like to point out to

them the various benefits which it would confer.

In the first place, by means of such an Association

useful knowledge might be diffused regarding the

nature o! soils, the influence of chmate upon the

produce raised on them, the easiest and most paying
and practical methods of cultivation, the implements,

machinery and manures to be used, &c. When ouce

a common ground had been established for the pur-

pose of meeting and discussing questions connected

with these operations, it was easy to get and
disseminate information. Then there were other

objects with which that Association might be able

to deal. When once produce has been raised

it must be sold. As regards sales, it might consider

the best methods of selling the produce in the best

markets. It might also communicate with the Govern-

ment on matters of transport, taxation, &o. Un-

doubtedly their united representation would carry
far more weight with the Government than the

representation of any one man. There was another

object which was of equal importance witlr the

other objects already mentioned. The establish-

ment of that Association would lead the Govern-
ment to confer with tlie natives as a body on agricul-
tural and othtr questions. They knew the impurtance
of the Planters' Association now in existence ; its privi-

leges and powers were so thoroughly nppreciated liy the
Government that the Governor willingly asks the

Planters' Association to nominate one of its mem-
bers to represent their inttrest in the Legislative
Council. For a number of years it had been the
custom for Governors to appoint the gentleman nomin-
ated by the Planters' Association. Xhey would thus
see how gradually an instiiution might be worked into

power so as to make itself felt by even Government.
He therefore thought that an institution of a similar

kind would prove of tlie utmost benefit to the agri-
cultural euterprize of this colony. All that, as he had
already said, was achieved onl}' by union. They must
have the force of example and the Bjmpathy of num-
bers : without it nolhiug could be done ; and he would

appeal to all classes of gentlemen of whatever class

or creed to lay aside iheir prejudices and unite toge-
ther and make that institution a success. He had
ttierefore much pleasure in moving :

—
That this meeting considers it desirable that an Associ-

ation should be established to promote the interests of those

engaged in the cultivation and sale of Ceylon produce.
Mr. D. M. AitESiiCULLEKATNE (Proctor), seconded.

The resolution was put and can led unanimously.
Mr. Advocate Dhakmabatne, in a rather long

speech, considered the idea of a native Association, such
as that proposed, an excellent idea. He was very
glad such a movement had been started, as it had been
his misfortune both here and in Europe to hear so
much about native apathy that it was indeed
a source of grief to him. But here he saw the

tnilight that would dispel the obloquy which had
been thrown upon natives. The idea should have
originated 25 years ago. lie then referred to the bless-

ings of English rule, and said the natives had bee
bIvw to take advantage of the opportunities offered b

close contact with educated Europeans. They had
been content with their jak nnd coconut and never

thought of moving out of the island. Among the
Sinhalese and Tamils the idea of leaving the island

was dreaded. Such being the case, the obloquy was
deserved. He wag especially gratified to hear that
the natives were to take fretli steps with regard to the
sale of their produce. He then gave some hints as

to a scheme for establishing branches of their new
Association in London, Paris nnd Berlin, which
would diepose of produce forwarded by the Associ-

ation.
" What an amount of profit the Association

would derive from the sale of coffee, cinnamon, and
other products in Loudon, Berlin and Paris." Those

branches, in the hands of natives, could undertake to

supply all that the natives required to be sent from

Europe. Wines for instance. What a boon it would
be to get their poit wine, for instance, at half

price ; wine was bought at Paris now and shipped to

London and then sent here. Why not buy it at

Paris themselves, and ship it here direct from
Marseilles ? The natives were indebted to the

European planter for much of their knowledge. But
the European planter had fallen, or partly so. That

being the case, it was commousense that the natives
should do their best to find other sources of income.
For instances there was ebony. Why should not they
make a lot of furuinlure and sell it in America,
London and Pans ? He urged then to lose no time
in organizing the Association. He moved :

—
That the following rules be adopted by this meeting

as the rules of this Association, viz :
—

KtjLEs AND Constitution of the Ceylon AGEictJLTCEAL

Association.

I. That this Association be called " the Ceylon Agri-
cultural Association."

II. That a suitable office be secured in the Fort of

Colombo where the meetings of this Association shaU be
held.

III. That a Chairman for each year be elected.

IV. That a Secretary be appointed armually whose salary

may be hereafter determined by the Committee.
V. That every person who is the owner of, either in his

owu right or as lessee, agent, superintendent or tenant,

property in cultivation of the extent of 20 acres and up- .

wards, shall be entitled to be elected a member.
VI. That each member do pay an annual subscription of

ten rupees in advance.
VII. That a Committee be appointed (of -whoTafive shall

form a quorum) such Committee to be appointed yearly.
VIII. That the meetings of the Committee shall be

convened by the Secretary with the Chairman's sanction or

that of three members of the Committee.
IX. That a general meeting may be convened by the

Committee or five of its members, or ten members of the

As.sociation, on ten days' notice being given, and the business

to be brought forward shall be stated in such notice.

X. That the annual general meeting of this Association

be held on the 1st of July of each year, on which day the

Chairman, Secretary and Committee shall be appointed.
51. That any member wi.shiug to bring forward a motion

or subject for discussion at any general meeting shall give
ten days' notice of liis intention to the Secretary.
XII. That every member possessed of more than 20 acres

is entitled to give more than one vote, and the votes are to

be regulated accorchng to the cidtivated acreage belonging
to each member.

Mr. Jacob de Mel seconded, and the resolution was
carried unanimously.

Ml-. JouN de Silva Mutlaliyar proposed, and Mr. C.

W. Feruinands Proctor feconded :
—

That those present at this meeting and qualified in terms
of the fifth ride be considered as original members of the
Association on their signing their names to the list now
lying on the table.

This was adopted neni. con.

Mr. Bkito briefly proposed :—
That 0. H. de Soyza, Esq., be appointed the Chairman
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and Treasurer of this Association for tlie ensuing year,

dating from 1st proximo.

It was admitted tliat tliere is a general depression
in the country botli as to tlie value of artioles pro-

duced here and also as to the stabilii> of mercantile

intprests espLci:illy as connected with native agiiculture.

Various reasons had been given, among tliem that

i>he sale of cinnamon chips lowered tlie value of

cinnamon and that the middlemen in Mincing Lane

had a hand in beating down prices. With this associ-

ation, and with the co-operation of Mr. de Soysa, whose

wealth, and connections in Europe were so well known

they would, he thought, be able to arrive at the

true cause of the present depression and be able to

find some remedy. Apart from those considerations,

new products would form an important feature in

their transactions, as they must find soire new culliv-

ation whereby they should be able to obtain an

adequate return for their invested capital in the mari-

time provinces.
Mr. H. Van Cuylenbueo seconded and the resolu-

tion was passed.
Mr. H. Van Cuylenburg proposed and Mr. Gabriel

DE Ceoos of Negombo seconded :
—

That S. Peter de Soyza, Esq., be appointed Secretary
of this Association for the ensuing year dating from Ist

proximo.
This was unanimously carried.

Mr. J. Martin of Chilaw proposed and Mr. A. 0.

Jo.sEPH seconded :
—

That the following gentlemen do form the Committee
of this Association for the ensuing year with power to take

such action as may be conducive to the interests of this

Association, viz :
—S. Eajapakse, Esq., S. R. De Fonseka,

Esq., Jeronis Pieris. Esq., Francis Beven, Esq., S. Tambeyah,
Esq., Jacob De Mell, Esq., F. Schrader, Esq., J. F. Drieberg,

Esq.,G. W. Stork, Esq., Dr. W. G. Vandort, O.Brito, Esq., P.

Ooomara Swamy, Esq., Hector Van Ouylenburg, Esq., F. 0.

Loos, Esq., 0. E. De Bread, Esq., Dr. P. H. VanOuylenburg,
Simon Perera, Esq., John Clovis De Silva, Esq., S. 0. Fern-

ando, Esq., A. de Lowe, Esq., Gate Mudaliyar, Arnolis Dias,

Esq., J. ^Yright, Esq., Louis Pieris, Esq., S. R. Fonseka, Esq.,

Jr., Juan De Silva, Esq., Mudaliyar, Gabriel Oroos, Esq..

•Jusey De Silva, Esq., and Simon Fernando, Esq.
This was unanimously adopted.
Mr. S. E. De Fonseka, in moving the resolution

VIII., spoke as follows :
—Mr. Chairman and Gentle-

men,— I have great ple.asure in moving the Re-
solution VIII. As a cinnamon grower on a small

scale, I also have shared, with those like our

worthy Chairman and others, the losses con-

sequent on a fall in the prices of cinnamon which,
as you are aware, now hardly leaves a profit on
the outlay. I have been regularly shipping for some

years past my cinnamon to my agents in London,
Messrs. BIyth, Green Jordin & Co., and they, in

communicating to me the result of the February
sales of my consignments, wrote as follows:—
" We regret to report that, with a large quantity of

cinnuamon brought forward, the market was dull,
and prices somewhat lower." Again in informing me
of the risult of the May sales, they wrote as foUows :

—
'• At this Bule we had to compete with a large

quantity of cinnamon, ar^d prices were lower in

consequence.
"

I aru inclined to think that the large

quantity of cinnamon here referred to, is meant to

be chips. A friend of mine, whose absence on this

occasion is unavoidable, writes :—•" I am afraid I shall

not be able to attend the meeting on S.aturday next,
much as I should wi.oh to be present. I have

felt, how little we Ceylon^^se recognize the truth
that unity is strength, and I hail the form.ation of

a Low-country Products Association, as a first step
towards combined action in the protection of our
common interests." This gentleman has been at some

paius to point out, how the trade in chips has
contributed towards the fall in the prices of cinuamou,

and I must candidly admit that the perusal of his re-

cent appeal to all cinnamon pl.Tnters, which appeared
in the press, some timo ago, induced mo and
the worthy chairman too, to rouse ourselves from
the carelessness of our own individual interests, and
to work up a course in which the will of all con-
cerned to co-operate with each other may at once be
set on foot, and for which purpose this Association is

intended. 1 am exceedingly glad to see such a
crowded house, indicating as it does that the natives
of this island, although improperly characterized, in

a certain quarter, as apathetic, are sufficiently alive
to their interests, and are not backward in atiything
of importance to themselves and their country ; and,
now that we have such a willing and powerful leader
as our worthy Chairnion, we cannot fail to succeed
in the steps which are to be initiated this day, to
avert the losses which attend our trade; I hope
therefore, gentlemen, that one and all of you, who are
interested in the cultivation and sale of cinnamon, will

gladly adopt the resolution:—
That the Committee appointed today do take into

consideration the question of the large exportation of

chips that is now being ma'ie and which this meeting
believes has materially contributed to the fall in prices of

cinnamon and report on this subject to a general meeting
of this Association on a day hereafter to be name * . That
the wages now paid to peeler.s and other kindred subjects
do also form the subject of this report.

Mr. J. F. Driebreg seconded.
Mr. H. L. Daniel moved, and Mr. R. Schrader

seconded :
—

That the thanks of this meeting be given to the Chairman
for his obliging conduct in the chair.

This was cordially adopted, and the meeting ter-

minated.

TEA IN AUSTRALIA: THE DUTY OF 3d.

PER LB. IN VICTORIA TO BE
ABOLISHED.

In publishing the following letter from our corres-

pondent, we can scarcely agree with him as to the
effect of the abolition of the duty. The superior
quality of the Indian and Ceylon teas will still lead
to a preference for them, and there will certainly be
a largely increased consumption :

—
Melbourne, 15th June 1882.

The proposal of the Treasurer to abolish the duty
on tea has taken the Melbourne public by surprize.
Sir Bry.iii O'Loghlen announced tliis decision in Par-
liament on 30th May in the following terms :

—
"The Government further propose to sweep away

absolutely the fluty on tea (3d per lb.) : that duty
brings in an income of £100,000 per annum, I

apprehend that in this matter the Government
will have the support of the whole House, and of

the whole colony. The proposition is this :
—

The full duty should be paid during the first

three months of the financial year ;
that for the next

three months it should be reduced to 2d and for

the next three months to Id per lb. It pnictically
comes to this that in 9 months the duty will be entirely
abolished."
£1 per ton a nominal fee will be charged for ex-

amination, &o.

In this from such a measure would clearly inter-

fere with trade, and the Government must soon
have seen this, for two nights afterwards the Treasurer
came down to the House with a fresh proposiiion,
viz. to remit the duty "bsolutely on the 1st January
next, and in this form there seems to bo some prob-
ability of it being carried.

Oa the 30th of May the Syndicate had another suo-
ce?<viV sale by auction of Indian teas, the lot this time
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to Is 5ja
to Is 10 d
to Is 4£(l
to Is 4 d

being small, but the whole 945 half-chests passed
the harairer rap.dly amidst very bii-k buldings ;

—
Assam Pfkots realized from Is 5^il V lb to Is S^.l ^Ib

„ Pekoe Souchongs „ Is 2^d
Cachar Pekoes „ Is 5 d

,,
Peokoe Souchongs „ Is 2;Jd

Other Sort.s realized ,, Is IJd
No fine teas offered.

The seasou has uow very nearly closed,

700,100 lb. weight of Indian tea has been sold by
auction aluno, in Melbourne, at steadily increasing
rates. Exclusive of the above and through the same

medium, Ceylon gives a total of about 51,000 lb

say - total ... ... 751,000
Sales privately about Indian 175,000 )

jg„ „qq
Ceylon 15,000 \

'

and over

941,000
a very respectable total for the colony of Victoria

to take, and uo doubt, if supplies come forward nearly

double, they could have been sold, owing to the

inferior quality of China teas this seaeon.

THE CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA IN THE
NOETHERN AUSTRALIAN TERPvITOKY.

The following letter has been addressed to the

editor ni the Melbourne Argus :
—

Sir,
—Since writing you a few days ago, in re the

cultivation of cinchona (not chinchoua) in the Northern

Territory of Australia, I have received so many com-

munications from gentlemen who are apparently in-

teret.ted in the subject of tlie cultivation of tropical

plants ill Australia, that I am of sheer necessity

obliged to trespass on your indulgence in again seeking
for a small i-pace in your paper. The subject is, how-

ever, one of no small iiiiportnnoe to your country,

an4. if any words of mine appearing in your columns

siiould ultimately lend to the introduction and suc-

cessful establishment of such industries as the cultiv-

ation of codce, cinchona, cocoa, Indiarubber, and a

multitude of other plants not indigenous to Australia,

you will, I think, agree with me that your space
has not been recklessly or unprofitably loaned.

I now markedly and publicly assert that it is my
unqualified opinion that there is an immense area in

Northern .\ustralia well suited lo the successful cultiv-

ation of a large number of tropical products. I do
so without fear of contradiction. I speak after 20

years' experience in Ceylon, after several months' of

trivel and careful investigation in North Australia

and therefore with some authority.
For the benefit and information of those who have

addres-ed me, .ind whom I care not to answer indi-

vidually, u-i'l you permit me to reiterate with all

possible emphasis that I have no hesitation whatever

in asserting that a large number of tropical products
would thrive eminently «ell in Northern Australia.

In the wise selection of suitable varieties, judg-
ment and experi' nee will hive to be brought to bear,

but the same conditions exist to successful enterprize in

this line in any country.
There are tracts of land there so pre-eminently

suited to the growth of cinchona that, if the day
ever comes when it shull be your ple?sureable duty
to report that Mr. Blank realized off his cinchona

property bark sales to the value of A'1,000 per acre,

I, for one, shall not be surprized.
That this will be an imin"nse success I am sur3,

the only drawb.ick ot pres<-nt being the want of

chsap anc' suitable labour. This is only ." m.itter for

Government.",! arrangement. There are thousands of

ni«n ready to cmie, if you will only allow them to do si,

and I think that matters av n^w in a fair rein t'l

eo'l in a spied}' and sat>factory settKmeut of this

Tery important question.

It does not suit my purpose at present to enter

publicly into particulars wiih the view of verifying
any siateineuts 1 have made or opinions I have volunt-

eered, but I make ihem as a practical planter after

20 years' ex|ierience, and as one whose utterances in

Ceylon on the subject of new products have been

publicly made and favourably received.—Yours, &c.,

May 17th. Heniiy Poett.

THI5 EXTRACTION OF ALKALOIDS PROM
CINCHONA BARK.

From the Cioverument of Madras we have received

a vei'y important and interesting paper, recording

the results of experiments made in England in the

extraction of the alkaloids from crowai and red barks

on account of Government. Two experiments were

made, and in both the results obtained from crown

bark shewed a considerable profit to Govermnent over

the prices at which similar barks sold. But in both

experiments the crowri bark was treated after the

fashion usual in the laboratories of chemists specially

devoted to the extraction of alkaloids from cinchona

bark : that is, so as to obtain each alkaloid—quinine,

cinchonidine, &o.—in a separate form. The case was

different with the red bark. In the first experiment
with this description of bark, the process adopted
was one for obtaining "quinetnm," or the alkaloids

in a mixed form. The result was, in this case, a

loss of 10 per cent as compared with the prices

which similar bark realized in the market, whether

purchased by druggists for use in decoctions or to

be worked up by such foreign chemists as lay them-

selves out to extract the separate alkaloids from red

bark. In the second experiments the process for

mixed alkaloids was abandoned, and, although the

bark now operated on for the extraction of the se-

parate alkaloids was of poorer quality than the pre-

vious lot, the result was a profit equal to lOJ per
cent instead of a loss of 10 per cent. The differ-

ence between a process directed to the precipitation

of the mixed alkaloids, therefore, and the usual

scientific methods of extracting the alkaloids in a

separate form, was no less than 20 per cent. This

was in the laboratory of an experienced London
chemist. In Java and in India, it is believed that

only 50 per cent of the alkaloids present in the

bark is obtained by the necessarily less perfect pro-

cesses pursued to obtain the alkaloids in a mixed

form. It is not wonderful, therefore, that there should

be a recommendation to abandon, both in India and

Europe, the imperfect method of working for mixed

alkaloids, in favour of the strictly scientific process

of fully exhausting the bark of what it may contain

of each separate alkaloid. The value of the sulph-

ate of quinine alone extracted from red bark

in the second experiment was more than the

pi-ice at which the bark would have sold for,

and if Dr. King's calculation is adojited and only
the actual cost to the Government taken into .account,

instead of the market value of the bark, sulphate
of quinine extracted in London will compete in cheap-
ness with the mixed alkaloids obtained in the British

Sikkim factory. Those mixed alkaloids are chiefly

the inferior and much cheaper ones, cinchonidine and
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cinchonine, and, while the efficacy of the mixture

seems beyond a doubt, Mr. Howard still dwells on

Its nauseating effects. Dr. King, our readers are

aware, insists upon it that nausea only occurs when,
under a mistaken impression as to its inferior potency,

over-large doses of the mixture are administered. We
may take it for gi'anted that Dr. King and Mr.

fiammie will liave something to say to results, on

which a recommendation is based that the extraction

of alkaloids in a mixed form should be abandoned

and expenditure on a factory in India avoided. Ex-

tensive experiments with Darjiling bark are recom-

mended, and meantime for the result of those on

Nilgiri bark it is claimed that, after payment of

freight, charges and the cost of extraction by a com-

petent chemist like Mr. Whiffen, the gain to Govern-

ment as compared with selling the bark in the open
market is 2.3 per cent in the case of the crown barks

and lOf per cent in that of the red barks. We be-

lieve it is admitted even by Dr. King aud Mr.

Ganunie that about 2 per cent of the alkaloids in

the red bark are lost in the process of precipitation

and purification in use in British Sikkim. Taking the

average of alkaloids in red bark at 6 per cent, this

would represent a loss of 334 P^r cent, or oue-tliird,

instead of Mr. Moens' 50 per cent, or one-half. Still

the loss of one-third of substances so valuable is a

loss not only to GoveiTiment but to the world, and

we cannot wonder that, after adverting to the alleged
ancient and imperfect method of extractmg quinine

adopted by Mr. Gammie, the final conclusion should be

that it may be cheaper to send the bark to England,
where not only can the quiiiine be better made but
" the full amount of the alkaloids obtained."-

We have thus indicated the mam results of the

experiments to which this official paper (which will

be given in full iu the Tropical Aijnmdturht) refers.

But incidentally we obtain some curioiis and inter-

esting information as to the relative values of cin-

chona barks in their natural state, mossed and

renewed. "We see that of sulpliate of quinine,

crown bark renewed yielded from 5 "57 to 5 '73

per cent, against 4 '38 to 5 '06 in the case of mossed

bark and only 3-30 to 3-87 for natural bark. The
best result of natural bark, therefore, m this the most

valuable constituent, was 1'86 per cent under the

best for renewed and 1 '19 worse than the best result

of mossed bark. In the renewed bark sulphate of

quinine largely displaces the inferior alkaloids, for the

renewed bark which gave 5 '73 of <£uinine sulphate gave

only 0-66 of cinchouidine sulphate and 0'21 of cin-

chonine alkaloid. The eft'ect of mossing, as seen here,

is different ; it increases the amount not only of quin-
ine but also of the other alkaloids : for the best re

suit in the case of mossed bark shews not only 5 "06

of quinine but I '52 of cinchonidine, the next best

alkaloid. All this as regards crown bark (C offidwdit).

In the case of red bark, we have no renewed, but it

wia be seen tlmt the etfcct of mossing was verj'

largely to increase all the alkaloids : 1 '74 in;,tead of

r23 quinine, o'24 instead of 2'&7 cinchouiiline, and

2 20 uistead of I 24 cinchonine. If, therefore, the bark

in its natural state (its cultivated state, rather) is

good, we have a right to characterize mossed bai'k as

better and renewed bark as best. Altogether we may
regard the paper under notice as not the least important
of the contributions to the literature and science of the

cinchonas, which we owe to the Government of Madras.

QUININE.
The following is from the New York O'd awl Drug

Neios, and allowance must therefore be made for the
point of view of manufacturers in saying that the
demand for quinine and bark is not at present likely
to increase :

—
THE POSITION OP QUININE.

The bark .syndicate in .I^ondon have now had virtual
control of the bark market there for the past six
months, and, although speculative operators in quinine
at first made the luo-st of the position, and speculated
on the probability of a permanent control by the
London syndicate of the world's supply, tbei-e has been
a gradual falling-ofF iu the price of quinine, even the
recent attempt to bolster up the price by shipping a
part of our .-Jurplus back to England failing to brTng
about the reaction expected. It is true the market
for German advanced about ten ci'nts per ounce fol-

lowing this exportation, but this is entirely due to

speculative operations, the supply hei-e being considerably
rediicfd and giving hohlers an opportunity to control
it. But the actual position is not materially changed,
the actual demand for consumption not warranting the
large qnantitifs held here prior to the return of the
45,000 ounces to England, (he efforts of the London
syndicate to advance the price of quinine and to keep
it up have bceu persistent, but they have met with
determined opposition by the mpnufactuiers in this

country at least, and the .sales of bark at London
show tliat the earlier reports that the mniuifaeturHrs of

quinine in England and on the Continent were in league
with the bark syndicate had no foundation in fact it

being evident that the manufacturers are and have been
purchasing only as their more urgent needs made imperat-
tively necessary. Furthermore, it is evident from the
small quantities reuently sold, being only about twelve
per cent of the wbola lot offered, that the European
manufacturers have b-en able tn diaw a large part of
their supplies from other sourcis, probably direct from
the placc-s of production. This is exactly the contingency
that we pointed out the hark synriicate would h.ave to
meet, when writing on this subjVft last December. At
that time the total visible supply of bark waa estimatfd
at 100,000 bales, equivalent to abou' two and a quarter
million ounces of quinine, aud if, as i>! now asserted,
the sup|ply has diniinish'-d, there is still suffioiont on
hand f.r a year's consumption. Add to this the large
surplus of the manufactured product, aud w.' cannot see
how the position is any more favorable to the syndicate
than it was six mnn' lis ago.
An increiLsed consumption of quinine had been booked

for this spring as oompa'ed with any preceding corre-

spou'liug season, but the fact is the demand for

consumption is not so largo as it was a ytar at'o,
and there are now no indications that any important
increase in tho consumption will set in, altliough the
spring has been rather unreasonable and not conducive
to robust health. The iuumlations caused by the rise
of the Mississippi river were counted on later as creat-

ing an increased need for this article, but as the
waters subsided there was no such increase developed,
and even this source of dem.iiid was not realized. In
fact, every point predica'ed as calculat,'>d to improve
the position of the syndicate and the i.pccnlativa
holders has failed them, and now that, by ship-
piufi a part cf our surplus bank to England, and
the conqjarative lirmuess of the markets ibeie, :)n

advance has been gained, there is still nothing in
the conditiou of the article aX present to warraat
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the expectation of a permanent enhnDcement of

prices. In this view of the situation we are not

alone, as is evidenced by the caution of buyers. At
tbo prices now disked by holders of German there is

little eneonrngfiuent to purchase for speculative pur-

poses,although some fair sales have been made during the

past week, probably to fill contracts of parties who
had sold

"
short." The pretty general belief enter,

tained in the trade that American manufacturers
would advance their prices, following the slight re-

action in German, has not been confirmed, they
doubtless seeing the situation did not warrant the

rosy view taken by some of the more sanguine spec-

ulators, and being less influenced by the temporary
flurries in this market.

PLANTING IN THE NORTHERN AUSTRALIAN
TERRITORY.

(FROM THE " ARGUS "
SPECIAL REPORTER.)

AoRicuLTCiRAL ANB PASTORAL :
—These two indust-

ries are yet in their early infancy. On the first, not
more than £25,000 has been spent throughout -the

Territory ; and on the second, leaving the price of

cattle out of the question, not so much. But the re-

sults obtained, in agriculturre especially, where they
are sooner measurable, have been encouraging out of

all proportion to the effort, personal or pecuniary,
expended.

I will first briefly indicate what has been done in

furtherance of it. The most important place, agri-

culturally, and that which served as a nursery for

all the rest, is the Government plantation at Fannil

Bay, about four miles from Palmerston, and on the
coast. Years ago thei'e was another (Government garden
close to the town, but very little real work was done
in it. It is only two and a half j'ears ago since the

present plantation, the area of which is 32 acres,
was selected and cleared, but during that time a
thousand different kinds of Chinese and other tropical

plants have been tried—nearly all successfully. The
white ants, that at one time seemed an insuperable
bar to the cultivation of acclimatized vegetation in

the territoi'y, have been overcome by the use of arsenic,

and, though there has been only one skilled man to

supendse the work which Chinamen, paid from T5s
to 20s a week, do, the garden scientifically and pract-
ically is all that one could wish to see it. Though
the ground was chosen because of its second-rate

character, the better to test the average of the soil

throughout the Territory, and, though not a spadeful
of manure or a drop of water besides that falling

du-ectly from the clouds have been used the area
is covered with luxuriant plants, many d them as-

pu'ing above the heads of outside native trees, per-

haps 50 times as old. Creepers mdigenoeus to a foreign
soil, planted here, have run at once over the place,
and now gi'ow eveiywhere in wild profusion.
Of sug>lr•c.^ne there are 16 acres flmrishing. From

the last year's crop was made at Delissaville the first

sugar ever nianufaeturrd iu South Australia—a sugar
equal to the ordinary imported table kinds. Maize
is tlie next principal crop in the garden, and it is

looking as well as it ean look anywhere, iiotwith-

staudiiJg tiiat it is the third crop in a year. Rice

simply fiourishes, strengthening the evidence I have
had throughout that the Northern Territory will be
a great rioe-g''owing country. Cinchona has not been
90 successful as it was expected it would be, l)ut

young plants iu the interior look strong enough. Tae
"test will be, of course, when they i.'et bigger. Coffee

does not d^* well iu the gardens. The jnnme cause is

said to be the fact of its being planted .«o near the

sea. The Arabica is not unhealthy looking above ground
but it has no root. The Liberian looks sturdy, but

needs great care and attention. Tea and several spices
have failed to grow satisfactorily ; cocoa is moderately
successful. I saw young tobacco plants with leaves
27in. long by ISin. wide. From these capital cigars
have been made. One of the best things in the gard-
ens is arrowroot, which actually overruns the place,
growing in grand perfection weed-like. Simie of the
roots, ground with a nutmeg-grater, yielded a com-
pound declared by the local importers to be superior
to the cummou article of import. An average of the

productiveness of the crop was based on this return,

proving that even the indifferent soil in the gardens
will yield at least 25 cwt. of the finest arrowroot per
acre. Cotton grows wild all over the place. The same
may be s.iid of indigo, the plants of which grow 5ft.

high. Pe.anuts thrive ; last year one-fifteenth of an
acre gave 4 cwt. The chief of the other plants which
have been successful I will simply enumerate pro-
miscuously, with the mere mention of the fact :

—
Pine-apples, bananas, plantains, Scotch kale, pepper,
cloves, capsicums, chilis, cinnamon, lychee-mits, man-
goes, bread-fruit, guava, jack fruit, yams, melons,
beans, sweet potatoes, M.anilla almonds, mandarin
oranges, lemons, citrons, pomegranates. Cape gooseberries,
custard apples, oarob beans, figs, earthnuts, sorghum,
sesamoil, cassava, castor oil, sweet sob and sour sob,
rhea, or Chinese grass plant ; ludiarwbber, teal

(Chinese oil plant), several fibre plants, including the
bamboo silk, the Indian physic nut, the papaw, and
scores of others.

In the open ground, and in a special shade bamboo
nursery, various kinds of grasses have been tried. The
best to succeed is the common Phillips's, though several
of the Alizanas also thrive. The English lawn grass
grows well under shale, but does not seem to stand the
heat, and the gardener's experience has taught him
that the native grasses are just as good as the imported
are in their own home, and better than they ever will
be iu the Territory. He has experimented with the tall

rank kinds 1 referred to in my telegrams, and by
cutting them down frequently he has got at last a

thick, soft, fast-spreading, somewhat dwarfed buffalo

gr.ass, which surpasses the best " couch" for lawn and
feeding' purposes. English lucerne grows well, and the
reaua, a luxuriant fodder plant about 15ft. high, springs
up with surprizing rapidity.
The gardens were formed for the "express purpose

of raising plants of commercial value, and distributing
them over the country." In pursuance of this object,
seeds of the heft acclimatized grasses are offered to
the te.xmsters for distribution around the camping-
grounds in the interior. Last year 140 tons of cane-
heads were given to plantation owners for planting.
During the same time 8,000 banana trees and 13,000
pineapple plants were distributed gratuitously, and
this season the figures are already 2,000 and 5,000
respectively. In every sense the plantation may fairly
be classed amongst the most successful experimental
works tried by the .South Australian Government.

In referring to private plantations, all of which I
visited, I would preface my remarks with the observ-
ation that the industry was pioneered by Chinese, who
have for yeai-s warded off disease m the mining
districts in the interior by dispensing to the
European diggers the vegetables they grew. There
are scores of these small gardens all tlirough the
country and Companies are to be formed in Hong-
kong to take up large areas of plantation land, to
be owned, managed, and worked solely by Chinese.
Rice and .sugar, and possibly the opium poppy, are
to be tlie st.-.ple9 of the crops, and the industry will

prnbiibly etnlirace the u.anufacture oi "semshoo," or
Chinese wine. All the work on the English plant-
ations is being done by the Chinese, whose wages,
"finding themselves," are £1 a week. Some of "the

plantation owners prefer them to European workmen.
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Of these plantations, the principal is Delissaville,
about II miles from Palmerston across the harbour

(a grand harbour by the way) and on Douglas's Pen-
insula. The area is 10,000 acres, and the block is

part of 70,000 acres given away by the South Austr-

alian Government under the Sugar Grant Act, to

encourage cultivation. By a subsequent legislative

blunder, however, the efl'ect of the general legislation
on the subject is to encourage land speculation rather

than a more legitimate enterprize. At any rate, the

cultivation which has resulted is very far below what

expectation pictured it. Only two of the blocks have
had anything whatever done upon them. An ex

penditure of £16,000 has been incurred upon Delissa-

ville, which has 200 acres of sugar-cane and about

70 of maize, the latter more satisfactory in appear-
ance than the former, though this fact is easily ac-

counted for by the circumstances apart altogether
from conditions of climate or soil. A thoroughly
well-appointed mill, costing £10,000 with the enclosing

buildings, has a prominent position upon the ground.
This is the only sugar-milll in South Australia, and
it will be noted hereafter as that whence the first

Bugar manufactured in the colony came.

On the Daly River, sugar and maize planting
has been begun by a Melbourne Company,
under the name of Messrs. Petersen, Croston
& Spence,. on 20,000 acres, the gift of the
Government. They have 20 acres of canes in a nurse-

ry, thriving much better than those at Delissaville,
and a small acreage of maize. They intend to plant
a large area from the nursery, and to crush in

1884, by which time they expect to have a mill

erected.

By another Melbourne Company, under the name of

Poett and Mackinnon, there has been started near

Eumjungle, on 3,400 acres of the best soil in the

Territory, a coffee plantation, which had not at the
time of my visit been applied to its original pur-
pose. But this, I should ex|)lain, was not the fault

of the proprietary. Awaiting the arrival of seeds
from Ceylon, they are trying cinchona, which was

just springing vigorously above the ground. They
are going to grow maize also.

This exhausts the list of plantations on which
actual vrork has been done, though several new ones
are being started in time for the next season. On
the Adelaide river alone 70 800 acres are protected by
special surv' y applications for sugar-growing; 21,000
acres in the Hundred ef Bagot north of Palmerston ;

and 2,000 acres on Doufjlas Peninsula, besides the

70,000 herein-belore written of. In the Hundred of

Ayers, 3,000 acres is held for plantation purposes,
and near the coffee plantation at Eumjungle, over
a wide radius, to all the land the same remark

applies, as it does also to a great deal of that sur-

rounding the harbour, particularly near Southport.
The purelj experimental work has been already done.
The planters now can avail themselves of certain

knowledge where two years ago all was uncertainty.
The only trial has been thoroughly successful, and
the logical conclusion is that the success will be

generally as experiments multiply.

NILGIRI CINCHONA BARK; EXTRACTION
OF ALKALOIDS IN ENGLAND.

Government of Madras ; Revenue Department. Read:
the following despatch from the most honorable Mar-

quis of Hartingtou, Her Majesty's i"'ecretary of State
for India, to His Excellency the Eight Honorable the

Governor-in-Council, Fort St. George, dated India

Office, Loudon, 30th March 1SS2, No. 16 (Revenue).
Referring to my Despatch, No. 14. of the ISth May

last, I now enclose, for Your Excellency's information,

a copy of a memorandum, showing the results of the
manufacture of cinchona alkaloids from the 250 bales
of crown and red barks, which formed part of the
consignment received from your Government per steam-
ship

"
Eldorado."

Enclosure. —Report on the Manufacture of Sulphate of
Quinine and other cinchona alkaloids on Government ac-
count, dated ISth October ISSl.

Last year an experiment was made of manufactur-
ing sulphate of quinine and other alkaloids, on Govern-
ment account, from the bark sent home from the Nil-

giri Government plantations. The result of this was
! so far satisfactory that it was determined to repeat
the experiment on a larger scale. The manufacture of

j

the several alkaloids from the crown and renewed
I

barks yielded finimcially, 14 per cent more in the
value of the products than the bark operated upon

1 would have realized, if sold in the open market in the
'

usual manner. With the red barks it was different,

j

and the result in the ohso of these was a slight loss.
In the former experiment, mixed alkaloids were ex-
tracted from the red barks, the value of which was
found to be almost exactly 10 per cent less than the
bark itself would have fetched, if it had been sold.
For the purpose of further experimental manufacture,

250 bales,* forming part of the consignment received

j

per steamship
" Eldorado "

last February, were made
over to Mr. Whiflfen, samples having been first taken
for analysis on behalf of the Secretary of State by Dr.
B. Paul, whose report gave the following results :

—
I

Oinchon- Oinchon-

Quinine, idine, ine

Sulphate. Sulphate. (Alkaloid.)
Bales, per cent, per cent, per cent.

Grown Barks.

Natiu-al, NC... ... 22 3-30 1-34 0-27

„ NO... ... 11 3-87 1-20 0-22

Renewed, N NO ... 66 5-57 072 0-23

Bales. Bales.

*Natural, Crown N ... 33 Red Natural, P ... 20
Renewed „ N NO ... 100 Red Mossed, P ... 30
Mossed „ N MO ... 45 —
Branch „ N PO ... 22 50

200

n„;«;„„ Oinchon- Cinchon-
(^umine, ...

<3i,1t^i fa idine, .me
ouipiiate.

Sulphate. (Alkaloid)

Bales. per cent, per cent, per cent.

Croum Ba/rks.—(Contd.)

Renewed, N NC 34 5-73 0C6 021
Mossed, NMC 35 4 38 1-46 0-30

„ N MC 10 506 l-o2 trace

Branch, N PC 22 2-00 75 trace

Rfjd Barhs.

Natural, P .. 20 1-23 2-97 1-24

Mos.ed, P ... 30 1-74 3-24 2-20

The estimated yield, by analysis, is as follows :
—

Qiiiuiue, Cinchonadine, Cinchouiue,

Sulpliate, Sulphate. Sulphate.

Ir' -n
"

'""'' -t! ^ot^'- "is: Total.

lb. lb. lb.

Natural Crown ... 2,164 3-30 7f41 l-3'l 28-99 0-27 5-&4
Do. do. ... 1,101 3-87 42-60 1-20 13-21 0-22 2-42

Renewed do. ... 6,-596 6-o7 367-39 0-72 47-49 0-23 15-17
Do. do. ... 3,46t 5-73 198-43 0-66 22-85 0-21 7-27

Mossed do. ... 3.612 4-38 158-20 1-46 52-73 0-30 10-83
Do. do. ... 997 5-06 5044 1-32 1515 trace

Brauch do. ... 2,218 2-00 44-36 0-75 16-53 trace
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The result of the working of these barks lias been as

follows :
—

200 bales 50 Bales
of Crown of Total.

Bark. Red Bark.
lb.

81-5

143

lb.

1,045-5
149-5
25 —
71-25 71

404 240

it will be seen that, as,

yield of sulphiite of

lb.

1,127
292-5
25
142-25

644

Sulphate of quinine ...

„ of cinchonidine

„ of quinidine...
Cinchonitline alkaloid ...

Amorphous sulph. hquor
From the foregoing figures,

on the former occasion, the

quinine has been in excess of the estimated result,

and tbe sulphate of ciuchonidine obtained somewhat

under the expected yield, but the cinchonine alkal-

oid shows a slight excess. The sulphate of quinine

shows an excess of 115 '74 lb., or over 11 per cent.

So far as the outturn is concerned, the result is there-

fore satisfactory.

With regard to the financial results of the experi-

ment, it appears from Messrs. Jenkins' and Phillip's

report of tlieu- sale that the average prices realized from

the sale by public auction of similar parcels of bark form-

ing part of the same consignment, were— natural crown,

5s 8(Z; renewed crown, 8s lid; mossed crown, 10 bales

at 6s lOd and 35 bales at 6s ; branch crown, 3s 4d ;

5d ; mossed red, 3s. At these

of the above-mentioned barks was

natural red, 2s

prices the value

as follows :
—

Natural Grown
Renewed

LB,

3,265 at

10,059 at

,r J (10 bals. l,025atMossed ;'
j 35

~

Branch
3,58 tat

2,218 at

1. d. £ s.

5 8— 925 1

5 11 =4,481 12
6 10 = 350 4

G 0=1,075 4
3 4 = 359 13

20,151
Deduct allowance for

dust 3 per cent."l

„ tret, 4 do
|

„ discount 2^ do >-10J per cent=

„ brokerage, &c., j

'
1 per cen. J

Natural red 2,035 at 2

Mossed ,, ...

7,204 15 U

756 8

(

5 = 245 18

3',b69at 3 0= 460 7

-6,148 7 11

Deduct allowance lOi per cent. =
706
74

The value of tlie products obtained therefrom at the

market prices of the day was—
Crown JSarks.

L.B. s £ s d

Sulphate of

quhiine ... 1,0455 at 163=8,520 16 6

SiUphate of

cinchonidine 149-5 at 34 =254 3

Sulphate of

quiuicUne ... 25 at 76 = 95
Cinchonine

alkaloid ... 7 1 25 at 15 = 53 S 9

Amorphous
sulph. hquor. 404 at 1 = 20 4

8,943 12 3

Deduct working exi)enses* ... 1,007 6 6

7,936 5 9

*
Including a proportion of 211 paid for fire in-

surance at factory.

- 633 1 11

Total...£7,080 9 10

Red Barks.

L.B. s £ d

Sulphate of

qiuniue
Sulphate of

cinchonidine
Cinchonine

alkaloid

Amorphous
sulph. liquor. 240 at 1 = 12

81-5 at 163= 664 4 6

143 at 34 =243 2

71 at 15= 53 5

Deduct working expenses*

972 11 6
272 18

699 13 6

Total ... £8,635 19 3

From these figures it will be seen that the total

net value of the products obtained from the bark is

8,635^ 19s 3d as compared with 7,080; 9s lOd which
would have been realized for the bark, if it had
been sold with the remainder of the consignment of

which it formed a part. The net gain by manufact-

uring on account of Government instead of selling
the bark hns thus been 1,555^ 9s 5d or nearly 22

per cent. Similarly, it will be seen that the net gain
in respect of the crown barks alone is 23 per cent
and in respect of the red barks nearly lOf per cent.

These results are obtained by taking, for the purpose of

calculation, the price of quinine in May last, the
date when the manufacture had been completed and
the products were ready for delivery. The result of

this experiment is considerably more satisfactory from
a financial point of view than the previous one, which
showed a net gain of only 9 per cent more than
would have been realized had the bark been sold in

the usual manner. It m.iy be a question for consider-

ation whether in future it will be advisable to work up
the quinoidine into liquor unless it can be shown that
there is likely to be any demand for it. A preferable

plan probably would be merely to precipitate the
alkaloid and not purify it, but set it aside in its rough
state till such time as some use may be discovered for

it. In the foregoing calculations, I have taken the
value of it at merely the cost of manufacture, viz..

Is per ft.

As on the former occasion, the gain is chiefly
obtained from the crown barks. In the previous
experiment, the products from the red barks were
obtained in the form of mixed alkaloids, and this

resulted in a loss of 10 per cent, in value as compared
with what v^'OHld have been obtained by the sale of

the bark. I then suggested that "it might, perhaps,
be found more advantageous, from a pecuniary point
of view, to extract the several alkaloids separately
from the red bark instead of making cinchona febri-

fuge." The result has quite fulfilled my auticipations,
for it will be eeen from the foregoing figures that the
value of the alkaloids separately extracted is G991

13s Gd, taking the price at lG3s, as compared with
about 6S'2l, the net price whicb would have been
obtained for the bark if sold, showing a g.ain as already
stated of nearly lOf per cent, instead of a loss of 10

per cent., notwithstanding that the red barks used in

this experiment were very considerably poorer in quin-
ine, sulphate than those operated upon on the former
occasion. It may also be noticed that the value of

the sulphate of quinine alone extracted from the red
bark amounted to more than the bark would have
sold for.

This alteration of the mode of dealing with the red
bark is the most important part of the present experi-
ment, and deserves further examination. In tlie former

experiment 4,277 lb of red bark, of a net value ol o96l

*
Including a proportion of 21/ paid for fire in-

surance at factory.
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2s Id, yielded mixed alkaloids of the value of 666/
76', the cost of mauiifacturing which was 130/, or a
little less thau 20 per ceut. ot' the total value. Ou the
present occasion 5, 104 lb. of barlt, of the net value of
about 632if, yield separate alkaloids of the j^ross
value of 972/ lis 6'i, and the cost of their productiou
was 272/ 186-, or a little over 28 per cent. In other
words, by a process of manufacture 8 per cent, more
expensive, a jield is obtained over 20 per eont. of
increased value. This result seems calculated to
throw some doubt upon the economic value of nianu-
facturiug quinine, and it is sul)mitted that it

might be desirable to make an experiment in this

country ou a tolerably large scale, with bark
from the Darjiling plantation, before the Government
of India commits itself to any considerable expenditure
in the erection of a factory for the manufacture of
quiniue or cjuinetum in India.

Hitherto the results of these experiments have been
considered from a purely financial poini of view. It
must, however, not be forgotten that, as has been
expressly declared ou more than one occasion, the
object of the introduction of the cinchona plant into
India was in order to place within the reach of the
masses of the people, at the lowest possible rates, the
only efiective specific that science has yet discovered
for the commonest nf Indian diseases.

Adopting this view, the Benaal Government calculate
the price of their cinchona febrifuge at its actual cost to
the State, which in ISSO-81 was E9-3- 10-625 per lb.,
which is made up as follows :

—
ES. A. p.

Price of bark used in making I lb.
of febrifuge ... ... ..6 4 0760
Cost of manufacture, tinning,

advertizing, &c. ... ... 2 15 9-865

Total ... 9 3 10 (.•25

which, .at Is 8|c/ the rupee, is equivalent to 15-s 9-7f/

per lb. Adopting a similar process of calculation for
the Madras bark, the following result is obtained :

—
£ s. d.

* Cost of 50 bales (5, 104 lb.) of red bark 259 10 8

Freight, wharf charges, &c 30 6 8
Keturu freight, &c., say 5!7 4 S

Total ... 317 2
The cost price of the several drugs delivered to the Govern-

ment of India would thus be—
Cost of Manufacturing Bate
Bark, &c. Charges, &c. Total. # lb.

LB. £. s. d. s. £. £ s. a.

Sulphateof quin. 81-0 242 1.3 24 per lb.= 97-15 340-8 83 6
of cin-

chouidine ...143 50 12 18 ,, =128-14
Cinchouine al-

kaloid 71 22 6 8 „ = 28-8
Amorphous sulph-

lurous liquor ... 240 1 11 1 ,,
= 120

179G 25

60-14 14

13-11 1 1}

317 2
* The total charge against the plantations including inter-

est on balance for 1879-80, the Inst year for which a re-
port has been received, was Bl 0(5,763-9-7, and the amount of
the harvest \\as equivalent to 179,299 lb. ot dry bark, the cost
of which was therefore 9 annas 6-3 pi' s per lb., at which rate
6,104 lb. -ivould cost E3,038-7-7, or £269 lOs 8d.

In the same way it may be shown that the sul-

phate of quinine manufactured from the crown barks
will be delivered to Government in India at a cost
of only about 403 7Jd per lb., at which price it will

successfully compete with the Sikkini febrifuge.A second collection of papers, sliowmg the recent
result of the trial of cinchona febrifuge and other .al-

kaloids prepared in Bengal from the Sikkim bark,
has recently been received from India. Copies of these
were sent to Dr. Macnamara and to Mr. J. K.
Howard for report. The former notices that,

" the
cinchona febrifuge manufactured in India from red
bark has evidently maiutaiaed and, indeed, increased

18

its reputation," and he urges
" that the Government

factory be placed in a position to produce the febri-
fuge in such a quantity and at so low a price as will
provide for its widespread emjiloyment." Mr. Howard,
on the other hand, points out the inferior efficacy and
cheapness of sulphate of cinclionine and of sulphate
of cinchouidine. He reniiirks that, iu these papers,
the febrifuge seems generally .admitted "

lo be a nause-
ous medicine detrimental in a gre.ater or less degree
alike to Europeans and to natives.

Apart from tliCiC effects the efficacy of the remedy seems
to be univer.^ally admitted, being apparently th.at of cin-
ohonidine and cinchonine.of which itif chieflycomposed."
Mr. Howard notices that the amount of febrii uge obtained
falls very far short of what is to be expected if the
bark were thoroughly exhaussed, and he quotes a re-

port by Mr. Moens, in which it is stateil that, "in
the analytical laboratory of the Medical Depaitment,
by Dr. De Vrij's method (so-called), out of 3,000
kilograms of dry bark 56 kilograms of quinetum were
prepared, less than 50 per cent of the alkaloid that
was present in the bark." Shcjuld the Indian Govern-
ment have any serious intention of improving the
alkaloid, Mr. Howiird says h^ should be happy, if de-
sired, to supply further suggestions.
With their letter, No. 26 of 1881, the Government

of India forwarded particulars of the pricess adi.pted
by l\Ir. Gammie for the manufacture of sulphate of

quinine. There is nothing new in this proc-ss, indeed
it is a very old one which may have been employed
in this country, but has certainly been abai doned'for
improved methods of manufMCture for moie than a
quarter of a century, as it would be imjos.iblB by
its use to extrac: the whole of the alkaloids from the
bark. But probably this fact baa already been ascert-
ained by Mr. Gaiiimie, and that he will be able to
introduce some more efficient process of niannfaoture,
before recommending fioverument to incur expenditure
with a view to carrying out the manufacture on an
extensive scale.

It may, however, be a question for consideration
whether it would not be cheaper to send the bark
to England for maimfaciure, where it would certainly
be better made than in India, and the full amouut
of the alkaloids obtained, instead of permitting half
of them to be lost, as is at present the case.

COFFEE IN BKAZIL AND THE PEOSPECTS
OF THE COFFEE MARKET.

The exports of coffee from the two great ports of

Brazil from 1st July to 30th April (10 mouths) were,

recording to Kem, Hayn & Co. 's report:—
1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82.

From Rio ... 152,730 ... 197,028 ... 182,954 tons

„ Santos... 52,962 ... 58,358 .. 75.141 „

Total ... 205,692 .. 255,386 ... 258,095 tons

There has thus been an increase in Rio for the 10

months of the present season over 1879-G'J of over

30.000 tons, while Santos shews an increase, much

greater in proportion, of 23,000 tons. Comp.ired with

the immediately previous year, there is a falling-off

from Eio of 15,000 tons and an increase frijm Santos

of 17,000 tons. If exports went ou at the . ame rate

for the two months ending today, the total for season

1881-82 will be ; For Rio 213,500 tons

Santos 87,500 ,,

Total 301,000 ,, or 6,0-;i ,000 cwt.

A few yeai'S ago the average export wa. 200,000

I
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tons or 4,000,000 cwt ; or less by 101,000 tons the

equivalent of 2,020,000 cwt ; the usual calculation

being total crop 260,000 tons, of which 200.000 were

available for export, the rest being locally consumed.

At present the total croj) must be close on 400,000

tons or 8,000,000 cwt. : considerably over the quantity

grown in all the rest of the world. Messrs. Kern,

Hayn & Co. at the end of April took the view that

the total exports from Santos would reach from

1,600,000 to 1,700,000 bags : if indeed the latter

figures were not exceeded. Messrs. Robert von Glehn

& Sons in then- London Cu'cular of 9th June (by
which time the telegiaph had enabled them to anti-

cipate the results of the Brazil season enduig this

day) take a different view and hold that, while

the deficiency of i! io exports to Europe will be 500,000

bags as compai-ed with last year, the excess in Santos

kinds (which go nearly all to Europe) will be only

300,000 bags. There will, therefore, if these calcul-

ations are borne out, be a total deficiency of 200,000

bags in the exports of Brazil coffee to Europe as

compared with season 1880-81. To a defieieney in ar-

rivals from Brazil is attributed " a good general de-

mand at advancing prices for coft'ee
"

dm-ing the

month of May. Including the shipments in May,
adWsed by telegraph, the total exports from Rio, to

America and other places as well as Europe, are not

expected to exceed 4,000,000 bags, against 4,361,000

in the previous season. To Europe, as has been al-

ready shewn, the exports m 1881-82 were less by
500,000 bags than in 1880-81, the Rio coffee being
diverted to the better markets for this kind in the

United States. In the face of Messrs. Kern, Hayn &
Co. 's higher estunates, Messrs. von Glehn & Sons quote

figures which make the total shipments from Santos

for 11 months only 1,370,859 bags, so that they
do not expect a total of more than 1,500,000 bags.

If their estimate is correct, so much the better for

Ceylon coffee, with which Santos kinds seriously com-

pete. For this superior coffee the market in the

United States is so limited that about 200,000 bags

only out of the \h million from Santos are diverted

fl'om the European markets. While thus giving the

fignres for Brazil exports in the season just closed,

Messrs. von Glehn & Sons anticipate that there will

be no falling-off in the crop of the season which

commences tomorrow. Li regard to our o'sra season

which commences on 1st October, the case will be very

different, and only 10,000 tons=200,000 cwt. of Cey-

lon coffee are expected to reach the Loudon mark-

ets, where the consumption of our fine coffee is not

increasing, but the reverse. We shall see wiiat effect

short supplies and the new rules as to adulteration

have. Both as regards production and prices realized,

let us hope that we have now reached the lowest

point and that reaction of a beneficial kind may set in.

THE AUSTRALIAN DUTY ON TEA.
TO THE EDITOR Of THE [MELBOURNE] "ARGUS."

?IR,—The proposal of tlie Government to reduce

gradually and finally abolish the duty ou tea is

most objectionable in its present form.

Taking the financial year to commence on the 1st

July next, it means that for a period of 10 months
the ten trade of Victoria will be disorganized and

seriously interfered with.
Traders and retailers will from this day forth

steadily reduce their stock of tea held duty paid, and

only draw fresh supplies for daily requirements.
Country grocers and ston-kci pers will suffer most,
and find the above plan of woiking very inconveni-

ent and expeueive, and will probably lose the equi-
valent duty rather than adopt the alternative.

For a week or so before each reduction in duty
takes place, very little tea will be held hy the bulk
of retailers, or cleared at the Customs, because a re-

duction of Id amounts to about 6 per cent. 2d to

12 per cent, and 3d to 18 per cent off the oust of

the bulk of tea now sold in Victoria, and represents
each reduction of duty as it comes into force.

Probably the most feasible plan, and one causing
the least inconvenience to all parties, would be to

abolish the duty of 3d per lb. on the 1st January,
ISS.f, and this would not alter very materially the

present estimates of the '1 reasurer.

But surely the Treasurer's statement in the House
that the "dutj' on tea brings in an income of

£100,000 per annum" is over-estimated, for this

showe an increase of 50 per cent over the same period
in 1880. The figures stand thus-
Met revenue returns for year ending 30th June,

1880 ... £68,540
Do. year ending 30th June, 1881 ... i:77,523
No doubt the year 1881-18S2 will show a large

increase, but scarcely the £22,477 increase as estim-
ated by the Treasurer.—Yours, J. 0. MOOD\.

Little Collins street west, 31st May.

[£100,000 revenue from duty at 3d per lb. would
mean 8,000,000 lb. of tea consumed by a population
of 850,000, or nearly 10 1b. per head. That this con-

sumption will speedily be leached, we doubt not.—
Ed.]

How A Planter is Treated in Fiji.—We give on
the next page the long tale of harsh treatment as
Mr. Fillingham Parr tells it, and without holding our-
selves responsible for the strong language in which
he denounces some of the parties com'erned in the
annihilation of his coffee and in the subsequent law
proceedings. What is s'ated about Mr. J. R, Hedges
and his sayings and duiugs will prove amusing reading
to his fiieods and acquaintances in Ceylon. As represent-
ed, the case certainly seems a very h^rd one, and
we should think the judgment ought to be appealed
against to the Privy Council. Altogether they do
soma things queerly down there in Fiji!

ANALY.SIS OF Red Bark Shavings —A Dimbula
planter writes;—

"Possibly, the accompanying analysis by Dr. Paul
of a sample of bark from about 1,500 tre^s might
interest some of your reiiders. The trees were planted
in 1877, original shaving February 1881. Shaving of
renewed bark, of which ai alysis is enclosed, March
1882 (being 13 months under moss)."

Analysis of shaving succirubra, renewed mossed,
from Pittenvveem estate :

—
Crystallized quinine sulphate ... 5-23

,, quinindiue ,, ... ^.
,, cinchonidine ,, ... 311

Cinchonine (alkaloid) ... 1-00

(Signed) B. H. Paul, Loudon."
The interest of this analysis would have been in-

creased, could it have been compared with ihnt of
the original shavings. As it stands, though, it ia

highly satisfactory.
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$otiti6spond^no$.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

HOW A PLANTER IS TREATED IN FIJI.

Levuka, 22nd Mny 1S82.

Sir,—As I believe the Ceylon Observer is the leading
planters' jouiunl in the world, I shall be much obliged
if you will kindly insert the following letter in it. I
have informed Ur. McGregor and Mr. Hedges that I
should write to you.
In June 1877 I commenced to open the Great Amalgam

estate, which ab that time was dense forest, and bv
the end of 1S7S I had 355 acres planted with coffee.
The land was selected after much thought and due
inspection, and upon the advice at that time of the
most experienced coffee planter in Fiji. The lay of
the land was as perfect as it could be, and it was
very heavily timbered and covered with enormous soft
and hard wood trees and looked as though it would
grow anything. Mr. J. P. Storck had often been over
the place when hunting for specimens, and he says in
his opinion the land was everytliing tliat could be
desired for a cofTee plantation. As a matter of fact,some 21 months ago I caused to be sent to Mr.
Cochran (Colombo) for analysis a sample of the soil
from the surface down to a depth of 3 feet, which
analysis Mr. Cochran published iu the Ceyhn Olixerver
with a letter dated 11th October 1880. On reference
to that letter it will be observed that he says :"
Upon the whole it is very similar to that of our Jey.

Ion soils. The percentage of lime is low, but higher
than most of the Ceylon soils that have been analyzed.The amount, of potash is about our average, while the

phosphoric^
acid is higher. The percentage of nitrogen

is fair.*
* * In makmg this comparison, however,

it IS to be ren.emberedthat the Ceylon soils analyzed
within the last three years have been chiefly, if' not
exclusively, surface soils," and, as stated in the early
part of his letter, the sample ho received represented
the composition of the soil from the surface to a depth
of 3 ft. I am therefore led to the conclusion that
with propee cubivation, such as draining, digging, lin-

ing, &e., the estate would have become a most valuable
propei-ty ; foi- the maiden crop on the coffee first

planied waf, at two years of age, esiimated at from
4 to 6 cwt. an acre. As much as 13:5 cwt. an acre
have been g:ithered in Fiji, and 10 and 12 cwt. more
than once

; and, if estates in Ceylon producing 5 or 6
cwt. are worth as much as £100 an acre, I don't
thiuk it unreasonable to imagine that coffee property
in Fiji might be equally as valuable when producing
double tliat amount of crop.
In 1879 leaf-disease, abnost as a natural consequeuce

of planting coffee, made its appearance iu Fiji, and
everyone, -specially those least acquainted with the
disease, appeared to be panic-struck ; and Great Amal-
gam was the place on wnich it was first no/iced. I maymeutiou that now scarcely anyone fears the disease
in Fiji, and but little damage appears to be done by
it.* I was absent in the Australian colonies duringthe ti lie of the great .'care ; otherwise I should have
hoped to liavo allayed it. But to prove to what ab-
surility men, otherwise sane, can commit themselves
under similar circumstances, the fact that the Agricult-
ural Society sent a dei utat on to the Governor, and
begged him to bnru off the place at once—without
first ascertaining whether the disease was on any other
plantatinu, auii after several simpletons had carried
diseased trnvcs to various islands in the group as r.peci-mens—wonld, if that Society had not since then collapsed
through incapacity, have entailed everlasting disgrace
upon it ; and its then acting members can never otherwise

» "Wait-a-bit."—Ed.
""

'

be regarded than as the least practical of men. How-
ever after one or two meetings had been held a com-
mission was appointed, whose working members
consisted of two young men— one of whom had never
seen a coffee tree, and the other had merely stayed
i# Ceylon for a few months as a visitor—to visit and
report upon every estate in Fiji; and within a few-
weeks lifter they had reported that leaf-disease onlyexisted on Gi'eat Amalgam—as soon in fact as a practi-
cal man could visit each estate—leaf-disease was
reported to exist upon nearly every patch of coffee
in the country.
Great Ainalgam was opened by, and was in charge

of, a Ceylon planter of 10 or 12 years' experience,
.and the. magnilicent .appearance of the young coffee
when lu full blossnm was the cause of numerou?
congratulations. Earlj in 187ii Mr. George P Drum-
mond (a brother of your Mr. John Drunimond), who
was then a perfect stranger to me, wrote to me at my
request to tell me of the prospects of my plantation.He said:- "In all my planting experience, and that
extends over 16 years, I have never seen finer or
more promising-looking young coffee than that now
growing on Great Amalgam &c." Before any definite
action was taken by the Agricultuml Society the dis-
ease was officially reported on o' her patches of coffee
and nothing was then done until after my return to
the colony in September. The Government were veryanxious to get my estate into their own hands in
order that Br. McGregor, Chief Medical Officer,
might try his hand at experimenting, and see if he
could not get rid of the disease. This w;is partly, I
believe, because the natives had grown a little coflee
but principally because Sir Arthur Gordon had such
a high opinion of Dr. McC4regor's ability that he may
have thouglit it would be a fine chance to shew to
Messrs. Abbay and Morris that where they had failed
Dr. MclJregor had succeeded. I, on the other hand,
objected most strenuously to their interfering with to
valuable a property, as I felt certain, after the man-
ner of Governments in crown colonies, that sufficient
care would not be exercised iu the supervision, and
that CTreat Amalfiam would be sacrificed. Numerous
interviews took place at my office with the Colonial
Secretary, the Attorne.^ -General, Dr. McGregor, &c
but I declined to accede to the wish of the Govern-
ment. Eventually Sir A. Gordon sent Mr. A. .1

Stiphens (formerly of Ceylon) to me and told me
that, if I would agree to their desire, I should
receive compensation for the crop of coffee then
on the trees, and not be called upon to pay any-
thing towards the cost of experiments ; Morris'
lime and sulphur treatn.ent—which was then so much
talked of in Ceylon—being the only experiment that
occnrred to either Mr. Stephens or myself. Knnwino
as I did that anyone in this "crown colony of a
severe type" who would not f.all in with the wishes
of the Governor might at once retire, as his fate could be
safely pi-edicted I made a virtue of necessity, and agreed
to do what he wished ; and, as I knew that Great
Amalgam would bo benefited by a good liming, I fool-
ishly proposed to pay half the cost of applying it if
the Government were unsuccessful in stampingmit the
disease. I also stipulated that a gentleman should be
put in charge in whom I had confidence, and Mr
Stephens wiis .appointed. An agreement was drawn
up and executed between the Colonial Secretary and
myself in which the Government agreed to ende.avour
to stamp out tlie disease

; to weed, and keep the plant-
ation as free from weeds as it then was

; to put in
all necessary supplies ; before the end of January to
properly stake all the coffee ; and to cut roads and
drains ; they also agreed to compensate me for the
crop of coffee then on the trees, and, in cise of any
dispuie arising between us, it was to be settled by
arbitration in the nsnal -way.
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Up to the time leaf-disease liroke out I had always

had upvai-ds of -00 permanent Liboiirera on Great

Amalgam, but I soon saw from the number Go-

verumeut employed in what manner they wtre goirn;

to carry out their acjreement. Tbe agreement itself

was not actnally signed until thelltn Oetober, but

on the 1-t October, Dr. McGregor, unknown to me,

sent the whole of my labourers off the estate, and

put it into quarantine, although the Government la-

bourers were nuable to be put on to it until the 18th

October, the weeds having thus all this time to get

a firm hold. I ouj;ht to mention that on the 1st

October it was all but impossible to discover a weed

on any part of the estate, and that I have never

lived on the plantation, but in Levuka, which is on

another island and 40 miles distant. On the 18th

October fifty coolies were sent by the Government on

to Great Amalgam, and until the 15th January 18S0

this was their full force; it will be readily seen there-

fore how utterly impossible it was for them witli so

few bands to carry out all the works agreed upon,

as well as to attempi to cure leaf-disease. The estate

had not up to this time been drained, for the reason

that we liad two very dry seasons, and the eoil being

very friable it had not suflfered in consequence ; but

I was about to drain the whole of it when the Go-

vernment took over charge.
I may state here that in November 1870 I ob-

tained a valuation of my estate from Mr. Stephens, in

which he values the two year old coffee at £ii5 an

acre, the year and a half old at £40, and the year

old at .£25 an acre, or the 3.55 acres at £11,700.

He specially mentions the attack of le:if-disease, but

says he sha'U adopt the best remedies known to eradic-

ate it, and adds ;—" The remedies that are to be ap-

plied, -VIZ., liming and sidjihuriiig, will greatly benefit

the estate."

Under the Ordinance which was passed onthe22ud
Au-nsi 1879, Dr. McGregor was appointed Chief Com-

missioner and Director of Ceremonies, and no one can

accuse him of not putting jjlenty of energy into his

work. He determined, in order, I presume, to assi.st

the operation of stamping out, to destroy all the coffee

on the Rewa river on which the disease could be

Been ;
but during this process, and notwithstanding

all precautions, I believe, be carried the disease with

him to those places which before were free from it. He
burnt off, or caused to be tdirut off, a number of most

valuable nurseries, one containing upwards of 500,000

strong healthy plants, a patch of about 14 acres of

magnificent two year old coffee, and Mr. .Storck's

plantation of about 30 acres.* No compensation has

yet been paid by the Government for any of the

hi^s thus occasioned, and none would be asked for, if

it was thought the work had been hcmestly done for

the benefit of the colony
* * * The natives'

nurseries, which were full of disease, were situate within

a sliort distance of some of the above, but they were

not destroyed, for the simple reason that the Govern

meat were positives/ afraid to burn them! ! "What
is sauce for the goose is

" not " sauce for the gander
"

in Fiji ; yet 1 know of a small plantation belonging
to a European which was not even visited by Dr.

McGregor or any of his assistants, and it was diseased.

On the 11th Dtcember 1879 a hurricane visited Fiji ;

the strength of the blow registered by my anemometer
was 56^ miles an hour, although some of the puffs

were doubtless strcnfier. At this time not a tree had

been stakeil, as there was no labour t" do the work ;

yet, although the end of January was the time

by whieii the wh'Ie of the staking was to be finished,

it it had been L'onimencod as soon as the estate was
handed over, some 192 acres sh juld have been com-

* 'Ihis must have been helnre Mr. Storek had thought
of carbulic acid fumes as a remedy for hcmiUia vaitatrix.—

Ed.

pleted by the 11th December, and the b dance of the

coffe being small, and a great deal of it unsupplied,
the remainder would not have been affected in so

serious a deuree. To this hurricane I attribute in the

first instance the ruin of my estate ; but the sub-

sequent action of the Government, or really of Dr

McGregor, as Mr. Stephens was entirely under his con-

trol, will account for a great deal of the damage.
After the blow the trees were put upright and earth

trodden around them, but a very hot sun had scorched

the roots before they could be replaced ; and, as nearly
all the taproots were twisted and broken, and the fibrous

roots torn otf, the estate never recovered the shaking
it then got.

No cure for leaf-disease was attempted until the

Government had the estate in their hands for six or

eight months, for, although any number of native

labourers were at their disposal if they had requii-ed

them, they professed to be unable to get the lime

burnt although coral reefs were situate within afew miles

of the plantation. This dilatoriness on the part of the

Government is merely another instance of breaking their

agreement, by which they agreed to endeavour to stamp
out the disease.

It must not be supposed that I was a passive

spectator of all this inactivity. I was continually

writing and urging the Government to act up to the

agreement, to stake, drain, supply, &c., and partic-

ularly did I in December point out that 50 men were

totally incapable of carrying out the whole works of

tbe estate, aud I said 150 were the least number that

could do so ; and I several time^ gave them notice

that I should insist upon certain matters forming sub-

jects of arbitration. No supplies were put in
;
no

drains were cut until just before the Government re-

linquished charge, and then only done in a most per-

functory manner ; no stakes were put in until February,
aud then only on the hilly and exposed places ;

aud
a troublesome weed was allowed to get a firm hold.

All this time the estate was kept in str'cl quarantine,

although the diseaBe was nearly all over the group ;

but I shall never believe, through reading Mr. Ste-

pliens's letters, that quarantine was so strictly enforced

for any other reason than to prevent the public know-
in" what experiments were being tried, and observ-

ing how Dr. McGregor by his treatment was ruining
the estate.

Dr. McGregor and Mr. Stephens, assisted by one or

two other embryo botanists, previous to May 1880,

had tried many dozens of exijeriments ; and Morris's

lime-and-sulphur remedy having .at th.at time proved
a failure in Ceylon, they doubless felt they were justi-

fied in experimenting on their own account. After

all tlieir trials there was but one which they thought
could prove efl'ective, and that was carried out as fol-

lows :
—A coolie went up a low carrying a bucket-

ful of boiled arrowroot, lime and sulphur, with which he

paiuted every part of the stem and wood of the tree.

Another follow ed with a basin containing hyposnlphate
of soda and water into which he dipped every leaf

and bram.h, and a third with caustic lime dusted

over the tree and ground. Although the cost of an

experiment of this kind would have been enormous,
cost was' not tnken into consideration. Some two or

three weeks after Mr. Stephens had commenced this

experiment, Mr. Storek paid him a visit to attend to

my imported phints ; and, b ing invited by Mr. Stephens
to inspect the oiierations, Mr Slorck shewed him the

disease r appearing ihioush the starch like paint, aud

in fact overtaking the operators.
Mr, Stephens then told Mr. Storek tliat he was cert-

ain it was usciess to continue the experiment.-, .and

he wrote to Dr. McGregor tlie same dav and told him
so. Although at this time but a comparatively small

expense had been incurred in chemicals and materials,

Dr. McGregor told Mr. Stephens to continue the
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operat^oDB, which he did, until the whole of the

sulphur, &c., imported into the colony was used; and, a
few days before the Government's occupatiou expired,
40 casks of Milphur were sent up to .the plantation,
and, as there was no lime left to mix with them, they
were simply mixed with water and scattered broad-
cast over the estate. I bcliive a more wicked waste
of Government money has never occurred in any colony.

In order the more effecUially to cope with the
disease—as Dr. McGregor said— he deemed it necess-

ary to draw all the smaller timber into the ravines
and burn it there ; though why the larger trees were
left is not very clear. Mr, Stephens wrote nn> on the
6th March 1880 to say that a very large quantity of
the finest manure I could have for cofl'ee, viz.,
the ash, would be lost unless I sent men to collect

it, and that it would be a thousand pities if it were
wasted. He said he had no houses to put any men
in that I sent, although he said they would
be put in quarantine ; and, as I could not

spare a hand from my adjoining sugar planta-
tion, he, althout:h the Government could have
obtained a thousand men merely for asking for them,
burnt the timber and neglected to apply or store
the ash. The immense increase of surface wash which
this suicidal act, before any drains were cut, has
caused would alone have irretrievaldy damaged tlie

property, as a large amount of the original surface eoil

has been swept by rain into the ravines.

The reports which I obtained about my plantation
in October ISSOfrom practical men were that it could
not be further profitably cultivated, as, since its

management was undertaken by the Gove'nment, the
cofl'ee had sufl'ered so l.imentably that it was then
without any value as a coffee plantation ; and as soon
as the twelve months had expired 1 tried my utmost
to induce the Government to go to arbitration accord-

ing to agreement, but I was unable to succeed. The
Colonial Secretary (Mr. Thurston) would only consent
to a gentleman acting ns arbitrator for the Govern-
ment of whose opinions he was well accfuainted before-
hand. He first proposed one and then another who
had reported on my estate for the Government, evid-

ently not wishing to remember that an arbitrator
must come into a case with a thoroughly unbiassed
mind. Kveutually Mr. J. R. Hedges (a late member
of your firm of Lee, Hedges & Co.) was agreed to by
both sidee, but he left the country very abruptly
without acting. A Mr. Mason, whose limited coft'ee

e.^perience was obtained in Fiji, was next proposed,
and all but agreed to by me ; but I luckily discovered
that he had reported against my estate and that Mr.
Thurston had seen a copy of his report. You see how
careful one has to be in order not to be caught by
the trickery that is practised by Government officials

in Fiji, although I told His Excellency in .January
1881 that, if the Government would admit their liability
to pay me compensation for my estate, I would wait
until ft loan was raised, so as not to harnijer t* is

impoveri.'-hed colony, or I would have taken my claim
out in laud ; but I received a reply from Mi-. Thurs-
ton that "it was doubtful whether I was not in-

debted to the Government over the business, and not
the Government indebted to me." With such
an astute diplomatist working against me, wliat
can X do? .After Mr. Mason had been rejected
Mr. Thurston said there was no one in the
c lory ciipable of acting as arbitrator for the

Government, and that I must wait until Mr.

Hedges returned. As there was no help tor
it 1 did so, but, .IS Mr. Hedges was a friend of Mr.
Thurston s, 1 reg.arded this dictum with a good Oeal
of suspicion ; and, when he came about three months
Liter, he, after an interview with Mr. Thureton, in-

sisted on an umpire being appointed from Ceylon. I

ought to mentiou that thera was no objection raised

by the G ivernment to my arbitrator, who was not
a friend of mine, but I asked him to act because
1 believed he would give a conscientious award. So
in July last year, nine months after the estate was
abandoned, r.ither than be del.iyed any longer to
please Mr. Hedge?, I relaxed my etTorts to get to
arbitration, and issued a writ in the Supreme Court,
which, as it turns out, was the worst step 1 could
have taken. I now bitterly regret that I did not
allow the umpire to be appointed from Ceylon, but,
after waiting so long for the money which I felt I
was justly entitled to, my patience was exhausted.
At our quarterly Supreme Court sittings in October

1 was quite prepared for trial. My witnesses were
summoned from different parts of the group at great
trouble and expense, and I hoped at last there would
be an end of my troubles ; but on the last day of the
aittings the judge assumed that we were not ready,
and, contrary to my urgent request to my counsel,
as the judge wanted to remove to Suva on the next
day with his wife and family, he adjourned the case
until the following sittings in January. The case
was then heard, and, if I had had a jury, my applic-
ation for one having been refused, my counsel put
such a strong case before tiie Court that I should
have been certain of gettiug £20,000 damages. The
judge, however, insisted upon trying the case himself,
and, although he admits he is perfectly ignorant of

coffee-planting, of chemistry, of practical agriculture,
and the value, of soils, yet he was not afraid to

accept the responsibility of preventing a jury from
giving just damages against the Government, and
deciding on cpiestions of fact himself. All my wit-
nesses were gentlemen who saw the estate before the
Government took charge, but I believe not one of

the Goverumeiit witnesses saw it until many month.s
after the date of the hurricane. I have all along
insisted that a view of the plantation was necess-

ary before a just decision could be arrived at

respecting it, and the judge a few weeks before
he gave his judgment expressed his intention of

going to inspect it ; but he did not do so. 'His

decision was not given until the 15th of last month
(3 months after the evidence was itaken), and, as
an instance of his unpractical knowledge, he allows me
£2,000 for wnnt oj stahnij {\) ; £1,01)0 for want of

draining, £425 for not supplying, and £250 for crop
of coffee ; but he says I mu-t pay oue half the expenses,
notwithstandiug tb.-it, when I agreed to do this, I only
thought, and so did Mr. Stephens, that Morris's lime-

and sulphur treatment would be tried—which amounts
to about £1,600, -mA only leaves me upwards of £2,000
clear. He therefore admits that I have proved niy
most material claims for damages. Hut gives an amount

totally inadecjuate to recoup my loss. If the Govern-
ment had burnt oif my plantation and paid me the £Q
an aero compensation, as provided by the Oidinc^nce of

August 1879, I should, taking interest on borrowed

money at 10 per cent into accouut, bo nearly £1,000
richer now than thi-' verdict will leave me ! ! ! I pro-
duced accounts shewing that I was £10,000 at least

out of pocket, nd deducting the £2 000 I am therefore

a loser of £S,000, besides wasting 5 years of my life.

This if my only reward for acting in a patriotic manner
and handing my estate over to the Government, so that

he whole colony might benefit by the experiment to

be carried out upon it.

Having issued my writ, my solicitor wished to retai»

eoui .-el, and the following fact will shew you how I

was prevented from obtaining fair play, and what
notion Mr. J- H. Garr ik, formerly Aitornev-Getcral
fo'- the colony, entertained of professional etiquette.
Before the Government idinquished charge of my
plantation a cate was au'.mitted to Mr. Garrick for

bis opinion on the wording of the agreement and other

m.itters (for which he charged more than 7 guineas),
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and naturally therefore my solicitor offered him the

retainer, as he had possessed himself of the chief

points of my case, hut, as Mr. Garrick refused to

accept it, he retained another gentleman. Some mouths

afterwards, when Mr. Garrick found he was not going
to be retained by the Crown, he called and offered his

services to my solicitor, who declined to avail himself

of them. Mr. Garrick then went to the Attorney-
General and offered them to him, I have no doubt nt

a very low rate, because he said iu open court that he

did not wish to be left out in the cold ; the Attorney-
General however was not instructed to retain bini.

He subsequently obtained a brief, I believe, at the

special instance of Dr. McGregor, the fee on which was

onhj £25 ; and Dr. McGregor s'ated, during the pro-

gress of the case, which lasted 3 or 4 days, that,

unless he worked harder at it, he would not pay him
at all. The Chief Justice allowed Mr. Garrick

to appear for the Crown, notwithstanding my protest
tliat he was well aware through reading my papers
what the nature of my claim would be. Such, how-

ever, is professional etiquette at the bar "f Fiji.

Mr. J. E. Hedges was called as a witness for the

Crown, but unfortunately his evidence was taken ou

Commission, and therefore he was not p\it into the

witness-box. He would have us believe that none
in Ceylon knew anything about coffee planting there

besides himself* altnough ho admitted in cross-ex-

amination that he jumped at once into his magni-
ficent position

—as owner of thousands of acres of

coffee property (2,919) and manager of tens of thous-

ands of acres (13,342)—after two years' apprentice-

ship to Mr. Lee. From Mr. Hedges' own account,

although not a chemist, he is a very good judge of

soil—no one betler. It was by accident he selected

the land for a coffee estate in MorawakKorale, which
afterwaids died out on account of the land beiag

thoroughly unsuited for coffee
;

it was not an error

.of judgment, and because he knew nothing about soil.

He never visited my plantation until months after

the Government handed it back to me completely
ruined, and then from his previous vast and chequered
cxnerience he was able to say at a glunce, and with

merely a cursory examination, that the place was un-

suitable for coffee-growing. In his opinion the hurric-

ane which passed over the estate before the coffee was
staked his not done it great damage ; it is quite a
mistake to suppose that hurricanes damage unstaked
coffee irretrievaljly : he never heard of planting seed
at stake, and does not believe that trees so jjlanted

give stronger and firmer roots than those from a

nursery or stumps : in his opinion taproots would
rot witliin 2 or 3 inches of the surface on sloping

ground from excessive mositure, and draining W"uld
not prevent it: idtliough he admitted fiiidiuj; almcist

any number of taproots where they had penetrated
below the bottom of the orjgind hol*^, tiiia did not
alter his opinion, &c

, &c. A report which he had
drawn up and signed th it morning was handed in as

evidence, notwitlistauding a protest from my coimsel

against it being received. If Mr. Herlges had acted
as an arbitrator he clearly shewed how thoroughly
his mind was made up about the matter, and that he
was quite prepared to ignore the chief duty of an arldtra-

tor (an unbiassed mind) and to give me no damages
Dr. McGregor sivid in the witness-box that Sir

Joseph Hooker approved of all he had done. The
letter from Kew w hich wns produced in evidence was
dated 8th June 18S0, and no m.ention is made in
that of Jiyposul/ihate of soda, which was Dr.

McGregor's specific. This letter would reach the
colony just before the estate wa^ relinquished by the
the Government, and after Dr. McGregor's experi-

* Mr. Hedges is not (he mnn to underestimate himself,
quite snrely he did not actually say this ?—fin.

ments had proved abortive ; but it is very signific-

ant, after what Dr. McGregor had said. Sir Joseph
Hooker io silent on the point, and does not even
name the chemical. Moreover Dr. McGregor must
have written his letter, to which the one in June
was a reply, sometime in March, before even he
had decided on any special form of experiment. But
he will no doubt cliiim that his name shall rank
now with those of Abbay, Morris, Thwaites, Trimen,
Ward, and Schrottky. but with this difference : where
they have spent hundnds he has spent thousands of
pounds.
To sum up what I have written above ;

—The dis-

ease was first noticed in May 1879.* The ordinance

dealing with it was passed in August. The estate

was handed over to Government in October ; but they did
not commevee to attempt to cure the disease until

March 1880 ! And yet they agreed to endeavour
to stamp it out ! Nearly all the time my estate was
in the hands of the Government it was kept in strict

quarantine, and no one was allowed on to it without

having his clothes boiled, and his hat dusted with

sulphur before leaving again, when the disease was
at the same time all over the group. If I accept'the
£2,000 I shall be more than £8,000 out of pocket,
with a valuless estate on my hands, and having lost

five years of my life.

It was suggested to me several times that the rea-
son Sir A. Gordon wanted to get my estate into

the hands of the Government was because I had
always been politically opposed to him, and fought
most strenuously, though honestly, against his native

policy ;
and that, if they ruined it, I should be

ruined, and incapable of offering further opposition.
This suggestion was always scouted by me until, un-
der the direction of Sir A. Gordon's officials, and
with the knowledge and consent of Sir A. Gordon
himself (as his then Attorney-General, Mr. Garrick,
has several times publicly stated). I was made 1 1 travel

to the district in which my plantation is situated,
and there to Hand (a seat being denied to me) for

two whole days in a felon's dock to answer a charge
of "feloniously killing and slaying oue of ray labourers,"
but as soon as the evidence for the Crown was closed
the case was dismised without my being called upon
lor a defence. A Governor who can descend to acts

such as these makes it nut impossible that the above

suggestion may have been an honest one.

I have trespassed, I fear, too much on your favour,
but, if any of your readers would furnish me with
their opinons on my case, I should be extremely
obliged to them. I have obtained leave to appeal to

the Privy Council, but I question if it is a matter

they could deal with.—Your obedient servant,

WM. FILLINGHAM PAHR.

MR. STORCK ON THE COFFEE-LEAF FUNGUS
AND HIS PROPOSED VISIT TO CEYLON.

Belmont Plantation, Upper Rew^a. May 23rd, 1882.

De.\r Sir,—Hcmikia rastafrix dies hard, but whether
the principle of apogestation have any existence in

reality or no makes no difference in the value of my
treatment. Break the chain anywhere and if Hemi-
leiiv rnstatrix had as many lives as the mythical hydra, it

must die.

What, for instance, became of the permanent parasit-
ical mycelium in the trees I have cured, and wdiich

are now standing for 21 months without any indication
of a return of the disease ?

Jlore scientists appear in support of Mr. M. Ward's
statement that the mycelium of a fungus is unassaO-
able when once "safely ensconced" iu the tissue of

* Just teu years after it was observed in Oeylon.
—Ed,
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a leaf, and which assertion I claim to have disproved.
It is certainly far more intelligible to expect that,

where the tube of a germinating spore, a comparatively
solid body, can enter a stoma an atmosphere can

follow, than to suspect a process of gestation m the

very tissue of live plants, their seeds and juices.

Many thanks for the paper coutaiuiug Mr. Sabon-

adiere's letter. The action that gentleman recommends,

although not an absolute condition of success with

my treatment, would be found to make a vast differ-

ence in the point of expenditure, and this is what
I meant in .my letter when I said that I ' ' ventured
to predict that when my treatment had been in

general use for a twelvemonth in a district, the treat-

ment could then be periodically discontinued," etc., etc.

Mr. Sabouadiere hints at a total stamping out of the

disease, which, in the abstract, is possible. I know
nothing about your grubs in Ceylon, but as to the

predilections of the genus generally, in tropical coun-

tries or elsewhere, I adhere to my oi'iginal opinions.
I shall endeavour to be in Ceylon in October next

to demonstrate my treatment and claim the reward,
and in the meantime leave my interests in the keep-

ing of the planters and the press.
—Yours tiiily,

JACOB P. STORCK.
P. Si.

—For the system of permanent vaporization

through carbolic acid I hereby claim he/ore yourself and
the world priority of invention, which priority I am
in a position to prove step by step thi'ough my plant-
ation diary and my correspondence. J. P. S.

THE~CIN(rHONA GENUS AND THE SPECIES
COMPOSING IT: CROSSES AND HYBRIDS.
Dear Sir,—With regard to the interesting article

in your paper of the 13th instant, I should like to

make a few remarks. As to the origin of the cin-

chona genus, we mny presume that all the numerous

species wliioh compose it can trace tlieii- origin back
to one parent form, the progeny of which, extend-

ing over a large tract of country of varying con-

ditions of soil and climate, have assumed permanently
the form of growth best suited to these conditions ;

the fittest have survived in each case, and the

characteristics which rendered them so have become

permanent. These are the various species whicii

compose the genus cinchona and, hybridization apart,
the seed of any of them will produce plants referable to

the same species, though they may shew numerous vari-

eties. The indigenous and China Assam tea plants are, in

the opinion of many aulhorities, true species. Though
no doubt originuUy tracing their origin to one parent
form, their characteristics are permanent, and, such

being the case, they appear entitled to be con-

sidered separate and distmct species. The evidence
that G. robusta is a hybrid appears very conchi>ive,
and such is now the opinion of most authoritii'S.

That it is a hybrid between the two permanent
species, sucoirubra and officimdis. is almost as clear.

It is certainly not. a varieiy of officinalis, as it is tie-

quently raised fiom seed of succirubni trees. Now, imli-

viduaU are claseed under the same species— are vari-'iies

of it in fact—when th" difference between them is no greater
than experience has shewn between plants niised Jrom the

same p 'rent. Thus from the seed of an ofBciunlis tree

of any 'ype we may get specimens of the varieties,

uritusinga, crispa, etc.; we should not get a sucoi-

rubra plant; from the seed ot an indigenous As-
sam tea tree, we should not get a China plant.
The limits within which it is possible in the pro-

geny of a plant to vary, coincide with the limits

which include the members of the species of which
it is representative. Unless, therefore, we change
our definition of a species, we are bound to consider

the various types of cinchona, succirubra, officinalis,

calisaya, &o., with the indigenous and China species
of tea, as having claims to specific rank.

An interesting paper has been published by Dr.
Triinen in the Journal of Botany, entitled ''Ciu-
chonii Ledgeriana a Distinct Species," in which it is

stated that Mr. Moens has never seen "am thing
like Ledgeriana, either botanicall.y or chemically," come
from seed of a Calisaya.

—Yours faithfully,

T. C. OWEN.

ARABIAN COFFEE IN CEYLOM—IN DEFiSNCE:
AND HOW TO CULTIVATE HIGH AND LOW

ESTATES IN THE PRESENT DAY.
Maria Estate, 20th June 1882.

Dear Sir,—I have been waiting to see some one
take " Aberdonensis" to tusk for the manner in which
he writes of Arabian coffee, but not finding any
reply to date I cannot let his letter remain un-
answered any longer. I had intended, liowevcr, not to
write any more about Arabian cutlee, but to work on
with manures and disinfectants, and let those that
are doubtful leave it alone, or come and see that
it can be made to pay, if properly treated.

1. The letter of " Aberctonensis" speaks of the
abundance of wood and the absence of crop. There
are about as many high estates, which, as a rnle, sbow
abundance of wood and no crop, except in a very
dry season. Here then is what I would say in such
cases : Prune your trees ot all superfluous wood in

November, or December at latest. When dry weather
sets in lay the roots bare, and put some country
lime over the roots. If there is still too much sap, scrape
with the back of the pruning knife the outside bark
down to the white cambium in one or two places
from top to bottom of tree, and you will let the super-
fluous sap escape, and secure a blossom which will oive
fiuit and not turn into wood. The lime will keep
leaf-disease away and summer the roots. Use dis-
infectants with manure (lime and ashes). Great mis-
takes are made in pruning for the sake of appear-
ance and too much wood is left on the trees.

2. For low estates (esijecially on steep land) trench
or waterhole, to save as much rainwater on your
land as possible and let it soak into the ground. Ap-
ply your manure in holes ; once in three years fork
the ground ; grow shade trees, but these trees must
be thinned out or pruned when j on find you have plenty
of new wood on your coffee. If the roots of the shade
trees damage your coflTee, cut all the roots off that you
find in one foot depth all round the tree. Do not
cut all branches off and merely leave a crown at the top,
but cut all branches off up to 10 feet from the ground.
Then select so many (say eight) primaries, good dis-

tances apart, cut oil others off and top your trees
at 20 or 25 feet. The deep roots of the shade trees
will be able to feed on nourishment which has go;ie
below the coflee trees, and the leaves will absorb

nitrogen from the atmosphere. Jak, suriya and cro-
ton are some of the beat trees for shade. By all

means plant all new products among coffee. As re-

gards comparing Arabian coffc^e with Libcrian, I can
show Ar.ibiiiu coffee four years old beating Liberian
of the same age by oue-third of crop, both close together;
and I have some old Arab.an which no Libcrian can
beat. I have both growing. 1-earn to know the wants
of Arabian eotfie tiees fiom the looks of the tree

(leaves and new wood); attend to its w'ants, and it

will pay better tban Liheriaii coffee, at Icael at 1,SOO
feet elesation.—Y'ours truly, J. HOLLOWAY.

P. S —With reference to your corresponde its, "Tell
the Truth," "Kehbokka,' and "

K. C. B." Imust refer
them to my previous letter, and my challenj;e last year,
and I can at all times prove statements made by me. As
regards the poetry of " E. C. B." dedicated to J.ames

HoUoway (I presume he meant me), I can only say
if I could not rhyme better I would not send that

epistle to the papers. .1. H.
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CINCHONAS ON FLAT LAND.
Dear Sir,—Can you inform me whether cinchonas

will, or will not, grow oa flittish land? A planter
told me the other day I was simply wasting valuable

plants in planting thf ni in some 15 acres of flat land—
very little slope

—that I want to put into cinchona
suceirubra.—Yours truly, CINCHONA.

[Dr. Kiug lays it 'lown in his manual that cin-

chonas absolutely refuse to grow on flat land, and that
is generally our experience. We saw a marked ex-

ception in .Java, however, a grove of magnificent succi-

rxibras, near Jnnghuhn's grave, growing on per-
fect Hat. But the eoil was deep, free volcanic matter,

though moisture easily percolated. The question,
therefore, Here, will be one of a subsoil so constit-

uted .'IS to allow of perfect natural drainage. If

the subsoil is clayey and stiff, we fear disappoint-
ment will follow planting.

—Ed,]

CINCHONA BAEK: LOCAL MARKETS AND
ANALYSES.

2l3t June 1S82.

Dear Sir,—I quite agree with what "Live and Let
Live" says in his two letters.

I am convinced there is no market at all in Ceylon
for cinchona bark, in spite of the brokers, analyzers
and German firms pretending there is an uncommonly
good one.

I certainly would advise all cinchona growers to

send their bark home, where they would t;et some profit.
On perusal of your paper of tlis 19th inst., 1 see

that Messrs. Lewis & Peat's sale account of May 25th
states I hat Ceylon red twigs and young branch sold at

6d to Is 6d per lb., whereas locally we only get 19c

per lb. for this.

Of course, I mnke allowance for the brokers, as they
must live by selling something, now that there is no
coffee ; but, in these hard times I don't think it is right
for them to t.ake advantage of the unfortunate pro-
ducers.

Each unit of quinidine is worth 66c per lb.

Cinchonidine ... ... ... 25c ,, ,,

Cinchonine ... lie ,, ,,

and the usual analysis of Ceylon red bark irrespective
of quinine is :

—
1 per cent of quinidine value 66c i)er lb.

2 ,, ,, cinchonidine ,, 50c ,, ,,

1"75 ,, ,, cinchonine ,, ISc ,, ,,

4-75 Total. .Rl -34 per lb.

Trusting that Ceylon brokers will take notice of the
few remarks made here by A LATE BROKER.

VARIEGATED CINCHONA LEAVES.
Dikoya, 22nd Juue.

Dear Sir,— I enclose you a leaf from a cinchona
succirnbia plant about 18 months old. All the leaves

on the plant are variegated in a S'niilar manner. Is n't

this a phenomenon?—Yours faithluUy, A. W. B.

[Arabian cofiee, which belongs to the chidionat^ece^

sports occasionally iuto very beautiful yellow leaves,
while we have seen tea leaves white as snow. Vari-

egated foliage on the tine cinchonas seems a rare

"phenomenon
' The leaf sent to ub has put on yellow

near the point and the appearance is a good deal that
of vai legated coffee.—Ed.]

CINCHONA SUCCIRUBEAS FLOURISH^
ING ON FLAT LAND.

Kadclla, Liudula, 22nd June 1882.

Sir,—In your issue of the 20th, I notice "Cinchona" 's

query as to whether einchcma will grow on flat land,
and your editorial note in which you quote Dr.

King to the effect that cinchonas absolutely refuse

to do so ; in which assertion, 1 beg to join issue

with Dr. King, in proof of which I will gladly show
anyone some of the finest suceirubra trees of their

age (4 to 5 yeurs) that you can find in this neigh
bnrliood growing on absolutely flat land, as flat as-

the Radella ciickel ground and .'separated fmni it only
by the river.—Yours, &c. WM. MIICHELL.

COVERING CINCHONA TREES.
No. L

Deab Sik,—I shall feel much obliged . if you, or

some of your numerous readers, would enlighten me
on the subject of covering cinchona trees after shav-

inij. I have heard that blue gum leaves have the
effect of poisoning the bark, also that guinea grass
causes canker. Again it has been suggested that the
leaves of cinchona and moat jungle trees would be in-

jurious to the bark. As we all know, moot leaves turn
iuto pulp so quickly and thereby coutract too much
moi.'iture. What effect then 1 should like to learn
would Mauritius, mana grass, or any other vegetable
covering have ?—Y'ours faithfully,

DIKOYA PLANTER.

No. II.

Maskeliya, 2Gth June, 1S82.
Dear .Sir,

—Will you, or auy of your numerous cor-

respondents, kindly give your experience of covering
shaved cinchona trees with guinea grass. I have been
told hy a neighbour that guinea grass, leaves, and
jungle stuff are unsuitable for covering, as it causes
the bark to canker. Is such the case ?

SUCCIRUBRA.
[\A'e advise our correspondents to experiment them-

selves with the various substances they mention and
watch the result. Hitherto, the experience has been very
varied in different districts : we have seen grass an-

swering the purpose well in one case, and in another

proviug a cover for myriads of insect which appeared to

injure the bark. Cinchona leaves do not seem to be a
favorite with insects, but they are nolso lasiing as grass.
At a high elevation, trees have been known to put
on bark as quickly without, as with a covering ; but
the general belief (and analyses seem to bear itiiut)is
that the uncovered renewed bark is not equal in quality
to that protected from the sun. A great deal has yet
to be learned as to the best and cheapest covering for
shaved cinchona trees.—En.]

CINCHONA BARK : THE LOCAL VS.

MARKET AND ANALYSES.
HOME

Colombo, Ceylon, 28th June 1SS2.

Sir,—It is to be regretted that your jocular correa

spondent, "A Late Broker," did not make it clearer in

his letter of the 21st inst., that he only iutended to

poke fun at " Live and Let Live," and it may be useful
tor all concerned to havo •' A Late Broker" 's figures
worked out a little further.

As quinine has about double the value of quinidine,
I may, laking "A Late Broker" 's fi;jures as a basis,

say that a unit of quinine is worth Rl-20. B.irk,

according to the "usual analysis" of Ceylon red bark,
has therefore a value of :

—
1 p.c. quinine .. 1"20
1 p.c quinidine... 'CG

2 p.c. cinchonidine "50

1'75 p.c. cinchonine '18

Total

or

or

...E2'54 per ft) of bark with 1 p.c. quinine

3 74
4-34

2

24,','
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To net those prices, taking drying loss and packing

charges into account, amounts of respectively about

5s 6d, 8s and Os 4d per lb. in London public sale

would be required. As, however, Messrs. .Tames Cook
& Co., in their circular of the 25th May, quote Ceylon
red bark :

—
Fair to good quill 23 to .Ss,

Young branch Is ,, Is 6d,

Chips Is ,, 2s,

Sha^•ings 2s ,, 3s,

Twigs 4d ,, 8d,

I am afraid anybody who was to buy in Colombo
at " A Late Broker "

's figures would let live, cert-

ainly, but not live himself veiy long.

Quinine manufacturers are not so dense as not to

find out the market in which it is cheaper to buy ;
most

of them have tried Colombo, and (witli one exception,
which might be explained) have declared that, as long
as present prices are kept up in Colombo, they ran

hny chi'apar in London, and as moreover they back
their opinion by acting upon it, it may safely be

inferred that local buyers on the average have offered

and paid as good prices as planters could expect to

get anywhere. Against indi^^dual cases in whioli bark

at home fetched more than was offered here, I am
prepared to quote others, which ended in a total loss

to the local buyer.
Differences of analyses turn up everywhere, and

local analyses have stood the test of manufacturers as well

as those made by professionals in London.—Yours

faithfully, MERCHANT.

SUOAR-GKOWING IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY.—
Tlie following is a copy of a telegram from the Oovirn-

ment Resident, Northern Territory, to the Hon. the

Minister "f Education, dated May 3Ist.— " Owston
arrived from Daly River yesterday, bringing splendid

sample of cane grown on Palmerstim Plantation Com-

pany's estate. All his cane in first-class condition,
and quite equal to cane in Nursery.''

—Adelaide

Register.
FoRE.sTS.—The Secretary of State for India has

selected Mr. Edward Dobbs, L.L.D., First Assistant

Conservator of Forests under the Go\ernment of

India, now on furlough, for the post of Conservator

of Fr>reBts in Cyprns :is a temporary arrangement. Mr.
Dobbs while so employed will receive a salary of £400

per annum, with an extra house allowance of £.50,

,iud all his travelling expenses will be paid —Pioneer.

Analy.sks of Bark.—Prollius's methods for the

estimation of ihe total alkaloid in bark have been
tested by Dr. J. Biel (Phnrm. Zeitsehr. f. Rusxland,

xiii., 249). who worked independently of Dr. de Vrij

(see Pharm. Journ., [.3], xii., 765), but arrived at

similar results. Like Dr. de Vrij, Dr. Biel rejects
the extraction with chl^roforni mixture as inaccurate,
and recommends a modificition of the ether-ammonia

process, in which the powdered bark (either South
American or Fast Indian) is macerated for four honrs

with ten times its weight of ethereal mixture, filtered,

decolourized it necessary with powdered lime, and a

Weighed portion of the filtrate evaporated to dryness.
The crude alkidoid thus obtained is dissolved in

dilute acid and extracted by shaking with chloroform

after the addition of ammonia. The alkaloid left on

evapiiratiug the chlf roformic solution is dried and

weigheil and may be purified, if great accuracy ia

desirable, by dissolving in acetic acid and weighing
the residual resin. The most important difference

between Dr Biel's and Dr de Vrij's modifications

seems to be in the length of time required for the

completi? exlr.ictii-n of the alkaloi'^ from the bark,
the l.tter being of opinion that one hour is sufficient,

whereas the former maintains that the results will be

inaccurate, if the slated period of four hours is not

strictly adhered to.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

19

Shevaroy, June Ifith,—The season has turned
out, much to our delight and satisfaction fnvour-
able and full of promise for the future. Blos-
som has set very fnirly owing to timely and ci'ijious
rains in April, ahich have continued abnost without
intcrmissiun up to the present moment. Should nothing
now intervene in the shape of the hundred and one
"

ills" to which coffee is
'

heir," there is no reason

why the long-expected bumper should not be realized.
Such a result after two bad seasons would be highly
satisfactory, and the anticipation alone is sufficient to

pui us in good spirits. An auction sale of land under
the Waste Laud rules took place on the 15th ultimo,
^vjIen several lots were knocked down at very little over

upset prices. The average rates obtained on this occa-
sion were about R3| per acre—a perfect coiitr.ist to a
former sale, when, competition being brisk, R30 and
40 was obtained.—Madras Times.
The Waste Lancs in the Tavoy District.—

A correspondent sends us the following extract from
a private letter in reference to the forest m Burmp.
now being advertized :

—" I enclose you an advertize-
ment of our Government which may interest you. It
is the outcome of a planter

—late of your island—who
has taken grounds at Johore and who was up here
on a visit about a couple of months ago. He visited
the district now advei'tized, and thought so much of
the suitability of the place for cofl'ee that, had he
seen it before he went to Johore, he would never have

gone there. I understand that he has had some ground
allotted to him. I fancy the district advertized is a

perfect jungle inhabited by tigers and other wild
beasts. Some eight or ten years ago, Mr. stal-ted

a tin mine in that quarter and he had to import all the
labour—Chinese. The adventure resulted in the loss of

about £20,000, and now the place is ab.andoued. One
of the men who were down there told me that a

tiger jumped in at the cookhouse window, audcirried
oft' what he could get hold of."

CocHiNE'L CULTIV.4.TI0N IN Tenerifpb.—In con-

sequence of the extended use of aniline dyes, the
cultivation of cochineul in Teneriffc has received a

severe check, so much so that a great many growers
are reported to he utterly ruined. The result of tliis,

we read in a recent report, h.as been that cons der-

able attention has been directed to the cultivition

of tobacco. At first this new production gave iiro-

mise of a favourable result, there being a fair qn uit-

ity collected, and the quality approaching to that
of the Cuban tobacco. In consequence of the Spanish
Government not fulfilling their promise to purch.ase
the tobacco crops for a period of three years, the

growers found themselves with their warehouses filled

without any prospect of a speedy or remunerative
sale. This induced them to aV>andon tobacco cultiv-

ation, and to return to that of cochineal; but, owing
to a great fall in prices

—below, indeed that limit at

which growers find their crops pay—they have since

attempted sugarcane, the proprietors of the plant-
ations having sent a deputation to the island of

Madeira to study the making of sugar, treacle, and
rum. Although the majority of the growers think

that the new production will give an impetus to

agriculture, some of the principal persons in ex-

perience and knowledge doubt whether this cultiv-

ation will give good results, on account of the high
price of land, while labour is dearer than in those

countries where this article is usually produced.
The cultivation of tlie almond is yearly falling off,

on account of the indolence of the growers, who do
not take the leaet care of the trees already planted,
and never think of planting new ones. Within the

hast two years the cultivation of the banana has con-

siderably increased, and may now be considered as

an article of export which is gradually increasing.
—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
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New Products : Ckylon Cucoa in the LoNDnN
Market.—It is reported that a sale of Oaugaroowa
(? Gangwarily) cocoa iu Minciug Lane at 120s per cwt.

had created quite a sensation in "the City." There

can be no doubt that our "new products" are attract-

ing attention to and renewing confidence in the future

of Ceylon at home. The success of shaving and cop-

picing cinchona has changed what was regarded as a

very uncertain spasmodic type of enterprise, to one

as regular and profitable in its returns as any con-

nected witli the tropics. A West Indian colonist now on
a passing visit to Ceylon (c« ro»?c' round the world) has

been astonished at the advanced and luxuriant growth
of cocoa in Duniljara and North Matale : on one group
of estates alone there are 1 ,"200 acres of cocoa in the

latter district, and a good deal amongst the cofi'ee which
does not seem to injure it in any way. All this is very

satisfactory, but what is to be done in the meantime
to secure financial aid : agents and banks seem to

have come to a standstill as regards new business,

and cash credits or mercantile advances seem iinobtain-

able by "New Products" cultivators. Wanted: .a

" New Products B.ank "
!

Mr. Storck and his Eemedv for Coffee Leaf

Disease.—An Australian correspondent writes:—"I

enclose extract from the Melbourne Leader, which

gives in a succinct form a statement of Mr. Storck's

remedy :—
A cure for the cofi'ee leaf-disease (hemileia vastatrur)

has happily been discovered by a geutlem.au in Fiji—Mr.

J. P. Storck, Belmont Estate, Rewa River, formerly assist-

ant to Dr. Seeman, who, in a commuuicatiou to the Gard-

eners' Clironicle of 18th February, gives the name of the

substance aud his mtmner of application. The principle

of the method is the diffusion through the plantation of

carbolic acid vapor injurious to the fungus. His plan of

procedure is to place iu the plantation a number of

tin vessels, about 36 to the acre, with a cover over each

to keep out rain and dirt. The fluid consists of a mixture

of carbolic acid and water, in the proportion of 8 to 10

per cent of Calvert's best No. 5 acid, but a greater strength

may be used, since the acid does not touch either the

plants or the soil. After clearing his trees and enjoying an

immunity from the disease for eleven months, a gang of

laborers brought back the infection from another jjlaut-

ation aud the treatment had to be recommeuced, but the

infected trees were speedily cleared. The vessels after

beiug filled require to be replenished weekly with the

acid so long as the di.sease remains. Mr. Storck applied

to the Fijiau Govemmeut for protection of his invention

and was refused on the strength of the local Patent Ord-

inance, which only partly covers the subject of his dis-

coveiy, and only applies to inventions of a purely mechanical

natiu'c, so that, in making known his discovery for the

benefit' of the countries and planters suffering from the

ravages of the hemileia, he can only "rely, as regards

his rights of priority and proprietorship, upon that spirit

of justice and fair play so generally obtaining in the scienti-

fic and planting world.

"A relative in Fiji tells me that Mr. Storck is a

German and a very clever scientific man ; he men-

tioned his haviugj on bis own coli'ee plantation cured

the disease, but at that time he said he would not

make his secret known, as he expected he should

get a reward from the Fijiau Government for it :

this the Government has been unable to grant him,
and he has now disclnsed it trusting, as he remarks.

to the generosity of those who may benefit by using
this cure. There seems to be no deception about the

cure."

A Ceylon proprietor expresses his opinion on the

above thus :
—" 1 quite ajjree that for all experinieutal

purposes 8 to 10 pir cent of carbolic acid ought
to be persisted in, and not ouce 10 per cent, :ind

afterwards 5 percent, as recommended by Mr. Storck

in the Oardentrs' Chronicle. It' 10 per cent fails then

of course it would be no use trying 5 per cent."

Ceylon Tobacco.—In a recent issue we noticed the
sale of 80 bales of Ceylon tobacco of poniising qual-
ity, but baaly packed, aud constqueutly realizing a
poor price. We are glad to learn that an experi-
nrental shipment of thirty tierces of Indian leaf, from
a manufactory in Bengal, has turned out saiisfact-

orily. It was pronounced by the experts, both merch-
ants aud broker-', to be of excellent quality, fully
equal to American, and fold well — Planters' Gazelle.
The India-rubber plant is cultivated successfully by

the Forest Administration departni' nt at Mergui, where
there are also four vanilla plants and 24 rain-trees

flourishing, ('ott'ee and tea have beeu grown succssfuUy
at some of the plantations, the former doing better than
tea. Cinchona thrives nowhere in Burmah, the heat

being too great for it, and an offer of ElO J reward to
Karens to undertake its cultivation ou the Toungboo
hdls did not induce oue single applicant for plants.
The Forest Department have determined cpon handl-

ing yearly some thousands of other trees than teak ;

so as to always have a supply of good seasoned
timber ou hand for the Public Works Department
and for private consumption. By this means, it is

hoped that the local expenditure of teak will be
reduced, and that larger quantities will be set frte
for exportation to Europe and India.— Friend of Jndia
Rangoon Correspondent, May 29th.
Labour in Fiji.—The fact that the advantages pre-

sented by the rich and fertile lands of this Col-

ony are begionig to attract the attention of capit-
alists from without, is at once apparent from the
fact that the proprietary of the Mngo Island Com-
pany of "S'lctoria have become the purchasers of the
Islands of Kanacea and Cicia from the present own-
ers at a very satisfactory price, while other men of

capital who have recently immigrated hither are
now extending their operations, as instance the pur-
chase by Messrs. Harris and Akers, of a large and
valuable block on the Dreketi Puver. There is no
scarcity of good land, both iu Viti Levu, Vanua
Levu, Taviuni, aud the various islauds which make
up the Windward group good land abounds, the only
difficulty in selecting a suitable holding out of such
an emharras de riches, and the only one thing neces-

sary in order to make the cultivation of sugar caue
or of any other tropical product remunerative beiug
a regular ai.d abundant supply of labor, and this

it must be the constant aim not only of the Go-
vernment, but of every oue interested in the mat-
ter to obtain. It is a peculiarity of tropical pro-
duce generally that it recpiires a larger amount of

manual labor than the products of more temperate
climes. It therefore becomes a necessity to have
abundanoeof cheap labor before the richness of the soil

can be remuneratively availed of. It appears to us
doubtful if the coolie labor which the Government
seem so anxious to introduce will prove equ.nl to the
occasion at all, for there are many reasons why
their influ.x here in large numbers would be objec-
tionable, not the least of which is the growing jealousy
and dislike with which they are regarded by the Fijiaus,
which might lead to serious results, if any contag-
eous disease was introduced by them. Under any
circumstances the Polynesian is a far more useful

immigrant, and we trust to see the efforts which
are now beins made to secure an increased supply
of this description of labor from the Western P;ici-

fic, redoubh'd in order that the only existing draw-
back to the settlement and im|jiovement of the waste
lands of Fiji may be speedily removed.—Fiji Argti'i.

[The seltlero in Fiji ai'e the best judges of their iwu
affairs, but as Fijian natives are not av.iil 'b)e as la-

bourers, and as the supply from other islands of the
Pacific is daily becoming more dithcult to obtain,

progress must come to a stand or be greatly hin-

dered, unless cooly labour can be utilized.—Ed.]
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MEDICINAL PLANTS IN INDIA AND THE
DISTILLATION OF ESSENTIAL OIL'S,

PtKFUMES, &c.—NEW INDUSTRIES
FOE CEYLON.

Amougst the jjapers we have received from the

Madras Govern.neut ia copy of a letter from Siirgeou-
General Cornish, specially dealing with the growth
in India of Hyoscyamus {henbane), but noticing besides

other drugs the extract from leaves of the Australian

blue-gum, which ia a valuable antiseptic. Mr.

Bosisto, M. P., Chemist, of Richmond, near Melbourne,
had in the Exhibition of 1880-81 a very largo collec-

tion of propariitions from the Eiccah/pli and other

trees of similar properties, and we should think that

even with cost of carriage the extract could be more

cheaply obtained from Melbourne than prepared in

India. As the experiment is to be tried, however,
we shall be curious to know if the trees naturalized
in India and Ceylon are as rich in essential oil as

they are in their native habitat, We quote as fol-

lows :
—

" A packet of Hyoscyamus seed was received

by me from the Collector of Nilgiris. I have to

point out that seeds of this plant are not used in
medicine. An extract is made from the fresh leaves,
and a tincture from the dried leaves. Formerly,
when a medical officer was stationed at the Cattle
Farm, Hoonsoor, Hyoscyamus was cultiviited there,
and the requirements of the Medical Store Department
in the way of extract, and dried leaves were met
from thii source, but some bad extract having been
made, and the charges for cooly labour in cultivating
and making tbe extract, costing more than the Eng-
lish price of the drug, the local cultivation and manu-
facture was abandoued and Hyoscyamus extract and
leaves procuied from England. Of bite yeai-e, how-
ever, the medicinal garden at Ghaneshkhiud, Bombay
Presidency, has supplied the medical si ore require-
ments in the way of Hyoscyamus leaves and extract,
and none has been procnred from England. From the
enclosoil lettir from ilie Principal M-dical Storekeeper
it wdl be obst-rved that tbe Ghaneslikind samples of

Hyoscyamus lea\fs and extractare of ex'cellent quality
The price of the leaves is 6 annas per lb., and of
the e.xtract Rl-S-0 per lb,, delivered in Madras, asil

these rates are considerably beloA the English prices
of the articles. Unless, therefore, the Superinteudtnt
of theGovernmeut Gardens, Ootacamund, could supply
the medical ."stores at lower rates than those quoi.d,
there would l)e no advantage in obtaining the supply
locally. I believe the Ghaue.shkhind medicinal garden
is aiming to supply all India with dru:,'S that can
be locally cultivated lo advantage, at.d, as Hyoscyamus
grows best in the medium climates of Hoonsoor and
the Deccan, it is doubtful if it is worth while to

grow it lit Kulliuity, on tbe small scale necessary
for meeting the requirements of tbe Madras Medical
Store D partnient. Tbe extract can be made cheaper
when the manufacture is conducted on a larger scale.
The climate of the Nilgiri Hills is well adapted for
the growth of jaUip, and the giirdens should soon
be able to supply all the medical stores, in India with
a sufficiency, even if the drug does not become a
commercial export. The essential oil of peppeimint,
now impoite<l at a high price, (;ught also to be pro-
ducid at Kulhutty at a cheaper rate than it can Ije

imported. I ehould wish also to have locally pre-
pared the essential oil of the blue-gum {Eucali/jilrs
globulus), which is now coming into use, (recommended
by Professor Lister) as an antiseptic, and used instead!
of carbolic acid in spray, during surgical operations.
I propose to have some experimental trials of the

production of the essential oil from the leaves of the
blue-gum."

In this connection we call attention to the letter

of Messrs. Hutchison & Co., in another column. There
can be no doubt that there is scope for an extension
of the present low-country industry in the prepar-
ation and export of Essential Oils. The late Mr.

George Winter of Baddegama was, we believe, the
first to pay attention to the cultivation ofcitronella
and lemougrass, and his descendants continue to

manufacture a large proportion of the oil which now
leaves the Colony, mainly to be used in scenting eoaps,
for perfumery, kc. On Lord Elphinstone's Pauadnrc pro-

perty under the care of Mr. S. W. Foulkes, a large

quantity has also been prepared for export and of

recent years the cultivation of citronella {Andropoyon
cilratum) and the distillation of the oil have been ex-

tending to various points along our Western seaborde.
We learn from ,Mr. W. A. Lyford, who not

long ago exchanged coffee planting in the Puu-

daluoya valley for a plantation in the Bala-

pitimodara district, in which the cultivation of

Liberian coffee and tea is conjoined \vith that of

citronella, that the still for the last-mentioned

(manufactured by the natives of copper sheets) is a

very simple affair, and that there is no difficulty
about the operation. But the sum (45s) mentioned

by Messrs. Hutchison & Co., as the cost of a still

adapted for the extraction of volatile oils is so

moderate as to place it within easy reach of pioneers.
We were struck the other day with the luxuriant

growth and strong perfume of the geraniums ahnost

running wild in bungalow gardens and along estate

paths in Maskeliya and the thouglit at ouce

suggested itself why not cultivate these and distil

the essential oil. Patchouli would no doubt be as

valuable a perfume as any to experiment with and
the Indian herb (Poijostemon jMtchonli) from which
it is obtained, w-ould grow freely. Altogether our

hill, as well as low, country presents a wide field for

experiments of commercial value in this direction,
and we shall be glad of the further information which
Messrs. Hutchison & Co. promise to send. Not

only the leaves of the Eucalypti so freely growing in

our higher districts, but the indigenous mana-grass
of our patanas may well be operated on.

The value of Essential Oils exported from Ceylon
was £8,238 in 1850, rising to £13,141 in 1865, while

in 1871 it had fallen to £11,098. Last year, however,
the total value was close on £29,000, made up as
follows :

—
Citronella Oil ... (Customs' nominal value) 11247,413

Cinnamon ,, ... ,, ,, 31,067

CiimamonLeaf,, ... ,, ,, 5,018
LemonGnass ,, ... ,, ,, 1,751
" Essential" ,, .. „ „ 4,190

Total R289,439

RIVALRY IN SILK AND TEA.
ji Chinese tradition attributes the discovery of silk

lo one of the wives of the Emperor of Cliina, Hoang-ti,
who is said to bave reigned about two thous.ind years
before the Christian era ; and since that time— so tlie

tale runs—a special spot has beeu allotte
'

in the gardens
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of lU- Cliinese royal palace to the culiivatioii of the

mu'briTv tree-called in Chinese the 'golden tree —and

to the keeping of silkworms. Without
^aitmg

to dis-

cuss the prolwbilities of this item of folklore, which

has po-sibly us luucli foimdalion ui fact as most

other popular uotious ou simiUr subjects, we proceed

to known facts. The mulberry plant is a u«tive of

Persia frem which country ihe secret of silk manu-

factnre was introduced into Italy via ConstantmoiV.e,

and over Europe, becoming domiciled in the soutii ot

France as a great manufacturing iudustiy before the

close of the iilteenth century. This is a brief hist-

orical summary of an arucle now used in nearly all

countries as a luxury in apparel, but on y behtting

those of a higher social gradation, or those whose

means permit of the indulgence of wearing such a

comparatively costly textile fabric. Sericulture is now

exten-ively practised in various parts of the world,

temperate and tropical. The conditions which favour

the plant are prejudicial to the insect, and vice versa.

The mulberiy thrives better in a cold climate, which

imolies a larger size of tree bearing a more abundant

crop of leaves than in warm regions. But m these

latter the silkworm develops more rapidly and ob.

tains maturity in less than half the period m the

former or colder localities. This is an overwhelming

advantage, as it minimizes attendance and risk by

a saving of nmre than three weeks. Cards of seed

carried from China and Japan have been found to

reproduce successfully in those countries wheie the

mulberry can be cultivated. The silkworm has been

introduced into various parts of America with favour-

able results : but the most interesting sericultural ex-

periments of the period are those now undertaken

in reference to the acclimatization of the insect and

plant in Australia and Ceylon, in both of which

countries there are rea>onable grounds for believ-

ing that silk-growing may in tin-.e prove n profit-

able industry. "In liurope Ihe silkworm takes about

fnrty-five days to obtain maturity, but it has been

fnund bj experience that in the temperature of Colombo

only from twenty-three to Iwenty-tive days are re-

qaired." This quotation supports what we have al-

ready stated on this subject. It is a most important

consideration, as the shorter period reduces the liability

of loss from disease, and other well-known causes

which prey upon the worm, as well as lessening

the coat and trouble in looking after it. We have

been induced to dwfll upon this subject from the

apparent fact that local products, which at one period

were almost exclusively conQned to China, have been

produced siiccefsfnlly elsewhere, and, in some instances,

left China far behind ir. the competition. This is

particularly conspicuous in the matter of porcelain

wares, ahe chief exports, of China are, as our readers

aie doubtless aware, tea and silk. India is fast as-

suming a position in reference to China t.>a that,

iiid"ing from the pi ogress made during the past few

decades, there is every pofsibiliiy in the immediate

future of its becoming something more than a power-

ful rival. In silk, China will hiive to dread a more

widespread comp. tition. It forbodes ill, as regards the

future of this industry in China, that sericulture is

commencing to he develojied in iuteriropical ceunt-

iiei», which will preclude Chai;i from niouopoiiziug

the advantai;e she possesses re cheapness of production.

It has been already acknowledged that silk growi ig

cannot be remuneratively cnrried on hy white la-ijonr

in Australia, which obje tion does not exist or militate

against the industry in Southern Europe. The con-

ditions are. of course, dififtrent in Ceylon, where

coloured labour is the only agency that could I'C em-

ployed for the purpose, and it is chietly from such

countries that China and Japan have to dread rivalry.

~- K^hina Mail,

ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OP TEA. IN INDIA.

[Our ow'n notes to this article taken from Dr.

Hunter's " Indian Empire," will be recognized by
the uf-ual Ed. Those signed "Ed. /. T, (t." are by
the Editor of the Indian Tea Gaz£ttf.—'Eri.'\

The cultivation of tea in India commenced within

the memory of men slill living, and the industry now
surpasses even indiyo as a field for European capital.

Unlike coffee-planting, the enterprize owes its origin to

the initiation of Government, and it has never attracted

the attention of the natives. Early travellers reported
that the tea-plant was indigenous to the southern

valleys of the Himalayas ; but they were mistaken
in the identity of the shrub, which was the Osyris

nepalensis. The real tea (Thea, viridh), a plant akin

to the camellia, grows wild in Assam, being commonly
fonnd throughout the hill tracts between the valleys
of the Brahmaputra and the Barak. It there some-

times attains the dimensions of a large tree
; and from

this, as well as from other indications, it has been

plausibly inferred that Assam is the real home of the

plant, which was thence introduced at a prehistoric
date into China. The discovery of the tea. plant grow-
ing wild in Assam is generally attributed to two
brothers named Bruce, who brought back specimens
of the plant and the seed, after the conquest of the

Province from the Burmese in 1826. In January 1S34,

under the Governor-Generalship of Lord VVilliam

Beutinck, a committee was appointed "for the pur-

pose of submitting a plan for the introduction of tea-

culture into India." In the following year, plants and
Bead were brought from China, and widely distributed

throughout the country. Government itself under-

took the formation of experimental plantations in

Upper Assam, and in the sub-Himalayan districts of

Kiimaun and Garhw^l in the North-Weatern Provinces.

A party of skilled manufacturers was brought from

China, and the leaf which they prepared was favourably

reported upon in the London market. Forthwith

private speculation took up tlie enterprize. The As-

sam Tea Company, still by far the largest, was formed
in 1839, and received from the Government an ex-

tensive grant of land, with tlie nurseries which had
been already laid out. In Kuinauu, retired members
of the civil and military services came forward with

equal eagerness. Many fundamental mistakes as to

site, soil and methods of manufacture were made in

those early days, and bitter disappointment was the

chief result. But while private enterprizes bnguished,
Government steadily persevered. It retained a portion
of its Assam gardens in its own hands until 1849,
when the Assam Company began to emerj^e from their

difficulties. Government also carried on the business

in Kumaun under ihe able management of Dr. Jame-

son, as late as 1855 *

The real progress of tea-planting on a great scale in

Assam dates fiom about 1S51, and was greatly assisted

by the promulgation of the \\aste-Laud Rules of

18ri4. By 1859, there were .already 51 gardens in ex-

istence, owned by private iudividnals ; and the enter-

prize had extended from its original headquarters in

Lakhimpur and Sibfagar as far down the Brahmaputra
as Kanirup, In 1856 the tea-plant was discovered
wild in the district of Cachar in the Barak valley,
and P^uropean capital was at once directed to that

quarter. At about the same time tea-jolanting was
introduced into the neighbourhood of the Himalayan
sanitarium of Darjeeling, among the Sikhim Himalayas. +

*
Entirely with the China variety or apecies (?).

—Ed.

t Again the China tea was that used. All the older

hill gardens were planted with the China bushes, and it

is only mthin a comparatively recent period that Assam

hybrid plauts have been introduced. Most of the Terai

estates have been planted with the superior tea.—Ed.
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The success of these undertakings eugenderetl a wild

spirit of speculation in Tea Companies, both in India

and at home, wliicli reached its climax in 1865. The

industry recovered but slowly from the effects of the

disastrous crisis, and did not again reach a stable

position until 1869. Since that date, it has rapidly but

steadily progressed, and has been ever opening new
fields of enterprize. At the head of the Bay of Bengal
in L'hittagoiig district, side by side with cotfee on the

Nilgiri bUls, on the forest-clad slopes of Ohutia Nagpur
[anciently Chota Nagpore !

—Kc], amid the low-

lying jungle of the Chutan Dooars, aud even in Arakan,
;he energetic pioneers of tea-planting have established

their industry. Different degrees of success may have

rewarded them, but in no case have they abandoned
the struggle. The market for Indian tea is practically
iue.x'haustible. There is no reason to suppose that all

the suitable localities have yet been tried
;
and we may

look forward to the t'ay when India [and Ceylon,
—Ed.

J

shall not only rival, but supersede, China in her staple

product.
The following statistics, unless otherwise stated,

refer to the year 1877-78. The total area taken up for

tea in Assam, including both the Brahmaputra and the

Barak valleys, was 73l),082 acres, of which 538,961 acres

fit for cultivation ; the total number of separate estates

was 1,718; the total outturn was 23,.352,-29Slb. at the

average rate of 280 lb. per acre under mature

plant. In Bengal, the area taken up was 62,642

acres, of which 20,462 acres were under mature

plant, including 18,120 acres in the single district

of Darjeeling ; the number of gardens was 221 ;

the outturn was 5,768,654 lb. at the rate of 282 lb.

per acre under mature plant. In the North- Western
Provinces, there were, in 1876, 25 estates iu the

districts of Kumaun and Garhwal, with an outturn of

578,000 lb., of which 350,000 lb. were sold iu India

to Central Asian merchants ; and in 1871, 19 estates in

Debra Duu, with 2,024 acres under tea, and an out-

turn of 297,828 lb. In t-ie Punjal), there were 10,064
acres under tea, almost enlirely confined to the Kaugra
district, with an ouituru of 1,113,106 1b., or 111 lb.

per acre. In Madras the area under tea on the Nilgiris
was 3,160 acres ; the e.xports from the Presidency were

183,178 lb., valued at £19,308. Excluding the figures

just given for Madras, the whole of the Indian tea is

shipped from the port of Calcutta, and almost tlie

whole is sent to the United Kingdom. The total ex-

ports by sea for 1877-78 were 33,459,075 lb. valued at

£3,044,571- Of the total supply, about 26,000,000 lb. came
from Assam, about 8,000,000 lb. valued at 787,000 lb.,

from the North-Western Province.", and 684,000 lb,

from the Punjab. In the same year, the exports of

tea from th- Punjab to Central Asia were returned
at 1217,840 1b., valued at £181,634, being a con-

siderable deoiease on the pievious year. In the year

1879-80, the exports of Indian tea to Great Britain

rose to 40 million lb., aud new markets have been

Buccessfully opeued in Australia and the United States.

These processes of cultivation and manufactuie are

\ery similar throughout the whole of India, with the

exception that iu Upper India the leaf is prepared as

green tea for the markets of Central Asia. Three
main varieties* are recognized

—Assum, t'liina, and

Hybrid. The fir-t is the indigenous plant, sometimes

attaining the dimensions of a tree, yielding a strong
aud high-priced tea, but difficult to rear. The China

variety originally imported from that couutrj', is a

short bushy shrub, yielding a eomparatively v.eak tea

* It will be observed that Dr Hunter aj^plies the term

varieties to two plants so different as the Assam and China

tcTS, and yet he cal's the cross between them a true hy-
brid. From tlie full and permanent fertility of tlie latter,

our own strong inclination is to go counter to Mr. Owen's

couchisioii, and to recognize the parcnt.% however difl'ereut

iu liabit, as only well-marked varieties.—Eu.

and a small outturn per acre.* The third variety is a

true hybrid, formed by crossing the two other species.
It combines the qualities of both in varying pro-

portions, nnd is the kind most sought after by planters.
In all cases, tlie plant is raised from seed, which in

size and appearance resembles the hazel-nut. The seeds
are sown in carefully prepared nurseries in l>eoember
and January, and at first require to he kept shadea,
About April, the seedlings are sufBciently grown to be

transplanted—au operation which continues into July.
The site selected for a lea-garden should bo compara-
tively elevated land, for it is essential that water should
not lodge round the roots of the plants. In Assam,
which may be taken as the typical tea district, the
most favourite situation is the slopes of low hills,

tliat everywhere rise above the marshy valleys. On
the summit may be seen the neat bungalow of the

planter, lower down the coolie lines, while the tea

bushes are studded in rows wilh mathematical pre-
cision all round the sides. The best soil is virgin
forest land, rich in the decomposed vegetable matter
of ages. Great pains are expended to prevent this

fertile mould from" being washed away by the violence

of the tropical rains. In bringing new land into

condition, the jungle should be put down in Dec-

ember, aud buriied on the spot iu February, The
ground is thru cleaned by the plough or the hoe,
and marked out for the seedlings by means of stakes

planted at regular intervals of about four feet from
each other.

For the first two years, uuthing is required except
keeping the plant clear of wftds [aud hoeing round
the roots.—Ed. /. T. (?.] Afterward-, it is necessary
to prune the luxuriant [Why "luxuriant?" A two

year old plant does not present a very
"
lu.xuriant

"

aspect. "Pruning" is to develop leaf, and to prevent
the bush growing into a tree.—Ed /. T. G.J height
of the bushes in the cold season of every ensuing
year. The pirunings should be buried round the roots

of the plant for manure. The plants begin to come
into bearing in tlie third year, and gradually reach
their maximum yield in their tenth year. The produce
consists of the "

flushes," or successive shoots of

young leaves and buds, which first appear in tlie

beginning of the ruiny season. There are from five

to seven full flushes iu the season from March to

November. The bushes are picked about every ten

days by women aud children, who are paid by weight
on bringing their baskets to the factor}', t when
the operation of manufacture forthwith begius. The
leaf is first sprc-id out lightly on trays or mats, in

order that it may "wither," i.e., become limp and
flaccid. Under favourable conditions, this result is

effected in a single night; but sometimes the natural

process has to be accelerated by exposure iu the sun
or by artificial heat. The next operation is kuown
aa "rolling," performed either by the manual labour

of coolies or by machinery. The ol'jrct of this is to

twist and compress the leaf into balls, and set up fer-

mentation. ;

* When thickly planted and well-cultivated, the returns
are good.

—Ed.

t Dr. Hunter has been misinformed here. This is not

always the rule.—Ed. /. T. Q.

I This is not the case. Rolling is to give the necessary
twist, and for the purpose of breaking or bruising the
numerous diminutive cells of which the leaves arecoustructe-d.
in order to induce cliemieal action to take place, the result of

which is the product called tea. Balling is tofi.r the twist of

the leaf, and to promote more rapiel fermeutation—not to .s-(?Z

tq) fermentation, which would take place any how. Some-
times there is no balling at all, if the leaf has beeu well rolled.

We have often seen the rolled leaf as it came out of the
machine simply piled up on trays and covered over with a

cloth ; hut it takes a little longer to ferment thus, though it

saves labour somewhat.—Ed. i. T. Q.
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The final stage is to arrest fermentation by drying,

which may be effected in many ways, usually by the help

of machinery. The entire process of manufacture after

"withering" does not take more than about fonr

hours and a half. All that now remains to do is to

sort the tea in sieves, according to size and quality,
thus distinguishing the various grades, from flowery

pekoe to broken congou, and to pack it for shipment
in the well-known tea chests.*—Hunter's "Indian

Umpire."

MANITOBA:—A SAD PICTURE.

A planter ^vrites :
—

"
If you would publish the enclosed cutting from

the Money Market Sev'mo, it might be a warning to

many men who are thinking of leaving Ceylon for

Manitoba."

Dec. 10th, below -!ero ^6
nth
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CINCHONA GROWING AND HARVESTING.
(From the Planters' GazaUe, Juiio 1st.)

Mr. Teare, manager of the Neilghcrry Tea aud
CiuchouH Compan.v, has recently been employed to

inspect the several estates owued by the Wentworth
Company, and from what he says it is quite evident
that the soil and climate of the Wynaad are most
favourable to the growth of C Succini/ira and C.
Condaitiinea at all events, whilst the more valualile

Ledgeriana has only been less successful apparently
because the particular locality on which it was plant-
ed had not been well chosen. Writing of the Kau-
ambyle estate, Mr. Teare says ;—

" The four to eix

year old trees are chiefly Sv.ccirubra, but there are

large numbers of hybrids varying in almost every
gradation aud degj-ee between C. Condam'mea and
C. Succirubra. Experience will probably prove that
most of these hybrids are superior in quality of bark
to the pure C. Succirubra. There is one tree on
Kauambyle of wonderful growih, which approaches
very closely in appearance the valuable C. Conda-
minea. The growch of the cinchona trees now under
report is most highly satisfactory ; many of these
are over twenty feet high, and I have not seen in
other parts of South India any which, taken as a

whole, aud allowing for difference of age, can compare
with these beautiful forests at Kanambyle. It is not
that individual trees have attained, in solitary instances,
an abnormal size, but that all the trees are well dev-
eloped. Most, of the trees on this group are now ready
to yield a crop of bark ; each tree is estimated to

give an average of four ounces of dry scraped or
shaved bark. The scraping or shaving process will
be the most advantageous for the following reasons :

1. A larger amount of bark per tree will he obtained.
2. Bark harvested on this system is of higher value
than if taken in .strips. 3. If operated on with care,
and protected with grass, the trees suffer little de-
terioration in growth. 4. The bark will renew over
the entire stem surface within one year, and will

consequently give a larger and more valuable sub-
sequent return than can be procured by any other
process at present known."

Mr. Teare is very decided as to the desirability of

commencing to bark C. Succirubi-a and its varieties
while the trees are young. The best authorities are,
he declares, of opinion that as the bark grows older
and woody fibre replaces cellular tissue, the alkaloids
already in the bark appear to turn into resin aud
gum, or colouring matter, and the bark secretes in
that part of it no fresh alkaloids ; the result is the
bark (of C. Succirubra) deteriorates with age.*
This last remark refers only to trees that have
never been barked. He is also in favour of thinniug
out the young plantations in order to allow space for
the (growth of foliage necessary lor the nourishment
of the stems. "Leaves," he says, "perform a much
larger share in the economic development of veget-
able life than is generally supposed. They contrib-
ute more lo the organic bulk of trees than the
roots do ; one hundred pounds of dry wood give
only from half to one pound of ash or inorganic matter
when burned. The ash represents the proportion of
material absorbed by a tree through its roots; the
remaining ninety-nine pounds of dry wood have there-
fore been nbtamed thruuyh the leaves, chiefly in the
form of carbon. For these reasons I advise that in
Bome places every alternate row of trees should be
coppiced."
With reference to the preparation of bark for .-hip-

uient, the following remarks contain a hint wliich
may prove useful to any experienced managers :—

*
Certainly not until after the 10th year, if then—Ep,

'The most favourable S' ason for taking crop from
cineliona being durm:; the monsoon, when the atmo-
sphere IS saturated with moisture, and rain is con-
stantly tailing, it is ueces8:.ry thab nreans should be
devised for drying the bark by heated air. Solar heat
cannot be relied on during the monsoon. 1 therefore
advise that a building should be erected for this
purpose in readiness to receive the wet bark (from
which from 55 to 65 per cent, of moisture must be
driven off.) Machinery can probably be used for this
purpose with great advantage, iu regard to saving
of time, space, labour, fuel, and money." We mayadd that so far as can be ascertained here no ap-
pliances specially designed for artificially drying bark
have yet been invented, but that apparatus manu-
factured by Messrs. J. Gordon & Co. for dryingcocoa and coffee seeius likely to* answer the purpose
admirably. It consists of a store having an upper
floor, on which strong galvanized wire netting is spread
over the joists. On the ground-door there is a furnace
fitted with a hot-air chamber, and au iron pipe runs
from it under the wire netting, aud by this means
hot air

is^ rapidly diffused through whatever is laid
thereon. There is also a fan, by 'means of which the
moisture is carried off, and a regular draft main-
tained. The cost of the whole appar-tus for a floor
30 feet by 15 feet (exclasive, of course, of the build-
ing itself), does not exceed £50. This system has
proved very successful in practice with cocoa aud
cott'ee, and we would think it still easier to extract
the moisture from cinchona bark shavings.
[The Clerihew system is the one referred to, but

query whether cinchona bark, shavings at any rate,
could not be prepared in the "Sirocco" tea-drying
machine ?—Ed.]

MR. D. MORRIS ON CACAO (OR' COCOA).
On Tuesday evening (9th May) Mr. D. Morris, M.A.,

F.G.S.. the Director of Public Gardens and Plantations,
delivered at the townhall tlie fifth of the present series
of lectures under the auspices of the Jamaica In-
stitute. His subject was : "Cacao; how to grow and
how to cure it." The Hon. Alan Ker was called to
the chair, aud introduced the lecturer to a very larfe
audience. The ladies were not numerous on this oc-

casion, but there were in the Hall plenty of agricult-
urists who were anxious to be informed authoritatively
whether money could be made in cacao.
Mr. Morris, who was surrounded by the illustra-

tions which we enumerate below, said that by its

soil, climate and varying altitudes Jamaica was naturtlly
the home of a varied culture, and that it was necess-

ary, in order to secure a permanent prosperity, to
plant many thing,«, and not "to carry all the eggs
in one basket." .'Vlthough sugar-cane cultivation
would, he believed, always be extensive here, on account
of the good opportunities presented for it, that cultiv-
ation had by means of the old conditions of the island
been carried into localities whose elevation, &e., rend-
ered it impossible that it could be profitable under
existing conditions ; and it was therefore expedient to
look around for new industries. The island with a
varied agriculture would be safer against fluctuating
m.irkets, depression i.f certain industries, and visit-
ations which so often afflict economic plants coffee,
cane, cotton, tobacco, wheat, &c. There was in his
opinion, no reason why the cultivation of cacao in Jam-
aica, should not become as great as that of cinchona,now so full ot promise, and so energetically pushed.
The cultivation of cacao here was increasing mpidly.The present export was valued at £I0,91S tor ISSOJ

the qui;nt,ty bein^ .3,304 cw^t. as cnmp.iied with an
export only 14 years before if but I3.T cwt. Mr. Morris
quoted extensively from old historical writers, Edwards
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Long, nnd others, to show that in the seveiiteeth cent-

ury, cacao iQ Jamaica was very generally grown and

W.18 of great importance among th« exports. But it

declined on account of "blast" or hurricaues and of

the excessive duties imposed upon it in England,

amounting to 480 per cent of the value. The demand
for cacao, in response to whiih the cultivation had

been resumed here, was increasing every diiy, the

anijual consumption of cacao, b^ing now from 100 to

110 million pounds. Although not a cacao "plantiitiou'
can be found in Jamaica the foundations of a new cacao

industry are bemg laid. Mr. Morris, in giving a sketch

of the history of cacao, stated that a member of the

family was suid by Martius lo be a native of Jamaica.

It was known as Thi-ohroma si,lvestre and grew wild.

Its presence now is doubtful, liul the fact, if verified,

would tend to encourage those who were embarking
in the eut;erpiize, as 'proving that the island possesses
the initial elements of soil and climate for the siic-

ceseful cultiviition of cacao.

Mr. Morris gave a long and interesting description
o£ the various kinds of Theobroma cacao, as Liuuseus

named tlie tree, and showed the manner of its growth
from plants on the platform. He called attention to

the fact that he had already recommended for Jamaica the

cultivatmn of the best kinds of Trinidad cacao and he

insisted on the necessity of growing only cacao of the

best quality. Speaking of the forastero cacao now grown
in Trmidad to the exclu.sion of all other varieties, he

said that unfortunately
"

of the kinds already estab-

lished in Jamaica, the calabacillo (the lowest quality
of forastero and uever_ cidtivated by a careful Trini-

dad planter) being the hardiest has unfortunately sur-

vived in remote places, and I fear is being largely
cultivated by settlers under the impression that all

cacao of whatever variety is equally good." Happily
from 20,000 to 30,000 of the best Trinidad varieties

have already been distributed to planters in Jamaica,
and it is hoped that when these have fruited there

will be a supply of seeds available for thoroughly

establishing the most valuable kinds in the island.

In treating of the cultivation of cacao, Mr. Morris

observed, that as concerned temperature and rainfall,

some of the plains .and valleys of J.amaica were no
doubt admirably adapted for the cultivation of cacno.

"Although Jamaica is about 7i degrees further north

than Trinidad and nearly 6 [degrees further north

than Grenada, it is almost in the same latitude as

some of the best cacao districts of Mexico and Guite-
mala." A consideration of the facts connected with

climate, latitude, &c., led him to the conviction, how-

ever, that in Jamaica the successful culiivation would
be confined to the moister vallej'S and hollows, up
to 500 feet, well protected from winds. Cacao was

already apparently at himie in glades among the St.

Andrew Ked Hills, in the Wag Water Vallej, in the

Bath and Plantain Garden River districts, and in many
parts of St. George and Portland. The rainfall should

not be below an average of 60 inches per annum, nor

the mean annual temperature below 75 deg. Fah., and
the soil should be deep and moderately rich, the

preference being given to that containing a certain pro-

portion of lime or marl.

Mr. Morris proceeded to give directions as to selec-

tion of land, cleaning, planting at stake and from nurse.

ries, shade trees and timber belts for shelter, tlte

treatment of the plant until bearing time came, prun-

ing, weeding, ni'inuring, the best methods of picking
and malting and preparing for market, &c. For shade
in Jamiiiea, he approved bananas, and the sandbox tree

in place of the Immortelle hitlierto patronized in

Trinidad. He cundenined strongly the present pro-
cesses in vogue here tor washing and firying cacio,

and recomm nderl the Trinidad curing houses, models
of which he exhibited, for the purpose of sweating
the beans. He also called attention to theolaying of the

beans, for which the red earth of Jamaica was

very suitable. The adoption of the improved methods
would add tliousauds of pounds yearly to the value of

J maica cacao.

The lecture was illustrated as follows :
—

Diagrams
—

(
1 . )

Plan of cacao estate, first year.

(2.) Varieties of cacao.

(3.) Return of cacao shipped from Jamaica, 187.5-80.

(4.) Coloured drawings, shewing leaves and flowers
of cacao tree ; flower magnified ; Forastero, Colorado
and Amarillo varieties of fruit—method of cutting
fruit—cacao hook.

Models—Cacao house for 300 acres ; ditto for 10

acres.

Cacao hook for gathering crop.

Samples;—Cured cacao—" Caracas"—" Trinidad "—
"San Antoni.

"—"San Jose"— "Good Red"— "Good
Ordinary"— "Jamaica Cacao"—Clay forenring cacao.

Specimens:—Criollo—Forastero—Amarillo, Colorado,
TruxUliano, Amelonado, Calabacillo. Varieties of

Jamaica-grown cacao—Growing specimens of cacao and
Immortelle trees.

At the close of the lecture, the Hon. G. Henderson,
Mr. Francis of Cedar Valley Mr. Harrison, the Rev.
Mr. Uowner and Mr, Kelly Smith spoke on the sub-

ject. A vote of thanks was passed, in the usual way, for

the lecturer.— Jamaica ^Yeekly Gleaner, 11th May 1882.

CACAO (COCOA) CULTIVATION IN JAMAICA.
We are sanguine enough to look for very happy

and beneficial results from the lecture upon cacao
cultivation delivered by Mr. Morris on Tuesday night
at the Towuhall. In our opinion the lecture is

destined to give a stimulus to this cultivation oom-
meusuiate with the stimulus given to cinchona by the
earlier efforts of Mr. Morris. People who have not
been through the mountainous distiict n few miles
out north of Kingston and including St. Catherine's
Peak and Blue Mountain, can hardly conceive of the
vast extent of private land now under cinchona, but
which before the arrival of our preseut hardworking
Director of Puldic Gardens and Plantations was liter-

ally a burden on the owners. What has thus been
done for the hills, Mr. Morris offers to do for the

valleys, and he advocates that between the sugar of

the plains and the cinchona of the peaks should come
Liberian cofi'ee to supplement the Arabian coffee and
cac&o cultivation to go hand in hand with banana cult-

ivation. It is most encouraging to learn from a com-

petent jud^e who, as his lecture showed, has taken
infinite trouble to study tlie subject, that Jamaica

presents a favourable field for cacao.

All who are interested in cacao cultivation here, or
desire to become so, will doubtless obtain the lecture
for themselves, in full, as e.arly as possible, and take

advantage of its practical instruction. We may remark
that Mr. Morris points out how, from the very hour
when the seed is dropped and the plant begins to grow,
the presext methods of the cacao industry in Jamaica

may be improved. Tlie piece of advice which is es-

pecially striking is that with regard to curing. We ap-
pear to be wholly in the wrong in Jamaica in the manner
of preparing cacao for the market, aud the sooner scienti-

fic niethocis are in vogue here the better it will be

for the cacao growers and the reputation of their pro-
duct. Mr. Prestoe, the Botanist of Trinidad, in hia

last rep'irt, speaking of the old, careless process of cur-

ing, advocates the same system as j\ir. Morris does, and
says of the cacao under the old system that, i>y the time
it IS shipped, it is only little better than decayed veget-
able tissue.

Mr. Morris, although he does not promise tb it, by
improvement all round, Jamaica cacao can obtain the

price of the Trinidad " San Antonio," from lOSs to
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120a per handieJweigVit, is very coufident that, if pro-

perly grown and prepared, it would easily fiud n

market at SOs, which is a price far beyond any now
attained. But h^ points out that, while in TriuiJad

the cac:io field j-ielcis no profit on its low shade trees,

in Jamaica the banana will give good shade and pro-
vide fruit to meet the increasing demand in the United

States. In Grenada, where cacao is also successfully

cultivated, the growers suffer, we may here state, from

an evil which is at least as bad as our high winds.

Mr. Ober in his
"
Camps in the Caribees," recently

jjublishid, says of the cacao cultivation in Grenaila ;
—

"Happy and cuuteuled as the negro may be in his

wealtli of cacao trees, he is sometimes enraged at the

depredations committed by the forest cxnadrupeds,
for the rats, not content with the succulent cane,

eagerly seek out the sweet pulp of the cacao.

Where monkeys are abundant, as in Grenada,

they commit great havoc, not only gnawing holes in

the pod5 as they hang on the trees, but carrying

away all they can hold in their arms. In one of my
moukev-hunting excursions I stopped at the house
of a very agreeable planter, in the mountains. He
declared that one year the moukeys nearly destroyed
his crop : and not only ate the cacao seeds, but

brought the empty pods and placed them on his door

step, thus adding insult to injury. [Oh !
—Kd.]

* * *
I have seen heaps of cacao pods, each with a

small hole in it au inch or so in diameter, where
the monkey had thrust in his hand to scoop out the

pulp." In Jamaica, the mongoose will kill the rats,

and we have no moukeys. Conntry readers will be glad
to learn that the Government will print and issue Mr.
Morris' lecture for public information at once.—Jamaica

Weekly (jleaner.

VARIETIES OF LIBEEIAN COFFEE.

The uniform type of the Arabian coffee in Ceylon
has be n maintained so completely, that any variation

of habit and appearance, beyond that caused by soil

and treatment, has been of the rarest occurrence.

The planter therefore accustomed to the cultivation

of this species was little prepared for the boundless

variety of tlie Liberian species, that runs from the

fishing-rod on eud, with a crow's nest on the sum-

mit, to the dwarf, that on thirty inches of stem has

crowded eighteen pairs of branches, the lowest and

longest of which only measure fifteen inches. Again
the different specimens differ from each other in

every possible way : taking one huudred plants grown
from imported seed, jjut out on the same day, in

the same soil, and treated exactly the same in every

way, for two and-a-half years, there is a vast range

of variety in the heia;ht at which they begin to

branch, running from cue foot to three or more ; in

the regularity of their brauchiug : one topped at six

feet having thirty-four primaries, while its neighbour

topped at seven feet has only seventeen : one may
have short, stiff" erect branches, while another close

by will have them running out almost horizontally,

and five feet in length. Then there is a vast range
in the size, form, and colour of the leaf, from 5x11
inches to 5x2, and from the deepest dark green to

B dusky yellow. One will be a close mass of foliage,

while the next, without having suffered hom I-fmiileia,

is 60 bare that one might count all its leaves with-

lout tcmching it. So. in crop-yieldiug qualitie.% they
ire as unlike as in other respects. One tree will have

400 rip" cherries, and 3,000 of others in various stages,
SO

while its neighbour has not 100 altogether ; one has

long foot stalks, that allow as many as 25 cherries

to come to maturity in a single cluster, while another
is so short, that half that number cannot possibly
survive the pressure. The fruit of one tree is glob-
ular; of another oval. One tree ripens its fruit as

perfectly as the Arabian species, while the cherries

on another only change to a brownish yellow, crack,
and dry on the branches.

Out of all these varieties it is enough to reject for

propagation, all the inferior castes, the stragglers, the

lo"gjointed loose-leaved kinds, the upright-branched,

every one of which gets the fungus early, and never
shakes it off, specially the long-legged kinds that always
take " a list to leeward where wind blows, and gives
so mnch to bare stem, that they have not room
left, within cultivable height, for a fair

amount of bearing wood. The first quality to be
desired in a Liberian coffee tree is the power of

resisting the fungus. There is no certainty that
this resisting power is a hereditary quality, but
the best practicable course is never to take seed
from any tree that has ever exhibited a pinspot
of Hemileia. The other qualities to be desiderated
are low branching, full, dark foliage, good bearing
quality, a long fruit-stalk, an oval raiher than a

globular fruit, long spreading branches, instead of

short ones loaded with secondaries and tertiaries

before a crop is gathered, and the capacity of fully

ripening its crop within the year. We are acquainted
with no one variety that combines all the qual-
ities we want in this model tree, and, thei-efore, among
those that have hitherto resisted the fungus, there
is no choice; for, if this plant, or that, has one or

two of the qualifioations that satisfy, they are prob-

ably deficient in others equally important. So far

then as our observation has gone, we have not met
with one plant, that combines nil the qualities desired in

Liberian coffee ; but there are three, perhaps four,
varieties that come pretty close to perfection without

reaching it, and any one of them will be a tolerably

satisfactory plant to cultivate, unless one still un-
decided question should iu the course of extendeil

experience receive au adverse answer.
We have no assurance that a plant that has run

inio such wide variety in its habitat will keep true to

the type of the immediate pareut elsewhere. Certainty
on this point can only be reached by patient ex-

periments, extending over five or six years, but there

are already facts available that seem to militate

against the favourable side of the question. We cannof

suppose that either Liberia or Udapola supplied their

customers with seed from trees of "
fishing-rod"

style, yet from both we have seen specimens of that re-

markable variety. The plants sent to Ceylon by Mr.
Bull were all of one kind (though not the best kind.

we now have iu Cey'on) ; yet from Mausava seed there
has been no uniformity of development. One plant
branches at eighteen inches, and another runs up
above three feet, without a branch, and what other
diversities may hereafter occur we cannot say. There
can be no doubt that, if we select seed from the best

kinds, and systematically destroy nil the weaker kinds,
as soon as they mauiftet their qualities, we will arrive
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at a satisfactory variety iu the end ; but there is an

element of doubt iu the result, even when the seed

of the best varieties alone are used, eo long as the com-

paratively worthless varieties are permitted to remain

side by side with the valuable kinds. Whenever two

or more varieties of one species grow together, cross-

fertilization will almost certainly result, leading to a

still further multiplicaiiou of variety.

An experiment is proposed to be tried aa follows :

—To select seed from the four varieties that have

among them all the good qualities required. Plant

them in a field by themselves, as far as possible

from any other coflee, and surrounded by some ex-

tent of jungle. As soon as any plant begins to

manifest bad qualities, weed it out, eo tliat in a

couple oE years none but the best varieties will re-

main. The prospect would then appear to be favour-

able to the hope that such treatment would yield

varieties [not inferior to the immediate parents, and

in all probability superior to any we now possess,

none of which have all the qualities that go to make

up perfection. Many of the smaller variesties are

early and heavy bearers, but some of them are

unequal to the ripening of their crop, and nearly

all of them are specially weak on the fungus point.

There is one rather common variety, with short, stiff,

upright primaries, not one of which escapes infection,

and, from the day on which it is attacked, it ceases

to be a factor in the prospective success of

an estate ;
it only stands among better kinds a

leafless skeleton, and every fresh leaf it struggles to

produce is met by the enemy as soon as developed.

There are others of larger frame, but of an o]jen

atiaggling habit, that are not much safer from the

fungirs, and are much inferioras crop-bearers. Of

the varieties most worthy of the planter's attention,

we place on record the following notes of two distinct

types planted on 7th November 1S79

No. 2, 7 feet

17 „
4 „ 6 in. high
2 „ 5 in. „
11 in. n 5

1,500

Topped at 6 feet No. 1

Primaries 34 „

Length of primaries 3 feet 9 inches

Branched at 1 toot high
Size of leaf 9inK3J
Crop all sizes 3,500 cherry ...

No. 1 has nearly all the good qualities to be desired;

the leaf is only rather narrow and the fruit-stalk short.

No. 2 is a straggling plant of its type, but its vast

leaves, its bold, long, and strong primaries, with their

wealth of fine, healthy secondaries, and the general \ngor

of its appearance, render it one of the safest kind.s to

propagate.

It will be interesting to have this experience com-

pared with that obtained by other planters of Liberian

coffee in the Western, North-Western, Southern and

even Central Pro\'inces of Ceylon. There can be

no doubt of the great variety of coffee imported
from W^est Africa under the najne of ' Liberian

'

in

the early days of the pioneering enterprize, for, as

Mr. Shelton Agar saw during his trip to Liberia,

every size of beau was available from the small pea-

like St. Thom6 coffee up to the largest size of Liberian

cherry. The planters who are beginning oper-

ations in Ceylon with the carefully selected seed now
made available from the best trees, may be con-

gratulated on the advantage they will thus have over

pioneers who had to take the imported seed very

much as it came to their hands.

PLANTING IN JOHOEE.
To the Editor of the [Singapore] JJaili/ Times.

Dear Sir,—My attention has only lately been called

to the letter which appeared in yom- issue of the 29th

ult., signed
"
Ooftee," republished from the Cey/oii Qliseri'er

and to the correspondence which it called forth m your
columns. Having had upwards of eleven years' planting ex-

perience in Oeylon, and having been for some time engaged
iu planting in Johore, I ventm'e to offer ray opinion on
tire subjects referred to by

** Coffee" and your correspond-
ents.

" Coffee" says that every Oeylon planter of expe-
rience who has visited Johore has condemned it. This is

not correct. I could name several Ceylon planters of ex-

perience besides myself, who, so far from condemning
Johore, have pronounced that it it is excellently adapted
for the cultivation of lowcountry products.

" Coffee"
refers to Mr. Dobree as being of the same opinion as him-
self. Mr. Dobree no doubt stated in his report that Pulai
was at too low an elevation for the successful cultivation of

Coffee Arahica^ but he also stated that, iu his opinion, other

products, such as Liberian coffee, tea, pepper &c., could
be grown successfully. Mr. Dobree also spoke highly of

the soil and its capabilities for the cultivation of lowcountry
products. There is little doubt, indeed, as to the success

of tea, Liberian coffee, cocoa, pepper, sago and sugar, for

these are now beyond the experimental stage, and if it

should tm*n out that Cojf'ee Arahicn cannot be grown to

pay, either in the open or in the shade, we have the satis-

faction of knowing that the other products can.

My experience of Johore is that the higher you go the

poorer the soil becomes. Fortunately there are but few
mountain ranges, the country consisting for the most part
of undulating land, which in Oeylon would be described

as "
lowcoimtry" and the soil is as good as if not better

than the average Ceylon soil.

With regard to labour, I do not know what they pay in

Butu Pahat, but I pay from §4 to §6 a month, and I

believe my neighbours do the same. By advancing from

S12 to S15 a head, we can get as many coolies as we

require at S5 a month . The cost of felhng is considerably
less than in Ceylon, and other works, such as holing, fillmg

in, piling, burning, &c., can be done nearly as cheaply
here as in that island. It should be borne in mind that

this country is new to planting experience, and that prob-

ably in Ceylon labor is cheaper than iu any other country
in the world. I see from the Observer that in Fiji each

cooly eo.sts the planter from £16 to £22, and that in Queens-
land Messrs. Poett and Mackinnon are paying their C'hiuese

labomrers £1 per week ! ! In Johore, on the other hand,
I consider that we do not compare unfavourably even with

Ceylon.
As to roads, it must be remembered that Johore is still

in its infancy so far as planting is concerned. The roads

are therefore few, the natives generally liviug near the river.

The river communication, however, is so ample that the

need of roads is not felt as it would be in Oeylon. Never-

theless, many miles of roads have already been made and

many more are in course of construction. The existing
means of communication are sidficient for our present wants.

If at any time a European has to go any distance, the

Maharaja, who is a most kind and hospitable prince, is

always wilUng to lend him one of his steam launches.

The future success of planting in Johore is, 1 think, well

assureil, and is only a question of time. When the acreage
at present under cultivation comes into bearing, the public
wiU be able to judge of its merits; and I think there

need be little fear of the result.—I am, &c., L. 0. P.

Johore, 15th June, 1882.

PAKACUAYAN TEA.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " BRITISH TR.4DE JOURNAL."

Sir,—With reference to your correspondent's letter

April number of the British Trade Journal onthe

the subject of Paraguayan tea, I may say that the

objection to Yeiba M;"ite is common to beginners, as

with sn.oking. But all Englishmen who h.ive lived in

South America will tell you that they very much mi^s

the Yerba Miite here. It is, in time, a most greatful,

and, beyond all ijuestion, a most healthy and invigor-

ating beverage, (iauohos work cattle all day without
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other food, not eating till sunset. It was banned in

this country under Queen Anne out of hatred to

Spain (or to the Jesuits), the doctors declaring th.it

it waii an enemy to the fecundity of the human race.

Such effects have never been noted in South America,
where barrenness is exceedingly rare.

It is not to the interest of the tea-merchants or the
vevenno that we should get Yerba at a penny a pound,
but whenever Yerba becomes common here we shall

have fewer prisons, lunatic asylums, &c., as
" driuU "

will be on the decline.

Jesuit's b.irk (cinchona) has proved a business to

mankind, and the tea that bears their name may one
day be almost as much valued.

If the doctors of Queen Anne's day had not been

insanely prejudiced, or, perhaps, bribed by the tea-

merchants, we should row have Yerba Mite in as

generiil use here as in South America. The Irish

sheep-farmers in Buenos Ayres take it with sugar, but
if you can take it pure it is better. I like it amarijo,
in all its purity, just as much as I relish a cigar.

—
Yours tiuly, Anglo-Porteno.

London, May Sth.

ME. D. MORRIS ON THE VARIETIES OF
CACAO (OR COCOA.)

Our readers interested in the cultivation of cacao

will be pleased to see the letter from the late As-

aistiint Director of our Botanic Gardens, in which he

summarizes information collected during a visit to

Trinidad and given in full detail in a lecture which
he recently delivered in Jamaica. The main points
are that there are two great varieties of the

cacao,—the creole and the foreign. "Creole" is a

term emplojed in the West Indies, not (as many
think) as tbe equivalent of half-caste, but quite the

contrary : a person, colonial born, but of pure descent.

In regard to natural productions the term seems to

have the same sense aa indigenous. In the case of

cacao, the belief is that the fine but delicate " Creole
"

coffee was the only variety cultivated in Trinidad,
until a "blast" or huiricane wrought such destruction

that a foreign kind was introduced, which compens-
ates by its robustness for some inferiority of quality.
In the two main varieties, however, there are almost
endless snbvarieties, and no doubt, the plant is

specially amenable to the effects of careful cultiv-

ation. In this way what are deemed inferior varieties

in South America or the West Indies may develops
sui)erior qualities in Ceylon. Indeed, they seem to

have done so already, and although the Caraccae kinds,

especially the pale one, are described as of superior
quality, it may be Ihat like Ledgeriana amongst the

cinchonas and indigenous Assam amongst the teas :

delicacy of constitution and consequent difficulty in

cultivation may attend the choice of such superior
varieties Our planters wdl, of course, try all the

existing kinds, and it is probable they will in time

develope a Ceylon hybrid or variety of a specially

good type. Miaulime the proper prcpaiaticn of such
beans as are produced saems to be quite as important
as the choice of kinds to cultivate. As yet, such
small parcels of tbe Ceylon beans as have reached
the market seem to have been well prepared and of

good quality, and we trust no effort nill be spared
to preserve the good reputation of Ceylon-grown
cacao. On that product, with Liberian coffee, tea and

cinchona, the future of the island and its enterprize
and industry seem now largely to depend,—although
we do not despair of the revival of old King Coffee

of Abyssinia via Arabia.

MR. D. MORRIS ON THE TWO CLASSES OF
CACAO: C. CRIOLLA AND C. FORASTERO,

Botanical Department, Gordon Town,
Jamaica, 22nd May 1882.

Sirs,
—Having lately returned from a six weeks'

trip to Trinidad and the Southern Islands for the

purpose of looking up cacao cultivation, I gave the
results in a lecture before the Institute of Jauiaica,
particulars of which will bo found in the accompany-
ing papers.
The lecture itself will be shortly published, and

hence it is uunecessiry for me to enter into any
minute details at present. There are, however, ono
or two points relating to cacao in Ceylon from what
I gather in jour valuable publications—the Overland
Observer and the IVopical JijrkulturUt^whiL'h deserve
some attention ; and I would mention them in the

hope of throwing some light on the relative merits
of the varieties now under cultivation there. So far
as I have been able to gather, all the varieties of

cacao cultivated in the West Indies and Venezuela

may be grouped under two large classes, viz.. Cacao
CuioLLA ami Cacao Fokasteuo. Cacao criolla was

formerly the only kind cultivated in Trinidad, but,

according to M. Joseph, in his history of Trinidad,
a blast* affected the plantations to such ,an extent
that the cultivation was almost ruined.

This result was attributed at the time to the delic-

ate character of the cueao eriolla, which in addi-
tion was said to be a poor yielder and uusuited to

the climate. Under these circumstances, the more
robust and hardy cacao foraslero (literally foreign
cacao) was introduced, and of late years this ha-i

entirely supplanted the cacao criollo.f In fact, with
the exception of some two or three trees here and
there (one of which was pointed out to me by Mr.
Prcstoe in the Botanical Gardens) there is practically
now no cacao criolla in Trinidad. It is chiefly con-
fined at the present time to the mainland ol Vene-

zuelii, and it doubtless yields some, if not most, of

the celebrated Caracas cacao of commerce. . The pods
in this kind are -of a red colour and smaller than
those of the Forastero class (generally about 6 or 8

inches long). When young, the end next the stalk is

somewhat cons' rioted or narrowed ; the other end is

pointed aud sbghily turned to one side. The
chief difference, however, exists in the seeds. These
are much thicker than in any other kintl of cacao 1 am
acquainted with

; very short, almost globular, and with
the iut-rior (when frtsb) of a pale, crimsou colour.

The produce of cavao criollo, when welUnred, is of a

much finer flavour than the more robust Foristcro class.

Posses.-iing also a larger proportion of essential oil and
less bitterness, it requires less fermentatiiu and has

better keeping qualiiies. As eo much is th( ught every-
where of Caracas cacao, I have been ende vouring for

the last two lears to procure pods ofallth' best kinds

cidiivated on the Main, and, after receiving several con-

siiininents of fruit as well as cured beai;«, from La
Gnayra—the port of Caracas—and other p' ices, I am
inclined to believe that there is no distinciive variety
which may be termed Caracxs cacao ither than what is

kuown as Creole cacao. Th it is, Caracas cacao, if the

produce of any welldelined variety, is pr.)bably that

of C'icao rrioltd. 1 may, however, be wronj; in my sup-

position ; but Igivetbe result of my enqi'iries so far.

• A hurricane.—Ed.

t The Creole cacao.—Ed.
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Mr. Prestoe, I believe, agrees wilh me, for in a receut
lettfr lie remarks Ibat as far as he is aware theru is no

variety of cacao peculiar to the mainlaud (Venezuela)
which is not also represented in Trinidad.
With regard to cacao forastero, this class constitutes

the bulk of the cacao cultivated in Trinidad, Grenada
and the other West India islands. Its general character-
istics ore irees of robust, hardy growth and geuer.ally

prolific in fruit : the seeds are somewhat long and
narrow in the best varieties, but becoming flattish and

angular in the lowest. The interior of the seeds when
fresh are of a violet tint, as contrasting with the pale
crimson of cacao crioUa : they require generally longer
time for fermentation, aud, containing a somewhat
smaller proportion of essential oil, they have not such

good keeping qualities. In the best varieties, how-
ever, cacao forastero approaches very near cacao criolla ;

whereas for general cultural purposes it would appear,
according to the experience in Trinidad, to be superior.
There are some twelve or fourteen varieties of

cacao fornMero known in Trinidad, each possessing
well-marked characteristics as regards size of trees,

requirements as to shade, yield of fruit, as well as

quality oi produce.

Owing to the contract system under which most
of the estates now in bearing in Trinidad were es-

tablished, the different varieties are so intermingled
that it is impossible lo keep them separate, aud the

produce is necessarily mixed and sulijected to one
uniform system of fermentation and curing.

This must result in some varieties being fermented
too much and others too little. At present, however,
there would appear to be no help for it, although
some of the best planters aie weeding cmt the worst
varieties as they appear, and supplying their ))l.aces

with plants raised fiom seed of the best of the Foras-

tero class. The following are the princip»l varieties :
—

a—citndeamur* vervgoso amarillo ... rough yellow.
4— ,, vcrucjoso Colorado ... ,, red.

c—Im amarillo ... snioolh yellow.
d—liso Colorado

e—amelonado amarillo
red.

melon-shaped
yellow.

,, red.

, calabash yellow,
red.

f—avulonado Colorado

g—calabacillo amarillo

h—caldliacillo Colorado

The best variety of the Forastero class in the rent

r/oso amarillo or "rough yellow," which is muches
teemed both in Trinidad and Grenada as hardy in

growth and prolitic in fruit.

The shell is comparatively thin and the propor-
tionate weight of seeds is much greater than in the

other varieties. It is also said to require less fer-

mentation. In this, as ndl as the ivnujo.io Colorado

or "
rough led,' the pods are generally large ; some

fine specimens which 1 brought from San Anlonio
estate being 11 inches !oiig, and fully 12 inches in

circumference at the thickest; part. The seeds are of

the true almond shape and pale violet colour.

In the li.io and amarillo lino aud Colorado " smooth

yellow" aud "smooth red" respectively, Ihe

fruits have somewhat the same e'hape siud characteristics

as the cumlcamiir veriiijo.io, but tue shells are thicker

and heavier.

As the quality of the produce is n )t no good as

in Ihe cundeamur venigo.to, there is therefore a wasie

of material without any compensation. Similarly with

the tivtelotiado or "melon shaped" varieties, of which

again there are two lorms, the yellow and ihe red.

This latter holds a position midway between the

cundeamur vcrwjoso aud the calahacillo or cahabash
va-ieties.

* Cuudeamur is, I believe, the Spanish name for the
fruit of the Cerasee, Momordica charantia^ anel this cacao
obtams its uame from the warted rugged appearance which
it presents closely resembling the above-named fruit.

The calabacillo also of two forms (yellow and red)

is the lowest variety of the Forastero class, and is

never cultivated by a careful planter. This is some-
times called "wild cacao," but as it appears even

among seedlings of the best varieties, it is evidently

only a debased form of cacao forastero. The pods
of the calabacillo variety are small, seldom more than
three or four inches long ; the seeds are fl.at, angular,

intensely bitter, and of a dark violet colour. They
are not improved by fermentation, and the market
value of the pioduce is low.

I found among cacao plantations in Trinidad a

tree here and there which the Spauiarda termed " male"

or sterile cacao. On these trees the puds, when pro-

duced, contaiued only a few small seeds, the central

portion being generally nothing but pith. Whether
this is a very debased calabacillo form I know not.

The occurrence of these trees is, however, a subject
which deserves some attention, if only to discover

whether they in any way contribute to the better

fertilization of the ordinary hermaphrodite flowers.

If, on the other hand, they are purely debased forms,
and do no service, they cannot be too carefully eradic-

ated.

As far as I can remember, in Ceylon you have

no true cacao criolla, unless it has been introduced

lately. Whether it is advisable to introduce and
cultivate it, when you can obtain such good results

with the Forastero class, is purely a matter of choice.

You have, no doubt, good Forastero varieties.

I shall glad to be find if the above notes will do

something towards identifying these varieties and

lead to their characteristics being carefully observed.

If, as remarked by Mr. Prestoe, there is a difference

of value between the varieties of cacao trees as to

quality and productiveness of at least from one to

three ; and, if also in respect to the relative value

of the pod to its contents (that is weight for weight)

the difference ranges as one to five, there is evidently

for the planter and especially in a new country, much
to learn as regards the special varieties of cacao to

cultivate and their suitability for different soils, as-

pects and climates.—Very faithfully jours,

D. MORRIS,
Director of Public Gardens and Plantations, Jamaica.

WYNAAD PLjVNTING AND MINING ASSOCIATION.

Notes of a Oommittee Meeting held at Pookotb

Olub, Vvtheey, on Friday, 23rd June 1882.

Present.—Messrs. Batty, Punnett, Wiuterbotham, Fether-

tonhaugh and G. L. Youge, Honorary Secretary. Mr. Winter-

sbotham in the chair. The proceedings of the previous

meeting were read and confirmed.

/i'orti/s.—Atteution having been called to the unsafe con-

dition of many of the bridges ou the main roads, it was

resolved that the president of the Malabar Local Fund

Board be addressed ou the subject.
Adulteration of C'o^Ve.—Keail letter from Messrs. Hinde &

Co. with copies of their correspondence with the Madras

Chamber of Commerce. Kesolved that this Association will

cordially co-operate with the Jl.alabar merchants in memorial-

izing the Home Government ou the subject.

Bci/pore-Mi/sore Eailiray.
—Read circular from Messrs.

Pierce, Leslie & Co., the ageuts for the concessionaries of the

proposed Railway, suggesting the free surrender of waste

lands required tor the railway. Resolveil that the project

has the most cordial support of the Association. The com-

mittee hope that each individual member will agree to the

terms proposed and that the native Landholders will recog-

niue the advantage of co-operating.

RcijiHrtitioii of J/«K(C)/ts-.—Read letter froni the Honor-

ary Secretary of the Coorg Planters' Association, inviting

this Association to co-operate with them in a memorial to

the Mysore Government to urge the enactment of an Act

for the compulsory registration of all maisteries.

Resolved that the Houorary Secretary recall to the atten-

tion of the Coorg Planters' Association the efforts that
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have been made for many years to get this most important
matter attended to, forwarding them the printed correspond-
ence on the subject and assuring them of our willingness

to join them in any well concerted proposiil.

Leaf-Disease.
—Kead communication from the Eevemic

Department, Government of Madias. Reporting that in

consequence of the appearance of leaf-disease in the Island

of Reunion the French Governor had prohibited the import-
ation of coffee plants and berries from India.—Recorded.

Cinchona Growing fn Bolivia.—The follow ing is an
e.Klract from a Bolivian othciars report, and weprcseutit to

our leaders as a sort of puzzle. All that we can make
of it is tliat the eullivation of cinchona is

sp^nadirig in

Bolivia, a fact of which Mr. T. Christy has already made
us aware :- "The plantations of quma are daily in-

creasing very considerably throughout the Eastern
Andis. The plantations established areas follows :

—
in Vungas 200,000, Songo 70,000, Maipiri 3,500,000,

Guauay 32,000, Camato 30,000, Canpolieau 10,000,

makmg in all 3,842,000 trees, which oiay, perhaps,
be further increased [o 4,000,000, if the plantatiouB
of Challana were included in the estimate. Under
the supposition that each tree will afford from six to

eight tons (sic) of cascarilla, there would result for

the planter a clear annual profit of from one to two
bolivianos {about 33 sterling) for each phint, so that

4,000,000 trees at 5 bolivianos each represent a

capital of 20,000,000 bolivianos. These trees, which at

present ure only from 5 to 10 years old, will arrive

at their full state of development in from 10 to 1.5 years
more, and will then represent a capital of 80,000,00
bolivianos, presuming the price of the bark to be 1(jO

bolivianos per quintal (lOOtha.)"—Planters' Oazettp,

The Kio Chamber of Commerce is evidently
a practical and important body. We read in the Riu

News:—The "
Ueiitro da Lavoura e Commercio "

of this

city has called meetings for today and the 17th for the
discussion of the various questions relating to the

development of agriculture and commerce. According
to the Ci'uzi^iro tlie subjects to be considered will be :

—
1, reduction of export duties ; 2, commercial treaties

in the interests of agriculture ; 3, revision of the

mortgage laws to facilitate liquidation and augment
real estate credit ; 4, practical means for promoting
immigration ; 5, the pledging of agricultural products
and valuables; 6, agricultural premiums and Ihe in-

troduction of products ; 7, moditicatiou of railway
tariffs. There is need, of course, of many vital re-

forms in the mortgage laws, but these should be
undertiikeu in the interests of creditors, rather than
for secuiiug greater borrowing facilities. Just now
there is a very dangerous craze over this question of

agricultural credits. With the enormous burden of

indebtedness now weighing upon the argic-ultural
estates of this country, it is nothing less than mad-
ness to legislate further facilities into the planter's
hands for increasing his indebtedness. What Brazil

needs is more manual labor—not more debts, lu the
matter of immigration, there is food enough for a

great many discussione. It is a question which in-

volves, directly or indirectly, a relorm lu almoet every
class of laws in the country. It involves putting
the emigrant to Brazil on a par with those going to

Ihe United States, to Canada, and to Australia, in

the matter of religion, of education, of citizenship, of

aoquiring, holding and devising property, of Associ-

ation, ami of the many other things which tend to an

emigrant's social ami material well being. It's too
broad a question for an hour's talk; the "l.'cntro"
sh' uld begin it, and then follow it to the end—if it

takes all tummer. And so too with the question of

railway taritls—which might also include that of state

administration. As a rule, the tariffs in tliis country
are much too high, and they can well be reduced iu

the iuteresLs of all parlies concerned.

NEW PRODUCTS : INDIARUBBER
CULTIVATION.

Attention may be directed to the vei-y encouraging
remarks in the last letter of our London Commercial

Correspondent in respect of rubber culture, and these

remarks as well as the letters of Mr. Christy and "Nemo
Nomad " reach us as we receive veiy satisfactory

reports of the growth of the tree in several Ceylon

districts. The almost unprecedented windstonns which

have swept over parts of the hill-couutry lately have

affected some of the trees, snapping off the tops ;

but this is exceptional, and, so far as experience has

been gained, there can be no doubt of rubber becoming
a very successful and profitable cultivation m Ceylon.

We have ah'eady reported how small balls of rubber,

gathered from the Ficus elastka here, were valued in

Loudon at from 2s 8d to 3s 4d per lb. Dr. Trimen has

taken home aboiit a pound weight of the nibber got from

tapping the trees in the Peiadeniya Gardens, and the

report upon this produce will be looked for with in-

terest. Meantime, experiments in making excisions

in the bark of rubber trees nine months old and

upwards are being made evei'y week, and so far

with success. A trained eooly can go over 3,000 or

4,000 trees a day, and another on the following day
can almost as quickly collect the coagulated strips

the rubber oozing out and running down the side of

the tree without being lost or injured. The splendid
tree on 8einbawatte estate referred to in our "Rubber "

pamphlet was photographed by Mr. Scowen of Kandy in

July 1881 when the tree was 13 months old, and it makes
a vei-y pretty picture (for a copy of which we are in-

debted to Mr. C. Ross Wright). We do not- suppose
tliat this tree has been exceptionally treated, and

therefore its rapid gi'owth (over 24 feet high by 3 feet

in circumference) in two years is only a sample of

what the culture ought to be under average cir-

cumstances in Ceylon. On WariapoUa, Matale, the

progi'css of the trees is most satisfactory. There can be

no doubt that capital could be profitably devoted to the

cultivation of rubber trees on a laige scale in Ceylon.
The product is in great demand ; supplies are not

sufficient, and the price at home is steadily on the rise.

In connection w"ith our enterprise iu " New Products "

generally, the thanks of Ceylon planters are due to

Mr. A. L. Hutcliison for his timely letter to the London

Times.

MR. T. CHRISTY OF LONDON ON INDIA-

RUBBERS.

London, 1 1th June 1382.

SiK,—I see that a question is asked on page 450
of your weekly edition of the Ceylon Observer as to
the best manner of getting the iudiarubbtr out of
the different rubbers of the "

Landolphia
'

."ppcies, and
also enquiring when it is likely to come to maturity.

I have studied the iiabits of the "
Landoljhias"

•faom the west coast of Africa for about three y ars,
and have taken every information I could gither
respecting them, and, after considerable difficulty, ob-
ta'ntd one plant of "

Landolphia Kirkii
"
from Kew.

This last plant has made iis growth, and I can see
that its habit is very similar to "

Landolphia dorida."
Because the Indians obtained the rubber by tap-

ping the trees, that is to say, by cutting holes iu
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tbe bark and catching the juice, it is no reason why
this course should be followed, when it is necessary
to obtaiu the juice from a different class of tree to-

the Ficiis elasticns. If any of your readers who are

growing this species of "
Landolphia

"
will take a

dead bough or " runner " and cut it through the
bark up to tbe stem, without quite severing the

piece, they will find thai it is full of gum, and so

elastic in qunlity that, if the woody piece of bark
is separated and the gun fibre left, it will spring
back to its former position, carrying the bark with it.

This tree throws up every year runners from the

roots, and, in my opinion, it is advisable that these

should be allowed to mature, and that, when they
can be out down, it will be necessary to find some pro-
cess for extracting the rubber from the dry bark or

from the stems. With this aim Im a truug some ex-

periments, but I need hai'dly add under what diffic-

ulties I labour in this country, only being able to

obtain such small pieces. I have written over and
over again to tbe west coast for branches and ti-ees

to be Bent over to me, but my correspondents say that
I have no idea of the expense and trouble of send-

ing into the woods for tliese faggots and then hav-

ing to transport them tlirough the surf to tlie steamers
which lie in the roadsteads. There are plenty of

substances that will melt the indiarubber, but the

object is to find a chemical that can be relied upon,
that when treated will return a commercial product
in the pure state of "gum clastic."

It must be also noted that, if any experiments are

tried, the strength of the spirit should be recorded, for

some strengths will melt the resins as well as the rubber

Very little is as yet known respecting the rubbers
that come to the London mavket further than that
the merchants classify them as they can turn 'them
to commercial purposes. I have placed before a man,
who knew rubber at sight, three samples, all taken
from the same tree, the juice or milk having been
treited differently. He could hardly believe that the
native form which he was accustomed to irarchase
could be treated so as to yield a clean, clear gum.
This proves what may be done by careful collection.

—Yours truly, THOS. CHKISTY.

(By Our City Corresj^omhnt.J

Sometime back I asked Mr. Heilbut, ofMessrs. Heilbut,

Syraons & Co., the great uidiarubber merchants, to ob-

tain some seed for me from their correspondents. At
the time Mr. Heilbut gave me little encouragement
of being able to do this, but a week back I received

the pleasant intelligence that one hundredweight was

waiting for me at his office. Upon calling there a

glance at the seeds told me they were worthless, but,

unwilling to believe this, I took them over to Mr.

Cluisty, who confirmed my impression. There were
some five hundredweight in all. I am suppl3'ing Mr.
Heilbut with the necessary details for proper iiackijig.

I hear that Mr. Chippindall is to go out to Boraeo
to choose land for the Sub-Company which is being
formed in London to take over 500, 000 acres or square
miles (I am uncertain which) from the parent Company.
The Sub-Company has the right to choose its land

where it pleases.
Your Tropical Arjriadturist is not half well enough

known in England yet. I handed a copy to a gentle-
man in Messrs. Lewis & Peat's office yesterday. He
takes the greatest interest in cinchona, and has large

experience in the article. He had never heard of it,

and cannot say too much m favour of it.

Dr. Kirk at the Liimean Society last night exhibited

several specimens of indiarubber from the east coast of

Africa. He explained the value of the rubber plants
exhibited from Kew, the Landolphia florida, L. kukii,
L. petersiaua, and the L. watsouiaua. He said that

owing to merchants sending out for seed in quantities
the natives went into the woods, and collected it

promiscuously. This will cause planters much dis-

appointment, though it is difficult to see how it is

to be avoided. He (Dr. Kirk) values first and fore-

most the Landol. kirkii, because it hai'dens very
rapidly, next Landol. floiida, because it yields a very
fine rubber. The other varieties, he states, are of
little value. Mr. \y. T. Thistleton Dyer exhibited
Paramaria giaudulifera China. This variety was shown
at the Linneau Society in 1881 by Mr. T. Christy, but
it has only been recognized owing to some dried sped
mens being sent home from Coclun-China. The dried
stems as sent to Europe certainly exhibit a lai'ge per
centage of elastic gum, which can be drawn out when
the bark is severed. I understand that a specimen of
this bark was sent to Ceylon last year. The native
name is To-tong. I enclose with this letter another

specimen which I send in case you have lost the first,

for which I am indebted to Mr. Christy*. It is said
tlxat this plant is shipped to China, as the natives
use it for smoking. Dr. Kirk does not give much
encouragement to cultivators, stating that he con
siders it doubtful if the growing of indiarubber
will be found to pay. But the fact that it can be
wound off from the trees of the Landolphia species
in a film direct from the tree in a perfectly pure state
should prove that machinery can be brought to bear

upon its collection. The natives on the east coast

destroy not only the stems but also the roots. The
shipments of imliarubber from the east coast have
risen from £400 in 1873 to £250,000 in 1881. The
specimens of Malay and Borneo rubber exhibited from
Kew shewed that there was some chance of obtaining
supplies in these countries, but o^ving to the natives

employing salt-water ill the preparation of the gum
it is much depreciated in value.

Indiarueeek.— It is very desirable that the cult-
ivation of this should be extended as rapidly as possible.
Messrs. S. Euckei & Co. assure me that they find it

entermely difficult to supply current requirements
and prices are rising daily. At Silvertown, I am told

by Mr. Silver, they find the utmost difficulty in

obtaining the quantity necessary for their extended

operations, and, if Ceylon would but come early to
the front with anything like a good supply, she
would obtain a firm hold of the market.—Loudon Cor.

AGRICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT
OF EUROPE.

[Special Litter.)

Paris, June 17th,

Denmark is very justly proud of her reputation
for good butter

;
the mark is appreciated wherever it

is known. But, as nothing succeeds like success,
Denmark wants to become celebrated for her skim-
milk cheese : to achieve this end, she is tormented

by American competition, and still more so by her

neighbours, the Dutch. Butter farming cannot be

financially successfnl, save that a profitable outlet be
found for their milk cheese, in the event of the
non-existence of a local demand. The average price
of such cheese is about lAd to 2d per lb.; it reaches
double that price in some seasons

; Dutch makes real-

ize as much as 4A lb. The principal outlets for second-
milk cheese are wann countries, as toft, rich cheese
will not stand a long voy.ige. In Denmark, there is

no uniformity in the prep.aration of cheese, as in the
case of that of butter : less attention is paid to vari-

ations of temperature, that which exercises so im-

porlant an influence on tbe production of cheese; in-

* The specimen received we took for a piece of rene wed
cinchona bark.—Ed.
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deed it may be a questiou, if, from the industrial

point of view, Denmark is up to the mark in the

commercial preparation of cheese.

In Germany, Milk Societies are the order of the

day. They arc eonstiluted according to important

legal formalities, and severe penalties are imposed on

such memljers as transgress the statutes. The general
lines of these Milk Associalious are : the members

accept unlimited responsibility ;
each farmer under-

takes to supply daily a fixed quantity of milk, over

and above that required for home and young stock

consumption. Milk from a diseased cow, the mouth-

and-foot malady e.xcepted, cannot be received, end

the milk from cows after calving must be delivered

separately, pending a period of 15 days, if tlie miik

arrive late, the farmer is fined, and, if the cart be not

locked containing the tins, the latter must be ; the

sender and tlie reeeiver have duplicate keys ;
the carter

is never entiusted with the key. In winter these cans

are covered with straw during the journey; in sum-

mer, with damp cloths ;
the van too nnist be hung on

springs. Some of the societies include ItiO members,
each furnishing on an average the milk of five cows.

As there must be different qualities of milk, how are

the farmers paid ? They are paid alike ; 10 per cent

of cream beiug accepted as a minimum staudard of

richness. Every mechanical appliance has been tried

to test the measurement of the cream in the milk,
but without success. Personal and unexpected visits of

officials to the farms at milking hours, and taking away
them and their samples, are the only practical tests.

But while the percentage of cream in the milk allows

of the yield of butter being estimated, there ia no

test to determine the production of cheese. The richer

the milk in butter the loss dense the milk, while the

contrary is the ease for cheese, because the matteis

rich in cheese are held in dissolution. One of the

rules of the Milk Association is that any milk which
becomes 6our in six hours after delivery will be re-

duced in price 60 per cent. The milk is paid for every
month, never in advance ; but the accounts arcfinally ba-

lanced once a year, and dividend declared when the sales

for cheese and fatting of pigs shall have been realized.

The societies also undertake to supply pure milk to

children, imd it is becoming the practice to select the

neighbourhood of these societies for "
nursing stations."

Milk and cheese farming naturally bring in their

wake pig-rearing. This is not only the case iu France

and Switzerland, but notoriously in Denmark. The
small pigs in that country are shipped to Hamburg,
where they are killed, cured, and exported to Eng-
land as bacon. The coarser animals are sent to Hol-

land iind the Rhenish provinces ; indeed some of the

hams find their way to France as "Yorkshire" and
"

Westplialian." Tbe trichine is closely connected

with pork. The Academy of Sciences has been dis-

cussing the vitality of that parasite. M. Fourmaut
asserted that a morsel of pork affected with trichine

was kept in brine pending fifteen mcnths ; it was
thfu left to some mice that died from trichine after

eatiug it. In the uncertainty which reigns, there the

popular ri-medy is the safest, that of well boiling
the meat, and which the French ever do, whether
it be healthy or diseased.

The Pasteur process of vaccinating cattle continues

to make enthusiastic progress. Russia and Italy have

sent veterinary surgeons to be initiated into the mwrfus'

opernmli, and have liad everywhere to note but success.

There ai-e two kinds of charbon malady ; that accom-

panied by fever and the other by tumois. M. Pas-

teur confined his discoveries to ti.e first, while Messrs.

Arloiug, Corneviu, .and Thomas have applied vaccin-

ation to the second, and with equal success.

The beet crop lias taken a considerable extension

this year in France, and io destined still fai-ther to

extend, viheu the legiolature settles the vexed ijuestiyu

of distillation and the sugaring of wines. When
wines require body, or to be "cured," beet sugar—
never any syiup from grain

—is added, which is duly
conveittd into alcohol. Indeed, with beet sugar, a

special aroma, a prepared color, and unlimited supply
of water, wine can be manufactured at will. The
viueyard proprietors allege that, it the law does not
check the iJieparation of artilicial wines, the days are
counted for classed natural brands.

The reports on the stale of the crops cannot be
more favorable, and this year promises to be one of

plenty. If the yield of hay be light the quality is

good, and this is shown in the superior condition of
the stock sent either to the shows or to the markets.
The season will be a dry one, but taken with all its

drawbacks, a tendency to drought is preferable to a
constant dripping. In dry weather plants perspire a

good deal, and give ott' their watery vapor to the

atmosphere : but in many cases we can correct a
little the drawback irrigation where practicable, green
manuring, and especially that of the farmyard.
For light soils, cow and pig-stye manure is most
suitable : it is cool and retains humidity. If there be
less consumption, or less waste, during a dry sum-
mer of the elements of plant-food, more will be left

for the following season.

M. Rodiuoff draws attention to the use of calcined
earth as a litter. He covers some branches with clay,
sets them on fire and the earth is baked ; it must
then be kept under a shed to prevent absorption of

humidity. In the calcined form, tI.e absorbent

power of clay is naturally augmented : in that state
it is better fitted also to fix gases. It is more suit-

able for a sheep than a cattle shed, and, when employed
in the latter case, a slight sprinkling of straw will be
an improvement. The best litter is that which will

absorb most urine, &c., in this sense, following:—
Boiissingault, bean, buck-wheat and pulse straws are

first, as they absorb 3 times their weight of liquid :

wheaten straw, but twice its weight, and dried earth,
but oue-half. The latter then is only four times inferior

to wheaten straw.

There is nothing special to recoid respecting the

phylloxera; the enemy is being bravely fought every-
where, and the means, sulphuret of carbon, etc., aut-
umnal irrigations, and la-t, not least, strong manurings.
M. Joulie gives some very sensible explanations

respecting the laying of grain. It is poptilarly, but

erroneously, believed tliat the laying of wheat, &.C.,

is due to a deficiency of silica in ilie stem. Analysis
however, has shown that this is not so, there being
no perceptible difference between the laid and the
stalwart stem. Corn lies, because the stem or the
foot is weak, and this weakness is the consequence
of moist, warm weather, and the absence of sunlight ;

the latter prevents the elaboration of carbonic acid
to enable the i^lant to

' form cellulose, or sinew, and
whicli imports solidity. The stt.m becomes not ligneous
but herbaceous and etiolated ; it breaks at the base,
from want of regular nutrition ; it has "rickets ;" it

is unable to support the upper piirt and ears ; con-

sequently the crop is laid and destroyed. This is not
the same with grain laid from wind aud heavy rain.

Wax Palm Seed.—We are glad to be able to

report that this seed sent here from South America
ami which has been neglected so long, because it was
nearly all supposed to have lost its genniuating power,
has been most successfully germinated at Hultsdorf
Mdls. The seed experimented mth there is germinat-
ing steadily and it is very satisfactory to know that
this useful tree will now be introduced into the island.

Every one interested in land sliould have a few trees of
this new product, if for seed alone. By and bye the trees
will be very valuable. Germinated seed will shortly be
available,
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Jamaica: A New Industry foe Ceylon.—The eup-

plies of the lace bark tree—Lagetto liiiteai-'ia—aTe stated

to be falling short. It is the inner bark of this tree

which, when macerated in water, yields a most delicite

lacelookiug material, which for several centuries has

been largely used for ladies' articles of dress. A
former Governor presented Charles 11. with a cravat,

frills, and ruffles made of it, and the Woman's Self-

help Society has of late derived much remunerative

employment in the preparation of similar articles
;

the threatened diminished sup)jly is therefore regarded

seriously.
—Colonies and India.

The "Tropical Agriculturist."—We have had
lent us by a frieud a number of the Tropical Agri-
culturist, published in Colombo, Ceylon. Its perusal
enables us to state that we view it as a serial -which

will be found most interesting to every planter, as the

large amount of information contained in its varied

and able articles cannot frxil to prove of value to them.

Cocoa, tea, coffee, cinchona, sugar, rice, palms, and
other products are dealt with. The coutibutions are

from scientists of acknowledged repute, whilst the

statistics which it furnishes are highly important.
The articles on cinchona cultivation atid production are

exhaustive and replete with inform.atiou, which, with
the extended cultivation (by private individuals) of

this plant now going ou in Jamaica, must be perused
with great attention. The Tropical Agriculturist we
must not omit to say is published by Messrs. A. M. and

Ferguson, Ceylon Observer Office.— Trinidad Chronicle.

New Indiaeuebek Plant.—Some months ago the Civil

Surgeon of Kiu'rachee, Dr. Adey, had his attention drawn
to certain Indian plants capable of producing ludiarubber.

Of those he e.iqierimeuted upon, he found that the Crypto-
stejiia gniniliflora was the only plant wliich produced juice
in a sufficient quantity to make it worth while to use as

an indiarubber-produciug plant. The results of his ex-

periments led to a discussiou in which the Superintendents
of the Botanical Gardens at Giuie.sh Khind, Saharunpore,
and Calcutta took part. The Goverument has now come
to the conclusion that a new and more extended trial of

the plant is necessary, and that Mr. Birdwood .should

co-operate in the experiment. With this view the
Oommi.ssioner in Slnd has placed a sum of RlOO at

Mr. Birdwood's disposal to enable him to conduct the

experiments ou a proper scale. It is understood tnat a

sample of the rubber obtained from the Cryptosfegia

gradifiora will be sent to England to test its quality
and to ascertain its market value.—Intlian Daili/ JVeio-,".

Cinchona Machines.—BaduUa is to the front again.
And yet another cinchona machine. Youi readers may
cry out, "Won't they stop," yet this machine is

simplicity and cheapness combined, and capable of

turning out 400 lb. of wet bark a day, with one cooly
to feed the machine, two to bring the twigs, and
one to dress the bark. It is the invention of Mr.
Fraser of Mesrs. Walker & Greig, Badulla, and be
it noted tliat this euterpriziug tirni, or rather a member
of it, has brought tbe most useful machines. This
barker is extremely port^djle. the weight being 30 lb.

The cost is not much, HIS, which is a point not to

be lost sight of in these hardup days. The facility
with which the machine works is astonishing, and

any odiyan will be able to manage it, and it is destined

to supercede the alavauga and bottle dodge. The patent
has not been obtained, and so I refrain from giving
particulars of the instrument. From all that is known
de Caen's it is an awkward machine. The Mclnues
and Mackenzie machine will do well to bark old trees,

and "Eraser's own" will stiip twig bark, a,^ well as

up to the thickness of the arm of a man. It stripe
cleun without punishing the bark. I was also courte-

ously shown a cinchona press which the same firm

is bringing out. It will press within the compass of

a three bualiel bag 60 lb of bark, that is liouble the

quautity at present o'utuiuud by oooly labour. When
this machine is more geuoi ally koown, planters inll find

out,_that i,itiuur anU money wUibe greatly saved, ~_C'or.

Indian Tea.—Auctions, comprising 11,000 packages,
have been held, and nearly the whole has been taken

bj' the trade without further concession in value,

except in the case of teas wanting quality, which are

neglected and cheaper. Some of the finer lines have
attracted more attention from the exceptional value
offered to buyers at present rates, and show a ten-

dency to recover. From Messrs. W. J. and H. Thomp-
son's circular:—'On June 6th the closing sale of the
Asaam Company's crop was effected at comparatively
full rates, and on the same day the first arrival of

the new crop was sold—viz., 100 chests from the
Land Mortgage Bank's Moonda Kotee estate, Darjeel-

ing which were of superior quality, and realized an

average of Is 6fd per lb, compared with Is OJd. for

the corresponding invoice last season.— Overland Mail.
The Consumption of Tea and Coffee.—Mr. H. Barter

\vrites, apropos of Mr, Gladstone's "perplexity," at the
fact that the consumption of tea steadily increases while
that of coffee steadily decreases:—The "perplexity" is

easily solved. It is liecause of the great increase in the

consumption of tea that that of coffee decreases, or, what
is more correct to say, remains steady. The facts and

figiu-es about tea are very interesting. In 1841 the con-

sumption of tea in this counti'y was 41,459,000 lb. ; in 1851
it was 58,500,000 lb. ; up !to this date the duty on it was
2s 2jd per lb. In 1853 Mr. Gladstone began his grand
campaign against the tariffs. Tea was one of the first

articles attacked, and the duty was reduced to Is lOd.

per lb; in 1854 it stood at Is (id ; in 18.')5-6 it was raised

to Is 9d ; from 1857 to 1862 it stood at Is 5il
; m 1863-4

at Is; and in 1865 it was reduced to 6d per lb,, where
it now stands. The rapid gro%vt.h in the consumption dur-

ing these years has been i:)erfectly marvellous. So great
has it been that last year, 1881, it reached the enormous
total of 160 milUons of pounds, as against 58 niiUions

in 1851, when the duty stood at 2s 2Jd. The revenue
derived from it at 6d per lb. duty reached a total of

over four miUious sterhng, against a revenue of about six

millions in 1851. so that this enormous reUef to the people—to say nothing of the indirect advantages such as

stimulus to trade—has been secured without very much
loss to the revenue, and has largely increased the com-
fort and happiness of the people. The consumption of

coffee has remained steady during the period to which
I have referred, being about 32,000,000 to 35,000,000 'lb.

a year. The fact is that the EngUsh people, and es-

pecially the poorer classes, are a tea-drinking rather than
a coffee-drinking people.

—Home and Colonial Mail.

Indian Tea.—The following details may interest

our readers :
—Indian tea, till within the last few years

has been used in England almost entirely for im-

proving the liquor of low-priced China tea. From the

beginning, Ireland has been the great stronghold, and
the prices paid by grocers in quite small places in

the north of Ireland for the Quest grades would as-

tonish Sydney buyers. In Belfast and Londonderry,
3s 6d and 43 per lb. in bond is not an extraordin-

ary price for a grocer to pay. Of course his customers
would not give him a profit on these prices, nor
would they find tlie tea palatable if they did, but by
judicious blending he has found a way to make them
most profitable and exceedingly palatable. The poorest
and sm.allest grocer in Ireland now says,

"
I like your

broken Assam, they give so much liquor," Originally
all Indian tea was called "Assam," no matter what
district it came from, so much so that it was not
an unheard-of thing to be asked for " Java As.sam"
when the grocer w,anted to reduce the price of hio

mixture, and still sell pure Assam tea. At the lead-

ing cliit>s in London, where there are numbers of

retired Indian officers, and the Army and the Navy
Co operative stores, the tea consumed is almost pure
Ka'igra Valley tea. In Scotland the larger leaf teas

or souchongs are taken, and the grocer there goes to

the trouble of cutting the leaf down in a mill, iu

order, no doub', tha' his customers may get as niuob

Weight as possible into a teaspoon, nmny "f these teas

being improved by being triturated,— Tea News,
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PACHOULI AND THE DISTILLATION OF
ESSENTIAL OILS : NEW INDUSTRIES.

4, Guildhiill Chambers, 33, Basinghall St, Loudou E.C.,

9th Juue 1882.

Dear Sir,—We can reply to one query made by
, "W. T. Mcli." in his Icttei- upon paohonli under dat«
2l3t March in your Tropical Ayriculturist. He wishes
to know how it is obtaiLcd. In reply we will give
particulars of a small still which has lately been

brouyht out in Loudon, the price for which briiigs
it within reach of all, and should make the extraction
of perfumes an interesting occupation for ladies as

well as a profitable pursuit possibly in your island,
favoured with such luxuriant growth of vegetation.
The price of this still is 453. Many a dower is

wasting its sweetness in the desert air, but the gard-
ens of Damascus and nearer home, the neighbour-
hood of Mitcham in Surrey, yield most profitable
returns to the cultivators. By the aid of the still the

essential oil which is the cause of scent in Howers is

obtained. There exists a considerable difiference be-

tween the oils producing perfumes and those which
are used iu lamps, i&o. The latter are termed Jixed
oils, whilst the former, from being easily evaporated,
are termed volatile oils. This difference will be readily
understood by trying the following experiment.
Drop a little otto of roses and some almond oil

on the two opposite corners of a piece of blotting-

paper, and hold each over the dame of a candle.

The otto of roses if pure will evaporate entirely
without leaving the least stain, whilst the almond
oil will not leave the paper until it is completely
burned. From this may be marked the diU'erenco

between oil produced from flowers and from fruit. The
object of the still is to separate the volatile oil trom
the grosser or solid parts with which it is associated.

For this purpose beat is applied to convert the

oil first into a state of vapoui', and subsequently this

is ooudeneed and becomes a liquid. Some flowers

yield their es.-ential cil readily ; others part with it

more slowly. The distillation of brandy, rum, gin,
then wine, and lastly ale, can be tried first, as these

contain sujcessiveiy less spirit, and so prepare the way
to the more delicate and less producing process of the
disiillatiiin of H -wers. When a toleiable .Tmount of

success has been iirrived at, then the dis illatiou

of a spirituous extract of the essential oil of floweis

may be attempted, and so by each step a readiness

and ea*e iu the use of 'he still will be acquind.
Wear making enquiries as to the market value of

the prrduce, and other par'.icniars which may be of

seivic^.-Yours faithfully, HUTCHISON & Co.

COVERING I INCHONA TREES :—EXPERIENCE
RELAI'ED AND INFORMATION WANTED.
Dear Sir,—I purposed writing you tnday on the

subject of cnveriug for shaved cinchona trees in th" hope
of eliciting from you, or some of your correspondents,
a few wrinkles which might help me in my perplexity.

I now find from your issue of the 2(3tli inst. there
are other?, as well as myself, in want of information,
and, as I have tried one or two of the suljstances

mentioned in their left- rs, I shall (iive my experience
of them, and trust others vtiU enlighten, as to what
subsiances they have found most satisfactory.

Plantain leaves ard pith I used last year, and these
seemed very suitable until showery w. alier began, when
they soon dec;iyed, became infested wi'h insects, and
had to be removed shiirp.

Clay and cowduug, which, I was informed, wero the

correct curds, were also tried, and proved a complete
failure.

Old eacka were a great success, but they too had to
be removed when the wet weather eet in. Sacks are

21

expensive though, when manuring is not the order of
the d'ly.

I subjected four trees to Karslake's dodge. The sun
soon shrivelled np the strip of bark left on the trees
which mnde it useless as a covering. One tree renewed
well, one middling, one badly, and one not at all.

This year I began with straw mats on a few trees.

The Grst showery weather mildewed them, and the
insects soon appeared in shoals, so they had to be
discarded. Their cost too would prohibit their use when
griiss is plentiful.
Mana and guinea grass were also tried, aud there

an be no doubt the former is much superior to the

latter, as it does not; stick to the tree bo closely nor,
rot so soon, but I have just removed it too, as it un-
doubtedly diimages the bark during wet weather also.,-

Bar the clay and cowduug I have no doubt any of

tiiese substances is quite suitable for covering during
dry weather, aud probably sacks or mana grass winild

answer all the year round in a comparatively dry dis-

trict, but here we get long spells of moist weather

during which everything gets staurated and rots

sooner or later and must then be remove.!.
What I should feel obliged to learn is ; do shaved

trees require any covering in a cloudy ciiutate, and, if

so, what substance has been found most suitable dur-

ing wet weather?
I have seen shaved trees renew their bark in dry

and wet weather without any covering which leaves

nothing to be desired as far as appearance goes, but
the question seems to be what about the quality?

—
Yours truly, SCEPTIC.

I'.S.—Last year my trees were only partly stripped;
this year shaved. S.

INSECTS IN RUBBER, SEEDS.

Dear Sir,—Under separate cover, by same post,
I send you eight Mozambique pink rubber seeds

(Landolphia Kirkii), infested with small white worms.
'

These worms must have come with the seeds,' as'

the other kinds of rubber seeds, in the same bed^ ,

are unaffected, and have vegetated very satisfactorily;'

while, of the Landolphia Ku-kii, not a seed has germ-
inated, although they have hail every attention.

Can you, or any of your correspondents, recommend
a recipe that would destroy the worms without in-

juring the seeds? PLANTER.
[In this particular case, killing the worms which

have alrendj' kille,l the seeds would be of very little'

u^e The gri'at point is that care be exercised in col-
'

IfccMng and packing the seeds. We should think a'

slight fumigation with sulphur might destroy all in-

sects and their eggs without destroying the vitaiity of
seeds. But gardeners aud others in the habit of

collecting and despatching seeds, must have h ng ago
fixed on the best agent for destroying the life germs
of insects without injuring the germinating powers of

seeds.—Ed]
THE CORK TREE:—A NEW INDUSTRY.

BaduUa, 26th June,

Dear Sir,—Enclesed is a cutting t'ken from the

Enr/iiiecr of 2nd June regarding the importation of

cork by England and its cultivation in Algeria.
Can you give any information as to whether the

cork oak has been reared in Ceylon ?—Y- urs truly,

B. B.

Enghnil imports some 10,000 tons of corl- per annum, ami
the quantity is yearly increasin£r, notwitbsiaiuiing the in-

troJuetiou of many stoppers and snlisiitules for corks, such
as plugs of wood, whose fibres have been s.iecially softened
I'nr the purpose, indiarubber, and other materials. The
French Govfrnment are giving special c;curagement to

the plantation of the corK-oak in Algcrin, ami the same
tiling' will, no doubt, be dene iu TudU; hut, the Colonies
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sa_\3, the tree will prow eq'ually wt-U in India, Central

Aiijerioa, ibe Wes Indies, many parts of Africa an J Auslralia,
and in the South Sea Islantis. the planters in our possessions
the e miglit hiy the ioundatiun of a profitable industry by
introducing some of these trees and starting their system-
atic cultivation. The tree, besides t,eiug a most valuable

one and easily coltivated, is of matrniliceut growth, and
would form an ornament in any hindscape.

We take the following from the Planters' GazcUe :—
There can be no reason, however, why the cork tree

should not be citltivated in some of the British colonies, so

that tills country maybe rendered inilepeudeut of foreign

supply, since England alone imports about 10,000 tons of

cork per annum, and the amount is yearly increasing. The
requirements of the tree are an altitude of from 1,(300 to

3,200 feet, a climate haWng a uniformly high temperatm-e
whose mean annual average is not less than 55 o Fah. and a

southerly slope on a gi-anitic, silicious or slaty soil, where a
free circulation of air and exjiosure to light is admitted.
Profuse nightly dews and abundant moisture with efficient

di'ainage favour the development of fine cork, which, under
these circumstances, becomes more elastic and less porous.
The tree will not tioitrish on calcareous soils, nor beyond a
latitude of 45 o N. Wherever these conditions are compUed
with the cork tree can be successfully grown ; and there are

many places in India, Central America, the "West Indies,
Africa, the South Sea Islands and Australia, where the
fomidation of a profitable industry might be laid by intro-

ducing the cork tree. In the last mentioned country there
exists a native cork tree QuercKS occidentalism which is hardier
than Quercus Siiber, and which according to Dr. Mueller,
yields a very good cork bark.

It should be stated, however, that the cork oak does not
arrived at maturity until fifteen years old, and can then be
cut with profit only every six or eight years, so that it would

probably pay best when grown, as an adjunct to other

plantations. Indeed, it might do good service in preventing
the spread of fungi, by forming a separating line between
different coffee plantations, since it is imquestionably the
case that the coffee chsease extends more rapidly on account
of the close proximity of a number of trees of the same
species.
In France, about 110 to 120 trees to 2J acres is thought

to be sufficient, and each tree is calculated to produce about
181 lb. of cork. The best cork comes from Sardinia and

Tuscany, and seeds of these trees are therefore preferable
for cultivation Large and sweet acorns develop into the
most regular trees, and produce the finest cork, while trees

grown from bitter and small acorns yield an inferior bark.
The inner bark of the tree yields about 12 per cent, of

tannin, and an extract is prepared from it which is more
easily obtained than that from English oak bark. As it

yields a dark leather, and very little "bloom," it is generally
mixed by tanners with valonia, or Enghsh oak bark. In

Italy it is largely used in tanning sole leather; Marseilles
also annually imports large quantities, and Ireland at one
time comsunied S,000 to 10,000 tons of it. But this extract

can only be obtained where the trees grow freely, or from
those wliich have to be thinned out, since its collection

involves the destruction of the tree, the tannin being con-
tained in the bast layer or inner bark.

[Has the cork tree rver been tried iu Cejlon, he3'oi d

the precincts of the Botanic Gardens?—Fd.]

THE MAHWA TKEE.

30th June 1882.

Deab Sir,—Referring to the article on the Mahwa in

yonr issue of the 27th, there are se^'eral kmds in Cey-
lon answering thereto, all known as migas, of which
Tehni is the best, and is cultivated for its oil which
the Sinhalese mix with their rice. The estate Tamils

call it ill.apu and eat the flowers after being dried.

Neither the Sinhalese nor Tamils in Ceylon know any-

thing of the arrack or whisky that can be distilled

therefrom. The Sinhalese value the tree on aocouut

of its timber as well as for the oil and bui'n the

fedi

after being dried as a light. The migas may
e now seen in flower on the banks of the Mahawali-

ganga, below Katumittala, in such abundance that

they turn the water of all the oyas and small streams
quite black in their decomposition, and the nauseous
effluvia will indicate their presence long ere the eye
alights on the white flower. This scent is supposed
by the Sinhalese to give fever, and I have seen
Sinhalese vomit frightfully after eating fish (although
boiled or cooked) caught whilst the flower *of this tree
was falling. ,^ ^ NEMO.

[The Mahwa tree (BassiJ latifolia) is not indigenous
to Ceylon : the tree to which M oon gave this name
with the Sinhalese one of Kini-hajmbiliya is no doubt
the same as the one described by Dr. Thwaites as
Isonaudra graudis, iu En. p. 176, from which an oil
is extracted and used like that from the Tel-mee-gaha
(Bassia longifolia) which is the Ilupei of the Tamils:
4 species of Dasyahis, 1 do. Dichopsis, and 7 species
of Isonandra, given by Dr. Thwaites are all now in-
cluded as mere sections of Bassia, so that we have 13

species of Bassia in Ceylon, but only two of them
resemble the Mahwa of India, and it is questionable
if they are worth cultivating for then- flowers as food
at any rate. The Bassia (Isonandra) grandis is well-
known iu the Central Province as a timber tree un-
der the Sinhalese name Meeria or Meehii'iya, whilst
the same tree is kno^vn in the Western Province as

Heen-kiri-heriya.
—W. F.]

GOVEfiING CINCHONA TKEES.
No. I.

1st July 1882.

Dear Sir,— In your issue of 26th ult., in answer
to "

Uikoya Planter," I would suggest, on thesubjict
of covering cinchona trees after barking, that a col-
lodion of indiarubber, guttapercha, or some vegetable
gummy exudation, might be used. Should this, how-
ever, be rejected on account of its impermeability to

gases, i. e. preventing osmosis, I think gum acacia
and chalk, or some species of gum and plaister of Paris,
wonld, perhaps, be preferable, on account of being porous.
In this case (xtenial xuppnrt might he rendered, if ne-

cessary, by means of strips of a very thin, nnhleeiched

calico, thinner in texture and cheaper tlian are surg-
ical bandages, or varroio strips of gaux—m fact

any cheap texture to answer the pui-pofe. It is quite
possible in time that iwt only inoculation to increase
the percentage of sulphate of (/uinme, but aho, after
the first and subsequent barkings, the rapid formation
offresh harkhy the applica'ion of some stimulant (liquid
or solid); just as in "granulation" is illustrated this

point, in the formation of new tissue in" auimalia."
Planters will do well (not to confine this to experts

only, but to extend the number of close observers)
to study

"
Vegetable Histoloiiy," e. r/. cinchona barks,

not only in minute structure, but formation and
requirements in birth, growth, development, decline
and death; and so iirogressing in knowledge, may
eventually come to the consideration, understanding
•ind explanation of the pathology of cinchonas : but
far higber education and keen ai>preciation of symptoms—

i e. slight alteiation in the daily condition and wants
of plants— is necessary to eflfectively carry out these

suggestions than take it as a rule exists 'at present,
though of course the scientific cultivation of cinchonas
is more or less in Its infancy.
As to a method of ace lerating the formation of new

birk, I wonld su^^gest that "skin-grafting" e.g. (on
the surface of wounds, where there is extensive de-
struction, or removal of the fxtiTnal covering or .skin—
vide Bryant's '^Surgery "), illustrates in animal life one
of the siiniulating processes. I now suggest .19 bi'ing
applicible to vegetable life, in .assisting the formation
of new bark both as to tini" and improvement as to

quality (in the case of the latter) under study and
care at the proper moment.
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This process of "grafting
"
iari, not in the general

acceptation of the word (jraflhig, as applied in horti-

cullui-e, applying in this case to bark onli/, brings us
to consider how chisely this prooe"S of

"
bark-grafting

"

comhhies and rexemhka vaccination and inoculation.
Hence I suggest that, instead of grafting a tree with
its own barlJ, or skin, it ba grafted as in the case of

a fine, large, straight and ^^thy succiiubra with the

very finest, healtliiest and^Sost suitable ledgeriana
bark, or, if not procurable, %vith at any rate one of
the more valuable cinchona barks, suitable of course
to the altitud^, s"il, climate, etc.

These suggestions are original, and theoretical only.
However I hope they will lead practically to further
cunsi'leration and result.— Believe rue, yciur obedient

servant, S. STIIXINGFLEET 1 WLES.'
P. S.—Budding roses, as done at home, is an exam-

ple of grafting bark.

No. II.

Dear Sir,— If your correspondent
"
Sceptic," in your

issue of the 1st insl., will use ferns as a covering for his

sh.ived cinchona trees, he will find the ferns sutJiciently

opeu to keep the bark cool and so prevent injury from

damp ; and they will also prove a thorough pro-
tection to the bark from the rays of the sun. S. A.

CINN.\MON.
3rd July 1882.

Siu,—I am pleased to find that the agitation set on
foot by

' Cinnamon'' in the local " Times" and taken up
by me in jour columns has been productive of some
g lod. Though there are scores of men iu the country
who will be benefited directly by the suppression of

chips, yet such is the apathy amongst us natives, that
no one interested himself in tlie subject, till ''Cinna-
mon" with commendable zcil distrilmted copies of his
letter to many of tlie principal n.itive landholders, and
thriiUiili the medium of private letters to the most
influe itial amongst them maniiged to set on foot the
NATIVE AGRICULTURAL A.S.SOCIATION. Long years of

usefulness 1 wish it most heartily.
This is one outcome of the agitation. Another is that

the subject has attrncted the attention of the brokers
in London, as I find by the letter of your London
correspondent. It is idle for your correspondent; to

Bay that the withdrawal of chips will not influence the

price of quilled cinnamon. If he refers to the export
of chips, the quantity sent from Ceylou for the last

two years will appal him. I am sorry 1 have not your
"Directory" at hand to give the exact figures (please

supply the omission*) ; but, if the withdrawal of this

immense quantity does not give us a better price for
our q'lilled oinuamou, notbing will. We in C-ylon have
not the slightort fear of China supplying what we with-
draw fn^m ;he market. Confectioners with an estab-
lished reputation will be slow to use the next to worth-
less c.a»sia bark for flavoring purposes, in i he place of

cinnamon. Cinnamon, whether quilled or incliips, must-
I suppose, b- ground to powder when used for fla,

voring confectionery. No wonder then that cliip-
fiiui so much favor amongst small confectioners,
as the quills we bestow so much care in prepars
ing, when ground to powder, cannot be distin-

guished from powdered chip.s, except by an exjiert,
who will be able to detect a milder flavor in the former.
If chips be wi'hdrawn, and cinnamon be s'ill in demand
by confectioners, it is reasonable to suppose they will

go in for quilled cinnam m, and with increased demand
prices will rise. When thi- prices of cinnamon went
up about a twelvemonth back, 1 remember reading
iu the commercial letter of either the Observer or the

* The export of cinnamon chips in the last three sea-
sons was 118,518 lb., 474,484 lb., and 321,772 lb. respect-

ively.—En.

" Times" that the keeping up of the prices was practic-
ally in the hands of the growers, by keeping back the
imm-nse quantity of chips then flooding the market.
For the London brokers to now tell us what is opposed
to all commonsense is foolish.
As for the arguments .against monthly sales, I need

not tik" the trouble to refute them, as your corre-
spondent simply repeats whatthi^ brokers told us before.We were not

'

sal islied with the soundness of their
arguments, neither are we now. Self-interest makes them
still adhere to antiquated and out-of-date quarterly sales.

I trust, now that the Association has' been formed,'
sonie meinber will ere long bring forward a motion by
which all members will bind themselves fo discontinue
scraping chips on their estates—even for a couple of

years. If the withdnawal of chips does not favorably
affeci the price of qu'lled cinnamon, then we can all
resume scraping. Again wishing the Ceylon Agricult-
ural Association long years of usefulness, I subscribe
myself, PLANTER.

RIVALRY IN SILK AND TEA : SILKWORMS
IN CEYLON.

Dimbula, 4th July 1882.
Dear Sir,—There are one or two rather misleading

statements in the article under this heading which is

quoted from the China Mail in your paper of The Istinst.
First we are told that "the conditions which form

the plant are prejudicial to the insect, and vice versa."
Then, iu warm regions the silkworm "obtains maturity
in less than half the period iu colder locnlitie.s. . . .

This reduces the liability of loss from disease." &c. '&c!
As regards the first statement, can any proposition

be more absurd? The mulberry being the natural
lood-plant of the silkworm, are we to infer that there
has been a grave error made in the liwsof Providence'
The mulberry tree may "thrive better in cold clim-
ates," but this is no proof that it is better adapted
as food for the worm. Most trees may be improved
by "highcultiviition," but pruning and manuring th-
mnlberry at .all heavily renders the leaf uusuitable.
As regards the second statement, experience here

supports the views of Capt. Hutton, published so long
ago as 1859 :— " A temperate climate is by far the most
suitable font; beyond 80° Fhr. I confess I should look
for nothing but debility and sickness. . . .Nearly all

competent observers have remarked that the longer
the worm takes to come to maturity the better will
be the cocoon."

It is true, as the China Mail remarks, that cards of
eggs sent from China and Japan have reproduced
successfully : a large proportion of the grain hatched.
One gentleman wrote me thi.t h« had millions of
worms, but I have not heard that they were a success.
Hatchers of egga from either country continued to
hatch out day after day for six months or longer,
and, if this was not a sign of debility in the p,arent
stock, it was the result of indolence or fraud on the
part ot the exporter. I pointed out in a former letter
that it was most important in rearin" silkworms to
have the utmost regularity in every sta^e from the
time the young worm leaves the egg until the spinning
of the cocoons. In any properly-managed establish-
ment the moths would not be allowed to lay their eggs
promiscuously for months together, but each day's eggswould be kept separate.

I do not think there will be any occasion for Ceylon
to procure more "grain" from China or Japan, as we
have eggs now of a far healthier standard than "the
heathen Chinee" is likely to ofl'er for exportation.

Sericulturists will do well to bear in mind that the
worms should not be fed on leaves fiom trees under
three years old, at least, as immature leaf increases
the debility of the worm, and, of course, spoils the
quality of the silk.—Yours faithfully, B.
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CINCHONA : PRICES HERE AND AT HOME.

Sir,— If your facetious correspomlent "Merchant"
v.ould refer to the Ceylon. Obsfrver of lasl, Mondny,
July Sid, lit will therein see a confirmation of my
stattuK-nt rfi-apccting the value of Ceylon bark and
the iibsurdly small prices obtained locally.
Rucker & Bi-ncraft's Price Current of June 81 h

quotes Howard's quiuiue at 9s, quiuidirie 5s, ciuclio"-

idine 2s 6d, and cinchouine le 3d for new bark,

giving by a reliable analysis 1*22 of quinine, fetched

5s 2d per lb, equivalent in rupees currency Kl'26
whereas locally 60 cents could only have been obtained.

—Yours faithfully, LATE BROKER.

ROOFING FELT AS A COVERING FOR
CINCHONA.

Sir,—A good covering for cinchona trees still seems
to be a desideratum. If the folio «iug idea is worth a

thought, use it, or you have a useful basket. The
only doubt I have about it is the cost or will it pay—
at any rate I think it would for valuable trees. What
do you eay to rooliag felt ? It is cheap, and I dare

say a much cheaper article could be made, suitable

for the purpose in question. It could be cut to the
exact size rsquired, and would last for jears, and be

very easily applied, just tied round in two or three

jilaceswith coir string. When the tree was sufficiently

covered, it could be removed in a minute, and used

again or stored away till wanted. It would not harbour

insects; any veutilation thought necessary could easily
be provided for by resting it on a stone or two or forked
stick at ihe bottom, where air could euter, and a few
holes could be ni:idewit.ha gun-wad punch.

—Yours, S.B.
P. S.—If the the cheapest stuff of the kind now

made is too dear, which is likely (ihough very cheap
for rooting), I feel sure very clieap stulf could be made,
that would do well for covering cinchonas.

New In.sects Injurious to Agkicultubb.—Mr. C. V.

Riley remarks that almost, every ye.->r the appearance
of some insect or insects injurious to agriculture, but

previously unknown in an injurious capacity, has to be
recorded. These new destrucive species may either be (1)

recently introduced species from some foreigu country ;

(2) native species hitherto unobserved or unrecorded
and new in the sense of not being described ; or {3
native species well kuown to entomologists, but no

previously recorded as injurious. The author argue
that, in the last two categories, more particularly, w
frequently have to deal with newly -acquired habits

and, in the second category, with newly acquired char
acters that in many cases systematists would con
sider if specific value. In short, lie believes that
certain individuals of a species which has hitherto

fed in obseuiity on some wild plant may take to feed-

ing on a cultivated plant, and with the change of

habit undergo in the course of a few years a suffici-

ent change of cliaracter to be couuted a uew spe-
cies. Increasing and spreading at the rapid rate which
the prolificacy of most insects permits, the species
finally becomes a pi st, and necessarily attracts utteu-
tiou. The presumption is thit it could not at any
previous time Imve done similar injury without attract-

ing similar attention—in fact that the habit is utwly
acquired. The author re'asons that just as vanatiou
iu plant life is often sudden, as in ilie

"
sport," and

that new characters which may be perpetuated are
thus created, so in insects there are comparitively
sudd'U changes which under f;ivouring conditions are

perpetuated. In this way characters "hich most sys-
tematists would consider as specific originate within

periods that are very brief compared to thosp which
evolutionists believe to be necessary for the dilferenti-

ation of specific forms among the higher animals.—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

Callsaya Bakk —At a meeting of the Pharmaceut-
ii;al Society on March 1st, Mr. Uinney .said that
Mr. Gerrard hud allu..ed to cinchona 1 ark, ai-d im-
agined that he could standardize it. He ivoulrl assure
Mr. Gerrard that great difficulties presented tnem-
selves, inasmuch as at the present time he believep
it would be impossible to obtain in the Londou maiket
a single hundredweight of flat calisaya bark which
would come up to the

Ph^macoposia standard. The
requirement was, as they miew, 2 per cent of quiuia.
The flat calisaya barks, however, uow present, would
not piobiibly coniain more than 0-8 per cent of
that alkaloid.—Pharmaceuticul Journal.

Tea Cultuke in South Carolina bids fair to become
an important industry. A reporter of the George-
town Enquirer says:—"The tea plants of Friendfield
Plantatiou, the residence of Dr. Forter'a family, have
been submitted for inspection to a leading importing
house iu Baltimore, and the tea produced therefrom is

pronounced by them to be equal, if not superior, in pun-
gency, and in strength and richness of flavour, to the
finest imported article. There are now in Friendfield
1,(:42 tea plants, all exhibiting a splendid and vigorous
development. Some of these plants, which have been
allowed to grow without pruning, are six feet high with
a circumference of ten and twelve feet."—Pioneer.

Injurious Insects and Farm Crops.—Mr. H. M.
Jenkins, the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural
Society, has just issued a circular to members and
others in which he states that the seeds and plant
diseases committee would be much obliged if any
person would forward to Miss B. A. Ormerod, of

Uunster-lodge, Isleworth, the consulting entomologist
of the Society, any information respecting the injuries
caused by wireworms to various crops that they
might be able to give, also as to any remedial that
has been found beneficial. It is intended to collect
and publish the results of the observations and pract-
ical experience of agriculturists in all parts of the

kingdom concerning the attacks of wireworms, which
have been unusually disastrous this season, in the
same manner as has been done by Miss Ormerod during
the past year with regard to turnip flea, and all per-
sons are earnestly requested to give their assistance
in Ibis work, luforinatiou is especially desired upon
the following points:— (1.) The extent of the injury
and the probable money loss caus.-d by such attacks.
(2.) Methods of treating pastures or clover leys before

they are broken up and the results of the application
of dressings and of rolling, bush harrowing, and other
means which have been found serviceable to prevent
the clik beetles from laying their eg'^s and to destroy
the wireworms. (3 ) The effects of auv special methods
of cultivation as well as of the treatmeut of land
whose crops have been afi'ected- such as rolling, tread-

ing by sheep, or other means, (i.) The results of
the application of artificial manures in encouraging
the rapid growth of the plants affected, ihe special
efftc of rape cake, and of caustic manures put on to

directly check the wireworms. (5.) As to whether land
IS more suliject to wireworms attacks after certaiu crops
(for instance "seeds"), and the speciiil precautious
taken in suoli cases

; also whetlier crops, such as mustard
and peas, act as prevrntives of attHck. (6.) Upon any
otiier points in connexion with wireworin attacks that

may have been noted. The circular contains a very
good illustration of the click beetle and wireworm, to
enable farmers and others tu identify the pest — J^on-
don Times. [Query as to the effe -t of caustic iniuntres
on cockchafer grubs ; caustic lime, for instance ? As
for plants I0 iittiact insects from the cotl'ie roots,
their cultivation would mean weedy estates, and j et we
believe it crop ot mustard was tried in ooe ins-

tance in Maskeliya with some degree of success,

—Ed.]
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To Kemote Worms from Lawns and Pots.—Place a

peck of quickliiiie iu thirty gallons of water* stir well up,
ard allo\7 it to stand for a few days until it is qnite clear;
then water tlie lawn thorouj^hl with the clear lime water.

The worms will coaie to the surface wheu they may be

swept up and cleared a^^av. Tins is an o'd and useful mode
of eradication.—Indian A(/ricidti(rist, [It might be etiicacioug

in bringing grub>tothe surface on coftee estates?—Ed,

Ti Waterproof O.auco.—A cheap and easy laode of

rendering calico w,iteiproa^ so as to make it applicable as

a temporary substitute for glass as a. covering to frame.s,
is by the following process:

—Take pale linseed oil 3 pints,

sugar of lead 1 oz., and white rosin 4oz.; grind the sugar
of lead with a little of the oil, then add the rest and the
rosin. Stir the whole well together iu a large iron pot over
a gentle fire. Tack the calico loosely on the frame, and
apply the mixture while hot with a large brash.—Gardener's
Chronicle.

Liquid Grafting Wax.—This is a very useful ap-

plication, and is, perhaps, the most convenient for the

purpose of all the mastics used for covering wounds and

grafting. It is of the consistency of varnish, and is

applied very thiuly with a brush. Care must h" taken

got to lay it on thickly, tor the surface hardens so

napidly that the alcohol is prevented from evaporating.
VII.—Eosin lib., beef tallow loz,, spirits of turpent-
ine 1 tablespoonful, alcohol (95 per cent.) Goz. Melt
the rosin over a slow fire; when melted, take it off and
add the beef tallow, stirring it constantly ; let it cool

down somewhat, nii.x the spirits of turpentine little by
little with it, and at last the alcohol in the same way.
Should the alcohol be added while the mass is too hot,
much will be lost by rapid evaporation ; if, on the

contrary, it is too cool, it will form a viscid lump, and
must be slightly heated again. Stirring briskly is

indispensable to mix the ingredients thoroughly. In
well-corked bottles it keeps for years. If course of

time it becomes too thick, the addition of eonie alcohol
will make it liquid again. For this purpose it must
always be warmed. It is a good plan to put the
bottle containing it in boiling or hot water to accomplish
this.— Ibid,

Tf.a.—The p.eport of the Doom Dooma Tea Com-
pany for 18S1 must be a comforting document to the
sharehoVlers. It shews a dividend earned and de-
clared of \0\ per cent. To those who purchased
their shares at par, this is a snug income, and even
to those who buy at the present enhanced rate of

the shares (13C), it represents a return at the rat's

of 7^ per cenl. Tlie report gives evidence of good
management in the factory as well as careful control
in the office, and given these desiderata, it were
strange this Company's career should not be a pro-
eperous one. The outturn was 622,665 lb„ being at
the rate of 425 1b. per acre of plants in full bear-

ing. The cost of this tea iu London, including all

Calcutta and London sale charges, and allowing for

exchange, was one ebilling and one-eighth of a penny
p6r lb., equal to 8 as. 1 pie. This must be consid-
ered paiticularly good. The estimate for the piesent
year provides tor 676.000 lb., at a cost on the fact-

ory of 4'4 aunas per lb. Allowing for exchange, last

year's cost 6 aunas per lb., so that the present year
promises well. A heavy item, apparently, is the
sum of £581-13 9 for directors' fets, but, as this is

made up of five per cent, on the sum available for

dividend, it is clearly well spent. The system of

payiug such fees by a fixed payment per meeting
is wrong in principle, while tiiat adopted by this

Company is financially found. Perhaps the most, satis-

factory item in tlie accounts is that of £870,
commission to European ei'taldishment. This item
incr- ases the salaries of these gintlemen by no less

than 29 6S per cent. This is the true way to make
people take an interest in their work, by making in-

tereat and duty run on p.vrillel lines.—Indiijo Planters'

Gatetie,

GtcJajttic Bamboo.—Messrs. Skeen & ('o. remind
us that the photograph from which an engiavuig
was made for the Gardener h Chromrh of the gigantic
bamboo at Peradeniya Gardens, was taken by them and
was accompanied by Dr. Trimen's graphic description.
Messrs. Skeen's indeed is a more complete picture
than Jlr. Scoweu's, taking in the whole grou'p and
displaying a wealth of \egetation and a glimpse of
river scenery seldom equalled even in tropical re-

presentations.

Grafting Wax.—Grafting wax is very much used
on the Continent for protecting newly.made grafts
instead of the clay and horse droppings formed into a

plaster, such as is used in this country. It is also of

great service in covering fresh wounds in trees, made
either by accident or design, and is a much more
cleauly substance, as well as a more neat application,
than the ordinary grafting clay. 1 have here lurnislied
various formulfe for making the grafting wax or mastic
and, as I have used them all at various times, they
may ba relied upon to answer the purpose for which
they are intended. The first five require to be melted
iu an earthen pot over a fire, and to be applied warm
but not so hot a3 lo injure the tissue of the bark with
which it miy come into contact. I.—Rosin 1 part,
yellow wax 1 part. II.—Black pitch 5 parts, rosin 1

part, yellow wax, 2 parts. III.— Burgundy pitch lib,
black pitch 4ijz., yellow wax 2oz., rosin 2oz., mutton
suet 2 drams. IV.—Yellow wax 2 parts, suet 1 part.
V.—Black pitch 1 part, yellow wax 1 pait, suet 1 part
pounded brick 3 parts. The following has not the
inconvenience of requiring to be applied warm, and
may be prepared and used without being heated. VI.—Yellow wax lib, turpentine lib. Burgundy pitch 8oz.
mutton suet, 4oz Melt all together and mix
thoroughly, and leave them to cool. Form the mass
into small balls, as it will not stick to the fingers, and
use them when opportunity offers.—Indian Ar/ricult-
urisL

Tree.s.—The Cinciyumii Commercial Expains the in-

fluence of tree culture ou the atmosphere :

' ' Forests influence the atmosphere, it says, more pow-
erfully by their effect on its general humidity thau in

any other way. An evaporation of moisture irom both
earth and trees takes place constantly. Theevapor.
ation is greater from open soil than from woodland, but
the difference is far more ihan made up by what is called

'transpiration' of leaves of the trees. This corre-

sponds in a degree to the insensible perspiration of
animals. Some conclusive experiments have been made
with growing pot plaits, going to show that leaves
do not absorb moisture, but that, on the contrary, they
give it out. Moisture is absorbed through the roots.
" The quantity of sensible vapour that is given otf

through leaves is iiumeure, amounting to one and a

quarter ounce to the squire foot of leaf surface. The
world-old metaphor of counting the leaves of the trees
has a new significance in the liijht of science. Pains-

taking exiieriment has enabled those studying the mat-
ter to make an approximate estimate of the com-
paiative amounts of vajiour given oft" by earth sur-
face and leaf surface. They have calculated thai a

square foot of soil sets free about six times as much
moisture as a square foot of leaf. The leaf surface is,

however, many times greater than the soil surface, so
that twice as much evaporation takes place from
forests OS from open land. When the wood of the

country is cut away, therefore, other things beinf

cqu il, two-thirds of the nioistnre-giving material of the

atmosphere is gone with it. Hence the long fearful

droughts ou luudc bare of trees.
' "—Lumberman's Gazette.

[This seems philosophical and we have n ver under-
vaiued the influence of trees in a naturally dry and
flat country. What we have always denied is that
rainfall is lessened by fore t denudation in a hill

country naturally moist.—Ed.]
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How TO OBTAIN OLD COFFEE, WELL ROASTED ASD
GROUND, has been a problem more difficult of solution

in Ceylon than in countries where coffee cannot be

grown. Our readers, especially those at the head of

families, 'will be glad to learn that one so experienced
and competent as Dr. Shipton has laid himself out

to supply this long-felt want. Dr. Shipton in send-

ing us a specimen tin of good old coffee
( with an ad-

mixture even of chicory!) -nTites :
—"I am trying

to supply what I think has always been a gi'eat want
in Ceylon, i. e.

, good ohi coffee prepared for use, as

there has always appeared to me gi-eat difficulty,

first of all in getting the raw product and then in

getting servants to properly roast and grind it. I

can supply it to the public at 50 cents per lb. . and

propose making it up in 2 lb. and 3 lb. tins, charging
25 cents each for the tins, which \^^ll be soldered.

I hope not only to find a good demand for local

consumption but that the steamers calling at Colombo

may find it convenient to take in a good supjily.

Perhaps in time a market may also be found m India."

We wish Dr. Shipton all the success his enterprlze

deserves. His name is a giiarantee for the excellence

of the article he promises to supply. AVe believe

Messrs. J. Walker & Co. manufactured the roaster to be

used by Dr. Sliipton.

Bf.CENT E.XPLOEATIONS AND NeW PhODUCTS IN BOLIVIA.—
Dr. B. R. Heath, who has recently returned to the United

States from South America, reports that he lias explored

300 miles of the River Beni to its confluence with the

Madeira. Little or uothiug had been known of the north-

ern portion of Boliria until Professor Orton, who met his

death in tlmt country a few years ago while prosecuting

his surveys, and liis successor, Dr. Heath, penetrated this

vast wilderness of pampas. The lattef gentlem.^u has suc-

ceeded in correcting many geographical errors wliich ap-

peared on the published maps, and reports the river as

nario-able through its entire length, with the exception of

a slight fall at one point. The water of the Beni varies

in depth from 27 ft. to 500ft. The channel of the stream

has been cut tlirough the red clay and gneiss formations

to an average depth of 30ft., the walls being in many
places vertical. In a few years the vast resources of this

country -srill be developed, and the effects of this inland

commerce will be felt by American and European countries.

Some of the products of the Beni valley are the rubber

tree which is even now being exported to Europe, but

a period of two years and upwards is required to receive

returns. Peruvian bark is extensively cultivated in many
places on the coirfines of civiUzation. One planter o^vns

a forest of 1,000,000 trees, while another is the possessor

of 200,000. The supply of Peruvian bark is said to be

practically inexhaustible. The finest quality of coffee in

the world is raised in this region, and it is believed that

its introduction into foreign ports will materially lessen

the cost of the staple varieties now in use. Dr. Heath,

during his travels, covering several years, came into con-

tact mth many savage tribes. He describes one of these

as being a white race, but possessing the Indian physiog-

nomy. °A tribe of cannibals occupies a portion of the

Beni valley, and makes yearly incursions into the neigh-

bouring districts for human flesh. Many of the tribes of

this section are entu-ely nude, while others are prorided

with but little clotliing. Traces of former occupancy are

numerous in many places, and hieroglyphics are abandant

along the rocky w.alls of some portions of the river, and

m some places he observed that certain characters occurred

at high water mark, showing when it was dangerous to

navigate the river. Among these devices, of which drawings

were made, are a number strongly re.senibling anchors,

though the general character of them is the same as the

ancient picture writings found on the rocks in some sections

of the western United States. Ruined stone structures are

abundant at many points. The fauna and flora of the

Beni region include a large number of hitherto undescribe \

species,\nd the collections of the former have been placiil

in the hands of Professor E. D. Cope, the eminent

pateontologist,
for classification. No pubUshed reports of

the explorations have yet .appeared, but they will be issued

in due time.—London Times.

Local Sale of Cocoa.- We learn that Mr.
J. L. Stipperger has purchased about 16 cwt. of cocoa
from the Delgolla plantation, in the Kurunegala dis-

trict, at very satisfactory rates for the producer. The
cocoa was divided into three lots :

—about 4J cwt.
'

selected
'

bought at R55 per cwt. ; about 9 cwt.

ordinary at R53 ; and 3J cwt. common and light for

R30 per cwt. These are very good prices to start

the local market with, and must be considered en-

couraging by all planters of cocoa. We may yet
see a large portion of the Kurunegala district under
this new product.
A Whitewash th.\t will Stick and Wash.—We

find in a German paper a formula for a wash which
can be applied to lime walls and afterwards become
waterproof so as to bear washing. Resenschek, of

Munich, mixes together the powder from three parts
silicious rock (quartz), tlu-ee parts broken marble and
sandstone, also two parts of burned porcelain clay,
wdth two parts freshly slaked lime, still wami. In this

way a wash is made which forma a silicate if often

wetted, and becomes after a time almost like stone.
The four constituents mixed together give the ground
colour to which any pigments that can be used mth
lime is added. It is applied quite thickly to the wall
or other surface, let dry one day, and the next day
frequently covered with water which makes it water-

proof. The wash can be cleansed with water without
losing any of its colour ; on the contrary, each tune
it gets harden, so that it can even be brushed, while
its porosity makes it look soft. The wash of calcim-
ine can be used for ordinary purposes as well as
for the finest painting. A so-called fresco surface can
be prepared with it in the dry wsiy.^PiihUc Opinion.
A Correspondent writing to the Madra.i Mail, re-

cently made certain remarks regarding Nc-ilgherry
tea aud the prospects of Indian tea planters. Of
the former, he observed that for the first week, dur-

iug which he had used Neilgherry tea, he thought the

beverage delicious, but continued use created a dis-

lik.j which induced him in a few weeks to abandon it

altogether. Many of our readers will regard this as
an exaggeration. Neilgherry tea, like every other
manufactured article, is of 'many and different qual-
ities. We have tasled the congou of some of the
fsta'es enjoying the very best reputation, and
have found it the vilest stuff. Planters are [in the
habit of disposing of lea with defects in manufacture
to the locd trade aud pett}' dealr-rs, and this damaged
siiiff not nnfrequenlly is passed off upon customers,
who thereupon at once condnmn the genuine article.

Even the very best tea in a climate like Ootacaniund,
if not carefully kept, becomes mouldy in a short

time, and then yields a most o'ljectionable flavored

liquor. We have frequently seen tea that had be-
come mouldy in packets dried in the sun and re-

packed. The genuine article, of reputed brand and
oiiiained fr^'in respectable dealer, produc-s as fine a
tea as iiny body coidd wish to drink Some of our
friends who have used the tea for years speak in the

highest terms of the liquor and strength and of its

tliorough wholesomeness. The China tea is i ven here
used to flavor a mixed tea. The China leaf has this

single recnmmendat'on. and tor this reason planters
cultivate a small patch, with the Cliina plant, and
after manufacturing the leaf separately, mix it with
the tea of high class hybrid. The separa'e manu-
facture seems necessary, as China leaf is hard and
does not roll or ferment as rapidly ae the leaf of
A9-<am hybrids. The prospects of tea planters are
not of the brighiest at present ; tea estites are a drug
in the market, but an improving future is before

them, aud a r-action imminent. Wih expanding
consum itinn, increasing markets and depression in

China trade, all the conditions exist for the future

prosperity
of ihetea industry of the Neilgherries.
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FuKL.—The Madras Mail 'believes that India's

great need is an abundant supply of cheap fuel, nhicli

was once cheap and abundant ;
but the waBtefid habits

of the natives, who recklessly cut down shrubs and
bushes a« soon as they had grown a foot or two iu

heifiht, have completely exhausted the supply. For
want of this the smelting of iion, which was once

largely carried on in many districts, has almost died

out ; and other industries, such as pottery, f'lr which
artitical heat is indispensable, are also lilielj to become
extinct. The Government has already paid some at-

tention to the matter by the creation of what are known
as village forest lands.

Coffee Leaf Fungus.—(Linnsean Society) Mr. F.

Crisp, Treasurer, in the chair.—Mr. M. Ward
read a paper on his

' Researches on the Life

History of Hemileia vaslatrix, the Fungus of the C' fFee

leuf Disease.
' The phenomena attendant thereou show

great analogy to those of the Uredine fungi. The

spores, under favourable conditions, viz., moisture, a

due supply of oxygen, and a temperature of 75° F.,

usuallj- germinate in from twelve to twenty- four hours.

Complete infection, or establishment of the mycelium
in the intercellular passages of the leaf, occurs about the

tliird day after the formation of tie germinal tubes.

The so-called yellow spot, or ordinary cutward visible

appearance of the disease, manifests itself about the

fourteenth or fifteenth day, but may be delayed, ils

development and course being dependent on secondary

causes, suoh as atmospheric conditions, monsoons, age
of the coffee leaf, &c. By watching the progress of the

spots it has been ascertained that the spores therefrom

may be continuously produced for from seven to eleven

weeks, or even more. Some 150,000 spores have been
estimated as present iu one yellow cluster, and as 127

di.sease spots have been counted in one pair of leaves,

the quantity of spores thus regularly produced must
be enormous. According to amount of diseased spots
the sooner the leaf falls, and though young leaves arise

the fruit-bearing qualities of the plant necessarily are

seriously interfered with. The various sorts of coffee

plant are all liable to infection ; the only possible

remedy is the difficult one of destruction of the spores,
and these are supposed originally to have been
introduced from the native jungle and rapidly spread
under the favourable conditions of artiticial cultiv-

ation.—Aihenmum.

WoESE AND WoESE "WEEDS.—Sometime ago we men-
tioned the fact that the flowers of the Ox-Eye Daisy
were iu such demand by the city florists, that several

persons were engaged in forcing them, in order to get
them into bloom iu early spring, at wliich time they were
sold at a price sufficiently high to pay for the labor ex-

pended, AVhen the plants came into flower in the fields,

they were offered at every street corner, and were not

much in demand. Later, we have seen in the florists'

windows, clusters of the flowers of a still worse weed,
the Toad-flax (Linaria i-u/t/aris), also called

" Butter and

Eggs," and in some localities " Ranisted weed." This is

now justly regarded as one of the worst weeds of oiu'

farms, yet the writer can recollect when it was a favor-

ite garden plant. Clusters of this were generally offered

by the Broadway florists. Another weed ajppeared later

in the windows, and noticeable from the fact that it is

a native. The two plants mentioned above are intro-

duced from abroad, as are the great majority of the
weeds of our fields and gardens, but in Eudbeckia hirta,

the '•

Thorny cone-flower," we have an undeniable n.-itive.

This is supi>osed to have been brought from the AVest
in baled hay; at all events it is now thoroughly distrib-

uted tlu-oughout the meadows and pastures of the East-

ern States ; it has come to stay, and makes itselfs more

thoroughly at home from year to year. Like tlie Ox-Eye
Daisy, it belongs to the great Sunflower family. It is

much larger and coarser than that
;

its flowers are much
larger, with yellow rays, and the central portion, or disk,
of so dark a purple that it is almost black. The .stems

and fohage are very coarse and beset with rough haii-s.

To see this miserable weed, the increase of ,vhich we
have watched with dismay, offered for sale, and to see
large clusters of it in the belts of ladies who had pur-
chased it, produced a sensation far from pleasing. It
wiU be cm-ions to watch what effect this sudden bring-
ing into favor of some of om- most pernicious weeds
mil have upon the agricultiu-e of the counti-y.

—Ibid.

Important Sale of a Plantation.—We are gl.id
to learn that Mr, Kettleiiell, who was here re-

cently in his yacht, besides investing in Cinchona pro-
perty in the Maskeliya district, lias, through his local

agents, purchased the Great Valley estate iu Lower
Hewaheta for the sum of £14,000 cash with expend-
iture from 1st April. Great Valley has been the scene
of extended cultivation with cinchona under the direc-
tion of Mr. E. S. Grigeon and the active superintendence
of Mr. R. P. Hart, and the plantation has generally been
considered as worth a good deal more than the price
paid for it. The parties selling have certainly not made
their fortui e out of it, aud the congratulations are rather
to be extended ti> the pu' chaser on the good bargain
he has made.

Cinchona Property.—If the Agents of Mr. Kettle-
well or any other capitalist want to get a hold of a
valuable cinchona property, they ought to look after
the sale advertised in auother column. The Kenmare
estate referred to has been generally regarded as a
most promising place, and the neighbourhood is famous
for its healthy growth of the usually uncertain but
valuable crown bark tree. A correspondent WTites :—" Mr. T is losing a splendid property just as
it is going to give good crops in cinchona bark

; hard
lines is no name for it. I believe it wUl go for

R33,000 if there is no competition ; here 's a chance
for men with a little money."—According to the ad-
vertisement there is even now 20,000 lb. of cinchona
to be harvested, worth, we suppose, from £2,000 to

£3,000 sterling !

Tea in Ceylon.—It is reported that the estim-
ate of crop from (jalbodde plantation, Andjagarauwa
for the coming season is 5j maunds—say 550 lb.—per
acre ! The tea cannot be more than five years old :

when it was between thi-ee and four years the yield was
equal to 400 lb. per acre. From the Kalutara district
we learn that a 2^ year old clearing is estimated to

give over 3 maunds, and the prospects of tea in this
moist part of the lowcouutry are excellent. On
Mipitykande, Yatiyautota, the crop for six months of
tea now only 2i years old, has been equal to 160 lb. an
acre and for the coming year, 400 lb. per acre will pro-
bably be exceeded. To refer to a fourth district, we
leai-u that some tea from Agar's Land, Balangoda,
has been pronounced by a home authority as equal to
the best Darjiling which is quoted 3s 8d per lb. This

gentleman reports :
—"

I never tasted any tea, India
" or China, equal to it for delicacy of flavour and
" for strength. The tea plant being a camellia, I \iouder
' ' that Ceylon can grow it, as it does best in a cool
"
atmosphere, I fancy the higher it is grown with you

' '

(as in the case of Ai'abian coflee and cinchona) the
" richer the produce." Witli the. very suitable clim-

ate, easy transport and cheap labour enjoyed by the
tea planter in Ceylon, he is almost certain to beat

competitors in India, in the price at which he can

ship his produce. But, cheap as labour is, machinery
is still more economical and effectual for the pre-
paring department—a rolling machine for instance

doing with 4 coolies what it requires 40 to complete
without. When tea rolling, drying, aud sifting machines
are in full operation on all large plantations and in
central factories for the service of limited areas under
tea, and when men now beginning to umlerstanil tho
work, have gained the needful experience, there need
be no fear of Ceylon holding its own in tea agai ust

pall cometitors.
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Labour in Jamaica.—Mr. Valentine Bell, in

a lecture on railways in Jamaica, gnve a history of the

Jamaio'i railway and compared its working and expense

per mile under Government control, with that of the

Compiny who instituted the railway, imd gave several

reasons why the engineers who had charge of the ex-

tension of the Jamaica railway chose to cut the Gibral-

tar Tunnel. He was sanguine I hut when the extension

was completed the railway traffic would be doubled,

and it would bo a source of revenue of some advant-

a"e to the colony. Notwithstandiug the enr.riiions

exodus of bibourers to the Panama Canal works, there

were still plenty of labour to be had, and he was of opi-

nion that labour would be plenty throughout. These

works supplied labour to persons who would othenvise

be idle. After the lecture advantage was taken, by
several persons in the body of the Hall, of the usual

"
question time

"
allowed, which ^ave the meeting

the appearance of a political election campaign with

the farce of "Heckling" which always winds up the

more serious performance. These queetioners elicited

the fact that male labourers on the railway receive

Is 6d per day and females Is per day, but the most

of the work was tnsk-work which was paid by results.

— Gall's Netos Letter.

The Labour Question in Brazil.—There are

many questions awaiting the attention of Parliament,

whose settlement is of urgent importance. Among
these is the old immigratiiou question which assuredly

should be deliyed iiolonger. It is rot a matter which

can be settled in a day, nor a week ;
it will require

the earnest, candid consideration of Parliament for

many weeks, for the simple reason that the welfare of

immigrants requires reforms in almost every depart-

ment of legislation. We are convinced thnt Brazil can

secure a large and steady immigration, providing the

right inducements are held oul, but never under pre-

sent laws. The immigrant must come as a prospective

citizen and property-holder, and he must be assured of

every right which his fellow-emigrauta enjoy tlsewhere.

He must be assured beyond all possibility of doubt

thnt there will be no restrictions upon his religious

faith, and that no artificial barriers will be pLiced

before him socially and iiolitically. He must be made

to feel that the countrj needs his political and snci-d

co-operation jnst as much as it neeils his labor. This

(lueslion is one which cannot safely be deferred much

longer, and the General Assembly will do well to inaugur-

ate the needed reforms at once.— /?/o News.

Coarse or Fine I'ea Plucking.—Of course the

younger tea leaf is when plucked the finer the

resulting tea. But quantity and price at which

planters can afford to sell, have to be considered as

well as quality.
The Indian Tei Gazclte, in discussing

the question of separate rollings for large and small

leaf writes :
—

. , „ , ^

It is most assuredly eertam we shall have to

abandon the fine plucking so lately recommended ;

the diffionlty pointed out by our correspondent will

become less, because the leaf will be more equally

coarse : that is to say the percentage of coarse leaf

will be out and away above tliat of the very fine.

Whereas we had been told at the commeuceni'nt of

last year that none but first-class teas would do,

now we lire told that the demand will bo for teaa

which can be sold, at a profit, retail at 2i a lb. or

lees. And why is this ? Because Indian teas are

going into more general consumption— wliich means

that Ihc middle classes arc drinking them, having

found out their merits over Chinas. Rut stdl these

classes cminot afford to pay, aud will not pay, more

than a certain price. Thus it seems that, while making
a certain percentage of tea for mixing, we shall have

to make a larger percentage than before of teas to be

druuk pure, and then a little over-fermentation will

not prove a matter of so much consequence, as regards

the other.

The Yellow stain made by the oil used on sewing
machines c.in be removed, if, before washing in soap-

suds, the spots be rubbed carefully with a bit of cloth

wet with ammonia,.—Qaeeaslander.
GORSE (OR FURZE, SCOTTICE WHINS) AS A FORAGE

PLANT is thus noticed by a writer in the Field:—
There were some very intelligent farmers in the neigh-
bourhood of Guildford some years ago, aud I believe

they tried goree as a forage plant. It grows freely

enough and blossoms maguificenlly, all over Surrey,
on the poorest sands. "Agricola" gave many examples
in the Field of its successful cultivation ; and many
others have been reported in Staffordshire, where it

was given to cows, and in Wales, where it put horses

into c.ipital condition. I have seen a report of cavalry
horses during the Peninsular War getting nothing
but gorsc, and doing well on it. It is a plant of

strong constituiion and vigorous habit, deep-rooted and
rodnotivB—the best plant in the world, one would

uppose, for extracting nutriment from poor soils.

An American Coffee Pianting Colony in

Mexico.—The Boston True Flag of February 18th

relates the following concerning the establishment of

an American colouy in Mexico :
—A thoroughly Americ-

an city has been laid out in the state of Chiapas,
Mexico. The site is a beautiful plateau of land,

through which runs a never-failing stream of mountain

spring water, clear as crystal, full of fish, and affording

power for any amount of manufacturing machinery, at

an altitude of three thousand feet above the sea-level,

on the line of tbe Mexican Southern railroad. It is

called Allen City. Around the city are laid out aud
taken up twenty-four coffee farms, each touching the

city plat. There will be over three million coffee trees

in nursery cultivation at this place within the coming

year, all to be transplanted and raised to bearing wilh'n

the next four ye irs. All goods, stores and supplies,

agricnlturnl implements, machinery, building material

and furniture for the colonists, are exempt from duty,
also all exports and imports of productions of the

country, and stock for work or breeding purposes, are

exempt for ten years. The colonists thus far are from

California.— i?(o News. [The altitude is all right, but,

before offering an opinion on the prospects of the coffee

enterprize, we shoukl -like to know what the average
rainfall is and its distribution over the year, also the

minimum temperature.
—Kd.]

Cinchona and Cacao in Jamaica.—Sir Arthur

Muigruve and iVlr. D. Morris are doing wonders for

the West Indian colony: would that we had some

of their energy in high quarters in Ceylon:
—

The cfibrts of the Government of Jamaica to in-

troduce the cultivation of the cincboua tree into

that ii-liind promise to be as successful as those of

the Government of Indin, and may be expected in

time to contribute powerfully to lower the high

price of that invaluable drug quinine. Governor Sir

Anthony Musgrnve, in his report just published, di-

rects attention to the fact that this year the article which

used to be known in commerce as .Jesuits' or "Peru-

vian
" bark appears for the first time in the bst of

West Indian exports. The b.Trk sent away during
the year, amounting to 23,981 lb., of the stated value

of i:7,.302, was chiilly the produce of the Govern-

ment phintalions. Sir A. Musgrave observes that a

great impetus has been given to the cultivation of

til is valu:iblo tree by the success attending the ex-

periment undertaken by Government, and it may be

confidently hoped that in the course of a few years
the export of cinchona bark will rank high on the

list of exports. It is added that there is a large

quantity of land available which ia well suited forthe

growth of cinchona, for the acquisition of which on lib-

eral terms facilities have rictntly been offered bj pub-
lic notification, the particulars of which have already

been set forth iu our columns.— Colonies and India.
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ACTION OF LIGHT ON VEGETATION.
Professor Priug-'lieim thus sums up i the reRuIta

under this head obtained fr^m a long « ries of observ-

ations:—The primary action of the rays of the sua

on vegetition consists in thermic and photo-cliemical

effects, tho iuflueuce of which on the separate eou-

stitueuts (if the cell? is directly recognizable in intense

light. The photo-chemical effects relate exclusively
to the behaviour of the plant towards the oxygen
and carbonic acid of the iitmosphere ; they are

simply changes of iutensity in the interchange of

gases. These have been fully determined in the

case of the absorption of oxygen ; less completely in

that of carbonic acid. I' cannot be shown that

light produces auy other flfect on the plant thnn

the thermic and the photo-chemical. All the action

of light on tho phenomena of vegetable life, not

merely on growth and metasiasis, had also the so-

called vital and mechanical movements of irritation

caus'd by lit,ht, can readily be traced to purely
thermic and photo-chemical effects. A more exact

knowledge of them requires, however, a special in-

vestigation of the behaviour of those constituents of

the cells which are sensitive to light, i.e., which are

photo-cheraically excitable. For an investigation of

these, and of th' ir differences from those con-

stituents which are not e.Kcitable photo-chernioally,
the reader is referred to the author's treatises on
the functions of chlorophyll and the action of light

upon it.—Pharmaceutical Journal,

THE LABOUR DIFFICULTY IN JAMAICA.
TO THE EDITOK OF "THE PLANTERS* GAZETTE."

Sir,—It must be a matter of sincere regret to all

wellwishers of .Tamaica to find that now, after so

many years, the old cry of the decadence of Jamaica
is raised again at homtf with as much earnestness
and vigour as ever. When such respectable journals
as the Colonies and India and the Planters' Gazette

give credence to it, and write leading articles upon
it, and when the chairman of the Cole ial Bank re-

iterates it at an annual meeting, it is but natural to

think that there must be some foundation for all the
statements made.

None, however, is given. They say there is no

prosperity in Jamaica because of the " labour diffic-

ulty," and they advise us to import coolies from
India to remove it. Now, as a matter of fact, there

is 00 "labour difficulty" in Jamaica. The difficulty
is purely mythical, and the cry is a delusion and a

snare. It was a cry of some force some fifty years

ago, but today, with an increase of population equal
in proportion to that of the United Kinsdom, it is

nowhere. If a hurricane of great severity, if a drought
of greater inten^iily, and if unexfiected floods disturb
—as disturb they must—the prosperity of a pure.y

agricultural colony, the depression which naturally
follows is at once ascribed to the old bogey, the

"hibour difficulty."
It would, no doubt, surprise the writers of the

articles in question to learn—.and I speak from some

experience and knowledge in tho matter—that the
Jamaica negro, who is paid la 3d or Is -fid per d ly,

and finds his own hut, food, tools, and medical attend-

ance, is twice as good a labourer as the poor Indian

corly (recommended to us by our mentors), who in

Ceylon gets 9d or lOJd per day, but who, in addi-

tion, has barrack', tools, rice, blankets and medical

attendance fonnd for him. As a tropical Lib urer,

the Jamuica negro is unsurpassed, and he only re-

quires careful and judiciju-. mauagenieut and pruinpi

paymeut lo make him fully qual to all the labour

deraa.ms of tiie colony. On the government cinchona

plantations
—the most remote and most difficult o£

access of any plantations in the Blue Mountains—we
have had to dismiss this week 60 people, all strong
healtliy Jamaica negroeB, whose services are no longrr
required. The other day I wished to get some ten
acres of forest cleared in another portion of the Blue
Mountains, and asked a headnwn to get a gang for
the purpose. In a few days he hud 60 men—axemen
and others—to do work intended for only about 10
men ! If the necessary capital were forthcoming, at
least 5,000 acres could be placed under cultivation in
cinchona and coffee on the Blue Mountains of Jamaica
without importing a single cooly ! Where is then the
' ' labour difficulty ?"

Is it on sugar estates? The fact that few, if, in-

deed .any, coolies are applied for to the Immigiation
Department, in spite of two heavy railway contracts
in progress, and the departure of 500 labourers for
the Panama Canal, shews that the difficulty on sugar
estates is as mythical as on the coffee and cinchona
estates. If not on the mountains nor in the plains,
where is the "labour difficulty" of Jamaica? Surely
it can only exist at home .'—I am, Sir, very faithfully
yours, D. MoRKis,

Director of Public Gardens and
Feb. 24th, 1882. Plantations, Jamaica.

THE ORAJ^GE TRADE IN THE AZORES.
In a revaew of the produce of the Azores, dated

about the middle of last year, it is stated that the

Orange trade shows indications of decline ; 220,678" malote
"

boxes of Oranges, of the value of £42,312,
were exported to England, and notwithstanding this

apparently large number the season was stated to be
a most disastrous one for St. Michael's, the Orange
trade e\-eiy year getting less and less, and the popul-
ation emigi-atmg because they are unable to find em-
ployment and subsistence. Several circumstances, how-
ever, have tended to circumscribe the exportation of

Oranges to England : firstly, the old trees have been
left, yonng ones have not been planted in sufficiently
large numbers to replace the old ones, and a corre-

sponding diminution of fine Oranges has been the result;
secondly, a series of rainy seasons has caused the

Oranges to drop off before maturity. Instead of 401,191" malotes
"

or flat boxes of Oranges which were ex-

ported in 1878, and nearly as many in 1879, only
220 678 were exported last year, being little more than
half. On the other hand the anticipated falling-oif
of the Orange trade has stimulated the cultivation of

Pine-apples, which has been raised to 57,232 Pines
exported during the season under review against
35,207 and 39,869 exported in 1878 and 1879 respect-
ively. But what has tended more than anything to

paralyse the Orange trade with England has been the
an'ival of Oranges from Valentia in Spain, and the
islands of the Mediterranean. In 1872, 417,026 cases
of Oranges were exported to Great Britain from Val-
entia, and in 1878 this trade had increased to 645,000
cases, and no doubt during the last two years the

importation of Oranges to England must have been
more important. It is stated further that another
cause of the diminution of this trade has been the

employment of steamships instead of sailing vessels,
for one of these largo steamers will take six times as

many Oranges as the former sailing ships did. and on
that score landing in England at one time, and deliver-

ing in a few weeks the whole of the Azores crop
of Oranges and meeting at the same time the ship-
ments from Valentia the market in England became
glutted, and this at a cold -winter season when the
state of the weather limited the consumption. In 1S72
and 1873 steam vessels were purchased by a company
in St. Michael's ; no doubt the speculation has proved
remunerative to the company, but detrimental to the
interests of the proprietors of Oranges in the island
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and to the public generally, by depreciating the value

of the Oranges from St. Michael's, for the arrival of

Oranges by steam vessels could be calculated, while

that of sailing vessels could not, and the market

rigged accordingly. The prices latterly have been so

low as to give cause for speculation on the a'ivis-

ability of some other article of export being found
to replace tlie Orange. The Coffee tree has been tried

and found to succeed very well—tliat is, that the

trees grow very well in sheltered situations and pro-
duce fine Coffee beans, but it has still to be ascert-

ained whether the damp cilmate of the Azores will

allow these beans to be dried sufficiently for export-
ation. Great difficulty attends the drying of the Indi-

an Corn cobs, but as this cereal fomis one of the

principal articles of food for the inhabitants and for

tlie towTis on the continent of Portugal, tlie difficulty
has been overcome. The Tea plant has also been tried

and found successful, and two Chinamen wei-e sent

for to teach the means adopted for curing the leaf,

which has also to contend with the extremely damp
climate of these islands. In doing so it was found
that the leaf requires an innnense deal of manipul-
ation before it can be presented for sale, and a great

part of this manipulation can only be accomplished
by mixing up with the hands the Tea leaves. Per-

haps some better way may be discovered in process
of time when this cultivation comes to be better

known
;

in the meantime the plant thrives very well,
and does not appear to requii'c more shelter than the

Coffee or Orange trees.—Gnrdcners' Chronicle.

THE CAUSES OF LEAF DISEASE.

TO THE EDITOR OF " THE PLANTERS' OAZETTE.
"

Dear Sir,—I have read Mr. Holmes's article on
Coffee Leaf Disease in the Planters' QazeMe. The view
he maintains, that cultivated plants tend to become
enfeebled by the artificial conditions under which thny
are grown, has often been suggested. I am very doubt-
ful about the evidence myself. Facts might be easily
adduced pointing in exactly the opposite direction.

llany of the points in Mr. Holmes's letter seem to

me open to discussion.

From what I know of the luibits of Hemileia, I see

no reason to suppose it would have been less deadly
if all the coffee plants in Ceylon had been newly
obtained from a wild source. The reasons why the

Liberian coffee escapes are not, I think, I hose sug-
gested by Mr. Holmes, but because the texture of

the leaves is unfavourable to the development of the

fungus. What I should recommend is, thit planters
should try to obtain a race of Arabian coffee with

similar resisting powers. This might be done by
carefully selecting any plants which seemed habitually
less diseased, saving and sowing their seed, and re-

pealing the process indefinitely. In this way a strain

of seed might conceivably be obtained which would
be as little injured by the Hemileia as the American
vines by the PliijHoxera. All that is to be said on

the present state of the question is contained in Mr.
Marshall Ward's last report. It includes some excel-

lent practical suggestions. I should scarcely think

this important document can have been seen by Mr.
Holmes.—Yours faithfully,

Kew, March 17, 188-2. W. T Thiselton Dyek.
Mr. Thiselton Dyer's opinions naturally carry great

weiglit from his high reputation and hmg experience
at Kew, but Mr. E. M. Holmes, F.L.S., to whom
we tliought it only fair to send a proof of tbe above,
remains unconvinced, for he has returned it to us

with the following rt*marks :
—

Dear Sib,—The object of my article on Coffee Leaf
Dise.ise was to call the attention of planters to the

importance of. regarding the subject from more than
one point of view. Any facts that Mr. Dyer can

.'idduoe from his large experience in the Royal Gard-
ens at Kew, to prove, th.at plants iu vigorous health
and reproducing freely, are more liable to disease
than weakly .and badly nourished specimens, will

doubtless tend to throw some light upon tlie question,
and open a discussion in your columns, which will,
I trust, be advantageous to those interested in coffee

planting.
Mr. Dyer seems to assume that Liberian coffee es-

capes the disease. If he will take the trouble to

refer to the Ceylon Ohserver, Feb. 27, p. 186, he will

find that Mr. Schrottky's carbolic powder has been
used to keep down the disease in the Liberian 'coffee

nurseries for a year. I attril)uted the fact that Liberi-

an coffee is less suhject to the disease to the plant
having had as yet hardly time to have its vitality
lowered by excessive bearing, or by growth in soil

deficient in met.allic uutrltioQ tor the plant. Uuquesti-
onably Mr. Marshall W^ard has done gold ser\iceas
a crjptogamist in throwing light on the life history
and development of the fungus, and the best time of

year to take pi-eventitive measures. Of his repoit I

received an early copy from Dr. Trinieti, and am not

therefore, ns Mr. Dyer presumes, ignorant of its con-

tents. But there are other poiuts of view—for in-

stance, that of agriculture. If it be true, as stated

by Mr. Stephen Wilson, th.at the germs of the fungus
are found latent in the seeds of diseased plants ; his

suggestion of taking the seeds of slightly diseased

plants, can scarcely be of any value, unless he be

prepared to prove. that the disease may be prevented
by a process of inoculation, similar in some respects
to that which has been practised with such success

by M. Pasteur on animals ; but I am not aware that

this line of experiment has even been suggested. The
Joddrell Laboratory at Kew doubtless offers excellent

opportunities for .an investigation of this kind. I

venture to suggest to the assistant director the poss-
ible value of experiments with this view.—Yours very
truly,

• E. M. Holmes.

THE COCOA-NUT AND DATE PALM IN

QUEENSLAND.
On the Pioneer Kiver, exactly opposite to the town

of Mackay, is to be seen one of the mo.?t remarkable

sights in all Australia, the cocoa-nut groves of Mr.
Barnes. It is some sixteen years since Mr. Barnes
conceived the idea of growing cocoa-nuts, and he
selected his present homestead with th.at particular
view, and it appears to be eminently suitable for the

purpose. The land is a low-lying sandy and vegetable
deposit, at one time covered with mangrove trees,
and just about on a level with high springtide mark.
In fact, dams are made in places in order to keep
back these tide waters.

Mr. Barnes has a grove of 1,200 of these beautiful

trees now healthily growing upon 10 acres of land.
The oldest planted are perhaps some 20 feet in height,
but the majority are not yet up to that. The ago at

which these trees commence to bear fruit varies much,
some beginning at four years old, and some not for

some eight years Later. When once they comnieii':e

fruiting they continue without intermission—that is,

a fl')wer-stem shoots out from the base of every leaf

as it is formed, so that fruit in all stages, from the

flower to ripeness, will be upon the one tree ,at the
same time The fruit of the cocoa-nut improves with
the age of the tree, and these at IJackay are not yet

np to their best, therefore Mr. B irnes iia" not ai yet
troubled about looking for an ex'port market. The
Kanakas on the varioiisplautations buy a large number,
so that it p.ays t'e proprietor better to sell, say, oue-

half the prorluce at a retail price, .and let the other

half waste, than to hunt for a distant wholesale buyer.
For the same reason he has not commenced to dry the
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frnit, or express the oil, or utilise the fibre. Thus

any selector thiukiug to go in for cocoa-nut growing
will see that it is entirely owing to the circumstance

of Mr. Barnes being so close to a large town that

the industry has been made to pay.
lu these gardens there are many other trees as well,

the most noticeable being date palms, of which there

are .300 planted. These grow quite as well as the

cocoa-nuts, and are equally handsome. Between 300

and 400 orange trees also are planted out, most of

which are in full bearing ;
some of these were evidently

suffering from dryness or poverty of the soil, and a

great many were injured from having been planted
too near the date trees, which rival the bamboo in

the way in which their roots ramify and rob the

moisture from every neighbouring plant or tree.—
Quecnsla ndu;

PYRBTHRUIVI INSECT-POWDER.
BY C. V. EILET.

Application of Pyrethbum in Fumes.—The powder
burns freely, giving off considerable smoke and an

odour which is not unpleasant. It will burn more

slowly when made into cones by wetting and moulding.
In a closed room the fumes from a small quantity
will soon kill or render inactive ordinary flies and

mosquitos, and will be found a moat convenient pro-
tection against these last where no mosquito bars are

available. A series of experiments made under our

direction indicates that the fumes affect all infects,

but most quickly those of soft and delicate structure-

This method is impracticable on a large scale in the

field, but will be found very effective against insects

infesting furs, feathers, herbaria, books, &c. Such can

easily be got rid of by enclosing the infested objects
in a tight box or case, and then fumigating tliem.

This method will also prove useful in green-houses,
and, with suitable instruments, we see no reason why
it should not be applied to underground pests that

attack the roots of plants.

Alcoholic Extract of Pyrethrum Powder.—The
extract is easily obtained by taking a flask fitted

with a cork and a long and- vertical glass tube. Into

this flask the alcohol and pyrethrum arc introduced
and heated over a steam-tank or other apparatus,
The distillate, condensing in the vertical tulie, runs

back, and at the end of an hour or two the alcohol

may be drained off, anel the extract is ready for use.

Another method of obtaining the extract is by repercol-
ation after the manner perscribed in the American

Pharmacopreia. The former method seems to more

thoroughly extract the oil than the latter ; at least,

we found that the residuum of a quantity of pyrethrum
from which the extract was. obtained by lepercolation
had not lost a great deal of its power. The first

method is apparently moi'e expensive than the other,
but the extract is in either case more expensive than
the other prcpar.itious, though very conveniently pre-
served and handled. The extract may be greatlj
diluted with water, and then applied by means of

an atomiser. Professor E. A. Smith, of Tracaloosa,

Ala., found that, diluted with water at the rate of

one part of the extract to 15 of water, and sprayed
on the leaves, it kills cotton-worms that have come in

contact with the solution in a few minutes. The
mixture in the proportion of one part of the extract

to 20 parts of water was equally efficacious ; and even
at the rate of 1 to 40 it killed two-thirds of the worms

upon which it was sprayed in 15 or 20 minutes, and
the remainder were subsequently disabled. In still

weaker solution, or at the rate of 1 to 50, it loses

its efficacy, but still kills some of the worms nnd dis-

ables othe; B Professor Smith experimented with the

extract obtained by distillation, and another series

of experiments with the same method was carried on

last year by Professor R. W. Jones, of Oxford, Miss.

He diluted the extract with twenty times its volume
of water, and applied it by means of an atomiser
on the cotton-worm and the boll-worm with perfect
success. Mr. E. A, Schwarz tried last summer the
extract obtained by repercolation, and found that 10

drachms of the extract, stirred up in two gallons of

water and applied by means of Whitman's fountain

pump, was sutEcient to kill all cotton.worms on the

plants. Four drachms of the extract to the sn.me

amount of water was sufficient to kill the very j'oung
worms.

Pyrethrum in Simple Water Solution.—So far

as our experiments go this method is by far the

simplest, most economical, and efficient. The bulk of

the powder is most easily dissolved in water, to which
it at once imparts the insecticide power. No constant

stirring is necessary, and the liquid is to be applioel
in the same manner as the diluted extract. The finer

the spray in which the fluid is applied the more
economical is its use, and the greater the chance of

reaching every insect on the plant. Experiments with

pyrethrum in this form show that 200 grains of the

powder stirred up in two gallons of water is amply
sufficient to kill the cotton-worms, except a very few

full-grown ones, but that the same mixture is not

sufficiently strong for many other insects, as the boll-

worm, the larva of the Terias uicippe, and such species
as are protected by dense long hairs. Young cotton-

worms can be killed by 25 grains of the powder
stirred up in two quarts of water. The pyrethrum
water is most efficacious when first made, and loses

power the longer it is kept. The powder gives the

water a light greenish colour, which after several

hours changes to a light brown. On the third day
a luxuriant growth of fundus generally developes in

the vessel containing the fluid, and its efficacy is

then considerably lessened.

The Tea, or Decoction.— Professor E. W. Hilgard,
of Berkeley, Ca!., is the only one who has experi-
mented with pyrethrum in this form, and he expressi-s
himself most favourably as to the result. He says :

—
"I think, from my experiments, that the tea, or in-

fusion, prepared from the flowers (which need not be

ground up for the purpose) is the most convenient

and efficacious form of using this insecticide in the open
air

; provided that it is used at times when the water
will not evaporate too rapidly, and that it is applied,
not by pouring over in a stream, or even in drops,
but in the form of a spray from a syringe with fine

holes in its rose. In this case the fluid will reach

the insect despite of its water-shedding 6urfac>-s,

hairs, &c., and stay long enough to kill. Thus appl'°d
I have found it to be efficient even aj^ainst the

armoured ecale-bug of the orange and I nion, which
falls off in the course of two or three days after the

application, while the young brood is almost inslan.ly

destroyed. As the flower tea, unlike whale soap and
other washes, leaves the foliage perfectly clean, and
does not injure even the most tender growth, it is

preferable on that score alone ; and in the future

it can hardly fail also to be the cheaper of the two.

This is the more likely as the tea made of the leaves

and stems has eimilar, although considerably weaker,
effects ; and if the farmer or fruit grower were to

grow the plants, he would save all the expense of

larvcsting and grinding the flower-heads by simply
using the header, curing the upper stems, leaves, and
flower-heads altogettier, as he would hops, making
the tea of this material by the hogshead, and dis-

tributing it from a cart through a syringe. It should
be diligently kept in mind that the least amount of

boiling will seriously injure the strength of this tea,

which should be made with briskly b"ding water,
but then simply covered over closely, so as to allow

of as little evaporation as possible. The details of its
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most economical and efifectual use on the large scale

remain, of course, to be worked out by practice."
Tlie method of applying pyrethrum in either of the

thrie last-mentioned forms is evidently far more eco-

nomical in the open held, and on a large scale, than
the application of the dry powder, and, moreover,

gives us more chance of reaching every insect living
upon the plant to which the Huid is applied. The
relative merits of the three methods can be established

only by future experience.
—American Naturalist.

THE VEGETABLE PKODUCTS OF PARAGUAY.
The following notes, gathered from a recent report

by Mi. E. H. Egerton, on the above subject, will

give an idea of the character of the economic plants
of that country. Paraguay, we are reminded, is but

very slowly recovering from total collapse, the result
of tlie depopulation and financial ruin caused by its

great war. Two suga,r-mills are reporied to have started
work. The Paraguayan sugar cane is said to contain
more saccharine matter than the Tucuman cane. On
this subject, however, Mr. Egerton says:— "Though
my opinioa is not worth anything, tlie rich alluvial
Boil of Tucuman seemed to me more suitable for the

cane, which certainly gioi\3 thicker.and more luxuriaut-

ly there than in the Paraguayan red sandj soil, fertile

though the latter be.
"
Paraguay will find it hard to find a market for

hei- sugars, as in Monte Video and the Argentine Re-

public there are heavy import duties, so that I
cannot believe much production of sugar, beyond that
for home consumption, will take place in Paraguay."
Tobacco is grown everywhere, but the better quality

comes from near Villa Rica. Cigars prepared like
Havanas are made there, and there may b« consider-
able increase in the export of these. The taste of

nearly all Paraguayan Tobacco is somewhat strong anci

bitter, which will prevent it fetcliing high prices.
Of undressed Tobacco large quantities are sent to
Bremen and other ports of Europe from Asuncion,
via Buenos Ayres and Monte Video.

Of oil from the iudigeuOLis Coco Palm a fair quantity
is made. There might be a considerable increase in
this article, as there are vast quantities of this tree
in the neighbourhood of Asuncion. A quiititity of

groundnut oil is produced. It is known as "Mani."
It is used as a substitute for Olive oil. The Castor-oil

plant, which grows well in Paraguay, is recommended
for more extended cultivation in consequence of the
oil being valuable for lubricating purposes.
Enormous quantities of Oranges are sent from Asuncion

to Buenos Ayres, Paraguay havirg a reputatinn for

the excellence of its Oranges, which are much superior
to those of Coirientes. Most of tlie gardens Oiintuiu

Banana trees, and there is some export of the fruit.

Coffee is grown on a small scale on the northern
side of the hills; its flavour is very good, though
somewhat strong 'ud bitter. No Wheat seems to be

grown, but the na'ive I read, made from the Mandiocca
root (Manihi)t utilissima), is an excellent and whole-
some substitute. At present, the newer valuable pro-
duce of the coumry is the Yuba Mate (Ilex Paraguay ensi-^),
of which increasing quanlities are y-arly i-X|iorted.
The Paraguayan Mate, though better thii i thr) Br.iziHaii,
IS not equal to that uf the Upper Ar,'cntine Mjsinnes.
The wealth of timber is immense, all the hills—

and the whole country is hilly
—

being covered with
splendid trees, and all ilie marshy shores of the

Paraguay are a vast fore-t. When more Basques
and Italians arrive the limb i- trade may become
important, ;\nd barges full of valuable hard woods
mny be floati d or towed down the river for cxpoit.
^\xch hard work as feeling or dressing trees is not

very congenial to Ihe native Paraguayan.
Of medicinal plants "Jaborandi" (Pilocarpus sp. )

is referred to as being one of the most important,
and a plant, of which the native name "Yambayu"
ahme i- known, is considered by the Indians as a cure
for asthma. Ipecacuanha is grown in large quantities,
but it is said to be distinct and inferior in quality
to that from the Brazilian province of Matto (^rosso.
Of dyes that obtained from Kupatoriura tinctorium

is said to be very similar to indigo, though perhaps
a little darker. It is a very good dye, and is the
blue colour that hns long been in use by the Indians.
A small sample of this dye lately sent to France
for trial is stated to have realised 12 francs, when
Indian indigo was sold for 15 francs. The Central
American blue dyes have generally been b>-aleu frjin
the field by the Indian indigo ; it seems, however,
that this Paraguyan shrub is so remarkably prolific
and vigorous that it can be stripped of its leaves four
times a year without injury to the plants. As it re-

quires but little care or cultivation, this dye plant
may S'une day compete in the European market with
that of Indian indigo.

Regarding fibre plants there are many that yield
large crops and fibre of good quality. "But," Mr.
Egerton says, "by far the best fibre of the country
is that of the Caragua'd iber.^, a Bromeliacea, which
is something like the Pine-apple plant, and which is

very abundant in Paraguay, the Misiones, and the
Chaco. It is very long and silky, and has long been
used by the Indians, and much money has already
been spent in endeavours to find some practical
machine for the economical preparing of this fibre.

I am assured that the desired result has now at

length, after a long series of experiments, been
attained by a French machine, invented for the purpose,
which has just been set up not very far from Asuncion,
the ijrocets being a simple one without previous
maceration. Should this invention prove a success the

CaragualA fibre will become an extremely important
article of export, and if half I hear of it be true
should compete with advantage against Jute. I am
assured, but I cannot vouch for the assertion, that
there is immense superiority in the quality of the

Paraguayan fibre over that of the Chaco and Misiones

Caraguatd
"

This plant is referred to in the Kew Report for 1877,
p. 37, as a paper material upon which Mr. Routledge
had remarked that "Fibre when abstracted no doubt
will make good paper." It is also stated in the report
to have been determined at Kew to be "one of the

singular South American species of Eryugium, which
have before flowering quite a Bromeliaceous habit."—
F. R. F.—Oardeners' Chronicle.

NEW VARIETY OP SILK-MOTH.
On behalf of both entomologists and sericulturists,

it seems desirable to make some further mention of
the fertile hybrid silk-moth—result of a cross between
the Yamma-mai of .Japan, and the Tusser moth of the
Deccan—first produced at Bombay about seven or eight
years ago (see ante, p. 349). It is not mentioned by
Mr. Wardle iu his valuable " Handbook of the Collection
Illustrative of the Wild Silks of India," "though that
bears date so late as July last year. Besides, this
new silkworm, though specially reared, comes under
the definition given by Mr. Wardle in his openmg
sentence :

—" The term '
%rild silks of India

'

must be
regarded as applying to all species of silk other than
that produced by the Bo)uhi/x mori, the worm which
feeds on the mulberry leaf." The primary advantage
of this new high-class silk-spinner is in its being able
to feed and tluive, not only on the bhair tree (Ziziiphus
jujiiba), as mentioned in my remarks the other" day,
but on ahuost every variety of the Jiciis

—
probably on

all the trees mentioned by Mr. Wardle (p. 15) as

furnishmg food to the "Tusser" worm. Thus the
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new woiin mig)it be diffused over the gi'eater part
of India without any planting pi-eparationa being
requii-ed. The Japanese progenitor of the liybrid is

known as the "oak-feeding" silkworm; so tliat may
partly account for the omnivorous character of the

creature, although experience may show that carefully
selected diet will impro\o the quality of its silk.

The new variety might be provisionally designated
Yamma-pai>hia Mowisia, thus preserving the name of

the ingenious sericulturist, Mr. Paul Mowis, who
developed the hybrid, and tested its value through
several seasons. Having, myself, seen the creature

during all its stages, from eggs to moth, I can testify
to its healthy appearance, its fertility, and productive-
ness. iSome millions of its cocoons were, I understood,
sent about 1S78, to be reeled and worked up at Bradford.

The silk is finer than that of tlie Tusser, and nearly
as strong ; so that if the worm can be reared and
fed on the same plants, and with as little trouble

as the coarser Tusser worm, then there should be a

very distinct gain in the more valuable quality of silk

produced. Mr. Mowis is, at present, carrying on his

sericulture somewhere in the i-ailway resented forests

of H. H. the Nizam's domuiions; and, no doubt, in-

formation could be elicited from him on the subject.
He had given much attention to the practical chemistry
of sericulture in trying to hit on the best methods of

removing the mucilaginous matter from the worms,
and ui preparmg the fibre for dyeing.

Sir- George Bu'dwood's old report (1859-60) on the
Tusser and other wild silks of the period (reprinted

by Mr. Wardle). though in some respects superseded,
gives useful indications of the sph-it with which this

promising industry should be fostered by tlie Bombay
Govermnent.—W. M.uitin Wood, West Kensington,
February '2't\i,—Journal of the Society of Arts.

TASAR SERICULTURE.
Letter from Major G. Coussmaker, (Tasar Sei'iculture),

to the Secretary to Government, General Department,
dated Poona, 3rd February ISS2, No. 2.

I have the honor to submit, for the consideration
of Government, my report upon the progress made In

Tasar Sericulture during tlie past year as far as the
same came under my notice.

1. I cannot yet state that I have succeeded in

gathering a full season's crop of cocoons of my own
rearing. I oertuinly had better results last year than
in previous years, but still there were mauy deaths

among tlie Bilk-»orms for which I could not account
to my entire satisfaction.

2. I believe that my cages are as perfect and as

simple as can be ; my plantation hai thriven well,
and I never thoroughly exhausted m? stock of food,

though once or twice I fancied that the caterpillars
had begun ti spin their cocoons before tliey were

quite full grown. I can only imagine that there was
some climatic inUuence which I did not perceive, or

against which I was unable to contend with perfect
Bucc S3 ; or, although the cages ktpt out rats, birds,

lizards, wasps and other enemies of the silk-wurni?,
there may have been some small spider."^, mo'^quitoea
or oiher equally minute enemies which 1 did not per-
ceive. As It was, I gathered 1,000 cocoons from 270
feet of hedge during the monsoon.

3. I was fortuuately able to commence operations
at the earlie.-t and most favorable opportunity. My
first batch of worms hatched out on 2nd May, and
the first cocoon was spun on the 6th June. The last

batch of worms batched in the middle of November,
but they gradually dwindled away and came to nothing,
the last worm dying ou 8lh December. A skilful

sericulturist might evidently extend the rearing over

eight mouths in the year.

4. The whole seison's eolleetinn amounted to 00,000,
double of what it was in 1880 and collected in the
same way. The contiibution of the Forest Depart-
ment amounted to 58,000 against 17,000 in 1880, all

gathered in the Northern Division. I had all these
cocoons cleaned of erjtranoous matter, and the result

being 200 lb. of clean cocoons for the two years, I
sent it all to Mr. Thns. Wardle of Leek. His report
will be most valuable, for the.-e are all of this Presid-

ency's production, and the quantity will be sufficient
for him to pronounce thereon a decided opinion.

5. In the districts I myself purchased from the
villagers about 1,000, which is about what I have
been able to do for the past two years in the Ahmed-
nagur Collectoraie. Previously 1 had found them al-
most entirely ou the " Bber "

or "
Bhori "

tree

Zizyphus JvjiiMa ; but last year they were found on
the "Ain" or "

Siidra
"— Terminalia tomentosa, and

the "Karanda"—Garissa Carandas. I was at woik
in the Akola TAluUa of Ahmednagar, in a part where
the majority of the cultivators habitually manure
their seed beds with fresh wood ashes, and where
two-thirds of these two trees are pollarded annually
or cut back very hard. This cultivation is most
favorable to the i'asar worm, for the constant lopping
of the trees and burning of the branches and leaves
harass the squirrels, birds, lizards, and wasps, while
the fre-ih shoots which spring from the mutilated trees
afford the best food possible to the worms. Durino-
the short time that I was tliere I got more perfect
cocoons thau I have collected elsewhere. I made it

a rule to abvays have a few empty cocoons in my
prickets, and when I went out I uoed to show these
to the little villuge-boys who were tending cattle, tell-

ing them to bring me as mauy as they could, and
that I would pay them for so doing. The consequence
was that eveiy day when I returned to my tent I
used to find three or four children sitting down, wait-

ing for me. I never refused to take the smallest
collection, giving them one pie for every two cocoons

produced, and they went away exulting iu the poss-
ession of two or three copper coins. Prettj prompt
payment is what is required in this matter, and if

the W(im, the villaije retail dealer, would but take
the matter up, the Tasar silk industry would soon be
firmly established 'J'he Wdni buys these cocoons in
the Central Provinces; why should he not take them
here to ? There is no need for him or any one to
kill the chrysalides inside ; he has simply to hang
the cocoons anywhere where the rats cannot get at
them and let the moths escape until he can send the
ocnons to Poona, or wherever the market may be.
Until village Wdnis or other independent traders will
take the purchasing of the cocoons from the villngers
up as a regular business, I fear that we can only
look upon the collection of the same as a spasmodic
affair fostered by Government officials and carried on
by tlie lower cl.isses for the sake of cuirying favor
with them.

6. As regards the prospects of the Tasar siik in-

dustry they are most promising, and eveiy year shows
an improvement. Mr. Thos. Wardle has lalely drawn
up a most complete and minutely detailed account of
the "Wild S Iks of India" in his " Handbook of the
Collection in the Indian Section of the South Ken-
sington Museum." In this he mentions how desirable
it is that a trade in Tasar cocoons should spring up,
for the uses of this si k are rapidly increasing and
the ilen.and is far in excp.<<3 of the supply ; one of the
most important uses to which it has been appliid ia

in the manufacture of seal cloth. This beautiful fabric
consists of a Tasar silk plush woven into a cotton
back and was sold in ISSO at 083. Cd. per yard.
When I was in England in 1873 the highest price
obtainable for any fabric manufactured from Tasar was
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33. 6d. per yard. For the manufacture of this sen!

cloth, yarn spun from the waste and from damaged
cocoons is used. In December 1879, I gave over to

Government nearly 50 lb. of this yarn manufactured
in Bombay by the Alliance Spinning and Weaving
Company from cocoons collected in this Presidency.
In describing the various purposes for which Tasar
silk yarn can be used, Mr. Wardle states, in weaving
it into silk carpets he finds that for very m.any rea-

sons it is superior to Mulberry silk, being lustrous,

strong and peculiarly suitable for embroidery,

7. Aa usual I have sent seed to Mr. Stormont, of

the Government Experimental Farm, BtiAdgaon, and to

Mr. George Baird, at Udepur, for the MahAr.ina's

plantation, and expect to hear some particulars from
them soon.

8. I have now laid out one-sixth of an aero as a

plantation on one uniform system, and as this seems
to answer well, I take this opportunity of describing
it for public information. "

Lagerstrosmia Indica "

Qui Mcndhi or Daiyeli is the best shrub in Poena
for the purpose, and I have now planted 90(i feet of

it in hedges, besides having struck enough cuttings
to mnke nearly as much more. The land is laid out
in ridges 7 feet wide with a gutter of 1 foot between.
The shrubs are put into a trench of good soil mixed
with manure in the middle of each ridge at one foot

apait. On each sid« of these, on the ridges, veget-
ables of all sorts are being cultivated where the ground
is not occupied with the cages, care having been taken
to lay out the grounds in the way most suitable for

irrigation, and to ensure the most being made of it

at all times. The cages are made of rectangular pieces
of split bamboo screen work tarred—a very cheap,
light material, and when thus protected it is neither
liable to be hurt by the weather nor gnawed by rats.

In constructing the cages I tie these screens toge-
ther, making the sides 3 feet high and the ends 6
feet wide. The cage can be put up the whole length
of the hedge, and is divided into 12 feet partitions.
From side to side, arched over the top of the hedge,
ai'e pieces of rattan fastened down .at their extrem-
ities to the screens, and in the middle to a light ridge
pole which rests on triangular screens, stretching across
the cage at intervals. Over the hoops thus made
coarse open cotton is spread, thus nothing touches
the shrubs, for they are uniformly cut to a height
of 4 feet and the worms have no inducement to leave
their food. The screens under the triangles at the
end consist of three, the middle one of which is fixed
and the two smaller on either side are fitted with
string hinges, thus allowing boys to go in and clean

up on both sides of the hedges witliout injuring the
shrubs. The worms are, when h.atching, put upon
the plants near the door, and they eat away steadily
crawling on to the next when their own twig has
been stript. As fast as th s takes place the bare

twigs are cut off .and fresh spring forth. In a few
weeks' time the hedge is as thick a mass of verdure
as it was when the caterpillars were put upon it,

and this process goes on as long as the rearing of
the worms is continued. As partition after partition
gets stript it can be tiken down and shifted on fur-

ther down the hedge or to a new place. An oc-
casional watering is necessary if the weather is not
fnvoralile, but as a rule very little irrigation is necess-

ary ; still it is as well to hnvo the power at hand if

required.

9. I have now spent the E500 placed at my dis-

posal by Government in March 1880; indeed I have

spent RG7-10 over and above that sum, and I hope
that Government will now pli'ce another sum of E500
at my disposal, the account of which will be as usual
submitted to the Accountant-General.

SILK-PRODUCING BOMBYCES AND OTHER
LEPIDOPTERA BEARED IN 1881.

BY ALFRED \V.\ILLT.

{ Membre-Laur(5at de la Socit5t(5 d'Acclimatation de France. )

By referring to my reports for the years 1879 and
1880, whicli apiieared in the Journal of the Society of
Arts, February 1.3th and March 5th, "l8S0, February
25th and March 4th, 1881, it will be seen that the
bad weather prevented the successful rearing in the

open air of most species of silk-producing larva;. In

1881, the weather was extremely favourable up to the
end of .July, but the incessant and heavy rains of the
month of August, and beginning of September, proved
fatal to most of the larvaj when they were in their

last stages. However, in spite of my many difficluties,
I had the satisfaction of seeing them to theii- last stage.
Larva; of all the silk-producmg Bombyces were preserved
in theii' different stages, and can be seen in the Bethnal-

green Mnseinn. In July, when the weather was
magnificent, the little trees in my garden were literally
covered with larvie of more species than I ever had
before, and two or three more weeks of fair weather
would have given me a good crop of cocoons, instead
of which I only obtained a very small number. The
sparrows, as usual, also destroyed a quantity of worms,
in spite of wire or fish-netting placed over some of
the trees.

On the trees were to be seen—Attacus cynthia (the
Ailanthus silkworm), the rearing of which was, as

usual, most successful ; Samia cecropia and Samia
Olovcri, from America ; also hybrids of Glovcricccropia
and Cecropia-Gloveri ; Samia promethea and Teleapoly-
phenms ; Attacus pernyi, and a new hybrid, which I
obtained this last season by the crossing of Pernyi
Hoylei. For the first time I reared Actios sclene from
India, on a nut tree in the garden, and Attacus atla^,
on the ailanthus. The Selene larva; reached their 5th
and last stage. The Atlas larva; only reached the
3rd stage, and were destroyed by the heavy
rains

; only two remained on the tree till about the
8th or 9tli of September, when they had to be removed.
I shall now reproduce the notes I took on some of
the various species I reared.

Actios Selene.—With 60 cocoons I only obtained one

pairing. The moths emerged from the beginning of
March till the 13th of August, at intervals of some
duration, or in batches of males or females. I obtained
a pairing of Selene on the 30th of .June, 1881, and
the worms commenced to hatcli on the 13th of July.
The larvre in first stage are of a fine bi'own-red, with .

a broad black band in the middle of the body. The
second stage commenced on the 20th of July, lame
of a lighter reddish colour, without the black band ;

tubercles black. Thh'd stage commenced on the 28th
of .July ; larvoa green ; the first four tubercles yellow,
w-itli a black ring at the base ; other tubercles, orange-
yellow. Fourth stage commenced on the 6tli of August ;

larvic gi-eeu ; first four tubercles golden-yellow, the
others orange-red. Fifth stage commenced on the
19th of August ; first four tubercles yellow with a
black ring at the base ; other tubercles yellow, slightly
tinged with orange-red ; lateral band brown and greenish-
yellow ; head and forelegs dark browTi. As stated

before, the larv.T; were reared on a nut-tree in the

garden, till the last stage. Selene feeds on various
trees—walnut, wild cherry, wild pear, &o. In Ceylon
(at Kandy), it is found on the wild olive-tree. As
far as I am informed by correspondents in Ceylon,
this species is not found—or is seldom found—on the
coasts, but Attacus atlas and Mylitta are connnonly found
thei'e.

Altac-us (antheraa) Eoylci (with 60 cocoons) ; three

pairings only were obtained, and this species I found
the most difficult to pair in cajjtivity. Two moths
emerged on the 5th of March, a male and a female,
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and a pairing was obtained ;
but the weather being

then too coUl, the ova were not fertile, the female

moth, after laymg about 200 eggs, lived till the •22nd

of March, which is a very long time ; this was owing
to the low temperature. The moths emerged afterwards

from the 8th of April till the 25th of .Tune. A pairing
took place on the 2nd of ,Tune, and another on the

6th of ,Iune.

Rmjh'i (the Himalaya oak silkworm), is very closely

allied to Pi'i-njii, the Chinese oak silkworm, the Roijlei

niotlis are of a lighter colour, but the larvae of both

species can hardly be distinguished from one another.

The principal difference between the two species is in

the cocoon. The RoyUi cocoon is within a very large
and tough envelope, whilst that of Permji has no

outer envelope at all. The larvoe of lioi/ki I reared

did not thrive, and the small number I had only
went to the 4th stage, owing to several causes. I

bred them under glass, in a greenhouse. A certain

cumber of the larvte were unable to cut the shell of

the egg.
Here are a few notes I find in my book :

—Ova of

Roylci commenced to hatch on the 29th of June;
second stage commenced on the 9tli of .July. The
larvK in the first two stages seemed to me similar

to those of Periiiji, as far as I could see. In second

stage, the tubercules were of a brilliant orange-red;
on anal segment, blue dot on each side. Third stage,
four rows of orange-yellow tubercles, two blue dots on
anal segment, brilliant gold metallic spots at the base

of the tubercles on the back, and silver metallic

spots at the base of the tubercles on the sides. No
further notes taken.

One of my eoirespondents in Vienna (Austria)
obtained a remarkable success in the rearing of Roylei.
From the 25 eggs he had 2.3 larv.T? hatched, which

produced 23 fine cocoons. The same correspondent,
with 35 eggs of Snmia Gloveri, obtained 20 cocoons.

My other correspondents did not obtain any success

in rearing these two species, as far as I know.

Hybrid Roylei-Ferny i.—I have said that it is extremely
difficult to obtahi the pairing of Roylei moths in

captivity. But the male Pernyi paired readily with
the female Roylei. I obtained six such pairings, and a

Large quantity of fertile ova. The pairings of Roylei

(female) with Pernyi (male) took place as follows : two
on tlie 21st of May, one on the 3rd of June, two on
the 4th of June, and one ou the 6th.

The larva? of this new hybrid, Roylei-Pernyi, cou-

trai-y to what might have been expected, were much
easier to rear than those of Roylei, and the cocoons

obtained are far superior to those of Roylei, in size,

weight, and richness of silk. The cocoon of my new

liybrid has, like Roylei, an envelope, but there is no

space between this envelope and the true cocoon inside.

Therefore, this time, the crossing of two different

species (but, it must be added, two very closely allied

species) has produced a hj-brid very superior, at least

to one of the t5Ties, that of Roylei. The cocoons of

the hybrid Roylei-Pernyi seem to me larger and
heavier than any Pernyi cocoons I have as yet seen.

The larva; of this new liybrid have been successfully
reared in France, in Germany, in Austria, and in the

United States of North America. The cocoons obtained

by Herr L. Huessman, one of my German coiTespond-
ents, are remarkable for their size and beauty. The
silk is silvery white.

I have 17 cocoons of this hybrid species, which
number may be sufficient for its reproduction. But the

question arises, Will the moths obtained from these

cocoons be susceptible of reproduction ?

In my report on Lepidoptera for the year 1879, I

stated, with respect to hybrids and degeneracy, that

hybrids had been obtained by the crossing of .lHaeii-i

Pern'ii and Attacus Yammn-ilai, but that, although the

moths (some of which may be seen in the Bethnal-green |

Museum), are large and apparently perfect in every re-

spect, yet these hybrids could not be reproduced. It must
be stated that these two species differ esentially in one
particular point. Yama-Mai hybern.ates in the ovum
state, whilst Pernyi hybernates in the x»'pa state. The
hybrids hybernated in the pupa state. Roylei, as
Pernyi, hybernates in the irujm. state.

In the November number, 18S1, of "The Entomo-
logist," Mr. W. F. Kirby, of the British Museum, wi-ote
an article having for its title :— ' '

Hermaphrodite-
hybrid Sphinyidm," in which, i-eferring to hybrids of
Smerinthus and populi, he says that hermaphroditism
is the usual' character of such hybrids.

I extract the following passage from his article :
" I was under the impression that hennaphroditism
was the usual character of these hybods ; and it has
suggested itself to my mind as a possibility, which I
have not, at present, sufficient data either to prove
or to disprove, that the sterility of hybrids in general
(still a somewhat obscure subject) may perhaps be
partly due to hybridism having a tendency to pro-
duce hermaphroditism.

"

Now will the moths of my new hybrid Roylei-Pernyi
(which I expect will emerge in May or June, 1882J,
have the same tendency to hermaphroditism as has
been observed with the hybrids obtained by the cross-

ing of Smerinthus populi with Sm. oeellatus ? I do not
think that such will be case with the moths of the

liybrid Roylei-Pernyi, on account of the close relation-

sliip of Roylei with Pernyi, but nothing certain can
be known till the moths have emerged. Here are the
few notes taken on the hybrid Roylei-Pernyi. Ova
commenced to hatch on the 12th of June ; these were
from the pairing which had taken place on the 21st
of May. Larvse, black with long white hairs. Second
stage commenced on the 21st of June. Larva, of a,

beautiful green ;
turbercles orange-yellow ; head dark

brown. Third stage commenced on the 1st of July ;

4th stage on the 7th. Larva of same colour in those

stages ; tubercles on the back, violet-blue or mauve ;

tubercles on the sides, blue. Fifth stage commenced on
the IStli of July. Larva, with tubercles ou back and
sides, blue or violet-blue. First cocoon commenced
on the 10th of August. Want of time prevented me
from taking fuller and more accurate notes.

Attaeui Atlus.—For the fii'st time, as stated before
I atteiinited the rearing of a small number of Atlas
larvjc in the open ah- on the Ailanthus tree, hut had
to remove the last two remaming larv.T! in September;
the others had all disappeared in consequence of the heavy
and incessant rains. These larva; were from eggs sent
to me by one of my German con-espondents. The
pairing of the moths had taken place ou the 17th of

'

July, and the eggs had commenced to hatch ou the
4tli of August.

I had about 80 cocoons of another and larger race
of AtUix imported from the Province of Kumaou, but
only eight moths emerged at intervals from the 31st of

July to the 30th of September. Not only did the moths
emerge too late in the season, but tliere never was a

change of obtaining a pauing. In my report on Indian
silkworms, published in the Nov. number of the Bulletin
de hi. Hoeiete d' Aeclivwtiition, for the year 1881, complied
from the work of Mr. J. Geoghegan, I reproduce the lust

appi'ndix of Captain Thomas Button, to Mr. Geoghegan's
work, in which are given the names of aU the Indian
silk.vorms kuonm by him up to the year 1871.

Of Attacus atlas, Captam Hutton says:
—"It is common

at .5,500 feet at Mussoorie and m the Dehra Doiin ; it

is also found in some of the deep warm glens of the
outer hills. It is also common at Alinorali, where the
larva feeds almost exclusively upon tlie 'KQmorah' bush
or Berljeris Asiatica; whUe at jlnssoorie it will not touch
that plant, but feeds exclusivelv upon the large milky
leavet of Falconeria insiyniit. The worm is, perhaps,
more easily reared than any otlic/ of the wild Bombycida;."
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I -will now quote from letters reoehed from oue of

my coiTesiiLOiilunts in Ceylon, a gentlemau of great ex-

perience anil knowled'je in seiiciciiltiu'e.

In a letter, dated 24th August, 1881, my correspondent

says:
—"The Athm moth seems to be a near relation

of the Cyiitliia, and woiUd probably feed on the AUanthus.

Here it feeds on the ciuuamou aud a gi'eat number
of other trees of widely different species ; hut the tree

on which ,1 have kept it most successfully in a domestic

state is the Miliiea Jto.vburghiuiia, a handsome tree,

mth dark-greou ternate leaves, which keep fresh long
atfer being detached from the tree. I do not think

the cocoou can ever be reeled, as the thread usuaUy
breaks when it comes to the opeu end. I have tried

to reel a gi'eat many Atlas cocoons, but always found

the process too" tedious and troublesome for practical use.

"The Mylitta (Tusser) is a more hardy species than

the Atlas, and I have had no difficidty in domesticating
it. Here it feeds on the cashe\s'-nut tree, on the so-called

ahuond of this country [Turiiuualia catappa), wliich is a

lirge tree entirely diS'erent from the Em-opean almond,
and on many other trees. Most of the trees whose

leaves tm-n red when about to fall seem to suit it, but

it is not confined to these. In the case of the Atlas

moth, I discovered oue thing which may be well worth

knowing, aud that was, that with cocoons brought to

the seaside after the larvfe had beeu reared iu the Central

Provinces, in a temperature ten or twelve degi'ees colder,

the moths emerged in from ten to tiveuty days after the

formation of the cocoon. The dm'ation of the j>upa

stage in this, and probably in other species, therefore,

depends upon the temperatm'e iu which the larvae have

lived, as well as the degree of heat iu which the cocoons

are kept; aud in transporting cocoons from India to

Europe, I think it wiU be found that the moths are

less liable to be prematm-ely forced out by the heat of

the Eed Sea when the larvse have been reared in a wai-m

climate than when they have been reared iu a cold one.

"I do not agree with the opinion expressed in one
of yoru' reports, that the short dm'ation of the larva

stage, caused by a high temperature, has the efl'ect of

diminishing the size of the cocoons, because the Atlas

and Tusser cocoons proluced at the sea-level here are

quite as large as those found in the Central Provinces

at elevations of 3,000 feet or more. According to the

treatise on the "Silk Manufactiu'e," iu "Lardner's Cyclo-

pfedia," the Chinese are of opinon that one di'achm of

mulberi-y silkworms' eggs ^Hl produce 25 ounces of

sillc if the caterpillars attain matiu'ity within 25 days ;

20 ounces if the commencement of the cocoons be delayed
until the 28th day; and only 10 ounces if it be delayed
until between the 30th and 40th day. If this is correct,
a short-lived larva stage must, instead of causing small

cocoons, produce, just the contraiy effect."

In another letter, dated Nov. 25th, 1881, my cor-

respondent says:
—"I am son-y that you have not had

better success in the rearing of your larva;, but you
should not despaii'. It is possible that the choice of

an imin-oper food-plant may have as much to do with

failures as the coldness and dampness of the English
climate. I lost many thousands of Atlas caterpillars
before I found out the proper tree to keep them on
iu a domesticated state; and when I did attain partial

success, I could not keep them for more than oue

geueration, tiU I found the Milnea Buxbuniluana to

be their proper food plant. I do not kuow the proper
fool-plant of the Mylitta (Tusser), but I have succeeded

very well with it, as it is a more hardy species than
the Atlas. Though a Botnhyx be pol^^jhagous iu a state

of nature, yet I think most species have a tree proper
to themselves, on which they are more at home than
on any other plant. I shindd like, if you could find

out from some of your correspondents in India, on
what species of tree Myiitta cocoons are found in the

largest numbers, aud wliat is about the gi-eatest number
round on a single tree. The Mylitta is common enough

here, but there does not seem to be any kind of tree

here on which the cocoons are to be found in gi'eater
numbers than twos aud threes; and there must be some
tree in India on which the cocoons ai-e to be found in

much greater plenty, because they could not otherwise

be collected iu sufficient quantity for manufacturing
pm'poses. The Atlas is here foimd on twenty or more
difi'erent kinds of trees, but a huudred or a hundred aud

fifty cocoons or larvie may be found on a single tree of

Milnea lio.thuryhiana, while they are to be found only

singly, or in twos and thi'ees, on any other tree that I

know of. The Atlas and Mylittaseeia to be respectively
the Indian relations of the Cyntliia and Pernyi. It is,

therefore, probable that the Ailanthus would be the

most suitable Em'opean tree for the Altas, and the oak
for the Mylitta."

AttacUs Mylitta (Antheraa paphia).
—I did not receive

a single cocoon of this species for the season 1881.

My stock consisted of seven cocoons, from the lot received

from Calcutta at the end of February, 1880. Five were

female, and two male cocoons, one of the latter died,

thus reducing the number to six. The moths emerged
as follows:—One female on the 21st of .June, one female
on the 26th, one female on the 28th, one female on
the 1st of July, and one male on the 3rd of August;
the latter emerging 34 days too late to be of any use

for rearing purposes. The last female moth emerged,
I think, aliout the end of September. These cocoons
had hybernated twice, as has been the case with other

Indian species. I had Indian cocoons which hybernated
even three times.—Journal of the Society of Arts.

The Inpluence of Lime in the Gekminatiok of
Seeds.—Some interesting results of experiments by
Dr. Liebeuberg as to the influence of lime on the

germination of seeds, have resently beeu published
by that gentleman iu the Journal of the Vienna

Academy of Sciences. It appears that the seeds of

many plants require the presence of lime iu the soil

during the germinating process or the seedlings die

for the want of it. It is shown also that many other

piano do not fail to germinate freely and well with-

out the presence of lime in the soil. Dr. Liebeuberg
also points out that plants which fail to grow through
the absence of lime iu the soil do not fail in con-

sequence of the injurious effects of any other matters
that may be present, but because lime is essential

ti their healthy growth.
—North British Agriculturist.

The Timber of British Columei.\.—Professor

Dawson, of the Dominion Geolgical Survey, iu a

report on tlie forests of British Columbia, draws attention

to the vast importance of the timber supplies of the
Province. He states that many tirst-olass mills have
been established iu various parts of the country, aud
the total annual product is stated to be about 200,000,000

feet, of which 25 million feet are exported to other

countries, 25 million feet used at home, and 1.50 million

feet sent to California. He estimates that 110 million

acres (or two thirds of the whole Province) are covered
witli timber. The Douglas flr, or Oregon pine, is the

most valuable commercial tree. It fiejueutly e.xceeds

eight feet iu diameter, and rises to a height, of from
two to three hiuidred feet, forming great and dark
forests. The western hemlock and the red cedar are

the next most important trees of the Province, both
of tbein, tbe latter especially, growing to a grent
size. Th" impoitance of these vast reserves of timber,
as well as of the mineral resources of tbe Province,
will become more apparent as settlement extends west-
vpirds from Munitoba towards tbe Eoeky Mountains.
The construction of the Canada Pacific Railway will

also develop the mineral and timber resources of the

Province. ^Cotonies atid India.
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SELECTIONS FROM THE NON-OFFICIAL FOR-

MULARY OF THE DUTCH SOCIETY FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT OF PHARMACY'.

ExTRACTUM Cinchona (De Vrij) (Liqidd Extract of
Cinchona ).

Red cinchona (bark of stem of Cinch, sued-

rubra, grovra iu Java or India, aud

containing at least 6 per cent of alkaloids),

in fine powder 100

Normal hydrochloric acid (volumetric stand-

ard) 38

Glycerin 20

Water 362

Macerate the cinchona with the acid and water

for twelve hours, occasionally sth'ring. Whenever the

foam has disappeared add the glycerm and transfer

the whole to a percolator, the orifice of which is closed

with a linen plug. When the liquid runs off clear

continue the percolation with water until the liquid
is no longer precipitated by solution of soda, and

evaporate the percolate on the water-bath until it

amounts to 100 parts.

The extract is clear, bright yellow, and yields a

clear solution with water. 10 parts of the extract,

mixed with a solution of 1 part of acetate of sodium
or potassium in 6 parts of water, yield a copious, light

flesh-coloured precipitate of kinotaimate of quiuetum.
The quantity of this precipitate, when collected on a

filter, washed with a little water and dried on the

water-bath in a tared capsule, should amount to 0'7

parts. AVheu mixed with a large quantity of strong
alcohol the exti'act becomes very turbid aud deposits
a viscid, colourless calcium salt. If this is not tlie

case too much acid has been used in its preparation.

ExTRACTOM CiNCHON.E SpissuM (De Vrij) (Inspissated
Extract of Cinchona.)

Evaporate tlie liquid extract of "cinchona on the

water-bath until the weight does not diminish any
more sensibly. 100 parts of the liquid yield about

57 parts of the inspissated extract.

It is of the consistence of thick honey, yellowish-red,
and yields a clear solution with water in all propor-
tions.—New Remedies.

THE INDLAN CINCHONA FEBRIFUGE.

On several occasions we have referred to reports as

to the results following tlie administration of the

alkaloidal mixture prepared in India from red bark,

and which is now used largely in India under the

name of "cinchona febrifuge." For although success

in the attempt to proWde a cheap and eftective sub-

stitute for quhiine sulphate would prove a vast boon

to suffering multitudes in our Eastern possessions, its

effects would not be limited to them, but would extend

to other parts of the world. A communication to the

Medical Times and Gazette, of March IS, from Dr.

Ja,mes Irvmg, formerly Surgeon-General in the Bengal
Army, enables us to quote a few details which will

supplement those already published.
Dr. Irving states that the "

febrifuge
"

is now ex-

tensively used in Bengal and Bombay, and that during
the year 1880-81 as much as 9,'296 lb. were manufactured,

according to Mr. Wood's process, at a cost of ratiicr

less than 18.'-'. 6(/. per lb. Oddly enough, however,
it does not seem to gain much favour in Maxlras,

although the preparation formerly made by Jlr. Brough-
ton was in repute there. Dr. Irving says, too, that

when the preparation was first issued for use in Bengal,
and probably also in Bombay, there was undoubtedly
a strong prejudice on the part of medical officers

against it, owing to its disagi-eeable taste and smell,

but chiefly to its tendency in some cases to produce
nausea and even vomiting, as well as an uncomfort-

23

able feeling of griping, which were attributed to tlio

presence of amorphous alkaloid.

Recently an abstract has appeared of a series of

reports of the medical officers in the North-West
Brovinces and Oudh, where the febrifuge has been
tried for a year iu gaols, police hospitals aud dis-

pensaries, alternate cases being treated with quinine.
All the reports testify that the preparation is of un-
doubted therapeutic value in the treatment of ordinary
malarious fever, and is an excellent tonic in small
doses ; but the most of them indicate that it is in-
ferior to quinine in every respect and not trustwortliy
iu the treatment of severe cases of intermittent or
remittent fevers. Disagreeable gastric symptoms are
said to occur in about oae-thh-d of the cases in which
it is admiiiistei-ed, but a combination of sedatives and
aromatics has been found to obviate these symptoms.

Dr. Ii-ving concludes by saying that there is no
denying that disagreeable effects not very unconunouly
follow the use of this remedy, aud that although some
medical officers have spoken favourably of it, they are
generally opposed to the use of the febrifuge for European
soldiers. He therefore thinks it very desii-able that,
if possible, the obnoxious principle should be removed.
But even as it is, he considers the introduction of
the febrifuge has been a great boon to the people of

India, as it is very much cheaper than quinine and
infinitely superior as an antiperiodic to any of tlie

indigenous drugs.
—Pharmuccatical Journal.

NITROGEN IN SOILS: PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS.
Messes. Lawes and Gilbert.

1. Most of the nitrogen of farm-crops is derived
from the nitric acid of nitrates within the soil.

2. The nitric acid iu the soil is produced from
the nitrogenous compounds of the soil itself, from
the nitrogenous organic matter of annual and veget-
able-manures, from the ammonii of artificial-manures,
aud from the ammonia supplied by rain aud condens-
ation from the atmospheie, A very small quannty
of ready-formed nitric acid is supplied by rain and
condeusation from the atmosphere. Nitric acid is also

provided by the direct application of nitrates.
3. The ammonia of aminonium-salts is rap dly

converted into nitric acid in the soil, as also is the

nitrogen of some organic matters, such as urine. The
nitrogen of rape-cake, that of the less soluble parts of

farmyard-manure, of stubble, of roots, &c,, is much
more gradually converted inio nitric acid, and it

may require many years for the conversiou of the
whole of it. The nitrogenous compounds of the soil
itself are very slowly converted into nitric acid, but
the soil yields a certain quantity every year.

4. When there is no vegetation, and theie is

drainage from the land or even when tin re is vegetation,
and excess of drainage, nitric acid is lost by drainage.

5. As in the case of permanent grass-land the soil
is always covered with vegetation, there will be with
it the maxunum amount of nitric acid utilised by
the crop, and the minimum amount lost b_v drainage.
Land without vegetation will be subject to the maxim-
um loss of niotrie acid by drainage.

6. The power of a growing crop to utilise the
nitric acid m the soil is much diminished if there be
a deficiency of available mineral constituents, and
specially of potash and phosphoric acid, within the
reach of the roots.

7. As the various crops grown upon a farm differ

very much as to the period of the year of their most
active growth, the length of time they remain on the
laud, and the character and the range of theii roots,
their capacity for takiug up nitric acid from the soil

is very different.

8. The recognisi-d exhausting character of corn crops
is largely due to the limited season of their active
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growth, and the long period during which the land

is bare, "r there is little growth, aud so subject to

loss of nitric acid by drainage.
9. When salts of ammonium, or nitrates, are

applied as manure, the chief, if nut the ouly unex-

hausted residue of nitrogen left within the soil avail-

able for future crops, is that in the increased roots

and other residues of the crops ; and this is only

slowly available.

10 "When oilcakes or other foods are consumed by
•took, the formation of nitric acid from the manure

produced is slower, but continues longer than when
salts of ammonium are used. When there is a liberal

use of animal-manures, an accumulation of nitro-

genous and mineral matter takes place in the soil,

and such accumulation is known under the term
" condition." Under such circumstances the fertility
of the soil is maintained, or it may even be con-

siderably increased.—Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England,

NURSERY TREATMENT OF PLANTS.

AB young trees before being removed to plantations

should be transplanted from the seed-beds into positions

in the mu'seiy approaching, where practicable, those into

which they are ultimately to be transferred, and the

state of the plants ought to be regulated to suit the

soil and site. Thus for bare and exposed tracts small

robust plants well furnished mth fibres are necossaiy,

larger ones with similar roots for those less exposed,

and for sheltered positions, with a good open loam, those

with moderately furnished roots will answer, provided

they are able to sustain theu' vigour ; but for open,

sandy, and stiiF, tenacious soils the plants cannot be

too well rooted. I will not enter here into the question

of the most sititable sizes of plants for planting, and

need only state that this must be regulated by attend-

ant cu-eiimstances, just as exposm-e, the natiu'e of the

ground, and the natural covering that may be gi-owing

upon it.

In my opinion the non-stabiUty of the trees, where

that exists, is not traceable to any elaborate treatment

they receive in their younger stages, but in some case

it may be owing, especially with conifers, to the man-

ner of perfonning the necessary operations in the nm'se-

ry. As ah'cady stated, the roots ought to spread out

equally all round the plant, and not, as frequently is

the case, all on one side, for when such are plante d,

by some of the methods at present in vogue, they are

placed pei-manently in the ground mth theu' roots dkectt'd

in one direction, so that fresh roots requu'e to strike

out from the base of the plant in an opposite one, and

they never attain the same vigom' and strength as the

others ; it is therefore not smiu'ising that numerous

trees are heeled over when a strong wind strikes them

from a point opposite to that of their roots.

The methods adopted when transplanting in the nurse-

ry are "dibbling" and "laying," but to have properly
formed roots these operations must be efficiently earned

out. In the case of small coniferous plants, \rith a

nui'seiy soil of a loose aud open character, dibbling is

to be preferred before laying, as better developed roots

are formed if they are di'opped du'ect down in the open-

ing formed by the dibble ; but if the opening so made
is not of sufficient capacity, either as to depth or width,

the roots inevitably get . doubled up with then- points
near the surface, which causes them to be of an un-

natural form, and thereby hiu-tful for a time to the

growth of the plants and to the fui'ther developmeant of

their undergi'ouud ramifications. Laying is performed

by cutting a trench in the form of a light or acute

angle, deep enough for the roots of the plants to be

inserted, and to in-oject duect do;\-n to theu- fuU ex-

tent, and when that is done they will be formed in a

satural manner; but wl.en the trench is opened, as is

too often done, to a depth quite insufficient for the

requh-ements of the roots, the consequence is that they
are jdaced at something like a right angle to the stem,
and when not covered in that position they are gener-
ally doubled up and pressed against the face of the trench

by the operator when pressing in the loose soil to cover

them, so that they become shaped according to the way
in which they are placed ; and, if they be again trans-

planted, the contortions of the roots are further aggi'av-
ated. I do not mean to aver that when such are planted
and gi-owing in plantations they will not be capable of

withstanding storms of wind, but they wiU be more

ready to succumb than those whose roots have been

gi-oi.vn in a foi-m more nearly approaching those in a
natural state.

There are particular soils on which plantations are

more Uable to suffer than on others, such as those of

a loose, open, and thin character, and on thin soils

with a coid, tenacious, or impervious stratum under-
neath

; on these, whether the trees have grown there

dh-ect from seed, from seedlings planted there, or from

plants prepared in the nm-sery, they would be equally
liable to suffer.

In conclusion I may state that what ought to be more
looked to in treating plants in the nursery is greater
attention and care in transplanting, so that roots may
be produced of a more natui-al foi-mation, aud when they
are transferred from there to the forests they should be

placed in the gi-ound in as natural a position as possible.
With a view to nullify the effects of winds upon plant-

ations, belts of trees, which are most capable of weather-

ing the storms, sboidd be planted on all then' most

exposed boundaries, and particular attention must be

paid to these, if they are to he of any benefit, both in

then' arrangement when planthig, and in after yeai's.
Trees of a low-gi'owing habit ought to be kept on the
outer margin, and taller ones behind, and they should
never be allowed to become crowded together, but have

plenty of room for encom-aging the development of side

branches, and extentling thek roots underground. Hill-

ocks and ridges might also be taken advantage of,

where these would be likely to afford shelter to other

portions of the plantation, arranging and treating the

trees upon them for that pui-pose.
—^Andrew Slater

Jun., Wyreside Cottage, Lancaster.—Journal of Forestry.

BIOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE.
Recent advances in our knowledge of the lowest

forms of life have tended to bring into prommence
not only their relation to disease but to the ever-

increasing importance of the part which they play
in our arts and idustries. Probably in none of the

industrial arts, save those concerned with ferment-

ation, commonly so called, has the progi'ess of this

branch of biology shown such remarkable develop-
ment as in its bearing on the art of agriculture.

It was even been suggested that a bacterium is at

the bottom of the present state of agricultural de-

pression, and there is a considerable amount of force

in this suggestion. The loss of nitrogen from the

in the form of nitrate is one of the most serious

difficulties with which the farmer has to contend ;

and, as this loss takes place by the washing out of

nitrates m the drainage and its diffusion into the

subsoil below the reach of the roots of plants, it is

necessarily greater in wet seasons such as have been
the rule for the last few years.
We believe that Pasteur was the first to suggest,

twenty years ago that the process of nitrification

going on in soils and waters might be due to the

agency of an organism ; but it was not until the last

five years that the researches of Sclilusing and Miintz
and of Waringtou conclusively showed that this is

the case and that the organism is a bacterium. This
bacterium is present in all fertile service soils and
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uudcr the proper conditions of temperature, moisture,

supply of oxygen, and presence of salifiable base is

continually converting ammonia and nitrogenous organic
matter, which has passed the putrefactive stage, into

nitrates. The nitrates are the chief form from which
most crops and especially the cereals assimilate their

nitrogen is now admitted generally, even by the few

physiologists who still cling to the belief that plants
can assimilate free atmospheric nitrogen ; the very

gi'eat use of this nitrifying organism is thus apparent.
It may be remarked in passing that this .Schizomycete
is able to efl'ect a change in a mineral substance,

ammonia, causmg its oxidation into nitric acid, all

other knowii organised ferments being concerned in

the transformation of organic bodies, and this is an

operation hitherto unsuspected in the life of any
Bacteria.

Nitrification takes place in soils most rapidly in

the hot months of the year, and as a cereal crop
assimilates little or no nitrogen after June, but

merely transfers that ab-eady taken up and present
iii the roots, stems aud leaves to other organs, it

follows that, on a cornfield, in the late summer aud
the autumn mouths, nitrate will be formed and, will,

in the event of wet weather, be readily washed out
of the soil.

Observations made during many years at Rotham-

sted, and recently published by Messrs. Lawes, Gilbert,
and \Varington,* show the extent to which this loss

of nitrates may occur. They find that on land un-

cropped aud unmauured, that is. a bare fallow, during
4 years 187S-1SS1, nearly forty-two pounds of nitrogen
per acre per annum, equal to nearly two and a half

hundredweight of ordinary nitrate of soda, was lost

by drainage. '1 hey also estimate that on land under
contmuous wheat cropiiing from ten to twelve pounds
of nitrogen per acre per amium was lost by drainage
from plots which received no nitrogenous manure.
When nitrogen is applied in the manure, consider-

ably larger quantities are lost in the drainage, aud
this is exclusive of that diffused into the lower layers
of soil below the reach of plant roots, and of that

which may under certain conditions be lost by de-

duction to elementary nitrogen.
In an ordinary rotation the loss of nitrogen will

be considerably less than in these experiments, for

crops will often be growing for months after the

cereal crop is removed, and thus conserve the avail-

able nitrogen and store it up for future use. It is

however obvious, that, with a bare fallow favouring
the production of nitrates, followed by a wet season,
a very considerable loss of available nitrogen will occur

tlu-ough loss of nitrates, and it becomes a matter

for the farmer to consider whether it is to his ad-

vantage, for the sake of cleanmg his land, to take

the risk of this loss and supply the nitrogen at a

cost, in ammonia, salts, or Chili saltpetre, of nearly
a shilling per pound, or on the other hand, adopt
some system of cultivation and cropping by which
much of the loss may be obviated. On some soils

the growth of an autumn green crop would save

most of the nitrates and leave the land in fair con-

dition for a succeeding crop ; naturally the decision

as to the advisability of such a course must rest in

each case with the indiWdual farmer.

The Agricultural mind appears to always requii'e a

panacea from the scientific man before it will accept
his results as of any use. At a recent meeting of

the Farmers' Club it was observed by a leading

agiiculturist, that, although Mr. Lawes (now Sir'.). B.

Lawes) had discovered the way in whicli nitrogen was
lost he had not told the farmer how to retam the

good effects of nitrogenous manures in adverse seasons.

The discovery of the manner in which the loss occurs

* Journal of the Roi/al Ayriculiu al Society [2] xvii. and

xviii.; aud Jounal of Soeitti/ 0/ Arts, A^tU. "itb, 1882.

is, however, an immense step in the right direction,
and moreover Lawes and his colleagues have clearly
shown that with a gi-owing crop on the laud the loss
is very greatly lessened.
This bacterium of nitrification is but one of a great

number of the lower fonns of life now engaging the
attention of scientific men, whicli are, or ought to be,
of immense interest to the scientific pursuit of agi-i-
culture. The researches of Pasteur on the life histoi-y
of Bacillus of Aiitlu-ax, Aitken and Hamilton's In-

vestigations now being conducted into the causes pro-
ducing braxy and louping ill : and the study of the

organisms concerned in the changes which occur during
the souring of milk and the ripening of cheese are
kindred studies bearmg in a direct manner on the

daily practice of the fanner. Of no less interest too
is the biological work done by Kiihn and Liebscher,
which has traced the beet sickness to the presence of
a Nematode, while the investigations into the life

history of Hemileia vastatrix, the too well-kno\vn coffee

leaf disease, the Plasmidiophora, which is the proximate
cause of anbury in turnips, and the fungus of potatoe
disease, all point to the growing relation between the
kindred sciences of biology and agiicnlture. Illus-

trations might be multiplied almost indefinitely, but
these are of sufficient importance to show that the
work of the microscopist and biologist has a wide and
deep influence, first o{ all on tlie practice of agriculture,
and thi'ough it on the comforts and the pockets of

the consumers at large.
—Nature.

CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Li response to the resolution presented in the House
of Representatives, relative to the growth of cinchona
trees in the United States, published in the Uil and
and Drug News on May 9, the following letter was
received from the Commissioner of Agriculture :

—
Washington, May 12, 1882.

In reply to the above resolution I have the honor to

state that for tlie past sixteen years the Department of

Agricultm'e has annually distributed cinchona plants, some
seasons to the amount of many hundreds, and that the

reports received afford but Uttle hope for success except
in Southern California, and, so far, no trustworthy ex-

periments have been made in tliat region.
Some of the species will live in Southern Florida, notably

cincitoiM succirubra, which is one of the most; robust, as

also one of the most useful
; but the climate of that

State is not considered so promising for the establishment
of an experimental plantation as the higher lands of

Southern California.

Dr. J. Elliott Howard, of England (high authority in

everything relating to the cinchona), in the transactions

of the Linnean Society, remarks that "
it must be re-

membered that these are mountain plants, loving free air

and alternate mist aud sunshine, while the hot, close

atmosphere of tlie lower lands is alw.ays injurious to their

perfection as quinine-producing plants.
The object sought to be obtained by the Department

in its distribution of cinchona plants was that of making
practical tests in the most promising localities in regard
to their permanent introduction ; this being the only safe
method of procuring such information.

The climactic conditions under which the cinchona
flourishes in its native habitats have been repeatedly de-
scriljed and are now comparatively well known. The
management of an artificial cinchona plantation is now as
well understood as is the management of an orange group.

In the India cinchona plantations the best results are
said to be obtained in a warm, equable, and very moist

atmcsphere, at elevations where the mean yearly temp-
erature indicates 64 ^ Fahrenheit, and in those established

in Saint Helena the plants flourish well at an elevation

of 1.500 feet above sea level, in rich lands, bathed in

moisture, the mean temperature for the year being 60 ®
.

It is shown in the reports of the Signal office that the
mean temperature for the year at San Diego is GO '^, the
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-higliest monthly mean reaching 68 ° in August, and the
lowest monthly mean being that of 53 °

,
in January and

Fel)runry. So far as thermometric figures indicate atmo-
spheric temperature, the climate of San Diego corresponds
with that of St. Helena ; but it is well known that the
thermometer alone is not a safe guide in comparisons of this

kind, the hygrometrical condition of the atmosphere being
of equal, if not of greater, importance as regards veget-
aVile growth, and here, as elsewhere, a well-conducted

practical test with the growing plants will settle the

question of adaptability.
This, as well as many other que.stions of similar import,

could readily be answered by this department if means
for doing so were placed at its disposal, .and where lands
in suitable locations could be made available in carrying
out, under special instructions emanating from .and con-
trolled by this Department.

Geo. B. Loring, Commissioner.

P. S.—I enclose herewith a communication addressed to

my predecessor on the subject of cinchona, under date of
December 20, ISSO.

Saleji, CoLnMBi.\N.\ County, Ohio, December 20, 1880.

SiK,—In accordance with my offer when in your ofBce
a few days ago, I send you the following copy of my
letter to you under date of July 7 of the present year,
which seems to have been lost ;

* # # * # *

I have shown that this tree is not strictly tropical, as

you suppose it to be, but belongs to the cold climate

(tierrff fi'ia). The cinchona belt begins at the limit of

that of the orange, banana, coffee, bamboo, &c. You say that
it will not bear the slightest touch of frost, but I have

explained that the whole cinchona region is liable to a
visitation of frost any night of the year, and that con-

siderable ice is formed in some parts of it. There is,

perliaps, no forest tree that runs up into a higher, and
therefore colder, region of the Andes.

I suspect that yom- plants have been killed by heat,
rather th<an by cold. I would expect to succeed by select-

ing a site on the mountains above the range of the trees

above mentioned. This would be the rule within the trop-

ics, and one would suppose that it would hold good in

any other region where the cultivation was at all possible.

Certainly, few localities could be less congenial to this

tree than the hot, flat and water-soaked soil of Florida.

A study of the literature of the subject as found in

England in connection with the forthcoming thermometric
and hygrometric reports of the present year would place
the Department in a position to judge witli considerable

acemracy as to the manner of conducting experiments and
the probability of a favorable issue in a given locality.

I would always be ready to assist so far as my own
observations in the Andes might be of value.

AViLLis AVeaver.

In the Report of the Agricultural Department for

1879, a correspondent in Elk G-rove, Sacramento County,
California, inquired whether an attempt has ever been

made to natur.alize the cinchona in the warmer parts
of the United States ; and whether it is probable
that the tree could be raised in California, the clim.ate

of which, he remarks, "is suitable for oranges, lemons,

figs, olives, and other tropical fruits ; and, proceeding
to reason upon this erroneous basis, he urges tliat

our government ought not to be behind that of Eng-
land, which has successfully introduced cinchona into

its East and West Indian colonies. Mr. Le Due, then

Commissioner of Agriculture, replied as follows :
—

We have advised our correspondent of the unsouud- !

ness of
,
his position in regard to tire climate of California,

and that oranges, lemons, figs and olives, not being

tropical fruits, afford no criterion of climate in the pre-
mises ; and fiu-ther, that if our government had tropical

climates within its control, as has that of England, it

might with some propriety be urged to ra.ake efforts to

introduce tropical plauts, and especially such plants as

are peculiarly valuable, and strictly tropica!, as cinchona

is believed to be.

The various climates of our widespread country, how-

ever, embrace no locality that can be called tropical, and

lint i.? adapted to the cultivation of tropical products,

whatever may be the range or degree of temperature.
It is alleged, we know not with how good reason, that
there are localities in California and Florida where frost
is never experienced ;

and hence the conclusion is ignorantly
or nuad\'isedly reached that all the conditions of a tropical
climate exist, and that the productions of such a climate
are possible. This quite common error leads to embarrass-
ment, and often to disappointment, and as the Depart-
ment has frequent occasion to notice, gives rise to inquir-
ies for information and to requests for seeds and plants
which would otherwise be avoided. There are other con-
ditions of vegetation within the tropics than that of mere
absence of frost, conditions upon which plants strictly

tropical absolutely depend, and ui the absence of which,
whatever the temperature may be, they cannot be expected
to succeed. It has been stated that in some of the most
southern counties of England .an occasional winter will

pass without the thermometer ever dropping below the

freezing point. Still it cannot, we think, from this casual

occiu-rence, be concluded that England, or any portion
of it, has a tropical climate.

With regard to cinchona, the Department has in former
years grown plants of several species, and distributed
them in Southern California, and in several of the Southern
States, more particularly Florida. The results of experi-
ments made with these plants, have been in all cases

unfavourable, owmg to adverse climatic condition.s, showing
that the plant will not st,and the slightest degree of
frost without injury. The locality of San Diego, Cali-

fornia, is the only one in the United States which affords

any promise of success, and the uncertainty and doubt
in respect of that would not warrant the Department in
a continuous effort to introduce the cultivation. In a
word, after many years of trial, the Department con-
siders the prospect of successfully growing cinchona as

being too unfavourable to authorize any further distri-

bution of plants, or any special attempts to establish its

production among us.

It is believed that Commissioner Le Duo, in the
above, did not treat the question with knowledge of
the subject, and further experiments will continue to
be made by Commissioner Loring.

—0(7 ami Drug News.

A Sleeping Tree.—A tree was recently brought from
Australia to Nevada, which has been in the habit at

night of going to roost lilie the chickens. The leaves
fold together, and the ends of the tender twigs coil

themselves up like the tail of a weU-conditioned pig.
After one of the twigs has been stroked or liandled,
the leaves move nneasUy, and are in a sort of mild
commotion for a minute or more. Indignant at having
been transplanted the other day, it had hardly been
placed in its new quarters before the leaves began to
stand up lilie the hau- on the tail of an angiy cat, and
soon the whole plant was in a quiver.

—American paper.

Tub American Japan Tea Market.—Regarding
the importation of Japan teas into the American
tea market by American buyers, the Japan Hi raid
writes as follows:—The American tea market seems
destined to operate as a cautiou and a warning to
the direct trade enthusiasts, by which they ou^ht
not to fail to profit, unless they are singularly
obtuse. In the course of only two months during
last season it was asserted, and passed uncontra-
dicted, that importers lost no less than three million
dollars by th»ir operations, and this year telegrams
to hand convey Uie intelligence that the first par-
cels of new Reason's tea show a losf of from seven
to eleven ci^nts per pound. These facts pr.»ve how
reckless the competition of buyers is, and that lar"e
sums of monny pass into Japanese pockets, which
wouW never find their way there if business, on
the part of forrigu tea buyers, were conducted on
more rational principles, or if the Japanese were to

oarrj' out lo its full length the direct shipment
theory, in which in the absence of experience,
seem to have so much fnith,—Indian Tea Gaieth:
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INDIA ;—CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.

For the Week ending 11th Joly 1882.

General Remarks.—The rainfall of the week hag

been general throughout the country (excepting the

Madras Presidency, from which no reports have been

received). In Coorg the rainfall has been excessive ;

in the Mysore State extremely heavy in parts and

sutiicient everywhere ;
iu the Bombay Presidency hi-avy

in some places, good in others, and light in a few

talukas of three districts; in the Nizam's territories

fair ; in Berar good ;
in the Central Provinces good

everywhere, and heavy in two districts ;
in the Central

India States good on the whole ; in the Rujpntana

good in some districts, fair in others, .and none in

Peshawar; in the North-Westeru Provinces and Oudh

heavy iu Rohilkund, good or fair in other districts

and light iu the eustern tracts ; in Bengal good nearly

everywhere, though light in one or two places ; in

Assam good in all districts, though in one more is

wanted ;
in British Burmah good generally, but in some

localities apparently still short.

General prospects are satisfactory on the whole.

In Coorg the ragi crops are being weeded and paddy,

where not flooded, is doing well ;
in the Mysore State

standing crops are in good condition and sowings are

in progress ; in Ber.ar and the Nizam's territories the

sowing of kharif crops is either progressing or com-

pleted ;
in the Bombay Presidency sowings have mostly

been completed and in some places transplantation

has commenced ;
in the Central Provinces the kharif

sowings have been completed in parts and continue

in others, and the transplanting of rice is progressing

in the eastern districts ;
in the Central India and

Rajputana States ploughing and sowing are progressing;

in the Punjab kh.arif sowings continue in some dis-

tricts, and have commenced in others ; in the North-

Westeru Provinces and Oudh the kharif crops have

come up well in places and sowings are still in pro-

gress in others ;
iu Bengal the sowing of the autumn

crops is still going on iu Bohar, elsewhere the trans-

planting of winter rice on low lands is proceeding,

and sugarcane, early rice, and jute are doing well ;

in Assam and British Burmah ploughing and sowing

are still in active progress.
Bengal.— Rain fell in all districts during the week ;

prospects generally favourable, but more rain is wanted

in some places for cultivation of wintpr rice, especially

on high lands ; trausplantiug of winter rice on low

lauds proceeding; sugar-cane, early rice, and jute

promising ;
iu Behar sowing of autumn crops stdl going

on ; cholera has almost disappeared from many places,

but is still prevalent iu Birbhoom, Chittagong, and

Southal Pergunnahs ;
fever is said to be increasing in

parts of Nuddea, but is abating in Darjeeling Terai.

Assam (Cachar).—Weather very warm and sultry ;

sowing of duraahi and murali crops finislied ; ploughing

for sali crops continues; common rice 21 5-16th seers

per rupee ;
tea doing well ;

no more cholera cases

reported.
Mysore and Coorg.—Rain has fallen generally

throughout the Mysore State ; heavy iloods in the

Cauvery, Heu.avaji, and Zegachi rivers ; theTongabadra
in the Shimoga district has overllowed its banks iu

many places; standing crops everywhere in good con-

dition; agricultural oper.itions in .active progress ; ragi,

KaHik pa°.dy, balar. &c., being sown ; prospects favour-

aVile ; pvices— ragi 25i si-ers per rupee iu Baugalore, 20

seers in Mysore, 23' to 36 in Shimoga, 32 to 44 in

Chitaldrug ; public health good.—Pioneer.

NEW VARIETY OF SUGAR-CANE.

A communication, interesting in itself, and specially

to inasmuch as it must have been one of the last mat-

ters to engage the attention of mu- great natiu-alist,

Daraiu, was read before tlie Linnean Society at its

last meeting. The subject was the production of a new
Tariety of Sugar-cane by a process of apposition, and
which opened up the whole question of Graft Hybrid-
isation. The paper was forwarded to Mr. Dai-win by a
Brazilian planter, with a record of oonfirmatoiy experi-
meuts by Dr. GlasI, Dii-ector of the Botanic Garden of
Rio Janeiro, and communicated to the Linnean Society.
According to the statements made in the paper, duly
and formally attested by a number of planters, a new
variety had been produced by taking two cuttings of
different varieties of Sugar-cane, dividing the cuttings
in halves lengthwise, and then tying the cut smface of

one-half of the one to the coiTesponding smiace of the
other. Then by means which we need not detail, but
but which seem to be similar to the greffe a double
bouture of the French, and which is emploj-ed for pro-
pagating Aucubas, union is effected, and a new bud or
shoot produced, possessing, not characters intermediate
between the two varieties, but characters sufficient to

lead the authors to speak of it as an entirely distinct

variety
—a cii-cumstance which leads us to think the

experimenters are attempting to prove too much.

In addition to the sworn testimony photographs were
sent, but from the slight inspection we have been en-

abled to make of them, we should not deem the evid-

ence they aflord as sufficiently conclusive. Of coiu'se

there is no reason whatever to doubt the perfect good
faith of the writers ;

but in a case of such importance
it is only right to require that the evidence they lay
before us -should be made as rigorous as possible, so

that misiuterjn-etation of facts should be as far as

possible excluded. Gardeners in general who, or then-

ancestors, have practised the art of gi-^fting from time

immemorial, are almost without exception imanimous in

their verdict against the possibility of gi-aft hybridisation ;

but, on the other hand, they must and do admit the

existence of some moditicatious, else the utility of graft-

ing at all would, to a large extent, be negative. The
truth seems to be that physiological differences are pro-
duced—the stock acts in this way on the scion, and to

a less degi-ee the scion on the stock. It is needless

to give illustrative instances, as they are familiar to

eveiy gardener, and we have so often adverted to the

. matter in these columns, and given so many illustrative

cases, that it is needless now to repeat them.

It must be aibnitted that, as a rule, the changes pro-
duced are chiefly physiological, actual changes of fomi
BO marked as to be obvious to the unaided vision being

relatively few. StiU they do exist, and if the propor-
tions they bear to the enormous number of cases in

which no such visible effect is j^roduced is apparently
infinitesimal, yet the presumption is that as marked

physiological change can hardly exist without change
of structure, so it is ouly the imperfection of our vision

and the coarse methods of our observation which pre-

vent us from seeing it. If this be admitted, and we
think it must be, the possibility of gi-aft hybridisation

must be admitted also. Then such cases as that of the

Cytisus Adami, of the Potato, of the Vine (several cases),

of the Pear, and of many others which have been re-

corded in these pages from time to time are, taken as

a whole, inexplicable upon any other hyjjothesis. The
numerous cases where a variegated scion has communic-
ated its properties to a green-leaved stock, of which we
have also seen numerous cases, ore sufficient to prove
the reality of the reciprocal influence, though it is per-

haps not fail' to adduce a constitutional defect as a case

of gi-aft hybiidisation properly so called.

We believe, then, that gi'aft hybridisation is quite

possible
—nay, that it does occiu' ; but mider all the cu--

cumstauces of the case we are justified iii demanding
the most rigorous evidence possible before we can aihnit

that any individual case wliich may present itself is

really attributable to hybridisation of this character,

tirafting of any kind in the case of monocotyledons
is indeed of doubtful possibility. It is true we have
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heard of the grafting of DraciBuas, and we have heard

of flute-grafting in the case of some grasses, but we

do not think in either case that the evidence is free

from suspicion. These matters demand careful experi-

ment and most nunute and patient examination, and

there are" few matters that might more profitably attract

the attention of experimenters with the requisite in-

tellifeuce, skill, and patience. The matter would not be

of purely scientific interest, but clearly also of practical

value. We trust, therefore, that instead of having to

rely, as we do now, on a very few isolated examples
which occur to us, as it were, by accident, we may in

the futui-e have a body of evidence, founded on careful

cxpei-iment, and from which all sources of doubt and

fallacious inteiiiretation may be banished.—Garde)u'iii'

Chronicle.

Pearls owe their lustre to their being composed of

fine layers which allow light to pass tbrough them,

whilst the numerous layers, lying one under the other,

disperse and reflect the ligbt in sMcb a m'lnner that

it returns and mixes with tbat which is directly

thrown back from the outer surface.—Progress.

Fungi.—Not very long ago, Sir James Paget pointed

out that much might be learned by the surgeon from

a studv of morbid crrowtlis in t^lants. (-iaj-deDers are

now returning the compliment, and acknowledge that

they may learn from the medical man how to study
the life history of the microscopic fungi jvhich infect

plants, and the nature of the minute ferments which

convert insoluble inert salts into soluble nitrates fit

for the food of the plant.
—Pharmaceutical Journal.

Cinchona Alkaloids.—It has been observed by Dr.

Hagar that the ingestion of the cinchona alkaloids and

morphia is better tolerated l)y the stomach when ac-

companied by an excess of hydrochloric acid. Some

experiments that he has made lead him to the same

conclusion with respect to chinoline. He found that

upon taking tartrate of chinoline in the pill form,

without acid, in doses of O'o, 0'75 and 15 gram, it

always produced distrubance of the stomach and a

dull surging in the ears. The same quantities of

tartrate of chuioline made up into pills with
0-2.5^

0-4, and O'S gram of the official hydrochloric acid,

when taken and followed by halt a glass of water,

did not cause the unpleasant symptoms.—Phramaccut-

ical JouriMl.

Does Libekian Coffee Pat?—This is a question

mooted by an Indian contemporary in a brief para-

graph on the subject, and be proceeds to answer it

to some extent in the negative, for no other reason

than that the cultivation of the variety does not eeem

to have made much progress in any of the countries

into which it has been introduced. So far as Ceylon
is concerned, we should say it has succeeded in nearly

every locality where it has been planted, and so fur

as beariu" goes, nothing could be better than the

Liberian estates in Ueylon. That this new product

has not taken with planters so readily as some other.-,

mny be attributed to two reasons. One of these

probably is tbat the coffee stocks being excessive, it

is not desirable to increase them ; secondly, many
localities which are unsuitable to Liberian coffee are

favourable to other new products such as tea, cocoa,

cardamom, and hence these latter have had the pre-

ference with most Ceylon men. Monover the decided

success which lias a' tended the last-named cultivations,

has encouraged planters to continue Ihem, and so

Ion" as this is the ease, tea is bound to have the

preference over cott'ee as a lowcouutry product. It

is true tbat in one locality, that of Kalutara, Libe-

rian coffee and tea are thriving side by siib-, and we

may venture to say both equally well. Kalutar.i tea

bids fair to take a high position in public estim-

ation, a sample having recently been valued at 2s -d

per \h,— Ceylon Times.

Q1TA.SSIA Cups are now largely made in Boston,
Masisachusetts. One firm there last year worked up
fifty tons of thfl wood (Picrtena exceba), which is

obtained from Jamaica, and costs about £5 x^er ton.

Four years ago the price was i,'12 per ton, but it

has steadily declined as well as that of the bitter

cups which have dropped from r2s. to 4s. per dozen.
— Journal of Applied Science.

The Adelaide Botanic Gardens.— Dr. Schom-

burgk's annual report on the establishment under his

direction contains as uau.il many features horticultur-

ally interesting. Amongst plants of special botanical

interest are mentioned three species of Landolphia,
named respectively Kirki, Petersianum, and Watsoni.

These Landolphias are woody climbers, belonging to

the ApocineEB, and are natives of the east and west
coast of tropical Africa. They are the producers of

a caoutchouc of excellent quality, known as " African

rubber." which forms a large article of export. It is

only lately that these three species have been botan-

ically described and named. Dr. Schomburgk fears

they are not suited to the dry climate of Adelaide,
but will, no doubt, thrive at Port Darwin. There
also will the "Rain Tree," Pitheddobium Saman,
be likely to succeed ;

it has been growing luxuriantly
in the shade-house. We note amongst the novelties

Bertholetia excelsa, the tree which furnishes the well-

known Br,izil nuts ;
Nectandra Rodiei. a noble tre^i

belonging to the Laurine*, a native of British Guiana,
where its bark is considered a febrifuge. The new
Museum of Economic Botany has been appreciated
more than Dr. Schomburgk ever expected ; young and
old take a lively interest in the many objects exhib-

ited, which show how the vegetable products can
be turned to account for our use as articles of food,

construction, medicine, or art, which knowledge is

the more readily 'ibtaiued by exhibiting the economical
and commercial plants in their raw state side by side

with the articles into which they have been converted

by the labour and skill of man.—Aaslralasian.

Tonga Plant.—Mr. N. E. Bro^vn, in the Gardeners'

Chronicle (February 11, p. 180), gives a detailed

account of the tonga plant, Rhaphidophora vitiensis,

Scliott. This gentleman, who has paid especial atten-

tion to the aroid group remarks that the plant is

involved in great confusion botanically. In his opin-
nion it is identical with P. Pinnata, Schott, and with

Epipremnum inirabile, ,Schott, the last name being the

one he jirefers to retain for the plant. It is stated to

be a widely distributed plant, occurring in .Java,

Sumatra Baly, Amboyna, Timor and Tropical Australia,
and has been in cultivation by Mr. Bull, at Chelsea,
since 1878, but was not then recognized by Mr. Brown,
who saw it in flower, as identical with Raphidophora
vitiensis. According to Rumphiiis (' Fl. Amboynensis,'
vol. v., p. 489, t. 183, fig. 2), the natives of Java
and Baly cook " the horns," or terminal buds of .the

flowering stems, a little over the fire, and bruise them
and squeeze out the juice, which is given to lean

and feeble horses and cows, and is said to bring tJiem

into a fat and healthy condition. The internal sub-

stance is pounded and used in the fonn of a poultice
as a remedy for sjirains. Cows feed upon the leaves,

especially during the hot months when the fields are
destitute of grass ; they seem to be very fond of them
and also of the stems, as these are not acrid. Mr.
N. E. Browm attributes the identification of tonga to

Baron Mueller. This is scarcely correct, the first

identification bemg tliat by E. M. Holmes in May,
1880 (Pharmaceutical Juurnal, [3], x., p. 889), of Rhaph-
idophora vitiensis, by comparing the starch found in

tonga with the starch found in a fragment of the

stem of that plant. The other jjlant, PrciHiift taitensis,

was first identified by Dr. Hansen Ercli, who visited

the Fiji Islands on piu'pose to discover the plants.
—•

Pharmaceutical Journal.
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Carbolic Acid and Cabbolate of Soda in doses
of from 15 to 20 gi-ains daily have been used by M.
Raymond (Practitioner, Feb., p. 126, from Joiirn. dc

M6d. ) ill tlie treatment of typhoid fever, with the result
of a notable lowering of temperature, lasting as long
as six hours ; he did not, however, find that the
d uration of the fever was shortened by the treatment.
M. Hallopeau reports more favorable results, as he
found that the etfeets of carbolate of soda in lowering
the temperature lasted for many days, and he believes

that it did exereise an influence on the duration of

this disease. JSl. Raymond says that he has also

obtained excellent results from the use of carbolic

acid in erysipelas ;
he uses a 50 per cent solution as

a lotion, and administers carbolic acid internally and
carbolate of soda in injections.

—Phannaceutical Jimrnal.

Cotton Seed as Manure.—One of the adrautagea
of feeding sheep on oilcake is that the nitrogenous
oonstiluents of the diet are conveyed to the soil in

the shape of manure; but it appears to have only
recently occurred to any one to try the experiment
of using cotton-seed as a manure by direct application.
The ide.'i seems to have originated in the United States,
where cotton-seed meal applied to poor cotton lands
increased the productiveness of the cnttou crop eight-
fold. Lane), which before the use of this cotton-meal
as a fertilising agent yielded only 18 bales per acre,
is said to have been eo improved by its application
as to have producr^d 145 biles to An acre. The interest-

ing question arises, whether tliis remarliabie result is

due to any particular connection between the chemical

properties of the mannro and those of the crop
—both

being identical? It would be important to decide
this point by trying cotton-meal as a manure fur

different crops. It is a well-knnwn fact that a manure
which will suit one plant will disagree with, or

produce smaller effects on, another, and cotton-seed
meal may not give such tiiartliiig results as those above

quoted if applied to otli^r agricultural produce. But
the experiment is worth trying. It would, if the
American reports may be relied upon as accurate,

prove invaluable, at least in India, Queensland, Fiji,

the West African Settlements, and other cotton-produc-

ing parts of our Empire, even if it did not succeed

on other crops.
—Colonic.^ and India.

Te.st for Gold.—In the present great search for

gold in Ceylon the following te^t, t»ken from the

Public Opinion, will be read with interest:—"There
is a simple method for the detection of gold in quartz,

pyrites, &c , which is not geuemlly deeoi-ibed in the

mineralogieal text-books. It is an adaptation of the

well-known amalgamatio'i proce-a, and seiTes to de-

tect very minute traces of gold. Place the finely-

powdered and roasted mineral in a test tube, add
water and a single drojj uf mercury: close the test

tube with the thumb, and shake thoroughly and for

some time. Decant the water, add more and decant

repeatedly, thus washing the drop of mercury until

it is perfectly clean. The drop of meicury contains

any gold that may have i een present. It is there-

fore placed in a small porcelain capsule and heated

until the mercurv is volatilsed, and the le^idue of gold
is left in the Ijuttom of the cap;^ule. This residue

may be tested either by dissolving in aqua rekia and

obtaining the purple of Cassius with protoohloriile of

tin, or by taking up with a fragment of moist til'er

paper, aod then fusing to a globule on charcoal in

the blowpile flame. It is being shown that gold is

much more universally distributed than w.»» formerly

supposed. It has recently be -n found in Fulton and

Saratoga counties. New York, where it occurs in p»ritei.
It has al-o been discovered in the gravel of Cheater

Creek, at Lenni, Delaware County, Pa. In one of the

Virginia gold mines wonderful richness is reported.

160,000 dols. worth of pure gold having been taken

from a ape of three square feet."

A Sign of the Times.—One marked effect of the low
prices which prevailed in 1880 has been to stimulate ademand for our medium and cheap qualities, as well as
to permanently increase the price paid for them, so thatnow common grades show an advance of about 30 per
cent, while fine teas exhibit a fallinjj-off of fully half asmuch. It IS behoved that fine sorts will remain- perman-
ently weakened, and that the tea of the future lu most
general demand will be one which can be retailed at from
i.--. to 2s. 6d.—Indian Tea Gazette.

The LutoEST Tree.—The biggest tree in the world is
not m California, as every one supposed, but in Aus-
tralia. The champion of the Yosemite Valley must 'dve
way to the peppei-mint trees on the Daudenoug ra'n^e
of hills m Australia. Baron von MiiUer, who is a <Teat
authonty on botanical subjects, asserts that he has^'seeu
one of the trees of the enormous height of 480 feet
ahnost equaUing the height of St. Paul's Cathedral —
Land and Water.

A Cocoa-nut Grove in QuEENSL.iNo.—On the
Pioneer River, ex.actly opposite to the town of Mae-
kay, IS to be seen one of the most remarkable sights
in all Australia, the Cocoa-nut groves of Mr. Barnes.
It is some sixteen years since Mr. Barnss conceived
the idea of growing Cocoa-nuts, and he selected his
present homestead with that particular view, and it
appears to be eminently suitable for the purpose.The land is a low-lying sandy and vegetable deposit, at
one tune covered with Mangrove trees, and just about
on a level with high sprin-tide mark. In fact, dams
are made in places in order to keep back these tide
waters Mr. Barnes has a grove of 1,200 of these beauti-
ful trees now healthily growing upon 10 acres of land.
The oldest planted are perhaps some 20 feet in height'
but the majority are not yet up to that. The age
at which these trees commence to bear fruit varies
much, some beginning at four years old, and some
not for some eight years later When once theycommence fruiting Ibey continue without intermission
that is, a flower stem shoots out from the base of
every leaf as it is formed, so that fruit in all stages,
from the flower to ripeness, will be upon the one tree
at the same time. The fruit of the Cocoa-nut improves
with the age of the tree, and these at Mackay are
not yet up to their best, therefore Mr. Barnes has not
as yet troubled about looking for an export market.
The Kanakas on the various plantations buv a larce
number, so that it pays the proprietor better to sefl

say, one-half the produce at a retail price, and let
the other half waste, than to hunt for a distant whole-
sale buyer. For the same re.ason he has not com-
menced to dry the fruit, or express the oil, or utilise
the fibre. Thus any selector thinking to goon in for
Cocoa nut growing will see that it is entirely owing
to the circumstance of Mr. Barnes being so close to a

large town that the industry has been made to pay.
In these gardens there are many other trees as well
the most noticealjle being Date Pdms, of which there
are 300 p'anted. These grow quite as well as the
Cocoa-nuts, and are equally handsome. Between 300
and 400 Orange trees also are planted out, most of
which are in full bearing ; some of these were evidently
suSering from dryness or p. verty of the soil, and a
greas many were injured from having been planted
too near the Date trees, which rival che Bamboo in

the way in which their roots ramify and rob the
moisture from every neighbouring plant or tree. Many
Banauas and Pine-apples are grown, and Mr. Barnes
adopts the safe plan of frequently changing the ground
upon which he grows these, and also plants them
wide distances apart. Melons in great quantities are
also grown, and are ripe in early September. As this
is a full month sooner than they appear in the Brisbane
market, doubtless a trade will lome day be carried on
in the way of the North export.ing them to the South.—Queendaiidt r.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NE^W PRODUCTS.
(London Price List, July 6th, 1883.)

IMPOKTED lEOM
MALABAB COAST,
COCHIN, CEYLON,

JIADBAiS, &c.

BEES' WAX, White

Yellow
CINCHONA BARK—

Crovra

Twig
CAKBAMOMS, Malabar

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

Ists

2nds
3rds

CINNAMON

China
Chips

COCOA, Ceylon

COFFEE
Ceylon Plantation

„ Native
East Indian

Native
COIE ROPE, Ceylon and

Cochin

FIBRE, Brush .

Stuffing .,

COIR YARN, Ceylon
Cochin
Do.

COLOMBO ROOT, sifted .,

CROTON SEEDS, sifted .

EBONY WOOD
GINGER, Cochin, Cut

Rough

NUX vomica" '..

MYBABOLANES, pale ..

Pickings
OIL, CINNAMON

CITRONELLA
LEMON GRASS

ORCHELLAWEED
PEPPER—

Malabar, Black sifted

Alleppee & Cochin ,

Telliclierry, White
PLUMBAGO Liunp

chips
dust

RED WOOD
SAPAN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs

Do. chips
SENNA, Tinnevelli

TURMERIC, Madras
Do.
Do.
Cochin

VANILLOES, Mauritius &
Bourbon, Ists

2nds

3r^ls

QUALITY.

Slightly softish to good
hard bright

Do. di-ossy & dark ditto.

Medium to fine Quill
Branch
Medium to good Quill ,

Branch

Clipped, bold, bright, fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to hneplumpclipped
Long, lean, to fair

Good & fine, washed, bgt
Middling to good
Ord. to fine pale quill ..

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

Woody and'hard ...

Fair to fine plant...
Good to fine

Grey to fair

Bold

Middling to good mid.
Low middling ...

Good ordinary ...

Bold
Mediiun to flue ...

Good to fine ordinary

Mid. coarse to fine light
Ord. to fine long straight
Coarse to tine

Good to s-uperior

Ordinary to fair

Rojiing fair to good
Middling wormy to fine..

Fair to fine fresh

Middling to fine

Good to fine bold
Small and medium
Fair to good bold
Small
Fine bold fresh
Small oriUnaryand fair..

Good to fine picked
Common to middling ..

Fair Coast
Burnt and defective
Good to fine hea\-y
Bright & good flavour ..

Mid, to fine, not woody..

Fair to^bold liea\'y

,, "good „

Fair to fine bright
Middling small to good..
Sli. foul to fine bright ..

Ordinary to fine bright ..

Fair and fine bold

Middling coated to good
Fair to good flavor

Good to fine bold green ..

Fair middling bold
Common dark and small

Finger fair to fine bold
Mixed middling [bright
Bulbs whole
Do split

QUOTATIONS.

£6 lOs a £8
£5 a £6

4s a 6s per lb.
'

aSs
aSs

Is 6rt a 2s
5da 9d
6s a 7s

3s 6d a 5s 6d
4s a 5s

2s tjd a 4s 6d
6s a 8s
2s 6d a 3s 6d
Is a 29 7d
lOd a Is 8d
8d a Is 3d
7dals

l|da6d
90s a 100s
70s a 80s

90s a 105s
68s a 76s
62s a 65s
45s nominal
90s a 110s

78s a 90s

56s nominal

£16 a £22
£18 a £45
£12 a £18
£28 a £46
£22 a £28
£16 a £20
143 a 20s
.50s a 5.5s

£9 10s a £17
Os a II63

45s a eOs

40sa509
32s a 38s
10s a 12s

7s 3d a 8s 6d
8s 6d a 10s 6d
7s 3ii a 8s

7s 6d a 8s
6s 9d a 7s 6d
Is 6d a 3s
2d a 2Jd
2d a 2|d
40s a 60s

6da6Jd
54(1 a ed
9d a 2s 6d
17s a 23s
14s a 18s
lis a lis
5s a 12s

£7 a £8
£12 a £13
£30 a £60
£16 a £23
9d a Is 3il

3d a 5d
Id a 2id
15s a 20s
l;is a 15s

lOs a 12s

10/6 a 11/6

Fine crystalised 6 a 9inch 20s a 28s

Foxy & reddish „ „ 14s a 18s

j
Lean & drj' to middling

1 under G inches ...lOsalSs
j Low, foxy, inferior and
\ pickings 68 a 8s

ALOES, Soccotrine and
Hepatic..,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CtOVES, Zanzibar 1

and Pemba /
Mother

Good and fine (Iry
Common & mid, part soft
Good to fine bright
Ordinary and middling ...

Good and fine bright
Ordinary & middUng dxill

Fair, usual dry .„

£6 a £10
£4 a £7 6s
80s a 963
70s a SOs
94ti a lOd
9Ma9M
^a2|d

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

CLOVES, Stems
COCULUS rSDICUS
GALLS, Bussorah l.,„„

\Sl Turkey |""^
green'.
white.

GUM AMMONIACUM—
drop .

block.

ANIMI, washed .

scraped.
ARABIC, picked .,

sorts.

ASSAFCETIDA .

KINO
MYRRH, picked.,

Aden sorts

OLIBANL'M, drop

pickings,
sittings .

INDIA RUBBER

SAFFLOWER, Persian

IMPORTED FROM
CALCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CASTOR OIL, Ists

2nds
3rd8

CUTCH
DsrOIARUBBER Calcutta.

Rangoon .,

Madagascar

SAFFLO\^'ER

TAMARINDS

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.

Fair fresh
Fair

Fair to fine dark

Good

Small to fine clean
dark to good
Picked fine pale in sort;

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea .size ditto
amber and dark bold
Medium & bold sorta
Pale bold clean
Yellowish and mixed
Fair to fine

Clean fair to fine

Slightly stony and foul

Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to fine white

Middling to good reddish

Middling to good pale
Slightly foul to fine

Mozambique,fair to fine

sausage
„ Ball

Ordinary to good

2^d a 25d
lOs a lis

SOs a 57s

40s a 46s
35s a 43s

35s a 50s
20s a aos

£17 a £22
£14 a £17
£8 a £13
£11 a £15
£7 a £10 10s
37s fid a 45s
33s a 36s
30s a 40s
50s a 80s
10s a 40s
SOs a 60s
£6 a £9
£4 a £6
40s a 55s
36s a 40s
14s a 24s
15s a 20s

2s 5d a 2s 9d

5s a 35s

IMPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
AHSOWTROOT (Natal)

IMPOKTED FROM
CHINA. J.4PAN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS,

CAMPHOR, China
Japan

CUTCH, Pegue
GAMBIER, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCHA, genuini

Sumatra..
Beboiled..

White Borneo

NUTMEGS, large
Meilium

;
Small

MACE

RHUBARB, Sun dried ..

High dried ..,

SAGO, Pearl, large
medium ...

small
Flour

TAPIOCA, Penang Flake.

Singapore „ .

Flour
Pearl

Nearly water white
Fair and good pale
Brow n and brownish
Good dark clean
Good to fine

Common foul and mixed
Fair to good clean
Good to fine pinky &white
Fair to good black
Good to fine pinky
Middling to fair

Inferior and pickings ...

Middling to fine,not stony
Stony and inferior

3Ma4d
3Ma.3jd
Sjd a 3^1
'20s a 32s
l2s Id a 2s 9d

,9d a Is lOd
2s a 2s 6d
2s 7d a 2s 9d
'2s 3d a 2s 5|d
•£3 15s a £5
'£2 1.5s a £3 10a
£1 10s a £2 5s
IDs 6d a 143
.3s a 5s

Fairdry to fine bright ... 75s a SOs
Common & middling soft 60s a 65s
Fair to fine ... 60s a 65s

Middling to fine ... 2id a 5d

Good, pure, & dry white

„ ,, pinky
Good to fine

Ordinary to fine free

Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Macas-

Barky to fair [sar
Common to tine clean ...

Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
64's a SO's, garbled
85"s a 95's

lOO's a 125's

Pale reddish to pale
Ordinary to red

Chips
Good to fine sound

|72s(
28s a :

CdaSOs

.^5s

.359 a 38s
SOs a 36s
Is 6d a 223

2s 2il a 3s 8d
9da2s
6d a Is 6d
lid a Is 3d
4d a lOd
2s 7d a 3s 3d
23 5d a 2s fid

Is lOd a 2s 3d
Is 6d a Is lOd
Is 3d a Is 5d
Is a Is 2d
2s a 3s 6d

Dark ordinary& middling lOd a Is 8d
Good to fint

Dark, rougll i

Fair to fine
middling

Good pinky to white
. Fair to fine

.'.'.' Bullets

Medium
[Seed

Is 2d a Is 6d
8da Is

16s 6da 17s 6d
16s fid a las
15s a 17s
12s a 14s
2d a 2M
1 ,9-16d a 2d
lid a Ijd
15s a 16s

14s 6d a 153
16s 9il a 16»
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" TRAVELS OF PLANTS "
: THE COCONUT,

COFFEE, AND PLANTALNS VS.

BANANAS.
We flo not know what position ill the botanical

world is occupied by
" H. E.," who WTote the article

on the migi'ation of plants, which will be found on

page 82 (Vol. II. ), but, amidst much that is exceedingly

interesting, he tells us some things which have sur-

prized us. For instance, taking the leadmg botanists

of tlie world as our authorities, we Iiave hitherto

pinned our faith to the belief that the coconut palm
was a native of South America, whence the nuts

floated to the East Indies, including Ceylon ; the isles

of the Pacific, &c. But we are now astonished at

being told that, while tlic Eastern hemisphere is In-

debted to the Western world for such products as

the potato, the cinchonas, toliacco, wheat and maize

(chillies and a good many other plants might be added

to tlie list), it was the Eastern world which, with

sugar and coffee, gave to the Western the boon of

the coconut paUn ! We thought, too, it liad been

finally settled as an article of botanical belief, that
coffee is indigenous to Africa, and that what is called

Coffea arabica reached Arabia Felix from its home
in Abyssinia, at a period not veiy far back in his-

tory. Travellers in Abyssinia and in Africa generally,
especially western and central Africa, have found
varieties of the coflfee plant growing abundantly in

the primitive forests, while we are unaware of any
evidence that coffee has ever been seen in any part
of Arabia, except as a cultivated plant,

—
generally

requiring and obtaining ii-rigation. Are we now to

believe, on the authority of this writer in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, that "
Cojf'ea arabica" is not a misnomer

but a correct indication of origin ? Is it true also

that forced growth, the result of excess of sun,
accounts for rust in wheat ? We are inclined still to

believe that wheat rust, like the allied fungus of the
coffee leaf, flourishes cliiefly where there is excess of

moisture. The fact that innumerable seedlmgs of

a.spen sprung up around Moscow after the couflagi-a-
tion which checkmated the Corsican invader is of

gi-eat interest, but it is not singular. In Australia,
myriads of seeds of eucali/itfi. and acacias which have
lain in the soil inert, perh.ips for generations, vivify and

spring up on tracts which have been swept by de-

solating bush fires, and many seeds refuse to germinate
until heated by fire or steeped in hot-water : the seeds
of the Australian acacias (wattles), for instance, should

always receive a steeping in hot-water before being
sown. " H. E." HTites as if there were a real dis-

tinction between plantains and bananas. We are not
aware of any, although we have occasionally heard

very large sized plantains g^o^^^l in Ceylon called

bananas. Here we speak of plantains : in America,
and we believe in the West Lidies, in Australia and
most other parts of the world,

" banana
"

is the tenn
for the nutritious starchy and saccharme fruit, so
valuable as an article of food to the inhabitants of
the tropics.

Since -BTitrng the foregoing, we have refeiTed to
the "

Treasury of Botany," from which we learn
that Ijotaui.sts observe a slight distmction between the

plantain and banana. Tlie following contribution by
Dr. Masters (" M. T. M.") is of gener.il interest, apart
from the question under notice :

—
JI. paradiiiacu and J/, aajucntuiit are the botanical names

liy wliicli the plantain and banana arc respectively known.
The latter has its stems marked with purple spots, and its

fruits are shorter and rounder than those of tlie plantain,
but otlierwise the two plants arc little cUtferent one from the
other. They have been cultivated from the most remote

24

times in tropical climates, in subtropical Asia, America,
Africa, and the islands of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,
for the sake of their fruits, which they produce in enormous
quantities with very little attention. There are several
varieties, the fruits of which .liliVr in flavour, but aU are
more or less mawkish and viscid, at least in the ripe state,
for the starch that abounds in the unripe fruit becomes
converted, as it ripens, into mucilage and sugar. They are
highly nutritious, and serve as the staple food of a largenumber of the human race. Though less nutritious than
wheat or potatoes, yet the space occupied by their culture,and the care requu-ed, are so very much less, that Humboldt
has calculated the produce of bananas compared to that of
wheat as 133 to 1, and ta that of potatoes as 44 to 1.

Plant.ain meal is obtained by powdering the dried fruit
; it

is very nutritious, as it contains not only starch, but protein
or aesh-forming material. The fruits of the plantain are
stated by chemists to be most nearly allied in composition and
nutritive value to the potato, and the plantain meal to rice.
The natives of many parts of India live almost entirely on
plantains, and the stems, laden with fruit, are made use of at
wedding festirities, in token of plenty. Plantations of bananas
or plantains are made by settlers to support their famili.-s,and the fruits are eaten raw, or cooked in various ways. The'
expressed juice is in some countries made into a fermented
liquor, and the young shoots eaten as a vegetable.
The specific name, paradisiaca, was given under the sup-

position that the fruits of the
plantain were the Forbidden

Fruit of the Scriptiue, or the fruits called grapes that the
spies brought to Moses from the promised land as evidence
of its fertility ; but it is hardly necessary to say that there
is no foundation for such opinions.
When the stems jire cut down, or decay after the form-

ation of the fruit, new suckers are sent up fi-om below, and
these in the course of a few months produce fruit in their
turn. Each bunch of fruit weighs from sbcty to eighty
pounds and upwards, even when ripened in hothouses in this

country. The abundance and nutritive properties of the
fruit are not the only qualities which give these plants their
value. Their leaves serve as thatch for houses, and for
other domestic purposes; and some parts are used me-
dicinally in cases of dropsy, and as an external applic-
ation to burus and idcers.

The JIusas are likewise remarkable for the quantity of
fibrous tissue pervachng their leafstalks, and which is cap-
able of being employed for weaving purposes, for making
paper, &c. One species, Jf. textHis, is especially valuable
on this account. It furnishes what is known as Manilla
hemp, the plant being cultivated in the Philippine Islands
for the sake of its fibre, the finer kinds of wluch are woven
into beautiful shawls, and the coarser employed in the munu-
facture of cordage for ships, &c. A very large supply of
fibre, adapted for papermaking and other purposes, could
be obtained at comparatively little cost from this and vari-
ous species of plantain.

Several species are cultivated in hothouses in this country
for their foliage or for their fruit. J/, chinensis, also called
Caveiidishii, a dwarf species from China, produces fruit

abundantly in our hothouses. M. Ensete is a native of
Abyssiuia, where it was discovered by the traveller Bruce.
Its fruit is dry and inedible, containing a few lai-ge stony
seeds

;
but the base of the flower-stalk is cooked and eaten

by the natives. A plant of tliese species was for many years
one of the chief ornaments in the palm-house at Kew,
its leaves being upwards of twenty feet long, and traversed
by a stout vivid red rib, while the ti-unk attained a cir-

cumference ol" nine feet in three years. It was remarked
by Bruce that on ancient Egyptian sculptures repre-
sentations of Lsis with ears of corn, and the foUage of
the bauana occm-, and sometimes car\nugs are met with
showing the hippopotamus destroying the bauana. Now
the true banana is not a native of Egj-pt; hence Bruce
surmised that the Abyssinian Eiisete was intended. The
hippopotamus typifies the Nile, the inundations of which
have gone so far as to destroy not only the wheat, but
also the Ensete which was to supply its place.

—[M. T. M.]

I HE ANALYSIS OF CINCHON.A. BARK.
Mr. A. C. Dixon is good enougli to write in the in-

terests of planters and others as follows :
—" A para-

graph ill your paper on Saturday in rcgaril to tile
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analysis of cinchona did not give books where much
infovmation could be got n analysis. It is very scanty
in all you name. The best works are in German. The

best English work on the subject has recently been

published I send it to you perhaps you might like to

repriut a portion for planters. See page 448 on the

Determination of total alkaloids and separation of the

same." The book in question is Vol. II. of "Conunercial

Organic Analysis
"
by Alfred H. Allen, F. I. C. F.C. S.,

published by Churchill this year. The important

chapter to which Mr.DLxon refers is as foliow.s :
—

Assay of Cinchona Barks.—The complete assay of the

various species of cinchona bark, with the view of ascer-

taining the proportion of the different alkaloids contained in

them, is a process at once important and difficult. A great

many methods have been proposed, but very few can b

trusted to yield accurate results when employed by chemist*

unused to them. Again, a process which is suitable when

quinine is the chief alkaloid present becomes difficult of

application when the cinchonine is in excess. Uufortunat[ey,

also, certain processes which are extensively employed qy

professed quiuologists are kept strictly to themselves.

In choosing a process of assaying cinchona bark, due con-

sideration should be given to the kind of information re-

quired . Thus, a pharmacist desiring to know the alk^loidal

strength of his bark, will require a less accurate and elaborate

process than a manufacturer buyiug bark for the extraction

of quinine. Again, in some cases it is sufficient to determine

the percentage of total alkaloids, while in others it is very

important to ascertain the proportion of crystallized sulphate
of quinine which the bark is e.ipable of yielding. On this

account, it is desirable to discuss the determination of the

total alkaloids and of the actual quinine separately.

Dktermination of the Total Alkaloids of Cinchona
B.UiK.— 1. The following process is that of De Vrij, with

certain modifications suggested by Prescott and Muter. It is

applicable to all varieties of bark. 20 grammes* of the finely

powdered bark, weighed after drying at 100° 0.,t is thoroughly
mixed with 5 grammes of quicklime and 50 c.c.J of water.

The mixtinre is then dried at a very gentle heat. When dry,

it is transferred to a flask fitted with an inverted condenser,

nd boiled with 200 c.c. of the strongest rectified spirit.§

The liquid is allowed to cool, and is then passed through a

filter 6 inches in diameter, and the residue is again boiled

with 100 c.c. of alcohol, and then washed twice with alcohol,

using 50 c.c. each time. The filtrate is next rendered sUghtly
acid by dilute sidphuric acid, and, after allowing any precipit-
ate of calcium sulphate to subside, the Hquid is passed

through a very small filter, which is washed with a little

alcohol. The filtrate is evaporated or distilled till the

alcohol is expelled, cooled, and again passed through a

small filter, the precipitate, consisting of quiuovic acid and

fatty matter, being washed with water sUghtly acidulated

with sulphuric acid. The filtrate, which contains the alkal-

oids in the form of acid sulphates, is then concentrated

to about 50 c. c. or less, and transferred to a separator of

100 to 150 c. c. capacity. Soda is next added in decided

.excess, and the liquid coutaining the separated alkaloids

then shaken without delay with 30 to 40 c. c. of previously
washed chloroform. After a few minutes' agit.ition, the

liquid is left at rest till the chloroform has completely

separated frcm the aqueous layer. The lower stratum is

then tapped off, and the watery liquid agitated three

times more with chloroform, usiug from 2 to 30 c. c. on

each occasion. The mixed chlorotormic solutions are then

distilled to a small bulk, the residual liquid evaporated
to dryness, and the residue dried in the water-oven tiU

constant in weight. The amount so found represents the

total alkaloids in the 20 grammes of the bark taken.

* A gramme=15-4328 grains ; 28J grammes go to an oz.—
Ed.

t 100° c.=212° F—Ed.

X A centilitre (1-lOOth litre;=2 ih. 19 miu.—about a small

de.ssert-spoonful.
—Ed.

§ The spirit may be methylated, but should he previously

deby<lrated to about 93 per cent, by being kept in contact

with freshly-ignited potassium carbonate. Xo.xheth's ex-

tracting apparatus, shown on page 127, niight doubtless be

advantageously employed for the alcoholic treatment dc-

fct ribed in the text.

Cinchonine and einchonidine readily become anhydrous at

100", and quinine may be trusted to do the same.
Quinidiue retains 2 aqua in thewater-oven, but the propor-
tion in which this base occurs is too small appreciably
to affect the accuracy of the assumption that the alkal-

oids are weighed iu the anhydroiuj st.ate. If preferred,
however, the temperature may be raised 115?0.*
For the assay of yellow cinchona bark, ether may be

substituted for the chloroform employed in the above

process.
2. The foregoing method being thoroughly satisfactory

for the extraction of the total alLaloids of cinchona bark,
it is only necessary to describe in detail one other, which
is that of Hager. The accuracy of the method has been con-
firmed by O. Medin.t
Ten grammes of the dried and finely-powdered bark are

treated for a short time with 100 c.c. of water and 10 grammes
of caustic potash solution of 1'35 specific gra^aty. The
mixture is then heated and kept at the boiling jioint for a

quarter of an horn". 15 gi'ammes' weight of diluted sulphuric
acid (sp.gr. 1-115) is next added, and the whole boiled for

twenty minutes. After cooling, both liquid and residue are
transferred to a measuring cylinder, and diluted with water
till the whole has a volume of llOc.c.f The liquid is then

passed through a dry filter, and 60 c.c. of the filtrate (=6
grammes of bark] are mixed with 50 c.c. of a cold, satur-

ated, aqueous solution of picric acid. After standing for a
half-an-hour the precipitated picrates are filtered off,

washed with a little cold water, dried at 100 °
, and weighed.

The product contains 425 per cent, of its weight of alkal-

oids, calcrdated as quinine. A preferable plan is to sus-

pend the washed precipitate in cold water, add excess of

caustic soda, and agitate with chloroform. The chloroformic
solution of the alkaloids is then treated as in process 1.

The picric acid method of assaying cinchona bai"ks is said to

be accurate, easy, and expeditious.

Probably a very perfect and expeditious method of ob-

taining the total alkaloids from cinchona barks woidd be to

extract the dried mixture of the powdered sample with

hme, obtained as described in process 1, in a Xoxlieth's

apparatus, mth chloroform. Very little of the solvent

would be required, and, by avoiding the evaporation of dilute

alcohoUc or aqueous solutions, there woiUd be no danger of

producing amorphous .alkaloids.

Separation of the Alkaloids of Cinchona Barks.—The

separation of the various alkaloids of cinchona bark is a far

more difficult problem than the determination of the total

amount present. In some cases it is sufficient to determ-
ine the proportion of crystallizable quinine, wliich may
be effected as described on page 453, but in other cases

it is necessary to determine also the cinchonine, einchon-

idine, and occasionally the quinidine, quinamine, and

amorphous alkaloids. Such an analysis is very difficult,

and its accm-ate performance presents special obstacles to

an inexperienced analyst. For the .separation of quinine
from the admixed allcaloids, ether is usually employed,
but it must be remembered that the separation effected

by tills solvent is not an absolute one, all the free cin-

chona bases bemg more or less soluble in ether, especially
in the presence of quinine. The anhydrous suljihates of

quinine and einchonidine are almost insoluble in chtoro-

* With a few modifications of minor importance, the

method described iu the text is that used by our best

quiuologists. Dr. Paul prefers to work on a very large

quantity of the bark (about 2 lb.). Having treated with

lime, alcohol, and acid in the m:inner described in the

test, he precipitates the aqueous solution of the sulphates
with soda, filters, washes slightly, dissolves the precipitate
in acetic acid, and filters from any undissolved colouring
matter. The filtrate is divided into two equal parts A and
B. A is precipitated by ammonia, filtered, and the filtrate

shaken with chloroform, which is then used to dissolve off

the alkaloids from the filter. The solution is evaporated,
and the total alkaloids weighed, after drying at lloeO.

B is treated in a manuer similar to A, but the chloroform

is replaced by ether. The alkaloid thus dissolved is called

"quinine," the difference between that and the total alkal-

oids being the " other alkaloids."

t Zeitsch. Altai. Chein. viii. 477 ;
and ix. 447.

X This is allowing 100 c.c. for the liquid, and 10 c.c. for the

bulk of the residual woody fibre, &c.

i

I
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form free from alcohol (see page 430) but in presence of

sulphate of cinchonine or quinidiiie, sensible quantities

pass into solution. OrystitUizatiou of the quinine sulphate
from water affords a simple and fairly accurate mode of

separation, which has the advantage that is is similar to

the process employed by the manufacturer.
The tabulated scheme for the separation of the principal

cinchona bases on next page is founded on a method de-

scribed by De Vrij.
* The process requires a considerable

weight of alkaloids, and does not yield strictly accurate
results. Traces of quinidine and cinchonidine are dissolved

by the ether, and are only recovered on treatment, of the

amorphous alkaloids with a limited quantity of ether as

directed. In presence of much quinine the solubility ot

cinchonidine in ether is notably increased. The best i>art

of the process is the accm-ate estimation of the crystalliz-
able quinine, and this determination may be stiil fuitber

improved by substituting iodosulphate of qninoiiUne for the

tincture of iodine, as described on page 421
; f but this mode

of operating sacrifices the possibility of investigating the

nature of the amorphous alkaloids.

A weight of not less thau 2, and preferably 5, grammes
of the mixed alkaloids in a free state is finely powdered,
and treated in a closed tube with ten times its weight
of ether (free from alcohol). The mixture is well shaken
and left at rest for twelve hours, when it is fidtered,
and the residue washed with a small quantity of ether.

A. The residue is ih-ied and weighed? It may contain

cinchonine, cinclionidine and quinidine. It is dissolved in

a slight excess of dilute bytlrochloric acid, and the solu-

tion rendered neutral by cautious addition of soda. The
cinchonidine is then precipitated as tartrate, the quin-
idine as hydriodide, and the cinchonine as hydrate, the

operations being conducted exactly as described on page
454, with the exception that quinine and amorphous
alkaloids having been previously removed, the processes
and calculations necessitated by their presence may be
omitted.

B, The ethereal solution is evaporated to dryness, and
the residue weighed. It consists of quinine, amoiylious
alkaloiih, and quinaitfine, with traces of quinidine and
cinchonidine. It is dissolved in 10 parts of proof spirit,
acidulated with l-20th of sulphuric acid. To this solu-

tion an alcohoHc .solution of iodine is grailually added
as long as a precipitate is produced. Excess of iodine
must be carefiilly avoided. In presence of much quinine,
a black precipitate of herepathite is immediately pro-
duced, but, if the quantity is small, some time is required
for its appearance. In such a case only a small quant-
ity of iodine solution must be added, and the liquid
well stirred, and left twelve hours. The precipitate is

filtered off, and washed with strong alcohol.

The precipitate consists of herepathite. It is dried at
100 ^ C, weighed. The weight, multiplied by '55055, gives
the quantity of quinine in the mixed alkaloids operated
upon. The precipitate may also be treated as suggested
iu the note on page 451.

The solution is treated with sulphurous acid till colourless,
and theti carefully neutrahzed with caustic soda. The
alcohol is evaporated oS", and the liquid treated with ex-
cess of soda or ammonia, and agitattd with chloroform.
The residue left on evaporating the cldoroform consists of

amorphous alkidoiels, witl) traces of quinidine. The two
latter vvill remain undissolved on treatment with a limited

quantity ot ether, an ) the amorphous alkaloids may be

distinguished as described on pag^ 444.
In some cases it is desirable to separate the quinine in

the actual form of crystallised sulphate,
' his being regarded

by many as tlie best proof of tlie proportion obtainable by
t e manufacturer. The following method de-cribed by
Muter is the most accurate mole ot proceeiling :

—
Treat the total alkaloids or the ether-residue from 20

grammes of b.irk with warm distilled water slightly acidul.at-

ed with dilu e sulphuric acid, till the mixture is [erceptibly
acid. Add water t. make VOc.c. for each 1 gramme of
a'kaluids taken, and then very di'ute soda >vith constant

stirring till the iquid is exactly neutral, with a faint tentl-

* Pharm. Journ [3], ii. 642.

t If desired, the b'-repatbit- may be converted into crystal-
lized quinine sulphate by heating it/ with alcohol and suipb-
urous acid till colourless, and then neutralizing with soda

ani)pruceeding as described on page 453.

ency to acidity. Uige-t the liquid at 85" C. for five

mi.,utes; then cool, and leave at looC.fi.r one hour. Filter
the liquid through a small d<iuble filter (2J inches diameter),
the two filters being previously trimmed to equal \vei»ht,
and receive the filtrate i a graduated cylinder. Wash
carefuUv mth water at 15 "= C. till the filtrate and washinga
measure 90 c.c. tor each 1 gramme of the mixed alkaloids.
The fi ter and contents are now oumplotely dried at 100^ 0.,
and weighed, the second filter being used .^s a counterpoise.
To the weight in grammes add OUOSl/ gramme for each
c.c. of filtrate and wisliings. The sum divided by 0855
gives the corresponding amount of crystallised sulphate, and
tliis number multiplied by 5 gives the cr^staIlised quinine
suljjhaie obtainable from 100 grammes of dried bark.

Tlie quinine sulphate so obtained is apt to contain
cinchonidine sulphate (.see page 435).
The foregoing method may be applied with advantage

to the residue obtained by evaporatmg lo dryness the
ethereal solution B. of Do Vrij's process (page 452), and
for many practical purposes is even preferahle to pre-
eipitation aa herepathite. The remaining alkaloids may be
recovered from the filtrate from the quinine sulphate by
concentrating the liquid somewhat, adding soda in excess, and
agitating with chloroform. On evaporating the chloroform
the bases will be obtained in a solid state, and may be
separatecl in the following manner. The method may
also be applied to the total mixed alkaloids exiracted
from a sample of bark, in which case it may be carried
on simultaneously with the treatment for crystallised
quinine sulphate described above.
The mixed alkaloids extracted from the bark or the filtrate
from quinine sulphate by treatment with soda and
chloroform, or the residual alkaloids left on treat-

ing the total alkaloids wiih ether (see page 452),
ate dissolved in strong alcohol. The solution ia
rendered laintly acid by hydrochloric acid, and evaporated
to dryness at 100'' C. The residue is dissolved in the
least possible bulk of water at 40''^ C, and the trace of
free acid neutralised by soda. A saturated solution of
Kochelle salt is next added in excess, the liquid cooled to
15" C, and re()eatedly stirred during o e hour. Crystal-
line streaks in the track of the glass rodoonsistof tartrate
of cinchonidine (irquiiiiae). The precipitate is cdlected
on a double tared filter, and waslied cautiously with cold
water, the filtrate andwasliings being coUectedin a graduat-
ed cylinder.

The precipitate is dried at 100° to 105'" C. and weighed,
the ouier fillerbeing used as a counlerpoi-e The amount
found is corrected by adding -00083 gramme for .ach
1 c.(\ measured by the filtrate and wash-water. The sum
multiplied by -804 gives the weight oi cinchonidiu,. If
quinine has not previously been separated, the amriint of
crystallised sulphate lound must be multiplied by -^lii. and
the product substracted from the weight of the tartrate
before calculating it to cinchonidine,

A The filtrate is cmceiitrated to its original bulk, cooled,
a drop ot dilute acetic acid added, und then excess of a
Batur.ited solution ot potassium iodide (free from auy
alkaline reactionj. The liquid is left tor two hour at
15° C, 1 eing frequently stirred. y^ ny streaks in the
track ot the gla^s rod are produced hj quinidine hydr-
iodide. The liqui'i is filtered on a double counterpoised
filler, and the precipitate cautiously washed with cold
water.

Tlte precipitate is dried at 100" and weighed. Its weight
is corrected by the addition of •IX)07r gramme for each 1
c.c. of filtrate and washinga (B). The sum, multiplied
by '7168, gives the quinidine.

B, filtrate is measured and made distinct by alkahne
with caustic soda. The precipitated ciHcAowiHe is filtered

off. Washed, dried, and weighed, or else extracted by
agitation with chloroform. The weight found is cor-
rected by deductin!! .00052 for each 1 c.c. measured by
tU'rate A., and -000(6 tor each c.c. of filirate B. Any
amorphous alkaloid may be dissolved out by spirit of -94
sq. grr,\-ity.

The foregoing process, -with experience, gives very good
re:oIis. the sum of the separated alkaloids frequently .

amouLti ig to 99 per cent of the mixed bases operated on.
It is well suited for Indian harks. The most defective part
of the process is the separation of the cinchonine from
the amorphous bases by lUlute spirit. A cautious employ-
ment of ether is, perhaps, preferable. If the process of
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eparation be conducted simultaneously %vith the determin-

ation of the crystallized quinine sulphate in another portion,
the whole analysis can Ije completed in about six hours.

The mixed alkaloids of yellow cinchona bark consist almost

wholly of quinine, and hence the portion soluble in ether

represents the whole useful constituents of the bark.

Pale and red barks, on the other hand, contain a consider-

able proportion of alkaloids insoluble or sparingly soluble

in ether. Hence the use of chloroform in the general

process for assaying cinchona barks (see page 448).
In some cases the alkaloids soluble in ether are con-

taminated to a considerable extent with colouring matter.

In this event, the following is a good method of obta-in

ing colourless qiunine sulphate :
—The ether-residue is

di-ied thorougUy and weighed. It is then dissolved in

30 c.c. of absolute alcohol, and decinormal sulj^huric acid

cautiously added from a burette, using litmus paper as an

indicator, till the hquid is neutral or veri/ faintly acid. The
measure of acid used is' noted. Each c.c. is equivalent to

324 grammes of anhydrous alkaloids. The liquid is next

evaporated nearly to dryness, and a measm*e of decinormal

sulphxiric acid added equal to that previously required for

neutralization. 30 c c. of hot water are added, and the

liquid boiled tiU complete solution results. Purified animal
charcoal (prepared as described on page 227) is added, in

quantity equal to the weight of the ether-residue. Heat
the liquid on the water-bath for 20 minutes, filter, and
wash the residue twice with boihng water acidulated with

sulphuric acid. The filtrate is brought to a concentration

of 70 c.c. for each 1 gramme of ether-residue taken, and
then cautiously neutralized with caustic soda, and further

treated as decribed on page 453.

Special processes for separating certain of the cinchona

bases will be found on pages 435, 441, and 445, as also

methods for testing the purity of the various commercial
salts of the alkaloids.

Ob^aously every analyst of cinchona bark or other

substances ought to possess Mr. Allen's very full and
able work.

THE CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA IN

CEYLON.
We are indebted to the courtesy of Dr. Tiimen,

the Director of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens in Cfylou,
for a copy of his report on the work carried out

under his guidance in the gardens during the past

year, and are thus enabled to place before our readers

some interesting information as to the progress of

the attempts to cultivate in Ceylon various economic

and useful plants, among which cinchonas aud rubber-

yielding plants are, perhaps, the moat important at

tbe prest-nt time. As regards the cinchonas, it may
be mentioned that during the year 1S80 a very great

impulse was given to their cultivation in Ceylon, and

A'erv sanguine anticipations were entertained as to the

probable results of this epterijrze. The varieties grown
were ijrinoipally C officinalis and C. snccirubra. The
climatic conditions of the higher elevatious in Ceylon
are remarkably suitable for the growth of the former,

but at lieights below 4,500 feet it agpears more
desirable to grow other varieties. Dr. Trimen satislied

himself last year that tbe more valuable C. Ledgeriaiia,

though less abundant than the sorts abive-meutioned,
was nevertheless represented by a considerable num-
ber of trees scattered over several estates in ihe island,

these having been raised from seed obtained either

from the gardens of the Dutch Government in Java, or

from Darjeeling or the N'lgiris, but in all cases being
descendants of the seed originally brought over by Mr.

Ledger. In speaking of the cultivation of this most
valviable variety of cinchona, Dr. Trimi'u took occasion

to impress upon the attention of ownersof these trees

the extreme importance of minimizing the chances of

their being crossed by the pollen of otber and inferior

kinds. He recommended that, it any of these were in

the immediate neighbourhood, they should be destroyed,
and that in selecting seed trees no paina should be

spared in ascertaining from analyses by a competent

chemist which were most suitable for the jjurpose, all

those which did not give good results on analysis of
the bark being ruthlessly destroyed. It is only in
this way that it will be possible after a fe%v years to
obtain seed that will come true, and growers nity
judge of the desirability of this course beiug adopted
by them from the probability that before long it will
be only the best kinds of bark yielding a large amount
of quinine that will secure good prices.

In the report for the year 1881, which has just
come to hand, Dr. Trimen again refers to the supreme
importance uf selection based on analysis in the scienti-
fic cultivation of C. if (7(;i« ;;«««, and he mentions that
the observations made on this point in his previous
report have been supported by farther experience. Aa
a general rule the botanical characteristics were found
to tally with tbe bark value, so that selection intellig-
ently made on that basis was usually justilied by
subsequent analysis ;

but such very distinct exceptions
to this general rule were occasionally met with as to
force one to the conviction thattheproduclion of alkaloids
must be largely personal, so to speak, to the partic-
ular tree, apurt from its inherited external characters.
For this reason, therefore, Dr. Trimen considers that
analysis must still be regarded as the only certain

guide in the judicious seiectiou of trees for the cult-
ivation of O. Ledgeriana.
The simple process of grafting on succirubra has been •

found in a large proportion of cases both easy aud
successful in the propagation of V. Ledijeriana, and
it is considered that this or some similar process must
become the general practice in the cultivation of

specially valuable trees on tlie principles advocated.
Much attention has lately been directed to the large

and usually readily distinguished trees found scattered
over estates in Ceylon, and vari.nisly known as

'•hybrid," "lanosa," or "large-leaved Coudaminea."
These trees were sent out from the Hakgala nurseries
in past years, usually as succirubra, but sometimes as

officinalis, and they are identical with the "
magni-

folia,"
"
pubescens,"

"
robus'a," etc., of the Nilgiri

Government plantations, from whence they were doubt-
less originally received. They were first noticed there
by Mr. Mclvor, and considered at one time by him
to have originated by the crossing of succirubra and
officinalis. The samo view was aiso taken in Ceylon,
but Colonel Beddome, after examiniug these plant-
ations, has come to the conclusion that the trees in

question are not of hybrid origin, but from a well-
marked aud dittinpt species. Dr. Trimen does not
share this view, which was largely based upon the
positive statement of Mr. Cross that the plant is the
same as that yielding the " Pata de Gallinazo" bark
of Chimborazo, which he collected there when with
Dr. Spruce, and he considers that there are great
dilBculties in accepting this story. Thus, for instance,
a comparison of the Nilgiri pl.mt with Spruce's
original specimens at Kew does not lend it any
support whatever. On the contrary, the two kinds
seem to be quite di.stinct in several respects, and
M. Triana, one of the most careful and accurate
botanists who has made cinchonas a special study,
has referred Spruce's specimens to C. erythranlha,
Pav., which is considered to be a variety of V.

2nibescens, Vahl. According to Dr. Trimen, the view
which is on the whole most in accordance with the
facts is that the plant is a hybrid which has acquired
some permanence and stability, though he is not in
a position to speak decisively as to the amount of

permanence from seed. Colouol Beddome maintains
that it comes as true to type as any other species,
while the majority of 'observers in Ceylon state posit-
ively that a lar^e proportion turn out to be sued-
ridirn and officimiUs. In ^ikkim, also, where this kind,
originally from Ceylon, is called "

ignota," lullyhalf
the seedlings are said to come up officinaUi. Dr.
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Trimen proposes that the cliatinctive name rohusta
should be applied to this cinchona, as it is the only
one that is not preoccupied or otherwise unavailable.
He also thinks that tliosf* wiio can do so should pro-
pagate it by cuttings from tices ascertained by ana-

lysis to be good ; but the more rapid increase by seed
need not be neglected, as the young plants i^howing rever
sioM could be easily removed.—Pharmaci utical Jourmil.

GOVERNMENT CINCHONA PLANTATIONS.
The following summary from the Madras 7 imes shews

that as a mere money speculation, the cinchona enter-

priz> of the Madras Governmemt has been a success,

while the gain to humanity has been incalculable.

No doubt the reason why barked trees coppice best

is that the shock to the system of the tree increases

the tendency to the preservation of life by sending
out shoots from the lower portion of the stem :

—
" We gather the following particulars from the last

Administration Report on these plantations submitted
to Government by Colonel Jago. In accordance with
the wishes of the Secretary of State, the supervision
of the cinchona plantations hitherto entrusted to the
Commissioner (now Collector) of the Nilgiris was trans-
ferred during the latter part of the year to the
Conservator of Forests, and the Local Forest Officers

assumed charge of them on the 1st February 1881.

Deducting casunlties, and addling plants put out, the
total number of trees in the plantations had risen
from 569,031 in 1878 to 666,815 on the Slst March
1881. During the year 1, 140,209 plants, seedlings and
cuttings were raised, of which 843,484 were issued
to the public. Three plants of the Santa F6 andsi-x
of the Carthageua varieties were brought by Mr. Cross
in October 1880. The three plants of the former variety
were taken care of by Mr. Cross himself who had at the
close of the year six established. The six Carthagena
plants were handed over to the Superintendent of

the Botanical Gardens, Ootacamuud. Though five of
these plants died, a portion of the plants was saved
for cuttings, five of which had rooted on the last day
of the year. The yield of the year was 243,8961b of

dry bark against 179,2991b in the previous year.
The sale of bark realized the following amonnts dur-

ing the year :
—

E. A. p.

Value of bark sent home 405,860 9 4
Value of hark supplied to Bombay

Medical Department. 2,.397 15 4
Value of bark supplied to Private

Parties. 12,827 4 4

"A further sum of R13,175-4-8 was received from the
sale proceeds of plants and seed, the total receipt be-

ing R434,26M-8 agamst an expenditure of R96, 105-0-7.
It is observed that coppices from bark trees have
been found to grow much better than those from un-
barked trees. Manuring operations were about to be

increased, and the conservancy of the pbmtatii'ns w^is

well attended to. The financi.al results from the com-
mencement of the cinchona enterprize up to the end of

1880-81 show a net profit of R58,252-6-9 at the close
of that year."

SHADE FOR TEA.
The subject of shade for tea is one which does not

obtain that attention which it deserves. For a Icjig

period, all .^hade has been removed from the tea gard-
ens, and a new clearing for tea was perfectly denuiled
of trees. By and by it was found that, while the

great heat of summer certainly vitalized the bushes!,
and, as it were, forced on the Hushes, it likewise led

to intense evaporation, which speedily left the plant

panting for moisture. In the North-west, moderate
shade tended to increase production, by hinderiu"
evaporation, and leaving more moisture in the eoif
Three tilings h.ive been f.mud essential

; the shade
must not be loo dense, nor the trees too close to-
gether. By pliinting trees widely, the sun got at everybush for a short period, while for the bulk of the daythe bushes were lu shade. The shade should be so
open tbnt the sunlight should be able to find its way
throuj;h, here and theie, to the plants, and this can be
managed bv judicious tree pruning, and by planting the
proper class of tree. In the seconil place the tree
ougbt not to be a surface feeder. Such trees withdraw
the nourishment intended for the tea bushes, and third,
the trees should be those shedding their leaves liberallv!
Tliis for purposes of returning to the soil much whicli
m.i\ have been removed by the necessities of tree life.
Kaeh district must .'elect its own trees for this purpose!
In the North-west the most suitable are the toon {Cedrek'c
tonna) the tallow tree (StiUiiigia sebi/era), and the sissoo

(Dutberrfia susoo). The toon and eisoo trees produce
valuable timber, and after 25 years the trees may be
thinned out and sold, their places being supplied by
seedlings of other varieties.—/«d/j/o Planters' Gazette.

A TRIP TO MALACCA : TAPIOCA
CULTIVATION.

_ (From the Gardeners' Chronicle.)
As tapioca is now one of the principal articles of

export from the Straits Settlements a few notes made
during a flying visit I recently paid to Malacca regard-
ing the mode of cultivation and the primitive" and
modern modes of manufacture there employed may not
be uninteresting to some of your readers. During a six
years' residence in the Straits I was never fortunate
enough to have sufiicient tune to spare in Malacca to go
far beyond the limits of the town; yet when one reflects
on what Griffith, Thomas Lobb, Maingay, and others
have unearthed from its jungles it has become to the
botanist and naturalist the most interesting part of the
Straits Settlements, and, while driving along its country
loads or traversing its jungle paths and

reflecting on
the work done by those lovers of nature, one feels that
he is on classic ground so far as botany is concerned.

It was, therefore, with no little satisfaction that I

accepted an invitation from Mr. .L M. Lyon, who is
the head of au engineering firm in Singapore that has
acquired considerable local renown for its inventions
for manufacturing tapioca, to accomijany him on a
short trip to Malacca before leaving for "the land
of the white elephant."

Leaving Singapore at 4 p.m. on September 14th
by the steamship

"
Mayflower"--which, by-thebye,

is not the same craft which conveyed the "Pilgrim
Fathers" from the shores of Old England

"
converted"—we arrived in Malacca (locally known as "Sleepy

Hollow") at 9 a.m. next morning, and at once called
on some of the priucipal tapioca planters.

Before starting for the plantations we were treated
to a surfeit of Malacca fruits, which at the time of
our visit were abundant, including delicious Dukus
(Lansiumdomesticum), the Tampui (Htdycarpus malay-
Euus), which, I think, is much to be preferred to
the Mangosteen, of which, of course, we saw plentyand splenriid Chikos (-apota Achra>-), which. althou>h
is not an iudi-euous fruit, thrives and fruits to per-
fection in Malacca.

Before noon, however, in company with two of the
most extensive and energetic planters in the colonyMr. Chea Hoon Bong and Mr. Koh Hooii Boh, we were
en route, to their plantations.
To the estate of the foriu-r gentleman, which is

about 10 miles from Malacca, the drive was veiy
enjoyable, the sides of the roi.d for some distance being
mostly overshadowed with Coconuts, while under.
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neatU the Rambeh trees (Pierardia dulois) were loaded

with long hanging racemes of fruit, while largn clumps
of Salak (Zsilacca eHuli-), Licualas, Bauhinias, Poin-

oiana pulcherrinia, Ixoras, &c., served to diversify the

vegftation, Some fine native giowu coffee was passed,
laden with ripe fruit, and further on a thriving nuimeg
plantation was passed through. Further on, where
the jungle road begins, there was little to interest—
Ehodouiyrtus, Grewias, Mussa'uda and Melastoma

forming the larger part of the vegetation.
'lire moc!e of cultivating tapioca in the Straits

varies but little on different estates, whetlier owned

by Europeann or Chinese. If jungle composed of

large tries is (o be cleared thn trees are cut down at

some height from the ground, the stumps remaining
in the ground and the whole set on hre, the charred

remains of the treis being generally allowed to lie

where they fall until the first crop is being cleared iff",

when they are utilized for fuel. After the ground has

been dug over and the soil put into a friable con-

dition the cuttings of tapioca are planted in rov,s from
3 'o 4 feet apart and about 9 inches or a foot in the

rows. The cuitings are lengths about a loot long of the

stem of the matured plant. These root easily, and in

Jess than two months the ground is covered with a carpet
of green almost a foot high. From this time to the time
the crop is lifted, beyond weeding and slightly banking-
up, nothing is done to the crop, although on Boine estates

the tall stems are sometimes cut down to about 4

feet from the ground, which must evidently keep the

plants in a growing state, and prevent the proper
storage of starch. On somi- estates 1 have known the

crop lifted nine months after planting, with good
results; but the Chinese planters in iVJalacca usually
keep the roots in the ground sixteen or even eighteen
mouths. Perhaps each has its advantages, but it has
struck mo that tubers kepi in the ground over a

year develop a large amount of woody tiljre without

increasing the tpiantity of starch, which is evidently
a disadvantage to tin' machinery. The general mode
of lifting the crop is to cut off a ccrtidu portion of

the tops, and pull up the tubers, the broken p eces

being dug out afterwards. Of course, on land that
has previously carried a tapioca crop, manure should
De used which by some planters is applied previous
to ijlanting, and by others after the young plants
have started into growth. In Malacca, however, cow-
shed refuse* is a scarce article, and the cost of carri-

age would be considerable where estates are distant

from the base of supply and roads in many instances

steep and bad.

On one estate in Singapore under European man-

agement a green crop is grown with the tapioca,

consisting principally of Arachis hypogaea, various

Crotalarias, principally C. striata, &c., which is dug
in with lime, &c., while green, for the next crop, but
the plan does not appear to find acceptance with
other planters. The root of the tapioca it is hardly
necHBsury to describe here, but I may state that while
in Malacca I saw some specimens over 2 feet lung,
and weiyhing betwc'-u 6 aud 7 lb. Thu roots being
laid in heaps are carted to the manufactory, and the
sticks laid in stacks for supplying cuttings for the
next crop.
The estate tirst visited in Malacca was Bukit Bruang

(literally Bear Hili), and here we found J. M. Lyon
& Co.'s patent machinery in full working order.

Of course steam is the motive power : in fact the
most primitive styles of preparation seem unable to

do without this, as I will show later on. The roots,

being fir=t divested of their woody tops, are thrown
into a large revolving drum, in which pipes are so

arranged that constant jets of water pj..y on them as

they are turued over and over, and gradually they
reach the farther end of the drum perfecily clean, and

empcy thumaelves into a rasping machine, whence

they emerge in the form of a fine pulp, which is thrown
direct from the rasper into anotlier cylinder covered
either with stout muslin or brass-wire g>iuze, through
the sides of which jets of water are continually pass-
ing. By this process the starch is separated from the

pulp, the starch passing through the muslin or gauze
into a tank beneath, where further supplies of water
send it off through gutters to vats prepared for its

reception, while the pulp is discharged from the drum
into baskets and thrown into heaps either for cattle

feeding or manure, for either of which 1 imagine it is

little suited.

After the starch in the vats has been allowed to
subside the water is gradually drawn off, fresh water
supplied, the whole stirred up and again allowed to

subside, and the water again drawn off. The treat-
ment of the starch in this stage depends on the purity
of the water used— as, unless the tapioca when pre-
parad is of the purest whitenes;', it can hardly be given
away. Hence, oue of the principal points to be
attended to is the supply of clean water in abundance.
After the starch has become sufficiently pure it is

allowed to dry in the vats, whtnce it is cut out in
cakes and is then ready for the last stage of prepar-
ation. If tapioca floui is required it is placed first

on racks to dry, then on large, almost flat tin sheets
which form the top of a brick Hue wheiean extremely
gentle fire is ktpt up.

If flake tapioca is requisite it is submitted to rather

stronger heat in concave pans at first, whence it is

removed to the previously mentioned sheets and kept
turued over with wooden rakes, &c. , until it assumes
the flake-like form so familiar to consnmers in Europe.
The flakes are then sifted, to separate the various sizes,
and the prepared tapioca is ready for placing in the

bags for shipment.
After a liberal tifhn, for which we were indebted

to the proprietor of the estate, Mr. Cliea Hoon Bong,
we started for an estate some 8 miles farther on be-

longing to Mr. Koh Hoon Boh (the name of which I

have unfortunately forgotten, and as I have mislaid
all my notes about our tirst day's trip I am obliged to
fall back on memory for particulars).
Now commenced the real business of the day. The

road from Bukit Bruang to this estate is in some
places so steep and bad that only light traps are avail-

able, hence it became necessary for either my com-

panion or myself to drive while our Chinese hosts
came on behind in another carriage. As it soon
became apparent that unless I drove we should remain
behind at Bukit Bruang, I was compelled reluctantly
to take the ribbons, more especially as I found that
our united weight amounted to close on 3*2 stone,
to say nothing of the syce, who would be compelled
to hang on behind somehow. The road did not belie
our expecfcitions, as it lies mostly through tapioca
estates, and cat up by constant bullock-cart traffic,
with the end of charred trees projecting on one
side, and living ones with enormous buttresses jut-

ting out on the other, combined with stiff inclines
and declines and sharp corners, so that it was out
of the question altogether to think of looking at the

vegetation as w^e passed.
Arrived at our destination, we found the machinery

is splendid order, in three hours putting through
]'20 piculs (a pieul is 133 lb.) of roots, one-fifth of
which would be tapioca eventually. On this estate
about 20,000 acres are under cultivation. Eeaching
Bukit Bruang on the return journey safely, we
changed veliicles, and arrived at Malacca at 8. p.m.,

visiting a very flourishing nutmeg plantation belong-
ing to Mr. Koh Hoon Boh on the way, and leaving
our ho.spijable friends at their estates.

Arrived in Malacca, we found ourselves pretty well

tired, but our labours were by no means yet at an end.

My companion had declined sevei'al country invit-
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atioBS to dinner aud a bed for each of us, as he had

alwiiys been nocustonied to put up at the house of a

Ijlauting frieuil in Malacca, and depend' d on being able

to do the ssime this time; consequently, on arriving at

the entrance, we g"t our tiaps out and discharged the

cnrriage. Judj^e of our surprize when, after sitting
down a little while, we were told that Mr. was

away at the plantation.

Cnlling a carringe, we started to find somewhere to

put up at, as Malacca possesses no boarding-house or

hotel, and, as there is nothing to do in Malacca after

6 p. m., residents n-tire early ; so ou driving to one

house after another we found them shut up for I he

night. Driving to the residoncea of some bachelor

friends we were informed by the servants that "
niasttr

had gone for a wiilk, aud the time of liis return was
uncert'iiu." This caused us to look ratlier stujudly
at each other, aud, after a drive all round the town,
I proposed that we should put up in the carriage for

the night, my companion proposing that we sliould

go back and take possession of the houte of one of

our absent friends. This we acted on, nnd suc-

ceeded admirably, being warmly welcomed by our host

after the first s\irprize of finding "men in possession."
I have related this incident rather in detail as it will

help to give sonre idea of the state of civilizntion at

which Malacca bus arrived, and as a " word iu season
"

to travellers who think of visiting Malacca to make
sure of a bed before arranging to stay ashore a

night there.

Next morning at 6 o'clock we were en route to

another estate, belonging to Mr. Koh Hoon Boh, at

Matchap, about 18 mdes distant. The first ten miles

is along the public road, along some pans of which
in wet situations are large indigenous plantations of

the Glam (Melaleuca leucodendron), the bark of which
is used jby Malays for caulking their boats. In

all directions we saw the natives busy planting the

rice fields.

On leaving the public road, bowever, our troubles

began ; to drive over the road we did the day before

was u delight compared with the one it no .i' fell to

our lot to drive over, aud it was with no little satsi-

faction that I gave up the reins at Matchap to the

syce, after his informing me when within 50 yards
of tlie house that I had 2 miles more to drive. Here
we found the primitive style at work. The roots are

first half-peeled with knives, in which operation a

large part of the root is cutoff, then thrown into a

tank of water when they are washed by the Chinese

treading on them ; thence they are lifted iu ba'kcts,
to the rasping machine, and worked by a traction

engine, built iu the brickwork, and regulated by
hand. The pulp falls from the rasper into baskets,
which are carried about 20 yurds, and the conteu;s

emptied on muslin covers of concave wickerwork bas-

kets, above which a wooden water guiter is placed, the

supply of water being regulated by plugs over the bas-

kets. Here the C'hinciinen separate the starch by

arranging a constant fall of water on the muslin,
and keeping the mass well stirred with their hands
until they think they have extracted all the

starch, when they throw the refuse pulp away,
and reC'-ive a fresh supply from the rasper, the

water with which they wash the pulp serving to

convey the starch to vats prepared for it. Of c mrse
the starch prepared iu tliis manner requires more

washing than thit prepared by the machinery I have

described, and I veniuie to think that couumeri in

England would prefer tapioca made by machinery,
when it need never be bandied, to that which is

carried about so much amongst decaying vegetable
mitter and mud, as that hand-prepared usually is

Here the stai'cb is backeil by fire p'lssing beneath a

tile covered Hue on which it is placed. Pearl tapioca
18 manufactured here as follows :—A cloth is attached

like a hammock to the beams and kept open by ero
sticks. A man at each end alternately jerks the cloth
to aud fro, the slightly warmed starch under this treat-
ment soon forming small, completely spherical balls,
which are afterwards baked on a tile-covered Are.
The number of coolies about here was Eurprizing,

aud it is hardly necessary to say that only about
30 piculs of tapioca are produced per diem

; in fact,
Mr. Koho Hoou Boh is so thoroughly convinced of
the Bupiririty of miinufadure combined with economy
of the preparation by machinery, after comparing
the cost at his estate, which we visiled the day
before, with the cost of hand preparation, as ut

Matchap, that he ordered a machine to be erected
at once.

After tiffin we returned to Malacca, where we were
lodged and fed, in first-rate style, our host being
Mr. Chea Hoou Bong, whose name is. vfell known
throughout the Straits (and beyond) as one of the
most liberal-minded and hospitable Chinese gentleman
iu the colony. The next day we parted from our hos-

pitable friends of Singapore per steamer "
Biliton,"

:vn-iving ou Sunday morning loaded with presents of
fruit for ourselves and Singapore friend.s. Thus ended
what is probably the l.ast of my trips in the Mnlay
peninsula, and certainly, thanks to my companion
anrl our Chinese hosts, the most enjoyable one.

Can yon or any of your readers give me any in-

formation as to the probable date of the introduction
ol' tapioca into the Straits, or by what nation it was
first brought to the East? I have not Crauford's De-

scriptim Dictionary of llie Indicm Islands to refer to
but so far as I recollect he does not mention Manihot
utilissima. Tkaveller.

THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA.
[S. A. -Register's S]^eciiil Reporter.]

We were disappointed this morning. The latest
recollections of the most sleepless of the party
on Friday night were of rain pouring down as
rain pours only in the tropics, and the pro-
phecy was a flood today. But this morning wheu we
left the ramshackle public house at Rum Jungle the
sun was frowuing witheringly upon us as though he
intended to grill us offhand. The profuse junole
vegetation, rain-sprinkled, gbttered like diamond rests-
a select few of the comparative scarcity of biids—
the jungle pheasant, the pigeon, the bower bird, the
cockatoo, a sort of magpie, aud others—piped out
cheerily, those that could pipe ; aud gaudy butter-
flies—bright-yellow, aud mauve-and-black, and oue like
an animated pansy, and a good pansy at thar— flut-
tered gaily about atop the long intensely white seed-
ing grass. And nature-lovers in the party were moved
to music, and for once the prospect was that the trip
would be a pleasure excursion.

Just b hmd the starting-point the telegraph poles,
begin to alternate —wood and iron —the intention beiuir
to make them all of metal eventu illy. They are burn't
down now very often in the dry season, wheu the
natives aud the teamst-rs periodically fire the grass
to secure a .'ucculent growt immediately after the
late rains. The soil for some distance beyond Kum
Jungle is a rich brown loam, sprinkled witli ironstone
gravel in places

—soil similar to tiiat on McKinnou &
Foett's jilantation, three milci due West. Theeouutiv
is he.rutifully fertile and uiululating, a"d there ai4
some pretty peeps of scenery, the grass tall but le.-^s

rank and more succulent ; the trees stringybark
iroiibark, white gum, and other kinds of eucalypti'
as well as the screw palm, ail t.vincd round with
diir-reiit members of the convolvulus family. All the
way along the road—and also as far as I could cross
it while the other horses were perforce going along
at a walk—the country is of the sort which would
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make the fortune of a stnckowner holding stuck in it.

It is graiuUy wuteioJ and grassed, and, of course

is thickly dotted with anthills

This holds good more jjarticularly wifli regard to

the land north of Banyan Creek—called Banyan. 1

presume, because a peculiar far-spreading sort of fir-

tree* grows there. Bfyond we had an experience of

the difficulties of vehicular traffic on the road. Half

adozeu Chinamen, with five horses in a small dray,
were struggling to extricate their property from the

boggy road—a light stiff clay. They had only about

eight hundred weight of rice, and they hud been six

days coming thirty-six miles from Soutbport. When
the bog ceases the country becomes nigged and stony ;

less useful for patronage or tillage, and more valuable

mineralogically. Several quartz-reefs crop up and there

are ironstone and greenstone in plenty.
The most striking upland is Paqualin's Hump—two

miles from StSpleton. On it good iron oie has been

got, and fi'om its crest you see one of the best views

along the whole road. Surrounding hills form an almost

perfect amphitheatre, and in the perspective are other

elevations rising higher and higher till the last bounds •

the horizon. The descent of the Hump is long, stony,
and winding. Just below its foot is a somewhat pre-
tentious Chinese garden, in which are grown princip-

ally the peanut, from which the Chinamen have be-

gun to manufacture oil ; the sweet potato, » hich has

been grown luxuriously after early failures through

ignorance of the proper season in which to plant it
;

and Chinese beans. The Chinamen—gathered in a

body—did their devoirs to the parly.
Then you come to Stapleton Creek—named after poor

Stapleton, who was killed by the blacks at one of the

telegraph stations—which sometimes foams down more
than a quarter of a mile wide, but now rippled over

an rea of only a few yards in width. There is a

ford which' seems to have done much service. The

grass all round for some distance has been eaten down
and former raukness has become toothsome herbage.
There are high-towering hills round the incipient town-

ship of Stnpleton, and on the cref-k'e banks grow,
besides bright hibiscus, numerous screw-palm and a thick

grove of a tall bamboo, which Professor Tate proclaims
new to science—a bamboo which flowers periodically
on a high stalk, but is not in bloom now.

"A PERFECT FOREST OF CINCHONA TREES
FIVE YEARS OLD. "

The description which "E. A. C." is good enough
to send us of the successful clearing of Crown Bark

trees on the upper portion of Lomoru, Bogawantalawa,
will be read with general interest. The all-important

point is the age of the trees, for clearings of the same

variety, beautifully grown and regular and apparently as

prosperous as could be desired, have not been uncom-

mon in other districts up to two and even tlu-ee

years of age. Then the fatal canker appeared and

one after another the trees died out until all were

practically cleared off. If the Loinoru trees have

lived over five years without any appreciable mortality,
the case is decidedly exceptional and well ^^orthy of

the fullest mvestigation. We would recommend there-

fore that the Dikoya Association in place of calling

for a prize essay, expend then' money in getthig a

report from a competent Committee on the circum-

stances comiected with the clearmg, the character of

soU and climate, the seed or plants used, the mode
of planting, &c.

" E. A. C." refers in general terms

to the comparatively light rainfall and free soil with

which the extreme corner of Bogawantalawa is favoured ;

*Fig-tree.
—Ed.

but a more particular report ought to be of value. Free
soil and a medium or light rainfall are not unknown
in other districts where nevertheless clearings of the

officinalis' species have, in the face of much care

and outlay, proved compai-ative failures. The District

Association with its energetic Secretary ought to cause
an enquiry and report to he made pro bono jnibUco.

THE TROPICAL AGBICULTUEIST.

(Reviewed by a cumpetent authority.)

Possible Sporting of Coffee and Cinchona.

The 1st volume of the T. A. has recently been com-

pleted by the issue of the June number with its most

useful index. New products are discussed here and

there in the journal and are steadily maknig their

way to the front, especially cocoa. Tea, coffee and

cinchona are all well represented by various articles

treating of their cuhivation, curing, &c. A large

amount of correspondence has taken place about cin-

chonas re hybrids. The subject of hybridity is very

easily understood. The term cross had better be dis-

pensed with, as it is rather a popular than a strictly

scientific term. Plants are divided into natural families

and these families into general species and vnrieties.

Now, it is a well-known fact ihat in the vegetahle

kingdom genera near akin, i.e. of the same natural

oriler, may become fertilized the one by the other.

Such a thing is of rare occurrence, but it has hap-

pened in the genus Pyrvs with genus Cralayits, both

belonging to the natural oider Rosacea^. The resultant

plant is termed a c/erms hybrid, also called a hiijener.

Cinchona and coffee belong to the same family, and it

is not impossible that some of the sporting of cin-

chonas on estates might be due to the pollen of

coffee fertilizing the ovules of cinchona. The pollen

grains of coffee and cinchona are very similar. In

the Slime manner, species near akin may hybridize,
which is not at all uncommon in nature. The result

of such is termed a specira hybrid. Fertilization is

much easier between varieties near akin, and is ex-

ceedingly common as every gardener knows, with
varieties of genus Brassica, the resultant of such is

termed a variefy hybrid. The term cro.ss if retained

should be used for this kind of hybi id. Thus we have :
—

Genus hybrids or Bigeners,

Species ,, or Hybrids,

Variety ,, or Crosses,

and from these hybrids we have derivative hybrids
or combined hybrids.
When plants are protogynovs (that is when the

stigm.i "f a flower is receptive before the anthers of

the flower are mature), which is a comrann oocurience,
we have a kind of compulsory hybridization. Now
looking at the offspring lA planted seeds of cinchona

or of fallen seeds, and observing thi.' great sp irting

which prevails, it is evident that hybridization has

taken place.
The treatment of coffee leaf-disease is still pursued,

but with no definite effects.

Agricultural education is also taken up in the paper
referring especially to woi'k done in the Madras

Presidency. The report of the Director of the Botanic

Gardens is given in full showing u% the work done
th^-iv in the way of introdm ing new plants and of

exp-riments carried out. Long may this useful Journal

of Agiicultural Information live.

(From onother correspondent. )

1 congratulate yuu on the completion of the first volume
of the Tropical Agriculturist, and a goodly volume it is

with its 1088 pages, and an index as complete and com-

prehensive as the book itself.
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When I received your first number (some twelve
months ago) I thought you would have some difficulty
iu jilling up tuch a number every month, but, whether

owing to the extensive and varied nature of your
subject, "Agriculture," or to your wondrous faculty
of aggregatum, jou have Cfitainly succeeded iu pro-

ducing a volumhious volume of carefully collected

and well written information—a volume which ought
to be found on every planter's table and in every
me rohaut's office, as well as in every kachcheri and

lilirary iu the tropical world.

Perhaps you will allow me space for a few remarks
on No. 1.3, which lies before me. On pages 1001-7
an old friend writes in his usual graphic and iuteri-st-

ing style on " New Products in the Lowcountry." But
is ho not a little behind the age, iu this day of

"Scowen's transplanters" and Liberian coft'eo peed
at Rl per 1,000, with his "baskets" and consequent
expenses and trouble in watering, etc.? His reason
for using baskets is that by this plan he has fewer

plants destroyed by crickets. If he knows the percent-
age of destruction in the nursery let him put in extra
seed sufficient to cover the loss, and in ten moriths'

time he will find his undisturbed plmts will be far

stronger and bet'er thou those coddled in baskets and
will cost him less per thousand too, which is not an

unimportant item in such calculations. As to '*shade"
for cocoa, Mr. Prestoe (page 1079) say's :

— " Some
varieties require sliade to thrive well, others do not."

My {ppinion is that, with the variety generally cultiv-

ated in Ceylon, shade ought to be provided for two
years or so and then be removed. The most inex-

pensive and efficient (from the beginuinu) shade,
with a minimum of demand on the resources of the

soil, will be found in the trees already standing on
the land to be planted. Let the planter judiciously—

('. e. taking into account the nature of the tree,
the size, etc., of its roots—select and mark off trees

sufficient for slight shade and breakwinds ; let the
"woodman spare such trees." The planter will not
"burn off" tuch a clearing: he will simply lop and
clear sufficiently to hole and plant. Coco.\ jjlanting
under such conditions will have fewer failures and
will be less liable to be attacked by white ants?

The communication signed "Udagama" (p. 1004)
will repay perusal. But it "Udagama" can I'fford to
be wise, he will not allow his .3 year old cocoa trees

to n^ature and ripen as many as 60 pods each ;

let the trees pass their 4th year first. Uemekia on
Liberi'in coflee :^0n a small clearing close to my house
and under constant observation I find that it is only
small, sickly, badly-grown trees that are affected.

The question is, whether the sickly state of the tree
is the cause or the effect of the disease. I am strongly
of opinion that it is the cause.. If such trees are
"centres of iniectiou," wliich J doubt, or whether this

is so or not, all such trees ought to be rooted up and
burnt; otherwise they will "cumber the ground" and
niai/ injure their neighbours.

I do not bilieve in any special "di'.-ease-reeiatiug
Liberian coffee" {see page 107.3). My belief is that all

healthy, well-grown trees will resist disease. But as it

is as well at this stage of our knowledge of the subject
to take every precaution and also because the best
seed ought to be produced by th« best trees, all seed
in -future should be taken from .?o-CHlled "disease-

resisting trees." From Mr. Carry's letter (p. 1018) it

would appear that the battle of the "vaporizers" is

approaching, Carry v,s. Storck. I have read with

pleasure ycur article on page I0S4. I am a believer

in the "adverse intluence of the sun spots" tWeory
and imagine that our long-suffon'ng friend C, arabica
would be better of with less vapour and moie sun.
Those lays of the sun which produce chemi'^al effects

are called "actinic rays," and it is tlie opinion of
|

scientists that with the maximum of sun spots we have
]

25

the minimum of actinic rays. Ten years ago, Pro-
fessor Roscoe invented an instrument to test the truth
of this theory. The instrument was handed over to
the Russian Government, and the results were to be
known in about 10 years. Have you heard of this

insirument, or of the results of its use? During the
perihelia of the four major planets, the sun spots
visible to us will increase or decrease in proportion to
the number, etc., of the planets appearing at the earth
side of the sun. If Jupiter and Saturn happen to be
at our side of the sun, the sun-spots will doubtless
be very few and so the much-dreaded perihelia may be
a blessing in disguise. If, however, the sun comes
between us and our gigantic neighiiours, the sun spots
will increase at the aarlh side, and grand disasters

may follow. Can "
Isis

"
enlighten us on this point?

Gardeners will find on xjage 1021 an interesting article
on "Root-grafting Roses." Land owners in the

neighbourhood of the great mail port might with
ndvantage study the articles on "

Orange Cultivation"
on pages 1027 and 1030. Planters who wish to increase
their "screw" will find some hints on the subject in

an article by Mr. Cooper on page 1032. I commenl
the article on the cultivation of tlie

"
fragrant weed,"

page 1035, to all whom it may concern, but especially
to the notice of our pioneers at Mahatissarama (I think
that is the name of the tfink visited by the Governor the
other day). Cinchona and tea planters have a large
share of attention. "Graphite" belongs to the agri-
culture of a former age ;

still a notice of it is not cut
of place here (page 1061), for it may form the "mineral
wealth" of some lowcountry estates. Merchants and
planters will read with profit the extracts given on
pages 1078-79-80, from Mr. Prestoe's report. His
recommendation in paragraphs 347 and 348 are worthy of
consideration here. We shall soon require a " Central
Receiving F.\ctory" for both Liberian coffee and
cocoa, where small proprietors can sell their produce
and where Liberian coffee and cocoa can be properly
prepared for the market. Wishing you every success
and a large circulation of the T. A. past, ju-esent and
to come. is' irefonos.

TEA AS AN INVESTMENT.
A good properly for investors should have a capital

net exceeding five hundred rupees per acre. We
know that many fine gardens have not cost so much
as this, and we could also point to some which have
cost nearly three times this amount. As a general
rule, five hundred rupees per acre should b' the capital
value of a good garden. This then is the first thing to

find out. Another important item is the yield. A garden
in bearing should give four hundred pounds per acre.

Many give more, but, if the property turns out this

quantity all round, that is another point in its favour.
We next come to cost of production : that should not
exceed eight annas per pound. We are quite aware
that, in most of the Assam districts, labour is very
much higher than in other localities, but the climate
of Assam is so much more favourable to quantity,
that we consider the question of labour equalized. In
Assam, what with deaths, runaways, and bonuses, we
are (jnite prepared to hear that each adult costs his

company eight to ten rupees per month, while in the

Upper Provinces labour can be had in nbundance at

rates running from four to five rupees. The climate

there, being, however, not so conducive to heavy flush-

ing, wo do not hiok on the advaut.age of c'leap labour
as beinj of such primary importance after all.

An important point is: wliat does the future of tea
hold out by way of inducement to inveslors? This

important point turns on that other: will 1 'st sea,=on's

prices be maintained or not ? Three can :> s are said
to have operated last seaeon to keep the prices up,
and the i^ucstiou is : to which of these was the iucreaes
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moitly due? Theee causes were:— (1), the inferior

quality of the supplies arriving from China
; (2), the

unusually fine quality of the Indian teas, and (3),

the extremely low prices ruling for Indian teas, during
the preceding two years. The prospects of the cuniing
season, and indeed of the immediate future of tea,

depend on the more immediate cause of the recent

high-ruling rates. If the first o£ these three causes

has had a predominitin;; influence, or, if, even the third

has had a controlhng effect on puishases, and con-

sequently on rates, then we may look forward to the

future with considerable misgiving. If, on the other

ha':d, the second of the above-noted causes has been
the ruling power in the change, investors may look

to the future with confidence. A general feeling is

abroad t" the effect that the real cause of the suddi-n

advance made by Indian tea was the abnormally low

prices ruling during the last two years, which induced
a wider sale. This, it is felt, was assisted by the low

quality of China teas arriving during the same period.
We are not prepared to endorse this view, as we con-

sider the real operating cause to have been improve-
ment of Indian tea itself, helped certainly by the

inferior quality of China tea in the market, and we shall

endeavour to prove our position. That the low prices
of Indian tea prevailing for sume time is not the c^iuap,

is, we think, proved by the fact, that the demand did

not cease when these abnormally low prices gave place
to the higher— much higher

—rates of which we are

speaking. Again, if the previous prices of Indian tea

were abnormally low, those of China tea were even pi-o-

portiou.illy lower still, and we do not find that the

result was an increase in the consumption of the latter.

We shall now give the actual figures for the pa^l
three years, which will put Ihis in a clearer light :—

Indian Tea.
lb. lb. per head

Consumption, 1879 ... 35,242,800 1-02

Do. 1880 ... 41,605,200 1-20

Do. 1881 ... 48,862,296 1-39

China Tea.

Consumption, 1879 ... 125,409,728 3-63

Do. 1880 ... 116,965,642 336
Do. 1881 ... 111,363,493 318

In Indian tea the annual increases were '18 and "lOtti

per head, whereas, in China, the dpcreases were "27 and
181b per head. It will be seen from this that wliat we
call the great increase iu the consumption of Indian tea

in 1881 was really not greater than it had been in the

previous year. This seems to us to dispose of the

remark that the low prices caused the iucreased demand.
These figures prove that the cnnsumjjtiou of Indian tea

has been steadily improving, while tliat of China h.'is

been as steadily declining. We are thus forced back
ou the second cause as the real one. The tea m,ade. la^t

year was very much better, and immediately, in con

sequence, comninuded a h-tter price. It is also worthy
of note tliat the sudden increase wliicli took place in the

home value of Indian tea was synchronous with the

materially decreased manufacture of under-fermentid,

under-fired, pungent tea which we had been making
for several ye ir- past. Indian ten was thus adapted to

be drunk alone .ind unmixed, and the true flavour of

good tea scio'i had the natur 1 effuct of increasing its

popularity. We hold, therefore, that, barring accident,

tne tea shareholder cui look ahcid with considerable

confidence.—Indigo Planters' Oazcile.

DARJEELING TEA COMPANY,
(From the Planters' Gazette, May 15th )

The 17th annual moetirg of the above Company
was held at the office, in London, on the 1st inst

,

when the directors presented a very satisfactory re-

port of the Comipany's position and prospecis, which
waa unanimously adopted, and a dividend at the

rate of 8 per cent declared. The following extracts

will be rtad with interest by all who are engaged
in the tea industry in the East, and we may point
out iu passing that the example set by the directors

of this Company in giving full information to their

shareholders might with advantage be followed by
those of other concerns occupied in tropical cultiv-

ation :
—

" The directors consider, that, on the whole, the

result of the past season's operations has been of a

very satisfactory character, exhibiting, as it does, a

nett profit of £12,088 17s 8d, which is equivalent to

very nearly nine per cent ou the paid-up capital of the

Company.
" The weather during the past season was unfavour-

able for the prodnotion of large flushes of leaf, and

consequently the total quantity of tea manufactured
amounted to only 48), 674 lb, being 38,326 lb below the

outturn which was estimated by the manager at the

commencement of last year.
"The alterations in the treatment of the plants

during the spring, and in the system of plucking the

leaves, as described in the directors last .annual report,
have been generally approved and although the quantity
of tea may have been somewhat diminished thereby,
nevertheless there is no doubt of the fact, that the

quality of the tea was vastly improved and the proportion
of broken and common descriptions greatly reduced

by the alterations which were carried out. In addition

to which the condition of the plants has been much

improved, they h;iv8 increased in ^ize, and have now a

fine growth of young wood upon them, which must
make them capable of producing larger flushes of leaf

than formerly.
" It is satisfactory to state that an average price of

Is 7.64d per ft was realized for the crop of tea, which
is 2id per lb in excess of the average price for the

previous year's crop." Fur the information of the members the following
statistics are given, showing the operations of the

Company during the last four years :
—

Total Outturn of Tea and Co^t at Plantations.

In 1878, 1,.393 acres, f>il,849 tb. at 367 lb. per acre, E189,115
„ 1879, 1^96 „ 475,593 „ 318 „ „ 185,822

„ 1880, 1,534 „ 540,606 „ 352 „ „ 186,982

„ 1881, 1,534 „ 481,674 „ 314 „ „ 191,222

Gross Ea'pemJitnre and Cost par 11k of Tea, after deductiny th

difference in the Rates of Ed'chan.f/e.

In 1878, £20,695 ... cost per Ih., Is 0-69d

., 1879. £26,123 ... „ Is l-42d

„ 1880, £27.337 ... „ Is O'Sld

„ 18S1, £26,646 Is l-58d

Account Sales lVei(jlit of Tea, Avei'aqe Prices, and Proceeds
In 1878, 504,619 lb. at Is B-19d, £38,259

„ 1879, 407,014 „ Is 5-23d, £33,550
„ 18SU, 532,783 „ Is 510d, £37,977
„ 1881, 470,863 „ Is 7-64d, £38,538

Dividends Declared.
Ou 1878 crop of tea, 9 per cent.

„ 187tf „ 6A „

„ 1880 „ 7i „

„ 1881 „ 8 „
Dividend.

"The directors beg leave to recommend that a
dividend at the rate of 8 per cent., clear of income
tax, be now declnred, and that the same be made
payable on and after the 1st May instant, which will

absorb the sum of £10,833 12s, and that the balance
of £1,255 5s Sd be carried to the credit of the reserve
fund.

Tea Season, 1882.

"The estimates for 1882 have been carefully pre-

pared by the manager, and nil hough it must at all

times he a difficult matter to estimate with accuracy
what large numbers of tea plants, covering an area

of 1,634 acres, are likely to yield from April to
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November, nevertheless, it is believed from past ex-

perience that the estimated outturn of 6,650 maunds,
or 532,000 lb. of tea is likely to be realized, should

fair averiige weather prevail throughout the season.

"Assuming thai the estimates wdl be realized, the

cost of production may be stated as follows :
—

Outlay on Flautatious Os 8-56d per lb.

iTeiarid outlay Os 5-6id „

Less difference in exchange

Cost

Is •2-20d per lb.

Os l-81d

Is 0-39d per lb.

THE RATE OF INCREASE IN CONSUMP-
TION OF INDIAN TEA IN BRITAIN FROM

1874 TO 1881,

(averaging Hi per cent per annum), is thus given
in the Ijidiyo Planters' Gazette :

—
Deliveries. Increase. Increase,

lb. lb. per cent.

1874 ... 17,756,700 ...

1875 ... L>a,2(3,fl00 ... 5,517,200 ... 31

1876 ..." 26,733,500 ... 3,45s),600 ... 15

1877 ... 28,011,-500 ... 1,278,000 ... 5

1878 ... 36,766,700 ... 8,755,200 ... 31

187!) ... 35,243,200 ... 1,523,500 ... 4

1880 ... 41,605,100 ... 5,361.900 ... 15

1881 ... 48,862,300 ... 7,257,200 ... 17

During the past seveu years then, the average increase

has been at the rate of 16 per cent each year over tbe

preci'ding season. A consideration of this ought to

guide planters in extemling, but it does not, aud the

flooding of the market at home is largely duo to this

disregard. When a season proves unu.«u(illy good,
extensions are the order of the day, aud it seems to be

entirely overlooked that this same sanguine feeling
takes possesaifiu of the minds of all plauters simul-

taneously, the result being a very largely increased

area, which comes into bearing a few years later on,

when prices may lie at zero. If the produce of newly
plimted land was immediately available, there might be

some excuse for this rashness, but the state of the

market four or five years after any given date has

no connection with that first point. Now we find that

tbe general increase ought to be about 16 per cent,

every year, and at first sight the simplest mode of

keeping pace with the increasing dem,and would be to

add 16 per cent, of new clearing every year ; but this

would be fatal, as no account is taken of entirely new

gardens, which are continually being opened out, and the

produce of which is steadily coming to market. Taking
all these things into consideration, we imagine that an

annual increase in the case of gardens already pro-

ducing should not exceed five per cent, every year, and
we fi'el convinced that this would not lead to the

markets being glutted on the one band, or starved on

the other.

We are not believers in the theory that the cure

for an overstocked market is to make fine teas only.
Doubtless it would Bpeedily reduce stocks, but this

would bi> effected at a heavy cost. A large proportion
of consumers caunot ali'ord to pay for expensive tea,

and a reduction of stock of such qn.dities would drive

consumers to the China article ;
aud besides, ne believe

the theory to be mischievous as applied to the financial

working of a garden. We know that the prevailing

feeling in this connection is, that you can only get a

thoroughly good quality by limiting production—by
plucking ligbily. This v,e hold to be a f.illacious tlieory.

and we ehall give our ivusons for holding that opinion.
We will suppose a garden whose manager is bent on

making five mauuds per acre of fair all-r. und tea,

while another has estimated for four maunds, but of

superior quality, or to speak more correctly, of fin^r

classes. The latter ought to make—and we are now
speaking in round numbers—one maund Pekoe, two
maunds .Souchong, and one maund Congou. The
other ought to make precisely the same, with one maund
Congou extra. Now the theory believed in by many
being, that you cannot make such fine teas where
you have a larger quantity of low class leaf in the

factory, and it is just at this point that we join
issue with the holders of this theory. We insist

that the one maund Pekoe, .and the two maunds
Souchong of the "quantity" garden need not necess-

arily be of lower quality than the same teas of the
"

quality
"

garden. It is true that the one has
more to make each day than the other, but that is

a question of establishment. If the same number of

factory hands be employed in both cases, then the

theory holds good, for if the proper number of men
to make four maunds are employed, it would be
absurd to look for equally careful manipulation if

they are called upon to manufacture five maunds.
Another reason frequently advanced in favor of quality,
as against quantity is, that the bushe.s are not so

heavily plucked. Let us see what this belief amounts
to. The quantity short-plucked being one maund per
acre, represents, say, -S201b. of green leaf. Allowing
fnr vacancies, and reckoning plants to be 4' + 4'

we may estimate the number of bushes per acre at

2,,500, and this saving to the bush, is thus at the

rate of two ounces. Considering the quantities
remofed by the pruning knife every year, we look
on this other relief as beiuj utterly insigni-
ficant. Regarding the proper quantity to pluck, for

bush, we hold that n pretty safe rule is to pluck all

leaf that will make tea, the only exception to this

rule being during the early spring season, when the

entire crop consists of single »»hoot9, and before the

second and subsequent shoots have had time to grow
out from the axils of the first. To pluck heavily under
such circumstances would be the extreme of folly.

Besides, what do five maunds per acre amount to after

all ; one maund of tea requires about 4 maunds of

leaf, hence 5 maunds of tea per acre is equal to '714

ton per acre of green leaf. It canuot surely be seriously
advanced that with such a plucking the bushes would
be the better of a rest. From a consideration of these

points we arrive at the conclusion that it is a mistake
to suppose that quality and quantity are opposed to

each other. The aim of the intelligent planter should

be quality nnd quantity. The limitations of outturn

must therefore take the shape of a limitation of the

size of gardens, since it is always good policy to pluck
all flushes adapted for tea-making,

TREES ON COFFEE ESTATES FOR SHADE,

SHELTER, AND OTUER USES.

Cii'cumstances of climate, such as proti-acted drought

and parching winds, may render shade indispensable,

and we feel bound to bow to the better judgment of

the large majority of planters in Southern India who

consider shade necessary for theii- cultivation (see the

letter elsewhere), although in Ceylon the conviction

is next to universal that where coffee will not grow
without shade it had better not be cultivated at

all. But Imes or belts of trees are valuable as shelter

ag.iinst tearing winds, which are most injurious to

colfec apart from the fact that they infect the leaves,

which they do not blow off the bushes, with the

spores of the fatal fungus. In many parts of Ceylon ,

too, where the climate is rainy and the subsoil damp,
trees are valuable for purposes of

" suction drainage.
"

In planting, whether for shade or shelter, it is, of

course, desirable, if possible, to use trees valuable for
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their fniit, timber, or juices. The jak is valuable for

fruit and still more so for timber, but it puts on a

dense umbrageous head. It would, therefore, if adopted,

require free and frequent pruning. The foliage so

removed would make excellent fodder for animals. We
suspect, however, tliat the jak would leave but little

nub-iment in the soil for the plants in its immediate

neighbourhood. The erythrinai and the edbizzia moltir-

cana used for shade in Java, and the various Indian

figs preferred in Southern India are of little for tim-

ber or otlierwise than as shade trees, unless indeed

ficiLS elastica is one of the figs adopted by our friends

over the way ? If that and other rubber-yielding trees

could be grown amongst the coffee, whether for shade

or shelter, a double benefit would be gained. Some

rubber-yielding trees grow at liigh altitudes ; some at

low elevations only; while some have a wide range.
So that the right sorts could be chosen with refer-

ence to altitude, heat and moisture. On our hill estates

in Ceylon tree-growing for shelter and drauiage pur-

poses has largely extended of late years, the fast-grow-

ing Australian trees, especially the blue gum, the black

wattle, and grevUka rohmta being preferred. But many
other trees, and amongst them those yielding caou

tchouc could be added with advantage. We should

like to have the views of local correspondents on the

most recent experience of tree planting in connection

with coffee cultivation.

SEEDS FROM SOUTH AMERICA.

A planter, who is expecting seeds from South Amer-

ica, writes :
—

Regarding the different seeds soon to arrive from

South me rica : they have been procured principally

ir Bolivia from the districts of
" La Paz" and " Jacua."

The Calisaya morada is from the former dis-

trict (whence Ledger's eeed came), and I need not

add that it is the variety yielding the most valu-

able baik known. I am told that two only are

thought worth cultivating (corroborating what has

been eaid aa to this elsewhere), the other doubtless

beinc C. verde. Phis seed has been procured from

an unquestionably reliable source, the sender having
him-elf been IS years resident, and both privately

and in business intimately acquainted with many of

the principal landowners and merchants throughout
the country. He writes that it is only as an "im-

mense favor
" that this cinchona seed has been sup-

plied, and it is further stated to be "A 1".

As for the other seeds, the description Markham gives

oE the dilTereut plants and their various good qual-

ities induced me to write for them, now more than

a year ago. But from all accounts, the world still

moves slowly in South America, and the late war has

interferad.

The " Maiz Blanc," the best of several varieties the

Incas are said in olden days to have brought
to their present perfection (if I remember riglit)

by
" selection of seed," must be a very grand speci-

men of maize, and should prove a success in

at least the liiyh portions of Uva, .and possibly in

the higher and dryer parts of Dirabula and Dikoya.
It may also do well lower down in Uva, but I fear

not elsewhere in Ceylon. Peruvian cotton, however,
1 believe firmly, will prove an entire success in the

dry portions of the lowcouutry. The rich lands about

Trmcomalee should suit it to perfection. It is the

native of a very dry climate ;
the yield is spoken of as

being very large, and the quality excellent, and I have

every hope of its proving a really valuabh introduction.

The luoister districts, at tue lower altitudes, are

already superabundantly provided for by many well-

proven, highly profitalde cultivations ; and it is for the

dry portions of the country, though deficient in

rainfall, frequently possessing a i^plcndidUi rirh soil,

tliat it would eeem to me suitable introductions are
still needed, and should now be sought out.

Cearii rubber and possibly tobacco are the only
cues I have as yet heard as likely to be success-

ful without irrigation. Coca ought to do well

at the higher elevations here, and I do not see

why the natives in the East, as in South America,
should not work the better, and preserve a higher
staudard of health too, by its use. Whether they
can be induced to take to it is another question ;

but it would seem to be well worthy of a tvi.il. In
South America it has become an absolnlc necessity
to millions; and, if this could only be brought to

pais amongst th'- lower orders of both Hindus and

Chinese, it would not only possibly prove directly
beneficial in itself, hut probably tend to lessen a

craving for opium and other pernicious (I exclude to-

bacco) narcotic^, and for spirits : the consumption
would perforce become enormous, and a staple in-

dustry established. The Yungas (Incas !) coffee is also

from Bolivia, and I gather thst it is there grown
very extensively, being (in South America) regarded
as the Jinest flavoured of coffees. This I did not write

for, and it is evidently sent under an impression
that it would be a valuable addition to a coffee-

growing country. A small quantity was sent me several

years ago, but I was in England at the time, and
I do not remember to have h^ard on my return that

it had even been sown— probably not.

CEYLON COCOA TOPPING THE MARKET.
To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

Colombo, 15th July 1882.

Dear Sir,—The following extract from the report
of the London brokers who sold the parcel of

' ' Amba "

cocoa, shipped by us per S. S.
"
Orion,

"
will probably

be of public interest.—Y^ours faithfully,

SABONADIERE & Co.

{Extract from Brol\er^s Report on 72 Bays Cocoa 2>^rS,

S. " Orion
"
from Colombo.)

We have nothing new to remark as regards tliis ship-
ment. The prices are exceptionally good, the cocoa is of

exceptionally fine quality, and the competition was gen-
eral and good. We believe it is generally wise to let

well alone, and we can only hope that your cocoa may
continue to come of similar good quality, and that the

buyers may continue to give us not less than recent

prices:
—

Amba Bags 20 @ 118s per cw+.

A.
. „ 27 „ 120

B. • „ 20 „ 114 „
T. „ 5 „ 70s 6d. „

72 bags
You will see that, while the bulk realized 120s, the

average of all round was over 114sjufr cwt., which reflects

gre.at credit on the care bestowed throughout in cur-

ing.
—(True extract.) 8. &Co.

[We are glad to le.arn that there is now a nice parcel
of 114 cwt. of the same mark of cocoa at the wharf

waiting shipment per S. S. "Quetta."—Ed.]

CEYLON COMPANY LIMITED i-RICPORT.

DiEECTOES :
—Gi orge Suart Simpson, Esq., Chairman,

Charles Joseph I'.iaine, Esq., Major-General Chri»topher
Palmer Bigby, Patrick Francis Rohertsou, Esq., Christopher
Barker Smith, Es.i., Richard Ottaway- Turner, Esq.

Report : To be presented at the twentieth annual meet-

ing, to be held at the Cauuon Street Hotel, in the city

of London, at 2 ji. ra., on the 27th June, 1882.

l._The Directois have to report that the coffee crop
from the Company's own e.'it.atps in Ceylon, 1881-82, which

they have lately been realizing, turned out iu quantity
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about what they reported as expected in the half-yearly

report of 20th December 1881, viz., about 18,500 ewt.

It was about 28,000 ewt. in 1878—1879
14,300 „ „ 1879—1880
13,650 „ „ 1880—1881

And it i.s now 18,500 „ „ 1881—1882

They regret to say the prices realized have been on tha

average from 5s to (is per ewt. less than last year, or

about Us per ewt. less than in 1879-80: this, on about

18,500 ewt., materially reduces the credit to profit and
loss for Ceylon business, but still that credit this year is

£26,176 4s Ud, .i^'ainst £17,214 4s 7d last year.
2.—As to the ensuiug crop, 1882-3, the advices are im-

perfect .ind at present not favourable : the weather, Janu-

ary to March, was bad, and the blossoms were poor and

injured: some improvement has however, since taken place,
which may favourably affect the crop, and the Directors

hope for increased quantities of tea and cinchona.

3.—The crop of sugar from Mauritius of 1881-2 on the

Company's estates was about 5,()00,000ib. against

4,362,804 lb. in 1880-1, as per previous reports. The prices
in the average were 2s per 100 lb. higher : thus, and

from absence of the unfavourable debits which appeared
in last year's report, the loss of last year, £21,413 Is 3d

is changed this year to a gain of £8,124 12s llil. The Direct-

ors are very glad also to inform the proprietors that three

out of the four estates owned by this Company at Maur-
itius have been sold and paid for in cash : they are also

glad to state that the item, £64,026 3s 3d,
"
Mortgages

and other securities at IMauritius,'^ as per report of last

year, has been all realized and credited in the present
accounts ;

the only remaining estate of the Company at

Mauritius, Chamouny, left a fair profit last year, and the

account of its coming crop is favourable. The above realiz-

ations have caused a further loss of £14,750 10s 3d, which
has been carried to the debit of estimated deficiency in

value of assets. The Du-ectors beg to acknowledge the

great assistance they have received from their able agents,
Messrs. Ireland, Fraser & Co., in the general management
of these affairs.

4.—To the credit of the estimated deficiency account,
there have been carried further credits from shares for-

feited £3.437 12s 9d, and shares surrendered £4,640, and
the balance now at the debit of this account is £305,677 Os 3d

against £299,004 2s 9d.

And now further as to the accounts :

5.—The balance sheet for the past year is annexed ; the

main assets are taken at the valuations of the 31st of

March 1878, as has been always done since that date.

It has not been found possible to have new valuations,

opinions difl'eriug widely, particularly as to the value of

estates partly planted with cinchona among the coffee,

and in separate plantations ; the scarcity of money, and

fluctuating and unseasonable weather, also making values

generally changeable and uncertain. The Directors are giving
much attention to the increase of cinchona and tea. and

generally to making the most judicious use possible of the

properties.
The landed and otiier properties in Ceylon stand this

year at £569,862 19s 7d against £566,003 16s 4d last year.
Full details of the acreage under coft'ee, tea, cinchona,
and other products in Ceylon will be found in the an-

nexed schedule.

The cost of cinchona cultivatioir in reference to trees

not matured is shewn this year under a separate head-

ing. Part of this amount was expended in previous years,
but was included in other accounts. As the bark comes
to market hereafter and brings in revenue, this outlay
will be gradually recouped : further expenditure on new

planting will on the other hand be debited to this account

year by year.
The investment amount at Mauritius is now reduced to

£61,190 14s 6d, and the general balance at the debit of

profit and loss is £7'',928, against £81,976 Os 9d last year.
On the other side full details are given as to capital

paid up ; the amount of debentures outstanding is r duced
from £78.238 10s to £54,600, and the interest upon them
from £6,434 10s 6.1 to £4,123 Is 9d. The lialiilities of the

Company altogether apart from capital, as compared with

.last year, are reduced to the extent of £150,228 17s 7d.

G.^The crop of tea from the Company's estates in

Ceylon amounted last year to 123,000 lb. A .special man-

ager for this article has recently been appointed, under

whose durection it is confidently expected that the Cum-
pany's tea will still fiu'tber improve in quality, and the

Agency business be increased. Cinchona has been largely
planted, and the number of trees and plants of it now
growing on the Company's estates has been estimated at
4,817,398; many die before m.'ituring, but are replaced by
others, and even if one-tliird only arrive at maturity, a
very considerable support is being built up for future years.

India Rubber.—Continued attention is being paid to this

cultivation, and to the introduction of new varieties.

7.
—The law suits in Ceylon are still pending. The Direct-

ors assm-e the proprietors that they are making every
effort, with the assistance of their able legal advisers, to
make progress with them. The small legal case at Jlaur-
itius the Company are again advised has been decided
in their favor with costs,

8.—The Directors decided it was necessary to make
another call on the proprietors, payable on the 10th May
last, of £1 per share

; they are glad to .say it was promptly
met, and to the present date about £21,540 has been paid
of it, and every possible attention is being given to what
is outstanding ; these receipts of course are not in the pre-
sent accounts.
The following is a memorandum of the previous calls,

and with the full details in the balance sheet, supplies all

particulars of the capital account:—
Fully paid shares owned by proprietors ... 4,375
Shares owned by proprietors and liable

to further calls ... ... ... ... 28,709
(Of these 28,769 shares there were arrears

of calls due in respect of 3,087 on 31st
March last amounting to £17,545 10s for

part of which some security is held.)
Total shares forfeited and surrendered ... 4,350

£37,5,30
The Directors wish again to e.xprcss their sympathy with

their fellow-proprietors at the continuous calls without
dividends

; they are necessary, and it can only be hoped
that time and good sea,sons, industry and unceasing eft'ort,

may give some advantageous result.

9.—The Directors much regret tO' have to inform the

proprietors of the death of their esteemed colleague, Major-
General Biu-n, since the last meeting. Mr. G. S. Simpson
and Mr. P. F. Robertson are the two Du'ectors who retire

by rotation this year, and being eligible, will be proposed
by the Board for re-election.

10.—The shareholders will be requested to elect Auditors
for the ensuing year.

—Geoege Sd.\kt SurpsoN, Chamnan.
St. Clements House, 27 Clements Lane, B.C., 17th June,

1882.

THE TEA ENTERPRIZE IN CEYLON :

ESPECIALLY WITH REFERENCE TO THE
REDEMPTION OF UNPROFITABLE OR

ABANDONED COFFEE LAND.

Having, from a period dating buck a full score of

years, pressed on the coffee planters of Ceylon the

advisability of not trusting their fortunes exclusively
to one product, but to give due attention to cinchona

and tea, we are naturally pleased to see our advice

so extensively and, for the interests of planters and

the colony, so beneficially followed. The aspect of

tlic tea cnterpi-ize specially dwelt on by Mr. C. Shand,
in his reassuring letter which we publish today, is

that of the rfdemption of unprofitable or abandoned

oolTee land by planting it up with tea. This process

Mr. Shand holds, can be accomplished so inexpensively,

that, if but lialf the average quantity of leaf yielded

by estates cut out from the primitive forest is obtained

from sucii resusciiated land, the enterprize in the one

case will pay as well as that in 'he other. With just the

serious qualification nientioi- I by Mr. Shand, of the

effect of the present crisis in the coffee enterprize on

our supply of|immigrant3, there can be no doubt of our
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superior position in regard to labour ; while by tbe in-

troduction of such niachineiy as rollers, driers, &o.,
a much smaller number of labourers will suffice. While

agreeing with Mr. Shand that, as a general rule, it

costs less to bring an ai're of coffee, tea, or cinchona
land into cultivation here than is the case in India,
we cannot help suspecting that cmr correspondent iias

taken an extreme instead of an aveiage, in putting
down 11900 to Pil,000 per acre as the rule in India
for tea estates. Some of the older estates have, no
doubt, cost even more than R1,000 per acre, but re-

cently opened plantations stand at a much more mocler-

ate sum. In most of the estimates we have seen, liJJOO

per acre for tea in full bt-aring, that is when the
biiBiies are over four years old, has been the average
figure adopted. There is tins to be said, hnwever, that

greater expenditure must be incurred in India, even
where terracing is not resorted to, in clearing away
all timber so as not to provide food for the white ants

which subsequently attack the tea bii.shes. There is

anotiier diffiM-t-nce in tbe neces.^;irily expensive process
of clearing streams running through estates, not only
of timber but of large stones. No doubt a good deal

of the expense '<<i this procfss is recouped by the
additional space on the banks of streams gained for

planting purposes. Our soil in Ceylon may not
be eeiual to that of the Terai or Dooars in absolute

fertility, but we have compensation in a climate

which, while sufficiently moist and forcing, is generally
far more salubrious than that iu which our competitors
in India are compelled to work. As regarels soil,

indeed, it is most important to know that in stiff

ferruginous clay, not favouralde for coffee and very
adverse to cinchona, tea will flourish. Considering
that the average yield per acre in Ass.am and Cachar
is not more than 280 lb of elried tea,

*
it is gratifying

to hear of 500 lb per acre being gathered on an estate
of medium altitude iu Ceylon. Indeed Mr. Shand feels

himself justified in taking 500 lb per acre as
the Ceylou average, in his argumfut that h;df that

yielel on reclaimed laurls will pay well. There can
be no c|uestiou that, all abatements maele, Ceylon
seems eiestined to becomp one of the great tea pro-
ducing countries of the world. India has had the
start in the r.ce, but we are following enprgetioally
in her wake. We are not aware of any elements of

superiority in the case of Japan, while, as regards
China, there are not oulv the internal imposts to
which Mr. Shand alludes but an onerous export duty
to handicap the tea industry. In his desire to be

reassuring, Mr. Shand mav have somewhat iinderstaled
the cost of producing tea in Ceylon both on virgin
soil and replanted land—those who have gone care-

fully into all tlie elements of expenditure will be able
to judge,

—but even supposing an appreciable percentage
is added, the case is still gooel attd most encouraging,
aud the planting community will fei^l grateful to Mr.
Shand for his timely words of cheer, based as they
are on considerable experience. In July 1879, Mr.
C. H. Hay of Delosbagie was good enough to send us
the result of his experience so far in Ceylon in a
form which we regret to fay has not vet s^'en the

light. Better late than never and perhaps the pub-
lication of the statement now may induce criticism
and bring us the results of further experience :

—
"

I send you the working out of lialf a month of this new
ye.ir beginning July 1st, as you ask if any one can say ivhat

1 lb. of tea costs to make. This i.s just copied from my tea book.
1 ct. a lb".

Grfeu Pluck- Wither- Roll- Dry- Sift- Charcoal

*2S01b. i.s the official return wliich includes young clear-

ings.—Writing to us in January 1879 with the Government
statistics, Mr. Baker of Assam said :

—"
Taking aver.age

gardens iu fair cultivation over three years old and upward,
820 lb is about the outturn. But a 10 year old aud upward
gai-den is doing its 500 lb per acre I tliink all over the pro-
vince, aud this without m.anure, to which nobody seems to
take at all."

Date.

2
3
4

7

8
SI

10
11

15

Leaf.

310
67

121

3lj4

477
410
4'20

400
91

ers.

10
5

10
43
47
4.T

44
3!l

6

nifj.

1

1

1

2

1

ing.

4
10
14

10
13
11

ing.

4

3
2

6
13
20

77

used.

80
171

74
1.30

82
209
295
342
297

Tea
made,

76|
21
29
881

118|
lOOf
1034
lOOi
21

2,603 25S 12 74 23 77 1,680 6S8f
Plucking 2.55 at 36 cents ... ... ...E91'80

Withering do do ... ... ... 4-33
Eolliug do do ... ... ... 26*64
Drying do do ... ... ... 8'28
Charcoal at 1 cent per lb. {veri/ dear) ... ... 10*80
.Sifting, redrying, packing, soldering, lining in
boxes and general work at 36 oeuts ... ... 28*02

R175-86
Average rate of pay 36 c.

The boxes for holdmg 80 lb. pekoe, 100 broken pekoe, 70 p
souchong.

23 M 18 X 18 cost to make, wood, work, nails, hoop iron

everytljing E2*69 per box. This does not include the carriage, nails,
aud hoop iron, but this is very small. Of course, the charcoal
used is for heating house, drying tea and also for redrying other
t^a before packing. I have not exactly found out what a sheet
of lead costs, as I have not been able to coenit 1 cwt. yet. Of
course, the longer tea is made the cheaper it must become, be-
cause all new appliances have to be taken into consideration, but
this, as you will see is the bare amount expended iu making 658
lb. or 8 mauuds 9 sears costing Rl?5*86 or 26*7264 per pound.
I may have made some mistakes but hope yon will correct me.

I am sorry I cannot send more minute details but later on I

may fiud a reduction iu some thing. For making about 5,600 lb.
I find last year it came to 40 cents closed in the box but then
so many things came in this account.—July 24th, 1879.

We hear it said sonietimes that the pioneer of tea

among Ceylon planters—Mr. Taylor of Loolcondera—
has not made the cultivation a profitable one ; but we
are in a position to state on the best authority that
this is a mistake for the tea-plantation in question
is giving

" a very fair return."

Oranges in Florida.—Reports from Florida show the

orange crop of the past season to have been very large,
the number of oranges shipped being 28,941,760. A still

larger yielel is looked for next season,—Public Opinlnn.
Eit'E.—The following as to the Louisiana Rice crop

is from the New Orleans Sugar Planter of the Gth

May:—"We cannot recall a previous season when
the crop of this cereal presented such favourable
conditions as at present, anel we have no doubt that
the product this year will be the heaviest in the

history of rice culture in Louisiana."
Jade Stone.—In the April number of the Monats-

sdirift fiir den Orient Lieutenant Kreitner writes on
jade stone. It is found, he says, so far as we know
at present, only iu three places on the globe:

—in New
Zealand, on the northern slopes of the Karakorum
mountains, and in northern Burmah. The fact that it

is found in Europe aud America among archa?ological
remains gives the stone a peculiar interest. It has
not the value in miueralogy that Asiatics, and es-

pecially the Chinese, give it. It is of various colours :

white, grey, brown, red, and green—the last being the
most common. China is supplied by the Burmese
mines, through Bhamo, which is tbe entrepot for the
trade. The stone must exist there in large quantities,
for it is discharged in cargoes from boats at Bhamo.
Quality, not quantity, is the test of value. The cut-

ting and shaping of the rough stone into ornaments is

in the hands of single artists all over Uhina. In
Canton a whole quarter of the city is ocoupieel by
workers iu

j ide. It is univer.sally iu use as an orna.
ment by all classes, from the highest to the lowest.

Occasionally it is exceedingly expensive, a small
bracelet in some instances costing as much as fiOg
dollars. This it is that makes it overprized in China.—Japan Qazrtte.
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$ojiti6spond6no6.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

CINCHONA MICRANTHA.
Lindula, 22ud June 18S2.

Dear Sir,—Can you tell me if any ciuchoua mior-
antha bark lias been analyzed in Ceylou ? If so, what
was the analysis ? In Mr. Owen's book, I note he says
they are poor in fine alkaloids, and Markham eays they
are a Hne specit-s. I have .SOU trees here, about two
years old, and I would like to know if they are of any
value, before I pull them out.

How would officinalis do grafted on to the miorantha
stocks ?—Yours truly, W. S.

[We regret that this letter should have been delayed.
C. iHicraritha is almost entirely destitiiie of quinine
and scarcely worth cullivating for the take of tbe
inferior alkaloids. As tlie trees grow vigorously,
however, our correspondent ouj^ht to coppice and graft
them, harvesting and testing the bark, of course. Like
the "inferior" calisayas, ihe miorantha tree may be
improved in the Ceylon climate and soil.—Ed.]

COFFEE-PLANTING IN COORG : AND
GENERALLY.
Amutty, Coorg, 29th .June 1882.

Dear Sirs,—In the issue of June 13th of the

weekly edition of your valuable journal, I notice an
article on the coffee enterprize in the Bamboo district
of Coorg. It is not my intention to enlarge on this

subject, seeing that in the main the article is correct
;

but I think that the cordial thanks of all interested in
that part of the country are due to you for your ex-

pressions of kindly feeling in wishing us a continuance
of our good fortune. I am, like the griffin at an after-
dinner speech,

" unaccustomed to public speaking," &c.
,

unaccustomed to public WTiting, yet I feel that, if a
few words from me can be of any use to others engaged
in the above industry, it will not be time wasted. For
a number of years I have watched with considerable
admiivation your own exertions so strenuously exercised
in whatever was calculated to promote the good of

your fellow-colonists, and I am sure I can confidently
assert that these have not been fruitless. You are

vei-y good, too, in giving room to others w'ho are

pleased to give ventilation to their opinions and ideas
and are having the same end in view, namely, of being
useful in their day and generation. Hence, I would
beg for a small corner, if you please, to say a word
or two on the subject of cofifee-planting generally, but
particularly on the letter which appeared in your issue
of the 14th June, signed "jNIahseer," and dated Munzer-
abad. It seems to me a very delicate matter to pro-
nounce an opinion dogmatically on any subject, but
looking back to a considerable series of experience
both in the Ghaut and Bamboo land of Coorg, if there
be one thing about which a difli'erence of opinion can
scarcely exist, I think it is the necessity of gi-owiug coffee
with a certain quantity of some sort of shade to protect it

from the sun's rays as well as to shelter it from high winds.
In certain districts owuig to climatic differences there
must necessarily be a certain amount of diversity in
the kind of trees best suited', as well as regards the

density of the shade. To say that coffee in any part
of the Province of Coorg, which embraces a climate
of wonderful variations considering its area, will grow
w ell and give profitable returns without the help of shade
would be a rather rash assertion : but I maintain
without the least fear of contradiction that where cofl'ee

has been cultivated judiciously under shade in no
instance has such cultivation resulted in failure, and
I am prepared to go fiijther in maintaining that no

place in which coffee has been tried as yet but it would
have yielded more or less profit to the grower had
the shading of the trees been attended to with care
and judgment. Your correspondent's remarks regarding
jak as one of the trees suitable for shade are well
worthy of notice. There are several other kinds which
seem to be as it were universally adapted in this
respect. The different varieties of the tig family,
for instance, appear to suit equally well in the wet
districts as in the dry. In the "bamboo" districts
of Coorg we are certainly blessed with good soil, and
also witha forcing climate during the greater part of
the year, but the long season of drought which we
experience between December and April has gi-eat
drawbacks which are not realized in the "forest"
districts of the province ; yet, most men prefer to cast in
their lot in " the bamboo," and why ?—simply because
cofl'ee would not pay without having it under shade
hence shade was a sime qua non and consequently was
studied and handled scientifically. Had the estates
opened out on some of the choice bits of our forest land
received half the attention bestowed on those neighbour-
ing in bamboo laud there would be nothing in the latter
to equal them in point of large vigorous trees with close
jointed wood alike free from the ravages of "

borer" and
leaf-disease. I might name another reason why forest
land has gouedown in public estimation : namely, because
of the large tracts of laud cleared, which were not fitted
from the fact of the exposure being the wTont<
one, and also the land being unfitted, owmg to the
nature of the subsoil. Too much sun and too much
wmd are equally fatal to the constitution of the cofl'ee
shrub. It must be borne in mind however, while ad-
vocating so strongly the merits of shade, that every
other work is to be not neglected : no, by no means.
In my humble opinion, timely pruning and handlmg,
keeping downi weeds, liberal manuring, and, in short,'
due regard to be paid to the proper cultivation of
the plant, are just as necessary to the welfare of a
cofl'ee estate : -without these, shade would be of very
little avail. 'With them, it should be the means of at
least keeping owners of cofl'ee property in fan- cii-cum-
stances even in these times of low prices. I had in-
tended saying a few words on the merits of the
Nalknaad plant and the much discussed subject of
leaf-disease, so far as it has afl'ected us, but already
this letter has as.sumed much vaster proportions than
was anticipated when commencing.

—Yours faitlifuUyA "BAMBOO" PLANTER.

CINCHONA ROBUSTA NATURAL BARK 5
YEARS OLD GIVING 6 60 P. C. SULPH-

ATE OF QUININE.
Craig, Haputale, Sth July 1882.

Dear Sir,—I send you copy analysis of six cin-
chona trees,

"
hybrids'' or "

robustas." These trees were
planted in 1872, Hakgala seedlmgs. Also copy of

analysis of six trees, five years old, gi'owai from seed
taken from the older trees : the youngsters shame theu-

parents.
—Yours truly, A. McK.
Hakgala seedliugs. Craig seciUiugs.

Or. sulpb. Cr. sulph.
No. 1 ... 3-009 No. 1 ... 3-60

2
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THE CORK TREE.

Tuesday, .July 10th.

Dear Sir,—
"
Quercus suber," the cork oak, if

plauted 45 trees per acre, yielding 150 lb. per tree,

wciild be 6,750 ib. of bark per acre, i. e. 3 tons. Can

an.v of your numerous readers liiudly inform me—hoio cork

seils, and if it is likely to become a drug iu the London

market, should tlie supply be largely increased?

Whether its cultivation alojie would necessitate much

expense in nurseries, weeding, pruuiug, labor, etc.,

and in bringing to s.aleroom, or if it should be left

alone until obtaining maturity, i. e. in 15 years.

Wliether its destruction then for tannin would pay ? If

so, after 1st or 2nd crop, or when to best advant-

age? Has it failed al a lower altitude th^.u l.GOO

feet, other conditions being favourable ? Any, or more,

information on the subject will be most acceptable.
—

Believe nie, your obedient servant,

NEW PRODUCTS.

A SUCCESSFUL CLEARING OF C. OFFICIN-

ALIS FIVE YEARS OLD.

Berar, Bogawantalawa, 11th July.

Dkak Sir, —As there are many who at the present

time took upon cinchona officinalis (or, as it is ter.ned

in the London market, a "mere aun:ial ") as being
uuBuit ible to these coffee districts in the Central Pro-

vince, I can only say the trouble would be tvell re-

paid of a visit to the far end of Bogawantalawa.
Last Sunday I spent an afternoon in going over

the upper part of Loinorn estate, where there is

littraUy without any exaggeration a forefit of pure
officinalis rising five years old.

Although the siil is nothing extraordinary and the

drains not particularly close, as generally considered

to be necessary, the healthiness of the trees is re-

markable, and not one prr cent of sickly-looking trees

is to be seen. This is equally marked in later plantings
of the same variety There are about 15 acres in

all of this officinalis pi inted Ox 6 in the first instance,

and later on supplied between rows and plants, making
them .3 x .3 as they now stand.

Undoubtedly the climate where the rainfall is so

small and the freeness of the soil coupled wdth good
and careful work can alone account for this great
Buooess. I must also mention that Lynford and

the adjoining estates bid fair to equal the growth
of the clearing above-mentioned, and on Lynford

may be seen a field of some 20 acres in extent rising

2 years old, which I have no reason to doubt will be

equally good.
In "fact, on every side of this most favoured locality

may be seen officinalis of all agcB looking most pro

mising, iu spite of the late winds which have been

exceptionally severe. I'o all interested in the cultiv-

ation of this most valu.ible variety which is so much
run down at the present time, the above description,

I trust, will be encouraging.— I am, dear sir, yours

faithfully,
E. A. C.

and bare interbreeding in a state of nature ?" You

remark upon this :—" We regret to say that we cannot

join our good friend iu his sceptical queries as to the

olitaiuing of prolific offspring from a uui'in of hares

and rabbits," and you give confirmatory extracts from

the Encyclopaidia Brilamnai, and from Cliauibers. 1

send you another note on the subject, as every little

helps. Could not JVIr. W. Smith of Mattakelle tell

us whether the hares interbred with the rabbits he

used to keep on his pataiias ?—Yours tiuly.

KAROLY FtJRDO.
" Of late years a hybrid race of r.abbits, bred of a

cross between the hare and the rabbit, has been

successfully cultivated. These hybrids, singularly

enough, and unlike the general rule of hybndiz'tiou,

are able to breed among themselves. The name of

Lepus Darwinii has been given to this remarkable

zoological manufacture of a new species. In Heligoland

this kind of rabbit is bred specially for ihe markets,

where it is in high request, and its flesh partakes

alike of the best qualilies of that of the hare and of

the common nbhit."—Natural History Rambles

Underground, p. 3i, 1S79, by J. 15. Taylor, F. L. S.,

F. G. S., Editor of Science Gossip, &c.

HYBRIDS AND CROSSES.

Lindula, 13th July 1882.

Dear Sir,
—In the July number of the Tropical

Agriculturist just to hand you have an editorial upon
a letter from Mr. Gauimie headed " What is a Hybrid
and What is a Cross '!" Mr. Gamniie says :

—" Will 'X.

at the same time tell us where hybrid hares or

rabbits are to he seen ? He writes as if such were

quite common, but I have never either seen or

heard of one. There are of course any number of

varieties of the common rabbit under domestication,
* * * but is there any known instance of the rabbit

TEA CULTIVATION IN CEYLON :—WHAT
CAN BE DONE : FACTS AND FIGURES.

Colombo, July 13th, 1882.

DE.4R Sirs,—The export of tea from Ceylon for the

current year has increased to 4)2,000 lb., and wiU

probably be 60 1,000 by the 30th September. Next

year, I think, it will be little short of two millions

pounds, and the year after three or four millions, with

every prospect" of a rapid increase year by year.

I have, as you know, advocated both publicly and

privately, the cultivation of tea on abandoned coffee

land, and also amongst inferior coffee, esijecially as

an .adjunct to coffee and cinchona estates,

Many persons are deterred from adopting the course I

have recommended, from a mistaken inipressi.iu that,

unless a large yield per acre is obtained, the cultiv-

ation cannot be profitable.
It IS with the view of dissipating this idea that I

venture to ventilate iu your columns a subject, upon
which I have given much consideration, and in which

I have had some experience.
That the extent of profit on the cultivation of tea

in Ceylon as in other countries, depends under equal

circumstances, on the yield per acre admits of no

question, but, as the cost of production is much less

affected by the yield than is generally supposed, it stands

to reason tbat a small yield per acre, from land which has

cost a small sum to briug into bearing, may give a larger

relative profit than a large yield pei- acre, from land

which has entailed a much larger outlay if the

expenses of cultiv.^tion, manufacture, and transport to

market are equal.
For instanee twopence per pound net profit on

a tea estate yielding 500 lb. per acre, and cost-

ing R20j per acre to briug into bearing, is equal
to 20 per cent ; whilst two pence per pound on

only 250 lb. per acre, on an outlay of R70 per

acre, which is the cost of bringing abandoned coffee

land into bearing (if it is an adjunct to a coffee

estate having water power), is equal to 30 per cent.

In saying tbat the cost i f producing and placing tea

in the market, is less affected by the acreage yield

than is generally im.agined, I mean that it costs very
little more per pouud to lay tea down in Colombo,
with a yield of only 2.50 Ib. than it does with one

of 500 lb. That this is possible, will be recognised
when it is remembered, that after the estate is iu

bearing, the only items of expenditure in the produc-

tion of tea, which would affect the cost one way
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or another, are weeding anti pruning ; and as theBO
do not come to more than seven cents per pound, on a
total cost of 3.3 cents, the difference on a large or

small yield would be very slight.
These figures, which will no doubt be criticized closely,
are made up as follows :—

Superintendence and contingencies 4c per lb.

Weediug and priming 7c „

Picking green leaf by task work 9c „
Mauufactui'e where there is a rolling

machine 6c „
Lead-lined tea boxes 5c „

Transport to Colombo 2c „

Together 33c „

I,believe these figures will be found to be tolerably

correct, but any alteration iu them will not aft'ect my
argument.

Freiglit to and charg09 in England come to about
10c per lb., from which has to be deducled the difference

between currency and sterling, gay five cents per lb.

This wouhl make Ceylon tea cost about niuepence per
pound laiil down in England, but exclusive of interest
on capital invested.

In India, tea estates stand in from five hundred
to one thousaud rupees per acre, but in Ceylon, I

believe, forest land may be planted, and brought into

bearing with requisite buildings and machinery, for

about two huniired rupees per acre.
As an adjunct to a coffee and cinchona estate, aban-

doned coffee land may easily be cleared, planted and
brought into bearing foi R70 per acre, made up as
follows :

—
Clearing cliena land per acre ... ... KIO
Holing and lining 3| ft. by 3| ... ... 20

Weeding for two years ... ... ... 24

Ee-openiug drains, roads and contingencies ... 6

Boiling machine for 100 acres ... ... 10

Together ... R70
It is unnecessary to give any estimate for bringing
tea planted amongst coffee in cultivation, as holing and
lining are the only items.

In the foregoing estimates I have not included

anything for plants : these may cost a few shillings to

forty rupees per acre ; whilst one planter may be con-
tent to plant seed at stake another planter may
prefer to pay RIO per thousand for plants.

I do not recommend anyone to plant on abandoned
land, which is either steep or has been much washed.
With a moist climiite,gently sloi^iug or undulating land

oiiginally good and planted tolerably close should
yield at least .300 lb. (jcr acre.

The benefit to be derived from planting cinchonas

amongst tea is too, obvious to necessitate being ex-

patiated upon by me.
The great advantages which Ceylon possesses as a tea

producing country are not sufficiently known or re-

cognized, its climate, situation, faciliiies of trans-

port, and relative cheapness of labor will enable it to

defy tlie competition of any other country where labor
is paid for.

Our climate enables us to crop all the year
round, and thus work with a much smaller number
of coolies; it gives us three hundred days to do the
eame work performed iu more norlht-rn latitudes iu
oue hundred and twenty <lays, and our forty j ears'

experience gained in carrying on a cognato iuduetry,
enables us to economize labor to the fullest extent.
In what other part of the woild can virgin forest-
land be d conviirted into a productivetea estate, tor
two hunivd rupees per acre, or cultivated on formerly
cultivated land at from twenty to seventy rupees per
acre ?

A few years hence when Gorernraents di.-covcr
the inconsistency of preaching doctrines of sobriety
to tlreir peoples, and at the same time taxing excess-

26

ively their non-intoxicating beverages, unalloyed tea
may from its cheapness become, as m Eastern Europe,
and Northern and Eastern Asia, the chief drink of
the masses of the people.We could not of course compete with China, but for
the great number of stiles on the roads from the nativo
villages to the markets, at each of which tolls have
to be paid to all engaged in the industry, from the
Government downwards.
Japan can no doubt beat us in the race of compet-

ition, but we are a long way yet from entering into it.

The chief obstacles in Ceylon to the more ex-
tensive cultivation of tea, are first, the poverty
of the planting community, secondly our unskilful-
ness iu manufacture. With the number of teachers
which are now coming to tho island, the necea.sary
knowledge will soon be acquired, and iu two or thiee
years hence, there is little doubt our produce will
rank in cpiality, second to none.
When English capitalists have their attention drawn

to all the advantages which Ceylon offers, for the pro-
fitable employment of capital, in the pruduction oi an
article the consumption of which is permanent, and
increasing and which involves comparatively little out-

lay and very small risk, I have no doubt money will

again flow in the meantime what we have to fe;ir is
the loss of labor during the present syncope of coffee

planting, which however is a very long way from death,
especially if it can be supported in its hours of sick-
ness by cinchona and tea.— Yours truly, C. SHAND.

MR. GORE'S CINCHONA PEELER.
Eookwood, Deltota, 1.5ih July,

Dear Sir,—Touching cinchona peelers, I think we
have a really good thing in Mr. Gore's, and cheap.
It was tried here yesterday and yielded 88 lb. of
suocirubra bark: the coolies were purposely left to

themselves, and the day was very wet and winrly.
Mr. Gore states, in his advertisement, it can harvest
501b. of officinalis bark which is a fact. Another
recommendation it has is that it can be so easily moved
about the field, tied on to any log for use. The in-

tention evidently of the inventor was to screw it

down, but this is a mistake; the holes intended for
screws come useful to pass the rope through. My
notice of this machine (if you are good enou;^h to

give it to your readers) mny seem somewhat in the

way of a puff. What matters ? My object in giving
it to you is that I feel we at last have the lierfect
bark harvester for twigs and branches, diseased as
well as healthy, and cheap and portable withal; but
it was tried, and I am sure none can dispute its

merits.—Yours faithfully,
C. SPEARMAN ARMSTRONG.

[In publishing this testimony, we may fay that we
ought ere now to have published a very favour-
alile account we received of Mr. Rae's muchine ; and
there is also the Norwood invention doing wonders; so
thnt our cinchona planters are surely "ell oft' now.—
Ed.]

CINCHONA OFEICINALLS.

Bogawantalawa, July 17th, 1882.

Dear Sib,—It is refreshing to sec . ome one take

up his pen in defence of the much-maligned C.

oJficmaKs, for during the last few ni0i.ihs the V. A.'s
who run it down as almost a curse to the country
have had it all their own way, and liave been allowed
to condemn and vilify poor olBcinaliB unchecked and
unchallenged. A visit to the Agmpataua end of
Dimbula should. I think, be sutliciei.t to prove the

fallacy of their statements with refeiencc to the fear-
ful mortality 0. officinalis is said to be heir to, and,
although this variety of cinchona is ii'iioriously sens-
itive to cold wet and "clayey" soils, surely this is
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no reason why it should be condemned in the whole-

sale and sweeping manner it has been. In my belief,

officinalis has its proper zone in Ceylon in point of

climate and elevation, and when this is found it is a very

poor soil that will not grow it with greater or less

degree of success.—Yours faithfullj, HYBRID.
[Not far from Loinoru, we learn, there is an aban-

doned plantation once covered with young officinalis

plants which failed to grow up : now here is the chance
for the wise men of Dikoya to examine and report on
the success aud failure : the wherefore and why.—Ed.]

TuE Castor-oil Plant as a Fly-killer.—Observ-
ations made by M. Rafford, a member of the Soci6t6

d'Horticulture at Limoges, show that, a castor-oil plant

having been placed in a room infested with flies, they
disappeared as by enchantment. Wishing to find the

cause, he soon found under the castor-oil plant a

number of dead Hies, and a large number of bodies

had remained clinging to the under-surface of the

leaves. It would, therefore, appear that the leaves of

the castor-oil plant give out an essential oil, or some
toxic principle which possesses very strong insecticide

qualities. Castor-oil plants are in France very much
used as ornamental plants in rooms, and they resist

very well variations of atmosphere and temperature.
As the castor-oil plant is very much grown and cultiv-

ated in all gardens, the Journal d'Agriculture points
out that it would be worth while to dry decoctions of

the leaves to destroy the green flies and other insects

which in summer are so destructive to plants and fruit-

trees. Anyhow, M. Raflord's observations meant that

trial should be made of the propei'tiee of the oastor-oil

plant both for the destruction of flies in dwellings and
of other troublesome insects.—British Medical Journal,

[A correspondent, on p. 908 vol. I of the 2'. A., stated

that his experience was quite contrary to that given
above : he found the castor-oil plant peculiarly sub-

ject to the attacks of ins-cts.—Ed.]
Irrigation Canals in India most people believe

th be unmitigated blessings. A writer in the new
and ably conducted Indigo Planters' Gazette, is of a

different opinion as witness the following extract;—
"Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise" is

evidently the motto adopted by the authorities in the

Nort-West Provinces and the Punjab, in the manage-
ment of their canals. Because canals have succeeded

with admirable results in Southern Europe, Egypt,
and parts of Madras, it has been argued by the

authorities in India that they must, as a natural con-

sequence, succeed in the arid plains of the North-

West Provinces and tlie Punjab. The west winds
howl ; the atmosphere is one of the driest in the

world ; the rainfall is partial and light, aud therefore

(argue our authorities) all that is wanted to turn the

Northern Indian plains from a desert to a garden is

a plentiful aujiply of canal water. No heed is taken

of the fact that the howling west winds, and the dry
atmosphere of these provinces constitute a "sucker"
of iresistible power, which, through time, will lay
waste the surface of the fields with salts raised by
excessive capillary action. The laws of nature are

ignored, and the Strachey and Hunterian school of

administrators, wiih all the influential newspapers of

India aud England at their back, having settled that

irrigation is the chief panacea for the evils arising
from excessive drought, have covered Northern India

with a network of high level canals, which, if they
continue to work as they are worked at present, will,

before many years are over convert a magnificent wheat-

producing country into a saline waste.

There can no doubt that the saline efflorescence, loc-

ally "reh," is promoted by irrigation aud is a ten--

ible curse. But surely some chemical agent, cheap as

well as effective, can be found to counteract it, or

convert it into a valuable compound.

Cinchona vs. Tea.—We wonder that planters in

the hill districts of India are not turning their at-

tention more than would seem to be the case to

cinchona cultivation. There is no reason why, in the

Darjeeling district, the present area could not be in-

creased a hundred fold, while many parts of the

Kangra Valley should be equally suitable in point of

climate. In Ceylon they are taking up cinchona in

earnest, and there is no reason why we shoxild not do
the same. In fact there is every reason why we should.—Indian Tea Gazette. [The success of cinchona in the
sheltered valleys below Darjiling has been proved ;

but the Kangra Vallev ? We were under the impres-
sion that trials in the northern Himalayas bad resulted

in entire failure. Tea will stand snow and some frq^t ;

cinchona will not.—Ed.]

TuE Nilgiri Potato Crop.—The coming potato crop

promises to be a comparatively good one. There has

been considerable extension in the growth of potatoes
in the district, but the disease has not yet disap-

peared. A disregard in the selection of seed is still

apparent, and the gratuitous distribution by Govern-
ment has had no preceptible influeuce on the crops ;

in fact, we have seen a good deal of diseased seed

sent out of the gardens. The market price of Nilgiri

potatoes is prohibitive. The finer sorts selling for 2

and 2J rupees a maund of twenty-five pounds, while
for ordinary kiuds IJ and 1^ rupee are the ruling rates.

This scarcity has induced the importation of Bangalore

potatoes, which are brovight and sold here for about

the same as inferior local sorts, while the quality
and flavour are much below. Many places on these

hills are admirably adapted for the growth of the

potato, which at present is left to a careless class of

growers, who do not care to improve the quality or

the cropping jjower of the tuber. The demand for

Niligiri potato, especially for the Kulhutty, which has

long since ceased to be the fine tuber it once was, is

great in the plains, and every market day sees return

bandies carrying away tons of this food which we can

ill spare.
—Madras Mail.

Giant Grass.—Last May, Messrs. Klunder and Co.,

Soerabaya, wrote to the Madras Government to eay
that they had forwarded a copy of instructions for

cultivating "giant grass." This letter was communic-
ated to the Superintendent, Government Farnis, for

remarks. The instructions referred to were, however:
not received. The Superintendent reported that he
had no personal knowledge of the grass iu question:

—
"It is not an Asiatic species, but is indigenous in

the region of country lying to the west of the Missouri

River, United States, %vhere it is found widely spread.

Referring to this grass, iu his report for the year 1S70,
the United States Commissioner of Agriculture wrote,
'The early pioneer, however, has already learned

how soon the good native grasses are destroyed by
the clipping and treading of domestic animals, and
he sees with regret their places immediately occupied. . .

Panicum cappiUars, Panicum sanrjuinale, &c., &c.,
worthless weeds and grasses that occupy the soil to

the exculsion of every profitable production.' From
this quotation, it would ajjpear that the grass has

not a good reputation in the country where it ia

indigenous. Of course, it is possible the grass may
have since been improved by undergoing special cult-

ivation and treatment. I cannot, however, recommend
that Government should incur any expense in endea-

vouring to introduce the gi'ass. At the same time,
it may be worth while to get some seed aud try it

here. This I can readily arrange to carry out. I will

also write to the Director of Botanical Gardens and

plantations, Batavia, Java, with whom I am in corre-

spondence and who, I know, will gladly afford any
information in bis power about the grass."

—Madras
Times,
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Fibres.—Mr. Egerton calls attention to the fibre

known as
"
caraguatd ibera," a Bromelacia, which is

something liUe the pineapple plant, and which is very
abundant in Paraguay, the Misiones, and the Chaco.

It is very long and silky, has long been used by the

Indi ins, and much money has been spent in endeavours
to find some practical machine for the economical pre-

paring of the fibre. The desired result has at length,
after a long series of experiments, been attained by a

French machine, invented for the purpose, which hag

been set up not very far from Asuncion—the process

being a simple one, without previous maceration.

The fibre, Mr. Egerton adds, will become au extremely

important article of commerce, and should compete
with advantage against jute.

—British Trade Journal.

Mexican Coffee.—The Anglo-Brazilian Times refers

to a successful effort made by Meears. Steele, of Kio de

Janeiro, to grow the Mexican variety of the coffee

plant on their plantation in that province. These

gentlemen, we are informed, had exhibited on the Rio

exchange laden branches raised from Mexican seed,

and they are said to have attracted " much attention

from the regularity of the clusters ana ripening of

the berries," Our conti'mporary remarks:—"Messrs.
Steele are to be congratulated on the public spirit
which has led them to obtain the seed and grow it,

and to afford persons interested in the great industry
of this country an opportunity of examining in full

fruit and leaf a coffee of sucii precious qualities and

high estimation."— South American Journal, [It might
be worth while trying the seed of this Mexican

Tariety in Ceylon.—Ed.]
Ceylon Tea.—We observe, our townsman, Mr. Mac-

laren, of Messrs, Willi:un Moran &Co. , has been laid

hold of on his waj- through Colombo, and induced
to look at a large number of Ceylon tea samples.
This is one of the penalties of greatness, and, as Mr.
Maclareu has made a name for himself in connection
with tea, he must not be surprized if he be interviewed
in this manner. He was able to give an encouraging
opinion of their produce, which must have been very
satisfactory to the island planters. We are told he
valued none of tlie samples under Is 2d, and some
as high as "Js 4d. If none were under Is 2d, we
imagine they could not have been a fair average assort-

ment of samples. They must have been only high-
class teas ; at any rate, as the rfsult of this examin-

ation, we shall expect Ceylon to take a higher rank
in Mincing L.ane this year than she has hitherto done.
We are afraid that the mistake made by Ceylon is in

planting out tea as an appanage to a coffee plant-
ation leaving its cultivation and manufacture to the

cotfee, manager and his establishment. This will not
dorh treatment of the two plants being so diverse,
in der to give the tea anything like fair play, it

must have its own trained establishment. The former
mode may be excusable, when only a few acres are

planted for experimental purposes, but, if Ceylon wishes
to take her place among tia producing districts, she
must grow and manufacture her crop on more in-

telligent principles. Mr. Maclaren complained of over
and under fermentation, and of over-firing. Ferment-
ation being one of the most important processes in

manufacturing would seem not to have received that
attention it deserves. These facts all go to prove
what we have said ; that the growing and manufactur-

ing of tea must be superintended by gentlemen who
have given attention to the subjects, and not by ooU'ee

planters whose e.xperience has been in another direc-

tion.— /Hi/ii/o Planters' Gazi'tte. [But there is nothing
in the world to prevent au intelligent coffee-planter
mastering the mysteries of tea manufacture. Many
have (jualified themselves and others are learning.

Unhappily, on a large number of coffee estates, thequ;ia-
tity of coffee recently produced has uoi been sucli as to

demand the exclusive attentionof superintendents,—Ed.]

Rice.—According to the United State Censes o'

1880 the three states of South Carolina, Georgia and
Louisiana produced almost the entire rice crop of 1879,
their respective crops being, in round numbers, 52, 25,
and 23 million pounds. The average yield per acre wa.9

725 pounds in Georjjia, 664 pounds in South Carolina,
and 552 pounds in Louisiana. Some few single count-

ies in these states exhibited au average yield of 1,000

pounds per acre, but the areas of such au average
were small.—Rio News.

The Ipecacitanha Plant.—Major J. C. Walker,
Conservator of Forests, reports that the two Ipecacu-
anha {Cephaelis Ipecacuanha) plants received in 1870
never attained sufficient growth to propagate from ;

they flowered, but failed to ripen fruit, and died in

1873. Some plants were subsequently sent by Mr.
Jamiesou for experiment at Nilambur with identical

results. The climate of Nilambur is evidently not
suitable. The Government look especially to the Con-
servator of Forests to take measures for the success-

ful cultivation of the Ipecacuanha plant, which in its

tiabitat is reported to grow in a damp atmosphere,
under the shade of woods, and exposed lo full tropical
heat. The Conservator is to make enquiries from all

his subordinates working on or under the western face

of the ghats, as to the places fulfilling the conditions
mentioned above.—M. Mail.

Cocoa.—Mr. Morris, in the course of his lecture, al-

luded to what depreciates cocoa in the British mai-ket—
namely, the practice of washing and drying it in the

sun. That is just the way with us Jamaicans—gener-

ally overdoing things. What is it that sometimes
hinders our coffee from equalling the Mocha ? Just
that same washing (and pulpuig). We are, in fact,

too neat, where neatness is out of place,* and not

sufficiently so where neatness is in order—as in the

practice of packing oranges in old, flour and biscuit

barrels. The sensible Ai'abs dry their cofJ'ee in the

pulp, just as we have seen done by such of our

peasantry who grow a little cofi'ee for theii- own use.

This preserves the ai'oma of the berry, but the pro-
cess of pulping or "hulling," as the Yankees would
tenn it—is just a little more troublesome. Besiiles,
the adoption of the process of diying in the pulp
would necessitate the alteration of the "hulling"
machinery to meet the new conditions, and our cfiflee

planters as well as our sugar growers and manufactuiers,
are like the people of China, incurably conservative

in their methods and habits.—Gall's Neics Letter.

The valuable American timber, belonging to the

family of the Asclepiades, and regarding which in-

formation was quoted on page 148, Vol. I
,

of the

Tropical Agriculturist, is thus noticed in the South

American Journal under the news from Buenos Ayres:
—

A large European steamer had ascended the rivers to

the Gran Chaco, with the object of loading quebracho
sleepers. The incident is one of a very suggestive
character. It should be known that the Argentine
wealth in timber in the Gran Chaco region is practically

inexhaustible, and that nowhere in the world is there

to be found better or more durable wood for railway

sleepers than grows in that part of the River Plate.

Indeed, the quebracho Colorado is snid to be "superior
to iron." The facts are thus stated by the Rosario

correspondent of the Buenox Ayres Standard :
—

"
It is worthy of mention that the steamship 'Maria,'

of the Marseilles and Genoa line, of 1,200 tons, has

gone up to the Gran Chaco to loacl quebracho sleepers
for Europe. This is the largest merchant craft that has

up to the present time gone so far up the Parana. It is

impossible to doubt the importance of the object of this

expedition. It wonld appear that our quebracho wood,

* What Mr. Morris condemned, however, was want
of neatness.—Ed.
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How TO Water Hanging Baskets.—Hanging baskets

require frequeut watering, to accomplish wliich, with
clue regard for the carpet beneath, tliey must commonl3'
be taken down from their perches and then suspended
elsewhere to dry. This trouble may be avoided by
a sample and inexpensive device. Fill a bottle with

water, into which insert the ends of two pieces of

yarn, permitting the oiher end of each jjieco to hang
down outside the bottle. The bottle should be sus-

pended just above the basket and the water allowed

to drip, which will follow in sufficient quantities to

keep the earth moist.—Illmtrated Sydney News.

AGEiicoLTUEAr. Company of Mauritius.—Inclusive of

£5,422 gained by exchange on funds remitted lo Mau-
ritius, the net profits of the Agricultural Company of

Mauritius (Limited) for the year ended March 31st, were

£18,012 wliich was increased to 18,251, by the addition

of a sninll sum brought forward. The directors have
carried £3,000 to the reserved fund general account

which is thereby raised to £.S6,03S, and £10,000 to

the reserved fund exchange account, wliich stands at

£40,000. They now propose a dividend of Is 6d.

per share, making a total return of 3s per share, or

15 per cent., for the year ; and further recommend a

bonus of Is. per share, or at the rate of 5 per cent. The
bahinoe to be carried forward is £251 .—Overland Mail.

Gold in Ceylon.- -Interest in our quarts reefs will

be revived by intelligence received from England.

Samples amounting to one-fourth of a ton of quartz from

Raugboda estate, in the Ramboda district, has been

found, on analyses by the Assayer to the Bank of

Eneland, to contain as much as two ounces of gold
to "the ton. A further large sample from the same

locality ie now on its way home, and, if the test

prove equally satisfactory, no time will lie lost in com-

mencing mining operations. The enterprise could not be

begun under better auspices, and we have not the

sliohtest doubt that when capitalists realize the

facilities of ready transport and cheap reliable labour

as well as of healthy climate which exist in Ceylon,
that not alone in respect of gold-mining will British

capital once again begin freely to seek investment

in the country. Our new products
—

tea, cinchona,

cocoa, rubbers, &c.—challenge attention on all sides.

Mu. ScHROTTKY AND Blight.—We had occasion

some years ago to dispute with Mr. .'-^chrottky

regarding his diagnosis of spider blight
—and for this

reason : that he based his conclusions on mere theory,
and not from a practical experience on the spot (in tea

gardens) of the nature and effects of blight. Since

then this gentleman has spent a considerable time in

•

Ceylon, eadeavouring to grapple with the dread Hemileia

Vnsf ifrix. He appears to have gone to work in a most

practical mnuaer, by visiting and residing for some
time at different coffee estates. This is the right plan :

and, whether he has succeeded or not in finding a

remedy for the coffee disease, he has gone the best way to

effect this, and only thanks are due to him. Let him

try the same plan in India in reference to red spider,

and he may earn the gratitude of all tea planters.

The man who should discover a remedy for this pest
could hardly be over rewarded. We advocated, years

ago, the employment of a State entomologist for this

purpose. A movement was made, but it ended in

nothing, because it was not sufficieotly followed up.
It surprizes us that in a matter of such vital interest

to the tea industry, a subscript'ou Hat is not started

so as to permit of the best services of a scientist

being secured.—Indian Tea Gazette. [What hns hap-

pened to us in Ceylon in regard to coffee fungus would

probably be repeated in India in regard to red spider

and other insect paste. The whole "life-history" of

the insects would bo detailed in elaborate reports,

but no cure would be indicated, only remediable

measures already known, but not arailed of, because too

exp ensive .
—Ed. ]

LuMiNons Paint on Plantations.—In a pamphlet
giving au account of the uses to which Balmau's pat-
ent luminous paint can be applied, we find the fol-

lowing paragraph :
—

lu those countries having wide tracts of land with-
out roads, large stones may be painted and placed a
mile apart, so that the shortest tract is denoted on
dark nights—through plantations, luminous arrows
Ijointing the way, can be painted on the trunks of

trees, and in those countries whore 'owns are not
lighted with gas, all the house-door Nos. and street

names, if luminous, render great benefit for the better
administration of the public service.

Vegetable Parasites.—The commonly i-eceived opin-
ion concerning vegetable parasites is that they attack
their victims. But S. T. Fergus, in Coulter's Gazette

{Giird. Chron. Feb. 4), gives the beech tree credit for
a benevolence which quite upsets preconceived ideas
on this point. He says, concerning a root parasite
known as beech drops or cancer root, Epiphegus
iHiyiniana :

—"The beech root, on bemg touched by
the parasite, sends a branch or branch-like growth
into the latter, through which all its nourishment is

carried, causing the death of the root from this point
to the end, if not too large, while that above flourishes

despite the dram of the parasite. If, ho\yever, the root
is large, and there is substance enough after the parasite
is supplied, it will live, but will be retarded in its

growth.
"—Pharmaceutical Journal.

New Prodctus.—We are glad to learn that the

proprietor of Damboolagalla .and Petikande plant-
ations in Matale East, has just invested in 500
acres of crown land in the Yatiyaiitota district with
the view of cultivating new products, chiefly tea. Mr.
J. H. Young, during a long connection with Ceylon,
extending over nearly 40 years as proprietor of coffee
and cinnamon plantations, has had no occasion to

speak otherwise than well of the colony in which
his capital was invested, and we trust a full measure
of success will attend the new venture he has now
to embark in. All the accounts we receive of the

prospects of tea in the districts between Awisawella
and Carapola continue to be most pronii«ing. It is

reported that the Mariawatte tea estate near Gam-
pola has been leased by Mr. Wm. Cameron (tea planter
from Assam) for R6,000 per annum ; we cannot vouch
for the rent being correctly quoted. The estate con-
sists of 107 acres planted chiefly with tea, but with
some cocoa and oardamons.

Indian Tea.—The following flgiu-es, showing the growth
of the Indian tea trade during the last eleven years,
from the Custom-house records, are taken from the
second aimual report of the ImUan Tea Districts Association.
The increase in deliveries is 360 per cent.

Amounts imported into this country, and

cleared for home consumption.

Imports.
1870 13,148,168
1871 15,351,672
1872 16,924,030
1873 18,424,077
1874 17,377,976
1875 25,605,132
1876 29,383,788
1877 31,883,310
1878 36,007,140
1879 38,483,084
1880 44,010,554
1881 45,765,000

tiie atiwunts

Deliveries.

13,472,800

13,560,120

16,272,060
18,392,061

17,756,640

23,273,994
26,733,820
28,011,600
36,766,460

35,243,194
43,500,000
48,500,000

Since 1877 there has beeu au increase in the con-

sumption of Indian tea of 20J million lb., while during
the same period there has been a decrease in the con-

sumption of China tea of 9 million lb.—Journal of the

Society of^Arts,
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GERMS AND BACTERIA.
The part formerly played by electricity seems now

likely to be assigned to Bacteria. A few years ago,
when any new or strange phenomenon was made
known, a ready explanation was found in the word
electricity, and most people of an nnscientifio turn
of mind complacently went on their way without

giving a longer thouglit to the m.itter. Now-a-days
"Germs" and Bacteria are accepted by many as the
causes of various phenomena with iust as little real

en(iuiry. It is not that electricity is really any less

potent than before, Irat the potency of Bacteiua is a
new revelation. Although the word is getting com-
mon, and the effects more and more recognised,, tlie

detinition of Bacteria is not yet settled, their place
in organised Nature not known beyond dispute, then'

life-history l)y no means fully nnr.ivelled. It must
sulHce for us here to remind the reader that these
Bacteri.^ are, in all probabilitj', plants ; they are cert-

ainly of extreme minuteness, and of extreme simplicity
of structure, and they are probably mere transitory
stages of some more jjerfect organism. Under certain
circumstances they exist in prodigious numbers, ami,
under certain cii-oumstances, they bruig about changes
and diseases in the unfortunate anim.i,ls or plants into
wliich they gam an introduction. It is natural to

suppose that these minute gerais are but tlie accom-

paniments of fermentation and putrefaction
—efieots,

not causes, and this may be so in some instances.
In other cases it has been proved to demonstration
that certaui changes and diseased conditions arise when
they are introduced, and do not arise when by various
means their entrance is prevented, or tlieir activity
destroyed. By experiments on animals, amongst other
means, these facts have been established, and not

only this, the means of prevention have been found.
One hundred and fifty thousand horses, cattle, and
sheep have now been vaccmated by M. Pasteur and
his disciples, and the success m preventmg tlie access
of splenic fever, if not absolute, is yet so large as

amply to prove the greatness of the benefit conferred.
As we have already referred to tliis matter, explained
the rationale of the process, and recorded the already
vast beneficial results, we need not again enter into
details further than to remind cultivators of fruit trees

tliat they have their concern in the matter, since it

has been asserted—though the statement requires con-
firmation—that a particular form of canker in Apple
trees Ls caused by the presence of these Bacteria.

It is our purpose, however, now to once again call

attention to an aspect of the matter in which cultiv-

ators, whether fanners or gardeners have the deepest
concern—we mean the existence of these agents in the
soil and the work they do in it. In some romarlis
contributed to these columns under the title ISorce

Ilortidame it was shown by the writer how the differ-

ence between the inert " dead soil
" and the "

live

soil
"
might he accounted for by the presence of these

wonder-working agents in the one and then- absence
in the latter. .Sterile poor soil may and often does
owe its sterility, not to any real deficiency of plant
foo<l in the soil, but to the absence of those go-betweens
whose office it is to convert the msoluble to the solu-

ble, the useless to the useful. The food may exist in

abimdauce. but for want of proper cooks it may be
of no avail to the hungry plants. The actual quant-
ities of certain ingi-edients taken from the soil by
plants are often so small that it rarely happens that
a soil does not prove on analysis to contain ten times—a thousand tunes—more than wliat would be required
for the plants growing upon it. The analysis of a soil

by a cliemist is, however, one thing, the analysis of
the same soil by a plant is quite another. Most soils,

for instance, contain as much potash as the plant is

likely to require, and yet it is not always yielded up
to the plant in sufficient quantities, as is proved by

the beneficial results of the application of potash man-
ures. We do not yet know whether Bacteria play
any part m the supply of potasli in an available fonn,
but quite apart from potash it is certain that we
often actually pay for large quantities of fertilisers
when there is a more than sufficient supply already in
the soil could wc but make them available. We do
not la,y this down as absolute truth, of universal ap-
plication at all times and seasons : we are far too
ignorant as yet to deal in dogmas ; still what we have
said is, we believe, substantially a correct illustration
of a general truth, and represents, so far as it goes,
the present state of science on this matter.

The latest publications on the subject are those of
Mr. Warington, who lately addressed the Society of
Arts on the subject. Nitre, or saltpetre—in chemical
language potassic nitrate, or nitrate of potash—is, as
has long been known, formed in the soil ui large
quantities in certain hot countries, and it was ascert-
ained by chemists that this production of potassic
nitrate was due to the combination of nitric acid and
l^otosh. The niti-ic acid necessary to form the com-
bination does not exist ready-made in the soil, but
is derived from ammonia. Now, when oxygen is added
to ammonia (a compound of hydrogen and nitrogen)
the ammonia is oxidised, as it is said, and the am-
monia becomes converted into nitric acid. Thus much
was known for certain, but until the last few ycai's
it was not known what brought about the oxidation
of the ammonia. Two French chemists, MM. Schlce-

siug and Mnntz, in 1877, proved that the formation
of nitre in the soil was due to the action of a living
ferment. Mr. Warington investigated the subject
for himself in Mr. Lawes' Laljoratory at Rothara-
sted, and has been enabled to confirm fully the theory
just mentioned, and the proof was afforded by the
same means as those we have before alluded to. When
access of germs was prevented, no nitrification took
place ; when they were allowed ingress, or when they
were

_
purposely added, then the process began : so

that in the inorganic lifeless soil, as well as in the

organic living plant or animal, these humble organisms
play a part of first-rate importance. Mr. Warington
having succeeded in producing nitrification at will,

proceeds to show how the process may be carried on
on a large scale for commercial purposes ; and a per-
usal of his paper among other things suggests the
possibility of making our own nitrate of soda, and of
thus reducing the cost of this valuable manure.
Another very important aspect of the case is touched

on by Mr. Warington ; we allude to the purification
of sewage. The purification of sewage by the soil

depends upon one or more of the following causes ;
—

1, simple filtration ; 2, on the precipitation and reten-
tion by the soil of ammonia, &c., previously m solu-
tion ; and lastly, and especially, by the oxidation of
the anunonia and of organic matter by the agency of

living organisms (Bacteria). These organisms are

abundantly present in surface soils, but are probably
absent, or nearly so, from sub-soils, but sewage and
farmyard manure contain the organisms necessary for
their own destruction, and the supply of the plant
with food. The amount of nitrates formed in tlie soil,
and which are so important to plants

—inasmuch as
it is through them that vegetation derives its nitro-

gen
—is very large, and has formed the subject of

special investigation at Rothamsted. There the rain-
fall, the amount of drainage water per acre, do\m to
a depth of 60 inches, and the quantity of nitrogen
in that water have been detennined for the last five

years, the general result being that nitrates are seen
to be produced in large quantities even in uinnaiun-ed
fallow soil, more especially in the hot autumn mouths ;

on the other hand, during tUa rainy months a large
quantity of the nitrates will be washed away, to the
detriment of the soil's fertility. The gi-owtli of any
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crop on the land checks this outpour of nitrates, first

because miioli more water is evaporated from the soil

and the plants together than from the bare soil, so

that the amount in the drainage will be diminished,
and because the roots greedily take up the nitrate

from the soil, so that the drainage waters collected

from a Wheat field in June—July were found to con-

tain little or no nitrates—all, or nearly all, had been

taken up by the plant. The Wheat, however, ceases

to take up nitrates after its season of growth is over,

and there is, tlierefore, the risk, the certainty rather,

that the remaining nitrogen will be drained out from
the soil. But in the case of root crops the gi-owing

period goe.s on much longer, so that the roots get
the benefit of the summer production of nitrates and
obviate much of the loss and waste in the autumn.
Permanent pasture, where there is a crop on the land

all the year round, obviates the loss of nitrates even

more effectually. With reference to this waste of

nitrogen (valued at about Is. for 7 lb.) the practical

question is, whether it is cheaper for the cultivator

to buy nitrates at a high price (the present value is

£16 a ton) or to take more or less expensive means
to prevent tlie waste.

It may, liowever, be within the bounds of possi-

bility that even as we have now the means of effect-

ing oxidation and consequent solubility, so chemists

and microscopists may some day be able to tell us

how to reverse the process. There are many kinds of

Bacteria, and we already know that tlieir life habits

are very varied. Mr. Waringtou himself tells us that

while one will ensure the formation of nitric acid,
another will only form nitrous acid, an acid contain-

ing a less proportion of oxygen than the nitric. There

is, then, nothing inconceivable in the suggestion that

as some of these organisms are now knowm to act as

cooks and dish up good food to the plants, others may
be found to stop or counteract the process. When we
have reached that happy stage we shall turn on the

nitrogen just when we want it, and turn it off when
it is of no more service, just as we have done for

years in the case of gas, and we are now doing with
the electric light.

—Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE MUNGOOSE AND EATS ON SUGAE,
COCOA AND COFFEE ESTATES IN JAMAICA.

While collecting information for a report on the

agiicultm'al products of Jamaica, I was lately led to

investigate the results of the introduction of the muugoose
(Herpestes ichneumon) into the island for the purpose
of destrojing the plague of rats, which have always
more or less infested sugar estates and caused considerable

loss by their ubiquitous depredations. As a consequence,
rat-catching has been an important item in all sugar
estate expenses not only in Jamaica, but in all the

West Indian islands, and for the last two hundred

years numerous suggestions have been made to cope
with an evil which, in spite of rat-catchers, dogs, trai>s,

baits, and poisons, has remained as gi-eat as ever.

The rat-catchers on estates are mostly Africans (negroes) ,

who pursue their calling accompanied by a troop of

dogs, and use traps of a very primitive fashion. These
consist of a bow made of tough wood, with a small

basket at one end to hold the bait, and just large

enough to admit a rat's head. The string, attached

to the bow, is formed into a loop inside the basket,
and held ready for action by a small peg, on which
the liait is iixed. The rat, on touchiug the bait,

loosens the attachment of the string, which suddenly

tightens round its tlu-oat and kills it. liesides traps,

poisons prepared from pliosphorus are largely used.

The common browu and l/hick rats <if J')iirope. in-

truduceil, no doubt, by ships, are comm'in e\ orywliere ;

but the most destructive to the sugar cane is the

"cane-piece rat," which Gosse has named Mus saochari-

vorus—distinguished by its large size and white belly
a truly formidable creatm-e (di-awn by Robinson in his
MS. volumes, iv.

, 13), measuring 20iu, in length, of
which the taU measm'es one-half. This rat is also

known as the "Charley Price rat," from an impression—
proved, however, to be en'oneous—that it was in-

troduced by Sir Chai-les Price for the purpose of

destroying the black and brown rats. Natm'aUy, one
of the fh-st thoughts of an Englishman plagued by
rats, and beyond the power of cats and dogs, would
be the introduction and naturalisation of the European
fen-et.* It appears, however, that the ferrets when
introduced were rendered useless by then' inability to

overcome the attacks of the Chigoe flea, which infests

the lowlands and becomes a serious pest to most

imported animals. "Under these cii'cumstauces, Sii-

Charles Price bethought him that, it he could find an
animal in the counti7 of the Chigo, corresponding to

the weasel of Europe, he would aecomphsh the natm-alis-

ation of a rat destroyer with instincts capable of

counteracting the plague of the parasitical insect. He
accordingly jn'ocured something from South America,
that, m the eyes of the negi'oes, had strong rat

characteristics, but which was no rat. It was of

large size. Sevei'al were set at lai'ge about the house
at the Decoy in St. Mary's and at Worthy Park,
to •stablish themselves how they might. It would
seem that notlung came of the scheme, for no animal
allied to the musteline gi-oup quachupeds has been
found in the colony."! The appearance of the large"

cane-piece rat
"
in the island about this same time was

no doubt connected by the natives mth the animals
introduced by Sir Charles Price, hence his name remains
associated with the rat instead of its destroyer.
The introducer of the native ant of Cuba (Formica

omnivora) was more fortunate. This is said to have
been Thomas Rafifles, who, in 1762, brought over this

foiTuidable hymenopteron to prey on the young rats ;

and, strange as it may appear, the "Tom Raffle ant"
has remained to this day a firm friend to the sugar
planter and a foe to all pests of rats and vennin.J
To aid the "Raffle ant,'' another foe to rats was

adopted in the "Agua toad"—an enormous South
American amphibian, some seven inches from the
muzzle to the coccygeal extremity^ and as broad as

long. This was introduced by Mr Anthony Davis in

l8ii. These gigantic toads had been considered in

Martinique and Barbadoes very unportant auxiliaries

to the planter by then pursuit and destruction of young
rats. They had no doubt been introduced in the tu'st

instance from Cayenne and the intertropical parts of

South America, where they are said to be indigenous,
and to aboimd in great numbers. The dispersal of these

strange animals in Jamaica caused at fu-st considerable
commotion. The oldest inhabitant never heard such
hoarse beUowings from the poiuls and pastures as suddenly
saluted then ears when this "BuU frog" became common.
Its note, to use the words of the late Mr Richard
HUl, is a "loud sort of modulated snoring noise" and
he evidently thought little of it as a rat catcher, for

he adds,
"
they are now (1847) eradically established

among us, and are to be added to the miscalculating
delusions which gave us '

big rats
'

to devour '

little

rats,' and the ant of Cuba to rid us of the accumulated

*
Although cats have been intri)duced and encouraged

on estates, it appears that they have not contributed

largely to diminish the plague of rats. There is an
impression in the island, which I give for what it is

wor h, that the negroes are addicted lo eating cats, and
thus frustrate the ett'orts of the planter ; but whether
from choice or as an antidote. to Obeahisni is not s'ated.

t Gosse "Naturalist's Sojiurn in Jamaica," 1851, p. 447.

X In some districts where special y abundant, the "Raffle
atit" has been known to atiack the yoimg of both cats

and dogs, and to severely injure them, especially in the

eyes. Calves have also been similarly aft'acted.
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pest of rats and vermin, and to become a more intolerable

scourge tban all the otber plaguea put together."
*

It appeared, however, that both the Raffle ant and

the Agua toad had had then- day, for up to 1872

the rat pest continued as gi-eat as ever. In some of

the moister pai'ishes of the island depredations by rats

were estimated to cause the loss of nearly one-fifth the

produce of a large estate, while the cost of rate catching,

poison, &e., amounted to more than £200 per annum.
It would be almost impossible to estimate, with any

degree of certainty, the annual loss caused by rats on

sugar estates ; for, although planters iu nearly all cases

could give the number of cartloads of rat-eaten canes

ground for the still house, the fact that these canes

give a return in rum somewhat lessens the loss.

It is, I know cm-rently reported that some estates

in the Swift River Valley (Portland), such as Paradise,

Eden, Elysium, and Shi-ewsbury were actually abandoned,

owing to the destructive depredations, of rats. This

may not have actually been the case. It is a fact,

however, that portions of estates and cane pieces border-

ing on woods and near rocks, affording shelter to rats,

have been finally abandoned on account of their depred-
ations ;

and even iu the case of whole estates,
' ' the

damage caused by rats has no doubt been one of those

large leaks that has helped to sink them."

From a careful series of returns received from planters

in all parts of the island, I am led to believe that

the loss caused by rats m rat-eaten caues, up to a

receut date, could not be less than £50,000 per annum;
while the expenses incmTed in rat-catching, rebuOdiug
walls pulled down to catch rats, poison baits, and rat-

traps, would reach nearly £5,000 per annum. This,

however, only applies to sugar estates. Cane pieces
cultivated by settlers, coffee, cacao, coconuts, corn,

sweet potatoes, an-owroot, fruits, peas, vegetables, and

numerous other crops, appear to have suffered equally

from depredations by rats, so that the total loss caused

by rats in Jamaica, apart from the discouragement
which they have caused to many minor industries,

might vei7 safely be estimated at not less than £100,000

per annum.
As examples of the distribution of rats and the

destraction caused by them in the island, the iiroprietor

of an estate in Trelawny informs me that "the annual

number of rats destroyed and paid for on one estate

was over 20,000 at the rate of one penny per head,

exclusive of what was destroyed by poison and dogs."
Another in Portland -writes: "I lost fuUy 20 to 25

per cent of the entire sugar crop by tha ravages of

rats, and could never gi-ow corn, sweet potatoes, or

peas. The cost of catching rats was over £200 per

annum." A large proprietor in St. James's reports

that he paid in a district not remarkable for the

depredations of rats, on an average £70 per annum
for rat-catching, and the destraction of canes by rats

may be moderately estimated at £200 per annum."

Another reports : "On this estate we lost frightfully by

rats; fully one-thu-d of the crops were often destroyed."
With these facts before us, it w-iU not be a matter

of sm-prise to learn that the rat question has continually

cropped up and pressed itself with more or less vigoiu-

upon the proprietors of all estates and especially in

the moister districts. The "Tom Raffle ant" had either

lost its initial vigour, or had gi-adually disappeared from

districts in which, it had proved of service, t The

* The ' Bull frogs" (as they are callid by the negroes)
are said lo commit depredations on ducldiugs in pouds,
and to be terrible enemies to beehives. I can well undcr-

Btand that to a contirmed insectivore like a toa d, our

stingless and easible accessible bee must be a veritable

hmme bouche.

+ On I his pomt a correspondent remarks: "Foi-merly
this estate (Swanswicli) was swarming with ants commonly
called

" Tom RatHes, and they kept the cane fields quite

clean of rats; but within the last ten years or .so, these

useful little creatures have aljngst disappeared."

"Agua toad," it it ever was of service, was quite
unequal to the formidable task of cleaning out some
hun(b-eds of thousands "cane-piece rats." A new rat
enemy was therefore in m-gent request, and the mungoose
was thought of.

Among the earliest importers of the mungoose into
Jamaica were the Hon. William Vickers, Westmoreland;
Mr. De B. Spencer Heaven, of Ramble; Mr. Wm. Biyce
Watson, of Loudon; Hon. J. W. Fisher, Mahogany
Hall; Mr. Shortridge, of Hollands Estate; and °Mr.
Bm'gess, of Mount Eagle. Most of the animals intro-
duced by these gentlemen were, however, obtained from
London, and having been bred in captivity they were
to use the words of one of the introducers, "literally
afraid of a rat." The fii'st unporter of the mimgoose
du-ect from India appears to have been Mr. Wm.
Bancroft Espeut, of Spiing Garden Estate, Portland,
who, by the interest of Government, with the aid of
Mr. Anderson, Agent General of Immigration in India,
obtained four males and five females by the cooly ship
"Merchantman" in March 1872. Mr. Espeut paid je9 for
then- expenses in transit, and at once tiurned them
out on tlift'erent portions of his estate. From these
nine animals nearly, if not quite, all the mimgooses in
the island at the present time have been obtained.
Hence, among the natives, the mungoose is beconiin<^
known as "Massa Espeut ratta," just as the animals
supposed to have been introduced by Su- Charles Price
were called "Massa Price ratta."

The negroes in the neighbourhood of Spring Garden
Estate appear to have caught and sold thousands of

mungooses to planters in other parishes. One who
went actively into the trade is said to have received
over £.300 for animals supplied to estates in other parts
of the island.* All these were doubtless the progeny
of the nine introduced by Mr Espeut in 1872. Then
powers of reproduction must therefore be veiy great.
Tney are now firmly established iu the neighbourhood
of Kingston and iu every parish in the island; and
even in the moimtains at elevations from 5,000ft. to

6,000ft., with a minimum temperatm-e of 45° Fahr.,
they are becoming quite common. That they can swim
and dive with gi-eat facility has often been noticed
and thus streams and lagoons offer no hindi-ance to
tlieu- dispersal. After just ten years' experience with
the mungoose in Jamaica, it is an interesting question
both for the sugar planter and the natm-aUst to discuss,
What are the practical results of the experiment?
The introductiou and complete uatm-alisation of an

animal possessing such strong predatoiy habits and
remarkable powers of reproduction as the mungoose
must have an important iufiuence on all indigenous
and introduced animals capable of being affected by it.

As is well known, the mungoose, although shaped
like a weasel, belongs to the civet-cat family (Viverrida;),
and its disposition is as sanguinary as its habits are

predatory. Its natural food consists of bu-ds, snakes,
lizards, rats, mice, and last but not least, the ccs of
both birds and reptiles. In India the destraction
which it often causes amongst poultry is well com-
pensated by the incessant war which it wages acainst
snakes and veiinin. Even the lethal cobra falls a
victim to the agility of the mmigoose, which, accoi-d-

ing to eastern tradtion, is said to possess an antidote

by means of which it can withstand the venom of
the most deaiUy reptile. This would represent a total

saving to the island of nearly £45,000 per annum.
For sugar estates, the rat question appears, for

the present at least, to have been fully solved.
^\ith regard to other industiies, the question is not
so clear, nor, perhaps at first sight, so satisfactorj-.

* Numbers of animals have also been supplied to Cuba,
Porio Rico, Barbiid'ics, and Santa Cruz; while Mr. Espeut
himself has undert;il<eii tj 8hip ^me to Australia ami
.New Zealiud for the pui-pose of putting domi the rabbit
pest of those countries.
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For instauoe, rats, especially the black and brown

species, have alwaj'S caused considerable loss to coconut

plantations by attacking the young nuts on the trees

and destroying them, sometimes in mere wantonness,
in immense uiunbers. With the spread of the mnngoose,
I am informed that more rats than foi-merly have
taken refuge in coconut plantations, apparently diiven

away from sugar estates by the mimgoose; and, as

the latter cannot cUmb, the rats are apparently quite
safe. This, I fear, ^iH always be the case, especially
with the black rat, which nests in trees, and is a

splend d climber. It is only in the opeu, where cultiv-

ation is cai'efuUy kept up, and the rats have no

special shelter or trees to climl>, that the mungoose
is a successful rat-killer. Coconut planters are now,
however, xu'otecting their trees when grown up by
jilacing strips of tin around the stem, about

'

six feet

from the gi-ound, after effectually clearing out the

rats and then' nests from the trees. Bats, liere called

"rat bats," probably do quite as much harm in some
districts to young coconuts as rats, and to depredations
of this kind there would appear to ho no remedy.
The cultivation of cocoa will no doubt ultimately

benefit by the introduction of the mungoose to a cou-
siderable extent. The peasantiy have hitherto suffered

so severely by the dein-edations of rats that this cultiv-

ation has never been taken up by them on a large
scale. Owing to the introduction by Government of

the best varieties of cocoa from Trinidad, and the

energy displayed by several large idauters in establish-

ing plantations, cacao is likely to prove a very imjiortant
industry iu the island.

The following table mil show the rapid increase
which has taken place in the export of cocoa from
Jamaica since 1874 :

Year.

1875 .

1876 ,

1877 .

1878 ,

1879 .

1880

Quantity Exported. Value.
. .. Sllcwt £873
. .. 459 ,, 1286
. .. 375 , 1051
. .. 1694 ,, 7832
. .. 2153 „ 6631

3304 , 10,918
Where large areas are planted with cocoa, and where

the gi'ound is kept clean and open, the mungoose
must prove of gi'eat service in checking the depredations
of rats, and the trees being small and low rats would
be unable to make a permanent lodgment in them.

Similarly with coffee, which has hitherto sirffered

most severely from their depredations. The proportion
of "rat coffee" on some estates is probably one-twentieth
of the whole crop, and it would be larger still it it

were all carefully gathered and ciu-ed. The actual

damage done to coffee by rats has been estimated as

high as £15,000 per annum, and probably this is not
far beyond the mark.

In some districts the greater yield of coffee' and
cocoa, in recent j-eara, has been attributed more to

the influence of the mungoose than to the increased area

under; cultivation. Certainly the large increase of om- ex-

ports iu cacao during the last five years caunotbeaccounted
for alone by the increased area devotedto this cultm'e.

The actual benefits coufeired by the mungoose of the
ctdtivatiou of corn, aiToi\TOot, sweet potato, peas, and
those gToimd provisions cultivated by the negi-oes, caunot
be estimated at present. "Where the cultivation is

neglected, and grass allowed to gi'ow plentifully, from

my own experience,
"
says a planter, "with the gi'owth

of corn the mungoose is of little or no advantage ; but
when the laud is kept clean, and the mungoose has
free action to see and dart upon its prey, I am of

opinion it is of immense advantage to corn, &c."

Tmuing now to another phase of the subject, viz.,
the injtu'ies said to be inflicted by the mungoose on

poidtry and other domestic animals, the general opinion
amongst the negi'oes and those who have not suffered

severely by the depiedations of rats is of a

character decidedly unfavourable to the mnngoose.
It is but natiu-al that an ichneumon shotild eat eggs

and destroy chickens when other supplies faU; but
from my own experieuce (and I have some one hundi'ed
and fifty fowls running freely about the yards) I cannot
recall a siugle instance in which eggs or chickens
have been actually destroyed by the mungoose, and it

is, and has been, for some time, very prevalent in

the neighbom'hood. Many of my correspondents, how-
ever, state the fact, and on this account the negroes
destroy the mimgoose whenever they find it. The evils

as yet, is not of a serious character, whatever it may
eventually attain, and certainly not gi'eater in most
districts than that formerly caused by rats before the

mimgoose became common. At present there would
appear to be uo diminution in the supply, or increase
in the price of either poultry or eggs. It is said that
the mungoose will not trouble any fowl-bouse near
which a dog is kept, and, as it is a day walker, its

depredations in these respects are likely to be kept
within comparatively reasonable limits.

From the natm'alist's point of view, the acclimatisation
of the mungoose is likely to cause a distiu-bance in

the distribution of many of our indigenous animals,
which is much to be regi'etted. For instance, quaiU
wild gnineafowl, and most gi-ound-hatching birds, are

rapidly diminishing.
Sea aud water fowl ai-e also being attacked in severae

of then- nesting places, with the evident result of their

being gi-aduaUy reduced. The yellow snake, or boa

(Clulabothnis inoraatus), itself a good rat-catcher, and
the "meek-faced" gi'ound lizard (Amevia dorsalis), are
also becoming daily more scarce.*

The diminution and probable extinction of animals,
in no sense dangerous, but, on the other hand, highly
useful, may hereafter considerably alter the con-
ditions of animal Hfe in the island. For present, how-
ever, we can only note the facts as they present
themselves to us, leaving it to the naturalist of the
futm'e to di'aw his own conclusions.
One view is, that when the mungoose has attained

its maximum distribution, and its food supply is

diminished, it will, like the Kafile ant and Agua toad,
become less felt in the economy of life, and tiud its

natural place with the rat—but both in dimiuished
numbers. While on this subject

—the due balance of
animal life—I may mention that it is the opinion of
one trustworthy correspondent that the Agua toad,
when it swarmed over the island, by destroying the

predatoiy insects which held the ticks and gi'ass lice

in proper check, brought upon us the present tick

tafliction of the colony. If this view be correct, then
we may hope that, now the toad is diminishing, we
have also seen the worst of the tick plague. Truly,
a consummation, much to be wished 1—D. Moekis, Jam-
aica, -Feb. 24.—Field.

Leafless Plants.—The anatomical structure of plants
bearing phyllodes, or stems with few or no leaves,
such as liiisciis. Asparagus, Acacia, Spurtiuiii, and
Gasuariiia, has been examined by H. Pick, who finds
that as the amount of foliage decreases so the stems
approach in structure to the leaves, the cortical

parenchyma assuming the palisade form to common iu
the upper surface of leaves, while numerous intercellular

spaces aud stomata are also present. He has also
found that plants w-ith few leaves give out most
oxygen and assimilate most. ^Vhen light is excluded
starcli is stored up in tlie plants in the course of two
or three days, while in plants with abundant foliage
this takes place only in from eight to fourteen days.

—
Plia rinace at tea I Journal.

» As a meaos c£ ilesiroyius; the Jreaded Fer-Je-lanca,
or rat-tailed tnaka ht .it. Lucia, the mimsjouse uutlit ao
good- iC wi-uld be iuteiesiiU'^- to learn wbetber It has
been tiled, and with what result.
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PEELIMINARY NOTICE OP AN ALKALOID IN

THE BAKK OF FRAXINUS AMERICANA
(WHITE ASH).*

BY PROFESSOR FKEDEIilCK B. POWER, VU. D.

In the course of some experiments wbich were uniler-

takeu a few weeks ago by Mr. H. M. Edwards, under

my direction, in the chemical laboratory of the Philadel-

phia College of Pharmacy, our attention was directed
to the presence of an alkaloid in the bark under
notice. The body in question is apparently quite a

strong base, and is, witli a considerable degree of

probability, tlie principle upon which the therapeutical
virtues of the bark depend ; the preparation of the
bark which has been most successfully employed for

obtainiug its specific action beiu£( a wine, for which
a formula has been given by Mr. Thomas S. Wiegand.
The object of tly's brief notice at this time is primarily

to make known the observation, which is attended with

special interest from the fact of no alkaloid having
as yet been observed in plants of the natural order
of Oleaeeic, and furthermore, as Mr. Edwards, a student
of the present class, will not have the opportunity
of pursuing the investigation to request that the
further chemical investigation, of the subject be reserved
for the writer.

The researches herewith connected, embodying the
isolation of the aUaloid, its description, compositiou
and properties will be conijjleted and reported upon
at the earliest possible date,—PharmacetUicul Journal.

INVESTIGATION OF THE ARGENTINE
QUEBRACHO DRUGS, t

by o. iiepse.

Quebracho Colorado.
The red quebracho occurs especially in the northern

portion of the Argentine Republic, where, besides being
called ''quebrocho Colorado," it is known under the
name of "cevil Colorado." The plant belongs to the

Terebinthacae, and Griisebach named it Loxopterijgium
Lorcnt;ii. The name Quchiaclua Lorent:ii, used for it

by Arata, would appear to be superfluous.
The bark of this tree, in consequence of the con-

siderable amount of tauniu it contains, is used in its

native country for tanning purposes; whilst; the wood
only appears to be used in the preparation of an
extract which according to T. Stuckert, is manufact-
ured in Santiago del Estero.
The wood, as its name implies, is of a red colour,

due essentially to a substance occurring also as a
solid cxud.ition in the cracks and fissures. Pedro N.
Arata, { who first observed thin exudation, named it

"gun)ml quebracho." This gum is of a ruby colour,
friable, and yields to ether a neutral crjstallizable
substance, also soluble in water, which is not coloured
with perchloride of iron. The residue, after treatment
with ether, is insoluble in chloroform and freely
soluble in cold alcohol. The alcohol solution, which
is inten.^ely brown-red, separ.ates brown-red flocks

upon an admixture with ether, but remains clear when
water is added. This polution is neutral and gives
with sugar of lead a briwn flocculent precipitate,
and with perchloi-iile of iron a dirty or en precipitate,
which becnmes violet upon the addition of a l.ttle

ammonia, or sudium carbonate or bicarbonate. Arata
is of opinion that this substance, is a puculiar tannic

acid, which he calls *'quel)rachot:ir.nic acid," but the
author's observations incline him to look upon it as
a catechio-like body.

* From the Avicrican Journ. of Pharm,, March 1882.

t Aunalen tier Cliemic, vol. ccxi., p. 219.

} Phurm. Journ., [3], vol. ix., p. 531.
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The therapeutic action of red quebracho wood, first
observed by Penzoldt, which is siid to resemble that
of the bark of the white quebracho, naturally suggested
that in tliis case also the action was probably due
to an alkaloid, which was at first thought to be
aspidospermine. Although Volhard» failed to detect
any aspidospermine in the wood, Lutzt subsequently
separated, by means of ether, from au "extractum
ligni quebracho

"
purchased from Biidiugen, of Frankfort

on Maine, a substance that showed clearly the reactions
of aspidospermine.
On the otiier hand Fraudef announced that Arata

had separated from quebracho Colorado an alkaloid
that had a compositiou and properties difi'ering from
those of aspidospermine. But this statemeut depended
upon amisundeisiandingof thepart of Fraude, against
which Arata put forward a protest. He wrote to
Fraude:—"Le Quebracho Colorado ne contient aucun
alcaloide. Je vous eupplie de rectifler, dans votre
prochaine communication, cette a,tiirniation, qui pourrait
faire contiuuer dans I'erreur plusieurs personnes sur
la nature de ces vt5gi5taux."

It remained, therefore, only to test Lutz's state-

ment, the correctness of wjiich was the more doubtful
in that Volhard had found the red quebracho wocd
free from aspidospermine, aud the author could find
no alkaloid at all in it. An examination of the extract,
obtained from the same source, as might be expected,
gave not the least trace of an alkaloid.
But although the presence of alkaloids in the

preparations at present made from quebracho Colorado
wood has been unanimously negatived, it cannot be
denied that the bark of the red quebracho, which
in this respect has been apparently overlooked, actually
contains two alkaloids, though scarcely in more than
traces. These two alkaloids are obtained by the same
process as given for the white quebracho. If the
ether residue be di.ssolved in dilute acetic acid the
yellow-brown solution gives with potassium sul-

phocyanide a precipitate of one alkaloid, whilst tho
other remains almost entirely dissolved aud can be
precipitatid with ammonia.
Together with the flocculent sulphocyanide the greater

part of the yellow. bronn colouring matter goes down.
If the salt be decomposed with soda, the base extracted
with ether, a'ld this soultiou, after being treated with
animal charcoal, shaken with a few drops of very
dilute sulphuric acid, the acid acquires a miignificent
blue colour, and now gives all the reactions characteristic

of^
the alkaloid. As the acetic acid solution of the

original mixture is not blue, but yellow-brown, it

must be assumed that the blue-colouring alkaloid is

not present originally, but is subsequently formed
from another one. The correctness of this opinion may
be demonstrated by boiling the acetic acid solution
with some perchloric acid, when it at once becomes
greenislibliip, and not unfrequently, by longer boiling,
blue, like the sulphuric acid solution. It wnuld follow
that the blue-colouring alkaloid is an oxidation product.
The second alkaloid of the quebracho co orado bark

fortunately exhibits greater stability. By treatment
of it iu acetic acid solution with animal cJiarcoal and
then precipitating with ammonia, it is obtained per-
fectly pure.

Loxopterijgine, as this new alkaloid has been named
bj' the autiior, is obtained in this way in white amorph-
ous flocks, freely soluble in ether, alcohol, chloroform,
benzine and acetone, and but slightly in cold water.
It is amorphous, has a strongly basic r. action and
tastes intensely bitter. Wilh perchloride of iron it

gives no coloration. It dissolves in concentrated nitric

• Berliner kliit. Woelirnsclir, 1880, No. 10.

t Lutz, 'Ueber die therapeutisohen Wirknngen der
Quebracho- priiparate.' Dissertation, Bern, I8t0.

J Berichte, xii, p. 1560.
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acicl with a blood red colour, which soon becomes

paler; iu pure concentrated sulphuric acid with a

yellowish colour, which upon the addition of a little

mulybdic acid becomes first violet and then blue,
and upon the addition of potassium dichromate violet.

In perchloric acid it dissolves colourless in the cold;

upon warming the solution becomes brown-red. The
acetic acid solution of loxopterygiue gives with ammonia,
caustic soda, and sodium carbonate or bicaibonate a

white flocculent precipitate which when dried in the

air is anhydrous.
Loxopterygine melts at 81° C. (uncorr.), and quickly

decomposes it this temperature be exceeded; eventually
an oil distils over that appears to be chinoline. The
analysis was made with the ammonia-precipitated
substance; unfortunately, from want of material,* it had
to be carried out with very small quantities. The
results corresponded with the formula Ci3Hi7NO;but
the author has reasons for considering that double this

formula—C26H31N2O2—is more correct. This formula

however, is only given with reserve, as the yellow
flocculent platinum salt, obtained by precipitating the

hydrochloric acid solution of the base with sodium

plantiuochloride, gave more platinum than is required
for a neutral salt, though this might have been due
to an admixture of acid salt. The solution of the

alkaloid iti hydrochloric acid gives with mercuric chloride

a white amorphous precipitate, with gold cbloricie yellow

amorphous flocks very difficultly soluble in acids and

water, and with phosphotungstic acid an abundant white

amorphous precipitate.
Besides these two alkaloids and a ta nnic acid the

red quebracho bark contains nothing noteworthy.
Concluding Obsekvations.

This above described investigation of the drugs coming
from the Argentine Republic under the names of que-
bracho bianco and queljeachad Colorado has led to the

discovery of several alkaloids, peculiar to each kind
of quebracho. Only tliose, however, are of prominent
interest which are contained iu the bark of the white

quebracho, and which by their reactions and composition
give evidence of their relationship to one another. Pass-

ing for instance from aspidospermine to the alkaloid met
with in the bark of more favourable origin, it may well

be imagined that the plant forms from it the other
alkaloids in a simple manner, which may be expressed
Bomewhat as follows:—

C23H30N2O2—H2 = C22H28N2O3
Aspifiospermine. Aspidospermatine,
CaaHssNaOa = C22H28N2O3

Aspidospermatine. Aspidosamine.
C22Ha8N202-CH3 + H = C2lH2(5N202

Aspidosamine. Hypoquebrachine.
CaiH2sN202+0 = C'2lH20N2O3

Hypoquebrachine. Quebracbine.

Further, it is not impossible that the plant, in another

phase of its development, follows the opposite process
in the formation of the alkaloids, starting consequently
from quebrachiue.

Nearly allied to these alkaloids are paytine and

paytamine, which more than ten years previously the

authort se^jarated from a baik at that time unknown
to him, but since recognized as from a species of

Js2iitlo:<perma. Meanwhile paytamine bus been found
to originate simply in are arrangement of paytine, and
it has, tbeiefore, a similar composition. Both substances

give upon boiling with perchloric acid a fncbsine-red

solution, like some of the quebracho alkaloids. With
the single exception that paytamine does not take a

cherry-red colour with perchloride of iron, this alkaloids

* From () kilograms only about '5 gram loxopterygine
could be obtained.

] Aimaleii, cliv., 287. The name "paytamine" was
first chosen for the amorphous alkaloid in 1877

^Berichte, ix., 2969).

possesses almost the properties of hypoquebrachine,
which it closely approaches also in composition, show-

ing only a difference of H2O.

Hypoquebrachine .... C21H26N2O2
Paytamine C21H24N2O.

Notwithstanding this similarity the author has not
succeeded in obtaining paytamine from bark of the
white quebracho, or in converting hypoquebrachine into

paytamine. Also the attempt to separate hypoquebrach-
ine (and aspidospermine) from the white bark from

Payta gave a negative result.

It is therefore established that the bark of the

white quebracho and the white bark from Payta,
each of them derived from a particular species of

Aspidosperiita, do not produce the same alkaloids, but

only bases between which there is a resemblance.
The possibility, however, is not excluded than in the
course of time an Aspidospinma bark may be met
with that may contain all these alkaloids together.
The genus Aspiidosperma includes forty species, of

which at ijresent only two have been examined.

Moreover, the genus At-pidospermii stands in close

relationship to the genus Stnji'Iiiios, and this explains
why the Aspidos2)erma bases at present obtained pre-
sent in their reactions a certain similarity to the

Strychnos bases. This similarity appears to extend
even to the physiological action, although the As2>ido-

sperma bases are less powerful in their action than
the Stryclinos bases, especially curariue.

Although the general results communicated by
Penzoldt might incline us to look favourably upon
the bases from Aspidosperiita quebracho, the author
is of opinion that the above-mentioned near relation-

ship between the two genera should not be overlooked
as imposing a certain degree of caution iu the use of

the bases iu cpestion. Especiidly he considers it to
be indicated that in the treatment of human disease,
instead of the miscltmasch of alkaloids from Aspido-
spicrma Quebracho the pure alkaloids should be used.
This of course would not exclude the miscliiiioscli from

being available to the physician; but for the avoidance
of confusion he thinks it should not bear the name
"aspidospermine," or, as in Buenos Ayres, "quelrach-
ine," but should be called "quebraohetum."*

Finally, in what relation the alkaloids of the red

quebracho stand to the Aspidospcnna bases cannot
at present be stated; but that they will now and
then be met witb in quebrachetum appears probable
from the fact, that occasionally this mixture when
boiled with perchloric acid will give a bluish or a

green solution. Probably in the preparation of such

quebrachetum a material has been used consisting more
or less of the bark of the red quebracho.—Pharma-
ceutical Journal.

LIBERIAN COFFEE IN TRINIDAD.
fExtracts from Air. Prestoe's Botanic Gardens Report.)

LiBEiuAN CorFEE ( Ojffca Liberica).
—The Liberian

coflee trees being the suujects refen-eJ to in my notices

of this coffee published iu 1S76 and 1877, it seems desu--

able to recall here the conditions under which they started

and the various featm-es which have presented themselves

dming development subsequently.

Drawing my conclusions from the appearance of

the few plants received in 1875 from Kew, as also

some information of the habit of gi'owth as presented
by this coffee plant in Liberia, they were planted iu a

shady position imder a notion that shade was necessary
if not indispensable, especially for young plants as they
were.

They were planted at intervals of 10 feet with
Moka coffee plants alternating : the only preparation

*
'I'his word is formed after the model of the word

"quinctum," which, as is known, describes a niisckmasch

of ciuchoua alkaloids.
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being rouglily-ilug two-feet holes or pits with a small

application of vegetable mould as the plants were put in.

Then- gi-owth was most vigorous, some of the leaves

being over a foot long and of a rich motallio green

colom-, but the stems ran up 4-5 feet without throw

ing side branches, except as "robber" stems, and

this character has been perpetuated in almost all the

trees ; they are thus what is Imown commonly as "
lep-

gy
"

trees.

This of course is not the most desu'able habit of

growth either in respect of fruitfulness on a given
area or for convenience or economy in picking the crop.
It is entu-ely due however, 1° to the too shady position,
2'—to the proximity of the Moka coffee trees interlocated,

and which also gi-ew enormously, and 3"—to the plants

having been raised in pots and unavoidably crowded

together from the first. The same character of growth
occurred with the plants first planted in Java, and was

there attributed by Dr. Scheffer to the same or similar

influences as those cited above. The same leggy char-

acter would of course result under similar conditions

anywhere, especially if the young plants be allowed to

be interfered with by weeds or other gi-owths. Visitors

who have seen the Liberian coffee as it is in Liberia

however, on seeing two of the specimens first planted

here, have remarked,
" that is just as they grow in

Liberia as a rule ;
the people don't plant or look after

them, and they are there as often in clusters, or mixed

up with bush as occun-ing singly, and generally bearing
more at top than at bottom."

That this leggy habit of growth is by no means
its strictly natural one, and such as it assumes in pos-
itions of fuU exposm-e and with room for free expansion,
is fuUy proven by specimens in the gardens, some of

which were planted subsequently to 1875 under very slight

(moveable) shade at the beginning and then left to full

exposure.
Under such treatment the habit is perfectly pyra-

midal on a height of 5 feet being reached—the extrem-

ities of the lower branches touching the gi-ound, although

occuring on the stem over one foot above the base.

Fine examples of this habit of growth are to be

seen in diSerent parts of the island—specially at the

Hon'ble Dr. Mitchell's, MelviUe Lodge, and the Hon'ble

A. P. Manyat's, Mara')eUa.

Besides the tine pyramidal form assumed under full

exposure, the form and textm-e of the leaf is greatly

improved, in the sense of advantage to the cultivator.

Altogether smaller, more erect, and of stm'dier textm'C,

they give the tree an aspect to suggest its perfect adapt-

ability to open field ciilture. The joints are shorter,

the branches sturdier, and the tree is altogether more

compact and calculated to yield a far larger crop on a

given area, than when grown in shade.

In a "free" hillside soil, or a stiff one either hUlside

or low flat opened up by proper tUlage
—conditions which

occm' in the gardens here—anything like a cieneral or

uniform .shade—even when aS'orded by trees of thinnest

foliage
—would evidently be a mistake. The plants being

put in some time between May and September, a single

bit of Pahn leaf to prevent the plant from "
blister-

ing" at starting is all that is required, and scarcely
that in cloudy weather. At the same time a certain

amount of tree growth other than that of the coffee and
of com-se mLxed with it—either in a scattered form or

in regulated belts of unkept tree-gi'owth
—will always

be necessary, uot so much f>u' shade as for maiuti^ining
as largely as possible those conditions which are found

in "
recently cleared land in the forest, and which are

so well kno\vn to be highly favourable to coffee of aU

kinds, as well as economic trees generally. Such shade

and hnmus-j-ieldiug trees should be judicicusly selected

and properly prepared for, as one of the elements of

vital importance in culture of this coffee on a large
scale an I for an extended period. In very good or rich

low land no shade appears necessai'y or even desirable.

The distance from plant to plant on flat land should
be from 10 to 16 feet according to character of

soU, and on which the future size of the coffee tree
win depend more largely than on any other influence.
On hillsides sometimes the distance might probably be
less than 10 feet—the incline giving an increase in
" head-room."
As an intercrop and such as will aftord a genial

and necessaiy starting shade, plantains might be em-
ployed (and profitably) planted in a manner to evenly
alternate with the Liberian cofiee plants and be aUowe'd
to bear one crop. No ratooning should be allowed, l)ut

where shade for a second ye.ir proves necessary, the

plantains should be re-set regularly and singly, as before.
I As to permanent shade, or rather renovation trees,

they should occur only so as to give a lateral or

partial shade of about one-fourth of the area dealt
with. Trees of erect habit are to lie preferred to those
of spreading habit ; a good example of the fonuor is

the pois doux or Inga laurinn, a tree admirably adapted
for line or belt planting.

In clearing forest, or land having large tree-gi-owth,
the requisite amount of shade or renovation trees
should invariably be left in lines, belts or clumps—

especially on ban-en spots or exposed eminences. In-

deed, an eminence or ridge should never be bared of

oxiginal forest-growth, in a tropical country—whatever
the cultivation may be.

The manner of raising ordinary coffee seedlings in
beds preparatory to planting in the field is pretty
generally and well known. The same plan can bo fol-

lowed with the Liberian coffee ; observing only that till

the seed and seedlings have got their first leaf, more
shading and a great deal more water will be required
through the di7 months—dm-ing which, the seeds being
gathered at the end of the year, the seedlings must be
raised. In fact the very young seedling Liberian coffee

is semi-aquatic, and the development of tap-root is tre-

mendous. The less this tap-root is interfered with or

injm-ed the better—although it can be almost entirely
removed, and yet with shade and moisture the yoimg
plant quicldy re-establishes itself.

Seedlings of Liberian cofl'ee arc veiy liable to
the "turn" or "doubling" in the tap-root—^properly
regarded as objectionable by coffee-planters generally.
This appears to arise chiefly from the bulky character
of the young tap-root (or radicle), and the strong char-
acter of the parchment covering the bean, and by which
the growing point of the radicle is conducted round the
bean in germination, and thus tho " turn "

is set up.
The remedy to this is the removal of tho parchment—
though not by diying, or the vitality of the seed will

be lost—and laying tlie beans aU flat side downwards,
as sown.

Altogether, the Liberian coffee is a beautiful tree.

Its stately form, rich foliage, and general vigom- being
strongly expressive of its superiority above its feUows—at least on the same level. Its pure white, higlily

fragi'ant, and thickly-clustered gardenia-lilio flowers make
it one of the most charming objects, but like its fel-

low the C. arahica, its flowers last but 24 hours. Un-
like it, however, as to the time of flowering

—for it has
a fuU autumn as well as a spring flowering, and at both
seasons there i; a more or less succesaional flowering—
the extent of this apparently depending on the amoimt
if fruit with which the tree may be already burdened.
There does not appear to be any uncertainty with

the Liberian coffee
'

in respect of the setting of the

fruit, as exists with the C. arahica even at elevations
at which it appears to be most perfectly at home. Tho
number of fruits to follow the flowers appearing to

depend entu-ely on the strength of the tree to carry
them.

This character tends most largely to assure to the
Liberian the palm for productiveness.

Owing to this capacity for fruitfolness at various
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Beasous, both flowers and berries—and those, too. ripe
—

are often to be seen on the tree at the snme time , as

however the chief flowering occurs December to Fibru-

ary, the hemes are, as a 'rule, sufliciently ripe
—if not

fully colom-ed before the gi-eat outhm-st of flowers and

can, as indeed they should at all times, be removed
before the opening of new flowers.

The uncertainty of the blossom "setting" fruit

in the case of Cqfl'ea urahica is only too well known,
even in Ceylon, at what is regarded as suitable elev-

ation. It is stUl jjreater in the West Indies at a

necessarily very low level, hut at this same level ; the

Liberian is nniformly fruitful ; and hereby as noted from

the first, lies its chief usefulness and value. What is

now wanted is a hybrid tliat •will possess the character

of productiveness at low level combined with the superi-
or Bubstauce and flavour of the bean of Coft'ea arahira.

The attainment of such a variety would only result from
much patience and Bkill, l)ut it is not too much to

hope for.

it is found that on trees more or less shaded the

bei-ries take much longer time to ripen, and are

much less highly coloured than on trees fuUy exposed,
on which indeed the ripening with high colom-ing ocem's

a month or six weeks earlier.

The benies produced on yoimg vigorous trees

are often over an inch thi'ough lengthwise, but the

beans are not so much larger in proportion to those of

the C. arabica, nor than the beans borne in sinaltcr

berries either on the same or older trees—on which in-

deed the hemes are invariably of diminished size and

at the same time of gi-eater uniformity. I have not

found in any case that an increased size of the berry
is accompanied with an .appreciably larger beau.

I observe that the fruit on the older trees is not

only smaller than on younger trees, but the pulp
is much thinner and generally of a more satisfactory

character to the cultivator ; it then agrees very nearly
as to size with the "cheiTy" of the Cqffea arabica,

and proves much more susceptible of drying in the
"
cherry

"
state, in the manner I find it is dealt with

in Liberia.

The outer or "pulp" part of the Liberian cofiee

beiTy is extremely tough and hard, and suggests some

ditficulty in extracting the beans the refrom.

There is also an objectionable stickiness in the

mucilaginous covering of the parchment which greatly
interferes -nith rapid shelling from the fresh pulp.

In the face of this and the fact that the entu'e

fririt can be readily dried into a crackling, it would

appear that the method of j)reparing the Liberian cofl'ee

for the market will be in conformity with this, and by
means of a modified hulling machine to get out the

bean from the crackling or dried "cheny."
The berries ripening from November onwards is here

a cii'cmnstance in favour of this process, (as also

the gathering
—in the face of an unsteady and ex-

pensive labour) for, as a rule, fine weather prevails.
A fm-thor and remarkable feature Ib favom- of this

process is the non-fermentable character of the fresh

fruit—its smface being dry
—by which amassing for con-

venience in unsteady weather would be largely practicable.
As to the character of the crackling Coffee m

respect of hulling as compared T\ith that of the orilinary

Coffee, the difference is not in favouf of the Liberian.

Dealing with crackling cofiVe as suggested above and
which has been carefully observed, it is foimd that in

a poimd of Liberian coffee iu this form the weight of

the beans is 7i oz., while the weight of the refuse

crackling hull and parchment is 8J oz.

In a poimd of crackling Creole coffee {Cojfea arab-

ica) the weight of beans is 11 oz., whUe the weight
of refuse cracklmg hull and parclnneut is only .5 oz.

The waste tissue in Liberian cofl'ee is therefore about

70 per cent more than iu Creole of Coffea. arabica.

The general character of the beans, more especially

of those received direct from Liberia, as compared
with beans of Coffea arabica, and varieties, is coarse,
dull in colour, and uneven. The bean is of an ovate

shape, with a very wide fissm'e running diagonally across

its flat side.

As to weight of bean a gi'eat deal of course depends
on the state of dryness, but at the degree it may
be assumed to be fau'ly marketable, 1,000 beans go
to the pound, while ordinary Coffea arabica beans go
1,300 or 1,400 to the pound, at the some time Liberian

coffee beans can be easily dried up to 1,200 to the pound.
In all published accounts which have come under

my notice, the Liberian coffee has been represented to

be of superior flavom' and of much gi'eater yield than

Coff'ea arabica—so much so that it had become mono-

polised by American dealers, but from the earliest notices,

nothing has been said, so far as I am aware, as to the

general character of the bean as obtaiued by cai'eful

scientiflc test. In the earlier notices, the tree and its

produce were alluded to in general terms only, and not

without exaggeration.

Quite recently favourable accounts as to yield
have been received from Ceylon, but so far I do not

flnd auy particulars of the character of the bean produced
there, but the prices quoted for Liberian coffee sold in

Loudon would imply that it is regarded as superior.
It would appear that in America it is esteemed

by dealers as a good coffee for mixing— i.e., giving body
to thin flavmu'ed kinds.

The tests to which it has been subjected here
would indicate it to be a ' fair

'

coffee, and as such I

received the testunony of the late Dr. Imray who paid
close attention to the subject of its cultivation in Dom-
inica. Beans received du-ect from Liberia did not how-
ever STipport this character of '

fah ' and newly gathered
beans produced here were not much better, only they
were of a diflerent flavour—being iu fact quite gi'eeu
and possessing characters common to gi'cen vegetable
tissues—by no meaus agreeable. A sample from the

same gatherling 12 months old however produced very
different results, and justified the term 'fair' as to qirality.

The flavom' is vei'y distinctive, and specially remarkable

in its <liffiisive and penetrating character, and which
I imagine constitutes its superiority in the American
market as a "iiii.ring" coffee.

Flavom' and consistence will of course vary with

cu'cumstance of soU, age of beau, as also of the tree

producing it. In the tests made here, however, I have
found nothing to constitute it a superior coffee to the

produce of Coffea arabica and varieties. Further, the

samples tested were distinctly deficient in the fine piquant
aromatic flavom' characteristic of Moka, and the fine

Tiinidad Creole coffee—which however is inferior to none
the world produces.

Information beaiing on the flavom- of the Liberian

cofl'ee, as well as on the geographical distribution of

the L. coffee plant was volimtarily commuuicated to me
by an intelligent old African whose early life was passed
in the Mozambique—fiast Africa. He was engaged clean-

ing a sample of Liberian cofl'ee and proceeded to remark
in a pleasant tone to which he was evidently aroused

by having to deal with "home" material—"plenty
" of this coffee gi'ows in my country, but the people
" don't like it too much. Portuguese and French people
" come from the ship and take the benies, make the
" chUdei'n pick them and cairj them away, but, my
"

country-people don't use them if they can get the
" other quality" (Coff'ea arabica), and then putting his

hand on a tray of nutmegs hard by, he rem<trked

"my eountiy got plenty of these too, but people
" don't bother to pick them up, because there are too
" mauy all about." Now as Nutmegs and Cloves are

known to be shi[>ped from the Mozambique quarter,
it is probable that the old man's information as to

Liberian cofl'ee is con-ect, and the species, (possibly

introduced) or one like it is to be found thqre also.
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Cofh'a znnfivebaria'. Lour., \rithout description is men-

tioned in Hiern's monogi-apli on African Cofl'ees.

Being desirous to ascertain the relative amount of tlie

cofi'ee alkaloid in the Lihcrian and coflee Ai-abica (Creole)

I have been so fortnnate as to obtain, under the sanction

of His Excellency the Governor, the assistance of Professor

McCarthy, Government Analyst, who has been kind

enough to furnish me mth the results of his analyses,

as follows :
—
Caffeine. Fat Ash Potash Phosphoric

per cent, per ct. per ct. per ct. Acid, per ct.

Liberian coffee... '77 C-625 4-25 2-13 -430

C'offeaArabica...l-65 10-375 4-28 1'95 '455

The difference in the respective percentages of alkaloids

and fat would point to the inferiority of the Liberian

coffee. It is well known, however, that much of the

flavom- of coffee depends on the aroma which is deve-

loped during the preparation and roasting. The excellence

of a coffee, as judged of by the popular taste, does not

so much depend on the oily matter and alkaloid present
as on the quality and quantity of the allniminous aud

other extractive substances with which the alkaloid and

fat occm'. Prof. McCarthy has promised to continue

his researches on the subject, and later I hope to be

able to publish the results of his analyses more in detail.

In estimating the productiveness of the Liberian coffee,

or value of its yield on a given area as compared with

the same in cnffea arabica, due regard should be paid
to its habit, characteristics of gi-owth. and the way in

which it is affected by climate or locality.

Quite recently an account has been given of trees in

Ceylon bearing at the rate of 25 cwt. aud more per acre.*

This, however, is proliably based on exceptional cases,

and is calculated to mislead. It appears quite possible
that a single tree might be met with to hear a quantity

(of oven dry coffee) at that "
rate," allowing so many

trees to the acre ; but practically I do not tliirik such a

yield likely to occur per acre. But as to jneld i.e., weight
of liean on a given area : judging from what trees in the

gardens here have done, as also others in other parts of

the island on attaining their fifth year, the Liberian

coffee is a surer, and, therefore, a heavier cropper than

the " Creole
"

coffee—at least at the same or nearly the

same low level—and, if regard be had to the average

yield of this latter coffee per tree in Jamaica, French

Antilles, Bengal and even Ceylon, there remains a very
wide margin in favour' of Liberian coffee.

The ordinary yield of coffee per acre in Ceylon is stated

to be 4 to 5 cwt., and the figiu'es given as export to-

gether with acreage of fruiting trees corroborate this,

and which per tree is under 5 oz I The same for Southern

India is barely 3 oz : for Jamaica and the French Antilles

scarcely so much. A Liberian coffee tree can therefore,

according to data already noted, be relieved of halt its

wonted crop at setting and still bear more to the area

thau what is now a good }'ield for cnff'ca arahica.

The Tiinidad trees of Libcriau coffee have now borne,
as crop, in the foin'th year planted, and without much
gi-owth of secondaiy branches, one thousand to 1,200
bellies. Estimatiug at the rate of even 1,200 beans to

the pound, this gives a yield of 2 lb. per tree, t

The present spread of the trees averages 8 feet, but
this ^\Tli m two or three years be ten or twelve ; especi-

ally it the trees are kept dowa to 6 feet high. This

yield, however may be regarded as a basis for estimat-

ing the jield per acre at whatever distance the trees

may stand apart
—the gi'ound being covered. Standing

We feel quite certain that the trees were stated to

be exceptional.
—Ed.

t We shewed recently that in CcvIju 1 cwt. from .50

trees planted 7x8 would be a moderate average. That
yield per 50 trees woiUd be ve.ry nearly 2J lb. per tree,
whUe exceptional trees have yielded more than double

this quantity of clean coffee.^Ed.

at gi-eater distance (as indeed under ordinaiily favourable
conditions they must do) then- gi-owth and yield will of
course be individually aud proportionately greater. Thus
trees to the acre at 8 feet apart, 080, aud' at 2 lb. per tree'
give a yield of 13 cwt. This result, liowever, is liable
to reduction of, perhaps, one quarter under a more com-
plete (hying of the Ijoan, and it remains to be seen whe-
ther BO considerable a yieUf of beans can be smtained
hij the tree evenly over a number of years. I should say
probably not, for I obseiwe that a moderate yield
less thau the above—has often bad the effect on the
branches of preveutiug them growing food for fruit the
next year equal to that in bearing.

There is a decided tendency to overcrop fiiut on all
the trees, and this in extensive cultivation wiU be a point
requu-ing much careful attention

; especially with youu"
trees. As a riile it can be judged of whether the tree
is over-cropped early in the autumu, by the .amount of
branch produced beyond that on which the fruit is borne.
By Nov. or Dec. it should be at least equal, for, it less'
the trees is obviously overtaxed with its present crop!
It is to be noted at the same time, however, that fruit
is often produced twice on the same wood, after an in-
terval of a season.

A similarly stong disposition to over-crop occurs with
the robust viiriety known here as Hybrid Moca—second
only to Liberian for size and viogour and certainty of

setting. Two large specimens of these are recoveiinc
from a greatly diminished vitality resulting from ovei"

cropping two years successively. The remedy in respect
particularly of yoiuig trees of Liberian will of eom-se be
judicious thinning of the young fruits.

This disposition to over-fruitfulness in the Liberian
coffee, and the effect observable after an interval of a
season, point to the conclusion that under extensive and
prolonged cultivation the trees wiU not as a rule go on
enlarging so indefinitely las for instance the cocoa or
other large trees, but reach their limit in ten or twelve
years, and then renovate gradually l)y breaking anew from
base of principle or immaries, which have become more
or less defunct by successive croppings.
The process of pruning will thus l)e very simple and

what is here the easiest kiml of pruunmg to do. as well
as being the most suitable in trees of almost every kind,
viz.—removing back to the new break all the branches
which show markedly diminished vitality, /. c. those
which have borne all the fruit they were able to.

Under this course the pyi-amidal from of the tree wiU
be veiy completely kept up, and probably such com-
pactness of height as to render the use of ladders, &c.
in gathering the crop, unnecessary to any gi'eat extent.'

I might here instanoe a special example of fruiting
Liberian coffee tree in the gardens. It is really five

years planted, and some eight months more from the
seed, but it lost a whole year from sickliness at starting,
and has since been prevented doing its best by a nei"h-

bouring nutmeg tree and other coffee trees. At this time

(January) it has 24 piimary branches healing 960 hemes;
34 secondaiy branches beaiing 2,040 benies—total 3,000.

Taking the beans so high as 1,400 to the pound, this
is a yield of over 4 lb. The tree is over 12 feet high,
but its spread is not over 8 feet. The height of the tree|
however, would make it necessaiy to allow it a spread
(or area) of 10 feet in estimating on its yield the rate

per acre, and which thus woiJd be over 17 cwt. This
tree has some sign of being overcropped, but it is not
mrrked.

.\ well-defined portion of the Nm-sery Extension ground
is devoted to specimen Liberian Coffee trees planted with-
out manure in a poor stiff soil—except for trenching—and
under exposure. They ;\ill not be watered artificially
aud the most that will be done to them as i)rotectiou

against prolonged drought—which is more likely to be
hannful than the sim simply—will be to mulch their
root surface with such dry gi-.xss as might be ))rocured
in any part of the island.
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So far their condition is perfect, as inSeed is the case
with this coffee in all sizes from the seed-leaf.

Two trees three years old, fully exposed from the

beginning, are now 8 feet high, well branched and fully

flowering, in the highest state of health. [This carefid

statement by so high an authority as Mr. Prestoe is

surely encouraging.—En.]
.4-

.Jamaic.4.—In order to encourage and extend the
cultivation of valuable economic plants in the island
of .Jamaica, the Government has announced its will-

ingness to supply allotments from over a hundred
thousand plants now ready in the public gardens and
plantations at a charge representing only the cost of

propagating them. Amongst the plants specified are
the Trinidad cacao, Liberian and Mocha coffee, cin-

namon, nutmeg, clove, pimento, vanilla, cardamoms,
black pepper, cinchona, jalap, tea, cassia, camphor,
indiarubber, balsam of tolu and the coconut and sago
palms. The I'ailway and coastal steam-boat com-

panies, too, have offered to lend their assistance by
conveying the plants free of cliarge. Cinchona seed
will also be supplied at the rate of .5s. per ounce for

C officinalis (producing the crown bark), and 3s. per
ounce for C. succiritbra. An ounce of seed is estim-
ated to be sufficient to produce twenty thousand

seedlings, which, if carefully raised, will plant five

acres of land.—London Times.
Chinese Varmish Tree.—In Dr. Bretschm^ider's

notes on some botanical questions connected with the

export trade of China, it ia remarked that "
il is

generally accepted by authors writing on Chinese

varnish, that it is produced by Hhiis vernicifera, the

Japanese varnish tree
" The Chinese varuish tree is

found in the provinces of Che Kiang, Kiangsi and
Sze-chueu. According to Bretschneider the figures of

the tree in Cliinese botanical books do not at all re-

semble Rhus vernicifera. I learn from Mr. H. T.
Murtou that a Chinamm at Singapore has about

forty acres planted with varnish trees. Specimens
sent to Kew prove thit it is Alewites vernicia (r= A.
cordala and ISheocorc i vciiicia ). Seeds of this plant
had been previous'y obtained through a correspond-
ent from Sze-chuen, and have been distributed to

Ceylon, Demerara, Dominica, Jamaica, Washingtuu
(Department, of Agriculture), and Zmzibar. Dr. Kirk

reports (September 9) from the la^t-mentioned place
that the seeds " are all a foot high, and I am plant-

ing them out."—Journal of Applied Science.

Chinese Hemp Palm.—{Chammrops Fortunei.)—In
tire

" Journal of B itauy
"

for June, 1879, Dr.
Haucfl states that he is

" assured that tin? fibrous

leaf-sheaths
"
of Caryota Oehlandra, Hance,

"
supply

all the coir so extensively used in this part of

Cliina for covering ti-uik'), miking brooms, mats,
and s.indals, and for other purposes." He has lately
sent to the museum of the Royal Gar lens an iu-

terobting c dlectio i of objects manufiictured from
this materi.ll, and though they are for the most

p.art different to anything we po-sessed before the
material itself is apparently identical witli t'uat

derived from the fibrous leaf bases of Gh'imcerops
Forlunei. We are in lebted to Mr. Robert Fortune
for a rain-oloak and ha*-, (such ai are figured in his
" Residence among the Chiiiese,

"
p 14.o ) made fro u

this material. He calls the palm producing it

"the hemp pciliu
"

(Chaniir. rops sp.), a tree of great
iinportauce to the Chinese in a commercial point, of

view, on account of the sheets of fibre which it p o

duces ye.irly on its stem "
( page 189). He de.'scribe-i

it as o cupying
" a prom'nent phice

"
on the sid ^s of

the mountains in Che Kiang. While Mr. F )r';une

was at Shanghae an earthqu.dce t lok place. On the

following dav ''groups of i liinese wei-e seen in the

gardens, roadsides, aal fi Ids engaged in gaihering
hairs which are said to make their appearance on
the surface of the ground after an earthpuake takes

place. Some of the Chinese did not hesitate to affirm
that they belonged to some huge eubterraneous
animal, whose slightest shake was suSicient to move
the world." Many of the fibres of the hemp-palm
were shown to Mr. Fortune as the hairs in qnesuon.—Journal of Applied Science.

HrBiscns Rosa Snensis.—A flower of a superb variety
that we have lately examined is so remarkable in its

conformation that its peculiarities are worthy of beinu
placed on record. All goes on as correctly as should
be the case with a properly conducted Hibiscus till

after the corolline whorl is reached
; then the flower

breaks out into the wildest extravagance, so that it
is difficult to reduce the tangled mass of petals to

anything like order. In the ordinary course of things
there should be within the petals a tube, bearing at
its upper part an agglomeration of anthers, and form-
ing the column or tube of stamens so characteristic
of well conducted Malvacea?. Within and at the bot-
tom of this tube of united stamens is, or should be,
the ovary whose slender style traverses the tube and
breaks up above its edge into five branches, each tipped
with a knob-like stigma. In the flower before us we
have a very different arrangement. Instead of the
staminal tube we have six solid branches or axes
clothed with petals of all sizes and shapes, and each
bearing at the top a few stamens surrounding the
base of a small but perfectly formed ovary, whose
styles and stigmas, however, though present, are but
small. It would therefore seem as if the main axis
of the flower, after throwing off sepals and petals as
usual, suddenly branched into five or six divisions,
each provided with an irregular number of petals, and
terminated by an ovary. It is difficult to suppose
any real transformation here ; but if such a pheno-
menon be invoked, then the five or six branches of
the flower must be stamens, but stamens must be
very mad inded to bear complete ovaries at their

tips, though e we are far from denying the possibility
of such an occurrence.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

The Daily Swellixo of Plants.—With delicate
means of measurement Herr Kraus has recently proved
the_

existence' of a phenomenon in all plant organs,
which is connected wdth their variable water-content,
and consists in a pei-iodioal swelling and contraction
in the 2-t hours. Leaves, &c., decrease in thickness
from the early morning till the afternoon, when they begin
to swell again, attaining a greater size by night than
by day (this is well seen in agave, aloe, and the like).

Similary with buds, flowers, green cones, fruits, &c.,
and with stems and branches. Herr Kaiser had before

proved such a period in trunks of trees, and Herr
Kraus shows that both wood and bark share in it,

independently or unitedly. The various experiments
of Herr Kraus—removal of foliage, watering, shutting
out light, &c., lead to explanation of the phenomena
by the varying reciprocal action of those factors which
bring water into the plant and those which carry it

away. By niglit only the water-absorbing activity of
the parts below ground operates, by day the water-

consuming activity of the parts above ground besides.
The water-consuming activity depends mainly on the

foliage and on light (removal of leaves or of light
stops the contraction) and consists essentially in traus-

pii-ation. Herr Kraus states tliat when a plant is

watered these thhigs occur :
—In a short time, less

than an hour, the stem begins to swell
; both wood

and bark take part in this, the wood always first.

The swelling progresses at a pretty quick rate, up-
wards of several metres per second. After some time,
perhaps an hour, contraction gradually recurs. The
contraction began at the upper jiart of an acacia after
10 minutes, whereas the swelling at the lower part
continued .50 minutes. This shows that tlie contract
on is due to the activity of the foliage, and is gi-adually
extended downwards.—London Times.

/
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NEW FIELD FOR AGRICULTURAL
ENTERPRISE ;

THE NORTHERN DISTRICTS OF CEYLON AND
"NEW PRODUCTS": FARMING, PLANTING

AND HUNTING COMBINED.

European colonists having turned tlieir attention to

paddy (rice) cultivation and their attempts at Tissamaha-

rama in the Hambautota district having met with

an encouraging degree of success, there is some reason

whj public attention should be directed to other dis-

tricts presenting ample scope for the agricultural capit-

alist and pioneer. In the Wanni division of the

Northern Province for instance there are a large

number of abandoned tanks with good irrigable

lands lying below them which could be bought

outright from Government at the upset price of

RIO an acre and fees (say £1 sterling in all), or for re-

sponsible pioneers ready to invest, iirobably even easier

terms ou a deferred scale of payment could be got.

A group of tanks near each other and situated in

close pro.\imity to a main road might easily be selected

as the site of a farm, to which could be added any
extent of line land suited to the cultivation of new

products. The tanks in question are easily repaired,

nothing being required but the tilling in of the breaches

in the banks and the supplying of wooden or masonry
sluicea. lu respect of the latter, probably Govern-

ment would supply auy iron or carpenter work

required from the Colombo Factory, free of

expense. We are glad to learn that a demand for

such abandoned tanks and the adjacent laud is

now springing up among natives, and some applic-

ations have already been sent in to Government
for surveys with a view to purchase. As regards

means of communication the fine central road running
throu"h the province places Jaffna and Matale within

easy access of every part of the district we refer to,

and there are also numerous minor roads branching off

from the main thoroughfare into the adjoinii.g country

all of which are available for cart traffic. Sir

Wm. Gregory spent his surj)lus revenue—derived from

the coffee planting enterprise in the height of its

prosperity
—very freely for the construction and im-

provement of roads in the north and east, and it

would be very satisfactory if European as well as nat-

ive acriculturists now demonstrated the benefit of

this investment of public money.
The introduction of "new products" in the Wanni is be-

ing attempted by the Government, and an "Experiment-
altarm" 13 to be started next year nnder the direction

of Mr. C. A. Murray, one of the most popular Assistant

Government Agents in the service. The tew plants now

growing in tlie Assistant Government Agei.t's priv

a'e garden at Vavuniyavilankulam look well. Two
rubber plants show a vigorous life by their fast

growth and sturdy nppearance, and four Brazili-

an wax palm plants are about nine inches above

ground and look robus-t. The latter took about Kve

months to germinate, but under the system adopted at

Hultsdorf Mills this delay can be overcome in futuieex-

periinents The climate and soil of the Wanni however

ore more eepecially adapted for the growth of cotton and

tobacco, the latter product beinj; groan extensive^ in

nei.rly evn-y village in tlie district. New varieties are

being in'roduced, and if the t-rups are propeily cured

Wamii tob.acco tliiuk fin.! a reaay sale in Europe.

The district ought to be equally suited for rubber

cultivation on a large scale, and the chocolate (cacao)

plant should do well it once started by the aid of

irrigation. As regards health, from what we learn

we "do not think there is much to fear from the

climate for European colonists who are ordinarily care-
ful of themselves. The fever which generally appears
among the people at the change of the monsoons is

of an ordinary type, yielding readily to treatment,
and it does not spread to any great extent. Finally
we may mention that throughout the Wanni game of

every kind abounds, so that lovers of sport can
combine agriculture with the pleasures of the chase.

Vavuniyavilankulam is within 9.5 miles of the

railway terminus at Matale, there being reethousea
at Nalanda (l-l miles from Matale), Dambula (29
miles), Kekirawa (43 miles), Tiripane (57 miles),

Anuradhopura (71 miles), and the Jaffna mail-cart
makes the journey from Matale to Vavuniyavilankulam
in about '26 hours. As the North road is certain to
attract planting attention erelong, we may as well put
on record the authentic information respecting the
mail-cart and journey with which we have been fav-

oured :
— " Mails are carried from Matale to Jaffna by

cart. Bullocks are used for the greater portion o£

the way between Matale and Elephant Pass, from
whence there is a coach into Jaffna. There are a few
horse and pony stages on the road between Tiri-

pane and Vavuniyavilankulam. The bullock cart-

leaves Matale at 1 p. m., and reaches Anuradha-

pura at 6 next morning, Vavuniyavilankulam be-

tween 2 and 4 p. m. The distance from Matale to

Vavuniyavilankulam is roughly speaking ninety-five
miles. The accommodation is better suited to a smal
than a large man, for the seats are narrow ; but
I travelled in the bullock-cart fromDambuUa to Matale
on oue occasion, and was quite satisfied. Just now a

person may drive his gig or dogcart from Matale to

Jaffna perfectly
— the road will be in perfect order the

whole way. Dar'mg the N, E. monsoon rains portions
of it are like paddy fields. The coach reaches Jaffna
at 1 1 in the morning of the second day. It leaves

Jaffna at 2 p. in. and reaches Vavuniyavilankulam
at 11 next morning, Anuradhapura at 6 p. m, and
Matale at noon next day."
We are promised a full account of the experiment

under European auspices at Tissamaharama : who will

be the first to pioneer as Farmer, Planter and Sports-
man (combined) in the Wanni district of the North ?

NORTH BORNEO.
An announcement appeared amongst the shipping ar-

rivals of last week which claims a little more than
the mere passing interest usu>dly given to that portion
of a newspaper. It recorded the entry into this bar-

bour of the British ship "Arches" from Kudat, and

consequently the first opening of trade which, it can

scarcely be too much to predict, will before long con-

stitute an important feature in the commerce of the

East. British enterprize needs but a reasonable open-

ing to effect startling results ; and, iu this case, with

a country comprizing an area equal to th.it of Ceylon,
and only waiting cultivation and development of its

many latent resources to render it a mine of mai ket-

able produce of all kinds, it cimnot be said but that

the opening afforded is one from which most promis-

ing results may be looked for, and that at no distant

date. Few, if any of those now residing in this

island, and forming part of a community actively

engaged in business, poseesfing palatial dwellings to

live in, "nd enjoying institutions and advantages of

every kind, lealiz* the fact that, in IS-il, or s^iy only
forty years ago, the site of this large and busy town
was a bare rock, as free of huts (not to say
houses) and trees as the top of Kclle t's Hill or the

Peak now is. Yet what a hive of busy population
and centre of vast trade it has since become ! The
same may be said of the Model Settlement of Shang-
hai. Th-it port wns opened to trade on the 9th Nov-
emlier 1843, when the present British, American, and
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French Concessions were simple rice swamps, with

clumps of cottages here and there in which the

native cultivators thereof lived. Yet now Shanghai
claims place as one of the finest cities of the East,
and is a nucleus of a trade valued at forty millions

sterling per annum. Of course it is not pretended
to compare the " New Ceylon

"
with either Hong-

kong or Shanghai, or to foretell for it a progress as

rapid and gigantic as that accomplished by the latter,

for it lacks one important element of success, which
has done much to float the last-named places on to

fortune, and that is the advantage of position ;

in the one case upon the borders of a thickly

populated empire, andin the other, upon an old estab-

lished trade route. But what we wish to maintain
is that the day of small things need never be des-

pised, and we sincerely trust that the arrival of the
" Arohos "

may indeed be remarkable as the presage
of a future of solid succss for North Borneo, and of

wealth tor those who give their money and their time
towards building it into a new state.

As far as we are at present informed, Kudat and
Saudakan are the only two places which claim the

dignity of settlements and trading ports. The first is

prettily situated on a land-locked cove, which juts into

the western side of the bay of Mariidu, a large arm of

the sea, situated in the northernmost point of Borneo
Island. The metropolis of the new State is to be

established here, and Governor Treacher is only await-

ing the erection of his house and olhces to remove
thither from Labuan with all his subordinates. The
settlement consists of a number of Chinese shops and

Malay huts, which are daily being added to by new-
comers from the neighbouring islands and Singapore.
A substantial pier has been erected by a Singapore
firm, at which vessels of considerable draught may haul

alongside. Having been only started as a station in

the month of December last, there is of course little

to be said as to the trade of Kudat or of its prospects
of trade, but, considering its short life it may really
be pronounced to be a thriving place. Saudakau, which
is situated in a fine bay that forms the embouchure of

the two longest rivers on the east coast of North Borneo,
was founded upon a settlement which had originally
been a place of considerable native trade, and has
therefore made material progress already. It contains

a population of 3,000 souls of whom a large and in-

fluential number are Chinese. Malays are continually
coming in trom Sulu and the neighbouring islands', as

well as from the distant interior, attracted by the

protection and freedom from molestation which they
secure under the new reijime. The trade is jet limited,
but it suffices to occupy two steamers, belonging to

diflereut parties, and which make fortnightly trips
between SandaLan and Singapore, calling at Kudat and
Labuan en route. The country round is covered witli

forest, but the soil is rich, and pronounced to be well

suited to the cultivation of both low and high country

products. Much more might be added as to other

portions of the new territory which are likely sooner

or later to be brought into prominence, when once labour
and capital can be brought to bear. But our object

being merely to call attention to the interesting fact

that communication has been opened between this

colouy and Borneo, we will leave these places and their

capabilities for further notice hereafter. One thing we
are glad to learn on the authority of those who are

competent to form an opinion. It is that the Milay
population have not only given up their predatory and
head- hunting propensiies, but are willingly submit-

ting themselves in all directions to the jurisdiction of

the Kesidents, whose grasp of authority is effective

in the maintenance of good order and discipline. Even
some of the chiefs who were at first recalcitrant,
and hesitated to acknowledge the sovereignty of the

Company, are now giving in their adhesion with that

of theii' people.
—Hongkonjj Z>aily Press,

PLANTING PROSPECTS IN CEYLON.
Nawalapitiya, July 21st.

By the time the train had reached Peradenija the

rain had passed away, and the mountains around

and beyond Nawalapitiya stood out pretty clearly,

but there is heavy rain again up here. Its result,

and no doubt the depression of the coffee industry, is

that the' natives are cultivating rice more largely than

in former years. Note that to leave old coffee as

shade for cocoa is right, as you want tree formation.

In the case of Liberian coffee it is wrong, because your

object should be to get bushes with primaries near

the root. Udapolla gave double the estimate of Li-

berian coSee, and Liberia yielded 1,800 bushels of

Liberian coffee. The cocoa trees on Moragalla con-

tinue flourishing, while sapan plants are shewing well.

A late visitor from Brazil was much struck with the

energetic eflforts of the planters to retrieve the failure

of Arabian coffee by new products. Brazil has plenty
of fine soil, but the labour collapse, though postponed
for perhaps ten years, is yet inevitable. There are

already a considerable number of runaway slaves in

the backwoods, and there are constant accessions.

Immigration from Europe and China is erjually a

failure. Coffee has been overdone. The future of

Cejlon presents a far more favourable view as regards

labour, communications, and a variety of products.

THE UTILIZATION OF PLANTAIN FIBRE.
In copying an interestuig article from the Calcutta

Enfjlishmcm, we feel bound to say that previous read-

ing led us to doubt whether the fibre of cultivated

plantain steins could be profitably utilized for cordao-e

fibre. In the case of these stems, as well as that of

the wild plantain, the main difficulty always has been
about the cost of caniage of bulky stems to the

machine, or of a bulky machine to where the stems
were in plenty. Then comes the

difficulty of pre-

paration so as neither to weaken nor discolour the
fibre. Finally comes the question of the low price
per ton offered by London buyers. The ' '

Manila
hemp

"
apart, we have always felt that if plantain

stems were ever to be profitably used it must be
as half stock for the paper makers. There can be no
question, however, that great advances have been made
lately in fibre-separating machines, and in the clean-

ing, drymg and preparation of fibres
; and tlie ubi-

quitous plantain, cultivated and wild, as well as aloes

may in Ceylon be turned to profitable account. The
statements of oiu' Calcutta contemporaiy sjjeak for
themselves, and we are especially struck by what he
says about the leaves of the pineapple. We have al-

ways felt that the long leaves of the plants, as giown
in shaded places in Ceylon, ought to yield fibre of
value superior even to the fniits, although these will
now be in special request for steamers

resorting to
Colombo harbour. The fibre of the pineapple is strong
as well as tine, but, for cordage, we always understood
the defect of fibre from stems of the cultivated plant-
ain, was thcii- weakness. This objection will not tell
so much, if the material is used for pajjer makin"
In these hard times, when cotiee planters out of em-
ployment are ready to tui-n then- hands to anythino- the
preparation of fibres from the numerous plants wliicliyiekl
them would seem to offer a field of deshable euterprize
and we feel sure that, if the pursuit is taken up
in earnest, Messrs. .John Walker & Co. and other
»ngiueers will cio their part in providing the re-

quisite machinery : simple, strong and light. The
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writer in the Englishman refers to tlie leaves of the

plantain trees as well as the stems, as fibre-yielders.
There is certainly plenty of green material, but the

proportion of water is enormous, as any one who
cuts a large stem or leaf can see. This large pro-

portion of water has been the great tlifliciilty in

former experiments, and perhaps the difficulty could
be obviated by the use of a small machine to ex-

press the moisture from the stems and leaves before

they are carried to the separating machine. Indeed
the E/ifflisAman states that for half stufT for paper it

is only necessary to split and cut the stems into

lengths and pass them through rollers. If, as is

asserted, the Bombay experiment, regarding which
detailed figures are given, was so satisfactory and

profitable as is alleged, the question naturally arises

why was it abandoned, as it appears to have been ?

We suspect it is a mistake to say that plantains
will grow on the poorest soil. Unless manured they
exhaust even good soil. Still, if the experiment suc-

ceeded in Bombay, it cei-taiuly ought to succeed in

Ceylon, and we trust it will be fully tried.

lu this connection we may notice the suggestion
made by a coriespondent of a contemporary that paper
pulp, the raw form of papier nulchd, should be used
as a covering for scraped cinchona trees. The idea
is worthy of attention. It is given in the following
form :

—
I would utilize paper but in a modified form. In

every town there is an enormous wastage of paper
cuttings and soiled paper of all sizes and kinds, burnt
or destroyed daily, all of which might be turned to

account for cinchona covering. Nothing is simpler or

easier than reducing cuttings of paper to a state of

pulp by the addition of water. Paper soaked and
then squeezed or mashed up by hand or any other

meanc, takes tl)e form of a pulp, the foundation in

fact of papier mache, and in that state could easily
be placed in a thin coating round the trees : it

would at once adhere the only proviso being that it

should not be applied during heavy rain, but ouce
dried on it will be found eapaUe of resisting all Imt
the heaviest rain, and if it remains on the stem for

one month its purpose will have been served. The
supply of paper cuttings and pieces must be very large
in Colombo and Kaudy.
Dried leaves of plantain trees ought to be useful

aa a covering, but they would be bulky to carry and
in seasons of drought would be apt to take fire.

The paper pulp could probably be pressed free of

moisture at Colombo and again moistened on the
estate before being applied 1 If pressed into then

sheets, we fear it would not be sufficiently pliable
for use.

(From the Calcutta "
Englishman.")

Few persons can long reside in any part of India
without being struck by the number of jjlantsi, such
as aloes, plantains, pineapples, &c., which form a
characteristic feature in every landscape.
The Btranger from northern latitudes, should ha

happen to be of an observant and enquiring turn of

mind, will reflect on the value of these plants and the
various uses to which ihey could be applied, and he
will soon see that they are productive sources of he
most valuable fibres of every degree fo strenglh .and

fineness, audsuiiable for working into the most delic-
ate fabric*, as well as for cordage and cables of the

greatest strength. The couch upon which he reclines
is covered with cloth made from o'nia'echal as fine as

silk, anti he will lie astonished to le.arn rithat it has
been obtained from the le.aves of the wild pineapple,
which occasionally forms tho hedgerowe of enclosures
and is thickly scattered throughout the juugle. He
will notice the native craft rigged with superior

28

cordage, and will be informed that it has been
twisted from the leaves of the aloe, patches of which
from their fleshy leaves he has seen growing around
in every direction. Oi- he will choose from the box
of an ordinary pedlar, should ho desire to send home
a souvnir of his wanderings, a scarf of texture almost
as fine as that which the spider weaves, made from
the leaves of the common pineapple and known in
India as pma. On seeing a fallen planfiiin tree of
the ordinary kind, he will notice the end of strong
white fibres protruding from the broken part, and
will be struck by their resemblance to hemp or' flax,
but on closer examination he will find them to be
very similar to the celebrated Manilla hemp, the in-

creasing demand for which- in Europe and America
he will probably have heard of. And to any one at
all informed as to the growing and insatiable wants
of the mauufaoturer, it is a matter of no sujall sur-
prize that the well-known and acknowledged de-
ficiency in the supply of fibrous materials has not been
made up from the numerous sources which in India
one sees flourishing everywhere around him. Why is
it that countless thousands of plantain trees in India,-
which are cut down after having yielded their fruit,-
are allowed to rot where they fall, instead of being
utilized for the excellent fibres with which they
abound ; and why are tho numerous species of aloe

and_ wild pineapple plants which flourish on un-
cultivated and otherwise barren land, and invade every
abandoned piece of ground, suffered to send out theu'
fibre-stocked leaves only to flourish and decay,- while
the demand for fibrous materials in all parts of the
world increases every day ?

The idantain In India is considered as valuable on
accouut of its fruit alone, Imt both the stems and
leaves abound in fibre useful for textile and cordage
pusrpose, while the tow which is separated in preparing
the fibres forms an excellent material for tlie finest
or the toughest paper. Nor is the process involved
in extracting the fibres in any way laborious or expens-
ive. Early in the year 18S0 the attention of two
gentlemen in Bombay was dii-ected to the fibre-produc-
ing capabilities of the common plantain suitable for

paper making, and after makmg several satisfactory
experiments with machinery of tiieir own invention,
they commenced operations on a moderate scale ut
Bassein, distant about 30 miles from Bombay; giviin'
employment to about 40 day labourers for ' a period
of above one year. The result of these works was
all that could be desix-ed, the outturn - of fibre,- wastft,
and paper stuft' produced at the rate of two' tods 'p^rdiem by the simplest conceivable machinery arid at
comparatively trifling coat, readily commanding lh6 fol-

lowing prices, on 9th December 1880, in the -Liverpool
markets:—

riautain fibre -£20 per ton.

„ waste £10 „ . „
tow £lp .„

From 800 trees, which was tlie average daily quant-
ity manipulated by by Messrs. Price & Lacey, the
yield was as follows:—

Clean fibre ... ... 1 ton
Waste ... ... L
Tow J „

while the cost of production was aa given below:

RAP
800stems.it R2
Cartage for above ...

40 cooIi<_"i, for cutting, splitting, wasWng,
tli-yin^, packing, &c..

Fuel for eugine
Sundries

16
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Bassein to Bombay, and freight from theDce to Liver-

pool, which, however heavy freight may have been at

that time, left them a large margin for profit. These

fioures, however, would hirdly give a satisfactory idea

as to the commercial merits of an enterprize in this

direction, as the capitalist would undoubtedly reap

greater benefits from an undertaking of this nature

were he to obtain his supply of raw material from a

plantation of his own. The culture of the plantain
is extremely simple, as it will flourish in almost any
soil where the climate ia warm and moist. It will

grow in the poorest soil, and its culture might be

extended with very little tr luble and expense. A
young shoot being planted attains maturity in eight

months, producing a bunch of fruit weighing 30, 50

and even 100 lbs., and throwing out from its roots

and around its stem from 7 to 10 fresh shoots. The.se

will, of course, each become a distinct plant, pro-

ducing its own bunch of fruit. According to the dis-

tances, there may be from 300 to 400 plants in an

acre, each producing on an average seven suckers,

thus making in all from 2,100 to 3,200 plants in an

acre. The produce of fruit at the lowest estimation

would be from 900 to 1,200 lb. annually ; and this

fi-uit has its market value. But should the supply
be in excess of the consumption in any purticular part
of the country, it could be dried and preserved by
a very simple process, in which state it is at all

times marketable. Thus it is apparent tliat the plant-

er who would cultivate the plaintain in large quant-
ites on account of its fibres or the preparation of

papermaking stuff would be amply repaid for the cost

of cultivation by the proceeds of the fruit yield aloue,

while the fibre from the stems and leaf stalks lor

textile and cordage purposes may be extracted at so

small a cost, with the aid of eimple rollers for crushing
the cellular tissues and pressing out the sap and then of

an ordinary scutcher removing the remaining extrane-

ous m.itter, that there is every reason to believe

that the planter would fiud it a very profitable busi-

ness. For preparing half-stuff for paper makers, we
understand that it is only necessary to split the stems,

cut them into lengths of three feet, aud pass them

through rollers grooved in such a manner as to make
them into fine strips, after which they may be dried

and packed into bales for export.
The fact of ground rent being in many parts so

extremely low, the ease with which a plantation may
be raised, and the very small amount of labour required
in tending the plants and extrarling the fibre or pre

paring paperstutf, should be sufficient inducement

to many capitalists to launch out on a new enterpii.;e,

or at least to make the experiment of developing an

almost new and certainly sadly neglected industry.

CEYLON FIELDS FOR PLANTING ENTERPRISE :

—NEW AND OLD PRODUCTS : TISSA,
GOOD ; VAVUNIYAVILANKULAM, BETTER;

KANTHALAI, BEST.

(By one who knows all three.)
" Kanthalai" writes ;

—"
I have rend with much

interest the article in your pajier of yesterday's date

headed 'New Fields for Agricultural Enterprise.'
"The 10,000 acres of land surveyed in convenient

lots of from 500 to 1,000 acres lotted off for that de-

funct Jaffna and Batticaloa Company comprize all

the advantages you desiderate, with the additional one

of being irrigable by the Kauth.^lai tank, and of being

Bupplied by a good road to Trineomalee on one side

from which it is distant 25 miles, and from Matale

railway on the other (75 miles),

"The soil is as good, if not better, than that at

TiBsamaharMma, and there is the additional advantage
of from 3,000 to 5,000 acres of beautiful pasture land

round the tanlc. The climate is betUr than that of

Tissa, though I have no doubt tlint is becoming better

every year." The Government cannot surely intend to keep this

and locked up any longer, for the benefit of the

defunct Jaffna and Batticaloa Company ! One wonders
now it has been reserved for so long as nearly five

years. If thrown open to public competition, on what
are known as pioneer rates (RIO per acre paid in

four instalments), I have no doubt that much of it

would be taken up.
"I send my card, and I am ready to supply any in-

formation, that may be required by any intending
settlers in respect of this land."

COFFEE IN BRAZIL AND CEYLON.
A proprietor of Ceylon coffee property now at home,

but about to return to the island, sends us the fol-

lowing cutting :
—
COFFEE FROM BRAZIL.

June 14th, 18S2.—Sneaking of the exhibition of coffee

from Brazil at the Crystal Palace, London, the Brazil and
River Plate Miil says :

— It will doubtless be a surprise to

many to learn that the total amount of coffee grown
in Brazil during the year 1881 amounted to about

5,000,000 bags of 132 lb. each, being equivalent to

one-half the whole estimated production of the world.

Of ithis prodigious quantity, in the same period,

2,241,976 bags were exported to America and 2,135,442

bags to Europe, England receiving 266,756 cwt of the

latter and yet to the vast majority of people Bra-

zilian coffee is quite unknown. From its superior and
delicious flavour it, indeed, enters into consumption
as a component part of many of those execrable mixt-

ures which have done so much to discredit

and limit amongst us the nse of the aromatic

berry, but is seldom if ever sold in our grocers'

shops in its own name and in its native purity.
The Central Association of Agriculture and of

Commerce of Rio de Janeiro, under the auspices of

of the Imperial Government, have resolved to put an

end to this unsatisfactory and anomalous state of

things by opening exhibitions in the principal cities

of Europe and by otherwise popularizing the Brazilian

product by the diffusion of statistical and authorit-

ative data with respect thereto.

Our correspondent, commenting on the above and on

the position of the coffee interest in Ceylon, writes

as follows :
—

"I send you a cutting out of yesterday's paper on

Brazilian coffee : would that our Government would do

something in the same direction, though I am not one

who believes that the chief industry of Ceylon cannot re-

cover ;
friends in Br.Tzil advise me that present prices

are ruining many there, and have caused a check to

cultivation, which must make itself apparent before

long, besides which at the present rate of immigra-
tion, America will soon double her consumption of the

bean. No doubt, times are very hard and we must
all husband our resources—saving every penny, not

in the too absurd way of starving the goose that

lays the golden egg, and spending tar and away too

much on the style of living, but by giving up some

of tlie absurd extravagancies we fell into during
the palmy days of 1876-77 ; and in my opinion, we
shall yet see much brighter days for coffee. No

doubt," immense stocks are now held everywhere,
but all this is every day losing colour and becoming
more and more valuless, as buyers now will only
take colory k'uds. So the large stock of inferior

colourless stuff will do its duty in the shape of

mixing into compounds (French coffee, &c.). Immense

quantities of chicory are now grown in Great Britain

itself. So here at home we have a ready means of

adulteration, which legislation should affect. As you

may be interested in the leader in the Times on crop

prospects here 1 eend it you,"
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FAILUKE OF COFFEE BLOSSOM.

Mr. Wall, under date 18th July, writes to us :
—

"
Experience is now rapidly accumulating in regard to all

our new enterprizes, .and your cxcelleut record of pro-

gress in this serial (the Tropical Agriculturist) is of

the utmost value and interest. I am ashamed that

I have individu.ally contributed so little in the way
of correspondence, but I am not therefore idle, and

I hope my work may not be altogether fruitless.

My long absence from home interferes with literary work.

"It IS very diseour.aging, and utterly unaccountable,
to find so much abortive blossom on coffee trees of

luxuriant growth, and scarcely affected by leaf-disease,

or by any other apparent malady, as is to be seen

all over the coffee districts this year ! Here is a sketch

of a branch plucked off a splendid tree full of healthy

foliage in one of our very best districts.

^C o

,.t'
CO*'
,cv"

" I plucked it whilst asking the manager what had

become of the splendid blossom we bad seen on that

particular epot on my last visit. His reply was. as

he looked at the straggling fruit on the tree,
' That

is all I can show for the blossom you saw, and

one or two other blossoms besides.' We have evid-

ently much yet to learn regarding the conditions

necess,ary to fertility in fruit trees. Our home experi-

ences prove that trees of luxuriant growth and

apparently perfect health become .absolutely barren

at times, and h.avo to be forced, by various ex-

pedients, into fruit-bearing. What can we do to our

coffee? Manure, our great ally, pruning,—and every

other ordinary form of attention have all proved in-

effeclu.al this year, and indeed for several years, and

we Knd colfee trees of every variety of age and con-

dition, all involved in one common case, the few

exceptions to which are as unaccountable as the rule

itself I n.aving closely and diligently studied several

of the remarkable exceptions of fruilfulness in the

very midst of surrounding barrenness, I can detect no

clue to the marvellous discrepancy I Roots, bark,

foliage, soil, each and all refuse to render any evidence.

It is God that gives the increase, and it is clear we
have yet to learn some of the essential laws and con-

ditions of His work !"

>
THE LEBONG TEA COMPANY, LIMITED.

Capital £100,000, in 10.000 shares of £10 each, of

which 8,207 have been issued. Directors—Sir James

Caird, Sir G. U. Yule. Messrs. C. E. Goodhart and D.

K. Smith. rea of cultivation, 951 acres. Manager in

India—Mr. G. W. Christison. Secretary—Mr. S.

Ward. The report and accounts of this concern to be

presented to the shareholders at the twentieth ordinary

general meeting, convened for today at the Company's

~~* Li which O represent eyes of last crop.

~i'. ,, stalks of failed blossoms.
•~

„ the two formed bei-ries.

offices, have been issued. The revenue account for the

year shows the receipts to be £21,359 8s; less tot.al

expeudilure, £13,798 os 6d ; net profit, £7,561 4s Gd.

Out of this £2,402 2s was paid in December last as a
dividend of 3 per cent. ; .£1,343 lis 5d has been placed
to reserve fund. It is proposed to devote £3,232 IGs
to payment of a dividend of 4 per cent., making 7 per
cent, for the year, leaving the sum of £467 los Id to
be carried forward. The profit made by last season's

operations was thus more tlian sufjicieut to have given
the shareholders a dividend of 9 per cent, on the capital.
The cost of the crop of last season laid down in London,
inclutliug all home charges, was Is OJd per lb., and
the average price realized for the teas was Is 6d

per lt>. The yield per acre from the area of plant
three years and upwards of age, viz., 729 acres

was 313 lbs. The estimated out-turn for this season
is 2,90U mds., or 232,000 lbs., i.e., at the rate of

278 lbs. of tea from 833 ares of plant three yeai's old
and upwards. The general m.auager's full and careful

report on the state of the plantati(ins is annexed to

the director's statement. The report states that the
new garden at Barnesbeg has continued to make
satisfactory progress, the produce of last year being
213 mds., and the teas from this estate have been
much approved by the trade. The extensions on
this and the other gardens of the Company may now
be considered nearly complete. The estimated yield
from Barnesbeg this season is 350 mds., the area of

tea three years of age and upwards being 135 seres,
which seeuis to be a very full yield from plant, the

larger portion of which is but three jears old. The
red spider is said to have spread iti ravages
to parts hitherto free from it, and as this subject
is of general interest, we quote the remarks of the

general manager in full :- "This pest is set in later,

and checked the flushes less in May and June, but
more about the middle and townrds the close of theseason
than in 1879 .and 1880. It was more diffused and less

severe upon the whole than last year. No parts suffered

quite so much as the parts worst affected during the pre-
vious two years, though it spread a little more on the places
almost free formerly. Many spiders remained alive

on ihe plants at the close of the season, and the
winter was too mild to greatly check them. At prcnent
the pesl is worse on the parts comparatively free hitherto,

but taken on the g.arden9 all round it is decidedly
less severe than at same date last year. The fields

that suffered most were pruned late this season, and
as yet the red spider show much less upon them
tliau in former years to same date. But it is too early
to offer any decided opinion in the mj-sterious matter.

The improvement m.ay be more apparent than real.

The pest ni.ay merely be coming on later, owing to

the late pruning and coldness of spring. It has been

spreading at Badiiintam during the latter half, and
at Tukvar during the last week of April, and it is

certain to be very much woise still by the end of this

month. It is but safe, therefore, to reckon that the

pest will become fully as general as ever it has been,
and that the gardens may suffer as much as last year.
And yet we ra.ay at least venture to hope that,

owing to its commencing rather late, the bushes

during the rains will be better able to resist

and grow out of it. The spider was pretty general
at Barnesbeg, and many of the bushes of all ages
there were very red with it last season. Still the

garden did not seem to suffer to any ex ent, and
it passed off after a couple of months. At present
this division is about as much affected as at same
time last jear. The eulpluir had a beneficial efiect

last season. One-third of this year's supply has been

applied on Mumfick (No, 24) in March, a:id the re-

mainder will be put on at Badamtani and Vah this

month when the spider is reaching its fullest develop-

ment, and should at that stage do most gfod, if not
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waflied off the bushes by rain too soon. It will be
seen that it is difficult— if not practically impossible

—
to apply any remedy effectually over so wide an
are I, and as formerly stated there can he no doubt
but the best safeguard ia continu(?d light cropping
accompanied by careful cultivation. A^ noticed in

last report, the number of pests that prey upon the

tea plant seem to increase rather than diminish in

this district, tnit so far the red spider is the only
one that materially affects the Company's intfrests."

'I'he Company's manager surveyed and reported on
various properties whicli were for sale in tl.e autumn
of last year, and the directors authorized certain

purchases on what they considered equitable terms,
but 93 much inflation in prices occurred just at

this period, no purchese was effected ; but the gen-
eral manasjer is authorized to examine any tea estates

that may come into the niiirket, and which may be

eligible in quality and position,
—H. and 0. Mail.

NEW FIELDS OF ENTERPRI.SE :—" MADA-
GASCAR. "

The Tanala ConxTny.—This is nearly all a gi-eat

forest, with few villages of any importance, the great
bulk of the people being settled on the low country to

the east of it. The eastern edge of the table-land

has very steep sides, with many bold and rugged
mountains, and waterfalls of great beauty ; the coun-

try is well-watered and exceedingly fertile, sugar-cane
and rice growing in luxiiance, with coffee on the hill-

sides. Except the dwellers ui the five towns, the

population is migratory, shifting theii- quarters as they
move to fresh rice gi'ounds. From the Faraoua soxith-

ward, the country is vu'tually iiidependeut, and is un-
der the rule of Zafirambo chiefs, whose head success-

fully resisted the Hovas in his mountain stronghold
of Ikongo. This has a town and many rice-fields on
its large flat top ; no stranger, is ..allowed to ascend

it, and the only access is by long ladders of creepers let

down by the garrison. The dwellers in the forest are

woodcutters and uonworkers, much iron ore being found
at its western edge. The Tanala is the richest dis-

trict in Madagascar, and presents a fine field for Eu-

ropean enterprise in the. cultiY4tion of coftee, sugar-
cane, vanilla, and even tea.—Colonics and India.

NEW AND OLD PRODUCTS IN CEYLON.
(By the Senior Editor.)

Lindula, July 22nd.

While expressing admiration yesterday of "Liberia"

and the other clearings a little beyond Polgahawela,

I said to a fellow passenger interested in Liberian coffee

and cocoa :

" There must be large tracts of land suitable

tor cultuVe between Polaghawela and Rambnkkana. " His

reply 'was that after six months' search through blocks

aggregating over
, 2,000 acres surveyed by orders of

Government with reference to sale he had at length

fixed X)n a lot which was duly advertized for sale. But

'a forester sent to report on it indicated that the

land' bore a quantity of useful timber and was w"ithin

easy distance of the railway. The sale was, therefore,

stopped,. and the land, it is expected, will either be

l-eserved as Government forest or sold at an enhanced

ujiset price. In either case there wall be not encourage-
ment but discouragement to enterprize in "new pro-
ducts." Of course it is very important that Govern-
ment as representing the public should retain posses-
sion of a sufficiency of forest reserves to supply 'jrab-

Ue demand for timber, but Gp^^ernment must take

care that the interests of the eilterprize on which the

colony depends for relief iVonv present depression, are

not sacrificed to the one interest of foiestry. The

natural desii'e of the professional forester will be to

get every tract of land which carries good forest re-

served, and the high officers of Government will have
to perform the duty of holding the balance true, so that
while a sufficiency of forest is reserved, enterprize is

not discouraged or repressed.
In this connection a Dimbula planter who was a

fellow-iiassenger held that Government should deal
more liberally in the case of resei'ves alongside streams.
Let the planter clear and then plant good trees, said

he, but let him have property in the timber, on con-
dition that for every tree he cuts down he shall plant
at least one. A large number of planters would thus
become tunber producers, to the benefit of the colony
and Government. The more tunber giown, the cheaper
would be the cost in the market. This gentleman
believes that growmg trees for tunber purposes mil
pay, and I feel mclined to agree with him.
The Liberian coffee and cocoa planter stated that

while the short squalls of the monsoon of 1881 had
" scorched

"
the cocoa trees, the much higher winds

of the present monsoon had done no damage. I

questioned the scorchuig property of any Ceylon wind
(although the action of wind laden with sea-moisture
on young coconut pabns looks exactly like that of

fire), and an experienced V. A. who was present
hi-ewdly suggested that the cocoa plants were this

year better gi'own and so better able to resist the wind.
Cmchonas like cocoa plants will be all the bettei

of the shade and shelter of coffee or tea when young,
and a gentleman, who has had considerable experience
in Ambagamuwa, Dikoya, Maskeliya and Dimbula ex-

pressed strongly his opinion of the advantage of plant-
ing cinchonas amongst tea. Certamly in my own case
cinchona officinalis planted amongst tea looks wonder-

fully fresh and flourishing. There seems little doubt
that tlie far reaching taproot of the tea plant drains
the soil of superfluous moisture, while the rootlets

open up the soil. The test will be the critical period
when the. cinchonas are about three years old.

Cbffee seen en route looked fresh and green—alas !

too much so, but I have seldom seen tea and cin-

chona lookuig better. I was told that leaves of the
areka pahn were being tried as covering for shaved
cinchona trees. Contracts had been made to deliver
the leaves at any railway station at Rl per hundred,
or a cent each, and the calculation was that three
leaves would cover an orilinary tree. The danger, I

apprehend, would be from tlie thickness and impervious-
ness of the leaves, so that fermentation might be set

up. Mana grass has many merits : amongst the rest
that no string is required to tie it on the trees.
" Wild ginger

"
or cardamom leaves answer well, and

I have seen the leaves of gladioli thus utilized. Up
at this elevation, besides coarse grasses in open spaces
in the forest, there is abundance of the dwarf bamboo,
which probably would answer as a covering.

The appearance of tea at between 5.000 and 6,000
feet altitude, here, is all that could be desired, and
"the use of machinei'y is increasing. I wonder if a
fellow-passenger was correct in his assumption that the
soil of Ceylon, unless manured, would never produce
tea with the strength of the Assam product. Delicacy
of flavour, however, is the desiderated quality in tea
to be.U'sed alone, and that Ceylon tea possesses.
The carpenter on this estate who has taken a con-

tract for makhig tea chests is doing a little in tea

dealing. After purchasing several parcels of coarse,
broken leaf at Gd per , lb. he has just got 1 cwt. at
5d. The tea, although it

"
liquors

"
excellently, would

scarcely soil in the Loudon mai-ket, so that the trans-
action pays us, as we do not supply lead, &c., and it

is of very great importance that the consumption of
tea by the natives should be encouraged. I trust,
therefore; the buyer ivill obtain such profit as will
lead him to more extended transactions. The popul-
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atiou of Australia is exactly the same as that of Cey-
lon. But, wliile over twenty millions of pounds of

tea arc consumed in Australia, the consumption in

Ceylon is not much over 100,000 lb. ! Now tliat the

native patches of coffee have so largely gone out, these

accustomed to coffee ought to take to tea. If our 2j
milUons only consumed ^ of a pound per head per

annum, that would be nearly 700,000 instead of 100,000.

If the consumption of tea could he increased and that

of arrack lessened seven-fold, the change would.be for

the better for all classes. I cannot doubt that the

Hindus will yet rival the Chinese as tea drinkers.

The blue gums gi-ow rapidly as a general rule, but

at higli elevations, where they are exposed to cold

wind and drizzle, they suffer from what I take to be

a species of leaf fungus wlucl\ spreads to cinchonas,
tea and other plants. A very considerable proportion
of the gums get broken oi' blown dovni in tlie high

winds, being topheavy and often with but a slight

hold of the ground. Tea is being pruned as well as

planted, and tliere Is at present no sign of the moth
which does so much harm to the tender flush. The
climate is today perfection

—cool without being cold,

even at 5,800 feet altitude.

Lindula, July '23rd.

I suppose it is due to the unusually wet monsoon that

the species of tea-blight which affects the older leaves,

turning them to a rusty copper colour, deepening to

dark brown as the leaves wither and die off, is so badly

prevalent. The Australian gums are innocent of any
responsibility in this case, for the disease was seen

long before the eucalypti were grown on this estate.

Many years ago, I sent some affected leaves to Dr.

Thawites, but he made light of the matter, indic-

ating that discoloration of some of the older leaves of

the trees would not affect their general healtli.

So it has been generally, but this year the blight
has caused the withering and droppuig of a large
amount of foliage, especially in the case of trees re-

served for seed-bearing purposes. Much more serious

enemies as yet, however, have been the symplox,
round tlie stock and root of which from two to a

dozen bushes soraetunes die, and the moth which, in

warm weather, attacks not tlie mature leaves but the

tender flesh, much of whicli it ruins.

There is always something for the planters to con-

tend agauist Strange to say the unusually wet wea-

ther has not developed bug to any extent ;
Heiiiileia

vaMatrix seems in abeyance, and gi'ub,
" which swept

up, in the course of the past four or five years, from

Nanuoya estate through tabnerston, Rituageri, Som-

erst, Langdale, Avoca, Lome, and Abostford to iSIaha-

Eliya is departing in the same order, the last-named

estate alone being now badly aftected. At this juncture
the coffee planters' old and much dreaded enemies the

rats have appeared, and recommenced then- diabolica

work of destruction, taking oft' the primaries close to

the stem, witli a cut as clear as if a sharp primiiiij knife

were used. If the rodents are attracted by hunger,
and I believe some of the nilu (strvbilaiitltiis) is flower-

ing, the strange thing is tliat they do not eat the

branches tliey sever. I can as yet only speak of the

wood-rats on Dessford and Abbotsford, but I suspect

they will diffuse their attentions. A good deaA of rain

fell tliis mornuig, but thei"e is some promise of a

fine afternoon. Cinchonas seem te be flourishing as

they never did before, up here.

Lindula, July 24th.

This is a fine planting monsoon, and I suppose a<lvan-

tage has been and is being taken of the moist weather

to pusli forward the plaiitingof tea, cinchona and shelter

trees, everywhere, and, at the lower altitudes, coco.-i,

cardamoms, rubber trees, &c. With all the rain

falHng up here, the temperature recently baa been

so nnhl that the tfa bushes are. shewing decided

symptoms of a "flush," which may be gathered

from some of the bushes before they are pruned,
an operation to whicli it is melancholy to see
from 2 to 6 feet of most luxuriant green
and golden growth sacrificed. This in the case
of best Assam hybrid, tlie growth of which between
5,000 aud 6,000 feet is so marvellous, that I can well
conceive the use of superlatives being necessary to
describe the progrfss of the plantations in the low,
hot valleys near Awisawella, Kalutara, Yatiyanlota,
&c. By the way, the appearance of the flourishing
tea plantation which has taken the jlace of coffee

on a portion of what was old Sinhapitiya estate, near

Gampola, the -first coffee plantation opened in Ceylon
vividly reminded nie of a similar but much more
extensive e.\panse of undulating tea cultivation, in

the valley of Sinegar, Java, the property of Mr.
Kerkhoven. The Java elevation is only 1,500 feet, that
of the Dunibara valley, "nd my first sight of 1,200
acres of closely cultivated and evenly pruned tea sug-

gested the idea of a mimic sea, with wavelets of vivid

green. Mr. Kerkhoven believes in the "hedge" sys-
tem of culture, his China plants being put down at

distnnces of 2 feet in the rows (he believes in even
closer planting) and 4 feet between the rows, to al-

low of the careful hoe and even plough cultute which
is possible on his land. That our Ceylon tea must
ultimately be manured is evident from the fact that

the Java estate, although formed on rich lava soil,

is copiously treated with fertilizing mutter, largely
manure from the proprietor's extensive horse stables.

But I must refer to my notes (which I have not

here) for a full account of the Java tea culture, as

also for the incidents of my most interesting risit to

the establishment at Buitenzorg of the gentleman
whose death I regret to see recorded in your latest

news from the Dutch colony—Mr. J. E. Teysmann.
To his courtesy I owed my first sight of an extensive

plautntion of cocoa in full bearing, the only one in

Java, I believe ; while the sight of his large col-

lection of rare animals was a great treat. The apes
and monkejs were especially numerous and varied,
some of the former painfully human-like in viBaj^e.

I there, for the first time, saw the anomalously tusked,

bog-like creature, described by Wallace as almost pe-
culiar to Celebes. But what most astonisited me were
the breeding cages oi multitudes of insects of the

mantis tribe, some enormous in size, curious from
their resemblance to leaves aud twigs aud many dis-

tinguiehed by gorgeous colouring of vivid scarlet aud

orange. I fancy Mr. Tejsmonn never recovered the

shock of the death of his wife, for whom he was

mourning when, in company with his Euccessor in the

Botanic Gardens, Dr. Treub, I visited his interesting

place. No doubt my visit to Java took place at a period
of abnormal drought, but I came away with a

settled conviction that, whatever may be the case in

regard to coffee, Java has no advantage over Ceylon
as a tea-growing country except that of having earlier

adopted tlie enterprize. Our hot, moist climate and

evenly distributed rainfall, and especially our coiiunand

of labour, more than compensate for a soil somewhat
inferior in fertility. Although neighbouring tea bushes

get affected by the blight which 1 have noticed as at-

tacking the leaves of eucalypti planted above 5,000
feet here, the tea does not seem to suffer to any extent.

The case is very different with cinchonas, which, to

the lee of the gum trees especially, suffer much :

not only the leaves but occasionally the top twigs
withering, while a few cinchonas have been undoubtedly
killed by the disease. After emptying our present
nurseries, therefore, we shall plant no more gums above

5,000 feet, and we have learned by experience that it

is unwise to plant those trees in soft giound by the

sides of roads or di'ains, as they do not seem to send

down tap-roots, get top-heavy, with luxuriant foliage
and fall down iu numbers, not merely in windy wea-
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ther, but when the earth is soaked by raiu. Grevilleas

are preferable in eveiy respect except, perhaps, rapid-

ity of growth: they and tlie "black wattle." The
latter tree is specially liable to attacks of lorauthi,

parasitic plants allied to the mistletoe, but these could

be cleared away by coolies amied with long poles to

the ends of which crooked knives or sickles are at-

tached. Monkeys still continue occasionally to break

off the tops of cinchonas near forest with tlieir

forehands, but latterly elk have become much more
destructive and must receive attention. As I am
always ready to f/ire information I now venture to

ask for the experience of those who have allowed tea

plants grow up as seed-bearers. Ours have been left

absohitely to grow at theu' own sweet M'ill some for

seven years. But probably a certam amount of prun-

ing and perhaps topping (?) would improve the quality
as well as increase the quantity of the seed ? Some
of my ti-ees are over 20 feet in height. Would top-

ping be beneficial as well as thummg out the smaller

branches?—P.S.—At 3 p.m. the rain is heavily heavily,

0'62 of an inch havmg fallen since the record of the pre-

vious 24 hours was taken, and the coolies have had

to be knocked off.

The Tamils are valuable labourers, but only when
well looked after. In this connection I may notice

a letter which my good frieutl Mr. St. George Caul-

feild has addressed to the Queenslander, and in

which he claims special belief in his testimony favourable

to the Tamils as labourers, because he is a superintendent
and not a proprietor. Now why, may 1 aek, should the

testimony of a superintendent as regards the character

of the coolies be better worthy of belief or less sus-

picious tlian that of a proprietor. Superintendents are

constantly passing into the ranks of proprietors
—Mr.

Caulfeild, doubtless, hopes to undergo the transform-

ation. Will his testimony and that of other men who
have passed from the positiou of superintendent to that

of proprietor become valueless or hss trustworthy
with theii- rise in life ? Uutil an answer is given,

I must consider the problem as much "one of the

things which no fella can understand
"

as the

compositor's reason for making me write of tea

flesh instead of flush. Perhaps the printer had heard

that tea to hard-working milliners and others is not

merely a •stimulant but a very good substitute for

flesh-forming meat. The vulgar idea that tea is in-

jurious to weak or consumptive people has in count-

less cases resulted in the cruelty born in ignorance.

One of my eai-liest recollections is that of a poor

consumptive patient who instinctively longed for the

comfort of a cup of tea, which she said her liusband

out of kindness—most mistalien kindness—refused to

let her have. To the vast majority of those who use it,

tea is a boon, and the more who can use it the better.

INDIAN COOLIES. CINCHONA.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " QUEENSLANDER."

Sir,— I am a Ceylon planter of ten and more years'

experience, and I have lately had my attention nincb

turned towards Queensland, where 1 have relatives.

I have been principally interested iu the procuring of

Tamil labour for Queensland, and have read with

interest articles in tlie Queensland papers on this seem-

ingly vexed question. I hold that the extra value to

be obtained trom your waste lands, both jjublic and

private, by the increase'i cultivation rendered feasible

by the introduction of black, cheap, and good labour,

will in time tend to make more work in many \vays

for the whites, who now object to the introduction of

such labour. From all I hear and read, I gather

that the available fields of Northern Queensland must

and will lie waste unless you get a sufficient quantity

o£ cheap black labour, which your kanaka labour

evidently is not. My experience of Tamils extends

over eleven years, and I find them capital workers.
Mind, I write as a paid superintendent, and not as
a proprietor, so my words can be relied upon.
With such vast exteut of available lands, Queensland
ought to be a fine field for hard working men willing
to rough it for a time.

I send you by this mail a packet containing 1 lb.

of Chidwna officinalis seed, to be used as you see fit.

If it had not been for the cincliona enterprise out
here a good many planters would have goue to the

wall, owing to bad coffee crops. The public were at
first most unwilling to embark in the new enterprise,
but how it is largely engaged in, and has turned out
a first-class cultivation. C. officinalis will, I believe,
suit yonr climate best, as out here, owing to excessive

wet, it dies out in large patches, with cankered roots.
You should strongly ads'ise your fellow-colonists to

give the cultivation a trial, aud should it thrive with
you it will run your other products hard, as the de-
mand is steady, and indeed above the supply.—lam,
sir, (fee, H. St. Geo. Caulfeild.

Ceylon, 24th April.

A Ceylon planter (Mr. Caulfeild), of more than
ten years' experience, has kndly forwarded to us by
mail lib. seed of Cinchona officinalis for distribution.
His reasons for doing so will be gathered from the
letter accompanying the seed, which will be found on
another page. Mr. Caulfeild's opinion aud remarks
are in perfect agreement with the reports which ap-
pear from time to time in our exchanges from India.
There tbe cinchona is largely cultivated, aud various
methods are iu use for stripping the bark so as to
save the trees for future production, and different
varieties are grown according to the locality. It may
be well for our readers to bear in luiud that the tree

is decidedly tropical, aud caanot be expected to thrive

except in the northern districts ; there, however, with-
out doubt it will be perfectly at home. We ijave to
thank our thoughtful correspondent for the fine parcel
of seed we have received, and which we shall be

happy to distribute amongst those of our readers in

the North who will give it a fair trial, if they will

make eai-ly application for the same.—Queenslander.

LOW-COUNTRY PRODUCTS IN CEYLON,
LiBERiAN OoFFEE AND Hhmileia Vastatbix; Ohop; Oocoa;

Wax-palms; Oeara Rubbeh; Crickets.

Henaratgoda District, 8th July 1882.

June was wet up to the 2.3rd, when a fortnight of

dry weather set in, cloudy with strong wind—not

reasy, teafy, easy wind, but rairing, taring, raging
wind, that tears branches from the trees, and carries

them for many yard?. The wind had calmed down
for a couple of days, but broke out again yesterday,
in one of the fearful squalls to which our district
is so liable. I was fortunate, in haviug evacuated the

kajau hut I have occupied for three years, for it

came down by the run, a few days afterwards,
burying one coolie in the ruins; luckily none of the
heavier sticks came on him, and he was rescued with
little or no damage. I thought I had chosen a spot
for my bungalow, sheltered from both monsoons, and
BO it is, but the wind perversely persists in coming
either from the north-west or south-east. In fact, the
wind has not settled for a day to south-west, since
the present monsoon opened.

I am sorry to say that the fungus is extending on
the coffee of all age^, from nursery plants upwards,
and many of the larger trees, that; hitlierto appeared
fungus-proof, are contracting pinepots. I cannot now
say, that there is one variety, on the place, that
remains unaffected in all its individuals, aud I begin
to fsar that we have not a kind with an absolute

power of defying the enemy. I have three ways of
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treating the disease, ou plants from oue year old
downwards. A fiae healthy plant, with only a few
leaves affected, I strip of all diseased leaves to give
it another chance ; a plant from eight to twelve
months with a stem as thick as my tiuger, and all

its leaves affected, I cut down
; and, where a very

young plant has contracted the disease, I pull it up
altogether. I already know that stumping is little or
no good in the way of getting a healthy shoot, but
one here and there succeeds, it is worth while to

give it another chance. When the fungus attacks a

very small plant in the field, the best, way of deal-

ing with it is to destroy it at once ; it never will

be a healthy plant if left, and will always be a fresh
centre of infection as long as it lives; the chances are,
however, that it will die after shedding an immense
crop of spores.
The young plants injured by the caterpillars have

mostly opened fresh leaves, but the check has made
them particularly liable to contract fungus, and I am
daily pulling tliem up, as it manifests itself. I could
not detect it on the plants when put out, but it was

probably latent in the nursery, else how could it ap-
pear so suddenly on the newly cleared laud ?

I have a very small crop to gather this month,
the first-fruits of the thirty-two months old trees ;

its chfracleristics are great thickness and toughness
of pulp, a great quantity of very tenacious slime,
and thirty-five per cent of peaberry. A picked sample
of the largest dry parchment, 640 beans weighed oue
posnd, of the smallest it took 1,200 ; and of the uusorted
850. The average of the largest and smallest gives
920, but there is no more of the large and middling
sized than of the. very small ; the peaberry gives
more of the very small than the doubles, trebles are

very rare in Arabian cott'ee, but they are not uncom-
mon in Liberian. Of course, these fact^ and figures
decide nothing : I only record them while they are
fresh, and I have only a few handfuls of half dry
parchment to deal with. When I next write, Iwill
be able to tell more about it from further experi-
ments. For the last two months, I have been gather-
ing a few berries that dried on the trees, and, having
cleaned and thoroughly dried them, I find it takes
1,760 to make a pound, and perhaps a day or two
more in the sun may call for a greater tale to make
up the weight. There are a good many

'
ifs' connected

with the future
;

if we can get rid of Mmileia vast-

atrix, the if of ifs , if we can eliminate all but the
best varieties, if we can place them in congenial soil,
and if we feed them year by year with as much or
niore of the elements of fertility as we remove, there
is a fortune of R10,000 in 20 acres of such Liberian
coffee. This is however a mere dream of what might
be, if conditions were different from what they are ;

at the very foundation of such a system, we must have
no htmikiti; we must either succeed in establishing a
variety that will absolutely resist it under every cir-

cumstance, or we must have some means of effectually
combating it. Till one or other of those objects be
attained, we have no security tor our investments in
this product. We may, in favourable cases, recover
the original outlay, but while we see the pest surely
if slowly advancing, absorbing, one after another, our
most hopeful plants ; when we see that the most vigor-
ous tree that has once admitted a pinspot is lost
to profitable cultivation, after a struggle of longer or
shorter duration according to its essential stamina.
It is true that Liberian coffee plants have lived and
flourished for years in an atmosphere laden with the
germs of hniilcUi, but when we see those plants
stricken at last and rapidly suecumbing, we begin to
lose confidence and senously cou>ider, whether, under
the circumstances, it is a prudent course, to continue
extending the cultivation or to rather wait and watch,
for more knowledge to guide our action. There is

no doubt, that, of all our new products, Liberian coffee
is the foremost, but for this one drawback, the li-

ability to the fungus. In the direction of an effectual

remedy, our hopes must be rather cold all round, but
with the certainty that among the vast variety there
are degrees of liability to contract fungus, we may do
much ni selecting seed from those plants alone, that
have stood the test of years and possess other good
qualities. In my own charge, I have still less than
ten per cent of affected plants, but my trouble arises
from the fact, that the percentage is increased by
every spell of wet weather, and the instances in which it

has been shaken oft are few and far between, and re-

cently spots have shown on some of my pet plants.
I have at length a few pods of cacao, on the few trees
that are just three years old, and even those a few
months younger are trying hard to bear. This plant,
so hard to establish, seems hardy enough, when it

gets up, to two and a half or three years, on toler-

ably sheltered spots, but on a gravelly soil, or an
exposed situation, it simply will not do any good,
though it has great tenacity of life, and sometimes
makes a start, after lingering between life and death
for a couple of years.

I The seed of wax-palm have been iu the ground
for three weeks, and on examining some today I
find no change whatever. A small nursery of cloves

(only forty seeds down); and I am waiting for a thousand
nutmegs, to commence that branch of cultivation. I
cannot speak very favourably of the cardamoms, but
vanilla seems to have found here exactly what it

requires to thrive on. Ceara rubber is already in some
cases nearly twenty feet high; and I will within the

year have my own seed tor extending its cultivation.
I am by degrees getting up fruit trees. The pumalo,
the citron, the orange, and the lime : somebody—I

forget who—ijromised me lemon seed. The citrus tribe
have their special caterpillar, and very difficult to

rear, to the height of three feet, when they are pretty
safe. I have only two or tliree mangoes, as all but
the best kinds are mere cumberers of the ground,
and I wait till I can get the best kinds. The Kew
pine seems destined to supersede all the inferior kinds.
I have only a few plants now, but hope soon to en-

large my stock of this magnificent product. I have
breadfruit, custard-apple, soursop, namuam, pome-
granate, coca, papaw, rambutau, &c., &c. I have
not gone in for a vegetable garden, and ornamental
plants, but these may come hereafter, with some leisure
to attend to them. "Jock," said the dying laird of
Dumbiedikes to his son,

" when ye have nacthing else

to do, ye may be aye sticking in a tree : it will be

growing when ye 're sleeping."
A lowcouutry estate should grow some of every-

thing, that can be profitably cultivated, that con-
duces to the comfort of the resident, oris even pleas-
ant to the eye. W^th half' a score of different pro-
ducts, cultivated on one property, there can hardly be
such a general failure of crops, or depression of markets,
as to affect them all at the same time. If there be a

poor crop of coffee, the tea may be a good one ;

there may be a failure of the cocoa, but the rubier

may bleed ivell ; the bad fruit season may be a good
spice one, and v. v. It is not easy to find in Ceylon
a hundred acres of laud of uniform quality but by
multiplying our cultivated products we can suit all

(qualities, and put Ceard rubber or wax-palm, where
nothing else will grow.
A writer in the Observer of 13th July accuses me of

being behind the age in those days of Scowen'a trans-

plmters, and coffee seed at a rupee a thousand in

that I have be^u using b:i-kets, to rear my plants ;

and advises me to sow ^-eed enough for the per-

centage destroyed by crici.ets, as well as for my own
wants.

I answer, that for upwards of two years the per-
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centage of loss from crickets would have been pre-

cisely one hundred, in open nursery beds, and but
for the fortunate discovery, tliat the plants were

comparatively safe in baskets, the attempt to rear

them hero must have been abandoned. Furthtrmore,
the seed I hael to deal with was not obtained for

one rupee per thousand, some of it having cost as

much as twenty rupees. If I expressed myself, so as

to lead an "old friend" to believe, that I meant to

use baskets, when or where there were no crickets,
I am sorry for it, as I never intended to convey such
a meaning, and if my critic will visit me 1 will

show him as tine a mersery in the open ground, as

heart could desire, the army of mole crickets having
failed to put in its half-yearly appearance last March.
I remain in total ignorance of the conditions, that
rendered this place, for two and a half years, the
favourite breeding ground, of myriads of mole crickets;
as of the change of conditions, that has led to their

almost total disappearance. X do not hold any one a

competent judge of the necessity of the precautions
taken, to counteract an evil, that the critic has
never had to deal with, on an equal scale. Let my
old friend one day plant out 2,000 plants, and find

one half of them cut oif next morning, and he will

probably feel less ready to find fault with the

doings of those who have had to deal with such
mischances.

I had not one of my last planting cut in the field,
but I have lost some hundreds from caterpillars :

quite a new experience.

TOBACCO-PLANTING IN DELI (SUMATRA).
(From a Coi-respondent. )

27th June 1S82.

I am glad to be able to report that cholera is now
on the decrease. A short time ago this fatal epidemic
seemed to have been raging in all parts of the coun-

try, sweeping away the "Celestials" and Bataks
in great numbers. It was a sad tune indeed for
tobacco planters, who could ill afford to lose their
coolies just about the middle of the planting season.

However, we are now pretty nearly rid of the enemy,
and the drooping spirits of the plantmg community
are beginning to look up again. Much is owing to
the recent heavy rains we have had in arrestmg the

epidemic, and still the cry is for more rain, being as it

is so very beneficial to the growth of tobacco. This
is the only product cultivated to a great extent and
the prosperity of Deli has been hitherto mamly due
to the success which has attended its cultivation. All
the planters are looking forward to "

bumper crops
"

this year. Cutting has already been begun on most
of the estates, and there are not a few who hope to
make from 12 to 14 piculs per cooly. The advices
which have lately been received from Amsterdam show
as usual that most grades of Deli tobacco have met
with a favorable reception in that market : the ex-

ception being broken leaf, which is now in little de-
mand. So far everything looks promising for the

planters, and should the strong winds we are having
just now from the south-west do no damage, all will
be as desired.

I do not think it will be long before the planters
here take to cultivating other products, besides tobacco.
The long range of hills in the distance offers a tempt-
ing prospect to those who are contemplating the cult-
ivation of coffee, &c. The soil is rich and the climate

delightful. But unfortunately the hUls are forbidden

ground to the "Orang putih"; notwithstanding this
there seems to be a steady advance made on them liy
two enterprising Dutch gentlenien, an advance which,
it properly directed and carefully assisted by the

ruling powers, may ultimately result in a good portion

of the hill-country coming under cultivation. At present
all is but a wilderness of fertility, awaiting the busy
hand of the planter.

COFFEE CULTURE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
AND MEXICO.

(From the Rio News.)
The following remarks upon coffee culture in Mexico

and the Central American states, are from the pen of M.
Thiersant, French consul in Central America, translated
from the Journal dcs Economistes into the New York
Commercial Bidletin of March 3rd :

" When the railways now in course of construc-
tion are finished we may look forward to great im-
provements and extension in the cultivation of coffee
m Mexico. The present export is estimated at

4,000,000 pounds, almost exclusively purchased for
the United States. The culture was introduced in

1828, and has now extended to the states of Ohiapas,
Coliraa, Michoacau, Vera Cruz, Talhzeo, &c. Colima
coffee is well known in all markets. The Govern-
ment and planters are doing everything in their

power to extend the cultivation and improve the

product. An agricultural Society is established in the
city of Mexico, to which most of the planters belong,
and a weekly paper is published containing their ob-
servations, etc. Here, also, however, plants that are
five years' old are attacked by a disease termed
chahuistle. It is especially observable in dry and
worn-out soils, or on sun-exposed slopes.
"Costa Rica began to grow coffee in 1820. Iq 1830,

the immense tracts to the south of the capital were
sold on condition that only coffee trees would be
planted. Still, the cultivation has only slowly ex-
tended until recently. At present, from 250,000 to

300,000 quintals are annually exported. The soil of
the country is extremely fertile, and the climate most
favourable to the coffee plant. Labor and capital are,
however, wanting, and roads and means of transport
in the interior very deficient. Almost the whole
foreign trade of the country is done through the

port of Pueuta Arenas, on the Pacific, aud to this

port there is only one line of communication, and
even this is only pructicable iu the dry season, from
December to March. The freight from the port to
the capital is often SO piastres per ton for a distance
of 18 league.'.. Only one-halt of the 300,000 bags
harvested can be exported, on account of the bad
roads. A railroad from Limon on the Atlantic, which
is to coimecfc the port with the principal centres, has
been in course ot construction since 1870, but is still

far from being completed. The totitl length will be
about 115 miles. The soil has been exhausted iu

many instances, and manuring will be requisite.
There is a very suitable zone for the cultivation o£
coffee which is traversed by 70 miles of railroad,
and which can be connected with the port of Limon.

"Nicaragua began to grow coffee in 1848, and now
some four and-a-half million of pounds are annually
exported. The same hindrances alluded to above are
here in force. Lately, new plantations have been made
and the construction of i> railroad had been begun.
The country is of extraordinary natural wealth, but
its fields are deserted, its forests silent and its har-
bors empty. The inhabitants seem to have been plac-
ing illusive hopes on the construction of a trans-
oceanic canal.

"S.ilvador now ships 200,000 quintals
—a quantity

which may be doiibh-d within a few jeirs. Tne cult-
ivation was almost entirely coiifiucd to the western

part of the republic, but is now extending to other

parts. Some plantations liav3 been lately made on
the heiglits near the volcano of San Miguel. A foreign
Company has been given a concession to build a line
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of railway from Sonsonate to the port o£ Acajulta.
The populatiou is ialjorioiis and peaceable, and the

country on the road to progress. Tlie coffee trees
were attacked last j'ear by an insect, but a very good
remedy has been found in the use of tar.

*' Honduras so far has scarcely grown enough coffee
to provide its own wants, and tlie article known as
Honduras in other markets is Guatemala. The govern-
ment has passed a measure to exempt all coffee plant-
ations front taxation during ten years, and it is be-
lieved that the imports of the state, amounting to

0,.500,000 piastres annually, may be covered by
coffee exports within two years ; 5,000,000 coffee trees
h.ave been planted. Tlie want of hands, that is of well
conduoced Europeans, and the eternal political dis-

quiet of the country are great drawbacks.
"
Guatemala, batlied by the two oceans, and witli

the magnificent port of Santo Thomas de Castillo, has
also a fertile soil and salubrious climate. Coffee con-
stitutes its staple product today, and the shipments
are now 289,762 quintals. Before ISoo, very little was
grown. Several railway lines are now being surveyed
or in process of construction. The compulsory labor
of the Indian is spoken of as a legislative measure.
The insect enemies of the plant are numerous, but not
so dangerous as in other places."
The writer attributes tlie present state of the coffee

market to over-speculation, chiefly the work of a

clique, who began operations in Frankfort on the Main
in 186S ; also to the overproduction in Brazil, and
to the effects of the commercial crisis. The fall in

prices in tlie United States added to the difficulty,
The present prices, M. Thiersant thinks will hardly
change for the better, unless through speculative pro-
cess ;

" but then," he adds,
"
the coffee market has

now become a true speculative market."

[The quintal is equivalent to 100 lb. Our readers
will notice the frequency with which disease iu

Coffee, chieily of insect origin, is mentioned.— Eu.]

PLANTING ON THE HILLS OF CEYLON.
THE RAIN: "TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING"—THE GUM-
TREE LEAP DISEASE—GROWTH OF THE TREES—" RYBIIID"

VERSUS " indigenous" ASS.V.M TEA—HYBRID CINCHO.NA—
RATS, GRUB, AND LEAF DISEASE—FRUIT TREES—FODDER
GRASSES.

LiNDULA, 27th July 1883.

What the Scotch proverb says of the " fox's bairns,"
viz.

" the aulder the waur" (the older the worse), can

truly be said of the S. W. monsoon of 1882 in its closing
days. Good planting -weather is very good, but one
thinks of the inebriate who was audibly praying that

the Virgin would help him on to his horse. A passer-

by gave him such a lift that he fell over on the other
side. With uujuetitiable expletives he exclaimed :

" When yon are good you are too good !" Genial
rains and gentle winds are excellent, but when both
rain and wind unite to cause such a "

pelting pitiless
storm" as to keep or drive planting gangs indoors for

days iu succession, one feels inclined to say of moisturei

that, like other good things, there may be more than

enough of it. Without moisture there would be no

vegetation, but moisture in excess is almost as injurious
to vegetation as is the liquid with which the toper
too frequently

" moistens his clay." Disease results iu

each case, and the following reply to my queries as to

the insect or fungoid character of the blight-spots which
attack the leaves of the eucaljiJti up here, and from
the gums spread to cinchonas and other plants,
favours the iufereuce that excessive moisture may pro-

29

duce diseased tissues, without the agency of inseot
or fungus :

—
"I have received your letter of the 22ud instant,

with various diseased leaves. The latter I have ex-
amined microscopically, and cannot find that their
diseased state is attributable to the attacks of in-
sects. They may have suffered in some measure from
fungi, but I am uncertain whetlier the injury is en-
tirely owing to attacks of that nature. Balfour, in
his Class book of Botany, tells us that ttio common
c.iuse of disease in plants are improper soils, ungenial
climates, frosts, rains, storms, parasitic plants, insects
and wounds of various kinds, and that plants grown
in au ungenial climate and soil are very liable to
disease. He further says that there is no evidence of

plants being acclimatized by a process of cullivatii.n.
Thus, there is a wide field for investigation. Tlte
rats that have made their appearance, will probably
not remain long. I am sorry I am unable to throw
more light on the subject of the diseased leaves."
The comfort, of course, is that a climate which in

particular seasons and temporarily may, from excess-
ive moisture for instance, be rendered unfavour-
able to particular plants, may, on the whole, be

eminently suitable to their vigorous growth. That
the climate here, with all its moisture, so ditffr-

ent to thiit which generally distinguishes the
arid habitat of the eucalypti in Au.stralia, is a suitable
one for the gums, notwithstanding occasional att.icks

of leaf c'isease, may be inferred from the fact that
around me, as 1 write, are blue gums which have
attained a height of over 60 feet iu live years : the

average rate of growth being thus 12 feet per annum
or 1 foot per mensem, even at au altitude of close
on 0,000 feet. It is not injury to the gums themselves,
I fear from the small pock-like spots on the leaves so
much as the harm done to the more delicate cinchonas,

especially the calisayas and ledgerianas, by the infec-

tion which spreads to them and which aS'ects injuriously
not only the leaves but the tender tops, which canker
off'. Tlie much more robust tea plants can take care

of themselves when attacked by the gum spots, and
even the more serious blight peculiar to themselves
does not seem seriously to affect their strength : they
lose foliage but are not debilitated like the unfortun-

ate coffee trees under the enfeebling attacks of

hemileici vastatric. To verify my statement that some
of my seed-bearing tea plants were over 20 ftet in

height, I had one of those in my seven-year old grove
of best Assam hybrids tested by actual measurement
this morning. The ascertained height from tlie ground
to the top was 22 feet, and there w.is near by one
about a foot higher, while it is believed that a tree in

a distant part of the estate is loftier still, probably 23

feet high. I should like to hear if taller tea trees

exist in Ceylon, and what their ages are. The rate

of growth established in the case of the one measured

today is 3J feet per annum, or say one-fourth the

rate at which the "Australian gums progress. I think

I have read of tea trees 40 feet high in the jungles
of Assam, but I should like the tost of absolute

measurement applied to trees so described. The alleged
altitude is certainly not improbable as my own
trees look as if they had by no means ceased their

upward growth. Some of the stems arc about 4 inches

in diameter, that is 1 foot iu circumference near the

ground. My big trees ara all from sec.l of good hybrid
Assam, which, with us here, has given far better look-

in" and more vigorous plants than those resulting
from seed of

"
indigenous

"
plants, charged at the

r.ate of K150 per mauud. I do not feel justified in

giving it any further tri.al, while hybiids approaching
the Assam parent are so superior to cither the large
leaved but delicate "indigenous" Assnu, or the dwarf

China plants, with all the varieties between. Col.

Money, amongst others, deplores the contamination
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of iho native Assam tree by the introduction of the

China plants in Lord Wm. Bentinck's time ; but the

alm"ft universal consensus of opinion aniougst Indian

planters is that the result of the connection between
tlie Mongoliau ami the Indian plants has been most

bcnetioial, liy the production of a hybrid, which is

co|iiously fertile, more robust than its Indian parent,
and more prolific of leaf than cither that or the

China parent. Il would seem as if the intermixture

of the various species of cinchonas here and in

Iii(li;i was likely to yield similarly beneficial results

in tile production of a hybrid, more robust than ledgeri-
ana while approaching it in wealth of alkaloids, quantity
of bitrk makingup foraiiy possible deficiency of thelatter,
if deficiency there should ultimately be. I have reason to

be glad that the "hybrids" are approved instead of being
condemned, for a gentleman who travelled with me
from Colombo in'ormed me that of pl.ints from
officinalis seeds received from this estate 30 percent
at least turned out to be hybrids. The same pleasure
which he felt at this result I have experienced in

seeing the thousands of robust, vigorous-growing trees

here, the result beyond quesiiou of a cross bet-

ween oui- sucoirubra and officinalis. Hybrids between
succirubia and calisaya promise equally well. It

does uot seem as if the roileutial attack was to be
more than sporadic, and as for the fathers and mothers
of the grubs, the appearance of a solitary beetle

during a long excursion today was considered phenom-
enal. Having since I wrote passed twice close enough
to Maha Eliya to have a good look at it, and up to

the top of the valley as far as Calsay, I may say
that even the eft'ects of "grub" are now few and
far between. While having pleasure in stating this

fact, it is quite a new idea to me, although it has
been propounded, that to say that grub or the effects

of grub existed on an estate might injure the char-

acter of a superintendent. Human nature is unreason-
able euongh, but we should like to see the moral monster
who held the superintendent of a plantation of coiTee

responsible for the ravages of grub or heniileia, or
the manager of a vineyard for the deadly effects of

phylloxera. That grub as well as leaf disease have
existed and inllicted incalcnlable injury on coffee in

all the estates in this valley as well as in other

parts of Ceylon, is a simple matter of fact, to be

greatly deplored. The almost total disappearance of

both would be matter for unqualified congratulation,
if we could only be certain that each had said

"farewell forever." We can but hope for the best,

while, personally, I regret that I did not follow the
advice given by "old Thwaites "

in Nuwara Eliya
in 1S70, to plant tea and not cofT-e on the property
marching with Maha Eliya in which I am interested.
What with leaf disease, rats, grubs, debilitated
bushes and bad blossoming seasons, I have never
had but one decent paying crop of coffee. It may do
better, and I hope it will, for the sake of those
more entirely dependent ou it than I .am. But I

am doing now wliat I wish I had resolved to do
a doZ'U years ago,

—
devoting ray first attention to

tea, my second to cinchonas. From the first, how-
ever, I neglected neither, so that now I am .ible to
extend largely the cultivation of both, and both

promise exceedingly w'ell.

Orchard fruit trees obtained from England and
Australia have been geiici ally disappointing, from
want mainly no doubt of proper attention by a

good gardener, such as is so common in India, so
scarce in Ceylon. In most cases of peaches and
nectarines, the grafts died off and the stocks and

sprouts from them flourished. A few .ipples have

appeared occasionally, however, and this morning a

cou|>le of fiunches oftno distinct kinds were gathered
to s:ive them from the effects of the weather and
the attentions of the coolies. I send one of each

kind,* and you will see that they give promise of

good results to those who could bestow proper at-

tention ou fruit growing, iu pruning, digging, manur-

ing, &c. The fruit which flourishes on coffee estates

is the citron, of which bushels can be obtained.

They might be acceptable to steamer passengers, it

but for the manufacture of cooling drinks. Of all

the fodder grasses, guinea grass is the most accept-
able to stock ; but at high altitudes rcana hixurians
flourishes much better and yields large returns of

stalks which, it the cattle do uot take

kindly to them, could be used to cover
cinchona trees. Amongst its other merits is that of

growing on subsoils bared by landslips as readily
as mana grass. Today I saw fine . plants thickly
growing, the result of seed scattered on such a bared

precipitous spot. As sugarcane is grown for fodder

up to 7,000 feet in Central America, it ought to do
well here, and I believe an experiment was tried
on Mattakelly.

CULTIVATION OF CORK.
The cork tree is an oak (quercus suber) growing in

the south of Europe and especially in Spain and

Portugal, where it .attains the height of thirty feet.

No oak is indigenous to Ceylon, "the Ceylon oak"

being a misnomer, and the few plants of English oak

introduced have been very slow of growth and have

degenerated into a bushy form. Even if the cork oak
could be established on our higher hill ranges, it

would need, under the influeuce of our tropical climate,
to come to maturity much earlier than it does in

its native habitat, to satisfy a desire for quick returns.

From the short notice in the new edition of the

Encydopcnlia Britannica we gather that the first strip-

piug does uot take place until between the loth-20th

years, and such bark is ouly suited for ornamental work
in conservatories or for tanning. The bark is sub-

sequently removed every eight or ten years, for 150

years, improving with each successive period. A
trial of the cork tree might be made, but scarcely on
a large scale.

CALCUTTA TEA SYNDICATE.

Calcutta, June 20th, 18S2.

Deak Sir,
—By desire of the Committee of the

Tea Syndicate, I issued a circular ou the 15th April
last, and, having since received important letters from
the New York and Melbourne agents, I now wish to

draw your particular attention to certain portions of

them.
America.

Under date of 24th March, the New York agents
write that inquiries which come from Canada, B,alti-

more, and the Far West, places hundreds of miles

apait, show that there is more interest taken in
Indian tens every week, .and they are quite confident
that a general curiosity to have a few of them would
soon lead to deliveries of considerable importance, if

they had the tens to ofi'er. In a general w.ay, they
would advise shipments of teas costing about S annas,
and a few at 10 annas, giviug preference to small,
black, well-made leaf, free from dust, and of flavoury
liquor, rather than to those with much pungency.
Ou the 1st April they wrif^ that the quantity of

Syndicate teas offered at the weekly auctions might
be gr.adually increased, if they had a sufficient sup-
ply to keep the tea before buyers, up to receipt of
the first shipment of new tea. As, however, they

* These can be seen at om* oliice.—Ud.
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had only 950 packiiges unsoM, they proposed to spread
this quantity over sales in April and May, but they
would have uoue to offer in June. New China congous
reach New York in small quantities about the 20th

to 30th July, and are in supply about I he end of

August, before which latter time it is hoped our first

shipmeni of new season's teas will be on the mnrket.

Writing on the 15th April, they say the experience
of Indian teas iu New York will doubtless be like

that in other countries, viz., that the safest business

will be in medium grades, or teas rather below tlicse,

but it may be politic, in order to make a favour-

able lirst impression, to ship finer grades. The New
York .agents have lately been selling most of the teas

by auction, only offering the choicest kinds and the

broken teas at private sale, and they say, under date

21st April, that they see no reason to regret having
resorted to auctions, for the teas continue to bring

very fair prices, and the chances of their coming into

general use are very much increased by the prices
at which the trade have secured them, as well as

by the fact of their having gone into the hands of

many more buyers. Up to that date 2,640 packages
had been disposed of to 58 dift'erent dealers.

Acting upon the very strong recommendation of

the agents in New Y'ork, as to the advantages that would

probably be gained by a liberal system of advertizing
in the principal cities throughout the United States,

the committee have authorized extensive advertizing,
and trust that shippers will now be induced to come
forward with ample supplies of tea to meet the demand,
which, as shown in the above extracts, now exists,

and which may be expected tn be materially increased

when tlie full effect of advertizing begins to be felt.

The advices from the agents in Chicago have not

lately been as full or as frequent as could be desired,

but the prices obtained there for the Syndicate te.as

have been very satisfactory, though the progress in sales

has not been so rapid as in New York.

Australia.

The reception which Indian teas have met with in

this market has been most gratifying, but our agents
in Melbourne write " that supiJies are nothing equal
to demand, and are far short of requirements."
Under date 24th April, they say that, looking care-

fully into the quantity of tea that can be taken by
the colony (Victoria) during the coming season, they
feel sure a million and-a-half pounds weight could

be placed if the price did not exceed Is IJd per lb.

in bond, and they have every reason to believe that

two and-a-half million pounds weight of all descrip-
tions could be disposed of, say of the following kinds :

—
1,500,0U0 lb. up to Is lid per lb. iu bond.

750,001) ,, ,, Is 6cT ,, ,,

250,000 ,, over Is 6d ,,

The following extracts from their advices of the above
date will no doubt be read with interest :

—
"

If prices are high with you, of course our estimate

could nut be realized, but, if you are iu want of a

good outlet for your surplus, we think Melbourne

especially and the other colonial ports in smaller propor-
tion, are open to you.

"If prices are low with you consequent on a de-

pressed market, we should consider a good opportunity
for the Syndicate (as representing the planters of

India) to ship heavily to Australia, not that we think

high prices would rule here, but it would give all

tea buyers the opportunity to try Indian tea ; fqr the

great drawback this year to general distrihution has
been high prices, resulting in confining purchases to few

buyers well establislied in the Indian tea trade.

Cheaper prices, however, would induce more tea men
to enter into the business, and so result in a con-

siderable gain iu the long run to India.

"There is not the slightest reason that we can

Bee why India should not command half the tea trade
of Australasia, which is at present equal to l;3,000,0U(llb.

per annum
; but somebody must initiate the trade, to

whom immediate prolits are not of so much con-

sequence as laying the groundwork of a largo, steady, and
pro6table business iu the future."
The members of the .Syndicate are already awnrn

that the committee are in favour of pushing the sale
of Indian black tea in these new niarkotis, in pre-
ference to attempting to ship green tea to com-
pete with the green teas of China and Japan so
much in favour in America. The shipments of

green teas to America by the Syndicate have hitherto
been very small, and the result has not been very .'satis-

factory ; the prices realized for tlieni comparing badly
with the valuations made here. The committee have
therefore decided not to make advances on shipnu uts
of greon teas, but to ooutinue the usual advances of

50 per cent., less Calcutta charges, on black teas

shipped to America. As the experience guined of the
Australian market gives more coufidence in estimat-

ing results to be obtained in it, the committee have
resolved to increase the advance to 70 per cent, on
black teas despatched to Australia.

I would request your special attention to the state-

ments contained in this circular, and ask you to fill

up, in the forms already sent you, the quantity of tea

you hope to be able to make over to the Syndicate f. r

despatch to America and Australia during the current
season. The quantity promised by returns received to

date is only about GOO.OOOlb for both markets, or not

enough for the requirements of one of them, and if the

hold, which, by your support Indian teas have acquired
of the trade is to be maintained and increased, it will
be necessary to receive much larger contributions from

you. I shall be happy to supply you with freeh forms
iu which to fill up contributious, if jou wish them.

Since the above was written, a private letter has been
received from Mr. A. B. lngli«, late member of the (irm

of Messrs. Begg, Dunlop&Co,, of Calcutta, dated Mel-

bourue, the 18th May, in which he says :
—"

Don't,
however, let shipments fall off, as it is luost importint
to keep up a full supply, even at a little sacrifice in

price, to get more people into the trade, until we are

quite sure it is established. The consumers are ev< ly-
where taking to Indian tea, and I think all you have to

do is to send plenty of it and watch the quality."
A telegram has just been received from Melbourne to

the following effect :
—

" Staffordshire sale successful. Pekoes higher. Send
more tea."—I am, dear sirs, yours faithfully,

A. Q. Watson, Offg. Hony. Secy.

ClNcnoHA.^—The Ooty paper states that the Govern-
ment Cinchona Plantations on the Nilgiris have yielded

during the official year ending 31st March 1881, a net

profit of R838, 156-1-1, the receipts for the year having
been R434, 261-1-8 and the expenditure H96, 105-0-7.

The financial results of the enterprize from the com-
mencement up to the same date, show a net profit of

1158,262 G-9 after the capital outlay is fully recouped.
—M. Mail.

The Phtlloxee.\.—A Vienna paper has received from
one of the largest vineyard proprietors iu Austria a,

communication on experiments made in a vineyard
att,acked by phylloxera vastatrix. The pioprietor in

question states that of GOO stocks invaded by the

phylloxera more thau 60 at once put forth new
shoots and grapes. This result was att.aiiicd by plenti-

fully manuring all the jjlants attacked, which would
seem to confirm the opinion that whilst tlie complete
destruction of phjdloxera vastatrix cannot bo attamed
it is yet possible to prevent the stocks dying, and,
even more, of causing them to produce grapes by
nourishing them and by giving them strength by means
of mnnure Judiciously employed.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

THE PLANTING ENTERPRISE IN JOHORE
AND PERAK:-FACT3 AND FIGURES.

Slim River, Durian Sa'batang, Perak, 26th June 18S2.

Sir,—In your edition of the Weekly Ceylon Observer

for Stli May last, I read a letter on Johor, Batupahat
ilistrict, by "Coffee." He describes the eoil as being
" sand mixed with sour clay" and quite iinsuitable to

tha growth of cofi'ees, Arabica or Liberi&n, or cocoa.

Such a statement from' a man of "
nearly 20 years

experience" must more or less tend to prejudice

your readers and possibly men wanting to leave

Ceylon for the Straits and induce them to think tlie

soil of the whole peninsula may answer to the de-

scription given by
"
Coffee," viz.

" sand mixed with sour

clay."
To disprove this, I forward to your office, carnage

paid, by Austrian Lloyd's S. S. from Penang, speci-

mens of soil, pressed into tins taken at various

depths, and specimens of rock taken from holes dug
also from adjacent streams, fair samples of the average

qual.ty of a 3,000 acre tract. One hundred acres are

nuvv felled and twenty-five planted with Libei-ian coffee,

the rest holded and ready for planting, besides a

clearing of C. arabica just put in by Mr. -.

This place is 300 feet elevation over sea-level, running
to 5,000 ft. and well watered by many lieavy streams

coming from a high mass of mountain land, the

uear>-st top of which I can reach in hours (4 OOOfl.).

Soil of e.xci'Uent quality.
Healtli is now good, though at first opening, but

nioderaie, much low fever. No dysentery nor jungle
fever.

Liberiau coffee promises to be a great success.

Three trees growing side by side, put out in October

1881 as 15 inch plants, showed at the end of May 18S2 a

total of 34 berries set, and another (the third) blossom

to follow. I do not think, sir, that in such eoil as

this "'early maturity means prenmture decay." On
another Liljerian fourteen months planted I hud 2G0

berries and 324 blossoms with 14 pairs of primaries.

I think yoii will agree that this soil is nearly perfect

and tit to grow either C. arabica, Liberian, or cocoa.

I first came across this part of Perak in April 1870,

aud heie determined to settle down in spite of

seeming difficulties in preference to remaining in

N, Perak, but though I sent description of soils and

country, could not induce more than one Ceylon

gentleman to follow or at least to come and judge for

himself.

Cominiinicatiou is gradually being improved and

our river opened to steam launches. Our district

magistrate is building his house and station within

what will be one day's walk of my place. Cooly
stores are very cheap. Kice this month put down
here at the rate of K2-87 per bushel, bought in Penang;
salt fish at same cheap rate ; dholl B5 per bushel ;

oil bought on the river.
" Coffee" is right in saying

that European food is bad. Pigs and fowls comprise
the whole of the fresh meat list, but fish and turtle

are brought for sale by the Malays.
The Indian labour question is still under dis-

cussion. Labour at present is above Ceylon jirices.

Tamils at 25 (dollar) cents per day are not cheap. I

am working 21. Chinese pay better for heavy
contract work, but they are not content to earn lees

than 25 to 30 cents per day— well worth it for

roads, drains and holes : also at planting work they
are jjerfeet. I nave just seen Chinese coolies put out

200 plants each for hal: day's work with an after

lots of 3 to 5 per cent only. The greatest difficulty

has been the felling, as the Malays are so utterly
worthless and unreliable, content only to sleep, eat
and get drunk on very strong tobacco. Whether the

rising generation will prove more useful remains to be
seen. I doubt it much. Slavery is far better suited
to their style of work, or at least forced labour, as
in Java.
Mr. -T. N. Christie was here in March 1880, and

was well satisfied with what he saw. He decided to
take ,3,300 acres in the Slim valley. If

"
Coffee" should

again visit the Straits he had better pay this dis-

trict a visit via Penang and Durian Sa'batang. He
will, I think, be satisfied with the samples of soil

sent to your office.

Mr, S. Kay Shuttleworth wished me to send samples
two years ago, but, having no other certain inform-
ation to give
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[Twelve percent of sulphate, or nine of pure quinine
is certainly a rich return : to compare with the

analyses of Ceylon bark, we should like to have the age
of Capt. Cox's trees.—Ed.]

INSECTS IN CINCHONA VuESERIES AND
COPPICING AT 6 OK S FEET HIGH.

Maskeliya, July 10th 1882.

Dear Sir,—Can you or any of your numerous
readers inform me through the medium of your jour-

nal what is the best thing to kill insects in a nurse-

ry seed bed 1 The iusect destroying powder, sold

in packets, is simply worse than useless. Would dd-

ute tobacco juice or kerosene oil bo of any use and
what percentage of each in solution would be innocuous

to the young seedlings ? As a " combination of

spoke-shaving and copjiicin'", what do you think of

topping cinchona (say at 2 or 3 yesrs old) 6 or S

feet from the ground, and allowing them to throw

up two suckers from that height, one sucker to be cut

down after 3 or 4 years' growth, when two more would
be allowed to start and the 2ud suckers to be cut

down after 7 or 8 year's growth : the 8 feet of stem

to be permanent tor the purpose of ''stripping" or

spoke-shaving yearly?
—Yours truly, KNOSE.

[Phi-nylc is the latest remedy recommended, but we
have not yet tried it. The process our correspoudent

suggests is really topping and we should doubt its

Biiccess. There is nothing like trying, however.—Ed.]

COFFEE WOOD FURNITURE.
"
Imperial Cxsar dead and turned to clay

May stop a hole to keep the wind away."

Madulkele, ,Iuly 10th.

Dear Sik,
—Chairs made of cofiee wood by tne

Sinhalese carpenters of Matara used to fetch from five

to ten rupees apiece in the local murkets. The pur-

chaser I am sure (though conscious of giving a lujh

price which cannot rule very long) gives his money
not for only possessing what is a curiosity, but for

what is iu fact a piece of handsome household fur-

niture which combines beauty with durability. The

wood, wheii polished, looks like ivory ; and walking-
sticks made of it are considered to be not only beauti-

ful but strong. Having the possibility of developing
a profitable industry in this useful .m mner, the re-

tlection is revolting, why such nice coffee stumps or

steals as those to be found in old estates now abandoned

should be allowed to decay and be lost. Ceylon ex-

ports ebony and satinwood to England and the

Continent, and I think it will not be difficult to send

a trial shipment of coffee wood to the recipients of

the former. It will he presumptuous on my part to

dictate to you the manner h"w an export trade

mi"bt be opened : he thiit what it may, the result

will undoubtedly alter the present misfortunes of

hundreds of proprietors whose once nourishing shrubs

of coffee are now so many scenes of desolation —
Yours obediently, A. VAN SIARREX.

[We have recently seen pretty tables ornamented
with ruitie work made of coffee stems. We should

think the close grain of coffee wood might render it

valuable as a substitute for boxwood, which is getting
scarce and dear. There are some big enflBe trees in

Devlon, but they must hide their diminished heads

in comparison with those to be seen iu Java —perfect

trees, a m:i3s of ferns and rich orchids. Now as in

the time of Sir Stamford Raffles, deals of a respectable

size can be obtained from old coffee trees.—Ed.]

SPORTING OF CINCHONA AND COFFEE.

Agrapatana, 15th July 1S82.

Dkak SiK,—Your authority says cinchoua and coffee

belong to the .same family, and it is not imposs-
ible that some of the sporting of cinchonas on estates

mgiht be due to the pollen of the coffee fertilizing
the ovules of cinchona. Now, this granted, would be give
us his opinion of what results might happen, should
the pollen of the cinchona fertilize the o^iles of the
coffee tree, and also his opinion of the results of self
fertilization 011 our coj/iia arahka.—I I'cmain, dear sir,

yours faithfully, J. D. W.
[In reply, all I can say is that nothing is known of

such on the family to which coffee belongs, and furtlier,
unless actually done with camel-hau' pencil it is but
seldom we get a seedling from coffee to remain un-
der the trees. It would be very interesting to know
what would be the result.—A. C. D.]

A GOOD WORD FOR C. OFFICINALIS.
Agrapatana, July 15th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—I am glad to see some one eaying a
good word for officinalis. As in the top end of Boga-
wantalawa so here many acres of tine healthy officinalis
can be seen. For instance Preston, ,Stair, Waverley,
St. Regulus, Thornley, Bromley, &c. Most of us know
that in our hurry to be in time and our rush to get
rich we have jnit out millions of weak cankered rubbish
from our nurseries of immature seed from sickly trees,
but that is no loason to damn officinalis, root and
brancli. There are of course many soils and positions
iiusuited to it, but give a good'|healthy plant a satis-

factory chance in a suitable situation and it will prove
a most valuable possession. I have some 20,000 trees
from eight years old down to four years which have
most of them survived three scrapings and show no
tendency to die out. Also to perpetuate and continue
our valuable hybrids we should plant officinalis with
succirubra and others. When coffee was being planted
far and wide, how many clearings were spoilt by bad
plants being put in. But that did not damn coffee
as coffee, so why should officinalis be damned,

* a
more delicate plant than coffee, because bad plants
have been badly planted in bad situations.—Yours
truly, R. W. W.

CEYLON TEA IN THE LONDON MARKET.
Strathellie, Nawalapitiya, IGth July 1882.

Dear Sir,—It may interest some of your tea-grow-
ing readers to know that the 6 chests of tea referred
to in your Loudon correspondent's letter as selling at
8d per lb. contained what is commonly known as red
leaf. A few months ago I sent 6 chests of the same

quality, but the market was then stronger for teas of

this rough descriptions aud they sold at lOd per lb.

If oiir red leaf fetches such prices we may look for

toinethiiig very good for our fine teas when we have
occasion to put them on the market. Demand has been
so great privately that I have not for two years sold

any tea in London, but intend shortly sending a break of

20,000 lb. to the Lane by way of testing tlie market.
—Yours faithfully, P. R. SHAND.

ANALY'SIS OF CINCHONA BARK : COM-
MERCIAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

Colombo, 27th July 1882.

Dkar Sir,—Referriug to your note to the letter of
"
Enquirer" in the Observer of the 26th instant, draw-

ing a distinction between a "scientific" and a "buyer's"
analysis of cinchona bark, I note that you characterize

the latter as a "rough and ready process" in com-

parison with the former. If, by a "buyer's" an.alysis,

yow mean certain tests which buyers may apply to

the bark for their own satisfaction, this may be true ;

but if you really mean a "c mmercial" analysis, or

one that is meant to satisfy iioth buyer and seller,

* The synonymous word "cjndomued" hn:) a more

pleasant sound !
—Ed.
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1 have no hesitation in saying that no "
rough and

ready process" will do. A "commercial" analysis
has no doubt a different end in view from a purely
scientific analysis, viz., to ascertain how much of the

alkaloids, and epecially of quinine, oan be separated
in a pure crystalline marketable form ; but the care

and skill required to do this are quite equal to, and
if extended to the inferior alkaloids, perliaps greater
than are required to tell the exact proportions of the

four alkaloids usually found in cinchona barks.

M. COCHRAN.

[What then is understood in the " bark "
trade to

be the difference between a "buyer's" and "
seller's

"

analysis ?—Ed.]

SHADE TEEES FOR COFFEE.

17th July 1882.

Dear Sib,
—Tn your July number two correspondents

writing from Coorg and Mysore take exception I o my
abuso of jaks as shade trees'. Will you allow me space
for a few observations on Iheir remarks. "

L. 1. P."

acknowledges that this tree is only now undergoing

probation in Coor;.'. so that bis favourable conclusions

may be considered premature. It is quitewithin tbe

possibilities that " after the lapse of a few months "

jaks will be looked upon as "
very much the reverse

of A 1
"
as shade trees. Ceylon experience of the last

few weeks has shown that this is anything but a

land of •'
languid air," so that, if we follow "

L. I.

P." 's advice of keeping our trees well trimmed, we

shall be casting away their chiefest use, to wit their

screen power.
My objection to the litter caused by the ever drop,

ping leaves is based solely on my experience of drains

choked from this cause and the effects beyond this

choking. I could show " L. I. P." surface-feeding jak
roots 20 feet long and more, and I have no hesitation

in saying I hat, where jaks are planted among coffee in

land having a substratum of rock, the former will

thrive and the coffee die out.

As a rule, jaks of a certain age do look healthy ;

still that argues nothing for their kindness to the coft'ee,

for the beni-fit of which these trees have so long been

planted in Ceylon to no purpose.
Such was (and is) my unhdirf in these trees that I

took steps a few weeks back, which have ensured the

possibility of seeing, not a, but many a, "blighted

jak" !

" L. I. P." may be interested to hear that in

Ceylon we seldom make nurseries, but sow jak seed

at stake in ihe wet months.

As a fltade tree! pin my faith on a less melancholy

object than jak, viz. the tree known to the Tamils as

iiiurunijaij maram, and well-kuown.for its scarlet blooms

and bean-pud-like seed-cases. Perhaps you will give

us the botanical name of this tree. [The botanical

name is inorinyapteryijosperma.—ED.]
" Masheer'' is right : I have never had the opportunity

of seeing Mysore with its gardens "where they grow
the coffee berries" ;

would that 1 had ! It is no marvel

to me that ' 'Masheer" has for so many years obtained

satisfactory results from his sub-jak coffee property

(eMo perpi'tua/J : the climatic conditions of Mysore and

Ceylon being so dissimilar.

That shade is no protection from Ihe fungus in this

country is open to doubt ; but that shade which is

li"ht, and is iik&v/ise shelter, is a power for good against

hemileia, no one can deny. "Masbeer's" experience in

Mysore, and Mr. W. D. Bosanquet's grand results on

Yoxford in this island, ought to revive the drooping

spirits of those present objects of pity, the pi-oprieturs

of coffee estates.

Supplying here has generally been found to be merely
waste of money, when our old island stock plants

have been used. According to "Mahseer" we have

only to introduce the Coorg and Nalknaad

varieties among our coffee to stave off, as he staved

off, that "absolute ruin," which, without some such

provident stpp, is most certainly imminent.
The alternate path, and to my mind the safer of

the two, is that so pluckily and faithfully trodden

by W. D. B., viz
,
cultivation based on scientific pring

ciples. Vive la science! A has injudicious manuriu-
aud pruning !

If W. D. B. can make his trees, young and old,

bear fruit, in spite oflea/ disease, so as to approximate
an average, year after year, of 6 cwt. all round,
when most estates are doubtful of securing and

mauy dare not calculate on a box per acre even,

surely we have a safe pilot in him.
It will be our fault now if we fail to bring the

old enterprize round to the condition it was in five years
ago only, and to better fettle than that ; but we
must be as plucky as our leader, and, above all

things, avoid half-measures. If an analyst is deemed

necessary to each estate, or group of estates, we must
not hesitate to employ an analyst. Time will allow
of no dilly-dalling. 'T is a case of now or never.

The restoration of all our younger estates is no longer
theoretical. W. D. B. has proved its jvacticabiliti/.
To each proprietor who can afford—ah, there 's the

rub—to work on the lines laid down by the manager
of Yoxford, I would in all good faith say :

—-

Re.spicc finem.
" 'T will soon be dark.

Up! mind thine owu aim, and
God speed the mark,"

Faithfully yours, P. T. L.

[Our correspondent will be understood as being
"kinder sarcastic" in regard to Mr. Bosanquet's ex-

periments. But we suppose it is simply the imposs-
ibility of the necessary funds being obtained, which

staggers him. Perhaps Mr. Bosanquet will now state,

in addition to rate per acre of coffee obtained by
his system, the cost of culture and resulting profit.

—
Ed.]

HAY-DRYING FANS AND CINCHONA DRYING.

Lindula, 19th July 1882.

Dear Sir,—I should like to draw your attention to
the following paragraph in the latest Freeman, in
case you have not uoticfd it:— "Some interesting
experiments have been conducted at Solna, Hwhamp-
ton, under the auspices of Mr. Allender, with one
of the new Neilson fans for drying bay in wet
weather." We have had such terrible continued wet
weather here lately that it has been almost imposs-
ible, even in a tea store with fires going, to keep
our cinchona bark from getting mouldy, and if you
could prociare further information as to the process
and success of these drying fans, we planters might
find them a safe investment.—Yours faithfully,

KaROly fur no.

THE BARKING AND SHADING OF CINCHONA
TREES.

Sir,—A great deal has of late been written about the

barking and shading of cinchona trees. I trust the
few practical notes on the different materials I am
now about to enumerate may come of some assistance
to my brother planters. There is such an extensive
field before us, of valuable trees, plants, grasses and
mosses, and so many within the reach of almost every
cincliona grower, I only give those generally know
and that can be found in almost every district. All
material should be well dryed before use and the seedn
thrashed out off the grasses. A coolie with a goDd
clean stick will finish a large quantity in a day.

Ferns.—Pteris nquilina : the bracken," lound all

over the world and known by every planter. It is fouuj
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in all the old districts and several of the new. Very

easily collected nnd makes an excellent covering.

Pteris biaurita : tl]is is the most abundant fern in

Ceylon, and is found from the sea coast to the highest
mountain top. Those having nurseries should know this

fern well and the great value it is for shading young

plants. To the planter it is of great value in many
a way.

Pteris quadriaurita : this variety ia generally found

growing with the former.

il/ossc'.?.—Hypnum : there are a great many varieties

of this moas to be found in the jungles, and all are

useful for covering, and often used.

Spliagnuni : varieties of this moss are found in

marshy places and often two feet long. It is much
used in England for decorating and packing

Lycopodum ceruuum, stagshorn moss, badal wanassa

of the Sinhalese : this moss is well known for

its great beauty and value for decorating churches and

ballrooms.

Lycopodium clavatum, common club moss, badge
j

of the Siuclairs : common at high elevations, much
used in Scotland for decorating. The seed spores are

of a strong repulsive power and also highly inflammable.

CcrLsics.—Paspalum serobiculatum, ammu, Sinh. :

common grass all over the island and eaten by cattle.

Fauieum sanguinale : very abundant and one of

our common pasture grasses. Cattle are very fond of

it.

Panicum repeus, attora, Sinh : very common, much
valued by the Sinhalese as cattle fodder, but trouble

some weed on some cofiee estates. This is one of the

common grasses sold in C'olomljo.

Panicum jumeutorum, guinea grass : this grass is

well known and when dry makes an excellent cover-

ing-
Panicum barbiuode, Mauritius grass : even this grass

in a dried state will be found useful for a covering.

Garuotia stricta : good thatching grass, resembl-

ing iluk, and found at high eUvations.

Spodiopogon obliquivalvis, rat-tana, Sinh : common
all over the island and extensively sold in Colombo
as fodder for horses.

Autbisteria ciliata, kangaroo grass : this is one of

the most abundant and most valuable of our pataua

grasses, and when cut and dried is splendid fodder

for cattle. Abundant in the patanas of Uva, Dimbula

and Kotmale. It is extensively need for covering

cinchona trees on the Uva side, and I have seen it

used in Dimbula. The worthy Laird of Mattakelle

used to cut this grass for cattle fodder some years

ago, and his fine hay-ricks have been commended by
• many. .

Androjiogon Martini, mana grass . this grass is

well known and requires few remarks on its use.

Andropogon venustus : resembling mana grass and

fouud at high elevations.

Andropogon pertusus : abundant in the warmer

parts of the island and valuable fodder grass in green

or dry state.

PoUiuia tristacbya : found growing in wet peaty

parts on the patanas at high elevations.

Inipirata arundiuacea, iluk, Sinh. : excellent thatch

grass and fouud all over tbe island, generally in stiff

ground. Troublesome weed on some coffee estates

aid difficult to root out.

Oryza sativa, rice plant : the indigenous variety.

Of varieties in cultivation over India and Ceylon, there

are about 200. Paddy straw is well known, and its

great value as fodder. In some of of the old distracts

it can be got very cheap and is one of the best covering

for cinchona trees.

Musa sapientum, plantain ; the dried leaves and

stems of tins phmt are of great value for tying material,

and also suit^iblu for covering purposes.

Cocos uucifera, cQcouut palin : the most valu-

able commercial tree in the world. The plaited leaves
known as cadjans are valuable as a roof coveriuc for
houses &c. In covering cinchona trees the work can
be done very neatly and last for a long time. I con-
sider grass material by far the best cuveriug that can
be used : it is certainly superior to sacking or any
other manufactured article.

Its open nature enables the air to pass through
freely, thereby creating a more active life in removing
the bark.
No species of tree requires a thick cohesive covering.

All we want is a simple shade from the direct rays
of the sun.

In districts where troubled with " white ants," to

prevent them from ascending the trees, do not remove
he bark within a foot from the ground.—Yours

OLD BOTANIC BOY.

CINCHONA BARK ANALYSES.
July 19th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—I should have written ere this to

acknowledge and thank you for the full and complete
informal ion afforded in your issue of llth inst., upon
the question of the analysis of cinchona bark, in

answer, I presume, to a letter of mine of a former
date. Needless to say the question was suggested by
a note of your own as to the desirability of district
medical officers taking up the work of assayiiio cin-
chona bark, but a reference to the process as shewn
in the article alluded to would show how extremely
diflicult it would be to carry out the details, in ad-
dition to one's own proper work in the district. In
the works previouijy alluded to by you there are

simpler, but perhaps not so accurate, methods alluded
to—one of which I have tried—but you have also
shown how extremely difficult it is to get reliable

analyses, and I question very much whether one from
upcountry would, even in time, be relied upon ; and
until we know what is to be our position under the

proposed alterations as to medical aid in coffee dis-

tricts, one would be rash to incur much expenditure
upon the matter.—Yours faithfully, ENQUIRER.
[We learn tliat there is a good deal of difference

berweeu a buyer's analysis for manufacturing purpose
and an aua'ysis for scientific purposes. The latte
shews the contents with almost mathematical accuracy :

the former is a much more rough-and-ready process.
There can be no great difficulty to overcome, seeing
how quickly the art has already been picked up by
Ceylon men.—Ed.]

ON BEES IN THE PLANTING DISTRICTS.

[VERY INTERESTING.—Ed.]

Sir:,—Some one was writing a few months back that
all bees had deserted the Dimbula district, but it has
been quite the other way within Uva, swarms of
bambara having been passing continually seemingly
from east to west.

The reason of there being so many this year is that
the nilu, a nice smelling blue flower* thatcoutiiins much
honey, has been out in full bloom. The Sinhalese say
it only comes out once in six yeiirs; however that may
be the bees always seem to turn up with it, tliis be-

ing their favourite fond, a proof of which is that the
taste of the honey and scent of the nilu is much the
same. Seeing so many swarms about I thought to
secure some, so had a frame hive made aftir the En^dish

p.attern with sliding frames, glass top &c,, and liuding
a large swarm in the cofiee under a low rock I
took my appu willi me at night and secured the lot

in a pair of pyjamas in this way :
— First tie up the

legs of this article of apparel, then gently put the

top part over the bees close up against the rock, then

« Strobilanthus.—Eo.
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with a stick cut away the bees as they haug and

they all fall down in a mass, when by pulling the tape
of the pyjamas the top is closed and there you have
them a buzzing seething hot mass of life. Having
reached the bungalow they were let out of captivity
into the hive by one of the legs, when they all settled

in a mass on one of the frames.

The barabara are very handsome, with a golden
body, and are much larger than tlie British bee.

But it seems impossible to domesticate them : they
object to a box, strongly (ireftrriug to bang from a big
roek, generally a cliff under a liglit shade of hang-
ing vegetation or from the branch of a big tree.

*

At least I found it so with the five different swarms
I took. Some I kept quiet for a week, feeding them with

honey, which they always ate too much of, making them-
selves very drunk, from the effects of which most of them
died. Others were fed in the same manner that English
bees are fed in winter, but with no other result than
that whilst the dull weather lasted they would fly in

and out of the hive as if they meant to remain, but with
the first bright sunny day they one and all cleared

out in about five minutes.

Failing to get honey by domestication Iselto«ork
to procure it from the cUfl's : an easy matter when you
know how. It is done in this way:—Collect a small

bundle of dried sticks and bind these together
with jungle creeper and then eurround the bundle
with small green branches ; set fire to tho sticks ;

when the branches give out a dense smoke wave
this under the bees ; when they fly away from the
emoke this movement should be hastened with the

hand by brushing off those that are lazy, and when they
are all gone cut away the combwith-a knife and make
"tracks.'' It is as well to have some one at hand to

help when the knife is wanted, and to hold a dish or

pail for the honey when taktn. The bees buzz around
the smoke but won't come within it.

The larger the swarm, the bigger the comb. The
average comb is about 1 foot to ih foot broad x li foot

to 2 feet deep, banging down in a half-moon shape.
At the top, where the comb fixes on to the support,
the cells are as deep as a Bryant & Slay match is long,
and full of very tasty honey. The honey cells

occupy the top part of comb for about a space
of 6 to 8 inches, the cells gradually taper-

ing down from the above dimensions to the smaller
size of ^ an inch, when they reach tlie hone}' limit of S

inches : then the cells for the young bees appear to the

length of another 10 inches. There lieing 16 cells to

the square inch, and two rows of cells each side of the

midrib of a comb, I calculate that there would be
about 0,000 young bees within, and about the same
number of old ones without.

In .all the combs that were taken no queen bee's ceil

was found, and I have never seen a bambara queen bee

amongst the swarms that were taken, although I have
found three and four queen bee cells in one comb of

the apis iiidka. Can it be that the bambara have no

queen bee ?

The Sinhalese have an idea that bambara bees gather
the honey when there is no moon at niglit, and eat it at

the period of the month when the moon is full. This
idea must have been taken from Dr, Watts' rhyme :

—
"How doth" &c. !

The nilu being finished there was not a bambara
to be found: they all iiew away to the north or north-

east, but to where could it be, to India? Many Sinha-
lese keep aph r/idica in chatties over their huts.

They are iilso found inside hollow trees and clefts of

rocks but they are a very mild bee compared with the

bambara, that can be fierce at times, t A story is told

* In India their habits are the same.—En.
t As poor Mr. Benton found to his cost : by-the-bye

has "Honeydew
" read Mr. Benton's letters on this sub-

ject in our columns?—^Ed.

that a planter was chased through a new clearing by a
swarm and only escaped by going to bed and pulling
down the mosquito curtain. The wax is of a beautiful
whiteness,—Yours, HONEYDEW.

NUTMEGS.
Dear Sie,—Any one experienced in the cultivation

of nutmegs will, I daresay, be able to explam the reason

why some trees only blossom and do not set at all.

I have twenty-six trees, all but ten bearing : the latter
blossom magnificently and never set.

They are somewhat closely jilanted, or rather the

spreadmg branches touch each other and I believe

they are about 10 feet apart, and I would be thankful
to any one who will let me know if by any artificial
means these ten trees could be made to bear.—Y'ours

faithfully, MALIGAKANDA.

THE CORK TREE.
Deae Sir,—The corls oak grows readily enough as

low as SOO feet above the sea in some parts of Portu-

gal. The bark is taken about once in II years.
If you out any cork longitudinally you can see cer-
tain cross marks or divisions, each division represents
the growth of a year. No ti-ouble is taken in the
cultivation and the cost of nurseries is trifling. I
should think that the climate up-country generally,
would be too wet for tlie cork oak, but of course that
can be only seen from experience.—Yours truly.

R. I. P.

CINCHONA OFFICINALIS: THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE PICTURE.

Bogawantalawa, 20th July 1.^82.

Dear Sir,—I am sorry I cannot agree with "Hybrid"
in your issue of IStb, if he implies that olJicinalis
cinchona hai found its zone throughout this district.

In my humble opinion a large sum of money has
been sacrificed in convincing us that officinalis is too
uncertain to warr^mt its cultivation here, and 1 regret
having been misled by tlie promising appearance of

plants one and two years old. It is possible that Loinorn
and the estates adjoining enjoy exceptional soil and
climate but with the experience 1 have had, I fail

to see why we should not stick to succirubra and
hybrid, the growth, analysis and certainty of which place
them in advance of any other variety we have tried.
The existence of a fine old officinalis tree, here and

there, or even of a group of trees, is anything but
conclusive evidence in favour of "Hybrid"'s opinion Let
him enquire what percentage of officinalis plants can fiiUy
put out has failed in Bogawantalawa and Uilioya,
smce 1869, and I think he will change bis opinion!

—
Y'ours truly, V. A.

THE TEA ENTERPRIZE IN CEYLON : 5 YEARS'
OLD TEA YIELDING OVER 6 MAUNDS PER

ACRE IN AiMBAGAMUWA.
Colombo, 22nd July 1882.

Deak Slit,— In your issue of the 8th instant wherein
reference is made to the lea on Gullebodde estate, it is
stated that the estimate for coming year is SJ maunds
per acre ; probably your correspondent has mixed up
the coming season with results already obtained, and
we therefore append a meniorandum of the yield from
the beginning, which should afl'ord encouragement to
all engaged in the enlerprize. For the coming season
we hope to again exceed 6 maunds per acre.—Yours
faithfully, MACKWOOD & CO.

Planted June to August IS77. per acre.
Y'ield for 12 months ending 30th June 1880 = 98 lb'.

„ „ 30th June IS8I = 392 lb.

>i „ 30th June IS82 = 530 lb.
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C. OFFICINALIS.

TJdapusaelawa, 22nd July,

Dkar Sir,—Iu your issue of the ISth instant ap-

pears a letter about a successful clearing of C. of-

ficinalis in Bogawantalawa. Any one not well ac-

quainted with the facts concerning C. officinalis

would think this letter and statement rather startl-

ing, considering how much this variety of cin-

chona h;is been run down these last twelve months
or so past, by many who have not been success-

ful with it. But any one who would like to see

C. officinalis growing to great perfeo'ion need not

go many miles out of Nuwara Eiiya towards Kanda-

pola and Upper Udapussellawa, when they will

see some splendid fields of this variety of cinchona

at all ages from one to five years old If I am not

out of place, I will mention three or four estates in

which C. officinalis is growing most luxuriously in

Kandapola and Tullibody, there are fields of

beautiful trees three to five years old, and also on The
Park and part of Eskdale adjoining the Park there

are some very fine fields, lookmg very healthy and

strong, Ijetwcun three and four years old. Altogether
between thi'se last-mentioned estates I should think

there were 150 to 180 acres of this age, and so

far it ia a pretty sight. Part of Kenmare has some
fine cinchona, but it is rather mixed. There is also

a fine field of C. officinalis in Dovedale, at Kanda-

pola Gap. Hillside, Concordia and Brookside can

show some fine C. officinalis, and also other estates

in this neighbourhood, the names of which I cannot

recollect just now. But the fact is so little is said

about this beautiful part of Ceylon, that very few

know how successful some have been with this vari-

ety of cinchona, and I fenl certain there ia yet
a bright future for both cinchona and tea at Kanda-

poUa.—Yours faithfully, C. OFFICINALIS.

NATIVE BUYEPvS OF CINCHONA BARK IN

THE PLANTING DISTRICTS : A CAUTION.

Maskeliya Valley, 26th July 1882.

Sir,—The Order of the Bath is to be obtained gratia

up here. Tea and'cinchona planting are all the go, as

you are well aware. Tea planting at stake appears
to be the thing. But planters must keep their

"weather eye" open. An " oriental" is knocking
about "

offering to purchase cinchona bark at 25

cents per pound,
" and what 'a more the coolies on an

adjoining estate are well aware of the fact. If all

planters refused to sell their bark to such fellows,

pending robbery might be thwarted ; but, it they
once come to terms with a planter, the bark bought
would be held up as an excuse, while pounds of

bark at 25 cents might be made away with by estate

coolies. Action is wanted and joint action too, or
" look out for squalls."

— Yours truly, ALPHA.

SOLUBLE PHENfLE AND INSECTS.

(To the Editor, "Madras Times.")
15th July.

Sir,—In reply to a "
Bellary Boy's

"
appe.al, which

appeared in your issue of the 14th inat, ,
1 would strongly

advise him to procure a bottle of Little's Soltihlc Phenyle
from Messrs. Norton & Co.. of the Mount Roa'i, Madras.
Asmill quantity of this liqidd, diluted with water in

the proportion of 1 in 50, and sprinkled near the places
which black ants and cockroaches usually frequent, will

disperse them in a few minutes. FACT.
No. n.

Young Rotshchild, July 24th 1SS2.

De.\r Sir.—In your issue of 22nd 1 see a corre-

spondent "Knose," asks " What ia the best thing to
SO

kill insects in a nursery bed ?" Speaking from actual

experience, as fur as cinchona is concerned, tlie best

insecticide is the Phenyle yiui meuti)ned in your foot-

note to his letter. Tiiis preparation is in the form
of a highly concentrated liquid, and requires dilnting
with water only. I refrain from saying more, not

wishing to make your corresponJence columns the
mednim of advertizing an article for which I am the

agent, but if "Knose" will communicate with me
direct, I shall be very glad to (^ive him or .any one
else tiie fullest particulars.

—Yours fnithfuUy.
JOHN N. GRANT.

CINCHONA.

[To the Editor, "Australasian."]

Sir,—I shall bo greatly obliged if you can afTotJ
me the following information:— 1.—What porti m of
Northern Australia is best adapted to the growing of

cinchona? 2.—How much capital is required per
acre 3.—How long before one gets any return ?

4.—What is the average yield of bark per aer- ?

Melbourne. CINCHONA.
[The best parts of the Northern Territory would be

the sheltered slopes of the higher lands, where the
Boils are good and the rainfall regul.ar. Mean temper-
ature, about GO deg. or 05 deg. One acre of land,
in South India—Clearing, lOr. ; planting, 20r. ; main-
tenance (as replacing plants that have died, weeding,
&c.) per acre, per annum, 70r. 4,800 trees planted
on one acre

;
at the fourth year thin out to 2,400

trees, which would yield about 1,2001b of bark, value
Ir. per lb. l,200i-.; at sixth year thin out to 1,200
trees—yield, 1.2001b bark, at Ir, per lb,, l,200r.; eighth
year, 1,200 trees will yield 21b bark, at Ir, perlb.
2,400r. Total, 4,800r. Summary —Expenses : First

year, lOOr.; second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and

eight year, 420r. Total, 520r. Results (eight years
bark as above): 4,8001b bark, 4,800r. Gross profit for

eight years,'4,2S0r. Reckoning the rupee at two shillings
this would be i.'428.—Australasian. [A too-too satis-

factory estimate : no doubt inspired by Mr. H. P^iett.

—El.."]

Indiabubber PL.iNTS.—Mr. W. T. Thiselton I'yer,

C.M.G., laid before the Linnean Society on Juno 15

an important communication "On the Caoutchouc-yield-

ing ApocyuaceiB of Malaya and Tropical Africa." After

giving a general sketch of the structm-e and physiological
conditions of the occmTence of caoutchouc in plants, the

author pointed out that the plants which appeared to

yield it in commercial quantity in three n-idely separated

regions, all belonged to one tribe of Apocynace.<B—the

CarisseiB. In the East IntUes, the Gutta Singgarih of

the Malay Peninsrda, the Gutta Soosoo of Borneo, was
the produce of a new species of Willughbeia, W. Eur-

hidgei. Many other species of this and other allied

genera also seemed to produce caoutchouc in quantity
worth collecting. In Central Africa, Laudolphia, which
was closely allied to WUlughbeia, but difl'ered in possess-

ing terminal instead of auxiliai-y flowers, was the most

important aoiu-ce. On the East Coast caoutchouc was

yielded by L. ovariensis and L. florida, the latter a

vei-y ornamental plant. As the rubber exuded from the

cut stems it was plastered on the breast and anns, and
the thick layer, when peeled off and cut into squares,
was called " Thimble rubber." On the W^est Coast the

most important species was L. Kirkii, the rubber of

which could be wound off into balls or small rolls from
the cut stems like silk from a cocoon ; this species waa
called " Matere." L. florida also occun'ed, and was called
" M'hungu ;

"
its nihber was worked up into halls, but

was inferior in value. The rubber of L. Petersiana waa
of little importance. In South America, Hancornia speci-

osa yielded what was called "
Mangaheii'a

"
rubber.—

Gardciurs' Chronicle.
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Slavery.—Our West ludian sugarplanters will hear

with intei-est that a strong effort is being made in

Madrid to secure the entire abolition of slavery in

Cubii. At a largely-attended meeting of the Abol-

itionist Society held during the week demand was

made for the abrogation of tlie law under which no

slaves ar« to be liberated till 1886, and which compels
all slaves to forced labour under their then masters

for two years after that date. A painful sensation

was produced when the speakers illustrated the

present cundition of tlie 200,OOU negroes in Cuba by

pointing to a whip, iron chain and heavy iron collar,

and other instruments of corporal punishment still

used under the so-called Emancipation Law of ISSO,

which really authorizes the sale and barter of human

beings until 1888. A member of Congress who has

recently visited Cuba declared that 60,000 negroes
were kept in slavery by their owners eluding the laws

concerning African-born slaves. It ie expected that the

abolition of slavery will be proposed in the Cortes by
tbe Cuban members. This fact suggests the reflection

that in one respect at least the Spanish Colony is more
advanced than our own Colonial possessions—it has

direct representation in the central Legislature.
—

Colonies and India.

FRtriT-GROWiNG IN Ja^niaica.— Just as the raveags
of Hemileia vastatrix have induced the planters of

Ceylon to turn their attention, with great advaut-

ags to themselves, to the culture of chinchona, tea,

cocoa, and other produce, instead of pinning their

faitli to coffee alone, so the sugnr-growers of Jam-
aica have learnt by adversity the impolicy of de-

voting their whole capital and energies to the pro-
duction of the single article sugar. Encouraged by
the success of the experiments which have been made

by the energetic Director of the Botanical Gardens
at Kingston, they have turned their attention witb

great success to the introduction of chinchona, while

oocoa, vanill.n, and other indigenous plants, which
have not hitherto been thought of such importance
as to demand serious efforts to secure an extensive

produce and sale are being taken in hand. In fruits

of various kinds, says the Colonies and /»<//«, perhaps
the greatest success has been attained so far, and
instead of merely collecting enough to supply local

wants, and remaining content with an occasional

shipment to New Orleans, of fruit, which possibly,

owing to bad packing, went bad before it reached its

destination, Jamaica planters are developing a remuner-
ative trade in oranges, bananas, pine-apples limes, shad-

docks, mangoes, and other fruits. Even grapes are

being grown for export. The United States are at

pn'sent the chief market for their produce, but Eug-
aud receives no small share of the yield, and still

larger quantities of fruit in even greater variety will

no doubt be shipped to Europe, as experience shows
that better means of packing can be employed to

avoid the deteriorating effects of a long voyage. The
export of oranges to the United States from Jamaica
has increased .50 per cent, in the last six years ;

of bananas it is expected that the export this year
will reach two million bunches, or twenty times as

many as in 1876. When it is remembered that each

"bunch" contains 250 pods, the extent of the tr.ide

may be realized. Fifteen million coconuts, or double
the quantity exported last year, will, it is anticipated,
be sent out of the island before the end of the pre-
sent season. Oranges are one of the principal items
in the fruit trade, and as the Jamaica variety has
a peculiar property of keeping good for a longer
period, even when fully ripe, than the European vari-

ety, the advantage which the island has in the

gi owth of this fruit is very great. These instances

will show tbe advance that is being made by Jamaica
in this direction, ai 1 the possibility that lie be'ore

planters in the future. To small capitalists of a horti

cultural rather than agricultural taste Jamaica offers,
in her delicious climate, her fertile soil, and the
abundance and variety of her produce, exceptional
advantages. Small areas of laud can be had on very
reasonable terms, and few colonies present better op-

portunities to gentlemeu of small means who would
turn to profitable account that love of "gardeuiug"
which is innate in most Elnglishmen. Frnit culture
in Jamaica demands little of the hard labour of

wheat farming, while it yields results, perhaps, even
more profitable.

—Globe.

Coffee Mixtures.—We last month quoted a clause
from the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill now liefore

Parliament, which, it appeared, would absolutely
prevent tbe side of any mixture (except chicory) with
coffee. We thought it rather hard that if any person
should really desire to have a combination of coffee

and dandelion he should be prevented by law from

purchasing such, and we wrote to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer to ask if such a mixture would be
allowed to be sold provided the proportions of the

ingredients were definitely stated. The following reply
indicates that dandelion, or taraxacum, coffee will 'be

allowed to be sold as heretofore :
—Inland Revenue,

Somerset House, May liSth, 1882. Sir,—The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer having forwarded to this

department your letter of the 2nd instant, I am
instructed by the Board to acquaint you, in reply, that
dandelion root will, it is understood, be considered as

analogous to chicory ; and, provided duty be paid
accordingly as for chicory, no objection will be raised
to the sale of a mixure of dandelion root and coffee.—I am, &c. (Signed) Cha.s. B. Forsey, Secretary.

—
The Editor of the Chemist and Druygist.

"Smut" Disease in Cane,—A committee, consisting
of the following gentlemen, having been appointed by
the Victoria (Natal) Planters' Association to enquire into
and report upou this disease—C. T. Saner, W. R.
Cowley, A. Dubois, and Leonard Acutt—made the fol-

lowing report:
—Your Committee recommends the Associ-

ation to take immediate steps to promote the intro-
duction of new varieties of cane from different countries.
In the meantime it recommends that the following means
be adopted to prevent the deterioration of the different
varieties of sugarcane the country already possesses :—
1. Better cultivation generally ; 2. Care in selection
of plants, planting only from our most vigorous canes;
3. Obtain plants from other estates and districts ;

4. Establish nurseries in which plant canes obtained
from a distance ; manure such nurseries with natural
manure only, as a forced plant is apt to be as weak as

neglected canes; 5. From indifferent soils, take off only
a plant crop and one ratoon crop, and from good soils

only plant crop and two ratoon crops. There will then
be no bad cane in the country to be used for plants, or
to contract and spread diseases; 6. Root the canes out

completely from abandoned or fallowed fields, as diseases
are always rife in canes which are allowed to grow up
among grass and weeds, and the land does not get a
complete rest ; 7. Adopt the Mauritius plan of planting
other crops in f.dlow fields : it is better for the land
than allowing it to revert to weeds and grass.A suggestion made by a member of Committee may
recommend itself to some planters. To estublish
nurseries off the coast in places whore frost is lare, it is

thought that a cane grown in a more temperate climate
will prove hardy when propag,^ted on the coast.
In conclusion your Committee records its opinion that
the disease will cause great loss, unless vigorous general
action is taken for its eradication. But that, having
in view the satisfactory results following attempts to

cope with it, added to the fact that it has been known
and dealt M'lth i.i Mauritius for so many years, it sees
no cause for alarm, it planters are alive to the danger
and are determined to stamp it out.—Natal Mercury.
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Tjsa cultivation in the Andaman islands is a great
success'. On the 14 acre.^ of tea wliich were under
cultivation last season tlie out-turn has been 411 lb.

to the acre, for the twelve months. Forty-seven acres

more laud have lately been planted out, and a fui-ther

exteneidu up to "200 acres is contemplated.
—Madras

Alail.

Cinchona.—To the planters of cinchona who have
suffered so severely from the recent gales and flood?,

from the number of trees blown down, and the heavy
wash of surface soil, the figures we givther from the

trade returns will be some comfort. While the quant-

ity of cinchona bark exported from Indi'i has greatly
decreased in 1852, the quuitity of quinine imported
has enormously iut-'reased. Tlius :

—
Cinchona Eximrted. Quinine Imparted.

lb. K. lb. E.

1880... 4,85,484 6,87,526 1879;.. 5,940 6,60,005

1881... 6,99,258 7,24,705 1880... 7,409 8,60,072
1882... 4,28,497 4,58,340 1S81... 3,964 4,29,515

1882... 10,65 9,98,631

The falling off in the exports of cinchona bark can-

not be accounted for by want of confidence in the

undertaking on the part of cinchona planters, for

a number of new estates have recently been opened,
and many plantations have been much extended. It

would appear to be due in a great measure to the

large qnautity of bark retained in the north, for the

purpo.se of making the new febrifuge, and to the

smaller quantity of bark taken from the Government

plantations on the Neilgiris. The price of quinine

having been much lower in 1882 may have induced

larger imports; and the stock on hand from the pre-
vious year, during which the imports were compara-
tively small, may have necessitated the greater demand
tor present and fuiure consumption.—M. Mail.
On thk Uselessness of Some of Our Ordtnaet Dis-

infectants.—In an official volume just published by Dr.

E. Struck, Chief of the Sanitary Department of Germany,
Dr. E. Koch has pubHshed the results of his studies upon
disinfectants. He used, in order to test the value of a

disinfectant, the micro-organisms of splenic fever wliich

exist in the form of minute, round spores or micrococci,

afterward developing under favorable conditions into

.slightly larger, rod-shaped bodies or bacilli. It was found,

thmigh this indeed was already known, that the sijores
had a much greater vital resistance than the bacilli. Two
per cent, solutions of carbolic acid, after three days' con-

tact, only hindered the development of the spores, but
even five per cent, solutions did not kill them. On the

other hand, one per cent, solutions killed the bacilli within

a few minutes. Furthermore, one part of carbolic acid in

1,000 parts of beef broth prevented the fiu-ther develop-
ment of bacilli. These are important facts, since they
show a som'ce of error in former experiments. It has

been stated by Eudemaun, Sternherger, and others that

carbolic acid solutions of about two per cent, strength de-

stroy the activity of low organism. But this, if Koch's ex-

periments are correct, evidently cannot apply to all organisms,
or to every life-form of the same organism. Koch tested the

power of sulphuric acid, chloride of zinc, borax, white vitriol,

and other substances. He found them absolutely incap.able.
in any ordiniry solution, of killing the spores. Such
B-ibstances as arsenic, quinine, and perchloride of iron would,
in one or two per cent, solution, kill the organisms in the

course of six or ten tlays, but were, on the whole, quite
feeble disinfectants. On the other hand, a few substances

only were found to be very active. Thus, two per cent,

solutions of bromine, iodine, and chlorine, and of corrosive

sublimate (the last being the best) killed the .spores within
a d.ay. The power of these latter substances to prevent
the actinty and development of the bacilli was found to l>r

very remarkable. Thus, one part of sublimate in 500,1)00

of water would completely check the acti\'ity of the or-

ganisms. Certain volatile oils, such as thymol and tere-

binthene, were also efficient in dilutions of 1 to 80,000
and 1 to 70,000. As the result of his experiments Koch
came to the conclusion that only bromine, chlorine, iodine

sublimate, and few oils of the class rcfcwed to were of

value as disinfecting agents.
—Medical Record.

Ansell's Tea Siftek.—We hear this machine is

thought more and more highly of. One correspond-
ent, wi-iting from the Dooars, says :

— "
Ansell's Tea

Sifter is par excdUnce the Tea Sifter of Tea Sifters.
I have seen several tea sifters working, but none can
hold a candle to Ansell's.—Indian Tea Ga-xtle.
Upper As.sam, '2nd .July.

—We are getting a fair
amount of rain just now, and there seems every
prospect of a good season. In some gardens it has
been found necessary to stop all cultivation, for the
time, to take advantage of the hea%-y flush appearing
there, while on other estates tliere has been almost
a dearth of leaf. A great deal of new machmery has
been called into use this year,

—a pretty good sign,
we think, that last year's workings were fairly pro-
fitable.—Indian Tea Gazette.

Indian Tea.—Practice and experience in drying
and packing have taught the growers how to avoid
the faults which at first detracted from the value
of their produce, and in consequence Indian tea is

becoming more appreciated by English consumers.
The imports have reached the value of three mil-
lions a year, and are growing rapidly and steadily.
The first consignment of the season of Darjeeliug
tea, which has just been sold, fetched the very
fair average price of Is. Gd. per lb. —a far higher
figure than the most sanguine Indian tea- planters
ever expected their produce to realise. One great
advantage possessed by the Indian over the Chinese

tea-grower is that Assam teas can be placed in the
London market when the China teas are only just
leaving Woosung or Shanghai.—Public Opinion.
Test fop. Gold.—I have asked permission of Mr.

Haly for you to publish the enclosed,—Cor.
Colombo Museum, 15th July 1882.—Small parts are

chipped from all the sides of a mass of rock, amounting
in all to about a quarter of an ounce. This is finely powdered
in a steel mortar and well mixed. About half of it is

placed in a capacious test tube, and then partly filled

with a solutiou made by dissolving twenty grains of iodine
and thirty grains of iodide of potassium in abont an
ounce and a half of water. The mixture thus formed is

thoroughly agitated by shaking and warming, and then,
after all particles have subsided, dip a piece of piu-e white
filter paper in it, allow it to remain for a moment, then
let it drain, and dry it over the spirit lamp. It is then

placed upon a piece of platina foil held iu a pincers and
this heated to redness over the flame, the paper is speedily
consumed; and after heating further to buru off. carbon,
it is allowed to cool and then examined. If at all purple
gold is present in the ore, and the relative amount ap-
proximately deduced, as much, fair, little or none. This
method takes but little, time and is very trustworthy.—
(Signed) A. Haly, Director, Colombo JIuseum.
Mr. Storck'.s Cure for IjE^vp Diseash —A corres-

pondent from Fiji writes to the Calcutta Enylisk-
man on Mr. .Storck's cure as follows:— "

Perhaps a word
in conclusion as to a recent discovery of a cure for Hemi-
leia vastntrix may not be uninteresting. I have seen
the remedy in operation here, and from what I have
seen I believe it to be a genuine thing. The inventor,
Mr. Jacob Storck, has already been iu cummunicatioQ
with the Tropical AgrieuUm-ist in the matter, and it is

probable he will proceed to Ceylon iu October to

dtmoustrate the value of his invention. Hia plautition,

together with many others, was dcstioyed by the

Government, on the appearance of Hemihia two years
ago, no recompense being made save in one case, where
Mr. Filliugham Parr recently got a verdict of i2,000
damages. Mr. Storck, being victimised, set promptly to
w iirk to devise a cure, and, after 12 months' continuous

experimentalizing succeeded, at any rate to his own
satisfaction, as not a plant now growing on his estates

is infected. I saw the cure at work on a partially
infected tree, which he assured me was at one time

shewing the disease in its worst type. The cure is by
vaporization, and the cost is stated at £'i per acre for

purifying a plantation.
"
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BuBDiNG Cinchona.—We call attention to the plant-

ing paragraph from Maskeliya (page 249) wherein aplant-

er of ex] erience relates his success in
"
budding

"
cin-

chonas. He has several "buds" coming on well and

is coutident that by the use of two punches—the

larger one for the piece of ledgeriana or hybrid that

is t'< be "planted" into the succirubra icnd the

smaller for the hole in the bark— this process will be

found much simpler and more successful than graft-

ing. In our forcing climate there is no doubt of

the facilities presented for budding or grafting and we

are only at the beginning of the improved processes

which will be devised by Ceylon planters in cultivating

and preparing) new products.
Another Aew and Profit-iblk Prodtjct.—Mr.

J. Holloway, of Wattegama, whatever may be

thought of his faith in Cofiea Arabica "
properly

treated," deserves on all sides credit for his inde-

fatigable zeal over new products. A letter lies before

us addi-essed to his Colombo Agents, in which he

says :
—

"
I have sent to your address this day a box

containing 4 lb. croton seed. Will you be good enough
to send part to the Boston Exhibition (as Maria

Estate Ceylon Croton Seed) and test the London or

foreign niaiket with the balance. I saw it quoted at

70s per cwt. in an English price current. Taking 10 lb.

a tree as an average production it will pay well : my
two large trees will give me 20 lb. each this jear.

The seed grows rapitlly in nursery and stands trans-

planting and stumping the same as Arabian coffee,

begius to bear at two years old, is a splendid shade,

a hardy plant which no insect cares to touch and

grows in the jjoorest soil, ll bears all the year round ;

once a week a cooly shakes the tree and picks up from

the ground what has fallen off ; then drops the pods
in the sun, shells them, then gives another drying
which is all that is required ; the wood of tree is

also very tough and stands the wind well."

AVe trust the Bostoners (at
" the hub of the universe")

will appreciate the enterprize of the iiroprietor of

Mai'ia estate, and that large orders for Ceylon croton

eeed will result from the Exhibition.

A Model Plaktaiion anu Farm.—We cannot help

calling attention to the advertisement offering a

Dimbula jilautalion for sale, in our columns today.

Unfortunately, plantations are not rare commodities
in the market in Ceylon at present : the would-be
sellers of cotTee estates far exceed the number of

purchasers :
—in many cases, it is true, the seller

will tell us

My poverty, but not my will consents.

Be that as it may, it must be confessed that there

is something unique in the account given of the
Holbrook plantation now in the market. What would
tile rough and ready planters of thirty or twenty
years ago

—who.=e horizon was bounded by coffee and
collee only

—
say to the combiuanuu of money-making

arrangements on this Holbrook property ? The yield of

cofler hassurely been enough, of itself, tosatisfy proprietors

du'mg the hard times lately exijerienced ; an average
of over 6 cwt. for six years carries us back to the

palmiest days of the local enti-rprize ; but what would

poor "Sandy JSrown
"

(of the "Planters' Manual")
Bay to the fifty thousand of flonrishing cinchona trees,

besides the twelve acref of this product, yielding, from

an auuual shaving merely, a crop equal to the richest

return from coffee. If. is the dairy produce, however,
which liKs chielly arrested our attention, forMr. Saunders

seems to have solved the question on Holbrook of

maintaining a suitable cattle-manuring establishment

for his coBee, with a duo return from the dairy and
the butcher. Surely this example can be more widely
followed, more especially when ihe railway opens up
our highest plateaux to permanent settlers and a multi-

tude of visitors.

CorPEE ON THE Shevaroys.—We hear that the

prospects of the cofifee crop on the Shevaroys are this

year very fair nnd that, after two rather unfavorable

seasons, the planters are likely to get a small return

for their labors in the past three years.
—M. Standard,

A Brazilian Coffee Exhibition.— SenorDe Medonca,
the Brazilian Consul-General here, has just opened a

really creditable exhibition of samples of Brazillian

grown coffees. An office at Broadway has been

arranged for the display, and when I dropped
in there were over 1,000 different samples for

many diffeerent plantations and showing the dif-

ferences created by care in seed and improved
methods of cultivation. The show has been Tisited

by the members of the Coffee Exchange who deal

largely in "futures" on Rio and they admit that

Brazil must greatly benefit her trade by this public
exhibition of her staple. Why cannot enterprizing
Jamaicans get up such an exhibit here of their pro-
ducts ? It would stimulate trade and prove mutually
beneficial,—Gall's Jamaica News Letter.

HEA^T RAINS IN CooRO.—Mercara, 14th July.—
Thanks to our enterprizing merchants and shopkeepers
both European and native, we have stored up suffici-

ent food to last us for a month at least, but the price
of provisions has doubled. Raggi for the coffee estate

coolies, rice for the Coorgs, and wheaten stuffs for

foreigners, can only be procured from those who were
wise to have them stored up. Butcher's meat is very
little at 8 as. a pound : this means mutton of course.
Beef is only to be obtained by going out of the country :

in Coorg it is never sold. What is the reason of this

famine? I answer, the rains which have been fearful,
tremendous and continuous. In the month of June 95
inclies fell. In July, to the date of ray letter, 75 inches

more, and in one day over 14 inches fell. It is now .

found that of the four trunk roads leading into Mercara,
not one is paBsnble. The oldest inhabitant, a man who
has been in Coorg 14 years, says, he remembers such
another monsoon, which was, if anything, worse than
this. But it was the yenr before he Came up.

—Madras
Standard.

Coffee-Leaf Disease.—Abstract of paper read before

the Linnean Society:
—"Mr. Marshall Ward read a

paper in his researches on the life-history of Heini-
Ida vastatr'ix, the fungus of the coffee-leaf disease.

The phenomena attendant thereon show great analogy
to those of the Uredine fungi. The spores under
favonrable conditions, viz., moisture, a due supply of

oxygen and a temperatui'e of 75° F., usually germin-
ate in from twelve to twenty-four hours. Complete
infection or establishnifut of the mycelium in the
intercellular j^assages of the leaf occurs about the
third day after the formation of the germinal tubes.

The so-called yellow spot or ordinary outward vis-

ible appearance of the disease, manifests itself about
the fourteenth or fifteenth day, but may be delayed ;

its development and course being dependant on

secondary causes, such as atmospheric conditions,

monsoon, age of coffee-leaf, &c. By watching the pro-

gress of the spots it has been ascertained that the

spores therefrom may be continuously produced for from
seveu to eleven weeks or even more. Some 150,000

spores have estimated as present in the yellow cliis-

terspot, and as 127 disease spots have been counted
in tlie pair of leaves, the quiintity of spores thus

regularly produced must be enormous. According to
the amount of diseased spots, the sooner tbe leaf

falls, and though young leaves arise, the fruit-bearing

qualities of the plant necessarily are interfered with.
The various sorts of coffee plant ore all liable to in-

fection ; the only possible remedy is the difficult one
of destruction of the spores, and these are supposed
originally to have been introduced from the native jungle,
and rapidly spread under the favourable conditions

of artificial cultivation.".—"Nature," June 15th, 1882
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TEA IN CEYLON.

Ceylon tea is begiuiiing to attract its due share

of attention In business circles at home, and there

ought to be little difficulty now in obtaining the

support of mercantile capitalists to extend an Industry

which, accorrdiug to Mincing Lane authorities, has

everythmg in its favour m this island, save a suili-

ciency of skilled supervision for the preparation of the

leaf. The want can be readily supplied from India

to the satisfaction of capitalists, so that the promoters
of a Dolosbage, a Yatiyantota, Ambagamuwa, Maskeliya
or Adam's Peak Lunited Company for the cultivation

of tea should be readily patronised among the men
who have so liberally developed the tea districts of

Northern India. Ceylon presents to home capitalists

very ijnportant advantages, and, as we said, the only

alleged drawback is one which time is steadily recti-

fying, but which can be removed at once by a well-

managed Company.
In addition to the supply from India, we may

shortly receive an increased quantity of tea from the

new field now being developed in Ceylon. To the

present, the quality of teas from this quarter has not

proved so satisfactory as could be desired. Ceylon

ought to do well, as it has the advantage of a climate

equal to that of Darjeeling or Assam, it being pract-
icable to have plantations on the higher ranges as

well as in the valleys. Owners of estates, must take

care not to repeat the mistake made by the first

planters in Assam. This mistake was the employment
of managers, who, if competent to p^ajji tea and

manage the estate- in other respects, failed to recog-
nize the absolute necessity of care in manufacturhig.
The unsatisfactory prices recently obtained, arise

plainly from neglect of the first principles of manu-
facture. We offer the suggestion, that owners of

estates in Ceylon should insist on a rectification of

the neglect. It is a well-known fact that teas yield-

ing a thick malty* liquor will sell anywhere in the

United Kingdom at fairly steady prices, whereas

teas of a thin but fine and delicate flavour ore

subject to violent fluctuations in piice, and even

when there is a demand for such qualities, it is

but temporary and local. The aim of all managers
should be the production of a sound, useful tea, not

coarsely plucked however. For tlie purpose of mixing
with China sorts, there is always a large demand for

thick malty teas.

Capital alone is wanted to give a proper impetus
to the extension of tea cultivation in this island :

virgm forest-laud at a higli or low elevation is avail-

able ; labour can be had in abundance ; planting

.supervision of the best on moderate tenns ;
skilled

supervision for manufacture is at hand ; transport is

very convenient and cheap and climate is vastly

superior to that of most of the Indian tea districts.

THE CINNAMON TRADE.
It is evident from the recent correspondence in

the local Cejlon papers that the prices at which ciu-

Damon has been si-lling in this market, especially at

the last few quarterly sales, have not been remunerative

to growers. This is the case even with those who
ship din ct on their own account, while to those growers
who sell to merchants on the other side, the present
values must be even less prolitablc, as the merch-

ants to whom tlicy sell can ouly make ofl'ers to show them
a profit on public sale quotations, after taking into

consideration the expenses of freight, loss in weight,
dock charges, and so on. In this, as with all other

commercial productions, the price realized is of course

simply a matter of supply and di-maud, and the pre-

Eciit statistics e\u)yi that the former is far in excess

of the lotter. The stock here has increased gradu-
ally year by year, and is now no leas than 7,292
bales of Ceylon, 1,412 packages of China cin-

namon, and 4,641 packages of chips, against a total
last year of 5,994 packages of Ceylon and China
cinnamon and 3456 packages of chips. This very heavy
stock, of course, greatly depressed the market, and
at the last quarterly sales in May prices dropped to
the extent of 4d. to 6d. for fine to superior qualities,
and 2d. to 3d. for inferior to good sorts. The sj^s-
tem of quarterly sales, which survives as a relic from
a former state of things, no doubt materially aggrav-
ates the evils from which the growers in Cejlou suB'er.

They are kept out of their money for an unnecessary
period, and the stocks accumulate over a period of

thirteen weeks, until they reach an immense total.
When the sales finally take place, a crushing quantity
is offered, and prices are unduly depressed, to the
benefit of speculative buyers and the injury of planters.
The sales of cinnamon, in the interests both of the

growers and of the home trade, ought to be held
from week to week, just as is done .with any other

commodity. There is no virtue or peculiarity in

cinnamon that necessitates its being sold in a dif-

ferent way to other things. Even monthly sales,
instead of quarterly ones, would be decidedly a step
in the right direction, for the present system of

quarterly sales only multiplies speculative buyers,
who buy largely to supply orders that come into the
market during the three months without sales, and
thus obtain a profit which the planters ought to

get. For instance, export orders that cannot be
held over for the quarterly sales have to be ex-
ecuted at a profit from second-hand parcels in the
market. Dealers also have to buy largely for a
three months' stock, to avoid having to buy between
the sales, and have thus to hold more cinnamon
than they would need under a more reasonable system.
Here, again, it is the planter who has to pay. Some
of the correspondents of the Ceylon Obseivcr re-

commend that chips should not be sent to this

market. This, however, .ippears a short-sighted policy,
which would simply stimulate the demand for cassia
and China cinnamon if the prica of quill Ceylon
should rise, wliich appears very doubtful, though
broken cinnamon might do so. If weekly or monthly
sales were established they could not in any way
tend to decrease the demnnd, but they would render
it more even, would make realizations more prompt,
would save interest and dock charges, would throw
open a sort of small monopoly ; and while bringing
better prices to the planter, would be beneficial to
the dealers and shippers by interfering with the

operation of the speculative buyers.—Produce Markets
Review.

CHINESE AND CEYLON TEA.

Very considerable attention is being attracted in
Chinese quarters to the present condition of the tea

trade, and those who know most about the subject
will he the least surprised to hear that for several
reasons it is not regarded as perfectly satisfactory.
In the first place, whereas China long enjoyed a mono-
poly of the trade in this article, she has now to cope
with more than one enterprising competitor. India
has for some years competed with her on not unequal
terms in the London market ; and, unless the present
signs are totally misleading, Ceylon will very shortly
be in a position to challenge the superiority of Orange
Pekoe or Flowery Congou. In the United States,
Chinese tea has also been ousted to a great extent
by that of Japan. Many say that China h.as seen the
worst in this matter, and that the foreign demand
for her tea is not likely to decline any further. This
belief may or may not prove well-founded, but the
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Chinese are evincing wisdom in not showing them-
selves indifferent to this tendency. It is easier to

note the evil than to assign the cause or to fix the

remedy. Several circumstances have contributed to

the decline of Chineso tea in popular favour. Over

competition among Chinese planters and merchants

appears to have resulted in a deterioration of the

quality of the tea itself. What are callfd best "
crops"

are distinctly inferior to what they were ten years

ago, and the main cause of this falling off seems to

be the over haste shown in despatching t"a from the

fields to the market. The principal object with both
the Chinese and the English merchant in China ap-

pears to be not to send the best tea so much as the

earliest tea on lo the market. If persisted in, this

must prove a suicidal policy. There are, no doubt,
several other reasons. It must also be borne in mind
that tta is a heavily taxed article, and one also out
of which many dift'erent persons have to derive a profit
before it reaches the cup of the consumer. The
Chinese Government derives, by the export duty, about

3Jd. from each pound, and our own tax on it is still

expensive.
—Olohe.

THE CEYLON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The Committee members then presented their report
on the subject of the exportation of Ciuuamoii Chips in

accordance with the Vlllth Resolution, and it was
resolved that the same be jjrinted and circulated

amongst the members of the Association, and that a

general meeting be called for the 19th August 1882,

at 1 p. m., lo consider this subject and other matters

that may be brought forward.

In terms of Kesolutiou VIII passed at a general meet-

ing of " The Oeylon Agricultural Association," held at this

office on the 24th .June last, the Committee of the said

Association beg to submit the following report on the

iubject of the exportation of chips.

On referring to the Chamber of Commerce returns, the

following are the figures appearing, showing the exports
of Cinnamon, quills and chips, for a series of years.

Total quantity exported from 1st Oct. to 30th Sept.
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as a primary agent iii the production of the present
crisis. In neitlier respect can we agree with liim,

any more than in the position taken up that the visita-

tion of the fatal fungus was due to predisposition
of the trees to be injuriously affected. We think

it will be universally admitted that never was coffee

in Ceylon better culti\'ated, more vigorous, more fruit-

ful than in 1869. That was the year of our culm

iiiatiug crop and simultaneously came the develop-
ment over our cultivated coffee of a fimgus which,

beyond doubt, had been previously latent on the

allied trees of our jungles. Some of the cultivated

coffee was of course debilitated from age, but a

large proportion was young, and of this description

a great addition was made to that existing in the

half-dozen years which followed 1869. Additions

wei'e made to existing cultivation in that period at

a rate entirely unprecedented. Prices of coffee were

good, and planters, until taught by bitter experience,

refused to take the same serious view of the effects

of hemileia vctstalrix, which scientific onlookers held

and expressed. We had all to learn, what " W."
apparently wants us to unlearn, that the minute

fungus which had so suddenly and mysteriously ap-

peared was the deadliest foe which coffee had ever

encountered, a foe which, while it no doubt told

most heavily on old and debilitated trees, did not

spare the youngest and most vigorous, but attacked
them repeatedly and pertinaciously, feeding on their

life-blood, and so gi'adually reducmg them also to

such a condition of debility, that to them the double
task of keeping up successive crops of foliage and
still producing fruit became impossible. No doubt
the vh'ulence of the attack varied in different sea-

sons, in different districts and on different estates.

Constituents of soil, the presence of manure, the effect of

tillage, light and heavy pninrng, the presence or absence
of weeds, and—a most material factor in the case^
the presence or absence of grubs at the feeding
rootlets of the tree—all told. The recuperative powers
of the coffee trees, too, especially of the younger ones,
and the instinctive tendency to fruit the more ex-

istence was threatened, must not he forgotten. Hence
the capricious results which " W." would trace to

seasons and occult influences, alone or mainly, under-

estimating the effect of fungus on the leaves and

utterly and unaccountably ignoring the destruction
of the feeding rootlets of the trees, whereby the
candle of life was burnt at both ends. And coffee

suffered, has suffered, does suffer, from the iiidinct as

well as the dii-ect effects of a fungus which, like

the white ant in the case of cocoa and other plants,
does not wait for conditions of decay to attack

vegetable tissues. We have heard of planters recom-

mendmg the remedy for grub of so feeding them
with manure, that they might be diverted from prey-
ing on the rootlets. The remedy proved very ques-
tionable as regarded the cockchafer grubs, while in
the case of the fungus, planters who manured heavily
found, over and over again, that most of the fertil-

izing substances supplied to strengthen the coffee

bushes went simply to feed fresh crops of parasites.
What wonder then, if owing to such experience and
the absence of paying crops, manuring was given up
by many in despair ; by many otliers from sheer

inability to bear the necessai-y expenditure. Tlie

^orcn/cHce of fungus and grub may be and no doubt is

duB to abnormal seasons, those abnormal seasons

being again due to
" W." 's

"' occult
"
causes. But we

cannot and dare not undervalue the effects of the

apeoifio peats while they exist, any more than we

should venture to disregard the external and obvious
symptoms of enteric or jungle fevers, because we knowthat the one is due to loul water or mephitic aases
while we infer that the other is due to an occultcause to which we give the name of malaria Had
'W., instead of taking for granted a predispositionin our coffee trees to the attacks of the funcus which
developed in ISfiO and onwards, adopted" the pos-
ition that our exclusive devoi'ion to one product withwhich we had covered vast unbroken e.v pauses was
to blame, as an outrage on the general ari-ani-ementsand laws of nature, we could understand and lareelv
sympathize with him. Indeed, if „-e are at libertv
to infer the designs of Providence from his disnens
ations and their effects, the disaster which has over
taken our coffee culture, like that which previouslv
desolated the potato crops in Irehind, was intended
as a punishment for a too exclusive devotion to one
food product and an incentive to the cultivation of
a more varied list of plam.s—

" new products
"

in
fact. Unhappily experience has led us but too lareelv
to agree with "W." as to the hopelessness of the
attempt, by topical applications, to banish the ubiquit
ous leaf lungus. Its powers of reproduction are such
that, if a particular estate or group of estates could
be cleared this month, the chances are that thevwould be as badly affected as ever the nextWe cannot, however, agree with "W." jq (-i

fear that, if the pest were completely got rid of \twould be certain to reappear in it3 pristine destr'uct
iveness. We have the history of the black bu.^ or
scale insect to guide us. That pest also existed in
our jungles, but after a more obvious fashionand with much more cosmopolitan tastes than ate
characteristic of the coffee leaf parasite. As the
suit, no doubt, of the presence of an expanse of
suitable food and the occurrence of abnormal seasonsblack bug nearly forty years ago suddenly swept like
a deadly epidemic over the whole of the cultivated
coffee of Ceylon Whole vallevs and mountain sidesturned from healthy green to funereal black and the
fear entertained regarding bug then, as it is in re
ference to the fungus now, was that it would prove
the absolute destroyer of the coffee euterprize Topical
applications, such as dusting with saltpetre, &c were
as ineffectual then as lime, sulphur, carbolic acid &c
have been in the recent fight against the fuiWus'But (and now wo are again with " W "

as" to
the potent influences of seasons and the occult influ
ences which guide their character) the seasons chanr-ed
after the disastrous years IS-ie to 1849 ; black baa
disappeared, and, instead of its coming back and being a
bad as ever, as " W." fears will happen in the case
of hemileia, it has never since given the plantersmuch trouble, being confined to small exceptional patches
of coffee estates, and affecting crop to no appreciable
extent. What has happened m the case of black hn.'
we have a right to look for in the case of hemileTa
vastatrix. We are experiencing—thanks probably to
to the more or less occult influence of "sun-spots

"
as the .!olar whirlwinds iire called—an abnormal season
and planters, whose opinions are worthy of respect'
ar« most hopeful th.it the result will be to drown
out both fungus and grub. If the pests once dis
appear, our reasonable hope is that, although thev
may not be blotted out of existence .their reappear
ance will not be iu a deadly epidemic form but in
the shape of slightly s|ioradic attacks, suffici.-n't merely
t.< keep planters on the qui vive and to prevent their
neglecting any precautious against the old exhausted
foes or such new ones as are possibly destined to
develope with reference to new circumstances The
'thorns and briers" curse \ix, a reality and an ex-
tent winch we can recognize, however "little we can
understand that and a th..Hsand other mysteries of
our nature and our environments. That the same
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enevolent Being should be the Creator, not only

of the cattle and the herbs which are good for the

food of man, but also of destructive parasites, in-

sect aud vegetable, which so often defeat man's best

efforts and ruin bis resources, would seem to pre-

sent a problem as insoluble ns the existence of moral

evil. In the one case, as in the other, man's duty,

which often becomes a' pleasure, is to fight strenu-

ously and valiantly against adverse influences, trust-

ing to overcome them, by strength not his own. In the

cale of tlie natural evils now under review, our im-

mediate duty seems to be to avail ourselves, as far as

possible of laws which are obvious and which to some

extent we can control, trusting to the operation, sooner

or later, of the larger and less explicable laws which

we cau understand only after they have operated for

long periods and over wide areas. We hoije we shall not

be misunderstood. We only disagree with "W." m
as far as he makes light of such specific evils as

fungus and grub,—the latter of which he does not

even mention ! We most heartily approve of his sug-

gestions that planters should attempt to trace out and

so be able to supply the conditions under which ex-

ceptional trees, or patches of trees, are found to resist

disease. We should, however, be sorry to discourage

any experiments at cwea for fungus or grub which

planters may feel inclined to institute. But as meteoro-

logical phenomena have been, we believe, the main

agents in the dfVrh>pment and continuance of these

two destructive pests, our main hope of relief—and

it is strong—is founded on the evidences receutly

presented of changed seasons such as we believe to

be adverse to the abundant existence and deadly oper-

ations of some of the worst enemies of the coifee tree

which have ever appeared in Ceylon.

RIVAL QUININE-GROWING COLONIES.

The two Colonies of Jamaica aud Ceylon—separa-

ted by so wide a distance, but so nearly alike in

agricultural resources—are ruuning a close race with

e°ch other for first place as quinine-producing cuun-

tries. Ceylon, which was in the field first, naturally

has the advantage of longer experience ; but Mr.

Morris, who took with him to the West Indies all

the information which his career in the East had

enabled him to collect, has shown that Jamaica well

knows how to mate up for lost time. Meanwhile

planters growing for yirofit, aud the official hot mist

crowing for experimen', in Ceylon, are placing the

cultivation of the difl'erent varieties of cinchona on

the level of a science. The particular virtues of

snccirubra, officinalis, itdf/eriana, cnli-aya, cnrdifoUa.

lancifoUn, aud others are accurately weighed, and

their suitability for different kinds of sod exactly

ascertained, wiiile anything that seems to be a new

variety is eagerly t'-.sted at the Government Botan-

ical Gardens at Peradeniya. Mr. Trimen, in his

report on these gardens for the year 1881, states

that bark of excellent quality has been obtained

from a cinchona tree, whose exact species seems

in some doubt, but which is believed to be a

hybrid, originally brought into the island from

the Indian Government plantations in the Nilgu-is,

which has assumed a psrmauent form. What-

ever its orgin, its produce is proved to be very
valuable, and Mr. Ti-imen proposes to christen it

scientifically C. rohmta. He strongly urges the exer-

cise of the greatest care in the examination of all

plants raised from seed wliich do not come true to type,

and he recommends propagation, wherever possible,

by cuttings instead of from seed. One great principle

which distiuyuisbrs the system of Uovernment
_eu-

couragtmi-nt in Cejlon from that adopted in Jamaica,

is that wliile in the former island th'i Government

does not enter the market as a producer of baik, the

principal supplies of cinchona received from the latter

island are grown and sold by the Government. Mr.
Trimen thinks, and properly so, that it is not the

duty of the Government to enter into competition in

such a matter with private enterprize. Perhaps when
cinchona cultivation promises to be as largely adopted
in Jamaica as in Ceylon, the authoriiies there will

confine their attention to the experimental culture of

new varieties.—Colonies and India.

Vakilla from Oats.—It is well known that the

German chemists Thiemann aud Harmann, some time

ago succeeded in preparing artificial vanilline from the

sap of pine trees. A French chemist, M. Eugene
Scrullat, has discovered a way of producing the same

compound from common oats. The hull of the oats

contains a principle which is very soluble in boiling
water, and to which M. Scrullat has given the name
of Aveneine, This principle is isolated from the re-

sidues of manufacture of oat meal, is oxydized, and
becomes converted into the characteristic perfume of

vanilla. Whether it has all the properties of vanilline,

as made from the beau and the sap of the pine, remains
to be determined.— Oil and Drurj Nnos.

Mysore, July 2-tth.—Weather this monsoon has

been exceptionally severe both as regards wind and rain.

During the 16 years I have gauged the latter nothing
like it had previously fallen. The fall liere (Igoor)
is .about a fair average one for the coffee districts of

Mysore, and is about 110 inches annu.ally, and this

year 145'79 inches has already fallen, of which 50'49
and 86 '49 respectively for June and the unfinished

part of July. The nearest approach to this hitherto

was 57 '90 in July 1876, but with only about 15 inches

month before and after, and again in June 1874, 50
inches followed by 43'69 in August. The maximum
annual rainfall hitherto was 14510 in 1874, and min-
imum 90 '67 in ISSl. We may expect monsoon rain

for another 3 or 4 months.
The Treatment of Sea-Sickness.—Dr. Milau Soule

surgeon on the steamship "City of Sidney," lias written an
account of his experience with the bromide treatment of
sea-sickuesa a.s laid down by Dr. G. M. Beard. His testi-

mony to its etfieacy is very emphatic and convincing. He
says : About three years ago I began to use the bromides
in treating sea-sickness, foUnwing as nearly as possible the
directions given in Dr.. Beard's valuable monograph on that

anbject. I had then been in the service of the Pacific Mail

Steamship Company nearly four years, and as my field

for experiment was large, I had tried nearly every drug or

eombination of drii2;R tliat had ever been proposed for the
cure of alleviation of tins disagreeable malady. Repeated
failures and humiliating disappointments had so shaken my
faith in the power of drugs over this disease that I begau
to use the bromides with a good deal of doubt and hesit-

ation. Greatly to my surprise and gratification, however, I

found that I was able to entirely prevent or greatly alleviate

the disease, and not one single failure to lecord. The fol-

lowing is the combination I most frequently employed viz :

Bromide of Sodium drachms four

Bromide of Ammonium ,, two

Peppermint w.iter fluid ozs. three.

A teaspoouful before meals, and at bed-time ; begin
treatment three days before going on board.

When preparatory treatment has been neglected, and the

disease fully established, I put a teaspoouful of the above
in a halt-tumbler of water, and a drop of extr. ipecac, fld.

and give a teaspoouful every five minutes, it generally relieves

the patient in less than an hour. I have received several

letters (guinea inclosed) ft-om passengers asking me to send
them the above formula. Next to the brcmides, I have found

hyoseyamia the most successful remedji. Atropia will fre-

quently aford relief, but is not altogether safe as I have
noticed a few c ses of retention of urine to follow its u-e.

I eave nitrite of amyl a fair trial, but it proved a complete
failure. I have notes of several cases where the bromides

eiitiielv prevented sea-sickness during voyagesoffrom twenty
to thirty days, although these patients were always sick on

previous voyages.
—Medical Record.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

THE " CEDRELA TOONA" ANfJ ITS INSECT

ENEMY,
Houses of Parliament, Brisliane, 1st June 18S2.

To the Editor of the Tropical Ayriculturist, Cei/lon,

SiK,— 1 was much interested by the account given,
in your issue of 1st February, of o borer which at-

tacks the young trees of Cedrela Toona in Ceylon ;

because the same thing has come under my observ-

ation here, where the tree is also indigenous. As I

write I have within sight two trees eleven years old

which .Tre little better than stunted shrubs from this

cause. Year after year the tender shoots have been
attacked in the manner described, the giub commenc-

ing at the terminal point and eating its way until,

apparently, the shoot became too woodv for its oper-
ations. These are the only oases shewn to myself, but
I have heard of others where the trees has been arti-

ficially planted.
This season is the first in which my trees have es-

caped, a circumstance probably attributable to a suc-

cession of ^ery dry seasons which have had a dis-

turbing influence upon much insect life. We have
no entomologists in Queensland except a few dilettante

butterfly collectors, and I have therefore not been
able to learn to what insect the injury done to our

young cedars is attributable. If however the subject
is likely to be of any importance to Ceylon, I shall

be glad, on the first reappearance of the grub, to send

specimens for your determination.—Yours faitiifuliy,

LEWIS A. BERNAYS.
[We shall be glad to receive specimens : it is strange

the tree should suffer so much if indigenous to Queens-
land.—En ]

THE CEYLON PLANTING ENTERPRIZE AND
THE PROSPECTS OF OLD AND NEW

PRODUCTS.
12 Great Tower Street, Lon on, June SOth.

Sir,— In reading your leading article in the Over-
land Ohsfrvir headed "The Tropical Swing' I was
glad to find you bear out my own stated views
as regards the continuous shortness of the crops
in the chief districts on the Kandy side of the

country (in contradistinction to the Uva side) to
be owing to rain in February, and not to debility
in the trees from leaf-disease, as so mauy suppose.

It would be interesting to compare the rainfall
return for January, February, March and April, for
the last ten years with the crop returns of some
of the leading districts, say Dimbnla and Dik-

oya.* I think the comparison would show that given
fine weather from 15tli January to end of February,
with one or two thunder-storms at the most, the blossoms
for the year, even if paitially rained upon, will have
produced a very fair average crop ; and'when the fine

weather has been prolonged to the end of March
or the first week in April (compare the Dikoya crop
of 1878 and the great Dimbula crop of 1876) the

crops have b€en a good dtal above the average. My
object in writing this is to help to point out that it

is the badni-sss of the last four blossoming seasons
that is at the root of our present misfortunes in

Cejlon, and not so much the fungus pest, as people
at home especially seem to think. Leaf disease cert-

• This can be done on a reference to our Cejlon Handbook
lor lb82, where we give a table of rainfall during the
blosBoming season for a number of years.

—Ed.
31

ainly has diminished the possible average crops from 7
or 8 cwt. an acre to 5 or 6, but it is not responsible,
I maintain, where estates have been kept in heart,
for the present miserable average of the last three

crops, and the coming one, which will even reduce
the average further in many cases.

We all know with fair average crops and fair aver-

age prices coffee always pays well. A period of dry
weather is perfectly essential to enable any fruit-

producing tree to put out a healUii/ blossom. I was
down in K^nt in April last in the blossoming season,
and never had there beensei-na finer show of blossom.
In addition to all the orchards there was not an isol-

ated plum tree even in a 'cott.ager's garden all the
way down from London, that was n't a mass of
bloom. I attributed this to the prolonged drought
dating as far back as last November interrupted of
course by an occasional shower. I was not in

England during the blossoming season of 1881,
but I was told the drought was longer then and
the blossoms apparently as heavy. I can vouch
for it that the fruit season in Kent in 1881 was the best
in quality and the most in quantity they have had
for many years. The coming season will be even bet-

ter, judging from the blossom, especially as there have
been no damaging frosts to speak of, and nothing to

injure the prospects, except a severe storm in May,
which in some places did harm.

The fruit in many cases is sold on the trees before
it is ripe, and I hear that the fruit of the cherry orch-

ard, which is supposed to be the finest in England,
has been sold for £100 more than last year. Agoud
blossoming season not only means, I think, a large crop,
but a good quality of crop. Both the quantity and
quality of the Indian coffee crop this past season has
been excellent, and helps with the large supplies from
Costa Rica to flood our overladen markets.

The quality of last season's Cejlon coff'eeasa whole
has been disappointing. It is very evident that the

metereological conditions of Ceylon's atmosphere have
been out of gear from some unknown cause, but that
is no reason why they should continue so, and we
may reasonably look for a series of favourable blos-

soming seasons again. I feel quite confident in my
own mind that Ceylon will come round even more
rapidly than one can just now hope for.

The position of Ceylon cinchona not only as regards^
present prices in the London markets but as regards
the competition for it, and the new profitable methods
of harvesting bark, is all that could be de.iired. If

planters could only see the dullness of the South
American bark sales at auction compared with those
of India and Ceylon they would be much inspirited.
The cinchona saleroom every alternate Tuesday is be.

coming quite a rendezvous for Ceylon planters in

England.
I am engaged in collecting the statistics of the im-

portations of bark into the different European count-
ries and America for the last five years, and hope
shortly to finish my researches. As far as I have at

present gone, the increase everywhere is of a most

encouraging nature, both as regards quantity and value.

I think it is a great mistake to send home any bark
that is not likely to realize Is per lb. A slight loss

owing to a small proportion of bark being required
for samples will not be felt or noticed when shipments
change from 5001b. to 50,000 1b., as the same amount
for samples would be suflScient in either case.

Any estates that have gone in largely for cinchona
would do well to establish their marks in England, in
the event of an overstocked market, when known and
tried marks would probably have the first attention
of the buyers.—I am, yours faithfully,

JOHN HAMILTON,
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MODIFIED OPINIONS REGARDING WEEDS
AND PRUNING IN COFFEE CULTIVATION.

Peeimaad, Travancore, 23rd July 1882.

Dear Sir,—I shall be glad if you \\'ill find space
ill your \-aluabIe journal for the following remarks
which I hope will briug forth some discussion.
There are two points on which I have for some

years held a decided opinion ; one is that weeds are
without exception an evil and a source of loss to the

proprietor of an estate ; the other that by an early
or late pruning one could force the coffee trees to
mature their M'ood and so get a somewhat earlier or
later blossom. I have lately altered my opmion on
both points.

I know full well that the negative of my first

question will be run domi by an enonnous majority
of planters, but I trust some instead of scotfing will

give me the benefit of then- experience and views. First
let me give a brief outline of the district, for it is

peculiar. I have charge of several estates in a

valley tln-ough which a biggish river flows. The
estates are surrounded on all sides by high hills.

The elevation is about 2,600 to 2,900 feet
;
but this

can give no idea of the climate, the heat being
more like that of the lowcountiy than the hills.

The soil ia as fine as any I have seen anywhere.
Neither Haputale nor Dumbara can beat it. Taking
one thing with another the district bears a striking
resemblance to that of Dumbara. The rainfall has
not been kept for an entii'e year, as I was away
last September and the gauge was not kept during
my absence, but from July 1881 to June 1882, I re-

gistered 63 'OG inches on 115 days, over 26 inches of

which fell in June. From January 3rd to March 27th
not a drop of rain fell—a period of 83 days drought.
Jl^'^ovember and December we had very forcing
k weather, constant light showers and hot sun. The
'blossom was therefore very forward by the end of

the latter month, and the rain at the commencement
of January brought out a nice sprinkling of blossom,
which set well and very materially helped on the

big spike that was before well advanced. It is

hardly necessary for me to say that an enormous
percentage of the spike was burnt and was knocked
off the trees by the first rains.

In former years these estates have invariably had
regular and hea\'y dews

; indeed I am told they have
Bometimes been so heavy as to open and set blossom.
Last year this estate was fairly clean all the year
round ; I then had but little dew. This year the
estate has been clean and the dews have been pract-
ically an entii'e failure ; while other estates that
have been weedy have had more dews and have set
their blossoms well. From this there is, I think, but
one inference to be drawn, and this is that by
having a carpet of green weeds during these three

dry months there would be less radiation and the

ground would be kept comparatively cool and moist
in place of being baked up and having every particle
of moisture drawii out of the soil. I may mention
that the ground was so hot that it was painful for

coolies to walk without sandals. My present theory
is that, if the months of November and December are

forcing and the blossom is well advanced by the com-
mencement of January, it would be better to drop
weeding from January to April. Duiing these months
a peculiarly succulent kind of keerie spruigs up
and tin ives, I may say to the exclusion of all other
weeds. It disappears after the first weeding when the
rains have set in. If on the other hand the blossom
is backward at the commencement of the year, I am
of opinion the estates could not be kept too clean, as
it would serve to ripen wood and force the blossom.
I have always looked upon weeds as one of the

planter's worst enemies and still do so luider oi'din-

ary circumstances. But I think this is a case in

point where cii'cumstances alter cases.

Next as regards pruning. One part of this estate I

pnined m January 1881. Now if the theory that early
pruning assists the wood to maturity be con-ect, this field
should have had more blossom burnt than any other, as
it was pruned first. It has a crop of 8 cwt. an
acre now on the trees. Part of the estate which I
gave a heavy knife handling to in May 1881 gave a
croi> and matured it of 15 cwt. per acre, and this year
is giving nearly 10 cwt. I have therefore come to
the conclusion that the rate at which wood matures
depends not on the time of pruning, but on the con-
dition of the tree itself or in other words the amount
of vitality it possesses. Of course some seasons are
more favourable for the ripening of wood than others.
But given any one season I think infinitely more
depends on the disposition of the tree itself than on
any artificial meaus, such as an early or late pruning.

I consider tlie Tropical Agrindtiirist a journal of
the highest value as a medium for promoting useful
discussions on all planting matters, as it has such a
large and extensive circulation in all parts of the
world. It is therefore in the hope that some may
have had the same experience as myself that 1 venture
to ask you to publish this letter and beg for the
oi^inion of my fellow-planters.
What do the faculty consider to be the proper dis-

tance for planting calisaya robusta and succu-ubra
cinchonas ?

*—Yours truly, JOHN S. SEALY.
P. S.—The area of coffee with 8 and 10 cvfts per acre

is but small.

NEW PRODUCTS :

" INDIARUBBER AND
GUTTAPERCHA."

*' If you ^^ish success, make perseverance 5'Our bosom friend,
experience your wise counsellor, caution your elder brother, and
hope your guardian genius."

—Addison.

July 24th, 1882.
Dear Sir,—Planters have to thank you fur this

year's latest "compilation," and it is only a matter
of surprize that it has not been more noticed in your
columns, but doubtless its contents are being well

digested by many.
The notes and reports on pages 42 (on Chavannesia

esculenta) and 4S (on the methods of collection and
preparation) are very interesting and valuable, but
Mr. Cross's reports are most generally unreliable and
Mr. Borron has most sensibly criticized and condemned
some of his statements, page 75. That gentleman
has done great service in the collection of plants,
but his accounts are romantic and should be taken
cum grano salis. The extract on page 72 is repeated
again on page 81—word for word— but you may have
intended this, by way of drawing atteution to Dr.
King's ex|ierience and cautious advice ! On page 102,
it is recommended to plaut Heveas (Pard) in alternate
lines with cocoa. Has any one tried this ? Should it

succeed, what a grand cumbinatiou ! Ruliber shadetiees
and cocoa !— comparable with ledgers and caidmomss.
That is a very interesting article (from the Indian

Jyricuiturid of Mari'li 1877) on page 99, but ou page
27 reference is made to the Chavannesia esculenta :

"instructions for its cultivation have been recently
pvMiahed in the /.Agricu/luriit." Can you reprint this
for us in the T. A., as the wonderful climber might suc-
ceed better here than in Calcutta ?t The notes on page
78 by Waruford Lock are true and to the point.
On page 74 "Sceptic" tstimates 109 trees (Cera) to
the acre, but a planter writing in the Obseroer of

September 19th, 1881, recommends 500—a far more
sensible suggestion, i. e., about 10 x 9 = 4S4 per acre:
half the distance apart quoted by

"
Sceptic" and more

than four times the number of trees per acre,

* See Owen's Cinchona Manual,—Ed,

•J-We shall eudeavour to do so.—Ed.
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Mr. Cross says on page 98 :— " A Castilloa tree . . .

may be expeded to yield 12 lb. o{ rubber per an-

num," but "E. M. H.,"page 9, Hates that a tree "20
to 30 ft. high to its first branches, and about 4 ft in.

diameter, is expected to yield 20!;allons of milk," etiual

to aViout 40 lb. of rubber.

The cultivation of Fkus elastica is not likely to pay
Ceylon plan'ers from its poor yield, slow growth, low

prices, and the fact that it ouL'ht to be tapped, only
once in three years, but tlie climber Urcroln elastica,

a native of Borneo and Sumatra, "of very rapid

growth and gigantic dimensions is said to yield by

tapping from 50 to GO lb. annually
"
(page 19) ! Has

Dr. Trimen any plants of this variety at Perndeniya
or Henaratgo la ?

I have tried tapping roots of Ceri, and find plenty
of milk exudes, but query whether this would not

tend to kill the goose that lays the golden eggs? It

thrives better than the more valuable Prit at present
but we mny not have hit off exactly the right locality

for the latter in Ceylou yet, and it is worth persevering

in, being the most valuable of al! rubbers.

The Vaheas make a terribly slow growth at first

from my experience, but, perhaps, the manager of the

C. C. L. will tell us how they and the Landolphias
are getting on now on the several estates tried.

That rubber will pay in many parts of the island,

and in combination with other new products, there

can hardly be a doubt, and the sooner Dr. Trimen
returns and lets us know the results of the "further

experiments" (see page 108) he p.-omised would "be

shortly made "
in tapping the Cera trees at Pera-

deniya, the better for those interested, it being just
a year since tlie

"
preliminary and tentative investig-

ation to ascertain the condition of the milk "
in the

Cera tree was then made !

I wish your new Manual every success, and hope
information will so readily accumulate that a new
edition will be rendered necessary ere long.

—Yours

faithfully, TRY.

ENEMIES OF CARDAMOMS.
Ceylon Corapnny, Limited, Colombo, 28th July 1882.

Dear Sir,—I send you a tin containing some card-

amoms received,from aa estate near Kalutara. You
will observe that some insects— I think ants—have

penetrated the covering of the seed and eaten the

contents. If you or any of your correspondents can

giro me a hint as to the best way of preventing this

destruction to oue of our new products, I shall be very
much obliged. ENQUIUER.

[It is the opinion of a good authority that the

cardamoms have probably been attacked and the seeds

eaten by some night-feeding caterpillar or grub. The
superintendent ot the estate should search for it

after dark, or very early in tl)e morning. Ants are

not likely to have done the mi»ohief ; but in hunting
for food they may enter the cavities made in the

cardamoms by the insect that should be looked for.

—Ed.]

THE JAK TREE (TWO SPECIES); MANUR-
ING COFFEE AND H. V.

Div.VK Sir,—Is it possible that your correepondent
" P. T. L." is not aware that there are in Ceylon two

species of jak : one a surface feeder, such as he describes,
and anothsr a deep feeder? I should bare thought
this lact was too universally known to need mention,
but " P. T. L." 's remarks suggest the possiliility, at

least, of his not knowii.g it ! The trees differ, not
in the roots only, but in their ramification and fruit.

The deep feeder is a much more compact and, in its

early stages, a denser tree than the other, which is

spreading and lax. The fruit of the former is also

much more esteemed than that of the latter. I am

not an advocate for iihade for coffee, but shflter is

often very desirable, and for that purpose the deep-
feeding jak is valuable, and inflicts little injury
on the coffee beneath. By-the-bye tlie present
generation of planters do not seem to know that,
originally, all coffee estates were opened wiih shelter
belts. One, I remember, was opened in sm.all fields

of only a few acres each, and looked, at a distance,
rather like a draught-board. I have still an old
sketch of one of our principal coffee districts taken
from a neighbouring peak, with many of the intersect-

ing belts shown. At the time when the black bug
attacked the estates, and overran the country, it was
fiiund that the pest lingered about the belts, even
when it ha left the more open parts of the fields, and
there was therefore a general clearance of the belts in

consequence.
In the present crisis, when crops are so small, and

the coffee trees so very shy of fruiting, any inform-
ation of a reliable nature as to means of inrUicing the
trees to bear, is of the highest v.ilue. Mr. W. D, Bo-

sanquet's experiments are therefore most interesting,
and he would confer a great obligation on his fellow

planters, if he would inform them whether the excel-
lent crop he has the good fortune to possess this year
is confined to the manured portions of his estate ; or
whether it extends also to those which have not been

subjected to liis special treatment.
In this connexion, and as showing the importance

of caution in drawing conclusions from experiments,
I may mention that, a few months ago, I selected a
dozen eofl'ee plants that were covererl with hemileia,
for the purpose of experiment. Not, however, that
I believe in any cure for hemileia, but simply in the
interest of science. The plants, which were in pots,
were removed to a spot favourable for the treatment
to be tried. But, before commencing the treatment,
it occurred to me to wait awhile, to see whether the

change of locality, a very slight one, would have any
effect on the disease. The result was that, after a
few weeks, not a speck of the fungus was to be seen
on the plants ! Now, if the original intention had been
at once carried out, the (ure, would almost certainly
have been attributed to the treatment. G. W.

NUTMEGS.
2Sth July 1882.

Dear Sir,—Referring to "
Maligakanda" 's enquiry

in your paper of 27th inst,, respecting above, he will
I think, find that his non-bearing trees are male ones,

A/yristica fragraiisis dioecious (staminate and pistillate
flowers on diB'erent plants) and Simnionds speaks of
there being

" three sorts of nutmegs, namely, the
male or barren, the royal, and the queen, the last

being preferred." I expect your correspondent's best

plau would be to coppice, say half of his unprr fit-

able trees, and try grafting (by the crown or cleft

graft), but " W. P." is better able to advise upon this

point than yours truly, TASTE AND TRY.
P. S.—Your correspondent should read the Tropical

Agriculturist, as in the February No., p.ige 738, his

question is anticipated and answered fully, iu paragraph
12th of Lumsdaine's report.

RAPID GROWTH OF TEA AND OP THE PAPA^V
TREE m PAN^WILA DISTRICT.

July 29th, 1882.

Dear Sir,— It is a pleasure to read such good
accounts about the sale and outturn of tea in Ceylon :

will you allow me to say a few words as resrards its

rapid growth ? A seedling pl.-inted on Manu estate
about fnur years ago and allowed to grow up without
topping, only having all primaries cut oti from time
to time up to four-and-ijaif feet, was measured the
other day and found to be twenty-one feet high,
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the stem fifteen inches in circumference at 9 inches from
the ground, and above the five feet height it is very
bushy. This tree has been kept for seed and not been
manured or had any extra care bestowed on it.

Yours faithfully, J. HOLLOWAY.
P. S.—Having a read a good deal about papaw

trees of late in your T. A,, I had a fruit plucked
the other day weighing two-and-a-half pounds !—J. H.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES?
Sib,— There are, it appears, still amongst us some

planters who believe that Hemikia has been the

primary and potential cause of the fatal decline of our
coflfee crops during the Last ten years ; and, nothing
daunted by past failures and discouragemeuts, they are
about tu make renewed efforts to discover a cure.

Setting aside the question as to whether or not a
cure for the pest be practicable, let us consider the

larger, and f«r more importan t question, as to whether
or not Hemileia has really been the primary cause
of the sad loss of fruit- bearing jjower in our cofi'ee

trees. The evidences to the contrary seem to me to be
both cumulative and conclusive.

Firslly. The first general disaster to our crops
was in 1871, when the crop of the island fell suddenly
to little more than half the previous average. Like
its successors, this first misforune was universal,
and affected cofi'ee, more or less, in every district, of

all ages, and regardless of soil, aspect, or any special
conditions. As yet, however, Hemiteia was hanlly
known. It had been observed in only two or three

districts, had visited only a very few estates, and had
affected but a few groups of trees. Here then is

clear proof that adverse conditions had previously set
in ; and that the fruit-bearing powers of our coffee
trees were already seriously impaired before Hemileia
could possibly have had any material or general
influince.

Secondhj, In the succeeding years, up to 1876,
our coffee crops alternated ; but there was no altern-
ation in the progress of the peet, which spread steadily
and with fatal rapidity. In 1876 the fungus may, I
think safely, be said to have attained its utmost force.
It had by that time, afi'eoted every coffee estate in
the island, and I believe there was hardly a tree
that had escaped its ravages. Moreover, it had in-
creased in virulence as much as in the universality of
of its attacks. Yet the crop of that year was one of
the largest of the decade ! A group of estates, I

visited in February of that year, were almost leafless.

The fields were brown, and the trt/es a mass of bare
sticks. They were suffering, in fact, from the fiercest
attack of Hemileia it has ever been my misfortune to
behold oa so large scale, and they presented a most
desolate appearance. Y'et, notwithstanding this terrible

attack, immediately preceding the blossoming season,
these estates gave the best crop that year that they
had given since 1870 ! On the same journey, and
only a few days later, I visited another estate which
was comparatively free from the fungus, a picture of

luxuriance, and with every apparent promise of crop.
But this estate gave, in that same year, less than
a tenth of its ordinary crop, a failure exceeding any
I had, up to that time, ever witnessed ! Of such
discrepancies my experience furnishes numerous
instances. Only last year, ou remarking what a
fine crop there was upon a small field I had in

view, the manager of the estate reminded me that
on a very recent visit, I had remarked on the virul-
ence of the fungus on that very spot. lu citing
these cases, I shall not, of course, be understood to
attribute the good crops to the Hemileia, nor the
failure to its absence ! But I maintain that such
discrepancies prove, beyond doubt, a want of that
sympathy between ilie ravages of the pest, and the
unfruitfulnesa of our coffee trees, which would necess-

arily exist between cause and effect. There is, in

fact, no such correspondence between the attacks of
leaf-disease and the failure of crop as a mutual depend-
ence would imply.

Thirdly. Coffee has not been the only product of
the soil to suffer. Even in Ceylon the cereal crops,
which have had no leaf-disease, have suffered almost
aa much as coffee, and from about the same date.
From the same fatal year, 1871, disastrous of far

greater magnitude than any we have suffered, and
affecting agriculture over the whole face of the globe,
may be dated. India baa suffered dreadful famines,
successively, in Bengal, Madras, Bombay, the N. W.
provinces, and Cashmere. China has had to endure a
famine yet more intense and of longer duration. Per-
sia, Turkey, and the South of Russia have endured
a similar fate in varying degrees. Europe notwith-

standing its teeming capital, and all its resources of

science and skill, has had to bear terrible agricult-
ural disasters, and their miserable consequenoes.
Even in Great Britain, we learn from Mr. Caird, the

highest authority in such matters, that there has been but
one good crop of cereals, that of 1874, since 1871.
The fruit crops of the U. S. of America have failed so

persistently during the same period that the Board of

Agricultural lately reported that the art of fruit culture
seemed to be lost !

It would seem, therefore, that some wider infiuence
than that of Hemileia has been in operation during
the period of our depression ; not in Ceylon only,
but over the whole world. And it appears also that
elsewhere, as well as in Ceylon specific pests have
followed in the wake of that more general influence,
and have attacked, not coffee only, but other agri-
cultural products.

Fourthly. Evidences that something affecting the

fruit-bearing power and stamina of our coffee trees
had preceded and invited the attack of Hemileia an
strong and consistent. It is a characteristic of the
whole family of fungi that they prey upon orgau'sms
bordering on a state of decay, and upon such as are

Buffering under conditions uncongenial to their habit.
Of 200 species of fungi that infest the British Oak,
only 6 attack the growing tissues I All the rest await
the autumnal decline of Tcgetative power, and prey
upon the dead or dying members. The decompos
ition of organic substances is almost always accom
panied by, and has therefore become almost .eynouym
ous with, fungoid agencies, such as ferments, &c., &c.
mark, then, how well this view of the advent of
Hemileia agrees with the fact that sickly and suffering
coffee trees are subject to its first and worst attacks.
Of such trees, indeed, none escape. Though healthy
and luxuriant trees around them and in actual contract
with them are scarcelj' injured, these ure nearly
killed ! Nor have such trees any respite, for when the

fungus disappears for a time from the stronger trees, it

still clings with fatal force to these miserables.

The foregoing arguments are based on facts which
are well-known, and uhich have, no duubt, been
carefully considered by many of my fellow planters
wbo, nevertheless, revert to the popular idea that
leaf disease has been the cause of all our misfortunes,
simply because there is no other cause appareiit ! It
is natural to iissume that there must be a recognisable
cause for a change so remarkable and so widespread
as that we hive witnessed in our coffee

; and so
we blame the Hemileia because it is the only one
we C'»n see ! And this W'luld be a reasonable con-
clusion if we had all the forces of nature within our
ken. If all possible causes of infertility, and all the
conditions necessary to fruit-bearing, were within the

scope of our knowledge, we might, conclude, if no
other cause were evident, the Hemileia mint be the
true cause. But our misfortune is that, so far from
our knowing all the laws and conditions of nature
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operations, we know but fexo, and even those few

very imperfectl.v. The real cause from whioh we suffer

may probably be one of whose nature we have uo

more idea tliau a deaf-boru could have of sound !

It may therefore, elude our n ost persevering and

painstaking research ; but we should not improve our

chance of asertaining it by starting on a wrong tack !

It is not consolatory to feel that we are in search

of something that may prove to he beyond our reach ;

but it may save us from wasting our time and sub-

stance in efforts in a wrong direction. The sooner,
in fact, thut we cease to regard Ilemileia as the

prime cause of the imfruitfulnesa of our coffee trees,

and recognize it in its true light, as a consequence
which fearlully aggravates the eriU we suffer from

some remotrr and potisibly iascrutahU coiidi/ioii, the

sooner shall we ceasu to court disappointment by fol-

lowing wrong paths.
It is a wise decision on the part of our Govern-

ment to decline to offer a reward for the cure of

leat disease, as it will prevent many from diverting
their thoughts from their more lefjitimate business,
to the pursuit of au ignii fatiius. The coiTimissioii

lately appointed by the French Government to con-

sider I he merits of a ho^t of claims to the prize
offi'red for a cure for Phylloxera, attest, in terms

which I regret I cannot quote as the precise words

escape my memory, the itiisehlevous effect which that

offer of a prize has produced, without any compensat-

ing useful re.sult.

Our hope lies in careful and persevering attention

to those strange and accountable exceptions which are

to be found in every district, and on almost every
estate, where trees, or groups of trees, or even whole
fields of coffee, differing in no other apparent manner
from those immediiitely around tlieiii, are neverthe-

less bearing abundant crop, whilst their neighbours
are utterly barren ! However universal and inscrut-

able may be the operative cause of infertility, these

exceptional trees or sjjots have been favoured by
some counteracting influence, potent enough to pre-
vail over that cause. Would to God that we might
discover this beneticent intlueuce, and restore thofe

conditions of fertility and health, the want of which
has brought this pest upon our enterprise I

So long, however, as our trees lack that vital

stamina, or essential condition of fruitfulness, be it

what it may the removal of Hemilcia, even if that
were possible, would leave us stdl open to renewed
attack. Even if we were fortunate enough to discover

a cure, and to obtain the co-operation of every owner
of a coffe tree in the Island, lo carry out, by com-
bined action, the total destruction of the fungus, it

would find us out again, as it did before ;
unless

those antecedent conditions which invited its original
attack were first removed, or counteracted. As rapidly
as it originally travelled from Sumatra to Ceylon and
South India, so rapidly would it return. We must

go :o the root of the mischief! Our prospect of succei-a

may be remote, and our discouragements great, but it

is more prodtable to seek the substance, than to pursue
its shadow. —W. in the Ceylon

" Tim^s."

LOSS OF NITRATES IN THE SOIL.

The effect on the planting enterprizc of Ceylon :

altogether one million sterling lost per auuum through
causes more or less remediable.

-.iOth July 1S82.

IH'AR Sir,— I am glad to notice that you have
found space in your July number of the Tro/jical

A<jricuUurist for Mr. VVaring'on's lecture on " the

production ami loss of nitrates in the soil," for after its

carviliil re[ierusal I am more than ever forced int

the belief that the subject merits the very seiiona

attention of agriculturists, of all shades and denomin-

ations, everywhere, but particularly in the tropici,
owing to the (unfortunately) more favourable climatic
conditions prevailing, to the iiitrifioatiou of any nitro-

gen present in the soil. Here, at all elevations, though
more particularly in very hot, moist localities, we are

evidently thus especially subjected to the rapid loss
of our existing stock, at once on the land being
cleared, unless immediate precautions are taken to
conserve and reconvert the nitrates, as they become
formed again into nitrogen. This, if Mr. Warington's
deductions are correct ; and can they be doubted ? I am
even inclined to say that the rapidity with which tracts
of land, especially at tlie lower elevations, have both in.
this country and elsewhere become deprived of their

fertility affords conclusively substantiative proof, and
that the impoverishment caused by chenaing which
we have hitherto most of us, I fancy, attributed solely
to the abstraction of fertilizing matter by the crops
removed, is to no small extent due to the ruinous
loss of nitrogen caused by nitrification. Or I would
say this : that if a piece of land of however good
quality be cleared and deprived of vegetation of any
sort, it will gradually become almost sterile with a

rapidity proportionate to the amount of nitrogen
present in ii originally and the climatic conditions—
favourable or otherwise— to the process of nitrification.

I have used the expression almosl sterile, as I believe
it is correct to say that the ram falling, whilst it

washes out the nitrates that have become formed,
at the same time gives up to the soil it penetrates
a certain amount of fresh nitrogen in the form of
ammonia ; and though insufficient alone for the purpose
of profitable cultivation, as the other plant constituents
that may exist remain we are told ever present (un-
less removed from the land by crops or wash), a
certain low state of fertility, it is but reasonable to

suppose, will always be maintained. Or is there any
reason adverse to the conclusion that it could be
either kept up, or restored to its original standard

by artificially supplying the waste of nitrogen, in
due proportion, as it occurred, or at any time sub-

sequently ? Now the question I would ask (that is

if the subject be considered deserving of the import-
ance I am induced to attach to it, on the strength
of Mr. Warir.gton's remarks, and I shall be in

particular glad if Mr. Wall chances to think so, as
we may be certain then of its being properly handled,
and the many pros and cons fairly thought out and
explained):—have we not, especially of late years,
maintained a system of cultivation, which we have
come to think near to perfection, at an almost ap-
palling cost in the loss of nitrogen (more particularly,

unfortunately, under the prevalent method, of at the
outset resorting to, more or less close and deep
draining), and this over vast areas of land throughout
the country? For the admission seems to me un-
avoidable that under it the whole extent has at the
commencement had virtually to remain under bare

fallow, and subject to periodical heavy falls of rain
for the space of tno good years. And I would
further ask : After the coffee may be considered to
have fully occupied the ground, does reason or proof
exist to shew tlmt the trees are capable of taking
up all the nitrates as they become formed? If not,
is it too much to infer that, on a perfectly clean

kept—ai.d more particularly, if
'

well drained—coffee

Citate, the surplus nitrates are on the setting in of
tlie monsoon rains rapidly washed out, and carried

oS, first by drain to stream, then from stream to

river, and ultnna'ely to sea: unless some more than

ordinary intelligent native has, where possible, had
the forethought to pass the water, as it came from
dram or strram througli Ins pai'dy field, and that
thus a p>-rpetual loss of nit r..i/(n (wh-ther it be lirge
or small is a pi>int for consideration !) is incessantly
going on, apart from crop drafts on it ?
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Strong arguments I know ean be adduced under other

headings in favour of the present syst -m and as to

its beiug ths most, if not the only, efficient one. Under
the item of draining however—as regards the chief

point in its favour, viz., the prevention of wash—
I am inclined now, from an experiment under trinl,

to believe that this might have been, and can be,
as effectually checked by a system of terracing (not
unsimilar to the Sinhalese method of terracing their

hillside paddy fields) at a somewhat greater though
not prohibitive outlay. And then as regards clean weed-

ing. How would it do on young clearmgs upcouutry,
rather than leave the ground bare during the rains,

to grow thinly-planted crops of sugar beet (beet being
3 crop highly spoken of for the purpose intended)? If

it be not rich in nitrogen, extract the sugar, and
return the refuse, either in the form of cattle manure,
or directly, or after killing the roots, to allow them
to rot, as thfy stand ? In the lowcountry a crop
of mustard, to be dug in and repeated at intervals,

might meet Mr. Warington's advice, and I am inclined

to fancy might prove an effectual check on white ants.

At least a friend who has studied agriculture at home
mentioned the plan as effectual in the case of wire-

worm—here now the pests have taken to cutting dowu
the young nutmeg plants. These, however, are not the

only points for or against the existing system. But
the fact (on Mr. Warington's shewing) remains, as far

as I can make it out that it can only be carried on
without some modification's or improvements at an

alarming loss of nitrogen.
We are told that at a temperature of 98° nitrific-

ation takes place i!e?i times more rapidly than at 57° ;

that "the average of the two sizes of drain gauged
20" and 60" deep shewed that during 5 years they
had in the one case 4-l'81b. of nitrogen draining

throu(;h tlie soil, and in the other case 42 Gib. ";
that nitrates form rapidly on bare fallow, and that

when formed, on wet weather setting in, they are rapidly
washed into the drains and carried off, or, deep down into

the soil that he (Mr. Waringtou) believed that a

part of the present agricultural depression was owing to

the extremety wet winters of the past few years, lower-

ing the condition of th« soil by washing out extra-

ordinary amounts of nitrates.

Now in consideration of our everywhere higher tem-

perature, and the enormous excess of rain falling dur-

ing the monsoons, it can liardly be an exagjjeration
to asmmc twice the home loss, as occurring, at least,

during the first two years of a clearing, if left under
bare fallow, as usual at present, and consequently a

sufficient quantity of nitrogen is allowed meanwhile
to escape to support a crop of 120 busiiels of wheat—or probably over two tons of cofft-e—unless it cau
be shewn that coffee consumes proportionately more

nitrogen than wheat ; when, if this be so, its loss is

obviously of still more serious import !

And it is not only to coffee that this seems to me
equally to apply but to almost every new product as yet
Udder trial in the country.

The fact that, if not drai"ed off the land, the

surplus nitrates get washed deep down into it, I

think points to the reason why tea is found to he a
so particularly lasting cultivation, and why it continues
to improve in yield rather than diminish for several

consecutive years without manure, and why to'i it

(if more slowly at first) eventually attains to full

perfection, in many places, on abandoned laud :

also why we mjy anticipate that Liberian coffee

will provx a more lasting tree than C. aeabica, and

certainly less dependent ou extraneous supplies of

nitrogen. They iire both, the tea especially, deeper
rooted plants, and, as they grow old, their roots searc'n

out the nitrates that have been washed down to a

depth completely beyjud the reach of ,the roots of

the former, or by reason of their greater strength
break into hard .soils these could not possibly pene-
trate. Tea too, as it has often before been pointed
out, may be presumed to perform a much more
powerful part in draining the land, and (vide Mr. W.)
may be regarded as exercising conservative influence,
not merely by reason of the nitrates taken up, but that,

by relieving the soil of an excess of moisture, a check is

placed on their too rapid formation. Mr. W^ariug-
ton's rem.arks seem also to afford explanation on a

point that has often puzzled me, viz., why in the

dryer sections of the island (at least those that are
or have been under forest) at all elevations, the
soil is as a lule far richer than elsewhere.
The reason, I would now suppose, is that the
fallen leaves decay more slowly, and that with
less hea^"y rain the trees have time granted them
to absorb a majority of the nitrates formed, to be

again returned in the form of insoluble nitrogen at
next fall of leaf

; whereas, wherever periods of pro-
tracted heavy downpour occur, a vast quantity of the
nitrates must surely be carried away even on the
heaviest forest land, though not to the same ruinous

extent, of course, as on bare fallow, but that

nothing short of a close gro'ndiig crop such as wheat
or grass fallowed entii-ely prevents it. Did the same

quantity of rain, be it almost however great, fall evenly
and gently throughout the year, so that the nitrates

were brought gradually to the roots as they became
formed, instead of as in many parts of the island now
(owing to the clearing, I suppose, of extents of foi-ests !)

in hea\"y plumps alternating with spells of dry weather

(washing off. instead of into, the elements of fertility)
it would be quite a different matter. I remem-
ber well a very old BaduUa planter, some years ago,
too, contrasting seasons present and past. He said

that in olden days, in many parts of Ceylon, there

was almost an incessant light drizzle and mist occur-

ring, so that you rarely saw the sun for any con-

tinuous length of time. And I think I remember too
Mr. Shand once telling me that in Rakwaua they
used formerly to experience the greatest difficulty in

getting their crops dried for a similar reason.

The conclusion forced on my mind is that, to take
full advantage of nature's (jiftK, it is necessary to

devise means:— 1st, to pass every drop of rain

water that falls throtiyh the soil, and thus clean rob
it of all its riches : '2nd, to place an effectual check-
on the nitrates as they are formed being wholly or

partially washed away or beyond the reach of the

plants. That as regards the application of nitrogenous
manures, they should rather be supplied often and in

quantities sufficient only to meet the more immediate

requirements of the trees and in proportion to the

crop set that may be required to be supported ;
and

that to apply such manures as castor cake and other

poonacs in over big doses can only result in great waste.

It is out of no desire to run down the present modus
operandi of estate working that I venture tlie above

queries, but rather in the hopes that they may give
rise to suggestions likely to counteract, if possible, any
existing defects. Draining is undoubtedly a desirable

work, 5 only means can be devised to conserve the

nitrates, and furtlier. to pass the rainwater through
the soil before it reaches the drains. And so as to

clean weeding : if by other means than allowing the
weeds to grow (and be hacked down from time to time
as in olden day here, or, as at present, I believe, in

some parts of India, sickled !) the nitrates can be con-

served. What I would be inclined to say is add to

rather than alter the present system.

If the losses that have been caused in Ceylon—by wash,
waste by nitrification, short labor and consequent
fall of crop, white weed, thieving cart contractors,
and the want of railway communication not only in one
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but ill various dii'ections, the medical ordinance, and as a

climax by leaf-disease—since the stumps were removed,
and the Jiist cleared cofifee estate ploughed by elephants
could be totalled up, I fancy it would amount to an

average sum not far under the round million sterling

annually. JIuch of this loss has of course been un-

avoidable, but, perhaps, it is worth pondering over with

a view to the future. And as to this ; if 25 million

pounds more or less, have been lost to the planting
interests duruig the present century. I firmly believe

as many, fully, will yet be realized before its close, though
there are only IS years more to run.

AuotUer qu ery suggests itsrlf . We are told :

"Nitrates are produced as part of the living functions

of a very low order of living organisms, bacteria,

present in the soil."

Now is this bacteria identical with the organism
similarly named, and to the presence of which in our

blood, fevers and malarias are attributed '! If so—
though the germs only, 1 suppose, can be borne by and
imbibtd from the atmosphere—it would seem certain

that a vast quantity of the fully-developed animalcuhu
must be present in the water—however clear and

bright it may luck out of any strea'ii or spring draining
o new clearing. And may not this account for the fever

always occurring with greater or less seventy at low

elevations, just at first ? May not a reason be foui d
here too why malarias of the more severe types than usual

exist, and hang on long, in localities where the land is

especially rich—and should I add ?—as nitrates seem to

be an essential part of the bacterias —is it not pi-ubable
that the exemption from malaria at high elevations is

to be aitributed to the lower temperature? That hence
nitrification taking place leas rapidly, neither they nor
their spores are at any one time originated in harmful

quantity ? X.

MINCING LANE CRITICS AND CEYLON TEA.

Central Province, 1st August 1SS2.

Dear Sir,—With reference to your article headed
" Tea in Ceylon" and the extract from a broker's

report which you quote, mny I be allowed to point
out that, supreme as Mincing Lane authorities undeni-

ably are in such questions as the relative selling
value of teas, and the prospects of the market, they
are not equally infallible when, overstepping these

boundaries, they proceed to enlighten their customers
with their views on the subject of manufacture.
Gentlemen who take upon themselves to tell us tlint

we are ign'-rant of tiie first principles of manufacture
should be sure, before making such a statement, that

they are themselves acquainted with these principles.
Now, when Messrs. Gow and Wilson tell us, as

they do by implication, that, because the teamaker
does not turn out a "thiols, malty tea," he fails to do
so from "

neglect of the first principles of manu-
facture," they commit a ludicrous error of a kind
which recalls to memory the time-honoured story of

the coffee proprietor in England, who is said to have
instructed his superintendent to grow nothing but

peaberry. The teamaker may, by certain variations in
his mode of manufacture, make his tea a little more,
or a little less, deep in colour and full in davor, but
it is not possible to make a "thick malty liquor"
from leaf which yields tea of a " thin but fine and
d'licate Hnvov." For such a radical change (if it were

possible) we must look to cultivation rather than
to manufacture. But even more absurd is the solemn
injunction to make a "

sound, useful tea, not coarsely
plucked, however." I italicize the however, because

though it may not be known to these gentlemen, it is

neverthele'is true, that "sound, useful tea, thick,

mally Jlavour, and suitable for mixing with China,
forti" could never, by any process of manufacture
be made from coarse leaf, I lately observed in another

Mincing Lane gentleman's report, that certain Ceylon
tea had a smoky flavour, which he gravely proceeded
to state was to be attributed to incorrect ferment-
ation. My brother teaniakers will appreciate the joke.
It is really time that some of these gentlemen should
cease to be funny, and should turn their attention to

elucidating the strange fact, well known to some of

us, and of which I, lor one, possess proofs, that better

prices can be obtained from provincial dealers than
are procurable in " the Lane."

It is equally incorrect to refer to prices procured
for Ceylon tea as unsatisfactory. Some may be so,
but the figures fetched by some five or six marks I
could name, compare favorably with average Indian

prices. On perusing a sale list, it will be found that
the very high prices, viz., those from 2s upwards, are
few and far between, and form but a small proportion
of the bulk. And it is quite possible that our average
priced teas may be more remunerative to the producer
than some of the higher priced rivals.

I enclose my card.—lam, dear sir, yours truly,

TEAMAKER.

THE COFFEE CROPS AND UNFAVOURABLE
SEASONS.

Waverley, Agrapatana, 2nd August 1882.

Dear Sir,—Mr. John Baiuilton is perfectly correct
when he writes you (31st ultimo) that our blossoming
seasons for the past four jears have been bad, and
hence a reason in a great measure for our crops fail-

ing. In 1878 we had 31 days in iuccession, without a
cloud, and thereafter a shower gave us a blossom, from
which was picked on a 25-acre field on Chr^stler'a
Farm 276 cwt., or 11 cwt. (over) per acre, while the
whole estate gave over 5 cwt. per acre, with one-third
of the acreage not in bearing. The adjoining estate,

Vuillefield, gave over 7 cwt. pi-r acre, ihese estates
in one or all of the years since 1878 have looked as

well, if not better, but I do not suppose they have given
one-tifth of the crop they gave then, simply because
we have not had a succtssiou of scorching, dry days,
during our blossoming seasons, such as we had in

February and March 1878.—I am, yours faithfully,
EOBT. C. BOWIE.

SPHAGNUM MOSS.
Dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in replying to

Mr. Nock's inquiry concerning the localities where
varieties of this moss are found. Several of the places
where 1 have seen it growing are now culiivated lands.
I first found a variety in wet marshy grassy pluces
in the wiids of Laggala and iNitre Cave; also in similar

spots in Ambagamuwa, Bogawautalawaand Maskeliya.
I regret I have not got the epeoimena I collected

by ihu Maskeliya-ganga.
Some years ago I saw the same moss by the old

road from Diinbula to Nuwara Eliya, and on the same
journey between Nuwara Eli} a and Kandapola. Very
I intend spending a day in search of some old
favourites in the jungles by Nuwara Eliya, where I may
meet Mr. Nock.—Yours, OLD BOTANIC BOY.

TEA : CLOSE PLANTING FOR OLD CLEARINGS.
De.\r Sir,—Mr. C. Shand's hmts are m season.

At this moment there are doubtless many coB'ee es-

tates m the island being metamorphosed into tea

gardens, and a word in season may not be amiss as

regards distances in planting. We look to the example
and experience of India in the great enterprize now
dawning in Ceylon : and from all we learn about the
dimensions attained by the indigenous Assam and the

high class hybrid plants in Inilia, we expect to see

plants of enormous proportions here. We read in
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the local papers of the height attained by trees in

this place and the yield per acre in that ; and with

that belief which we have in the soil and climate

of Ceylon we may readily jump to the conclusion

that we must do a great deal better in Ceylon than

in India. There are districts and estates in Ceylon,

beyond doubt, that may realize the most sanguine hopes
of the enthusiast. But in planting up an old estate one

must be careful not to overrate the fertility of his

soil, or the suitableness of his climate. Here in Ceylon

many of us have accepted 4 x 4 as a fair distance to

adopt in planting tea. It may be open to question
how far it would be safe to accept this as a fah"

distance for old clearings, steep slopes, and high elev-

ations. For certain aud speedy returns it may, there-

fore, be advisable to adopt a closer system of plant-

ing on old clearings. Even on the same clearing tlie

difference of growth is apparent between the buslies

on flat, or gently undulating land, and those on hill-

sides, pointing clearly to the necessity for closer

planting on certain lands. Apart from the consider-

ation of wash, which does not exist in any gi-eat

measure in Ceylon clearings, there are advantages
which cannot be overlooked. For one thing the

tangible advantage of speedy returns. Indeed Colonel

Money hunself, hi spite of the general rules laid down,

points out the advantage of close planting. At page
44, thii-d edition, he speaks of slopes and adds :

—
" The closer the lines to each other and the closer

the plants in the lines to each other, in short, the

more thickly the ground on slopes is planted the

less will be the wash, for stems and roots retam
the soil in its place and the mo)-e then arc the greater
the adrantaije."* Again at page 59 he i-epeats hun-

self with a modification:— " Plant as close as you
will in the lines, but give each plant its own home."
Then at page 70, he maintains :

— " Where manui'e is

obtainable aud the soil can be kept up to a rich

state by yearly applications a garden can scarcely
be planted too close. I see no objection to trees

touchuig each other in the lines. On considerable

slopes, to prevent wash of soil the plants should

be placed as close as possible, say 3iV feet between
and 2 feet in the lines. A closely planted gai'den
will grow less weeds than a widely planted one,

and will consequently be cheaper to work. As the

expenditure in a garden is in direct proportion to

the area, and the yield in du'ect proportion to the

number of plants (always supposmg there is power
enough in the soil to support them), it follows that

a closely planted garden munt be very much more

profitable than the reverse."

His advice as regards
"

iiat land aud for hybrid,

if hifjh elass
"

is to platit 4 x 3A or 4i x 4. What
then should be the distance, in planting up old cofl'ee

is a question, the answer to which miist depend on

soil, elevation, lay of land, &c.

All the same for speedy returns the writer would
advocate close planting. The Ceylon planter would
soon enough know how to keep the soil in a state

of fertility, to support the trees when the estate proves
a paying concern.—Yours truly, PEKOE TIPS.

P. S.—Smce writmgthe above I have read the advice

of the Darjiliug correspondent recoumiendiug tlie sowmg
of a few seeds under existing bushes to make them

many stemmed.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES?
Dear Sm,— As you have paid my letter the com-

pliment of devoting a leader to a critique thereon, I

will ask jou for a little space by way of rejoinder.
Let me premise by pointing out that the letter did

not profess to answer the question as to what ails

our coflee, but was intended solely to prove that

* The italics are luiae,

hemileia was not the primary cause of the universal
dicline of the fruit-bearing power of our coffee trees; -'

In that connexion I submit that no other cause came
logically within the scope of the argument. Though
fully sensible of the ravages of gmb—and also that
seasons have been abnormal—I submit that these terri-

ble factors of our depression had no counexiou what-
ever with the argument with which my letter was

exclusively concerned.
Of the many causes to which our misfortune has,

at one timn or other, been attributed by your corre-

spondents and others, there is not one, I believe, which
answers the essential conditions of a prinuiry cause of

the universal effect we all deplore ; nor am 1 hopeful
of any immediate discovery of that cause : but there
is reason to hope that, even though it remain a

mystery, we may discover the counteracting influences

or conditions to which we are indebted for those

strange and exceptional cases of fertility which are to

be found in the very midst of surrounding bar-

renness.

My letter under review was intended as a contrib-
ution towards a thorough analytical and critical

investigation of each of those causes which have
met with any general acceptance. And by pro-
ceeding logically, step by step, disposing of each
in turn, we may hope to direct our efforts to

useful ends, and not waste thein in wrong directions.

Leaf-disease was tlie first to claim attention, aa

being the most universal and also the most mis-

chievous in its efforts, of all those secondary
agencies which have followed in the train of that

remoter, mysterious and uneeen influence we would
fain know, or learn to counifract. Grah, abnormal

seasons, a "too exclusive devotion to one product,"
and other causes which have contributed to the "

terri-

ble change" in the fruit-bearing power of our coffee,

will need special notice, but each separately and in

turn, and not all at once.

Considering the thorough knowledge you possess of

the views of the whole planting conimiinitj, and the

strong interest you have always taken in the discus-

sion of agricultural topics, the views you advance may
be regarded as almost an embodiment of those most

generally held by planters, and may be dealt with

accordingly.
Confining myself, for the present, to such of your

remarks .as bear on leaf-disease, and deferring the
rest to a future occasion : your argument against the

existence of a "
predisposinj^ condition of the cof-

fee trees" seems to me to favour iny view and
to imply the existence of such a condition.

You say that " the fungus was latent on the allied

trees of our jungles," an assumption which seems to

me to imply that it remained in a latent state zmtil

some favouring condition supervened to bring it into

active play. Your words clearly regard the hemileia

as a secondary factor, brought out of its latent con-

dition of abeyance into terrible activity by some j«'e-

cedinr/ influence. It is this influence, this primary
motive power, of which we are in search I Coffee had
covered large areas of land for 30 years, surrounded

by the indigenous vegetation in which, you say,
the fungus was all along latent ; but it so remained
until stimulated into fearful activity by some newly
acquired condition of the trees. The existence of this

primnri/ cause is what I conteud for, its nature, or

something to counteract its ruinous influences, is what
we want to discover.

The secondary character of black bug, which you
regard as a parallel case to hemileia has been estab-

lished in our experience. Thi* pjst w.is known in

the country long before it took its sudden devastat-

ing tour of the coH'ee districts, aud threatened to

extinguish the enterprize. It had long disfigured some
few of our garden ehrubs, but vvati powerless over our
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coffee fields, until favouriug conditions attracted it

with electric rapidity oyer the whole existing area

of coffee ! Whatever may have been the influence or

condition which gave it such fatal force, it passed

away after a short reign, the bug retired into its

previous inactivity, and so remains to this day. Its

attack followed a long period of rain, and was attrib-

uted by many planters of the time to " wet feet." If

this view be correct, we may hope that modern drainage

may save us from renewed attack. But, whatever

may have been the favouring conditions which first

introduced the attack, I am satisfied that, if they were

now to re-appear, the fire of our old enemy would
be relighted, and the sooty foe would return, and

would remain as long as those conditions prevailed.
In like manner, were hcmilda to be for a while

wholly extirpated by some remedial agency, whilst the

conditions still existed which first attracted it from
its latent state, it would again leap forth from its

lurking places, and resume its devastating work. These

pests ore not freaks of nature or chance visitations,

but the workings of her immutable laws. As the

black bug disappeared without artificial agency, solely

by changed conditions of an unseen and unknown
nature, so will lumileia disappear ; but not until that

primary cause which first brought it out of its latest

state shall have ceased its influence. In other words,
it will continue obedient to law. Would that we
could discover that law ; or learn at the least how
to take the hints that nature gives us in counteract-

ing its efl'ects. The secret is embosomed in those spots
where fertility still stands in strange contrast to

surrounding fruitlessuess. W.

COFFEE UNDER HIGH CULTIVATION IN

DIMBULA : THE COST AND RESULTS.

Yoxford, Dimbula, August 8th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—In reply to " G. W."'s question in your
issue of the 1st instant, it is undoubtedly the case
that only on the manured fields of the estate is the
coft'ee now bearing a first-rate crop. There are patches,
however, which, owing to exceptionally favourable ch--

cumstauces, have a very good show of crop, though
unmanured. The main difference between the manured
and umnanured fields is that the fomier are bearing
evenly, while the latter are patchy. On the older

coffee, which is more exhausted by previous cropping,
I find that one application of artificial manure by
itself is hardly sufficient to restore the trees to good
heart, but that, if the artificial is bulked with a little

compost, the desii'ed result appears to be at once
attained.
As to your question of cost, I shall be in a better

position to give you exact figures next year, but,
at present, I can say that coffee manm-ed last year
at a cost of R.50 an acre is this year bearing from
7 to 8 cwt.

Refcnring to a previous letter from your correspond-
ent "G. \V.,

"
criticizing my experiments and com-

paring some of his own, I would first observe in reply,
that, in accurate scientific experiment, appearances
count for little ; and secondly that, if your corre-

spondent had given the subject practical consideration,
he would never have suggested plots of such a size

as 300 trees in length by 10 in breadth. Further,
in support of my method of experiment in small

plots, I will quote from the last report of the Aber-
deenshire Agi'icnltural Association, in which the fol-

lo'R'ing sentences occur :
— "

Experience of plots of
various sizes had led to distrust of results from large
plots, and to the ailoption of plots 34 ft. 7 in. by
lift. 3 in., or l-ir2th of an acre: this size is highly
recommended both for insuring equality of soil, con-
ditions of cultivation, and accuracy of work."

In conclusion, let me disclaim all pretensions to

3U

knowing all about manuring. I consider that, at

present, I am but at tlio commencement of the en-

quiry, and only through tlie cumulative experience
of years of experiment do I hope ultimately to arrive
at something like definite conclusions. My experi-
ments have, however, ah-eady taught me much of
which I was previously ignorant, and, if others would

'

but make a few similar trials, their experience, like

my own, would soon lead them, each one for his owH
estate, to the adoption of the most profitable system
of cultivation.—I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

Wm. D. BOSANQUET.
[Hear, hear.—Ed.]

Tea.—^The latest reports from the tea-growing dis-

tricts continue favourable, and the outturn from
most gardens up to date has been larger than the
eetiuiates.— Pioneer.

As Vanilla beans were never so cheap as at tlio

present time it is probable that those who are foud of

icecream will this year learn the true flavor of vauilla.
Heretofore all sorts of abominable mixtures of tonka
and other flavorings have been palmed off on manu-
facturers of ice cream as true extract of vanilla, and
the consumers, not being a judge, and perhaps never

having tasted the delicately pleasant flavour of the

genuine article, were satisfied. There is now no excuse
for adulteration when prime beans can be purchased
for one-third the price asked three years ago.

—OH and
Drug News.
Recent Coffee Crops and the Seasons.—We attract

attention on page 247 to the important facts related

by Mr. Robt. 0. Bowie, as coming within his own
experience in the Dimbula district and bearing upon
this important question of the seasonal influence on
recent coffee crops. So far as the higher districts

are concerned, it is quite certain that the blossom-

ing season—January to March inclusive—crt)jno< be too

dry ; and, after such a south-west monsoon as the cur-

rent one, we think there is good reason to anticipate a

drierspriug in 1883 than has been experienced since 1878.
Budding vs. Grafting :

—Maskeliya, 25th July.
—Bain

and rivers almost impassable in this monih's weather
acooimt ; crops smaU, but no smaller than om' neigh-
bom's'. On the whole the valley should send away as

much as last year. Coffee looking weU : where not

touched by wind and veiy little leaf-disease and that

on shuck trees only. Cinchona doing well : looks just
now a little knocked about by the wind. "

Budding
"

will whip "gi-afting" yet. All you want is two gimwad
punches, one a size larger than the other and a string.

The business is simple : with the larger punch, punch
out a piece of the hark to the cambium of Ledgeriana
or good hybrid with a little shoot or eye in it

; with

the smaller tool pimoh out a piece of the bark of suc-

ch'ubra. Then put the Ledgeriana or hybrid into its

place at once and tie with a piece of worsted or soft

string, a little clay or grafting wax round the circle,

and I 'U lay a penny on the bed. The punches should be

of different sizes, as the (bark) piece punched contracts.

Mam-itius grass makes a good covering for shaved cin-

chona ;
the damp instead of injuring does good. Young

trees shaved in March 2J years old and covered with

it have renewed well. The new bai-k is thicker than

the original, and on some of them the Mauritius grass
has grown uito a matted mass. It does not take long
for a cooly to remove it to a ravine out of the coffee

afterwards. Mana grass is preferable, when procurable.
•' Poor Ramasamy

"
begging for work. Too many in

the district ;
not for the work that is required to

be done, but for the amount of money to do it. Grub

begiuuing to eat the roots of cinchona as well as cofl'ee.

I do not believe there is a coffee tree on om' flats

that has not ha<I 1 dozen to IJ dozen grab eating

away at his roots. Some folk say they have no grub ;

dig round a true and look.
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Tobacco.—The/ai!ai?of7eof theSrdJune calls attention

to the great falling-ofif in tobacco cultivation in Java,

formerly so flourishing there, as evidenced by the fact

that lately, in the eastern portion o£ that island, three

estates were sold collectively for the trifling sum of

5,700 guilders, while only three years ago a brick to-

bacco shed on one of thera coat 400,000 guilders.
The decline in cultivation is ascribed to the low prices
of tobacco in Europe.

—Singapore Times.

New Remedies.—Mr. B. Walker, of Derby, in writing
to the Lancet (February IS, p. 296), speaks very
highly of the value of calcium sulphide in boils and
skin diseases, and remarks:—"It is destined to play
a most important part as the great germicidal remedy.
It is thus invaluable iu croup and diphtheria. Dr.

A. Fontaine, of Bar-sur-Seine, who has treated four

hundred of these cases, finds the mortality reduced
from 16 to about 6 per cent. This substance is very
difficult of administration and does not keep well.

He recommends, therefore, the tasteless gi'auules con-

taining J of a grain. One of these is given every
half-hoiir or hour until the vapour of sulphuretted

hydrogen is given otf from the skin and lungs and
then every thi'ee hours only." A statement of Dr.

W. H. Lambert, in the same journal, that he had
cured a case of that frightfully infectious and fatal

disease, puerperal fever, by four minim doses of tinct-

ure of aconite, shows that an antidote to the poison
which accompanies germs may be quite as effectual

as one that merely destroys bacteria. The revival of

the use of another ancient medicine shows tliat Isaiah's

remedy for H«zekiah's boil deserves more attention

than it has recei\'ed in modern days. Professor Bill-

roth has found that in a case of cancer of the breast,

which was so excessively foul smelling that all his

deodorizers failed, the application of a poultice made
of dried figs entirely freed it fronr odour. Professor

Bouchut also finds, as the result of his experiments,
that the milky juice of the fig tree possesses a digest-

ive power.
—Pliarmuceutical Journal,

Tea : Advice as to Cultivation.—A correspondent
sends the following to the Darjeeling News :

—Let all

the bushes be many stemmed ;
a great many are so

now. Let the single stemmed bushes be converted

into many stemmed by sowing a few seeds under such

bushes. Many stemmed bushes admit of sundry of

the stems being cut down to the ground year by

year, from which new shoots arise, and this thinning

out of the bush can be done without reducing its

yield, while permitting of its being entirely renewed

in four or five years by which time the bush will

be far larger and healthier than when first tiaken in

hand. All the jirunings should be collected n heaps
and reduced to ashes. It is anticipated thate by the

numbers of the pest
" red spider" being thus greatly

reduced and by the increased energy of th plant

enabling it to overcome the attacks of its enemies

whether spider, "blister blight" or lichen, and fungi

on the stems, gradually all these enemies to the wel-

fare of the plant and planter may be exterminated.

The writer also states that in another part, of India,

where '< red spider" is, fortunately, unknown, he has

during the past six years, by gradual renewing ten

years old, neglected, stunted, scrubby bushes, raised

the yield from three maunds tea to eight maunds

maximum and six mauuds minimum per acre. Most

planters bury the pruuiugs round the roots. We
well recollect suggesting to a very old and experienced

planter, (with some diflidence) that burning might be

the safest, and that probably there would not be

much loss in manure value. But .he (juite ridiculed

the idea. [In recommending many-stemmed bushes,

the correspondent must have the Chinese plant in

view. The objections to burning twigs whether on

tea or cofl'ee estates are first the expense, second

the danger of conflagration,—Kd.]

Good Prices for Cooeo Coffee.—A gentleman
writing from Amutty, Coorg, on the 22nd instant,

says :—I do not know if it is of any interest to your
paper to hear of good prices realized in these de-

pressed times of coffee from here, but I can send
you an account sale of this estate's last season's crop
averaging 95a 2d for 23 tons including triage, all sound.

Ghee.—A short time ago the attention of the Agri-
cultural Department of the Government of India was
directed to the manufacture of ghee in Australia for

shipment to ports in India. It was then stated that
the quantity of butter available in parts of the colony
was so great that ghee could be manufactured and
laid down at any Indian port at a very low price.
We hear that the subject has been s\ibmitted for the

opinion of the Board of Revenue and that the views
of the different collectors have been called for. Ghee
is manufactured in very large quantities in the interior

of the districts and supplies are continually shipped
to Calcutta and Ceylon. Last month about R3,000
worth ghee were shipped at Madras for Calcutta and
Colombo.—Madras Standard,
The Preservation of Wood.—A new wood-pre-

serving process has been invented in France by M.
Jacques. He first impregnates the timber thoroughly
with a simple eolutiou of soap, mixed with an acid—
preferably phenic acid. This causes the fermentation,
in a few days, within the wood, of a fatty acid,
which is insoluble in water, and impregnates the re-

motest fibres. The reaction of the acid on the soap
does not take place until a portion of the water has

evaporated. It is claimed that more perfect impregna-
tion can be had in this way than with creosote,
and there is no danger of the washing out of the

preservative from the exposed surfaces, as when sulph-
ate of copper is used. The Government Commission
on technical railroad operation in France is said to favour
thia process.

—Metal Worker.
West Indian Fruit—Glut of Red Bananas.—The

schooner "Mary F. Pike," Capt. Good, arrived here from
Baracoa this week with a large cargo of red ban-
anas and several thousand coconuts. Last week with-
in 24 hours, thirteen cargoes of red bananas, in all

34,000 bunches arrived in New York. It is expected
that the total import between March and the end
of July will be 150 cargoes. The cold weather has

prevented the fruit from ripening rapidly and it can-
not consequently be disposed of as fast as it comes.
This of course tends to depress prices, which range
%\ to SI '50 per bunch of 60 bananas. They are sold
direct from the vessel to be sent all over the

country. The damaged and over-ripe fruit is set-

aside for the Italian venders in this city. Every sail-

ing vessel arriving now from Baracoa brings from
2,000 to 4,000 bunches of red bananas, and from
20,000 to 100,000 coconuts. The supply this year
will be over one-third larger than it was last year.
The yellow bananas coming from Jamaica, Aspiu-
wall, and Honduras, by steamships, in large quant-
ities, are more in demand than the red kind. How-
ever a Bariiooa planter who is in town says the
flavour of the red is better than that of the yellow.
He said the j'ellow were more in dem.and because
dealers could make more money from them. They
sell for from gl to $2 per bunch according to size,
and the bunches contiiin about 150 bananas wliile

there are only about (JO in a bunch of red ones. Coco-
nuts are selling for $34 and §35 per thousand and
find a ready market at present. Pineapples are

just beginning to come and are ont likely to be

plentiful. The manjjoes now on sale from Baracoa
are not worth importing as two-thirds are rotten
and have to be thrown away. Judging by late reports
here an abundant crop of the delicious Jamaica

oranges are expected. Every barrel of them shipped
here finds a ready sale.—Gall's Mews Letter,
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A French chemist reports that water made slightly

salt, and to which, when boiling, bran iu the propor-

tion of one quart to every gallon has been added, has

been found in a series of experiments to increase the

yield of milk 25 per cent, if given to the cows as their

ordinary drink.—Indian Agrkidturist.

London Wholesale Price for Indiam Tea. --The

following will give an idea of the rates charged by
wholesale dealers to the trade iu England for "Indian

teas." :
—

Special Selections, May 27th, 1882.

Hall-chests Assam Orange Pekoe (superb quaUty; full

full of golden tip; Matchless liijuor). ... ...

Chests Assam Pekoe (handsome leaf, little red, filU of

tip; extra fragrant; superb quality; great pungency;
most attractive tea). • —
Chests Assam Pekoe (handsome, tippy leaf; extra

strong, powerful liqnor I
. .u ,— ,—

Chests Assam Pekoe Souchong (semi-broken, regular

leaf free from dust and small; most intense strength). l-4i

Chests Assam Broken Pekoe (handsome appearance;
tipy ;

extra strong, with choice quality). ... ... l-lj

Chests Assam Broken Pekoe (tippy; rather small;

strong; with fine quality;. ... ... 0-7J
—Tea Gazette,

Timber.—The strength of many woods ia nearly doubled

by the process of seasoning, says the North- Western

Lumberman, hence timber used in its green state is

not only weak, but is exposed to continual change of

bulk, form and stability. Wood will always warp
after a fresh surface has been composed, and will change
its form by the presence of moisture. The effect of

moisture on dry wood is to cause the tubular fibres to

swell ; hence if a board be wet upon one side the

fibres there will be distended and the board will bend.

The natural law that governs the shrinking or con-

tracting of timber is most important to practical men,
but it is too often overlooked. The amount of the

shrinkage of timber in length when seasoning is so

inconsiderable that it may iu practice be disregarded,

but the shrinkage in transverse directions is much

greater, and presents some peculiarities which can only
be explained by regarding the structure of the wood as

resulting from its mode of growth.
—Indian Agriculturist.

Regarding the Japanese Teas of the present season,

the following remarks from the Japan Herald will

be interesting to some of our readers ;
—We hear that,

to-day 16th, two or three musters of the Second Crop
Teas have been shown, and that the quality is con.

sidered very satisfactory, the leaf being carefully and
well manipulated, and favoured by the tine weather

which we have so far enjoyed this year ; the cup

quality is also excellent. The general character of

Japan teas has been this season far above that of

the last three or four years, and it may tend to

restore them to the great popularity which they
once held in the American market.—On the follow-

ing day this appeared : We inserted, in our issue of

last evening, a paragraph about the Japanese Tea

Trade, in which—trusting to the universal dictum
of all the chaszes out here—we stated that the gen-
eral quality of this year's crop was superior to ' that

of the last three or four years.' However universal

the opinion of the excellence of this season's crop

may be out her.-,
— if telegrams may be believed,—a

contrary opinion prevails in the Slates. We are in-

debted to a friend for a copy of the following mess-

age, which was received this morning from New
York, which is apt to cast a doubt on the minds
of our own tea-tasters as to the accuracy of their

judgniPut :
— "New crop—quality not appreciated by

buyers"
— (this sounds like sarcasm on the reports

sent from Japan)
— "teas ex first steamer selling at

Ihirty-eight cents per lb. Your export being excessive,

importers are afraid of its effect on this market.

Prospects are not encouraging." We commend this

telegram to the consideration of the native merchants who
are going in for the direct export trade.—N. O. Herald.

WH.iT Tea to Make.—The brokers say, that

pale liquoring under-fermented teas, with greenish in-

fusion, are not now in request. What is wanted is

a good thick malty liquor, with a bright copper-
coloured infused leaf.—Tea Gazette, July 15th.

Rubber.—The Indigo Planters' Gazette asks:—"Have
any of our district friends ever tried to experiment-
alize with the Ceara rubber tree ? It is said to yield
a quick and decent profit. It seemingly is likely
to thrive in Tirhoot, for we saw a plant iu a factory
compound the other day over twelve feet high,
planted about eighteen months ago, in very poor soil.

Seeds are, we believe, to be had from the Secretary
of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society."
The .\rea planted with Coconuts in the Fiji la-

lands is no less than 9,166 acres. Copra, which is

the dried kernel of the coconut, is the largest in the
liet of exports, and its declared value at the Custom
House was iu the years—

1875 ... ... £40,003
1876 ... ... 45,903
1877 ... ... 79,403
1878 ... ... 122,194

Thus in three years the trade in this one article
has trebled itself, and as the settlers have been for
some time extending their plantations, each year pro-
mises to yield an increased quantity. The coconut
tree takes from five to seven years to mature, and re-
turns are, therefore, slow, but nevertlieless sure, and
usually some other product, such as cotton, is cul-
tivated in conjunction. About 50 coconut trees are

planted to the acre, and in full bearing will yield an
annual crop of about 100 nuts each. The acre will
thus produce say a ton of copra, worth on the plant-
ation £12 10s, besides coconut fibre, hundreds of tons
of which are exported to Sydney, and used in various
manufactures. The coconut industry is by no means
an unprofitable one.—Indian Agriculturist. [In Cey-
lon the trees are not in full bearing under from
12 to 20 years, and the average yield of trees is not
much over one-third of a hundred nuts.—Ed.]

Sinhalese Laborers for Queensland.—Evidently
those who framed the notice for Sinhalese emigrants
to Queensland, appearing in last night's Observer, are
under a wrong impression as regards the laboring
classes in Ceylon. It is a well known fact that la-

borers in Ceylon are chiefly composed of coast or
Malabar coolies and country-born Tamils, and that
there are but a few laborers among the Sinhalese
who hire out their labor, and, of these, the number
employed on coffee estates or acquainted with estate
work is very small. The laborers on coffee estates

are, as you know, coast or Malabar coolies under the con-

ductorship of Jaffna Tamils. The Tamils from Jaffna are

capital workmen. They also now form a large portion of

the laborers on the estates: but they are as a rule employed
in building and planting. It seems therefore that the
term " Sinhalese

"
in the notice is used iu a general

sense, meaning not laborers who are Sinhalese by birth
but labourers born in Ceylon. If the latter is the mean-
ing, native Tamil laborers, who are more entei-prizing
than Sinhalese, will accept the terms advertised and
emigrate : but, should it be confined to Sinhalese, it

need hardly be said that the Sinhalese man, who is

remarkable for his stay-at-home tendency, will not
care to quit a life of ease and indolence for that
of toil and separation.

—Cor. [In a few districts,

notably Rakwana and Western Dolosbage, Sinhalese
laborers have often done good work for the coffee-

planters, and even iu Dimbula we heard last season
of a proprietor who could get as mauy Sinhalese to
come and work for him at a certain rate of advance

per head, as he chose to have. Hard times are

making the Sinhalese laboring people a little more
reasonable in respect of plantation work.—Ed.]
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Silk.—It is reported that in view to promoting
the silk industry in this country the Revenue and

Agricultural Department have made arrans;emeut8 for

supplying such of the local Governments and Ad-
miuistrations as are prepared to join in the experi-
ment with small quantities of silk-worm eggs of the

univoltine variety, for the purposes of silk-worm

rearing during the ne.xt cold weather. It has also

been suggested to the provincial Governments that

if the experiment is to be carried out on a large

scale, the extended cultivation of the mulberry should

be at once commenced in the localities selected for

the trial and for this purpose cuttings of the Morus

multicauUs, the kind of mulberry found much the

best for the ordinary silk-worm, has been promised
for planting during the ensuing cold season.—Bombay
Gazette.

Indian Tea in America and Australia.—
Tlie Indian Tea Gazette alludes to a circular letter

issued by the Syndicate, dated Calcutta, June 20th,
1882. In this most satisfactory document it is stated

that inquiries which come from Canada, Baltimore,
and the Far West—places hundreds of miles apart

[mark that], show that there is more interest taken
in Indian teas every week ; and the New York agents
write that they are quite confident that a general

curiosity to have samples of Indian teas would soon

lead to deliveries of considerable importance if they
had the teas to offer. In America, we are told that

owing to the quantity of Indian tea on hand, the

brokers were compelled to spread their sales over

April and May, but they say if they had a sufficient

supply to keep the tea before buyers, they could have
done much better ; for they add that unless they con-

served their stock, they would have none to offer in

June. It would never do to create a demand, and
then be unable to supply it, and the American brok-

ers have therefore done wisely to limit sales. But
look at tlie resultant drawback. Here you have a

market willing and anxious to deal with you, but

stocks are insufEcient to enable the trade to buy from

you to the extent they would wish. Then as to Aus-

tralia, the Melbourne agents write, "Supplies are

nothing equal to demand, and arefar short of require-
ments." Need anything more be said to induce tea

owners to support the Syndicate to the fullest extent.

And if anything more were wanted, it will be found
in the present and probable future low prices of Ind-

ian tea in England. We do not wish to unnecess-

arily sound a note of alarm, but as the organ and
adviser of the Indian Tea Industry, we should be

failing in our duty if we did not plainly point out

that the present season does not promise to be a

successful one as far as London prices are concerned.

The heavy stocks at home must and will act pre-

judicially, and there is therefore every necessity to

ship as much of our tea as we can, to new markets.

It may be that high prices will not rule in these

new markets, at present ; but we have to face an
almost certainty of low prices prevailing this season

at home. The less tea, therefore, we send to Mincing
Lane, and the more we divert to other places, the

better necessarily will be our position. The Melbourne

agents write:—"There is not the slightest reason,

that we can see, why India should not command
half the tea trade of Australasia, which is at present

equal to 23,000,000 lb. per annum; but somebody
must initiate the trade, to whom immbdiate profits
are uot of so much consequence as laying the ground-
work of a large, steady, and profitable business in

the future." Here is a prospect, and a brilliant

one, before us. Let us not fail to take, in time,
due advantage of it ; and the way to do it is to

strengthen the hands of the Syndicate by adequate
supplies of tea. Mr. A. B. IngUs, of Messrs. Begg
Dunlop and Co., writing from Melbourne, says :

"Don't let shipments fall of, as it is most import-
ant to keep up a full supply, even in a little sacri-
fice in price, to get more people into the trade,
until we are quite sure it is established. The con-
sumers are everywhere taking to Indian tea, and I
think all you have to do is to send plenty of it and
watch the quality ;" and a telegram, just received,
says "Send more tea."

They do These Things Better in France.—
So far as oyster-growing is concerned, this seems to
be case. "Oyster Gardens" have been formed at

Auray, in the Department of Morbihan, which in 1S76
yielded 7,000,000, and in 1880, 33,000,000 oysters. The
Abb6 Bounetard, parish priest of La Teste, near Arca-
chon, has invested an artificial system of cultivation,
and the results are so rem.arkable that out of 151,000,000
oysters consumed in France last year, 97,000,000 were

produced under hia system.—Public Opinion.

Weather and Cinchona : Lower Ambac.amuwa; 28th

July.
—It has been raining for two weeks now almost

incessantly. The storm is accompanied with thunder
since today, and the rainfall is heavier. Portions of
the estate exposed to the monsoon wind rapidly harden
what little flush they put forth. Pruning is the
order of the day and planting of course. In a field of
about 20,000 sucoirubras three years old there is hardly
a failure of 5 per cent, in the cofifee under various

aspects and situations. But in a clearing of 5 acres

virgin soil, and with no other product, growing trees
of the same age have succumbed cent per cent. Year
after year they died out during the monsoon from
damp. They are not wind-blown. This establishes
what you say that cinchonas should thrive among tea,
what with the long taproots to take up the moisture.

Plant-Food.—A discovery, which may have some
influence on the preparation of artificial manures,
has just been made. A plant does not draw its minei'al
food from a fully-prepared nutritive solution, but pre-
pares it itself by the direct action of its own cells

with the jjarticles of the soil where the food is stored

up. M. Petermann has read a paper before the Belgi-
an Academy in connexion with this subject, show-
ing that the proper way of discovering what nutritive
substances soils contain is dialysis rather than analysis.
He shows that arable soils yield to distilled water,
from which it is separated by a thin vegetable mem-
brane, lime, magnesia, ferric oxide, potash, soda,
chlorine, sulphuric acid, silicic acid, phosphoric acid,
and even nitric acid. Arable soils, therefore, contain

organic matters which easily pass through such a mem-
brane as a cell-wall.—Atistralasian.

CoORG, August 1st.—We are having over here one
of the heaviest monsoons there has ever been : rivers

flooded, bridges carried away, and tanks bursting on all

sides. The monsoon came in very lamblike indeed.
As for the first few days we had only a slight drizzle
and splendid weather for planting, then it gradually
increased in fury, blowing regular g«les of wind for
over a week, during which time we had more than
21 inches of rain ; that is nothing however to the
amount an estate in the Wynaad registered during the
same week, i. e., 51 inches.* However there is one
blessing ; we shall all I think get good clearings and

good crops this year. Cinchona is getting on very well,

especially in the Ghauts, but I think that is about
the only other new protluct we have tried as yet. I

am afraid we are not such a persevering lot as you
over in Ceylon. One or two have tried cocoa, but with
little or no success, though I see no reason why it

should not get on as well in Coorg as in Ceylon. I ex-

pect a heavy dose of leaf-disease would bring us all

to our senses and make us begin to think there are

other things worth growing besides cofifee.—L. J". P.

* An average of nearly 74 inches per diem.— Ed.
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It is said that during last season more than seven

billion feet of tinibei- were cut in Michigan, Wisconsin,

and Minnesota. The wliole quantity of pine timber

now standing in these three States, according to the

latest reports, is 81,500,000.000 feet. The supply at

the present rate of destruction will only last twelve

years.
—Indian Agriculturist.

Plantixg in- Burmah.—The cun-ent number of

the British Burmah Gnzette contains an interesting re-

port on the experimental cultivation of coffee, cocoa,

cardamoms, black pepper, vanilla, nutmegs and to-

bacco carried on in the Mergui District by Captain

Butler, the Deputy Commissioner With the excep-

tion of cocoa, there seems every prospect of the dif-

ferent plants succeeding.— il/arfras Mail.

Economic Entomology.—The city of Paris has

granted to the Agiiculural and Entomological So-

ciety land to the extent of 4,000 metres, In Mout-

sourispark, on wliich it is intended to erect a school

of entomology. In this school will be carried on the

practical study of all kinds of useful insects, such as

silkworms, bees, &c. Researches \vill also be conducted

and experunents made, with a view to neutralizing

the effects of noxious insects. Courses of public lectures

will be given on all these subjects. Seeing how mucli

France gams from useful insects, and how greatly she

is suffering from such noxious species as the x>hylloxera,

this movement is muoli to be commended.—Australasian.

How TO Overcome the Pot.vto Disease.—By
J. L. Jensen.—The director of the department of

Agriculture at Copenhagen informs us that the average
disease everywhere depends on the rainfall during tlie

two weeks before, and the three or four weeks after,

the time of ripening of the winter wheat. The reason

is that the disease in the tubers is largely due to

the spores falling from the diseased foliage, which

are washed down by the rain to the tubers, on

whose surface they germinate. His experiments "con-

vincingly proved that perfect protective moulding (i. c,

covering with earth to a thickness of four inolies

above the upper surface of the uppermost tubers) can

not only check the disease, but, if prop- rly performed,
is capable of reducing it to a minimum." Mr. Jensen

also gives the results of his experiments as to the

liability to disease of the different soils, and lie sug-

gests an improved form of plough to carry out his

proposed method of cultivation. The pamphlet; is well

worthy the attention of practical agriculturists, and

they will be glad to learn that the autbor is still

engaged in further experiments.
—Bookseller.

DES'rRUCTioK OP Field Mice.—The attention of the

Revenue ond Agricultural Department has been at

tracted to the plan adopted by French Agriculturists
for the destruction of field mice, the damage done

by which has, in the Department of Aisne alone, cost

the tanners a loss of no less than 13 millions of

franca. The measure hit upon is to construct heaps
or small stacks of straw, to which the mice resort

in myriads. These heaps are placed partly below the

level of the ground and ate securely packed and

covered in, being first stored with poismed beet-root,

turnips and carrots. Much damage is occasionally

done to crops in certain parts of the North Western

Provinces and Assam which are infested by these

plagues, and we understand that the Local Uovern-

ment and the Chief Commissioner have been requested
to allow their Agricultural Departments to ascertain

the result of similar measures in the tracts so affected.

The circumstance that a sum of R.50,000 was recently

granted by the Government of India for distribution

in villages on the frontier of the Hill tracts of Chitta-

gong, of which the crops had been destroyed by
field rats proves the importance of ascertaining the

best remedy which can be applied in such cases.—

Calcutta Englishman.

CiNCH0>'A.—A very important discovery has lately
been made in England which is likely entirely to revolu-
tionize the cinchona industry in this country. Amongst
the cinchona barks imported into Europe, one of an
inferior quality, which only yields 2 per cent, of tbe

alkaloid, instead of some 10 per cent, yielded by the

higher quality of bark, has for some time been coming
in increasing quantities from America. Attention was
thus drawn to this particular bark, and, on investig-
ation, it was found not to be cinchona at all, but an
allied plant of the order of the Rubiaceu;. It used to
be supposed that cinchona alone, the cultivation of

which is difficult and expensive, was capable of yield-

ing quinine, and therefore this discovery is one likely
to have important results. Quinine may now be looked
for among the members of the Bubiacece, and it is

quite possible that some indigenous wild plant may be
found in this country from which quinine may be
extracted. Whether this be so or not, the American
plant which has now been ascertained to yield it, might
be easily enough cultivated over large areas in Bengal—in Tirhoot, for example, and in other parts where
land and labour are incomparably cheaper than at our
hill stations. Under these circumstances a yield of 2

per cent, would be more profitable than a yield of 10 or

12 per cent, from cinchona ; and we may reasonably ex-

pect to be able soon to purchase quinine at half its

present price. ibis will be an incalculable boon to

the fever-smitten populations of parts of India ; but
the prospect is not so cheering to those who have
invested their capital in cinchona cultivation.—Friend

of India. [We doubt very much the possibility of the

profitable cultivation of the trees which produce cuprea
bark in the climate of Tirhoot.—Ed.]

Strawberries in the Nilgirls.—The present str.aw

berry crop of France is reported to be the best for

many years. Forty tons of fruit were a few weeks

ago shipped in a single vessel for Southampton, and

other shipments to Kngland were made during the

same month. This popular fruit grows well on the

Nilgiris, and yet very indifferent attention is paid to

its culture. A few years ago, strawberries were always
to be had at Mr. Misquith's fruit-stall, but now we
seldom if ever find a few dishes offered. During the
warmer months, the fruit in Ootacamund attains a

good size, and is of fine flavor. We have seen straw-
berries grown here from Australian varieties very large
indeed, and, although these large kinds are invariably

insipid, still with a little attention to the composition
of the Boil, this defect can be remedied. At Coonoor
and Kotagherry, the climate is simply perfection for

strawberries, but scarcely any attention is paid to the
cultivation. Regular sale at remunerative prices can

always be secured for strawberries. The method of

cultivation is simple. They are grown in lines three
feet from each other and haiif that distance from

plant to plant. The best soil is of'a light, rich, loamy
character, which should be well trenched, deeply dug,
and freely minured to sustain the plants for at least

two years, atler which they' should be lifted and
divided, or the fruit is likely to deteriorate. It usu-

ally happens that the fruit the second year is more
abund mt than in the first, though it is not so well

flavored. When the blossom sets, it is sometimes

necessary to thin out, in which case the crop, though
not aliundant, is well formed and luscious. At the

time of ripening the fruit should be protected from
birds with wire netting, and from insects that come
out of the soil by freely watering the same with a
weak solution of salt and water. If in addition to

this a little fresh straw is placed under the trusses

of fruit, it will keep them free from mud and grit,
which is washed on to the fruit by rain or ih« watering
of the plants.

—Sotilh o/ India 0/iserver.
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CONSUMPTION OF TEA, &c., IN VICTORIA.

A lai'fe proportion of the tea used in other colonies

of the Australasian group finds its way first to Mel-

bourne, whence it is distributed. A copy of the Aus-

tralian Trade Sevkw enables us to give the figures

for the actual consumption of the gold colony. The

riuantity increased from 5,786,067 lb. in 1880 to

6,495,776 lb. in 1881. This was an increase of

709,709 lb. in one year, so that we may safely take

the round seven millions of pounds for 1882. As the

population of the colony is, in round numbers, 900,000,

this would be at the rate of about "i lb. per head.

As tea drinkers, therefore, the colonists of Victoria

are very far ahead even of the Inhabitants of the

mother country. The proportion of coffee per head,

however, is about the same in each country, not

quite 1 lb. In Victoria the consumption was 787,886 lb.

in 1880 and 863,768 lb. in 1881, an increase of

75,882 lb. Chicory is not separately shewn in the

tables before us, but it is at least as lai-gely used

in Victoria as in Britain. Of chocolate and cocoa the

consumption was 285,312 lb. in 1880 and 274,477 lb.

in 1881, a decrease of 10,835 lb. Of sugar the con-

sumption (that used in breweries included) is very

great. The figures for 1880 were 573,951 cwt., for

1881, 608,784 cwt., an increase of 34,833 cwt. The

consumption per head exceeds 75 lb. and is rising

rapidly to the round 100 lb. It may be noted as a

curious coincidence that the duty on tea in this

colony, 3d per lb., is equivalent to fl per mauud.

In Queensland and Tasmania the duty is the Eng-

lish figure of 6d, while in New Zealand 4d per lb-

has been adopted.

TISSAMAHARAMA : PADDY AND NEW PRO-

DUCTS: EUROPEAN AND NATIVE
CULTIVATORS.

{From a Correnpondent in the local "Examiner.")

Tangala, 30th July.
—Let us gauge the cost of briug-

ing 100 acres of land under crop under the primi-

tive system of the goya, and the advanced and scien-

tific method of the English paddyist. Having some

knowledge of the former, I will take thatin hand now :
—

The owner of 100 acres in one lot must needs have

20 men to watch his crop night and day for from 3 to

5 months running. These are not paid a daily or even a

monthly wage ; they get invariably a third of the out-

turn the caitle-supplier, that is the owner of buffaloes

used in ploughing, mudding and preparing the soil for

the reception of the germinated paddy, gets 'another

third share; and the proprietor of the soil, the remain-

in" third; but this division takes pl.ace after the follow-

ing charges are cleared off :
—

Ist' One-seventh for cutting, stacking and threshing
the crop.

2nd One-tenth GovernEPent share calculated on the

original quantity.
3rd Fifty per cent interest on seed paddy.
4th Muandiram, or village headman's perquisite, at

10 curunies from every amunam (=6 bushels) extent

sown.
5th One curuni from every amunam sown called

Kenwi for the use of the village charmer.

6th One curuni from every amunam sown called

Nekcetivi for the use of the village astrologer.

7th One curuni from every amunam sown culled

Pinwi for charitable purposes.

A 100 acre average soil field will give, all things fair,

nearly 2,400 bushels.
After all these, and with the water rate of 50o the

acre in districts where Government irrigation works
exist, you will see how heavily handicapped the staple
native industry is.

The soil all over Tissa is a stiff clay, and suited
for purposes of cultivation only with unfailing irrig-
ation available. If the tobacco plant takes kindly to

the soil, all accessories for its succeBsful and remuner-
ative cultivation are at hand. In 1850 a tobacco

plantation was started by the agents of Baron Delmar
in the neighbourhood of Tangalla, and the quantity
and quality produced were considered excellent by
connoisseurs. The plantation was kept up tor ma ny
years, but after the death of Mr. Straube, the Colombo
agent, the experiment which had passed the tent-

ative stage flwas unhappily abandoned. I have

great faith in Liberian coffee and rubber proving suc-
cessful in the more favoured portions of the district—those portions bordering on the Matura district.

In the Kirame, Katuwana and Getamanne division,
labour is plentiful and cheap, the soil is excellent,
and the rainfall of sufficient average, and the cultiv-

ation of what are called new products need be no

experiment, but will be au assured success, whilst
the drier portions will afford a splendid field for the
cultivation of the valuable varieties of the tobacco

plant.

Hambantotta, July 29tli.—The cultivation at Tissama-
harama has, I am extremely happy to say, proved a de-
cided suceess. To the best of my knowledge, an area of

nearly 5,000 seres of land has already been sold to both

Europeans and natives. Out of the 5,000 acres of land,
nearly two-thirds has already been cleared of jungle, and
the cultivation of paddy is going on vigorously. The
cultivation at Tissa is now regularly being carried
on both in Maha and Yala seasons, and sometimes
three times a year, and in all appreciable returns have
been obtained. Not ouly paddy, but other products,
too, euch as Liberian coftee, cocoa, citronella, plant-
ains, and coconuts are reported to thrive well. A
paddy landowner assured me that a few Liberian
coffee plants are thriving well in his garden. On the

whole, the place is making rapid strides towards re-

gaining its former glory, and already good and sub-

staniial houses are springing up. Messrs. Wodehouee,
J. W. Newington, F. F. Blatherwick of Aningkanda
estate, and a European lady are the purchasers of the
lands at Tissa. Mr. Blatherwick has caused to be planted
some coconut plants on bis land, the rest being planted
with paddy. Machines for winnowing, grinding and
husking p.addy have been taken to Tisea by Mr. New-
ington, who is residing at Tissa, having built a good
house there.

AGRICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE.

{S2)ecial Letter. )

Pakis, July 15th.

Very great attention is given at present in France
to irrigation. "Soil is female, water male," says an
Arabian proverb. To be able to irrigate land appro-

priately is to bring fecundity, where, without such,
the soil would remain sterile, despite all labor and

mauuiing. But the agriculturists must be instructed

how to employ, and economically, the water within

their reach, from springs, raius and streams. The

department of the Var is one of the dryest in

southern Frauce, and one which has most suffered in

its vineyards from the phylloxera. Proprietors have

employed steam engines to pump water from rivers ami
inuudate the vineyards in autumn, thereby drowning
the phylloxera to a large extent. The cost of plant &c.
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amounted to 2,400f. per acre in the year 1875, when the

flooding began to tell. In I8S1, vineyards which six years

previously represented but a dead loss, yielded a clear

profit in wine of 1,000 francs per acre, or 25 per
cent. The expenses would be very much less, where
the water is furnished by canal, or tapped from

springs. Small proprietors frequently unite to secure

a water-supply, for, if submersion in autumn be not

a cure for the phylloxera, it certainly minimizes its

ravages. The value of water in vegetation is most ad-

vantageously ensured, when the irrigations are inter-

mittent, instead of non-continued, between April and

September : the sheet of water arriving on the eoil

after an interruption forces the stratum of air, which
has replaced the first watering, to descend into the

soil, renewing there the atmospheric oxygen around
the roots of the plants. Two or three irrigations per
week suffice. The same number of irrigations is not

required for every kind of culture, as science has

demonstrated that there is a connection between the

weight of water which ought to pass by evaporation
of the leaves through a yield, and the brut weight
of that yield. That connection represents 60 times

the yield in the green state : in other words,
less the produce is green, less the quantity of water

required.
A discussion is taking place respecting potato stalks

as forage, either in the green state or in the latter

when dried. The first point to consider is : how far

the removal of the stalk afl'ects the development
of the tubers. Opinion is next to unanimous that,
removed too soon, either before coming into flower

or shortly after that stage, the formation of starcli

and dry matters in the tubers is arrested. The re-

searches of Professors Nobbe and de Tharaud on
this point are conclusive. Further, it is only
after the formation of the flowers or aerial organs
that the plant commences the rapid development of the
tubers. Suppression or thinning of the stems is only
justifiable when they are over luxuriant, and keep out

air, sun and light from the soil. According to Stock-

hardt, the chemical value of clover as compared with

potato haulm is as 3 to 2 : he, and also de Stecher,

testify that the haulm neither afl'ects the yield of milk
nor the quality of the butter : these drawbacks are only
produced, when the apples or berries are attached.
With 30 lb. of haulm, 15 of beet leaves, and 7 of

straw, cows thrive well, suff'ering at first slightly from
diarrhcea ; the latter disappeared, so that 00 lb. of

haulm could replace a proportionate reduction in
beet leaves.

Oxen are extensively employed in farming oper-
ations ; in summer their daily labour is divided into
two periods, so as to avoid the hours of highest
temperature. Taking 7 or 8 hours a dey, as ample
for them working, the oxen are yoked at two peri-
ods : from 4 to 8 a.m., and 4 to 7 or S p.m. White
coloured oxen support the heat best, as do also those
bred in the plains.
M. Pasteur is prosecuting new experiments bearing

upon inoculation against peripneumonia in black
cattle. So for bis labouri lead to the belief he will
be as happy in his new field as he has been in the
case of the charhon malady. Having stated he re-

quired funds to purchase subjects, the sum of 10,000 fr.

was immediately subscribed by agriculturists and
societies.

At the Chateauroux cattle show, a very simple
and iugenious force pump with plunging piston
was exhibited ; the piston, which acts as handle,
working in a small tube, sends the liquid into
a larger one ; the latter is in sections, the joints
secured by indiarubber rings ; it pumps 100 quarts
a minute of urine, or well water ; is eleven feet long,
weighs 801b., throws a jet of liquid to the height of

23 ioe\^
and costs 50 f.

Despite the prevailing rains, farmers count upon
this being a happy season for cereals. The harvest
in the south of France is over, but the drought
has told on the yield. In these regions, canals, to

irrigate the parched sods, are sadly needed. Green
crojis .-.re making up lee way, but would be greatly
improved by sun : the vineyards are not likely to
realize their promise.
A gardener steeps the mats he employs to protect

frames and conservatories, between October and May
for 24 hours in a solution of sulphate of copper, in a
large hogshead ; having allowed the mutting to drain
and become half dry, he plunges them for a few
seconds in a solution of quicklime. Matting thus
prep.ared will last, instead of one, seven seasons. The
cord employed in the matting must not be oiled.

INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON PLANTS-
Mr. John Eliot Howard sends us the following

cutting of a striking communication to Knoioledge
which we h;id previously noted for extract :

In a number of Kiiovh-drjc on which I cannot at

present lay my hand, I noticed some facts with re-

gard to the influence of climate on plants. It may
interest your readers to know that plants feel severely
the change m their usual habits wliich takes place
when they are transplanted from Europe to South Africa.
The Curator of the Botanical Gardens here, who has,
perhaps, more practical knowledge of

tree-planting
than any man in the country, informs me that this
is markedly the case with regard to fruit-trees. The
reversal of the seasons, occasioned by the change of

hemisphere, bewilders the plants, which are in some
sense " educated "

to such a degree that they are
not able to survive the shock. The only chance of

getting them to gi-ow is by gi'afting, when they bor-
row the constitution of the tree on wliich they .are

grafted, and acclimatize readily. Ordinary deciduous
trees behave very irregiilarly also. Sometimes they
will pull through, sometimes they die, but the first

cuttings never appear to thi-ive. I understand that

evergi-eens are not affected. Birds take to the change
of season well, if one may judge by the few Eur-
opean spaiTows which have been introduced. Eur-

opean dogs generally die. Imported oxen and horses

appear to do well, provided they receive the same
amount of care which they experience at home. Cats
thrive. Perhaps I may be pardoned if I suggest that
the appeai-ance of numerous articles from upholders
of Darwinism in your capital magazine, must not lead

your less scientific readers to imply that Darwinism
is by any means imiversally accepted. It is, admittedly,
only a hypothesis. I use the word hypothesis in the
sense to which you restrict it in " Pleasant Ways in
Science" (p. 315), as an opinion not based on pheno-
mena. Dr. Mivart, one of the gi-eatest of living
anatomists, terms it, -svith all due solemnity,

" a
puerile hypothesis." May I be allowed to recommend
to those of your readers, who are not terrified by mere
weight of names on the other side to read carefully
Mivart on the " Genesis of Species," Dr. Elam's
"Winds of Doctrine,

" and Dr. Beale's "
Pi-otoplasm,"

in which they will find refreshing antidotes to the
works of Darwin, Huxley, and Haeckel, the positive
comparati\e, and superlative exponents respectively
of the fashionable doctrines m transcendental doctrine.

Especially let them study well the history of "
Bathy-

bius Haeckelii," two unfit evolutions from the original
Darwinic idea, which have ceased to survive. As a
last suggestion (I hope you wUl forgive the space)
may I remark that your magazine is extensively read
this side the equator, and that some good maps of
the southern sky would be appreciated both here and
in Australasia. .J. NixoN. Graiamstown, Cape Colony,
May 4th, 1882.

""
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COFFEE ADULTEEATION AND THE BRITISH

GOVERNMENT.
We call attention to the letter Mr. H. Pastenr has

addi-essed to ua, and we endorse every word of anunad-

version he has i)assed on the conduct of the home

Government. Here is the report from the London Times

of what took place in Parliament on the occasion to

which Mr. Pasteur refers :
—

Duty on Coffee.

In Committee of Ways and Means, Mr. Courtney

moved the following resolution ;
—" Theie shall be

granted and paid to Her Majesty, her heirs and suc-

cessors, upon every half pound weight of any article or

substance called by any name of cotFee or chicory, or

prepared or manufactured for the purpose of being in

imitation of or in any respect to resemble or to serve

as a substitute for coffee or chicory, which is sold or

kept for sale in the United Kingdom, and also upon

every half pound weight of any mi.xture of such article

or substance as aforesaid with coflft-e or chicory, which

is sold or kept for sale iu the United Kingdom, the

duty of excise of one penny."

Mr. Maguiac complained of the proposal being made

without due notice. The imposition of the duty would

aid the makers of horrible compounds in selling them

as substitutes for coffee, of which they contained very

little. It was immoral to facilitate the sale of these

precious messes for the sake of increasing the revenue.

Mr. Gladstone said the Treasury were concerned

with the collection of the revenue and not with adult-

eration.

Mr. G. Russell pleaded that the compounds were

harmless, and were believed to be healthful, and

they promoted temperance. The proprietors were

willing to drop the name of coffee.

Mr. Warton detected a vein of satire iu the last

speech, and complained of the immorality of the

Prime Minister's speech.
Mr. Maoniac said it would alter matters if the

name of coffee were dropped.
After further discussion the resolution was agreed

to and reported to the House.

It is impossible to understand how a man so generally

fau- and clearsighted as Mr. Gladstone cannot see the

absolute injustice he has inflicted on the producers and

English consumers of coffee by his policy in respect

of chicoi7 and other coffee mixtures since 1852 onwards.

As Mr. Pastern' points out, tea is most carefully guarded,

and as a natm-al result the taste for tea has spread

throughout all classes in Britain, while the so-called

di-inkei's of coffee among the working classes do not

know what pure coffee means. A correspondent of the

Pall 3Iall Gazette, writing after Mr. Gladstone's budget

speech and referring to the mysterious compound sold

by the gi-ocers as coffee, and the Government restric-

tions as regards chicory being mixed with it, says :
—

"This applying tho name '
coffee' to a heterogene-

ous array of products confounded altogether the

element of price ;
and one of the most valuable

effects of the new orders will be to restore to coffee

its true market price. This will greatly relieve com-

merce generally ;
but it will, above all, relieve the

planter of a serious burden. In Indi.-i, in Ceylon,
and in the West Indies millions of pounds sterling

are invested in the industry of coffee-growing, and

profitable employment is afforded for hundreds of

thousands of English citizens. To free such an in-

dustry from the trammels of most unfair compet-
ition is only to perform a utglected duty towards a

large and enlerpriziug class of iudustrial workers,
"

This ultra-Liberal journal, it seems, has been making
a strong stand against the extreme vdews of certain

Free-traders; for we read fm-ther iu the Produce Mar-

kets' Review :
—

In an article in the Pall Mall Oazelte, headed
"The Language of Trade," the following remarks
occur ; and it would be interesting to know what the
writer thought of coffee when qualified with the

adjective "French" and "improved" by the addition
of 50 to 90 per cent, of Chicory :

— " In these days
of free-trade one must view with considerable con-
cern a tendency that has come into active existence of

late years to abuse the power of language for classi-

fying commodities for the purposes of trade. Every
day we are learning that the vitalizing competition,
which has so improved the legitimate relations of

production aud consumption, is now driving men to
'

improve' the quantity as well, by the addition and
the substitution of totally foreign products under
the one established name. Every now and again
consumers are forced to protest, and to act in

their own defence. They have quite recently
been urging, with reason, the complaint why, when
they ask for coffee, they should have given to them
stones of dates and pips of figs

—why, when they
order butter, they are to have foisted upon them lard
or dripping ? And within the last tew days we have
learned that Americans have devised a means of

utilizing skim-milk by combining it with a suffioi-

eucy ol lard to form that we are told is
" an ex-

cellent imitation of American cheddar. " This may
not be saying much for American cheddar, but the

English consumer is none the less threatened with a

commodity that it is to be known to commerce as
" imitation factory cheese." Cheese we know, and
like, as being the "exclusive product of the milk of

animals." Factory cheese we know, and suspect. But
what of this "imitation factory cheese," made up,
apparently, of the discarded refuse of all-milk cheese
thickened with a variety of animal fats ?"

In elucidation of the reference to "French coffee"

we find the following in the Home and Colonial Mail :
—

It need now be no longer a matter for speculation
as to how a firm designating itself the Loudon and
Newcastle Tea Compauy can afford to give away with

every pound of tea sold a "handsome preaeut," for a
case tried before Sheriff' Russell here on Tuesday re-

veals what a large amount of profit the Company has

by the sale of at least one article, viz :
—coffee. The

Compauy are the retailers of what is known by the

public as " Game's French Coffee," and the article is

manufactured iu Manchester by a Mr. Pearson. This

gentleman was examined in the Sheriff Court here on

Tuesday, and in cross-examination, after hesitation,
revealed the fact that Mr. Game, the head partner of

the London and Newcastle Tea Company, was supplied
by him with the article already nieutioned at the low
price of 9^d per lb.

,
for which Mr. Game's firm charged

Is 4d, thus realizing a profit of Oid ou each lb. sold.

This is trading at a rate somewhere like 33 per cent.

The profit would be even greater, aud the value
of the article is even less, when it is taken into

consideration that the packing of the article in tins

costs 21d. Now that this is an excessive profit for

any retailer will be admitted on all bauds ; and if

the case served a good purpose at all, it served this,
that the pulilic are now iu a position of knowing
what they purchase when they go into a shop and
ask for "Game's French Coffee." It is certainly diffic-

ult to obtain a conviction under the 6th section of

the Food and Drugs Act, when the purchaser has
been supplied with an article not of the nature sub-

tance, or quality of the article demanded ; and the

ouly way thatit will be fossible to put a stop to the

jQTer-a«duiteratiou of coffee, mustard, &c., with bther
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substances, though not of an injurious character to

healtb, will be to have fixed standards beyond which

the manufacturer connot go. The over-adultcratiou of

whisky wilh water is not injurious to health, but still

the party adding too much water can be |)rosecuted

and cDUviciid ; the over-adulieration of coffee with

chicory may not bo injurious to health, but like the

publican, the mercliant excessively adulterating it

should be liable to conviction.

Date cofl'ec sharcliolilers and dealers in other abomin-

atious are naturally jubilant over the uuexpected hark-

ing-hack of the Ciovernment ; hut they may not he

able to exult louf;. The fight in so good a cause must

be strenuously maiutatoed, and the day cannot be far

off when coffee in England will be placed on exactly

the same footing as tea.

LAYING POOR LAND TO PEKMANENT PASTURE.

Some down land on the chalk ridge between- Guildford

and Dorkiug was ploughed up some years since. It had
been worth 2s. 6d. an acre in down, and, as it proved to

be worth less than nothing in arable, it was allowed to

revert to its original condition as a sheep run, and is

now again worth about half-a-crown an acre as before.

I need hardly say that no seeds were sown, aud no ex-

pense incurred in laying this laud down
;
and although

the ** facts and figiu:es
" which yom- correspondent inquires

for cannot, I fear, be accurately arrived at, he wiU per-

haps find no difficulty in admitting that down land, worth
2s. 6d. an acre, cannot very readily be rendered more

productive, and would hardly pay the cost of much arti-

ficial treatment. I do not dispute that the 4,700,000 acres

of cultivated land in Scotland might be increased profitably

by the culture of some portion of the 15,000,000 acres

of mountains, moors, aud wastes, and that part of the

8,000,000 acres of waste or wild land in England might
also be profitably cultivated

;
but the iuclosure of un-

cultivated land seems for the present to have reached its

limit, and at any rate there are many millions of acres

whose appropriate crops are those which exti'act their

necessary nutriment slowly from poor soils without cult-

ivation—such as heather and the coarser varieties of grass.
No one doubts the potency of dung, and Mr. L.awes,

who supplies cotton cake ad libitum to .his cattle ou the new
pastiires, would be the last person to deny the propriety of

manuring grass lands in general ; but when I recall the
conduct of the grasses in the trial plots at Rothamsted and
elsewhere, I can understand his doubts on the propriety of

spending money for tillage and seed in the case of poor
land like that whieii he described.
The bound.ary between land which will pay for cultiv-

ation and that which must be allowed, under present
circumstances, to revert to its natural herbage, depends
on various conditions, and partly, no doubt, on the slcill

of the occupier. Such a boundary exists, however, aud
the area of uncultivated land seems not unlikely to be

enlarged.
—Heney E\-eeshed.—F'eld.

SUGAR: OFFICIAL EETLTRN OF THE CROPS OF
M.ACKAY DISTRICT, QUEENSLAND,

FOR 1881-1882.

SuGAB.—On March 31st, 1832, there were 9,801 acres of
land under cane, this acreage being held or farmed by 109

growers. Of the acreage it is estimated that 8,895 acres
will be brought to the mills during the ensuing crushing
season, and the crop estimated to be produced therefore
is put down at about 8,000 tons, which amount, it will be
seen, provides for a return of less than one ton per acre.
VTe have strong hopes that this low estimate will be ex-

ceeded, ami that the forthcoming crop will reach nine, if

not ten, thousand tons, Init we quote the estimate as put
down in the return, merely remarking that the growers as a
rule prefer to make their estimates so as to keep them-
selves on the safe side. So much for the prospuct for

the coming crop, and we now turn to that part of the
33

retvu-n which refers to the past season. From this we
learn th.at 7,167 acres of cane were cut and the produce
manipulated in the 19 mills which were last year in oper-
ation, the result therefrom being 10,713 tons of sugar,
and 407,020 gallons of molasses. A reduction of these

figures gives a very satisfactory result for the season's

operations as far as the return of sugar to the acre. This

may be stated at 30 cwt., which .shows a decided advance
over the average of the pre\'ious year, which was only
25cwt. 2qr. The number of g.allons of molasses to the
ton of sugar will be seen to be just 40, that of the

previous crushing being 39. There is no doubt that the

prospect for the coming season would have been ^puch
Ijrighter, had we not, in common %vith the whole of the

colonies, suffered from the drought during the end of the last

and the beginning of this year, but at the same time we have
cause for congratulation in possossiug the knowledge that

during the present year the increase in the acreage of
cane will be very large ;

estimate it to be at least 50 per
cent, and consequently we the returns for 1883 may con-

fidently be looked forward to as likely to be very good
indeed, provided there is anything like a fairly good season.

That there will be ample means for taking off this in-

creased crop there can be no question, for we remark that
it is noted in the return that there are no less than 10
mills in course of erection, and we learn privately that
not one of these new mills has a capacity of less than
500 tons in a season, most of them in fact being what
are generally spoken of as thousand ton mills. Such being
the case we have no need to fear any difficulty in the

way of taking off of the crop of 1883.—Mackuy (Queensland.)
Standard.

THE PLAGUE OF CATERPILLARS

IN ENGLAND.

(to the editor of the "spectator.")

Sib,—I doubt if the interesting old records quoted by
your correspondent throw much real light on this matter.
Till lately, there were no framed observers of natural phen-
omena, and there was so little knowledge of their causes,
that few could have been competeut to judge whether one
cause was more probable than another. Take, for exam-
ple, the statement that,

" In 1499, in Germany, vegetation
was destroyed by blight and caterpillars together." I should
ask (if there were any one to answer). What bUght and
what caterpillars? Of caterpillars, there arc hunflreds of
different kinds that prey on vegetation, many with wideh'
different habits ; and as to "

blight," that may be described
as a term used by practical gardeners to make their em-
ployers believe they know all about it, when anything has

injiu:ed vegetation. It is analogous to the railway guard's
answer to the passenger who asks why the train is stopped,
and is told, "Because the signals are ag.ainst us," If the tender
shoots curl up, or the rosebuds, instead of opening, turn brown,
or the leaves look mildewed and spotted, or there is a great
abundance of aphides, or hairy black flies, the gardener
has one confident e.xplanation,

" It is a blight," and he

probably adds something in a mysterious tone about the
east wind having brought it. As to Schenkius's statement
that the winter having been so severe as to kill nearly
all the brute creation, the simshine next summer was so

hot as to set the trees on fire,
—I do not believe Schenkius.

I think it will be by such skilled and careful observations
as those of Jliss Eleanor Ormerod that we shall arrive at

adequiite knowledge on the subject. In the meantime,
may I venture to offer the following general considerations;—

1. Since the number of individuals, on the average,
rem.ains tlie same, an enormous majority (say, ninety-nine
hundredths) die without continuing their species. 2. Every
insect has four stages to pass through in a year, sometimes
in b.alf a year or less, viz., egg, caterpillar, pupa, and winged
insect; it is in the caterpillar stage that all the eating is,

done. 3. The caterpillar and the winged state, being the

stages of exposure, are those in which most of the thinning
takes place; and the latter is the more important stage in

this respect, because by the time a caterpillar has grown
large enough to be made a satisfactory meal of, it has

already done much mischief. 4. In the caterpillar stage,
the thinning effected by birds, tree-bugs, carnivorous cater-
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pillars, &c., is enormous. Ichneumon flies are not to be
incluiled, for though they kill, death does not take place
till the caterpillar is full fed; and, in the meantime, the

young, parasitic family they provide it with has probably
increased the caterpillar's voracity. 5. In the winged stage,
also, immense numbers are destroyed by birds and by bats
and carnivorous insects. 6. But none of these checks on
multiplication, uor all together, appear to be sufficiently
variable to account for that sudden increase in caterpillars
in some years that is spoken of as a plague; the question
arises whether we do not find such a check in the weather.
I doubt whether any one who has not been a practical
entomologist has an adequate conception of the thinning
effect exercised by unfavourable weather on insects in the

winged state, or the correspondingly quickening effect of
weather that is favourable. The effect is concentrated,
because the e,xistence of insects in this state is brief—a
few days for an individual, a few weeks for a whole
species

—and it is strong, because in this stage they are
so sensitive to it. It is not merely that rough weather
destroys them, and that in windy weather they do not fly,
but the mere absence of sunshine is enough to prevent
many species from moving at all. Like the "

pale primroses,"
but in a different sense, they,

—
" Die unmarried, ere they can behold

Bright Phoebus in his strength."
The sunless summer of 1860 nearly exterminated from some
of the Sussex and Hampshire woods several species which
had formerly been plentiful there. A r.ainy fortnight may
produce such an effect on a species ; on the other hand,
a hot fortnight at the right time may foster an immense
increase in the number of fertile eggs laid. Even when
the species does not require sunshine, greater or less warmth
makes a vast difference in the numbers on the wing; in

hot weather, the lightest touch of the beatiug-stick brings
them out in swarms, while in ordinary weather they are

difficult to rouse.

I need scarcely add that the circumstance that a principal
cause of insect plagues—the weather—is beyond our control,
affords no argument against the use of such means of

keeping them under as are within our power to influence.

Ohief among these means seems to be the preservation of

those vivacious inhabitants of our woods and gardens, some

shy, some impertinent, but all (except sparrows) delightful,
our wild birds.—I am, sir, &c., F. Meerifield.

Brighton, July lOtb.

["What's the matter with the poor sparrows?—Ed.

Spectator.']

THE TAVOY PLANTING DISTRICT.

Rangoon, lOth June 1882.

As the Chief Commissioner has been advertising grants
of waste land in the Tavoy District for planting purposes,
I dare s.ay some rem.arks on the description of this place will

be of no little interest to several of your numerous readers.

The Tavoy District is on the Moulmeiu side, in the

Tenasserim Division, extending along to the eastern .side of

the Bay 'of Bengal, from 13 ° 15' to 15 « 11' N., bounded
on the north by Amherst, from which it is separated by
a range of hills south of the river Re ;

on the south by
Mergui, and on the east by the high chain of mountains
which form the boundary between British India and Siam.

Its extreme length and breadth is about 150 and 50

miles respectively, and has an area of 7,200 square miles.

Its general aspect is that of a long sea-coast tract, hilly
and densely wooded, enclosed by mountains on three

sides, and open on the west towards the sea.

Some of these mountains reach an elevation of ne.arly

6,000 feet. There are two rivers, the Tenaserim and the

Tayoy ;
the former being remarkable for having two sources,

one of which, rising in the north, flows south to the village
of Metta, where it is joined by the latter. After uniting,

they flow due eastward, and then turn south, entering
the Mergui District. The greatest part of this river is

dangerous to navigate on account of its rapids. The Tavoy
river, however, flows south through a narrow valley, being
fed by numerous mountain torrents. These mountains

appear to be of granite, with the exception of a few,
which consist of clay and slate. Gold is, I hear, to be

found at the head waters of some of the streams, though

never worked. With the exception of the valleys, th
whole surface of the Tavoy country is covered with dense

forest, which has never been cleared, beyond patches here
and there, in the vicinity of the Ullages. Travelling is

extremely difficult on this account, and more so, as there
are no roads to travel by. Many of the trees are found
to produce a bright gamboge.

The cool season commences at the close of the rains'

in October, and continues until the middle of February'
when the hot weather prevails. The rains begin in May'
and continue to the middle of October, although slight
showers frequently occur in the cold season, when the
weather is pleasant ; the thermometer scarcely reaching
85 ® in the shade, and sometimes, in the mornings, falling
as low as 56 °

. The winds prevail from the east, and are
of a very considerable force, especially in the monsoons.

During the months of December, January, and February,
heavy fogs prevail in the mornings till about 9 o'clock,
•and it is at this season of the year that the greatest
thermometric range is observed, occasionally as much as

30 ^ in one day. The rainfall varies from 160 to 220 inches
in the year. The average during the mouths are, January
to May, 30 to 40; Jime to September, 160 to 180, and
from October to December, 1 to 10. The temperature in

the shade varies during the day, as iu Rangoon. The
area under cultivation is barely more than l-17th of the
whole area of the district, yet there are 3,550 square
miles of waste laud lying idle waiting to be cultivated. The
best soil to be found is in the Amherst district, to the north.

The products at the present moment are chiefly rice,

sugarcane, beetle-nut, dhauee, pan-vun, and mixed fruits

and likewise a small amount of cotton, fibres, tobacco, and

vegetables. In addition to this, there is a large hill-garden

cultivation, The soil is not considered particularly rich, and
the average outturn of rice is 1,270 lb. toanacre. In fruit

trees the country is very rich, containing many varieties.

The average prices of labour I quote from the Adniini.stra-

tion Reports:—Daily hire of a skilled labourer. Re. 1-4;

unskilled As. 8; and that of a cart. Re. 1-8, whilst that

of a boat is Rs 7. The manufactures are salt and e.irthern

pots, of which the former is made from sea-water, and

entirely consumed in the district. Up to the present mo-
ment no European has attempted to plant in this district,

except Mrs. Heifer, the wife of Dr. Heifer, a German.
She started a plantation in 1840 at Mergui, and, having
lost her husband shortly afterwards, who was killed by
the natives iu one of the islands in the Archipelago, she

trusted the estate to her brother. He eventually, through
sickness, had to leave, so that the plantation was without

anyone to manage it. This lady, becoming involved in

some difficulties of a pecuniary nature, neglected to go
out again, and in the meantime the German Government
were entering into negotiations with the East Indian Com-
pany regarding the land, so that the plantation became

completely wrecked through want of attention. The plant-
ation at the time consisted of 2,000 acres, and contained

150,000 young areca palms, 6,000 nutmegs 6,000 coffee plants,
and 50,000 coconuts. Mrs. Heifer has written a book known
as " The Travels of Dr. and Mrs. Heifer," and from her re-

marks, it would lead me to suppose that, until these complic-
ations I have mentioned above arose, the plantation was in a

flourishing contbtiou. Since then, as I have stated, no
other Eurojiean has attempted to cultivate this vast amount
of w.a.ste land. I\Iergui, I should say, is not in the Tavoy
District, being slightly to the south. I am informed on

very reliable information that it would occupy planters a

few years before they could clear the jungle. Labour is

most difficult to obtain, either from Bengal or Madras,
and, when the cuolies do .arrive, they are generally very

independent. I have known an Engineer on the Sittang

Railway, which is under construction to Tounghoo. take

some hundreds of coolies up to river to work, but they
all returned as they said they were unable to live. My
firm opinion is that the Tavoy District is more favorable

for mining operjitions, in which the country is very rich,

rather thau for planting purposes.
—IwUf/o Flanters' Gazette.

[From what is stated in this article, it is evident that

the great difficulty planters in the hill-country of British

Burma mil have to contend with is that regarding labour,

which is, at present, scarce and dear.—Ed.]
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TEA SOIL AND MANURES.
The following is a report by Mr. Joseph Cripps, the

well-known analyst, upon some samples of Assam soil

submitted to him by one of the leading Indian Tea Com-
panies. He says :—

''These soils appear to have been formed by the dis-

integration of granitic rocks, and contain but little available

plant food, the insoluble silicates alone ranging from 84
to 93 per cent of the aii'-dried samples.
"Lime is found in small quantities, existing either as

silicate or sulphate, and in my opinion the free use of

lime, either as quicklime, marl, or carbonate, should be
one of the first .steps taken in the futm'e management
of such soils. Quicklime should only be used, however,
proviiled it can be followed up by a liberal dressing of

organic manure, dung, decaying vegetable matter, or such
like substance.

' Potash and phosphoric acid are also deficient. It will
be noticed that the amount of o.\ide of iron and alumiua
is much greater in the soils taken at depths of 1^ to 3
feet below the surface than in tlie soils marked surface,
and, as the iron exists as protoxide in the lower depths,
lime will have a very beneficial effect, and, as opportunity
is afforded, I would advise that more of the subsoil be in-

corporated with the surface soil by digging or deep ploughing." This will bring up stores of phosphoric acid and
potash, wliich are now practically unavailable.

" The tea plant, as will be seen from appended analysis,
is one which extracts from the soil very large quantities
of potash and phosphoric acid, and it is to tlie replacing
of these constituents that the attention of the grower
should be directed. It would appear that phosphoric acid
and potash are most necessary for the full de^elopment
of the tea plant, and, unless stores are developed from
the subsoil, or their constituents are applied in the shape of

manure, the .soil wiU become exhausted, and disease of the
plant a natural consequence of such exhaustion. Tlie disease
known as ' red spider

'

is most likely one of the results
of this exhaustion, and it must be evident that soils robbed
of nearly all their available soluble constituents can only
grow plants of a delicate and languishing character.

" For a full and vigorous growth of plant, to be followed
by the production of a crop of leaves so rich in phos-
phoric acid, potash, and nitrogen as is tea, a regvilar feed-

ing of the plant by good rich fertilizers must be absol-

utely necessary.
"I understand that plants which get a fair start and have

plenty of fertilizing matter to clraw upon are seldom
attacked by red spiilers or any other parasite ; while, on
the other hand, as soon as a plant, from want of necess-

ary supplies of food begins to languisli, it becomes a prey
to disease and blight.

" The appended analysis of tea will show how large is

the amount of phosphoric acid and potash required for
the full development of this plant."

Composition of the ash of tea :
—

Potash* ... ... ... 39-22
Soda ... ... ... ... -65

Magnesia ... ... ... 6-47
Lime ... ... ... ... 4-24
Oxide of Iron ... ... ... 438
Protoxide of Manganese ... ... 103
Pho.sphoric Acid ... ... 14'55
Chlorine ... ... ... -gl

Sulphuric Acid ... ... ... trace
Silica ... ... ... ... 4-35
Carbonic Acid ... ... ... 2430

10000" Tea is also very rich in nitrogen :
—

Pekoe, containing ... ... 6"58

Gunpowder „ ... ... ... 6'62

Souchong „ ... ... ... 6-15
Assam

,, ... .. ... 510
One of our home manure manufacturers, acting on the
above, .sets forth that his manure for the tea tree will be
found to sustain and nourish the tree in the production
of a luxuriant development of frequent flushes of leaf

;

and as it is not an uuduly stimulating manure, neither

• In coffee beans the projjortion has ranged as high
as from 40 to 62 per cent.—Kd.

the tree nor the soil are overtaxed, or their future fertilitydrawn upon.
" The basis of the manm-e is the mineral matter necess-

ary tor the vigorous growth of the tree combined with
nitrogenous salts and animal onjnuic matter for the pro-duction by deoompositiou in the soil of ammoniaeal and
carbonaceous constituents. The advantage of supplyingthese elements, in conjunction with the mineral ingredients
requu-ed by plant hfe, cannot be over-estimated

; for, bythe decomposition of organic matter—and most valuable
of all animal organic matter—carbonic acid and other solv-
ents, are generated side by side with the mineral matters,
rendering not only such of these as are artificially supplied
in the manure, but those also which the soil itself may
contain, available for the sustenance of the plant."
The foUowmg is a guaranteed analysis of this mamu-e :—

20 to 22 per cent soluble Phosphate of Lime.
i to 6 „ undissolved „
^i to 4 „ pure Ammonia. „
4 to 5 „ pure Potash.* „

There is no doubt that as time goes on, and soils be-
come exhausted, more and more attention will h.ave to be
given to the ijuestion of manure ; but to attempt to re-
fertihze a soil without ascertaining fii-st in what respects
it is deficient, is only to waste money. Therefore analysis
of the soil of a garden should be carefully made before it
is decided what manure to apply.
In some cases artificial manure to suit the required pur-

pose could be made on the spot, for the carriage cost of
an article of such bulk is a serious matter

;
but even if

manure could not be so well or .safely made on the garden,
there is no reason why it could not be made in Calcutta.
It has always struck us as particularly absm-d that people
should go to the expense of importing at great expense
what can so easily and far more cheaply be made in
this country.

—Indian Tea Gazette.

THE BOTANIC AND AFFORESTATION
DEPARTMENT, HONGKONG.

KEPOBT FOB 1881.

The following Report from the Superintendent, Botanic
and Afforestation Department, is published for general
information :

—

AFp-ORESTATION.

17.—The following is a tabulated return
operations during the year :

—
Pinus sinensis, one year old
Pinus sinensis, 3 years old, 3 to 5 ft. high,
Pinus sinensis, in situ,
Pinus Thumbergii, in situ

Eucalj-pti

Stillingia sebifera, (Tallow Tree) in situ

Quercus salieina, and Q. Harlandi
Quercus Japanese spp
Rhus succedauea, ("Wax Tree) in situ...
Melia Azederach (Pride of India)
Bamboos
Syncarpia laurifolia,
Cftstanea (Chesnut) in situ

Albizzia Lebbek
Oocos nucifera (Cocoa-nut)
Alem-itestriloba (Candleberry Tree)
Ficus retusa (" Banian ") ...

Dammara robusta ...

Aleurites sp.
Miscellaneous

of planting

... 97,695

... 3,776
.. 649,5»7
.. 7,000
.. 4,34T
.. 6,000
.. 2,115
.. 2,240
.. 1,800
.. 1,110

654
344
300
319
196
180
71
61
26
93

777,914
18.—The total number—777,914—of trees planted shows

an increase of 566,899 over the previous year's work, i.e., tha
number has been nearly quadrupled. This yertr we expect
to make an increase of about n quarter of a million over
those planted last year, which will make a total for the

* AVhile the analysis of the leaf shews in round numbers
40 per cent. So that the prejiarer of the inanure must

agree with Mr. Hughes that, besides the potuMi in the soil,

there is a considerable proportion in the ihosphate of

lime.—Ed.
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sea<!ou of 1S82 of over a million additional trees for the

colony.

19.—As will be seen from the above table, many kinds

of trees beside the Obiuese pine have been planted. Some
of them are put out for experiment—and I have great

hope that they will succeed—but others are of indigenous
trees which are certain to do well. A few of them, as the

Japanese wax tree, the tallow tree and the pride of

India, will probably fiu'uish valuable products, as they do

in China and Japan, such as wax, vegetable tallow, and

timber, besides the great addition of diversity of form and
coloiu: which they will make to the beauties of the future

sylvan scenery.

20.—Roadside planting outside of the town has been
extended on both the Pokfoolum and Shaidiiwan roads.

About a mile of the former, and a little less than a

mile of the Shaukiwan road, was planted. The trees used

were bamboos and " banians.'' Many of the former were

purchased from Chinese ou the mainland. The " banians "

were translated from the Botanic Gardens, Bowriugton
Plantation, and other places where they were no longer

required. The dimensions of these trees ranged from 7

feet 2 inches down to about 1 foot 6 inches in circum-

ference, at three feet from the ground ;
in height, after

about half the length of the branches had been lopped,
from 25 feet downwards to 10 feet

; and their ages were
from about 25 years down to 10 years. A few of these

trees were much damaged by the large larvre of a .species of

Lomiicorin'^. Jlany kinds of trees here dm-ing the weakened
condition of their health, consequent on removal, are very

subject to attacks from species of Loii(/irornes. The eggs
of the Lowjicornes are deposited in the bark, and when
they hatch the larvae subsist by consuming the inner

portions of the bark, thus causing much injury to, and
sometimes the destruction of, the tree.

21.—By the typhoon of the 14th October 20 trees in the

streets and roads were blown down, most of which, how-

ever, were replanted in their old positions or conveyed to,

and planted in, more suitable sites.

22.—Ten nurseries in Hongkong and Kowlong have been
maintained. The trees—smaU seedlings

—in two of these,
which are situated at considerable altitudes—900 to 1,100
feet—suffered severely in the October typhoon. Although;
for the sake of saving labour in the transport of trees,

it would be very desir-able to maintain nurseries high up
on the hills, in the middle or vicinity of intended plant-

ing grounds, the damage done by this typhoon to the

seedlings points to the inadWsability of risking quantities
of tender seedlings in nurseries in high and exposed

positions.

23.—In the beginning of the year Forest Guards were

appointed to protect trees and shrubs from the depred-
ations to which they were constantly subject, and also

to control the goat-keepers in regard to the lands used

for grazing purposes. For the protection of the young trees

it was found necessary to interdict certain lauds for grazing

purposes and grass cutting, and to allot lands where goats
and cattle might be permitted, and where grass might
be cut. The result of the appointments has been very
satisfactory. Tree cutting has been very much checked,
and the cutting of large pine trees, which had gone on

very much, has been almost entirely stopped, except at

Little Hongkong, where there have been two or three

mstauces of a number of good sized trees being felled and
carried away. The villagers report that the cutting was
done by night by boat people who landed at Deep W'ater

Bay. I have much reason for beUeving, however, that the

villagers themselves are the culprits, and to put a stop
to this tree cutting it may bo necessary to adopt more

stringent measures.

24.—HiU fires have occurred in several places. In the

vicinity of the Chinese Cemetery ou Mt. Davis the grass
was set fire to twice—by wor.shippers at the Cemetery,
I believe ;

in the first instance the fire destroyed about

5,000 healthy trees which had been planted only a few
months, and in tlie second case about 500 trees were burnt.—
I have the honour to be. Sir, Your most obedient servant:

Charles Fobd, Superintendent, Botanic and Alforestation

Department.
The Houom-able 'W. M. Deane, M.A., Acting Colonial

Secretary, &c., &c., &c.—China Mail,

FEUIT-GRO\VING IN QUEENSLAND.
Among the objects of interest to be seen in the neigh-

bomrhood of Maryborough the most attractive to a visitor

from the south are the ^V"illow-vale gardens, the property
of Mr. John Oheyne. These gardens, which are certainly
the most famous in the district, are situated on the south
bank of the Mary River, about four miles from Mary-
borough. The road out is a very uninteresting one, being

through a sour-looking forest country in which there is

a deal of undergrowth and very little grass. On approach-

ing the bauk of the river the character of the soil and
the appearance of the country suddenly change for the
better. The flat monotony of the forest is replaced by
pleasaut swelling banks, on which the grass grows luxuriantly.
Nearer the river the country is covered with fields of

maize and sugar-cane, and in one of the most pleasant

spots in view are situated Mr. Oheyne's gardens. The
area of the property is about 25 acres, of which a con-

siderable portion is given up for flower-growing,' the Willow-

vale bouquets being considered far superior to any other.

On entering the ground the fine dark green of the orange
trees at once attracts attention. The trees here grow
much healthier than in auy place in Queensland that I

have yet seen, and the fruit is extremely fine. All kinds

of oranges are grown, there being 16 acres planted with

this fruit alone. Some of the mandarins are very well

grown, and of excellent flavour. The trees .are planted
20ft. apart and the ground between kept thoroughly clean,

a horse hoe being used occasionally when the condition

of the soil is favoiu-able. At preseut the ground is so

hard that it is being gone over with the hoe. Like every-
where I have been in Queensland, this district is suffering
from the effects of a severe drought. Last season was
considered the worst, by a long way, ever known in the

district, and yet the trees are all healthy, with a fine dark

foliage, and plenty of fruit. Mr. Oheyne attributes his

success with his fruit trees (of all kinds) during the drought
to deep cultivation, the whole of the ground where the

trees are planted having been thorougoly trenched. The

oranges are sent to market at Brisbane and Sydney, and
a good many cases find their way to Melbourne. Few
lemons are grown, this fruit not appearing to be in such

demand in Waay borough as it is in Melbourne. Limes,
however, grow well and yield plenty of fruit. Of the

fancy kinds of orange the cumquat does the best, the

fruit being much fancied by those who are used to it for

eating as well as for preserving. About two .acres are

planted with pineapples, the rough and smooth varieties

being pretty equally represented. They are planted in

double rows with a space of about 5ft. between. The

ground is kept perfectly free from weeds, and the plants
are better grown and more healthy than any I have seen
in the country. In tlie proper season the smooth-skinned

pines grow to a large size. The finest are sent to Sydney
for sale, and I have been informed that they are scarcely
ever kept there, the cases being redirected for Melbourne,
whither they are at once forwarded. For the finest pines
Mr. Oheyne considers he is fairly well paid at Is each.

Those who buy the fine large pines occasionally seen in

Melbourne fruits hops can guess at the profit made by
the dealer and retailer Owing to the bad season, the

pines this year have not been so fine or so plentiful as is

usually the ease; but in walking through the ground I saw

many very fine ones, the most numerous at present being
the smooth-skinned variety. Next season Mr. Oheyne in-

tends increasing the area under pines. The next fruit in

importance is the banana, for the growing of which a space
between the high bank and the river is reserved Some
of the bananas grow here to a considerable height, while

the foreground is occupied with the dwarf varieties. The
soil in tills part of the ground is very rich, the plants are

well looked after, and they ai'e all in excellent health.

The crop in fair seasons is a heavy one, and sells whole-

sale at 4d per dozen. None but the finest varieties are

grown. These three fruits—the orange, the pine, and the

banana—represent the main crop; there are, however, many
other friuts coming into bearing, which, in the course of

a year or two, premise to equal any one of the three fruits

named. Of these the gloriou mango is the most important.
This fruit grows to perfection at WiUow-vale, and commands
a ready sale at Maryborough. The trees are as yet young,
but they are handsome and well grown, and evidently very
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healthy. The crop will steadily increase every year, and

it is extremely probable that in half-a-dozen years mangoes
wUl be freely grown in the neighbourhood, whence they
can be shipped iu any quantity to Melbourne. The guavas
all do well; the principal varieties grown by Mr. Cheyue
are the cherry, the gooseberry, and the common guavas.
All three varieties give heai-y crops of excellent fruit, the

most fancied being the gooseberry guava. Several varieties

of the custard apple are grown, the trees yielding con-

siderable quantities of fruit. The Chinese date-phira does

so well that it is likely to become a common fruit in the

district. Loquats are also well represented, and gi-apes do

fairly well, but the wood is weaker and not nearly so

healthy-looking as in Victoria. The American varieties

appear to stand the climate better tlian the European

grapes, the most hardy and the best bearer being the

Isabella. Mulberry trees are grown in moderate quantities,

and yield good crops. Besides the fruits named, 3Ir.

Oheyne has planted a number of tropical fruits as an ex-

periment, with the view of ascertaining that fruits will succeed

in the district. Of these fruits the Lee-chu Brazilian, cherry
and Chinese dwarf peach have succeeded better than any
other. The tamarind tree' has grown to a good size, and

is beginning to fruit. Tlie cinnamon has thriven exceedingly

well, and should pay well for cultivation. Apple trees grow
fairly well, but owing to the climate the tree has no rest

;

blossoms and fruit come at aU times, but the fruit is

almost useless. Only one variety of pear will grow, and
that is only fit for cooking. Peaches do not pay for gi-ow-

ing, as the fruit is attacked by the flies before it is fit

for picking, and is thus rendered unfit for use. The Chinese

dwarf variety comes to maturity before the flies attack

the fruit, and thus escapes. This peach is worked upon
a common stock, and. when it has a year or two's growth,
it has a peculiar and very attractive appearance. The
orchard has a very serious enemy in the great troupes of

flying foxes which often visit it, when they do an immense
amount of damage, as they not only eat a large quantity
of fruit, but destroy twice as much as they eat. Near
the dwellingbouse are some very fine flowerbeds, wtiich

iu the season must present a most beautiful appearance.
Some very fine varieties of roses are grown, all of which

give splendid blossoms. The camellias have a handsome

appearance, with a great promise of blossom. Many varieties

of European flowers grow well, and there is a fine collection

of the flowering tropical bushes that present such an attract-

ive featiure in all well-kept gardens in this neighbour-
hood.

Notwithstanding the heat of the weather (for though
it is winter time now the temperature is almost equal to

that of a Victorian summer), this part of the colony
suffers at times from frosts which, though, as judged by a

Victorian standard are very mild, are yet sufiicient to injure

many of the tender tropical plants. "When the weather

is at all inclined for frost the mo.st rare and tender plants
are protected, the pineapples being covered with ihy grass,

which effectually prevents the frosts from injuring the

fruit. If the frost once touches a pine, it is entirely ruined

for sale, and but for the boys, who iu ali countries are

ready to take damaged fruit at a considerable reduction,

they woidd be tln'own away.—Australasian.

TEA IN UPPEK INDIA.

The saying that " a good tea climate is necessarily an

unhealthy one for the planter," has almost acquired axiom-

atic force, and is taken for granted without the slightest

attempt at cavil. We are, however, not prepared to

accept it in its entirety. We are perfectly aware that

every tea district in Intlia has in turn been unhealthy,
and that many are so still, and we are even prepared to

admit that the best tea districts are likely to deserve a

bad name iu this connection. At the same time we deny
that there is any unalterable connection between a good
tea district and an unhealthy one.

_

The great causes of

unliealthiness are incidental to a rich vegetable growth,
and as a rich vegetable growth is necessary to make a

tea garden a complete success, we can easily understand

how the idea has taken such a firm hold on our imagin-
ation. We know many gardens which in their early d.ays

were perfect hot-beds of fever, but which are now com-

paratively healthy—as healthy, iu fact, as wo can look for

in a tropical climate. The Western Dooars district has a
bad name iu this way, and it is a name that will possibly
be diflicult to remove, because it will always be niore or
less deserved, but we anticipate a comparative immunity
from fevers, when the country is opened up, and the
jungle growth kept under, as will be the ca.se wlien a large
nuiuber of gardens are in working order. The gardens in

Upper India form a class perfectly free from this draw-
back. The climate for the greater part of the year i.s

about as near perfection as possible, and only during May
June, July, August, and September is there the slighted
inconvenience from heat. Most people dispense with
punkahs altogether. For five months in the year, fires are
welcome, especially in the morning and evening, and dui*-

ing the winter months, white frost covers the grass till

breakfast time. To ono accustomed to see tea cultivation
in the Assam districts, it seems quite impossible that it

should grow so as to be a commercial success
; but there

is the stern logic of facts to put against this idea, and
notwithstanding the cold and bleak feeling in the morn-
ings and evenings, for so many months in the year, there
is a splendid outtm'U obtained during the tea season pro-
per—from April 1st to November 15th. The temperature
ranges from 35 ° * to 90 °

, with a mean of 70 ° , and an
amutal rainfall of 85 inches. This seems to be dead
against another traditional axiom, viz., that tea will not
pay, commercially, under a rainfall of 100 inches. It does
not, however, run counter to it, as the saying referred to
must be taken in connection with a trojjieal climate. Now
the district we are speaking of—Dehra Doon—as typical
of the tea gardens of Upper India, has not by any means
a tropical climate. It follows, therefore, that the evapor-
ation is much less than iu a hotter climate, and a lighter
rainfall siilEces.t The rainy season lasts from the middle
of June to the beginning of November, and is supplemented
by a week's fall about Christmas, and three week's rain in
March. This latter starts the spring flush, which is

ready for plucking on or about 1st April. The season
then continues to the middle of November with a break
of about three weeks in the early part of June, just
after the spring crop has been gathered, and before
the big rains commence. The only climatic drawback is
the hot wiud,J this is a veritable plague, but it is fortunately
not an annual visitation. Possibly one year in 4 or 5 is
about . as often as those ivinds blow with such power and
duration as to retard growth. In the spring of 1876 they
were very .severe, and tliose gardens situated in the Western
Doon, near the .Jumna, suffered severely. Quite six weeks
were lost, during which time the leaves crumpled up like

singed brown paper, and tea mauufacture was an impossi-
bility. The wind enters the Doon from the plainsthrough
the wide gap in the Sewalie Kange, formed by the passage
of the River Jumna, and those gardens in the vicinity suffer

severely. The gardens further east, and in the neighbour-
hood of the town of Dehra, do not suffer so much, because
of the protection afforded by the forests intervening. Jlany
gardens are now being protected by belts of timber on
their western boundaries, and these will speedily grow up
and make the hot winds cease to be a bugbear. One very
large garden is entirely free from any evil effect of these
winds, from the fact of trees being planted on botli sides
of every main road in the plantation. The jat of plant
is the ordinary China (.Theu Sinensis.) There are many
iub-divisions of the Theu family, but for all practical pur-
poses the following list is sufficiently complete —

Thea Sinensis ... The China variety.
Thea Assmnica ... The Assam indigenous.
Tliea Hi/ln-ida ... The different hybrids.

In the early stage of tea-planting, the late Mr. Fortune

* In DimbuJa, at 4,600 feet above sea level, only once
during about ten years' observations was the thermometer
known to go below 45°. But while our minimum is 10°
higher than that of Upper India, our mean in consequence
of our lower maxinuuu heat is about 5° lower, that is

if the figures in this article are strictly accurate. We
can say from personal experience that the cold on a
February evening in the Dehra Doon at 2,000 feet in 30°
North was bitter. But, iu the hot season, the Europeans
of Dehra go to Mussoorie, 5,000 feet high up.—Eu.
t N. B.—Ed.
J Utterly unknown iu C'eylou.—Kd,
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was deputed to go to China to study tea-planting, and he

forwaaied seeds to the Indian officials for the purpose of

experinifuting in India. These, we believe, were planted

out in Kuraaon, one of the earliest—if not the very earliest

—gardens was Hawalbagh, which was only recently disposed

of to Dr. Oldham. From that nursery—for it was little

else—seedlings were distributed to the neighbouring districts,

and hence it conaes that the variety iu vogue in the Upper
Provinces is the common China. Various experiments

have been made with the Assam indigenous variety, and

also with the hybrid, but the generally received opinion,

until very recently, was that the climate did not suit

these jats. We feel convinced, however, that the plants

never got fair play, inasmuch as the mode of planting

out the China seedlings, peculiar to the Doon, was followed

in the case of the others. This plan is to compensate for

the small habit of the Cliina plant, by planting several

Btedlings to form a bu.sh. The general rule has lieen to

plant, from 3 to 7, or even more, to form a bush—

we have ourselves counted 32 in some cases.* The

consequence is, that an Assam indigenous or hybrid

has no chance of living under such treatment. The

China plant is in all essentials a bush, whereas the others

develop the habit of a tree, and we would never think of

planting seven flr trees iu one hole. About the year 1876,

a popular medico, with a penchant for tea, planted out a

few acres of hybrid by way of experiment, and took the

precaution to plant them singly. Here and there where

the seedlings were delicate, he planted two, with the

intention of eradicating which should turn out the weaker,

and the result justified his good sense. They grew apace,

and when the writer saw tliom last, in 1871?, they gave promise

of being the nucleus of a good garden. We feel sure that

hybrid will there, as in other districts, turn out the favorite.

In 1876, an unusually long spell without rain, told very

heavily on the gardens, and on all sides the ravages caused

by the heat were visible, while a few hybrid and indigenous

scattered here and there over the gardens, showed no

sympton of feehng the drought at all. The reason was

of cour.se not far to seek. The tap root of the tea plant

goes deep into the earth, and this is particularly true of

the hybrid, whose root we have traced to the depth of

seven feet.f hence bushes with such tap-roots, sought their

nourishment at such depths, that they were practically

beyond the reach of suffering from a temporary drought.

The value of laud is high. There are vast stretches of

fine land in the hands of Government, but it might as

well be swamp-land for any value it is to investors. .Go-

vernment are willing to lease out grants of 500 acres to

bona fide cultivators, but there is always that abominable

forest clause, which prevents any but idiots from taking

up a grant. The forest clause reserves all timber on a

grant to the department, so that the lessee cannot cut a

tree, and must plant his tea under the densest shade.

Again, to the departmeut is reserved the right of felling

and removing the timber, without being liable to com-

pensation for injury done by the process. It will be seen

from this that leasing waste laud is out of the question.

The land under forest reservation is about 600 square

miles, much of which is suitable for tea, and with the ad-

vantages which tea planters enjoy iu the Doon, a large

portion of this would speecUly be put under tea, if the

"
dog-and-manger

"
policy of the Government were only

departed from.

Now that the rage for "
rasp

" has somewhat abated,

we look for an increase in the value of the teas grown
in Upper India. For years back these teas have ranked

low iu pubhc estimation, solely because the jat of plant,

and particularly the climate, made it impossible to manu-

facture "
rasp

"
to order. This was a disadvantage to the

proprietors of the gardens in Kumaon, Dehra Doon, and

the Kangra Valley, and their teas were little esteeined in

Calcutta. The planters, however, had the satisfaction of

knowing that their teas were good and wholesome, and

that they did not require to be diluted mth China Con-

gou to neutralize the ch-ug-like flavor of the "
rasp." Now,

however, that we are returning to our proper senses, and

are looking out for Indian tea intended and fit to be drunk

pure and unmixed, the delicate flavour of the teas of

* Thirty-two !—Ed.

t H. B.—Ed.

Hindustan, will unfailingly improve in value. For a long
series of years, the shares of those companies have been

quoted at a considerable discount, and although some of

them made fair dividends, the want of sympathy with the

Calcutta market has kept down the value of the shares;

a revival in demand will however speedily remedy this,

and we may soon hope to see those gardens becoming
valuable properties.

—
Indigo f/aiiters' Gazette.

ON COFFFE LEAP DISEASE.

(Quarterli/ Jounud of Microscopical Science, January 1882.)

On the Morphology of Hemileu vastateix. Berk, aud
Br. (tlie FoNGUs of the Coffee Disease uf Ceylon). By
H. Marshall Ward, B.A., on special duty as Crypto-

gamist to the Ceylon Government. (With Plates I, II, III.)

[The paper is strictly scientific, but we think it well to

publish it, so that all the information possible on the

subject of the deadly coffee fungus may be available. It

appears that bacteria complete the destruction commenced

by Hemileia vastatrix, aud that_ both Abbay and Morris

mistook for developments of the leaf fungus organisms
which had no connection with it.—Ed ]

During the past twelve mouths the progress of my
investigations into the-life history of Hemileia vastairix, the

fungus so prominent iu the so-called '• coffee leaf disease
"

of Ceylon, has resulted in the accumulation of a series

of facts concerning its structure and development which

have been hitherto undiscovered, or, in some cases, mis-

understood. Sulficiont material being now at hand to throw

light upon the morphology of this remarkable parasite, I

purpose bringing together shortly the main points which

have been established.*

Since it is not intended to enter upon any speculations,

and none of the numerous physiological and pathological

phenomena of "
leaf disease

" can be introduced here, it

appears unnecessary to discuss at length the previous

publications on the subject of " colfee-leaf disease."t
^

In

so shortly referring to them no inattention is implied,
but it will be impossible to clear up points of difference

without numerous figures in addition to those hereto annexed.

Nor is it necessary to enlarge upon the history, so far

known, of this serious pest to one of our most important
cultivations. I shall therefore proceed at once to the

immediate object of the present paper.

The external appearance of a leaf severely afi'ected with

the " disease
"

is characterised as follows :
—Small, cloudy

yellow spots appear on the under side of the leaf; any
oue of these may be observed to increase in area and

depth of colour, spreading ceutrifugally from a poiut in

a more or less circular mauuer. Sections of such a spot
show that a young mycelium is spreading in the laeuufe

between the cells of the leaf, and that the discoloured

are corresponds to that occupied by the mycelium. In

a few days small groups of orange-coloured, granular bodies,

appear externally, and, rapidly increasing in numbers, soon

form an orange-red powder on the under side of the

leaf ;
this pulverulent

" rust
" consists of the spores \

developed by the internal mycelium. They arise in rosette-

like groups from the stomata to which the myceUal branches

have direct access from witliin. As age progresses the

yellow colour of the " disease patch
" becomes darker,

and at length browu iu the centre ;
the brown colour, which is

due to destroyed leaf cells, &c., spreads ceutrifugally as before,

and at length a shrivelled, dark-brown blotch of dead

tissue is all that remains of the affected area.

This is the typical mode of development of the
" disease spot," and there are several points of importance

regarding it. The oldest part is always the centre, and

* Mr. Marshall Ward has reviewed the whole course

of his investigations, especially in relation to the economic

aspect of the subject, aud the possibility of remedial

measures, in a final report to the Ceylon Government

(Colombo, Sessional Paper XVII, 1881).-[Ed. 'Q. J. M. S-.']

t They are chiefly
—Ahhay,

' Journ. Linu. Soc.,' Dec, 1878 ;

Morris,
' Joiuru. Linn. See.,' March, ISSO ;

and a valuable

summary of the whole question up to 1880, by W. T. Thiselton

Dyer, 'Quart. Journ. of Mic. Sci.,' April, 1880. Smaller

papers by Cooke, Berkeley, Thwaites and Morris, are re-

ferred to iu these.

J The evidence which proves this will be found belgw.
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as we proceed outwards from this, each successive phase
is younger tliau the last. The oldest part appears to be

always on the under side of the leaf ; the diseoloration

of the upper side and the corresponding appearance of

the myceliura there occur later. The appearance of various

saprophytic fungi on the old shrivelled spot indicates the

completion of the destruction. With these and other

phenomena which vary the described courso of the " disease

spot
" we are not at present concerned.

The orange-coloured "rust" consists chiefly of small,

somewhat reniform boihes, which, from their structure,

behaviour towards reagents, tc, and especially from their

manner of germination, I have called Credospores, to

distinguish them from a second, less common, napiform

spore, which presents sufficient analogies to the typical

2'eleuto.yjore* of the Uredineie to warrant the adoption of

that name also.

The "
Teleutospores

" were discovered in Oeylon in March,
1880 ;f they occur mingled with the much more numerous

Uredospores on the same " rust
"
patch, and, indeed, spring

from the same spore-group. Mr. Abbay seems to have

incompletely figured similar bodies, without understanding
their nature, on coffee from Sumatra.* Such are, shortly,
the external features of the "disease spot," and we may
now pass on to the details of form and structure of the

parasite itself.

Since the main facts of development are now discovered,
it will be perhaps the simplest plan to trace the history
of the adult fungus from the ifredospore

—to relate, in

fact, what occurs after sowing the spores on coffee, giving
the details of structm'e as we proceed.
The Vredospore {" Sporange

" of Abhay and Morris) is

figured on Plate I, fig, 1, in various positions, and is

seen to be a somewhat kidney-shaped body, broader, and
rounded at the free end, and slightly tapering at the

other, where it is attached by a very short pedicel to the

spore-bearing structiure hereafter described (PI. Ill, fig. 40,

c and/). The free ujiper surface is conve-x from before

backwards and from side to side, and is studded with
small solid papillie. The remainder of the surface forms
two converging, slightly flattened sides, which gradually
meet beiow in a broad, rounded, saddle-like ridge. This
is quite smooth, concave from before backwards, and con-

vex from side to side. The vertical transverse section of

such a body is somewhat triangular, mth rounded corners
;

but various figures are obtained by projecting the several

oblique optical sections as it rolls over (Fl. I, figs. \-'6).

The upper side alone is normally ornamented, though the

papillc'e at times occur on the upper poi'tions of the other-

wise smooth sides; these papiiUe ai'e outgrowths of the
thick exospore, and are usually pointed and regularly dis-

tributed on its free surface (fig. 6 (/).

The granular protoplasmic contents of the spore are
enclosed by a delicate hyaline endospore, which becomes
readily seen on germination, or may be detected by such

reagents as sodic-chloride, sugar solution, &c. (figs. 6 and 7),
which cause it to contract away from the exospore, to the
inner surface of which it was before applied (fig. 4). The
contents are usually coloured orange red, and at times
contain oil drops of an intense orange-red tint (fig. 5); as
a rule, however, the granular matrix is uniform through-
out in the fresh spore. Under certain conditions the

orange tinge is lost, and the contents of the spore become
grey and cloudy. With these and other abnormal changes
we are not here concerned. The size of these Uredospores
averages _^ inch long by -^ broad and deep.

After lyiug in water for some hours it commonly happens
that many of these spores become filled with spherical
vacuoles, closely packed in the granular matrix, of equal
or unequal size, and varying in number accordingly. A
coramou appearance is that figuretl in fig. 7, and the

impression of a sac filled with spore-like bodies is suggested.
These spherical bodies are, however, not solid, but cavities

excavated, so to speak, in the protoplasm, and filled with

watery liquid. In the first place they are not constant,
but may be .seen to change their position, sixe, iVC, very
slowiy ; moreover, they eventually disappear, not by escaping

• Vide ' Second Report to the Oeylon Government,' 1, 1S80.

t f'jiZe'PreliminaryKeport to Ceylon Goverumcnt,' June,
ISfO.

X Loo. cit., PI. 13, figs. 10, 11 and 12.

bodily from the sac, but slowly, and this is accompanied
by other changes. On crushing the whole carefully,
these spheres are no longer seen in the extruded mass
of protoplasm. Staining reagents do not colour them darker
than the matrix, and they are not rendered clearer by
such Huids as would cause contraction of denser protopl.asm ;

on the contrary, solutions of sugar, salt, &c., and such
reagents as iodine, glycerine, fcc, make them disappear,
evidently by the abstraction of water.
With careful treatment I hav« caused these vacuoles to

reappear, after applying weak sugar solution, on washing
in pure water. What is the nature of this vacuolisation ?
How far is it normal, and how far connected with other
phenomena, must be left for future consideration. The
proofs that these bodies are vacuoles must, however I
think, be admitted.
The strongest evidence that the papillate body is itself

a spore, however, and the basis on which I have chiefly
proceeded, is afforded by its germiuation. This occurs
in pure water on glass typically as follows. At about
two to five, frequently three nearly equidistant spots, the
exospore becomes thiuner, and pushed aside by the swelhno-
endospore, and a dehcate finger-like tube is protruded
from eiich (fig. 8). This tube has very thin cellulose walls
and a blunt, rounded apex. It may dilate slightly just
beyond the place of exit, and the constriction at that
spot is rendered conspicuous in contrast; otherwise the
diameter of the tube is equal, and measures about one
fifth of the narrow diameter of the spore (fig. 9). This
germinal tube rapidly grows forwards, extending, by apical
growth, as a simple unbranched cylinder for some time.
As it elongates its diameter remains uniform, and its

cavity continuous with that of the spore. The orange-
coloured granular .spore-contents meanwhile pass along the
germinal tube, often presenting a most beautiful streaming
motion here and there along their course

; vacuoles and
oil drops form both in spore and tube, aud branches are
soon put forth at various points, to remain short or become
extended, in the same manner as before (fig. 9). This
process is, however, limited, and the amount of growth
is clearly dependent upon the quantity of food material
originally present in the spore.*

After growing thus for some time with a .sinuous course
and uniform diameter the germinal tube dilates, at some
place, usually near the growing end, into an ovoid or
pyriform sac-like vesicle, into which all, or nearly all
the coloured contents soon pass (figs. 12 and 13), leaving
the re.st of the tube and spore empty of everything
except a few granules and frothy vacuoles. Fig. 11 /'shows
in outline what au extensive growth may take place before
this sacculation occurs ; it usually occm's sooner, however.
The pyriform dilation may remain simple, or put forth

branching processes here and there from any point (fig.
14. Sometimes it grows forwards as a simple tube (fig.

15), on which a similar dilatation may arise afterwards
and in this case the coloured contents pass forwards into
the new vesicle. This forward growth is very rapid, and
accomp.anied by vigorous streaming of the protoplasmic
contents. It sometimes happens that a septum is formed
across the neck of this swelling between it and the rest
of the tube (fig. 14).
Where the branching is rigorous these vesicular bodies

may become very complicated, and assume the most gro-
tesque figures ; huge vacuoles, streaming, &c., arise as the
growth continues (fig. 14). This is not for long, however
and though the swellings may remain some hours after
the remainder of the tube and spore have rotted, they
and their contents become at length the prey of Bacteria
Torul.'e, &c.

On sowing the Uredospores on the lower surface of
vigorous liviug coffee leaves, I obtained results in the
main similar. The germinal tubes produced, however
are usually shorter aud less branched, or quite simple'
and the whole process is apparently carried on more
energetically.
At fig. lij is represented a piece of the lower epidermis

of a cotyledon of Coffea Arahica, on which Uredospores
had been sown some eighty hours

; the spores germinated
and put forth the tubes fre' iy as described above. The
* Attempts to grow a i/iore extensive mycelium m

nutritive fluids of various kiucis have utterly failed; this
is not surprising in the light of what follows.
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pjTiform vesicle appears very early, and receives the whole
of the conteuts. And now the meaning of the vesicular

swelling above described becomes clearer, for it is usually
formed over the orifice of a stoma and sends its processes
through this into the intercellular spaces of the leaf

(PI. II, fig. 18). This is, in fact, the act of " infection."

The Uredospore on germinating produces a simple mycelium
(the germinal tube), which grows rapidly at the expense
of the reserve material in, the spore, and is only capable
of further progress on reaching the interior of the leaf

in this manner.
The commencement of this furtlier development is well

shown iu figs, 10 and 20. That the internal mycelium
is simply an extension of the germinal tube is proved
by such example as fiig. 21 : the spore germiuating close

to the orifice of a stoma, has sent its tube directly thi-ough
into the leaf without forming the preliminary ve.sicle.

These and many similar preparations were obtained by
sowing spores on living leaves kept damp in glass cells,

and cutting vertical sections at periods varying from 24

to 100 hours afterwards.

I carried still further the proof of the fact that the

internal mycelium is but an extension in the leaf of the

germinal tube by sowing .spores on the up2>ef sm-faee of

leaves at places from which the epidermis had been re-

moved; the result was a rapid growth of the germinal
tube directly into the tissues, pushing its way between
the palisade cells as it advanced (figs. 23 and 23). Here

again no vesicle was formed. All attempts to infect by
sowing on the uninjured upper surface have failed

;
the

spores germinate, tubes and vesicular swellings form as

on glass, but the whole soon .shrivels and dies.

The mycelium mthiu the leaf, then, the action and

extension of which corresponds to the yeUow discoloration

seen externally, is clearly but a continuation of the germ-
inal tube sent forth from the Uredospore, and which

enters a stoma as described. Once established in the

lacuuie of the leaf this soon branches, chiefly at first

in the plane of the leaf, and feeding ui>on the products
of the cells of its host, produces the injury.* At first

the young mycelial tubes are very delicate, flUed with

fine-grained -protoplasm, and somewhat stumpy ; they soon

become vacuolated, and more coar.sely granular, and send

out tufts of short, thick branches towards the cells

bounding the intercellular spaces, while here and there

longer
" leaders

" run out between the cells in various

directions.

The main features of the internal mycelium thus pro-
duced are typically as follows. Its ramifications are con-

fined to the intercellular spaces (fig. 24), except that at

numerous points here and there very slender processes

pierce the cell-wails to form haustoria. The mode of

branching is extremely irregular, and influenced by the

arrangement of the cells between which the branches

run
;
the rate of growth, depending on several circum-

stances, also aflfects the length of the branches.

Transverse septa occur here and there, often seijarated

by long intervals (fig. 28), especially at the peripheral

parts. The diameter of a mycelial thi'ead is about the

same as that of the germinal tube, and, like that,

generally preserves its uniform calibre throughout. In

some cases the similarity between mycelium and germinal
tube is rendered more striking from the contents of the

former being also coloured orange-red ;
as a rule, how-

ever, the protoplasm of the internal mycelium is colour-

less. Vacuoles, granules, and oily drops occur commonly
in fresh preparations (fig. 27), but in some cases the hiauch

is filled with a dense, homogeneous protoplasm, shining

mth a grey, pearly lu.stre. (fig. 26). The "coral-Uke" habit

of the tufted, short-branched form is well seen in figs.

25 aud 2S.

The haitstorium is a somewhat remarkable structure. It

consists of a stiff, long neck, piercing the cell wall vertically

from a branch of the mycelium (figs. 25, 29, 30) ;
the

distal end is expanded into an ovoid or pyriform body,

* As further evidence, I may remark the success of in-

fection experiments based on these observations. In one

instance. 1 made sixteen separate sowings on healthy leaves

of as many plants: in JifteeA cases the "disease spot"

appeared vherc the sowing was made, and nowhere else oil

tlie plant .

suspended free in the cell cavity, and containing usually
one or two brilliant granules surrounded by a cloudy matrix.
In older specimens a distinct wall is evident. Spreading
in all directions from the point of entry, the myceUal
branches become applied to the exterior of the cells, and
feed upon their contents by means of these haustoria,
until a stage is reached when the well-nourished vegetative
structure commences to form the .spores, which appear
externally as " rust."

This process is begun by a tuft of branches collecting
in a lacuna, and growing towards the orifice of the stoma,
close to which their apices remain in contact for a short
time

;
the tightly-packed bundle then forces itself into

the orifice, and pushes the common apex through to the
exterior (figs. 32 and 33), where the spores are formed
by budding.
The first spores arise as follows :

—The spore-bearing
branches, formed as above described, are filled with fine-

grained grey protoplasm (fig. 33), aud on reaching the
exterior the apex of each expands into an ovoid .sac (PI.

Ill, fig. 34), in which the protoplasm accumulates. A
succession of other similar sacs arise by budding from
the parts below this, and thus a tuft of young spores is

formed (fig. 35 and fig. 40 n, h, c). Each of these spores
arises by the protrusion of an ovoid sac, remaining narrow
below, and becoming constricted off at the neck, where
a septum also is formed separating the young spore from
the spore-bearing branch (fig. 40). A small pedicel or
stalk is usually formed, but the spore is readily detached
from tliis, and it is rarely seen on adult specimens, though
the circular place of attachment may frequently be detected.
Each spore consists at first of a simple, smooth, thin-

walled sac, filled with fine-grained protoplasm, in which
a uucleus-like body may be frequently observed (fig. 40,
c and e). At a very early stage the existence of an
endospore can be proved, but the exposure remains smooth
and thin for some time. As the regular ovoid shape of

the spore becomes altered by lateral and other pressures,
the thickening exospore develops the solid papillce above,
and the contents begin to assume the orange-red tinge.
As the spore-bearing branches (each of which forms

spores as above at first) pass through the orifice of the
stoma the,y are crowded together into a neck ; below and
above this constriction they expand again. As age advances,
however, they are found to become coalesced into a kind
of i)seudo-parenchyma, and the later-formed spores arise

from the sides and top of a compound body (figs. 39 and
40 rf), produced by their union. This structure presents
the form of an oval boss, with its lower side attached

by a neck, which passes through the stoma to the mycelium
within the leaf ;

its .sloping sides are covered with crowds
of short, stumpy processes (fig. 41), the remaijis of ped-
icels from which spores have fallen. The fusion of mycelial
elements may even extend to the internal position close to

the neck, and possibly the " dark body
"

figured by Abbay*
is this structure, into which air had penetrated.
Viewed from above, the various stages of spore form-

ation are easily discovered. The story is the same. A few
ovoid young spores arise (fig. 41 a, Ii), and additional ones
bud off from near their bases (f), until a rosette-like cluster

is formed (e). The appearance of the old spore-bearing head,
formed by the fusion of the spore-bearing branches, is

figured at fig. 41
,/".

"When the " disease spot
" has ceased

to spread, and all, or nearly all, the spore-bearing heads
have become as advanced as this, the second form of

spore is produced.
This Tftei'tospore is a very remarkable body, and it is

only iuteuded here to describe its morphological character-

istics. It isatfirst indistinguishable from the yonngZh'edospore,
but, iustead of developing into the reniform papdiate
strticture, it remains somewhat smaller, quite smooth, and

expands into a subglobular shape. "When fully formed it

is napiform, aud situated on a short stalk (fig, 44) attached
to the .spore-bearing head already described (figs. 38 and 39).
An endospore is early distinguishable, and the granular

protoplasmic contents soon become coloured bright orange
red.

Very soon after its complete formation the central portion
of the free, slightly flattened end of the oblate spheroid

protrudes as a rounded, blunt, boss-like eminence; this

* Loc. cit., p. 177, Plate 13, fig. 4, &c.
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goes oQ until the whole structure assumes the shape of

a flask (fig. SO). This outgrowth of the apex is the first

indication of germination, and the free, straight, neck-

like portion is the promycelium. The whole process norm-

ally (wivauces to completion, while the Teleutospore is

still attached to the spore-bearing head, though detached

specimens germinate quite readily in water on glass slips.

When the promycelial tuhe has attained a length of

about six to eight times that of the Teleutospore, it be-

comes divided by transverse septa into four subequal cells

figs. 42—45), each of which receives its share of the

orange-coloured contents, which have passed along the

tube from the spore. In specimens grown on glass slips

under cover the promycelium and chambers are much
longer (figs. 45, &c.) than those found on the leaves, and
the tube may be curved and delicate in the former ca.se,

whereas in the latter the promycelium stands up stiff

and straight into the moist atmosphere. Tliis may be

compared with what occurs with Uredospores germinating
on glass and leaves.

The Promycelium fully formed, each' of the fom- cells

(normally) sends forth a slender process, into the cavity
of which the coloured contents pass (fig. 45); the process
from the upper cell is simply a continuation of its apex ;

those from the sides of the lower cells .spring from
beneath the septa. The free terminal portion of each
of these four outgrowths now swells into the form of

a small subglobular conidiian, which receives the remain-

ing contents, and at last is simply attached by one point
to the constrictetl end of the branch which produced it

(figs. 42^46), and may be detached with the greatest
ease.

This conidiian, abstricted in this manner from the pro-
mycelium, is much smaller than the Teleittosjwre ; it is

usually subglobular, but at times subreniform or ovoid
iu shape, aud is filled with the usual orange-red, granular
protoplasm (fig. 46), enclosed in a delicate, smooth envelope.
Dm'iug the formation of the structures just described— i.e.

during the later stages of its germination—the walls of
the Teleutospore and promycelium become collapsed (figs.
42—4B, &c.), and, being very transparent, are not easily
discovered.

The Cotiidia germinate readily in water (and, indeed,
even while attached to the promycelium), and may pro-
duce a long delicate tube (fig. 46 d) very rapidly ;

as a

rule, however, after forming a large central vacuole, the

eudospore protrudes slowly (fig. 46 a) as a blunt, thin-

walled, finger-like process, which attains a length of some
four times the diameter of the conidium, and then shrivels

up and dies. This very simple and transient germination
is all I have been able to induce, either on glass or

living leaves.

The pi-oduction of
"

Teleutospores, &c., appears to be
the last act of the mycelium within the leaf, and the

brown, shrivelled rema ins of the '* disease patch
" soon

becomes the prey of Uacteria, &c., which follow in the
tracts of such parasites as Hemileia.

The foregoing description will naturally provoke the

in<iiiiry, to what group of fungi does Hemileia belong?
Without insisting upon an answer to this question, I

think it may be worth while to review some of the

points in this connection. The general similarity of the
"
disease-spot

"
itself to the spots produced by m.iny

Urediitetp is .somewhat striking, and the occurence of the

orange-red pigment in all the spore-structures, &o., vividly
recalls the aume. The mj'celium, ramifying in the lacuna
and forming tufted groups here and there externally;
the septa, sometimes separatetl by long intervals, some-
times more clo.'ely arranged; and again, the centrifugal
spread of the fungus, are all points of analogy worth
recording.

It seems impossible to overlook the resemblances of
the two spores of Hemileia to the Uralo.ipares and
TdctUmpores of an ordinary TJredine. In size, colour,
ornament;', lion of the cxospore, mode of germination, and
entry of the germinal tube through the stoma after

forming a vesicular swelling over its orifice, we have
strong analogies, so far as the papillate spore is concerned.
The smooth, tm-uip-shaped spore, in its mode and time

of origin, shape, structure and colour, and especially in
its germination, so strongly recalls the Vredinea, that I
veutuieit to use the well known name Teleutospore. Indeed,
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the promycelium, with its four cells and conidia, might
almost pass for that of Uromyces for mstance.

Nevertheless, there are sonie difficulties in referring
Hemileia to the ordinary Uredines. The curious spore-
bearing head which protrudes through the stoma, and
the long-necked haustoria, so numerous on the mycelium,
are perhaps the chief. How much weight these difficulties
carry m.ay be an open question. In cases where two
spore-bearing heads have passed tlurough two closely ad-
jacent stomata, it rarely occurs that the one or two in-

tervening cells have become destroyed; the two heads
here become one common, broad, and irregular receptacle,aud very like an ordinary uredinous patch.

In conclusion, it appears necessary to make a few re-
marks on the other forms of fungi, believed by Messrs.
Abbay and Morris to be phases iu the life-history of
Hernileia vastatyix. It is unpos.sible to explain aU the
points raised without numerous drawings, for which there
is not room here; at a future date I hope to illustrate
more fully the following brief statements.
The forms figured by Abbay* are very common in

germination experiments out here. I recognised them at
an early date, cultivated them for' several mouths, and
through several generations; they produce mycelia and
forms of fructification and spores, &c., which have no-
thing to do with Hemileia. Their connection with the
spores of the latter fungus is not genetic. So with the
forms illustrated by Morris

; t they belong to saprophytic
or epiphyllous forms, and can in no way be genetically
connected with Hemileia. Of course in such statements
I am not resting on the negative evidence that no con-
nection has been traced, but upon the results of actual
cultivation of these forms, as well as the successful pro-
pagation of Hemileia itself as above described.

May 1st, 1881.

BuFFAio HoEN Manuee.—The invigorating and sustain-

ing properties of horn shavings as a manure is being
forcibly illustrated at Ohiswick in :,the case of zonal I'elar-

goniums and tuberou.s-rooted Begonias in pots. The wonder-
ful wealth of foliage allied to a sturdy growth seen in
the plants, and the splendid trusses of flower seen on the
Pelargoniums are correct mdications of the value of the
manure. Chrysanthemums grown in soil with which the
horn shavings have been mixed grow \-igorously, and retain
their foliage to the last. The pity is, that the high price
charged for it makes its general us too expensive to plant
growers. If the price could l)e cheapened, the vendors
would do a larger and doubtless eiiually remunerative trade.
It should be used only with quick-growing succulent plants ;

or, at least, with great care in the case of slower growing
subjects. Its value is probably mainly due to the ammonia
it contains.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.
London Tea Ouahges.—The Froduce Markets' Review is

very properly heading a crusade against the excessive

charges to which importers are liable on tea at the various
docks in Londdn. It is shown from a table prepared that
the gross charge per chest is 2s. Gd., but this is not all.

The unnecessary formahties insisted on, mean vexation and
loss of valuable time. The imports of tea into England
last year were 94,000 tons, and the Hevicw says that if

the importers had paid the same rate upon tea as is paid
on coffee, they would have saved a sum of £100,000, or
about two-thirds of ^^hat they now pay. It seems truly
monstrous that tea should be thus handicapped at home
as against coffee. We fancy few will disagree with the

following sensible remarks :
—In the abstract, there is not

the slighcst reason why tea should pay more than coffee.
No doubt the former is more perishable, but then it is

packed in wood and lead, and is thus very fully protected.
Nor will the ad valorem test explain matters, for the average
value of China tea, at any rate, does not now exceed the
co.st of coffee. Tea, also, is often opened for inspection,
but, on the other hand, all coffee is turned out of the

packages, bulked, and repacked. Coffee and tea alike are
sold at landing weights and numbers, and there is no
special difference between the weight of a bag of coffee
aud of a chest of tea.—Indian Tea Gazette.

» Loc. cit., PI. 14, figsriO toTa
t '

Quart. Journ. Mic. Sci.,' April, 1S80, Plates X, XI,
XIII, and XIV.
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INSECTS INJUIUOUS TO FOREST AND
SHADE TREES.

By A. S. Packard, Jan., M. D. Bulletin No. 7 of the

Uuitetl States Entomological Ooinraission. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 18S1.) Pp. 275. 8vo.

"We think it might have been better had the author

somewhat uioiUfied tlio title. Every insect known to feed

upon a particular tree is treated upon. In his introductory

remarks the author states that Kaltenbach enumerates 537

species of insects as injurous to the "Oak" in Europe;
a very large number are given as injurious to the same

tree (using the term in a broad sense) in_
America. It is

obvious, when we come to analyse this list, that only a

very small proportion of these are strictly noxious insects,

and then only when they occur in extraordiuary numbers,
which is only occasionally. It is natural for certain cater-

pillars tp feed upon certain plants, and the damage they

occasion is in proportion to their number. We have to

deal here only with tree', and beyond the unsightliness

caused by occasional destruction of foliage on a large scale,

we doubt if the trees suffer permanent injury from leaf-

fee(hng larvaj. Naturally a certain amount of functional

disturbance must result; but surely an equal or greater

disturbance arises from judicious pruning or loppmg, even

although this is usually carried out at the season of least

functional activity. Our author, however, regards these

insects as -'para-sites," not specially injurious, adding that

the deadly forms are comparatively few. Probably under

this latter limited class he includes some of the wood or

bark feeders. He is possibly right in some instances, but

we feel sure that the morbid conditions commonly attributed

to the presence of lignivorous insects are more frequently

due, in the first instance, to "
something wrong ac the root,"

inducing an unhealthy state which the iusects seize upon

just as flies attack carrion, or visit an ulcer on a beast's

At this moment a lady (Miss E. Ormerod), eminently

qualified for the position, has received the distmction of

being appointed honorary entomological referee to the

Royal Agricultural Society—the first time that economic

entomology has received any official recognition in this

country. She can, and doubtless will, do umch good (as

she has already done) in enlighteaiug our agricultural classes

as to the nature of the insect pests that trouble them,

and by iustillUig into their minds the axiom that "prevention

is better than cure." Keep up a vigorous state of health,

and the damage caused by insects will occasion little anxiety

as a rule, and to this end the advice of an economic

entomologist should mainly be directed. But there are

exceptions, and when these assert themselves in an extra-

ordinary degree (as will sometimes happen) we fear the

only thing is "to grin and bear them."—Gardeners' Chronicle.

INSECTS.

When Shakspeare penned those trite and true words,

"The worst of creatures fastest propagate," he must,

one would think, have known something of gardeners'

troubles, and of the insects with wliich they have to contend,

for truly the rate of increase of some of these is marvellous,

and where they spring from, or how many of them origmate,

is a mystery. Take red-spiders, for instance, the most

minute of the lot, and the puzzle is how such pests get

into a quite new house freshly planted with Vnies or

Peaches, and yet, it the conditions are favom-able, hosts

of them soon come into existence au.l spread with the

greatest rapidity. Bad as red spiders are, however, they

are quite outdone by green-fly,which breed so fast as to almost

outrun all calculation, and if one or two only appear on

a plant, their progeny, and those issuing from them, are

soon all oviir the leaves, sucking out the juices and curling

them up. What tliey have a special liking for just now

are Koses and Peaches, which both show unmistakable signs

that the enemy is at ,vork, for, look where one will, crippled

shoots are to'be seen, and if these are not liberate I and

set going at once, they will be a long time in getting

over the check. Tobacco-dust, though highly dangerous to

leave on for any lengthened period, is an excellent remedy

against aphis, as with a distributor, which may be carried

in- 'the pocket while disbudding is going on, a puff may
i)e given to any .'hoot affected, and the progress and bree^.

ing of the insects at once stopped. The best time, how-
ever, to apply the tobacco-powder is early in the morning,
while the trees or bushes are moist with dew, as then it

adheres readily, and as it at once acts on the fly, and
causes them to leave their hold, they may easily be
washed oft by means of water from a garden engine or

.syringe. By looking over Peaches and Nectarines occasionally
and treating them in the way referred to, they may be

kept clean without having recourse to Gishurst or other
insecticides of a similar nature, none of which can be
used while the fruit is in such a small tender state without
much risk of injury to the delicate skin. To make short work
of greenfly on Koses and cleanse the plants of their presence,
there is nothing I am acquainted with equal to nicotine soap,
which has the active properties of Tobacco in it, and by
diluting it to the proper strength it may be syringed on,
or the long shoots bent down and dipped in without

causing much waste. Quassia chips boiled with some soft-soap
in the water forms a good and cheap insecticide, and if

a little tobacco-juice or nicotine is added, fly quickly vanish
under its influence. The only way of dealing etfectually
with the Rose-maggot, so snugly ensconced in the leaves
it so de.xterously curls, is to give each a loviug squeeze
between the finger and thumb, wliich may be done without

bruising or harming the young tender foliage, as the grub
is soft and collajjses under the gentlest of pressure. The
Gooseberry caterpillar, so prevalent in some gardens, may
be got rid of by the use of lime, which shoulii be sown
thickly on the ground under the bushes, as there the larvie

lie and hatch and issue forth as soon as the weather gets
warm. Currants, so subject to greenfly, which affect the

tips of the young branches, are best managed by iiijijuug
the points out, as the aphis cannot exist on the old
hardened leaves, the tissues of -which are too tough for
them to get the sap through. The worst of all the aphis
family are the black, which usually affect Cherries, and
the only way of destroying them without harming the
shoots is to use a strong solution of nicotine soap and
immerse them all in. The liquid at once penetrates their

oily coating, and by its quick action seems to dissolve
them. The aphis peculiar to Plums are almost as difficult

to kill, and the best way of battling with these and the
black on dessert Cherries is to remove the young shoots

early by timely stopping, as by doing this they may in

many cases be kejot away altogether. As to red-spider, the
best remedy where they affect trees on open walls is cold

water, dreuchiugs of which from a garden engine they
cannot endm:e. Dryness at the root is a frequent cuuse of
these parasites affecting Peaches, to prevent which it is a good
plan to mulch all trees with balf-rotteu manure, and this

should be done early, so as to keep the moisture in and
maintain the soil in an equable condition of warmth. By-
and-bye, when the fruit is swelling fast, au occasional soaking
of sew.oge will do much towards keeping the trees in vigorous
health, and will also assist them greatly in carrying their

load.—F. Shepp^lrd.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL.
The first part of vol. xviii., second series, lately issued,

contains matter of great interest, and fully sustains the

high character which has been earned for the journal in

recent years. The first article is from Rothamsted, and
deals with the amount and composition of rain and drainage
waters. A great amount of evidence is produced, proving
the process of nitrification in the soil, and showing the

comparative activity of the action at different seasons.

The practical conclusions may be noted. Most of the

nitrogen of farm crops is derived from the nitric acid of

nitrates within the soil, and this may come from the

nitrogenous compounds in the soil itself, from animal and

vegetable manures, from the ammonia of artificial manures,
and from the ammonia supplied by rain and condens.ation
from the atmosphere. This latter source, however, is very
limited. There is a difference in the r.apidity with which
ammonium salts arc converted into nitrates. Thus, the

nitrogen of rape cake and farmyard manure is more slowly
changed into nitric acid than that from aramoniura salts.

The nitrogenous compounds of the soil itself are very slowly
changed into nitric acid. Where there is no vegetation
and drainage in operation, there is a loss of nitric acid

by solution from the soil. This loss is greatest duiiug
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the winter. When the surface is covered by a crop, as

iu the case of permanent pasture or clover, then the

maximum quantity of nitrogen is absorbed, and the least

waste occurs, A very important fact brought out by the

experiments at Kothamsted is, that the capacity of a crop to

absorb nitrogen depends upon the presence of suitable

mineral food, especially potash and phosphoric acid.

"We do not entirely receive the Rothamsted experiments
as chara(^teristic or illustrative of ordinary cultivated land.

The proportion of ammonia is very much grtater iu the soils

at Rothamsted than those under ordinary cultiu-e. The

drains, as a rule, are only two feet below the surface;

nevertheless, they are of great value, as indicating the

nature of the changes going on in the soil, and guiding
us as to our practice. It is evident that the practice of

applying farmyard manure on the stubbles in autumn,
once so common on deep good soils, and still practised,

is not economical, whereas the dressing of artifical grasses

may take place with safety at any time, and the application
of manure iu spring and summer time for root crops is

a safe and sound practice. It is further evident that some
loss of nitrogen may occur when our land is clean and

uncropped in winter; but we cannot at present go with

those who estimate the loss so highly that they would

prefer allowing perennial weeds to flourish, and run the

risk of not being able to clean the land at all, rather

than secure a clean soil with a certain loss of nitrogen.
—Field.

EXPERIMENTS IN MANURING SANDY SOIL.

Sir,—Will you permit me to call the attention of your
readers to the very interesting report just furnished by
the Sussex Association for the Improvement of Agriculture?
I could wish that a copy of that report were in the hands
of every agriculturist; but, as this is impossible, perhaps
you will allow me to allude to one or two of the lessons

which the experiments of the society appear to teach.

On one of the stations (Hassock's Gate) the society had
a soil to work on which was almost pure sand, containing

only '260 per cent of organic matter, and '458 of soluble

ingredients
—in fact, almost entirely destitute of plant food;

and perhaps I had better leave Mr. Jamieson, the chemist
of the association, to describe in his own words the effects

of manures upon it: "He would merely say that, when

they gave no manure to that sandy soil, the plants never

got beyond the first few germinal leaves. When they gave
all the ingredients essential to plant life, omitting only
the phosphates, they had a little better plant, giving about
half a ton per acre; but when they supplied the phosphate
in the form in which it had long been said to be of no

use, the produce rose to about eighteen or twenty tons

per acre. This he thought Iiad given the finishing point
to the battle of the phosphates. The form of phosphate
he had found to answer best in Sussex was a mixture in

two equal parts of finely ground coprolite and steamed
bone flour, and this mixture was far more economical than

superphosphate or dissolved bones."

Mr. Jamieson goes on to estimate the saving which can
be effected by using the more economical manure which
was found to answer best in Sussex and in Scotland.
He calculates that iu the county of Sussex alone the

saving would be £35,000 annually. Blr. Jamieson was not
content i,\-ith weighing the produce of each plot of land;
but he proceeded to estimate the solid matter contained
in the turnips grown by the application of each form of

phosphate, and the conclusion was forced upon him that
the finely grounil un<lissolved coprolite and steamed bone
flour produced a turnip containing less water, and con-

sequently not so liable to rot as that grown by dissolved
bones or superphosphate.

I shall not trespass longer on your valuable space, but
would say in conclusion that Mr. Jamieson deserves the
thanks of every honest chemist by the way in which he
has exposed the present system of giving high analyses,
whereby a manure is made to appear to contain by analysis
far more pho.sphoric acid than is really present. It is

high time tliis practise was done away with, and it is to
bn hoped that Btr. Jamieson will succeed in giving the

finishing blow to this monstrous evil.—A.M'Donald Graham,
F. O. S., F. 1. 0., 3, Union-chambers, XTnion-street, Liverpool.
—Field,

GYPSUM.
Hill,
—Oontiuuing this subject, which has been discussed

in your paper from time to time, I send you a translation

of an interesting German paper, which puts the question
of "fixing carbonate of ammonia by gypsum" on a more
scientific basis than heretofore. It needs no comment, ex-

cept as to its concluding paragraph. With regard to that,
in this country at least, gypsum is much cheaper thAn

magnesium chloride; so there is no necessity to risk the

poisonous influence credited to an excess of chlorides, even

though this alleged pernicious infiueuoe is combated by
the author. F. C. S.

The following is a translation of a paper (from Jiiedenx/inn's

Central Blatt, Januai-y, 1882, pages 8, 0, and 10) originally

published in the report of the German Stations for Agri-
cultural Experiments, 1881.

On the Powtee oi-' some Salts to "fix" Ajimonia.

By Dii A. Markek,
For the purpose of fixing the volatile ammonium car-

bonate in manures, formerly gypsum^ and of late years
Stassfurt potassium salts, have been used; but as yet no
numerical data have been pubHshed on the subject. The
author, therefore, has undertaken to fill up this gap. Tho
experiments were tried with gypsum, kainite, kieserite,

magnesium sulphate, potassium sulphate, and magnesium
chloride.

The questions to be solved were: (1) How much carbon-
ate of ammonia can be fixed, i. e., rendered not volatile,

by a given quantity of the substance? for example, by
one gram of gypsum, kainite, &c.; or, inversely, how much
of the substance would be required to fix one gram of

ammonium carbonate? (2) Does the one gram of substance

always fix a like quantity of ammonium carbonate, or doei

the quantity fixed depend upon the amount of ammonium
carbonate originally mixed with the gypsum or other sub-

stance used?
The m«thod employed was this: Each of the substances

was mixed respectively with 10, 20, 30, 50, and 80 per cent

ammonium carbonate ; they were ground up together iu a

mortar, moistened with water, and left for twenty-four
hours. The unfixed ammonium carbonate was then th'iven

off by heatiug on a water-bath; the insoluble carbonates

were filtered off, the filtrate made up to a definite volume,
and the nitrogen estimated by the azotometer. The
ammonium carbonate was calculated from the quantity of

nitrogen found. The results are tabulated below. The
numbers represent the ammonium carbonate fixed for one

gram of the substance.
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The fixing of ammouium carbonate rests solely on a

cliemical process. The cliauge therefore takes place with

greatest perfection when insoluble carbonates are formed.

The length of time of action of the salts on one another is of

a very small importance, as regards the quantity of ammonia
fixed. The following numbers illustrate this fact. They
represent the fixed ammonia in percentages of the entire

quantity of ammonium carbonate present in the mixture.

The mixture A^as gyjisum with 10 per cent of ammonium
carbonate;—Immediately, 53"50 percent; after twenty-four
hours, 60"00 per cent; after forty hours, 61'50 per cent;
after 120 hours, 7-i'30 per cent. For jiractical purposes,
we may deduce from these experiments that gypsum and

magne.sium chloride are by far the most suitable for the

prevention of the volatility of ammonium carbonate; but

magnesium sulphate, kaiuite, and kieserite are also useful

for this purpose, and, therefore, where they can be obtained

easily and cheap, they may be used to advantage. Special
attention is due to magnesium chloride, because of its

very low price. With regard to the objection that, when
magnesium chloride is used, chlorides are added to the

soil which are injurious or even poisonous to plant life,

the author refers to his work,
" Potassium Salts and their

Application iu Agriculture," where there are facts which
show that, in many cases, impure potassium salts (contain-

ing chlorine) have produced larger results than the pure
salt not containing chlorine.—Field.

OXTLTIVATION OF USEFUL PLANTS IS SAN
DOMINGO.

In a recently issued report by Major Stuart on San

Domingo it is stated that the cultivation of the Sugar-

cane may now be considered an established industry in

the district of Porto Plata. There are already five large

plantations in bearing, with mills of the most approved
construction. The area of many of the old plantations is

being enlarged, and new ones are marked out for immediate

clearing. The cultivation of the Sugar-cane is, however,

ont the only agricultural industry that has lately begun
to flourish in this district; Oocoa, Ooffee, and Tobacco are also

produced in continually increasing quantities, having each

a good surplus for exportation after liberally supplying.the

home trade for local consumption. Previous to the recent

introduction of the Sugar-cane, Oocoa, Ooffee, and Tobacco

formed the staple produce of the country, and its chief

medium of commerce. About 12,000 quintals was annually

exported, nearly all of which was sent to Bremen, the

chief market for the produce of Porto Plata. In 1S78 or

1879 the consignees at Bremen wrote to their correspond-

ents in Porto Plata th.at they would accept no more consign-

ments of Dominican Tobacco, as owing to the want of

proper care in the cultivation of the plant, and in the

preparation of the leaf, it could not be sold unless at a

heavy loss. This announcement produced a widespread

consternation in the country, for it seemed to threaten

both growers and exporters with ruin. Happily the remedy
was at hand. A good many Cubans were in the country
who understood the Cuban mode of cultivating and pre-

paring Tobacco; they were appHed to by the Dominican

growers, and the truits of their instructions were the ex-

portation from Porto Plata alone of 40,000 quintals iu 1880,

and 100,000 quintals in 1881, of prime Tobacco.

Dominican Tobacco is now in demand, at good prices,

not only in Bremen, but also in Liverpool, Havre, and New
York. Its cvltivation is carried on in the southern districts,

-as well as iu the north, and on a yearly increasing breadth

oif laud, while both in the north and south factories are

already establi.shed for the manufacture of cigars and ci-

garettes under the superintendence of Cubans of experience.

Of these manufactures there is already a very considerable

exportation, with every prospect of increase. In faet the

Dominicans aim at competing with the Cubans in the

finer sorts of Tobacco, and as they possess the same ad-

vantages of soil and climate, there is no reason why, with

equal skill and care, they should not succeed.

Major Stuart further writes as follows:—
"All that I have said .about the progress of agriculture

in the north applies in every particular to the south, but

in a much larger sense :i-; regards Sugar. On the lands

lying aback from the capital, and along the b.anks of the

lower Ozama, numerous cane plantations are now e.stabhshed
each complete with mill and all the stock and require
ments tor the production of sugar. There are already
twenty-three of these plantations within a racUus of a few
miles round San Domingo city, and it is not intended that
the number should rest there. When I visited San Domingo
for the first time, in the fall of 1875, none of these

plantations existed, but one—the first iu the country—was
in course of clearing, and workmen were engaged in putting
up the mill. Last year, I may add, a system that promises
well was tried of inducing small holders in the neighbour-
hood of plantations to raise canes on their lands, anil sell

them in a raw state to the millowners. The cultivation
of Ooffee is also in a promising condition iu the Dominican
country. Oongenical soil and climate for it are found
without difiiculty in v.arious xjlaces, but chiefly at present
on the heights above Azua overlooking the Bay of Ochoa,
a deep inlet that thvides into nearly equal p.arts the south
coast of the island. Here a shiall Coft'ee plantation was
established in 1877 by President Gonzalez on his patrimonial
lands. It succeeded so well that others hastened to follow
the example, not only in the neighbourhood of Azua, but
also in different parts of the country. The little tree is

tended and dressed with proper care, the berry is treated
after the most approved process, and so rapidly has the
cultivation extended that even now Dominican Coffee appears
in its own name on foreign markets, and is quoted, I have
been told, on a par with that of Jamaica. The quantity
exported is still compariitively small, but it increase.? with

every season. Until 1878 Ooffee was imported into the

country, for the Dominicans are a coffee-di'inking people,
and now it is the siuplus left after the supply for home
consumption that is sent out of the country."
The next production to be noticed is the Cacao or Choco-

late tree. This tree is of recent introduction into the
Dominica country. It has taken very kindly to the soil,

and being cultivated with care it yielils abundantly, and
the kernel is of good quallity. Cacao now figures well among
the exports of the country, with an annual increase which
keeps pace with that of Sugar and Ooffee.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

MANURES AS ABSORBENTS OF WATER.
BY A. STEPHEN WILSON.

I am not aware that any complete theory of a mamu:e
has yet been laid down ; nor I do propose entering upon
the labour of laying down such a theory. My present
purpose is to show, from experiments made by me, that
manures perform a certain office in addition to that of

directly supplying plants with the food contained in tkeir
own substances. The office to which I refer is that of

absorbing moisture from the atmosphere—a function which

may be called hygrosorption (huffros, moist, and sorbeo, I

drink up). Now, it would seem obvious that if iu ft

dry season a given manure has the capacitj' of abiorbing
moisture from the atmosphere more copiously than the
soil iu which it is mixed, the roots of plants growing in
that soil and manm-e will be better supplied with water
than if the manure were absent. And if, of two manures,
the hygrosorptive power of the one is greater than that
of the other, a plant growing in the more hygrosorptive
will be better supplied with water than a plant growing
in the less. But the results will be better seen after the

experiments have been detailed.

Some trials of a rough kind were first made in search
of suggestions. Two small flower-pots were filled with soil ;

two were filled with the same soil mixed with finely ground
Cambridge coprolite; two with .soil and dissolved coprolite;
and two vrith soil and guano. The pots were accurately
weighed and set beside each other iu the evening in a

garden walK. In the morning it was found that the soil

alone had gained 47 grains; soil and ground coprolite, 42

grains; soil and dissolved coproHte, 60 grains; and soil with

guano, 54 grains. This comparison was carried on for
twelve days; but the conditions were seen to be very
defective. The pots were of equal size, but possibly varied J

in porosity. The sriil and the manures at the outset were i

just taken as they c:;me to hand, and therefore may-have |

contained, to being with, varying percentages of moisture; 1

then slight showers occa.sionally fell, while the wind may ]

have carried off from some of the pots a few particle
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lying ou the surface The results were, therefore of no

value, except to iujicato certain percautions necessary to

secure scientific facts, and need not be here given.

First Sekies.

Garden soil, ground coprolite, dissolved coprolite (super-

phosphate), and guano were then taken, and all sun-dried,

though not completely. Small stoneware jars, all of the

same size and shape, were than filled with as nearly the

same degree of compactness as could be attained. They
were then set upon a platform in a tray containing water,

and the whole enclosed with a large glass bell to confine

the evaporation. Weighings were made every day, but as

they harmonised throughout only as many are given as

to show the general re.sults. From May 28 to .lune 8 the

earth lost 25 parts from 1,000, the gi'ouud coprolite gained
14 parts, the dissolved coprolite gained 39 parts, and the

guano gained 80 parts. Undoubtedly had the jar of earth

stood in the water-closed bell alone it would have gained

wieght, but the absorptive power of the dissolved coprolite
and guano immediately beside it caused a still further dry-

ing of the less absorptive soil; and this result shows that

such manures in a comparatively tlry soil wall attract to-

wards their particles the moisture in the surrounding soil,

and therefore become more rapidly liquified and available

for roots.

Second Semes.

But the conditions under a glass bell were somewhat
artificial. I next thoroughly sun-dried quantities of earth,

cow-dung (pulverised), ground coprolite, dissolved coprolite,

potato manure, and guano. They wore all in a state of

fine division. Oups and pans corresponding with each other
in size and surface were fiUed with the various manures,
and the surface .struck off with a straight-edge. It would
have been possible to have put the same weight into the

competing jars, but this would have neceissitated different

degrees of compression, and it was therefore resolved to

compare equal bulks exposed with equal surfaces. The
cups were of different sizes, the same numbers (1,2,3) in

the table being of the same size. The whole were placed
in a large tray aud set in the floor of a disused milk-house.

Between June 3 and 10 the earth had gained in each

cup 2 per cent, the cow-dung 10 per cent, the ground
coprolite 3 per cent, the dissolved coprolite 6, 7, and 8

per cent, in the respective cups; the Potato manure 26

per cent in one cup and 35 per cent in the other, and
the guano had gained in one cup 10 per cent in another
15, and in the third 19 per cent. The gain is greatest
in some of the small pans, simply because the absorbing sur-

face exposed to the air bears a greater proportion to the

weight of manure in the pan in the smaller pans than
in the larger. Where there is little absorptive force the
difference is small.

It is seen from the figures that the earth has less

absorbing power for atmospheric moisture than any of
the manures compared with it. The next lowest in this

power is the groimd coprolite, then follows the dissolved

coprolite, absorbing twice as much moisture as the ground
coprolite; then comes the cow-dung or farmyard manure,
absorbing rather more than the dissolved coprolite; next
follows the guano, with a still higher absorptive power;
and lastly comes the Potato manure, taking in form the
air nearly four times as much water as the superphosphate.

These results arc not at all meant to give absolute
factors of hygrosorptive power, but merely to show that
this power varies greatly in different manures. For per-
manent comparisons probably a standard cup would have
to be adopted with various other fixed conditions

;
but

into this point I need not here enter.

Thibd Seeies.

The manures for the third series of comparisons were
completely sun-dried and pulverised, and turned over in
a current of air under bright sunshine till all the moisture
which could be driven off in this way was got clear of.
The p.ans were then loosely filled, and the surfaces evenly
struck off. For each kind of manure there were two .pans
of different sizes; all the No. 1 pans being largest and of the
same size, and all the No. 2 pans being also equal to each
other. They were then placed in a tray ancl set in the
floor of an outhouse. Tlie door and window permitted
a constant current of air over the pans; but they were

completely protected from all rain. They were exposed
from June 13 till July 30, and were weighed sixteen times.
The weights of dry manure are made 100, and the increase
in each case is reduced and stated percentively as before.

Notes were kept of the state of the weather, which
was sometimes dry and sometimes wet, but not much rain
fell during the time under notice, so that the air was in
an average state of saturation. It was not thought fit to
continue the experiment longer, because large crops of mould
began to show themselves on some of the pans, especially
those containing the Turnip and Potato manures

; and , as
many fungi have a .strong affinity for moisture, further
results would have been vitiated.

The manures are placed in the table in the order of
their absorptive power, and it will be seen that the soil
has absorbed 3 per cent, the ground coprolite 5, the cow-duu
16, the dissolved coprolite 25, the Challenge manure 37*
the Turnip manure 39, the guano 53, and the Potato manure
92 per cent. The earth, under the conditions of atmosphere
which here affected the experiment absorbed in a few days
all the moisture it was capable of withdrawing from the
air, and the ground coprolite behaved in a nearly similar
manner. The cow-dung after July 15 gave off a "little of
the water it had up to that date absorbed. The super-
phosphate continued absorbing at a diminishing rate up
to the end. The Challenge manure, Turnip rhanure, guano
and Potato manure, .also went on to the end adding to'

their water, at a rate, upon the whole, garduaUy dimim'sh-
ing, the guano having added about one-half to its weight
and the Potato manure having nearly doubled its weight!—Gardeners' Chronicle.

EXPEEIIMENTS WITH THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
It is really a matter of the greatest importance in

vegetable physiology to ascertain precisely what is the
effect of growing a plant under continuous Ught. The
prevalent notion among physiologists is that light retards
gi-owth—that a plant feeds by day by virtue of the sun-
light, and uses up at night the food so gained, or rather
that which lias previously been so gaineil and stored in
the tissues. At first sight it seems as if this opinion must
be in direct contradiction to facts that come under our
daily observation—that it must be directly contrary to
what is observed in the short summers but nightless days
of the far North, where for a few weeks the plants are
constantly exposed to light, and where, in consequence
growth are harvest operations occupy a much shorter
time than with us. It would seem also that the results
already obtamed by the aid of the electric hght are directly
contradictory to the opinion of the physiologists. But
the divergence is not so great as it appears. Laboratory
experiments are one thing, ordinary cultural experiments
are quite another. It is the object in the laboratory, as
far as possible, to study the influence on plants of licrht

only, or of heat only, or of moisture only, to isolate each
factor of a plant's growth, and study it by itself see
what it does, and what it does not do when separated
from other agencies. In Nature, or under ordinary cultiv-
ation it is quite another matter. All the forces of Nature
come into play, and fashion the plant by their combined
influence. The action of light is controlled by that of
heat and moistm'e, and so the plant is the result of the
concurrent operation of many forces, aud it varies in
character and in the way it does its work according as
it is equally or unequally influenced by these ao-encies.
It is rash at present to speculate, still more so to dog-
matise, as to the absolute necessity for rest in plant-
growth—we know how desirable it is sometimes—rash to
affu'in that periods of darkness are absolutely essential to
their health. On all these points we want accurate in-
formation, and should welcome it from any source. For
immediate practical purposes we need not, however, be so
exacting It is for early forcing purposes, as we' have
before said, that we imagine the light will be found most
useful. It is now established suflicieutly that the light,
properly applied, will supplement the dayhght and afford
light when the sun does not, and that in so far it will
hasten vegetation and promote tlie more rapid rijieniug
of fruits. But whether it will do so at such a cost as
to allow of commercial success is a point that has not
yet been satisfactorily a.-asvietei.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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NEW PEODUOTS.

Sin,
—Perhaps it may be interesting to you to know the

degree of favour in which the several new products are

now held, as judged by tlie demand for seed and price
of the different sorts.

Liherian Coffee.
—I am sorry to say this once much run

after article is now (most undeservedly I think) at a dis-

count. There is no irland demand for seed, and even good
nursery plants are unsaleable. I have heard of only one

enquiry lately. It was from a part of Dumbara, which,
I fear, is too dry for the proper maturing of Liberian coffee

fruit. I shoidd like to see another letter from UdapoUa,
on the relative merits of Liberian p'ants and ^ti'mpi. I

know the e-xperience of some differs from that of Mr.

Jardine. Another point which should be settled is, whe-
ther it be true that Liberian trees do not fruit in their

6th year. Whether true or not, some believe it, .and I

have even heard the Peradeuiya gariieu authorities quoted
as being of this opinion. It is a pity this product should

be viewed with distrust, as it is undoubtedly a sturdy

grower, and adapts itself to old soil in a wonderful manner.

Tea.—There is a great demand for seed of the Asasm-

hybrid variety, but very little faith in the seed generally
sold as such. I am glad to see one firm advertising that

the seed they sell is from selected trees. But query I is

there not the danger of some crossing with the inferior

qualities adjoining? For, although not allowed to grow
up unpruned, as is the case with plants reserved for seed-

ing pui'poses, it is well known that the inferior kinds are

given to flourishing much more freely than their better

class neighbours. I cannot help thinking that there is

source of much and easily acquired gain open to any one who
will isolate a few acres of really first-class tea bushes, and

allow them to seed. Men would much sooner pay RSO for

undoubted seed, than pay K40 for a mixed lot. At pre-

sent, those who have seed, cannot meet the demands made

upon them, and the public owe the growers thanks for

seUing at the comparatively low prices of E40 to E50.

There is no doubt the \ip-country faith in coffee has been

rudely shaken within the last six mouths, and planters as

well as V. A.'s are beginning to see that cinchona will not

grow everywhere. "Were the money available, there would
be a great rush into tea in old districts. Every estate

ought to have a few acres of a fine variety, if only as

a nursery for future requirements. The day will come
when cinchona wdl become rare on most estates

;
and as

it has to be rooted out, somethimj (and tea is the only
alternative I know of at present) must take its place,

unless European industry is to retire from the hills.

Cinchona.—There is not much activity just now in cin-

chona seed or plants. Not that there is no demand, but

that there is no siipp/i/. Officinalis seed might be gathered

literally by the ton, but bitter experience bids us leave it

alone. Plants can be had for E2 per J ,000 instead of the

E20 of a year or two ago. Svccindira trees .are not seed-

ing much at this season, but there will be plants by-and-

by. Many have been shaved, and people are shy of seed

from such trees ;
most have been lopped, and it is from

the lower branches that seed is chiefly obtained. There

an unlimited demand for plants. E20 per 1,000 can be

readily got for Succirubra or Hybrid plants, but nm-series

were few this year, and have long ago been disposed of.

There are some coming on for N. E. planting. Natives are

now keen purchasers, and strange to say for cash too.

Ledger seed of all kinds is not much trusted. This especi-

ally applies to imported seed. When Mr. Taylor again
sends seed from his trees into the market, he will find

by the ready sale it will command that planters generally

appreciate the care bestowed by him on the selection and

gathering of it. Of his seed I have heard no complaints ;

of imported seed I have frequently seen and felt the un-

happy results. If Mr. Smith went round the country and
examined nurseries grown from " undoubted Ledgers of high

analysis," he would speedily become a believer in sport-

ing and hybridization.
Cocoa Seed is now comparatively very cheap, as there is

any amount to be had. The reasons why the extension

of this product is .so slow, are : 1st, that tin re is no laud

being Si -Id which is suitable to it,
—I might go further and

say that it is helieved there is not much land in the Go-

vernment hand which is well adapted for it. Were it not

gO, there would be many applications, for belief in the

product is strong. 2nd, in old soil, cocoa is probably the
most perplexing and disheartening thing planters ever
touched. Its enemies are hke the stars in the firmament,
and planting, supplying and resupplying are often done
with very small residts. Perhaps the best method is to
put a few seeds into each hole at stake. 3rd, as trees
get up to four and five years of age, the returns are
much beneath the expectation. All blossom copiously, but
only one tree in ten sets and retains its fruit. It is'now
quite certain, especially in the case of old soil, that pa-
tience wUl be sorely tried before fortunes are made in
cocoa. But patience will be rewarded, and a cocoa estate
can be handed down to posterity.

Rubber has been under a cloud, from which Dr. Trimen's
recent revelations should tend to rescue it. It is being
slowly extended in a cautious and experimental fashion,
and I predict a sudden change of feeling and its exhaltation
into a favorite. Seed is now a dnif/.
Cardamom is the popular king of new products wherever

there is land to grow it, and the money wherewith to

buy the bulbs. In the northern districts it reigns supreme,
although it has great difficulty in taking possession of
much territory, from the great scarcity of bulbs and the
immense price they command. Even natives pay Es.50
per l/iOO for single bulbs, and if owners refuse to sell they
take them bi/ stealth. I heard recently of one case, in
which a small clearing was completely robbed of its bidbs
in a single night. Belief is beginning to spread that shade
is not nescessary for cardamoms, or if so, that the shade
of cinchona trees is sufficient. I even learn that the
oldest shipper of cardamoms is now planting in the open.
The chief requisite for this product is c/ood soil. It

will grow almost anywhere ; but on a poor soil fruit will
be deficient. Can any one give us an idea of the probable
future market for cardamoms ?—New Product.—Times of
Ceylon.

INDIA: OEOP AND ATEATHEE REPORT.
{For the week endinij Sth Aui/ust, ISS'2.)

Geneeal Eemaeks.—The very heavy rainfall in the extreme
south-west of the Madras Presidency and in Ooorg has
somewhat diminished, although still heavy. In other p»rts
of the Madras Presidency it has continued to be light,
except in Ganjam. In Mysoi'e rain fell in varying quantities
in all districts. In the Nizam's Territories only light
showers occurred. In Berar the rainfall was good. In
the Bombay Presidency it was good in some districts and
deficient in a few. In the Central Provinces it was generally
fair, though heavy in some districts.

In Central India and Eajputana the rainfall was good
in some States, light in others, and a break occurred in
a few States. In the Punjab there was rain in all but
four districts, light, except in Amritsar. In the North-
western Provinces and Oudh good rain fell everywhere,
excepting one or two districts. From Bengal rain in varying
quantities is reported from all districts. In Assam and
British Burma good rain fell in all districts, except Prome.

Agricultur»l prospects are favourable in both these Pro-
vinces

; ploughing, sowing, and transplanting are progressing.
In Bengal more rain would be beneficial in many parts
for autumn crops and the winter rice. In the North-
western Provinces and Oudh the prospects of the kharif

crops are generally favourable, but here also more rain
is needed in some districts. In the Punjab sowings have
been completed or nearly so, and prospects are good here
as well as in the Eajputana and Central India States.
In the Central Provinces a break in the wet weather is

still needed for weeding operatioui in some districts
;

prospects of the kharif crops are favourable.
In the Bombay Presidency sowings have mostly been

completed and rice is being transplanted in some parts ;

more rain seems wanted in the Deccan. In Bernr the
cotton and kharif crops are in good condition. In the
Nizam's Territories also crops are in good condition, but
more rain is needed. In Mysore wet cultivation in some
parts requires more water, while in others excessive rain
has done some damage ; but on the whole prospects are
ftt\ourable here and also in Coorg. In the Madi-as Presidency
standing crops are, with a few exceptions, in fair condition.
The barometer had risen in all parts of Northern India

and in the central and western parts of the Peninsula

up to the 9th instant, but a slight fall set in on the 10th.
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The break iu the rains, however, continues in North-Westeni
India, where dry weatlier has set in. Atmospheric con-

ditions somewh&t resemble those of August 1880.

Madeas.—General prospects fair.

(Assam) Cacliar.—Weather cloudy; pro.spects of tea,
diimahi and miirali crop satisfactory; transplanting sn/i

crop continues ; common rice 25f seers per rupee ; public
health good ; death of 6 cows by cattle-disease rejiorted
from Lakhimpur.
Mysore and Oooro.—Eain continues to fall generally

throughout the Mysore state, and at others excessive rain

has done some damage and is retarding the transplanting
of seedlings ;

in Kolar the rain has been scanty ; crops

genei'ally in good condition and prospects are fa\oi;rable ;

small-pox, fever, and murrain prevail in many places ;

prices satisfactory.
—Pioneer.

Economic Peoducts of Peknameuco.—AVriting on the
trade of Pernambuco, Mr. Consul Bonham says the chief

products are sugar and cotton—the former being grown
on all the lower lying ground and in the valleys, while
the latter is chiefly grown in the distant interior. (Joffee

is grown in small quantities, and in former years a little

was exported, but it has not been found to answer since

owing to the climate. It does not produce fruit at any
regular season, but does so more or less all the year.
This is found to be a great hindrance to growing it in

large quantities, though for private consumption a fair

amount is produced. It is stated that there is laud in

the interior, where the climate is somewhat cooler, which
is well adapted for the cultivation of coffee. Eventually
when the interior is opened up, it m.ay be fouud to succ
ceed and become an important product. On the subjet,-
of cocoa it is stated that attempts are being made to
introduce its cultivation, and largo plantations are in course
of formation. It is probable that it could be cultivated

6ucces!5fully, and in future years it will most likely rank

amongst the staple products of the country. Large plant-
ations of the cocoa-nut palm exist near the sea, but the
nuts are not exported in any quantity ; some, however,
are sent to the south of the empire. A large trade might
be done in this article. Tobacco is grown in the province,
but not in a sufficient quantity to meet home require-
ments, since much is imported from Bahia. There is no
reason why the cultivation of this article should not be

immensely increased, as the country is well suited for its

growth, and it is very surprising that it is not more ex-

tensively planted, not only in sufEcient quantity to meet
home requirements, but also for export. The castor-oil

plant (Ricinus communis) is described as growing very
luxuriantly, but it is not cultivated to any extent

;
some

of the oil is, however, prepared and used in lamps.
—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

JiU-iicA Crown Lands.—I should be much obliged if

you or some of your readers can afford me the following
information as to the' Government or Crown laiuls for sale
in Jamaica. I have been referred by the Colonial Office
to Edward Stanford and Co., the publishers of the "Co-
lonisation Circular, 1877," but Mr. Stauford writes to say
that the circular is out of print, and it is, at best, doubtful
if it contains what I want to know. I have tried Messrs.
Silver and Co. and several others, but without success.
The Colonial Office also|referred me to the Colonial Secret-

ary, Jamaica, but it takes six weeks to get an answer
back. As you published some very interesting letters re

Jamaica, perbaijs you can tell me: 1, the price; 2, the
locahty; 3, if any ar» for sale on the north side near the
sea; 4, if any special terms for taking a large lot.—H.K.
[We fear H. K. must be satisfied with doing as. others
have to do, viz., apply to the Director of Roads, Kingston,
Jamaica, who is the appointed officer for laud grants. The
upset price of Government land is 2s. per acre, subject
to terms as to plauting, timber, reservations of roads and
springs, aud incidental surveyor's fees, &c., and it is sold

by public auction. There are from 60,000 to 100,000 acres
of untouched virgin forest on the mothern slopes fit for
coffee, and a corresponding area of higher elevation available
for cinchona. The actual cost per acre varies, according
to accessibility and <'haracter, from 4s. to £3 per acre;
the average price of large tracts is seldom above £2 or
£,3 per acre.—Ed—

iVrfrf.j

Hint foe Seed-Growers.—Dr. Aitchison, in his paperon the Flora of the Kuram Valley, tells us that the leaves
of Edwardsia mollis and of Adhatoda vesica are largely
collected and mixed with the grain in the rice nurseries
to hasten the process of germination by the heat generated
during then: decomposition.—Ga)-rfe;jfrs' Chronicle.

Cultivation of Medicinal Plants.—Great differences
are known to exist in different species or varieties of the
same genus as to their medicinal properties—a fact which
every one familiar with the varying qualities of Applesand Pears will readily understand. The species of the
largs genus Aconite, for instance, differ very materiaUv
one from another in the quantity of aconitin they con-
tain, aud even in the quality and strength of that ino-redient
For medicinal pm-poses it is specially desirable thai., so far
as possible, uniformity of strength in this and other dru»s
should be attained. With a view, therefore, to ascertain
which p.,r!icular variety is best for the purpose, it is suggested
by tie rluirMa-entinil Journal that space should be afforded
at Kew for the cultivation on a

sufficiently lar^e scale
of various species of Aconite and other medicinaf plants
which it is not possible to obtain free from other species'
in commerce, to allow of chemical investigation of the
quantity of the alkaloiils contained in the various organs
at different parts of the year. Such work is indeed q°uite
legitimate for a botanic garden, and formed one of the
duties of the old "physic gardens." The importance of
determining the right variety is exemplified iu the case
of the Cinchonas, where at one time much time and moneywas lost in cultivating inferior varieties. It very often
happens that two varieties, scercely differing at all in
external appearance, yet vary so much in chemical con-
stitution that the one is practically useless, while the
other is rich in some particular secretion which renders
it of consequence for commercial purposes.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

The Potato \ Disease.—Potatos, generally, and early
varieties especially, must be nearly fully grown before the
disease will attack them virulently, and where cottagers
in particular often lose their crop is iu the disease com-
mencing iu the early ones, and spreading at once to the
late sorts, planted by the side of them. They would to
a great extent save their crops if they could only be in-
duced to remove the haulm off the early varieties, as soon
as the first sjiots are observed, and destroy it. [We have
often urged the necessity for this procedure.] Those who
take every precaution against the disease do not get aU
the reward they should, so long as their neighbours remain
indifferent in the matter, as a garden wall will not keep
the spores out. When the disease is not spreading rapidly
and the tubers have not attained a fair size

; it is a good
plan to go through the rows and remove all the affected
leaves. We saved a large patch of American and other
varieties, which are generally so badly affected by the
disease, in this manner last year.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Curiosities of Grafting.—The paragraph headed as
above, in your impression of July 1, reminds me of a success-
ful experiment which I made some twenty years since and
which I think is of sufficient importance to be again
brought before the lovers of conservatory climbers. Having
at that time a Passiflora edidis covering a large portion
of the back glass work of a warm house, I conceived the
idea of working (by inarching) a few varieties of showy
Passion-flowers and Tacsonia upon it, for the sake of variety
Consequently I procured the necessary growing shoots of
the current year, and at once performed the operation
of inarching them upon the P. edulis, allowing the end
of each scion to dip into a phial of water, suspended for
the piu-pose. yVhrn the operation was completed a garden
mat was susijended at a short distance in front of the
plant, as a shade, aud this was kept moist by heavy
.syringings. The number of scions inarched was about ten
or twelve, all of which grew and flourished imtil the
following winter, when, owing to some accident to the
stem, the old plant died. Had not this happened, I doubtless
should have liad, in the following spring. Passifloras, aud
Tacsonias of all colours mingling upon the same plant.—
H. H. [We have often urged the budding or graftiuo- of
various Passifloras and Tacsonias on a dardy stock, "ed
G, C]—Gardeners' Clironicle.
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Lageesteomia Inbica.—The display of flowers which
this plant is capable of yielding under a proper system
of cultivation is now practically exemplified in the fine

garden of Joshua Dickson, Esq., ^\^nslade, near Exeter,
where there are plants flowering over 8 feet high and as
much across, literally laden with a glowing mass of rich

rosy-pink flowers, produced in 'long panicles, something
after the manner of Hydrangea pauiculata grandiflora, but
much more graceful-looking, because the flowers are not
so closely packed together upon the flower-stem. Plunged
in a border in the conservatory, under the broad leaves
of Palms or Fern fronds, the effect is magnificent—probably
there is no other plant coming into flower at this season
to equal it for general decorative purposes.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Bab New,s foe Poet Wine Dbinkehs.—Oflicial papers
state that the pest of the Phylloxera vastatrix, which
had manifested itself in the Dom-o Vines in a virulent

form, has invaded the districts of Leiria and Santarem;
and it is anticipated that ere long the whole country, as
far as the Algarve, will be infested with this insect.
The treatment of the Vines with sulphate [ide] of carbon
has not proved effectual, so much so, that in the Douro
the cultivation of Tobacco is going to be tried with the

permission of the Government. Moreover, in spite of the
conventions entered into by Portugal, and the regulations
issued, the auction of the authorities with regard to the

Phylloxera is marked by very gr^at apathy. It is stated
that the Botanical Garden at Ooimbra has long been in-

fested with the Phylloxera.
— Garileners' Chronicle.

A Peach Tree at Bearwood.—A truly remarkable ex-

ample of a Pioyal George Peach may be seen in one of
the Peach-houses at Bearwood. It completely fills the
interior of the roof of a lean-to house 20 m I4J feet. The
tree is in the best possible condition

;
it could not well

be more vigorous in growth and healthy in appearance,
and the .stem is in i^roportion to the tree, and of the
same thickness throughout. The crop of fruit, now rapidly
reaching on to ripeness, is very large, and individu.ally the
Peaches are of splcniUd development. It is a crop much
above the average, but the tree is in such perfect health'
and so robust in all its parts as to be able to carry it

to a most successful issue. Jlr. Tegg wins high honour
over the management of this spleufhd tree, and the achieve-
ment well deserves a record. It is when one looks ou to
the tree tlu'ough the glass from the outside that the
amount of the crop is realised. It may be added that the

Early Grosse Miguoune is regarded by Mr. Tegg as the
best early Peach in cnltivatiou.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

New Method of Growing and Training Tomatos.—As
we grow older the majority of us are supposed to grow
wiser in our generation, and if we do not we certainly
ought to do. At all events, in the matter of Tomato grow-
ing wc have not been over-sharp in discovering the shortest

way of obtaining the best residts. As long as Tomato
growing was carried on chiefly by private gardeners the
one-leader system, which gave a few fine fruits, was all

very well foe the exhibition table, and ornamental-looking
in the hothouse of a private gentleman ; but as the public
demand for English-grown Tomatos increases, the one-
leader system mil have to be given up, and the side-

shoots more depended upon for a general crop. As a matter
of fact the si.te-shoots are the most iirolific, and if they
do not bear the largest fruit, they produce the greatest
quantity, and already the market-growers, or the most
knowing of them, are finding this out, and are very vrisely

altering their tactics. In the case of one—a well-known

private gardener at one time—the system now adopted is

to plant out in a narrow border (there are Cucumbers
grown at the front of the same house), and peg down the
side-shoots iipou the surface of the border, where they
root in a short time, aud have to be supported under
the weight of their crops. Instead, therefore, of having
long naked stems, we shall in future have a border cov-
ered with raedium-.sized shoots, and laden with fruits

which pay as well, or better, than anything else in the
market at the present day. Given a moderate-sized var-

iety, and a free cropper, gi-own upon the principle indic-

ated, and started early in the season, or even now. for
a late crop, no other garden produce will be found to pay
its way better, or be more generally satisfactory.

—Garden-
ei's' Chronicle.

The Electric Light.—The theoretical possibility of imit-

ating, by artificial means, the effect of solar ratUation on
plant-life has been demonstrated again and again. In ob-

taining experimental results on a large scale there seems
to me absolutely no difliculty except the question of cost.
I see no reason why, say, Cucumbers, should not be grown
with electric light alone, if proper precautions are taken
to exclude the nitrous gases and prevent scorching. The
only question is, whether the result will justify the expen-
diture even to the wealthy. Dr. Siemens speaks of the

importance of excluding the ultra-violet rays. That they
are positively injurious to plants supplied with an adequate
amount of light of lower degi'ee of refrangibility has, I think,
not been demonstrated, though no doubt these rays are
filtered off to a great extent from sunlight by the aqueous
vapour present in the atmosphere. Any positive results
in this direction would undoubtedly be of the greatest in-

terest.—W. T. TiiiSELTON DvER.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
The Utilisation of Ants in Hoeticultfhe.—Professor

Eiley contributes the following note to a recent number
of Nature :—Dr. 0. J. Msicgowan has sent me, from Han-
chow, Province of Hainan, China, a little paper on the
' Utilisation of Ants as Insect Destroyers in China.' It
seems that in many parts of the Province of Cauton the
Orange trees are injured by certain worms, and to rid

themselves of these pests the inhabitants import ants from
the neighbouring hills. The hill-people throughout the
summer aud winter find the nests of two species of ants,
red and yeUow, suspended from the branches of various
trees. The '

Orange ant breeders ' are provided with pig
or goat bladders baited inside with lard. The orifices of
these they apply to the entrance of the bag-like nests,
when the ants enter the bladders, and, as Dr. Macgowau
expres.ses it,

' become a marketable commodity at the orange-
ries.' The trees are colonised by placing the ants ou their

upper branches, and bamboo rods are stretched between
the different trees, so as to give the ants easy access to
the whole orchard. This remedy has been in constant use
at least since 1640, and probably dates from a much earlier

period. This is certainly a new way of utihsing ants, which,
as a rule, are deservedly considered a nuisance by the
horticulturist. Professor Kiley would like to leam from
any reader whether the facts communicated have before
been known in Emope, .and, if so, whether the species of
ant has been determined."—Gardtner:>' Chronicle.
The ORANQERy. —It may not be amiss to repeat wha^

I must have said before—that to grow Orange trees well

enough to produce fruit of superior quality to place upon
the dessert-table there are a few essentials that cannot
be dispensed with. It seems neces.sary to urge the fol-

lowing points, because one seldom sees the trees doing so
well as they ought to do. In the first place peaty soil,
such as imported trees are potted in, will not do. Good
turfy loam, enriched \vith some stable-maniu'e and bone-
dust, is the be.st material to support the roots. In potting
the compost should be pounded in rather firmly; the pots
to be well drained ;

and as the trees may be two or tliree

years— or, in the case of large specimens, even longer
—

in the same pots, some fibrous loam, free from dust, should
be laid over the drainage. Cleanliness is ne.xt in import-
ance. The Orange is often infested with scale, and mealy-
bug will also get on to them. There is no better plan
than to wash the trees with strong soft-soapy water, wash-
ing leaves and stems thoroughly. They may then be kept
clean by thoroughly washing them with the syringe every
day. Temperature is also of vital importance. Oranges
will become j'ellow, the hue of ripeness, and they will

grow to a large size in an ordinary greenhouse, but they
will not be eatable. To have them of good flavour they
must be grown in a stove temperature. Theji the varieties
must be selected; varieties usually imported from France
will not answer. Tangierine, Maltese Blood, St. Michael's,
and Plata, or Silver Orange, are the best. They should
now be grown ou in a high temperatiu-e, with a moist

atmosphere; but if the fruit shows any sign of cracldng,
keep the trees rather dry at the roots.—F. Douglas.—Card-
eiu^r.-i' Chronicle.

[In consequence of the delay of the London Mail of

August 4th through the breakdown of the Messageries
steamer, we omit the usual London Price Current for

Tropical Products this month.—Ed.]
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CINCHONA IN THE LOWCOUNTRY OF
CEYLON.

Tlie experiment ill course of trial near Kalutara (repor-

ted liy
' W. L. F. ") may Ije fraught with very important

consequences. The leaves sent to us of Icdgeriana, pube-

scens and condaniinea, growing at so low an elevation as

200 feet above sea-level, shew healthy and luxuriant

growth. Curiously enough, it is the red bark trees

(succirubra) which fail at so low an elevation, instead

of Icdgeriana, the native habitat of which is 5,000

feet above sea-level. Accordingly, in first experiments

it was tried at high elevations in Ceylon. Experi-

ence has shewn that it grows better in low warm

sites, and how lorn it can be grown will depend on

the fjuality of the bark of the trees which are now

tlourishiiig at '200 feet only of altitude. .So with the

"pubescens" and "condaniinea" trees. We are not

surprized to hear of a tendency to premature blos-

soming, as the same tendency is displayed at the

other extreme of high altitude. In both cases, we

suppose, it would be wise to deprive the plants of

their lilossonis ? If, as we suppose,
"
pubescens

"
is

a hybrid between succirubra and officinalis, it is a

curious circumstance that the hybrid should succeed

at a level too low for that parent which specially
suits low altitudes. It seems as if the hybrid, like

the tea plant, will grow from sea-level to 7,000 feet

altitude. At the latter elevation in Ceylon hybrids
are growing where officinalis died out, although we
were taught, and the experiment on Dodabetta seemed
to prove, that this was the species for high elevations.

If what is called " condaniinea
"

is a variety of

officinalio, and not, as we suspect, a hybrid, then it

is still more curious to find it so wonderfully adapted
to clianged conditions, not even shewing a disposition
to premature flowering, as pubescens,

"
freely,

" and

ledgeriana also do. There is another fact of very
considerable interest and importance. The estate in

Dolosbage whence the plants were lirought to be

'put out" at 200 feet above sea-level has an altitude

of, at least, 2,500 feet. The plants, therefore, are

Hourishuig at an elevation 2,300 feet lower than the
nurseries in which they were reared. Unless the
free flowering of tlie pubescens (healthy otherwise)
is to be ascrilied to the shock of this change of

cluiiate, no evil effects seem to liave followed. But,
as it is bark more or less copiously yielding alkaloids
which is desiderated in cinchona culti^ation, the gi'eat

(piestiou now is as to the quality of the bark. We
sl'.ould think it is not too early even at present to
take specimens of bark for analysis from some of

the trees, and the process should be repeated (the
results, we trust, beuig published) at intervals not

longer than six mouths. If trees at so low an altitude
can produce liark moderately rich in alkaloids, it is

obvious that the whole enterprize of cinchona cultiv-

ation will be revolutionized.

RFPORT ON CEYLON INDIARUBBER.
A\'c take the following from correspondpuce printiil iu

the Gazette hy iWrevXww of the Governor;—
\Y. T. Thiskltox Dyer. E.sq., C.II.G, to the Colonial Oki-ice.

Royal Gardens, Kew, 3llth .June 1S82.

Sir.—I am directed Ijy Sir Joseph Hooker to inform
you tliat Ur. Triiucn, the Director of tlic Royal Botanic
Garden. Per:ideniyii, luis brought with him to this country
a sam]>le of the caoutchouc of the Ceara-rubber tree

{Maiiitiot Glttzlovii) of Ceylon production. It will be in

your recollection tli:>( it was introduced into Ceylon in
1877 as p.irt of an inidt-rt 'king initiated l.y the Govern-
ment of India, and carried out from Kew at its exocnse
for the purpose of introducing the most important caou-
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tchouc-yielding plants of South America into the tropics
of the Old World. The Ceara-rubber plants went out to

Ceylon iu charge of Mr. Jlorris, the late A,ssistant Director
of the Royal Botanic Garden, Pcradeniva.

This sample is the first of bulk sufficient for experi-
mental

ipurposes, which has been yielded by he trees at

Peradeniya. I am now to Bubmit for your information
copies of a correspondence with Messrs. R. AV. Silver k. Co.
as to its commercial value.

I may remark tliat too great importance need not be
attachetl to the difference between samples numbers I and
2, which is probably iu great measure a mere accident.
There seems no reason to doubt that the bulk of Ceara-
rubber produced in Ceylon might be up to the st:iudard
of No. 1, the value of which Me.s.srs. S. W. Silver & Co.
estimate at from 2,'.- &d to 3s per lb.

I may add that Dr. Trimen st.ates that the Para-rubber

plants {Ilevea) seeded last year for the first time, and
that the (CastiUoa) was in flower when he left the island.
These circumstances are of the more interest as these

species have proved difficult of propagation from cuttings
in Ceylon.

—I am, &c., W. T. Tbiselton Dyee, Assistant
Director.

^y. T. Thiselton DraE, Esq., O.M.G. to S. W. Silver. Esq.
Koyal Gardens, Kew, 17th June 1882.

Dear Sir,
—It will be within your recollection that the

plant (Manihot Giiziovii) which yields Oeara-rubber has
been introduced into Ceylon at the expense of the Govern-
ment of India. It is now thoroughly naturalized there,
and is hkely to become practically a weed. Dr. Trimen,
the Director of the Royal Botanic Garden, Peradeniya,
arrived in England from Ceylon on the 15th. He brought
with him the accompanying samples of rubber from the
Ceara plant, the first which has been produced in the island.

Sir Joseph Hooker would esteem it a favour if you
could give him an estimate of the commercial value of
the article as now sent you.
There are two samples, and you will observe that that

labelled (2) is more glutinous and sticky than that labelled

(1). A separate estimate of the value of each, supposing
them to be sufficient for the purjiose, would gi-eatly oblige.

Sir Joseph Hooker ventures to trouble yow in the mat-
ter, remembering the kind assistance which on other oc-
casions you have rendered tliis establishment. He also feels,

that, as an opinion on the results of the experiment will

be anxiously anticipated iu Ceylon, he cannot apply to a
more authoritative source for an estimate which will be

accepted with confidence.—I am, &c.,'W. T. Thisklton Dyee.

The lKDiA-i)FBBEK,GtiTTA-PERCHA. and Telegkaph Works
Co., Limited, to W. T. Thiselton Dyee, Esq., C.M.G,,
Assistant Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.

Silvertown, Essex, London, E., 29th June, 18S2

Sir,—Referring to your letter of the 17th .Tune to Mr.
tS. "W. Silver, enclosing two samples of Ceara-rubber, we
have now the honor to enclose you our Chemist's report
on same after careful examination. The present market
value of No. 1 sample is from 2,s' 9t/ to '6s per lb. No.
2 sample we do not consider worth more tlian from ]>-.

to l.s- 3rf per lb.—We remain. &c.. The India-rubber,

Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Co., Limited,
J. AV. Bailet.

Report of Examination of two .Samples of Rubber from
S. W. Sjlvee, Esq., accompanying letter from W. T.
Thiselton Dyer, Esq., C.M.G. , Assistant Director,
Royal Gardens, Kew.

Description, ^-c.
—Sample No. 1 has a dry and compact

appearance, is free from extr.aneous impurities, and from
its tolerably uniform condition has been collected with
care. It agrees in all respects with Ceara-rubber of good
and sound quaUty.

Samp'e No. 2 is soft and sticky, and is mixed with a
considerable quantity of coarse sand. It is much darker
than No. 1. It is very desirable that a sample of No. 2,
collected without this admixture of sand, should be ex-
amined. Whether this sand is accidentally or intentionally
mixed, its presence woidd be a serious drawback to its

use. For the better cla.ss of rubber manufactures it would
be totally unsuited.
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III Maiiufacture, i$-c.
—Sample No. 1, when washed and

dried, gives a loss of 8 per cent. This loss is much less

than is met with in Ceara-rubber of the finest quality,

and may probably be accounted for by the .sm.all bulk,

ami the facilities offered by time, mode of packing and

transit, to the escape of the natural moisture of the pro-
duct. AVatcr removes a considerable quantity of mucil-

aginous and fecculeut matter and salt.s—the natural im-

purities of the rubber—and leaves it quite white and
almost pure. Alcohol extracts but a slight amount of

resinous and oxidation products. On inciueiation it yields
4'13 per cent mineral ash, which agrees, in its chemical

compo.'iition, very closely with the ash obtained from Ceara-

rubber, the ash from which amounts to 4 or 5 per cent.

This .sample (No. 1) vulcanizes perfectly when mixed with

the suitable proportion of sulphiu- and heated.

Sample No. 3, when washed and dried, gives a loss of

62 (sixty-tivo) per cent. The sand remlers it i^xtremely
difficult to wash, unless w.arm water is used, which increases

its stickine-'.s on drying. Water removes much less mucil-

aginous matter than from No. 1. Alcohol removes, even

on long digestion, only a slight quantity of soluble matter.

On digestion in alcohol it does not become harder or less

.sticky. This .shows that its stickiness is not due to an
osridized state of the rubber, nor to the presence of resins,

and would create an opinion that some other product has

been added The chemical analys; is of the mineral ash in

such cases is of great assistance the quantity of foreign
mineral matter in sample No. 2 renders the analysis of

the ash in the present case quite unreliable. It yields

27v;i per cent ash before washing, and 6'42 per cent ash

when washed and dried. Sample No. 1, when washed and

dried, yielils 2'9 per cent ash, insoluble .salts contained in

the juice of the plant. AVhen mixed with the suitable

quantity of sulphur and heated, sample No. 2 vulcanizes,

although not .so .satisfactorily as No. 1.—Thus. T. P. Bkuce
AYiKHEN, Analytical Chemist to the Indiarubber, Outta-

jiercha and Telegraph Company.
Sil\ertown, 29th June 1882.

CINCHONA BARK IN LONDON.

(From a CorrcupoHitenl . )

The great variety of cinchona bark from Ceylon

was the chief characteristic of the public auction on

18th July. Cinchona of every class of preparation,

of succirubra, hybrid, and officinalis, was offered for

sale, which gave valuers from appearance every op-

portunity of increasing their knowledge. .Some classes

were in more demand than others, perhaps owing to

a great scarcity of cinchonidme prevailing. For any-

thing in the shape of red quill, no matter whether

uneven, unassorted, mixed, oi' thinnish, the prices

gi\'eu were higher than usual. Renew'ed red and re-

newed cro\\n shavings sold very well ; some of the

latter from Upper Cranley realized as much as 6s lOd

per lb. It would be interesting to know the details

of that lot, such as age of trees, age of renewed

bark and whether the bark was procured from a

seconil or a third shaving. 5s Id per lb. was paid

for renewed red shavings (well gnarled) from one of

the Messrs. Campbell's Lindula estates. .Some shav-

ings from two year old officinalis trees sold for 2s

per U-i. Other features in the sale were hybrid shav-

ings (the first offered perhaps) realizing from 2s 3J

to 3s per lb., succirubra stump and root 2s, officinalis

stump and root 3s Sd. Some 3 foot quill from New
Brimswick brought 4s oil per lb. There were as

many as nine sales, and in all but one Ceylon bark

was offered. There is a fall in the value both of

good succirubra spoke-shavings and stem chips to

2s 6d. According to yesterday's sales detailed values

are as follows approximately :
—

Officriialu.
Siircinihra.

Twigs ... Os 9d to Is 7d Twigs ... Os 5d to Is 4d

Chips ... is Od to 4s Id Chips
Root ... 2s Od to 6s 7d Root

Stump ...

Spoke ..

shavings
Quill 2n(l

(piality

,, 1st ,,

Renewed
Dust
Bits (a)...

Pieces (b)

— 3s 8d Stump...
Spoke . .

1 Od to 3s lOd shavings Is

2s Sd to 3s

3s 8d to 6s

4s 3d to (is

Os lid to Is

Os Od to Is

1., 6d to 2s

Hybrid quill

Hybrid stem chijis..

Hybrid shavings .

Od
Od
lOd

7d
Oil

Oci

tid to 2s

Quill 2nd

ouality Is lOd to 2s

., 1st ,. 2s lOd to "is

Renewed 2s Oil to .Is

Dust ...

Bits

Pieces ... h
^s

Is 10.1

2s 3d t

Is

I.

ea

Sd
Od
Id
-td

rid

KM

3s.

.1. n.

2s Od to 2s 6d
Is 2d to 2s 4d

CONVERSION oi'' niti:o(;en i.\ 'I'hI'; son.
INTO Ni'J'RATES AND THE LOSS 01

nitrates and DfiAlNAOE.
As the editor of the Firlil said in answer to his

correspondent
'

Agricola," the loss of nitrates now is

not greater than it was befoi-e Lawes experimented
and Warington lectured, but we suppose a good
many of our readers will share the feelings with
which the revelations made have inspired us and
others ; especially our correspondent

"
X.," from

whom a second communication appears today. What
with Mr. Hughes' tremendous calculations of ourlo. s

of soil by wash, and now the statements as to the

tendency of nitrogen to assume the fonn of nitrates,

merely to be in large proportion lost in drainage,
the case of agriculturists, tropical agriculturists es-

pecially, seems a hard one. We were led to believe
that earth was the great filter and disinfectant pro-
vided by nature, with the power of assimilating all

offensive substances, rendering them not merely harm-
less but beneficent, only letting the pure thud flow

away. But now we are told that the earth teems
with hactfria. the most fornudable agents of disease.
Those low forms of organisms are also, Mr. War-
ington tells us, the agents which change nitrogen into

nitrates, by a species of action which, for our com-
fort, we are told, is analogous to the action of the

vinegar plant. If the process of nitrillcation takes

place at a low temperature, but is wonderfully ac-
celerated by summer heat, in England, how much
more rapid must the process be under our tropical
sun and how much gi'eater the waste from our tro])ic
rains 't ! Even in England, accordir.g to Mr. War-
ington, in growing a crop of wheat, the loss of
nitrates in drainage was eiiuivaleut to that used in

the production of the crop. The Oidy comfort is that
in certain subsoils the nitrates go far down and can,
of course be again found, say in Ceylon by the deep
roots of the tea plant. Our old idea of the retentive

powers of the soil holds good it seems for super-
phosphate, but nitrate of soda is at the mercy of
the weather ! The value of bale fallowing, it appears,
depends on the seasons. If these are mild, nitrates
become superabui.dant : if the weather is wet, as has
for years now betu the case in England, the nitrates
are washed away. Economical farmuig. it is laid

dowii, very much depends on the economizing of the

nitrates, and ir. wet seasons th.; only sulHcicut
means of preserving the nitrates is to put in a

crop which v.ill absoib them. That is easily

enough done iu Englaml but what are v,a to

do on our coffvc, cocoa tea ami cinchona plant-
ations, close to tlie eipiator ': If aijrmtiiiii or
'

wliite weed " vas not possessed of such an inveter-

ate tendency to tding when scarcely above ground,
we might be able to kill two birds with one stuue

{A) Ijctter than twigs.

(b) Not so good .as stem chips.
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by utilizing it. It contains all the elements of coft'ee

So -do the hiijins, which hiehig leconnnended should

be grown auiougat our coH'ee and tiivned down into

the soil as "green manure." All the pid.ses are great
aljsorbers of nitrogen, and the rape plant lias been

specially recommended to our notice. Jiost opportunely
we find an article on the Indian culture of this plant
in tiie Iiiiliaii Aijririi/tiii-ist, which we shall subsequently
notice. We should feel more aliout the excessive wet

of tlie monsoon just closing, liut that, as far as the

application of manure to the soil is concerned, there

were so few nitrates to be washed away. As matters

stand, experienced planters hope mueli froiu a reaction

to hot, droughty weather. As plougliing on our plant-
ations seems out of the question, tlie problem to be

solved seems to be :
—Can we by the lioe or fork

so prepare our soil as to eiuible it to bear a crop
of mustard or of rape so thielc as to choke all ordin-

ary weeds, tlie .sowni ci'Op itself being hoed down into

the soil before the flowering stage
—during that stage—or when the seed vessels are quite green ? We

suppose the plants will have absorbed the maximum
of nitiogen in this last stage ? In face of the opinion
that tlie whole of the ammonium salts applied to land

might be nitrified and lost in forty-eight hours from
tlie time of ap[>lication, it is comforting to learn that

the silicates in the soil (and our plantation soils con-

sist mainly of silica) have the power of absorbing
ammonia with which they come in contact. Our loss,

therefore, in this direction, may not be so gTeat as

we arc apt to fear, in view of doctrines whioli led

the correspondent of the Fidd to write that they were
" rather calculated to deter everyIjody from under-

taking the task of exciting in the soil a fertility

which, in addition to the labour and expense re-

quired to produce it, is stated to be extremely liable

at any time to be washed out of the soil, into the

drains." The answer of the editor is that the know-

ledge of tlie truth will not aggi'avate the c^-il, and
that the loss of nitrates "may be prevented by a

crop." In our ease when coffee, cinchona, tea cocoa,

&:c., are full gro\\'ii, \\'e have standing ci'ops, the

feeding rootlets of wliich ought to absorb a very
large proportion of tlie nitrates. It is the case of

young clearings, especially in the hot "
low-country,"

which is calculated to excite anxiety. A corre-

spondent of our own. "X.," has impressed on the

planting coinmunity the gravity of the subject and
contended that altogether one iitidion ^IrHhii/ jier fin-

iiHiii was lost through causes more or less reinediablel

As this correspondent is compelled to concede, plant-
ers will not be read\' to admit tliat they have erred
in being so careful to take weeds out of and put
drains into their lands. If on our steep hill sides an

experiment in terracing, similar in priiici[ile to that
which the natives apply to their rice fields can be
carried out &t a moderate cost, we shall bo glad to have
the details. Where we have seen terracing for tea,
on the rich deep soil of the Kastern Himalayas
(I)arjeeling) and in the decomposed lavas of .Java,

the process was facilitated by two qualities of the soil ;

the earth was easily worked, and the subsoil turned up
was in no respect inferior to the surface soil. In fact

the distinction of soil and subsoil did not exist. Of
how few of our soils in Ceylon can this be said ? In
our ov.'ii experience a small oxpeiiinent in terracing
for line quality cinchonas was Aery expensive, and the
result by no means so liencticial as we hoped. One
experiment is not conclusive, however. On a consider
able propo-'-iou of our plantation land, terracing is

simply inadmissible, the inclines being too steep even
for stirring with the fork. Crops of which any part
is to be taken away from the soil, such as beetroot,
iive open to grave objections, l^^ven kurakan and sweet

potato gi'owing amongst coconut palms is exhaustive
ill the humus of the soil. But cither mustard (said to

be an antidote to wireworm) or rape, which can, with
all its absoibed nitrogen. Vie turned down into the soil,
seems to be in quite a dilfereut category. Experi-
ments in tins direction ought, we think, to be tried.
The question asked by our correspondent "X.," too,
whether the presence in the soil of bacteria necessary
to the formation of nitrates and their passing into '

water may not account for the existence of fever, is i

worthy of attention. ^Ve do not know if tlie idea has
been previously started, but it seems deserving of

being followed up. For no one has ever yet
really laid his hand on the origin of jungle fever.

"Malaria" iw, after all, a very iudefiuite term.
But to the praeiical point of rape as a nitrogen-

absorbing plant, to be grown amongst coffee, cinchona,
tea, &c., on plantations. From the article in the
Indian AgrkulliiriKt we find that, in class, order, and
scientific name, rnpe is closely allied to mustard, and
that, like that puogeut plant, it is in India largely
cultivated for the sake of its oil. But some of our '

readers may be surprised to learn that this plant,'
with its "robust, succulent tap-root," is not only a'
member of the cabbage tribe, but is a type from
which, by cultivatiou, have originated the Swedish
and Teltower turnips. Both rape and mustard are
annual plants, and the writer in the article we are notic-

ing states :
—

The short duration of its life, the almost no cultiv-

ation given, without irrigation and manure, the com-

parative heavy yield
—2-5 maunds an acre, and the

high market the seed commands— 12-16 seers to the

rupee, prompt many cultivators to grow the rape plant,
as extensively as their means and suitableuess of the
soil and climate will admit.
Of course it would not be cultivated on estates

for the sake of its seed. From the fact men-
tioned, that the plant is largely grown in parts of

Oudh bordering the Himalayas, the probability
is it would flourish in our hill country. Etipe o 1

as an edible as well as a lamp oil enters very lai;_cly
into ludian cookery. From a long list of savoury
prcparatiouf described, we copy the first :

—
Pooree or looclne. This is made of coarse wheatcn

flour (H. (ltd) made into dmigh and balls, pressed and

shaped like l:iiscuita by means of H. hclan and chowh'-e

(wooden roller and circular piece of wood or stone slab) ;

and fried in boiling oil (H. el B. t<l) in a II . karliai, B.

kirae (circular iron or brass pan). This is poor man's

pooree. The i ich, however, substituting mo/i/a B., maida
H., for((ft(aud ghee, for oil. Among the Hindus, ijouree
IS considered a dainty food, and is the fa\'ourite viand
on all high occasions; in festivities, marriages, etc.

It is termed poka Ichana H., and chapatis H., and bhat

H,, kttcha khana.

We quote again :
—

The residue oilcake is sold by the name of scrson

kakhnli H., shorphryrc kliol B., which is used as food

for the live-stock in the winter seiiscn. It is not
ndministered in the summer, being considered heating.
This oil-cake sells much ohe.iper th.iii that of the

linseed, and is therefore available as valu ible manure—
rich in most elements required by plant life ; especially
in phosphoric acid, potash, magnesia, liine, ?nd silica

(oidc analysis.)

The pericarp leaves and stem are good .sheep- fodder ;

but is r.irely given in India. Indian go.Tts and animals
of th- bovine species do not appear to have much
predilection for them

;
and they are available as very

good manure (vide analysis).

Lastly, the fresh flowers and peduncles, tied in a thin

cloth, boiled and mixed with a little iniisia d oil, salt, and
a pinch of powdered black pepper, are rati n in tJengal by
the name of 47ior.</(ciicrc i>hoolere, bh"rta !5 The tender

top, nipped, and fried iu mustard oil v ith admixture
of chillies and salt. Kateu by both Ben. ,dees aud Hin-
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dustaiiis, under the name oi sliorosheyre shag 'B.
,
Idliee

led sag H.
Unilt-r tlie head "climate" we are told:—

This plant is an annual, and prefers a temperate
climate. Being hardy it will succeed even in the

frigid zone (Biiron Mueller). Fiost does no in-

jury if irriga'.ed, nor any quantity of rain : westerly
winds of Upper India favours the he.-vlthy growth,
and long continued cloudy weather favours abhis, a

small Hy (H. mdhoo), which attacks this and all other

plants of N. 0. crucifrrece, more or less
;
and within a few

days, nay, a few hours, generates in myriads, feeds

on all parts of the plant, especially the flowers, pods
and tender leaves, and ultimately destroys the crop
wholesale. There is no means of extirpation of this

formidable pest.
So that we can grow nothing which has not its

fungoid or in-ect enemies, and it might be a serious

question whether in growing r<ipe we might not be

introducing a fresh insect foe to our regular cultiure.

To quote again :—
Time of Sowing.—No time should be lost to sow

the seed just after the thorough cessation of the rains—
miildle to end of September ; and, if possible, a fort-

night earlier- Later sowing exposes the crop to attacks

from the abbis.

Geographical Distribution.—A native of various

parts of Europe (Baron Mueller): also indigenous to

Northern India ; ascending as high as 15,000 feet in the

Himalayan mountiius (Sir W. Jackson Hooker).
Soil.—The rape, like all other plants of the cab-

bage tribe, requires a very rich and heavy soil.

ArgiUacous soU of the r.alcarcoics order,

epecies not too poor in sand and liumiis.

of BoO :
—

Clay...
Lime
Humus
hand

and of the

Composition

70
5

4
21

lUO

parts.

Chemistry of the Rape Plant.—The produce of

one acre— seed, pericarp, leaves, and stem (vide licad-

ivg yield) has :
—

Seed... • 26-'Tl461h. of inorganic matter

Do ... ... 5,844'541 ,, ,, organic „

Pericarp, leaves, and
6,109 -(iSV

stem .

Do. ..

673 591

14,600-595

of inorganic matter.

, „ organic ,,

15,274 186 lb.

Chemical analyses of the inorganic portions of the

above :
—

Seeci.

Potash
Soda
Chloride of sodium.

Lime
nesia

Oxi^e of iron

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid

Carbonic acid

Silica

lb.

43-483
1.325
2-651

22-007
23-333
4772
85-377

, 14-317
, 14-848

. 53 029

Leaves, stem, and

pericarp.
lb.

113-836

72074
16-166

142 SOI

20-207
8-756
38 '394
26-270
155-599

79-483

Total 265-142 673-58(3

From thf above tabl?, thr kinds and quantities of

elementary substam-e-j required are redundant, whicli

the soil on winch the plaut is to be raised mu~t con-

tain or must bo supplied as manure, otherwise the plant

will not grow, tinurish, and yield according to the

e-pectatiuus of the cultivator.

More places of decimals have not been given, as the
differt nee of a grain or so in each elementary substance
in an acre, is immaterial for the application of m.inurc.
Where the decimal ligurcs are less than -.500, half a

pounrl, and more Ihun -500, one pound, sUouhl be

computed for munure.

Eape plant belongs to the lime orde~.— (Lie''ig),
It will be seen that rape, allowed to seed, which
we do not contemplate, takes from the soil large

quantities nf potash, lime, and phos[ihoric acd. To
allow the plant to ripen its seed, therefore, would
seem to be, for the purpose we liavo in view, a fatal

mistake. It ought tn be buried in the sod when
green, and we should think caustic lime ought to be
added to ha.sten deconipositiou and prevent the form-
ation of fungi. About manure for rape, ploughing and
water channels for irrigation, we need not quote ;

nor
need we cultivate in "ridges.'' But as the Indian
cultivation is for ridges with plauts a fnot apart, we
should prob.ably, tor thick, broadcust sowing us 3 double,
or treble the ludiau allowance of 1 seer or as we say in

Ceylon measure
{.}., part of a bushel) of seed per acre.

Care should be taken to obtain clean, well sifted seed.

Hand-sowing will suffice for estate experimen's, but for

extensive cniture of this and other plants the Indian
writer recommends ilie "beet-sowing machine" re-

cently invented in France. Cultivated for .seed the
maximum yield obtained from rape by the writer of

the article was :
—

Seed ... ... ... (i,I09 11...

Pericarp ... ... .. 3,054 ,,

Leaves and stem ... ... 12,219 ,,

Total ... 21,382 lb.

The seed being tlius somewhat under one-third of the
whole. Sown thickly to be turned into the soil before
the appearance of floweis, we should think 20,000 lb

per acre could be calculateil on. Lime added at the
rate of at least 5 cwt. per acre would we should think
be beneficial.

It is possible that from its pungency, mustard may
be pieferable, as inimical to insects instead of inviting
their attacks. We do not suppose there need be any
difference in the mode of cultivation - sown broad-
cast over forked soil. As in the c:ise of rape, we ought
probably to obtain seed of 1 he Indian vaiiety, which Is

very largely grown on the opposite coutineut for

lighting oil. The Indian mustard is distinguished as

Sinapis ramosa. The "hill mustard," which is said

to be a different genu^, Bunia.^, tnight suit our higher
altitudes. Seed of each oouhl be obtained for experi-
ments. Dr. Trimen ouuld obtain seed through
Dr. King of llowrah or Mr. Buck of the Indian

Agiicultural Department.

NITEIFICATION OF AMMONIA AND LOSS OF
NITRATES : PIGS ON COFFEE ESTATES.

(2'o the. Editor of the Ceylon Obicrver.) .

Udagama, August 18.

J'KAP. Sir.— I niu-'t I hank you for affording your

space to so h I'g a letter as my last in your i8^ue

of the 5th ins ::nt, and will not fuitlier ask to oc-

cui'V it now in attempting to correct a slight mix-

\\vi u|i of stop.s and capital letters—attnbutahlo

1 am free to admit to faulty writing
— as my mean-

ing under all impoitant headings stands unaltered.

But I Honld wish to add that 1 h-td overlooked

suli.sei|nent letters in the Fhld commeniing on Mr.

WarinatiiuV led ores, and tliat appear in your August
numiiei of the 'fnijiirii/ Agriculturist

—though I do not

see that they i'fford material to do more tluiii perhaps
S'linewl a' modify my conclusion. It is true that Messrs.

Lawes and Gilberi in their "
practical conclusions

"
tell

us "the nitrogenous eompounds of the soil itself
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are very slowly converted into nitric acid, but the

soil yields up a certain quantity eveiy yi-ar," bnt

I take It this refi ru to old or subsuilx, iiud car\uot

apply to the fresh surface soil of a new clearing
—

vntualiy uotliitig more or less than a top ilressing

ol' manure in the form of or<rauiu matter ; though
alboit a inauiire h 33 rapidly susceptible to tlie form-

ation of nitrates ; and it is in some sense satis-

factory to know. that the same rule to some and a

greater ixteut than I fancied, applies to rape and I

suppose, therefore, tootherdescriptions of poonao. But on

the other hand are not tlie hopes thus extendi d com-

pletely cancelled, by the ruinous activity ,
Mr.

Warington's remarks would lead us to suppose, a clim-

ate such as ours exerts in tlie creation of nitrates ?

And this view is supported by Mr. Lawes ;
— " Under

favourable condilions of temperature and moistuie, nitric

acid is produced with rapidity." (See page 114 7'. A.)
Further on we are told " the nitrifying plant cannot

carry on its work unless it is furnished with

a'kaline substances," and it is nwjgculed that phosphates

may also be necessary- In all our soils alkalies of some
sort Ij fancy abound ; though should it be that phos-

phates are also required it perhaps miy be inferred

that poor soils, on being deprived of vegetation, lose

their nitrogen less rapidly than rich ones. Also, that

the appliciition of phosphoric acid, in the form of

bonedust or otherwise, in excess, may have a tend-

ency to exhaust the existing nitrogen. As regards

conserving the latter : how would it do to eat-ott

any green crop it might be decided to grow amongst
the coffee &o. ? But 1 woUld say with pigs in pre
ference to .•'keep

—for I do not remember pigs loose

about the lines ever doing any material damage to

old cotTee, and in crop time they could be housed ;

and not only do they give a very rich manure, but

I am not sure that they wi'uld not be a comple'e
antidote to grub. With other vegetable matter besides

the coffee roots to feed on the latter would not prob-

ably confine their attention to these only : and

anyhow I believe the pigs would ruthlessly and

quickly grub out every one of them. And the harm
thus occasionally done to the coffee would I feel sure

prove but a vtinor evil ! No old tree would be, hut

partially, uprooted
—and the cause removed—to he

set straight again, and a little fiesh earth stamped
round would speedily rectify all semblance of injury.

Grubbiug about with their snouts, ihe manure and

rotting vegetable matter too would be worked into

the .sod. This is an idea that I know will be laughed
at— and welcome ! All 1 ;isk is accompany the laugh
with a substantial reason. If none are fortheoming
an acre, to be snrionudtd by movable hurdles as

at home, thus treated would not be a ruinous ex-

periment. X.

THE LOSS OF NITRATES QUESTION.
Sib,—A letter signed

"
X.," appearing in your issue

of 5th instant, has hitherto attracted no attention.

It is based upon a lecture by Mr. Wariugton, re-

produced in the .July Tropical At/rirulturist. I ain

indebted to "X." for drawing my attention to this

very concise, clear and pithy paper, from which I

gather that nitrification or the formation of nitrates,
which constitute the most suitable form in which

nitrogen is absorbed by plants, takes place chiefly
on the surface soil, and that these from their great
solubility are readily washed through the soil, unless

there is plant life present to take them up and use
them. I learn further that nitrates are as readily and

regularly produced as they are easily lost, and that
the loss is diminished by the presence of a crop.
Mr. Warmgton is lecturing specially on the loss of

nitrates in wheat cultivation, and shows that, though
a bare fallow hicreases the nitrates, they are better

preserved under a crop rotation. It appears then

that, if wheat—a great absorber of nitrates—were per-
ennial, there would be no loss of nitrates because
the wheat would always be absorbing them as they
were formed.* "X." endeavours to apply the facts
and logical conclusions of Mr. Wariugton in refer-

ence to wheat to tlie perennials coffee and tea. Now
the preservation of nitrates is of vast importance to
the wheat-grower, because he knows that wheat is

a greedy devourer of this compound, but to the tea
and coffee planter the loss of nitrates is of no im-

portance, until he kiwicx that there is a deficiency
in the soil. What we do know is that we are living
in a country where nitrates are rapidly and con-

tinuously made owing to the higher atmospheric
temperature. "X." ax.'iumes that we are sidfering
from loss of nitrogen, and that this is accelerated

bv close draining. If this, which is not proved, be
the case, it is surely better that some of the nitrates
should be washed deeper into the soil and some lost
ill the drains, than that the surface soil itself should
be carried witii ever-increasing force and rapidity

'

down the whole face of a long hill. If "X." would
first prove that coffee or tea or any of our new pro-
ducts were suffering from loss of nitrogen, there
would be some cause for his letter, and, perhaps,
some sense in his remarks about mustard and beet

crops. He should nut, however, say that Mr. Wariug-
ton advises these, as that gentleman is speaking
specially of annual crops.

"
X.," to suit his argu-

ment, assumes twice the loss of nitrates Iiere as com-

pared with England ; he might witli more certainty
assume the production to be four times as large.
Mr. Wariugton gives us facts based on actual ex-

periment, "X." gives us theories not based on any
thmg. Mr. Warington deprecates being considered
a practical farmer, "X." says notliing to lead one
to suppose that he is practical either as planter or
chemist. He speaks, however, as one in authority
What a boon he might confer on the planting com
mnnity, if he were to supplement Mr. Bosanquet's
useful experiments by analyses of the drainage water
and soil. Y.

[These are just what we want and ought to have,
for surely this ivriter is not serious in stating that
the loss of nitrates is "of no importance

"
to the

coffee and tea planter. In the article in another
column, WTitten before the receipt of this letter, we
pointed out that, on the older estates, the feeding
rootlets of coffee, tea, &c.

, ought to absorb the
nitrates. It is on new clearings, especially in the

lowcountry, that green crops, such as mustard or

rape might prove useful.—Ed.]

THE MADRAS SCHOOL OF A(4RICULTURE.
The Iwliaii Mirror:—It is unileniable that the Madras

School of Agriculture is engaged in doing most useful
work. Through the exjjeriments it is can-ying ou
with such general success, it is gradually paving the

way to the introduction of a thorough reform in the

present metliods and implements of Indian a^^ri-

culture. It is doing what is better still—it is raising
a body of men who can at all times carry out and
perpetuate that reform which is so necessary in a
country so purely agricultural. The rate at which
popidation is increasing in every part of the Empire,
is fast outstripping the proiluctive )iowers of a soil,
rich it is true, with tropical fertility, but gradually
exhausted by a reckless sjstem of cultivation. Doubt-
less, much new land remains to be broken up. But
it seems to us that such new land may be held in
reserve to fall back upon hereafter, while such old

* Mr. Warington expressly adduces an instance
where as great a quantity was lost hi drauiage as was
absorbed by the wheat in forming a crop.

—Ed.
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land as has already been brought under the plough,
and drained of its fecundity, shoiiUl be reinvigorated
for productive purposes by those artificial resources

whicli modern science has placed within our reacli.

It sliould be cheaper to renew an exliausted soil than

to break up virgin soil, except where it lies in tlie

^'icinitv of cultivation ; for the poverty of the agri-
cultural classes generally would prevent them from

sliifting their homesteads to new and more distant

sites, even if their prejudices allowed them to remove
from localities to whicli they are already bound Viy

many close associations With agricidture in so bacli-

ward a state as it is in tliis country, it is surpi-ising

that our large and wealthy Zemindars do not endeavour

to secure the services of tliese passed students to in-

troduce agricultural improvements on their estates.

But, unfortunately for this country, our Zemindars are

optimists, and think tliat the present condition of

things is the best condition possible, and needs no

cliange. While ready to waste unconsidered sums of

money in hopes of gaining titles, tliey will not spend
a rupee in contributing to the advancement of their

couatrynien and tlie welfare of their country. Ratlier

tlian avail tliemselves of tlie services of the j'oung

men, trained in agricultural science and capable of

lienefiting themselves, their tenantry and their estates,

they prefer the traditional {lomaxhta who knows no

better tlian his fathers, ami likes things to run on

in their old groove. It is very mucli to be regretted
tliat in Bengal, tlie most agricultural Province in a

purely agricultural country, a similar scliool was not

established. If Sir (ieorge Campbell had remained at

the head of tlie (Tovernment of Bengal for the full

term of his office, we have no doubt but that he would
have seen his way to the foundation of such an in-

stitution. But unfortunately for this Province, neither

tlie (Government nor the Zemindars take th.at interest

in agriculture which is its staple industry and its

surest source of increasing wealth. It is gratifying
to observe that Maliarajah Holkar with his ususal

intelligence, has laitl down the germs of an Agri-
cultural Department for his State in the State Farm
which is working witli some success under a super-

intendent, trained in the Madras Agricultural College.

We should be glad to see His Highness' example
followed by other Feudatoiy Princes.—Madrax Mail.

LEDGERIANA CINCHONA COMPANY.
London, 18th July.

When last writing, my letter mentioned that the

prospectus of the Ledgeriana Cinchona Company had

been printed. A few extracts from it may be of

interest to the many in Ceylon who desii'e to see

the introduction into your colony of fresh capital. No

later information has readied me since last -writing

of further progress with this un<lertaking, the ob-

jects of whicli are stated to be :—" To ac<iuire by

purchase, or by lease for long periods, freehold lands

in Ceylon, .Jamaica, and in .Tava : and to plant and

cultivate upon them trees of the different varieties

of cinchona. To acquire by purchase, or by lease

for long periods, freehold lands In the above-men-

tioned islands, upon wlilcli cinchona trees have al-

ready been planted." The prospectus then proceeds
to discuss tlie cost of proilucmg cinchona Ijark, pre-

mising tliat by the time the cinchona bark, which

the Company Is now about to grow, Is marketable,

the prices will still be considerably In excess of what

their bark has cost them to place In tlie market."

The estimated expenditure for bringing an acre of

ledgeriana into the sixth year of growtli in Ceylon
is £80, laud being estuiiated at ±"5 per acre. The

cost for suocirubra ia estimated at £52. Fifteen hund-

red Ledgeriana trees are rated to the acre, and the
return is averaged at 1 lb. of l)ark each, the total

return of 1,.>00 lb. beuig priced at os per 11)., or

£375 for the whole. Tlie succirubra is iiresumed to

give li lb. of bark per tree, equal to '2. "i.'iO lb., ex-

pected to sell for Is 6d per lb., or £168 in all.

These figures are based on the assumption that, at

the end of the sixth year, tlie trees are completely
uprooted, but tlie prospectus then proceeds to con-

sider the results of gradual harvesting -by "shaving."" Treated In this way, the return from an acre of Ledger-
iana would lie, during tlie three years from six to

nine (Inclusive) of the plantatlon'.s history, a total

of £125, or about £40 per annum, anived at thus :
—

500 trees
i Ledgeriana) giving ^ lb. e.icli of bark,

(. e. !()() lb. at 3s (abnnL— £40.)' After that period
the reii'wed b.irk will, the pr.iinoteis write, fetch

higher prices. Tlieu, dealing with snccirnbia simil-

arly treated, ihe pios|jeclus under review continues:—
" An acre of succirubra In this way would in tlie

Hrst tliree yfara from the sixth year of the |daut-
atiou's life, yive from ^rd of the trees. ."ilO lb. i^f

baik at Is Oil = to £37 ;
m adiliiion to ot^U lb. nf batk

from anotlier |i'd of tl:e trees, which inusi be "l)-

rooted gr.idually, as sueciiuhra trees .-ire of too vigor-
ous a nature to allow nioi-p than one thous.atid trees

to cover the groun^l after the ^lxth yfar
— to £37

more, or a total nf £74." This will I In' tqual to

about £25 per au! uin. The history of cinchona planl-

ing in Ceylon is then reviewetl, and the failure of

the delicate othciualis kind ivfcrri d to. It is thought
d'jsirablc that growing cstales, heavily in bearing, or

in full Ijearlng, should lie purchased to ensure im-
mediate reiuru on capital, and the embarrassed pos-
ition of many Ceylou idaiiters is advanced as encour-

aging the hope that many properties coidd now be

purchased on advantageous tt rnis
;

it being believed

that, when trees are fmm 2 to 3 years old, an estate

could be jiurchased for an average of nbout Is per
tree. A focond part of the prospectiu'', or au ad-

dendnm to it, is devoted to the consideration of ihe

probable future prices of cinchona bark. Into this

space forbids my entering, and tlie suliject too ia rather

of a speculative character, and does not possess ihe

iutPie.5t of clie figures .as to cost of production, which
have been above given, and which will doubtless

evoke criticism, either for or sgainat them, from ex-

perts among you. As the (Jompany is not yet matured,
it is not open to me to send you the copy of the

first prospectus, but 1 am permitted to make extiacts

of the foregoing Hgures.
—London ('or.

UVA COFFEE COMPANY.
The follnwing are the principal statemeuts of the

Uva Coffee Couipauj's report ;
—

The season produced the smallest crop yet gathered from
the Company's estates ; 4,042 cwt of coffee, exclusive of in-

ferior pickings, sold in the island. The sales in Ceylon and
Loudon aggregated £14,478 Is Tid only, owing to the tall

in tlie value of cotfee during the year, but for which a
small bargain of profit would have been .shown. Cinchona
bark strijiped from the old trees ou the estates, and weigh-
ing 48 cwt, lias realized to £548 lis 2d.

The net result of the year's operations is a loss of

£1,0IJ7 2s, which lias to be set against the balance of

profit carried forward last year, £8,MS4 lUs, leaving
£7,1177 14s to credit of revenue. Out of this the dirrct-

ors declared aud paid in .January last a dividcncd of

2,7 pt r ct-ut, or £2,50li, .so that there remains an utulivided

baliiuce of £4,57/ 143 as shown in ihe statement. I'uder

more favorable circumstiinces tliey would, as they hopCLl to

tlo, recoiiiinend a further distiiliuti 'n at the pre.-enl time;
but lookiiii; to the serious fall experienced in the cidfee

market diiraig the current year, auil to the excessive stocUa
held ill Europe, they are uuwilling fur her lo entrench upou
the funds at their disposal, until the realisation of the crop
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1881-83 now arriving is more assure!. They, llierefore,

coiisiiier it pniclont to defer any furlher payment of

iliviilenJ until January, 1883, wlifu"tliey will l>6 belter able

to e.slimato 1 lie result of the rurreut seasun. and to form

ail oiiiiiiou of the pr.ts|)ects for 1882-83.

The crop of 1881-82, now in course (if shipment, will

|iioliyi!ily I I't amount t'> much more Ihan "\5l)0 cwt. Ex-

ppiulilure is lOufiueJlo neces.sary outlay iiim" the nplcee|i
vi ;lie estate ,

and totlie extension of inipro\td aiipliances
for I be distribution oK nianun'. The falliug-olf in the

productiveness of the estates durin«»; two consee^lti^'e seasons

may witbout doubt be attributed in a hiif;i! measure to

lo. it-disease, the spread of wbieli has uufortuiuitely been
iissisteii. while tiie forming of fruit has been prevented,

by luiusual atmospheric coudiiioiis. Latest report s, linw-

over, coniirm the directors in their belief tliat the di-ease

has not j-.erniaiiently iiijnredthe trees, and holies are enter-

tained that it will in course of time wr r itself cid,, as

h is b; . n the ease >\iih other pesis.

Returns from eincbona bark ^^ili dviring tbe uext few

years gradually increase as a separate source of income-
There are alre.idy planted on the properties about a mil-

lion cinchona trees of virions kinds, and the nurseries
ctHitiin a large 1 umber for future piantinii'.

Cocoa is growing succes.vfnll) on Roekhill, and is to

be a^o
I
lanted ou a small X-i-^ftiou of Bailaga'ta.

It is to be r' gritted that the result ot tbe year's

oper.iticns is a loss. 'I'lie baiaiic of laft ye;ir leaves
a. not ineousulerablu sum in hand, but it will no doubt
bo thought a wise act of the directors not to trench upon
it liy payment of a further dividend at present.

IMPORT DUTIES ON CEYLON I'RODUCT.S

IN THE AUSTRALASIAN COLONIES.
Tlie Anxtfalaxum Trade N'^iieip is as severe a.s tlie

London Timcx on the conflicting and liostile tariff's

of the se\en colonies, including New Zealand, which

go to make up the Australasian group. To quote :
—

The principles underlying colonial taxation are inscrut-
able. No two colonies even employ the same nomen-
clature as regards denominations of weights or measures.
An article may he taxed at per lb. in one colony, at per
tou in another, and under the ad valofcm system in a
third. In one colony the oidy aim .seems to be to raise

money by any clumsy mefhoil. aud in a second to arbit-

rarily sek^ct a number of industries anil tax the com-
munity to support them. How neces-sary it is that some
common metho I of taxation .should be adopted is evident
from the table of Australasian import duties comparatively
arranged, which we print in another part of this issue.
That people of tlie same race, with tike intere.sts and
aims, with, we believe, the pro.spect of ultimate union be-
fore them, should in so grave a matter as commercial in-
tercourse vex and harass one anotlier in the barbarous
fashion revealed by that table, would be incredible if the
fact wer.i not patent. That the public attention is being
aroused on the subject is not t-o be wondered at, and
it is to be hopeil that an overjiowering public outcry will
be lai.sed fo ran iutercolonial (.'nstoms uniou.
From the table reieried to we gather that coffee in

its raw state is charged 3d per lb. in A'ictoria, New-
South Wales Soutli Australia, Tasmania and New
Z -aland. In Queensland the charge is 4d, and in
Western Australia only iH. There is no distinction
in the case of the roasted article in \'ictoiia, N. S.
Wales and Westeni Australia ; but in Queensland
the charge is Bd, in S. Australia an<l Tasmania 4d,
and in New Zealand 5d. In connection with coffee
w-e may say that the duty on chirory is 3d per lb.
in ^'ietoria. N. S. Wales, and New Zealand ; 4d in

(Queensland, S. Australasia and Tasmania; and 2d in
Westei-n Australia. ChwoUile is charged 3d per lb.
in Victoria, N. S. Wales, S. Australia, Tasmania and
N. Zealand; -ki in Queenslaial: and -Jd in W. Aus-
tralia. ( 'oeoff. beans are free in Victoria; 3d per lb.
ill ?\. S. Wales, S. .-Viistralia Tasmania and N. Zea-
land; ui Queensland and \V. Australia "Jd. "Pre-
pared'' beans are 3d in N'ietoria, N. S. Wales, S.

Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand ; 4d in Queens -

land ; ami '2A in W. Australia. Coconut oil is not

separately shewn in the table. Spires, including, of

course, cinnamon, are charged 2d per lb. in Victoria, wdien

ground ; ungi'ound free. The eliarge in N. S. Wales.
Queensland, and .S. Australia is 2d ; in ^^'. Australia
and N. Zealand 3d ; aud in Tasmania 4d. The duties
on tea are 3d per lb in Victoria, N. S. Wales and
S. Australia; Cd (£2 per mannd) in Queensland and
Tasmania* ; and 4d in W. Australia and New Zealand.
As our readers are aware, the duty on tea in \'ietoria,
which Sir Bryan O'Loghlen proposed to abolish,
is now to lie retained. The a\-erage value of the
China tea sent to Australia is scarcely one shilb'tifr

per lb., but Indian tea brings the whole up to about
the shilling in bond. The duty of 3d per lb. there-
fore is 2.") per cent on the value ; the 4d duty 33;',

per cent
;

while the 6d duty in England and the
Australian colonies which le\-y it is 50 pei- cent of the
\alue. This is a heavy impost, but if a general war
follows the present outbreak in Egypt we fear an
enhancement rather than a reduction of the English
iluty may lie anticipated. The present too is not a
time for the Australian colonies largely to reduce any
taxes, but it is to be hoped they will at no distant
date confederate for Customs purposes as well as self-

defence.

ARTIFICIAL QUININE.
(I'o the Editor, "Madras Mail.")

SiK,—A few weeks ago the English papers men-
lioneil the discovery of artificial Quinine by a ('he-
niist in Paris. \\ e wrote to our coriespondents in
London on the subject, and have much plea- 111 e in

enclosing a copy of their reply, which will be of in-

terest to Planters in India aud C' yl 'U.

Madras, 9tli August. ('PvOV.^inii-: ami Co,

Messrs. Croysduie, & Co., Madras.
DkaR Sir,— . . . Tile Syuthetic niauufactiire of Quinine has

:iUvays been Ihe dream of Chemists, and is eonsidered ^wssibie
liy some of the (^inhiine mannfacturers, tint, as yet, lias never
been aecoinijlished. You will observe that even M. Maumene,
does not eunsider liLs iirocess perfect, ami we fancv that a less
interested iiidge ndgllt tiiid it impracticable, and even shonlrt it

he at:complished, there remain two tliinj^s to be considered.
1st. Expense.
2iul. Would it have the .same effec-t on tin- human frann- V

For, it is a well-known fact that articles manufactured syii
thetically sometimes liave different' effects from those of the artiile
manufacUlred nalin-aHy, altlioush the chemists' formula may tie

similar. This is a most, important jjoiut, for it is not here a
question of a dye, like Itulii^o, lint of the most imjiortant chi-m-
ical, vised in cases vhere tlie issues of life and deafli, humanly
s]ieakin^, haiifc on its quality.

,-\!i:iiii. should the syntlietic article lie really identical in re-
sults with iiatm-al article, then, prejudice will stej, in, aial -we
wish the Planters of Cinchona could know what a stubborn oli-

stacle this is to tlie intriidnctiou of anything' new. People will
not experiment, meilical practitioners dare not. The exjierience
we had iuti-oduciiifi the ^^eilyherry Cini-houa, which, after all

pntlnced the .sauie article a^ the .South Ann-rican bark did]
Iter iiade us that any change must be a very gradual process]
and any new article must take a long time to work its way
into practical use.

This Syntlietic Quinine is no nev-- idea, A\e have been tllreut-
em I with it fur many years, and, as a tratle, we ignore it, and
tlii, k the >'eilgherr\ Planters of Cinchona can affonl to do the
san.'-, if fur n.i other reason than the following :

—
.•Jiould this invention he what it claims to he, and should it,

aft- r much time spent in overcoming prejudice, enter into the
maiket as a reality, the almost certain effect would be to dri^e
the present Quinine manufacturers into the necessity of forc-
ing on the public the valuable qualities of the other Alkaloids
conlainetl in the bark, .some of them really superior in effects,
in some cases to Quinine itself, which Alkaloids are at present
uef.lected. We should then see the difference in price between
Quiniiie and the other Alkaloids almost disappear, and the mnun-
faclnrers would be able to produce Quinine at an infinitely
lower cost, whilst still being able to pay remunerative price's
for the hark in consequence of 1: - increased value of what are
now considered bye products. W ! . u the >'cil;ilierry Cinchona
I'lanlers consider that their sncci. .;bras, so rich iii .^IkaloiiL,
would tlius losi- on the one hand .jm lower pr ces of Quinine,'
and gain on the other from high, r proportionatie pricfti of the

*
Proposed to be reduced to 4d from Ist January, 1882.
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other Alkaloids, we think we may advise them to let the
future take care of itself, and go quietly ou trying to produce
a really good rich bark, without misgivings as to a fair return.—We are, Sec,

(Signed) Francois Lk Mair & Rivers Hicks,
London, 14th July.—JJadni::? Mail .

THE FORESTS OF CEYLON.
BY F. D'A. VINCENT.

(From the IiiJian Quarterly Magazine of For''strti.)

The general public probably gets its Idea of Ceylou
by a short stay on the western side of the island,
when the steamer touches at Colombo or Galle.
or perhaps by the account given of the climate by
some relation who forms one of the large and im-

portant connnuuity of coffee planters, with estates in
the centre of the island. The climate and veget-
ation of the greater jjart of Ceylon are so different
from those of the western coast and of the coffee

districts, that I shall first give some idea of the dis-

tribution of the rainfall before mentioning tlie forest

vegetation.
The island is exposed to the full force of the south-

west and north-east monsoons ; and, as these monsoons
blow for eight months out of the twelve, it would be
natural to suppose that the rainfall is both heavy
and equally distributed throughout the year all over
the island. Tliis, however, is not tlie case. The
south-west monsoon, breaking generally about the
middle of May. passes over two-thu'ds of tlie island
without more than a passing shower, the principal
rainfall of the island being that brought by the north-
east monsoon.

If the reader will examine the map of Ceylon lie

will find in the centre of the southern half of the
island some ranges of hills extending from Kandy
southwards to the .Moruwa Korale, within 30 miles
of the sea. These ranges of hills, about 60 or 70 miles

long, form the eastern bounilary of the area affected

I>y the south-west raonson. All parts lying to the
south-west of these hills share more or less in the

downpour, wliilst the rest of the island only benefits

by an occasional shower. The effect of these ranges
of hills is most remarkable, and is probably due to
their arresting the course of the clouds, and forcing
them back towanls the sea. In Colombo, wliich, it

will lie seen, is south-west of the northern limit of

the hills, the average annual rainfall is S7 inches,
whilst at Negombo. IS miles further north, and rather
ftirtlier from the liills, tlie rainfall is 6(i inclics. At
Chilaw, only 42 miles north of Coloml)o, and quite
out of the influence of any hills or other obstacles
to arrest the course of the soutli-west currents, the
rainfall sinks to 48 inches. On the southern coast
the same effect is noticeable. At dalle the rainfall

is 90 inclies, whilst at Hambantota, 70 miles to the

east, in the extreme south-east corner of the islaml,

across which the two monsoons sM"eep, the rainfull is

only -0 inches.

The north-east monsoon begins in October, and,

lasting till Feliruary distributes its rainfall over tiie

whole of the island, tliose parts to the north-east of

the central mountain ranges naturally receiving most.
The hills do not, however, as in the case of the south-
west monsoon, protect the lee side of the island, for,
at Colombo .and on the western side of the island, the
winter rains are often the heaviest and most continuous.
The moist zone, or that afi'ected by both monsoons,

is therefore comprised within lines drawn south fi'om

Kandy to Matara (about 100 miles), and from Kandy
to Colombo (about (iO miles). Within these lines and
the sea the rainfall vaiics from (iO to 230 iiiclies, the

average being ])erliai)S about ItO inclii s.

The rest of the island or the dry zone, is aflfected

only by the north-east monsoon, the rainfall varj'ing

J

from 60 inches on the eastern coast to 30 and 20
inches at Maiiaar and Hand>antota, the average an-

! nual raintill for the greater part of the area being
about 4o inclies.

It will, therefore, be seen that the climate of the
, gi-eater part of Ceylon presents a vast diflerence from
that of the western parts most visited by Europeans.

,

The limits of the moist and dry zones, which have
been thus roughly defined, con-espond with the limits
of two very distinct flora.s—that of the moist zone
is very sunilar to the flora of the Malayan Peninsula,
wliilst that of the drier parts of the island resembles

;
in many respects the flora of the Madras mainland.

I

As regards the forests 1 may begin by saying tha^'

all the forests are evergreen ; there are very few de-

I

ciduous trees, and none of them form any important
l^art of the forest growth.

In the moist zone there are few forests left of any
(

extent, comprising the only parts of the island which
are thickly populated, ^'ery large areas of Crown
land have been sold for plantations of coffee, cocoa,
tea and other "new products," also for paddy cult-
ivation. Some of the most important forests have
also been sold to private persons, who are to work
out the timber and sell it in Galle or Colombo.
The forests, which are still the property of the

Crown, form only small isolated blocks. In the moist
zone the forests do not generally contain much valuable
timber. With the exception of Calamander and Neduu
(Perhoymx) there are no very valuable woods, but
with easy water carriage to the coast, all the softer
tunbers find a ready sale for in-door work, and for
coffee cask staves. The principal woods in these for-
ests are :

—Doona zeylanica, Artocarpu.i nohilis, Carallia

I
in/i't/errima, DUknia rHuna, Vateria acuminata, Dipl-
erorar/iua zcylanicns, Careya arbona, Melia diihia,
Piriropsh ilooniana, several species of Enijania, D'lo-

s/iyi-ot: qiia:iita. The last, Calamander wood, was for-

merly common in the wet forests with a rainfall of
120 to 150 inches. For cabinet work it is one of the
most valuable, but the tree is now abnost extinct.
Pieces only fit to give planks four inches broad are
said to have been sold at the rate of R400 a ton,
and it is difficult now to get even a specimen of this
beautiful wood.
Timber work at present is principally directed to

the ilry zone, where there are still very large areas
under forest. In the northern half of the island, and
in a great part of the eastern province, the population
is very scattered ; villages are very far apart, and
probably not more than one hundredth part of the area
is cultivated. The rest of the country is more or less
covered with e\'ergreen forests, and with tree scrub.
The principal forest trees are :

—Satinwood ( CMoroxylon
Sirielvnia), Ebony (D. Ehennm and D. Melanoxylon),
Trincomali Wood (Bemja AmmonU/a), MiniKsops
Eliniji, M. intlira, Ahroilaphne semacarjiifo/ia, I'ifex

nfli.tx'nna, Ca/ophylliim tomentosum. These fonn the
saleable woods. They are mixed up with a very large
proportion of woods which are at present worthless,
and almost unsaleable. Most of the forests usually
consist of the commoner kinds of wood, witli the
saleable woods sparingly sprinkled amongst them. The
only valuable trees which anywhere form a fair share
of the standing stock are Trincomali wood. Satin wood
and Minnsops ind'iea, and with these it is only in the
most favoraljle situations that any one species forms
one-sixth of the standing timber. The following are
some of the commoner kinds ; some give very fan'

timber, but there is at present only a demand for the
better kinds of wood mentioned above :

—
Sehh'irhera trijiir/a. iSt)-y,-/inos Niix Vmnica. Ulmvs

intciirifol'ia, Aracia leucophlii'ri, DioKpyros Emhryopti-rh,
D. orali/o/iri, Tcrmhialia Arjnna^ Phy/fan/hiiK Emhlira
and very many others, such as Stejihcriynr, Ailinn

Dysoxylon, Pclroearpus, Caxxia.
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A tree formiug a very remarkable feature in nearly
all the drier forests is Hemkyclia sejmiria. It often
forms one-thu'(l or even more of the forest, and with
its iiTegular fluted trunk has a very peculiar appear-
ance in large masses. The wood is useless.
The forest soil is generally sandy, poor, and of no

great depth, with an underlying rock of gravel, quartz
or gneiss. Under the taller trees there is usually
a dense scrub, consisting of seedlings of the inferior

woods, and of other shrubs, and growing to a height
of six feet. With the larger trees overhead and
the undergrowth, the soil is completely protected from
sun and wind and its natural poverty is less apparent
when enriched by thick layers of leaves. Grass is

rare in all the forests, and consequently forest fires

of any extent are unknown.
Since 187.3 tlie forests have been principally worked

by du-ect Goveniment agency, but previous to that

permits to cut timber were issued to traders on pay-
ment. With defective supervision, it is scarcely ne-

cessary to add that inunense harm was done ; we
now find that the traders succeeded in clearing most
of the forests within 25 miles of the seaboard. There
is reason to belie\-e that very large thefts of timber
took place, but worse than that, the natural repro-
duction of the better species has been almost at a
standstill for the last 30 years. It is difficult to ar-
ri\e at the real cause of this, but it is possible due
to the fact that the gi-ouud was, at the time of the

fellmg, already stocked with seedlings of the com-
moner kinds of timber. These had been forming the
uudergi-owth for years, only waitmg for the opport-
unity, which the clearing gave, to spring up into

vigoi'ous growth.
The forests have, however, a still gi'eater enemy

to contend with. Chena or Hen, the Ceylon repi-e-
sentative of the Indian Kumri, Jhoom or Toungya,
has perhaps done more harm here than in any other

part of the east.

A scanty population of Sudialese and Tamils de-
cimated by disease and famine, and too indolent to
undertake paddy or any other form of permanent
cultivation, have, for the last fifty years, been en-

gaged m devastating thousands of square miles of
the finest forest in tlie island, to secure one or two
crops of millet or Indian corn. The soil after being
abandoned becomes covered with a very dense scrub
oi Dkhrosiachyn cinerea, Phyllanthus EmUica, Zhypfms
(four species) Carissa, Dodoiuva lixcosa, and other
similar species. This scrub grows about 20 feet high
in 15 to 25 years, and then remains until tlie cult-
ivator returns to clear it again. . This he avoids
doing until he has ejchausted all the available areas,
of rich forest land ; and, as he can generally manage
even now, to find some forest which has never been
cleared before, it is rare to find old chena land
brought into cultivation a second time. Except on
he cast coast, grass rarely comes up on chena
clearings, so, when seen from a heiglit, the gen-
eral appearance of the country is most dtceptive. Old
chena scrub has the appe.irauce of foresf, s.i that look-

ing from one of the many isolated hills of the bare
gneiss which are so common in the north-east of Ceylon,
the ordinary obeerver would I hiuk he had to deal with
one v;ist forest instead of with a sea vi chenas, dotted
with a few islands, the remains of old forests. Chena
cultivation, and the devastations of the traders com-
bined, has only left the remains of what 30 years ago
mu't h.ave bt.ii magiiiticnt forests. The work of re-

storing these remnants and restocking the forests with
the better woods will. 1 fear, take more than double
that time to accomplish.
A large portion of the forest produce is exported to

India, China .Tud Europe. India t iki's "i rincom.ili wood
for iis ^'un-carriage f.actorits, for Ihc Matlras masula
boats, &c. ; satiu and ironwood for building ; palmyra

J36

foi- rafters (out at present in private lands) ; Calophjllinn
tomcnloaum, for poon wood masts and spars ; and some
firen'ooO.

C'hina takes ebony, the blackest wood only, and of
this Ceylon has the monopoly. For the best black
ebony the price usually is E 120 to R 140 per ton in
Colombo. .Satin wood and ebony are eent to England,
the English market being less particular than the
Chinese iis to the color of the latter.

CINCHONA CULTURE IN JAVA.
In the report for the second quarter of 1882, trans-

lation of which we publish today, Mr. Moens records
an additional fact shewing that a stock plant inferior
in the more precious alkaloids has no influence on
the graft. This had been ah-eady proved in the case
of succii-ubra stocks, and now Mr. Moens has as-

certained that a graft of valuable ledgeriaua placed
on a stock of C. josephiaua almost destitute of quin-
ine retained all its valuable properties nnimpaii-ed.
As we always felt certaui would be the case, too,

hybrids between the better ledgerianas and succiiiibras

gave bark rich in quinine. Mr. Moens s.ays nothing
of theii- habit of gi'owth, but we see no reason to
doubt tliat such hybrids will generally combine the
robustness of the succirubra parent with the richness
in quinine alkaloid of the ledgeriaua. From its spindly
habit, apart from any question of dying off, we found
C. officinalis in gi-eat disfavour in Java. It will be
seen, however, that such bark of this kind as was
sent to market from the Government gardens fetched

prices only second to those realized by ledgeriaua bark.

EEPORT ON THE GOVERNMENT CINCHONA
ENXEEPKIZE IN JAVA FOE THE 2ND QUAitTEK

1882.

The r.ainy weather continued during the past quarter.
There were planted out 14,000 more ledgerianas, of which
about 4,000 were cuttings and grafts, and 9,0Cfl succirubras.
The partial stripping, favored by the wet weather, was con-
tinued. About 120,000 A. lb. of bark liave now been
Gathered, of which, up to the end of June, 108,384 A. lb.
facked in 803 bales had been dispatched to Tjicao. The'
rop of 18S1 was sold on 23 Jlay at Amsterdam at the
oUowiug prices per J kilo :

—
0. succirubra ... 8Sc. to 253o.
0. calisaya javanica ... 55c. „ 200o.
0. „ schuhkraft 47c. „ lG4c.
O. ledgeriaua ... 78e. „ 070c.
O. hasskarliana ... 60c. „ 180e.
0. ofHcinalis ... 264c. ,, 110c.
0. lancifolia ... 135n. „ 175c.

The shavings of succirubra were .sold at a higher rate than
the finest stem bark in quills ; for ledgeriaua also the highest
price, G70c., was paid for shiivings. The ledgcri.ina twig bark
reahzed, according to the yield of alkaloid, which varied
from 1-3 to 3-1, from 7S to 220 cents per half kUo. The
renewed bark of officinalis fetched 410c. per half kilo.
On the whole the prices were in accordance with the
yield of quinine, and were very satisfactory. By G. O.
of 2ud Jlay No. 13 G. Tockamp was appointed temporary
nm-serymau, and ho entered on his duties at oner-. Besides the
oversight of the extensive nurseries at Tjiu iroean he is

charged with the making of experimentii of differ-
ent raethoils of grafting in the open air, ami he has
already made abeginninn- with this. It was shown by an
experiment with a C. ledgeriaua, whicli was gr.atted fire j-eara
ago r.nihe stem of a 0. Jcsephiana, th.it the value of tba
alkaloids Wiis not altered by the gniftini;. T! o ledgeriaua
bark contained 7 p. c. of qniniiie, wiiil.> that of the
josephiana stim had OOp.c. The exaniinaiioii of youiiif
ledgeiiaua bark, both from government and piivalo gardonsj
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wag continued. It is shown more and more clearly that

when the young trees possess the pure type of the mother
tree the alkaloid yield also agrees with this. As the average
of very typical four year old iilanls, deseead;int.". of the

mother trees 23 and 38, 9 p. c. quinine was yielded. A
picked tree, desceuilentof23, of that age, contained so much
as 11 75 p. c, quinine. A series of experiments was also

performed with barks of descendants of C. ledgeriana which
fi-om their habit appear to point to a hybridization by C.

aucciriihra. They are usually very rich in alkaloid, sometimes

also in quinine, while a yield of ciuclionidine often confirms

the opinion that they have been produced by a hybridization
with C succirubra. The determination of the alkaloids of

specimens of the crop was regularly carried on.

J. C. Bebnelot Moens,
Dir. Govt. Cinchona Enterprise.

Bandong, 1st July 1882.

Total trees at SOth June 1882, 3,091,500, viz. -.—in nurseries :

651,(100 ledgeriana (iucluding 6,553 cuttings and grafts),

220,500 sue, 171,800 off.
;
in the o;ien : 650.200 ledger, (includ-

ing 70,000 cuttings and grafts and besides the more or less

6,300 original ledger.), 491,000 calls, and hass., 4i3,500 sue.

and calop., 457,500 off., and 9,000 lane.

TEA.

There has been a good demand for the larger supplies
of Indian Teas, and a better sale for the medium de-

scriptions, at rather firmer rates for the stronger sorts,

since the arriv,al of the new China crop. Until large

shipments of new Indian Teas arrive, a steady market

may be exiJected, especially for the good medium sorts.

The reports from most of the plantations of the progress
of the new crop continue favourable, and although the

season may be somewhat later than the last, the teas

will [probably be quite equal in quality. At, the public
sales 8,302 packages were offered, including 917 of Java

and 625 of Ceylon teas. The Indian growths were well

competed for, at generally firm prices. The quality of

the Ceylon teas was inferior to that of some of the pre-

vious shipments ; but the falling-off, it is to be hoped,
is only temporary, as there is no reason, with care, why
they should not become as popular as either Indian or

China teas, and the industry may in time prove highly

important. It is, indeed, reported that the Ceylon crop

may reach 1,500,000 1b this year, and the Indian yield,

should the weather be propitious, may not impossibly
reach 60,000,0001b. There is thus every prospect of

rapidly increasing supplies of tea', especially when it is

remembered that only a few years buck the Indian crop
was less than that of Ceylon now is. The Java teas

offered at this week's sales were better than the bulk of

the late imports, and consequently there is a good
demand for them at improved prices.

The imports of tea into the Kingdom for the month
of June were 8,406,570 lb, or nearly double those of the

corresponding months in 1881, being an increase of no

less than 86-;'3 per cent., or 3,899,775 lb For the six

months the imports were 63,842,543 lb against

61,355,386 lb, an increase of 2,487,157 1b, or 4-05 per
cent. The delivorifs for home consumption for June

were 12,865,1.30 lb .against ll,6li7,.572 lb, an improve-
ment of 10'26 per cent., or 1, 197,558 lb, and for the six

months the consumption was 79,462,5-3 lb .igaiust

79 043,651 lb, a slight improvement of 0"52 per cent, or

418 872 1b. The total deliveries from thn 1st .January

were, however, materially smaller, .as the exports for

the six mouths have fallen off to the extent of 3,657,063

lb or 20'6fi percent., though those for June compare
very favourably with the corresponding month last

year, as they were 293,547 lb, or 11 '90 per cent,

in excess. The totals were 14,026,815 lb against

17,683,878 lb, .ind 2,777,882 lb against 2.482 335 lb

respectively. The stock on the 30th ultimo was

83,672,350 lb, against 69,564,154 lb on the same date in

1881, an incre,ase of no less than 20 28 per cent., or

14, 108,090 lb. --Pcoditcc Marhis' Eivinu.

Economic Plants.—Mr. Roberts of Galle, "eylon,
is in receipt of seeds of the following plants, viz.. Cin-

chona Cnlasai;a Mnrada, the choicest description of

cinchona cultivated in Bolivia, Soma Cotton a very
valuable variety. Coca, Quinoas, Panto and Ynijas ( ofee,
considered to be the finest flavoured coffee in the

world. Maize Blanc, the best variety of the wonder,
ful Cusco or Yncos Maize, and has offered them to

Government for sale at E500 per ounce, R150 per lb.

K200 per lb., and R200 per lb. respectively. Govern-
ment have referred the matter to the Board of Re-

venue, the Conservator of Forests, the Honorary
Secretary of the Agri-Horticultural Socii'ty, and to

the Superintendent of the Government Central Museum.
— Madras Times,
The Potato Crop on the Nilgiris.—The continuous

rain and damp that has prevailed since the beginn-

ing of June without intermission for nearly two months
has caused serious injury to the prospects of a fine

potato crop. The young tubers have rotted wholesale

in the soil, and the growers are taking up as rapidly
as they can what is left of the crop, and throwing
them into the market in an immature state. This

immaturity can easily be detected. The skin is very

light colored and thin, while the potato when boiled

does not crumble, but is sodden and w;inting in flavor.

A great scarcity of potatoes will arise, if the crops
elsewhere are dtstroyed in the same way as in the

neighbourhood of Ootacamund. Seed potatoes will also

be scarce, as little that is now being rooted up can

possibly keep till next sowing time comes round.—
Madras Times.

Ceylon Tea.—We observe, our townsman, Mr. Mac-

laren, of Messrs, William Moran &Co.
,
has been laid

hold of on his way through Colombo, and induced

to look at a large number of Ceylon tea samples.
This is one of the penalties of greatness, and, as Mr.
Maclaren has made a name for himself in connection

with tea, he must not be surprized if he be interviewed

in this manner. He was able to give an encouraging

opinion of their pi'odnce, which must have been very

satisfactory to the island planters. We are told he

valued none of the samples under Is 2d, and some
as high as 23 4d. If none were under Is 2d, we
imagine they could not have been a fair average assort-

menl of samples. They must have been only high-
class teas ; at any rate, as the nsult of this examin-

ation, we shall expect Ceylon to take a higher rank

in Mincing L.ane this year than she has hitherto done.

We are afraid that the mistake made by Ceylon is in

planting out tea as an appanage to a coffee plant-
ation leaving its cultivation and manufacture to the

coffee, manager and his establishment. This will not

dorh treatment of the two plants being so diverse,

in der to give the tea anything like fair play, it

must have its own trained establishment. The former

mode may be excusable, when only a few acres are

planted for experimental purposes, but, if Ceylon wishes

to take her place among tea producing districts, she

must grow and manufacture her crop on more in-

telligent principles. Mr. Maclaren complained of over

and under fermentation, and of over-firing. Ferment-

ation being one of the most important processes in

manufacturing would seem not to have received that

attention it deserves. These facts all go to prove
what we have said ; that the growing and manufactur-

ing of tea must be superintended by gentlemen who
have given attention to the subjects, and not by coft'ee

planters whose experience has been in another direc-

tion.— /(if^i.vo Planters' Oazette. [But there is nothing
in the world to prevent an intelligent coffee-planter

mastering the mysteries of tea manufacture. Many
have qualilied themselves and others are learning.

Unhappily, on a large number of coffee estates, thequan-

tity of coffee recently produced has not been such as to

demand the excluai ie atteutiouof superiuteudente,
—Ed,
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$0iiti^spandi3no^.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

COFFEE ADULTERATION:—SHAMEFUL ATTI-

TUDE OF BRITISH OFFICIALS.

38 Minciag Lane, London, E.G. Hth July 1882.

Dear Sir,-^I beg to hand you a statement hastily

penned, showing the x^resent position of the coffee

adulteration question, and the shameful way in which
the Government appear to be withdrawing from their

pledges and promises. I have no doubt that thia

breach of faith M'ill arouse a deep feeling of indig-
nation throughout the colony, and I hope that the

coffee planting interest in Ceylon \vill strengthen our

hands in the fight, which we have no intention what-
ever of giving up, to obtain redress in a righteous
cause and the reversal of legislation, which is a scandal

and a disgrace to this country.
—I remain, dear sir,

yours faithfully, H. PASTEUR.

38, aiiKCiXG LAi^E. London, 14th July 1882.

On the 20th .Timuary last the Treasury, at tl\e request of the
Board of Trade, and against the strongly-expressed opinion of

the Board of Customs, issued a minute sanctioning the import-
ation of "coffee or chicory, roasted and ground, mixed, with-

out reference to the proportion of the mixture, aud of any other

vegetable matter applicable to the use of chicory or coffee."

This order led to an indignant protest on the part of the coffee

trade, whose memorial, signed by all the most influential firms

representing its various interests, was addressed to the Treasury,
followed by the urgent representations of its delegates, and of

the Council of the^London Chamber of Commerce, and the Fi-

nancial Secretary of the Treasury, promised that the obnoxious
order should be reconsidered.

On the 24th of April, Mr. Gladstone, in his budget speech,

spoke as follows :
—

" The revenue derived from coffee in 1867 yielded £390,000 ;

the coffee duty was reduced in 1872 from 3d to 1^ pet lb.,

and in 1874 it only yielded £207,000. But while the great move-
ment adverse to alcohol, which has been so eminently favour-

able to both coffee and chicory, has been at work siuce 1874-5,
it lias not produced the slightest rally in the revenue from

coffee, but on the contrary, during the last seven years, there

has been a further diminution in coffee. In 1874 the coffee

duty wa.^ £2o7,000; in 1881 it was only £189,000; and, although
the chicory duty had been slightly increased, it only increased

by £8,000, and did not make up the whole difference. When
we turn to tea, the case is very different. There it is not in

the tea houses, but the domestic itse of tea that is advancing
at such a rate that there you have a powerful champion able to

encounter aleobolio drink in a fair field and to throw it in fair

fio-ht The revenue on tea, which in 18(37 was £3,350,000, had
riseu in 1874 to £3,875,000, aud in 1881 to £4,200,000. The in-

croMe of tlie population during that period of 14 years was
4,900.000. Bvit there was no corresponding augmentation in the

revenue from coffee and chicory. I am bound to say there is a

peculiar state of the law to which I ought to invite the House
to apply a remedy, aud I shall lay a resolution on the table

of the Committee this very evening with that view. At present

every description of admixture with coffee is permitted and we
have long proceeded on the principle that the admixture of

chicory with coffee was not adulteration—that it was an admix-
ture rooted in the habits of many countries so that people
woidd not drink coffee without it. But of late a practice has

growni up of producing all kinds of substitutes imder the name
of coffee, and that, I cannot but think, must in some degree ac-

count for the strange and singular state of the figures that I

have laid before the Committee. We shall not attempt to in-

terfere with the admixture of chicory with coffee, but we pro-

pose that it should not be allowed to introduce other miscellane-

ous admixtures with coffee."

Mr. Gladstone, that same evening, laid on the table of the

House the following resolutions, viz:—

1 "That the Duty of Excise on vegetable matter growii in the

United Kingdom applicable to the u^es of chicory or coffee (other

than chicory) shall cease to be payable, and the sale or exposure
for sale of any such vegetable matter in imitation of, or mixed
with, chicory or coffee shall be rendered illegal.

2 "That the Duties of Customs on vegetable matter applicable

to the uses of chicory or coffee (other than chicory) shall cease

to be payable, and Uie importation as merehandise of any such

vegetable' matter mixed with coffee or chicory shall be prohibited.

3 "That it is expedient to amend the law relating to the In-

land Revenurt and the Custom.-;."

A fews days later the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill wa3

printed; that Bill, prepared and brought in by Mr. Playfair, the

Chancellor of the Exchecjuer, a nd Lord Frederick Cavendish,
coutains the following clauses :

—
3 "The Duties of Customs on vegetable matter (other than

chicory) applicable to the uses of chicory or coffee shall cease
and determine.

4 '-Tlie importation of any article or substance whatsoever
prepared in imitation of chicory or coffee, and called by anyname of or mixed with chicory or coffee is hereby prohibited,
and such preparations or mixtures shall be forfeited and may be
destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the Commissioners of
Castonis shall direct.

6 "If any person shall keep for sale, or offer or expose for sale
any article or substance whatsoever prepared or manufactur&l
for the purpose of being in imitation of or in any respect to
resemble chicory or coffee, or to serve as a substitute for chicory
or coffee, or which shall be alleged or intended so to be, or shall
be mixed with or called by any name of chicory, or coffee,
such article, or substance, and any chicory or coffee with which
it is mixed, shall be forfeited, and may bo seized by any officer
of Inland Revenue, and the person preparing, manufacturiug,
or selling the same, or in whose custoiiy the same is found, shall
incur a fine of one hundred poivids,"
Evidently at that time Mr. Gladstone recognized the justice of

the complaints of the coffee trade against the recent Treasiu-y
minute, aud his speech and the clauses of the Bill show that he
also realized the gross injmtice aud unfairness of the unprincipled
adulteration which hail gra^iually been allowed to be practised in
that trade. The Customs and Inland Revenue Bill was, however,
set aside, under the exigencies of the Cloture resolutions, and
of the Irish and Egyptian questions. Still, relying on Mr. Glad-
stone's promises, the trade waited patiently for the passing of
the Bill, which was but on act of partial and tardy justice,
when, to the surprize and indignation of all, the new financial

Secretary of the Treasury, JVlr. Courtney, between 2 and 3 o'clock
in the raiirning on the 8th inst., in Committee of Ways and
Means, without previous notice, rose to propose on behalf of
Government the following resolution:—
"There shall be granted and paid to Her Majesty, her heirs

aud successors, upon every half-jxiund weight of any article or
substance called by any name of ooffee or chicory, or prepared
or manufactured for the purpose of, being in imitation of, or
in any respect to resemble or to serve as a substitute for coffee
or chicory, which is sold or kept for sale in the United King-
dom, and also upon every half-pound weight of any mixture
of such article or substance as aforesaid with coffee or chicory,
which is sold or kept for sale in the United Kingdom, the duty
of excise of one penny."
To the protests of one honourable member, Mr. Gladstone ob-

served that the Treasury were concerned with the collection of
the revenue, and not with adulteration. One is at a loss to
qualify such an extraordinary and arbitrary proceeding. In ord-

inary life it would be called a breach of faith ; on the part of
the Chancellor of the Exchequer who, in his financial statement
addresses himself in the name of Government to the whole country,
and to its colonies and dependencies all over the world, and,
bearing in mind the words of the Chancellor, and the terms of
the Bill embodjing his views and those of his Government, it

is a violation of a distinct pledge and promise, without one
single word of explanation. Mr. Gladstone does not even con-
descend to say that he has changed his mind since the 34th of
April ; he probably has not changed his mind, but is prevented
from doing what he considers himself as an act of justice, by the
pressiu-e of his friends of the Board of Trade, and of those
clever and industrious individuals who have been earning their

living by mixing rf^uy free malt, or ground date stones, or
dandelion root, or other rubbish, with aiity paying coffee, and
selling the mixture at the price of genuine duty paid coffee,
using the name of coffee, to which they tack on that of their

special pet article, so as to attract an unsuspecting public,
and realize profits which could not be secured if they attempted
to sell their manufacture under its real name.

It is an unworthy excxise, or rather it is an evasion and not
an excuse, to reply, as Mr. Gladstone has done, that the Treas-
ury is concerned with the collection of the revenue and not
with adulteration, when he has stated himself in his budget
speech that "the practice lohick has yrmcu up of late of produc-
ing all kinds of sidistitutes vnder the name of coffee, must in
some degree account for tfie strange arid singidar state of the

figures tliat he has laid before the Committee^ and for which Jie

invites t/w /louse to apply a remedy," in other words, Mr.
Gladstone recognizes that owing to those adulterations the re-
venue from the coffee duty has decreased, and a remedy must
be applied to restore the productiveness of that source of re-
venue. Such, no doubt, is the duty of the Treasury, and such
would have been the effect of the clauses of the Customs aud
Inland Revenue Bill, which have just been thrown overboard
by Government to please their interesting friends and proteges
in the Clumnel Islands, Liverpool, Aylesbury, and other centres
of the industry of coffee mixtures
Mr. Gladstone praises those valuable and Jtsefid institutions,

the Coffee Taverns and Tea Houses, which are encountering al-
coholic drink in a fair field, and may throw it in fair fight.
Tea has and always has liad all his sympathies, its sale ia

guarded jealously by rc;:ulations, no admixture whatever is per-
mitted ; woe to the offending retailer ! Tea has a fair field ;

it looked at one moment as if coffee woidd also have an equal
chance provided chicory was mixed with it, but now coffee is

not to have a fair field, but is to be handed over to the tender
mercies of manufacturers of horrible mixtures, and adulterations
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of the most reckless description, under which it will probably

disappear some day as an article of consumption in this country.
The baneful effects of the Treasury miunte "of 20th January,

to which Government appear to have practically adhered, cau-

not be better described than in the terms of the memorial of

the Chamber of Commerce to Mr. Gladstone praying for its

withdrawal, where it is described as a "tacit admission and

encouragement of indefinite adulterations, and as coutaining in-

dications contrary to all principles of integrity and hone-sty."
It appears, however, tliat Government consider that they have
no concern with the morality of a thing, so long as an honest

penny (?) can be earned by doing it.

H. Pastedb.

ENEMIES OP CARDAMOMS.
Auaust 8th 18S2.

ANALYSIS OF CINCHONA BARK.

London, E.C., 21st July 18S2.

Dear Str,—On page 510 in your overland issue I find

you couclude a letter by saying : "What a pity the

medical officers in planting districts are not qualified

analysts, to help the cinchona industry."
There are several known methods of testing the

value of cinchona, and when one of your Ceylon planters
was at home he came to me to enquire if he could be

taught the process. 1 introduced him to a friend of

mine in Paris, who, in about a week, educated him by
a very simple method to test the value of the differ-

ent samples of cinchona. There are many young
chemists who would be thankful to qualify here or iu

Paris and go out to Ceylon, and, if they received a small

fee for each analysis, they ought to make a good living.
With constant practice the test is very quickly made,
sufficiently good for a planter's guide.

—Yours truly,

THOS. CHRISTY.

CINCHONA AND LIBERIAN COFFEE CULTIVA-
TION IJJ THE LOWCOUNTRY.

Ealutara, 22nd July 1882.

Dear Sir,—The cinchona question is occupying so

much attention at present that a few details of some

experiments iu Kalutara will be interesting to you
and your readers.

On this estate, plants of C. succirubra, ledjieriana,

pubesceus and condaminea were put out a little over

a year ago, and the three latter varieties are all

doing well, being on an average from 3^ to 5 feet

high. The first-mentioned is not doing well here,
but on the other estates at an elevation of 500 to 700
feet it is looking remarkably well for its age.
The elevation, here is only 200 feet above sea-level,

and there has, so far, been no dying out, except
on a little fiat, where, through damp, a, number of

plants have failed. All the plants on the estate

were reared in Barnagalla nurseries, iu Dolosbage, and
none died from the effects of the long journey down.

ilie foregoing facts open a field for investigation

among our cinchnna savants, as G. succirubra has

heretofore (I understand) been supposed to be the

variety suited best for low elevations.

The pubescens has flowered freely, and one or two
of the ledgers, but the others have no tendency to

do this. I send you, under separate cover, some
flowers of ledgeriaua and pubesceus type and leaves

of both and condaminea too.

Curiously enough I noticed a ledger plant covered

with black bug. The latter looked exceedingly fat aud

happy : probably from the medicinal eflfects of the

foliage they were feeding on ?

That Liberian coffee on selected land will pay
handsomely, there can be no doubt. A small clear-

ing (5 acres), the first opened on an estate here

now 3 J years old, will, within its fourth year
give 100 bushels parchment : already 60 bushels have
been dispatched. This is about 4 cwt. per acre

planted 10 x 10 feet ; but at 7 x 7 feet, whieli is the
distance moot people have now adopted, it would
pive S cwt. per acre • not a bad maiden crop in those

hard times?—Yours l.».thfully, W. L. F.

Dear Sib,
—In answer to several enquiries as to

what grub or other insect bores the holes in carda-

mom seed, I now send you the grub as caught in the

act of boring a seed and the seed with it. Perhaps
you will be able to describe the fame. This grub
lives among the cardamom bulbs and is difhcult to get
hold of. A mixture of ashes and lime applied among
the bulbs is the only thing I find that stops the grub from

doing the mischief, but whether it kills the brute or

whether it jumps out of its nest and goes somewhere
else I cannot say, as I have not found a dead one

yet: this grub jumps forsome distance.—Yours truly,
J. HOLLOWAY.

[The well-known destructive wireworm. It is the

larva of a beetle belonging to the family Elaieridffi.

Curtis, in his "Farm Insects" says :
— "These beetles

have been called elaters from a peculiar power they
have of leaping up like a tumbler when placed on

their back, and for thid reason they have received

the English appellation of spring-beetles, and skip-

jacks, and from the noise which the apparatus makes
when they leap they are called snap or brick-beetles

and likewise blacksmiths." The same authority gives
the following description of the grub:

—"The wire-

worm very much resembles the mealworm ; it is of

a pale ochreous colour, becoming darker when dead,
with a few hairs scattered over its polished shining

skin, it is serai-cyliudrical, the back being convex,
the belly more flat ; its head is flattened or wedge-
shaped, and there are twelve alidominal segments.
Of all the insect enemies with which the farmer has

to contend, there are none which are more fatal in

their effects and more difficult to overcome. Re-
fuse lime of gas-works will banish the wire-worm.
—Soot aud lime will kill them." The little book
on "Garden Pests" gives a short description of

them at page 76.]

TEA FROM CUTTINGS: THE WEEDING AND
DRAINING OF PLANTATIONS.

Dear, Sir,—Can you, or any of your readers, state

whether tea has been grown successfully by planting
it from cuttings ? That they strike rapidly and with-

out any trouble I know from experiment, but I should
be glad to hear whether it has been ever attempted
on a large scale. I have read with much interest

the letter about weeding and loss of nitrates in the

soil, etc., by "X.," in your issue of the 5th iust.

One thing is certain, namely, that our system of cultiv-

ating in Ceylon by keeping the surface of the laud

bare with monthly weeding and cutting open surface

drains across our hillsides is uidque and not adopted
in other countries, even where labour is plentiful, either

for cotfee, tea, or cinchona. How can it be proved
that the results are in our favour, or that estates

previously dirty and undrained have given larger crops
since they have been cleaned and thoroughly dramed ?

With regard to drainage I believe sentiment and
association have had a great deal to do with the

general way in which it has been carried out. A.
at home is pleased to see in the report he receives

that his estate is now all thoroughly drained, and

possibly is soiTv when told that his neighbour B. is

likely to be ruined and have his estate washed away,
because he has not had a drain cut m it. These
surface drains and drainage as carried out on land
at home have iwlely different effects, and with our

tropical bursts of rain I am inclined to think B. is

better off than A. Another circumstance which is

seldom taken into account when ordering a estate to

be drained is that the cost of constructing these drains

is nothing to the ultimate expense of clearing and
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keeping them in repair. After heavy bursts of rain,
and with short crops and several miles of draijis to

keep clean, the work is not done, and wash is in-

tensified tliough expenditure be kept do\ra. Dramiiig
has been can-ied out now nearly universally upcountry,
and if drains be the means of stopping wash, Iiow is

it tliat .as soon as there is a heavy burst of rain all

the streams and rivers become iimnediately discoloured ?

J. L. A.

ABNOEMAL SEASONS AND NOT LOSS OF
NITRATES (FROJI EXCESS OF WHICH COFFEE
TREES OFTEN SUFFER) THE MAIN CAUSE OF

SHORT CROPS.

August 15th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—Your correspondent "W." with his wonted
acuteness observes, tbat "the secret of the hidden
ailments under which our coffee is suffering is em-
bosomed in those spots where fertility still stands in

strange contrast to surrounding fruitleseuess."

I believe that that secret is to be traced to unfavor-
able climatic inlluenoes, very frequently combined with
exhaustion of soil. I do not seek to explain all

the subtle influences comprised in the word "clim-

ate," but only to point out some of the more obviously
unhealthy conditions which are induced by unfavor-
able se.ason3.

Let us consider what are the conditions necessary to

the production of good crops : thty are three—good
climate, good soil, and judicious cultivation, and the
most important of these is cUmalc: if we have poor soil

it can be ameliorated bv cultivation, but over climate
we have no control, though we may to some extent

modify its influences by cultivation. CHmate is synonym-
ous with season.

As a proof of the effect of climate, I would instance
the Udapussellawa district, which, with Ihe exception of
a few estates, is by no meaus remarkable for its ricli-

ness of soil, but with its wonderfully favorable seasons
it has produced some of the best crops seen in recent

years. Unfavorable seasons produce unhealthy con-
ditions : in a season of too muth rain duriog the blossom-

ing period nitrification probably proceeds too rapidly,
and the tree unless provided witli an abundant supply
of soluble mineral food, absorbs too lar^e a pn^portion
of nitrogen, which induces an over r.apid cell formation ;

consequently the tree runs to wood, the sap of which is

ill-nourished, so tbat, even if blossom is formed, it docs
not set; the tree too, being weak, is in the most recipt-
ive couditi(m for the attack of leaf disease and other
enemies. It is noticeable that coffee, as it were disap-
pointed by an unfavorable season in its desire to crop,
appears to be thrown off its balance, the wood which
intended to blossom is spoilt, and the tree makes a
further effort towards reproduction, pushing out an
abortive spike out of its jjroper season, which further
exhausts the tree. These disturbed conditions above
soil probably indicate an equal disturbance below, aud
the balance once destroyed is not easily restored, though
even a good season may follow upon the bad one ; it is

probable therefore that a diseased condition of the
roots is induced which it will require a succession
of good seasons to restore to he.ilth : such a succession
of seasons it has not been our good fortune to

experience for the last 10 or II years ; now—even

given the return to normally favorable seasons—
wo should have to suffer from the weakness following
upon low cultivation and want of conditions of fertility
in the soil.

In order to arrive at conditions favoring the utmost
fertility it appears reasonable to suppose that a
Xjroper balar.cu must bemaintaiufd between the mineral
and nitrogenous supply of food, and that therefore
in a wet season, when nitrification is proceeding rapidly,

giving an over-abundant supply of nitrogen to the
tree, the effects of the season may be considerably
moililied by adding artificially to the soil a supply of
mineral food with little or no nitrogen ; in an over-
dry season or hot climate, the process being reversed.
Doubtless on such estates as are favored with a
limestone formation, the supply of mineral food is
better sustained alongside that of nitrogen, liian on the
majority of estates, which are without this natural
advantage, wherein is contaiued a hint as to the arti-
ficial addition of lime.

In unhealthy condition of soil is, I believe, to be
found the explanation of the grub pest, a sort of fer-
mentation being very possibly set up, which would
provide the grub with fuugoid food, and if this \.y^,o-
thesis were correct, until the couditions were removed
there would belittle bops for the departure of the enemy.
Though the subject of nitrification will no doubt be

more ably handled by Mr. Wall and others, still, as

bearing incidentally upon my subject, I hope tbat
"X." and your other readers will pardon me if I
touch upon a question which I have frequently had
under consideration.

If the deductions of "X" from Mr. Waringtou's
paper on the Rothamstead experiments were correct,
the first exhaustion from which our coffee trees would
suffer would be want of nitrogen, whereas the pre-
sumption is that, the reverse is the case, seeing that
the trees still retain the power to make wood, and
that the measure of restored fertility is mainly in

proportion to the amount of phosphate in the manure." X. "
has overlooked the very material difference

between subsoil drainage by covered pipes aud our own
system of surface drains : by the former the rain
water is drawn through the soil by the suction of the
pipes and carried off to the streams, wbile by the
latter, after the complete saturation of the soil, only
the superfluous water runs off. The nitrates therefore
would only be carried down to the subsoil to be
taken up again by the roots as soon as they had struck
down to it. In a bare fallow such as our clearings
present for the first year or two after the burning off
of the jungle, the surface soil would naturally become
considerably exhausted of nitrogen and be in an uu-
favcuir.able condition for the support of young plant-
life ; still in our tropical climate there is probnbly much
compensation for the loss sustained by heavy rainfall.
In the exhaustion of nitrogen in the surface soil

I am of opinion that the reason is to be found why
supplies fail to such a large extent after the first few
years of a plantation's existence,* and also why cin-
chonas do not grow on a second planting.
To sum up, my contention is, that to abnormal

seasons producing unhealthy conditions and a disturbed
balance we mainly owe our present infertility. By
abnormal seasons I would be understood t» mean
rain or drought occurring at the wrong time of year
and not that a heavy rainfall or a prolonged drought at
the proper season does us any great amount of injury :

on the contrary I consider that in the present heavy
rainfall lies the ch'cf promise for a good crop next
year upon such estates as are in a condition to avail
tJfinse.Jves of a good period of blossoming weather.

Secondly that good cultivation, which means judi-
cious use of manure and tillage of the eoi', is capable
of modifying to a considerable extent the ill-effects

of abnormal seasons and giving us immunity from
other pests.
And further that it is not to loss of nitrates that

Wrt are to look for the explanation of our present short

crops.
—I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,"

W. D. B.

* But there is great force in the popular planting belief

th;it the main reason why supjilies fail is that t!ie feedipg
rootlets of the established plants enter the stirred soil atd
rob the supplies of their nutriment.—Ed.
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OEANLEY CROWN BARK FROM TREES 6 YEARS
(SECOND SHAVING) YIELDING 6s IOd PER
LB.—THE LOCAL AND HOME MARKET.

Craiiley, Agrapataua, 16th Aug. 1882.

Dear Sib,—I have much pleasure in informing you
that the officiBalis trees on Upper Cranley, the bark

of which fetched Buch a fair price, are about 6 years
old. This is second shaving and was performed about

11 months after the first, the increase in quantity

being about 20 %• The analysis of the original bark
was only l'96 7o sulphate quinine, which realized 3s

per lb. You will be surprised to learn that Rl'75

per lb. only was offered for the renewed bark in the

local market,—Youra truly, C. R. P.

ALOES &c. AS HEDGE PLANTS.
Mysore.

Dear Sib,—I read in your last volume, Tropical Agri-

calurisl, a letter from "
Ledgeriana," asking what would

be the best thing to plant round a clearing as a liedge,

and in an editorial I see ynu advise him to try aloes,

but you doubt wliether they would make sufficient

growth in the time required. Of course they greatly

depend on the plants when piit out. If you can get

them grown a foot to nine inches they would—I am

speaking from experience— reach the lieight of about

2i to 3 feet at the expiration of two and a halt

years. To begin with : a drain should be dug all

round the clearing, say H foot deep, and the mud
taken from the drain thrown on, or rather neatly

piled up on 'he off side, that is the side opposite to

clearing. On this loose earth the aloes should be planted

about IJ feet apart ; no more: less, if you have enough

plants.

"
Let them have plenty of air and light, and

do not allow them to get choked and overgrown, and

they will grow r.apidly. The reason for the drain is

because aloes, as I daresay most of your readers

have noticed, are very injurious to coffee. One sel-

dom sees good trees within 8 or 10 feet of a hedge,
and also the great tendency they have of spreading.

So much for aloes.

We in Coorg use all kinds of hedges : rose,

stakes and lantana, though very few are foolhardy
euoudi now to use the latter and wire. Rose

hedges are made by sticking cuttings about a foot long

on the ground crossways, and they very soon shoot

and make a fair hedge, with a tendency, however,

to get gaps in it tlirough some cuttings dying ; it

also requires a lot of trimming, or it gets very

straggly. Stake hedges .are simply large cuttings or

stakes of some good tree that will grow from cuttings.

Stick in about 1 yard apart with strips of Ijamboo

nailed across them just like a post and rail paling.

By the time the bamboos are I'otteu the cuttines. which

should be about 5 feet long (one feet in ground),

will have shot out all over ; then only a little judici-

ous pruning is required. This is all very well for

2 or 3 yi ars, but after that they (the stakes) get into

renular trees, and the shade necessarily very heavy.

As for lantana, the only advice I can give to tkose

thinking of planting it is—do not. Wire of course

needs no explanation.

By the way, I should be much obliged if any one

of your correspondents will let me know what is

the best remedy for, and what causes, a small clear-

ing of ledgeriana I have to gradually lose all their

leaves except the top pair—apparently eaten away by
caterpillars, but on examination deil a one can you find.

The soil is a fair one, land quite level, but they do not

seem to grow a bit. • P.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES?
Slf, It has already been shown in a previous letter

that infertility prevailed generally throughout the

coffee districts in 1871 before leaf-disease had appeared

in any force ; that even after the fungus had
attained its fullest development, good crops sometimes
followed its very woist attacks : and utter failure of

crop ensued in spite of almost complete exemption
from attack ; and, finally, that there has not been
any such correspondence between the attacks of
hemileia and the failures of crop, as would certainly
have existed between cause and effect, The case as

against the fungus must therefore be dismissed,
unless as an accomplice after the fact.

Let us then put
" abnormal seasons" on their trial.

Many planters believe that in them is to be found the

prime cause of our misfortunes.

The first step in our enquiry must be to define what
is meant by season. The term admits, on the one
hand, of a practical and comparatively simple defin-

ition, comprizing only such elements as are familiar to
us all

; or, on the other hand, it may be so stretched
as to involve other forces of which we have no definite

knowledge, and may thus become vague and confusing.
The practical farmer understands the term to comprize
rainfall, wind, temperature, and direct solar influence.
He speaks of the seasons as too wet, or too dry ; the rain

failing when it was wanted or falling when it was
neither expected nor required; as coming in torrents,
or drizzling continuously. He remarks on the
direction, force and fickleness of the vjind, its stormy
outbursts, or its persistent drift. He notes the
degrees and changes of the tanjm-atvre ; and
takes cognizance of the variations of sunshine and
clouds. But he knows nothing of smi.sj)ots, has prob-
ably never heard of o-Mne, and has no other knowledge
of dectricity than what he sees in thunder showers or
the electric light. It is not denied that these are all
real and powerful forces, and there may be others yet
unknown to us in operation ; but, as we have no
knowledge whatever of their relation to agriculture,
we should gain nothing, but only confuse everything
by speculating about them.

With regard to sunspots, Herschel thought they
had a direct influence on agriculture. He believed
that, when spots were moat numerous, they had an
adverse influence on vegetation, and vice versa. Care-
ful and prolonged observation has proved the exist-
ence of cycliciil variations in the number and magnit-
nde of these wonderful phenomena ; and they are
believed to culminate in periods of about eleven years.
As panics or crises in the Commercial World have
latterly succeeded each other in somewhat similar
cjcles, an attempt has been made to connect the
spots and the crises in the relation of eause and
effect. The result has as yet proved more curious
than conclusive. In fact, all that is yet known of
these solar disturbances is that they are gaseous
outbursts, of the nature of explosions, on a
scale so stupendous as to far surpass our powers of

couception. They are believed to affect the magnetic
currents of the earth, but, as to their influence on
agriculture, nothing whatever is known. In the ques-
tion of the infertility of our coffee trees, however,
Bunspots may be fairly set aside ; because the coffee

enterprize has existed through more than 3 en-
tire cycles, and has shown no such periodical vari-
tions either of the fruitfulness or growth of the trees
as would correspond with those cycles. There was a
maximum period in I860, when our coffee was most
flourishing. Another culmination succeeded in 1870,
which certainly preceded our first disaster, but
it was followed by a minimum in 1878, which
so far from inaugurating a return of fertility
began the worst part of a cycle which has grown iu
intensity, and has attained its highest development iu
this most disastrous year of the decade !

Reverting, however, from things speculative to others
familiar to our experience, what abnormal features
have our seasons manifested since 1871 to lend sanction
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to the idea of their having cauecd the ruinous infertility
we now deplore ?

Adopting for our enquiry the practical and simple
definition of the term season, as already described, what
are wo to understand by a normal season ? There
has not been, during my long experience of the coflfee

districts, any sucli regularity of season as theory pres-
cribes. The changes of mnnsoon, and the weather
these changes are expected to bring about, have not
occurred with the punctuality and precision that thiory
lays down. In uiy experience irregularity in all di tail

has been the rule, and punctuality the exception.
If, therefore, seasons which have deviated from the
tlieoretical law are to be accounted abnormal, nearly
all that I have witnessed would come under that

category. But, setting aside details, both of date
and character, those seasons may fairly be regarded as

normal, in which the monsoons have set within two
or three weeks, one way or other, of the theoretical

date, and with n fairly good rainfall, both as to

quantity and distribution. And those seasons only
would be excepted as abnormal, when the monsoons
have failed, or when one monsoon has materially in-

vaded the precincts of its opponent, or when the months
which should be dry have proved wet, and vice versa.

Of all periods of the year, the blossoming months are

those to which the planter looks most anxiously. Pract-

ically, the idea of season in the mind of the planter is

almost concentrated upon and confined to those critical

months during which the spike is forming, and the blos-

soms setting. At other times the coffee bush withstands

great vicissitude of season without material suffering.
Severe and prolonged droughts duriug the crop-beur-
ing months may affect the filling of the beau, and the

ripening of the fruit, but it is in the blossoming
months that the effect of the weather is critical. If

the months of January and February of one monsoon,
and August and September of the other, be hot and

dry, and, if there be a fair rainfall in the intervening
months, the planter may be said to have good normal
weather. But, on the other hand, persistent rain in

the blossoming months is most adverse, and is even

worse, perhaps, than the want of rain in the months
which should be wet.

Now, it is matter of history that the critical months
of the present year were of the worst. The rain in

January and February was persistent and heavy. The
usual heat and dryness were wholly wanting, and
the blossoms were therefore poor and scattered.
Under any circumstances euch a season would neces-

sarily have proved adverse ; nevertheless, it would be

wrong and misleading to attribute the failure we
now witness to this cause alone ; because seasons
similar in this respect, and even worse than this,
occurred in former times without producing effects at
all comparable to the failure of this jear ! Moreover,
if we were to assume this failure to be due to the
adverse blossooiing season, how should we account for

the failure of tha crops of previous years '! It seems im-

possible to attribute a failure of eropssogeneral ns that of

this last decade, to a cause which IJas operated so parti-

ally, and which past experience proves unequal to produce
so terrible a result. The same appeal to experience
of the past months enables us to answer the question as
to the effects of season generally ;

for there has not been

any such special feature of the seasons since 1&70, as has
not been witnessed in former times, when their influence
went no further than to slightly impair our crops.
It is in fact within our knowledge that seasons sim-
ilar in all observable respects to those of the past
decade produced no such disaster as we now suifer, though
they doubtless caused some loss of crop 1

Without taxing your readers' patience by any attempt
at detailed analysis of all the elements of season

during the past decade, it may, I think, be confid-

ently alleged that there has not been any single ele-

ment, nor any combination of elements, recognizable
In the seasons eiuce 1S71, but such as had been ex-
perienced before tl>at fatal year. It does not appear
reasonable or possible, therefiire, to refer a result eo
widely diverse from all our irrevious experience to
causes which were in oijeration then.

If, however, for the sake of argument, it could be
conceded that all the blossoming seasons had been
adverse since 1870, how should we account for that
falling of immature fruit in advanced stages of growth
which has so strikingly characterized the period of

infertility we are now discussing ? Or, to what
cause should we attribute that novel feature of tho
past decade which is to be seen on our finest estates
in the most favoured districts, and on the strongest
coff'ee trees in the shape of abortive fruit ? After a tine

healthy-looking spike has burst in good weather, and
has set, to all appearance, well, how come.s it that two
or three months after the blossom, its only representative
remaining to be seen is a berry here and there amongst
a multitude of abortive stalks ! And this, alas ! is no
uncommon case: it is to be seen everywhere. Informer
times, in one or two extremely wet districts, where the
soil was cold and clayey, the fall of immature fruit was
often seen, but the abortion which has lately become
so fearfully prevalent has affected our trees without
regard to soil, climate, or apparent vigour of growth.
This is a new phenomenon without any parallel in
the history of the coffee eni;erprize prior to 1871.

For such results as we have experienced during the
last decade, it seems to me that no vicissitude of season
nor any abnormal features if the weather which we
can recognize, will at all adequately account.

Seasons have been sometimes adverse, and, so far
as they have operated, they have helped to aggravate
our misfortune, but, when all reasonable allowance
has been made for any effects they were capable of

producing, there remains a terrible balance of disaster
for which they will not account.
The object sought in asking the question

" What
ails our coffee trees ?

"
is, if possible, to

dissatisfy
the planters with those reasons which have been too
commonly and too long accepted ; and to direct their
resell! ches and efforts to the discovery of the real origin
of the evil. Whoever clings to an erroneous theory
raises a barrier against the truth, and, if all these bar-
riers were removed, there would at least be a free
and unobstructed course for research. W.

THE CEYLON COMPANY (LIMITED):
THEIR TEA AND TEA BOXES.

Colombo, 2lBt August 1882.

And now, for the benefit of your readers and ship-
pers of tea in particular, I will make you a present
of a piece of information which may he of service
to tbtni. It is quite true that some of our teas
and other people's teas too, most unfortunately, did
go home in boxes which, when they arrived in London,
were found to have an objectionable odour, and we
have suffered some loss in consequence, both in re-

placing the objectionable chests with others, and in
liberal allou-aiiccs to our constitittntu for supposed
depreciation to the tea carried in those chests, not-
withstanding that, as stated in my letter of 19th
inst., these very teas competed successfully with
Indian teas sold at the same date, and "it was
difficult therefore to suppose they could have suffered

any appreciable depreciation through the lead linings,
from the effect of the wood. So jealous is this Com-
pany that the reputation of Ceylon teas and the

pockets of their constituents should not suffer from
any error of judgment of theirs, however unforeseen.
The wood of which these boxes was made was
buckme—a very good-looking, cheap, light, and work-
able wood, and we and others had used it for long,
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without the slightest objection being raised to its

ochjur. As a matter of fact, it has no odour when
properly seasoned ; but we find that, when it has been
for auy length of time in water in a green state, it

acquires a very powerful aud unpleasant odour, which,
though disappearing almost, if not entirely, as the
wood becomes dry, reappears when it is again sub-

jected to moisture, or the steamy atmosphnre nf a

ship's hold. As I said before, I find that others have
used this wood as well as cursilves ; and I know of
chests composed partly of other woods and partly of

bucknee, of which, however, a single board in its

oftensive state is quite sufficient to infect the whole
box; my object in mentioning this now is that others

may protit by the experience we had to pay for.—
Yours faithfully, C. W. HORSFALL, Manager.

MR. STORCK'S TREATMENT OF COFFEE LEAF
DISEASE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "FIJI TIMES."

SlK,—When republishing my letter in the "Gar-
deners' Chronicle" of February 18th last, on my sys-
tem of permanent vaporisation for the cure of the
coffee leaf disease, you were not aware that a portion
of it, the introductory matter, and upon which I placed
peculiar value as showing the train of thought which
led me to my invention, was only referred to as "re-

viewing previous attempts that had been made." Al-

though 1 have upon genera) grounds no reason to

complain of adverse criticism from such an authority
as the "Gardeners' Chronicle," the editorial remarks
contain what may be misleading to others iu what it

says about the "depth to which fungus may pene-
trate." I now send you copy of a summary of the

part omitted, wdiich please be kind enough to give
space in your next issue.

In some of hie remarks upon coffee leaf disease,
Dr. G. H. K. Thwaites, of Ceylon, speaks in con-
nection with Mr. Morris's sulphur and lime treatment
of the mitigating efl'ects of sulphurous gases upon the

potato disease in the neighbourliood of certain copper-
works. In a very clever paper which appeared in the

Ceylon Observer lately, the partial immunity from coffee

leaf disease of some districts in Java was explained by
the presence of sulphurous vapors in the atmosphere
produced b.v neighbouring volcanoes. Although the treat-

ment of HtmUeia has, with lime aud sulphur, proved
a failure practically, the idea of acting upon the fungus
through sulphurous acid gas evolved by tlie contact
of sulphur with lime—in shoit— of an atmosplierical
treatment remains correct. The fault of the treat-

ment lay in the manner of application of the material
direct to the plants, and of necessity, to the soil :

its effects upon the fungus were too evanescent and
the formation of sulphurous acid in appreciable quaut-
ities absorbed by the soil, disastrous to plant life.

The first instance of atmospherical treatment, 1 wit-

nessed in the winter gardens aud forcing hcus;s of

Germany, where earthen platters, partly tilled with
lime and sulphur were variously disposed all over
the houses, and the practice answered very well
under the shelter, aud confinement of glass-roofs but
how to adapt it to the open field was another matter.

Soon after the introdrction of coffee leaf diiease
into this Colony, I had without any artificial aid,
and only guided by the instincts of a gardener, made
certain observations, followed by experiments, which
convinced me that a thorough and lasting cure of

leaf disease was possible. The first attempts 1 made
were by direct applications, "dustings," -A'ith various

substances, killing the spores as fast as they appeared
on the principle of pulling a weed before it seeds ;

by dailj dustings with moderately caustic coral lime
I succeeded in exhausting the spots of spores form-

ing and ripening in the tissue of the leaves after

about oi^ht weeke. Of two Liberian trees treated

iu the same manner with sulphur and lime one
died a elow death, whilst the other after bfing
cured, was only saved by timely and carefid trans-

planting it^to sweet soil. All the trees tnated in this

manner, with the exception of some which were
reinfected afterwards through laborers from an ad-

joining district, remain clean to this day, twenty-three
months
But direct treatment by hand, even if practicable

and correct in principle, with bulky material such as

lime, etc., must always be lanorioua aud expeusive,
sul.ijoct to interruption by the weather, and open to
failure thi-ough careless performance. Besides these
drawbacks such treatment must be comparatively value-
less except on an estate, isolated or capable of isolation,
because unless the treatment became general in a dis-

trict or a province, infection would be re-imported
from adjoining plantations as f«8t as the manual treat-

ment could keep it under.
Whilst carrying on aud making my observations on

the above experiments I never lost sight of the practie.

ability of a system of vaporisation adapted to the open
field, and by degrees matured my

" method of perman-
ent vaporisation."

Carbolic acid in its quality of an antiseptic, has for a
considerable time past b^en emiJoyrd agoiuat various

fungoid organisations, as also again.st Hemikia V'astatrix,
but against the latter with only indifferent success,

owing to the manner of application w'hich in every
case thi.t has come to my knowledge to this date, was
direct, manual, and therefore unreliable and expensive.
My method is purely atmospherical, etc.

Jacob P. Storck.

Belmont, Rewa River,
June 5th. 1S82.

Sericultuke.—The silk industry in the Mysore pro-
vince some years ago provided occupation for thou-
sands of people ; the export of raw material was large;
there was a great demand for silk cloths from Mysore
which were famed in the East and in Europe, and
the revenue to the state from Sericulture was an
item not to bo despised. But bad times came, the
worms were attacked with disease and died out,
means were wanted to replace them, people grew dis-

heartened and gradually from a very flourishing

occupation, the silk industry almost became extinct.

Recentlv, however, attempts nere made in several parts
of the province to revive silk manufactures, and within
the past two years the cultivation of the mulberry
for food for the silk worms has pushed aside in

many places all other garden cultivation. We would,
therefore, draw the attention of the Mysore Government
to the necessity there exists of directing the en-

deavours of the cultivator.? into proper channels by
which all possible risks of failure might be guarded
against. The Agriculture Department of India have
made arrangements for supplying such of the Local
Governments and Administrations as are prepared to

join iu the experiment with small quantities of silk

worm eggs of the univoltine variety for the purposes
of silk-worm rearing. Wo surmise there is nothing
to prevent an experiment of this kind being carried
out iu Mysore. But to do this properly the cultivation

of mulberry should be extended and cominonced at
once in localities selected for trial. We believe the
kind of mulberry found most suited for the ordinary
silkworm is the 7tiorns miilticau'h cuttings of which
can also be had from the Agricultural D.'partment.
There .are t>io kinds of mulberry cultivated in Mysore
for silkworms—one indigenotis, w-hioh is preferred
by natives owing probably to its easT culiiv>rtion,
the other an imi^orted kind, which, though said to

be the best, does not find favor with the native cult-

ivators.—Madras Mail.
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SKED-SOWING IN DRY "WEATHER.
To obteia successions of many things, it is necessary to

BOW frequently. Though spring is the season for sowing
the bulk of the main crops, yet in well-managed gardens,
where every yard of land is made the most of, seed sowing
must be a constant business; and if dm'ing a severe time
of drought the seeds cannot be got in, or if they do not

germinate, there \s a break in the supply of that particular
article. Take the case of any common vegetable in daily
use, such as turnips or lettuces. The seeds will not grow
in a dry dusty noil at this season ;

and yet it is important
that both these crops should be sown now, more or less

in proportion to the demand. Tlie same thing occurs iu

the case of late peas. The season will soon be past
for them, and iu tlry situations the seed may sometimes
be in the land for days without making a move, simply
because there is not sufficient moisture iu the soil to induce

germination. Ours is a porous soil, and at this season, even
if there are flying showers, as there are now, we always
like to well soak with liquid manure the drills for peas,
French beans, turnips, radishes, endive, lettuces, and other

things sown, for the next six weeks and ckaw the drills

slightly deeper than would be necessary early in the season.
"Where there is no liquid manure tank, put a pound of

guano, or t^?o or three pounds of superphosphate, into a
barrel of water, and a couple of pounds of salt. Stir the
water well with an old brich broom, and well soak the

drills; sow the seeds immediately, and cover with the dry
soil drawn out of the drills. So treated, the youug plants
come up strong and vigorous, and get away from insect

pests at once by their rapid growth. Iu some cases shade

may be employed with great advantage. I found the simple
expedient of hanging nets over a bed of turnips of great
value in a twofold sense during the dry seasons we had
ten or a dozen years ago; and these dry times may come
back again.

—E. H.—Field,

DR. BONAVIA'S HYBRID HIPPEAS TRUMS.
In 1875, in the Lucknow Horticultural Garden, I had

five or sis kinds of ordinary Hippeastrums; one was a

deep carmine, a second an expanded scarlet, a third v
cream coloured one (probably H. Solandraeflora) ;

a fourth
a curious small but firm petalled orange variety, with up-
right flowers

;
a fifth, a red one with bands on the middle

of the petals, evidently a descendant from Amaryllis vit-

tata, and another or two. I had them all in pots, in
what is called a " chick " house—a house with walls and
tops of reeds to keep out excessive heat and sunlight, and
under which Ferns, Palms, kc, are successfully grown.
"With these materials, in April I began to cross promiscu-
ously, to obtain as much Hippeastrum seed as I could.
A large number seeded well. The seeds were sown as soon
as ripe, and they germinated within a fortnight or twenty
days. The bulbs were given more space every year, and
eventually planted out in borders under the shade of shrubs
and trees. They grew wonderfully, and about their third

year many flowered, producing interesting varieties. These
were crossed again among themselves, and with their

parents, and the process of crossing aud sowing went
on aunually ;

after the first time I showed the native head

gardener how to manage it. These crossings and recross-

ings have now produced some marvellous results—both of
form and colour—and something quite different from their

original ancestors. Several of the most distinct have been
lately named and catalogued.
Some marvellous forms and colourings have been pro-

duced from five or six of the most ordinary Hippeastrums,
and taking those now iu existence as a basis for future

work, there is no telling wliat grand future is in store for
the Lucknow hybrid Hippeastrums. They are cultivated in

the open, and with the most ordinary care. They have
taken to the soil and climate very kindly. Here are a
few points which have been brought out during these

experiments:
—

1. I have in many cases tried them with their own
pollen in order to endeavour to repeat in the seedlings
the fine coloiuring of the parent, but have failed in every
case. They appear not to be susceptible of fertilisation
with their own pollen. Some of them set seed with for-

eign pollen with great ease, others do not.

27

2. It would appear that these Hippeastrums have Sprek-
elia blood in their composition, otherwise the form of A.
formosissima iu formosa and DUkoosha is not easily
accounted for.

3. There is often no knowing what form and coiom-s
may result from the mixing of the elements of two plants.
It is like shaking their atoms iu a kaleidoscope—everyshako produces a new pictm-e.

Truly, as Mr. Douglas says iu the Gardeners' Chronicle
of April 8, 1882, the Amaryllis has a great future. Some
of the Lucknow strains crossed with the fine English ones
might produce marvels of beauty. I gave up charge of
the Lucknow Horticultural Garden in 1877, and the work
of hybridisation is now carried on by my former assist-

ants, Mr. Ridley, who is now superintendent, and Girdhari,
the native head gardener. This is a Government garden,
and is supported by the sale of produce and plams of
all kinds. I have some of the Lucknow hybrid Hippe-
astrums, and intend making further experiments with them.—E. BoNAviA, M.p., Civil Surgeou, Etawah, June 3, 1882.—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MADAGASCAR.*
Area and Physical Geography.

—The island of Madagascar
is exceeded in size by only two other islands, namely,
Australia aud Borneo. It is about 1,000 miles long, with
an extreme width of 360, and an average width of more
than 260 miles, which give an area of 250,000 square miles,
or nearly four times that of England and Wales. It is

separated from the east coast of Africa by a cluiuuel

nearly 250 miles broad, aud is situated almost entirely
within the south tropical zone. A lofty granitic plateau,
from 80 to 160 miles wide, and from 3,0(tO to 5,00(i feet

high, occupies its central portion, on which rise peaks
and domes of basalt and granite to a height of nearly
9,000 feet; and there are also numerous extinct volcanic
cones a^nd craters. This mountain mass runs north aud
south, sloping steeply to the east, on which side are many
of the numerous rivers, all of which flow througli shoit,

deeply cut gorges, making their way to the plain by a
succession of wooded cataracts. The fails of the i\Iatinaua,
for instance, leap at a single bound a depth of 500 or
600 feet. A good deal of this central elevated portion is

bare and somewhat dreary-looking country, consisting of

rolling moor-hke hills, covered principally with long grass,
which gets very dry and brown by the end of the summer.
The soil generally is a red clay; and the highest level

anywhere reached by the forest is 6,000 feet. In the
Betsilo country there is some fine mountain scenery,
and in the centre the Ankaratra Mountains rise to a

height of 9,000 feet within a short distance of the capital,
which itself is situated at a hight of 4,000 feet above
the level of the sea. There are trai'ks of rich black

"

alluvial soil in .some of the valleys, where Rice, the staple
'

food of the inhabitants, is cultivated. A belt of primaeval
forest runs all round the island, descending to the sea-
shore in the north-east, opposite the French island of St.

Marie. It is substantially continuous for a length of upwards
of 2,000 miles, and the trees which compose it are imperfectly
known. There is a vast extent of uninhabited country
in the plains, where the soil is fertile, and there are wide
tracts of land between the territory occupied by the
different tribes in the hill country, as, for instance, what
is called "No-man's Land," between I merina and Betsileo,
which are only peopled very thinly, or not at all. As
scarcely any of it is desert, or rainless, it could doubtless

support a large population, and there is probably nowhere
el.se in the tropical zone such a wide extent of country
so little interfered with, or where man has done less to

modify the natural distribution of the plants and animals.
Climate.—Madagascar falls within the zone of regular

periodical raius and winds; but there is no record of
observations sufficient to give any precise idea of the
climatal conditions of different parts ot Madagascar, though
enough is known to afford a general i-lea. In July, 1862,
Dr. Moller made a trip from Tamatnve, on the east coast,
to Antananarivo, the capital, when the maximum shade

temperature noted was 88° and the minimum 49°. The

* Chiefly comp iel frcm an eatsay on the subject by J,
G. Baker.'
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wet anfi warmer season lasts from November to April,

when tli^- iiiousoon wind blows from the north-west. At
this time there is a heavy tall of rain, which sometimes

continues incessantly for several days. The vegetation
of the forests, the abundant ejjiphytes, the tree-mosses,

the filmy Ferns, and the tendency in Ferns to viviparousness,
furnish evidence of a humid climate. Dr. Parker, a

resident in Madagascar, who has sent considerable collections

of dried plants to Kew from the interioi, \vrites to the

effect that the flowering season of -most plants in Mada-

gascar, whether in the forest or out of it, is diu-ing the

rainy season; but a very large majority do not commence
till towards the end of December, wliilst most of the

grasses and sedges do not flower before the approach of

the dry season.

Tegetation.
—Turning again to Mr. Baker, he, in describing

the general character of the flora, estimates that we have

now definite knowledge of at least 2,000 species of flower-

ing plants growing wild in Madagascar; and considering
how many novelties each new parcel from an unexplored
district contains, and what a large proportion of the named
and described species gathered by the French collectors

we do not possess in England, and how rich the Fern

flora of the island, which has been much better explored
than the flowering plants, he thinks the number of tlie

latter inhabiting the island may be between 4,000 and 5,000.

The I'eyetation of the Central Hill Country.
—This is much

better known than that of the forest belt or even the

coast flora; and the endemic element is mainly specific.

Its afiinities are with the flora of the Cape and of the

mountains of Central Africa. Mr. Baker summarises it

in the following words:—"There are many curious cases

of affinity between the flora of the hill-country of Central

Madagascar and those of the Cape and the mountains

of Central Africa. Many of the groups and genera
characteristic of the Cape flora are represented in Central

Madagascar, as they are in the mountains of Abyssinia,

Angola, and Guinea, and the Zambesi country by species

closely alhed to, but not absolutely with those of their

headquarters. At the Cape there are upwards of 500

Heaths; in Central Madagascar there are about a dozen

species
—one of EricineUa and the rest of Philippia. The

Selagineas are represented by a single endemic species,

Selago mm-alis, which grows upon the walls of the royal

palace in Antananarivo. The Aloes are represented in

Madagascar by Aloe Sahundra and A. leptocaulon; the

Cape Irideie by species of Aristea, Geissorhiza,and Gladiolus;

the Troteaceaj by Faurea and Dilobeia; the special Cape
Ferns by Mobria caffrorum, Cheilanthes hirta, PeU.-ea

Oalomelanos, and P. ha.stata; the Cape saprophytic

Scrophularineae by Alectra melampyroides, and Harveya
obtusifolia; and Cape Orchids by species of Disa and

Satyrium; and the Cape Thymelacese by species of Dais

and Lasiosiphon. Other characteristically Cape genera,

represented by one or two endemic species in Central Mada-

gascar are Phylica, AnthoBpermum, Diclis, Ohironia, Halleria,

and Streptocarpus, There are a few curious cases in which

characteristically temperate species reach Central Mada-

gascar, or a Madagascar species reappears at the Cape and

amongst the Central African mountains. Among the vascular

Cprytogams of Central Madagscar are Asplenium
Trichomanes, Nephrodium Filix-mas, Aspidium aculeatum,

Pteris aquiUna and P. cretica, Lycopodium complauatum
and L. clavatum; Asplenium INIannii reappears in the

Oameroons and Zambesi-land. The only Madagascar Violet

(Vioia Zongia = V. eminensis = V. abyssinica) only occurs

elsewhere at 7,000 feet above the sea-level in the Oameroons,
at 10.000 feet above sea-level at Fernando Po, and in the

mountains of Abyssinia. The only Madagascar Geranium

(6. eminense = G. compar = G. simense, &c.) has the

same range. The only Madagascar Drosera reappears at

the Cape and in the mountains of Angola and Guinea.

Agauria salicifolia, an Ericacea, is common to the mount-

ains of Madagascar, Maui'itius, Bourbon, and the Oame-

roons; and has lately been found on the high plateaux
round Lake Nyassa. Caucalis melantha occurs only in

Central Madagascar; in Abyssinia at an elevation of 0,000

feet; in the Oameroons at 7,000
—

8,000 feet; at Fernando

at 7,000 feet." From the foregoing extract it wUl be seen

^bat there is a distinct aUiuity between the mountain

floras of Madagascar and the continent of Afirca.—Gardeners'

Chronicle,

STEAWBEKRT CULTURE.

Strawberry plants are now generally grown in lines, at
a distance of some 3 feet from each other, and at about
half that distance from plant to plant. They will succeed
in any ordinary good soU, but prefer one of a light,

rich, loamy character, which should be trenched or deeply
dug, and at the same time sufiiciently enriched with
manurial matters to sustain the plants for at least two
years. The Strawberry may, of course, be increased by
seed, and it is only by this means that new and improved
varieties can be secured.
The usual mode of increase, however, is accomplished

by the runners which spring from the stock of the old

plants, their use being that of transporting the young
plant to some distance from the stock, and to fresh soil,
on which it is not slow to establish itself; and thus, as
the old plants become worn out, aud ultimately die, their

place is taken by runners, or young plants, and extinction
is for a time thus prevented. In order to. obtain young
plants for the formation of new plantations, as well as for

the pmrpose of forcing, the soil between lines of established

plants should, about the middle of the month of May,
be loosened or forked up, and a line of 3-inch pots, filled

with rich, hght soil, should be sunk in the same to tha
level of their rims, and in the centre of each pot the joint
of a runner should be jjlaced, and this should be kept in

position by a small peg, or even by placing a small stone

upon it. The young plant will soon root freely into the
fresh soil, and if the weather following this operation
prove dry, the pots should be freely watered every
evening, and as the primary object in view is to obtain

strong yoimg plants at as early a period at the season
as possible, the young plants need not be severed from
the parent plants until the small pots they are Ln are
well filled with roots; and soon after this has been done,
the weather and the soil being in proper condition, the

plants intended to form a new plantation should be at
once carefully planted out, while those intended for forcing
should be transferred to their fruiting pots, which need
not exceed 6 inches in dimeter. The operation of planting
out, as well as that of re-potting, should be performed
in such a way as to avoid giving anything like a check
to the plants, and should if possible be accomplished
before the month of June has ended; while during the
remainder of the summer the plants should have every
necessary attention, in the way of watering, keeping clean,
&c., and unless she season proves exceedingly unfavourable
the planted-out plants, as well as those in pots, will gener-
ally be found strong enough to carry fair crops of the
finest fruit—those planted-out in the open air at the usual
season, in the following year, while the fruit of the plants
in pots wiU ripen in accordance with the time they are
started into growth. And these forced plants, if planted-
out after the first crop of fruit has been gathered,
will seldom fail to produce a most abundant crop in the
season following. The produce of the planted-out plants
will also be more abundant in the second season than
in that of the fu'St, although the individual fnuts may
be less fine. And such plantations may, if desired, be
retained for any number of years, but the crops, as well
as the quality of the fruit, will generally be found to
detriorate after the second season. In the forcing of the

Strawberry plant it is of gi-eat importance to place the

plants as near- as possible to the glass, and to commence
with a comparatively low temperature, which should of
course be gradually increased aa the season advances, and
as the plants develope themselves. But. as a rule, the
night temperature should not exceed 60° until the fruit
has fairly set, nor should the day temperature be allowed
to exceed 70° without air being admitted to the structure.
Some varieties of the Strawberry, more than others,

are apt to produce unisexual flowers, which does not,
however, prevent the production of fruit; in order, how-
ever, to prevent the same being defective or deformed
in any

_
way, or to prevent blooms running altogether

"blind," as it is called, more particularly diu-ing early
forcing, it is advisable to take advantage of fine days,
or during intervals of sunshine, to distribute the pollen
with a small brush or camt-lhair pencil. When the fruit
is fairly set, it may be found necessary to more or less
thin it out, and in doing this all small or imperfectly
formed fruits ahould be removed, and this will tend to
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render the remainder more fine; and as soon as this begins
^

to coiom" or to approach a ripening condition, the trusses

should he raised on twigs or small branches of any kind,
or even neatly staked and tied up, so as to keep the
fruit clean, by removing it from the surface of the soil,

and to allow the air to circulate freely among the ripening
berries. This gives also au attractive appearance to the

plants, ana is better than allowing the fruit to hang round
the sides of the pots and in contact with them. Some
have objected to this practice, contending that the natural

position of the fruit of the Strawberry plant is upon the

surface of the soil. There can, however, be little \vroug
in assisting or even improving upon Nature in this respect,
and a Strawberry plant growing in a pot is, of course,
in an artifical condition. It is also equally necessary to

prevent the fruit of plants growing in the open air from

resting upon the surface of the soil, which, if allowed to

do so, however fine it may be, it is nevertheless almost
sure to be rendered useless by having the grit from the

soil washed upon it by hea\'y falls of rain. Various

means have been resorted to as a remedy for this evil.

What are known as Strawberry tiles have been invented

and highly recommended, but from some cause (possibly
their expense) they do not appear to have ever come
into general use. The raising of the tarsses of fruit from
the surface of the soil upon twigs or small branches has
also been suggested, and to some extent practised. But
it increases the temptation which ripe fruit presents to

the blackbird, &c., it also involves considerable trouble,
and can hardly be recommended. Tanner's bark in the

neiglibourhood of towns or where this material can be

readily obtained is very frequently used, with the desired

effect for the purpose of mulching the surface of the
soil and preventing the same being washed upon the fruit.

It has also the very desirable property of driving away
slugs, snails, woodlice, and other troublesome pests, which
are always sure to attack ripe fruit, clean straw of any
kind may also be effectually used for the purpose; indeed
it is quite possible that from the use of this material in

early times, that this dehcious fruit may have derived its

designation of the straw berry. Another material, which
is perhaps more extensively used for the purpose than

any other, although by no means free from objections,
but in most garden establishments it comes to hand readily,
and is certainly not unsuited to the purpose in view—
this is the short grass, or the mowings of the lawns, &c.

But weather tiles, straw, or grass be used for the purpose,
the soil between the lines of plants should previously
have a good dressing of soot, gas lime, or even a slight

sprinkling of salt, as any of these will have the effect of

keeping away most of the insect pests which have been
alluded to until such time, at least, as the fruit has been
secured. But in addition to all that has been recom-

mended, it will be necessary in country places, or wherever
birds are prevalent, to protect the Strawberry plantations
with nets, or wirework, as soon as the fruit approaches
to a ripe condition.—P. GKiEVi", Bury St. Edmunds.—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

MANURES AS ABSORBENTS OF WATER.
BY A. STEPHEN' WILSON.

{Continued from page 268.)

Fourth Series.

The fourth series of comparisons consist-ed of some of

the same manures as were used in the third series. They
were taken from the same dried heaps, but put into cups
of a different form, the intention being to have confirmation

of results under various circumstances. The cups were

placed in the same floor upon a board, so as to avoid

adhesive moisture.

In this experiment the cups were deeper and had less

surface than in the previous case, but the order of absorptive

power is nearly the same as before. The period of exposure
was the same as in the third series, but the Potato'

manure—the most powerfully absoi'ptive of the set—has

hero only taken up 59 per cent, while in the previous
casf it took up 92 per cent. Probably the difference is to-

be "'xplained partly by the difference in area of surface

expos ftd
;
but there are evidently other consideration in-

volved, because in this case the deepef cup of cow-dung
with less surface has the higher weight of absorbed moisture.

namely, 19 as against 16. I shall not at present attempt
to explain this difficulty, as it in no way affects the main
contention.

Fifth Sekies.

The fifth series of comparisons was also with some of
the same manures as above, dried in the same way, but
tested in another form of cups, and in the same' place
as the others.

Here the coproHte dissolved with sulphuric aci<i absorbs
four times as much water as the same coprolite merely
grouud to a fine flour. In the third series the dissolved

phosphate took up five times as much as the ground
phosphate. The difference no doubt arises from causes

acting in relation to difference of surface exposed ; but
that the superplmsphate absorbs a large amount of moisture
more than the ground phosphate is clear. It is clear also
that the guano, as compared with the soil and the ground
phosphate, has a high hygrosorptive power.

Deductions.

No new property in any of the substances here experi-
mented with is assumed to be discovered; but only some
of the well known properties assumed to be set perhaps
in a new light. Into the composition of guano, super-
phosphate, and the various Turnip and Potato maniu-cs,
entt'r large quantities of various salt of a highly deliquescent
character—that is, salts which are highly hygrosorptive.
The large percentages of sulphate of potash and ammonia
in Potato and Turnip manures, explain why,4n the above

experiments, these manures absorb such large quantities
of moisture, A comparison of the composition of the

superphosphates with the undissolved materials of which
they are formed, also explains why these materials, after

being treated with sulphimc acid, became more absorptive
of moisture.
Now if in a dry season part of a Turnip crop, for

example, is laid down with a hygrosorptive manure and

part with a non-hygrosorptive, the plants in the first

case will be better supplied with water than in the
second case.

How Roots Get "Water.

But how do the roots of plants get water? In plants
which grow in water in its liquid from, the roots iire

directly in contact with water, and the naatter seems plain.
But with plants which grow in drained land, where there
is no water in a liquid from, the aspect of thmgs is

different.

I filled pots of clear glass with small stones and loose

open soil up to near the brim and finished with a thin

layer of good soil. Seeds of Oats, Wheat, and Barley
were then planted close round the edge, so that their

roots would come down near the clear glass though and

amongst the openings made by the small stones and lumpy
soil. Whenever a fresh growing root appeared in an
available position, a low power objective was directed upon
it, and it was found that the root-hairs were covered with
innumerable vesicles of moisture. I therefore concluded
that in dry soils the roots of plants do not go in search

of water—the water comes in search of them. The water
which they need is condensed upon their root-hairs, and
thence absorbed into the tissue.

Now a manure which has a highly hygrosorptive capacity
will keep the soil around the roots of plants better charged
with moisture than a manure of the opposite character ;

evaporation will fill the interspaces of the soil with vapour,
and will thus enable the moisture withdra^vn from the
air to be condensed on the roots. Whether any part of

the food of a plant may be condensed in soultion upon
the root-hairs in addition to mere water may be a question.

"Liebig has suggested," say Johnston and Cameron, "that

plants do not take up their food in solution, seeing that

it is so sparingly soluble in the liquid present in the soil.

It seems, however, improbable," they add, "that solid

matters could pass into the organisms of plants, and we
can hardly accept Liebig's theory, at least in its entirety,
until our knowledge of the physical condition in which
the fool of plants exists in the soil is considerably en-

larged" (pp.229, 230, nth ed.). The ''solution" implied by
Liebig was solution in liquid water. But if any part of

plant food—ammonia, for example—may be vaporised and
condensed within the vesicles on the roots, a different

view is opened up.
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Certain manures are characterised by giving a rapid
growt,li to plants in the early part of the season. Two
main causes combine to render hygrosorptive manures

rapid in their action; they are soluble, and they have tlie

capacity of absorbing the moisture which renders them
fluid, thus distributing their particles and rendering them
highly available by tlie roots.

Hyorosorption in Eelation to Fungi.

But other incidental consequences will arise from the

liygrosorptive action of a manure. From certain experi-
ments made by Mr. Thomas Jamieson, he has discovered
that manures treated with sulphuric acid have a greater

tendency to foster the development of club-root in Turnips
then manures not so treated. His explanation is that the

fiulphur in the manure and in the Turnip is the predi.spcs-

ing cause of clubbing (see Report Aberdeen Agr. Assoc.

1880). This explanation does not seem to me to meet
the requirements of the case. M. Woronin has clearly
fihown that the cause of clubbing in the roots of Brassic-
aceous plants is the simple spore-bearing parasitic fungus
which he names Plasmodiophora brassic?e His main conclu-

sions have been all verified by the present writer. Now
the spores of this fungus, which are minute hyaline spheres,
lie quiescent through the winter. In the early summer,
if they are supplied with moisture, they give off zoospores,
which very soon "

plasmodiate
"

or become fused togetlier
into a homogeneous, semi-liquid mass. A manure, there-

fore, of a hygrosorptive character, is just the very manure
to promote the plasmodiation of these spores, and render
them fit to be absorbed in the form of a fluid plasm by
the roots of the plants. We do not directly know that

Bulphur promotes the germination of this fungus, but we
do know that the moisture accompanying a manure dissolved

by sulphuric acid is a vera causa in promoting the germination
of tlie spores of this fungus; in other words, the applic-
ation of moisture to a spore prenously kept dry is directly
seen to cause it either to give birth to a zoospore or to

plasmodiate retaining its contents—both results being
essentially the same, and giving rise to a speck of granular
plasm. But upon this view any manure of a highly
hygrosorptive character, whether containing sulphur or not,
phould be fuimd promoting club-root. This, accrodingly,
is known to lie the case. Land manured with sea-weeds,
the salts forming which are highly absorptive of moisture,
has had to be disused as a Turnip soil—owing to the

prevalence of clubbing. But, indeed, all the manures here
tested are more or less hygrosorptive as compared with
Boil ;

and all manures are occasionally found associated

with clubbing. The enormous clubbing of the Cabbage
roots in the market gardens around St. Petersburg, re-

ferred to by M. Woronin, was not caused by the use of

snperphosphate. And the first recorded prevalence of this

disease is found by that botanist in the writings of a

Spanish king of a date earlier than the invention of

dissolving manures with vitriol. Besides this fungus attacks

the stock Gilliflower, and other plants which never receive

dissolved manures. In corn-fields where no superphosphate
has been .-ipplied, the Charlock is in many cases found to

be clubbed. And the fact that clubbing in Turnips goes

along with superphosphate, or along with manures contain-

ing deliquescent salts, finds its natural explanation as a

corollary of the theory of hygrosorption. The manures
do not cause the club-root fungus any more than they
cause the plants in which it grows—they simply promote
the growth of both ; and the more rapidly the host-plant

grows, or multiplies its cells, the further through its tissues

\vill the plasm of the parasite be carried.

The Potato manure in the above tables contains a high
percentage of potash, and is the most hygrosorptive of

the set. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the growth
of the non-parasitic system of the Peronospora infestans,
or Potato fungus, will be promoted by such hygrosorptive
manures. The parasitic system of this fungus, as it exists

in the Potato leaf, grows mostly during the night, when
plenty of moisture is available

;
and the non-parasitic

mycelium, arising from conidia and resting spores within
the soil, can only grow and extend its lines when surrounded

by a moist medium.
The manures here experimented with only began to

promote the germination of certain moulds after the salts

had been so far diluted by the water they absorbed as to
be harmless to the fungi; f-T it is obvious that strong

sulphuric or other acid would be destructive to all vegetable
life. But if manures are favourable to the growth of

phsenogamous plants, all the more likely is it that they
will be favourable to the growth of cryptogamous plants.
Indeed hardly a speck of decomposing or rotting matter,
in other words manure, can be found free of certain parts
of some non-parasitic fungus. And if manures, which are
simply plant-food, are thus favourable to non-parasitic
fungi of all kinds, they must be favourable to the non-parasitic
elements of those fungi which attain their perfect or

fruit-bearing condition as parasities in the tissues of

phsenogamous plants. And that the hygrosorptive action
of manures should favour the growth of certain Cryptogams
is no more to be wondered at than that the same action
should favour the growth of certain Phaanogams.
But these effects on fungi are rather to be regarded

here as incidental. The direct value of hygrosorption in
a manure is the supply which it draws of moisture from
the air for the roots of plants. The manure requires to
be so nearly in a liquid form, as that it may find its way
osmotically through the cell-walls of the roots, and it has
the property of being able to absorb from the air the
very moisture required to liquify it. The process is still

further accelerated by the condensation of vesicles of
moisture upon the young and growing fibres of the roots.
It is not water in the liquid form which agricultural
plants require, but water in the form of condensable
vapour, and this is what is partly supplied to them by
the hygrosorption of manures.

In their ordinary market condition these manures usually
contain from 12 to 15 per cent of moisture. But we see
that they can add largely to this amount when exposed
to the atmosphere. And the more powerfully a manure
abstracts moisture from the air the more powerfully will
it resist drying or the giving of it up again. During the
night moisture will be drawn from the air, and during
the day a part of this moisture, vaporised within the
soil from the dead material of the manure, will be con-
densed upon the living roots and root-hairs in the form
of minute dewdrops to water the plants. Farmyard manure,
which keeps the soil open, has a mechanical value in

creating air-chambers, from which vapour may be condensed
upon the roots passing through them, succeeded by a
chemical value consequent upon complete decomposition.
By what cause moisture is thus condensed upon the

root-hairs is doubtful. My own experimets with masses
of the young roots of Cress and Turnip growing through
little wire baskets under a water-closed glass bell, and
having a delicate thermometer which could be brought
into contact with the roots, gave no decided indication
that the roots were colder or warmer than the surrounding
air. Other trials made within the soil were not satisfactory.
The matter deserves further investigation, and mil probably
brining into view some new facts regarding the relation-
ship of plants and their food

;
and also some new facts in

explanation of the theory of drainage.
—Ganleners' Chronicle.

SUBSTITUTES FOR CINCHONA BARK AND
OTHER PRODUCTS.

(Pharmaceutical Societi/ Meetimj, April 1882.)
Mr. Holmes, Curator of the Museum, called attention

to various specimens on the table. He first referred to
some herbarium specimens of different forms of the Japanese
aconite plant, lent by Professor Maximowicz and gathered
by him in Japan. He (Mr. Holmes) had received a
specimen direct from Japan through Professor Kinch, as
being the plant which yielded the Japanese aconite of
commerce ; but feeling some doubt about its identity, on
account of its roots being more tapering than those usually
met with, he had sent a leaf of the plant to Professor
Maximowicz, asking whether he could tell if it was from
Aconitum Fischeri or not. He had received the following
letter in reply :

—
" Your aconite leaf seems to me to belong to A . Fischeri

itself a very polymorphous species as to its leaves and
size, but suflBciently different from A. A^apellus by its

flowers. There is much doubt yet what is to be con-
sidered a good species in Acomtum, the forms being ex-

tremely numerous, but running into each other to an
extent which is perfectly puzzling. But A. Fischeri can
be held as a species, it seems."
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One of the specimens lent by Professor Maximowicz
had a root which tapered suddenly at the apex, and in

that particular it seemed to ditl'oi' from the ordinary aconite

of commerce, which tapered gradually down to a poiut.
One of the specimens of Japanese aconite sent by Pro-

fessor Maximowicz had a root nearly approaching to that

of A. Napellus, but the foliage was very different. It

would be seen, from the specimens on the table, that

A. Fischeri was a very polymorphic plant and
one^ very

variable in character. There were also some specimens
of the valerians which grew in Japan, which he had
borrowed from Professor Maximowicz, being desu-ous of

ascertaining what species yielded the Japanese valerian

root exhibited at a former meeting. None of these borrowed

specimens, however, seemed to have roots identical in

character with the Kesso or Japanese drug, and therefore

he presumed that the latter was obtained from a different

plant. There were two specimens of aconite root presented
by Mr. Squire, one being from Acotiitum panictdatuin^ aud
the other from Aconitiim Napdlus. They approximated
very closely in appearance and general character. It was
not surprising that growers were puzzled in distinguishing
the different varieties which were met with in gardens
or obtained from the florist. The best practical test for

distinguishing these two species would appear to be in

the absence of tingling in the ta.ste. Mr. .Squire had also

sent a root of biennial henbane, which, he maintained,
could be grown as an article of commerce. The present

specimen was grown from seed sown in March, the root

being dug up in the March of the following year. There
were also some specimens of bark from Jamaica, from
Mr. D. Morris, Director of the Botanical Gardens of Jamaica,
who kindly sent specimens of drugs which came under
his notice. One of the samples of bark was a very bitter

one. The Director had written, saying
—

" I send you a few scraps of a bark sent me the other

day from Hayti as a 'cinchona.' It has a remarkably warm
sweetish bitter taste, and I am inclined to think it might
be useful as a tonic or stomachic. Unfortunately I could

get no account of its source beyond being
' the bark of

a tree common in Hayti.' If some friend of yours would
care to analyse it, the result might be interesting. I

am endeavouring to get further particulars so as, if possible,
to identify the tree from which it is obtained, but I

cannot promise much in this way as Hayti is a most
difficult place to get anything from."
He (Mr. Holmes) had compared this bark with specimens

already in the Museum, and it seemed to be exactly iden-

tical with an E.costenana bark, which was used iu Hayti
and several other islands of the AVest Indies as a bitter

tonic. Some specimens had been presented to the Museum
by Mr. K. G. Schweitzer, one of these being a very pretty
one of the alpha resin of copaiba, which had been de-

scribed by Berzelius. He (Mr Holmes) believed that it was
obtained by digesting the resin in ammonia, and allowing
the ammonia to evaporate. Another specimen presented
by him was columbiu, the bitter principle of calumba root.

The Museum was by no means rich in specimens of t'ne

active principles of plants which were discovered in the

early part of the century. This one, which was discovered

by Wittstock in 1830, was one of the few which had been

presented to the Museum. Probably there were in private
laboratories many interesting objects of that kind, and
these would be gladly received by the Society for the

purpose of illustrating the active principles of various

drugs. Mr. T. Christy had presented an article which was

very rarely seen in this country, namely, the pod of the

tonka bean. The seeds in the pod were sufficiently fresh

to grow. Another specimen from the same donor was

pure papayotin, the active principle of the papaw, which
had been prepared in Jamaica. This substance was a

very interesting one, as it had lately been shown that

pepsine, like this substance, formed an insoluble compound
with fibrine which underwent hydration. Hence the re-

semblance between papayotin and pepsine was much greater
than had been imagined. ,

The President remarked that anything in connection
with medicinal plants contributed by Mr. Squire was entitled

to great consideration. Mr. Squire grew several, and he
was exceedingly careful and very observant respecting them.
Mr. Squire had mentioned to him (the President) that he
intended sending to the Museum these two roots, Aconitum

paniciUatum and Aconitum NttpeUiis, which had been grown

on his own grounds. . He had supplied him (the President)
with a root of each, which had been in spirit for some
time, and also gave him a sketchy drawing of each. As
Mr. Holmes had said, from the drawing it would be ex-
tremely difficult to distinguish for practical purposes
between the two varieties. But in making sections of
the two roots he (the President) had found a very great
difference between the two, so that there was not much
difficulty iu determining which was "paniculatum

" and
which was "

napellus." Curiously the section of the"
paniculatum

"
closely corresponded to a section of German

aconite. It seemed hkely, therefore, that roots of Aconitum
paniculatum were very often mixed with the roots of Aconitum
JViipdtus imported into this country from Ciermany. He
thought that the German aconite sent here generally came
from the neighbom-hood of Prague iu Bohemia. He
believed that it was gathered by men who went out into
the range of mountains running from Bohemia to Salzburg,
and gathered medicinal roots of several kinds, and then
took the roots in a bag and sold them to pharmacists,
leaving the purchasers to distinguish which was gentian
and which was aconite. Bearing in mind that in the roots
of Aconitum paniculatum there was an absence of the
tingling property, it was of some importance to determine
accurately whether a large proportion of this root came
over mixed with the German roots of professedly Aconit-
um Xapdlui. The two or three sections which he had
made of one part of the root of each of these two varieties

scarcely enabled him to express a positive opinion with
regard to the character" of the sections being uniform
throughout the root. It was very possible that the section
might differ in different parts of the root. It would be
necessary to take sections from different parts of the
roots and from many roots to be able to determine whether
there was any difference of section which could be rehed
upon between Aconitum paniculatum and Aconitujn Napellus.He might remark with regard to the specimens from Mr.
Maximowicz, that he met him in St. Petersburg two years
ago, and sketched on a paper a Japan aconite root of
which he had been able to make sections. Mr. Maximowicz
immediately said,

" That is Aconitum Fischeri." He seemed
to be very well acquainted with the aconites as grown
in Japan. But the history of the aconite roots and the
varieties imported seemed to be involved in mystery.

Mr. Postans mentioned a circumstance which occurred
recently in connection with hyoscyamus. He had always
used the leaves of the biennial variety of Hi/oscyamus
niijei; but he ordered a fresh supply in, and after a while
some of it was made into tincture. This was a nice-looking
preparation, although a much brighter green colour than
the B.P.

;
when mixed with water it presented a different

appearance from that of the biennial plant. He was told
that a considerable quantity of annual henbane was in
the market, and that it was sold largely in some districts
for the preparation of tincture of hyoscyamus, principally
because of its cheapness. The British Phai-macopceia re-

cognized only the biennial plant, and the annual henbane
of which he had spoken was evidently a different variety
of the same species; it would seem important, therefore,
that pharmacists shoidd know whether comparative ex-

periments had been made as to the usefulness of the
two sorts.

Mr. Cleaver said that it had been several times stated
that the annual and the biennial henbane varied very
little with regard to the percentage of hyoscyamine to
be obtained from them

; but there was a much more powerful
smell from the biennial than from the annual

; and biennial

precipitated with water. This would tend to show that
there w;is something besides hyoscyamine in the biennial
which gave the remedial properties to the tincture of
that variety. As to the specimen of root of henbane on
the table, it certainly seemed remarkable that they had
never had any use of it iu pharmacy. Considering the
comparatively large development of root, it would be useful
if something could be done with it. He should like to
know whether a chemical examination of it had been
made. With regard to the aconite specimens, it was
well known that the Japanese aconite contained a large
quantity of alkaloid. There appeared to be something
very peculiar in the climate of Jap ;n, for the Japanese
valerian root was very much more powerful than the
English, as regarded the volatile r.H in it. And in the
case of peppermint, the quantity of oil of peppermint
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yieUlecl by the Japanese plant was ctlnsirlerably m:)re than

that yielded by the Euglish plant, and of a very different

odoiu".

Mr. Holmes said that the difference between different

varieties of plants was very important. An instance in

point was the Japanese peppermiat oil, which he had
alluded to, and whith was obtaiiieti, not from Mentha

Pijierita but from a variety of Mentha arvensis^ which in

England yielded an essential oil that was quite different

in taste and odour. Botanists observed but very little

difference between the English Mentha artiensis and the

variety used in Japan for peppermint oil. In the same

way, botanists had classed together a great many aconites

in the same group as Aconitum i^aniculatmn, some of which

were known to be poisonous, although that species did not

appear to be so. It seemed to him that the aconites re-

quired examination from a chemical as well as a botanical

point of view. A chemical examination might throw con-

siderable light on the botanical relationships of different

species which were now classed together. He observed that

the Pharmacoposia said concerning aconite root "
Imported

from Germany or cultivated iu Britain." He thought that

it would be highly important in the next Pharmacopoaia
to omit the words "

Imported from Germany," because,

until they could be sure that all the German aconite w.is

obtained from Aconitum Napellus, they would frequently

get varieties of which they knew nothing, and consequently
it would be impossible to say whether German aconite

contained aconitine in various pcoportious or some other

alkaloid, which might not possess the same properties as

aconitine. The specimen of henbane root referred to by
Mr. Cleaver was the only one received from Mr. Squire,

and it had not been examined.

The President said that he beUeved that the only mode
of determining whether a tincture of hyoscyamus had

been made from the biennial henbane or not was the

use of the spectroscope, as was pointed out by Mr. Stoddart

some years ago. At the Swansea Conference, he (the

President) had read a note on some henbane from India,

and Mr. Umney then made the remark that on the

continent hyoscyamine was prepared from the annual

henbane.

Dr. Symes, on behalf of Mr. AVilliams, who was absent

in consequence of ill-health, brought before the meeting
some observations on chiuoline. He said that this was

a body which was exciting attention iu the medical world,

and therefore had an interest for pharmacists. Mr. "Williams

had sent some very nice specimens of chinoline, pure
and tartrate, artificial and otherwise. Chinoline had the

chemical formula of C9H,N. It was prepared originally

some few years ago from cinchonine and quinine, and was

said to be also prepared from strychuiue. Cinchonine

was, however, its principal source, and it was prepared

by heating that alkaloid in a solution of caustic soda.

In fact, the cinchonine underwent destructive distillation

at a high temperature, the result being a very dark red

oily-looking liquid, which had a most unpleasant odour,

and was very impure. Professor Greville Williams devoted

considerable attention to this body. Upon being redistilled,

it produced a brownish liquid, which was still impure, and

a tarlike residue. Professor Greville Williams found five

or six other basic bodies present iu this liquid, in addition

to chinoline. He came to the conclusion that the best

means of obtaining pure chinoline was to produce the

chromate. Latterly, however, chinoline had been produced

synthetically, and "it was this fact, probably, which had

caused some amount of inquiry into its nature. The

original use to which this body, as prepared from cin-

chonine, was devoted was the production of cyauine, a

blue colouring matter, by heating it with iodide of amyl
and potash. Chinoline was produced synthetically by the

action of caustic potash unon a mixture of glycerine and

aniline. He did not know that there was any published

description of the method ; but he believed that it was

patente I in Germany and possibly so in England. The
Germans found that the b'st m.^ans of oHtainin,ir pure
chinoline was by the production of a tartrate. They found

that on treating the chmoiiue with an excess of tartaric

acid and boiling water, the chinoline tarti-at? crystallized

out. and many of the impurities were separatotl iu the

mother liquor. The present specimen had been obtained

by forming an acid tartrate in boiliug water, and allow-

ing it to cool and crystallize in this way. The process
had been repeated three times to obtain a comparatively
pure salt. When it was wished to obtain a pure chinoline,
the tartrate was decomposed with caustic soda and agitated
with benzine. This was the method of purification which
had been adopted by Mr. Williams himself. The benzine
dissolved out the pure chinoline, and left behind some
trace of impurity which still existed in the tartrate. The
solution in benzine was then evaporated until the smell
of benzine had disappeared. The liquid was then distilled,
and about an eighth or a ninth of the liquid came over
at a temperature below 238 * 0. That was not pure chinol-

ine, but the pure chinoline would distil at that temperature.
There was a specimen of it present, from which it would
be seen to be an oil-like liquid having a pale brownish
tint. The artificial had very much the same appearance.
From chinohne (as had been stated) cyanine had been

prepared, by treating the chiuoline with iodide of amyl.
The blue colour was developed on the addition of caustic
soda. If some chinoline were put into a test tube and
held over the flame of a spirit lamp, it darkened after
a time, and ultimately formed a red resinous body; the
addition of caustic soda then developed the blue colour.
The artificial chinoline treated in this way yielded a
brownish and not a blue colom-. Mr. AVilliams particularly
wished him to say that he did not put this forward as

any evidence of impurity in the artificial chinoline. Although
chemically the same as the natural chinoline, it would
appear as though there must be some different arrangement
of the molecules, or difference in the physical constitution.
It was known that leucoline, having the same chemical
formula as chinoline and obtained from coal tar, does
not yield cyanine. The tartrate of chinoline was the
substance which was used internally for medicinal purposes.
It was supposed to be a cheap substitute for quinine,
but its taste was rather unpleasant. He was not prepared
to say how far it fulfilled this purpose medicinally. He
had been informed that the pure chinoline hed been used
for the purpose of producing local anaesthesia.

Mr. Passmore, in reply to Dr. Symes's query, said that
a description of the process for the synthetic preparation
of chinoline had been pnbhshed by Herr Skraup in the
Austrian Monatshefte far Chemie about twelve mouths pre-
viously. Herr Skraup preferred to act with an alkali upon
a mixture of nitrobeuzioe and aniline in the presence of

glycerine, for although either nitrobenzine or aniline would
yield chinoline, the one by the elimination of hydrogen,
and the other of oxygen, the yield from a mixture of
the two appeared to be more favourable. From the de-

scription of the process he should gather that very great
difficulty was experienced in the purification of the pro-
duct, the chinoline being produced in a mixture of similar

bodies, rather thau as a definite body in a state aporoxim-
ating to purity.

Mr. Robbins said that he was with Dr. Symes when
Mr. Williams explained the process to him, and they might
congratulate Dr. Symes on the very lucid way in which
he had made the communication. Mr. Williams had been

prepared to perform the experiments necessary for illus-

trating the process, and a number of other experiments
of an interesting character. He (Mr. Robbins) thought
that this was one of the most interesting subjects which
had been before these meetings for some time. It was
a curious fact that the artificial chinoline was not exactly
the same as the natural, for, although they were unable
to distinguish the two kinds in many ways, still the
artificial would not yield cyanine. This showed that there
was a difference in the arrangement of the elements. As
to the use of chinoline as a medicine, it was a nice-

looking white crystalline body, to the appearance of which
no one would object, but its taste was so excessively
disagreeable, that it must have many advantages which
quinine did not possess, if it was to supersede that drug.
The taste of quinine, although bitter, was yet pleasant
ia comparison.

Mr. Oarteighe said that several of the specimens of
chinoline which he had examined, though not in a very
detailed way, had given him much the same impression
as that recorded by Mr. Ekin in a .short note in the
Journal a few weeks ago. Because chinoline was pro-
duced artificially in a cheap way and possessed certain

crystalline characters, and was regarded in the report of
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one or two persons to be a substitute for quinine, it did

not necessarily follow that further investigation would

show that it possessed all the virtues ascribed to it. There

were two or three distinct varieties of the artificial substance

and its salts in the market. He had compared these with

some specimens wliich were made many years ago, when
Greville iVilliams first discovered the compound, and he

must say that he had found there was a very material

difference between them. The fact that this was the case

should be a warning to pharmacists not to use these pro-

ducts indiscriminately. The very strong way in which the

importers of the salts of chinoline spoke of their medicinal

properties ought to be a caution to pharmacists to be careful

in dispensiug them.
Mr. Holmes said that Mr. AVilliams showed him in his

laboratory the experiment for producing the blue colour

from chinoline, and he succeeded in obtaining the colour

to perfection. The cyanine fell down as a resinous sub-

stance with a a coppery lustre like that of indigo when
rubbed. In treating artificial chiuoliue in the same way,
he obtained only a palo red colour which was perfectly
different from the colour produced from the natural body.
It would appear, therefore, that Greville Williams's chin-

oline was not the kind which was used in Germany. The
one with which the therapeutic experiments had been

made appeareil to be the German article. Whether the

latter was compound or a pure body he could not say,

but it appeared to him doubtful whether the chinoline

obtained from cinchonine had the same properties as the

one which Dr. Donath had described. It was an important

question to be decided for medical men and chemists :

whether artificial or natural preparations should be used.

Many medical men who did not closely observe the journals .

might not be aware that there was any difference in

physiological action between what were called the natural

and the artificial preparations.
Mr. Walter Hills said that when an article like chinoline

was on its trial it was very -important that the kind

originally introduced should be used. The same remark

applied to salicylate of soda, concerning which they had
heard that the artificial compoimds had given rise to

certain disadvantages which might have tended to rather

lower those bodies in the estimation of those who prescribed
them. It was shown that there was some physical difference

between the artificial and the natural chinoline, and

possibly there was some medicinal difference also.

Mr. Oarteighe said that it was obvious that the formation

of an alkaloid or any distinct organic body synthetically
in the proportion of 35 per cent was a matter of very

great interest chemically, but it was a question how far

such a substance might be useful in medicine with a small

amount of impiurity, which it was dilficult to remove. The

production of bodies of this class on a cheap scale was

a matter to be encouraged by pharmacists, if the artificial

preparations had the requisite therapeutic properties. Many
pharmacists would submit to a great deal of personal torture

to introduce them ;
but they must know what they were

experimenting with, and must be assured that the pro-
cess of " vivisection

"
to which they submitted would ad-

vance therapeutics. They could not make statements as

to the value of a preparation when after all it was more
or less an impure product, and that appeared to be the

condition in which all the salts of cliinoUue were presented.
Mr. Cleaver suggested that the chinoline appeared to

be called a substitute for quinine, merely on account of

its possessing febrifugal properties or reducing the temp-
erature of the body. If so, there were plently of nicer

things which would do as well.

Mr. Postans said that the opinions which had been ex-

pressed about chinoline quite coincided with his own. The
discussion raised the all-important question of the ethics

of isomers, for hardly two chemists were agreed on this

subject. That being so, it was extremely difficult for pharm-
acists to take iipartificial preparations it they could possibly

procure natural ones. If two bodies possessed an isomeric

composition, how was it that they presented different

appearances, and that as experiments were made by com-

petent men from time to time certain differences were
discovered which yearj before had not been found. They
were told that this was duo to a "

re-arrangement of the

molecules," but it was curious that this re-arrangement did

not take place in the same wa; in natural products, and

he could not help thinking that the artificial protlucts
were like the objects in Madame Tussaud's exhibition. There
was everything there most beautifully prepared to represent
life, but there was not life.

The President said that he had tasted the artificial chinoline,
and he thought that it would take a person a very long
time to get fond of it. He thought that it would be
difficult for a delicate stomach to tolerate it.

This being the last meeting of the session, on the motion
of Mr. Bobbins, a vote of thanks was cordially awarded
to the President.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

THE AUSTRALIAN TEA SEASON: 1882-83.

MELBOtmNE, Ist July 1882.

The Calcutta Tea Syndicate, in conjunction with the

Government of India, will carry on their operations dur-

ing season 1882-83.

The favom- with which Indian Teas have been received

during the season just closed, has been most gratifying
to the concerned, and whilst regretting that the supply
sent forward to the Colonies has not been found equal
to the demand, hope to obviate this drawback by increased

supplies during the cuiTent season.

All teas passing through the hands of
'

the Syndicate are

carefully selected aud examined prior to shipment from
India. Further, on arrival in Melbourne, the bulk of every
line of tea will be submitted for inspection and analysis,

and a warrantry given with full particulars of such ana-

lysis, and on every catalogue issued, if time before sale

permits of this. But in all cases the Syndicate guarantee
all their teas as pure and free from any adulteration.

India, with her tea gardens at altitudes of from 400 to

7,000 feet above the sea-level, her climate and rich soil

possesses advantages unequalled in the world. Her teas

are prepared under the immeiUate supervision of Euro-

peans, and with the help of the fine.st machinery pro-

ciu-able, many of the Indian tea-growths are as much in

repute as some of the far-famed vintages of the Continent.

The crops of Indian tea during the past 10 years have

been as follows:—
1872 17,900,000

1873 19,760.000 Increase 1,850,000 or 10-33 per cent.

1874 23,300,000 „ 3,550,000 or 17-97

1875 ?(i,100.000 „ 2,8i 0,000 or 1202 „

187ti 29,-100,000 „ 3,300,000 or 12-64 „
1877 35,800,000 „ 6,400,000 or 21-77

1878 35,000,000 Decrease 800,000 or 2-23

1879 40,000,000 Increase 5,00 ,000 or 14-29 „

18S0 46,500,000 „ 5,500,000 or 1375 „
1881 48,300.000 „ 1,800,000 or 3-88 „

Total increase in ten years 30,400,000 or 170 per cent.

and if the 1882 estimate of 51,619,000 is reahsed, and we
see no reason why it should not be, the increase since

1872 will have reached the enormous amount of nearly
190 per cent. London deliveries during the same period
have increased in like manner, being 12,276,000 lb. in 1872,

against 48,066,000 lb. in 1881, nearly 200 per cent.

During the last twelve months the imports of Indian

tea (including Ceylon), into Melbourne, equals say
—

1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882 979,520

Against same time, 1880-81 671,000

showing an increase of over 40 per cent. The whole of

these imports have been sold, and no .stocks are held in

first hands, and only trifling quantities by the trade.

By public auction, some—
655,429 lb. weight, sold at Is. OJd. to 2s. 5Jd. per lb. in bond.

59,175 „ „ 9id. to Is.

all Indian Tea, in addition to which some 51,435 lb. of

Ceylon tea sold at up to Is. 9d. per lb.—thus giviug to

Indian the position of having sold nearly one-third of all

the better class teas sold by public auction in Melbourne,
or say teas at over Is. per lb. in bond.

Messrs. Cosmo Newbery & Dimu, who have analyzed

nearly 800 samples of teas, have kindly fiu-nished the fol-

lowing report, which is published in full and gives most
invaluable aud interesting information.
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Industrial and Technological Mdseom.

Laboratory, 22nd June, 1882.

The following results shows the highest percentage of

Extract we have so far obtained during our series of ex-

aminations to date :
—
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COFFEE CULTURE IN BRAZIL :

FINANCIAL COST AND RESULTS OF

TYPICAL PLANTATIONS.
The Anfjlo-Bra-jlkm Timcn has pul)Ushed details

regarduig coflfee cultivatiou in Brazil, which wiU be

of special interest to our planting readers. From the

figures given in the extract, it will at once be seen

tliat money in Brazil, for estate purposes, is rated

•2 per cent dearer than in Ceylon. The usual rate

of interest tor loans on coffee property in Ceylon
has been 8 per cent, and as a very large proportion

of our land has been opened with borrowed money
the rate has seldom been calculated lower in estim-

ating the cost of estates. In Brazil, it will be ob-

served, the "interest on capital" {for no actual

borrowing of money on mortgage is recognized in any
of the cases furnished) is taken at 10 per cent, and

the balance which remains from proceeds of coffee

and "other produce," after the payment of all ex-

penditure, including the "
expen.ses of owner's family,"

is said to reduce the nomial rate of interest { 10 per

cent) or to raise it. The latter process is shewn in

only one of the cases given. In another case the

balance left for interest on capital was below 2 per

cent. The sums allotted for expenses of owner's

family are so modest that we cannot help thinking

they must be supplemented by plantation-grown meat

and what in the West Indies are called "
ground

provisions." And this raises another question : al-

tliough the sales of produce other than coffee are shewn

ill some cases, we do not find any reference to either

tiirft or value of cassava, maize, rice, yams, or other

food for the slaves grown on the plantations. Ac-

count is only taken of what is purchased : "jerked

huei, clothing, &c." No doubt a certaLu amoimt of

allowance ought to be made in the direction we have

indicated. The vastly different conditions under which

cofl'ee culture is carried on in Brazil, however, -when

compared with Ceylon are shewn by the two facts

that, while the word "salary" appears in these ac-

counts, the allied term "
wages

"
is nowhere inserted,

and that the slaves who work the plantations are

estimated at a value considerably beyond the aggregate
of land, coffee bushes, buildings, machinery and ter-

races ;
the latter, no doubt, what we call

"
barbecues

"

in Ceylon, only that tliey are much more extensive
on plantations in Brazil, where, so far as we know,
there are no "curing establishments," such as we have
at our port of shipment. All is done on the estates,
unless there should be some exceptions of recent date
at Santos. In view of the average rate of exchange,
we may, for all practical purposes, take the Brazilian
mil at 23. Tliis premised, our readers will obser\-e

that, while, in tlie case of the first estate, the value,
with slaves, &c., is put down at £63,400, the land,

equal to 4,700 acres, is rated at considerably less

than one-third of this sum, viz., £19,400. The coftee

bushes, estunated at 300,000, are valued at £6 000.
The rate per tree is 200 reis = one-fifth of a mil, or
somewhat uuder 5d. As in Brazil as well as Java,
the coffee Vjushes are not pruned, but allowed to

grow their full size, our usual calculation for botl>
countries has been .300 trees per acre. Of the 4,700
acres of laud in the first case less than one-thud
(200 times 6'7 acres), or say 1,340 acres, are planted
with coffee, which gives less than 240 trees per acre.
An extent of 134 acres is described as "

virgin forest'
38

Field hands at

Artizans , ,

for coffee," what we in Ceylon would call reserve

jungle ; four tunes that extcut is in pasture, while two
tracts, each equal to that in coffee, are described as
"tired" (worn out?) laud, and what we do not pre-
tend to understand (can any person with local know-
ledge help us ?)

' ' cold
"

land. Is swampy land or
land otherwise unsuitable for coffee culture indicated ?

We should also be glad to know why the "alquieres"
differ so much in size—0'7 acres, ll'oti, and so forth ?

It will be observed that the slaves are valued

... £120 each,

... £200 ,,

while .30 "servants" and 25 sick are lumped up at

£5,000 for the whole, about £166 each. No doubt
some of the so-called "servants" attend to cattle,

pigs, &c. ; but the unpaid-for service of a propor-
tion ought surely to be charged against

"
expenses

of o\vner's family
"

? It will be observed tliat for

an estate of 4,700 acres gross, of which 1,340 are in

coffee, the labour force is stated at 230. These are
all valued as adults, but, of course, there must be
children in addition, most of them born "

free."—
after a fashion. Taking the field hands, 150, we get
only 1 labourer for over 31 acres of the gross extent,

or, for the 1,340 acres in coffee, a little under 9
acres for each. In our best times we used to have
2 coolies for 3 acres in Ceylon. Of course the slaves
in Brazil are permanently employed, and neither are

the trees pruned nor is the land weeded as with
us. On the other hand the coffee in Brazil is pre-

pared on the estate. Amongst the items of expend-
iture, by the way, is the curious entry

" hu-e of sacks,"
so that the estates do not seem to liave their own
bags. Perhaps the muleteers or contractors provide
them and charge for the liire ? The items of trans-

port to railway and its freight charge, with transport
in Rio, we can understand, but will some expert help
us to the meaning of "3 per cent commission on 4
mils

"
?—Oh, we see,

—it is the broker's conuuissiou
on coft'ee sold ,at 4 mils (eight shillings) per 10

kilograms (=22 English pounds). Besides the 10 per
cent interest on capital, our readers will obser\-e that
the " amortization

"
of land (why Is 3d in 36 years—is it a misprint ?), coft'ee, buildings, terraces, machines

and slaves is provided for under the head of " ex-

pense." as well as " 10 per cent on 91,000 mils" (?)

in addition to 10 per cent interest on capital. Tlie

item for amortization of 230 slaves, the period fixed

being 10 years, is £1,597. Nothing is down for wear-

ing out of implements, deaths of cattle, &c. But
these are minor matters. Salaries of administi'ator

&c. Jtre shew^l as aggiegating £1,300, but probably
the administrator and his subordinates, like the

owner's family, get more or less estate produce.
The valuation of this estate of 4,700 acres, it will

be seen, is thus made up :
—

Land £19,400
Coffee trees 6,000
Slaves 28,000
Buildings and terraces 7.000

Macliinei-y, implements, cattle, &c. 3,000

Total... £63,000

From that portion of the estate, 1,340 acres, covered
with 300,000 bushes, the coffee gathered was 360.000

kilogi'ams. or taking the kilogram at 2! lb., a bear-

ing rate of 583J lb. per acre and 2| lb. per tree. The
proceeds of crop, all sold in Rio, were, at 4 mils

per 10 kilos (8s for 22 lb.) 144,000 mils, or say
£14.nu0. But as 849 reis, or not far from 1 mil,

per 10 kilos were paid for transport, commission,
&c. , on each 10 kilos sold, the net proceeds were

only £11,343-12, or £542-2 less than the "expense'
taken at £11,885 10; "thereby" it is finally said,
"
reducing the interest on capital to 914 per cent."
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Not a bad result, we shoiild say, after fully provid-

ing for support of ownier's family, amortization of

slaves, &c. The great question, of course, is, wa.s the

establishment free of debt except to the capital of

the owner? If si) that owner might be called pros-

perous, provided a slave owner can ever know what
true prosperity is. Our readers interested in the

subject can make deductions from the rest of the

figures, such as we have attempted to found on the

first set. In the second case the interest on capital
was down to .3 '09 percent ; then conies 3'46 : 1-88;
4'84 ; 3'7'2 ; 7'41 ;

and in the last exceptional case

11 '92, or nearly 12 per cent. With refei'ence to the

number of trees to the acre, we take the second
fstate with 1,400 acres of land, only 40 per cent of

which is in cultivation, some of it with " other pro-
ducts than "

coffee. Let us take 500 acres as bear-

ing tlie 400,000 trees (old and new), and we get
in this case the (for Brazil) high average of 800 trees

per acre. Perhaps it may be owing to the number
of old trees in this case that 400,000 gave only 88,132

kilograms, against 360,000 for 300,000 trees in the first

case. In the third case we have 35 per cent (let us say
one-third) of 1,.392 acres = in I'ound numbers 400 acres,

bearing .300,000 coffee trees. The average in this case

(like the last one, exaggerated, we suspect) is 750 trees

to an acre. This Sao Paulo plantation yielded only
44,061 kilograms of coffee from 300,000 trees, or

about 110 kilograms per acre, a poor result for the

district of which Santos is the port. But probably
a gi-eat many of the coffee trees were young. In the

fourth case '200,000 trees are credited to about 300

acres, or at the rate of 666 trees to the acre. Even
this is too high. The round numbers given for coffee

trees look suspicious. The Minas Geraes estate gave
the worst result of all, only 1'88 per cent on capital.
A crop of 73,435 kilos in this case was somewliat
over one-tliird of a kilo per tree, or 183J kUos per
acre. The e([uivalent in English pounds per acre is

401 lb. Of the fifth estate it said that 180 acres

are in maize and beans and '24 in mandioca

(cassava), while 70 per cent of the whole 1,900
acres is in pasture and " worn out

"
lands. Coffee

trees numbered at 140,000 on 380 acres (468i trees

to the acre) gave 52,000 kilos of coffee (1.36 kilos

or 299 lb. to the acre). The land in this case is valued
at only £1,600, or £300 only in excess of the interest

at 10 per cent of the whole establishment, the 55
slaves being valued at much more than the land.

In the case of the sixth estate we have it expressly
stated that out of a total of 250,000 trees only 150,000
are productive, the others Ijeing young. The trees

would seem to be at the rate of about 625 per acre,
but no ndi.ilile calculation can be made. It will be
seen that yams and ria; are grown iu the 4 per cent
of swampy land on this estate. In the case of No.

VII, we are asked to believe, which we camiot, that
SOO acres bear 250,000 trees

;
but 97,500 kilos of

coffee from 300 acres is at the rate of 325 kilos or

715 lb. per acre. To shew how essentially different

the conditions in Brazil are from those iu Ceylon, we
need only attract attention to the note attached to

this case, "Unused land 57 per cent of whole area.
"

On most estates in Ceylon every inch has been utilized.

In the 8th and last case 30 per cent out of 195 acres
of land are unused, and as "other products" were
sold we suppose we may take 120 acres as bearing the

1'20,000 trees mentioned. As this would be at the
rate of 1,000 trees per acre, there can be no doubt
that the round number for trees is grossly exaggei'ated.
the yield of 90,900 kilos from 120 acres would be

equal to 757A kilos or 1 ,6731b. (or 15 cwt. ) per acre ! The
trees were probably scattered over a considerably larger
area than r20 acres. Altogether the statements (correct

enough, probably, as to number of slaves and some
other details) can only be taken as approximations in

regard to coffee bushes and yield per acre of clean
coffee. Still the figures will be interesting to our
readers as affording a glimpse of the conditions under
which the Brazilians compete with us in the production
of coffee. The chief differences are the large areas of
laud at the disposal of planters and the permanently
bound labour force. But, if all were known about
money borrowed, deaths and running away of slaves,
\vith the shadow of impending emancipation, and no
prospect of labour in substitution, it might be seen
that the Brazilian planters are not normally lictter off

than their brethren in Ceylon. Fungus, grub .and bad
seasons have sorely tried us, it is true ; but there are
insect and fungoid plagues in Brazil also, which may
be at tJie worst as our troubles abate and prosperity
returns to the land where coffee is and always has
been grown by means of free labour. \'\'e have, at

least, no emancipation measure to fear : and no utter
failure of labour supply impending.

BRAZILIAN COFFEE.

(From the Anglo-Brazilian Times.)

In cormection with the present or future of coffee in
Brazil the question of the cost of its production has ex-
treme importance. By the kindness of the German Oonsul-
General of this city we are enabled to give extracts from
returns, furnished by the proprietors, for the actual working
of several importaut plantations in Bio de .Janeiro, San
Paulo, and Minas Geraes, situated not far from a rail-

way :—
I.

Coffee plantation iu the province of Eio de Janeiro,
with 700 alqueires (of about G'T acres each) of land, of
which 200 are planted, 200 "tired," 80 in pasture, 20 vir-

gin forest for coffee, and 200 "cold" land.

Mils.
Value of plantation, with slaves, etc. ... 6^4,000

194,000

180,000

50,000
50,000

60,000
40,000
30,fKXI

30,000

viz. Laud (about 4,700 acres)
230 slaves, value, 280,000 mils, viz:
150 field hands at 1,200 mils...

25 artizans at 2,000 mils.

30 ser\'ants and 25, sick

300,000 coffee trees, 6—30 years old, at
200 reis

Buildings, etc.

Terraces

Machines, implements, cattle, etc.

Transport, Freight, Coimnission, etc., per 10 kilos, 849
reis per kilo, viz ;

Keis.

Transport to Dom Pedro II. railway
station of Sapucaia ... ... 300

Freight to Eio ... ... 388
Hire of .sacks ... ... ... 20
Transport in Rio ... ... ... 21
3 per cent, commission on 4 mils ... 120

Expense ; 118,855 mils viz : Mils.
10 per cent, interest on capital ... 36,400
Amortization of lanils Is 3d in 36 years
Amortization of coffee, 36 years
Amortization of buildings, 36 years
Amortization of terraces, 36 years
10 per cent, on 01,OliO mils ... ... 910
Amortization of marliines, 15 years ... 475
Amortization of slaves, 10 years ... 15,970
Jerked beef, clothing, etc. ... 20,000
Salary of Administrator, etc. ... ... 13,000
Expeuces of owner's family ... ... 5,000

Receipt : 360,000 kilograms of coffee at 4 mils, per 10 kilo-

grams, 144,000 mils, deducting from which 849 reis per
10 kilos, for transport commission, etc., there remains net
113,436 mils., or 5,421 mils, less than the above expense,
thereby reducing the interest on the capital to 9.14 per cent.

II.

Another return, in rc<:ard to a Rio de Janeiro planta-
tion of 120 alqueires, or 1,400 acres of land, valued as

80,000 mils, having 150,000 new trees and 250,000 old ones,
worked with 124 slaves, 8 of whom were domestics, gives
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the value of the plantation, with its slaves, at 458,000 mils.

Expense : 64,836 mils viz : Mils.

10 i)er cent, interest on capital ... 45,800
Amortizations ... ... ... 12,836
Jerked beef, clothing, etc ... ... 2,500
Salary, etc. ... ... ... 2,200

Family expense ... ... ... 1,500

Eeceipt : 88,132 kilograms of coffee at 4,330 reis per 10

kilograms, 38,156 mils; sale of other proiluets 2,000 mils;
total receipt 40,156 mils.

; deducting from which transport
and charges at 792 reis per 10 kilograms, there is net

33,187 mils. ; or 30,648 mils, less than above expense, thereby
reducing the interest on the capital to 3'09 per cent.

46 per cent of the area in cultivation.

III.

In one having regard to a San PaiUo plantation, 40 to 50

years old, of 200 alqueires, of 11.56 acres each, of land or
about 2,392 acres of land, valued at 21,500 mils., having
300,000 coffee trees and 74 slaves, 12 of these domestics,
the value of the plantation and slaves, etc., is given at

225,500 mils.

Expense : 35,107 mils, viz : Mils.

10 per cent interest on capital ... 22,550
Amortization . ... ... 7,757
Jerked beef, clothing, etc. ... ... 1,000
Salary, etc. ... ... 800

Family expenses ... ... 3,000

Eeceipt : 24,078 mils, from 44,061 kilograms of coffee, at
4,330 reis per 10 kilograms, and 5,000 mils, from sale of other
products ; deducting from which transport and charges at
847 reis per 10 kilograms, there repiain net 2ti,346 mils, or
14,760 mils, less than expense, thereby reducing the in-
terest on capital to 346 per cent.
35 per cent of the area is in bearing with coffee.

IV.
In one, in relation to a Minas Geraes plantation of about 940

acres ut land, worth 31,600 mdes., having 200,000 trees and
43 slaves, 6 of them di mestios, the value of the plantation
and slaves, etc., is given at 196,000 m' Is.

Expense : 30,219 mils., viz :
—

Mils.
10 per cent, interest on capital... ... 19,6110
Amortization ... ... ... 4 919
Jerked beef, clothing, etc. ... ... 2,000
Salary, etc ... ... 800
Tax.." ... ... 100

Family expenses ... ... ... 2,800

Receipt : 23,030 mils., viz : 22,030 mils, from 73,435 kilo-

grams of cipftee at 3 mils, per 10 kilograms, and 1,000 mils,
from .sale of oilier products ; deducturg from which transport
and charges ai the rate of 1,188 reis per 10 kilograms
there remains 14, OC mils, net, or 15,912 mils, less than
above exprnse, thereby reducing the interest on capital to
1*8S per cent.

47 percent, of the whole area is virgin forest, 15 per
cent, pasture and "worn-out" land, 3 1 per cent, in culti-
vation.

V.

Another, in relation to a spcond Minas Geraes pUntation
of 160 alqueires, say 1,900 acres of land, worth 16,000 mils.,
havmg 140,000 cofiee trees and 65 slaves, 16 of these
domestics, gives the value of the pl.mtations and slaves,
etc., at 131,200 mils.

Es]ieu.se : 24,646 mils., viz : Mils,
10 percent, interest on capital ... 13,12J
Amortization ... ... ... 3,625
Jerked beef, clothing, etc. ... ... 2,000
Salarj, etc. ... ... ... 4,900
Family expenses ... ... ... 2,000

Receipt: 24,016 mils., viz:

22,516 mils, from 52,000 kilograms of coffee, at 4,3S0
reis per 10 kilogiams, and 1,500 mils, from sale of other
products; deducting irom which transport and charges at

1,180 reis per 10 kilograms, there remains 17,880 mils,
net, or 6,765 mils, less than above expense, thereby
reducing the intcn st on capital to 484 per cent.

70 per cent, of the area is in papture and " worn-out*'
lands; 380 acres are in cofl'ee, 180 acres in maize and
beans, and 24 acres in mandioca.

VI.

Anotlier, relative to a third Minaa Geraes plantation of
75 alqueires, say about 900 acres of land, valued at 33 uOO
mils,, having 25(1,000 coffee trees and 61 slaves, 5 ot 1 hese
domestics, gives the value of the plantation and slaves, etc ,

at 19o,000 mils.

Expense: 31,660 mils., viz : Mds.
10 per cent, interest ou capital ... 19 500
Aniortizntion ... ... ... o'lls)
Jerked beef, etc. ... ...

"
9'(1m

Salary, etc. ... ... ... j gy,,

family expense ... ... ... 3 000
Receipt: 25,263 mils, from 63,168 kilogrums

'

u£
coSee at 4 mils per 10 kilograms; deductinf- from
which transport and charges at 925 reis pec 10
kilograms, there remains 19,421 mils., or 12,231 mils,
less than above expense, thereby reducing the interest oii

capital to 3.72 per cent.
Unused land 32 per cent of whole area; 11 per cent iu

pasturage ;
4 per cent swampy but producing yams and rice-

and 53 per cent in cultivation, but only 150,000 coffee trees
are productive, the remaining 100,000 being too young

VII.

Another, relating to a fourth Minas Geraes plantation of
117 alqueires, say about 1,400 acres ot laud, valued at (JO OOIJ
mils, having 250,000 coffee trees and 57 slaves, 7 of thoso
domestics, gives the value of the plantation and slaves etc
at 237,800 mils.

Expense : 37,916 mils, viz : njig.
10 per cent interest on capital ... 23,780
Amortization ... ... "5*181
Beef, clothing, etc. ... 3500
Salary, etc. ... "; s'.Sm
family expense ... ... 2 000

Receipt : 42,246 mils, from 97,500 kilograms of coffee .at

4,333 reis per 10 kilograms, less transport and ch:trg.-s at
1,073 reis per 10 kilograms; leaving net 31,785 mils, or
6,176 mils, less than above expense, thereby reducing the
interest on the capital to 7-41 yer cent.
Unused land 57 per cent of whole area.

VIII.

Another, in relation to a fifth Minas Geraes plantations
of about 195 acres of laud, valued at 19,800 mils, liavino-
120,000 coffee trees and 38 slaves, 6 of these domestics',
gives the value of the plantation and slaves, etc 160 8O0'
Expense : 26,016 mils, viz:—

'

Mils.

16,080

4,436
2,000
1,500

2,000

10 percent iutere.st on capitil..
Amortization... ,,

Beof, clothing, etc...

Sa.lary...

Family expense
Receipt: 38,000 mils, viz :—
30,000 mils, from 90,000 kilos, of

10 kiloiirams, .and 2,000 mils, from
ducting' from which transport and
9,ss mils per 10 kilograms, we get net 29,108 mils or
3,09ii mils more than above expen.se, rai.sing the interest
upon capital to 11-92 per cent.
Unused land 30 per cent, of whole area.

Coffee, at 4 mils, per
othor products ; de*

charges on coffee at

COFFEE PRODUCTION L\ BRAZIL :

ITS VALUE AS COMPARED WITH THE
WHOLE COMMERCE OF THE EMPIRE.
In the Ani/lo-Bmzilian Timci, attached to the figures

relating to the value, expenditure on and proceeds
of typical estates

figures :
—

ExPOET OF Coffee fro.m

l^io Janeiro.

Mils.

find the following striking

Rio and Santos.

1851-52
18611-60

1807-08
11-75-76

1876-77
1S77-78

1878-79

31,055,324
61,319,118

70,785,0;!9

94,500,310
88,91 1,.^82

87,369,560

100,917.767

Si.ntos

Mils.

1,5'23,992
7,62.'i 652

9, 55,438

22,(;(1,(;0I

17,7-1,6(19

27,( .•i3,349

31,084,522

Total

Mils.

.32,579.316

58,942,770

80,740,477

1I7,161,<117

106,632,991
I i 1,692,9(19

132,u02,2si<
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Steeling Value of above Totals and their Percentage

to the total exports of the empire,

1851-52
1859-60
1867-68
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-76

1879-80

Exchange of

d.

271
25i
2bi
27

^^
24
21

22f

Sterling.
£

3,733,655

0,29:^,368

7,821,735
13,180,716

10,8»o.451
11,469,291

10,550,200

To Total

Exports,
per cent.

48-86
53-21

43-45
61-31
54-08

61-21

63-94

Stehling Value of the Whole Expokts of Kio and

Samtos and their Percentage of the Total Exports

OF THE Empire.

Rio

1851-52
1859-60
1867-68
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80

de Janeiro.

4,180,716

5,933,850

7,x77,:>30

11,316,603

10,315,a00
9,;i33,9-l6

9,2-0,270

10,566,800

Total.

£
4,442,427

6,747,770
8,779,860

14,045,836
12,463,040

12,022,396
12,045,449

13,377,270

Per cent.

58-16

57-06

48-78
65-34

62-75

64-17

66-(;7

70-67

S.mto.g.

£
262,711

813,920
901,930

2,729.173
2,147,7^0

2,788,450

2,766,179
2,810,470

It -will be observed that, -while, in the seventeen years
between 1851-52 and 1878-79, the value of coffee ex-

ported from Rio, the chief port of Brazil (we take

the rail at 28), rose from £3,105,000 to .£10,091,000,

or somewhat more than treble ;
in the case of Santos

(the port of Sao Paulo, in which province slave lab-

our has recently been concentrated), the increase

has been from £152,399 to £3,108,000, an increase

of no less than 2,U00 per cent ! The total increase in

the exports from the two chief ports of Brazil in

the seventeen years, calculated strictly in stei-ling,

was from £3,733,655 to £10,550,200, or at the rate of

nearly 30U per cent. (In consequence of high prices,

the value in 1875-76 was no less than £13,180,716.) The

proportion of coffee from the two ports to total ex-

ports, rose from nearly 49 per cent in 1851-52 to

64 per cent in 1878-79 ; so that coffee from other

ports with sugar, cotton, and all other articles ex-

ported, only made up 36 per cent, or somewhat over

one-thii-d, against nearly two-tliirds for coffee alone

from Rio and Santos. Of course, other products,
besides coffee, go from Rio and Santos, and when
the value of these is counted the exports from the

two gi-eat ports make up 70-67 per cent of the whole

export trade of the Empire. The preponderance of

coffee is overshado-wing, but the concentration latterly

of nearly all available capital and labour on this one

product has been good neither for Brazil nor for the

rest of the world—except, perhaps, to the consumers

of coffee—or mixtures of which coffee forms (more
or less) an ingredient. Coffee, in truth, has been

overdone in Brazil, as tea is likely to be in India.

"MOt;HA" COFFEE.

The following, from the official report on the trade

of India just publisbed, deals ai. other blow at the farce

of so-called "Mocha":—" Semiing Indian Coff'te, to

Arab a seems like sendmg coals to Newcastle, but the

export 18 largely inci-easiiig ;—
Years ended March 31st

1876-77
1877.78
1878-79
1879 80
1880-Sl

Apart from such portion of

required for local cousumption,
ficieucy caused by the export of the more valuable

Arabian Coffee, nud by tbe drought which for the last

two years has more or less affected tbe Arabian Coffee-

CwtB.
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being burnt on the sides of tbe estate roads. But
even this disaster is better b(irne than tlie leaf-disease,

whicli subtle pest spreads and spreads and cannot be

overcome but with vigorous measures applied quirkly
and in time to the borer, its increase is greatly chockfd.

Moreover, I saw an estate last month in good con-

dition, and bearing a virgin crop from iis young trees,

which had been replanted where the borer had de-

stroyed the coffee six years ago. Of leaf-di.sease its

attitude is highly paciflc, and where a system of

high cultivation is followed, as is the case in the

majiirity of coffee estates, the evil effect is almost

nil, and it is only upon the early ghat or lore>t clear-

ing, whire the pioneer coffee planters firut emb.irked

their euterpriz-, that the bad consequences are felt fr.rhere

all nutrition has long since gone ; the top substance

being exposed to the tun and made friaMe, has

been waslied away in impetuous monsoons, causing
the trees easily to succumb: so that from this ex-

perience, now all new coffee clearings nre planted

largely with coeval surface root feeding shade trees,

which afford protection doublefold.—A/orfras Standard.

THE BLUE UUM LEAF DISEASE.

Of the disease in the leaves of Eucalyptus ytobtdus,

and of its effects not only on the trees them-

selves but on neighbouring vegetation, we have

frequently wi-itten in these columns since the disease

was first noticed about tlu'ee years ago. It took

the form of spots resembling smallpox on the

leaves, and similar spots, more injurious than the

originals in then- results, spread to ledgerianas which

it was hoped would have benefited by shelter instead

of suffering from contagion by being planted close

under the lee (the opposite side to that whence the

south-west monsoon blows) of the Australian ti'ees.

Beyond loss of foliage the gums did not, at first,

seem to sufi'er, and, although contiguous cinchonas and

rose bushes were more injuriously affected, a few

spots on the leaves of tea plants were reckoned of

but little account. We referred specimens of affected

leaves to Dr. Thwaites, C. M. G., who told us to look

out for a "bug." But the presence of diurnal or

noctximal insect we have never been able to trace.

Still stranger, Mr. S. Green, so well qualified as a

naturalist and microscopist, has never been able to

find on the affected leaves any specific fungus or the

certain action of an insect. Leaves were sent to Mr.

Marshall Ward by Mr. A. M. Ferguson, junr., and

tbe Government mycologist merely replied that leaves

of trees were frequently so spotted ! He suggested

neither cause nor remedy. Our own crude tlieory of

the disease is, that it is a chemical change of an iu-

iurious nature in the juices and tissues of the leaves,

owing to change of habitat in the tree from warm

and dry to cold and wet. Until quite recently the

affection was confined to trees on Abbotsford above the

elevation of .5,000 feet. Now, we fear, it is spread-

ing downwards, but for information on this head
we wait. Before the writer left Abbotsford at the

end of July, he felt anxious about the condition and
effects of trees which it had cost him so much to

establish as drainers of the soil and shelterers of other

vegetation, and the introduction of which, he had,

through the press, so earnestly (and honestly) urged
on his brother planters. We left, hoping that as the

disease had abated in previous years, without doing
serious damage, so it would in the present season.

But the heavy and long-continued wet of this monsoon
brought matters to a crisis, and the conviction, which
cost us many a pang, was forced on us by the re-

ports which reached us, that, to save not only the
cinchonas which we had left looking so healthy and
luxuriant but even the much hardier tea bushes,
we must consent to sacrifice the blue gums, at least
to the coppicmg of them. The trees were not only
themselves dying but were spreading infection and de-
nudation of leaf, canker of stems (in the case of cin-

chonas), and in some cases death all around them.
From the tops do^^^lwards the cinchonas died off •

a hedge of roses was left utterly leafless, and patches
of tea bushes (for the first time seriously affected

by the pest) were reduced to the same condition.
"Wattles," never before shewing a trace of disease,
were infected by neighbouring gums and killed, and
the infection spread to rare Australian plants, around
the bungalow, which had been sent to us by Dr.
Bennett and Mr. Moore of Sydney. Our latest ac-
count of the disease is that it was down and doing
damage at 4,900 feet above sea level, and our fear
is that it may prevail even at lower elevations.
Planters naturally, especially m these hard times,
do not care to mention the appearance of pests, new
or old, and we kept saying :

"
Surely this disease

cannot be confined to Abbotsford. What about the

gums on Oliphant at an average of nearly 7,000 feet •

and what, especially, about those fine shelter rows
of gums in the Lover's Leap cinchona plantation at
the Kandapola end of Nuwara Eliya ?

" A
visiting

agent assured us recently that there was no sign of
the disease on the Uva side of Nuwara Eliya, and,
until our attention was called to a paragi'aph in
the local "Times" indicating the presence of the
disease in Dikoya, we had never heard of it beyond
the limits of the property in which we were interested.
We fear we shall now hear too much of it. If com-

pelled to abandon the cultivation of blue gums, we
trust we may be able to say that GreviUca rohiiata
retains all its favourable characteristics. The great
advantage of the blue gums was their exceedingly
rapid growth and the prospect of good timber from
them at ten years old. The GreriUea also grows
quickly, and gives better shelter and timber than the
Eucalyptun. We have abeady stated in the Obsenyr
that we saw square miles of Eucalyptus in Gippsland,
bare of foliage and dead. But the cause of the de-
struction was a ravenous moth. Of fungus or chemical
leaf disease we have never heard, as afiecting the
Australian trees, which, after all, attam their gi-eatest

perfection on such wet ranges as those above Fern-
shaw in Victoria, the scene of the growth of the highest
trees in the world. These are E. amaijilylina, to
which E. i/tofjidiix is only second in height. In the
" Tea Eiicyclo/iLrdia" there are illustrations of diseased
tea leaves, somewhat resembling in appearance those
affected by the gum leaf disease, but below each
drawdng is the description "pierced" by the immature
or mature insect. But in our case there are no
marks of piercing. The "tea bug" or "mosquito
blight

"
of India is undoubtedly Helopelth theirora,

a name changed by Mr. Moens in his later accounts
of its deadly doings on cinchona and t a in .Java to

Heloj/<:ltis Anfoiiii. If bad in India, this insect seems
to be worse in Java. We said to our good host
Mr. Kerkhoven of Siuagar : "Why, may I ask, ha\e
yo\i pruned your fine tea so uimiercifully : down al-

most to the gi'ouud ':"
'

Sorely against my will," he
replied,

" but the remedy was rendered
absolutely

necessary by the ravages of HclojKltis." We took
away a glass bottle in which specimens of these destruc-
tive insects, resembling large mosquitoes, were preserA-ed
in spirits, and which we handed to Mr. Green. But he
has seen no sign of the bisect, mature or iimnature, on the
leaves we have submitted to him. In only one case did
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he see anything like the piercing of a leaf. We trust,

therefore, we have not the deadly
"
mosquito blight

"

amongst us, although we suppose that, on the jirinciple
of

" where the carcase is, there will the eagles be

gathered together," we must expect its advent some

day. Except "red spider," the "tea bug" is the
worst enemy of cultivated tea. In certain seasons the

yield of particular estates, .sometimes whole districts,
has been reduced by one-fourtli, one-third, and even
one-lialf, by the ravages of these insect pests, known
to Indian planters under the rather iuappropi'iate

generic term "
blight." The rains of the monsoon

have been so heavy that even the cockchafer beetles

disappeared, and in India it is believed that heavy
rains wash away the "bug" and the "spider." In

any case neither insect nor external fungus was ob-

served, although we suppose it would be imphilo-

sophical to recognize fermentation in the leaf tissues

except as the result of the presence of certam forms
of fungi ?

What renders our surprise and disappointment so

extreme at the development of a malignant disease

in the leaves of JJl. (jlobubis, is the enthusastic estim-

ate generally formed of the antiseptic powers of those

very leaves, with their powerful volatile oil. Here
is Baron von Mueller's summmg-up in his elaborate

description of E. i/lol/idus contained in his great work,
"

Eui:alyptofiriijihia
"

:
—

" We have as ytt no accurate patholojjic data on the

effect of the exhalation of Eucalyptus-forests on

phthisic patients ;
but I Huticipate, tliat in the same

mauuer as the air of dense woods of Pines is apt to

stay the inflammatory processes in diseases of the

respiratory organs, so the vapors of our Eucalyptus-
forests, the odor of which we so readily perceive and

recognize, will likewise arrest the progre.5s of these

sad diseases, more pirtieuhirly in tlieir tarlier staijes,

and proliably more so than sea-air, notwithstanding
its pureness, the atoms of bromine and iodine carried

with it and the increased ozone, which it evolves.

Indeed I should assume, that sanitarian dwellings
could nowhere on the whole earth be provided for

phthisic patients more auspiciously an 1 more hope-

fully, than in mountains clothed with Eucalyptus-
forests in extri-tropical Australia and at elevations

(v.irjjin^ according to latiuide from 1,000 to 3,000

feet), where the sliylitlv rarifiid air of a very niodev-

ate humidity [lervadcd by Eucalyptus vapor together
with the comparative equability of the temperatuie
would ease tlie res|iiration greatly. This assumption
is largely based on ihe facts, th it no other gregari-
ous trees in the world evolve essential oil so largely
as our Eucalypts, unless perhaps snme ol' the most
teretimthiue I'lncs of cnlder climes, and that thus is

afforded mo>t copiously an oily volatile emai-aiinn,

befitted to absorb and comlfuse oxj'gen into oz lue,

the most powerfully vitaliziig, oxydizing and therefore

also chemically and therapeutically disinfecting ele-

ment in naturH's whole range over the globe-
" Our Blue Gum-tree has jn the whole exercised

already on regions of the warm temperate zone a greater

influence, scenic, industrial and hygienic, than any
other single species of arboreous vegetation ever reared

nnywhee, even Pines or Oaks or other classes of

leading trees not excepted- Thus it has transformed

the features of wide formerly tiee-less landscapes, has

alrfaHy afforded in many places timber and fuel for

rapidly incrcasiig settlements, and rendered also many
a miasmatic locality permanently habitible. The sanit-

ary influence of Eucalyptus- vegetation was surmised

by more than one of the early Australian settlers,

who however were reluctant to place their conjectures
on public record without positive investigations and
final proof- Mons. Kamel touched with a few words
on this subject (Revue maiitime et coloniale) in 1861,
but Sir William ilacarthur was perhaps the hrst to

argue, very many years ago, that our freedom from
ague here was mainly due to our extensive myrtace-
ou« vegetation, in which the Eucalypts aie prominent,
although species of Milaleuca, Leptospermum, Pasckea
and 601116 allied genera are also gregarious in many
parts of Australia. The incontestable sanitary eflFect

of these prevailing Myitaceaj throughout Australia,
except in some of the tropical coast-tracts, must be
ascribed to a complex of causes : 1st, the ready and

copious absorption of humidity from Ihe soil by
Eucalypts and closely allied trees

; 2ndly, their cor-

responding power of exhalation, much greater than that
of many other kinds of trees ; 3rdly, especially the
evolution of peculiar highly antiseptic volatile oil

;

4thly, the disinfecting action of the dropping foliage
on dicayiug 'rganic mat'er in the soil, Eucalyptus-
leaves themselves not causing any noxious effluvia

through their own decomposition. Thus during macer-

ation, for artistic skehtonizing. Eucalyptus- leaves,
unlike almost all other kinds of foliage, give off no

disagreeable odor, as first observed here by Mrs. Dr.
Lewellin. The disinfecting and deodorizing virtue of

the tree being unquestionable, it has even been placed
in the wards of continental hospitals, a measure initiated

by Drs, JMosler and Goeze of Greifswald and here
insisted on by Dr. Alexander Buettner. The fresh
bruised leaves can with advantage be employed for

the dressing of wounds to prevent or subdue seplic
inflammation, especially when no other remedies are
at hand. Possibly the Blue Gum-tree is evtfn a better

scavenger of back-yards than a weeping willow, and
in so far safer as it does not intrude into the found-
ations of buildings and leaves no putrefying foliage.
Indeed the sewage-question of cities in the warm
temperate zone would become very much simplifled,
if each house had at its rear the evergreen Eucalyptus
tree. Mr. Th. Taylor found that albuminous com-

pounds could be preserved in water, which by mere
maceration of leaves of 1]. globulus had absorbed some
of their oil and perhaps other preservative particles,
a few drops of oil added to water serving the same
purpose. Other kinds of volatile oils act very variously
in this resp'ct. To Bacteria and other micro-

organisms Encalypius-oil proves as fatal as Pheuic
Acid ; hence also, as Tayli^'r observed, it may bo

injected into the veins and arteries of cadavers for

purposes of preservation. Flesh of any kind is as

well preserved by Eucali pus-oil as by Creosote, while
beef sprinkled with it will dry hard withnut putre-
factiou. This writer is inrdined to attribute the

hj'gienic action of the oils of Euca-lyptiis and Pines

simply to their high oxydizing power exemplified in

the decomposition ol miasmata. He recommends
Eucalyptus-oil to be applied as an admixture to

dressings in Gangrene. [See Report of the Depart-
ment of Agricultuie, Washington, 187(5, pp. 82—86.)

"

The Baron makes no reference to the possibility of

the leaves becoming diseased and being the source of

disease in other vegetation. , A. M. F.

OUR COFFEE CROPS :—SECONDARY AGEN-
CIES AND THE FIRST CAUSE.

We call attention to the letter of "P. T. L." on

page 311, and we must, in jitstice to ourselves, add
a note to what this able writer says, to indicate

our sympathy with the man who, in a somewhat
similar crisis, says what the late General Skobeloff

said when his attacking force was almost annihilated,
"I blame no man; it is the will of (4od." On that

position, we, who are not agnostics, must fall back,

when, having done our best to understand and regul-
ate secondary causes, we are compelled in a species

of despaii' to give the problem up and fall back ou
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the wise though mysterious will of a Fu'st Cause.
Accumulated adversities may Ije as much for our

good as they uudouljtedly were in the case of Job

(N.B.—Tliat Satan was jiermitfed to be the instru-

. ment of the trial), and prosperity may, as in that

case, return when, in deepest humility, we cease to

question and rebel. So much for the supernatural
element in the argument. As to the natural, we
most keenly appreciate the evil efifects of want of

shelter, and on the property in which we are interested

we took pains to leave belts. But in the most com-

plete shelter of such belts cofl'ee bushes and cinchona
trees have died oft' after a very trying fashion ;

while
now the very trees we planted for shelter are turn-

ing out sources of mischief ! Tlie scriptures recognize
the possibility which we dare not contest that God
may have a controversy with a people or a land
and may visit for disciplinary purposes with mildew,

blight and "abnormal" seasons. Those who believe
this are not all ignorant fanatics, but persons who
reconcile their creed witli the most intense study of

the nature and tendency of secondary causes.

giving

THE VALUE OF CINCHONA TREES.
We call attention to the letter of our correspond-

ent "
S. T. R." ou page 311, in order to say that our

latest revised estimate of the value of Cinchona will

be found in the introduction to our " Ilaudbook and

Directory for 1882," page 31, where, after

information as to returns, we add :
—

It is exceedingly difficult to fix on even an approx-
imate value for Cinchona plantations, but as of some
interest, even if inapplicable in most cases practically,
we give the following :

—
Ajtproximate Value of Cinchona Trees in the Hill

Districts of Ceylon.*
Description:

C Succimira.f C. Officinalis.

(^Red Bark.) (Crown Bark.)Age.
Years

C. Calisaya
LeiJgeriana.

Per Tree. Per Tree. (Yellow Bark.)
Per Tree.

R. R. B.
2 ... 1 ... 1 ... U
4 ... 3 ... 3 ... 4"
6 ... 6 ... 7 ... 8
8 ... 10 ... ]2 ... 15
10 ... 15 ... 18 ... 22

Officinalis will stand closer planting than succirubra,
and the price obtained per Ih. for the bark is verymuch greater, but tbn yi..ld ot bark is much less, so
equaiizini; the value of the irces up to a certain .igeWe merely offer these figures as a basis of cahulation.
The need of caution in estimitin;,' the v.alue mmt be
recoi;nised when it is remembered how cinchona plants
die out prematurely—to f iich an extent that a maximum
loss of 90 per cent has been reported. Even after thn e

years, a liberal allowance fi.r probable losses must be
made. At four jears of age the tree, if cut down, lias a
good marketanle value, provided an averaiie growth has
been made, and perhaps therefore our figure may be
deemed too low by proprietors of flourishing irers of this

* A cinchona planter, who has seen these figures, writes
that he would halve our returns, "for, while a single tree by
itself may prove of this value, whai with dyine out and li.-re
and tliere dwarfed specimens and larg'e patches wherp
cinchona icill not come on, any area of 500 acres would prove
the ti uth of this suggestion

"
;
but our friend overl oUs

the tact that our valuation is per tree, not per acre.
t We are reminded ihat the (Jfficinalis-.Succirubra hybrid

{I'ubescens) woald be about 50 per cent more valuable than
Sncoirubra.

age. It is impossible lo give a scale applicable to all cir-

cumstances. Our column for Ledgeriana is entirely
conjectural : few or no results being available to shotv
the value of trees of this kind grown in Ceylon.

MAJOR FERGUSSON IN INDIA :

COOLY LABOUR FOR NORTHERN AUSTRALIA.
"
Cooly labour for the Northern Territory

"
is the

title of an instructive paper recently presented to the
Parliament of South Australia. It contains Major
Fergusson's report on his mission to negotiate with
the Government of India for coolie emigration, and
narriitcs many facts bearing upon the subject, incid-

entally mentioning also the steps taken by the Govern-
ment of our own colony in dealing with this quea-
tion.

Major Fergus.son describes his visit to the Demerara
Emigration Depot near Calcutta, in company with Dr.
Grant, the Protector of Emigrants for the Government
of India. He saw a party of 500 coolies just returned
from Demerara, and close by another large party
about to embark for the same place. The returned

emigrants he describes as looking liealthy, b.ippy, and
prosperous, their children fat and very unlike native
children in India. In reply to his questions they
agreed that British Guiana was very a good place, and
that they had been well treated .aboard ship. They
had brought back an average of two hundred rupees
a head. Ihosa about to embark looked as a rule mis-
erable half-starved wretches, chiefly from the Oude
and the north-west provinces, from Benares, Patna, and
Allahabad, and a few from Delhi. The conditions of
their engagement were read over to them, and they
were afterwards called up singly and asked whether
they understood the conditions, and went voluntarily.
Two made rather doubtful .answers, and were kept
back for further examination. Major Fergusson .after-

wards, in company with IVIr. Firth, the Emigration
Agent for Demerara and Natal, paid a visit to the

ship from which the return coolies had landed. The
doctor of the ship informed him that the death-rate did
not exceed three or four per voy.age, and that the
coolies were quiet and orderly. The huts provided
for the coolies whilst awaiting emliarkatiou are long
thatched buildings, the sides of which were formed
of a eort of native mat, held upright by light bamboos
or of mud, after the fashion of the "

wattle-and-dab"
of Australia. The whole cost of the depot, capable
of holding 1,200 coolies, was about £200. This is

situated on the banks of the Hooghly, not more than
two miles from the terminus of the ?n,ain line of rail-

way from Bombay and the Puujaub. Sir A.shley Eden,
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, with whom Major
Fergusson had an interview, is most favourable to
coolie emigration, and he recommcids their shipment
at Madras, as the mortality would be much less than
among the Bengal coolies, perhaps because they live

better; besides which there would be less trouble in

rationing them, as they eat meat and have fewer
caste prejudices. This advice correspondents with that

given bv Mr. Hepburn, a coflee planter in Mysore,
who was a fellow passenger with Major Fergusson in
the rome.

During his stay in India Major Fergusson was sum-
moned to the Council Chamber, where the Governor-
General. in-Council was engaged in the discussion of
the Soutli Australian Bill. The nature of the questions
put to him on that occasion give additional proof of
the almost paternal care of the Government for the
coolies. I hey were anxi'us that the Protector of

Immigrants in the Northe-n Territory should be a
man in every way qualified for the post, and even
contt-mplated offering to piy him It was pointed out
that the Govrrnmeut of South Australia would pro-
bably agree to this, and would cveu be willing that
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the officer should be appointed by the Indian Govern-

meut, but that in any ease he would have to be

under the authority of the South Ausiraliau Govern-

ment. It appears that among the employments to

which it was proposed to put tne coolies on arrival in

the Norihi-rn Territury was that of railway making,
and eventually in the mines and on the goldlields ;

but during hia audience with the Governor in- ouucil,

Major Fergusson saw so clearly the opinion of the

Indian Government that he pressed only for their use

in railway construction and is hopeful of securing this

as a concession to which his Government attach great

importance. He says the Queensland Government

have not secured the right to employ coolies in other

than agricultural pursuits, and mentions that there

have lately been great objections raised to the employ-
ment of coolies on the ten plantations of Assam, and the

Government are disposed to watch j-alously over the

disposal of the coolies after emigration. Major P'er-

gusson feels that to press for leave to employ them on

goldlields would very likely result in a refusal to

allow them to work on railways, and points out that,

in engaging the coolies, it will be necessary in each

case to specify what they are to be employed in.—
Queenslamkr.

SCIENTIFIC KOAD-MAKINa.

The Federal Australian, in its Scientific Supplement,
T)ublislies the following letter on the subject of road-

makino, a question which is exercising the London

metropolitan boards, the American cities, and nearly

all the Australian capitals. Mr. P. Behrendt, C. E.,
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The notice of Indian and Ceylon teas we quote in full :^
Indian eas. as anticipated by us. show a lai-ge in-

crease in sale and consumption over the previous season.

The following are the unports from Lidia, including
Cevlon, into Jlelboui-ue for :

—
lb.

1880-1881 ... ... 671,000
1881-1882 ... ... 970,520

The total sales by auction are for seasons.
lb.

1880-1881 ... ... 561,000
1881-1882 ... ... 766,039

Pri\ately, about 200,000 lb. weight has been placed.
No stocks" reuiaiu in the Iiands of importers, and very
little in tlie liands of the trade. By public auction

some 684,679 lb. weight sold at Is O^d to •2s 5id per
lb. in bond, and 81,360 lb. sold below that.

Some eight public auctions have been held in Mel-

bourne of the Calcutta Tea Syndicate's teas, and on

the whole eacli sale has sliown a slight advance over

its predecessors and responding to the like advance

in prices taking place in Calciitta.

In spite of the lieavy advance established on the

lower gi-ades, the teas continued in strong demand
all through the season, and probably double the quan-

tity could have been placed on the market without

seriously aft'ecting prices. The Darjeelings turned out

exceedingly well, and, as last season, continue favor-

ites witli buyers ; prices ranging up to 2s 5id per
lb. in bond.
Assam and Cachars came forward in larger quanti-

ties than last year, and some very choice pekoes
merited a better price than obtained viz., 2s id per
lb. in bond. Taken on the whole, these teas were
well liked, and the bulk of them are used for bring-

ing up China teas. Darjeeling Terai. Chittagong.
Doars, Kangi'a's. &c. ,

in smaller quantities, all had
attention and brisk sales. Dehra Doons are liked for

their appearance, but the liquor does not come up to

expectations. Broken teas and broken pekoes, which
at first were neglected by the trade , are now in strong
demand at high prices owing to then- value being ap-

preciated for blending purposes. The following
statistics show the increase in the grovi'th of tea in

India :
—

The crops of Indian tea during the past ten years
have been as follow :

—
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on the Alligator and Liverpool Rivers as a sour stiff

clay
—Op. eit. I., pp. 104 c/ 259. Stokes says, "While

the banks [of the upper part of the tidal portion of

the Adelaide] were low—a cii'cnmstance very favour

able for irrigation and the cultivation of rice.' —Op.
cit. I., p. 415. Jukes \\Tite3. "That rice might prob
ably be raised in small quantities on the borders of

the lagoons."
—

Op. cit., p. 361. I have reproduced
these observations because they have reference to jior-

tions of the Northern Territory with which I am un-

acquainted. The meteorological phenomena, which
must have a depreciating influence on the value of

certain soils for particular crops, are—(1) The inter-

mittent character of the rainfall at the chief period
of growth. Many successive days of unclouded sky
and hot winds during the wet season must have a

deterrent effect on the growth of succulent plants and
shallow rooting annuals in particular. (2) The rapid
diminution in the amount of rainfall, proceeding in

a southerly du-ection thus starting with a yearly aver-

age of 76'89 inches at Southport. it gradually decreases

at the rate of about one inch to every five miles, to

39 '23 at Pine Creek. (This will be seen on a refer-

ence to Mr. Todd's reports. ) The productions of tlie

soil of the Government Gardens at Fannie Bay, re-

claimed from a dense jungle, afford evidence that a

great variety of useful plants may be successfully growai
under similar conditions of soil and situation. But,
as I have just shown, the climatic conditions change
so rapidly as we recede from the coast that I am
dubious, even other things being the same, whether

equal results will be gained in the more inland tracts.

If we turn our attention to the dominant vegetation
we find that it implies, if not sterility of soil, then

certainly the absence of those points of cliaracter in-

dicative of permanency of atmospheric moisture, and

conversely general exposure to the sun. Thus we
note the alsence of dense lofty forests, scarcity of

ferns and epiphytic orchids, no b'chens, no liverworts,

and only four species of mosses having a very limited

range of distribution. However, I believe that in

several parts of the colony various species of Gossy-

pium [cotton-plant), rice, and indigo could be cultivated,

and a fair or even prolific crop obtained. Indeed,

good cotton has been produced witliin the Murray basin

(see F. von Mueller, "Select Plants for Cultivation,"

p. 99, 1876). The rice-plant is indigenous to the North-
ern Territoiy, having been found by Baron F. von
Mueller in the marshes about Hooker's Creek, by Mr.
AVilson in the marshes of the valley of the Norton-
Shaw River, and by Mr. J. A. Giles in the valley of

the Birdum Creek. The tamarind is also a native,

having been noticed first by Leichardt at Port Essing-
ton and suljsequently by Mueller on the cliffs at the

entrance to the Victoria River. Another useful plant

indigenous to the country has been overlooked. It is

Tacca pinnatifida, from the tubers of which the main

supply of the Fiji arrowroot is prepared. I noticed it

growing in rather humid gravelly soil here and there

from Palmerston to Pine Creek.
We think it quite probable that a good deal of land

with a suitable climate is avilable near the coast, if

only the labom- difficulty can be overcome.

THE RAINFALL OF THE GLOBE.

Nature reviews, in an interesting and, no doubt,

scientifically correct fashion, a paper recently published
on this subject by Professor Loomis of America. There

is so much of value to Ceylon readers, and especially

to those who take an interest in the causes of de-

ficient rainfall that we make the following extracts :
—

Leaving out of cousidiration all exceptionally heavy
rainfalls, confined to limited spots, such as those of

Cheerapunji, in Assam, which amounts to 492 inches

iinnually, and the Stye, in Cumberland, which is

about 190 inches, the hoariest lamfall is r.i>-t with
in the rain. belt, which .surrounds nearly the whole

globe, lying between the northeast and somh-east
trade winds. Absolutely the largest lainfnlls over

hirge regions are to be found wliere the trade- winds
nfter having traversed a great breadth of ocean, are

forced against and over a breadth of land of some
elevation and extent which lie across their path. Of
these the best exa'iiples are the highlands of Java,
Sumatra, and Assam, in the Old World, and par's
of the north of South America, nnd of the steep
slopes of Mexico facing the Gult of Mexico in the
Aew World, over which the trades or monsoons dis-

charge their moisture so copiously as to raise the
rainfall over large tracts up lo nnd in cases consid-

erably above 200 inches annually. The influence of

lieight is well illustrated by the ra nfall of Mauritius ;

thus, whde at the observatory it is 46 inches, it

amounts at Cluny to 149 inches on a mean of the
sime 19 years. Similarly in St. Helena, while near
the sea level it is only 5 inches, at a height of 1,764
feet it is 48 inches. In Ascension no part of which
rises to any considerable height, the aunual rainfall

is only 3 iuche.s, and the whole island is little else
than a burned-up desert. The rainfall is particularly
large in mountainous regions iu both hemispheres
above lat 40°, situated on the eastern shores of the

great oceans, and contequeutly in the full sweep of

the stionj; westerly winds of these high latitudes.
Thus large poitions of Scotland north of the Clyde,
one or two small patches in England, a few spots
in Ireland, large tracts lje;ween California and Ala-ka,
the south of Chili, and the west coast of the south
island of New Zealand have an annual rainfall ex-

ceeding 80 inches. Nay even at Ber;;en, lat 60" 23'

N., bathed in the warm, moist westeily wmde of the

Atlantic, the rainfall is 73 inches annually, which i»

the largest rainfall yet observed any where at so

high a latitude. Those headlands, even though of

comparatively small height, which run out into the

sea, meeting the moist oceanic winds, have rainfalls

very considerably above the average—u«ing doubtless

largely lo the greater friction of land than water on
the winds, thus purtially arresting their progress, and
inducing a more copious precipitati"n. As causes of

deficient rainfall, Professor Loomis enum rates five,
viz :

—
(1) ft uniform direction of the winds during

the year, such as prevails within the regions of the

trades, illustrated by the rainfall of Ascension, Sahara
and South Caliiornin; (2) the prevailing wind having
crossed a mountain range, thence descends on the

l^eside, illustrated by the desert of Gobi, Chili and
large tracts in Spain ; (3) ranges of mountains so

high as to obstruct the free movement of the sur-

face-winds towards the interior, as parts of Central
Asia and California ; (4) remoteuess from the ocean
measured in the directiou from which the wind pro-
ceeds, illustrated by the gradual diminution of ihe
rainfall on advancing eastward int" Europe ; and (5)

high latitudes, since beyond lat. 60°, at a little dis-

tance from the ocean, it seldom exceeds 10 inches,
and there are appirenily large tracts in North America
and Asia where the rainfall is less than 10 inches.
As regards this last statement, observation scareely
bears it out, since in the Europe- Asiatic coutin-

ent,only two stations iu latimde above 60', viz.,
Kolft iu Russian Finland on the Arctic Sea

•and Yakutsk show rainfalls less than 10 inches,
and these are doubtful owing to the short periods
oTcr which the ob-servations ext nd. 'Ihe truth
is there are other causes powei fully influencing the
distribution of the rainfall, than these whicli an
examination of the rainfall of the individual

months, notably January and July, best disclosis.

These causes have their explanation ia the sys-
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terns of low and high presaurea, which appear and

disappear with season. Ol these the iiiost prominent
are the low pressures which occupy tlie ceutres of

coutiuunts in the summer months and tlie northern

portions of the Atlantic and Pacilic Oceans iu the

wiu'er mouths ; and on the other hand, tlie h'gh
pressures which till the centres of ihe continents in

the winter months and the high pressures in the

oceans immediately to the west sides of the great
continents, iihout lat. SB*, as shown by the Admiralty's
physical charts of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
Oceans. To taUe.as an example, the great summer barome-
tric depression of Central Asia, with the winds flow-

ing in upon it on all sides veriically carrying with
them the moisture of the ocean from which they
01 me. Thus East Siberia is then swept by south-

east and Kast winds, which distribute to westward as

far as Irkutsk, in July, a montlily rninfall of 3 inches

and upwards. Now since the annual rainfall of this

region is all but wholly determined by the rains of

tile summer months, the extension of these rains in-

land wholly determines the position of the annual

iso-h^etal lines. Again, to westward of long. 1C0° in

Siberia, the rains have their origin in the Atlantic
and Arctic eeas, and since west and north-west W'iuds

prevail from Archangel to Central Asia, they bring
with theiu comparatively so large a share nf mois-
ture from the ocean, as to raise the annual rainfall

over the greater part of these northern regions to

about 20 inches, or even more. On the other hand,
on the east side of the Ural .Mountains, which drain

these winds of much of their moisture, the .summer
rainfall is much less From north of the Caspian
and Aral .Seas, southward to the Persian Gulf, and
eastward to the Indus, the summer winds are north-
west and since they thus advance over regions rapidly
rising in temperature, little if any innisture is de-

posited in their train, thus rendering this extensive

region one of the largest arid tracts of the gU'be.
These, with other considerations, indicate that the

courses of several if the iso-hyetal lines, where obser-

vations lire sparse, should be regulated to a greate"
extent thin has been done in the map before us, by
ihe positions of river-basins and mountain ranges in

tlieir relations to those seasonal winds, which really
determine the annual amounts of the rainfall.

One of the most important points to which atten-

tion is drawn by Professor Loomis, is that more rain

fails on the eastern than on the western sides of

continents. This remark holds liood everj where, until

we reach the higher lalitudes of both hemispheres,
where the predomin.% ing winds becorne westerly.
Thus the rainfall at San Francisco is only from a ha'f

to a third of the amount which falls on the coast of

Pennsylvania in the same latitude ; and about the same

proportions, or even proportions still more striking,
are seen on comparing Morocco with the ' hinese

c uisi-, and the west with the east coasts of South

Africa, Australia, and South America. The explana-
tion is to he found in the portions of the areas of

low und high pi-essnrcs, with their ac< ompau^ing winds,

during the season whose rainfall determines the an-

nual amounts, "n the east side of the continents

the prevailing sumir.er winds are south-west, south

or south-east which, having traversed a large extent

of ocean, and constantly advancing into higher and
colder latitudes, spread a copious rainfall over the re-

gions they traverse. But on the other hand, since

the west side of continents in the same latitude lies

between the region of abnormally high pressure iu

the ocean immediately to westward, and the low

pressure of the intetior, north-west winds in the nor-

thern, and south-west winds in the southern hemisphere
prevail there ; and as they advance into lower lat-

itudes or ever regions of a conssautly increasing temp-
erature, the deposit little or no rain in their course.

Hence, owing to the failure, more or less complete
of the summer rains it follows that the annual rainfall
of these portions of the dontineuts is small.

COFFEE ADULTERATION IN ENGLAN;D.
Owing to tlie immeuee pressure of other business,

and also no doubt to the strong influence brought to bear

by interested parties, the Government propose to aban-
don the in.italinent of fair play announced to be given to
the CdfiVe trade at the time of the Builget, and to
substitute a scheme, the effect of which would be
to legalize every form of adulteration. Mr. Glad-
stone stated that the Treasury were only concerned
with revenue matters, and not with adulteration.
The latter offence could no doubt be dealt with
under the ordinary law; but that is noise than
useless at a tune when a simple d. claration of ad-

mixture, obscurely printed on the packet, would amply
comply with its requirements, though the mixture
contains only 10 per cent of the substance under
the name of wdiicli it was offered. Thar, such a
dilution should be possible with Chicory, and should
be carried on to an immense extent, is surely suf-

ficiently destructive to the Coffee trade, but the

proposition of the Government would make such

practices equally legal with charred cabbage stalks
or anything else that was not so heavy as to sink
to the bottom of the pot when infused, instead of

discolouring the water. Brick dust must not remain

suspended in water loug enough, but many forms of

clay or stained earth would dissolve and pass mus-
ter under the Government proposal, when added
to Coffee. Again, the injustice of a scheme is mani-
fest, for, as there is absolutely no machinery for

collecting an Excise duty of the sort, the relatively
honest trader who paid 2d per lb. duty on ilie char-
red cabbage stalks he added to Coffee, would be
undersold by his less fastidious neighbour, who could

procure ample supplies of the unniitntious but woody
stems from his own back garden, without commun-
icating with the Excise. As Mr. H. Pasteur justly
observes, in a spirited circular he has just issued
on the subject, the public would be horrified were
it proposed to legalize the admixture of other leaves

with Tea. That coramoditv is, indeed, specially pro-
tected by law, and is inspected by the Customs on

import, so that none is allowed to pass into cou.

sumption unless it is found to be pure. To bo
consistent, the Government should !• peal that por-
tion of the law, and provide

" that a duty of 6d

per lb. should be granted to Her Majesty, her

heirs, and successors, on all aloe, willow, hawthora
or other leaves, or any other article or .'ubslance,
intended to be mixed with, or to serve as a sub-
stitute for. Tea." The only saftguard thatthepub-
lic would possess in the case of Coffee, would be
that when the adulteration became so general that
the mixtures are kept in bulk and not in packets
or tins, that the Inspectors under the Adulteration
of Food Act might from time to time entrap some

unwary small tradtsinan into selling cabbage stalks

or date stones under the name of Coffee, without

affixing even the vague declar.tion of admixture,
nhich would protect him uuder the l;ix law now in

force. Surely such a proijosition can only be carried

if the Government and the Hone of Commons are

not in'ormed of the effects that would follow its

adoption. At any rate, if such a law be pa-scd, it

should be accompanied with the provision tiiat the

proportions and lames of the other sub.'-tances n ixed

with Coffee should be declared 'o the pui chaser at

the time of sa'e. Then the levyiiiL' of the duty upon
Coffee substitutes n ould be fair i iiough, but in the

form now made the proposition would simply add
fresh injustice to what the Coffee tiadc has to
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cbmiilain of, while it would deliver the defenceless

public over to the uiistraiDnd mercies of the adulter-

ators —Produce iliirkds' Revino.

Cinchona.—Shaving cinchona bark has been adoited
as the iijode of harvesting in Darjeeling, having been

intro'iuced there by Dr. Kin^ after the Java f.ishion.

Thf trees are said to belookiiig very well after the oper-

ation, and renewal is progressing apace.
—South of

India Observer.

The Total Area of Scotland is about 20,000,000

acre.^, hardly one quarter of which may be reckoned
ae arable forest f<ir pasture land, the remainder being

occupii-'d bj the lakes, rivers, peat-mosses, moorlands,
bare rocks, ami mountaiu-i. It is surprising then to

find that agaihst such a vast area of uncultivited ground
only 734,490 ncres, according to the official returns of

1872, are classed as woodlands.—Indian A'jrkultnrist,
Travelling in " New Ceylon.

"—Our readers will

peruse with interst Mr. von Donop's account of Ms
exploration of North Borneo. The " waste land

"
re-

Bom'ces of the countiy are abundant, and the soil of

the higher ranges seems to he especially good. The one

gi-eat want is population, and this Sir Walter Medhurst
is doing his best to supply from China. There are

other difficulties to overcome, but we cannot doubt that

there is a gi-eat and prosperous future for this latest

of British settlements in the East.

Anew Company, called " The Titagbur Paper Mills

Company, Limited " with a capital of K600.0UO, iu sharos

of K 100 each, has been quietly formed "ud successfully
floated in Calcutta iu a few days, the whob' of the shares

being taken up by substantial investors. The Company
starts under good pruspeots of success. It has secured
a good site ou the river bank at Titaghur at a cheap
rate, the machinery has been selected with a view to

introducing all the most modern improvements, and the

management is in f;ood liands. After completing the

necessary buildings it is expected that ihe Company will

be able to commence work after about twelve months.—
Piomer,

Cotton Seed Oil and Meal.—"Amongst the latest

introductions into the Canadian market," says the

Montreal Gazette, "are cottonseed oil and meal. The
oil ij extensively used in the southern and south-

western states for culinary purposes, having largely

superseded lard and butter. Cotton Beed oil is ship-

ped iu considerable quantities to Italy and the south
of France trnm whence it is re-shipped to different

pai-ts of the world as best table oil The other article

above referred to as cotton seed meal, is widel> used
in I lie United States, and also in England and Scot-

land, for feeding buif cattle and milch cows. Over
ten thousand tons of tiiis meal were sold last year
iu the New England Stales alone, and wherever it has
been introduced it has given great satisfaction."—

Bio News.

The BbST Fiber yet used by Mr. Edison for the

carl'ouized arch of his ineandeaeent light is one found

by Mr. J"hn C. Branner iu Biazil. The plant fur-

nisliing this fiber is to be found all through the

Amazon valley, and the fiber itself is of exceptiouaL

purity, length and toughness. Mr. Edison is de-

lighted witb it, and is nat.urally desirous of securing
a permanent supply of it. The difficulty of securing
trustworthy laborers for gathering it, the local restric-

tions, and the certainty that a heavy exjjort duty
will at once be imposed upon it, has led to some
hesitation in the mat er of sending for it. A bamboo
fiber was found in Japan which, though inferior to

the Brazilian fiber, is easily procured, and is now
being used, and will continue to be used until the

question of expense in securing the Amazon fiber is

fettled, Mr, Branner is now engaged iu preparing a

report of iiis year's exploration in Bvazil,—Sio A^em,

Coffee Culture.—Not long since a friend of mine

suggested sowing and forking in green the common
Crotalaria,, and "

Ci. W." hmg, hmg ago advocated
the growth and digging in iif the "Lupine," as practisid
in Soutliern Italyr—W. F. Ley.
AoKicDLTURAL ScHoOL IN BRAZIL.—The Minister

of Agricuture has recommended an approi»riation of

480,0UU milreis for Ihe founding of six agricultural
schools. This, it seems to us, is a very important
step, and likely, if the proposal obtains the necessary

legislative sanction, to produce valuable results as

aS'ecting the material progress of the Empire. —.Vo»</j

American Joiinal.

The Ooconut a Eejiedt for Tape-worm-—In the -An-

tilles the coconut is the popular remedy for tape-worm,
and its efficacy has been

conclusively demonstrated by
mechcal men iu Senegal. A coconut is opened, and the
almond extracted and scraped. Three hours after its ad-

ministration a dose of castor oil is given. The worm
is expelled in two hours afterwards. In nine cases in

which tills remedy was tried by a surgeon in Senegal
the result was complete.

—Natal Mercury.
A Russian Tea-dealer at Moscow advertises iu

the Kussian papers as one of his specialities Indian
tea. It is described as a " Rose Tea," and the price
in English money comes to within a fraction of 5s 4d
a pound. As he alludes prominently to the article

and recommends the people of Moscow to give a trial

to this "new tea," we may conclude that ludiaii tea

is not familiar to the Moscow palate. The name of this

euterprizing merchant, it may interest some of our read-

ers to know, is Korestchenko, and his address, Pont
des Marechause, Maison Terletsky, Moscow. —Pioneer.
The Gum Tuee Disease.—With regard to this afl'ection

oui' readers will share oiu' relief at seeing the latest

account just received from Abbostford :
—" The gum disease

seems to be getting better : some red-gums, roses, and
tea have quite recovered and are putting on new wood,
and altogether, since the failing up of the weather, the

disease seems at a standstill. Last Simday I saw some
Emilina calisaya ou very badly eft'ected, and in some
instances quite dead from apparently the same disease,
but these plants were on the jungle edge, ami at least an

eighth of a mile from any blue-g-ums. There is a small

stunted red-gum near them, but it has only a few of

its leaves at all bad. I think the wet weather had a

great deal to do with the diesease, as all plants (of

any description) which did not get too much of it sre

now thiowing out new leaves and buds.-" The cUseaso

may not, therefore, always originate with the gums,
although it attacks them with peculiar vu-uleuce, that
vu'ideuce being contagious. We shoidd like to know
if the spots have been seen on chichonas far removed
from the possibility of mfection from gums.

AETiFici.iL Dyes.—The editor of the Im/tjo Ptnnters'

Gazette, after quoting notices of various substitutes for

indigo, seems inclined to thi'ow up the sponge, writing
as follows :

—" The energy here displayed by chemists points
to H determination ou then- part to drive the real dye from
the market. So long, however, as the prices of these pro-
ducts are not appreciably lower than that of indigo, the
latter as a blue, will command the market. Mention has

already been made of the requu'ements which we must
fultil, if we wish to maintaiu the title of superiority for

the natural dye, and to enable us to meet the fluctua-

tions in price of artilicial products. The fuUilmeut of

these requu'ements, however, will be no guarantee against
the power and rcsoiu-ces of the chemist, who has suc-

cessively overthrown the madder aud cochineal industries.

It was said after the introduction of tlie napthalin dyes,
when they were in a state of imperfect development,
that they never would be able to throw cochineal and
its products out of the market. This opinion has now
been changed, for with the better qualities of uapthaliue
colom', the sliades can not only be produced just as

bright, but even surpassing them. The use of cochineal
has therefore decreased considerably."
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^otiif^spondeno^.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

KOLA NUT AND COCA.

155, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C., July 27th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—The kola nut (Cola acuininata) which I

Introduced into Ceylon is likely to answer well. The

price on the west coast of Africa has now gone up
to £100 the ton for the nuts, and a house in London
have found that they can use them with advantage
and would gladly purchase any that they can find.

The leaves of the Erythroxylon coca are now
in demand, but your article in the last Tropical Aijri-

cullurist shews that the leaves very soon lose their-

active principle. It was for this reason that I have
had a preparation made for me in South Amei-ica from
the gi-een leaves, and this has entirely convinced the

physicians in the country of the great value of the extract.

As there are plants in the Botanical Gardens in

Ceylon, no doubt you will get a supply of seed from
them as well as cutitngs.

—Yours truly, .

THOS. CHRISTY.

WHAT AILS OUR (CEYLON) COFFEE
TREES ?—No. IV.

Sir,—Orub has been declared by some of our

planters to have been a more potent factor in the

failure of our c. flfee crops than even the ubiquitous
hemileia ! Let us then inquire what part it has

played of late years in our plautations.
Grub has been known and recognized amongst the

enemies of the coB'ee tree since the earliest iiifancy
of the coffee enterprize. Its incursions, in former

times, were confined to particular spots of verj" small

area. Groups of 10 to 100 trees were attacktd,
and always with fatal effect, on estates in every
distriot of the country. Occasionally several such

plots would be attacked siraul aneously in diffi rent

parts of the same estate, and, in such cases, they
would Decision serious temporary alarm. The worst
of these attacks were, however, of brief duration, and

they never proved a permanent discouragement of the

enterpnze 1 am not aware uf any instance, until

the last few years, in wliioli any breadth of land was so

affected. Even now, the cases in which lar^e areas

aro .Tttacked occur, I believe, in only three of our
coffee districts. Elsewhere, so far as my knowledge
and observation serve me, ttie modern incur-ious

CO'tinue to be uf the same limited (Xt>iit as formerly ;

and they have become, I think, less frequent now
than lliey were .SO years ago.

It is |irobable that the insects which hare com-
mitted the re>ent depredations on such an alarming
scale in the districts of Dnnbubi*, Dikoya and Mas*

keliya are not of the Si>me speiies a^ those formerly
known, and which continue occasionally to visit the

otiier districts. Tneir attacks differ, not only in

extending over vastly lai-ger anas, and enduring ftr

amnch longer period, but they are fortumtely much less

fatal. The attacks of our old enemy Wire generally
discovered and recogn zed by the suddt-n death

of their earliest victims ; whereas the grub whii h
infests the large young districts specilied, rarely
kills the trees oui right, and never with the -udden-
nes «hich characterizes attacks of giub elsewhere.

Nevertheless the formidable nature of its depred-
ations places it in the very foremost rank of the
enemies of our enterprize. It has undoubtedly ag-

gravated the evils of the decade to a most serious

exteiit ; still the fact must not lie overlooked that
even in the districts where it has committed such

hayoc the infeitility of the coffee trees has not

been cuuiiutid to the infected parts, but baa mani-

fested itself universally, and has been subject in
these districts, as elsewhere, only to the same kind
and degree oiexceplion as has oeonired so unac-
countably in the oldest and worst districts !

A local expert is of opinion tliat the grub which
has infested these young districts has been attracted
by a fungus on the roois of the trees, which, if

correct, would prove the pest to be of a secondary
or consequential character. In any case, however
there is no such coincidence between the attacks of
grub and the infertility of our coffee trees, as
would establish the relation of cause and effect. It
is impossible therefore that grub can have orioinated
the universal failure of the

fruit-bearing po°ver of
our coffee trees, or have had any primary connexion
therewith.
The clearing of fo^e-it land has, at one time or

other, been brought forward, in almost every countrywhe;e it has been extensively carried out, as a suffici-
ent reason to account for almost every evil that
has afterwards beset the agriculture of those countries 1And it is now adduced as the primary cause of the
ailment of our coffee trees ! •Weeds must, therefore
that it should take its place along with other al-

leged originators of our discomfiture in this discus,
siou. It is a vexed question, and one which crops
up continually in agricultural circles, with

'

its

youth renewed for each fresh advL-nt ! It seems
always at hand ready to answer for anything
or everything that concerns the welfare or the
discouragement, alike, of the agriculturist. It meets
yon at every turn of your quest, whether you
be in search of an old friend that has disappeared or
a new enemy tliat has entered the field 1

'

When God sent man upon the earth, He commanded
him to

" subdue anil replenish" it. This command, if it
had any meaning at all, signified that man was to
convert it to his use. Accordmyly, man has cleared
away the noxious and unproductive vegetation that
oumbird the ground, and has rc/dmis/ied, fiot denuiled,
it; tuiniug its wastes into smiling fields, and re cioih-
ing its unwholesome junges with fiuitful and salubri-
ous

. vegetation ! Wherever man, in obedience to his
divine mission, has subduid and replenished the earth
tertility, salubrity and p Oi|.erity have rewarded his
labours, and wasteful growths, rttadly clim.tes and
barrenness linger still in the yet unsubdued and un-
replenished wilds of the world. The Btatement made
by a correspi udent, that a long list uf countries, which
he enumerates, have been ruined by the mete clearing
of their forests, is opposed to world wiiie experience
to tlie history of the human race, and to the oider of
Providence. If, indeed, they have been i uiued, their ruin
cannot be attributed to a cause whicli, in all the range
of human experience, has proved to be hnneficent alike
in its operation and its origin. Let those who make
snch statements prove them. As for me, I repudiate
them as contrary to oommoiisense, and dishonouring
to divine authority.

It is not denied thai climates have changed, are chang-
ing, and must ever change. Change is life ; stagnation
dtalh. The maintenance of life demands unceasiog
change, and when the cycle oi

life-chan(jen ciase?, a cycle
of corruptive changes inaugurates new life in other forms
So, conmic life maintains itself by change inces-ant but
ever obedient to laws ordained by Him who bade
his creature, man, microcosm, subdue and replenish
His e.ii th. There is no conflict in His laws, and thougu
their harmony may not be evident to our poor
vision he would be a fool mde.d who would dis-
trust God's wisdom on no higher testimony than that
of his own judgment. The arid deserts of the earth,
not less than its most fertile plains, owe their cou-'
dition to meteoiological laws, wholly independent
of the sandy carpet of the one, as of the luxuriant
ierbage of the other.
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Probably the result most generally believed, and
most frequently reitemted, as atributable to the

so-called denudation of forests, is deficient ruhfall.
Whenever a failure in the rainfall hiippens, it is

straightway laid to this account ; imd even i-hould it

follow upon a period of exces^ive rain (which is left

to account for itsi-lf as hest it may) I he felling ot

the forests is denounced by almost common consent !

Yet, what a strange inversion of cause and effect,

or jumbling of them togetner, is here involved !

Either the forests brin{! the rain, or the rain brings
the forests. Which is it ? If rain preci-ded the forests

then it needs them not. We mayiut them down.
Rain came at tirst without their invitation, and can

remain without their aid. But, if the forests pre-
ceded the rain, and drew the reluctant waters from the

firmament, then the forests originally grew without the

heaven-born element, which fell sitperflaous, a puzzle
to manliiiid. In this connexion ii might be asked what
has brought us this year's ceaseless downpour ? If the

fore.-ts have anything to do with it, there would
seem to be ttill enough left (f them, and to spare.
But the question for u» in this discussion is to ascert-

ain whetlier denuiatiun (improperly so-eallfd) of the

forests can in any way have contributed to the

infertility of wbich we are seekins the origin.

There is certainly no evidence afforded by our ex-

perience in this i'land. that the conversion of the

forests to the cultivation of useful productB has been

injurious either to the health of man or the growth
of vegetation. So far as our knowlpdge avails us,

the replenishing of the land, with fruit-bearing, use-

ful vet(etation in place of that which was useless

and malarious has proved an unmitigated ble.ssin;;.

Theorists may speculate upon consequences of their own

imagining ; but the facts of our knowledge, the evid

ence of our experience is ihat here, as elsewhere,
man has done well to subdue and replenish the

earth. If any injurinus consequences have followed

the progress of this work, it is more reasonable to

a'tribute it to the unwitting breach of some law we
have failed to recognize, than to indulge in specul.

dtions that impugn the wisdmi and goodness of (iod-

Wlien the Israelites to k posS' ssion of the promised
land, aud neglected to tirst .niv< out tlie Cauaiinites

they suffeied bitterly for tlieir disobedience of that

part of the divine commanr'. In like manner, we

may sufT' r if, in obiying one law, we oveilook an-

other. If, therefore, it could he provtd that we have

suffered by clearinir so much forest, it would behov-

us rather to search for laws we may have b'oken. thnu

to assume tliat our misf rtune is due to our having

obeyed the dictates of the reason and oidinanc- of

God. In fact, the whole aim of our di-cu*8in:i what
ails our coffee trees is to dispel the illusions and

speculations which have so long diverted our attention,

and stood between us and the truth regnrdini; the orii;in

of our misfortune. Instead of resting satisfied with

Bpeculativu causes, which prove, on examination, to

be wholly irrelevant, or utterly insufficient, we should

boldly cast them aside, and clear the way for efforts

of a more logical and practical nature.

Already, in discussing "abnormal seasons," it has

been shown that whatever may have been of abnormal

character in the seasons of the last decade, there

is no correspondence between the phenomena of in-

fertility aud those of season. We need not therefore

further discuss the question of fore t clearing in it'

supposed relation to the seasons. Since the letter

on that subject wis published some valuable con-

tributions in regard to season huve appeared, I hese

will be reviewed hereafiei-, when this correspondence
closes. In the meantime, it may be pointed out that

evidence which would prove a change of seasons for

20 yeasr past has no relation to results exclusively

confined to the last ten 1

The only practical and reliable test which our
pest experience affords ua the means of applying in
order to determine tlie actual effect the felling of our
forests may have had on the loss of the fruit-bear-

ina power of our coffee trees seems to me to be, by
referring to those estatfs, or groups of estates ot
which some yet remain, where the surrounding in-

digenous jungle continues almost intact Whatever ill

results overclearance may be capable of producing,
its effects should be minimized if not wholly absent,
in the estates so situated. Looking, then, to these
outliers, far removed from extensive forest "denud-
ation," and still enjoying whatever advantage the proxim-
ity of predominant forest may possess, do we find
tbcm exempt from the evil of infertility, either wholly
or in any apjjreciable degree ? Or have they shared to
its full extent the common misfortune? The answer
is conclusive. Neither the numerous small plots of
native coffee, which are eaibedded in overwhelming
tracts of larger growth, nor yet the more extensive
fields of cultivated coffee, which are still surrounded
by in dis^enous jungles, afford any evidence in favour
of the idea, that the evil we deplore, either origin-
ated by, or has any direct relation to, the felling of
our forests. Possibly the extensive and sweeping
clearance of jungle in the young districts may have
favoured, or even originated, the attacks of r)rub, from
which they have suffered so much ; but it is no part
of our task to trace the origin of grub, as it has been
shown to have no relevimcy to our discussion.
SufBcient is it for our purpose to show thai the
clearance of our forests, whether directly by its own
influence, or indirectly ohrough its supposed effect on
season, cannot have originated the universal loss of

fruit-bearing power of our coffee trees. Our misfort-
uu'j neither synchronizes with such clearance of for-

est, nor has any recognizable relation therewith,
either direct or consequential. W.

COFFEE-PLANTING IN THE BAMBOO DIS-
TRICTS OF COORG.

Amatty, Coorg, 7th Aug. 1882.

De.\k Sik,—In my letter of 29th June, which you
were good enough to publish, and also to notice

editorially, I regret that there was one paragraph—
beginning,

" In the bamboo districts," &c.—whicy
hardly expresses what was meant. I intended to sail

that, notwithstanding the great drawbacks caused by
the dry climate of the bamboo districts, planters
preferred casting in thc'r lot in them. But, finding
from experience that coffee cultivation w-ould not

pay without having it gro^vn under sliade, this was
made a sine qua non, aud hence shading was studied

closely and treated with great attention. It was
found easier to grow the suitable shade in the bamboo
districts than in the forest. Consequently land in the
foiTuer went up in value, while, in the latter, the
demand ceased altogether. Another slight mistake
I notice, too; instead of a considerable srries. of ex-

perience, &o., please read period.
—Yours faithfully,

A BAMBOO PLANTER.

CAPT. COX'S WYNAAD LEDGERS.
Cherambadi, Aug. 17th, 1882.

De,\k Sir,—I must apologize for not sooner giving
you the information asked for in your footnote to

my letter of the 10th ultimo, regarding the age of

the trees, bark analyses of which I sent you. .Six

of them were planted in the field in 1874, thus

making them eight years old now. The remaining
one, No. 6, yielduig 7 '20 crys. sul. quinine, (j a

six-year old tree. At the same age, it may shew
as good results as the others.—Yours faithfully,

PERCY GUARD,
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THE VALUE OF CINCHONA TREES.

Haputftle, '23r(l August 1S8'2.

Sir,—The Observer of 14th August 1879 uad the

foUowincr as valuf ol' ciuchoufi trce^ :
—

Age.
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so ruinously afif^'Ot d. lieural as has been the dis-

coura^ement oi a^riculcure id r-hunst ;iil eouritrit^a

during thf lust drtCade, torae piojncts h v- e3c;:peJ,
or havK ai leist ei joyel cumpmalive immuuity from
th>3 inrtiCtiuu which has scnictt-u our coUbi'. I',

the efi.re, our • tates had been dcvolwl to »everal.

iusteaci of beiug exclusively occupied with one pro.luct,
we mi;^ht have t-iijoyed at least a partial prosperity,
and fhould uot have suffered such total di-comtiture.

But it is uot merely as a matter of jiolicy that our
too exc'usioe cultivation cjf one product has been cou-

denmed. It is ad'luctd as a cause of the prevdling
loss of fruitbeariug power ot our coft'ee ti'ees ! In
what manner this has been brought about is not

stated. The authors of this dootnue do not appear
to have considered it necessary to connect the means
with the end. It has been expected to carry coiivcti'jn

and to need no enforcement. A very sagacioa.>< planter

of my acquaintance furnishes the only argument I

have ever heard advanced in its favour. This g-'Utle-

man has very consistently, and for several years past,
divided his attention upon several products ; and
has therefore profited substant ally by his belief in

the hyp'thesis that a country can only produce a
certain quantity of any one product. Ceylon, for

examjiile, on his theory, can only yield, say, a

million cwts. Be3'una this stipulated natural caj^abil-

ity it would, he believes, be impossible to stretch

the power of the country to produce coffee. Even

though the whole island were planted up with
coliee it could not yield more than the prescribed
million cwts. ! This theory seems to be based upon
the opposition that somcthiny U'cessar^' for the pro-
duction of coffee has been dealt out to Ceylon in

certain measure, and that we have overdrawn the

account ! It reminds me that I once heard from a

highly-intelligent and well-informed fnend, who had
resided in a sugar-f;rowing country, that, after the

cultivation there had extended till the crop attained

an aggregate of, say, half-a-million hhds., all attempts
to raise the crop beyond that quantity failed entirely,

though the area of cultivation was more than doubled !

It ii not possible to confute a tneoiy of this kind.

It miyht indeed be true ! If, however, for the sake

of argument, we were to accept this hypothesis, it

would not fit our case H id all our subsequent

crops, alter we had reached our million allowance,

continued to average about that quantity, irrespective
of largely-extended area of cultivation, we might
have inquired further about the theory ; but it fails

to account for the sudden change wh'ch came over

our coffee trees in 1871, and for the reduction of our

total crop during the decade to a quarter of the

prescribed allowance. Why tliis curtailment of our

credit by li per cent ? This is precis -ly what we want
to know, and this theory does uot help us ! Indeed, it

Would hardly have been worth meutiDn, except to thow
how unsatistving are all attempts yet madt' to account

for the ailment of our trees and to what extremities we
are reduced to find an adequate origiuating c.uise !

Then there are tho^e, a goodly number, who lay

the whole hlame of our misfortune on inhreedinrj !

We are righily served, say they, for having oeglected
to import fresh seed. We really cannot omit to

notice this complaint.

The degenerative tendency of successive crops from

seed g'Owu on the same soil is on all hands admit-

ted. If, therefore, we could be convicted of having
made i^o grievous >i mistake we siiould deserve blame,

twhether the ev Is we suffer were or were not the

Ipenalty of i ur fult. Hut is it a, fact that we have

irai>-ed sntcesst'e crops by sowing; and ie»owing tlie

seed so r dsed in the same soil ?

Cer anily not. The accusation (riginates with a

total miSAiipliuaiion of principle. The theory ai^plies

to_aimual plants, raised from year to ^ear, throUj,h

many successive generations, from seeds sown and re-

sown on the same lands on wliieh they were grown ;

and is not applicable to perennial trees ; unless to a

very sliL;ht degre. We have yet amongst our

plautntinus the very identic d plan's, living a:id fruit-

ing which were produced from the first imported
seed I We are even yet sowing the seed from these

very trees, and are in so far, in the very first gener-
ation of direct descent from the prim-'vals ! Possibly
some of the later school of plmtcs may have been
less careful ret;arding the sources from > hioli they
h.ave derived their seed and plants, but formerly
tlie selection of seed and the sources from whence
it came were habitually regarded as of primary
importance. The same care is still exercised by
many at least of the modern school, if indeed
t has beeu vvholly neglected by any. The seed from
he older plantations, whose pro luo; had .an estab-
i^lied character in the London market, was alwavs
n high request, and continues to be so still. It
follows tliat a very large proportion of our coffee
trees are but first descendants from the trees of im-

ported seed ! Moreover, within my own knowledge
planters have imported seed from Mocha and else-

where. Amongst my earliest recollections relevant to
this S'lbject was a prediction of an old planter about
1847 regarding two contiguous estates, of which he

prognosticated that one would be a flour.shing
property after the other should have died out.
The prophecy was based on the fact that one
had been planted from the nurserj' and the other
from the villages. I have lived to see that prediction
Verified. Villa^'e plants were in those days strongly
denounced, and few planters would then have in-

curred the odium of resorting to such a source for
their supply of plants.

It follows- from the foregoing scrap of history that,
even supposing some of the younger estates may have
been grown from seed which had passed through two
or thiee descents ; and, granting that here and there
some of tlie older fields were planted from native seed,
inbreeding to this limited extent, even if the term could
with any propriety be applied to the case, . ould uot
account for the sudden change of our prospects in

1871, nor for the universal infliction from A'hich we
are now sufferiUL'. Still, it would be a useful lesson to
som- planters of this present period, if theycould see the
fastidious care «ith which planters of old selected their

plants and watched their coolies planting ihem. Had the
same discrimination and care been exercised in select-

ing and planting cinchona as were observed in regard
to our oldest coffee plantations, the result would very
.imply have repaid the pains and sacrifice they would
have entailed. It is probably to this care and per-
sonal supervision that we may attribute the fine

luxuriant fields of coffee still extant on our oldest
estates. But alas ! these have shared the same fate
as the younger generations, and we are tberefoie forced
to search for causes more applicable than inbreeding
to our case, if we are to account satisfactorily for the

origin of our present mi-fortune.

Imperfect fertilization, ascribed to the supposed
deer -ase in the number of bees about the estates, has been

suggested as a po-sible cause ot failure of fruit. And,
though I have not heard of many disciples of this doctrine,
it is by no means unworthy of notice, not only because
of its bearing on the natural method ot fertilization
of coffee blossom, but became it has an interesting
relation to recent unfavourable blossoming seasons.
The fact is I hat, lowing to the relative position of
anthers and stigma of the coffee fl iwer. no foreign
agency whatever seems ti be i.eeessiry to the fertil-

iz ng process. N r. indeed, is it requisite for the

pu'p'isc of impiegnation that the flower fliould ever

open. This fact renders the process of liyb' i.lizat.iou

and crossing in the case of the coffee jilaut extremely .
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difficult, and sometimes precludes altogether the possib-

ility of such aa operation. It is often the case that

some pollen matures and impregnates the stigma,
with which the anthers are in close contact in <Ae iurf,

before the flower opens. Indeed, cases have occurred,

and I believe not unfrequently, where fair crops have

been producf-d without any blossom ever having blown,

Notably, about 20 years ago, several estates in my
knowledge failed to blossom. The spike grew to be

about a third of an inch long, and then, in planters'

parlance,
" turned to brush

"
at that stage without

acquiring so much ae the size of decent spike. Yet

crop ensued on each of these estates, and, though it

came in such a questionable way and was by no

means abundant, the quality of the bean was ap-

parently unimpaired, and betrayed no euch sign of

deficient stamina as to raise doubt of its being suffici-

ently fertilized. The unfavourable weather of that

blossoming season seems to have had no effect on the

productive power of the trees, which yielded their

crop notwithstanding the disadvantage of so imperfect
a blossom ! Have we not here a proof of some new
cause of infertility to account for the different behavi-

our of our trees in these days as compared with

what they proved themselves capable of doing formerly,
even when they had to contend against such adverse

influences. Today we are not sure of a crop, even

though the spike pass through all its normal stages
and develope into tine, healthy-looking flower. Would
that we could discover the secret of this fatal defici-

ency. But, be it what it may, it evidently does not

consist in, or depend upon, the agency of insect

fertilization.

Careful analysis of all the theories which have been

suggested to account for the loss of fruit-bearing

power in our coffee trees seems to show that we
are yet entirely in the dark both as to the nature

and origin of the malady. Our inquiries seem, in fact,

to have been pursued in wrong directions. We have
been seeking for the cause of a world-wide discourage-
ment of agricultural euterprize in strictly local in-

fluences. Our researches into the cause of a sickness

which afl'ecta a whnle race have been restricted to

the study of a particular disease of a single family
Had the same industry and perseverance with which
we have studied local coffee leaf-disease been di-

rected to logical inquiry in the wider domain of the

agriculture of the world, we should have been
saved much futile effort, and might possibly have

acquired useful, practical knowledge. A review of our

past efforts seems to indicate that the true nature

and origin of our misfortune should be sought by
inquiry into the various forms in which discourage-
ment has smitten the agriculture of other countries

beside Ceylon, and into the degrees in which other

branches of the vegetable kingdom have been affected

here and elsewhere. Should our researches fail to

reveal the reul cause, which may probably lie out-

side the bjundaries of our present knowledge, they
might nevertheless show the limits of its sphere of oper-
ation ; and, more important still, they might unfold

to our view the nature of those counteracting agencies
whicli are so strikingly exhibited in the strange ex-

ceptions we see around us to the general rule of infert-

ility. The facts that discouragement has not extended

equally to all countries, though none would seem to

have been t'ltally exempt ; that all classes of veget-
ation have not b-en affected in the same manner and

degrees ;
and that some branches of agriculture have

altogether escaped the malific influence which has so

severely smitten others, are all facts full of signi-

ficance, and therefore full of promise to patient,

intelligent research.

The impel feet review of our past enquiries into the

cause of the misforiiine which has befallen our staple

enterprizo, which this letter closes, is submitted to

40

my fellow -planters in hope that they may add their
contributions to the common cause. Before su_'gesting
more particularly the course of enquiry which seems
to me most promising, I wait for such aid as their
criticism and remarks may afford. W.

JN-AND-IN BREEDING, &c.

Deak Sir,—With respect to in-and-in breeding I
think the general idea is that any peculiar trait of
individuals or races of men or animals is maintained

by that means. It narrows rather than widens the
intellect. The race-horse is kept a race-horse thereby.
Extraneous influence destroys this speciality of character.
The Jews, who were a peculiar people, went in largely
for cousin marriages, and this habit is often given
as one cause of their dissimilarity to all other people.
It has also I believe been proved by breeders of fox-

hounds, harriers, beagles and such like uniform creat-

ures that suddenly introduced extraneous blood has
broken up the beautiful equality of style and unifonnity
in their mode of hunting, and wliat has been har-

mony has become discord and confusion. The action
of the exti'aneous blood is, however, I believe, said to
be more potent but less plastic in its progeny :

creatures are often larger, but irregular, and scarcely so

symmetrical and beautiful. A far removed strain in

horses and dogs does not produce progeny so true of

type and so amenable in the hands of man, and

whip-cord is thereby often more in request. Among
plants, true type and character cannot be assured, if

kindred and often hardier species of the same are

gi'owiug near by, and the very peculiarities you may
require may thereby be eliminated. I write this in

reply to rather an imperfect representation of the

Queenslander in the Observer. In all cases of in-

and-in breeding, I think it can be clearly proved that
it retains peculiarities. Intellectually in man it would
act the same, but it has been argued that the mind
of man will not bear a strain in only one direction

\vithout injury.* This I can say nothing about : it

is too delicate a subject. All our most useful domestic

animals, all our prize oxen, horses, poultry and every-

thing else of special eminence is the result of breed-

ing-in. Once allow the hardier and rougher outsi ler into

your flock, and you may have a creature better able

to fight the battle of nature, but as an economical
creature tor the use of man from generation to gener-
ation you must return to the flock and adopt what,
if inquiries are made, wiU prove to be breeding from

very close relationship. W. F. L.

THE NORTH TR.4VANC0RE LAND SOCIETY,

AND THE PkOSPECTS OF THE KaNNAN DeVAN HiLL

Districts with Cixchona and Tea.

gm^—About 18 months ago,you inserted an article

in your paper which I wrote to the iield under the

name ele plume oi
"
Staplegrove,," descriptive of the

«ountry owned by the above Society, and you advised

planters to wait and see wimt progress would be made
in planting by the Society before they thought of

investing in land in tiie new district, 1 am now on

another visit to the Kannan Devan Hills, and I think

that a briff account of the pi ogress of the enterprize
mav be not unwelcome to the planting community, if

you will kindly iive it a place in your journal.
It will be remembered that I stated, in the article on

the " Kannan Devan Hills" alluded to above, that the

country seems h.irdly to have been visited by any
European, until Mr. Munro, the well-known Peermaid

pl.inter, penetr.ated into it about 2'1 years ago, and
directed atientiontn it in a pamphlet entitled "A Heport

* What does Galton say in his book on the subject ?—
Ed.
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on llie High Ranges of Travancore." For several

years afterwards he and other sportsmen were in the

hiibii of resorting to these high ranges for bison and
ibex shooting', wliich was, and is still, to be had there iu

great excellenc". 80 it came to pass, as has been tlie

case with so uinny planting districts in the world, that

the lands that attracted the sportsman by-aud-bye
came to be desired by the planter, who now hangs up
his riti" and telescope in the corner of his bungalow
which he has built among his cincliouas and his tea

bushes .

The salubrity of the tract made it desirable as a

place of abod-!. Twenty years ago, no one thought
about coudamineas and pubescens, and the tea industry
was af. a discount in India. So these high ranges,
with their magniticent forests, were let alone as being
at too high an elevation for coffee, and it was not untd
the cinchona mania set in strong (about 5 or 6 years
ago) tliat the forests at 6,000 and 7,000 feet were sought
after.

The tract of uplands known as the Kannan Devau
Hills, now the property of the North Travancore Land
Society, lies between the Anaimali HUls of Coimbatore
and the Pnlney Hills of Madura, connecting those two

ranges, like fin elbow-joint, in uninterrupted sequence
of elevation. Thus, a charming expedition can be made
from Kodekaual on the latter mountains along a

mountain path into the Kaunan Devans, 9s far

asthe ilbow-joint at Munaar, and thence north into

Michaels valley in the Coimbatore Anaimalais, de-

scending to PoUachy, which is within a night's journey
of the Madras railway. The expedition from Kode-
kanal to Micl}aer8 Valley could be done in about ten

days' easy marching. February is the time to choose.

The whole journey lies along grassy plateaux and val-

leys and over shoulders of bills, with hardly an inch of

jungle and between 5,000 and 7,000 feet above sea-

level. The cold is considerable at night, and frost

could be lound in many of the valleys.
The possessions of the Society, including forest

and grass laud, rocks and mountains, are taken to

exceed 100,000 acres iu extent, and there is, per-

haps, 30,000 acres of virgin forest within the bound-
aries. On the west, the forest runs from 5,000
feet down to 750 feet above sea-level, and it is

on that side unbroken in extent, the rainfall there

being upwards of 120 inches per antmm. The further

east we go, the higher the country beeomes, culmin-

ating in several lofty mountains over 8,000 feet high,
the slopes and valleys of which are now clothed with
dense sholas, now open grass, accordiug to the expos-

ure, and .a shelter from the S. W. & N. E. monsoons—
120 inches, 100 inches, SO inches—marking the gradual
arrest ot the western monsoou as we get east of

those giaut liiUs which bar its advance. Among
these hills, on the plateaux, in and along the ele\ ated

valleys, lie the souices of a branch of the Roryar
and of the Amravati, a feeder of the Kftvari, The

plateaux, where the Amravati rises, is within the

Society's boundary. General Douglas Hamilton first

visited and described this place. This is acuiions place—a Inrge and wide plateau of grassy downs, .some

miles iu area, 7,000 feet above sea level
;
iu the midst

of this is a lagoon, ted by the drainage of the swamps
at the foot of the downs. This lagoon is about a

mile long, and several feet deep, full of the purest
water in the world, banked back by a ledge of rock

over which the excess water pours into another tortu-

ous lagoon, which is also banked up by another

ledge of rock, down over which the water pours in

a cascade several hundred feet deep into Turner's

Valley. There it pursues its course, meandering along
a channel fringed with the most lovely rhndodondron

trees, which in January aie in full bloom, till

it falls over into the Calliar Valley and then
into Anjinad and so u.i to the Coimb.itore dis-

trict. Soma attention has recently been directed

to a hill-station in South Travancore, which may be

good enough in itself, but for a true hill smatarium
the place is Hamilton plateau. Without any doubt,
it is the finest place in South India for a hilltovvn,

and, if the Maharaja of Travancore desires to found
such a town, I hope he will call for information

concerning Hamilton plateau before he commits
himself to some contracted minor elevation on the
Asamboos. Its extent, its eceuery, the lovely walks
that could be constructed to the top of Anaminudi
8,800 feet, to the top ot Kanthamallai 8,100 feet,

Vagawunai S.OOO feet, with its lagoons, its waterfalls,
its rhododendrons, wanting but a few plantations of

trees such as have been successful on the Neilgheries
to screen it during the S. W. monsoon, are certain

to ensure its being taken up some day when it be-

comes accessible to the arteries of communication.
The Society, however, have fixed their headquarters
at Devicolum on the southern edge of their territory,
because of its proximity to the plains of tht Madura
district, with which it is connected by a bridle-

path 20 miles long to the town of Bodenaiknur
16 miles west of Pereacolum, the headquarters of a
Tahsildar and 26 miles from the S. I. R. station of

Ammanaiknur, which is a night's run from Tuticorin.

Devicolum, where there is a post-office, is 6,000
feet above sea-level, and here the Society have clear-

ings over 300 acres in extent, and within 2 and 3
miles private estates are being opened, all of cin-

chona officinalis raised from Dodabetta seed. To those
who understand such matters, it will be sufficient

to say that the two-year old cinchona is from 5
feet to 8 feet high and the same number ot inches
in circumference, while one-year old plants are 3
feet and 4 feet. The total number planted out in

the clearings must be over 7 lacs : IJ lacs 2-year
old, 2^ lacs 1-year old and 3 lacs just planted.
Here also are a few of the so-called pubescens which
rear their heads high above their condammean brethren.
There seems to be no difficulty about coolies ; kan-

ganies come up from M'ldura and Tinnevelly with

gangs ; contractors for felling and picking are abundant
and not- more evasive than the raco is in other centres
ot planting enterprize ;

and carpenters find their way
across from Cochin and stay up readily enough till

the monsoou bursts. Virgin forest land in this Devi-

colum district is now selling at 30 to 40 rupees an acre.

Besides the Devicolum district thfre are three others

where operations hive been commenced either by
the Society or by private plauters. The three dis-

tricts are Alanjmied on the east, adjoining the

Pulneys, where there is a large tract of forest some
6,000 to 7,000 feet high.

The rainfall is somewhat less at Alanjimed than at

Devicolum, but the fine mountain Karrincolnm over

8,000 feet high arrests a great deal ot moisture-laden

clouds, which oond'uses into rain along its slopes,
and has caused a very excellent forest growth. There
is a fine plateau on the summit ot this mountain,

higher I sutpect than any plateau ot extent in South
India. It abounds with water, two or three very
considerable streams falling down over its sides into

the valleys below. It is well worth visiting, and

occasionally a good suddle-back may be found along
with the herd of doe ibex which the Society rigor-

ously preserve on th'S mountain.

From Devicolum au excellent bridle-path some
miles long leads to Alunaar, where the Society have

opened 170 acres of forest laud in tea, coffee and
cinchona. This is all two years old. The cinchona

(officinalis) is of good growth, and there is a promis-

ing show of berries in the coffee bushes, while the

tea bushes are already yielding a virgin crop. The elev-

ation on this side is 4,800 feet and here the unbroken

forest commences which clothes the whole western

edge of the Kannan Devans. The cardamom is indigen-
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0U3 here, and the *-"ociety, I believe, intend to bring
a tract under cultivation wlieu they Oud themselves
able to do so But the Travancire Government
claim a considerable share of this crop by virtue of

a monopoly they exercise, and it is doubtful whether

systematic cnliivation with European superintendence
would under these circumstances leave a large margin
for profit. But this Alunaar couutry is no doubt the

place for tea, and not only within the Society's bound-

aries, but all along in the adjacent country known
as the Chengamunad forests, comprizing probably
100,000 acres of virgin forest, I do not supjwse
there is any better tea land in the world than this,

and, if the I'ravaucore sovereign were disposed lo have
it opened out, I believe it would Ijriug enormous
wealth to his country. Steamers would run from
Cochin straight to London, and this port is no great
distance from the country I am writing about. I'he

Society is selling land here at R'25 an acre.

Starting again from Devicolum, a rough path, 14

miles, leads to the Talleai district, elevation 4,000 feet

and upwards, where, as some critics contend, the finest

land is to be found. This is a deep valley facing
the east, protected on the west by a semicircular

range of mountains 7,000 to 8,000 feet higli. The

Society have opened 300 acres here, and a private

company is opening up a block, while applications
for other blocks are daily coming in. The price of

land here is stated to be K30 an acre. A path has been

opened out from Talliar to the Coinibatore district,
distant some 30 miles, and this is a great convenience
for planters in this district, as it obviatts a long port-

age of goods across the hills from Devicolum. It re-

quires but a very little improvement on the road to

enable carts to come within fifteen miles of the
Talliar valley.
As a new planting district, the Kannan Devan hills

merit the attention of planters. It certainly possesses
many advantages over such as Burma, Borneo, and
the Straits. Labour is cheap and inexhaustible ; the

proximity of the districts of Madura and Tinnevelly
guarantee this. The suitabdity of the soil for planters'

products is established by the success of the Society's

openings. The salubrity of the climate can be vouched
for bj' the manager, Mr. A. W. Turner of Devicolum,
who has not had any fever himself, nor have his

European assistants had it, nor yet his coolies, and he
haa now been there upwards of four j-ears, In Talliar,

however, there is some suspicion of fever, as you get
low down. On the other hand roads are not in ex-

istence and no cart can yet get into the country.

Consequently there is some diffieulty about supplies ;

land is getting scarce, therefore dearer, every year,
but there is no trouble or delay about getting a title

which can be procured at theSocietv's office at Devi-

colum. i-TAPLEGROVE.

"TRAVELLING IN NEW CEYLON"
(NORTH BORNEO) : BY AN EX-CEYLON

PLANTER.
Pappar, June 20th, 1SS2.

Dear Sir,—A short account of a trip I have just
returned from, inland, may be amusing to your read-

ers, as it will give them some idea of the inland of

Borneo, which at present is very little known.
I left here in a boat with 20 natives as guides and

baggage-carriers, and was paddled up this river, which
is very pretty, and its banks will no doubt before

long be more thickly populated than they are at

present. Some distance up the river was free of

all obstacles, but shortly after passing a small vil-

lage called Conquot rlie rapids began, which made
our passage rather slow. 1 "as informed tliat a chief

called Tahan lived here whom I was anxious to, see,

he having been Mr. Dobree's pilot about this part of

the country ; however I thought it better to push on'
and make his ncqaaiulance on my return. We
reached our destination about 4 o'clock— earlier than
I anticipated—and found iwo little huts erected by
Government in which we put up for the night. Early
next morning we commenced our march inland, our
track taking us through chena, but there were no signs of
inhabitants. After crossing several rivers we arrived at
the foot of the mountain range and put up in a
comfortable little hut erected a few days previou.-ly,
which kept us quite dry and snug, while it

rained cats and dngs out.'ide. Next day we com-
menced our ascent of the mountain rang'-, which was
rather hard woik to the men who were carrying loads.

We, however, reached the top 4,500 and descended to

2,500 on the other s-ide, where we made a little k-af
hut beside a ravine and stopped that night, N'-xt

morning I woke feeling rather cold, and found a heavy
dew falling, and was glad to he on the move. The
soil in parts was very rich and generally of a fair
nature. Arrived at a river below I was able to obtain
a view of the land we had been descending through,
and noticed several small native clearmgs, which I
had not previously seen. I met a Dusuu on his way
to Pappar with a load of gutta, and was much interested
in the coat he wore, it being made out of the bark
of a certain tree. It appeared strong but coarse. It

would, I was informed, last for 5 years, but did lu-t

stand washing. He was smoking a pipe which he
made himself, and his tobacco did not smell or look
at all bad. From the river 2,200 we began to ascend,
and our path during the day was mostly at that

elevation, but towards evening we descended and put
up in a native house, tlie elevation being 2,650. The
roof I noticed was made of split bamboo put on in
the same fashion as tiles and appeared to act very
well. Previous to arriving at the house I had noticed
a small forge where two men were busy making
tools out of old iron. The owner of the house received
us moat kindly. These houses are generally constructed
with an enclosed verandah, from which there are
doors lending into the several compartments. We all

made ourselves comfortable in the verandah, there

being the usual curiosity among the occupants to see
the white man who had been the first to visit their

village. Next morning we were delayed in starting,
waiting for guides ; these men were not, however, of
much use to lis, as the next village they came to they
wanted to eat a meal, but, as I had already been
delayed an hour, I decided to leave them and push on
by ourselves. A rather difficult river had to be

crossed, and then our track led for some distance

along ii;s hanks. I w.is rather startled, when walking
through the chena which lined the lianks, to see my
men all of a sudden going down like ninepins in

front of me. I soon saw the cause : a huge wild buffa;o
had charged them, but fortunately changed his course
before coming to me. A short time after we came
across a party of native sportsmen, who, it appeared,
were on his track, with a few miserablelonking'
dogs, but which from their snapping bark app>-ared to
have some idea of scent. After wishing them good
luck, we passed on and came suddenly on a party of

thirty men all armed to the teeth with epears, blow-

pipes and creeses and coats made of rhinoceros hide.
On enquiring I was informed they were going to have
a conference with another tribe. At first we were
both rather reserved, but, as our road appeared the
same as theirs, we soon got communicative, and at

night we all camped down together. Men were put
on at once, and before balf-an-houi- a house was
made out of bamboo and coiled cardaiiom leaves large
enough for us .all, now numbering close on 50. The
flioriug was also made from split liamboo. resembl-

ing cane matting, and which method I had not be-
fore Been. I secured one end of th house and made
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myself cnmfortable, but had aa incessant crowd round
about iiif. My lirst thought was to change my wet
cloth, s tor dry, and the usual curiosity existed to see
if 1 was white all ovrr. Having finished my toilet I

was glad to get my dinner, as we do not stop in the
middle of the day for a meal when on the march.
I noticed some of the guides explaining the whole of

tliis business and looking very wise over it. I

thought the fact of my having dinner might in-

iuce them to go and do likewise, but not so. First

my watch, India-rubber sheet, rug, and, last but
Jot least, my revolver, were all objects of great curi-

osity to them, and the List thing I remember be-

fore going oil to sleep was a lively discussion among
the guides as to what my aneroid was. Prior to

going to sleep I had a small talk with them about

growing rice, and tried to explain to them the sys-
tem of irrigation which they would find more suit-

able than their present hill paddy which necessitates
their constantly changing their land and home for

other localities. They appeared much interested, and
stated if they were once shewn it would be quite
sufficient. Next morning I obtained two of the baud
to shew us the road to the plain of Tambunan, but
could not get them to come farther than the out-

skirts, as they are not on friendly terms with the
inhabitants. We, however, came across a native be-

longing to the place who shewed us the rest of the way
and who informed me that Mr. Witti, the exploring
officer, and his party, were resting there, having been

visiting the country to the south. I was much struck
with this fine plain after having seen nothing but jungle
and scrub for the last few clays. It reminded me
much of what Kandy must have been in its early days,
and I hope before long to see it a thriving little

town. Mr. Witti introduced me to the chief, who
provided my men and myself with accommodation, and
in the evening we witnessed a ceremony of friendship,
which consisted of a stone being put up and a goat
slaughtered in commemoration of our being the first

Europeans who had ever visited them and to many
the first white man they had seen. The men and
children, notwithstanding there is a nice river close by,
were very dirty, but the women appeared very neat.

As is the custom in Borneo, they do all the work and
the men the fighting and the drinking. Their dress

consisted of a short petticoat, generally made from the

cotton they grow themselves, with coils of wire round
their hips, which looks rather nice. In the case of

young girls who have had no child, they wear a strip
ofclol^h across their breasts. Their agricultural duties

appear to agree with them, and one could not wish
to see a more healthy lot. On first sight the village

appe-irs from the houses to be thickly populated, but
on inspection many of these houses have nothing but
one big cask in them made from the bark of the

sago tree, in which their paddy is stored. The place
swarmed with pigs and dogs, who appear to do all

the scavenging. 1 decided during the day to alter my
previously arranged plan and join Mr. Witti and his party;
80 I handed over to him all my trade goods, consisting
of beads, cloth and looking-glasses, and sent my men
back to Pappar. Mr. Witti 1 should mention is the

exploring officer of the Company and has seen more
of the inland portions of North Borneo than any
other officer. His reports and survey of the country
he has been through are very interesting, and one

can only understand properly the difficulties and

hardships experienced by him by taking a small journey
one's self. Un the following day we walked over to

another village to attend a feast, whicli was held in

a large house. Along the usual verandah there were

about 30 pigs, all waiting to be slaughtcced. This is

performed in rather a strange manner : a small in-

cision being made in the chest, and then a stick

inserted which destroys the bmgs, and the pigs bleed

inwardly. We partook of some hard-boiled eggs and
rice toddy and then returned. There appear to be
several little villages on this plain, and strange to

say many of them are on very bad terms with each
other. Only parts of it appear to be cultivated :

those that are very flat are irrigated, but no signs
of terracing are seen ; neither do the people appear
to have any tools. A fine mountain range I see to
the N. E. is, I am informed, called Madii : this I

hope to explore in a day or so. Next morning we
made our start, our guides as usual being late ; so we
went on and told them to follow. Our track led us
over small hills, which shewed signs of previous
cultivation. Towards the end of the day I obtained
a good view of the Todus Madii range, the highest
point being, I should think, about 7,00U feet. It was
a pretty piece of jungle, reminding me very much of
what the Pundaluoya Valley must have been before
it was felled for coffee and cinchona. In one of the

gardens we passed through 1 noticed tobacco growing
remarkably well. There appear to be two kinds

grown : one having the large cabbage leaf like that

grown in Ceylon, and other the long narrow leuf

closely resembhng that grown ia Sumatni. On
enquiry the natives told me they prefer that of the
former. I was shewn some of the tobacco which
was already cut up and ready for smoking and which
looked and smelt very nice. It does not appear to

undergo any fermenting in the curing. The leaves
are picked when ripe, and cut up in bundles very fine,
and put out to dry for a few days, and to look at
it one would think it was European. No attempt
has ever been made as yet to make cigars. We
came across a house towards evening and put up in
it for the night, and made ourselves quite at home.
On the following morning 1 found it rather cold, but
then Dusun houses are generally rather airy. Before

continuing our journey we were pressed to witness
the usual ceremony of friendship, a chicken instead
of a goat being decapitated. Our journey today was
rather difficult, one moment up a hill, and then

crossing a river below, and so on, but we came across
a solitary house in the evening, and put up for the

night. The practice of displaying wisps of straw on
the roofs of the house was pointed out to me, each

wisp denoting a head, but on entering I could see

no signs of these skulls. As our journey for the next
few days will take us through country totally un-

inhabitated, we have to stop here for a day, and
bring and pound some paddy, there not being sufficient

rice ready for our party. During the day neighbours
came in to see and tjlk with us. The men and
children are as usual very dirty, and covered with
sores, to which Mr. Witti willingly gave his atleuiion,
the white man's mi.dieine being of course an object
of great curiosity. The women were busily en-

gaged pounding rice for us the whole day, their task

being finished when darkness came on. The usual

bartering was gone through, a small quantiiy of beads,
cloth, etc., procuring enough rice for our journey.
I notice the Dusun meh very seldom have hair on
their face, but, if they have, are very proud of it.

There was heavy ra n during the night, making walk-

ing rather difficult. From 2,900 we began to ascend,

guttiug into the Madii range. Dusun paths, how-
ever, are not very satisfactory to me, as they
generally are up ridges. The top was duly reached :

from here (4,620) I was able to get a good view
of the range in front of us, while away to the north
old Kinabalu was to be seen standing boldly out.

The jungle round me was fine, and the soil good.
From here we again descended and crossid a small

river, and theu made a leaf hut for the night. It

rained heavily, but then we must expect that at this

time of the year. We made the usual early start and

partook of uur morning meal of rice and salt at a
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stream we came to, the water of which we both

greatly appreciated. Our journey today resembled

closely that of the day before, but, owing to the

rain, we halted early in a small cave on the banks of

a stream
;
which came in verj useful. This kind of

weather is very annoying to Mr. Witti, who has to

attend to the survey department of our trip. Our

guide whose teeth were chattering informed us this

was the last water we should get till we got to

the other side of the mountain, and strongly
advised us to stop, and so we did, but we cannot
believe these men, as we have already discovered
from experience. Owing to the cold we neither of

us got much sleep, the thermometer being 55 in the

morning. We were both glad to be on tlie move,
and soon found ourselves on a small native track
which was to take us over the range. At 6,280 we
obtained a very good view of the land around us.

The jungle was fine, and the soil excellent. One
peak to the S. S. W. must be over 7,000 feet. From
here our journey was rather difficult, being through
a region of moss, orchids, etc., but at last we reached
the pass at the top, which we found to be 7,000 feet.

Our reception, however, here was not very warm.
In the afternoon rain had already commenced and a

heavy mist spoiled all chance of a view. We, how-
ever, waited an hour, hoping it would stop, but it

became if anything worse ; so the order to proceed
was given, but not before we had named the pass
after Sir Rutherford Aloock and celebrated the event
with a drink from our flask, which for the first time
we found we required badly. Our men appeared
rather glad to descend from this cold spot, and I was

glad to find that our path on this side led down a

valley and not like on the other side a ridge. The
soil continued good, and ,the timber excellent ; fine

straight stems, aud no signs of wind or dampness.
We descended to 5,000 feet, and then made a house for

the night. The thermometer next morning quoted 60°.

We continued our descent, and at 2,000 feet came
to where two rivers met, the course of which we
followed, and soon came upon signs of cultivation,

eventually a miserable little house in which we put up.
The occupant appeared to gi'ow cassava principally,
which composed our dinner, the taste reminding
me very much of English chesnuts. Some toddy
also made from it was very good and better than that
I tasted previouly made from rice. On the following

day we found we had to retrace our steps a little,

and follow the course of the river we had left the

day before. Coming to a plain I obtained a view
of this side of the mountain. I should think the highest
average height would be about 5,0U0 feet. It will

be a very pretty sight when this range on both sides is

covered with plantations of tea, cinchona, cardamoms,
and coffee, as I have no doubt it will be some day.
Arrived at a small village we halted aud had some
hard-boiled eggs. The occupants of the house we
stopped at had aleo some meat in jars they were
anxious to sell our men. I fortunately left the house
before a jar was opened, but Mr. Witli, who came out
of the door like a ball out of a cannon, appeared to

have lingered a little too long.

We were soon on our travels again and reached the

village we wanted to stop at", about 3 in the afternoon
;

found out the chief's house and made ourselves comforta-
ble. The male population, however, appeared all absent
but came in during the evening. I noticed skulls here
for the first time, but they did not appear good
samples. I was amused I<j see a leaf out of a novel
barierecl for a fowl, the natives looking upon it as a
sort of charm ; the pieces of broken glass and an empty
biscuit tin which one of our men had, also procured
two of the feathery tribe. Before night the u.snal

ceremony of friendship was gone through. On the

followiug mormog the whole ^lace was euveio|>e<l iu

mist, but cleared soon after we were on our road. I
noticed our party is daily increasing, as at every vil-

lage we come to these inhabitants want to come as

guides ; of course receiTing a small remuneration in
the shape of a piece of cloth Our journey for the
next few days had nothing of particular interest except
the rain and the leeches which were annoying, es-

pecially as we had to make rather long journeys. We
were today able to see the plain of Linibawan which
we are making for and which appears quite as big as
Tambunan. It was dark when we reached a fair-
sized house, and several of our men had tailed behind,
but turned up shortly afterwards. We found, however'
we could get very little rice and nothing else ; so we
decided to push on next moruing for a small villaoe
a little out of our way aud get our morning meal
then. Our guide informed us it was quite close. On
asking him what quite close n.eant, he said the time
occupied in reaching the village would be the same as
that required to smoke two cigarettes, but the cigarettes
this man is accustomed to smoke must be rather queer
ones, as we did not reach the place till nearly twelve
o'clock, but luckily we were able to get rice, coconuts and
plantains, to which we all did ample justice. After we
had finished our meal, we pushed on for Linibawan, cross-

ing a rather difficult river, but which we have by this
tune got accustomed to. This plain like Tambunan is

exceedingly pretty, but it was a feeling of regret to me
that this fine green extent was not paddy instead of

being covered with the lalang and other coarse grasses.We walked some distance before we reached the village.
Mr. Witti, who had stopped here once before,
painted it in rather dark colours, but 1 must say he
did not at all exaggerate the picture, the people and
their dwelling-places being filthy. It is here the
custom to bury the dead in jars, which they place under
their houses and heap up a small mound of earth round
it, but piggy and his friends soon knock this down—in

fact, most of the jars I saw had the earth at the top
removed. In enterin;; the village we came across a

party of women gaily dressed. On enquiry I was
informed that this waa their drinking costume, and that

they were on their way to one of these festivals.
The chief placed a house at our disposal and ayoun"
buffalo was purchased, which an hour afterwards
we were all busily eating. It had been under-
stood between Mr. Witti and myself that from
here we were to strike across to Sebookoa,
our south-eastern boundary, the country having
never been explored, but from letters we found
awaiting us we were requested not to do so, as the
boundary question with the Dutch Government was
now being settled, and our travelling through the

country might lead to some misunderstanding. It
was very disappointing, but we were both glad the
letter reached us in time, as we should have been
sorry if our trip had raised any ill-feeling. Mr.
Witti continues his survey, but the country he is

going to visit does not require attention so
much as other localities ; so I return to Kiraanis, our
present south-western boundary. On the followiug
morning Mr. Witti and his remaining followers saw
us some way on our road aud we then parted, both
sorry to leave each other but anticipating another
pleasaut trip together before long.

My party consist of men who have tl e pluck but not
the stamina to follow their leader. Prom 900 feet we
ascended to a village at 2,400 and put up init for the
night, the country we had passed through being prin-
cipally Dusun gardens which contained the usual sugar-
cane, Indian corn, tobacco and rice. On the follow,

ing morning ne continued our journey, having pro-
cured a guide who was to take us to a village
at which we would arrive at 4 o'clock, but this guide
turned out a regular scamp. We reached his village
at 10 o'clock, and of coarse I decliiied to stop, not-
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withstanding be informed me we should not get

water agaiu. We arrived at the top at last, 4,700,

and then began our descent on the other side, having
made a fiirtiier arrangement with our guide to 50
on till evening with us, but to serve his owu con-

venience he took US down tha wrong road, as there

was a ready made Dus un hut close by ; but I

declined to stop it being only 2 o'clock, the usual

alarm about no water, no house, &c., &c., having
no effect on me. From the untrodden apiiearance of

the track, I was certain this was not the right path,

although lie Hrmly stated it was. About 5 o'clock we
came to a ravine, and I decided to halt here, but my
guide informed me if I went on a little farther I

should Hnd a leaf hut. This was the only bit of truth

that came out of him. We found the usual little bags
of rice, tobacco, etc., hung up, belonging to same Diisun

who was either away trading at Kunanis or hunting

gutta. It is an understood tiling amongst them not to

touch what does not belong to one. I was told if one

of these little bags was stolen there would be a tremen-

dous hue and cry all over the country. I was very

lucky to be in a wateriight hut, as it rained heavily

all night and consequently the rivers were much
swollen in the morning, making wading very difficult.

The guide expressed a wish to return, but 1 declined to

allow him, as I told him he had brought us into a path
we were all ignorant of and where we had no chance

of coming across any travellers, as we would have

had if we had gone down the proper ridge. How-
ever I came into a track I had travelled before ; so I

allowed him to return. Soon after «e came into the

green pastures above Kimanis and then to the river.

Here we borrowed a boat and floated down with the

current to the Residency, Mr. Dalrymple, the officer in

charge, kindly attending to our wants. On the following

day I went round, by boat to Pappar, which brought a

very pleasant and useful trip ot a little over 3 weeks

to an end, which, thanks to Providence, was marred by
no accident. Two of my party were men from

Tambunan and had never seen the sea, though their

village is only four or live journeys from here, \yhat
strikes one inland is the independent manner of living

among the natives. They appear to have as much
rice as they want, they grow their own tobacco, also

cotton for making their clothes, and out of rice they
manufacture theh- toddy. Everywhere we went they

appeared happy and contented, and we and our party

were everywhere most heartily welcomed, though the

first white men many of them had seen. I saw no

sign of persecution or slavery : in fact slavery out

here is very different to what people imagine it at

home. The few slaves I liuve seen have invariably

been fine men who to .ill apptacance are one ot the

family ; they are generally married and have children

who appear quite as well cared for ns their parents.

Selam, July lUh.—l intended closing this at Kuddat,

but I fouuil so much correspondence awaiting me that I

was unable to do so. Mr. Collinson I found very busy

surveying this rising little town and suijerintending

the erection of several buildings. I return there in a

few days to see the country aiound which is said to be

first-class and easily got at.

The experimental garden hert is progressing slowly. I

am anxiously awaiting the result of Sir Walter iVied-

hurst's mission to China, and have no doubt in the

course of a month or so I shall be able to announce that

suitable labour is both abundant and cheap.

Selam is already a small Ceylon colony, Messrs.

Lempriere and Callaghan both being old Ceylon plant-

ers. The former fills his position as Assistant Kesid-

ent with both grace aud dignity, and gives us every

assistance that lies in his power. I was sorry to find

on my return here that Bagoos, one of the conductors

I brought with me from Ceylon, had been accidentally

killed from a tree being felled on him. Everything
that could be done for him was done, but he suc-

cumbed to concussion of the brain a few hours

afterwards.—Yonrs truly, L. B. VON DONOP.

LIBEKIAN COFFEE IN JAMAICA: INFORM-

ATION ABOUT PULPEKS ASKED FOR.

BotanicalDepartment, Gordon Town, Jamaica, 22nd June.

Sir,—As some of our Liberian coffee trees on priv-

ate plantations are coming into bearing it would be

interesting to learn for the information of planters in

the West Indies whether you have at work in Ceylon
a "

pulper" successfully adapted for cleaning the Lib-

erian coffee bears.

Naturally the difficulty with the Liberian coffee

planter, when his first crop is produced, is the remoral
of the somewhat hard fibrous covering of the beans,
and to those accustomed to the treatment of the ord-

inary or Arabian coffee the subject at first sight is

somewhat discouraging.

I have no doubt, however, that the problem has,
ere this, been solved by Cejlon planters, and you
would confer a great benefit on planters of the new
coffee hero if you were to publish the results achieved
in Ceylon in this connection. It would also be in-

teresting to learn whether, as compared with Arabian

coffee, the pulping and subsequent treatment of the

Liberian coffee is more tedious or expensive?
I have noticed with pleasure the good prices ob-

tained for Ceylon-grown Liberian coffee at New York,
which appears to be the best market for this kind ;

and Ceylon planters are to be congratulated on hav-

ing taken the lead in placing this cofi'ee in the market
as an article of commerce. I must not, at the same

time, forget, to congratulate you personally upon the

establishment and extension of Liberian coffee, in Cey-
lon, for the Ceylon Observer undoubtedly did great
service in bringing Liberian coffee into notice, and its

columns were for a long time the chief repertory of

all the practical knowledge we had on the subject.

We cannot hope in the West Indies to compete
with Cejlon in the growth of Liberian coffee, for our
lowlands are limited in extent and for the most part
taken up by sugarcane ; but, I believe, thut before

many years have elapsed we shall export an appreci-
able quantity of this coffee. I have just .«een a good
patch of Liberian coffee growing freely and well, at

almost sea-level and on land exhausted by about 180

years of sugarcane cultivation. The yield wase-itim-

ated at the rate of about 10 cwt. per acre with trees

3J years old at 9 ft. apart. The trees established in

Jamaica had not up to a late date afforded all the
seeds we recfuired, and in order to meet the large de-

mand for plants we had to procure seeds from the

trees so successfully established at Domiuica by the

late Dr. Imray. I his year we are having large crops

everywhere, so there is practically now no limit to the

cultivation.

Our crop of Blue Mountain coffee is the best for

several jears and is only to be approached by that

of 1879, and although small compared with the total

exports of Jamaica coffee it is of considerable value.

The total crop of this fine cofi'ee for 18S2 will prob-

ably reach some 12,000 cwt. which is shipped chiefly
to the Liverpool market Although the prices of cof-

fee generally are very low just now, Blue Mountain
coffee is ai^parently unaffected, for alreadv prices rang
mg from IJiOs to 135s and 140s per cwt. have been
obtained by several properties. As this coffee is

wholly cured on the estate and only leaves just before

shipment, the expenses of pulping, curing &o. are

necessarily higher than they are in Ceylon. In spite
of this, however, the cultivation must be highly re-
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CiTKON-ORANOES—Large quantities of citron-oranges
have been received from Jaffa, and its neighbour-
hood. They are produced from oraugesets grafted on
citron-stocks. They are much larger than oranges,
and sell for 10 to 20 leptas each. The oil obtained
from the peel by distillation or bj the Sicilian method
of expression differs from both orange and citron oil.

—ChemiH and Drtiggis'.
Planting in Sarawak.—Mr. Loyalty Peake writes

to lis by this mail :
—" My cinchona nurseries are now

doing very well and the plants looking very strong and

healthy. I hare some sucoirubra about 10 months old

from date of sowing seed, about 3 feet high, and very
vigorous. I was fortunate enough to obtain J lb. of

Ledger seed from Mr. Gammie and a small quantity

pubescens. I liave also the promise of some Java

Ledger from the Dutch consul in Singapore. I am
also trying tea, Liberian coffee, cocoa and rubber :

present appearances are in favour of them all."

Hybrids.—It has long been matter of dispute with
some as to whether in-and-in breeding is per se inimical

to health. Notwithstanding that it has been shown,
times out of number, that all the greatest improvements
in the domestic animals have been brought about by
closely in-breeding, many fail to be convinced that

it does not result in degeneration. Mons. V. La Perre

De Roo, of the Soci^t^ d' Acolimatation, France, has

published a work on "consanguinity." In it he states

that at one time he shared tlie common opinion,
which led him to make varions inquiries as well as

to experiment upon animals. The net result of tliese

observations and inquiries
—

practised at the institu-

tions of Paris, Lyons, Bordeaux, Rouen, Antwerp,
Liege, Berlin, Munich, Milan, &c., and also at the

chief sheep depots of France, and of the experiments
made and continued for twenty years on all sorts of

animals—is that the ill effects attributed to consang-

uinity are purely imaginative. So convinced is Mons.
De Roo of the absence of any evil effects from in-

breeding that he says, "the question of consanguinity
does not deserve to be considered by science."—
Queenslander . [This is contrary to Darwin's doctrine

that an occasional cross, even with an inferior variety,
leads to good results.—Ed.]

Indian Tea.—Several small invoices of new sea-

ason's tea have been placed on the market, re-

presenting some of the principal districts, and in

every instance the quality appear much below the

average of the first imports of previous years, thus

confirming the early advices. The recent news of

the crop has,l however, been more encouraging, and
the latter shipments will probably bring stronger and
better teas. It will be more than ever necessary this

season for the Planters to produce Teas possessing
the above characteristics, and even in some degree
to sacrifice weight to quality. Indeed, it has long
been a question whether the incessant pickings in

India are not likely to bring about in time blights
and other plant diseases, which will seriously com-

promise the industry. The Chinese do not pick the

leaves nearly so often as is done in India. It is

true that their climate, at any rate in the northern

districts, is not so hot and moist as in .\ssam, so

that the flushes are probably not so frequent. On
the other hand, the Chinese variety of the plant
has not nearly so strong a growth as the plant in-

digeuous to India, and it is obvious that incessant

pruning and picking is more likely to do harm to

what, if left alone, would grow into a tree, than

to a plant that would not become more than a large
bush. If incessant pickings are kept up, it is a mat-

ter of consideration whether it would not be desir-

able to let the plants lie fallow at intervals to re-

cover themselves, and in any case, the complaints
of various blights already heard in ludia are of seri-

ous potent.
—Produce Markets' Review,

Antimony.—Our supply of antimony has hitherto
be.-n brought from Great Britain and the island of
Borneo. But mines of it have been found in the
southern part of Utah, whence ten tons of ore, yielding
60 to 65 per cent of antimony have lately been received
at Baltimore.—Oil and Drug News.
A Memorandum for every Planter's Note-Book.—The following may be accepted as the dates on

which tea cultivation commenced in the different dis-
tricts :

—Assam 1835, Kumaou 1850, Cachar 1855,
Dehra Doon 1855, Sylhet 1857, Kangra 1858, Dar-
jeeling 1860, Terai 1860, Chittagong 1860, Neilgher-
ries 1862, Chota Nagpore 1872, Dooars 1S75. These
dates are from a London contemporary, and we believe
are generally correct.—Indigo Planter's Gazette.
Tea.—In the following advice to Managers of tea gard-

ens is given in Messrs. Moran & Co.'s last circular :
—

'The manufaetu ling season is now about half through, and
we would again warm all concerned in the industry
against overplucking- Production so far is generally
much ahead of what was expected. This has bees

brought about in a great measure by the leaf having,
chiefly in Cachar, come out faster than usual owing to
favorable growing weather, but, unfortunately, in some
cases, too fast to allow of its being plucked sufficiently
quickly. When this is the case, of course a large
quantity of leaf accumulates, and cannot generally be
worked off fast enough to make good tea, and con-

sequent on this is tt>e falling off of the quality which
has in many cases been noticed."— Pioneer.

White Ants.— If X. will try kerosine oil, I think
he will not be disappointed. It kills all black ants it

falls on almost directly. Whenever black ants appear,
I stuff their holes up with cotton or cloth well wetted
with kerosine oil, and pour some round the holes. They
won't go near it. It is equally gond for white ants.

They will not touch anything rubbed over with it ;

nor will they .nppear again (at least for a long time)
where it has been put down. If the ants (black or
white) appear high up on a wall, squirt kerosine oil
into the holes they have made. I should think it

might be tried on trees with great adv,antage to save
them from white ants. The wood-work of doors and
window."!, and innumerable other things, can be pre-
served by being rubbed over with a cloth wetted with
kerosine oil, I am quite surprized how few people
know of this simple and cheap remedy for getting rid
of ants of all sorts. I don't see why it should not
answer for other insects, but have not as jet tried it.—B.—Pioneer.

Japan Tea Trade.—Conflicting rumonis as to the
actual condition of the American tea-markets generally
continue current; some evidently taking a pessimist
view of the position, whilst others show, that although
no very brilliant results can be expected, affairs are not

really so bad as some would make out. We believe
that when the present feeling of alarm amongst buyers
in New York—caused by the unprecedentcdly large
shipments from this,

—has pubsided, it will, as a rule,
be found that the tea crop of the present season has
been—as regards quality— the best that we have had
for several years. The only fault about it is the price,
and for that the Japanese are not to he blamed. We
hear that, thus far, the results of the campaign have
been very satisfactory to native producers, although they
still complain of the high cost of labour resulting from
the present enhanced prices of most of the necessaries
of life. We trusi, that for the balance of the season,
the producers will not fall into the grievous error of

bringing into this market an inferior article, with the
view of saving the expense. It would be far better
for them to sacrifice some, if not all their profit, than
to adopt any course which may again endanger the

popularity of Japan Teas in tl:e States—a popularity
winch they now seem to have a good chance of re-

gaining.
—Japan Herald.
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COFFEE LEAF DISEASE.
What may be doue to check coffee leaf disease is thus

mentioned by Mr. E. M. Holmes, in a letter to the Planters'
Gnzette :

—
l»t.—To select for fre.sh plantations at a proper elevation

the eide of a hill which is leeward of the wind which
prevails at the time the fungus usually appears, so that
the shelter of the hill may prevent the spores being readily
carried to the trees, and the trees themselves from being
liable to such sudden changes of temperature as if exposed
to the direct action of the wind, AVhere it is not possible
to select such a situation, some shelter might, at all events,
be made by growing a barrier of taller trees between
different plantations, more especially on the side on which
the spores are likely to be brought by the prevalent wind,
trees of leafy habit and not belonging to the natural order
Cinclionaci'iv being selected.

2nd.—It is very importaut also to ascertain as far as

possible the freedom of the seed sown from the fungus.
It has recently been observed in tliis country that the

hollyhock blight {Paccinia iiutlvaceai-um), which in a re-

markably short space of time spread over the whole of
Great Britain, altliough quite unknown Imre before, attacks
the seeds of the common mallow, and thus gives rise to
the same fungus in the seedling plants. {Gardeners'' Chronicle,
July 15th, p. 87.) It is quite possible that the coffee fungus
may be propagated in the same way.

3rd.—Probably it might be a wise plan to destroy trees
whose vitality seems very low. Although cases are on re-
cord iu which a tree stripped of its leaves by the fungus
one season may yield a very heavy crop the next, yet
in such case the tree has probably made \ngorous growth
previously, and a cessation of a drain upon its resources

by the non-production of fruit one year enables it to pro-
duce more the next. It cannot be hoped that the fungus
will ever be exterminated— it is sure always to be latent
on the wild coffee and Cnnthinm, as well as in weakly
trees, awaiting only favourable conditions to enable it to

spread. "Weakly trees will help to do this by affording
suitable conditions tor the development of the fimgus, and
serving as a sort of centre for its distribution, and their
destruction by fire might lessen the evil.

SUGiVR IN INDIA.

Tlie map of cane areas in the North-West Provinces
and Oude, prepared by Mr. Buck, C. S., Director of Agri-
culture and Commerce, gives the i)ercentage of the area
under cane in the various districts as averaging from one
to eight per cent. The census returns of 1S71-2 give the
area of the sub-Himalayan portion of the North-West
Provinces as 69,903 square miles, and of Oude as 23,992
square miles, or together, a total of 93,895 square miles.
The report of the Assistant Director of Agriculture and
Oommt.'rce states (see North-West Provinces Circular, No.
8, of 7th July, 18S0) the area under cane in the North-
West Provinces and Oude to be 1,067,000 acres—1,668
square miles, or about 1'75 per cent of the whole area.
This includes an increase since 1876-7 of 160,000 acres,
or 250 square miles which is only 0'26 per cent of the
total area.

We estimate the maximum average produce of raw sugar
(goor or jaggery) to be about 30 cwt. per acre, which makes
the total yearly production over the above area to 32,000,000
cwt., which at 7s. 3Jd per cwt. equals £11,666,000. By
being doubled, the area under cane would be only Si per
cent of the total area, and at the rate of increase between
1877 to 1880, above alluded to, this may be done in 25
years.
Assuming the out-tiu'n from' this area to be at the rate

of 30 cwt. of "goor" per acre, and the value at 7s SJd.

per cwt., we have 42 million cwt. of raw sugar produced
annually, worth £15,312,000; here also, if the area under
cane were doubled, it would be only 276 per cent of the
total area. The Punjab, Madras, Bombay, Burma, and
the native States produce sugar in quantities of which it

is difficult to get reliable figures, but suppose it is half
as much as that of the Gangetic valley, the total would
be 111 million cwt., or 51 lb. per head of the population.
The exports are comp.aratively small, only 368,546 cwt.

in 1879, while the imports were 923,381 cwt. It thus

appears that India is producing sugar for home consumption
only, and at the rate of 51 lb. per head of population.
(This does not include the produce of the date palm, which
is considerable in some parts of India.) To those acquainted
with the habits of the agricultural and labouring classes
of. India, this will appear more than a liberal allowance
for consumptiou. (In 1880, the consumption per head of
the population of the United Kingdom was about 63i lb.)
It is evident the production could be easily doubled, with-
out making an undue aud disproportionate demand on the
supply of laboiu- and land. Any increase in the area under
cane, will tend to reduce the present low prices, if it be
greater than a proportionate increase of the population.
Profitable extension, then, is only possible when the cultiv-
ation of the cane, and manufacture of the raw sugar,
has been so far improved as to bear export by sea, or
long journeys by land, exposed to changes of weather and
temperature.
The "Colonial Statistical Abstract" for 1879 gives the

total production of sugar by Jamaica, Barbadoes, Trinidad,
British Guiana, and Mauritius, as 6,870,725 cwts., valued at
£6,967,128, being an average of 20s. SJd per cwt.

It may be here mentioned that there is a large bi-

weekly bazaar or market at our chief village, Jugdespore,
and a register of prices is kept up at the zamindary oflice
there. Taking an average of five years (the "goor," or
"jaggery," being of the improved quality produced by the
Beheea cane mill), the value is only about 7s. SJd. per
cwt., or a little more than one-third in value, as compared
with colonial sugars. The total Indian production. 111
million cwt., if of equal quality to the sugars produced
in the West Indies and Mauritius, would be worth 126
miUions sterling, but it appears the Indian cultivators get
only about 40^ miUions for it. It is not to be expected
that the necessarily domestic nature of the sugar industry
of India can ever be improved to equal in quality of
produce, the careful scientific manufacture of the large
sugar estates in the colonies above referred to, with their

costly machinery and all recent improvements. The
difference is 854 millions, and it may reasonably be hoped
to recover one-fourth of this, which would amount to an
additional 22J millions sterling

—a vast advantage to India,
especially were this sum the equivalent of sugar exported.
There seems to be no reason in soil, climate, time, or
value, and supply of laboiu: why this advantage .should
not be recovered. The first necessity is a careful "garden"
cultivation of the sugar-cane plant in harmony with its

nature and habits, instesd of the present rude field cultiv-
ation

; secondly, improved meaus of extracting the cane juice;
thirdly, the proper treatment of the juice after extraction,
by cleansing and fumigation of receiving vessels, .straining
and removal of foreign matter, defecation and evaporation
of the watery portion of the juice at the lowest possible
temperature, all of which essentials are obtainable by means
within the reach of the people. These remedies are witliin
the means of the smallest cultivator, but but he is only J

an atom iu the huge mass of the Indian ryots. Were he to •

step out of the rut to produce a better article, no one would
give him a corresponding price for it.—Journal of the Society
of Arts.

GAMBIER AND GUMS FROM THE STEAITS
SETTLEMENTS.

A staple article of export from the Straits Settlements
is gambler (terra japonica), derived from the gambler
vine, which latter is most extensively planted by Chinese
exclusively in the province of Jahore and other provinces
on the Malay peninsula, and in Sarawak, Borneo, as well
as on several islamls in Netherlands India, south and
near Singapore. Our Consul at Singapore, Adoljih J.

Studer, writes as follows regarding it :
—

This ^ne grows so luxuriantly and bushy that it will
exhaust the fertility of the soil in a short time. After
a few crops (clipping of the .shoots and tendrils) the land
is abandoned, anrl proves worthless for several years.
Notwith.standiiig this, the demand for gambler is con-

stantly increasing, and with it, of course, the cidtivation
of the vine. Gambler planters are constantly on the
move for new lauds, which they clear and make ready
for the time when the fertility of the last plantation is

exhausted. They larely fertihze, because wild jmgle
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land is as plenty as the wild tracts of prairie in our west.

It will not pay Europeans, with their usual mode of

plantiuy in the east, to engage in planting gambler at

the present prices, and Chinamen only can exist by it.

Other natives, Hindoos and Ma'ays, could also exist by it

if they were possessed of the industry and stamina for

making money as the Celestials are. Kich Chinese capit-

alists, known as "
Towkays," upon the arrivals of shiploads

of poor coolies from China either hire them and make
contracts with them for planting and boiling gambler, or

they advance them money upon condition of obtaining a

certain share of a crop, and take care that they receive

the "
lion's share." Those gambier-plantiug coolies are

little Ijctter then slaves, since, as a rule, they only earn

a scanty living. But it is wonderful with what tenacity

they stick to their "
Towkays" until they get a Httle

better acquainted hi the country, and find they can do

better at something else. By dint of careful management
and great industry some of the coohes that plant on

shares earn a little more than a living, and invest this

in such a careful manner in something or in some way,
that in a few years they become small "

Towkays
" them.-

selves, and pretty soon wealthy ones. There are to-day

in Singapore immensely wealthy Chinese "
Towkays," who

were once gambier-planting coohes. The same or a similar

mode is observed in tin mining.
The only marketable gambier is obtained (" cutch," or

"
catecu," a species of gambier, planted in British Burmah,

and the coast of Tenasserim also) by boiling the clippings

(shoots with leaves and teudrUs; of the vines in huge
boilers ;

the mass is strained and the extracted juice is

boiled until it becomes thick ; when cooled it is pressed
into square blocks or " cubes." When pressed into small

cubes it goes into the market under the name of " cube

gambier." The latter sort commands a higher figure because

it is treated with much greater care and is more free

from foreign matter.

Oambier possesses" tannin" in a high degree, and is

exported chiefly for tanneries in Em-ope and America

as a very excellent substitute for bark. It is also used

for dyeing, and iu a pru-ified state for medical purposes,

being a great astringent. I have also been told that

beer-brewers purchase it, but I have been unable to learn

for what special purpose
— I suppose to give beer a dark

brown color ;
it so, while it serves to cheat, it is at least

harmless if not used too freely.

When I first came here gambier was not largly ex-

ported to the Uuited States, and rather to Europe, Eng-
land principally. At that time it vacillated between S3
to Ig3.50 per picul, and that figure was (for the common
usual sort and not "

cube") not often exceeded until the

latter half of 1S79, when it gradually rose, owing to

unprecedented demands, to §4 and over, and this with-

out getting lower than S4 to the present time.

The exports of gambier to the United States during

the last tliree years have amounted to 81,060,619.05.

Considering this large quantity, it must be extensively

used in tanning and must be regarded at home as a

profitable material for that pm-pose.
The blocks, in which shape gamliier is exported,, being

very heavy, the article comes very handy as "dead

weight" to ships loading produce, more especially since

nearly all the tin for the past five or six years (the

longer the more so) is shipped in steamers to the United

States. The more gambier a ship can get the sooner she

will be able to complete her cargo and go to sea. It is

to be regretted, however, that nearly all the tin, being

the best and easiest handled " dead weight" is, nowadays,

shipped by steamers, carrying nearly all tea as chief cargo.

Tin comes very handy to them because it is heavy and

clean, and, being cast into blocks or slabs, it can be

carried easily to any part of the ship for the purpose of

'* trimming the ship."

GVU COPAL AND GUM DAMAR.

Gum copal and gimi damar, both very important articles

of export iu larger quantities, steadily increasing, and iu

price as well, have been exported.

Gum copal is a rosin of the earth, of which there

are very heavy deposits on or near the islai.d of Temate

in the Southeastern Archipelago, and at Goroiitalo or

Celebes, near the Moluccas. As we all know, it is used

in making varnish, and nothing here could have been a

better barometer of increased manufacture and building
of edifices and vessels in the United States then the in-

creased demand for this valuable gum. The average
price of gum copal, including all charges, per picul, in

1S78 was about S6.90, in 1879 about S6|, and iu ISSO
about $12.50. Truly a strange change ; and the deposits
of the gum being regarded inexhaustible, I cannot
account for this enhancement iu 1880, excpt as the result

of an eager demand for immediate use, old supplies
having been exhausted.

Gum damar (some call it and write •* dammar" which is

too strong an expression, and does not sound as the

Malays pronounce it, ?". e. , sounding hke damar, if pro-
nounced by an Itahan)— unlike gum copal, which
is of blown color and a rosin of the earth— is a tree-

rosin of hght amber color, and when prime almost
white and transparent. It exi.sts in the jungles of the

Malayan Peninsula and on the island of Sumatra and
other adjacent islands. That brought from Sumatra is

counted the best, though I have, myself, seen it on the
branches of trees in the interior of Malacca, and it had
as clear and white an appearance as any I have ever seen.

There are, however, various species of damar trees, each

producing a cHifereut shade in the color of the gum.
The gum-trees are not at all scarce. I found them

always growing on the banks of rivers and creeks, the
branches overhanging and so low that the gum could be

gathered easily from a boat underneath, and from the

most of them no gum had appareutlly been gathered,
the branches having large adhesions of it. The price of

this gum has been on a slow, constant rise for several

years back, but I could not account for it through any
scarcity of it in the jungle, or a scarcity of natives to

go and gather it, without any hardsliips, except rowing
and raising the hands to gather it.

The exports to the United States of gum copal and

gum damar during three years ending September 30 last

amounted to about S400,(XI0.
— Oil mid Paint ICeview.

THE MAKING OF TEA AND COFFEE.

Some curious fanatics in matters of taste, bent on

belittUng the conclusions of extreme civiUzation, maintain
that the true and only wise method of taking tea and
coffee is to drink them as do the Cluuese the one and
the Turk or the Egyptain the other. The Celestial, who
exliausts his iesthetical powers on the appreciation of

bu"ds'-nest soup, and his gastronomic on the preparation
of rats and puppies in pies, puts a pinch of tea-leaves

into a tiny cup, pours on to it boiling water, and swaUows
it. The gustatory fanatic adniu'es the simphcity of the

operation, reflects that the Cliinaman grows tea, prepares
it for our use, knows every grade and quality of it, and
himself drinks it—ergo, the Chinaman's way of drinking
tea is the best \Fay. The Arab, again, discovered coffee,

wave it to Europe and the world, drank it first and drinks

it still. He roasts it a little, pounds it to a fine powder,

puts it into a little copper boiler which they call an ibric,

pours some boiling water on it, boils it an instant, and
serves it hot, to be drunk grounds and all. Now, the

Arab, quoth our fanatic, invented the beverage, grew the

berry, drauk it first, and drinks it still—therefore his

way of drinking it i.s ideal; and one continually hears

peojjla who have passed three months in the Levant talk

with the gravity of a Turk on the supreme and subhme

perfection of Turkish coffee hot from the il ric, and swallowed

grounds and all. I'hilosophy and gaslronoiuy are both

a"ainst the fanatic; the one against the assumption that

the taste of the barbarian is a proper stamlard, and the

other against the absurtl concUision that tea and coffee,

which are infusions, can be rendered more delicate to

the palate by the swallowing of the woody particles from
which the infusion is made simultaneously with the decoction

itself. I have never drunk tea with a mandarin, but I

have often taken it iu the houses of China merchants

habituated to the Celestial u.sages, and as choice in their

selection of the herb as Kuug himself could have been,
and of all varieties—Assam, Japanese, Chinese—and at

prices varying from £3 per lb. avoirdupois to Is. 3d.,

yellow, green, black, overland, and sea-borne. I have also

had a large range of observation in coffee, my father

having been a Sybarite in that article alone of aU that
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came on his table, with the finest of tastes for all the

growths—Mocha, Java, Brazil, Martuiique, Sumatra, &c.—
sampling it always, and buying a bag when he found a

good article, and to me coffee is the one indispensable

luxury. I never, except under necessity, lunch or dine

at a London restaurant, for the simple reason that I never

found one where I could get a good cup of coffee when
I had finished. I have drunk it in the ^^\'st and the

East—Paris and Constantinople, Turkish fashion and Egyp-

tian, French, Viennese, Manhattanese—have followed the

decay of its use and its gradual disappearance, iintil I

can no longer find a cup of genuine coffee, and properly

made, out of my ovm house, anywhere Ijetween Constan-

tinople or Alexandria and New York. As to tea, as the

Pall Mall Gazette has observed, there is little chance of

being deceived ; any respectable merchant can give you a

good tea if you do not want it too cheap; but people
who in London will use tea at 3s. per lb. or less must

never hope to understand the question. In England most

housewives imderstand the mystery of making tea, but

few know the advantage of the Russian samovar over all

other methods of making it. The samovar is a tea-kettle

wliich has its fire in a tube running through it, and which,
with a few pieces of lighted charcoal dropped into the

tupe, maintains the water at boiling point with a minimum
of evaporation, and gives it at that point on the table;

and as a beverage the Itussian vloes certainly surpass all

other nations in tea-making. We drink it as a stimidant,

and take it strong in the morning, and too strong at night,

with milk and sugar as a general thing; we finish and

send the tea-things away, but to the Russian it is an

all-the-eveniug enjoyment. The samovar stands on the

table, and the tea (the delicious yellow variety generally)
is put into the teapot, the boiling water run on, allowed

to stand a moment, and then tea is served—mild rather

than weak, and more water poured on at once—a little

tea added from time to time if needed. I have often

seen Russian friends drink a dozen or more cups in the

evening. The quick making of the infusion is in accordance

with Chinese custom, but there the parallel ends. The
addition of sugar—to the Celestial a barbarism—is now

opposed by some English tea-drinkers, but the overwhelming
majority of opinion is in favour of its use. It seems to

me as indispensable to the development of the best

appreciation of the tea as salt is to that of a beefsteak.

The sugar is so neutral as an emollient that it absolutely

disguises no quality of the tea, and I hold it to be a

cardinal principle in gustatics that where two flavours can

be so combined as to sacrifice neither an advance in art

is achieved. And the same is true of coffee—the addition

of sugar is a developmeut of the beverage. But milk does

not come under the same category. When people tlrink

tea as strong as most of us do at breakfast, the intense

bitter is mollified by milk, but weak tea is made insipid

by it.

The Russian adds a slice of lemon—the only addition

after sugar which does not deteriorate the quality of a

delicate tea; but he also takes a little rum—a distinct

departure from the purest standard, due probably to his

generally imbibing propensity. Both rum and cognac

having distinct flavours which disguise the quality of the

tea, are abuses unless the tea is bad. A delicate yellow

tea, with sugar and lemon, is, vie judice, the perfection
of tea-ih-inkiug if made with the samovar. A hint to

economists on the long steeping of tea (for boiling is a

horrible barbarism never to be dreamed of): the samovar
is arranged so as to allow the teapot to stiind in the

chimney, keeping the tea at a point just below the boil-

ing indefinitely; and when the tea is of an old crop the

flavour will be greatly and judiciously developed by fifteen

or twenty minutes standing on the samovar top. A new-

crop tea does not require this treatment.

The making of coffee is a much more complicated

peration. Whether made in the Eastern or Western method,
the precautious aud most of the difficulties are the same.

The choice of the growth allows of latitude, as does the

choice of a vintage. The Turks prefer the Mocha and

Martinique or Java mingled. It is indispensable to roast

your own coffee, of whichever growth, and wise to get
the best quality of its kind. The coffee-growers follow

an antiquated and barljarous method of preparation, steep-

ing file berries in water until the pulp is decomposed

and rubs off in a shmy mass, leaving the berry naked.
But the fermentation always damages the flavour of fhe
coffee, and if allowed to go too far destroys it, so that

many samples of coffee apjjarently bright are already
damaged. I do not mention ground coffees, as these are

anyfhiug but coffee—cliicory, barley, bread crusts, any
bm-ned gramenia, acorns, juniper corns, &c., enter in; and
I was told last year at Kalamata that the whole fig crop
of the Morea goes to Trieste to be burned into coffee.
Coffee must be roasted slowly and evenly, kept in constant
motion, till the berry will crack crisply when pressed
between thumb and finger. The Egyptian stops as soon as it

will break any way; but this will have a slight taste of
the raw berry, which seems to me a drawback. It should
crack freely, but by no means crumble. Ninety-nine per
cent of the people who roast their own coffee burn it,

anil destroy all its best qualities. From this point Eastern
and Western methods differ. The Turk has slaves in plenty,
and is no sparer of their labour. He has his coffee pounded
in a mortar to an impalpable powder (his imitators at
Athens and elsewhere fail here), and then a spoonful for
each cup is put into the ibric, the water poured on hot;
it is set for a few seconds on the coals, not boiled, and
is poured into fhe cup—if for himself without sugar, if

for a Frank sweetened: but I have always suspected that

practices connected with Eastern politics had much to do
with the exclusion of sugar, as enabling the driiiker to

detect certain deleterious agents sometimes introduced.

The Western coffee-maker grinds the berry, and not
too fine; but the primitive ibric gives place to numerous
contrivances, of which I have collected and tried many.
For stupid housekeepers the best is the common French
filter placed above the coffee-pot; for anyone who has
mechanical ingenuity enough to use it the balance cafetiSre

is the perfection of utensils, and should always be placed,
like the samovar, on the table. But in the hands of a

fool it is imsafe. Coffee with milk—cafe au lait—comes not
under gastronomy, but dietetics. It is a bilious article of

food, and better made of chicory than coffee, as the lattre

is wasted when thus used.—Planters^ Gazette.

FEETILIZEES.

BY AKTHCB G. HADDOCK, A. I. C.

By fertilizers I mean those .substances which contribute
to the building of the structure and the maintenance of

the life of plants. In fact, I use the term in the sense

of the food of the vegetable kingdom. For vegetable life

requires food to support it, just as does animal life, and
food also which it is capable of digesting and assimil.iting.

Different species of plants requu-e different elements of

nutrition
;
as in the animal kingdom, beasts, birds, fishes,

etc., require different kinds of food.

A plant derives its support from juices and gases, ab-
sorbed tlu'ough its roots and leaves. A portion of its

food is conta-ined in the air, and a portion in the soil

in which it grows.

Plants are partly of an organic and partly of an inorganic
structure. The organic elements, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen, are combined together in various manners,
and with the exception of the nitrogen are chiefly derived
from the atmo.sphere.

The inorgnic elements, together with the greater part
of the nitrogen, are derived from the soil. The following
substances form the chief portion of the inorganic con-
stituents of the plant:

—Phosphoric acid, lime, magnesia,
iron, soda, potash, sulphuric, silicic and hydrochloric acids.

The inorganic salts form a very small proportion of

the weight of the plant, as compared with the organic.
The ash, for instance, of an oak tree only constitutes

about 3J per cent of its weight, but although this may
seem a very small quantity it is absolutely essential that

every one of those elements which go to make up this

3| per cent of incombustible material should be supplied
to the tree, or we shoTild get a stunted growth and rapid
decay.

This is the case in every instance, that the soil in

which a plant grows must contain every inorganic ingre-
dient which it requires for its sustenance or the full

vigour of healthy growth will not be obtained.
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Virgin soils usually contain all the elements required
and in safficieut quantity to render any further addition

urmecessary, and they can usually be cropped for a con-

siderable time before any appreciable decline in the pro-

duce is noticeable. If the same plant is grown year after

year, and the produce is continually being removed, the

decline makes itself manifest in a shorter time, since the

soil will become exhausted of one or more of the con-

stituents necessary for the structure of that plant, which

may have beeu present in undidy small quantity originally.

It is better, therefore, not to grow one kmd of plant
on the same soil continually, but to change it after the

first year for another which has a different composition,
and which therefore would exhaust the soil of other ele-

ments, or at all events, the same elements in different

proportions. This is the reason that rotation of crops is

practised. For instance, mangolds and swedes require

the .same compounds in almost the same proportions in

several cases; They each require large amounts of sodium

and potassium compounds in proportion to others, and

therefore it would be unwise to cultivate them in the

same soil for following years. Those salts whish become

deficient could certainly be added, but still unless every

compound taken by the plant were replaced in proper

quantity there would be exhaustion of the soil and a

poor produce.
It is clear that we cannot go on indefinitely removing

Baits from the soil, and there consequently comes a time

when no species of plant will thrive on the impoverished

land, and here chemistry steps in to again make the

soil fertile.

Before the time of Sir Humphrey Davy, farmers in this

country had altogether worked by rule of thumb
; they

had used no fertilizers whatever, except perhaps the

dung of the animals on the farm, and through continually

robbing the laml of its necessary constituents, and not

replacing them, it was getting into an impoverished state.

Scientific information was for a long time disregarded,

and it took a great deal of time and trouble to drive

into the farmers the benefits of scientific farming. Indeed,

the British farmer still, in many instances, asserts his

national obstinacy by refusing to consider anything of a

scientific character as worthy of his serious attention.

Happily, however, he is not altogether deprived of the ad-

vantages of science, since he closely watches his neighboui',

who probably does beheve in science, and when the results

are more favourable than his own, he often copies the

method of obtaming them, although he stiU denies the

assistance of science. He thus reaps the benefit indirectly.

Scientific farming was established on a firm basis in 1840,

when Liebig pubUshed his 'Agricultural Chemistry,' and

for the first time publicly announced his theory that all

the salts taken from the soil by crops must be returned

to it in the same quantity. He put the matter, which

had hitherto been in a very unsettled state, in a clear

form, and traced the Ufe and constitution of the plant

to its elements in a manner as convincing as it was new.

Scientific farming consequently received a great impetus,

unfortunately to be again checked, as the farmers found

that the increase in the crops, in many cases, did not pay
for the fertilizers they had been advised to add.

Liebig considered that the inorganic salts only required

replacing in the soil, and that the plant derived all its

organic elements from the atmosphere. Lawes, however,

showed the cause of the failure of the exclusively rnineral

fertilizer by proving that plants were not able to assimilate

the nitrogen contained in the atmosphere, and that there-

fore some compound containing nitrogen must be added

to the fertilizer. This admixture was found to give ex-

cellent results, and finally established agricultural chemistry
as a science. It is now only exceedingly stupid farmers

who scoft' at scientific farming, and most of them, to a

greater or less extent, avail themselves of its advantages.
There are still some who are sceptical, but I should

think that the majority of these are people who have

been swindled by unscrupulous dealers in fertihzers. Although
farmers have been considerably educated of late, they

require to be a little more so.

They have been educated, or driven, to the conclusion

that they must use fertiUzers, but they require educating
to the further extent that before they buy they should

know what the soil is short of, and then know that

they are getting the fertilizer which will supply those
elements which are deficient.

I am afraid that farmers, in buying a fertilizer (often
the ^vrong one), are sometimes atrociously swindled by
some manufacturers or their agents, by being supplied
with rubbish not worth a tithe of what is charged for

it. But such is the peculiar idiosyncrasy of the British

farmer that he will rather buy his pig in a poke for,

say £100, than pay about a guinea to look at it, and

by so doing save perhaps £75. I mean by looking at

his pig, that on buying he should have an independent
analysis made by a competent chemi-st, and then he will

know that he is getting the stuff he has paid for.

Happening to pass through a farmyard several years ago,
I noticed a quantity of superphosphate of lime lying under
a shed, and I asked the farmer, whom I knew, what he
had paid for it.

" £10 per ton," was the answer. I next
asked him if he bought it on analysis : he replied in the

negative. From the appearance of it I judged it to be

of very inferior quality, and, for CLuiosity, took a sample
and analysed it, with the following result:—

Water 13S6

Organic matter* 17'94

Soluble phosphate of lime 2*70

Insoluble phosphate 21"49

Gypsum 3074
Sand 8-28

Oxida of iron, etc 499

lOO'OO

I forwarded the result of my analy.sis to the farmer,
and told him that I did not consider it worth more than

£1 15s per. ton, and that the price charged for it was
a gross imposition. He confronted the manufacturer with

my analysis, and this person accepted, on the face of

this, £10 for the lot, which was over 6 tons. I met the

farmer about a year ago. He told me that he had bought
no more stuff from this man, but was dealing with

another firm. I said,
" Of course you are getting this

lot analysed?" He repUed, "Oh, no, I did not think it

worth while
; they seem to be a respectable firm." The

faith of that man in human nature was so touching, that

I said no more, but formed my own conclusions, which
were not very flattering to the individual in question.
Then suppose the farmer goes to an honest manufact-

urer or dealer, aud gets what he orders at a fair market

price. Unless he knows what the soil is .short of, he is

very Ukely wasting his money in buying an article which

the land does not want. If, say, he wants to grow carrots,

potassium salts will probably be deficient. It is of no use

his buying phosphates, salt, etc., and manuring the land

with these (if these substances are already there in sufficient

quantity); as long as the deficiency in the potassium
salt is not made up, so long will the soil yield poor crops
of carrots. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance
that the farmer should know what the crop takes from
the soil, and what the soil has already in it, or at all

events, leave it to someone who does know these things,
and knows how to replace any deficiency.

I have known farmers who have had hme recommended
to them as a manure. Lime, in its place, is certainly an
excellent manure, especially on stiff, clayey, or sour ground.
These farmers tried the lime, aud found at first, a natural

increase in the crops. But they went on repeating the

same application year after year, until now they are

really doing the crops harm.
For instance, a wheat straw with excess of lime in its

constitution is much more brittle than the normal straw,

and is therefore not able to withstand the beating and

levelling effects of win<l and rain. Normal and healthy
wheat may be quite flattened by heavy raii^s, but such

is the elasticity of the straw that it will grailually recover

its vertical position. A limy straw on the contrary, if

flattened, breaks off, aud consequently dies, and rots

away. As with the animal, so with the plant. If a man
takes too much carbon ami hydrogen, in proportion to nitro-

gen, in his food, he becomes inconveniently stout, and if

he takes too much nitrogen, he is also inconvenienced.

Again, it is necessary that the food should be suppUed

* Containing nitrogen
Equal to ammonia

10 per cent.

12
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m a form in which the plant can absorb it, that is, in
a soluble form, or in a form which is capable ot uq(1<t-
gomg such changes in the soil as will rentier it soluble.
For the plant has to absorb its food through pipes in
the roots, stems aud leaves, which pipes are capillary,and require the substances taken up to be in solution,and not m the solid state. It is wonderful, what an in-
fluence saline solutions, and even water alone, have in time,
in decomposing the most refractory substances, and bringingtheir valuable constituents into solution. The chief source
of potash salts m the soil has, no doubt, been the primary
rocks, the felspar of which has gradually got decomposed.Hut there are many substances containing valuable nutritive
elements which are worthless as plant foods, because of
their insolubility and resistance to solution in the soil.

If the ordinary farmer trusts to his own opinion as to
what is the proper manure to apply to his soil, he will,
in many cases, land himself in great expense and difficulty
Some (many) farmers consider that a fertilizer is worth

as much as it smells, or rather, as much as it stinks
and such a one would reject .such really valuable fertilizers
as sulphate of ammonium and precipitated phosphate, in
favour of a highly odoriferous, exceedingly valueless manure,
such a.s, say, scutch, which consists usually ot a little bone
and hair, and a great deal of water, dirt, putrefaction,and stink. A writer on the subject says,

'• It is certainly
difficult to put domi the pecuniary cost of a stink but
if the farmer will take the value of one half of the
food, the loss of his cattle, the amount ot his farrier's
bill, and to these add the cost of medicine and attendance
rendered necessary by the sickness of himself, his wife,and family, aud divide the gross amount by two, after
addmg about 25 per cent for loss of time and labour
he wiU arrive at something like the cost of this most
expensive and fondly cherished fallacy."
A manure may be very rich in all the elements of

nutrition, and yet not have the slightest odour. The smell
IS a sign of putrefaction, and generally means loss ot
ammonia, one ot the most valuable constituents in a
fertilizer. The ordinary farmyard manure, che litter and
excrements of the cattle, is a very valuable fertilizer, aud
would be much more so, it the farmer had not such a
fondness for a stink. I have no hesitation in saying that
in many cases more than half the value of the manure
IS going away m that smell which so pleases the farmer's
olfactory nerves, and which is so detrimental to the health
of himself, his household, aud his stock. Not content with
losing the ammonia which escapes as gas into the air
he otten places his midden in the open yard, and makes
a channel running from it to an open ditch so that all
the liquid portion flows away and when the rain comes
it washes away into the ditch a great portion of the ammonia
which has escaped vaporization. He probably also has
in the same yard, the well which supplies his house with
water. The wasted nitrogenous compounds, so beneficial
to the plant, so injurious to the animal, find their way
into the water of the well, which water the family tbink
and thus plant the seeds of typhoid and other putrid
fevers.

I incline to Alderman Mechi's theory that the dunghill
ought not to be allowed to decompose in the farmyard
jjut

should be carted straight to the land, ami ploughed
in, or if not at once, as soon as possible, and allow the
decomposition to proceed in the soil.

_
But if the decomposition is to proceed on the premises,

it should certainly be done under cover, in a shed with
a false-bottom floor, most ]>erfectlv cemented, so as to
retain the liquid portion, which is exceedingly valuable
and so keep it from running to waste, and injurin" the
health of the family and stock by contaminating the air
and the water they have to drink. I think a little acid
should also be placed on the lower floor of the shed to
combine with any free ammonia.

If the farmer took adequate means for preventing the
loss of the natural fertilizers produced in his own farm-
yard, and used these in the right season and the proper
manner, he would not need to so often have recourse to
the dealer, but could benefit his land by restoring to it
a portion of the actual sub.stancis which had been abstracted
from it. But the loss cannot, of course, be altogethermade up, however, careful he may be to prevent waste
for a large amount of matter is taken off the farm in

the produce and stock which he sells, aud in the foodwliich the househol.l have consumed for their sustenanceThis loss must be made up by artificial
fertilizers, and itwas my intention to enter into the consideration of thosewhich are now in the market, and to discuss their different

advantages and disadvantages, hut the necessarv intrn
duction to this subject has fengthened itsel? so Such thatI must defer heir consideration to a future meeting -Pluinaaccutiad Journal. ."couiug.

LIBERIAN COFFEE.
KEPOHT BY CON-SDL-GENEBAL SaiYTH, OF MONROVIA.

The description of the coffee tree generally will, with

wiew"'^
"'

T^""" "r"^''- ''PP'y *" *« Liberkn
variety. n-

^f. ^
The exceptions which the Liberian coffee forms to the

vaHet '^^^^"^^°'''
'""^ "''"'=11 constitute it

distinctively a

1. lU unumcd size~Wm trees are found in the forestmore than 30 feet high, and 10 to 12 inches in diameter

other varilty

'"'*'™'"' ^''"' <'^'='='"1« '" ^i^e that oTany
2. Its tendenq/ to vary in the nvmber of priman and

secomJaryhranches.-Wm the Liberian coft^e trrjene^
ally the branches are arranged in pairs; but occasionallyone sees a single primary branch shooting from the trunkand sometimes a single secondary one. Sometimes, alsothree primary branches shoot out from one node and three
secondary branches.

o ouu nuee

3. The size and color of the herry.—In size both the
cultivated and the wild Liberian coffee exceed that of auvother known variety. .Some berries from a wild tree inthe section of country beyond Careysburg, about fortymiles from the sea, were found to be one-third largerthan any hitherto discovered. As a rule, the berries fre
entirely red

whe_n ripe; but some are red on one-haltand yellow on the other. Some are read on one-half and
green on the other Others, when ripe are entirely greenon the outside, but have the blood-red color on the insideof the first hull. Others, again, are enttrely yellow

4. The characteristics of the ,ftower.~In other countriesthe coffee tree belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Monmi/nm But while the Liberian coffee tree belonesto the order .Uonoyiinia, its cla.ss varies considerably It
may be described as belonging to the classes and order.Pent. Se.v-, .Sept-, Oct-, Nan-. Uec-andria Monogynia; that ison the same tree there will be flowers belonging to se-veral classes. The flowers most frequently met with arethose of seven and eight segments and stamens (This
tendency to vary in the flower seems to point to the
conclusion that the Liberian coffee will degenerate whenremove, from its /,«/.,(„<. This .seems borne out by fact.sfor while m Java, Ceylon, and other countries, Liberian
coffee has been produced exceeding in size the coffee ofthose respective countries, it has always lacked the sune-nor quality of the coffee produced in Liberia and without
attammg the full size.)

5. The divisions of the berry in to sections or "-heans "—
Here there is the pea-berry coffee, as m other countrieswhere one ot the beans is fully developed and round likea pea, while the other is abortive. Then occa.sionally the
berry is divided into three beans. Some years ago a eentleman from Careysburg showed the writer two berries ofenormous size. On removing the cherry-hull there were
seven sections or divisions in each cherry, like the sections
of an orange or lime, but the

divisions"exceeding two are

The virtues attributed to coffee generally are possessedm a higher degree by the Liberian variety, it beinsr of
superior quality and strength. It is an excellent bevera.^e
in heat or cold, m rainy or dry weather. It prevents the
disagreeable effects of over-exertion or fatigue and the
too rapid waste of the bo.ly. It is said to po.ssoss. also
febrifuge properties, being allied to the family of the Vin
chonacea : and this virtue is contained in the leaf as well
as in the fruit. The coffee tree is admirably suited tothe niaIariou.s districts of the coast, not only absorbingma ana with its broad leaves, but also alleviating or ex-
pelling fever by the decoction of its leaves
As to the origin of the Liberia c.'fee. opinions at first

varied, some supposing it to bo iudig; nous, others thought
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it was brought here by the Portuguese m remote times

and hail become acclimated ;
but at present the opinion

prevails that the Liberia coffee is a native of the country.

The reasons for this opiuion are—

1 There is no coffee found in any other country of

the' world, or in any other part of Africa, like this variety.

There is a coffee here, the loug-pomted kind from han

Domingo; but the Liberia coffee is confined strictly to

the sectiia of country included between 4° and 7= north

latitade^ has been found wild from the sea-shore to the

section where the mountainous or hilly land descends into

the grassy plains on the borders of the Maudingo country.

Herl the Liberia coffee apparently stops. It has not been

Sund eas-t of this line; nor has it been discovered at

|°erra Leone ou the north, or below Oape Palmas on the

south. In either direction, one meets a coffee ot smaller

size and inferior quality. . ., ,i- 4. j

3 The wild coffee is httle inferior to the cultivated

kind, and, in the instance referred to above, coffee has

been found wild in the forest larger than that cultivated.

SOILS BUST SUITED TO ITS GTiOWTH.

The coffee tree delights most in hUly regions, although

found in other situations. In Liberia, \vhile grown m all

v»riptie8 ot soil, it prospers most m soils of a loose na-

toe ?ch as°the sandy and loamy soils especially if these

are strengthened by the addition of rocks. Tliere are two

Secies of sandy soil in Liberia. One has been the bed

of the sea most recently. This .sod has not been enriched

by decayed vegetable and other matter. Its substratum

of c av or other earth is at too great a depth to be of

service to it; and hence it is barren, or nearly so. The

other sandy soil has been somewhat enriched by decayed

vegetable and other matter. It has near the surface a

Inbstratum of clay. This serves as a reservoir to hold

the ^Xs water, which, rising through the sau.l by

capUlary attraction, keeps plants growing even m dry

weather TlUs soil is suited to coffee, which grows rapidly

'°But the soil which must be selected for the coffee plant-

ations owing to the abundance and superior quality of

Cd of this nature, is to be found on the gramtic and

tWckly wooded hills of the interior and the plams that

Buirouml them. These begin their ascent not far from

the coast Their soil is loam, generally intermixed with

ferruginous gravel and granite rocks. Gneiss, oxide of

iron feldspax, tourmalin, and other minerals abound in

some localities. In some places the granite i.s more friable

tbrr, flat near the coast, and the fertility of the soil is,

to a considerable extent, maintained by the disintegration

^f the rock -^Vhere the soil does not consist of hungry

fravel" but 'has a due proportion of loam and gravel and

fmall stones, and this mixture extends to a considerable

dwtl. it is rich and porous. The surplus water, instead

of ben" carried off by -wash." which causes so much

damage to land, sinks through
_

the porous soil. On one

oSn the writer was surprised to see, at an inland

to^ some vegetables growing on the steep face of a hill.

S^rkiS that on his farm plants would not tlmve m

thaT situation without terracing, and mquiring what be-

came of the surplus rain-water, he was f
own the water

trTkling through the soil at the base of the hill.

But the coffee tree delights especiaUy m a B.tuation

.^n^l granite rocks. Here the roots seize with avidity

resurrSug rocks, and, probably by catalytic force,

derive more nutriment than by the ordinary wear of the

rock The potash obtained by disintegration of the felds-

par is most beneficial to it. It is m such situations that

fhl Liberia coffee acquires that superior flaram- that it is

not emialed by any other coffee on the globe. On low

Undsihe largest berry and largest crops are produced ;

but it is to the dry, rocky hills one must look for finest

quality.
TEJIPEHATUBE.

Situated between latitudes 4= and 8= north, for the

production
o? the finest coffee the climate

.of
L>b"-

^^

Unsurpassed. The teinperature ranges from ,4= to S8

St,, in the shade. It occasionally reaches 90 °
. The

w^st 0° served in Monrovia was during the prevalence

ffh^ Wmattan winds ui the month of .Tanuary, when

the thermomttrstood 62= Fahr. at suurise^The range

is not so high in the interior, as the land rises rapidly.

About '25 miles from the coast the land in some places

is 550 feet above sea-level; and at the distance of 198

miles from the coast it is 2,200 feet. But notwithstand-

ing this difference of altitude the coffee is of the same

superior quality wherever found, whether it be neai' the

sea or in the interior cieteris paribus. Our long, dry sea-

son tends to mature the beau thoroughly and develop its

peculiar aroma.

METHOD OF CULTIVATION.

The method of cultivation is somewhat similar to that

adopted in the East Indies. The forests are cleared in

the same manner. The undergrowth is first cut, then

the large trees are felled, lopped, and, when sufficiently

dry, the whole is set on fire. The stumps of the trees

are sometimes immediately removed, but not always. Most
of these rot after a few years. The entire ground is

not plowed or dug up; but holes are dug at proper in-

tervals for the reception of the plants. These should not

be loss than 12 feet apart, and should be dug in straight

parallel lines. Plowing, by loosening the soil, would, on

sloping land, render it liable to be washed away by the

heavy rains. The plants are taken from the nursery when
from a year to two years old. Plants a year old grow
faster than older ones.

In planting, the cherry hull is removed, and the seeds

are deposited in the nursery in rows 2 to 3 feet apart,

and 3 to 4 inches apart iu the rows. They can be thinned

out when large enough. The seeds are inserted in the

ground at a depth of 1 inch, if the showers are regular ;

but if the weather be dry. then 2 inches. The transplant-

ing is be.st done at the beginning of the rainy season, in

May and June, for then the plants have the entire rainy

season to grow and get a good start before the " dries"

set in.

The Liberia coffee tree does not need shading. Of a

harder nature than any other coffee, it is able to endure

the tropical sim. The plants in the nursery must be shaded

or mulched during the tlry months. The young plants also

must be mulched in the dry season, until they are large

enough to shade their roots with their own foliage. In

Liberia, the coffee tree does not produce largely under

shade. In dry weather shade is beneficial to its roots,

but the leaves must have the sunshine, to elaborate a

due proportion of sap into fruit buds.

The trees are topped at 5 feet height. This rule is not

observed by all the farmers. But topping increases the

production of fruit, enables the fruit to be gathered
more easily and with less damage to the tree. After having
been topped the trees shoot out a number of suckers from

the body. These should be pulled off by hand
;
and no

secondaries should be allowed to grow on the primary
branches nearer to the trunk than 18 inches. This would

give an opeu space of 3 feet in diameter in the centre

of the tree for the penetration of sunshine, and for the

circulation of ah^. The trees should be regularly primed.
But if they are properly handled at first, severe pruning
will not be necessary.
The Liberia coffee tree does not produce all its flowers

at one blooming. The time of blossoming depends upon
the occasional showers that fall in the dry season. For.

notwith.standing the blossom buds may stand out promin-

ently, they mil remain without opening for a space of

two months, or until there falls a shower of rain sufficient

to saturate the soil. A light shower, that does not soak

the ground, will not cause them to open. There is a

light blossom in December. The fullest blooms occur in

January and February ; trees that are cultivated produce
blossoms and fruit throughout the year. There is, how-

ever, only one full crop, and this is gathered during the

months of December, January, February, and March. The

cause of the crop requiring so long a time to be gathered
arises from the fact that the crop does not ripen at once.

The berries are of different colors when ripe, as stated

above, but the red color greatly predominates. It is the

rule; the others are the exceptions.
Surface manuring is best suited to the Liberia coffee

tree, as it belongs to the class of forest trees whose feeders

keep near the surface. Even where the manure is placed

in trenches the fibrous roots or fet-ders penetrate it and

seek the siuface long before the manure is consumed,

seeking air and sunsliine, which they need as well as
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food. Besides, in digging trendies, there is danger of

cutting otf tlie spougioles, and tlius retarding tlie growth
of tlio tree.

The coffee pulp, mixed with cattle dung, forms an ex-
cellent manure. Guano has been tried with beneficial effects,
but as it is very stimulating it should not be used too

frequently, and should be alternated with other mauittes.

Ashes, except on new soils, and occasioually a little lime,
are of ailvantage to the tree. The clay from the hills of
the Ttinnites^ or **

Bug-a-buys,^' especially ou very light soils,
is a good manure. (Jontaiuiug alumina, it prevents the too

rapid evaporation of moisture and dissipation of ammonia ;

and having been moistened with the fluid from the bodies
of the insects, it doubtless contains some uric acid, or
other nitrogenous compound. It is a fact that plants of
all kinds grow luxuriantly and produce abundantly when
planted at the base of these hills.

But it is a mistake to stimulate the trees to heavy
bearing beyond their age. This sometimes kills the trees,
and when they do not die they are sickly, and require
a long hme to recover.

There are two methods of hulling the coffee. One is

taking off the cherry hull when fresh from the tree,

drying the bean, and then denuding it of its parchment
hull. The other is drying the entire berry, and taking off

both hulls by one manipulation. The former method is

the more expeditious. By the latter there is an improve-
ment in the quaUty of the coffee, as the beans having
been thoroughly dried in both hulls, the peculiar aroma is

prevented from escaping. Some say there is also a gain
in the weight of the bean ; but the coffee is large and
tough, and cannot be hulled so rapidly as by the former
method. Besides, the two hulls, on drying, adhere together,
and are as hea^'y as the small grain, and it is lUfficult to
winnow them without a waste of the lighter grains of
coffee. Then there is to be taken into consideration the
long time the coffee requires for drying.

DISEASES.

The Liberia coffee tree is not subject to so many
diseases as is that of other countries. There are some-
times observable on the leaves of some trees small yellow
spots, which some Oeylon planters, and for a while, the
writer, supposed to be Hemileia vastatri:, that pestUence
so destructive to coffee plantations in the East Indies.
But these spots were found always of the same color,
and did not tuni black, nor did the leaves drop off, as
in the case of the above-named disease, and the trees
bore their usual quantity of fruit. Near the woods, where,
in other countries, this disease loves to lurk, a few trees
have been found «-ith black spots, and the green berries
dried up on the trees; but the trees appeared otherwise
flourishing.
The borer only occasionally attacks the coffee tree in

Liberia. This is tile larva of a fly or winged beetle, now
identified as the .Yi/lotreclius rjiiadrnpes. It generally attacks
the tree some inches above the ground, and, boring a hole
as round as that made by a gimlet, it ascends. The tree
soon begins to droop, and finally dies, down to where the
borer entered. Sometimes the borer ascends from the
tap-root, in which case the entire tree dies. It usually
works upward; but the writer once detected six borers
starting from the same point, three them working upward
and three downward.
There is a disease that affects the bark of the coffee

tree. Sometimes it attacks and destroys only a single
branch, at other times it destroys a half or the whole of
a tree. In any case, the diseased branch or tree is ckooping
a long time before it expires. Trees are known to droop
for more than a year before dying out. The sap-bark by
degrees becomes desiccated, and turns brown. Sometimes,
by digging and dunging with some stimulating manure,
where the cUsease has not made much progress, decay is

arrested, and the trees after a time resume their wonted
vigor. Ceylon planters say this disease is caused by grubs
attacking the roots of the trees. Some planters in Liberia
hold this opinion ;

others do not. The disease does not
begin always at the root of the tree. Sometimes it appears
at the mode of a branch; at other times, midway be-
tween two pairs of branches

; then, again, it a.scends in a
long hue on one side of the tree, while the bark in all
other situatious is perfectly sound and healthy.
In no case, however, where diseases similar to those in

other countries attaak the Liberia coffee tree, *re theii '

effects so general or so disastrous.

COST or CULTIVATION.

The questions which, in the present condition of the
coffee industry, are most difficult to be answered, owing
mainly to unsystematic and imperfect cultivation are
what is the cost? and what is the production per acre?On these two points, however, approximate estimates mav
be made. "^

With regard to land, immigrants receive, free of cost
25 acres for each family, and 10 acres for each single
adult. Large quantities are given as bounty to sokhers
who serve in war. Government lands may be bought by
citizens for a small sum, the stai-ting price being gl an
acre for front, and 50 cents for rear, lands.
The cost of clearing coffee land may be set down at

SIO au acre. Cost of plants per acre, if bought, $6; if

grown by the planter in his own nursery, they 'can' be
had for one-fourth that sum. But, in buying plants, there
is a saving in time of one year. Holing and planting an
acre will cost $3. Weeding, the first year, if the ground
is thoroughly cleared and burned at first, will bo only
half the cost of subsequent years. The cost of weeding
after the first year may be set down at ,|5.50 an acre,when weeding is done after the Liberian method generally'that is, two weedings a year. If the weeding is performed'
constantly by the hands going over the jilantation and
keeping the weeds down as fast as they appear, and be-
fore they get a start, the cost will be only a little more
while there is much gain in the thriftness of the tree.'
There will be no cost for topping or pruning the first

year. About the thu-d year after the trees are planted
there ivill be a cost of $1.60 an acre for topping and
handlmg; and, in subsequent years, the cost of pruning
81.50 an^ acre, must be added to this. If the soil be
very fertile, there will be no need of manure for several
years, until after the trees have borne one or two good
crops. If the land be sloping, and much subject to
"wash," there must be an additioual expense for surface
trenching, or terracing.
There is no account, in the above estimates, of tools,

buddings, machinery, or superintendence. The cost of
these will depend on the taste and ability of the pro-
prietor. The cost will be always in inverse proportion to
the quantity of land cultivated.
The cost of picking and preparing coffee for market

with the imperfect machinery at present employed, is
from 21 to 3 cents a pound—one-half of which is' for
picking. This is e.xpensive. Where, however, coffee is pro-
duced ou a large scale, and manipulated with improved
machinery, the cost of preparing for market is much less.

PRODUCE FEB TREE AND PEE ACEE.

Dift'erent estimates have been given of the produce of
the Liberia coffee tree. Some state that the trees, if

properly cultivated, ought to average three pounds when
ten or twelve years old. Others give a higher estimate.
The trees in Liberia, owing to lack of means to give
them that high cultivation which they require, do not
give on an average one-third of the quantity of coffee they
are capable of producing. The highest average ou any
farm has been one pound to the tree. But the trees
were of all ages from three years to thirteen. Averaging
the ages of the trees, tliis would be one pound to the
tree of eight years, while proper cultivatiou would have
given three pounds. Single trees at eight years have been
known to produce five pounds. Six bushels of beriies
(equivalent to tliirty-sLx pounds of dry, marketable coffee)
have been gathered from a single tree. But the tree
was old, well maumed, and no grass was allowed to grow.
The late Dutch consul informed the writer that he gathered'
as the produce of two seasons, 220 pounds of coffee from
eight trees gi-owiug in his yard at Sincu. These are old
trees. A Ceylon coffee planter of thirty years' experiencem coffee growing, estimates that the produce of an acre
of Liberia coffee woulil, under favorable circumstances,
equal that of ten acres of Ceylon coffee.

Now, allowing for overestimates, as well as for small
returns from insufficient cultivation, the produce of au
acre of Liberia coffee trees ten years old, m'opcrli/ cultivated,
may safely be .set down at 1,500 pounds. Generally, the
smaller farms give a higher average than the larger ones;
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pointing to the fact that the means of the farmers are

insufficient to give all their trees the cultivation they need.

It is a mistake to suppose one obtains a crop from

trees three years old. The trees begin to blossom in tlie

third year, and the fruit ripens in the fourth year-
each tree producing only a few berries.

_

In other countries the coffee-tree arrives at maturity

long before it does' in Liberia. This arises from the fact

that the Liberian variety, being larger and hardier, takes

a proportionate time to mature.

HINDEKANCES TO LABGELY INCIiEASED PRODUCTIONS.

The export of coffee from Liberia the last season was

a httle more than 300,000 pounds. Considering the pro-

ductiveness of the Liberian variety, the fertile soil and genial

climate, one would naturally be surprised to see so small

a quantity of coffee produced for exportation. But it

must be borne iu mind that the settlers did not on then-

first arrival enter largely into agriculture. Their numbers

were small, and their means .still more limited. Besides,

they were ihawu away from this noble and profitable

employment by the seductions of trade. And although

their attention was early called to the advantages of coffee

culture, it is only in recent years that any cottee farms

have been started. Even now, when the people have so

generally begun the cultivation of coffee, the results are

not what might be expected.
In the first place, the farms are small ; and, as has

been stated above, the trees on each farm have not been

planted at once, they are of all ages and sizes Then,

again, the trees planted do not receive that thorough

cultivation which increased means on the part ol the

farmers would allow. This want of capital is one of the

greatest drawbacks to success in Liberia. There has been

no colony, in ancient or modern times, planted and su.s-

tained with so small an expenditure of money as has been

the colony of Liberia. There are no banks in the country;

no institutions from which, on good security, farmers can

obtain sufficient means for conducting large and profitable

operations, or for rendering more profitable the smaller

enterprises already undertaken.
. .,. , ,

The smaUness of the number of the cmhzed popul-

ation engaged in coffee growing is another cause of the

crop not being larger. There is a population available,

strong and laborious, whose efforts ought long ago to have

been turned in this direction, that is, the native popul-

ation. Their habits of farming are not settled. Moving

from spot to spot yearly, they destroy a vast quantity of

the most valuable timber. If the premiums given some

years ago by the Liberian Government had been expended

on native producers instead of on the civilized settlers

who already appreciated the advantages of coffee culture;

and if the government had announced and pursued a settled

policy to prevent the wars that often rage in the country,

the results would, doubtless, have been astonishingly bene-

"in reckonmg the hinderances to largely increased pro-

duction, account must be taken of the unsy.stematic and

unsettled condition of labor. From the coast tribes, large

numbers are available for agricultural and other purposes.

But there must be some agency to see that contracts

made for labor are observed by both parties; and that,

at the proper time, the laborers are returned to then:

homes. Even then, the coast tribes, who are principally

traders and fishermen, are not so valuable for agricultural

purposes as Pessahs, Golahs, Barlines, and other interior

people who have always been devoted to agricultural

pursuits. Then, again, in the case of these intenor tribes,

several difficulties present themselves, lirst, when their

services are most needed, they depart for their own farms.

Secondly, the wars call off from legitimate and prohtable

labor large numbers of men, to engage in the feuds tliat

have for ages been destroying the aboriginal population

Could these internecine strifes be stopped, there would

be enough labor available for the farms both of settlers

and natives.

INTERNATIONAL.

A single American vessel last .season exported nearly

one-half of the coffee grown for foreign cousuinptiou.

About two-thirds of the crop went to the United States,

And this proportion has been steachly maintained all

tlirough the coffee industry. While European countries

buy coffee largely for re-exportation, the United States

purchase this commodity principally for consumption ; and,

therefore, paying a higher price, they will alw.iys compete
successfully with other countries. Another reason for the

larger exportation to America is, American manufactures

and other products are especially desired by those engaged
in coffee culture.

Now, it seems a mere trifle, this exportation of so

small a quantity. But it must be remembered that coffee

production iu Liberia is in its infancy. The figures above

are small
;
but they are—

The baby figures of the giant mass
Of things to come at last.

By removing the hinderances now in the way of large

production, the coffee grown iu Liberia would be of such

a quantity as would affect American commerce for good.
The people of Liberia look in two directions for aid to

bring about this desu-able result. First, they look to

American capitahsts. They believe if some arrangement,
some legal enactment could be decreed, by which the

interests of capitalists could be thoroughly secured, money
would be introduced into the country for the production
of coffee, for manufactories, tor the making of roads, and

for other enterprises. They are doubtless correct in their

opinion, when they think American capital can be intro-

duced without endangering their republican institutions,

and with less risk to the safety of the state than can

that of any other country.

Again, the people of Liberia look to the United States

Government for co-operation. Now, the writer does not

wish to incur ridicule when he modestly hiuts that it is

by encouraging the emigration of the negro population
of America and their settlement in Liberia, this co-

operation will be most effective. It may at first sight

apper an inconsistent method of denationalizing their

citizens for the United States to encourage this emigra-
tion. But on careful consideration, such a course will

be found to be only in keeping with the efforts, which

not only American philanthropists, but also the United

States Government have always made to sustain the infant

colony and republic. It would be helping to transmit in

perpetuum those republican traditions which they have

handed down to us. This help would arrive mo.st opport-

unely. It would come at a time when European monar-

chism. with loud raps, is knocking at the do or of

Liberia,

AVhen the civilized settlements planted farther and

farther in the interior shall have become numerous and

strou" enough to settle the wars that harass the land,

labor°will be settled and productive, and the natives, in-

chned to peaceful pursuits, will engage largely in the

growing of coffee. As soon, tot), as there is some seciirity

for labor, and some protection for trade, other commodities

will be increased; and there will spring up a large and

profitable commerce, to which the present commerce of

the country bears no proportion ; and, with suitable en-

couragement, the larger portion of this commerce will

flow towards the United States.

JjiMES H. Smyth, Consul-General.

United States Consulate-General, Monrovia, Liberia.

— United States Consular Sepofts.

Oysteb OuLTUitE IN Italy.— The problem of obtaining

a cheap supply of oysters appears to have been solved by the

Italians. The most extensive ground of all, and that from

which most of the oyster consumed in Southern Italy are

obtained, is known as the " Mare Piccolo
"
or little sea, near

Taranta. An immense number are reared here, and the con-

sumption of the produce of these beds is estimated to average

seven to eight millions annually, the price ranging from three

to six lire per 100. Tlie system of cultivation appears to be

as successful as it is simple. From April to November,
bundles of brushwood are submerged in outer sea, and

to these the spawn is found to readily att.ach itself.

They are afterwards raised, and those ou which the tiny

oysters have settled are sunk in the Mare Piccolo,

where, in about two years, hey attain their full size.—
Journal of the Society of Arts. [Even in the face of

Mr. Hokfsworth's failure off the Ceylon coast, we can-

not help asking why the pearl jmussels should not be

similturly cultivated.—Ed.]
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CEYLON AS A DEP6T FOR SUPPLY OF
PLANTING SUPERINTENDENTS AND

LABOURERS:
Sinhalese Emioeating to Queensland.

Ceylon has long been acknowledged to be in the

forefront of British Dependencies and tropical lands

generally in the intelligence and euterprize brought to

bear on her planting industries. Her numerous plant-

ations have, dui-ing the past score of years, afforded a

practical training to a much larger number of a would-

be planters than can, alas ! in the present time of

depression, find profitable employment—or employment
of any kind—within her bounds. The central position

of the island and the attention drawn by local planting

publications to its several industries, as well we may
fairh say, as the fame of the Ceylon Observer, have

done much to bring the Ceylon planter and estate labourer

into public notice all over the world. It must be re-

membered that during the years of prosperity
—1873-8—

before any one had anticipated suoh a collapse of cofiee

crops as is experienced in the present season, we were

urging in these columns with all the energy at our

command, the importance of cultivating new products,
more particularly cinchona and tea, and catering for the

needful mformation from every authority and in every
land with which we could hold communication. During
that period, the Ohserrer had a Special Correspondent—the late Mr. Criiwell—travelling in Brazil and Central

America ;
another visiting the tea districts of Assam

;

another examining Liberian coffee in its native habitat
on the West Coast of Africa ; while the experience
of yet another planter was laid under contribution in

reference to cocoa in Trinidad
;
and the NUgii-is, Dar-

jiling and British Sikhim districts were personally visited
with reference to cinchona and tea cultivation. It is

no wonder, therefore, if Ceylon planters who have
lieen so well served and, who have had the opportunity
of watching and sharing in an immense variety of ex-

periments in the cultivation of new products, shoidd be

regarded as, on the ^vhole, at the top of their pro-
fession, and should, therefore, be iu request as pioneers
and instructors in other settlements where the cultivation
of tropical products is engaging attention. This island
has supplied Southern India with a certain number of

trained planters from time to time : Wynaad, Coorg and
the Nilgii'is cofiee districts owe their beginning to Ceylon
men. The Travancore planting settlement was an ofi-

shoot from this Colony, and more lately North Peermaad
has been occupied in the same way. Natal and Jamaica
have attracted a few Ceylon planters ; Fiji has largely
availed itself of experience from the same quarter ; Johore
and Perak are taking a ;;'oodly number of om- planters,
as well as Sarawak and North Borneo

; while, simul-

taneously. Northern Australia and North-East Queens-
land are coming into notice and are likely to avail
themselves not only of superintendents Imt of labourers
from Ceylon. Already a consiuerable nmnber of TamU
coolies have been transfeiTed from this island to labour
on Johore plantations, and although fault was found at
the time with a movement which seemed to be a breach
of the agi-eeraent between the local and Iniiian Govern-
ments ; yet we are not clear that if any Ceylon-bom
coolies—of whom there is now a considerable population
are selected for emigi'ants, any infraction of the law will

take place.
But it is not the emigration to other tropical lauds of

Tamil coolies—whether born in Ceylon or India—that
we have to notice today, but the approaching departure
of as many as 100 Sinhalese (carpenters and agricultui-al

laboiurers) on an engagement with a Sugar-estate pro-
42

prietor in Northern Queensland, an engagement which
we have no doubt is the one refen-ed to in the following
article fiom tlie Quecnslaiidcr—au extract of special
interest in itself, to the people of Ceylon :

—
"The cooly question has assumed a new phase. It

would appear Irom the letti-r of our Maryborough
correspond--iit, publislie<l in another column, "that Mr.
Nott, of Bundaberg, has resolved to cut the Gordian
knot anil himsell import 100 Sinhalese labourers under
engagement for five years, at a salary of £20 per
annum, including, it mav be presumed, rations and
accommoilatiuu. This, by comparison with the rates

paid to Polynesians and coolies, is very hiuh, but possibly
these people being in a sense skilled labourers are
deemed to be of moi'e value than eitlier Polynesians or
coolies in tlieir primitive condition. The population of

Ceylon in 187S was 2,608,930, of whom 14,000 or 15,000
were British nnd other whites of European descent,
about 1,750,000 Sinhale-e, and the remainder Tamils,
Arabs, and Malays.

" The Sinhalese iuhabiting the
coasts are a raild. timid race, obsequious to strangers,
and hospitable and humane. Their stature is rather
below the middle size : their limbs slender but well

shaped, eyes dark, finely-cut features, hair long, smooth,
and black, turned up ami fixed with a tortoiBeshell
comb on the top of the head. The Sinhalese of tlie

interior, or Kandyau Sinhalese, are a superior race,

being handsomer, and of more manly and independent
bearing, with a greater deijree of mteliigenco." The
foregoing is from Diackk's Enrydopcedia, published
last year. From other authories we learn that the

Sinhalese, with a tew exceptions, are Buddhists, by
which faith " the taking of life is strictly forbidden,
and falsehood, intemperance, dislionesty, anger, pride
and covetousness are denounced as incompatible with
religion, which enjoins the practice of chastity, grat-
itude, contentment, moderation, forgiveness of injuries,

patience, and cheerfulness
"

These labourers have prob-
ably been engaged in the cultivation of tobacco, cinuamou,
coffee, cinchona, Ac. and will no doubt be found very
useful in the early eff'orts of our planters to r.iise

tropical products. But the introduction of th>-se

people is likely to involve social difficulties nevertheless.

They are British subjects, and in making engagements
for service in Queensland will apparently not he in

any way interfered with by a paternal Govei imeut.
Under our Masters and Servants Act, the fivf years'
engagfinents with these lubotirers will be valid in

Queensland, and the law will treat them in all respects
as it treats European labourers. Yet these people will

enjoy no political rights, and will be an alien race
brouJit into close intercourse with British colonists.
Should the planters persist in introducing Sinhalese,

speedy legislation will be imperative, even if the Go-
veiument shoulddetermine to abandon or find themselves
unable to legalise cooly immigration. It seems probable
that if prohibitory legislation is not demanded by the
constituencies, some restrictions at least will be im-

posed upon the introduction of these people, and em-

ployers will be required to pay for the privilege they
enjoy. As the Sinhalese are British subjects, our

Legislature caunot put a poll-tax on them, especially
those who come into the colony not under engagement.
But with engaged labourers the conditions are different,
and the Leaislature will be expected to lay down
very specific rules under which their introduction may
be permitted.

"

It -nill be obsei-ved that the Queensland journalist
considers £'20 a year, imhidiny rations and accommod-
ation, ''very high"! AMiat mth cost of lines, medical
attendance, A'c, Tamil coolies on Ceylon estates cost

nearly as much as this, at least in normal seasons when
there is a fair proportion of coft'ee crop to pick and
prepare. If Mr. Nott is to get Sinhalese artificers at
the rate mentioned, he certauily need not complain of
it being too high, and yet we suppose out of the £20,
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the Sinhalese will be able to live comfortably and save

money to bring back with them to Ceylim. The ex-

periment is in many respects a very interesting one, and

no more favoirrable climate or land for making it, could

be presented than tropical Queensland. The Sinhalese

have been so accustomed to English colonists that they
will soon adapt themselves to their new, if temporary,
homes. Kind and considerate treatment mil, of course,

be necessary, and the Queenslanders will we have no

doubt consider the Sinhalese in many respects more
desirable servants than either South Sea Islanders or

Chinese. That the call for emigrants is locally popular

may be judged from the fact that Mr. CaulfeUd could

Bend 500, instead of 100 to his principal in Queens-
land in answer to the appeal made by advertisement

in our colimms. We om'selves have had a number of

letters of enquii-y on the subject from outstations. And

yet the Sinhalese have always been regarded as an ex-

tremely conservative stay-at-home people ! Perhaps the

present readiness to emigrate shews how the " hard

times" have told on the people, but it is also evidence

of the spread of intelligence and of a more manly in-

dependent sijiiit. The Australian colonies too have been

weU spoken of among hundi-eds and thousands of Sin-

halese through the long, pleasant and profitable business

done between Australian passengers and native dealers

and servants at Galle. Several Sinhalese have travelled

by mail-steamers from time to tune as servants, and six

Sinhale.-ie lads went as shepherds to Queensland last

year who perhaps have sent back news of then' comfort

and good ]>rospects which may have spread thi-ough the

native viUages and influenced the present movement.

Be tliat as it may, now that emigration has com-

menced on a scale of some importance, we must begin
to ask : is it not time for the Ceylon Government to

legislate with reference to the recruitment of its sub-

jects? It certainly behoves the local Government to

see that in the lengthened engagements made, the interests

of the Sinhalese are fuUy protected. We see it stated

that a young Eurasian overseer accompanies the Sinha-

lese (who go by next B. I. steamer to Cooktown) with

the view of settling down in the coimtiy permanently ;

but "it is not likely that all of the emigrants will care

to become permanent settlers and most will want to come
home after then- 2J or 5 years' engagement. In the terms

as advertized by Mi-. CaulfeUd, the an-angement for passage
back is veiy fair. We quote a few paragraphs from

the advestisement which are considerate and liberal :
—

"Wages :
—£20 sterling pir annum, and house and

garden 242 square yards per adult, free ; no food,

no clothing. These latter can be supplied by employer
on a corrtsponding reduction of salary.

—Passage and

food :
—On a five (5) years' engagement passage will

be paid to and fro. On a two-and-a-hnlf (2^) year

engagement (laps.ige will be paid to and half from.

Employee, on renevvnl of engagement for 5 years after

complttion of fir^t (5) years, receives £25 per an-

Bum, wages.
—Bonus of £6 Sterling : On completion

of five (5) years term and employee electing to renew

for a further period of five (5) years, he will be en-

titled to the above bonus of £G ;
and passage on

c- rapletion of renewed term.—Bonus of £3 Sterling :—
Ou completion of two-and a-half (2^) years term and

e;r.pli..>ee electing to renew for a further portion of

two-aud-ahalf (2^) years he will be entitled to the

above £3, but has then no claim for passage money
on expiry of renewed term.—Accommodation ;

—Same
as accustomed to on the Ceylon coffee estates.— In-

ductments :
—242 square yard* of bind to each aduli

man or woman for garden cultivation, the tame not

tn.nfferable without employer's saiiction.— Medical

atteiidHuce : Free.— Hobdays and Sundays :
—Sun-

days, Government b'didays and Sinhalese holidays
•will be allowed.—Illness of emplo\ee :

—During a pro-

longed or severe illness the employee will be entitled

to half salary aud food grsti ,
un doctor's certiticate.

"

There are other clauses equally considerate, and we are
told that the engagements made will come under the
Labor OrJiuance of Queensland ; but it is obriously
needful to see that the provisions of that ordinance

apply to the case of Sinhalese and equally that a cor-

responding ordinance—if not an intercolonial enactment—
be aiTanged for in Ceylon.
We must not be understood as wishing to discourage

the present movement : we believe Ceylon and the Sin-
halese will greatly profit in many ways from a few
hundreds or even thousands of the people going forth

to see the world and to give of their industrial power
to the development of new enterprizes. Sugar cultiv-

ation is by no means light work, and the Kanakas, who
have hitherto been the mainstay of the Queensland planters,
and not available in proportion to the increasing demand for

cheap laboiu'. White men, even if they could toil in the field

under a tropical sun, are out of the question, for the idea of

eight hom-s work, eight boms play

eight hom's sleep, and eight hob a day,
—

is incompatible i\ith the profitable cultivation of the

sugarcane. It remams to be seen how the Sinhalese
will answer. As carpenters and helpers about the factories,

they are siu'e to give satisfaction, but there may just
be a little doubt of theii' readiness to do field work

;

and yet we must remember that they labom- for long
horn's and under ti-ying cu'cumstances in tbeii' gardens
and paddy fields, and that one-halt then- objection to

employment on oiu' hill coffee plantations arises from
dislike to he associated with the immigi-ant Tamil coolies

on whom they have been accustomed to look down. We
are hopeful therefore that in Queensland Mr. Caulfeild's
selection of 100 Sinhalese will give satisfaction to theii*

employers, that they will prosper under then' engage-
ments and return in due season not only richer but
better men ready to promote the development of

agiicultural industry, where there is abundance of scope,
in their native land.

SPRING VALLEY COFFEE COMPAJSTY,
LIMITED.

Beport to be presented to the Seventeenth Ordinary
General Meetiug of the Company, on Thursday, the 3rd

day of August, 1882, at 1-30 p. m.
The Balance Sheet now submitted to you shews the finan-

cial position of the Company ou 31st May, 1882; and the profit
and loss account gives the result of the season of 1880-81.
At the meetiug held in .July, IS^l, you were informed
that the crop then being gathered was Ukely to reach

6,700 cwt; but, as has been stated by circular in January
last the pickings fell away at the end of the season in a
manner for which yoiu: Directors were certainly not pre-

pared; and whether too sanguine an estimate had been at
first made on the spot, or the trees, suffer! ug from rea-

I)eated attacks of leaf-disease, failed in a larger measure
than in previous seasous to ripen the crop, the out-turn,

including inferior coffee sold in Cej-Iou, was from the two
poperties but 6.211 cwt. The amount realized from the
sale of this has been £21,211 3s. 7d., and it may here be

pointed out that this is within a few pounds of the sum
produced by the much .•tmaller crop of 1878-79, prices
haviug materially receded in the meantime.
The expenditure of the year in Ceylon, wliich includes a

considerable outlay on buildings upon Spring Valley, has
been £17,485 15s. 7d., a large portion of wliich had been
incurred before the falling off in crop was ascertained.
The net result of the yea r's working is a profit of £2,399
76., and this added to the balance of Xl,544 16s. Id.,
carried forward last year, gives £3,944 3s. Id., to the cre-

dit of revenue. In January last a dividend of 4s. per
share, or 2 per cent., ujion the Capital, was paid to you,
absorbing £1,600 of this credit balance. It is with much
disappointment that the Board ask you to con.sider that

payment as final for the cirrcnt year, leaving £2,344 3s. Id.

to be carried forward. They would wiUiugly recommend
a further distribution at ibis time, if the returns for 1881-

82 were likely to add materially to the balance in hand.
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but the crop uow shipping is in a large measure a fail-

ure on many parts ot the property, the Autumn pickings
having amouutctl to a tew cwt. only, and the eutire yield
of tlie year will probably not exceed 3,900 cwt.

Believing that the best care and attention have been
bestowed on the cultivation of tlie estate by the Com-
pany's Manager and his assistants, and knowing that outlay
on what should be productive cultivation has not been

spared, your directors can only attribute the shortcomings
of the two years imder reWew to the unfavourable seasons

which, while they have proved antagonistic to the matiu'-

iug of fruit from blossom, have developed the spores of

leaf-disease in a cruelly prolific manner. The latest advices
from the estate, however, report an abimdant show of

healthy wood, and good prospects tor spring crop iu 18S3;
and it is satisfactory to know that the trees shew no

sign of succunjbiug to the disease, but are generally
healthy and \'igorous. The planting of cinchona trees on

Spring Valley is being largely extended, and their growth
is reported to be very encouraging for the futm-e. Dur-

ing the current year bark is being scraped from some of
the earlier planted trees; and, year by year, increased
revenue may be looked for from this source.

It will be noticed that a sum of £868 7s. 7d. appears
in the Balance Sheet as expended on the purchase and

shipment of wire tramways. These are iu course of erec-

tion. The transport of manure to the higher fields, so
essential to the upkeep of the property, has hitherto beeu
found impracticable, but by the suspended rope system,
as now to be extended and perfected, considerable accu-
mulations of manure from the main cattle establishment
will be distributed over a large area of the property.

It is much to be regretted thsit the strong represent-
ations which have been made to Government in the Colony
and at home, on the necessity for granting railway facil-

ities to planters in the Ouvah cUstrict, have as yet been
made in vain. To this Company alone it may safely be
said that direct communication by rail to the shipping
port would ensure a sa\dng of several thousands of pounds
annually, and to the Government themselves, as owners
of the entire railway system of the colony, the advantage
of bringiug into it one of the most important sections
of the island's traffic ought to be self-evident.

PROSPECTS FOR EX-CEYLON COLONISTS
IN AUSTRALIA.

Li answer to au enc^uiry made by us on behalf of a

Ceylon planter ^ith a little capital and a big family, a

gentleman of wide observation and commercial ex-

perience resident in Victoria, gives the following opuiion
as to the best opening in the Colonies. The inform-

ation may be of service to others who may be medit-

ating settlement in the far South on removal from de-

pressed, overcrowded Ceylon:
— " My own idea is Victo-

ria or New Zealand will be the best jjlace for anyone with
limited means. What i.s the age of the sons, and what
kuid of work are they used to ? Probably the best em-

ployment in Victoria would be dauy farming, but this

is very laborious. Wheat growing is easier but risky,
but still a friend ot mine has just netted £2,000 oS
600 acres of land. Victoria has the advantage of a

good market, whicli none of the other colonies can
boast about. Tasmania I look upon as only suitable

to the miner and capitalist. New Zealand has good
climate and land, but a very bad market for her pro-
duce." Our correspoudeut promises to give fuller

particulars by next mail.

liSDIAUUBBER PRODUCTION IN LRAZIL.

A pamphlet, lately issued in Rio de Janeiro by
Seuhoi' Pimenta Bueno, calls attention to the great
importance of this pnduot, and the inflnonce it has
bad on the commerce ot Para, the value of whose

imports and exports has risen from iOi'S'^i!, 580 mils.

during the years 1819-1854, to.in 1874-1879, 108,702,634

mils, or fully four times as much during the last five

years, whilw the revenue of the city has incnast-d
during the same period from 4,368,527,650 reis to

17,8-5,895,567 reis, hnving during the five years pre.
viou.sly, say fiom 18t9 to 1874, re>iched the 1 r.'esum
of 21, -'45 591 032 reis. To show the proporti.uiate
value of ii diarubber, as compared with other xports,
the ret:irn for 1879 80 apportions them as f..ll^.^v^ :—

Indiarubber ... 12,242 500 mils.
Castanhauuts ... 1,473,800
Cocoa ... 1,032,500 ',',

14,748,800 ,,

On the other hand, the total export from the tw.i

provinces ot Para and Amazonas during the same
period was 15,497,600 mds.

,
a striking proof of the

position held by indiarubber. It is further stated
that " the provinces of Para and the Amazonas import
sugar, cofl'e'', Indian corn, beans, and even niandioca
fl"ur !" Again, the v\riter of the pamjihlet st.ites tlat
indiarubber occupies the third place in the exports
of the Empire, alter coffee and sugar, and yet how
few of our readers are piobably aware of this fi.ct.
Para occupying the extreme northern limits of the

Empire, with its vast river, the Amaznn, flowing pa-t it.

The writer shows how, owing to the dist motive
manner in which the indiai uhber trees are cut down
this valuable branch of industry is threatened v th
serious diminution, if not almost extinction, and nrgea
that means ought to be taki u to regulate the cultiv-
ation and supply of this viduable article, a conclusiou
in which most people must agree, who feel an iofeest
in Br.Tzil, as well as the great river which gives access
trom Para to the Andes, and whose bank.s are covered
with primeval forests, many as yet almost untrccldeu

by the foot of man. A great increase in the value '

of the article is exhibited, that current being 3,lliO
'

reia per kilogram for fine quality, whereas in the year
1825 it was only worth 300 reis the kilogram. It iray
also be noticed that indiarubber contribute.^ 25 percent
ot its value to the gener.al and municipal taxes of Para.
The naturalist Agassiz, iu his great work on Brazil,

devotes a large portion of it to the Amazon nnd its

productions, extracts from which will be found in cur
columns, and he makes especial mention of the atten-
tion he nceived from Seiihor Pin^enfc. Bueno duiiug
his visit to that region.

—South American Journal,

FIBRES AND FIBRE MACHINEE-Y.
The Calcutta Enijlixhmaii summarizes infomiatiou

which has been published in the Calcutta Gazette re-

garding the cultivation of jute in the State of Louisi-

ana, and whicli is calculated seriously to afJ'ect the

cultivators of jute in India and the manufacturers

of the fibre iu Calcutta and Dunilee. Jute as well

as rameh (rhea gi'ass) seems succeeding well. The

Enijlixhinaii article states :
—

India has hitherto supplied juto to all manufaot.

uring countries. The importance nf jnte cultivation

to the cotton planter of the .Smthirn States of

America is very great. Jute bn ts imported at a
low rate of duty have, it is said, driven bogging
flax to the wall. In 1879 I he estimated yards of

baggiua used to cover the cottci crops of the year
was 33,000,000. Of this quantity 28 000, ,100 yards
were made of jute butts and "rjectious" and the

balance, 5 00 i, 000, of flax straw. Flax bai;ging, it

appears is not in favour as conip red with jnte butts

bagging a.? it is so dirty that it makes a ilitfcrence

in the price of the cotton. Sine; 1872, when Con-

gress took oil the duty on jute, it has been found

impossible at a paying r.ate to ii;,anufaeture baf,giug
for cottou iu the State of Minnesota; and thoustuids
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of dollars worth of fibre in Wiscoosiu and Minue-
Bota are n-presented as "rotting upon the fields.

"

No use of the vast acreage of flax fibre is made,
except in one establishment, in tha State. The
eanie condition of affairs was apparent in other
states of the Union when the dutj on gnnuy cloth
WIS reduced to such an extent as to make the ma-
nufacture of flax for bagging purposes impossible.
We should think that in such a case the flax straw
could be utilized for paper-making. While it is stated

that there can be no doubt as to the successful cult-

ivation of jute, it is added that a machine has been
invented such as the Indian Government desiderated
in the case of rhea, and for which, if perfectly
successful, a prize of R50 000 was to be awarded.
No machine fulfilling all the conditions was brought
forward, although some did good work. Now, however,
we are told that :

—
With regard to the separation of the fibre from the

bark a process has, it appears, been discovered, a
combination of chemical and mechanical means, by
which the "intrinsic and industiial value of jute
can be greatly enhanced at comparatively small cost,"
This howei'er requires to be confirmed by the test
of practical experience. In this newly discov^r^'d

process the steepmg and rolling of the plant hitherto
deemed indispeusible has been overcome and the cult-

ivator of jute need have no more difficulty with
his jute crop than with wheat or rye. Sowing, cut-

ting and carting will represent the cultivator's work,
and pools for steeping as in India for jute and
ramie, and for flax iu various countries in Europe,
with the various handlings and dryings entailed will

now, should the invention bear the teat of experi-
ence, be unnecessary. In addition to this, a macliine
of a most remarkable character has been invented and

patented in America by JVlessrs. Martin Dennis and
Albert Angell for the preparation of jute or ramie
fibre. It is thus described by Mr. Drummond.
This machine is 34 inches wide and 44 inches high,

and is very strong and not liable to damage. It can
be removed to any point without taking apart, and
it is ready for use on the instant, being simply a
series of rollers, and scrapers and beaters. At the

top is a copper with a dozen holes, through which
the fibre is fed to the machine. The machine started,
a stalk of ramie or other fibre is set by the thick
end into the hole ; it is grasped between two rollers

covered with flexible rubber, and the stalk in passing
into the machine iinniedintoly enconntera a knife,
which splits it in two, fending one iwo halves to

opposite sides of the machine. The halves on their

journey encounter "beaters," which break off the

pith and wood, and, on the other side, encounter

"sciapers" which remove the bark, and in an instant
the filament comes out in long ribbons of fibre. An
unbroken ribbon, exactly the length of the stalk or
switch which was fed to the machine, is thus obtained,
and the wood and extraneous matter are as cleanly
taken oft' as could be desired and without sliver.^.

Til is machine claims to be able to clean or prepare
2,0f'0 b. of fibre a daj', aud that it may be fed by
a boy. Ramie, mallow, or jute may be run through
it as soon as they are cut without any rotting of

the outer bark by steeping, which, it is contended,
injures the fibre. The fibre is unbroken. The scrap-
ings can be used as paper stock, and the woody fibre

as fuel for driving the machine. The only process
needlul after running the jute through the machine
is to boil the gum from the ribbons of fibre, and they
are then ready to be tied in hanks for the manu-
facturers. The very great importance of the inventions
we have thus shortly noticed cannot be overestimated
that if, should they prove equal to all the work the}-
claim to be able to perform. Messrs, Dennis and

Ar^ ll's Biachine is about to be tested on a large

Bcale during the year, and we may look for reports
of its working in a month or two. Should, however,
the operations prove successful, the Indian cultivator
and the Dundee manufacturers of jute will have to

adapt themselves to the changed conditions of cultiva-

tion and manufacture if they are to compete with
America. Tbere is always the advantage of cheap
labour on the side of India and if America invent
machines European capital aud enterprize can procure
and work them with the advantage of an almost un-
limited and cheap labour market thrown into the

bargain. How it will atJ^ect Dundee or India remains
to be seen.

Of course the success of the semi-chemical process,
and that of the machine, might helj) to render the
extraction of fibre from rhea and other plants in-

cluding plaintains, aloes, pineapples, &c., profitable
in Ceylon.

COFFEE AND TEA CULTIVATION IN THE
MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

A statement shewing the extent of coffee and tea

cultivation in the Madras Presidency for 1881 has

recently been submitted to the Government. The state-

ments from Travanoore and Cochin are still due,
which is unfortunate, as Travancore has a rather large
acreage under coS'ee cultivation. The statement illus-

trative of the state of coffee cultivation shews that
the total number of plantations is 18,028, including
14,24 1 plantations in the Wynaad. This is a decrease
as compared with former years, which is attributed to

the abandonment of estates in consequence of the

plants thereon having been blighted. Of course a large
number of these are small native gardens. Elevation

ranges from as low as 100 feet on the Malabar Coast
to 6,000 feet on the Nilgiris. The Wynaad estates
are from 2,400 to 4,700 feet above sea level. The
total area in acres is as follows : Vizagapatam 6 ;

Madura 5,0.59 ; Tmnevelly 2,870; Coimbatore 3,888;
Nilgiris 48,033; Salem 10,718; Malabar (including
Wynaad) 63,016 ; the grand total being 133,591 acres.

Of this area 59,355 acres is not yet planted, although
the land has been taken up for planting. The acreage
for Travancore will, we believe, be found to be about

30,000 acres, making a grand total of over 160,000
acres. The average yield in lb. per acre of mature
plants varies from 1001b iu some parts of Malabar to

5541b. in Palni, Madura. The Nilgiris average is a

good one, 4261b., much higher than that of the Wynaad,
1951b The Ceylon average of recent years, has been
under 3 cwt. per acre. The total approximate yield
in the Nilgiris was 10,015,(J19 lb., and that of the

Wynaad, with a larger area planted, only about half
the quantity, viz., 5,763,2-'5 lb. The smallness of the

yield iu the Salem District, 792,000 lb. from 5,650
acres planted, is attributed to the damage committed
by the cyclone in October last. The total upprox-
mate yield in all the districts was 18,548,646 lb.

These statistics show the grave importance to this

Presidency of the recent action of the British Go-
vernment with regard to the adulti ration of cofifee,

cultivation. We must now turn to the statement
illustrative of the state of tea cultivation in this Presid-

ency, is not a very ehiborate one. I'he plantations
are of couivse chiefly upon the Nilgiris, wheie t ey
number 86 ; there are three small estates in the Malabar
district, and two very small estates in Madura. The
elevation ranges from 3, (,'00 to 8,000 feet. The number
of acres planted is 4,302, and there are 4,833 acres
taken up for planting but not yet p'anted. The ap-
proximate yield was 648,616 lb., or about 246 lb. per
acre of mature plants. Some estates—one at Coonoor—produced as much as 400 lb. per acre, we hear priv-

ately, which must have resulted from high cultivation

aud careful working. It must be remembered that
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theee returns do not iuclnde Travanoore and Cochin,

although the figures from these districts will not

greatly alfect the tea statistics of the Presidency, we

suppose. We should have liked to have Been the

returns more complete ;
some idea of the size of the

estates might have been conveyed. At present a large
Dumber of very small gardens must be included, or

the Wynaad estates would not be entered as numbering
over 14,OU0 for an area of 58,652 acres of coffee.—

M. Mail.

DEVELOPEMENT OF THE AMAZON :

HUtlAR, COFrEE A>.'D NEW PRODUCTS.

(From the South A/nerican Journal,)

We have for some time endeavoured to call atten-

tion to ihe great facilities presented by this immense
inland navigation, if properly developed, and rendered

more available to external commerce. In another part

of our paper will be found allusion to a pamphlet
lately issued by Senhor Pimenta Biieno, upon the

culture of India rubber, and the evils arising from

neglect of this most valuable commodity, which re-

quires to be more under control if it is not to fall

into decadence and eventual ruin from the reckless

manner the trees are dealt with.

Professor Agassiz, who paid a lengthened visit to

Brazil during the winter of 1865, and devoted a large

portion of his interesting volume, published in 1868,

to an account of an exploration of the Amazon, more
extensive probably than by any writer who has

preceded him as regards its facilities, thus expresses
the general impression made upon him :

—
"

I have never been able to explain quite to my
own satisfaction the somewhat meUincholy impression
which this region, lonely as it unquestionably is,

made upon me when I first saw it—an impression
not wholly destroyed by a longer residence. Perhaps
it is the general aspect of incompleteness and dec^y,
the absence of energy and enterprize making the lavish

gifts of nature of no avail. In the midst of a country
that sh uld be overflowing with agricultural products
neither milk nor butter, nor cheese, nor vegetables,
nor fruit, are to be had. You constantly hear people

complain of the difficulty of procuring the commonest
articles of domestic consumption, when, in fact, they

ought to be produced by every landowner. The agri-

cultural districts of Brazil are rich and fertile, but

there is no agricultural population. The tamed Indian

floating about in bis canoe, the only home to which
he has a genuine attachment, never striking root in

the soil, has no geuius for cultivating the ground."

Speaking of the productions of s-ugai and coffee, rather

a singular illustration is aftorded of the want of ap-

preciation in which Brazil coffee has been held in

foreign countries to remedy which laudable efforts are

now ueing made in this country.
Mr. Agassiz says :

— '' The sugar cane has long being
the chief object of cultivation in Brazil, and the produc-
tion of fugar is still eoneiderable ;

but within several

years the planting of sugar cane has given way to that of

colTee. I have taken pains to ascertain the facts respect-

ing the cultivation of coffee during the last fifty years ;

the immense development of this branch of industry
and the rapidity of the movement, especially in a

country where labour is so scarce, is amongst the

most striking economical phenomena of the country.
Thanks to their perseverance and to the favourable

conditions presented by the conetitution of their soil,

Ihe Brazilians have obtained a kind of monopoly of

coffee. More than .half the coffee consumed in the

woi-ld is of Brazilian growth. And yet the coffee of

Brazil has little reputation, and is even greatly under-

rated. Why is this ? Simply because a great deal

of the best produce of Brazilian plantations is sold

under the name of Java and Mocha, or as the coSiee of

Martinique or Bourbon. Martinique produces only
six hundred sacks of coffee anuually, Guadeloupe, whose
coffee is sold under the name of the neighbouring
islands, yields six thousand sticks, not enough to

provide the market of Kio de .Janeiro for twenty-fonr
hours, and the Island of Hourbnn hardly more- A
gre.it part of the coffee which is bought under these
names, or under th.it of Java coffee, is Bnizilian,
while the so called Mocha cntfee is often nothing but
the small round bean of the Brazilian plant found
at the summit of the branches and very carefully
selected. If the fazendeiro, like the Java planters,
sold the crops under a special mark, the great pur-
chasers would learn with what merchandize i hey have
to deal, and the agriculture would be greatly bene-
fitted. But there intervenes between the fazendeiro
and the e.\ porter a class of merchants— half bankers,
half brokers—known as commissarios, who, by mixing
different harvests, lower the standard of the crop,
thus relieving the producer of all responsibility, and
depriving the product of its true characteristics."

This state of things is about to be rectified,
and herealter Brazil coffee will stand more on its

real merits.*

Professor Agassiz, after drawing striking picture^
of the griat advantages the Amazon valley presents
to the Empire and the delusions that prevail as to the

injurious nature of the climate, concludes his remarks
witii the following additional notice of its produc-
tions :

— " The importance of the Basin of the Amazon to

Bazil from an industrial point of view can hardly
be over estimated. Its woods alone have an almost

priceless value. Nowhere in the world is there finer

timber, either for solid constructions or for works of

ornament, and yet it is scarcely used even for the local

buildings, and makes no part whatever of the exports.
It is strange that the development of this branch of

industry should not even have begun in Brazil for the
rivers which flow past these magnificent forests seem
meant to serve, fu'st as a water power for the saw mills

which ought to be established along their borders, and
then as a means of transportation for the material so

provided. Setting aside the woods as timber, what shall

I say of the mass of fruit, resin, oils, colouring matter,
textile fibres which they yield. When I stopped at Para, on

my way to the United States, an exhibition of Amazonian

products, brought together in preparation for the World's
Fan' at Paris, was still open. Much as I had admii'ed,

duiTng my journey, the richness and variety of the

materials native to the soil, I was amazed when I saw
them side by side. I here noticed among others, a

collection of no less than one himcb'ed and seventeen

kinds of highly valuable wood, cut from a piece of land

less than half a mile square. Of these many were
dark coloiu'ed, veined woods, susceptible of a high polish—
as beautiful as rosewood or ebony. There was a gi'eat

variety of oUs, all remarkable for theii- clearness and

purity.
• There were a number of fabrics made from the

fibres of the palm, and an endless variety of fruits. An
Empu-e might esteem itself rich in any one of the sources

of industiy which abound in this valley, and yet the

greater part of its vast gi'owth rots on the ground, and

goes to form a little more river mud, or to stain the

waters on the shores of which its manifold products die

and decompose. But what smqnized me most was to

find that a great part of this region was favourable to

the raising of cattle. Fine sheep are fed on the grassy

plains and on the hills which stretch between Ohydos
and Almeyrim, and I have rarely eaten better mutton

* Its
" real merits "

will be rated in the future as they
were in the past by the extent to which the "cherries" are

allowed to ripen on the trees, and the care bestowed on
the preparation. It has been because of beans gathered
prematurely and badly prepared that Kio coffee has held

low rank.—Ed.]
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thau at Erar(5 in the midst of these Serras. And yet

the inhabitants of this fertile region suffer from hunger.
The insufficiency of food is evident, but it arises solely

from the inability of the people to avail themselves of

the uatmal productions of soU. As an instance of this

I may mention that, though living on the hanks of rivers

which abound in delicious fish, they make large use of

salt cod, hnported from other countries."

[It just cumes to this : that one of the richest portions
of the globe is, wi'ougfully, in possession of the acre

least fitted to turn it to good account.—Ed.]

E0ST IN Wheat.—Notwithstanding the frequent

experiments made to ascertain as nt-aily as po-sible
the cause of rust in wheat, no certain conclusion

has yet been arrived at. The Rev. J. B. Sneyd,
of South Australia, gives as his opinion, based

upon his own observations, that "where limestone

exists in considerable quantities in the soil, red rust

does not make much havoc with the crop ;
where it

exists only in small quantities, rust seems totiourish."
—

Qiieenslaiuler.
Vines in California.—Concerning the vine culture

cf California, the San Francisco SfWrfi" fays -.—'The

increase in the size of viu-'-yards is remarkabl'". Four

years ago a plantation of 2110 acres was considered a

very large plantation. Now vineyards of 500 to 600

acres are common, and there has this year been planted
one of 1,500 acres, near Los Angeles. An experienced
viniculturist gives it as his opinion that before three

years we shall have vineyams of 5,000 to 6,000 acres

each. he present total numb r of acres under vines,

he conjoctures, is about 100,000, all of which will be

bearing four years from now, with a possible produc-
tion of 40 000,000 to 50 000,000 gallons yearly. Last

year's vintage prodm'ed 9,000,000 gallons, but more

thau one-thud was destroyed through frosts. The
outlook for the npxt year's crop is very good; but.

last year's prices forgrapes will not be maintained."—
Public Opinion.

Papek Tea-boxes?—Why not, since rooting tiles, rail-

way carriage wheels and especially casks are made of

paper? The idea suggested itself to us while reading

a valuable article on " Tea Bulking
"

in the Indiijo

Fhinters' Gazette. The article concludes thus :
—

" There is one point in connection with box-making,
which seems to have escaped the notice of planters.

Boxes, as a rule, are not cubes, and for many reasons

they ought to be. In making boxes by machinery,
it i.s clearly advantageous to have all the sides of

similar size, but the great advantage to be gained is

in stowing in a vessel's hold. A box is handed down
to the stowing coolies and after being tried in a

certain space, it is found that it won't fit in, the

box is then lifted and twisted round till the narrow-

est side is ascertained, and then it is returned to its

place.
All this knocking about would be avoided,

if it were known that tea chests were cubes, because

if a chest failed to fit a space one way, it would be

folly to move it about in a vain hunt for a narrower

side. These are the little points—little, individually,

perhaps, but powerful for evil collectively
—that are

as a rule not considered worth wasting time about,

but which must be attended to in an intelligent

manner, in view of the competition with China

tea which is every day becoming more keen."

Now, it seems to us that by the use of no other

substance could so much unifoi-mity of strength, size and

weight be secm-ed as papier mache well di-ied, solidified

by pressure, and perhaps lacquered on the outside. How
the sheets of which the boxes should be made could be

put together is the greatest difficulty we anticipate,

but no doubt it can be overcome. WUl some competent

authority work out the idea, which is so obvious that,

yerhajjs, it has already led to experiment.

Tea.—The tea trade in Madras last .month was a

pretty large one, the total quantity of te;i shipperl
from this port being 21,620 lb. valued .it U2^,b77.
Of the aliove quantity 2ii,010 lb. "ere shipped to (ireat

Britain, 79-i II). to New York, 738 lb. t^ Melbouiue
and 80 lb. to Kaug^on. Small shipments continue to

be made by every steamer leaving Madras for London.—M. Standaril.

New Products.—The "Agricultor Progressista
"
pub-

lishes a tetter from a Brazilian engineer, directing
attention to the value of the nuts of the pinssaba

palm as a fuel for sterm engines. He declares that

they are fqual in luating quality to the best coal,
and superior to it in that they leave no cinder—
only an ash, very rich in jiotash- The piassaba palm
abounds, and the writer c.ilculates that ten palms
would yield per annum 5,000 nuts, equivalent to a

ton of coal, and that 180 palms would require only one
acre. Au experiment might be made on some of the

Anglo-Brazilian railways.
—S. A. Journal.

"New and Untried Fields in Ceylon."—Under
this heading, the Lanka Snahan, while deploring the
want of originality in the Ceylonese of the present day,

points out various fields to which they should turn at-

tention. In the cultivation of paddy, the natives have

gone on in the same primitive fushion for centuries,
but DOW that Ruropeiin? have begun to take up this

product, no doubt we shall see an improvement. In
coconut and cinnamon cultivatirm Europeans have

already set the example of scientific metbids, and

intelligent natives have not been slow to follow.

But Ithere are other fields of enterprize almost un-
touched. To quote from our contemporary :

—" In
manufactures Ceylon has made bnt little progress

though admittedly thei'e is extensive room for it.

Many of the products of our fields gurdens and forests

are wasted or lie rotting in the air from our ignor-
ance of the means of utilizing them. We have an
unlimited number of fibre yielding pluuts the produce
of which can easily be converted into cordage, can-

vass or cloth, but most of which is now absolutely
thrown away. Our lauds can produce an inexhaustible

supply of different varieties of fruits and vegetables
which if people are more generally conversant with the

methods of preserving tliem, can be kept fresh and

ready for daily use when the season ha^ passed I esides

exporting in larg-- qnautities to foreign countries.

The lield for breeding every vari tv of cattle horses

and fowls 13 practically without limit. If we will

follow the example of the 'go-ahead' Americans the
most useless lakes aud lagnous can be turned it seems
to very profitable account by being user! for brreding
the besi kind of fishes the supply of which when once
e-tablislied will be almost everlisti'g. We well re-

member the remarks made by some Americans during
the last pearl fishery, that every bit of the fl sh and
shells of oy fters buried under ground in Ceylon,
would h IV6 been converted to some use in the United
St itos, if the fishery had only feiken phice there. For

manufacturing and other purposes it is impossible to

compete witli Western n.itions without tlie introduction
(tf suitable machinery. The use of Machinery is not in

all cases so expensive as it is generally supposed in

Ceylon. There are hundreds of machines which with

very inconsiderable outlay, can be made to yield very
large profits. Even the costly machines are in tha

long run of great value to their possessors. It is use

of the machinery in addition to large forest land,
whch his made the United States in a comparatively
few years a formidable rival to the long established

commerce of England. Steam and, machinery there
have to a ^reat extent taken manual work out of the
hands of laborers." The newly lormed Agricultural As-
sociation will, no doubt, make it oue of its aims to

introduce new enterprizes and extend and improve
old ones among the natives.
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Cinchona.—The advanced rates obtained fnreinchoua
of yooil quality at tbe last public sale and tlie very

Bpirited bidding are explained bv onr morning c- iitemp-

orary as IoIIoas:— "It appears that two Lond"u Firms
had forwarded an op nioii. based on advices of sales fro.ni

tliis i^ide, tiiat the margin between the Colombo and the

London rates was greater Irian cirL-umstances warrantcil,

and in order to put this to the test, orders for a good
extent of baik were sent out to two local houses, who

by their competition advanced the rate^* by about
seven cents the unit of quinine, which, as our readers

are aware, forms the ba-is of oalcnlations for value."

Gum Leaf-disea.se.—With reference to this newly-
developed pest, the interesting question has been

Incidentally suggested to us. whether the affec-

tion has ever been seen on the large primary foliage
of the blue gums, and, if it has not, whether the

exemption • from it of trees on the Lover s Leap
plantation and elsewhere may not be due to the

fact that the advice which Dr. Thwaites. C.M.G.,

formerly gave to us and others, to keep the trees

topped, so as always to presjrve the original leafage,
has been followed ? We confess that the cause for

exemption if such exemption exists, does not seem
to us sufficient, but we shall be glad to have in-

formation on this and other heads from those able

to afford it. The extra virulence of tlie attack this

season seems clearly enough to Vie due to the ex-

cessive and incessant rainfall.

Amateui! i;ardener8 are not generally aware that saw-
dust has beeu found of great servic- in striking cut-

ting.s. A writer in the Journal of Ifortkulfiirc reconi-

meuded it in very strong terms some time back, and
other journals, devoted to agriculture have rep ati'd

it on the experience of others, so that it a|)pears to

be an established tact in propagating at the present
time. The testimony given concerning it agrees in

this, that it tends to produce roots more quickly,

surel^^, and numerously than any other materi d ; and
if the material is obtained fresh from the pits it will

not require renewing for twelve months. Cuttings of

soft wooded and hard wooded plants alike strike

freely in it, and the kind of sawdust mostly tried iu

this way has been soft wood. Sawdust as a fertiliz-

ing agent is of little or no value unless bedded down
to iininials.—Que mlander.
Creoles axd Coolies in Beiti.sh Guiax.a : a Stking

ENT Act AGAIN.ST INDOLENCE REQUIRED.—The Royal
Gazette says :

—The first, and we might safely say,
the only source of permanent wealth in a colony
such as this is. lies in agriculture and its operations.

Every other means of livelihood hinges on the fruits of

the soil, and there is more truth than is generally
credited to it in Mr. Russell's contention, tliat to

the immigrant population shotild be charged the en-

tire prosperity of the Colony, and the ability of its ui-

habitants to meet the taxation necessary to grease
the wheels of the state, and which led to its ultimate de-

velopment. Without the coolie these means would

shortly be nowhere, and British Guiana would speedily
revert to the deplorable position it was in prior to

1851. Coidd the vagrancy act only be carried out,
and the lazy youths now hanging round our towns
and villages, be forced to gain an honest livelihood

whether on their own gi-ounds or in the sugar estates

we would speedily see a vast improvement on the
face of the whole country ; and the present cry of

the merchants regarding tluU trade would be soon

changed in its tune. It is not to the coolie and his

saving habits- this condition can be attributed but
to the lazy Creole. The sooner this fact is recognized,
and pressure brought to bear upon the Goveniinent to

cause each member of the community to add by his

labour, the qieota to the public weal, so much the

earlier will the trade of the Colony improve and its

merchants regaui theii- former prosperous position.

Planting and Cotfek Leaf Disease in the
Struts.— Mr. T, H. Hill, a w.dl known ex-Matale
planter, write-: by thi- mail :

— "
I am anxiously

watcliiiig results of expovimiits with .Mr Storck'a
vaporzation core for leaf-disca<e. I have tried all
remedies that have been advocated while I was in

Ceyhm, and did not ever try one .1, second time.
1 have liad Mr. Storck's systi-m at work here since
Airil and 00 Lilierian trees tha (they came from CV\ Ion)
were very bad indeed in .\pril : the results are all one
could wish. 1 have ordered a lirge quantity of No. 5
acid. A nursery also has been ured hereduiiri;; the past
f'lup mouths: that took a long-time before the catholic
had any visible effict on it. It is no use trying with any
hut the reiil acid : it it is only di^uppointing. 5 months
is a short time and previous failures engender caution
bill so far I quite think it wid prove a success. There
will be a large rise iu the revenue heie, and, if there
was an Olt.ierner to proinoie, review and discuss
plaTiting matters, it would be a want supplied."
Ceylon is not so far awav : let the Straits planters
freely utilize these columns and those of the T. A.
and they will find the Straits authorities carefully
considering their suggestions.

TissAMAHAEAJH Tank IS Ceylon is the subject of an able

report by Mr. J. H. Dawson, emhoiUed iu a Sessional paper
just published. His subject is really

"
Irrigation

"
imder

the tank iu the valley of Tihawa, the confonnatiou of
which he describes. He next refers at some length to
the ancient scheme for the iii-igation of the vaUey, and
Mr. Dawson sums up with the beUef that these and
other similar works " so generally found to be projected
on scientific principles," are,

"
if rude in the method

of their construction, admu-ably adapted for the achieve-
ment of the objects for which they were designed."
Next we have a table of rainfall for 8 years—the extremes
being 23-82 in 1876, and 73-94 in 1878—the average tor

1873-80, being 46-10 inches. ThenfoUows the more pract-
ical part of a Supply scheme from EUagaUa, Tissawewa
tank, Yodayawewa tank, distribution uuder Tissamaha-
rama tank, a synopsis of report and estimate of cost
of works, description of plans and '

Financial.
'

The
latter exhibits a most glowing estimate of the advant-
age to Government which in revenue alone should "et

13J per cent on an expenditiu-e of R300,000 ! Later on,
Mr. Churchill deals n-ith Mr. Dawson's second and more
modest scheme, and confli-ms his estimate as follows :

"The Tissamahi'irima works, as they are at present,
will sene ti irrigate l,.'iOO acres ol piddy land. Tuey
were originally designed ou a small scale (with the
exception of the anient across the Magam river) with
the view of ascertaining wheiher people would go and
.settle down and pnrchase and cultivate their lands.
If this h«s proved to be the case, I think it would
be desirable that the works should be enlarged for the
irrigation of 5,000 acres more land. This could be
doue at a cost of 5i',S00 rupee-. Mr. Dawsou, in his

report, . calculates the return to the Government from
one fiftecu-fold crop over the extent of this 5 000
acres at 71 per cent, on the total expenditure on' the
works (fi im the first commencement) of 200 000 ru-

pees. This, I think, is a very low e»timate of what
"lay bo • xpected. As the land becomes sold and
cnltivatioii extends over these .^i,000 acres, the works
could thi u be further enlarged and auotlier reservoir
formed .-.t a cost "f about 100,000 rupees for the
irrigation if another 5,000 acres, the return from which
W' uld no', be lei-s ih.in from the other .''i.OOD acres."
liut it is idle estimating and speculating at a time
when the ivhole of the revenue is absorbed iu Estabhsh-
ments and the mere routine motion of Goverument
machinery. We doubt if £20,000 can he spared dm-ino-
1883 out of .i;i,250,000, for invest-,pr>nt in a work of
a decidedly reproductive character; a ad yet there are
gentlemen iu our midst who are in

_ itient at the «•>
tor Retrenchment !
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Sulphur.—The value of the yearly production of

sulphur in Italy is now estimated at something like

five million dollars. This country is the greatest im-

porter, the next in order heing France, Great Britain

and Germany. The exporting ports are, Gurgenti,

Licata, Terranova, and Catania. Fifty per cent of the

material is lost in burning and meltintr, and the whole

process in use is very primitive.
—Oil and Dru<j News.

AuTiFloiAT, Quinine.—There have been rumours for

some time that artificial quiniue could be madf, and

wa.s indeed being largely manufactured. J'he process

w.as apparently one of childlike simplici'y, and con-

sisted only in bringing together dihydrolepidin, diliydro-

ethylpyridin, and the chloranhydride of chloropro-

phinio acid. A substance obtained in this, or some

similar way, and called ohinolin tartrate or artificial

qianine, has been used by Dr. Schapringer in the

Jewish Hospital, Philadelphia. It was found to have

slight antiperiodic properties, but to be far inferior to

quinine
—Record.

A Strong and Handy Cement.—One of tlie strong-

est cements, and very readily made, is obtained when

equal quantities of gutta percha and shellac are melted

together and well siirred This is best done in an

iron capsule placed on a sand hatli, and heated either

over a gas furnace or ou the top of a s'ove. It is

a combination possessing both lianluess and toughness
—

qualities
that make it particularly desirable in mending

crockery. When this cement is us^d the articles to be

mended should be warmed to about the melting point

of the mixture, and then retained in proper position until

cool, when they are ready for use.—OH and Drug News.

Our Forests and Vegetation.—We call attention

to Mr. Vincent's paper on ' '

Ceylon Forests,
"

wliich we take over from the Indian Quarlrrly

Maqazinc of Forestry and to tlie summary and trans-

lation of Professor kaeckel s enthusiastic description

of vihaX he saw and experienced in Ceylon. There

is more of the latter to follow. It will be observed

ihat Mr. Vincent expressly states that chena cultivation

has perhaps done more harm to the forests in Cevlon

thau in any other part of the East, and more especially

has the mischief been done during the p:>.9t fifty years
a severe reflection on the way in which the Agents

and Assistant Agents of Government have looked

after their districts.

Our Hills.—We read in the Indian World :
—

" Some of the Darjeeling people are complaining about

"continuous rain" up there. But continuous rain

is the normal condition of things at Darjeeling.

People who are not prepared to live in a mackintosh

suit, should stay in the plains.
" The truth in this

case is two-sided. A Ceylon planter visited Dar-

jeeling and experienced incessant rain. Our experience

was incessant drought which liad lasted for seven

month.s, nnd the view of Kinchinjunga was hidden from

us, not by mist but by the .imoke of a country a

large portion of which had been fired by the joomers,

or we should call them in Ceylon the chenaers.

A New Article of Trade.—Of late an export

trade has sprung up in tamarind, and large supplies

are sent by almost every P. & O. steamer to Suez

and London. Supplies of tamaiind obtained from the

districts were hitherto retained for local consumption,
and with a demand from almost all the towns on

the coast, and especially in the southern districtsand

Ceylon, the trade in this comoiodity «as a purely

Indian one. Now, however, with shipments steadily

going forward, we may have to record the fact that

the price of tamarind has risen, and that the trade

in it has never been so brisk as it is present. The

ate'im>-r "Nepal," ou the 2l3t ultimo, took away 422

bundles from this port, and large supplies we^ e ship-

ped on, board the "
Lombardy

"
yesterd.ay.

— Madras

Standard.

Perak.—Mr. A. Schutze, proprietor of the coffee

plantation m Perak so much a dmired the other day
tiy His Excellency Governor Weld is at present on a

short visit to Ceylon, and he will be glad, during his stay
at the Queen's Hotel, Kandy, till Monday next, and
after that at the Grand Oriental Hotel, Colombo, till

Thursday or Friday, to give information about this

new planting territory, to any intending investors.

Mr. Schutze brought over with him some 24 bushels

of his maiden coffee crop in parchment. This on

being cured in Colombo, has given the fair outturn of 5
cwt.

,
and although the bean had been lying too long in

the parchment skin, the samples (of Nos. 1, and P.B.)

given to us by Mr. Schutze, are very favourable and
|

of good colour. These can be seen at the Observer
\

Office.
I

Coffee Adulteration.—We see from a paragi'aph in i

a home paper by this maO that Mr. Magniao, M.P.,
induced the Government to provide for other admixtures
with coffee, in the same way as has been done with chicory,
thus:— "

Vegetable Matter."—Mr. Magniao has succeed-
ed in considerably improving the new law as to the sale

j

of substitutes for coffee by the insertion of a clause I

providing that all packets purporting to contain coffee
'

with a mixture of other articles should bear on the
i

outside a plainly-printed statement of the nature of

the admixture. The amendment was accepted by the

Government, who, however, most inconsistently re-

fused to accept another amendment proposed by Mr.
Cavendish Bentinck, that the percentage of coffee to \

other ingredients should also be stated. The label I

will nui no doubt: "This is a mixture of coffee and
." But, imtil the proportions are specified, i

such label will afford little or no cheek on the I

retailers.
'

Cinchona Cultivation under Shade ; Coffee •

Crops, Forest Denudation and Change op Seasons.
1—A planter writes:—"I should be glad to see a para- 1

graph from some one who has had practical experience I

of cinchona cultivated under the shade of forest trees,
but I should not consider a small patch of standing :

jungle, on a ridge, for instance, planted with cinchonas, I

any argument for or against shade. Could you get
' W. D. B.

'

to give us his opinion ou this important
subject?. I feel sure it would be of value. The sum-

ming up of Ills letter of the 15th on abnormal seasons i

I believe to be as true as any judge ever summed '

up a case for the consideration of a jury. If we can I

agree that abnormal seasons as understood by
' W. !

D. B.' is tlie cause of short crops, and if there be

any truth iu the theory that the wholesale de-
struction of our mountain forest is the cause of the I

change of climate, then, in addition to the means re-

commended by 'W. D. B.
'

so as to modify the evil i

effects of the seasons I would suggest that Govern- I

meut be asked to appoint two or more competent i

foresters from India to supervise the establishing of
'

nurseries of suitable forest trees for the purpose of
j

jjlanting up tlie whole of the available crown patanas.
Blue gxims and other quick-growing trees would soon '

repay the trouble and expense. Our Forestry Depart- ,

ment, I see, is composed of six foresters, but report
hath it that their duties are more in the way of '

marking trees for the axe tlian for planting purposes.'
Our correspondent may make liis mind easy about' .

forest denudation in Ceylon affecting the rainfall I

and seasons. We think " W." 's admirable letter in \

Friday's Observer (which probably our correspondent
had not read when he wrote) should once and for

j

ever dispose of the croaking about forest denud- '

atiou in Ceylon. Of course "W. "
does not attempt |

to defend indiscriminate felling of forests. Timber is '

one of man's wants, and forests have there role. I

However, so far as the matter bears on oiir case, it I

is clear we may leave it to theorists.
j
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$otiii6spond«noj^.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

INFORMATION FROM PERU AND CHILE.

Edinburgh, 2Gth July 1S82.

Dear Sir,—The annexed extract from a private letter

received from mj brother in South America may be

interesting, should you care about publishing it.—
Yours, kt, P. D. iMILLIE.

"Coqnimbo, ChO^, June 18b2.

" Cinchona.—You aregcingto have a pretty low price
for your produce, now that its cultivation is carried on,

on so large a scale, almost everywhere that the tree

will grow. Quinine will ere long be amazingly che.ap
too ; all the better for mankind, if not for the planters.
A letter has at last been received from the ViceCousul
at the port of Mellendo in Pern. It turns out just as

I told you would be the case. No planter will sell, or

allow to be taken, if he knows it, the seed of

the Calisaya Vera. They will let you have any
quantity nf tlie other varieties without difficult}'. The
Consul writes that he made every tfibtt to get some
seeds of the right sort, but to no purpose. Of course a

botanist might take the matter into his own hands,
and roam about iti Upper Peru, helping himself to any
seed he might find on the trees, but, if suspected of

doing so, as doubtless he would be, I guess his life

would not be woith niuch.
" The Bolivians have latterly taken to cultivating the

tree, aid are not ench fools as to assist anybody idse

to obtain the seed oi the coveted variety, the almost

exclusive possession of which (were this possible)
would enable them to compete with all the world.

"As regards 'New Products' for Ceylon; I fancy
that a great many have been almost overlooked.

Instance tho grape, which, I observe, lias only recently
been found to be quite easily cultivated in some parts
of the islaad. In India nobody used to think that

wheal would succeed. This year, I observe that

1,000,000 tons of shipping will be required to carry
wheat from India to Europe ! 1 wonder if this is

really true ? The Argentines used to think that wheat
would not grow on the River Plate, and were sup-

plied with it from Chile ;
now they are exporting

too. I could give many more instances of the same

tind, and think that, in Ceylon, with a great variety
of climates, little enterprize and tact have hitherio

been shewn in the way developing products. [Nuio
it is different.— P. D. M.]
"Here in Chile for years, I might say for gener-

ations, we have been importing wines, beer, oil, and

mai.y other things, which we are only now finding
out can be abundantly produced in our own country
if we will only turn our attention to agriculture,
or horticulture as a science and get competent peo-

ple to start new undertakings, inste;;d of bringing
wine, beer, and oil from Europe. We want the men
who are skilled in producing them. Perhaps there is

some room for this sort of thing in Ceylon, too,

"T. J. W. Millie.''

THE NITRATES QUESTION: WASH, DRAINING,

WEEDING, &c. ON TROPICAL PLANTATIONS.
23rd August 1882.

Sir,—With reference to your footnote to my letter,

in which you say that I cannot be serious in suggesting
that the loss of nitiates is of no importance to the

coffee iilanter, I would endeavour to illustrate my
meanii g by saying that, if a man has enough money to

live OB, the loss of any surplus income is practicuUy

of no importance to him : he merely puts by surplus

48

income with the view of providing for the contingency
of inability to make money, or for the benefit of pos-

terity. If he had none of these contingencies to

provide for, there would be no need for surplus
income. The supply of nitrates is regular, the crop
is perennial, and what need to weep over the loss of

nitratfS which so far have not been shown to be difl-

cient? Loss by wash seems to me to be far more

important ; and practically there is not the slightest
doubt that this evil has been mitigated by close drain-

ing. In what are called the joung districts one does

not see the roots laid bare as in the old districts opened
without drains. The last thing deserving of condemn-
ation is draining, and I cannot agree with "J. L. A."
in regretting the money expended in keeping the

drains clean. The greatest enemy to clean draii s is

the weeding contractor, who tumbles down earth,
stones and logs without heed, whereas in weeding on

estate account the cleaning out of drains inny be

effected month by month without any appr.ciahle
increase to the cost of weeding. Anytlung that will

stop wash must do good ; and, speaking more esp. cialiy

with reference to tea, I believe that this would be

approached by growing the creeping grass frequently
used for lawns underneath the shrub. I am not sure

that it would do any harm to coffee. Fruit-trees at

home and coconuts out here do very well in grass.

Manuring would have to be carried out on the old

principle of holes, but the land might be benefi-

cially prised up with forks without turning over

the sod at suitable seasons. "X." appreciates
our troubles and seems to grasp at any new idea,

any departure from our present modus operandi. A
great evil to be guardtd a.:ainet iB the tendency of

planters to follow their leader, to emlTai;e new ideas

en viasse, to prune in the same way, lop to the same

height, manure on the same principles and in the same

quantities, regardless of local conditions. This is due

in part to the fact that there is very little scope
allowed to the superintendent in the present day,
that his local knowledge is ofien

''

pooh-poohed,
"
that

he lias merely to carry out the views of the visiting

agent, or still worse of the omnipotent Colombo firm.

If climatic infiuHnces are important, it must no; be

forgotten that they vaiy on every gi-uup of estates

and even on every estate, and that local experience
is more valuable than the most ingenious theory. "X."
is ffrtil' in new ideas, but I think that he is mis-

taken in supposing that pigs do no damage ; they
knoi k oft' crop and break the lower primaries.

Since writing the above I have Feeo "W. D. B." 's

and " W."'s letters in your issue of the 22nd, and I am

glad to find that
" W. D. B." agrees with me in

attaching little importance to the loss oi nitiates theory.

As to what ctiutes our short crops : I believe it to be

the diseased condition of the tree, leaf-disease in

short, aggravated it may be by climatic conditions,

and certamly in our older districts by exhaustion—an

exhaustion hurried on by want of ( raining and bad

cultivaiion, by constnnt change of supervision, by the

wholesale adoption of new views, sud by a general

disregard of the careful noting and preservation of

ri suits. It is to carefully conducted experiments, and

the faithful record of the same and their results, we
must look for hope in the future, not only for ourselves,

but, as Mr. Bosanquetnobly says, for those who come
after us. Y.

SHORT COFFEE CROPS AND THE CAUSE.
28th August 1882.

Dear Sir,
— " W" 's letters on the cause of short

crops seem to have called forth little liscussion, but I

think silence iu this case does not me.m con.-ent.

Nothing that "W." has brought foiwaid justifies his

stateme'nt that "the case against the fungus must be
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dismissed, unless as an accomplice after the fact." I

say tliat the case a{<ainst the fungus is a true bill.

Every effect must have had a cause, but, if we be-

lieved
" W."'s reasoning, we would scout at the doctor

who said that his patient died of smallpox or cholera

and insist that the doctor did not know what his

patient died of, unless he could explain the subtle

cause which enabled the germs of disease to fasten

on the victim.

The subtle cause of leaf-disease, or rather the develop-
ment of leaf-disease, did, per se, no harm to our

coffee, and liad there not been a fungus to take advant-

age of the favoring conditions, these conditions might
hare passed away harmlessly. We therefore regard
leaf-disease as the visible and direct reason why our

coffee drops its leaves. That the cotfee bush annually
has to yield such an enormous leaf crop is quite
sutficieut to account for the deficiency in its fruit

crop.

Apart from the practically fallacious reasoning about

prime causes, I think •'W."'s attempt to show that

there has been no sympathy between the attacks of the

disease and short crops fails.
" W.' seems to found hsi

doctrine on the supposed fact that leafdiseiise didbtttle

or no damage prior to 1871. My own opinion is that

it was present and gradually sapping the health of

our trees before it was noticed. Such an unlooked-for

thing might go on for years without causing any re-

mark other than that the "oofiee looked a bit yellow
from crop" or a "bit bare after the monsoon."

Gradually, step by step, did the "fungus develope";
it was noticed, talked about, considered a trifle, then

rather serious, then very serious, and now, when

nearly half the country is brought to a yield, for this

year, of one bushel per acre, people might be excused

for calling it fatal. That an estate for one or two

years gave a good crop after a bad attack of disease

in no way exculpates the disease. No cinchona, for a

year or so, crops so well as one that is half-cankered.

Can "W." name any estate in full bear)iig that gave
even two consecutive crops after 1871 equal to any
two consecutive crops gathered, say prior to

1869?

But better still; if "W." will take a dozen estates

and add together their 5 years' crops from 1865 to

1870, and then add their 5 years' crops from 1870 to

1875, the figures will show him that there is an un-

mistakable correlation between the full appearance of

leaf-disease and diminish', d :'--V- of crop.

Soil and climate that allowed coffee to be cultivated

remuneratively, so long as leaf-disease did not inter-

fere, do 80 no longer, and it is only under exception-

ably favourable conditions that coffee in Ceylon can

be said to pay in spite of leaf-disease.—Yours faith-

fully,
FATAL FUNGUS.

[Our correspondent
" Fatal Fungus" must remember

that we have already expressed opinions, in discuss-

ing "W."'s first letter, from which we see no reason

to swerve. We quite recognize the aggravation of

our misfortunes by abnormal seasons, but the great

enemy of our coffee and prosperity has been the fun-

gus which was first noticed in Madulsima in May
1869 and rapidly spread with enfeebling, if not fatal,

effect over the whole coffee cultivation of the island.

We believe our present correspondent to be mistaken,

however, in supposing that this specific fungus was

present and that to it was due the yellowing of

coffee leaves, previously to 1869. That the denud-

ation of forest in our mountain regions has not af-

fected climate, we have consistently held for forty

years ;
but we think that undoubtedly the large un-

broken expanses of coffee which took the place of

the forest favoured the sprea<l of the fungus and

hi-ve contributed to its long continuance,—Ed.J

QUEENSLAND AS A NEW FIELD.

Dear Sir,—I enclose a letter, or rather a "chit,"
from one who gave up his connection with the

planting interest here a short time ago and went
to try his fortune in the Australian colonies. I

think the letter, though short, speaks volumes in

favour of that grand country, Queensland, and you
and your readers may find it of some interest on
that account. The writer, who, I feel sure, would be
the last to misrepresent things, says

"
it is s, fine

country," and "the one to make money in"
; he feels

very "fit indeed and likes the place much." What
more, barring further particulars, could one wish as
a recommendation for the adoption of a new country ?

Now, in these times, it is useless to hope that our

present Government will assist the planters thrown
out of situations to reach new fields, where their ex-

perience and energy would find better scope. But
what about that go-ahead colony Queensland? Were
she to charter a steamer for the transport of planters
out of their billets through no fault of theirs, well versed
and experienced iu tropical agriculture, I am bound to

say that it would turn out, in the end, one of her best
investments. Over the way they are admittedly
far behind us in many branches. Why, sir, a
detachment of our planting community, armed with
the Tropical Agriculturist, would he a mine of wealth
in developing the resources of the colony. The paltry
j6'2,000 or so thus expended would he but a drop in

the bucket as compared with the advantages to be gained,
Queensland must be blind if she dots not see it and
take the hint. Wh.

(Letter re/erred to.)-

Le Rowai, Mackay, Queensland, 2nd July 1882.

My Dear Wh.—You will see that I have at last settled
down here. It is a tine country, and the place to make money
in. I feel very" fit" indeed, and like the place much. When I get
more settled I will write you a "yarn," as there are some things
I shall want you to send me. How is dear old Kandy getting
on ? I suppose much the same as usual ? I hear that the crop
prospects are as bad as ever, and it grieves me greatly to think
that mauy good men may be " burst up" over this crop. With
my kindest regards to you and all old friends in haste, I

remain, yours sincerely, P. A. R.

P.S.—Mr. Cran, who is writing to you, is a friend and neighboiu-
of miue and would like to have some of your things. Please

give him full particulars, aud do them for him as reasonably as

you would for me. Cran is from Aberdeen, are you from Aber-
deen awa '?

(Yes. In what inhabited corner of the globe is the granite
city not represented? I

— W.)

[The Queensland Government, like those of all the
other colonies, is anxious lo increase population, but
it pays the passages only of the working classes. Ceylon
planters with some means left are finding their way
to Queensland in considerable numbers, and so with
Sinhalese emigrants. The Mr. Cran referred to is

probably uncle of a gentleman of the same name who
had charge of Messrs. Darley, Butler & Co.'s cotton
establishment at Tuticoriu. In company with Mr,
Tooth {brother of the ritualistic clergyman who was
imprisoned for contumacy) Mr. Cran engaged largely
in sugar cultivation in Queensland.—Ed.]

TISSAMAHAEAiMA AND THE EICE-GROWINa
ENTERPEIZE OF EUEOPE.ANS

IN CEYLON,

Sir,—The most authentic record of the early his-

tory of the Tissamaharama lands is to be found in the
Mahawanso. The details are given in Harrison's inter*

esting reports on the irrigation scheme drawn up
at the instance of Sir 11. Ward, who then cmtem-
plated the restoration of the ancient irrigation works.

In 1859, attention was drawn to the spot by the

rebuilding of the great dagoba, then a ruin, which
was undertaken by a priest o.'' the Siamese sect, who
died before the completion of the work. This dagoba,
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with the ruins of the Sandagiri da^oba, has now been
made over to the Siamese priests, while the two
lesser ruins of the Jutula and Mauik dagobas have
been given in charge of the priests of the Amarapura
sect. It ia expected that the rivalry of the oppos-

ing sects will have a salutary effect in developing
the settlement of the place, and, by an equal di-

vision of the shriues, the privilei,e of worahi])piug at

the sacred places has been secured to all classes of

the Buddhist community.
The cultivation of land under the restored tank

was commenced about five years ago, and has pro-

gressed beyond all expectation, though very little en-

couragement has been given by Government to those

who are willing to ruu the risk of opening up a new

country. The soil is extremely fertile, and appears
capable of growing rice, plantains, sugarcane, tobacco,
and all lowcountry products. At present 2,.500 acres

of land have been sold, of which 1,500 acres have been

opened. There is a great demand for more laud, but,

although 4,000 acres, or so, have been surveyed, the

sale is still deferred. The sale of this land alone would

go far towards paying for the expenditure on the work.
The reason given for withholding it is that the in-

take channel from the river has not been cut sulBci-

ently wide to bring in a constant supply of water for

the irrigation of a larger acreage than that already
under cultivation. But surely this is a matter easily

remedied, and, considering that the «orks have cost

K 140,000, there is no excuse for not finishing the work,
when only some R6O,00O is asked for (see Mr.
Fisher's Administration Report) and their completion
would allow of the sale of the remaining 4,000 or 5,000
acres of valuable land.

Several large paddy estates are in course of open-
ing both by Europeans and natives. The largest of these
is the Beaconsfield estate, the proprietor of which is

very well siitisfied with the returns already derived
from invested capital. Several new varieties of paddy
have been introduced from other districts, and some

imported, and it is intended to cultivate with ploughs
of an improved pattern and to introduce weeding and

transplanting as followed in the Kandyan countries.

Tol)acco and plantains are the only other pro-
ducts yet grown, but it is intended to give other

lowcountry products a Ir'al, including coconuts on a

lari;e scale, as they seem to grow luxuriantly.
The chief feature, however, is the introduction of

maoliinery, for thrashing, winnowing and husking
rice. The rice mill is worked by bullocks, and is

capable of turning out 40,000 bushels of rice in a year ;

attached to it is a purler which polishes rice for the
fastidious by tossing it about in a sieve, and round a

stone making 480 revolutions in a minute.
A large Government bungalow has been built over-

looking the tank, and with the other bungalows dotted
about gives the place quite a civilized appearance.
There is plenty of good water and the people are all

healthy ; the place has quite lost its bad reputation
and coolies come to it freely for employment.

It is hoped that Government will not now allow

things to go backwards, but encourage those already
settled by granting the irrigation necessary.
The great richness of the soil is sure to prove attract-

ive to all practical men, now thtit there is a teudency to
invest in the lowoountrv. The Government incur a serious

responaibilityby keeping the laud out of the market.
The statements in your issue of the 10th instant,

taken from the "Examiner," convey an erroneous

impression as to the profits derivable from paddy
cultivation, for of course Europeans working with
their own capital are not subj-ot to the payment
of the numerous taxes therein mentioned,

"
village

charmer," etc. The tytlie alone is levied by Govern-
ment and planters are not subject to other extortions.

F. B.

NEW PEODUCTS : KOLA. NUT.

Dear Sir,—Any information on the subject of the

kola nut would oblige. At what elevation will it

grow best in Ceylon ? I have got some trees over 3

years old : they are only 6 feet high, .and have at present
shown no sign of blossoming; they are planted at an

elevation of 2,500 feet. PHANTOM B.

[Has our correspondent noticed what is said at page
1.200 of the T. A., vol. I.? Weshould gatherthat the

plant is more suited for th° lowcountry, but Dr.

Trimen says (|)age 10.50) that there are several flouri.sh-

ing examples in the Peradeniya Gardens.—Ed.]

CINCHONA LEDGERIANA SEED.

Dear Sir,—In the Tropical Agrkullurint of

September 1st, you reproduce an article from the local

"Times" on " New Products," in which, among other

things, it is statel that ledger seed of all kinds is

not much trusted; especially so the imported. Is it

through iiJnorance, or for the good of the public, that

the " Yarrow ledgers," the most authentic seed

ever oflfered for sale in Ceylon, should be ignored

by this writer ? Unfortunately for planters there

have been many vendors of so called ledger seed, but

have any of the sellers given to the public the proofs

that the proprietors of Yarrow have? As well as I

remember : out of a clearing of about 200 trees there

have been sixty separate analyses published—analyses
both by Mr. Symons and Howard of London—giving
up to 12 per cent and some 8 or 9 samples over 11

per cent sulphate of quinine. This for 5 year old trees

is conclusive and has not been shown of any other

seed offered in Colombo for sale.

Besides it is well known that the Yarrow trees

were raised from seed brought over by Mr. Mclvor

from India—the firstfruits of trees raised from the

origin.al seed imported by Ledger. Consequently plants

raised from Yarrow trees should be purer than if

raised from Darjeeling, where seed is collected from

trees several generations later.

Yet people having all this at their own doors as

it were, where they can see the trees as they grow,

can prove all that is said of them and know the

men that planted them and the men that analyze

the bark, persist in buying Java calisaya seed from

Dutchmen at R80 per ounce, without any guarantee,

and when it is well known that pure ledger seed

will fetch four or even ten times this price in

Java.

I may mention that I have no personal interest in

Yarrow, beyond being a purchaser of the seed, the

germinating vitality of which I can speak of with

certainty, as I have been most successful with it ;

in one instance raising 5,000 large seedlings from 2

grammes of seed.—Yours faithfully. J. A. R.

SHAVING CINCHONA TREES.

8th Sept. 1882.

SiR^—Referring to your paragraph of last evening,

re shaving cinchona, the information afforded is

most valuable ;
there are many amongst us who are

thirsting for more. Can, or rather imll, the '

planter
in a high district

"
referred to inform us :

—
Brstly,

at what age he commenced to shave his trees ;

secondly, if he shaved them in the wet or the dry
seasons ; thirdly, if he applied mana grass or other

covering or left them uncovered ; fourthly, for what

time did he allow this covering (if any) to remain

on the trees ; fifthly and lastly, were the irtes operated

on succirubrn, officinalis or hybrids ;
at what elevation

are they growing, and are they located on this or the

other sideofNuwara Eliya ?—Yours, HUMIDITY.
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Cinchona.—We hear that some bark, taken oS Ledge-
riana trrea only two years oW growiag on the Chumbaly
E^tnte, Gudalur, has on analysis given very satisfactory

results, and consider able attention is being paid to the

cultivation of the valuable variety in the whole of Wynaad
which seems well adapted to its growth. We, how-

ever, learn that some renewed Succirubra bark from

Cherambaddy (Captain Cox's) has fetched Ss 9d per

pound, being equal to the Crown harks of the Govern-

ment Plantations. This rather upsets the forecast of

Government officials made some years ago, that Sucei-

rubra even if it would grow in Wynaad, would

be devoid of valuable alkaloids.— So !(i/t of India

Ohaerver.

Preventible Diseases.—a paper read by Dr. Guy
before the Statistical Society, entitled

" Two Hundred

and Fifty Years of Smallpox in London,
" should

have much interest for those Southern Colonies which

are striving to prevent the disease from obtaining

a footing in their midst. On the question whether

vaccination is a preventive of Bmallpox, Dr. Guy oon-

culded that,
"
Taking a careful and comprehensive

view of all the facts that bear upon this question, it is

allowable to conjecture that while vaccination does not

act as a sufficient protection in epidemic years, it does

effectually guard against attacks of smallpox in all

other years, and that where it does not protect it

mitigates." He pointed out that while the lowest

figure of the seventeenth century was l.OUS deaths l)y

Bmallpox (in 1647) in 100,000 deaths from all causes,

and the lowest in the eigbleenth century in 1772 was

1.532, the lowest in the present century, viz., in 1875,

was only Sti, while the maximum figures were in accord

with these. In contrast to these figures it was shown

that the statistics of deaths from measles and whoop-

ing-cough
—for which no such remedy as vaccination

has been discovered—go just the opposite way, the

deaths from these diseases increasing instead of dimi-

nishing. If, as argued, the falling-off in the number

of deaths from smallpox is due to improved sanitary

arrangements and not to vaccination, why is not the

same result seen in the case of other epidemics?
—

Colonies and India.

Planting Journals and Experiences in Java.—
Mr. W. E. Kimball, of Tjik kandie Odie, Java, writes

by this mail :— "The Ceylon Observer and Tropical Agri-

culturist are becoming great favorites he'e, and my
friends are always happy to have them. For myself I

must say I have got more good ideas from those public-

ations in one year than I have ever been able to pick np
in other books and papers for years. In fact, one good
idea derived from the ' old rag,' as you call it, is

worth a year's subscription at least to me ! When I

first began ticking the Ceylon Obscrvir, I asked a

neighbiiuring planter if he would like to have a look

at It. He wrote back : 'No ! Those Ceylon fellows are

a set of fools, always crying
' Wolf!

' He afterwards

took a few copies home to read, when he had nothing
better to do [sic .')

and soon after wrote me :
'

Man, tlie

Ceylon Observer is the best paper out, and I want you
to send it regular.' Java papers are also beginning to

quote from it. I wish there was enterprize enough
in this country to start such a paper ! Liberian

coffee doing finely here where it gets fair play. Old

coffee planters still refuse to take stock in it
;
not

that they do not think it will succeed, hut, I think,

because they are afraid it will prove too big a success.

It is now west monsoon as it rains here daily. About
half of the Ceara rubber seeds germinated, and the

plants are doing pretty well. TDey seem to like a

moist climate and are not so hardy as the Brazilian

rubbers. If considered worthy of your attention, I

will send you from time to time a few jottiiis' from

this." We shall be glad lohave planting notes from

our coriespoudent, whose appreciative remarks call for

au acknowledgment.

Peermaad (North Travancoee).—Au ex Ceylon
planter, now settled in India, writes:—"You talk
of Ceylon weather : I wish you bad been here
for the last 9 weeks : you would never have
said anything more of bad weather in Ceylon. I must
say Peermaad crops do a fellow's eyes good after

coming from poor old Ceylon. Cholera is s«id to be rag-
ing at a village called Cumbeen, about 50 miles from
here. Nobody knows what a treat a iVeekly Ceylon
Observer is, until he gets into an outlandish place
like I am in, with Malayalam coolies and wild beasts
to keep one company,"
The QtTEENSLAND Sugar Industrt ia drawing the

attention of southern capitalists, who are investing
in land and machinery, and setting down to work
among us in real earnest. Several good farming dis-

tricts which were at first devoted to maize-growing
are now wholly given np to sugar-growing ; notably,
the district of Bundaberg, where the firm of the
Messrs. Cran are now about completing one of the

largest and most complete sugar factories and refineries

in the Southern Hemisphere. The Crown lands of

the colony are being rapidly taken up in all direc-
tions wherever there is any certain prospect of estab-

lishing the industry, and "the discontents" of the
southern colonies are looking thitherward anxious to

swell the numbers already at work with sugar. The
attractiveness of Queensland just now is being felt also

amongst the planters of India, many of whom are

watching with interest the change now taking place,
and the development amongst us of this important
industry. It is now clearly shown that Queensland
soil and climate is a mine of wealth waiting only
for energy, enterprize, capital, and skill to develop
its marvellous resources ; and the cultivation of sugar
is but one of the rich veins out of many that have
been struck. The others will be brought to light
when the necessary population and experience has been

acquired, and the country subdued from its native
wildness.—Queenslander.
Coffee in Queen.sland.—We have received from

the grower, Mr. Coatello, of Mackay, through tbe

courtesy of Mr. Hume Black, a sample of the first

coffee produced in Queensland on a scale suited for

commercial purposes. It was grown on the Millicent

Plantation, nine miles north of Mackay, and the area

planted and now bearing is above 12 acres, and in its

third year from time of planting. ') his pioneer plant-
ation is on volcanic scrub soil, hilly, and very stony,
and is situated about three miles from the coast ;

and the coflee already grown there has lieen pronounced
by Ceylon gentlemen to be superior to anything they
had seen in Ce.vlon. Tlie industry is one requiring a
dnbe deal of light labour, and, as much of the work
gi connection with its cultivation and preparation could
ol done by children, it is especially suited to Europe"
ans with growing families, and three or four acres
could easily be managed by them, to add to the re-

sources and profits of the farm. If conducted on a

large scale, with all the newest appliances and with

cheap labour, it would prove a remunerative industry;
and as the older coffee countries are now suffering
from a disease amongst plants, which affects and
destroys the leaves, the present would be a favour-
aide opportunity for making a commencenient. It is

quite time that something more than mere experiments
were tried with this crop, for enough has been done
m many directions to prove the shrub thoroughly at

home here, and enterprize, with a moderate amount
of capital, could be used to good advantage in this

direction. We are somewhat surprized to hear now
for the first time that a plantation of 20 acres, three

years planted, is in existence in Qneeuslam', but we
are none the less gratified at .f aking tlie discovery, and
we trust the enterprize manifested thus far will be

continued and abundantly rewarded.—Queenslander.
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CINNAMON CULTIVATION AND CHIPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " CEYLON TISIES."

Sib,—You have fallen into the error of considering
" the

greater or less abundance of chips to be the result of

neglected cultivation," and that in a highly cultivated

estate there ought to be but a trilling quantity of chips.

Now the only cultivation that a cinnamon estate receives

is weeding and pruning. These works generally follow a
.

cutting; a peeler to get at a "peelable" stick in the

middle of a cinnamon bush, has to press down the obstruct-

ing branches, aud these, if they do not right themselves

and assume an upright position, will be out down by the

pruner. Besides these bent down branches, the pruner,
in trimming a bush, removes all old wood that is not

likely to ever peel again. The pruuings are scraped into

chips. If your idea is that the production of chips is

confined almost entirely to lauds in the hands of natives,

you are wrong. For natives, or at least the poorer class,

resort to what is kno\vn as forced cuttings, to get as

much crop as possible diu"iug each season, thereby leaving
no old wood damaging the bushes. Besides forced cuttings,

natives peel almost all the year through, and whenever

by the help of a few showers of rain, sap flows freely
between the bark and the stick ; so that you see, sir, very
little or no old wood is left on their lands, and consequently
their lands produce a minimum of chips.

According to the style of cultivation carried on a properly

managed estate, peehng takes place only twice a year.

During a cutting there are many sticks that from no apparent
cause, or from the apparent cause of their carrying a

tree, do not peel. These are reserved for the next cutting,
that is six months hence. During the interval, if the growth
of cinnamon be fast, many of these sticks will have

passed the age for peeling, and will be fit only for the

pruner's catty, or in other words for chips. Thus you
will see that the production of more or less chips is no

guage as to the proper cultii'ation or want of cultivation

of a property ;
if anything the converse of what you held

is true. I shall be very glad if any planter of experience
correct the views of a young yet

Obseevant Planter.

CINN.1M0N CULTIVATION.

Sir,—I fail to be convinced by the repetition of your
assertion that an estate well cultivated must produce but

a small quality of chips. If by proper cultivation you
mean harvesting the bark at the proper seasons, I am
one with you ; as the missing of a season must necess-

arily harden the "
peelable

"
sticks and make them fit

only for chips. That in good cultivation you include the

seasonable harvesting of the bark, is apparent from the

concluding portion of yoin paragraph, where you say
' that

the quantity of chips need not be of any serious extent

unless from neglect
"

(in harvesting bark?). Besides mis.s-

ing the season, unseasonable weather has a great deal to

do with the production of a large quantity of chips. That

you write from personal experience, I am aware, but am
I wrong in belieWng that yoin- experience has been cou-

fined to only visiting cinnamon estates ; aud miglit I re-

spectfully urge, that when anybody takes to visiting an

estate, cultivating products of which he has no personal

experience as planter, he is likely to hold some views
on the results of cultivation wliich will be erroneous?

Observant PljVnter.

CINCHONA UNDER SHADE.

Sir,—Some two years or so ago, I tried the experiment
of clearing away all the imderwood from a small plot of

forest land, removing anything that was under six inches

in diameter. This I planted with succirubra. The plants
never came on well except at the edge of the plot, where
there was much light. The reason so far as I can make
out, being drip. I know of two other cases, exactly the

same, showing that the tree requires to be free from tlrip,

at least. This is one side of the question, and now for

the other. On one estate I know of, where there are

jak trees growing in the coffee, all the cinchona trees

ou the west side of the jaks, and within a radius of, say

ten feet, are taller and bettor looking than those that
are not ia any w.iy pi-otooted from the sun. This leaves
the impression that shade, not too groat, without drip, is

of advauti-;e, and it might be as well to plant piirallel
rows of some fast-gro .ving trees to afford shade, without
at the same time holding a shower-bath over the plant.
Again, I have remarked the suparior vigour of some cinchona
trees adjoining forest, compared to that of the same age
out in the open, a fact which confirms the shade theory.
^Vhen cinchona has been planted, and the land been left

to grow anything from weeds to jungle trees, there not
the slightest bad effect can bo noticed, except perhaps
in the shape of the tree wliich is pressed by its surroundings.
It is therefore interesting to learn if cinchona would stand
an equal cultivation with forest plants, that is, simultaneously
and side by side. Probably this idea may be scorned, but
it must be remembered that cinchoua in its natural state,
is found, to use Humboldt's words,

"
growing in thick woods."

K. S.

FLOWEBING OF THE AUSTRALLIN WATTLE ON
THE NILGIEIS.

BT D. BRANDIS.

At this season the Australian wattle on the Nilgiris is

covered with flower buds, which are arranged in large
panicles at the ends of the branches. These buds take
a long time before they open, and only a few trees here
and there, or rows of trees, are now in full flower. Most
of the trees in flower are small, and all the rest are,
and have, since last month, been in bud. When talking
over this remarkably slow development of these flowers
with Major-Gcneral Morgan, he gave me an account of
the introduction of this tree on the Nilgiris. General
Morgan was for many years in charge of the forests and
plantations on these hills, and his remarks on this sub-

ject, which I give, as he kindly sent them to me, will,
I feel sure, interest the readers of this Journal. Gener-
ally, it may be said that many shrubs and trees have a
remarkably long flowering season on the Nilgiris, and I
beheve that this has long ere this attracted the notice of
botanists. A beautiful Myrtaceous shrub, (R/iodomi/rtus
toiitentosa) which is common all over the plateau, at elev-
ations above 0,000 feet, has now been in flower ever
since March, and on the same shrub will be found the ripe
berries (which are eaten) as well as buds and flowers.

Regarding the wattle General Morgan writes as follows :
—

" .Votes on Acacia dealbata."—" This tree was introduced
ou the Nilgiris before the year 1845. Colouel Dun, the
owner of many houses in Ootacamund, had planted several
trees in his compounds probably several years before 1345,
but the tree was by no means common, and as late as
1855 was sold at the Government Gardens at two annas
a plant. A curious fact reganling the flowering of this
tree has been observed:—In 1845, and up to about 1850,
the trees flowered in October wliich corresponded with
the Australian flowering time, but about 18{)0 they were
observed to flower iu Septemlier ; in 1870 they flowered
in August ;

iu 1878 in July ;
aud here, this year 1882, they

have begun to flower in June, this being the spring month
here corresponding with October in Au.stralia. All the
trees do not flower so early, because at variou.s times seeds
have been imported from Australia, ami the produce of
these would of course flower at the same time as the

parent trees in Australia, until acclimatised here. Having
watche 1 the flowering of these trees for nearly forty
years, there cannot be any doubt iu the matter; and it

is a curious fact that it should have taken the tree nearly
forty years to regain its habit of flowering in the spring.
Conmieucing in October, our autumn, it has gradually
worked its way back to summer, and finallj' to spring;
probably it will remaiu at this point. On arriWug in
Ootacamund in the flowering time, the stranger cannot
fail to be struck mth the golden appeiuance of the trees,
clothed with blossoms of the purest yellow. Indeed it

may be .saiil to be our only conspi -uous tree flower; for,

though the Eucu/i/ptus has its prit.y white blo.ssoni, the
amount of flower is small iu coinpii- 'sou with the foliage."—Indian Journal of Forestry.
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TEA IN UPPER INDIA.

We need not waste time writing of manufacturing, that

process being the same in all districts. In the Upper
Provinces labour is so cheap, tbat we could never see
the advantage of tea-roUiug machiuery. There can be no
doubt that several machines are doing good work, but
for a thoroughly well finished tea, we prefer hand-work.
Labom* being so cheap there, the tea is a41 hand-rolled.

The only room for machinery is in the directing of a

withering apjjaratus, and the local talent and .skiU have

produced a suitable machine to this purpose. lu the Upper
Provinces, too, the good old custom of panning black tea,
is retained in many factories. "We have tried both plans,
and consider panning eyseutial for the production of a

delicately flavoured tea. We know that many planters
will join issue with us here, but there are many who still

believe in the old habit. In China it is universal, and
John Ohinaman would surely have discovered the advantage
of dispensing with this manipulation, if it could have been
done without. [There may be differences of opinion as

to the value of a final panning, but we thought there was
none as to the superior evenness of tea rolled by machinery ?

Can any reader tell us the nature of this withering apparatus
referred to ? Something of this kind would be vahiable
in the wetter districts of Oeyloa.—Bd.I

We come now to the production. The winter season
is very cold, and the summer not by any means so hot
as in Assam, Oachar, or Sylhet, and one would naturally
look for a smaller outturn on this account. He would
be mistaken, as we consider the outturn of the bushes
in Dehra Doon, will not suffer by comparison with the

production of the same class of plant in the hotter districts.

Darjeeling is another instance of this. The frost which
the plants get, and in particular, which the soil gets, does
much good, and when the spring sets in, after a few
months of cold weather, the flushing is wonderful. Five
hundred pounds per acre is not an unusual outturn, and
it must be borne in mind that the bushes are all of the

ordinary China jat. We question if hybrid plants in

Assam would give more—counting an equal number of

pluckings
—from a China and from a hybrid bush, it will

be seen on a moment's reflection that the weight of the
latter ought to be at least fifty per cent more than the
other.

The teas of Upper India are in great demand for private

consumption. They lack strength, and hence are avoided

by the grocer for mixing purposes, but they possess a delicate

flavour, which may be said to be peculiarly their own.
For a cup of delicious tea, we infinitely prefer the mild
flavour of the Upper Indian teas, to the strong body of

the Assam variety.
—

InJigo Planters' Gazette.

HOW TO SOW SEED.

A third of fine loam, a third of peat, and a third of

silver-sand, with a little of pulverised leaf-mould, make
a good compost. Drain and fill your pot, and when full

to a quarter of an inch press down with a flat bottomed
tin to make a smooth surface ;

then if your seeds be

small, say of Begonias, Heaths or the like, sift with a fine

wire sieve, a little sandy compost, on which sow your
fine seeds, and then, without covering them, press down
with your .smooth-bottomed tin

; you will find, by the press-

ure, they will be sufficiently covered. Larger seeds, such

as Delphiniums, Columbines, or the like, may be covered

by the wire sieve, as before, then smoothed by the'tin.

In watering I would recommend you to use ouly boiled

water, for if you use such water as we are supplied with

in Edinburgh, or even rain-water from roofs, you will find

that if your seeds be long before they grow the pots will

be covered with Li%^erwort before sis months are run,
which the growth of small seeds, or even pretty large ones,
cannot penetrate. For my own part most seeds come
better away under a higher temperature than tbat in which

they subsequently grow, but once sprung, remove temper-
ate things to more temperate quarters, and in genial sura-

n^er weather an open frnme, exposed to the rains and
dews of heaven, is the host place for them, indeed, I

have had hopeless things housed and so exi^osed for sum-
mer after summer. Some of the things above noticed,

which took years to vegetate, were so exposed.

There is yet a class of plants I ha^p frequently had no
little trouble and sometimes total R[ilure to raise from
seeds, namely hybrids among various tribes. Among these
I have had large experience, and over many years, especi-
ally in the case of Khododendrons, Gentians, Campan-
ulas, Sileaes, Aquilegias, &c. Many years ago I was especi-

ally drawn to cross Rhododendrons with Indian Azaleas,
at all times a difficult cross. However, when the grand
species of Rhododendron, R. Aucklandi, became known, I

attempted and did succeed in crossing an Indian Azalea
with its pollen, and though I allowed ample time, as I

believed, to ripen, I found, to my disgust, when I had

pulled the seed capsules, the seeds, though plump, were
still green; yet, hopeful after drying them, that some
would come, not one seed ever did. This taught experi-
ence, and experience hope, and I ever after gave all

liybrid things more than the usual time for ripening
normal seeds. But we must not stop here, but liberally
extend the time for hybrid seeds, when fully ripe, coming
up. I found this especially necessary among the Camp-
annlacoEe, which among crosses of the smaller forms,
such as Waldsteiui, pulla, and the like, would take very
frequently two years and more.—I. Anderson-Henrt.—
Qardcners' Chronicle.

LANTANAS AT OHISWIOK.
How largely the group of Lantanas has increased of late

can be inferred from the fact that M. Victor Lemoine, of

Nancy, catalogues something like forty varieties, and they
are of comparatively recent introduction. Not one of
them appears to be of English origin. AYe are, there-

fore, indebted to Continental raisers for the production
of new forms of the Lantana. Mr. Barron has gathered
together a goodly number of these at Chiswick, and grown
them in pots, and any one interested in these greenhouse
shrubs can inspect them, and note those worthy of cul-

tivation. They vary somewhat in the character of the

foHage and in vigour of growth : some are of a free-

branching habit, others of a more compact character,
while there is a dwarf section that seems particularly
well adapted for cultivation in pots. There is a good
amount of variety in the tints of colour, and generally
speaking, they are all bright and effective. There is a

group in which pale purple, violet, mauve, and salmon
tints are prominent ;

and the varieties in this group are

being improved year after year. The best among them
are Venusta, salmon with orange centre, very fine pip
and truss, distinct, and very good. Le Patriote opens
orange and blush, changing to pink, with rosy-pink centre

;

fine and distinct. Clio opens gold, and gradually changes
to lively rosy-purple; fine pip and truss, and a good free

grower. Triomphe du Commerce, pale lilac-pink, deepen-
ing to violet: fine pip and truss; extra fine. Giselle,
lilac and mauve, tinted with rose

; opens pale lemon
; good

grower, and very free : one of the best in this group.
Rosa Mundi, rosy-purple ; very pretty indeed. Souvenir
d'un Ami, opens gold, changing to orange-salmon, and
deepening to rosy-purple ; very fine pip and truss. Com-
tesse de Biencourt, opens yellow, changing to pale rosy-
pink ; very pretty, and remarkably free. Met^ore, opens
cream, changing to pink and rosy-lilac ; pale in colour,
but very pretty.

Among the yellow and gold flowered varieties there are
a few that are particularly fine and striking. Foremost
is Reveil, deep yellow; very fine. Pluie d'Or, golden-yel-
low, small flower, good colour; capital for pots. Figaro,
bronzy-yellow, very free; Bijou, a dwarf form, with pale
orange and yellow flowers, very free; an excellent pot
plant. Globe d'Or, a fine hue of gold, very dwarf and
free. California, pale yellow, distinct in character, good
close habit, and very free. Toisou d'Or, pale orange,
golden centre, small and very free.

The varieties which can be grouped as white flowered
aru but few in number. The best are Innocence, opens
pale lemon changing to white ; good habit, and very free.

Bouquet Blanc, pale yellow changing to white
;
and Le

Lis opens pale yellow changing to pure white—so far the
best white : good habit, and very free.

Lautanas can be put to several uses. Strong growing,
high coloured varieties like Le Grenadier, make fine speci-
mens for exhibition purposes, when the foliage is tho-
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roughly good, and the trusses of bloom numerous aud
richly colom-ed. It is not often a good specimen Lantana
is met with, but occasionally one sees a really good speci-
men, when it is a telling point in a group. They also
make good and useful greenhouse plants, but as they root
freely, they require to be gro.vn in thoroughly good soil,
in order to get well-furnished with foliage, aud when the
plants become pot-bound they bloom freely aud finely.
But the plants must be cared for, and not neglected. The
dwarfer and closer growing varieties are also very useful
for bedding out during the summer.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

NOTES ON JIANURES.
The value of experimental stations where experiments

with a definite purpose can be adequately carried out under
the superintendence of competent e.xperimenturs, is happily
becoming more and more recognised. The Sussex Associ-
ation, for instance, sets out to ascertain for any particiUar
crop on any particular the soil, the most efficacious and
economical forms of manure, limiting its enquiries in the
first instance to the different forms of phosphorous, and
the effect of applying with the phosphorous other essential

ingredients. From the experiments carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. Jamieson at Hassock's Gate, it

appears that potassic chloride (muriate of potash) does
harm when applied as manure in cases where the organic
matter in the soil is in low proportion. The theory is

that the chlorine is liberated and injures the plant, unless
it can be neutralised by organic matter. The proportion
of organic matter is much less in Sussex than in Scot-
land, the soils in colder climates possessing more nitrogen.
As regards the use of phosphates, the greatest economy
was reached by mixing the cheapest phosphate (ground
coprolite) with that sold at moderate cost (steamed bone-
flour), by which means a saving of one-third might be
affected without detriment to the weight or quality of
the crop. For rough experimental piu-poses Mr. Jamioson
recommends that farmers should procure six or eight bags
of manure—one to contain all the ingredients a plant re-

quires—e.y., nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, lime, magnesia,
sulphur, iron—another all but one, omitting, say, potash ;

a third all but one, but this time a different one from
the former, say phosphate, and so throughout the
series.

The experiments at Hassock's Gate seem to be most
instructive. The soil there is almost pure sand, and as
such very suitable, from its poor character, for trying
experiments as to the comparative value of manures. On
this soil, where no manure was given, the plants never
got beyond the first few germinal leaves; when all the
ingi-edients except phosphate were given, a crop of half
a ton per acre was procured; but when the phosphate
was apphed, even in the form usually supposed to be in-

operative, the produce rose to 18—20 tons per acre. The
advantage of steamed bone-flour is that after steaming at

high pressure and the extraction of gelatinous matter, the
bones could be much more finely ground than raw bones.
It is to be hoped that the very interesting experiments
at Hassock's Gate may be repeated over and over again
under as nearly as possible similar circumstances, using, so
to say, plots of virgin soil each year in succession, as well
as continuing the experiment on the same plots year after
year. The problem is so complex, aud the possible sources
of fallacy so numerous that it is only by careful repeti-
tions, under as nearly as possible identical conditions, that
full coufidence in the result of such experiments can be
justified.

From experiments made at the College Farm of the
New Jersey Board of Agriculture it appears that neither
sulphate of ammonia nor superphosphate of lime, used
alone, increased the grain or the straw in the case of
Maize during an average of seven yei-rs. Potassic clilor-

ide increased the yield of grain 13 per cent, and of the
straw 26 per cent (ten years' average). Farmyard manure
increased the grain 36 per cent, and the straw 24 per
cent (five years' average). The complete chemical manure
increased the grain 26, and the stalks 38 per cent (aver-
age seven years).

—
Gardeneis' Chronicle,

OUR CULTIVATIONS :-COFFEE, COCONUTS AND
CINNAMON IN CEYLON.

In seeking for some possible reason for the present
shortness of our coffee crops, it has been attempted to
be shewn that in the first place wo have all along made
a great mistake in cultivating coflfee at aU, for that it has
been manifest that the climate on the western half of the
island, at any rate, is far too moist for the successful
cultivation of fruit-bearing trees, and that what we should
look for is some cultivation, such as tea, in which the pro-duct is essentially leaf, which proves in present results a
very marked success.

Those who advance such arguments must have forgottenthe indisputable fact that coffee was at one time as great
a success as tea is at this moment, and not only was it
a .success, but that it continued a success for fully a quarter
of a centm-y, durmg which period enormous coffee cropswere yielded by some estates, and very abundant crops on
the majority of properties. Unless, therefore, it can be
demonstrated beyond a doubt that on the western half
of the island great and complete climatic changes have
taken place, this argument cannot be fairly held.

There is, however, a strong argument against the theory
of the non-fruit-bearing capacity of the land under exist-
ing climatic conditions, to be found in the great low-
country industry of the coconut palm, which is is an es-

sentially fruit-producing tree, as distinguished from leaf-

producing, and which has not suffered any diminution of
crops where ordinarily suitable soil and fairly good cult-
ivation has existeil. Were a calculation made of the
weight of produce in the shape of husk, shell, and dried
kernel, from one acre of moderately healthy coconut trees
annually, the total amount would surprise those who ad-
vance the theory to which we have alluded. This mar-
vellous productiveness too, has, in the majority of cases,
existed hand in hand with a neglect of anything hke what
is understood as high cultivation. By far the greater porti-on of

_
coconut estates in the country never have any-

thing in the nature of manure applied to them, by which
their powers of production are maintained, and, as a rule,
the coconut palm flourishes on land which tor most other
cultivations would be deemed poor and unsuitable.
There is yet another theory m-ged by some as a cause

of the present infertility of our coffee estates. It is that
we have caused too large aud continuous an area of land
to ho brought under one cultivation, and that, as we have
seen in the case of the great stretch of vineyards in
France, and of potatoes in Ireland, disease and unfruit-
fulness have been the results. Here there is a contra-
diction m the undoubted fact that all the vineyards in
France are not aftected by the phylloxera, and that vast
tracts of vines arc stiU growing in that country, Germany,and other parts of the world, unaft'ected by the pest.We can, however, find an argument against this theory
without leaving the island, and we have it iu the cultiv-
ation which has already been noticed in reference to the
previous theory, viz. that of coconut cultivation, and we
may add that of cinnamon. Both of these have been
carried on in the low country for generations, and over
large uninterrupted stretches of country without any ill

consequences. The coconut tree and fruit have their
enemies, but not in the form of pests, and it is an un-
doubted fact that neither iu the case of the cinnamon
plant or the coconut palm does any disease or unusual
decay jirevail ; they are in fact both marvellously long-
lived, though but rarely aided by manure in any formA native will tell us that the coconut palm bears abund-
antly for a hundred years, whilst there appears to be no
limit to the productive years of the cinnamon bush In
the latter case it is the more noteworthy because, for the
proper yield of cinnamon bark, the tree has to be kept
in an artificial condition,—no longer a tree in short but
a coppiced bush, sending up any number of straight shoots.
Left m a state of nature the cinnamon tree woidd attain
a great size and be valueless as a producer of marketable
price.
We have, therefore, in two of the oldest and best es-

tabhshed staples of the country, measureable arguments
against the theories advanced by a correspondent iu our
^^"S?"^ '•"*""' *^ ^ell as by other at various times.—C Times.
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INDIAN TOBACCO.

Believing as we have done for years in the great

future of Indian grown tobacco, it is satisfactory to find

that not only the Agricultural Deijartment in this country,

but also some of the officials connected with the Indian

Museum at home, are paying special attention to this

most important agi-icultural product. The quantity of to-

bacco consumed in India must be enormous, for men,
women and children in most parts of the comitry all smoke,

and to many an ill-fed laboiu-er a few pulls at a chiUina

answer the purpose of a light meal in staving off hunger
for the time, and enabling him to continue his work with

renewed vigour. The anti-tobacconists, like their fellow

fanatics the anti-opiumites, never take into consideration

the great beneiits conferred on many millions of the human
race by these solaces to their afflictions, in their zeal to

denounce the injury inflicted on a few by over indulgence

in what is in nine cases out of ten in this country a positive

necessity. We have no hesitation in saying, and experience

in supervising large numbers of natives at work enables us

to write with some authority, that without his tobacco an

Indian labourer would do even less work than he does at

present. Ask any large employer of labour in Indian

mills what the hands do when they are allowed out from

work for a few minutes, and he will tell you that they at

once dart off for a smoke. The dust of the mills not-

withstanding, the drink of water is a secondary consider-

ation. So tobacco may rightly be classed as quite as great

a necessity of life to the poorer classes of natives as salt.

Providence also seems to have had some such ideas when

it is found that there are but few parts of India in which

tobacco will not and does not grow. The native certainly

is not very choice as regards the llavoOT of his tobacco ;

he wiU smoke anything so long as it has the shghtest sus-

picion of taste of the flagrant weed, whilst the richer

classes mix up the tobacco for their hookas with jaggery,

spices, rosewater, &c., untU even the remotest flavour ot

the genuine article has vanished. All this, however, only

goes to show the enormous consumption of tobacco in

the country at present.

The object of the Agricultural Department is to make
tobacco an important item amongst our Indian exports.

Messrs. Begg, Dunlop & Co., in their tobacco mamifactory
at Poosa, have shown what can be done in this direction

by well selected seed, careful cultivation, attention to the

drying and preparation ot t)ie leaves and careful manufacture.

Specimens of tobacco sent home by them have realised a

handsome profit, and been pronounced equal to the best

American samples. There is no reason why, with the out-

lay of the necessary capital, others should not follow in

their wake.

Until this is done the export trade of Indian tobacco

will remain, as it is at present, about nil—in tact the re-

port of Mr. J. K. Eoyle, of the Indian House, on " the

cultivation and manufacture of tobacco in France," now
before us, tells us, that in 1S81 only ten bales of East

Indian tobacco, valued at about £20, were sold in London

for home dehvery; that fifty years ago better tobacco

came from India than at present; and that, in fact, East

Indian is the lowest priced tobacco in the London Market.

The experience of Messrs. Begg, Dunlop & Co.'s shipments

shows that this need not continue to be the case. The

increased demand at home for so-called Burma, as well

as Mailras-made cheroots, show that the public are acquir-

ing a taste for Indian-grown tobacco, even as they have

for Indian tea. AVe are conviueed that there is as good
an opening for one as for the other. The report now be-

fore us contains translations by Mr. Eoyle of
" A report

on the cultivation of tobacco in the Pas de Calais, by M.

Grojean ;
"Notes on tobacco cultivation," by M. Javin;

" Instructions concerning tobacco cultivation," by M. Schlces-

ing; and an account of the apparatus and processes em-

ployed in the manufacture of tobacco in the French State

jmanufactories. What .strikes one on reading these reports

s the great care shown in every process connected with

the growth of the plant and its manufacture. The planter

is never left to himself for many days together, but is

constantly receiving visits from the local inspectors, who

supply him with the only seed he is allowed to grow,
and advise him in every detail connected with the cul-

tivation and curing.

We are afraid that such constant supervision might lead

to abuses in this country.
The most interesting prat of the report to us in this

country is a Memorandum by Kumar Gojendra Narayan,
of Kuch Behar, contrasting the cultivation and drying of

tobacco in the Pas de Calais with that adopted in Isere

and Savoy. This shows an intelhgent study and imder-

staudiug of the subject which deserves the highest praise,

and sets a good example to other native landholders. The

Kumar is at present agricultural manager of the Eaj of

his brother, of Kuch Behar, and as a large quantity of

tobacco is grown in that State, we hope soon to see good
results from his practical experience. The agricultural

products of the State should also generally improve under

his practical supervision.
It is a sad reflection on the agricultural enterprise of

this country as regards tobacco when we find that the

Dutch only began growing tobacco in Sumatra about twelve

years ago, and that in ISSO they sold in Holland 57,000

bales, producing nearly one million sterling. During the

same period they sold 5,000 bales of East Indian tobacco,

producing about 1/. per bale.—Asian.

AGEICDLTUKE IN INDIA.

From an agricultural point of view, the fact cannot be

overlooked that very little attention has been paid up to

now to what may be called the marginal resources of the

agricultural population, i.e., the means of livelihood and

support which the country can afford, irrespective of the

produce of cultivated land. As commercial demands and

home con,sumption have gone on increasing, every eflfort

has been made, especially in the populated regions, to en-

courage the extension of the cultivated area to the gradual

diminution of the forest and grazing tracts. Land has been

given away or disposed of ou v»ry easy terms, canal water

has been sold at very low prices, and the right of possession

of common lands by Government has been abandoned to

private owners without any reservation. One consequence
of the gradual absorption of the forest or jungle lands

of the plains of India has been that in a drought or general

failure of a harvest the poorer section of the population
ai'e dejirived of the resources of food upon which history
shows that they had been accustomed to fall back upon
in times of famine. Another has been a fatal destruction

of cattle, which, depending, as they now do, so very

largely upon field-grown fodder, are, in seasons when harvests

fail, left almost completely without food. These consequences
have befallen, and will befall the cultivators and their

cattle, %vith as much certainty as droughts and scarcities

are known to recur. A third consequence is that in

oriUnary seasons cattle have barely enough fodder during
the hot months which precede the advent of the monsoon

rains, and cultivators have, at ail times, to use cowduug
more and more largely as fuel, to the detriment of the

soil, which in consequence receives no manure. Wood, it

is true, can never entirely take the place of cowdung
which is found to be the best kind of fuel for native

cookery ;
but this truth lies within certain hmits only, and

there is no doubt that, if wood could be had at cheap
rates and in ample quantities, the use of cowdung as fuel

would become more and more restricted, for the cultivators

and well aware ot the necessity of manure for their lands,
and the usefulness of cowdung in supplying this necessity.
The first criticism passed by all competent experts on

the agricultural system of India is, that the area under
cultivation is out of all proportion to the manure-supply;
and Mr. James Oaird, in his pamphlet on the " Condition

of Incha," has expressed his opinion that it is unsafe to

break up more of the uncultivated poor-land, as the

diminution ot pasture thereby already caused is showing
its effect in a lessening proportion of working cattle for

an increasing area of cultivation.

In these circumstances the provision of village fodder

and fuel reserves has become an imperative necessity, and
the Eevenue and Agricultural Department, while consider-

ing the question of proWding for the agricultural requirements
of the coimtry, appcaj-s to have seen the necessity. It

has accordingly asked the Forest Department to inform
it of the steps which it can take to assist in placing a

system of village reserves ou a proper footing. As soon

as Provincial Departments of Agriculture are established
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firmly in their woik, they will, we understand, be asked
to fiu'uish the central bureau with information on the
following points :

—
(a.) What waste lands are at tho present time the pro-

perty of Government, and available for fodder reserves ?

(b.) What waste lands, iu which proprietors or cultivators
have grazing or other rights, can be appropriated without
serious injury to the neighbouring population ?

And it may perhaps be that orders will also be passed
disallowing any private interests to be newly acquired in

any part of the waste area without reference to the
Agricultural aud Forest Departments; and measures will
be taken enaljling Government to appropriate areas of
waste lands within the meaning of the Land Appropriation
Act on payment of reasonable compensation.
The asefulness of such measures becomes still more

apparent when we consider the fact that trees are a
powerful engine iu the production of coolness and moisture,
aud that their growth throughout a country afflicted with
dryuess aud heat should be promoted. Mr. E. 0. Buck,
noting on this very point iu 1877, with reference to a
pamphlet by the late Colonel Corbett on the eUmate and
resources of Upper Imlia, said :

—
" The reply will be made that we do encourage the

preservation .ind increase of forests, and so far have done
our duty. But is it .so? No doubt we have been doing
a great deal to maintain the woods of the sub-Himalayan
regions, aud to clothe our mountains with forests of new
growth. But the question still remains whether belts of
thick wood iu the Tarai, or luxuriant forests on ranges
of the Himalayas, will add moisture to the arid climate
of the Doab, or give rain to the famiue-striken plains
of Buudlekhand. The effect of an edging of verdm-e along
the mountain boundary of the north upon the climate
of the wide-.spreading plains of tho south is probably so
remote as to be inappreciable A much greater, because
a more proximate, influence will be exercised by the in-
crease and euconragement of scattered grove.s, of hnes of

trees, and of small plantations throughout the agricultural
area of the Provinces, in which direction little has been
done except iu the adoption of the negative measure of

releasing grove lands from the payment of revenue, aud
by the-occasional plantation by Kevenue officials of avenues
of trees along public roads.

" The superstitious reverence of the Indian ryot for trees
which his grandfather planted has hitherto saved grove
upon grove, but when the price of wood ri.ses reverence
for ancestry falls, and when Ifailway Companies offer cash
for fuel, holy plantations sink before the more sacred rupee.
The destruction of wood along the low hills of Eimdlekhaud
for the supply of the Allahabad market proceeded of late

years at .so r.ipid a paco as to alarm the local authorities,
and to cause tho Commissioner of Allahabad to bring
the matter to the notice of Government

; while, at the
other end of the Province, the Collector of Shahjahanpur
urged measures to prevent the disappearance of wood for
the supply of fuel to the new Oudh and Eohilkhand Eailway.
Some system is necessary which will lead to the conserv-
ation and increase of plantations or trees, not only in

ring fences like forest-covered tracts, but m scattered
patches, wherever the nature of the ground permits trees
to be planted without int!>rfering with cultivation."

Colonel Corbett gave an apt description of diffused ar-
boricultiu-e in the following words :

—
"
Supposing the country to be divided Uke a chess-board,

the squares of, say, a mile each in measurement, the
black squares planted with trees aud bushes, and the
white squares left bare for cultivation, the planted squares
would absorb a great amount of the solar heat which
fell on them, and the air in the daytime above them
would uot be so hot as that coming in contact with the
surface of the bare

squares. The cooler air over the planted
squares would, by its greater gravity, sink and displace
the au- over the hare squares as it became heated and
expanded. At night the heat abfsorbed by the planted
squares during the day would be given off by radiation,
the superincumbent air would be chilled, sink, and spread
over the siu:face of the bare squares, displacing the mrre
heated air which had not been chilled by radiation. The
trees on the planted squares would act mechanically in

checking and- breaking the force of the wind, as a lattice-
work breakwater breaks- the force of the waves: thev
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would also deflect the wind upwards ; it would not sweep
over the surface of the bare squares as it does over a

plain where there is notliing to check its f<^rce, and its

drying effects would be lessened. The surface soil of thfe

bare squares would not be so dried and h;irdene<l froih

the action of the wind as the open plain now is : the

air would contain more vapour of water evaporated from
the trees of the planted squares, aud this again would

interpose a screen which would lessen the amount of

solar heat falling on the surface of tho bare squares. The
soil of the bare squares not being so dried and hanlened
could be ploughed and broken up at any season of tho

year, which now it cannot be, owing to its hardened con-

dition'; and when broken up it too would fm'ther help to

moderate the heat of the hot weather by its increased

absorptive and radiative powers."
—h.—Asian.

Tea in Hkwaheta, 12th August —As you are aware our

district can boast of some of the olde.st aud best known
tea estates in Ceylon. Young clearings in new districts

with a lower elevation and greater facilities for manuring
may give large returns ; but I do not notice any better

prices quoted than those against the favorite old marks
—Bookwood aud Looleondura. The latter of these estates

is known to give an average return of 300 lb. per acre
;

the former is said to give nearly 500 lb. This difference,

if it really exi.st, may partly arise from the method of

picking adopted ;
some men do not care* to gather the

coarser leaves, as the low-priced teas cost as much to

pick, cm'e, pack and (Uspatch as the better varieties, and
in consequence leave only a small aud very doubtful profit.—" C. Times."

Lac.—"We made some remarks the other day on the

lac industry, and we are reminded that there is another

product of Tapper India which is at present neglected,
but from which a considerable income might be made ;

we refer to kamala (Hindostanee name Juimud : botanical

name Mcdiotn-! PhiUipiensis) . This tree grows at an elevation

of from 2,000 to 5,000 feet, and once a year bears numerous
bunches of berries, which, when ripe, are not uidike

rowans, the fruit of the mountain ash. These berries at

a certain stage of their ripeness are really brown, but

are covered with a thick coating of red dust Uke soorli:e.

Tills dust is the kamala of commerce, and can be collected

easily by plucking the bunch of berries gently, and rubbiug
them between the palms of the hands over a clotli sprc.id

out to catch the dust. If the berries are plucl 'd too

early, this dust is mixed witii another sort, of a g eeuish

tint, which destroys the value of the article, and if not

plucked at the right time, the dust will all disi^pear,

being blown away by tho wind, leaving the berries of a

greenish-brown colour, and of no value. This article, kamala,
finds a ready market, and is now worth one shilling and

sixpence per pound.
—Friend of India.

Laege CorroN Tkee in Palamow.—Ecaders of Mr.

Ball's
"
Jungle Life in India

"
may have noticed a descrip-

tion at page 652 of a large .silk-cotton tree at Seraidih

in Palamow, regarding which he says:
—"At Seraidih there

is a silk-cotton tree (llomhrix malalmricmu) which I believe

to be the largest tree I have ever seen; unfortimately
I do not retain the measurements of this vegetable mon-
ster. I did not realize its enormous dimensions until I

saw the pack-cattle and elephants stalled between- the

huge flange-hke buttresses which project from the main
stem. I think I estimated by shadow-measurement the

height to be 140 feet." We recently had an opportunity
of mspecting the tree, and can certainly bear out Mr. Ball's

statement as to its appearance from a little distance giv-

ing very little idea of its real size. The girth round

buttresses was 115 feet. The height was, as nearly as we
could ascertain, 135 feet, though the calculation made, as

Mr. Ball made it, by the shadow, gives much more. But
as the tree has a verj' rounded head, and the sun was

rather low at the time, it is not surprising that the height
could not be satisfactorily estimated by that method. Tlie

tree stands alone iu the middle of rice-fields, and has its

buttressed side to the north. Sei-aidih is a Isrge village

lying half-way between the Kechld and Betlah Forest

Beserves and in the angle formed by the junction of the

rivers Koel and Aurunga. It is about three miles from

the junction of those rivers, and about five from the curious

old forts of Palamow,—Indian Journal of Forestry.
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MR. T. CHRISTY ON FIBRES.

Mr. Thomas Christy's new work ou fibres, of which
he has sent us a copy, is the subject of the following
letter from the author :

—
"155, Fenchurch Street, London, E C, 11th Aug. 1SS2.
** 1 forward you my new work upon 'Fibres' and

also upon 'Drugs.' I have been requested by some
of the professors during the progress of the work to

publish the plate of diawiuys separately, and I pro-

pose to have a new set of lithographs struck. I am
trying to induce Mr. Leechinan to represent the

Ekman patent for Ceylon. He was with me yester-

day, and I liave offered to take him to the works
and shew him the oiitturn of coconut fibre : by placing
the skin or busk of the nut in the boiler or cylinder
with the bi-sulphite of magnesia, the pithy matter

in the nut is dissolved and it leaves a fibre suitable

for bristles within the hour. But the beauty of this

process is that the operation can be stopped at any
stage ; that is to say that, should a fibre be under

operation, supposing that the operator desires to have
a filament, that is lo say the fibres agglomerated to-

gether, he can so have them by arresting the pro-

gress after a certain time. Should he desire the

ultimate fibre or normal fibre, that is to say, the

pure cellulose, he can continue the operation until

he knows he has arrived at tliat result. Up to the

present time, it is impossible to say which fibre will

be decided the best, but I may inform you that hemp,
as grown in England or India, gives a most lovely
white silky fibre. Jute that has not been retted also

gives a good normal fibre, but, where labour is cheap,
it will be a great advantage, for, when the cylinder is

spened and the fibre shot out the natives will be able

to handle it as soon as it is cool and keep the whole
in straight lines and so prevent it "knotting." Some
Americans who are returning this week, who have

decided to work the patents for America and Canada,
were at the paper mill ou Wednesday, and theyincreased
the speed of the paper macliine up to aproduction of

126 feet per minuie, aud the paper it yielded was of

excellent quality for printing purposes, although there

was nuthiug whatever in it but pulp made from wood.
"I much wanted Dr. Trimen to go down and see

the whole of this work before he returned to Ceylon,
but he had not the time. I am sure it would have

amply repaid the Government of Ceylon to give him
an extra week to study out this subject. The raw

product Magnesite has been found near Madras, but,

as it is an extremely low price in the Mediterranean,
and sulphur also, the raw cbemicala can be taken

to Ceylon and turned into bisulphite of magnesia at

a very low cost. So far it is found that any plant
that is re:JIy ripe in its foliage, that is, fully devel-

oped, yields better fibre than a plant in an unripe state.

"I have endeavoured in my book to shew that the

only apparatus that is necessary to carry out the

Ekman process is the cylinder with valve and a

small apparatus for making the bi-sulphite of magnesia.
There is nothing whatever intricate in the operation,
but onlv what the most ordinary native can carry
out. Skilled labour is entirely unnecessary, but it

is only fair to tell you that the operation is of

that peculiar nature that a rather careless

chemist, who was under Mr. Ekman's directions to

obtain certain results, made the operation perfectly,

but, owing to his not keeping proper notes he could

not repeat it and it took over a year to arrive at

the same result. It is therefore necessary that any
one who is going to work should be properly shewn
how to operate, but this need not be a skilled operator,
either chemist or engineer.

" My book also shews another point : that unless fibre

can be got at a remarkably low price it will hardly

day to ship to Euglaml to compete against wood

pulp which caube made hcie at a low price ; therefore

I do not wish Ceylon merchants to run away with
the idea that they cau immediately commence this

operation, and rely upon England for her market."
There are plenty fibrous plants, wild as well as

cultivated, in Ceylon, and fibre would be taken at
low freight as dnnnage. The difficulties are the cost
of collecting a sufficient quantity at convenient centres,
and the cost of operating and conveyance to port of

shipment. Trials might be made, however. The
contents of the pamphlet we shall notice hereafter.

THE LARGE BEE OF CEYLON AND INDIA

(Apia dorsata), which Mr. F. Benton brought into
notice last year, has attracted the special attention
of Geniian beekeepers, and their Consul General at
Madras has been appealed to in the following letter

published in the Madras Mail :—
To ttie Imperial German Consul, Madras.

Sir,— In Ceylou aud presumably also ou the ueighbouriug con-
tinent is found a honey-coUecting bee tliat surpasses all hitherto
known bees in siie, the apis dorsata. As the same lives in a
wild state it was not {rossible until very recently to form any
idea as to its habits and mode of living. Only last year a cer-
tain Mr. Frank Benton of Cyprus succeeded in iinding it in the
Island of Ceylon, after seorctiing for it in vain in Java, and he
bought and exported 5 families of the same. Unfortunately Ben-
ton himself became ill with fever and his bees died on the jour-
ney through neglect in consequence. The fact that this bee ac-

cording to Benton's report, is mostly found at an elevation of
several thousand feet above the level of the sea and flies only
after sunset shows that it prefers a cooler temperature, and that
it is inconvenienced by the heat of the day. It may therefore
be presumed that it would be. able to live and tlirive in cooler climes.

,\s v^hen brought into a regular bee-house it submitted to pro-
per treatment, it is further to be presumed that it may be tamed
and cultivated like our home-bees. This premised, it is natm-al
to expect from a larger size bee also a greater production, for if

it has a larger trunk it will be able also to gather from such
blossoms as are inaccessible to our European apis melifica on ac-
count of their depth.

It may therefore be possible through crossing to produce a cul-
tivated breed that would combine the properties of both races in
the most advantageous manner which would be of tlie greatest
advantage to our German Apicultiu-e.

All w'e German apiarians are therefore anxioas to be nble to
turn this dorsata to use and no trouble will be spared from many
quarters to get hold of it.

The same is the case with me, and at the risk therefore of be-

coming troublesome, I beg to request the I. G. Consulate to be
good enough to inform me whether and how it might be possible
to import this bee to Germany.

In the first place it will be necessary to give a minute descrip-
tion of the Dorsata, which is as follows ;

According to Benton it is 22 millimeter long, of black colour
with three orange rings under the wings ; its wings themselves
appear blue-yellow.

it builds its combs of 4 centimeter thickness perpendicularly
like our German bees, principally in high trees or on quiet rocks
of the mountains.
The first means of securing it would be to catch it in whole

families into cases of proportionate size, each with fly-hole of 2
c. m. high by 10 c. m. broad. These cases should be placed and
secured in a cool place by the bee hunter.
The question now is are there in your country any persons

able to catch such swarms and are tliey sufficiently acquainted
with the habits of bees ?
There is with every family a queen or mother that lays all

the eggs, that unless tlie newly caught family is immediately
removed to a distance of at least three kilometer it will return
to its old place; the bees will suffocate unless there is fresh air

admitted into the case through a wire net, etc, etc.

All this is necessary to give even the slightest hope of success
in obtaining these bees. In case the dorsata could be thus ob-
tained in Madras, I wouM ask the I. G, Consulate to allow me
to send a completely furni-.hed case to Madras with the request
to get a few boxes tilled rich with a queen and 500 to 1,000 bees
and to send it by the shortest possible route to my address.

I would send tlie cost ;ind charges for same with the case if

I were informed of the i-robable amount. Cousidering the great
interest involved in the importation of the Dorsata for German
Apiculture, as well as fur science generally, I trust my request
will not be in vain, ami asking the I. G, Consulate for their
kind report in thi^ important matter, etc.-

Has a similar letter come to the Consul at Colombo ?

If so, JNIudaliyar vSainuel Jayetileke of Kuruuegala is

the official to whom to apply, to put Mr. Freudeuberg
in the way of making arrangements for securing a few
colonies of the big be-:; which so excited Mr. Benton's
admh-ation as that he risked life itself in

.
his attempt

to secure specimens in the short tune at his command.
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THE COORG COFFEE AND CINCHONA
CKOP.

To the Secretary, Agri-Horticultural Society, Madras.

Mercara, Ist September.
Sir,
—On my return from South C'oorg, it is a

pleasurable task to write a season report. Having
beeu shut up in Mercara by the heavy monsoon for

months, 1 felt like a schoolboy on a holiday tour, and
the more genial climate of the sunnier south at this

time of the year, but especially the vast expanse of

splendid coffee estates, and the happy faces of their
owners or representatives, exercised a most exhilarat-

ing influence and I would invite every one who is

interesled in coffee to come to C'oorg, to see for

himself, and to take courage. The monsoon, with
a rainfall iu June and July of 56 and 90 inches

respectively in Mercara, and 28 and 52 inches in

the Piomba, has certainly beeu the heaviest on re-

cord ; but though excessive in north and west Coorg
in the south and especially in the Bomba district,
the quantity of rain seems to have benefitted coffee

cultivation to an unusual degree. There is a remark-
able freshness and luxuriance in the appearance of
the trees, which, besides to hit;h cultivation, must
be ascribed to the very favourable season. For open-
ing out Di-w land, the planting could not have been
effected in more suitable weather, and the result
should prove a great success. With very few ex-

ceptions, the forthcoming crop throughout Coorg
aeenis to be a good one. Fine as the estates in
South Coorg are, I have seen equally good ones in
North Coorg, and success in the rivalry between the
two geographical divisions lies still witli the intellig-
ent, energetic and hard-woiking planter, who has
soil climate and money to rely upon.
The coffee borer has, in the early part of the

season, shown itself in destructive force, but the
resolute treatment of eradication checks its progress,
and I have not observed a clearly marked borer-
tree. Of leaf disease there is little to be seen, but
in exposed places the strong monsoon wind has
done much mischief in blowing off leaves and crop.
Liherian Coffee is now cousidered as not adapted to
the Coorg climate ; the berry, though over twelve
months on the tree, does not come to maturity,
and the bulk of the hard fleshy part is iu excess to
the size of the bean, which is not much larger
than that of good sized ordinary coffee.

A grand feature throiighont the Bambu district is

the judicious shade planting, which, on more ad-
vanced estates, is attended to with careful adjust-
ment to local requirements of intensifying or thin-

ning out shade. The old favoiite charcoal tree

(i-iponca Wrightii) has almost disappeared, and g"iven
way to the varieties of the (ig tribe. It climate,
especially the amount of rainfall, were a certain
factor in the planter's calculations, shade might be

dispensed with even in the Bomba, and the fecund-

ity of trees regulated by pruning and manuring.
On the best cultivated estates pruning, handling,
and the regulation of shadj, claim now the principal
attention of the planter, and experience has gone
far to supply him with trustworthy conclusions for
his guidance. The time w hen Ceylon-practice was
quoted by Coorg planters as the highest standard
of excellence in coffee cultivation, is happily gone
by aud the flanters of Coorg have now attained to
the proud position of being able to lay down the
law for themselves from their own experience, and
to find their estates admired even by planters from

Ceylon. There is no longer any individual groping
in the d.ark, or doubtful experimentalizing in coffee

planting ; riding over twenty miles through uninter-

rupted coffee plantations one finds the same >tyle of

working with the pame results, only varying ia

degree. Another striking feature rising into promin-
ence, is the cultivation of cinchona among coffee,
or on separate land. Mr. James Chisholm has
evidently taken the lead as to extent of cultivation.
His planting among coffee and on waste land on
Elkhill amounts to two lacs of succirubra, 10,000
of Condaminea and 4,000 of Ledgeriana, and 'the
plants of one to three years old are in fine con-
dition. Even natives are now taking to cinchona cultiv-
ation, and for the last two years there has been a
great demand for plants. The seedlings imported
from the Nilgiris generally arrive in poor condition,
and a very heavy percentage prove failures ; local
eff'orts have therefore lately been made, and with
much success, to rear the plants from seed, and
next year there will be large supplies of siiccirubr.i,
condaminea, and even ledgeriana in Coorg. My first

attempt at harvesting the succirubra bark by "shav-

ing has proved successful
; the bark sent home

fetched 3s Sd per pound, and the trees thus treated,
and without any artificial covering after shaving, have
completely renewed baik, and will be ready for the
process next month. The cultivation of Ceara rtMer
has been tried by several planters ; but with coffee
and cinchona so hopeful, (Jeaia finds little fitvor.
The many expensive attempts with acclimatizing
Thcobroma cocoa are not encouraging. The plant
does not take kindly to the soil, and remains in
a languid state and after repeated efforts of produc-
ing diminutive leaves withers and dies. The growth
of the oil palm leaves, however, nothing to be
desired, also Pithecolobinm Sajnan and C'arobal have
the same chance.
Rice cultivation, which in July looked so hopeless

on account of the heavy rain, is now everywhere
promising satisfactorily, and should today, on the

Coorg Kishmut feast, be completed. I observed with
pleasure everywhere, the rice valleys green with the

thriving grain, and a rich harvest is anticipated.—
Yours faithfully, G. RiCHXER.— Madras Mail.

[From Mr. Richter's very interesting report We.
should gather that cojfca arabica in Coorg is in a far
more flourishing condition than we can report of it

in Cevlon. On the other hand cocoa seems an ab-
solute failure, while Liberian coffee appears not to be
in favour. But they may not know in Coorg that
Liberian coffee is ripe, often when yellow or even
green, aud that the size of the beans increases with the

age of the trees. We are glad to learn that the Coorg
planters are out of this pupilage.

—
Ed.]

THE SOUTH-WEST MONSOON OF 1882,

was, or rather has been, for it does not seem

yet to have exhausted its force, about the most
severe on record, as affecting the mountain regions
of Ceylon and Southern India. At SJercara, in Coorg,
no less than 140 inches of rain fell iu the two
months of June and July. We do not suppose that

anything like this quantity of absolute rainfall has
been experienced at any point of record in the

mouiitam system of Ceylon, but the interesting and
instructive return which Mr. Giles A\'alker (see page
351 ) has furnished for an average and fairly central hill

station, Bogawautalawa, shews that the south-west

monsoon of 1SS2 will be memorable in the meteoro-

logical records for combined wind, wet and cold.

The latter condition, indicated by a temperature 3'

lower than the mean of ten years, assumes a new

importance from its bearing on the tl eory of Bequerel
that in tropical climates espcciallj the destruction

of forest is accompanied with an elevation of the
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mean temperature. In aud aiound the station where
Mr. ^Valker'a observations were taken, forest

fienudatiou has gone on for forty years, untU over

more than a quarter of a million of acret trees aver-

aging 40 to 60 feet in height have given place to coffee

about 3J feet high. Vt' liatever local and limited effects

the clearance may have liad, the experience of this

season is conclusive m favour of grand cosmic agencies,
versus the puny efforts of man, as deciding questions
of climate Our own theory, deliberately adopted in

the wilds of Uva, more than forty years ago, that

forest denudation on mountains exposed to monsoon
cm-rents cannot possibly reduce the average of rain-

fall, has been confirmed by the obsers ations of every

succeeding yeai'. Indeed, were we inclined now to

adopt the theory that to clear away forest in mount-
ain regions is the best means of increasing rainfall,

we might rest lor support on the figures supplied
by Mr. Walker. After extensive and widespread
denudation westwards and eastwards, southwards and
northwards of Bogawantalawa, the figures for the three

south-west months of 1882 shew an increase of ram-
fall over the aA"erage of the previous ten years of

51 '30 inches as against 32 '68, falling on 89 days
uistead of 72 : that is there fell 18 '62 more
inches of rain, the ramy days being increased by 17. In

ordinaiy seasons (to give a more striking illustration),

twenty rainless days out of the 92 might be calculated

on ; while this season the rainless days were only
three. For all practical purjioses, we may say that

the rain was perpetual. This experience was general
over the hillcoimtry, but the effect of local peeuli-
aa'ities of aspect, elevation, &c.

,
as modifying great

cosmic influencis, is also proved by the facts stated

by Mr. Walker, viz., that in the lower and upper
ends of the valley, and its middle, the rainfall in

July varied as represented by the figures 45 inches

for the lower end, 21 for the middle, and only 13

for the upper portion which abuts on Sabaragamuwa
and Uva. Our readers will notice that the temperature
during this mousoon shewed perfect sympathy with
the rainfall, the 21 uiches of -July on thuty days
sending down the thermometer to 60'7. But for the

wiml this fall in temperature need not have happened.
Evaporation the result of strong wind produces cold

equally with radiation, and often of a less endurable
and more disastrous nature. We are not. we sup-

pose, likely again to hear of rainfall reduced and

temperature exalted in the hill region of L'eylou, as

the result of forest denudation.

THE CINCHONA BARK SPECULATION
A]\1ERICA AND EUROPE.

IN

In a review of the drug trade of New York during'

ISsl, Mr, D. O. Eoljbins, of the firm of McKesson Jt

RoLljJi.s, gives a succinct history of the .speculation
in cmchoua bark, which still cramps the marltet.

and keeps the price of quinine above what it would
be iu accordance with laws of supply aud demand.
The rLCeipts of baa-k in the United States have decliued

progrcs.-.ii-ely from 44,yOU bales in 1878 to 31,700 in ISSl.

in l.unUon the receipts were 31,318 bales in 1877, 45,250
in 18iS, 58,006 in 1879, 78,ii7 in 1880, and 115,300 in

1881. It may be interesting to show the fluctuations in

the varieties thus imported.
1S7S 1S79 1880 ISSl
Bales Bales Bales Bales
7.834 9,187 6,580 7,017

0,251 13,400 20,092 15,388

5,771 5,360 6,480 5,723

25,394 30,659 44,505 81,232

The development of the cupiea bark, which is of O'o-

lombiaii origin, aud the decliue in the receipts of Kast

Indian are the noticeable features of this table.

l.L pccting the latter Mr, Kobbins yemarks,
"

It has been
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growing spfmtuneously out of "Laiitana" hedges
in aucl ai-ouiid Bangalore, and can endorse the opinion
of the writer of the above-mentioned arliole that

Lautana liedgea . are best adopted for growing sandal
in. The Government revenue would be conaiderfibly
enhanced were suudal planting by private enterprize

encouraged by a concession of say half the value of

the produce. PL4NTKR.

SuGAK Cane Disease.— With reference to the sugar
cane disease existing in various parts of the empire,
the minister of agriculture reports that not eucuigli
data have yet been received to warrant a conclusion as

to its cause and remedv. from the examinations and

analysea of Mr. Daniel Henninger it is known that the
diseased canes contain a very small quantity oi pottssic
salts, enpecially phosphates, with relation to other salts,
while in the healthy canes this proportion of polassio
salts is very large, especially in phosphates. Mr. Hen-

ninger recommends deep cijtivatiou and the use of

potassio salts as fertilizers —Rio News.
Black Peakls in California.—As an indication

of the interest taken by the United States in

fish culture, it may be mentioned that the Govem-
ment has voted a sum of £10,000 for the lutei'uational

Fish Exhibition, at which America will be fully re-

presented by a splendid collection of appliances and
models.—Diving for black pearls employs a large num-
ber of men and boats off' the coast of Lower Cali-

fornia. Traders supply the vessels and diving ap-

paratus upon the stipulation that the pearls that are
found are to be sold to them at specified rates. TheA
jewels are of much beauty and highly prized. 00

year's production is worth on an average from oOO.Ose
dols to 1,000,000 (loU.—Public Opinion.
What Coffee will do.—Dr. Henry Seguer thus

enumerates the blessings which coffee can produce :

It is a mental and bodily stimulant, assisting to

convert the blood into nervous tissue, and thus recruit

the nervous, moving, and thinking faculties. It lessens

waste of tissue, and thus lessens the amount of food

necess.iry to support the system. It will often cut
short and cure attacks of intermittent fever. In typhus
fever it increases the excretion of urea, and so far puri-
fies the blood without increasing tissue metamorphosis.
It tends to lessen coma and low delirium. It is a

great reliance in yellow fever. It is useful in spasm-
odic asthma, in whooping cough, and hysterics. It

is a diuretic in cardiac dropsy. In oi^ium poisoning
its efficacy is well known. It relieves the sense of

oppression and helps digestion after a hearty meal. It

is a disinfectant and deodorizer. Habitual coffee drink-
ers generally enjoy good health and live to a good old

age.
— Oil and Drug News.

Quinine'.s Latest Rival,—The last new thing in
the way of a rival to quinine comes from Spain. To
the laud that the CounteBS del Cinchon was the firi>t

to import the famous Peruvian bark, we ai-e indebted
for the new product, which is simply spider's webs
washed, dried and ground to powder. These are reported
to possess many of the valuable properties of quinine.
Dr. Olive, after observing 119 cases, comes to the

following conclusions ;
— 1. Spider's web taken in

powder cures malarial fevers when they are of the

daily or tierce charac'er. 2. Given in a doae of two
gra-ns to adults, and one gram to children, it curbs

any ordinary fever after the second attack. 3. Its

action is not fo rapid as that of sulphate of quinine,
and for this reason, until better informed, it should
not be employed in the case of pernicious intermit-
tent fevir. 4. The powder having no taste is more
easily taken tlian quinine. 5. The use of the remeily
is an iusurance against relapses, better than could
be inferred from the indications. Unfortunately the
doctor does not stale whether the webs of all classes

of sjjiders are efficacious,—Oil an<lPnig News.

Coal m South Africa.—Mr. F. W. North's report
on the coal-field of Natal estimates that the field
in Klip River county covers about 1,350 square
miles, and contains over 2,000 million tons of work-
able coal. The quality is good.—Pufdic Oimiion.

Tincture of Arnica a Remedy for Mosqoito Bites.—I tried ineffectually aU manner of supposed remedies
in vain, luitU by accident—that is, through having no-

thing else within reach—I applied strong tinctm-e of arnica,
and almost instantaneously all the irritation was gone.
I have travelled very much in hot climates, and am
frequently still all over the south of Spain, and am now
retm-ning from Andalusia, where the mosquitoes are a
had nuisance; but I lind the tinctm-e of ai-iuca, freely
applied and undiluted, an aljsolute certainty. If applied
when you are bitten I find that the bite is absolutely
innocuous, and if the arnica is applied even hours after-

wards, still it takes away—at all events, with me—all

trace of the initatiou. I have now tested it for over
two years.

—Inhlwati (Fonda Paris, Madrid).
— Field.

The Cannon-Ball Tree.—Mr. Jenmau, the colonial
botanist at British Guiana, sends us a photogi-aph of
the flowei-iug and fniitiug stem of a young Camion-baU
tree, taken in the Promenade Gardens, Georgetown,
British Guiana, which we have had engi-aved. This part-
icular tree, which, as will Ije seen, is well named, is

about 45 or 50 feet high, with a stem 18 inches thick,
free of branches, as shown, and with a handsome spread-
ing, hive-shaped

• head of dense dark gi-een foliage. This
is a young tree. In its native forests it gi-ows to a
much greater size. Couroupita giuanensis inhabits the

mde-stretchiug aUmial lands skirting the rivers of Brit-
ish Guiana, where it is plentifid, attaining a height of
80 to 100 feet or more. It is of free growth, and quickly
fomis a fine featm'e as a spechnen plant in a tropical
garden. It sirddenly drops its leaves in March, and in
a few days is again clothed in fuUy developed foliage
of the i-ichest green. The flowers are large, freely pro-
duced, cmious in form, pink in colour, and highly scented.
The solid msty-coated liiiits are about 6 inches in dia-

meter, and contain a quantity of flat circular seeds,
rather larger than a sixpence, embedded in then- pulp.
The tree belongs to the Lecythis family, and it is stated
that the hard shells of the fniit are used as drinking
vessels.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Auction Sale of Cinchona Bark.— Messrs. Oakes
& Co., under instructions from the Deputy Conserv-
ator of Forests, in charge of the Government Cin-
chona Plantations, sold by public auction, at their
Sale Room.^, Exchange Hall, Madras, on Monday,
20,000 lb. "f Cinchoua crown and red barks in lots

of about 1001b. each. The attendance at the sale was
influential and the bidding brisk. The following table
shows the prices realized as compared with tliose of

the sale on the 11th January, from which it will be
seen that rates ruled cousiderablj- higher :

—
Description of Weight of Jan. 11. Sept. 4.

Bark. bales lb. R. R.

Mossed Cro%vn» ... 104 to 108 343—345 353-360
Natural* ... 102 to 107 243 245-267
Branch* ... 104 to 111 average 60
Natmal red|- ... 102 111—120 121—120

bale of 1001b.
Mossed redt ... 100 147—151 1=8—182

Dot ... 102 none 1/0-172
Branch redi - 102 73 73

Do+ ... 102 81^ 80
This result will, no doubt, be very satisfactory to

Government, and will induce them, as well as private
growers, to dispose of their produce in this market, rather
than run the risks and delays of consignment to England.— AI. Mail. [The Madras Standard D.d(i3:—Thepurchasera
were Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., Dymes,& Co., Mr. F. M.
Bowdeu, Mr. Croysdale, and Dr. Currie. The latter

purchased about one-third of the quantity. The sale

I'ealized about B35,000.]
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

NITRATES IN AGRICULTURE:
THE PAST AND F0TURB OP COFFEE PLANTING—LOSS

FROM BURNING WEEDS.

August 2Sth, 1882.

Deak Sir,— In his closing remark in your issue of

22ud inst.— " aud further that it is not to the loss

of nitrates that we are to look for the explanation
of our present short crops."

— " W. D. B." does not

directly tux me to the contrary, and this remark may
not have been esppcially, or in this sense, directed

against my previous letters. But it is a point I am
anxious not to be misunderstood on. Nothing I

have said can be fairly construed into implying this.

On the contrary, the widespread and persistent short

crops of late years, I as fully feel, are to be attributed
to other causes. This is the more manifest in the
face of shortcomings, even when cattlo dung has been

liberally applied. All I have supposed, and venture
still to s.iy, is that, as in the case of, I believe, every
other cultivation, nitrogen ia a most important element
both in the economy of the plant and for the develop-
ment of the bean. The same can no doubt be said
with equal truth of phosphoric acid, potash, lime,
&c. Does not M. Ville in other words tell us so ?

But to turn the tables :
" W. D. B." 's letter would

almost permit the inference that he regards nitrogen
as an item of comparatively small importance, or that
it is forced on us naturally, in our excessive rainfall

80 liberally
—a sufficiency of the latter being absorbed

as it is—that the subject is at least one proprietors
need not feel anxiety on or trouble their heads about !

Now—without referring to Hughes or the many other

agricultural scientists, who, even before they knew of

losses that may be attributable to nitrification, laid

stress on the importance to us of abundance of niirogen,—it is here I cert.aiuly cannot agree with him : that
after a series of years, during which little has been
removed by crop, or in soil known meanwhile to be
rich therein, he is right in confining manuring oper-
ations to the application of phosphoric acid, potash.
&c. In fact, whatever his soil is deficient in, in what
the chemists would call

" an elegant form," I fully
believe. But wait a wee! It stands toreasnn that,

given 4 lb. of beef—though it may amply suffice for 4

days— if you will allow your dog to steal half of it, you
must lower your conditi-m on insufficient ration?, or

at the end of the second day piirchase fresh supplies.
And so, depend on it, jour correspondent will find.

With but shori crops, and as long as the soil con-

tains abundantly an unexhausted store of nitrogen,
extraneous supplies would be waste, and may for a

long time be found unnecessary. But let, as I hope,
and it would so far lead us to anticipate, his present

system of manuring result in continued crops of 7

to 8 cwt. per acre, my belief is that he will find

the supply insufficiently maintained by the small pro-

portion of the amount nature offers through the me-
dium of rainwater which he cares to accept under
the present system as it stands. He will then see

the necessity of devising means to do, as I said :

" clean rob every drop that falls of all its riche.s."

And further than this, unless by some means an
entire check be placed on losses by nitrification, I

venture to believe that it won't be many years before

he is in the market for heef (nothing in reality better

for the purpose !)
—or shall we say white castor cake 1 !

Further, if, as I confess I infer, he has such au entire

confidence in the superabundant amplitude of our
natural supplies of nitrogen, it leads up to a conclu-

Bion that the high value hitherto set on cattle man-
.

ure (and especially cake fed) is little better than a

popular delusion, for. though it be true that it contains

phosphoric acid, potash, &c., in fair quantity, nitrogen
is, or I am wrong, its dominant element of fertiliz-

ation, and the one on which its value has been con-
sidered predominantly to rest—a conclusion I don't
think many of our most experienced planters will

readily accept ! I grant though that I have often

thought that, if, by the application of gypsum, or other-
wise the ammonia in it could be fixed, a very great
saving in the cost of application (transport) might be ef-

fected—on the presumption that this would permit of
the manure being dried, thus ridding it of a very
heavy portion of its extraneous matter in the form of
sterile moistm-e. I believe it is right to say that M.
Ville disapproved cattle manure only as bein;; a ci!(m«y
manure ; aud that he attached no less importance to

nitrogen in abundance, I think the following extract
shews conclusively:—"Professor Ville found that the
conditions most favorable to fertility consisted in the
union of 4 substances, nitrogenous matter, calcic

phosphate, potash, and lime, to which he has

given the name of normal manure. His experi-
ments with these materials were most interest-

ing. Without manure at all, the soil produced
12 bushels of wheat. With chemical manure,
but without nitrogen, the yield was 18 bushels.
Treated with nitrogenous matter but without mineral
the yield was 22 bushels. But treated with normal
manure the yield jumped up to 50^ bushels per acre !

"

It is adverse to sound argument, and to resolve a
discussion into a waste space and paper, to attach mean-

iugs to a writer that caunot be fairly construed from
his words. I would therefore carefully guard against
implying that "VV. D. B." attaches no importance to

nitrogen ; but that he does seem to be over-confident of

the magnitude of our natural supplies, or too lightly
regards the necessity of conserving those supplies ;

that he does not apparently consider that, if the days of

abundant harvest return permaneuttj, any losses in this
direction will have lo be made good at their equivalent
value artificially, if I interpret his views rightly.
Your correspondent may be right but I think not. It
is true I did not take the power of suction exercised by
ciivored-in drains into account, and, if it be a power,
this truly would point to less loss bv a system of open
drains. But it must be remembered that, in the
Rothamstead experiments, drains but 20 niches deep
earned off the largest quantity o'f nitrates; and he can-
not surely mean that none but the surplus surface water
passes into uncovered Ariaaa ; that a large quantity does
nut in times of heavy rain filter through the soil into them,
or that Ibis water contains no appreciable proportion
of nitrates ? Again, allowing that the nitrates do .all sink
down into the subsoil, is he justified in assuming that

they remain indefinitely, or for a sufficient length of

time, within access of the roots ? I make no assertion
to the contrary but are there not stronger reasons for

supposing so in the case of a free soil? Can "W. D. B."

say that on digging out old bushes he has found the
roots to a depth he would, judging from Mr. VVaring-
ton's experiments, believe sufficient, aud in sufficient

numbers, to take them all tip again as required ? Or
on a stiff, clayey soil, presuming that this does absorb
and retain the nitrates near the surface, does not the
manner in which the roots of a well-grown young plant
are often to be found confined within the hole cut for

it, as in a flower-pot, lead to a doubt whether the
roots of even an old tree can get at them in such a
soil with sufficient readiness? Convert it into a free

soil by cultivation, digging, &o., without some counter-

check, you at once open the door to their escape ? If it

be true a- to the power of cLiy soils to hold nitrates or
check nitrification, it may account for their often great
fertility when worked up and sweetened by limn, draining
&c, That " W. D. B.

"
sets no too high a value on
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a limestone bottom, I firmly believe ; and that this

equally applies to cinchona as to coffee—instance

Jamaioft ! Though a clay soil, the limestone it rest"-

on affords perfeo drainage ; and hence I fancy the

reason we do not hear of the former dying out

there." I well remember too poor
"
Squatter

" David-
son (a far above the average well-read, wellinformeil,
man he was ; as other members of his family, a keen

observer of anything connected with natural his-

tory, and a good talker to wit : one I never wearied of

listening to—except only perhaps it might be on
one subject

—and, as others too out here, I don't

doubt, would gladly .add, many a ple.asaut hour I

have spent at his fireside at Hattou, so doinj; !)

attributing the exceptional crops of a certain locality—I think in Dimbula somewhere, but am not cert-

ain— to its Umeslone boltom !

As to the suggestion of a protective crop of some
sort to be grown amongst the coffee : that the idea

occurred to, and its adoption recommended by, so good
an authority as Liebis, 1 think entitles it to con-

sideration. And further that it has received a long
and successful trial already in Ceylon, I venture
to name AUoowiharee : there the wholo surface

was permitted to become covered with moss (a velvetty,

olive-green moss as far as I remember) with a view to

check wash, which it would seem to do effectually ; but

probably too, more than this, in the conservation of nitro-

gen. Still, ihough natuially a rich soil. I think on

encjuiry it will be found that it was necessary to apply
liberal supplies of the latter artificially in order to sup-

port and maintain the splendid crops it notoriou.sly

gave, year after year, for years, and for ought I know
may still be giving. Save possibly to a partial extent,

through wash and neglect, can " W. D. B." kindly
name any other sufficient cause than a waste of nitrogen
and refusal of nature's supplies for the deplorable
contrast that I fear has prejudiced many a passing
visitor to Kanrly unfairly against the coffee enterprize

generally in Ceylon between the terraced paddy fields,

that I suppose for generations have retaimd their fertil-

ity, to be Been on the righthand side ascending the

Kadugannawa Pass, and the adjacent melancholy-look-

ing scrub grown on the hilltops with but a few coffee

stumps remaining as a memento of the past ?

Apropos of your suggestion of rape as a green crop,
and as possibly equally applicable to it, the following

quotation may not be out of place :
—"Leguminous crops

generally flourish in soils containing little or no nitro-

genous matter
;
and not only so, but are able in some

mysterious way to obtain nitrogen from the atmosphere,
and to store up a portion in the soil. The fact is well

kilow to chemists It has been proved that a soil from
which two crops of clover had l)een cut, thereby taking
away a large amount of nitrogen, is richer in nitrogen
than before the clover was."

If so, how much more rich, had the clover only been

dug in ! It has since occurred to me that every
bundle of weed I removed to be burnt in anxiety to

clean a certain property was equivalent to removing
(instead of applying) a basket of grass-fed cattle-dung.
The following is the opinion of an eminent Professor of

Agriculture at home(for which, by the way, to a neigh-
bour of mine who studied under him, thanks are due)
which maj affurd your correspondent "W." some clue in

connection with leaf-disease. I think it is briefly thus :— " That different plants inhale and exhale different

gases ;
that consequently, if only one product be cultiv-

ated over large areas, the atmosphere becomes after a

Xixae exhrnstcd of the element it requires to inhale, or that

it may become poisoned by re-inhaling its own breadth ;

and that thus a door is opened to the different blights
that almost invariably put in an appearance under these

conditions." But this theury would in the present
instance seem to be entirely upset by the prevalence of

the disease in Sumatra, Java, &o.
,
where properties are

all more or less detached. .And it is curious to note

that, whereas in these countries the climate is generally
a huinid one, in India, the dry districts (Coorg, &o. ),as
in Ceylon, seem to be comparatively but little affected

by it : X.

P. S.—Besides Mr. Bosanquet's success I heard the
other day of a property in Matale on which the resid-
ent proprietor had, by systematic and judicious manur-
ing, any how kept up the yield to an average consider-

ably more than sufficient to enable him to gradually
lionvert it into a cocoa vvalk "in embryo." These are
no doubt but two instances among many, and why with

good blossoming seasons in the future should it not be
to the same extent general?

NATIVE-GATHERED CAOUTCHOUC.
Galkissa, Sept, 2ud, 1882.

Sir,—T take the liberty of sending you, per this day's
tapal, for your inspection, a ball of caoutchouc, dis-
covered and taken by me from a certain species of the

caoutchouc-bearing family indigenous to Ceylon
Yours faithfully, F. 3REWARDENNE.
[The ball sent to us is not like rubber at all : Dr.

Trimen, who has seen it, cannot suppose it to be of any
commercial value. Can our correspondent tell us the
Sinhalese name of the tree from which he collected
this ball ?— Ed.]

PREPARATION 01? TAPIOCA.
Kalutara, 7th September 1882.

Dear Sir,—Having 4 acres of manioc ripe, and being
ignorant of the manipulation of the root, I should be
much obliged if you, or some of your subscribers, would
let me know a simple way of preparing t.apioca for the
mai-ket, in return for which I will with pleasure give
you the benefit of our experience with it here, along
with figures showing the profit or loss, in the trans-

action, which will be a rough criterion for intending
planters to go by.
The natives in this district willingly take up arrow-

root and make it into very good flour for J share of
the produce, but of the manipulation of manioc they
are quite ignorant, refusing even an offer of i of the
product.—I am, yours faithfully, \V. L. F.

[Our correspondent will find in our Handbook for

1880-1, p. 400i-, a paper by a Singapore planter de-

scribing the preparation of tapioca.
—Ed.]

THE SOUTH-WE.ST MONSOON OP 1882 AND THE
RAINFALL RETURN FOR BOGAWANTALAWA.

Delrey, Bogawantalawa, 7th Sept. 1882.

Sir,—The S. W. monsoon now drawing to a close
has been admittedly one of the most severe on record,
and the following results of observations taken here
may be of interest to some of your readers. The
mean temperature during June-August, as compared
with the mean of the nine years 1872-80, was as fol-
lows :

— 9 years mean 1882.

Jane ... 65-7 63°5

luly ... 65 60-7
August ... 65-4 627

shewing an adopted mean for the three months of
623° this year agdust 65'4°: that is a mean tem-
peratur ; for this period more than 3° below the aver-

age. The rainfall was :
—

10 years mean 1872-81. 1882.
Rainfall, Days. Rainfall. Days.

June ... 14-72" 252 1586" 29
July ... 10-2(i" 2.S-2 2107" 30
August ... 7'70" 2:;S 14-37" 30

For the 3 months 32-63" 51-30" 89
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We have in diflerent years experienced equally cold,
wet and -.vindy vveathfr, but for periods Hjore or less

short. This year has been distinguished for extremes
of cold, wet and wind continued throughout tbe en-
tire immsooii pi'rioJ, and is quite exceptional. This
has probably been still more strongly mruked in places
that are more exposed to the influence of ihe S. \V.

monsoon.
In July against 21" rain here, upwards oi 45" were

registered on an estate at the lower end of this valley,
wliile on and her estate near the hill-range above

Balangoda tbe fall was about 13" only.
— I am, sir,

your obedient servant, GILES F. WALKER.

THE PROSPECTS IN NEW ZEALAND :—THE
OTHER SIDE.

Colombo. 9th Sept. 1882.

Dear Sir,—The letter appearing in your paper of last

evening gives such a very diifereut account to that

which I have always understood of New Zealand (and

my information has been derived from friends resid

ing there) that I think the enclosed letter dated
two days later than that of your correspondent may
not be without interest. I therefore send it you to

make any use you like of it. The position of the New
Zealand Govermnent stock in the London market

certainly does not appear to me to bear out the sweep-
ing accusations made by your correspondent, and con-

versations I have had with Sir Julius Vogel lead

me to think that there is a very good field for en-

terprize in the colony, if the intending settler has

energy, a small capital, and ordinary caution. At
this time of depression here (temporary only I firmly

believe), when some amongst us may be turning their

attention to other colonies, I think it only fail' to

give any information tliat may throw light on the

other side, and feeling that your correspondent has

not written quite impartially must be my excuse for

occupying your space. COLONIST.

New Zealand, 31st July 1882.

Yours of the 1st June to hand ; thanks for it. I

wrote you the second letter fearing the first had
missed you, not having heard in reply. I find it some-

what difficult to reply to all your questions, but how-
ever will try to do so. In the first place the clim-

ate of New Zealand generally and this district in

particular is good for Europeans. The death rate never

exceeds 12 in the 1,000, whereas England's is something
like 22—in fact, owing to the mildness of both sum-

mer and winter old people reach 100 often. If you
bring the smallest sum mentioned, viz., £5,000, and

purchase land at a fair market value, the returns

ought to enable you to save money annually, but as

for stating how much—no man in a young colony can

do that ;
tlie price of everything fluctuates more than

in an old colony. If I could purchase this place at

£5 per acre which I cannot, as the agent for the

owner asks £7 and in its present state carries 1.50

cows, 400 sheep. The total outlay say for stock

150 head at 70s, £525 ; and 400 sheep at 10s, £200 ; rams

bulls, horses, £100 ; total £825. Returns :
—150 calves

30s £225 ; sheep, wool, £100 ; lambs £120. Total £440
at present market value. I pay £100 a year rent

leaving £300 to the good to live, &c., and, as the

land supplies all but labour and gi-oceries, there must
be a margin for profit. I have to live somewhere
and have to pay rent ; therefore on a farm a marf

lives cheaper than in a town. The place I am on

is delightfully healthy ; that is the reason 1 took it,

and I presume I will end in purchasing it, as I have been

spending money on it in fencing, draining, &c. This

land is reckoned as good second-class. For first class

land from £14 to £18 per acre is the present price.

As many wealthy people are coming into the dis-

tricts I doubt if there will be any decline in price.

The market for stock is all local, as new lands are

being opened up so is stock required. Cereals pay
if you can get fail' prices for what you grow. Wheat
here is 4s 6d, oats 2s 6d per bushel. Of course new
land where broken up is better for a crop, before

being put into gi'ass ; so if the crop will pay the ex-

penses it is free. The last land I had I sold

for £18 10s per acre ; that returned about four

per cent. This place, if I gave £4,0U0, will return about
10 per cent, but in New Zealand in farming pursuits
no man can determine what his income will be ; stock

fluctuates so very much. This time last year cows
were worth £6, now about £4. But the success or

failure of a man in the colony depends entirely on
himself. Nature has done more for New Zealand than
for any country in the world. I would not recommend

any one coming here to invest all their cajjital in

land and stock, but place at least one-third on mort-

gage at 8 per cent. The wages of servants here are

about 15s per week for girls, £1 for men living in

the house, man and wife about £75 per annum ; day's

wa,ges of eight hours ^7s, but all farm work I get
done by contract. I am now ti'ying to let some
300 acres of scrub to be cut by contract. I have a

young man who looks after fences and stock, milks

cows, cuts up firewood, &c. Round here there are

some very nice people living, and with a pony chaise

I thmk Mrs. if she likes the country would feel

very jolly. The sporting season closes today, and I

have had my share of longtails ;
have four hang-

ing up now. When I get the land clean will

be rable to get more as I lose so many and re-

quije a boat or raft on each lake as the ducks re-

ma n in the middle and dogs are not always to be

depended on. I think I have done what I can for

you in ans-\vering your questions, but you must come

youi-self. All I can answer for is climate and soil.

I have heard of one or two instances of moderate
fortunes being made, but they are few and far be-

tween and then mostly among business men, but I

thiidc all settlers are doing well—at least but few com-

plain and none fail.

THE CULTIVATION OF RUBBER: PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE : SHOULD LOCAL SEED FROM

YOUNG CEARA TREES BE USED ?

12th September 1882.

Dear Sir,—As indiarubber is to be doubtlessly
one of the future great products of the island, it

might be as well to consider the advisability of ex-

tending the cultivation by means of country-grown
seed. With the exception of Peradeniya, there cannot
be any very old trees, and therefore seed taken from

young trees now may cause hereafter disappointment
by the trees dying out. In some solitary cases I have
found trees, after reaching 15 or 16 ft. before branching
suddenly drop all their leaves and apparently die, or

else hang for several months on the verge of it.

Perhaps some planter may be able to account other-

wise for this peculiarity, but for my part I think it

is from defective seed. There can be no doubt that

cmker in cinchona, where apparently the soil is per-
fect, can be only another name for bad seed, and so

from past experience of cinchona we ought to be most
careful how such a valuable tree as tbe c.ioutchouc

tree is extended through the island. Could not Dr.

Trimen be asked to pronounce his opinion, once and
for all, as to whether it is safe to use seed from the

young trees of the Ceaii? Out of some 30,000 trees

growing well and now over one year, I have had six

cases of tall trees not having branched, casting their

leaves ; in two cases death was the result, and in four

cases, after having for several months remained appar-

ently so, they suddenly shot up again.
—Yours faithfully,

WATCHMAN.
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TOBACCO CULTIVATION AND CURING IN THE NORTHERN
PROVINCE OF CEYLON.

Hepart of the Governmeut Agent, Northern Province, called for by Colonial Secretary's Circuhir of the

12ili September, 1871, of the modes of culture, curing and manufiicture of Tobacco as carried on in

the Northern Province.

Tobacco is cultiviitcd in (his Province in all parts of the District of Jaffna, and in some villages of

the Mullaittivu and Mannar districts. There is little or none cultivated in the Nuwarakalawiya district,

owing very probably to the want of wells in that district from which to irrigate the gardens, the irrigation

of .t' bacco being almost eniirely c nied on from wells and "thornvoes" as they are called (in Tamil -

irw,)

which are merely temporary wells sunk in tanks and in sandy districts. The quality of the tobncco, of

course, varies according to the nature of the soil, the quantities and description of manure used, the care

and labour bestowed upon its cultivation, and the process of curing gone through.
The best smoking tobacco according to the native tnste is grown in the Pnchehilappalai. Pnnakari

mid Tenmorachchi divisinus of the Jaffna District, and in Illuppaikkadavai and Mantotte divisions ot the

Mannar District, and Puthukkudiyiruppu of the Mullaittivu District.

The tobacco grown in the Vadamorachchi, Valikamnm East, Valikam.am North, and a few villages in

Valikaniam West, in Jaffna, and iu the Navakuli pan'sh of the Tenmorachi division, and Allaippiddy of the

Island divisi(m, is considered the best for export to India and for the markets of the Southerni, Western and

Central Provinces of this Island.

Seed.

In each garden one or two plants are allowed to run to seed in order to supply the seed for the

next season. The heads of the plants, on which are the seed pods, are cut off and left in the sun, and

when sufflciently dry are kept wrapped up iu clothes or in baskets and hung up in smoke till next season.

Process of Cultivation.

The cultivation of tobacco is carried on in what is called 'g;i.rden lands," and sometimes in paddy
fields immediately after thc^ harvest. After tlie tobacco crop hns been taken off' the "garden lands" they
arc sown witli tine grain the heavy manuring required for the tobacco being availed of for the dry grain
•cultivation.

The cultivation is commenced about the end of October and continues to about the end of April,
'i he seed is sown in nurseries. A nursery consists of a small patch of ground raised about one foot from

the ordinary level and heavily manured with different descriptions of leaves and cattle or goats' dung. The
seed is spiijikled over these and covered with thin layers of earth and pressed down with the foot, and

completely covered with cocoanut or palniirah leaves. Watei' is sprinkleil over them once a day. In about

eight days the cocoanut or palmirali leaves are removed. When the seeds commence to germinate a

"pandal" (uw >ii;)
two or three feet high is placed over them to shelter them from sim, rain and dew, and

they are daily sprinkled with water for about ten days. The cover is then removed, and water is sprinkled
once a day for another niouth, at the expiiation of which time, if the seedlings are found to be too close

to one another, another l)ed similar to the nursery bed is prepared, into which some of the seedlings are

tomporarily transplanted, and sheltered as before for about eight days. In about 2| months from the time

of sowing the seedlings are transplanted into gardens which have been prepared for them in the following

manner, viz :
—When the seed is first sown in the nurseries, the preparation of the garden is commenced by

manuring thus,
—by penning cattle on them and thus securing the dung, by burying leaves of various

descriptions in them, and by folding goats or sheep in them in order to secure the manure, or by spreading
cow dung over them. They are then ploughed, and about the middle of January holes for the reception of the

young plants are made about a yard apart, in which cattle manure and leaves are buried, and one or two

seedlings planted in each, which are covered over with small boughs of trees and leaves to protect them from

the sun. The young plants are watered once or twice a day. as necessary, for about fifteen days. The ground
around the plants is sli>rhfly h ed, and thev are kept without being watered for a day or two. At about this

time if any of the planis die they are replaced . After ten days the land is again hoed and left for one or two

days to dry. Furrows are made between the plants, with smaller furrows to the roots of each plant, ami water

is passed through them all so as to wet the roots of the plants without wetting the intervening spaces ofground.
Cattle or goat dung is again spread over the land, wliich is again hoed and levelled, and the earth is hoed

up round the plants and lett for twr) or three days, and then formed into small squares enclosing two or four

plants so as to form small reservoirs round them, info which water is conveyed every other day. By about

the lOlh of March the plants begin to blossom, and tht; tops are lopped off leaving about twelve leaves on the

stems, the lopped-off tops being lefr on the gr(ound. Any off-shoots that may appear are carefully removed.

About from forty days to sixty days afrer lopping, according to tha nature of the soil, the leaves will be fully

mafured and ready for cutting. The tobacco plants are subject to damage or injury by insects and various

worms called Alukkauavar. (^@5 'r-^-^snaui^), Kottian (Q -n^ u iutsw) and Erivandu (jjT.-fiajisxir'').) The culti-

vators are obliged to carefully pick off those insects immediatelv from the plants. The insect ( JVigj-JajOTrausB- )

45
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appears when there is an absence of ram for any length of tinae. If the plants are allowed to run to seed

the quality of tlie leaves is affected, they become small, get Ibrowu, wither and fall off.
|

There are three descriptions of leave.s taken fiom each plant
— tlie first sort. Terivn (ni'^iflm), the

'

second sort Idai (51'^'- )> the third sort Sachclui (*'"*). 1 he number ol leaves on a plant averages ;

from ten to twelve of which tliere are of the first sort five leaves, the second sort two, the third sort

three to five. The first sort are the upper leaves, the second sort the middle leaves, the third sort the

bottom leaves.

Curinff,

When the leaves are ready for cutting the general practice is to cut the plant off short, and leave
t on the ground. The leaves are then cut with part of the stem attached to them and left in a heap for from
one to three days, accordiug to circumstances ; thev are then taken up tied tngetiier in Inindles of about five
and hung up in the smoke in a kudil ((g a.

s!j), or hut, closely walled round with mud and cadjaus nd smoked
for a day or more. The leaves are then taken out and hung up in the shade in the air, and when quite dry
they are piled up and pressed down. The bundles are then untied and the I'lives sorted, and attain tied into
bundles of 50 each and piled up into heaps. Tlie tobacco made by this process is called Vellaichcharakku

(Q^sirbsns: -TiT
i.-^!^).

Another process, by which what is called the Karuppuchai'akku ( jai -i^i ^ a rg,) {^

cued is as follows:—After the plants have been cut and left to the action of the sun for some time, they 1

are hung for three daj's in the air in the shade and iheu th ^ leaves are separated, allowing part of the stem 1

to remain with each leaf; they are then buried in heaps of cowdung, either fresh or old, ot are buried in !

trenches in the ground and allowed to remain for about three days; they are then taken out and tied in <

bundles of five each, and smoked, and then left for tiiiee days "to cool," as it is termed, and then piled in i

heaps, covered and pressed ; they are then .-igain hung up and sniok d. and left hanging in tliekiidil, or hut, I

for from two to four days : they are then taken down, sorted, made up into bumllcs of 50 leaves each, and '

heaped.
The first process of curing is carried on in general with regard to tobacco e.xpoited to India

; the
'

second with regard to smoking and chewing tobacco and tobacco exported to the markets of Galle and
'

Colombo.
]

Manufacture.
The only manufacture is that of cigars of a rough description. The process of curing the smoking ;

tobacco has already been referred to.

The process of manuflteturing in some places is merely to roll up pieces of tobacco in a good leaf '

and tie the end up with a thread. Another process is to s flen the leaves with fresh water, the first sort

being used for tlie outride and ili" second sort and broken pieces for the inside. The cigars are tied too-ether '

in small bundles often, and a decoction (v's /(_/r) prepared by boiling the tobacco fibre in tod ly, arraik, or

young cocoaunt water is sprinkled over them, and they arc then 1 acked in boxes containing from 20,000 to '

50,000 each. Tliis decoction (Ga-in-n ) is used not only to increase the flavi ur of the cigars, but it is also to !

preserve them from injury by insects. A coarse description of snufi is propar d (but in no freat quantity')

by roasiing the tobacco leaves of- the first soit in fire and reducing it inio a thin fine 1 owder and mixing a
small quantity of chunam t 1 increase its strength. Th s manufacture is entirely for local consumption.

I he gr.ater [
ortion of the tobacco grown in the Jaffna Peninsula is exported in leaf to tjalie and

Colombo, in the Island, and to Cochin and other parts of Iniia.

What is called the first description is exported to Galle and Colombo ; the second description and '

any surplus of tii first description to Coc'iin, &c.; the tliird sort is principally taken 'o JMalale.
|

For export, the tobacco is tied up in bundles called "
sippani" (fritj lL), which are notliin:' more than 1

bundles of tobacco weighing from 75 lb. to I| cwt., pressed and tied up in ola (palmirah leaf) mats.
j

The bales of tobacco sent to Galle aud ( 'olombo weigh from one to one and-a-half cwt. The bales '

exported to Cochin weigh geuerall)' about three quarters of a cwt.
j

The tobacco exported to India is sprinkled with salt water before being tied up in bales. I

From 1858 to the end of 1869 an export duty of 4d. a cwt. was levied on tobacco exported beyond
sea. This duty was abolished in 1870 with other export duties.

The annexed statement, furnished by the Customs, hows the quantity and value of the tobacco
exported beyoud sea and coastwise from 1856 to 1870, and the duty recovered on that exported 1 eyond sea.

I have no means of ascertaining the quantity taken to Miitale by laud. I believe it to be between
3,000 to 5,000 cwts. annually, and that consumed in the Province would be perhaps 9,000 cwts., which will
make the total annual crop from 50,000 to 60,(j00 cwts.. and the value fr. ui £hO,()00 to £100,000.

The extent of land cultivated with tobacco in the Jaffna Peninsula must average about 4,500 acres.
llie average price of the tobacco is as fo.lows :

—
& s. d. Rs. cts.

First sort ... 3 or 30 per cwt. = 1,440 leaves.

Second sort ... 2 2 or 20 do. =2,880 do.

Third sort ... 16 6 or 8 25 do. =4,320 do.
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The following is an extract from a report made to me by the Second Mudailyai- of the Kachcheri

regarding the co-t oT cultivating and the vield of an acre of land in the Jaffna i'oninsiila.

" To grow tobacco in a piece of land, not less than three p ople must .'orm a c mpany, for, in the

manner plantatious are watered in the Jaffna Peninsula from wells, ihe work cannot be done by a less

number; but in some villages of Tenmarachchi and in the Paclichihippali, Punoryu, and tlie two districts

of Mullaittivu and Mannar, where the plantations .'iro watered from Thuravoo (
, '

ni), or lemporarv tanks,
one or two people can cultivate a piece of land, and the extent of cultivation will be very much limited..

The quantity of tobacco yearly cultivated in the latter being comparatively very .small, I think it ri<rht to

pass over such manner of growing tobacco in illustrations

'•The three people in a company can cultivate tobacco on an extent of one acre during one season of
a year. 1 he rent of fonrlachams ( 1 rood) of tobacco ground varies from \5s. to 40.^ , ;:nd at ihat late rent

for an acre will he £3 to £8 (Rs. 30 to Rs. SO).

" The cultivation for a season will occupy their labour for six months ; the value of their laliour at

\os. each per month for three people for a perioil of si.x months will be £13 10s.

"The people commence to manure and prepare the land for tobacco in October or November, and the
laud is first manured by penning black cattle; these cattle are eithi-r procured from their owners for feeding,
or they are the jiroperty of the cultivators themselves, an. i they do not pay for this manure ; but it should be
observed that to keep up the black cattle in the wintei-, by feeding fheiu entirely with grass, will occupy
nearly the whole time in the day. Again, the cultivators bury green leaves. One cartload of green leaves

will be wanted for a lacham, and at that rate 16 cartloads for an acre will be, at 5s. a cartload, £4.
"
Again, the land is manured by shee ; 60 paddies {u la), each containing 100 fheep, will be required

for four lachams, and for an acre extent 240 paldies (u la), and one ]iadd\' f i—u) manure will cost at

least Is. ; for an acre exte t£l2. Total cost, £32 10* to £37 10s. (Rs. 325 or Rs. 375).
" When I submitted a paper to the late Mr. Dyke some several jears ago. I had calculated on

1,000 plants to be planted in every three lachams. Since that, as people began to apply more manure and to

raise the quality of tobacco, it is found necessary now to plant 1,000 for every four lachams—.so in an acre

of laud 4,000 plants are planted.
" The tobacco planted in a very good soil and in a highly manured land will yield

—
. £ s d. Rs.

1st sort leaves 5 for 4,000 = 20,000 at £2 per 1,000 ... 40 ... (400)
2nd „ 2 „ 4,000= 8,000 „ 15.« 6 ... ( 60)
3rd „ 3 ,, 4,000= 12,0(0 „ 5s. „ ... 3 .. ( 30)

'Ihe produce of an acre ... £49 (Rs. 490)

" The difference between £37 10s. (Rs. 375) and £49 'Rs. 490) is the profit, and for each of the
cultivators the profit will be £3 15s. (Rs 37oO). This profit the cultivators can yearly expect if the
market price in Travancore does not fall to what it is now, and if the tobacco crops have 1 ot met with heavy
rains or gales when they are in plants.

"When the cultivators do not take lauds on rent the owner of the lands defrays all expenses and
divides the profits into nine shares, and takes six shares for himself, and the three shares are divided among
the three cultivator-, which will give nearly £5 lOs each ; and cultivating on " varani" is much less profitable
to the cultivators, for, in the other case, an amount was allowed as hire for their labour, and in addition to

that there is a profit of £3 I5s.

"Much of the cultivation is under the lalter system— that is. "varam."
" True copy."

W. U. TWYNAM,
Jaffna Kachcheri, Government Agent.

30th December, 1871.

Notes referred to.

1.— Tobacco.

The best smoking tobacco is also grown in the divisions of AchcheJu in Valikamam East, and
Chutumulai in Valikamam West.

2.—Process of Cultivation.

As a general rule, immediately after manuring, the ground is first hoed and then ploughed as often
as is necessary to fit it for planting the seedlings.
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3.— Description of Leaves.

The second ^ort {§) •'-<-) generally averages from tbree to five leaves, and the third sort two to three

leaves.
4.— Mnmifacturc of Snuff.

lu addition to chuuain, a few drops of giugely oil or oow-.hee is al^o used to increase its flavour and

to preserve it from damage.
o.—Extent of Cultivation.

J he extent under culliNatiou at present must average about 6,000 acres, showing an increase by
one-third of what was cultivated in 1871, and the total aiuiual crop wo ild be fairly estimated from 70,000
to S0,000 cwts.

The largest expoi't beyond the Island was 41,986 cwt. in 1880.

JManuiiny.

The following leaves are generally buried for manuring t!ie ground for cultivation of tobacco :—
Paunai (lj gfesr), Kavilay (

i rr
oiliffrn-.L'),

Kainai (iiifiL@') Ikkeeri (@ Siti), Chatturakkally (<s= j/a if^arrsrfli,

Kandai ( ^.i-oOBrssroi-), Piraudai (LSjr«-TOro5)(_),
Kaddaroanakku (^r^i-iLoawsEr^), Chooria (y an/,9#)', Vedduk-

kuoiiry (Glai,<£i<h^iS.i fS), JMargosa ('iautriq), Punku {.^/s®). Que cartload of the above leaves, &c'., would

iMst from 2 to 3 rnpoes.
Smoking.

Cocoanut husks and dried nuts of palmirahs, with other common firewood, are used for smoking the

tobacco.
"True copy."

W. C. TWYNAM,
Government Agent.

LKi'Tixti A FoRKsr.—The deer forest of Dundonell, iu

Scotlaufl, on the estate of Jlr. JIacljenzie, of Duudonell,
has iH-en lot at a rent of nearly £3,000. This forest,

ineluiling Grviiuanl sliootiugR, extends to upwards of 60,000

acres.—Scotsman .

Eaisino Palms from Seed.—The great demand for

Palms, esptcially in a small state, makes the jn-odiiction

of these a matter of some moment. Some raise their

plants from imported seeds; others, who grow ou a less

restricted scale, purchase seedling i)lauts on the Oontiaeut

and grow them on into size until fit for sale. Those who
raise from seed obtain their seeils from various parts of

the world at all times of the year. Jlr. F. Bause, of the

General Horticultin-al C'omp,any's Melhourue Nursery,

Autriey, raises annually a large nuniljer of Palms, and

whether the .species and varieties require warm or cold

treatmeut all are treated alike iu the matter of raising

p!ant.s from seed. The seeds are sown as soon as received

iu pans and shallow wooden boxes; the soil used is turfy
loam and a little sand, aud the seeds .are covered about

an inch or so. In raising Palms from seed the gre.at

point is to get the seed as fresh as po.ssible; and, if per-

fectly fresh when received, Arecas will germinate in .six

weeks, and C'ocos AVeddeliiana in about the same time.

Euterpe edulis is quicker in germinating. A few sorts lie

in the soil longer than others. Bactris requires twelve

months to germin.ate; one or two at a time will come

e.arlier, and at iutervsils, but the bulk take the length of

time named. Elais guiueensis requires the same period
before the cotyledons appear above the soil. The principal
Palms r.aised from seed in this country are:—Euterpe
edulis, Areca lutescens, Oocos Weddelliana, C. fiexuosa,

0. araara; Bactris Binoti, Geouoma gracilis, G. .Schottiana,

G. Seenianui; Thriuax elegans, T. p<arviflora; Keutia au.stralis.

K. Fosteriana; Oaryotas, Latania liorbonica, L. rubra, aiul

L. aurea. The matter of patting from the seed-pans is one of

some importance. Mr. Bause pots within a reasonable time

after the plants are something like established in the

seed-pans, but it is well not to pot too soon. Each plant
is placed individually in a small pot. Some sorts show
their peculiar leaf (draracter sooner than others. Latania

borhonica will do this in from one to two years; Geonoma
.shows its char.aeter in quite a young state, and Oocos
"Wedde'liana does the same. O. flexuosa not so soon. It

is a iiractice full of interest to the grower to what the

gradual development of character in the young plants as

they increase in size and vigour.
— Oiinleiter^'' Chvonirle.

The .JrrE Ixdilstry of Dun'dee.—By the American
tlonsul Winter.—A Dundee ^manufacturer, who h.'is frequ-
ently passed through Ceylon eu route to India, aud
who is well acquainted with the nature of the climate and
the soil of that island, 'has asserted that jute is a pro-
duct suitad for cultivation there, especially iu the south-
west side. There has, however, been no .action taken upon
this suggestion.

— Viiited States Coiisidar jReport.

The Potato Disease.—A constant succession of small
showers js, by the promotion given to the diffusion of
the Peronospora spores iu the Potato plant, very rapidly
bringing about the defoliation of early sorts, and witli

many kinds hardly a green leaf is left. With the second

early sorts the black spot is very abundantly visible, whilst

the later kmds, having stout robust growth and vigorous
leafage, exhibit evidence.-; of the fungus only here aud
there. Naturally growers are seeing these disease aspects
with considerable alarm, and their fears are not allayed

by the too frequent evidences of the presence of the disease

in the tubers found on lifting the roots. The theories so

ably propovmded by Mr. -Jensen have naturally set intellig-
ent growers thinking, aud though many have found it

too late this year to test his plan of protective mouldiug,
yet they have tested it so far as to ascertain whether
the spots of disease now too evident in the tubers bore
evidence of external or internal attack. Our own experience
so far has resulted in the finding of the disease spots
chiefly upon the tubers nearest to the surface, and on the

upper sides, except in cases where the basin that in-

evitably exists around the stems earthed-upiu the customary
fashion has faoiUtated the caiTying of the water down
into the nest of tubers at the base of the stems, and
thero disease has been found iu various places on the

tubers, some small ones being entirely affected. With
our crops iu their present somewhat diseased state, the

ordinary pnictice with many growers would be to p'lU
the hnuhn and remove it; but there now follows t'le

tlanger that the loosening of the soil consequent iq)on
the pulling of the tops and the inevitable drawing of the
tubers nearer the surface is calcirlated to do more harm
than good. Disastrous results, too, have so often followed

upon very early lifting and storing, that it renders Mr.
.lensen's adx-ice. to allow the tubers to remain buried
until the fimgoid spores are no longer active in the air,

as of mom'-ntous importance. It cannot, however, be too

clearly understood that such advice is intended to apply to

crops that are moulded as he advi.ses.—Gciri^ou-rs^ ChroniHe.
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BLUEGUM AND WATTLE SEED.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE "AUSTRALASIAN."

Sir,—AVhat is the usual quantity of Tasmanian bluegumseed sown to the acre (broadcast) ? Also, should wattle
seeil be steeped in hot water previous to sowing; if so,tor how long, and at what temperature should the water
be when the seed is put in ? Scpee Combing.
Amuri, New Zealand.

[Two ounces and a half good bluegum seed will be
enough for one acre

; plougli very shallow and harrow
fine before sowing. 2. Pour boiling water upon it, and
set it aside to cool. If the bulk be large, use shallow
pans; leave it to soak until it swells.—Ed. Australasian.]

HOUSEHOLD PEESCKIPTIONS BY "HAKBI."
The prescriptions 1 and 2 are said to be infallible. I

have not tried them but my friend has, with glorious
success in almost hopeless cases. A trial is requested, and
the result to be communicated to the Asian

(1.) llANGE IN HOBSE.S.—Take a few pounds of the
reluse nihowa (JJassm loiii/ifolia) Howers (after distillation)and grind into a paste ; then rub it well into the eruption,
lettiug the paste to remain on for about four hours,
after which wash it off with warm water and country
soap. One application a day .for a week will .suffice to
eradicate the disease.

(2.) JIA.NGE IN Dogs.—Reduce a quantity of the blighted
stalks of the milkhedge {Saindli, Thv.r. Hindustani; KvUi,
Tamilj to powder, and mix with linseed oil to form a
paste, after which rub the diseased parts well with the
paste, and allow it to remain on for a couple of hours,
then wash off with soap and tepid water. Apply onlyonce a day. A teaspoonful of sulphur, mixed either with
milk, butter, or ghee, to be given every morning for three
days. Diet light.

(3.) Ticks on Fowls.—Common salt, mixed with cocoa-
nut oil, is an effectual remedy. The B. fiats begin to get
stitt and fall off within a couple of hours; after which
time the fowl is to be sponged, with lukewarm water.
There is no use applying the above solution if the "

moorghi-khana "
is a receptacle for these abominations. Exterminate

them liy filling up aU cracks in floor and walls with mortar
and then lime wash. This latter is to be done once a
week. The "

bloodsuckers " not liking water prefer leavingthe geese and ducks alone.
The Deccan, August 1882.—^sm/i.

GUINEA GEASS.

Enquiries having been made by several of our friends
respecting the merits of Guinea grass as feed for stock,we gi^e the following remarks from TIte Soutlieni CuHivator,which owes them to the Florida Ayricidturist :

^

Guinea grass (Pauicum .jumentoriim) is first mentionedm connection with the Island of Jamaica, where it was
accidentally introduced about one hundred and fifty years
ago. A present of some beautiful birds had been sent to
a lady in Jamaica by a friend on the Guinea Coast.
After their arrival iu Jamaica the birds died, and the
seed which had been sent with them was regarded as of
no further use, and was thrown out into a hedge. Some
time afterwards it was noticed that cattle kept Ungeringabout that particular spot, trying to get at something in
the hedge. This attracted attention to the grass, and
it was henceforward cared for. It has since spread over
the whole island, and also the neighboring West India
Islands. In Jamaica large tracts of counti-y are kept planted
with it, and the finest horses and cattle are reared upon
it. There is no need of planting it every year. Some
fielils have beeu seeded over one hundred years to this
grass without being renewed or manured. The fields are
usually closed up twice a year to allow the grass to
grow to Ihe proper height and ripeness before turning
in the stock to teed it down. The droppings from the
cattle and the quantity of grass trampled into the ground
are sufficient manure. When the fields are kept for cutting
purposes they are manureil once a year, the grass being
previously fed down before the rainy season, and manure
scattered over the roots, to be washed iu by the raiu.
In parts of Jamaica it grows much more readUv thaii in

46

others. In some parts the wood has only to be cutdow I and burnt off when the field springs up in fine
Guinea grass In other parts the plant must be carefu'ly
cultivated. Although only one variety of this grass was
taken to Jamaica the climate has somewhat changed its
nature, so that I (Editor F. yi.) know of three varieties,
livery estate or coffee property keeps fields of the grasstor cutting purposes, and stock are entirely fed upon it
1 have never known the estate mules to get grTiin of
any kmd, and if offered to them they would probablynot eat it, yet they are as hard worked as any animalsm the world. In Jamaica the Guinea grass is seldom
propagated from seed, but from the roots of old plantswhich are taken up, separated, and re-planted in small
holes dug with the hoe. This practice may arise in parttrom the hilly nature of the island, which often renders
plouglung im-possiUe.—Queenslaiider.

TREATMENT OF THE PEACH TREE.
From the proceedings of the Agri-Horticultural Societyot India, we quote hints for the treatment nf about themost useful and .successful fruit cultivated in estate

bungalows in Ceylon .—
®

Submitted the following account from Mr C Nickells
of Jaunpore, of the result of his treatment of the Peach

"I have been very successful with peaches this yearboth as regards size and quality, a tree upon which Ihad been experimenting having yielded fruit 8+ inches iu
cu-cumference and 4i ounces each in weight, and of very
fine flavour. The following is my system of treatment —At the close of the rains, or about the 15th of last
October, I laid the roots of the tree in question bare for
about 4 feet all round from the stem. By the 1st December
*°'^

*^f^
h'"' ripened its wood and the leaves had nearlyaU tallen. I immediately pruned it and pulled off thefew remaining leaves. The roots were then covered with

dry well-decayed cow-house manure, an<l over this a thin
layer of earth. About three weeks afterwards the treewas m full bloom, and when the fruit had set I began
irrigating It My plan is always to give plenty of water.
Alter a little while I thinned out the fruit, allowm<^
only one to remain upon each shoot. All the time that
the fruit was swelling I gave it /iqiiid manure preparedas fol ows :-Two parts fresh goafs dung, two parts oil-
cake, half part soot, and half part lime. This mixtm-e I
put into earthen jars buried in the ground, about half
the jar being filled with the mLxture, and then filled upwith boihng water and kept closely covered. The liquidmanure was prepared two months before it was requiredand the tree got aljout three gaUons of this mixture diluted
with a large quantity of water once a week.
'Next year I hope to produce finer peaches, if tliat is

possible. I think rotten fish might be added with advant-
age to the hquid manure, and bone-dust to the roots
111 try the experiment at all events.

'AVouId you like to have a few grafts from my tree
for the Society's Garden ? If so, I shall be happy to
prepare them for you, or I could send you cuttings duringthe rains for budding, i.e., if this operation can be success-
fully performed in Calcutta. The fruit is of considerable
beauty and fine flavour, and tlie color of the flesh
is pale with a slight tinge of red next the stone. I need
not say there is not the least taste of bitter in it, as is
so common."

HEDGES OR LIVE FENCES IN AUSTRALIA.
Many species of plants have been pressed into the service

to do duty as apologies for hedge-rows in small, as well
as around large gardens in the colony, and not a few
attempts have resulted in utter failure, whilst numerous
instances of very partial success occasionally meet the
eye in suburban as well as in more remote districts. But
where can one see anj-thiug approaching to the luxuriant
and well-kept hedges of old England? Does not the
hawthorn thrive in this climate spl. ndidly, and grow
luxuriantly, with its white pearly blo.'soms and fragrant
perfume. First and foremost, then, may be placed the
white thorn as a popular hedge-plant; it stands without
a rival for .sucli a purpose, and require s cutting only once
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a year, whereas other substitutes need uo end of attention

—such as the acacia lophantha, which impoverishes the

soil whei L'ver it is planted. Acacia armata, or prickly acacia,

has been largely patronised, but it has a tendency to get

patchy and bare, and now presents a very sorrowful aspect
around many a country and suburban garden. The arbor-

vitaj, when duly attended to, does much better. The New
Zealand pittosporum Eugeniodes forms a very beautiful

garden hedge, and bears clipping remarkably well. The
various kinds of cypress, such as erecta, torulosa, hori-

zontalis, and lambcrtiaua, as well as the olive and ceanothus,

have all been used with more or less success, according
as attention has been bestowed upon their cultivation.

The common furze forms a capital hve fence, but as it

gets very dry, and susceptible of easy ignition when a

little old", it is rather a dangerous subject to deal with

in this hot climate. Then there are the privets, deciduous

and evergreen, which make a very beautiful and orna-

mental fence ;
the Cape and prickly broom are also used

for such a purpose, as Well as the Chinese enonymus
japonicas and variegatns, which also stands clipping well.

The famous Osage orange (maclura aiurantiaca) and GleiUts-

cliia, both from America, form fine strong hedges—many
prefering the former to the ha^vthorn. Certainly the

Osage orange makes a very substantial fence. Bursaria

spinosa, a native of this colony, which flowers in January,
is a very pretty ornamental shrubj and adapted for a

garden hedge.
As aheady stated, however, there is no plant like the

thorn so suitable for forming a hedge, not only for small

gardens, but boundary fences, fields, and forest plant-
ations. It takes well with richly prepared soil, and amply
repays any extra labor in the due preparation of the

ground for their reception, which ought to be well-trenched,

and incorporated with a good supply of well decomposed
manure. Any quantity of young seedUngs can be obtained

at the nurseries, but three-yeai'-olds, twice transplanted,

having fibrous roots, may be rehed on as very satisfactory.

When put in about six inches apart in the hedge-row,
and headed down to within two inches from the ground,
the following season numerous shoots will have burst forth.

The erect mode of planting is preferable to the horizontal

method, so commonly pursued in the old country. For a

couple of years the plants may he left to their natural

growth, but the third season brings round the trimming

process, which may then afterwards be pm-sned according
as the will of the practitioner may suggest. The usual

form adopted is the wedge shape, being by far the most

easily performed with the hedge-bill than the other modes
Lhat sometimes find favor. It is of paramount importance,
in order to be successful, to see that the ground is always

Kept in good order on either side of the hedge.—Toien

and Country [N. S. Wales.]
«

PLANTS WITH?!!- i: Vr.TH.

A certain amount of ingenuity may co-exist in an in-

dividual with a want of true perception of the value of

a discovery or plan. Anyone who has observed the way
plants grow need not be told that they are not always

particular as to a " medium." If we bring a loaii of fine

ehed from the shore in winter, the first spring day it

will be taken possession of by a number of plants, which

will grow and flower well the same year. Cinders are

not soil, yet a heap will soon get covered with plants

by no means sickly-looking. Ferns, usually suppo.sed to

love moist rich soil, often tlirive in the lime dust of a

dry wail. We have often noticed the yellow fumitory

high on an old fort, where soil or moisture in any ord-

inary sense did not exist. Coeoanut fibre—the detritus

of the husk of a fruit—is chosen by gardeners for its

excelleut qualities in assisting in the growth of cuttings
and young plants. Pure sand is used to a large extent

for propagation ;
and we have seen very remarkable results

obtaiuetl in striking fine-foliaged tropical plants in saw-

dust in M. Truffaut's nursery at Versailles.

We may take advantage of such facts, and learn some-

thing from them, without buililiug unwarrantable assump-
tions thereon. This we may say of the growth of plants

in moss—a somewhat recent French "
inventiou," of which

we have heard a good deal. This so-called discovery

reveals to us that plants may be grown in moss without

earth, though we already knew the fact that orchids grew

often in moss, and even in air, without it or anything
else. Moss is nearer in nature to soil than some of the

abovementioned substances, and it has been used a good deal

in various kinds of cultivation and propagation. In America,
Peter Henderson, of Jersey city, has great success with

sphagnum moss, used in a layer in seed raising ;
but no

one has hitherto recommended it for use instead of earth.

Mr. Dumesnil does this at last, and, judging by the

exaggerated statements that have gone the round of the

papers concerning his method, he has been busy urging
its merits on those who take tor granted all that is

said on the subject. No one doubts, who has observed

the above and many other facts, that plants will grow
in moss. We often see them so growing in very mossy
woods and on mossy rocks. Bog earth, used to a very

large extent by itself for plant culture of various kinds,

is mainly decayed and compressed moss. But these things
would not justify anyone in giving rise to statements such

as we give examples of from Good Words.

We om-selves tried this system as presented to ns by
the agents of the discoverer, and found, as we expected,
that the plant

—a Ficus—lived fairly well in the moist

moss. There was no advantage in the case in having the

plant in moss, because it would occupy no more
^
space

in good earth, which moreover would have been simpler
and better for the house and its owner, as well as the

plant; for the inventor, not having confidence in moss

alone, saturates it with some chemical which to us, as

tested in a large room, had a slightly cadaveromi, oflfensive,

though not strong smell. A pot of good earth never has

any odour of the kiud ;
but one could get that in the

she^l, whereas this prepared moss has to be bought like

our patent medicines. The one use that such a plan
would have is in enabling

"
floral decorators" to put plants

in various elevated and awkward positions in rooms—in

our country a matter of limited importance. If it would
enable us to grow plants better indoors, the plan would
be a gain ;

but it does not do this—on the contrary, it

would make their culture more expensive and troublesome.

The following extracts from Good Words may serve to

show the length to which want of judgment will urge

persons who might write usefully if they would plead the

claims of the no-earth plan in terms befitting its use and

importance
—and they are modest enough :

" A Eussian laTly, suffering from intermittent fever, was
attended by Professor Edward von Eichwald, of St. Peters-

burgh. The disease readily gave way to quinine, but

returned again and again in the most inexplicable manner.
At last the cause was discovered

;
when she left her

sick room convalescent she went into the saloon, a large
room filled with plants. Professor von Eichwald ordered

the room to be entirely cleared, and the fever returned

no more. Such malignant eff^ects are impossible with

fertilising moss ;
it cannot turn sour like earth and poison

the plants, or contain germs of malaria and poison their

owner.
"

We need scarcely say here that various plants may
be grown in a room without in the least tainting the

air. The odour of certain plants in flower may be dis-

agreeable, but there is nothing in a pot of sweet earth

with healthy roots in it which anyone need fear. In the

trial we made with this •'

fertilising moss," there was,
as we have said, an oilour which, to sensitive persons at

least, would be offensive, if not injurious.
" The object in the cultivation of vegetables being in-

creased and regular productiveness, the plan adojited by
the gardener of VasCLOuil is to place their roots, en-

veloped as above described, in an ordiuary bed of mould.
The results are most satisfactory. We saw at Vascoeuil

as many as thirty fine potatoes the produce of one mother-
tuber. T/ins the jnwrest laiul may he made to teem with

rich crojjs, the soil hci'iu/ nf no importance^ the earth merely
affording room and shelter for the plants. Seedlings and

cuttings are raised in the same way. In tact, the process,
seems to have all the characteristics of a gi-eat discovery :

perfection in principle and iu<lefinite powers of further

development. The discovery of a nourishment applicable
to all forms of vegetable lif^' is the primary fact in the

Dumesnil culture. The fertilising moss agrees with every
kind of jjlant, those that grow wilil, as well as exotics,

herbaceous, or ligneous, ornamental or for food. By its

fostering power with plants, natives of the Pyrenees, the
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Alps, the Carpathian Mountains, the Caucasus, and the
Himalayas, iutroiluced during recent years into English
gardens, will, by this process, flourish under a simple glass
all the year round.

"

These statements may lie left to our readers' judgment, we
thiuk ] Moss is a useful aid iu its place, Imt much of the more
important kind of plaut culture in rooms may be carried
on -without its aid, and has as been so carried on for many
years, iu our own country and iu others where room
culture is more largely practised. It may be useful in

various kinds of culture in light vessels or baskets for
certain positions, but its use will be hmited, by reason
of the special sale of the fertilised moss as a pateuted
article. Such merit as it has, however, should not
be used to uusettle people's minds as to the value of
soil, in the way of which we have given examples from
a periodical of large circulation and influence.—Field.

ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHATES.
Professor Jamieson, of the Aberdeen University, has re-

cently drawn attention to this subjet in a short pamphlet,
which is of such importance that we regret our inability
to reproduce it in e.vU-iiso. To the ignorant and eonfiib'ng
farmer the opening sentence is sufficiently surprising

—
viz., that phosphatic manures do not, as a rule, contain
the proportion of phosphate represented by the analy.sis

by about 3 per cent. This error, it is stated, is owing to
chemists using inaccurate methods of analysis. Those who
do not u.se such methods suffer in their profession. Manure
merchants naturally enough prefer to employ those who
uniformly give high results. That farmers suffer through
these undidy high analyses is mideuiable. 3 per cent ex-
cess in bones alone would make a difference of £20,000
in the value of the Board of Trade returns; whilst on
other phosphates the difference would probably amount
to more than double this sum.
Mr. Jamieson next appeals to chemists engaged in the

ngricultiu-al world to amend their practice, and proceeds
to give a striking illu.stration of the evil complained of.

The substance analysed was an undissolved mineral, chiefly
composed of calcic carbonate in a fine state of division,
remarkably uniform in quality, as proved by the analy.ses
of two samples. This substance was Analysed by six

chemists, described as mostly well known, and representatives
of manure analysts ;

No. 1 found 10-80 phosphoric anhydride.
No. 2 „ 10-(i7

No. 3 „ 10-30 „
No. 4 „ 9-58 „ „
No. 5 ;, 9-18 „ „
No. 6 „ 8-62 „ „

Professor Jamieson, having above results sufplied to him,
found 7'50 pho.sphoric anhydride, being 1-12 per cent below
the lowest result, and 3-30 per cent lower than the highest,
a difference equal to /SO per cent phosphate of lime.

Naturally, Professor Janiieson's result was objected to,
and a second sample sent, which produced T'CS per cent,
which is practically identical. Professor Church was suggest-
ed by Professor Jamieson as referee : the sample was
divided into three portions, put into stoppered bottles,
and sealed up. As to this proposition Professor Jamieson
says :

" The practice of sending reference samples to chemists

largely employed by the trade, and known to be '

high,'
i.-» clearly ab««-d. Professor Church, not being in either
of these positions, being well known in chemical science

circles, author of an excellent work on Agricultural Analysis^
and known to be painstaking, his name I felt satisfied
would be .accepted as satisfactory." The merchants did
not agree to unite with Professor Jamieson in reference
to Professor Church, but the sample was sent, and the

following is his decision :
'* The mean of six determin-

ations gave 806 as the percentiige of total phosphoric acid
in this manure. The extreme difference between any two of
these determinations was 0'31 per cent of phosphoric acid."
The extreme closeness of tliis result with that arrived
at by Professor .lamieson is, of course, evident : adopting it

for comparison, with No. 1 result, there is a difference
of 2-74, equal to 6 per cent of phosphate of lime, or more
than oue-third of the total phosphate present. The follow-

ing rem'^'dies are proposed for the consideration of chemists,
an.l it may bo mentioned here that no less tlian fourteen

chemists, whose names are given in the appendix, have
signified their wihingness to perform analyses on the plin
liere suggested.

After much consideration, I venture to propose
—

(ij
Uniform methods of analysis known to give strictlyaccurato
results, viz., tlie Molybdenum process, checked and con- .

firmed by the Uranium process. (2) Uniform methods of

expressing results, %iz., the percentage of the element phos-
' '

phorus in the three forms of («) soluble phosphate of

lime, (/))
insoluble phosphate of lime, (r) phosphates pt

iron and alumina. (3) Pieference, in need, to a competent
chemist, whose engagements do not preclude his peiforming"
the analysis personally, who will state the number of

'

estimations made, the methods employed, and the ex-
treme variation.

Professor Jamieson proceeds to describe and defend the
processes of analyses recommended, and he especially com-
mends the in-anium process, inasmuch as by it the phos-
phates of iron and alu-mina can be separated, and their

presence and proportion exhibited—a matter of considerable

importance, as, if not altogether useless, their manuring
value is much less than phosphates from other sources.
As regards the second proposition as to expression of

results. Professor .Jamieson points out the importance of
terms which can be understood by the unscientific, and
the confusion that now prevails owing to different ex-

pressions for the same thmg. By .stating the phosphate
in terms of its essential element, "phosphorous," the utmost

possible simplicity is reached ; and there is the other

advantage, that by the simple factor of 5 the qu,antity is

converted into the other extreme of phosphate of lime.
The folio-wing example is given :

Phosphorous (as .soluble phosphate of lime), 5-51 ) '"9"''' ^"'^
Phosphorous(as insoluble phosphate of lime),0-49 j-Pnosplate

Phosphorous (as phosphate of iron and alumina) 0'61.

It is also stated that the same principle might be adopted
as regards determinations of nitrogen, potassium, and
other elements of plant food.

Professor Jamieson appeals to farmers through their
self-interest ;

and if the evidence produced is unassailable,
and it is a fact that, owing to faulty methods of analysis,
from two to three per cent more phosphate is shown
than actually exists, and consequently paid for, then all

that is necessary is to publish the fact to insiure attention ;

and farmers have the matter in their own hands if they
follow out the suggestions now offered, which are—

1. Each to ask his manure merchant to state the

ynaruntced percentage of phophorous present as phosphate
of lime (soluble or insoluble).

2. To send the manure for analysis to a chemist known to

use the above method,

Manm-e merchants are asked to aid the reform by in-

stucting their chemist to analyse by the molybdenum and
uraniam methods, and report the phosphates or phosphorous
in the three forms of (1) soluble and (2) insoluble phosj^hate
of lime, and (3) phosphates of iron and alumina.
The following chemists approve of the proposals in the

pamphlet, and are willing to perform analyses on the

principles indicated thereon:

London—Professor Church, F.I.C., Royston House, Kew;
Otto Hehner, F.I.C., 11, Billiter-square, E.O.; 0. T. Kingzett,
F.I.C., 17, Lansdowne-road, Tottenham, N. iXorwich—Frs.

Sutton, F.I.C, London-street. Cirencester—Professor Kinch,
F.I.C., Koyal College of Agricult\u-e ; Professor Prevost,
F.I.C, Royal College of Agriculture. Sah'shtirt/

— Professor

Munro, College of Agriculture, Downton.] Livtr^wol
—A. M.

Graham, F.I.C, 3, Union-chambers, Union-street; Dr. J.

Campbell Brown, F.I.C, University College. Leeds—Thomas
Fairley, F.I.C, 16, East-parade. Ihdtlin—'Dv. Cameron, F.I.C,
15, Pembroke-road. Glasyou^-'E. Tatlock, F.I.C, 138. Bath-
street; Dr. Milne, F.I.C, 180, West Regent-street. Aberdeen—T. Jamieson, F.I.C, 140, Union-street.—Field.

REPORTS OF THE COLONIAL BOTANICAL
GARDENS.

The reports of the several Coloni.al Botanical Giirdcns
which we receive from time to time, though, of course,

largely occupied with ailministrative details that have little

interest t'oi; the home reader unfamiliar w-ith the pecaliiU'
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local circumstances of each particufer case, frequently
contain some matter of general interest. It is pleasant
to see liow in the older colonies the value and import-
ance of such institutions is in general fairly recognised.
Such institutions have several distinct but mutually con-

nected functions to fulfil. They are, or ought to be, great
educational institutions \phereiu the student should find

the means of studying the vegetation of the country, and
of selected representatives of the flora of other countries,
sucli as it may be possible to cultivate.

"When we speak of educational institutions we do not

limit the term to pure science, the demand for which,
and the means for which must, as a rule, both be small

iu the colonies ; but we would include also the practical

applications of Ijotany, such as the merchant and the planter
would appreciate, and the horticultural and agricultural
element which contributes not only to the food and phy-
sical welfare of the population, but to the culture and
refined enjoyment of the people. These latter matters,

though less capable of direct estimation, are, in the long
run, fully as important to the general welfare of a country
as those the practical advantages of which are more im-

mediately apparent. Science looks to these establishments

for aid in the discovery, determination and distribution

of the native plants, for investigatiou as to the conditions,

climatal and otherwise, under which their cultivation can

be carried on—in fact, for the elucidation of all matters

connected with the flora of the country, its geographical

distribution, its natmral history, and its use for horticult-

ural or economic purposes. Services such as these are

available for the whole civilised world, and to render

them is, in a degree, to repay the advantages and bene-

fits conftz-rred by our common civilisation.

Of more restricted but still vast importance are the

experiments which should alwaj's be carried out iu such

gardens—experiments having for their object the determin-

ation of what plants can be profitably introduced into

cultivation with a view to increase, not only the local

resources and wealth of the country, but the advantage
of the world at large. Wc need only specify what has

been done in the case of the Cinchona, and of the Tea-

plant in Intlia, to illustrate our meaning.
In the third place, these gardens should contribute to

the welfare and gratification of the residents. This may
be done by keeping the gardens in such condition as to

be agreeable and sightly at all times ; they should furnish

evidences of taste and culture, such as cannot fail to be

beneficial, and which go far in the eyes of the public to

justify the expenditure. Public appreciation is likely to

be roused by the sight of a well-organised, well-main-

tained establishment, which, while contributing to the

recreation of the people, and cultivating their sense of

beauty, has, at the same time, a business-like aspect, which

appeals more directly to their sense of what is fitting.

We have before us as we write recent reports of three

of these institutions, and if we advert to them only on

this occasion, it is with no intention of disparaging the

others. ^Yho could do so who lemembers the splendid
services rendered in India, in Melbourne, in Sydney, and

elsewhere, by botanic gardens and their Directors?

Dr. Schomburgk's report on the Botanic Garden at Ade-
laide gives a \ivid pictiu-e of the difficulties of maintain-

ing a garden where great extremes of temperatiu'e and

humidity occur. In June and July the temperature on

several occasions was as low as 29 °
,

the frost pro^-ing

very prejudicial to the tropical Figs and other plants.
In January, on the other hand, the weather was of a

torrid character—112° in the shade and 180° iu the

sun ! not so much below boiling point
—while the rainfall

for the entire year was only a little over 18 inches. A
large part of Dr. Schomburgk's report is occupied ^vith

details of the trials of varieties of AVlieat and fodder

plants. Certain Millets withstood the drought well, and

prove excellent for their purpose. The Oytisus proliferous
also is shown to be highly valuable as a forage plant in

South Australia. Vitis caHfornica is mentioned as valu-

able as resisting the Phylloxera, and, therefore, as likely
to be useful as a stock for grafting other Vines upon.
Flower farming for the purpose of the manufacture of

perfumes is alluded to as eminently suitable for South

Austraha, though at present init much practised. The Mu-
seum of Economic Botany is said to be highly api^recj.

ated from the way in which the utilitarian side of botanical

and horticultural pursuits is brought home to thepublic.
In this connection it is impossible to overlook the zeal

and energy shown by Baron Mueller at Melbourne for

the last quarter of a century, not only in scientifically

investigating the native flora, but also in seizing every
opportunity of showing by practical experiment the com-
mercial and economic value of plants.
The terrestrial paradise at Peradehiya has, under the

care of Dr. Trimcu, been redeemed from the condition

of jungle to wliicli, from want of thinning, it was approx-
imating. The situation of this garden, and of the others

associated with it, is such that the introduction of Cin-

chonas has been carried to such an extent that Stjite aid

is no longer needed there to distribute tliis valuable tree,
the best varieties being now in general cultivation, thus

leaving space for trials with drugs, dyes, and other pro-
ducts, which Uiced to be tried. Mr. "Ward's researches into

the Coffee disease (Hemileia) have been successful in un-

ravelling the whole history of the pest, and of showing
the necessity for co-operation and united action on t he

part of the planters in the endeavour to stamp out, or
at least restrict, the disease.

Ceylon seems to be favourably placed for the intro-

duction of the various " rubber plants," especially the

species of Landolphia which promise to be of such vast

commercial importance in the supply of caoutchouc. We
cannot now mention more as to the useful work carried
on in Ceylon, but we note the complaint of tlie Director
that he is called upon to sell Ferns, Orchids, &c., for

conveyance to England and elsewhere at a direct pecuniary
loss to the garden ; and, what is worse, at a sacrifice of

time and energy which should be devoted to more im-

portant and relevant matters.
This leads us to speak of the third report on our

table, that of the Botanic Cardens at Cape Town under
the management of Mr. McOwan, a highly competent
botanist. The condition of the garden is, as some of our
own correspondents have informed us, and as is substanti-

ated in the report Ijofore us, far from satisfactory. Mr.
McOwan complains bitterly of deficient water supply,
without which it is obvious no garden can exist. Eucaljrp-
tus and other useful trees have, however, been largely
distributed, and a useful hint is given as to the possi-

bility of distining«i>irit from sugar Sorghum, in the event
of the introduction of the Phylloxera to the Cape, and
the consequent loss to the wine growers. But what strikes

us with nothing less than disgust is the fact that the
authorities have so little appreciation of what tluties a

botanic garden should perform, and what the work of

its Director should be, that we find the State neglecting
its proper business and undertaking that of the nursery-
man. The receipts and expenditure of the gaiden are

somewhere about £2.000 annually. Of the receipts, £500
are supplied by Government, £189 by private subscrip-
tions, leaving £1,300 or so to be raised from the sale of

plants and seeds ! So that here we have a highly talented

Director, capable of doing excellent public service, reduced
to the condition of a salesman, and the garden turned
into a nursery establishment, hard pressed in competition
with the local nurserymen, who complain on their side

of the illegitimate interference of C4ovcrnment with their

lawful calling. This is altogether a most humiliating state

of things, and the more to be deplored from the pecuHar
opportunities of furthering botany and horticulture, scien-

tific and economy, which a properly organised and equipped
establishment at the Cape has. At present, it seems, the
Botanic Garden does not and cannot miud its own busi-

ness, while its energies are vainly frittered in the attempt
to do what it has no right to meddle with.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Landre anb Glindee^man, of Amsterdam, reporting on
American goods, say.— Coffee-^nilh are now disposed of in

considerable numbers, and giv-e general satisfaction. Coffee

hullincf and polishiuf/ machines.—A long-felt want of im-

proved machines for hul'ing and polishing coffee has lately
been supplied by the introduction here and at Kotterdam
of the "Santa Cruz Cofl'-e Huller," manufnctured at Lynn,
Mass. They are now in operation, and the indications

are that they will give complete satisfaction.—United States

Consiilai' Report.
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OLIVE GROWING IN AUSTRALIA.
Since the impost of a potcctive duty of 6d. per

gallon on olive oil, the Austniliau Oil Factory in Mel-
boiu*ue, Victoria, offers 10s. per cwt. for olives. An
ordinary yield from an olive tree in bearing' is from 4
to

^

6 cwt. An olive field is not too tbiclcly planted
which contains 100 trees ; and 100 trees per acre, yield-

ing even 4 cwt. or £2 per tree, gives the handsome
gross return of £200 per acre. In South Australia the

growing of olives and the pressing of the oil have become
firmly established, and the plantjitions are increasing

annually. Those who are engaged in olive culture assert
that nothing they have yet tried pays them so well, A
South Australian olive grower, Mr. Barnard, in a recent

paper read before the Adelaide branch of the Farmers'
Association, pointed out that the olive claimed attention
at the hands of the farmer as one of the most remu-
nerative products that he could possibly adopt as an

adjunct t^ his other agricultural oioerations. His paper,
summarised, showed—1st. That the olive is a ti'ee that
does not take up much room. 2nd. That it is a great
protection from the hot and blighting winds, and affords
a grateful shade in summer, and shelter in winter to
cattle. 3rd. That it does not require a great deal of

pruning and attention. 4th. That the wood is hard and

close-grained, and very useful for all sorts of purposes.
5th. That it can be put in the form of small, six-inch
rooted seedlings, only costing a mere trifle per hundred,
by running a common plough twice or thrice along the
same furrow in order to get sufficient depth, and placing
them at intervals before turning a fresh furrow. fJth.

That the oilcake, which by arrangement, can be returned

by the oil manufacturer for a tritie, is most fattening
food for pigs and poultry. 7th. That it is comparatively
more profitable to the farmer than to those who arf en-

tirely confined to and dependent upon plantations, from
the notable fact that they bear much more heavily in

the single rows, as round the fence of a wheat paddock,
where the light and sun can get round tliem, than in

the close olive groves.
A special reporter, while on a tour in South Australia,

inspected various olive plantations in that colony. At Mr.

Davenport's place, near Adelaide, he found that 150

gallons of oil had been made from the. year's crop, which
amounted to 75 cwt. of olives. One cwt. of fruit pro-
duced 2 gallons of oil. Tlie yield of Mr. Davenport's olive

trees varied, according to age and size, from one to 20

gallons, but one very old and celeljrated tree had been
known to give up to 55 gallons. The heaviest expense
connected with the industry was the picking, which cost
from 2s. to 38. per cwt. This was done by women and
children.— Jldhonrne Leader.

[Amongst the special attractions of the Melbourne Ex-
hibition were the beautiful olive oil trophies shewn by
Mr. Davenport.—Ed

.]

CINCHONA.
Some rather disjointed and fragmentary notes upon

certain points in the culture and preparation of Oinchuna
Bark to which our attention has been specially directed,
and for these we are chiefly indebted to Mr. Charles G.
Waruford Lock, F.L.S., editor of Spon's new Encyclopaedia.
Propagation by

"
Layering," a method by which a far

greater number and more rapid succession of Cinchona
plants may be propagated than by the ordinary system of

cutting, is that known as "layering" This operation con-
sists in bending the branches of the plants into the soil,
and cutting them half through at the bend ; the object
of this is to cause roots to spring from the cut portion of
the branch, which is placed in the soil for that purpose.
The juice of the plant escapes so rapidly from the cut
as to induce decay, unless at once absorbed ; this end is

attaiueil by placing a piece of thoroughly dried brick in

the slit formed by detaching the tongue. The latter is

then kept down, if necessary, by means of the peg. "When
it would be inconvenient to bring the branch dowu to
the soil, the latter may be raised in boxes. The best
season for layering is during the rains. "VYht^n well rooted,

say in 3—4 months, the layers are separated from the

parent plant, and removed to glazed frames, where they
are placed about 6 iu. apart in good soil. Here they

become established as '* stock plants," and yield a con-
stant succession of cuttings. In taking these, whole shoots
must not be removed, but a few buds must be left to

provide new shoots. Cuttings from stock plants are treated
in the same way as any others. [AVhat we saw of layer-
ing on the Nilgiris and in liritish Sikkim produced the
impression that this is about the most diflScult mode of

propagating (Jinchonas.—Ed.]
Dri/inij.

—In our last we gave some particulars of an
apparatus manufactured by Messrs. J. Gordon k Co., for

artificially drying the bark. Since then we learn that Mr.
Kinmond has patented a machine for the purj^ose which
answers well in practice both for tea and cinchona, and
one of them has been supplied to the Neilgherry Tea and
Cinchona Co., of which Mr. Teare is the resident manager.
These machines are manufactured for the patentee, by
Messrs. Robey & Co , of Lincoln. Experts are of opinion
that the bark should not be subjected to artificial heat
more than 12 to 15 degrees above that of the outer air
or its chemical qualities will be prejudicially effected.

Colifiaf/a Verde.—Mr. Holmes' article iu our February
number, describing the cultivated Bolivian variety, has
induced a very active demand for the seeds, and we may
mention that Messrs. T Christy & Co. are expecting a fresh

supply iu a month or sLx weeks. From an estate in the
AVyuaad, to which a small quantitj' of the seed was sent
iu February last, we learn that it germinated most success-

fully in about 10 days after being sown. The manager
calculated that there were about 6(J,000 seeds to the oz.—
Pla n ters^ < lazette.

THE SAGO PALM IN BORNEO.
Amongst the papers issued by the gentlemen connected

with the Charter for North Borneo is an interesting cue
on Sago x'lauting.

It is stated therein that the Sago Palm is indigenous
in Borneo, and grows to perfection there, nearly seven-
eighths of the Sago brought into the European markets
being j^roduced in the island.

The Palm appears to be a most prolific plant, three
trees yielding more food than an acre of. wheat, and six
trees more than an acre of potatoes. A single tree will

give 600 lb. of food, sufficient to support a grown up
person for a year.
The cultivation at present is entirely in the hands of

the natives. But Jlr. AV. M. Crocter, a gentleman of long
local experience, reconmiends that in British North Borneo
an experiment should be made by the Directors of the
Company of planting this Palm on a large scale.
As a preliminary he gives an estimate of the probable

cost of and profits from a plantation of 2,000 acres of
wJaich the following is a summary :

—
On the 2,000 acres 100,000 trees would be planted. The

total cost at the end of ten years from the first start

including interest is put at £17,280.
The plantation would then be ready to produce 30,000

trees annually. And it is calculated that for a yearly out-
lay of £t),U50 there would be a net return of £22 500.
leaving a yearly profit of £15,550.

Nothing is charged for the land, as the Directors of
the North Borneo Company have it at theii" own disposal.
There can be no doubt that the statements ma^le by

Mr. Crocker, which, it may be added, are said by the
Sarawak Gazette to be well within the ascertained facts
will receive the close attention of those who are under-
taking the responsibility of acting as pioneers of plantino-
in North Borneo. And it may well be that in the cultivation
of the Sigo Palm there may be found a most useful and
lucrative atljunct to the growing of other products. But
it is clear that the length of time required for a return
would quite prevent it being made a staple, at least by
the earii.-r planters. Man must live, and he cannot live
on future i)rofits, especially if those profits be based solely
on eativiates, as in this case.

In writing tlius we must not be supposed to be casting
any—the least—reflection ou Mr. Crocker's figures. These
are, doubtless, fairly and moderately deduced fx-om facts
well within bis knowledge. But to i. ustrate our moauiuo-
we may mention the case of the ear,;. Cocoa Nut p:;infei?
in Ceylou. '1 he cultivation of that Tulm some forty years
ago, as of the Sago Palm now in Borneo, was entirely
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in the hantls of natives. The palm trees .so rultivated

bore, and they .still bear, several hundred nuts yearly.*
•

Estimates were made, and it was proved beyond question,
that any one who would wait twenty years could make
his fortune by planting a cocoa nut estate. Many estates

were planted, and some have given a fair return for the
. money sunk, but no fortunes have been made. The simple
fact is, that with all care and attention, the trees thus

planted out on estates do not bear at all as those planted
about native dwellings. In place of gathering a hundred nuts

per tree yearly, the crops dwindle down to a miserable four

or five
; or, as in one case of which we have heard, to two I

We should be glad to learn a little more as to the

system on which the cultivation of the Sago Palm is at

present carried on iu Sarawak, whence it seems tliat 7,000

tons of sago flour are e\en now exported yearly, and where
the cultivatiou and manufacture already aiford a steady

industry to some thousands of people.
—Planters' Ga:ette.

[Oas.sava growing has already been overdone in the

Straits and there is danger of the same result in regard
to Sago, unless the article can be produced cheaply enough
to be used as food for calves.—Ed.]

MR. SIMMONDS, COMPILER OF THE BOOK ON
" TROPICAL AGRICULTURE," IN CORRECTION.

7'o the Editor of the
"
Tropical Ayriculturist."

Crystal Palace, Sydenham, March 31st, 1882.

Dear Sir,—In a letter iu the March number of the

Tropical Agriculturist, p. 817, from Mr. H. Cottam, I

notice a serious charge, which I trust, you will allow

me to I'eply to. Mr. Cottam states that in my
"wonderful book on tropical agriculture the outturn

of coffee of the world is by a misprint given at one

million instead of ten million cwt." I immediately
turned to my book and could not trace this error.

My words are:—"Taking the production at jiresent

at 13,000,000 (thirteen million hundredweights) which

is certamly within the mark." This was, of course,

to a great degi'ee an estimate. But then I gave sub-

sequently the actual statistics of production for tlie

year 1875 made up from official returns, amounting to

11,338,530 cwt. (eleven 'millions three hundred and

thirty-eight thousand five hundred and thirty hundred-

weights). My book was published in 1877, and yet the

figures agi-ee tolerably well with your estimate in your
Handbook prmted several years afterwards "of 11

million cwt. as the quantity exported, the producing
countries consuuriug three- millions more."

I am sorry to find from your editorial note that " my
book has a number of gross errors." Covering as it

does so large a field of observation and reasoning in

many instances on questionable data, I could not pos-

sibly be always so well-mformed as those locally con-

versant, but I took the greatest trouble and pains in

getting at my facts, and endeavoured to lay a found-

ation on which others, more experienced, could estunate

and correct the opinions and statements I advanced.—
Your obdt. servant, P. L. SIMMONDS.

[We regret very much the long delay which has

occurred in publishing the above letter, l:>ut the fact

is we had mislaid the particular copy of Mr. Sim-

nionds' useful and elaborate compendium on "Tropical

Agriculture," on the margin of which we had made

notes of some gross errors occurring in the pages re-

ferring to coffee ;
we do not blame Mr. Simmonds for

these, for it would be a marvel indeed, if dealing with

so wide a subject, he could have secured accuracy

in reference to every country and product treated

of in his book. We do not know where Mr. Cottam got

the million cwt. he . eferred to but here are the passages

noted by us wdiich w^e have no doubt Mr. Simmonds will

correct when the next edition of his volume is called

• It is the rarest thing, if possible, to see a coconut

palm which in one year has pc'rffeeted 200 fruits. Forty

is » high average.—Ed.

for :
—Page 34, the export of coffee from Java in 1869

is given at 3,299,000 cwt., then follows:— " the crops
were defective from 1864 to 1867. Tlie export has

occasionally reached 170,000,000 //'." This is ridiculous

—170 millions lb. equallmg li million cwt. ; while,

as Mr. Simmonds shows in two lines above, the ex-

port has occasionally reached over 3 millions. On
the next page, 35, there is a statement about 126

millions of coffee trees in bearing in Sumatra giving
about 100,000 cwt. of crop (in 1872), or 1 cwt. per

acre, and not much more in 1874, which we regard
as absurd : probably the figures represent the export
and not the yield. Leaf-disease had not then affected

coffee in tliat quarter. On page 57, Mr. Simmonds will

find some blundering under Africa where the eastern

and western coasts and islands are put down for a

production of 2 millions lb., while St. Thomas alone

is credited with If million of this. On page 59, it

is said Liberian coffee will enable planters to pursue
their calling "at elevations above the fever line";

quite the contrary being the case. We have marked
"absurd" opposite the statement on page 63, that

in 1844, 20 millions sterling were invested in coffee

estates in .Jamaica. We have queried and we doubt the

statement on page 64 that Cuba imports large quanti-
ties of coffee from Porto Rico; also that "the coffee

plant is a native of this continent,
"
meaning America,

given on page 65. The information about coffee ex-

ports from Brazil on pages 71-2, is given iu a very

misleading way.
—The foregoing is simply a transcript of

our pencilled marghial notes made in 1878. Many
years before that, we had given in our Handbooks estim-

ates of the total production and consumption of coffee.

But, after all, as we have said, Sinmronds' is a very
useful book, and, as a proof of our interest in it,

we may say that more copies have probably been

disseminated through our agency in Ceylon than iir any
other tropical colony. But a serious complaint agahist

the compiler remains,—that of wholesale appropriation
without acknowledgment. For instance, the larger por-

tion of an Essay oh Tea cultivation, written for the

Ceylon Observer, without a single word as to the soui-ce

whence it was derived. That is only a specimen.—Ed.]

INDIA ;-CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.

For the Weel: Ending the 5th September 1SS3,

General Remarks.—Good rain has fallen throughout
the Madras Presidency ; prospects of standing crops

are good, and harvesting has commenced in a few

places. In Coorg the monsoon has set in again ; rice

and rajii ciops aru doing well. In the Mjsore State,

in the Nizam's Territories, and the Berars there has

been light rain, except in Hyderabad vfhere it has

been heavier ; standing crnps are in good condition and

prospects are favourable. In the Bombay Presidency good

rain has fallei ill all districts except Guzerat, and has

been beneficial to standing crops ; parts of the Guzerat

division are iu need of more rain ;
locusts are reported

from a few places. In the Central Provinces the kharif

crops have benefited by the recent break in the rains

and are promising well ; weeding operations are in

progress and occasional showers are occurring.

In Central Induv and Rajputaua rain has been re-

ported from every State, except Sirohi, Jeypore, and

the British district of Ajmere, and prospects are

favourable everywhere except m Sirohi. Rain has

also beeu gen^-ral throughout the Punjab, except in

Hissai- and Prshawar. The North-Western Provmces

and Ondh Imvc had mure or less good rain in all dis-

tricts ; early crops are being cut, and prospects of all

other crops are good; more rain is now wanted m
piirt of Luckuow only. In Beugal rain in varymg

qnautities l.as fallen in all districts ; prospects of the

winter rice crops have improved, jute and sugarcane
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are in satisfactory condition, and the autumn harvest

is progressing, with promise of a fair average outturn ;

a little more rain would h^ip the transplanting of the

winter rice crop in some places. In Assam the trans-

plantation of the winter and the. reaping of the early
autumn crops are progressing ; rain has been general ;

tea and sugarcane are doing well.

In British Burma good rains has fallen everywhere
e.xcept in two distriotn, where it has been light ; agri-
cultural operations are, on the whole, progressing satis-

factorily, except in parts of Prome and Thariawaddy.
The general fall in the barometer noticed last week

was succoeded liy a rise which, beginning in Western

India, spread over all parts of the country, and was

agaiti followed by a steady fall all over India.

Madras.—General prospects good.
Assam (Caeliar).-

- Weather warm; transplanting of

sali and reaping of dumahi and murali crops continues;
tea doing well; common rice 21-fg seers per rupee ;

mi
more cholera reported.

Mysore and Coorg.—Eain continue to fall throughout
the Mysore (State in Tumkur 2'29, the Hassan 2'52 Shi-

moga3.30, Kadur '43; crops in good condition; prospects
favourable ;prioescompare favourably—in Bangaloreragi
26^. horse-gram 40|, in Mysore ragi 25|, horee-gram 30j,
in Shimoga ragi 19 to 39 ; gram 25 to 40 seers per rupee.

Frvit Crops in England.—Those who recommend the
British farmer to take to fruit growing for market as a

partial remedy for agricultural depression would do well

to scan previously the annual records of the Fruit Crops
given in our columns before they counsel the locking

up of capital in fruit culture. We do not now care to

say any thing about foreign competiton, the diiticulties

of carriage, of realising a satisfactory market price
—the

glut at one time, the deficiency at another—but we do
advise the would-be fruit-grower on a large scale to cast

an eye over the records of the last ten or a dozen years,
and see if they are at all encouraging. Beginning with
1870—for ten years is quite long enough for our purpose
now—we find in 1870 that fruit crops of all kinds were

generally abundant
;
in 1871 they were scanty and late;

in 1872 there was universal failm'e. In 1873 the crop was
reported under average. In 1874 the yield was over aver-

age, so it was in 1875; but in 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880—five years in succession—a failure was recorded. In 1831
the crop was a fair average; and now in 1882 we haveanother

general deficiency to record. Taking the whole Vireadth

and thleng of the British Isles, there were only three out
of thirteen years in which the apple crop was abundant,
only one wherein it was fair, and in all the rest deficient.

This is not a tempting prospect.
—-Gardetier^' Clironicle,

A AVoNDEnFur, Grass.—The soya hispadu grass is, if all

that is claimed for it be true, one that .should be intro-

duced into Australia without delay. The uses it can be

put to are varied and numerous. The soifa is a native of
Central Asia, more particularly of the eastern portion of

the continent. It tlourislies in China and Japan, and has
found its way to Hungary. It is aLso largely cultivated
in .Syria and Dalmatia. The grass, if soaked in water,
becomes a delicious kind of lentil. Planted in a dark place,
sheltered (rom the sun's action, the long white stalks sprout
up into a kind of cel(;ry-endive. The seeds when ground
and pressed yield a valuable vegetable oil ; the refuse
can then be made into oil cake for fattening cattle. Treated
in another fashion, the juice can be manufactured into a

sauce, which is much esteemed by Chinese epicures. 'WHien

dry and cut up it is a valuable teed for horses. One
would almost fancy that the above were sufficient uses
for a plant to be put to, but the

..oy/rt possesses still more
valuable properties. The seed, or grain, wlien dried, roasted,
and ground, forms an excellent substitute for cottee. Its

stalks are woven into a coarse kind of cloth, and mats,
etc., arc also made of it; an<l last, but not least, it has

'

fattening properties of no mean order. "We can only say
in conclusion that if the soija hUpada is what home journals

represent it to Ije, its introduction into this colony will cause i

the wail of " feed scarce
"

to become a thing of the past [—Planter and Fanner [Queensland.]

Proposed CnLTrvATiON of Cinchonas in the United
States.—In consequence of the resolution recently passed
by the House of Representatives recommending that the

possibihty of acclimatizing some species of Cinchoim in
the United States should be inquired into, a report has
been made by the Minister of Agriculture, in which he
expresses an opinion that some of the species, especially
C. succirnhra, would live in Southern Florida, but suggest-
ing as most promising for the estjililishment of an experi-
mental plantation the higher lands in Southern California.
It may be mentioned, however, that experiments in cinchona
cultivation were made in the region referred to a few years ago
and were uniformly unsuccessful.—I'harniaceutiral Journal.
KosEs FROM Cuttings.— I was at Wood and Ingram s

nursery a few days ago, where, amongst other things
of an interesting character shown me, was a little frame
in the propagating house filled with rose-cuttings root-

ing in a bed of cocoa-nut fil)re. The cuttings had been
taken from plants grown under glass, the shoots of
which were just getting firm. Several were pulled up
indiscriminately, and each had formed delicate little

roots half an inch or so long, just in the right con-
dition for potting, or, as was remarked, planting out
at once in the open border, judiciously sheltering and
.shading for a time. There was no heat in the house
beyond sun heat, and of course the fibre being partly
decomposed, there was no heat there. The majority of

cuttings which fail are killed by the watering pot; but

cuttings in such substances as cocoa-nut fibre and sawdust
require but little water. As the material retiiins moisture,
there is no occasion to be always watering. The middle
or end of July is a good time to strike rose-cuttings in
a frame full of cocoa-nut fibre, or old moist sawdust from
hard wood, not deal. Take the shoots that are getting
fii'ni, shade in bright weather, and dew the leaves over

occasionally. As soon as the roots are formed, the little

plants must be taken from the propagating bed and potted
off or planted in good earth, with a frame, over them.
Many things strike in some non-couducti-ng material—such
as cocoa-nut fibre, old tan, or .sawdust^—better than in

sand, that one has to be constantly watching, for fear it

should get too wet or too dry.
—E. H.—Field.

Petroledm as an Insecticide.—After two years' expe-
rience I can speak very .strongly in favour of petroleum
(erroneously called paraffin) as an insecticide. For that
worst of all pests, mealy-bug, on Gardenias and Stephan-
otis it is first-rate

;
and it is equally fatal to red-spider,

tlu'ips, and brown scale. I do not know who iu-.st made
known its value for this purpose [Mr. D. Thomson], but
I for one am greatly indebted to him. I use one-twelfth

part of a pint to one gallon of water, and as often as
I find any insects, whether it be once a month or twice
a week. The most important point is the thorough mix-
ture of the oil and water. I know of only one method
by which it can be performed, and those who think it

too troublesome had better leave petroleum alone and
try Hughes' Fir-tree Oil, which is a capital thing, mixing
easily with water, and is not unpleasant in the using;
but as the quantity required for one gallon of water costs

eighteenpence, while of petroleum the quantity requireil
for one gallon of water costs half a farthiug, we use pe-
troleum. I j)ut the oil and water in a vessel, and fill

the syringe, then force it back into the vessel, repeating
this action a dozen times or more before using any on
the plants ; afterwards each alternate .syringeful is forced
back into the can. It does not injure the roots or blooms
apparently in the slightest degree, in fact, I am not quite
sui-e that it does not benefit them. I enclose you a few
specimens from plants that have been treated in the way
I describe for the last two years (indeed, the last apjilic-
ation was made four days ago), that you may see whether
I am justified in saying so much. If so, I think it a duty
to help to make known such a boon. I do not recommend
it for such tender foliaged plants as Coleus or Cucumbers,
and I thinlc in the case of Gardenias and Stephanotis it

is best used on a dull day or in the evening, when the
sun's rays are not so powerful. I ought perhaps to men-
tion that except on the days when the petroleum is used,
the plants .are syringed daily with clear rain-water. If

any one has tried petroleum in this w.ay for mealy-bug on
Vines, I should be glad if he would kimily give us the
benefit of his experience, as I have not so tried it.—
G. DuFFiELD, AHnchmore Hill.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NE-W PRODUCTS.
(London Price List, August 31st, 1882.)

IMPORTED FROM
MALABAE COAST,
COCHIN, CEYLON,

MADRAS, &c.

QUALITY.

BEES' WAX, White

Yellow
CINCHONA BARK—

Crown

„ Red

Twig
CAEDAMOMS, Malabar

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

CINNAMON Ists

2nds
3rds

China
Chips

COCOA, Ceylon

COFFEE
Ceylon Plantation

., Native
East Indian

Native

COIR ROPE, Ceylon and
Cochin

FIBRE, Brush ...

Stuffing ...

COIR YARN, Ceylon
Cofhin
Do.

COLOMBO ROOT, sifted ...

CROTON SEEDS, sifted ...

EBONY WOOD
GINGER, Cochin, Cut

Rough

NUX vomica"

MYTSABOLANES, pale ...

Pickings
OIL, CINNAMON

CITRONELLA
LE5I0N GRASS

ORCHELLAWEED
PEPPIiK—

Malabar, Black silted

.Vllcppee & Cochin ,,

Tellicherrv, While ...

PLUMBAGO Limip

chips
dust

BED WOOD
SAPAN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs ...

Do. chips ...

SENNA, Tinnevelli

TURMERIC, Madras
Do.
Do.
Cochin

VANILLOES, Mauvitius &
Eotn-bon, Iste

3ild-'

3rils

4th

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

ANT) ZANZIB^VB.

ALOES, Soccotriue and

Hepatic.
CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CLOVES, Zanzibar \
and Pemba J

f Slightly softish to good
\ hard bright
Do. drossy & dark ditto.

Medium to fine Quill
Branch
Medium to good Qiiill
Brauch

Clipped, bold, bright, fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to tine plump clipped
Long, lean, to fair

Good & fine, washed, bgt.

Middling to good...
Ord. to fine pale quill .

Woody and hard ...

Fair to fine plant...
Good to fine

Grey to fair

Bold

Middling to good mid.
Low- middling ...

Good ordinary ...

Bold
Medium to fine ...

Good to fine ordinary

Mid. coarse to fine light
Ord. to fine long straight
Coarse to fine

Good to superior .. .

Ordinary to fair ...

Roping fair to good
Middlingwormy to fine...

Fair to fine fresh

Middling to fine

Good to fine bold
Small and medium
Fair to good bold
Small
Fine bold fresh
Small ordiiiarj' and fair...

Good to fine picked
Common to middling ...

Fair Coa.st

Burnt and defective
Good to fine heavy
Bright & good flavour ...

Mid. to fine, not woody...

Fair to bold heaiy
,. good „

Fair to tine bright bold...

MidiUing small to good...
Sli. foul to fine bright ...

Ordinary to fine bright ...

Fair and fine bold

Middling coated to good
Fair to good fiavor

Good to fine bold green ..

Fairmiddling bold
Common dark and .small

Finger fair to fine I'old

Hixed middling [bright
Bulbs whole
Do split

QUOTATIONS.

£6 10s a £8
£5 a £6

4s a 6s per lb.

2s a 3s
a as

Is 6d a 29
5da9d
6s a 7s
3s 6d a 5s 6d
4s a 5s

2s ed a 4s 6d
6s a 7s 6d
2s 6d a 3s 6d
Is Id a 2s

lid a Is 8d
9d a Is 4d
7d a lid

l|d a 6d
100s a 114a

70s a 90s

94s a lIOs
75s a 85s

68s a 70s
46s nominal
95s a 11.5s

82s a 94s

S6s nominal

£16 a £22
£18 a £46
£12 a £18
£29 a £45
£23 a £28
£16 a £20
14s a 20s
50s a 55s

£9 10s a £17
70s a 116s
453 a eOs

40s a 60s
323 a Sas

103al2s
7s 3d a 8s ed
9s a lid

6d a 9s

8s 6d
7s a 7s 9d
Is 6d a 3s

2Jd a 2kl
2d a 2Ji3
40s a 00s

6id a 6id
6d a f\A
9d a 2s ed
lljs a 19s

13s a 17s

9s a 12s

5s a 10s
£7 a £8
£12 a £13
£30 a £60
£16 a £23
9d a Is 3d
3d a 6d
Id a 2id
15s a 20s
lis a 1.5s

12s a 14s

Us a 12/3

Fine crystalised 6 a 9inch 20s a 2.?s

Foxy & reddish „ ,, 14s a 18s

J Lean & diy to middling
1 under 6 inches ...IDs a 13s

\ Low, foxy, inferior and

\ pickings

Good and fine dry ...£6a£10
Common & mid, part soft £4 a £7 .'.s

Good to fine bright ...80sa9O.;

Ordinary and middling .

Good and fine brightGooa ana nue onf^nt ... t^a a 'l^

prdinary & middliug dtiU 7d a 7^
Fair, usual dry

rOs a 80s

'|d a 7^

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY'

AND ZANZIBAR.

CLO^'ES, Stems
COCULUS INDICUS
GALLS, Bn.ssorah \ . , ,,

& Turkey J""""^

green.,
white..

GUM AMMONIACUM—
drop ..

block..

ANIMI, washed ..

scraped..
ARABIC, picked ..

sorts..

ASSAFOETIDA ..

KINO
MYT{RH, picked..

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings.,

siftiugs ..

INDIA RUBBER

SAFFLOWER, Persian ..

IMPORTED FROM
CALCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CASTOR OIL, Ists

2nds
3rds

CUTCH
INDIARUBBER Calcutta.

Rangoon .

Madaga-scar

SAFFLOWER

TAxMARINDS

idaSSia

rarPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
AREO^VROOT (Natal)

IMPORTED FROM
CHINA. J.U'AN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS.

CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CUTCH, Pegue
GAMBIER, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCHA, genuine

Sumatra..
Reboiled..

White Borneo

NUTMEGS, large
Medium
Small

MACE

RHUBARB, Sun dl-ied ...

High dried ...

SAGO, Pearl, large
medium
small

Flour
TAPIOCA, Penan g Flake...

Singapore „ ...

Flour
Pearl

QUALITY.

Fair fresh
Fair

Fair to fuie dark

Good

Small to fine clean
dark to good
Picked fine pale iu sorts

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea size ditto .

amber and dark bold
Medium & bold sorts

Pale bold clean
Y'ellowi,sh and mixed .

Fair to fine

Clean fair to fine

Slightly stony and foul .

Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to fine white

Middliug to good reddish

Middliug to good pale
Slightly foul to fine

Mozambique,fair tofine

sausage
„ Ball

Ordinary' to good

Nearly water w bite

Fair aud good pale
Brown and brownish
Good dark cleau

Good to fine

Common foul and mixed
Fair to good clean
Good to fine pinky &white
Fair to good black
Good to fine pinky
Middling to fair

Inferior and pickings ..

Middling to fine,not slonj

Stony and inferior

9id
lis a 13»

55s a 62s 6d

45s a 50s
40s a 4Ss

35^ a 50s
20s a 30s
£16 a £20
£14 a £1G
£8 a £13
£11 a £15
£7 a £10 10s
37s 6d a 45s
33s a 36s
30s a 40s
50s a 80s
lOs a 40s
50s a 55s
£6 a £8 IDs
£4 a £6
40s a 65s
36s a 40s
14s a 24s
1.5s a 20s

2s 4d a 2s 9d

5s u 3os

Fair dry to fine bright ...

Common & middling sofi

Fair to fine

Middling to fine

Good, piu-e, & dry white

pinky
Good to fine

Ordinary to fine free

Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Macas-

Barky to fair [sar
Common to fine clean ...

Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
64 's a 80's, garbled
8.5'sa95's

100'sal2.5's
Pale reddish to pale
Ordinary to red

Chips
Good to fine sound

QUOTATIONS.

35d a 4d

3|d a 3kl
3d a 3|d
205 a 32s
Is 8d a 2s 6d
6d a Is 6d
Is 10 a 2s 4d
2s 7d a 2s lOd
2s 4d a as 6d
£3 15s a £5
£2 1.5s a £3 IDs
£1 10s a £2 5s
lOs M a 14s
'^ a 5s

50s a 55s
LOs a 46s
b5s a 50s
2M a 4d

)"
2s 6d a 75s

2.8h a 37s
38s a 40s

32s a 35s
25s a 2lis

2s 2<1 a 3s 8d
9da2s
6d a Is 6d
Ud a Is 3.1

4d a lOd
2s 9d a as 6rt

2s Bd a 2s 8d
Is lOd a 2s 6d
Is nd a Is 9a
Is 3d a Is 5d
Is a Is 2d
2s a 3s Od

Dark ordinar5'& middling lOd a ]s 8d~ • "
Is 2d a Is 6d
al a Is
16s a ITs
1.5s 6d a 16s
14s nd a Bis
12s a 14s

2d a 2Jd
If.l

a 2d
. „ ,. Ijd a l^d
.Bullets ...16s a IK
Medium ... \is 6d a ISs

(Seed ...USs 9d it 1^

Good to fine

Dark, rough & middling
Fair tofine

Good pinky to w Idle

Fair to fine
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BRITISH SETTLEMENT IN BURMA :

Planting Prospects.
To residents in Ceylon much interest has always

attached to the country which lies opposite us on
t)ie Bay of Bengal. Etlinically the energetic Indo-

Mongolian race wliioh inhabits Burma differs es-

sentially from both tlie Sinhalese and Tamils, but
the religious tie of Buddliism binds the Sinhalese, at

least, to the Burmese. As our readers are aware,
the Amarapura priests of Ceylon are so called, be-

cause men of what were deemed an inferior caste

were driven by the bigotted caste prejudices of the

Sinhalese priests to resort to Burma for ordination,
so originating "the Amarapura sect" as a protest

against what is said to.be as foreign to pui'e Buddliism as

it is abhorrent to tlie spirit of tiiie Christianity.
Like the rest of the Buddliist world, Burma recog-
nizes Ceylon as the central home of Buddhism be-
cause it holds the much venerated dental relic of
the gi-eat teacher of Nirwana and also because the
Bnrman code is believed to have been brought from
Ceylon by Buddhaghosa. Burma is a land of
monasteries (in which every Bunnan is expected to

spend a portion of his life), and the '
monks," un-

like their lazy confreres in Ceylon, are really earnest
and industrious in the work of education, which is,

as yet, largely in theu- hands. The laity, too, are
industrious cultivators, especially of the gi-eat staple
rice. Taking the whole of Burma, British and in-

dependent, we get an area of nearly 300,000 square
miles, of whicli about 85,000 are imder British rule,
with 34 millions of acres cultivated out of about 60
millions cultivable. It is as if we held the Delta
of the NUe and all lower Egypt and were waiting
until the unbearable insolence and aggressiveness of
GUI- neiglibours compelled us to annex Upper Egypt.
But Pegu is even more a land of rivers and tidal

creeks, of deltas, floods and tertile mud-flats, than
Lower Egypt, and the British, with so much to do
in the region they hold, ai-e only too anxious to

postpone the inevitable in the case of Upper Burma.
That portion of the Burmese Empire which we an-
nexed in 1826 long proved unprofitable in a revenue
sense. But with the annexation of Pegu in 1852
commenced a career of prosperity and progi-es's such
as few portions of the world, even under British
rule in its best form, have sIicmti. The population
has far more than doubled, the increase in the past
Si years being no less than 36 per cent, while in
10 years the commerce has risen from about seven and
three-quarter millions sterling to over eighteen.
Rice is the oversliadowing staple of this trade, the
value of the portion exported last year constituting
one-third of tlie whole value of the trade or nearly
six millions sterling. Besides land revenue paid direct

by farmers whose holdings average five acres, the ex-

port duty on rice is about H per cent of its value. But
the returns are so good that the people are well-to-do,

spending liberally on monasteries, shows and theatricals
and spending an average of £12 per head on im-

ported goods, largely jewellery. We are speaking
exclusively of British Burma, of course, for the con-
trast across the border, wliere no man can call pos-
sessions or life liis o\ni if he incurs the displeasure
of corrujit officials and a tyrimt king, is as marked
as that 1/etween the brightest day and the darkest

night. The last census shewed tliat about a quarter
of a million, tliat is ont-eightli of the total po]nil-
ation of independent (and anarchical) Burma had been
attracted by British rule and liljcral laws as admin-
istered by gentlemen whose present head as Cliief

Commissioner is Mr. Bernard, a nephew of the late

Xiord Lawrence, and a man and aclministrtitor of the

same stamp. Mr. Bernard and his staff of British
officers, with their successors for some generations,
have plenty of work cut out for them, in the im-

provement of territory equal to nearly four Ceylona
(between 80,000 and 90,000 square miles of area), of
which the vast proportion is still uncultivated, al-

though a full million of acres have been .added to
the crop-bearing land in the past ten years. Teak
timber is the second staple in the trade of Burma
and, in order best to utilize the timber and the
gi-ain, large imports of machinery have been made
in the shape of saw-mills, lice-husking apparatus,
&c. The revenue is large and increasing, and under
the recently adopted system of assigning to the
various provinces of the Indian Empire large propor-
tions of the money collected, within their bounds,
foi- provincial purposes, British Burma is likely in
the future to outstrip the past in the path of pro-
gress. A canal has been cut to join two gi-eat water-

ways, and some important sections of railway have
been constructed. But the great want to be supplied
is that of ordinary roads, which from the nature of the

countiy must be raised above flood level. The estimate
for such roads is £700 per mile and considering the high
cost of labor in Burma, it does not seem as if roads
made at such a figure can be anything like those for
which in Ceylon we now pay at the rate of £2,.509
a mile. Of course there is a gi-eat difference between
an abrupt mountain system and a flat plain, even
although the plain is liable to periodical flooding.
There are nearly 60,000 square miles of more or less fertile

land still available in British Burma and these await
labor and resident population. Labor is obtained from
the same fields which supply Ceylon, those of South-
ern India ; but in regard to Burma, even more than
to Ceylon, apparently, the laborers do not go to settle,
but to amass savings and return to 'their country."
As our readers too well know, there are many porti-
ons of the great Indian Empire over peopled, mouths'
being in excess of food, plentiful as that is in normal'

years. The remedy seems obvious: that the surplus'
should immigrate to such lands of promise as British'.

Burma, wliere, good wages to begin with property
in prospective and efficient protection of property and
life await them. But exaggerated conservatism ani
an increasing nostalgia are the banes of tlie Hindu
races and the plague of the race which wants to

govern them for their good. And so, even with all

the encouragement which the Provincial and Imperial
Governments can afford, human beings die in millions
or vegetate WTetchedly, while untold wealth of food
and all that renders life pleasant await them, if they
would but have tlie moral courage to leave their an-
cestral homes and found new ones in better situations.
The climate of Britisli Bumia is generally good, the

exception here as all over India being the lower
hill ranges. In Tavoy and Mergui there is abundance
of mountainous country, wliere " the forest primeval

"

has not been desecrated by the axe and torch of the
ioomer (or ehenaer), and to sucli regions European life,

capital, enterprize and industry are invited. Tea is

indigenous in the forests, although the great Burmese
dainty (next to putrid fish) of " pickled tea

"
is sujiposed

to consist of the leaves of another plant, Elj-odendron I'lrs-

icum. As the rainfall ranges from 54 inches in the low-

country to 245 in the high, there is plenty of scope
for tea, coffee, cocoa, cardamoms (which like tea,
are indigenous), nutmegs, and most tropical pro<lucts.We refer our readers to the report of experiments
made in Mergui by Dr. Heifer and more recently by
the Deputy Commissioner, Capt. Butler. Of couree,
there would be the danger of disease in the case df

'

coffee, and white ants and crickets seem as injurious
to young cocoa plants as ever those pests have been
in Ceylon. But, as Capt. Butler truly says, sui-h ob-
stacles can be fought and overconi'e. The labour
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difficulty is a more serious one. but even that will

not offei an insuperable obstacle to British enterprize

and pluck and determination. The terms on which

forest lands will be gi-anted have api^eared in our

columns, and the record of Capt. Butler's experiments

now, with the notice of what Dr. Heifer, in the

face of all obstacles, accomplished in Mergui dis-

trict, will shew what is possible to enterprize aided

by capital and labour. The latitude of British Burma
is more that of Jamaica than Ceylon, but the greater
distance from the equator is not likely to constitute

a serious objection. The climate and rainfall seem

closely to resemble those of Ceylon, excepting that

the period between Octoher and December (inclusive)

is even more a dry season than it is in our mountain

region. Apart from the possibilities of agriculture,
British Bnrma, with its slate formations alternating
with granite, seems rich in minerals, from gold to iron,

and from jade to rubies. So that the atiractions are

niMny-sided, and we cannot doubt ihat in the future

even more thun in the past the progress of Lower
Burma «ill be onwards. Upwarch, too, we might

add, for recent events, which shew that the rulers of

Upper Burma resemble the Bourbons in having learned

nothing and forgotten nothing (that is forgotten

nothing narrow and bad and vain and insolent), warn
us that any day the British, however unwilling to

annex more territory, may be compelled to extend

their border until it maiches with China, acting in

the interests not merely of their own subjects and
commerce but in those of outraged humanity.
BEPOKT ON EXPEE15IEXTAL COLTIVATION CAKEIED ON BT

CAPTAIN BUTLEE, DEPUTY COJOIISSIOXEE, MEEOn,
DUEIXG LAST YEAR.

In March 1881 a grant of B2,500 was sanctioned

to meet the cost of planting out 10 acres of coffee

and of making experiments on a limited scale of

cocoa, nutmeg, pepper, and vanilla seeds, and plants
were at once itidented, for and operations commenced
on the southern side of the forest plautition in clearing

jungle, digging up roots, trenching the laud, and pre-

paring nurseries for the plants.
In reply to my indent for seed, I was informed

it was then too late in tne season to obtain any
all last year's crop having been already sold or planted
out. Messrs. D. Brandt & Co., of Singapore, sent

me some plants instead :
—

2,600 Liberian coffee plants,
600 coca or chocolate,
100 cardamoms,
300 pepper seeds plau;,tu iu earth,

1 vanilla full-grown,

the cost of which, with freight, packing, and ship-

ping chai-ges, came to 274 dollars 75 cents or 11634-4-0,

and BISO more for the passage-money of the overseer

to Singapore and back to bring up the plants ; so

that the total cost of plants lauded in Mergui came
to K7S-1-40, leaving only a balance of Rl,715- 12-0

out of the grant for cultivation. Messrs. D. Brandt
wrote subsequently offering to supply Liberian cotfee

seed at one cent per seed, equivalent to I!2r) per

1,000 seeds. I am inclined to think that it could be

obtained even for le.^s than that from Ceylon. For I

was only charged E20 a bushel, which contains over

30,000 seeds, by a Ceylon firm for coffee-seed which
I obtained through Messrs. King, Hamilton of Cal-

cutta, but this turned out to be Arabian seed.

Results at the end of the year.

Coffee.
—Of 2.600 Liberian coff>e plants, which were

all planted out in nurseries on the upper land under
the shade of large forest trees, over 1,200, that is,

nearly oue-hnlf, »re doing well, being strong and

healthy pud making vigorous growth, throwing out

large leaves from nine inches to one foot long, like

A Portuguese laurel, and have already made over two

feet of growth iu the year, and there is therefore

every prospect of the experiment being a complete
success. The remaining 1,400 plants, were more or less

sickly friim having got their roots damaged in the
boxes iu transit, and in consequeuoe were afterwards
unable to get their tap-roots well dowu into the

ground, or to make any growth. On the approach of

the hot weather they ^howed symptoms of drying up,
their leivts began to fall. In January I removed
then down to the banks of the creek, where the
moisture in the soil from propinquity to water caused
them to revive, though they were unable to make any
growth ; they are beginning to throw out fresh

leaves, and will, I have every hope, pick up and become

strong healthy plants by the end of the coming
rains I he first supply of seed 1 obtained from Ceylon
in November turned out a complete failure ; not a

single seed germinated. I am incliued to think it had '

been gathered too early, before it was fully ripe. I at

once sent for a further supply, and this time with

ample success. In every bed planted the seed germin- •
'

ated freely, and the young plants, about 8 to 10,000 in

number, are strong and healthy in the nurseries await-

ing for the ruins to be planted out, but the plants
appear to be Arabian instead of Liberian.

Cocoa or Chocolate.—This, I am sorry to say, has
not been so successful as the coffee. In the first month
after their arrival, 400 nut of the 600 were carried off

and destroyed by white ants and crickets, both of

which pests swarm iu the dense forest land round

Mergui, and subsequently 140 more succumbed to their

attacks, leaving us ouly 60 survivors. It is a consol-
ation to know that this loss is not singular.

Ferguson, in their Hand-book on Ceylon, state :
—

"The failures with cocoa are, in our opinion, far more
numerous than with either Liberian coffee, cinchona,
or almost any other new product. White-ants and
other enemies seem to make a dead set at the young
plants, and if 12 per cent, survive of the first clearing,

planters have considered themselves fortunate." Yet
vpith this heavy percentage of failures cocoa seems

advancing in Ceylon, and I see no reason to despair of

its success here also, for it must be borne in mind that
it succumbed to the ravnges of insects, and not to soil

or climate being uuadapted to its growth.
Cardamomn-—Of the 100 plants sent more than three-

fourths rotted iu transit from too much damp on the jour,
ney. I subsequently found out that they were indigen-
ous to the district growing wild iu the Palow township,
our revenue circle being culled Palatike, or the cardamom
circle, on account of its being found growing there. The
seed is collected by the Karens and sold in the bazaar
for Rel a viss for spicing curries, but like most bulbous

plants cannot easily be raised from seed ; the jjlaut

propugates itself from shouts thrown out from the
root.

Pepper.—The 300 pepper-seeds sent in earth never

germiuated ;
this also is to be found in many gardens

in the suburbs of Mergui, climbing up to a great height
on large trees, but it is not looked after or cared for

as the natives seem to prefer the more pungent chilly
and cotisequently its berries are generally carried off

by birds or squirrels. If properly cultivated and
attended to, it is said to be far mure profitable thin
either tea or colfee, and it therefore seems curious

why its cultivation has not been more extensively
resorted to by European planters. I obtained 200 to

300 cuttings from the gardens in Mergui, and planted
them at tiie roots of large forest trees, where they
soon took root, established themselves, and are now
growing vigorously.

Vanilla.—One hundred cuttings were ordered, but
Messrs. 1). Brandt & Co., sent instead one large full-

grown plant, from which he said it would be far

better for us to take as many cuttings as we re-
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quired after arrival here than for him to sent
small cuttings, which might get dried up or

damaged in transit, and the result has proved the
correctness of his advice, for upwards of 20 cuttings
have already been taken from this single plant and
planted at the foot of large forest trees without a

single failure ; one cutting is already 25 feet high,
another 2U feet, the rest from five feet to eight feet,
but all doing well, lot.)kiug strong and vigorous ;

whereas two cuttings obtained by the Forest Depart-
ment from Cevlon two years ago, have not grown an
inch or thrown out a single shoot.

Nutmegs.—Some seed or nuts were obtained from
;

Chinese gardens in Mergui from trees originally im-

ported by Dr. Heifer. Only 12 plants were raised

from over 100 seed nuts. This, 1 am inclined to think,
, was from the seed being planted too fresh, for when
gathered from the tree the seed is then full of green
.sap, which, when placed in the ground, rapidly fer-

• meuts and rots, but if the seeds were to be well dried
» In the sun before planting, better results would pro

ifcably be obtained.

There are only about five full-grown trees ir Mergui-
and as the seed nuts can be obtained from Rl-8 to K2
a hundred, a further trial can be carried out next

. year without much expense. It is a delicate plant
and requires both care and time to raise, and takes

/.from six to nine years to come to full maturity ; it

• then amply repays one by ita very bountiful returns.
Each tree bears from 2,000 to 3,000 nuts, which at

Rl-8 per 100 would bring in R20 to R30 per tree ;

and as they require no expense in curing, th6 fruit

being merely dried in the sun and are then fit for

market, ought to make it one of the most profitable

of,tropical garden products. They are ext'^nsively cult-

. ivated in the Straits Settlements, where the export
in 1867 was 485,123 cwt. of nutmegs valued at

£50,559 and 5,416 cwt. of mace valued at £7,354,
which will show it is a cultivation well worthy of

every endeavour to introduc. Last week, while walk-

ing round the forest plantation with Mr. Hdl, Con-
servator of Fore-ts, we were rather astonished to

come across a quantity of fallen fruit under a tree,
which on examination turned out to be wild nutmegs,
the Myristica fa'ua or tomcntosa of a longer shape
and smaller.

Labour,—The amount spent under this head amounted
to R1,510. For lliie (uni (ij ^cres of land have been
cleared of jungle, and 3^ of this has been dug up,
cleared of roots, and trenched, aud I5 planted out, the

y iung plants raised from scd being still in nurseries

waiting for the rains to be planted out. as to plant out
in the hot weather would have killed the young
seedlings. This would seem rather a small area for

tlie outlay, but it must be borne in mind that this

includes building sheds, fencing the nureeries against
the encroachment of det-i", for both Samldiur, mouse,
and hog-deer abound in the dense jungle round, clear-

ing paths, planting and transplanting, watering during
the hot weather. Operations were commenced just
at the beginning of the rains, the moat unfavourable
season of the year to make clearings, for the sap is then
welt uo in the wood, aud the jungle cleared will not
them burn easily and and require to be stacked ; the

ground i^ then wet aud heavy, and large forest trees

and roots difficult to move or get rid of. Heavy
showers throughout the rains more or less hamper the

work, which ought, properly speaking, to be done in

the fine weather.

However, talking all things into consideration, I

think the results are not altogether unsatisfactory.
All the plants raised from Ceylon seed, and half of

the Liberian plants that were sickly and had to be
1 removed to the lower ground, are still in nurseries,
i and if the original intention of planting out 10 acres

I
with coffee is desired to be carried out, a further

grant of Rl.OOO to Rl,500 will be required for this
year's operatiims to complete that extent, [-i further
grant of R2,.')00 was made to Captain Butler with a
.speiial recommendation to pursue the experiment in
coffee.—Ed.]

After writing the above we were favoured with
the following figures for rainfall at Tavoy for three
years, as supplied to a Ceylon planter by the De-
puty Conmiissioner of Tavoy. From these it will be
seen, that in Tavoy at least, October and November
are just what they are in Ceylon, rainy montlis, and
that the dry season is also coincident with our own,
over the south-western portion of our mountain zone,
extending from December to March, inclusive. Over
the remaining eight months of the year, the rain
is pretty well distributed, although the great bulk
falls in the four months, June-September. In .July
of 1880 it will be seen very nearly 67 inches fell
and nearly 50 in August last year. The average
for the three years is 208'6o inclies, which, as well
as the four rainless months, constitutes a pretty
good tea climate as far as rainfall is concerned. In
1879, out of 221 25 inches. 163-29 fell in the four month.s

June-September, leaving 57-90 for the rest of the year.
In ISSO, the result was worse, 168-14 for four
months, leaving only 46-70. Still more unfavourable
was the result of ISSl, 160-27 for four mouths
and only 29-41 for the other eight. But Darjiling
shews a similar climate. Figures for temperature,
however, are desiderated, although there can be
little doubt that there is warmth enough and to

spare in the hot season.

Rainfall in Tavoy for the past three years.
1879. 1880. 1881.

Inch. cts. Inch. cts. Inch. cts.

January ... 0-15 —
February ... — —
March ... 0-72 4-82 1-4T

AprU ... 1915 11-65 —
May ... 13-55 19-82 1452
Juue ... 32-90 3376 3451
July ... 43-77 6696 46-86

Augu.st ... 3917 32-16 40-86

September ... 4540 3526 29114
October ... 16-65 1009 915
November ... 9-77 0-30 375
December ... — — 51

Total 221-25 214-84 189-68

By a slip of the pen we yesterday represented the
cultivable land reserve of British Burma at nearly
60,000 acres. For acres read square miles, repre.sent-

ing an acreage of 38,400,000. And this reminds us of
a fact mentioned in Mr. Bernard's Admrnistration

Report which may be quoted as an encouragement
to our authorities in Ceylon to push forward a reg-
ular cadastral survey. The result of such a surveym British Bui-ma has been to reveal so much more
cultivated laud than unscientific surveys had previously
shewn that the land revenue, by this cause alone, was
increased 22 per cent. The tax is about one to nine
on gross produce, which accords with our Ceylon rate,

only that here -w-e tax only one article of produce,
grain

—leaving all else free. This very liberality has
been quoted against our Government by wonderful
political economists, who, to get rid of "a bread tax,"

proposed a land tax which would affect roots, fruits
and vegetables as well as grain. No doubt a land-
tax is a fair tax, where it can be trorked. and where
it stands in lieu of much other taxation. But Co-
vemments must consult possibility and expediency,
as well as hard and fast equity, in taxation. Grain
is taxed in ( eylon just on the principle that tea is

taxed in Britain. Revenue is necessary to good go-
vernment, and it is better to le\'y it from a few
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articles of general use, than to spread taxation in a
fashion equally vexatious and unproductive. Tlie rice-

growera of Burma are doubly taxed. They pay land
tax and their produce is taxed when exported. But
the benefits conferred on them are more than com-

mensurate, if we look but at the wonderful decrease

in ci'ime. It is but rarely now that a young Burman

engages in dacoity in order to prove his manhood.

Happily Burma is free from those terrible curses of

India, child marriages and child widowhoods. The

people are able to marry early, however, and the

natural increase of population is very rapid. What
with this increase and the results of immigration
from Foreign Burma and India, the cultivated area
has increased in ten years from 2^ to 3^ millions of

acres,—the increased breadth of cultivation being at

the rate of 100,000 acres per annum. If the world's

demand for rice goes on as it has done in the past
decade, the next will shew a much greater annual
increase in rice land, while we cannot doubt that

the process of utilizing the hill forest lands will

make good progress amongst the Burmans proper,
while the i-apidity with wluch the Karens have ad-

opted, propagated and sustained the religion brought
to them by missionaiies from America, is without

parallel since apostolic days.

NEW PRODUCTS IN CEYLON :—LOWCOUNTRY
REPORT.

LiBEEiAN Coffee—Cocoa—Cabdamon—Waxpalm—
Oranges—Ceara—^Rubbeb.

{Jubj and August 1882, in the Lowcountry East of

Colombo.)

Throughout July, and especially in its latter moiety,

the rains were heavy and frequent for the most part,

accompanied by strong wind. On the 29th we had the

heaviest shower we have experienced since this estate

was opened ; it lasted for less than an hour, but it

proved the inefficiency of the drainage system, that

has been under process of being accommodated to ex-

ceptional storms for three years past. For example,

au embankment about one hundred feet long across

a ravine, and having an escape at one end, seven feet

by four feet, was, at the height of the storm, over-

flowed from end to end. The watershed above this

point contains not over ten acres, but for fifteen minutes

water flowed on every iucb of the surface. Up to the

12th of August, the same sort of weather continued,

and since then, though we have had almost daily r.dus,

they have fieen light and gentle.

The cotiee seemed to flourish tolerably through the

wind and ruin, but on the return of milder weather

it became evident that the fungus had seriously ex-

tended its devastation, hiving increased in virulence

and spread to vast numbers of plants that had hitherto

escaped.

Encouraged by the favourable planting weather, I

planted out about 5,000 that had not attained the size

that I would otherwise have waited for. The old

enemy, the crickets, had not as usual appeared in force

about the first of March, and, as they were still ap-

parently absent up to the end of July, I fancied the

putting out of even very small plants was tolerably
safe. I had, however to suspend operations, as I found

vast numbers of the plants cut every morning, but

whether it is the cricket or some new pest I am still

unable to decide. The cricket usually cuts the stem

below the seed leaves, but on the present occasion

the remarkable feature of the case is that the depred-
ation is in the majority of cases above that point.
Tnis may, however, be owing to the fact tliat the newly
hatched cricket has not the power of jaw necessary

to deal with the harder portion of the stem, and con-

sequently it makes its way to more tender spots. Three

years' experience taught me to expect the cricket

pligue e irly in March and early in September and their

entire disappearance about the middle oi M^iy and
the middle of Nnvemher, but iny theory must be

lacking in pome essential point, when their first ap-
pearance in the year takes place in August [Their

breeding period aflfected by abnormal weather.—Ed.]
I have at length a crop of cocoa on a few of

my oldest and best sheltered trees. I showed them
to an experienced friend, and he treated them
very cavalierly. "You must think about your
average," he said, "and not rest much hope oii

your special trees." All right and true, but when '

one has been long looking for a fruit forming amid
a thousand blossoms, one cannot help asking a visitor

to come and see it. My experienced pitntiug friend
saw the miserable abortions as well as the pet trees;
saw that the former were ten to one of the latter,
and issued his decree accordingly. Another friend,
not a professional planter, was much refreshed and

encouraged by a sight of the same trees and their

crops. He has been fighting for two years to estab-
lish a field of cocoa, but, so far as I can make
out, with no very satisfactory result. He declares
his soil and exposure is specially suitable, and, seeing'
ray measure of success, he is determined to per-
severe till he has 20,000 bearing cocoa trees on his

fifty acres. I like pluck; My experience is less

encouraging to myself than to my friend. Out of about
30,000 plants first and last, I have some 3,000 alive.

One half of these seem to be past the worst, and
promising to get on in the future. Of the other

half, one part is doubtful, and the remainder not
doubtful, but certainly destined to perish. After

surviving over twelve months, however, their vitality
is wonderful. When about two feet high, the wind
strips all their remaining leaves, the stem dies down-
wards, but within six inches of the ground a sucker
takes up the growing, and in many cases succeeds
in becoming a tree. My own conclusion is that
cocoa will not succeed in soil where gravel prednm-
iuates, and it will not succeed where the south
west wind reaches it, either direct or deflected. My
best trees are on a steep face, fronting N E. The
south west wind is deflected round the lower ridge
of the hill, and strikes the other side of the valley
with gi'eat force, and the course it takes is dis-

tinctly marked by a straight line, dividing the

healthy and flourishing cocoa from the seedy and

dying. I have Cf*refully experimented on the shade

question, and, so far as I have got in its study, with
all the varieties at my command, the present con-
clui'ion is that none of them require protection from
the sun, but all require protection from wind ;

not only from exceptional storms, but from the

steady breeze of every-day weather. Instead there-

fore of planting shade trees among the cocoa, I

would leave niirrow belts of jungle, say one chain,
at every five chains, both ways, enclosing squares
of two and a half acres, the belts running from
north to south and from east to west. Then I

would reserve half a chain ah'Ug the line of each

belt, in which I would plant, at three feet apart,
the quickest growing and most valuable of our

indigenous and naturalized timber trees. In three

or four years I would clear the jungle belt, and

plant the space with cocoa, leaving the wind to

deal with the cultivated protection.

If I had recalled at the proper time knowledge I

possessed when I was very many years younger, I

would, perhaps, have been more successful in dealing
with the seed of the Wax-palm entrubted to me, soire

months a^jo, but I am always glad to give others the

opportunity of profiting by my errors, anri I there-

fore record my experience. The seed of the wax
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palm shoukl be pat into soil broken up and cleaned

to the depth, of from nine to twelve inches, and cover

to a depth of two inches. Water as the weather requires,
and never indulge in the monkey trick of digging the

seed up to eee how it is getting on. All seeds grow
root befnre they grow stem, and in their early stages
the radicle is far too tender an organ to be exposed
above ground with impunity. If left undisturbed, all

seeds that retain their vitality will show it above

ground during the third, or, at latest, early in the

fourth mouth. This is much about the same time that

our indigenous palms take. I believe the seed that

cameiuto my hands was, for the greater part, past

germinating, but I have enough of plants to establish

the tree firmly in the island, even if there were none
elsewhere. A few previously germinated seeds that

were sent to me are still making no sign above ground.
The dying of many of my Cardamoms after planting

out, and the unhappy look of those that survive, 1

have been ascribing to too much rain, but when I

recollect that the habitat of the indigenous species is

in the neighbourhood of Padupda, that position
becomes untenable, and I am hitherto unable to take

up another not equally weak. [On an estate not

far from Padupola, the cardamoms grow, but produce
• very little fruit.—Ed.]

To get up Orange plants in this locality appears to

be almost a hopeless undertaking. They have two
enemies ; the caterpillar that eats the tender leaves,
and possibly the cricket that cuts otf even tolerably
hardened branches. I will have to give up trying to

grow them from seed, and try what can be done
with cuttings.
Ceaka Rubber —It is just tea months since I put

down the first Ceara rubber seeds, and I have already
collected and sown ripe seeds, produced from the

resulting plants. The largest tree is about fifteen

feet high, branches at about seven feet, and now
shades a circle of ten feet diameter. Some others

have reached the height of ten feet without branch-

ing, but the greater number have branched at from
two and a half to five feet, and the seed-bearers

are those that have branched lowest. As to the

growth of this praduct there is no longer a question,
and the value placed on the only sample sent from

Ceylon seems satisfactory ; but we have much to learn

before we can pronounce it a paying industry. At ten

feet apart, we will have 434 trees to the acrp, but

we are still in utter darkness in respect to yield per
tree and the cost of collection. Till those two questions
are settled, it can hardly be considered Siife to go

largely into it. As for the cost of cultivation, exclusive

of colleotiim and preparing for the market, it would
after the first year be tnfling, as it is evident that

the tree is able with twelve months' start to hold its

ground against all competitors. The tield of conjecture
is a wide one, and I dare not go a step further in it.

In front all looks au open plain, but beware of sloughs
and pitfalls.*

Ill re Eucalyfdm globulus, Tropical Agriculturist
vol. 1, p. 415., will bardly account for the infection of

other species of plants, but proves this particular
tree subject to some mysterious disease. [Which
dist'ase is said to attack cinchonas entirely beyond
the influence of eucalypti.

— Ed]

TEA IN UPPER INDIA.

(From the Indigo Plattters' Gazfttc.)

The land of the Doon has a beautiful slope, just
sufficient to admit of proper drainage. The town of

Dehra which stands on the watershed almost exactly

half-way between the Ganges and the Jumna, is 2,345
* The rapid growth of this piaut surely indicates its

use for shelter belts. It could be planted thickly and
thiimed out as experience dictated.—Ed.

feet above sea level. The Ganges, .SO miles to the
east, has a height of 1,050 feet, and the Jumna, an
equal distance to the west 1,000 feet. This is an
average fall of 34 feet per mile, an^ple for drainage
purposes, and not by any means too much, as when the

slope is great, the soil, and pai-ticulaily thi* humus,
which forms tlie most valuable part of it. gets washed
away. The geological formation of the Doon gives
evideuce of its having been tho bed of a mighty river
at some time, the traces of the current on the banks
being most distinctly miirked on the Sewalic range at

Hurdwar, at which point the river evidently found
its way to the plains, as the Ganges does now. From
the pri'sent formation, however, it is clear that the

existmg soil, with its exuberant humus, is the product
of washings from the Sewnlic on the soutli, and the

Himalayas on the north. Countless streams are still

bringing in fresh supplies from the everlasting hills,
and thus the luxurious richness of the soil is fully
accounted for. Prospecting for good laud, we have
personally had the soil examined to the depth of 12

feet, and in nine trials out of ten, have found no break
in the continuity of the soil, and it were strange if

such a soil should not prove good for tea. Here and
there one comes across beds of gravel, over which tea

grows well for a few years, till the tap-root reaches
the stratum of gravel, when all growth and produc-
tion of leaf practically cease ; the tap root cannot reach
the source of nourishiiient, aud during the dry weather,
such a thin soil as we are speaking of, gets denuded
of its moisture. The soil is particularly rich in plant-
food, and is easily hoed, unless during the early spring
months, when it becomes hard from constant baking
by the sun. The Doon is furnished with canals, bring-
ing water from the many streams of the Himalaya
mountains, but unless for seedlings, this water is

of no value to the t'-a planter. Tlie geological feat-

ure of the hills above Dehra is lime, and the water
is so impregnated with this lime, as to be almost
fatal to tea. A field wiitered plentifully from
the canal, will, as a rule, give scarcely any leaf

for a year or two, and in many gardens the track of

old village canals can still be traced, the line being
absolutely bare of plants. Much has been written
on the value of lime to the soil, but in too many
cases the fact has been entirely overlooked, that lime
does not enter largely into the composition of the
tea plant. In fact, the proportion of lime in the
ashes of the plant is only 4J per cent while in coffee

it is 60 per cent. Lime is, therefore, one of the
best ingredients for coffee soil, and in this way it

has come to be considered good for tea as well.

This is a great mistake, and hence irrigation in the
Doon is a doubtful blessing so far as ti^a is concerned.
The Doon planters are so alive to this fact, that in

letting spare land to rayats, it is customary to stipul-
ate that no rice shall be grown on the land. Rice

requires so much water that a year or two of its cult-

ivation destroys the laud ffu- tea, unless several years'
fallow intervence. [We have now discovered in Ceylon
that claypy and ferruginous soils in which lime is not

present in sufficient abundance for coffee culture,
answer-^ admirably for tea.—Ed.

|

The labour difficulty never arose in that happy
valley. The country around is very scantily iuhabited,
so muih so indeed, that local labour is almost un-
known. Oiie result of this is a scarcity of food grains,

large supplies of which come from S iharunpur and
Meenit. This forms one of the traffic i ems on which
the promoters of the Doon railway rely for their

dividend. We have no doubt that another ri-sult of

the railway will be to bring a larger population to

the Doou, thi' more so when the Oudh and Rohilk-
hund line is ext'uded from Moradii' ad to Sabarunpur,
with the branch to Roorkee and Hurdwar. The tea

planters of the Doon rely for their labour on im-
'
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migrants from the densely populated districts of Sul-

tanpore, and other of the more crowd-d pu-ts of

Oudh. These people must lead a hard lif^ of it in

their homes, when they leave ihnir native villages

and travel so far for such sma'l wages. The men

usuiilly leave their wives and families behind, until

after a couple of years they can save twenty to fifty

rupees, when they frequently take leave and go to

their homes, bringing then- household god3--their
lares and peno/cf—with them on their return. Thus
the Doon villages are quietly bi-ing peopled by these

useful Poorbeahs, who as a rule, have no very high

caste, and become steady cultivators of their own
little leased farms. In arranging for labour, it is not

necessary to make any contract, the coolies being

engaged as monthly servants, and provided with free

houses. There the contract ends, as, of course, the

labourers get free medical attendance and medicine,
and where ground is available, are also allowed to

cultivate small patches of vegetables. In the

better conducted gar lens, they are encouraged
to do this, as a plentiful supply of fresh vegetable

diet, tends to keep them healthy. The prices of

labor are as follows :
—

R.
4

5
3
o

per month.
8Field hands —

Factory hands —
Women —
Boys and girls 1 8th to —

Women are employed at light work when there is no

plucking, such as carrying manure, weeding nurseries,

classing tea", &c. During the leaf season, women,

boys, and girls usually make more than the men, as

all leaf jjlucking is piece-work, the customary rate

being three pies per pound, which is Rl'4 per
maund. These Poorbeahs are very fair workers, and

as a rule give little trouble, if treated at all fairly

well. This labour question is one which gives the

North- West planter an immense advantage over his

brethren who obtain their labour under the cover of

legal enactment ; for about seven rupees per month,
he can have labour to tne extent of one man and-a-

half per acre, which would cost an As.'sam planter
from R12 to 15 per month. Thus it is that up-

country planters having gardens yielding generously,
can turn out their teas for four annas per lb, a price
which more than eompen-sates them for the heavy
carriage between their gardens and Calcutta.

[Ceylon cannot possibly complete with the Dhnon in

regard to cost of labour, and yet, if the Dera

estates a""^ """ yielding profits, there has been a

chan the better within the past few years.
—

Ed.]^''
for

Th® °ourse of cultivation is very regular, the rainy
season being punctual, and from one year's end to

another the routine of one month, is exactly the same
for every year. Towards the end of Novimber, or

earlj' in December, when the season's crop is all

classified and packed, pruning begins and while this is

going on, manure is brought from the various pits

where it has been stored, and is piled along the walks

of the garden. The best men are set to the pruning,
while the ordinary field bands commence the annual

deep hoeing, trenching it is called, but erroneously so,

it being only an extra deep hoeing, and this is

perhaps the only job which breaks the pliinter's temper.
He knows perfecily well that much of his next

season's crop depends on this hoeing being done

thoroughly, and to ensure its eiBciency, he usually

gives a small nirik.— [Task. En. C. O ] However,
unless close personal supervision be given, he

will be disappointed. The order we will sny, is for

a 15-inch hoeing, as a rule he will be content with

twelve, but calls it fifteen to keep the men'up to the

work. A 12-iuch perpendicular hoeing would work
wondera with next year's leaf, but the coolie will

persistently give him a 12-inch slope, and by sloping
even by more than ordinary, will sometimes present
for measurement and examination a 15-iuch slope, but

by the well-known rule of the hypotheuuse, the planter
knows that a 12-inch slopn at au angle of 45°, means
only a perpendicular depth of eiglit inches and-a-half.
This is not the place to moralise on the immense
importance of a good deep hoeiufi, we shall, however,
return to the subject on some future occasion. About
the middle of January the pruning ought to be done,
when a number of the bigger lads are set to work

opening out the roots, preparing for the manure, this

the women and boys carry from the walks, in small

baskets, each containing the supply for one plant,
say obout ten seers. It is astonishing how quickly
a large number of coolies get over such work in

the cool [often very cold.— Ed. C. O.] weather of

January or February. A second batch of men with
hoes go behind the basket; women, and cover up the
manure around the roots. This work goes on till the

.

end of February, when the whole month of March
remains to prepare for the coming season. This month
is usually occupied in putting the walks in order,-
in attending to repairs in the factory and coolie lines,
and in getting into working order the factory plant.
As we have said, the leaf is ready with astonishing
punctuality, one or two days on either side of

1st April.

THE COOLIE OR CHEAP LABOUR
QUESTION,

is the .subject of considerable agitation in Queensland
at present, and it may be doubted whether the op-

position which is being offered to the introduction of

Indian coolies as of Chinese would not be extended
to our Smhalese so soon as they made their appear-
ance. Brisbane, the capital, is the headquarters of

the opposition. There the woi'king classes naturally

object to the competition of cheap labour
; but they

do not sufficiently realize the impossibility of cultiv.

ating sugar or other tropical produce in the northern
division of the colony by the agency of European
labourers even if such were available. The Ministry
appears to be in a quandary, and have just laid before

Parliament correspondence with tlie Indian authorities

which closed on the 21st .June last. Under the ar-

rangements made with a representative of the Queens-
land Government and Mr. Buck, Officiating Secretary
to the Government of India, an employer would have
to pay £18 for each emigrant, and give a bond of
£12 for his return passage. "It is under-stood," says
Mr. Buck, "that the chief protector of immigrants
at Brisbane, in whom the control of Indian immi-
gi-ants is vested by the draft regulations, is a per-
manent Government ofiicial, charged with the general
siiperintendence of all immigration affairs," and Mr.
Buck further points out the necessity of that officer

having had Indian experience, and a knowledge of
the Indian language. The Queensland premier, Mr.
Mcllwraith, closed the correspondence in a letter from
which the following is an extract :

—
" Under the reguUti ms, as approved by the Go-

vernor-general, there is nothing to prevent time-ex-

pired immigrants from engaging themselves as domes-
tic servants, &c., to town residents and others entirely
unconnect'd with tropical agricultural pursuits, the
effect of which would he that these immigrants would
not only come into active competition with European
labuureis, but they wonlil escape that supervision at
the bands of the Government protectors which not

only the Indian Government but the Government of
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this colony are anxious to secure. These alterations,

I have no doubt, will be acceptable, as I observe,

in looking through the correspondence on the subject

of coolie emigration, that it is the desire of your
Government that coolie immigrants should, if possible,

be confined to fiild labour.

"You will note that a slight addition has also been

made to the form of contract, whereby the immigrant
binds himself, before leaving India, not to work for

any emiiloycr in the colony other than one engaged
in tropical or eemi-tropical agriculiure.

" With regard to the appointment of a special officer

with Indian experience and a knowledge of the Indian

\ languages, as Chief Protector in Queensland, I have to

r inform you that the Government will have no objec-

tion to the appointment, provided his salary be not niade

a charge upon the public funds of this colony. There
>

is, however, no necessity for the appointment of

» auch an officer by the Indian Gevernment, as our

Immigration agent, who is also chief inspector of

• Pacific Islanders, has a well-organized staff, con^isling

^ of officers residing in the several districts of the

colony charged with the duty of carrying out the
•

. provisions of the Pacific Island Labourers Act, whose

work would be available for the performance of the
•

usually undertaken by the Chief Protector."
'

. Since then—or on July '26th—a meeting, largely at-

tended, of the citizens of Brisbane, has been held with

the Mayor presiding, at which the following resol-

utions were carried :
—

That this meeting views with alarm the proposal to

introduce coolie labour into Queensland, being firmly

convinced that such a course must entail the most

serious consequences to the European working class of

the colony.
That this meeting emphatically protests against the

industrial classes of Queensland being brought into

competition with semi-civilized and underpaid coloured

labour, and is determined to maintain this colony as a

home for the European races.

That this meeting urges the establishment of branches

of the Anti-Coolie League in every town in the colony,
so as to unite the people for the purpose of averting the

threatened danger.
That a petition to the Legislative Assembly bo pre-

pared in support of the bill f.ir the repeal of the Coolie

Act, iind signed by the chairman of this meeting on

its behalf, and that the senior member for the city

be requested to i resent the same.

After this, Mr. Ciriffith, the leader of the Opposition
in Parliament^, tried to steal a march on the Slinistry,

by moving for the repeal of a Cooly Act passed .some

years before. The matter is thus referred to editori-

ally by the Queenslander :—
Without going so far as to say that Parliament can-

not restrict the importation of coolies unless by virtue

of an agreement with the Indian Government for their

introduction, we agree
—nor do we think that Mr.

Griffith will deny—that legislation of some kind is

imperative. There is nothing to prevent employers at

present from introducing coolies in the manner sug-

gested by Mr. Macrossan, and the agreements made
with them in Ceylon would unquestionably be valid-

ated by the Masters and Servants Act in this colony.
There can be no question that if we desire to restrict

coolie immigration, or even to entirely forbid it in

the form of hired labourers, we can do so by legislation

in the colony, apart altogether from the regulations of

the Indian Government. On the whole the better course

will probably be to amend the present Act in the

manner proposed by the Government—that is, as a

tentative measure to enact that .any regulations that

may be adopted shall require validation by resol-

utions passed by both House of Parliament. This bill

may be passed by common consent in an hour, and

will provide for present exigencies. If when the regul-

ations come before Parliament they are deemed im-

politic they can be rejected, and such further legis-

lation be carried out as the circumstances of the case

appear to require.

Altogether it seems to us that there will be no peace
in Queensland over this Labour Question, until the

colony is divided into two : the northern and tropical

portion being founded as a Crown Dependency, in

which the fact will be recognized that Europeans must

supply the capital and do the supervising, but not
the field-woi-k. For the latter "native" labourers

^whether Kanakas, Indian coolies, Chinese or Sinha-

lese—must be employed or farewell to the success

of sugar, cofi'ee, cocoa and other plantations in the

promising settlements of Northern Queensland.

PLANTING IN THE EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO.

The Jaea Bode of the 31st July contains a report
laid at Amsterdam before the shareholders of the

Company formed to turn the island of Batchian

to commercial account, in which it is stated that the

Company's operations will be chiefly directed to trad-

ing, until sufficient coolies have been engaged from

Java and elsewhere to promote extensive cultivation,

which is intended to be the principal business con-

ducted. Coffee and nutmeg planting will be first

taken in hand. Cocoa growing will only be under-

taken when that plant shall be found n"t liable to a

disease which attacks it in many places. In the

meantime, the preliminary operations will also com.

prise the collection of dammar and other jungle

produce. Turning the sago forests to account awaits

better rueans of transport. During the short time

the Company has had an establishment at Batchian,
that island was visited by a British coaster, besides

other vessels.

PLANTERS AND THEIR AGENTS.

(From the Madras Mail, Sept. 12th.)

"Dry Cherry
'

writes:—"The natural exoitemene

attending the prosecution of the gold industry in the

Wynaad is, I fear, hurtfully drawing away from the

study of their own interest the attention of thojf

entirely dependent for their future on the success of

coffee and cinchona cultivation. I am myself nought
but a baby-planter of a few years' experience, but
that experience has be n long enough and close enough
to convince me that it is not the seasous which have

been or are the plunters' sole enemy, but those gentle-

men yclept agents, who certainly look after No. 1.

As a text for further observation, I will detail my past
season's experience. I sent down to my agents 4,800
bushels of cleimed coffee, almost entirely consisting of

parchment. The out-turn on theaverage was lUO bushels

to the ton, that in the case of dry cherry reaching in one

instance to the unprecedented number of 187 bushels.

Let my readers connote the foregoing with the fol-

lowing facts : (1). I had taken every precaution to

thoroughly dry my coffee,
—the best samples I weighed

here strangely enough are bulk for bulk a trifle

lighter than the coffee after it was cleaned and put
on board shin ; (2). I took one lot which had been

all picked from the same field, pulped at the same

time, and dried for the saiiie period ;
I divided this

into three consignments, and sent it to the agents
under three marks, and the out-turns varied from

9S'5 to 122 bushels to the ton ; (3). The large quantity
I sent down was delivered to the agent exactly to the

number of bushels I had measured it here on the estate.

Putting these facts together, it will not require much men-

tal exertion, either deductive or inductive, to conclude

that my 4,800 bushels never entered the agent's yard in

their fulness, and that the receipt I hold to say they

did, is but one of those happy literary figments that
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grace the course of au agent's dealings with his con-

stituent. I would fearlessly commit myself to a moder-
ate bet, that not even a single load of coffee, after

having been shaken over sixty miles of rough road,
in a spriugless cart, would turn out in quantity at its

terminus exactly what it was at the start. How mani-
fold would my oonfideuce be iuoreased if I came to

bet on 4,800 bushels, instead of sixty ! The s(dution
of exaclitude is very transparent. My despatch note
was no doubt received as really representing the quant-
ity delivered. Upon the basis of such accepted de-

livery, all the agent's returns of out-turns, &c , were
thenceforward based, but it must be apparent th.it

inferentially these returns are false iu fact as they
are uuiutentionally dishonest in creation aud care-

lessness. I have mentioned that I took particular
care in drying my coffee, and that the he.st samples
in my possession are bulk for bulk lighter than
the mass they represent, as that left the agent's
bands. My fellow victims may then fairly conceive
the tonic gurgulations that I became the subject of,

when looking over the outturn statements ; i found

4J per cent, had been deducted as '

driage' from the

quantity I sent down. Surely this word is a misnomer.
Influenced, no doubt, by the climatic operation here,
T find that the coffee when it gets to England, under-

goes still further 'diiage' to the extent of I J per
cent. Thus in all the reduction in weight amounts to

6 per cent., and I would ask any planter who has
studied the matter, if such diminution could possibly
have occurred under ordinary treatment.

My coffee on the average was sold for R750 the
ton ; against this I have to put the following
charges :

—
1. Discount—for what purpose charged heaven R.

only knows, 1 per cent ... .. 7 '50

2. Guar'd, commission—an upward appeal
can alone explain this, ^ per cent ... 3'75

3. Freight, brokerage, etc., 13 per cent ... 97 50
4. Driage 6 per cent 45 '00

6. Cleaning charges ... ... ... ... 5000
6. Transport ... 75-00
7. Interest to Agent 67'50

K346-25

Taking the average Wynaad yield at 3 cwts. to the

acre, to produce one ton I have to maintain fij acres.

Deducting 346 25 from 750, I have thus K403-7o left

to do this, or say, R60 per ncre. In my opinion,
an estate to be properly maintained ought to have

spent on it per annum RSO an acre at least, so that

receiving H60 for what costs me RSO to produce, I,

as a planter, contribute generally to the public benefit,

and particularly handsomely to the income of my
agents. What a cheering prospect before me ! I

come now to the main object of my letter. My case

1 know is not singular, and that my position is

better than most of my neighbours ! I ask myself,
and I want my brother planters to ask themselves,

why we should go on submitting to the present state

of things? Let us have a 'Planters' Union.' The
agents have established a union amongst themselves ;

they charter vessels to carry our coffee, share the

profit of the transaction between themselves, and
dictate the rate of freight to us ; they act similarly
as to the curing, shipping, interest, and home charges.
In all parts of the world, the binding of a common
interest by the tie of a healthy co-operation has
been most beneficial in its results ; why cannot we

planters learn a lesson from others ? I may be
answered, that the agents have us in their clutches ;

that we are all, generally speaking in their debt,
and cannot escape from them ; but what often is

impracticable and impossible to individual intention

jaay be accomplished by united action. Let us combine

and start a company, such as the Neilgherry Lands
Investment Company, content with a moderate rate of

interest ; let us incorporate ourselves legally as a body,
and we can then borrow money from the banks at a far

lees rate of interest than the agents charge us ; let

us start an Insurance Fuiid, wherefrom the planter who
has fairly worked his estate and under the control of

the Committee of the Union may be strengthened in a

bad season for efforts in the future ; let us start an

Agency in England, and protect ourselves from the

cost of paying for the maintenance of a credit there,

which our necessities here create for our so called

agents. Let us do some or all of these things, and the

ci'ffee industry may yet look up and hold its own.
Lotus forbear and inscribe Ichabod on our gate-posts.
To shew that I am serious, I am quite willing to put
R20,0U0 down to promote such an undertaking as I

propose. For lack of leisure I enunciate my views in

a very crude form, but will be most happy to inter-

change ideas with any or all of my fellow-planters. If

auy notice is taken of my suggestion, I would propose
that our old friend J. B. Burnett be hunted out of an'

obscurity which his wide experience does not entitle

him to occupy, and entrusted with the digestion of'

my scheme."

Ledgers (Cinchona) in Lindula.—Mr. Parsons

sends the following encouraging report :
—"

Perhaps
you will be interested to learn that Mr. Cameron's

18 months' old Legeriana trees on S. Regulus show
an analysis of 2'93 per cent crystallized sulphate of

Quinine. The sample was taken from ten trees, and
the result must, I think, be considered somewhat

encouraging."
The Naga Hilis.—Mr. McCabe's administration re-

port of the Naga Hills for 1881-82, although considered

"rather sketchy and vague
"
by the Chief Commissioner

of Assam, affords
" an extremely interesting" summary

of the events of the year, which Mr. Elliott has

digested with "
great satisfaction." Mr. MoCabe sug-

gests in his report that the great Nambar forests be

partially reserved, aud a portion thrown open for tea

cultivation. In this the Chief Commissioner has con-

curred, so that the planters are now to be invited to

take lots of land for cultivating,
—Statesman.

Tea in Australia and America.—'We have already
ventured to predict that, at least three million pounds
of tea will this year be necessary to meet the require-

ments of the Australian mai-ket. Various other

estimates have beon made, ranging from two to two

aud-ahalt million pounds, but we still Sdhere to our

own estimate of three as a minimum. The latest news
from Australia tends to confirm the correctness of this

forecast, and a considerable quantity at a recent

Calcutta sale, ivas purchased for that market. Mr.

Sibthorp has recently brought an encouraging report

from America. There the preference for the finer

scented quality of China, and more particularly of

Japan, has obtained such a hold on the public taste,

that he does not expect much will be done in those

classes. There is, however, an immense field for tea to

sell at about one shilling and sixpence. This is very

encouraging, and by and by the better classes will c(une

to learn, that Indian Pekoes will bear comparison with

certain classes of very expensive China teas, and thus

a footing will soon be attained in that great country,
with its teeming and ever-increasing population. Mr.

Sibthorp soM a quarter of a million pounds, during his

short stay in America. Taking these two markets

together, we should not be surprized if five million

pounds were this year retained for transmiss'on to

them. This will be a very sensible relief to the London
market, and this sh.ould always be kept in view, as it,

more than anything- else, affects prices.
—

Indigo Planters'

Gazette.
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INDIAN TEA COMPANIES.
The working of thirteen Companies has been analyzed

and tabulated by the Planters' Stores and Agency
Company, Lmiitcd, and is published in the Indian

Ar/ricultiirixt. Of course dividends depend not so much
on the result of particular years, but on the capital

expended from first to last, and others besides the

Assam Company may have got their property for a
mere song, at the expense of previous shareholders.

This premised, we may say that the highest yield of

tea is shewn by the Borelli Company, whose yield
per acre over old and young cultivation was 470 lb.

in 1880 and 524 in 1881. The cost per lb., includ-

ing all cliarges, was Is 2Jd in 1879 ;
Is 2d in 1880 ;

and lUd in 1881. The gi-o.ss prices (including sales
of tea seed, etc.) were Is 7id, Is 4d, and Is 4jd.
Profit per lb. 5Jd, 2d, and S^d. The dividends varied
10 per cent, 4, and 10. The Assam Company, on the
other hand, which divided 35 per cent in 1877, fell

to 10 percent in 1879, taking 2 per cent of this
out of the reserve fund ; the rate being 7 per cent
in 1880 and 10 in 1881. The yield per acre of tea
was 4001b. in 1880 and the same in 1881. The tea
cost for the .S years 1879-81, Is uid. Is l^^d, and
Hid. The profit per lb. was Ijd, 1(^1, and 4^d. It
is possible that extensions may have been charged
against revenue instead of capital ? Looking at the

figures for prices in the past three years the course
has generally been downwards with them, while, in

consequence of lower cost of production, the result,
no doubt of enforced economy, profits were higher. For
instance, as the figures we have quoted shew, the
Borelli Company had .'jjd profit in 1879 out of Is 7id
per lb , while in 1>^81 Is 4|d gave SJd profit. The
case of the Darjeeling Company was exceptional, shew-
ing rising prices and increasing profits, thus :

—
1879. 1880. 1881.

Price per lb. ... 1/6A l/6g l/7i
Profit ,, ... 3J 5 6"

The lesson taught is that of the most rigid economy,
for the following note, referring to four leading com-
panies, shews how prices have tended downwards
generally since 1876 :

—
Average gross price proceeds sale of crops inchidiiig all

receipts by gain iii exchange and sale of tea seed :
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the labouring white man might tolerate the Chinese.

But. as. has been shewn over and over again, the bounds

of toleration are passed, when the pigtailed men bring
down the rate of wages on the sliippmg whai'ves, in the

coal mines, in the cabmetmaker's shop and in other im-

portant departments of labour and handicraft. Of

course, to an onlooker, not personally interested, as

was the case with us, the abstract and equitable question
of free trade in labour as in commodities was obvious

and simple, and we felt ourselves on strong ground in

arguing that the yellow skins had as much right to

come tn labour and trade in Australia as the white

skins had to enter China for similar purposes. The
answer of the working classes, as interpreted by their

spokesmen on the platform and in parliament was :
—

'•We mean to keep this glorious heritage of ours free

from the contaminating influences of an inferior

and a foully immoral race : that is our firm detenn-

ination," the real meanmg of which amongst the

labourers and artizans was,
" We are determined that

our scale of wages and our standard of living shall

not be lowered by colupetitors who are ready to work
for half or quarter our normal rates of 6s to lis

per day of eight hours." As universal suffi'age pre-
vails in Austialia, the working classes control legislation,

an<l there are but few constituencies in the south (except
in Western Australia which has only recently ceased to

be a depot for convicts) which would return to parliament
and give the chances of public life to any man who
adhered to the abstract doctrine of the equal rights
of all men to go anywhere to live and labour, so that

they do not violate law or disturb order. We shall

not soon forget the embarrassment of a member of the

New South Wales I'arliameut with whom we crossed

the Blue Mountains by the celebrated zigzag railway
and discussed the whole question. He conceded all

the principles of abstract right for which we contended,
but he ever fell back on the popular argument of self-

preservation.
• The white races had possession of Aus-

tralia, and for themselves and their children they must

preserve the inheritance. They had rights founded on
the principle

That he should take who has the power,
And he should keep who can.

Above a;ll, the dignity and the rewards of labour
must not be lowered. In this spu-it. even so zeal-

ous an advocate of free trade as Sir Henry Parkes
has been as ready to to further anti-Chinese legislation
as the arch- Protectionist, Graham Berry of Victoria.

And the strange part of tho mnttpr is, tliat, notwith-

standing our treaties with (Jnu»«i, lUe Imperial Govern-
ment has repeatedly advised the Queen to consent to

such legislation.
But although we could lai-gely sympathize with

the feelings, considering the position of those who
cherished them, whicli dictated anti Chinese and

anti-cooly legislation affecting the temperate por-
tions of Australia, we did expect that the leaders
of thought in the southern colonies would recognize the

necessity of exceptional treatment of the trojiical

portions of their vast territories : the northern portion
of "so-called South Australia and Northern Queensland
for, in Australia, be it remembered, the further north ;

we go the hotter does the climate become, because
the nearer do we get to the equator. We always
contended that both should be separated by a
convenient geogiaphical line and ruled by Lieut. -

Governors, Superintendents or whatever design-
ation migh* be preferred, on the principles, generally,
which are applied to Crown colonies, like Ceylon. A
system, indeed, approaching this principle has been

applied by the Government of so-called Soxithern

Australia to their Northern Territory by the

appointment of a Resident at Port Darwin. In

company with Mr. Buck, the Commissioner for India,
now at thehe.id of the ludiiin Agricultural De^iartnieutj

and the gentleman who succeeded him at Melbourne,
Mr. Jas. Inglis, we discussed the whole question in

Melbourne with the former able editor of the Queens-

landir, Mr Gresley Lukin. Mr. Buck, who took great
interest in the subject and who has elaborated a
scheme of cooly immigration to Queensland, as also

Mr. Inglis, who was enthusiastic on the subject
of a closer union between Australia and India,
fully supported our contention that by means of

cooly labour alone could the resources of tropical
Austi-alia be developed, seeing that the supplies from
the Solomon group and other isles of the Pacific were

becoming so scarce that even Fiji was in danger of

coming to a standstUI for want of labour. The chiefs

objected to the departure of theii- figliting men, and
the Kanakas, who had returned with guns amongst
other trophies, were often only too ready to use their

acquisitions in thinning a population already di

minished and diminishing from other causes besides
violence. To our surprize Mr. Lukin objected to black
or coloured labour even in the tropics : white men,
he insisted, could do all the work ! When we men-
tioned this to a sugar planter on the Burdekin, he
exclaimed :

" Mr. Lukinis only avewspaj^er editor, and
knows nothmg about it !

"
which, we said, was rather

rough on men who were only newspaper editors. It was
in vain we pointed out to Mr. Lukin that the coolies
would only come to sojourn

—to engage for fixed terms
in tropical labour and to return, and that we contemp-
lated a form of local government under which the

question of the franchise could not be raised—a bene-
volent despotism, tempered by an open council and
public opinion, such as we have in Ceylon. Mr. Lukin,
who had had the advantage of residing in Queensland,
insisted that white men could labour there from the

tropic of < apricorn at Rockhamjrton to the extreme
north at Cape York and Thursday Island. Sub-

sequently we had the opportunity of judging for our-

selves, not only b_v visits to the splendid sugar estates
which line both sides of the Pioneer river in the

Mackay district, but amidst the mangi'ove swamps
of the Burdekin delta, where quinine and
chlorodyne were indispensables. Most part, even of the

tropical portion of Queensland, is fauly salubrious, but,
except on the hills, the climate is at times hotter far
than even in Kurunegala and Matale, and there are

many fever-haunted localities which have claimed and
will claim their victims. Even in the cleared and
cultivated portion of the Mackay district, a touch
of fever occasionally reminds dwellers on the banks
of the Pioneer, that a rich soil and forcing climate,
if they have their advantages, have also some draw-
backs. The proportion of white labour to black which
we saw on the Mackay sugar estates, and which, no
doubt, the experience of about a dozen years had
settled as the best, was 20 per cent of white labour
to SO per cent of black. The white labourers ploughed
the land, drove the waggons and looked after the
horses, exceptional aborigines or Kanakas who could

perform such work being very rare. In the moderate
climate of Mackay the white men followed their

ploughs : in the more northern delta of the Burdekin,
with its higher temperature, the j^loughs employed
were the American "sulkies" on which the plough-
man sat and drove. The Kanakas perform the field-

work and are also (women included) employed in

feeding cane to the sugar-mills and other work con-
nected with the manufacture of sugar, molasses and
rum. When we saw the Pacific islanders vigorously
cutlassing down the cune beneath a vertical sun and
in heat which was stifling, as no breeze could pass through
the dense grove of tall stalks, we felt that if white men
could be got to perform such work,

"
sunstroke "

would speedily claim many victims. We could not

help, however, remembermg Messrs. Hornby & Sons'
most effective hedge-trimining machine, which we had
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seen at Kyneton, cutting the top and both sides of

a furze fence, while pulled by a horse only on one

side of sucli fence. All was done by the adjustment
of the guillotine apparatus. What we said on that

occasion occurred to ua again and again, and we deem
it not impos-ible that a modificatiou of the hedge

cutting machine may largely supersede human labour

in the mere catting of sugarcane, and even in trim-

ming off the tops wliich the Kankas did on the field

with their cutlasses. Indeed we believe Messrs.

Hornby & Sons' machine has ab-eady been used to

shave oif at the surface tlie grass tussocks which

in lai-ge portions of New Zealand render the clear-

ing of land for agriculture so difficult and expensive.
The era of cheap as well as eifeetive machinery to

supersede human labour in tropical field work has

not, however, yet arrived, and clear it is that

if, now that the Pacific field of labour supply is

about exhausted, while cultivation, is largely ex

tending, the sugar planters of Queensland are not

able to procure a supply of cheap cooly labour, they
must retire from competition with Mauritius, Guiana, Java

and Cuba as sugar growers.

We have mentioned ' '

separation,
" a political cry well

known in Australia. Tlie latest community to raise it is

that of Townsville, the Australian Naples,
" beautiful

for situation
' and destined to be the capital of

Northern Queensland. It will, in the future, pro-

fit largely by the sugar and other tropical culture

in the deltas and alluvials of such rivers as the

Burdekin and the Herbert with the hill and mountain

ranges in which those streams have their origin. But as

yet its prosperity has been mainly furthered by the

pastoral interests of which Mr. Towns, after whom
the city is named, was one of the pioneers and

the minmg enterprize of which Charters Towers,

to which the railway is rapidly approaching, is

the centre. The cry of "separation," raised by the

Townsvillites, has, therefore, no reference to a desire

to obtain coolies as labourers : quite the conti-ary.

Nortli unites with south (except the small but influ-

ential body interested in sugar cultivation, including,
we believe the present premier of Queensland), in de-

nouncuig the introduction of black labour to com-

pete with white, after a fashion which raises grave
doubts in our mind it the Legislature of Queens-
land will sanction the scheme which the Macllwi-aith

Ministry have settled with the Indian Government
tor the introduction of coolies ; and we only trust

our Sinhalese friends will not find that their " lines
"

have fallen to them in the reverse of pleasant places,

if public opinion develops as it is doing. Capitalists,

large and small, who contemplate sugar planting and
other tropical culture, will welcome tliem, and especi-

ally those v.'ho have " scrub
"
(that is tall, dense forest)

to fell : but cursing instead of blessing will be meted out

to them by the white labouring classes and their friends.

The main reason, it is alleged, why, headed by
Aldennan Simpson, the residents of Townsville liave

raised the cry of separation, is that the construction

of a jetty or breakwater, which Townsville urgently
needs to facilitate her commerce, has been tempor-
arily stopped. At present an ordinance is in exist-

ence permitting the introduction of Indian coolies,

but it remains to be seen it even Mr. Macll-m-aith's

Ministi-y can induce tlie Legislature to sanction the

rules imder which tliis law is to become operative.
Until such sanction is given and the consent

of the Indian Government is obtained, no coolies

from India can be introduced. But we suppose
the present laws suffice for Sinhalese as well as for

Kanekas. The wages are exclusive of rations, and
while meat is plentiful and cheap we fear there

may be some difficulty about rice, on which an im-

port duty of we believe one penny per lb. , is levied.

Now Queensland is suited for rice culture, and we feel

confident will become a great rice-growing country. The
Sinhalese immigrants would be the very men, if they
could be spared from the work of the sugar plant-
ations, to establish this industry. Initiate it they
cannot, for trials have already been made and with

perfect success. Our old Scotch friend Mr. Alexander

Macpherson shewed us some fine specimens in the Queens
land Court at Melbourne grown by himself. But even

Macpherson and other growers of rice* were anticipated
by nature, for the rice plant is indigenous in the swamps
on the borders of the Gulf ofCarpentaria(whither a trans-

continental railway, with its terminus at Point Parker,-
a sheltered port, whence steamei-s can make direct

for India, is likely soon to be extended). So plenti-
ful and so prolific is the rice plant in these swamps,
that at certain seasons the pigeons from New Guinea

(less than eighty miles distant) are described as flock-

ing in million>i (that is the word used in an official re-

port) to feed on the gi-ain. What a paradise of rice

as well as pigeons would the Sinlialese deem the
river-fed swamps on the borders of the Gulf of Car-

pentaria ! To convert those swamp into cultivated

rice-fields, as well as to profitably grow sugar,
cotfee and other tropical produce, the one great want
is latjour. White labour, aided by science, can do
much, but we strongly suspect that to the people
of India and Ceylon remauis the task of subduing
and rendering fruitful tlie alluvials aud swamps, the

hills and the mountains of Northern Queensland and

tropical Australia generally : always, of course, under

European guidance and command. Coffee, like rice

has been tried in Queensland, and there can be no
doubt of its success, as far as soil and climate are

concerned. Bonwick, in his valuable compendium,
" Resources of Queensland," states that "

cotfee plant-
ations flourish at Tingalpa, Redbank, Eightmile Plains,

Mackay and the Lower Herbert ;" but to dignify
the small patches of coffee which exist at the places
named with the title of plantations, reminds us of

what .James Boswell's father said of Dr. .Johnson:—" He
keepita schule an ca'ed it an Academy." The goodness
of the soil in those parts where disintegi'ated volcanic

rock and coral are saturated with decayed vegetable
matter, will compensate for occasional prolonged
droughts. But rich soil is as favourable to weeds a;? to

coffee, and for weeding, as for the other branches of cof-

fee culture, cheap labour is necessary. Weeding c j.st

our good friend, Mr. Costello, the real pioneer of cotfee

in Queensland, at the rate of £20 per acre ! Of
course that expenditure on a large scale would never

pay, and a proper system of regular weeding would
render it unnecessary. We met Mr. Costello on a

sugar estate which he superintended, but his patch
of coffee, lying a dozen miles away, we were unable

to visit. From our inspection, however, of branches

on which leaves had yellowed, which Mr. Costello

sent for, we were able to say that the dread fungus
had not then affected the trees. But how long will

it be absent if coffee is cultivated on a large scale

in Queensland ? We should fear disease and also the

effects not only of drought but of frost, from which

sugar, even within the tropics, often suffers. While
the larger portion of the estates in the Mackay dis-

trict are exempt, a plantation opened by a Mr.
Jack at some distance and at a higher elevation had
a crop destroyed at its commencement. 0( course a

crop of canes, if injured by frost, can still be utilized

and if a crop is destroyed it can be replaced. Frost

aS'ecting coffee is a much more serious evU.

Tlie Queenslander in noticing the unusual weather,

distinguished by a heavy fall of snow, wrote on

August 12th :
—

' The effect of this exceptional weatlier has not on the

* Bonwick states that ' '

Rice, both on flooded and

dry soil does well ; theie are twenty varieties known."
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whole been injurious. In some plnees the sutjar cane
has suffered and alarmists have declared tliat there will

in those places be no crop next year. The districts so

affected are, however, comparatively smsll in extent
and few in nucnher, and a warm spring, now setting in,
will probably remedy any mischief done. Against the

pessimist view of the matter there is also to be set the

great extent of new country, both north and south,

being cleared and planted for next season, and the

sugar crop now being crushed is turning out very well."

A full account of Mr. Costello's coffee experiment
appears in the Mackay Standard of .July 21st, from
which we quote as follows :

—
"The pioneer of the Coffee Industry, and we believe

it will become in this district of sufficient importance
to be ranked a< an industrj', is undoubtedly Mr. J.

Costello, of Millicent. Although, prior to the date of

that gentleman's settlement in this d strict, coffee

plants had been raised, and in fact coffee had been

manufactured, in small quantities, yet Mr. Costello
was the first person to take up the business of coffee

growing upon such a scale as to test its suitability to

the climate and soil of the Mackay district. The work
which was before Mr. Costello in his experimental
venture was by no means a light one because he was
not possessed of the ample means which would have
rendered a trial of this crop an easy matter, and the

present result of his labors at IVIillicent speaks volumes
for the energy and pertinacity with which he stood

by his pet project and has eventually overcome diffi-

orlties cefore which many less determined men would
have succumbed. In his capacity of manager of a

sug-ir estate, it has only been at rare intervals that he
has b -en at liberty to visit his property at Millicent,
which IS situated at a distance of about 12 miles from
town, on tile North side. Here, however, he has manag-'d
til develop a properly which, while it is particularly

iuere.sting as the pioneer coffee plantation of the dis-

trio.t, we sincerely hope, as we honestly believe, is

|le^Ilned to become very profitable in the not distant

futire. Commencing op'-rations by cutting down and
ul iiiing the scrub from the high ridges on his farm,
li

• was only able during the first season, (nearly five

3'^^:ir3 ago,) to plant a small number of trees which
lie had rinsed in bnxes in his gnrden at the phmta-
tion which he was then managing. With little other

knowledge than that acquired by reading, the first

few 1 ears' experience of the best mode of culture of

the cuffei^ plant, was necessarily experimental and

tborouiihly practical ; and it is gratifying to remark
thai the results of Mr. Costello's labirs liave lieen

satisfactory. Uunng the second year, an area of 15

acres was planted with coffee, and at the present
time weKliould estimate that there are fully 12 acres

growing well. To account for the reduced urea, we
may explain that in the first instance fifteen acres

were planted, but before the trees had reiiched any
great height they were subjected to attacks from
scrub wallaby and other vermin to such an extent as

to render it quite a question whetlier it would be
wise to throw up the project altogether. Not dmint-

ed, however, with this reverse, Mr. Costello continued
to replant and supply the blanks at the same time

taking such precautions as he was able to prevent
a recurrence of the attacks. Instead of attempting
to enlarge the area under crop. Mr. Costello's efforts

have been directed to completing so far as lay in his

power the planting of the area first cleared and the

result at present is that making due allowance for

blanks and young plants, we may estimate that there

are at present about 12 acres of coffee plants between
three and four years old. At the time this enterprise
was undertaken there seemed little probability of a

sugar mill being erected within such a distance of

MUlicent as would render it desirable to plant i-ane,

3,nd hence the attention of the proprietor was directed

to such products as might be likely to yield a fair re-
turn in future, and coffee was the one on which the
owner decided. The system of planting adopted here
was to place the rows at a distance ol eight feel apart,
and the trees are set six feet apart in the rows.
At the present time the primaries are interlocking in
the rows, and within another year they will do so
between the rows. The trees have been of course re.

gularly pruned and topped, and they present a very
different appearance to the shrubby trees which we
are accustomed to see in gardens. The plants are

lopped according to circumstances, such as situation,
and exposure or aspect, and the average height we
may place at two feet six inches. The varieties

grown at Millicent are Mocha, Arabica, and Li-

berian, and it is remarked that the latter do not
make so much growth in a given time .as the
former varieties. Millicent has during the last
season been visited by a number of gentlemen
whose experiences in Ceylon and other parts of the
world entitle them to express an opinion on the sub-

ject of coffee-growing, and their reports as to the
general appearance of the coffee, are such as to render
Mr. Costello satisfied with his prospects of future
success. The original plants nearly five years old, are
loaded with the cherries, and are calculated to give a
return at the rate of 12 cwt to the acre, and it is to
be regretted that their number is very small. The bulk
of the crop, which is between 3 and 4 years old, is

estimated to give from 5 to 8 cwt. to the acte, and
this, for young trees, we understand, is a highly
satisfactory yield. It is probable, therefore, that the.

crop for this year will not fall far short of three
tons, and although this will appear a small amount,
yet as practically the first crop of coffee grown
in this locality it is worthy of more than passing
notice. The soil on which the coffee is grown is
a deep chocolate, with plenty of stones intermixed,
such as may be found in all the scrubs of
this district in great quantities. It is by no
means uncommon for coffee growers from others
countries to declare that particular soils and eleva-
tions are essential to successful coffee growing, but a
visit to Milicnt has satisfied many of these gentlemen
that the specialities considered necessary in other
countries do not apply in this district. The maiden
crop taken off last year by Mr. Costello was prepared
and manufactured by such means as his ingenuity
suggested, and having tusted the manufactured article
we can conscientiously assert that it is as fine a
sample of coffee as we ever had the pleasure of drink-

ing. Mr. Costello is impor-ing from Ceylon, for his

coming crop, a pulping machine, and if, as we believe
he will be, he is able to place three tons of coffee,
such as we tasted, in the Qiieensl.and market the lovers
of this beverage will b' fortunate in having the op-
portunity of securing for themselves a supply of

probably the best and purest coffee ever offered to
the public in this colony. That Mr. Costello will
succeed, as we think we have shown he deserves to
do, will be the wish of every person interested in

agriculture in Queenshind and we can only express the
hope that his success may lead to the establishment in

tropical Queensland of an industry which for impor-
tance will rank second only to that of sugar.

"

It thus appears that coffee will grow and fniit in
Northern Queensland, hut it remains to be proved if

on a large scale, it will pay. Not certainly if cheap
Indian or Ceylon labour is excluded. And if, with
Ceylon labour the leaf disease is introduced, it will
be a bad lookout. Besides weeds it will be seen tliat the
serious pest of animal vcimin has to be contended with.
As settlement advances, however, the wallabies (small
kangaroos) and other marsupials will disappear, the
fur and flesh bemg of some value. Ceylon planters w ill,

no doubt, fully try experiments, with coffee in Queensland,
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but they are not likely to adopt such wide planting and

such short topping as Mr. Costello seems to have resorted

to. Even when topped to '2i feet, trees must be in

good soil, when their primaries meet at a planting
distance oi Sx6 feet. By

"
nortli side

"
in tlie account

is meant the north side of the Pioneer river, and it

is a curious fact tliat frost does more liarm to

plantations on the north side of Queensland rivers

than on tlie south Nothing is saicl of frost, how-

ever, as aflfecting Mr. Costello's experimental patch of

coflee. It would seem as if Liberian coffee is likely

to flourish better farther north than the Madsay dis-

trict. Deep chocolate coloured soil, intermixed with

stones, is just what suits coffee, and the rainfall of

the Mackay district fairly suits tea as wellas sugar. The

process will probablj' be, if the inflow of labour is

pei-mitted, to cultivate the flatter portions of the valley

of the Pioneer witli sugar, carrying coflee culture up
the hilly counti'y which stretches away from its banks

and towards its sources.

After the above had been placed in the hands of

the printer we received a letter written by a Ceylon

planter, who has been travelling through the Aus
tralian colonies, to a friend in Ceylon. The writer

followed our own route through the districts of

Mackay and the Burdekin delta. Like us he had
the good fortune to meet Mr. Costello, and, as

a curious enough instance of
"

history repeating it-

self," we may note that as to us Mr. Costello de-

precated the over-sanguine account of his coffee ex-

periment which had been published, so on this oc-

casion he told his Ceylon planter visitor that " the

beans did not fill out properly." With his Ceylon

experience,
the gentleman whose letter we are refer-

ring to declares himself to be "
pretty certain that

between Townsville and Mackay there is no suitable

land." After adding what Mr. Costello said about

his beans not filling out properly, the writer gives
the foliowhig :

—" My advice to any one is to have

nothing to do with coffee ; it is too uncertain a crop

altogether, and requires too many congenial conditions."

The ad\ace ought to be duly weighed, but if coffee

will not succeed in the region between Townsville

and Mackay. we suspect climate will be more at

fault than soil. As a general rule the proper zone

for coffee is 15" on each side of tlie equator, with
a rainfall of about 70 to 100 inches. As Mackay is

21' south of the equator, and even Townsville is

not nearer the line than 19", it is. probable that the

region for coffee will be the northern peninsula which

separates the Culf of Carpentaria from Torres Straits.

The hill ranges ought to be explored to ascertain the

conditions of soil and climate. As far as rainfall is

concerned Hinchiubrook Island attracted our atten-

tion as a fitting
scene for an experiment in coffee,

but, alas ! it is
" a noble cone of granite, 2,500 feet

high." There is much granite (auriferous) and too

much sandstone, but there is also mucli good soil ;

without a plentiful
and cheap supply of labour, how-

ever, not only is it useless to talk of coflee, but

sugar culture must come to a standstill in Queens-
land and Northern -A-Ustralia.

Our remarks have extended already to such a

length, that we defer our notice of sugar culture for

another article.

To the above article from the Mackay Standard,
we add the following from the Qiiefiiilander :—
"Coffee is one of the thmgs which, bids fair to be

one of Queensland's products, and tliat before long,
.lava Brazil, and India—more particularly Ceylon—
are growing it largely, and find it a very remunerative

crop but of late years an enemy belonging to the
insect world [IJemileia rastatrix is a fungus.

—Ed.
C. O.] has given the planters no end of trouble,
besides heavy losses, by attacking the leaves of the

trees, and thus injuring them In a vital part.

Measures one after another are being devised and tried
to rout the enemy, but it is found tliat when any of
these means answers the intention it only drives the
marauders back into the jungle, and it is now largely
held that the invaders came from the jungle to the

plantations at the first. Our readers will remember
that some months back a s.ainple of coffee from Liberian
coffee trees grown on the Herbert River, Queensland,
was sent down to the curator of the Botanic Gardens,
Brisbane, who declared the sample superior to the
original seed which came from Ceylon. Similar testi-

mony has recently been borne by Ceylon men them-
selves witli reference to coffee grown at M ackay ; so
that we have every reason to believe that, with the
proper amount of capital, enterprize, and spirit,
Queensland coffee, as well as Queensland sugar, may
soon become a familiar household word."

Again, new country now being settled and watered
by the rivers, Tweed. Richmond and Clarence is said
to be eminently adapted for sugar cultivation in some
parts, and for coffee in others. We should imagina
sugar to be the more likely to pay, but we see :

"As proof that coffee can be grown successfully on
the high lands around the Tweed, there are many
healthy, vigorous, and fruitful specimens to be seen
in different localities there, grown merely by way of

experiment, and fulfilling their end perfectly. On the
lands at Cudgen, sold by Messrs. C4uilfoyIe to Messrs.

'

Robb and Co., of Melbourne, are some tall specimens
fully 8 ft. or 9 ft. high, laden with berries large in size
and approaching maturity, the trees being evidently
untouched by frost. Mr. Thos. Brady, of Anthony,
also has a few good specimens, but they do not show
to advantage, being mostly grown under the shade of

strong and luxuriant clumps of bananas. These, as

might be expected under such conditions, are not so
fruitful, and run more to wood and leaf than they
should do. While very young, shelter of some kind
is serviceable to the coffee plant, when the shrubs
are old enough to bear, they require, in common
witli all other fruit-bearing trees, perfect access for

light and air to ripen the wood, or they cannot set
for fruit except very sparingly. In old coflee coun-
tries, moreover, the coflee shrub is always kept low
and stocky, so that the branches may be within easy
reach of the gatherer, and, as the work is well suited
for women and children, 5 ft. is about as high as they
should be allowed to grow.

"

THE ASSAY OF CINCHONA.
(From the Chemist and Druggist.)

Dr. Squibb, in his usual painstaking and laborious
manner, contributes a paper in his ''

Ephemeris
" on

"Assays of Cinchona." Hia method is oue intended
to be followed by the practical pharmacist who may
wish to estimate cinchona by means which do not present
too great manipulative difficulties. The poiut aimed
.it was complete exhaustion, bearing in mind that
different samples of bark differ very much indeed in

structure, and, therefore, in accessibility to the • x-

haunting meustrimm. Some are soft and spongy, easily
exhausted with a small quantity of liquid in a short
time, while otiiers are hard and compact, and re-

quire both more liquid aud longer digestion. This
diff.rence in the facility with which different cinchonas
are exhansted has been too much overlooked, and
may have caused the disagreement between Dis. Biel
aud T)e Vrij, who, working by the same process,
advised the foi-mtr a digestion of four hours and the
latter of one hour as sufficient.

Dr. Sqnibh's process is based on the fact that amylic
alcoliol freely dissolves all the alk hiids of cinchona
barks, but does not dissolve the alts of those al-

kaloid.s, aud that it diesolves muc'i less of the colour-

ing matter than other solvents ; the outline of the
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method is to break up thu natural salts of the al-

kaloid in the bark and fix the colouriiij^' n; it: Ts by
lime ia excess. The free alkaloids are then ext acted

with amylic alcohol, ether being added to facditate

the percolation and Hltration. Tlie alkaloids are cou-

into salts, and thus got out of the am\lic alcohol

verted into a watery solution. From this they are pre-

cipitated in the prcBence of chlor"form, which dissolves

them freely. Finally the chloroform is evaporated off,

and the residue weighed aa anli\drous alkaloids. The
various steps of the process are then mi' ut' ly detailed.

The digestion and shaking with amylc alcohol dis-

solves all the alkaloids present, and ditsolveB very
little besidis ; but a portion of thesoluiion remains
absorbed by the spongy char.u-ter of tiie particles.
Such portions can be percolated out on a tilter with

amylic alcohol, and without etlie , but the filtration

is t dious and troublesome. By diluting the >i!cohol

with about three times its volume of stronger eher,
it is rendered very manageable, and the filtrations

and washings are acoompliehed in about au hour,
leavini; the residue practicdiy exhausted. Ii this

solution be evaporated spont:ineously, or by a w^Uer-

bath, it cret ps over the edges of the caiisule badlj ;

but if boiled down in a flask in a water bath, as

soon as the ether is driven off the remainder has no

tendency to creep over. Care must be taken that

the ether vapour does not catch fire.

The alkaloids are wnshed out from the amylic sol-

ution as acid oxalates, being thus freed from wa^y
and fatty matters ;

three washings are required. The
solution being concentrated, the alkaloids are precipit-

ated in the presence of pure, not commercial, chloro-

form. Normal solution of sodium is .added to ensure

precipitation complete to an alkaline reaction, yet
without sufficient excess of sodium to hold the alkal-

oids from the chloroform. A net filter is an efficient

m^ans of separating the chloroform, for not oueparticle
of it passes, while the watery solution of sodium
oxalate goes through to the last drop.

In the same way ihe chloroform may be separated

by a chloroform-wet'ed filter, all impurities being
left behind.

A Gum Forest.—Mr. O'Neill, H. B. M.'s Consul at

Mozambique, has recently reported lo the Foreign Office

that from Mr. James Heathcote, of Inhambaue (who
was emplojed by him for the recovery of the body of

the late Captain Wybrauts), he has received information

of the disc ivery of a considerable tract of copal forest.

Mr. Heathcote writes :
—"The forest where I obtained

this gum, of which I send you spicimeus (1 have

collected 6 tons) is fully 200 miles long. It is a

belt which runs parallel with the coast, and is mid-

way between the coast and the first range of niouut-

aius. From Inhanibane it is nearly 100 miles to get

right into it." The distance of the forest from Inham-

baue is rather great, and may retaid its being opened up;
but its discovery adds to the known wealth of the district,

and a new export to the place. Mr. Heathcote points out

the following ounous coincidence, and although ii may
not be the first time that atteutiou has been drawn to it,

the Consul mentions it:—"The native name of this

gum is 'Stakate' and ' Staka.' The Zulu name for

gum IS
' luthlaka.' The name '

Stacte,' mentioned ia

Exodu-i XXX .34 (this is believed to be the gum of the

Stoma tree, Siyrux officinale), would be pronounced as

the above native name. The tree dominiers over all,

and standing in any place overlooking the forest;, you
see here and there trees grooving as ii were in a liay-

field. Tlie gum i as a beauti'ul odour if
j
ouiided and

burnt, also ii boded in a pot of wa er." The ordinary

gum copal tree of the inaitdand of Z ii zibar and Aiozaiu-

bique, though as a rule lofty, is bj' no means of the

striking st:iture indicated by Mr. Heathcote's com-

parison.
—Public Opinion.

The Coming Coffee Ceop in Southern India ia evid-
eutlv going to be a good one, if we may judge from the
number of orders for pulpers and otiier machinery
received at Colombo recently. = il/. Mail.

KuEisEKS.—Dr. Trimeu brings back a most encourag-
iog account of the extent to which indiarubber is in
demand : the manufacturers will take all the raw pro-
duce that can be sent to them, and numerous new
uses for the aincle could be found, ii only rubber
were more plentiful and cheaper. On the other hand,
in Ceylon, the plants are flonrishiug amain and may
be expected to run wild with tea and lantaua—so well-
fitted is the climate for them.
Utacamund.—The extent to which the Melanoxylon

has been eradicated is apparent from the scanty show
in the station of the golden blofsom of this variety
of Australian tree. In August it usually bursts into

profuse bloom and the trees are a mass of blossom
with a strong though not disagreeable odour. In a
few years, we may hope to see it disappear alto-

gether if house owners continue to remove it as ner-

sistently as they have done of late years.
—SozUh of

Itidia Observer.

Mysore (Monzerabad), 1st Sept.— Since the first

week of August, weather has been fins here. Only
some IS inches of rain have fallen for the month,
but we had a great deal too much of it in July when
97 08in. fell, and June with 5049. I wpu Id suggest
your fixing a rather stronger wrapper around iheT. A.
In the last two numbers they were torn to ribbons. It
was sc'ircely possible to read the address on one of them,
and I fear in consequence some day I may have to lament
its non-arrival from the impossihility of knowing in tha

post-office to nhom it is directed. The more I see
of the disease, or whatever it inav be that hus affected

my calisayas both "
Ledger" and "Verdi," before prick-

ing out, the less I can think it is due to minute
snails, as I saw mentioned in a late number of the
T. A. Reading the article upon orange culture in August
number (on the right hand column of page 119), I was
struck with the idea that the "fungus of the cutting
bench" seemed a better explanation, if such is possible,
than any other theory I have heard started on the

subject, as I have noticed the surface sand in seed-

linn boxes adhering together with a "spider-web-like
substance" where the plants were dying off.

Frxjits and Vebetaeles are "in se.ison" just now
iu and around Kandy : the market teems with them ;

and loads of them are carried along the roads for

sale. Oranges sell at a cent each, and a hundred good
limes can be had for six cents. j?he capabilities of the
soil are sneh that a good trade should be established
between Colombo and Kandy in fruits and veJctables
of all kinds. The absence of anythins like system-
atic cultivation is what strikes one everj'where. Even
the jak growes almost wild here and supplies the

Kandyan with a staple article of his ordinary food.

The appearance of paddy fields receiving but the

poorest attention from the sons of the soil gives one
the idea of Palestine—the land flowing with milk and

hone}'. Really, when looking at a vast expanse of land

very near tiampola on the Pussellawa road— an e.x-

panse of paddy laud all plorious with green and gold,
with paddy in ears and fully ripe

—
ready for the scythe—bending under its own weight and having a scent

peculiar to itself,
— 1 was forcibly reminded of jenesis

xxvii 27 :
— "

See, the smell of my son is as the
smell of a field which the Lord has blessed." The
seasons are eminently propitious : on the other side of

the road they are just preparing the land for sowing,
whilst along the line you see paddy in every stage of

growth. If only the hard-working cultivator of the
northern peninsula could be induced to settle here
and ti 1 the land. Ceyhm should once more be what it

it W.1S in ancient times, the "Eden of the eastern

^ave."—Cor.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

PEELING CINCHONA BARK.

September 12th, I8S2.

Dear Sir,—Now that Mr. Gore's ciuchou.t peeler
is being u.secl to a considerable extent, would some
of your readers who have bad it in use give the

public the benefit of their experience, with regard to

the quantity harvested per diem, by each cooly, or,
that is to saj', the number of pounds in all, that, say,
10 coolies could collect : some carrying the boughs,
etc. to the machine, and the rest peeling?

—Your.s faith-

fully, KANIK.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES?

September 5th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—In attempting to ascertain the reason of

the unproductiveness of coffee in Ceylon, apart from
leaf-disease, a writer, under the nom de plume of "

W.,"
leads us into a wide field of speculation. These specul-
ations have given rise to criticisms by several writers,

among which criticisms is a leader by your able pen,

guided by a miud stored with experience even greater
than that of "W." himself. [Not in regard to the
cultivcition of coffee !

—Ed.]

The importance of the subject, I trust, will be a
suffioieut excuse for my apparent prepumption in enter-

ing the lists with such champions. When we consider
the issue at stake—when we consider that the cultiv-

ation or abaud' nnient of 250,000 acres (see your note
to my former letter) is to be eventually decided by the
continuance or disappearance of causes prejudici.tllj'
fatal— 1 think that it will be admitted that the subject
should receive full ventilation. In groping about for

"occult" or "inscrutable" causes, would it not be wise
to compare our coffee, not with other products, but with
the same product in other countries? Is it not a fact

that, wherever Hcmileia does not exist, as in the case
of Brazil, these other inscrutable evils do not a])pear
or have not the same effect, while we find that
short crops invariably and inevitably result from the

ravages of leaf- disease?

I will go over " \V."'s line of argument. He begins
in his first letter thus :

—"First: Because HemVeia was

hardly known or generally observed in 1871, when
the first general disaster to our crops occurred, there is

clear proof that adverse conditions had previously set

in, and that the fruit-bearing powers of our oi>ttee-

trees were already seriously impaired before HcmUeia
could have had any material or general influence."
In reply, I would say that, as it is admitted that the
disease appeared palpably in 1869 (Nietner, a careful

observer, had been familiar with it many years pre-

viously), it is but natural to suppose that its insidious

effects were felt by the coffee before it had reached a

very marked stage, or before its effects h.ad generally
attracted attention. I agree with "VV." as to the ad-
verse conditions existing previously to 1S71, but I

maintain that these were owing to leaf-disease. Put
a healthy man into a malarious district, and observe
the way the disease gradually saps his strength. He
may take more nourishing food, or even stimulants,
as he secretly feels the climate tell on him ; but slowly
and surely will the effects increase, even before his

outward appearance or bis general powers are much
affected. Would it be profitable to go groping wildly
as to why malaria should have that effect on man, as

to what other reasons could have been at work, when
doctors tell us that malaria is prejudicial to life and
health ?

" Second ; Because the crop of 1876, one of the largest
of the decade, occurred when leaf-disease was said to

have attained its utmost force, therefore it !.« proved
without doubt that there is a want of that sympathy
between the ravages of the pest and the unfruitfulness
of our cofFee-trees, which would necessarily exist
between cause and effect." Sol'tly. Make sure of

your premises first before misleading others by
twisted statements. In 1875, in the month of June,
you wrote "that, with a few exceptions, ieaf.disease
bas almost entirely disappeared, or has ceased to be
a source of anxiety to the planter." Again you say:
"There is every prospect in the .splendid appearance
of plantations all over the country of a succession
of good average ciopa to make amends f r paot defici-
encies The appearance in wocd and vegetation
for next year is all that could be desired." "Where
does the point of the argument fit in as to sympathy
between the disease and short crops in the way of
cause and effect ? Then we find that in 1875 double
the amount of manure was cairied by the railway
than in 1871. W'ould that not infiuence matters?
We also find the rainfall more fairlv distributed

;

the dry districts getting more and the wet less.
Would that modify the virulence of the disease for
the time being? According to Ward, we have reason to
believe so. Then, because leaf-disease was very severely
felt in 1876, does that prove that the previous
mild attack had nothing to do with the big crop?
Because ihe man in the malarious district has over-
exerted himself, after feeling stronger cm account of
the season modifying the evil effects of malaria, and
bas a relap.«e of weakness in consequence, is it ab-
surd to believe that the malaria will not have a

greater effict on his weakened body or that it ar-

gues that malaria is not the immediate cause of
his illness ? Another reason for the large total of

crop in 1876 Would be that the larjie area of coffee

having ju.st come into hearing took advantage of the
fiivourable season to bear well and thus swelled the
total.

"Third: Because coffee has not been the only pro-
duct in the island, or even in the world, to suffer,
therefore some wicir influence than that of Hemileia
has been in operation, not in Ceylon only, but over the
whole world." Is that not straining at a gnat and
swallowing a camel ? Leaf-disease, being purely a local
instead of a constitutional disease, caused direct

damage by loss of leaves, and indirect damage by
diminished crops, which again breeds fresh damage,
such as hampered operations in cull ivatiou and super-
intendence, absolutely necessary to make up for former
heavy cropping as well as to fight the constantly
recurring attacks of Htmildn

;
till we are inclined

like "\V." to grope half-stunned for occult reasons.

Why roam abroad over the continent of India, why
fly with wings of fancy to the celestial kingdoms of

China, or w.nnder from Europe to the far west?
Verily this is swallowing the camel ; and what about
the gnat? Dr. Trinien. tells us what the gnat is. He
says:—"Cleared of many erroneous observations and
inferences, the ordinary life-history is now shown to
be of extreme simplicity." Ihe disease is simple ; but
the trouble arises when we come to its elTects and
its cure. Let me inform " W." that he will never hit
it off by referring to the agricultural history of the

globe, any more than the malariously affected man
will do himself any good by studying the Materia
Mcdica.

•' Fourth. Because something affecting the fruit-bear-

ing power and stamina of our coffee trees had pre-
ceded and invited theattack of Hemileia is clearly
evidenced ;

therefore it must be this som-ethine/ and
not Hemileia \hsit is the crtHse of infertility, and Hemi-
leia, being a fungus, preys upon coffee as a decaying
organism." Now it is not fair in .argument to make
use of, as a settled point, what has been brought for-

ward at an earlier stage on the same side, I think that
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that is what " W." does here. Taking it for granted
that his premises under his second head were unrefut-

able, he builds upon it his fourtli argument. There-
fore I refuse to false this he.'iding into consideration,

except noting what is said about "
fungi preving upon

decaying organisms." What does Mr. Ward say ? He
Bays;

— "
jl'hf Jnngns injures the coffee by roNjing it offood

on the. inuimfadure of which a large expenditure of energy
has been employed, by occupying valuable space on the

leaves, and by producing profound disttirbances in the

functions of the plant." Here is enough of injury to

ruin the most vigorous of plants ; and yet "W." comes
witii his uoi ions about "decaying organisms." Every
practical man will refuse to allow such a term to be used
with regard to his once fruitful and s'ill comparatively
vigorous fields. Surely Mr. Ward has diignosed suffici-

ently on the disease and patient ; and he has shewn
us by the above remarks what a terrible thing it is

we have to do with, and yet
" W." says

" we blame
the Hemileia because it is tlie onlv one we can
see." There is no iloubt about the visibility of it

any m'-re thiiu there could be doubt of tlie illness, and
tbe cause of the illness, when we look on the emaci-

ated, powerless man, reduced to that state by ever-

recurring atacks of fever fed by the malaria. Are
we to act against our commonsense, and refuse to

reconcile what Mr. Ward tells us with what is visible

to our eyes?
" W." argues thus ;

— " Because we are

unable to know all the laws of nature—therefore we
are unable to conclude that Hemileia is the true
cause." So, because the doctor, who is called to the
fever-stricken patient, is unable to know all the laws
of nature as discovered hy medical scientific researches,
therefore he is not fitted to say whether malaria
causes the fever. 1 deny that there is anything in-

explicable in exceptional trees nnd spots being speci-

ally favoured, I do not see that the key to

the mystery lies in those sheltered nooiis, any more
than the key to the favourable conditions or re-

productive powers of the coflfee will be found swing-
ing on the stumps of a primary on a battered, shajje-
less coffee tree, standing on its tiptoes in cabooky
subsoil, and exposed not only to every wind that

blows, but every evil that may exist. Scientific men
tells us the disease came from the jungle. A man
of commonsense argues that as the fuel increases so

the power of the flaine
;

therefore what was in itself

a compuratively harmless fungus, kept down to sm»ll
limits by limited food, yet blazed forth in steadily

increasing force, as a special i^laut, favourable to it

Bs a food, was extended over a large acreage. In his

second letter " W." still harps on the same strain,

seeking for the jH'i'rtmrf/ cause. He says:— " Coffee had
covered large areas of land for 30 years, surrounded by the

indegenous vegetation in which the fungus was all along
latent; but it so remained until stimulated into fearful

activity by some newly-acquired condition of the
trees." The spread of cholera in some large city

may be the result of neteorological conditions com-
bined with contagion brought by, perhaps, one in-

dividual ; but you cannot siy that contagion and
the disease is not the primary cause and only
favoured by climatic influences. "W." would have
us reverse this ; and this is the whole gist of his

argument. Also in some climates like that of

Colombo, cholera is not indigenous as on the coast ;

so, however often you brought the contagion, it

would expire as a flame in a lamp empty of oil.

Now here the conditions are prominent—they
resist the spread of the disease—whereas, in the
other case, they promote the same. In which of

the two are the conditions to be primarily con-
sidered? I take it in the one where i hey have most

power. If "W." was in search of the conditions as

favouring the spread and continuance of the disease,
I could follow him; but he insists on regarding the

j

conditious as the primary cause. Now I think
we have narrowed down the question to a point.
Leaf-disease has puralyzed and crippled the
coffee enterprize. Who has found a remedy ? I am
satisfied that a topical specific will yet be dis-

covered : but what about the present? The mouse gnaw-
ing at the rope has brought the whole structure about
our ears. Leaf-disease weakened our trees; the trees
could not bear; the planters got no returns; the
trees again suffered starvation and hardi-hips ; they
became still more unable to bear; planters became
still more unable to help tliem. These are co-relative
evils. Then irregularity of suitable weather ; fluctu-

ation and fall in market prices ; reckless speculation ;

haste iu extension and selection of new plantations ;

and undue forcing of the soil by artificial manure—
combine the latter evils with the former, and you
get stoppage of all manuring ; nearlyall pruning ;

cutting down of salaries to a point of bare exist-

ence
;

and at the same spreading this underpaid
supervision over larger areas

; and so on, in all the

e.asy stages to abandonment and chaos—were it not
for neiit products. The Rip van Winkle of Ceylon has
wakened too late. Let us leave him trying to

account for changes apparent to every observant man,
and find a door of hope iu the watchw'ord of

planters, ne20 products. Sliould we wake up some

morning, to find Jiemikia gone, then it will be time
to renew our advances to our old love ; but at

present we have taken to ourselves other maidens
more comely and more responsive. Those men who
are leaving us may be induced again to return, if

we can otter them fruitful fields instead of barrenness.
Since writing the above, I have come across the

letter of
" Fatnl Fungus" in your issue of the 2nd

instant, which bears ou the question in almost the
identical words I have used. I do not. look on this

merely as a coincidence, but as a proof that there
must be some reason in the arguments.

AliERDONENSIS.

MR. HOLLOWAY ON JAK TREES, &o.

Maria, 7th Sept. 1882.

Dear Sir,—I am surprized that your correspondent" G. W." in reply to "
P. T. L." sliould have statedthat

there are in Ceylon t^'o species of jak : one a surface
feeder and another a deep feeder ; whereas, in fact,
we have peni-war»ka, pol-waraka, han-wnraka, waraka,
pol-wela, diya-wela, meti-wela, kurii-kos, kurukos-wara-
ka, kurukos-wel aud hera-pila. The latter bears fruit
from the roots and is only found in Jaffna, I believe.
Kuru-kos is a small sweet fruit. The natives say it is

difficult to distinguish jak by the foliage : they judge
by the fruit. I have found some of all kiuds to be
surface feeders, but that need not alarm any one :

any shade tree, no matter of what species, which is

a surface feeder and does not allow coffee or other

products to grow near it, should have an 18 inch deep
and wide trench cut around it and all roots in that
trench cut out, when the adjoining trees will get as

vigorous as any other trees.

I quite agree with "P. I. L." that, where jaks are

planted among coffee in land having a substratum of

rook, the former will thrive, if the wind does not
blow them down. So would all other shade trees thrive
and the coBte tree die out. I cannot hold with his

objection to the litter caused by the ever-dropping
leafes, simply because they fill up drains : cut 4 ft.

pits in your dr.ains every ;'0 or 100 yards, which will
catch your surface soil and leaves ; clear them out
whenever full : that soil is good for supj^ly or will
assist manuring." P. T. L." w'ill find many of his murunga maram
also surface feeders and a mere nominal shade. He
will £ud Sooriah aud croton better.
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I was glad to see " W. D. B.
"

'a letter about the

goofl crop he has in Dimbula on manured coffee. My
expei'ience here is the same, and I can show good crop
on fields from 4 to 50 years old (native or plantation
trees) again this year.

I have now with me Mr. J. T. Sturm, Naturalist
and Chemist t he was a pupil under Prof. Hneckel*
of the Jena University, and is now learning coffee and
other produce planting, &c. ,

&c.
" G. W."'s removal of plnnts in pots affected with

leaf-diaease to another spot when in. a few weeks not
a sjieck of the funyus was to be seen on the plants
is a further proof that a change of atmosphere has
caused tlie funa"s to disappear. Coffee trees con't be
shifted about

;
so we must apply disinfectants which

are at the same time good for thi* plants. Again, I

must request planters to give a fair trial to "wood
ash and lime," dusted on the trees when wet. If very
much atticked, J basket good cattle manure well

saturated with urine around the stem of the coft'oo

tree and scaiter J coconut shell full of lime over the
manure. I warrant that the best and quickest as

well as cheapest means of getting rid of leaf-disease
and securing paying crops.

—Yours truly,

J. HOLLOWAY.
What ails our coffee trees ?— (1) the eoil they live

in is full of had gas and pooe ; (2) the atmosphere
gets impure from the gas coming out of sod (observe
lower leaves always drop first) ; (3) want of nourish-
ment of the proper kind and at the right time (see

good crops by good cultivation) ; (4) want of purified
atmosphere and tonic to the leaves when first attacked
withleaf-disease (lime purifies and ashes tonic).

—J. H.

[Coffee on virgin soil of good quality has been no
more exempt from leaf-disease than that grown on
worn-out soil. What evidence can Mr. Holloway ad-
duce for his bad gas theory, beyond the inconclusive
fact that the lower leaves wither first ?— Ed.]

INSECTS FEEDING ON THE COFFEE FUNGUS.

Badulla, Sept. 9th 1S32.

Dear Sir, —Thinking that a new trait in leaf-

disease has been discovered by me a few weeks
back, I now send by tappal a matchbox filled with
diseased coffee leaves. You will observe a number of

insects of all sizes apparently feeding on //. V
, and

these are only to be found on diseased leaves and
on the lower side of the leaf oulv : these insects
are very lively, and wander about all over the leaf

;

consequently they may get out of the box in the
transmission through the post. Should this be so,
I shall be glad to send you more, as they can be
found in thousands on all bidly diseased patches.
Aa this pest was first discovered here, would it be
too Uiuoh to hope that, perhaps, the cure may aho
come fiom this portion of the coffee district?—Youra
faithfully, PLANTER.

[The well known Thrips, described in "Garden Pests."

page 63. These small insects feed on various plants and
other vegetable substances. It is very doubtful whether

they will do any appreciable good in Badulla in the way
of checking the * peed of hfmileia. They consume a con-
siderable quantity of the spores of the fungus, but
scatter much about the leaves. Had they not such
succulent food to feed upnn, they would probably
attack thu tender leaves and blossom of the coffee tree.

Pollen is their favorite food, but they have doubt-
less been attracted in large numbers by the sporesof the

fungus. This insect attacks cinchona leaves in.some
(listricts, but does not appear to domuch harm.—Ed.]

* It is to be hoped Mr. Stiu'm is more of a gentleman
than is liis conceited master.—Ed.
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CEYLON CEARA RUBBER AND THE RECENT
LONDON VALUATIONS OF THE PRODUCT.

Peradeuiya, loth September 18S2.

Sir,— I send for publication a copy of a letter ad-
dressed by me to Mr. E. S. Grigson. in answef to
some questions fromliini, arising out of Messrs. S iver's

report on the samples of Ceara rubber I submitted
to them.- I am, sir, yours faithfully,

HENRY TRIMEN.

R. Bot. Garden, Peradeniya, 14th Sept. 1882.

Dear Sir,—With reference to your questions re-

gardinj; the samples of Ceara rubber from the Gard^-
lately reported on in London, I can give the following
information :

I am ignorant of the cause why some of the rubber,
became sticky. Nothing was mixed with the milk vvbich
was simply dried in the sun

; and all came from
the same 9 or 10 trees. When sending tlie samples
to Messrs. Silver I thought it well to separate the

sticky from the other, expecting there would be a
difference in value ; but I was not prepared for the

report of the analyst. The sand was contracted by
some of the milk falling on the ground round the
stem.
The report shews clearly the extreme importance

of careful collection.

So far as Ceara rubber is concerned, I think we
get it better in tears and strings allowed to dry in

the stem than by any other way at present tried.

This, too, is the form in which it comes into the market
from Brazil.

If this method be followed, it wiU be well to plant
rather closely with a view to securing straight stems
and discourage branching low down, i he liquid milk
is very liable to drip on to the ground instead of

trickling down the stem, if the latter be not fairly
vertical. At the same time the trees must not be so

close as to draw up the stems unduly and render them

spindly.
As regards the periods of collecting, I believe that

this will resolve itself into a question of expense, and
would vary according to circumstance-'. Little harm
appears to be done by an exhaustive extraction of

milk at one operation extending over several days.
In a large plantation, no doubt tapi' ng mit.'ht be
almost always going on in suitable weather, but ex-

periencemiistshew whether more rubber will be obtained
from any individual tree during its life by partial

taijpings frequently repeated than by annual ones of

a more exhaustive character.

The milk from young trees certainly contains a
less proportion of caoutchouc; but the latter is, I should

suppose, of equal qtialili/, though requiring moredry-
ing to obtain pure. There is thus, perhaps, not any
great objection to milking young plants, especially as

every thing woukl lead one to believe that the tree

cannot be a long-lived one.

I think I have answered all your queries ; and, as

the matter is one of general intere.-.t, I think it

right to send a copy of this reply to the newspapers
for public information.—I am, yours faithfully,

HENRY TRIMEN.
E. S. Gkioson, Esq.

THE VALUE OF NITRATES IN PLANT LIFE.
16tli .'^ept. 1882.

Dear Sir,—" X. "
's letter in your icsue of the 13th

instant seems to reqiiiie some reply from me.

Referring to my letter of 15th August, my argument
in re the loss of nitrates amounted to this :- that the

loss was greatly overestimated by ">^." and that it

had little to do with the present infi rtilitj' of coffee.

"X. " has covered a good sheet of paper in inferring
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tliat T hold certain views not set fortli in my letter,

aud arguiug against them. Far be it from me to at-

tribute uo value to the nitrogen added in our manures,
but what I do lay stress upon is that, there are

certain circumstances in which its addition is positively

injiirious, in causing the trees to make wood at the

expense of croji. That our trees over the gi-eater

portion of the country show such a power to clothe

themselves with foliage, is, in my opinion, of itself

an argument that they are not suffering from want
of nitrogen, and any artificial addition of nitrogen will

only help them in the same direction. The
main point of my letter was that the assimilation of

mineral matter nrust proceed hand in hand with that

of the nitrogenous, otherwise the tree would not crop.
Is there anything in this to lead to the inference that

I place no value on nitrogen ? I take it that I am a
closer follower of M. Ville in advocating a higher

proportion of mineral matter than of nitrogenous in

manm-e, seeing that M. Ville considers it sufficient to

return to the soil haif the nitrogen taken away by
the crop. Now seeing that, according to Hughes, the

soil loses by a crop of 7 cwt. an acre only 21 Ih of

nitrogen, the application of GOO tb of bones or say J lb

per tree is quite sufficient to restore the full amount
of nitrogen required by the soil, and on the theory
of M. Ville have as much again to go to waste with-

out impairing its protluctiveness. I see no reason,

therefore, why I sl.ould be in the market for beef,

otherwise castorcake, so soon as "X." expects. Suffici-

ent liuto the day is the evil thereof, aud as long as our

oldest estates show themselves to be so abundantly

supnlied with nitrogen it appears to me a secondary
consideration whether there is a slight waste of nitrates

from the soil taking place or not.

However much our most experienced planters may
be inclined to place faith in cattle manure, which
" X." says is chiefly valued for the nitrogen it contains,

it is probable that the more experienced they are

the more often they have witnessed that cattle

manure frequently puts wood only upon the trees,

which is not very profitable cultivation for the pro-

prietor of the estate. Cattle manure is not valued so much
on account of its nitrogen as for the reason that it sup-

plies plants with all the necessary elements of food in the

most available fonn ; it is chiefly deficient in phosphoric
acid which should therefore be added to it artificially.

The value of cattle manure depends much upon the

time that it is applie<l ; if used fresh from the shed it

is of little value on account of its nitrogen, the pro-

portion of that element being at that period liut

trifling, as compared with the mineral. If plauters

upon higli-lying estates would but avail themselves of

this fact and use their cattle manure straight from

the shed with an aildition of lune, they would find

tlieir crops considerably better than they now do by

following' the old custom of applying it when fully

fermsnted. I fear that "W." is too well acquainted
with vegetable physiology and the gases which plants

inhale and exhale, to find much assistance in "X."'s

,sugge>tiou, in the latter part of his letter, towards

explai ii'ng the origin of leaf-disease. The assimilation

of fac s is, I should say, a more difficult process to

some thinkers, than that of nitrates by the coft'ee tree.—
Von-s faithfully,

W. D. B.

COMPARISON OF THE VALUK OF CINCHONA
MACHINES.

September 18th, 1882.

UK.\r. Sir,—In your issue of the 14th, your corre-

spou lent
" iiauik" desires to know the number of

poun 'a of baik which can be harves'ed with my
oinchiMia 'iiacliine, inclusive of the labour employed
'in C'lllecting the twigs. Reading his letter has re-

ca'l^d ;o my mind a, point ou which I have often

in-isted, in comparing the relative efficiency of differ-

ent ciuchoua niachiues. Ttiis is, that we must not
include iu our con.-ideriitiou thf labour riqiiired to

supply material for the machine. To do so inevit-

a'oly vitiates the correct proportion ; because the
same number of coolies «ith two different machines

may require a different number of coolies to keep
them supplied, the latter number naturally increas-

ug witti Ihf efficiency of the machme supplied.
My meaning will be at once rendered clear by put-
ting a c:ise in figures, calling our mnchmea No. 1 and
No. 2. Let us say that, miiterial supplied, with
No. 1 machine '6 coolies yield us 360 lb of bark:
and that simil.rly with No. 2 machine 6 coolies yield
us ISO lb. Then, in the first case, we have 60 lb

per man and in the second 30 lb and hence it is of

course clearly proved that No. 1 is twice as good as

No. 2, as an appliance. Now let us add 6 more
coolies in our first cise to supply twias sufficient to

give 360 lb bark. Then in our second case «e shall

only require, otber things being etpial, 3 coolies to

supply twigs for ISO lb bark. We thus have 30 lb

per head in the first case and 20 lb per head iu the
second case. But 20 is more than half of 30, and hence
it is shewn that an unjust estimation of the value
of the appliance itself ia arrived at by the method
of

" Kanik."
It must in fact be remembered that the goodness

of the machines employed is only oue of the causes

determining the whole average cost of the harvestmg;
that the two do not vary directly together, and that
therefore it is a mistake to estimate the former by
tlie latter. I have trespassed already too much on

your valuable space in cou;idering such a simple
point. So I will only add that I think my machines
will always peel whit I huve adveitized them to

peel, without any difficulty, and that I, equally with
"
Kanik,'' shall be glad to hear the reports of those

who have patronized my invention.—Yours faith-

fully, J. F. W. GORE.

iSekiculture.—With the view of promoting the silk-

industry
'

in this count:y, the Governmei-it of India
made arrangements for the supply of a small quant-

ity of silk-worms' eggs of the univoltine variety,
mid offered to place at the disposal of His Excellency
the Governor in Council two ounces of these eggs for

experiment during next cold weather. Besides the sup-

ply they offered free of cost, Mr. Buck inquired
whether His Excellency the.Governor in Council would
consent to purchase 1 lb of eggs in April 1883 for

trial in the following jear ; and if so, whether the
multivoltine or the univoltine variety would be pre-
ferred, and by what d.ite the eggsi will be required
for hatching. The date should lorrespoud as closely
as pos.'ibie with the se.ison when the mulberry is iu

new leaf, i. e., iu or towards the close of the cold

weather.— Madras Mail.

A Ceylon Pl.\nter in Java.—An exCeylon planter
writing ou 26th August says :

— ' We have had a fearlul

spell of wet weather here: out of 120 days, only 3 days
without rain, and that, m bungalows made of bamboo,
with mud fli.tors, is anything but pleasant, and slightly
conducive to rheumatic fever. We grow our cofTee out
liere under a shade tree called 'daitap,' and the better

ami thicker the riadap ur.iws, the bet'er your colVec, and
the larger your crop. It seems very eurious after Ceylon,
for one can't get the coffee to crop at all under
shade there, and here it won't crop well without

it. They say the wind is awful here, but, as it does not

come ou till January, ! urn unalle to tell you anything
about it. I was very much shocked to see the death of

S. ft. Aitken in your p.ipor ; 1 did not know he
was suffering from any ailment at the time I left.

Wishing you every smcess iu the old-country, which
I look on as a sort of home from out here."
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Entkrprize —A scheme is on foot in which

capitalists undertake to invest £10,000 in imirortino;

and breeding ostriches and cultivating wattles ami

olives in the Northern Territory of Austialia.— fionce'-.

North Tkavancore Land Planting and Agricult-

ural Shoiktv (LiMiTun).—The writer of the letter on

the Kannan Divan Hills in a recent issue now writes

to us:— '-The Society have decided to grant a cimi-

niission to .igents who will effect sales of land lor

them, and if any one would care to undertake an agency,

they would hear of favourable terms by writing. Mr. A.

W. Turner will gl.idly put up any one who may come

over, and show him over the land. The journey
would be a most charming excursion."

Pearl Oy.sihr.s migrating from the F.ed Sea to the

Medeiterrauean is a piece of news given in the Graphic

by this mail. Can any one send us Dr. Keller's

report, or is it given in substance in Nuturet

Dr. Keller has communicated to the Swiss Geographical

Society some mteresting notes relative to the migi-atiou

of fisli by means of the Suez Canal. It was at one time

predicted" that the interchange of fish between the

Mediterranean and the Ked Sea would soon assume large

proportions, but this prediction has not been fulfilled.

Specimens of the smaller Mediterranean fish have been

found in the Red Sea, and for some unexplained reason

the fish seem to travel in that dtL'eetion in preference
to the other. The most interesting cu-cumstanee noted

is that the pearl oyster is slowly making its way toward

the Mediterranean. Its progress is slow, but it is said

to be moving in large companies.

Malt CorPKE.— If that new temperance beverage, malt

coffee, be as stn-ngtliening and nutritious us other

malted foods it will bf a matter for regret should this

addition to the national dietary come to harm through
fiscal reguLitions. There are, we know, several so-

called " coffees
" whose disappearance would be no loss

to the British public. These are, for the most part.,

coffee oi;ly iu name, a very small portion of the

fragrant berry being mixed with ingredients whicli

have no sort of claim to public favour. iM.ilt cofl'ee,

on the contrary, should be both wholesome and in-

vigorating, if the constituents are what the name

implies. Each is beneficial in tts own way to the

human constitution, and the combination ought, there-

fore, to improve the health of those wlio consume it.

We assume, of course, that the article is genuine;
real coffee and real malt in due proportions, without

any foreign ingredient added. Such is the claim, at

all events, by those who have introduced the com-

pound, and, if it can be upheld, the new industry
would seem rather to deserve Stale encouragenieut
than suppression.

—Globe, 4th Aug.
Ekman'.s Fibre Patent—. Mr. Thomas Christy,

of Fencliurch Street, writes again :
—" Mr. Leechman

has had another iutoi-view with Mr. Eknian with a

view to determine if Ins patent process could be profit-

ably employed in C'ejlon upon coconut husks with

a view of extracting the fibre so as to yield a com-
mercial result. The apparatus, which consists of a

cylinder for boiling the material in, and a furnace

for making bi-sulphite of magnesia, is the whole

plant that is necessary, of course provided anyone
who is going to work it has a small steam boiler,

beciiuse the fire is not put under the cylinder, but

the coi'teuts of the cylinder are heated by steam.

So many people ask me where the paper on which
the book is printed has been made. My reply is,
'
at the Ilford paper works !

' "— [The paper is of excel-

lent quality aud the wood pulp is so cheap, that

to prepare a' il export fibres hence for paper making,
would be in most cisc9 useless. But, according to

Mr. C'liristy, Kknian's pa^ei t process will facilitate

enormously t' e preparation of fibres from plant-

ains, jiineapple.s, aloes, &c., fur textile purposes, the

fibres for such purpjsea selling at high prices.
—Ed.]

The Tea at present most in demand in the London

market is a good thick malty liquor, with a bright

copper colored infused leaf
; nnderfermentd teas witli

pale liquor aud greeuish infusion which was the fashion-

able tea a short time ago, now linds no buyers.
—South

of India Observer.
_

,

Shaving Cinchona.—Has any one experience ex-^

tending over a longer period than three j'cars and
four shavings? We hear of a planter in a high dis-

trict whose trees are renewing their bark for the

fifth time—with from si.x to eight niontlis between
each shaving

—and his experience has been an increase

ill quantity and largely m quality at each shaving,
while only a small percentage of his trees seems to

have snfi'ered in any way.
Grafting l^XTRAOKDiNAEy ; Vines on Cacti.—Dr.

Taylor of
" Science Gus-iip

" writes to the Aiitfralasinv:
—"I don't know how much truth there is in the
stated discovery that experiments have been niade in

South California which are likely to revolutionize

viticulture. Grape cuttings, inserted or grafted on the

trunks of cactuses, are said to flourish as vigorously
as on cultivated land. If this be so, the most barren
lands of tropical regions may be turned to v.'»luable

account. I mention the statement (which I have seeu

m an American scientific journal) for what it is worth
as well as 10 give a hint to such of my Australians

readers as may be iterested iu vine culture."

Quinine : Prof. Morton on the New " Cuinoline."
—According to the Oil find Drwj News, President Henry
Morton, of the Stevens Institute of Technology, who
has given much attention to the production of artificial

quinine, was recently interviewed hy a reporter and
said that artificial chinoliue was so much like the

drug of eonimerce that many persons believed it to

be the medicinjil equivalnnt of quinine. If it did not

prove to be fully that, there could be no doubt that

the progress thus made would be advanced till it

produced quinine itseif. By a process of destructive

distillation, 'hinoliue could be obtained from quinine,
aud, with the resources of modern chemistry, it was
certain that this result could be reversed. Professor
Morten said that he had mauufaetured the artificial

chinoline in his own laboratory, a few ounces at a

time, until he had produced probably some three pounds
in all. He had succeeded in making some minor im-

provements in the process, as for instance in the

purification. When first made in Ge.-manv, the colorless

liquid .-tssuiiied a reddish-biviwu tint on expo.sure to the

air, but as he now made it, I he liquor remained color-

less at all times. This liquid was combined with,

tartaric acid, and then formed bi-tartaric of chinoline.

In this form, if pure, it was a white, cryst.alline

powder, resembling commercial sulphate of quinine.
Professor Morton exhibited some of this powder. It

has an acrid, slightly burning taste, but the flavor is

not so liitter as that of quinine, and it jjassea

away much more quickly. A number of experiments to

teat the medicinal qualities of the new product have
been made iu Russia, Germany and America, but
with no decisive result. -It has been proved, how-
evir, that the artificial chinoline, when administered

medicinally, has the effect of lowering the tcmpen ture,
a-t quinine has, and that, like quinine, it is a powerful
antiseptic. When asked as to the probable supply
and cost of artificial chinoline, iu case it should be

proved the medicinal equivalent of quinine. Professor
Alorton repl.ed that it could easily be manufactured
in great quantities at large works erected for that

purpose, and that the actual cost of its production
need not exceed one dollar a pound. luasmucJi as

the supi'ly of I'eiuviau bark was diminishiu;;, the gre,"**

impoitani't of a che,ap inexhausiilde substitute wis
apparent. This last statement of the Professor is

certainly no borne out by the great exicnsiou which is

taking place lu chiuona cultivation.
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Liquid Furniture Polish.—Dissolve 4 ounops D. 0.

s\v llac in 2 pints alcohol, and add 2 pints of linseed

nil, and 1 piut spirits turpentine. When thoroughly
mixed, add 4 ounces sulphuric ether and 4 ounces

aqua ammonia. This requires to be shaken when used,

and is applied with a soft sponge.
— Oil and Diiig News.

The Uoffek Beruy.—With reference to an Occasional

Note in \ our issue of the 17th ultimo, wherein it is

stated that " another new product has just been per.
fected by Mr. da Bavay of the Ceylon Brewery in

the form of spirit which he distilled from fermented

coflfee berry, &c." allow me to state that there is nothing
new in this for in my Hand Book to coffee planting in

Southern India, published in 1864, at pages 1.36, '37

and '38, I have fully described the procfifs from actual

experiments, not only with the fresh coflfee pulp, but

also from the dried husks of the fruit in the manufacture

of spirits. John Shortt.—Madras Mail.

Mr. DelisSA, the pioneer of the sugar planting enter-

prize, in tne Northern Territory, was, says the Daily
Press, a passenger from Port Darwin to North Borneo

by the E. & A. steamer "Tannadice," which landed

him at Sandakan. Mr. Delissa was the means of intro-

ducing the sugar-cane in the Palmerston district, and
Deli?saville plantation is now a very flourishing monu-
ment of his enterprize and skill. He resigned his post as

manager there because the Company working it placed
anollier gentleman unacquainted with the industry over

his head. Mr. Delliasa has gone to Sandakan to take

up laud there to commence sugar growing, in which

undertaking he is sure to aucmed..— Straits Times.

Enemies or Cocoa.—A BaduUa planter writes:—
"1 fend you by this post a bo.x containing some

beetles, and should be obliged if you could inform

me of their species. They are very destructive to young
cocoa I rees, and devour the bark greedily, but do not

interfere much with the leaves. There are large num-
bers 01 them on a young cocoa clearing here, where they
Ijave done considerable damage." The insect is a weevil

belonging to the family of beetles named curculiouidie,

of oval shape, length 7-Uiths of an inch exclusiva

of rostrum. Thorax and winacases pale brown with

dark brown patches and buflf markings ;
a bufi' band

fXteuds across the elytra in a bent form. Legs long
iind roburt, with large tarsi. The whole insect is

cloth d with small obloug scales, discernible under

a low iiiagnitying power.
Coffee Exhibition in New York.—The members

of tlte Ci ffee Exchange yesterday afternoon marched
to the office of the Brazilian Consul, at No. 42 Broatl-

way, where an exhibition of Brazilian coffee was

opened under the auspices of the Associa^ao Centro

da Lavouraedo Commerci", which conducted the inter-

national c>;hibition of Rio de Jaufiro last fall, when

1,200 samples were exhibited. After the close of tbis

exhibition the samples were divided and sent to this

city, L'indoD, Paris, Vienna, and even to St. Peters-

burg, where it is hoped to awaken an interest in coffee

which, strange to say, is not consumed in Russia.

There were 200 samples in the lot exhit'ited in this

city. The members of the Exchange went from sam-

ple to sample, discussing the merits of each. A cup
of coffee was handed to each visitor. The exhibition

is under the immediate supervision of Senhor Salvador

de Meudontj-a consul general. Brazilian Charg6d'Af-
aires J. G. do Amaral Valeute was also present. The
chief objects of the exhibition are to give the New
York importers a better knowledge of the qualities
of coflfee produced by the diflferent states or provinces
of Brazil, and if possible to encourage direct dealings
between the planter and the American importer. The
Brazilian consul is now preparing an account of the

actual cost of producing coffee ou the plantations, the

oatiniate including the rental of the laud, value of

the slaves, labor, etc.—New York Commercial Bulletin,

June 14th-

Jamaica Labour.—It is a remarkable fact that
whilst there is a consensus of opinion as to the nec-

essity for a well-organized scheme of coolie immigra-
tion for Jamaica, yet whenever the construction of
some great public work creates an urgent demand for
labour within a certain radius of the colony, attention
is immediately turned to its resources. This was not-

ably the case a few months ago, when M. de Iiesseps

began work in earnest on the Panama Canal, and.

thousands of .Jamaica negroes were drawn thither by
the promise of high wages. Just now a railway is to
be made in Sau Dominsjo under the auspices of some
Cuban capitalists, but the Government of Cuba will
not permit labourers to be engaged there for the pur-
pose, and hence ths contractors intend, it is said, to
send a vessel to Jamaica to enlist men. It certainly
seems parodoxical that enterprize in Jamaica should
in popular belief be languishing for want of sufficient

labour, and yet at the same time it should become a
source of labour-supply to its neighbours. The ex-

planation, of course, is that the men who go on rail-

May aud canal works do not take kindly to estate
work on the Blue Mountains — Plaiiters' Gazette.

Blub Gum Oil a substitute for Carbolic Acid.—
A Planter writes :

—"The enclosed is from a recent list

of new medicines bythe big London Chemists, Burgoyne
& Co. Can we not turn our gum trees in Ceylon into some
use. How should the oil be extracted and how should or
can an extract be made of the leaves ?" The extract is as
follows:— "Eucalyptus Globulus.—The oil of Eucalyptus
Globulus, as a substitute for carbolic acid, has been much
advocated of late. It is a most valuable antiseptic, and.

has obtained the happiest results in malarial fevers,
as well as in bronchial catarrh. Professor Lister is of

opinion that the Eucalyptus Globulus should supersede
carbolic acid as an antiseptic because of its harmless na-

ture. It contains—(1) Eucalyptio Acid
; (2) a volatile

oil: (3) a resin which has an acid reaction; (4) Eucalyptin,
a bitter crystalline substance soluble in ether and
alcohol; (5) a yellow resin of bitter taste; (G) a white

body crystallising iu needles called Eucalyptol. There
are other elements, but these are tlie most important.
Eucalyptus has been found by Mosler to have a

marked effect in reducing the volume of the spleen.

By u-ing an extract of Eucalyptus leaves the spleen
decreased in all its dimensions."

The Need for a Coffee SvNnicATE in London
cannot be doubted, and we are pleased to see that

the Travaucore Planters' Association has taken up the

matter. One of the results—a most important one—
of the Calcutta Tea Syndicate has been the opeuiug
up of new markets for Indian tea, first iu Australia

and New Zealand, aud more recently iu America.
There is no reason why the cultivators of the fragr-
ant berry should not take united action to protect
their inteiests, as the tea planters and merchants have.

Had there been a coflfee Syndicate, with a represent-
ative committee in Lo"dou, there would in all piob-

ability have been much less delay in prevailing upon
the Home Governmeut to take steps to prevent such
shameful adulteration as existed befiire Messrs. Pasteur
and Dioksou took up the matter. They, by sheer force

of fact and argument, brought the Government to a
sense of the injustice which was being done to the

coffee enterprize ly the extensive aud unprincipled

system of adulteration of coffee by mixtures of roasted

dates, figs, beans, &c. The formation of a coffee syn-
dicate was sugt;estcfl to us by planters sometime ago,
but we believe the subject has never been taken up
seriously by any of the planters' associations till now.
We should think that the associations of India and

Ceylon will be ready to act with the Travaucore Planters'

Association in an cudeavour to form a Coffee Syndicate
"to watch, protect, and fuither the interests of the

coffee enterprize generally."
—M. Mail.
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IGUANA OIL.

(to the EDITOB op the "
AUSTEALASIAN.")

Sir,— Iguana oil is goorl for the growth of hair. I

may iuforra you that on our station, Murrumbill, North

Queenslaiul, tlie sliearfrs aud boundary riders usu it

occasionally, about twice a week, for the cure of scurf,

which is prevalent in our district, and it has also the

effect of making the hair thick and glossy. The way
they niakf the oil is to take the fat from the iguana,
and render it down in an earthenware jar, and perfume
it with oil of lemon. I fihall be glad to know through

your columns how your correspondent gets on, as I return

home on the 3rd of January.
B. Murray Naughton.

Murrumbill, North Queensland.

DESTKOYING TREE STUMPS.

Sir,— Knowing the difficulties met with by selectors in

clearing their land of stumps for cultivation, I append
the following, which I take from the Family Reader of

January 26, 1878, No. 358, for insertion.

Dee. 4. A Well-Wisher of Selectors.

" A very simple process is employed in America for

freeing woodland newly brought into cultivation from the

stumps of trees. A hole some 2in. in diameter and 18in.

deep is bored in the stump about autumn, filled with

a concentrated solution of saltpetre, and closed with a

plug. In the following spring a pint or so of petroleum
is poured into the same hole, and set on fire. During
the course of the wnnter the saltpetre solution has pene-
trated every portion of the stump, so that not only this, but

also the roots, are thoroughly biu'nt out. The ash is left

in situ, and forms a valuable manure." I imagine, failing

petroleum, kerosene would act in the same manner.

[Although this recipe has been given several times, we
accede to our correspondent's request, in the hope that

the plan may prove useful to readers who may not have
seen it before. We shall bo glad to hear from those who
have tried it the results of their experiences with our

gum trees ; the trees principally thus dealt with in America
are likely to be firs.—Ed. Au&trtdaiian.^

IGUANAS AS VERMIN DESTROYERS.

Sir,—In some of your recent issues I have seen inquiries
made as to the possibility of finding a market for iguana
oil. This leads me to suppose that some persons are

killing them wholesale, or are prepared to do so in the
event of a market for the oil being forthcoming. Now it

has been proved that iguanas, during the summer montlis,

destroy countless numbers of young r.abbits in the burrows.
It is only the other day that a gentleman, whose station

is overrun with the vermin, expressed an opinion that

during the hot weather the increase of rabbits in sandy
country was almost checked by the r.aids made on their

young by the iguanas, and that for six months in the year
one iguana would kill as many rabbits as two men would

employed in digging them out. In the face of such a
statement from a reliable source, it is to be deplored that

iguanas should be generally killed wherever seen. I have

given strict instructions to my men never to interfere with

them, and hope that by now drawing attention to the sub-

ject thi'ough your wide-circulating columns, I may induce
others interested to do likewise.

Spinnifex.

[Iguanas are also destroyers of snakes ; their value in that

capacity alone should preserve them from injurj' by
man.—Ed. "Australasian. "]

THE LAYERING OF SHRUBS.

Layering is the simplest of all methods of propag.ating,
and one which the amatuer who wishes to multiply his

shrubs, and is without the facilities afforded by a pro-

pagating house, most frequently resorts to. Indeed there

are some shrubs that can with difficulty be propagated in

any other manner; the Dutchman's Pipe {Arislolochia),
for example, is treated in this maimer in the nurseries,
and the ch;\rming little G.arland Flower (Daphne C'lieorum),

so diflScult to grow from cuttings, roots readily when

layered. As stated last month, there are some varieties

of the Grape that can only be propagated in this manner,
and the usual method of layering the vine was illustrated

on page 292.

Tliis method is easy with those shrubs that form branches
so near the ground as to allow them to be bent down
sufficiently to admit of the burying of a portion a few
inches below the surface. After the layer is made, care

must be taken that the soil does not become dry. A
few flat stones placed on the surface will prevent this.

Where it is desirable to layer a shrub, the branches of

which are too high for the purpose, a flower-pot may
be cut in two, lengthwise, using an old saw

; then, if

need-be, eularge the drainage hole, aud place the pot
around the branch, wiring the two halves together. The

pot is then filled with good soil, and, if necessary, p't_
-

ported by a stake. Of course the earth must be kept

constantly moist. It is well to "
ring" or remove a por-

tion of bark from the stem.—American Agriculturist.

CHEAP EXTRACT OF VANILLA.

C. A. McG., Jeanerette, La.—Will you please be kind
enough to give formula for making extract of vanilla from
tonka beans, and oblige ?

Answer.—Extract of vanilla cannot be made from tonka
beans, but an imitation vanilla extract, which we suppose
is what you mean, may be made as follows :

—
Tonka beans 7 ounces.
Brown sugar 2 „
AVater 24 „
iUcohol, 95 per cent 40 „
Caramel q. s. to color.

Out the beans up fine and mix them with the sugar, bruise
in au iron mortar together ; then add one pound of pure
white sand. When thoroughly incorporated, traufer to a

percolator, and after mixing the alcohol and water pour
it gradually on. An extract that will give better satisfaction,
.and that ought to be cheap enough at the present price
of vanilla beans, may be made of the following ingredients,
treated in the same manner as the former:—

Vanilla beans IJ ounces.
Tonka beans 4 „
Brown sugar 2 „
Water 24 „
Alcohol, 95 per cent 40 „
Coloring q. s.—Oil and Drnrj yews.

SAWDUST FOR BEDDING.
to the editor of the " jodrnal of foeestet."

Sir,—In reply to "Subscriber's" letter in last month's
Journal of Forestry (p. 824), regarding sawdust as a substitute

for straw for bedcling, I beg to state my experience. We
have used it for a number of ytars at Taymouth as bedding
for the dairy-cows, the horses at home farm and young
horses in loose boxes, and never found that it injured
the animals in the least. AVe use the dust of all kinds
of wood (fir among the rest) sawn at the estate sawmill,
and prefer it dry. The wet bedding onli/ is removed from
the stables, and byres daily, and mixeil in the dung-pit.
It ab orbs a large quantity of liquid manure. AVe have
used Ibis manure for root crops and for top-dressing pasture
lands, and always found it produced good crops. Care,
howe-er, must be taken to remove as little dry sawdust
from the stalls as possible unless there is enough liquid
manu e in the pit to soak it thoroughly.

Wm. Dc>fN.
Mains of Kenmore, Aberfeldy, N.B.

USE OF CARBOLIC ACID IN FORESTRY
AND NURSERY GARDENS.

Sin,—AA''ith refeience to the notice in the .Journal nf
Forestry for iUarch, 1882, I think it well to call attention

to the
"

fact that the employment of carbolic acid—as it

might naturally be supposed—is in a high degree detri-

mental to the growth of seeds.

The experiments which I made last autumn, purposely
in a room of low temperature, gave the results reeordej
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below. The germination proceeded slowly, anl I should

have continued my observations longer if the seeds in

sections number 10 and 12 had not been devoured by mice.
I think that the knowledge of this experiment may

preserve many readers of your Journal, who might be

tempted to steep their seeds in carbolic acid before sowing
them, from serious loss.

a. Scotch Fir Seeds of One Year.

In blotting paper
In Nobbe's apparatus.
In flannel

Ked

jS o

Per cent

(1) 50

(2) 59

(3) 56

Clover of

In blotting paper (13) 79

In Nobbe's apparatus. (14j 84

In flannel (15) 86

S C3_0

3 o o o

gags
o 3'-5 "^

One

(16)

(17)

(IS) 73

Per cent

(7)m 10

(9) 23

Year.

(19)

(20)

(3i; 21

l|l

Per cent.

(10)

(IV
(12) 23

Duration of the experiments, four weeks.

Darmstadt Gustav Hicklee.

THE USE OF CARBOLIC ACID IN FORESTRY.*

Carbolic acid being antiseptic, is used for preserving

timber ;
but it is to another of its uses that attention

is here called. Carbolic acid aifords to plants a most effective

protection from their enemies. Gardeners have discovered

that seeds (peas, beans, maize, &c.) which before putting

into the ground have been kept rather less than twenty-
four hours in a weak mixture of carbolic acid and water,

will not be meddled with by worms, mice, moles, or other

enemies. The seeds themselves are said to receive no

injury from this treatment. A tree painted with the

same weak mixture will not be approached by rabbits.

This also has been proved by experiment. In houses rats,

mice, and vermin may be driven away by the smell of

carbolic acid.

The idea suggests itself that in forest economy also

this little-noted property of carbolic acid should be utilized,

There is no reason why tree |seeds should not likewise be

treated with weak acid to protect them against the attacks

of mice and birds
;
at worst no diminution of germinative

power would be caused by this process.
To prevent birds feeding on tree seeds, experiments

have recently been made with red minium, and the seeds

before being sown were coloured with this substance. This

remedy, however, seems to have had doubtful success, as

can bo gathered from Danck-clmmm's Zeitschrift fmr Forst

n«d Jai/J.iMseii, (pp. 455 and.57C of the 1880 set), although
a more recent \vriter (p. 637) tells of favourable results.

At all events, to steep seeds in weak carbolic acid is

simpler than to colour them with vermilion, and the ex-

pense can be no hindrance, seeing that crude carbolic acid

can be obtained either from the chemist or grocer at a

cheap rate. For these reasons this remedy is recommended
to the members of the forester's profession to be employed

experimentally.
Perhaps also nursery plants and valuable young trees

might be protected from the destructive bites of hares

and roe deer, if from time to time the plants were watered.
—Journal of Forestry.

LIQUID MANURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "

QUEENSL.iNDEB."

Can I make liquid manure from the scrapings of my
fowl-house? It so, please explain the method of preparing
it. £. WlLLIETT.

Brisbane, January 27.

[Stir a ba.shel of scrapings into fifty gallons of water.

Let it settle for a day ;
then use the clear liquid.]

TO DESTROY SMALL BLACK ANTS.

These little p.-.sts are in the habit - of overrrunning

« Translated from the Forst mid Jagd Zeituny.

peoples' houses to an extent which is excessively annoy-

ing. I have discovered a remedy in an American pub-
lioatiou, and that is—Take a white china jilate and spread
a thin covering of common lard over it; place it on
the floor or .shelf infested by the troublesome insects and

you will be pleased with the result. Stirring them up
every morning is all that is required to set the trap

again. W. Faraway.

Stoney Creek, February 6,

GAS LIMB.

Can you give me any information about gas lime?

What chemical change does lime undergo at the gas
works? What is the difference in application and effect

of gas lime as compared with the ordinary lime used in

farming ?—Yours &c., C. Haktmann.

Range Nursery, Toowoomba, January 31.

fLime is merely a means of converting manm-e into

living plants. The precise nature of the chemical effect

produced in soils by the use of lime has always been a

subject of uncertainty. But as we know the effect pro-
duced out of the soil by its agency, it is usual to con-

sider that it acts in the same manner on substances in

the soil. It is thus not a manure of itself. l)ut it acts

upon inert vegetable humus, causes it to enter into union

with o.ijygen, giving rise to humic acid This latter unites

with lime to produce soluble humates, and as these salts

yield nourishment to plants, it is evident that lime is

advantageous to them. It also neutralises the acid pro-

perties of some soils. The effects of burning upon Cme
consist not merely in the expulsion of the carbonic acid

of the stone, but in the production of a variable quantity
of gypsum and silicate of lime. Gas lime is produced as

follows:—Slacked lime is regularly spread on perforated
iron shelves in a large cast-iron box. The gas passes

through this hme, which deprives it of its sulphuretted

hydrogen. The gas lime as it leaves the purifier is a

mixture of sulphur of calcium and a certain quantity of

unueutralised or caustic lime. Alkaline sulphurets are

injurious to vegetation, and for this reason gas lime should

never be applied in its fresh state. By exposiure to the

air, the sulphuret of calcium speedily absorbs oxygen,
and becomes sulphate of lime or gypsum. As a manure
the gas lime supplies gypsum and sulphur, and hence

may be applied in the same manner as gypsum.]

INTERDEPENDENCE OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

Few, perhaps, know that a certain little gall fly (Oynips)
of Asia Jlinor decides on the existence of tens of thousands

of human beings. As our clippers and steamers carry
the produce of the land from continent to continent, so

these tiny sailors of the air carry the fertilising pollen
from the male to the female flowers of the fig tree.

Without poUen there come no figs, and consequently on

the activity and number of tl'.e gnats depends the pro-
ductiveness of these trees. The fruit of the fig is not, as

in most other cases, a pericarp enveloping the seed, but

a common calyx or recept.\cle which encloses the flowers.

In the centre of this receptacle the cavity is lined with

a multitude of flowers, the male and female blossoms

being on distinct plants. The medium of communication,
to these flowers is only a small aperture at the summit'

of the receptacle. Hence the access of pollen to the feroale

blossoms is impossibleby the ordinary means of transmission,

and this is aecompHsbed by the little gnat, which is con-

tinually fluttering about from fig to fig for the purpose
of finding a suitable place in the cavity to deposit its eggs.

These gnats, therefore, regulate in fact the extensive and

profitable fig trade of Smyrna. A little ugly beetle of

Kamschatka has, in like manner, more than once saved

the entire population of the most barren part of Green-

laud from app.^rcntly unavoidable stai-vation. It is a great
thief in its way, and a most fastidious gourmand moreover.

Nothing will satisfy it on a long winter evening—and we
must bear in mind that these evenings sometimes last five

months without interruption
—but a constant supply of lily

bidbs, The lilies are well couteut with this arrangement^
for being eaten comes as natural to thera as to a Fiji

Islar^der; and they are, as a compensation, saved frum being

crowded to death in a narrow space, while those th-it

eacape the beetle shoot up vigorously the next summer
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in rich pastures. Still better content are the Greenlauilers ;

for, when their last mouthful of meat and tlieir last drop
of train oil are gone, they dig: up and rob the provident
little beetle of its carefully-hoarded treasures, and, by its aid,

manage to live until another season.—Scientijic American.

THE OLOVE AND PEPPER CEOP OF ZAJ^ZIBAE.

The only products of the island of Zanzibar are cloves,

peppers and cocoa nuts. United States Consul Bachelder

writes as follows ;
—

The clove crop the last season, commencing in September
and ending in .June, can only be given from what my
own knowledge enables me to say, as no statistics whatever

are kept by tlic Sultan or any of his oiScers. From actual

in.spcction, and information obtained from the natives, I

estimate the last season's crop at 1,400,000 pounds ;
which

sold at an average of S9 pe"" 35 pounds, or 1S36,000. This

crop was the largest gathered since the hurricane in 1872 ;

and each year now, for some years to come, the crop
will continue to increase, as new trees are coutinually being

planted and beginning to bear. In this estimate it must
not be understood is included the entire quantity of

cloves exported from this place, as the entire product of

the island of Peraba is brought to this market for sale

and export. This crop is much larger, and was estimated

the last year at 3,500,000 pounds, valued at S900,000 ;
so

that the entire clove crop of this island and Pemba reached

the large quantity of 4,900,000 pounds, and brought the

good sum of §1,260,000. Of this quantity there were ex-

ported to the United States l,206,12u pounds, valued at

»344,541.

Pepper, owing to the great advance in price abroad,

fully equaling 100 per cent, has received a great deal more
attention than formerly, and in consequence a large crop
has been grown, which I estimate at 315,000 pounds, valued
at S36,000. Of this, 37,000 pounds were exported to the

United States, valued at 83,251.
The cocoanut growth is not of much importance, and

no statement can be given of the amount or value. None
are exported to America, but most all go to France, and
are used in making soap.
The revenue of the island is from the customs, which

are farmed out to private parties, and which might be
estimated at §500,000. From an extra tax. on all cloves

and rubber the Sultan obtains a further sum of about

§400,000. This, with a moderate revenue derived from his

own clove plantations, gives him an average income yearly

of, probably, $1,200,000.-0(7 and Sruy News.

DETERMINATION OF POTiVSH IN POTASSIUM
SALTS jVND POTA>SSIO MANURES.

According to the nature of the salt there may have to

be determiued potash, soda, magnesia, chlorine, sulphuric
acid, nitric acid, moistiure, insoluble matter, &c. The author,
W. A. Rousselot, treats here merely of potash.

A. Dissolve 10 grms. in water, and make up to a htre.

Take, according to the natiu*e of the salt, 125 or 250 c.c.,

and introduce into ahalf-htre flask. Boil for a few moments,
and add 2o c.c. baryta-water at l-20th in case of a chloride,
or 50 c.c. if a sulpliate. Pass in a current of carbonic

acid, boil for half an hour, let settle for some hours, filter

into a flask marked at 500 c.c, and make up this volmne
with the washing-waters.

B. Take in tluplicate 200 c.c. if a sulphate, or 100 c.c.

if any other salt
; x>ut the portions into two porcelain capsules

of 10 centimetres iu diameter, add h3'drochloric acid, aiid

then 40 c.c.=2 grms. platiuic chloride at l-20th. Evaporate
to dryness in the water-bath, and take up iu alcohol at

69° mixed with 1-lOth ether; wash by decautation with
the same liquiil, so as to have about 200 c.c. of filtrate.

0. Put the filter and its contents into a J litre flask,

pour upon it boiling water in small quantities by means
of a washing-bottle, until the platinum salt is completely
dissolved. Heat in a large porcelain capsuie (16 to 18

centimetres iu diameter) about ^ Utre of distilled water,
and add 20 c.c.=2 grms. sodium formiate solution at 1-lOth),
and heat to a boil. Pour then into the capsule the solution

likewise boiling, of the potassium chloro-pla'iuate. Keep
up the ebullition for a quarter of an hour, and until all

escape of gas has ceased. AATien the liquid is clear and

quite cold, filter, wash the precipitate with hot water

acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and pour it finally upon
the filter. Clean the sides of the capsule with a glass
rofl tipped with a small caoutchouc stopper, still using
the acidulated water, and finally finish washing the filter

with hot distilled water. The filter and its contents are

dried, calcined iu a small tared platinum capsule, and weighed.
The net weight found after deduction of the ash of the
filter is multiplied by 200^:0 4747. AVe have thus at once
the percentage proportion of KO in the salt analysed. This

method, though somewhat long, totally eliminates the
excess of barytic salt, and furnishes very accurate results.

For the determination of potash in manures the author
takes 10 grms. After having ground it up in a mortar,
and exhausted it completely with boiling water, he filters

and makes the solution up to 1 litre. He then operates
upon quantities of the liquid corresponding to 1*25 to 5

grms. of the manm-e, and treats with baryta-water Then
after a long boiling, at least half an hour, to expel ammonia
and eliminate phosphoric and sulphuric acids, a current
of carbonic acid is passed into it for half an hour. After

boiling, to decompose the bicarbonates, it is let settle, and
the analysis is completed by filtering as in the former case.—Bulletin de la Societe Chiniiqirc de Paris.

GERMINATION OT SEEDS.
1 have lately read in the Gardeners' Chronicle some

papers on the germination of seeds ; may I be allowed
to note my experience in this matter? I do not find

Gentiana seeds take long to grow, nor do I find that

plants with whorled flowers diifer from each others in

their period of germination. What I do find is this ;
—

Old seeds take longer to germinate than fresh ones
; that

soft or rain water is far superior to hard water, indeed
hard w.ater always impedes germination, and often stops
it altogether ;

that lime to be beneficial must be in the

soil, and not in the water. There are some seeds which,
as everybody knows, take longer than others. I find, as
a rule, that the seeds whose embryos are more highly
developed germinate faster, some even germinate on the
mother plant, and the less developed the embryo the longer
is the time required to germinate. There are many seeds
whose embryos are quite indistinguishable from the albu-

men, these are the slowest to germinate ; witness some
Palms, which take so long to grow, whilst others, as
Phojnix dactylifera, whose embryo is visible, germinate
in a few days. Then there is the case of ripeness. All
seeds when fully ripened take longer than when sown
when just formed

;
for example, if yon gather Schotia

pods when just turning colour the seeds germinate much
sooner than when the pod is allowed to tm-n black or

fully matm-ed. But then there are peculiarities; some
seeds will germinate with more vigour and make finer

_ plants when allowed to germinate in the fruit. T.ake,'

for example, the Orange tribe, whose seeds grow with
other facility when allowed to germinate in the rotting
pulp. Elais guineensis is another example; these seeds

germinate better if allowed to remain in the oily fruit.

Other seeds taken from the same receptacle, some will

germinate at once, others take mouths ; for example,
Poiuciana regia, a beautiful African plant—most of the
seeds from one pod will germinate in a few days, others
take months, even a twelvemonth. Other seeds, sow them
how you like, and at whatever time of the .year, will

all germinate together at their proper season oven to a

day. There is also a circumstance to be noticed : a pan
of seeds will grow at the same time, yet there are one,
two, or more seedlings outstripping the others in theu-

development ;
this is the case with some seed, and I

always retain these for seeding from, as they are evid-

ently of stronger constitution. Improper conditions of

soil, &c., will also impede germination. I find that
when a current of electricity is caused to run through
the soil, germination is impeded and not accelerated as
I supposed it might be

;
but if you dip the two ends

in an aquarium, the plants seem to find a relish, and
show better colour. The rare section of Demersa which
throw down a stolon will often remain twelve months
before the plumule is developed ; this is the case with
some plants from the marshes of Jlozambique. I have only
founil this in another seed sent to me from the Brazils
without any designation of its habitat.—OuEV. D. G. de
Nauiei Montelbo, Almada, Portugal.

—Gardeners'Chronicle.
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TEA PLANTING IN NATAL.
"
Ager siue cultura fructuosiis esse nou potest/'

—
(C'ie.

Kearsney Estate is five miles from Stanger, and the

road leading thereto offers pleasant and charming scenery,

and the landscapes are beautiful. On reaching the top

of the hill overlooking Stanger you are struck by the

picturesque parorama you have before you. The several

farms in the distance speak highly, by their appearance,
of the enterprising and agricultural sphit of their

owners. Entering the estate you notice a large area of

coffee trees, now abandoned ;
and on ascending the hill

to the house, at the right hand side of the large avenue of

magnificent blue gum trees, you come to the tea plantation,

which has taken the place of the coffee trees. Acres

and acres are covered with this precious tree, amongst
which can be noticed by their .size trees of all ages.

The young plants are very promising indeed, and I have

been told by the proprietor of the "
Kearsney" Estate—

and I was able to see it myself
—that the tea plant

likes a light or sandy soil, in fact it grows splendidly in

such a soil. The old trees, that is to say those of three,

four, and five years, are covered with seeds, and some

are in full blossom. These are left for seeding, and in

consequence are not pruned. In a month there will be

a very large amount of good seed ready for sale, not to

speak of the young plants that can be applied for.

Judging from what has been already pruned, this year's

plantation will give a splendid yield. The preparation

of the leaf is very simple, and does not require as great

an outlay and trouble as the mairafacturing of sugar.

Four hundred pounds of good, sound, first-class dried

tea will soon be ready for the market, and a better

quality of tea than the one already obtained can hardly

be had in Natal. The tea I have tasted has the
_

same

flavour as the one you drink in "
Assarn," and is far

superior in taste to the ones imported in this colony.

For cheapness in price it compares favourably with the

ones you can get at the various stores. Three pounds
of green leaves give one pound of dry tea, and a tea

plant of three years' growth gives several pounds of

superior dry tea. The plant itself is a charming tree,

which planted in a garden will be quite an ornament.

It resembles the camellia, and its white flowers are

very pretty indeed. From what I have seen and tasted,

considering the rapid growth of the plants and the

small outlay of capital it requires to grow them, the

tea-plantmg at Kearsney proves a success ;
and tea-planting

is likely very soon to be a som-ce of revenue in Natal, and

will bo grown with advantage at places where coffee

and sugar are no more thought of. It is but right to

mention that this result is due in a great measure to

the well-known energy, intelligence and ability of the

proprietor of Kearsney and to cite the name of James

Leigh Hulett, junr., is enough to tell inteudiug visitors

of this splendid e.state who will be willing to go and

convince themselves of the reality and success of tea

planting in Natal, not to speak of the pleasant and

home-like hospitality they will receive.

Ohoisy, January aO. "Ignotos."
—NatalMercuri/.

COST OF MANUKE.

The cost of fertilising the land is a subject of prime

importance in agricultme. Most amatem- farmers who come

to grief or loose their money—as that class of agricul-

tiurists often do—are wrecked on the manure bill. Practical

farmers will understand that in speaking of the manure

bill 1 do not refer merely to the direct purchases of manure,
but to all charges incident to the fertilisation of the land,

including the cost of feeding stuffs consumed by stock,

whether the "stutt" be purchased or grown at home.

Unpractical farmers who do not keep accounts, and do

not really know how the stock-feeding part of their

business stands, are apt to imagine that farmyard dung
co.sts them nothing. There is no subject that has been

more constantly thrashed liy speakers and writers dm-ing
the past thirty years than high farming. Those who

approach the scientific bearings of the .subject will learn

what our fortunate predecessors, in dearer times for corn,

may not have thought of, that, in the jiresent struggle

between the farming of England and the \'irgin soils of

America, the system of high farming is handicapped with

an adverse scientific principle which has often been en-

tirely ignored. A'irgin soils are tmhampered, since they

yield their whole crop from their own substance
;

but

EngUsli soils depend on mamu-e. They yield something,
no doubt, from their omi substance ; but, in spite of deep

ploughing and steam cultivation and all other expedients,

nothing but abimdant manuring can secure continued heavy

crops. In America the production of corn is a manufacture

of the soil's own substance, aided by the atmosphere ; in

England, under high farming, the soil yields httle of its

own substance—sometimes it yields nothing, but gains

by the process—and its crops are " manufactured " from

dung and other manure as their raw material. The advice

BO often, and sometimes so heedlessly, offered about in-

creasing the amount of farming capital and beating the

Americans by doubling our crops, has a sort of patriotic

ring about it. High farming was always regarded as a

good thing for the country, though no business can really

be good for the country unless it be conducted at a profit ;

and those who read the first report of the Agricultural

Commission may remember how many persous were shown
to have .suffered severely by high farming. A gentleman
in Staffordshire, whose farm is his own, so that he enjoys

fixity of tenure, lost £2,287, or one-fourth of his captial,

in one year; and half the loss was due to the heavy

payments for feeding stuffs and manures. A high farmer,
who "

goes in
" for 10 bushels an acre more than his

neighbour loses it in a wet season, and his risks are en-

hanced by the operation of a scientific principle. If the

double dressings doubled the crops, the man who applied
much manure would only incm- the same risk as the

man who applied little, and with high farming for a

weapon we should easily flog the Americans ; but, quoting
the words of Sir John B. Lawes,

" the higher you farm

beyond a certain limit, the less is the amount of increase

vou obtain for a given amount of manure, and therefore

the grater the cost of that increase.

One cannot but conclude that agriculture is confronted

with a great difiiculty in having to meet lower prices

by increasing the crops. lu solving the problem how to

adjust his buisness to existing circumstances, I cannot

thiidi that " '

low farming
" will be resorted to, since

laud that has been long cultivated yields but little with-

out liberal dressings. The practical farmer will probably
ask himself how he can best fill the soil with manm'e
at the least cost and ri.sk, and he will then proceed with

the cultivation of the best crops for his neighbourhood.
He will not fatten bacon hogs, and if he rears his own
bullocks he will not keep them till three or four years

old, young beef, as every practical farmer knows, being
far more profitable than old; and the same may be said

of mutton. The prize farm near Eeading, which the

writer had the pleasiure of visiting, and which has a

thoroughly practical tenant in Jlr Radcliff, reads us a

useful lesson, as, indeed, all well-conducted farms nuist

do in these trying times. "We may learn what the ablest

farmers and proprietors are doing to meet the tiines in

the extension of pastures and the diminished arer of wheat.

It happens that the prize farm is well ailapted for wheat,
and that the straw is exceptionally valuable in that neigh-
bourhood ; but, looking to the cattle for the lesson we
require, we find that milk, mutton, and beef—all of the

best—and 10-stone porkers are the leading animal products,
and the system of feeding and management is so good
that I have no doubt the manure is obtained at a reason-

able price. The cattle at the prize farm, too, are bred

with great skill and care ; the forty cows (on a farm
of 230 acres) are first-rate milkers, and excellent for beef,

'

as their achievements at the Agricultural Hall at Islington

testify.

Our test is" the cost of manin-e;" and when we con-

sider the need for manure in farming an old country, and
that good farming implies a heavy mauuring of the first

crop, the turnips, of the four-course rotation, with the

folding oft' of a portion of that crop for the barley that

follows, and one drefsing at least between the clover and
the wheat, the third and fourth crops, it is evident that

that economical manuring of the land is a subject of

the first importance. In Sir James Caird's volume on

.'English iVgriciUture
"

republished from the Times, he
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referred to a " cause of much natioual loss to agriculture,"

existing iu the " immense mass of fertilising matter which
runs to waste from all the largo tovfns of the kingdom."
It is useless enlarging on this loss here, intimately con-
nected though it be with the cost of manuring the land,
aud I will, therefore, only add that the best remedy for

the waste lies iu the economical manufacture of farmyanl
dung by skilful stock farming, and in the continued

supply of •'
artificial manures "

at a moderate price.
—T

QViCKLI.—Field.

CULTIVATION OF FLAX IN NEW ZEALAND.
Consul Griffin states that Phormium texa.v is by f.ar the

most valuable fibrous plant indigenous to New Zealand,
and since 180!), it has been an article of export. The
attention of Europeans was first directed to it by Oaptain
Cook, ivho described it as something superior to either

flax or hemp. The Maories have for many years used it

for binding together the frame-work of their houses, and
for making clothing, baskets, fine mats, fishing nets aud
lines, and sails for their boats and canoes. Phoi-mimn tenax
is sometimes called the flax lily. The leaf varies in size

from three to fourteen feet in length, and from half-au-inch
to five inches in breadth at the widest part. It grows iu

bimches or groups of plants, each shoot has five leaves,

and, ou an average, about ten of these shoots form a
bunch. The leaves are perennial, hard and sword-shaped,
with a stalk rising five or six feet above them, bearing
a profusion of yellow, and sometimes red flowers, followed

by triangular pods filled with flat and thin black shining
seed. The plant attains its full growth in three years,
when the leaves generally split at the end, and it first

comes into flower. It is said that in rich soil the flower
rises to a height of twenty feet. The leaves are smaller
than those of European flax and hemp plants, being com-
posed of cellular trusses running the whole length of the
leaf iucased iu a green substance. The trusses consist of
two parts wood aud bast, the latter forming the fibre so

higldy prized. The vascular bundles compose the inner
bark of the plant, aud serve to circulate the juices which
are taken from the soil by the roots

; these consist of

exceedingly fine threads, one over-lapping the other in
, such a manner as to give a free circulation throughout

the leaf. The plant is indigenous to New Zealand and
Norfolk Island, although it has been transplanted in India
and other countries. It grows best in rich, moist, and

i well-drained grounds, and attains its maximum growth on
the banks of running streams. "When the leaves are full

growu the natives gather them when green, and separate
the fibres ; they scrape the leaves mth a shell, and then
divide them with a comb. They are then put in the sun
to dry, and when dry are perfectly white, soft and silky
to the touch. It takes only a very short time to prepare
the fibre, and about one ton of fibre is produced by the
natives out nf four and a half tons of green leaves A
full-grown plant will produce on au average about thirty-
six leaves, besides shoots from the roots, and it takes
about six leaves to yield one ounce of fibre. At tliis

estimate an acre of ground planted three feet apart would
yield about sixteen hundredweight of fibre. There are

very many varieties of the Phormium tenn,r, among them
being ihe aonga, a variegated flax

; atewhiki, a very white
'

fibre, used for making fine mats aud garments, the leaf is

narrow with a reddish tinge and bright scarlet lines
;

sapoto, cultivated at Ooromaudel, Kawhia, aud Waikata,
glossy leaves rather red at the edge, having a general
orange green appearance; sararik-i, a species of very fine
and soft texture u.sed for making ornamental mats, the
leaves tapering, of a dull olive green. There are several
flax mills in New Zealand, principally in Auckland, used
chiefly for dressing the flax for rope making. Here the
green leaves are stripped by revolving rollers with project-
ing beaters travelling at a high rate of speed, these crush
the epidermis against a fixed jjlate so arranged as to allow
room for the fibre to remain intact. The fibre thus freed
from the leaf of the plant is washed by various methods,
put on the ground or on hues to dry and bleach, finished

by an arm or barrel scutch, aud when boiled is ready for
market. All the machines used are identical iu principle,
aud vary only in the details by which the principle is

carri.-d out. This principle is that the leaf is held between
00

horizontal feed rollers, revolving at a certain speed, while
as the leaf passes out from them, a drum, armed in its

circumference with iron beaters, aud revolving more rapidly
tlian the feed rollers, strips the epidermis aud tissues

away from the fibre, means being provided for adjusting
the beating drum to a proper distance from the roller
or bar against which the phormium leaf is stripjied, so
that the leaf may neither, on the one liand, pass through
without being crushed, nor, on the other, have the fibres
cut. The method of preparing fibre by machinery is a
great improvement over that pursued by the Maoris,
as regards the quantity produced, as they do not obtain
from each leaf one-fourth of the <puintity which is obtained
in machine dressing. The natives cut oH" the leaves about
six inches below the point where the two blades adhere
together, and reject the coloured edges; they also take
much time and pains in preparing the leaf, often soaking
it for fum* or five days in running water, and then beat
it with a stone or mallet. This process is repeated over
and over again for four or five weeks. Consul Griffin

states, however, th.at the fibre dressed by the natives is

far more valuable and beautiful than that prepared by
machinery. The principal competing fibre with Pkvnniicm
ti-iuix is Manilla hemp. This is made from a species of

plantain, called J/usa hwlilis, which is planted generally
on the slopes of hills, and requires shade and plenty of
moisture. The trees are planted about eight feet apart,
and are cut down at the end of the third year, and made
into fibre. A full-grown tree is estimated to yield about
one pound and a-half of hemp. The process of manu-
facture is as follows :

—The tree is cut down and stripped
of its linings ; these are then cut into pieces three or
four inches wide, after which they are drawn underneath
an instrument resembling a saw fixed iu a block of wood.
The fleshy part of the cortex is scraped off, and the
fibre alone remains, which is then placed in the sun to

dry. Two persons, one engaged in cutting do^vn the trees
and stripping them, and the other in extracting the fibre,
can work up about 25 pounds of hemp in one day. The
value of Plwrmiiin tenax exported from New Zealand,
iu the year 1880, amounted to £16,267.—Juiirmd of the

Societi/ of Arts.

FARMING IN JAPAN.
GK.ilN TEA SILK AND SCO.^H.

Consul Van Buren, in a report upon the laws, religion,

government, &c., of Japan, has given some details respecting
the condition of the agricultural classes in that couutiy.
He states that the Japanese farmer, under the old system
of classes, ranked next to the "

Sanuirai," or governing
class ; in the new order, he holds the same position iu

public opinion and general estimation. He is now owner
of the soil he tills, and is taxed according to its producing
capacity. The "

Kocho," or village officer in all agricult-
ural villages, has always been a leading farmer, and some
villages had and still have the right to choose this oflicor.

His duties were to settle petty disputes, maintain the

peace, keep a register of the inhabitants, grant travelling
permits, arrest thieves, and to be a general adviser for
the whole village. Within the last two years the position
and influence of the landholder has been greatly enhanced,
a decree having been promulgated, by which local election
assemblies have been created, the electors to which are
confined to those landholders who pay at least a land
tax of 40s. Farmers in Japan have no seasons of nst,
as in colder climates, for the climate in nearly all pjirts
of the country is so mild in winter as to admit of raising
the hardier crops. A considerable percentage of the land-
owners are not workers, large numbers of the tea, silk,

rice, tobacco, and sugar producers being able to employ
labourers. Almost every farmer can read, write, and keep
his farm accounts. He sends his sous to school, and his

daughters are taught music and needlework at home. Ail
labour on a farm is mere hand-work, a plough being seldom
seen. Sometimes, in the lowland rice-fields, an implement,
five feet in length, with a wooden cross-piece, aud depending
iron teeth, twenty inches in length, set four or five inches

apart, is used, with a horse, as a pulveriser of the soil,

after thf' latter has been thoroughly dug up and worked
over with a mattock. Ninety-nino per cent, however, of
all labour is still manual. In 'l87S, the number of farmers.
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out of a population of 35,000,000, was something over

15.500.000, of whicli over 7,000,000 were women. The
wages of an able-bodied farm-hand are about £7 per annum,
with board, and £10 without board, female labour being
much cheaper. To perform work in a house, or on a
farm, stout healthy women are engaged at from 35s. to

40s. a 5'ear, witl\ food, and from £5 to £6 without food.
The number of hours of labour will not average more
than nine, and in many cases does not exceed eight. The
Japanese farmer is an easy taskmaster, and treats his

farm labourers with great kindness. In ordinai*y farming
there is little skilled labour, but in tea, silk, and sugar
cultivation and preparation skill and experience are require<l,
and paid for with higher wages. A good tea-firer on a
tea plantation, or a silk winder, receives double tlie wages
of the unskilled labourer. The food

,
of a farm labourer

is almost entirely vegetable, and consists of rice, barley
or wheat, millet, beans, pease, turnips, potatoes, onions,
ca:\jts, and a few other vegetable products. In some
districts rice is too high in price, and only barley, turnips,
and iiiii.ot are u>ed. iieligion, custom, popular prrjudice,
and force forbid the use of animal food. The clothing
of the farm labourer in summer is little more than a
thin covering for the body, in winter an addition is made
of one or two cotton garments, with straw sandals or
wooden clogs. The entire clothing for the year does not
cost more than 16s. or I7s. Several holidays are allowed
each year, such as religious festivals and family celebrations.

When a man and his wife work for J'early wages they
will rec ive, without board, about £15. From this they
have to pay from 30s. 40r. for a. small-roomed house,
consisting of two or three rooms, and buy clothing for

a family of four or five. A small garden is generally
attached to the house, from which one-half of the living-
is produced, and it is no uncommon sight to see a child
of six or seven years, with a baby of six months strapped
on its back, gathering brush or dried grass on the commons
for fuel. The homes of the rice, silk, and tea farmers
are the best of all the agricultural labourers in Japan.
The house is often as large as thirty or forty feet square,
always one storey high, with a thatched roof, strongly
built, with verandah in front, aud consisting of five or

six rooms, one being generally kept as a spare or recep-
tion-room. On the tea plantations, ordinary labour wages
are paid for the tillage of the soil, but the man who
trims the plant must be a skilled labourer, and receives
as much as Is. 6d. a day. The tea picking is done by
women and girls, and requires great care. "When working
by the day, they are paid from 5d. to 6d. Tea rollers

and firers must be skilled, and can command from 7d.
to lOd a 'lay. Silk production also gives very consider-
able employment to fai'm labourers, and as better pro-
cesses of prepriring silk are continually being introduced,
and, conseijueutly. a better article is produced, there is

a greater den);tnd for skilled labour, and increased wages
are offered. j\Iulberry plantations are found in fifty of

the sixty-six provinces of Japan, and the business of

silk production is carried on in the house where the
farmer resi-iis. The mulbercy leaves are either picked
off by women and children and carried into the house,
or the young branches, with the leaves on, are cut off

and taken there, where the leaves are picked oft", washed,
cut up. and given to the worms. When the cocoons are

ready for winding, that is also done by women and girls.

To make an even thread requires experience, care, and

skill, and such labour commands wages accordingly. Spin-

ning, warping, dyeing, and weaving are all, more or less,

skilled branches, and require skilled labour. The man
who tends the trees commands ordinary farm wages,
while the leaf pickers, ^vinders, spinners, and weavers of

plain cloth will get as much as lOd. to Is. Sd. a day.
Weavers of fancy-patterned goods are paid at a much
higher rate, recei\'ing as much as 4s., but this is very ex-

ceptional. On the cotton plantations the labour employed
is not skilled, and is paid for at a very low rate. It

was estimated, in 1875, that the total extent of land in

Japan under cultivation was about 12,000,000 acres, giving
to the actual farming population three-quarters of an acre

per head. The tillage is of the most thorough order.

Two crops are invariably raised each year, so that the

producing capacity of the area cultivated is double that
oi the number of acres nnmed.—Jom-nul of the Society

of Art ^.

PROPAGATION BY BUDDING.
Asa school-master is obliged to begin each year with a prim-

ary class, so in a journal like ours, it is necessary to now and
then repeat certain rudimentary lessons. There are many—
probably the majority—of our readers who look to the Amen-
can Agricvfturist as the sole source of their information

Fig. 1.—A BUDDING KNIKE.

in all that relates to agriculture and horticulture. AVheu
these ask us to tell them how to layer plants,
how to prune, how to graft and to bud. and to do
other operations, they will not be satisfied if we
refer them to certain books for their information.

GRAFTING AND BUDDING

have the same end in \new, and the operations are

essentially the same, but differ gre itly both in the manner
and the time of performing them. In both, budding and
grafting, we place a variety that we know and wish to

increase, upon a tree of the variety of wliich we know
nothing. It is a well known fact that our esteemed
varieties of fruit are in an unnatural condition

; so that
when we plant the seeds of these, there is no certainty
that the trees thus produced will bear fruit like the
parent tree—that from which the seed was taken. The
seedlings of our cultivated fruits may produce better kinds
than those from wliich the seed was taken, but generally
the fruit \vill be poorer, and there is no certainty about
it. It is on account of this uncertainty that we propagate
the varieties that we kuow, by grafting or budiling them
upon seedlings about which we know nothing. In grafting,
we use a scion, a twig upon which are several buds, of a known
variety, and insert it upon a tree raised from seed. AVe
plant this scion, or cutting, not in the soil, where it m.ay take
root, but upon a tree which aheady has roots. In budtliug,
we plant a sinffle hud upon another tree. The operation of

BUDDING IS SOMETIMES CALLED INOCULATING,
and the use of this terra,

'*

inoculating," has given rise to an
incorrect popular notion. In the inoculating of animals, in-

cluding the human subject, we introduce a virus, or disease,
which affects the whole system,
aud causes certain changes to
take place within it. j\Iany
have on idea that in " inoculat-

ing" a plant, a similar in-

tiuenco is exerted, and that
the nature of the plant is

somehow .so changed by the

operation, that it will after-
wards bear good fruit. This view
of "inoculation," or budding,
is entirely erroneous. Had (he
bud been left ou the tree
which bore it, it would have

expanded, and pushed from it

a green shoot, which in time
wou!d ripi^n and become a
branch, and ultimately bear
fruit. When we remove the
bud from its tree, and plant
it in another tree, it expands,
a shoot appears ;

this grows
and branches, and the bud, in

time, becomes the tree, as all

the rest of the tree in which it was planted is cut away.
In budding, we need

THE STOCK AND THE BUDS.

The stock, or plant in which we insert the bud, is a

young tree of the same kind as the bud, or of a nearly
related kind. Poach, Plum, aud many other stocks are

young trees raised from seeds; other stocks, as the Quince
for budding the Pear, and those for the Dwarf or Paradise

Apple, are young trees produced by layering. In budding
the Peach, the stocks ;ire from seeds planted the spring
of the same year; the i>lants. with gond cultivation, will be

large enough to bud in Aigust or September. Apple stocks

and others grow for two or more years. But we must now
assume that one has his stocks ready; the next step is

Pig. 2. Fig. 3.
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THE SELECTION OF THE IIUDS.

It is all important that the huds be true to name ;

hence they should be taken from bearing trees. When
a fruit tree has completud its growth for the season,
that is, when the branches have ceased to increase in

length, there then appears in the aj:il of each leaf—the

angle where the leaf joins the stem—a bud. Examine any
shoot of the current season's growth ,

and these buds will

be fomid ; those near the end of the shoot will be im-
matm-e, those at its base small anfl poorly developed,
while between these extremes will be several well-formed,
plump buds. In securing the buds, take always the .shoots

that have grown this year. Such sticks of buds may be
cut, and if prevented from drying, may be kept in good
condition for a week or ten days. When the shoots are cut,
the le.aves should at once be removed by cutting through the

petiole, or leaf-stalk, half of which should remain attached
to the slioot. Such sticks of buds may be kept in damp
moss, damp sawdust, or be wrapped in wet cloths. If simply
moistened and inclosed in a tight tin box, they will keep well.

THE TIME FOR DI'DDING.

varies with the kind of fruit, the locality, and the season.

The usual succession is Plum, Pear on Pear stocks, Apple,
Cherry, Pear on Quince, and Peach. The precise time for

each kind is, when the bark on the stock will "run,"—
that is, when it will reacUly part from the wood, this

being the condition uecessary in the stock; of cour.se the
buds must be plumj) and well formed.

THE OPEKATION OF BUDDING.

is a very simple one, and those who make a busi-

ness of it become very rapid budders. In the

largest nursery in the Southern States, the best

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

buddcr is one who was formerly a slave. In the large
Peach nurseries, the budder has two assistants

;
one goes

ahead aud prepares the .stocks, by rubbing or cutting off

twigs, au'l remo\nng leaves from the place where the
bud is to go ;

the other follows and ties the buds. Of
course the amateur who iuserts but a few buds, will

perform all these operations for himself. It is a matter
of importance to put the bud on the right side of the
stock. If the rows run east and west, the bud is inserted
on the north side, and when they run north and south,
on the \^'est side. It is also important to insert the bud as
low down on the stock as a proper place can be foimd for it.

THE BUDDING-KNIFE.

is the only implement used in budding, and evei^y builder

has his own notions as to the proper form of the b'ade.

Budding-knives, like that in fig. ], are made with a thin

ivory p':*nt at the end, for the purpose of lifting the

bark, bul exiierienccd budders use the blade for both

making the cuts and lifting the bark. The first step is,

to select the place for the in.sertion of the bufl. Two
cuts are made upon the stock, down through the bark
to the wood ; one crosswise, and the other extending
from this downwards, forming a T-like incision, as in

fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the corners of the bark lifted,

ready for the bud. The bud is now to lie separated

from the stick, though some budders first cut the bud,
and hold it between the hps until they have made the
cuts upon the stock. Figure 4 shows the manner of
removiug the bud from the stick

; the knife enters at ,•( half
an inch above the bud, and by a downward cut, comes out
at 11 three-quarters of an inch below it. In making this

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. S.

cut to remove the bud, as little wooil as possible is to

taken off with it. When the bud is removed, it will

consist of, besides the bud itself, a shield of bark, a

portion of petiole or leaf-stalb that has been left attached,
and a small j^ortion of wood removed in the cutting, as
in fig. 5. European budders direct the removal of the
attached piece of wood, but our budders pay little at-

tention to it, as unless it parts very readily from the
shield of bark, the base of the bud may be injm-ed by
its removal. Holding the shield of bark and its bud by
the leaf-stalk as a handle, it is placed in the incision

(fig. 3), and pushed well down. If the stock is in the

right condition for budding, the pushing of the bud to
its place will be easily done, and the b;a'k upon the stock
need only to be lifted at the corners of the cut, to

allow of the entrance of the shield
;
the bark at the upper

end of the shield is then cut square .across, so that it

may fit the horizontal cut on the stock. Figure G shows
the bud in place, and ready to be tied. The tying material
is usually bass-bark, moi.stened to make it flexible

; woollen
and cotton yarn are both used, and .'ome budders use
thin and flexible corn-husks, selected from the interior

layers .at husking time. Figure 7 shows one method of

tying buds, and fig. 8 another. In all cases, the object is

to hold the parts in closest possible contact, and yet
not injiu-e the bud. In about 10 days, or two weeks,
after the iusertion, the buds must I'e looked to; the
stock is still growing, antl a serious strangulation may
occur if the ties are left as they were applied. At this

time it may be ascertained if the oj)Tation has been
successful, or if the bud has "taken." If the bud and
its bark look shrivelled, and the attached leaf-stalk is still

remaining and dead, the operation has failed. If, how-
ever, the bud is still plump, the .shield of bark bright,
and the bit of leaf-.stalk has dropped, the operation is

successful. In case of failure, and tli stock is still in

good condition, another bud may be iiiserted ; otherwise
the stock may be left until next spring, and then be

grafted. \Alien the luds are found to be all right, the
tie may be loosened, or cut through, to allow of the

growth of the stock. The inexperienced will do better
to loosen the knot sidEciently to allow of the increase
in diameter of the stock, but retain the tie to protect
the bud until later. When a bud h; s taken, and the
ties loosened, nothing more is to be done until the fol-

lowing spring, when all of the stock above the bud is

to be cut away. It is, of course, important to properly
label fill! budileil trees, that the kiixl of bud inserted

may b*^ known. In nurseries, this is done by labelling
the rows, but in small operations, the stocks may each
be marked by a label* with the variety of bud inserted.—Amcncan Ac/riculturiit.
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TEA CULTURE:—A REVIEW.

{From the North China Herald.)

The Tea Cydopedia ; a Volume of Selections from Leading and

Oriixinal Articles, Correspondence and Papers regarding matters of

permanent interest and value concerning Tea and Tea-science,

'rea-bli''hts. Soils and Manures. Tea-cultivation, Buildings and

Miuiuiacture. luiscellaueons Tea-topics, Tea-statistics, etc., etc., etc. i

Calcutta—office oi the Indian Tea Gazette, 10 Hare St. i

Though we live in the land of the tea-plant, it is aston-
\

ishin" how little the average resident in China knows

about it. El en those whose livelihood depends upon the
]

once " noble article" are often found to be as ignorant

as is any outsider : their knowledge is confined to the

assumed value of the leaf on the London or New York

markets, and they take httle or no interest in the details

of its production ai.d preparation for sale. So great was

the want of knowledge displayed by those who would

naturally be expected to be the best informed upon the

•subject, that until quite recently, and owing solely to the

investigations made in India, it was an axiom of general

belief that black and green teas were gathered from

totally distinct plants. Such enquiries as might have

led to more accurate information were beyond the scope

nf the merchant dealing in the article, and the best tea-

taster was often he who, confining himself to a practical

knowledge of its market value, had the least theoretical

acquaintance with the conditions ruling its production.

And the apathy thus displayed is not couflued to the

foreign merchaut. The Chinese themselves with whom
he comes in contact, brokers and hongmen, appear equally

ignorant, and Uttle information is to be gleaued from

them. Unless the ^yestern buyer is prepared to speak

the language and to spend a good portion of the season

in the interior, watching with his own eyes each stage of

production, the result of his stay in the conntry will be no

greater, as far as a real acquaintance with his subject is

concerned, than if he had never wandered a hundred

miles from the dingy purlieus of Jlincing Lane.

\\'hile thus, in old times the European tea-merchant

in China was content to purchase at the sea-port and ship

home whatever the native teamen produced for sale,

satisfied to reap an easy profit without asking trouble-

some questions ;
in the present epoch profits are no longer

easy ;
the bright pro.spect5 of former decades are clotided

over,' and the newspapers, when they allude to the subject,

are filled with wailing and lamentation over the hard

times on which we have now fallen. Barely twenty

years ago a cloud no bigger than a man's hand appeared

upon the Western horizon in the sltape of an export from

Calcutta of about one million pounds of Assam tea.

.one looked upon this indication as a warniug of a

coming storm, for it was said Indian tea is bitter and

unpalatable, and is a novel experiment not likely to

succeed on a large scale or to oust from its supremacy
the delicate fragrant growth to which long custom has

wedded tea-drinkers all th" world ovrr. Yet the small

cloud has increased fifty-fold, and the storm has begun
to break with no httle violence, until we find the con-

sumption of China tea actually receding and the average

value reduced nearly oue-half. The time has now

come when all concerned are compelled, willmgly or not,

to pay some attention to the rationel of the subject,

and endeavour to enable themselves to form a judgment

regarding both the present position and the future

pro.spects of the trade in which they are engage.l.

A most serviceable aid to such an mqutry is the file of

the Indian Tea Gazette, which in our opmion every

person interested in the cultivation or the sale of the

article should read -.—if not in the numbers of the

journal as they appear monthly in Calcutta, then lu tlie

condensed form as given in the work under review, in

which is accumulated the cream of eight years issues.

This work possesses farther the advantage of having its

contents classified according to subjects. I uhke Colouel

Money's well-known standard work on tea-cultivation,

Hie Indian Tea Gazette is an accumalation of facts bearing

on every branch of the subject, contributed by various

authors, all specialists, and thus exhibiting the matter

from every possible point of view. Controversies are

carried on by various correspondents, and the reader is

enabled to draw his own conclusions. Every fresh dis-

covery or suggestion as to the improvement of the

mauufacture or in the methods of carrying on the trade

are freely given to the public, thus setting an example
of cordial interhelp which the merchants in China would
do well to emulate instead of as at present (as it would
seem from such glimpses of the buying in Hankow as

are from time to time vouchsafed to the geni'ral public)

throwing dust in each other's eyes. In India it would

appear that any specially fortunate planter hastens to

publish the secrets of his success. Thus we have here collated

the experience of planters scattered over all the various

tea growing districts of India from Ohittagong to the

Punjaub, and the advantages of different methods argued
out, until little doubt as to the best course to pursue
in any given case is left. The soil to be chosen, the

nianm'ing, the plucking of the flushes, whether at long
or short intervals, the withering, firing, packing, ship-

ments, and sale, are all related in detail, and lastly the

opening up of new markets and the supplanting of China
tea wherever practicable is strenuously advocated and
the means of success pointed out. The generality of the

contributors are curt and to the point as becomes practical

men, but a few wild notions seem still to prevail where
China tea is the subject of discussion. Tims at page
23 we find it stated " that the time is probably not far

distant when the tea trade will buy entirely by analysis,

supplemented in a few cases by a taster's report. An
experienced palate will detect particular flavours which

analysis wiU fail to show
;
but a fairly complete chemical

examination of tea is of the highest value, whether as

a guide to the purchaser, or merely to shew its freedom
from adulteration." As well might we resort to chemical

analysis to enable us to gauge the bouquet of Burgundy
and hence its value. At the same time the long list of

methods for discovering adulteration are useful, and the

scientific account of the growth and development of the

XjLaut interesting in the extreme to the tea-drinker as well

as to the grower or dealer
;
but the fact that the flavouring

substances of tea and coffee are chemically identical shews

the futility of trying to arrive by chemical analysis at the

value of an article grown to please the palate. From an

analysis given on page 34C we find that in dried tea the

element theine comprises about one-tenth of the weight
of the whole. The aualy.st also states that theine does not

produce wakefulness, but that its effect on the system is

a .sedative one. Theine and quinine are' similar in their

chemical constituents, and although tea may not cure

fever and ague, it doubtless acts as a preventative. The
next elements of importance in tea are the volatile oil

and the tannic acids. This former element upon which

the commercial value mainly depends, and whose quality
cau only be gauged by the palate of an expert, forms in

the best teas only a fiftieth part of the weight of the

whole. To this is due the distinctive flavour, and no chemical

analysis of it has yet been made. It is to the presence
of this oil that the wakefulness attributed to tea drinking
is due, and it is stated by those who have made these

subjects a special study that it acts upon the system in

the same manner that digitalis
—the foxglove—does.

It is a well-known fact that this sleepnessness and,
when tea is taken to excess, palpitation of the heart is

more marked in green tea then in black tea-drinkers.

This latter knnrffii or " worked "
tea as it is technically

described, and hnnij-cha or " red "
tea as it is popularly

known by the Chinese) loses a portion of its volatile oil

in the "
withering

"
(or, as it is improperly called " ferment-

ation")* which is replaced by an empyreumatic oil developed
in the subsequent firing and to wh'ch the peculiar soft

flavour of Congou is due. A similar effect is produced in

the curing of tobacco ; upon the effectual manner in which

this is carried out depends the absence of the biting

acrid taste of ill-cured leaf, and its consequent nau.seating

elfects even upon the system of the practised smoker.

The volatile oil is still there, but its character is changed.
Hence the importance, in obtainmg a well-flavoured cup
of tea, of employing soft water capable of dissolving the

volatile oil, not steeping it too long so as to overpower
the flavour with the bitter extract of tannin, nor of

boiling the tea, by which the volatile oil is driven oflf and lost.

* The reviewer has here fallen into a curious mistake.

The process of withering, which makes the gathered
leaves flaccid as finest .satin, precedes the rolling process,

after which comes fermentation.—Ed.
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Tannic acitl or taiiniu forms nearly one-fourth part of

the chemical properties of tea. It is a powerful astrin-

gent, and is remarkable as being entirely absent in coffee.

Some attribute to this element the dyspepsia from which
ardent tea-drinkers suffer

; others believe that it aids diges-

tion, but its true physiological action is still a matter of

doubt.
The above is a specimen of the exhaustive information

to be cuUed from the book before us. Part II. is devoted
to a description, illustrated with handsome plates, of the

insect enemies of the tea plant and the best methods of

their destruction. These are '*
rust, mosquito-blight, the

tea-grub and the red spider." We have never heard of

the plantations in this coimtry being ravaged by these

pests, whom doubtless some people engaged in the trade

would not be sorry to see introduced for a season into

China.* They never fail to have a material inlluence on
the production in lutUa, and without them oiu- rival would be

still more fatal. The details of their ravages and the

different methods of combating them are highly interest-

ing, as arc the chapter on choice of ground for tea

cidtivation, and the various processes of planting, curing
and packing adopted in different gardens. We almost think-

an opening for an enterprising
" tea-man "

presents itself

in India to introduce the Chinese system of bulking, which

appears to be entirely unknown there, and which necessi-

tates the bulking in the Loudon warehouses of all Indian
tea. This process, piu-sued at the termination of the voyage,
is doubtless the cause of the bad keeping qualities of

Assam tea. The tea is, as is well known, after being for

some time exposed to the Loudon air, replaced in the

chests, the lead lining of which has been partially destroyed,
and which it is never attempted to re-solder. In China,
the leaf from many gardens is brought up in small

quantities and in its natural state by the so-calU'-d teamen,
who erect or hire packmg houses in the centre of a district,

and then bulk their purchases into chops of 500 to 2, 000
chests before packing. Thus a wonderfully homogenous
tea in merchantable quantity is placed upon the market,
and, until it reaches the consiuner, but a small proportion of

its bulk needs subsequently to be exposed to the atmosphere
for the purposes of sampling and taring. Whether a
similar undertaking in India would afford a safe investment
of capital remains to be proved by experience ;

but we
cannot but think that such a di\-ision of labour would

prove acceptable at least to the smaller planter, who
would thus be enabled to realise his crop immediately on
the spot and be absolved from the risk attending the sub-

sequent stages of manufacture and sale.

Another chapter is devoted to Brick tea, in which our
Indian neighbours ai-e ambitious of emulating Hankow in

the commerce with Thibet.

The question of labour, long tables of satistics, the relations

of planters to the government, the various items that go
to swell the cost of production, are all fully treated of.

For the purposes of comparison it would be most interesting
to be placed in possession of similar statistics of the China

growth. These are unfortunately imobtainable in the

present condition of the country, but the time will doubt-
less come when the foreign advisers of the government
will shew them the necessity of tloing all in then* power
to facilitate the obtaining of information and to improve
the methods of culture.

The competition of India is becoming more serious each

year, and. handicapped as China tea is by greater dis-

tance and by an export duty of fifteen to twenty per
cent ad vahrem, it seems to be only a question of time
when it must succumb to its more favoured rival. Science

against hand-to-mouth methods must prevail in the end,
and with, in India, such ardent intelligence and progressive

knowledge devoted to the subject, as iUustrated in the
work before us, China, so long as no need of improve-
ment is felt, must ultimately, take second place. As long
as European merchants continue to buy freely all that
the t'hiuese produce, this need will not be felt

;
but the

signs of the times point to the coming exerci.*5e of a com-

pulsory reiicencc on their part, tot-filly alien to the ancient
and still prevailing traditions of the trade. Hard facts

* It is prol»able they are present, although scarce in

proportion to the scattered patches of cultivation. Is there
no description of the tea plant and its culture in Chinese,
in which insect or fungoid pests are mentioned ?—Kj).

will have to bo faced and their logic may produce a

change which the most lucid reasoning has hitherto been

powerless to elfect.

A few defects it is our duty to point out ere wc quit
what has beeu a most interesting study. Some incorrect

statements among so large a number of contributors are
almost sure to creep in, and notably in regard to China,
with the tt.'a-industry of which the writers have probably
no practical acquaintance. Here we find such glaring
misstatements as these.—" China never sends us her best
teas"'—"

China, whose people began making tea two thou-
sand years ago""' (p. 293) whereas a few hundred years
would be nearer the mark:—'*The Chinese destroy the

gum by overfermentation
"

(p. 296). Then we find the
idea prevailing among several correspondents that " China
tea is more or less adulterated," the fact being that with
the exception of a very few low-class teas prepared in

Canton, adulteraticn is practically unknown, there being
more genuine tea than the packers in the country can
absorb.* There is practically no limit to the quantity of

tea producible in China, the portion, large as it is, packed
for foreign consumption; forming probably but a small

proportion of the total yield.
The hi.'^tori/ of tea cultivation in India forms another

most interesting chapter. We learn that the cultivation

was originally introduced into Kumaon under government
auspices in the year 1835, when two small experimental
gardens of three and four acres each were planted with
seed sent from China by Mr. Gordon. This was the
result of a Committee appointed liy Lord AVilliam Bentinck
on the 24th January, 1834, "for the purpose*** of the
introduction of the culture in India and the superintendence
of its excution." These early plantations appear to have

languished imder ofiicial superintendence until the year
1843, when Dr. William Jamieson paid his first visit to

the Dehra Dun
;
and in September of that year a favour-

able report was given on the first sample of Indian tea

ever seen in England by the celebrated firm of W. J.

and H. Thompson in Mincing Lane. Dr. Jamieson had
shewn that its culture could be made a commercial success,
when in IS50 Robert Fortune was despatched to China
to obtam both seeds and workmen.
We will conclude our too lengthy notice with a few

figures extracted from the tables wiiich extend to the year
1879. In that year the total area of laud under tea cul-

tivation was 200,000 acres, producing an average yield of

216 lb. to the acre, making a total production of

44,700,000 lb., employing an army of 1,200 Eiu"opeans and

300,000 natives, and an expenditure of 250 lacs of rupees.
It was then calculated that "when all the tea «o?(' planted
out shall have come into bearing, India will produce
70,000,000 lb. of tea !

" The land available for the

production of the future is practically unhmited.
A. J. L.

COCOA AND ITS CULTIVATION

Considering the large and increasing consumption of cocoa
and chocolate, not only in this country but also over a largo
extent of continental Europe, it is not surprising that some
interest has of late arisen amongst those interested in the

supply to consider from whence our future consignments are

to come. It is to be hoped that nothing will occur either

by disease or other\vise to dimini.sh the cocoa crop.s" in the
countries that have been so long famed for the cultivation of

this valuable tree; it is, nevetheless, the duty of planters
for the benefit of the world at large, as well as for

their own pecuniary advantage, to introduce and cultivate

in their owni plantations economic plants of widely different

character, and the cocoa is one that sh'oukl command a

large share of attention in countries where the conditions

of soil auil climate are similar to those of the West Indies

or South America, and particularly of tho.se districts which
are celebrated for the high quality of the produce.
Since the successfid iutrodiiction of the cinchona plants
into India from their native haunts, in the dense damp
forests of South America, oiu* eastern empire lias beeu
looked upon as the probable futiu-e home of numerous

* Much of the lower qualities, if not adulterated

are very poor rubbish. Considering that tea sent from
China pays an export duty of S^d, how is it possible tliat

6d. per lb. or less in England and Australia can pay i*—Ed,
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other useful plants. Ipecacuanha followed cinchona, but
up to the present time its success is far from being
ensured.

In the Island of Oeylon, wliere the coffee plantations
hare been .so devastated by the attacks of the HemUeia
vastutrix, it is satisfactory to know tliat the cocoa (Theo-
hroma Cacao ), has been successful, and quite recently some
of Vie be-.', vari-livs of cocoa plants have been transferred
to Singapore and Fiji. On this subject we quote the
following from the Kew Beport for 1S80—
"Mr. Home, the director of the Mauritius Botanic Garden,

having visited Fiji, at the instance of the governor. Sir
A. H. Gordon, reported to the Colonial Office that it

was peculiarly desirable to introduce into the islands, as
well as the earsteru colonies, -the twelve or thirteen

superior varieties of the cocoa plant in cultivation in
Trinidad.' Arrangements were accordingly made, and iu
the course of last autumn (1880), seven Wardian cases
of cocoa plants were received from Trinidad at Kew
in excellent order, and after examination and repacking
transmitted to Oeylon, whence it was arranged that

portions of the collection should be sent to Singapore
and Fiji respectively. The transmission to Ceylon was
fairly successful, and Dr. Trimen has since made the
distribution. Indiridual planters in the East have already
largely supplied themselves with cocoa seed from Trinidad.
It was thought that it would be advantageous, however,
to have in the Botanic Gardens of the colonies above
mentioned standard collections of larieties for future ob-
servation and experiment. In an official report on the
subject, Mr. Prestoe, the government botanist at Trini-

dad, remarks:—"The best kinds are by no means well
known. Indeed, with tlie majority of growers here they
are not known at all, and they never notice a difference
in the character of the trees, nor that of the s.imple of

produce, except in respect of the Oalabacillo, or wild
cocoa, and this they very rarely eliminate. In the whole
range of varieties, however, there is a difference in the
value yield of at least one to five. Under these circum-
stances, the value of the cocoa plants now forwarded
should be regarded as of rather a botanical or scientific
nature than as an agricultural or economic one for im-
mediate effect, for the variettes being separated and des-
cribed as far as it is practical to have them, there is a
base for experiments and tests as to what are their
real characters, and what may be done with them in the

way of improvement." As usually seen, the cocoa tree

averages 14 to IS feet in height, but if allowed to grow
without restraint would attain to 30 feet or more. The
leaves are very large, sometimes 7 inches in length.* The
plant flom-i.shes best at an elevation of not less than 500
feet above the sea. Notwithstanding that it delights in

great heat, it comes to the greatest perfection in sheltered
situations. In an exhau.stive paper on cocoa cultivation
read before the Society of Arts some years since, it is

stated that the cultivation of the plant extends more or
loss in Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
throughout almost the whole of Central America, Brazil,
Pern, Ecuador, New Grenada, Venezuela, Surinam, De-
merara, Essequibo, and the A\'e.st Indian islands ; it has
al.so been grown in Africa, Mauritius, Madagascar, Bourbon,
East Indies, Australia, and the Philippine Islands. Trini-
dad and Grenada are the sources of the chief supplies,
and they perhaps afford upon their we.stern shores the
finest po.ssible sites of cocoa plantations. The latter

country is of a particularly mountainous character, the
mountains attaining even an elevation of 3,000 feet, forming
many fertile valleys and fine rivulets, more numerous
perhaps than in any other island of equal extent, in

consequence of which it is well suited for cocoa cultiv-
ation. Considering the fine qualities of cocoa produced
in Grenada, that country may be looked upon as the

tyije or copy for planters and cultivators iu other parts
of the world, and the follomng notes refer more parti-
cularly to the system of cultivation as carried on in

Grenada. Upon gi-ound of a steep, hilly character, such
as is found in that country, the .site recommended should
have a west or south-westerly aspect. The crop is said
to be more regular, and the outturn more abundant in

plantations where there are hills and valleys rather than

*On young trees in Ceylon they attain a length of
over 2 feet.—Ed.

upon a level. In con.sequence of the tenderness of the
flowers of the cocoa-tree, it is be.st to select a site for
a new plantation not

too_ fully expo.sed to the effects of

high winds, for, from this cause alone, cocoa crops are
often defective. The question of shade for trees is also
a very im])ortant one in the proper management of a
cocoa plantation, especially on level situations. On this
head we are told :

" An alluvi.al plain, where obtainable
with the necessary qualifications and in the proper
situation, grows a fine quality of cocoa, but does not
necessarily yield the best return. When planted on such
a site the cocoa requires to be interspersed with tall
trees to obtain the neces.sary coolness, moisture, and pro-
tection from the winds. The Ei-i/thiina umhrosa or Corallo-
dendron, called in the country

" Bois immortal," is much
planted in Trinidad, but it must be said of the sy.stem
that the trees keep out light .and air, which are great
necessaries. Much moisture is necessary to the perfection
of the cocoa, and where near a running stream of water
it grows most luxuriantly, but near a stagnant pond
withers .and dies

;
while in the former case the water

furnishes a supply of moisture to the roots, which seems
to act beneficially ;

in the latter it chills the roots and
destroys the tree. The leaves of the cocoa-tree ab.sorb a
large quantity of moisture, .and it is necessary for the
nurture of the tree that the atmosphere generally should
have a tendency to decided humiditry."
Regarding soil, a very important consideration in a

cocoa plantation, it is necessary that it should be deep
and porous, the best is a loamy virgin forest soil where
there is a good deal of vegetable mould. Cocoa, however,
will thrive iu a stony soil because the roots cling to the
stones, from which it is sa.\A they derive a coolness* and
a certain amount of moisture, while they sometimes help
to break up the density of the soil. A retentive or

swampy soil .should in all cases be avoided.
It is necessary before planting commences that the

ground should be thoroughly cleared of weeds. In conse-
quence of the tenderness of the cocoa plants wlien young
c.are^

should be taken that they are not exjiosed to a
blazing sun or any undue coldness of night air. To pro-
tect them from these effects many kicds of trees are
used whose broad foliage form a shelter, and at the same
time prevent the gi-owth of weeds. Amongst the trees
best suited for this purpose are the Plantain and Banana,
the fruits of which give a return during the three years
tliat the cocoa plants are coming into bearing. Besides
the Plantain and Banana some of the tuber yielding plants
are sometimes planted, such as the Manihot or Cassava
(Manikot iitilissima). Yams (Bioscorea sm>.), &c. From
April to June is the time best suited for planting the
cocoa, though, with proper care, the jjlanting may go on
throughout the year. The distance at which the plants
should be sepai-.ated varies according to the quality of the
soil, the most .satisfactory distance seems to be 10 feet a.s-

under for a poor soil, 15 feet for good land and on
rich virgin soils as much as seventeen or eighteen feet,
taken throughout in Grenada, if planted about twelve
feet apart, it is about the best average distance. The
system adopted by the natives in Grenada of close plant-
ing is a great fallacy as is evidenced by the yield obtained
by them. It is not, however, expedient to allow the tree
to

gi-ow_ larger than can be thoroughly nourished; indeed,
to obtain the fullest extent of fruit the cocoa tree must
be pruned in, and in a measure stunted, and the earlier
the land can be covered iu the better as the weeds, so loug
as they have light and air, will grow stronger and more
rapidly than the cocoa."

Care should be taken to plant in parallel lines and the
avenues at right angles mth the lines

; by this means a
better current of .air is maintained amongst the plants,
and the work of the plaut.ation can be carried on more
methodically, and a better supervision maintained. Practice
shows that it is better to plant throe or four seeds in the
space where a single tree is required so as to ensure the
gi-owth of one, and when the growth of one is ensured
the others, if germinated, can be removed. More than
one seed, however, should not be placed iu one hole as

they .are apt to sweat and cause decay. On the subject
of maimre in the cultivation of cocoa it is said that should
it be deemed adrisable to apply it, it should lie done by
* Warmth, sm'ely.

—Ed.
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digging a ring around the tree twenty or tliirty iuclies

from tlie trunk, and burying tlio manure, whirli should
never be otlier than pen manure, the nourisluuent is thvis

given to the extreme tender roots, which are tlie points
whence nourislimeut is received from the soil.

In selecting seeds for planting two practices are adopted,
they are cither taken from the fresh ripe fruits and planted
at once or they are allowed to remain in the fruit after

gathering till the fruit becomes somewhat dry, or rather
the pulp does which surrounds the seeds. The best system
is considered to gather the fruits when ripe, and stack
them in heaps for a few days, after which the seeds are
said to germinate more rapidly.
"When the young trees are fully established the spare

trees may be removed, and may serve for transplanting
into other parts of the plantation, to fill up vacancies.
In trimming or pruning the trees, the object to be attained
is to have three or four healthy primary branches, and
to prune back the others so as to j^revent them touching
each other, and thus to shut out light and air. The
branches should not be allowed to ascend too perpendi-
cularly : the object of this is to keep the trees down to

reasonable limits, so that the crops may bo gathered with

greater freedom. " The cocoa throws out a great many
branches, which injure the productive power of the tree.

It is most important that they should not be too numerous,
nor the foliage too redundant ; the one is the result of
the other, and together they weaken the tree, and keep
off that strength and vigour which the access of the sun's

rays and the circulation of ah- naturally produce. Though
the leaves of the tree are the imbibers of much moisture,
and the sources from whence, equally with the roots, the
tree is nourished, it is essential to allow only the growth
of a necessary quantity, in order that the rays of the
sun may penetrate, and the air circulate, among the
branches. It will, therefore, form the most important
))art of the planter's duty to prune into form the young
cocoa tree."

IMost jjlants are liable, and unfortunately, those that arc
of the greatest use to man seem specially liable, to attack

liy insects or fungi, therefore a sharp look out should be
kept in all plantations that the cocoa plants are perfectly
clean, equally as much from an overgi'owtli of mosses,
lichens, &c., as from insects at the time of flowering ;

this
is especially nece^ary, and it is also the custom in the
best kept plantations, to clear the ground of weeds and
other foreign growths, preparatory to gathering the crops.
The fruits are ripe and ready for picking when they begin
to turn yellow ;

as the fruits are g.athered they are placed,
usually by boys and girls, in heaps, where they are allowed
to remain for twenty-four hours at least, when they are

opened by a slit made longitudinally with a knife or cuthi-ss,
and the seeds pulled out by the hand

; they are then
removed in baskets to the works, where they are placed
on a slope to allow what moisture remains to drain off,
after which they are placed in boxes for the pui-pose of

slight fermentation, or sweating as it is called. The acid

juice that drains off is easily convertible into riuegar or
spirit. This sweating process is continued on an average
for :il>out 24 hours, but it must not be continued too long,
or a sourness is produced instead of the aroma which is

intended. Upon removing the seeds from the boxes they
should be spread out to dry, and for this purpo.se they
should be exposed as much as pos.sible to a free current
of air as well as to the sun's rays. The object of care-
ful drying is to produce a clear, dark red-coloured seed,
w'nich is generally considered a test of good quality, "VYheu

thoroughly dry the cocoa seeds .are packed either in ba"s
or barrels, the latter are not only the most secure, but
the contents are better protected from externa! moisture
or from being spoiled by coming in contact with other
products of a totally different character, which may per-
chance be stowed away with it in the same vessel.

The various uses of the cocoa beau are so well-known
that it is unnecessary for us to go into them here. There
is always a demand for cocoa, and more especially for
cocoa of good quality ; it should, therefore, be the aim
of the planter to produce a seed of good size and colour,
and with a delicate grateful aroma. These may all be
obtained by caie and practice. It is generally considered
that the best prepared cocoas for use as a beverage are
those from which a certain portion of the butter or fat

has been taken. The infusion is thus lighter and more
easily digested; but it must not be forgotten that the
fat of the cocoa beau is not a waste product, but a very
important commercial article, both in medicine and for

mauufactiu'ing purposes, in consequence of its non-liability
to turn rancid.—PUmteys' Gazette.

iU'SKiN .says that linseed oil is one of the most durable
of materials supplied by nature.— Oil mid Drxnf J\V»\s-.

Aktificui. Indigo Aba.vdoned.—The Badische Aniline
and Soda Fabrik has abandoned the idea of being capalile
to produce artificial indigo at a price low enough to com-
pete with the natural color, and therefore has abandoned
the experiments made according to Professor Baeyer's
process. It remains to be seen, however, if the idea of tl:

artificial production of indigo, although given up as im-
practicable at jiresent, will not be realized at some future
time, as a!so it remains to be seen if indigo will always
be capable of holding its own against the indophenols dis-
covered by AVitt and Koechliu, or any other dyestuffs which
may be discovered at some future time.—OH and Drua
News.

The Eoxe Tree.—Captain JIaclear, commanding H. M.
surveying ship Alert wi-ites to the Stamhird last month :

"In August last there appeared in the Standard a letter
from Lieutenant de Hoghton about the pearl-shell fisheries
in Torres Straits. In this he mentioned a curious tree
that picked up bones. The account was so curious that
I wrote to Jlr. Chester, the resident magistrate at Thur.sd.ay
Island, for an explanation, and I think his answer will
interest your readers:—'I have made inquiries about the
tree, and I find that it grows at Marbiac, not far from
Pearson's .Station. It is a kind of Banyan, or fig tree,
and sends down long vines, or tendrils [roots], iVom its

upper branches
; these i un .along the gi'ound, and t«'ine

round any small obstacles in their path, such as bones
and other unconsidered trifles. The vines afterwards contract
and draw up whatever is attached to thom. This is Pearson's

explanation of the phenomenon.'"—.louniid of Forestry.
Ipecacuantta.—The propagation of this medicinal plant

is nov/ carried on at the Ootacamund Botanical Crardens
with artificial heat. This operation was previously con-
ducted in the branch garden at Burliar 2,500 feet above
sea level, but in consequence of the difficulty of securin"
the services of a tr.ained gardener to live in so feverish a
locality, the change to Ootacamund was aihased and
adopted. In the coiurse of a year the number of estalilished

plants was increased from 130 to over a thousand. AMien
once rooted the cuttings can be put out and demand little

attention. They require a well prepared compost of veget-
.able mould, with a liberal allowance of manure. AVater
must be sparingly applied so as to keep the soil moist
but not wet or the plant will sicken and die. AVith the
requisite temperature the cultivation of the Ipecacuanha
is a simple matter requiring no skill. So far as we can
ascertain there lias hitherto been no demand for the cut-

tings with the stock on hand, the superintendent ought to
be able to supply a good number to those desirous of

giving the plant a trial. —South of India Ohsener.

Protective Moulding of Potatoes.—I beg to inform
you that since the publication of my little book, I have
made further experiments which have confirmed in the
most sat isfactory way possible aU the princijjal results laid
down in my pamphlet, as far as the "

protective mous-
ing

" ar I the different soils are concerned. I fear no
contradi tions from practical field experiments if only they
are can\ad out in exact accordance with my directions.
Two things, especially, are necessary, riz. :

—
1, The earth

covering given by protective moulding must be no less
than ab' ut 5 inphes over the upper surface of the upper-
most tu')ers (settling by-and-by to about 4 inches^

• ^

The protective mou'.diiig must be executed before tlie
disease in the leaves has set in, or at least as soon as
the first traces can be noticed by a careful inspection of
the leaves. A covering of i inches is, however, quite
sufficient for sandy soils, but for medium and .stronger
soils .5 inches (to bcgiu with) will

'

e necessary. These
suggestions rest on experimenis re ntly corroborated
J. L. Jensem, Copenhagen. [We shall be glad to hear more
of the results you obtam.—Ed.]—Gai-dCTcr.!' Chronicle.
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Utilisation of Sea-'weed.— M. Alexandre Saint 1%'es

is reported to have succeeded, after numerous expp.riraents,

in extracting from sea-weed a composition like that of starch

and sugar, which is well adapted for the economical manu-

facture of certain articles of commerce, such as imitation

leather, and transparent substances. The sea-weed, pre-

viously washed in pure water, or water impregnated ,vith a

little fime, or potash, is th-ied, and then pounded or ground,

according to its variety, and introduced into a conical boiler.

A soluble substance is extracted by a bath of hot water or

steam, when the residue, on cooling, assumes a gelatinous

consistency.
—Journal of the Hocieti/ of Arts.

Vintage OK France, 1881.—Consul Roosevalt, of Bordeaux,

states that the details given by the Minister of Finance, in

relation to the wine crop, show a considerable inprovement.
In 1879, 25,000,000 hectolitres (the hectolitre being equiva-

lent to 22 imperial gallons) were produced in France ; in

1880, 29,0il0,000 hectolitres ; while in 1881, there were

34,138,715, giving an increase of 9,138,715 over the year 1879.

Notwithstanding this improvement,the yield is still 15,000,000

hectolitres below the average of the ten years preceding 1879.

In the ealy part of last year, appearances seemed to indicate

the prospect of a very much greater production, but the

ravages of the phylloxera, aud the abnormal heat which

succeeded the constant rains of September and October, to

a very great extent blighted the vines.—Ibid.

Red Spider, its Cause and Ouhe.—To a great many
struggling, industrious, and enthusiastic amatem-s this uni-

versal garden pest is a source of annoyance, and often

of considerable loss. Whether it be the imperfectly
trained market grower who pays for liis learning at the

beginning of his career, or the amateur who cultivates

Vines or other fruit trees or plants more for pleasure

aud recreation than for profit, the constant cry is, How
can we eradicate or keep down red-spider? It is not

always safe to recommend drastic measures to inexperi-

enced people, and yet nothing short of a di'astic remedy
\vi\\ oust the enemy from his position. Practical gard-

eners being fully aware of the dire effects of a serious

attack of red-.spider, follow the safe maxim that "prevention
is better than cure," aud therefore give the enemy no

quarter. But with the amateur, the eaemy comes as a

thief in the night, and the sad work of destruction is

well-nigh complete before he is aware of the tact. Vines,

perhaps, suffer more from the attacks of the enemy than

any other plant or fruit tree. In ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred the cause is either absolute dryness at the roots

of the Vines, or an unhealthy condition, brought about

by defective drainage.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.

A PliUv'tee of KXPEiiiEXCE Sends us the following inform-

ation in regard to covering for cinchona trees after shaving,

as being cheap, effective, and expeditious. Take common

glue, gum, or gelatine, or any like substance, melt by heat

with a sufficiency of water, and add Bichromate of Potash

or Crome alum. Take any common paper, such as old

newspapers, cut up into .slips, (by preference 3 inches in

width) anil paint over or on the solution. Dry in the sun.

"Wlen dried, and the colour of the solution on paper has

turned a dirty brown, the jjaper can be used for the

purpose ri.quired. Commence covering, as in ordinary

bandaging, .at the lowest part of the tree, and so on to

the highest portion shaved, keeping of course each turn

of paper slightly lapping over the last turn, and finish

off at the top with a tie of aloe fibre, or threa.l of old

sack. The bands of paper may not of course be long

enough in themselves to cover the whole of the tree, but

one piece can be continued on from the other, if merely

commencing as at first. The painted side of paj.er is of

course exposeil. I have tried this method with great success,

and, if properly put on, the paper will last for months.

Potash Bichromate is about l)d per lb. in England, pud 1 lb.

would be sulficicnt for thous.iuds of trees, when in solution.

Make the gum solution fairly thin, and add to each liquid

oz., say 25 grains of the Potash Bichromate. The action

wli'ich takes place, perhaps you may like to hear, is de-

scribed as follows;—"Gelatine, aided by light,reduces the

Chromic acid of the bichromate to a lower state of oxi latiou

and then enters into combinaiiou with a compound clironnc

acid, produced by decomposition of the acid an I the

celatine, the result being the formation of a leather-like

substance insoluble in /wMvater." The Potash Bichijmate

is I may add, a highly irritant poison.
—

IJa'di/ B.Uetin.

Gtisi FROM Geevillea Eobusta.—In some interesting
notes on the Shev.aroy Hills for 1881, recently commu-
nicated to the Agri-Horticultiu-al Society of Madras by
Deputy-Surgeon- Genera! Shortt, the following paragraph
occm'S :^" Of the plants introduced on these hills, I have

to notice a peculiarity as regards the Grevillea robusta—
one tree, which is now eleven years old. has for the last

two years during the tains producetl spontaneously each

year 10 oz. of a translucent gum which has no smell or

particular taste, is of a pale yellow colour, and mixes

readily with water, when it forms a whitish brown-coloured

mucilage, and as a paste answers all the purposes of the

so-called gum arable for adhesive purposes. The other

Grevillea trees are some two or three years younger, and
have not as yet eWnced any disposition to produce gum."
This statement is a remarkable one, as none of the Pro-

teaceai were known to yield gum.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

CocKCHAFEK GuuBS.—A paragraph in the Indian .Journal

of Forestry is to this effect :—It is recorded in the Revue

ties Eaux et Forets that a forest guard, named Beny, has

Ijointed out a good plan of getting rid of cockchafer

grubs from his garden. He digs holes about 2 feet in

diameter and 2 feet deep, .and fills them with stable litter

covered over with soil. In .lune, in a day when the sun

is hot, the holes are opened, and a large number of grubs
are then found and destroyed. But such a measure would
be of very little use in India. In 1881 in Darjeeling al-

most all gardens were visited by these cockchafer grubs,
who eat oft not only the roots of bulbs and other flower-

ing plants, but stripped the turf from the banks. The

Superintendent of the Botanic Garden made an estimate

that he had destroyed about eight millions of them. This

year the beetle is not uncommon, and it is much to be

hoped that it will take itself off elsewhere to lay its eggs.
A Gigantic Olive Tree.—A correspondent of the Berlin

Garten Zeituni/ states that there is an Olive tree at Bendinal,
near Palma, in the island of Majorca, that has a trunk

13 metres in circumference. The tree is of little height,
and has few branches. Its fruit is like that of the younger
trees. He goes on to say that the Olive trees of Jerusalem
are computed to be 2,000 years old, and they are only 6

metres in circumference. How old, then, he asks, may
the Majorca tree be ? Perhaps not -so old as those

at Jerusalem, we answer. Ooutance, iu his admirable

Historij of the Olive, mentions one tree as having a trunk

12!j metres in circumference close to the ground, and 6|
metres at 1 metre from the ground. This tree stands between
Villctranche and Nice, and was a notable tree iu 1515.

He also quotes another writer, though he does not seem
convinced of his veracity, who describes an Olive tree

whose hollow trunk was so large that a score of per-
sons could take shelter mthin it at once.—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

Amole—A Plant that Yields Soap.—These cacti grow
on the American continent from Mount Shasta on the

north to a similar latitude in South America, and from
the Pacific coast to east of the Rio Grande, through New
Mexico and "Western Texas. The flower stalks are des-

titute of leaves, but are plentifully supplied with branches

about eighteen inches long, from which flowers of wliite

and yellow colors are suspended in the flowering season.

The bulbous rcot is from one to six inches in diameter

and from six to eighteen inches long. A saponaceous juice is

expressed from the root and the fiber of the leaves* is

heckled for the manufacture of mattresses, cushions, and
chair seats. Thi %'eget;ihle soap extracted from the root

has been used tiy the Indians, Mexicans, and others for

many years as a hair wash, and exceeds in purity our

manuficture fr"m aniiial substances. The preservative

qualiti'^s of the ioap arc well known and its use gives the

hair a fine natural glo.v, preventing decay of the hair

and entirely eradicating dandruflF or other impurities on
the scalp. Cattle eat the leaves in the spring as a pur-

gative. And cut into 1 its and thrown on water where
fish abound, the effect is stupefaction of the fish, when

they cf.n be easily taken. The price among the Indians and

Mexicans, who sell it in Tucson, is five cents for a bunch
of two stalks interlaced (mancuerna) . For cleaning flannels

the amole is found vastly superior. It may be hoped
that the manufacture and preparation of amole may become
one of the industrial pursuits of the age.

—Tucson Citizen.

""
Fibre of the leaves of cacti ? Aloes must be meant,—Ed.
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TROPICAL CULTIVATION IN QUEENSLAND:
THE SUGAR ENTERPKIZE THERE

AND IN CEYLON.
Before taking up our specific subject, we may ad-

vert to and discuss today the Governor's suggestion, in

his Speecli to the Legislative Council, of tlie possible
revival of sugar cultivation on a large scale in Cey-
lon, aud the remarks of a correspondent on the subject.
Our impression always has been that the sugar enterprize
in Ceylon failed, not liecause the soil and climate were
not equal to the prodiiction of crops . of luxuriant

cane, but because the proportion of saccharine matter
in the canes produced was so small in proportion to

the watery moisture as to render manufacture un-

profitable : often unpossible. We remember seeing a
Mr. Allan in the neighbourhood of Negombo, ladling

up a mass of bubbling molasses-looking stuflf from a

cauldron, and declaring, in a tone of despair that, boil

as he would.

Double, double, toil and trouble,

Fii-e boil and cauldron bubble,
he could not get the sugai-cane juice to gi-anulate.

That, we believe was, more or less the reason why all

the plantations, from the Dumbera one on which the

late Mr. R. B. Tytler began life in Ceylon, on to the

close of the late Lord Elphinstone's persevering
efforts at Paraduwa were abandoned,—as sugar
plantations. It is very tiiie that all was not failure.

We well remember Mr. MacGregor, who managed
Lord Elphinstone's place (now Likely to be a success
with such "now products" as Liberian coffee, cocoa,
tea, etc.,) bringing a loaf of refined sugar to the
Observer Office, such as could scarcely be excelled.
But mere occasional successes, due, perhaps, to

abnonnally dry seasons, did not enable the

•nterprize to pay, and so sugar plantations and
manufactories with their expensive machineiy, were
abandoned, all but tliat on which some of the earliest

experiments were made, by the late Mr. George
Whiter and continued by his son-ui-law, Mr. Bownnau,
in the vaUey of the Baddegama or Gintara river,
above Galle. The near contiguity of tliis estate (formed
maudy of paddy lands), to a steady market for the
inferior kinds of sugar, amongst the shipping
resorting to Galle, was m the early stages much
in its favour, and before Mr. Bowman's lamented
death he felt encouraged to import improved appli-
ances, the results of which are tlie fine crystals now
for sale in the local markets. But altliough the local
markets—first of Galle aud then of Colombo,—have suificed to support tlie comparatively
limited experiment at Baddegama, it is clear
that operations on a more extended scale could

only command success by the growers being able to

compete in the markets of the world with the sugars
grown on volcanic deltas and m deep rich alluvials
in Cuba, Jamaica, Java, Demerara, Mauritius, and otiier

moi'c favoured countries. What the Ceylon rivers
wash down in the shape of mineral matter is mainly
disintegrated gneiss, and the alluvial matter, apart
from the decayed vegetatiou whicli it contains, is fertile

mainly because of the influence of tropical heat aud
hea\-y rainfall. It will grow luxuriant crops of stalks
and leave

;,
but after a few crops are removed, its

power to mature fruit or to elaborate saccharine
matter is largely exhausted. Fertilizing substances
must then be apiilied and the ([ucstion now is, can
sugarcanes in Ceylon, which arc conunon enough as
an article of refreshing diet in the raw state amongst
the natives, being sweet euough for that pui^pose,

51

be so improved by the use of guano and

phosphates, as to gi-anulate well and yield paying
returns? Even the richest soils of volcanic origin re-

quire manuring after half-a-dozen crops are taken oil

the ground. The competition, therefore, would be

unequal only against those who have large areas of

virgin soil to operate on. Tliis is the case with the

Queensland sugar-growers at present. The river deltas
are by no means so extensive as they are in many
other countries, but still the areas are large. For
instance, in the Mackay district alone it is computed
that there are over 300,000 acres of land suited for

sugar cultivation. The other great' consideration
is the enoiTnous cost of the machinery re-

quired in the scientific manufacture of sugar.
To take in canes sufficient to yield 200 tons
of sugar, machinery, including vacuum pans and triple

effet appliances, would have to be erected which would
cost £'20,000 ; while this sum must be doubled if 500
to 600 tons are manufactured. When we were in th«

Mackay district we travelled with a Mr. Mackinnon,
who paid £90,000 for the pioneer estate, aud, besides

the machinery which he found ready to his hand,
we believe he has made additions at a cost equal to

half the money which he paid for the property.
Operations on such a scale are, evidently, not to be

thought of at present in Ceylon. If experiments are

to be tried, they must be tentative and modest.
We should not like to speak dogmatically, but we
must repeat our belief that (visitations of insect and

fungoid plagues excepted), in our soil and witli our

climate, we can grotr luxuriant canes of all the best

descriptions. The question is not gi-owth but chemical
constituents. If our canes could be brought to yield

juice, of which ten per cent would shew sugar by
the test of Beaume's saccharometer, and if we could

get 20 to 30 tons of su('h canes for each acre, then
we might go ahead. But as a preliminary experi-
ment, it would be well to have specimens of the

canes giown in tlie wetter and the drier parts of C!ey
Ion analyzed and tested for sugar. Sugarcanes which
taste sweet enough when sucked for the sake of the juice,

might be found woefully wanting in the saccharine consti-

tuent when so proved. If, on the other Iiand, they stood

the test, then it would be clear that the cause of former
failures must be looked for mainly in tlie superabundant
moisture in our atmosphere, and a remedy might be dis-

covered in the modification of buildings and machinery.
We are by no means sanguine that Ceylon will ever
take her place amongst the sugar countries of the

world, but, as we can remember the time when the

successful gro\vth and manufacture of tea m our island

was believed to be impossible, because, amongt other

reasons, tea prepared for the Slessrs. Worms,
cost £5 sterling per lb., we certainly feel that

the interesting <piestion started by Governor Longden, in

consequence of his past connection witli sugar colonies,

ought to be fully considered and in\-e3tigated.

In order that at this juncture of renewed discus-

sion of the subject our readers shoidd be placed in

possession of all available information on tlie subject,
we extract from Fergusons' Handbook of Information
for 1876-78, the carefully compiled summary of the

history of Sugarcane Cultiration in Ceylon, a history
marked by failure and disaster apparently in every
case save that of the carefully conducted and longcon-
tinucd experiment by the Alessrs. Whiter and Bowman
near Galle. It would be interesting to know to what
extent they liave used fertilizing sulistauces and of

what kind :
—

SUGAE IN CEYLON.
The sysU'iaatic cultivation of the sugarcane was, previous to

the present century, attenaptel twice ou a l.-ir^e scale in Ceylon,
in tile neiglibonrhood of Kalutara, and both times occiL'iionetl great
loss to those engaged. The late Mr. Winter IT-t, in tlie present
century, introduced cane, planting a litUc uc u- Kalutura in 1826,

and growing it aud manufacturmg sugar, I ub abaudoniug the
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attempt on his remcval to Galle. At Baddegama, a Bengal in-

diL'o nlantir put down an acre of Otaheitau cane obtained from

Mauritius along with his indigo (which proved a failure) and his

estate being iini-thased by Mr. Winter in 1840, the latter turned

1 13 attention to sugar, which grew most luxuriantly. In the Cen-

tral Province, Mr. Tytler was employed to plant sugar in Dum-

bura for Messrs. Acldand and Boyd in 1837-40 and the Peradeniya

sugar estate of Messrs. B.ariug Bros, was opened in 1340. West

Indian and Mauritius planters engaged iu the industry with plenty

of experience and capital, chiefly in the neighbonrhood of Galle.

as well as of Negombo and even of Kandy; and between the

years 1812 and 1846, the following large sugar plantations were

formed in the Southern Province at a great expenditure of money :
—

OoJagaraa on the Gintara river, 30 miles from Galle, by the

B^iron Delmar. Hahangam on the road to Matara, 12 miles from

G lUe, by the Baron Delmar. Telicada on the Gintara river, 9

miles' from Galle, by Messrs. Faulkner, a Liverpool house. Kohila

Wagiu-a, on the Ambalaugoda lake, distant 18 miles from Galle,

by Messrs. Tindall and Co. Paradoowa, on the Matara river, by

Lord Elphinstone. Wilpita, on the Matara river, by Mr. Greg.

Mr. Robert Craig who made a fortune in coffee growing in Kadu-

ganawa, lost it all iu trying to produce sugar near Galle.

In addition to these, small plantations were opend near the

Gintara by Mr. A. Orr and at Waterakka by Mr. Palmer, but

the result was again disastrous, and it was iinally proved that,

while the cane will grow most luxuriantly, the climate is too

moist to permit of the sap crystallizing or yielding a sufficiency

of produce save in the form of raw canes. One by one ivithm

from iive to ten years the larger estates were abandoned and sold

at a heavy sacrifice ; Telicada, Shandon, cost Messrs. Faulkner

£3fi000 and was sold by them in 1852 to M. Montclar for

f.SSO, and he again sold off the land in small lots. There

were' several sugar yjlantations also formed in Ihe Western

Province ;
—at Dalloopatge'dera, between Negombo and Kurunegala,

commenced by Mr. Elliott, and purchased by Mr, G. Fraser,

an experienced West Indian sugar planter ; and at Kntukanda,

Dambawiuna and Etgala or Perth ; but in every case save the last,

coconuts speedily took the place of the cane. In 18G0, the only

places where any systematic cane-growing was still attempted
were at Paradoowa (Lord Elphinstone's, managed by Messrs. Mac

Gregor and Hume), Baddegama (Messrs. Winter); Etgala or Perth

near Panadura (belonging' to Bombay Piu-sees, and managed by

Mr Gay); and Peradeniya, near Kandy (Mes-srs. Barmg Bros,

ma'nnt'ed by Mr. Vallance). Within a few years however,

Paradoowa was sold to Moormen who parted with it to Mr. J.

W. Home, who started there his first speculation in Ceylon, a

grand garden of bananas or plantains, the fruit and fibre of

which were to make the euterprizing cultivator's fortune, until

a great flood came and swept all the trees and his hopes away.
Perth has "been converted into a coconut plantation. Peradeniya

sugar-land has been gradually sold in lots, and Badilegame alone re-

mains with a small acreage under cane,
* the cultivation and manu-

facture of which are combined with several other industries, more

particularly essential oils from cinnamon and lemon grass. The

natives manufacture great quantities of
"
jaggery" sugar for local

use f om their palm trees, chiefly the kitnl CCaiyota urens) and

palmyra, and they have also the sugarcane very freely growing
in their gardens, which adds to the means of subsistence very

considerably, a favorite accompaniment for a Sinhalese pedes-

trian ou a journey being a stick of sugarcane over his shoulders,

at which he munches occasionally as he trudges along. It the

natives paid more attention to the growth of cane especially in the

Southern Province, and allowed it to be manufactured at a

Emopean mill, a good deal of course sugar might still be obtained

for the local market. There are probably a few thousand acres

still under sugarcane chiefly in native gardens. The annual im-

port of sugar into Ceylon are now equal to:—candy and refined

5,6013 cwt. valued at £67.023; unrefined 13,701 cwt. at £20,5.^2;

and palm and jaggery sugar (from India, better made probably

than in Ceylon,) at £4,182.
Of cane .sugar the world's production is given at 2,140,000 tons

—of which one-third is raised in Cuba ;
one-sixth in Puerto P.ico,

and the rest of the West Indies (British, Danish, and Dutch) ;

200,000 tons in Java; 170,000 in Brazil; 130,000 iu Manila ; 120,OU0

in China; 100,000 in Mauritius, and the same in Martinique and

and Guadaloupe; Louisiana 75,000 ; Peru5O,CO0; Egypt 40,u00, also

Central America and Mexico ; lleunion 30,000 : British India and

Straits 30,000 1; Honolulu 10,000 and Australia (Queensland and

Kew South Wales) 5,000 tons.-Nearly a million tons are con-

sumed in the United Kingdom, and rather more ou the Continent

of Emope; in North America 7.50,000 tons; in Central and South

Am.rica 160,000; West Indies 50,000; Africa 50,000; Australasia

100,000 tons; Asia 1^ million tons.

Iu the Madras Pre-sideucy
—

chiefly Bellary and Ganjam—there
are 30,o00 acres under sugarcane.
A scries of practical papers on sugar cultivation appeared in the

Ccyluii Observer of 1841 from the pen of Josias Lambert, Esq., F.G.S.

SINHALESE LABOUR FOR QUEEXSlAND.
Tlic following 13 an extract from the Bundaberg

conesiionjence of the Queenslandd- :
—

In about a dozen places around here sugar-mills .ire

* In Ihe latest Government Blue Book lour sugar Uiilis are still

cixirted from the Southern Province, but we duulit if tliey are

used, unless it be the one at Baddagama.—Cojipileks.
t The tigures for India must be far below the mark considering

how lar^c'ly sugar enters into the food of the Hindoos.—Ed.]

being erected as fast as labour and materi:xl will permit-
Avoca is nearly finished, Fairymead is fast approaching

completion ;
whilst in the Wongarra Scrub much

headway is being made. The canu on the whole looks

splendid, only in low-lying situations showing any
sion of being affected by the few frost? we have bad.

Towards the coast the youngest cane is aa green as a

leek, giving promise of huge returns. The refinery and

pipes leading thereto will be ready to commence opera-
tions early next month. Many Polynesian labourers

are needed to fill up the gaps that will be ma^le by ex-

pireeboys in August. Where they are to come from is

a serious difficulty. Messrs. Nott Bros., of Winder-

mere, are not going to trust to chance, but have taken

time by the forelock by treating for 100 Sinhalese,

which will arrive by the incoming mail-steamer. It is

their intention to obtain regular supplies of these

labourers for themselves and others, The planters are

much pleased with Messrs. Nott'a action in thus helping
them out of a most unfortunate dilemma. It is only
those who live in sugar districts north of Brisbane,

who can form any idea of the value of reliable labour

in developing this important industry. Even with all

the outcry against Polynesians, it is almost impossible
to get anything done by white labour ; to get necessary
work done in a hurry is out of the question. Every
branch of skilled artisans hern ia crowded with work,
anil numerous annoying delays and losses occur in con-

sequence.
In an article on " Pacific Island Labour "

in the

Qneenslander, we have tlie reas'm more fully given

why the sugar Planters of Northern Queensland are

indenting on Ceylon for Labour :
—

What causes have led to the shortness of the supply
of islanders? The islands are not deimpulated. They
arc better known than they were. Trade with the

islands from both Sydney and Melbourne has increased.

Whence then this difficulty? The 17,000 islanders

which at various times have been introduced into

Queensland represent a very small proportion of the

island population. Of these nearly 10 000, up to the

end of 1880, had been returned to their island homes

Having become acquainted with us and our ways
having served their apprenticeship on our plantations
it was supposed that these return labourers would act.

as missionaries of this industry, that having acquired
a knowledge of the world they would induce their

friends and relations to cast in their lot with us, and
thus rise above the simple savagery of their native

homes. It must be admitted that there are some

grounds for disappointment. The natives do not flock

to our recruiting vessels, as it might by some per-

haps be expected that they would. Too frequently
the every reverse of this is the c.ise. Agents are not

tml'requently killed. The recruits which are obtained

are often weak and undersized—mere youths—whose

services are of no great value to tlioir island superiors.

What are the causes of our compantive failure iu

dealing with these interesting people ? It must be

admitted, we fear, that we have not made the best

of our opportunities. They have taken their boxes to

their islands. These contained a few slop clothes which

would soon wear out, some useful tools occasionally,

axes, adzes, and saws, and there was invariably a

f;uu, a Snider rifle, and ammunition. And now it is

quite a common thing for boats apprcaohing some of

ti ese islands to be fired at indiscriminately.

NITRIFICATION IN SOILS AND COFFEE

CULTURE.
No more burning of weeds but rather the digging

of them into the soil on coffee plautations with the

adililion of lime and all the prunings that can be

availed of, should henceforward be the order of the

day. It is evident that a great deal more must be
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done with lime so soon as the railway is open to the

higher districts, and we believe more thorough pruniug
and utilization of all green atutf as well a3 the dig-

ging of the soil will be found to repay on every plant-
ation where the coifee is in fair heart Dr. Taylor of

"Science Gossip" writes;—
As far back as a quarter of a century M. Pastour

suggested that the process of nitrificatioa going on
in soils and waters might be due to the agency of an

organism. The researches of Schlosing, Muntz and

Warington have now proved that this is the case,
and that the organism is a bacterium. This baotervim
is present in all fertile soils, and under proper con-

ditions of temperature, moisture, supply of oxygen,
and the presence of a saiitiable base, it is engaged
in continually converting ammonia and nitrogenous
organic matter into nitrates. These nitrates are the
chief sources whence our crops obtain their nitrogen.
Nitrification in soils has been disciivered to take place
most rapidly in hot weather. The bacterium, which
thus produces nitrification of soils is only one of a

great number of the lower forms of life which are

just now engaging the attention of scientific men.

Amongst others are the life-histories of the organisms
which bring about the changes occurring during the

souring of milk and the ripening of cheese. " Beet-
eickness

"—that is, the unacsountable withering away
and shanking of the beet plant at a time when it

ought to be rapidly growing— has been traced to the

presence of a nematode worm.
Most agricultural chemists regard the vast stores of

nitrogen contained in our atmosphere with envy How
are those supplies to be tapped ? To the man who
can solve this problem wealth and fame are open.
Some plants, chiefly leguminous, have partially dis-

covered the secret. Professor Ville, the distinguished
French agriculturist, advises the European Govern-
ments to unite and ofll'er a large reward for the dis-

covery, 80 as to tempt experimentalists. But the

discovery will be made eventually without any in-

ducements of this kind. Already it has been found
that if 1 per cent of magnesium sulphate be added
to any mauure-heap, the nitrogen is increased by
absorption from the atmosphere.

PROPOSED FORMATION OF A COFFEE
SYNDICATE.

We lose no time in publishing and drawing attention

to a letter from iVIr. Bourdillon, the Secretary to the
Travancore Planters' Association, on the question of

a Coffee Syndicate, so that there may be the

opportunity for consideration of the scheme at the

approaching meeting of the Ceylon Planters' Associ-

ation. The arguments used by Mr. Bourdillon are such
as have always seemed to us to be forcible and con-
clnsive. We can see no possible reason why a distinc-

tion should made in legislation between tea and coflfee,

guarding with strict jealousy the purity of the one]
while free scope is allowed for the adulteration of the
other. Even granted that to some coffee may be dis-

tasteful, unless its native strength is mortified by a
mixture of chicory, surely the two articles can be
sold separately, the consumer mixing to his taste. If
our legislators profeas that this would be entailing
trouble on the consumer from which the benevolent
grocer ought to be allowed to save him, then we replj'," at least, insist on the grocer inscribing on his packets
the proportions in which they contain the genuine
article and the adulterant.

" The true reason why
such arguments are not listened to is that legislation
is influenced more by the powerful dealer interst than
by the coffee-di inking people or their friends. From
the oontant discovery, invention and advertisement

of date coffee, pelotas coffee and other substitutes, the
impressioti might fairly be received by onlookers th.Tt
the genuine coffee was a poisonous imoostor wh )

ought to be as nmch 8up"r3eded by innocuous, if feeble

beverages, as Hans Anderson's character in the tale
was by his own shadow. Coffee, in truth, has been
so put in the background and overlaid by things which
come lilie shadows but do not so depart that, although
the fragrant berry is not a new article like Indian
tea, yet there is a real necessity of proving to the
public the existence and the merits of genuine, un-
mi.xed, unadulterated coffee, which is as superior to
imitations and substitutes as Stilton cheese is to Dover
chalk. The Ceylon planters are the best judges of what
will snbserve their interests, .and it is true that at

present they are likely to fiud a ready market for all
the colory plantation coffee their much-tried bushes
will bear. But as we have not given up heart or

hope, even in regard to our "sick man," King Coffee,
so we think this idea of a Coffee Syndicate" for the
purpose of exhibiting and pressing the claims ann
merits of genuine coffee is worthy of consideratiod
and support.

PLANTERS AND THEIR AGENTS IN S. INDIA.
A '

Garbler' writes :
—

" Please lUlow me to put
'

Dry Cherry' through an
iJlegorical peeler, and try and make something of him.

1. Would '

Dry Cherry' kindly state the weight he
dned his coffee down to on the Estate ? There is not
one Planter in fifty who sends his coffee down to his
Agents perfectly dry and tit to peel. Planters have
few facilities for drying coffee in Wynaad, such as
large barbecues, &c. The mountain dews and mists
are also fatal to proper drying. Could the coffee be
dried on the Estates, cofiee-curing would cost much less
than it does at present, I should also like to know
how he makes out that the samples he weighed on the
estates are bulk for Inilk lighter than after it was
cleaned and put on board ship ? How can he comparethe two weights, of pttrchiuent when it leaves the estate,and that when it has been dried, peeled, sized, garbled
aud packed ?

2. He says he took one lot of coffee and sent it
down to the Coast m three consignments under tbree
marks. I will prove that what he sent down could
not have been parchment coffee, as no parchment, un-
less it was utter refuse, would turn out 122 bushelno
the ton. 95 is about the average. It could not have
been cherry, or mixed, as that averages 140 to 150
bushels to the ton, and never turns out so low as 98What could it have been ? It must have turned out to
be some nevi produce of Fair Wynaad, certainly not
coffee ; but, happy thouglit, it might have been date
conee.

3. He says the coffee that he measured on the
estate turned out exactly the same number of bushels
when It rc'iched the Agent. He is evidently a lucky
dog and had an honest cart contractor; but giventhat the contractor is honest, and the coffee fairly
dry when sent off, I will, as Mr. Dry Cherry wishes to
make a moderate bet, eat his best hat if that coffee does
not turn out the same number of bushels when it
arrives on the coast as when it left the estate :

should it not do so of course Mr. Dry Cherry would
have to eat my best hat, a fine old beaver by Lin-
coln aud Bennett. I guarantee it would prevent the
tonic gurgulations which he appears to be suffering
rom, auil which are, strnnge to say, in his case caused
by excessive drainage. With myself and others, whenwe get an attack of tonic gurgulations (which of curse
IS never, or, well, hardly ever) they are caused by
excessive dampness m the interior of the body • Fx-
shavv No. 1, or gin tonic, taken in too large dose's will
produce the gurgulatious referred to. The only drydrink I know of which will cure them is Dry Monopolo
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but I am wandering from the point again. With re-

ference to the sale, &c., of coffee, if a Company were
started for that purpose, I doubt very much wiiether

they could do things cheaper, and as to the rates

of freight he must well know that if he wishes to

do so, he can ship his coffee by the British India
New Line, whioh is endeavouring to do things cheaper
than the coalition, whose rates of freight have always
been as low as other lines of steamers. As to curing
charges, R50 per ton at first sight appears to be a

high price to pay, but it must be remembered that
for eight montlis in the year expensive works, neci'ssary
for curing coffi'e, and containing valuable machinery are

lyinj; idle ; the same may be said of the greater part of

the establishment of clerks, who have to be kept on all

through the year doing little or nothing. Let '

Dry
Cherry' start a Company and go and borrow money
if he can get it from the Kanks. There is nothing
to hinder a planter from doing that now, except the
one important fact, that the JBanks would not advance
the money. The Coast Agent will not accept a

greater risk than the Banks, and therefore rightly

expect a higher rate of interest on his money. I

envy
'

Dry Cherry' at his being able to put down
R20,000 on the nail ; there are few planters and
even much abused Coast Agents who are able to say
that in these hard times. In concluding my letter

I musi state thiit in writing as I have done, I do
not intend to run the planters down. They are the

j oiliest and most hospitable fellows out, but when
one of their number runs the ' Garblers' down they
must defend themselves, aud therefore '

Dry Cherry'
has been put through the peeler."

—Madras Mail.

TEA IN CACHAR.
The season promises to be a peculiar one, and the

general cry is for rain, and, judging from general ap-

pearances, one-half of the paddy lands vnll not be

put under crop this year. We do not anticipate,
even in the face of this, a very material rise in prices,
as none of last year's crop has as yet been sold,
and a very large portion of the previous year's crop
is still housed in the villages. The present prices
are ruinous to the cultivator, so that a slight rise will

do no one any harm. The rainfall is now from 12
to 15 inches short of last year.
We are now past the middle of the season, and so

far as regards Cachar, the increase in outturn will

not be very much. Most of the gardens on the north
bank of the Barak are far behind, whilst on the south
bank they are equally far ahead, and allowing for

increase in area coming into bearing, we do not think
that tlic increase for export over last year will he
more than lialf-a-million pounds, but the teas are of

a decidedly better quality than last season's. Not-

withstanding, they are fetching very much lower

prices, the brokers do not attribute it to the market ;

consequently the poor planter is blamed.
Tea must be produced locally for five or six annas,

and in Calcutta charges must be reduced to say IJ
annas per lb., in order to make it a thriving industry,
and one which will pay, and new gardens must be

opened out on a very different basis to what they
were in former years. We purpose, in succeeding
numbers, to enter upon the subject of opening out
a new estate, with an object to make it pay at a

price not exceeding nine annas per lb., aud to show
that even that will give a handsome return, provided
economy is exercised in opening out, and indenthu)
for what is only necessary, instead of as in former

years having the godowns in the factories crammed
with machinery of all sorts and sizes, which is not
at all necessary. We have just got most seasonable

rain, and it looks as if it would continue. There is

a long lee way to make up, as much as thirty-five inches
in some places,

—Indigo Planters' Oazette.

CEYLON TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
Mr. A. B. Inglis, late of the Fii-m of Begg, Dunlop

& Co., of Calcutta, and member of the Governor-
General's Council, in the course of extensive journeyiijgs
before settling down to business in London, returned
from a trip to Australia by last steamer, aud we had
the pleasure and profit of comparing notes with him
about Australia, India and Ceylon. As it was he who
induced Mr. Bernard, the present Chief Couuiiissioner
of Bunnah, when Secretary to the Government of

India, to regard favourably the idea of a Government
grant to the Calcutta Tea Syndicate, whose operations
in Melbourne, through the Firm of James Henty & Co.,
have been so eminently successful in introducing Indian
tea to the Australian communities, he was, of course,
much gratified at what he found had been done in the
Southern Colonies, by the Finn referred to in Melbourne
and by his o\™ able and eloquent brother,

" Maori"
Inglis, in Sydney. With reference to Ceylon tea

seekiug a market in Australia, we told Mr. Inglis
that, while most anxious, in return for all that
Mr. Moody had done for Ceylon tea, to induce
all whom we could influence to send tea for sale
to Messrs. Henty & Co., complaints had reached us

regarding the heaviness of the Melbourne charges as

compared with those in account sales from London.
Mr. Inglis told us that similar objections were raised

by the Calcutta Syndicate .and that now the charges
were lowered in their case to 4 per cent. It seems
that the Melbourne cnstom has been for purchasers of
tea even at auction to get long credit, and that in
the introduction of a new article it was felt that the

purchasing brokers must be conciliated. If consignors
wanted theii- money at once of course discount had to
be charged aud this has been specially complained of
as heav-y. We have no doubt, however, that on pro-
per representations being made, all such difficulties
will ere long be removed, and we trust that Cej'lon tea
will yet be as well known and as much appro\-ed in
Aiistralia as it now is in Loudon. It will he of great
importance to the future of' our young and promising
industry that it should have many markets to go to.

'

AGRICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE.

{Special letter).

P.UHS, 26th August 1882.

M. Fleischer, of the Agricultm'al College of Bremen,
has been conducting, since three years, expenments on

peaty soils, to test the eflicacy of pai'tly soluble phosphates
and the supeiiihosphates. The former proved the more
beneficial ;

the phosphoric acid readily soluble is not
absorbed by the humus-earth, so consequently disappears

quickly from the stratum where the roots exist ; indeed
this acid exercises a deleterious effect in soUs ah-eady acid.

Bone-dust, guano, gtlatiuous phosphate, and phosphorite,
in a word, all substances containing soluble phosphoric
acid yielded the same results, on old as well as new
peaty soils. Hitherto it was believed that peat soOs con-

tained a good deal of sidphuric acid, which acted in

the recalcitrant phosphates. M. Fleischer shows that

the energetic action is due to humio acid.

Potash is a fertUi-.ing element whose restoration to

the SOU is indispensable, as it is carried oft' by crops
in considerable proportions. This restitution becomes
the more imperative, when plauts of the leguminous
family, such as clover, disappear to be rejilaced liy moss.

Unwashed wood-ashe^:, containing 6 to 8 per cent of potash
and 3 to 4 of phosphoric acid, often produce marvellous

effects ; the moss disappears, and the clover and similar

plants take its place.
M. Rimpeau at Schlanstedt, and Prince WiUiam at
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Schaumbourg, have been occupied with the influence of

potash on the production of sugar in beet. After the

bedding was cleaned in tlio morning;, the boards were
strewn with 1 cwt. of kauite, and J cwt. of gypsum, per
two tons of soiled beddiuf; : the latter on being removed
was allowed to steep in putiid mine, and in time applied
at the rate of 11 tons per acre, to a marly soU. The
maum'e, enriched with kauite, produced a sKght augment-
ation in yield of roots, over the gyi)sum combination.
Tlie salient fact elucidated by Prince William on his

estate in Bohemia is that chloride of potassium exercises

no essential action in humid years, while in dry seasons

IJ cwt. i)er acre secm'cs an increase of 3 tons of roots

per acre ; that the salt of potash acts less by fm-nish-

ing that element to vegetation than by its absorbing
and retaining Inmiiility for the plant.

The Prussian IMinister of Agi'icultm'e appointed Messrs.

Kijniget Iviauch to study the changes which water under-

goes, and the action it produces when applied in ii'rigation.

The expeiimeuts took place at Munster, where several

systems of wateiings and drainages are employed. About
5 per cent of the water employed, on an average, escapes
by the subsoil ; in a soil destitute of ilssmes, etc., the loss

is less than is generally uuagined : heavy and persistent
rains do not penetrate the soil beyond 12 inches, and

humidity entered in proportion as the sm-face presented
cracks, or was honeycombed by moles, A'c. ; th'ains flow

oidy when the rain has ceased, and discharge waters
that have arrived from distant points, due to accumul-
ation in impermeable strata, &c. The more the temperatm-e
of the water employed for ii'rigation is elevated, the
more beneficial it is for vegetation : the water in flowing
over the meadow cools quickly it the an be cold, while
if the contraiy, it augments rapidly. Even in cold seasons,
the water possesses a sensibly higher temperatm-e than
the soil, thus preserving the latter warmer for a longer
time. The fertilizing action of ii-rigatrng water depends
less on the absorptive properties of the soil upon the
matters held in solution than on the precipitation of

the matters in suspension, and the du'ect absorption of

these nutritive elements by the roots of plants. The
only nutritive element retained by the earthy pai'ticles
with jiersistence is potash, and the water is deprived
of the mineral matters it contains in proportion as the

temperatm'e of the soU, of the water, and of the ail',

augment. It is from the water du'ectly then that plants
extract nuti'iment, save potash, which the soO seizes upon :

thus in the seasons when vegetation sleeps, the water

escaping by drainage from in'igated meadows is poorer
in potash OTN-ing to absorption by the soO, than the

irrigating water itself. The application of jjotash salts

to grass lands under migatiou produces an elimination
of the lime in the soU ; the equilibrium becomes re-

established when the potash ceases to be ajiplied. Similar
observations apply to phosphoric acid. The ii'rigating
water introduces oxygen into the soU, similarly .as does

tilling the laud : it reduces the acidity also of tlie soil,

as the water escaping by the di'aius is in'overbially richer

in acid combinations.

Belgium has started a new idea, that of founding an

agi'icuitm'al station, or technical college, exclusively devoted
to the conduct of scieutiiic and practical experiments
connected with the gro^vth and manufactui'iQg of sugar
beet.

The Pastern' process of vaccinating sheep as a preservative

against eltarhnn, after ]U'oving a success in the north of

France, has tm-ned out the same in the warm south.
The point on wliicli attention is now fixed is for how
long
—

six, twelve, or thu'ly-six mouths—does the efficacy
of the pock endm'e? Time of coiu'se vnR settle the point.
Native Barbary shocp are proverbially known to resist

charbon, but when crossed in France that immunity
disappears.

That other scoiu'ge, the phyUoxcra, continues to ex-

tend its devastations : autliorities are commencing to

make up then' minds to expect that malady as permanent,

and reqiming to annually employ insecticides against it,
as siUphm' is for the oidium. The best insecticide is
still sulphm-et of carbon, joined to fortifying manurings.
Irrigations dm'ing autumn are excellent, and M. Jules
Maistre even practises the same during summer.
The prospects of the beet crop are good : the density

of the juice is remarkably satisfactoi'y : only continued
moist weather can make an alteration.

INDIAN TEA.S.

[The indefatigable Mr. Moody, of Messrs. James Henty& Co., has circulated tlie following information with a
cat,xlogue of 1,253 half-chests oflmhan tea which were to
be sold on 21st Sept.]
The following Extracts are from, a valuable Mamial jn.-t

published in Londmi :— *

One of the most remarkable circumstances in connec-
tion \vith the development of tlie tea trade is the rapid-
ity of the increase iu the production of Indian tea. It
is within the memory of many still eugaged in the trade
that the idea of India being one of the most important
branches of the business would simply have provoked a
smile, and yet, in the year 1881, there was imported
44,.585,00O pounds of Indian tea

; and, large as this quantity
is, it failed to keep pace with the consumption, which for
the same ye.^r was -18,342,000 pounds. This is an increase
of tenfold in fifteen years, and even iu weight is nearly
one-fourth of the entire dehveries of tea

; while, should
money value be taken as the test, the proportion would
be mucli larger, as the price commanded by Indian tea
is considerably greater than that of China.
The taste for Indian tea is rapidly increasing ; here and

there some even prefer it by itself. In Belfast and other
parts of the North of Ireland scarcely any China tea is

consumed, the trade being nearly all confined to the stronger
Indians ; but the greater portions of the Enghsh people
like in every blend at least half China tea.
No China teas possess such sharp piquancy, such groat

strength, and such pronounced yet dehoate flavour as the
better descriptions of Indian teas. To obtain the perfec-
tion of these qnaUties it becomes essential to use the best
Indian varieties.

The cultivation of tea is, in India, much more a mat-
ter of science than it is in the Celestial Empire. The
Chinese, from time immemorial, have grown their teas
on every little available space—sometimes on hillsides
sometimes on patches of land comparatively barren. Theyhave used Uttle or no manure; in fact, the son has fol-
lowed in lus father's steps without attempting to excelOn the contrary, the growth of the tea industry in
India has been fostered by many experiments—experiments
as to the climate most suitable to tea-growing, as to the
soil most congenial to it, and the manure by which it is
most nourished; experiments as to the best methods of
manufactiu'e, and also experiments to ascert.ain the best
kind of plant to cultivate. All these problems have been
solved to a certain extent, but there is no doubt much
progress will still be made.
When, therefore, we consider the difference between a

system of cultivation so barred to progress as that of the
Chines .' and one so enterprizing as that of the English in
India, we cannot wonder that, while Indian tea has been
advancing greatly in public estimation, China tea has made
comparatively little progress.
There is one remarkable difference between Indian and

China teas, and that is, while first, second, third, and
fourth crop China teas are different in character, and res-

pectively
inferior the one to the other, there is nothingm Indian tea to proclaim its rekationship to any particular

crop 01' gathering.
The following are the principal districts from which our

supply of Indian teas is obtained :
—

A.ssam Hazaribagh (Chota Nagpore).
DarjeeHng. Chitt.agong.
Cachar and Sylhet. Xeilgherry (Madras).
Kangra. Dooars.
Dehra Dhoon. .Tulipg. : ie.

Kumaou and .Simla. Rangu: :

Trade.
The Art of Tea Blending : a Handbook for the Tea
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Assam.—Indian teas from the district of Assam are nearly

always strong and pungent, the brokens, in addition, be-

ing thick and rich, The colour of the infused leaf is a

ruddy brown, with a tendency to red. The dry leaf is a

dull, greyish black. The finer sorts ai'e evenly curled, and
abound with Pekoe tips.

Assam is the home of the indigenous plant, and its hot,
moist climate aad rich soil are nearlyperfect for tea-growing.

DarJEELINQ.—Darjeeling teas are full and very flavom'y
but are not so pungent as AsSiims. The infused leaf is

tender and bright. The dry leaf is blacker, but, taking the

average, is scarcely as tightly twisted as that of Assam
teas.

Darjeelings from the Terai (the Terai is below Darjeel-
ing) are probably the best teas that are brought to

England; for full flavour and rich strength they are

unequalled.

Oooasionally Darjeelings are found that do not possess
the flavour for which the district is justly famous. The
tea then is soft and insipid, and is usl'1 -Iss for increasing
the flavour of a blend. Most of the plants in Darjeeling
are from Chin i seed.

Cachar.—Teas from this district are in character
between the Assam and the Darjeeling. They are not so

pungent as the Assams, nor are they as flavoury as the

Darjeeling, but neither their strength nor flavour is to bo

despised. The leaf is blacker than the Assams. The liquor
is rather soft, and occasionally fruity, with a tendency
to be slightly burnt. The majority of Cachar trees are

hybrids.
Sylhet.—Sylhet produces teas that are similar to those

of Cachar, but are more pungent.
Kangrh.—Teas grown in the Kaugra Valley are fine,

delicate, and aromatic. Their infused loaf is very bright,
and the flavour is even eoiieidered superior to that ot the

Darjeelings, but imfortunately they are often thin.

Dehha Dhoon.—Delira Dboon teas are mostly thin,

high burnt, and rather sour. Occasionally the flavour is

rather earthy. They are not very much sought after.

KuMAON and Simla.—These teas are somewhat similar

to Kan^ras. The are very flavoury, and sometimes rich,
but are not unfrequently thin, and occasionally the flavour

is not of a very high order.

Hazaribagh (Chota Nagpoke).—The infused leaf of

these teas is very bright. The liquors are fresh and

flavoury, but also weuk and sickly,

Chittagong.—Chittagong teas are .strong, thick, and
almost nutty in character. Tliey are good, useful teas,

and, for tlieir great strength, are in considerable demand.

Neilgherky (Madras).—The Neilgherry Hills produce
fancy green teas. The black teas from these hills are,

perhaps, the most inferior of all Indian teas. When
Noilgherry teas were first imported the flavour was

decidedly objectionable. It has now slightly improved,
but is still far from perfection. The liquor is thin, mi the

dry leaf black and tippy. Those Niilgherry teas from
Madras must not be confused with the i^ssau. Neilgherry
teas [? Ed. C. O.] which are strong, rough, and pungent.

DoOARS.—The teas produced in this district are simihir

in character to those ol Cachar, but, being considerably
stronger, are more valuable for blending.

JuLPiGOORiE.—Jul|iigoorie teas have a very bright in

fused leaf, and a thick, rich, but rather soft, liquor.

Rangurh.—The infused leaf of this is also bright. The

liquor is flue and fresh, but thin and inclined to be

sickly.
Sorts of Indian Tea.

In the manufacture, Indian teas are generally sorted into

the followim; classes—
Flowery pekoe Broken oringe pekoe
Orange pekoe Do. pekoe
Pekoe Do. pekoe souchong-
Pekoe souchong Do. Souchong
.Souchong Ito. mised tea

Congou Fannings
Broken flowery pekoe Duel

"A note at tlic end of th« catalogue is to this eflect :—
The whole of the Darjeeling teas being mounlaiu grown,
are suitaide to drink alone ; the broken kinds and other

district teas, are flno mixers.

dOFFEE AND MR. STOaCK OF FIJI :

HIS CAEBOLIC ACID VAP0RIZ.4.TI0Jf PROCESS FOE THE

DESTRUCTION OF IIEMILEIA VASTATRIX.

We print on the following page a letter which Mr.
Storek has written from Fiji about his carbolic acid va-

porization remedy for coffee leaf-disease. As we antici-

pated, a "
perfect cure" has not yet been discovered.

On the contrary, Mr. Storek has discovered that his

previous dilutions were rather mild for the formidable

pest he had to deal with. The process, therefore, is still

in the tentative stage. Mr. Storek now uses improved

evaporating vessels and has increased the proportion
of acid to water to 25 per cent of the former. The

vapour then becomes so powerful that it
" eats

"

away the fungus, not only without destroying the

leaves but without injuring the more delicate blossoms !

And this is not all. We understand Mr. Storek to

insist, in the face of what Mr. Ward so strongly
asserted, that the odour is fatal to mycelia however

snugly ensconced in the interior ot the leaf cells.

The statement seems to indicate that with a solution

of 25 per cent of carbolic acid to 75 of water, placed
in proper evaporating vessels, the disease can be ex-

tirpated, from spore to root—wherever the odour can
be made to penetrate. Of course Mr. Storek will

follow up his experiments where he began them, and
we shall be delighted beyond measure to learn that

one or more estates in Fiji have been freed and kept
free of fungus by the constant presence and action of

the vapour of carbolic acid, a vapour, happily which

promotes sanitation generally, and which, as it does

not injure blossom, is not likely to affect the fruit

except for good. Taking it for granted, which we
certainly do, that it would be necessary to keep the

vaporizers constantly supplied (local experiments have
shewn conclusively that they become exhausted, more
or less quickly) the great question now is what would
be the cost of vessels, material, attendance, &c. ? If
the remedy proved as efficacious as Mr. Storek ex-

pects and if it were very generally adopted, no doubt
the quantity of carbolic acid requh-ed might be after a
time considerably lessened, and in any case carbolic acid
is not an expensive substance and could be obtained
in large quantities at a moderate cost. The result

miglit be that whole districts, perhaps the entii-e hill

country of Ceylon, would be subjected to a constant

process of disinfection and deodorization, with no
slight eflect on bacteria in the soil and in diseased
human or animal lungs, as well as on the fungi in-

festing the coft'ee leaves. We need not, of course add
that tea, cinchona and other products would, by the
same agency, be probably freed from insect pests.
At this juncture, perhaps gentlemen who have locally
tried experiments with the vapour of carbolic acid
will relate their exjjeriences. Gentlemen like Dr.
Trimen and Mr. George Wall have oflFered the ob-

jection that carbolic acid is not sufficiently volatile
to be effective, but, apart from Mr. Storck's experi-
ments, we know at least one gentleman in Ceylon
who has come to an opposite conclusion to that of
the scientific authorities named. After the failure of
Mr. Schvottky, for failure, we fear, the result must
be called, we are not, we confess, over-sanguine. But
we hold our miud open to conviction, and we are

ready to hail the man who really succeeds in effectu-

ally and permanently curing our coffee trees of the
most terrible disease which ever attacked them, as

one of the greatest benefactors of Ceylon and of the
coffee producers of the Eastern world.
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MR. STORCK'S CURE FOR COFFEE DISEASE.

Upper Rewa, July 4th, 1882.

De.ur Sir,—Since I, a twelvemonth ago, established
the first experiment with my " method of permanent
vaporization," I have learned agi-eat deal on the subject,
and will now give you a summary of ray experiences
and the final results of the treatment. An account
of the first stage of my experiments has ah'eady ap-
peared in print, and I, therefore, proceed with a
sketch of what followed.

With the low density of the fluid mixture and its

vapors I attained certain I'esults which drew my attention

forcibly to the Influence of the vaporized atmosphere up-
on the mycdia of both tho already rust-bearing spots
and those still in formation within the tissue of the
leaves. Altliough vast numbers of the spores perished in

the act of germination, I could not shut my eyes to tlie

fact that a small j'roportion escaped, as proved by
the reapjjearance of pinspots on new foliage. Of
these pinspots many again died under the treatment,
but the survivors gi-ew laterally, were gi-eenish yellow
in colour, owing to the comparatively large areas of
live green tissue among the branches of the mycelia,
as seen under the microscope. They grew and changed
theu' appearance very slowly, seldom produced healthy
spores, and generally perished with the leaf without

producing any. Leaves so afl'ected would live for many
months. Several occasions, however, when the treat-

ment was purposely interrupted, and the density of
the fluid and vapor sank below a certain level, those

inert-looking spots would develope red rust, usually
around their edges, although I had in themeantime raised
the density by degrees to 7 per cent and 10 per cent of
acid. This demonstrated that the mycelia, even though
temporarily barren under the vaporized atmosphere, have
the faculty of recovering through forming new lateral

buds and branches and are not actually dead until
brown and dry. The signal success I had with a
Liberian tree under peculiar circumstances and taking
into account the periodicity of the consecutive stages
of the development of the fungus, have since deter
mined me to use, what I had before indicated as
a safe limit, 25 per cent, but in fortnightly applic-
ations only, which change in my tactics has been
followed by the best results. I have, in the way
of experiments, repeatedly employed a mixture so

strong, that its vapors eat the spores on fully devel-

oped patches as clean away, as would muriatic acid
a spot of rust off iron, without the least deleterious
effects upon yoimg leaves and flowers, which were both

represented on the plants under treatment. The va-

por produced by a dilution of 25 per cent makes very
short work of the spores, whilst the undeveloped spots
rapidly change colour, turn brown, and die. With
one vessel I used, common cups, I worked at a dis-

advantage, as carbolic acid only partly dissolves in

water, the thick sheet of which, overlaying the stock
of acid in the bottom, was obstructive to the rapid
and steady production of gas. The vessel I ha\'e mod-
elled for general use has with equal capacity nearly
double the evaporating surface, and a simple and in-

expensive contrivance in it will ensure a steady pro-
duction of gas, and economise matei'ial in usmg up
the gi'eatest possible quantity of the acid present in

the dilution by turning it mto vapor. Nor need
there be any fear of danger to the laborers handling
the fluid, as a properly constructed feeder will obviate
that and the chance of any waste.

With Mr. Ward's experiments with carbolic vapor
and the conclusions he arrives at, I entirely disagree.
If Mr. Ward had wished to deceive himself against his

own Ijetter judgment he could not have improved
thereon. By his own showing, the most important
agent for the absorbence and conveyance of the vapor
to the foliage and the fungus patches—atmospherical

moisture—was absent. A sporepatoh in the open air
under the influence of the vapor changes its appear-
ance several times. The older spores in the centre first

begin to look yellowish and attain a dry, gi-itty kind
of look ; the younger spores nearer the edges turn
brown; and after a day or two in the early mornino- with
the dew on the leaves or on a showery day, it will be
seen that the patches of spores, in good health
always dry and seemingly greasy and impervious
to wet, are as wet as the rest of the leaf-sur-

face, the surest sign of their death. I have seen
the spores on new vigorous patches die, and
with those following on below and the layer of
dead ones, fairly form a dish of brownish paste, the
thickness of the nib of a quill pen. The atmospherical
moisture impregnated with the vapor is precipitated
upon both sides of the leaves, thus working the des-
truction of mycelia and spores, and in dry time, when
the foliage is dry, respiration of the leaves through
theii' stomata continues tJie work. It will be seen
from the above tliat the very conditions most favour-
able to the growth of the fungus, calm, dewy nights
and close steamy days, are also tliose under which the

vapor is most destructive.

So much for the action of carbolic vapour upon
ripe spores and upon growing mycelia within the
tissue of the leaves, supposed by Mr. Ward and other
scientists to be sajl'hj eiiscoiiced against the ordinary
enemies of their tribe, and this constitutes the one
chief point upon which I am at issue with those
gentlemen, much as I must admire the keenness of
research and observation brought to bear upon the life-

history of the fungus, and the valuable, because useful
information resulting therefrom.

I have repeatedly seen scientists and other of your
correspondents lay great stress upon the action of the
wind in the distribution of the spores of Hemileia
etc., whilst it appears to me that the passage of
labourers among the coffee, brushing off the spores from
one tree and in the same manner again depositing
them on others, is the chief means of dissemination.
Here in Fiji, nearly, if not all cases of infection dur-

ing the time of the first introduction of the pest
were noticed by and reported to me as having oc-
curred near a landing-place or immediately around
men's huts, in every case plainly pointing to bodily
contact ; whilst infection through atmospherical means
in a country were coffee plantations are for the most
part so small and so far apart could only happen
through the merest chance. With you in Ceylon the

monthly system of weeding would sufficiently account
for rapid contagion.

I was much pleased at Mr. W. Sabouadiere's letter
and flattered at the notice he takes of my doings and
writings. The Nestor of coff'ee planters recognizes the
soundness of the principles upon whicii I have based
my operations, and would go a good deal farther in
the application of my treatment than I ever dared
contemplate, even thougli I more than once hinted
at the expediency of removing every possible source
of reinfection outside of plantations under regular
cultivation.

The gratuitous remarks of Mr. Schrottky upon my
mode of treatment I could have overlooked, had he
not committed the naivety of stating

' '

that he would
have been glad to borrow anything useful from me,"
when he had already borrowed that which constituted
the chief featui-e of my process, and through which
he hopes to change his own, a manual and dii-ect

treatment, and as such a failure on the face of it,

into a neutral, permanent itnd successful one. Mr.
Schrottky 's doiiigs lack every element of original
conception and invention, nor will borrowed plumes
avaU him anything. JACOB P. STOKCK.
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THE BRISBANE BOTANIC GARDENS.
From the Brisbane Botanic Gardens and from tliose

of the Acclunatization Society the farmers and hor-

ticulturists of Queensland have been liberally sup-

plied with plants suited to tropical and intertropical

climates, to the great profit of individuals as well

as to the advantage of the country. The Botanic

Garden, judging from its last report, seems as flour-

ishing and useful as ever. For instance, it is stated

that :
—

Several varieties of cinchona have been planted, and
are doing well. I here have also being planted seviTal
varieties ot Landolphin, valuiible rubber plants dis-

covered in West Africa by Dr. Kirk. Tri.-il beds of
Liberian coffee and Assam tea have also been formed.
Two stools of each variety ot sugar-cane in the collec-

tion at Osley (fort.v- two in all) have also been planted
in these beds, and have do«n remarkably wtll.

And we have a reference to both sjjecies of coffee

in the following extracts :—
It is also mentioned in this report that during the

year many coffi-e planters from Ceylon have visited the

gardens, and all have expressed their admiration of

the productiveness of the coil'ee plant in Queensland,
as shown by the group of specimens in these gar dena—the crop of berries being greatly in excess of any-
thing they have seen in Ceylon for some years, owing
to the ravages of the coffee-leaf disease. This dise^ise

being unknown in this colony, it is the unanimous
opinion of these gentlemen that if cheap labour could
be obtained coffee-growing would become a great and
profitable industry ; as it is, many small farmers are

turning their attention to colfee-growing, and find it

more profitable than the exclusive cultivation of corn
or potatoes, especially where there is a family of

children to gather the berries. Several small quanti-
ties of green berries have been disposed of in Brisbane
at from 8d to lOd per pound. Liberian offee also

promises to do well, at least in Northern Queeusland,
it being very successfully grown on the Herbert River

by Mr. F. Neame, of Macnade, and Mr. H. A. VVick-

hani, of Maragen. The demand for plants of this

variety has been exceptionally great from all parts of

the colony, and all applicants have been supplied
from the plants in stock. In order to guard against
the introduction of disease, it is intended not to intro-

duce any more seed frum Ceylon or Fiji, the seed of

Liberian coffee kindl-' sent from the Herbert River

being quite equal to the imported seed.

Upwards of 5,000 coffee plants have been distributed,

including 1,000 Coffiea Lilcrica, of which there are
now 2,000 plants in stock.

The demand for general economic plants has also

been very great, especially from Northern Queensland,
and among others the cinchi na tree has been
distributed. The resources of the establishment
have been taxed to the utmost in the supply of tro-

pical economics, and if this is to be maintained in-

creased means of propagation will be required. Dur-

ing the year 15,000 plants and ninety collections of

seed were distributed.

The curator acknowledges his indebtedness to the
British-India Company for gratuitous carriage of plants
and seeds to and froui Europe.

In connection with the Oxley Forest Reserve, it i«

stated that when it became known that the sugar-
cane growing on this reserve was to be distributed

among intending planters, applications from all p.arts
became very numerous, aud during August and Sep-
tember, 40 tons in forty varieties were distributed
to seventy applicants. As it was impossible to meet
all demands, an .additional two acres was plan ti^d, aud
this will probably be all required fur distribution this

season. Notwithstanding the drought the young cane
has done exceedingly well, wnich may be attributed
to the ground h.aving been well cultivated before

planting.
The forestry department has also been considerably

extended. A quantity of plants of silky oak (_Gre-
villca rohii^ta), Moreton Bay eliesnut {Caslanospermum
Aii.itrah-), p\aiies [Plataniiii occidftitalis), poplars, willows,
and midberries of various kinds have been raised.

There are now ready for distribution about 15,000

plants of red cedar (Gedrela AuMralis). It is much
to be regretted that owners of suitable land do not

plant this valuable timber tree more largely, especially
when any number of plants would be supplied by
the Government from this nursery.
That little word "

if
"

is amongst the most import-
ant in the English language. If only the Queens-
landers can obtain a sujjply of cheap labour and if

they can only keep out the ubiquitous aud deadly
fungus, the coffee euterprize may be as great a suc-
cess amongst them as sugar promises to be. Btit

there are gi-eat diiiiculties about cheap labour, and we
fear that, in ceasing to import seed from Ceylon and

Fiji, our southern friends have but closed the stable
door after the steed was stolen. If Hcmihia vastalnx
followed Ceylon coffee to Fiji we scarcely see how it

is possible that it should not develop in Queensland.
But whether it does or not coffee is not likely to be

grown on a large scale until the labour wants of the

sugar euterprize are met. The Agricultural editor of
the Qucenslandtr states :

—
A correspondent writing from the North, and com-

menting favourably upon the article on "
Coffee,"

which appeared in our pages a few weeks back, ex-

presses surprize that we did not recommend leaving
large trees standing here aud there in the plantation.
It is hardly possiide for any one acquainted with, the
nature of our forest trees, aud aware ot the scant
rainfall ot the colony, to say one word in favour of
such a practice. Established forest trees semi their
surface roots through every inch of space within 50
or 60 yards of their stem, aud if they find a bit of
worked giound will pounce upon it, to the injury
of the tender plant ; and even if weekly attentions
were bestowed upon such worked plots the feediug
roots of the olrl veterans could not be kept out of

it. Besides, the coffee plant is not tender so far as
sun is concerned ; it revels in our greatest heat, so

long as it is well supplied with moisture
;
water in

good quantity, however, is a siiK quel non, and for
that reason large trees would be the bane or ruin of
the coffee shrub. In climates such as Ceylon or Java,
where the raiuf.ill is nurstlj' in excess of recjuirenients,
large trees may be of service in absorbing some of
the superabundant moisture. The only things that
have ever withered thpciififee plant in Queensl.and, so far
as can be ascertained, .are frost and drought, either
of which cut up the plants severely. To avoid the
former, plant only well up on hill-sides ; and to escape
drought, practice deep cultivation.
The position taken up respecting shade even in the

dry climate of Queensland is, we believe, correct ; at

any i-ate in the deprecation of leaving old forest trees
ui the gi'ouud. But it is a curious mistake to sup-
pose that shade would be useful in .lava and Ceylon
because of superabuiidant rainfall. It is not because
of the heavy rains at one season of the year, but
because of the trying drought which too frequently
follows, that shade is deemed necessary in .Jax'a, anil
even there the original forest is not left standing.
Special shade trees, such as the dadap (a sjjecies of

trythrhm) are employed. The experiments tried in

Ceylon have ended in the general conclusion that,
where coffee camiot be grown wdthont shade, it h.ad
better not be tried. Apart from the effects of the
roots of old forest trees in robbing the coffee bushes
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of nutriment, the dense shade and the drip are

serious objections. In Southern India, however, shade

is generally used, the favourite trees for the purpose

being Indian figs. Many of these, including the noble

Moreton Bay Fig, are native to Queensland, so that,

if the coffee enterprize is really entered on extensively,

experiments with trees likely to be most beneficial

and least injurious as shade can be easily tried.

THE INDIARUBBER INDUSTRY IN BRAZIL

AND CEYLON,
is the subject of discussion in the Kio Press. The
Eio News writes :

—
Concerning our coramonts on the new rubber-pro-

ducing industiy of Ceylon, and of the backward state

of that industry on the Amazon, our esteemed contem-

porary, the Diario do Gram-Pard, contests both the

accuracy of the observations of Mr. Henry Trimen of

Ceylon, from whose report we made a full extract of the

discussion on "coffee" and "rubber" and the deduct-

ions wliich we drew from them. We are inclined to

believe that our colleague misunderstanils the position
assumed both in our extracts and and in our comments,
as he devotes his whule attention to proving the com-

parative superiority of the ParJi rubber, and of its

inexhaustible supply on the Amazon. As far as we

know, no one seeks, to under-rate the excellent qualities

of Parij rubber, nor the immense supplies still within

reach. What we sought to demonstrate was the ener-

getic measures adopted iu Ceylon and India to cultivate

this product, and the apparent good chances of success.

We then drew attention to the apathy existing in this

country on this growing coinpetilion
—just as it has

existed in the cane of cotfeo production
—and of the

wasteful process still employed in the industry on the

Amazon. We also drew attention to the gradual re-

cession into the interior of the rubber-producing
localities, giving the receipts this last season from the

Rio Beui as an instance. The Diario replies that the

Beni is in Bolivian territory, and that the rubber came
down iu canoes until it reached the river steamship
route, where it was shipped down the Amazon by
steam. This, however, does not meet the argument.
We held that the rubber industry in Brazil is etill

primitive and destructive, and that it is steadily re-

ceding into the interior, thus increasing the costs of

production through increased inland transportation.
We learned from one of our Pani or Amazouas

contemporaries that the first shipment from the

Rio Beni came down this last season to Manaos—and

all the way by canoe. Whether gathered on Bolivian

territory or not, it still proves the truth of our state-

ment that the industry is receding into the interior.

Furthermore, our colleague must admit that scores of

rubber-producing localities ou the lower Amazon are

now eutirely unproductive and deserted, and that even

the villages of rubber-gatherers have gone up the river

with the opening of new seringdcs. So true is this

that travellers are often shown the sites of these aban-

doned villages, now over-grown with new forest. These

facts prove the correctness of our argument, and should

prove also the logical conclusion which we drew that

the industry is iu serious danger. It is all well

enough to point out the excellence of Paia rubber,

and its steadily iucreasing comtuercial importance. In

this connection it should be remembered that the in-

creasing export is due to the increasing uses of rubber

througliout the industrial world, aud that this means

as muc: for other producing countries as for Paril.

Whenever the cost "f Para rubber becomes too high
in comparison with other grades, nothing is more cer-

tain than that manufacturers will make more miniite

classifications of grades for special uses, and will find

a wider use for the inferior grades. If Brazil eliooses

to sleep until that time, sUo will then Cud that the

52

child of today has grown into a strong man—that the

new ijroducers who are now planting, cultivating and

experimenting, have won a position where they can

compete on adv.antageous terms. Even admitting that

Ceylon and India may never be able to produce a gr:'de

of rubber equal to that of Pard, the fact still remainpth.it

they will eventually conquer an important part of the

consuming market and may restrict Pard to the supply
of a special grade for special uses. As in the case of

coffee, it may occur that production will outstrip con-

sumption, in which event prices and profits must fall.

In such case how is Pard prepared to meet the emer-

gency ? Her source of supply will be distant and

diminishing. The cost of production and transportation
will be high and increasing. And she will be totally

unprepared to make economies. We beg our colleague

to remember that nothing is ever lost by looking facts

square in the face. The export at Pari has been iu-

creasing hand over baud, but that means also a corre-

sponding destruction of the source of supply. It mens

nothing more than that more people are engaged in

the business, and that more rubber trees are com-

pelled to pay tribute to the demands of trade. In a

developed industry this would also mean a more ex-

tended cultivation, and a consequent addition to the

permanent wealth of the country. In the Amazon
rubber industry, however, it means nothing of the sort.

The people are becoming no wealthier and no more

civilized. The land is not tilled, no new permanent

improvement, are being made, the country is really

not a shilling richer than before. It is true that a

few more traders will gain profits from the industry,

and that the tax-gatherer wdl gain new revenue from

the increased product, but of what real value is ibis

to the country ? No country ever yet taxed itself

rich, and no country ever gained but a slight per-

manent advantage from the profits of its frontier

traders. We do not doubt the natural advantages of

the Amazon valley in this respect, but we do doul^t

the wisdom of continuing so important an industry in

a primitive stage. , , , i

The writer then goes on to contrast the backward

state of Brazil first visited by the Portuguese under

Caldeira three years before the pilgrims landed at

Plymouth Rock and the progress of New England.

The fcctilements ou the Amazon do little yet except

to collect aud export forest produce which constitute

14-15th3 of the exports from Para for the half-year

ended June last. Rubber shewed for $12,350,000,

say £l,--.'35,000 for the half-year. At the same rate

for the 12 months, the value would be £2,470,000.

Our readers will thus see the great importance of the

trade which the Brazilians are exhausting.

HINTS ON TEA CULTURE AND MANU-

FACTURE.

Tea planters throughout all the various districts of

India Cejlon and Java are now straining every nerve

to reduce the cost of production, whilst at the same

time improving the quality, and hence the tol owing

practical suggestions, prepared by a London hrm having

the a.^ency of a large number of Indian properties,

deserve wider publicity then they have hitherto been

accorded Ihey arc specially directed to the more

perfect economical working of Indian tea gardens, but

they are equally applicable to the case of Ceylon, Java

and Johore :
—•

^ ,. j-i

Some of the more important points to be kept steadily

in view are—
l&t—Pluclcinrj the green leaves at an earlier stage

of development—allowing at the cnmmencement of

the season a free growth of shoots for the formation of

youn'' wood. It does not necessarily follow that this

would entail auy material reduction iu the amount

of crop, aud auy partial loss in g_uanlily
would be
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more than compensateil for by the higher standard

of qaatdij aurl value attained, and by the healthier

tone that would be imiiarted to the London market

by the general adoption of this principle. In like

maunur any partial or occasional reduction in the

daily taslc tor leaf gathering, rendered necessary Ijy

this syati-in, would be fully covered by the greater
money value of the day's work, whilst there would be
a substantial relative economy in all the subsequent
operations, inasmuch as a maund of green leaf giving
tea worth an everage of Is (id per lb., costs quite as

much iu charcoal, mauipulalion, leavl, boxes and

freight, as one giving tea worth 28 per lb. Taking even
the extreme case, Ihen, of a reduction of one-fourth in

thn bulk ol the crop, if accompanied by a corresponding
improvement iu the quality, there would l)e a positive

saving of 25 per cent, in tht items indicated, whilst the
market would be less glutted, and the absorption of the

inevitable iucrtase <if importation incident to extension

of cultivation would take place under more regular
and natural conditions.

There are no doubt times—such as when a siiddeu

Hush of leaf comes out simultaneously all over the

gardens—when it would be difficult to carry out this

system and at the same time gather all the leaves. If

such cases cannot be adequately met by a partial gather-

ing of the suital)le leaves over the whole area, then

there can be little doubt that, rather thnu goon gather-

ing coarse large loaf to produce comparatively worthless

and unsaleable tfas, it would answer better to softer a

portion of the garden to run completely hanjie for a timi',

and to turn back aud gather the leaf, wliile in a suitable

coudition, on the earlier plucked portions. The ease

with which a basket may be filled vvitli overgrown
leaf no doubt atlords a strong inducement to the

coolies to persevere in that direction, but this is a

minor difficulty which no competent manager would
admit himself unable to control. The manager has

also to guard against a tendency on his own part
to strive after hvlk in his crop as being the most

important consideration, and the test by which he is

likely to be judged. The sooner this illusory prin-

ciple is discarded, and quanlity, without being lost

sight of, made strictly subservient to qiialily and

profit, the better it nill be for all concerned.

2nd.—The subsequent treatment of the leaf in the

teahouse—the UHtherinr;, rolling, fermentation, firing,

sorting, and packing— a.\\ demand careful attention and

supervision, if tho fruits of all the preceding labour
and expenditure

—
just within our grasp so to speak— are not to be more or less sacrificed .and lost. In

withering it is necessary that there pliould be ample
space, and in rolling that care should be taken to

avoid putting too much leaf into the machine at one

time, and not to carry the process into excess, thus

injuriously affecting the strength of tire liquor to

obtain, what is of infinitely less value, a well-twisted

and a good-looking leaf.

Important, however, as these operations are, there

is less room for serious error in them than in the

following one of fermentation, to hit the right degree
of which requires more study and di?crimination

than are generally given to it ;
and failure at this

point is, beyond doubt, one of the most prolific causes

ct poor teas ofweak liqunr It is no unusual thing to

meet with twosamples which, havingas nearly as possible
the same appearance in the dry state, ebow such a mirked
difference in the infusion as to m.ake one worth from
3d to Gd per lb. more than the other—a difference

geuorally traceable to an error in fermentation, though
it may also occur in the firing

—more frequently
from insufficient than over firing

—or from the tea

being allowed to lie about and become more or less

musty before packing.
While Ihe two extremes of over aud under fermenta-

tion have to be avoided, the general tendency is to

err on the side of excess. This sometimes occurs from
inability to recognize the true indications of sufficient
fermentation ; sometimes from a want of appreciation
of the importance of the point, aud allowing it to be
treated iu a haphazard routine fashion by the tea
makers. One cause of over-fermentation may be found
in the habit, prevailing in many tea-houses, of allow-

ing the leaf to lie about iu heaps too long before

firing, waiting for space to be available on the dhol»a
or trays, there being a tendency, more especially in
factories where steam is employed for the purpose, to

push on the rolling of the leaf without giving any con-
sideration to the adequacy of the accommodation for

firing it off while at the right stage of fermentation.
Another fertile cause of over-fermentation, producing
dull, weak, and sour teas, is want of care in seeing
that the fires are kept brisk and bright, and that no
more leaf is put on each chatnce or tray than can be
quickly fired ofif. When a thick mass of leaf is put
over a slow fire, fermentation of course goes on even
more rapidly than before, stimulated by the gentle
heat, and a dull sourish tea is the certain result.
Rolled leaf is iu a fit state for firing ofl just as the

original green colour is turning to pink. The outturn
of the infused leaf should be a bright salnwn brown.
The first firing has thus been incidentally dealt

with ; the sorting, being a mechanical process
which may be modified from time to time to
meet the requirements of the market, does not
call for special remark in this paper, beyond point-
ing out the great importance of its being done as

promptly as possible, to be followed by an equally
prompt final firing, carried to the point when the
tea giTes off the well-known malty aroma, aud pack-
ing in a warm state—a most essential condition—so
as to preserve the full freshnesa and aroma of the
teas. Delay in this, and allowing the teas to lie

about exposed to the atmosphere, is next, if next,
to error in fermentation,—a most common and potent-
ial cause of deterioration, and one which cannot be
too watchfully guarded agaiust. Whilst, then, the
most strenous efforts should be made to have all

the operations (from the time the leaf is gathered
till it is packed as tea) following each other iu their
due order without needless delay, it may sometimes
happen, from pressure of work and an inadequate
labour force, that this cannot be accomplished unless
at a greater sacrifice than would result from a temporary
delay in sorting and packing. To meet such cases,
each factory should be provided with a few zinc-lined
bins for storing the made teas, or where these do
not exist, bins may be eaiily and cheaply made of
ekara and naga, mats or machana raised foom the
floor a sufficient distance to allow of charcoal fires

being kept constantly burning below them.

This being the test by which brokers and buyers
iu England are guided in the sale and purchase of

teas, it is certainly no less essential that it should
be systematically and carefully applied by the pro-
ducers, in order to obtain an approach to certainty,
or anything beyond empirical, haphazard results, in
the standard of quality.

THE COTTONSEED OIL INDUSTRY.

Speaking of the new era of prosperity for the .South,
Commissioner Kenner, of Louisiana, of the United
States TariC Commission, said to a reporter lately ;

—
" I made the prediction five years ago, aud tho

present state of the business justifies the prediction,
that the manufacture of oil and other products from
cottouseed would within twenty-five years bring from
one fourth to one-third to the South of what our section
then got from the staple itself. This would yield
an increase in revenue of probably not less than

.?10O,OOU,OOO, The business has entirely grown up
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since the war, and it is only within the past ten years
that it has attained any importance. There are now

eixty-five or seventy mills in operation or being erected,

and the progress and profits of the manufacture are

already established. When the chief mill in New
Orleans was e.stablished some ten years ago we paid but

fromS7 to .$10 a ton for the seed. Last year we were

obliged to pay from S16 to $19 a ton. At first we could

get such a supply as we wanted along the watercourses,

and the transportation cost but little. The demand has

grown to such proportions th.nt we must now go into

the interior, and the difl'erence in the cost of getting the

seed to market makes the dilference in the price to us.
" For every bale of cotton—400 pounds—there are

1,200 pounds of seed. The annual cotton crop amounts
to about six million bales, which would yield, after

reserving the necessary seed for planting nest year,

about two and a half million tons of cotttonseed. This

seed, if manufactured into oil, oilcakes and other

products, would be in value not less than $75,000,000,

and probably §100,000,000. All of this seed before the

war, with the exception of that used for planting, was

thrown away. We now buy all that we ciin get. With
increased facilities of transportation, permitting the

planters to ship their seed to the mills, the entire crop
will be uiilized, because the piotiis of the manufacture,
with the price at not more than $20 a ton delivered at

the mill, will induce the e.xpansion of the business until

the whole crop will be used. There will be always a

ready market. All that is now made is readily sold.

There are four products of the seed—the oil itself, liut

necessarily left on the seed in the process of ginning, the

cake and the residuum left after clarifying the oil.

The oil is used for table purposes aud for cooking ; the

oil cake for feeding animals and for fertilizers,; the resi-

duum for sodp stock. Out of one ton of seed we get

thirty-six gallons of oil and about seven hundred

pounds of cake, besides the lint and residuum. The
total value of the manufactured product yields a very
handsome profit. Our markets for the oil are Italy and
the Mediterranean ports : for the cake, England and

Germany. Of course, large quantities of both are also

consumed in the United States. Good judges declare

that where cottonseed oil i.s well made and clarified it

is hard to tell the difference between it and the best

olive oil. Both are vegetable products, and there can

be nothing purer or more free from injurious effects

upon the stomach than is cottonseed oil. I have no

doubt that the time will come when it will be used with

fully as much savor as the salad oil from Europe. It is

now need by thousands who cannot detect the difference

between it and olive oil. I look to its manufacture as

one of the great factors of the future prosperity of the

South."—Oil and Paint Review.

Quinine.— Dr. Tuckerman says:
—"Quinine may

be rendered tasteless ly giving it with powdered
slippery-elm bark. Take about 5 grains of the bark
and mix with about half a table-spoonful of water,

stirring till the mass is thoroughly mucilaginous ;

then mix in a dose of quinine, and give it to the

patient, following it with a swallow of water. The
bitter is barely perceptible,

— J/ec&a? Brief.

VaniIjLA.—the new crop vanilla has not yet ap-

peared in the market : we have therefore no quota-
tions to give. We do not of course make any men-
tion of a few small lots of which the preparation
was not even completed. The gathering of the pods
is going on slowly, the ripening being somewhat late

this year in the elevated regions of the island, from
which we now receive the greater part of our vanil-

la. Gradually as the gathering goes on, it becomes

apparent that the falling of the pods has been more
serious than was anticipated at the commencement.
We cannot however pronounce with any certainty on
the probable amount of our crop for 1882-83.

Enemies OF Tea.— "Planter," Balaugoda sends us
a small box containing one or two 'caterpilliri,

'

which
have bean doing much damage by eating down bis tea

seedlings. The '

caterpillars,
' we are sorry to see, are

none else than the common destructive black grub,
against which patience seems the only effectual remedy.
They will disappear as suddenly as they come, and
meauwhile the tea seedlings will in the majority of

cases send up a fresh shoot. Kerosine ought to do
good, but the bed might also be watered with lime
and water, or soot and water, and the grubs picked
up and killed as they come to the surface.
Naphthaline has recently found a new and import-

ant use in medicine. It has been found that this

hydrocarbon is an excellent antiseptic, which kills

fungi and bacteria in a short time. For surgical
bandages and in contagious diseases, so far as experi-
ments have been made, it has answered an excellent

purpose, and seems well adapted to replace in many
cases those antiseptics now so much used, namely,
carbolic and salicylic acids, and iodoform. It has
one great advantage over carbolic acid, being absolutely
free from poison, and can, therefore, be used in any
desired quantity without causing any disturbance
It also surpasses all other antiseptics in cheap-
ness. As lOU kilos ot pure naphthaline can he bought
for 60 marks (about 7 cents per pound), there is

no doubt that it will soon find general use for med-
ical purposes.

—Oil and Paint Review.

Chinese Textile Manufactures.— It may not be
amiss to call the attention of the British cotton and silk

trades to the fact that the Chinese are makiug arrange-
ments for the manufacture of both textiles on their own
account. Under this head in the reports recently issued

by the American Consuls—one of whom. Consul Stevens,
states that a cotton factory of the most perfect con-
struction ifl shortly to be erected in Shanghai. Consul
Bandinel writes from New Chiang to the effect

that the local officials contemplate establishing a com-

pany in the very heart of the silk district, for the pur-
pose of employing foreign machinery in the treat-

ment of the raw article and in the prrjduction
of silk piece goods. In view of this undertaking, the

cottagers of the adjoining districts have been ordered
to acquaint themselves with the most approved niethnda
for rearing the worms, killing the cocoons, and reeling
off the silk. It need scarcely be observed that if the
Chinese seriously set to work to provide themselves
with their own cotton and silk piece goods au unniis-

takeable blow will have been delivered at our Lanca-
shire and Cheshire commercial centres.—London Tin,es.

Casuakina Cultivation at Madras.—A Corres;io-

ndent, writingfrom Madras, says:
—" A great part of

the road (between Ennore and Madras) is bordered by
casuariua plantations, looking as neat and well kept as

many coffee estates. The trees are planted in rows aud

carefully watered when necessary. Weeding is also

attended to, so that the young plantations look very
well. And all this upon poor sandy soil which used
to be next door to waste land. It is on the coast,
and I believe that the sea-breezes are said to have

something to do with the success of casu.arina cultiv-

ation here. Most of the plantations are owned by
Europeans, but the natives have begun to open their

eyes aud see what benefits are to be derived from
such an enterprize, so that I suppose there will be

great demand for the many thousands of young plants
now in nurseries. Ennore is a lovely spot, with a
salt water lake at its back and the sea on the other
side. Fine bathing and the lake is large enough for a

good sail." Casuariua cultivation ought to do well on

many parts of the east coast of Ceylon, but then
there is no market there, and on the west coast tht^

mor,' valuable coconut palm is ubiquitous, while firt-

woiid is obtained along the line of railway to Kandy,
from the wil [cassia tlorkla) andother indigenous rees.
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f^ixumesptxti^moe.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

OIL OR EXTRACT OP EUCALYPTUS AND
GUMS : USEFUL HINTS BY AN

AUTHORITY.
Dear Sir,—In reply to a planter's enquiry (page SS4)

as to how the oil or extract of the eucalyptus is prepared,
I send you the following from Squire's

' '

Companion
to the British Pharmacopceia." -.—"Liquid extract of

eucalyptus rostrata.—gum 1 part, water 2 parts : dis-

solve and strain. An excellent remedy in arresting

bleeding from the nose : to be injected into the nostril.

Liut dipped in it checks bleeding from wounds. The

gum is used in doses of 5 grains every 4 hours in

riiarrhcea and dysentery. The oil is obtained from the

leaves by distillation."

Reading of the antiseptic properties of blue gum,
and the question

" can we not turn our gum trees

JQ Ceylon into some use," reminds me that large

quantities of cashew gum are not collected and used,

owing to persons not knowing that it can be utilized

as well as gum Arabic if dissolved in cinnamon

water, which is an antiseptic and keeps the gum from

fermenting and tui-ning so ur. It is not generally
known that distilled cinnamon water, which can be

bought fresh from the oil manufactories in Colombo,

preserves animal matter also from decomposition. It

can be used for preserving flesh meat and specimens
of natural history without decomposition. Large speci-
mens of fleehy matter after being immersed in sijirits

can be transferred to vessels containing cinnamon water.

This reminds me also of the beneficial effects of the

pure oil of cinnamon for curing lameness in horses.

A couple of teaspooufuls of the oil and equal parts
of salad oil slionld be well rubbed in on the affected

part which will be blistered slightly ; after which there

will be an oozing of watery humour. A little olive oil

should now be applied, and the lameness will disappear
if the remedy has been properly used. At this season,

when horses are afffcted by strokes of "land-wind,"
it will be found invaluable ; also when rubbed out-

side the windpipe for catarrh. A light oil, resembling
that made from cloves, is prepared by natives from
the leaves. What I have found useful is the pure
heavy oil, which sinks in water, and is made from

the bark of the cinnamon tree only. For human
adults equal parts of cinnamon and olive oil make a

good liniment for chronic rheumatism.
Yours faithfully,—MEDICUS.

NEILSON'S PBOCESS FOR CUEING DAMP HAY
AND CORN.

Thatched House Club, St. James' Street, London, W.
Sir,—Reference is made in a letter in your over-

land issue of 27th July to Neilson's exhaust fan for

rick drying. I have given this fan a moet success-

ful trial this summer, and, without being able to say
what it may be capable of doing with cinchona bark,
I may shortly explain the process witli hay. In a

damp and partially aired state, the hay is carted into

a round or square stack, in the centre of which a

flue is formed in the usual way. A 9-inch drain

pipe, laid underneath the stack, serves to connect
this flue with the exhaust fan outside. Thermome-
ters placed in tubes, set in the stack during building,
shew the temperature in the interior. In 24 hours
the heat registered will rise to 160°, when it is neces-

sary to set the fan in motion. If driven by hand,
it will reduce the temperature to 120° in about SO
minutes. The process is repeated day by day until

the stack is permanently cooled and cured. This

usually takes a fortnight. Heat sufBcient to engender
steam is necessary in the stack before starting the

fan. The damp is thus extracted in the form of

steam, and cool air is drawn from the outside equally
through the stack. Unless the hay is allowed to

heat, it is impossible to cure it. In making hay by
this process, sun is still necessary. The fan supple-
ments the sun, but does not take its place.

Failures in its use have been numerous, but chiefly
have arisen from attempting too much or from oare-

les.iness.

There are numerous patterns of fan. I have used
one by Phillips of Newport, coating £12. It is of

iron and gives about 1,200 revolutions a minute. Driten

by steam or water 2,400 revolutions are obtainable.

I have given the subject considerable and careful

attention during the last twelve mouths, and with

Ijerfect success. I shall be much pleased to give any
information in my power, and hope the system may
be of use to Ceylon. The cost being sm.ill makes
it worth a trial. It would be easy to work the tan

by usual estate water jrawer, and, provided the cur-

rent of air can be distributed evenly over the bark

operated upon, mould should be, I think, prevented,
and the drying much accelerated whenever the air

outside is fairly free of moisture. Long cylinders
made of reepers and ceiling cloth, wherein to place
the bark, might answer the purpose. But practical
trials will have to be made, before this can he ascert-

ained.—Yours truly, CHARLES S. COX.

CULTIVATION OF RICE ON COFFEE
ESTATES.

Kalutara, 7th September 1882.

De.4R Sir,
—The very interesting letter from F. B.,

in your issue of the 5th instant, on "Tissamaharama
and the rice-growing enterprise of Europeans" opens
an important question for discussion and careful con-
sideration.

In times of depression like the present any new
outlet for European enerpy and safe investment for

European capital with early and good returns will be

eagerly welcomed by every one interested in the

colony. The object of this missive is to direct at-

tention to what miglit be done on many estates in

the lower districts and to ask Mr. Benzie, of Donside,
to give the public, through your columns the particu-
lars and returns from his cultiv.ated ravines, as he
can write with some authority, having a consideiable

acreage under cultivation and being past the experim-
ental stage.
There are at the present moment many old estates

at medium elevations which are barely paying their

way or being worked at a loss with a hope that in
a few years new products will take the place of old,
and cocoa, tea, cinchona, or Liberian cofifee flourish,
and pay, where coS'ee arabica has died out or gone
back so much as to be worked at a loss.

On most of those estates large quantities of manure
have been applied from time to time and want of

drains has sent a considerable amount of it down to
the flats or edges of ravines, which have consequently
very valuable deposits, if available for rice cultivation.

That in many cases those flats or ravines could be
cultivated in paddy to great advantage there can be
no doubt, and, while the outlay would be very small,
the returns in the shape of rice for the coolies would
go a long way to keep the pot boiling till the better
times (we have looked for so long) come round.

Ramasamy is a very long-suffering party when he

gets his weekly allowance of rice; and an occasional

rupee, but when the rice is stopped he "cuts up
rough" very soon. The possibility of being able to

grow rice for estate requirmeuts (a very few bushels
do nowadays in many cases 1) and being inde-
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pendent of the tribe of gentlemen who go about with

massive gold rings and red umbrellas, and not unfre-

quentlj' a bundle of summonses by way of amusement,
and have the monopoly of the rice trade in their own

hands is enough to send a gleam of hope to many a

down-hearted and hard-up planter.—Yours truly,
B. F.

P. S.—I think Mr. Benzie told me his returns were

from 50 to 70 bushels paddy per acre, as compared
with 20 to 25 in good, lowoountry paddy fields.

B. P.

HYBRIDISM IN CINCHONA.

Hope Tea Estate, Ouchterlony Valley Nilgiris,

September Sth, X882.

Deae Sir,—Having read in the colnmns of your ex-

cellent periodical, the "Tropical Agriculturist," vai ions

articles and letters on the above important subject,
I shall feel much obliged if you will permit me,
even at this late period of the discussion, to add
a few independent remarks in support of the hybrid

theory.
I believe that no supposition is more generally

entertained than the erroneous one that cinchona

will not hybridize or cross-fertilize. This popular idea,

however, is supported by very tottering evidence, and
even after taking into due consideration the most
salient points argued in favour of ueu-hybridism
the fact must remain conclusive to any painstaking
observer that hybridism and cross-fertilization prevails

considerably and in some instances extensively among
the various species of the genus cinchona. Any per-
son who has studiously examined I he many varying
forms of trees on the Nedivuttum plantations must,
I am certain, arrive at tlie same conclusion; but I

think the most distinct results are to be seen

among the mm-e recent pucgeny of the Nedivuttum

trees, many of which are now nourishing on tlie most

important estates in the Wyuaad and Ouchterlony
valley, the marked difference not only being dis-

tinctly prominent as regards form, shape and struct-

ure of leaf, but the habits of the trees, the colour

of the flower, forms of oapsulo, &c., differ iu many
instances most materially, and forms may be noticed

gradating in every conceivable degree between all

the commonly cultivated sjjecies. On the Hope
estate I have noticed the " Pata" of Mr. Cross—
Pubescens—and two more less distinct kinds spring-

ing up spontaneously among the many self-sown

seedlings which originate from a few mature sueci-

rubra and officinalis; and in this instance I may
mention there is not a seed-bearing tree of "Pata

"

or even Pubescens within several miles.

The arguments of some gentlemen extend over a very
unlimited and indefinite range when they bring forward

the case of wild plants and even mention animals in

support of their views.

I for one fully believe that the range of hybridity

among plants in a state of nature occurs but rarely.
Under cultivation, however, circumstances are brotidly

different. Here we have a number of .species of cin-

chona all having their natural reproductive orgaus fully

developed, that have already been under cultivation

several years, and .vet we are told they will not hybrid-
ize or even cross-fertilize in any other way than

that of artificial impregnation, and even any permanent
beneBt arising from this process has been more than

doubted by several recognized authorities.

Many of our leading horticulturists at home are

clever hybridists, nnd they are also perfectly aware
that the tpecies of many genera hybridize, under the

influence of insect agency when growing in convenient

proximity ;
but now we are asked to believe that cincho-

nas, even when seven or eight species are planted

together indiscriminately without any regard to specific

separation, will not take advantage of this very natural
method of crossing.

Very few persons doubt the geunineness of our
famous hybrid perpetual roses or cavils at the origin
of the choice hybrid forms of primulas, calceolarias,

begonias, orchids, &c. &c., and the many hundreds of

choice fruits improved on from time to time
; but if we

are to credit the anti-hybrid enthusiasts all this must
go for nought, leaving us no alternative but to passively
accept the probability that all these fine hybrids must
have existed contemporary with Noah's ark or the
still more remote days of Methuselah. *

The only definite way in which to settle the contro-

versy to the satisfaction of everybody concerned c;-.;)

only be attained by a series of carefully-conducted
experiments with the inferior as well as the more desir-
able kinds, and, if one or more of the leading growers in
e.ach cinchona district, combined to undertake simul-

taneously a course of experiments and at the couclusiou

carefully compared results, there can be but little doubt
that the supporters of non-hybridism in this genus
would find tliemselves considerably enlightened, and I

for one firmly believe it to be only a question of time,
when by judicious crossing and selection, forms will be
obtained equalling in value and exceeding in robust-
ness our now famous Ledgeriana.—I am, sir, yours
faithfully, W. T. KEMP.

Ouchterlony Valley.

CALISAYA MORADA.

Udagama, September Sth, 1882.

Dear Str,—It may interest some of your readers,

especially those who have any of the seed, to read
the following extract from a letter just received :

—
Can you spare me me a little of the Morada cinchona
seed ? 1 saw a small packet which you had sent up
liere to . I am told the bark {hwk ?) glist-
ens with quinine."
To shew the care taken to procure the real thing,

the following remark that I find iu an old letter
from South America may aUo be worth quoting. Re-

ferring to a proprietor who could, if he liked, supply
the best, it concludes by saying "it is next to cert-

ain he would supply me trash,"

Sometime ago I wrote to a friend to whom I had
given a little that I believed it would turn out ciu-

chona "rex"—an opinion I see no reason to alter—and
I venture to write again about it, as the subject
is one that must be of some importance to cinchona

growers; for it amounts eiiher to possessing the best
kind in the world (for surely the Bolivians themselves
should know it, if any one does ? and that they regard
C. Morada as suc/i is certain), or, as Mr. Moens says
in his letter to me, its counteifiit, and "trash,"
not only representing a complete waste of purchase
money, but a waste of the ground it is planted
on, and, as he adds : "nothing but disappointment,'
and a loss of profit at the end of, perhaps, five years.'
It is either one thing or the other.—J. C. R.

P. S.—There are no more seeds of any kind
for disiiosal, but, as application has also been made
to me for "cuzco maize blanc," and particulars as to
its "superior characteristics," I copy a few from Mark-
ham's iiook, in case you may think them of suffici-

ent general interest to be worth publishing.

(Extractfrom Marhham.)
Ttie Ciizco maize, aud the quinua of ttie lofty punas of the Andes

are two cereals which are most valuable in their native land.
Cuzco maize is one of tlie great results of Ynca agriculture, one
lasting proof of the civilization of ancient Peru. Maize, nfl a
cereal supplying millions of people with food, is one of the most
useful gifts which the Old Worlil recei\ 1 from the New. iSut

* According to the received chronology the death of
Blethuselah took place in the year of the Noachian deluge.—
En.
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the maize of Cuzco siuTJasses all otlier kinds in it3 yield and in its

The earliest notice of this maguificent corn is -from the Ynca

Garcilasso de la Vega who was horn at Cuzco and brought up upon
the Cnzco maize, and who pablished his account of it in 160W. He

says that what the Mexicans and people of the Antilles call mai', the

PeruviauB call sara. He adds that there are two kinds of sara. One

is bard and the other is tender and highly esteemeil. The Peru-

vians made different kinds of bread and cake from the maize.

The sacrificial bread called canca, tile festive bread hiimiimta, or-

dinary bread thanta. Thev also made fritters called api, boiled

puddings called mufi.toaste'd grains called camr./ia, and cakes. They
made a fermenteil li.iuor from the flour called acra.and a strong spirit

called »ora and riiiapii, as well as vinegar. A good sugar was

obtained from the stolk. The stalks and leaves were used as food

for cattle, whilst the leaves of the cobs were in request for rubbing
and smoothing stones for sculptors. The Ynca Garcilasso tells us

that he saw all this with his own eyes, and was sustained and

nourished on this •'ara until his nineteenth year. ^
The .Tesuit Acosta, who was in Peru from 1.570 to 15S6, speaks

in admiration of Peruvian maize. He s;ns it grows on stalks,

each one producing one or two cobs, ami that on some of the

cobs he counted 700 grains. It must be planted by the hand, one by

one, and not very close together, and it is not uncommon to

gather 300 bushels for 1 bushel gown, whilst the green leaves

and stalks are used for food for cattte and mules.

The Cuzco maize is so called from being cultivated in tlie

warm valleyi in the neighbourhood of the ancient capital of the

Yncas, but two to three thousand feet below the site of tlie old city.

Its grand proportions are due to the careful agriculture of the

Yncas during many centuries. The stalk grows to a height of

15 feet, and the grains are four or five times the size of ordinary

maize. The grains were white, red and yellow, yellow, red, and

purple, and there were double cobs of immense size which were

looked upon as sacred.

The year of the Y'ncas was regulated with reference to the

maize ciUtivation. In June the people were occupied with the

irrigation channels. Then came the sowing, the ripening, and

the harvesting, each ^vitll its solemn festival. In the month of

Ayrihiiay (April) they reaped and harvested the crops, singing
a chant calleil yaravi: and the Ynca himself with his nobles

assisted in reaping the crop on the Colcampata, beneath the

fortress of Cnzco. These wise sovereigns held the science of agri-

culture in high honour.
Cnzco maize wa-s, and still is, cultivated in its greatest glory

in the lovely valley of Y'uoay. It should be grown at heights
from 8,000 to 3,000 feet above sea-level.

Here the Yncas constructed those marvellous hanging gardens
which bear testimony to the skill and taste of the designers
and where the Cuzco maize was gradually brought to perfection.

The terraces are wider at the edges of the level ground, and,

as they ascend the mountain sides, they become narrower until

the topmost terrace, some 1,00U feet above the valley, is scarcely

two feet broad. The terrace walls .are of rou^h stones, slightly

inclined inwards, and varying in height according to the slope of

the mountain, from 3 to 15 feet. An artificial aqueduct, starting from

the verge of the snow, is conducted tlirough the amieiies, whence
the water is led along each terrace. The terraces were filled with

rich soil from which every stone was removed ; and here grew
the noblest of all the varieties of Cuzco maize, > the yiira-sara

or white maize (J/ai2 S^awc) of Y'ncay. The palace of the Yncas

high up on one of the loftier terraces was surronndevl by the

glorious maize of Yucay, and had a view from its halls quite

unequalled for combined loveliness and grandeur.
In a subsequent report Colonel Chamberlain said that the Cuzco

maize was incomparably the finest variety he had ever seen, and

that for table purposes there was nothing known to him equal

to it. He adds that it could be used as a most excellent and

nutritious food for cattle.

The next year Colonel Chamberlain sowed a quarter of an

acre with 400 seeds which produced 38,000 grains in magnificent
cobs and GBl) lb. of greem stems. He pressed out 640 lb. of

stems in a sugar mill and boiled the juice which gave 15 sirs

of raw sugar or 4 lb. of refined
suijar

and foOT bottles of spirits.

This sugar was of good market value for refining, worth 8s to

148 per cwt. If the proper methods had been used from 10 to

IB lb. of refined sugar, instead of 4 lb., would have been obtained,

which is a third of the quantity produced from sugarcane. But the

sugar is an Axtra product.

GRAFTING LEDGERIANAS ON SUCCIBUBRAS :

IMPROVED METHODS.

[The following very iuterestiug letter deserves and
will receive the best attention of cinchona planters.

—Ed.]

Ouchterlony Valley, India, September 12th, 18S2.

Ueak Sir,
—The following remarks regardinjr graft-

ing C, Ltdgeriana upon Stici-indira may prove of interest,
if not of })enoHt, to some cf your numerous readeis

in Ceylon, at present engaged iu propagating this

valuable variety. I have seen several luetlu'tls de-

scribed from time to time, but, as the foUowiag are

original, as practised by myself, I now embrace the

opportunity of placing them at your disposal.

In the tii'St instance, the stocks suitable for grafting

are prepared as follows :
—Select the requisite number

of plants, the size and age of which must correspond
as nearly as possible with that of the graft, and, after

trimming the roots liber.ally back, head them down to

within 6 or 8 inches of the collar, and plant them

temporarily in a shaded bed of light soil until fresh

young rootlets commence pushing, when the plants will

be ready for the grafting operation.

My grafting is performed by stumping the stock

finally to within 2 or 3 inches of the collar, then

with a sharp knife make a clean cut upwards entirely

through the plant, leaving a clean, sloping surface about

1 in. or IJ in. iu length, terminating it practicable
with a bud. Then take the graft, and, after making
a cut of a corresponding and similar length downwards,

place the cambium lips at once together, binding the

whole gently but firmly with any good tying material

available.

I find a vegetable fibre which decays in a short

time when subjected to atmospherio moisture prefer-

able, as it. obviates the necessity of loosening the ligat-

ure after the graft has united with the stock ; and, bear-

ing this well in mind, I have used the tine fibre of

the Neilgherry nettle ( Urtka hcterophylla Rox.
)
with

signal success. The operation is completed by clay,

iiif the grafted part, for which purpose an excellent

composition can be prepared by taking a quantity of

the well-worked clay from the haunts of those busy
creatures, the white ants, and kneading it thoroughly
with one-fourth of its bulk of freshest cow manure.

Plant out in a well-prepared bed, burying the collar

and greater part of the clayed part below the surface,

and for protection adopt either bamboo cylinders or glass

bottles.

If above the region of white ants bamboo cylinders
are the best and cheapest Snd prevent chills. These

are easily prepared by sawing them to the required

length and placing one over each graft sheltering at

the top with a broad leaf or any substance through
which a little light can penetrate.

At the elevation where white ants abound bamboos
are practically useless ; so the grafts are sheltered by
bottomless bottles which are in every respect as effic-

acious as the more expensive bell-glasses. The bottles

are prepared for the special purpose by the following

system. Having collected a sufficient number of bottles

(no easy matter sometimes), pour in each a sufficient

quantity of coconut or other vegetable oil enough to

cover the bottom ;
heat tbe oil quickly by immersing

the red hot end of an iron bar, and after withdraw-

ing the bar place the bottle a few inches iu cold

water. This at once causes the bottom to crack off,

leaving the necessary part intact, which can be in-

verted over the graft when required. After a bed

is carefully planted, a thick, substantial screen or pandal
should at once be erected, not only to shade the

plants from eun during the day but also as a pro-

tection against the deposits of dew and moisture at

night, which condensing inside the bottles would cause

a large proportion ot grafts to rot, should such a

precaution be neglected or considered unnecessary.

No. 2—is a system performed in a somewhat similar

manner, the chief difference lieiug that the mode of

attaching tlio graft to the stock is identical with that

practised by Mr. Moens, of Java.

No. 3—suggested itself to me on observing aerial

roots emanating from the point of junction in several

instances on grafted plants and for simplicity of con-

ception and general utility is 1 am convinced one

of the most expeditious methods of propagating C.

Ledgeriaua as a cutting.
Take a piece of the stem of a young snccirulira

plant or sucker with at least two joints, the age and
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texture of which must oorreapond exactly to that of

the cutting, and, after splicing and claying in the

manner described for grafting, plant firmly in sandy
sail, taking the precaution to bring the clayed portion
below the surface. The rooting process is {jreatly
facilitated by placing a piece of briolt or broken chatty
at the base, so that the succirubra end rests upon
it. In 5 to 8 weeks most of the cuttings should
be wellrooted, and may then be lifted gently
and transplanted into a well-prepared ami
shaded nursery bed. Tho above system can of course

Duly be adopted during moist or monsoon weather,
but success can be attained all the year round by
practising in a suitable propagating house. I will

describe another method before concluding, which can
be carried out with great success in a propagating
bouse or frame.

Prepare the grafts, as recommended at the com-
mencement, and jjlant firmly up to the collar in a
bed of fairly good soil under a propagating frame,
and give the whole a gentle watering. Have ready
a quantity of finely, sifted, clean brickdust, with which
fill up to the point just .above the clayed part. This

precaution will effectually prevent withering, and

keep the grafts plump and cool until they are

established, and a gentle sprinkle with a syringe
morning and evening on bright days will greatly
assist in conserving the necessary amount of atmos-

pheric moisture. For the first few weeks, shading
will be necessary , and ventilation should be given
judiciously, when the temperature exceeds 70°—Fahren-
heit.—I am, sir, yours faithfully, W. T. KEMP.

CINCHONA AND COTTON SEED FROM
AMERICA.

Sept. 13th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Millie's interesting letter in a re-

cent issue of the Obaerver I think calls for a few
words of assurance from iVie to the purchasers of the

calisaya niorada seed recently sold by Mr. Symons
on my account. There can be little doubt that all

Mr. Millie says is true, and that it applies with

equal truth to Bolivia, from whence the morada seed

came, as to Peru, the moral being that from seed
collectors and olficial sources it is almost hopeless to

expect genuine seed ; for, whereas the former, if too
well acquainted with the best kuid to be misled,

may expect forcible obstruction, the latter will as

certainly have their requisitions liberally satisfied

with spurious supplies. That this is so, 1 have fur-

ther proof m a letter lately to hand from Mr. Moens,
referring to the manner in which their Con.sul had
been imposed ou :

— " From our Consul, Mr. .Scliuhkraft,
we got large consignments of calisaya seed, which

proved after several years to l)e really 'trash,' though
tho seed was guaranteed pure, and of the best C.

moi'ada, vera, Boliviana, &e. In his last letter he
warned me not to buy any seed sold in Bolivia, as
all the gi'owers try to sell the worst stuff they can

get." And it is curious that my reply
—

referrmg not

only to officials, but, strangely enough, suggesting the
difficulties named in the way of seed collectors—should
now unwittingly receive exact confirmation from Mr.
Millie. That it all points to great ditficulties in the

way of getting reliable seed, there can be no question.
But it cannot be said to debar the possibility of pro-
curuig the best kinds, es]5ecially if in small quantity,
privately from the large laudowniers there who are
now cultivating extensively, and particularly as in

the present instance, if tlie seed be supplied as a

personal favour. Apart from the fact that my brother,
from long residence in the country, is likely to know
who to trust and who not, that it came in husk

(though disappointing enough to me financially, the
seed when cleaned counting by ounces instead of

pounds) goes, I think, far to suppoi-t the assumption

that the seed he has sent is genuine, and as stated
"A 1." The small size of the capsules and seed, I
also think, may tend to support the firm confidence
I continue to have in its merit, though unaware that
this can be justly considered a set rule. Specimens
have gone to Mr. Moens, and go to Dr. Trimen, for
their opinions, and I shall be happy to send a little
to other local experts who care to do so, to examine.
I am further endeavouring to procure the fullest in-

formation regarding it from South America, and also

analysis or samples of the bark, in order that the

quality of the variety may be more positively determ-
ined, for I think I may fairly add that I feel as

keenly anxious to know the introduction a success,
as others at present possessing it can.

Whilst wi-iting, and as, though uo more is for sale,
it is being distributed, and has already, what has
been sown (as also the maize blanc), germinated freely,
it may be well to mention the Peruvian cotton again,
as it seems to have attracted no notice, and I fancy
this may be due to an impression that it is a plant
similar to the ordinary American or Brazilian cotton,
both annuals requiring a moist climate, and a failure

here, I fancy, so far where tried. The Peruvian cotton
on tlie contrary is a perennial, thrivmg in a very
dry hot climate. According to Markham, it is in
such a climate an enormously profitable cultivation,
and I think it will repay any of your x-eaders inter-
ested in the hot and dry districts of the low-

country to look up the very interesting account he
gives of it. J. C. R.

(Extract from Markham.)
" The Peruvian cotton tree grows to 15 feet in

height with a branch 6 inches in diameter. It would
probaljly live 20 years. But it is usually cultivated
as a shrub to be within easy reach of the pickers.
It sends down a very long tap-root, and the lateral
roots are usually few and short. The Pinra cotton

(Ahjadon de Pinra) is a slirub generally considered
to require from nine to ten months to mature its

first crop. Afterwards it ijroduces eveiy six months.
When two or three years old, good plants have yielded
in one crop 8 to 121b. of cotton, and even 181b.
About 130 bolls give 1 lb. of cotton. The plants
usually stand about 15 feet apart, and in 3 years be-

gin to interlock. From 5th year the yield degener-
ates in quality and quantity, and at the 6fh or 7th

year the bushes are stubbed up and the gi'ound re-

sown. Taking the plants at 15 feet apart, there are
in3 to an acre, yielding 1,544 to 2,3161b. The
Payta cotton is very white and soft with good length
of staple. Yea cotton has the habit of Pinra cotton,
and can be scarcely distinguished from it, but it pro-
duces the largest pods with the most numerous seeds,
and consequently the greatest quantity of cotton.
The respective lengths of the staples of the different
kiuds of cotton compared witli Peruvian are as fol

lows :
—

Minimnni Maximum Yearly
ineheg, inches. inches.

Sea Island 1-41 1-80 1-61

Egyptian.. I'.SO 1-52 1-41
Peruvian MO 1-50 1-30
Brazilian 1-03 1-31 1-17
New Orleans O'SS 1-16 r02
New Orleans grovvni in

India 0^05 1-21 I'OS

Indigenous Indian .. 0'77 1'02 0'89

N.B.—1,544 lb. per acre per crop is equal to 3,088
lb., or at 25 cents R772 per acre annually.**

* But do the figures represent clean cotton, or cotton
with the seed still in it ? Markham seems to indicate
clean cotton, but the yield seems incredible.—Ed,
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A COFFEE SYNDICATE?

Trevandrum, Travanoore, Sept. 19th, 1882.

Sir, In your issue of the overland Ceylon Ohserrcr

of the 2nd Sept., 1 notice a reference to a resolution

passed at our late general meeting on the subject of

a Coffee Syndicate, and I therefore take the liberty of

offering a few words in explanation.
First ot all, however, let me disclaim any intention

on the part of our Association of starting the Syndic-

ate ourselves. The Ceylon Association, being by far

the largest and most influential body of all those

interested in coffee, should take the initiative, if it

cares to do so : we merely offer the suggestion, what-

ever it is worth.

It is, think, I generally agreed that the adultera-

tion of coffee in England has increased to such au

extent that, unless some very decided steps are taken

for its prevention, it will not be worth while continu-

ing to grow coffee at all.

The first thing that suggests itself is to frame a

very strong and united remonstrance to the English

Government against :
—

1st. The adulteration of coffee with any other

substance whatever.

2nd. The use of the name of coffee for substances

which are intended to imitate or replace it.

For there is a great injustice done in even borrowing
the name. Every one knows that coffee is a great

preventative of fever, that it is the most invigorating

drink after a hard day's work, and that it has many
other properties that I need not detail here. When
then people fail to find in the adulterated coffee they

buy all the benefits they expect from it, they not

only condemn the substance they have been drmking
but consider that its valuable properties have been

overestimated.
But it is necessary to go a step farther, or it may be

many years before the British public will appreciate

the value of pure coffee ;
so much is it accustomed to

adulteration. When in England a few years ago I

met an old schoolfellow who assured me that, though
he went to the trouble of getting his coffee pure, he

always bought chicory to mix with it, as he found it

too strong alone. No amo\int of legislation could

prevent this. A person who was accustomed to the

use of sanded sugar or watered milk would probably
find the purer articles hardly to his taste on first

trying them, but, if it was properly put to him that

he was loading his stomach with substances which

if they did hini no harm, could do him no gond
would probably give the purer article a trial.

be it observed, the most that is claimed for

adulterants is that they are harmless.

It is our duty then to give the British public an

opportunity of comparing the two, the pure article

and tbe adulterated. Now the best way of doing

this, and one which seems also to have suggested it-

self to the BrazU planters, is to form a Syndicate in

London to advertize, distribute samples, and extend

the kmjwledge of Ceylou and East Indian coffees through
Great Britain in every way. To turn for an instant

to a parallel case. The Tea Syndicate of Calcutta

was formed at the suggestion of the Indian Government

at the time of the Melbourne Exhibition, to introduce

Indian teas into Australia. Twenty thousand rupees

were raised by subscription, and ten thousand more

were given by Government towards the expenses, and a

further sum of six thousand rupees was,added by them

when the Syndicate decided upon trying to open a

market in America. Thougb it has been such a short

time in existence, we all linow how successful the at-

tempt has been. It may be objected that this is

scarcely a similar case, because our coffee is already

retailed in England but is it really so? Is it not no-

toriously difficult to get pure coffee at the grocers'

shops : indeed, but for the prevalence of adulteration.

he

For,
these

date coffee and other abominations would never have

obtained a footing at all
;
so unlike are they to the

real article.

This, sir, is our suggestion, and I trust it may com-

mend itself to some of your leading men. As things

stand at present, and while the grocer has the power lo

adulterate indefinitely, it is evident that the English

market is cnntrolled by him and not, as it should

be, by supply and demand; nor can we ever hope to

be' compensated for short crops by increased prices,

so long as he retains this power. And if all the

capital expended, all our labour and all the dis-

comforts we uudergo have but one result, and that to

swell the profits of those who risk nothing, the sooner

we cease to grow coffee the better.—I remain, sir, yours

faithfully,
T. F. BOURDILLON.

Secretary, Travancore Planters' Association,

SHOEFLOWER.
Dear Sib,—I believe some tune ago there was a talk

about the shoeflower as an article of diet, especially to

European and foreign palates unaccustomed to our fiery

"curries." The ordinary four-petal flower * is an article

of food as good as its manifold congener
—a flower that

measures, when fully developed, four inches in diameter

and has five distinct blossoms embodied in one
;
but

the ([uantity required to meet the requirement is very

large. Of the latter, nine or a dozen will make a

dish, the preparation of which is very simple. Pick

the petals, say of a dozen flowers, wash and add 9

s. diluted salt aud 6 billings or any other vegetable

(except lime juice, which, by a singular chemical non-

affinity, injures the mess and makes it tasteless) and

a few sliced onions. When over the fire mash the

contents into a paste and add 9 s. of the thick

first extraction of coconut milk, boil it to perfection

and you will find it "a dainty dish to set before a

a king." A few leaves of -spinach added will give the

mess a delightful flavour. That the shoe-flower is a

powerful anti-scorbutic and blood purifier I found out

by experiment. A scrofulous lad placed by me on a

strict diet that consisted of shoeflower curry, rice

aud gingelly oil, got over his troubles within one

mouth ;
his skin is clear, and the fellow is as round

as a pumpfvin. I cultivate the plant largely for the

flowers, which I eat freely, and give my children ;

and I strongly advise your readers to do the same,

particularly those whose palates are avei-se to hot

curries.—Yours truly, COOK.
[The shoeflower (Hibiscus Rosa sinensis) so called

because its petals are used for blacking shoes, is used

by native cooks universally to give a rose color to

all kinds of stewed fruits, auch as mango, puieapple,

plautaui, &c. It is mucilaginous and harmless like all

the members of the family' to which it belongs
—the

MalvacccK. We quote the following account of the shoe-

flower from "Drury's Plants of India":—"In
Chma they make these handsome flow-ers mto gar-
lands and festoons on all occasions of festivity, and
even in theu- sepulcliral rites. The petals of the flowers

are used for blacking shoes, and the women also

employ them to colour their- hair aud eyebrows black.

They are also eaten by the natives as pickles. The
lea\'es are considered in Cochin China as emollient and

slightly aperient. The flowers are used to tinge spu-it-

nous liquors and the petals when rubbed on pajjer com-
municate a bluish purple tint which forms an excellent

substitute for litmus paper as a chemical test. Rheede

says that the root triturated with oil is useful m
menoi-rhagia, and that the tender leaves rubbed ivith

butter are applied to boils to bring them to maturity.
The leaves are prescribed Ijy the natives in smallpox,
but are said to check the eruption too much." Eheede,

£>0H, Ainstie.]

* Always fine petals.
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SUGAR-MAKINR IN, AND THE INTRODUC
TION OF NEW VARIETIES OF SUGAR OANE

TO, CEYLON ; &e.

Colombo, 21st September 1882.

Dear Sin,—Referring to passages on the above sub-

jects iu the address of His Excellency Sir James

Longden to the Legislative Council yesterday, I beg
to offer a few facts which may not be generally

known, and which may be of use to Dr. Trimen in

case he attempts to introduce varieties of sugarcane
to Ceylon :— It is likely that the real sugarcane
(Saccanim ojficinarum) was introduced by the Portu-

guese or the Dutch to Ceylon, but in jSlooii's time,
1824 the white and purple stemmed varieties were

grown in Ceylon.
Tlie experiments made at Peradeniya, Paradua, Del-

patgedera, Katukende and elsewhere to grow cane
and manufacture sugar are all well known to have
euded in failure, though some of them were conducted

by old and experienced West Indian and Mauritius

sugar planters.
When surveying in the vicinity of Katukende in

1841-2 I had frequent opportunities of meeting the
Messrs. de Chermont, who had come to Ceylon from
Mauritius on purpose to grow sugarcane and manu-
facture sugar, and from the felling of the primoeval
forest to the planting and reaping of the canes I

watched the several operations with gri^at interest.

The Messrs. de Chermont imported all the canes for

planting, I believe, direct from Mauritius, and I well re-

collect seeing the effects of the borer, the grub of a moth
imported with the canes from Mauritius ; neverthe-
less I have often said since that I never saw any
plant that could compete with the sugarcane planted
at Katukende for such a luxuriant and equal wi-ight
of crop. In from nine to ti'n months' time I should
think the plants were from six to eight feet in height,
and I do not believe that any thing that can be

planted in Ceylon can produce an equal weight of

crop in the same time as sugircane.
I can scarcely doubt but the best varieties of cane

then growing in Mauritius were introduced to Ceylon
on this and subsequent occasions, and that it is not

likely the natives lost the chance of growing all these
in their gardens.

If His Excellency the Governor or any resident in

Colombo will drive out between the hours of 7 to 10

a. ui. by any of the roads entering the to^n from the
direction of Kotte, Kaduwella, and the Bridge of Boats,

they will find bundles of sugarcane to he the most
abundant produce brought in to be sold to the in-

habitants Women, chddren, and bullock-carts will

be met with for several hours of the day carrying
in loads to the extent of several tons' weiglit, all of

which is grown within a disance ot six to ten miles
of Colombo in small private fields.*

A few days ago a small field of sugarcane was
in full H jn'er a little beyond tlie level crossing close

to the canal ac the new siding near Urugoddewatta, worth
looking at by those who would like to see the sugarcane
in full flower. Knowing of the fuecess of the experiments
carried on, on a small scale by the Messrs. Winter
and Bowman at Galle, I suggested to a gentleman in

Colombo tae propriety of erecting ii sugar manufactory
in the vicinity of the great extent of cane-fields near

Colombo, and buying tlie canes from the native

growers. The reply was that the machinery required
to mfinufacture our Ceylon canes into good sugar would
be so expensive that it would not pay. I Ijave no
doubt that any variety, of the sugar-cune introduced
by Dr. Trimen, and planted iu a portion of the

Heueratgodde gardens, would grow well, but, before

" who t'uu tell us the average yield per acre of such cane and
its wholesale and retail price per cwt. or lb.? Five cents each piece
er stii'k is the quotation given to us.—El>.
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any expense is incurred in this respect, Dr. Trimen
should reeeive specimens of all the different kinds

of cane now grown in Ceylon, and a report on the
reasons for the failuro of former attempts to inauu-
facture sugar profitably in the island,

It is well known that several attempts made to raise

large seeded varieties of the Indian corn, an allied

plant, in the island, ended in failure. They all after a
time degenerate into the most common small seeded
form ; and I fear our soil cannot compete with that
of Jamaica and Maritius for the growth of sugar-cane.

In respect to the conservancy of our forests, I think
the reproduction of a discussion on this subject by
the late Sir Coomara Swainy in the Legislative
Council in Ojlober aud November 1867, and a letter

by myself would prove of interest now especially if

a report of the result of the appointment of Government
Conservators were appended,—Yours truly,

W. FERGUSON.

Gdpkea Bakk.—Professor G. Planchon, in the Journal
de Pharmacie, this month, throws some fresh light on the
soiu-ce of cuprea bark. A microscopical examination of

the specimens supplied to him by M. Triana showed that
the harks derived from Bucaramanga, in the north, and
from Uanos, the southern district, both present the same
characters aud are evidently both furnished by Reinijia

pedinicuhit'i. The cinchouamine bark of M. Ai'naud pre-
sents dilJ'erent microscopical characters, aud is refeiTed by
M. Planchon to E. Purdinma. He remarks that a

microscopical examination has never yet deceived him in

the solution of like problems. A singular confinnation of

the value of this method of research ocom's in the foi-m
of a postscript to M. Planchon's article, in whichhe state
that since it was wiitten M. Triana has I'eceive Infrom-
ation to the effect that the cinchonamine bark does not
come direct from Bucaramanga, but only passes through
it, being collected near Autioquia on the other side of the

Magdaleua river. Fm-ther, that a large exporter of the

cuprea bark has recognized the southern bark as the pro-
duce B. peduncidata.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

OsTRica Farming —In a young country it is al-

ways cheering to hear of the establishment of new
industries pirticularly when it is done without the
aid of any artificial stimulus, such as protective
duties or a large State bonus. We therefore, hail
with especial pleasure Mr. W. Malcolm's successful
effort at ostrich farming at Buchsfelde, near Gawler.
A year or so atro he paid a visit to South Africa, and
noticing the large profits that were made by people
who kept ostriches, he determined to purchase two
or three birds and see how they would do in South
Australia. He experienced some difficulty in keeping
them alive on the voyage from the Cape, and lost
one or two valuable birds, but nothing discouraged,
he persever-d until he had a number safely housed
at his farm. Though little more than a year has

elapsed since he started his operations, his enterprize
has met with an excellent reward already. He has
now a flock of 30 birds, of which only nine have
been imported ; and he has proved to his satisfaction
that the feathers of locally-bred ostriches are of equal
value to those produced elsewhere. It is now clear
that the climate aud other conditions of the colony
are suited for osinch-growing, and there is no reason

why the industry should not extend beyond the limits
of one farm, as the demand for ostrich feathers is

said to be practically limitless. We understand that
the Government are disposed to favourably regard
Mr. D. C. F. Moodie's application for a lease of 6,000
acres iu the Far North, with which, assisted by a
few of our leiiding colonists, he purposes establi3hin<^
an ostrich farm. Should the ex|ieriment succeed, we
shall have proof that an extensive arei of the colony
is a 'apted for what is to us a new, and probably may
prove to be an important imXuatTy.—Adelaide Observer,
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Coffee and Rubber in Mexico.—This mail brings
us an eufuii-y for information respecting coffee and
rubber planting from Agua Zarca, Mexico, where
the " Colima Coffee Company, organized under the
laws of the State of New York, "has its he adquarters.
The Oop Blight.—A corresponHeut, formerlj' re-

sident in Ceylon, who is recognized ai an authority
uijou high cultiva'ion, writes as follows:— "I have

just returned from Worcestershire, where I have been

visiting some of the hop 'yards.' The majority have
suffered most severely from l:ilight this season, some
of the best managed and best manured equally with
those of inferior quality. I have seen several acres

temporarily abandoned for remainder of season, the
weeds beini; allowed to grow up to any extent. Here
and there we oume on some good 'yards,' and others
th.it have recovered, and in the latter the farmers are

a|jplying rr:ulily available mannres to help the matur-

ing of crop. This is what coffee planters might do
when they get a good blossom and all set."—Planters'
Gazette.

" Forests " or Cinchonas in Ecp.4bor?—A consular

report quoted by the Britinh Trade Journal stated :
—

"Commercial prospects in Ecuador are not encouraging.
Three out of four of the principal articles of export,
viz., coona. ivory-nnts, and Peruvian bark, show a

large decli le in exportation, while the export of the
fourth—indiarubber—has increased. Up to the present,
hovvrver, no measures have been taken by the Govern-
ment to prevent the cutting down of the trees jitoducing
this article, and th'' resources of the country in this

resptct are being gradually destroyed. As regards the

Bup(jly of Peruvian bark, it is satisfactory to know
that largi' forests of the best quality of bark-trees have
recently been discovered in theinterior. The low price
prei-ailing in Europe has curtailed the exportation of this

article, hut bup|jlies are ample. As is the case in Costa
Kica, great things are expected from the development
of the mining industry."
Tea Cultivatio.n in America.—The Americans are

nol yet convinced tliat their climate will not do for tea

cultivation, and are now and again enlivening U") with
short parag aphs regarding the growth of their experi-
mental plants. The latest information we have come
across is the following:— "Tea culture in South
Carolina bids fair to become an important industry. A
reporter of the Georgetown Enquirer says :

— ' The tea

plants of Friendtield Plantation, the residence of Ur.
Forster's family, have been submitted for inspection to
a 1 ading importing bouse in Baltimore, and the tea

produced therefrom is prooounoed by them to be equal,
if not superior, in pungency, and in strength and
richness of flivour, to the finest imported article."

It would be strange if the flavour were not good, but
this is not the point. Xo man in his senses doubts
that tea will grow in America, for the matter of that
it would grow in Great Britain, but the point to be
considered is, will it produce sufficient leaf to make its

cultivation and manufacture profitable. Now, the
climate of the Southern States, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina is

admirably adapted for the growth of the plant. There
rice grn«s, and there also, flourish other tropical pl.auts
as sugarcane, stn^hum, and tobacco. Where these
come to fruition, tea should grow. Thus it appears,
have the Americans argued, but while the plant will

grow, to make it pay, it is necessary that the growth of

leaf should be very greai, and heat ahme will not effect

this, a rainfall being also required. The rainfall of

those States does not exceed 29 inches per animm, and
with such a mild climate as is developed in those Slates,

by the proximity of the Oulf Stream, 29 inches of

rain are utterly insufficient to enable the bushes to

flush profitably. There are many cro|)s which can be
cultivated to perfection in that great country, but tea

js not one of them,—Indigo Planters' Qazetk,

A New Oil Factory.—Messrs. Parry and Co.,
Madras, are now constructing a factory at Bandepalleum,
for the purpose of manufactnrmg oils of different
kinds. The works are pushed on vigorously.

—Madras
Mail.

ScGAE FnoM Toddy.—The success of Dr. J. N. Fon-
seca, author of the History of Goa, in converting
toddy of the coconut tree inio chrystallized sugar,
has been hailed with satisfaction by the press at (ioa,
aud flattering calculations are made of the adv.antages-
that will accrue to tht country from the development
of this new industry.

—Bombay Gazette.

CombinationofQuinine .Makers.—An auuounoement
has been published that the houses of C, F. Biihringer
& S'ins, of .Mannheim, Biihringer and Geyer, of Stutt-

gart, and the Fabhrica Lombarda di Prodotti Cliunica,
of Milan, have amalgamated their busmesses. Arrange-
ments have been long peuding. and, in consequence
of the recent sudden decease of Mr. C. H. Biihringer,
of Mannheim, have been concluded. Mr. B. Kiihn,
who has been the Loudon re])resentative of the Milan
house, will henceforth represent the combined lirms.^
Chemist and Driir/fiist.

RcTBBBR. — In I he annual report of the Forest Board of

South Australia for 1S80-S1, there is much from which we
iu India might leain. Perhaps the must instructive
item in the report—at least to us, is the fact that the

department confined itself very largely to the propagation
of indigenous varieties of trees. In India we have a

hankering after exntics, and even where we have a

superior indigenous variety, we spend years aud large
sums of" money uver efforts—often fruitless— to introduce
exotic varieties. The India-rubber tree is an example
of thi.-i. We have the Iiictis elastica which flourishes

and grows well, but our experimenters prefer making
expensive efforts to introriuce the Ctara and the Hevea
from South America.— Frii^nd ofIndia and Statesman.

For Cinchona Punters : Fstimation of Alka-
loids IN Cinchona B.\rk.— Prollius observed that if

a mixture of .33 grains alcnhol, 10 grams chloroform,
2 grams ammonia water, and 5 grams cinchona bark,
is agitated iu a stoppered bottle, a wine-red liquid is

obtained, containing all the cinchona alkaloids. On
mixing the clear decanted liquid with 5 grams finely

levigated calcium hydrate, it is at once decolorized,
aud on slow evaporation the quinine ia left of a resin-

ous appearance, while the other alkaloids are crystalline.
From the weight of the decanted liquid the weight
of the cinchona bark represented therein is easily
calculated, and the percentage of alkaloids from the

weight of the residue obtained on evaporation. A
simpler process for ascertaining the percentage of qui-
nine aud of the other alkaloids soluble in eiher is as

follows : A mixture is made of 88 ether, 4 ammonia
water and 8 alcohol, the latter serving merely for

uniting the ammonia with the ether. Thirty grams
of this mixture are well agitated during several hours
with 3 grama powdered ciuchoua bark. 20 grams of

the clear solution, containing the alkaloids in question,
and being mixed with a slight excess—5 or drops— of dilute sulphuric acid, separate a thick solution

of the alkaloidal salts, Irom which the ether may be

readily decanted ; the latter should be well agitated
with 2 grams and then with I gram of water, in

order to obtain all the alkaloids. The mixed aqueous
solutions are heated to expel all the alcohol, and,
wl ile frtill warm, precipitated with ammonia. The

weight of the precipitate, after washing and drying,

multiplied with 50, indicates the percentage of the

alkaloids soluble in ether. The alkaloids may also,

though less correctly, be weighed as sulphates, if the

etherial tincture is freed from nn,monia by agitation
with water, and then very carefully neutralized with
dilute sulphuric acid, v. hen ihe sulphates will at once

crystallize out ;
a slight excess of acid will readily

dissolve these salts,—Ardiiv d, PImr,
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A Cateupill.ae Plague in South Australia ia thus
noticed hy the Jnmesfovm Agricultural Rcvioii :—
"Myriads of caterpillars are making their appearance
in the most northern nreas."

fiio.—Tho ''Centro fla Lavonra e Commercio" pro-
poses to hold another nmional coffee exhibition in thia

ciiy diirinf^ the lirst half of September next, and for that

purpose circulars have been sent out to the planters
asking for the remission of samples.—R'to Nncs.

CovEKiNi! FOR CiNCHON'A Teees.—Our attention has
been called lo a patent waterproof piper manufact-
ured liy a Company in the suburbs of London, which
seems admirably adapted to take the place of moss
or grass ns a means of protection to Cuichi-na trees
after the bark has been stripped. It is light, very
e»8ily applied, quite impervious to wet, and by no
means expensive. The charge is, we understand, two-
pence per vard of 54 inches width, so that the cost

per tree would be trifling.
—Planters' Gazette.

A New Vine Disease.—Our travelling contributor,
writing from Finn nee, states that a nt'W disease in
the viues has manifested itself in Italy, where it

made its first app'-arance in some vineyards in the

neighbourhood of Uranarolo. It is an insect locally
known as the A pate—the Sinoxylon iintricatuni of en-

tomologists. When it has reached its fidl growth, it

is less than a centimetre (three-eighths of an inch)
in length, dark coloured, with a redd sli metallic lustre,
and somewhat resembling a small fl^\ It attacks the
wood of vines from one to three years old, anri bores
tunnels in them, which are visible to the naked eye.
It exhibits a great predilection for the knots, in
which it burrows. Shortly afterwards the leaves,
grapes, and branches springing from them dry up
and wither away. When it has found a congenial
nidus it lays its eggs, and completes its life-work.
The Apate ordinarily attacks the weaki-st pkants, but
strong and healthy ones do not escape its ravages.
Tho iujurics which the insect is capable of iuHicting
are stated to be so serious as to necessitate the ad-

option of immediate measures for its destruction when-
ever it exhibits itself. At present it seetns to be
uncertain whe'her the Apate is a novel enemy of
the vine-tree, or nhether it is one of the many
parasites which have from time to time preyed upon
it, and which favourable conditions have stimulated
into exceptional activity.

—Melbourne Argits.

Fruit.—The Monstem deliciosn h a fruit only re-

quiring to be tasted to be at cmee .appreciaiod. At
present it i? a rarity, and but few have bad their

palates tickled by its exquisite flavour ; it may be

gratifying to such as have not to know that it is

truly delicious, as its name imports. In shape the
fruit is Sun ethmg like a very large ban;ina from 8
inches to 9 inches long. It has a scaly rind, which
comes off easily whi n ripe in square pieees, and the
eatable portion is a pulp about as sofl as a very ripe
banana, sur ounding a small hard core. The flavour
is a blending of tue pineapple and the banana, and
like the l;itter fruit for juice, and can hardly fail

to please all comers. The plant evidently loves moist-

ure, and is to a gnat extent a parasite ; for in its

native habits it runs over and roots on logs on creek
sides and in moist places, but it is sufficiently accom-

modating to thrive fairly in ordinary garden soil,
with a good-fized lump of hardwo"d to cling to.

Almost anywhere upon the coist country of Queensland
it will succeed, but the more tropical the climate the
betti ! it will thrive. It is quite ornaunntal with
its large glossy divided leave.-, and, although not a

rem.arkably jiroliHc bearer, should have a place in

every good collection. The fruit takes about a twelve-
month from the time it first appears until it ripens,
so that patience is called for before it cati be enjoyed.—

Qtieenstander,

Mysore and Malabar Cardamoms Grown at
Kanoala.—I beg to tliank a correspondent for an en-

tire plant of the Mysore cardamom with one branch
of fruits attached to it, and another of the Malabar
one. The former is from a plant of 2t) months, growth,
and is 9^ feet long with very fine clusters of frui's

on the flowering stalk, which is 30 inches in length.
The iMalabar variety is from a plant of 22 months'

growth, and measures 8 feet 4 inches, with the fruit

stalk 20 inches. The Mysore plant is very robust
and evidently a more proliflo variety than the other.

By a curious coiucidence the native gardener in

charge of the Government experimental gardens at

Ilenaratgoda showed me on Saturday morning sdma
cardamom pl.ants grown in a corner of the forest un-
der dense shade, and which were loaded with fruits,
but he infoimed me that the fruits had three eneniirs
to contend with, viz., the commonlow country mnnkey,
rats, and grub. The plants were tall, rolmst, and
seemed to be bearing well here, hut then the soil

and shade in the Henaratgoda gaidens are exception-

ally good. Some time ago some plants were sent to

me with the flowers and fruits growing abnormally
in the axils of the upper leaves : can any of your
correspondents tell me if this mode of flowering is

of rare occurrence, or whether it is common to any
variety of the cardamom plant cultivated in Ceylon?—W. F.

A Tea Par.adise.—A correspondent sends the fol-

lowing glowing account of some of the country near
Ailams Peak as well suited for tea culture :— " iCuru-

witte, 27ih September.
—In view of the increasing

demand for Ceylon teas at home, as ascertained

through public and private sources, but principally

througli the latter, nil localities suitable for tlie pio-
duction of this article should be placed more before

the general public, and there are few places in the

island more admirably adapted for the cultiva'ion

of tea, yet so little known, as the Kuruwitte and
Nawadun-korales ; they deserve to be taken more notice

of than they hitherto have been. This district, per-

haps, contains the largest reserves of forest at present
available for tea cultivation, and also other new pro-

ducts, not to speak of the chenaed and other lands

which, from the estraordinary c^ mbination of humidity
and heat that obtains here, forcing out great quant-
ities of leaf, are of considerable value. J he soil is

good, being of a nch surface aid a free sandy sub-

soil, in places of very considerable depth, and good
natural drainage. The lay of land is all that

could be desired. The rainfall at Katnapura
averages about 150 inches in the year, with a .slight

increase as one approaches the A^lam's Peak range ;

but, by some influence ihe precipitous hills exercise

on lis condensation, it principally tails at night, leaving
the days alteinaling tunshine with showers, and very
hot and steamy. The value of ibis combination for

flushing cannot be overrated, and in consequence of

the extraordinary absence of wind the flushes are

not liable to be checked. The elevation ranges from
100 to 2,000 feet, and higher, if preferred. His Ex-

cellency tne Governor's opening a' ilressto the Council

last week gave us the very gratifying intelligence
that our wished-fiu- road had been voied

;
the trace

is carried close past what would be likely the great
centre of the district. Iransport to Colombo would
be always reasonable, as the rates for caithire (the
road from hanapuia is 57 miles) would be held in

bounds by the option of water-carriage lo Kalutara.

A further advantage here is thai, for a low-l_\irg

country, the population is scanty, and thus would
not interfere so much with the purchase of large
tracts of land. 1 can confidently predict that, before

many years have passed, ihis district will rank as

one of the largest and best teaprodnoing localities

in Ceylon."
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Shell Marl.—A Company has been formed in

South Florida, it is said, to manufacture an active
fertilizer from the shell marl, which is found in lar^e

quantities ou some portions of the upper St. Johns. It

is proposed to grind the shell, and supply ammonia by
adding tlie decomposed flesh and bones of fish.—OU and
Drvg News.

Pioneering in Perak.—No doiibt the depression
and hard times have since of late given an im-

pulse to the sons of Lanka's isle to leave her and
their sweet homes, to try their fortune in other
climes. Just at this time Perak from far-ofT hails the
so-oilled pro.'pecta to our young friends with the

good news that a dollar $ is equal to R2'25 of Ceylon
curri.ncy, which makes an impression on people to
obtain employment at any cost, but they know nothing
of the difficulties they will have to undergo because

they onlj see the bright side. I shall now in the
interest of my countrymen depict the gloomy side of

the picture. Offering employment at Perak on a salary
of 5U or 60 $ per mensem and free quarters is looked

upon by those in Ceylon as really a chance to make
money. I shall make use of the old saying to applicants:
''Look before you leap," or else the ditch is near. Now
comes the grand question : what kind of a place is

Perak, how far from Ceylon, and what are the expenses
for living in such a place? Perak is a province in the.

Straits Settlement and a native state having a JMalay
Rajah. The sons of the soil are Malays—a wicked and

ugly race who would draw their knives for the least

thing. Besides these there are a few Tamils and thous-
ands and thousands of Chinese with their pugnose
and pigtail. The Europeans are but a handful. The
working of the Stale is carried on by the British, sub-

ject to the Rajiih, with a Resident who is like the
Governor of Ceylon, an Assistant Resident, a few Col-

lectors, a Doctor and his Assistants, a Superintendent of

Public Works, and Surveyors with a few assistants,
a public office with a few clerks, a force of Sikhs, some
coustables, a jail and jailor, and some bazaars with
the exception of a number of mines ("lead:") every-

thing else is jungle. The distance from this to Ceylon
is about 1,058 miles, 1,050 by sea and river, and 8
miles by land. Penang is the first landing-place when
you leave Ceylou, and the proximate cost is passage
Colombo to Penaug RlOU to R1.S(/ second-class,
boat hire R50, guide R2 25, carriage Rl"12, cart hire

and luggage, R2'2.'), the lowest hotel charges for the

day R13'25. From Penang to Larut :—Carriage R1'12,
cart hire for luggage R2-25, boat and steam tug R3'«7 and
from thence lo Tliaipeng, the chief station, of Perak,

cirriage and cooly hire R4'87, and re»thouee charges
R2-50, attendance and bath Rri2for the day. Then
comes the cost of fiifferent things :

— washing 8c a piece,
a crop 60c, a shave 41c, scavenging 25c a day, a bath

40e, a cook R25'00 (or 10$) a month, who will do no
other work. In short, every servant yiu engage will

have to pay lOS. Meat or mutton cannot be got, but

buffalo meat which is sold two or three times a

week at 40c per lb, fowls of small size 60 tu 100c

each, eggs 8c each, ducks R2 to R2'25 each, poik
40c to 50o a lb, river fish 30c a lb, all dry and fresh

fish is sold by weii^ht counts 12c each, onions 20c.

a lb, chillies 25c a lb, (rice 20c a measure), eating this

ia similar to eating straw, firewood for cook-

ing 25c a day, a pair of shoes R4, a white "drill",
suit h7, an ordinary tweed suit 35$ or R77 02.

In like manner everything else is dear, no sea fisli'

maldivefish. plantains, hoppers, &c., &c., to be got ; nu:}

some liniad. As for the dainties and luxuries of Ceylon
you will ever have to pine. Taking up appointments
in Per^ik for 75§ which is equal to R19S-75 is only

ofi'ering oneself for voluntary banishment for life. In

bygone days convicts of Ceylon were sent to the

Straits and it was considered as a great punishment. 60
or 70S 18 hardly sufficient to live upons, so how can

you manage to get back to your native country ex-
cept you get money from home, otherwise end your
days in sorrow and cares ?-Cor. [Hoot, toot; this
will never do for a young Ceylonese emigrant.- Ed.]
Effects of the Red Spider.—The destructive ef-

fects of this pest «ill best be understood by a refer-
ence to the figures taken from the published reports
of the Leebong Tea Co. In 1875 the outturn was
40UO mds., but since 1S78, the advent of the red
spider, the out-turn from the original gardens has
fallen to 2,600 mds.—Indian Tea Gazette.

The Congress on the Phylloxera have arrived
at no very practical result. It seems to be held
that those who have the means of submerging their
vines for at least forty-five days continuously in water
may cure their vines of the insect plague, though we
do not know that they would not be liable to a reinva-
sion by it. But very few have the means of managing
this immersion, and if they had, a great many of the
vines are found to be injured as fruit-bearing trees by
the process. Again, sulphuret of carbon and sulpho-
carbonate of potash kill a great many of the insects i£
the roots of the vine be well impregnated with either
but the cost of the first is £18 per acre the first year
and £12 afterwards, and of the second, £28 an acre
the first year, and £20 an acre afterwards. Neither
does either remedy, costly as it is, ensure the plant
against insects. Completely killing out the infected
vines and importing new kinds seems the best chance :

but that, again, means an enormous waste of capital.
Spectator.

Tea in Northern India.—The Duars, or as some-
times called, the Bhootan Duare, ia a belt of forest and
jungle land, stretching out from the foot of the Darjee-
ling and Bhootan Hdls along the banks of the river
Teesttt, on to the borders of the Assam districts. This
very fertile tract of country belonged to the Deb Rajahs
of Bhootan ; but after the Bhootan war of 1864, the
territory was ceded to the British. Early in the season
of 1874 75, applications were made, by a few planters,
for land in the Western Duars; and in due course'
clearings were made here and there, and tea gardens
sprung up. The country is very favourable for the
growth of tea, as its soil is rich and loamy, well man-
ured by decayed vegetation, which has lain there for

ages. The aboriginal inhabitants of the country are
the il/ac/wM, atribe of people very much allied to the
Assamese, whom they resemble in features and habits.
Their mode of cultivatioa very disastrous to the-
forest tracts. The Macldes are useless as labourers for
tea gardens. They simply refuse to work. All the
labour has to be imported, and the Nepalese coolies are
found to be the best workers. At the present time
there are a good number of tea gardens scattered over a
large area of country; and the manufacture of tea has
been going ou for the last five years. A glance at the
tea sale reports will show th.it the prices realized for
the Du!»r teas are, on an average, much higher than
the prices obtained for tea from the Terai, or the
Darjeeliug district. Possibly this is due to the rich-
ne.-s of the land, and hence a finer crop of leaves.
From the latest iufurmation received from the Dmirs
it would i.pp.-ar that there are no less than 500 appli'-
catious for land lying in the Commissioner's ofhce ; and
it is quite possible that, within a very short period,
the whole of the country will have become a continuous
string of tea gardens. As to sport, the district abounds
with game of nearly every description, from
the elephant downwards : and we would recom-
mend it as a good shooting ground for sportsmen
during the cold weather.—Civil and Military G'izettc.

[The great disadvantage of the Duais is that against
which planters in the Terai aud in many parts of Assam
and Cachar have to struggle, apestiferous climate,—
£d.]
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Mr. de Soysa's Rice, Grown at Hanouban-

KETTE, has beeu tried by us in broth and with curry,

and we can only say we wish we and our readers

could always be supplied with grain so plump, so

clean and white and so nutritious. It is the greatest

possible contrast to the stuff generally supplied to

the coolies and to much of what is seen in the

bazaars. Rice like that produced at Hangurankette

ought to command a good price in the market, in

comparison with much of the imported grain.

General Bisset's Farming Scheme in Natal

does not seem to be a success, at least so far as

the gentleman pupils are concerned ; tlie report

o£ the case between pupil and master which we took

over from a Natal paper, besides being interesling

and even amusing in itself, reveals to us a good
deal of the lite encountered by a pioneer farmer

in South Africa, and indeed the work which the young

gentlemen in this case, found too hard, is just what

has to be faced in any of our farming colonies.

A Monster Yam.—The Fiji Times has the follow-

ing paragraph :
—A correspondent from Taviuni has

forwarded to this office for inspection a I ikau, a species

of wild yam, which one of his men lately dug out of

the bush at the back of his homestead on that

island. The tuber is 4ft Sin. in length, 2ft. lin. in

girth, has a spread of 2ft. Sin. in the fork, and

weighs 351b. That it should have attained to such a

size without cultivation or care is the best proof

that can possibly be given of the extraordinarily pro-

ductive power of the soil in which it was grown,
and it well maintains the reputation of Taviuni as

the most fertile island of the group. The gentle-

man who forwards it modestly styles it a "tivoli,
"

and naively observes : "This is larger than the men

ordinarily bring in,"

Tin Tea Boxe.s.—We have received from Messrs.

Wm. Law & Co. papers referring to Messrs.

Harvey Bros, and Tylor's tin tea boxes, for which

they are the agents. One paper gives colored repre-

sentations of the different sized boxes (from 1 lb. to

201b.) and another gives minute directions for making

up the tins, while a third quotes Col. Monej's article

from the Indian Tea Gazette of 20th October 18S0,

and a letter by a tea planter in the London Times

complaining of the loss of weight to the importer iu

weighing teas on their arrival in England which the

use of these boxes of obviates. Mesfrs. Harvey Bros,

and Tyler say in reference to these boxes:— ''Owing
to the great success wh'oh has attended the intro-

duction of these decorated boxfs (with China ihsigits)

to Australia,* especially the smaller sizes, we have had

boxes made with Indian designs to contain 6 lb. iitul

121b. of lea. These we should recommend being used

along with the larger size. It wdl, of coui'se, be un-

derstood that the weight of tea in every box varies

according to the description of tea packed ;
for in

stance, a bnx holding 12 lb. of bold-leaf pekoe souoh-

on" may hold 16 to 18 lb. of fine pekoe or broken tea.

In this way the cost per pound is cousideraldy re-

duced. We have little to add to what has been said

by Colonel Money, and can only repeat that the ad-

vantaues these boxes possess are— 1. the improved con-

dition of the tea in transit ; 2. the uniformity of tar-

insured, and thereby the reduction of lo>s in weight to

a minimum ;
3. the introduction of an increased

sale in other markets than England for Indian tea ;

4. the probability of Indian tea reaching the con

sumer in an unadulterated condition in fuch con-

venient pack.Tgee as 20 lb., 12 lb. and 6 lb. boxes ; 5.

the facility with which the boxes can be put together,
and their ornamental appearance and utility when they
are emptied of tea." Certainly those boxes seem to have

greut advantages over the wooden cases, and we shall be

surprized if they do notultimately supersede the latter.

Tea Grown Near Galle and Higher Up.—A
short time ago Mr. Zeigan, of the P. & 0. Com-
pany's service, gave us specimens of pekoe and pekoe
souchong, the produce of his land in the valley of
the Gintara, about twelve miles from Galle. The tea
had a newish taste, but was good in quality and the

pekoe especially remarkable for strength. Tlie samples,
like most othei's which reach us, shew that tea will grow
well in Ceylon from sea-level to 7,000 feet. Yester-

day we supplied Mr. A. B. Inglis (late of the great
Calcutta tea firm of Begg, Dunlop & Co.) with a
cup of tea from a property nearly 0,000 feet higher
than Mr. Zeigan 's and he said that a nicer tea there
could not be. Most part of the teas of Ceylon, like

those of Darjiling, will be sought on their own merits
and not so much to be mixed with China.

Figs from the earliest ages have been held in great
repute. In a primitive condition of society they served
to furnish the nations of the East with an article,
not of occasional luxruy, but of c'aily and constant
food. So highly were they esteemed by the Athenians
that their exportation was prohibited under a heavy
penalty. In Rome they were carried after the wine
in the processions in honour of Bacchus, and the old

gentleman himself is supposed to have owed his

corpulance and vigour not to the grape but to the fig.

By the .Jews a bad fig year is regarded as a most
serious calamity. Fresh figs, when ripe, are soft and
succulent, and are degestible, wholesome, and delicious

fruit, which may be used with advantage in habitual

constipaiion. When the fresh fruit is not obtainable,
we must be satisfied with the dry, although as a
medicinal agent it is far less efficacious.—The Family
Physician for June-

Kaolin.— In his report on the geology of the North
Arcot District, Mr. Bruce Foote writes :

—"The highly
felspathio varieties of the granite gneiss are occasion-

ally so greatly decomposed as to appear to offer

sources tor the collection of kaolin or China clay.
When carrying on the survey of tlie Velloreand Gudi-

yatam Taluks, 1 noticed various spots which appeared
to me to be deserving of attention with this object
till I had seen some of the great China clay works
in Cornwall, which I visited speciallj' for the purpose
study when at home in 1868. The conclusion I then
came to was, that none of the North Areot localities

showed rocks sufBci'intly rich in decomijused felspar
to be of much importance. The extent to which the
Indian rocks have been penetrated by decomposition
is greatly I'-ss than the Cornish rocks, and the quantity
of clay which would therefore be procurable in India
would, area for area, be greatly smaller than in

Cornwall. Added to this very serious disadvantage
is the difficulty of a suitable water-supply. To insuretne

preparation of kaolin of good color, which alone com-
mands a high price, a very large supply of perfectly
limpid water is a sine qua non. This is not always
easy to obtain, even in a rainy climate like that of
the south-west of Enoland, where running streams are
of frequent occurrence, and in a dry climate like that
of tlie Oarnaiic this want could only be met by the
construction of special reservoirs of large size, in
which the water could be allowed to stand for many
months after the rainy season till all the suspended
particles of ferruginous clay had .'ettled, and the
water it«elf has become perfectly limpid. If the great
cost of providing such tupplies of limpid water tree
from saline matter iu an eminently dry country be
taken into consideration, together with the fact tbnt
the kaoliniferous decomposed rock occurs in greatly
smaller quantity, and is generally much less free from
ferruginous staining due to the filtr.ition through the
almost universally overlying red soil, the conclusion
seems inevitable that the prospects of establishing
profitable China clay works in North Arcot are not

very promising.
—Madras Mail.
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AGEICULTDRE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE.

(Special Letter.)

NiTRATKs, Phosphates, Potash and Soils.

Paris, September 9.

What is the tme theoiy of a rotation of cropping?

Doctors differ . n the point : there is a school in this coun.

tiy that reduces the question of the fertility of the soil

to a matter of strange give anil take. Here, they say, is

a general table of analyses of soils auil also of cultivated

crops : of certain mamu'es, &c. Nothing is easier than to

calculate the total jdeld of a crop, to know the quantity

of phosi^hates and of potash, etc., carried oiT: the analysis

of the mamu'e vd]l enable the quantity of these salts to

be estimated and requisite to be rettu'ned to the soil : if

in excess, the richness of the land wiU be augmented. It

is further laid down that cereals and industrial plants

draw largely on the soU for nitrogenous princiiiles, but as

the erops are succeeded by forage plants, the deficit is

made up by the intervention (hyiiothetical) of atmospheric
azote. Fm'ther: the necessity to practise a rotation of

cropping is explained by plants not requii-ing the same

mineral substances, so that, what one leaves the other

will appropriate, and that after a lapse say of five years.

Thanks to periodical manurings and dissimUiarity of

tiBages, the alternate exhaustion and the renovation of

the soil will be found equalized.

Now what is om' stock of precise, demonstrated know-

ledge on this subject of rotation? It is exact : that the

mineral food removed must be restored. By the suc-

cessive cropping of lands in Sicily with wheat, the phos-

phates had been exhausted, and the soil has become

impoverished. The same fact was in process of realization

in the north of France, till M. Corenninder called atten-

tion to the necessity of employing phosphates, and since

fertility has retiu'ned. Now for plants, as for manures,
there is no constancy either in mineral or nitrogenous,
or even in any other elements. Analysis shews that a

large number of different maniu'es vary in composition ;

from one to four times in the ease of the same element.

Similarly for plants ;
wheat for example, where the jaer-

centage of nitrogen, as in gluten, varies from one to

thi'ee, there are analogous differences for the potash and

phosphoric acid carried off. Hence, there is no mean,
no Pi'ocrustean standard, that can be declared off laud,

applicable to a special soU. Strictly speaking, each parti-
cular case demands a new analysis ;

one field may pro-
duce a forage five times more nutritive than another.

A popiUar eii'or exists that» Boussingaidt asserted that

forage plants take nitrogen dii-ectly from the air, but even

his latest experiments demonstrate the exact contraiy.
Then the attempt has been made to explain the restitution

of nitrogen to the soil by the agency of meteors and ram.
It is a fact that ammoniacal salts and nitrates are cons-

tantly present in the ail', and conveyed along mth other

saline and dust matters to the soil by the rain. But
the latter falls on the just and unjust alike ; upon all

cultm-es indistinctly, not upon any particular rotation,

and not specially on forage plants. It is assumed, but

not proven, that electricity nitrifies the azote of the au'

in the interior of the soil by a imion with hydro-car-
bonaceous matters ;

or effects a similar end in the interior

of plants by theii' stai'ch, sugar &c. We know, however
tha t the azoteous matters in the soil can be nitrified,

but that is not an augmentation of richness ; also.

Cavendish has shown in 1784 that an electric spark,

traversing an atmosphe, enriched with oxygen, can

produce nitric acid. Now if electricity makes ammoniacal
salts and nitrates in the atmosphere, that iuteivention

is for all rotations and crops alike.

It may be hiid doivu as an axiom that every system

of cidture which does not biing from an outside soiu'ce

the materials—whether nitrates, phosphates or potash,
Ac.—rare in a soU and earned off by the produce, must

ultimately suffer in fecundity. There is a necessity,

apart from these food considerations, to rotate crops.
The plan affords the means for extirpating weeds, for

cleaning the gi'oimd, and of destroying insects, since, if

the latter, peculiar to a distinct crop, be deprived of its

special food for one or two years, it must die of starv-

ation. To keep a soil rich, depend upon manure rather
'

than on—t)ie au'.

The extent of vineyards in France is 4J million acres.

One-quarter of this area is invaded by the phylloxera,
and the new ravages of the insect are estimated at

the rate of 200,000 acres annually. Thi'ee official reme-

dies are recognized : sulp-earbonate of potassium and

sulphuret of carbon, submersion, and American stocks

for gi'afting on the affected vines. To these must be

added a relatively high manui-ing. It has been foimd

that purely nitrogenous manm'es, as wool clippings, horn

palings, (hied blood, oil cakes, etc., develop the vine at

the expense of the fruit; but fai-myard maniu'e, or a

composition of potash salts, soluble phosjihates, and a

proportionate dose of azoteous matters have the opposite
effect. A lugh authority, M. Rommier, recommends a
new and cheap insecticide—bi-sidpho-carbouate ;

he also

recommends the summer fioodings of vineyards. He
doubts the efficacy of autiminal inigations, because at

that period the bug is prepared for its hivernal sleep,

is encased in a kind of wax watei-proof, and has a

sufficient prorision of air to guard against being di'owned.

Even M. Faucon, to make the submersion process more

certain, has had to prolong the floodiugs to 45 con-

secutive days. Some persons of late dissolve the insect-

icide in the water intended for UTigating the vines.

In several parts of France, and notably in the southern

vine making districts, the residue of the gi'apes, after

being pressed or distilled, is conserved in cement cis-

terns for cattle feeding; the layers, of 12 inches, are

dusted with salt, the whole when pressed down being
covered with puddled clay: occasionally the latter is

represented by a thin sheet of weak brine. Some peo-

ple take the stalks out of the residuum, as the mass
then keeps better. Stock relish the feed from its alco-

'

holic fiavoiu-, and is given simUaily to beet pulp. In

the district of Mont-d'Or, famous for its cheese, pre-

pai'ed from sheep's miU^, the sheep are house fed all

the year round; in summer, etc., on the leaves of the

vine, and in ivinter on the residue of the winepress.
In Gemiany, brewers' gi'ains are similarly preserved as

the grape residue, save, that the cistern has a cover

battened down on the gi'ains. being itself covered by a

layer of water 8 inches deep.
The beet crop has been attacked by the same fungus

this year as in 18-52 ; it is a species of mushi'oom that

settles on the leaves, producing a kind of rust. In some
cases all the leaves had been destroyed ; in others, new
leaves had succeeded. On analyzing the root, it was
foimd to have suffered to the extent of 3 per cent in

richness as compared ivith healthy roots.

Water-distributing flexible pipes are generally length-
ened or joined by the additions screwing together. M.
Beaume simply aiTanges that one end of the pipe passes
into that of the other, the imion being secm-ed by a

lever, which locks ; an iuiUarubber rmg prevents all

leakage.
i'rench farmers are becoming also manufacturers : thus,

the distillation of molasses, of maize, and of beet, has

been improved by employmg the electrolysem-, which

sends 'an electric current into the mass that decomposes
the water

;
the liberated oxygen then displays an affinity

for foreign products of objectionable taste and burning
them. It is thus that beet brandy has been debarrassed

of its bad flavour; the tii-st shot distUlation yields f5

per cent, 'An electrolysem- «t11 produce 4,000 gallons
of brandy in 24 hoiuB.
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AMKKICAN BLIGHT ON AFPLE TREES.

A practical gardener and horticulturist snpj'liea us

with the following cure for American bliglit on apple
trees :

—The best time for operating on the trees is the

end of May or the beginning of June. Bare the r^iots of

the affected trees of soil, and leave them exposed for a
few days to the air. Prepare a wash composed as fol-

lows :
—Boil 1 lb. of tobacco in a covered saucepan

for an hour in two quarts of water, vStrain off the

water for use. Make into a paste, with warm water,
2 lb. of soap, 2 lb. of flour of sulphur, and a gill of

turpputine. Mix this paste up well in the tobacco

water, and add as much more warm water as will

bring tbe whole mi.xture up to five gallons. Then
scrape off all the rough diseased bark from the stem of

the trees, and with a hard brush scrub the trees with
the wash, which should be applied warm, say at a

temperature of 115 degrees. Then saturate the soil you
have drawn away from the roots with ammouiacal

liquor from a gas works, or if you cannot get that,
use stale urine (a month old), or a strong brine of

common salt, and return to the roots the soil so

saturated again. With this treatment I have always
managed to destroy the blight, and keep my trees in

healthy condition. [Treatment which, in a modified

form, might be found useful as a remedy for blights
on fruit-trees in Ceylon.

—Ed.]

ESTIMATE OF THE COST OF PRODUC-
TION OF CEYLON TEA.

The manager of one of the largest tea " consers "

in Ceylon writes :
—

" I enclose this year's estimate in rough : if there
is any information you are welcome to it. The
charges in some cases are high, but I have to make
preparation for making other 40,000 houijht leaf :

hence </(e machine and additions."

Rough Estimate fOR 1882-3 :
—

Salaries:—European 25000
Do. Conductor 40 00
Do. Tealiouseman ... 2500 =3,78000 or 9-450.

Allowance, 2 men per day on an average R21 per
mouth or for 12 mouths R252— '630

Weeding 160 acres at 1-76 per acre = R3, .384 -00—8 '40

Pruning 135 acres 5x5= 235,170 trees and 25
acres 4 x 4 = 68,025 or 303,195 trees at 150 trees per
man, 2,021 men = K666*93 or 427 per acre

;
if it can be

done for that,— 1-667.

/?o«rf« :—Upkepp of estate roads. Road to the gap J
share repairing culverts, &o., K15000— -375.

Drains :
— Keeping clean and blasting stones Rl

per acre R160— -400. [.\fter indicating that re-

pairs will be needed for stores, bungalows and lines,
the writer proceeds as below.]

Cattle graziug .32 head, cutting bedding and grass 3
meu per day R.368 28— 9:^7.

/"i'-CiTOorf :— 3-20 culiic yards required for 40,000 lb tea,
and it costs 75 cents pir yard delivered in Factury, or
R240-00 or J cent per lb — -600.

Pluckbuj :
—

160,000tbgreenleafat2centsper Iti, women
for the past year having averaged 16 lb per dtty,
E3200-00 or 8 cents per lb tea.

Withering :
—One man every night as watchman and

witherer R120— -4.\

Rollng : —On an average 44 men per mouth,
E174-24 --4.33.

Drying: -On an average ,52 meu per mouth 205".52— -5!U

Sifting
—

Cleaning out red leaf and sorting 400 00—1000 a pound.
This estimate is for 40.000 lb tea or .3J m,aunds per

acre. I might make 50,000, it I could guarantee cu.sIl

ami labor.

Cost of redrying, packing in boxes, soldering linings

solder, shegt lead, closing boxes and hooping them li
cents per lb. R600— 1-500.

.Cost of boxes in Colombo 1-80 say RS |)ut together,
and, as the average tveight often in boxes i* 90 lb., 450
boxes roughly would be required KOOO.O'J or 2^ cents

per lb.

Carriagi' :—About same as last year, lead, solder, nails,

machinery, store charges, &c., R180— 450.

Despatch carrying boxes to Gap at 15 cents per box
or for 450 chests 1167 -.50.

Tea chest average weight is 114 lb. gross and 450
weigh 51, .300 lb. or 23 tons, and rail freight is 14 70
per tonR3.38-10— -845.

Cart hire to Nawalapitiya 23 tons at 9—R207.
Tools:—New drying machine say £87-00-00 in Lon-

don and at Is 8d it comes to RI,032—landed at
estate cannot eay. [It will certainly cost Rl 300
Ed. C. O.]

0/her tools :—Repairing vetta cutties, repairing forks
&c., RIOO.

Contingencies:— Medical Assessment R80, stationery
R20, Dolnsbage road, estate books, report forms, &c.
Hospital charges.

Charcoal for heating store for withering about 100
maunds at Rl per mauud RIOO.

Es. Cents.

Salaries ... 3,78000 9-450
Allowance ... 25200 630
Weeding ... 3,38400 8400
Pruning ... 666-93 1-667
Eoads ... 15000 2-375
Drains
Stores

Bungalow
Lines
Cattle
Fu-ewood

Plucking
AVithering
EoUing
Drying
Sifting and packing
Eedrying and sold-

ering
Boxes

Carriage

Despatch

160-00

600-00
100-00

132-00

368-28
240-00

3,200-00
120-45

174-24
205-92
40000

Tools

Coutingeucies
Charcoal

600-00
900-00
18000
67-50
10
-00

1,13200
300-00
1110-00

...i 33S

i 207

400
1-250
250
330
927
600

8-000
300
433
510

1-000

1-500
2-250

450
168
845
501
245
750
250

17,660-42 or 40206 44-099 by fracts.

All the lead, hoop-iron, solder, &c
, was taken at the

rate three years ago, but instead of R25 a owt.
, for

lead it cost this year 13 to 17 only ; weeding is high ;al80

my pay may appear high on 156 acrte, but then it is the
outside leaf that raises certain charges.

MADRAS GOVERNMENT FARMS.
Paddy—Suoak-cane—Arro-weoot—Tobacco—

CASn.AEIANA.

(l'>om the Madras Mail Sept. 29th.)

We have only now received a set of three reports
for 18S0-.S1, submitted to the Government in June,
July, Hnd September of last year, by Mr. W. R.
R'bertson, .Superintendent of the Government Farms.
Fodder ci ops were raised on an area of 36 65 acres.
Further txperienee confirmed the opinion long ago
expressefl that South-India is remarkably rich in the

poises^ion of fodder crops suited to the different

soils, and the widely differing conditions of climate
which characterize the cropping sensuns. It is worthy
of notice that, in so short a growing period as six

weeks, fair crops of fodder were provided, We Botiee
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that of the uoiirigated cereals the sot-ghum sacchara-

turn, gaveja poor crop owing to the unusually .heavy rain

and the low temperature. On the other hand the

Planter's Friend, which is closely allied to tlie sor-

ghumsacoh., did remarkably well.' This crop is evi-

dently a hardy one, and capable of withstanding
adverse conditions that would prove disastrous to a

crop of sorghum sacch. Irrigated cereal food crops were
raised on an area of 16'()3 acres of land irrigable
from the Mylapore tank. On most of the land two

crops were raised, the latter ones being watered iu

later stages of their growth, by biling, the tank water
not then being available at a sufficient height to

admit of it flowing on the land. For some of these

second crops sufficient water could not be got, and
the out-turn from them waa accordingly considerably
lessened. The total area of crop raised to maturity
was 26-82 acres. 26,5171b. of grain, and 67,0671b. of

straw were in a period of seven months produced on

16'63 acres; the average out-turn per acre being thus,

grain 1,5941b., .and straw 4,0331b. As has already
been noticed, much of this crop was second crop,

which, from unavoilable circumstances, did not receive

as good treatment as was desirable. However, how
many of our native paddy growers can show such

results ? Some interesting facts are elicted with

regard to sugar-cane. The land occupied with this

crop was planted with cane on the 21st De-

cember 1879. The land had previously carried

plantains, and during their growth had been brought
into a fair condition. The soil however, like the

BOilB of the farm generally, is naturally poor. Earl.y

in December powdered bones were applied broad cast

and ploughed in just before trenching for planting.
In April slaughter house refuse was applied. In

August 1270 canes were taken out for use as seed

cane in another field of the farm, and again in Nov-
ember 304 canes were removed for the same purpose.

By the eud 6f December the canes were ready to cut.

"Some of the canes were sold standing; a row 80

yards long being sold for K. 2-4-0, or at the rate

of R. 136-20 per acre." Such a statement as thie,

the result of the sale of one single solitary row of

canes, is of very little value. The statistics which

follow, though, are of importance :
—

during January
and the early part of February, the whole crop was

removed, and the greater part crushed in one of

Thomson and Mylne's beheea Sugar mdle, and the juice

boiled down into jaggery. Canes weighing 12,383 lb.

were crushed, and yielded 780J lb. which sold for

K. 46-9-0. The yield of jaggery from an average row

of cane was about 34 lb., worth R. 2-0-4. The result

showed that it is more profitable here to sell the

canes standing for retail sale in the baza ir, and that

on soil of the nature of that iu tlie field where this

crop was raised, the crop does better in every way if

planted in rows only three feet and not six feet

apart. The result of careful cultivation was that the

farm-grown canes produced much more juice and

much more jaggery than canes whbh were purchased
in the neighbourhood for the sake of comparison.

What Mr. Robertson writes about arrowroot should

be read by our agricultural readers, especially natives,

and we give the whole paragraph :
—

Arrowroot (Curcuma anyustifoUa).
—A plot measur-

ing -25 acre was planted with this crop at the end

of 1879, and remained down during the year under

report. It was taken up at the end of J.inuary

last and yielded 986 lb. of tubers or at the rate of

3,944 lb. per acre. The yield of flour obtained has

generally
been about 12J ft frun 100 lb of tubers,

so that the above yield would represeat an outturn

of 493 lb. of dour per acre. In another case in the

College Experimental Garden, a plot measuring 1,160

squareyardsplanted with this crop yielded 1,7981b. or at

the rate of 7,600 lb. per sure. The culture of this

crop is very simple: it is only necessary to plant the
sets in properly-prepared soil, and to water them
occasionally during the dry season. The removal of

the crop is tedious unless the tubers can be ploughed
out, as potatoes .are done in England, which is seldom

possible owing to the dryness of the soil, so that
the tubers have to be dug up. The preparation of

the flour is also very simple and easy. The tubers
have only to be reduced to pulp on a grater, after

being well washed to remove soil and dirt, and then
the pulp is mixed thoroughly with water so as to

separate the starch completely from the fibrous mat-
ters. The whole is afterwards strained through cloth,

through which the starch and water passes, and the
fibre left behind. After this the starch has only to
be thoroughly washed by decantation with clean water,
and dried in the sun. It is then rolled on a table

to break it up thoroughly into fine flour and is ready
for sale. The flour can be produced at a very low
price ; it could be sold profitably at 4 annas per pound.
The results of the analysis of tobacco grown on

the farm show how much the farm soils have been

improved by careful cultivation. Smokers will be inter-

ested to learn that
On the proportion of organic salts of potash in the

leaf the "whiteness and permanency of the ash of a

cigar depend," and their presence also " modifies the

burning of tobacco in a peculiar way, to the improve-
ment of its flavour, and also positively facilitates

burning." In real Manilla tobacco the amount of

this substance is above 9 per cent
,
whilst the ash of

the best American tobaccos often contains from 25 to

35 per cent rent.

Having been agreeably surprized to see what a

change has been created in the neighbourhood border-

ing the road to Eunore by the successful planting of

casuarina trees, we were pleased to find some remarks
abeut casuarinas in the Saidapet Report. Weread :

—
The casuarina trees planted in 1878-79 continued

to progress well during ths year, many of them
making a great growth ; they are now nearly safe
from the etfeots of bad seasons. Those planted in

1879-80 have also done very well on the whol ,

most of them having been manured early in the

year. The watering required was but little, owing
to the shade and protection afforded by the dholl
sown between the lines fur the purpose. One large
plot (5 acres) was planted iu three portions ; in one

portion the rows of trees were 4 feet apart and the
trees 3 feet apart in the rows ; iu another tlie rows
were 4 feet and the trees 4^ feet apart and in the
third the rows were (i feet and the trees G feet

apart. Of these, the first portion h&ve done much
the best, and the last much the worst ; but the
latter portion is situated on the poorest portion of

the field, and niauy blanks ccurred from deaths,
which bad to bo replanted during the year.

Various causes combined to spoil the effect of the

manuring experiments, but onreful notea are being
tnken to attbrd information in this direction next

year and in following years.
The Adeu cuw referred to iu the last report con-

tinued to yieJi' large tjuantiiies of milU, and a

carefully kept record of cost and of the amount re-

ceived for milk and calves prove how protitahle the
breed may he made. Since the report was submit-

ted, a fresh consignment of cattle of this bieed has
been received from Aden. Some steps have been
taken to improve the breed of indigenous sheep, but
much remains to be done in this direction, and Mr.
Robertson recommends the importation of a few
merino sheep from Australia.

Upou a farm used for such ex(jerimeutal purposes
one cannot expect a profit. As Mr. Robertson writes.

It must be obvious to all who have given the

matter a moment's thought, that the interest the
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State has in the working of experimental Farms, is

far greater than is represented by the sum it is pos-
sible 10 obtain by the sale of produce raised thereon ;

else, it would hf far better for the State to refrain

from engaging in such undertakings, and to seek

othir investments for the capital on which a mer-

cantile return is sought. Experimental farming is very
different from ordinary farming. The cost of the farm

might be reduced were the Commissariat slaughter-

yards, BO frequently complained of, closed and the

buildings made available to the farm, as was approved
of some years ago. We have shown, again ani again,
how reuuinurative dairy farming is here; but we
have been unable to undertake tliis branch of our

work, ehietly, because we do not feel justified in

keeping a number of valuable cows at the farm, ex-

posed, as they would be, to frequent attacks of dis-

ease brought by the sliiughter house cattle. From our

inability to engage in dairy farming and stock-rearing,
which would so specially suit our soils and circum-

stances, with the direct loss, by deaths, of stock during
the jcar, traceable to disease, which could have reached
the farm stock only through the medium of the Com-
mi!^sal•iat stock, our annual loss would represent a

sum quite equal to 30 per cent of the net annual cost

of the farm. However, as long as the objects of the

farm are, as at present, experimental aud educational,
its maintenance must necessarily involve some expense
to the State.

Referring to these remarks the Board of revenue ob-

serve that in his report for the previous year Mr.
Henson stated that he proposed to set apart certain

fields on the northern side of the firm to be worked
as a commercial or model as distinguished from an

experimental farm. The present report does not show
that this intention has bern carried out, and the Board

again invite Mr. Robertson's attention to the matter,

repeating their opinion regarding the beneficial effect

upon ryots of demoustrating to them that our methods
of (arming are, from a financial point of view, better

than theirs.

EXPORT OF COFFEE AND PEPPER FROM
THE WEST COAST OP INDIA.

The table we publish ou page 427, includes, in the

case of coffee, nearly the whole of the exports from

Southern India, as but a small quantity goes from

Madras, and we suppose not much from Allepey, Tuti-

corin and Coimbatore. It will be observed that Messrs.

Alstons & Co. trace deterioration of the Mysore native

coffee to the introduction of Coorg plants. Why ? Our

experience in Ceylon seems to indicate that soil and
climate have more to do with the quality of coffee

than variety of plant (Liberiau coffee is a different

species). We could understand European planters in-

troducing plants from other districts, but the natives

of Mysore must be more reflective and enterprizing
than ours in Ceylon, if they voluntarily import plants

from other districts. That they should supersede
their own plants by others of an inferior class is,

however, beyond measure strange, and we should be

glad to have an explanation of the enigma pro-

pounded by Messrs. Alstons & Co. There is a dis-

tinction made in their figures between plantation and
native only in the case of some of the ports, and the

quantity of this kind seems insignificant. Looking
at the aggregate totals we find that the fluctuations

are such as might occur if leaf-disease had never
made its appearance. The West Coast season *nds
with June, three months earlier than the close of

ours, but the difference is not very material. The
question now is : Will there be a fail' average crop

in the season which commenced on 1st July ? If

such should be the case, then it will be eviileut that
leaf-disease in Southern India has not told so dis-

astrously as iu Ceylon. And yet we have heard sad
tales of estates in Wynaad abandoned. Pepper, it

seems, is all native grown, but it is possible that the
culture may pay the few Europeans in Ceylon who
have taken it up, in view of the fact that warfare
in Achin seems to have revived and is likely to be
indefinitely protracted. The possession of the chief

pepper grounds in the world have cost and are

likely to cost our Dutch neighbours more lives

and money than they are worth. But presbige
has also to be sustained. Curiously enough, the
transaction between the British and Dutch (iovern-

meuts, by which, in exchange for a small Dutch
colony in Western Africa, we gave up the grand
island of Sumatra entirely to the Dutch, involved
both nations in little wars. Ours against Ashantee
was speedily concluded by the man who is now the
hero of Egypt. General after General, on the con-

trary, has returned with a shattered reputation from
the war in

"
Atjeh," as the Dutch call Achin. Governor

Loudon sent too small a force to begin with and an

officer, whom he censured for not doing what the
officer pleaded was impossible, got himself removed
from the Army "with honour," for the insubordin-

ation of refusing to take the hand which the Governor-
General extended to him on landing at Batavia. He
gave a formal military salute instead aud got shelved.
Such are the consequences due to pepper and the

mental idioayncracy to which the spice gives the
name of "peppery !"

THE ALOE FIBRE ENTERPRIZE IN

MAURITIUS.

Through the medium of a Natal paper, containing

report of the proceedings of the Victoria Planters'

Association, we are, at length, in possession of dis

tinct information as to the species of aloe from which

the planters of Mauritius obtain the fibre which they
sell as a rival to hemp. It is the gi-een aloe,

Fourcroya (I'lgantea, so well-known iu Ceylon, especi-

ally as a hedge plant for coffee estates exposed to

cattle trespass. We have not, to our recollection,

before seen the alternative name, ar/ai-e fatida by
which it seems to be known iu Mauritius. The in-

dustry in that island—the aloes being probably gi-own

on exhausted sugar land—must have assumed con-

siderable importance from the fact that a M. Evenor

de Chazal has published an elaborate book on the

subject, giving sketches of the machinery employed.

This, we regi-et to observe, is elaborate and expensive,

costing from £1,000 to £1,200, apart from the neces-

sary buildings which would, probably, double the

amount. A brother of M. de Chazal, who resides in

Natal, thus describes the machinery used in Mauritius:—
A small mill able to do half a ton of fibre would

contain the following machinery :
— 1. One boiler of

30-horse power. 2. One engine of 18-horse power ;

3. Si.x apparatus to card, commonly called scrapers .

the whole of which would amount, in Mauritius, to

£1,000 or £1,'200 sterling. According to the produce
established above, this mill could manufacture daily
33 tons of aloe leaves.

The machinery being so costly* aud it being certain

that even if a considerable space could be at once

* At the same time, no doubt there are steam engines
in the country at present comparatively idle, which would
be available.—Kd.
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planted, four or five years would elapse before the

planter would get any appreciable returns, the Chair-

man of the Victoria Association naturally objected
to tlie diversion of attention from sugar, about which

they kuew, to an experimental and costly enterprise
like this. When their sugar grounds were exhausted,
the case might be different. From the fifth to the

eighth year the return of leaves per acre would be
about 40 to 75 tons, yielding about IJ of clean fibre,

which would realize about £40 per ton. Other
estimates of fibre run up to twice the quantity in-

dicated, but we suspect the more moderate estimate,
is the more reliable, both in the case of leaf and
fibre. We have had a good deal of personal experi-
ence of the green aloe, and we know that it

grows readily in most soils, growing of course most

luxuriantly in good soils. It yields large quantities
of leaves, but the more frequently they are cut,
the more ia the flowermg, seeding,

—and dying stages
in the plant's life history hastened. A gi'een aloe

left untouched might make twelve years of growth
before the flower stalk (which shoots up at the rate

of half-an-inch an hour or faster) appeared. But the
same plant rigidly pruned of its lower leaves would
have its life shortened to seven years. On the other hand
the reproductive powers of the plant are wonderful and
the mode of perpetuation very curious. The stalk of an
aloe in flower somewhat resembles that of the talipot

pahn, the flowers along the stalk being of a delicate

primrose colour. We have talked of the seeding stage,
but there are really no seeds. The flowers gradually
turn green, the petals assuming the form of leaves

springing from a bulb, which as it enlarges becomes
loosened from the stalk, until a breeze of wind or a
shake sends do'ivn a shower of miniature but perfect
plants, wliich root the moment they touch the ground.
Wc should think that one flower stalk would yield
a full thousand of such little plants. But when the
whole of the young plants have matured, the old

plant has to be rooted up and replaced and it might
bt a question whether a good second crop would
flourish on the same soil. Perhaps some of our readers—

say Mr. John Stephens, of the Diggings, near Gam-
pola, whose estate at one time was fenced with

splendid green aloe hedges—can give definite inform '

ation on this point. It is claimed for the green aloe
that not only will it flourish on dry sandy soil, but
that it is unaffected by disease or Insects. We shoidd
have agi'eed to this, as far as our personal observation

goes, but that about a dozen years ago, we heard of

the result of an experiment on patena land belonging
to Meddekumbera estate, the great Dimbula property
of the Ceylon Company Limited. A patch of patena
land was properly hoed and planted with aloes, but
the plants were exterminated by grubs. So that
to these destructive insects the most delicate Led-

gerianas and the most fibrous aloe leaves seem to

be alike acceptable. The possibility of damage and
destruction by insects must therefore be taken into
account. If all that Mr. Christy of London says in

favour of Ekman's patent process of dealing with
fibrous plants is sustamed on trial, then, probably,
the objection to the extent and the cost of machhiery
can be obviated. But it might not be easy at once
to obtain large supplies of plants and there would be
at least three years to wait for the first returns from
a plaut, the life of which would be shortened in pro-
portion to the extent to which it was deprived of
its leaves. M. de Chazal of Natal states that :

—
" The kind of aloe cultivated by preference in Mau-

ritius is the cif/inK Ja-'ida, called foiircroya gigantea,
or roughly called green aloe. Aloe is plauttd in any
season of the year, in furrows 5 ft. distant irom each

other; 1,600 or 2,0UO aloe plants will cover an a re

of land. Young plants, or those having two or three

years' growth, might be taken for the plautatiou ;

however, seeds are much better, but in this case
the crop can only be done when they are five years'
old. The aloe arrows when it is seven or eight years'
old, and can be cut four or five times before it stems ;

when it has reached this period, the plant must be
renewed.

"Comparing aloe plantation with cane plantation, the
former can be done with less expense. A simple
tilling would do

; moreover, sandy, or loamy lands
would do perfectly well. I think that as soon as
the plant has grown it might be left to itself, with-
out weeding, until the crop takes place.

" The produce of the fibre in one acre of aloe would
be about one ton and a half, the price of which
varies from £30 to £40 the ton, and still tends to
rise. Nothing is certain concerning the real richness
of the fibre in the leaf of the aloe, the estimates

vary from 3J per cent to 8 per cent. With the last

improvements brought in to Mauritius, they have
succeeded in getting three pounds of fibre to 100

pounds of leaves
; but according to the system of

counting in Mauritius an average of five pounds has
been reached."
Four or five annual crops of leaves, therefore, ap.

pear to be the returns which can be safely calculated

on, provided the cochchafer grubs or other pests do
not interfere. We do not know that weeding would
be necessary, but as a, general rule the liability to

fungoid or insect pests is in proportion to weediness.
Dr. Sutherland of Natal gave some valuable infonn-
ation respecting the green aloe as existing in Natal,
Mexico and elsewhere :

—
" The letter from Dr. Sutherland stated that the

plant known by various names, had been established
in this colony for years ; it thrived in the coast
districts. The leaves were smooth, the only spine
or thorn on them being the solitary one at the tip.
The seeds germinate on the parent stem, and strike
their roots into the soil as soon as they fall. The
leaves attain to their maximum growth in about six

years, and are then from six to ten feet long. A
full crop would yield probably 75 tons an acre. The
yield of fibre is about two per cent an acre, thus

yielding about IJ tons of marketable fibre, varying
according to demand and supply, in value, about
£60. The fibre is known in commerce as '

Sisal

Hemp,' and is exported abundantly from Mexico, the
chief market is the United States ; it is only of late
attention has been drawn to it in Mauritius and St.
Helena. The cost of working the machinery best

adapted for scparatinj; the fibre from the cellular

pulp and the other results have not, so far as he
was aware, beeu determined on a thoroughly reliable
basis. After numerous experiments with the plant con-
ducted through a good many years, he came to the
conclusion that sooner or later ttie fibre would fifure

largely in our exijorts. The great difficulty is ma-
chinery to work off large quantities. The hand scrap-
ing process applied in Mexico is too degrading for
the progressive communities of our colonies. He tried
the effect of steam with a pressure of 60 lb. to the
inch, and believed he had succeeded ; but his process
slightly discoloured the fibre, which naturally is a
pure white. Notwithstanding the creamy tinge the
heat and moisture imparted, he sent some of the

samples to London, and they were valued at £40 a
ton, while the pure white hand-scraped samples were
valued at £50 aud ranked with the 'Sisal Hemp'
prepared from the sime aloe in Central America.
He looked forward to valuable results to agriculture,
when by means of machinery thousands of acres
could be cleared with the facilities at present ap-
plicable to sugar cane. The plant grows best in good
soil, taking up a fair share of moisture, but it would,
grow luxuriantly in dry sandy soil. There are,hovv-

evcr, other fibre yielding plants whioh merit atten-
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tio2i, and will ero long become great factors in our
industries : China grass, indigenous as well as exotic ;

hemp, indigenous or crossed with Belgian ; Adam's
needle, which yields 4 per cent of excellent fibre,
New Zealand Hax and several species of a native
Hibiscus are ready to yield profitable returns to the
demands of intelligent agriculture."
With this information before them, our planting

readers can judge of the advisability of tiying ex-

periments with aloe cultui-e. If the pulp can
be separated from the fibre by chemical solutions
without injury to the colour or strength of tlie fibre,
and if the chemicals can be cheaply obtained, then
the enterprizo may be very profitable.
A copy of the Mauritius pamphlet reached us some

time ago, but tlie member of our staft' who had the
task of translating it, was compelled to take a liealth

trip before liis task could be completed. A gentleman,
C. S., who has just received a copy sends us a sum-

mary, which will be found elsewhere, as well as-

the remarks of a correspondent on aloes in the Northern
Province.

CEYLON CINNAMON AND CHINA "CASSIA"
For a couple of centuries including the period of

Dutch rule and the first half century of British rule,

an average of about half a million lb. of cinnamon,—•

the fine spice of which Ceylon has a natural mono-

poly, sufficed for the wants of the world. The quan-

tity exported was, indeed rather imder the round
half million, for the average for the five years ended

1841 was only 452,000 lb. In those early days, con-

sumption was no doubt restricted by the enormous ex-

port duties which prevailed, and which, apart
from increasing the competition of China cassia,

tended to encourage the cultivation of the true

cinnamon in Java and at TellicheiTy on the west

coast of India. At the end of the period mentioned

Government had abolished the unprofitable chmamon

department, sold theii- gardens and giadually lowered

the duties, whicli were finally abolished. The result

was that the averages rose as follows :
—

Five years ended 1846 ... lb. 530,000
„ 1851 ... ,, 565,000

1856 ... „ 75.5,000
1861 ... „ 807,000
1866 ... ,, 825,000

Then came the great spring, owing to what at the

time was deemed the grand discovei-y, that it would

pay better to send cinnamon chips into the market
than distil cinnamon oil from them. In 1867 the

million of pounds was, for the first time in history
exceeded and in 1869 we had the cuhniuating export of

2,685,000 llj. Next year the two millions were exceeded,
but there was then a considerable decrease and
the average for the five years ended 1871 was

1,834 000 lb. The average for the next five years went
down to 1,264,(J00 lb; and the two millions of pounds
have not again been so closely approached since 1871

as in the season just closed, for which the exports,
were :

—
Baled cinnamon ... lb. 1,600,000

Chips ... ... ,, 394,000

Total lb... 1,994,000

For ten seasons there has been no higher export of
baled bark than in that just closed, and the

quantity of chips was only exceeded in 1879-80

when the enormous quantity of 474,484 lb. were

shipped, or above the old average for total ex-

port. Kecently there has been an agitation in favour
of discontinuing the export of chips, so as to improve
the prices of the fine, long-quilled cinnamon. Looking
at the motives whicli usually actuate human nature,

it is in the last degiee improbable that any compact
binding owners of ciimamon gardens not to export
chips, or sell them for purposes of export, would l)e

observed. A certain number will refuse to enter into

the compact and another uncertain number, (wo fear

a considerable per centage) will violate it, either by
directly exporthig chips, or selling to those who will

export. With the abolition of the duties, and the

export of chips from Ceylon the cinnamon enterpi-ize,
botli m.Java and Western India, ceased to be profitable,,

altliough curiously enough, the growers of cassia in

China believe that they are suffering from tlie

competition of Java cinnamon. Altliough Ceylon
has no monopoly of the gi-owth of cinnamon,

yet for fineness of quality its spice, largely

grown in almost purely silicious sand, is entirely

unequalled. But as in the case of coffee, the millions

look to cheapness more than quality, and so tlie true

cinnamon has long had a formidable rival in tlie cassia

of China, the bark of an inferior variety of the cin-

namon laurel, or, which at any rate as grown in China

yields an inferior bark. How formidable that rival is,

and how slight the effect on the market of with-

holding the chips, if that were possible, would

be, we had no idea untU we saw the statistics

embodied in a report on China cassia by the

Hong Kong Botanist. This report, which has been
sent to us by the local Government for perusal,
will be duly noticed. For the present wc con-

fine ourselves to the figures for exports from

Canton. If these can be depended on the quantity
of

"
Ligaea, twigs and broken twige" exported in

1879 considerably exceeded 100,000 piculs of 133|
lb. each,—say 13| millions of pounds ! That, to Ije

surf, was the maximum, but after a cousiderable

falling-ofi' in 1880 the exports in 18S1 reached in

piculs,
Lignea ... ... 54,520
Broken do 3,129

Twigs 6,941
Bark of do 2,832

Total piculs ... 67,428

or close on nine millions of lb. The average export
of cassia, therefore, considerably exceeds four times,

is, indeed about five-fold the figures fur Ceylon
cinnamon, and the Chinese growers would be

only too ready to fill in the deficiency of

supply created by the withholding of Ceylon chips.
No doubt our most inferior chips are better in qualify
that the best China cassia. VVe recollect that some
time aboui 1848, we received specimens of the

China spice from the late Capt. Margesson, R. A.
who was then serving at HongKong and who was
interested in Cevlon cinnamon. The bark w.-vS coarse

and pungently hot, instead of having the fine

delicate fiavoiir of our best quality ; but the very

strength of ''cassia," will be counted a merit by many of

the pudding eaters of England. Besides bark, about an

averagn of 2,000 piculs, or over a qu.rter of a

million pounds of "cassia buds'' are annually exported.
Can anyreader tell us why the buds of our true cinnamon
have never been exported as a spice from Cej Ion? The
source of tlie China cassia is now ascertained to be

exclusively a variety of the true cinnamon, ciniia-

monum cassia, Blume ;

"
yuk quai she" of the

Chinese.
Tliis hns been conclusively settled, by the Hong.

Kong botanist, as we shall subsequently slew. [See
furtlier on. J
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THE NORTH-CENTRAL AND WANOT
DISTRICTS OF CEYLON:

Fibres Worth £40 a ton available for
Preparation,

{Oommuyiicated .)

A number of indigenous fibre-pi'oducing plants are

to be found in the jungles of the Wanni, and among
them is one specially prized by the natives for the

strength and durability of its fibre. It is called
" eruknllai

"

(eirgsfiSsu) in Tamil, and W;lra

(©3(5) in Sinhalese, and grows prolifioally in open

grounds such as abandoned chenas and paddy fields.

A sample sent to England recently was valued in

London by a manufacturing firm at £40 per ton. In

the last number of the Tropical AgricuUtirist (Oct.

2nd) page 332, a description is given of a fibre

machine patented by Messrs. Dennis and Angell of

America, which would just suit this plant. It would

pay anyone to buy one of these portable machines
and travel about the country fixing himself in a

locality where the plant grew in abundance, and
moving on to new ground when the stock became
exhausted. The life would be a pleasant one, for he
would in this way travel all over the country with
constant change of scenery and climate, and, if of a
botanical turn, would discover other plants of com-
mercial value. The cost would be very little, as he
would not hiive to invest in land nor keep up cultiv-

ation. The experiment is worth trying with any one
wlio has a little money and time to spare.
What are our men of capital doing that thej should

allow 500 sturdy Sinhalese to leave their country with-
out finding any means of employment for them here, and
will they allow the wily Queenslander to take the wind
out of their sails in this manner ? Are there not rich

lands in the North and North-Central Provinces to be

bought where the Sinhalese could be employed among
his own people and at a work which he thoroughly
understands, viz

, paddy cultivation. He would be
ruled by a Government thoroughly acquainted with bis

laws and customs and ready to grant him such con-
cessions as lies in its power, should he wish to pur-
chase land. This sul'ject is worthy the attention of

all local agricultural Associations.
The immigrant road from Mannar to its junction

with the central road at Madawachchi, would be a

good base to work from and to commence the march
of civilization over a country abounding with the re-

mains of
" ancient tanks, by the aid of which a dense

population was enabled to live on plains now covered
with forest and jungle where men go to hunt." A
number of old tanks are to be found near the road,
the first 20 miles from Madawachclii. There are tele-

graph stations at Mannar and Anuradhapura, and the

tappal from Vavunia-Vilankulum to Miiunar runs along
a good portion of it. If local labour is not available,
coast coolies passing and repassing can be engaged
in any number.

COFPEB AND WEEDS.
From the dii'ection which public opinion is taking,

we are quite prepared to hear some of these days
that weeds—against which Mr. D. Morris and other

ex])erts so earnestly warned us as affording a nidus
to the spoi'es of Hejnileia ranlatrix—had they been
allowed to gi-ow at their own sweet \v\\\, would have
saved us from the plague ! We take fi-om the Mculms
Mail two letters, one by the scientific agriculturist

Mr. Harman, the other by a Wynaad planter of

seventeen years' experience. Mr. Hannan shews how
clean weeding dein-ives the soil not only of its nitrogen
but of its moisture-absorbing power. The Wynaad
planter is equally emphatic in decrying %vceding as

helping wash to carry away the soil, and he proceeds to
curse drainage as art and part in the destructive pro-
cess. Now we suppose no one will deny that, if weeds
were not harmful otherwise, they would really be
useful in binding the soil so as to resist wash. But
they, especially gi-asses, would also bind or occupy
the soil, so as to prevent, considerably, the spread of the

feeding rootlets of the plant, which are near the sur-
face. "If weeds do not enrich the soil," exclaims
the planter, "what is the good of a fallow?" But a
fallow between annual or temporary crops, the fallow
being followed by careful ploughing and han-owing
before another crop is put into the 'ground, is surely
a very diflerent thing to allowing weeds occupy a
soil in which stands a perennial crop-yielder, like
coffee ? With all the rich volcanic soil of Java, clean

weeding is now resorted to on government as well
as private estates, where the labour supply renders
such weeding possible, and, if weeds are allowed to grow
amongst tea m India they are regularly hoed into
the soil and among.st them is rarely to be found the
ageratum which takes out of the soil exactly the
same elements as the coffee tree requires. Both in
India and Java, where terracing is resorted to the
weeds, if not deeply Imried in the earth, are re.
legated to the outside edges of the terraces which
they help to bind. But in both countries the soil
IS better capable of supporting a cultivated plant
plus weeds, than is ours in Ceylon. "If they are
not permitted to seed," wiites Mr. Harman, and w^e
agree with him that could the white weed and others
be regularly turned over into the soil in theii- green
state and before seeds had formed, the whole ques-
tion would assume a different aspect. It would, certainlybe better tliat the weeds should rot in silii than that
they should be carried to compost heaps and back
again. But, unfortunately, white weed, or goat
weed, or ageratum, or, as the Sinhalese call it
the weed of the wind, is, often, scarcely above gi'oundwhen it begins to seed profusely; and while the scient-
ists tell us to burn the fallen leaves, or to bury them
with lune, if we want to get rid of the funt^us
and we are compelled to reply that we cannot
afford the cost ; there is not much use in tellini;
us that we must, some half-dozen times in the yearhoe the weeds into our soil in.stead of removing them'
If we let tliem alone for even six mouths, the'sinials
of distress thrown out by the coffee bushes soon tell
us of the mischief done. Whatever may be the
case, in Java and India, most of our Ceylon soils
we repeat, are too p.oor to support weeds, plus
coffee. But while the question of weeds may be
a debateable one, we scarcely thouglit that of
drainage was. The old Wynaad planter, however
regards dramage as only second to clean weeding in
the suicidal category. Unfortunately a large portion
of our plantations are situated on the sides of hills
so steep, that the frequent hoeing down system could
not be attempted even if we could afford tlie labour
and the money. We are ready to receive licrht how-
ever, and we should be glad to learn the results of
any experiments which have been tried in Ceylon
in the direction of hoeing weeds into the soil period-
ically, instead of removing them and of either ab.
staining from drainage or allowing drains to choke
up. During these liard times the experiment of
allowing weeds to grow and drains to fill up must
be in many cases iux'olnntary. Our impression, how-
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ever, is that although manurmg has been inteiinittecl,

cai'eful weeding is, wlienever possible, still insisted on ?

Mr. Harnian is now, we believe, on a visit to Cey-
lon, and may, perhaps enforce or modify his un-

orthodox views, after seeing our plantations.

WEEDS ON COFFEE ESTATES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "MADRAS MAIL."

Sir,
—In your issue of the 16th inst. your correspond-

out "
R.M.S.B.," commenting on the subject of sick-

ling weeds iu the mousoon on coffee estates, saj s :

"It is surely obvious to the most casual observer tliat

the coffee plants ought to have all the soil to them-

selves, and that whatever is abstracted from the soil

by otlier vegetation is so much waste of power." To
caiiUai observers probably this is eo, but by many a very
different conclusion is arrived at by more thorough
observation. To me it uppears clear that a system
of covering the soil by plants which prevent the evil

effects of mechanical wash and the loss of nitrogen,
which has recently been so conclusively proved by my
old friend Mr. Warington at llothamsted, and the

increase of humus, so valuable an agent in absorbing
and ret'iiuing moisture in the dry season, must re-

quire very strong arguments against it. The effect of

weeds in binding the sod together and preventing the

roots of the coffee tree from penetrating is not iu

my experience supported by fact. Nothing gives me
greater pleasure at the close of the monsoon than to

have a sufficiency of weeds in the soil to allow of

the coolies fork turning over big clods to receive the

ameliorating action of the air during the dry months ;

while the tap root of the coffee cares no more for sur-

face weeds than do the roots of an oak. The rootlets

of the coffee are of course in a measure broken by a

deep forking, but not to the injury of the tree

As to impoverishing the soil, I hold that weeds, it kept
properly in hand—that is if they are not permitted to

seed and are dug over annually—have exactly the op-

posite effect. On an estate I visited some years ago in

Mysore, where clean weeding was attempted, the

organic matter and water of combination had become
reduced from 27 '60 tu 2000 after ten years' cultivation;
iu other words the soil had lost 25 per cent of its power
to absotb water from the air, equivalent roughly in a

well cultivated soil to a fall of 10 inches of rain. There
is also a great chemical loss in the absence of weeds

continually rotting in the soil, there being less carbonic
acid to assist the decomposition of silicates. If our
weeds caused a permanent loss to the soil, I could
understand there being an objection to their growth,
but as they sooner or later pay back all tliey have
borroned as well as a handsome interest acquired from
the air, 1 cannot endorse the deep-rooted prejudice in

your correspondent's mind to their growth. In con-

clusion I quite agree with him that water sliould pass
through the soil and not over it, but it would be inter-

esting to the maungers of the Ouchterlony valley
estates to know how a profitable system of subsoil

drainage could be practically carried out over their

extended cultivated area.

F. E. Hakman, m. r. a. c, f. c. s.

II.

Sir,—A correspondent in your impression of the I5th

instant seeks to revive the ancient, fallacy that clean

weeding is the proper system to follow on cofl'ee estates.

I thought this idea had been exploded long ago. The
stock arguments of the binding of tlie soil and iinpovir-

iahiug it are again trotted out. The weeds cer-

tainly do bind the soil, and without their

conserv.itive action there would be very :ittle soil left

to bind on most estates after a couple of monsoons
like the one we have lately passed through. So far

from impoverishing the soil, vegetuble growth of

any kinc^ if buried, can only enrich it, Where the

weeds are pulled up, carefully put in a hag, carried
to tlie nearest road and burned—as I have seen done
years ago—the soil certainly is impoverished ; tnt
where the" weeds are allowed to grow in the wet
weathei, and are turned into the soil before the dry
season sets in, we are simply continuing the natural
system by which all rich toils have been formed—
the decay of vegetable matter. In most books on
coffee culiivatiou, marvellous plans are given for

making compost heaps, the bases of all of which are
rotted weeds. What difference is there between ap-
plying your weeds direct, and stacking them to be
afterwails carried out and applied? If weeds do not
enrich the soil, what is the meaning of a fallow ? The
notion that we'-ds impoverish the soil has been brought
out by the so-called "practical" men, whose chief

experience before their arrival in the coffee dis-
tricts has been in the forcing of crops on the
worn out garden soils of Eiiglanri, where it is

only by manuring highly thut crops can be pro.
duced at all. In such soil every weed that springs
up is fattening on the manure put down for the forc-

ing of the legitimate crop, and is rightly looked on
as a bane. In garden cultivation the whole ground
is occupied by the plants put down, of whatever na-
ture they may be ; no returning of weeds to the
ground is possible, as belore they could decompose
into vegetable mould, the garden produce would be
uprooted, and the ground cleaned for the sowing of
a fresh crop. The state of affairs obtaining on a coffee
estate is entirely different to this, and the tactics of
the cabbage garden become wholly unsuitable. The
tree is permanent, and each growth of weeds, as it is

buried, is a gain to it. Not only do we return to
the soil what was taken from it, but all that the weed
also absorbed from the atmosphere, which is given by
the most modern authorities as three-forths of the
whole. "

K. M. S. B." recommends draining. Per-

hajjs he has tried it ? I did so (to the cost of my
employer) about 17 years ago, under the direction of
the most experienced planter nt that time in VVynaad.Tuo season^ were sufficient for us. If any of your
renders are dissatisfied with the rate at which iheir
soil is being naturally waslied into the ravines let
them try "catch draining."

iManantoddy. AoKRATUM.

GRASS ON COFFEE ESTATES.
Sir,

—The letters that have appeared lately in
connection with a description of thr wei ding in thE
Ouchteilouy Valley, make no distiction between grass
and weeds The latter if kept low and thin do not
do much harm ; but grass cultivated as it is under
that system of sickling down for several months in
the ye.ir until there is a strong turf, and tben plaster-
ing it over with earth can ouly have one effect on
C'ffce, that is, cause it to disappear, and manuring
does not even go as far as to repair the wear .ind
tear under this system alone. Of course soil like
the '

Valley
'

will stand it the longest, but I remem-
ber seeing some of the old coffee three years ago, that
showed, uumistakeable signs of the effects of

Gherka Hooi.oo.

ON TEA CULTIVATION.
A correspondent of the hidiun Ten Gazette, asks

a few questions on tea culti\ation, viz:— 1st Does
throwing the earth up round the stem of a tea bush do
any good? 2ud.— Whether s it good, bad, or iudifl'erent
cultivation to hoe deep during the rains? 3rd.
Whether is it better to let weeds grow, and then hoe
them into the ground, or not to let them grow at all.

It thus appears that even in Indian Tea Cultiva-
tion it is u jt yet settled whether it is better to bury
than to remove weeds.
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Adulterated Tea.—To test whether tea is coloured

by carbonate of soda, put two tablespoon fuls of

liquid ammonia, and balf that of water in a corked

bottle; put iuto this one lablesponnful of leaves;
shake the bottle, and if a blue colour appears there
is copper in the tea, and it is adulterated. Journal oj
Design and Work.
Cocoa : Zui.uland Wattfcjama, 5th Oct.—I send

you a cocoa leaf by train today, which measures over
2 ft. long. I am not sure whether you have yet had oue
60 large but if not just meution it in your paper to

let people know that we can produce foliage as well

as fruit in this part of the world. The tree is just
18 months old. [The leaf is simply magnificent.
—Ed.]
Tea Sales.—A Correspondent writes:—"Perhaps

you may have noticed that in the last sale

of Windsor Forest tea one chest broken pekoe
was marked Windsor Forest G H D E, and sold

for only 1/4, whereas whnt was marked Windsor
Forest estates sold for 1/8. Now, I happen to know
that one chest was packed at the same time ae the

other 12, and had been bulked wilh the rest; ouly
as it was intended to be taken by a private individ-

ual, it was marked with the old Windsor Foi'est

mark. However, it seems that it was put up for sale

in the Lane, and being alone was not deemed as

good as if it had Tiiade the 13th chest, and bene
marked differently. Of course it is well-known one
chest won't sell as well as a large number; stil,l

whoever bought the one chest got the same tea 4d

cheaper. I see there was a chest pekoe as well

G. H. D. E. sold 1/2, W. F. division selling at

1/3|."
Aloe Fibee.—Messrs. Cantwell & Co. write as fol-

lows to a contemporary :
— "The following will no

doubt be found interesting to land-owners and cultivat-

ors. In November last we obsei'ved a quantity <if

prunings of the American aloe plant, together with
other weeds, thrown at one of the gates of Government
House for the purpose of being removed as refuse.

We procured some of the aloe plant leaves, many nf

which were over six feet in length, and subjected them
to our patent process for extraction of the fibre. A
sample of the liljre taken from them was .sent to London
and by the last Mail advice was received valuing it at

£28 per tou, and offering to take any quantity of it at

that price. The advice also stated that the highest

price that any aloe fibre has hitherto realized in the

London market was £16 per ton, so that the Indian

sample is nearly double the value of tliat at present
obtainable in the market. Land slocked with plants of

the foregoing description would probably yield about 50
maunds of fibre per beegah annually. The cost of cultiv-

ation would be very little, as the plant will grow
almost anjwhere and requires no attention. Ihe cost

of preparing the fibre by our process, which is very
simple and adapted to the circumstances of the rj-ot,

would not exceed eight annas per maund. Even allow-

ing that the co5t of produclion and placing the material

on the Calcutta market would be R2 per maund and the

price obtained for it only R8 per maund, the difference,
K6 per maund, would give a net profit of K300 per

beegah, which is worthy the serious attention of culti-

vators. Every ryot should at least have his fences and

hedgerows stocked with a good description of the

American Aloe pLuit."—Indian Aiji-icultifiii. ['' A
good description of the American aloe" ? The only
American aloe we know of in Ceylou is the grey, compar-
atively slow-growing agave americana. The green
aloe, foxircroya giganlca, grows inucli more rapidly and

luxuriantly, but the fibres of its leaves may be weaker ?

What we want to know is the best species or variety of

the aloe to cultivate for the production of "hemp,'
and we have at last obtained the information wihnh
will be given in Monday's pajjer,—Ed.J

EsEMiES OF Tea.—Yattiyantota, 7th Oct.—I am
sending by this post a matchbox containing some
small green poochies which I find infesting the young
shoots of newly pruned tea. The shoots are also badly
affected with blackbug. Have the pootchies come to
feed on the shoots or on the bug ? [The green poo-
chies are the larvas of a genus of flies belonging to

the family Syrphida;. They somewhat resemble small

wasps, and in their larva; state feed upon aphides &c.
The larv;e received from our correspondent, were no
doubt feeding on Ihe young and tender black bug at

the time of their ca|iture, unless they happened to be
within reach of aphides, their usual food, of whichi

they devour immense numbers. Since they have been
in our possession, many of them have turned into

the perfect insect, and thus we have been able to

identify them.— 11th Oct. 1882.]
Coffee Plantino nEPREs.sioN and the Cause.

W. F. L. writes :
— "I cannot understand ' W.'s letters.

Such districts as Pundaloya, Bambodda, Kalebokka,
Rangalla, and the best parts of thenewdistricts would not
have gone out as they have done without leaf disease.

It is leaf- disease absolutely that has reduced their crops
to almost nil. The Governor's remark, in his opening
Speech in Council, speaking of the falling-off of coffee

crops as being owing to the falling-off of manuring,
is logically 'the cart before the horse.' Planters

manured as long as they could, and only stopped when
the coffee with niauure ceased to pay for its continu-

ance. When estimates would admit of it no longer,

they were perforce obliged to stop. Would that
Lunatic Asylums could be stopped also, and that felons'

Prisons were a little less inviting, and we might then

keep more of our own property."
New Products in thk Hill Country.— Rubber trees

in Doomliera are beginning to assume quite an altered

shape and appearance. Instead of the branches grow-
ing upwards, they seem, after the second year, to bend
over and hang down to the ground, something like what
is known in coffee planting as an umbrella tree. The
tree thus loses in height, but gains in breadth, and the
branches quite conceal the stem. Cardamoms,—I hear
of some cardamom stools in Uolosbagie giving 1 to IJ
lb. per stool of dry ripe fruit. Cocoa.— It is generally
believed that a cocoa plant is ruined if its tap-roct is

cut. I know one instance where a large number were

regularly cut, and so far as one cnn see, without any
evil consequences. On an estate in Nilambe, where nil

efforts to grow the ordinary Doombera cocoa have been
most disiipp^inting, the Caraocas variety is flourishing.
IMaravilla cocoa, or what has been imported in one in-

stince as such, almost invariably splits up into five

leading primaries about four feet above the ground.
The pods are green.

— "Times."

India-rubber and Cincuona in Guayaquil.—
In a Consular Report recently issued on the trade
and commerce of Ecuador tlirough the port of Guaya-
quil during the year 1881, it is stated that the
amount of indiarubber cpllected during the year ex-

ceeded that shipped in 1880 by about 10 per cent.

Up to the present no measures have been taken by
the Government to prevent the cutting down of the
trees producing this article, and this practice is slowly
destroying the resources of the country in this re-

spect. Under the head of Peruvian IJnrk we are

informed th.at the sudden fall in the price of this
article in Europe considerably curtailed the export-
ation, wliich would otherwise have been in excess
of ISSO. As it is, there is a small decrease notice-

able, from the fact that most of the inferior grades of

baik which hiid been collected were retained in Ecuador,
the owners fearing that the expenses of conveyance
would consume even more than the proceeds of ths
bark in Europe. New districts containing large foreste
of the best quality of bark-yiolding trees have been re-

cently discovered in the interior.—Oardenera' Chronicle,
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

CEARA RUBBER.
Dear Sir,— In your "overland" edition just ar-

rived, there is an interesting correspondence started

by Mr. Thiselton Dyer, respecting the ceara rubber
which he sent to Mr. Silver to test. As you have
Dr. Trimen close at hand, could you not, for the in-

formation of the public iu this country and for plauters
in Ceylon, find out from him what the difference was
between No. 1 and the No. 2 rubber he gave to Mr.
T. Dyer. We all know that any rubber that is sent
home that is sticky and will not congeal properly
(even in this cold clim.ate) is of very small value,
whereas one sample that came home was beautifully dry
and hard and valued at 3s 9d per lb.

Another thing must be borne in mind in the India-
rubber trade, vij., the prices fluctuate in certain
eeasona of the year. This is caused by speculators who
get np the prices and then make sales for goods to

arrive, so that they can come in again at a low price.
—Yours truly, THOS. CHRISTV.

[Dr. Trimen could not explain the difference between
the samples, beyond that the one may have been less

carefully collected than the other and had probably
foreign matter, dust, &c., mixed with the rubber.—
Ed.]

COFFEE AND PEPPER EXPORTS FROM
WESTERN INDIA.

Tellicherry, 26th September 1882.

Dear Sir,—Along with this we have the pleasure
to hand you a statement of our exports of coffee and
pepper for the year ending 30th June last. This also
includes similar exports from the other ports on this
coast. From this you will observe that the crop of
coffee has been aJi improvement on the previous one,
but pepper shows a deficiency. The crop of Mysore
native coffee «as below the average, both in quautity
and quality, and we fear the extensive introduction of

Coorg plants there must gradually alter the character
of this produce.
The course of prices of both coffee and pepper

followed closely that of Europi'. In fact, the keen-
ness of merchants to do busmess, either for a very
small commission or on speculation, kept rates far too
near those ruling in Europe to allow of anything like
a fair proHt.
The pepper market was also influenced by the de-

mand from Indian ports, with which a large business
was done through native agency, and duriug the latter

part of 1881 especially, few if any tr,insactious took

place on European account.

The coming crop of coffee is expected to be a fair

one though somewhat below the last. The south-west
monsoon has been unpreoedentedly heavy, and the
estates on the Ghauts have suffered from ihe excessive
rainfall and high winds. Estates situated to the
eastward of the Uhauts, however, such as those in the
Bamboo di-trict of Coorg, have suffered but little as

far as emp is concerned and benefited by the suitable-
ness of the weather for planting. In the Eastern
Mv ore districts reports are, however, not verv favor-
able.

We have not been able to obtain very reliable inform-
ation about the pepper crop, but believe it will not
be equal to the last. The cultivation is entirely iu

native hands, so it is most dillicult to get information
that can be safely depended on.—We are, dear sir,

yours faithfully. ALSTONS & Co.
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allowed to "snuff out." It was soon covered with

lantana, aad I remember Mr. F. Sabouadiere tellinj;

me that he believed the laud would be reudered fit

for growiug coffee in 7 or 8 yeai-s. This was 17

years ago ;
the land has been planted up about two

years. So it was allowed to lie fallow for 15 years.

What the result of the planting up m.vy be, I do

not know.—Yours truly, X.

NEW PRODUCTS IN DUMBARA FELIX !

Dumbara, 9th Oct, 1882.

Dear Sir,— I have been knocking about in this

district for a few days, and think you might like to

hear the impressions of a casual visitor.

Cocoa, as of course you know, is A 1. I must con-

fess though that, high as my expectations were, they
have been far supassed by the reality. I have seen

it at all ages, from the seedling of a few inches to

the patriarch of twenty years old and more thau as

many feet, and the strongest impression they have

left on my mind is crop, though I hare been informed

that this is the smallest crop of the two. I have seen

trees from four to five years old, with 100 to 12U

pods on them beyond the doubtful age ; this represents

eight to ten ewts. an acre. And this is their small crop !

Liherkm comes only second to cocoa, and a very

good second it seems too. I have seen a five acre

clearing, four and a bittock, where some trees are

bearing at the rate of ti.-enty-four cwt. per acre (as-

certained by counting the berries), and the average
of the whole clearing cannot be under fifteen cwt

Again am I told that this is "our small crop": Three

years old trees with (550 berries, or four cwt. an acre.

Leaf disease makes hardly any impression on it, but

il shows signs of drought more readily thau the

Arabian vftriety.

The old staple (Coffee) too shows more crop generally
than I have seen anywhere this year : on one place in par-

ticular, where a lot of soft wood shade trees have

been ringed out, there musi be a crop of five cwt

an acre at least—not bad for (his year. Alongside
of this there is a very fine clearing of cocoa, Liberiau

and ceara rubber, with tobacco planted between the

rows, and all coming on as well as could be wished.

This' latter is a step anyhow towards carrying out

your sugge-tion, of planting sonething to preserve the

nitrates, though I fear tobacco will take more out

of the soil than it puts in. Happy Dumbara !—Yonrs

faithfully, MULLIGAN GUARD.
p. S.—Touching this same preservation of nitrates,

would rape or clover grow so low down as this?

Mustard does, I know, as I have often seen it in

chenas. And do you think an equally good effect

would be produced by simply grass-knifing the plants,

and leaving them to rot ou the surface, giving the

place a dig over say once a year ;
as 1 fear few i states

could afford to dig over as often as the plants came

into seed ?

[Tobacco, which is removed from the soil and not

turned down into it, is one of the most exhausting of

crops, depriving the soil especially of potash. Tobacco

culture involves heavy manuring or speedy im-

poverishment of the soil. On the subject of weeds, see

our remarks in today's issue on the letters of Mr.

Harmau and a Wynaad planter. We do not suppose
clover would succeed in the hot dry climate of Dumbara.

—Ed.]

ALOE CULTIVATION.

Colombo, 10th Oct. 1882.

De.\r .Sir,
—I have once or twice directed your at-

tention to the increasing cultivation of aloes and the

manufacture of hemp therefrom in the* Mauritius,

* Protest after protest against the definite ai-ticle, seems

in vain, Why ihn Mauritius and not the Oeylon 'i
—En.

and pointed out how suited the soil, climate and
cu'cumstances of this island are for the same purposes.

Application having been made to a firm in Mauri-

tius for information as to tiie description of aloes

cultivated and the method of manufacture, I have been

obligingly furnished with full particulars not only as

to the mode of cultivation, but as to the description
of the machinery employed in the manufacture of the

hemp.
The description of aloes cultivated in Mauritius is

the Fom-ci-oya ijif/anfea, or Agave fcetida. It appears
to grow- within the tropics in almost any sort of soil,

in the most exhausted to the richest, as well in the

lowcountry as in the high, in a diy climate as in

a moist one ;
and when it is once planted does not

require much cultivation. I WTote to the Director of

the Royal Botanical Gardens at Peradeniya to enquii-e
whether this description of Arjave is the same which

grows so well in the higlier districts of Ceylon, and,

though he has not favoured me with a reply, I am
satisfied that it is.

In Mam-itius it is propagated either by seeds planted
at stake or by means of young plants from twelve

months to three years old : they are put in the ground
fire feet apart.

If grown from seed, they require five years to at-

tain then- full size, but, if jilants 18 inches high are

jjut in, they mature in three years.
On an average they blossom in seven or eight years;

they can therefore be cut only four or five times be-

fore requu'ing to be re-planted.
The yield of clean fibre with the improved machine

is three per cent of the green leaf, or equal to a ton

to a ton and-a-half of fibre per acre.

The machinery is very simple and inexpensive.*
The value of the hemp was at first £.30 to £32 per
ton in London ; it advanced subsequently to £38 to

£40 owing to the high price of Manilla hemp. The
Mauritius firm say that the latest accouuts from England
are not so favourable, and in some quarters it is feared

the supply of fibre from that island alone will exceed
what is rcquii'ed for the purposes for which it serves.

Be that as it may, the cultivation of a product
which costs so little to grow and whose area of growth
is so enormous, is not likely to be stopped by dismal

forebodings, so long as the immediate prospects are

highly favourable, and the question will as a

matter of course ultimately resolve itself into

the cost of labour and transport. There ai-e hun-
dreds of thousands of acres of land in Ceylon
adapted to its cultivation, with the probability of a,

maximum yield per acre, owing to the humitlity of

the climate. It would be a cultivation adapted to

the genius of the Sinhalese, if they co.ild find at

central- factories markets for their green leaves.—Yours

truly, C. S.

ALOE FIBRE : A " GRATTEUSE " NOT TO COST
MORE THAN R200. CULTIVATION AND PRK-

PARATION IN CEYLON.

Colombo, 11th Oct. 1882.

Dear Sir,—Referring to my letter of yesterday,
will you allow me to explain that, iu describing the

machiuery used iu the munufacture ol hemp in

Mauritius as being very simple and inexpensive, 1 did

not include the cost of the motive power, because
its existence iu Ceylon was one of the circnmstiinces

which made tlie island, in my opinion, as suited to

the cultivation of aloes as Mauritius ?

If the previous possession of steam engines on the

sugar estati'S made the cultivaiiou of the aloes prac-
ticable in the .'.liiuritius, does not our water and steam-

power plice us ill an equally f.ivorable position ? In
*
.See owe aticlc and extracts: can machinery costing

ijeijUOO at least be called inexpensive.—En.
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saying flie machinery was simple and inexpensive, I

was referring to the " Gratteuse "
only. I am almost

certain that either Mi-ssrs. John Walker & Co., or

the Fairfield Iron Works Hould make a "Gratteuse"
and attach it to the water-power on our coffee estates,
or the steam-power in Colombo, or elsewhere, for

the sum of B200 ;
—

naj', more, I believe any intelli-

gent superinteudeut of a cofTee estate could convert
an old-fashioned coffee pidper into a "

gratteuse
"
for

R20. The fact is, the machine is simply a modific-

ation of the coir fibre machine introduced here by
the I'lte Uavid VVils in and myself, nearly a quarter of

a century ago.

Instead of the steel oombiug pin.«, pieces of 2 inch

angle iron are screwed aoro>s the drum at regular
distances, and these are the scrapers. The thick end
of the green leaf is introduced between the rollers, and
the drum furnished with scrapers driven at great
speed, srrape off the epidermis and pulp of one side

of the leaf, which, when finished, has to be with-
drawn to present the other side. In the coir machines
there is nothing to support the husk against the

combing pine, but in the "Gratteuse" an adjustable
sloping breast or chop, placed a little below the

periphery of the drum, supports the aloe leaf against
the scrapers. This breast is three-quarters of an inch

thick, and is sloped off exactly like the end_ of the
inner side of a thumb. On this surface the leaf is

apparently scraped, the chops being adjusted as close as

experience dictates, to the scrapers. There are 18

scraperft to each drum placed at regular distances.
The defect of the machine which Monsieur Chazal

describes as "brutal" is that it only scrapes one side
of the leaf at a time.

There is on our coffee estates, and in Colombo and
other places, water, and steam power, to drive several
thousand Gratteuses. At the coffee stores in Slave

Island, I worked twenty-four coir machines with the

engine which drove the peeler and sizars : these which
were purchased by Mr, de Soysa, and those on the
Horrekella estati', were the only ones, that could be
used in the Island, until our patent expired. At
Horrekella 60,000 plantlings have been put in and

many more will no doubt be added. Five years
hence, if not long before then, the coir fibre machines
will probaljly be converted into Gratteuses, if in, the
mf-aulimc some better mtthod of separating the fibre

from the pulp is not discovered.
If the natives can be induced to plant aloes, the mills

in Colombo, coukl he supplied witli leaves from a
radius of twenty or thirty miles 0"ing to the cheap-
ness of transport, a^ instanced in the case of firewood.

In addition to the steam-iJower, Colombo possesses

baling power, capable of pressing a thousand bales of

three hundred pounds each per dii-in. I may be
excused therefore, for not including cost of power and

buildings in calculaiing the cost of the machinery. On
coffee estatps, the hemp could be manufactured even
more chea) ly than in Colombo, and sent here in

bundles, as in ihe case of l-'incliuna twigs, to be baled
and shipped. In addition to t'le profit on the manu-
facture of the fibre, there would be an enormous mass
of pulp, which might or might not be converted into

nitrogenous manure for the coftee. But alas ! we should
have to wait five years f'-r this consumniatioo, by which
time according to the prediction of our prophet, coffee

in Ceylon will be a thing of the past ; he prophesied
yesterday that if with favorable weather, we are
blessed next year with a good coffee crop, as he

thougi I possible, it would be our last I I ad-
mit that in uttering this prediction, he did so,

jovi.iUy and laughingly, as if he disbelieved in the
fulfilment of his own prophesy, and I am sure he in-

intended to bless the enterprise, and not to curse it—
80 we may hope that even five years hence, tlu're will

be iome cofl'ee in existence which may be manured with
55

the pulp of the "
Fourcroya Gigantea" if it i« not

coverted into paper pulp, for the manufacture of tea

boxes, which it probably will be.—Yours truly. C. S.
P. S.—I suspect our planters would find some way

of using the leaves before they attained m Uurity, as in
the case of cinchona trees. The maxim that half a
loaf is better than no bread is a very favorite one in

Ceylon just now.

PiiOLONGED Vitality of Seeds.—In Coulter's Gazette it

is recorded that seeds of Pyrus coronaria germinated after

lying dormant for twenty-three years. If there was no
mistake on the part of the observers, these seeds were
buried beneath the foundation of a building erected in

lS5y, and pulled down last spring.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Tea Pest.s.—In the weather and tea crop reports of
the Indian Tra Ga:'lti\ we find this ominous record :

—"Sylhet.—Rainfall to date 107-80. Weather, favor-
able for manufacture. Flushes at present fair, liut

too much bmjee. Blight, blister blight, red spider,
and beetle blight,

—a little of each."

Tea in Kulu and Kangra.—The correspondent of

the Delhi Gazette writes, September 22nd :
—"I hear

from the Kangra Valley that it has been a fairly

average year lor the planters ; but at present the
tea bushes are covered with an unusual and ab-
normal amount of seed. Besides its far greater rainfall,
the Kangra Valley has this great advantage over
Kulu iu the matter of tea-growing ; it lies parallel
to the great snowy ranges, and is in a great measure
sheltered from cold north winds ; whilst the Kulu
Valley, funnel-like, slopes gradually up to the snowy
range, at right angles ; and through the depression
of the Ehotang pass, which may be considered ths
neck of the funnel, these cold north winds sweep
down over the valley. I have at times seen the tea
bushes so nipped by them that they looked as if

they had been scorched. Lovely weather, with very
cool nights and morninas. The high ranges are capped
with snow ; flights of wild fowl are passing down
en route to the plains ; those birds who winter in
Kulu are beginning to put in an appearance ;

and
there is every promise of abundant autumn crops."
New Cinchona Preparation.—.Some time ago the

Secretary of State sent out to this Presidency, for trial,

certain new prpparatious of cinchora, viz., quintUuii
tartrate Ciiuhona Alkaloid, smd Litiimr Amorphous Sul-

phate produced by Mr. Whiffen, the Quinine manu-
faolurer, from bark sent from the Nilgiris. These
were handed over to the Surgeon-General with the
Government of Madr,as who suppli d them to certain
medical officers for trial and report. It .appears from
the reports of these officers that the tartrate of quiite-
luvi proved succetsful in nearly 91 per cent of the

patients, while quinine had to be substituted in nearly 9

per cent of the cases, and only one death occurred; but
it jjroduced symptoms of nausea, giddiness, headache
anrl vomiting in about 20 per cent of the cases. The
cinchona alknloid was tried with the following results :—

Ni-arly 81 per cent recovered, and in 19 per cent
of the caees quinine had to be re^-orted to, and no
deaths occurred. The special symptoms noticed above
were observed in 17'8 per cent of the patients. In .

the case of the Liquor of amorphous qulphate of
quinine^ it pr"vrd efi'ectual in nenrly 86 per cent and
quiniu" had to be had recourse to in about 14 per
cent of the subjrcis experimented upon ; only one
case .tuccunihed, but as the patient had been in hos-

pital only one day, the Surgeon-General, considers that
it ought to be elimiuated from tlie statistics. The
Surgeon-General, however, we hear, is of opinion that
the number of cases is too small to aflford any valu-

able da'a as to i he value of the preparations, and the
Government agreeing with him have, we understand,
directed that further trials be made with them and re-

ported upon.
—Madras Times.
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Coffee.—The French are said to consume four

times, the Americans eight times, and the Germans
twelve times, as much coffee per head aa the English.
—British Trade Jmunal.
Malt Coffek.—A patent has been published at the

ii stance of Arthur Conroy and Mioliael Conroy, both
of Liverpool, entitled "Improvements in the treat-
n:eut of malt to produce an article of diet, which may
be used as a substitute for coffee.

" Eoasted ground
coffee is exhausted with boiling water ; with the extract
thus formed, raw and roasted malt are saturated, and
then dried. The result is a material closely resembling
real coffee in taste and appearance, but possessing an
invaluable property of the malt diastase, viz., that of

cau'ing sta.ehy substances, such as bread, &c., to dis-

solve in the stomach, and in tliis way it materially
assists digestion. It is, too, said to be more nutriti-

ous than ordinary coffee, as the phosphates and
albuminous matters of the malt remain in the mixture.—Planters Gazette.

How TO Make Tea.—Some remarks recently ap-
peared in a tr&de journal on this subject. The writer

says :
— Fill the kettle with cold water from the cistern,

boil quickly. AVhen the water is at the boil, not boiled,

pour into the teapot a little to heat it up, pour out
and let the teapot dry ; put in the tea in the dry pot,
let it stand so for two minutes, then pour in the

boiling water and draw ten minutes ; use a little cream,
sugar to taste, and you have a delicious cup of tea.

To give my reasons why this short date should be

so, I give the analysis of a pound of tine Assam tea,
taken from au authority in the trade :

Ounces. Grains.
Water
Tbeine ...

Ca^ieine .J !'l'.':) ...

Aromatic Oil .:. *. '...

tJxun

Sugar
Fat
Tannic Acid
Woody Fibre ...

Mineral Matter

How, the volatile oil contained in tea is the component
part which gives it llavour, and which, when long drawn
evaporates. The theiue or caseine contained in tea
refreshes and gives repose, and assists digestion, while
the tannin, of which (here is a large proportion, is a

powerful astringent. This lunnin comes out when the
tea is overdrawn. The theine and oil evaporate, and
we have nothing but a bitter and unwholesome bever-

age which destroys digestion, excites the nerves, and
hurts the health. Tha time was when tweiity minutes
was not too long to draw fine pure Congou; that was
when China teas were alone consumed, and the manu-
facture was very dilferent. Teas were so difficult to

get to shipping ports, and the time thus employed was so

long, that unless the tea was extremely well cured, well
dried and tightlj rolled before it had arrived at Canton it

would liave been unfit for shipment, but now with

open ports all over Cliina teas are rapidly and poorly
cured, the manufactures knowing that when they com-
mence to d^'ieriorato they will be on the liauds of the

grocer. Hence it will be found th.at China teas and
al'-o Assams do not require the old-fashioned time to
draw. This it would be well to remember, for what,
after all, is tea? At best it is but a beverage; its

nourishing properties are very few ; it is rather more
of a stimulant, and to make it enjoyable it should
be made and used to create the greatest amount of

happiness and pleasure. To do so every grocer should
educate his customer. I would ask every grocer to

try three experiments in tea making : 1st Make it

as I have described; 2nd. Make it with boiled water
and draw double my time; 3rd. Put in the same
quantity in old boiled water that I have done with mine,
and you will find it does not draw

; then do as some
wives do, add another spoonful of tea to bring up the

strength and he will iiud » strong decoction.
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Coca Leaf vs. Kola Nut.—A Maskeliya planter en-

quired yesterday as to the "nut" which is used as
a great stimulant by the American Indians or Africans.
We mentioned in leply the coca (crytliroxylon coca)
but we should have corrected nttl to leaf. The leaves
of the coca are specially used as stimulants by the Peru-
vian Indians. Perhaps, though our correspondent meant
the kola nut {cola acuminata), the seeds or nuts of which
are nsed as a sort of condiment by the natives of

tropical Africa.

C'liARCOAL AND Its Uses.—Charcoal laid flat on a
burn will cause the pain to abate ; tainted meat, sur-
rounded with it, is .sweetened ; strewn over heap.s of

decomposed pelts, or over dead animals, it prevents
any unpleasant odour ; foul water is purified by it ; it

sweetens offensive air if placed in shallovv trays around
apartments. It is so porous that it absorbs and con-
denses gases most rapidly. One cubic inch of fresh
charcoal will absorb nearly 100 cubic inches of gaseous
ammonia. Charcoal forms an unrivalled poultice for

malignant wounds and sores. In cases of what is

called "proud flesh" it is invaluable. It hurts
no tc.-cture, injures no colour, and is a simple and safe
sweetener and d{sinfecta,nt.—Que6nslander,

Insects and Tobacco Juice : worth a tkial.^A
suggestion (based on actual experiment has been made
to the French Horticultural Society by M. Boizard,
which is worth listening to and proving by all those
who have conservatories and delight in them. If a
solution of tobacco-juice is vapourized by boiling on
a small lire until the liquid has disappeared, it will

destroy every insect without harming the tenderest

plant. The plants thus rid of insects are exempt
from their attacks for six months, with the excep-
tion of aphides and thrips. The temperature of the
hot-house should bi as low as possible whilst the

operation ia going on. In the open air the tobacco
vapour might be applied through a tube.
New Remedies.—A correspondent writes :

—I en-
close yon some extracts from " A Record of New
.Remedies" (published by Burgoyue's), dated June
1S82, which may possess some interest to many of

your readers. I am aware you have often referred
to the papaw, but cannot recollect it being mentioned
as a remedy for tapesvorra before, or for diphtheria.
The notes on eucalyptus and bulby tree gum you
will find interesting." The extracts are aa follows :

—
Papuin.—Ihe soluble firment o( carica papaya possesses

remarkable properties of digestiuf? animal substances, beint;
iu fact, a valuable pepsiiie. Touch meat is rendered tender
and easy of digestion when boiled in water to which a small
quantity of the jnice has been added. Hard-boiled eggs soilked
iu the water are rendered soft and friable. In Quito the jnice
is used to smear over meat before cooking. In Java, Guiana,
and the Mascerine islands, newly killed meat is wrapped in
leaves of the tree to render it tender. Papayatiue, the .active

principle, has been obtained from the fruit, seeds, and milk
of the tree, and is a white amorphous substance. As a vermi-
fuge papain has proved successful, beiug very active iu digest-
ing and expelling tapeworm. Dr. Bruchut, of the Academy of
Science of Paris, has expurimeuted with the juice iu dip-
theria. ;ipplied externally to the diphtheritic deposit, it dis-
soberit, aud gives good hope of being a serviceable remedy
ill that disease.

Comiiil {Remedy for tapeworm).— Ivi the Antilles the coconut
is a popular remedy in taenia.. Dr. Martiali, chief of the
medical service iu Bengal, reports that it is most efficacious
A coconut is opened the meat removed, scraped, aud three,
hours after being administered a dose of castor oil is given,
the success being most complete.
Alstonia Constricta, or Queensland feror bark, is in com-

mon use in Australia as an antiperiodlc. It has been used
as a substitute for hops to make beer bitter, aud as a
domestic remedy for malarial fevers. It is sometimes called
native quinine. Alstouia ooustncta contains several alkaloids,
one of which, alstonidino, is said to combine the properties
of quinine and uuxvonica.

Bidbij Tree G«m.—This gum, the hardened juice of sapota
Mueller Bt., also known by the names of balata or tunoguna,
or leche-de-popa, is coming into general use as a substitute
for India-rubber and giitta-purcha. It seems to be an inter-
mediary between caoutchouc and gutta-percha, and is being
successfully employed iu the manufacture of submarine cables
and for other porijoses. When properly prepared, the gum
lu'esenta a white, dry aud hard appearance.

The question of Tea Cultivation seems to be at-

tracting more attention than ever in Ceylon. A
suggestion is made that worn-out anri abandoned coffee
land should bo planted with the hardy shrub, the cost
of which would be comparatively smr.ll. Tho question
of labour, upon which the depression in the coffee enter-

prize has acted so adversely, has, however, to be rec-
koned with. But, with the introduction of improved
machinery, Ceylon quite expects to be able to compete
with India in the tea industry.—British Trade Journal.
Tropical Fruits and Veoetaeles : .Jamaica with

ITS Flower and Fruits how beating Ceylon.—We
have been favoured by our occasion.al correspondent,
Mr. J. Hart, Superintendent of the Cinchona Plant-
ations at Gordon Town, Jamaica, withphotogra phs of
a (lower show held in Kin;,'ston, Jamaica, in June last,
and of a group of tro|>ical fruits and vegetables exhibited
on that occasion. The latter we have had engraved,
aud now present it to our readers (fig. 58). The group,
which was arranged by Mr. Hart, included in the
centre a plant of the Calaln, Phytolacca icosandra,
a oommoa subject in the West Indian Islands ; in
front of it pine-apples .and artichokes, .and on the

right bananas, m.angoes (Mangifera indica), the fruit
of the naseberry (Achras Sapota), Seville oranges,
carrots, the coconut (Cocos nnoifera), vegetable mar-
row, celery, turnips, plantains (Musa paradisiaca),
and rice Oryzi sativa). On tho left are the jack
fruit (Fruit Artoc.arpus intergrifolia), large beans,
potatos, Indian corn, gourds, yams, Colooasia eecu-

lenta, pumpkins, cucumber.^, cabbage, Muscat grapes,
the manimee apple (Mammea amerioaaa), the Shad-
dock (Citrus decumana), and above these is a comb
of honey. The exliibition on the whole appears to
have been a great improvement on th<at of the pre-
vious year, aud included a considerable number of

plants of a decorative character, sent from the various
public gardens, &c., under the supervision of Mr. D.
Morris, aud many admirably-grown specimen plants ex-
hibited by residents in Kingston.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Dlseases of Plants. —It is proposed to form an
internationil Association of those botanists and ento-

mologists most competent to deal with this import-
ant subject, and for the purpose of studying the na-
tural history of plant diseases, and the investigation
of the means whereby they may be obviated or cured.
The main objects proposed are :— 1. Recognition and
speedy communication of information as to the various
forms of diseases of plants of all kinds, the spread of

epidemics, and the prevention of the same. 2. The
collection of statistics respecting diseases in various
localities and observation of the influences of situa-

tion, soil, climate, &c. 3. Investigations as to the
power of particular varieties to resist disturbing in-

fluences, and especially frost, and also the making of
various cultural experiments with a view to discover
the best varieties of plants to be cultivated in different
localities. Co-operation of members in different coun-
tries is indispensable, and they should be chosen from
among the most able men having sound knowledge of
the variations, &c. ,

of plants. Scientific investigation
of new forms of plant diseases will be conducted both
anatomically and chemically. For the furtherance of
the object of the Society it is advisable to issue an
appeal to the members, the appeal to take the form
of questions and tables to be filled up with notes on
the weather, and other remarks. The growth of seeds
is aleo to be studied with regard to locality, climate,
&o. : as also the cultivation of fruit, forest, and garden
trees. The nature of the soil is to be t.aken into con-
sideration, and the power of different plants to with-
stand we.ather, especi.ally frost. Dr. Paul .Sorauer, of

Pro^kau, Silesia, is the secretary and originator of
the proposed Society, and in eacli countrj special re-

presentatives are to be appointed to collect informa-
tion.—Planters' Oazetle.
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Orange Wines.—A writer in the Semi-Tropic Ca-

li/omia describes bis experience in m«king orange wines

from the wild orange of Florida years ago. He says

that it cannot be surpassed for medical purposes,

and sold when only eight months old for §,3 per gallon.

The oranges must be perfectly ripe. Peel them and

cut them in halves, crosswise of the cells ; squeeze
into a tub. The press usfd must be so close that the

seeds cannot pass into the must. Add 2 lbs. of white

sugar to each gallon of the sour orange juice, or 1 lb.

to each gallon of sweet orange juice ; and one quart
of water to each gallon of the mixed sugar and juice.

Close fermentation is necessary. The resultant wine

is amber-coloured, and tastes like dry hock, with the

orange aroma. Vinegar can be made from the refuse,

and extract from the peels.—CViemis^ and Druggist.

Agricultuke in China.—The following estimate

by the North China Htrald of Chinese Agriculture
will tuke most of our readers by suprise :

—"From
the time of Shen Kung, the Divine Husbandman,
down to the present day, the pursuit of agriculture
has always been held in high estimation by the Chinese.

Next to the study of the priceless literary treasures

bequeathed by the sages of old, the tilling of the

Earth, the great 'Mother' of Chinese mythology,
ranks in dignity and honour. It is difficult to say how

many grains of superstition may be found in this time-

honnurt-il idea, or whether it takes its rise entirely from

utilitaiian considerations. It is also difficult to re-

cnncile the great deference professed towards agricul-

tural science in China with the very imperfect results

that are produced. There is no doubt that, in spite of

the honour bestowed on those who guide the plough
and scatter se>d, farming is in a very backward state.

Chinese fruits are proverbially poor, tasteless, and

often worm-eaten. Chinese vegetables are greatly in-

ferior to those of Eurojie, while as regards horticul-

ture the results are meagre in the extreme. 'J he fact

is that in the art of tilling the soil, as in most other

arts, China is really backward. The Chinese have

advanced to a certain point, and there stopped. It

appears, to them, sufficient to pay an exaggerated
deference to agriculture in the abstract, and, doing
what their ancestors have done before them for cen-

turies, to leave the results to Heaven."

Coffee and Chicory.—The Bailt/ Netvs says :
—

"Some forty years ago coH'ee was coffee. Chicory
was a malum prohibitum, a thing not to be toler-

ated. Then followed its toleration, not a full toler-

ation, but a toleration coupled with a condition.

The condition was observed in tlie use of the familiar

packet announcing that the grocer sold the packet as

a mixture. No other adulteration was allowed, and

the result was most unexpected. The trade adopted
the permission, but the public did not adopt the

coffee, at least they did not do so for a long time.

Chicory was legalized ;
but the increase in the sale

of coffee did not keep pace with the increase in the

census returns. And now the Revenue Act of the

last Session start* coffee under new conditions. All

sorts of vegetable substances may now be mixed up
with the coffee of commerce, only the mixture must

be sold as a mixture and in quarter-pound packets
or packets containing an even nuinber of quarter-pounds,
with each quarter-pound subject to a penny tax.

We may eat beans and turnips and dandelions— what

the Germans call Gesuudheits Kaffee—and there will

be every variety of beverage and fluids witli all names,
at all prices, and with all properties. Onevaiiety, in-

deed, weprobably shall not sec. To the other miitures

which shall constitute the coffee of the future, cliicory

will not be added. The reason is not hyfjieuic but

•commercial. Each adulteration bears its own siitcial

tax. Chicory brings in its own return to the revenue,

and the beana and the dan delions would bring in

theira, and the British taxpayer won't pay both."

Coffee in Brazil.—Mr. Consul Ricketts, in his

report on the trade of Rio de Janeiro in 1880, says :
—

'"There is probably no country in the world more
suited as regards soil and climate to the growth of

the coffee tree than Brazil ; but notwithstanding this,
the production of coffee does not increase in the same
ratio as it does in some other countries, such as the

Philippine islands, central America, and Ceylon.* The
same remark applies also to Java, where the coffee
beau has for a long time past formed one of the

principal articles of export. But this result lias in
each instance proceeded from different causes, for,
while in the Dutch East Indian possessions it has
been brought about more especially by the action of

the Government, which—having taken upon itself the
anomalous position of ruler and trader—placed num-
erous restrictions on the producer, in Brazil it has
arisen from a system of laljour, which, under any cir-

cumstances, could not receive much expansion; but
what might not be effected as regards the cultivation
of coffee if the present difficulties surrounding the

question of labour were removed ?"—Produce Markets'
Review.

Peermaad Hills to Pandy Land.^—A fine road ia

the Peermaad road for 32 miles; it runs through
a very pretty hilly country, which is well watered ;

nestled among the trees are comfortable looking houses,
standing in their own gardens, with the never failing
coconut, arecanut, sago palm and plantains every-
where. In the valleys are sugar cane and paddy, the
latter largely predominating. Passing Varoor, 17
miles from Cott'iyam where there is a Traveller's bun-

galow, (with a cot, a table and two chairs by way of

furniture) we pushed on to Kangerapillay, 23 miles,
where there are two houses belonging to planters ;

here we called a halt and spent ihe night, leaving again
next morning, after early tea, and reaching Muondy-
kyam (32nd mile) in time for breakfast. In sight of a
bungalow on the top of a hill at the head of the Ghat,
which certainly commanded ii most lovely view, but
the place wore an abandoned appearance, though there
were signs of cure and attention having been dis-

played in years gone by. We noticed some grevillia
robustas, cypresses and a wealtli of roses under the

windows, with ivy clambering all over the walls; w?
noticed some tea. a tine kind of hybrid Assam, which
appeared to be doing remarkably nell, though appar-
ently no attention had been paid to it for some time ;

and some peach trees, and the wreck of what had
been a kitchen g.arden. Came in sight of the H
bungalow and estates. Heie we met with a hearly
welcome,—the regular planter's hospitality, and we
were soon made jolly and comfortable. After a {;lance
at the Tote, whicli looked very flourishing, with heaps
of coffee berries all over the trees, and a few on the
ground, which the man.iger groaned over, as he said
"Confounded winds, never saw such weather in my
life as we've had

; put a big crop on. and the wind
comes and knocks off a deuce of a lot

"—but, planters,
like farmers at home, are known to be fond of a

grumble, and never like to own to being satisfied. For
our own part, it struck us that you might sit under
some of the trees, ami pick coffee till you were blue in
the fice. We pushed on to the A — y, where the

sporting owner showed us some of his magnificent
trophies, bison, sambur, ibex and other heads ; an ex-

ceedinj^ly handsome I quor case, made out of an
elephant's foot, uttraeted our attention. This estate,
too, looked in wonderfully geod heart. A visit to two
or three more estaies near by. all in a most promising
condition, brought our Peermaad stay to n close.— At.
Mail Cor.

* A very strange mistake, over-production in Brazil
being the result of C(jnc6ntrating slave labor on coffee
—Ed.
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Stock's Carbolic Acid Cure for Coffee Leaf

Disease, is, we regi'et to learn not turning out a
success so far in Ceylon. On Warleigh estate, Dikoya,
where it has been applied on an elaborate scale,

the report is very qualified as to results, even though
the coffee has the advantage of being interspersed
with cinchona, so checking the spread of tlie spores.
On UdapoUa Liberiau coffee again, Mr. .Jardine has

experimented with a mixture up to 25 per cent of

the acid, without being eatisiied that the fungus
spoi-es in the immediate neighbourhood were dis|josed
01. In fact they were said to be ripening fast.

Mr. Jardine will now try up to 50 per cent and
watch the results as an e.xperiment.
"Salt Bush" Australia and India.—Amongst

the beneficial results of Mr. Buck's visit to Australia
as Commissioner for India at the Melbourne Interna-
tional Exhibition, will probably be the introduction
of the valuable salsolaceous plant, known in Aust-
ralia as "salt bush." Originally regarded by the
Australian settlers as useless or worse, it turned out
to be one of the most nutritious cattle feeds in the
world. Now it is likely to confer a double benefit on
India. Not only is good cattle feed wanted, but a plant
desiderated which will feed upon and rid the soil of

the saline inflorescence called ivh, the result of

frequent irrigation and the cause of sterility. The
Australian salt bush is being tried for these purposes in

North Western India and with every probability of suc-
cess. Query whether the salt bush might be successfully
grown by the sides of marine streams and onthe sea shore
and other places in the Northern Province of Ceylon.
The Cultivation of the Potato is thus discussed

in the Sydney Mail :—" To obtain profitable root

crops it is imperative to pulverize the ground thoroughly
and to manure it highly. The first of those root

crops demanding manure in large quantities is the

potato, introduced into notice only some 260 years.
It has found its way into every garden, and in the
face of loud and constant assertions to the contrary,
has proved itself a very valualje and wholesom*
article of diet for man and beast. That mode of
culture which shall at all times and in all situations
tend to produce the heaviest crops and of the finest

quality is of material importance, not to the farmer
alone but to the consumer also. Mr. Knight, the late

president of the Horticultural Society, in his admir-
able lecture on the culture of the potato, declares
*' that li(/ht is of the utmost importance to the growth
of this plant, and advises all potato-drills to nm north
and south, thus insuring the greatest breadth of light
daily. To plant old potatoes, good sized ones, none
of less weight than four ounces, indeed he uses six-

ounce ones in preference ; each set to be six inches

apart in the rows, and two feet six inches from the
centre of one row to the centre of the next. One
fact Mr. Knight mentions, and as it is of importance,
I may quote it :

—" The outer rows and single rows
produce far more potatoes than those in the inside."
The best soil, where you can choose it, for growing
potatoes is light sandy and moderately rich land, if

fine mealy potatoes are required. When potatoes are
boiled or steamed carefully they are eaten by horses,
cows, pigs, and poultry with the best results ; but
raw potatoes are not so fattening. In Tasmania as
much as sixteen tons have been dug from an acre
of land. Indeed, 1 have been told that carefully-
selected seed will make the difference of two or three
tons per acre. The potato prepares land for the wheat
crop admirably to follow, having well manured the

ground and ploughed it with a deep rather than a
wide furrow, let it rest until you wish to put in your
crop. Ash-leafed kidney or silver-skin may be planted
in May and June ; the end of July and August is

time enough for the main crop. If you have a grubber
put it througli tlie land ; then, with a light double
mould-board plough, open it into ridges and furrowa

about two feet from centre to centre ; but, if the
land is rich, two feet six inches will be even taken

;

along these furrows lay evenly tlie manure, which
sliould contain a large proportion of slacked lime and
salt

;
on this lay the potatoes, and then, with a plough

split the ridges from end to end, covering up the
tuckers and making fresh ridges with the manure, and
potatoes as a centre core. We have no potato disease
here, but a grub is sometimes troublesome. Lime and
salt clears tlie ground of this jiest speedily."

'J'liK Rloo.N- AND Tiir. Weatiikk VVe observe that
Sir VV. Thomson, in his address on Friday week
to the liritish Associ.ition, declared

authoritatively
that " careful observation with the barometer, ther-
mometer, and anemometer, at the time of new moon
full moon, and half-moon, has failed to establish aii\'
relation whatever "

between the phases of the moon
and the weather. "

If there is any deoendence of
the weather on the phases of the muon, it is only to
a degree quite imperceptible to ordinary ohservation."
It is difiicult to account for the deep-rooted popular
prpjudice that the weather does change more and
with more significanee, at the time of the phases of
the moon, than at any other time. This is a point
on which ordinary people will no', accept scientific
opinion. They raise their brows, and evidently think
that vague, popular impressions must havn more value
than scientific ob-ervation. We wonder why. It
seems precisely one nf the matters which soientiflc
observati 111 should set .at rtst.—Sptclator.
Aloe Cultivation.—On page 426 appears an extract

from the Indian AgricuUnrist referring to aloe fibre.
If aloe fibre is of such commercial value as is repre-
sented iu the extract in questiou, a bright future is

certainly in store for poor Jaffna. Perhaps, it is not
generally known that aloe is a common plant ia
Jaffna. Uucared for, it grows luxuriantly not only
in the peniusula, but also in other parts of the
Northern Province. It is found in wild abundance
in tlie Pachchellapally district. The species of aloe
known in Jaffna are chiefly three, and their Tamil
names are (1.) Kimiarikaththadai (?) niarel) and (.3) Put-
laikalhthalai. The first-named species attains a great
height, and its stalks, measuring 6 or 8 feet in length,
give it a noble appearance. It is common in Paoh-
chellap.ally, and is a favorite fence plant with the
coconut planters. A traveller by the central road may
see it in unbroken succession, forming the boundary
fences of the estates in the district. It is never
watered nor any care bestowed

'

upon it : jet there ia

hardly any other plant which grows eo luxuriantly
and rapidly as this. The late Mr. D. Todd who knew
more of it than his fellow-planters, a short time
previous to hia death, cut down some which grew in
his estatr, prepared the stalks into fibre and took it
with him to England. On his return he informed one
of hia friends in course of conversation that the aloe
fibre which he took realized a good price, giving him
a clear .and an unexpected profit of R,000 on the whole
tiansac'ion. This was the first and only transaction
in Jaffna aloes, and Mr. Todd having soon after died,
it is kno"n to a few only. The other day the enter-

prizing broker of Messrs. Delmege Reid & Co. pro-
cured fir his principals a small lot of fibre extracted
from one of the species mentioned above. It was
obtained from the Wanni, and, although it was not
subjected to any patent process, yet it looked remark-
ably fine. It has been sent to England, labelled

probably "Jaffna fibre." The result is anxiously looked
for by all interested in Jaffna. The marei grows in

Wadamarachy and may be seen in large groups in the
plains of Semmani. The remaining species is a favorite
medicinal plant with native doctors and is not so
conim-u as the others. Surely ;i cultivation which
requires but little money and trouble must be at once
undertaken, and there ia no placL in Ceylon so fitted
for it as JaiBhs.—Oor,
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THE "FATAL PUNGTJS " AND IND EFFECTS

ON THE COFFEE TREE.

"W.'s" letter given below, will, like all his

writings on coffee culture, be read with respectful

attention. But in denouncing the popular belief in the

fatal effects of the fungus, as unscientific, we suspect

"W." himself will stand alone amougst scientific men.

We are not aware that the quack who propounded the

"internal iilcer" theoiy had a single believer in his

absurd theory. We all know and believe that the

evil is in the leaf. The fungus enters it by its stomata

and feeds on the contents of the cells, the very life-

blood of the plant, and crop after crop of leaves pro-

duced by the plant for its ovra sustenance, used for

the sustenance of the parasite and then dropped, have

a very different effect on the strength of the plant
to leaves withering and dropping after they had per-

formed then- nourishing function. Under continuous

attacks of the fungus and repeated attempts to renew

foliage necessary to its own existence, which only

go to feed its foe, the tree becomes so debilit-

ated, that it cannot mature its fruit. Mr. Hughes
has shewn, what no one knows better than "W.,"tliat
a tree can be exhausted by too frequent production
of leaves, as well as by over- bearing of fruit crop.
Wind is a terrible evil in depriving the coffee tree

of its leaves and were tearing winds to become as

permanent in existence and operation as heniileia the

effect on the coffee bushes would be much the same.

But bad as "
wind, wash and weeds," the planters'

thi'ee great enemies are, the three combined, do less

mischief than the ever present and almost ever active

fungus.
With all respect to "W.," we feel it right to say

that we adhere to our opinion. It is tliat while

coffee has suffered much from abnormal seasons in

the past decade of years, and from other causes,—
notably insect pests,

—its great enemy has been, and

continues to be hemileia ra«falri.r. Even when torn

off by winds, leaves gave back fertilizing mineral

matter to the soil. In tlie case of leaves destroyed

by the fungus, tlie fertilizing matter has gone to feed

the parasite and increase its power for mischief. Other

causes, many and potent have worked against the

coffee tree and those dependent on it. But the sudden

development of a new fungus, peculiar to coffee in

1869, its rapid spread and its "fatal" effects, have

done more harm to the coffee enterprize than all other

causes combined. If the vu-ulence of this one pest abated,

we should soon cease to ask the question
" What ails

our coffee ?"

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES? No. 6.

SiK,—Hemileia has evidently become far too con-

venient a scapegoat, and has been too long accepted
to be easily relinquished by many who have accustomed

themselves to imagine it an adequate cauee of the

recent infertility of our coffee trees, notwithstand-

ing that the theory ia equally opposed to logic and

to facts.

The only correspondents who defend the fatal fungus
theory with any show of reason assume that the pest
was carrying on its destructive work insidiously and

uuifcrsally on our estates prior to 1871, although it

was unobserved except on a very few. Before the

true nature of the Hemileia and its attack vviis fulij

ascertained, .some high authorities believed the pest
to exist uneeeu in the inti'rnal tissues of the tre'S, ard
to develop itself thi-re unol'servcd. But this hy|uithesis
was always doubLful, aud was eventually demolished

by Mr. Ward's complete- exposition of the life 'nistory

of iihe fungus, and the precise method of itS' attacks.

The external origin of the disease was thus fully estab-

lished, and it was proved conclusively that the leaf

was the sole seat of the attack, and that the operation
of the disease is therefore manifest. The assumption
that Hemileiet might have been insidiously c.irrying on

unseen mischief ia therefore entiri-ly erroneous, and the

only argument by which the universal failure of crop in

1871 could be attributed to leaf-disease falls to the

ground. In fact, as has already been shown in pre-

vious letters, the theory of the fungus being the

potential cause of the short crops of the past decade

IS logically untenable, inasmuch as the alleged effect

preceded the cause. And it is also opposed to fact,

as there has been throughout the decade the greatest

discrepancy both in point of time and intensity be-

tween the so-called cause and its operation.

Setting aside, however, both the logical impossibility
of the theory and the utter want of sympathy be-

tween cause aad effect, as thereby implied, it may
be instructive to consider the subject from an.

other point of view. Seeing the almost universal

prevalence of fungal attacks on vegetation, and

that coffee is by no means exceptional in
.

having its fungal parasite, it is well worth con-

sidering whether, and to what extent-, Hemileia and
its effects on our coffee leaves differ from other

parasitic fungi and their ravages on the vegetation
around us. If we stroll through the jungle, or

along any path in the country, innumerable forms

of fungi will meet our view, both on the fallen leaves

which are shewn on the ground, and on many
leaves still living and clinging to the trees and pLants.

Few plants, indeed, will be found to be exempt
from the ravages of fungi in some form or other.

Parasitic fungi are no strange phenomena, but are

almost as universal as vegetation itself. Yet we hear

no jeremi.ads on the havoc so committed all around us.

No doom is pronounced against the jack, and many
other of our most useful trees, which, nevertheless, suf-

fer as much as our coffee trees, or more, froni precisely

similar kinds of attack ! A few weeks ago, on pointing
out to a fellow-pl'inter who was with me a fearful dose

of fungus on the leaves of one of our new and most

hopeful products, and asking him how it happened
tiiat no scare had been got up about this invadci-, he

merely remarked that it seamed " so
natiirnl^

" he had

not regarded it as 3,peH\ lnis^ct,\tvia,& quite natural

and the leaves in question were only going the way ,

of most leaves. The alarm about our Hemileia was

inspired by the belief that, like the pot.atoe pereno-

spora, it existed in the internal tissues of the tree,

aud infected its whcde economy. All serious fears

oucht, therefore, to have subsided when tlie true nature

of 'the fungus and the method of its attack were fully

ascertained. Before this discovery, however, it had

been generally accepted as (he cause of all our mis-

fortunes, and was not so easily dismissed from the pre-

eminence it had attained. Many will etill cling to the

fatal fungus theory, and probably regard me as
_

a

personal enemy for trying to depiive' tliem of it.

The history' of a leaf is like that of all vital organ-
isms in h.iving a period of growth, or cycle of life-

changes, durng which it fulfils its appointed functions

for the plant to which it belongs, until it attains its

full maturity, when these life changes and these func-

tions cease.
"

The leaf is then no longer an active

member of the society in which those life obliges aud

functions were fulfilled, but passes through death into

a passive state, and liecomes subject to a new cycle
of changes, in the course of which its substance is

either reconiposed or dissipated. The passive remains

of ihn once active or^auism may still cling to the pluce

of its birth and activity, but its work is done ! It ia

but a crpse, and the undertaker, if he have not

already with indecent haste anticipated the event,

is'et'cr ready to begin liia work. The dclunct
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leaf is thenceforward subject to a new cycle
of change, wholly irrespective and independent
of its former life and connexion. Whatever may
thereafter happen to the leaf, whether it shrivel
and dissipate under the sliw procees of eremaoausis,
or become food for insects, or be assimilated into

fungi, matters not to the plant it once served as

lung and stomach. A dissolution of partnership
took place the moment the leaf ceased its growth
and active functions, and no further vital con-
nexion subsists between them. The useless leaf

goes like the old horse to the knackers ! What
matters it to the brave old oak that 200 under-
takers are ever attent to dispose of his used up
limbs ? or to the pine that 100 fungi will wake over
the fallen or falling members of his communion ? or to the
lime that some 70 claimnnts will scramble for his old
clothes ? Then, why should King Coffee give up the ghost
atthesight of <too poor body-snatchers? By the bye, why
has one of these been raised to the highest pinnacle of

fame, wliilst the other has been relegated to share the
faleof the handbook ? Why has poor sphcerid been
denied the honour or shame of its share in the
fatal transaction, and dropped as completely as though
it had never been heard of ? It derives its nour-

ishment, however much or little that may be, from
our coffee leaves, and seems by Mr. Morris's account
to be always present. At any rate he always found
it when required.

Mr. Ward has proved that whatever mischief
Hemileia is in its nature capable of doing is done
to the leaves, and even to them only whilst they are

growing, and fulfilling their proper functions. It

matters not to the coffee trees what becomes of its leaves
after they had jassed the growing stage. That is certain.

Surely it cannot then be a very difficult matter to

estimate the extent of "possible harm our enemy
can do us, wheu we know so exactly how to meas-
ure its opera'.ion ! The leaves themselves are our

witnesses, and will furnish full and conclusive evidence.
How then do they appear ? Are they punj, stunted,

half-grown cripples, testifying to a desperate, life-long

struggle against some superior foe ? Look at our coffee

trees ! Were they ever more handsomely clothed than

they now are? Or was their foliage ever brighter in

colour, larger in size, or more luxuriant? liven the

corpses of the leaves, as they lie scattered on the

ground, are not like victims of weakness and starva-

tion, but resemble well-nourished veterans who have
borne the heat and burden of the day, having attained
a full maturity of growth, and therefore having done
their duty and fulfilled their appointed functions.

Contrast the victims of Hemileia with those of wind or

insects : cockled, stunted, discoloured, and mis-

shapen. Censider the quantity of foliage thus an-

nually lost during the prevalence of severe winds,
and bear in mind that the foliage so destroyed is

cut off or injarcd in its youth, when its active

functions are not merely interrupted, or abridged,
but destroyed. Yut our trees have always been

subject to this serious loss of leaf by wind, ac-

cording as they were more or less exposed, and,

though they have no doubt suffered thereby to

some extent, it has never inflicted any such fatal

infertility as is now attributed to the loss of leaf

by Hemileia.

The fact that tlie vast majority of all infected leaves

attain their full size proves bejoud question that any
abridgment of their life, or lessening ot their functional
work they may suffer by leaf-disease must necessarily
be brief and limited, and quite incapable of producing
such ruinous consequences as we now de|'lore.

Full of knj is of course an important factor in

weighing the effects of Iliinilr a, and it is one re-

garding which much misconc ption exists. Some

pUutera regard almost all fall of leaf aa attributable

to the fungus, and overlook the fact that all leaves
have a natural period of growth, and an inevitable
time of fall. Coffee trees have two periods of fall
in the course of the year ; and are liable, besides,
to loss of leaf from weeds, wind, or crop. In days of

old, when weeds predominated, loss of leaf often
occurred to an extent which even the worst attack of
Hemileia. eould not surpass. The familiar sign of leaf

distress, the fading colour of the foliage, tirst yellow,
and then, if prolonged, a sickly white, betokened a
heavy dose ot weeds, or else a bumper crop, or both
combined ; and was always followed, if relief were
not speedily administered, by a tremendous fall

of leaf, leaving tlie trees as bare and sticky as the
worst attack of modern leaf-disease ! Yet, although
the Inss of leaf in such eases involved a total inter-

ruption of active leaf-work, there was no such resulting
infertility as is now attributed to the loss of leaf inflicted

by the fungus. The combined strain of a heavy crop
on trees so divested of their growing leaves, and robbed
at the same time of their proper nourishment by
weells, never produced iiifertility. The trees so tried
no d. ubt siiffered at the time, but they speedily re-

covered iind yielded fresh and abundant crop.
Many of these very trees are now, in their old age,
equal in vigour to their youngest neighbours !

In whatever light regarded, and by whatever test

tried, the fungus theory of tlie present infertility of

our coffee tiees is utterly untenable. This convic-
tion forced itsflf on my minel long ago, and has
been coutirnied and strengthened by all subsequent
observation and experience. For some time I ab-
stained from any public discu.'sion of the sub-

ject, as it did not appear to tend to any import-
ant advantage. Latterly, however, it seemed
worthy of notice as a barrier to the discovery of

the real ailment of our trees, and also as possibly saving
us from scares in regard lo other and newer enter-

prizes which are, or may be, affected by similar

fungal attacks. IScares are unmitigated evils, and the

liability to them is a perpetual source of danger and

anxiety. The fatal fungus scare has lived too long,
and should be reduced to its proper value by thought-
ful research and the light of science.

The dcstuiotion of leaf tissue by insects, antl some
other cognate matters, which should have found a

place in this letter, are necessarily precluded
for the present at least by the unreasonable

length it has ah'eady attained. I must conclude

by reminding my fellow-planters of the great
difference there is between the power of producing
leaf and that of bearing fruit. Whatever the mystery
of I'erlility may be, the fact that it is not co-equal
with vigour of growth or production of leaf is one
of every day's experience. We see plants and trees
of most luxuriant growth refusing to flower, and
others flowering profusely w'itliout a sign of fruit.

Kven amongst our coffee plantations are fields of most
vigorous growth, which we have never been able to

coax into crop liearing, and such fields existed and
exercised our patience and ingenuity long before we had
the scape-goat Hemileia, on which to lay- the blame.
We want more light, but those need not expect it

who keep their shutters up. W.
-

CUPEEA E.IEKS EECENTLY IMrOETED FKOJI
THE EjUSTEEN PjVET OF THE UNITED

STATRS OF COLUMBIA.*
EY M. ARNAUD.

Until recently, only the northern "
cuprea

"
barks, coming

from Buccamaranga, in the province of Santander, were
known. Having received several specimens of the.se barks
from another part of Columbia, I propose to give some
detiiils of the examination I have made, both of the "

cupreas''
* Paper read before the Union Scieutifique des Ph j i ni

cicns de France(>/oar«. Pltarm. et de Chimie, [6], v., 560.
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from the north, and of two new types of "cuprea"
from newly explored regions. The "

cupreas
" of Bucca-

maranga have now been imported into Europe for several

years, and more recently in such quantities as to cause
a considerable fall in the price of sulphate of quinine. This
fall was due not only to the large consignments that were

received, but also to the expectation of others, it being
«nti"'inced that i-ast forests of the trees yielding these
viluable barks existed. This is now known to be incorrect,
and unfortunately it is possible that the Buccamaranga
'*

cuprea
"

will become rather scarce.

The "
cuprea

" barks have quite a special, very compact
appearance. They are remarkable for their great density,
which exceeds that of all other quinine barks ; the apparent
density varying according to my experiments from 1'128
to 1'180, taking water as unity. They are therefore easily

distinguishable from all cinchona barks, except
"
pitayo

"

and "
calisaya ;

"
like these latter, the "

cuprea," instead

of floating on the surface of water, sinks immediately
to the bottom.
The transverse fracture of "cuprea," after it has been

trimmed with a knife, is characterized by a horny appearance.
All the cells are, in fact, filled with a gum-resinous, matter
that is not present in the ordinary cinchona barks. Not-

withstanding this appearance, which is so different from
that of good cinchona barks, the "

cuprea
"
bark contains

sometimes upwards of 2^ per cent of quinine. It is therefore
a valuable bark and justly sought after. The following
shows the percentage obtained in analyses made of several

samples coming from Buccamaranga :
—

I. II. III. IV. V. VI.

Quinine 160 1-68 1-80 138 1-29 099
Quinidine 047 057 057 037 055 0-36

Oinchonine ... 0-54 055 O'St 045 060 055
This bark has been described by Professor FlUckiger*

from a botanical point of view, and M. Planchon has recently
published t an interesting paper on the microscopic sections

of "
cuprea." On the other hand, Mr. D. Howard J has

stated that cinchonidine is entirely absent from this bark
a fact that is confirmed by all my own analyses. The
absence of cinchonidine constitutes therefore a perfectly
distinct character of this species, in addition to its great

density.
In order to give a correct idea of the densities of these

barks I will give here some results that I have obtained
with specimens for which I am indebted to the kindness
of Professor Planchon, and with typical barks determined

by M "Weddel. As far as possible, I selected barks of the
same thickness, taken from the trunk or large branches,
so as to have them not differing much in age.

Genus Cinchoiui.

Water=l.
Cinchona lancifolia 0"617
Cinchona rosiilenta ... ... ... ... 0"614
Cinchona coj-rfiyb/ia ("Weddel's coll.)... ... 0'844
Cinchona succirnhra ... ... ... ... 0'915
Cinchona Cnttsnycr (from Planchon) 1'021

Cinchona Calisaya {"Wedders coll.).. . ... 1'064

Cinchona Pi^ayCTs/.s (from Planchon) ... I'077
Genus Remijia ("Cuprea.")

Cuprea buccamaranga ... ... ... ... 1*128

Cuprea llanos^ north ... ... ... ... 1*179

Cuprea llanos^ south ... ... ... ... 1*160

Bark yielding cinchonamiue 1*320

Genus Cascarilla.

Cascarilla maynifotia ("Weddel' coll.) ... 0*958
The considerable variation in the apparent densities will

not escape notice ; first amongst the cinchona barks them-
selves and then between them and the "

cupreas," for it

is now certain that the "cuprea" barks do not belong
to the genus Cinchona, but to a neighbouring genus.

I wiU turn now to the new "
cupreas

" which are the

special subject of this note. I have received two series

of specimens from the Cordillera regions, opposite the

llanos^ or immense plains which in the eastern part of
the United States of Columbia extend down to the Orinoco.
The first series of these specimens came from the northern

part of these mountains ; the second came from the south.

* Neues Jahrhuch f. Phannacie, xxxvi., 296.

t Journ. de Pharmacie et tie Chimie, [5], v.

} Fharmaceutical Journal, [3J, xil, 528.

The "
cuprea

" from the northern part much resembles
in appearance that from Buccamaranga, it being very hard,
durable and dense. It is of a dark red-brown colour,
and has a mean density of 1*179. The following are the

percentage results of analyses of three specimens, being
those presenting the greatest difference in alkaloidal contents

amongst all the barks from this district that I have
analysed :

—
I. II. III.

Quinine 0*39 0*57 0*78

Quinidine 0*36 0*45 0*72

Oinchonine 0*72 0*66 0*67

The richness in alkaloids, and especially in quinine. Is

much less than in the "
cupreas

" from Buccamaranga, at
least in the ten or twelve specimens that I have analysed.
The second series of "

cupreas," from the southern part
of these mountains, appears, as far as can be seen, to be
more important. This bark is of a lighter coloiur than the
two types above-mentioned

;
it is also very compact and

dense, its mean density being 1*160. In alkaloidal strength
it is very variable, but I have one specimen nearly as
rich as those from Buccamaringa. The following are my
determinations :

—
I. II. III.

Quinine 1*35 0*51 0*48

''.Juinidine 0*48 0*49 0*48

Oinchonine 0*99 0*81 0*80

it may be remarked that these three types, coming from
different districts of Oolimibia, possess physical properties
and a chemical composition which allow of their immediate

recognition as "
cupreas," apart from their external appear-

ance. Indeed they all contain a large proportion of quinidine.
Sometimes these barks even contain as much quinidine
as quinine, whilst in cinchona barks quinidine is relatively
rare, at least in appreciable quantities. On the other hand,
in the '*

cupreas
"
there is a total absence of cinchonidine,

the alkaloid that occurs so widely and so abundantly in

some Columbian barks. The great density of these barks
as compared with ordinary cinchona barks has already been
referred to.

For all these facts there is a complete explanation, since

M. Triana, the eminent Columbian botanist, has shown
that the "

cupreas
" do not belong to the genus Cinchona,

but to the very clojsely allied genus Remijia.*
The occurrence of barks relatively rich in quinine that

are not derived from cinchonas is a very important fact,

and it seems to me the more interesting because the
"
cupreas

"
appear to be met with throughout the Columbian

Cordilleras, and possibly in all parts of the Andes where
the cinchonas are usually found. This expectation appears
to be warranted by the two series of "

cupreas
" received

by me from the llanos. The "
cupreas

"
differ so com-

pletely from the cinchonas that it is easy to understand
how they have hitherto escaped the search of the American
exporters, and it will yet be some time before it can
be ascertained what may be expected from the riches of
the American forests in '*

cupreas."
It is now only remains to establish the identity of quinine

extracted from **

cuprea
"

with the quinine from cinchona,
and the following experiments are perfectly conclusive on
this point. The sulphate of quinine obtained from "

cuprea
"

bark cry.stallizes very well. It presents the appearance
of ordinary sulphate of quinine and gives the same reactions.

Further the rotatory power of the sulphate in acid solution

leaves no doubt as to the identity. The following results

were obtained with a solution of the sulphate in 10 c.c.

of normal hydrochloric acid diluted with water to 25 c.c.

w=0*490 gr.; X=0*220 m. ; v=25 c.c; ax, =—9*70; the

temperature being 12° C, which gives (a)^
=—224*8.

Pure sulphate of (juinine from cinchona bark, under the
same conditions, show an average rotatory power that
is practically the same, or

(a)o
=—225.

In conclusion I would remark that as it is now evident
that quinine occurs in other than cinchona barks, it will

be desirable to search for this alkaloid in the barks of

the genera allied to the cinchonas, which, perhaps, like

the "
cupreas," might contain it in considerable quantity,—Pharmaceutical Journal.

* M. Triana determined the botanical genus and species
of the "

cupreas
" with leaves and fruits coming from the

same trees as the barks analysed by me.
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TREATMENT OF FIBRES.
The following communication appears in the Jourmd of

the Societi/ of Arts:—
Having observed the remarks made by Mr. Thomas

Christy respecting Blr. Ekman's "
process for the treat-

ment of different fibres,
"
printed in jonr Journal, No- 1,543,

Vol. .XXX, dated the 16th June, 1882, I take the liberty
to call to your attention ray patents, No. 4,419, and No. 5,532,
for the "

production of solvent.s and manufacture of pulp,"
and believe that any kind of fibre can be properly dis-
solved by my process in a cheap and practical way. I
use my invention principally for wood and straw, at my
mills at this (address about three miles from Gotheubiu-g),
but I find also its practicability and excellent effects on
jute and esparto, and would have no objection to make
experiments with any other kind of fibre, such as rhea,
if some one interested in this process would communicate
with me, and furnish the necessary quantity of material.
Korndal Molndal, Sweden. D. O. Feakcke.

braced from the inside, which I think is a mistake, as the
wires always have a tendency to lift the posts from the
ground, and thereby become slack. A far better way
is as follows: Take a |-inch rod and bolt one end
tlirough the post, between the uppermost two wires,
and fasten the other end of the rod to a large
stone or log, sunk three or four feet below the sur-
face on the outside of the post. When it is desirable
to drive nearer the end post than the brace will allow,
the second post may be braced, anil the support car-
ried to the end-post by means of a piece of scantling.
Braced in this manner, the wires have a tendency to pull
down the end-posts instead of lifting them ; and when the
work is properly done, a fence will remain in place, and
be of service until two-thirds of the posts have rotted off.

A stretcher is not only convenient but necessary in facilit-

ating the construction of a well-built wire fence.—F. H.
McFakland, DaUas Co., Iowa.—American A'jncuUurht.

PEACHES.
The great fault in peach culture is too thick training

—
crowding of the shoots during the growing season, which
weakens them and hinilers their early and complete maturity.
The other day I measured a shoot of a remarkably
vigorous and fertile Victoria nectarine here, and found
the width, from the points of the leaves on each side,
to be close upon 16iu. As it is the common practice
to tie in the shoots from 3in. to 4in. or 5in. asunder, it

will be seen how much the foliage must be crowded.
He would be considered an incapable who trained vines so

thickly. We have yet to learn what the effects of training
peach shoots sufficiently f.ar apart to expose every leaf

fully to^
the light would be. That it would result in the

production of annual shoots of a far more robust description
than we are accustomed to see, and fruit of proportionate
size and quality, no one can have any doubt, and, if we
are to improve in our culture, this is the du-ection in
which we must go.

Tliose who grow peaches for profit must divest them-
selves of the notion that mere training is the chief end
and aim of culture. In the nervous tear that trees will
become bare of branches at their base, some cultivators
are prevailed upon to shorten the tops unnecessarily when
the tree has the best chance of bearing and growing,
and many a peach wall has been half destroyed from this
cause. So long as one can get fertile wood in plenty aU
over the tree (and under the most unlimited extension
this is quite easy, as we can testify by trees nearly twenty
years of age now), it does not matter in the least
how or where the wood is originated ; but that well fur-
nished trees can be secured by this mode of training, and
preserved in excellent health and fertility, we are prepared
to prove by the trees themselves, in spite of all the prog-
nostications of critics.—Field.

WIRE FENCES, AND BRACING THEM.
A good fence on the farm is of the greatest import-

ance, and suggestions as to the best kinds, and the
building of them, are valmble. There are but few sec-
tions of our country where any fence can be erected so

cheaply as the common barbed wire fence, now being used
BO extensively throughout the Western States. A wire
fence, properly put up. is as effectual in turning stock,
which has become accustomed to it, as a stone wall or a
board fence ; and although an animal may be occasionally
injured, there is on the whole but little danger to be
apprehended in using it.

Four wires, all barbed, are generally used. The fence
could be made much clieaper, aud nearly or quite as
effective, by using two strands of common wire in con-
nection with two barbed wires, placing them alternately,
a barbed wire at the bottom, about one foot from the
ground for cattle, and closer for sheep. To turn horses
and cattle, it is well to fasten a strip of lath, whitewashed
or painted white, to the top wire. This aids the stock
in determining the proximity to a fence in the dusk, when,
without this, they might run into it and be injured.
The most essential thiiiLi to observe in building a wire

fence is the bracing of the end-posts. They are usually
56

BRAZIL TAPIOCA.
A- discussion has been going on iu Ceylon as to the

feasibility of employing Eiu-opean capital and enterprise
in the cultivation of manioc or cassava, either for human
food or the manufactm-e of glucose, and the same sub-
ject has also cropped up in Jamaica. There seems little
doubt that in suitable soil and under proper management
this industry would prove most profitable, but there is a
kindred cultivation which might as ea,sily be introduced,
the prospects of which are even more promising, we
mean that of Brazil tapioca. Now Rio tapioca is as much
superior to the common flake tapioca as rice grown in
Carolina is to rice grown in Moulmein or Arracan. Rio
tapioca is also as much superior to the East India
tapioca, as Bermuda arrowroot is to potato starch. The
tapioca should be steeped in water twelve hours before
it is cooked. It is highly recommended as an excellent
food for either the healthy or sick, for the reason that
it is so quickly digested without fatigue to the stomach.
So greatly is Rio tapioca esteemed in Europe for the
superior properties it possesses, combined with the high
price paid for it, that the quantity shipped to the United
States except by special importation, is very small. Five
years ago an enterprising firm in New York city, know-
ing its worth, imported a shipment, but so little was its
value known in that country, that it had to be sold to
be made into Brazilian arrowroot. Brazil tapioca is gener-
ally packed iu barrels, while East India is put into bags
of about 100 pounds each. The natives in India fre-

quently eat the simple root, after having roasted it in
hot ashes, without any subsequent preparation. The leaves
are also boiled aud eaten by the natives, who frequently
ferment the juiee with molasses, and make an intoxi-

cating drink called noyeau. So great is the productive-
ness of tlie manioc or cassava plant, that it has been
calculated that one acre of it will yield food for more
people than will seven acres of wheat. Necessity is the
mother of invention

; such has been the havoc made I y
the Colorado beetle on the potato crop in America that
it no longer pays to grow potatoes to make potato starch.
An enterprising New Englander has mth great success

planted the manioc or cassava plant in Florida, and has
raised a croii so large that a comp.anj' is about being
formed to manufacture it into starch.— Planters^ Gazette,

THE QUILLAI TREE IN CHILI.

While steps are taken to replace the quillai trees
which are destroyed annually, the probable extinction of
this valuable plaut in Chili is attracting the attentiipu
of fori'ign countries, as may be seen from the subjoined
article from the San Francisco "

Bulletin." The quillai
is not likely to disappear from Chilian fore.sts quite so
soon as the " Bulletin

"
appears to anticipate; neverthe-

less, nosv that the bark of the tree has become an impor-
taut article of exportation and is much sought for in

Europe, the mroails on the valuable plant will naturally
increase yearly. Under these circumstances some steps ouglit
to be taken in time to preserve an indigenous tree of so

greiit v.-ilue from utter destruction at no very remote period,
otherwise a succeeding generation may be witness of the
strange anomaly of Chili being tributary to other countries
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for a supply of what is pre-emi?ieutly a Ohiliau product.
The article referred to is as follows:—" Possibilities of

horticulture in California are so great that hardly a tithe

of what might be grown here Is in any way tested, nor

cau lie for many years to come. But there is a South

American tree of commercial and peculiar value which

deserves immediate attention. Baron Von MuUer, of

Melbourne, Australia, a veteran botanist, and a man of large
and practical attaiuments, who has established forests and
botanic gardens in many places, calls the attention of the

Australian public to the Quillaja Sapouaria (the soap tree

of Chili). An English journal asserts that the tree is fast

disappearing from the forests of Chili, its chief habitat,

owing to the recklessness with which the natives strip off

the bark, which contains the saponaceous element. It also

says that for dressing silk and wool, chemical science has

not yet discovered any equally efficient substitute for this

bark, and it has accordingly come into large demand both

in France and England. IJut Australia and New Zealand,

being great wool-producing countries, are interested in

procuring a supply of such a powerful alkaloid. There is,

therefore, a decided anxiety in these countries to plant

quillaja groves. But California has equal if not superior

advantages for its culture. Seeds of quillaja have "twice

been distributed on the Pacific Coast by the *'
Bulletin,"

and quite a number of small trees from these importations
are thriving in various parts of California. The alkaloid

from the bark of this tree is also coming into use as a

cooling and healthy wash for the hair, and as a component
part of vari )us preparations used by barbers and hair-dressers.

There is likely to be a scarcity of quillaja bark in a few

years, and plantations of the tree might with profit be

established on the hills of this State."—South American
Journal.

ABOUT CORK AND ITS USES.

Thirty years ago, it is said by old dealers, there was not

one-tenth as much cork used in the United States as there

is today, and the rate of increase is not only steady but

rapid. A reporter who has been invesigating the matter
for the Times, gives some information on the subject, which
is undoubtedly true, but not very new. A chemist in this

city, he says, when applied to for information, frankly
admitted that he had always had an idea that cork had
no chemical properties. He looked over his authorities,

however, and ascertained in an old chemistry that when
treated with nitric acid, cork was found to contain proportions
of white fibrous matter, resin, oxalic acid and suberic acid.

The latter is an acid not in practical use and is comparatviely
unknown among the dealers in chemicals. Cork has a very
high percentage of carbon, and when treated ;in the same

way that wood is burnt to make charcoal, it produces a pig-
mentknown as Spanish black, which is used to a slight extent

among artists to procure certain dark tints. It is claimed

by some American dealers that cork cau be profitably grown
in the Southern States, and a few modest efforts have been
made in that direction in Georgia and Florida. A New
York cork importer said that he had seen American-grown
cork, and thought it of a very good quality, but he had
never seen any of it iu the New York market, and had
heard of no attempts being made to introduce it here.

England and Kussia used by far the larger quantity of

cork, the people of those countries applying it in a hundred
different ways, both domestically and scientifically.

There has been a great deal of the rough bark of the cork

tree imported lately. It is called virgin cork, and looks

very much like the bark of an oak tree. It is quite cheap,
and is used for decorative purposes in gardens and conserv-

atories. Florists also use it to some extent in thfir fancy
designs. Rustic devices made from virgin cork may be seen

in several of the handsome grounds along the Hudson Kiver

and on Long Island. In England* it is extensively used in

the public parks and in the formation of picturesque grottos
in private estates. A gentleman who visited Portugal and

Spain as buyer for a New York cork firm.last year, says that

in that country the cork bark is used by the peasantry for

cradles and chairs, beds and sofas, and even to make Iiouses

of. He saw scores of little row-bo.its on the small ri\ers

of Portugal which the cork cutters had hastily fashioned

* And in Australia.—Ed.

out of virgin cork. Some of these boats were large enough
and strong enough to hold six or seven persons. So cheap
is the virgin cork, even in this country, that enough can
be purchased to tastefully ornament a whole garden for

SIO or $15.-~Druff Xews.

THE BEGONIA,
(which must not be confounded with Biynonia) is a plant

conspicuous often on watery rock faces in Ceylon, having

pretty pink blossoms. That that this is only one of mciny

varieties, enormously multiplied by the gardener's art, is

evident from an article in the Asian, from which we

quote :—
There is probably hardly any other genus of plants that

has been either so much improved or havo attained such
a degree of popularity in such a short period as has the

Begonia during the past few j'ears in Europe, and also

to a some what less extent in this country. This is scarcely
to be wondered at when we consider the ease and rapidity
with which they can he propagated, either from seed or

cuttings, and many of them from leaves or parts of leaves

only; and certainly as foliage plants a large section of
them occupy a unique position iu plant society ; for what
other genus of dwarf ornamental plants have we that
can be compared with the beautiful foliage of the immense
number of new varieties of what is known as the " Rex
Section." Of this large family, vni\\ their bold fantastically
marked leaves, embracing almost every shade of colour,
from pure silvery white, through all the shades of green
to the deepest black and frequently also blended with

pink, crimson, and maroon, the original parent of this

large group
" B. Rex*' a native of tliis country, has been

RO far outdistanced by the beauty of its numerous progeny
that it has been almost entirely driven out of the field,
and yet scarcely ten years since it was the only variety
known iu our gardens. It is not, however, as a foliage

plant that the Begonia has made such rapid strides to
attain popularity in such a short period, but as a flowering
plant; and in Europe at least it bids fair to rival e\i^n

such old-established favorites as the Geranium or Calceolaria
as bedding plants, being equally hardy and more diverse
in its various shades of colouring. These now form an

entirely distinct class, and are known as the " tuberous-
rooted section," the history of which is certainly interesting.
The parents of this group are B. holiviensi.t, B. Veitchi
B. ros(Pjtora, and B. Pearcti. The first hybrid vainety raised
was B, Sedeni by that prince of hybridisers Mr. Seden iu

1868, and since that time the number of named Irinds

sent out might be reckoned by the thousand, an.l it is

computed that at the present time there are at least six

hundred standard varieties in cultivation. During this brief

period of fourteen years an immense improvement has
been made in the size and form of the flowers, which in
some of the best of the new varieties it is stated measures
nearly sis inches in diameter

;
but undoubtedly the crowning

triumph of all was the introduction of varieties with

perfectly double flowers in 1876. There has since then
been a great addition to the list of these also, and vast

improvement raa-ie in them, some of the new varieties

being described as being as perfect in form as a Camellia.

THE DECLINE OF COFFEE IN CEYLON.
Sir,—In reading through

" AV.'s
"

letters on the decline
of coffee in Ceylon, and the various agencies which may,
or rather, according to liim, may not have brought about
the present lamentable results, I fail to notice any allusion
to a most important point, viz., the nurseries, tlie source
from which every estate must trace its origin.
Now to digress a little. There are but few cultivators

of cinchona, who have not had to mom-u the loss or debility
of their plants in all their stages, from the unsuccessful

nm'sery to the fast diminishing three year old plantation.
This is chiefly attrihutaiJe, no one will attempt to gainsay,
to the folly displayed in the purchase of most of the seed,
and the carelessness with which it was collected. I am
certain that more than half the seed sold was quite unfit
for propagating its kind, either on account of the immaturity
of its parent, or its own unripeness. I could dilate mncli
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further on this pomt, but it is coffee not cinchona that

is my text, aud my allusion to the latter is but to uaeit

RS a paraUel case to strengthen my argument concerning
the former.
We planters of the present generation flatter oin-selves,

if we had had the opening up of the old coffee districts

of Ceylon, that with our enlightened views, for many succeed-

ing decades they would conthiue in their pristine vigour,
and be veritable mines of wealth, even at their present
advanced age. Now what grounds have we for making any
such proud boast, where with all our vaunted knowledge
so many have failed to pay cinchona, within the last few

years, the necessary attention due to the first proceeding
on planting any product, the healthy source of the plants
to be cultivated. If, with all bur experience, we have acted

so foolishly of late, what grouuds have we for supposing
our forefathers exhibited more discrimination ? AVere our

coffee nm-series of yore planted with carefully selectt;d seed,

fully ripe, off well-grown fully matured trees ? Then, having
begun so far well, was a careful selection made of the plants
raised when about to be transferred to their permanent abode?
I trow not, judging from the care I have seen displayed

generally, during even the last few years, in the planting

up of clearings. I have seen coffee and cinchona nurseries

planted out with no selection of plants, and the refuse of

other nurseries eagerly accepted by needy neighbours. I

have known seed collected from two year old succirubras

for sale, and large packages of unripe seed eagerly bought.
We have surely no one to thank but ourselves for the
accumulation of evils emptying their vials upon our heads.
This same haste to be rich is displayed in every branch
of our planting, and we shall soon have to weep over fruitless

plantations of other products, if seed from three year old

cocoa and eighteen months rubber continues to be germin-
ated. On coffee this pratice may not have exactly the same
result as on other plants, but we may siurely trace futm-e
barrenness and early decay of primaries in great part to

some such cause.
** W." wishes us to believe that to have bred inherent weak-

ness in our coffee trees would have required many descents.

I tliink not; a flaw one generation back is sufficient to

effectually debilitate the immediate offspring. The pro-

pinquity of a l>pd tree unfit for reproduction will contam-
inate the pollen of a well-niu*tured one in juxtaposition, and
cause the failure of any plants raised from their stock.

" W." also remarks that he has seen an opened flower
form fruit, which cannot have known any extraneous helps
to fertilization. Now is any fruit so formed, naturally
healthy, and fit for flowing ? Would it uot rather be degen-
erate from weakness brought about by too great a strain

on the unassisted powers of a spinster flower?—" V."—
Ceylon Ti>iie.<.

PRUNING AND TKAINING THE TOMATO.
A correspondent asks us to give precise directions for

pruning the Tomato, with illustrations, iu the same manner
that we have done for the grape-\'ine. It is not practicable
to do more than to give general directions, to be applied
as the condition of the plant may require, as in an herb
like the Tomato, we do not find that regularity of growth
presented by the vine. The Tomato plant continues to

grow, and to form new stems and new flower buds as long
as warm weather lasts, and when the growth is stopped
by the first frost, it will be loaded with a large quantity
of green fruit of all sizes, as well as many flower buds.
Hero is a great waste of strength iu the plant; it sets

and contributes to the partial growth of a large quantity
of fruit that can never mature. One of the first steps in

the garden cultm-e of the Tomato should be, to prevent
the partial growth of all thu fruit that can not be ripened.
Of course no definite rule cau be given as to the quantity
to be removed, but each one must exercise his judgment.
It is assumed that the plant is traiucd to a support or
trellis of some sort, otherwise pruning wouM be of little

use. One object in pruniug should be to remove the super-
jSuous small branches that are produced in abumlance, and
make a dense, confused mass of foliage. The. pruning to
remove the excess of fruit may be combined with this;
tho later flowers are borne upon the small, receivtly grown
branches, and by removing these altogether, two eniis are

ftccnmplishe4l. When one of the main branches of the

plant has set all the fruit it can ripen, it should be stopped,
or prevented from growing any longer. An inspection of
the Tomato plant will show that it produces its flowers
aud fruit iu a dift'erent matter from most others. A flower-
cluster generally springs from an axil, or where the leaf

joins the stem, or, as in the grape, appears at a point
opposite to the leaf, while it is iu the Tomato midway
between two leaves, as shown in the diagram. In stop-
ping the growth of a stem, there should always be a leaf
left above the cluster, the hue iu the diagram showing
where to cut; if desired, as a precaution against accidents,
two leaves may be left; in tliis case removing the upper
flower-cluster, should there be one above that which has
been fixed upon to be the last one upon the stem. When
the fruit is partly grown, it will be well to remove all

that are deformed and misshapen, and if a cluster pro-
mises to be uuusually heavy, it will be well to support it

to the trellis by a bit of string. Tlunning the crowded
branches, removing the excess of fruit, aud stopping the
growth of stems after they have set sufficient fruit, are
the ends to be aimed at iu pruning the Tomatu, and iu
these one operation usually includes the others. In ap-
plying these general rules, which are all that can be given,
one, in the first attempt, is not in danger of pruning to

excess, but of leaving too much. Those who grow the

vegetable in field cidture, gathering the fruit by the bushel,
and wasting as much as they use, may ridicule the no-
tion ot training and pruuing the Tomato. Many whu have
small gardens, and wish to make the most of them, find
it a great saving of space, besides giving the garden an
air of neatness to train the Tomatoes to a treflis, and if

this is done, pruning becomes a necessity. The ease with
which the Tomato can be grown in our climate has led
to its neglect, and we rarely have the fruit in its best
contUtion. Some, who are fond of Tomatoes in the raw
state, pay as much attention to the quality of the fruit
as they do to that of an apple or a pear. Such will find
that Tomatoes cultivated with care, fully developed, and
thoroughly ripened in the manner indicated are so greatly
superior to those grown in the usual hap-hazard way, as
to warrant the slight trouble it involves.—American Acjri-
cidiurist.

NOTES ON USEFUL MYRTLES.
BT JOHN M. MAISCH.

One of the mj'rtlcs of tropical America has bei-n in-

troduced into and naturalized iu mo^t other tropical coun-
tries, where it is highly valued ou account of iis fruit,
which resembles a metlium-sized pear with a downy,
veined, brittle and thin rind, and containing a whitish,
yellowish or reddish pulp, of a very agreeable sweet,
acidulous aud aromatic flavour. Th;; fruit is known as

ba// jjlv.tn, f/uava or (/uaijava^ and in Brazil as araca miriob
and (tracn f/oiaha. It comes from a sinall tree, the Psidiuui

Gaava^ Kaddi, under which name two or three nominal

species are comprised, chiefly distinguished by the shape
of the fruit

; this is either pyriform or globular, the latter

apple-shaped or red guava being rci^arded as rather in-

ferior to the former, or white guava. The unripe fruit

is astringent, and is employed hke other astringents ; the

young leaves and buds have similar properties, also the
root and the bark, and are used both internally and ex-

ternally. The white guava is most esteemed for eating
in the raw state ; but the pulp of both varieties is used
in the West lutUes in the preparation of two kinds of

preserve, which are known as guava j' ily and guava cheese,
and furnish a not unimportant article of commerce.
The dark red spherical, well-flavoured fruit of Fsidhun

CatUct/annm, Sabine, has the size of a large plum, and on
account of its purplish pulp is kno\vn as purple guava,
aud iu Brazil a aracaseiro do camjio ; it is indigenous to
Brazil and naturali/.ed in China.

r^il'uun i/iduecsv, Swartz, is cultivated in the West In-
dies for its somewhat smaller, dark yellow aud internally
red berry, aud tho fruit of Eui/enia {Mt/rius, Sprengel)
pseudo-psidinnt^ Jacquin, is esteemed there under the name
of hasfirrd. t/uavii.

rsidiam iiioatanum^ Swartz, the mountain guava of Jam-
aica, has a globular fruit, scarcely h inch in diameter,
which, like the flowers, has a bitter almond odour. A
species of St. Yincenti J^sidiuni. GnUdi/'i/iamcm, Grisenbach,
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with small berries, only J inch thick, has in its habit

considerable resemblance to Myrcia coriacea and Pimenta

acri'i, but the rigid leaves are devoid of pellucid dots.

Cantpoiuadfisia (Fsidiui/i, Aublet) aromatica^ Griscbaeh, has

yellow globular eatable berries, and a fohage of a balm-
hke odour. The similar fruit of Campoiiuoicsia liiieatifolia^
Kuiz et I'avon, is known in Peru as palillo^ and that of

i'miip. cornifolia, Kunth, in New Grenada, as yuyavo de

Aiisdino.

In this connection should also be mentioned the rose

upiilt and Malay or Otaheite apple, which have been natural-
ized in the West Indian Islands, and there, as in tropical
Asia,their native country, are highly valued on accoixntof
their agreeable taste and rose-like odour. The former,
Jamhosa vulgaris, De Oand., s. Einjenia (J/yrius, Kunth)
Jamhos, Liii., is a globular or oval yellowish or reddish

berry, about 1| inch in diameter; the latter Jambosa

{Eugenia^ Lin.; Jfyrtus, ypreugel) malaccen!>is, De Oand.,
is pear-shaped or top-shaped, 3 or 4 inches long, of a

crimson or blackish-red colour externally, and with a white,

jnicy pulp.
The bark and leaves of both species possess strongly

astringent properties, and the seeds are aromatic and acrid.

The fruit of several other species indigenous to tropical
Asia is employed there like those mentioned.
The jambolana, iSyzygium {Eugenia, Lam., Calyptranthes,

Wild.) Jamholanum, De Oand., is also uatm-alizef.l in Jam-
aica and other West Indian islands. The dark red oval

and somewhat curved fruit is of the size of a large cherry,
has an astringent, acidulous taste, and is employed in

gargles ;
the bark, notably that of the root, is astringent

and aromatic. Several other species of this genus, mostly
indigenous to tropical Asia, bear eatable berries.—Fhann-
aceatical Journal.

EXTRACT OF VANILLA.

BY GEORGE "W. KENXEDY.

The object of the writer is to present a reliable for-

mula, which has, in his hands, proved very satisfactory

during the past eight or ten years that it has been used.

Prior to that time I had experimented considerably with

menstruums of various alcoholic strength, and also with

mixtures containing glycerine. I obtained good results

from some, but the formula I have adopted I prefer to

all others, and am satisfied that even the inexperienced
can manufacture a good preparation, provided they use a

good quality of bean and cai'ry out the manipulation
properly. The formula does not dilfer materially from
the many in general use, both as to alcoholic strength
and the quantity of beau used, although some pharmacists
use less than one ounce to the pint : but to insure uni-

formity throughout the country, 1 think that the strength
indicated should be generally adopted.
For exhausting the vanilla, various writers have sug-

gested simple percolation, repercolation, digestion—both
with a cold and warm menstruum anil either for a limited

or an unUmited period—and prolonged maceration followed

by pt'rcolation. The writer prefers simple ^percolation,

which, of course, requires to be skilfully managed. Home
writers have recommended strong alcohol as a menstruum.

This, I believe is unnecessary, as it is a waste of alcohol,

making the preparation more expensive without obtaining
better results. I have found 50 per cent alcohol to an-

swer the purpose admirably, and as vanillin, to which the

odur is line, is soluble in this menstruum, it is, in my
judgment, the most desirable one to use.

As there are many varieties of vanilla in the market,
attention shoidd be given as to its selection. A good
quality, although perhaps decidedly more expensive at the

outset, will be the cheapest in the end for preparing the

extract. There is an inferior kind of Mexican vanilla sent

into the market, cut up into small pieces of an inch or a

little more in length, which consists of beans unfit to be

bundled up, and is ottered at the low price of $5 per

pound. It is unwise to pm-chase vanilla in a broken con-

dition. In the manufacture of au extract only a good

quality of Mexican beau should be used, which has a

peculiar, agreeable, characteristic odor of its own, whilst

»ome of the other kiuds have an odor resenibliug that

of tonka, which, in my judgment, makes those varieties

decidedly objectiouabie. You might almost as well use

a certain percentage of tonka beau as the lower kinds of
vanilla for the purpose of making a cheap tlavouring ex-
tract. A preparation should be sold for what it is, and
nothing else. If it contains tonka call it, say, compound
extract of vanilla for flavouring, or any other suitable

name, but, above all, do not tlu'ow it upon the market
as extract of vanilla. There are those people perhaps,
though very few, who prefer the odor of tonka, which is

due to coumarin, but for their use an extract of tonka
could easily be prepared.
A short time ago I was offered, by a travelling sales-

man, a bean at S54 per pound. He stated for extract

purposes it was just the thing, and was largely sold to
ice-cream makers and others. They were about six inches

long, bright brown in colour, quite dry and brittle, void
of odor, and would remind one of a bean that had laid

in alcohol for weeks, taken out and dried. Cheap and
worthless extracts of vanilla appear to be largely sold,
and perhaps mainly by grocers.
The formula proposed is as follows :

—
Take of Good Mexican Vanilla 4 oz.

Sugar (granulated) 4 oz.

Alcohol, water, of each a sufficient quantity.
Out the bean transversely into small pieces, place the

sugar and the cut bean into au iron mortar of conve-
nient size, and reduce to as fine a condition as practical,
after which moisture the powder tvith a mixture of al-

cohol and water in proper proportion, so as to obtain a
menstruum containing not less than fifty (50) per cent of

alcohol
;
then carefully pack the moistured powder in a

cylindrical percolator, close the lower orifice with a cork,

pour on more menstruum of the same strength (sufficient
to cover the surface of the powder), cover the top of the

percolator, and allow it to remain uudiatm-bed for twenty-
four hours

;
then remove the cork and permit percolation

to proceed, not faster than at the rate of 40 drops per
minute, and continue until four pints have passed, when the

preparation is completed.
—American Journal of Pharmacy .

THE OULTIVATION OF JALAP.

BY E. M. HOLMES, F.L.S.

In the last umuber of your valuable journal a remark
is made as follows :

—" From an analysis and valuation
made of the root in India, there can be no doubt en-
tertained as regards the commercial value of Ootacamund
grown jalap." It is probably not generally known that
the commercial value of a drug is to a certain extent

dependent upon its appearance ;
and regarded from this

point of view, the Ootacamund jalap might probably be

improved in value by a little care in its preparation.
When a new drug is offered in the London market, the
wholesale druggists will not readily purchase it, unless
it corresponds in appearance with that which they have
been accustomed to buy, or unless it can be obtained at
a lower price, while guaranteed by analysis to equal the
best qualities met with in commerce. Thus if jalap grown
in India can be sold in England at a price that will

enable the manufacturer to prepare jalap resin or jalapin
of as good quality as that obtained from Mexican jalap
at a cheaper rate, he will buy it for that purpose, but
he will not purchase the root to sell again if it differs

much in appearance or colour from the ordinary drug.
Now the samples of Ootacamund jalap, as well as those
from Jamaica, which have been offered in this country,
are usually in the form of slices, which are much whiter
and more starchy-looking than the tubers obtained from
Mexico, and have not the smoky flavour and wrinkled

appearance of the ordinary drug.
These differences probably depend upon the mode of

drying. In Mexico, owing to the wetness of the climate
ia the districts where jalap is collected, the tubers are

generally hung up in a net over the constantly burning
hre in the Indian's hut, and in consequence acquire a

smoky flavour, and become slowly dried in an atmosphere
that probably prevents fermentative changes. How far
this process can be imitated on a large scale it is of
course for those who cultivate jalap to determine. Mr.
D. Morris, of Jamaica, in a letter received a few months
since, iuformed me that he calculated that the artificial

drying would add about 2d per lb. to the cost of pro-
dugtJQJi. This, however, would hardly be a consideration
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when the crude drug is required for sale in that state.

This gentleman apjjears to have paid considerable atten-
tion to the cultivation of the drug, and the following
statements gathered from information communicated by
him m.iy have some practical value.
At first the jalap w.^s planted among the cinchonas,

but it was found to exhaust the soil too much, and was
consequently removed. In the year 1S80-31 the crop of
Jamaica jalap amounted to 14,924 lb., and sold in the
fresh state for £62 3s 8d. He found it impossible to dry
the tubers, either whole or gashed, without the aid of
artificial heat. They lost over 70 per cent in drying, so
that it required nearly 1,800 lb. of green tubers to yield
500, lb. of marketable jalap. Some specimens of Jamaica-

grown jalap received from Mr. Morris were cai-efully

analysed at my request by Mr. T. Greenish, F.O.S., who
found that the whole tubers yielded 9'13 per cent of
resin while the sliced drug, dried without artificial heat,
yielded 9'89 per cent of resin, and a specimen of India

jalap contained rather less. Mexican jalap yields on an
average 11 or 12 per cent of resin, but sometimes as
much as 18 per cent. The percentage of resin in jalap
root is often erroneously estimated at too high a rate by
those unaccustomed to analysing the drug owing to the

difficulty, without careful washing, of freeing the resin
from adhering sugar ;

but in the analysis above quoted,
especial care was taken to obviate this source of error.

It woidd appear, therefore, that neither Jamaica nor India,
as yet produce jalap equal either iu percentage of resin,
or iu appearance or odour, to that of Mexico. Accord-

ing to the experiments of Professor Tichborne and Mr.
Oonroy,* the largest Mexican tubers are inferior to those
of smaller size, the former containing often 25 per cent
less resin, and more starch in proportion.

In its native country jalap grows in shady woods on
the eastern declivities of the Andes, at an elevation of

5,000 to 8,000 feet, in regions where the rain falls almost

daily, and when the temperature during the day ranges
between 60 ° to 70 ' Fahr. It prefers a deep, rich

vegetable soil. Where these requirements are met with,
jalap may doubtless be successfully and profitably cul-

tivated, although the demand for the drug will probably
always be a Umited one, as compared with cinchona bark—Ftanters* Gazette.

OOFFEE MANURES.
Whilst there is still great difference of opinion amongst

experienced planters as to the best description of artificial

manure for coifee, there are very few indeed who do not
admit that high cultivation is absolutely necessary in order
to sustain the vitality of the trees, and enable them to

resist successfully the attacks of disease or the efi"ects of
continuous crops. It will therefore be interesting to give
some account of the special fertilizers for coifee manu-
factured in this country. Three makers have established
a high reputation for themselves in this particular line,
and we shall refer to each iu turn. The wi-iter of a pam-
phlet on Odam's Special Maniure for coifee says:

—"The
best results are ol tained by the application of manures
which contain not two or three ingredients of nutrition

only, but a variety of the fertilizing elements of plants,
and these in a natural form in order to the proper nourish-

ment of the tree and its maintenance iu full bearing. All

merely nitrogenous manures wholly in a soluble form should
be avoided, such maniu:es being stimulants only, the free

use of them scourging the laud and leading to disease,
and at best a premature exhaustion of the tree.

Old estates, especially, are deficient in org.auic matter,
and for successful cultivation in such cases organic mat-
ter containing nitrogen must be supplied. Odam's Special
Manure may be applied in conjunction with cattle dung,
rotten grass, leaves, pulping, i^c. Those applications are
conducive to the preservation of moisture in the soil,

which is of the utmost importance for the continuous

growth of the coifee tree, and much promotes the proper
a.ssimilatiou of the ingredients of the fertilizer einployetl.

This manure will be found suitable for cither plant-
ation or native coffee.

Those who may be in the habit of using bone dust will

• Pharmaceutical Journal, October 15, 1881, p. 324.

find much advantage from a mixture of that article and
Odams' Special Manure, instead of applying bone dust .alone
Mr. John Hughes, F.C.S., has reported favourably of

the compound above referred to, and furnished the fol-
lownig aualysis ;

—
Moisture ... ... ... 15*10
*Water of Combination and Organic Matter, in-

cluding Salts of Ammonia ... 26'92
Monobasic Phosphate of Lime ... ... 1464
(Equal to Tribasic Phosphate of Lime rendered

soluble by acid) ... ... . (22'93)
Insoluble Phosphates (Bone) ... ... 6'48
Sulphate of Lime ... ... ... 22'15

**AIk,ahue Salts and Magnesia ... ... 12-20
Insoluble Silicious Matter ... ... 2'45

10000

*Oontaining Nitrogen... *Nitrogen soluble equal
to Ammonia ... 3-27

Equal to Ammonia ... Nitrogen insoluble equal
to Ammonia ... -69

**Oontainiug Potash ... ... ..,

Equal to Sulphate of Total Ammonia ... Sgg
Potash... ...»»Oontaining Potash ..

"
5-55

Messrs. Arnott Bros, k Co. is one of the oldest firms
that have devoted attention to Special Manures for the
leading tropical products, and for many years past the" Raw Bone Super-Phosphate Blauure

" and •' Ammonia
Phospho Coffee Maum-e " have been known and appre-
ciated in Ceylon and other producing countries. Recently,
however, another speciality has been added to the list in
the shape of " Anti-Vastatrix Fertilizer New Leaf Disease
Slanure," regarding which the manufacturers say—It is
the only Fertilizer, so far, that has really proved of any
effect in subduing this disease, and it is fully protected
under our BegLstered Trade Mark.

This Manure should be applied at the rate of about foiu-
cwt. per acre, and as a large proportion of its components
are readily soluble in water, it should be well mulched,
which

will^ keep it at the rootlets of the trees, encom-age
its absorption, and not allow it to be so easily washed away
in heavy rain.

Messrs. Ohlendorff, whose dissolved Peruvian guano has
obtained world-wide repute, have also since 1874 been
making a concentrated coifee manure which they describe
as follows ;

—
This manure, which is styled Ohlendorff's Guaranteed

Coffee Manure, is prepared by us, and sold of uniform
strength, guaranteed to contam nitrogen in various stages
of combination, equal to 4 per cent non-volatile ammonia,
27 per cent bone phosphate of lime, 20 per cent alkaline
salts, including 5 per cent potash. In a fine, dry, powdery
condition.

The phosphates we guarantee to be present in the shape
of bone, or iu organic forms, to the entire exclusion of
cheap and ineffective mineral phosphates. Of the 2" per
cent of pho.sphates, 5 to 6 per cent are rendered soluble
in water, and the rest is present as insoluble bone phos-
phate of lime, in a state of combination sufficiently avail-
able to support the healthy growth of the trees, and to

promote a large yield of well-matured coffee-berries.
Alkaline salts, or salts of potash and soda, which we

are informed are generally deficient in Indian coffee soils,

play an important function in coffee cultivation, .and the
supply of potash in a proper state of combination, hitherto,
has not received the attention which it deserves.

In addition to above constituents our coffee maniu"e con-
tains magnesia, lime, soda, oilica, &c., and in fact all the
mineral constituents found in the ash of the coffee-berry.
Thus our coffee manure embodies all the organic and in-

organic elements of nutrition, essential for the coffee tree.—Planters^ Gazette.

A GLIMPSE AT WHAT JIIGHT BECOME
A NEW INDIGO COUNTRY.

It was at the end of the last, and at the beginning of this

century, that the indigo industry in India took an im-
nu'use start under the enterprising energy of Em-opean
settlers. The stock from which they obtained their plant,
was that of the Indigofera tiuctoria,

" anil" and "disperma,"
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natives of Hindustan, and sucli as had jiroduced the "lu-

dicum" known by the Romans and the Greeks, and before

them by the Egyptians, witness the l»Kxe wrappers of the

mummies. From this same stock had also been derived

the plants which the Spaniards found advantageous to

introduce into Central America, notwithstanding the presence
there of a biennial indigenous indigo plant, producing indigo
of a, fairqnality, bnfc yielding only half the quantity which
i.s given by Llie cultivated specitjs. At that time the cultiv-

ation of indigo was carried on by the Portuguese in the
north of Brazil, also on a small scale by the European
planters of Guiana and the AVest Indies, but it was very
extensive in all the Spanish colonies of Oentral America,
laying between the equator and the 20th degree of north
latitude. A race for competition between the American
and the East Indian planters, immediately ensued; the

great facilities and cheapness of labour in India, the care

brought into the process of manufacture, as well as the

energy of the English and French planters, (a great part
of the factories in Lower Bengal was at one time in

the hands of Frenchmen or French Creoles from the

Mauritius) gave them au immense advantage over their

antagonists, and after the declaration of the independence
of the Spanish colonies, and the disturbances that followed,
the production of indigo from America fell considerably,
and iu many provinces ceased entirely. At present the

yearly production cannot be calculated to reach above

15,000 maunds, and nearly the whole of that quantity
comes from the States of Guatemala and San Salvador.
In Java under the monopoly system of the Dutch, the

indigo industry is kept under limits, probably because the
Governors at Buiteuzorg find it pays them better that
other crops should be cultivated. The average yearly out-
turn is not above 20.000 maunds. In India setting aside
the Bladras Presidency, where a limited cultivation is still

carried on by natives intheOuddapah and adjoining districts,
and by Europeans in the northern part of the presidency
towards Bimlipatara and part of Ganjam, the whole of the

industry is carried on in the Bengal Presidency, between
the 23*^ and 27^ of north latitude, and iu the vicinity of
the river Ganges and its tributaries.

The indigo industry of India, notwithstanding the large
capital at stake is, for the greater number of plantei's after

all, but a precarious one. With the exception of a few
favored concerns that have abundance of land, held at

cheap rates for the cultivation of the plant, and that are
besides situated in thickly populated districts, the greatest
part of the factories suffer from the want of the one
or the other. The high rates of interest charged, the
commissions to agents and brokers, swallow but too often
all their profits. This may not be a bright picture, yet,
it is, but too correct. The* American production as stated

before, is almost entirely reduced to that of the States
of San Salvador and Guatemala, where it attains about
15,000 maunds yearly. Now, if notwithstanding the endemic
state of revolution in which these States Jiave existed
for the last fifty years, the iudigo industry retains there,
still a certain position, it is not owing to any greater
degree of energy of the people, nor to more facilities

for labour, nor to the abundance of capital; on the con-

trary, the people are wanting in the commercial energy
which remains powerful under English rule ; labour is very
scarce aed expensive, as proved in the case of the new
Panama Canal scheme, and last of all, the republics of
San Salvador and Guatemala are more or less bankrupts,
and have been in that st^te for years, so that capital
cannot be said to bo plentiful

—no, none of the above
considerations have any force, it is simply because the

plant introduced by the Spaniards from the East, has
under the influence of soil and climate, acquired certain

advantages and qualities which the mother stock does
not possess. It is stated by travellers and colonists, and
it is recorded from reliable commercial sources, tbat the
produce of an area of indigo in Central America, is greatly
In excess of what is obtained in any other country iu

the world. The production is estimated at from 60 lb.

to 65 lb. per acre, and this is from 250 to 300 per cent
more than the produce qf indigo land in Tirhoot or the
Benares districts, where the yield is the largest in India.

If added to this, it is noted that the indigo plant in

Central America will bear during three years, and give
two cuttings each year, altogether six cuttings, whilst the

plant in India, gives at best two cuttings* only, the secret

is at once obtaiued of the vitahty of the indigo industry
in San Salvador and Guatemala.

Looking at the map of India, we see at once that the

country which resembles most the configuration of Central

America, ia the southern part of the Tenasserim provinces
in British Burmah—situated between the 10 ^ and 15 "^ of

north latitude, as the indigo districts of Central America
are

;
it is like those districts also, between two seas, the

gulf of Bengal and the gulf of Siam takiug the place
of the Carribean Sea and the Pacific Ocean, its chain of

mountains divide the country, and the drainage is effected

in the same way. Last, it possesses a similar climate, the

moist equable temperature of Central America. If new
fi.elds had to be searched for the extension of the indigo

industry in India, the most likely place of success vpould

probably be the country indicated. The great disadvantage
would be the want of labor, which would have to be

imported, and it is likely in that case, that Chinese laboiu-,

easily procurable within a short distance, (Penaug or Singa-

pore) would prove the clieapest in the end. It woidd

certainly not be dearer than Central American labour.—
Imliyo Flanters' Gazette.

WHITE ANTS.

The following interesting information regarding these
industrious but destructive animals is taken from the

Asian, and is condensed from two letters from ditfereut

sources which appeared in that journal ;
—

For a year or two I have been watching the effects

of white ants on our forests. I was first particularly struck
with their work two hot seasons ago. The ground was

thickly strewn with dry leaves, and 1 was getting nervous
about fire conservancy, when we had a fall of rain ; a
few days after the rain by far the greater proportion
of the dry leaves had gone. The natives told me that
the white ants had eaten them, so I examined the ground
then, and a few times since after the rain, and now I

believe that what I was told is correct, and I begin in

many ways to consider that white ants are very useful
to foresters. Jlr. Darwin's very excellent book on worms
shows the vast amount of cultivation these small animals
can accomplish. Worms in certain places throw up large

castings in this country, but up to the present time I have

only observed them iu low-lying moist ground. In our
forests I have seen that white ants do more than any
other insects in removing dead leaves, twigs, wood of all

sizes, and grass. As far as I know, the food of white
ants must be dead before they can eat it. They are
often found eating the bark of trees, and our Indian miUis
are very careful to brush off their galleries, but if left

alone I don't think they would do any harm. I have
under my charge some forests that have not been burnt
for six years, and one for seven years. I notice that in

these forests the white ant is every^vhere, but I cannot
as yet discover any damage that he is doing. The young
Sal that were annually burnt have now strong healthy
shoots, iu some instances even 25 feet or more high. The
old stem of some is still plainly seen, and I notice that
it is only on the lower part of the tree that the white
ant finds work to do; the shoots at the top of the old
stem arc never touched. On many other trees I have
brushed otf the galleries of the white ant, and seen
a new green healthy bark forming underneath. Also in

many instances I haye seen a healthy vigorous tree growing
untouched in a white ant hill, apparently doing uncommonly
well in that position.* Many of the true ants remove
dead vegetable matter I know, and also many other insects.

The white ant is not an ant, as, no doubt, many of your
readers already know

;
it belongs to the family of

"Neuropt-:ra,'' the type of which order are the Dragon
Flies. Tln' true ants belong to the family of "

Hymenoptera,"
and in this family are included also the bees and wasps.
In my opinion the white ant does wonders in keeping
the surface soil of oxu- Indian forests in a healthy state.

Every leaf, every dry stalk of grass, and every twig are

* It is notably so with the cinnamon bushes in Ceylon
which flourish in pyramids of earth inhabited by the termites.

But it is now beyond doubt that they destroy the living
tissues of tea in India xnul of cocoa (cacao) in Ceylon.—'Ejy^
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eaten by tliem, and to accomplish its work in safety, it

covers the food it is about to eat with galleries of clayey
earth. This earth is brought up from the sub-soil, and
so it goes on day after day, and year after year, bringing

up the sub-soil to the surface. In one year alone this

becomes a considerable layer averaging fully the one-eighth
of an inch I should say, but probably more. l\Ir. Darwin's

book, already referred to, shows the immense amount of

work that worms can do, and this is equalled, if not

surpassed, by white ants, where they are numerous. Mr.
Darwin tells us that in certain localities worm castings
are not found, but the white ant is nearly everywhere.
As a destroyer of man's labors undoubtedly the white aut

deserves much abuse
;
but on the other hand, I am sure

he is a most useful insect. How often do we see in notes
and official reports on agi'icultm'e or in re\ne\vs on them,

people wondering how the plains of India arc aljle to

keep on growing crops without manure and deep ploughing;
but I have seldom seen any one suggesting that insects

are the principal cause of the fruitfulucss of the laud.

Insects, sun, rain, and a little cultivation at the time of

sowing, and weeding afterwards, are all that is necessary
to get a crop, not a bumper crop but a moderate one.

For eleven years all through the cold season I have
been in the habit of eating my breakfast whilst lying on
the ground, ami I have invariably watched the insects.

Almost everywhere the galleries of the white ant are to

be seen. There he is always at it, bringing up the sub-

soil, and converting dead vegetable matter into manure,
and that is why the habit of leaving a field fallow has
such good effects, for then the insects are able to go on
midisturbetl at their work In a forest they have it all

their own way, barring the birds, beasts, and other insects

that feed on them. The white ants' numbers are, all

sportsmen know, greatly reduced by a few sloth bears,
for they are very fond of them, and pheasants, partridges,
and many other birds eat them, also several kinds of insects.*

Besides the food already mentioned, white ants are very
fond of elephant's dung and cow dung. The galleries
are useful to them as a protection from the sun, and also

from other insects. How many kinds of white ants we
have in the forests of India I don't know as yet, but
1 think that there are two kinds, if not more. I am
not aware whether it is known or not, that white ants
are able to extract enough moisture from their bodies for

repairs to their nests. I have seen a large piece of an
ant hili repaired by them in dry weather very quickly,
when they were in the piece that had been broken off.

In that instance they appear to have thought that they
were in their own nest, and not in a piece of it only,
and they had no means of communicating with the ground
beneath, so they must have formed the muisture used

by themselves. In the case seen by me the covering
made over the broken part was a very thin one.

I shall be very glad to hear of any hook on the white
ants of India, as I wish to find out all I can about them.
All the books I have read treat only of white ants of

otlier countries, and then only abusing them as destroyers,
and never looking on them as of any use. I am firmly
convinced that they are very useful in many ways in India,
and so are many other insects. We are all of us apt to

overrate our own works, and underrate the works of others,
and especially the works of insects ; but Mr. Darwin has
shown us what worms can do so thoroughly, that I have
no doubt many other small animals will be studied now.
I don't pretend to be a naturaUst, and shall be very much
obliged to any one who will correct me when I am wrong,
and also to any one who will send me any information
on white ants, or if any one will recommend any books
on insects that are wood-eaters.

"White ants (Termes) belong to the order Xeuroj^tera,
and with the true ants {Hymenoptera) wasps, bees, and
hornets are, I believe, the only insects that form perfectly
organised societies. Herewith M. P. Huber's observations

on the subject :
—" The great end of the societies of insects

being rapid multiplication of species, Providence has em-

ployed extraordinary means to secure the fulfilment of

this object, by creating a particular order of individuals

.* We have seen the common grey Oeylou squirrel feasting
on white ants which had covered their galleries up the
stems of cotonut iiahus. Fowls are e.xceediugly fond of

them as food.—Ed.

in each society, who devote themselves wholly to labour,
and thus absolve the females from every employment,
but that of furnishing the society, from time to time,
with a a sufficient supply of eggs to keep up the population
to its proper standard. In the case of termites, the office

of working for the soriety, as these insects belong to an
order whose metamorphosis is semi-complete devolves upon
the larvae—the neuters, unless these should be the larvae
of males, being the soldiers of the community. From this
circumstance per feet societies may bo divided into two
classes—the first iucludiug those whoso workers are larvae,
and the second those whose workers are neuters. The
white ants belong to the former class, and the social

Hi/menoptera to the latter." The societies of these Neuroptera
consist of five descriptions of individuals—workers or larvse,

nymphs or pupje, neuters or soldiers, males and females.

(1.) The workers or luriue are the most numerous, and
at the same time the most active of the community, upon
whom devolves the office of erecting and repairing the

buiUlings, collecting provisions, attending upon the female,
conveying the eggs when laid to the nurseries, and feeding
the young larvte till they are old enough to take care of
themselves. They are distinguished from the jsoldiers by their
diminutive size, by their round heads, and short mandibles.

(2.) The ni/mphs or pupce.
—These differ in nothing from

the larvfe, and probably are equally active, except that

they have the wings folded up in cases {pterothecce).

(Z.) The /tenters.—These are much less numerous than
the workers bearing the proportion of one to one hundred,
and exceeding them greatly in bulk. They are also dis-

tinguishable by their long and large head, armed with

very long subulate mandibles. Their office is that of sentinels,
and when the nest is attacked, to them is committed the
task of defending it.

(4 & 5).
—Males and females^ or the insects arrived at

their state of perfection. There is only one in each separate

society ; they are exempted from all participation in the
labours and employments occupying the rest of the com-

munity. Though at their first disclosure from the pupie
they have foiu* wings, they soon cast them, but they may
be distinguished from blind larvae, pupre and neuters by
their large and prominent eyes.
The first establishment of a colony takes place thus:—

In the evening, soon after the first tornado, which at the
end of the dry season proclaims the approach of the

ensuing rains, these insects, having attained to their perfect
state in which they are furnished with two pair of wings,

emerge from their clay-built citadels by myriads and myriads
to seek their fortune. Borne on these ample wings and
carried by the wind, they fill the air, entering houses,

extinguishing the lights, &c., kc. The next morning they
are discovered covering the surface of the earth and waters,
and having lost their wings, which are only calculated

to carry them a few hours, are only capable of crawling
on the ground. In this state they are destroyed wholesale

by men, birds, reptiles, &c. " The workers, continually

prowling about their covered ways, occasionally come upon
some of these, and being impelled by instinct, they imme-

diately elect a king and queen, or rather father and

mother, of a new colony.* The workers, as soon as this

election takes place, begin to enclose their new rulers in

a small chamber of clay, suited to their size, the entrances

to which are only large enough to admit themselves and
the neuters, but much too small for the royal pair to

get through, so that their state of royalty is a state of

confinement all their lives. The care of feeding the queen
and her companion devolves on the larvre, who supply
them with food, and as she increases in dimensions they
keep enl.rging the cell. When the business of oviposition
commences they take her eggs from her, and deposit
them in the niu-series. She now continues to grow till

her bulk equals 20,000 or 30,000 workers, and gives some-
times from sixty eggs a minute, or eighty thousand and

upwards in twenty-four hoiu-s ! They live two years in

their perfect state. When the eggs are hatched they
are provided with food and receive every necessary attention

till able to shift for themselves. The royal cell has, besides

some soldiers in it, a kmd of body guard to the royal

* This statement about only one mr/r- in a nest is quite
new to us. Oiu* impression was that, as in the case of

bees, there were many male insects although only one
"
queen."—Ed.
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pair, and the surroundicg compartmeuts contain always

many labourers and soldiers."

I had no idea white ants could produce any sounds,

but from the following it appears they can :—" In the

process of buikhng or repairing each labourer carries in

his mouth a mass of mortar which he sticks on to its

proper place. When engaged in this work all the soldiers

retire, except one or two, who saunter about amongst
them, but never assist. Every now and then this over.seer,

by Ufting his head and striking with his forceps upon
the wall of the building, makes a particular noise, which

is answered by a loud hiss from all the labourers, and

appears to be the signal for despatch ;
for every time it

is heard they may be seen to redouble their exertions.

On the nest being attacked, in rush the labourers, and

out march the military, who again retire when all is

quiet." Again a species larger than Termes heUicosus called

the Termes viamm, makes the same sort of hiss according
to Mr. Smeathraau. He describes having heard a loud

hiss 1 ike that of serpents, but this statement appears to

me doubtful.* I would advise enquirers to get Kirby and

Spence's Entomology. In it they will find long and very

interesting accounts of the ways, habitations, food, &,c.,

of insects. The book is an old one, but contains a vast

amount of information.—Imlian Agriculturist.

Tomato Seeds.—These are furnished with an abundance

of a slimy mucilage, which many find it difficult to re-

move. If the seeds are dried as they are taken from the

fruit, they will adhere in a mass, and be difficult to separ-

ate. Eemove the masses of pulp which contain the seeds,

place them in a bowl and cover with water. Let them
remain where they can be examined daily; fermentation

will soon take place, and when the seeds are found to

be free from the mucilage, wash and dry them. This will

not injure the vitality of the seeds, if the fermentation is

stopped as soon as they are clean.—American Agriculturist.

Lime applied to Soils, naturally destitute of it, sup-

plies an essential element of plant food. In most cases,

however, the good effects of this substance is due to the

chemical action which it exerts in the soil. It renders

available the plant food in the soil, without supplying it.

Liming is therefore a stimulating process,_
and can only

be practised with success upon soil that is already rich

in plant food. Freshly burned lime is the mcst effective,

as it quickly and thoroughly reduces organic matter to an

available form. Ground limestone, so highly recommended,
is of no special value, except on clay soils, or those desti-

tute of lime, where it acts as a direct fertilizer, and not

as a reducing agent.
—American Agriculturist.

OiNXHONA Bahk.—In some " Notes on the Pharmacy of

Cinchona," Mr. E. W. Giles called attention to the un-

satisfactory results that have followed the " fearful deteri-

oration of C'alisaya bark," both pharmacy and medical

practice having been prejudiced through the consequent
substitution of quinine for pharmaceutical preparations of

the bark. He recommends that all pharmacists should

keep in stock Indian or other non-official bark of sufficient

alkaloidal value, and that when opportunity offers they
should educate the medical profession to the use of it.

He considers that the standard adopted tor the cinchona

of pharmacy should be an alkaloidal and not a quinine

standard, tliat it should be a mean and not an extreme

one, and that it should admit barks from all sources.

Further, he described a process for the determination of

the alkaloidal value of cinchona bark which, he said,

though simple and easy of manipulation, gives results near

enough tor pharmaceutical purposes. He expressed a pre-

ference for a fluid extract as a ph.armaceutioal prepar-

ation, hut said that a fluid extract of cinchona worthy of

its name was still a desideratum. In the discussion of

this paper, Mr. Welcome recommended that the standard

of a pharmaceutical bark should be fixed at 2 per cent

of quinine with a proper proportion of the other cinchona

alkaloids. Mr. Southall spoke favourably of the decoction,

which he said was largely us™d in the Birmingham dis-

trict, and Dr. Symes said it was also a favourite prepar-
ation in Liverpool. On the other hand, Mr. Ekin reminded

the Conference that he had found the decoction to be the

preparation weakest in alkaloid.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

»The expl.anatin-1 may be found in the fact that snakes

often inhabit the galleries made by white auts.—Ed.

Mangkoves.—Twenty-four young Mangrove trees (Rhi-

zophora .sp.l, of three different varieties, have recently
been brought home in good condition by Lieut.-Oolonel E.

S. Berkeley, and are now in the gardens of the Eoyal
Botanic Society of London, Eegeut's Park. The Mangrove
is found in abundance on the shores and creeks of trop-
ical islands, and at the mouth of large rivers in the East.

The tree is very valuable as fuel for river steamers, being
as a fuel next to coal in heat-gi%'ing properties ;

the bark

is utilized for tanning leather, and is also said to furnish

a febrifuge, which, if true, is very curious, as a Mangrove
swamp is a fertile source of fever.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Report on the DIFFEBE^-cEs between the Essential

Oils of Cinnamon and Cassia, by Mr. A. H. Jackson.—
The reporter stated that, tested from a physical stand-

point, the oils possess distinctive and characteristic odours,
and that the cinnamon oil has a more fiery taste than

the cassia, but that neither the rehitive densities nor the

refractive energies are sufficient guides in distinguishing
mixtures of these oUs, though the density of the oil of

cassia was found to be somewhat greater than that of the

oil of cinnamon. The chemical examination seemed to

show that the constituent or constituents in which the

oils differ from each other are present only in extremely
small proportion.

—Piiarnuiceutical Journal.

Petroleum as an Insecticide.—I can fully indorse all

that Mr. Duffleld states (p. 303) as to the efficacy of petro-
leum as a remedy for many of the insect pests with
which gardeners are troubled ;

and further, I would warn all

those who are not practically acquainted with it as an
insecticide to be extremely cautious how, when, and where

they use it before they are better informed respecting its

damaging properties, as the remedy may prove far worse
than the evil, as the following instances will show. My
own and first aquaintauce with this oil as ,an insect killer

dates back to some fifteen or sixteen years ago. Our plan
of using it is to put two wineglassfuls of oil with four

gallons of water, and mix it precisely in the same way
as that recommended by your correspondent at p. 363. For

green or black, or any kind of scale, I don't know of

anything cheaper or better. This much, however, I feel

compelled to say
—

viz., do not use it too often early in

the spring, when the foliage is young and tender, or the

consequences will be that the young leaves will fall off

before they are half grown, especially in the cases of

Peaches and Nectarines—in fact, I would not recommend
its being used on anything when the foliage is young and
tender, but when it is fully developed little or no injm'y
will result.—H.—Gardeners^ CJironicle.

L.ATENT Vitality of Seeds.—Messrs. Ph. van Tieghem
and Gaston Bonnier have been making some preliminary
experiments to ascertain the effects of different conditions

on the latent vitality of seeds. On .January 9, I8S0,
several packets of seeds supplied by Vilmorin were divided

each into three equal parts. One portion was exjjosed to

the free air, but screened from dust ; another portion was

put into closed air, securely corked up in a tube ; whilst

the third was placed in pure carbonic acid. At the end
of two years the seeds were taken out and weighed, and
afterwards sown. With regard to weight all the seeds

exposed to free air increased in weight. Thus, for example,
fifty seeds of the common Pea were found to have in-

creased about
i\.2

of their origin.al weight; and fifty seeds

of the French Bean about ^^ of their original weight.
The seeds confined in closed air increased in weight, but

infinitely less than those exposed to free air, and the
increase in some instances was so trifling as to be hardly
measurable. Thus fifty Peas increased about ^^^ of their

original weight; .and fifty Beans about
(^^f,

*^^ ^^i^'i' original

weight. As for seeds placed in pure carbonic acid, they
did not vary half a milligramme from their original weight.
The following are two examples of the comparative
germiu.ation of the seeds, the conditions being as near
as possible exactly the same :

—
Peas left in the free air, 90 per cent germinated.

„ „ „ closed air, 45 per cent germinated.
„ „ „ pure carbonic acid, per cent germinated.

Beans left in the free an-, 98 per cent germinated.
„ „ „ closed air, 2 per cent germinated.
„ „ „ carbonic acid, per cent germinated.—Gardeners' (lironicle.
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THE TEACHING OF FORESTRY.
LECTUEE BY COI.ONKL G. F. PEARSON.

As a proof of what has been already effected iu India

by the forest officers educated iu the Continental schools,
I may mention that in that country there are at the

present date 9,S"-!f),000 acres of reserved forests, and
2,493,000 of wbicli are protected from fire, as well as cattle

and sheep grazing, and consequently are now in a condition

to reproduce themselves under the natural system ; and as

perhaps, the most convincing proof, from a practical point
of view, of the value of the system, I may add that the
forest revenue of India, which in 1870 was only £357,030,
with a net revenue of £52,000, iu 18S0 reached £545,000,
with a net revenue of £215,000—that is to say, that the
revenue had increased 56 per cent, while the charges had

only inci-eased 8 per cent.

In South Australia, a serious commencement has been
made in the right direction also. By an Act passed in

1873, the sum of £2 per aero is paid to landowners, in

certain districts of the colony, to form plantations of trees.

In 1875, a Forest Board was constituted as certain districts

of the colony were formally defined as forest reserves.

In 1878, a Forest Act was passed and a Conservator of

Forests. (Mr. Brown) was appointed. Last year about a

quarter of a million trees were planted out, and the forest

revenue amounted to £6.517, of which £1,380 was for timber

sold, against an expenditure of £6,200.

If, then, so much has been done by the Indian and Colo-

nial Governments to secure the future of their forests, can

nothing be accomplished at the head-quarters of the Empire ?

This is the question now before us, and I trust that it may
be answered by instituting a com'se of instruction which

may eventually develop iuto a forest school for Great
Britian.—Societi/ of Arts Journal.

ARROWROOT MANUFACTURE IN QUEENSLAND.*
The maclunery used for the manufacture of arrowroot

is simple in the extreme, and is chiefly manufactured on
the place, the shafts, pulleys and engine work being, of

coiurse, foundry made. The first process shown was the

roots being tipped by two boys into a long trough, through
tho length of which a shaft slowly revolved, and by
means of wooden projecting pegs the dirty roots were
stirred up and so cleaned, there being a constant stream
of water running through the trough. These revolving

pegs have a screw pitch, so that the roots are gradually
moved towards the far end of the trough, where they
are caught up by a sort of bucket pump which elevates

them some 12 feet and drops them regularly iuto a hop-

per. As they fall to the bottom of this they meet the

grater, which is a drum of perforated galvanised iron driven

at great velocity. A small stream of water pours into this

all the time, and the roots are quickly grated up iuto a

brown coloured pulp. This mass of fibre and pulp falls

into a cylinder of perforated iron, about 9 feet long and
2 feet in diameter ; through the length of this nms an
axle on which are two beaters Uke the drum of a thresh-

ing machine ;
these smash up the fibrous pulp, exposing

it to the action of the water, so as to enable all the

starch and fine pulp to be washed out and squeezed through
the perforations of the cylinder, while from the one end
is discharged a constant stream of the dirty looking fibrous

refuse. A stranger looking at the process at this stage
woidd think it utterly impossible that the white arrowi-oot

of commerce could be the result of such an unpromising
material ; however, water works wonders, and an abuudance
of piu'e, soft water is essential for the succcssfid manu-
facture of arrowi'oot. The finer pulp, as squeezed through
the perforations of this cylinder, is received in a precisely
similar one below ;

here again the mass, now only pulp,
is beat up ;

but the perforations aroimd this second drum

being very small, only the starch and dirty looking water

passes through, the pulp being again discharged from the

cloaca at the end. The stream of water and starch pour-

ing froi.'. these cylinders is received in troughing, ex-

tending for 100 feet around tho shed, and, as it runs

along, the starch, being heavier than the water, all sinks

to the bottom and the water runs away. So far the work

* From the QutenslaiuUr. Reprinted from the Weekly

Drutj Nen'h August 25, I8S2.
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goes on automatically, no one but the two boys throwing
in the roots troubling themselves about it. But towards
the end of the day the stream of water is stopped, and
the arrowroot stiirch scraped up out of the trough, where
it has accumulated in a layer some inches in thickness,
and is placed in large vats or tubs, all ranged iu regular
rows. Before being put into these tubs it is passed through
fine muslin sieves, au<l at the same time another stream
of water is turued on. These fine sieves effectually clear
it of .any foreign matter, and it settles by the morning
at the bottom of the vats, clean and white as snow. The
water is drained from it, and the starch put into a cen-

trifugal machine exactly simUar to that what is used for

sugar ;
this soon /orces out the surplus water, but perfect

dryness is essential to its keeping qualities, so it is now
carried to the drying room, which is some 60 feet long
by 12 feet wide. Round the whole length of this rmis
a flue heated by a special furnace, and over this are shelves
of galvanized wire netting ; on this netting is placed calico,
and on this is spread out the starch. In this hothouse
the moisture is quickly evaporated, and the arrowroot
becomes crisp and grain-like. On fine days it is spread
out in the sun on similar wire stages. All operations are

now finished, and the flour is stowed away in bins in

the storehouse, and there made up into the packets usu-

ally seen in the shops. For this work-women are employed,
and smart hands can earn as much at this employment
as their husbands are doing at the rougher work of the

mill.—Pharmaceutical Jonrrud.

THE SQUiVRE BAMBOO.

One of the chastest and most elegant ornaments provided

by Chinese ingenuity for the library or study, consists

of bamboo boards, the groimd being elaborately carved in

fretwork, and inscribed with characters, generally quotations
from the classics, cut from the wood of the same plant.

They are to be obtained from the Chinese in Shanghai,
and are valuable by reason of the peculiar character of

the material from which they are made. Bamboos are

divided into' a large number of species, and well repay the

study of those who take an interest iu botanical researches.

There is one sort of a remarkably unique character, called

the "
square

"
bamboo, specimens of which have, we uuder-

stand, been forwarded by Dr. Macgowan at Wenchou to the

United States Consul General at this port, toj,ethi;r with a

sample of the ornament above described, the device in

this instance, however, consisting of a representation of

the bamboo itself. Some of the plants received from the

Doctor are destined for the Park at Wan Francisco, while

others of the same nature are intended for the Public

Gardeu at Shanghai. The following description of this

novel-shaped product of the vegetable kingdou will, we

think, be found of interest by our r..-aders.

There is no plant except cereals proper which has received

so much attention as this graceful grass. Early Chinese

botauists enumerate seventy varieties of tho Viaraboo, but

if quest were now made in local gazetteers, that number
woidd be found greatly augmented. They describe the bam-

boo as dicecious. Pre-eminence is assigned to the square

variety of this most useful as well as ornamental plant,

which has been a favourite in Imperial gardens whenever

its acclimitisation has been effected in the North. The

Emperor Kao Tsu once inquired of his attendants who
were planting bamboos, concerning the various kinds. In

reply he was informed respecting several remarkable species.

Ohokiaug in particular furnished one that was an extra-

ordinary ciu-iosity, in that it was square, and for that

quality and its perfect uprightness was much esteemed

by officers and scholars. They also told hiri that it was

used for many purposes of decoration and utility, including,

among others, that of being made into ink-slabs. Subse-

quently specimens were obtained, polished, and sent to

his Jlajesty who thereon signified his respect for the article

by rubbing ink with his own hand on the inkstand, and

inditing an essay on the curiosity. In 650 A. D, the reigning

Emperor sent "a eunuch to Chekiang to obtain specimens
for the Imperial Park. Besides being furnished from scat-

tered portions of this province, it is found in Hoiian,

Szechuen, Yunn.an, and Hunan
;
in the latter province it

appears to preseut its peculiar characteristic in a marked

degree, being as square, with corners, and as well define<l
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as if cut with a knife. The Oliekiang species have slightly

rouDcled corners, and moreover they are more slender,

liein'T used only as pipe-stems, whereas the western kind

is large enough to serve as staves for the aged. In its

early .stage of growth the square bamboo is nearly round,

assuming the anomalous figure it afterwards presents as

it advances towards matm-ity. Like several other kinds

of bamboo it is thorny, abounding in small spines. If we

may credit accounts which have reached China from Western
Turkestan (Ta-yueu), there is or was produced in that region
a square bamboo which is a curiosity of acm'iosity. The
Prince of that country possessed and highly prized a square
bamboo, on the faces of which were eyes, beard, and teeth.

Art no doubt contributed to the production. There are

considerable varieties in the colour of bamboo,—white,

yellow, reddish, purple and black. Besides being ornamental,
it i-s us'jtul, very pretty chairs being made of it. A native

writer says of this plant that it
"

inji.u:es its mother,"
which means that its shoots must not be planted near the

parent clump. In mentioning these curious bamboos, we
must not forget the most useful description of all. "\^"e

refer to what is generally known as the * * hair "
bamboo,

the shoots of which constitute an excellent esculent, which

is largely exported from the neighbourhood of "Wenchou;
the bearded appearance of the shoot giving it the hu-sute

designation. It is not like the square bamboo, which is

adapted to limited areas only, but it will tlourish almost

wherever there is a due amount of heat, moisture, and
a fertile soil. The uses of this kind of bamboo have

been often described, but there is one purpose to which it

is applied, and at AVenchou only, and therefore but little

known. It is rendered plastic by being boiled half a day
in potash and lime; the alkalies having done their work,
a slit is made in the cylinder (which is of any required

length, usually a foot), ami it is then pressed out into

a sheet form by heavy stones. These sheets of bamboo,
which are sometimes a foot in width, are then carved,

cutting them through, and in this way are formed re-

presentations of flowers, birds, various forms of characters in

verse, and the like, which, glued to delicate filagree work of

bandjoo, and framed, make the unique aud elegant pictures
to which we have referred above.—North China Herald.

KEW DRUGS INTRODUCED DURING THE
LAST TEN YEARS.

BY FRED. KILMBE.

At a meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Association,
held in 1880, at Saratoga, Mr. Jas. G. Steele, of CaUfomia,
exhibited about fifty specimens of California plants, some
of which have become of some note, a Ust of the same
is appended :

—
1.—Alder Bark. Aluus Oreyona. Tonic and astringent.

Used for lotions in cases of sore mouths, ulcers, &c. 2.—
Ava KavaRoot. Macropiper jueth^sticum. Used with success

in gonorrhcea, gleet, gout, rheumatism, &c. 3.—Barberry,
wild or holly-leaved, ot L'dliforma. Ht-rberis B.aquifolium,
Part used, the root. Tonic and alterative. Uused in cancer,
intermittent fever, and syphilis. Samples sent of entire

plant of B. aqiiifolivm ; also of H. repent, the root of

which is sometimes substituted for that of the former.

4.—Buckeye Bark. Q£scidu.s Cadfornica. Tonic, astringent,
and antifebrile. 5.—Buckthorn Bark of California, lihamnus
crocea. Tonic, alterative, and laxative. 6.—Butterfly Plant.

Hahia arachnoidia. Tonic, expectoraut, diaphoretic, and
alterative. 7.—OascaraSagrada. Rliauinua Parschiana. Seven

samples of the bark, from as many difi'erfnt localities,

all more or less differing in appearance, but identical in

therapeutic effects. Tonic and laxative. Used with success

in dyspepsia, torpid liver, habitual constipation, piles, &c.

8.—Canchalagua. Erythnea venusta. Antifebrile aud an
aid to enfeebled digestion and impaired nutrition. A bitter

tonic. 9.—Cedron Seeds. >Siimiba Ctiiron. Powerfully tonic

and antiperiodic. Antidote to hydrophobia ami the bites

of venomous serpents. 10.—Copalque Bark. Croton snper-
osuiji. Bitter tonic and antiperiodic. 11.—.Damiana Leaves.

Tdrnera apkrodisiaca. Aplirodisiac, tonic, aud laxative.

12.—Durango Root. Triccmsies yluvierata. Balsamic, tonic

and stimulant to the circulatory system. IS.—EI Gobernailor.

Lcirrya Jlexicana. Balsamic, tonic, alterative, aud laxative.

14.—Eucalyptus Leaves. J^ucuIi/jHks ylohuliis. Tonic and

antifebrile. Used in fevers, kidney diseases, catarrh of

the bladder, aud in diseases of the lungs and air passages.
15.—Garrya Bark. Garrt/a cUiptica, Properties similar to

the Garrya Leaves. 16.—Garrya Leaves, or California Quinine
Bush. Garrya Fremontii. Bitter tonic, stimulant, anti-

malarial, and sedative. 17.—Ginger Leaf. Eremocarpus
setiyerus. Stomachic, tonic, carminative, aud febrifuge.
18.—Grindelia. G. robusta. Expectoraut, demulcent, and
tonic. Used locally for the cure of *' Poison Oak," 19.—
Grindelia iSquarrosa. Useful in malarial diseases, enlarged
spleen, &c. 20.—Kidney Root. Baccharis pillularis. Balsamic,
tonic, and stimulant to the kidneys and bladder. 21.—
Laurel Leaves. Oreodaphne t'alifornica. Aromatic, carmin-

ative, sedative, aud antiseptic. 22.—Laurel Tree Bark.
0. Californica. Possesses the properties of the leaves in

a reduced degree. 2S.—Life Everlasting. G7iaphalium mac-

rocepkaliu3?t. Anodyne, diuretic, sudorific, aud narcotic.

24.—Lilac Tree Bark. Ceajiothus tkyrsijioriis. Demulcent,
tonic and antiperiodic. 25.—Luco Weed. Oxytropis cam-

jjestris. Poisonous. Powertuiiy narcotic and repressant,
26.—Madrona Leaves, Arbutus Menziesii. Tonic and as-

tringent, with a stimulant effect on the urinary organs.
27.—Madrona Bark. Possesses properties similar to the

leaves, in a reduced degree. 28.—IVlauzanita Leaves. Arc-

tostaphylos ylauca. Astringent, tonic and diuretic. 29.—
Maple Bark. Acer niacrojjhyUnm. Tonic, astringent and
ophthalmic. 30.—Mistletoe, i horadendron^fiavescens. Nervine,
antispasmodic, narcotic, and emmeuagogue. 31.—Oak Eai'k.

Quercv.s densifolia. Tonic and powerfully astringent. 32.—
Oak Excrescences. Qucrcus (obata. Contain a notable

percentage of taunin. 33.—Rhamnus toruientilla^ Bark of.

Similar in proi^erties to Cascara Sagrada, but in a reduced

degree. 34.—Romero. Tricho^tema lanaia. Anthelmintic.
35.—Sage, "Wild. Arte>nesia Californica. Bitter tonic, aro-

matic, and discutient. 36.—Sueezeweed, or Swamp Grass.
Helenium puberolum. Errhine, tonic, alterative, and an-

tisyphilitic. 37.—Spikenard Root. Aralia Californica. Dia-

phoretic, diuretic, and expectorant. 38.—Tar Weed, Blue.
Trichostema lanceolata. Balsamic, strongly terebinthinate,
diuretic, and counter irritant. 39.—Tar Weed, YeUow.
Hemizonia corymbosa. Highly odorous, tonic, cathartic, and
discutient. 40.—Tyone Bark. Hepeivmale arlutifolia. Tonic,
astringent, and sedative. 41.—Tyone Leaves. Carminative,
antispasmodic, and sedative. 42.—Willow Bark. Salix

tonyfolia. Astringent, tonic, antifebrile, and aromatic.
43.—Wild Simtlower, or Turpentine Root. iVyetlua heUnoides.
Stimulant to the secretions, expectorant, and diuiectic

;

tonic to the kidneys and bladder. 44.—Wormwood. Ar-
temesia absinthium. Properties similar to the Eastern grown
plant, in an enhanced degree. 45.—Yarrow. Achillea

millefolium. Tonic and emmeuagogue. 46.—YerbaBaena.
Micromeria Dovylasaii. Anthelmintic, carminative, and anti-

periodic. 47.—Verba Marra, or Man Root. Meyatrhiza
Californica, Drastic cathartic, hepatic, and antiperiodic.
48.—Yerba Reuma. Frankinea yrandifolia. Given with
success in catarrh, gouorrhct»a, leucorrbcua, and catarrhal
rheumatism 49.—Yerba Santa. Eriodyction ylutino^um.
Tonic, expectorant, aud diuretic. Useful in diseases of the

throat, Itings, &c. 50.—Leaves of the Rhamnus Furschiami
and Berberis aquifolium^ mounted and framed.—Uil and.

JJruy News.

CULTIVATION AND PRODUCTION OF PINE-
APPLES IN THE BAHAMAS.

The cultivation and shipment of pine-apples is, accord-

ing to Consul McLaiu, the most important industry of the
Bahamas, much capital, and very mauy people beiug em-
ployed in it, so that the material prosperity of the colony,
from year to j'ear, depends largely upon the success or
failure of the crop. Of the several varieties of pine-apple,
only two are considered profitable to cultivate for export-
ation, the • scarlet" or Cuban pine, and the "sugar-loaf."
The former was introduced to the Bahamas from Cuba
in iSoO, and is now the leading variety of commerce;
the latter, a very luscious fruit, is exported principally
to England. The Bahamas generally are noted for the
thinness of the soil, which seldom exceeds a depth of
from six to eight inches. The islands are composed largely
of a species of limestone, made up of sand, carbonate of

lime, and the remains of myriads of defunct coral insects,
so that the rock itself is a very good fertiliser ; in fact
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prolific vegetation flourishes apparently upon the bare

rock, the siurface of which is broVen and honeycombed,
the small openings being full of vegetable mould, and

furnishing holding-places for the roots of not only plants
and grasses, but often of large and stately trees. The

ordinai-y soil of th(3 Bahamas is not fitted for the cultiv-

ation of the pine-apple, as this plant requires a depth of

at least two feet to be grown successfully. But upon

many of the islands, extensive tracts of soil are found,

composed of a reddish clay, about two foot deep, and
these are peculiarly adapted to the pine-apple ; this soil

is very rich, being, as geologists say, composed of the

decayed remains of decomposed vegetable life, and the

debris of shell-fish and coral insects, each cubic foot of

the soil representing the decay of about 1,000 times that

quantity of original matter. In preparing a field for plant-

ing, the dense natural growth of bush, or
_
chaparral, is

first cleared away, and this is done by cutting and burn-

ing, the cutting being effected by the blacks, with heavy,

loug-bladed knives called "machetes." The plants are

then set out about two feet apart, when thoy take root,

and grow very quickly, great care being taken to keep
down the weeds. The fruit comes to maturity in from

eight to nine months, at which time the main stalk dies,

leaving an abundance of young sprouts, which in turn

spring up and bear fruit. The bush or plant upon which
the pine-apple grows, is at maturity about thirty inches

high, having long, slender, hard, blade-shaped leaves, with

serrated edges. The leaves bend outward from the centre,

and out of this centre the fruit springs, one pine-apple

only to each plant. An acre of good land will easily

support 6,iX)0 plants of the sugar-loaf variety, or about

5,000 of the scarlet kind, and there is a large quantity
of land in the Bahamas eminently adapted for the piu:-

poses of growing pine-apples which has never yet been
cultivated. The price of good land varies between £1 and
£4 per acre, and depends upon the size, the fertility of

the soil, and its proximity to a suitable place for ship-

ping the fruit; and as much of the fruit is taken on
board vessels which call along the coast dining the sea-

sou, a plantation which borders upon some cove, bay, or

good anchorage, is a valuable oue. The average life of

the scarlet pine is three years, and that of the sugar-
loaf about five. The average weight of the fruit in the

Bahamas i.s from three to three and a half pounds. A
field is generally gone over three times during the sea-

son, affording three grades of fruit, called first, second,
and I third cuttings. The scarlet variety ripens a month
or two earlier than the sugar-loaf. Owing to the sharp
serrated leaves of the plant, the gathering of the fruit

is a tedious and difBcult matter, the men, women, and
children engaged in the work being obliged to wear heavy
canvas leggings and gloves with gauntlets to protect them-
selves against the sharp spikes of the plant. The pine-

apple plants furnish but one regular crop during the year,

although the local markets are seldom without pine-apples
for sale. The first cuttings of the scarlet pines are made
about the middle of April, and the last is made about

the 1st of July. The sugar-loaf pine is at maturity dur-

ing July and August. The shipping season is one of great

activity in the Bahamas, as when the fruit is ready for

the knife, it must be cut and hurried with all speed to

market, or it will be lost. It is estimated that from

seventy-five to one hundred cargoes of fruit are shipped
from April 15th to July 15th, and about 40,000 pine-apples
make an average cargo, the total exports reaching from

4,000,000 to 5,000,000 pine-apples during the season. The
fruit for shipment is never allowed to ripen, but is cut

when green, as soon as it is full of juice, otherwise it

would spoil before reaching a market. The average price

paid for the fruit is about Is. 9d. per dozen for first cut-

tmgs. Is. 6d. for seconds, and Is. 3d. for thirds. Some
gi'owers export their own fruit, others sell to local buyers
who purchase the crop at the foregoing figures. The pine-

apple business, though a luctative one, is very hazardous ;

if everything is favourable good profits are realized, but
a few untoward circumstances will bring ruin. Occasion-

ally there is too much rain or there is drought; at times

armies of rats and land crabs invade and devour whole
fields ; and, again, bush fires frequently devast.ite a plant-
ation. As a rule, the scarlet pine-apple is consigned to

the United States, the sugar-loaf goes to England. As

the latter voyage is a long one, the pine-apple plant is

cut off at the root, and plant and fruit are shipped uu-

separated. The whole of the piue-apple crop is not uow
exported, a portion being put up or preserved iu tin cans,
several factories upon the islands being engaged iu this

work ; at one alone, iu Nassau, it is estimated that about
25.000 pine-apples per diem are cousumeil, and 200,000 to

250,000 cans of fruit are put up during the season. The
wages paid to the workmen are at the rate of about 2s.

a day for men, Is. for women, ami (id. for childrcjn, and
even lower wages are paid to plantation hands. For sev-
eral years prior to 18S0 the pine-apple industry was un-

profitable to the colonists, owing to a succession of dis-

asters in the way of bad weather, low prices, and decay ;

but during ISSO and 1881 good crops were made, better

prices prevailed, and business materially revived. In 1880,
about 340,000 dozen pine-apples were exported; iu 1881,
about 363,000. There were also shipped about 200,000 tins

of preserved pine-apples ; in 1S80 and in the following
year this number was increased to 237,000 tins.—Journal

of the Societii of Arts.

INDIA : CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.
For the Week ending the 10th Oct. 1S82.

General Remarks.—Light rain has fallen in all districts

of the Madras Presidency except Travancoro, where it

was heavy. There has also been some rain in Mysore and
Ooorg, Bengal, Assam, and British Burma. The North-
western Prorinces and Oudh, Central India, and the

Bombay Presidency report showers in a fow districts. The
Punjab, Rajputaua, the Central Provinces, and the Nizam's
Territories have had slight rain in one or two places j

there hag been none in Berar.

Prospects of standing' crops are, on the whole, favoura-
ble everywhere, although some more rain would be bene-
ficial in a few places.

Harvest operations continue in ttiany parts of the coun-

try. Preparations for, and sowings of, rabi crops are iu

progress in parts of the Bombay Presidency, Bengal, the
North-We^tei'n Pro'\'inces and Oudh, the Central Provinces,

Mysore, the Nizam's Territories, and the Central India
and Rajputana States.

In I he Bombay Presidency locusts are doing much in-

jury to crops in Khandesh, Ahmednagar, and Nasik.
A ecner^l rise in ttie barometer durias^ the earlier

part of the week was followed by a fall of equal extent,
less marked in Northern India than in most other parts.
Madras.—General prospects good.
AsSA5r, Sylhet, (Oct. nth.)—Crops reported on favo'- ra-

bly fi-om all quarters; cholera and small-pox still reporlel.
Mysore a.vd Coorg.—Seasonable showers in .all districts

except Kolar, where more rain is wanted ; standing crops
generally in good condition ; racri, juari, horse gram, &c.,
harvested in pans; sowing of other grain continues ; pub-
blic health good ; prices easy.

Ceylon Planters' Assoclation.—We have to acknow-

leilge receipt of a copy of the Proceedings of this body
for the year ending 17th February, 1882. Apart from a

record of the cm'rent business of the Association and of poli-

tical proceedings, there is a large amount of agricultural

information, more particularly in respect of new products,
coffee leaf fungus, grub, &c. Dr Trinien's Notes on trees

yielding India Rubber are also included, and altogether this

volume IS well worthy of the best of its predecessors.

No Rain for Six Moxths and Vine Ctjltcre in the
Nokth-VVest.— Kalpitiya, iSrd October: We have had
a slight drizzle after a spell of six months' drought but
still the heat is wellnigh unbearable. The monsoon is

uow evidently fast approaching and this is a bad sign
for the urapes. The grape crop of this place has been

fairly good this year as upwards of 20,000 lb. of it had
been sold. [Sold to whom? Surely the writer is exag-
gerating the quantity of crop, or that the crop has
been much larger than usual owing to the pro-
longed drought,

—£b,]
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Granite in a Tree.—Upon splitting a white Oak tree

cut down in Nevada county, California, there was found
embedded in the heart of the trunk, 60 ft. above the roots,
a piece of granite weighing about two pounds. A probal>le

explanation is that the stone had been put in the fork
of the tree when it was young, and that the tissue had

gradually closed upon it after the manner of the Oak
tissue around the egg of the gall fly.

—Journal of Forestry.

Stumps.—The following receipt has proved very successful

in the back-woods of America for removing the stumps of

trees. In the autumn, bore a hole of one or two inches in

diameter about eighteen inches deep, put in one and a
half ounce of saltpetre, fill with water, and plug up close.

In the following spring, put in the same hole half a gill

of kerosine oil, and then light. The stump will smoulder

away without blazing, and the fire will go to every part
uf the roots, lea\dug nothing but ashes.—Indian Agricul-
ti'vhl.

DiiTKTJENT KINDS OF TREES attain maturity at' diflterent

ages, and the same kind of tree will more quickly ripen
in one situation than in another. Tluis, it is calculated

that a teak tree seven years old in Malabar, where the
soil and climate are favourable to its growth, will be of

the same dimensions as one fifteen years old in Bombay,
where the moisture is greatly less. Then, again, the age
of a tree is not so easily guessed at as some people appear to

think, and the rate of growth as observed in Europe is

no criterion of the age of a tree in other countries. The
age of ihe gigantic Eucalyptus trees of Tasmania, put
down in a haphazai-d sort of way at from 200 to 300

years, was proved to range from 50 to 75 years only.
The usual calculations of age in this instance were entirely

upset by the fact that most of these trees shed their

bark twine a year, and the sap moving up the tree twice
forms two rings in the wood of the stem, instead of one

only in each year of their growth.—Journal of Fm'estri/.

The Trembling Tree.—There is a tree, says the Chicaf/o
Lumherma<i, which is a species of acacia, that is most

peculiar ia its habit, and that seems more animal than

plant. Some of these trees have been raised in this country
as curiosities, and the owners have had strange experiences
with them. On one occasion a tree of the kind was grown
from a seed brought from Australia, and before very long
had come to be a sapling some eight feet in height, when
it was in full foliage, and growing rapidly. It is leguminous,
and very distinctly shows the characteristics of the- mimosa,
or sensitive plant. Kegularly every evening, when the

chickens "
go to roost,'' the tree performs very much the

same duty. The leaves fold together, and the ends of the
tender twigs coil themselves up like the tail of a well-

conditioned pig. After one of the twigs has been stroked
or handled, the leaves move uneasily, and are in a sort of

mild commotion for a minute or more. AVhile these pe-
uliarities iu the tree were understood by these who pos-
essed the one that has been mentioned, it was soon
discovered that it had in it much more of life and feel-

ing than it had ever before been credited with. The tree

being in a comparatively small [pot, which it was
fast outgrowing, it was deemed best to give it one of

much larger size, but when the tree was removed to its

new quarters, it resented the operation to the best of its

ability, ^yhen it had been fairly transplanted it acted as

if furiously enraged, and in a way that suggested that

the very demon must be in it. The leaves began to stand

up in all directions, like the hair on the tail of an angry
cat, or the quills upon the fretful prooupine, and .soon

the whole plant was in a feverish quiver. This could

have been endured, but at the same time it gave out an
odour most sickening and pungent—just such a smell

as is given off by rattlesnakes and many other kinds of

venomous serpents, when disturbed. The odour so filled the

house, and was so nauseating that it was found necessary
to open the doors and windows. It was fully an hour
before the plant calmed down and folded its leaves in

peace, and it appeared that it had given up the battle

only because the hour for its pecuhar manner of "
retiring"

had arrived. It is probably needless to say that the children,

and, in fact, the whole household, now stand in abject
;iwe of the strange tree, as being a thing vastly more reptile
than vegetable. Many similar experiences, and some even

more remarkable, have been had with the different forms

of highly sensitivQ plant life,—Joiirrud of Forestry.

Mahogany in San Domingo.—In consequence of the
demand for mahogany of late, it has been feared lest the

supplies should fall short
; we are assured, however, in a

report of the Vice-Consul at Puerto Plata, San Domingo,
that the diminution in the exports of mahogany is by
no means to be attributed to a scarcity of the wood, for
the forests are apparently inexhaustible, but it is to be
accounted for through the absence of suitable tonnage for
charter in the neighbotn-ing colony of St. Thomas through-
out the year.

—Ganhners' Chronicle.

Ginseng.—The follo\ving account of the cultivation of

ginseng and the wild plant iu Corea is from the report
of the Commissioner of Customs, at Newchwang:—The
chief item which the Coreans bring across the border is

ginseng, and this is the most valuable. "Wild giuseng is

fouud amongst the hills, and takes more than 30 years
to arrive at perfection. The root can be used when it

has been iu the ground aljout 12 years, but it is not so
valuable as that of mature age. The other kinds of gin-
seng, known as first and second quality Corean, are a

special branch of culture. Only well-to-do people can
afford to set apart the grouud for its cultivation, and to
devote to it the time which it requires. The usual period
allowed for the root to attain its full growth is from five

to six years ;
it is then dug up, washed, and dried in a

pan over a fire, and, after the skin has been scraped
away, it is ready for the market. Once every year a small
red flower is put forth, seed from which is carefully pre-
served and sown the following year.

—N. C. Herald.

An Unwholesome Tree.—Among the enterprises in which
a Sanitary Society of Brooklyn is said to be now engaged
is a crusade against the ailantus trees which shade many
of the streets of that city, as well as of New York. The
tree was introduced from China into this country some
forty years ago, heralded by extravagant praises, which led
to its extensive use for street planting. For a time its

hardiness and extremely rapid growth kept it in favom-,
but the blossoms which cover it for a few weeks in spring
have a peculiarly unpleasant odour, and of late years it

has gradually been disappearing. Now, however, it is re

ported that the perfume of the flowers is unwholesome
as well as diagreeable, and that "

prostration of the nervous

system,'' an" oppressive feeling in the throat,"
" swollen

joints," and other afiictions are causerl by inhaling it.

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that twenty-two" eminent medical men," and over fifty householders, should
have signed petitions against the trees; the only woflder
is that they should not, as soon as their pernicious character
was disclosed, have armed themselves with axes and incon-

tinently extirpated the species from the town. However,
the citizens of Brooklyn usually act with a commendable
deliberation in such matters, and it is gratifying to learn
that the Sanitary Society is

"
collecting data from physicians

and others" before giving the signal for the general de-
struction of the trees.—American Architect.

Banyan Trees.—A Mexican traveller, says the JVorth-

Western Liimbcntian, makes the statement that the much-
exagagerated banyan tree, of tropical Mexico, in no way
resembles its brother of the Pacific archipelagos, for in the

Society Islands he has seen banyan trees whose main trunk
measured 30 ft. in girth, while some old patriarchs or giants
of their species boasted of over 300 minor trunks or branches,
which had dropped to the grouud, had taken root, and
in turn shot out branches that also fell downward and
rooted. The Banyan tree of Guerrero is but a pigmy in

comparison. Its main trunk will seldom measure more than
from 10 to 12 ft. in girth, and it reaches an altitiude of
30 ft. before it branches, while the limbs may extend 30
to 40 ft. from the parent stem before they incline to the

ground and root. It ;s diflicnlt to find a specimen that

possesses more than 20 branch trunks. These trees are

quite numerous in the valleys and " barrancas "
among the

mountains of Guerrero. They are generally found near run-

ning water, while, strange to say, their presence iu any
locality denotes the existence of "placer

"
gold iliggings ; at

least so aflirm the Indians of the vicinity. Yet it is none
the less true that all the gold dust that has been gathered
in this region was fcind in close proximity to trees of
this species, from whi'_-h fact it is fair to presume that this

theory was originated by the seekers after mineral wealth
in that section.—Joiimal of Forestry.
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Chinese FoRESTS.-r-The remark is made by a Texas

newspaper that " one of the strongert arguments in favour
of preserving forests is to be found in Chinese history.
The terrible famine which raged in that country several

years ago, wrs brought about by the destruction of the
few forests left standing, thereby rendering it impossible
for the solie to retain the little rain that fell from time
to time."—Journal of Forestry.
Verbena.—The well-known fragrant, sweet-scented lemon

verbena (Lippia citriodorfi) is regarded among the Spanish
people as a fine stomachic and cordial. It is either used in

the form of a cold decoction, sweetened, or five or six leaves
are put iuto a teacup, and hot tea poured upon them.
The author of a work,

*' Among the Spanish People," says
that the flavour of the tea thus prepared

''
is simply delicious,

and no one who has drunk his pekoe with it will ever

again driuk it without a sprig of lemon verbena." And
be further makes a statement, more important than all

the rest, if true, that is. that if this decoction be used
one need " never suffer from flatulence, never be made
nervous or old-maidish, nevor have cholera, diarrhcoa or
loss of appetite.

—
Si/daei/ Mail.

A New Fibre Plant.—The Queendander gives, in its

agricultural columns, an accoimt of a new fibre produc-
ing plant which is said to be attracting great attention
in America just now. It is there known as bear grass,
and Spanish dagger, and is said to yield largely, requir-
ing no cvdtivatiug after its third year, growing for 100

years and producing the strongest coarse fibre in the
world. Such ample recommendations as these are likely
to cause people to pay more than ordinary attention to

this plant, and we can only hope that it may turn out
to be as good as it is reported to be. The experience
of Queensland with fibre producing plants has not, we
regret to say, been a very fortunate one. Mr. MacPherson
of Brisbane has proved himself an adept in the prepar-
ation of beautiful show oases of fibres grown in this

colony, but as yet we have heard of no financially suc-

cessful operations in the way of fibre growing, ^yhen
sida retusa was first introduced to us, its advent was
heralded by a description of its economic value very
similar to that given of bear grass, but practically it has
been found that sida is one of the greatest ciu-ses of

Queensland agriculture. In order that our experiences in

this direction may not be repeated with bear grass, we
would suggest that the Government should have an acre
or so of it grown in Brisbane as an experiment. If it

proves equal to what is asserted of it, there would be no
difficulty then in adding bear grass fibre to the list of our

products ;
if on the other hand it proves a second sida,

we should like to have it made criminal for any one to

grow it.—Australasian.

The Quillaia Tree.—Attention has recently been th-awn
to the commercial value of the quillaia tree {Quillaia

saponaria), a native of Chih', thv. bark of which has been
known for a considerable time both in this country and
on the Continent, for the saponaceous principle which
it contains. In consequence of the trees ha\'ing been cut
down to olitain the bark, there is much reason to fear
that the supply may fail, particularly if the demand increases.

Quillaia bark it seems, is very extensively used by wool
and silk manufacturers both in this country and in France,
in consequence of its efficacy as a powerful cleansing
agent. Oiu- contemporary, the Colonies and India, in drawing
attention to this tree, remarks. " that a decoction prepared
by placing a small piece of this bark and soaking it over

night in water will remove in a minute or two grease
from articles of clothing and leave the cloth clean and
fresh as if it was new. It may also be used for cleansing
hair-brnshes and other similar purposes, under conditions
in which soap and other alkalies are powerless. It is also
.suitable for a hairwash, and is said to be largely used

by French hairdressers, though the mode of preparation
is kept secret. Such a tree ought to be invaluable in

Australia, New Zealand, Cape Colony, and other colonies
where wool growing is a staple industry." Among the
uses to which this bark is put may be mentioned that
of a preparation for giving an artittial froth or head to

ales, a very small quantity put into beer that has become
dead causing it to be covered with froth. The bark occurs
in commerce in two forms, that of irregular pieces as taken
from the tree, and in the form of powder.—yature.

Packixg Peaches for Distant MAitKET.s.—Pick peaches
carefully. Let them be well coloured, but firm, not soft.

Wrap each peach in stiff brown paper, not in tissue paper.
The former is more elastic, and prevents bruising. In
packing lay thom in with the greatest care. Fill the box
full so that the peaches cannot shake about. Put a layer
of clean fine oat straw at the bottom of the box, and
paper between the other layers and over the top one.—

Californinn. Horticulturist.
Preparation of Coffee.—Mr. ClemenfWragge, F.R.O.S.,

in a recent number of the English Jfecfmnic, gives the
following recipe for the preparation of coffee in tin;- Arabian
fashion. Koast some raw nibs, and pound them down

;

when your water is boiling jiut in the coffee so treated
and stir it about. Next place the pot again on the fire,
and carefully manipulate it, if occasion requires, till sim-
mering sets in, when you must immediately remove it, and
pour the contents iuto the cup. Milk or cream should never

be^ added, but a little soft brown sugar may be used to
suit the taste

; also a little cardamom seed. Smoking a
pipe of Turkish tobacco is only needed to give additional
flavouring to your sips, and to transport you temporarily
to the delights of the Muslim's paradise.
The Lao industry is one peculiarly adapted to the natives

of this country. It is one which requires no forethought
or preparation. The villager has nothing to do so far as
that work is concerned, but remain at home till the crop is

ready forgathering. Nature does all but collect the harvest.
Such is the manner of conducting this industry common
to the mofussil villager. If he had a spark of energy or

enterprise, he would assist nature, and thereby materially
increase his own income. The way to assist nature is to
take small twigs bearing insect cells, and fasten them
to trees liitherto unvisited by the insects. All he would
require to do would be to break off a small twig, and
carry it to a tree or bush in the neighbourhood, fastening
it to a branch with a little grass or straw to prevent
its being blown off, until the young spawn had had time
to attach themselves to their new halntatiou. A few hours'
work of this kind would very materially increase his
harvest. It appears that the cultivation of the lac insect
has taken root in the Punjab, especially in the district
of Hoshiarpore. The Punjabee with his characteristic energy
is fast inoculating

—if we may use the term—the forest
in the neighbourhood of his village with the spawn of
the lac insect; and one great advantage comiected with
this work is, that the return is pretty sure and is certain
to be speedy. The industry might be pursued all along
the Sewalik range, where the height does not reach a

frosty climate. The trees most frequented by the lac insect
are the peepul (Ficus rdiyiosa)^ the ber {Zizijj^hus jujuha^)
the banyan (Ficus indica), and various other trees common
to those districts. The lac produced on the her is the

best, and this is a fortunate circumstance, as the tree is

as common in LTpper India as a hedgerow at home. Before
the mode of producing this lac was understood, a pre-
judice existed against it, as it was not known to be of
animal origin, but was supposed to be the result of a
disease of the tree, and therefore unclean. It is astonishing,
however, how these prejudices vanish in the face of aprofit-
able industry. The only difficulty at present found in the

Punjab, is the greed of the collectors, who would leave noth-'

ing but stumps, thus to a certain extent slaying the goose
that lays the golden eggs. The ber has been found to

possess considerable Wtality, and does not resent very
heavy ])runings, but supplies the place of lopped twigs
with unfailing certainty the following season. The mode
of prepiration is simple, and the appliances of no great
cost. It is crushed in the denk>\ the particles of wood
disappear on the powder being thrown into water, the
wood immediately floats, and is removed at once. The
powder is then thoroughly washed, and the lighter particles
laid asi le for making lac for bangles, &c.; the header
particle';, lying at the bottom of the tubs, are pres'^ed into
cakes ti) make the lac-dye of commerce. The light powder
is put in a cotton bag which is rolled tight, and held in

front or over a hot fire ; the lac melting exudes through
the bag, and is carefully collected and spread over hot

surfaces, to form cakes, known as -heU-lac. The indus-

tries might all be made by-work fo; the farmer, as their

prosecution need not interfere with his more important
occupation.

—Friend of India.
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Chinese Varnish Tree.—In Dr. Bretschneider'B notes

on some botanical que.stions connected with the export trade

of China, it is remarked that " It is generally accepted

by authors writing on Chinese varnish, that it is produced

by Sims vernicifera, the Japanese varnish tree." The

Chinese varnish tree is found in the provinces of OhS

Kiaug, Kiangsi and Sze-Ohuen. According to Bretschneider

the figures of the tree in Chinese botanical books do not

at all re.semble Shua vernicifera. I learn from Mr. H. T.

Murton that a Chinaman at Singapore has about forty

acres planted with varnish trees. Specimens sent to Kew

prove that it is Alciirites veriiicia{=A. carduta Elirococca

vermcia). Seads o£ this plant had been previously obtained

through a correspondent from Sze-chuen, and have been

distributed to Ceylon, Demerara, Dominica, Jamaica, Wash-

ington (Department of Agriculture), and Zanzibar. Dr.

Kirk reports (September 9) from the last-mentioned place

that the seedlings
" are all a foot high, and I am planting

them out.
"—Joiirnal of Applied Science.

Successful Melon-growing.—Mr. 0. Smith describes

in the Gardener as follows a fine crop of melons at

Cardiff Castle i—" The plants, seven in number, were planted

in a border 2ft. wide and 14in. deep, in a compost of

soil which had produced two crops of melons before the

crop I am going to describe. Mr. Pettigrew is not particular

as to the quality of the soil he uses for growing melons.

His success depends more on giving the plants hberal

supplies of liquid manure and light top-dressings, to in-

duce root-action near the surface, than trusting to any

special soil. Three crops were taken from the plants which

I allude to—namely, eight fruit from each plant each

crop, or 2-1 melons from each plant, making a total of

168 fruit to the seven plants, which averaged 3ilb. each,

or, in all 5881b. Many of the fruit of the first crop

were more than 5Ib. or 61b. each, but they were smaller

in siie towards the end of the season. They were, however,

all presentable fruit, and none of them under 21b. in weight,

and of the very best quality. The variety which produced
the enormous crop was Eastnor Castle, green-fleshed kind."

—A Ufitralasian.

Note on Hedtosmum Nutans and Ckitonea Dalea.-—

Some mouths since a sample of a fragrant volatile oil,

said to come from Jamaica under the name of tobacco

bush oil, was presented to the Museum by Mr. J. C. Sawer.

As that name was not to be found in Lunan's "Hortus

Jamaicensis," nor in Barham's "Hortus Americanus," I

wrote to Mr. D. Morris, the Director of the Botanical

Department at Gordon Town, Jamaica, who has informed

me that " the name (of tobacco bush) is applied to Hedi/os-

viiim nutans, Sw., a common plant on the Jamaica hills,

as about Port Royal and on the Blue Mountains, at an

elevation of 5.000 to G,000 feet above the sea. It is also

called headache weed, and is generally used by the natives

tor making tea and for binding around their heads when

in pain." Rosenthal states that the leaves and flowers

are used as a stomachic and antispasmodic. The plant is

now placed in the Chloranthaceie, although the genus was

referred to the Amentaceis by Sprengel, and to the Caprifo-

liacese by Reichenbach. Ttje flowers are unisexual, the

males bractless, in small, close, oblong spikes ;
the females

sessile on a corymbose inflorescence. Tlie leaves are opposite,

lanceolate acuiminate and serrate, with the bases of the

petioles united so as to form a short sheath around the

stem. The flavor of the leaves is pungent and aromatic,

and the odor like that of scented soap. Indeed, if the

oil could be obtained at a cheaper rate it would make
a very agreeable perfume for soap, and it it really possesses
the property of relieving headache, might form a useful

addition to smelling-salts. Another plant which is known in

Jamaica by the similar name of cigar bnsh, or cigar maker's

vanilla, is the Eupatorium Dalea (Crito)iea Dalea, D. C).
This plant grows to a height of 6 to 10 feet

;
has lanceolate,

tapering, thin, smooth, somewhat shining, distantly ser-

rulate, opposite leaves, 4 or 5 inches long, aud ^ to 1 inch

broad in the widest part. When held up to the light

they are seen to be marked with pellucid lines ami points,

something like those of the balsam of peru tree. The
leaves are very fragrant, the odor, which is very persistent,

resembling that of new-mown hay or tonka bean. The
leaves might well form a cheap substitute for tonka bean

in perfumery, while a tincture might be useful for disguising
the odor of iodoform.—Pharniaceuticrl Journal.

Carbolic Acid in Small-pox.—Dr. C. W. Thorp writes

to the British Med. Journal :—" I have found the carbolic-

acid glycerine of the British Pharmacopceia, diluted with

four times its weight of glyceriue, a most useful application
in small-pox. It should be applied as soon as the pustules

begin to fill, and be continued until they desquamate.
Such treatment, I think, not alone renders the

patient less repulsive to those about him or her, but

lessens to a great extent the pitting resulting from the

disease.
"

Destroying American Blight and Mildew.—An English

contemporary thus answers an inquiry :
—If you dissolve

6oz. of soft soap in a gallon of water, adding a wineglassful
of paraffin, aud apply the mixture to the trees with a

brush, rubbing well into the crevices of the bark, it will

destroy the insects. Any portions of the trees that are

seriously affeetLd may be dressed with pure parafiin, but

it must not be appUed to the buds nor to the smooth

bark, nor so freely as to drain from the trees into the

soil. The soft soap and parafiin must be thoroughly mixed

together, and the remedy wiU be safe and effectual. After

your roses are pruned dress them with a mixture of lime

and sulphur with a httle clay added to make the "
paint

"

adhere to the stems. In the summer syringe them fre-

quently with a solution of soft soap, and it will to

a very great extent prevent the mildew appearing.
—

A listralasian.

Sawdust roR Peopagating Plants.—I have never found

any material that produces roots so quickly, surely, and

numerously, in all plants that I have tried in it as saw-

dust fresh from the forester's sawmills, and it does its work

perfectly for 12 months without being renewed. Pitcher-

plants, including such varieties as lanata aud sanguinea,
strike freely in sawdust, and scarcely a cutting of any plant
fails in it. I never saw plants make such enormous numbers
of rootlets in any other material. I once potted a pine-

apple in it, and in a very short time the whole dust was
so permeated with roots that when they were washed clean

they resembled a wig of roots more than anything else. A
camelha was tried in it \vith the same result. These facts

may be of service to many who are able easily to obtain

sawdust who cannot so easily procure silver saud or cocoa-

nut fibre refu.se. The sawdust used here is from spruce,

larch, and oak, all mixed together and laid about 4in.

thick over a heated chamber.—D. Thomson, Dmmlanrig,
in. Journal ef Horticul litre.

The Vine Pest.—The battle with the phylloxera isftill

kept up here and there in France, but in a disheartened

way, and all too late. There is no doubt whatever that

where submersion can be employed, and a foot or so of

water can be kept on a viueyard for six weeks in the

year, the phylloxera can be drowned out. But the treat-

ment costs too much, except in naturally favourable situ-

ations, and it weakens the wine. The area thus treated

is quite insignificant—not more than 12,000 acres annually
for the last three years. The application of chemicals also

continues, but not to so large an extent. Bisulphate of

carbon is the only matter yet discovered which, carefully

applied, kills the phylloxera without hurting the vine. It

is at best only a partial remedy ;
for its application

to the roots thi'ee or four times a year requires many
skilled labourers, and is so costly as to be confined to

\'iueyards which give a large margin of profit
—such as

those which yield
"
grands crus.

" While M. Balblani

hunts after the "winter egg." BI. Dumas, taking a hint

from Pasteur's discovery about the corpuscles of the

silk-worm disease, is searching for a contagious malady
or parasite with which he can inoculate the phylloxera,
for he maintains it must have a natural enemy of the

kind. The reward of £12,000 for the invention of a method
of destruction still remains open, and the oddest proposals
are year by year renewed. Vinegar and sea-water are

very much in favour with these dreamers ; even coffee-

grounds and church incense have been suggested. Soifc

strongly urge the employment of small birds aiul even

ants
;
while others sagely propose to graft the vine on

mulberry-trees, wihl briars or gooseberry bushes. But the

lonely rays that hght up the dark prospect are the hopes
founded on the essays made with the American vines.—
•S'if. .Jaines's Gazette,
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A Peehensile Tree.—Darwin tells of flowers which seize

upon flies and small pieces of raw meat-which having secured

with a gauze-like net-work they proceed to eat. Lieutenant

Houghton, who recently visited New Guinea and the islands

in the Pacific, tells of a tree which has the power of picking

up articles from the ground. It is a species of Ficus,-

cIosL'ly allied tothe banyan; and, like jt, throws out from
its branches long flexible tendrils, which twine themselves

round any article within their reach. By-and-by the branches

conract, but still firmly grip the object round which they
have twined themselves, and suspend them in mid are.—
A. B. in Land and Water.

On a Character of the Sweet Potato.—In the Archives

des Sciences fhi/siques et Natitrelles M. Alpb. de OandoUe
calls attention 'to the nature of the roots of the Sweet

Potato, Batatas edulis. He says, what has not been suffici-

ently noticed is that root-tubercles are exceptional in

the Convolvulace^, and that the Sweet Potato is perhaps
the only member of the family ha^dng them. Unlike the

enlarged underground part of the Potato or of the Jerusalem

Artichoke, the enlarged part of the Sweet Potato is strictly

a root formation, that is, it has no buds or eyes. Potato

tubers are underground resting-stems or branches, which
in due .season produce aerial stems, roots, and tubers.

M. de OandoUe regards the stocks of Jalap, Scammony,
and other members of the Oonvolviilacese as stem-formations.
—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Coffee and Tea in Russia.—Jlost of your readers are

doubtless aware tliat the bulk of your Ceylon peaberry

exported from this country goes to Eussia, and tliat in

fact the Russians take very little Ceylon coffee besides, but

it may be news to some of them that this Ceylon peaberry
is invariably sold in Russia under the name of Mocha. An
old Ceylon resident was telling me yesterday that when re-

cently at JIoscow he pointed out in a warehouse there two
barrelsof pe.aberry with the mark of bis own firm's mill upon
them, but his cicerone, a Russian merchant, insisted never-

theless that it was Mocha coffee ! He had always sold it as

such and that was proof positive to him. It is, I suppose,

only the old idea, once prevalent here, cropping up iu an

out-of-the-way place, that all coffee must needs come from
the green hills of Yemen, because it is the Arabian variety,
for there is certainly no sort of resemblance in Oeylon
peaberry to the genuine Mocha. My informant was rather

surprised to find that coffee was so little drunk in Russia.

Tea is consumed everywhere and by all classes, but coffee

only in the large towns and not much there.— Cor. C. Times.

T^ Fever Trbe.—The Eucalyptus globulus, which is

being introduced in California, has many qualities which
recommend it to Eastern sylviculturists. It comes originally
from Australia, where the tests of various soils and varying
seasons have amply demonstrated the good qualities of

the tree, and its rapid growth even under adverse surround-

ings. Trials of late years in Southern Europe have further

verified these claims, and there is no reason why the tree

will not flourish in every section of the United States.

It is hardier than the chesnut, and, like the latter, it

will grow in the rockiest soils. It is more independent
of rain food than any tree known in this country, wet
and dry seasons alike failing to affect its growth. Its

wood is hard, somewhat of the nature of yellow pine, but

firmer and stronger, and fit for use in ship timbers, while
in Australia cabinet-makers, wheelwrights, and carpenters
use it throughout their trades. The bark yields a febrifuge
second only in efficiency to quinine, but. superior in all

medical qualities to cinchona.* This quaUty alone must
make the tree invaluable, and its culture here, to an appreci-
able extent, would settle for ever the vexed question of

quinine dvities. The rapidity of its growth is its most
wonderful feature. It grows four times as fast as the

American pine, and for all ordinary purposes is fit to

cut in five or six years. For the Eastern and Middle

States, where the lack of forest protection is not in-

frequuently felt, no tree has been offered the culturist

that can present so many primary points of vantage as

the Australasian immigrant, and its general introduction

and culture should only be a matter of but little time.

It may be added, the tree yields fragrance, but produces
no fruit or nut. Its beauty of form and luxuriant ever-

green foliage are additional qualities that must recommend
it in country or city.

—Frank Leslie^s Illustrated.

* ? Oiuchuoidine,—Ed.

Age of Trees.—A scientist interested in the study of

cosmography, says the North- If'estern Lumberman, adduces
the point that the great trees of CaUfomia, with from
1,350 to 2,550 annual rings of vegetable growth, reveal
the fact that these mouarchs of the vegetablfe world were
saplings when Nebuchadnezzar was born. Forests have
likewise been estimated to have been 4,000 years old, and
to have grown from seed propagated by older parent
trees, and these, iu turn, from grand-parents, whose crum-
bled dust forms a rich vegetable mould to nourish their'

younger progeny. How many such generations occurred
no one can telJ.—Journal of Forestry.
Influence of Coal on Flowers.—A correspondent of

the lievue Jlorticole states that he bought a very fine
rosebush, full of buds, and, after anxiously awaiting
their maturing, was greatly disappointed to find the
flowers small, and of a dull, faded color. At the sug-
gestion of a friend he then tried the experiment of

filling in the top of the pot, around the bush, to the
depth of half on inch, with finely pulverised hard coal.
In a few days he was astonished at seeing the roses
assume a hue as brillant and lively as he could desire.
He tried the samo experiment upon a pot of petunias
and soon all the pale-colored ones became of a bright red
or lilac, and the white ones were variegated with beautiful
red stripes. Some of the lilac petunias became a fine dark
blue. Other flowers experienced similar alterations

; those
of a yellow color alone remained insensible to the influence
of the coal.—Queenslander.
How Plants Feed.—It is now recognised that a plant

does not draw its food from a nutritive solution fully
prepared, but prepares it itself by direct and intimate
contact of its cells (which have always a slightly acid

reaction) with the earth particles, in which nutritive ele-
ments have been fixed by way of physical absorption or
chemical precipitation. The analytical chemist has to use

strong mineral acids to redissolve these fixed matters, and
there is the inconvenience that the acids also dissolve
elements in combination by which a plant could not >

directly benefit. Hence imperfect imformation as to the

degree of fertility of soils. M. Petermann is now seek-

ing to develop a new method of analysis
—viz. by dialysis

of arable soil. In a preliminary paper to the Belgian
Academy he finds that (Ij arable soil yields to distilled

water, from which it is separated by a vegetal membrane,
the following nutritive substances ; lime, magnesia, oxide
of iron, potash, soda, chlorine, sulphuric acid, silicic acid,

'

phosphoric acid, and nitric acid. (2) Arable soil contains

organic matters which pass easily by diffusion through a
vegetal membrane.—Public Opinion.
A NOVEL and interesting experiment for felling trees by

electricity instead of with the axe, was recently attempted
in the compound of the Strangers' Home, Bombay. The
patentees of the process are Mr. H. S. Parkinson and
Mr. "W. H. Mar-tin, both of Bombay, and the experiment
was superintended by Dr. Lyons. The plain is simple.
The two ends of the copper wires of a galvanic battery
are connected vi\t\\ platinum, wire, which, of course, instantly
becomes red hot, and while in that state, it is gently
see-sawed across the trunk of the tree to he felled.

When arrangements were made for the experiment, it was
never for a moment doubted that the enterprising merchants
of Bombay were possessed of all the made thicknesses
of 2)latinu)ii wire, but it turned out that the thickness
of the thickest that could be got, was only that of crochet
cotton. It was at once seen that a wire of such thickness
would be consumed before the tree was half severed from
its trunk. However, the attempt was made. The burning
wire performed its task very well so long as it lasted,
but as anticipated, the wire continually broke, and at length
there was no wire left. There can be little doubt that
with a stronger battery

—the one used was only a twelve-
chambered one—and a thicker wii-e, the experiment would
have been entirely successful. As it was, the tree was
sawn one-fifth through. It i.s calculated that under proper
conditions, a tree, which at present takes two hours to

fell, will come to the ground by this process, in fifteen
minutes. It is almost needless to add that there is no
waste of wood, no sawdust. The process is one worth the
attention of all Governments engaged in forests clearing;
and we hope to hear of its being tried on a large scale,—Indian Ayriculturist.
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THE CINXAMOMUM " CASSIA " OF CHINA
SOURCE OF THE "CASSIA LIGKEA"

OF COMMERCE.
It may be known to some of our readers that, owing

mainly lo the silence of the ancient chronicles.'the ques-

tion has been hotly debated amongst scientists, especially
In Germany, as to whether cinnamon was indigenous
to Ceylon. As one of the oriental names of sugar
is simply a modification of the word China, so ciima-

mon has been traced to a similar origin, //"our cin-

namon came to us from China, far back in the ages,
then soil, climate and cultivation have effected a vei-y

great improvement. The tree, however, is scattered

over our forests, up to near the summit of our highest

mountain, which is 8,295 feet above sea level, and
we believe that botanists are now agreed that the

precious spice tree is really indigenous to Ceylon
It is curious that a somewhat similar controversy
should have raged over the origin of the cassia bark
of China. There was not, we believe, any question
that the bark came from China, but only as to

whether it owed its origin to one tree, a species
or variety of cinuamon, or was gathered from several

trees of different species. Sir Joseph D. Hooker,
anxious to have the question set at rest, moved the

Earl of Kimberley in the matter, and at his lordship's
instance, iUr. Chai-les Ford, Superintendent of the
Botanical and Afforestation Department, Hong Kong,
was deputed to visit the districts, up the West River,
(Sai Kong), in which cassia is produced. The main
scene of the cassia culture is so close to Hong Hong,
which is situated in N. Lat. •22'12 and E. Long. 114'15,
(16" further north and 34° further east than our cin-
namon districts), that the meteorological conditions
cannot be very different. The mean monthly temper-
ature of Hong Kong ranges from SS'-GS" in January
to 85° in July and August, 'the annual means
being from 73°-7-t°. The annual rainfall ranges
from 66-66 inches to IU'57, so that the average is

much what ours in Colombo is. The chief, climatal
differences are the much lower degree of cold experienced
and the fall of the vast bulk of the rain in South
West monsoon mouths—May to September. October
gets a fair quantity, Init a dry season extends from
November to April, although in some years a good
deal of rain falls in March and April. The 16° further
from the equator, probably influences the quality of
the China bark as compared with our Ceylon spice,
but the mam differences must arise from the widely
opposite conditions of soil, situation, culture and har-

vesting. Our regularly cultivated cinnamon is all

gi-owu on flat plains, and much of ii in the fine sand
we noticed in our previous article. The whole of the
China cassia trees are, it appears, grown on the sides
of hills which rise to an altitude of 1,000 feet, the

plantations being terraced. The bark also is taken
from iplants sis years old, instead of from stems of
about three years' growth as with us, and the epid-
ermis is actually removed by a plane instead of being
scraped away by the knife of the cinnamon peeler.
Our readers will peruse with interest the fo^o^Ting
account which Mr. Ford gives of the culture of China
cassia —
" i'lantations exist on situations with all aspects, any

particu' ir cue not, npparentlj', receiving cuusideration
in preference to others. They are at altitudes of fro!u

about 300 to 1,000 feet above sea level, and on slopes
of from about 50 to 30 degrees Plautations were no-
whore seen on level giound, In fact so very little level

ground exists in the localities of cassia cultivation
58

that, even if wanted, it could not be obtained. The
very small portions of level ground that there are in
the bottoms of small valleys, are used for the culti-

vation of rice and vegetables. Laud carrying the
thickest vegetation of grass and iems —Okichenia dic-

hotoma chiefly
— i* .selected. Naturally tho soil con-

tains a fair quantity of humus for a depth of from
six inches to a foot, but the accumulation of vege-
table matter is not more than to give the soil a

light brown colour ; the consistency of the soil is

from friableuess to hardish compadnesa. If very dense
tho vegetation is burnt. The soil is dug to a depth
of about one foot and placed in small terraces or

steps three feet apart, and of a width varying accord-

ing to the steepuiss of the hills, frequently they are
not more, somttimes even less, than eighteen inches
wide. No manure is used either when the ground
is prepared or subsequently."
The plants are placed in the ground at distances

of three feet apart. The peeling of the bark and the

gathering of the buds and leaves (for all are utilized

by the Chinese) are thus desci'ibed :
—

" Bark.—When the trees are about eix years old,
the first crop of bark is obtained. 'J'he season for

barking commences in March and continues until the

end of May, after which the natives say the bark
looses its aroma and is therefore not removed from
the trees. The branches, which are about an inch

thick, being cut to within a few inches of the ground
are carried to houses or sheds in tbe vicinity of the

plantations. All the small twigs and leaves bemg
cleared off, a large bladed knife, with the cutting

edge something like the end of a budding knife, is

used to make two longitudinal slits, and three ur four

incisions, at sixteen inches apart, louud the circum-

ference through the bark ; the bark is then loosened

by passing underneath it a kind (>f slightly curved
horn knife with the two edges .'lightly sharpened.
Pieces of bark sixteen inches long and half ti.e cir-

cumference .ire thus obtained.

"The bark, after its removal and while it is still

moist with sap, is then laid with the concave side

downwards and a small plane passed over it and tLie

epidermis removed. After this opi ration the bark is

left to dry for about twenty-four hours and then tied

up in bundles about eighteen inches in diameter
and sent in to the merchants' houses in the market
towns.

" Leaves.—The leaves, which are cleared from the

branches that are barked, are carefully preserved and

dried, and afford by distillation cassia oil A large

quantity of leaves are sent to Cauion, where, I was

told, the operation of distilling is jierformed."
Tioig.1.

—These are removed from the cut branches

at the same time as when the leaves are obtained.

They are a marketable commodity for native uses.

"Buds.—Cassia buds are the immature fruits. They
are gathered when about one eighth grown. Buds,
and the seeds which are annually required for sowing
are obtained Irom trees ten years and upwards of

age that are left standing at about fifty and a hund-
red fee? apart amr.nust the trees vhich are cut down

every six years for their bark. These aeed-iiearing
trees are not cut, uuless there is a demand for the

very tliiek baik on their trunks, when some of the

trees v. hich cau he conveniently sp.i-ed are sacrihced.
"

The small twigs being utilized, nothing is said about

distilling oil from the bark, but the leaves sefem in

gi'eat request for the distillation of "cassia oil." The
leaves of our Ceylon plant, which are excessively
brittle, give out, when broken, the odour, not of cinna-

mon, but of cloves, and all we have ever learnt about
leaf oil and its uses in Ceylon is tliat, rubbed inside

the boards of books it preserves tb a books from fungi
and insects. Ai'O we right in assuiidng that our cin-

uamon gi-owers leave all small t«igs and leaves ou
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the ground, when cutting the matured sticks? We
have never heard of cinnamon leaf oil as an article

of inland sale or external commerce, and, as we noticed

on Wednesday, the idea of utilizing the immature seeds

as cinnamon buds seems never to have occurred to auy
one in Ceylon. Why ? And could not a market be found
for the very powerful essential oil so plentiful in the
leaves of the cinnamon laurel? If the information which
Mr. Ford obtained regarding the yield per acre and

money returns of the (."hina cassia culture are correct,
we can only feel astonishment that much of the culture

is not abandoned, instead of bemg persevered with
and even extended. Mr. Ford gives the figures
thus :

—
"The veld per acre is probably about 11 piouls

which is sold by producers for about !J1.70 per picul,
i. e., $18-70 per acre, whicli, as tiie bark is on y ob-

tained once in six years, gives but $.S. 1 1 per annum
per acre for th« bark, but in addition to this a little

nmst be added for the income from the sale of leaves

and "bads ;'' tlie former, however, would be very
small as they only realize about 20 cents per picul
when dry, tlie latter fetch $15 per picul and are a

yearly income ; hut no satisfactory information could
be obtained as to the production per acre

"

A gross money return of under R40 per acre

pt-r annum is poor enough, in all conscience, witli-

out foUowmg Mr. Ford Into what we cannot but
consider an error, from his want of knowledge of the

system adopted in cinnamon culture. With us there
are many, perhaps a dozen plants in the same stool,
the stems of which are cut annually, in succession,
as they attain the age of about tluee years. It is

possiljle, although Mr. Ford did not notice it, that
the same system is adopted by the Chinese cassia

cultivators, but, even if there is only one plant in

each hole, it is not credible that all the trees would be
cut down simultaneously, and that then there would be
a blank in harvestmg for six years ! Mr. Ford describes
a system of coppicing, whicli nnist, as in Ceylon,
result in stems wliich will ripen at varymg periods
and so be ready for cutting, year by year. Instead,

therefore, of the starvation return of §3
'

11 per acre per
annum (a little over R6 !), the gross return from bark,
twigs and buds must be somewhat over R40 per acre

per annum, of which probably 1120 net remain to the

grower.
Mr. Ford remarks :

—
"It has been thought that the 'yield is gradually

decreasing
'

in const qiierce of the '

prices of late

years shewing no profit to producers.
' From the

fallowing table of the quantities and vnlnes of ciasia

ixported from Canton the above assertion is scarcely
lioriie out, as although the yield in ISSl was much
lens than in 187&, yet it compares fnvouiably with
the past ten years, being higher than in 1871— 73—
74—75—71'—77, and SO. and not much less than m
1872 ; 1879 seems to have been the be-it year on

i-ecor.l, civer 100,000 picids having been exported.
Although the yield does not thus feem to be cle-

crLa^ing yet the prices have fnlleu very much
; in

187.'> they fell to less tban one half what they h.ad

been for the previous 13 year.=, and they bavo not
hince recovered, but seem rather to be a little de-

creasing. In spite of these bad times the producers
continue to make large annual new jhintations, which
would seem to indicate that there is still some pro-
tit to be made."

If the figures which Mr. Ford has borrowed from
Simmonds' book can be depended on. then the in-

crease m the export of cassia from Cliina in twenty
years has been enormous and quite accounts for the

depression in the Ceylon cinnamon trade. The rise

has been from 7,683 piculs, say a little over one
million of pounds, to over 13^ uiillious in 1879. For

1882 the export could not be much less, as the estun-
ates Mr. Ford obtained were

For Lotmg district 50,000 piculs,
„ Taiwu 32,000 ,,

Total 82,000 „
say about 11 millions of pounds, without countmg
twigs. Can any of our readers, interested in cmna-
mon, .supply us with figures shewing the imports into
Britain of Ceylon cinnamon and China cassia for a
series of years ? No doubt an appreciable quantity
of China cassia goes to other countries, but, as a good
deal probably goes to Britain, we should be able in
some degree to test the correctness of figures which
have taken us utterly by surprize. Messrs. Russell
& Co. of Canton and Hongkong, who supplied Mr'
Ford with specimens of bark, &c., could, no doubt, supJ
ply valuable information as to the history of the rapid
rise and progress in the past twenty years of a trade
which has so seriously affected the cinnamon interests
of Ceylon. Our exports of fine cinnamon, including
chips, was for last season close on two millions of

pounds. The exports of inferior cinnamon from China,
the Eastern Archipelago, India, Burmah and all other
producing countries (which, of course, supplied their
own wants), must have been from seven to tenfold
our exports. Mr. Ford's visit to the cassia districts
was so timed that he arrived (in the flowering season,
so that he was able finally to solve the botanical
question, and, besides a set of the instruments used
in the process of decortication, he brought back plants,
some of which were to be sent to other colonies. Dr.
Trimen will soon be able to tell us if the China cassia
is in reality anything more than a variety of the true
cinnamon, influenced by circumstances of climate and
culture. Indeed, the technical description given by Mr.
Ford, which we do not quote, may settle this question!
The probability is that China cassia beai-s the same
relation to Ceylon cinnamon that China tea does to
that of Assam. The largest tree Mr. Ford saw was
40 feet high : 3 in circumference with bark J inch
thick. Some of the cinnamon trees in our forests
are, perhaps, a little taller than 40 feet ? There were
no varieties of the one species, and it does not seem
to grow wild in China, although it is said to be
found in the forests of Cochin-China. * Mr. Ford has

" No doubt but that writers who have named other
kinds as cassia yielding trees of China have been mis-
taken or misinformed on the subject. One writer
alludes to a tree in terms which partly correspond
to the description of Atachilus velntitia. Champ., an-
other tree belonging to Lauraceae and indigenous to
South China. It is quite possible that this tree may
have been supposed by a casual observer to yield
cassia bark bec.iuse it is sometimes grown in plant-
ations intermixed with those of Cinnamomum Ca.ssia.
The trees are reared, planted, and treated in precisely
the same manner as the cassia trees, but the bark is

required for a very different use, viz., to supply a
glutinous extract which is used to stick together
powdered cassia bark and sandal-wood— /SoHtofesi al-
hmn—to form the joss sticks used for inceuse. Chi-
namomvm Burmnnni El., which it has been supposed
may probably yield "in jiait the cassia bark of the
Canton market "

does not, I feel sure, supply cassia
bark to auy extent. I did not see it anywhere cul-
tivated, nor was it seen growing wild in any but very
small qu.-xutities, and these wild trees bore no signs
of havmg been cut as had the cassia trees

; mnay
natives were asked if it was ever used, but, with one

*Tbe statement in the Enci/clopedia Brihmnica as to
tlie export of "wild" cassia from China is contrary to
what Mr. Ford states, and as Cocliin China marches with
C'hina all probability is in favour of wild trees in the
forests of both countries.
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Exception, all denied that it afTorded any cRsaia bark.

The one exception was an old woman, who was cul-

tivating a Held of Indian corn close to a fe%v small

trees of Cinnamoinum Burmamii, and who said that

its bark was sometimes, but rarely, used to adulter-

ate the true cassia bark,"

Thus did Mr. Ford solve the botanical problem and ob-

tain valuable information regarding the important cassia

industry in China. We do not quote the portions of

the report wliich describe the mode of propagating
the plant, as it does not essentially differ from the

process pursued in the case of cinnamon. Neither
can we find room for tlie detailed account of tlie

general botanical features of the West River district,

however interesting it is to scientific men. We may

i

notice, however, that in China the cassia or cinnamon

plant and pme trees [pinns unensis) are associated.

After writing the above, we referred to the article

"Cassia" in Simmonds' book and we find that, while
' 76,464 piculs of 133^ lb. of cassia were exported from

I

Canton in 1872, only 1,363,000 of all kinds of spice
f were imported from China into Britain in that year.

And probably most of the cassia imported was again
exported. Up to 1870 only about 40,000 lb. of cassia

per annum was consumed in Britain, cinnamon being
preferred. We should like to know If there has been

any change in public taste in the interval ? And
whether, on the Contment of Europe, Spain esjjecially,

Ceylon cinnamon is still used to flavour chocolate ?

For purposes of chewing by those who labour in

quicksilver mines (under the idea that it counteracts
the evil effects of mercury fumes), we should think
the more pungent cassia is likely to be preferred.

From Simmonds' book on Tropical Agricidture it

appears that even Messrs. Haubury and Fluckiger
shared the opinion which Mr. Ford has now dissip-
ated as to the very varied origin of cassia, but they
traced the bulk to species of cinnamomum prevailing
from India eastward. While China supplies the world
with the greater proportion of the inferior cinnamon
called cassia, it is said to be produced in the Khasya
hills in Eastern Bengal and exported from Calcutta.
We extract as follows :

—
" In this region there are three species of cinnamon,

growing at 1,00U to 4,0011 feet about the sea-level, and
all have bark with the flavour of cinnamon, more or
less pure ; they ure Cinnamomum obtusifoliitvi, Nees;C paucijtorum,, Nees; and 0. Tamala, Nees. C. inem,
Eeinw. a very valuable species occurring in Continental

India, i 'eylon, Tavoy, Java, Sumatra, and other islands

of the Indian Archipelogo, and possibly, in the opinion
of Thwaites, a mere variety of C. Zeijlankum, but, ac-

cording to Meissner, well distinguished by its paler,
thiuTier leaves, its nervation and the character of its

aroma, would appear to yield the Cassia bark or wild
cinnamon of Southern India. C. Tumala, Fr. Nees et

Eberm, which, besides growing in Khasya, is found
in the contitiuous regions of SUhet, Sikkim, Nepal,
and Kumaon, and even reaches Australia, probably
affords some Cassia bark in Nortliern India. Large
quantities of a thick sort of cassia have at times been

imported from Singapore aud Batavia, much of which
ia produced iu .Sumatra. In the ab-^ence of any very
reliable iuformation as to its botanical sources we may
suggest as mother plants C, casfiia^ Bl. aud C. Bur.
manni, Bl. var. a. C'hinense both stated by Teijsman
and Biunendijk to be cultivated in Java. The latter

species growing also in the Phdippines, probably
affords I he cassia bark which is shipped from Manila
( Pharmacoi^raphii. )

We can only repeat that during the period of Go-
vernment monopoly of cinnamon in Ceylon, the Dutch
managed to introduce the true cinnamon into Java,
tlie cultivation of which extended while tlie Ceylon spice
was Ijurdeued with duties so high at one time as 3s 6d

per lb. Probably some of the product of the plants so
obtained and cultivated is now exported as cassia. The
United States, which take most of the Padaug coffeee,

get also some cassia liark thence. The position of
cassia in the commerce of China is important, seeing
that the exports of this article in 187.3 were valued
at 814,000.000, or fully 2i millions sterling. The
value, like that of cinnamon, has gone down in the

period since 1873. The export of cassia buds from
Cliina has fallen off, and we find it stated that

In Southern India the more matured fruits of one of
the varieties of Cinnoviomum inern, Reinw. are col-

lected for use, but are very inferior to the Cliinese
cassia buds.

The article on cassia in the new edition of the

Eiiryfhpailia Britaniiira is short, but it includes
some interesting information, amongst the rest the
fact that our fine Ceylon cinnamon is adulterated
with and often superseded by the coarse cassia. To
quote :

—
The bark is imported into England in bundles,

which are from 1 foot to 18 inches in length, and
weigh about 1 lb. The bundles consist of quills of
bark from half an inch to an iuch in diameter,
generally siugle, rarely double. The bark is much
thicker than that of true cinnamon ; the taste is more
puugent and the flavour less delicate, though somn.
what similar to thut of cinnamon. A large quantity
of thick, woody bark, of inferior quality, is now im-

ported under the name Cassia vera, or Wild Cassia.
The properties of cassia bark depend on the presence
of a volatile oil—the oil of cassia, which is imported
in a pretty pure state as an article of commerce from
Caulon. Cassia bark is in much more exiensive
demand on the Continent of Europe than in great
Britain, being preferred to cinnamon by Southern ua-
tions. Both oil and bark are useful in medicine :

but their chief use is for flavouriag liqueurs nnrl

chocolate, and in cooking generally. When ground
as a spice it is difficult to distinguish cassia from
cinnamon, and it is a common practice to substitute
the cheap common spice for the more valuable article.

The adulteration may be detected by the beliaviour
of a decoction in presence of iodine, which in the
case of cinnamon, produces little effect, but wiih
cassia strikes a deep blue colour. Cassia Buds, which
have a plt-asing cinnamon Havour, are the inwnatu?-p
fruiis of the trree or trees which yield Chinese cassia.'

Thfy are brought in considerable quantities fri m
Canton, and used as a spice and iu confectionei y.

Some confusion occasionally arises from the fact tf.it

Cassia is the generic name of an extensive genus nf

leguminous plants, which in addition to various o'l er
medicinal products, is the source of the senna lea', es

which form a most important article of materia medica.

Tlie cultivated cassia itself has thus a rival in tlie

bark of the wild trees, and the competition of both
added to over-production accounts for the depressed
position of the Ceylon cinnamon trade.

In an article on cinnamon in the local ^xamner allu-
sion is made to the extension of the culture in recc ut

years under the influence of the high prices which
then prevailed. Near Negombo fertile fields were
converted into cinnamon gardens and the plant was
grown on coffee estates upcountry . Of "

chips
"

the
record is :

—
Keeping in view the fact that the exports have been

swelled by chips
—a comparatively new industry, un-

known 20 years ago wheu only quills were prepared on
estiites— lhe Agricultural Association has taken ste]i8
to aliolisli, or even to restrict, the preparation and
exportiuion of chips. When it is considered that

scr.ijui'^ chips costs about 3 cents per lb. and that iis

spiling price is about 7 or 8 cents, it will be seen that
the producer nets only about Scents. This on 400,000
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lb. the present annual out turn, represents about

E20,000. If the withdrawal of this enormous

quantity of inferior and woody stuff should have the

effect of raising the price of the one and a half million

lb. of quills now exported by one and a third cents a lb.

the producer will be recouped for the loss of his chips.

The writer then proceeds' to defend the combination

to refrain from exporting chips. No defence is needed

of what the growers have a perfect right to do, if

they choose. We can only repeat our scepticism as

to the agreement being observed and our fear that

the hiatus created by the withdrawal of chips would

be at once filled up by cassia bark. Cinnamon is

bulky in proportion to its weight, and the article

is so delicate and liable to damage, that it lias to

lie stowed very carefully on board ship, passenger
cabins being sometimes utilized for the purpose. But

agitation for an alteration in the tonnage scale and

for a reduction of freight and charges is perfectly

legitimate. We can only hope that there may be a

speedy revival In this ancient staple of Ceylon trade

as well as in the newer products.

BRAZILIAN COFFEE.

The following letter has appeared in the London
Times :—

.Sir, —The late journals from England bring us news
that representations have been made to Mr. Gladstone

in favour of the adulteration of coffee with chicory and

other like things.
If you will spare me the space I should like to write

a few words on the growth and use of Brazilian coffee.

As is generally known, Brazil produces about five-

eighths of the whole coffee grown in the world, and it

is on this product that the revenue of the Empire
chiedy depends ; hence an extended or restricted use of

coffee afifects very seriously the prosperty of this enor-

mous country, only slightly inferior in area to the

whole of Europe.
The coffee tree is not indigenous to Brazil, and the

first notice we have of it is in 1723, when some few

trees were sent to the province of Para, North Brazil,

from Cayenne, French Guiana. The result of this ex-

periment was unfortunate, so that we hear nothing
more of coffee planting until 177.3, 50 years afterwards,
when a Franciscan monk of the convent of tlie Lapa,
in. Rio de Janeiro, planted a few trees, which throve

so well that the then Viceroy used every endeavour to

extend the planting of coffee in Brazil, which was then

a colony of Portugal.
To grow coffee successfully it is necessary in the first

place to have a suitable climate ; next, the land must
be rich and deep in good soil ; and, lastly, constant

attention must be given to the keeping down of weeds,
which "grow apace" in these fertile regions. The

coffee-growing districts of Brazil, although very rich

and fertile in some parts, are in others so sterile that,
were it not for the sweet influence of continual sunlight
during the day and heavy refreshing dews at night,

nothing would grow, not even the shrub growth aud
rank grass now covering them.

In Brazil the coffee tree is not annually docked
and pruned as it is in Ceylon and Southern India,
but it is allowed to grow naturally, so that at 10
to 12 years of age it is from 12 ft. to 14 ft.

high, and it will continue to bear fruit for 50 years
if only the dead branches are removed from time
to time, and care be taken to prevent the trees

becoming too much entangled. To form a coffee

plantaton it is necessary to have rich, virgin, forest,

soil, which when cleared of the timber by felling and

burning, is planted with young trees about 11 ft.

apart. These tender plants have to be screened from
the sun during the day, and from any possible hail

or frost at night, besides being kept free from weeds.

The constant attention goes on until the little ever-

green shrubs or trees are four years old, when they
begin to bear fruit, which increases annually up to

the eighth or niuih year, when the coffee tree may be

said to be in full bearing.
From this it will be understood that any sudden

demand for coffee cannot be satisfied, as five years
are required for the formation of a plantation ; and
on the other hiind a sudden disuse of it, caused

by the imposition of taxes or other circumstances,
is a most serious loss to the coffee-growing countries.

As I ha.vrt stated, coffee, above all other things

requires a euitible climate, which in Brazil is found

chiefly between the 18th and 25th parallels, to the
north of which is rather too hot, to the south too

cold. Thus it will be seen that successful culiiva-

tion is limited to a comparatively small part of this

enormous Empire.
Prior to the year ISOO little or no coffee was ex-

ported from Brazd, and up to 1840 the province of

Rio de Janeiro was the only one that carried on a

regular commerce in it ; now, however, the adjacent

provinces of San Paulo and Minas Geraes produce
so largely that they rival Rio de Janeiro, making
the total weight annually exported about 340,000
tons, which is five times greater than it was in 1840,
and even this weight will not remain stationary, as

new districts are being opened up and planted every

year.
Withal the increase the production of coffee has

been so great, it has not been out of proportion to

the increase in the consumption of coffee—too often

so called, being in reality only a wretched bever-

age made of chicory, rice, burnt beans, Indian

corn, fruit seeds, &c., which falsifications and adul-

terations have grown and are still growing so enor-

mously that they are beginning to tell seriously on
the price of coffee ; so much eo, indeed, that the

planters now receive little more than half of what

they did from 1876 to 1879. Other circumstances

may have helped to bring about this state of things,
but there is no doubt that the chief influence working
against the price of coffee is the unfair adulteration

carried on iu the London markets and in the large
continental centres. Every one ought to be allowed
to make and driidc any and whatever abomination
he may think fit, be it made of sawdust or horse-

beans, but it is exceedingly unfair that the consumer
should be obliged to pay for coffee (which besides

being pleasant to the taste is stimulating to the body)
and then receive some adulterated stuff which has no
virtue beyond the stolen name of coffee.

The English taste is inclined to the strong and per-

haps to the rancid, as evinced by the preference given
to strong meats, strong beer, stronger port, and strong
cheese, and the use of chicory mixed with coffee. Being
so, when catering for our countrymen this fact must
be taken into consideration ; but why is it, that loving
a strong flavour, they, when they take coffee, will not
take it strong and pure, a little of it, instead of a pint
of fluid the colour of pale ale ?

The use of strong pure black coffee as a stimulant
when the body is run down through physical labour is

almost unknown iu England ; whereas it is a fact that
it is one of the best, and at the same time the least nox-
ious to health, of all the beverages which spur jaded
humanity to further exertion.

Hundreds of days have I tramped through swamps
and entangled brushwood when shooting in the pro-
vince of San Paulo, u.sing as a stimulaut at midday
only a small cup of strong black coffee made from beans
that had been kept for two or more years. At these

times a cup of this beverage would Grace me up as

much or more than the wine or beer taken by my
companions, aud no,oueca,ii say he ever saw me lag
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"^eliind or refuse to stalk tbat last snipe, although it

was necessary to drag through a swamp for 500 yards
or more. This experience of mine is borne out by
others who have travelled into the interior of Brazil,
where the choice lies between a cup of warm sweet
coffee and a draught of sugar cane rum, the smell of

which to any but an old resident is, to say the least

of it, jjaiuful. Beyond this slimulatiug power, coffee

. has great disinfecting properties and is used by many
who have to travel throug miasmatic districts as a

preventive against fevers. The Rev. Fatljcr Renelm
Vaughan, but a few years back ma'lo a journey by
land from Panama down to the River Plate, passing in

aud among and over the Audes during aspaoe of three

years, used coffee only as a stimulant, although he had
once to run the gauntlet through a long rock-bound

valley in Colombia, in which the water remained stag-
nant year after year, and the narrowuess of the gorge
prevented sufficient sunlight and heat entering to

dispel the vapours. I asked him what he took in

this horrible place, called by the natives by the sig-
nificant name of "

Valley of Death," to which he

replied,
"
Why, coffee, of course !" This same gentle-

man also tells me that since the natives in the pestilent
districts near Guayaquil in Ecuador have substituted
coffee for their former beverages the death-rate has
fallen very considerably.

Surely the retailers of burnt beans, Indian corn,
and other things falsely called coffVo do not

presume to claim such high honours for their

decoctions. Then, why should the honest artisan
or labourer be compelled to pay a high price for

things which can have no other recommendation
or virtue than that they are fraudulently called coffee ?

Now, as to the price of coffee, there must be some-

thing seriously and radically wrong in the English market
for although the price received by the growers has fallen

almost to one-half of what it was from 1876 to ISSO,
and the pruduction has increased enormously, the price
has not fallen correspondingly for the retail buyer,
who still has to consider coffee as au expensive luxury
and one which has, therefore, to be mixed with chicory
and other adulterations.

Brazilirtn coffee h.as bren unfairly abused in England
.and on the Continent,, owing to the merchants selling
the best washed Rio and Sao Paulo coffee as that of
either Mocha, Ceylon, or Java, whereas the inferior
coffees of other lands are too often called Brazilian.
To remedy this gross unfairness would be dilEcult,
but as " the proof of the pu'lding is in the eating,"
so with the drinking can coffee be proved. Brazdian
coffee can stand this test, as is proved by the fact that
the coffee sent by Englishmen here to friends at home
has been declared by one aud all to be delicious, and
why not ?

Brazilians, as a rule, do not prepare their coffee

for the market so well as the Ceylon aud Java planters
do, but even this reason is not sufficient to explain
the non-using or dislildug of Brazilian coffee, which,
when the beau is badly prepared, has a slightly bitter
flavour which ought to be appreciated by the mass of

Engliehmen. This bitterness can be very much lessened

by keeping the coffee beans ; in fact all coffees ought
to be kept for more than two years before being used.
Still supposing tliis tempering through time could not be
atrived at conveniently, there is no rea.^on wby an

Englisluuan shiuild not enjoy that which our American
friends in the States pronounce

"
excellent." Surely,

it seems as if fashion and tlie tricks of trade even go
so far as to govern our palates aud our prejudices.
As a last, but by no means the least important point

to be remembered when advocating the use of pure cof-

fee is that in coffee lies the hope of the temper.i'i. c so-

cieties of being able to drag our many thousands of

drunkards away from their deatli -dealing, misery-
spreading vice, by giving them a stimulant which is

agreeable to the taste, but which will not iTitoxicbte ;

these societies, therefore, should urge the fioverninent
to oblige the sale of unadulterated coffee, upholding
Mr. Ghadstone in his noble attempt to give his country-
men another real blessing.
The dirtioulties in the way of the Government in

prohibiting the adulteration of coffee are, indeed, many,
such as were found in 1852, when the Government by
a Treasury minute tried to stop adulteration ; tliere can
be no doubt, however, tliat if penalties were attached
to the adulteration of coffee, ilie bulk of the respectable
trades-people would at ouce conform to the Uw, leaving
the cluciny, d.ates, aud other coffee falsifiers to take
care of themselves. If these suffered there wouhl lie at
leist the consolation of knowing that ninety atid nine
would be benefited, and the hundredth would ouly be
rewarded acordiug to his works.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Walter J. Hammond,
Engineer and General Manager Western of Sao Paulo,

Railway Company.
Jundiahy, Province of Sao Paulo, Brazil, July 28th,

1882.

THE LONDON "TIMES" ON COFFEE.

Englishmen, us a Persian traveller has remarked, do
not worship the sun, probably because they have
never seeu the sun. Their want of devotion to coffee

may be explained in the same way. The majority
of Englishmen have never tasted anything that
deserves to be called coffee. Only a few of them
bave ever tasted the best coffee. Coffee has been on
its trial in this couutry for more than two hundred
years. It has had its ups and downs. It was received
at first with great favour, but by a very limited num-
ber of customers. By aud by the custom of coffee-

drinking spread. Coffee-houses grew and multiplied,
and were frequented by persons of every class, no
one, as Macaulay tells us, beiug refused who could lay
down his penny at the counter. It seems that, to a
certain extent, the ill-fame attached to them of beiug
a resort of disaffected persons and centres of disturb-
ance to the peace aud quiet of the nation. We should

hardly recognize the modern coffee palace under such a

description as this. It has come to be regarded
as an adjunct of social order, a mainstay of the

temperance movement, and so far wortuy in every
way of the support its promoters claim for it. If

there has been a falling-off anywhere, it hiis nol beeu
in the coffee-houses and their frequenters, but in the
coffee itself. The berry which Charles II. denounced,
and which he seems to have hated much .as his

royal grandfather hated tobacco, was at least good
of its kind. In those early days of coffee-driuking.
Mocha coffee had a monopoly of the market. But
as the demand for coffee increased, the supply of

Mocha coft'ea soon fell short. The culture in conse-

quence was extended. The attempt to grow coffee

outside Arabia was made first in the Dutch East

Indies, then, early in the eighteenth century, in the
West Indies. Since that date the coffee plant has
been in reduced into almost every tropical country,
and it lias flourished everywhere both in the old and
in the new world. But whether quantity and quality
have ktpt pace together is auotlierquestion. Experts
tell us that they have not ; that good Mocha coft'ee

is as distinct a thing now as it ever was, and that
those who have not fasted it simply do not know
what good coffee is. Englishmen, we are told, can
ortler 'lie best Mocha coffee ; they can be served with
something which bears the name ; they can pay
highly for it

; thei can do everything but get if, aud
this, we are assured they never do. .\11 the best

coffee which the Yemen district produces is kept for

nse in the ij.ast. Before it muves westward it
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MS been carefully picked over, and the choicest

berries have been subtracted from it. It is

only what remains after this proofSs has been

again and again gone through that it ever reaches

Etigluud. But most of our Moclia cofifee has even less

title tlian this to the great name it bt-ars. Mocha coffee,
like Havannah cigars, can be grown anywhere", and
vpith those who have never tasted the genuine product
the imitation will piss. A letter which we printed on

Wednesday from Mr. W. J. Hammond, of the San
Paulo Railway Company, complains liitterly of the

fraud. Brazilian cottee is discredited by it. The b>-st

is sold as Mocha coffe-', or Ceylou cnffue, or Java coffee— -

honourable jiames all of ihem. What is known iu the

market and is ci'nl'essed to as Brazilian coff/e is the

inferior sort mixed with tiie inferior coffei-s of other

countries, and iL is from this bad compound alone tiiat

the coffee-producing cipacities of B-azil are judned.
It is the English consumer, we think, and not thf

Brazilian producer, that has the more real reason to

complain. The producer commands his market and gets
his price from the middle man. The consumer pays for

what he does not get ; and whether he is put off with

good Brazilian coffee as best Mocha, or with refuse

coffee as best Brazilian, he is a cheated and an

injured man.

But it is in the art of making uso of his coffee

when he has got it that the Englishman is most

notoriously wanting. Coffee-making as commonly prac-
tised iu this country, combines almost every imagin-
able fault. The cottee l.irry has not been freshly
roasted. It has very eeldom been freshly ground.
Most probably it has been bought in a ground and,

therefore, m uu adulterated state. Chieoiy and beans

and beetroot are the least objectionable of the many
abominations which have been mi.xed with it. The
tradesman who sells it may quiet his conscience with

the reflection that the man who is capable or buy-

ing ground cottee must be so utterly ignorant of the

very rudiments of his art that pure matfrial would be

wasted upon him. So in the result, it proves. The
next stop in English coffee-making is to put a very
small amount of coffee into a large pot and to set

it on the fire until it boils. Wliatever the original
material may have been, boiled coffe" is spoiled cofifee ;

and Weak coffee, boiled or unboiled, can never b.i

worth drinking. Now, mo^t of the above faults can

be avoided with a little care and a little elementary
knowledge. We will not be purists enough to insist

that the coff-e berry must be bought raw and roasted

on each occasion for the daj's use. Tbis is the

best plan, of course, but it is a very dificult and

very troubles mie plan to follow, and there are very
few English servants who could be trusted to succeed

in it or even totry it. But grinding,' coffee is a hum-
ble art wiibin everybo'ly's power of attainment. This

at all events must be done, and the coffee when it

has been ground must be used without delay, and
must be used liberally. It must not be pressed down
and it must not be boiled, but boding water must
be poured upon it very slowly, almost drop by drop,
and must be allowed to trickle slowly through it into

the lower half of the percolator. It is a trouble-

some proceps, but it is the only one from which really

good cottee will come. Those who are content with

what Me. Hammond terms a pint of fluid of the

colour of pale ale can go to work in their own way,
and can be pretty sure of getting something that will

satisfy them. But they must not call the stuff they
drink coffee, or at least they must make no attempt
o) palm it upon their friends as coffee, tor this most

assuredly it is not. The mau who knows wdiai good coffee

is will very properly resent beint{ put olf with a

counterfeit so bad and so unlike the real thing that

the more otter of it is an insult to his uuderstanding
or hi3 taste. As for the vari' us mitation coffees

which are commonly sold or commonly exposed for
sale —for we do not know what sale they command—the purchasers, if any, must take them at their
own risk. Good coffee extract is a convenient thing,
ready and handy for use. It makes an agreeable drink

enough, but it does not make coffee. Date coffee,
with which Mr. Hammond is more angry than with
the rest of its class, scarcely deserves the hard names
be has for it. A cheat we cannot call it. It is not
made from the coffee berry, and it does not pretend to

be. That it has not the properties of coffee is put for-

ward as a recommendation for it, and the fact is

vouched by respectable medical authorities. The most
delicate subjects may use it, we are assured, with
perfect safety. No cerebral excitement will come of
it ; no attacks of nervousness

;
no sleepness nights.

It would really seem, on the vendors' own showing,
that "

except for the glory of the thing
"—as the

Irishman said abottt bis sedau chair that had no bottom
to it— we might just as well not be drinking coffee at all.

Coffee and tea are natural allies, but they are also
natural rivals. As against alcoholic drinking in any
form they are combined. It is over the unoccupied
territory, after alcohol has been driven away, that
the contention between the two comes. Taking the
world through, the general verdict seems to be in
favour of tea. Two of the largest empires iu tlie world,
Cliina and Russia, are tea drinkers. In Bokhara
and 'samarcand, and in most parts of Central Asia,
the tea urn is for ever steaming. On the other
hand the Arab and the Turk, and with them the
whole Weetern part of the Mahomedan world,
are coffee drinkers. The decision of Europe is not
absolute for either side. It seems to be very much
determined by what we may call the accidents of the
case. The nations which can get good coffee drink
coffee. 'I'hose which can get good tea drink tea. Those
which can get both drink both. England claims to be
one of these, but the preference of England is beyond
all doubt for tea and not for coffee. The unfair choice
is very largely compensated for in the United States—
the chief coffee-consuming country iu the world. Eng.
lishiu 'n, too, would probably make more use of coffee
than they do if they could once be induced to overcome
the initial difficulties of having it prepared as it ought
to be. Tea can be made easily enough. It may be

s'.rong or weak according to fancy. It is tea in either
case. The right plan, we are assured, is to put plenty
of tea into the pot, then to add a little more tea ; and,
this done, to leave it to chance whether the liquid
comes out strong or weak. But whatever wo may
think of weak tea, there is no good word to be
said for weak coffee. Coffee must be very strong
it it is to deserve the name of coffee at all. It
is a generous drink, and it is for generous natures.
The little arts which the frug.al housekeeper uses
in making tea are not to be thought of in

making coffee. There must be no economy in the
amount used, no filling up the pot ; no making the
same maierials serve twice over. That tea should
ever be made like this is bad enough, but there may
be tastes so depraved as to put up with it and to
see nothing to object to about it. The man has yet
to be found who can even make pretence of liking
weak coffee, diluted into ten times it proper volume
and as deficient in fragrance as in strength.

—
Sep. 9th.

^ —
The Coconut Plantation of Mr. Asmus on the

Endeavour, Norlh Queensland, looks remarkably fresh
and bealthy (says the Cookloum Herald), the trees,

although only two years old, averaging 8ft. in height.
In five more years ibe spirited proprietor will begin
to reap a rich harvest, which, without so much labour
as is attached to preparing soil and removing cereals,
will be continued for probably forty years.

— Melbouruo
Argns.
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COFFEE PLANTING IN CEYLON:

IS
" ICHAEOD '" TO BE WHITTEN ON THE COFFEE ENTEEPRIZE

OF CEYLON, BECAUSE THE GLOHY HAS DEP^UITED?

Our coiTespondent
"

G,.
"

(on page 465) who has wi-it-

ten on "
Ceylon revisited,'' would answer in the affiiTna-

tive, except as to a few highly -favoured districts. We
cannot help asking whether he and his despairing

friends who cry "One year more and then ?"

do not take too pessimist a view of the situation.

Our correspondent has been naturally struck with

the altered conditions of districts such as Pussellawa

and Eamboda which he remembers in their glory,

but has revisited in the sear and yellow-leaf

and worn out soil of their decay. But those

districts yielded fortunes in their day ;
and even

if leaf-disease and abnonnal seasons had remained

absent, from effluxion of time and the hoeing and

scraping system of weeding, their present case might
not be much better than it is. And even as to the

old and effete districts, as far as coffee is concerned,

it is gratifying to learn of the probability of new

leases of life as cinchona and tea plantations. {Our

correspondent did not visit the region in which cocoa

is flourishing. )
This was just what Sir Wm Gregory

said, when he described|coffee as "precarious" "Even
if coffee entii-ely failed," said our late Governor, "I
never meant to indicate that Ceylon had come to the

end of her tether. It is impossible to predict the

number and the value of other products for which

the climate and soil of the island are suited
,
and which

can yet be cultivated remuneratively." The shrewd-

ness of .Sir WillLim's. vaticinations have been fully con-

firmed, and, although the new products introduced and

growmg associated with or in supercession of coft'ee,

have their own leaf and root diseases and other draw-

backs, yet the prospect to the manful, careful, sagacious

persevering fighter of the battle of planting life seems

fairly promising. Another old planter, whom we should

gladly see revisiting Ceylon, thus alludes to I he mis-

takes of the past—in the direction of extravagant

purchase of land and costliness of management—and
the prospects of the future of men taught by the

bitter but wholesome lessons of adversity, writes to

us as follows :
—

" 1 am really hopeful tor the futui-e of Ceylon,
but a new generation of planters must arise free from

the painful recollection of the fatal bungling wliioh

led to the collapse of coffee planting. £20 an acre

for juulIc ! £20 an acre for 'cultivation' ! ! Ac, &c.

Looking over some oil reports the otlier day, I found how

urgently Mr. (not now in the island) wrote to cer-

tain proprietors recommending not to fell another tree
'
till we see the result of this blight.'

' Why not ?' was
the ready reply,

'

you say the jungle ia worth £5 an

acre, but I can get £50 if planted ;
and the argu-

ment was not easily answered ; altho' I did think it

would lead to di=aster, but did not think the di.'sa^ter

and dinrirace would come so soon and be so cowpli-te.
" While writing this to catch the out-going mail,

who pops into my office, but our good fiiend,

he shows me his bill of sales and certainly,- his prices
for cii'chona bark (o> fid and 6h per lb.) puis a new

aspect un Ceylon matters. With Tea as the backbone

and Bark as the right arm, with land at £1 an acre

again and planters purged of their idio'ic ideas of

their
'

poweis of financing
' and fabulous value of

estates, there would be a bright future ; till adversity
has taught this lesson, there is not."

We are glad to leai-n that the gentleman alluded to

has been as successful with coffee as he has been

with cinchona, and that his case is by no means

singular. From what a coffee planter told us this

morning of his own case, we suspect it will be

many years, before the epitaph of old king coffee

has to be written if ever. An average yield of 7

cwt. per acre of coffee over 300 to 400 acres main-

tained to the end of last year, by tlie aid of bones

and poojiac, judicious and timely handling and prun-

ing, seems too good a report to be correct ;
but

sucli is the statement made to us in referen';e to a

property in a favourite district not (SO miles from

Kaudy, with the oft'er to verify it by "the books."

At the same time, our informant (any more than ourselves)

would hinder no one from doing all in his power with
' 'new products;" but he probably would unite with a well-

known Dikoya proprietor lately returned to Ceylon,
in saying

" Do not spoil really good well-cared for coffee

by turning it into a cinchona field." These gentlemen
and others believe that, after this prolonged wet monsoon,
an exceptionally di-y and favourable blosaomuig season

witli a good cofl'ee crop will follow ;
but then there

are those again who answer this by saying.
"
Yes,

and it wUl be the last good crop
"

! Amidst all

the depression, it is cheering to know that there are

hardheaded men of experience amongst us, who
have no fear of being able for j'ears to come, to

fight leaf disease and cultivate coffee profitably,

more especially when supplemented by belts or fields

of cinchona, cardamoms, or cocoa and tea. What
with so many alternative resources we do not think

there is any reason to fear for the future of

planting enterprize and Ceylon. It is possible that
" Resuroam "

will be the appropriate inscription
even for coffee, rather than "Ichabod."

TEA CULTURE IN TRAVANCORE.

Although a successful trial with tea was made in

Travanoore many years ago, yet up to last year the

progi'ess made with this cultivation is represented

by such insignificant figures as the following :
—

Mature plants ... ... 71 acres

Immature
Taken up but not planted

103i
36

Total... ... -im ,,

The approximate yield of tea in ISSl was 9,300 lb.,

the average per acre of mature plants being only

135 lb. Of course, if nothing better than this could

be got, the planters have done wisely in avoiding the

pursuit : but the average is between in one district ;

300 lis. in a second and 41 lb. in a third, while in

three out of four estates the plants were allowed to

grow to seed. The tea was grown at elevations

varying between 2,175 and 3,650 feet. We suspect-

that before 1891 comes round very different figures

will have to be used to represent the tea cultivation

of the Travancore State.

SERICULTURE IN TINNEVELLY.
{From a Correspondcut.)

The following details of the silkworm industry
of Tinncvelly were taken down directly from an
old native, who lives by their culture. He states,

that the silk wor-n, cumbly poochi or paltu poochi ia':

not indigenous but was brought here long ago.
The first step in tiie production is to get the male
and female moth and have them together. In about
tea hours the female begins to deposit eggs. The
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male is then taken away and killed. The female

finisht'S laying in about fourteen hours and then dies.

The eggs are kept carefully in the house, not ex-

posed to the sun. In ten days the hatching is com-

plete ;
ns soon as the worm appears it must be fed

with (mulberiy) leaves. The worms must be fed fight

times in each day of twenty-four hours. This feed-

ing must be continued for a space of twenty days,

w..,ii the ...ce,'. .on that on every fifth day they get no

food at all. Our old native told us She worm- suffers

from fever on these days, i. e. four days in twenty,

and no food should be given on the fever days.

On the twentieth day the worms are developed into-

light yellow wrigylmg be.ists about two inches long.

These are fed for a further period of ten days.

During this period the.v have no fever. After the

tenth dav they are "ripe" and eat nothing more.

They are now of a distinctly yellow colour. They
are put into a wbeel-like cage, called in Tamil "sen-

thuiukum," where ihey are kept for about twenty-

four hours. During that timetliey spin the cocoons.

A few are now selected to keep up propagation. After

ten days the male and female moths emerge front

the cocoon and the process recommences. The co-

coon from which the moth has come out io due course

of nature is useless for spinning purposes. To get

the silk, the cocoons are Itept only some six seven or

eight days instea'l of ten ; they are then thrown

into a boiler containing hot water ;
a small fire is

kept up to ensure the requisiie temperature, i. c.

rather hotter than the ordinary hand can bear,

though the practised hand of the operator goes in

and out freely. The operator sits on the top of the

boiler, selects a couple of good threads and fixes them in

the first catch of the spinning machine ; one boy feeds

the fire and anolher turns the handle which supplies

the motive power of the machine. The operator etir»

the parboiled poochies and pays out the thread

through his fingers. The cocoons unite together of

themselves in the water in some curious manner.

When a sufficient quantity of silk has lieen spun off

it is rolled into a twist, the price of which is about a

rupee a pallam, when this is cleaned by the buyer,

who is oeuerally a we.iver , and connneoted with the

weavers°of Koravad in Tanjore ; it weighs from J to

i pallam. This purified thread is worth R3 a pal-

lam, and is sold to merchants who weave it, or sup-

ply

'

it to the weavers. The poochi breeding indus-

try goes on all the year round, unless checked by

a failure of the requisite leaves. The man we inter-

viewed piid his two assistants and also fhe peoijle

who cultivated his leaf fields. He rented the lands,

i, e. he did not himself bold puttas for tliem. His

clear monthly profit was between five and six Bu-

pees on an average. He had no other occupation

There were five famifies in the village who followed

this calling. There is only one o;her village in fhe

district where the industry is practised. The naines

of the villages are Melagaram and Saii.iar Kndiriji-

ruppu, between Courtallain and Tenkasi.—il/arf)-as Mail.

is not specially used at high altitudes and intermitted

on the plains ; quite the contrary, we imagine. The

following is what Mr. Blackmore writes :—
" On three or four occasions t have seen notes

respecting coca leaf and its uses and sustaining

qualities in your paper. As I was two years and

four mouths at Terro de Pasco in Peru, maknig a

raiKvay to the silver mines at an altitude of fifteen

thousand feet, I have had to assist in giving 700

labourers their coca each morning. For a day's al-

lowance they get just one handful. They march to

their work, sit down about 20 minutes to chew iheir

coca leaf with which they mix some fine flour lime,

which they carry in a very small calabash bottle

and take it out with a small stick, after wetting the

point This they put into their mouth in order to

mix the lime with the leaf. They commence work

at 8 a. m., work till 11-30, when they have half-an-

hour, during which they eat a few scorched grams
of maize. The old quid is thrown away and a

new one put in its place. They again work till three

p. m., when they take fresh leaves without the maize.

The same is done at night with a few scorched

grains of maize or beans. This is almost the sole

food they get, and considering the altitude where

respiration is 80 difficult, they work remarkably well.

Indeed they are a far superior class of workmen

to the coolies of Ceylon. During my residence in

Cerro de Pasco I made the acqu>iintance of an English-

m.in who had been in the country 20 years and a

gre.at part of that time he had been an officer in the

Peruvian army. He told me that the soldiers with

half-pound of coca leaves and about a table spoon-

ful of fine lime, would march from Cerro de Pasco

to Lima, 150 miles, without any other food ; but I

have also been told there that those who use it in

the mountains leave it off if they reside on the coast

for any time, so that it must be most beneficial in

great altitudes. I frequently used it myself by put-

ting a handful in the tea-kettle instead of tea. It

is a very good tonic : in fact I got to like it very

much, i was also six years in Uruguay, Banda Oientale,

making a railway ; Yerba mattee was used
by

all

classes". In fact I brought several lb. of Yerba

mattee to Ceylon with me, but in moving from

Hogg's Back to Blackwater it got wet and spoilt,

I forgot to mention that coca grows on the upper

Amazon, where it is gathered similarly to tea, the

leaves of which it very much resembles. The leaves

are dried, and then they are packed in bullock's hides,

sewn on each side while still wet and they are

packed so tightly that as the skin dries the tea

becomes almost as hard as a stone."

THE COCA LEAF MASTICATORY AND YERBA
MATTEE TEA OF SOUTH AMERICA,

form the subject of a very interesting communica-

tion from Mr. Wm. Blackmore, senr., dated frmn

Holyrood Tunnel, on the Nauuoya Railway Extension.

Mr. Blackmore gives the results of his personal ex-

perience, and it seems that as in the case of the betel

leaf and areka masticatory of Ceylon and the East

generally, fine lime is used to act chemically on the

vegetable matter and their juices. But we believe

that in this part of the world the narcotic stimulant

BLUE GUMS AS BREAK-WINDS AND THE
GUM LEAF-DISEASE.

Dr. Trimen is to be deputed to examine into and

report on the, apparently, obscure disease which has

attacked the gum trees and from them spread -with

injurious efifect to cinchonas and other trees. We
hope, therefore, soon to have reliable mformation as

to the nature of the disease and the remedial meas-

ures which may be possible. Dr. Trmien will, no

doubt, direct his special attention to the alleged

iimiiunity of trees so young as to have only the

original foliage on tliein, or which have retained that

original foliage (very distinct in size, shape and coloiu'

from the secondary crop of leaves), in consequence

of having been topped. Extensive breakwinds of

trees topped as the late Dr. Thwaites recommended,

exist on Inverness Estate, (which is.separated from Ab-

botsford onlyby abeltof jungle),anditwillbe veryinter-

esthig and important to learn if such trees have
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escaped. The great enemy of tea as well as cinchonas
in Java is hdopdlis Aniomi (knowii in India and
dreaded, next to " red spider," as the tea

bug). But tliis formidable insect makes its pre-
sence known, not only by its own teeming abund-
ance, but by punctures in the leaves which it

attacks. But neither have the insects been seen,
nor punctures in the leaves noticed, on either

gums or cinchonas at Abbotsford. We have heard
of cinchonas suffering from the identical disease,
which were not in neai- proximitj' to gums, and
this also is a point to which Dr. Trimen is sure to

give his best attention. It is not likely that we
or the superintendent of Abbotsford, who is part
owner of the estate, should exaggerate the evil effects

of the new pest. Exaggeration is simply impossible,
and the one question we are anxious to see solved
is whether the fast growing and. therefore, \aluable

gums are so clearly tlie./bj(.s et origo of the evil, that
it will be a clear duty to sacrifice them and the
shelter tliey afford, in order to save still more
precious cinchona and tea plants. Grevillea rohusta
is a most valuable tree for shade and timber and
we have never yet heard of its liability to any
disease. But Dr. Trimen will doulrtless examine and
report on the whole of the Australian Eucalyp'i and
Acnrias, and also other trees grown on estates, as break-
winds or otherwise.—We are aware that the gum
leaf-disease exists on several estates in Dimbula be-
sides Abbotsford, and also in Dickoya, but, without

permission, we do not feel at liberty to mention the
name of any place save the one we are specially
interested in.

COFFEE CULTIVATION IN TRi.VANCORE
AND COCHIN

We reprint, from a paper received from the Madras

Government, a statement of coffee culture in the feud-

atory states of Travancore and Cochin omitting the

names of five districts in Travancore, from which no
returns were received from the planters, although re-

peatedly called for by the Dewan. The table, therefore,
is incomplete, in the sense of bemg, probablj', much
below the trath, for out of 11 districts in Travancore
in which coff'ee appears to be -cultivated, I'etums are

given only for 6, or a little more than oue-half.

Takuig the figures as they stand, we find that 74

plantations in Travancore, situated at altitudes vary-

ing from 642 to S.oHO feet comprised 6,999 acres of

mature plants; 721 of immature, and "taken up, but
not planted," 6.925; the total area being 14,64-5. Tlie

appro.\imate yield in pounds was 1,81 5,0.30, giving an

average for the portion containing mature plants, of
259 lb per acre. The cost of cultivation is given at
the moderate figure of R3S per acre "for the province,''
which shews that manuring has been as much inter-
mitted in Travancore as in Ceylon. The average yield
it will be observed, is not much over 2 cwt. per acre.
The statement, so far as it goes, seems to confinn
what we have heard, that the coff'ee enterprise in
Travancore has suffered mucli more than in the Wynaad,
Coorg and Mysore. For Cochin, the returns are for
the whole State, which contains 16 plantations at an
average elevation of 3,000 feet, with l,500-5 acres of
mature plants; 700 acres immature; 5,501 'o taken up
but not planted : total 7,709. The approximate yield
in lbs ii given at 465,155; the .average per acre of
mature coffee at 310 1b and the cost of cultivation per
acre at only R22. In the State of Cochin, therefore'
coffee would appear to yield better at less cost of cul-
tivation than in Travancore ; but comparison is vitiated

by the absence of complete returns for the larger State.
59

The totals for the two States must be larger by at
least 25 per cent we should think than those given in

the table, viz :
—

ari-es.

Area under mature plants, 8, 499 '5, yieding lb. 2,280,205
,, ,, immature ., 1,421

Taken up but not planted, 12,426-5

Total, acres 22,347
We should estimate,
Acres in coffee, at least 15.000

Taken up but not planted 30,000

Total, acres 45,000
And the yield of coffee, about lb 3,000,000, or say cwt

27, 000 in round numbers.
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COFFEE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE LONDON "TIMES."

Sir,—Tbe letter on oofifee in The Times of the

6lh instau! cannot be too widely read.

'I'he coffee trade of this couutry ought to have a

grnat future before it by largely increased consumption,
but while o'licory is allowed to be added in any quantity,
Bu long as it is sold as a mixture of coffee and chicory,
and as police reports show frequently 75 per ceut.

chicory (value about 3id to 4d per lb ), no wouder
the public decide againt the so called coffee at prices
from Is. upwards.

Vendors of these mixture should be compelled to state

by a plain label on each paoknge the proportion of

coflei- th V contain. This wonid at once c.uiso the

consumer to purchase oofifee and chicory separately and
the taste for coflfee would rapidly increase. Compar-

atively few now ever taste a cup of good coffee, and
e\ eu those who do so at home are afraid to order it

as a beverage when away from home, knowing the

risk they run of beiug served with some unpalatable
mixture.

September 7th . Yours truly GROCEK.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE LONDO.'J TIMES.

Sir,
— Since the subject of Brazillian coffee lias been

brought forward I should like to be allowed space
for a few more remarks upon this staple production
of one of the largest empires in the world.

The washed coffee referred to in The Times of today

by "A shipper of Thirty Years" has a certain re-

semblance to Ceylou coffee, but tbo fact of its being

eqn.'jUy good is very questionable. The Brazilians

themselves disdain to make use of this style of coffee as

a beveiBge, and its sale in Loudon is probably owing to

its favourable appearance allowing it to be success-

fully mixed with Ceylon coffee. Washed cofifee,

caf4 lavado or cafe despulpado, forms a very small

fraction of the Brazilian crop, by far the major portiin

undergoing a different process of preparation altogether.

The oofifee-growiug land of Br.nzil extends over such

a large tract of country and divi rsity of soil that a

great variety of qualities are obtained. The United
States are chiefly eupijlied from Rio de Janeiro, where
the cofifee, strong and bitter in taste, contrasts

markedly with that exported from Santos, whose

product, in Norih America, comes under the head of

mild coffees.

The earthy taste spoken of by your correspondent
is scarcely attributable to its being left on the

ground after falling, as the coffee is picked from
the trees and spread out to dry on a "

torreiro" or

large drying ground "f beaten clay, and the colour

and taste of the bean are mainly depemlent on the

amount of dust it contrives to pick up while in

this situation.

One peculiar feature of Brazilian coffee is its quality
of improving by age, the native epicures never drink-

ing C'lffee that has not been kept lor two or three

or more years ; how far this peculiarity is due to

the evaporation of rank essential oils 1 am not pre-

pared to say.

It is only reasonable to suppo.-e that Brnzilian

coffee will eventually be more largely consumed in

Great Britain since the supplies fiom Ceylon are

rapidly d>creaeiug, and, from what the Americans

Buy, lis Costa Rican and Central American rivals ai'e

already feeling the low prices a serious hindrance

to lucrative production.
On the Continent Santos coffee evidently finds

favur, witness the large shipments to Havre, Ant-

werp, and Hamburg, und indeed, were it better

known, I think the British would prefer the deli-

cious, aromatic flavonr of good old Santos coffee

at 403 pT cwt. to the equally expensive compounds
of chicory, &c., or the hypothetically greater ex-
cellence of Ceylon and Bast Indian at a cost more
than twice as great.

—I am sir, yours truly,

September 7th. Y'pirahga.

Tea,— In the Consular report on the trade of tlio

Persian Gulf, the following remarks occur, and are
worth the attention of the Calcutta tea Syndicate :

—
"There has been an introduction of tea from Japan
into Persia, which is s:iid to find much favour'. In
former times Persia received tea throui;h India from

China, and supplied Russia ; later, owing to prohibi-
tions, Russia commenced to supply Persia with tea

brought overland from China into Russia, The Indian
teas seem little known in Persia hitherto."—Produce
Markets' Beniew.

From experiments recently made, it appears that
the rSh soil prevalent in some places in in the North-
western Provinces, can be utilized for the manufacture
of caustic soda for paper making purposes, and that
as good caustic liquor can be made from it, as any
that comes from England. Papermills in this country
must doubtless import a large amount of caustic soda
from England for the manufacture of paper ; but a
considerable saving in this respect could perhaps now
the country, were utilized for the purposes of paper-
making. The Upper India paper mills at Lucknow
are making caustic soda from reh and success hag
attended its elforts. The Government of India has

brought the subject to the notice of the several paper
mills and have invited opinions on the feasibility of

so utilizing reh soil.— Indian World,

South-West Wynaad.—A correspondent writing-
from the subranges of the Nilgiris, states:—"Like
yourselves we have suffered heavily in the valley
during the past monsoon in the matter of cin-

chona, mostly this and last year's planting and
notably so at 3,000 feet, where the land is flat and
the subsoil retentive ;

in some cases over 50 per
cent. On steeper hind at an altitude of 4,500 fi^et.

our loss does not exceed 5 per cent, and not 1 per
cent, amongst 3, 4, and ,5 years old plants. Our rain-

fall up to date averages from 140 to 180 inches

against a yearly average of 85, and yet with this

heavy fall coffee is looking splendid : not a speck
(if leaf disease from one end of the valley to the other.
About two months ago we had a little on your
old friends the "chic." These are now looking
wi-U and full of vigour, but no crop unless on Hope",
where some of them are bearing at the rate of 3
tons an acre." [Tons, while a big crop in Ceylon
this year is 3 ctvts. per acre !

—Ed.]

Wood for Tea Boxes.— The Indian Planters' Gazette,

referring to a letter from Mr. Horsfall to the editor
of the Ceylon Observer writes :

— " The veriest tyro in tea
knows that the utmost care is necessary iu selecting
wood for boxes. In Upper India the c\m ( Pinus lomjifolia)
was tried simply because it was plentiful and i-asily
w rked, but its resinous smell was fatal to its use, and

planters had to fall back on mango wood. Toon wood is

ailniirably adapted for this purpose, but its price is

prohibitive. Whatever wood a planter Uics, he must
avoid that which emits a strong odour, either pleasent
or otherwise." Regnrding our suggestion of paper tea

biixes. the same writes :
— "There is rally nothing out

of the way in this idea Papier indclie is, when properly
made, water-tight, and that it possesses strength as well
ia thewn by its being used in America for locomotive
wheels. It has also tbe two great advantages ol being
perfectly free fn.im smell, and of being extremely light.
A worse thing might be done than trying our contempo-
rary's suggestion."
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To the Editor of the Ceylo?i Observer.

COFFEE AND LEAF-DISEASE IN FIJI.

Levuka, 'Joth August 18S2.

Sir,—In a recent issue of yuur paper, there waa an

article upon the subject of Mr. Storck's cure for coffee

leaf-disease to which you added the follovviag note :—
"

Physician cure thyself is an old proverb, but Mr.

Storck has not killed leaf-disease in Fiji, where it is

really virulent." I don't know from whom you
obtained your informal ion, but whether

or^
not it is

coriect you can judge from the following :
— Some time

ago I applied to the owners of two coffee estates in Fiji

for per.niesion to try Mr. Storck'b remedy on then-

properties. The rejjly I received from the owner of

100 acres was that he waa not afraid of the disease

and he thought it would do him no harm ; but as a

favour he would allow me to experiment upon one acre

only. The reply from the owuer of 350 acres stated

that "the disease existed only to an inappreciable
extent as regards any injurious effects. He did not wish

to pick any greater crop, for his trefis were bearing

just as heavily as he cared to see them, and, as the

disease did not affect the quantity or quality of the

crop, he should be inclined to spend any sum, however

small, in manure to fortify their bearing capacity."
The general opinion in Fiji about leaf-disease is

similar to the above and scarcelr any one is afraid of

the damage it does at present. Whilst the plantations
are young and vigorous this belief ni.iy be well founded ;

but whether it will when the soil gets exhausted, may
be problematical.—Your obedient servant,

wm fillingham parr.

[Our inforuiation as to the virulence of the disease

in Fiji was from a trustworthy correspondent. Mr.

Parr's friends make liglit of the fungus. So did Ceylon

planters for about five years subsequently to its first

appearance in 1869.—Ed.]

A MONSTER CINCHONA TREE GIVING 30 ft

SHAVINGS.
October 14th, 18S2.

Dear Sir,—Today I have spoke-shaved the largest

cinchona smxirubra tree in the district. The shavings

weighed 30 lb. Who can beat this famous tree of

UDAPUSELLAWA ?

[In Ambagamuwa and some other districts 40 lb.

have been shaved off.—Ed.]

CARBOLIC ACID TREATMENT OF COFFEE
LEAF FUNGUS IN DIKOYA.

Clavertou, Dikoya, 16th Oct. 1882.

Dear Sir,—There has been so much reference in

your columns of late to the carbolic treatment for

leaf-disease that I venture to offtr a few remarks
from my own observations here on Mr. Schrottky's

experiments, which are being conducted over a square
block of 100 acres. I am not at liberty, as one of

the Dikoya Comoiittee, to express any opinion on
the results, but this I may si^y that so far

from the carbolic having been proved a failure on

Claverton (and this is I belieto the most essentially
test experi'iient that h.is yet been attempted) I have
been pressed both by members of the Committee
and outsiders to continue the experiments for at

least three months after the present joint contribu-

tion of R3,000, has been expended. This will he

from December tb April next. Offers of subscription
have already been made me, but, as the district has

not >et collected its share towards the existing ex-

periment, 1 feel bound to decline them.
I would suggest your applying to Mr. Schrottky's

agents, Messrs. Lewis Brown & Co., for reports on
the proceedings up to date, which they will secure

in duo course, and, if you consider the movement
sufficiently deserving of support you might open a

subscription towards a fund for conductin^^ the ex-

periments on a more extended scale. I mean by
this the carrying out of any suggestions not included
in Mr. Schrottky's programme, that might be thought
likely to throw further light on the subject : such, for

instance, as inoreasing the strength of the acid on
certain portions of the field by way of comparison with

others. The reports are at present only open to the
subscribers. The treatment commenced in April with
Mr. Schrottky's original plan of dusting the trees with a

carbolic powder, supplemented by a system of evaporiza-

tion, which I consider to be an improvement on Mr.
Storck's method. So far, and that is from the commenc -

mentof the S.W. monsoon, the'lOO acres have been singu

larly free from disease while surrounded by coffee

more than usuully affected by it. It is still, however,
an open question with many whether the good results

manifestly olitained are due to the carbolic or to early

pruning, and, until the Committee are unanimous on
this point, they decline to commit themselves to any
public expression of opinion. Moreover, even admitting
the success of the treatment so far, it would be impossible
to say whether there may not be some fresh phase in

the history of leaf-disease, such as a general attack
in dry weather, with which the carbolic may be unable
to battle.

With regard to the comparative merits of Mr.
Storck's and Schrottky's methods of evaporization, I

find that the powder used by Mr. Schrottky has this

advantage over Mr. Storck's : that it gives off the

gases evenly, while it appears tome tliat, in the water

combination, it does not give them off at all, the acid

lying at the bottom of the water. Mr. Schrottky's
method is open to the objection that the cost and carriage
of a powder prepared in Colombo to theestmeis ex-

pensive, while the acid must lose some of its stren^'th

by storage. To those who are now experinientiug I

would suggest putting out the pure acid in tins or

coconut shells containing say 4 oz. river sand to J an
oz. of the acid. 1 am inclined to think that this will

be found sufficiently porous in itself to give off the

gases without any occasion lo stir the misture up dur-

ing the intervals of replenishmg.
—Yours truly,

E. H. SKRINE.

WHAT AILS OUa COFFEE TREES?—No. 7

Sir,—It would have been better if I had pointed
out in my last letter the wide difference b.tw-'en

the external attack of a fungus such as hemileia, and
the mti^rnal operation of one like the potato bli ,;ht.

The difference cannot be overestimated. It is as

great as that between a cut finger, or a bruised siin,

and an ossifying heart, or a softening brain! Murk
the difference as it is shown by a comparison of the

case of the coffee tree with that of the potato plant !

The liemileia affects none of the permanent structures

of the coffee tree, but is confined entirely to the

leaves, which are at most but temporary memler.s.
On the other hand, the peronospora aticks the vitaa

organs of the potato plant, peimeates its whole fabric,

and destroys root, branch and tuber 1 The worst |i08-

sible attacks of hemil-ia, when the affected leaves

have been oast off, leave the trees absolutely free

from disease, with all their essential, permanent org los

intact and vigorous,
— and the fruit i\\sy bear con-

tinues ti> be the very finest in the market. The
peronospiira, on the other hand, reduces its victim

and all its org.nism to a ''stinking, loathsome mas*
of corruption." So Sir W. Gregory once describLil

to me a field of blighted potatoes ! The utmost phy-
siological effect of heniileia on the coffee tree is to
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timulate it to the reproduction of the lost foliage, an

effort the strain of which is easily estimated, and in

fact is well-kuuwn. (Ju the other hand, the mildest

attack of the peronospora inflicts a mortal blow.

He who "
propounded tlie internal ulcer theory" was

no "
quack" (Olj'-rroer Oot. 14th), but the late lamented

Dr. Tliwuitcs,* who, if he ever entirely renounced his

first formed opinion as to the internal character of the

attack of heiiiileia, did so only when the fact of its

true nature had been established by the exhaustive

demonstrations of Mr. Ward. If I am not mistaken,
Mr. Alibay also held the opinion that hemileia car-

ried on its operations in the litals of the tree, and
I believe this was assumed to be the case by scien-

tific men at the time the fungus received its name of

\ast:itrix. Tlie terrible ravages of the potato blight
we:e uppermost in the minds of experts at home. (So

long as the new invad<.'i- of our coffee plantitions
was supposed to be of the same nature as the pero-

nospora the alarm it excited was reasonable, and in

fact unavoidable, but the old opinions have bnen

utterly exploded by the more recently discovered

facts, and there is no longer the same ground for

the terror first inspired. The past history of the

coffee fungus proves how very unreliable

are opinionn, even of the highest authorities in such

matters; and also how unsafe it is to draw conclu-

sions exc.-pt on fads well ascertained and established.

Hence the evidence advanced throughout this series

ol letters has been adduced entirely from the facts

of our ixperience; and the aid the writer has sought
from fellow-planters was from euch facts, corrobora-

tive or o herwise, as their experience might supply.
To revi-rt once more to the action of hemileia,

occasioual allusions occur in correspondence on this

subject, v.hicli are evidently based on a supposition
that tome hidden mischief is done to the permanent
structures of our coffee trees by the action of the

fungus on the leaves, as though some poisouous in-

fluence were disseminated by means of circulation.

Indeed, planters frequently speak about circulation as

if it were an acknowledged fact of vegetable physio-

logy. It may not be altogether supeifluous, therefore,

to state that such is not -the case. There is, of course,

a floio of sap from the roots upwards, and so long as

the idea was entertained that hemileia entered the

plant through its roots, and permeated its internal

structures in the manner of perenospora, (as some

planters even j'et believe) the flow of sap gave a sort

of sanction to the expression. It is altogether incor-

rect, however, and therefore any inferences which

imply th" existence of circulation in the coffee tree are

inadinisoiblc

The conditions of fertility in fruit-bearing trees are

very obscure. The imagination could ecircely invent

theories more curious, fanciful, and apparently
inconsistent thau the facts of our experience in

regard to fruit trees. We see trees which once bore

abundantly cea?e, or nearly cease to bear at all, for

considerable periods, without any assignable cause. And
tve see thcii- fertility restored and perpetuated by the

most impi-obablfl means. For instance, a pear tree of

rem>irkiihly luxuriant ki'O""^) ^'^'^ renowned in its

ueighliourhood for its luscious fruit, beciine utterly

sterile for several years, in ^pite of various remedial

measures, and so continued until the desperate expedient
of sawing off its largest root was adopted. It then

fruited Ireely for some yeais. Walnut trees are said

to require thrashing to make them yield their fruit.

Loquats and several other trees, on refusing to bear

fruit, may oft.u be induced to bear by a massacre

of their largest branches, or " barbarous hacldng of

*Tn^ Thwaites propounded what Hooker described as an

imscientific theory ;
but it was not he but an unmitigated

quack who wrote of " internal ulcers
"

developing into

u^iiiiUia.—Ed.

their trunks. Vines often remain unproductive till

their roots are bared, and the plants receive a check
of growth, or an artificial winter, as it is called.—
If it wore safe to generalize on such data as these,
it would seem as if luxuriance of growth, or growth
unchecked, were adverse to fruit- brearing. Even in

sug.arcane, coutiuuous growth in a forcing climate
seems to hinder the elaboration of sugar. Two planters
from Mauritius exclaimed, on seeing the magnificent
canes at INlattagodn, that "thisivcis the country for

siri/ar." But when they saw the liquor in the lolling

house, and howthe saccharometer stood, they speedily

changed their note ! We often had to consume the

whole of our megass, and sometimes required fire-

wood besides, to get the sugar ! We managed to

make all ends meet as long as we could obtain retail

price lor our sugar, locally, but were unable to compete
m the markets of the world with the pioduce of other

countries. Eventually, the estate was S'ld to a

Frenchman, who would not be convinced that such
luxuriant growth of cane could be so unproductive
ot suyar. His confident opinion outweighed the

facts of our experience, and he spent £12,000 iu

undeceiving himself. Pardon this digression. It may
possibly save some victim from following our worthy
Governor's recent recommendation to try sugar-grow-
ing again.

Xurning again to the subject of continuous or un-
checked growth as a condition adverse, in some cases at

least, to fruit-bearing, the fact that many of the fruit

trees of temperate climates grow profusely in the tropics
and yet refuse to bear fruit there has led to the general
belief that the check of their wintering in their own
countries is what constitutes the difference. And this

idea receives some confirmation from tlie success of

sucii treatment as exposure of roots, and those other
means above specified for checking growth. Moreover,
our owu coffee trees offer some evidence in support of

the idea ;
for we kuow that the hot, parching weather

we u.^ually h.ave iu the months of January and Febru-

arj', and the pruning of the trees which usually pre-
cedes or accompanies it, have a decided tendency to

check growth, and they are also the conditions most
favourable to our ciop prospects. On the other hand,
when tliese months are wet and forcing, and when

growth is uuohecked, the formation of blossom is dis-

couragfd, aud in planters' parlance the blossom "turns
to leaf."

The facts of our observation and the results of our

experience show that teiuporary sterility in fruit trees

is no rare phenomenon, and though science has not

yet probed deep enough into the mystery, we have

/actetoaid our fea-ioning and research, without lesort-

ing to assumptions and theories opposed at once to

ecience and logic.

Other tropical countries have been subject in years

gone by to waves of agricultural depression, similar to

that through which we are now unhappily passing,
aud of even longer duration. Some, indeed, have shared
with us the ill-fortune of this past decade, aud their

experience, past and present, might serve to enlighten,
and possibly to help us. The ebbs and flows of

agricultural tides in other countries offer a promising
lield for inquiry iu our present difficulties. Ths Board
of Agriculture of the 0. 8. of America, in their annual

report for, I think 1S79, refer to the persistent failure

of the fruit crops of the States for so many years that

those crops had cease*! to attract attention. And they
conclude by a mpiJosition that the "art of fruit

culture had been lost." The truth is, not that they
had loit, but that they had neivr punfiesned a knowledge
of the essential con lilions of fertility iu their fruit

trees! The fruit hiil come forth ahundautly, they
knew not why ; and it had ceased for reasons they
therefore could not divine ! If they had had a scape-

goat_fungus liandy, they would prob.ibly Invc been
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content to father tlieir miefortunes on it, and ask no
further question ; but there was no hemilei.i there,
and they liad tbereiore to confess their ignorance. We
seem very unwilling to make so humiliating an admis-

sion, and some of 119 prefer to assigu a reason which
is both insufficient and inapplicable, rather than grapple
wilh the difficulty and obscnrity of the question.

W.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES ?—No. 8.

Sir,—The precise meaning attached to the word
i/roicth in my letter No. 6, quoted by

"
Botanist,

"
is

shown by the context to be the period of life-chajigrs, or

that period during which the leaf exercises its proper
functions, whatever they may be. This period does not

quite coincide with the time the leaf retains its place on
the tree, na it often clings there for a considerable
time afterwards, till it is displaced by wind or olhur
causes. The measure of loss or injury inflicted on the
tree by hemilela must surely he limited to, and in-

dicated by the diminution of the ti rm of leaf roork.

In former letters it is admitted that a certain amount
of loss accrut^s. In the latter ones it is contended that

the loss is greatly overrated by those who "believe the

fungus to be au adequate cause of our diminished

crops.

The object of these letters has throughout been

practical, and the argnineuts relied upon have been
drawn from the facts of our knowledge, independently
of scientilic theories, wheliier of leaf function, or of

circulation, so-called. The latter theory w:ia incident-

ally mentioned in No. 7. not I»y way of argument,
but to meet certain ideas I hiive heard suggested. That

subject would have been better omitted, as it in-

volves points that are dehai able, and it does not any
way affect the facts ot the case. Setting asu!e all

physiological theories whatever, we have before us the
broad fact of vigorous growth, and in many instances,
of a high degree of fruitfulneas also, following the
most virulent and repeated attacks of the fungus.

Briefly recapitulated, the evidence afforded by the
coffee trees themselves of I he extent of the injury tluy
sustain after hnnileia has done its worst, is set forth

by (tirstbj) the luxuriant flushes of foliage the trees

put out ; secondly the attainment of full size, firm,

healthy texture, bright colour, and all visible signs
of matuie growth by the individual leaves of those
flushes

; thirdly, the fruit produced being of fine

quality, and still maintaining its superiority in the
market over coffee of other countries where no
hemikia exists ; and fourtlily individual trees and
groups of trees, and even whole fields and estates

producing heavy crops in .^pite of the fungus. Such
divested of all theoretical questions, are the practical
facts, of which every planter may judge for himself.

And, if recent accounts from Fiji may be oredited, the
hemileia in that country has not impaired the fruit

bearing powers of the coffee trees to any such serious
extent as ours are sufifering.

Whatever hemileia may have done to our trees, it

has, happily for us, left them still full of vigorous
life and growth. They have not been swept off like
the nutmeg Irees in Penang. Experience shovis us
moreover that loss of fruit-bearing power is not

always a proof of impoverishment. Other causes are,
at least, possible.. What I urge is that they should
be sought, and if I have been betrayed into too great
insistaiice, I can only plead the deep feeling ivhicii

the importance of the subject has inspired, and crave

indulgence.
Fmally, I am persuaded that our hope of success

is in the more diligent search and more cartful
collation of fact.i, as furnished not only by our own
smitten enterprise, but by the tides of agriculture in

other tropical countries. W.

GUM LEAF DLSEASE.

Upper Abbotsford, Lindula, ISth Oct. 1882.
Dear Sie,—I had one of th.; shrewdest and most

scientific men of the district with me yesterday, and
he was perfectly horrified at the gum-disease, of
which he says no one who has not seen its effects
can have any conception. He puts down my deaths
of gums at 90%, but that is a circumstance he re-

joices over, considering the havoc they have wrought
amon;; the other and more important cultivations,
especially cinohima. Tomorrow I have to put on men
to cut down pretty well all my young cinchonas,
than which, till this disease attacked them, there
could uot have been a more cheering si^lit for

vigorous and healthy growth. I was told thit I was
incurring a heavy responsibility by not making the
matter more widely known, but I protest that I have
from the first wearied your readers with my mention
of the subject.

Mr. Marshall Ward's exceedingly clever and pro-
found remark, when specimens were sent to him,
will show the eucourageinent there is to ask the at-
tention of our svientists to this new blight to our in-
dustries. Mr. Ward's oracular words were (see Tropical
Agriculturist. Vol. 1. p. 462) :— "

Why does your corres-

pondent dignify the spotting (which is a common enough
phenomenon, and which I have long observed on
mnny plants) with the name of leaf-disease?" And yet
Mr._

VVard may be astonished to hear that this gum
leaf-disuise is now considered by those who have seen
it to be infinitely worse than the coffee leaf disease
over which the Government and he thought it worth
while to spend years of thought, labour and money.
I have just received a letter from an estate 1000 ft.

lower tlian this, and I found enclosed for my opinion
three gum leaves. X could only reply that the
disease was there, so I warn ray brother-pl.anters that
the dis-ase is spreading. I cunnot again be blamed
for concealing the disease.—Yours faithfully.

A. M. FltRGUSON, Jb.
[We have written to Government submitting

whether Dr. Trimen or Mr. Nock suonld not be
deputed to investigate and repoit on this new and
fatal leaf-ilisease, more formidable than the coffee

fungus, in .Mome respects, inasmuch as it not only
kills the gums on which it first appears, but spreads
from them to cinchonas, tea, &c. We have, with
many a pang of regret, ordered the eradication on
Abbotsford, of the thousands of gum trees which
have cost so much trouble and money, but we do
not like personally to take the responsibility of

advi>^ing all other planters to follow our example,
especially na the blue gums in Nuwara EUiya and to
the eastward of that station are said to be exempt
from the mysterious and deadly disease, which
cannot as yet be traced to either insect or fungic
origin.— Ed.]

" AND TEA AND CINCHONA REIGNED IN ITS
STEAD."

Deai: Sir,—After a mouth's travelling on horseback
in the interior, I have returned to Colombo deeply
impressed that ere many years have passed by the above
will b; the state ot Ceylon so far as agriculture by
Europeans is concerned. My excursion led me through
the districts ot Pusselawa, Pundaluoya, Dimbula, Lin-
dula, the Agra Patanas, Ramhoda, Udapusseiawa and
Badulia, and it is only fair to say that my impres-
sions have been derived from what I saw in those
portions of the island. Having for the most part
gone across country by ni.tive minor roads and not
by public highways, ro:ida leading through the hearts
of estaies, I was able to note by tiie way the pre-
sent condition and working of the estates, and I
could not help arriving at the conclusion, that the
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dyuasty of coffee has passed, or ia passing away aud
another arising in tea and cinchona. Even in those

diati'icta on which coffee is still apparenlly flourish-

ing, such as the Pundaluoya, Dirabula, Agrapatsnas,

parts of Udapusselawa and BaduUa, the planters seem
to have taken the alarm, and to be preparing them-

selves for the change which is impending, for it

would not be possible to name any estate on which
the two products of tea and cinchona are not being
introduced. In the higher elevations, tea and ofBcinalis

seem to be the favourites, while succirubra, called

aflfectionately by the planters, ''Succy," enlivens the

borders of the roads on the lower estates, or peers
above the eoti'ee in the bad patches, of which there

are far too many. The bright red and green leaves

of this hiirdy variety of cinchona helps to give -a

cheerful aspect lo the country, and seems to possess
the confidence of planters over the more valuable

descriptions, such as officinalis, ledgpriana, calisaya
and hybrids. Judging by what I saw, the better kinds

are used in high elevations, while succirubra and strong

hybrids are in favour in the hotter and lower districts.

As 1 said before there are signs of a great change
coming over us, and 1 look upon King Coffee as

doomed in the course of time to resign his sceptre
to the invading new products which are gradually

overrunning the country. And most fortunate it is

for owners and mortgagees that something has been

found which will grow in apparently worn-out estates.

The hardy succirubra, plants itself from wind blown

seed, and seeii.s to thrive in the most barren looking
soil. I say nothing about cocoa, for I saw none in

the districts 1 visited, but I understand its cultivation is

rapidly progressing in districts favourable to its growth.
In speaking of the decline of Coffee C nltivatinn, I

am still of opinion that there aio some favored por-
tions of the isl:mJ where it will prove remunerative

for some years to come, especially if home prices im-

prove, or it the present value of the colory coffee be

maintained.
On the other hand, 1 look upon mauy districts as

quite worn-out. Notably those of Pusellawa and
Kimbodde as far as Nuwera Eliya, and it struck me
forcibly th:.t this was owing more to the loss of soil

from the system of weeding, than from leaf-disease.

It is melancholy to see the once fertile fields of the

Pussellawa and Kambodde ranges so utterly desolate

as they are at present, so irremediably exhausted,
the soil having been washed into the valleys and
carried down by the rivers into the sea

; draining

may have arrested the mischief for some time, but

the obligation of cleaning the drains when full of

washed down soil, and casting it forth below to be

caught in the next drains must necessarily end in its

being lost altogether. Such hs.s been the fate of the

once famous districts of Pussellawa and Eambodda
which I have known since the year 1848, when old

Archdeacon Glenuie and the Messrs. Worms were

living aud creating the once magnificent properties
of Rothschild aud Delta, the glories of which have

departed never to return as cofl'ee estates. Both of

these large properties are, I believe, now being con-

verted into cinchona plantations.
In endeavouring to account for the extinction of

coffee in Pussellawa and Rambodda, I am inclined

to believe that the estates have arrived at the natural

term of their existence, tlieir lives having been con-

siderably shortened by leaf-disease, but chiefly by the

loss of soil under the system of weeding which was

perhaps unavoidable.

As to cinchona, I much fear that the necessity of

planters is causing them to shave stems aud to lop
branches, at too early sn age ; no tree should be so

operated upon before it is 4 years ild. The oi.er.ttion

„f lopping is performed also to an excess u hich is

•denfly injurious to the tree and undoubtedly checks

its growth by depriving it of a portion of its respiratory

organs ;
I may be wrong, but such is my belief

from actual observation.

I am glad to say that I noticed very little leaf-

disease duriui; my travels except on some estates

an accumnl ition of dead and fallen leaves and I cer-

tainly attribute the fearful shortness of crop in the

coming season, to exceptionally unfavorable weather

during the blossoming season. In this belief the uni-

versal cry of the planters is, let us try one more

year before abandoning our hope in coffee. When
speaking of the cessation of coffee cultivation in

Pussellawa and Rimbode, I ou^ht perhaps to have
mentioned that there are a few estutes that are still

carefully cultivated, but as far as personal observa-

tion goes I on\y know of three, two in Pussellawa and
one in Rambodde. A kind of cultivation is kept up upon
some otliers, but more for the benefit of cinchona
than coffee.

Referring to my remarks upon the loss of soil by
the system of weeding practised in Ceylon, they
are singularly confirmed in an article on cacao culti-

vation, in the Planters' Gazette on the 2ud October.—
Yours faithfully, G.

TUE GRAFTING OF LEDGERIANAS ON SUC-
riEUBRA STOCKS : BAMBOO CYLINDERS

AND BOTTOMLESS BOTTLES.
Deae Sik,—I notice in your issue of 13th ultimo

a letter from Mr. Kemp, giving his experience
aud method of grafting C. Lodgeriana on succirubra

stocks as practised by him at Hope, "Ouchterlony
Valley." The letter is very interesting inasmuch as it

represents the process as simple and the result a

perfect success. Interesting as the letter is, it would
have been considerably more so bad Mr. Kemp stated

what percentage of the grafis succeeded, /. e.
,
in the

open, under bamlioo cylinders aud bottomless bottles

also in glass structures. Without this iuformation

the letter may mislead, and in the end prove only a

delusion. A few words from Mr. Grant, under whose
instructions, 1 believe, Mr. Kemp was acting, would
also be of interest—particularly, if he can endorse

Mr. Kemp's success as described in his letter under
I'eview.

There is no novelty in breaking a bottle by means
of oil and a heated rod of iron ; this is familiar to

every boy in tiie Madras Piesideucy. The bottom

portion of a bottle so treated being often used in

planters' bun<;alows as a night-lamp before lamps and

finger-glasses were so plentiful and common as at

present, and I think it would be an easy matter to

prove, th.at the use of the top portion as described by
Mr, Kemp, did not emanate from that gentleman.
This applied with equal force to the introduction of

bamboo cylinders. LEDGERIANA.
Southern India.

COFFEE AND GOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
21st Oct. 1882.

Sik,—Can " W" cite instances where orchards or

say large gooseberry gardens
—and the appearance and

cultivation of this shrub in mauy respects resemble

the coffee tree, after having for a series of years
remaiu'^d unproductive revive aud give their previous

yield of crop ? I knew in .Scotland of a large goose-

berry garden, of some acres, collapsing in the way
our plantations here have done aud the owner after

years of patience having to root out. L.

PROBABLE ANALOGY BETWEEN HEMILEIA
VASTATRIX AND PERONOSPERA INFESTANS.

LlNDULA, 24th Oct., 1882.

Dear Sir,—The great want of rootlets to oqr
coffee trees has been one of the my^ter'ous accom-
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paniments of leaf-disease, and has attracted the at-

teution of most iilanters. The prevalerce of gruh in

the youngir districts has been generally assigned as

the cause, but it was unaccnnntable in the older dis-

tricts where grub does not exist to any cousideralile

extent, unless it were in eoine mysterious way con-

nected with leaf-disease, the re-action after a bad

attack, or the unhealthy condition of the trees caused

by hemileia. But none" of them appear to me to

satisfactorily clear up the mystery. I have been much
interested in the letters of your correspondent "W.,"
and w hile agreeing w ith him in the conclusion he

arrives at in tlie last" paragraph of his letter No. 7,

wherein he attributes the falling-off of the bearing
of our trees to a cycle of unfertile years, I must j.jin

issue with him in his attempt to dr.w a wide dis-

tinction between the nature of the coffee leaf fungus
and that of the potato

"
peronospera." He says the

difference cannot be over-estimated. I would, however,
draw his attention to a pamphlet bj' J. L. Jensen,
Director of the Bureau Ceres, Copenhanen, the name
of which is

" How to overcome the potato disease,"

published by Menzies & Co., Edinburgh, (an extract

from wliicli I herewith enclose) a careful perusal of

which, will 1 tliiuk, on the contrary shew that the

simUarity cannot be over-estimated, and mayiiap throw
an important light on the question of the dearth of

feeding rootlets. You wdl see that the exhaustive

experiments of Mons. Jensen leave no room to iloubl

that if the spores of the peronospera which fall from
the foliage, can be prevented from lieing carried by
rain water into direct contact with the tuber, the

potato does not liecome infected, even although the

foliage may be entirely destroyed. It is now some

forty yeare since the potato disease was first dis-

covered, and hitherto it haa been understood that

either the foliage was first attacked and the disease

conveyed by tlie stem to the tuber, or vice versa ;

this too, notwithstandmg tuat the science of every
civilized nation has been brought to bear on the

"subject, studj'iug its life history and devising remedies,
as we kuow, to little or no purpose. It has been
reserved for the seicutitic and practical Mons. Jensen
to discover the real working of the pest and a simple
and economical remedy. In the face of the fore-

going, then, may not Marshall Ward's "Life His-

tory of Hemileia V;istatrix
" be to some extent in-

accurate ? Is it not possible, nay I think extremely
probable, that the spores of the fungus may be
carried to the young and tender rootlets, entirely

destroying those they come in contact with ? Mar-
shall Ward found no traces in the stem or roots,
which may be easily enough explained by tlie faoi

of the germinal tube of the spore being unable to

penetrate the more tough epidermis of the stem and
root. It must be remembered that the spores do

germinate on the giouuil under favoutable conditions,
and the very tender rootlet may bi come their temporary
host, the destruction of which would be a matter
of very short time. If the potato fungus finda an

equally genial host in the foli.age and tuber of the

potato, why should not hemileia devastate both leaf

and rootlet. I have always held that our coffee

suffers more from want of ronilets than from the fall

of leaf. Should it therefore be found that there is

truth in my conclusions the combatting of our com-
mon enemy will be much simplified. It has occ\irred

to me further that the extraordinary increase of the

grub pest may be entirely owing to thi rotting rootlets

being a f-vorite source of food for the grub. I can
from actual observation voucli for 'he fact that

grub feeds greedily on decaying rootlets. A' all

events, the whole subject is well worthy of further

investigation by planteis, as well as by local experts.
—

Yours faitlifnlly, J. S.

[We have already given Beveral extracts bearing on

Mr. Jensen's method in the Tropical AyricuUuriM. The
followingis theesseulial portion of his pap'-j-.

—Kd]
The vital point iu the system, as it will be noticed is

the " Protective Moulding."—In order to understand the
effect of this, it will be necessary here to add a few words
about the cause of the disease.

The disease is solely due to the attack of a parasitic
fungus, Peronospera (Phytophtora) iufestans. When the
summer has somewhat advanced this fungus produces the
well-kuown dark-brown spots on the foliage, oi the potato,
where it develops its "

seeds," the so-called spores. The
fuugus-seeds are often so numerous that a .single plant, ac-

cording to countings and computations, successively can bear
20 to 30 millions of spores. Falliug to the ground, these

spores are carried down with rain-water to the tubers,
upon the surface of which they germinate. The sprout-
fibres penetrate the skin of the potato-tubers, and develop
under the skin a dense tissue, the so-called myeeiium. As
a consequence of this, the potato is, "sick," i.e., covered
with brown spots (and at last become* smuttish-brown upon
the entire surface), has a bad taste, and is in process of

rotting.

Luckily the soil has the property of impeding to a great
extent the progress of the .sijores, operatiug as a filter.

The object to be sought, then, is to throw up upon the
tubers a covering of e.nrth ot sufficient thickness to pre-
vent the spores from filtering, or only allowhig an insig-
nificant minority to filter through to reach the tubers. Bv
means of systematic experiments in the open field, and
several series of corresponding investigations in the labor-

atory, I hiive shown, that, when a 5 inch layer of earth
is hoed up upon the uppermost tubers, only very few will

become diseased, be the attack ever so violent. Such a

layer of earth is, therefore, the principal thing iu the pro-
tective moulding. The drawing over of the potato tops to
one side of the drills, the second point iu the perfect pro-
tective moulding, is, in comparison with the thick cover-

iug of earth, of a subordinary, but, nevertheless, by no means
un-essential importance. The object of the bending over
of the tops is to prevent the rainwater from trickling down
the vine into the ground, whereby they would find a less

obstructive w.ay to the tubers. When furthermore, the

tops hang out over the adjoining furrow, fewer spores will

fall upon the ground directly above the tubers than if the
stalks stood erect.

'W. D. B." ON "W.'S" LETTERS
AND ON THE COMBINED INFLUENCE OF LEAF-DISEA.SE

AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIOXS ON COFFEE CROPS.

October 24th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—"W.'s" letters are apparently written

to prove that neither leaf-disease nor unfavourable
seasons are the cause of our present infertility. Few
people are there who lay the blame on either one
without the other, but to most the combination of

the two is suiBcient to account for the present year
of disaster. In attributing the present infertility

mainly to season, I am not one of those who would
leave out of account the " fatal fungus," but, as in

spite of it we still see estates bearing comparatively
well when favoured by season, I have laid the chief

weight upon "climate influences." I maintain that
" W.'s" arguments are in favour of my theory, as in

the letter of your issue of 19th instant, where he

says that the hot parching weather usually experi-
enced in January and February, gives the trees a

check in growth. This check is necessary to the pro-
duction of crop, a« 1 will endeavour to show.

I am aware that my theory runs counter to that

of the new school of botanists, who luok upon all

flowers as aborted leaves, and which it appears to mo.

therefore, reduce the question of reproduction to a

combination of apparently accidental conditions, or

conditions which they are unable to reduce to law.

As a strong upholder of the necessity of maintain-

ing the highest conditions of fertility iu the soil and

plant for the production of the best crops, I cauaot
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admit their view of the question. As far as the coffee

tree is concemeJ, its life appeal's to me to be divided

annually into two parts :
—

1st, that of growth which
commences with the first monsoon rains and ends
when the season for blossoming begins, during the

8 or 9 months of which the plant is gathering and

storing material for the second period : that of blossom-

ing. On the Uva side of the coxmtry, the same hold-

ing good to a nijdilied extent. Now, as " W. "
says,

the etfeet of the dry weather usually experienced at

this second period is to cause a check, which check,
I contend, is necessary, not in order to produce
aborted leaves in which light the blossom is Ijy some

regarded, but that by causing greater local concentra-

tion, the tree may be enabled to put forth its highest

powers towards reproduction. The process being similar

to that of the concentration of salts in solution by
evaporation. This theory appears to me easy of com-

prehension and a reasonable explanation of the eft'ects

of a normal season and artificial checking, which,

bearrug out the system I uphold of early pruning and

manuring with a view to giving the tree as much
time as possible for storage of food ; by late manuring
or oversupijly of nitrogen, the season of growth being
artificially prolonged. So much for the argument as

regards the influence of season.

With respect to the "
fatal fungus," the effect it

has as compared with "wind "in causing loss of leaf,

is different as regards the resulting crop, and the

explanation may lie in the following suggestion, viz.,

that the disease feeds on the food contents of the

leaf, to supply which exhaustion the leaf draws upon
the branch, and, thereafter, falling-olf, leaves the branch
destitute of sufficient material for the formation of

crop, while the wind has rather the effect of driving
back the sap mto the branch and causing the desU'ed

local concentration, so that the green part of the

branch is still capable of performing the function of

the leaf after the latter has been lost, as far as the

requirements of the blossom are concerned.
However far W." is correct in saying that the fall-

ing-off of crops in the last decade is not commensurate
with the attacks of leaf-disease, it is e\ ident to most

planters that, the time of an attack is of most ma-
terial importance, and, if, as was the case this year
in Matale and other districts, an unusually severe
burst of leaf-disease lays the trees bare in January,
the result m short crop is inevitable, unless the fine

season is sufficiently prolonged to enable the trees

once more to clothe themselves with mature foliage.
Given but a mild attack of leaf-disease and a dry

blossoming season in the early months of the coming
year, it needs but little of the gifts of prophecy
to predict a good crop for 1883-84 on the estates

which "W. "
says are now looking so luxuriantly

healthy.—Yours faithfully, W. D. B.

LANTANA PLANT.
Dear Sir,—I have heard of another name (not a

lady's) connected with the historj' of this jilant in

Ceylon. Originally a native of Brazil, it is said to

have been brought here some forty* y^ars s go from
Mauritius by Sir Hudson Lowe, then commanding
the forces in Ceylon. We are inclin'^d to believe,

too that, in tbe case ol' this plant, the evil it occa-

sions is not wholly unmixed with a p'vire of good
effect. It IS believed by some capable of forming a

competent judt^ment that, by choking down all other

growths, by forming an impervious co. iring to the

soil, and by appropriating ami bringing up to the

surface deep-lymg mineral elements, which, on cutting
down and burning the plant, are restori I to the soil

* ilore than i'llty. We have hoii'd the in(ro(iuctionof the

plaut attributed to Lady Browurigg who left CeyloQ &gme

sixtj >eai's a^jo at least.—Ed.

as ashes, the lantana is calculated to improve the

fertilily of the soil and to restore it where ex-

hausted.
In its native country, as also in Mauritius, and

where it has been grown in India as a garden ]>lant,

it has not shown any special tendency to spread, but

in Ceylon its career has been altogether different.

Brought here as an interesting .shrub forty [sixty]

year.-^ ago, planted as a garden flower tliirty years

ago,* it has since that time spread as an uncou-
troll.ible weed through a great part of the length
and bi-eadtlr of tiie island. Everywhere are to be

seen its thicli half-bushy, half-climbing growth, its

puugently ."mellin^ foliage, its bnght orange-red
flower. It lines the sides of roads, spreads over pat-
tana and chena around, rapidly covers aliaudoned

coffee ground where the altitude it not too great,

grows along ihe banks of paddyfields where its seeds

have been drifted by streams or couveyed by birds,

and is .al^o seen making successful war- with the

natural junsle, chokim; down the creepers and smaller

buslies, and even over-growiug and smothering the

jounj; forest trees, thus tending to effect a change in

the character of large tracts of vegetation, a change
of which it is scarcely possible at pr. sent to estim-

ate the ultimate result. A recent writer says :
—

" Similar instances of the rapid spread, on beinj!

taken to a conuenial soil and climate, of plants which
iu their native homes are of an uuassumin;;, unaggressive
cliaraoter are not wanting. The degree to which English
livers have been choked up by the grovUli of an
American waterweed, the Anacharis alst naslrmn,
and Austrabiiu rivers by the familiar English water-

cress, is nn example in kind, while a more extensive

one 18 jifforded by the immense spread of th.' Scotch

thistle o" the plains of Australia and the Pampas of

South Ameiiea. Readers of Sir Francis Head will

not forget th» gigantic thistles through whicli he

passed in his memorable 'gallops across the Pampas,
and in Austiiilia, where the tiiistle wa* introduced a

few ya'-s ago by an over-pitriotic Scotehmnn, v.ho

loved tbe emblem of his country, not wir'ely but a

great deal too well, the thistle ha* takeu possession
of eiioiinous tracks of pastonil lands, and costs the

colonies many thousands of pounds annually to keep
it from covering the greater part of the country."

TRAVELLER.

SiTOAR IN Queensland.—Very bad news reaches us

from the I'hireiice River, where the frost has been

very destructive among the cane fielda.—Planter and
Farmer.

Tea. — The latest reports from the agents of the

Calcutta Tea Syndicate in Australia and America give
a very favourable account of ibc prospects of the

Indian trade. A great demand has latterly sprung

up in New York for the finer tea'^, as well as for

the e immoner black kinds that have been chiefly

sold hitherto. In Melbourne the cry is for smaller

chests to suit the requirements of the store-keepers.
It is important that this should be appreciated by
the planters, and Oie tea made up iu smaller pack-

ages at the gardens, repacking at Calcutta injures
the quality, and the Australians themselves enter-

tain a pr-judice, no doubt well founded, against tea

that has been meddled with in the colonies. It ap-

pears that the demand at Melbourne last August ac-

tually outran the supply, and for some time there

was no Indian tea to be had at all, in consequence
of which several trader.^ gave up the Indian busi-

ness altogether. The fact only shows how much care

is required iu the management of a new market.—
Pionp_tii'.

* For more than thirty years it has been a common

jungle plant.
—Ed,
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THINNING PEACHES.
The American Af/rtcultunst has the following:

—"The
Hon. A. S. Dyckman, of South Haven, Mich., is a noted

grower of fine peaches. One of the leading points in the

management of his orchard is that of liberahy thinning
the young fruit. In 1877 from one Early Crawford tree,

set 17 years, he thinned at one time 8,0W) peaches, and
at another 2,000, making 10,000 in all, from a tree which

finally yielded about 15 baskets of choice fruit. One man
would spend a day in thinning four to six trees. The
cost of thinning peaches does not exceed five cents a

basket for those ripened. He estimates the cost of tliin-

ning his peach crop in 1877 at ^500. Peaches were plenty
that year, but he received extra prices for fine, large fruit,

which had little competition. He has practised thinning
for several years, and is assured that the excellent reputation
which liis fruit enjoys is due to this. In pruning, ho
removes one-third of the small limbs. He then removes
nine-tenths of the young peaches, lea^aug no two nearer

than six inches of each other. He has fewer specimens
to iiaiidle, but about as many bushels as though he Ivid

not thimied. We have similar testimony from J. J. Thomas.
E. Moody, President AVilder, and others, as to the utility
of thiimiug apples, pears, kc.y as well as peaches. Mr.
Geo. Parnielee, of Grand Traver.se County, says that in

one year peaches on a thinned tree brought S2.50 per basket,
wliile the fruit from a neighbouring tree of the same variety,
but unthinned, brought him only §1.25 per basket. It

pays to thin fruit when young. It costs less than one
would suppose until he tries it. No one who has fairly
tried the experiment, and seen the result, will abandon
the practice."

CAKBOLIO ACID VERSUS INSECTS.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK, MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Few insect pests are more annoying to the gardener
than the Radish Fly {Anthomyia vaphani), and the Squash
Moth {.^(jeria cuc2(rhitas) . This has been the more true

as the remedies heretofore offered have not been satisfactory.
The hot water remedy suggested by the late Dr. B. D.

W^alsh, perhaps the best, proved too inefficient to make
it desirable for general use. These enemies are becoming
widespread in our country, and a sure preventive of their

mischief is greatly to be desired.

For the past two years I have been experimenting with

Bisulphide of Carbon to destroy subterranean insects. This

substance has proved effectual, but in case of the insects

in question, especially the Kadish Fly, its expense is an

objection to its use. The past season I have tried a new
remedy with gratifying success. This consists of a pre-

paration of Carbolic Acid. The material which I used
was prepared as follows;—Two quarts of common soft soap
was added to one gallon of water, and all heated until it

commenced to boil, when it was removed from the stove,
and while yet hot, one pint of crude Carbolic Acid was
added, and all thoroughly mixed. This was then set away
in a close vessel, and was ready for use as occasion might
require. To repel the insects in question, one part of

this mixture was added to from 50 to 100 parts of water,
and the new mixture was sprinkled on the plants as soon
as they were up, and after that once every week. In case

itf thti Squash ^gerian the first application need not be

upplit'd earlier then the first of June. The same prepar-
ation will serve to repel the Cabbage Fly (uintliomyia
hraAAicit). But for the lattter, my experiments go to show
that Bisulphide of Carbon is cheap, efiicient, and does
not simply drive the fly away, but destroys the maggot.
As " he that fights and runs away, may live to fight an-
other day,

" the Bisulphide of Carbon remedy is, I think,
to be preferred to the Carbolic Acid mixtiu-e for use

:igainst the cabbage maggot. "We sprinkled the CarboHc
Arid preparation directly upon the radish plants, without

injury to the latter, but if it is found to injure the

plants, from too great strength, it will serve as well to

turn it in a trench made close along beside the rows of

jihuits. The peculiar odor of the acid which repels the
tlies as they come to deposit their eggs, so far escapes,
that it is neces.sary to apply the liquid as often as once
a week to insure perfect success. Caution is required also

that the preparatioa is not so strong as to injure the

60

plants when placed immediately upon them. From one
season's trial I can strongly recommend the above api^li-
catiou.

Though not pertinent to the question now imder dis-

cussion, it may not be amiss to state that some of our
mo.st able fruit growers think that the best way to fight

])<'ar blight is to cut away affected branches as fast as

they appear, and dip the cut cud of the branch in Carbolic
Acid. Prof. _U^ W. Tracy, Superintendent of 1>. M.
Ferry's Experimental Garden, thinks ht; once cured an
orchard of blight in this way. Surely if this evil is of

fungus origin, as Prof. T. J Burrill thinks he has de-

monstrated to be the case, this view would seem reason-

able.—American Ayricidturht.

FACTS ABOUT FODDEK : GRASS GROWING.
One of the results of investigation at Hothamsted is to

sweep away an authority that may yet attach itself to

the once famous ** Mineral Theory
"

of Liebig^that to

maintain fertility in the soil, it is necessary to return to

it periodically al! the mineral or a.sh constituents of the

plant, in quantities proportionate to the amount removed

by the crop, and that when this is done, the vegetation
will collect for itself ample nitrogen to meet its requirements.
In common with the arable crops, from which Messrs.

Lawes and Gilbert drew the arguments for their memorable

controversy with Liebig fivc-and-thirty years ago, these

plots of permanent pastiu-e exemplify the advantage of

adding nitrogen artificially. In addition, they show that

the amount and natiu-e of the mineral matter that must
be returned as manure will be determined, not so much
by what is taken away in the crops, as by the relation of

the store in the soil to the requirements of the crop to

come. Besides, at the worst, the real measure of loss

to the soil is not what is removed by the crops, but what
is sold off the farm. Neither would it be as necessary
to put as much manure on rich deep loams as on light

porous sandy soil, which suffers a greater loss by drainage.
M. Georges Ville, in his work on " Artificial Manures,"
condenses his ideas on this subject into the aphorism,
*' Give back to the land more phosphoric acid, more potash,
more lime, and half the nitrogen taken away."
The following table sums up some of the chief botanical

facts that have been indicated with regard to the Rothamsted

experimental meadow.

The figures indicate the number of species represented
and their proportional percentage by weight of the whole

crop.
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Hence whilst the cereal crop will have a composition that

is regulated chiefly by the kind of grain grown, in the
meadow grass the nature of the individual grasses sown
does not so much affect the composition of the hay as

raatm-ity, soil, and season.

It is evident, therefore, that, when laying down permanent
pasturage, it will not do to sow all the best seeds, and
leave the rest to Providence. One must suit one's seeds

to the soil, and the manures to the special kind of grasses
one wishes to grow. Even then all the extra trouble is

lost if, from want of hands or from the desire to obtain
a larger crop, the grass is allowed to get over ripe.

—Field.

THE TEA INDUSTRY OF JAPAN.
There are features in the tea trade of Japan which are

full of interest as commercial facts, as well as having an

important bearing on our tea industry. In the first place,
tea has been grown and highly cultivated there from time

immemorial, although tiie proper manipulation and export
of the prepared leaf is of comparatively modern date,

say of the last sixteen years. There are many plantations
in the neighbourhood of Yeddo with tea plants on them
whose recorded age is three hundred years, and in the

garden of the Mikado there is one said to be a thousand

years old. This latter is, however, a veritable tree

from which the leaf is no longer taken, but the others

continue, at their great age, to give steady crops of leaf.

But thi.se harvestings from ancient plants, for plants

they continue, are the results of continued high cultivation

by means of manure and working of the soil, at which
the Japanese are adepts. In Japan, as in China, the tea

plant is never grown on steep land as it would then bo

impossible to manure it sufficiently, and moreover the wash
from heavy rains would be detrimental. The Japanese
preserve most carefully every particle of vegetable and
animal rt-fuse, all night-soil and stable manure^ without
wliich it would be impossible to obtain successive crops
from the same plants for such long periods. The system
of irrigation in Japan is likewise most perfect, and by
these united means the land is maintained in constant

fertility at all periods of the year, and, as a consequence
of the invariably vigorous state of the plants, disease or

infertility is unknown amongst them. Notwithstanding
this high cultivation, the yield of leaf does not appear
to be so large as might have been expected ; but it must
be remembered that the islands of Japan are situated in

north Latitude 30 ° to 40 °
,
and that the tea districts of

Yeddo are situated in about 36 ° N. Lat. where, during
the winter months, the cold is sufficiently great to produce
frosts, consequently there can be no flushes from October
to March. This is shewn by the fact that there are but
three pluckings in each year. The first of these takes

place in April, when the youngest and finest leaves are

gathered ;
the second gathering takes place in June, and

a third in August. At each of these gatherings the leaves
are larger :md coarser and are used for the manufacture
of a lower grade of tea. We have no data to shew the

yield of tea laud per acre, but with only three pluckings
yearly the annual produce can scarcely be so large as

that in India, or in our own case, where four hundred

pounds weight of dry leaf have been taken in per acre,
as on a portion of the Galbodde estate.

The export trade in tea has not declined, and, as for
losses having been made, most of the business done is

by American houses of agency with America, has been
on comioission alone, and there is no other export trade.

Of the fact of adulteration having been practised of late

years by the admixture of leaves of some other plant
than tea, there is no doubt

;
and adulteration which is

carried on by the Japanese growers and which may, if

not checked, exercise a prejudicial influence on the trade
with America. Mr. Sibthorpe, the Calcutta Syndicate's
Agent, who lately visited the United States, alludes to the
fact of adulteration, as also to what is stated to be
indifferent preparation, and he believes that these facte

are paving the way to au extensive business in Indian
teas for the New York and other markets.
The most interesting fact, howevei, to which we wish

to direct attention in reference to the .Japan tea industry,
is that, whilst the growth and harvesting of the leaf are

entirely in native hands, the final preparation, manufacture,

and packing of tea are carried on by European or American
experts ; moreover, this manufacture is conducted at large
central factories in the immediate neighbourhood of Yeddo
and Yokohama, fifty or sixty miles distant from the places
of growth, a procedure which has been hitherto considered
as impracticable by Ceylon growers. It appears that the
cultivators give the leaf a partial firing, sufficient to keep
it for several months, and in that state, without any further

manipulation such as rolling and full firing, the natives
of the country have been in the habit of using it. It
was only on the settling of American citizens in the country,
and the qualities of this imperfectly prepared tea becoming
known to them, that a thorough manufacture of the article

was taken in hand by them.
The tea finally fired, rolled, and packed, by Americans

thoroughly conversant with the trade, very soon attracted
attention in the United States, where there is now an
annual consumption of about forty millions of pounds, the

larger portion of which is green tea. This has been going
on for about sixteen years, and there are now a dozen
firms at the Japanese ports engaged in the business. These
purchase the half fired leaf from middlemen, who collect
it in the tea districts, and from this crude material, by
judicious and careful treatment, the required grades of
tea are produced, and packed in boxes of a light, symmetrical,
and convenient make, when they are covered with light
matting, and a fancy imprint or label in colors, to catch
the eye of the trade purchaser, is fastened over one side.

"We are assured by a gentleman recently engaged in the

Japanese tea trade, that if oiu- tea shippers to the States
desire to make any way in that market, they must pay
the utmost attention to the "get up" of their packages;
the boxes must be light and well-made, uniform in size,
and instead of being roughly marked or coarsely labelled
as though they were wine or beer cases, they must be

neatly covered with something like artistic effect. These
remarks entirely agree with what Mr. Sibthorpe has written
from New York, and it will be well if Ceylon shippers
to that and other markets, bear them in mind. The Japan
teas are not likely to make their way in Europe, being
far too poor in liquor to suit those markets. The citizens
of the States appear to be well pleased with the light-
colored, delicate flavored teas sent them from Japan, and
it will probably take some time before our stronger flavored
teas find much favor in the States

;
the more necessary

therefore will it be that the packages in which the tea
is shipped be such as will commend themselves to the

eye of public, ever taken by appearances.—"
Ceylon Times."

EUCALYPTOGRAPHIA.*
By the publication of another decade of his Eucalypto-

graphia. Baron von Mueller has added a valuable contribu-
tion to the botany of Australia. It is well known to the
students of the vegetable kingdom that no genus is more
perplexing than that of Eucal>T)t-us, and that no systematical
arrangement of the species has yet been effected which is

not open to objection. A work, therefore, like that of
Baron Mueller's, which is recording from all parts of Aus-
traUa the peculiarities of our Eucalypts, their geographical
distribution, their alliam.-es with each other, and the extent
of their variation, may be regarded as an in.stalment towards
the solution of a most difficult problem. Of the species
indigenous in Australia, the Baron has now furnished

descriptions and figures of 80 well-defined forms, some of
which have already obtained a local habitation and a name
in the third volume of the "Flora Australiensis," whilst
others, as will be seen, ia the present decade, are new to
the scientific world.

(1.) The first species of the present series is E. cordata, a
shrubby plant from tht; south-east coasts of Tasmania,
ascending to elevations of 1,600 feet above the sea-levi-l. It
derives its specific name from its heart-shaped leaves, and
resembles E. pulveruleuta, or the "Argyle apple," in the
southern parts of New South "Wales. It differs, however,
from tliat species iu beinj,- restricted to places near the coast,
whilst the size of the tree, as u-ell as the shape of the aeed-

* EuCAL-iTTOGEAPHiA : A descriptive Atlas of the Eu-
calypts of Australia and the adjoining Islands, by Baron
Ferd. von Mueller, K.O.JI.G., M. and Ph. D., F.R.S., Goveru-
ment Botanist for the Colony of Victoria. Eighth Decade.
Melbourne: John Ferris. &c., 1882.
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vessels, seems to indicate a marked distinction. E. cordata
was first noticed by Labillardiere, and subsequently by K.
Brown.

(2.) E. ci-i/thronema is a small tree found towards the
remotest eastern soiu-ccs of Swan River, and also near
Mount Lindsay. This species, as its name implies, has red
filaments, which the Earon thinks may give it a place in

ornamental shrubberies ; whilst the leaves, which are very
full of oil-dots, are likely to be utilised for the purposes of

distillatiou. In reference to E. erythronema the author
makes the foUowiug interesting remarks :

" This is one of

the enormous numbers of endemic plants for which the

vegetation of e.xtra-tropical "Western AustraUa is so remark-

able, the genus Eucalyptus formiug there no exception to

that rule, inasmuch as out of 36 well-marked extra-tropical
species kno^vu from there, 29 are not occurring in any
other portion of Australia !" The isolated character of
certain western genera is a problem yet to be solved, for
not only several of the Myrtaceas are limited to that

region, but also the large Proteaceous genus Dryandra.

(3.) £". yamaphyUa is a species from Western Australia,

recently described by the Baron. It is not large, but its

opposite eounate leaves, chalky colouration of the foliage,
ami narrow membrane of the fertile seeds impart a pecuhar
character to the plant. The Baron regards the distinctive

character of the sterile and fertile seeds as remarkable, be-
cause such distinction is noticed in so few Eucalypts. It

is stated that the missionaries in Central Australia employ
the wood of E. gamophylla for various utensils, as it is

easily worked, and few other woods can be obtained in

that region.

(4.) E. macrocai'pa is only a shrubby species, but it is

interesting as having orange-coloured or crimson flowers and
very large seed-vessels. It seems limited to Western Aus-
tralia, and occurs on sandy and gravelly soil. The first

notice of E. macrocarpa occm-s in Sir W. Hooker's " Jour-
nal of Botany for 1840 ;" and the late Mr. James Drum-
moud, the discoverer of it, reported it as having claims for

ornamental culture. The accomplished Miss North diu:ing
her late visit to these colonies prepared an oil-painting
of E. macrocarpa for the Art Gallery at Kew.

(0.) E, prcis.-iuina is another small Eucalypt restricted
to south-west Australia, occupying generally stony localities

and showing a predilection for the limestone formation.
The flowers are somewhat large, usually two or three

together, and the filaments pure yellow. The Baron says
that this species always retains its bushy habit, and thus

may be kept manageable for glasshouses in colder countries,
the foliage and particularly the bright yellow filaments

rendering it well worthy of a place iu ornamental collections.

The specimens from which this Eucalypt was first des-
cribed were procured by Dr. L. Preiss, and hence the

specific name.

(6.) i". pridnosa is a small tree, frequent in the arid

country around the Gulf of Carpentaria. It has opposite
leaves and resembles " the silver-leaved iron bark "

of the
northern parts of New South Wales and Queensland. The
two trees are so similar in appearance that Dr. Leich-
hardt mentions them indiscriminately ; aud yet the species
differ not only in the texture of the bark, but also in

the openings of the anther, a technical distinction to
which Mr. Bentham attaches much importance.

(7.) E. pnlveniUiita is the only species of the present
decade which is common to New South Wales and Victoria.
It has a resemblance to the tree popularly termed "

apple,''
and attains a height of 40 or 50 feet. Although, in the
minds of the colonists, this seems a well-defined species,

yet the Baron regards it as somewhat dubious, being
impressed with the idea that it may ultimately prove a

variety of E. Stnartiana, or a tree known as the " Camden
woolly butt." This is the only Eucalypt in Victoria which
has oppo.site leaves, aud hence it has received a full

elucidation. It is impossible to say, in the present stage
of inquiry, how far a geological formation and hybridiza-
tion may affect certain Eucalypts, but certainly the two
trees niipear distinct.

8. E. pi/iiformi.-i belongs to Western and Southern Aus-
traha, occiu'riug for the most part in the eastern interior

of the former, and north of Fowler's Bay in the latter.

Mr. Tietkius, F.R.G.S., the companion of Mr. Giles, collected

specimens of this shrub near the Victoria Spring. Though
small in size, the flowers and seed-vessels are comparatively

large, and the filaments are attractive on account of their

crimson colour. The specific name is derived from the

pear-shaped calyx.
" E. jii/riformis has claims for ornamen-

tal culture, specially where iu an arid climate garden-copses
are required."

9. E. santafoUa is a species defined by Baron Mueller,
and occurs near King George's Sound, in South Australia,
and on Kangaroo I.slaud. It is a mere shrub, restricted

to coast regions, and flowering when only a few feet high.

Though smaller, this Eucalypt resembles in many respects
the stringy bark near Sydney ; but the Baron remarks, that,

independently of other distinctions, the seedlings of E.

capittl/a, transmitted to him by the Rev. Dr. Woods, are
"
star-hairy," and produce differently-shaped leaves.

10. E. sepnJorr/i^j the last of the decade, is a species

recently described by the Baron. It is indigenous in S. W.
Australi.T, .and has a habit similar to that of the Weep-
ing Willow. In consequence of this strange-looking or

sombre habit, it is named "
Sepulcralis," as it may here-

after add " another emblem of sadness to the tree-veget-
ation of cemeteries in climes similar to ours." In reference
to the pecuharities of this species, the Baron rennrks ;

—
" The importance of the form and structure of the anthers
for diagnostic purposes was first recoginsed in the '

Fragm.
Phytogr. Aust.,' \ol. II., pp. 32 and 70, and these char-

acteri.stics have been well employed by Bentham for the

primary systematic grouping of the Eucaljrpts. But for

methods of arrangement also a carpologic system could

readily be elaborated with this advantage, that any species

might thus be defined from fruting specimens alone. . . .

E. iejiidcralh furnishes a good instance of the advantage
of a .system based primarily on fruit characters."

From the above notices it will be seen that the 8th q.

decade of the Eucalyptographia opens some very inter-

esting que.stions for consideration. Some of the smallest

of our Eucalyirts have the largest flowers and seed-vessels,
and other species are extremely local in their character.

And then, again, we have species which do not exactly
suit the technical classificatiou of the Flora Au^tnt/iensis,

which it seems was first suggested by Baron Mueller, and

subsequently elaborated by Mr. Bentham. There can be

no doubt that the anthereal and cortical sy.stems of group-

ing are a great improvement on the old method of separ-

ating species according to the comparative length of the

operculum ;
but there are difficulties in both systems. It

may, therefore, be of great importance to follow up the

suggestion of the Baron and initiate "a carpologic arrange-
ment," which would place together iu separate groups all

the known species according to the coufigm-ation of the

fruit, the nature of the values, and the peculiarity of the

seeds. If. indeed, it is as true in systematic Botany as

it is in religion
" By their fruits ye shall know them,"

here we have a national system of classification which

may lead to the solution of many difficiUtics. The figures

of the decade, with the sectional drawings, are well ex-

ecuted, and the getting up of the work is highly creditable

to the Government Printer of Victoria ;
whilst the lucid

descriptions of the Baron are leading us gradually to the

clearing up of the clouds and darkness which have hitherto

rested on the genus Eucalyptus. It is a curious fact, that

whilst many in the colonies think lightly of the species,

and others are doing all they can to destroy them by
means of ringbarking, the labours of Baron Mueller are

cau.sing their properties to be known throughout the civil-

ized world ;
and hence, wherever it is practicable, they are

being cultivated for medicinal, ornauiental, or industrial

purposes. Tliese colonies are much indebted to the eminent
botanist of Victoria for his exertions in developing their

vegetable resources, and he may rest assured that his name
will ever be a.ssociated with a flora which he h.as devoted

the last years of his life to elucidate.—Sydney Mail.

CULTIVATION OF THE WATTLE FOE B.VEK.

The diffu.sion by the press of the knowledge that bark

has advanced almost to a prohibitive price has naturally
incited many to think of undertaking the growing of wat-

tles as a profitable crop. During tlie last year or two

imiuiries for wattle seed have been quite a feature of the

Melbourne seed trade, and, as was recently mentioned,
the supply has been greatly below the demand. Orders

have come not only from witliiu the colony, but even more
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largely from without. The knowledge that the bark of

certain of our wattles is one of the most highly-valued

tanniug materials has led to considerable areas being sown
ill Southern Europe, where the climate is adapted for the

culture. Some of those sowings having been made as much
as 13 years ago, there is, doubtless, now a supply oi

locally-grown seed, and force is lent to this supposition

by the fact of the demand from thence having been almost

discoutiuued during the last few years. New Zealand is

growing our best wattle (the goklen), and should soon

produce more than enough for local wants. Our tanners,

however, feel confronted witti a difficulty from which they

perceive no means of escape. The price of bark has risen,

in their opinion, immoderately. It is a fact, however, that

although the price has risen so high, it is still procurable
in England at not higher rates than oak bark. In our

latest fi'i"' (January 27) from London the bark trade is

thus quoted :
—]Mimosa (wattle) per ton ground, £10 to

£13
; chopped, £9 to £12 10s. ; long, £6 to £10 ; English

oak "per load," £12 to £14. In some parts of England
oak bark is sold by the ton, but we have no recent mar-
ket report in which the word "ton" appears. It is

evident, however, from reference to other sources of in-

formation, that the price of oak bark is not much, if

any, higher than " mimosa ground.'' Seven years ago best

.samples were quoted £8 and £9 per ton, and as prices
have since advanced considerably, the assumption we are

hazarding is probably fully justified. "V^hether oak bark
or mimosa be the higher in value, the fact remains that

English tanners can give for our bark prices very much
higher than those of which our tanners complain, and
from which some of their number would apparently seek

relief in a specially objectionable form of legislation. The
evidence at present available would appear to show that

there is no real scarcity of wattle-bark in this country,
but that the localities in which it is growing are so dis-

tant from railways or water carriage as to raise prices to

the pitch complained of by tanners. It shows also that

there are reasonable grounds for believing that the price
of bark will not be liable to fall much below its present
range. At least tln-ee years are required to grow a crop,
and that circumstance will always be a bar to the culture

by many ; the majority look for a quick return ; they
regard a few months as a long time to wait for returns

in a country where business is so active. The suggestion
in a recent connuunication to Tlie Avyns, "that there is

plenty of bark for local requirements, providing it can be

kept in the country," is one of the most selfish that

coidd possibly have been made. If adopted, it would

totally prevent that extension of enterprise in the way of

wattle-growing for the sake of the bark which appears
now to be in a fair way of becoming developed. The
suggestion Mr. Ferguson has made in reference to the
collectiou of seed is commendable, and if in the pursu-
ance of the system of forest conservation the Government
is euabled to foster the growth of wattles, such action

will be perfectly legitimate. On the general question
whether wattle-growing can be profitably undertaken by
private landowners, our own columns have at various times
contained evidence that it can be done. Below, we re-

produce from The Aastialasian of July 9, 1377, a letter

on the subject, showing that bark-growing can be carried

ou profitably at prices less than half those ruling today.

By economising seed in the manner recommended a great
stride might be made in the course of the fi.rst year to-

wards establishing wattle cultivation upon farms. There

must, however, be no legislative movement by the Govern-
ment in this matter; anything of that kind would only
defeat the object in view, viz., the development of wattle

culture by occupiers of land.

The following is the letter referred to above, and which

appeared in our issue of June 9, 1877 :
—

TO THE EDITOli OF THE " AUSTRALASIAN."

"Sir,—If you have no objection I will supplement your
remarks in answer to your correspondent signing himself
* Wattle Bark.' I think that the time has now come that

the cultivation of wattle bark will \y^y, and pay very hand-

somely, considering the small amount of labour attached
to it, and that it can be combined with grazing, not-

withstanding your remark anent stock-proof fences. Light

sandy soil, or soil ^hat vnW turn out potatoes io payable

quantities, is the description that the wattle requires.

Supposing
' "Wattle Bark '

to have such a piece of ground,
let hira either clear it completely of all the trees, or take
out all the saplings and a few of the trees where they
stand too thick, burning off all the rubbish and dead tim-
ber. Then lay out his ground in squares of 12ft. each.
This done, let him take every thira line, and at the in-

tersections of the cross lines drop two or three seeds.

That is all for the first season. The second season he
does the same with the next line. The third season he
finishes. He can then strip the first season's sowing and
sow again. The seeds when planted to be lightly cov-

ered, to save them from the birds. As soon as the seed-

lings are well up. the weakest to be pulled up and thrown

away, leaving one as each intersection. After the stripp-

ing the stripped trees to be cut down, burnt, and the
ashes strewn over the ground. The second year of

growth, or sooner if the plant is strong enough, clear

off all the superfluous branches, so that the stem
will grow up straight and cleitn, giving more bark, and
greatly expediting the stripping. When the seedlings are,

say, six mouths old, stock can be turned in on the grass.
As long as there is a good bite of grass, stock will not
interfere with wattle, nor, for the matter of that, stock
will hardly at any time. The time for sowing should be

directly the seed is ripe ; they will then catch the first

rains. The best kind is the wattle that has a smooth
leaden-coloured bark, the tanners liking it best, as it

contains the most tannin, gives the greatest weight per
acre, and commands the highest price in the market.
A tree three years old will give half a hunderedweight
at the least. The ground, laid out in squares of 12ft., will

coutaiu something over 300 ti-ees ; that allows for each

year's stripping 100 trees, giving two tons and a half,

which, at the moderate figiu-e of £3 10s. per ton, gives
the return of £8 15s. per acre—a very handsome return,
and a certain one, for the labour invested. There are
immense areas of ground about Melbourne that have be-
come exhausted that would suit the wattle very well,
and I shoidd think would give payable returns.

"Tannin."

WATTLE LEAVES AND ASH.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " AUSTRALASIAN."

Sir,—I have been informed that wattle leaves make a
more deUcate tan than the bark. As it would increase
the value of the tree very much, if so, information ou
that point would be of much service to strippers and
growers of the wattle. Perhaps some tanners would kindly
inform us the market value of the leaves, if any, and
how and what time they shoidd be gathered r* I believe,

also, the ashes of the wood contain a large amount of

potash, valuable in making soap. Information on this sub-

ject would also be very interesting, and perhaps valuable
to many besides Engineer.

Sandford, March 13.

GROWING WATTLES FOR BARK.

Sir,—I see Mr. Mirams has by a communication to the
Chief Secretary driiwu his attention to the importance of

a systematic cultivation of wattle trees for bark. Would
you please to reproduce a communication on the cultiv-

ation of the wattle which appeared in your columns about
seven years ago, giving mode of cultivation, length of

time to wait, cost per acre, and product from same, or

perhaps some information of recout dateP Why I ask
for it is because I have been urging my neighbours, who
hfwe 10 to 30 acres of good land now being laid bare by
their vines being uprooted, to cultivate wattle, and they
only laugh at me for it. I have not gone into the S3's-

tem of wattle-farming by systematic cultivation, though I

am devotiug some attention to it, having purchased some
5u0 acres of graiiing land, which is full of young wattle,
and by tl\imiing and trimming up I hoi^e to produce some
tous of bark. Many of my neighbours would like to know
if others have tried it, and with what success.

Sir, whilst I am willing to grow wattle and devote some
attention to it, I am disheartened by the appearance of

a disease among wattle equally as destructive as the phyl-
loxera vastatrix among yiuee, I refer to a grub which
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attiicks the tree when about three or four years old, and

quickly destroys it, rendering the bark useless.

rarliament by its action in the vine disease has shown
that it regards tlie stamping out of the disease as of

national importance, and is not the destruction ot wattle-

trees a national calamity ? If it be true what Mr. Miranis

says, that in three years three-fourths of the tanners of

Victoria must close their establishments, will not that

result be more disastrous to Victoria than the vine dis-

ease; and if Parliament votes money to up-root young,
healthy vines because a few vines are diseased in order

to prevent it spreading, ought they not to take similar

action in respect to wattle trees, in order to keep the

tanning establishments at full work. If these industries

are closed hundreds of men and boys will be out of work,
and they, with others indirectly affected, will be pushing
Government to find relief works. I have not seen the

report of the Wattle-bark Commission, therefore I do not
know what it contains. But this I know. Sir, very few

people care anything about wattle-trees, they are regarded
as a nuisance in destroying grass, and as an indication

of poor land, hence I know many persons with hundreds
of acres of land cutting them down as soon as they ap-
pear. Trusting that some one of practical experience will

give some encouraging statements to this, and that ex-

tracts from the commission's report will appear,—I remain,

&c., William Hiu.
Fairview, Waurn Ponds, March 13.

SUGAR OULTUEE IN INDIA.

TO THE EDITOR " FRIEND OF INDIA.''

Sib,—I was much interested in an article of yom-s in

your issue of the 6th February, which has only just reached
this out-of-the-way place. In it you urge that sugar-planting
should become a remunerative cultivation in India. As I

am in Mauritius, a veritable little island of sugar, I fancy
that some remarks from this part of the world may prove
interesting, and thus these lines.

Let me Urst say that I have had ample opportunity
of seeing the ordinary Indian sugar crop, and being some
years resident in this island, seeing the working of estates,
&c., &c., such information as I can give is based upon
experience.

I fully agree with you that the cultivation of sugar-
cane in Incha would be very remunerative, and would prove
a safeguard for many in case of a failure in the dhdn
crop, but there are necessarily some considerations. I

should say, in the first place, that capitalists should take it

up, such as have the means for erecting mills for the
manufactiure of sugar. India should not remain content
with the manufacture of molasses or "goor," which can
never pay, but estates should be formed either with

tenant-ryots or directly belonging to the estates, so as to
ensure a labor market, so much needed in times of

depression of the ordinary agricultural trade. In speaking
of a labor market, I am aware that indigo supplies a

pseudomarket, but with its systems of compulsory crop
and " adha bhaut," it is hardly worthy of the name. It
is a necessary evW perhaps, still an evil, anil as such,
can hardly be looked on in the light of a support in case
of depression in agriculture.
Manure is reijuired in sugar cultivation here—guano,

night-soil, and engrais of different kinds are used plenti-
fully ; and in India, where the soil without a doubt is

weak and over-worked, mauure is equally required. With
reference to this, 1 see some remarks of yours in your
issue of the 27th February on an article in I'ttniti/ F((ii;

by a modest "
Nou-agricnlturi.st," in which he wonders at

the large quantities of produce conveyed to cities without
any return being made to the soil which produced them,
and comes to the conclusion that it must mean destruction
of the soil, only gi%-iug it time for its final accomplishment.
Every one must gi'ant this as a truism,

—it is distinctly
burning the candle at both ends. But why is not the

night-soil made use of in all the large cities in India '?

It would be getting rid of an impurity in nature's own
way, and without doubt the closer the imitation the more
effectual the result. Our small brains in attempting to
follow a law can never do better than copjdng the Law-
giver. Let us call it natural, to bo better understood. It

always stikes me that the system of drainage by flushing,

as adopted in tropical chmates, is open to much objection.
Comparing it with a status of no sanitary arrangements,
it is an improvement, but it is far from perfect, especially
as a mode of conveyance for animal excretions. It must
give rise to malarial emanations from an impregnated soil

somewhere, be it far from, or approximate to, the centre
of population, depends upon the ability ot the engineer ;

but to make it innocuous would tax the brains of the
engineers and health officers combined, if a system of

flushing is adopted. And why? Because all malarial
emanations of a really dangerous natiu-e are combination
ot hydrogen, and hydrogen is supplied at lilntuni when
the animal matter is undergoing putresence ; in other
words, chemical action has commenced, and chemical
affinity increased, and thus liberated oxygen remains
virtually the sole agent on the field to battle against the
odious compound formed ; and this especially refers to

tropical climates, where, under solar action, the process
is more rapi<l. '\Vhere there is fluid matter in nightsoil,
the difficulty to disinfect is increased tenfold. Flushing
means merely a motive power for its removal, and its

absolute removal, and that alone, is the sole conditions in
which the drainage system for animal excreta can be
deemed innocuous. Dry systems are much preferable.
When I was in Bengal I was not aware of a single company
started for the removal of night soil as an "

engrais
"

or
manure company.
There are many such companies here, and so remunerative

aje they, that they supply all apparatus for each house
and undertake porterage, &c.

, gratis, if within a certain
radius from the town. These companies are under strict

municipal laws, night-soil being removed by a certain
hour in the morning, and with all difficulties in legal
matters, disputes, &c. , they pay their shareholders admir-

ably. Such manure is supplied to the sugar estates.
Another manm-e is suppUed from cane-refuse on the
estate, the "

bagas
"

fcane-leaf) and more woody portions
of the cane supplying fuel for the mills. Why should
not such a system be adopted in India ?

Now with regard to labor, India has much the advantage.
From K4 to K6 would amply satisfy the Indian
laborer upon his native soil. Here from E6 to KIO,
with ratious (equal to VA), housing and medical care,
is not sufficient to keep laborers from day work

;
in fact

every year they are leaving estates in larger numbers,
and still sugar pays, and pays well here. Again, with regard to
the labor which has to be bestowed on the soil, you have
the advantage far and away. To describe sugar-cane
fields in Mauritius of the ordinary kind, I should say

—take
one of you fields and pile all the stones you can find

(from the size of a brick to a considerable boulder) on
the soil and under it, an 1 you can form .some conception
of a really productive field in Mauritius. Still the labor
in remoWug the stones, and plautiug the cane in such
soil pays and pays, well, and why should it not pay in
India 'i Stones, I grant to a certain degree, retain the

humidity of the soil, still a fair .system of irrigation would
attain the object better, and they are only awaking to
the knowledge of that fact here now.

The soil here can only be marked by dint of crowbar,"
pioche

"
(foirrah), and sm-ely such labor far exceeds

that which would be bestowed upon six times the area ot
Indian soil. Now for the price of land. There is hardly
need of comparison. Cane laud here fetches from EICO
to ItuOO an arpeut, its value depending upon its prox-
imity to a stream or irrigating canal

;
but actually cane

can grow with a small amount of water, when compared
to your main staple dhan, and I have seen it yield an
admirable crop in a dry year ; in fa>t, too much moisture
decreases the quality of saccharine matter. Hurricaues
are far more destructive to a cane crop than drought,
which is a great consiileration for India

; still I am afraid
the monsoons would do a deal of damage in India if the

crop ripens, as I fancy it does, in the colil weather, as
the plants would have attained a break.able height. Here
the crop ripeus in July, when everything is comparatively
quiet ;

aud February and iiarch are the months to be
dreaded, as the canes are fairly high, and the months
are in the hurricane season. So far, I think, India has
every advantage over Mauritius, the liability to gales being
put on a par. Now comes the main question before we
can esstue cane cultivation to be remunerative in India.
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Does the native of India know anything about its cultiva-

tion ? No doubt I am no authority, but I
should^ say

he knows simply nothing about it
;
and your position

certaiuly reminds me of burning the caudle at both cuds,

but happily it cau be remedied. What I mean is just

this ; that when the subject of sugar cultivation is urged
for India, it strikes me that all yoiu- skilled labor is in

other lands—Mauritius, Demerara, and elsewhere. Emi-

ir','ion v.?" a raclful outlet, but why should there not

be a fair exchange '/ New blood is required at every

labor market. 1 have rather a sad answer to make, and

certainly a correct oue. It is because there is not sufficient

protection of the returned emigrant against the fiend

caste prejudice. I have had ample opportunity for ascertain-

ing the cause from returned emigrants. They enjoy a

temporary quiet as loug as their hard-earned savings hold

out, and then caste shows it.self, aud so they return to

seek what they can't find in theur native coautry, com-

parative ease. And how is this V Well, in this manner ;

the emigrant comes out unmarried or rirtually so ;
he

marries (as the indignant old lady would say) goodness

knows who ;
he necessarily has a family of nondescripts,

and there is no doubt about their reception by Ms caste

brotherhood in India, It would certainly need a bad man
to adandon his flesh aud blood ; aud he is not the man

you requu-e, though I very much question whether such

is not the ouly stamp of man you receive back ; and

the mass retiu-n exiled for life, for one lesson with its

attendant expenditure is enough. But the question is far

from a hopeless one—very far from it, thank Heaven ;
to

my simple mind it seems rather hopeful. I mentioned

that capitalists should take up sugar cultivation as a basis

to the system, and why ?—because, I imagine, they will

necessarily require a skilled labor market ;
in other

words, they will, nolnis vo/eii.t, form the basis of a

protective system by amassing a small colony of retm-ned

emigrants who will virtually be independent of caste

prejudice in their brethren without, aud so will earn a

comparative rest and prove useful to both countries. I

will clearly impress you with the fact that I mean both

countries, as an outlet is mgently required for the time

expired immigrant here. A village system is m course of

operation here, but at what cost ? We have a limited

area, and the Indian population is already in excess. The

result of the village system must ultimately mean a with-

drawal from necessary estate labour ;
fresh ship-loads of

coolies from India ;
a very large surplus population ;

and

in fine, collapse of the labor system, aud necessarily a

decrease of revenue. Such is my opinion, and. humble

as it may be, I think it would be well to have it ventilated ;

at any rate, skilled labor is available, new blood is in

requisition, why cannot an exchange be effected ? India

wouM certainly gain by the transaction.

Tlie common kinds of canes grown in Mauritius are the

following ;
—

Bois rouge—Branche blanche ; iochego.

Bamboo.—Lousier ;
Riband cane.

Scambine.—Naz.
uj- i

There are many others, and they can all be obtained

from the Botanical Gardens, ramplemou.sses, Mauritius.

I must apologise for taking up so ranch space, but the

subject can hardly be confined iuto a small compas.s

Should YOU require information on certain points, 1 shall

be glad to be of use ;
aud on yom: mentionmg the heads

upon which mformation is required, I shal do my best

to supply it.
" Vanilla

" cultivation I should like to have

entered upon, but space and time wiU not permit

However, on another occasion I may enter upon
it^

should

you care to find space for it. Ohdx.

"Peael Teee."—We are glad to get this name, but

have forgotten where we saw it, for one of our prime

favorites in the way of ornamental shrubs, one for which

wc before only bad Exochor,h, .p a,id,flora
which docs not

translate into anything intelligible. Our shrub, "ow tweWe

years or more old, is over 10 feet high,
^^^J^ t>^?,« ^^«

habit, and is in spring a mass of white. The English

iournkls have been discussing its hardiness at various places

in that country. As we have had the thermometer at lo

(^„^, ..yo i,p1ow zero, and not a twig injured, we regara

it as hardy in this country a.\so.—American Agnculiurist.

POULTRY HOUSE OONVENIENOES.
The raising of poultry year by year is receiving more

attention, aud anything that will add to the ease in

management is gladly welcomed by the admirers of the

feathered tribe. The practice among farmers of letting

their poultry roost about the farm buildings, upon harrows,

plows wagons, and farm machinery is growing less each

year, as many of them are building suitable poultry houses.

In the engraving is shown a neat and handy arrangemeHt
in perches, of which ;', r, r, are scantling, eight feet in

length, two inches thick, and three inches wide, made of

some tough light wood. The upper ends are hinged to

the side of the building, four feet apart, and are connected

with roosts or perches one inch in diameter, or what is

better nail octagon strips fast to the supports. Perches

should be placed about one foot apart. At any time when
it is desired to gather up the droppings, the end of the

frame-work is raised sufticiently to engage with the hook

on the support n, the whole arrangement being up out

of the way, for thorough cleaning. At the corner of the

building, opposite the roost, is placed a box, j), containing

ashes, road dust, etc., that the fowls m.ay dust themselves.

The box should be two feet square and about one foot

in height, aud should be kept half filled with du.sting

material, more particidarly during winter. In the corner

is placed a box, c, aud should contain a supply of gravel
and broken oyster or clam shells. The foregoing con-

veniences cost but little and will prove valuable additions

to any poultry house. L. D. S.

—American Agriculturist.

OAFFEIO ACID FROM CUPREA BARK.*

BY G. BOHNEB.

The raw material upon which the author experimented
was supplied to him by the Lombardy Manufactory of

Chemical Products, and was distinguished from other quali-

tiesof cinchona bark by giving a reddish-violet colour when

a solution of potassic hydrate was added to its aqueous
extract. The most important fact discovered by the author

while pursuing his researches was that during the manufact-

ure of sulphate of quinine from this bark there is formed

a notable quantity of caffeic acid, which is evidently pro-

duced by the breaking up of a complex substance existing

in the balk in company with the alkaloid. The caffeic

acid is found in the mother-liquors as caffeate of qumine.
This salt is obtained by repeated evaporation and fractional

crystallization in slightly coloured mammilar crystals, which

on being treated with dilute sulphuric acid and exhausted

with ether sometimes give caifeic acid, but at others an

acid which is obtained in such small qnantities that it

has not yet been studied. The mother-liquors turn brown

when in contact with the air and deposit on the sides

of the vessel containing them a dark powder, resembling
in this respect solutions of caffeic acid and protocatechuic

aldehyde. They also often give off an odour closely re-

sembling that of vanilla.

In order to avoid any doubt ou the matter the author

prepared from the cuprea hark acid some biniethylcaffeic

acid and its methylic ether, which both gave precisely

the same characteristics as the corresponding compounds

prepared from the caffeic acid of Hlasiwetz.

The fact of having produced caffeic acid from the Ciiiclwiui

cuprea as a product of the splitting up of a complex
substance contained in it, that acid only having Iiitherto

been obtained by a similar splitting up of calfeotauuic

acid from coffee, furnishes an additional proof of the

relationship which exists between the coffee and cinchona-

ceous plants, Zwengcr having ah-eady obtained quiuic acid

from the former. U^ith several extracts of other species

of cinchona bark the author could not succeed in obtaining

this a.cit\.^Pharmaceiftical Journal.

ON THE LOSS OF NITROGEN IN PURCHASED
MANURES WHEN APPLIED TO CROPS.

BY J. n. l.AWES, LT.,n., F.B.?.

There is one great advantage that writers on the subject

of Agricultm-e in the United States possess over the same

class in Great Britain ; they are sure to obtain an impartial

*From the Annati di Ckimica for Jime,
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hearing. lu the Uuited States a farmer, on coming across

any views, or statements on the subject of agriculture that
are new to him, asks himself the question, are these true

;

and, if so, what benefit can I derive from them ? In Great
Britain, from the conflicting interests of the owner of the
land, and the occupier who pays an annual rent for the

right to cultivate it, the teachings of science are likely
to be praised or blamed aerordiugly as they affect the
interests of the owner rather than those of the cultivator
of the soil. A few years ago, wheu public attention was
directed to the vast increase in the amount of agricultural
produce sent from the States to England, there were
many who put forward the view that, by a more liberal

application of capital to the soil, we could grow all the
wheat required to feed our population. Under these circum-
stances I thought it my duty to caution tenant farmers

agauist paying too much attention to statements which
were uttered by those who had no experience in either

practical or scientific agriculture. I accordingly delivered
a lecture before a farmers' club, in which I endeavored
to show, by the teaching of my own experiments, that
a higher system of farmnig was not so certain a remedy
for falling prices as some wished them to believe.

In a letter recently published in a paper devoted to
field sports, which I have been informed is much read

by the owners of land, a writer, who signs himself
"
Agricola,

" makes the following observations :
—" Certain

pamphlets of Mr. Lawes have done intolerable miscliief
in giving a false coloring to the service higher farming
might render in enabling British farmers to tide over the

present crisis,'' and he goes on to say that we have the
counterblasts of M. Georges Ville to send all unsubstantial
utterances beyond the domain of rational consideration !

If in speaking of the immense influence which such

nitrogenous manures as Ammonia, or Nitric Acid produce
upon the growth of our ordinary cereal crops, I had pointed
out that, owing to the high price of these substances, it

was by no means certain the increase in produce would
pay for their apphcation ;

and consequently it would be
desirable for the United States farmer to exercise some
caution in their use, I think it is hardly possible to

believe, that any one in the Sto,tes could suppose such a
caution would be productive of evil.

In another case I was rather amused at a correspondence
which I lately noticed between M.Georges Vilie and .some
one who had called his attention to my views with regard
to the sources of the Nitrogen in vegetation, which were
altogether antagonistic to those entertained by M. Ville.
M. Ville, in his answer, .stated that he had heard of the exis-

tence of a pamphlet on the subject, but that hewas so much
engaged in showing how Foreign Corapetitiou could be
I>est overcome, that he bad not time to look into it, but
that he would do so, in order to. see whether it would
be necessary for him to answer it himself, or whether he
should leave the task to one of his pupils.
With regard to the subject of Nitrogen, the views I

am disposed to entertain may be briefly summarized as
follows :

—
(I) That the soil and not the atmosphere is

the main source of the Nitrogen which we find iu our
crops. (2) That iu the apphcation of manures containing
Nitrogen, more or less loss of that substance is always
incurred ;

and consequently, if the object is to obtain any
given amount of Nitrogen in the produce, the application
in the form of manure must be largely in excess of the
amount required. In everything relating to the competition
between Europe and the United States

; between the
vaste stores of untouched fertility of the one, and the

comparatively exhausted stock of the other, the question
of Nitrogen is one of paramoimt importance. I am not
aware myself of any writer, practical or scientific, who has

accepted as a fact, or even entertained the idea, thatiu
the application of Nitrogen in purchased manures a con-
siderable loss is incurred. This loss in a substance of so

costly a nature is a matter of great economic importance.
The view generaUy held, I believe, is that no loss takes

place, and further that by a small application of Nitrogen,
a farmer not only recovers in the crop all that he has

applied in the manure, but a good deal more. This,
according to M. Ville, is the economic function nf our
root crops, which, when well supplied with minerals, and
a small amount of Ammonia, get what more they require
of this element from the atmo.sphere. The following are

the views of this writer with regard to a rotation '

" That some crops demand all the Nitrogen they require
to be supplied to them ; others require a small" amount,
which enables them to obtain a good deal in addition
from the atmosphere ; while others again can obtain the
whole of the Nitrogen they need from the atmosphere."
This explanation appears so simple and clear that it seems
quite .a pity to say anything that coulrt throw a doubt
upon its acciu"acy. I will now endeavour to show what
loss of the Nitrogen iu the manure has taken place in
our own experiments on the growth of potatoes at
Kotham.sted. In order to measure the effect of Nitrogen,
and also ascertain whelbir nny, and it so what amount
of loss has taken place, our plan has been to grow the
crop continuously with mineral manures alone. ^\'e con-
sider that by this means the crop avails itself of all the
sources of Nitrogen at its disposal, whether they be
derived from the soil or the atmosphere. AVhei'i, in
addition to the same minerals, Nitrogen in some soluble
form is applied to the potatoes in another experiment,
we consider that the increase in the crop over that grown
by minerals alone, is due to the Nitrogen of that manure ;

and, further, if we deduct the amount of Nitrogen in the
crop grown by minerals alone, from the amount con-
tained iu the crop grown by minerals and Nitrogen, the
residue, when compared with the amount of Nitrogen
applied in the manure, will give us the measure of the
loss. I must observe, however, that this experiment
requires to be continued for a good many years before
any safe conclusions can be drawn

; first, because of the
great influence of favorable or unfavorable seasons

; and
secondly, because it is only by the aid of time that we
can ascertain whether the Nitrogen applied, but not re-
covered iu one crop, is available for those which succeed.
The more favourable is the season for the growth of a

crop, the better will the crop be able to avail itself of
the stores of manure furnished by the soil and atmosphere.
At Itothamsted, the season just passed was very favorable
for the growth of potatoes, I therefore select this year's
crop, not as indicating what might be the average loss of

Nitrogen applied in manure, but to show how very serious

may be the loss, even under exceptionally favorable con-
ditions. The following table gives the number of bushels
of potatoes of 50 lb. each ;

—
Table.

Bushels per Acj^e.

(1) Pota.sh, Soda, Magnesia, Superphosphate 2G5
(2) The same as (1) with 4001b. Salts of Ammonia ... 484

Gain by addition of Ammonia 219
It is quite evident that the mineral manm-es enabled

the potatoes to gather up a large amount of Nitrogen ;

and that further growth was only arrested for want
of more Nitrogen, is evident by the much larger
crop grown when a manure containing that substance
was used ; this fact is still further confirmed by the

analyses of the potatoes grown by mineral mauures alone,
which show a very low percentage of Nitrogen. Assum-
ing that the ordinary potatoes in a dry state contain one
per cent of Nitrogen, these potatoes contained one-sixth
less than that amount, and it is probable that under such
conditions no further growth was possible.

"We now come to the loss of Nitrogen. The 400 lb. of

Sulphate and Muriate of Ammonia are estimated to furnish
about 85 lb. of Nitrogen ; taking the potatoes grown by
mineral manm-es alone at 26 lb., we find in those grown
by Ammonia and minerals GQ lb., or an increase of 40 lb.;

but as we supplied 85 lb. in the manure, we have recov-
ered son.-thing less than 50 per cent of the amount sup-
plied, and this, too, under the influence of an unusually
favorable season ! Taking an average of seasons, it would
be much nearer the truth to say that not more than one-
third of the Nitrogen supplied is recovered in the crop.
Potatoes contain 25 per cent of ilry matter in every 100
lb. ;

if we take a bushel to weigh 50 lb., 8 bushels will

weigh 4('0 lb. : which amount is equivalent to 100 lb. of dry
matter, and will contain 1 lb. of Nitrogen.

To obtain this 1 lb. of Nitrogen in the produce, we find

it necessary to apply 3 lb. in the manure, and as the Ni-

trogen costs about 25 cents per lb., this large difference

between the amount supplied and that recovered becomes
a very serious consideration.
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I might further observe that as our experiments are con-
ducted with more care and attention than could possibly
be given to crops grown under the ordinary operations o'f

agricidture, I do not think it would be sate to reckon on
a smaller loss than that which we have incurred, and the
probability is that it might be much larger.
The general conclusion to be drawn from these experi-

ments, as well as from those upon root crops in general,
such as turnips, mangels, and sugar beet, is that they do
not obtain their Nitrogen from the atmosphere ; and that,
when supplied with that substance, the amount recovered
in the crop is very much less than that supplied in the
manure.—American AarlcidiuHst,

DuKAEiLiTY OF INVERTED Oak Posts.—Experiments have
proved that oak posts put in the ground in the same position
as that in which the oak grew— i.e., top upwards—were
rotten in 12 years, while their neighbours, cut from the
same tree, and placed top downwards in the soil, showed
no signs of decay for several years afterwards. The theory
is that the capillary tubes in the trees are so adjusted as
to oppose the rising moisture when the wood is inverted.— The Garden.
Grafting the Chestnut.—Many who find trees, the

nuts of which are unusually fine and large, naturally de-
sire to propagate them. They try the methods used with
ordinary fruit trees, and rarely succeed, and we are fre-

quently asked how the grafting should be done. In
Europe the method known as flute grafting or budiling is

generally followed, but one who has had no practice with
this, would be very apt to fail, as it often does in the hands
of .skilled workmen. E. Clausen describes in a recent
" Revue Hort.icole,

" a method whicli has given him such
good results that he makes it known. He grafts in the
latter part of June, or when the .shoots of the season
are sufficiently mature, as it is these which serve for both
stock and ciou. He makes an incision down through the
centre of the terminal bud, and about an inch and a
half long. The cion is a shoot of the current season,
coutainiug a terminal bud only; it is cut wedge-.shape,
aud carefully inserted in the cleft of the stock. AYhen
the cion is properly fitted, it is carefully wound with
woollen yarn, waxiug of any kind being thought un-
necessary. To shade the graft several of the leaves on
the stock below the insertion are brought together and
tied above it in such a manner as to afford it protection
from the sun and wind. Mr. C. considers this shading
essential to success

; and it is all the more necessary with
us.—America n Ai/ricultitrist.
Mulching.—The great benefit accruing from this practice

can scarcely be over-rated, as not only does it prevent
red-spider from attakiug the leaves of Vines and Peach
trees, but it keeps Peas and Beans and other vegetables
growing and bearing when they would otherwise fail.

To water without it is next to useless, as the washing
the ground receives causes it to crack open and let in

air, and not only that, but roots are attracted to the
surface, where they quickly suffer and die, whereas when
shaded by a mulching tlio feeders nndtiply at a rapid
rate, and they remain healthy and full of life and activity
under the covering. For Vine bordei-s nothing is better
than very short stable manure, which lies light, aud though
not over-rich the Vines may be fed in another way by
giving them plenty of sewage. This is always better than
laying on close solid matter, such as cow-dung, which, after
it becomes caked together, is nearly impervious to air, and
air is essential to the soil of a Vine border to maintain
the roots in good health. To break up the surface and
dig manure into their borders, as some do, is a great
mistake, and all that should be done is just to hoe the
surface with a hoe to destroy weeds, and then pop on
the mulching at once. If this be carried out and a thorough
soaking given when Vines are growing and swelling a crop
the effect may be seen at once at the rapid increase in
the size of the berries, and the same with Peaches and
Nectarines or young Apples and Pears, which without
help when taxed with a crop, often look very mucli dis-
tressed with their loads. Another crop that pays well
for mulching is Celery, which in dry hot seasons seldom
if ever does well without it. Tomatos, again, are freatly
benefited by its help, as they set with more freedom and
bear the finest of fruit.—J. Ssspj-sni).—Gardeners' Chronicle.

The Mango Feuit (Manyifera indica) it may be
presumed in .an unripe state, is being tried in the United
States in medicine. Dr. Linguist, who has introduced it,
states {Practitioner, p, 220) that it is an astringent with a
special tonic action on the mucous membrane, aud that
in the treatment of hemorrhage and muco-puruleut dis-

charges he knows of no equal to it.—Pharmaceutical
Journdl.
Lemon Juice.—In an interesting account of the chemical

industries of Italy (Chemilcer Zeituni/), the surprising fact is

pointed out that .although lemon juice is made in many places
in Sicily, when it represented in ISSl a value of nearly three
millions of francs, the whole being exported, chiefly to Eng-
land aud France, yet in Italy no one appears at present to
be engaged in the manufacture of citric acid. Up to 1880
one factory existed at Messina, but when that town was
made a free port it had to stop operations.—Ibid.
OoCA.—In the h'oston Medical aud Suryical Journal (p.

221), Dr. A. P. Mason, gives an account of experiments made
on himself with coca. He has arrived at the conclusion
that coca had a good effect upom him both mentally and
physically; that it almo.st always produced exhilaration aud
without exception prevented fatigue. This he believes to
be due to stimulation of the nervous sy.stem and retardation
in some way of the process of metamorphosis, so that
work is done with less expenditure of force with than
without coca. The experiments were made with the fluid

extract. Coca leaves arc so very variable in quality that
experiments made with them cannot be said to be so s.atis-

factory as it made with either the crystalline alkaloid,
cocaine, or the volatde oil,hygrine.

—Iliid.

Baron F. Mueller, the well-known botanist, Director
of the Botanical Gardens at Melbourne, defends, in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 278, his use of the words "algs"
and "tungs" instead of "fungi" and "alg.'e," on the ground
of comformity with the terms mosses and lichens. In the
same way he uses the word *'eucalypts'' ju.st as we say
"elms" instead of "ulmuses." His use of the diminutive
termination "let" in ".stalklet," "fruitlet," etc., and other
alterations proposed by him, are, it may be hoped, the
commencement of a change of foreign botanical terms
into more easily understood English ones, a change which
would certainly render the study more easy and pleasant
than it is at present, and tend to remove the reproach
that botany is a science of hard names.—Ibid.

Sponges.—The Weekly Dru;/ JVews (Sept. 1, p. 3) contains
an article ou sijonge fishery in the Bahamas, from which it

would appear that the Governor of those Lslands has

approved a law passed in a special session of the Legislature
to prevent the use of di'edges, which have for some time

past been used with considerable success instead of the

pole and hooks. The penalty for violation of the law is

a fine of 100 dollars and confiscation of the vessel on
which a dredge is found. The law seems to have been
passed under pressure of popular clamour, and in forget-
fuluess of the fact that there are many sponges to be
obtained at a depth where the use of the pole and hooks
is impracticable, and that the use of the dredge woidd
have increased the trade without affecting vested interests

had its use been confined to fishing at such a depth.
How for this law will affect the price of sponges remains
to be seen.—Ibid.

Burns and Scalds—Ijtpoktant Remedy.—Bicarbonate
of soda, that is the common cooking soda, for most
kinds of burns. The soda, and the carbonic acid so

readily set at liberty from it, have anesthetic, antiseptic,
and disinfecting properties

—all highly beneficial for burns.
For slight burns cover all the injured parts with a layer
of powdered soda. For deeper burns, but where the skin
is not broken, dip linen rags in a solution made by dis-

snhdng about one-third of an ounce of the soda in a pint
of water; lay the rags on and keep them moist with
the solution. For very severe burns, followed by suppuration
(formation of pus), apply the rags in the same way, keep-
ing them moist; but frequently exchange them when dry
for fresh ones, and carefully wash off, with the soda

solution, any matter that has accumulated underneath, so

that it may not be absorbed into .and poison the blood.

Leading Europeau medical journals give numerous instances
in which, by the above treatment, extensive burns of very
severe character have healed speedily, leaving littV- scar.
—American Agriculturist.
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A3N INDIAN PLANTER ON THE CEYLON
TEA ENTEKPRIZE.

We desire to draw attention to the very encour-

aging testimony borne (below) to the fitness of Ceylon

for tea growing, from elevations of 70 to over6,000 feet

above sea-level ; and of the good quality of our teas

when properly pi'epared. We may mention in this

connection that we have had a sight of reports from

several tea estates, which generally confirm the hope-

ful view taken by "Cha." On one estate we ob-

serve that 742 lb. of green leaves were plucked on

one day, the result being ISO lb. of made tea, or 1 lb.

above the usual estimate of 25 per cent dry leaf to

green. On another day 598 lb. green leaves gave,

not merely 149 lb. 8 oz. which were due, but 162 lb.

On other days the di-y tea was considerably short

of 25 per cent, but at the end of the, week 2,8081b.

of green leaves gave just the exact quantity which

"should be" viz., 7021b. Between 1st .January and

22nd October this estate had turned out 24,278 lb.

of made tea, an increase of 16,132 on the quantity

made in the similar jieriod of ISSl. In the case of

another estate we find the dried tea was 948 lb.,

instead of 874 at 25 per cent ; but with still another

the process was reversed, the actual quantity being

only 572 lb. instead of 594. Again we get 351

instead of 334 and 1,196 instead of 1,182, and 9,408

instead of 9,336 lb. No doubt leaves gathered in per-

fectly dry weather give a better per centage of made

tea than flushes gathered during heavy raiu. The

general result is one-fourth of dry tea to green leaves,

and our Indian tea planter e-stimates 700 lb. of dry

tea per acre for low estates and 400 for high, as likely

to be attained.

Dear Sir,—I promised to write to you now and
acain on Tea in Ceylon, and ought to have done so

before now, but I thought it would be better to

wait until I knew more of the climate and land I

was writing about ; so that I should not lead any
one astr.ay. I can now write to you on the subject
witli more confidence, having spent a year among you,
durin<' which time I have seen tea growing from 70ft.

abive sea-level to over 6,00.1ft., and I am well satis-

fied with the growth at all elev.itions, and I no

longer doubt that Ceylon will yet be a great tea-

growing country, and the sooner all who are interested

in tea put their shoulder to the wheel to send to

market teas that will fell at a profit, the better. This

can oidy be done by giving careful attention to tho

plucking and m.anufacture.

Ceylon teas are now begun to be known in the

market, and we should give our careful attention to

the manufacture, so that our teas will get better known.
We have all a great deal to leain about the growth
and mannficture of tea, aid none of us should be too

proud to be taught. We can all learn from each

other, and should tie all willing to assist each other, as

all are striving lor the same end; that is to make tea

a profitable investment. This can be done and why
make a secret of the fact?

Now that our old love, coffee, has forsaken us and that

tea can b' grown in the old fields among th^ cof^'ee,

why not plant tea among tlie coffee, but leave our
old love to shelter tea, and should our old love give
us a good crop cat down the tea within 6 inches of

the grou'id, which will only improve the new love

and make her flush and blush better than ever ?
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I am glad to see that Ceylon teas are improving,
and I hope that they will continue to improve, al-

though up to the present time there is some awful
rubbish shipped from Ceylon, from some of the

greatest tea growers in the island—men that should ere

this know what good tea is and how it ought to be

made, but still they will continue to ship rubbish to

the market : in some cases they are ashamed to put
the plantation mark ou the chests. If they eend tea

at all to market, they surely should put the plantation
marks on the chestu, and, it any of us don't know
how to make good tea, why should we not acknow-

ledge the tact and be taught by some one tliat may
know more than we do ourselves on the subject. We
can never be too old to learn. I would advise all the

Ceylon tea planters to exchange samples with each
other and to visit each other; in fact I would advise

tea proprietors to give their Superintendents 15 days'
leave each year to go round and visit other estates.

If they should see nothing to copy, they may see a
lot to avoid ; the mere fact of exchanging idi as with
each other does a lot of good.

I have no longer any doubt about the profitable growth
of tea in Ceylon, .and I am sure that it can be pro-

fitably grown from 20 feet above sea-level to 7,000
f e> t. The flavour of the high-grown tea will make

up for the shorter yield that one would get at a high
elevation.

I consider with careful management that tea could

be worked up to 400 lb. per acre in the highest
elevation in Ceylon, and in some districts in tho low

country I would not be at all surprized to see an

averaf;e of 700 lb. per acre reached, and what I mean
is not 400 aiul 700 lb. of rubbish but of good tea that

should average Is 5d per lb. I could mention several

estates that will turn out more in three months this

year than they made in twelve last year, and all

among that so-called poor soil of Avisawella and
r.uanwella ; the richest tea soil in the island which
will yet be the great tea districts of Ceylon.

I am glad to say a lot of land is now taken up for

tea in the lowcountry, which will increase tho value

of the oldest pioneers of the district's estates, who
well deserve to be rewarded for going into a district

that was thought to be feverish and deadly. Had the

men that I am now thinking about gone in for tea

in the way they went in for coffee, how different

would their banking account have been todajr.

I understand th.at some enterpiizing proprietors
are not going to content themselves with growing tea

and cocoa only, but they are going to start a daily

steamer, which will doa lot to open out the districts

anil ought to pay the shareholders well.

Wishing good luck to the Kelaniganga Steam Navi-

gation Company, CHA.

INCREASE OF COCOA OR CACAO CULTIV-
ATION IN TRINIDAD.

In the first half of 1882, the exports of cacao had
risen to over ten-million of lb. against an average of

ei"ht-milliou8, and Trtnidad Chronicle states—
The laying out of new land in Cacao goes on un-

ceasingly, as it has been doing over the last 12 or

14 years, the great majority of the plots .small at

first owned by small people ci-devant laborers and
contractors, and cultivated by themselves but by
der'rees forfeited to the merchants to whom they are

indebted for advances, and by amalgamation conver-

ted into good-sized properties eountjng acres by the

hundred and (the cacao^ trees by the tens of thou-

sautls. There is no movement corresponding to this

in cane ; and the opening of new cane estates, on

any scale— and a large one, ab ovo, is the rarest of

rara "iw—goes on slowly indeed. It cannot be done
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without capital, a capital of thousands sterling,

wliilat a very small purse of savings will give a man

courage to buy and lay clown, in cacao and provi-

sions, a little plot of ten or twenty acres. Yet it

is pleasing to note that where a new line of road cuts

through virgin land, as at Conupia, by the railway,

buyers start up from the ground as it were, that no

one dreamt of, men in town successful in business

or trade whom no one had previously credited with

a taste for cultivation, yet who on being tested have

been found to be gifted with a somewhat Mechian

capacity for the pursuit quite equal to and in eome

respects possibly better than old clod-plodders to the

manner born, carrying into the new practice the habits

of foresight and perseverance that had gained them
their first successes and yielded them the means to

enter on an untried venture.

Mr. Fabien's place, Enterprise Farm, a piece of

300 acres, lies on the opposite or cast side of the rail-

way. He has a mile of frontage on the line, and is

about a mile from the railway station. The farm

presents, for Trinidad, a very varied scene : Liberian

coffee is represented by 5,000 trees, the St. Anna'

hybrid coffee by 15,000 plants ; the Tonka-bens

tree by 1,000 plants, at present about 5 feet

high and which are expected to come into bearing
ia four years from this. Of tobacco, he has 25 acres,

managed by Mr. Anderson who brings Jamaica ex-

perience to the task : 5-6,000 lb. have been cured or

are now curing, of this crop, and some of it is on

sale in town. Mr. F. being apiarian as well, has

imported some Italian bees, got sunflower seed, hives,

and books and journals on the subject from America;
but in this line cannot yet speak of success, find-

ing the '

Qu'est ce qu'il dits' even fonder of his

bees than himself, and that the latter were attacked

also by a certain species of ant. In time, no doubt.

he will find a way to neutralize these attacks and

get a profit from his bees. He has succeeded in

making a Queso de mano,—little handmade cheeses

weighing a pound, cream white like the big llano

cheeses of Maturin wa get from the Spanish Main,
but much cleanlier. They have the same peculiar
sourness and absence of fatty richness, though made
from nnskimmed milk we are assured, but of a

flakey texture that some admire. For these cheeses,
Mr. F. says, he has a demand for more than he
now makes, though he gets half a dollar a lb. for

them. But his chief object in keeping a stock of

milk cows was to supply the town with pure milk,
a very laudable idea, to which a great many will

wish "sufces9. The milk is brought to town by rail

and has a remarkable keeping property. We are

not sure we have exhausted the list of experi-
ments—enterprizes we should rather call them, with

those we have named. Enough has been said, how-

ever, to shew the new spirit that has been evoked

by the opening of the Southern Railway—and the

certain extension of settlement that follows the judicious
construction of improved communications. Like causes,

lilte conveuienoes produce like effects here as in

Australia or America, though on a smaller scale.

If our ruling minds, freed from other care, would
direct their thought seriously to the subject, we
are persuaded they could attract settlement to the

island at a much faster rate than it is now pro-

gressing at ; and would not every interi'St in the

colony be advantaged thereby ? Who can doubt it ?

THE TROPICAL REGIONS OF AUSTRALIA.

Our readers are pretty familiar with th >
" Northern

Territory
"

of South Austr.alia, if it were but for

the fact that the submarine telegraph cable by means

of which all the world communicates with the Aus-

tralian colonies and they with all the world, has its

terminus at Port Darwin. Thence a land line was
carried over an immense stretch of uninhabited country.
Otherwise the management of the Northern Territory
was not, until recently, happy and its progress compares

poorly with the progress of Queensland. But then

Queensland may be said to be largely tropical and the

portion not within the tropics is certainly semi-tropical,

for plaintains and pineapples, in defiance of occasional

sharp frosts, are cultivated in the suburbs of the

capital,
—Brisbane. While tropical Queensland, from

Rockhampton northwards by Mackay, Townsville,
Cooktown to Cape York, within 10° of the equator

(about as far south as Point Pedro is north of "the

line,") has made such considerable progress that the

inhabitants are clamouring for separation, the few set-

tlers in the Northern Territory of South Australia are

raising the same cry just because of the limited pro-

gress made by the scene of their enterprize. Their

great grievance at present is that of being made to

pay customs duties like their southern fellow-colonists.

If, however, they get the promised railway, there will

be large compensation. But a third Australian colony,
the largest of the group, Western Australia, has also

a tropical territory, stretching as far north as 12° from

the equator. In this region is the district of Kim-

berley with forty millions of acres of splendid, well-

watered and well-grassed land. Here stock flourishes,

notwithstanding the heat and the mosquitoes ; but

it is only natural that the culture of tropical pro-

ducts should be suggested in a region where palms
abound in the "scrub" or " forest

"
as we should say.

From the extract we take from the Perth Inquirer,

it will be seen that our nearest neighbours of the "
fifth

continent" are under the impression that Sinhalese

labour would be specially useful in the culture of coffee

and cinchona. The Australians will soon discover,

however, that it is to the densely peopled portions
of continental India they must look for the la-

bourers who can work in their permanently hot

regions, and we have no doubt tliat Western Australia

will speedily follow in the wake of Fiji, South Aus-
tralia and Queensland in seeking to make arrangements
with the Indian Government for systematic cooly
immigration. The difficulty will be not with the
Indian Government, but from the prejudices

—in many
cases the honest convictions of the Australian se'tlers

themselves. Such a man as Joseph Cook, wliile pre-

dicting the grandest possible future for the " hundred
millions" of Australia and a most beneficial influence for

good on Asia as a result, joined in the protest against
the introduction of Asiatics. The editor of the Sydney
Mail very pertinently .asks what the cotton crop of

the United States would be were the Negro element
to be removed. If pastoral pursuits alone were in

question
—and curiously enough, intense heat in Aus-

tralia is compatible with good mutton and fine wool,

good beef and strong horses—if pastoral pursuits
alone were in question, of course, there would be no
occasion for a mixture of races,

—at least for special

steps to introduce Indian coolies. But if sugarcane,
coffee, cocoa, and other strictly fmpioal products are

to be grown, cooly labour, guided and aided by
whites, is inilispensable, and in all pmbabil'ty the

design of Providence is that Asia should be re-aded
on beneficially by yellow skins and black skins return-

ing from Austral-Asia, imbued with the enterprize,

industry, wealth, civilization and Christ ianily with

which as labourers they came in contact. Tliere is a
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great wave of ethnic movement surging a-head, and
tile consequeuces are likely to be most momentous.
That the wave is to be t-tayed by prejudices of race
and colour and prohibitoiy laws, whether iu America
or Australia we do not believe.

(From West Australian Inquirer, Oct. 4th.)

Kimberley, it is generally believed, will some day
be a great country. The prevailing opinion is that
some parts of the country are admirably adapted
to the growth of sugar and other tropical products.
If so the land will rapidly increase in value, and we
may hope to hear of establishments being formed
similar to those iu Queensland and in the Northern
Territory. Queensland has established several facto-

ries, and is bringing over from the Polynesian isles

labor in abundance. In our case, owing to our close

proximity to India and China, our labor market
would doubtless be supplied from those countries,
and it would be superior to Kannka labor, which is

chiefly employed iu Queensland. The growth of sugar-
cane, coffee, cotton, and cinchona will doubtless be

attempted. We shall take our readers over a sugar
plantation in Fiji, where the labor is composed of
South Sea nalives. Rations for every man, consisting
of 10 lb, of sweet potatoes, or 7 lb. of yams, are

weighed out each morning. The day's work is limited
to nine hours. Their pay is from £3 to £5 per an-

num, clothes being provided. The holes iu which the
cane is planted are six feet apart leugthwajs, the
rows being four feet apart. The planting time consists
from September to November, and in 14 months' time
the crop is ready for cutting. In some cases the cane
is fully 22 feet in length, and the average yield is

40 tons to the acre. The price of the cane is 10s. a
ton all round. On the Eewa there aie between 1,600
and 2,000 acres of sugar planted. Taking the lower

figure at 40 tons to the acre, it gives a respectable total
of 60,000 tons of cane, and as it takes 15 tons of caie to
make one of suyar, a result of 4,U0O tons is given which,
at from £25 toi'35 per ton, and assuming a medium fig-

ure, gives a gross value of £120,000. Tlie price paid for
the cane is lOs per ton, or, lor GO,OlO tons £30,000, so
that there must be a considerable profit to the
mill owners, even after leaving a largemargiu for

expeuss.
Coffee planting is another profitable industry. Nur-

sery plants are at first planted in beds, in rows six

inches apart, and but ene inch apart lengthwise.
The beds are generally 30 feet long l>y thiee feet

broad. After eight or nine months those that do
come up are transplanted, each being afibrded a space
of six feet by s.xieet, 1,210 plants going to the acre.
It sometimes takes three years* to hrmg cofiee to

maturity ; the average yield is 15 cwt. to the acre
when the trees have had 5 yeais' growth. The price
of coffee berries jer ton is stated at trom £100 to £110,
so that between £70 and £S0 is the yearly value per
acre of a bona tide plantation. f Sinhalese labor would
be well adiipted to the cultivation of coffee, and plants
could be imported from Ceylon.
The high value of the cinchona tree, from which

the Feruvian baik is obtained, is known to almost

everybody. Its cultivation is being encouraged in all

tropical climates, and where its growth can be secured
the profit is enormous. It takes about two years*
before this precious bark can be stripped, and with

proper care a continuous supply is obtainable. We
have mentioned some of the tropical iudustiies suit-

able to our north-west climate ; we could add cocoa
the v.>nilla, and tea cultivation, besides tropical
fruits and other plants, but the three principal indust-
ries we have cjuoted show unmistakably that if the

* Fom- rather.—Ed. f 5 cwt. per acre worth £20 would
be a safer calculation I—Ed.

land is of the description it had been represented
to be, an immense future is in store. In all pro-

bability the service we have so repeatedly advocated
with the Straits Settlements, India and China, will

be carried out ; with the facilities this will afford

inducement will be given to settle. The Government
have no time to lose in carrying out their projected
surveys, laying out town sites, declaring agricultural

semi-tropical areas, and putting them in the market.

ALOE FIBRE IN MAURITIUS.
There are now, we believe, some half-a-dozen public

companies, with an aggregate capital of about £150,000,

carrying on the growth and preparation of aloe fibre

in Mauritius, and during the past twelve months
considerable activity has been displayed in prosecut-

ing the industry, which still seems however to be iu

its infancy. The local organ of the planting com-

munity gives the following figures, showing the ex-

port of fibre during the ten years ending ISSO, but

why those for lS8i should not have been included

by August 8th we are at a loss to understand ;-
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quantity. LTuder these circumstances, it is evident

tliat in Mauritius there ought to be a good opening
for the introduction of Ekmau's system even thouyh
the bi-snlphate of mignesia should have to be im-

ported fr'mi hence or from India. It is quite possi-

ble also that magnesite might be fouud on the island.

—Planters' Gazette.

MICA.

An adverliscment in the Ceylon Observer recently,

indicated that this article is in request, and just

as we were speculating over the purpose to which

it is applied, we came across the following notice in

an Auierituu journal :
—

" Mica Axle Grease, Patented, 1874—Composed
largely of powdered Mica or Isinglass, is the best and

cheapest lubricator, in the world—the best because it

does not gum, but forms a highly polished surface over

the axle, reducing friction and lightening the draft
; the

cheapest because it costs no more than inferior brands,

and one box will do the work of two of any other make.

Answers as well for Harvesters, Mill Gearing, Thresh-

ing Machines, Coru-Planters, Carriages, Buggies, etc.,

as for "Wagons. Guaranteed to contain no Petroleum."

By a further curious coincidence, we have come
across the following paragraph :

—
"One of the chief Ui-es of mica at the present time

is for stove doors aud lanterns, the tire resisting qual-

ities of the miuer.vl together with its transparency

rendering it specially adapted for the purpose. But

only the very clearest and best sheets of mica can be

thus used. Vast beds of the substance exist in various

parts of the country, for which, except the finest por-

tints, as above mentioned, there is little demand.

New uses will, however, doubtless be discovered and

invented, tor mica is made up of valuable material?.

We notice among tlie recently granted patents two

inventions iu this line. Oae is for the manufaclure

of j'lurnal boxes of cement, grouud mica and fl lur ;

the ingredients are mixed, pree.sed into shape, and

then baked. The other is an apparatus for reducing
mica to an impalpable powder and preparing it for use

as a mixer in starch gloss and oily compositions.
"
Chemically regarded mica is made of silica, alumina

and potash. "Silica is one of the hardest substances

in niture, known in its purest and most beautiful form

as rock crystal. Alumina is anolher excei dingly hard

substance. One of its most useful but impure forms

is emery or corundum, now so extensively employed for

grinding and polishing purposes. The most elegant

and purest examples of sdica .nre seen in the well

known precious stouef, the ruby and the sapphire.

Potash, the remaining ingredient of mica, is familiar

to everybody, and is extensively used in the aris.

Our coiiiniercial suppbes of potiinh chiefly come from

the ashes of plants and trees, and their roots take it

from the grouud, the granite rocks being the original

source. Granite is composed of quartz, feldspar aud

mica.
"—Scientific A merican.

Mica is very plentiful in Ceylon, but, as far as our

observation goes, not iu large sheets or in a tenacious

form. Most of what we have seen has been in a

crumbly state. When going round the new Nuwara

Eliya drive to the right of the Barracks Plain about

three years ago, we saw a large collection of
pieces,

of pretty good size some of them, glancing in the

sun. We need scarcely tell our readers that the

more felspar and mica abound iu our gneiss the richer

are they in potash, and, if pieces of such rock could

be cheaply broken and pounded, a valuable applica-

tion to the soil would be at hand. Is plumbago
still used in Ceylon mixed with oil or grease as a

lubricant for machinery ? We were told iu Mel-

bourns, that it w.-w t99'li2ati°c- *I'''^' "otwitlistaud-

ing the silica in its composition, may give less fric-

tion. In an elaborate article we read recently on
lubricating oils, the preference was given to sperm,
but mineral oils were said to answer well. It it

curious that mica should be used as an ingredient
in two such opposite substances as cement and strach

gloss. Our readers are aware that the kirimefti of
the Sinhalese —kaolin, China clay or pipe clay

—is

the result of decomposed felspar, arid that the sub-
stance crystallizes into moonstone ; wdiile alumina, in

other words clay, is the source of the precious stones,

which, according as they are coloured, are called
rubies or sapphires. It is by a slip of the pen,
we fancy that the wi-iter in the "

Scientific American"
mentions those gems as the most elegant and the

purest forms of silica. He had previously and cor-

rectly represented silica as known in its purest and
most beautiful form as rock crystal. Rubies and
sapphires are crystallized clay. Judging by appear-
ance, we should suppose that asbestos, which
resists fire even better than plumbago or mica, must
have some affinity to the latter, only that asbestos
seems to have no tendency to decompose. Asbestos
is mineralogically described as "a variety of horn-
blende and pyroxene,

"
occurring in long delicate fibres

or fibrous masses.

THE CEYLON TEA ENTERPRIZE.
It may be, looking at the averages obtained in the

Indian tea districts in India, that the estimates of pro-
bable returns :

—700 lb. of tea per acre for low estates

and 400 lb. for those at high altitudes (4,000 feet and

upwards)—were over-sanguine. We know, in regard
to other cultures, how insect and fungiis pests and ab-

normal weather may disappoint even the most cautious

estimates. On the other hand the damp, hot forcing
climate of Ceylon must be taken into account. India

is a continent and most of the tea produced there is

grown outside the tropics
—about 27° north. Ceylon is

an island, with a climate of combined heat and damp
and the region in which tea is being cultivated ranges
about 7° only from the equator. The conditions for

luxuriant vegetation could scarcely be better. The
estunates of the Indian Tea Planter, therefore, may
not be so " reckless

"
as the writer who appropriates

nearly a sixth of the alphabet when denouncing ex-

travagance, may imagine. We cannot say whether or
not our correspondent

' '

Clha
" had any pai-ticular

estates in view when he condemned the sending of

rubbish into the market. He certainly did not name
any. The reputation of Loolecondera is fully established
but nothing could be less germane to D. W. F. L.'s

argument than, the high prices obtained for tea from this

higli estate. Until the art of tea-making is thoroughly
understood everywhere in ('eylou, comparisons are not

only odious but utterly valueless as settling the ques-
tion of the respective merits of low-grown and high
grown tea. We have seen and tasted tea of excellent

quality grown a few feet above sea-level, while
" rubbish

"
has been turned out on high estates

"

and rice rersa. The question hitherto has been sim-

ply one of preparation. But taking into account not

only the theoretical belief in the influence of high
altitude on flavour, but also the now loug-continued
experience of Ilarjiling, and the Kangi-a Valley,
there can be no doulit that the Indian tea planter
was perfectly justified in anticipating that, when tea
is equally well made on high estates and low, the
more delicate flavour of the high-grown leaf will

bring compensation in the market for the considerably
Enialler yield when compared with that obtained on
Jow estates.
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TEA IN CEYLON.
1st November 1882.

Dear Sir,—"Cha" 's letter in your issije of the
30ih ultimo, and your leading article on it, will,

doubtless, attract a great dt-al of attention at the

present time. Hia liberal, if not reckless, estimates
of quantity of tea per acre nnd value per lb. might,
no doubt, do good by inducing capitalists to embark
their money in tea, but they will do much mors
harm than good by disappointing those capitalists if

they are not fulfilled.

I think "Cha" would have done much more good
had he given us facts and figures of the past yrar's
returns on the places under his management, than

indulge in whaf is popularly known as "gas."
Can "Cha" explain the low prices obtained for

Dunedin and Ruanwella tea, at a r-^cent s:ile, very
much under Is 5d per lb. all round, and those estntes
are also under an "experienced Indian tea-planter."
So far as could be made out from newspaper re-

ports, which are all an outsider can learn from, un-
less "Cha" comes forward with facts, the aver,age
price wfts about Is OJd on the former estate com-
pared with about Is 4|d for Loolcondera tea in the
same papier, and this does not bear out what he says.

Does "Cha" include Loolcondera tea in the rubbish
sent from old estates, as, so far as could be made
out from newspaper reports, this considerably topped
the market last year when " Cha" has been amoni; us.

"Cha'' says that high estates will give higher prices to

make up for deficiency of yield ; how then does he

explain that low estates as K. A. \V. (one of the estates
condenitied by him for not having a full name on the

chests) aud CuUodeu, both low estates, especially the
latter, almost at sea-level have given such high averages
for their bulk teas viz. Is 3d to Is 4d per lb.

I have every faith in small but sure profits from
tea and own land well suited for its cultivation in

several districts, and it is wih a desire to get fur-

ther information of a reliable
'

character ttiat this
missive is penned, and for this information •th.' public
in general will be grateful to "Cha."—Yours faithfully,

D. W. F. L.

very different appearance from that 1 saw. This part
of the island is no doubt the place for officinalis, the

group of estates all round in KandapoUa—wherever
attention has been paid to planting, draining, and
supplying— indicate this.

THE CEYLON REGION FOR CROWN BARKS.
Cinchona CuLTn-ATioN in and around Nuwara

EiYA.—A recent visitor to Nuwara Eliya and Kanda-

poUa reports that he was much pleased with the

appearance of some cinchonas on tlie Nuwara Eliya

plains ; and towards KandapoUa :

" Portswood "
estate

and ' ' Lover's Leap
"

still hoUl their places as officinalis

estates in prime form and although both estates

average 3 years, and some parts are 4 years old and

over, the patches or vacancies are not more numerous
than I recollect in cofi'ee, and the trees are well

gi-own aud healthy. The system adopted at "
Ports-

wood " between two and three years since of cutting
out small lots in the forest, well protected from
wind, has proved a perfect success, but of course to
attain this you must also have soil aud lay of land,
in liotli of which nature has highly favored this

place and some others in the same locality. In the
small blocks referred to, the officinalis trees are so
thick that you can only with difficulty get through
the plantations.

" Court Lodge" is looking up well,
and the new clearings belonging to "Pedroe" estate,
which are on either side of tlie road between the 3rd
and 4th mile posts from Nuwara Eliya in the direction of

Udapussellawa are simply splendid. It might be ex-

pected after the three months of hea\y rains we have
had that cinchona officinalis would have made a

SALT FOR FISH CURING.
The very interesting letter to the Alailras Mail

which we copy on page 484, written by the chief
officer of the Salt Department in the Madras Pre

sidency, shews that on the opposite continent attempts
to adulterate or "de-naturalize" the important condi-
ment and antiseptic, sodium chloride, popularly salt,

have been no more successful than those instituted
in Ceylon. The use of salt in coffee and other hUl-
cultures does not seem to be strongly indicated, un-
less as a remedy against fungi and insect pests.
Most of the salt obtainable here is from the ad-
niixture of magnesium chloride with the sodium,
highly deliquescent, and it is not from deficient but
excessive moisture that our hill culture generally
suffers. But it seems certain that the extensive
coconut palm culture of Ceylon, especially in the
drier regions of our coasts, might be largely bene-
fited by the application of salt, provided the sub-
stance could be so defiled as to render its recovery
and use for food purposes impossible. The question
has been frequently agitated, and on the last occasion
a decided opinion was obtained from so high an
authority as the late Dr. Lankester, that perfect and
final adulteration was possible by means of admix-
ture with salt of a substance exceedingly repulsive
to most human beings, except to the Chinese who
store it carefully even in their dwellings in order
to be used as manure. Dr. Charsley, who was then
Principal Civil Medical Officer of Ceylon, shewed,
however, that the result of treating the horrible
mixture with charcoal filters was to recover the
salt crystals in a perfectly pure state. So long,
therefore, as the necessity exists for a revenue from
salt (just as opposed to Western ideas as the grain
tax, but both equally necessary in the present con-
ditions of life and government), so long, we fear, it

will be impossible to obtain salt in Ceylon for

agricultural purjioses, except at the mouopol}' price. It
is just possible that some of the many bye-products
of the formations aud manufacture could be rendered
available under certain precautions. For purposes of
mere experiment, in operations directed against fungi
and grabs, we cannot doubt that Government would
furnish our correspondent ".J. 8. "with a few tons of
salt at cost price, on the guarantee of personal honour
that care wo\ild be taken to restrict the use of such
salt to the experiments alone. One of the bye pro-
ducts of salt manufacture is magnesium sulphate or
' '

Epsom salts.
"

This substance might, perhaps, be

supplied by Government at a low price or admitted
free of duty for use in the anti-fungus warfare ?

We mentioned some years ago that in Cooke's book
on smut rust, blight, etc, this was the only substance
mentioned as a remedy against fungi. To the use
ot salt iu agriculture we may recur but at present
our object is to attract attention to the liberal policy
adopted by the Madras Government .as described by
Mr. Bliss, in supplying salt at cost price (£1 to i'2

per ton), for fish curing. Surely the Government of

(.'eylon might see their way to make similar relaxa-
tions under similar conditions ? At present, we have
ascertained there is no concession even in favour of

fishermen, and probably the difficulty here would be
that fish cured by means of duty free salt would
be, none of it exported, but all go into local con-

sumption. It would so, free of duty, go into com-
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petition with and perhaps supersede the large quantity
of imported fisli, on which a tax is levied avowedly
for the purpose of protecting tlie revenue from salt.

Salt fish is, with rice, the staple food of a large

portion of the people of Ceylon, especially the im-

migrant coolies ; and it is obvious that the more
salt fish is eaten the less salt in a separate state

will be purchased and used. But we should think

cor. I'.erat: : 5 •'

'
this kind would be put aside if

there was really the pros^iect of fostering a new and

profitable industry amongst a poor and hardworking
race of men—the fishermen of Ceylon. At present

they somehow, do cure a certam quantity of fish probably

by means of salt mud or salt sand. It stands to

reason that fish treated with impure salt is likely to

become putrid and unwholesome, and leprosy as well

as elephantiasis have been traced to the use of putrid
fish as food. We are glad to notice that the Madras

Government, while makiug liberal concessions as to

the use of pure salt, have stopped this source of

danger, and similar concessions on the part of the Cey-
lon Government might be accompanied with coiTe-

sponding restrictions. The result would naturally be
salt fish of a better quality and at cheaper prices
than can now be obtained. Of course if the Government
of Ceylon followed the example of the Government of

Madras by establishing fish curing compounds, the

first experiments would be tried in proximity to the

natural formations at Hambantota in the south of

the island ; Tondemanaar in the extreme north ; and
near Puttalam on the north-west shore, where "

bay
salt

"
is extensively manufactured in evaporating beds.

All the fish caught within a good distance of Colombo,
Galle and other centres of population, will, of course,

find a ready market in its fresh state, the passenger-
steamers now crowding to Colombo, helping to swell

the demand. But there are extensive sweeps of coast.

Indented with bays and estuaries, in the east, north

and south of the island, in which fish must swarm,
for which uo near market is availalile. For instance,

on both sides of Batticaloa, especially round by
MuUetivoe to Point Pedro ; on both sides of Manaar ;

in the Gulf of Calpentyn, &c. The question is :

are our fishermen enteiiirizing enough to take

advantage of the proposed concessions if Government
made them ? As our readers are aware, the existine

fisheries are carried on not merely by the Siuhalesg
in the outriggered canoes and ballams, but by Tamils

from the opposite Continent in their primitive rafts

called catamarams—the simplest floats on which
human beings can trust themselves on the waters of

the great deep. They seem as safe as even the out-

riggered canoes, which we regard as not ouly models

of beauty and swift sailers, but as excellent life-boats.

AVe recollect the time, some thirty years ago, when
the catamaram men first came over to compete with

the Suihalese iu the fisheries of our coast. Great was
the indignation of the local Hsliermen and gi-eat

their surprize that the local Government would not

accede to their petitions to drive away the interlopers
from what they regarded as their hereditary preserves.
The proper policy 'v\as adopted of leaving a pursuit
on which a large portion of the peojile are depend
ent for most of their food, open and free ; and
now if the Sinhalese fishermen should be backward,
the Tamils may step in and shew them the 'nay to

catch and cure fish on a large scale. And is it not

possible that a joint-stock Fishery Company supported

by European capital and guided by Kiuopcan energy,

might be formed and successfully v\crked ? It is

considerably more than frity years ago since we made
a similar suggesstion through the Oherrcr—when
Governor btewart Mackenzie abolished the fish tax,

in truth. During a residence of forty -five years in

Ceylon, which has just been rounded ofij the writer

has been ii pretty close observer of the doings and

appliances of the fishermen. But it is only within
the past month that we have not'ictd the plan of

fishing adopted by the catamaram men of having a

lender attached to the raft which carries the net.

We saw five Tamils—stout, well-formed men—pre-

paring to "
go a-fishuig

"
from near the KoUupitiya

raUway station. There were six separate logs lying
on the beach. Of these, four were first lashed together
and the net placed on the completed structure. The
three men told off for her then navigated the raft

cleverly through the reef and the surf ; the two
men left behind, meantime lashing the two logs, em-

barkmg on this narrow raft and following the larger

one, evidently in order to pull out and deposit the

net in tlie sea and help to haul it ia again. Is this

system of fishing new, or is it merely that we have

only now observed it ? We shall be glad to hear

from any who knows, on this and the general question.

THE BAMBOO DISTRICT OF COORG, INDIA.

"Broad Gauge" writes:—"The little province of

Coorg, girdled byhills, and washed by a thousand

streams, for a longtime little kuown outside the Presid-

ency, is fastpu-hiiig itself iutoa prominence which bids

fair to give it first rank amougst the planting districts of

India. A belt of forest immediately inside the ghiiut

range, varying f'om ten to fifteen miles in breadth,
and traversing the conulry its extreme length, gives
an area of some 250,000 acres. Within these limits

the soil and climate are admirably adapted for the

growth of coffee and cinchona. Only some 25,000

acres, or a tenth of the land available, are at pre-
sent in cultivation. In this favored district, com-

monly called 'the bamboo,' the coffee is kept in a

high state of cultivation, and planters are content

with nothing less than an aver,\ge yield of 7 cwts.

per acre. Cinchona cultivation has not made much
advance, but nuw that its adaptability for the more

hilly parts of this belt has been ascert.iinpd, it is

expected the enterprise will take a new departure.
It is an absolute fact that one can ride for twenty
miles throifgh an unbroken sheet of coffee, no single
field of which, at the present moiieiit, can truly be

characterised as in a negli-cted condition. Can this

be eaid of any other coffee district in India or

Ceylon ? Tliis Eldorado of coffee planters, posseas-

ing a gfnial climate, a teeming soil, aud an abnn-
dint labor supply is not without its drawbiick.i. A
remedy for these might be found, where the Mail,
which is now the recognised mouth-piece of Southern

India, to lift up its powerful voice iu behalf of those

enterprising men who have devoted all their energies
and tht best part of their lives to bring about the

stale of things described. The first and chiff require-
ments is improved means of communication. A rail-

way ia wanted, good roads are wanted, and a bridge
over the Cauvery at Sidapore. This latter work was

projected Boine years ago, and the Chief Commis-
sioner, on his last visit pledged himself toset it in

train, but so far nothing has been done. For six

months in the year the roads are practically blocked
fur wheeled traffic, and in the dry ivhether they con-

trast more unfavourably with the smooth^ well-kept
roads intersecting the planting districts of Ceylon.
Bnt a railway would develop the country more than
all the rest. The route from Tellicherry via the

Br.ripoHi valley and over the Gh.its at Kootiyal,
where the depression is greatest, and thence through
an easy rolling country into Mysore, would tap ex-

tensive forests rich iu latfnt resources, aud convert

in a tew ye-rs the present 5,0000 tons export iuto

50,0t;0 tons ol' coffee, not to mention other products
such as cliinchoua, rubber, cocoa and rice. The

present executive show unwonted liberality, and are

ever ready to recommend any policy that would pro-
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mote the material wealth of the country, But their

hands are tied, and all measures of reform are

suliorJiuated to imperial exigencies. From the pub-
lished reports it will he seen that the revenues of

Coorg are far and away over the expenditure. A con-

siderable portion of the revenue has hitherto been
devoted to the upkeep of a Native Regiment at

Mercara. It is settled however that Mercara shall

be no longer a military station, and it is to be

hoped that future budget allotments will show the

money thus saved has been diverted to the due
miiinteuance and exteoeiou of local public works.—
Madras Mail.

SALT FOR FISH-CTIEING.

(To the Mitor oj the ''Madras Mail.")

SiE,—A letter appeared in your issue of the 12th inst.

upon the subject of fish-curing, whii-h shows that some

at least of the public are ill-informed as to the system
on which salt is now, and in future will be, issued

duty-free for use for this purpose. I shall therefore be

obliged if you will allow me the use of your columns
to explain it. Financial consi<h'ration3 necessitate the im-

apositiou in this country of a duty on salt many times in

excess of its value. Its pricp, thus enhanced, is an effec-

tive bat to its use, as in other countries tor manure or

for the many industrial purposes to which it is applic-
tble. The question how it. can be so adulterated, or as

iho technical term is,
" denaturalized." as to admit of

ts duty-free issue for such purposes, without danger to

he revenue from its diversion therefrom to alimentary

uses, is one which has long engaged the attention of Go-

vernment, but hitherto without result, as no tffoctive

method of de-naturalization has yet been discovered. For

fish-curing, however, this is not necessary. Ihe condi-

tions of the industry are such that it can without prac-

tical inconvenience be carried on in guarded enclosures

which correspond to the bonded warehouses of the Cus-
toms Department, and under the supervision of the officers

of Governmtnt, who are responsible that the untaxed salt

there used is tiot allowed to pass out for ordinary oii-

sumption. For sever.al years past, therefore, salt has fieen

issued for this purpose and in tliis manner at selected

localities on the coast, at prices which have varied from

six to twelve annas per niaiind, and whieh have been
calculated on the basis of covering expenses only, the

cost of manufactviring or purchasing the salt included.

These prices are equivalent (at par) to from £1 to £2 per

ton, and have until recently, owmg to the small scale of

the operations, involved a loss to the Government, the

margin added to the prime cost of the salt having been

insufficient to meet tho charges on account of buildings,

establishments, &c.. The quantity of salt used to cure

each pound of fresh fish is somewhat les> than a quarter
of a pound, but the fresh fish loses weight in the process
of curing to an extent which varies according to the

weather, the kind of fish, and the sy^tem of curing. An
estimate of the loss at fifty per cent, will however, be an
extreme one, so far as I am informed. The cost of the

maximum quantity of salt required to cure a pound of

fish may therefore be taken as ranging from '41 of a pie
to double that sum.

The quantity of fish cured in the official year ending on
the 31ft of last March in the eleven fish-curing yards
thnn existing aggregate 1734 tons, an increase of clo^e on

400 tons as compared with i he preceding year. Quantities
of food stated in tons, however, convey hut a vague im-

pression to most people. I may therefore say that these

173-1 tons were probably sufficieut to furnish a meal

apiece lo over eleven millions of persons, or considpr-

ably more than one third of the population of the Presi-

dency.

Up to the beginning of .\pril last, when (Madras)
Act I of 1882 came into force, it was not illogal to use

for fish-coring the salt-earth which ctiloresces in abun-
dance almost everywhere along the coast ani' in many
places in the interior, and which frequently contains

more than fifty per cent of pure salt. Large additional

quantities of fish used to he cured in this way, though
in BO imperfect a manner as to he probably an unwhole-
some food, .ind certainly most offensive to the European
sense of sm-:^!!. No Statistical information is availiible

for the fiMining of an estimate of the addition, though
of indifferent quality, thus made to the food supply of fihe

people. This use of salt-earth was, however, so syste-
matically abused, and offered such facilities for the manu-
facture of contraband salt, that in the interest of tho
revenue it was found necessary to prohibit it. To prevent,
as far as jiossilde, this necessary measure from pressing
hardlj' on the fishermen, who are a poor class, it has been
determined to develop the fish-curing yard system, which
has hitherto been in a somewhat experimental stage, and
to open new yards in sufficient numbers for every fishing
villase alon(> the coast to have one within a few miles.
In pursuance of this policy, arrangements have been
made within the last six months for the opening of more
than eighty new fish-curmg yards in addition to the former
eleven. This number will be further increased if ex-

perience shows that a demand exists tor additional accommo-
dation of the sort. It has also been suggested that if

facilities are offered for the duty-free issue of salt for
the curing of fish in private esiablishments persons may
be found willim; to invest capital and to embark in the
business of taking and curinuj fish on a large scale. Ciim-

panies formed with this object are successful in Europe
and, so far as I can judge, should succeed in India fdso.

The supply of fish is most abundant and unfailing. But
more scientific means than the cataiuaram and the hook
and line are requirel to gather in from the sea 'he harvest
which nature provides, t-team trawlers pay on the English
Co.ast and shouhl do so on the coast of this Presidency, if

worked with economy. To buy and work them, or to or-

ganize the native methods of capture ou a scale large enough
lor eC'inoinical and efficient curing, capital is needed;
anl capitalists will probably olject to conduettheir curing
operations otherwise than on tlieiv own premises. Nor, in

fact, could they do so
;

for the accommodation afforded
in the Government fish-curing yards is insufficient fr any
but the petty oyierations of the native fisherme.i, and it

would not be consistent with the position of tiovernment, nor
in all probability, profitable to the industry, that it should
undertake to ere -t buildings, &c., suitable to the conduct,
of larger enterprises. Government may do much to tester
infint indu-tries, but experience proves that the less they
interfere with established ones the better. It was on these
considerations that the advetisement alluded to by your
corre.sjiondent was issued. If capitalists should embark on
the business of fish-curing. Government will be willing to
aid them by the duty-free issiie of salt at the lowest possi-
ble price consistent with the realization by the Department
of a fair manufacturing profit, and on some such conditions
as that suitable and secure premises be provided tor the

custody of the salt and for the conduct of the operations
of fish-curing ; and that the adventurers pay for the depu-
tation of a Government officer to supervise the work and
prevent the removal of the salt otherwise than incorpora-
tion with the salted fish, and give such other security
as may be thought necessaiy that the privilege granted
them will not be abused. I shall ahvays be happy to afford

enqidres on the suijectany informption in my power if they
will call at my office iu Madras.

H. W. Bliss,
Salem, 24th Oct. Comis, of Salt Revenue.

THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

Where Meeera. Poett and Mackinnon have "
lo-

cated" themselves in "Rum Jungle," is thus noticed
in a recent paper :

—
Messrs. Erickson, Cloppenburg, Harris and Head,

who have taken up land on the peninsula, in small
blocks, are all doing well with sugar-cane, tobacco,
maize and other produce. Their cane is splendid
in fize and quality, and there is some hope of their

being able to obtain a small mill, as lliey are rather far
from the De Lissa Company's mill. The above men
have been the real pioneers of tropical agriculture iu
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the territory. The only capital they started on was

a .stent heart and a strong hand. Some samples

of the cane growing on the Daly have bet-n brought

by Mr. Ow^ton to Palmerston ; they are quite us fine

as any in the Government garden, and there twenty
acres similar on the plantation, ready for nursery

purposes this year. The maize from the Daily is

also tirst-class, and the cobs much larger than any
hitherto grown here. It now remains to test tlie

land on the Adelaide for sugar growing ;
and there,

although the topsoil is very rich, the subsoil of

clay seems to frighten intending planters. In my
last report I quoted from Dalton's "British Guiana,"

to show that such subsoil is good for sugar, and I

now supplement by quoting from "The Coolie," by
Mr. Jenkins, the author of

" Ginx's Baby," and

who wa% sent out at the same time as the com-

mission ordered by Earl Granville, then Secret iry of

State for the Colonies. Mr. Jenkins made a moat

minute inspection of the sugar lands in British

Guiana, and there, where the finest sutjar is

grown, he reports the subsoil a?
"

like the London blue

clay.
" Another fault found with our alluvial soil

on the river banks is the excessive quantity of water,

and therefore people say "it is only fit for rice."

Now the Chinese at Miudale, one mile from Pal-

merston, have been trying patches of sugar-cane on

some low swampy land, and the result is fiue caue,

long and thick, the density of which has not yet

been tried. This caue may be said to have grown
on land nev.-r dry ; .and in this climate, where there

are four or five months without a drop of ra'n, I

venture to state that the moist land will be the

most iwoductive. At the Palms the soil is very

moist, and the result is a thick close crop. The

largest canes on the De Lissa estate are those on

the moister laud, near the creek. A number of Clii-

uese propose to sturt a nee farm, but their appli-

cation did not come in until after the lands were

withdrawn from sale. Work is progressing at Messrs.

Poett and Mackinnon'sat Rum Jungle.— J/aci-ai/ fitand-

ard.

Bio Cinchona Trees and their Sha^inos.—Lower

DiKOYA, •25th October :—There are a few old cin-

chona succirubra trees on Wattawella Kstate, age

I believe unknown, which can easily be:it Udajsussel-

lawa. The wet shavings from one of these trees

wei'died 40 lb. I guess there are few who could

duplicate this !

An Agricultoral Department for Madras.—
We understand that the Secretiry of State has

given his sanction to the establishment of an Agri-

cultural Department for the Madras Presidency.

Speaking at the'Saidapet farm in December last, when

the new Agrieultur.al College buildings were opened,

Mr. Graut Dull remarked that the Government of

India had been marked by ni'iuy phases, and that at

last we had entered on the agricultural phase—a

phase which concerned 75 per cent, of the population

of this Presidency. He trusted that the South India

peasant would soon become as anxious about the three

F's as his peasant brother was in Ireland, only that

the F's in this part of the world would stand for

fuel trees, fruit trees, and fxlder crops. The all-im-

poriant question now is, who will be appointed to the

charge of the agricultural Department, which, we hope,

will not be a mere office for the collection of statis-

tics, but an institution based on the model of the

American iigrieultural Bureau. No man has done more

for scientific agriculture in India than Mr. Kobertson,

and it is hardly posible the Madras Government can

overlook his claims to be the head of the agricultural

Department.—Afac^J'as Mail.

Cinchona Shavings from Monster Trees,—I fancy
Mr. M.ais ol' Mahapahagalla Estate, Badulla, can top

your Uda-Pusselawa correspondent, and if Mr. Morice

could be induced to shave one of his giants I would

ont be surprised if he had nearly double the quan-

tity reported by your correspondent. The big trees

beat auything that I have seen. Ask Mr. Morice to

tell you about tham mself— Passara.

Coffee and Typhoid Fever.— Dr. Guillasse, of the

French Navy, reports that in the early stiges of ty-

phoid fever coffee is almost a specific. Two or three

table spoonsfuls of strong black coffee every two hours,

alternating with one or two tea spoonsful of claret or

Burgundy wine, produce a most beneficial effect. Cit-

rate" of magnesia daily, and after a while quinine, is_

the treatment followed successfully by Dr. Guillasse.'

—Madras Mail.

Agricultural Experiments.—Major Walker pro-

poses to entrust the experiments with Ipecacuanha.
Hevea BrasiUennis and Chinchona Calisaya in the

Silent Valley to private enterprize, subject to inspec-

tion and report by the officers of his Department. The
Government " have no objection to tliis course and
their acknowledgments are due to Mr. Ferguson for

his preferred assistance. The proposed experiments
at Manantoddy with Hevea and Ipecacuanha and at

the various elevations named by the Conservator with

Chinchona Calisaya, are also approved. The results

should be carefidly noted and reported. The rubber

plant might also be tried at or in the neighbourhood
of Courtallam, the exceptional climate of which has

proved favorable in some cases to plants and trees

which will not grow elsewhere in the Presidency.
The Conservator should, however, try at his discre-

tion any likely localities, reporting the result to Go-

vernment."—Madras Mail.
Aphdes {Plant Lice) on Tea.—A Mercantile Firm

in Colombo has addressed us as follows :
— " We

send you per bearer a ft-w sprigs of tea covered with

some insect, regarding which our superintendent writes

as follows:—'The whole clearing is affected with it

and I am not able to take in the flush. I shall feel

much obliged if you will kindly send same to the

Editor of the Observer and find out what it is, and
if there is any remedy for it. I believe it is owiug
to the very wet weather we have been having for

the past two weeks, as I did not notice it before.

Strange to say, it only confines itself to very tender

h'aves.' We shall be glad to have any information

you can give on the subject.
" We referred the affected

tea to our entomological referee whoee report is :
—

"The tea has been attacked by aphides, liundreds

of which I found at the bottom of the liox contain-

ing the tea sprigs. They suck the sap of the plant
and being such delicate insects, of course prefer the

very tender leaves. The pests can be kept down in

hot-houses at home and where there are not many
plants to deal with, by inexpensive treatment, but

when a whole tea cleiring is in question, the most

inexpensive tre.atment would probably not pay. They
little white things on the leaves are merely the

cast skins of the aphides." There can be little ques-
tion that the superintendent is right in tracing the

attack to the effect of persistent wet, nnd if, with
a return of dry weather the pest does not disappear,
a resort to pruuiugmaybe necessary. Sulphur is one

of the best remedies, or sulphur and lime, but if the

area affected is large, we suppose that beyond pruning
and burning the pruuings, little can be done except
to

" watch and wait," as we do in regard to coffee

leaf- disease. In our own experience we have found

a small nocturn.al moth the greatest enemy of tea.

This is the first occasion, and we trust it may be the

last, in which we are compelled to take cognizance
of plant lice amongst the enemies of our new and

promising industry.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

CINCHONA CULTURE.
Important Infoemaetion : Shaving Cinchona Succi-

RUBKA TeEES ; COVERINO THE SAME AND THE

HaEVESTING OF RENEWED BaeK.

Kirtoswald Estate, Bogawantalawa, 24th Oct. 1882.
Dear Sir,—Followiug is the result of some of the

experimeuts made by me, with the object of ascert-

aining the age at wliioh succirubra trees should be
shaved

; what benefit results from covering, and how
renewed baric ought to be harvested.
The analyses are by Messrs. Rucker and Bencraft,

Loudon. Ou remarking on sample D. they say ;
— "It

is a mistake aending it in the form of quills, this

applies to all renewed barks ; the much prized dnirj-
gists' quill must be original bark. All renewed barks
go entirely by analysis, and not merely appearance."

_ Referring to A. B. and C. they say :
" Please note

cinehonidine is very rich
;

this sometimes is a great
adyautage, sometimes of less moment. Now, however,
this alkaloid is in good demand, and therefore your
barks, if offered today (23rd June E. A), would reap
the full advantage."

Six shillings sounds very good for renewed red bark,
four mouths' growth, off trees only 5^ years old. It
is hard to account for the superiority of the four
months' renewal over that of twelve months' from an
older tree :

—
Cry. Sul Cincho-

Samples. Cry. Sul. of Cinch nine Value per lb.

ofQuin. dine.
' Alkd. and remarks,

per ct. p. lb. p. ct. p. lb. p, ct. p. lb
A. stem shaving
from tree 9

years old ori-

ginal growth.,2-52 176-4 4-50 315- 0-25 17* 5 4/6 to 5/6
B. renewed shav-

vinys from A,
one year's grth,
Wout co'ring...2'66 186-2 7-o0 525- 0-75 52-25 5/3 to 5/6

C. stem shavings
fi-om trees 5^

yrs. old, four

mon.gr., renew-
ed under maana
grass ...3-02 211-4 5-16 360-5 1-10 77- 5/6 to 6/

"A very valua-
D.

})le bark
"

quill from C...3-27 228-9 3-32 232-4 1-35 94-5 5/G to 6/
a very valua-

ble bark.
Yours truly,

R. B. ARTHUR.

CEYLON AND JAMAICA COFFEES COMPARED.
Bellevue, St. Andrew, Jamaica, Sept. 16th, 1882.

Sir,— In that most valuable journal, the Tropical
Af/riculturist, under the heading of "

Sales of Ceylon
Cofiee at Good Prices," 1 lind a letter signed by P, D.
Millie, in which, after quoting the prices of
Ceylon coffee (the highest of which is 113s)
he says :—

"
E. I. T. states that the prices he

gives will shew that Ceylon coffee can hold its own
against the world. I will go further than this. 1 say
that our fine Ceylon coffees can beat any other; produce
it where they may." I had little idea that the prices
obtaiii'^d for tine Jamaica coffee were so little known,
and i liave much pleasure in sending you what is a
complete refutation that the "

Ceylon coffee can beat
any other ; produce it, &c." I have before me now the
priced catalogue of coffees sold in Liverpool forlSSl-S2
crop bj Messrs. Brancter, Bcswell & Co. I may men-

62

tiou this is not an exceptional year ; we have been
having lour/ prices for some years, and never under 1283
for best brands for the last 20 :

—
Sales 31st March 1882.—SE'\VR 120s; 132s; 140s. EAM 173s.
Sales April llfh. 1882.—R H C M 125s; 139s; 1403. KAM 130s;

136s: 140s. C A ML 129s. C V C M L 115s; 122s.
Sales 9tli May 1882.—KH GM 137s; 138s. [AML] 130s; 135s.
Sales 23rd June 1882.—SF WE 127s; llOs; 1403 tSd: 141s. RAM 132s; 140s; 142s. BHCM 110s; 143s 6d. WH 120. ACL

125s. C A M L 125s; llBs.
S.alcs 14tli July 1682.-R A M lOOs. E H C M 135s; 147s.
Sales 11th August 1982,—CV' CML 117s; 122s. PH CMG 120s;

132s; 130s; ISBs. ACL 1203. EH CM 140s; 147s; 146s; 141s EAM
112s. SF WE 130s; 140s. WH 1213.

I could give numerous other sales at really fine

prices, but have preferred, both for the sake of brevity
and argument, to send you these as above. The prices
for coffee are always interesting to the planter, and
I have no doubt Messrs. Brancker, Boswell <i, Co.,
Exchange Alley, Liverpool, would, if requested, send
you a priced catalogue, which would be very in-

teresting to youi" numerous readers.— I am, sir, your
obedient servant, JOHN DAVIDSON.

[Can the Liverpool market be considered a fair test?

Exceptional prices for certain good marks can always
be pointed to

; and we have never denied the great
value of Jamaica's finest "Blue Mountain" coffee

only beaten by "Cannon's Mysore.
" Here is the scale

in the London Price Currents :
—Ceylon plantation from

52s to 1063 ; Jamaica 36s to UOs ; East India 54s
to 114s; Mocha 100s to 1223.—Ed.]

MOISTURE FOR COFFEE.

Coppah, India, 17th October 18>2.

Deae Sir,—I notice a letter in your paper of the
29th August by "P. T. L." in which he says
moisture is required for coffee, which I quite agree with.
Here we have to retain sufficient moisture for five

or six months, but, if we drained our coffee, as they
do in Ceylon, we should be dried up before our next
rains came round ; but we dig our ground over at
least once a year to the depth of 9 in. to a foot,
after the heavy rains ; so that the ground is again
settled and yet soft by the time the next monsoon sets
in. This digging not only retains moisture in the

ground but also allows the air to come in contact
with the earth below the surface and to improve it.

When I lirst came here from Ceylon I was hot upon
having drains, but I now think them a farce.— J. R. E.

[It is obvious that in Mysore, with six months of

drought, different principles of culture may succeed
to those adopted in a country like this, where, for
several years back, coffee has suffured from excess of
moisture.—Ed.]

A WORD FOR GUMS, CEYLON.
Gampola, 25th October.

De.4R Sir,—Has any one seen the leaf disease on

youmj trees or on topped trees which have retained
their original characteristic blue foliage ? If young
and topped trees escape the disease, gums will no
doubt continue to be lai-gely planted as breakwinds.
Grevilleas might take their place were it not that the
seed ia scarce and expensive, even in Australia. The
black wattle is infested with parasites. Casuariuas
are troublesome to raise, as poochits destroy the seed-

lings and ai-e not of much use as breakwinds (a great
many were planted last year on Vellakando, which
are not growing at all rapidlj ). On the whole,
perhap.^, we cannot impiove on the blue gum as a
breakwind.—Yours faithfully, T. H. S.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES? "W."
IN REPLY.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent
"
L," who

asks if I can cite inst.ince3 where orchards, or large
gooseberry gardens have revived after a series of

years of unproductiveness, I may eay that I do know
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of such oases : of one in particular where a large

orchard comprising several kiuds of fruit-trees and

gooseberry bushes, growing in a soil of extraordin-

ary richness, bad become almost barren of fruit,

thoufh retaining a luxuriant growth ; but as their

fruitfulness was restored by the simple use of the

knife, 1 do not regard the evidence so afforded as

applicable to our case, except in so far as it proves

infertility to be compatible with unimpaired powers
of vegetation.

I would remind "W. D. B." of the very large crop
referred to in a former letter as following immed-

iately on the very worst attack of leaf-disease I have

ever witnessed on a large scale. As mentioned in

that letter, the attack culminated in the month of

Felruary, and on the ISth of that month the trees

were a sad spectacle of leaflespness. The area affecti-d

was of some hundreds of acres. I cited the fact

originally, and now refer to it again merely as a

fait bearing on the present discussion.

The "
pi-obuble analogy

"
suggested by your cor-

respondent
" J. S." would, even as a conjecture,

have considerable weight, coming from so practical
and experienced a planter ;

I ut it is in the nature

of things untenable. There is a cardinal difference

between the modes of attack of the two fungi :

Hcmileia obtains access to the leaf tissue by means
of the stomata only. It requires an open door to

effect an entry. Pcronnspora, on the other hand,
wants no door, but bre;iks through the wall, the

cuticle. Now, as there are no stomata on the roots,

the IlemUeia cannot attack them ; whilst the^crOHOs-

pora has a free range over all the succulent surfaces

of its victim ! Again as the attack of llemileia is

confined to the leaves, the tree and all the rest of

its organism is perfectly free from disease when they
fall. But the mycelium of Pci-onospora can retain

its vitality in the dried substance of the tuber, and

spring into destructive activity whenever this begin.s

to grow. It sends forth its pernicious ehoots through
the new organism, destroying both stem and leaf of

the young plant.
Where will "J. S.

' now find his probable anal,

ogy ? Could the essential difference between the

attacks of the two fungi be over-estimated ?

It is very gratifying to me to eee that the sub-

ject I have corameudfd so earnestly to the attention

of my fellow-planters is at length being noticed. If

only they would contribute, and tabulate facts, we
could not fail to acquire valuable knowledge, even

though we might not arrive at a full solution of the

mystery. Kven conjectures, however, are better than

nothing ; especially when suggested by men whose

minds are imbued with facts. True science is but

a sound, logical generalisation of facts ; but tiieu

they must be tacts ; and the deductions thenfrom
must be logical ; aiid not merely plausible. W.

DETERIORATION OP NATIVE MYSORE
COFi<''EE.

Tellichery, 26th Oct. 1882.

Dear Sir,— Referring to your remarks in jour issue

of the 10th current on what we say regardmg native

Mysore coffee in our letter accompanying our export
statement for the past season, the following will ex-

plain why it is that " deterioration
"
in quality should

take place in couBequ> nee of the introduction of

Cooig plants. The word "deterioration", however, is

not that used by u.s, and, althoufjh what we said

might be taken as eignifymg thu same thing, it is

not exactly the idea intended to be conveyed. Those

who know the produce will know what was meant.

Until a ieyr years ago all the coffee grown in the Mysore
districts, namely, Muuzerabad and Nuggur, was from

what is known as the] Munzerabad plant, aud the

produce was noted for ite tine qualities, the plantation

ranking next, as much of it still does, to Mocha.
The native sort has also been highly valued, especi-

ally in France, where it generally obtained 83 to lOs

per cwt. more than other Indian native coffee. As
an instance, as high as 64s to 65s cost and freight
to Marseilles has been paid during the past eeaeon
for this quality.
The trees from which this produce has been long

obtained have for some years past rapidly declined
in productiveness, the plant having evidently begun
to fail in vigor, insomuch that, on supplying vacan-

cies, it waa found the supply rarely came on. On the
other hand, the Coorg plant, especially that from
Nalknad seed, grew readily, and European planters
went in for reidacing their failing Munzerabad trees

with Coorg, which seem to find a congenial soil,

where the other had sickened and died. This has

gone on extensively of late years, and native growers
are also plantiug up their lands with what they find

to be a much more productive tree, though the

quality of the produce is not considered so good. The
change of quality is now beginning to be observed
in the French markets, the beans from the Coorg
plants being observable amongst the old Mysore pro-
duce. It is consequently not so higl ly valued, and,
as Coorg plants gradually replace the old Munzera-

bad, so we fear it must, to quote from our letter,

"gradually alter the character of this produce."
With reference to our statement, where native is not

distinguished we have not been supplied with separate
returns for these ports, but we believe the qualities may
be taken as chiefly consisting of plantation.

Regarding the Indian crops not shewing any serious

fallingoff, although several districts have suffered

from leaf-disease and other causes, this in great
measure arises from the extension of cultivation in

other parts. True, North Wynaad has now become
almost a wilderness of abandoned plantations and
in South Wynaad too, many properties, especially
on and near the Ghauts, have relapsed into jungle,
and this also applies to the forest land of Coorg,
but in the Bamboo division of that district great
extension has of late years taken place as well as

in the Nuggur district of Mysore.
Part of the Coorg coffee finds its way to Madras,

although it has to travel some 300 miles against 50
to 60 to this coast, and altogether some 1,200 to 1,500
tons of plantation coffee must have gone to that

port, BO that this quantity would fall to be added
to our returns as representing the export of South-
ern India.—We are, dear sir, yours faithfully,

ALSTONS & Co.

[Our readers will feel greatly indebted to Messrs.
Alstons & Co. for the interesting aud useful information

they have supplied. It is an important fact that coffee

from introduced seed, should flourish where plants had

previously sickened and died. The fact seems to

shew that the soil has not been deprived of its

fertilizing properties, and we submit that good hope
may be enter, ained that as the new trees advance
in age their produce may more and more resemble
the old and famous Mysore coffee.— Ed.]

QUERIES ANENT COFFEE CULTURE.
Colombo, 27th Oct.

Dear Sir,— 1.—I have been reading
" W." 's letter

on "WhatAilsOurCofiee Trees?" with much expectancy,
and in his last but one I observe that he refers to

a matter which has been occupying my own atten-

tion for some years pust, and I believe that of many
others, viz

,
when is the proper time to prune, and

what is the iuimtdiate and more obvious effect of

this operation on the trees. He also refers to the
idea of

"
wintering,' or, as it might, perhaps, be called

with equal propriety here "
Bummeriug

" our coffee

trees.
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2.—I should gather from " W."'s remarks that he
is in favor of early pruning, which term I think is

generally understood to mean immediately affer crop,
i. e., for the majority of estates from the beginning
of January and on to the end of March.

3.— " W." says the hot weather of this time, com-

bined, as I undfrstiind him, toith the pruning, has a

tendency to check growth.
" W. J). B." ani he seem

also to be agreed on this poinl.
4.— I presume they are both alluding to the same

kind of pruning, /. e.j branch pruning ;
and the ques

tion I should like to see answered .authoritatively is

this : Does the pruning away of branch and foliage
check growth in any other sense than that it de-

prives the tree of what was in process of growth ?

I do not of course refer to the pruning away of

dead wood.
5,—I grant that the first effect of pruning may

be to throw back and concentrate the sap after the

wounds caused by the pruning are healed
;
but it

has always appeared to me that the tirBt visible

effect of the operation is the effort of the tree to

replace the woud and foliage of which pruning de-

prives it in a new and more vigorous form.
6.—The new wood tlius formed, however, cannot

be expected to be capable of maturing fruit within
6 months afterwards at the least, and therefore, unless
the pruning has the effect, besides stimulating the

growth of new wood, favourably to influence the

contemporaneous formation of blossoms, it cannot be
looked on as a means of enhancing the crop to be
looked for from those blossoms.

7.—Then comes the further question : how does the
effort to form new wood and foliage affect the form-
ation of blossoms ?

8.—If the season at this time is wet the effect

of pruning is immediately visible in the formation
of new foliage, and planters are wont to say

" that
blossoms are gone to leaf." They say it is "the
abnormal weather." The effect of the pruning seems
now to be questioned,

9.—In a dry season there is usually a greater show
of blossoms ; but surely pruning is not to be credited
with the effect of weather, and even after a dry
season one hears it eaid '"

my blossoms were equal
to 10 cwt an acre, but I only gathered 4, and yet
my pruning was all linished by the middle of March !"

10,—Now in olden days— in the days of short
labour supply

—I should like to know how many
men had finished their pruning by the middle of

March, compared with the number that were well
contented if they could get round by the end of June
or even July, and yet we are accustomed to look
back to those times regretfully as the times when
our trees produced so much crop that we had not
the labor to gather it !

11.—Is branch pruning an operation that should be
carried on at the time that our frees are preparing
to blossom ?

12.—Koot pruning is another matter, and I must
leave that for another letter.—I am, dear sir yours
faithfully, L. M. S.

COFFEE FUNGUS : THE AILMENT AND THE
REMEDY.

•27th Oct. 1882.

Sir,—As held by
"

\V.," coffee leaf-disease and the

infertility of the tree are separate existences;* they,
acting in ominous concord, have issued in the present
collapse of the general prosperity. Such mysterious
visitations cannot be maledictions of creative power,
and their advent are not nowadays accepted with
*" Not proven" : what is obvious is that the infertil-

ity of the tree is mainly the consequeuce of a pest which
by constant attacks on the lungs of the tree disorders and de-
bilitates its whole system and fuB$tiOi>i*i

—Ho,

the abnegation of man's reason. A search for cause
is prudent, such often leading to the discovery that
the presence of a misfortune is conditional, and in-

dicative of some powerful, though common but com-
batable, deficiencies, and are recurrent under like

conditions, but often unrecognizable, when affected by a

change of agency. Our misfortune may have happened
from some such cause, aud, if recognized, it may permit
of an alleviation of our hardships being made, while

proving a useful and effective lesson to jjlanters of

all products, and an encouragement againsi despon-
dency and stimulant to both Government and people,
to set about a hopeful but assiduous resuscitation of

prosperity, concomitant wilh arboriculture, the natural

industry of the island, and referable principally to its

luoist and steady climate. The exposed planting of

fruiting trees especially, is proper, by which method
is obtained the fullest effects of elemental power, but
from the first it requires a constant conservating
care of the soil to effect its being a thriving and
entailable occupation of a population. Annual plants,
if not sufficiently productive one season, can in due
time be replaced by others, which encouraged by better

tillage will grow more vigorously. But with perennial
vegetation spasmodic cultivation does induce enfeeble-

ment.
The revival of general prosperity will not be ex-

pected from the mere planting-up of decaying coffee
lands with new products, nor will any permanency
be effected without the principles of enforestatiun

being adopted, nor will it be wholly brought about

by the lucky selection of a few inches of fertile

mould, made by enterprizing planters of new products
amongst our crags aud peaks. Great success in op-

posing the denuding effects of the weather, and in

C'lmbating the gradual absorption of the materials of

growth from the soil, has been attained to, but per-
manency is not now calculated on by Europeans,
whose natural interest is in making the best of the
soil speedily, to enable them to return to their own
homes with more money, if possible, than they
brought with them into this, the land of their so-

journ. And nothing better can be done with the
retired mountain sides than to turn them into hast-

ened use, exercising as much conservative care of the
soil as increasing knowledge will shew is profitable.

An inquiry into the causes producing the present de-

presaiou cannot be too late, whilst population is leaving
our shore, while a once flourishing revenue lies low
or tea aud cocoa grow. But let apathy rule and

twenty years hence, when the fertile mould now
around new products, will lie atop of the once lii tie

oared for coffee soil, now alas ! in the hollows of

the deep, poverty-induced parasites of strange growths
will, without searching back through the book of

Fate, afford a sufficient subject for contemplaliou to

the studious cryptogamist aud reduced planter of

these days. It would therefore be better to learn

the lesson now, and, while stately products are young,
dreams of marbled halls may be more safely indulged
in. But yet like the careful watch at sea, snooze
with the weather-eye open.

Plants have their troubles too, but while no sigh of

the weary comes from our stunted fields of coffee and

though these pictures of want may be less attractive

than the outlines of animals done on the same scale,

a general precept from experieuce has been learned
over again, that the profits yielded by lean cattle

and leaner pigs are no less sure than short crops
from starved trees.

No practicable method can keep up an estate on

hilly Lnd to its original power, and- to a former

general lelief in the permanency of open forcing plant-

in^, on such ground, must be ascribed much of our
trouble. No planting without being enfostered can

protect itself, especially on steep slopes, aud Governor
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Gregory told us that, which information at the time
we took rather unkindly. It is supposed His Excel-

lency's opinion was that we were not much more

practically intelligent than those Irish planters who
let in the blight so shockingly upon their taters.

There are estates on which long-continued, careful and

regular cultivation is found to pay, In the villages,
much of the once good old coffee yet lingers, jield-

ing a miserable return for its cumbrous occupation of

such advantageous ground as surrounds the hamlets.

Few, if any, new products will thrive sufficiently fast

if planted under shade on stiff trampled-dowu ground
and destined to try a struggle for food against the

contesting surface roots of old and powerful trees.

A half of the existing coffee is so far recoverable, but
the balance must be replaced and supplied. For village

cultivation, coffee as yet is the most suitable tree,

from its natural habits, its long-tried powers of life

and proved value of its product. Successful example
is the best precept, and by Government alone against
the present despondency can a practicable and per-
manent system of cultivation be introduced and speedily

spread among the people who are not slow to learn or

imitate a success.

All openly planted products, on unterraced hills

or on uudrained, untilled lands, must sooner or later,

from thii experiences learned in coffee-planting, prove
amenable to like unpropitious conditions. Early ex-

periment and close observation will discover many
necessary improvements, and, it in practice the cost

cannot be accepted, at least the warning to look out for

consequences has been timely effected.

The present flourish of green leaf and new wood
to those who have it, if sustained, bespeaks the

blessing of another crop, but the eventualities of the

dry season from December to May and later on the
burden of crop following, will as in late years bear
hard upon the reserve of strength, now so small and eo

seldom added to, to soil or tree.

Parasites of all societies, however useful in the

great balance of power, gifted to reproductive creation,
with the turn of the scale in their favor, are with
limitations generally obnoxious and inclined to exceed
their orders. Hemeleia is of this breed and its at-

tacks must be hostile to the health of tree and leaf.

The fleeting changes in the leaf are the outward
tokens of the condition of the tree, and the fall of the

leaf, while a natural incident distracts attention from
the circumstance that premature as well as matured
leaves fall by adventitious agencies this is best

observable on trees which are known to be enfeebled.

The exigencies of cultivation shew that trees with

early retillage will not drop their leaves so rapidly,
as those beyond the point where retillage has been

put in abeyance. From trees under regular cultiva-

tion a great fall of leaf, although it may not be

immediately of serious import, jet tells of slackening
root action. A loss of young wood by atrophy often

accompanies an enfeebled state of the tree, resulting
from delayed re-cultivation. The heavy fall of leaf

about crop time it is admitted is so far natural, but
it is not all a necessity, for retillage and manure

applied two or three mouths before crop very much
reduces the loss of foliage aud the shock generally

given to the trees at that period.

Notwithstanding an occasional fig-up, the present one

being the longest on record and generally complained
of, the coffee yearly retrogrades. The sensitive leaf

and young branch, being the periodical evolvement of

the existing power of the tree, it may be reasonably as-

sumed that its appointed time and strength is in some,
if not in full, proportion to the enfeebled condition

of its origin, and its own reduced power when under

fnngal attack. Leaves, strong and dark green, will

remain attached for montlis, especially on plants, with
their elaborating surfaces much destroyed and affected.

thus giving but a maimed help to the tree. This
reduced assistance from one leaf, multiplied by the

many affected, reasons of considerable mischief done
to the tree.

Last year's continued wet, following upon the effects

of crop, benumbed the roots, kept the ground soaked
and cold, thoroughly blighting numbers of trees and
denuding them of leaf and twig, making recovery
very slow. The little crop this year is in the warmer
localities, on tilled, light and stoney or open land.

Cutting back of the roots to increase fertility is a

practice in advanced arboriculture necessary occas-

ionally with old trees. It nscessitates a deal of col-

lateral expense to be a snccetsful operation. Digging
among the roots and stirring in mould and manures,
yearly if possible is preferable, and this is generally
accompanied with a considerable cutting of the roots.
A light cutting off f;ir-stretching roots .is very bene-
lieial ; the rootlets are increased and renewed and
their combined action is the mainspring of tree-life.

When cultivation is applied to backward fruit and
coffee trees, the fruit, besides increase of quantity,
increases in size aud quality. Yearly manure halved

bi-annually applied is found to save fruit, branch
and leaf from withering, especially on light land.
Continued experiment, it is to be hoped, will show
it to be profitable as well. For upon that question,
will it ? hangs the expenditure to be made and the

system to be adopted in the cultivation of any pro-
duct. The stirring of the soil necessary in the applic-
ation of a bulky manure and the recovering of any
exposed roots in advent of the dry weather, prevents
any serious attack of the disease, but no tree but
one dead need be expected to be completely or con-

stantly free from the yellow spot, but as in dom-
estic economy, an occasional hunt, and a periodical
comb down reduces to bearable limits the discomforts
of parasitical abundance, in like manner does cultiva-
tion given to the coffee tree act towards the fatal fungus,
but so far as the two coffees are concerned the yellow
fungus is a new and attractive addition to the beauties
in creation.

Strong trees in the open, often together in patches,
must from analogy have their roots in good feeding
and well subdraincd ground. These and such trees as
are kept in good condition by culture, also those
which are in genial shade and good soil, just so

long as the favoring conditions exist, are not much
troubled by disease, nor do their leaves fall so often

suddenly as happens from trees less propitiously
situated.

Contact of diseased trees or attempted inoculation
and other like means fail satisfactorily to put leaf-

disease upon vigorously growing irees ; yet the jellow
spot will be found to come apparently without cause
in time. Even there however, cause may yet be
found. Soil, which, being naturally light, made more
so by periodical forking, and being charged with an

yearly accumulating mould, from manure applied,
causes a rapid growtli of rootlets to the surface. The
earth being mounded around the tree to cover the

manure, is easily drained of superficial moisture, and
farther dried by the action of the rootlets will in

continued dry weather induce a severe attack of dis-

ease ; yet this does not tangibly affect the flower or

crop, provided the drought is not too loug c intinued.

Dryness at the ront, aided often by an earth bound
condition there, is tha leading agency reacting on the
leaves which induces leaf-disease. The opposite ex-
treme of stagnated v\ et and a stiff soil has a like effect,
but except in the last two years—though previously
to a limited extent on flats—wet has had less

influence. There are years which are wetter than
others, the difference not being such as to attract

general attention. Then the native coffee under thick

shade, in hollows and on flats, drop their leaves in
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such numbers as to cause the impression that the trees

are deo^iying fast
;
the unnatural excess of fall is called

leaf-dieeaae, although little fungus can be seen. The

ruling condition where leaf-disease prevails ia a parched
or repressed condition of the roots, and oftentimes of

the lower roots only, which even in showery weather,
towards the close, or iifter the monsoon, will be often

found to underlie a deceiving cover of wetted soil, whicli

supplies the leaves and top roots only with the lacking
moisture. It is only heavy, continued, or repeated

showers, which get througli a stilf or hardened soil

down to the netlier roots. In these times of the year,
both upper and lower roots are liable to dryness,
and, in ratio to the nature of the subsoil, the proteo
tion or not, by mould and the foliage of the tree

even a salutary influence must be effected by moist-

ure given off by adjacent forest. To tlie severe

effects of these recurring seasons in dry districts,

upon coffee in thin and worn-out soil, is due much
of the abandonment which took place before disease

was known. During dry weather, as is known, new
land and free or tilled soil afford immediate access

to the roots to rain and dew and with little waste.

On the fine old estates which still keep to the front, it

is not to be expected that the trees generally can

now bear as they did—they are aged, and their

circumstances of growth are much reduced. The
forest forming these estates was carefully and fortun-

ately selected. For many years the soil continued

free, deep, and rich. The multitudinously grown
rootlets felt no restraint below, nor repression above
from loss of mould and the thinning shade of a

tailing tree. Subdrainage was well effected in the
free and unconsolidated earth through chink and
channel left by root and worm. Reservation of moist-

ure was sufficiently preserved by the mould and the

free soil, assisted by decaying roots and timber.
Food was everywhere and was for years supple-
mented by the mouldering remains of heavy forest.

In higialy cultivated gardens alone could such pro-

pitious conhtions for growth be artificially effected

and trees there would be twice or thrice renewed
within the time tliose patriarchal trees have stood.

The remedies for the repression of coffee leaf-dis-

ease and against infertility will in lime prove useful

to other products. The remedies can happily be

applied as one ; and it is : attention to the roots,

encourage and sustain the growtli and the renewal
of the rootlets, by keeping the soil free, by supply
of food, and the regulation of moisture.

Experiments and observations on a few trees or

on a tield will test these assertions and they are

not new from me. R.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES ? ANSWER :

LEAF-DISEASE.
.30th October 1882.

Dear Sir,—"W.," in his second letter, tells us
that the sole object of his first was to prove that

hemikia was not the primary cause of the universal

decline of the fruit-beiiring powers of our coffee tri-es ;

his demonstration really taking the form of the

enthymernc :
—

(1) Cofi'ee was cultivated for years with-
out attracting the disease; (2) an unhealthy consti-

tutional condition is a sine qua non for the establish-

ing of a fungoid growth in any organism ; (3) leaf-disease

did establish itself in our coffee ; therefore, our cffee
was in an unhealthy state prior to the attack of hemileia.

This logical conclusion must, bowever, be condemned
as blind, empirical, and h.iphazard. being directly

opposed to that arrived at by Marshall Ward after

long and careful study. He proved beyond a 'loubt

tiiat
" a spore, taken from a diseased leaf and sown

on the lower surface of a healthy coffee leaf in a drop
of water, germinates."

Let us pretend to ignore for a moment this judg-
ment of the cryptogamist, and see how far " W."
has made out his case on his own hypothesis. Ac-

cepting this, if we critically analyse the word
"primary," giving to it its two senses of priority
of time and place, there will hardly be any of us
so bold as to deny that on the lirst count "W."
has proved his case. But, sir, where shall we stop
if we attempt to unravel the mystery of the first

cause of leaf-disease's existence ! Surely
" W." is

arguing on false premises when he tells us (letter
No. 7) that it is ridiculous to suppose the leaves
and permanent structures of our trees have any inter-

dependence.
The leaf we all know to he one of the conserv-

ative organs of a tree, and (if a temporary one) ia

as absolutely necessary to the growth and preserv-
ation thereof while it remains on it, as lunge to
an animal. It seems to me as unreasonable to sup-
pose that a diseased leaf will elaborate naturally
pure juices for tlie system of its parent tree, as
that humanity can touch pitch with impunity or
that jelly filtered through a bag saturated with
kerosine oil will turn out a palatable condiment.
In previ.jus letters I have ventilated my belief in

an existing analogy between the two kingdoms,
animal and vegetable. This I maintain in the face
of "W."'a dogmatic assertion that the theory of a
vegetabl'1 circulation is absurd. It would, therefore,
be the basest apostacy on my part were I to allow
his inference (that the leaf is not as necessary to
the tree, as any member or membrane to the human
entity) to pass unnoticed. Though a cabbage may
not be able to apply the moral, the sense of the
fable of the "belly and the members "

bears equally
on its constitution and a king's. Still harping on
this analogy, let me adduce a case which seems to
me to parallel poor coffee's present state. Last crop
a cooly (male), in the prime of life, met with an
accident which necessitated the amputation of a leg. him
Shortly after his return from hospital, his wife left
for a younger, whole man. * •

Leaf-disease has
amputated poor coffee's leg, and he can do next to

nothing in the way of reproduction, and may be ex-

pected before very long to hobble off the "hooks."
The 3rd para of the 7th letter savours strongly of

suppressio veri. Though the disease does not enter
through its roots, as " W." there declared, he omitted
to add that it is quite possible tliat the whole tree may
be affected by a vitiated elaboration of the sap in the
leaves. I do not hold with " W." 'a fears that, even if

we expelled the disease, it would be bound to return,
nor do I think for a moment that our coffee would still

remain uuproductive if such a crusade were success-

fully carried out. It is interesting at this stage to
recall Dr. Trimen's ideas ccmveyed in his covering
letter to Marshall W^ard's 3rd report.

" We know,"
he wrote,

" that there is one sufficient cause of leaf-

disease, the uredospore of H. V., that is produced only
by a pi evious one, and can germinate only in moisture.
This then is a vei-a causa, and in accordance with the
wellkiiown medical aphorism, to remove this would
be the true practice." There is no pursuit of phantoms
or first causes suggested here, but a measure which only
our increasing poverty renders daily more and more
impriuticable to us, the entire destruction of the
accursed spores. Why cannot " W." accept this doct-
rine with ttiat faith he exhibits as to the unexplained ex-
istence of the first canse of all these minor first causes 1

In his first letter "
W," by way of pointing out

the harmlessness of leaf-disease, tells us of a group of
estates that gave satisfactory crops in 1S76 although
just before the hlossomiuL, time these estates were
nearly leafless. It is a moot point in luy-mind whether
leaves are of such importance to the tree at the peri, id
of blossoming

—when the tree's energies go to the
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developing of flower-buds, aud its wood-formation re-

ceives a check from the dry wenther—as later wheu it has

to collect all its forces for the maturing of fruit. Unless
I am much mistaken, most of our English orchard trees

put forth their flowers before a single leaf is formed !

Then ' VV '

opines that in 1876 the fungus attained

its utmost force. He seems so positive of this that

I dare not contradict it. Nevertheless I fear that

just now we have on usaixulmoster attack than that was.

It is not so long since the ravages of the pest

paid us two distinct visits in the year ; now we have

hemikia, like the poor, always with us. I have allowed

this letter to run to too great a length, and will

now bring it to a conclusion. I am persuaded that

leaf-disease is the prime cause of our present misery,
and that its ravages would have been a mere trifle

to what they have been, but for wind, which in its

turn would have affected us but little, had more

prudence been exercised in the clearing offorest land ;

that grub has slain its thousands of trees, but that

•wiih carelessness in selecting plants, smA a host of other

causes which have been adduced, have moved merely
as satellites to Hemileia Vastatrix.—Faithfully yours,

P. T. L.

WHAT AILS' OUR COFFEE :—STARVATION ?

Sir,—"W." in his letters, tried to show us, "what
ails our coflfee"' he has shown us it is not leaf-diseaae

and has not shown us anything more. Starvation is

what ails our coffee ; either Ist no manure, 2nd man-
ure mis-applied, or 3rd insufficiency of manure. 1st

perhaps it will be asked, how did coffee bear in

former years without manure ? In former years cof-

fee got well manured with decayed weeds, in proof of

which, I will give two instances. 1st :
—Palamcotta

estate in Bakwana, belonged to a Colombo merchant ;

it was very weedj-, then the merchant failed and

nothing "as done to the estate for soiue months, it

was bought by Messrs. C. Shand & Co. and immedi-

ately sold to Messrs. Mitchell & Rust, when they

got the place the coffee could not be seen for the

weeds, and yet that place gave 15 cwt. an acre after

that for 3 years running. Next was Oonagalla estate

in Kornegalle, said to be 120 acres in extent but, what
with slab rock, etc., I do not believe there was 80

acres of coffee. It was allowed to get into such a

mess that coolies had to be put on with catties

to cut down the jungle stuff' before any weeding
could be done, and yet that place gave 3,000
bushels of parchment for some years after. About
1864 an idea was started that we could not grow weeds
and coffee ; it sounded very well in theory, but I think

proved a failure in practice and there is no doubt
that the sun takes more goodness out of the soil,

than the weeds did. -!nd.—Like in weeding a new
fashion has been started in manuring, and that is

sowing it broadcast, and then forking it in ; to fork

it in thoroughly it would require more than one

forking, which is seldom done ; the consequence is,

that a portion of the manure is washed away, aud
the question is, do the roots of the coffee get at

the remaining manure to be of any benefit. I doubt
if the coffee dei-ives much more benefit from it, than
what a mere forking would have done. If crops
are expected from manure, the manure must be placed
where the roots can get at it.

3rd. Insufficiency of manure. Baron Liebig said,
" that a coffee tree would take up I lb of bocu duts

to produce a crop," but when it had taken up the

1 lb of bone dust, what has a tree to go on with, to

mature that crop and carry it on to the next? Is

it any wonder then that if a tree takes up what
little manure that has been applied, it is unable to

bring its crop to maturity and is left more dcid than

alire. Much has been written against coffee of late,
|

but, it must be remembered that we have had in-

stances of individual trees under peculiar circum-
stances bearing at tlie rate from 5 to 30 tons an
acre, and with proper cultivation there is no
doubt that coffee can be made to bear as much
as it ever did before. I do not say that with

proper cultivation there may not be occasional failures

of crops. Over those circumstances man has no con-

trol, and coffee is not the only product that suffers

from those cii'cumstances. What I say is this, that
with proper cultivation coffee is the most profitable

product that can be grown in Ceylon.—I remain, yours
truly, G. F. HALLILEY.
[By "proper cultivation" we take Mr. Halliley to

mean liberal manuring and little, if any, weeding.
Wliere are trees to be found bearing at the rate of

30 tons an acre?—Ed.]

COFFEE LEAF-DISEASE DUE TO VITIATED
SAP?

Dear Sir,—Trees (exogenous) of which our coffee

is one, never die a natural death; tbey die from accid-

ent or disease: either the roots go down into an un-
suitable strata, or all the available food within
their reach has been exhausted, or the roots get
so matted vhat they prevent the sap flowing up into

the tree, or some disease sets in ; so that, if a tree got
sufficient food and moisture and met with no accident,
it would go on growing and bearing for ever. If a
tree takes up too much moisture without sufficient

essential food, as soon as a little bright, sunny weather
sets in, the sap gets disoraauized and mildew or some
other disease sets in. Before a coffee tree gets an
attack of leaf-disease, the edges of the leaves turn a dirty

yellowish white and the wider it becomes the worse
that tree is attacked with leaf-disease, so that there

cannot be any doubt but that the sap is first disorgan-
ized and it afterwarcis contracts the disease through
someaction of the atmosphere on the leaves; or how are we
to account for patches away from any dieease suddenly
getting affected ? There have been trees free from disease

though surrounded with affected trees. It is a pity
the observers did not examine, the condition of their

positions. I have no doubt that they would have
found that they were growing in better soil than
their neighbours. As they were not trees not liable to

be affected, their seed planted elsewhere get diseased.

Another proof that leaf-disease is owing to the dis-

organization of the sap is what first drew our atten.

tion to the disease and that was that oar fruit was

attacked, in the large number of black beans, iu the

crop of 1870-71. So that the only cure for leaf-disease

is proper manure, properly applied, and then proper
treatment of the trees and we would get proper crops ;

without this, we can no more make coffee pay than a
Loudon maiket gardener could make his garden pay,
if he did not cultivate it properly.— Yours truly,

G. F. HALLILEY.
P.S.—There used to be a tree on " Baharundrah "

estate in Kotnialie that used to give its 5 and 6

bushels of cherry. G. F. H.

THE TEA-PLANTING ENTERPRIZE IN CEYLON.
November 6th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—Let us take "D. W. F. L."'s first para-

graph in which he considers " Cha" 's estimate of yield

per acre of tea as "
liberal and reckless.

' Tea planters
in Ceylon have not, ae a rule, been anxioue to pub-
lish their annual yield yei- acre, but, if we may take
as our standrtrd the statement published in the
Observer by Messrs. Mackwood & Co., namely that
the yield at Gallebodde estaie for the jear ending
June 30th 1882 (when the tea was four years old)
was 530 lb. per acre it does not strike one that
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" Cha" wag being reckless in stating that lowoountry
estates might be worked up to 700 lb per acre.

"D. W. F. L" is lucky in having such a ecape-go.-vt
to refer to as Loolcoudura, but is he sure that the

various estates he mentions are shipping all the tea

they make, from broken pekoe to rough leaf, or are

some of them keeping back their rubbis/i to sell locally
and to raise in consequence their home average.

While allowing that " D. W. F. L." is perfectly
correct iu saying "that two year old crop may be doubled
or even qundrupled by natural increase iu growth during
the following year," I should like to know whether
" D. VV. F. L." puts it down to the circumstance
mentioned above, or to superior management that a

tea estate rising three years old , more than doubled
its monthly outturn of dry tea three months after

it had been taken in hand by "an experienced Indian

tea planter."
I beg to oiler my congratulations to " D. W. F. L."

on his being the lucky proprietor of tea land in various

districts : at the same time should he meditate opening

up for this product, I fancy that, unless he moderates
his caustic mode of inquiry, he will remain as ignorant
as he now profeeses to be, of the cultivation and manu-
facture of tea.—I am, kc, TAVT-ELAY.

VINE CULTURE AND ELEPHANTS IN THE
TIME OF THE DUTCH IN CEYLON.

Colombo, Nov. 8th 1882.

Dear Sir,—That the Dutch were not the first to

introduce the vine into Ceylon is evident from the

foUoning translation from Valentyne's History of the

East Indies. Vol. V. under the heading "Ceylon."
The writer is describing a visit in 1G02 to the

Court of the King of Kandy by Commander Spil-

bergen, the first Dutchman who landed in Ceylon.
The journey was from Batticaloa near Bintenne :

—
"Nearing Kandy, the King sent gilded palanquins

and elephants with gorgeous trappings to meet the

party, also constant supplies of fruit and of wine,* equal
in quality to any procured from Portugal, the produce
of a vine which the King himself had planted."

Speaking of elephants, the same writer goes on to

describe the elephants of Ceylon as far superior in

sagacity to those of the neighbouring continent :

"Not only did they at the word of comm.ind salaam
their visitor, but when their riders were anxious to

mount on to their backs, the elephants, at a given

signal, saved them all further trouble by taking them

up iu their trunks and safely depositing them there ! ! !"

—Yours faithfully,

~
WEEDS IN COFFEE CULTIVATION.

To the Editor of the
" Madras Mail."

Sir,—Your correspondent "Ghirkee Hooloo" says
about weeds, "If kept low and thin they do not do
much harm." The advocates of the system so well

described by "Grass Knife" go further and maintain

that weeds and grass not only do no harm, but are

actually beneficial, to say nothing of the indirect ad-

vantages of having yoar best labour, available at the

right time, for that most important work, handling.
Should further proof be necessary, after Mr. Harman's

letter,
" Ghirkee Hooloo" could not wish for a better

illustration of the conservative efifects on the soil, of

this system of cultivation, than the way the supplies
have come on in the old coffee

" that showed unmis-

takeable signs of the efl'ects of 'Ghirkee Hooloo.'"

Some other cause must, I think, be looked for, to

account for what your correspondent said. When you
have this grass you must dig deeper, as is done in the

valley, aud thus a further benefit is indirectly forced

upon you Dubbe Hooloo' is the worst enemy of this

* Could this possibly be the juice of tho coconut?—Ed,

kind of cultivation. I have known its roots grow
straight through the tap roots of coffee, and estates

destroyed by this grass. There is nothing left but to
dig it entirely out. The advocates for clean weeding
will allow nothing in favor of the system, but fall back
on the good quality of the soil iu the valley to account
for the condition of the coffee and say, wait ! They
forget that man} of the estates iu the valley are thirty
years old, and to judge by the vigour of the trees uow,
one would rather ba inclined to think that a great deal
of the soil had been improved by the system. For
deterioration has certainly not yet set in.

Wynaad. A Convert of the Kings.

TEA SIEVING MACHINES.
(From the Indian Tea Gazette.)

Sir,— Would any of your subaribers kindly inform
me whether they have tried an ordinary sieving aud
winnowing machine such as is used in fai ms at home
in England. The largest siever and winnower by, say,
Messrs. Ransomes, Head and Jaffries of Ipswich
costs about £11 in London, aud may cost R170 to
belauded at any steamer station in Cachar or Assam.
Mr. Jones of Fenchurch Street manufactures one of
the same type under the designation of Taxidinemeter,
and sells it for three times the price, viz., £30. If

anybody has worked an ordinary winnower, would
he let me know from .-vctual trials what length of
time it took him to sieve 4 mnunds of bulk tea

through No9. 13, 10, and 8 mesh wire sieve ; and how
many mauuds of pekoe or B. P. could be winnowed
in an hour? Mine is a small garden, yielding about
600 mds. of tea a year. So I cannot 'think of pur-
chasing Ansell's machine, which has been introduced
in this neighbourhood, and is very well spoken of bv
those who have seen it working, Hanstir.

WEEDING COFFEE ESTATES.
(To the Editor of the "Madras Mail.")

Sir,—At present on many weedy places where they
can afford to weed monthly, it costs as much as
R2 per acre per mensem. This is in itself sufficiently
ruinous, but if by this weeding we are really burn-
ing the caudle at both ends, the matter is of serious

importance. Replies to the following questions wonld
be thankfully received, and I trust brother planters
who have gained their experience in other parts will

kindly come to our help.
I.—Is it recommended that no weeding whatever

should be carried on during the S. W. monsoon months,
i. c, June, July, August aud September, except cut-

ting down the large ones ?

II.—How about grass? There is a small creeping
grass here, which it is impossible to eradicate when
once it gets into the ground.

III. —When should digging be begun, and to what
depth &c., should the soil be dug? Should it be
turuedover or merely looS' ned up ? And of course
as much care as possible should be taken not to in-

jure the main roots.

IV.—What would the cost of digging where men
are paid 4i annas per diem 1

V.—What sort of digger is used ?

VI.—Where the weeding can be done for 12 annas
or a rupee an acre per mensem all the year round,
would any of your correspondents prefer to allow the

place to get weedy in order to reap the benefits of

digging in weeds ?

Irevandrum. A Travan'core Plaxtee.

Coi'KA IN Fiji.—The Fiji Times states :—In 18S1
the export of copra exceeded that of the previous year
by 193 tons, although, in consequence of a decrease
iu value, the amount realized for the larger quantity
fell short by £22,737 153 lOd of that representing the

receipts for the smaller export.
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Cinchona Planters ought to take hearts of grace
over the splendid prices obtained today by Messrs.
Eobinson & Duulop for the Waverly and Holmwood
Crown Bark from 6-year old trees : E3 55 and R2-10
per lb. are equal to 6s 9d aud 4s 3d in the home
market, and they shew that good bark will sell as
well locally as in London.
Peesekved Bananas.—a new method of preserving

ban.-.uss 1 a; b c:i patented in Jamaica, aud although
its results have not yet been subjected to a com-
mercial test sufBcient to form the basis of a decided

judgment, we may say that there is at any rate a
fair prospect of a new and important industry being
thus opened up. A sample of the Iruit prepared
nearly twelve months ago is now before us in ex-
cellent condition, and retaining its flavour in a re-
markable degree. We are not. acquainted with the
details of the process, but it is evident that the fresh

ripe fruit has been cut in half lengthwnys, aud sub-

jected to some method of slow drying, which has
prevented fermentation and decay. It is believed that
7d or 8d per lb. would he paid for the fruit by
manufacturers of wine ; and that it would also com-
mand a sale amongst the general public for culinary
purposes.

—Planters' Oazetle.

"Cinchona Bark Allowances" which were so

frequently complained of by the planters as running
away with a large proportion of their consignmeuts,
abolished according to the telegram which Messrs.
Eucker and Bencraft have been good enough to send
us—all but the "tare." We should suppose this to
be a concession of importance, because if we mistake
not oooassionally planters pointed out that from 15
to 20 per cent, was swallowed up in this way. Of
course the object in abolishing is to attract bark to
the London market. But if a marcantile friend is

correct, the allowances abolished are of less consequence
than was generally supposed and any meterial change
in the trade rather improbable. He writes :

—
I have been looking at some account sales of cin-

chona :
—
S. Q.—No. 1...5 bales gr. wt. L060 lb.

Tare 24 lb.

Draft 10 „
Dust 30i ,,

Tret 38J „ 103 „

Nettwt...957 lb.

S. Q.—No. 2. .9 pack. gi-. wt. 1,694 lb.

Tare 235 lb.

Diaft 18 ,,

Dust 4.3S ,,

Tret 53i „ 350 „

Nettwt.. .1,344 lb.

No. 3... gi-. .3,249 1b.

Dust ajid tret 210 „

3,039 lb.

The allowances, draft, dust and tret come to about
7 per cent. But h the dvst, an allow.aiice abolished ?

it is roughly 3 per cent. Leaving out the dust, the
other allowances abolished would be about 4 per cent.

Opinions are divided about the effects of this mea-
sure I think it will after a time end in the
reduction of prices in Loudon to the extent of

allowances abolished. Another authority writes :
—

The London Brokers, seeing the bai k trade going
past them, and going to the Continent, have come
to their senses. If there ever was a mistake it was
in fleecing the poor bark-grower, but it has done
some good, for it has assisted him to sell locally
and so has opened up a good continental trade perhaps
more quickly than would otherwise have beenthe case.

The " T. a."—From Messrs. Haddon and Co. we have
received some numbers of the Tropical Agriculturist for
naturalists and planters, published at Colombo, at the
office of the Ceyloti Observer. Vol. 1 appears to contain
a varictj- of useful articles on the cultivation of the cine-

houa, the introduction ijfLiberian coifee into Ceylon, the

tea-plantations of India, and similar topics.
—Graphic.

Abnormal Coffee Bereiet.—Mr. Dewar of Rose-
neath, Kandy, writes to us :

—" I send you a sample
of curious coffee, which grows at

'

Auniewatte.
'

There is only one tree of it, and year after year it

goes on bearing this abnormal bean, and that alone."
The cherry is certainly curious—not larger than or-

dinary C'oJ'ea Arahica, but it is flattish and split
open with 4 or 5 small beans instead of two forming.
Has Mr. Dewar ever attracted the attention of Dr.
Thwaites or Dr. Trimen to the tree or berries ? The
latter, we feel sure, will be interested in seeing
the cherries aud the tree. How does it stand leaf-

disease ?

COJIMENCEMENT OF TeA CULTIVATION IN InDIA
and Ceylon.—The following may be accepted as the
dates on which tea cultivation commenced in the
different districts :

—
Assam... ... ... 1835
Kumaon... ... ... 1850
Cachar... ... ... 1855
Dehra Doon... ... ... 1855

Sylhet... ... ... 1857

Kangra... ... ... 1858

Darjeeling... ... ... 1860
Tera ... ... ... I860
Chittagong... ... ... 1860

Neilgherries... ... ... 1862
Chota Nagpore... ... ... 1872
Dooar... ... ... 1875
These dates are from a London contemporary, and we

believe are generally correct.—Iiidiijo Planters' Oazeite.

[If by cultivation, growth in appreciable quantity is un-
derstood, lu the case of the Neilgherries, for instance,
a Mr. Rae sent us a specimen of tea grown aud prepared
by him, a dozen years before 1860, while the plant
had been introduced many years earlier still. In

Ceylon we date the regular cultivation of tea from
1867, but it isimly siacel875 that special attention has
been paid to the cultivation of the plant.

—Ed.]
Maize in India [and Ceylon.]—Mr. Robertson,

of the Saidapet Farm, reports very encouragingly
of his experiments last year with maize, the seed of
which he procured from Sydney, Australia. From a

sowing of 80-5 lb. of seed, an outturn of 3,37Slb. of

grain and 24,5951b. of straw was obtained. Before

sowing he tarred the seeds, to prevent them from
being eaten by crows, squirrels or coolies ; the de-
coction in which the seed was dipped being composed
of one-and-half pints of hot water and one-fourth of

an ollock of tar. He has been able to place about
2,5001b. of maize seed at the disposal of Collectors
for district experimental cultivation. Mr. Robertson
•mites :

—" The maize crop is one worthy of much at-

tention in this country. Without the aid of U'riga-
tion water, on the poor soils of the farm, good till-

age and the moderate use of manure secured the prod
duction of an average outturn of 984 lb. of grain an-t
6,2701b. of straw per acre; valuing the grain a,
30 lb. per one nipee. and the straw at R8 per ton

prices readily obtainable, the crop was worth R55-3-1

per acre, while tlie expenses incurred on tillage,
manure .and harvesting amoimted to not more than
R30 per acre." The straw of maize is also very rich
in sugar, and from the juice of crushed straw he
obtained 3 per cent of jaggery. Mr. Robertson is

surprized that maize has not yet received any atten-
tion in this counti-y for the production of malt for

tise in brewing.
—Madras Mail.
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TEA AND CINCHONA CULTIVATION IN THE
HILL-COUNTRY OF CEYLON.

LiNDULA, Nov. 12th, 1882.
Ab seen from the railway train in passing, the cacao

and Liberian coffee on "
Liberia "

estate looked flouri-

shing and tliat tlie latter presented no external signs of
leaf-disease. This fact was noted, because I liad be told
that hemileia rasfatrix liad latterly attacked the largeleaved coflee with, if anything, more virulence thanm the case of the Arabian species. No doubt if
Liberian coffee is badly attacked, the idea of virul-
ence will be exaggerated in j.roportion to the much
gi-eater surface of leaf covered with the brown and
orange coloured sporangia. I may add that I have
seldom seen the old species of coffee looking fresher or
more free of disease : alas, however, that I should have
to add, freer of crop. It is true, however, thati have
not been on Balmoral or any other of the exceptionally
favoured coflee estates, wliere " the colour

"
(gi-cen,

golden and ruby in succession) still shews. On a well-
known estate in Kotmalie, which for nearly forty
years of its existence yielded large and profitable crops,
I noticed large patches of coffee bushes uijrooted, to
make room for cinchona plants and tea sown " at stake."
I hope the experiment of placing the seeds iu situ will
be more successful than has been the case with a few
put into holes here. Plants from seeds simultaneouslysown in the nursery and then "

planted out "
are much

more advanced, uotwitlistanding the shock of removal.
On the Kotmalie estate referred to, was tried one of
the first expermients with cinchona succirubra on
worn-out coffee land. Accustomed for several yearsback m journeyings up and down to watch the pro-
gress of i;his grove of cinchona, it was a shock tome on this occasion to see the space vacant. I was
told that the trees had been coppiced. It would be
very interesting to know the pecuniary liistory of this
experiment and also to learn the fate of the
stools left in the ground. There was, of course
good grounds for preferring the coppicing pro-
cess to the now popular one of scraping or shaving.Where the trees are vigorous and shew no sinii of"
dying off," all the arguments are m favour o( this

process. It can, it is now beUeved, be repeated withm
each twelve months, so that two harvestings of shavingscan he ohtauied per annum for several, perhaps for
many years, before the necessity for coppicing or uproot-
ing arises. And as a well-known planter in thisilistrict
has tuliy proved, each successive crop of bark after the
tu'st. IS hkely to be superior iu quality to the fii-st and
to fetch correspondmgly higher prices, in the ratio of 2s
per lb. for ongmal bark and 5s for renewed. This has
been the result ui the case of succirubra trees, sul)iected
to the shavmg process, and, as the robust hybrids or
cincliona rolmsta, of the glabrous and pubescent foi-ms
are hkely to give even better retimis, the questionhas been raised whether the thne and expense neces-
saiy to raise pure Ledgers from the mnsery or by
grafting on succuubra stocks could not be better
bestowed on the more vigorous kinds, if even then-
renewed barks are neither so thick nor so rich m alkaloids
as IS undoubtecUy the case with the best forms of
Calisaya Ledgeriana. The bark of both succu-ubra and
robusta is pretty thick

; the matured trees bem^ of
large diameter, yield large quantities and after the^fiist
shaving the renewed hark will be rich in the most
precious of the alkaloiils,—quinine. The Led"ers are
deUcate, apt to suffer from cUmatc and diseas-'e, whUe
succirubra and m an eminent degi-ce robusta, is vigorousand disease resisting. The wondeifidly fresh look of the
glabrous foliaged robustas has especially struck me here,
where ealisayas, officinalis and iu a lesser degi-ce succi-
rabras have suffered from the disease which lirst appearedon the gum frees. The district is ringuig with and rejoic-
ing at the good fortune of the owner of "

Waverley" estate
who is said to hay© realized about R8,000 ftoju the

DO

bark of 3,200 or 3,500 trees. It woiUd be interesting
and usefiU to leai'n the ago of the trees and whe-
therthey were coppiced, uprooted, or merely shaved
Of the value of a forest of several hunch-eds of
thousands of cinchonas, standing up amidst fields
of coflee, I foi-med a vivid and high opinion
when on the mormng of the 10th I accompanied the
laii-d of Mattekelle over a portion of his beautifiU
domain of plantations and swelling patenas. In the
plantations are from 600,000 to 800,000 cinchonas,
many of them well advanced, and if these resist disease
and the twice-a-year shaving process, they will form a
source of wealth far superior to the coffee which
sheltered them when young and winch now they are

over-shadowing. Here for the first time I saw the "shav-

ing process apphed systematically and extensively, and
I was much struck with the improvement, since years
ago, I assisted at some of the fii-st experiments, iiiade
with Mr. Moens' method, which is now likely entirely
to supersede poor Maclvor's stripping process. The
shaving instrument, in the use of which the coolies are
so expert that tree after tree is rapidly completed, is
an adaptation of the carpenter's spoke shave, with an
opening wide enough for the long shavings easUy to

sHp through, and the knife so set that, witli'one
operation, just the proper proportion of the epidermis
and inner liark are removed, the wood being nowhere
bared. From above downwards and from below up-
wards, the coolies seemed able to operate with equal
ease, and a dozen or a score of trees can be sliaved
in the time in which one conld he stripped. The
shavings are more easily dried than the whole bark
and they can be pressed into bales of limited size, so'

as to save freight. Mr. Smith told us he was a convert
to the process of covering the trees after shaving, not
because of the effects of weather on the health cf the trees
but because of the gi-eater quantity and better quality of
the bark obtaiued by covering. He uses the convenient
patena grass, and he gave a good reason for preferring
grass of some sort to tarred paper, or any other im-
pervious substance, under which, action injurious to the
bark and the. tree might be set up. All kinds of
substances are being tried, but whatever is adopted the
jirocess is pretty expensive. Has any one tried a
felting of jute waste? The Superintendent of Abbots-
ford has recently utilized the long stalks of gladioli
which grow luxuriantly along the sides of paths. Strips
of leaves of aloes, New Zealand ffax, and many other
plants could be tmned to account. The gieat point is
not to use string which passing loolies can steal.
Plant-fibres wffl answer. We have heard of good success
with strips of brown paper, tied on with coir
fibres, single strand, but two or more knotted together.
The shaving is a simple and inexpensive process. The
expense is in the covering ; yet it pays amply. But to

go back a little. The eiiect of the recent feari'ully ab-
noi-mal south west monsoon—unusually windy as well as

unusually wet—was painfully manifest in the appearance
of the coflee on each side of the Dimbula Gap, especially
on the Kotmalie side. No such effects of weather had
been witnessed previously since "the forest piimeval

"

had given place to coffee. Not only were the branches
forced upwards, but the whole of tin; foliage, such as
it was, left on the trees was small, shi-ivelled and of
a pale yellow colour, just the colom- which distmguishes
a flush of best Assam hybrid tea. And this leads me
to the fact that in its superior power of resistiui' wind
lies the superiority of tea to coflee, cinchonas and most
other products. About a month ago a planter wTote
that practically the whole of the cinchona plants put
out were killed off' by the chilly wet, and another gentle-
man calculates his losses of ledgers and robustrs over
a clearing of Oiirty acres as at least one-third of what
he put out. This was fi'oiu wind laden with w et. The
contrast iu the case of very extensive plantings of tea
OH Abbotifoid tUs jear is T«i> BU'ikiug, n^t one per
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oeut of the plants having failed to gi'ow. This fact,

as well as the gi'owth made by one-year old plants, and

the luxuriance of the older tea, excited the admiration

of an experienced Indian tea planter who came especi-

ally to see the actual position of matters. His verdict

was " Finer tea and a better tea soil there could not be."

His admu'ation was shared by a couple of planters who
were encom-aged in their ovm operation of planting tea

at a high elevation. Special plants allowed to gi'ow as

seed-bearers, which had attained heights of 10 feet to 24,

were declared to equal anything seen in Assam, and one

astonishing plant excelled evei-ything the Indian planter
had seen or heard of so gi-eatly, that he said the di-

mensions, if published, would excite only incredulity-

Nevertheless I venture to state just the facts.

The tree which an-ested and fixed the amazed
attention of om- \-isitor, gi-ew by a path side at an ele-

vation of 5,000 feet- It was not the tree-like stem or

the height of the tea bush which astonished Mr. Came-

ron, but the vast area covered by its spreading branches.

Let the diameter 16J feet be trebled, and the circum-

ference obtained is 49J feet.

THE WEEDING AND PKUNING OF
COFFEE.

A discussion on the necessity for clean weeding of

plantations arises at regular intervals in our columns and

the subject has been acquiring a new practical ^in-

terest of late years, since scarcity of money has

made it so difficult to maintain the usual works

on estates. Our fear has always been that in the case

of Ceylon our soil, being as a rule inferior to that of

India, cannot bear both weeds and plants. There are

experienced planters, however, who think differently

as witness Mr. O. F. HallUey and the WTiter who
addresses us on page 497 froniDoombera—one of the dis-

tricts by the way, where a sutficient depth of good soil

exists to justify an experiment in cultivation after

the Indian fashion. In respect of pruning again,

the Ceylon custom is called in question especially by
Indian "tea authorities who have visited our planta-

tions and who find fault with " the waste of money in

weeding and to some extent in pruning." Curiously

enough, the minimum of pruning would appear to do

for Liberian coffee ; but in respect of the iVi-abian

kind, the preponderance of opinion among local coffee

planters of experience
—more especially among those

who have secured the best average crops
—is that far too

little attention as a rule is given to the compara-

tively expensive, but profitable work of timely prun-

Lntr. What is the proper
" time

"
is a question still

asked, however, as witness a thoughtful letter in

our colunms a few weeks ago.

Meantime, we observe a feeling growing up
amonc the younger generation of planters that

their" predecessors—the men of thu-ty years ago—
did not pay sufficient attention to the teachings of

experience, nor bring a proper amount of thoughtful

consideration to bear on their work at a time when

they had all the land before them where to choose,

in virgin forest and rich soil for their coffee plants.

It is well therefore to hear what one of the most

thoughtful of planters who dates from a byegone

generation has to say for himself and his fellows

and although the following paper was written at

our request, more than a year ago, it is fresh

and applicable to the "Weeding" discussion re-

cently started :
—

. „ •
,

'I oliserve, in the published opinions of certain plant-

ers of a new school, a reaction agninst the system of

treatiu" coffee, that has grown out of the experience

of 'tive°-atid-forty-years. Those fresh minds have

evolved from their inner consciousness that Weeding and

Pruniii" is » mistake, and in consecjuence thiit the

planters of the past, were rather a poor lot—men
without originality, or sound judgment, who merely
dropped'into a groove, and bad not the pith to move out
of it, or the readiness of resource to choose another
course. Those new hands, in laying their views
before the public, only display their own ignor-
ance of the history of Coffee Planting ; else they would
have known that there is hardly a possible theory,
with regard to tlie treatment of coffee, that has not
been tested, again and again. But even with ignor-
ance of what has been done a little common
sense would have led them to consider that the omis-

sion, of two, out of the three, most costly and
exigent operations of coffee cultivation, was far too
obvious a bit of economy to escape the notice of

planters, who were economical by nature, or who
were forced into economy by circumstances, or who
had a theory to maintain. In point of fact,

monthly Weeding was a system of very slow growth,
and its economy was the chief quality that en-
abled it to make way : it was the least costly way
of dealing with weeds, and that under which
coffee continued most verdant and grew quickest.
Had the modern revivers of old theories ever seen
the effects on coffee, of cutting the weeds with

reaping hooks, once or twice a year, as I have,
they would probably have hesitated to commit
themselves, and expose their ignorance of the

subject they undertake to teach. As to Pruning
again, there are two ways which have something in

their favour, in various cases, and conditions. First,
let the plant grow as nature wills it, cut

nothing, and strip nothing, but take what
nature sends, and be thankful. But if you would
have a tree to yield the maximum crop on conven-

iently arranged wood, keep it down to a fixed height
and remove all superfluous and worn-out wood.
Coffee planting was ten years old in Cejlon before

Pruning went further than keeping down suckers, and
there are now perhaps planters of a dozen years'

standing that never saw a tree on tolerable soil so
treated for ten years. After the second crop, the whole
growth of the tree goes into the two highest pairs
of branches, which, dense and intricate, exclude light
and air from all behnv. The lower branches gradually
die and drop from the stem, and by the tenth year
nothing else remains, and the wood is so matted and
interlaced that one could walk without much dis-
comfort on the top of a line of coffee. Thus, both
the present system of Weeding and Pruning are the

progressive teachings of experience, and fell on minds
qui'e as acute and logical as any now coming into

play." -
THE COCOANUT TRADE OF TPJNIDAD.

(From the Oil and Paint Review, Oct. 3rd.)

Trinidad, Sept. 4th, 1S82.

The Island of Trinidad, British West Indies, has

grown cocoanuls on the east coast since the last cen-

tury, but on account of the difficulty of shipping the
entire nuts ihey were all manufactured on the spot,
and the oil and fibers (in bales) being less bulky,
were shipped to Port of Spain chiefly for local con-

sumption. Some of the fibers were exported to Bar-
badnes, and even to England. The exports of nuts
dates not more than about 20 vears back, as follows,
the value being given in pounds sterling :

Nuts. Value. Nuts. Value.
1^63 22(i,791

—
I

1878 4,241,270 £12,723
1865 419,752 —

|
1879 5,039,070

1S70 873,329 —
|

1880 4,227.276 14,193
1875 2,978,218 —

I
1881 over 6,000,000 20,000

Most of these nuts went to England as dunnage
between sugar hogsheads, and lately as top cargoes
in vessels carrying asphalt. They are shipped as
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eutire nuts, the huska being utilized in the manu-

facture of fibers for upholstering. Mattresses made

with cocoanut fibers iueiead of horsehair and cotton

do not harbour vermin. They sold in former years

at a higher rate than horsehair mattresses, but since

large quantities of cocoannt libers have been produced
the prices have fallen. As no focoauut liber works

are as yet established in thu United States, very few

nuts (less than half a million) have been sent to New
York and Philadelphia, and all the shippers who have

sent entire nuts from here in ihe beginning of ihis

year have lost money. The husking of cocoauuts is

done here at from one dollar to $1:20 p.r thou.-aud,

whilst our exporters were charged in New York $10

per ihousaud. No eutire nuts wdl henceforth be sent

by Triuidad merchants to the United States.

There are still thousands of cocoanuts rotting on

the east coast of Trinidad lor want of shipping. They sell

there at from eight to ten dollars per thousand.

Husking there costs $1.20, ao that the eutire cost to

the buyer does not exceed twelve dollars per thousand.

Captains of small schooners (say of 100 to 120 tons

register) could bring American provisions to Port of

Spain, and then start for the east coast, rill their

vessels with 150,000 or 200,000 peeled nuts, return to

Port of Spain, and clear out for the United States.

They could save the price of droghing (from si.x to

seven dollars per thousand), and the traushipnient from

the island droghers to ships in Port of Spain. Ves-

sels under every flag can load at any port of the

island for an outward port. Of late years several new
locals have been started in Trinidad. The trees are

planted in squares of from 25 to 33 feet. Experience
shows that the greater distance is preferable, and that

40 trees per acre yield as much as 60 trees planted
on the same space. To get a revenue from a local

takes at least twelve years from the time of planting.

Some trees begin to bear at seven years, when the ex-

penses of keeping the land clean diminish : from the

twelfth year the net income over expenses increases

up to ihe 25th year, then it remains about stationary

for 25 year», when the jield begins to diminish. The

average on a plantation or local (of from eight to

twenty thousand tiees) in full bearing can be stated

at eighty nuts per tree per annum.
Cocoanut trees are liable to blight, and also to des-

truction by lightning. To keep up a plantation young
trees have to be supplied continually, but it can safely

be calculated that one half of the crop pays for all

expenses. In Port of Spain eutire coconuts sell at

from S18 to S20 per thousand delivered alongside vessels.*

In England prices vary from six to ten pounds sterl-

iug per thousand. In England entire nuts are pre-

ferred, although lately peeled nuts in bags have been

shij)ped there and realized good prices, as they enter

immediately in the retail trade. Vessels with asphalt
as ballast cargoes cany from 200,000 to 230,000 entire

nuts. These are generally sold on arrival to one specu-

lator, who supplies the retail trade with husked nuts

and sells the liusks to the cocoanut fiber mills. The

quantity of cocoanuts shipped from Trinidad from Eeb.

Ist to Aug. l-ith of this year numbered 4,850,118.

Chicory : a new Source of Alcohol.— According
to Er/indumjen imd Erfahrungen the celebrated coffee

substitute, chicory, seems likely to become of importance
as a source of alcohol. The root contains an average
of 24 per cent, of substances easily convertible into

sugar, and the alcohol obtained by its saccharitication,

fermentation, and distillation is characterised by
u pleasant aromatic taste and great purity.

—Cheminl

I Old Driujgist.

*
Surely this is an exaggeration ; in Ceylon the value is

not nearly so much per thousand ready for shipping at

Colombo,—Kd.

Regakuino Indian Tea the Australian Trade He-
view tells us that "

as to the quality of this season's

crop, examination confirms the reported inferiority in

water, the Darjcelings beijg especially riisappoiniiug;
while some of the Cachars are also very poor, com-

pared with last season's growth.—Pioneer.
Coffee Corino.—In the early part of last year

Mr. D. Morris, director of Government plantations in
Jamaica strongly advised coffee growers there to adopt
the Ceylon method of preparation in central mills
at the port of shipment, but this opinion seems to
have been subsequently modified, for more receutly
we find him deprecating the method employed. He
says :—" The pulping and washing does not improve
the quality. The sensible Arabs dry their coffee in
the pulp, which preserves the aroina of ohe berry,
and is the secret of the value of the Mocha. If ilry

cherry is sent to the curers here, they at ouoe class
it as native cofi'ee, and its value is depreciated. Dry-
ing cofi'ee in the pulp will hardly find favoiir, bo-
cause the mode of preparation for the market must
be altered, and the machinery modified, but the

quality will be so greatly improved that the cost
of new appliances ought to be of secondary consider-
ation.''—Planters' Gazette.

A New Naecotic.—Dr. Schomburgk, the learned
director of the South Australian Botanic Gardens at

Adelaide, in hia annual report on the valuable in-

stitution which owes its existence to his unceasing
care describes a new narcotic, which the aborigines
of Australia indulge in very freely. The leaves of a

plant called the JJulioisia Pitari, which grows in the
interior of the island continent, from Cooper's Creek to
the Gulf of Carpentaria jjosses, whin dried and chewed
or smoked, properties akin to those of opium or to-

bacco, and probably about half way between these

two, so far as potency is concerned. The natives
who are fortunate enough—or unfortunate enough as
the anti-opium party would say—to find the plai,it

growing wild in their country, trade far and wide
with other tribes, who are only too anxious to possess
themselves of the means of indulging iu the delight-
ful dreamy sensation which the plant produces. The
active agent is a volatile alkaloid, similar to nicotine,
which has been called "pituiine." The "immorality"
of the drug will perhaps be somewhat redeemed whea
we add that this piturine has already been found to
be a potent remedy in ophthalmic practice in Europe.—Colonies and India.

EucALYPTU-s Oil.—The Mallee scrub is one of the
dwarf species of eucalyptus, covering many sijuare
miles of the Australian ranges. The volatile oil it

contains is an admirable solvent for kovvrie and other
varnish resins, and it is so abundant that Baron Mueller

gave the plant the name Eucalyptus oleosa. There is

a demand for all the oil that can be produced, and
some years ago Mr. Hosisto commenced its manufact-
ure on a large scale at Swan Hill. The cost of trans-

port, and the difhculty of obtaining water brought
the enterprize to an end. Tlie railway, which has
beeu laid out to Uiinboola, brought the matter up
again, and after inspecting the district Mr. Bosisto

purchased a homestead on the bank of a river which

provides an abundant, supply of excellent water. The
Mallee belt, two to five miles wide, runs close to the
east boundary of the land for a great distance. Mr.
Bosisto has erected the necessary buildings, with pump-
ing engine, four stills 10 feet in diameter, and 8 Or
lU feet high, with the necessary worm. The plant
will be equal to working off 2 acres of scrub a day.
The waste water from the stills will be used to irri-

gate small paddocks near the works, where attempts
will be made lo grow vmious medicinal herbs. On
the day of opening, some friends of Mr. Bosisto visited

the works, and the success of the enterprize was drunk
heartily.

— Cltern'sl awl JJruyijist.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

THE EKMAN PATENT : FIBRES.
London, E.C., 13th Oct. 1882.

Dear Sir,
—The Ekman patent is now getting into

work, and Mr. Spioer the great paper manufacturer
at Godalming is turning out the paper made in a

direct line of machines from the plank of wood.
A friend described to me this morning what he

liad witnessed in these works. In one part was situated
the warehouse into which the export bales are thrown ;

these have to be cut open and each blade of grass
has to be handled by women to ensure all dust, and
dirt being removed from it, and he describes it as

one of the most distressing occupations he has ever
witnessed ;

the poor women were smothered in dust, and
he cannot understand how they can work in such an

atmosphere.
The fact is, that any dirt passsing with the grass

or fibre into the cylinders destroys the pnper in colour

and appearance, and this is one of the reasons why
wood lias such an advantage over grass and reeds,
because as soon as the knots are cut out of the

plautf you have a clean pure substance to work

upon. So much so is this the case that Mr. Spicer
is actually turning out better palmer by the direct

process owing to the pulp never having been baled
or dirtied en route than is being turned out at the
Ilford paper works where the pulp is brought from
Sweden in cases.

I enclose you a sample of flax that has been sim-

ply treated and carded : this costs lOd per lb. to pro-
duce including the raw material, and it is sold at

about "-'/B to 3/ ptr lb. It is employed for trimmings
and all sorts of purposes where silk was used ;

in gimps and laces, for furniture, etc., etc. It has
au equal appearance to silk when dyed. I need hardly
say there are many Eastern fibres that would yield
as bright a surface.

I ought to inform you, this sample has not been

passed into the last stage of Ijleaching, but is suffi-

ciently clear for dyeing.
—Yours truly.

THUS. CHRISTY.
P. S.—I send you a samijle of seeds from a tree that

produces the oil of "lien," the slowest drying oil yet
discovered, and is used by watchmakers, and for all

delicate instruments. I think it will be largely used
when better known.

THE B^RUIT CROP IN ENGLAND A FAILURE
FOR FOUR YEARS RUNNING.

At Home, l<Jth October 1882.

Dear Sir,
—The fruit crop in England has this year

been a complete failure— far more complete than has

ever been known to be the case with cofl^ee. Orchards,
from which in average years two or three liundred

pounds' worth ol fruit has been sold, have this year
given scarcely enougli to supply the wants of a single
household. I learn that this is the fourth yearthat this

I1.1S been the case ; yet people do not there fore take
it for granted that England has ceased tube a fruit-

bearing country, nor do they abandon their orchards.

Let coffee planters take heart. If, as is undoubtedly
the case here, their short crops have been owing in

great measure to abnormal seasons, there may be a

good time coming for those who have the courage to

wait. NIL DESPERANDUM.

CEYLON COCOA IN THE EUROPEAN MARKETS;
THE MONOPOLY IN WHIIE PEPPER.

London, 21st October 1882.

Sir,—In No. 2 of "New Commercial Plauts
"

I

ave a description of the cocoa (" theobroma cacao"),

and I shewed that the soil entirely ruled the quality
of the production. I have sought to trace the destina-
tion of the cocoa that is produced in Ceylon, and I
think that the result will prove interesting to many.

It is known that the cocoa trees, when young, produce
the best cocoa, and that, after their first year or two's
fruiting, they are not likely to improve in the quality
of the berry either for flavour or for size. It is re-
marked that the berry of the Ceylon cocoa is small,
and to the general observer has not much to recom-
mend it, but nevertlieless it commands a high price in
the market compared to other descriptions of cicoa,
The Ceylon cocoa produces a bright colour; hence it
is purchased by the Paris confectioners for the highest
class of confectionery, where the colour is shewn and is
of importance. It has also rather a i^eculiar flavour,
which is also sought after; hence its. high value.

It will be interesting in a few years to notice if
these two characteristics can be maintained, because
if such is the case, it may make up for a deficiency in
the quantity per acre.
The narration of these few facts may cause planters

to ship direct to French ports and so save English
expenses; or they may incline the planter to further
research, to see if all his cocoa yields the same bright
colour and the same bitter in the flavour, because it
must not be forgotten that the finest cocoa produced in
the world comes from one farm near Guatemala, and
that, even at a mile distant, the seed taken from this
one farm will not produce anything like the same
quality of cocoa.

If planters wheu sending home crops fromnew ground,
would only ask for a criticial report upon their pro-
ducts, they might often do much better than at present,
because they row lump their products together, and
when the report comes out they cannot tell which part
of their estate yielded certain qualities of produce. I
am sure this is well worthy of the attention of plan-
ters.

Take, for instance, White Pepper. This is produced
by skilful native manipulation, and one family of Euro-
peans almost has the monopoly of tlie very best white
pepper. The treatment during the stage of fermenta-
tion has been carefully watched for many years, and
the quality has been improved from time to time, so
that this one house in India commands almost the
monopoly.—Yours truly, THO. CHRISTY.

TRANSPLANTERS.
Madura District, South India, 29th Oct. 1882.

Dear Sir,—I have found Crosse and BlackweU's
empty soup and jam tins very useful of late. Cut
the two ends clean out, jjlace over a plant and press
into the earth with sticks, take up" [he plant in
tin. The thing is to get it out. Get a roundish bit
of wood, say 2 feet in length, cut ends flat or even,
take an auger, bore a hole down the centre (say
twice the length of a jam tin), burn it out with
the pointed end of a spade bar. At right angles,
bore another hole at end of the down centre hole,
round off' a stick for a cleaning rod, stick expeller
in the ground, place plant in tin on top— (tap root,
if any, passes down centre hole)

—and press tin down
over expeller and you have plant perfect with a
compact ball of earth ; its growth unchecked. I was
driven to conceive some dodge to get my land
planted. It was late in August, and I was planting
up to within three weeks of this !—Often,
on scorching days, followed by six and seven
sunny days. I dim't know of a vacancy in the
clearing ! Two neighbours of mine tried very hard to
show me one, but couldn't. A saw, an auger, a pruning
knife, a spade bar and a tin cutter may be found on most
estates. If ground is hard, water the beds. A bucket of
water by the side of tbe expeller and a heap of
ashes will facilitate the operation.
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Can you give me any inforraatiou about padcly-
huskinir machines ?—Yours faithfully, PLANTER.

[Paddy. thrc'Bhiug manhines were not a success in the
Matara district here.— Ed.]

THE TOGA MEDICINE.
Deae iSiR,

—In your Tropical Agriculturist for May
the "

Toga
"
plant ia meutioned, which does not exist,

whilst the "Toga" medicine is prepared from two
Fijian plants neither of which rejoices in the name
of "Toga."
Some time ago I met somewhere an extract from

the Lancet which mentions both plants by their
botanical natuea and correctly, buti u which at the
same time the second plant seemsi o ha onsidspsd xs
a worthless addition. In Dr. Seemann's work, the
one plant is described as Rhapbidophora Vitiensis and
the second as Premna Tahitensis (Verbenaceae.) But
whilst the Arcidaoeous plant gets the credit of being
the chief agent, the Verbenaceous plant, the bark of
which contains, as most plants of th.it family do, a
decided aromatical principle, which I am quite sure,
must not be ignored in the composition of the drug, is

denied any share of efficacy.
Of the value of the drug against some forms of

neuralgia I haye had practical proof in my own family.
It was prepared green, fresh from both the plunts,
every day, and obtained from the bruised stilk of the
first and the scraped bark (mezophlebium) of the
second by maceration iu cold water. It was then
pressed in a cloth strainer, and a tumbler full taken
three times a day before meals.
The natives often keep it in a dry state in their

houses for ready use in balls about the size of a tiit.

They also employ it externally by moistening and
chafing the afl'ected parts. The medicine is called Toga,
becnuse it was first used, and the knowledge of it

imported into this country by natives of Toga Tabu
(Friendly Islands.)—Very faithfully,

JACOB P. STORCK.

CROTON OIL PLANT CULTIVATION.
November 3rd.

Dear Sir,— In reply to your correspoud^t "S." of

Punduloya, in Observer issue of 31st October, wishingme to give a few hints as to elevation, soil, etc.,
necessary for the success of croton oilplant cultivation,'
I am glad to be able to inform hiui that with rue
it grows iu very poor soil and at an elevation from
1,7U0 to 3,000ft. At the request of a H«putale planter,
who applied to me some 'J. years liack whether I

thought the seed would grow on abandoned coffee
land and at stake, I replied yes, supplied him with
seed and have lately seen his advertiseniet\t to sell seed :

so he must have been successful and is getting a
return the second year. If for a wind belt, plant 8ft.

apart, top one plant at 2ft. and let it grow as a
dense shrub ; the second trim and let it grow to a tree
and 90 on. You will then get a strong wind belt!
If in coffee, cocoa, or cardamom for sli.ide, plant 20 to
30ft apart, trim for trees. Seed can be planted in
a nursery and plants planted out same as Arabian
coffee (plants or stump,) or seed planted at stake.
Yours truly, J. HOLLOVVAY.

AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS IN THE WEST
AND EAST.

Nov. 5th, 1882.

Dear Sir,
—To some there is a morbid satiafactinn

in learning that they have fellowship in suffering. To
the majority of your readers I will not impute !his

idiosyncrasy; but to shew that we planters are not more
in need of pity than our brethren in the old coun-
try, I quote from the letter of a large laud agent

just to hand: -"It is impossible to describe the mis-
erable state agricultural interests have been in for the
last four or five years. The glebes have become iu this
district almost uncultivated

; the sm.U squires have to
leave their homes and goabroad, and many laree
estates, where the owner has no money to lav out m
iiiiprovenients, are unlet : for instance ^

, &c., and on one estate in
, which' I knoJ

there are 12,000 acres of land uncultivated " My corr
spondent also gives me some particulars of the est^fpt
under his own management, and even on these— estnt
upon which much money is laid out by the owne II
there is land unlet. In all of the above case.s the \l„A
18 above the average, situated in the best parts of tl,o
midland countries, and land which in my huntin.. d^v^ r
regarded as a veritable Goshen.

" '

By the same mail conies a letter from an
Ex-planter, who has found a restmtr-place fZ
the present in Ontario Canada. From tho otu
to the 19th of May he

, was "stuck fast in an ie«
floe, entirely disabled, with pr.peller smashed and drift
ing more or less with thej ice on the coast of St"
Johns, Newfoundland."—Imean, of course that H
ship in which he was a passenger was in this condition*^
Heisays:-"IhopB m time to become a fairly skilleri
agircultural labourer ; for that is about what the orr!
nary armer is here.

* *
I guess vou would Wh

If you ,saw sometime a rcfhoeing praties, or mow
lug, or wrastling with a refrctory old '

mutton '

Manitoona by-an.bye and mentions "
Mainto .a mud

111 the spring 'bud dog' mosquitos in summer (3of which are said to be able to pull a strono- „,i„
out of bed) and 30= below zero in winter w.th an
occassional '

blizzard
'

(t : t : meaning unkuowni
will stir up a liver blighted by the v^tthJlZj^^of oriental luxury (save the mark iu these days i

) andmake a new man of you in no time."
'

To my mind no man who has heal'th and stien^fh
and few a hundreds left would do badly to eo tn ti.t
United States (see letter re Idaho in the FMI
of Sept. 30th) ou Canada; but to many who lavelived here for long and become too much iZ
customed to Indian ways I could not reoommend roughing it anywhere. Hard work on a
coffee estate is very different work from hard work
in these countries, where one has to dispense entirelywith the assistance of domestics of all kinds No
friendly coolies, no "

boy ;" no ;-" ruffin
"

wouldnot suit many of my acquaintance, who fane,/ that
they have experienced hard work here. All farm work
IS very tiring lo a novice, and stdlmore uu.suitable to
a man whose constitution 's debilitated by a lensthenerl
residence in a tropical country.—I rem-iin „
very faithfully. A FARMEU OF EXPErTenJe

'

P. S.- I think it may be worth mentioning that m,,
letter left Matale on the 22ud August, an-ite^l It
Ontario (via a London suburb, where ,t was re-directerH
September 2/tli; answer Nov. 5th—75 days t Uistanee
perhaps you will be kind enough to calculate I en
close the envelope. [About 18,000 miles.—Ed \

ANALOGY BETWEEN CWFEE^leapTdiseASE
AND POTATO FUNGUS.

November 6th 1882
Dkar Sir,—Having been from home for so'm^

tune I have been unable to notice "\V 's strictiire
on my letter in which I

sngge.«te,l a possible simil!
arity in the direfu operations of Peronospera in/estansand that of //emde.a vasiatrix, I „m supported inthis belief by no le.ss an authority tlian Mr. StephenWilson, with whom 1 had the

privil.go, .ome threemonths since, ot having ..n iuUTvieu, in the course
ot which I learned , hat his ohserv.uons and experiments with P. m/eslans, winch have extended ov'.-
some thirty years, had resulted in a very decided
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opinion as to the true life history, which he held

had never been accurately understood or described. The

results of his researches into the nature of this fungus

as well as that of hemikia vaskUrix were imparted

to me in confidence, but it will be no breach of faith

on my part now to stafe that they eutirelj- upsotall

existing theories regarding tlie former and that he

considers Marshall Ward's life history of H. V. as

incomplete, if not inaccurate. It wdl be seen in

the colmuus of the '-Gardener's Chronicle" of 7th

ultimo, that hs is now giving the public the benefit

of his discoveries, and in subsequent papers he will

state his reasons for disagreeing with Mavahall Waid,

from which a controversy is sure to arise by which the

coffee planters must benefit.

It will be uiuieoessary tor me, however, in replying

to
" W "

to rely on Wilson's discoveries.

" W." gives a life history of the deadly fungus

(P. infesUmi] which is peculiarly his own or at all

events a theory which was discarded when it came to

be understood that Pcroiiospera was no disease, but

only the cause thereof, like Bemileia in coffee. His

motion that P. infeslam requires no open door to

send its germinating tube through, is not accurate ;

thebelief to this day being (Stephen Wilson expected)

that it enters the stoma on the under side of the

leaf and I know for a fact thai- it becomes hrst

visible there. The despaich and ease with which it

disposes of its over-hospitible host is readily ex-

plained by the nature of the host, it being of a suc-

culent cousistence of three months' growth, rendering

the ramifications of the mycelium, a very simple

matter, as compared with that of the HemUcia, which

is a perennial with its stem, root and branch cells of

a hard and close nature, difiering therein from its

own leaves and rootlets which become an easy prey

to the mycelium of M. V.

Is it a fact that coffee rootlets have no stomata ;

some roots have. But even if it were satisfactorily

proved that they have not, is it necessary for the fruc-

tification of a spore that the germinating tuoe should

enter a stoma! I think not, for did not Marshall

Ward by depriving the le»f of its upper epidermis

and placing the spore on the leaf cells, prove tliat

germination in this manner was possible 'l It would

not be necessary that a spore germinating on a root-

let should fructify to acdmiphsh the destruction ot

the rootlet, the mere entrance of the tube would be

sufficient in a few hours under certain conditions to

effect this. Every planter knows that the rooia ot

his coffee trees are covered with a fungus. May this

not be another form of Iwmkia ? In short, with

our present limited knowledge of fungoid nature, can

any hard and fast Hue be laid down as to their pe-

culiar procliviiies ? Plowright has now proved that

the rust in wli.at is identical with that produced on

the barberry leaf, although tlie spores of the two are

somewhat different A spore taken from a barberry

leaf fructifies on a wheat leaf, but the fruit from this

will not again germinate on the barberry. Ihe spore

of barberry fungus grown on a wheat plant is entirely

diflferent from the original. As the editor of the tod-

ener's Chronicle says in reviewing Stephen Wilso"^

paper on potato fungus [referring to fungij the

more then- history is studied the more complicated

does It appear to be. Their construction is simple—

of the simplest, in fact ;
but their habits of lite are

astonishingly complex." These facts remain a fungus

is present on our roots, a great dearth of rootlets exists

which was CO- incident with the leaf fungus, what is

the connection between them ?—Yours faithtully,—J. t).

rWe suppose the scientific and the popular explanation

of deficiency of rootlets in coli-ee trees badly aliected by

leaf fundus iiss been identical : the debilitating uHects ot

thefuuiius has prevented the tree from elaborating root

lets in normal quantity. And no doubt the same cause,

general debility, would render the root^ specially liable

to attacks of fungi. But this new theory that the root

fungi are identical in nature though different in form to

that which attacks tne leaves, is worthy of full in-

vestigation. Surely one of the main positions taken up
by Mr. Morris which Mr. Marshall Ward overthrew,
was that now apparently adopted by "J. S.," that the

mycelium of the fungus covered the stems of the trees ?—
Ed. J

COFFEE CULTURE : A PLEA FOR WEEDS AND
FOR LIGHT PRUNING.

Dear Sir,—When laud is kept clean, I do not

care what the lay of it is, or how closely drained,

there is always a certain amount of wash. Weeds, if

returned to the soil, return what they have taken

from the soil, and add the ammonia and carbonic

acid that they have absorbed from the atmosphere.

Afaiu weeds absorb any superabundance of moisture

that may be in the soil, and they nut only shade

the soil but they also shade the roots ot tlie coffee

tree and keep them cool and moist and give the tree

time to evaporate tne sap gently, to elaborate it,

so that the breathing pores are not injured or disorgan-

ized by a sudden chmge from cloudy weather to

hot, bright sunshine and they so prevent disease.

Weeds do not exhaust land;* it is the coffee that

exhausts the Lind. If weeds exhausted land, aband-

oned land would in time become bare, instead of

which each succeeding crop of weeds becomes more

and more vigorous, till some jungle shrub creeps in

and they multiply, and, if left alone, would no doubt

in time revert to forest again. Clean weeding became

general since about 186i, from which dale coffee com-

menced to flicker, and how many places have gone out.

The proper thing for coft'ee is a carpet of weeds, and

keep it as a carpet, by either pulling up the big weeds

and leaving the small ones, or, as they do in some parts

of India, cut them with a grass knife, or, if we must do

without weeds, we must find something else. Thatch

is too dancerous. The coffee tree is a forest tree and all

forest trees have their roots shadedaudtheir tops exposed
to the sun. There is no limit to the growth of a tree ;

if there wS^ after a certain age every tree would be of

one uniform thickness. The richer the soil and larger

the quantity the more and more vigorous a tree be-

comes and produces fruit in proportion, but, when
there is a falling-oEE of the essential food, then the

tree loses the power of production ;
a further falliug-

off, it loses the power of supporting its branches, and

if the supply is exhausted altogether, that tree must

die ; so thut, in manuring, the great object is not to

manure the tree but to enrich the soil. It does not

matter how and where it is placed, if within reach.

The same instinct, that makes a creeper find some-

thing to creep on, makes a tree know where there is

is good food to send its roots into. A tree sucks

up its food through its small tender fibrous roots

and the ouly use it makes of its larger roots

is to prevent its beiug blown down, (which I

do not think there is much fear of in most districts

in Ceylon); so that it would be better to cut them

back and make them throw out fibrous roots and

so "ive the tree so many more feeders. Jt wus accid-

entally found in England that, by cutting back the

laroe roots of a fruit tree, it bore better fruit

and in larger quantities. No tree ought to have its

roots longer than its branches and more especially

our coffee, liaoh tree should be kept to itself, so that

auy manure put beyond a tree is wasted and misap-

plied Forking is sometimes very beneficial. If the

soit is stiff and hard, a forking will allow the roots

to spread, or, if the roots get too matted, then a good

forking will break a lot ot the roois, and so ojien out

•Oh! dh!—Ed.
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the roots of the tree ; otherwise forking does harm tiy

destroying a lot of the feeders. lu former days, if a

planter expected a field to bear a good crop, he did not

prune it, as most likely he depended on that field for

the bulk of his crop. Hnudliug was epiite enough for

that field : what pruning was done, was done by picked
men. Nonadays every man, woman and child that

can carry a knife is put on to prune, without regard to

climate or condition. In a hot, forcing climate, it is the

best thing possible to prune as early as can be

done, as the rebound of the sap forceil out wood,
that wood blossomed and bore crop. In a colder

climate, wood takes a year, and sometimes more, before

it will blossom, so that any early pruning that is

done should be done, not for the coming crop, but
with regard to the crop to follow. It is a great

mistake, when a piece of fine coffee, in a cool climate,
is going to give a heavy crop, to prune it early, to

prevent its over- bearing. The rebound of the .sap is

wood, so that the trees bear wood instead of crop,
and most of the manure ia cut off and the balance

gone to wood. If there is not the means of backing
that crop, prune after the blossoming season, and cut

off as much crop as necessary, and it should be re-

membered that the leaves of a tree are the most

important part to the tree : they are not only the

breathing organs of the tree, but also the stomach.
The sap is sent up through the wood to the leaves

and is converted by them into proper eap or cam-
bium and sent down by the inner bark, and is the
real nourishment of the tree ; so that in cutting away
a lot of young wood so much of the breathing and

digestive powers of the tree have been taken

away and the tree must restore the.se first. If a

person gets a tine piece of land, sticks cofi'ee into

it, and get good crops, I do not consider that he
deserves any credit. Any one can do the same and
it is what most of the natives did, till their laud
became exhausted. A planter ought to know how to

assist uature and not leave nature to do everything
for him. At one time coffee used to be produced for

4O3 per cwt, and with means to cultivate properly it

can be done again, and now that we know " what
ails our coffee ", we know bow to keep it up,—
Yours truly, O. F. HALLILEY.

"WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE:" "ENDOGEN-
OUS" AND "EXOGENOUS" TREES.

Dear Sir,—In case some of your readers may not
be able to understand some of the statements I have
made, I write another letter and trust this will suffice.

Trees are divided into two sections, endogenous and

exogenous. Endogenous, such as palms, sugarcane
&c. , grow from seed of one lobe, and increase in girth
from the inside, their life and growth is limited : wo
have several examples in Ceylon, such as, the talipot,
the kitul and what is most familiar to us all, the

plantain : we know that when the heart of the tree

comes out in flower and it matures its fruit, its life is

ended and though through growing in better soil, some
of them may get a great deal larger in stem and
height, still they cannot get beyond a certain limit.

Exogenous are trees thnt grow from, se^d of two lobes
and have no limit to their life or growth, as if the
world was constituted differently to what it is and
was a ball of rich soil, an exogenous tree would go
on growing till the roots came out on the other side

and would only die because they had no more soil to

grow in lui-l can any one limit the growth of tliat

tree ? It has been suggested that disciiaes are

contagious : the thing is preposterous, if such
a thing were posiible there would not only
be no tree on the earth, but no green thing ;

insects may spread, but such a thing as disease is im-

possible ; the inrtuence of weather on impoverished sap

is the only cause of supposed contagious disease. Thus,
for instance, when a piece of cinchona dies out, why
does it leave patches ? Merely because those patches
have the required amount of t/K food of the tree,
and it has been found that land where cinchona has
died on will not grow cinchona again. Why? Because
it has not the necessary food for cfuchona, and, to

replace the elements to allow the cinchona to grow,
we would have to find out s mie manure that would
produce quinine, if such a thing could bo found. I

have no doubt that the chemist would extract it

cheaper than we could, liy giowiug cinchona. Imper-
fect flowers have been mentioned. In a reathj healthy
coffee tree, such things are almost impossible ; imperfect
flowers are abortions and such can only be produced
by weakness, disease or both combined, such a thing
might also happen after the berries have formed, to
a weak sickly or diseased tree, by some shock to
the system from causes explained in my other letters,
but to a really healthy tree it could not occur.
Coffee (unlike cinchona and gums) has been supplied
by nature with a provision (but for which Dr.
Thwaites' prediction would have come true), and that
is as soon as the sap is disorganized, the tree either
shakes its leaves off or the leaves drop off of their
own accord, but it is a cert.ainty, that if these leaves
instead of dropping off, had sent the sap down by
the inner bark, there would not be now enongh coffee
trees to supply the V. A.'s with walking sticks.
Now what do you and your readers think of coffee
and of " what ails our coffee ?"—Yours truly,

G. F. HALLILEY.

VINE CULTURE IN CEYLON.
Colombo, Nov. 9th, ]882.

Dear Sib,— I observe that you in a footnote to my
letter of yesterday suggest, that the wine sent to

Spilbergen and his companions by the KingofKandy
was the produce of the coconut. Tliia is totally in-
consistent with the original. The word "drul/'" trans-
lated by me as vine ia strictly speaking "gpipe" whereas
the equivalent for coconut in Dutch is

"
k'.appiis."

That the vine attains a considerable size in Kandy,
even at the present date, may be proved to the satisfac-
tion of any one interested. At the back of the
Kandy jail is a very fine specimen. It used to yield
large crops in the time of Mr. Braybrooke, but has
not done so since the jailer, in his anxietv to increase
the supply, buried a cart-load of dogs (obtained
through the police in the dog-killing days) at its
roots. The manurewas evidently too stimulating though
probably a pariah or two might have proved highly
beneficial.

The secret in vine culture in Ceylon seems to
consist in knowing what is the best season in each
locality to submit the plants to an artificial wintering
by liiying bare the roots, and also the correct period
over which such wintering should extend. Surely some
coiTcspondent in the Northern Province conld Rive us

through your columns, the required iuformation as far as
Jaffna is concerned.—Yours faithfully, BLANK.

WEEDS ENRICHING AND SHADING THE
SOIL

Dumbara, 14th November 1882.
Dear Sir,—The editorial " Oh 1 Oh!" to the con-

trary notwithstanding, it appears to me that Mr. H.alli-

ley is justified in his statement that weeds enrich
the sorl (if not removed from it. always understood),
while coffee exhausts it ; as weeds, allowed to orow
mature, and die donn on the same spot, must return
to the soil with interest whatever they have taken
from ii, whereas the most soil-exhausting part of the
coffee plant, the seed, is systematically removed. Be-
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sides tbeir obvious usefulness in checking wash, weeds

must imiJrove the mechauical coudition of the soil by
decaying in it as they are forked in from time to time,

and, in order that they should act bentficially, it is ab-

solutely necessary that this should be done occasionally.
That they keep the soil moist and shaded is, I think,

proved by the following, which is the first result I have

to chronicle from an experiment .ilready eoninienced on

this estate and carefully watched, of whose jir'^gress

I will send you occasional notes. The late spell of

dry weather which killed a lot of young cocoa plants,

though shaded, and caused the cofifee to droop in a field

which was kept cle^in and where the soil is deep, had
no injurious effect upon similar cocoa (but not shaded

artificially) and coffee growing through a carpet of

weeds in an extremely rocky (limestone) field.—Yours

truly, G. B.

The Five-beaked Coffee Berries, sent to us by
Mr. J. L. Dewar, were submitted lo Mr. A. Dixon of the

Royal College, who reports :—" They are perfectly

normal as far as the natural build of the flower is

concerned. E tch alternating whorl in the flower consists

of the same number of parts, thus : calyx teeth 5 ;

corolla lobes 5; stamens 5; heaus 5; we cannot

give diagram). From some di.sturbing cause of nature .sup

pression of 3 ovules is the rule* (.ilthough 4 are often sup-

pressed as in peaberry coffee. )
We have instances of the

same in the coconut. Occasionally, we find one strictly

normal, but the rule is suppression of 2 ovules. lu

the English oak one ovule usually destroys the other five

and the 3 septa."

FoRE.STEy.—Major Van Somci-en's report on Forest,

Admiuistration in the Pubjab gives an interesting ac-

count of the experiments made by the department

during the year. The Carob trees at Change Manga
flowered for the first time last Decmber, and are

reported to be looking healthy ; as also do the Carobs

at Lahore, where there are 500 young plants in pots,

and 80 planted out. Twenty-two kinds of Eucalyptus
were sown in the autumn of 1881, and, by the fol-

lowing spring, 4,000 snedliugs were in the beds. At

Sabatbu, Eucalypti have been a failure. From Clianga

Manga it is reported that Eucalypius Rostratn thrives

better than any other species, and is less liked by
white ants. Thirty new Spanish chesnuts were planted
out at Kilba on the Sutlej, Some of the older trees

fruited, but the burrs were empty. The eeed tried

at Chumba all failed from being tno old and rotten.

Cork oaks and French olives are both doing well in

Kulu ; and something that is called Catalpa Bignonioicles

flourishes both in Changa Manga and Kulu. In

Kulu, also, the Tasmanian blue gum (C'M/;n'«s«« il/ac-

rocarpa) is thriving.

The Indian Silk Trade is likely to have a pro-

sperous seiison, states the Lahore paper. The weatber

has been singularly favourable, and cocoons are re-

ported to be more than usually. The silk cultivators

in India, have to contend against peculiar difficulties.

Labourers are ignorant and careless. The gomatihta,

in nine cases out of ten, oppresses the spinners and

robs his employer. The silk-worm is of inferior

quality, and the improvement of the cocoons is in-

terfered with by the general rack-renting of mulberry
lands. To add to these troubles, M. I'asteur has at

last discovered the cause of the disease which has

aiilioted the silk-worm in Europe for tlie last twenty

years ; and at the same time it seems that the in-

creased ravages of pkyilomra in France and Italy is

likely to divert much capital from the wine to the

silk industry. Still, the ludiau grovper need not

despair as long as he has his six harvests of cocoons

in the year, to the single European harvest.

Pla.nting in the Wynaad.—October 18th. We are

very thoroughly enjoying ourselves. Every living

thing, except the weeds, is revelling in the mere fact

of being alive, for our almost forgotten friend, the

tun, is graciously pleased to shine on us once again.

Crop is bound to be a tedious business this y .ar
;

more than half the berries are only p irtially formed,
and fears are felt that much will prove light

—mere
floaters in fact—when pulping commences. I have
never seen the trees themselves looking more luxuri-

antly healthy. Little or no signs of leaf-disease, that is

a joy, in anticipation, sure to come to us with the

weather. Cinchona is splendid. The growth during
the past year has been extraordinary, in spite of the

damage done during the heavy bursts of the N. W.
Monsoon. Coffee is to be regarded as a mere "pot
boiler" apparently, whilst, following modestly in the

wake of the great King Ledger, we hear of pepper,

rubber, ipecacuanaha and tobacco ; all of which, it is

believed, would llourish satisfactorily in our climate.

Tea, we know, h.ns been successfully tested in this

respect; and the demands for the comparatively small

quantity already produced in Wynaad should be suffi-

cient encouragement to induce others to attempt its

cultivation thoroughly. Anything that will thrive on

plenty of wet weather ought to do in Wynaad ; products
with a rooted objection to 300 or 400 inches of rain in

the year are better elsewhere.— M. Mail.

Lime.— Referring to our remarks in a recent issue, on

the presence of lime in the irrigation canal water of

Dehra Doon, and on the unsuitability of lime as an

ingredient in the soil for tea cultivation, we have
come across the prospectus of a tertain patent man-

ure-maker, who takes care to point out that the ar-

ticle he manufactures, h,as no lime whatever in its

composition. No doubt experts in this speeiality are

thoroughly up in their subject, and have found that a

manure containing lime, such as might be suitable for

coffee oultiv.ation is deleterious for tea. The follow-

ing analyses of soil from Assam, the home par ex-

cellence, of the tea plant, were made by Dr. Voelcker,
well known for his labours in connection with agri-

cultural chemistry :
—
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The Tea Season in Assam is abo'jt to close

a proprietary planter writing on the 10th ult.) with
a very large increase on the outturn of last year,
but owing to the state of the market it is very
doubtful if last year's profits will be reached by many
estates.

Tea.—The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal has come
to the conclusion that it is his duty to maintain the
restrictions already imposed on the extension of the
tea industry in the Darjeeling hills. Mr. Rivers Thomp-
son hiis received several applications from capitalists
for grants of waste land in the Darjeeling district

;

but several of these he was obliged to refuse. In the
first place, in the interests of the Indian public, the cin-

chona reserves must not be encroached upon. Se-

condly, the hill sides are being denuded of trees

already, to a dangerous extent ; and lastly, the
native population is rapidly increasing ; and land
must be reserved for native cultivation.— Civil and
Military Oazette. [One effect of this policy will be

very largely to enhance the value of lands held by
private parties.

—
Eb.]

Crops amd FaNoi : Causes or Pests and Remedies.—Our readers will be interested in the following
paragraph, which we quote from Mr. Eobertson's

report for 1882 on the Saidapett Farm, Madras -.

—
"The early-sown crops were generally free from 'fun-

goid
'

diseases, but the later crops were, in several

instances, severely attai-ked by
'

rust," the result

ohietiy of the bad cliniatical conditions, which charac-
terized the latter portion of the cold weather crop-
ping season. Neither ' smut '

nor '

ergot
'

were ob-
served on the crops. This, probitbly, was due to the
fact that the seeds were, in almost every instance,
dressed with sulphate of copper, before being sown.
The process followed, is shown in the following direc-
tions ;

— ' For 50 lb. of seed, take 3 ounces of sulphate
of copper, which dissolve in one quart of hot water;
when the solution is quite cold, pour it over the
seed, and mix thoroughly ; when quite dry, the seed
is fit for sowing.' The object in dressing the seed
in this way, is to kill the fungoid spores that may
be mingled with the seed ; this dressing, however,
does not appear to have any marked effect in pre-
venting attacks by 'rust.' Of course, if straw is

used, in bedding the cattle, which has been attacked
by fungoid disease, and the manure of which this

bedding forms a part, is applied to land, the pro-
bability is that the spores of the fungus will be con-

veyed to the soil at the same time, and in this way
the spores may get into the plants, even though the
seed, from which they were raised, was chemically
prepared. There is, however, one clear advantage in
thus dressing the seed, irrespective of any effect that

may be produced in checking fungoid disease ; this

is, in preventing the coolies from eating the grain
when they are sowing it- In other countries the loss,
in this way, is too trivial for attention, but in this

country, where four or five men are usually em-
ployed to do work for which in other countries one
man would be employed, and where, the people are

grain-feeders, and frequently only half-fed, the con-
sumption of grain during the sowing process is often
a most serious evil

; not so much on account of the
value lif the grain as, because the land is frequently
only half-seeded—a fact which is disclosed only, when
it is too late to remedy the evil. The paddy crops
of the farm were attacked by a fungoid disease, and
afterwards by insects, The canse was the mismanage-
ment of the irrigation water, it having been allowed
to stagnate, by too lonL< retention on the land. By
draining off the water, and drying the land for a few
days, tWe crops recovered completely from both attacks."
There is here a hint for the improvement of paddy
cultivation in Ceylon, which Government Agents and
their Assistants ought to impress on the goyas.

04

Yatiyantota (Ceylon) has, for some.time back, ftea-

dily risen in favour as a tea district, and now that Mr.
W. H. Morrison of Mepitiakande, has topped this sea-

son's prices for Ceylon tea with 2s 8id for his broken

pekoe, we may be sure that fui-ther attention will

be directed to the neighbourhood. Mr. Monison has

already been instructed to begin opening the ."500

acres of forestland purchased by Mr. .J. H. Young
of Danibulagalla and Petikande. It may be men-
tioned that on Mepitiakande as yet, no machinery
has been introduced in the preparation of the tea,

although in respect of rolling especially the saving
of labour from the use of machinery is very gi-eat.
Tea Grown Near Galle.— Mr. Ziegan has sent

us a packet of excellant Pekoe tea grown and pre-

pared on his estate near Galle, and writes as follows:—
"I have to thank you for the paragraph yon in-

serted in the Observer, referring to the sample of

tea I left with you some short time ago, and am
pleased to hear your favourable opinion of it. I

scarcely, however, expected so favourable an outturn,
it being the first manufacture on the estate and
which will account for any faults the tea may still

possess, .such as a badly rolled leaf, the greyish tint

in the 'Pekoe Souchong', and perhaps a slightly

pungent taste, owing to the freshness of the tea.

These faults I hope to remedy in time. Still it goes
to show how suitable the lowcountry in this island

is for the tea plant, even if grown in the very val-

ley as this has done and with every appearance of it

turning out a profitable venture. For your inform-

ation, I may remark that the tea in question is

grown from some of the best seeds imported from

Assam, that the place it grows on is called 'Citrus'

estate, lying at a distance of 8 miles from Galle, and
that it thrives well from the very road side to a

height of about 180 feet. I send you a small packet
of the ' Pekoe ' which being now a few months old,

will, I trust, be, still more palatable than the com-

paratively new sample."
The Quastitt of Cinchona Bark now exported

annually from India is becoming large, and it is

encouraging that certain vaticinations regarding value

have not been verified. It was thought by mauy
that an increased supply would so reduce the

price, that the bark would not be worth cultivating.
This has not been the case, and for this reason ;

quinine is an article of general utility, and the demand
is therefore expunsive. The Madras Government has

issued a return showing the results of the last six years
in the cinchona industry on the Nilgiris. The follow ing
tables give the details of the plants in existence, and
the annual outturn ;

—
Number of plants Produce,
in the Gardens. in lb.

187fi-77 ... 42,208 10.3,.341

1877-78 ... 204,434 138,808
1878-79 ... 818,885 114,320

1879-80 ... 1,525,285 179,299

1880-81 ... 2,612,922 243,245
1881-82 ... 2,963,287 242,052

The cost of producing and the returns per pound are,

so far as available, given in the next table :
—

Cost per lb. Price per lb.

1876-77 ... RO 9 3 Rl 10 8

1877-78 ... 8 3 13 5

1878-79 ... 10 4 2 9 5

1879-80 ... 8 7 3

1880-81 ... 6 3 2 8

1881-82 ... 7 5 ?

The average profit was therefore about R2 3 2 per lb.

The acreage is given at 847 during the last year under

notice, .so that the year's profit (ISSO 81), of H336,095,

was equal to R396 per acre, a result which ought to

make a tea-planter's teeth woXev.—tf'ritiid of hxdia and
Statesman,
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The Ekman Fibre Patent continues attract

much attention in England. We hear that Ml'.

Boiitledge, the great authority on the treatment of

bamboo, having given Mr. Ekman some of the thin

bamboos, was gi'eatly pleased with the pulj) made from them

by the new process. He went next to the works with

large bamboos, watching them being liquified into pulp.
It is expected that in all probability he wLU adopt the

Ekman process. Mr. Routledge has done so much
for the advancement of the fibre trade, not always
with success to himself, that his interest goes far to prove
the value of the Ekman process when so good an

authority takes it up.

Plumbago.—A piece of black lead appears to have
been named on much the same principle as that fol-

lowed in naming the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons. The Speaker is a man who does not speak ; the

black lead is a substance which contains no lead. It is

true that apiece of black lead presents character.^ which,
at tirst siglit, are strongly suggestive of a metal ; but

it is easily shown that these characters are only

superficial and delusive. If we split open a lead pencil,
and extract the thin rod which forms the axis of the

cedar cylinder, we obtain a body which resembles a

metal, inasmuch as it processes a dark iron-gray or

lead color, coupled with exactly that kind ot luster

which we generally regard as characteristic of metallic

bodies. The surface of a compact piece of metal always

preents a peculiar brilliancy, due to the fact that

much of the light which falls upon the surface is

thrown back instead of passing into or through the

substance ;
in other words, the light incident upon the

surface is neither absorbed nor transmitted to any
considerable extent, but is almost wholly reflected or

scattered. Now, there are but very few substances,

except metals, wliich possess such a condition of sur-

face as to produce this metallic sheen. Iodine is one

of these noii-metallio bodies that look like a metal,
and black le.id is another. It is mainly in conse-

quence ot the metal-like luster a black lead tbat the

material is so largrly employed as a polishing .\gent.

When the housemaid rubs the powdered suljstauce

upon the cast-iron grate or fender, she produces a re-

flecting surface which has a metallic appearance ; and,
at the same time, the thin coutiug which is thus ap-

plied serves to protect the underlying metal from rust.

In like manner, though for a different reason, black

lead is extensively used for polishing certain kinds of

gunpowder, especially the coarse grained powder em-

ployed for blasting in mining operations. The powder
is placed, with the finely-divided black lead, in re-

volving barrels, and the grains receive a glaze or

varnish which protects them from absorption of

moisture. Any conclusion as the metallic nature of

black lead which may have been suggested by the

lustre and color of the mineral, is likely to be rudely
shaken on noting its specific gravity. By merely

poising a piece of black lead in the hand, we may
observe how light it is, compared with ordinary me-

tallic bodies. In fact, thb specific gravity of black

lead is but little above 2—that is to say, the mineral

does not weigh much more tliai) twice its own bulk

of water. Advantage is sometimes taken of this com-

parative lightness in dressing black lead for tlie market.

It frequently happens that a rock may contain scales

of plumbago distcminated througbout its substance,

so as to form what has been called
" black lead ore."

In such a case it is possible to sepiarate the two

.substances by crushing or stamping the ore, and allow-

ing the fine fragments nii.xed witli water to flnw over

a mechanical contrivance, in which the light scales of

black lead and the heavier stony particles roui^hly

sort themselves l)j vir;ue ol this difierei^ce of density.

It is scarcely conceivable tli.it these light nal.s of

plumbago can contain a metal so heavy as lead.—
.\! rnmfactvrer and Builder.

The Madras Cinchona Gardens.—Tlie Gardeners'
Chronicle reports that Professor Lawpon is about
to vacate the Professorship of Botany atj Oxford, to
assume the post of Superintendent of the Government
Cinchona plantatione, Madras. Professor Lawson will

carry on analyses of bark .no doubt in connection with
experiments in culture. His annual reports will be
looked for with much interest.

Vine Culture.—The vine no doubt grows in
Colombo, but it does not pay the troulde and time
spent upon it. A good vine is a rarity in ''olombo :

its favorite homp in Ceylon is Jafl'na, whence large
supplies of grapes are regularly received in CoIoiuIjo.
There it flourishes and yields" large returns. It is
found almost in all houses in the towu of Jafi'n«, but
it is to he regretted that its cultivatiim is not much
attended to, and some old trees winch had existed
from the time of the Dutch* have lately disappeared and
no attempt has been made to find successors to them.
The manure u.sed is, cow dung, dried and simple. It
is applied immediately after pruning. At no time was
vine cultivation on a large scale carried on in Jafl'na,
and why it has not been done is .surprizing,

— Cor.
Refined Cottonseed Oil as a SuB.STiTtrrE for Lard.—At the Inst regular meeting of the Baltimore Gro-

cers' Exchange the committee on cottonseed oil as a
substitute for lard, composed of Messrs. T. A. Agnew,
A. N. Crowder, and W. A. Oliver, submitted their

report as follows :

—Your committee deem it not out
of place, in speaking of cottonseed oil, to give some
account of the method of saving or picking the crop
of which it is so important a factor. The cotton,
with the seed imb^ded in its midst, and adhering to

it, is picked from the bolls with the fingers, placed,
in baskets and carried thence to the gin-house. Here,
the lint or stape is separated from the seed, and the
latter are transported to the oil mills, where they
always command the cash. The greatest care is taken
to prevent them from getting wet after being ginned
as they easily ferment :ind spoil in this condition.
Connected with the machinery of the mill is a deli-

cate and costly attachment known as the " Decorti-

cator," into which being first thrown, the seeds are,

by a subtle proccRS, relieved of the hull or outer

covering ;
thus stripped, the kernels pass on into the

jaws of the crusher, a machine of tremendous power,
where the oil is expressed. In its crude form it then

goes to the refinery, where, by repeated processes of

heating, the refuse is thrown off, and the product
assumes the limpid light yellow appearance so fan. iliar

to good judges. There is absolutely n'^ foreign sub-

stance used in any of the places of manufacture, so

at least your committee has been informed and be-

livees, and the "refined article" is the native product
ot cottonseed, pure nud simple, with its ordinary im-

purities removed. The very important question now
arise^i, whether this oil is really what it claims to be,
a healthful and uutrious article of diet, and whether
it can supply the place of lard. Your committee have
used due dilligence in arriving at facts, and beg leave

to report that all evidence goes to confirm the pre-
vious good reports. From the most reliable sources

comes testimony that cannot he questioned. In the

South, citizens of high standing, among whom are

business men. physicians and scientists, unite in

declaring that the use of cottonseed oil for the table

is conductive to health, and that it can supply the

place of lard perfectly. Here in Baltimore, whi're for

five months the test has been applied patiently .and

thoroughly, your committee ba\'e at their disposal the

names ot many well known citizens who have became
couvertsto the " new dep.aitiire.

" —Oil nndPaint Remew
* Can our correspondent prove that Jaffiia vines have been

cultivated for over S'l years P We do net doubt the fact,

but would like to know if there is any local authority on the

subject. Cordiner mentions the grapes of the north.—Ed.
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Plants from the Northeen Teemtort.—Tlie

Minister of Kilucatiou lias receiveil ti-uni the Nurtbern

Territory some vt-ry gooil samples of the prouuoe of

one of the plantations there. 'I'hey compiize maiza
of both kinds, cotton, tobacco, auil coconuts. All
8ave the cocouuts, which were evidently plucked too

early, are so excellent as to leave no room for adverse
criticism by tiie greatest critic. They were produced
wiihoul the use of any scientific aids to cultivation,
and the tobacco was simply dried in the sun. They
come from .Messrs. Harris and Head's plantation, near

Delissaville, on Cox's or Douglas's Peninsula, about

eight miles from Palmerstou, across the harbour.—
South Australian Reyister.

A Hill Model Farm : An Example to follow at
NtJwARi Kliva.—The Asian learns that " a model farm
has been started in Bengal as a private speculation. We
allude toUr. Green hill's farm in the Darjecding district,
which hois just now beginning to get into working order,
and which he intends to spare no expinso in work-
ing in a proper manner. As a proof of this we may
mention that ho has just brought out from England a
practical gardener and heidsman, the former to look
after the laud and its products, and the latter to
look after his herds and flocks. The extent of the

holdiuj; is, we understand, about 5,000 acres but part
of this will be devoted to tea, part of course consists
of woods and jungle, with some land not suited for

anything but grazing. It is as a stock farm for the

improvement of the breeds of cattle, sheep and pigs
thut a great part of the efforts will be devoted to

though the Doctor intends also to become a market
gardener, and to grow vegetables and fruit for the

supply of the Calcutta and Darjeelins; markets. This,
however, is at present in the womb of time. What
has been actually carried into practice is the establish-
ment of a small part of the stock farm. We lately
insiiected at IMessrs. Cook & Co.'s stables, of which
firm Dr. Greenhill has been the senior partner for

many years, some of the animals with which it is

projjosed to encourage the natives to pay more at-
tention to their live stock. As the native mind is

fully capable of appreciaiiua any impr..vcnient that is

likely to result in an increase of rupees in his own
pocket, we think thht the experiment ought to be
a success. First we saw some well-bred and well-

shaped pony stallions, which if crossed with the Bhoo-
tea ponies viouhl certainly improve the breed. Then
there were three yearling bulls—a Devon, a short-
horn and a half-bred Ayishire, all well grown and
haiidouie specinuus of their ila,«e, and not too heavy
for the country cows. Then came five cows—two
Ayrshires, one a maguiticeut animal, of great length
along the back, with great girth, and short well-

shaped legs, two shorthorns and a Hereford. As some
of these give twelve quarts of milk daily, Kambux
ouglit. soon to see the advantage they possess over
thi- country cow, advertised, as when in full milk,
to give five seers daily. Besides, the increased size
it makes thein all the more valuable for the butcher
when that destiny awaits them. In addition some
Guernsey cattle, rams and ewes, and boars and sows
of the best breeds, will be imported, an.i we believe
that even geese, ducks .ind poultry will not be for-

gotteu. Dr. Greenhill has kindly invited us to go upand inspect his arrangements—an invitation of which
we hope to be able to take advantage, as then we
mat be able to give a better description of what is

being doue. But now all we can do is to wish him
every sucess, convinced that if he succeeds he will
have pioved a real benefactor to the country."We are awarej that a proposal was made to the
Ceylon GovcTnmeut to establish a farm after this
fashion without costing the revenue a cent; but so
far it has not been responded to.

This Year'.? Java Coffee Crop is officially estimated
at 1,030,800 piculs in the latest returns.—Straits
Times.

The Soil' of India- and Nitrogen. —The follow-

ing extract from a notice in the Pioneer of the

report on the operations at the Cawnpore Experi-
mental Farm during the rubbi season, 1881-82, is

interesting in connection with recent discussions :
—

" The experiments in manures were supplemented
by a careful analysis of the soil of one of the un-
manured plots made by Mr. S. A. Hill of the Muir
College. The chemical analysis, and the results of
the experiments with different manures, go to prove
that the chief requisite for fertility wanting in Indian
soil is nitrogen. This is a most important discovery,
as henceforth one main problem of practical agri-
culture ill India will be to supply nitrogen in the
form of a cheap manure. Irrigation experiments
showed that a single watering more than trebled the

produce. There was no rain worth speaking of dur-
ing the whole of the half-year, yet the natural
moisture in the soil was sufficient to genninate the
seed sown in the middle of October

; and Mr. Fuller
adds :

— ' When there are facilities for cheap irriga-
tion, such as are enjoyed by the farm, the occurrence
of winter rains is not a matter of importance. In-

deed, it is probable that the total absence of fungoid
disease (rust, smut, &c.), which characterizes a dry,
cold weather more than compensates for the expense
of having to give (say) three waterings, instead of
one or two.' Well-water proved more efficacious than
canal-water—a result which Mr. Fuller considers

surprizing, and refuses to accept as conclusive."
If the well water was permeated by salts, as the
Jaffna wells are, we see no cause fur surprize.

The Weather and Crops in Demerara seem
to be all that could be desired, and it is refresh

ingto hear of the prosperity enjoyed by the colonists.

We quotefrom the Royal Gazette :—" Vo.e weather

they have experienced has been as hot and
'

steamy
'

as is usual at this time of the year.
But, while unfavourable for out-door sports, it

has been almost unusually suitable for the de-

velopment of the cane-pieces. These are now be-

coming rapidly in a condition for reaping, and the

weight of cane in them is quite unjirecedented. The
'arrow' is coming out fast and will soon commence
to fade. The chimnies of each estate in the colony
will soon be belching forth their clouds of smoke,
and will continue to do so until the end of the year.
Estates will have hard and unintermitting work to
'take oil' all the canes due for this season. We
trust they will experience favourable weather for
their reaping operations. The shipments of sugar to
date amount to close upon 85,000 hhd., and are nearly
30,0C0 in excess of the same period last year. The
health of the colony is, on the whole, extremely satis-

factory, the principal complaints at present being 'sun'

colds and low fevers.
' But there is a very dark side to

the picture :
— " The Registrar-General's return for last

year, lately published, and which has already been com-
mented on in these columns, and byour contemporaries,
has drawn attention to the enormous death-rate of the

colony, when compared -sWth its birth rate. Dysentei-y
and diai-rhcea, phthisis, fevers, convulsions, debility
and marasmus, dropsy and thrush, are she^ni to lie

the chief causes of this deplorable condition of the

public health, and claim for their victims jire thousand
ami lirtnty-two out of the eight thousand" and ninety-
five deaths recorded. As these are all, to a con-
siderable extent, at least, preventative diseases, the
'

Report
'

furnishes grave and important subjects for
consideration."
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An Agri-Horticultural Exhibition ik Colombo

is likely to be arranged for the month of May next

under Governor Lougden's patronage. A Conunittee

has been appointed in Madras to arrange for an Agri-

cultural Exhibition to come o£f there in February

1S83. For this Exhibition, which will be confined to

a"Ticulture, a Government grant of PJG.OOO has been

mule, and it is intended to call the attention of Aust-

ralian and American as well as English authorities to it.

The Causes of Low Prices for Tea, are thus

noticed by the Indian Tea Gazette:— *

And first comes in China, which must ever be the

oreat disturVjing element. It is a fact that China teas

have lar'erly improved considerably,—or rather as it

should more correctly be put, China has sent better

teas forward to the London market. At the same time,

unfortunately, the quality of our teas this season has

not been generally ol: a high standard. Home buyers,

therefore, have shown a tendency to veer round to their

old love—China, from whose teas, as being cheaper,

thev can make the most money. They believed in and

required Indian teas so long as they were over and

ahove all others m strength and quality, because these

were needed for admixture with poor and cheap China

grades ; but when the latter are supplanted by im-

proved qualities, dealers begin to think they can, to a

larger extent than formerly, do without Indians. That

is one cause of the decline, this season, of prices. But

there is another reason, and that is the quantity pro-

duced. It by no means follows, however, as it has been

affirmed, that this is due to over-plucking. Natural

causes at work lead to an inevitable increase of quantity,

and this has tended to bear down the market. We
have not availed ourselves to the extent that we should

have done, of the Australian and American markets,

and the ridiculous spectacle has been lately seen of

Indian teas shipped to London being re-ehipped from

there, at a considerable profit, to Austi'alia. But all

this profit has gone into the pockets of Mincing Lane

buyers, and not into those of Indian owners. But there

is a third and more potent reason for the prevailing

depression in prices, viz., in the quality of this season's

growth. This defect has been almost general, and

therefore can partly be ascribed to climatic conditions.

Planters have not become less skilled than they were, or

less miudful of the necessity for making good tea ;
but

if, as has been the case lately, larger quantities of

leaf come iu than have been reckoned upon, and you

cannot fiie off fast enough, the inevitable result will be

inferior tea. It is not every tea factory that possesses

the requisite provibiou for an unexpected yield, and in

fact most factories are provided only for a minimum

out-turn. The argumeut is, therefore, that the vianu-

facturimj capabilities and facilities of every estaie which

de»ires 10 do well should be kept at the highest poict

Extensions go on, plants come into maturity, yield

inevitably increases, but the Tea-house accommodation

more olten than not remains the same, and proprietors

only spend money in enlurging their buildings and plant

when they find they cannot posdbly help it. The fact

should be recognized in advance, that all the appliances

for manufacture should precede the increase of yield,

and be arranged for in time to meet that increased yield

when it comes. What we have to do, it seems to us, is

to keep up our standard of quality to the highest

figure. lo do this, every effort should be made to

provide adequate factory accommodation and appliances.

We du not believe tluit cither agents or brokers have

recommended coarse plucking this season, but a certain

amount of leaf is necessary to make a garden pay. It

won't do to make, as a Director once suggested, "all

pekoe." We must steer between the two extremes. We
must "get a fair amount of leaf, and must manufacture

that up to the highest point of excellence, and those own-

ers «ill do wisely who provide their managers with

faotoiiea suited to thegrowing capacities of their gardens.

The "Tropical Agbiccltueist."—A 3Ionthly Record of

Information for Planters. (Colombo, Ceylon: A. M. ^ J.

Feri/iisun:)—'i!he planters of India and Oeylon have an able

paper in the Ayricultiirist. It is deserving of commend-
ation from om- point of view for the closeness with which

it adheres to its own special sphere, and for the careful

aud exhaustive manner in which subjects connected with

the planters' occupation are arranged and dealt with. The

information contained iu reference to the cultivation of

coffee, cocoa, sugar, palms, rice, &c., is of special interest

to the Enghsh reader, but with respect to the rise of the

trade in cuichona our interest is considerably heightened

by the present admitted position of this bark in the British

pharmacopueia and the boon which it confers from its

medicinal qualities, not only in the treatment of human

ailments, but those of animals also. For in dealing with

diseases of cattle, sheep, horses, and dogs, cinchona bark

alkaloids are just as valuable as in the case of human

patients. It has been the best friend that the emigrant,

the traveller, or the soldier ever had. In the swampy
and malarious regions of the earth, as well as in the hot

alluvials, and deltas of the tropics, it is an agent of relief

to the suffering. We are not surprised, therefore, to learn

from the periodical before us that the commerce in cinchona

is flourishing in India, Oeylon, and Java. The exports

to this country in 1877 amounted only to 3,912,000 lb.,

valued at £402,000. In foiu- years' time, however, that is

in 1881, the exports had increased to 14,024,000 lb., valued

at £1,812,000. Meanwhile the price had risen from 2b.

per lb. to 2s. 7d. In conclusion, we may say that the

Tropical Ac/riculturist contains an abundance of facts,

discussions, and statistics of quite as much importance
to the botanist as to the agriculturist.—ia«rf, London,
October 7th.

Hybridization of Plants.—The Gardener'a Chronicle

says that, whatever general rules anatomists and

physiologists may lay down, the pracUcal cultiv-

ator has to take into account individual peculiar-

ities. A hundred and one varieties may own one

common parentage, but very many of these are

as distinct as, and even more so than, many re-

puted good species. Our contemporary continues :
—

"This was a vexatious anomaly, not to be explained

in pre-Darwinian days. It seems simple enough now

in these days, when the significance of variation is

appreciated, and the process of evolution can often

be seen in action. But it certainly does require us

to attach to the word "species" a very elastic, a

very arbitrary— shall we say Pickwickian sense ?—or
rather we are constrained to use the term as one of

convenience only, and to admit that what we choose

to call species and those groups which exist in Nature

that is, if they really do exist—are often widely
different. The test of a species is more difficult to

find than ever. If we adopt community of origin

we have often no proof of the alleged fact, and we
have no means of knowing bow far l>ack we have to

go to find the common parent or of tracing all the

descendants and their intermarriages. If we take ler-

tiUty as the test, that proves a fallible guide too,

f.ir every hybridizer knows that cross or hybrid fer-

tillizition between some species is much more certain

than self fertilization or the union of plants of the same

species." Grafting also affords no better test, as is

instanced by the yellow currant forming a good
stock for the gooseberry, while the red currant

refuses to bear its near ally. As instances of the

effect of individual peculiarities within the lim-

its of the same species, the potato and roses are

quoted, the varieties being so great, and the

effects of disease on those varieties being so dif-

ferent. Our contemporary concludes as follows:—
"i'he' relative hardihood of plants derived from the

same source is also markedly different. Such inst-

ances are so familiar as to need no illustration ; but

they one and all point to the necessity for keen

aud persistent processes of selection on the part of the

gardener."
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PREPAItING PEACH STONES.

Several have asketl how to prepare peach stones for

planting. They are probably aware, that whou the stones

are kept dry all winter and theix pUutetl in spring, vury
few, if any, will germiuatu. In nurseries, the stones are

not allowed to get very dry, but they are stratified or

bedded just before winter sets in. The usual manner is

to mark out the limits of the bed and spread the stones

over it to the depth of two or three inches
;
the stones

are then spaded in as if turning under a cbessing of man-
ure. By this operation they are distributed through and
well mixed with the soil, where they are left to freeze

and thaw all winter. This treatment causes the halves of

the stone to separate and the pressure within of the swell-

ing seed can push them apart. This may be effected by
other methods than that of spading in. The stones are

sometimes spread upon the ground and covered ^vith spent
tan-bark or sawdust to the depth of tln:ee to five inches,

and thus exposed to the weather. In spring, when the

ground is ready to pUint, the stones that have been spaded
in are separated by throwing the soil of the bed upon a

riddle, such as is used by masons ; the earth falls through
while the stones are left upon the riddle. Those that

have been under tan or sawdust are more easily recovered

at planting time. It is to be assumed that those who at

this time ask what is to be done " to prepare peach stones

for planting,"' have as yet done nothing with them, and
that they are still clry. Such should at once be mixed
with sand, or sandy earth, in a box, and placed where

they will be exposed to all the changes of the weather.
This will place them in a condition similar to those that

have been spaded in, but having been dried for some months,
it is likely that a share of them \vill remain unaltered,
and that in spring the halves will remain firmly together.
Such stones must be carefully cracked, holding them be-

tween the thumb and fimger upon a block and striking
the edge with a hammer

;
the kernels being thus removed,

are to be mixed with earth or damp moss, and kept in

a warm place until they germinate. The stones that have
been bedded or otherwise exposed to the action of frost,
and are still unchanged, are not planted with the others,
but are separated from those that have begun to germin-
ate, and cracked before they are planted.

—American Agri'
cidturist.

SUGAK PLANTING IN QUEENSLAND.
The Wide Bay News gives us rather a startfing item

of intelligence. It says that the last new idea (among
planters we presume) is to introduce large numbers of

Chinese into Hong Kong from China proper; to have them
naturaUsed there as British subjects, and then to bring
them here. By this means the £10 poll tax would be

evaded; and it is quite possible that in this way a solution

may be found for the vexed labour question. For our part,
we would far rather see coohes brought here for plantation
work, than hordes of Chinamen.
The Maryhorouah Chronicle estimates'this season's crop

of sugar on the Mary at 3,000 tons, and a like amount for

Bundaberg. This will be a still further falling-olf in the

crop of the IMaryborough district, which was 4,157 tons

in 1881, and 3,570 tons this year. On tlie other hand it

represents a large increase for Bundaberg, which turned
out 619 tons in ISSl, and 579 tons in 1882. Much damage
has been done by the exceptionally bad frosts of last month,
which affected the cane everywhere in the southern parts
of the colony. Much of the young cane has been run

through the rollers akeady, and the ground replanted,
which will tend to increase the crop of 1884.

Bundaberg is progressing rapidly, and until the recent

frosts the cane looked splendid. The damage done is more
serious than it would otherwise be, owing to the absence
of adequate machinery for dealing quickly with the frosted

cane. A good many mill plants are in course of erection,

or on order, and another year will find the planters better

prepared for emergencies. Notwithstanding frosts and other

draw-backs, we predict a briglit future fortius district.

Mackay seems destined withal to maintain supremacy
as the sugar metropolis. JIauy foreign capitalists have
invc-^ted here, and the cry is "still they come." About
2".0iln acres were selected at the last land Court, and the

demand seems to be iucreasiug rather than dimiuislung.

New machinery is going np in all directions, and the total

acreage under crop, will in two years be perfectly astonish-

ing. The greatest activity is observable at Homebush,
Victoria, and Farleigh plantations. Timber is in great
demand, and exceedingly scarce. Draught horses too are
not to be had for money, and several of the newer selections
are yet at a standstill for want of them.
As an instance of the curiosities of modern colonization^

and the many sides it j^rcsents, we refer to the successful

enterprise and ability exhibited by tlie Hop "W'ah Company
of Chinese sugar planters at Cairns. Wo sometime since
had occasion to notice some excellent cane sent to our
office from that plantation, which was grown on forest
soil. We now hear that crushing is being carried on most
successfully there with first-class results, as much as three
and a half tons being obtained per acre. The principal
managers on this plantation are Chinese gentlemen of good
social standing in their own nation, while the sugar boiler
is a German. "We may safely assume, however, that before

long even that important position will be held by a China-
man.—Planter and Farmer,

OR^VNGE TREE CULTIVATION.
The following facts as to orange cultivation at the Azores,

commuuicated in a letter to an Australian contemporary,
will throw some light on the causes of decadence in the
tree and the means of preventing it :

—
Until 1835 the orange trees budded, blossomed, and

fruited with unvarying regidarity. The grower would as
soon have suspected the sun of variation from his diurnal
course as the orangeries from their yearly round of duty.
They were handed from father to son, and lasting as they
did from generation to generation, it is not surprising
that they became a symbol of permanence. These trees
cost the growers no care, no attention, no labour, save
the labour of picking and packing, so far as we can un-
derstand. The people might dance and drink the year
round, and the orange would blossom and frxiit the year
round, without trenching, without manuring, without drain-

ing
—it may be without pruning The plant was neither

fickle nor fastidious, and the islanders rejoiced in their

orange trees. Suddenly, however, there came a change.
This bright picture of the gi'owiug, greenleaved, self-con-

tained tree, surrounded by a joyful, sun-loving, dancing
people, dissolves away, and gives place to a pale-leaved
and sickly tree, surrounded by a carefaced and inquiring
population. Their first proceedings were those of the panic-
stricken ; they were carried to extremes. From absolute
indolence they rushed into alarming activity ; but it was
the blundering activity of ignorance. HaHng had little

need to inquire into the physiology of the plant, or the
relations subsisting between the soil and the plant, they
adopted measures to set things rights which outraged both,
and only made things worse; but gradually, by the aid
of the suggestions of science and a teachable disposition,
a middle course was liit upon, and restorative processes
were prescribed with an intelligent knowledge of the pa-
tients' requirements.
At first the trees were overloaded with manure and

stifled with shelter, aud a great deal more was done to

them than they could well bear. Now they perceive that

thorough drainage is at the foundation of successful orange
growing; that next to this, trenching to a gi'eat depth
is essentia!; and thirdly, that manure must be applied-
hut with discretion. It is true the trees are more fickle

than they were, and die more frequently, and the fruit

will not keep so long. But growers can again count with
tolerable certainty upon their crop. The disease of the

orange was first discovered in the Azores in 183G, when
it was found that the oldest and best trees—as much as

200 and 300 years old, and producing each 6,000 to 20,0(.

oranges
—were disappearing. It was observed that all the

trees atfected produced a very heavy crop the very year
that the disease manifested itself, that the leaves became

yellow and fell otf in great quantities, and on the trunks
or stems near, and sometimes beneath the ground, the bark

opened, and drops of a kind of yellow gum exuded. The
drops resembled tears {layrimas^ in Portuguese), and there-
fore the disease was named lagrima.

Jlauy orangeries were quite detitroyed, and a remedy
was eagerly sought. Opiuioiis as to tkii cause ol Uie disease
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were much diviiled. Many thought it must be that the

orange tree had a hmited period of existence, and this

being reached, the tree must thus naturally decay. As
we then only propagated trees by layers, this explanation
was not thought too unreasonable, but afterwards it was

found that seedlings were attacked in the same way.
Then it was found that superabundance of moisture in

the soil was one of the worst conditions for the disease.

Soon it was discovered that the destruction of the diseased

bark and wood in the stem of the tree was the best method
to save it. From February till August a skilled horti-

culturist visits every tree, and at the slightest sign of ex-

udation of gum he cuts the bark across, to allow it to

run out. If the disease is in an advanced state, the bark

and the whole of the diseased wood is cut out, the roots

being bared to a distauce of a foot or two feet from the

stem, every portion of diseased root being cut away. By
this means the tree is cured if the disease is found at

an early stage ; if not, it is dug out, and a fresh tree put
in from a reserve which is always kept for such contin-

gencies. jUthough the disease still continues, the gardens
now look very jirosperous, for the remedy is known. . . .

So we are returning to the old traditional culture. We
are clearing the shelters, pruning the interior of the trees

for the admission of air and light, are less liberal with

manure, and keep the ground free of weeds, except when
we want to excite vegetation. 'SVa have abandoned pro-

pagation by layers, and graft good chosen kinds upon
seedling stocks. For shelter we prefer trees with their

foliage, and take care not to let them grow too high.
—

Land. [The disease is clearly
" canker. "—

Ed.]

NOTES ON THE PHARMACY OF CINCHONA.
BY E. W. GILES.

It may be taken for gi-anted that the members of the

Pharmaceutical Conference are perfectly well aware of the

contradictory and unsatisfactory state of the pharmacy
of cinchona, for there has scarcely been a meeting at

which it has not been pressed upon their notice, so that

they may possibly ask " What is the use of this wearisome

iteration ?
" The answer is that the grievance remains,

and custom and prejudice are so' inveterate that it is

necessary to attack it again and again, even with the same

weapons, before amendment can be hoped for. In this

way alone pharmacists are able to exercise some influence

upon their own Pharmacopceia.
All practical pharmacists must be aware that it is next

to impossible to obtain ofJicially recognized cinchona bark

of the official alkaloidal standard ; while there is no lack

of barks of superior alkaloidal valne and equally well

adapted to pharmaceutical purposes which are not officially

recognized. These evident truths have been asserted amongst
others by Trousseau et Pidoux (Traite de Tbtrapnitique),
Professor Fluckiger {Phurmuceutische Zeitnnif),xaA by Messrs.

Umney, Holmes, and Dr. Paul, at meetings of this Con-

ference.

The only dissentient that I know of is Mr. de Neuf-

ville, who asserted in a paper read at the last Conference

(Pliarm. Joiirii., vol. xii., p. 369), that the siipph/ of fat
calisaya during the past few years had been abundant,
and the qita/lti/

of rjiiil/ calisaya had been good; but I

cannot put that and that together so as to amount to a

statement that in his opinion there had been an abundant

supply of good calisaya bark; and even then I should be

obliged to conclude that the preponderance of evidence

was against him.
Thus far the cinchona difficulty appears to be geogra-

phical ; good barks, far exceeding the modest pharmacopceial
standard, being excluded because they do not grow west

of Greenwich and do not bear the name of calisaya.

These do not appear to be distinctions of sufficient im-

portance to place in opposition to .scientific tests. Dr. Paul

put the case clearly and conclusively when he said that

an alteration was necessary in the range of selection of

pharmaceutical barks ;
that South American barks should

not be excluded, but that Indian barks shovild be admitted.

In other words let alkaloidal standard be the sole test.

In consequence of the " fearful deterioration of calisaya

bark,"* and the unsatisfactory state of its pharmaceutical

* See PlMtmacentical Jmmal, vol. ix, l>. 213.

prepai'ations, cinchona has fallen more and more into dis-

use, to the prejudice of pharmacy and of medical prac-
tice, its place having been usurped by quinine, contrary
to the opinion of the be.st authorities upon the relative

value of the two medicines. It is the province of phar-
macists to rectify this miscarriage amongst their wares,
and to restore one of the most valuable articles of the

materia medica to its proper place and functions. It is

not suggested that they should substitute even good Indian

bark for inferior calisaya, when the latter or its preparations
are prescribed, however uuadvisetlly ; but that they should
take care to have in stock bark of sufficient alkaloidal

value (independent of the B.P. standard, which is too low)
and that they should educate the medical profession to

the use of it.

Although therapeutics are a forbidden subject, it may
be permitted to quote the opinions of orthodox authori-

ties upon the therapeutical qualities of cinchona and its

alkaloids as an indication of the direction which jjharma-
ceutical research ought to take, the more so as those

opinions show that the chemistry of cinchona has hitherto

moved in the wrong direction.

It has been well established by the Medical Commission

appointed by the Government of India to investigate
the febrifuge properties of the cinchona alkaloids,* and
their conclusions are supported by the testimony of English,
and more especially of continental observers,t that the

febrifuge and antiperiodic action of cinchona is common
to all its alkaloids, and it foUow^s that the exclusive em-

ployment of quinine, as it has long prevailed, is a wasteful

mistake. But more than this, the best writer.s upon
therapeutics assert that clnchoita possesses medicinal pro-

perties superior to those of any or all of its alkaloids, which
Dr. Pereira attributed in part to the astringent proper-
ties of the cinchotannic acid, and in part to the aromatic

quality of the bark causing the alkaloids to sit more easily

upon the stomach. J From this it may be inferred that

pharmaceutical preparations of cinchona would be free

from the objection sometimes charged against the mixed
alkaloids employed in India imder the name of cinchona

febrifuge, that they excite nausea. In Neligan's
'

Medicines,'

similar opinions are expressed, viz. (p. 737) :

" Most practi-

tioners are of opinion that none of the alkaloids possess
the same medicinal properties as cinchona bark, more

especially in the treatment of intermittent diseases. ..VitiA...

I must, however, confess that every day's increased ex-

perience induces me to prefer the preparations of bark

to those of any of its alkaloids when a tonic effect is

sought for."

\\'hy then should " most jrractitioncrs
" have so far changed

their opinions, or at any rate so altered their practice,

as to substitute quinine for cinchona almost universally,
and particularly in those periodic diseases for which it

is so emphatically asserted that none of its alkaloids possess

equivalent virtues ? Is it not, at least partly, because in

the words of Mr. Umney already quoted,
"
Calisaya bark

has deteriorated to a fearful extent of late," and, as Dr.

Paul told the Conference last year,
"

it now really contains

nothing more than a little cinchonine."

It may be very loyal to the Pharmacopceia to continue

the unquestioning supply of calisaya bark which was de-

scribed upon the same occasion as '• almost invariably

worthless," but how about the welfare of fever-striken

patients, and the credit of pharmacy? It must not be

forgotten that the Pharmacopteia never initiates anything ;

it is a codex of remedies which have already been approved
and which it has become desirable to place imder control.

The reijutation of cinchona has once before suffered,

at a very early period after its introduction into Europe,
from a similar deterioration in the importations of South
American bark. The early supplies brought over from Peru

by the Count and Countess of Chinchon ( lli40) proved
so effectual in the em-e of fevers and agues that more
orders were sent out than the Peruvian merchants could

execute properly, and they sent back consignments of

inferior barks, wliich proved wortldess and brought the

new remedy iuto temporary disfavour. This deception
is as good a reason as any other for the name of Jesuits'

bark which was conferred upon it at about this period.

* Fhannucentical Journal, vol. ix, pp. 78, et seg.

I Pereira, vol. ii., pt. 132; Neligan, p. 736.

J Pereira, rol. ii; jrt. ii., p. 137.
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There was no quinine in those days, or probably the

parallel with our present experience woulct have been

complete ;
but hariny no substitute the common sense of

the 17th century set an example to the science of the
VJth. It discarded the worthless barks and supplied itself

with others of suitable alkaloidal standard assayed by
the fever test. In these days of practical science brokers
sell and quinine makers buy cinchona bark on the basis

of its alkaloidal percentage, ascertained by exact analysis.
The pharmacist alone buys hap-hazard the "

showy barks,"
often very poor in alkaloids, and hence known as "

druggists'

barks," which the quinine makers are only too happy to

leave for him and the dealers only too pleased to get
rid of, though for pharmaceutical purposes percentage of

alkaloids is more than a relative test of value,
—it is an

absolute test of fitness.

The very reverse ought to prevail ; the pharmacist
should secure the first choice by being willing to give a

better price than the quinine makers, who can only give
the alkaloidal value, which is literally the intrinsic value
of a part of its constituents. Under this .system the

pharmacist would get much better value for his money
than he does now by buying a "

showy bark destitute of

alkaloids," I have heard of a time-honoured establish-

ment, which I must not further particularize, buying
several serons of calisaya bark at 3s. 6d. lb., which proved
to contain not a particle of quinine and only a very
small amount of cinchonine. Its assay value certainly
would not have exceeded 6d. This i.s a sort of bark which
should be left for the stores, whom it would exactly
suit, and where no questions are asked.
The question then is

*• What standard should be adopted
for the cinchona of pharmacy ?

"

First, it should be an alkaloidal standard, not a quinine
standard.

Secondly, it should be a mean and not an extreme
standard.

And, thirtUy, it should be catholic, admitting barks
from all sources without arbitrary geograpliical distinctions,
which, originally intended as definitions, have now become
irrational limitations.

At the Conference of 1878, Mr Umney spoke of Bast
India bark containing 5 or 6 per cent of quinia as the
future som'ce of fine fluid extract, and, if of fluid extract,
of other pharmaceutical preparations. Assuming him to
have meant 5 or 6 per cent of mLxed alkaloids, that would
be a reasonable standard to insist upon,—say a minimum
of 5 per cent, which holds a mean place between the
extremes. I have computed the actual average of ninety-
three lots offered on sale by the Dutch Government last

year, and find that it is exactly Iv per cent. The highest
quality reached 98 per cent, the lowest touched 1 '2 per
cent, giving a mean of o' 5 per cent. The mean of the
two results is therefore 5' 1 per cent.

It remains to be considered how this standard should
be secured, for it is to be feared that pharmacists gener-
ally do not submit their purchases of cinchona to the

pharmacopcoial test, and it is as well to acknowledge that
refined tests are not pratieable in the pressure of daily
business Mr. Holmes, probably haring this difiiculty
in view, suggested that the wholesale druggists shoidd be

required to state the percentage; of a Ikaloids in the samples
they offer, but this is scarcely sufficient for the protection
or for the credit of the pharmacist.
The same difficulty seems to have presented itself to

Messrs. Squibb, of New York, who have endeavoured
to meet it by publishiug what they consider a simple,
easy process of assay suited to the wants and the skill

of well-trained pharmacists who are not expert quino-
logists. Whether the process possesses the desired quali-
ties of simplicity and facility may be judged by peru.sal
of the description at p. 77 of the third number of Messrs.

Squibb's
'

Ephemeris.'
In pursuit of a similar object I have been led to prefer

the more simple hydrochloric acid process, which I tried
on the recommendation of Dr. De Vry, in his laboratory
at the Hague, and with the advantage of his assistance.
The modus operandi finally adopted is as follows :

—
Take 25 grams finely powdered cinchona bark, mix

with 2-5 c.c. strong hydrochloric acid (=2 6 c.c. E.P.
strength) in 30 c.c. distilled water, or just so much as
suffices to moisten the bark

; set by for two hours, add

100 c.c. distilled water and let stand for twelve hours or
more, stirring occasionally, until all foam disappears from
the surface. Pour into cylindi-ical glass percolator, the
mouth of which has been stopped by a pinch of eharpi
loosely drooped into it and moistened with a little water,
and recover the clear percolate. Pour on more water
until the percolate ceases to be precipitated by caustic
soda. In this w.ay about 300 c.c. are recovered. Precipi-
tate with caustic soda iu considerable excess. Set the mix-
ture by for twelve hours, when it will be found that the
alkaloids have settled in a compact coherent stratum from
which nearly the whole of the supernatant may be de-
cauted. The decantate must be reserved. The precipi-
tate is then poured upon a filter and washed with a
little weak solution of soda to remove traces of cinchona
red

; finally it is washed with a little distilled water the
whole of the washings being added to the decantate' and
the measure noted. When the precipitate has drained it
is to be carefully transferred to a tared procelain dish
dried over water-bath and weighed. The weight should
not be less than 1'25 grams, corresponding to 5 per cent
mixed alkaloids. But this will not be an exact indica-
tion of the alkaloids contained in the bark, as an appre-
ciable quantity remains dissolved in the mother-liquor.
Practically this may be estimated as 0'05 grams in 100
c.c, which shoidd be added to the ascertained weight of
the precipitate, and the sum multiplied by 4 gives a very
close approximation to the true percentage, quite near
enough for pharmaceutical purposes. When greater ac-
curacy is desired the mother-liquor is treated with benzol
and the alkaloids are recovered by operations which it
is not necessary to describe as they need not be employed
in pharmaceutical assays.
The merit of the above process is its simjihcity and

facility of manipulation ;
the several stages may be set

going as opportunity offers, and they proceed automatically
without withdrawing the operator from other duties. Second-
ly, the results correspond with the amount of alkaloids
which can be extracted in practical operations.

If it were not for the title of this paper there would
be no reason for saying anything about the pharmaceutical
preparations of cinchona. As it is, a very few words will
suffice. It is notorious that they do not meet the de-
mands of modern medical practice. Cinchona won its

reputation by administration in the form of powder, it
has lost it by the substitution of inferior preparations
of inferior bark. The tincture, decoction and iniusion of
former generations have had their day and are becoming
obsolete, never again to find favour with prescribers, jjliarma-
cists or patients. They are all too feeble in alkaloids for
administration when the specific effects of cinchona are
iu question. Their qualities and their condemnation will
be foimd in a paper by Mr. Ekin in fhrtrm. Joiirn., vol
ix., p. 213. Nor can it be necessary to pour more obloquy
upon the much abused fluid extract, which has never yetfound a single defer.d_>r. Its poverty and its wastefulness
have been often told. The best that can he saiil for it
is that when carefully prepared from barks of suitable
quality (which does not mean barks rich in alkaloids) it

possesses agreeable astringent properties associated with
an unimportant amount of alkaloids which render it ac-
ceptable as a vegetable tonic, but it leaves the major
part of the valuable and characteristic cinchona principles
in the imperfectly exhausted bark.

Fluid extracts are the pharmaceutical preparations of
the d,\v. Their convenience commends them equally to
the medical practitioner, to his patient and to the dispen-
ser, an I the demand for them is not likely to be diverted •

but a iluid extract of cinchona, worthy of its name i,s

stiU a desiideratura in pharmacy.
'

The President proposed a vote of thanks to Jlr. Giles
He fenred the present was not the proper occasion for-

going into any question as to what principles the cin-
chona bark owed its therapeutical properties to ; their
time would not suffice to discuss that, even if theV had
sufficieut medical knowledge to do so ; but several import-
ant pharraaceuti(^al questions hail been brought forward
in the course of the paper, and those might very pro-
fitably be discussed.

Mr. Wellcome said the subject of sujiplying chemi.sts
with bark of definite alkaloidal strength for dispenshig
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and manufacturing piurposes had been much discussed

before, and he believed that some houses did offer to

chemists with their Ijark an assay giving the definite

allsaloidal strength. Tliat was the custom of some houses

in regard to opium, and he believed Dr. Squibb and others

supphed the trade in America with barks with which
he furnished assays. It appeared to him that that was

one of the most import.ant safeguards, and, while he thought
it desirable that every chemist should be able to assay
for himself the alkaloidal strength and to determine the

amount of the respective alkaloids, it was hardly prac-
ticable that he should depend entirely on his own assays,

and after all the guarantee of a respectable house would

be the best general safeguard. As to the question of the

strength that should be accepted as a standard for phar-
maceutical preparations, some members of the Confer-

ence might remember that he strongly urged last year
that the quinine strength should not alone be accepted,
but that a definite alkaloidal strength of the various alkal-

oids should be the only standard. A bark which yielded

two per ceut of quinine ought to be satisfactory for

manufacturing pharmaceutical preparations, providing it

contained a proper amount of ciuchouidine, quiuidine and

cinchonine, say to make 5 per cent total alkaloidal strength.

Quinoidine was also very active, and some of the prepara-
tions most sold in the Tropics for checking fever and

ague consisted almost entirely of that resin, which was

by many considered a modified or uncrystallizable quinine.

Mr. Southall said he could quite confirm the diHiculty

which had been mentioned in regard to getting a reUable

calisaya bark for pharmaceutical purposes. There was

still a good run on the prep,arations of bark other than

the extract and tincture. The decoction was very much
ordered by medical men in his part of the country, and

was more relied upon than either the fluid extract or

tincture.

Mr. Hampson thought they would be more hkely to

reach the point the author aimed at of havir.g an accepted

standard quality of bark, or bark yielding a certain. pro-

portion of alkaloids, if there were a standing committee

of pharmacists, and not a pharmaceutical committee formed

by the Medical Council entirely. The Pharmaceutical

Society ought to be legally recognized in all these matters,

and if practical pharmacists held their proper position

with respect to the National Pharmacopoeia, these im-

portant changes or improvements would be sooner brought

about. As it was, these changes came about in an indirect

and slow manner, and improvements did not take place

as fast as they should.

Mr. Ekin said he feared the medical men in Birming-

ham had made rather an unhappy selection, according to

Mr. Soutball's statement, for in the experiments he had

made, which were referred to by Mr. Giles, he foimd the

decoction was by far the weakest in alkaloidal value of

all the officinal preparations.
Dr Symes confirmed JMr. Soutlmll's statement that the

decoction was very largely used and very much relied

upon by medical men
;

it was not peculiar to Birming-

'

Tlie President said it would be seen from the remarks

which had been made that they greatly needed increased

activity in the promotion of therapiaitical research, and it

would 1)6 well if there were a society for this purpose

formed by medical men having competent chemical and

physical knowledge.

Mr Giles, in reply, said he could not claim that

what be had brought forward was new, but still it some-

times did good to repeat what was already known. With

regard to the alkaloidal standard, Dr. Pereira pointed out

that cinchona made its reputation as a febrifuge by the use

of a species of cinchona which was not rich in quinine,

but in which cinchonine largely prevailed, and this seemed

to show that they had made a mistake in pinning their

faith so much to the alkaloid which happened to be

first discovered. Although recent investigations appeared

to show that it was necessary to give chinchonine or

quiuidine or ciuchouidine in larger doses than quinine to

produce the same effect, there appeared to be no difference

in the eft'ects produced, and. therefore, it seemed to be

a great waste to throw away that which might be recovered

simultaneously with the quinine. At all events it seemed

to him that it was rather their business to support the

7iharmaceutical manipulation of things than the chemical .

He had often been disposed to think that chemistry had
been ridden a little to death, and that isolation of active

principles had been carried too far.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

Pine Apples.—It is evident we can beat the States in

pine apples. The largest ever grown in Florida is said

to have had a circumference of twenty-three inches, and

weighed 8i lb. The Gladstone Observer, however, says Mr.

Fisher, of that place grew one last year which turned the

scale at !) lb. Mr. Fingir of the Logan Road, recently

sold one of 12 lb. weight and some slightly ]ess.—Planter

and Farmer. [We saw one in Colombo which weighed
13i lb.—Ed.]
Lavender.—'WTiether the present mode of cultivating

laven-der {i.e., growing it for four years only) is the best

may be open to question, seeing how often old and large

plants are covered with blossom. The Gardeners' Chronicle

(p. 262) mentions two hedges of lavender, in the terrace-

garden at Pusey Park, Faringdon, which are literally

sheeted with blossom. The hedges are four feet or so in

width, and make a free growth every summer, but they are

cut back every September to a width of twenty inches or

so, and break out again into profuse growth in spring.
—

Pharmaceutical Journal.

Soil Poison.—"Nearly all soils contain iron; it is this

that gives them their reddish color. But iron has two

oxi<les. One of them, containing the least amount of oxy-

gen, is soluble in soil water, and is therefore readily taken

into the roots of plants. Copperas, or green vitriol, js

composed of this low or protoxide of iron and .sulphuric

acid. On exposure to air for a time, this low oxide takes

in more oxygen, forming what is called sesqui-oxide of

iron, which is insoluble in water. The subsoil which has

never been stirred to admit the atmosphere freely, contains

the low oxide, and when first turned up. if sown orplanted

soon, the roots of the crops take in this poisonous soluble

compound of iron, and are much injured, if not killed

outright. Turn up a little of such sub-soils at a time, an

inch or so each year; let it be exposed to air and frost

tor a few months, and it will become innocuous. The

new elements oS plant-food in this new soil, will even

act as a useful fertilizer
" We accepted the explana-

tion, acted upon it, and those old farms, deepened a little,

year by year, have improved in productiveness. AVhen

visiting the old homestead two years ago, I found the

average depth of the plowed land thereabouts was perhaps

9 inches, frequently 12 inches or more, and it yields double

what it used to do, under the same culture except as to

depth.—ylmen'crtK Ar/riculturist [This sesqui-oxide of iron,

to which Mr. Abbay' attributed the poverty of jiatana soils,

may be the cause of the "
dyiug-off

"
of cinchonas.—Ed.]

The Growth of Aiieeican Teees.—Some notes have

been published on the native trees of the lower Wabash
and White River Valleys, the result of long and careful

ob.servations, made by Mr. Robert Ridgway and other

naturalists, upon the forest growth of Southern Indiana

and Illinois. The region described is of special interest,

for the forest is hardly surpassed by any other in the

number of species of which it is composed, and the

magnificent development attained by many individual trees.

Nowhere, in fact, in the whole of ;Eastern America have

as many large specimens of as many species been recorded

as Mr. Ridgway found in the lower Wabash Valley. Nearly

all the largest and most valuable broad-leaved trees are

there found associated together, and in a single square

mile of woods seventy-five species of trees, nearly all of

the first class, were tabulated, being nearly as many as

grow on the whole European Continent. By actual measure-

ment thirty-four species were found to occasionally exceed

100 feet in height, while seventeen others, although not

measured, were apparently at least 100 feet high. The

tallest specimen measured, a tulip tree, was 190 feet in

height, and individuals of ten other species exceeded 150

feet. Mr. Ridgway states that the numerous small prairies,

which were common in the Wabash basin at the time of

its first settlement, have been transformed into woodland,

and the area of the forest has greatly increased of late

years. Extensive woods of oak and hickory, more than 80

feet high, and with trunks nearly two feet through, are

now growing on that was open prairie within the memory
of some of the present owners of the \and.—London Times,
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PUBLIC AND BOTANICAL GARDENS
JAMAICA.

{KOKESTRV :—COFFEES—CINCHONA—COCOA (CACAO)—OTHER
NEW rnODUCTS.

To Mr. D. Morris we are indebted for a copy of

his elaboi'ate and very interesting scries of reports on

tlie Jamaica Gardens and Plantations for JSSl. Tlie

range o\'er which the reports travel is wide and compre-

hensive, taking in forestry, as well as the various coffees,

cacao, chichona, &c. Coconvit culture is touched on aud
the cause of the failure of these palms in a particular
district, has a direct bearing on the question of Aus-
tralian gums and cinchona. The coconut palms were

destroyed by a beetle which originates in the "
Big

Thatch "
palm, Sabal Umbracidifera, and passes to

the coconut with fatal effect, the Big Thatch palm
living on. Mr. Morris states :

—"
It seems as if, in

this instance, a choice must be made between the

Big Thatch and the coconut." But the work of ex-

termination is deemed impossible. '1 he difference with
ns is that the pest originating in the gums, is as

injurious to those trees as to the cinchonas, &c.
,
which

they infect.

We place here an extract which is largely as
true of Ceylon as of Jamaica :

—
As already mentioned, it is evident that Jamaica must

depend for its prosperity aud success, almost entirely on
the resources and products of an agricultural character.
We have no large stores of timber, we have no miner-

als, we have no manufacturing industries, and we cannot

hope to struggle successfully with other countries in the
more advanced arts and sciences. "We, nevertheless, pos-
sess a rich and productive soil, a salubrious climate, abund-
ant springs and a vast extent of uncleared mountain land

;

and it is mainly on the due utilisation of these valuable
natural resources that our prosperity must ultimately de-

pend. Under these circumstauccs the chief aim of the

Department has been directed towards bringiug into notice
the nature and character of such resourc;es and to foster-

ing and promoting any well-directed efforts for their util-

ization.

The position and prospects of several new industries,
such as Libcrian Coftee, Oacao, Tobacco, Oranges, Man-
goes, Piue-apples, Spices, India-rubbers, Fibre-yielding
plants, &c., &.C., are carefully noticed with this view; and
the success which has already attended these comparat-
ively recent efforts would indicate that capital and energy
are alone wanting to place the island in an important
position as the source of most tropical production.s.
From Dr. H. A, A. NichoUs, au esteemed correspondent

at Dominica, supplies of Liberian coffee aud lime seeds
were received to meet the extensive demands which had
arisen for these plants. From Jlr. Ed. S. Rand, a corre-

spondent at Para, was received a consignment of 300 fruits
of the Para nut; and from Dr. Hansen, about 50 seeds
of the much esteemed Sabucaia nut. From local corre-

spondents, I have to acknowledge the receipts of the carob
tree, Ceratonia .•<i/iijHa, from Mr. A\'il]iam Lee, Adminis-
trator-General, which yields the Locust pods so extensively
used in the manufacture of foods for cattle ; specimens of
Orchiiis have been received from the Hon. Col. Hackett
Oapt. Jlainwaring, K.N., aud Mr. Oscar Marescaux

; several
ferns from the Reverend John Thomson, Halfway-Tree ;

some Orchids and other plants from Mr. Ed. Braham, St.
Ann's ; a supply of seeds of Timber trees and jialms from
the parishes of Hanover aud Westmoreland, contributed

by Mr. De B. Speucer Heaven and Mr. B. S. Gosset
;
a

plant of Sarracenia purpitrai aud various seeds from Nova
Scotia, by Mr. Anthony Musgrave, jnr. ; a quantity of
lime seed from the Honorable L. C. Shirley ; some sweet
orau^-" .seed from JNlessrs. Wray and Nephew, Kingston,
aud 517 nutmeg seeds from Dr. E. W. Major, Bath. I
li.-ive to express my thauUs to these aud other valued
correspondents in the Island, for such exchanges and con-
tributions of plants; and I woidd add that the Depart-
nunt is always glad to acknowledge such contributions
iuid to reciprocate by cxchaugcs of any new aud valuable

pl.uits that may be desired.

65

Plants aud seeds in the usual course of exchange have
been received from the Directors and Superintendents of
the following Colonial and other Establishments, viz :

—
The Botanic Gardens, Ceylon.
AV. Bull, Esq., Chelsea.
The Acclimatisation Society of Queensland.
The Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.
The Botanic Gardens, Mauritius.
The Botanic Gardens, Buitenzorg, Java.
The Botanic Gardens, Hongkong.
The Botanical Gardens, Calcutta.

The Department of Agriculture, AVashingtou.
Sutton k, Sons, Beading, England.
AA^. Paul & Sou, AA^altbam, England.
The Botanic Gardens, Singapore.
The Botanic Gardens, Saharunapore, N. AV. India.
The Botanic Gardens, Melbourne.

The total number of receipts during the year consist of
10 AA^'ardiau cases containing valuable economic plants; 12
boxes containing Cocoa, Liberian coffee, and 350 packages
and bags of seeds.

In return, this department has forwarded 6 AA''ardian

cases containing plants ; 16 boxes containing seeds and
orchids, and an aggregate of 420 packets of seed weighing
107 pounds.
Exchanges and the free distribution of seeds and plants

in the Island have received special attention. Nearly InO

packets containing seeds, &c., have been distributed by
po-st among the Custodes of the several parishes and other

correspondents in different parts of the Island. These

packets contained seed of selected fruit trees, best Havan-
nah Tobacco, Para-nuts, Gram or Chick Pea, Liberian

Coffee, Cacao, Nutmeg, Cinchona seed. Ornamental and
Timber trees, food plants, new grass seed, &c., &c.

I am glad to find that, by these means, I have been
able to distribute and establish throughout the Island,

many new and important plants, and the gentlemen who
have kindly assisted me in thus reaching even the remotest

localities, deserve the be.st thanks of the community.
I would here remark that there is much activity dis-

played even by the poorest peasants in obtaining and

cultivating new plants ;
and I cannot but hope that, before

many years have elapsed, this activity will result in the

greater prosperity and wealtli of the Island, antl in placing
it in the first rank as exporter of fruit and raw materials

to the markets of England and America.
Sales of Economic Plants.—The local demand for economic

plants has, in some cases, been quite beyond the resources

of the Gardens, whilst in others they have been greatly
taxed to meet the requisitions made upon them. The dis-

tribution of plants from each establishment wiU be given
later on, but I would here remark that the distribution

of j^lants. on payment during the past year has included

84 ounces of seed, 330,000 seedUngs and 50,000 plants of

Cinchona from the Cinchona Plantation ; 40,000 plants of

the best Trinidad Cacao, Liberian Coffee, selected Oranges,

Nutmeg, East India Mangoes, Cardamoms, A'auilla, Clove,

Cinnamon, Pine-apple suckers, and newly-imported Sugar
Canes from the Castletou Gardens and Hope Plantation,
and numerous packets of miscellaneous seeds and cuttings.
This distribution is in excess of that of last year by nearly
12,000 plauts; and it is gratifying to find that, notwith-

standing the tact that certain prices are now charged for

plants formerly given away, the number of plants dirtri-

buted is steadily increasing. The receipts on the sale of

jilants during the past year amounted to £700 3s. 6d.—the

total receipts, together with the results of Cinchona Bark
anil .Jalap sales, amounted to nearly £3,400. The pro-
vision on the estimates for the total cost of the Depart-
ment for last year was nearly £5,431. Not being a Kevenue

Department, the acquisition of extra receipts is by no means
looked upon as a main feature in the administration of

the Department. Its chief objects are of a scientific and
industrial character, viz., to assist and foster iu every

possible manner the introduction of new economic plants
into the Colony; to propagate and distribute such plauts

throughout the Island, supplying at the same time what-

ever scientific and practical information that may be desired

respecting their successful utilization and culture.

Dijfnsion of Information respcctimj F.conornic Plants.—
A Hst containing the names of the wiost interesting tim-

ber and shade trees, oruaineutal trees and shrubs, fruit
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trees, economic aud meJiciual plants, palms, ferns, orchiils,

etc. which are kept ready for distribution at the Gardens

was' published as an Appendix to my Report for 1880,

and I am glad to find that it has been the means of

stimulating greater attention to the resources of the De-

partment and has resulted in a much larger distribution

ot plants. Various papi'rs bearing on the cultivation of

Cinchona aud other plants have been prepared and pub-

lished, and a large correspondence undertaken with the

view of disseminating information in the Island respect-

ing the treatment and cultivation of new plants.

Amongst the papers prepared and distributed last year
were a revised edition of " Hints aud Suggestions for

raising Ciiuhona Plants from seed and establishing Oin-

chomi i'l.iutations"; copies of a valuable report giving

the " Results of analyses of Jamaica grown barks," by Mr.

John Eliot Howard, F.R.S.,
" Hints on planting aud es-

tablishing timber trees, ornamental trees and shrubs, fruit

trees, etc., and the conditions under which they might
be obtained from the Public Gardens." " Hints and Sug-

gestions for the improvement of the Coffee industry in

JamBica "
;

an " Estimate of the cost per acre of estab-

lishing Cinchona Plantations on the Blue Jlountains
"

;
a

" List of Economic Plants offered by Government for dis-

tribution in the Island," and copies of a lecture delivered

by the Director at the request of the Institute ot Jamaica

oil
" Some objects ot Productive Industry."—Parts I and II.

CASTLETON GARDENS.

The portion of the Experimental Garden set apart for

the cultivation ot Trinidad Cacao has been drained by a

series of open main and tributary drains, amounting to

four hundred and tweuty-nine feet long by from eighteen

to twenty-four inches wide and deep.
Two thousand aud seven miscellaneous trees and .shrubs

have been planted in various parts of the grounds, the

majority ot which being ot an ornamental character were

placed for effect in the rather bare portions of the old

flower garden and .shrubberies, and also to complete as

far up as the main entrance, the shrubbery lying parallel

to the public road in the Experimental Garden."

A new plantation con.sisting of thirty-nine nutmeg and

ten clove plants has been made close to the aqueduct at

the toot or lower edge ot the mule pasture. The plants

are all growing nicely.

Eighty-tour plants ot the best Trinidad varieties of Oacao

have been put out partly in the old plantation in the

ravine, above the tanks, and partly forming a new plant-

ation near the foot of the ravine adjacent to the official

residence.
One hundred and eleven plants ot Oacao, consisting of

about equal numbers ot the best six varieties cultivated

in Trinidad have been added to the plantation in the Ex-

perimental Garden. Here it was found necessary to plant

two hundred banana, sixty castor-oil bean, thirty guango
and sLx Erythriiia umhrosa to shade and otherwise protect

the Cacao plants.
The exposed roots of the plants have been well covered

with good soil brought from other parts ot the estate, anil

all plants so treated now show a marked improvement on

their previous condition.

CINCHONA PLANTATIONS.

The Establishment buildings having suffered severely by
the hurricane of August, 1880, it was found necessary to

rebuild or repair the gre.ater number especially of the older

buildings. This work was carried on by Mr. Ed. Scott

Barber of the Public Works Department, aud has resulted

in a substantial and convenient set of Establishment build-

ings. 'Die chief works effected were: general repair.s to

the propagating houses ; rebuilding herbarium, and offices

for clerk and superinteudent ; rebuildiug tool shed and

potting house ; rebuUding upper and lower barracks ;
new

shutters and internal repairs to Director's residence
;
a new

back verandah ; rebuilding stable and outhouses, and new

shutters and gener.al repairs to the Superintendent's cot-

taoe. The buildings, entirely new, which did not come

uu'der hurricane damages were, a store-room for Cinchona

bark aud a small room as extra barrack accommodation ;

these were built by private contract. Most of tlie new

buildings at present require re-jiainting and furnishing with

gutters, and I am glad to find that a provision has already

been jpiaced ou the ourreut year's estimate for this pur-

pose, as well as for rebuikUug tour plantation sheds, blown
dowu, but not included under hurricane damages.
The tanks upon which the supply of water for the nur-

series and propagating houses depends are m good order.

The new tank built last year, as well as the old tank,

lately repaired, require to be fitted with pumps, both for

the sake of conveniently getting water, as also for protec-
tion in case of fire.

I have already suggested for the latter purpose that
one of the pumps be a good force-pump capable of throw-

ing a jet of water over the residence and most ot the

establishment buildings in its immediate neighbourhood.
AVhile the establishment buildings were being rebuilt,

advantage was taken of the circumstance to place them
in more convenient situafcious, and to form a series of ter-

races with turfed slopes, so that they might be protected
from the prevailing winds and be well drained. Thesa

slopes are now in good order, and they greatly add to the
neatness and general appearance of the place.

AVith regard to the operations on the plantations, they may
be conveniently summarized under the following heads:—

Nurseries.—In fulfilment of the promise made in my
last Annual Report, special attention has been devoted this

year to the establishment of suitable nurseries on each

plantation, from whence a sujiply of strong healthy plants

might be obtained tor distribution, as well as for supply-

ing and establi-shiug land already cleared. The nurseries

attached to the establishment buildings have been well

maintained, and at present they contain G0,000 plants of

C. Officinalis ready for distribution ; 8,000 Hybrid ; 5,000
C. Calisaya ; 3,000 C. Succiruhra and 3,000 C. Officimlis
var. nritusinya. Most of the Hybrid have been raised from

cuttings as also about 5,000 C, Officinalis. In the propa-

gating houses and frames are also about 20,000 C. Ledger-
iana raised from seed received from Java and India.*

On the Latimer Plantation a large niu*sery has been
established containing about 80,000 plants of 0. Ojflcinalis

which will be ready for distribution in May next
; while

at the Bellevue nursery there are 15,000 plants of the
same species intended for supplying the vacancies on the

plantation in its immediate neighbourhood. The total

number of plants in the nurseries at present may be sum-
marized as follows :

—C. Officinalis, 155,000 ;
C. Officinalis

var uritusini/a, 2,000; O. Hybrid, 8,000 ; C. Calisaya, 5,000;
0. Succirubra, 3,000; 0. Ledgeriana, 5,000.—Total, 178,000.

These numbers are irrespective of the plants distributed

during the past year which amounted to 330,100 seedlings
and 48,y(i7 plants, while 124,623 plants were put out on
the plantation themselves.

The distribution of seeds and plants tor private plant-
ations on sale were as follows :

—
Seeds.

C. Officinalis ... 58| ounces

C. Succirubra ... 24^ ounces

0. Hybrid ... § ounce

Total. ..83j ounces 330,100 48,967

Upper Buz-a Plmitation.—The operations at this plant-
ation have been confined to weeding and cleaning plants
established in 1879 and 1880, and supplying v.aeaucies.

The number of plants put out amount to 06,889 C. Offi-

cimdis, 4,747 C. Succiruhra, and 3,4i0 C. Hybrid. All

these plants are doing well at this elevation, 4,800 feet

to 5,400 feet, and the plantation, containing about 60 acres,

and an aggregate of 120,000 plants is well established and
in good order. Although the plants are only a little over

2 years old, they are, in many cases, between 5 feet and
6 feet high, and being planted 6 feet by 6 feet give a

uniform and unbroken appearance, which is in marked
contrast to the portions ot the plantations formerly planted
with trees at 10 feet aud 15 feet apart.

Not only do the trees when closely plantedt cover the

ground more quickly, aud save considerable expenditure in

weeding, but they stand wind much better, and produce

straight clean stems of great value as regards yield of

trunk bark.

* As these remarks relate to circumstances more than

nine months ago, it must be understood that the resources

of the nurseries, and, indeed, of the Plantations gener-

ally, at the present time (Sept. 1S82) are considerably
altered. [Note added.]

t We do not call 6 M 6 closely planted.
—Ed.

Seedlings.
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IVhite's Piece.—This small plantation of about 10 acres
was formerly planted with C. Succiruhm and the Hybrid
variety. All the trees between 10 and 11 years old were
either "

uprooted
" or "

coppiced
"

during the year 1880.

The "
coppiced

"
stumps, of which about 200 threw up

strong shoots, are doing well. The latter, now about 18
mouths olil, are about 4 feet high and in strong health.

The portions of the plantation from which trees were

uprooted, after being carefully cleaned and trenched, have
been replanted with 28,870 plants of the Hybrid variety
at distances of 4 feet by 4 feet. The results, so far, fully

justify the opinion I have already expressed, that land
from which crops of Cinchona have been taken will, if

properly treated, be quite capable of producing subsequent
crops of the same kind.

JJelle I'lie Flantation.—This plantation is in cour-se of

beiug replanted with the best kinds of Cinchona to replace
the poor wind-blown specimens of 0. ^Sitccirifhra which
were planted here about four or five years ago. Among
the new species already established are 1,485 plants of C.

Ledgeriamc raised from seed received from Ceylon, 7,534

j)lants C Cidisat/a of the Jamaica plantations determined

by Mr. John Eli'ot Howard, F.E.S., 11,678 C. Officinalis vur

Uritusin(/a from the Government Plantations, Southern
lutha, aud 3,500 of C. Officinalis, stated by Mr. Howard
to be the Colorado de Leva of Spanish commerce. The
total number of plants put out being 24,197.

The other plantations are in good order and well estab-

lished, the chief operations upon them have consisted in

keeping them clean, maintaining the roads in good order,
and in harvesting the successive crops of seed and bark.
While on the subject of seed, I may mention that the

large quantities of the seed of the best forms of C Officin-
alis produced are more than sufficient to meet local de-

mauds, and in the event of the extension of private plant-
ations iu Jamaica, there will be no difficulty in meeting
any requisitions that may be made for seeds of this valu-
able bark.
The trees of C. Succinthra are still yielding but poor

supphes of seed, and 1 am obliged to depend on the plant-
ations of India and Ceylon for this kind.
The seed of such valuable kinds as C. Hi/brid, C. Calisaya

and C. Ledi/eriuna are not distributed at present, but well

grown seedMngs in boxes are supplied at such moderate
rates that, while there is the minimum amount of loss in

raising them, they are placed within the reach of aU who
desire to add these species to those aheady under cul-

tivation.

Introduction of New Kinds of Cinchona.—Tlie chief event
of the past year in connection with the Cinchona Plant-
ations has been the successful introduction on a large scale
of the valuable Cinchona Ledi/eriana, which is, admittedly
the most precious of all the known species of Cinchona.
A small quantity of seed of this kind—weighing less

than i oz.—was received from the Government of Nether-
lands India in April last. From this seed 14,437 seedlings
were successfully raised and pricked out. These were sub-

sequently transferred to bambu pots and to well protected
beds in the nurseries. I regret, however, to report that

latterly, in spite of the great care taken with them, many
of these plants have given signs of "

going off
"

iu an
unaccountable manner, and it is very probable that only
about 6,000 or 8,000 will be ultimately ready for planting
out in the fielils. Fortunately, however, further supplies
of seed have been received from Dr. King and through
Sir Joseph Hooker, so that before the end of the present
year fidly 30,000 plants of C. Ledijeriana will be estab-
lished in the island. The three fine plants of C. LcJi/er-
ianu received through Kew, from Mr. John Eliot Howard,
F.K.S., mentioned iu my last Report, have done remark-
ably well, aud they have fully proved the suitability of
both the soil and climate of Jamaica for the successful
cultivation of this bark. The largest plant, now two years
old, is 5 feet iu height and with a girth at the base of
6 inches. From these plants about 40 cuttings have been
established with every promise of the number being con-

siderably increased. Seed of C. Calisaya var Josephiana was
received from Dr. Trimen, Director of the Royal Botanical
Gardens, Ceylon, and about .' 00 plants are ready for plant-
ing out.

The plants of the hard Oarthagena bark presented by
the Secretary of State for India, in 1879, are doing well

at an elevation of 5,500 feet, but I believe that they would
do better at a still higher elevation. The habit of growth
of these plants is remarkably robust, and they promise to

be very suitable for sheltered spots at the highest points
at which cultivation can be carried on on the B!ue Bloiint-

aiu range.
.Seeds of several valuable species of Cinchona from the

Southern India Plantations have been received from Lieut. -

Col. R. H. Beddome, Conservator of Forests, Madras Presi-

dency. In the letter which accompanied the seeds, Lieut.-

Col. Beddome refers to them as follows:—
I send you, by post, G oz. of seed of C. Officinalis var

uritusiui/a, 4 oz. of seed of the ijlahrous variety of 0. Pit-

bescens (Magnifolia) and ^ oz. of seed of C. Puhescens.

The seed labelled "
Magnifolia

"
is one of the varieties

aud species first called "
Hybrid Pubescens" by Mr. Mclvor

and afterwards "
Magnifolia," but has nothing tu do with

Vascarilla Magnifolia except a similarity in leaves. It is

very highly reported on and yielils a large percentage of

Quinine. Its growth is most robust between 6,000 and
8,000 feet on these hills. Little is known of it yet except
that its yield of Quinine is very good. It grows here well

ou poor grass land soil where C. Succirubra will not do.

Mr. Robert Cross, who is here, calls it the true Pata
de Gallinazo of Chimborazo (Markham, Peruvian Bark,

1880, p. 219 n.) and says that he collected the seed there

aud sent it here originally.
C. Fubescens is very similar to this in habit, &c., but

has the leaves pubescent underneath.

Analysis of Jamaica-yrown Barks.—With a view of accur-

ately determining the botanical classification, as well as

the commercial value of the bark yielded by the different

kinds of Cinchona trees under cultivation in Jamaica, I

made a complete collection, containing eight sets of speci-
mens of leaves, flowers, fruit, as well as one pound by
weight of Cinchona bark, from every distinct form or variety
which had come under my notice here.

This collection was forwarded in June last to Mr. John
EHot Howard, F.P..S., who is believed to be one of the

highest living authorities on Cinchona and Cinchona Barks.

I asked Mr. Howard to be so good as to compare the

botanical characters of the specimens sent from Jaraai -a

with tho.se in his large collections from South America,

India, aud Ceylon, and I furthermore ventured to ask him
to obtain for me a quantitative analysis, with the prob-
able market value of the various samples which accoin-

panied them.
A summary of the valuable information supplied by Mr.

Howard was Lately published in the Jamaica Gazette, and
there is no doubt that this authoritative and exhaustive

report will prove of the greatest service to those inter-

ested in the cultivation of Cinchona in Jamaica.

One of the chief points brought out by Mr. Howard's

report is the existence on tiie plantation of tru<' yellow
bark trees, which had hitherto been included as forms
of the Crown bark C. Officinalis.
These trees had attracted my notice from the first, and

I took steps immediately, on my arrival, to keep the seeds

separate and to propagate them for supplying steep and

windy .slopes, for which they appeared to be admirably

adapted.
These trees are no doubt the produce of the Calisaya

seed which the late Superintendent had received from

India, but, owing to some mistake, the robust "
Hybrid

"

kind had for many years been adopted for the yeilow-
bark trees, and had consequently received much attention

on that accouiit. In reply to questions ad(h-essed to Mr.

Howard respecting the true yeUow bark trees, he supplied
the following analysis of trunk bark, viz. :

—
Quinine Quinine
Sidphate. Alkaloid. Cinchonidine. Cinchonine. Quini'line.

4-93 3-70 0-60 035 0fi5

and added "
Specimens marked No. 1 and No. 2 appear

to me to be true to the Calisaya type, aud form a valu-

able portion of the Plantation. I should not think that

they belonged to either of the Josephiana or to the Led-

ijeriana form, but that the exact variety is perhaps not

yet published. In the meantime it may be weU to call

them C. Calisaya simply.
" There is no appearance of hybridity, nor any resem-

blance to the Loxa (C. Ofcinalis)
barks."

As corroborating, in a singular manner, Mr. Howard's
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determination of these trees, I have just received a letter

from Mr. B. 0. Moens, Director of the Government Plant-

ations in Java, in which he refers to them as follows :

—
•' The specimens of Oulisai/a 1 and 2 came duly to hand.

They are very like the best forms of what we call C.

Culisai/a Javanica, and which are the C Calimya vera of

Wedd'eU.
" From C. Ledyeriana it differs by the large flowers—

which I think were red—and the larger fruits, and by
having the leaves more obovate, at least, with the greatest
breadth above the middle of the leaf—whilst the leaves

in Lfdgeriana are more oblong—elliptical. That it is a

tihi'uh with you, will be due to the high elevations at

which it is planted. I would advise to try it at 3.000

feet in a good locaUty, and think that you will see trees

grown from the seed of No. 1 . The bark is a very good
one, and gave by analysis 538 per cent of quinine, 012
of (juinidine and 1*12 of ciuchonine and amorphous alkal-

oid, a very rich material for quinine manufacturing. If

they come true to seed, they will beat Officimilis with you,
like Leih/eriaiia does with us, and I am sure you will find

that tliiy will do better at a lower elevation."

These trees, consisting now of about 100 specimens in

-fruit, will supply a valuable means of establishing this

desirable kind in Jamaica, and special care is being taken

to preserve the seed as it ripens and to utilize it to the

greatest extent.

The "
Hybrid

"
variety is believed by Mr. Howard to

resemljle 0. Officinalis
ear uritusinyu, but as we have plants

of this Irtter kind both from India and Ceylon, a careful

comparison will soon be possible, so that the point can

be definitely settled. The so-called Hybrid is a hardy

plant and a remarkably free grower, and for general plant-

ing purposes is as valuable as any.
Mr. Howard's analysis of the trunk bark of the Hybrid

variety is as follows ;
—

Quinine Quinine
Sidphate. Alkaloid. Oinchonidiue. Oinchonme. Quinidine.

800 6-00 0-73 010 003
As mentioned in a former section a plantation of nearly

10 acres containing 28,870 plants has been established en-

tirely with this kind, and 3,420 plants have been put out

on the Buzza Plantation, so that its permanency as a

cultivated plant in Jamaica is well secured. AYith regard
to Mr. Howard's other analyses, a reference to the Report
will afford many interesting proofs that both the Grown
and Red Barks under cultivation here are the best of

their kinds, and that their produce compares favourably
with that of other countries.*

* Jieinarks on Vic Annual lieport for 13S0, on the Gacemment Cin-

chona Plantuiicms, Jamaica, by Mr, John Elliot Howard, F.Ii.S., cVc.

The tenor of this Report shews, iu my opinion, tliat the cir-

cumstances of climate or soil miist he more lavorLible iu .Jamaica

than in India. The spontaneous gro^vth of Cinchona, especially

of the Crown Bark by self-sovm seedlings, now literally forming

patches of Cinchona forests on the Blue Mountain slopes (p. 7) is

especially to be noted, as compared with the following statement

iu
" The Cinchona Planter's Manual," by T. C. Oweu, Colonbo,

" Be the evil what it may (that it lies directly iu the soil, aud
iu particular condUions of the soil not dilBrult to determine, there

is little doubt) it is certain that the proportion of failures amongst
Cinchonas of all ages is so large, as to be quite imparalleled in

any other euterprize."
The specimens of bark sent are very carefully gathered, and

represent apparently a higher produce in alkaloids than couhl be

expected from the average.
It is very evident that the so-called

"
Hybrid," No. 4, if only

it is a free' grower, must be about the most valuable of all the

sorts.

The price obtaiued in commerce does not seem proportionate

to its value, but possibly, as remarked (p. 7) it may be an ex-

ceptionally tine specimen. So far as I can judge by the Botanical

specimens" it is a true form of C. Officinalis.

The large-leaved Crown Bark seed received from Dodabetta, must

evidently be the Uritusinga of Pavou, the former deHued by Sir

Joseph Hooker. This is also an excellent sort to cultivate.

Tue designation
'* var Condaminea" is misleading, being used

vaguely in India, and not at all recognised iu trade. That which

vou term "the general type" of C, Officinalis appears to me to

be the CondanunecCQi Humboldt, as reprinted iu the Plantes Equin-
o'tiales; but there are two forms included in Humboldt's plate.

1 refer to the more striking oue.

The original names shouKl I think be kept as fav as possible.

Sir J. II. Hooker has done well iu restoring C. Offii-LmdiK, but

:is you >ce I use this term luore widely than Sir J. 1). Hooker.

Your No. 4 is as true C Officinalis as is the Uritusinga aiul differs

Oiilv iu Uie appearance o£ the bark.

Bark harvested dtimir/ the year ISSl.—Only one shipment
of bark was made during the past year. The weight re-

presented 14,397 pounds of dried bark which realized prices
ranging from 7s. 8d. for trunk bark to Is. 6d. for twig
bark. The net result of the shipment was £2,675 Cs. 9d.,
which, with the proceeds of the sales of 1879-80 represents
a total value of £8,167 Is. 8d. of bark shipped within 15
months. Full particulars respecting the qualities and prices
of bark shipped during the past year have been already
published.

Extension of Cinchona cultivation in private hands.—There
are oncoiu'aging indications that Cinchona planting is being
taken up generally by private enterprise, and as shewn
above, the distribution of seeds and plants from tlie Go-
vernment plantation has assumed considerable proportions.
This has been due entirely to the encouraging results of
the late sales of bark and to the liberal terms on which
facilities for embarking in Cinchona cultivation are afforded

by Government. Grants of land suitable for Cinchona are
offered under conditions which practically place the Cin-
chona planter in Jamaica iu a most favourable position.
The supply of seeds and plants, especially of the valuable
Crown bark, C. Officinalis, is such, that no difficulty *is

anticipated in meeting any demands that may arise under
this head.

Weather Observatory.
—With the assistance of Mr. Maxwell

Hall, BI.A., F.R.A.S., a weather observatory has been
established at the Cinchona Plantation at an elevation of

4,900 feet. This is believed to be oue of the highest stations
iu the British Colonies and it is intended to work it in
connection with Mr. Maxwell Hall's other st.itions in Jamaica
and pubhsh the results as a monthly summary in the Go-
vernment Gazette. The instruments have all been carefully
compared with standards and fitted with .Stevenson's screens,
&o., &c., in accordance with the methods usually adopted
at such stations. The readings are taken daily at 7 a.m.
and 3 p.m. A tropical rain gauge and a self-registering
maximum and minimum thermometer have also been placed
on the Blue Mountain ri<lge at an elevation of 6,000 feet.
These are regularly visited three times a week.

Apairt from the bearing which such observations must
have on the selection of lauds for Cinchona cultivation, it

is hoped that the observations at this statiou will contribute
to the success of the important work in which Mr. Maxwell
Hall is engaged, and afford information of a scientific
and general character concerning the climatology of the
British West Inches. The average readings of the Barometer
at this elevation are 25-350

;
the average annual temperature

63* Fah.; the average annual rainfall (on readings for 9
years) 124 inches. During the hurricane of August 18th,
1880, the lowest observed reading of the Barometer was
24-50; while in that of November 1st, 1874, it was 24-75.

The heaviest rainfall during the past year fell on October
5th-Cth when 13 inches were registered in 24 hours. This
would represent a fall of 1,315 tons of water per acre—a
circumstance which easily .accounts for the damage often
done by heavy tropical rains to delicate plants in bods
and nurseries, and moreover is au element which Coffee
and Cinchona planters would do well to consider when
"hoe-weeding" aud "

.scraping
" and "no drains" are the

normal modes of cultivation.

La Condamine, who journeyed tlu-ough Loxa in 1737 was the
lirst to describe the Loxa Bark aud figured it iu Mem. de I'Academie
des Sciences in X738.

His representation is copied in Woodville's Botany, vol. 3. It
is distinctly the Uritusinga form of leaf aud accords well iu the
ovato-lanceolate form of the larger leaves with my plate of the
Uritusinga iu the "Nue\a Qiuuologia."
Humboldt gives tliis character in his work Uber I>ic China,—

Walder, tyc.

C. Condaminea. ..iQ\i\s ovato-lauceolatis utriuque glaberrimis aud
adds p. 21. 2ud Abschitt.

Since only one species bears expressly the name C. Officinalis,
it must be the tree whicli jields the Cascarilla Jina dc Uritusinga—a fever bark which Wits' considered the most useful iu tertian
fevers, &c.
Hence we see that the Condaminea is the same as the Uritit^inga.
Your No. 4 is* the Condaminea witli a slightly different bark,

but I should retain the term C. Officinalis for the whole, and the
earliest names Uritusinija, iifc, for the forms (I do not call them
varieties).

A'ery likely your No. 4 is that from Aijavaca, but this is only
a guess.

Y'our "
ordinary quality

"
is C, Officinalis—furm of Humboldt's

plate.
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The average annual and monthly rainfall taken at the

Cinchona Plantation for nine years are as follows;—
BAINFALL KETUEN, CINCHONA PLANTATION.

Remarks.
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As an experiment, undertaken in the interest of pro-

prietors of coconut plantations, the results are worthy of

notice. Placing the vaUie of the nuts at 40s. per thou-

sand and 5,500 nuts to the ton of copra, this would give

£11 as its first cost per ton. To this must be added cost

of preparation and shipping ex^^enses, which would be not

less than £5, hence with coconuts at 40s. per thousand,
the cost of placing a ton of Copra in the London mar-

ket would be about £16. At the present high price of

coconuts it is certainly more remunerative to sell them
as they are

;
but should the price of coconuts fall below

40s. per thousand, it would be better to make Copra and

ship the produce in that state. In the Pacific Islands and

other places remote from good markets for fresh nuts,

the manufacture of Oopra has become a large and itn-

portant industry. The extension of coconut plantations in

Jamaica may therefore be undertaken with every confi-

dence that they will prove of a thoroughly remunerative

character, and this, it must be noted, without any refer-

ence to the coconut husk, which, with suitable machinery,

might in itself form the basis of an important industry.

Coconut Disease in St. Elizuheth.—In a note on the dis-

tribution of the coconut in Jamaica, I lately made some
observations with regard to what has been termed the

coconut disease in the Parish of St. Elizabeth, which may
be noticed here.

It has been remarked as somewhat strange that while

the coconut palm grows freely everywhere along the coast

of Jamaica, it is almost entirely absent from Alligator

Pond to Black Eiver, and indeed along the Southern Coast

as far as Sav.-la-Mar. At first, this was taken as an

accidental circumstance; but careful enquiry on the spot

has convinced me that although the soil and cUmate differ

very slightly from those in other portions of the Island

where the coconut thrives luxuriantly, all efforts to estab-

lish it along the sea-board of the Pari.sh of St. Elizabeth,

and especially in the Pedro district, have signally tailed.

The plants appear to thrive for a few years and to grow
remarkably well, but before coming into hearing they

suddenly die off from the top, leaving nothing but a bare

frondless stem. After examiaing several trunks of the

Big Thatch (fiahal umhraculifera) a palm which is so abund-

ant in the district, and finding them completely riddled

by the attacks of the larva of a beetle very closely allied,

if not identical, with the destructive palm-beetle of the

East Indies, I came to the conclu.sion that one, if not

the chief cause of the absence of the coconut palm was

the abundance of this beetle. Further information and

inquiry in the neighbourhood has fully confirmed this view.

The Big Thatch appears to exist and indeed to thrive

luxuriantly in spite of the beetle but the cocoiiut fails.

The terminal bud of the latter offers an easily accessible

and tempting bonne houche to the larva, and it succumbs

to its attacks. On the other hand the Big Thatch thrives

and covers the country.
It seems as if in this instance a choice must be made

between the Big Thatch and the coconut. The work of

exterminating the former palm, covering several thousand

acres, is an alternative which is neither practicable, nor

for some reasons is it indeed advisable. If the ravages

of the beetle do not extend to other portions of the Is-

land, it would perhaps be better to accept the inevitable

and devote attention in this district to other plants of

a more promising and remunerative character.*

Oil of Jy'in.—A piece of waste land to the eastward of

the lighthouse has been cleared and planted with the Mo-

ringa or Horse Radish tree {Morinya pteri/f/osperma)
which

is one of the trees yielding the celebrated Oil of Ben.

Under the impression that the true Oil of Beu was the

produce of .Uorint/n rijitenc, 1 made inquiry in 1879 re-

specting this species and asked for supplies of seed from

the Royal Gardens, Kew, from Alexandria ami Madras.

As a result I was informed that Oil of Ben,
"
though at

" one time a valuable branch of Eastern commerce, had
" been almost entirely thrown out of the market by exces-
" sive imparts and extensive adulterations, and but little

" of it can at the^ijresent time be commercially obtained."

*
Accordiug to the Honorable D. Marshalleck, Ctistos of St.

Thomas-in-the-East, slaked lime applied to the ltowii of the

cocouut palms has proved of si^rviu-e in destroying the larva of

this beetle. This is t>o simple and eoiiveuieut a treatment, especially
for young trees, tJiat it might well be tried.

Moreover it appeared that what little of the oil that can

be obtained is the produce of Jforinr/a jiteii/i/osperma.

This species grows more luxuriantly in all the dry plains
of the coast, and it continually bears abitudant crops of

fruit. SVith the view of testing its value as a minor

jiroduct, about 5 acres have been established with it at

the Paiisadoes Plantation, and in a few years the oil,

which is described as the " finest fat oil which a perfumer
could use," might be submitted for approval. The seeds

are said to yield twenty-five per cent of oil, which at a

price say of five guineas a hundredweight—the present
market value of sweet almond oil—would surely offer

sufficient mercantile inducement for its production ;
but

there is every reason to believe that it would realize never

less than ten pounds per cwt. in the open market. For

making cold cream and all kinds of unguents it would

prove invaluable and without a competitor. Supposing that

it would not pay its producers to ship it in its natural

state, they could enflower it with the flowers of the plu-

meria, acacia, jasmin, and pancratium, and numerous other

flowers which abound and bloom tmregarded : it would

then yield six to eight shillings a pound.*
HOPE plantation;.

This establishment has received special attention during
the year, and it now possesses large nurseries for the

propagation and distributioii of economic plants, which,

in view of the shipping facilities at Kingston, are found

of great value.

The chief operations at these gardens consisted in sup- .

plying and keeping up the small plantations of Cacao,

Li'berian Coffee, Nutmegs, Cloves, Cinnamon, Mangosteen,
&c. These, when established, are intended to afl'ord seeds

and cuttings for the nurseries and for maintaining sup-

plies of these plants in the plains. The Cacao plants,

although only 18 months old, are five feet high and ex-

hibit a remarkably healthy appearance. About GOO Ma,ho-

gany plants have been supplied through the plantation.

The Teak plantation of about 10 acres has received two

cleanings and is in good order The largest of the Te.ak

plants are 40 feet in height and measuring 2 feet in cir-

cumference at the base. The collection of Piue-apples,

consisting of the Queen, Prince Albert, Charlotte Roths-

child, Jloutserrat, Kiply, Black Pine, &c., has lately been

removed and is now well established in a good position.

All the outside fences have been carefully repau-ed; 80

chains of the penguin fence adjoining ''.he public road has

been cleaned and thoroughly established, and a new wire

fence placed at Merryman's piece.

iVurseries.—A piece of good laud about 2 acres in extent

has been enclosed with a hedge of limes and laid out in

beds for raising the most important economic plants. The

arina. Juniper Cedar, Kola Nuts, Teak, Guango, Maho-

gany, Sapucaya Nut, Bols immortelle, Divi-divi, Madras

Thorn, Oil Palm, Sappan, Balsam of Peru, Rosewood,

Cherimoya, selected Pine-apples, &c., &c.

king's house gahdens.

General I^'otes.—ln June last an immense number_ of

butterflies of the yellow and white kinds were noticed

for several days uniformly flying in an easterly direction.

The Grape Vines, last year so much affected by varioiis

fungi, have been replanted, fresh soil being added to their

roots and all the old entirely removed, with the effect of

reducing the virulence of the attacks of these parasitical

growths. Stocks of the native vine, Vitis cariliaa, have

also been obtained for the purpose of grafting or inarch-

ing on them the European varieties, with a view of ob-

taining growth free from disease.

THE LACQUER INDUSTRY OF JAPAN.

BY JOHN J. (3UIN,

Her Jtajesti/'f Acting Consul at Ilal;o(late.

The following particiUars are taken from a report intended

chiefly as a, description of the articles of various kinds

illustrative of the lacquer industry of Japan, collected for

the use of the Museum of Economic Botany at Kew, under

'Art of Perfumery, Q. W. S. Piesse, Ph. D., F.O.S,, p.390.
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instructions from Her Majesty's Charge cVAffaires a.t Tokio.

Great diffculty lias been experienced in obtaining

thoroughly reliable information, as not only arc the artificers'

for the most part, uneducated, but they are entirely ignorant
of what takes place in any other department except that

to which they hare been brought up. A well-known and
most intelligent manufacturer, who has been over twenty
years himself a worker in gold lacquer, was quite unaware
of the mode of tap)ung and treating the trees, and had
never even seen a cut specimen of the wood. He states

that his head workman, a highly-skilled artizan, over lifty

years of age, hardly knows the name of a single article

that he uses.

The nil us vernicifera, the well-known lacquer tree of

Japan, is met with all over the main island, and also in

smaller quantities in Kiushiu and Shikoku, but it is from
Tokio northwards that it principally flourishes, growing
freely on mountains as well as in the plains, thus indicat-

ing that a moderate climate suits the tree better than a

very warm one. Since early days the cultivation of the

tree has been encouraged by the Government, and as the

lacquer industry increased, plantations were made in every

province and district. The lacquer tree can be propagated

by seed sown at the end of January or the beginning of

February. The first year the seedlings reach a height
of from 10 inches to 1 foot. The following spring the

young trees are transplanted about 6 feet apart, and in

ten years an average tree should be 10 feet high, the
diameter of its trunk 2^ to 3 inches, and its yield of

lacquer sufficient to fill a 3-ouncc bottle.

A more speedy method is, however, generally adopted.
The roots of a vigorous young tree are taken, and pieces
6 inches long and the thickness of a finger are planted
out in a slanting direction a few inches apart, 1 inch being
left exposed above the ground. This takes place in the

cud of February and through JIarch, according to the

climate of the locality. These cuttings throw a strong
shoot of from IS to 20 inches the first year, and are like-

wise planted out the following spring. Under equally
favourable cu-cumstances these trees would in ten years
be nearly 25 per cent larger in girth, some 2 or 3 feet

higher, and would yield nearly half as much more sap
than the trees raised from seed.

It has not hitherto been the custom to bestow any
special care on the trees after planting them out, but in

cases where leaf or other manure has been applied they
are much finer. Of late years hill sides and waste grounds
alone have been used for lacquer plantations, as, owing
to the rise in the price of cereals and farm produce
gener.ally, it does not pay the farmers to have their land

cumbered with trees. Those that have been hitherto

planted along the borders of the fields are being rapidly
used and uprooted, and, where practicable, mulberry trees

are planted instead, with a view to rearing silkworms.

Nevertheless, as a good workman is expected during the
season to tap an average of 1,000 trees ten years old, and
as the Province of Yechizen alone sends out about 1,500

"tappers" yearly to the various lacquer districts, it will

be seen that an immense production annually takes place,

stimulated, doubtless, by the demand for cheap lacquered
articles abroad. To remedy the possible exhaustion of the

supply, and in view of the great rise which has taken

place in the price of lacquer, several companies are being
projected to plant waste lands with the trees. A ten-year-old
tree, which some five years ago only co.st from 1 to 2 sen,
now costs 10 sen, which, allowing even for the depreciation
in the value of the paper currency, shows a rise of about
300 per cent.

The best tran.sparent lacquer comes from the districts

of Tsugaru, Nambu, Akita, and Aidzu. It is largely used by
the workers of Kioto, Osaka, and the southern provinces, but

though also used in Tokia is not so much appreciated
there as the lacquer produced from the neighbourhood
of Chichibu in the Province of Mus-ashi, from Nikko in

Shimotsuke, and that produced in the Provinces of Kodzuke
and Sagami, which hardens more rapidly, and is best for

black lacquer.
There are some districts the lacquer obtained from

which is best for certain kinds of work, but is not so

well adapted for others. The kind which is used for

transjiarent lacquer is mixed in large tubs, to insure a

uniform quality, and beiug allowed to stand for some time

(say, a week or ten days), the best portion, which is

ordinarily 70 per cent of the whole, is skimmed off.
This is used for JVa^kiji -dad Sim lacquer, while the remainder
is used for making inferior mixtures, such as Johaiia, etc.,
all described elsewhere. Almost all the various classes of
lacquer are similarly dealt with to iusm-e uniformity, as
some qualities dry much quicker and are better than others,
and the slow drying qualities would otherwise remain
unsold.
The whole country produces at present on an average

from 30,000 to 35,000 tubs per annum, each tub being of
about 4 gallons capacity. Some 70 to 80 per cent of this
total amount is produced from Tokio northwards. Nearly
one-half of the lacquer produced is sent to the Osaka
market, where it is prepared as required and resold all
over the western and southern provinces, the remaining
portion being used up locally and in Tokio.
The usual age at which a tree is tapped is ten years,

but in some few cases a tree is tapped when only tluree
or four years old. The best lacquer for transparent varnish
is obtained from trees from one to two hundred years old,
as their sap has more body, and is more glutinous. The
tools used in obtaining the lacquer are as follows:

Kaira-nutki (bark parerj, a cm-ved knife with which the
workman smooths all inequalities of the bark before
tapping the tree.

Yeda-yama (branch sickle), an instrument with a gougeon one side and a knife on the other, fitted with a piece
of bamboo to give the hand a good hold when tapping
branches.

Kuki-yama (scraping sickle), a similar instrument, with-
out the piece of bamboo u.sed for tapping trees generally.

i'eguri (a gouge), used in autunm to scrape the bark
smooth before gi\-ing the final cut with the kaki-yaiua.

^V«tMi-/->«-rt (summer spatula), used for scraping the sap
out of the incisions into the receptacle named

iju.
Hocho (knife), used for cutting the bark of branches in

obtaining seshime or branch lacquer.
Seshime-bera (seshime spatula), used for

collecting the
sap which exudes from the incisions in the bark of the
branches.

<io, the bamboo or wooden pot, in which the .sap is put
as it is collected.

Go-i/uri (pot gouge), a long straight knife for scraping
the lacquer out of the pot into the tub.

Te-bukni-o (glove), worn by the tapper to protect his
hand from contact with the sap.

The first tapping takes place about the beginning of
June. The standard number of trees allotted to a tapper
for the season is 1,000—presimiing them to be about ten
years old (the size of the small .specimen), about 800 of
the size of the large specimen, and so on, less and less

according to the size of the trees. Having cleared away
the grass from the roots, the workman makes the round
of his allotted trees, marking each with small notches about
h inch long. The first of these notches is made about 6
mches from the bottom of the tree on the right hand
side; and ne.xt, one "hand stretch" higher up on the left
hand side; the next, one "hand stretch" higher on the
right, and so on, alternately as far as the workman can
reach. These preliminary markings, which are to determine
all the places for subsequent tapping, take fully four daj-s
being at the rate of 250 trees a-day. The tapper then
goes round, provided with the bark scraper, the ordinary
.scraping sickle, the summer .spatula, and the pot to hold
the lacquer, and first smoothing the bark where required
gives one cut above and one cut below the two lower
marks, and one cut above the remainder of the other
marks, the cut being in each case about H inch lon^.
After giving the cut the instrument is reversed, and the knife
is run along the incision to insure the bark beiug entirely
cut through. This process is repeated every four days
each incision being made a httle longer than the i)reced-
ingone, up to the fifth tapping, inclusive, after which the
remaining incisions are made of the same length. At e.ich
round, when all the requisite incisions »have been made
on the tree, the workman gathers the sap which has exuded
with the spatula, beginning with the two lowest incisions
and so on to the uppermost cut. Twenty-five is considered
the normal number of cuts, which, at

"

the rate of one
incision at each place every four days, occupy one hundred
working days, and allowing for some twenty days of raia
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during which the sap cannot be drawn, the season is

brought to a close by the end of September. If the work-

man has any large trees to tap, the whole of which he

cannot reach when making his ordinary rounds, he taps

aU he can reach, and when his round is concluded he

returns with a ladder, and mounting each tree taps the

remainder of the trunk aud the leading Umbs in the same

manner as above described, previous to making a fresh

round.
"When the full number of incisions has been given, the

workman gives an extra long cut underneath all the initial

notches on each tree to obtain the sap which has collected

there, and another above the uppermost cut of each set.

These incisions are called Vra-me (back marks). The work-

man also makes a number of cuts, each about a toot apart,

in all the branches whose diameter exceeds 1 inch. This

operation requires about sixteen days to get through the

whole number of trees. The nest operation is called the

Tome (the finish). This consists in a number of incisions

completely encircling the tree wherever the workman

perceives a likely place. The next process consists in

cutting off all the branches : the larger ones are once more

tapped after being cut off to extract any sap that may
still remain in them, aud the small branches which have

not yet been tapped are tied in bundles and steeped in

water for about ten days. When taken out and dried the

bark is cut with a knife, and the sap which exudes is

collected with the branch spatula, and is called Seshiine

lacquer. This wood seems to be derived from Sehi, the

name of a machine, aud ^himeinf (to press), from a practice

which obtained in olden days of pressing the branches in

such a machine to obtain the sap. It is also known as

¥c(Ia vrushi, or branch lacquer, which latter more explicit

term is, for the sake of convenience, used throughont
this report.
The sap obtained from the first five cuts above each

notch is poor, containing, as it does, a large proportion
of water; the miildle fifteen cuts produce the best sap,

and the sap obtained from the last five incisions is poor,

and lacks consistency. Again, the sap obtained from the

UrtMiie (back marks) and Tome (finishing) cuts is very good,
and dries quickly.

The sap from the first twenty-five cuts is mixed and sold

together, but the Ura-me and Tome sap is almost alw.ays

mixed and sold separately. The operations above described

kill the tree in one season, but frequently the tree is

made to last two years or more, by giving only half the

number of incisions, and reserving the Ura-iiie and Tmhe

cuts for the final year. The sap obtained the second and

following years is, however, of an inferior quality, and

this method is only resoi'ted to by private individuals, who

tap their own trees during the intervals of farming.

Ordinarily, a wholesale dealer in lacquer buys so many
thousand trees from the owner, and, as a matter of course,

extracts the sap with as little delay as possible, making
a contract for the purpose with professional tappers. A
first-rate workman will receive over 100 yen (equal, at the

present low rate of exchange, to nearly £13 sterling) for

the season, and can collect four anda-half tubs (equivalent

to 18 gallous), but the average receive 75 yen, and collect

proportionately less. The present price per tub of lacquer

ranges from 90 to 100 yen.

After the sap has been taken the exhausted tree, which

remains the property of the seller, is cut down by him,

and is used for firewood, for building purposes, or for

making boxes. The roots of the young trees tlu-ow from

three to five shoots the following spring, and these can

be used in six or seven years. Of these five sprouts three

are commonly much stronger than the other two. In such

cases, the strong ones only are tapped and cut down, the

weaker ones beuig allowed a year or two longer to grow,

when, receiving the wliole of the nutriment, they shoot up
in one year as much as an ordinary tree would in three.

After tapping and cutting down, fresh shoots to the nnmber

of five are again allowed to sprout, and so on, the root

not seeming to become exhausted by the process ;
but when

a very old tree is cut down the root will not give out

new shoots. In the northern produces very old aud large

trees are met with in considerable quantities. These were

kept for the sake of their berries, from wluch the wax

used for the J.apanese candles was obtained. This was

jhe more profitable use to.which to put the tree, as a good

tree, from eighty to one hundred years old, yielded yearly, on
an average, equal to 6s., while the price of a ten-year-old
tree to be used for extracting the sap was under ^d.
Previous to the revolution of 1868 every tree reserved for

making wax was officially registered, and the o^\Tier was
not allowed to mutilate it in any way. Even if a tree

died, he had to get official permission before removing the

stump. The Shogun's Government and also the local

magnates had large plantations of the lacquer tree reserved
for wax, but siuce the opening of the country to foreign
trade, and the introduction from abroad of kerosine oil,

the was industry has greatly declined, and there are now
no restrictions on the free sale of the tree for tapping,
and, consequently, all the fine old trees (which will sell

for from 5 to 6 yen each) are fast disappearing.

To show the relative value of the berries and the trees

a few years ago, the following may be cited;—A wholesale

lacquer merchant informed me that five or six years ago
he went as usual to purchase trees in the district of Aidzu,
and among others bought one tree for a yen (then equal
to 4s), the owner reserving the berries that might be got
as his own property. He does not consider the bargain
was a cheap one, but the owner realized the sum of 80
sen (equal to 3s. 2it.) from that year's yield of the berries

alone before cutting down the tree.

It should be mentioned that the above description of the

method pursued in tapping the lacquer tree is that which
is recognized as the proper one

; but, as even the specimens
of the lacquer tree forw.arded will show, the rule is not

rigidly observed, the style and size of the tree, and the

caprice of the workman, combining to cause variations in

the number of incisions given in each series.

Various JVoodi used in makinfi Lacquer Ware.
The woods chosen for lacquering on are naturally selected

according to the use to which the lacquered article is to

be put. For shelves, cabinets, and boxes of all kinds, the

following are principally used, and are set down in the

order of their excellence:—
Hinoki (Chamcecyparis obtusa).

—This is by far the best wood
for making boxes, as it does not warp.

Kiri (Pau/omaia imperialis).
—A light wood, used for

clothes boxes, which are only lacquered on the outside.

It is also used for making teacaddies, as the wood has no
smell.

Hono-l'i (Maynolia hi/polemn).
—All sword sheaths, have

hitherto been made of this wood.

Saieara (Chamwcyparis pisifcra).
—This is a wood of a

coarser grain than Hinoki (Cli. obt/'sa),

Hime-ko-matsu.—This wood is used for carved figures of

men, animals, ect. It is not liable to split and crack.

Tsiiya (Abies tsiir/a).

Iliha {Thujopsi's dolahrata).
—Used for making cheap

articles.

Akmnatsu (Piiius densiflora).

Suffi (Cri/ptomeria japonica).
—This wood is only used in

making the cheapest and most inferior goods.
The following woods are mostly used in the manufacture

of such articles as are turned in a lathe, as bowls, rice

cups, round trays, etc ;
—

Keyaki (Plunera japonica), the best being obtaiued from

the province of Hiuga.

Shoji.
Sakura (Pniniis pseiido-Cej'asus).
Katsnra (Cercidiphi/ltum jajioiiicum) .

Tcho (Ginko biloba).

X-qo.
—Grjwn in large quantities in the neighbourhood

of Hakone. It is principally used in the manufacture of

toys and cheap articles.

Buna.—Principally used in the district of Aidzu for the

same kind of utensils as Keyaki and Sakura, but being a

brittle wood, it cannot be turneil in a lathe to make such

fine articles; those made of this wood are coarser and

heavier, For raising gold lacquering over the unvarnished

surface, the following hard ornamental woods are often

used :
—

Shitan.

taqayasriH.
Kariii (quince).
Kitira (mulberry).

Keyaki (Planera japonica).—Omnmeni&X grain.—I'lutniiaceutical journal.
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MR. STOKCK ON THE TREATMENT OF
THE COFFEE LFAP FUNGUS,

We call attention to the letter with which Mr.
Storuk of Fiji has again favoured us and in which
he now reconuiiends the Ceylon planters to try

—not

10 or 25 per cent of carbolic acid, in water—but 100

per cent or the unmixed raw acid, in fighting the

coffee leaf fungus. Mr. Storck gives this advice with
the same confidence of success that he had in recom-

mending, first, a ten per cent and afterwards a

twenty-five per cent solution ; only he does not

say this time that he has akeady demonstrated the

absolute and final efficacy of his pi-ocess. Far from

it, Mr. Storck now incidentally mentions the persist-

ency of "the yellow spots" in shelving themselves

many months after it was supj50sed the remedy had
eradicated the disease. In other words the sporangia
so protect the spores that it is more difficult to

kill them than Mr. Storck at first supposed. Indeed
we cannot help thinking that our friend in Fiji is

only going through the slow and painful process
which has already been experienced by so many in

Ceylon, more especially since 187S-9, of finding out
that any merely local or temjjorary success in fight-

ing hemileia is no guarantee of a sufficient remedy
being discovered to apply to a whole country, or
even a coffee district, or let us say a whole plantation
of 200 to 250 aci-es. We would therefore advise
Mr. Storck not to incur the expense of a journey to

Ceylon until he has gained some more experience of

the effect of his treatment in Fiji. For, let us tell

him that several weeks ago we lieard of local experi-
ments with carbolic acid, pure and simple, in the case of
Liberian cofiee by a very careful experienced planter
who had previously tried solutions as recommended
by Mr. Storck up to 25 per cent without a satis-

factory result. We think we heard that the " raw
acid

" was also found wanting : at any rate no news
has come of such a success as would warrant more
extended and expensive trials. While there is a

splendid field in Ceylon for the utilization of a cheap
and really effectual remedy for coffee leaf-

I disease, let us warn Mr. Storck that there is

little or no scope now—capital being so scarce
and every rupee on outlay having to be carefully
considered—for mere experimentalizing on any but
the most limited scale. When Mr. Storck is alile

to furnish the Ceylon planters with a certificate

signed by one (like Mr. Arthur Stephens or Mr.
Whitten) who knows what leaf disease in Ceylon
means, that he has so succeeded in keeping some
hundreds of acres—previously affected by hiinllcia

rastdlrix—onthvly free of any attack for at least
one year :

—then we may venture to recommend him
to come over and supervise the application of his

remedy. But at present if his confidence is entu-ely
based on the effect of the vapour arising from pure
cabolic acid, we fear it will yet be disappointed
so far as the death and permanent eradication of the

spores are concerned.

MR. STOECK ON HIS TREATMENT OF THE COFFEE-LEAF
FUNCrS : PURE CARBOLIC ACID NOW RECOMMENDED

FOR THE VAPOBIZkTlON PROCESS.

Belmont, Rewa river, Fiji Island, 14th Sept. 1882.

Deak Sir,—When I wrote to you last to give you
and your readers an account of a twelve-month's ex-

perience of the treatment of hemileia vastatrix, by
carbolic acid vapours, as practised and recoiamendeUm

by me, I advised the use of a fluid mixture contain-

ing 25 per cent of acid in water as sufficient for in-

fallibly and thoroughly destroying that pest. I nmst,
however, plead guilty to having kept back wliat at
the time I thought a rather too sudden departure
from the directions given in earlier papers, and what
I feared might surprize and alarm, e-spocially those of

your readers who had akeady started or made pre-
parations for an earnest trial of my method : but
the following I hope will be accepted as an intelligible and
sufficient explanation for any further alterations pro-
jected by me.

Any one using the above specified proportion of

acid will find that the sheet of water covering the
acid grows thinner with every application and that
after some 4 or 5 fortnightly supplies, there is no
more space left for any water, simply because the

periods of supply are disproportionate to the con-

sumption of acid, which means, in other words, tfjat

the vessels will be full of raw acid in direct contact
with the atmosphere, instead of still containing a

body of water which had in a way served as a screen
between it and the acid, rather than as a medium
of solution, and only permitting a certain restricted

amount of vaporisation.
What I had not the boldness to recommend in

my last paper I do now and say:
"

use raiv aciil and
use it fearlessly, as it hurts nothiwj" \ Half a pint of

raw acid will in a vessel of four inches diameter
work and last 3 months and longer, causing au ex-

penditure of about 4 gallons per acre a year. Dur-

ing my observations of the 25 per cent charge, I had
for some time been thinking of reversing the pro-

portion of the mixture as originally recommended for

weekly supplies, thus containing a thin eheec of water
above the acid, by way of tempering the vapors arising ;

but, as this would have meant a resumption of the

troublesome weekly system, and defeated my object
of farther economizing labour, I came to the conclusion

that the boldest course is the best, and have now
made a clean breast of it. The alteratiou, in short,

consists in this; that, instead of restricting generation
of vapour by means of water, I now trust to dilution

of the carbolic fumes through the atmosphere, my
best ally. I was the more encouraged in introducing
this change, that one of the chief features of my
pennanent automatic system is the economy of labour,
as in many cases, for instance, in that of this colony,
it would be far easier for a man to buy chemicals,
a mercantile commodity, a chattle, than labour, the sup-

ply of which is often dependent on many contingencies,
artificial or natural.

For some time past I have been thinking of an

improvement in the vessel as first described by me, and
have resolved on the following:

—"Dimensions remain-

ing the same, the saucer receives a vertical rim J inch

high pierced by twelve J inch holes ; the roof, which
is close at the top, also receives a vertical rim, leaving
a slight projection for carrymg ofl' drip, and pierced in

such a manner that the holes in it correspond with
those in the rim of the saucer. With an easy fit of the

top part of the vessel on/- the rim of the saucer, a slight
turn with the hand will shut oft' an unnecessarily large
access of air, consequently diminishmg the generation of

vapour in the same ratio, even to completely stopping it,

and as a matter of course also the consumption of

material, if desired. The vessel thus combines com-

pactness with evei-y requisite for economy and perfect
control, nor need the price of it much exceed that of

the original.
But before your planters go to the expense of

the special vessel, they may start a trial treatment
with anything they can procure in the way of jam tins,

preserve cans, wide-mouthed bottles, etc., wliilst zinc

or tin caseliniug, slate, shingles and similar things may
serve for roofing. Put the vessels on the ground with

1^
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3 4 pegs round them and either bend the roof over
and down between the side of the vessel and the

pegs, or put a couple of sticks across the mouth of

the vessel, lay your roof on flat with a slight slope
to windward and a stone on the top of it to keep
it down, l)Ut always remember that tlie larger tlie

area the l)etter. If a J puit charge seems too much
to risk for a start, ^ will do, but pure. Never at-

tempt to play witli Hcinileia rastatrix, as I was in a
manner compelled to do in the way of experiments,
because, as sure as you do so, you will produce a

crop of those obstinate, barren-looking, smooth, yellow
spots, wliii'li although not fatal to the leaf, will break
out and

J
MjJuce fresh spores always weak and often

deail, buL nevertheless suspicious, at the first relaxa-
tion in the treatment. I have seen them do so after
nine months of apparent inertia, just as if they at
first only scotched, in reviving, become inured against
the action of tlie enemy, every month more difficult

to kill until tlicy finally drop with the leaf.

The grave difficulty apprehended by one of your
correspondents in trusting coolies with tlie acid is

effectively met by a suitable vessel, something like a large
kerosine lamp feeder, close all round %vith a small nozzle

carrying some 2 gallons. A watering-pot will flo.

There are some with shut-down lids. I never con-

templated carrying the chemical about in open soup-
tureena or on dimier-plates and to ladle it out with
table spoons. As for the folly of attempting to en-

velope a coffee field iu the fumes of carbolic acid, let

him live and learn.

Do not wait for me, but let your planters go to
work and make themselves familiar with my treatment
and its effects ; all is so simple that it precludes the

possibility of any mistakes. There are now prepara-
tions being made here by the manager of the Mango
Island Company for an extensive trial of my cure on
a plantation of about 160 acres of grown coffee, and
on one or two more estates, which rhovements will

claim my most immediate attention for a while, but
1 will be with you as soon as I can get away—at any
rate at the end of this season's jjlautLng.
On page 543 of the Wetkty Observrr of June 30th,

there occurs in connection with Mr. Parr's report
upon the treatment his estate received atthehamis
of the Fijian Government a footnote to the effect
" that all this must have happened before Mr. Storck
had thought of carbolic acid fumes as a remedy
against hemeleia vaslatrix." Precisely so, Mr. Editor,
but you will recollect that I had not had the iidvaniage
of a ten-years' acquaintance with the fungus, en-

joyed by the gentlemen of another crown coLtny I

know of. The fungus had then only been a few
mnntlis in the country, but I took a deep inter-

est in it from the first, and was enabled, after

some personal observation and through reading up
the then available literature on the subject, to offer Go-
vernment a manual tieatment of the leafless coffee

tree, which I flattered myself then, aud am sure of

now, would have done the work under the comlitions

given, isolation of Mr. Parr's estate, with the aid

of an Ordinance capable of compelling simultaneous
action throughout the country, and the then insi^jui-
fieant proportions of the coffee industry of this

Country. The fate of my propositions to Government
cannot be a matter of discussion in the paper before

you, as being foreign to aud beyouil the main subject.
— I

am, dear sir, yours faithfully, JACOB P. STORCK.

STATISTICS OF CINCHONA BARK.
There is no more certain fact than that millions

annually of the human race, and we might add of

domestic animals, also, perish for want of ample sup-

plies of the medicine, composed of the alkaloids of

cinclioua bark, which is almost a specific in case of

malarious fevers. One of the most hopeful signs of
our times, therefore, is the enormous increase which
has recently taken place iu the production of bark
and its manufacture into quinine or the allied alkaloids.

Much of the increase is, no doubt, due to the ex-

port from South America mainly of cuprea bark, the
bark of a tree botanically distinct from the cinchona,
but possessing the same tonic and febrifuge properties.
That the average prices of cinchona bark should have
remained so steady in the face of the market flooded

by this inferior substitute shews how largely the

consumption of the alkaloids must be increasing. Tliis
fact is strikingly exhibited in a pamphlet issued by Mr.
John Hamilton, lately of Dikoya, Ceylon, whose
valuable contributions to our columns cinchona planters
have appreciated. A mistake in some statistics furn-
ished to us by Mr. Hamilton some time ago, it is

now explained, was due to a printer's error in the

monthly accounts of the Board of Trade, which, it

seems, give in any case only approximations, the
correct figures being found in the annual accounts.
Tlie figures now furnished to Mr. Hamilton shew a

perfectly^ astounding increase in the imports of bark
to Britain, with considerable advances in many other
countries. In looking at values, Mr. Hamilton re-
minds us that we must take into account an average
greatly lowered by the inpouring of cuprea bark.
He might have added the effect of the large quantities
of twig bark sent, especially from Ceylon. The in-
crease iu imports into Great Britain was from 2,533,000
valued at .-e218,000, in 1870, to no less than
14 040,000 lb., valued at £1,814,000 in 18S1 ; an in-
crease of 11,504,000 lb. and jei,595,000 in 12 years !

While the imports from the United States of Colombia
had increased eight-fold, the adverse influence of
war in the case of Chili is she^vn in a decrease equal to
twelve-fold. The increase of imports into Britain was
gradual until 1880, when a leap was made from 9
millions of lb. in that year to 14 in 1881. Ceylon
told for some of this increase in 1881, but the in-
fluence of our island will be much more apparent in
the figures for 1882. The importations from British
India are given from 1876, and they evidently include
bark from Ceylou, as our London correspondent points
out. We are rather surprized that Mr. Hamilton
did not discriminate the bark from Ceylon. With
the proviso that not quite all the bark exported from
Ceylou goes to Britain, we now give the figures for
total imports from the British East Indies with those
for exports from Ceylon :

—
Imports from B. I. Exports from Ceylon.

1876... 1.54,480 lb. 56,589 lb.

1877... 511,168 „ 173,497 „
1878... 514,864 „ 373,511 „
1879... 1,004, 080 ,, 1,208,518 ,,

1880. ..1,814,736 „ 1,207,720 ,,

1881... 1,864, 912 ,, 3,099,895 ,,

There are discrepancies here which we cannot recon-
cile, especially in the case of 1881, when only an
aggregate of 1,864,912 was imported into Britain from
the East Indies against over 3 millions of lb. exported
from Ceylou aloue. Can the balance have gone to
the continent of Europe? The difference between
calendar years and seasons could not produce the dis-

crepancy ? Britain seems to have imported from
France and other western countries as well as ex-

ported to them, but as a general rule, keeping
the best barks to manufacture into quinine. Of
tlie 14 millions of lb. imported into Britain in

1881, more than half (nearly 8 millions, in truth,) came
from the United States of Colombia, but a large pro-
portion of this was cuprea bark. The Fast Indies
rank second as a source of supply ; with Peru third ;

France fourth (but Britain exported thither about as
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much as she imported) ; and Ecuador sixth. The

vaerage prices in Britain liave ranged from is Sidin

1S70. the lowest, to 23 11 Jd, the highest in 1879

With the enormous imports of 9 and 14 millions in

the two succeeding years, the figures went down only
to 2s 7id and 2s 7d, wliile the mean average for the

twelve years was 2s 2^(1. These figures are surely

encouraging, even when we find that out of the 14

millions of lb. imported in 1881. one-half wsa ex-

ported. The actual consumption of bark in Britain

has risen from 1,104,000 lb. in 1870, to seven millions

last year The United States of North Amerca seem

to receive the vast bulk oftheii' supplies of bark from

the United States of Colombia—cuprea mainly—
although no fewer than 28 sources of supply are

enumerated. As our readers are awai-e, the duty on

quinine imported into America was recently abolished,

much to the anger of the manufacturers, ivho thought
theiy industry as much entitled to protection as others.

There can be little doubt that, from the date of the

abolition of the duty, the larger quantities of quinine

imported would react on the figures for bark and so

we find that the quantity of the latter, which rose

from 1,976,000 lb. in 1877 to 6,388,00(1 in 1879, went
down to 4,2' 11,000 in 18S1. The prices iu the five

years ranged from Is IJd to Is 9d, the mean average

being Is 3|d. It is significant tliat imports from Colombia
went down from 5,248,000 lb. m 1870 to 1,738,000 in

1881 ; the imports from England rising from 617,000
lb. in 1879 to 1,242,000 in 1881. In this case we
should like to see the quantity of quinine imported
from England and France. The imports of bark into

the latter country rose from 2,079,000 lb. in 1877 to

7,950,000 in 1881, England contributing 3,046,000.

But the chief source of increase was in the rise of

Colombian bark from 1,430,000 in 1880 to 3,392,000
in 1881, most of the increase being doubtless in

cuprea. Of the 7,950,(100 lb. imported, only 3,017,000
were consumed, so that France, for decoctions and
alkaloids, uses bark only equal to 3-7ths the quantity
employed in Britain. Of the unports of bark into

France the lai'ger portion is en route to countries in

the interior of Europe. The consumption in France
rose in 1881 so as to be higher by 2^ millions of lb.

than in 1877, and the average value was enhanced
from 2s i^d per lb. to 2s 10;|d, tlie mean average for

the 5 years being 2s 8:Jd. In Germany the bark un-

ported and used had risen from 1,430,000 in 1877 to

4,769,000 in 1881, tiie value rising from 2s in 1877
to 4s Id in 1880, and 3s 2d in 1881, the mean average
for the 5 years being 23 8Ad. exactly as in France.

The importations of bark into Italy rose from 990,000 lb.

in 1876 to 1,807,000 iu 1880 and then at a bound,
to 5,546,000 in 1881. There is an important factory
in Milan, and about 4,000,000 lb. of bark was con-

verted into quinine in 18S1, besides the quantity used
in the rough state by the inhabitants of marshy and
feverish places. Aauerican bark is said not to be

imported dii-ect into tl'.o Netherlands, but such bark
must enter largely into the imports from England,
which rose from 1,118,000 lb. in 1877 to 2,910,000
in 1881. The bulk received at Amsterdam from Java
rose from 4,027 lb. in 1879 to 178,000 in ISSO, the

estimate for 1881 being 220,000. This was Govei-nment
bark. From private plantations the imports are now
larger than we expected

—
having risen as follows :

—
1879 50,0001b.
1880 160,000 ,,

1881 90,000 ,,

The average value of Government bark ranged from
Is 1 lid in 1S70 to 3s 4d in 1877 ; 3s Sjd iu 1880 and
down again to 2s in 1581, the mean average
being 2s 4d per lb. This is lower than we ex-

pected and kno\\-ing that some of the best Ledgeriana
bark sold for over £1 sterling per lb., we are sm-prized
at the low averages for Ledgeriana alone, even although

much of it may have been twig bark. The average for

8,807 lb. in 1878, yielding from 5 per cent min. to 8 per
cent max. quinine, was only 4s 9d ; while the highest
price 6s 8d was realized by 4,317 in 1876, \ielding only
3-09 to 7-02. In 1881 the quantity was 4,180 lb. yield-
ing such high results as 5 to 9 per cent of quiume, but
the value realized is not stated. These are some of the

interesting facts in Mr. Hamilton's book, and as he tells
us he is to send 200 copies to Ceylon for sale, cinchona
planters and all interested in the entcrprize will have the

opportunity of seeing the full details.

THE EKMAN FIBRE PROCESS.
Mr. Thomas Clu-isty, of Fenchurch Street, Loudon

writes to us:—
"I informed you by last mail that Routledge was

working up the question of the Ekman process, and
he is now so satisfied that nothing can touch it, th.at
he is askuig for special terms as to royalties. I thuik
this is a pretty good proof of the value of the Ek-
man patent, and that it can be relied upon to do
the work that it is said to do.

" The reason Routledge wants some concessions is
that he has made certain promises which he is un-
able to perform, and, if he adopts the Ekman pro-
cess, naturally the people will not pay hun a profit
over the usual royalties, but I think the matter
has not gone so far in India, but what the
royalties can be augmeated all round for the pub-
lic so as to squeeze in the small preferential royalty
for him. He has worked so indefatigably to try and
find a process, that I think the fact of his acoppting
the first rule of working the invention with such
alacrity speaks highly for this man's character.
"I must tell 3-011, to guide any remarks you

may make, that I think it will be quite likely
that he may not feel that he can push bamboo iu pre-
sence of many fibre-yielding products that exist iu
the East. Take for instance hemp. This when ripe
gives 40 per cent of fibre-making material, but the
farmer can get his crop of seed from the same stems,
60 that in reality, after he has got the crop of seed
instead of throwing away the hemp stems, he can allow
them to finally dry and then boil them in the
cylinders, or sell them to tlie owners of the cylinder."We regret to learn that Mr. Routledge has given
up the idea of utiliziug bamboo stems. Bamboos
grow wild in jungles, while hemp has to be cultiv-
ated and is a most exhausting crop. We long ago
saw that Mr. Routledge's idea of converting the tender
shoots of bamboo into "half stuff" for paper would
fail, because to remove the young shoots would mean
the extirpation of the plants. But if the stems could
be treated chemically and converted into fibre, large
.supplies could be cheaply obtained of the various

species from the gigantic bamboo of Burmah to the
IxUala of Ceylon.

>
NEW PRODUCTS IN THE LOW-COUNTRY

OF CEYLON :

General Planting Report : September and
October.

Weather.—There was hardly one day in the two
months without more or less rain ; we have recorded

dry weather for a fortnight in September, not because
there was no rain, but because the rain fell in the

night, and did not interfere with work. Throughout
October the wind has been variable, and not much
of it, but the rain has been all from south aud
west, lots of it day and night, and for hours together.
On the last three davs of the mouth there was none,
but it opened afresh with November,
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Hemileia.—The spreading of the fatal fungus,

during these two months lias been heart-breaking ;

I need not attempt description, every one who has

seen a Liberian coffee field badly touched with hemi-

leia (and alas they are not few) knows what it is.

Two months ago, I had as fine a lot of nursery
plants as heart could desire, today I have hardly one
out of 20,000 unaffected.

The Mole Cricket.—I thought I had during past

years become well acquainted with the seasons and
habits of this pest. In past years, they appeared in

March and September and continued to operate for

ten weeks, on each occasion, while the remaining
months were entirely free from them. This year they
did not come iu March, but began the campaign in

July, just as 1 had planted out 6,000, and now at the

end of four months they have not ceased to cut

plants, some with stems as thick as a goose quill.
On some spots they have made a clean sweep and

altogether I have lost more than two-thirds of tlie

plant- put out, on one side of the property, while on
the other, I have not lost above seven or eight per
cent. It is not only coffee plants that have suffered

this season, ninety per cent of the cocoa plants put
out in July were destroyed, and of large strong
plants put out in October, a large percentage have
been out already ; out of 300 Peruvian cotton plants,
I have lost nearly one-half, and getting up a kitchen

garden is utterly out of the question.

Cocoa.—About a score of the oldest, and best

sheltered trees are bearing, from one to fifty pods, and
some hundreds are promising to do something in the

course of next year, and since the winds have been

moderate, the plants are pushing out fresh leaf,

and when they once get into form, they get on

rapidly though on some exposures, and on some

soils, their cultivation seems hopeless, I am laying
down fresh nurseries as the pods come ripe. I have

heard it suggested that the youth of the trees may
be a drawback in respect to the vigour of progeny,
but I can see no good reason why it should be so.

If I find a good large pod full of plump firm nibs,
I cannot see any reason for rejecting it, bucause it is

the first fruit of its parent tree.

I have down a Nutmegs nursery of 800 seeds that

are just beginning to come up, and a large proportion
of them seem to have germinated. I am preparing
land for them by leaving a good deal of shade

;
if by

and bye it should be found they do not want it,

it can be removed. The survivors of a few plants
I put nut on another place, three and a half years ago,
have been flowering for the last three mouths, but only
male flowers have yet appeared.

The Wax Palm is a very slow coach, six months,
and only uiie leaf like a large blade of grass. What
the plants may be doing underground I do not know,
but above ground they are precisely where they were

two months ago, a few germinated seeds of this (ilant

that were sent to me, all perished, though the greatest
care was bestowed on them.

Since I sowed (upwards of twelve months ago) there

has been no six days without rain and the Cardamom

plants have continued to perish, they died in the

seed beds under a roof, they died in the sheltered beds

outside to which they were transplanted, and they
have continued to die when put out, under moderate

shade. Five per cent, of the lot survive, and the

strongest have thrown out a multitude of shoots from

the root, all taking an angle of forty-five, nud all

rotting off before they get a foot above the ground.
I chose a piece of ground on which the jungle ginger

(a kindred plant) grew naturally. I do not like any

plant I take in hand to baffle me and I will still

fight with it, though the battle is not always to the

brave.
The different species of the Citecs family do well

here, if they can be got up to a height of eighteen
inches, but it is extremely dilfioult, to rear thein
out of danger ; what with the variety of pooohies,
that prey on them, I think mvself lucky if I rear
one in twenty of the seedlings. The Rambutan
thrives well, and seems hitherto insect-proof. I have
got some fifty of them about the field, getting on
much better than I expected.

Six months ago I mentioned, that I was inclined
to try if the Pepper Vine would cling to the bare
rock. I had never seen it do so myself, but some of

my Singhalese neighbours assured me it did. I put
myself into their hands, they brought six coolie loads
of vines, cut them into one foot lengths, and planted
them in handfulls at the base of the boulders. I
demurred to the quality of the cuttings, as being
mostly too old, and to their mode of treating them,
but they assured me they knew what they were
about, and I left them to their own devices ; for
months not a bud appenred, and I gave it up as a

failure, but lately a few of them have taken a
start, and are getting on. They show some reluc-
tance to attach themselves to the rock, and seem
rather inclined to trail along its base. I am, how-
ever, coaxing them to climb, and hope to succeed,
in clothing the multitude of bare boulders with
profitable foliage. It is a curious fact, that on some
of the cuttings that have never opened a bud,
there are strings of fruit, that seem likely to ripen.
Vanilla seems to take well with our soil and

climate, the cuttings put down in April, are (some
of them) three feet high, and I think that cultiva-
tion is likely to succeed, if it be found worth
while to extend it.

Nothing grows like the Ceara rubber ; in twelve
months it is twenty feet high, and shades with its

branches a circle of equal diameter ; were it not
that the seed is the most intractable in the vege-
table kingdom, it would soon be a weed, as com-
mon r>s lantana itself. The grand question still to
be solved, is, whether the produce will pay for col-

lection. I suspect it wants a drier climate than
South-west Ceylon to render its sap rich enough,
to discharge the cost of labour connected with it.

ASSAM HYBRID AND CHINA TEAS IN CEYLON.
In response to the "Assam Planter" whose

letter appears below, we may say that there is some
good China tea on Abbotsford from seed which
came from Darjiling, and which we declined to uproot
when advised to doso. But the vast majority of the plants
are first class hybrid, mainly from seed from the Assam
Company and nothing can be more satisfactory than
the growth and yield, which an Assam planter who
recently visited the estate will testify. Our corre-

spondent must remember that an average of 5,000 feet
within 7' of the Equator, is a very different thing to
27° away from it. An altitude of 5,000 feet in Ceylon
is about the equivalent of a little over 3,000 in Dar-

jiling, with reference to mean temperature.

TEA; ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE IN
CEYLON.

Sir,—A correspondent, recently quoting from Col.

Money's 3rd edition of " Tea Manufacture and
Culture," speaks ag.iinst the planting of tea at high
elevations. I have not myself had the pleasure of

reading any one of Col. Money's essays, but from all

I hear they are well worth perusing ; yet at the sams
time I do not hold with that gentleman. His re-

marks, that tea will not do at high elevations, are

disproved by the cases of Darjeelintr, NyneeTal, Almora,
Dhera Dhoou, etc. These are places where tea has
been long cultivated, and, if the yield of these places
were put before the public, acre per acre, it will be
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found that the yield is not far short of lower districts,

and the lower cost of manufacture in many instances

counterbalances any short flushes. The aroma in manu-
factured teas at high elevations is far superior in

almost all cases.

I most certainly think, in a good many places at

high elevations in Ceylon, tea of a wrong kind has

been planted at an elevation of 5,000 to G.OOO feet and

upwards. A fair hybrid China is what will most

undoubtedly thrive and well too. Most estates are go-

ing in heavily for the Assam variety and at hitrh eleva-

tions : this is a fallacy and one that will by experieuce
and practice prove a mistake. A good class of China

(of which there are a large variety) put out at any
thing over 5 000 feet and pruned heavily at the proper
time, will give a very fair amount of flushes, and where
care is taken in the picking a much finer tea tlian

Assam hybrid will do; the percentage of orange tips
and Pekoe larger.

A correspondent of the local Times of the 29th

("R. M.") speaks of the blunders early committed

by a good many men at Ceylon and mentions as an

instance, "the ma" of Abbotsford."* What, may I

ask, are the class of plants put out on that estate find

what the elevation? Or even take "Oliphant estate?"

If I remember rightly, Assam hybrid was tried on
both these estates. If I am correct, would not a

China variety have done better? (I simply a»k the

question and do not for a moment say that these

estates are not doing well). In advocating for Ceylon
as a tea district, 1 speak with confidence, and there
is not a sh.%dow of a doubt that it will l.e one of the

leading districts in the East. "Unity is power" and
what is wanted to make it so is that, in every instance

where good has succeeded, it should be m.ide known
through the medium of one of the local papers. The

parent Association should call for essays on tea, and
let it be essays open to every one, a member or not.

What can be better than the results already derived
from tea cultivation in Ceylon ? The yields in almost
all instances have been good ; the teas, taking inex-

perience and disadvantages, very fair indeed, and the

report from tastera at home very creditable. A large
number of planters have at first had failures in nurseries

which was expected, but since the last few years better

prospects have turned up, and tea is being cxtendid in

almost every district. The future, I say, for Ceylon, is

still before it, jmd tea will take a widespread name
with care and proper treatment

AN ASSAM TEA PLANTER.

THE GUM [EUCALYPTUS) DIS3ASE : ITS

PROBABLE SALINE ORIGIN?
We received from Government a copy of Dr. Trimen's

report on the new or rather newly developed disease,

on Wednesday, but the pressure on our columns

has been so great, that we had to defer the cor-

respondence until today. It will be found on our

last page. Much as we anticipated, would be the

case, Dr. Trimen is, it will be seen, unable to trace

the affection to either insect or to parasitic fungus.
He describes tlie appearance of the leaf spots as

exactly resembling the punctures of tree-bugs, but
he must use the word "

punctures
"

in a restricted

sense, for there were and are no holes in the leaves

such as result from the attacks of insects, certainly
from attacks hy HdopeltinAntoiiii, the Indian "tea-bug."
Ho believes the disease to be an affection common al-

ways on leaves of jungle and other trees, aggi-avated
this year by excessive wet and, perhaps, by unfavourable
conditions of soil and drainage [Abbotsford is well

» This is the first we have heard of the impertinent per.

sonality.
—Ed.

drained, but the subsoil is no doubt in some places stiff',

and the trees most affected are on high and exposed
places. But the disease has appeared badly on
places lower in elevation and witliout reference to
condition of soil.] Dr. Trimen cannot adopt the
belief which the Proprietor and the Manager felt

compelled to receive and which they retain, that
trees to leeward of gums are directly infected ;

he does not regard gums as the source of the
disease, although they are naturally, considering
their origin, badly affected, and he decidedly
answers ''No" to the important question which
we were specially anxious to have answ-ered and
settled "Will it be right to advise the extirpation
of all gum trees." Our readers will be as much
pleased as we are with this decision. It is clearly
Dr. Trimen's opinion, and we see no reason to dis-
sent from it, that if there had been no eucalypts
in the country, the disease would have developed
on cinchona and other plants, all the same, as
the result of the abnormally wet season we have
experienced. Individual planters must, however, ob-
serve and judge for themselves, whether blue gums
are not specially liable to the disease and whether,
when virulently affected, they are not agents of in-
fection to cinchonas and other plants in their neigh-
bourhood, especially if such plants be situated to lee
of the gums in the South West Monsoon. Our ex-

perience of about four years leads to the affirmative
conclusion.

Our readers will not be surprized to learn that Dr.
Trimen does not commit himself to the recommend-
ation of any curative treatment, topical or otherwise.
There is only the inference to be drawn from the
reference to possibly deficient drainage and its effects
on the roots of the trees, which he was not able to

investigate.
Observation on Abbotsford led so invariably to the

result of tracing the commencement of this disease
to the gums, tlie aifection (if not the infection as
we have felt justified in concluding, subsequently
spreading to cinchonas on the lee side,) that we
naturally adopted the name of "gum leaf-disease."
Dr. Trimen objects to this and even to leaf-disease,
which has locally been appropriated to tlie coffee

fungus. A name must, therefore, be invented :

' ' the
wet canker

"
or something better. Coftec, which has

its own special leaf-disease, has not, probably for
that very reason, been attacked by the new afl'ec-

tion ;
and although the mature leaves of the tea

trees have suffered, somewhat, we have seen no signs
of canker in the stems or branches. One curious
characteristic of the disease and which seems to shut
oiit the idea of insect origin, is that mature leaves

only are attacked and not the tender "flush."
We repeat, that we see no reason to question Dr.

Trimen's conclusion that the disease would have de-

veloped even if no Eucalypts had been cultivated.
But apart from experience at Abbotsford of the special
vii'ulence of the disease on gums and the apparent
spread of the poison (whatever its nature) to leeward
there is the case of the vegetable gardens near St.
Andrew's Hotel Nuwara Eliya. A gentleman who
had seen it, year after year, yielding fine ci-ops of

vegetf-bles, found, during a recent visit, cabbages,
peas, beets, &c., all Involved in one common ruin.
"What is the matter?" he asked of the proprietor." I cannot possibly conceive" was the reply. "The
vegetables never suffered like this before.

" The visitor
raised his eyes and saw leaf-diseased gimi trees to the
weather side of the garden. The idea of infection

may, possibly, be baseless, but what are we to say
to such a fact, especiallj' in view of the other
fact that the disease has not yef reached the "

Lover's

Leap
" and places east of Nuwara Eliya ? We shall

anxiously watch the effects of the north-east monsoon
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It is at least curious that coffee leaf-disease first ap-

peared on the eastern side of the mountain, while

this pest seems, as yet, confined to the western.

Dr. Trimen, whose scientific position is very emin.

ent, may be right and we may be wrong on the

question of the power of a badly affected tree to

infect another ; but if abnormal meteorological con-

ditions are sufficient to set up a chemical action in

the juices of a plant calculated to blotch and kill tlie

leaves and to swell and canker the branches and

twigs, so that many trees succumb, is there, we

again ask, anything unphilosophical in the supposi-

tion that wind-carried drops of the diseased juices or

particles of the diseased bark and wood tissues, may
convey the disease to and infect previously healthy

trees ? As to the climatic conditions which produce
the disease—apart from excessive moisture and the

cold resulting from evaporation of that moisture,

analysis of the rain water might have revealed some-

thing significant, had we only thought of testing it

diu'ing the prevalence of the South-west monsoon.

Abbotsford is nearer CO than 50 miles, in a direct

line from the south-western seaboard, and there

is besides the distance, the objection of elevation

(4 650 feet to 6, 100) against the idea of sodium

chloride being carried by the monsoon winds in

sufficient quantity to inflict injury. While a moder-

ate proportion of salt in the atmosphere is favour-

able to vegetation, which it stimulates, salt-storms

can be deadly in their effects. Any one who doubts

this has only to look at the young coconut pahns
on the seashore anywhere near Colombo. In the

height of the south-west monsoon,

When the wrathful spirit of storms
Has made the tops of the waves his own ;

and masses of bitter brine are carried inland, the

leaves of the young palms are blackened and killed

as if fii'e had passed over, and scorched them.

The natives resort to very deep holes in order

to shelter the young plants, but neither this ex-

pedient nor any other mode of shelter which would pay,

as we know from experience, can prevent the destruc-

tion of a considerable per-centage of young coconuts

annually, by that which Is deemed, and no doubt

correctly, beneficial to the palm when properly and

moderately administered,—salt. Now sea water con-

tains other salts besides sodium chloride, notably
salts of magnesia, and we submit that it is just

possible that an excess of some salt ; ammonia,
sodiimi chloride, magnesium chloride, or magnesium

sulphate, in the atmosphere may have injuriously

affected vegetation on our hills ; the source of all, save

the ammonia, being the ocean over which the winds

had swept, absorbing moisture and with the moisture

the salts contained in the sea, as they passed onwards or

were drawn forwards? We are not dogmatizing, but

throwing out suggestions for the consideration of

those who have studied such subjects. The com-

position of sea water varies according to position

and climate and for our purpose we look at the

analysis of the water in the Bay of Bengal. In

1,000 parts, we get

Water ... ... 966-75

Sodium chloride ... 26 '06

Magnesium do. .. 2'81

Potassium do. ... r20
Magnesium sulphate ... 1'82

Calcium ... 1 "36

Most of the above ingredients would be rather bene

ficial than otherwise if properly applie<l. But they
would be injurious in excess, and excess might be

predicated of minute quantities applied for long-con-

tinued periods, as well as to over-doses given at once.

In a most va,luable book recently published (the Hand
Pook of Salt, second edition, by I)r. J. J. L. Katton of

the Madras .Salt Department ; Higginbotham & Co.,
Madras. ) there are several accounts of damage inflicted

on vegetation by salt storms, one of which occurred on

April 29th of this year. It was a severe gale from the

South- West, doing considerable damage to vegetation
in tlie south of England for many miles inland. Its

effects were attributed to salt, crystals of wliich were

distinctly noticed. And now comes the statement to

which we specially wish to direct attention. At a

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, May 23rd,

1882, Dr. Church explained his experience on the sub-

ject of salt storms carried on for 15 years :
—

"He found from.'j to|7 grains of salt per gallon of rain,

brought from the west by autumnal gales ; whereas

ordinary rain water contained only half a grain to the

gallon. He mentions tliat the exposed sides of the
trees in Oakley Park were injured by the salt, which
could be seen sparkling on the trees a few days after a

gale, if no rain followed ; and this at a distance of 25
miles from the sea. He thinks that salt acts by abstract-

iiig moisture from the leaf cells, and forming a concen-

trated solution, which in a manner pickle^ the leaf. Differ-

ent trees were differently affected ;
but it was the

general opinion of the meeting that this was due to

different degrees of hardiness in the frees. Assuming
that ordinary rain water in England contains half a

grain of salt to the gallon, an inch of rain, would

yield 1 1,315 grains per acre, and with an annual rain-

fall of 30 inches, 339,450 grains or 44ths. per acre."

In an account in the LinniEan Transactions of a salt-

storm which raged for several days in Jauuary 1803
the very word which Dr. Trimen uses as a synonym,
for "canker" is applied to the effects of the wind-
carried salt on vegetation, thus:— " The most remark-
able phenomenon noted in connection with this storm,
was that it withered the leaves of plants and mortified
their top branches for a space of seventy miles from
the sea." This disposes of the difficulty of distance,
for Abbotsford is not quite sixty miles inland.

But, once again,
—let us look at the recorded effects

of a salt storm in New England in 1815, and noticed
in the American Jonrnal of Science :

—" At New Lon-
don, ,Salem and other places, both on the coast and
several miles in the interior, tlie leaves of many trees

appeared as if they had been scorched." And then
comes confirmation of our position that the mischief

might be the result of tlie long continued action of

wind-carried moisture containing only muiute portions
of salt :

—" The injury to plant life produced by salt

storms, seems to be in direct proportion to their in-

tensity and DURATION. It is a question of the violent

[italics in the original,] application of saltsjiray to

plants, for a certain len/ith of time."

We submit that we have made out a strong case for

at least the full investigation of our salt-spray tlieory of

the new leaf-scorcliing and brauch-and-stem-mortifying
disease. Salt has undoubted merits in agriculture.
But wliile a moderate application of this substance
stimulates vegetation, there is no more deadly applica-
tion to growing plants than salt in excess. ' Gard-
eners and agriculturists are much better acquainted
with its poisonous than with its fertilizing proper-
ties." Gardeners use salt to kill weeds and grass on

pathways, and farmers employ salt in largest quan-
tities for the improvenient of weedy lauds by the de-

struction of the weeds. Not even fire is destructive

to vegetable tissue and plant-life.

If salt existed in the 50 iuches, of rain which fell

at Abbotsford in the two months of June and July,
at the rate of even 3 grains to the gallon, our readers
can imagine what its piclding effects must have been,
and quite consistent with tlie opinion of those who
attended Dr. Church's lecture us to effect being in

proportion to hardiness of tree, is the fact that while,
the delicate eucalypts and cinchonas have suffered
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severely,* the robust tea plant has been but slightly
affected. If, as seems to be the case, neither insect

nor fnngal origin for the new disease can be traced'

we are surely justitied in our suggestion of the possible
excess of salts 0/some hind, in tlie copious and persistent
rains of the past south-west monsoon, as the probable
cause of the evil. If we are right, we may hojje for the

disappearance of the disease with the return of normal
seasons.

The immunity from the disease of the vegetation
on the east side of the island, if such immunity is a

fact, would be i|Uite consistent with our theory of mis-

chief caused by a continued salt-storm from the south-

west.
Sodium chloride in excess would quite account for the

leaf aflfection, but the well known antiseptic properties
of common saltmay, to some, present a dithculty iUitracing
the branch and stem canker to the same agent. But
some of the other salts may be the cause of mischief,
or the cankering action may be set up in the branches
and stems in sympathy with and as a consequence of

the diseased, dying and dead condition of the leaves.

We may, in conclusion say, that except in very bad
cases, cinchona trees, with us, have been saved by cop-
picing them well below the cankered portions. Topical
applications, in the shape of lime, sulphur or carbolic
acid we have not tried, the effects on coffee leaf-disease
not having been sufficiently encouraging.

THE NEW PEST AND THE EUCALYPTS.
We place below the letter which led to Dr. Tri-

man's recent visit to Abbotsford, and following it is

the resulting report to the Government ;
—

Colombo, 19th October, 1SS2.

The Hon. the Colonial Secretary ,

Sir,—I have the honor to request consideration by
His Excellency the Governor of the suggestion, in a
letter from my son, who is Resident Manager of
Abbotsford Estate, Dimbula, that Dr. Trimen aliould
visit the place in order to investigate and report on
a disease which has developed with fatal effect on
Australian Eucalypti giown for purposes of shelter,
and which disease has spread to cinchona trees
with equally disastrous consequences. If Dr. Trimen
is unable personally to make the enquh-y, he might
perhaps depute Jlr. Nock from Hakgalla. In either
case the hospitality of Abbotsford bungalow would
be extended, and my son would aid the enquiry to
the utmost.
The following extract from a letter from my ?on

will shew that the suggestion of a visit from Dr.
Trimen was made by Dr. Duke, on the occasion of a
visit to Abbotsford :

—
' He came round with me to see the disease and he's

a-vrfuUy alarmed about it. He says that we'll be in-

curring a very heavy responsibility if we don 't cut
our gums down at once and warn other people. He
says Dr. Triiaen ought to be sent by Government to

report on it. He tliinks 90 per cent too low an estimate
for the dead gums : he would almost say 100 per cent.
I am sorry to say the young cinchonas are rapidly suc-

cumbing, after trying hard to shake it off. I feel that
I am getting callous, as no one will take serious notice
of the disease. Dr. Duke said he thought, like every
one else, that we were making too much of it ; but
now he declared we have not warned people enough."
As practically the whole of the many thousands of

gimi trees, which coat me large sums of money to
introduce and cultivate, as shelter trees,—(thus fol-

* In the case of the cinchonas themselves, immimity
from the disease has been in proportion to relative ro-
bustness. The delicate Ledgerianas suffered most of all

;

then came officinalis
;
while succirubras were but sUghtly

affected and the strong hybrids scarcely at all.

lowing the advice I have, as journalist, earnestly pressed
on the planters, especially the cinchona planters),—
are dead, while the cinchona trees infected by them
are dying, His Excellency the Governor will see that
no prospect of personal benefit to myself is likely to

arise from a visit from Dr. Trimen or his assistant.
The question to be settled is whether the planters
of Ceylon, at any rate those whoso estates are situ-

ated at high altitudes and exposed to the south-west
monsoon rains, should not be warned to eradicate the

gum trees growing on theii- estates, with as much
earnestness as they were formerly advised to cultiv-
ate them. I have given my son orders to eradicate

every tree and burn every twig and leaf, having long
struggled against what gives me much pain for other
reasons than the pecuniary loss. But I naturally
shrink from the responsibility of advising other

planters to follow my example, uuless assured that
such advice is the best that could be given.
A grntleman in charge of an estate iii Dimbula

at a lower level by 1,000 feet than mme, wrote some
time ago to ask my advice about tliis gum tree
disease which had appeared on his trees and its prob-
able effects on adjacent cinchonas. Diseased gum
leaves have also been sent from an estate in the
district of Dikoya and inspected by Mr. Staniforth

Green, to whom 1 have repeatedly submitted speci-
mens from Abbotsford ; but in no case has that

gentleman an^ more than myself or my sou been
able to trace signs of either insect or fungic origin,

although the late Dr. Thwaites when 1 first sent
him leaves (about 4 years ago) spotted as if with

smallpox (the spots gradually extending so as to
involve the whole leaf), urged me me to look out
for a bug. But during the four or five yeais exist-

ence and the recent rapid and fatal deveiopemeut of

the disease, no insects have been noticed at Abbots-
ford by night or by day. I have reason to believe
that this disease on gum leaves and spreading from
them to cinchonas, is far more prevalent than the
reliciuce of planters would seem to indicate. Keti-
ceuce in the matter is easily accounted for by the
fact that but few are in a position to be able, with-
out the dread of injurious cunsequeiices to their pe-

cuniar^' interests, openly to slate the existence of a

pest which 16 calculated to ah»rm mortgagees or

agents, regarding the value oi estates as securities.

But the judicious and discriminate removal of gum
trees, as advised by a responsible official scientist,

might be the best means ot preserving the value of

estates on which cinchonas are planted.
I have spoken of cinchonas as specially suffering

from ihie disease, which first made its appearance
on the Australian gums, but which unlike hrmileia

vastatrix in the case of coffee is not coufiued to one

plant or species of plants, for tea bushes, roses,
Australian acacias, and ornamental trees of many
species grown in more or less proximity to

affected gums, have been injured and sometimes fatally
infected. In some respects, therefore, this gum leaf

disease, whatever it may turn out to be, is even more
formidable than the coffee leaf fungus.
The disease is said not to exist in Nuwara Eliya

and its neighbourhood at altitudes considerably above
Abbotsford. Of course an impoitant object of the en.

quiry made by Dr. Trimen or his assistani, if the

Governor agrees with me that enquiry is necessary
and urgent, should be the conditions of soils, ex-

posure, rainfall, etc., which appear to secure exemp-
tion from as well as those wuich seem to involve

special liability to tthe disease. Abbotsford runs from

4,ti50 to 0,100 feet above sea level, and the shelter

trees which have now been killed (in a season ab-

normally and persistently wet) by an ob^cHre and

apparently new disease, were specially needed as

shelter from strong winds, and heavy rains. But
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similar conditions and a clay subsoil are very general
in iJimbulla and adjacent districts.

The Auatialiin eucalypti > Itliou.li they grow gener-

ally
in aiid regions, ;,

et ByLcially flourith on the
moist bill ranges of Feiushaw and Gippsland in

Victoria, up to 4,0UO feet altilude, wbich would be
fully the equivalent of 5,000 or 5,500 in Ceylou.
As my sole object in this :ipplication is, if possible

(0 secure the mass of Cejlon planters from the

injury and loss which gum leaf disease has inflicted

on niysi If, I need scarcely say that I autioipate the
fullest puOlicity being given to tins letter and such

report as mny result from it, should the Governor
order enquiry and report.

— I have the honor to be,
sir, your most obedient servant,

A. M. Fergusok.

Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniya,
15th Nov. 18>2.

The Hon'ble the Colonial Secretary,

Sir,—With reference to my letter No. 61, of 27th

October, and your reply No. 67, of Nov. Ist, I have
the honor to inform you that the manager of Abbots-
ford esiate having forwarded to me, before any ap-

plication was made to him, specimens of the diseased

leaves of eucalypts and other plants, I was able to

malie a full exaniiiiatinn of them. But as it appeared
desirable to see the diseased trees in sUti, 1 proceeded
in accordance with your request, to the estate itself

and devoted a day to the examination of the growing
plants and their surrounding conditions in company
with the manager, Mr. A. M. Ferguson, junior. I

brought away numerous further speci" ens and have
since given to them as full an examination as I can
afford :

—
2.—From the letter to you (herewith returned) of

the proprietor of Abbotsforcl, it appears that the points
whicli he wisiied to have settled if possible was,
whether the orders which he had given to his man-

agers '*to eradicHfe every (Eucalyptiis) tree and burn

every twig and lent" were so well founded as to

justify him (I presume in liis capacity, as editor of a

local newspaper) in
"
advismg other planters to follow

his exain|ile." The matter thus seemed to acquire a

quasi-public character.

3.—The theory on which this radical treatment is

based is this. Th'- di-ease, wliich was first observed
in gum trees on Abbotsford some lour or five years ago,

(soon after tlieir introduction tliere) showed little

severity and tendency to involve other kinds of

plants till the present year. It has now, however,
caused the death of many of the Australian eucalypts,
and it is believed that these have " infected" the cin-

chona, tea, and other plantain "more or lees proximity'
to them, many of which have died in I he same manner
as the gum-trees after having first exhibited similar'

spots on the leaves. It is the "malignant disease

in the leaves," which thus become "
tiie source of

disease in other vegetation," that has principally
attracted attention, and it is hoped that by the

complete destruction of the euculypts as soon as the

spots appear, the disease maj be kept from spread-

ing to other plants in the vicinity.
4. In the endeavour to ascertain wliat truth

there might be in this view, I first investigated the

leaf-spots with as much care as I am able to give.

They have precisely the appearance of being the

result of puncture by some small suctorial insect,

but, beyond their appearance, I cannot detect any
sign of such being the case. I am assured that

though carefully Searched for, no insects of this

sort (tree bugs) have ever been seen by any of

several observers, nor could I find any myself. It

is to be noticed too that it is vti-y rarely that thu

young and delicate leaves are attacked, the spotting

being in nearly all cases on the fully developed

ones. As we have no evidence therefore of any
insect foe, that explanation of the damage to the

leaves may be abandoned.
5. The question of a parasitic fungus being the

cause of the leaf-spotting is one more dithcult of

solution. I have carefully examined in a number of

cases the spots in all stages, and the zone of

thickened tissues surrounding the dead poition of

older ones ; but my results are purely negative. I

believe 1 am correct in asserting that in these

situations neither the mycelium nor fructification of

any fnrgus arc present ; with the exception that

upon the dried tissue one or two of the species
which affect such situations are occasionally to be

found. The spots commence as dark elevated

points or pimples, the principal change occuring
in the tissues being a morbid hypertrophy or

thickening of the cell- walls and probably an in-

crease of cell-produciiou ; gradually the chlorophyll

corpuscles disappear and the protoplasmic contents be-

come more or less thick, opaque and of a brown or

orange colour. Ultimately the cells dry up and die.

The process spreads outwards from a central point,
but does not extend far, resulting in a small de-

pressed brown or white, circular spot of dead tissue

surrounded by a slightly elevated border. The spot is

generally perfectly circular and about l-8th or l-6th

inch iu diameter but two or three may coalesce. When
the leaf is thin the centre often becomes perforated, and
when the spot occurs on the haider tissues (e. g.

the midrib) it present the appearance of an irregular
ulceration.

6. It appears clear, therefore, that there are no
elements to be found in these diseased leaf-spots which
we can recognize as capable of conveying the disease

from one plant to another. This could only lieefifected

through the agency of some parasitic animal or veget-

able, neither of which is present. We are ignorant
of any other means of infection. The manager of the

estate endeavoured to demonstrate on the ground, that

each diseased Gum-tree was a centre, and that of

other plants, tea and cinchona for instance, the first

to show spots were always close to the Gums and to

leeward (i.e. North East) of them, whilst the only

plants that quile escaped were at some distance away
or to windward. I was not however able to satisfy

myself as to this constant relationship ; the number
of Gum-trees on the estate is very large and they
are widely distributed, so that it is not difficult to

point out one near and iu the required direction.

At the same time I cannot deny the jiroximity
of the diseased plants to one another, but this

is capable of a quite different explanation.

7. Were the leafspots the whole mischief not much
harm would be done- I may .say here that such spots
are by no means new to me, nor, I should suppose, to

any ob-ervant person in this counlry. They are fre-

quently to be seen on both wild and cultivated jjlants,

especially in cinchona. Soma common jungle shrubs

are almost constantly so affected. But at Abbotsford

their abundant presence is unfortunately followed by
and seems lo be connected with more severe symptoms.
I can only corroborate the truthfulness of the descrip-

tions given by the proprietor and manager in their

communications to the Ohscrrrr as to the destruction

of irees and shrubs that has occurred on this estate.

In the eucalypts the younger branches and twigs shrivel

and die back, a local decay of the stem near the top,

usually '.ccompanied by enlargement, occurs, and the

portion above this perishes. I saw many trees of all

ages with the upper part and lateral branches dead and

dry whilst the main stem was yet alive and .still

endeavouring to put out new buds and branches. But
a further d.-velopment of the local "canker" soon

appeals lower down and before long the whole tree

succumbs, in cinchonas the morbid phenomena are
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much the same, the local " Ciinker" developea in the
stem just 1)1 low the 1 .st iii-w growth. Tlii» swells and
often causes a distortion or bend in the stem, the bark
becomes dry aod cracks, tho caiiihiuin sullers and all

above dies. In tea tlie appearauce of the spots has
not brtu f..llo\vcd byf-ucliserumsdisease; fortunately, too,
the upper leaves are but slightly spotted. The few coffee
bushes growing amungtiieae diseased species have almost
entirely e.-caped, a remarkable f;ict, ae I have elsewhere

frequeutl; obseived colfto leaves with spots which I
believe to be of a precisely similar nature.

S. Ill all this I am able to see only the outcome
of some disturliance of nutrition, of a, so to speak,

coiistitutioiial" or general nature. 1 believe this
condition lo be not uncommonly developed in the
wet districts of Ceylon, but it has not perhaps before
been obaerved to exiiibit so destructive a character.
There is no sufiicii-iit evidence to shew that the Gu.n
trees a?e r^!•ponKltlle for it, tliongh they have been the
greatest £utl. rers. That they siiouhl be the first to

succumb, is nit very surprising when we consider
that the species here grown are natives of the com-
paratively dry climate of extra tropical Australia
tran-ported to tho very wet one of Lindoola. They
seem to have early felt the cliange, and the exacer-
bation of the diseased condition in July last may be
well ascribed to the unusually wet season experienced.The rainfall as gauged at the Bungalow, 5.8C0 feet
was no less th.m (i4 61 inches for the 3 moiths May,
June, July, of which as much as 37-4.S inches fell in
July. The trees first destroyed occupied a situation
fully exposed to the heavy S. W. monsoon rains and
wind, at an elevation of nearly 6,000 feet, .and those
nov^- rapidly dyi^g crest a narrow and much exposed
ridge. It is natural to suppuse that these conditions
whicli are the source of the sickness are localized in

inteusity by such causes as charact.r and d.^pth of soil,
subsoil, aspect, drainage &o. In spots badly circums-
tanced m euch respects, the disease will first ehew
Itself, and affect the plants there growing in the
order "f their susceptibility. It is pro\>able that the
rootlets may be in an unhealthy condition

; this I
have however not made out, and it remains a subject
for I ntu re enquiry.

9. In brief, then, I look upon the spots in
the leaves as the first local manifestation of a dis-
ease of the general nutrition of the plvnt, and con-
sisting in the death of the leaf ti.-sues in small patches.
(I think the term "leaf-disease" for this condition is
liable to mislead since it has acquired a dtfinite meaning
in Ceylon restricted to a local parasiiic malady). The
mortification, or "canker," of the stems 1 regard as alater
and more serious local development of the same
diseaed conditions, but it by no uie.ans always follows
the leaf spotting. What is known of the real nature
of ti e morbid states of plants (apart from parasitic
diseases) is at present so little, that it} would lead
to no usi ful purpose to attempt any more definite
expl. nation of that under consideration, nor am
I in lined to givei it any particular name. As above
r. m u ktd, 1 think it to be an exaggeration of an un-
htah.y state common enoU|ih in Ceylon (and doubt-
less elsewhere) to a greater or less extent, but usually
passed without special notice. A full knowledge of
its actual nature could not fail to throw great lighten
vegetable pathology, but the necessary work would have
to be done by skilled specialists with ample leinire.

It is not possible to suggest any well founded
treatimnt, but, as regards the principal point of
pract cai procedure which sugg.sicd this enquiry, I
must say that in my opinion the wholesale destruction
of all species of eucalyptu.s is not warranted by our
present knowledge, nor is likely to ensure the pro-
tection of other plants from the disease if still ex-

posed to the local conditions wirch seem to be its
cause,—lam, &e,, (Signed) Hknry Tkimen, DiVecioj-.

67

Rabbits in New Ze.\land.—Some idea of the magni-
tude of the nibbits evil (says tho " Matura Ensign')
may be gathered from the fjict that the New Zealand

Agricultural Company lay down on their various runs
in the district, no less than 40,tJ001b. of poisoned grain,
monthly.—Fiji Times.

Potatoes in Fiji.—An excellent sample of potatoes
has been forwarded to this office by Mr. VV. Fisher,
of Wairiki, Taviuni. It represents the product from
one haulm and in quality, size and quantity, it is all

that could be desired. Mr. Fisher snys : "I have
been digging potatoes from the small patcli I planted
for over two months, and the yield has been the
same throughout. I forward them that you may
see how potatoes will do in Fiji, if planted in the

proper season."— Fiji Times.

Peat Litter.—Mr. Sowerby, writing to the London
Times upon the subject of peat litter, remarks tU it its

use in stables is much on the increase. Several of the
tram companies, and the Zoological Gardens, Regent's
Park, employ it to a, large extent, and spenk very
highly of its eiEoienoy and small cost. Afti r it has
served the purpose of

"
litter," It is found in the

Botanic Gardens very valuable as a rich and handj
compost and manure, being easy of carriage and mani-

pulation.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Fkuit Exports from Fiji.—For Fiji fruits as for

Fiji sugar the Australian colonies offer a near and
profitable market, and the local paper states :

—
" The steady increase in the exportation of fruits

which, from £97 lOs in 1875, has rapidly advanced
year by year to the maximum amount of £5,469 19a
in 18sl, is only an evidence of what might be
achieved if means of transport cimld be secured.
This will follow in time, aud will open up a practically,
illimitable source of wealth to the producers,"—F'ji
Times.

SuoiB IK Fiji.—A splendid sample of sugar has
been forwarded to this office from the Penang mill,
and it is pronounced by competent judges to be equal,
if not superior, to any that has hitherto been turned
out in the colony. Il is an exceptionably large white

crystal, worth between £36 and £.'17 per ton in the
local market, and its fault, if it hi.s one, is that the

crystals are too large for ordinary purposes. The
sample is well worth inspection as indicating the

quality it is possible to turn out, and it has already
attracted a very considerable amount of attention.—
Fiji Times.

A Preservative ag.unst White Ajs'TS was thus
noticed in the proceedings of the Madras Horticultural

Society:
—" Bead the following circular from Mr. Wood-

row, Superintendent, Botanieal Garden, Gonesh Khinil,
Poena:—Ferdoride of Mercury, as its name implies,
is a compound of clorine and mercury. It is a

heavy while crystaline substance soluble in water
and very poisonous. It i.H procurable from any
chemist in a large way of business. This substance
has been in use during many years among botanists
and other naturalists to protect their specimens from
insects, and recently hai been tried wi h success

against white ants. To use the percloride of mer-

cury it should be dissolved in wati r and the papers
to be jireserved dippid in the solution: glass or gl.nzed-
ware vessels only should be used to keep the solu-

tion. As some otficers meet with a diificulty in

getting this substance, a small quantity has been

prepared at this office for distribution; it is

packed in small packets, each sufficient for one quart
bottle of water, ai d these packets are euclo-sed in a

paper, bearing directions for use and containing one
dozen packets ; two dozen packets', sufficient for two
dizen bottles of solution, will be sent post free for

Rl ; smaller quantities cannot be supplied at this

rate."
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

PLANTING POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF

TRAVANCORE.
Travancore, 14tb October 1882.

Dear Mr. Editor,—Being a regular reader of your

much esteemed and admirably got-up T. A., T

have often wondered how you got such a searching

and exhamtive periodical through the press without,

at times, getting a snacli of news from this, not far

distant, but much-inaligned, country. There are many
here in a much better position to .supply you with

the news of the place than I am. However, in the

absence of anything better for the present, I trust you
will excuse the liberty 1 am about to take in asking you

to accept a few Hues tiom my but scantily informed pen.

Our chief produce, cofTee Arahica, has, similar to

Ceylon, greatly lost favour with us lately, but from

the fact that a few new clearings have been planted

this last planting season, with this product, it does

not appear that planters have aUoijelhr lost faith in

it yet. I think I may safely say that this much

abused product may yet, with proper management,
be induced to pay a lilUe. Of course the good old

times are over, and capitalists should uot be disap-

pointed if they cauunt uow make fortunes such as

have been made in former times. When I say proper

management I mean, if young plants for new clear-

inns are raised from seed procured from properly

matured, well-nourished .-nd vigon us plants, instead

of being taken from amongst the I'M coffee—as pbints

for new clearings have, iu the majority of cases, been

done over here— if new clearings are felled with proper

attention to aspect, elevation and soil, and, last but

by no means least, trees and belts being left for

shade and shelter where required, and if due atten-

tion is paid to the necessity for efficient and economic:d

cultivation. We all look forward to the time when

the carbolic acid treatment, after having had a fair

trial, shall be pronounced a failure or success. None

of us, however, have ventured on a trial of this new

mode of entertaining li. V.

New Products and their result B we all look

dorward to more or less ;
but we have not plunged

into them with the same sanguine vigour many of

our Ceylon friends have, for the chief reason that

imany of us have not the moeey to spare.

Cinchona is- having a fair trial, and on some estates

very fine cinchonas 2 years old may be see;. No
one as yet h.i8 ventured to shave or bark their young
cinchona. I may mention that a sample of C.

snccirubra bark taken from trees 10 or 12 years old

grown at an elevati. u of 3,000 feet on Uppir

Victoria fetched 28 9d per lb. in the London market

lately. . , . , ,

Cacao has had an extensive trial more or less
;

and although it has occasioned loss and disappoint-

ment, there are a few plan's flourishing in evidence

of some euterprizing attempts to grow this product.

We have not however been :iltogether discouraged

from trying to grow this Jickie plant, as a lot of

plants were put in this last season. An old planier

here, who has bad a few cacao trees growing on his

estate for "ages," got a very favourable report of a

sample he sent home lately. On the strength of

this report he has been extending his little patch

of cocoa.
, , , .1

Tea is very little thought of over here except by

one or two. I believe the reason for its being so

little thought of, is becnuse so few know little or

anything about the plant and its capabilitiep. There

are two" estates at the extieme south end of the

range, each owning an acre of a very good kind of

tea. (I have heard this tea styled
" Assam Indi-

genous" ;
others again say it is ouly a very tine

liyhrid. However, let it be what it may, one acre,

which was planted some 10 or 12 years ago, 5 feet

X 6 feet, and in wh ch there are a goid few vac ni-

cies, gave one year 370 lb. prepared tea aiid the

next 350 lb. This acre of tea. is in most wretched

soil and at an elevation of 3.500 feet above sea level.)

Seed from this tea is being taken and endeavours

are being made to extend the plimting of this valu-

able tea by the fortunate possessors as much aa

p issible. This and a little tea planting in the north

are, I am sorry to say, the only endeavours I know
of to go in practically for this new product.
Ruhher is being a little thought of. There are,

however, ouly two estates that I know of, which pos-

sess rubber planted out in the field and growing.
There are one or two others, however, who have the

pi-odact in their nurseries. The kind gone in for is

Ceara.
Other new products we hear very little if anything

about. Certainly Liberiau cofifee has had a feeble trial,

but for the want of funds it has not been gone in for to

any extent. However, from what I know of the country
and have seen of this new coffee, I fancy it might be

grown with success over here as well as in Ceylon.
To shew what we are capable of growing over here

I will encV>se one of a couple of leaves which I

picked off a coffee (Arabica) bu-h this morning. The
bush itself, together with all its neighbours, is in

a very wretched condition from the heavy crop and

leaf-disease of last season, and a further visitation

from our obliging friend " H. V." from which it is

just recovering. Leaf measures now 9 in. x 4 in.* .

A new sanitarium has been started at a place
called Muthukurlie Viyal, some 4,200 above sea level.

Two small bungalows" are already built, and others

are proposed. His Highness, our Maha Ri.ja paid
the place a visit a short time since for the pur-

pose of seeing it and choosing a site for a bunga-
low for himself. He was presented by an address

on the occasion signed by ten people who made
themselves out to be "

representat ves of the Euro-

pean Community of your Highneas's Kingdom."
The address was got up solely at tiie instance of

those who signed it, and it is believed at the in-

stigation of one Rev. " fientieman
" who is known

to wish to get into his Highnees's good books. How-

ever, be that as it may, they had no right whatever

to force themselves on the notice of His Highness as

representatives of a body whom they had no power
to represent. There are many more Europeans in

South Travancore bi sides those who si;:ned ihe ad-

dress, who from the fact that most of them have

been in the country for from 8 to 15 years, and are

more or less proprietors, may jus ly claim to have

a voice iu the matter as to who sh-.U be sent to

represerd them ou an occasion like this. So particular

was one "
geiHli-iiinn

"
to have as few signatures be-

sides his own, as propriety would permit, that he

refused to allow one yountr planter, who has been

13 years in the country and through whos charge the

road to the Viyal runs, to put his signature to the

address.
I heard a good yarn the other day, which you

shall have for wh.it'it is worth. A peisou who has

liurned his fingers in coffee and who owns a small
"

tort
" went ihe other day to two planters, with

whom he was acquainted, and in a meaning and groan-

ing manner abused the hard times and intimated

that, as he had no funds, he would not mind selling

his estate, and induced the two jilanterB who had

an eye to buying the place to go over the property
and make a full report and valuation on it. After

* it IS a splendid leal whuh, but for the abseuce of

serrated edges, we should have taken for tea.—Ed.
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receiving tlie repnrt. the gentleman to whom Uie
estate helon-s, turned to his plantar friciula and tulil

them th.i-I thougn times were liard iie would stictc

to his propi'i-ty for the presfut at li;ast. Thu-i"Mr.
Owner" got a full n-p .rt and va'uation on his pro-

perty from practical planters for notliiug ; and saved
what in these hard times may liOt be sneezed at as

insiguificaut.

Again apologizing for the liberty I have taken
and for the space this letter will take up (if you
see fit to iasert it).

—I beg to remain, yours truly,

XIPHIA'^.
P.S.—Please allow me to contradict the statement of

"J. L. A " on puge 284 of your '/'. A , when he say^
that your

"
system of cultivating in Ceylon by

keeping the surface of the land bare with monthly
weeding and cutting open surface driins is unique
and not adnpted in other countries, where
labor is plentiful, eithor for coffee, tea, or cinchona."
If "J L, A." will Rime over here he will tin<l that
in Soutli Travancore all who can afford it, ke.'p
th ir placrs as well drained and weeded as plantations
in Ceylon. 4s to his statement that this "ayn/im
is unique." I will say not'iing, but leave him to the
kind mercies of some of our Mysore and Coorg friends.

VINE CULTUKE IN KANDY.

Dear Sir,—That the vine will grow, and grow
well, is a fict beyond dispute. The question is how
to tend it, which, to one who knows, is very simple ;

indeed so simple that it is hard to make those
who have viues believe in it. For example, at
the time the vine was at the Kandy gaol there
were two very tine ones in the Pavilion grounds;
they wBi-e higlily manured, pruned, aud wintered in
what was fully believed the orthodox style. The man
in charge was repeatedly told that his system was
wrong, but to no avail. The consequence was that the

gaol vine gave more fruit at one crop than the other
twogavj for I he years they were in e.xistence. I shall
be cuiious to hear the opinion of some of our northern
friends, after which I may be induced to give you the
modus operandi I have seen carried out.

ONE WHO KNOWS.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES?

Sir,—I do not know. I only know that what plant-
ers have written aud published on the subject, during
the six mouths last pist, would fill a tolerably large
volume, and to my thinking they have just left it

where they found it, in utter darkness. "We want
light," but none of the farthing caudles that glimmer
all iiround ha>i power eimugh to reach the botto-n of
the evil. There are none of the plieuoinena of nature,
that havenr) more remote cause than meets the eye,
and it is true pi ilosophy to search out aud demons-
trate those cau-ee ; but while the grass grows, the liorse
starves. Tne fungus is working its ruinous way, while
we are disputing aud theorising, and experimentini',
aud making no v\a> . In tiie multitude of counaellors
there is wi.-dom, but ail the wisdom of all the coun-
sellors in this case avails us nothing. The fuuf'us
renders our cofl'ce trees unfruitful, the more remote
causei of the fungus are probably beyond either our
control or appreciation. All u.ature is in a constant
stale of tran><itiou ; tlio coudi'ions that are now favour-
able to the prop:>L;atiou of the fuugu* will not last for
ever. Don't neglect the coffee, but keep stickinc m
every oih.r proiluct that promises to pay.

—Yours truly,

PLANTER SINCE 1S4L

A NEW INDUSTRY : CASHMERE GOATS FOR
CEYLON.

Dbab Sir,—Can you, or any of your numerous
readers, mform me whether the rearing of Cashmere
goats has ever been tried in Ceylon, and, if .so, in
what part of it and with what results? Also sup-
posing it has not, whom could one apply to and
what would be the beat way to import a few couplefrom the Himalayas and the probable cost ?—Yours
truly, Q 3

[Perhaps if our correspondent sent an enquiry to the
Secretary of the Zoological Gardens-, Calcutta— althougha little our, of his proper line—an answer would be re-
ceived to the latter [lortiou of this letter. We do not think
llie experiment has been made on our hills yet, though
often suggested. Kashmir and Ceylon had communication
in the days of old. See what Tenneut sayt:

— "/n^eirourse
ivith Kashmir.— Possihly the woollen cloths referred
to inay have been shawls, and there is evidence in the
Rajatarangini, that at a very early period the posses-
sion of a common religion led to an intercourse between
Ceylon and Kashmir, originating in the sympathies of
Buildhism, but perpetuated by the Kashmirians for
the pursuit of commerce. In the fabulous period of
the narrative, a king of Kashmir is said to have sent to
Ceylon for a delicately fine cloth, embroidered with
golden footsteps. In the eighth century of the Chris-
tian era, Sinhalese engineers were sent tor to construct
works in Kashmir

; and Kashmir according to Troyer.
took part in the trade between t eylon and the West."
Angora goats might do better than Kashmir ?—
Ed.]

MANURE FOR COFFEE: A HINT.
Dear Sir,—Will you induce some of your readers

to apply a lb. a tree, of the following mixture, in
the usual half-rouud bole, making it as bulky as
possible by mixing with soil and covering, not HUinc,
the hole, more than three-fourths up and not prun-
ing till after the blossoming season, and ask them to
let you know the result from time to time and also
what crop those trees give next year? The mixture
is:—four parts tine bone dust, oue part salt and one
part soot.—Yours truly, G. F. HALLILEY

COFFEE BLOSSOM AND WEEDS.
Dear Sir,—May it not be for the want of weeds,

that the weather gets so much blame in spoilin" our
blossom. When the tiny shoots first appear "on a
coffee tree, it depends entirely on how the sap is

evaporated, whether those shoots turn into blossom
wood or neither. If there is a rush of sap, those
shoots come out in wood and is often teimed bloesom
gone to wood; if the sap are gently evaporaied, those
shoots come out in blossom; but it those shoots have
half formed into blossom and there is a rush of sap.
it turns them into neither blossom nor wood, but wliat
planters call brush ; weeds absorb any superabun-
duuce of moisture and assist the tree to evaporate its

sap gently.
Baron Liebig recommended us to plant an inter-

mediate crop
—a plant tliat shades our c. flee and pre-

vents its bearing, cannot be called an intermediate but
rather a substitute.—Yours truly.

G. F. HALLILEY.

VINE CULTURE IN JAFFAA AND ELSEWHERE
November 17th, 18S2.

Di^ar Sir.—Referring to a letter in your issue of lust

uigi t signed "One Who Knows," aud to previous cor-

respondence on the question of grape vine culture I
have always heard that the viiie cannot be grown
anywhere to jnofitdhle advantage, unless it can have
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a wintering. In Jaffna and in Kalpentyn, the only two

place.s in Ce.vlon where grafx^s used to be grown to profit,

in lU-fault of wictering, the vine waa pruned of every
leaf and twig in April, and the roots were expomd
and pruned also (as far as the small fading ones went)
and so left for three to six weeks. At the expiration
of tliis time, the roots of the vine were covered and

heavily manurpd, and the vine w.is watered profusply
for three months or till the grapts were ripe. The

object of their half-killing the vine, at the prescribed

period waa that, in the places named there was seldom

any rain from April to end of May or beginning o£

June. If however, there did happm to be aiuj rain

while the vine w.is thus wintered, there was a general

shooting out by the vine and »iO crop.

Now, whether the climate of the (,". P. would ad-

mit of the iudispensable substitute for a wintering, let

your i^orrespondi-nt siy.
—Yours.

" EXPERIENCE."

Coffee in Cooko.—Perhaps the follovvmg quot;itiou

from a letter I recently received from an old, ex-

perienced Indiau planter may be of some interest to

the readers of the Obfcrvei :
—"I got last season 37

ton.-! from 78 acres 4 year old coffee and hope next

season to get 60 tons from 150 acres. There is very

little borer now and little or no leaf-disease, but we
have only shade to bless for the disappearance of

both." The above quotation refers to the Bamboo
districts of Coorg.

—Cor.

Thk I'nyLLoxERA AND Vines in Sandy Soil.—M.

Lalaude, the Deputy and Mayor of Bordeaux, recently

paid a visit to the principal vineyards in the .'iouth

lor the purpose of ascertaining the efBoiency of the

different modes of C"ping with the terrible phylloxera.
At Aiijues-Mortes, M. Lalande found all the sandy soils

planted with Fienoh vines in a flourishing condition

demmstrating the revolution which has resulted from

th'-di-icovery of the impotence of tlie phylloxera against

a sandy soil. Lands which a few years ago would not

have fetched lOOfr. a hectare, are now worth lO.OOOfr.
—Colonies and Indi!.

CiscHONA Cultivation.—It may interest some of

your readers to know how many seedlings can be

raised from an ounce of cinchona eeed. Mr. Mclvor

in his work says, that on an average 20,000 to

25,000 plauts may be raised, and Mr. Owen in his

work says 2 oz. of Calisaya have given 40. 000 plants,

adding that this seed was no doubt unusually fresh

and good, and that it would not bo safe to re'y on

such satisfactory results. I put down an oz. of

Ledgeriaua seed in a glass-house, and pricked out

two months after sowing, 63,700 seedlmgs ; these are

now five months old, and up to date I have lost

about 2,000 from grubs, and a small number died off

from one c^iuse and another. 1 think that 60,000

plants can be safely relied on. Intending purchasers

of Ledger seed will, I think, be glad of this informa-

tion.—T. Brown, Coonoor, 28th Oct.

TEi.—Bogawautalwa, 17th Nov.—How many tea

seeds are there to the maund and how many plants may
you expect from good seed? We are having tine morn-

ings and wet afternoons : A. 1 growing weather. [The
author of "Tea-planting in Ceylon and Southern

Inilia" published at this office, says:— " Like all soft

flashy seeds of large body, the tea seed is very per-

ishable, and cannot stand long journeys, unless packed
witli the utmost care when quite fresh. Of fair class

hybrid seed, one miy calculate nbout 30,000 seeds to

the Bengal maund of 82 1b.. and allowing 10 per ceut

for light seed, a maund should produce 27,0(10 seed-

hn^s. The best result, however, that I ev.r obtained

from seed which had travelled from Assam to the

Neil'Jherries, was 43,500 from two inaunds of seed, and

this result was only obtained by unremitting care and

atteutiou. I would consider 12,000 or 15,000 .seedlings

per maund which has travelled fioni Assam to Southern

Iiid'a as a very fair resuU. '— Ed.]

The Madra.s Cinchona Gardens.—The Gardeners'
Chronicle reports that Professor Lawson is about to

vacate the Professorship of Botany at Oxford, to as-

sume the post of Superintendent of the Ciovernmeut
Cinchona plantations, Madras. Professor Lawson will

carry on analyses of bark no douSt in connection
with experiments in culiure. His animal reports
will be lookeil for with much iutereist.

Sand vkfsus Oiiaphite Baths.—From time imme-
morial chemists have ued a sind-batli, where a tem-

perature is to be obtained higher than that of the

boiling of water or of oil. The me'hod is not wholly
rational, however, sand being a very bad conductor
of heat, Herr Kristdba lia» lately recommended the
substitution of pounded fragments of gr.iphite : they
let the heit pass much better, do not oxidise, and
do not soil the inclosing ves.sel. L'Eli'tiricM com-
mends the method to electricians who have to make
researches in thermo-electricity, addmgthat small shot
of iron would nearly' serve the same purpose. For
more intense he.ats, it is known, melted lead can be
used.—Public Opinion.
Tea Grown 3n Patena Soil. —A planter in a high

district writes :
—"What do yuu thiuk of the follow-

ing? Last sea-oii our average outturn of tea from a

young field (origin dly patena) only three years old in

June last, was 320 lb. per acre When it comes into
full bearing 1 have no douht double thut quantity
will easily be secured." JFe think the result m ist en-

couraging ; but we have no doubt that Mr. Mucklewrath
and his A.D.C. of the four letters, will be able to
shew that motives of the most reprehensible kind—at
least a dark design to lure capitalists to their ruin—
prompted the statement publicly of eiich a fact.

According to the new gospel of coudenination, ii is

only failure and loss which ought to be publisbed.
Planting at Stake.—A tea planter writes :

—
"In reference to a remark from the senior editor

about planting at stake, on K. A. W. 4- acres were

planted at stake, the seeds being first gennina'ed and
cue and two seeds planted alternately in the holes.

The experiment was a perfect .success, the double
seeds supplying all vacancies for over 6 months, not-

withstanding that a lot of j'oung plants were de-

stroyed." We can quite understand success being se-

cured by previous germination and very careful planting
so as not to lu'eak the shoots. Both methods have
been tried in India, and we believe the large majority
give preference to growing seeds in nurseries and

planting oat. Each planter must be guided by his

experience.
Mica and Vanadium —We have received further

fine specimens of laminated Mica from Mr. Jordan
of Lindula, who tells us that his enquiries at

home failed to secure a satisfactory offer for the

samples he had with him. Were the Mica plates

only white in jilace of brown, they would be valued at

lO.s per lb. Anything over one shilling might prove profit-
able for ordinary Ceylon plates of this mica. For
mica in the mass (to be crushed and used as

lubricating m.aterial) £10 per ton in Ci'lonibo

would probably be raid ; but this would not snifioe

for the digging and sorting in addition to carriage,
—at least from Uva, seeing that the cost of

transport to the coast would swallow half the amount.
Mica plates, it seems, are now used at home as shades
for lamps instead of coloured paper.

— In this con-

nection we may .Tsk who has been bringing the new
Ceylon metal ("Vanadium") to light, according to

paragraphs in the home pajjers. The description of

it is as follows :
—•

Va-na-di-um, ??. [N. Lat, & Fr., from Vanadis, a surname of

the .Scandinavian godde.-ss J'reyja.] (C'/tem.) A metal, diseovered

by Sefstrora in 16.^0, haviii;> a white eolor, and a stroiii? met-
alHc lustre, considerably resemliHug silver but .still more like

molybdenum. It is extremely brittle, and is not oxidized either

by air or water, though by continuous exposure toS he atmos-

phere its lustre grows weaker, aud it acquirei a reddish tint.
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GROUND LIMESTOXE AS A FEETILIZEE.

[The enclosed letter from W. H. Jordau, Prof, of Agri-
cullure in the Penna. Statu College, to "

J. C. F.,
"
Alleg-

heny Co., discusses the subject of Gro'.ind Liuie-stoue as
a fertilizer, and with his consent we lJubli^ll it.—Eds.]
Two facts can be stated which wi'ii probably help you

in stttliug this matter of the use of Ground Limestone.
First—Neither caustic lime (burnt) nor ground limestone
is a fertilizer proper. The latter is mainly Carbonate of

Lime, auvl the former is mostly Lime, the Carbonic Acid

having been -Iriveu otf by heat. It would be a rare case
where it wou:d be necessary to add either lime or lime-

stone to supply lime for the use of plants. Both substances,
if they are of benefit, are so because they liberate material
in the soil which plants take up in growth, that had not

preWously been available. So you see tliat instead of add-

ing auy valuable plant foo(i to the soil, lime really makes
it poorer in material for future growth. AVheu you add
to the soil barn-yard manure or commercial fertilizers, you
are supplying just that material with which land that is

cropped needs replenishing.
Secondly—Ground limestone can do nothing that cannot

be accomplished by caustic lime. The only difference be-
tween the two is that the limestone contains Carbonic Acid
which burned lime does not. The Carbonic Acid is not

only of no use to plants when applied to the soil com-
bined with lime, but rather the chances are greatly in fa-

vor of hme doing more good without it. The decomposing
effect of lime is principally what gives it value to the

farmer, and if there is any difference in this respect, it

certainly must be in favor of biu-ued lime rather than
the limestone. In our fertilizer experiments this year on
the Central Experimental Farm, we applied lime to one

plot, and ground limestone to another. The yield of oats

per acre was exactly the same in the two cases, and but
little more than where no fertilizer was applied. No dif-

ference could be seen between the plots on which the
two substances were applied ; 50O lb. of each were used
on one-eighth of an acre. The experiment wiU be conti-
nued during a term of several years.

If burned lime can be bought more cheaply than ground
limestone, as I understand it can, I would prefer the burned
lime by all means. And, let me add, that the only pro-
per use of lime is on land to which considerable barn-

yard manure or other fertilizer is applied. The use of hme
without any true fertilizer has in numerous ca.ses resulted
in impoverished and broken down fields.—American Agricul-
turist. [Professor Jordan saj^s nothing of one of the chief
uses of lime,—that of improving the mechanical condition of
stiff clay soils.—Ed.]

GRAZES IN AMERICA ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS:
THE CULTURE OF SAFFRON AND OTHER DRUGS.
Every now and then there is an excitement concern-

ing unusual crops
—the " jMulticaulis craze" on a small

scale over again. Many of our readers may recollect the
" Coffee plant,

" which was to allow every farmer to grow
his own coffee, and have an abundance to sell. No doubt
the one who sold the seeds of the Chick Pea at a large
price for a small packet, found the ''Coffee plant

"
profit-

able. "SVliere is it now ? About a dozen years ago excite-

ment prevailed all along the line over opium culture. A
person in Vermont had raised the poppy, and collected

opium. The same man sent a sample of opium to a

Philadelphia chemist, who certified tliat the sample con-
tained even more Morphia than the best imported opium,
and many were the inquiries from those who would at
onoe go into poppy growing and opium gathering.
Sometimes the best cure for such a craze is, not to op-
pose it, but to give the details of the particular culture.
Of course, the production of opium here and there in a
small way, was no new thing, and knowing that one of
our friends in Wisconsin had beeu successful in it, he at
our request gave the process in full, from sowing the pop-
py, to collecting the minute yieiil. Every neces.sary slop
was given, and every operation that he described was
necessary to success. Probably every farmer who read these

clearly descril)ed details, was at once cured of all desire
to cultivate opium. So far as we are aware,the only one who
made auy money out of opium cultur*' was the Vermont
man. who sold seeds of the "Genuine Opium Poppy,"
(kept at all seed stores), and a book of directions.

Just now there are inquiries about Saffron. Some one
has asertained that the wholesale price of Saffron is §15
or more per pound. He knows that the plant will gi-ow
in this comitry, for 50 years ago his graud-mother used to
have it in her garden, and collecte.i the Saffron. Now
he would kuow where the seeds can be had, about the
cultivation, etc. It is quite likely that an article has ap-
peared in somi- paper, setting forth the probable profits
of Saffron culture, though we have not yet seen it, but
these unusual inquiries are generally to be traced to such
a source. Saffron is worth glo per pound, and our in-

quirer is right in the fact that his grand-mother used
to collect saft'ron. But this Saffron, is not tliat Saffron.
There is Saffron and Saffron, the one beiug $15, and the
other SO'50 per lb.

The plant to which the correspondent refers, though
usually called Safiron, is more properly Safliower, Its bo-
tanical name is Carthamus tinctorius. It is closely related
to the Thistles, and may be described as a thistle-like plant,
a foot or two high, with smooth, but prickly leaves, and
heads of dark orange-colored flowers. It is an annual, and
its seeds may be had at the seed stores. The plant' has
been cultivated in Eastern countries so long, that its native
place is unknown. Formerly it was used in immense
quautities as a dye, and the commerce in it has been
large. A few generations ago it was usual to devote a
part of the garden to those medicinal plants in common
use, and Saffiower had a place with Balm, Rosemary, Rue,
and others, which were duly cut, and hung m the garret
to dry, for use " in case of sickness. " Who does not re-
member the odor of the old garret ? As to the Safflower,
or "Saffron,

" the flowers were pulled from the heads,
dried, an'\ put away in papers. They are not regarded as
having auy medicinal qualities, but some years ago a fam-
ily was regarded as poorly prepared for measles without
them. So much for that "Saft'ron.

" The other, or real
Saffron, is a peculiar product, and is obtained from a
species of Crocus ((". sativus,) which, as the eugraving
shows, is much like the eommm spring crocuses of the
gardeu, but it blooms in autumn. It is supposed to be a
native of Asia Minor, but has become naturalizod in most
European countries

;
it is sometimes seen in cultivation in

our gardens. Like other crocuses, this has a long style, the
ovary being down below ground, aud divides at the top
to form three stigmas, as shown separate in the engrav-
ing. It is this part which forms the true Saffron. The
flowers are gathered in the morning, these stigmas sep-
arated,and the rest of ihe flower thrown away; they are dried
on paper aud sent to market loose, or are pressed to
form cakes. It has been found that it takes 4.320 flowers
to yield stigmas enough to make one ounce of Saffron—of
course 16 times as many to make a pound, and our in-

quiring friend may consider, whether, if he had the plants
all cultivated to his hand, he could afford to do the col-

lecting of these stigmas even at what seems to be the
high price of S15 per lb.

One may say of the true Saffron, that while in early
times it was supposed to have valuable medicinal pro-
perties, it is now used only for coloring aud flavoring
some medicinal compounds, and for this purpose the de-
mand is much less than formerly. We gladly enough
encourage every culture that promises profitable results,
but there are many, like that of opium and saffron, that
we know must end in failure, whatever may be the price
of the product, and we feel that we do our readers a
good service in showing them the facts upon which our
belief is founded.—American Aiiriculturist.

[Saffron is a main ingredient in -'Sinhalese curries."—Ed.]

OI;OHID CULTIVATION IN DEMERARA.
In cultivating Orchids in G?orgetown the great impedi-

ments are the sea breeze and the dry seasons. As this
breeze is strongest in very dry weather, it is absolutely
necessary that some protection, either natural or artificial,
be provi.icfl to prevent the wrinkling of the pseudobuibs,
and Ultimate death of the plants. I have grown most of
the native species, and though they are not so showy as
some of the' Indian and Central American kinds, yet
some of them are very fine, and others interesting and
curious. Sincf Darwin's researches the genera Catasetum
and Coryanthes have become specially interesting, but they
do not appear, to judge by your columns, to be very
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fashionable in England. In ray opinion, nothing in cul-

tivaCijj can )>o m )i*e handsome than Ooryanl-hei ni icrantha,
and thj Oatasebum lo:i^,^i5olium, gr.)win'^ jast Ije.uw tiie

crown of the Kta Paim, with long lidxibie strap-siiaped
leaves waving in the wiud, the lioivers in dense racemes,
is as fine in its way as some of tlie best. The simplest
and best way of growing the epiphytes is to wire them
on to the forks of a iow-growiug tree—the Calabash

(Orescentia Oujete) is best—with a dome of light fohage,
and free from small branches below. lu choosiag a tree,

it may be necessary to take into acconnt the surrouuding
vegetation, and trim it iu such a way that whil^ it keejjs

away the wiud it may let in plenty of light and air.

Such trees as the Jlaugo and Tamarind are to be avoided,

for, as a rule, the former is too luxuriant, and the latter

kills the vegetation beueath it. Low-growing trees are

most suitable because the plants can be brought near to

the level of the eye and are protected from the wiuds.

Where there are plenty of trees iu the garden a collection

may be made very easily, aud some very large specimen

plants may be grown in a few years. Large plants 6 feet

through are to be seen now and then of such species as

Onciilium altissimum aud O. Lanceanum, and such plants
are very showy when flowering. In some of the river

districts Calabash trees are commonly seen loaded with

small plants such as Kodriguezia secunda, Notylia albida,

Ornithocfphalus gladiatus and Kpidundrum. Iu cultivation

I place large plants in the lower forks and the smaller

aloug the branches so that oue tree may have lOO or

morn plants upjo it. AYhere good suitable trees are absent,
or where space is not an object, some sort of house is necess-

ary. The simplest aud best is a strong hardwood frame
with a roof of split bamboo. The irregularity of the

Bamboo, which is laid as close as possible, ahows plenty
of air and lij;ht to penetrate, but at the same times shades

the plants sufficiently. Whether this house should have
latticed sides wi.l depend upon the amount of vegetation
or buildings near. In general, shrubs, a heilge or building
will partially shade some of the sides, but where the house
is quite open, latflcework from the top to about 3 feet

from the ground is necessary. In such a house the plants

grow well in baskets, some large, of hard wood, wht^re

the clumps are simply supported without anything to grow
in, and others of wire filled with burnt clay, in which
the roots grow well. I have never seen burnt clay used

in England, but I think if Orchid growers tried it they
would like it better than broken pots or brick. It is the

common road-making material here, ant I can oal}' compare
it to a brick sponge. If a heap is left upon the parapet
of tlifi road for a few months it will be covered with a

young growth of CTymnogramma calomelonas. All the small

Orchids and some of the large kinds do very well in the
burnt clay, but Cattleya superba, Catasetum loagifoiium,
and some others require blocks. The species of Coryauthes
grow on ants' nests, or the roots of the Orchid form the

nidus. The collectors, to drive out these ants, which sting

pretty severely, immerse the plants in tho water, and

very often cause them to rot. When in good condition

they require no baskets, but do well hung up iu a ii^ht place.
Some small plants do well on the stems of growing Tree
Ferns. Naturally there are many dift'ereuces ijetween the

locality of one Orchid and another; some wiil grow almost
without shade, while others must have a good canopy
above. If these illtFerences are .studied by the grower he
will soou find which plants require most light or moisture

and arrange accordingly.
—J. K..—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

GAMBOGE: A NEW PKODUOT.
Our attention was recently drawn to Gamboge as a

product of commercial value, to which more attention

should be given by planters in Ceyion, Southern India,

and the Straits. We accordingly print the following ex-

haustive account from Medicinal Flants by Bentley aud

Trimen, vol. 1 :
—

Garcinia HANBUitn, Tlook. f., in Jouni. Linn, Soc. Lond.,
xiv, p. 485 (1875).

Slam Gamhoye. Gamhoye.
Syn.

—G. Morella, var. pedicellata, Hanhury.
Fiyure.

—Trans. Linn. Soc. Loml., xxiv, t. 50-

Jiescription.
—A tree y5—50 feet high, with many very

sprijftdiug ^branches; bark orange-brown, thick
; young

shoots smooth, somewhat angular. Leaves opposite, on
short petioles, without stipu es, 4 to 7 inches long, oval,
somewhat atte;iuated into the blunt twisted apex, entire,

glabrous on both siies, thick, dark green above, paler aud
with a prominiut midrib beneath. Flowers uuis.-xual, dice-

cious, of moderate size, coming from bosses ij the leaf-

axils on the wood of the previous year, the male on stout,
straight, roughish peduncles about ^ inch long, thickened

upwanls, iu fascicles of 3—5 together, and each with four

very small, shallow, imbricate, broad, acute, persistent bracts
at the base; the female (slightly larger) solitary (or 2 or
3 together), apparently sessile but with a very wide, ileshy,
soHd base suddenly narrowed to the attachmeat, which
is suiTouaded by a little involucre of 4 minute pointed
bracts as in tho male. Male flowers:—Sepals 4, decussate
in the bud, the two outer rather smaller, spreading, broadly
oblong, very obtuse, thin, roughish outside, concave

; petals
4, alternate with the sepals, imbricate in the bud, about

J inch long, squarish-orbicular, without a claw, concave,
very thick aud rieshy, glabrous, pale yellow, easily detached
and falling ;

stamens 30—40, the filaments completely
united and fused into a siugle, central, entire, squarish-
hemispherical mass, upon which are closely placed the

small, sessile, box-like, truncate, angular, many-celled an-
thers, dehiscent by a circular chink

;
no trace of ovary.

Female flowers:—Sepuls aud petals as iu the male, the
former persistent ;

andrcecium represented by a hypogyiious
ring of about 20 stamiuodes united at the base, distinct,

irregular and club-shaped at the ends ; ovary large, glo-
bular-ovoid, smooth aud shining, 4-celled, with a single
axile ovule in each cell

; style none, stigma large, cap-
ping the ovary, bluntly 4-lobed, the lobes more or less

covered and bordered with wart-like teeth. Fruit the size

of a crab-apple, nearly spherical, slightly deprc-^sed at the

summit, aud often crowned by the stigmas, smooth, fleshy,

yellowish-green, surrounded at the base by the persistent
sepals, 4-celled or less by abortion. Seeds solitary in the

eels, rounded on the back, keeled at the inner edge;
embryo fildag the seed, with a large thick radicle and
no cotyledons; endosperm none.

Habitat.—A native of Cambodia and Oochin-China on
the east coast of the Gulf of Siam, whence the who'o of
the gam'-»oge of commerce is exported. Our knowldge
of the tree is, however, derived from specimens which
were introduce I from Siam to Singapore more than 30

years ago, of which Professor Ohrisfcison pub.ished a brief

account in 1851. It was not, however, till 1864 that a
full botanical definition of the tree in que-ti n was given
by the late D. JIanbury, iu memory of whom it has been
since named by Sir J. D. Hooker.
The flowers are produced in February and the fruit in

May and June. There was at one time a ii\'iug specimen
in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden.

O. Hanharii was not co isidered other than a slight

variety (jjedice^/ata) of G. Morella, Desrouss
, by Hanbury,

and his opinion was shared by Thwaites, and mjre recently
by Lanessan; these botanists ail state that the stalked
male flowers constitute the only distinguishing character,
but Sir J, D. H d >kcr has .since, from a consideration of
the fruit and foliage, raised it to specific rank. Though
we think its claims to sujh distinction but slender, we
have adopted the nomeuclature of Hooker for the sake
of a clear definition of the plant amid, much confusing
synonymy.

G. Morella itself (which has the male flowers sessile)
has long been known to yield good gamboge. It grows
abundantly in Oeylon and Southern India, and has re-

ceived a large number of names ;
—G. Gutta, Wight, G.

ellipticay Wall., G. cainboyioides, Royle, dnnhoyia Gutta^
Lindl. (non Linn.), Stalaymitis camhogioides, Murray (part),
Hehradendron camboyioideSj Graham, being the principal
ones. There are figures iii Wight, lUust. Ind. Bot., i, t.

44; Hook., Companion to Bot. Mag., ii, t. 27; Beddome,
Fl. Sylvatica, t. 86. G. pictorla, Koxb. {Hehradendron pic-
toriuin, Graham), a native of the wet high lands of Wy-
naad. iu Southern India, is referred to G. Morella by J.

D. Hooker, but Beddome, who figures it in ' Flora Syl-
vatica,' t. 87, considers it distinct; it is also figured in

Wight, Ic. Plant. Ind Orieut. t 102. L;messm states

that this has pedunculate male flowers, aud is the same
as G. Haahurii. If this were so the latter name would
be superseded ; but the male flowers are undoubtedly »es-
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sile in Boxhurgh's specimens ; and aie rightly so described

by him, and correctly figured in the plates above quoted.
The species figured iu llayue ix, t. 4, anvl Steph. aud

Oh., t. ISl—both copied from Koxbiirgh, Plants of Ouro-

maudel, t. 298—is G, Camhofjia^ Desrouss. (C-nnbot/m Guttft,

Liiiu., G, I'apilla, Wight;, a treo al.so growing in South
India and Ceylon. There are other figures in AVight, Ic.

Plant. Ind. Orient., t. U(JO, and Beddome, Fl. Sylvatica,
t. 85. It is closely allied to G. indica, Choisy (see No. 32).

Ko.'ib., Fl. Indica, ii, p. 627 ;
Fl. Brit. India, i, p. 2()4 ;

D. Haubury, in Tran.s. Linn. Soc. Lond., xxiv, p. 4-'7

(1864) ; Hook, f., in Jouru. Liim. Soc. Loud., xiv. p.
485 ; Lanessan, iu Adansonia, x, p. 282, and Hist, des

Drogues, p. I(i4 ; Ohristisou, in Proc. Royal Soc. Edin-

burgh, ii, p. 263 (18-)1), and in Hook., Oomp. Bot.

Mag., ii, p. 233; Wight, ibid., p. 379; Royle, Mat.

Medica, ed. 2, p. 350.

Official Fart and Sfame.—Cambogia
;
a gum-resin obtained

from Garcinia Morella, Desrouss., var. pedicellata (B. P.).
The gum-resin (I. P.). Gambogia; a gum-resiu (U. S. P.).
Froduction aud Commerce.—Gamboge is imported into

Europe and the Vnited States from Singapore, Bangok,
and Saigon ;

and is the produce of Siam, Cambodia, and
the southern parts of Cochin-China. According to Konig,
a Roman Catholic priest who formerly resided iu Oochin-
Ohiua, gamboge was obtained in his time by breaking the
leaves and twigs and collecting the yellow juice which
exudi'd, eitlier on the leaves of the tree or in coconut
shells

; it was then transferred to large flat earthen ves-

sels, aud allowed to harden during the summer season,
aud afterwards enveloped with leaves. In this way the

gamboge was obtained in shapeless cakes or lumps, thus

constituting lump or cake camhoije. Or, at other times,
the gamboge while in the liquid state was received iuto

joints of bamboo, in which it subse juently hardened in
rolls or cy.iuders, and then formed the roll or pipe gam-
boge of commerce. At the present day it appears to be

usually obtained as follows :
—At the commencement of the

rainy season a spiral incision is made in the bark round
half the circumference of a full-sized tree, and the juice
which then slowly exudes for several month.-, is received
into a juint of bamboo which is pla-ed at the lower end
of the incision for that purpose. When the juice has
hardened, the shell of bamboo is removed, and the gam-
boge is then obtained in the form of a roll or cyliader.
According to Spencer St. John, a trie will yield" on an
average, in a season, sufficient gamboge to fill three joints
of bamboo . inches hi length by about 1| inches in dia-
meter. The trees should only be incised in "alternate years.

General Characters ami Varieties.—Gamboge is found in
two forms, that is, in cylindrical pieces, termed pipe or
roll i/amboi/e ; and in cakes or amorphous masses, fre-

quently weighing several pounds called lump o- cake r/am-
boye. The latter is inferior to the best pipe kind, being
generally adulterated with rice flour, sand, and other sub-
stances

;
and pieces of wood, leaves, &c., are also com-

monly to be found intermixed with it. It is now but
rarely seen in commerce, the ordinary, and commonly the
best variety met with at the present time, and the one
described iu the British Pharmacopojia, being that termed
roll or pipe ijamboge. This kind occurs in sticks or rolls,

varying from one to about tlireo inches in di.ameter. and
from four to eight inches in length; these are either
solid or more or less hollow

; and generally striated long-
itudinally with impressions from the inside of the lengths
of bamboo in which the gamboge juice has been received
and hardenoil. The rolls are covered e.xternally with a
dirty greenish-yellow powder; and are either distinct or
agglutinated, or folded together, so as to form masses of
varying size.s aud forms. Good gamboge is brittle; its
fracture is conchoidal

;
its fractured surface is smooth,

opaque, of a uniform reddish-yellow colour and glistening
appearance; and its powder is of a bright yellow colour.
It has no marked odour, and but little taste at first,
althou^'h subsequently disagreeably acrid. When rubbed
up with water it forms a yellow emulsion

;
it is com-

pletely dissolved by the successive action of ether aud
water

; and if a solution of iodine be added to an emul-
sion made with boiling wafer and cooled, it does not be-
come green, thus showing the absenc^o of starch which is
a common adulterant. Inferior quiilities of gamboge are
harder ; their fractured surfaces are brownish, rough, and
frequently marked with blackish spots from the inter-

mixture of foreign substances; they are not completely
dissolved by the successive action of ether and water;
and solution of iodine frequently produces a green colour
in the cooled emulsion.
Adulterations.—The common adulterations of gamboge

are rice flour, sand, and tho powdered bark of the tree.
These may be readily detected by the tests already given.
Fragments of wood, bark, and other substances are also

frequently to be found intermixed in specimens of gamboge.
Composition.

—Gamboge is a mixture of resin and yum ;

the best qualities yiekling from 7*' to 75 per cent of the
former, aud from 15 to 20 per cent of the latter. The
yum is soiuble in cold water like gum arable

; but it is

not identical with it, as its solution does not redden lit-

mus, and neither silicate of sodium or neutral acetate of
lead produce any precipitate when added to it The resin

possesses acid properties, aud hence it is sometimes termed
yamboyic acid. The medicinal properties aud colour of

gamboge reside in this resin, it is obtained by evapor-
ating an ethereal tincture of gamboge. It is cherry-red
in mass, but in thiu layers it has a deep orange colour,
and in powder it is yellow. It is insoluble in water, but
soluble in alcohol, and still more so in ether and chloro-
form. Its colour is so inteuse that it is said to com-
municate a perceptible yellowness to ten thousauel parts
of alcohol. It forms with the alkalies dark red solutions

(yamboyiates), from which the acids throw down gambogic
acid of a yellow colour.

Medical Properties and Uses.—Gamboge is a valuable
drastic and hyilragogue cathartic ; and also possesses an-
thelmintic and diuretic properties. It frequently, however,
produces nausea and vomittiug, and in excessive doses it

acts as an irritant poison. It forms the active ingredient
of the once celebrated nostrum termed Morison's pills,
and the deaths which formerly occurred from the exces-
sive use of these pills were mainly attributable to the
gamboge they contained. It is a valuable medicine in

dropsy wheu given in combiuation with the acid tartrate
of potash ;

in obstinate constipation it is also a very useful
remedy, but when given alone as it is apt to occasion
nausea, vomiting, and griping, it should be combined with
other substances, as in the official compound pill of gam-
boge. In cerebral affections, such as apoplexy, when com-
bined with calomel, it is also held in some esteem; and
has been fouud serviceable as an anthelmintic, more espe-
cially in the expulsion of tape-worm. It is said to have
formed an important constituent in the formerly celebrated
empirical authelmintic formula, known as Madame Nouffer'a

specific. An alkaline solution of gamboge has been recom-
mended and employed on the Continent as a powerful
diuretic.

Gamboge is also used in veterinary practice for cattle
and sheep; but on account of the uncertainty and vio-
lence of its action, it is unsuited for horses or dogs.
The principal use of gamboge is not, however, as a

medicine, but as a pigment in water-colour painting. It
is also employed to give a colour to the lacquer varnish
for brasswork. &;c.

OriiEH SouHCES 01-' Gamboge.—Besides the ofiicial gam-
boge, other gum-resins of a like character are obtained
from different species and varieties of Garcinia ; but none
of these are used in Europe or the United States, but
are only locally important. Thus, in Ceylou and Southern
India, good gamboge may be obtained from the variety
of Garcinia Morella which has sessile male flowers; iu
Travancoro, good gamboge in abundance is derived from
G. travancorica, Beddome; and iu My.sore, Canara, and
other parts of tho Ma.;iras peninsula, the gamboge known
as Indian gamboge is obtained from G. pictoria, Boxb.,
and has been found by Christison and Broughton fully
equal to Siam g.^mboge, for which it might therefore
form an excellent substitute.

[•' Jlorrison's vegetable pills," once so celebrated were,
Uko Holloway's now, composed chiefly of gamboge.—Ed.]

Almonds feosi Morocco.—Almonds, the seeds of Pronus
Amygdalus, form a very important item in the exports from
Morocco. The quantity exported from JIazagan last yearshowed an increase over the previous year, aud it is con-
sidered that the future trade in Almonds with the above
port bids fair to become of very considerable importance,—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NKW PRODUCTS.
(London Price List, October 26th, 1S83.)

ijrpyETED FROJI
MALABAR COAST,
COCHIN, CEYLON,
MADRAS, &c.

BE£S' WAX, While

Yellow
CINCHONA BARK—

Crown

Bed

,. Twig
CAKDAMOMS, Malabar

f Sliphtly softish to good
\ hard bright
Do. drossy & dark ditto..

CESTNAMON

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

Ists

2nds
brds

Medium to fine QiuU ...

Branch
Mediiun to good Quill ...

Branch

Clipped, bold, bright, fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to tineplumpclipped
Long, lean, to fair

Good & tine, washed, bgt
Middling to good
Ord. to tine pale quill ..

China
Chips

COCOA, Ceylon

COPFEE
Ceylon Plantation

„ Native

East Indian

Native

COIK ROPE, Ceylon and
Cochin

EIBEE, Brush ...

Stuffing ...

COIR YARN, Ceylon
Cochin
Do.

COLOMBO ROOT, sifted ...

CROTON SEEDS, sifted ...

EBONY WOOD
GINGEE, Cochin, Cut

Rough

Nux vomica'

MYRABOLANES, palo .

QUALITY. QU0T.4TI0NS.

Woody and hard...

Fair to fine plant...
Good to tine

Grey to fair

Bold

Middling to good mid.
Low middling ...

Good ordinarv ...

Bold ...

Medium to tine ...

Good to fine ordinary

Pickings

OIL, CINNAJION
CITRONELLA
LEMON GR.1.SS

ORCHELLAWEED
PEPPER—

Malabar, Black sifteii

AUeppee & Cochin ,,

Tellicherry, White ...

PLUMBAGO Lump

chips
dust

REDWOOD
SAPAN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs ..

Do. chips . .

SENNA, Tinnevelli

TURMERIC, SLidras
Do.
Do.
Cochin

VANILLOES, Mauritius &
Bourbon, Ist;*

2nd

Mid. coarse to fine light
Ord. to fine long straight
Coarse to fine

. Good to superior

. Ordinary to fair

Roping fair to good
Middling wormy to fine..

Fair to fine fre.sh...

Middling to fine

Good to fine bold
Small and medium
Fair to good bold
Small

"

Fine to fine bold fresh..

Small ordinary and fair..

Good to fine picked
Common to middling ,.

Fair Coast
Burnt and defective
Good to fine heavy
Bright & good flavour ..

Mid. to fine, not woody.

^r'air to bold heavy
,, good ,,

'''air to fine bright bold..

>nmll middling to good.,
-light foul to tine bright
u-dinary to fine bright ..

"air and fine bold

Middling coated to good
r air to good flavor

3rdf

4th

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY'

ANT) ZASZIBAK.

ALOES, Soccotrine and
Hepatic.

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CLOVES, Zanzibar 1

and Pemba j
Mother <

i+d a 6id
id a < id
9d a 33 «d
(is a 193

133 a 173
a I2s

5s a 103

£6 a £0 10s

£» a £13
i-SO a ±60
£10a£L'3

tood to fine bold green ... iid a Is 3d
"air middling bold ....3da.5d
-'ommon dark and small Id a 2^d
"inger fair to fine bo!dJ5sa20-s
Mixed middling (bright'l :s a ISs

'.nibs whole 12s a 143

Do split Used a 123 3d

£6 lOs a £8
.. £5 a £6

Is a Gs per lb.

2s a 3s

2s a 39

Is 6d a 2s

6da9d
6s a 6s 6d
3s 6d a 5s 6d
4s a 5s

2s 6d a 4s 6d
Os 6d a 7s 9d

(id a as 6d
Is Id a 2s

lid a Is I'd

9d a Is 4d
7d a lid

IJd a 6d
100s a 110s

ros a 903

903 a 105s
72s a 82s
62s a 76s

443 nominal
9.5s a 1 153

82s a 94s

54s nominal

£16 a £22
£20 a £50
£12 a £18
£29 a £45
£25 a £30
£18 a £22
3Usa 409

503 a 5.5s

£9 1''sa£17
65s a 1103

4.5s a 58s
IBs a 48s

-Ms a 353
5s a 13s

7s 3d a 8s 6d
,ls6da lis 6d
3s 6d a 9s

8s 6d
7s a 7s 9d
-saSs
25d a 2|d
-i^ a 2gd
403 a 603

6i

'"ine crystalised 6 a 9inch

'oxy & reddish „ ,,

[ Le.Tu & tlryto middling
] under 6 inches

f Lowj foxy, inferior and

\^ pickings

20s a 29s
14s a 18s

8s a 123

6s a 7.S

Good and fine dry ...£6a£10
Common & mid, part soft £4 a £7 5s

Good to fiii*^ bright ... S.'is a 95s

Ordinary and middling ... 70s a 809
Good and tine bright ... 8*1 a Bjd
Ordinary & middling dull 7^d a 73d

.JFair,
usual dry ... 2d a 2i<i

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

^blue

CLO\'ES, Stems
COCULUS INDICUS
GALLS, Bussorah

& Turkey
green.,
white..

GUM AJIMONIACirai—
drop ..

block..

ANTMI, washed ..

scraped...
ARABIC, picked..

sorts..

ASSAFffiTIBA ..

KINO
SrYRRH, picked..

Aden sort^

OLIBANUJI, drop

Fair, fresh
Fair

Fair to fine dark

Good

pickings,
sittings .

INDLA RUBBER

SAFFLOWEE, Persian

IJIPOETED FROM
CALCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.

2Jd a 2id
lis a 13s

Small to fine clean
lark to good
Picked fine pale in sorts,

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea size ditto .

amber and dark bold
Medium & bold sorts

Pale bold clean
Yellowish and mixed .

Fair to fine

Clean fair to fine

Slightly stony and foul ,

Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to fine white

cuddling to good reddish

Middling to good pale ...

Slightly foul to fine

Mozambique,fairtofine 1

sausage >

„ Ball )

Ordinary to good

503 a 52s
473 a 55s

3o5 a 503
20s a 30s

£18 a £21
£14 a £16
£8 a £13
£11 a £15
£7 a £10 10s

37s 6d a 453
32s a 35s
30s a 37s
65s a 85s
10s a 603
506 a 55s
£6 a £8 10s

£4 a £6
40s a 50s
369 a 40s
14s a 25s
15s a 20s

2slOda33

5s a 25s

CASTOR OLL, Ists

2nd3
3rd3

CUTCH
INBLARUBBEE Calcutta,

Rangoon

3M a 4d

3|d a 3id
13d a 3jd
i20s a .323

SAFFLO^VER

T^OLARINDS

Nearly water white
Fair and good pale
Brown and brownish
Good dark clean
Good to fine ... Bs 2d a 23 lid

Common foul and mixed lid a 2s

,„ Fair to good clean ...'2s6da3s

Madagascar Good to fine pinky &white 28 lid a 3s 2d
Fair to good lilai k ,.. 2s 6d a 2s 9d

Good to fine pinky ...j£3
1.5s a £5

Middling to fair ... '£2 1.5s a £3 10s

Inferior and pickings ... £1 lOs a £2 5s

MiddHng to fine,not stony lis 6d a 14s

Stony and inferior ...3sa53

IMPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
ARRO'WnoOT (Natal)

Fair dry to fine bright ... 45s a 50s

Common & middling soft 36s a 423

Fair to fine ...42s a 46s

Middling to fine ... -id a 6d

LAITORTEIl FROM
CHINA. JAPAN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS,

CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CUTCH, Pegne
GAMBIEK, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCH.A, genuine

Sumatra.
Eeboiled.

White Borneo

NUTMEGS, large
Medium
Small

MACE

EHUB.tRB, Sim dried .

High dried .

S.\GO, Pearl, large
medium .

small
Flour

TAPIOCA, Penang Flake.,

Singapore „ ..

Flour
Pearl

Good, pure, & dry white

,, pinky
Good to fine

Ordinary to fine free ...

Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Maoas-

Barky to fair [sar
Common to fine clean
Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
C4's a SO's, garbled
85's a 95's

lOO's a 125's

Pale reddish to pale

Ordinary to red

Chips
Good to fine sound
Dark ordinary & middling
Good to fine

Dark, rough & middling
Fair to fine

tjood pinky to white
Fair to fine

Bullets

Medium
.Seed

. 70s a 72s 6d

28s a 37s
40s a 42s 6d
32s a .Sos

25s a 26s
2s 4d a 3s

7da29
6d a Is Cd
lid a Is 3d
4d a lOd
2s 7d a 3s 6d
2s 4d a 2s fid

Is lOd a 2s 3d
Is 5d a Is 9d
Is 3d a Is 4d
Is a Is 2d
2s a 3s 6d
lOdalsSd
Is 4d a Is fid

8d a l9 2d
Ifis a 17s
15s 6d a IGs Od

14s 6d a 1.5s

12s a 14s

IfdaSkl
iRd a lid
lid a lid
15s a 16s

14s a 15s

ll9 6d a 1S9 6d
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THE CASSIA LIGNEA OF CHINA,
lu a recent notice of a report ou the Cassia Lignea

of Cliina, we recorded our recollection of a specimen
sent to us some thirty years ago by the late Capt.

Margesson, R. A., as tasting coarsely hot and pung-
ent. Whatever the cause, the specimen now sent to

us by the local Agricultural Society is distinguished by
the very reverse quality. It does not seem to have

been long kept and yet on tastiflg it, our first im-

pression is that the per centage of the essential oil

present which gives its peculiar odour and its value to

cinnamon is exceedingly low. We should certainly

qualify it as a very inferior cinnamon, very dirty
and very badly prepared. Much of the epidermis
remains ou the hsick, no doubt from the planing

operation being in)perfectly performed. Altogether
the bark compares most unfavourably even with

third-class cinnamon and only in the quality of cheap-
ness can it possibly compete with the fine and care

fully knife-scraped cinnamon of Ceylon.

EXPORTS OF TEA FROM CHINA AND JAPAN.

The figures in the Overland China Trade Report
shew a considerable falling off in exports, both to

Britain and to the United States and Canada. From
the conmiencement of the season to 14th November
in each of the past three years the comparative figures

are :
—

To Great Britain :
—

1880 ... 139,861,000 lb.

1881 ... 129,626,000 „
1882 ... 119,963,000 „

The decrease is about 10,000,0001b for each of the

two years and 20,000, 000 lb. total. In the case of

exports to the United States and Canada the figures

1880
1881
1862

56,766,000 lb.

57,332,000 „

46,624,000 „

Here there is a decrease of nearly 1 1 ,000 000 lb. on
last year ;

so that in the aggregate, the decrease on

exports of tea to Great Britain and America in 1882
as compared with 1881 is no less than 21,000 0001b.

While Great Britain takes scarcely any Japan teas

America takes one-half its whole supply of those kinds

chiefly "Oolongs," a strongly burnt tea.

In the three years the exports of Japan tea went
down from 26,616,000 lb. to 23,835.0001b., a decrease

of nearly three millions pounds. But it is in China
black and green the gi'eat deciease is she^vn, viz :

—
Black tea went down from 18 millions in 1881

to 13A in 18-2.

Green tea decreased from 13 millions to 8j.
Indian tea is now a formidable competitor with that

of the far east in Britain and it is making way in

the far west.

COFFEE ADULTERATION.
The following conespoudence and papers which

have been placed at our disposal, are of iiiterest in

connection with the agitation for the prohibition of

all colTee mixtures and the promotion of the sale of

the pure unadulterated article. The coffee planters

of India, Ceylon and other dependencies should give

the British Government no peace until their product

is placed on tlie same footing precisely in reference

to the Customs and Excise as that on which Tea
68

stands. The correspondence is as follows :
—

Colombo, 19th August, 1882.
H. Pasteur, Esq.

Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 2Ist ult. and its enclos-

ures, and to tender you my best thanks for these
documents and for your earnest efiorta in the cause
in question.

Mr. Dickson will have informed you that the
memorial of the P. A. was drawn up one and half year
ago, and would then have been forwarded, but for the
counteraction of our Colombo Chamber of Commerce.
There were also amongst the planters a few individ-
uals who, at that time, thought the adulteration
laws were sufficient protection against fraud, and tliat

the vile mixtures of which we complain were purchased
by choice, not as coffee, but as mi.xtures intended to
commend coffee to tlie popular palate ! And there was
some ground for such a belief inasmuch as a set of

samples purchased in London, two or three years be-

fore, had proved to be generally very free fiom adul-
teration ! On investigation 1 soon saw that these

samples had been bought in a manner little likely to
test the fact as to " what a working man receives ou
his application for his small purchases of grouud
coffee." I therefore withdrew the memorial, and de-
termined when in England, whither I happened to be

going, to employ labourers to purcliase samples for

me. Moreovrr, during my stay at home, I pointed
out the weak point of our case, in not having direct

evidence as to what the working millions get as coffee.

Whilst at home I had samples bought by labourers,

through the aid of friends who were mill owners and

employers of labour, at many of our chief towns ;

in Manchester, Liverpool, Sheffield, Chesterfield, &c.
,

also in Loudon. These purchases were in quarter
pounds, and I am now of opinion that the question
would have been even more thoroughly tested hy pur-
chases of 2 oz., as I am told that J lb. is rather large
for an ordinary labourer's purchase ! Suffice it to

say that your unexpectedly energetic and prompt action
so anticipated mine thut your atialyses were puldic
before mine had been properly begun. A prelimin-

ary examination showed that the stuff bought for me
in the country was simply vile, and I think that, if

any further action be taken to move the Government,
it would be well to have samples btught and analyzed
as mine should have been. I fear that the samples
bought for me are now loo much injured by climate
to be available for analysis.

On a deputation to Mr. Gladstone some 30 years
ago, I was struck with the levity with whicu he
treated the cjuestion, and I confess I had little hope
of /(/»' doing much for us. Still less, however, should
I have imagined him capable of such a Budd( n hreach
of faith and promise us this new bill proves ! Why
coffee /ilone should be subject to such exceptional
treatment, and be denied the fair- play enjoyed by tea

and every other ariicle of food, has always been to

me inconceivable. Its virtues are as rare and incontro-

vertible as are the vileness of its substitutes. Even
chicory is inedicinal, and, therefore, in niany cases,
hurtful. The Fame may be said of dandelion, and
as to the rest of the legion, they are chiefly dirt.

M.ay 1 ask if you have calculated the fjuantili/ of

coffee displaced by the tmsh sold in its name? A^!^um-

ing your analysis of the 37 samples of stuff sold as

coffee to represent the prop irtion the real genuine
article bears to the stuff sold to the millions in the
n»me of coffie, then, as the ."7 samples contist

of 13 paits of coll'ce to 24 of adulterants, and the
total consuinption of cajfee by the trade returns
is 14 260 to' s, the adulterants in the proportion
above will be 2b',3'i6 tons and tli<i stuff cousuned
at>' cofi'ee ia really 40,580 tons. It follows that if tLceo
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adulterants were prohibited and genuine coffee were

siippli'd to those who demand "toffee," there would
at once be an increased consumption of genuine
coffee to tbe extent of 26,000 tons, or there-

abouts—not to say anything of the iucrease which

might be expected to arise by the supply of an article

80 superior ! Our consumption would then be more

nearly in accordance with that of France and other

couutriee.

Xo put this great question right is worth a great

effort, and I woulil suggest that a.a foul- trade is utterly

repugnant to free trade, the cause should be so com-

mended to free traders as to enlist them wilh us

iLstead of letting our enemies appeal wrongfullj to

them uB jastifying fraud and contending for its legal-

izatioTi ! The question has never once in my exijerience
been discussfd in Parliament. It has been rarely

brought forward and then always
"
ctipboarded." Its

treatment has been shameful and the retail coffee

trade is a disgrace and a blot on the age in which

we live.

Count on ray heartiest co-operation in whatever may
be done to promote the cause you have so effectively

espoused.
— I am, dear sir, jours faithfully,

GEORGE WALL.

George Wall, Esq., Colombo.

Loudon, 2ud November 1882.

Dear Sir,—I have to thank you for your letter of

19th August which I found here a few days ago on

my return from the Contiueut. I am glad to see that

the CoLimbo Chambei of Commeice have reconsidered

their views on the subject of coffee adulteration, and

that they now see things as they really are. I have

every reason to believe that the 37 samples which I

have had analyzed represent very fairly the kind of

stuff which is sold throughout the United Kingdom
under the name of coffee. The whole quantity was pur-
chased in the course of two days, by clerks and porters
in our employment living in various parts of London
and its sulmrbs, and wlinm I instructed to purchase
half lb. of coffee at the various shops which they passed
on their way home. The result was certainly very
instructive, and the analysis puljlished has done more
I believe, than anything elee in opening the eyes of

people who hitherto 9hru^;geil their shoulders and pooh-

poopbed the idea of exten.-ive adulteration.

Mr. Gladstone, for one, appeared to be impressed
with it, otherwise he would not have broughi forward

his budget proposal ;
Imt Mr. Chamberlaiu and Mr.

Courtney were too much for him, and he weakly gave
in to them, and had it not been for the energetic
efforts of Mr. Magniac, Mr. William Rathbone and

our Chamber of Commerce, we should not have got

anything at all. As it is, the thin end of the wedge
has been got in, and I hope it is only the tirst step
in the right direction, provided all those interested

will put their shouUUrs to the wheel.

As jou very justly remark, the adulterants sold in

this country under the name of coffee must represent
a total of over 26,000 tons annually. I confess I had

not thought of working out the proportion. Any-
how, on a moderate calculation, we may assume that

not less than 20,000 tons of coffee are displaced annually

by the sale of wretched or foul substitutes. It

surely is worth fighting for, to try and recover a

portion at least ot the lost ground. It remains to be

seen how the question is to be brought furward in

Pari ament next session, but in the meantime much
can be done by those interested in coffee.

I believe that a Company with a sufficient capital to

push in all parts of the United Kingdom the sale of

pure coffee (raw, as well as roasted, or ground) and

advertising in the way in which the thing has to be

pone now, for the purpose of lighting and trying to

upset the vile substitutes on every possible occasion.

might do a great deal of good. The idea has been
taken up warmly in several quarters and I hope
before long such a concern will be started.

I enclose copies of the new regulations issued by
the Customs and Inland Revenue. What a complicated
machinery! And what hope is there that Government
officials will really try to enforce those regulations ?

They appear to me to be a condemnation of the line
taken by Government on this subject. They have had
the weakness to give in to the remonstrances of the
Dale Cofee Vompany, of the importers of French Coffee,
the manufacturers of Malt Coffee, and other sellers of

spurious stuff, and are prepared to sacrifice the in-

terests of the British public, and of the British colonies
and possessions, to those of swindling and fraudulent
traders.—I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

H. PASTEUR.

FLAX FOR PAPER-MAKING PURPOSES.
The Govermnent of India have sent us a copy of

an extract from the "Dundee Advertiser" regarding
the utilization of flax stalks for paper-making pur-

poses, with the remark that the subject seems to be
of some importance. The extract runs as follows :

—
EXTEACT FitOM THE " DoNDEE ADVERTIZEE " EEGAEDING

THE UTILIZATION OF FLAX STALKS FOK PAPEEMAMNG
PDEPOSES.

" Farmers will be glad to hear that there is a fair pros-
pect of a new industry for them. From careful experiments
made in the south a new use has been discovered for
the flax plant. The flax is sown in fallow and in clean
land instead of a wheat crop. "When it is within ten

days of being fully ripe the flax is pulled and dried in
the straw as if it were oats. Then it is stacked in the
usual way. When convenient the rippling is done. This

process used in Scotland to be done by two men, who
sat facing each other ou a plank. Fixed between them
was a coarse heckle, called a "rippling cieme." The flax

straw was sharply drawn through the heckle, and the

golden bolls fell in a rich heap on the floor. A quicker
and cheaper process will, no doubt, be devised. It

would seem that farmers, however, have devoted for more
attention to implements for grain than tor fibre. Well,
when the seed is thus removed the fibre is sent, not to
be .steeped, not to the lint mill, but to the paper mill.

The price given for the straw is £4 10s per ton. The
papermaker steeps it, and then grinds it all up, wood and
fibre together, and the result is paper of a superior qual-
ity. Experiments have shown that from £14 to £16 an
acre is not at all an unreasonable expectation from this

simple crop. The farmer gets rid ot the costly and difficult

process of steeping and drying the fibre. He gets it off

his hands at once. It is a low-priced article, and freights
must always give the farmer o»t the spot a great advantage
over a rival who has to pay them upon an aitiele so low in

price. No farm where linseed is abundant can fail to grow
richer. Every living creature thrives. The poultry grow,
and they lay with linfeed feeding as with no other food.
Linseed boiled with an interior barley, gives a feed for horses
which soon makes their skius shine; and if used wilh mo-
deration, and specially with regular feeding of cut oats, it

cannot be surpassed. Than oats from the stack—grain and
sirawcut into chaff, with boiled linseed and barley—two or
three times a week, nothing can be better. No farmer needs
to be told the eifect of liiteeed on feeding catile. But espe-
cially on milk cows is the advantage of the use of Imseed
most manifest. Where, as in Russia, (ve have long winters,

milk, cream, and butter of uniform excellence can i e pro-
duced, and are produced, all the year round by those in the
secret. An old tjcotch gentleman, long resi lent in Russia,
used to describe the way linseed is used there. At night
the cook takes a big handful, puts it in a shalloiv fan, tills

ii with water, and sets it on the stove. In the morning
when she toes to milk she sets the pan before the cow, and
as a result of this, even in the depth of a Russian winter,
milk, cream, and butter in perfection are abundant in the

household. 'Jhen the manure, as every iarmer knows,
where good cake is largely used, is also altogether
different. If much hnseed is consumed on a &rm
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the land will soon get into good heart. It is true

that a large flux crop is exhausting to the soil. But so

is any large white cr.ip. But it the linseeri is used ou
the farm to any considerable extent, then no crop is

better for laird and tejiant. No douLit flax is presci'iljed
in many leases, hut landlords should in these times be the
last to interfere with au expeiiment like this. The manu-
facture of paper seems to be even yet hut in its begin-

nings. Bags of paper, strong as hessian, and far more
perfect for seeds or other produce, wouW be used iffibre

could be got at a reasonable price. Flooring and furniture,
decorations for walls, panels for carriages, and a thousand
articles can be made from paper. Surely an experiment
so likely to lead to the relief ot the farmer, and to benefit

the whole country, is well worth trying; and, as this

is the very season for sowing, no farmer could be far

wrong in risking an acre or two acres. In every case
care should be taken to measure the ground, and exact
notes should he made as guidance for future cropping.
There is this crowning advantage in a flax crop to be used
for paper, that even if not harvested in perfect condition,
or divcolonred by rain in harvest, it would not be alto-

gether useless. From every point of view this thing is

worth a trial."

In Continental India, curiously enough, flax is grown
solely for the sake of the oil-yielding seed, the str.aw

not being utilized for any economic purpose. Now
we know from personal experiment, that fla.x will

grow well in our Ceylon hill region. It is an ex-

hausting crop, but the cake is a valuable feed for
cattle and the resulting manure, would help to com-

pensate the soil for the fertilizing substances ex-

tracted from it. But exhaustion of the soil could
be minimized by reversing the Indian process : grow-
ing flax only for the straw, which could be pulled
just before the flowering season, dried and sent direct
to the paper-mill, if one is erected, as it ought to

be in Colombo. It is a new and a most important
fact that, for paper-making purposes the preliminary
steeping of the flax can be dispensed with ; and, if

in the case of flax no steeping is required, other
fibres more or less plentiful in our forests and jungles
or which can be easily gi-own, could, doubtless, be
used in a similar manner. The questions as regards
flax are what return per acre might be expected,
and whether a price of £4 10/ per ton at the mill
would pay. Will some of our readers try experi-
ments with flax, rheea and similar substances with
refereuce to paper-making ? The resulting paper would
probably be stout enought to make an admii-able cover
for shaved cinchona plants.

TRINIDAD.
A few days of good showers followed by more of

fair weather, and da capo has been the prevailing
character of the weather for the last two or three
weeks. ThoUf;h it might seem the rainfall has been
rather short for a plant like the sugarcane, we hear

generally the latter looks well in the chief quarters ;

while as to cacao, tue crop now commencing to be

gathered pronvises to be the biggest yet reaped in the

colony. Th" quantity shipped in the early months of

the year having been unusually large (after short

shipment in the fall of 1881 due to peculiarities ot

weather at curing time), nearly 11 million pounds
weight was exported to Sept. 30th, and it need sur-

prize no one if the weight at Dec. 31st be 14 or 15
million pounds. The total shipment of the last calendar

year has been exceeded by ihat of the nine mouths
just expired ; it was 10,495,!)45 lb. The largest
shipment effected from the colony in any calendar

year was 12,1GS,092 lb.—in 1879. The trees are
loaded down to the foot of the trunk, we hear—a

grand sight for the fortunate cacaguero,
—

picking has

commenced, and it will not be long before the new
crop begins to come in by rail, crook and boat.

Asphalt is also being shipped in somewhat largei

quantity, nearly 4,500 tons more to date than hist

year, which was the largest asphalt year hitherto.

It is a trade in which we must be thankful for

small mercies and exercise the virtue of patience. In
coconuts also there is promise of improvement on

1881, when a much larger export was made than in

any former year. It is reported also from the out
settlements that the small coolie and Creole proprie-
tors look to reap a very large crop of Rice ; the

quality of native-grown rice is superior, but the diffi-

culty of hulling and the cost of citriage (by donkey,
much of the way along tracks and clay roads) to the
towns makes it clear, and restricts its use to the out-

districts in which it is grown. Sume one interested

should send to Deinerara for a specimen of the simple
invention by which the Chinamen get over the hull-

ing difficulty there. It is .said to be quite effective,

simple and cheap, and that it dues the work with
much less labor than mortar and pestle.

— Trinidad

Chronicle, Oct. 7th.

NORTH BORNEO NEWS.

Elopura, 1st November, 1882.—The planting in

torest in Sabah is now taking a fair start, applica-
tions fur land continue to come in freely and in ad-
dition to the Beatiice, Piilo Buy and other small
matters of that kind already in existence, operations
on a large scale will shortly be commenced in two
or three fresh directions, notably up the Sapa Gaya
river, where already felling for the Government ex-

perimental Garden is being proceeded with vigorously.
The advantages for tropical planting in Sabah ^re

indeed great, unrivalled pr>d3ably by any other country
in which British sway is paramount, and it cannot be
too often impressed upon its Government that, far

ahead of prissible mineral or other natural resources

undoubtedly great, such .as Guiti, Birdsnests, and the

like, of its position, whereby the trade of all the sur-

rounding islands will in time be forced to centre there ;

farahe;ul of all these natural advantages, the soil is the
true source of wealth of this country. It is the rich

lowlands of the tropics which yield really paying
growths, not the poorer and colder uplands, and these

rich lowlands are possessed by Sabah by the hundreds
of thousands of acres. In very few countries, how-

ever, can these loiylauds be cultivated without great

danger to the health of the planter, and tliis is why
the poorer but healthier highlands, such as the coffee

districts in Ceylon, are reported to ; strange ot

say, however, our Ceylon friends generally have

got so used to regarding coffee as the one end and aim
of planting, that even when they have the cliance

of cultivating the more paying lowland products to

the best advantage and with little or no risk of health,

they neglect other things to try and raise an un-

willing crop of their beloved coffee.

It is a strange thing, that, if calculating profits o£

any lowland product, the results shown are so enor-

mously favorable that one is really afraid to bring
them forward. Take th.at gay and festive romance,
"
Tropical Agriculture

"' for instance, and work out

Sago as set forth there, £342 17s. 6d. per annum per
acre is the astonishing result arrived at whtn the

Sago eomes into bearing. Wise men always divide

their profits by half when making these sort of cal-

culation, but even £171 8». tld. must be allowed as a

very good result, especially when the initial outlay is so

trifling as that involved by .Sago planting. Aijain,

pepper, the outlay calcul.ated on as liberal a scale as

can be, and all possible deductions provided for,

* "Tropical Agriculture" refers of course to Mr. P. L.
Simmond's volume compiled under that heading and not
to our monthly periodical.

—Ed.
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cannot be made to show a less profit than £10 an acre

at present prices.
Sabah is almost alone one country in which these

lowland growths can be produced without over great
fear of loss of health to the pliinier ; though frequf-mly

(but not always) hot enough in the middle of the

day, the nights are always cool, whereby that lowering
of the constitution caused by constant never-remitting
heit is avoided, and every morning one is able lo

return to work as fresh almost as though in England
itself, while as for the thermometer, it is not a very
uncommon thing for it to be marking a minimum

amongst the sixties, 75° being looked upon as some-

what high for the minimum ; with regard to health,

Elopura itself is stated to be absolutely free from fever,

it being boasted of it that not one single indigenous
case has been known since it first commenced to be

dug out of the forest three years ago ;
too much

stress must not be laid on this fact, however, for in

the rich lowlands of ths rivers on the South side of

Sandakan harbour where the plantations will chiefly

be, there is fever no doubt, but by a judicious selec-

tion of site and a careful eye to the feeding of the

plantation hands, this danger may be minimised almost

to nothing ; but the appointment of a Government

Inspector, competent to judge of the healthiness of

coolie lines and to keep an eye over the food supplied,
would be a great boon to the planting interest.

With an abundant supply of labor in China, but

five days away ; a climate which enables Europeans
to go in for the more highly remunerative lowland

products ; an almost endless amount of frontage
on fresh water rivers within six hours of export
and import steamers' sides ; with direct commu-
nication by regular steamers with absolute ports
of consumption in Australia aud also in China

whereby all the cost of transhipments, sales from

one set of hands to another, several coolie

hires, storages, lighterages, &c., as in most other

countries, are avoided. With all these advantages,
-what wouder that applications are pouring in so as

already to have reached scores of thousands of acres ?

While on this subject, we may mention that

clauses Nos. 13 and 14 of the Laud Kegulatious
are very generally objected to, and it is to be

hoped that they may be abolished.—" Burong Tioug"
in "Straits Times."

VINE CULTURE IN JAFFNA, CEYLON:
Eably vine cnLTUKE—Dearth of infoemation about the

INTRODUCTION OP TEH YiNE INTO JaMNA—NATURE OF

Tamil histories—Vine culture under the Dutch—
AOCOUNT of AN OLD VINE BY A RESIDENT—ENCOURAGK-

MENT OF VINE CULTURE BY THE LATE MK. JJVEE—
Peesent cdniution—Vine seasons—Favorite vine

MANURES—Conditions of successful vine culture-
Vines AT OUTSTATIoNS IN THE KORTH.

The vine has been cultivated in Jafifna from the

time of the Dutch, but that it was introduced at

a much earlier date is very probable. To wnom
the Xamils are indebted lor its introduction is not

kuown to me. The writers on Ceylon, in their ad-

miration of the rich and fertile regions in the inter-

ior of the island, have bestowed but little atteuiion

on the people aud )n-oclucts of the north—a portion

much h'fls tavored by nature than the other parts

of the island. The histories in Tamil are little bet-

ter than romances, probably because the Tamils, like

their bretbreo of the contiuent, delight in love stor-

ies. The dearth of historical information about

the introduction of the vine is also due, in a great

measure, to the fact that, though vine culture was

a favorite occupation of the Dutch, it was never

• prosecuted on a large scale. When JaH'na passed into

the hands of the British, there was in the Pettah

hardly a house without a vine. Tradition has

handed down that during the lime of the Dutch a

young Burgher drunk with the grapes obtained from the
vine in his father's garden, was not an untrequent ex-

l«rienoe. Upon the acquisition of Jaffna by the British,
the rich Dutch residents by degrees quitted the place :

the others remained and were soon gathered to
their fathers and their properties passed into the
hands of the Tamils, who were rapidly flocking into
the town, availing themselves of the liberty and
privileges granted by the British Government. At the

present day, excepting a few properties owned by the

TouBsaints, the Pettah is to a great extent in the

possession of Tamils : and Jaffna from being a
Dutch town, has become the leading Tamil town of

the island. The new owners, though aware of the
value of the vine, neglected it, and its cultivation began
to decline. The Jaffna Tamil is eminently a practi-
cal character, especially in matters in which his pocket
is likely to be affected. Good as is Jaffna for
the vine, the expenditure of money and trouble neces-

sary to ensure success in vine culture are considered
too great and ouly the well-to-do care for it.

A Burgher of Jaffna, aged nearly three-score years
and five, now in Colombo, who during his residence
in Jaffna successfully carried on viue culture, sup-
plies me with the following account of a vine tree
once known in Jaffna as the oldest. lu 1830, in a
house owne.'l then by one Mr. Melder aud situated
at the Second Cross Street, there was a tree aged at
the time appareutly 25 years. It yielded the best
and largest grapes and was well known over the

place. The property, upon the death of the owner,
passed into the hands of one Gooddubawa, who still

retains it. He carried on a good trade in grapes.
The tree lived till 1868 in pretty f;iir condition,
but the produce having declined, h was rooted out

by the owner to make room for new grafts.

Neglected as was vine culture by the 'Tamils, that

distinguished civilian and successful administrator,
Mr. P. A. Dyke, whose name still lives in the affec-

tionate remembrance of the people of Jaffna, and of

whose taste for gardening, the kachcheri garden,
until recently cut down and ppoilt by a successor,
was a remarkable and pleasing proof, rendered
material service towards improving viue culture. In
his day, the kachcheri garflen was much admired by
high officials visiting Jaffna on duty. Not the least

feature of it was the variety of the vines successfully
grown. To the kind already known in the place,
Mr. Dyke added some two new species. All grew
well and produced good results and civilian friends
at outstations aud even Governors were supplied with

grapes, from the kaohclierri garden. An Italian gar-
dener brought to Jalfna by Bishop Betchchinni,* was
employed in the introd.ictiou aud cultivation of the new
species. Some tress still exist, but the best have perished.
Still there are in Jaffna some t;ood vines. lu the

property known as "
Leeinbruggeo's house,"—from its

original occupant, the late Mr. Leembruggen, head clerk
of the kachcherri and—now in the Jaffna Post Office,
there is a fine tree and it yields well. Another tree,
or rather a group of trees, equally fine aud productive,
is in de Bevy's garden, now owned by Proctor Tainpu,
who is one of the few Tamils cultivating the vine
with care and industry. There are some more trees

in the town, and it is their profince which is brought to
meet the demand in Cidombo bj' petty traders.

The vine in Jaffna lias tvvo seasons, i.e., it yields twice
in a year. The firtt season commeuces in February
or March, when it is pruned and manured in antici-

pation of blossmn : and the second season commences
in July or August. At the approach of each season
the tree is well pruned by meu to whom pruning is

a profession, the grouud at the foot is dug out, the

* This was the first Roman Bishop of Jaffna.
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roots are all laid bare and exposed to the sun. A few

days, say. a week, after pruning, the hole at the foot is

tilled up with manure composed of cow-dung, dried

simple and beaten info dust, Occasionally it is slightly
mixed with fowl dung, but it is the opinion of ex-

perienced vine cultivators that cow-dung is the best

manure and that fowl dung has a tendency to force

the tree into unnatural fructification, which would
exhaust and injure it rapidly. The ground lille<l up
with manure is kept studiously dry and under no
circumstances should it be watered for some time.

When blossoms have appeared and matured into fruits

of the size of a pepper seed, the tree is watered. Daily

watering both in the morning and in the evening is

continued untd the fruits attain their full size.

Except in Jaffna, the conditions necessar.v to suc-

cessful vine culture are, perhaps, not well understood

in Ceylon Dry ground exposed to the sun suits the

vine. A well spread pandal is required and it generally
forms a lurge item of expenditure in vine culture.

Some pandals, put up at the instance of Mr. Dyke
in the kachcheri, cost upwards of R80 each. The

ground under the pandal should be free from rubbi.',h

and kept scrupulously clean, the sun playing on the

pandal, unshaded by any tree. Water is necessary

only when fruits have been formed.
The vines at outstations in the north also thrive,

making it clear that the whole peninsula is more or

less suitable for vine culture. A graft from the

kacboheri gardens was taken and planted at the

country seat of Kanagaratne iludaliyar at Tellipallai, a

village 8 mill s away. It came up well and was doing
well. About, five years ago I noticed some at Chavaoh-
cherri and in good condition. Pridham.in his "Historical,
Political and Statistical Account of Ceylon," speaking
of Jaffna nnd its products, says "that grapes are

raised in the towns and the various mission stations."

A. B. C.

TEA : CENTRAL DRYING AND PACKING
HOUSES.

In relation to the statement above, that Monday's and

Tuesday's Indian tea sales contained no less than 448

separate parcels
—wlien the time occupied in drawing

samples of these teas, and then in arranging, tasting,
and comparing them, is reckoned up, some idea will

be formed of the growing difficulty of conducting the

Indian tea trade, owing to the mass of small lots of-

fered for sde. As the imports increase, this matter

grows in importance, and, if not done in India, some

rongh-and. ready remedy will soon have to be found

here, such ,as bulking the entire sound produce of one
mark togel;hi'r, disregarding the names of the tens. The
bulking is already effect>-d Lere—more's the pity for

the Planters—and all that would have lo be done would
be to mix the so-called Pekoes, Souchongs, etc., to-

getlier. There is, as a rule, no appreciable difference in

flavour between them, for they are all plucked at the

same time off the same bushe", and then elaborately
sorted out, an operation useful, no doubt, when the

smallest and youngest leaves, the Pekoes, fetched 3s

6d per lb., but out of place when they mav fetch

a third of that price. It is, indeed, difficult

to understand why the Planters continue to sift and
sub-divide their teas in this manner. If they left them
all together, simply winnowina out the large fiat red

leaves, and passed them all through a bulking mill

such as the grocers use, the cost of sifting would be

saved, the tea would not have to be injured here, nor
would its cost lie added to by mixing in the bouded
warehouses, and it would not have to be turned out
it the che-sts were of a fairly uniform tare. To this

argument, so often advanced in th-se pages for the last

fifteen or twenty years, the Planters reply that such a

course, which may be advantageous in itself, is sim-

ply impossible, except on large guidons. If this be

so, the sooner the smaller gardens amalgamate, so as
to ciinduct their business in a thorough manner, the
better it will be both for Planters and for the home
trade. If the Chinese, barbarous as we may consider
them to be, can prepare breaks of 600 or even 1,000
packages, the whole of which can be fairly represented
by a pinch taken from one of them, the boasted prac-
tical superiority of our planters appears questionable.
Central drying and packing houses, buying the green
leaf at a given price, appear to be the solution of this
and of many other difficulties connected with small

gardens. This, however, is again dechared to be im-

possible, owing to the difficulties of roads, distance,
and damp weather. How do the Chinese get over the
same, or much greater difficulties? Things here are

evidently coming to a crisis, for this week it was im-

possible to taste and value carefully each lot in the
short space of time allowed prior to the sales, as many
of the teas otfernd on Monday were not ready for

Bampling until the previous Saturday. At least two
clear days shouM be allowed before the day of sale, if

Importers expect the large quantity now being brought
forward to be dealt with properlv. But if the rush
of the past fortnight continues, those who would other-
wise give ca.eful attention to each break will ba com-

polled to conline their attention to such parcels as they
immediately require,

—a course which must result in

heavy pecuniary loss to the owners.—-Produce Markets'
Revieii).

THE MAKING OF TKA AND COFFEE,
{Pall Mall Gazette.)

Some curious fanatics in matters of taste bent on
belittling the conclusions of exirenie civilization main-
tain that the true and only wise method of taking tea
and coffee is to drink tliem us do the Chinese the one
and the Turk or the Egyptian the other. The Celestial,
who exhausts his testhetical powers on the appreciiition
of biids'-oesl soup and gastronomic on the prepara-
tion of rats and puppies in pies, puts a pinch of tea
leaves into a tiny cup, pours on it boiling water, and
swallows it. The gustatory fauatic admires the simpli-
city I'f the operation, reflects that the Chinaman grows
tea, prepares it for our use, knows every grade and
quality of it, and himself drinks it—ergo, the China-
man's way of drinking tea is the bust way. The Arab,
again, discovered ooffie, gave it to Europe and the
world drank it first and drinks it still. He roasts it a

little, pounds it to a fine powder, puts it into a little

copper boiler which they call an iiiric, pours some
boiliug water on it, boils it in an instant, aud serves it

hot, to be drunk grounds aud all. Now, the Arab
quoth our fana'ic, invented the beverage, grew the

berry, drank it first, and drinks it still—therefore his

way of drinking it is ideal ; and one continually hears

people who have passed iliree months in the Levant
talk with the gravity of a Turk on the supreme and
sublime perfection of Turkish coffee, hot from the ibric,
and swallowed grounds and all. Philosophy and gas-
tronomy are both against the fanatic—the one against
the assumption that the taste of the birbarian is a

proper standard, and the other against the absurd
conclusion that tea and coffee, which are infusions, can
be rendered more lielicate to the palate by ihe swallow,

ing of the woody particles from which the infiisio.i is

made simultaneously with the elecoction itself. I have
never drunk tea with a mandarin, but I hove often
taken it in the house of China merchants, habituated to

the Celestial usages, aud as choice in their selection of

the herb as Kung himself could have been ; and of all

varieties—Assam, Japanese, Chinese; and at prices

varying from £.3 per pound avoirdupois to Is .'id ; yellow,
green, black, over-land, and oca-borne. In England
most housewives understand the mystery of making
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tea, but few know the advantage of the Russian

samovar over all other methods of making it. The
samovar is a tefi-k' ttle which has its fire in a tube

running through it, and which, with a few pieces of

lighted charcoal droppeii iuio the tube, maintains the

water at boiling point with a minimum of evaporation,
and gives it at that point on the table. And as a bever-

age the Rusiau does certainly surpass all other nations

in tea-making. We drink it as a stimulant, and take

it strong in the morning, and too strong at night, with

milk and sugur as a general thing ; we finish and seud

the tea-things away ;
out to the Russiau it is an all-

the-evening enjoyment. I he samovar stauds on the

t.ible, and the lea (the delicious yellow variety gener-

ally) is put into the teapot, the boiliug water run on,

allowed to stand a moment, and then tea is served mild

rather than weak ;
and more water poured on at once—

a little t^a added from time to time if needed. I have

often seen Russian friends drink a dozen or more cups

in the evening. The quick making of the infusion is in

accordance with Chinese custom, but there the parallel

ends. The addition of sugar— to the Celestial a bar-

barism—is now opposed by some English tea-drinkers,

but the overwhelming majority of npinion is in favour

of its use. It. seems to me as indispensable to the

development of the best appreciatiim of the tea as salt

is to that of a beefsteak, J'he sugar is so neuti-al as

an emollient that it absolutely disguises no quality of

the tea, and I hold it to be a cai-ainal principle in

gustatics that where two flavours can be so combined as

to sacrifice neither an advance in art is achieved. And
the same is true of co9'ee—the addition of sugar is a

development of the beverage. But milk does not come

under the same category. When pei.ple drink tea as

strong as most of ns do at breakfast, the iutense bitter

is mollified by milk, but weak tea is made insipid by it.

The Russian "adds a slice of lemon, the only addition

after sug'ir which does not deteriorate the quality of a

delicate tea ;
but he also takes a little rnni, a distinct

departure fiom the purist standard, due probably to

his general imbibing propensity. Both rum and cognac,

having distinct flavours which disguise the quality of

the tea, are abuses unless the tea is bad. A delicate

yellow tea, with sugar and lemon, is, me judice, the

perfection of tfadrnking if made with the samovar.

A hint to economii-ts on long steeping of tea (tor boiling

is a horrible barbarism never to he dreamed of): the

samovar is arranged so as to allow the teapot to stand

in the chimney, kee|iiiig the tea at a point just below

the boiling indefiuitely, and when the tea is of an old

crop the flavour will be greatly and judiciously deve-

loped by fifteen or twenty minutes' standmg on the

samovar top. A- new crop tea does not require this

treatment. The making of coftee is a much more com-

plicated operation, Wheth^-r made in the Eastern or

Westernmethod the precautions and most of the ditiS-

cul'ies are the same. The ehoioe of the growth allows

of latitude, as does the choice of a vintage, The Turks

prefer the Mocha and Martinique or Java mingled. It

is indispensable to roast your own coffee, of whichever

growth, and wise to get the best quality of its kind.

The cotfee-growers follow an antiquated and barbarous

method of preparation, steeping the berries in water

until the pulp is decoipo^ed and rubs off in a slimy

mass, leaving the berry naked. But the fermentation

always damages the flavour of the coffee, and if allowed

to go too far destroys it, so that many samples of coffee

apiiarently bright are already damaged. I do not men-

tion ground coffees, as these are anything but coffee—
chicory, barley, bread-crusts, and burned graminea,

acorns, juniper cones, &o., enter in, and I was told last

year at Kalamata that the whole fig crop of the Morea

goes to Trieste to be turned into coffee. Coffee must

be roasted slowly and evenly, kept in constant motion,

till the berry will crack crisply when pressed between

thumb and finger. The Egyptian stops as soon as it

will break any way, but this will have a slight taste of

the raw berry, which seems to me a drawback. It

should crack freely, but by no means crumble. Ninety-
nine percent, of the people who roast their own coffee

burn it, and destroy all its best qualities. From this

point Eastern and Western methods differ. The Turk
has slaves in plenty, and is no sparer of their labour.

He has his coffee pounded in a mortar to an impalpable
powder (his imitators at Athens and elsewhere fail

here), and then a spoonful for each cup is put into the

ibric, the water poured on hot, it is set for a few
seconds on the coals, not boiled, and is poured into the

cup— if for himself without sugar, if for a Frank
sweetened ; but I have alw.\Ts suspected that practices
connected with Eastern politics had much to do with
the exclusion of sugar, as enabling the drinker to detect

certain deleterious agents sometimes introduced. The
Western coffee-maker grinds the berry, and not too fine,

but the primitive ibric gives place to numerous contriv-

ances, of which I have collected and tried many. For

stupid housekeepers the best is the common French
filter placed above the coffee-pot ; for anyone who has

meclianical ingenuity enough to use it the balance o.afe-

tiere is *he perfection of utensils, and should always be

placed like the samovar on the table. But in the hands
of a fool itisuus-afe Coffee with milk—cafiau lail—
comes not under gastronomy but dietetics. It is a

bilious article of food, and better made of chicory than

coffee, as the latter is wasted when thus used.—Public

Opinion.

The MANUFACTruE of Wood Polp in Sebvia.—The
manufacture of paper-pulp from wood seems to be increas-

ing in some direction.^, while iu others the reverse is the

case. From Belgrade, in Servia, we learn that the manu-
facture of wood paper is very largely increasing. A large

quantity of paper is consumed in Servia, and it is all

imported, though the raw material necessary for paper-

making, and abundant water and water-power, are to be

found in almost every Servian valley. Lime, Aspen, and
Fir trees are most suitable for this manufacture, and they
can be obtained in Servia at an almost nominal price.

Besides paper for home consumption, it is proposed to

manufacture pulp for exportation to England.
—Gardeners'

Chronicle.

The Stinging Tree of Queensland (p. 465).—This plant,

alluded to in Knoivfedye, is, no doubt, Laportea gigas, a

native of the warmer parts of Eastern Australia. There

is a specimen in the beautiful botanic gardens at Sydney,
where, however, it has anything but a "

pleasant appearance
to the eye." its large deciduous leaves being much attacked

by insects. As far as I am aware, there is no species of

Urticaria with stinging glands growing in the neighbour-
hood of Sydney; at all events, though I have rambled

many miles there, I uever came across one; but the deficiency
is quite supplied by the large variety of plants with spiny

foliage
—such as Macrozamia spiraUs, which at Broken

Bay is very common, and produces its cone-like fruit in

abundance.—Feank Gunning—Gardeners' Chronicle.

FAEArrAKD Manuee.—The summary of some elaborate

researches on the evaporation of water from arable land

is published in the Annales A(/ronomiques. M. Masure

coucludes that, whether considered as a physical agent in

the improvement of the texture of the soil, or chemically

farmyard manure is the most valuable fertilising agent
a farmer can use. Compared with other substances, it

absorbs and retains a larger quantity of rain-water ;
it gets

rid of superfluous water quickly; it attracts and condenses

at night the vapours of the atmosphere and their valuable

constituents; it absorbs the solar rays and the oxygen
which are so important to plant life; and it renders the

soil more porous and adapted for the penetration and

ramification of the roots. As the dung is the principal

agent in condensing the fertilising gases from the atmos-

phere, it is important not to bury it too deeply in the

ground, but to take care that it is well mixed with the

surface soil, or in special cases that it be used as a mulch.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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POTATO CULTIVATION FOE INDLV (ANDOEYLON).
(Communicated to " Indian Agriculturist.")

Class—Dicotyledoneoe.
Natural order—Solanacece.

Scientific name—Solauum tuberosum, Liuue.

English „ Potato.

Hindustani „ Aloo.

Bengalee „ Aloo.

Introduction.

The potato belongs to the nightshade order, and wa.s

for a long time cousidered a poisonous plant, till at length
the prejudice against it was removed. It is a native of

South America, growing wild and spontaneously, on low-

lying and moist lands. Sir Walter Ealeigh brought the

potato plant along with another useful plant, viz., Nico-

tianu tolmccum (tobacco), from Virginia in North America,
to England, where, for some time, it did not receive that

warm reception it deserved. Much earlier than its in-

troduction into England, the potato was brought by the

Spaniards from Quito, and acclimatized in some of the

principal countries in Europe, such as Si)ain, Portugal,

France, and Germany, where it received the same fate

for some time as in England. In course of time, however,
this edible tuber came to be relished by all. The potato
now forms one of the staple field products all over tjie

world, and is considered a true frieud of the millions of

toiling poor. With a little grain flour, the potato forms
a very nutritious food. Being very prolific in production,
and therefore cheaply obtainable, in Em-ope and America
live-stock and working teams are fed with it, boiled or

steamed, mashed, and mixed with chaff or other pro-
vender ;

and has been found very fattening and strength-

ening. Besides forming an excellent tuber for the table

and for live-stock, it has been reduced, in Europe and

America, to many other uses. Potato starch is used in

perfumery ;
a kind of wine is distilled from it

;
it is also

used in confectionery. For such uses as these India has

none, nor is it used as live-stock food.

It is not known whether it is indigenous to India.

From the very few localities—large cities and places near

them, where it is cultivated, it appears that potato was

brought to India by the first European settlers. In rural

places in India, where the natives are the only cultiv-

ators, the potato is not to be met with even now. Some
few Mahomedan and Hindoo cultivators, who have eaten

this tuber in the cities, have in some few localities in-

troduced it ;
but generally, it is confined to the cities

only.

Though Europe and America recognize many varieties,

India has only two, viz., the hill jwtato and the jilain

potato. The hi/l potato is known by the native name
joa/ff;;';

aloo. It has a white skin, is large in size, and is raised

in the hilly tracts of the sub-Himalayas ;
but is also grown

in the plains where it degenerates rapidly, not retaining
its original size and flavour. It is the favourite potato
with Europeans, but not much relished by natives. The

plain potato, called da.^^c aloo, has two varieties, one having
a white skin, and the other red. This red variety has

also red streaks in the heart of the tuber. These potatos
are much smaller in size, and are confined to the plains.

They are not relished by the Europeans ;
but the natives

like them, and are chiefly raised for them.
Cli7uate.

Most parts of India, having proper soil, are suited to

potato cultivation. The cold hill tracts suiting the hill

potato, and the hot plains the other varieties. No degree of

cold injures the plant; but excessive frost will, if the

soil lacks moistm'e, injure the haulm and leaves entirely
—

in fact, it will kill the plant, leaving the tubers stunted
in growth. Such cases are not unfrequent, where the

cultivator has not attended to irrigation in the frosty
month of January.

7^imc of plantinfj.

There is no fixed time for planting seed potato for

kitchen use—generally from the latter part of August to

the end of October in the plains ; aud up to December
in the hills. If unattended with rain, it may be planted
in the plains, in the latter part of August. Market

gardeners, for the sake of an extra profit bj' obtaining
an early supply of tubers, plant at this time

;
but have

often to lose the first planting by the many heavy falls

of rain frequent in August and the first half of Sep-

tember, and have to replant after the rains are over. In
Iniiia, in the Upper Western Provinces, rains generally
subside in the latter part of September ; the potato there-
fore as a main crop might safely be planted then and
there. The general rule is to plant it after the thorough
cessation of the rains.

Geoyraj)kical distribution.

The potato being an exotic plant, no place of native
habitat of this plant in India can be given. Being a plant
which delights iu temperate and humid climate, and found
in the moist, low-lyiug lands of South America, it will
be found growing best all over those parts of Bengal which
are low aud moist up to the submontane tracts of the
Himalayas, extending from the ea.st to the extreme west
of India as far as Peshawar, including the hills. The
further East of India, Burmah is peculiarly suited to potato-
growing. In addition to these localities, many other places
will be found, as far as soil is concerned, suiting this

plant.
iSoil.

The soil suiting the potato is a sandy loam of the
calcareous order. The species which has more lime and
less humus is its favorite soil. The following composition
of the soil will have to be maintained by the cultivator
if a superior crop is required to be raised :

—
Olay 30 parts.
Humus 4 „
Lime 5 „
Sand 61 „

100 parts:

Chemistry of the potato plant.
If a potato plant be taken, and divided into three dis-

tinct parts, viz.: (1) tuber, (2} stem, (3) leaves, and burnt
in such a manner that nothing in the process of biu-ning
escapes, on examination it will be found that—
(1) Tuber contains 4g parts of ash, or nwrya/i/f matter.

95| parts of volatUe, or organic matter.

100

14 9, 10 parts of ash or inorganic matter.
85 1/10 parts of volatile, or oceanic matter.

100

(2) Stem

(.3) Leaves „ 15 1/10 parts of ash, or inori/anic matter.
84 9/10 parts of volatile, or organic matter.

100

From the above, it will be seen that the tuber of the
potato contains very little inorganic elements, and the leaves
and stems the most. As a whole, the potato has nearly
11^ parts of inorganic matter, and 88 2/3 parts of oraanic
matter out of 100 parts.
The following chemical analysis of the different parts

of the ashes of the potato plant will be found a good
and reliable guide for the cultivator for the purpose of

applying suitable manure, in quality aud quantity, on the
field he wishes to raise this edible tuber. The figures of
the table have, purposely, been put in pounds, as it has
been found to be more easy of adoption iu practice:
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pies the second place, and lime the first. According to

Liebig, the potato plant therefore comes under the potash
order.

Manure.

AU that has been written under this head respecting

wheat (Vide
" New method of wheat cultivation iu India")

might be made applicable to the potato; making only a

difference iu the selection of mauurial ingredients, which

will suit the potato plant, also the quantity of manure to

be apphed.
Cultivation.

The raising of mound, ploughing, and weeding are the

same as in the preparation of l.^ud for wheat. At the

time of planting seed tubers, steps should be taken to

draw out water channels first. There should be five water

channels in an acre of 6150' m 66' as for wheat, not taking

up land more than 12' iu all or 2' and about 4" for each

water channel. Instead of striking out beds, ridges should

be made 18" apart from centre to centre. There will

thus be 660' -^ lis'
= 440 ridges in one partition, each ridge

being 9' long. As there are six partitions, the total num-

ber of ridges in an acre will be 440 « 6=2,640 ridges.

Potato Seed, atid selection thereof.

In some parts of Europe the potato is raised both from

seed and tuber. In India, however, the tuber is the only

means of propagating this plant. There are some locali-

ties in the hills where, under careful cultivation, seed can

be obtained; but uo one has hitherto tried for it, the plains

being too hot and unsuitable tor the potato to produce
mature seeds. It is not uncommon to see the potato

flower in the plains.
When the operation of drawing of ndges is gomg

on, selection of the best seed potato tubers required

for planting should forthwith be commenced. All tubers

halt-rotten and presenting a sicky appearance, .should be

picked and separated, as such tubers will never grow into

healthy plants, but will rot off in the ground and occa-

sion contamination to other plants which is injurious.

Good seed potato tubers are small, of a shrivelled ap-

pearance at the time of planting, full of eyes ;
each eye

sending out a stem or stems and numerous succulent roots,

the ends of which become tuberous forms, being the edi-

ble potato tuber.

Plttnting.

After the ridges are prepared and seed potatoes selected,

planting should be commenced. The khoorpee is the im-

plement used for this purpose in the North-Western Pro-

vinces and Oudh, and a few more places. It is a handy

tool, very cheap in cost (never exceeding 8 to 12 annas).

Other implements might however be substituted, which

will do as well ;
but in my opinion nothing is found so

handy and expeditious in working as the haglihani khoorpee.

The potato tuber should be planted 3" apart from centre

to centre of the tuber, iu the middle of the_
hollow of

the ridge, and covered with earth about an inch thick.

Quuntitii of tubers required for planting an acre.
_

Generally 150 seed tubers weigh a seer. In one ridge

of 9' there are 27 tubers, and as 2,640 ridges are in an

acre, the quantity of seed required will be 2,640 « 27—

150.^40=11 mds. 35 1/5 seers. Of course the quantity

will be more or less according to the size of tubers used

in planting. If large, more ; if small, less.*

Irrigation.

Irrigation is a subject of the utmost importance in

potato growing. No quantity of water, in a tropical country

like India, however great, will be found too much. In-

deed, this plant requires so vast a quantity of water,

that native cultivators, where there is not a large supply

of water available, do not take to potato cultivation. It

should not, if possible, be irrigated before the tubers have

germinated freely ;
but if, on account of the natural ten-

dency of the soil, the ground be found too dry to admit

of germination, irrigation should be resorted to at the

latter stage of germination. Twelve to fifteen days are

generally required for germination, watering therefore

should be not before the eighth or tenth day. Two or

three days after watering, the surface soil should be care-

fully loosened to induce free germination. After the plants

have fairly come up, a heavy watering once a week will

* This uuplies a complete tuber for each root. In England

a part of a tuber suffices, provided it has an eye.—Ed. /. A.

be required, and in some very dry localities, even twice a

week. In all cases the potato should be irrigated through
the water channels. Watering should be stopped when the

leaves and haulm appear turning yellow, which is a sign
that these parts of the upper axis of the plant have fin-

ished their functions.

Earthing up.
After the plants are three or four inches high, they

require to be earthed up. Generally, they require to be

earthed up three or four times—the last time heavily.

Siyging.
As a main crop, which will yield mature tubers both for

use and for seed, the potatoes should be dug out within

a week or a fortnight, after the leaves and haulm are

perfectly dry. This will be at the latter part of March.

Different localities have different implements for digging.
In the North-Western Provinces and Oudh kodal, also

called mathue in the Eohilkhund division, is used for dig-

ging up the tubers; and the khoorpee is employed for

raking up any undug tuber found imbedded in the soil

which the kodali has not been able to dig up.
Yield.

The object of all cultivation is a good paying produce.
Under the cultivation herein suggested the maximum yield

can very hopefully be expected; but for computation,
whfth might be taken as reliable, an average produce

may be put down. The minimum produce in tubers of

a single plant is h seer or 40 tolahs, the average 1 (one)

seer or SO tolahs, "and the maximum is I J seers. Taking
the average as a standard of calculation, a ridge of 9'

will produce 9 m 4=36 seers. An acre will therefore pro-

duce 36 m 2640 (the number of ridges in an acre)=9,504
seers or 2,376 maunds or 3,258 bushels and 30 6/7 lb., a

bushel being 60 pounds avoirdupois.

Selection for seed, storing, and preservation of the potato.

After the potato tubers are dug, the selection of seed

tubers should be made. All large tubers are not fit for

seed, and might be used for other purposes. The small,

of the size of marbles, will not suit either, but those of

a size not smaller than a pigeon's egg should be set apart

tor planting the next season. After a selection has been

made, a room, well ventilated, yet having the means of

making it air and damp tight when required, should be

selected for storing. A quantity of silicious sand, from

the river side, or from elsewhere, should be spread a

couple of inches thick on the floor, and over this seed

tubers laid evenly and not too thickly. The same kind of

storing should be resorted to as respects potato for store

or other uses.

In the rainy weather, and in some years when the wea-

ther is too hot, stored potatoes, whether for seed or for

other uses, require frequently to be looked into, and any
found rotten, partially or wholly, should be picked and

removed from the store room. Especially is this the case

in the rainy weather, moderate air should be admitted

when the temperature is not too hot, much damp air is

equally injurious, and facilitates rotting in a remarkable

degree. Steps should therefore be taken to keep the doors

and windows or the ventilators of the store room shut

or open as emergency requires.

CuPEEA Bark.—Profes.sor G. Planchon, in the Journal, de

Pharmacie, this month, throws some fresh light on the

source of cuprea bark. A microscopical examination of the

specimens supplied to him by M. Triaiia showed that the

bark deriveil from Bucaramanga, in the north, and from

Llanos, the southern district, both present the same charac-

ters and are evidently both furnished by Remijia pedunculata.

The cinchonamiue bark of M. Arnaud presents different

microscopical characters, and is referred by BI. Planchon

to R. Piirdieann. He remarks that a microscopical examin-

ation has never yet deceived him in the solution of like pro-

blems. A singular confirmation of the value of this methocl

of research occurs in the form of a postscript to M. Planchon's

.article, iu which he states that since it was written M.

Triana has received information to the effect that the ciu-

chonamine bark does not come threct from Bucaramanga,

but only passes through it, being collected near Antioquia

on the other side of the Magdalena river. Further, that

a large exporter of the cuprea bark has recognized the

southern bark as the produce of R. ^Jedunculata.—

PliMrmaceutical Journal.
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AGEICULTUKE IN MADRAS.
The Saidapet Farm under present management continues

to justify its existence. A valuable experiment was made
vnih arrowroot, 7,500 lb. of tubers having been produced
per acre. As these tubers yield ll'i per cent of arrow-

root, the produce per acre was OSTJ lb. of ilour—not

1,875 lb, as stated in the report. The value of tlii.s proves
arrowroot to be a suitable crop for Madras, although,
the demand being extremely limited, this tuber will not

readily become a popular article of cultivation. The cattle

and sheep breeding experiments continue to give satisfac-

tion
;
the produce of the imported stock from Aden is

particularly valuable, the cows yielding large quantities of

milk, au important article of food to au Indian family.
Cinchona continues to thrive, and pays handsomely in the

Nilgiri hills. The returns for 1879-80 were as follows ;
—

Receipts E. 4,89731 13

Charges „ 1,56,708 13 10

Profit... „ 3,33,022 15 2

The figures, since the commencement of the industry
in IStJO, are:—

Receipts K. 15,99,626 5 6

Charges „ 18,67,476 11 6

Loss ... „ 2,67,850 G
This sum of charges includes interest, so that next year

will probably seo the Goverument repaid all its advances.
The industry being thus established in the province, and
proved to be an eminently profitable one, the time seems
to have arrived when it should be handed over to private
enterprise. It was at one time feared that the materially
increased production, caused by the cultivation of this

bark iu India, woidd teud to lower the market value of
the produce. This has not been the case, as is shown
by the average receipts realised by the sale of the bark
from these jjlantations :—

Average
lb. sold. price.

E. A. P.
1875-76 ... 65,170 18
1876-77 ... 103,341 I 10 8
1877-78 ... 138,sn8 3 13 5
1878-79 ... 114,320 2 9 5
1879-80 ... 179,299 3
1880-81 ... 243,245 2 8

Average ... 2 8 3
Coffee cultivation is not a growing industry, nor could

we expect it to be so, in the face of the almost stationary
consumption. The consumption per head is practically the

1 same today as it was forty years ago,* and any increase
in deliveries is due entirely to the normal increase of po-

I

piilation. The exports of coffee during 1880-81 were

[
38,814,960 lb., valued at Rl.51,97,350 equalling 163 per cent

; of the total exports of the province. This is both a
I

smaller quantity and a lower value than were exported
several years ago. In 1875-76, the relative figures were
12.691,712 lb. and EI,66,11,100. The cultivation of cotton
.sLi-ms also to be on the decline, the total quantity ex-

ported having been considerably less than usual. The
quantity consumed locally may be assumed as constaut.
The number of looms cvned by the natives themselves
\Mis 252,990, and although these may not have been work-
ing all the year through, they must have consumed a
considerable (juantity of cotton.
Let us look now f<ir a moment at the material condi-

tion of the agriculturist, as .shown by the cattle and farm
iuipleraents iu bis possession. This may not be a thorough
t'st, but it is one which contains, in fair measure, the

. nieut.! of accuracy. The following table shows the live
lid dead stock possessed by the cultivator, and is reck-

unid at so many per 100 acres under cultivation:—
Buffaloes ... ... .„ (>"0I

Bullocks ... ... ,.. 15'14
Cows ... .. ... 13-32
Goats ... ... ... 13-29

I

Horses and Ponies ... ... ... -jg

Sheep ... ... ... 18-T9
Carts ... ... ... 1-35

Ploughs ... ... ... 8-93

*Only in regard to Britain.—Ed.

These figures speak volumes for the poverty of the pc)-
ple. Madras, too, is the most advanced proviucu in agri-
cultural matters. Here are four carts for every three
hundred acres. Even if manure was available iu unlimited

quantity, it would be a physical impossibility to have it

distributed. Then, there are but U ploughs for eacli 100
acres, or 1 plough for every 11 acres—manifestly too
small a proportion. The draught-cattle are in fair pro-
portion to the number of ploughs kept, the buffaloes and
bullocks numbering 2-37 to each plough. From all these

figm-es, we deduce the inference that what is wanted lu-re

is better cultivation, and that depends entirely on a better
breed of cattle, for no number of new patents in tlie

shape of improved ploughs will ever benefit the farmer
one iota, until he has a better breed of draught-cattle.

Deeper cultivation will do more to improve the position
of agriculture iu India than plenty of manure, even if that
were available ;

and it will thus be seen that the great
want is better cattle.—Indian Agriculturist.

SUGAE IN INDIA.
An interesting paper on the above, among other subjects,

by Jlr. James Mylne, of Sbahabad, Beheea, Bengal, was
lately read before the Society of Arts, of which the follouiug
paragraph contains a much abridged abstract :

—Mr. Mvlne
regards the Sugar-cane in India as a high-olass product,
on which, however, owing to the rude way employed to
extract the juice and otherwise prepare it for market,
au enormous loss takes place annually. The mode of culti-

vation is of the most primitive description, and contrary
to aU notions in the "West Indies, where the cane is cultivated
in a relatively more scientific manner. As an explanation
of the origin and retention of this wasteful mode of cultiva-

tion, it would seem that not very many years ago Jaggery
was worth only its weight in rice, and each person therefore

only grew, in a rough-and-ready manner, sufficient for the
wants of his family. Since, however, railways have been
opened into the interior, the area of cane grown and
the value of the sugar has largely increased. The total

yearly production in India is now believed by Mr Mylne,
on official documents which he quotes in detail, to amount
to about 5,000,000 tons, or 51 lb. per head of the population.
This does not include the produce of the date palm, which
is largely grown ;

and the estimate shows that the guess
of an Indian production of 1,500,000 tons a year, hazarded
iu the Produce Markets' Reviexv on partial official returns
for a small part of the peninsula, and regarded at the
time as extravagant, was far under the reality; T)ie average
amount of sugar consumed per head in the XJnited Kingdom
is about 63 lb. ; and in India the midtUe classes, such as

clerks, &c., eat far more Sugar than we do
; indeed, the

Bengalis may be said more or less to lunch off sugar.
As regards the area of cane under cultivation, Mr. Mylne
thinks it is evident that the production could be easily
doubled, but any increase in the area grown would tend
to further reduce the present low prices, imless a pro-
portionate increase in the population took place, or hirge
exports followed. Contrasting the amount grown and the
value of the sugar produced by Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad,
British Guiana, and Mauritius, it would appear that the
five million tons grown in India would only realise about
40 millions sterling, whereas if the quality were equal to
the sugar produced in the "West Indies and Mauritius, it

would bo worth 126 milHons sterling. The average price
of jaggery in India for the last five years—during which
period the quality of the sugar, mainly, of course, in Mr.

Mylne's own district, has been much improved hv the
use of the Beheea cane mill, as supplied by his tirm—
is only about 7s. Sjd. per cwt., or a little more than
one-tlurd of the value of Colonial sugars. There is no
doubt that the enormous difference in value could be re-

duced iu some considerable measure, firstly, by more careful
attention to the planting of the cane; secondly, by im,
proved means for extracting the cane juice ; and, tliinlly-

by proper treatment of the juice after extraction. The
Beheea mill supplied by Mr. Mylne's firm is apparently
well adapted to improve upon the relatively rude methods
used by the ryots, without upsetting their prejudices.
The fact that Mr. Mylne estimates the ]>roduction of

sugar in India at 5,000,000 tons is important, as hitherto
that hns been supposed to be about the weight of the
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annual sugar crops of the whole world. If Mr. Mylne be

correct—and there appears to be every reason for thinking
that his estimate is within the mark—the annual yield

of sugar in the world is quite 10,000,000 tons, of which,

roughly, oue-teuth is consumed in this country. Of course

the one-half of this vast weight made in India is utterly
unsuited to the requirements of European nations without

refining, and even the refiners will not use Indian sugar
if they can help it, so badly is it made. Indeed, the

good sugar used in India itself is imported, and India,

except when prices are high, imports more sugar than

she exports. As she produces as much as the rest of

the world put together, this is a significant commentary
on the badness of her manufacture. There is much talk

of the gradual impoverishment of India, but if her sugar
manufactme could only be improved, a source of incalculable

wealth would be opened to the ryots. The cultivation is

not confined to the hiU districts, as the growth of tea,

coffee, and cinchona is, nor to special parts, like indigo
and silk, but can be pursued over the whole of the vast

peninsula. Labour in many parts is abundant, wages are

low—in some of the remoter parts, indeed, a working
man's income is £3 a year, taking the rupee at par ;

coal

is found in some places ;
there are many trunk lines of

railway ; and, since the opening of the Suez Oanal, transit

to Europe is cheap. India, in short, ought to supply the

world with sugar. ^What is wanting is proper [machinery,
even more than improved cultivation. The central factory

system, where the peasants sell the cane to establishments

worked with modern, appliances, appears to form the solution

of the question of how India is to become the most important

Sugar-exporting country. It is in such directions as these

that the true mission of England in India lies, and not in

barren and ephemeral warlike triumphs. The peace and
civilisation marked by the introduction of the indigo, silk,

tea, coffee, cinchona and other industries, as well as of

railways, steam power, and telegraphs, form the industrial

justification of our presence in India ; and our (jrovernmeut,

which has carefully fostered all these, has a far more

important task before it, if it can encourage the manufacture

of Sugar in a proper manner. Mr. Mylne states that if

the present weight produced of Indian sugar could only
be as well made as it is elsewhere, it would bring £8(5,000,000

a year into the pockets of the growers. But with proper

appliances the yield from the same area could be at least

trebled, so that it is an income of £250,000,000 a year
that the Indian ryots lose through imperfect means, know-

ledge, and appliances.
—Produce Markets' Review.

PARASITIC FUNGI.
It may be well said of the history of Parasitic Fungi

that the plot thickens. The more their history is studied

the more complicated does it appear to be. Their con-

struction is simple
—of the simplest, in fact; but their

habits of life are astonishingly complex. In the some-

what inappropriately called higher plauts bud and seed

suffice, thr one for reproduction, the other for subdivision

and extension. The bud is a mere portion of the fabric,

more or less detached, and more or less independent,

told off to do a certain work. The seed likewise is a

detached portion of the pl.aut, with its allotted office.

The essential difference between the two is that while a

bud is i mere outgrowth from the branch which bears

it a seed requires for its development the concurrent

action of the male or pollen element with the germ or

female element. Bud and .seed then suffice in the so-

called higher plants for the reproduction and extension

of ihe plant. In the lower fungi buds and seeds, or their

physiological counterparts, do indeed exist, but now in

one form, now in another; in a third case in still another

guise, and so on. Before these facts were ascertained and

proven by actual experiment, each form was considered

as a separate species or as a representative of a genus
even. This opinion was only natural in the .state of know-

ledge at the time, the more so as one form often exists

or grows on one plant, anothei form on another plant of

totally different character. The interesting papers of Mr.

Plowright on the "Mildew ami Rust of Wheat," recently

published, afford good illu!}tration of this. Mere observation

of what occurs in the field was hardly likely, unless by
some extremely improbable chance, to enable the botanist

to unravel the whole cminculum vita of the plant. It was
only when actual experiment was pressed into the service,
and when botanists began to cultivate these growths in
their laboratories under varying conditions, that the truth
became evident. By sowing the spores or reproductive
bocUes of the fungi under certain conditions accurately
determined, certain results were obtained. By altering the
conditions other results ensued. By excluding the spores
altogether no results at all were found. Such, in very
general terms, is the general character of the means adopted
by microscopists and botanists now-a-days. Mere observation
is not enough, cultivation and experiment are imperatively
necessary. By their means cumulative evidence is obtained.
The indirect and partial insight furnished by casual ob-
servation becomes converted into a connected chain of
direct evidence, which in proportion as it is free from
flaw and inaccuracy becomes unassailable.

The necessary researches demand the knowledge, the

skm, the patience, the impartiality of a trained specialist,
and therefore they cannot be performed by every one.
The difficulties of the observations and the risk of fallacy
and misinterpretation are so great, that the observations
of one man require *o be checked and confirmed or refuted
as the case may be, by others. It is abundantly clear
that by no other means can we rightly obtain an insight
into the nature of these pests, every sympathy and

encouragement should therefore be held out to those who
devote themselves to the work. If we are to find a

preventative or a cme we are far more likely to do so

when we are familiar with the course of the malady than
when we are ignorant of its nature and procedure. ^^Jgnoti
viorhi nulla est curatio

" has been an axiom of physicians
from time immemorial and that there is no cure for a
disease whose nature is unknown is as true as ever.

But even where the nature and course of the disease

are, in a measure, made out, as in the ca.se of the leaf

disease of the Coffee and the Potato miu-rain, we seem
as far off as ever from a cure. This circumstance gives
occasion to some to sneer at the apparently unproductive
labours of the man of science. They forget that they
themselves have been growiug Coffee or Potatos, or what
not, all their lives, and have had the plants uuder constant
observation without advancing our knowledge one whit.

Instead of welcoming the information the specialist puts
before them, and endeavouring to turn it to account—
which, it should be remembered, is 'heir duty, not that

of the scientist—they carp at his labours, or, when too

well bred to do that, they indulge in a little banter at

his expense. Mr. Marshall Ward's researches into the

history and course of the Ceffee-leaf fungus, a summary
of which is given in the last number of the Journal of
the Linnean Society, prove incontestably that it is the fungus,
and nothing but the fungus, that produces the disease—they
prove the conditions under which the spores will germinate,
and those under which growth is impossible. They show
how and why it is the plant is so injured

—how the fungus
not only interrupts the growth of the plant, but avails

itself of its food. "To replace the damage done,'' writes

Mr. "Ward, *'the leaves require to do more work in a

given time, or to have a longer lease of life to work in,

whereas they have less opportunity of doing either." The
same remarks, with the necessary modifications, apply to

the Potato fungus. Its history is not, thanks to Berkeley,
De Bary, Smith, Wilson, and others, the obscure thing
it once was, we know a great deal of its manifold

appearances, its spawn, its suckers, its bud-spores, its moving
spores, its male cell, its germ cell, and the resulting
"
resting-spores." As if the resting-spore (the nearest

analogue to a seed) were not enough, De Bary tells us

of portions of the spawn which hibernate in the tissues

of the tuber, to start into life again when circumstances

are propitious.

In our present issue Mr. Wilson describes similar masses
of spawn or mycelium ajygregated into hard lumps occupying
the tissues of the haulm and leaf, and which, as the

preparations he has kindly sent us show, first assume an
amoboid form and then give origin to threads bearing the

bud-spores or "conidia," as they are technically called.

This is an important observation of Mr. Wilson's, although
we cannot say that all the stages between what looks

like an amseba destitute of cell-wall and a spawn-thread
with its cellulo.se covering are as yet satisfactorily made
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out. Jlr, Wilson must expect the ciii bono sneer with

which such observations are usually met. But how really

stauils the case? Does not each successive tUscovery go
to show that, uuder present circumstances, our efforts

shoulJ be devoted tj prevention rather than cure? From
what we now know it is clear that, under existing circum-

stances, little or nothing can be done in the way of cure.

But the life-history of the fungus at least show us how
we may to some consideraljle extent evade and prevent
it by meaus often sug^'ested, but never thoroughly carried

out. If we could ejt:rely prevent the injjress of the

fungus-spores, we should assuredly he able to stamp out

the disease. We cannot do this fully, but we can do so

to some extent. This is the principle underlying Mr.

Jensen's recommendations, and there can be no question
he is, so far, on the right track, that is, if it be taken

as proved that the spores can germinate and penetrate
the skin of the tuber, which is doubtful ;

but his process
is only calculated to prevent the access of spores which

would otherwise fall from the leaf on to the tubers, and
takes no heed of those which germinate within the leaf,

and penetrate into the interior of the plant, there to

reproduce at once or to become for a time dormant.

"What shall we say of those gardeners an.l farmers who,
in spite of their yearly losses, in spite of all the teachings
and warnings they have had, not only take no steps at

all to prevent the onset of the disease, but seemingly take

the best means in their power to diss -miuate it, and insure

its wide diffusion ? Why, to men tit n one thing only, there

is enough diseased haulm in Covent Garden Market, on

any one day in the season, to supply infection for a continent.

Those concerned have no longer the excuse that they do
not know this; or if they have their ignorance is not

mere nescience—it is a crime.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

PBODUOTS OF THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.
CLOVES—PEPPER—NUTMEGS.

Cloves and the Clove Tree.—People that labour under the

opinion that cloves do well only in the Moluccas and on
the island of Zanzibar are simply mistaken. It thrives

splendidly in the Straits Settlement—this wonderful, lovely
tree. Many years ago enterprising men on the island of

Penang introduced and cultivated the clove tree, and it

proved a decided success. It is to be found in some of

the gardens of Em'opeans and wealthy Chinese in the

Straits Settlements, producing flowers liberally ;
and it is

a subject for wonder why no one cultivates it more largely,
nor to serve as an ornament only, but to derive benefit

from it. In Penang it was planted for that purpose, and
" Penang cloves " have the reputation, like the nutmegs,
to be the best in the market, commanding a higher price
than Amboyna (Moluccas) and Zanzibar cloves. But the

consumption of this spice among the natives throughout
the colony (and all India and the East in fact) is so large
that the quantity left for export is very limited). It is

the bud of the flower just before opening that consti-

tutes the spice, and in this lies the difficulty that pre-
vents many from planting cloves for export. One having
a quantity of trees will find himself busy about the time

the buds (white in colour, and strongly resembhng snow-

drops) begin to make their appearance. It must not be

gathered before it, the bud, is well formed, just before

opening ; and as on a full-grown tree the number of buds
is exceedingly large, the planter must have plenty of

hands ready to gather them as quickly as possible, be-

cau.se the bud after opening—becoming a flower—loses

much of its strength. Boys and girls from ten to fourteen

years old answer best for this purpose. The bud-gather-

ing time lasts a few days only, and whoever does not
"make hay wltile the sun shines'' will lose his crop of

buds. The buds after being gathered are spread on large
sieves or mats of loose textm-e, and dried under the shade
of trees, or in sheds with palm-leaf covered roofs, and
are then ready for the market. To dry them in the sun
causes them to dry black and shrivelled, and to evaporate
much of their strength. A properly dried clove is of light-
brown or tan colour. The shipments of cloves from Sin-

gapore to the United States have, last year excepted,
never amounted to much, and supplies were obtained

chiefly from Ambojma.
Pepper Cultivation.—Black and white pepper grow on

tba same vine ; the green peppei-berries, }aab before ma-

turity, after gathering, turn black and make " black pep-

per," while " white pepper
"

is obtained by gathering the

berries—fire-red in colour—when fully ripe, and through

long soaking in water and subsequent stirring and shak-

ing, relieving the berries of the outer skin
;
after which,

on being dried, they become " white." In what country
the pepper-vine originated, the writer is unable to say ;

but Eastern history says that the northern half of Suma-

tra, the once mighty old sultanate of Acheen, when the

Portuguese, Dutch, and British (in rotation) came to that

country, was far famed for that spice, which drew, at

Acheen Busar, in North Sumatra fuear the entrance of

the Straits of Malacca), the native traders from many
Eastern countries and islands, who there exchanged the

products of their countries or purchased for cash. After

the British East India Company, during the last century,

acquired the island of Penang from the Rajah of Quedah,
a Siamese souzerain, so favourably .situated tor commer-
cial purposes, and made it a very important factory and

place of residence for a sub-governor, the great Acheen
trade gradually drifted to Pulo-Peuaug (Prince of Wales

Islands), and with it the pepper trade principally. At that

time Singapore had not been acquired by the British, and

not before 1819, when the island was covered with a

dense trackless jungle. After the acquisition of Penang the

natives on the peninsula of Malacca, especially in the

province of Frang, a Siamese souzerain province, com-

menced to plant pepper, and with excellent success; and

now it is extensively planted by Malays and Chinese in

many places on the penin.sula of Malacca, also in Siam,

Co;hin-China, and ui Sarawak, Borneo. That grown in

the southern part of the peninsula and on the island of

Singapore, known in the market as "
Singapore pepper,"

is by far the best, commanding a higher price than Acheen

pepper. Penang maintained the Acheen pepper trade until

the Dutch commenced their war of conquest in Acheen

in 1873, blockading the coast and preventing the exports

of all Acheenese products. At that time, owing to the

spread of wild rumom-s about the destruction of the pepper

gardens in Acheen, etc., pepper reached the figure of 14

dollars per cwt. for a short time. It was feared the sup-

pUes from Acheen being cut off, that the spice would

become scarce, and as a consequence many Chinese plant-

ers increased its cultivation ;
in fact, to such extent that

the Acheen war was no longer looked upon as the cause

of hifluence in prices. Later some of the chiefs of certain

Acheenese provinces having submitted to Dutch rule, were

allowed to send pepper to Penang on vessels having a

permit from the Dutch Consul in Penang to supp.y them
with rice and other needed goods. Then it appeared that

some of the Rajahs who had subnutted to the Dutch,
after having been pretty well supplied with the neces-

saries of life, turned truant again, and, as a consequence,
their coasts were again blockaded. The Dutch are now

making efforts to make "
Ole-Seh," the old port of Acheen

Busar, in fact well protected by a f..rt and man-of-war, a

trading port, and to export
" Acheen pepper from Acheen "

themselves. As to the pepper-vine it presents a very hand-

some appearance; a pepper garden at a distance looks

like a "hop-yard." Some planters, however, trelhs the

vine, and the writer thinks that is the best plan. It

grows everywhere round about Sing.ipore very easily and

liLxuriantly on fair upland soil, not liking low heavy soil,

and, like the grape-vine, needs occasional pruning, weed-

ing and fertilizing. With a little care and attention it

yields abundantly and proves a good source of income.

The quantity of pepper exported annually from the Malay

peninsula and ports in Dutch India is simply immense,
and is almost exclusively planted, gathered, and brought
to market by natives, Malays and Chinamen chiefly.

Nutmegs and JIace.—Nutmegs and mace belong together,

the lattt'r being the inner covering of the nut. This most

interesting, and in its natural fresh state, lovely spice,

seems to be an especial favourite with the American peo-

ple, since the export thereof of the nut especially to the

United States exceeds that to all Europe combined. The
home of the nutmeg in reality is ^cw Guinea (Papua),
where it grows wild, and it is possible that in times past

(and now) the famous and daring Bu,;is traders, who alone

obtained the most noted products by way of barter with

the extremely barbarous and hostile inhabitants, brought

away certain quantities thereof. The most rehable place
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of production of obtaining them, agreeably with the de-

mands of the market, has ever been the island of Bauda

and probably other islands, among or near the Moluccas,

while the island of Pcnang and the Sti-aits Settlements

furnished also their quota, the quantity increasing gradually.

The nutmeg thrives well also with a httle care on certain

parts of the peninsula, and if the Colonial Government
had given hitherto a little more fostering care to its cul-

tivation, a much larger quantity might have been produced.
In Deli, Sumatra, nearly opposite Penaug, where the to-

bacco planters labour under the idea that their rich soil,

after having produced one crop of tobacco will not pro-

duce a second sufficiently good to pay, and that the land

must lie fallow for si.x years (grow up in jungle again),

some of them a few years ago became happily possessed of

the idea whether during those six long years the tobacco

lands might not possibly produce something else " that

would pay," and a few of these intelligent tropical hus-

bandmen concluded to plant nutmegs. Six good coolies,

at 20 cents wages per day each, with a hand cart, could

soon plant a large piece of fallow tobacco land in nut-

megs. In the meantime, the tobacco planters who looked

upon this as au experiment that would not cost them

much, and paying little attention to it, went on tobacco

planting, looking upon that as their object and actual

source of profit, as it takes about five years until the

nutmeg trees commenced to bear. Some of the plauters

had crops of fine nutmeg.s to send to market at the end

of that time, in addition to all the tobacco they pro-

duced and shipped during the same period. The nutmegs

being good and large could enter the market as "
Peaang

nutmegs
"—au innocent, cheap enterprise that turned out

well, the nutmegs being worth about 70 dollars per picul,

unselected, and mace, if slowly and neatly dried, not

scorched, about from 40 dollars to 50 dollars per picul.

It takes 110 fair-sized nutmegs to make one pound (1

picul=1333 pounds at 80 dollars) worth GO cents; and

since a go'od full-grown nutmeg tree in full hearing can

produce several bushels of nuts with the hulls on, rt can

be easily seen that the "
experiment

" turned out well.

Such of the planters as had their wits about them, the

price of Deli tobacco having fallen during the last two

or three years nearly 50 per cent against former years,

and yielding little or no profit at the present time, can

now stop tobacco planting and find old tobacco prices in

their nutmeg groves until the price of tobacco rises again.

The number of the "
successful," however, is not large,

but will, after such a demonstration, become larger, it is

supposed. The nutmeg tree will grow well on the coast

of Borneo and adjaceut islands, as well as in the Malayan
States on the peninsula, imder British and Siamese rule ;

and as we have very ailvantageous treaties with both

countries, the United States buying more nutmegs than

the whole of Europe taken together, some of out enter-

prising young men might perhaps spend some time pro-

fitably in reflecting upon this.— Weekh/ Biiig N'ews.

Queensland Cinchona,—We were in error in speaking
of the so-called Queensland quinine-tree as a Cinchona.

Mr. Bailey, F.L.S., informs us we have no true Cinchona

in the colony.
—I'laiitei- and Fai-mer.

LicacER Teee of Jap.\n.—In a report to the Foreign

Office, which has just been issued, our Consul at Hako-
dadi gives a full and interesting account of the lacquer

industry of Japan. From this it appears that vast pl.-nit-

ations of the lacquer trei-, Ntar/jiini-ia vcrnicifna, are grown
for the express purpose of extracting their sap, which is

usually done wheu the trees have attained the age of

ten years. One province alone sends out no fewer than

1 500 workmen, whose business it is to tap the trees and

collect the sap which exudes from them
;
and when it is

borne in mind that this process is going on all over the

mainland, it will at once l>e seen that the industry is very
extensive. Each tree yields sufficient juice to fill a three-

ounce bottle, and each workman, during a season of about

four months, is expected to bleed about 1,000 trees, the

total yield of sap amounting to between 120,000 and 140,000

gallons. For his services during the season a first-rate

workman is paid ihe munificent sum of £13, though in-

ferior men get considerably less.—Journal of Foresti-y.

NEILGHERRY COFFEE IN AUSTRALIA.
TO THE EDITOB OF THE QUEENSLAND " PLANTER

AND FARMER."

Sir,—I am sending you about a pound weight of coffee
seed by post.

* * * * The seeds were specially selected
from healthy Neilgherry plants, growing at considerable

elevation, and robust enough to stand considerable ex-
tremes of temperature. It ought to do in the Queensland
climate exceedingly well, wherever there is moisture and
requisite elevation. I should say on the northern rivers

it would thrive well. We are trying it here on Mount
Wilson, on the Murrumbidgee, on the Clarence, Richmond,
and in New England. The seed soon loses its vitality,
and should be plauted without delay.

I am planting, as I would any tree seeds that I in-

tended to prick out by and bye. I have used a very rich

manured loam, crumbly and well worked, about two parts,
leaf mould about three parts, and sand about one part.
I have planted just like scarlet runners or French beans,

putting the beans singly and about four inches apart,
and covered very lightly up. As soon as germination
begins I water judiciously, and keep the ground moist
and prevent it caking.

I will be glad to hear the success of the experiment,
and remain, dear sir, yours truly, Jas. Inglis.

AN IMMENSE ORCHARD.
The following account of a large orchard in America

will he read with interest :
—"

Subjoined is an outline of
a report given to the Ohico Enterprise by G. M. Gray,
the Superintendent of the famous Bancho Chico of Gen.
Bidwell. The following are the amounts of fruit and the
number of trees in bearing :

—
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say:
—"The following is a late analysis of the Ash of

Assam Tea. The leaves yield GOl per cent of Ash, anil

3'75 por cent of Nitrogen :
—

Chloride of Sodium 3-21

Soda 3-52

Potash 3o-34

Magnesia IISS
Lime ... 11'75

Oxides of Iron and Manganese ... (i'DS

Phosphoric Acid l(i*01

Sulphuric Acid 11-02

Silica 212

ANALYSES OF ASSAM SOILS,

Water
*Organic matter
Silica

Soda
Potash

Magnesia
Lime
Oxide of Iron and Manganese
Alumina ...

Phsphocic Acid

Sulphuric Acid
Chlorine ...

Carbonic Acid

*Nitrogen ...
...,

0-44 0-13
" From the foregoing it will be seen that, although one

is of so-called old soil, the land has scarcely been long
enough iu cultivation to become exhau.sted. It can there-

fore hardly be wondered at that JIanures have not yet
come generally into use. Moreover, the distance that they
require to be sent up-country, and consequent expense,
has beeD much against their being employed. We can,
with confidence, recommend our Special Tea Manure, which
has been used for some years, and which has materially
mcreased the yield of Tea, &c. Before long Manures must
be more extensively used than they are now. We guar-
antee it to contain

20 Soluble Phosphate
5 Insoluble Phosphate
5 .(\jumouia, Nitrogen equal to

9 Sulphate of Potash.

It should be applied at the rate of about 4 cwt. per acre,
mixed as in other cultures with rather more than its own
weight of wood ash.—Flaitters^ Gazette.

99'8
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and a number of old rotten logs suspended from the roof.

Voila tout! Yet some of those Orchids, if thej could be

brought to Covtnt Garden, would fetch more tliau their

weight in gold, and are as beautiful as rare. Here, too,
we may see the curious Papau tree, common enough in

Indian gardeus, whose fruit tastes like Apricot raw; is

indistinguishable from Apples in a pie ;
and Las farther the

curious picperty of making the toughest meat tender when
it is rubbed upon it. It is even said that a joint of meat

huug under the crown of the tree will soon become putrid.

Surely Upas tree if ever tiiere was one ! The pleasant
twittering of birds, however, is missed in tliese gardens.
All the birds which haunt the Indian gardens on the

plains
—the little bulbul excepted, and his song is not worth

much after all—have unpleasant voices. The khel or In<.han

cuckoo, which is particularly fond of gardens, has the most
monotonous note of all the birds that fly, the bell bird

of the Malayan jungles not excepted. "His is a song,"
ae a griffin once expressed it "to give you a pain in yuur
stomach."
A very different garden is that of the Tea and Coffee

planter onthe Nilgiris. As one ascends the Coonor Ghat,
on the way to Ootacamund, the Tea and Coffee gardens
form a remarkable feature of the scenery. They cling to

the face of the mountains ou the right hand and on the

left, and at a distance appear to clothe what are precipices.

They are surrounded by forest jungle, a dense and tangled
mass of vegetation, and are in fact only clearings of 10, 50,

100, or more acres cut out of the original jungle. When
the Coffee shrubs, which resemble Laurels cut down for

the shelter of game in an English covert, are covered with
the crimson berry, the seed of which is the Coffee of

commerce, the effect is striking, and even beautiful. But
for a garden the surroundings are wild. Monkeys chatter
in the treei overhead, and it is very possible that a panther,
or even a tiger may be lurking within a few yards of the

clearing. Enormous pythons, too, are sometimes *'ouud in

this jungle, creatiu-es that are somewhat out of keeping
with our ideas of horticultural repose. Tea gardens are less

pretty than Collee gardens. They look scrubby. The plants
are kept cut to about the height of a three-legged stool,
and they have a circumference big enough for Daniel
Lambert to sit down upon. They are planted in formal

rows, but their white blossoms are pleasing, though there
is a considerable sameness about a Tea garden. The Nilgiri

"Orange Pekoe is perhaps the most delicious Tea there is

when the palate becomes accustomed to its peculiar flavuur

and exquisite aroma; but it is an expensive Tea even upon
the spot^

— 3i-. or so per pound—and there is an immense
difference between the Teas of different estates.

Cinchona gardens are another peculiarity of the Nilgiri
Hills. Perhaps they ought more properly to be called

plantations, for the Cinchona tree, of which our quinine
is made, grows tn a great size, and is a handsome tree,
with its large broad leaves, in some varieties tinged with
red underneath. This is one of the most profitable gardens
extant. No market gardens near London, worth perhaps
£100 per acre, can come near the Indian Cinchona, which,
under favourable circumstances, is said to pay 100 per cent.

on the original outlay.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.

ORIGIN OF CULTIVATED PLANTS.
The origin of cultivated f lauts might at first eight seem

an easy matter to determine. We are so accustomed in

gardens to cultivate what is put before us that the great

majority of gardeners speedily forget, in the face of the

changes that are brought about by cultivation, what the

original form really was. The uncertainty and in some
cases complete ignorance of the origin of many of our
Gommonest drugs is another case in point. It is for this

reason among others, that we in this journal have from
the very first endeavoured carefully to describe the original

types as they first api>ear and to note the progress made by
careful selection, hybridisation, and crossing as time goes ou.

"We may justly, we think, take some credit to ourselves for

this part of our work, and express the hope tliat the future

historian of gardens-plants will, as Darwin notably did,
find a vast store of material to his hand in our pages.
This remark of course applies more particularly to the

hosts of decorative plants that have been introduced within

the last forty years. Nevertheless it is rather remarkable
how ignorant we are of the real origin of some of our

commonest plants. Who, for instance, knows the origin
I
of the cultivated Mignonette? In a truly wild state it is

I

not known, yet it must have originated from some
; presumably well-known species, so altered by long cultiv-

ation that definite traces of its source are lost. But if

this is the case with what we may for convenience sake
call decorative plants, much more so is it with plants
like Wheat, which have been cultivated ou a large scale

from time immemorial. The truth is that these, as it

were, artificial products differ more from the wild ty|jes
than these do among themselves.
To clear up the history of many of these plants demands

a combination of peculiar qualification. He who would de-

vote himself to this branch of knowledge must be, first

and foremost, a systematic botanist, and he must be versed
in history, in archaeology, in geography, in ethnology, and
in various aucient and modern languages. By the combined
and comparative study of the iudications furnished from
these several sources we may arrive utlimately at a decision

as to the native country and original form of many
plants whose history is not at present known. Proceed-

ing on these lines, M. Alphonse de Candolle lias lately
issued a volume, which will for all time prove a most
valuable mine of information for the student.* In this

invaluable Geographie Jiotanique M. de Candolle also treated

on this subject. Since 1856, however, many additions have
been made to our knowledge, so that the present volume
is no mere reprint, but an entirely new work, including
the information derived from various som-ces down to the

present period. 8ome 250 plants in common cultivation

in various parts of the world are passed in re^dew, and
their history briefly ei^itomised. The aim of the author
has been to investigate the original form and the native

countrj' of each of these selected plants prior to its being
generally cultivated. Linnieus and the older botanists paid
so little attention to this part of the subject that the

majority of their indications have proved erroneous. As
a matter of fact, names of cultivated plants and the
localities wherein they originated were taken on hearsay
and accepted without any investigation. Gossypium bar-

badense—the source of some of the best American varieties

of Cotton occurs to us at the moment of writing as a case

in point.
—assuredly it did not originate in Barbados, and

a very little research would reveal numerous other inst-auces,

but let this one suffice for illustration. With all his care

and his laborious research of varied character, I\I. de
Candolle has not in all cases succeeded in tracing the

origin of the plants in question. He is led, therefore, to

adopt, according to circumstances, one of two hypotheses :

either the plant in question has been so changeil by ages
of cultivation that it is impossible to refer it to its wild

original, or the wild species has absolutely disappeared from
the face of the globe. The Lentil and the Chick Pea,

probably no louger exist in a state of Nature, and other

species, like the AVbeat, the Maize, the Bean, the Carthamus,
which are very rare in a wild state, are in process of

extiuction. Just as the aborigines of Tasmania have dis-

appeared, and as those of New Zealand and Australia are

rapidly disappearing, so it would seem that some plants
have vanished, or are likely .speedily to do so, being no

louger fitted to maintain themselves in the universal struggle
among living beings.

In discussing these matters M. de Candolle first indicates

the manner and period at which cultivation commenced
in various countries. The process was everywhere very
gradual iu the first instance, so gradual and slow that it

is difficult to see show a savage race, devoted to fishing,

hunting, and the excitement of the chase, should have

gradually become agriculturists. AVe get little help in this

department from the study of animal instincts and prac-

tices; ants store up food, and the gardener-bird, figured in

these columns in IS78, vol. ix., p. 333, makes a sort of

garden; but between this feeble commencement—if it be

really commencement—aud regular systematic cultivation

on a large scale, the difference is vast and not at present
to be bridged over, save by authoritative statements beyond
the scope of scientific investigation.
There are whole regions of the globe, such as Australia,

Patagonia, and even the Cape of Good Hope, which have

* Onyine dcs Plantes Ouftivee. Par A. Di Candulle.

Paris: Germer, Bailliere et Oie., 1883. (Issued in October,

1882.)
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not as yet furnished a single native plant adapted for cul-

tivation on a large scale. And that this arises not so much
from a low state of civilisation marked by defective in-

telligence, or by that want of peaceful security required
for the successful cai-ryiug on of agricultural pursuits

—as

from UDSuitability of uatiural conditions—is shown by the

fact that during the century or more in which Europeans
have colonised these regions thty have only succeetied in

cultivating a single native species, the Tetragouia expansa,
or new Zealand Spinach. It is open to question, however,
whether the facts alluded to by M. de Caudolle do not

find another explanation in the circumstance that Europeans
are always more zealous to cultivate plants of known

utility in the old country, than to experiment with those

growing beneath their feet. Considering that these cul-

tivated plants represent ages of successive improvement
and inherited qualifications, it is not surprising that

colonists should be indifferent to native weeds as they
consider them; nevertheless, we believe they would do
well to turn their attention nmch more freely than they
do to the cultivation and amelioration of native plants,

which, as Nature herself shows, are well suited to the

climatal and other conditions of the country. ^V"hile the

grass grows, however, the steed starves; the time required
to develope a wild plant into one suited for agricultural

purposes on a hirge scale is so great, that of course it is

requisite, in the meantime, to cultivate plants of assured

value as the mainstay.
Of the actual commencement of cultivation on a large

scale little or nothing is known. A Fig is represented in

the pyramids of Ghizeh which have an antiquity estimat(^d

by various writers at a period varying from 1,500 to 4,*200

years before the Christian era. In China, 2,700 years
before Christ, religious ceremonies were instituted in con-

nection with agricultural pursuits. But these dates, even
if trustworthy, evidently do not go back far enough. In

the period described in Genesis cultural pursuits had already
attained considerable proportions, but no hint is given as

to what was the original form. It is remarkable that in

the Danish mounds no trace either of agricultural pursuits
or of the possession of metals has yet been found. In

the Swiss lake dwellings, however, numerous traces have
been discovered, which suffice to show, not only that cul-

tivation was practised, but that plants had been imported
from the countries on the southern side of the Alps.
The origin of cultivated plants then receiving so little

elucidation from history or arch;eology, BI. de Candolle

naturally turns to the facts of botanical geography, and
the inferences based on them, and here he is on surer

ground. Let us give an illustration of the way in which
the author applies bis principles. The majority of species,

says he, inhabits a continuous or nearly continuous area

[the limits of which are, of course, determined by cliraatal

and other considerations, which it is the business of botanical

geography to elucidate]. There are, however, "isolated"

species
—

especes dbjointes
—that is to say, the individuals

composing them do not occupy one continuous area, but
occur in widely separated regions, with or without any
trace now existing of their preWous existence in the inter-

vening space. Consequently when a cultivated species is

represented in a wild state, very frequently in Europe and less

so in the United States, it is probable that in spite of itsap-

pearing to be wild in the last-named country, it has become
naturalised there after having been accidentally introtluced.

"We cannot find space for other instances in which botany
may and does serve to elucidate the problems of the origin
of cultivated plants, nor,, indeed, as they will readily be

appreciated by thoughtful cultivators, is it requisite to do
so. There is no difficulty either in appreciating the value

of such scanty evidence as is afforded by the arclueo'ogist.
Historical documents are, if more numerous, less trustworthy,
from the vague way in which plants are mentioned, ami
the difficulty or impossibility of determining precisely the

exact application of particular names.

China, south-west Asia (with Egypt), and tropical America,
are the three principal regions in which the cultivation

of leadiug agricultural plants originated, and from which
it spread. M. de Candolle devotes a short space to the

general consideration of the plants cultivated in eacli of

these regions from the earliest times, and then passes on
to the con.sideration of the evidence afforded by the native

names of plants.

Eightly to appreciate the evidence so afltorded, the
reader should be a scholar profoundly versed in linguistic
studies. Etymologies afford such frightful pitfalls for the

unwary that the greatest care is required in basing an
inference upon them. If, however, they l>e supported by
other and independent evidence tht-ir value becomes great.
Here the absurdity and frequent uselessness of popular
names become vi-ry apparent. The French call Maize
"Turkish Wheat,'' when the plant is not a Wheat, and

originated in .iVmerica. Our Jerusalem Artichoke is another
illustration. It has nothing to do either with Jerusalem
or with Artichokes! Again, our word Potato is the result

of a confusion with the Batata, a totally different plant.
Still, after making allowances for the fallacies attaciiing
to popuhu' names, there remains a substantial body of
evidence of a most valuable character, but one, as we have

said, that demands for its interpretation a skilled linguist.—Gardeners^ Chronicle

The Sweet Potato is so very plentiful with us in the
coastal districts of Queensland, that like most other things
of which there is a large supply, its value is under-estim-
ated. Twenty-eight or thirty years ago this valuable root
used to be imported into New York by steamers from
Barbadoes, and being thus scarce and dear was duly prized
and held somewhat at its proper value. We well remember
seeing it in those days served up as a delicacy to be eaten
roasted with butter, and a very capital dish it was

;
al-

though the sort in vogue was far inferior to either the
white or JIaltese variety grown here. So high was the

opinion entertained of this root by a friend of ours, that
we have heard him say one of the chief reasons he had
for coming to Queensland was the fact that here he could
obtain a plentiful supply of sweet potatoes. Nor do we
think he was far wrong. 'We consider that either for man
or beast there is scarcely a more valuable and nutritious

diet to be obtained, as there certainly is not a more use-

ful crop to be grown in any part of the world. >Ye are

glad to notice that the people of Sydney thoroughly ap-
preciate the sweet potato. We were agreeably surprised
to see three medium sized roots exhibited on a plate in

the windows of the fruiterers, just in the condition in

which they cjtme out of the bag, along with the usual

show of fine fruit. Oa enquiry we learnt that they were
sold 6 lb. for a shilling, and that there was a fair enquiry
for them at that price

—Planter and Farmer.

Pot-Layering.—The method is very simple, and any one
can readily increase his Strawberry beds in this manner.
Small pots, not over three inches across, are filled with

good soil and plunged in the Strawberry-bed, just under
the bud, at the end of a runner, so that its roots, in-

stead of striking in the soil of the bed, will push into

the soil in the pot. The pot should be set down in the

bed, so that its edge is not above the general surface,
else it may get too dry. As the wind may blow the
runners about, it is well to lay a small clod on them,
to hold them in i>lace, or a small hooked twig may be
used. In two or three weeks the new plant will be suffi-

ciently provided with roots to allow the runner that
connects it with the parent plant to be severed. It is

then to be taken to the new bed, the ball of earth con-

taining the roots turned out and placed in a hole made
to receive it. It will go on and grow without any check.
To prevent any injury from drouth, it will be well to

mulch the plants with a little hay or straw as they are
ftet out. The sooner the new plants can be transferred

to their new bed the better ; if it can be done in August,
a full ei-op may be expected next year. Suitable pots
cost very little at the potteries ; those who live at a dis-

tance from these can contrive some substitute. A wooden,
tin, or other receptacle may be contrived to hold the soil.

We have great confidence in the ingenuity of our people
to supply sometliing in the place of pots ; for did not a

lady some years ago write us that, beiug unable to get
small pots for her tomato plants, she used the shells of
ducks' <'i,'i;s! Probably a mere coil of tin, birch-bark, or
even pasteboard, if carefully handlnd. would serve the

purpose, which is to keep the roots from disturbance
until they can be taken to their new place.

—American

Agriculturist.
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OoCA.—In the Jfedical Times and Gazette (p. 1G5), appears
an official report from Surgeon-Major T. EJmonston Chides,
of the Indian army, recommending the use of coca for

assuaging thirst during great exertion iu hot countries. He
is so sati^find as to its thirst-<issuaging powers that he remarlcs,
"Had our tro:>ps been provided with this ]eaf iu Afglianistau,
inste id of the dis ister after Maiwand, our military historians

would have had to chronicle a strategic movemeut to the
rear on Candahar. Had the Russian detachment possessed
this leaf they would have reached Khiva over the route

they were -sent to cross instead of haviug been forced to

relinquish the attempt and retire demoralized with their
ranks thinned by death in consequence of want of water."
He states also that he h.as seen an iufusion of coca relieve

the intense headache of nervous exhaustion, ward off the
failure of nerve power during prolonged fever, and enable

patients to struggle through other exhausting diseases.

That coca does possess valuable properties in the fresh
state there can be but little doubt, or it would not be so

extensively used in Bolivia and Peru, but the leaves as

imported into this country do not generally seem to possess
the activity with which they are credited by Dr. Charles.
Even in Bolivia ** coca fresca

"
is always used, the leaves,

as the writer is assured by a resident in Bolivia, being
never kept for more than three months. How far the

activity of the drug may be due to a volatile oil, as in

coifee, has yet to he determined, but a tincture prepared
from the fresh leaves by a careful ijharmncist would be
Jitter for experiment than the dried leaves. The coca plant
is now being cultivated in Oeylon, and if the experiment
had been tried, as Dr. Charles suggested, with the Indian

contingent sent to Egypt, some interesting results might
have been obtained.—Phannacentical Journal.

Veget.ible Fibkes.—Ekman's Process for the separation
of vegetable fibres, which seems likely to exercise an impor-
tant influence upon the future at least of papi^r-making. It

consists in boiling the substance containing the fibre under

pressure in water containing sufficient magnesium or other
soluble alkaline sulphite to prevent oxidation of the organic
matter. The treatment completely dissolves the incrusted

substances and the cellulose is said to be thus separated
in a practically pure condition, retaining its fibrous form
and uuinjured in strength, whilst the dissolved incrusting
substances form a by-product that should possess some value.

The success of the; process in the preparation of wood pulp
for paper-maklnjj renters it useless, in Mr. Christy's opinion,
to search for vegetable fibres to compete with it for that

purpose. The reader has, however, an ojiportunity of forming
an independent judgment, as the different sheets of the
number are printed on varieties of paper made entirely from
wood prepared by this process

—Pharmaceutical Journal.
On Planting Fbuit Trees.—If success in hardy fruit

culture is to be attained, the cultivator must, as in other
branches of horticulture where the same object is aimed at,
commence at the beginning, and give the young trees a

proper start, aud this is not to be done in a haphazard
way. Instead of digging out holes barely large enough to

squeeze the roots of the tree into make them for wall

trees half the size of a 10-feet circle Cthe wall forming
the division of the latter), and 4 feet deep, including 1

foot of brick-bats finely brokeu on the top for drainage: this

should be covered with turves, grassy side down, and the
hole then filled, if to be had, with good loam, to which

may be added one-fourth of old lime "rubble, making the
soil into a convex mound and sufficieutlv high to allow of

it subsiding to the proper level later on. Then plant the trees

in the ordinary way, spreading the roots out in every
direction, and at the same time cutting away the points
of any damaged or strong-growing ones, and when the tree

is partly planted take hold of it by the stem and give it

a gentle pull and shake upwards, in order to let the soil

well among the roots, and complete the planting process
((3 inches of soil over the roots will be ample) by putting
a couple of barrowfuls of rotten dung around each tree

as a mulching, which will not only prevent frost from

reaching the roots but also maintain the latter in a more

equable condition. Thus planted, and with judicious after

treatment, success is almost sure to follow. I need scarcely
add that the li ading shoots of the individual triMs should,
for the present, until the soil has subsided, only be tacked
with nails and shreds loosely to the walls, and that these
remarks are made on the assumption that the natural soil

and dr.ainage are unsuitable for the growth of fruit trees.
And I would also remark that for young standard trees
I would make holes (circular ones) as above, and 5 feet
in diameter, and put a stiff stake to each tree when planted,
as recommended above, to prevent its swaying with the
wind.—H. 'W. "W".—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

The Value of Ashes.—Coal-ashes do not contain much
plant-food, and their value is mostly mechanical. Wood-
ashes are rich in potash, one of the three substances the
most frequently lacking in poor soils. This potash is very
soluble, so that fresh ashes is a quick-acting fertilizer.
Leached ashes has the larger part of the potash removed,
and they are of much less value. The following figures
express the percentage of valuable ingredients in uuleached
and leached ashes:—

Phosphoric
Acid.

2 per cent,
li

Potash. Lime.
Unleached ... 7 to 10 per cent. 32 per cent.

Leached ... 1 to 2 „ 25
It will be seen that the loss of 6 to 8 lb. of potash per
hundred is the leading difference between the unleached
and leached ashes.—American Af/riculturist.

Salt foe Weeds.—" S," Poplar Ridge, N. Y., says with
reference to the Bind-weed, described last July on page
292, that one of his neighbours finds this a most obstinate

weed, and proposes to apply salt very thickly.
* S." says

that he has patches of the old Day-lily, and of Privet
in his grounds, aud asks our opinion as to the use of
salt to de.stroy them. That it is possible to so poison
the soil by applying salt, and other articles to prevent
the growth of weeds, we do not doubt. The trouble is,
that the soil will be unfitted for the growth of useful

plants also. So far as we are aware, nothing can be ap-
plied to the soil that will discriminate between weeds .and
useful plants. The plant we regard as undesirable, and
call a weed, follows the same laws of growth as the de-
sirable or crop plants. What will prevent the growth of
the one, will also unfit the soil for the other. We have
stated often, and repeat once more, that we have never
yet met with, or heard of a weed, that can grow with-
out leaves, and that we know that persistent cutting
away of all growth above ground, will exterminate the
most obstinate weeds. The trouble is that the cultivator gets
tired, and gives out before the weeds do. Let him persevere
iu his strife, and he will conquer.—American Agriculturist.
Amateub Faeming.—Wishing to start farming, before

doing so I should be glad of getting a few hints from
some of your numerous readers. This is what I propose
doing : Being entirely ignorant of anything about farm-

ing, and an idle man, I wish to have a small farm, say 100
or 150 acres ; I do not want to make profit by it, nor
do I want to spend any of my private income on it

either. What would be the cost at starting, aud what
would be the annual expenditure? Woulil dairy farming
be best ? I think if one could get a trustworthy, honest
bailiff, and let him share the gainings for the first three

years, it would be a very good plan. I tru.st some of

your readers will be kind enough to answer this, as it

would a be great help to many more beside myself.—
Novice. [Whether or no "Novice" would get, from occupy-
ing a farm, an interest on his money, or a fund out of
which to p:iy a bailiff, would depend entirely upon his

suiting the live stock to the holding. Unless one knew
the nature of the soil, its distance from a station, the

proportion of pasture, &c., it would be impossible to ad-
vice him as to dairying. At present prices, both sheep
aud dairy farming oui/ht to pay a <;ompetcnt person hav-

ing sufficient capital to begin mth. The old e.stimate of

capital was £10 per acre ;
but all expenses are increased,

and the buying in live stock would be exceedingly dear,
and it would probably be safer to have from £12 to £15.
If " Noricc "

asks. " Am I likely to get any profit by
occupying a farm?" the answer must be "No." But a

profit is to be made
;
aud an escape from an idle to a most

useful life is to be won . But it will require energy and
patience, and a willingness to learn a immbor of things
which to him would probably be found repulsive Pro-

Ijably the best thing for " Novice " to do would be to get
an introduction to some woi'king farmer upon a similar

occupation, and make an arrangement for seeing the de-
tails of the business for a year before attempting to

farm upon his ow account.—Ed. Field.
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FIBRE MACHINERY.
Another new machine for cleaning and separating fibres

in plants has been patented in the U. S. A. by Mr.
Beoviile, a Mexican. It is designed especially for the wild

pine apple and the American aloe. Tho inventor says
that his machine will treat -.'8,000 leaves an hour. The
Scientijic American of April 8th describes tho machine,
and illustrates it.

As the subject of fibre separation has attracted much
attention here, we append the description given in the

ScKiitiJic American. It is stated that the fibres, after

undergoing the process, are clean, long and strong.
The principal feature of this invention is the scutching

cylinder, which is provided with yielding scutching knives
or scrapers, and iutermediate yielding feeding blades,
which draw the leaves into the cylintii-ical casing sur-

rounding the cylinder, and push the refuse pulpy matter
outward through the opening, at the back of the cyliu-
drical casiug. These scutching blades beat and scrape one
side of the leaf as it is fed from the inclined feeder trough
to the cylindrical casing.
The scutching cylinder revolves at the rate of aboat

2,000 revolutions per minute, and as the leaves are slowly
led to the machine by the fluted feeding rollers, they are

thoroughly treated on one side by the scutching or scrap-
ing blades, which press the leaf downward between roll-

ers, which carry the partly scutched leaf downward to a
second scutching cylinder, which revolves in the opposite
direction, and cleans the refuse pulpy matter from the

opposite side of the leaf, and the clean fibre is discharged
through rollers to an endless apron below, which moves
slowly and delivers it at a distant point to be dried and
baled.

\Ve may add that fibre for paper-making has lately re-
ceived the

_

consideration of the Eoyal Botanic Society.
At a meeting of the Society on March Ilth, Professor

Bentley directed attention to a number of paper-making
materials which had been presented, aud stated that ex-

periments were being carried on for the utilisation of
various kinds of vegetable fibres. It will indeed be strange
if the renewed investigation of the subject does not result
in rendering valuable for textile, paper-making and other
purposes, many of the fibres wliich now are so lamentably
wasted in tropical countries.—Planters^ Gazette.

THE LABOUR QUESTION IN JAMAICA.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " PLANTEKs' G.^.i!ETTE."

Sir,—I have read in your issue of 1st April a letter
under the heading of " The Labour Difliculty in Jamaica,"
written with the view of makiug people believe there is

no labour difficulty in Jamaica.

My experience as a planter in Jamaica is one of eight
years, four of which have been in the Blue Mountain
district of which Mr. Morris writes, aud where I now
reside, managing two coffee plantations with something
over 150 acres of coffee under cultivation, and having
charge of another of 90 acres in cultivation. My expe-
rience is .small, however, compared with that of many other

planters in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica, and if they
write to you in reply to Mr. Morris's letter, this one may
be put aside ; but as regards Mr. Morris's experience of
the district, I feel it no presumption on my part to reply
to him.

It is well known that the negroes in this island are
almost all proprietors of more or less land from two-acre
to ten-acre lots

;
this lot they invariably put into coffee

cultivation, and rent an acre of land from an adjoining
estate for 20s per acre, where they grow their yams and
cocoas : the latter feeds them, and the coffee buys their

clothes, &c. Now, the hurricane of 1880 destroyed, their

provisions and coffee crop, and forced them to flock out
to the plantations aud estates for work, but the crops of
these latter being also to a great extent destroyed there
was only a limited demand for their labour. The plant-
ations I'.ot ha\-ing recovered sufliciently by the spring of
1881, did not blossom well, and consequently the crop of
1831-82 Cjust published) was a failure, causing still a
small di'mand for labour, while the same cause puts more
labour than usual forward. These two years cover, I be-
lieve, the whole period of Mr. Morris's Jamaica expe-
rience.

70

It can bo easily understood that the negro being a
coffee proprietor, wants labour himself at the most crit-

ical period
—that of picking coffee, and I have actually

known a man who was working in my fields before coffee
was ripe, come in croij-time and take away four of my
cofl'ee pickers to his own coff'ee piece, oft'ering them greater
inducement. I have no doubt labour could bo got at

present to do what Mr. Morris states, but where would
the planter be in crop time without the <iuiet, thrifty,

steady-working coolie? The present small cultivation on
most plantations is as much as the labour market war-
rants our raaiutainnig unless we import coolies. The negro
is a good workman, but we must not forget he is a

proprietor and has his own wants.—I am. Sir, yours faith-

fully, Geoege Massey.
Richmond Vale Plantation, Jamaica.

DANJWE, CASSIA TORA OR FCETIC CASSIA ;

The new jyofessed aubstitate for Cojf'ee.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " INDIAN AG EICULTITHIST."

SiK,—A favorable report, made of it by the Commis-
sioner of Arakan, has called public attention to that plant.

All the shrubs (annuals) I have seen were dried up.
Their height varied from 2 to 4| feet. They bad from
10 to 24 branches, with some 10 little pods each, con-

taining 18 small, hard, elongated seeds (of which 1,825
are required to make one ounce in weight), having a
bitter taste not unlike the cofl'ee bean when roasted and
ground. They emit a smell very much like that of coffee
also when similarly treated. And lastly when the powder
is used with boiling water in a cafttiere, aud the infusion
is drunk either by itself or mixed with milk, it is most
agreeable, and 1 have no doubt 95 people out of 100,

especially in England, would not suspect it was not coffee,

although a connoisseur might find it a trifle bitter. I

have tried it at night on my younger son and myself, but
its effect was opposite to that of coffee ; it promoted
sleep. As a fact, the Burmese use the leaves instead of

tea in cases of insomny. They also use them internally,
mixed with jaggery, as a remedy against ringworms. In
times of scarcity

—fortunately very rare in this land—they
mix the seed and boil and eat it with their rice.

As I have just said, I have only si-en dried and denuded
shrubs, but the leaves are said to resemble those of the

Piai/hampio with this difference, that their smell is con-
sidered by some as unpleasant : hence Danpve or the Cassia
tora is sometimes also called Fcetid Cassia.

Mr. Gladstone's propo.sed measm'( s to exclude from the

Engli.->h markets all substitutes for coffee, except chicory,
does not promise well for the future of Ihtnjwe in Eng-
land. But Coutinental dealers may adopt it as a possible

improvement on chicory, or some bo!d speculator in Eng-
land itself may try and succeed in launching JJanjire into

fashion as a new aud distinct drink, having valuable effects

on the human system.
Should Ihni.jne thus become popular, Burmah could sup-

ply the world with it. One acre would easily contain

20,000 sln-ubs (I allow a distance of neaily 18 inches be-

tween the trees, which is much above that in which I

have found them in a wild state), n hich multiplied by 1§
ounce, the average yield per shrub would give 17 cwt.

seeds per acre.

Now very inferior coffee sells in London for 4-s. a cwt_
Allowing for Danjwe one-third only of the price, viz

, 14s

(li penny a pound), and reckoning all local and carriage

expenses up to London as follows:—
s. d.

Cost of cultivation per acre producing 17 cwt. ... 24

Cost of IT gunnies at G4s. per 100 ... ... 10 10

Bagging and shipping on the spot dune by the coo-

lies on the plantation ... ... ... 00
Carriage to Rangoon at 10s. per ton ... ... 8 6

Transhipping charges at Rangoon, say ... .. 8 4

Freight to London at G5s. per ton ... ... 55 3

Insuriince and other charges, say 10 per cent on value

in London, 23t}s. ... ... ... 23 10

Total cost..

By sale 17 cwt. at 14s

130 9
238

Net Profit... 107 3
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or counting, as I have just done, the rupee at two shill-

ings, the unavoidable rate again ere long, rupees 53-10

nelt per acre,
—not a bad result for a kind of cultivation

winch apparently would give little trouble and run fewer
risks than any other kind. I have taken no account of

the probable great improvement in the yield which a care-

ful husbandry would secure.

Of risks, the only one I see would be at the reaping
tinif to avoid losing the seed, either by too rough a

handling or by allowing the trees to stand too long after

the ripening had begun. Then the bagging should take

place as rapidly as possible, or small insects will get in and
bore the seeds and thus depreciate their worth.
But even in the case of Danjive becoming popular, I do

not believe that either coffee,
" divine coffee

" as Voltaire,
and .ifter him all Frenchmen called or call it, or tea,

another *' Celestial" beverage, need fear a new rival. As
tonic, nutritive, nerve-bracing and brain-feeding drinks,
coffee and tea will always stand at the head of all other

drinks. Yet, for certain purposes, Danjioe may become a

beneficient drink too. Even then it will not more injure
coffee or tea than Khine wine does champagne or Chateau

Margaux. Ikeawaddy.

Myan-Oung, British Burmah.

THE POTATO DISEASE.

The somewhat novel facts made known by Mr. A. S.

Wilson with respect to the Potato disease are such that

only scientists may venture to dispute the correctness of.

Accepting them as exact, I thiuk it gives some clue to

that difficult point, which has always bothered those who
have closely observed the action of the disease in the

Potato plant to understand. How often has it not been
mentioned that the fungus manifests activity almost in-

variably first in kinds of Potatoes that are approaching
maturity, and this it has j^uzzled us exceedingly to ex-

plain. We have naturally thought that, with a sporadic
attack simultaneously all over a breadth of early and late

kinds, the tenderer leafage should first show eviflences of

the disease, but almost always the more mature kinds,
those having the firmer leafage, have suffered first. We
must now conclude, as Mr. Wilson has shown us the fungus
really generates itself [Frequently, whether universally has

yet to be proven.
—

Ed.] in the leafage, that it as well as

the plant requires a certain time equally to matiu'e ere

the one ripens and the other can exhibit external deve-

lopment. In his reference to the resisting powers of the

Cliampii'U Potato—powers, by-the-bj'e, always more strongly
seen in Magnum Bonum—Mr. Wilson gives support to the

opiiu'on I long since put forth, that the disease-resisting

power of certain kinds of Potatoes was mainly due to

the very hard woody nature of the stems, the which
checked the fungus in its operations. None the less we
must not overlook the fact that whilst for several years

past the disease has eventually totally destroyed the leaves

and stems on many hundred acres of Magnum Bonum,
yet the tubers have apparently remained sound, so that

it is evident some other causes as well as the one thus

suggested have been in operation to save the tubers. ]Mr.

Hibberd not long since made the suggestion that all kinds

having erect growing tojis were less liable to the disease

than were those which have spreading sprawling tops.
That is no doubt correct, but it does not clear up the

case except on the before-mentioned hypothesis, that the
stems as well as being erect were hard and woody. This

hypothesis is again based upon the curiously received

notion that the fungus, let it attack the plant at the first

how it may, travels down the internal structure of the
stems into the tubers aud causes decay and rot. It is

therefore very remarkable that whilst Mr. Wilson should
be putting forth his new discoveries as to the life-history
of the Potato fungus, Mr. Jensen should be putting iu a

claim as to an important discovery that seems to run

quite counter to Mr. Wilson's views. Mr. Jensen sets no
store by the internal operating theory but holds that the
real work of the fungus in producing disease in the tubers is

the product of external action. There need not., however,
be any considerable diversity between views that we may
dc ni so opposite. Mr. .Ten.sen has assumed that the fun-

goid .spores were borne on the air, deposited on the leaves

of the plants aud on the soil, and thence washed by rains

into the tubers if not protected by a thick covering of
soil. But if, as Mr. Wilson, as I understand him—for

fungoid jargon is somewhat barbaric—shows that instead
of the spores falling upon the surface of the leaves from
the air they are really begat in the leaf itself and pre-
sently burst through the leaf cuticle into its external sur-
face, then exactly the same result occurs as if the other
thing happened, for the spores are there to be washed
into the soil. It therefore does not conflict with or detract
from the value of the system of protective earthing which
Mr. Jensen puts forth. No one has ventured to dispute
the theory as to the operation of the Peronospora spores
on the young tender-skinned tubers, and it would be diffi-

cult to disprove; whilst the past season has furnished
myriads of examples where the fungus had entered the
skin of the tubers, making a pock-like dark blotch, and
that was all. Evidences of this sort have been far more
abundant than have those favouring the entry of the fungus
into the tuber through the stem. The very interesting
mention of the quick operation of the fungus upon cut
or bruised tubers has, too, had myriads of examples. The
common idea in connection with the di-y rot or decay
that would follow upon a cut or bruise made with the
fork iu lifting was that the blow had destroyed a portion
of the cellular tissue, hence the decay, The theory pro-
pounded by Mr. Jensen is far more probable, aud its
truth can hardly be doubted. But when we again turn
to the so-called disease-resisting kinds, we find that the
tubers of these as a rule are not more deeply buried than
are those of kinds that do readily take the disease, and
therefore we can but assume either, as previously pro-
pounded, that the stiff', erect growers—probably because
the foliage protects the soil beneath from rain—are thus
disease-resisting, or else their tubers have stouter skins,
which renders them the more impregnable. I do not un-
derstand Mr. Wilson to suggest how the fungus spores
first get in<o the foliage, whether they hybernate in the
soil during the winter and are taken up by the plant in
the spring, or whether they are in the seed tubers and
developed from them. No doubt much is to be learnt yet
respecting this singular and destructive disease.—A. D.
[It will probably be found, judging by the analogy of
other fungi, that all these observers are right from their
own point of view—the di.screpancies being accounted for

by the varying habit of the fungus.—Ed.]—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

CASTOE PLANTING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " INDIAN AGRICCLTURIST."

Sir,—Some time ago there appeared in the Statesman
a little letter on a large subject—a query or two as to
tlie cultivation of the castor plant. Numbers in common
with your correspondent have had stray thoughts directed
to this enterprise, and some have wondered why large
castor factories, with oil-presses, have not dotted the land
of Ind; for the pLant is easy and inexpensive to cultiv-

ate, and lucrative beyond dreams. Were this commodity
(castor seed) procurable in large quantities, there is no
question but it would supersede coal as a gas yielding
product. The light would be infinitely superior, and the
atmosphere would be free from the deleterious properties
with which, in cities, the use of g.is charges the air we
breathe, and consequently the lungs. Take a simple castor

seed,_
hold it over a light, and when it slightly cracks,

gas is emitted, and this burns for the space of two or
three minutes in a beautiful white steady glow greatly
resunbling the electric. There are altogether some eleven
varieties of this species, and the savants have endowed
all and each with scientific designations. They fructify
plentifully even in the most louely soils. I send you three
samples of the seed grown in these parts. The smallest
kind is said to yield the most oil, but the difference is

not much, as I infer from the small difference (one anna
per maund) iu price. It is grown here exten,sively as a
field crop, and is an annual. The land for it must bo
well prepared (ploughed), although its quality may be in-
different. It is sown in August aud September, when the
heavy rains have passed, for it perishes with an abund-
ance of water. The seed is put down in the furrows of
the plough six inches deep aud two feet apart. No man-
ure is used, and when the plants are a span high the
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land is run over with a "
bucklier," a blade of sharp iron

attached to a block of wood and drawn between the rows

by oxen, so clearing the laud of all weeds. This is once

repeated, and the operation of tilling the soil ceases. The
fruit ripeus about February or Jlarch, and yields from

six to eight raauuds per acre, the price per mauud vary-

ing from R3-12 to 4 in Bombay. Of the larger descrip-

tions sent, the lesser is the red, and the larger the white

variety. Both attain to pretty respectable proportions,
fifteen to twenty feet in height, and if watered iu the

hot months will live and produce for years. These prefer
the better class of soils, rich black or brown, or loamy.
The seeds are put down by the villagers at the commence-
ment of the rains, sometimes very thinly, amoui^ the

kun-eef crops, more often in the minute plots around their

huts.
'

Some trees in the Government garden here, in-

differently attended to, yielded last year (their third season)
over 200 lb. per tree, they are remarkably fine specimens
of the middling variety of my seed, and the hue of stem,

leaves, capsules and seed is red. They produce two crops
—

one now and the other in March. I have a plot of 100

plants, 6 feet apart. They were put down a month ago,

have had a good many showers and little manure, and

each now stands over six feet, with a stem of the thick-

ness of your wrist, and leaves two feet wide. Now, sup-

pose a person inteuded to cultivate 50 acres of large castor

plant. The land, possessing two wells, must, as I have

already stated, be of a good description and
^
three feet

in depth at least of good soil. It must, prior to the

seeding, be well ploughed and weeded, and lie ready for

three months at least, and in this time if it receives a

few good showers or could be flooded twice, so much the

better. In the commencement of June furrows at inter-

vals of 8 feet should be run with ploughs straight across

the land, and last year's cowdung be freely scattered

therein. The seed should, about the 15th of June be sown
iu the furrows, the plough being worked into these again.
The sower following the plough drops one seed at every

eight feet, not stopping to cover the seed, as this oper-
ation is already being performed by the "buckher" which

is being driven across the furrows. Germination will com-
mence iu from six to eight days. The seed must be well

picked, and even then a good percentage will not sprout ;

when after 10 or 15 days other seeds should be put down
in their places. Should these succeed, if a spell of dry
weather come when the plants are tender, say of two to

three leaves, insects, ants and caterpillars are sure to

attack them and destroy a good many. These should be

rapidly replaced with seed, aud this process can be pur-
sued till the end of August. "When the plants are 15 or

20 days old, the earth round the roots should be loosened,
and manured with manure which you have previously
stacked all about the land. Only dry cowdung should be

freely applied, one man or woman easily mauipulating from
3 to 400 plants daily. The only animals which eat castor

leaves are deer and goats. Now the only work is to

"bnckher" the land when weeds arise. Two of these

operations, one a mouth after the other, are generally all

that is required. The "buckher" will accomplish from
three-fnurtlis to one acre daily. What a senseless and

expensive system the mode of weeding tea by coolies in

Assam is. One man with a hoe does 40' x 50' of light,

and 20' « 20' of deep cl'^aring, when a "buckher" drawn

by a single bull, will easily do what I have just stated,

one acre of light and a half of heavy. Then the coolie

operation costs the planter R4 per acre, while the "buck-
her" will achieve this for four annas. In September the

red variety will yield the first crop, say 22 lb. per tree,

and in February both the red and white \v\l\ give their

full crop. Not to injure the trees you will have to erect

stands out of the fallen timber from which the pickers
break the capsules. These are then carted away and stacked
and cattle tread out the seed. The average yield per

plant the first year will exceed 6 lb., the second 10 lb.,

and the third 15 lb. The latter, provided the field is well

watered in the hot months. And I have heard of trees

under these conditions giving a good outturn again in June-

July. This paper has already become too long, and ther©
is no room for details of expenditure. But if you allow
one man for 4 acres and six pairs of bulls for the 50

acres, besides for tools, manuring, harvesting and rent,
the cost ought not to exceed per annum 16 rupees per

acre—say Rl.OOO for the whole. Your produce the fii-st

year will be, taking the acre to contain 650 plants (5 per
cent margin allowed) at 5 lb. per plant, siiy 40 maun Is

per acre or R160 for the 50 acres, that is, ilSjOOU wirh
an expenditure of 111,000. The third year the expenses
will not increase, but the outturn will be worth K24,0(X).
This result does appear incredibly absurd, but it is never-

theless very near the mark. H. T. T.

Berar, October 3, 1882.

GARDENS IN INDIA.

(Concluded from p. 545.)

In addition to the gardens mentioned at p. 545, there
are the private gardens of Europeans living iu ludia. Now,
it might be supposed that in a climate aud soil so favour-
able to horticulture, these would bo first-cla.ss, but such
is not the fact. Anglo-Indians are ever on the move, and

they don't care to go to the trouble aud expense of lay-

ing down gardens for the people who come after theni
;

still, iu some places, the gardens—which are commonly
called "compounds"—are fair enough. Desperate expe-
dients, however, are necessary to make English vegetables,
which are the things most affected, flourish well. Thus,
one will see an amateur gardener—a colonel or commis-
sioner perhaps—gravely sticking little pegs of bamboo into
his Cauliflower stems, to prevent them emulating Jack's

Beanstalk, and running up too quick; or a lady in her

early morning deshabille carefully placing a lump of rock-
salt at the roots of each Asparagus plant, in the hope
that so much kindness will induce the "

grass
"

to grow.
But gardening in India is not nice work for those who
like to work themselves. Hideous grubs and insects are
turned up with each dig of the garden khife with which
we work, and sometimes the mallee "

or native gardener
is a worshipper of the cobra, in which case that serpent
becomes dangerously familiar, taking up his haunt near
the well, and turning up perhaps when least expected.
Squirrels devour one's Peas, and white ants eat everything;
and, as the rule, English vegetables, except those grown
at a great elevation on the hills, are tasteless, and scarcely
worth the trouble bestowed upon them.

\yith regard to fruits, there are few of the indigenous
kinds which are worth growing or can be improved. Man-
goes take too long to grow to be worth cultivation in an
Anglo-Indian's garden ;

whatever is done to improve this

fine fruit is done by natives
;
but the Indian Mango has

still a huge and inconvenient stone, whereas the "
high

caste" Mauritius Mangoes are said to have had their stones

improved right away. One ingenious English gardener,
indeed, attempted to grow very fine Mangoes, by bury-
ing all the dead pariah dogs that are killed once a year
at the root of hie trees, but with what result is unknown.
Mulberries, in some places, grow in hedges, but the fruit

is poor. Guavas are capable of the "higher cidt," but

they are altogether iu the hands of the natives. Oranges,
except in some places, are also poor, and no attempt seems
to be ever made to introduce the finer kinds as those of

St. Michael, Malta, or Seville. Melons are very fiur. but
a Melon garden in India is a very different thing from
a Melon frame at home In the cold weather, when the
Indian rivers have rim down, and leave great wast'^s of
sand exposed, the Melon gardener plants his seed broad-
cast. Ey-and-bye the whole surface beeoraes a vast I\Ielon

bed, and in the hot weather the fruit is solrl at the equiv-
alent of Id. or less each. The Melons of Ouddapah, in

the Madras Presidency, are famous, but as the rule, In-
dian Melons, like all Indian fruits, want new "blood" in-

troduced, for the seed is too often worn out. The Persian
Melons, green-fleshed, are delicious and easily grown, but
are seldom seen. But it is a rule in India that whatever
was good enough for a man's forefathers is good enough
for himself, consequently there is little horticultural pro-
gress. Pine-apples grow freely on the west coast of India,
sometimes under the shade of the immense Cocoa-nut

groves of those parts, but are much inferior in size and
flavour to the Pines of the Straits of Malacca. The Pine-

apples of Singapore are perhaps the finest in the world
;

they are planted on the hillside in much the same way
as they plant Tea on the Nilgiris, and are to be purchased
at a merely nominal price

—one weighing several pounds
can be had for a cent, or the hundredth part of a dollar ;
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and the Straits Pines enjoy the reputation of being so

wholesome that they may be eaten to almost any extent

with impunity.
There is a remarkable absence of fruits corresponding

to our Gooseberries, Currants, Strawberries, &c., in India.

There are wild Strawberries and Kaspberries indeed on

the hills, but nothing resembling them on the plains.
The fruits of India, like the flowers, seem to grow on

large trees, and many of the commoner kinds although
eaten by the natives are positively nauseous. In the jun-

gles one sometimes comes upon trees loaded with fruit

which looks good to eat, but which it is prudent to avoid.

There is the Jaml)ulam with its Damson-like but dis-

agreeable fruit ;
the Nux vomica, which seems to bear

Oranges; the Blowa, and many others. In the Malayan
forests, however, Maugosteeu trees are very abundant, and
it is a common thing to see the wild monkeys throwing
this exquisiue fruit down from the tree tops just like so

many schoolboys up an apple tree. Once, when shooting
on the Mvlayan Teninsula, my Malay

'* shikaree" gave
me a peculiar and delicious fruit of which I do not know
the botanical uanii', and which I have never seen at any
other time. It resembled a piece of honeycomb, but the

cells were much larger. Each cell contained a sub-acid

globe of a flavour resembling the Grape. Talking of Grapes,
the vines and the wines of Hindostan were once famous.

Tavernier, Hamilton, and other travellers of ancient times

speak of the red Indian wine on which the Emperor
Akbar used to get royally drunk. But wine is never seen

now, at If; st wine of local manufacture. The Indian wine
seems to liave shared the fate of the Persian wine of

Shiraz, which in the early days of our occupation of India

was thought so good that it was drunk at the tables of

the English merchants at Calcutta, though wine is still

made in Afghanistan, and the Emperor B.aber thought
there was no better. His memoirs contain many inter-

esting allusions to it. But thero is a prospect of India

producing wine before long. The Maharajah of Cashmere
has imported champagne and Burgundy Vines, as also

French Vine dressers, and his experiment is said to give

promise uf success. Eemembering the ravages made by
the Phylloxera in the vineyards of France, the Jl.-iharajah

ought to realise immense profits should his champagne
equal that of Epernay. Grapes will grow well in many
parts of India, even in the hottest places, but they are

mostly white—of the Sweetw.ater kind. Purple Grapes,
dwarfed in the Japanese fashion and grown in pots are

to be seen in some places, and are exceedingly quaint
and pretty, the huge bunches of purple fruit appearing
so very much out of proportion with the stunted Vine
that bears them.

Something may be said here of Indian gardeners or
" mallees " as they are called. Their cheapness is perhaps
their greatest recommendation. Eemembering that an or-

dinary gardener's wage in England is something like .£1

a week, it is refreshing at first to have to pay a " mallee "

only 10s. a month, but then the difl'crencc ! The latter

is a most unteachable person, and he is full of crotchets

and crudities. Worse than all, be is as a rule a humbug
and a thief. If there is any choice fruit or vegetables
about he will sell it iu the bazar, and say the squirrels
or bandycoots ate it. One thing only he excels in, and
that is the making of bouquets. Natives generally have
a wonderful taste in arranging flowers—or shall I say,
colours?—and their bouquets are masterpieces of floral art.

Every native " mallee
" has a gartleu within a gardeu—a

garden of his own. In this he cultivates at the least

possible trouble Chillies, Cucumbers, Vegetable IMarrow,

Egg-plant, and such-like curry stuff for himself and family.
His melancholy song or wail as he ch-aws the garden
water by buckets from the garden hoirrie or well is familiar

to all Anglo-Indians, and can be recalled, however far from
India they may be. by the slightest efltort of

J
the memory.

But, gorgeous as arq the Indian flowers in their flaring

scarlet, crimson, and yellow colours, there are no flowers

in India after all to be compared for simple loveliness

with the wild flowers of the English spring. The pink
and white Hawthorn, the Violets and Daffodils of our

hedgerows, are worth them all put together when the
lark is singing in the sky, and Nature's beauties bring the

recollections of our happy childhood vividly before us.

Nor is there anything in India to surpass a Pear or a

Cherry tree in full blossom. The " Gold Mohur " and the
Bougainvillea may be more dazzling, but they are certainlynot so lovely or so sweet. And let this fact act as con-
solation to those stay-at-home people who are discontented
with their own modest English gardens because they im-
agine tropical plants are so much finer than anything they
can grow there. It would be unfair indeed to say that
Indian gardens have not a beauty of their own, but it is
what the French call the lieaiite dit diah/e—gaudy, mere-
tricious, fantastic. One can love English flowers, however
humble they may be ; but admiration at the best is all
one can give to an Indian garden.—F. E. ^V.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

GOVEENMENT CINCHONA PLANTATIONS IN INDIA.
Twentieth Annual Report of the Goivrnment Cinchona

Plantation in British Sikkim. By Surgeon-Major George
King, M.B., F.L.S., Superintendent of the Rot/al Botanic Garden,
Calcutta, and of Cinchona Cultivation in bengal.
As regards the Cinchona plantation, the year 1881-82

is chiefly remarkable for the progress which has been
made during its course in the propagation and planting
out of the Cinchona barks, which .are known as par e.vcellence

quinine yielders. The chief of these, named in honour of
the unfortunate collector who first introduced it to cultiv-
ation in Asia, is Cinchona Ledyeriana. This variety has
until lately been included in the melange of forms to which
the specific name Calisai/a has been given. Mr. Moens, the
distinguished Director of Cinchona Cultivation to the Dutch
Government, has, however, recently made out what appears
to be a very good claim for Ledgeriuna to rank as a distinct

species. It is, however, more convenient to continue for
the present to enter iu the returns appended to this report
Ledgeriana as a variety of Calisaya, and this has accord-
ingly been done. O! Cinchona Zedquiana there have been
planted out during the year 154,000 plants. These are
now all strong and healthy, and if they continue to grow
as they at present promise to do, a crop of quinine bark
of very high quality should be yielded in a few years.
Next in importance to Ledgeriana as a yielder of quinine,
and of a robuster constitution, is the Cinchona rfhich has
hitherto been referred to in my annual reports as our

I'
hybrid." A few plants of this appeared spontaneously

in the old plantation at Rungbee many years ago among
some seedlings raised from seed received from Dr. Thwaites,
of the Ceylon Botanical Garden. They were soon recognised
by the late Dr. Anderson, Mr. Clarke, and Mr. Gammie
as different from the ojpcinalis and strccirulira trees by which
they were surroundecT They also differ a good deal from
each other, but as they all partake to some extent of the
characters of both red and crown barks, they were put
down as natural hybrids. Mr. "Wood made an analysis of
the barks of these in 1874, which showed them to be rich
in quinine. Their propagation was therefore at once
vigorously set about, and has been continued ever since.
It was found that these varieties do not come true to seed,
and this confirmed the opinion as to their hybrid origin.
Propagation by cuttings was therefore resorted to, and it

is by this means that the whole of the younger plants
now in the plantation have been obtained. Colonel Bed-
dome, Inspector-General of the Madras Forests, and ex
officio Superintendent of the Madras Government Cinchona
plantations on the Nilgiris, visited Sikkim during the year,
and he pronounced all our "hybrids" to belong to the
species which, according to Mr. Cross, is called Puta de
Gttlinazo by the bark-collectors of Ohimborazo. This opinion
is not adopted by the authorities at Kew, nor by Dr.
Trimen, Director of Cinchona Cultivation in Ceylon. Ob-
servation of the growing plants shows that there are six
distinct forms amongst these hybrids. .Samples of bark
of four of these forms have been analysed by Mr. AVood,
late Quinologist to the plantation, and the results show
that the ,four differ greatly (as will be seen from thefollow-

ing table) in the proportion of alkaloids which they yield :

—
Analyses offour sanijiles of hybrid harkfrom Mungpoo.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Crystallised sulphate of

quinine 287
„ „ of cinchonidine 2-94

„ „ of quiuiiliue traces.

Cinchonine (alkaloids) 0-72

1-48
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The samples analysed were taken from very youug plants
in the oark of which the alkaloids had not attained their

full development. But the figures give promise tliat, when
mature, the forms uumljcred 1, 2. 3 will be valuable

quinine barks. Number 4, on the other hand, is evidently
a bark closely allied to succirubra, and, as a source of

quinine, is not worth cultivating. Samples of the bark

of the remaining two forms have been sent for analysis,
but the results have not yet been received. The chemical

evidence afforded by the analysis just quoted goes to sup-

port the view, which has from the first obtained on the

Sikkim plantation, as to these new and unnamed varieties

being natural hybrids. They continue, therefore, to appear
under this designation in the present report During the

past year 91,730 plants of these have been permanently
planted out. The number of quinine bark trees on the

plantation now amouuts to 858,323—namely, Calisaya

(including LeiUjeriana) 566,695, and hybrids 91,628. I hope
during the year now entered on to bring the total number

up to one million at least. To the red bark {sncciruhra)

plantation no additions were made during the year; on
the contrary, 161,250 trees were uprooted for the sake of

their bark. The number of red barks on the two plantations
of Mungpoo and Sittong now stands at 3,873,285, and
these at present appear to be .^sufficient to meet the demand
for Cinchona febrifuge. The total number of Cinchona
trees of all sorts contained in the plantations is shown
in the following table:—

Red.

(C Succi-

Tuhra.)

Mungpoo Division 2,741,085

Sittong Di^isiou I,ri2,-i00
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and factory. Mr. Moens' visit to Mungpoo was one of the

fortunate results of my own visit tv the Dutch plantation

during the previous year.

9. In order to supply fuel and building timber for the

factory, a beginning was made during the year in planting out

the bare land unsuitable for Cinchona above Mungpoo.
This was done partly by sowing .seed in situ, and partly

by transplanting from nurseries. About 50 acres have

already been put out, and arrangements have been made
for extending this highly necessary work dui'ing the current

year.

10. Mr. Gammie was in charge of the plantation during
the year, anil to him my bi^st acknowledgements are due
for his continued excellent service. Mr. Gammie's first

assistant, Mr. J. L. Lister, resigned the service of Govern-

ment at the end of the year, and in him Government
lost a trustworthy and zealous officer. Mr. Lister's place
has been taken by Mr. Planting who, as Om'ator of the

Botanical Garden, had established a high reputation for

vigour and efficiency. The junior assistants, Messrs. Crofton,
Parkes and Kennedy have worked well during the year.

11. The usual annual returns are appeuded.

Table showing the numher and distribution of Cinchona plants

ie the Government plantations, Mungpoo Division, on the

Ut April 1882.

Cinchona Hybrid
,, Succirubra

„ Calisaya

„ Micrautha

„ Officinalis and
varieties

„ Pahudiana

„ Species yielding

Oarthagena bark

Total . . .

Plantation.

Co*"

.g s<!

146,020

2,902,335
393,915

500

25,000

5,U92

&

3,472.862

161,250

Is
a§si

c<i

91,T30 237 750
2,741,085

154,000, 547,915
500

25,000

'5,092

161,250i 245,730 3,557,342

Cinchona Hybrid
„ Succirubra...

„ Oalisaya

„ Micrantha . . .

„ OfBcinalis and
varieties

„ Pahudiana...

„ Species yielding

Carthagena bark

Total...
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3. The net cost of each pound of febrifuge is thus
shown to be Rll-l-S'3, which is a good deal above the

cost of last year's outturn. There are three reasons for

this increased cost :
—

1st.—Items amounting to R6,792, expended for casks,
steam and other apparatus, have been treated as part of

the ordinary working expenditure, while they might fairly

enough have been treated as capital charges. But the

factory has no capital account, and 1 am unwilling to open
one merely for the sake of impronng the appearance of

the results of the working of one year.
2nd.—While the factory establishment necessarily remain-

ed pretty much the same as last year, the outturn of

manufactured product was less.

drd.—Owing to a large proportion of branch bark than
usual having been used in the manufacture, the percentage
of febrifuge yielded was slightly smaller than in the previous
year.

4. The amount of febrifuge disposed of during the year
exceeds that of the previous year by no less than 2.225

pounds. This increase is chiefly due to the large quantity
taken by the general public, the sales to whom have risen

at a bound from 3.151 pounds in 1830-81 to 4,680 pounds
in the past year. The issues to Government hospitals and

dispensaries exceed those of the previous year by 696 pounds,
the increase being chiefly due to a very liberal expenditure
in the fever-stricken district of Nuddea. The details of

the distribution are shown, in the following table:—
lb. oz.

To Medical Depot, Calcutta 3,386

„ Ditto, Bombay 1,000

„ Ditto, Madras 800

„ Surgeon-General for Bengal (for district

mechcal officers of Bengal) 995 4

„ Inspector-General of Jails, Bengal (for jails

and lock-ups in Bengal) 14 12

Sold to the public 4,680
Given as samples, &c. ... ... ... ... 2 9

Total ... 10,878 9
' 6. The J^ar was entered upon with a stock of 4,368

pounds of febrifuge in haud, and during the early part
of it the demand for febrifuge was rather dull. It was
therefore considered unnecessary to keep the outturn of the

factory at so high a pitcL as in the previous year. But
towards the end of the season the demand came with an

unexpected rush and, had it not been for the large reserve

carried over from 1880-81, I should have been unable to

meet it, the issues for the year having exceeded the manufac-
ture by 2,868 pounds. As will be seen by the subjoined
table, the stock at the beginning of the current year is

only 1,500 pounds and, as I consider this to be too low
for safety, I have increased the weekly outturn of the

factory from the very beginning of the current year.

7\thle showing the amownt of fehrifuffe produced from
the commencemeni to 31st March 1882^ and. the

stock at the latter date.

lb. oz.

Supplied to Medical Depot,
Calcutta 18,840 3

Supplied to Medical Depot,
Bombay 6,200

Supplied to Medical Depot,
Madras 1,900

Supplied to Straits Settle-

ments 30

Supplied to Surgeon-Gen-
era! for Bengal (for dis-

trict medical officers of

Bengal) 995 4

Supplied to Inspector-Gen-
I eral of Jails, Bengal (for

jails& lock-ups in Bengal) 14 12

OSold for cash 15.073 8

'Samples, &c. 95 10
Stock in hand on 31st March
1882 1,500 4

Manufac-
tured in

1874-75 .
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The profit showa in the above statement is eijua! to a
dividend on the capital of the concern of 13 per cent,
and is by far the best flnaueial result that has yet been
obtained. But this actual profit on the business of the
plantation does not represent the entire pecuniary benefit
that Government has derived during the year from these
plantations, for the saving effected by substituting in
Government dispensaries and hospitals of e,196 pounds of
febrifuge for an equal quantity of quinine is very con-
siderable. Quinine ruled much lower in price during the
year under review than during 1880-.S1. But taking it

at the low average of eight shillings per ounce in Loudon,
and calculating the exchange at Is. SJd. per rupee, it

could not have been laid down in India under E74 per
pound, while the cinchona febrifuge cost only Rlil-8

per pound. Accepting these figures, the saving f jr the
year amounts to three and a half lakhs of rupees. This
being added to the sixteen and a half lakhs saved in a
similar way in former years, brings the total amount saved
to C4overnmeut to ticenti/ lakhs of rupees, which is exactly
twice the amount of the capital expended on the plantation
since its commencement.

9. Owing to unavoidable delays in its transit and erection,
the small steam-boiling apparatus sanctioned last year for
the experimental manufacture of crystalline febrifuge and
quinine was not got into working onler until December.
Owing to the pressure for the production of ordinary febrifuge
during the concluding months of the financial year, and
owing also to unexpected difliculties which have arisen in

working on a large scale the processes which Jlr. Garamie
had conducted so successfully on a small one, I am still

unable to give a final report on the results of Mr. Gammie's
steam process for manufacturing the crystalline products.
Mr. Gammie asks for a few months' more delay in order
that further experiments may be tried, and this I trust
Government may be pleased to allow. The factory has

during the year been under Jlr. Gammie's charge, and
I beg again to bring to the notice of Government the
excellent manner in which he has conducted the duties
connected with it. Mr. Gammie's son was appointed an
as.sistant in the factory in the beginning of the year, and
he has worked diligently and well. Baboo Gopal Chundra
Dutta, the head of my cinchona office, has also done good
work during the year.

10. As an appendix to this report, I annex a tabular
statement showing the details of the cash receipts for

febrifuge, bark, &c., during the year. Full credit is therein
taken for all the febrifuge supplied to the Surgeon-General
of Bengal, although as a matter of fact the whole of the

febrifuge supplied to him has not actually been credited
to the factory account in the Accountant-General's books,
the necessary statements for the last few mouths of the

year not yet having been received in the Accountant-
General's oflice.

Cash Income for ISSl-SS.

B. A. p.

Oash received from sale of febrifuge and

paid into the Bank of Bengal and other
Government treasuries

Oash paid into Bank of Bengal, Calcutta,
and into Darjeeliug treasury, on account
of sales of seeds, plants, and 804 pounds
of bark

Credit for febrifuge supplied to medical

depots, viz :
—

78,3-.;7

3,285 12 2

Oalcutta

Bombay
Madras

55,918
16,500

13,200
85,618

Credit for febrifuge supplied to Surgeon-
General, Bengal, for district medical
officers of Bengal 16,330 8

Credit for febrifuge supplied to Inspector-
General of Jails, Bengal, for jails and

lock-ups in Bengal 244

Total credits in India ... 1,83,805 4 2

Net proceeds of sale of bark in London

(credited in London) 88,<I08 10 C

Grand Total ...2,72,213 14 8

The "Teopical Agricultueist" for June, published at
Colombo, is crammed full of original and selected matter
relating to Cinchona, Coffee, Tea, Tobacco, and other
products of Ceylon. Doubts which had ari.sen as to the
identity of Cinchona suocirubra, and hybrid, so largely
planted in Ceylon, and a most valuable species, are set at
rest.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Cocoa.—A sample shewn in Colombo from a
native garden near Kandy, grown and prep.ired
by a Siuhale.se, is reported to be one of the finest

yet produced in Ceylon. There is no reason why
both, as cocoa and tea growers, the Sinhalese and
Tamils of Ceylon, should not add greatly to the
wealth of the country and to their own benefit.

Take Care of the Tomato Vines.—If there is any one
subject that would seem to be exhausted, it is the Tomato
TrelHses. During the pasty twenty years we have described

probably twenty different trellises, and the story of the
whole is : keep your Tomato vines from resting upon the
ground. One of the simplest methods is to drive in
stakes at an angle of 45 °

, and nail or lash to these light
poles of any kind

;
in the absence of poles use wire.

The whole object is to .so place the vines that they can
be reached on all sides, not only that we may free them
from " the worm,

"

but also save the fruit from decay.
If the fruit is left in direct contact with the soil, decay
sets in soon after ripening begins ; supporting the clusters
of fruit, where all can be seen, will allow of the removal
of the poorly shapen, and when they are too much crowded,
they may be thinned.—American Agriculturist.

Gumming in Stone Fruits.—All acquainted with stone-
fruit cultm-e, and especially peach culture, will admit,
I daresay, that this is one of the worst diseases that can
attack the trees, ^^hen it affects the tree seriously,
there is indeed no cure for it, and the best thing one
can do in such a case is to destory the affected trees

altogether. What the specific cause of gumming may be,
seems to be uncertain ; but one thing is pretty siu-e, it

seldom or never attacks trees in which the wood is well

ripened year after year, unless it is produced by accidental
bark wounds. In the cherry and plum, gumming most
frequently takes the form of well-extravasateil sap, and does
little or no harm, but we never knew it affect a peach
tree without injuring it locally or generally. Whenever
it is found on the peach, it is always accompanied by
decay of the wood at the diseased spot, and the branch
generally dies off at that place. Strong-growing trees that
are not well ripened, and often primed, are most subject
to gumming, which will often be found to have begun just
below the last cut. How inveterably it sticks to a branch
may be gathered from the following example, which also
shows the disease may be arrested in its progress to a
certain extent, but not quite beaten when fairly established
even on a single branch. Sixteen years ago I planted a

Eoyal George peach with four good long .and strong shoots,
but not very well matured. I cut them back at pruning
time as far as I thought they were ripe, liut one of them
I had not cut back far enough, for the following j-ear
it decayed in the wood where the shoot had been cut, and
did not heal over as a young shoot shoulil do, though it

produced a good young leader from the sider above the cut.
The second year gumming set in at the same place, and
the wound continued open while all the other branches
had healed over. The branches beyond the gnmming point
continued to grow, however, but more weakly than the

others, as their only connection with the main trunk was
by means of the layers of bark on the topside of the
branch where the gumming commenced. Either in the
third or fourth year after planting, seeing the branch was
likely to die off, I scooped the whole of the decayed portion
of the wooil out from the top by means of a small chisel,

going several inches down the branch, till I thought I

had got it all out, filled the hole up with putty and
painted it over with white lead. This arrested decay, but
the bark never grew over the place, and in 1878, or about
twelve years after gumming began, the branch died. When
sawn through, it was about as thick as one's wrist, and
was found to be dead quite through at the gummed place.
The tree is still growing, anil a fuie specimen, and has
never shown any signs of gumming elsewhere.—Field.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF FOLIAGE AND
FRUIT.

Like all that proceeds from the same pen, the letter

of " W." ou page 562, displays much ability, but it does

not seem conclusive
; indeed, the writer does not

take that position. He merely asks for investigation
and experiment. The received doctrine is that by
the process of pruning applied to fruit trees and
the artificial wintering given to vines, the plants re-

ceive a nhock which awakens into special activity
the instinct of reproduction. Desperate efforts are

made to "preserve the species." That is, the mean-
ing of the increased quantity of fruit which generally
follows severe pruning, whether of branches or roots
and wintering. Tiiere is the well-known case of tlie

orange tree In a conservatmy which failed to respond
to liberal manuring and copious \\atering. It was
then, in disgust, neglected, and, as its foliage com-
menced to yellow in token of approaching dissolution,
the tree, as if it heard the command "

perpetuate
your kind before you die," burst into blossom and
ripened a rich crop of fruit. The lesson was not
lost. But the facts are equally recognized that this

system of culture by shocks is unnatural, and that
the existence of the plants subjected to it is, as a
rule, considerably shortened, however the end may
be delayed by the application of manures. No doubt

analogy
'

might lead us to suppose that the operations
of a fungus which deprives the coffee tree of its

foliage, not partially but wholly and several times
within a year, ought, in like manner, to call into
active operation the reproductive instinct. But nature
seems to say :

" Remember that, without some leaves

you, the coffee tree cannot produce fruit : begin,
therefore, with leaves." The tree does so, but a
fresh attack of fungus destroys the fresh crop of leaves,
and that functional derangement of a most serious
nature is produced by the repeated attacks of a
parasite which preys on the very life-blood of the

plant is obvious by the blackening and dying of

twigs on the affected bushes, and especially by the

inaliility ofj tlie trees to elaborate the normal proportion
of feeding rootlets. The persistent flushings of the
affected trees are, no doubt, proofs of their great original
vitality, but that vitality is gradually weakened and the
trees seem in complaining tones to say :

" We are now
able to produce 'nothing but leaves.'" That at pre-
sent is the fact, let the cause be what we have in-

dicated or what it may. The greater reason is there
that we should encourage all discussions and experi-
ments in the direction of remedial measures.

FIBRE INDUSTRY,
The Madar Plast iOalalroph Oigantea) which

abounds in India and Ceylon, and which a

correspondent recently noticed as covering vast plains
in the northern portion of the island, yields fibre

which could, we sliould think, be cheaply prepared,
especially by Eknian's process, as material for paper-
making. In the Puujaub experiments have been
made, which are tlius noticed in a letter to the
Madras Government :-—

"
It will be seen that for the

manufacture of paper the fibre is required only in
tlie shape of IJulp and not in the shape of thread,
and that this accounts for the gi-eat difference be-
tween the cost in its preparation for cordage or cloth

ing an.l for paper. Specimens of tlie paper submitted
by the Inspector-General of Prisons are forwarded
with this letter." Then comes a letter from the In-

spector-General of Prisons, Puujaub :
—•" Experiments

have been tried with this fibre
; and I forward you

some of the paper made from it in the Uellii Jail,

71

I forwarded samples to the Settlement Commissioner
of this paper, and lie had it tried in his Department.
The main fault found with it was its thinness ; this

might have been remedied, but this branch of manu-
facture cannot be prosecuted in our Jails as it would
be antagonistic to tlie views of the Government of
India concerning Jail manufactures recently enunciated.

"

The allusion is to a late Minnte by the Government
of India directing that in the prisons of the empire
manufactures should not be conducted which clearly
interfered with private enterprize. Experiments should
be tried here, in Ceylon. We can supply a few brandies
from bushes which grow luxuriantly close to the sea
shore at Kollupitiya. It seems probable that tlie

plants, if worth cultivating, could be coppiced. We
have seen a variety of tlie plant growing as far as
.30° north in India, rather more stunted than ours
here, but most abundant and with showy blossoms
of a purple colour, enlivenuig the arid plain.? of the
North-Western Provinces.

PROGRESS IN NORTH BORNEO.
(NEW CEYLON.)

We are glad to learn tliat the gi'and new colony—which is destined very soon to overshadow in im-

portance the " mother country" whose name she has

taken,—is entering on a rapidly progressive course.

Two Australian capitalists have taken up between
tliem some 20,000 acres of land at Sandakan for

Sugar-planting and tliis part of the country is fast

going ahead as a Chinese Settlement. Steamers call

there en route from Hongkong to Australia and the

emigration set agoing by Sir Walter Medhurst—who
has the complete confidence of the Chinese authorities

and people
—is already rapidly developing. The China

Oivrland Trade Report states:—"The prospectus has

been issued of the Chinese-Sab Ji Land Farming
Company, formed in Shanghai to take over a grant
of 40,0U0 acres of land in Sabah provisionally made
to Mr. E. .Major by the Governor of British North
Borneo. The Company, as its name denotes, will

enga^e in auricnUural and planting optratiuns, such
as the growth of pepper, tobacco, iudii;o, sugar, &c.
The capital consists oi TIs. 400,000 in 4,000 sltares of
Tls. 100 .each, allot which have been taken np.

" The
Hongkong correspondent of the North China' Herald
writes :

—" The Hainan took a large number of Chinese
to the elysian fields of Borneo. In spite of the Ckung
NrjoVs fitful plaints about export and inijjort duties,

emigrants flock to Kudal amd .Sandakan. Judging
from a recent letter of Mr. Fung Ming Shan to one
of our local Cliiuese papers, there must be a fine

opening for artizans and worknieti of all trades at

Santakan, and the flaming posters of the Borneo Com-
piiny are having a gratifying effect upon the credul-
ous Chinese. The live-stock marts of the Great Empire
are cousitlerably over-full, and wit'f the exception of a
tolerably brisk trade in errant mu.-,umees at SlOO-150
(vide Hongkong Police Reports), tliere is little doing,
irhe Chini'se must and will emigrate ; Borneo is grow-
ing less and less savage, and ' birds-nests caves'
and 'large plantations' have an enticing found."

But Borneo has also substantial advantages to p>e-
sent to permanent settlers and the Chinese are

evidently the people to develope the new settle-

ment. One result of the active demand for land
which has set in is that Mr. Collinson, head of
the .Survey Staff (late of Ceylon) is as busy as any
public servant can be with all manner of applic-
ations and he is now likely to bo leinforced from
this Colony with the help of two such competent
professiouals as Alessrs. Henry Walker and S. Purdon,
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who we believe liave accepted engagements in Borneo.

It is not simply large forest lots that require sur-

veying, but there is the future town at Sandakan
to lay out—a A'ory profitable affair for the Company,
seeing that " half-an acre of a town lot in Elopuram
sold yesterday (the day before our correspondent
wrote) for igl,"2C)0 or at the rate of nearly Ro.OOO

per acre !" 'Mr. Alfred Dent the founder of the Set-

tlement and of a Company which is likely to grow
In importance until it rivals the fame of the great
historic Companies ou the roll of British .Settlement, is

now on the way out to the East and will probably

pass a fortnight in Ceylon to visit tea and other

plantations in which he is interested, before gohig
on to Borneo. Already the new Settlement lias pro-

fited by experience gained in this colony, finding
trained Surveyors and planters ready to their hand.s ;

but, at the same time, the service is mutual,

for moat fortunate is it to have such an opening
for a portion of our men at this period of depression.
As land becomes cleared in Borneo, no doubt there

will be a further demand for Superintendents of the

right stamp ; but this demand must be gradual.

THE BRITISH SIKKHIM CINCHONA
ENTERPRIZE.

We append the Resolution of the Government of

Bengal on Dr. King's Report of the condition, progress

and results of tlie Davjeeling Cuichona Plantations for

the year ended March 1S82, and on page 5.52 will be

found the detailed Report. It will be observed that,

while, for the present, tlie extension of the area under

succirubras has been suspended in view of the fact that

nearly four millions of trees are available, consider-

able progress had been made with the propagation

and planting out of two (juinine-yielding plants,
—

Ledgeriana and the hybnda. The latter are de-

servedly ranked as quinine plants, in view of the

results yielded by the bark of very young trees, in

one case 2 '87 of crystallized sulphate of quinine and

2 "94 of cinchonidine. These would be excellent results

for old trees. The history of the " unnamed hybrids
"

is curious. They first appeared amongst seedlings raised

from seed of C. officinalis and (.'. succiruhra sent by
Dr. Thwaitea from Ceylon and were provisionally

termed "
lynofa." Mr. Gamniie was struck with the

large leaves and robust luvbit of the plants and took

means to perpetuate the kind. Here, in Ceylon, our

provisional name is cinchona robusta, and we recog-

nize only two forms : pnhexcent and glabroun, instead

of the six distinguished in British Sikkhim. It seems

probable that neither Ceylon nor British India can

compete with .Java in the growth of Ledgerianas ;

but there seems a great future for both countries with

the roliust hybrids. Their barks may not be so rich

in quinine as the Ledger barks, but, tree for tree,

notwitlistanding the thickness of Ledger bark, the

hybrids are likely to make up in quantity what they

may lack in quality, aiul the limit of improvement
of bark renewed after shaving may yet be far off.

It will be seen that, apart from remains of officinalis,

and a few of other kinds, including 30 i^lants of the

Carthagena species, the cinchona trees now in the

Northern India plantations, are :
—

Febrifuge trees {&ucciruhias) 3,S73,28.">

_ . , . f Calisaya, including Ledueriana 56(i,0!'5

Qummetree8|^^j^4'
^ ^

291,{i28

Total.. .4,731,608

or, in round numbers, 4^ uiillious : a good property.

apart from the fact that the proceeds have already
more than paid the whole of the expenditure twice over.

But what a curious idea Mr. Rivers Thomson, the Lieut.-

Governor of Bengal, has of not competing with pri-
vate growers. The bark of the succirubras will con-

tinue to be turned into febrifuge, and the quinine-

yielding trees are to be sold to any one who will

guarantee that their bark is locally manufactured
into quinine. Our readers will see at once that, if in

this manner, the wants of the Indian Government are

largely supplied, the Howards and other manufacturers

who will lose that important source of demand, will

give so much less for the bark of private growers.
But the continuance of the present system will very
considerably reduce competition, in this way :

—It has

been acknowledged all along that, by the rough mode

adopted of obtaining the mixed alkaloids from the

bark, fully 2 per cent are lost
;
while it does not

seem probable that any other person taking up the

manufacture of pure quinine would be more success-

ful than our good friend, Mr. Gammie, has been,
and in his experiments : although a large portion of

alkaloid was exti-acted, yet
" the excess was lost in

the course of precipitation." The Government of

Madras, which had, since the unfavourable report ou Mr.

Brougliton's experiments, sent its bark for sale in

the London market has recently been trying, with

good success, the experiment of getting its bark
manufactured into alkaloids by London chemists. Now
that a quinologist of its own is coming out, pgrhaps
the northern Indian system of manufacturing ou the spot

may be resorted to. Whatever the system, whether
of selling the bark or utilizing it for febrifuge, there

will he a certain amount of competition with private

growers, but we have always regarded .sucli competi-
tion as more than compensated for by the benefits

conferred on private growers by the experiments tried

on and tlie information diffused from the Indian Go-

vernment Gardens. And not only so, but, while the

South India Gardens have distributed vast quantities
of seed at a nominal price, we now find the Govern-

ment of Bengal distributing the precious Ledgeriana
seed gi-atuitously. Even that course may ere long be

regarded as competing with private enterprize. Hitherto,

however, it is aid of the most valuable kind whioh
the Indian Government has given to private enterprize,
in Ceylon as well as India, and gratitude is due in propor-
tion. One of the gi-eat objects of the Government, from

the first, was to provide the people of India with a cheap
febrifuge, and this object has been largely attained. The
mixed alkaloids may produce nausea occasionally, even
where over-doses are not given, yet they are quite effi-

cacious in fever cases. But with all Mr. Gammie's care

2 per cent of the alkaloids in the bark he manufactures

are lost to the world. These would be saved by
London manufacturers who would supply cinchonidine

at a low rate, so that, we believe, it would be better

for the Indian Government to sell their bark at tlTe

highest rates to be obtained in the London m.arket,

buying their quinine and inferior alkaloids in the

same market, at prices which would be low in pro-

portion to (|uatitity taken. Competition in London be-

tween tlie liowarils, ^Vliitlens and other manufacturers,
we suspect, would have all the effect produced by
the competition of the Sikkhim-manufaotured febrifuge.
It will be seen that gi'afting Ledgerianas on succirulira

stocks had not been successful and it would seem
tliat tliey are not yet aware on the Darjiling plant-
ations that within six to nine months of shaving, the re-

newed barks are ready for shaving again and in a con-

dition to give a good analysis. That is in accordance
with experience in Ceylon.

In his detailed report Dr. King states, as proving
the hybrid origin of the jilants grown from Ceylon
seed, wliich differed both from succirubra anA officin-

alis that they did not come true to seed, and so
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they have been propagated by cuttings. Here in Cey-

lon, we believe the hirge proportion come true to

seed (?) IJr. King regards tlie chemical evidence as

supporting the view held all along in the gardens,
as to the trees being "natural hybrids." Ur. King
hopes to bring the number of qumine trees up to one

million this year. Adding 30,U22 trees of other lands,

the total of cinchona trees is 4,762,000. The seedlings,

and cuttings in the nurseries were equal to 37(5,030.

We ob.serve that Mr. Uammie had asked for what
Dr. King recommended should be granted, a few

months more time in order fully to test his steam

manufacture of quinine. All that man can do, we
feel certain will Mr. tiammie will do ; but we also

feel pretty sure he cannot compete with the pro-

fessional (piinologists who are able, as the result of

long and special experience, to extract practically

every atom of alkaloid from the bark.

THE BRITISH SIKKHIM CINCHONA. PLANT-

ATIONS: REPORT FOR YEAR ENDED
MARCH 1882.

Daejeelikg, the 28th October 1882.

Resolution on De. King's Report.

Read—The annual report of the Government cinchona

plautatiou in Bengal for the year 1881-82, and the Annual

report of the Quinologist for 1881-83.

Oousiderable progress was made during the year in the

propagation and planting out of two quinine-yielding trees,
the Cinch(yiui Ledgeriana and the unnamed hybrid variety.
Of the former species 154,000 and of the latter 91,730
trees were planted out. The Cinchona Ledyeriana, though
it apparently deserves to be ranked as a distinct species,
is still entered in the returns appended to the present
report as a variety of Calisai/a. Observation of the liybrid

plants has shown that there are six distinct forms amongst
them. Samples of bark of four of these forms from very
young plants have been analysed by Mr. Wood, late

Quinologist to the plantation, with the following results:^

No. 1 No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Crystallized sulphate of

quinine ... ... 2-87 1-48 ISS 0-97

Orj'stalUzed sulphate of

cinchouidine ... 2-94 285 2-93 194
CrystaUized sulphate of

quiuidiue ... ... traces, traces, traces, traces.

Cinchona (alkaloid) ... 072 0-57 052 O'SO

Evidently Nos. 1, 2, and 3 promise to be valuable quinine
barks. The tot,al number of quinine bark trees in the two

plantations of Mungpooand Sittong was, at the close of the

year, 858,323, namely, Caluaya (including Ledijei-iana)
56tl,695 and hybrids 291,6'.i8. There was no addition to

the stock plantation ofSucciiubra trees, and 161,250 trees

of this variety were uprooted for the sake of thi'ir bark.
There are .-itill 3,873,2^5 red bark trees on the two planta-
tions, and they are considered sufficient to meet all present
demand ior tebrifuge. There has hitherto been no success
in the propagath.n of the cummercial Oarthageua bark.
There are only 30 plants reinaining in the pl.mtations.
Efforts will, hoivever, be made to increase the stock, and to

give it a further triul at various elevations.

2. The entire produce of t lie plaDtati..n3 for the year was
341,570 lb of dry bark. Of this, 4,9.351b, obtained by
thinning the t'ees at -^IunL,'poo and Labdap, were yellow
bark, the reniainiler was red bark. The whole of the crop,
except a quantity of yellow bariv which was unfitted for the
mantacture of febrifuge and was sent to London for sale,
was made over to the Febrifuge Factory for disposal. The
proceeds of this consignment to London were small, as the
bark reached London duriug a depressed state of the
market.

3. The Lieutenant-Governor is glad to learn that the

surplus seed of the Cinchona Ledyerinna was distributed

gratuitously to aj-pticants for it, and lie desires that this

practice may bo followed to the utmost extent consistent
with the needs of the plantiitions. The success of the

neighbouring cinch' na plantati»jil of thePoomunij Company
as created a considerable domand in the Darjeeling district

for young plants, and a sum Kl,746-6.5 wan realized by
tlio sale of seedlings dnring last year.

4. Mr. Moens, the distniguishL-d Director of Oinchoua
Cultivation to tUe Dutch Governineui, visitud the (ilanta-
tion in December 1880. His method of removing the bark
crop by shaving is still under trial, 'the trees tlius

operated on appear healthy enough, but the renewed bark
is not jet tit tor analysis. The IJutch method of grafting
Lnlyeriana on tiu.cciiiil>ra stocks has not beeji attended with
success, and propagation by seed will accordingly be
adhered to.

5. The total expenditure on the plantations amounted
to R78,495-l-9 agaiust the budget allotment of R79,085.
Of this, R10,277-5.5 represented the capital expenditure
ou the ucw plantation at Kittong, and the balance, the
working expenses of the old plantations, including the
charges incurred on account of the bark sent to England
for sale.

G. It is explained that the reduced outturn was due
to the existence of a large stock in hand concurrently
with slackness of the demand in the early part of the
year. Towards the end of the season the demand rapidly
increased, and the total quantity disposed of rose lo 10,876 lb

against 8,651 lb. in the previous year. The result was a reduc-
tion in the reserve stock to 1,503 lb. This is obviously
too low, and accordingly the increased weekly outturn will

be maiutained during the current year. Tlie Medical

Depot of Bombay took 1,000 lb. less than in the previous
year, but the supplies to other depots, and especially
the sales to the public, have considerably increased. The
figures for the two years are—

1880-81 1881-82.
lb. oz. lb. oz.

To Medical Depot, Calcutta 3,000 3,386
Ditto, Bombay 2,000 1,000
Ditto, Madras... 500 800

To Surgeon Genera! for District

Medical Officer of Bengal 995 4
To the Inspector-General of

Jails for jails and lock-ups,

Bengal ... ... ... 14 12
Sold to the pubhc... ... 3,150 11 4,680
Given as samples ... ... 3 2 2 9

Total. . ,8,653 13 10,878 9

The sales to the public exceeded by 1,529 lb. 5 oz.—a
circumstauce which has proved beyond all doubt that
the drug is rapidly advancing in the estimation of the

public.
7. The cost of manufacture during the year, iucludingthe

cost of the bark, was E8S,957-6-5, or Rll-1.8-3 per pound,
being R1-13-9'G75 more than the average cost per pound in
1880-81. The iiicrea.sed co^t in 1881-82 is due—

(1) to an expenditure of R6,792 for casks, steam and
other apparatus having been treated as working
expenses of the year, in.stead of being treated as

capital charges of the tactory ; and

(2) to a smaller (jutturu of fi-brifuge in consequence
of alarger proportion of branch b;irk than usual

having been used in the manufacture.
8. The revenue derivol from the sale of the febrifuge

and seed and plants, and the sale of bark in London, amounted
to R2,73,213-l-l-H, as shown below—

Ks. A. p.

By sale of tebrifuge seed
and plants to ihe public ... 81,612 13 3

By credits from thu Medi-
cal Depot of Calcutta ... 55,918
Do do of Bombay .. 16,600
Do do of Madras ... 13,200

By credit from the Sur-

geon-General, Bengal ... 16,330 8
Do Inspector-

General, Jails ... ... 244

By sale of bark in

London ... 88,408 10 6

Total ... 2,72,213 14 8

9. Ihe net result ofthp yenr'e working, after allowance
niade for tlu; ro.lnttion in the stocl; in hand, was thus a pro-
fit ot Ul,30,a3S-0-9, i.t. equal to a dividend on the capitai
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of the concern of 13 per cent. It is necessary to recollect,

however, that this inc;ailes R59,S"M, the sale proceeds of

44 6001b of yellow bark sold in London in ISSO-Sl. But

this does not represent the whole of the actual giin for the

year. The am.iunt of febrifuge used in substitution of

quinine in Government hospitals and dispensaries during

the past year was 6,19IJlb. On a calculation of the

average price of quinino in Calcutta nt 1274

per pound, the saving efiectort by this substitution during

the year has been very nearly 3h lakhs of rupees. Tbo

total savi g, since the factory commenced working, aggre-

gates 20 lakbs of rupees, which is about twice the amount

of the capital expended on the plantation since its com-

mencement.

10. In May 18S1 a sum of R4,000 was sanctioned for

the purpose of procuring an apparatus for conductini:, on

a larger scale, the experiments on which Mr. Gammie
has been engaged in manufacturing quinine and ordinary

and cr staliine febrifuge at .Mungpoo, The apparatus,

however, could not be got into working order until Dec.

and, owing to ihc pressure for the production of ordinary

febrifuge and other difBculties Mr. Gammie was not able

to complete his experiments during the year. It has since

been reported that the attempt has not been successful. A
large proportion ot alkaloid is extracted, but the excess

is lost in the course of precipitation.

11. The whole subject of the ccurse to be adopted in

the disposal of the raw produce ol the plantations is now
befor-' the Government of India, and the Lieutenant'

Governor has delayed his review ot these reports in order

to subuiii it sinmltaneously with his view on the general

question. It appears to him that the oljeot of providing
a cheap febrifuge for the people with the minimum of

interference with jirivate enterprize can best be attained

by manufacturing the red bark into mixed alkaloids in

India, and he has suggested the measures that should be

taken to ascertain the most efficient process, and to put

it in practice. He is of opinion that measures should be

simultaneously taken to introduce the manufacture of sul-

phate of quinine from the yellow bark in India, so

that the cost of freight and the other expenses incidental

to mantifacture m England may be saved, while the in-

dustrial resource 1 of this country are developed. The

practice of sending the bark to England for sale involves

interference with the operations of private growers of the

bark. He has therefore proposed that Government should

offer to dispose of its yellow bark plantations at a valua-

tion to any private person or firm who will u: dertake

to establish and maintain ft manufactory for sulphate of

quinine in Bengal.
12. The thanks ; of the Lieutenant-Governor are due to

Dr. King for his very efficient management of this de-

partment during the year. The factory has been under

Mr. Uammie's charge, and his good services have again

been brought to the notice of Government and are cor-

dially reco'gnized by the Lieutenant-Governor.

Okder.—Ordered that a copy of this Resolution, and of

the reports referred to, be submitted to the Government

of India, Revenue and Agricultural Department, and that

a copy of the resolution be forwarded to the Superin-

tendent of the cinchona plantation for information.

into, and report upon the present coast charges for

the garbling and shipment of coffee, as well as upon
all other charges, in India and England, which are

levied upon coffee crops from the time the crops leave

the estate up to the time at which account sales are

closed, with a view to a reduction of the charges
wherever it is possible.
The Sub-Committee also to consider and report upon

the terms of the various crop hypothecation deeds,
and mortgage deids, now in use.

Mr. Romilly seconded the resolution. An amend-
ment by Mr. Wiuterbothain, seconded by Mr. Walker,

,'That the discussion of Mi. Ditniae's proposition be
deferred" was carried.

It was then proposed by Mr. Archard. That the

Honorary Secretary be directed to a.ldress the Agents
on the coast regarding the heavy charges on coffee,

curing, &c., and to enquire whether, considering the

present low value of coffee they c.auuot bo reduced ;

and that the letter be dratted and laid on the table

at the next meeting. Seconded by Dr. Fetherston-

haugh and carried nem. con.

WYNAAD PLANTING AND MINING ASSO-

CIATION.

Notes of a Committee Meeting held at the Pookote

Club, Vythery, on Wednesday the llth instant.

AduUeration of C'ojfee.
—Read circular letter to the

various Associations. Read also communication from

the Ceylon Planters' Association on the same subject.

It was resolved to defer replying to the latter until the

Association was in possession of the views of the other

Associations who had been addressed on the subject.

Coast and other Charges on Co/fef.—The Honorary

Secretary on behalf of Mr. Ditmas, who was unavoid-

ably absent, laid the following resolution on the table.

That the Association deems it necessary, in view of

the present low values of coffee, the staple product
of the diatriot, to appoint a Sub-Committee to enquire

Removing Stumps of Tbees.—Stumps of trees are

often a great and costly nuisance to the agriculturist
and gardener. An American method of dealing with
these troublesome blocks is as follows :

—In tlie early
winter bore a hole one or two inches in diameter,

according to the siz-^ of the stump, and about ^ inches

deep ; put one or two ounces of saltpetre iu the

hole, and after filling with water plug it tight. Next

spring unplug and piur in a gill of kerosene oil and

ignite. The stump will smoulder away, without

blazing, to the extremity of the roots, leaving nothing
but ashes.—Public Opinion.

Fruit and Food in North Argot, Madr.^s.—
This district is famous for the extraordinary qnanitties
of custard apples brought to the town for sale dur-

ing this part of the year. Such appears to be the

demand for it on account of its excessive sweetness

and flavour, that the cart-loads brought in every
morning are readily cleared off. The fruit is not

wholesome, and the free use of it begets fever

from which the district just now is not altogether free.

The palmyra root is another article of food to be

had iu great abundance nt this time. What this is

I will describe in a few words. Four months before the

setting in of tbe ra'us, the Cadigas collect the needs

of the palmyra obtained from the previous year's crop,
after selling away the pulp and rind, the former of

which is in great request among the lower classes for

its agreeable taste and fine flavour, and the latter is

manufactured into strong cordage. A large pit is then

dug at a spot, the backyard of the house, to which
the house drain is directed so that all the water used

for domestic purposes flows into the the pit which
is filled np alternately with layers of earth and seed.

This pit is, after filling in, daily watered for the space
of three or four months at the end of which the

Cadigas dig up one or two seeds to see if the time

h'ls arrived for germinating. When this they discover

they at once set work to collect the roots or bulbs wl ich

they send to the market either boiled or roasted. At
this stage of its growth, the seed itself contains a

Boiuewhat spongy milkwhite substance most delicious

to the taste; when fresh very much resembling the

substance or flower often seen iu ripe cocoanuts. The

palmyra roots are eaten with great avidity by the

poorer classes. It is in some degree paLatable. but

considering the method in which its growth is effected,

viz., in a filthy cesspool, its use as human food is

injurious. Some years ago the sale of this article and

the custard apple were peremptorily, liut wisely, for-

bidden, a.H the former produced diarihcea and cholera

and the latter bilious iever.—Madras Standard.
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-—
To the Editor of the Ceylon Obsemer.

TEA CULTIVATIOK IN CEYLON.
Morowak Korale, 31st Oct. 1S82.

Sir,—It is pretty well admitted now, that tlie cultiva-

tion of this product yields » sufficiently remunerative pro-

fit, no matter at what elevation grown. CulloJen estate

tea at 100 ft. above sea level and Rookwood at 4U00 ft: have

fetched equal prices. When tho prices for the various

qualities are summed up, high or low grown tea it seem.s

have the same chance in the market. Fears are enter-

tained that the gradual extension of tea cultivation in

Ceylon v^ill lead to the markets being overstocked and

the consequent fall in price. It is not perhaps sufficiently

known that the yield in the Indian tea districts has been

for the last four years on the decline and the opening of

more estates there has not made up for the deficiency, and

never will so long as the red spider is causing as bad an

effect on tea as leaf-disease does on our coffee.
^

The ex-

port of pure China tea never exceeded a certain figure.

Adulterated rubbish, which increased the supply, is now

being refused and qu.intities have been condeinned and

destroyed, so that in a few years, tlie/o™)er.y!VM of the

genuine article will be all that China will export in future.

There is an increasing export trade going on in Western

China and as there is no extended cultivation of tea in

China (tliere is no room for it) going on a limited and

diminished export of this article from the ."^^outh and Eastern

seaports in China, must follow. It is neitlier competi-
tion with Indii or <;iiina that is likely to cause a marted
fall in price, but the cultivation of the product m the

coui;tries that consume it largely. We have had one

trying it successfully, of course, on a small scale, in Italy,

another in South Carolina and Florida, another in New Zea-

land! and so on. It took a quarter of a century fjr tlie

tea industry in India to make a stand, and it may t^ke

that period or more for other any country to create such

a difference as to affect Ceylon planters of tea, and until

that period is run, it is no use watching and waitine for

the change, but let u3 be up and doing and make hay
while the .sun shines.

To those who have the means, it is preferable to own
two small tea estates in different districts, where the

rainfiiU, seasons, elevation &c., vary, than to own one ex-

tensive estate in one district. The advantages as regard
trained and ordinary labour are many, and it rarely hap-

pens that there is an equal failure in crops in different

districts. The short yield of tea on one estate may be

ma !e up by the larger yield of the other estitt! in another

district. It was acting on these principle tliat the late

Mr. Corbett regulated the purchase of the Oeylon Com-
pany '.Limited esiates, and I believe very much to the

advantage of thit Company. The rapid advance of the

tea industry cannot, however, he credited to Companies;
individual proprietors did more to push on the cultivation

which Companies latterly took up. The estates in Avisha-

wella, Tatiyautota and Yakdessa, the teas of which are

fetching prices very .satisfactory to Indian growers, are all

owned by individual proprietors. I see old Dolosbagey
coming to the front.

Mr. Blackett has purchased a property which, in the

good times of coffee, would have been loosed on as a bad

piece of business, but ore long it will have a value which
will surprize many of tho would-be-knowing ones. Coffee

planting WiS extensively carried on in Takdessa and

partially in Yatiyantota to end in disastrou.-^ result."!.

The forest was exceedingly fine to look at, rainfall and
climate excellent, transport by river via Kitulgaila cheap
and easy, the only desideratum was a deficiency of lime

in the soil. After a few heavy crops the places died out,

with very little of the surface S' il exhausted or washed

away. Maana and scrub have now covered where coffee

grew once. There are many fine fields of full grown tea

thriving in such land, laid intinetely superior to the bamboo

jungle stuff in In iia used fur te i clearings, and costing

very little to clear and cullivite. With the improved
machinery and new modes of firing tea, less forest re-

erve is needed for fuel and timber, than formerly, when
harcoal was so largely used. Sabaragamuwa is another

rising tea district, as Agar Land proves unquestionably.
Early steps most b taken to improve road and river com-
munication in that premising district.
As for Yatyianiota, Yakdessa, Kuanwella &o., they have

the advantage of the Kulaiiy river. The former proprietors
of Timbawatta and Y'akdessa coffee estates, now extinct
used to send their coffee in 13 hours right down to
Colombo during certain seasons and this in the clumsy
padda-boats. Improved boats and a steam tng will paysome enterprizing persons in a year or two more.—-

T. S. T.

WHAT AILS OUK COFFEE TKEES ?

England, lOth Nov. 1882.

SrR,—A great many letters have appeared in your
paper first and last with regard to the cause of my
deteriorating so much during the last few years, but to

my mind none of them have "struck oil." The pri-
mary cause was bad manure. Artificial manures which
had been 12 months or eo in Colombo were sent up-
country and applied to my roots, but how could I be
expected to withstand the next attack of my terrible
complaint when the stuff had lost its richness? People
supposed that 1 should be all right again

" next year,"
but, as 1 had no manure, of course it was ngain'all wrong,
and thus it has been going on from bad to worse, and'
unless some good physician steps in with a cure, i
am certain things will continue so.

To prove what I say, my friends, who had good
manure applied lo them on certain estates, of which you
wot no doubt, Mr. Editor, have not sufl'ered like I have,
and they would doubtless have done much better than
they have, if it had not been for the H. V. being so
bad all around them.

It is well known that manure is the only thing
yet invented, and that only a stimulanr, to bring me
round, and as long as this is not .applied, I shall
remain as I am, A SHUCK COFFEE-TREE.

SELF-SOWN .JUTE (AND THE FIBRE) IN
THE SOUTHERN PROVINCE, CEYLON.

November 24th, 1882.
Dear Sir,—Can you tell me if this is a fair sample

of jute. I suppose it ought really to be much cleaner?
It was grown in the Southern Province. At first It
seemed an utter failure but has eelf-sown itself and
come up all over the place.

—Yours faithfully, FIBRE.
[Ihe jute fibre received by us though slightly dis-

coloured is strong and we have no douot serviceable
worth sending to Dundee for report. If our correspond-
ent will send us a full sample, a Colombo merchant will
have it tested.—Ed.]

THE " YAM" OF THE SEASON IN CEYLON.
Matara, 27th Nov. 1882.

Dear Sir,—A yam (Sing, 'dnndina?') has just been sent
for my inspection, weighing 821b. (eighty-two pounds).
It was grown in the Gangabodapattu of this district.
I had it weighed myself. Is not this something out
of the common ? c.

[Has Mr. A. Whyte in his West Indian experience
ever seen this beaten? 821b. seems to us "prodi-
gious."

—Kd.]

THE PEPPER VINE.
Dear Sir,—As I fiu.1 n.itives about here are taking

a lot of pepper vine catlings for sale to planters I
desire to warn planters to be careful from what vines

they imrohase cuttings, as there are tbreedistinct species,
of which there is ouly one good. The fruit of all, as
far a.- appearance goes, is n-arly alike, but the taste
differs and there is a great difiference in l?af-8toek.

1st. Gamraeeris iu Colombo Sinhalese or Lanutie
Midde in Kandyan Sinhalese is the onlj' good kiadl
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2nd. Mally Middee comes next
; fruit is bitter.

3rd. Bakka Moona. a thick strong creeper, leaves

thin. Tliere is also Kottang KoUy, a pepper shrub.

I now send you by this train a cutting of each kind

with fruit on und leave you to give a full description
of each species. When plauters purchase pepper out-

tings they should either purchase from some one they
can depend on or send a trustworthy man who knows
the proper kind to see the vine before the cuttings are

takens. Native cultivate the bad kiuds, as they take

the leaves for medicine and sell the fruit to traders

who purchase the same for mixing.—Yours truly,
J. HOLLOWAY.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE : THE FUNCTIONS
OF TREE FOLIAGE : THEIR LIMITS ?

Sir,—Owing to absence from home I have not seen

till now the letter of "J. S." in the Observer o( the

10th ultimo. In reply I must inform your corre-

spondent that what I wrote about P. infestans, so

far from being "all my own" is entirely Cooke and

Berkeley's, authorities to whom even Mr. Stephen
Wilson would defer. My argument, however, is

quite independent of scientiflc theory, and relies solely
on the established facts ; Istly, that P. infestans does

in some way or other attack and beset the whole

organism of the potato plant, and destroys it root

and branch, and, 2udly, that H. vastatrix affects the

leaves only of the coBee tree, and that the tree,

after the severest attacks, manifests the highest vigour
of growth by the production of profuse flushes of

new foliage. Be it observed that this is the parti-

cular distinction between those fungi which are com-

paratively harmlessa,aA those which are utterly destructive.

I may also inform your correspondent that roots,

properly so called, and all underground structures,
are quite devoid ot stomata. The fact that fuugi have
been found besetting the roots of coffee trees does

not prove that they found admission there. All

planters know that the sooty coat the leaves wear when
the so-called black bug affects them consists of a

fungus which lives upon the leaf without ever enter-

ing in, and feeds on the honey-dew ot the aphis.

The question as to what ails our coffee trees is un-

doubtedly the most important that could engage the

attention of the coffee planter, if not of the Govern-
ment also, of the present time. I am far too deeply

impressed with the gravity of the subject, and too

earnest in my research to be affected by the sneers

and impatience of a very few who think they know
all about it. For my own part, I have from the be-

ginning of this correspondence confessed my ignorance
of the cause of our national raibforlune; I have soli-

cited the aid and co-operation of my fellow planters in

the search for a solution of the problem. The theories

which have hitherto been suggested do not appear to

me to fit the tacts ; on the contrary they seem, one
and all, to be more or lees distinctly at variance

with them : and it is satisfactory to me that many
practical, thoughtful men appreciate the in^uffici-

enoy of current theories, and recognize the difficulty
and intricacy of the question. These are not in haste

to offer opiniouB, but are busy in the far more useful

work of collecting, considering and collating the facts
of the case.

The peculiarity of the ease consists in the fact that

though our coffee trees have suffered almost univer-

sally and simultaneously a ruinous diminution of their

fruit-bearing power, they still ret liu the capability of

producing profuse flushes of tine, fully-growu leaves.

If we knew precisely what are the functions of

leaves, and how they are performed, we might arrive

at a satisfactory explanation of the anomaly. As yet,

however, science teaches very little and very imperfectly
a» to the way iu which nature works. In tho solu-

tion of our problem we must depend mainly on careful
observation of the facts of our experience. These are
as important to the scientist as to the practical planter.
They are the raw material on which each must work,
and beyond which neither can safely go.
What do we actually know regarding the practical

use of the leaves of our coffee trees ?

Mr. Ward in his reports on Hemileia repeatedly
describes the injury it does to the trees as being
effected hy the appropriation to itself of their

pruper nourishment. Its mycelium, he says, tapf
the leaf cells, and sucks out their contents, He
regards this attack upon the leaf cells surround-

ing the spots as the sum and substance of the mis-
chief wrought by the fungus, and always treats

ot the mischief so done as of a most serious nature.

In certain experiments which he describes, he measures
the results hy the weight of leaf produced or lost

by the'treatment he tried. The utmost importance is

attached by this scientist to the loss the cotfee trees

sustain by the fall of leaf they suffer by an attack
of the fungus. In this estimate of the injury done

many practical planters agree. They bewail the loss

of foliage as of so much of the life blood ot their

trees, and as they view a field suffering from loss

of leaf they may often be heard to exclaim with

dismay. How can the poor trees bear crop after such
a loss ? Here we have the scientist and the practical

planter both agreeing in their evidence that a certain

loss of leaf inflicts serious injury and in fact causes

infertility in the trees so affected.

Now let us cross-examine our witnesses and ascertain

the practical value of this evidence:—" Friend Pallam,
here you are quite cheery. The last time I was here

you were in the dumps about some lose of leaf

which was to ruin your chance of crop. Behold the

ground all covered with fine healthy foliage which

your coolies are cutting and pulling oft the same trees

from which the leaf-disease had only taken a mere

sprinkling by comparieon. If that loss of leaf was, as

you told me, ruin to your prospects of crop, why this

tearful slaughter ?
"

Pallam'a reply is, of course, that

this tremendous sacrifice of leaf is iu the usual course

and for the express purpose of promoting blussom and
crop! In tact, experience sanctions, if it does not

positively enjoin, the practice of pruning, involving
the loss of a large mass ot foliage, for the express

purpose of inducing crop ! One or two attacks of

leaf-disease cause a certain loss of leaf, whereby
it is held that crop prospects are ruined

;
but two,

or (on the best cultivated estates) three, or even four

prunings by hand or knife, destroying a still greater
amount of leaf are carried out at great expense ex-

pressly for the sake of crop ! So much for the

evidence of Pallam, the planter.
—Now lut us examine

the Scientist. Some years ago I consnlted an eminent
scientist about the depredations then being wrought
on the foliage of certain estates by a small beetle.

Several sample branches of cotfee were submitted to

his inspection to show the nature and extent of the

injury done, and to ascertain the probable effect, &c.

The learned gentleman seemed amused at ray anxiety
rather than concerned about the peat. His verdict

was that it only caused some loss of leaf which the trees

could easily replace. He had no fears about crop.
The event justified his verdict, for the same estates and
trees have since suffered many similar attacks, and are

even yet amongst the very best bearing in the island.

Much more recently 1 observed in certain coffee estates

an alarming destruction of foliage which I discovered

to be the work of a microscopic insect devouring the

incipient buds of the coming flush, whilst this was
itself iu an almost microscopic stage. In some places
more than half of the whole flush was so consumed.
Seveial of the affected branches were bubmitted to

scientists who examined them with much interest
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but with no apparent concern ! It was but a question
of a little loss of leaf! Such ia tho counter ovicleuce of the

scieutists.

My first introduction to red spicier many years ago,
was in one of the grandest fields of coffee I have
ever seen, and as all the ideas previously associated
in my mind with this pest were of its fatal action on tea,
I was much alarmed. The leaves of all the trees on a
considerable area wereall bronzed. They were not merely
spotted, but the whole of their leaf cells were invaded.
The attack passed off without anj' apparent effect

on the following crop, and we have now become ac-

customed to ngaid this pest and the consequent
raid upon the leaf cells without serious alarm to

far as concerns our coffee. With tea, whose crop
consists of its leaves, the ease is, of course, very
different. Last year I witnessed the severest attack
of red spider I have ever seen. The resident pro-

prietor walked with me through the affected fields

without making any rem:irk, and as I was his guest I

thought it prudent to keep silence. There was a large

crop on the affected trees and I believe they are bear-

ing well this year.

From the foregoing facta it would appear :
—That

a large portion of the foliage of coffee trees may be
cut or plucked off two or three times a year with

positive advantage to their crop-bearing power—that
insects may consume a large proportion of the Uaf
structure bodily, cells and all, without any appreciable
effects on the fertility of the trees affected—and that
the cells of the coffte leaves may be one and all

tampered with and their contents disorganized by red

spider without depriving the trees of their fruit bear-

ing power. Is it then logical or reason.ible to suppose
that a fungus, whose whole work and influence is

declared to consist in the destruction of a certain com-
paratively small proportion of leaf, could smite the tree
with barrenness ?

Dr. Trimen, in his recent report on the disease which
aft'ects the Eucalypts, says: "were the leaf spots the

whole misuhief, not much harm loould be done." He pro-
ceeds to describe the canker which affects, first the

younger branches, which "shrivel and die back";
and finally

"
appears lower down, and before long the

whole tree succumbs," In this chain of results the
learned doctor sees the reaults of a "constitutional"
disturbance.

Here we have brought to view a new feature of

leaf indication. We learn from this that death of

leaf may proceed from either of two totally different

c.Tuses, one local, in the leaf itself only, and compa-
tible with the perfect health of the tree, the other

emanating from the permanent structures of the tree
itself. A fall of leaf may therefore indicate either a mere
change of leaf in the natural course, or by accidental
causes ; or, it may have a fatal significance, denoting
the inability of the tree to support its remoter mem-
bers. It may mean, either a mere change of dress, or a
fatal sickness ! There is no room for doubt, however,
aa to which of these causes operates in any given
ease ; for a tree that is smitten with fatal disease

cannot, immediately after losing the tier of leaves
which died for want of support, produce an ample
flush of fine young foliage ! It may indeed " endeavour"
to re-exert its powers ; but, as the learned doctor

says of the Eucalypts, first tho younger branches
" shrivel and die back," and finally, aa the extremities
thus succumb, in turu, so the structures lower down
follow, and the whole organism dies.

Were our coffee trees constitutionally affected

they would behave in like manner. They would
not, after persistent attscks, continued over several

years, retain the power of reproducing the splen-
did flushes of foliage which still clothe luxuri-

autly our cultivated coffee fields. It our trees were

diseased, the surest sign would be the sickliness I

of their leaves. These would not attain a full growth
nor yet a healthy colour. They could not wait for
the attack of insect or fungus to betray their ailment
but would show by stunted growth and sickly colour
that their weakness proceeded from the stock, the

spring and source of their nourishment. Instead of

this, tho fine flushes attain a luxuriant growth until
attacked fr07ii without. All those that escape external
attack maiutain their healthy character, and fulfil

their allotted functions.

Is it a sign of disease in the grape vines that they
require to huve their leaves atripped off and their
roots exposed to check their growth I or in other trees
and plaiits of exuberant growth, that they should need
repressive treatment to extort their fruit ?

Observation has shown, and science has thus learnt
that there is a remarkable symmetry of growth in
the foliar and floral flushes of plauts. In so much
that the latter are commonly regarded by scientists
as mere modifications (not abortions) of the former.
The analogies subsisting between them are certainly very
striking, but the differences are even more remarkable.
To the agriculturist, alas ! we know too well, the
difference is a matter of vital importance I Yet science
throws not even a glimmer of light as to the pheno-
mena which determine whether a given flush shall be
foliar or floral I Tho only clue by which to learn the
nature of this marvelhius metamorphosis is the ex-

perience of the agriculturist and floriet. The home
farmer has thus found out how to prevent hia corn
from expending itself in stalk, and he manages to
obtain a maximum of graiii ! He has also learned
from the same teacher, experience, how to adjust his

sowings and manurii:g in such manner as to ensure

turnips instead of tops'. Even the grape grower who
cultivates the vine under conditions uncongenial to

voluntary fruit bearing, dodges those conditions,
and obtains the reluctant reward of his art. These
men have mastered the circumstances and secured,
each in hia own way, the apeoial object sought.
Their example shoald stimulate, and tlieir succeas

encourage the Ceylon planter to make an effort.

Supiueness aud despair will not help hirn. Whilat
the coffee trees continue to yield fine flushes olfoliage,
there is every reason to hope that they may be in-

duced by suitable treatment to produce a due propor-
tion of floral as well aa foliar flushes, and a rea-

sonable quantity of fruit instead of a redundancy of

leaf. Fruit does not now come of its own accord,
as it used to do, and therefore it has become a vital

qU'^stion to the planter to ascertain the conditions
and circumstances which determine in the firat instance
what shall be the nature of the fluoh, and those which
afterwarda favour the development of fruit, 'ihe

blossoming sepson is at hand, and therefore this is the

opportuuity for experiment. "W.D.B. " seems to have
struck a track in the right direction, and is quite the
sort of man to lead the way. W.

WHAT AILS OUK COFFEE TBEES :-WEEDING
IN THE DAYS OF OLD.

Uva, 30th November.
Dear Sir,— 1 am one of the ancients, as our Ha-

putale friend would Bay, and have been greatly in-
terested of late, in noting the^57'Os. and cons, anent
"what ails our coffee trees.

" Well I am one of
the ancients, and a veritable clod-hopper, having fol-
lowed the plough for a full generation, and so I

may say, to the manner born and bred, takin" charge
some two and twenty years ago of two well know n coffee
estates—estates that had been neglected when coffee was
deemed a dru^ in the market. 1 found they had suffered
greatly from sad neglect and bad cultivation. Naturally
very fine properties, wheu coffee went down in price they
werealmott for s time abandoned. Thelarjje "Tennio"
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was weeded when I took it up and half pruned and well

pruned, but had not a single drain iu it, though it

was all ou a sloping hillside, and there were :.'50

acres of it, and thue tons and tons of the best soil

were periodically washed down to appoohamy's paddy-

fields below. The other place was almost level, but

covered all over with the goat weed of the large

kind and half as high as the coffee trees themselves,

This smaller estate needed little drainage and

was the more valuable and permanent one. It

stood in need greatly of hon°st pruning. We were

just finishing crop, and all tlie able men were told off

to prune, cut away all three years' secondaries

with their superaburdant branches, and to cut out

gormaudisers and get the 225 acres more or less in

form (150 men daily), which they soon did. The

inferior hands had to puU up the weeds by mam
force, put them ia heaps in lines and a strong podian

with a mamotie in hand buried thera down

below; one podian to each five rowe. This was the

plan, adopted without hesitation, and carried on for

many years on both places, for the places grew weeds

and coffee at the samet)me, and s«c7t co/ee— large, bold,

and colory ! !—and well distributed all over the estates.

Well, to cut the matter short : though we had

not contract weeding in those days and could not

weed at all in crop time by reason of very heavy

crops, in eight continuous years we had only one

small crop ou either place. These properties steadily

increasing their crops, I may say, almost doubling

them, proving, I think, that the lohtte wee'1,

periodically pulled up and buried, did not iujuru the

soil much. It was a green soil manuring, and, as

crop time was the rainy season, I always thou, lit

this living thatch of the goat weed broke the raini 11

and wash and saced the sinl in those rainy mouiha

Nevertheless, I adopted eventually the contract system

of weeding, as being cheaper, aud preventing coolies

hiding coffee in the long weeds and dropping cherry

when picking. Beferring to the estates afore alluded to

after S years' management, I may mention that the

smaller Tennie was sold for £10,000 sterling, cash down

on the uail, and on account of my recommendation

to the owner in London as being a most permanent

estate, and not subject to waste from wash, aud if

I could to modern coffee-planters say only one sweet

and last word, it is, take care ofyour soil. Drain well

and let the drains have mould traps, and the

lowest drain the largest trap, and let the soil be

basketed to the trees once or twice a year. More

in my next, on forking, manuring and root -pruning.
F. C. P.

the Company intended. The district is the home of

the wild caidainon. The Kilulgalla Aratchi, a Tamil
he,adinan of a Sinhalese village, owes his wealth to

collecting, purchasing and forwarding to India this

variety, which is much esteemed by the natives there,

being more pungent and suited for e.atmg with betel

and for real Madtassee curries- The average price
he told me was R130 per mound or some such weight of

about 601b. to GOlb.^—I am yours faithfully, C. L. S.

KOOKWOOD TEA AND TEA CLASSIFICATION.

Rookwood, Deltota, oth Dec. 1882.

Dear Mr. Editor,—Pour encourager leu aulres

I would be glad if you would coiTect the price of my
broken tea as quoted, ex " Dacca." It fetched Is 4^(1,

a very good price for what (for appearance) some

people (in Ceylon) call "rubbish." As you very justly

remark, it is impossible to make all pekoe. My bro-

ken tea is thus described :
—" Blackish aud reddish

fannings, good flavour." Pekoe aud tea dust we can-

not help : broken and fannings we cannot help ; but

I fear that notwithstanding all that has been advised

in your columns as elsewhere, some of our tea-makers

will, to their own loss, sort into too many classes.

I take it, pekoe, broken pekoe, pekoe souchong, with

its pekoe dust, tea dust, and broken and fannings

jput through Reid's machine, to be about the right

thing.
—I am, yours faithfully,

C. SPEARMAN ARMSTRONG.

TEA AND CARDAMOMS IN THE YAKDESSA
DISTRICT, CEYLON.

30th November 1882.

Dear Sir,— I read with interest "T. S. T." 's letter

on tea iu Ceylon appearing in your issue of the 28th

instant. I visited the Yakdessa district in Iboy.

Yakdesea estate was then owned by a Mr. Swan

and managed by the late Mr. Whittaker. I was then

shewn a plot of 20 to 30 China three year old lea trees

flourishing grandly. A couple of years ago, I revisited

the place, after a lapse of 21 years and found two

tea trees still alive, though almost choked by lantana

and scrub. The surface roots had thrown up plants

and each tree formed a bush of 20 feet in circumference

The trees, strange to say, appear as 'f they had

been occasionally topped—perhaps by villagers when

searching -for waratcliies. About four year.^ ago, Mr.

Advocate Eaton, and his brother-in-law, Mr. Green,

now in Australia, endeavoured to get up a Conipiuy

amongst the native and Kurasiau gentry to plant this

proi'erty with tea, ciuchoua, &c. It is a pity it was

Sot a successful attempt. All round it there are

beautiful tea properties opened out much later than

Artificial Graphite.—The Chevalier Jervis, Con-

servator of the Koyal Italian Industrial Museum at

Turin, has sent the Secretary n note upon a new
artifici d graphite, invented by an Italian named Conte.

The graphite is said to be chemically pure, and quite

homogeneous. It is crystalline, black, aud with a

metallic lustre. It is very elastic, and therefore con-

sidered tuital.le for incandescent lamps, tor which

purpose it has been tried, Signor Jervis reports tliat

it answers very satisfactorily. Lamps fitted with this

material have been sent to the Kkctrical Exhibition,

which is now open at Munich.—Journal of the Society

of Arts.

Linnean.—Nov. 2—Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., in the

chair. Mr. \V. T. Thiselton Dyer exhibited a specimen
of, and made remarks on, the plant producing Cassia

llynea, and on the native implements used iu the col-

lection and preijaration of the cassia bark in Southern

China. A paper was read 'On Medicinal Plants of

North-west Queensland,' by Mr. W. E. Armit. Amoiig
these are a species of Aristclochia and a crotou also

Grenia polygama, a specific for dysentery ; Careya
arborescens, used for poultices ; Erylhrece austratis aud

Andropogon citrivdora, tonics in febrile complaints;
and Euphorbia pihdinra aud Datura australis, valuable

in cases of asthma.—Loudon Athenceum.

TuE Mad.\k Plant.—The Government of India have

addressed the local Oovemment on the subjict of the

manufacture of paper from the fibre of the Madar plant.

It appe.ars from letters enclosed that for the manu-
facture of paper the fibre is required only in the siiape

of thread, and that thi.s accounts for the great differ-

ence betwccu the cost in its preparation for cordage or

clotliing and fir paper. In Mr. Liotard's memorandum
on the materiais suitable for the nianufactuie of paper,
it is stated that the Madar plant is ustd in ihe Pesha-

war and Sirsa districts. Experiments have been tiied

with this fibre in the Punjab jails. The main fault

found with it was its ihinness ; t'tiis might have been

remedied, but this branch of maufacture cannot be

prosecuted in jails, as it would be antagonistic to the

views of the Government of India concerning jail manu-

factures recently enunciated.—Madras Mail,
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CIxVCHONA CULTIVATION.

Sir,
—In reply to "Columbine's" query in your

issue of the 7tli instant, his bark has degenerated
by being left on his flying trees ;

but it retiiins some
of its viitue, and I would advise him to scrape all

be can get off his dead trees as soon as he can and
mix it freely with his next shipment of small twiga
and scrapings. I have h.id recourse to this plan on
several occasions and never received any ci>mplaints
from the brokers, who have an awkward habit of

alivays pvdling a shipment to pieces whenever they
have the chance. As to drying b.irk when compelled
to in boisterous weather, minus proper appliances, I

have done tlie needful very well in days gone by,

by lighiiug fires uuder sheets of corrufjated iron roof-

ing and dcyi' g the bark over them, the report from
home being as favouable as u-ual. But this last mon-

soon, which was very severe, I dried off most of our
bark in one of "Daviitson's Siroccos" for drying tea

at a temperature of 280° to ,S00°, and it answered

admirably, making me quite independent of the
weather. W. D,—Madras Mail,]

I

PLANTING QUERIES.

(To the Editor, "Tropical AgricjiUurist")

Coonoor, Madras, 17th November, 1882.

Dear Sir,—Allow me to trouble you with a bundle
of queries, which some one may be kmd enough to

reply to. How does Ceara rubber answer for shading
coff.-p, where a light shade is desirable ? If akin to

the ordmary Indian fig, it should surely prove a good
kind of shade to grow, being more rapid in its de-

velopement than the fig, and at present having the

credit of yielding some sort of a profit. [Ceara rubber
is decidedly worth a trial for shade as well as for

its intrinsic value,— Ed.]
In sowing ccoa seed at stake, would you recommend

Okroo seed being sown alongside for the sake of the

temporary shade afforded, as is done in the W. Indies 1

— [Yes.
— Ed.]

To what intluences do the scientists ascribe the

premature di-coloration and death of many spores of

Hnneleia. : to conditions of sap, soil, or atmosphere ?

I conclude to the first of the tliree, or the plieno-
menou would be more general.

—[Refer to Mr. Ward's

report in first volume of 7'. A.]
Has Mr. Storck. or any other e.xperimenter with

carbolic aeid, found that the fumes eave all the

foliage of "chicks" of the more exagjerated type ?—
[Scarcely a chick in ^'eylon.]

— I am, yours faithtully,

W. RHODES JAMES.

CiiFFEE IN Brazil.— An amendment to the pro-
vincial budget ol Rio de Janeiro continues the

expoit dnty on coffee at 4 per cent, and iu'Teascs

that on sugar to 3 per cent.—Rio JS'ncs, Oct. 14th,

Java Coffke Crop. —This j ear's Government coffee

crop in J.iva and Sumatra has been estimated at

fully 1,-00,000 piculs, the greatest yet known since the

introduction of the cultivation of the article in those

islands. The Java crop alone it is said amounts to

1,083,510 piculs.—S(rai<s Times.

Castor 1.)il Plant.— .\ contributor to the .B«/tom rfe

la Societe d'Horticiilturv d'Orteaus states that the castor

oil plant is an excellent remedy against flies in

dwelling rooms. Flies tliat alight on the leaves and
suck ihe sa I fall down dead, their bodies changing
to white. Rooms in which flies are very numerous
ai'e by this means soon freed of them.—Quicjixlandir.

[Castor oil plants grown on UdapoUa, Liberian coffee

estate, were rooted out, because they became in-

fested with insects,—Ed.]
72

Vaccination op Plants.—The anti-vaccinators are
threatened with a new application of the systi-m
they dread so much. Only this time it is plants
which are to be vaccinated I M. VoUant, a French
chemist, has just published in one of the Fr.-neh
scientific journals an account of how he produced all

the effects of grafting by simply transfusing the sap
of the deeired variety of fruit tree into thesel-cled
stock. He gives the title of "

vaccination of plants'
to his process.

—Aitstrala.nan.

CoFFEB IN West Cooro, Mercara, 17th Nor.—The busy
season i.s now upon us, and the late heavy monsoon, which
may be said to have left us, ahout the middle of October, has
been followed by cloudy weather, little sun, au'l cold winds
from the north that has considerably kept back the coflee
berries from ripening. Picking will not be general, until
the middle of December, wliicb is a month later than the
average of former years. This could be borne without much
grunibling. for a late season m:iy signify higher prices
realised at the London sales; though, as a rule, it s the
first shipments in January that sell the best. Matters are

looking far from favorable, for the crop has been lo.^t, h v-

ing set or dropped from the trees in the fearful deluije of

June, July, and August; there was as magnifici'Bt. a display
of blosscin ai could send a thrill to any planter's heart: hut
the recollection of that thrill is the only result lie can now
lay claim to. Not a single berry hai matured from tlio^e

flowers. A neighbouring coffee estate has registered 319
inches of rain since the l-"ith of May: and three miles mrther
to the north, and more in contact, if possible, with tl.o .fout'.i-

west monsoon winds, 411 inches were marked down. A
brahmin writer is living out there in charge, he may have
made a slight error in the prodigious total, but be persists
in saying it is quite correct, (

In July alone 163 inches f II.)

Howerer there, in 1879, 40 acres were pbmted with coffee,

(previou-ly felled and burnt), the trees throve well and

vigorously with the rainfall under 250 inches : when it ex-

ceeded that, as was the case this year, the berries rotted off

and the sturdy primaries decayed and died off clo-e to the

stem a footanda half above the ground; hut, instcd ofwlii'e

weeds .and Spanish needles, which infest any new clearing,
the whole ground spruna: into hfe with tine cardamom ]dants,

growing as spoutaneonsly as grass. These have been for the

past t.o years carefully transplanteil into the frest, and
the maiden crop will be iiathered next year. On the sul ject
of cardamoms, I may say that the picking season is over, it

finished in the latter end of October, iheou'-turn was very
scanty, but of excellent quality, the retail price in Mercara

being high. £210 per lb. To resume— ceffee to the west of

Mercara has suffered terribly in Ihi' pa-)t three years; infir-

mity of the tn es, deterinrition of the soil, with the com-
bined di--favour of the elements, have co-operated disast.

rously on the fortunes of the owners of the land and what
was not many years ago the most flouiishing coffee tract in

the Coorg province, which was studded with fair estates,

blooming with luxuriant cotfce the envy of all new comers
and belioliier>, where successful planters learned in a hard
seliool the experience they carried aw ly to tlie richer and

more enervating climate of the bamboo, where fortunes

have been acquired with scornfulca.se, comp.ired to their

former vicissitudes here : here,—the ililigent Canare.se, first

served his apprentice^diip, gained his knowledge under the

practical eyeot out pioneer coffee phinte'S, learnt to wark
and to erdtire thepiiless 250 inches deluge of a North Coorg
monsoon, worked his way up from laborer or cooly to be

maislry and leaders of coidies. Here, stand the bung:ilows,

deserted by their masters, many roofle-s, many falling down,
some turned into a harbour of tefuy-e for the few coolies

necessary to grassknife and pluck the scanty crop; the rows

of cooly "lines ihat were once minia'ure Mysore villages,

busy with Iho hum of voices, the cl nigin? of the gold and
silversmiths, sturdy tom-tom's notes, ect., gay with its

cheering variety of colored dresses. All. all have gone,
save one or two estates, that stood steadfast, w.iiting to the

last, hoping acainst hope, for the holt-^r (imes which never

came. The lasting productiveness and munilicent returns

of that happy land, the bamboo, is owlns, not so much to the

superb soil, which so nobly repays yonr toil and labour, but

to the iracticil thrift, knowledge and tact which thepLiu-
ters and their mai.stries ])0-^ses3ed, when they emigiated
from the north-east and have there turned the expsrience
toso good an acconnt.—Madras Timts,
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Coffee prospects in Devalah and its surroundings
are .»aid to be anything but encnuraging. Whole
estates are being abandoned ; not from any effect that

the gold has on the industry, but in coiisequeuce of

cnntiuiied failure, the result of impoverishing soil. Cin-

chona is being extensively planted out, and as an

agricultural pursuit, has entirely supplanted coffee at

any rate as far as this part o£ Wyuaad is concerned.
—Madras Mail.

Sarsaparilla Gathering.—The Province of Ania-

zouas, Brazil, exported last year 199 tons of sarsa-

parilla. Tlje zarza vine grows in tlie swamps, in soil

that in Cauada is known as
" black muck," and the

collectors often spend weeks in these marshy pools.

The roots are traced and raised with a sharp stick,

but the vine is uot disturbed, the roots being cut off

near the stock, which is covered up with a little

earth, so that fresh roots may grow, and, in time, a

fresh harvest be gathered.—Pu6iic Opinion.

Ebonising.—How to make woods, such as cherry

mahogany, etc., look like ebuuy is often desirable,

and a correspondent of the Hub gives the following

directions :
—To imitate black ebony, lirst wet the

wood with a solution of logwood and copperas, boiled

together, and laid on hot. For this purpose 2oz. of

logwood chips, with IJoz. of copperas, to a quarc of

water, will be required. When tlie work has become

dry, wet the surface again witli a mixture of vinegar
and steel filings. This mixture may be made by

dissolving 2oz. of steel tilings in one half-pint of

vinegar. When the work has bec.jme ilry again,

sandijaper down until quite smooth. Then oil and fill

in with powdered drop-black mixed in the filler.

Work to be ebonised should be smooth and free from

holes, etc. The work may receive a light coat of

quick-drying varnish, and then be rubbed with finely

pnlverised pumice stone and linseed oil until very
smooth.—Auitraiian paper.

Planting IN Bokmah.—The report of Mr. Petley on

his experimental cultivation of potatoes, tea, coffee, and

cinchona, in the Karen Hill Tracts, during the year

1881-82, is interesting, remarks a contemporary, as

showiiiJ how much yet remains to be done towauls

developing the resources of our possessions in Burma.

Except in ihe wet season, the potato culture seems to

be an unprofitable speculation with imported seed,

owing to the distance the seed has to be sent, and the

unsatisfactory condition in which it arrives. But with

acclimatised seed, planted at the right seasou, good
results seem to be obtained ; some of the best kinds,

such as the "Scotch Champion" and "The Magnum
Bonum," yielding from (i^ to 7 fold. In the tea garden
there are 12,000 bushis producing first class tea.

The coffee-beaiing trees, just coming into full bearing,

were expected to give a crop of about 5,000 lb of clean

coffee. But coffee plants appear to have many enemies,

as we are told that the outturn last year would have

been larger, except for the ravages of civet cats, rats,

birds, and mole crickets." The cinchona plants do well,

but are not yet of sufEcieut age for the bark to be cut.

Mr. Pelley give-S it as his opinion from bis past expe-
rience that the Karen Hills "present a good field for

these productions to capitalists, who would go in with

the means to make provision for, and import cooly
labour from the surrounding states, i. e., the Shan

States and Karennee, from which parts men can be

hired to come by the year. There does not at present

appear to be sufficient dipendcnt local labour for a large

plantation. Coolies confess that they are better oft" and
healthier at the plantation than at their own villages.

This there can be very little doubt of; they are als'> dis-

covering the value of money, and are thereby induced,
more and more, to come to the work"— Pioneer.

[Who will send us a report on the cost of labour ;

ualnre of eugagemouts ;
means of transport ; and an-

nual rainfall in the planting districts of Burmah ?—Ed. j

'! HE Hop Crop.—The Scotch brewers uow in London

purchasing their supply of hops fi>r the coming year
are grumbling very much at the pi ice wliich the com:

parative failure of the crop is causing th'-ui to pay.

Hops which last year were got [or from £\2Q to £140

per ton cannot be inircbased just now under £450.
Such an enormous increase will almost of necessity

imply an advance in the price of beer. The Scotch
brewers at present in London have been talking over
the matter, but unless and until the magnates of

the trade in Burton mo\e nothing will be done.—
L. Standard

The FINE.ST Tea Gbown in China.—In a notice in

the Home News of a paper read by Mr. Colquhoun
descriptive of his recent journey, is the following pass-

age;
—"They learned that the finest tea known in China

came from a part of the Shan country only five marches
from the Yunnan frontier. So great, however, is the

cost of carriage that the price for which this tea is

delivered at Shanghai entirely shuts it out from any
European market. It miglit, however, thinks Mr.

Colquhoun, be brought before many years to Rangoon
for shipment to Europe and even to China by means
of roads and railways between British Burmah and
south-western Yunnan. No single rcaite could tap the

whole trade of a province so rich in unvvorketl resources

as southern Yunnan. [>ut of several routes mentioned
and considered by Mr. Colquhoun, the route from
Martaban through some part of British Buriuah and
the Shan country to the south-west of Yunnan at

Kiang Hung, on the Camboiiia, ia that which he

specially recommends.
"

The IIeport of the Darjeeling Cinchona Plant-

ations for 1881-82 indicates tiiat grafting Led-

uerianas on succirubras had failed and that propa-

gation by seed would be resorted to. Some very

young plants of the "hybrids" had been analyzed
and yielded from 0'97 up to 2 87 per cent of

crystallized sulphate of quinine, and 1-94 to 2'94

of cinchonidiue. They are, therefore, justly re-

gai-ded as valuable barks : The manufacture o£

febrifuge continued to be successful, but Mr. Gam-
mie's experiments to obtain quiuine are reported a

failure.
" A large proportion of alkaloid is extracted,

but the excess is lost in the course of precipitation."

No doubt the Howards and the other successful

cinchona chemists have secrets which are not open
to all. The Government of India are opposed to

sending bark into the London m.irket to compete
with private growers, but they are resolved to

work up the succirubra bark into febrifuge and

to sell the calisaya plantations to say one who
will guarantes settiug up a local manufacture of

quinine.
Planii.'vG in the Wvnaad.—Messrs. A. Scott & Co.,

of i;ang'>on, have been advertising Karen Hill tea

and coffee tor sale for some months. It is hoped
that both the tea and cofi'ee industries will shortly
make large strides in Burmah. The local Govern-

ment are endeavouring to get planters and capitalists

to take up the waste lands in the Tavoy district for

tea and coffee cultivation. Coffee seems to succeed

better than tea, although the Arakau tea is second

to none which comes from Assam. There is no

doubt that both in tea and coffee a very great
future lies before Buriuah, if the labour difficulty could

be satisfactorily got over. The rates demanded by ord-

inary coolies in this province being more than double the

pay fiveu for similar labour in liidia, naturally handi-

caps the cultivation of waste lauds heavily, when

compared with other placfs, where labour is cheap
and plentiful. But with lower prices for grain, the

Rangoon Gazette hopes tlie Burmese will see the ad-

v.iuLi^es of uot confining their agricultural operations

wlioUy to paddy.
—Madras Mail.
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TEA AT LOW AND HIGH ALTITUDES IN

CEYLON.
An Indian tea planter who has added more than

a year's close connection with the cultivation and
manufacture of tea in Ceylon, to considerable experi-
ence in India, and who,—his living being dependent
on the management of and reports on estates,—has
his character at stake, gives very encouraging reports
on the position and prospects of the tea enterprize
in the low country and in the mountains. We ven-

ture to make some extracts. He WTites to us :—
" With care in the plackug and manufacture of the

Abljotsl'onl tea it should sell second to none in

Ceylon. I have just been round tlie low-country
again and from the way the tea is Hushing I would
not be surprised to see some of the estates work up
to SOO lb. per acre in fnll bearing. I enclose you a
broker's report on one of the low-country estates that

you may see what kind of teas are being manu-
factnred.

" The broker's report values the Ceylon
teas at from Is Id to 23 3d per lb. and states :

—
" These teas taste as if made from Assam plant and
come out remarkably well in liijuor. The colour of

the infused leaf, however, is sliglitly too dark, Lnt in any
case tbey are teas that sliould sell well in any market."
" I am i»lad to note that the jungle is now begun
to be cut fursf'Vtral new tea estates to be opened next

year and nearly .ill the 1 iberian coffee will be planted
up with tea. Several new lots were bought for tea at

last sale, so tea is looking up ill the low-country."
We give the public the benefit of passages from a

formal report on the above property just made by the
Indian tea-planter referred to :

—
"Soil and Lay of Land.— i he soil is a perfect tea

soil and the lay of Imd is nearly all that could be
wislied for the siicceesful and profitable growih of

tea, being wonderfully free of slab rock for a Cey-
lon estate ; the whole area could be forked on this

estate which cannot be done on all Ceylon estates.

"Clas.9 of Plant.—Is mostly a fairly good class of

Assam Hyhrid with a mixture of the Chinese variety,
which I think is well to have on estates at tlie

elevation of Abbotsfnrd as the China plant is more

hardy tlian the hybrid and the leaf can be manu-
factured into a very nice looking tea.

"Cultivation.—The whole tea area seemed to be

oarefnlly weeded and was in good order. I think

forking would improre the yield.

[Forking is g-'ing on.]
"

I exppct that Abbotsford broken pekoe when, care-

fully manufactured, should sell at from 23 to 23 6d

per lb.

"Roads and Drains.—Tiie whole estate seems care-

fully roaded and drained and all are in very good
order.

" General Appearance.— Considering that the tea
ou tlds estate is fro.i 5,600 [4,600] to 6,000 feet

above .sea level, the growth is very fine and the
ditforent fields are as perfect and regular sheets of

tea as could be found in the low-country and I

see no reason why the area could not be worked up
to 550 lb. of tea per acre in fnll bearing. The
superintendent gave me the area and age of the tea
as follows viz., '20 acres 5 to 6 years old and 70
acres 4 to 5 years old. I estimate the 20 acres to

give 400 lb. ptr acre and the 70 acres to give
350 lb. per acre and had the estate been carefully
pruned I would have put the estimate 100 lb. per
acre higher. This gives a total for the year of

32,500 lb which should sell at an average of 75
cents per lb. if the manufacture is ca'elully attended
to. The whoie estate should bn carefully plucked
round ev-ry 8 days to eij>ure good te.t being made.
Bi;sides the above area there is a lot of tea pUinted i

along roads and drains, which I suppose would

make up another 10 acres however I would advise

leaving a lot of this for seed as the sooner the
whole of Abbotsford estate is planted up with tea
the better it will be for the proprietor. T should
advise planting tea all through the coffee and
cinchona. X am of opinion that the tea will improve
the growth of cinchona and will do the coffee no
harm. The growth of the tea left for seeds is the
finest I have ever seen on any tea district consider-

ing the age of trees and elevation of estate. I should
advise any one who does not yet believe in tea to

go and see for themselves.
" I value the 20 acres 5 to 6 years old at £65 per

acre and the 70 acres 4 to 5 years old at £55 |ier
acre.

"

This report is simply a fresh confirmation of what
is beyond question, that from sea level to alpine

height, the south-west and central portions of Ceylon
are eminently suited in soil and climate for the

production of abundant crops of tea of good quality.

THE COOLIE QUESTION FROM AN INDIAN
STANDPOINT.

(The Qtieenslancler. )

The following letter on the question of coolie la-

bour for Queensland has been written by a gentle-
man who've experience as a Government official in

the central districts of India, extending over several

years, gives weight to his opinions on the matters
of which he treats. His attention was directed to

the subject during a recent visit to this colony :
—

On reading the recent debates in the Queensland
Parliament and elsewhere upon the coolie labour

question, it has occurred to me that possibly you
may not be uninterested to learn how the matter

presents itself to an Anglo-Indian visitor in your
colony, who has had several years' experience of

official work among the coolies themselves.

It seems to be pretty generally assumed that, un-
less rules are framed to regulate the importation of

coolies, there will be no check upon the influx of

tiine-expirrd coolies from the West India Islands, or

of Sinhalese, or of Indian coolies hired under the

guife of domestic servants. I cannot help doubting
whether this danger really exists. Certainly it would
not be possible to continue the shipment of quasi do-

mestic servants from any Indian port for any length
of time. The Indian Government would prohibit the

practice as soon as it was detected. I remember, in-

deed, a case in point where the Government of Madras,

acting under instructions from Calcutta, interferred

to prevent a nrecisely similar trade in coolies with

Singapore, and obviously the objections to the Queens-
land trade would be much stronger. As for time-

expired coolies, the Government of India usually co-

operates with the colonial authorities in maintaining
a watchful care over their interests. It is now three

years since an attempt to hire coolies from Jamaica
f"r labour in the tobacco and sugar plantations of

Cubx was frustrated by the colonial Government,
while a warning w.as sent to Calcutta to prevent the

recruiting of coolies in India for the same purpose.
The Cuban recruiter (I think his name was Dr. Antonio

Sacchi) succended in getting off with a couple of cat-

goes of coolies, but his further operations were

stopped, and the coolies were ultimately reshipped to

Jamaica. About the Sinhalese I cannot speak with

certainty. I have a recollection of certain official cor-

respondence between Ceylon and Calcutta, which lerf

on my mind ihe impressinn that the Ceylon authorities

took a somewliat less parental view of their duties to-

ward- their subjects than quite sati-fied the Govern-
ment of India, yet I can hardly believe that tliey

would allow Sinhalese to be systematically exported
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to a country where no special legislative provisions

exist for their protection. I think, then, that on the

whole it will be founfl impossible to supply the Queens-

land labour raaik't with Indian coolies, from what-

ever quarler, by private speculation, in the absence

of a distinct undei-stauding with the Government of

India or the colonial Government concerned.

Nor does it appear to meat all likely that the Go-

vernment of India will give its consent to any such

arrangement as tliat contemplated by the clause in-

tended to ensure the restriction of coolie labour to the

sugar industry only. It is to be remembered that the

welfare of the Indian ryot is the sole or principal ob-

ject which the Viceroy and his advisers have in view

m sanctioning emigration. Overpeopled as many dis-

tricts are, nevertheless the attitude of Indian autho-

rities towards emigration has never been one of en-

couragement, but rather of jealousy and dissuasion.

Such a severe provision as the clause referred to exists

in the emigration ordinances of no colony with which

I am acquainted, and in my humble opinion this

clause, if insisted on, must prove fatal to coolie

emigration to Queensland.
» » * *

NETHERLANDS INDIA: PLANTING COFFEE,
CINCHONA &c.

( Translated from Dutch newspapers.)

"Coffee in Bencoolen.—A correspondent writes to

us as follows :
—To affirm, and, as was done in the Java

Bode of the 20th October, that the soil of Bencoolen is

wholly unsuit.ible for coffee growing, is going rather too

far. It is true, the soil there is uot characlerized by

special fertillily, but, in former times, during the

British occupation or tempo In'jgrien, coffee cultivation

was so extensively carried ou in Bencoolen that several

merchants actually began to build brick storehouses

for that produet at the chief town. But here, too, the

Hollander did m t fail to assert himself. The coffee

culture had succeeded withoutauy interference from Gov-

ernment, yet the latter endeavoured to reap its fruits.

When coffee began to till the merchants' storehouses the

bright idea was hit upon that room for coffee might also be

found in the Government storehouses. The then assistant

Resident came forwards, with the terrible word )«OH.o;;o/^:

Henceforth all coffee must be delivered to Government

at a very low price. What was the result ? At first the

coffee was conveyed by dealers beyond the mountains

iuto PaUmbang territory, where that article was worth

30 to 35 ouiiders per picul, instead of to Beneoolen,

where, after submitting to the caprices of officials

high and low, they were at length paid 10 guilders

per picul fur their best quality coffee. When the

authorities Imjk measures to compel coffee to be con-

veyed to Bencoolen, three months afterwards all the

coffee trees there were cut down by their owners,

and naturally the supply nf coffee ceased. Bencoolen

was suitable for growing coffee m the tempo Imjtjrks,

but became unsuitable for it in the tempo Wolaiida or

Dutch period."—Java Bode, 4th Nov.

"Netherlands authority will shortly extend over

additional territory in Siimutra, namely over several

B,itt;ik districts lying between the South shore of ths

Toba liike and the subdivision of Siliudong. Tbis

fcxteusion of authority has, however, not been obtained

by force of arms, but the chiefs of these districts

themselves have expressed a wish for it."—Mandelsblad.

Battavin Dcujbkui, 9th Nov.

According to the report on the Government cin-

cliuiia culture in Java for the third quarter of 1882,

tiie bark collected during that period amounted to

170,000 Amsterdam lbs. Experiments in grafting dif-

terept varieties of Cinchona in tbe open air were pro-

ceeded with during the period under report with un-

satisfactory results. The crop of Leilgeriaiia seeds

proved so abundant that it became possible to supply

all applicants for the same. 28,000 Cinchona trees

of inferior quality were uprooted and 8,000 Succirubras

planted instead.

The coffee planters in Mid Java have petitioned the
Second Chamber of the States General for the remis-
sion of the export duty on coffee in Java, ou the

ground that, owing to the low prices now ruling for

that article, they cannot afford to pay it, amounting
as it does to 7 per cent, on the value. The Soura-

baya
" Courant "

of the 14th November states that
the price of coffee by last advices had fallen so low
at Buleling that the Captain China there had directed
bis coffee to be sent back thither from Singapore.
The "Java Bode" states that the outlay ou State

railways in Java is estimated to amount to 43,400,000

guilders at the end of this year. They are expect-
ed, next year, to yield 3 per cent, on the cost of con-

struotiou ^Straits Times.

CARTHAGENA BARK IN THE DARJEELING
CINCHONA 'PLANTATIONS.

We do not recollect a single allusion to insect

blights in reports of the Sikkhim Gardens until now.
And in Dr. King's report which apjiears in full

on page 552, there is still no mention of harm
done even to the delicate Ledgerianas by the
insect blights from which the Carthagena species has
suffered so "dreadfully" that only 30 plants are left,

although at first the propagation of this kind promised
so well. It is curious that nature should thus, ap-
parently, lay her ban on particular plants as iuthe
case of the Australian gums in some of the wetter

parts of Ceylon. We wish Dr. King had specified the

special insect : but it is probably helopeltts Antonii,
the Indian ' ' tea bug.

"

COCONUT PALM SUGAR AND SUGAR FROM
THE PALMIRAH AND KITTUL.

Mr. Jayawardene, who has sent us a phial of very pure
and beautiful crystals, is quite correct (see page 573) in

asserting that, from time immemorial, the natives of

Ceylon have known how to produce crystallized sugar
from the inspissated juice of the coconut tree spathe.
About thirty years ago, in consequence of a letter

from the late Mr. J. Glanville Taylor of Batticaloa

asking for information as to the probable success of

attempiting to utilize coconut palms for sugar making,
we went fully into the matter, receiving considerable

assistance from Mr. D. C. Amesekere, a proctor who,
when we last heard of him was practising at Kuruue-

gala. On that occasion he sent us a quantity of

crystallized coconut tree sugar which, however, was
somewhat discoloured by smoke. The result of our

enquii-ies was that although the juice, when collected,
was rich in saccharine matter, yet the cost of col-

lection would render the euterprize unprofitable. What
pays natives on a small scale will not pay Europeans
when the matter is entered into on commercial jirin-

ciples. An experiment might be tried, however,
labour being economized by the use of ladders, per-
haps, and a much larger use than the natives make
in toddy drawing, of rope passages from tree to tree ?

Large quantities of sugar are made from the juice
of the pabiiirah pahn in the Jaffna peninsula, chiefly
in the neighbonrhood of Point Pedro, the agent used
to prevent fermentation by rising coral lime, a little of

which is put into each chatty. The coarse, black sugar
which results from evaporation over fire is poured into

minute olah baskets (made of plaited leaves of the

palmirah) and exported mainly to Pondicherry, where
it is refined and crystallized,

—at least that was the

process in our day,
—over forty years ago, alas I The
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natives, especially those of the interior, where coco-

nut palms do not flourish as on the sea-shoro, ob-

tain a sugar, the cakes of which very much resem-

ble the maple sugar of North America, from the

kittul palm, caryota urevfi, the representative here

of the areuga palm of Java. We should like to

know if botanists have recognized tliose two palms
as distinct? They seem to us to be mere varieties.

While the adult arengas in Java put on foliage ex-

ceedingly dissimilar to the very curious scollo|)ed

leaves of our kittul, more like that of the date palm,
in truth, we certainly saw young arengas iu Java

with the scolloped leaves. While no true palm is

now found growing wild in Ceylon, there are forests

of arengas in Java. The arenga and the kittul

have one most extraordinary characteristic In com-

mon : they send out their first flower spathe at the

top of the tree and then successive spathes down-
wards until flowering and fruiting come to an end !

We shall send Mr. Jayawardene's coconut sugar

crystals to the Museum.

CINCHONA CULTIVATION.
A correspondeut writes;—"The enclosed cutting

from Land and Waler, re chinchoua cultivation, you
may think worth iuserting in your paper":—
The simplest thing in the world. You get a piece

of land, plant it up with chinchona then go hunting,

shootius,', and genendly amusing yourself, and in pro-

per time you will be overwhelmed with money rolling
ia on you. Sucli, at least, was the purport of ii letter

which appeared in some English paper about a year

ago. I know a good many cinchona (as we call it

in Ceylon) growers, but their experiences, if in ac-

cordance with the letter referred to, they are most
careful to veil, for to the outer world the actual

state of the case is somewhat dififerent. lu the first

place, getting land is not now the easy tiling it

formerly v/m. You have to take what others have

rejected, either in consequence of the soil being
inferior or position inconvenient. Needless to talk of

the former. In the latter case only those who have

experience can realize whit the drawback really is.

Opening for quinine requires much more labour than
for coffee—five or six men per acre ; of course it

can be done with less, and generally is. Though in

theory oue man's labour for ten days is suijposed
to get through as much work as ten men's in one

daj, in practice it is much dearer. If you have say
two hundred labourers, how many will be capable
of first-class work? A great many are women and
children. Although there is work for them thev do
not much assist planting beyond carrying the plants
to the place. But I have overrun the trail, so hark
back to tlie land purchased, which is probably on the

further slope of some high hill, ten miles from any
cart road ;

bridle track to within say three or four.

There is probably not even a foot-path lo it. It is

usual to give the felling of the forest to native

contractors. These men have studied lying as an art,

and their contract, if on proper form, not worth
the printed form, far less the stamp. The first pro-
cess is to get an advance. "If you only will give
a good one," the number of fellers they c>in put on

IS only limited by that of the tools you supply. To
Qscape giving an advance is impossible, so a cheque
Ts given, au order for tools, and subsistence iu the

shape of rice. This last is at once turned into money,
and, together with the proceeds of the cheque, is taken

by the contractor to his village. With a portion he

pays off a mortgage on his garden, a portion goes in

merry-making, the remainder is buried. After a rest,

he get", p( rhaps, a relative or two, and opens a path
to the block of land ; when back he comes, reports a

large gang at work, requiring lurtheradvances. Though
highly inconvenient, it you are wise yoH go to gee be-

fore making any. You probably find nothing don^

beyond the path, and you may consider youiS-'lt for-

tunate if any of the tools are forthcoming. You work

yourself into a pa.ssion, and the contractor is all sub-
mission and excuses. The whole way through it is a

fight. In process of time a hut is put up, and some fel-

lers are procured Tlien, if you are wise, you make a
nursery. Sounds simple, but what are you to sow in it ?

C. succirubr<s seed is plentiful and cheap, so despised.We had some seed guaranteed of such maonificent
quality that it sold for .sixty-two rupees for two
grammes ! I do not believe auyoue inquired the value
of the guarantee, and the quality was accepted as
stated. Kar be it from me to hint that it was not
worth much more, but there is no proof. You must
to a certain extent grope in the dark and plant,
trusting in Providence. All this time your land is
beii g slowly felled. <'n ;uiy remonstrance the con-
tractor assures you he has lots of men, but most
have gone for provisions on the day you were in-

quisitive. Everything comes to au end", and so Joes
your felling. There is, however,

"
lopping," and if

that has not been properly done your lard will be
in a fearful mess. The fire will only singe the leaves
and your lind will be for mouths unworkable. All
being cleared, you have lines to build for your labourers.
On a new jilace thatch is the only difficulty, but not
of much. You have then to proeure labour some-
times very difficult, at present very eas3'. A European
superintendent is then put on, though costing six
times what a native knowing the work can be got
for. The former's work is not only cheap because
better, l)ut absolutely costs less. Cotfee is supposed
to require seventeen hundred pits per acre ; cinchona
is planted much closer; according to the size of the
pits is the cost. I have known those who tried
to do the work well get only twenty-five a day
from their men. Others say the size is of no con-
siqueuce, and get fifty and seventy-five from each man
as a day's task. The ground is generally very stony
and each stone is enclosed in a net-work of roots'
so digging is heavy work. Whihtthis picking (holing')
is gomg on, roads have to be made. As the land
is always steep, much greater length is required than
would be on the flat. Dr.aius have to be cut alone
the sides of the roads, and at easy gradients at very
short distances along the face of each hill, to prevent
water getting velocity sufficient to waste soil orcarrv
off trees. All this being done the holes have to
be filled, and this requires clo^e supervision if
not the coolie will rill up with stones 'and
sprinkle a little dust on top, but in such plants don't
thrive. They should be filled up by scrapin" off the
nearest surface soil. The superintendent walking
about the "field" can easily see by the look of the
neigbbourliood if his orders have been complied with
and by thrusting in .his walking-stick as he passes'
but no matter how close the supervision, a good per-
centage of scamping escapes detection. Next ojjeration
is planting. Cinchona is a hardy plant, and stands
rough usage well ; plantmg out, however, is the hard-
est work of all. Argus would be puzzled. Every
coolie requires to be watched, nud when you considei
ramasauii (as we generally call coolies) comes from the
hot plants of India, not over burdened either with con-
science or clothes, he finds the rain and wind of the
planting season at high elevations unpleasant, and takes
advanta^'e of the accompanying fog to shelter him from
the biting weather and his master's eye. Ramasami
though thoroughly untrustworthy if left to himself if

looked after is the most docile aud patient of work-
men. This comprises about a twelvemonth's hard
work. Some day, if worth your having, I will enter
into another year's labours, namely, ihe second, for work
there ia to the end of the chapter.

B. B. B. (Kandy, September, 1882.)
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TEA :—AS TO PUUNINTi IN RELATION TO
SEEDING.

(From the Indian Tea Gazette.)

giR,—In answer to "Proprietor's" enquiries as to

"whether the new style of pi-uaing has not something
to do with excess "f flower and seerl and short crop

of leaf," I should .^ay no, decidedly no. Perhaps

"Proprietiir" has a new manager or new coolies, who

have not been (jroperly instructed, and cut without

knowing what they ought to cut away, and so have out

because' they have been told to cut something. All

seed or fruit-be.iring treis have two distinct kmds of

ehoots. In the o'dfn lime when seed paid well, then

the strong hedtliy leaf-giving shoots were cut away,

and tlie small di-licate .seed-hearing shoots left on.

Tlien cJme a time when seed would not pay ; there-

fore it was necessary to chiiuge the system, so as to

preserve leaf-bearing wood and cut away the seed-

bearing shoots, pointed out to tlie coolies a- cmnjuree

shoots, or shoots without strength. All plants have

a desire to reproduce their species, and if tliis is re-

strained every yt-ar too much, they will, some fourth

or fifth jear, bre.ik out c-irlier into blossom than they

shonld and against which no foresiyht or management
can stand. I beg to bring into notice the means ad-

opted in France for obtaining fre.-h grapes in "inter.

A certain number of vines are planted, so as to be

readily enclosed in a hot-house. Wheu spring arrives

every fruit-bearing blossom is taken off before it has

time even to break into flower, on its appearance.

This not only strengthens the trees, but occasions it

to be impatifnt : this is continued for four years. At

the end of the fourth year tlie vines are pruned end

of August, and a hot hous" is ipiickly raised round

them; the vines then quickly burst into bnd, and

yield 'very far bunches of grapes in the winter season

I believe this is much the case with the Tea tree.

This year in Darjeeling ihe tea tree is blossoming late,

end of September and October, but in 188U the tea

tree came into flower in July. When trees blossom

abundantly, it no doubt shortens the crop of leaf.—
Yours, Sub JA^TA.

VINE CULTURE IN .JAFFNA.

The Pioneer of trade jsei ween .I.^ffna and Colombo

Bishop Bettachini's Italian Rardeneu—The Italian-

METHOD OF PEUNI NO—A GOOD PeUi\EII NOW LIVING NEAK

Colombo—Some Vine-groweks—The Vine in the P.W.

D. office—SOIL—Manure—Lands available for Vine

Culture.

The following facts serve to show that vine culture

may be made a proSt.able industry in Jaffna ;
and

now thfit more than one steamer plies between Jaffna

and Colombo the fruit may be sent to a good market

in due season.
. t a- i.,

The late Mr. Nicholas Boudewyu ot JtiHna, the

grandfather of the gentleman who is accountant of the

O B. C. BaduUa, was in more than one respect the

pioneer of trade between the Northern port and

Colombo. He initiated the trade in Jaffna cigars,* and,

until within the last few years, this branch of the

trade in Jaffna toliacco was a sort of monopoly in the

family- Likewise he did a flourishing trade in Jaffna

grapes. He had six houses at one time in the Pettah,

in every one of which there was a flourishing

vine bower. If one had the name a person best

•
qualified to carry on vine culture in Jaffna, the old

oentleman's grandson—Mr. P. W. Boudewyn—now

somewhere in the Negombo District, is that person,

gome of Mr. Dyke's vines in ihe kachcheri garden

obstinately withstood every effort of that eminent

* The cigar trade hiis now developed into the trido of

Jaffna, and the capital employed in it is not less than

R7 20,000 in a yeat.

horticulturist and his staff of experts, and refused

to bear. Bishop BiHtaohini s dd tliat his Iialian

gardener (Andre) could bring them lound. Andre was

sent to the kachcheri garden, and, when he left the

garden in the evening, Mr. Dyke's gardeners with long,

woe-bogone faces beseeehed that gentleman to have a

look at the gardens before the destroyer leftlh^ place.

Hanuman could not have played worse havoc in

the Asoka garden of the fabled Ravana ! And even Mr.

Dyke was not without his fear whether, under

Aodre'.s unsparing shears, his vines had not been

fairly improve d off his garden altogether! The result,

however was strikingly different. These vines produced
better than all the others; and the Italian method of

pruning has since become the favorite method. Mr.

Peter JJoudewyn understands this method, having
learned it from Andre; and some vines in Colombo long

given up as hopeless have under his treatment revived

and borne fruit, though the climate of Colombo,
with its frequent rains, is tar from favourable to the

plentiful production of grapes. Even after the death ot

Mr. Nicholas Bou.lewyn the bowers in his several

houses were sources of large income. Tlie vine in

"Lemliruggen's House"* owes its existence to the late

Mr. Herbert Bartholomeusz, chief clerk of the Minor

Courts, Jaffna, the father of Mr. J. A. Bartholomeusz,

lately under Messrs. Sabonadiere & Co. The Barthol-

omeuszes were also very earnest vine-growers, and,

pecuniarily, the bower in their house was at the time

t'ne best in the Pettah , the proceeds netted during
some sea'OUB being so high as R500.

Next to these ranked the bower more recently

plant-d by the late Dr. Cleveland in Ids place in

Bankshidl street, which was bringing R600 per year,

both seiisons taken together.
The late Mr. Henry Muttukistna too had a

.splendid bower in his 'Chapel Street house, now

belonging to the estate ot the late WellopuUe Muclliyar,

and, whatever the amount of the produce, the qual-

ity 'of the fruits was superior to that of most varieties.

Foulstone House, now the property of a native

pad.ly dealer, and Ebell's house, which has its

backdoor towards the street, had also good bowers ;

but since passing into native hands the vines have

met with a natural death.

To these may be added the fact that .«ome time

after tlie present Public Works Offices were occu-

pied, Mr. Nicholas Pooverayesinghe Mudaliyar, the

late storekeeper, planted a vine there, and had it

watered and taken care of. When Hast saw it, it>as in

a most flourishing condition and bearing, though the

fruit does not belong to the best sort, the cutting

having been obtained from a vine once growing in the

"Eechemoddai (iarden," now occupied by Mr. For-

ester Clarke. The fruits are rather small in size and

take a long time to attain maturity. Although the

peculiarly rich soil of the Jaffna Pettah is considered the

best for the grape-vine, it is nevertheless found that

the vine will thrive in most of the adjoining vil-

lages. At Nallur, Vauuarponne, Kokuvil, Tavady,
Uduvil and Tellipallai it is found to thrive, though
natives neglect its culture, as they think it too much

of a luxury, and, as a speculation, too small an

atfair, to engage in, i. c, for every man to grow vines

in his own garden. But it must be said that they

are wanting in the spirit to try its cultivation on

an extensive scale. The Public Works' office lies on

a side of the beach road, and the soil is a bare,

sandy loam and rather saline. That the vine

grows there under proper care proves that no soil

near Jaffna is so bad, but that uuHer proper culture

and with aood manuring, vines can be proBtably grown.

* This house is the property of Mr. Strantenhergh who

follows in the wake ot the Dutch in his attention to vine

culture.
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The richness of the Pnttah soil consisted iu the fact

that iu evei-y house the rubbisli accumulating daily,

in which of coursaofifal and other animal matter pe-
pouderaied, was as a rule buried on the premises.
Cattle and sh. ep manure was f.>uud by Mr. Djke to he

the best for the vme, but the Pettah people ustd to manure
it with pig's dung and declared it by far the best

manure. The present writer's experience is not in

favor of the last-named manure.
When Ihe Tanikulam lands were sold, they should

have all been allotted to vine culture. Now they
have all been planted with coconuts so densely as, to

prevent ventilation. But intending vine-growers could

have very little difficulty iu acquiring land. If the

sandy saline soil is preferred, thtre is any extent of

land to be had in Tookumarakadu (Anglice "Gal-

lows Junule") and "Kelludai vely." If the rich, red

soil largeTy impregnated with iron is better, there is

plenty of it to be bought in Maruthanar, Madamvely,
on the liangasanturai road, this side of Uduvil. A
few deep and broad wells will be necessary. The
other expense is inconsiderable. A, B. C.

THE GUM "LEAF-DISEASE" DR. TRIMEN '

OPINION.

We take blame to ourselves for not pointing out Mr.

Skrine's error, now noticed by Dr. Trimen (page 575) ;

simultaneously with the publication of his letter. We
meant to do so in a paragraph today and to re-state the

fact that duriug about five years since the "gum-leaf

disease
"

has been observed, not a trace of insect or

fungus has been noticed iu connection with it. The

disease seems due to meteorological and chemical

agencies. This does not afi-ect Mr. Skriue's argument

which we have also repeatedly stated, that repeated

attacks of the leaf-fungus produce a diseased tliat is

an enfeebled condition of the coffee tree. What we

understood Sir J. Hooker to mean was, that it was not a

cure for the disease, but for its cause, the fungus,

which was needed, and that experience obtamed in

connection with phylloxera vastatrix had proved how

worse than useless it was to olJer prizes for a cure.

All we can do is to adopt remedial measures, until

with the effluxion of time, the pest disappears or

abates in vii-ulence.

ACHEEN -.-AGRICULTURE AND TRADE.

The Penanq Tirivs oi the 24th November gives the

following interesting summary of the agriculture
and

trade of'Achcen, tiken from the Net.erlauds B ue

Book of 18S1. As rCijards Acbeen trade with Penauj,,

the rim(.4 remarks :— mirhond
"Of all the Dutch possessions in our neighb

'

none, excepting Deli, is of greater importance
°

""^
Settlement than Acheeu. Before the commence""'" "

the war, our trade with that country was one of ^"^^

magnitude ;
since the disci-nt of the Dutch ou that

part of Sumatra, our losses have been of such a nature

that we have not recoveied from them yet. The little

profit that i-) now made scarcely compensates those

engaged in the trade for the great risk they run in all

respecte. The desire, therefore, that order may soon

be restored, and that the country may be opened up for

general business, is universal."

With these preliminary reinaiks, the summary reads

as follows:—
The Report commences with a candid avowal that

agriculture in Acheeu Proper had suffered so severely
from the long war, that it will take mmy years before it

can recover its former state of prosperity.

Yet, notwithstanding all adversities, some improve,
ment wtis noticeable. Everywhere in Achcen Proper-
extensive rice and other fields were to be met with in

18S0, which were being cultivated by the returning na-
tives.

In the Southern districts that had suffered least by the
war, cultivation was continued with much energy, and
latterly cattle had been imported for the extension of
stock in other parts of Acheen. The rice crop of 1880 in
the latter place had been satisfactory, and although
there had been several inundations, the prospects for the
next crop were good.

Young Liberia Coffee plants had been introduced, and
experiments were being made with them, and in the
Southern districts, such as at Kloewaug and other

places, the natives showed great inclination to cultivate
the bean more extentively. Silkworms had also been
imported from Japan, but had not proved Buccessful,
probably owing to neglect on the part of the Achmese,
amongst whom thev had been distributed with a view
to enoournging them in their inclination of this culture.

In the other dependencies ;he cultivation of Rice was
of little importance, the population having a preference
for Beteliiut and Pepper. Ou the West Coast especi-
ally, the chiefs encouraged the cultivation of the latter
article by giving the planters rice, clothing an<i utensils

receiving in return a quarter of a dollar per piciil more
than the usual tax. Rice was 'ilso extensively cultivated
at Kloewang, where crops usually yielded six'y-fold.
This district also produced Tobacco and Coffee in

small quantiliies ; but, owing to insufficient prepar-
ation, the quality of the latter article was not very
good.
On the East Coast the Pepper plants had suffered

much from stormy weather.

The export of black and white Pepper to Penang,
which iu 1878 was 134,000 piciils, was iu 1879 only 9t),980

pis., and 91,997 pis. in 1830. The quality of the 1880

crop was superior to that of the previnuii year. The
average selling price at Penang was in 1879 $7J and in
1880 'mh against $6| iu 1S7S ; so that the total value
of the Pe|>per exported to Peuang uniy bs estimated at

/. 1,750,000 iu 1879, and about fl. 2,000,000 in 1880.

In 1879 there was a great demand for Betelnut for
China and British India, but owing to the .small crop in

1880, only 95,500 piculs were exported against 115,205
piculs in 1878. 'The exports to British India, both
directly and via Peuang, are included in the above. In
1880 the direct exportaiion to British India had nearly
entirely ceased, whilst that to Peuang had augmented
to 100,348 piculs. The average price in Penang was in
1879 /i. 11 50 per pel. ; in 1870 in was scarcely f 7 per
pel., or $9J per bharot 321 catties.

The export of Rattans was G05 piculs, iu 1878 ; 745
piculs in 1879, but, through the energy of the European
firm at Olehleb, it had increased in 1880 to not less than
5,3S0 piculs to Pen.mg.
Mats had also increased, both in quantity and value.
The expert of Hides to Penang, which iu 1878 had

been 3, 144 piculs, had decreased in ISSO to 676 piculs.
This great difference is to be attributed to the cattle

plague in 1879. Prices were higher iu 1880 than in
former years.
There had been a great demand iu Penang for Cocoa-

nuts and Coprah, and 0.3,800 nuts and 3,554 piculs of
the latter were exported to this pl.ice.

The export of (iuttapercba and India rubber had also
increased, but the quantities and values iu 1880 are not
mentioned.
We may mention in addition to the above that new

Pepper plantations have been laid out on the East
Coast, tlie produce of which has reached here this year
the oualiiy lieing excellent.

The trade of later years may form the subject of
another article at a future period.
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TEA PLANTING IN INDIA.

The Indigo Planiem' Gazettp. d^es not believe that
" tea planting in India is over-done." " We hold

that not more than one-third of our Indian tra ovglit

to find its way to the United Kingdom. After we
have shutout, by giving a fair article at a low price,
rhina t-as from India, Cabul, Persia, and the Con-

tinent the biilance ought to go to the English market;
and when we learn that these as well as the Ameri-

can and Australian markets are glutted with Indian tea

we may then a mit that "
tea-plauting in India is

overdone," In the mean time it behoves planters and
estate owners to pay more attention to their manu-

facture, pavticularly to the perfect dying of the finished

tea prior to packing ; and managers ought to bear in

mind the old watchword of the pioneers of tea-plant-

ing in India 'we hfve got to heat the Chinese.'"

Althoujli at some few gardens manufacturing is,

to some extent, going on, it may be said that season

1882 is now closed, and, except in very few instances,

with poor returns to owners. The estimates for the

season were very large, and according to the exper-
ience of past years this full quantity was scarcely

expected, but planters this year have fully justified

their returns, and they and owners have to Ije con-

gratulated on the quantity made. The quantity
made does not alone account for the heavy
fall in prices which has occurred within the

last twelve months, and there is no doubt that the

quality of tlie outturn has had much to do with it.

Managers generally have plucked as fine leaf as usual,

and, we have no doubt, have done their best to en-

sure good tea, but with such heavy flashes, which
have been common (his year, it has, firstly, been

diflScult to get the leaf otf as young, and again, the

large quantities sent in to the factories have tried

their resources to the uttermost, especially as regards

withering, and sometimes leaf has had to be made

up quickly in the best manner possible. Planters

cannot be blamed if difficulties of this sort come in

their way, as with such a press of work it is im-

possible to turn out such quality as they themselves

would feel a pride in producing. The only way in

which this can be remedied is hy employing more

machinery ;
but then again, machine ma'le teas, as a

rule, have been complained of by the brokers. They
have been called " hard rolled leaf," and the liquors
of machine dried teas are styled "roasted flavour,

baky, over-fired," &c. We do not considtr the

machines should be blamed for this, but it seems

to be in many cases want of intelligent supervision
at the machines. The judicious regulation of the

weights in the rollers and of the temperature in

the driers is not work that can confidently be left

to a native engineer. It wants some one of higher

intelligence, one who can properly judt:e as to state

of the leaf when brought in, and all those little

matters which it is well-kuowu are not sufficiently

attended to by the ordinary class of tea house native

assistants. We do not think it is sutficient to have

occasional supervision, but it should be constant ;

of course there would be some extra expense, but

the tea made, would without doubt, be much belter

and the garden results woulil easily bear the extra-

man's salary.
— Indigo Planters' Gazette.

Tomatoes as a Remedy for Liver Complaint.—For

people, troubled with a liver—and every one seems to be

conscious of possessing that rebellious organ now a

days—the free consumption of tomatoes, raw or cooked,

is belter than all the doctor's stuff in the world. This

is now very widely known, and people who have a

natural or acquired taste for tomatoes find the food-

medicine so very agreeable that they will not wilhngiy

go a day without aome of it during tha tomato aeaaou.

The consequence ia that tomatoes are dear, and they
will certainly be very much dearer if the supply is not

largely increased. When they can be grown with ad-

vantage at all, they are very prolific, and I have no
doubt that they can be grown to sell with profit at 3d.

per lb.—Mark Lane Express.

Mr. Halltley's Plea for Weeds (page 573) is not
to us conclusive. It was after the era of clean weeding
that the largest average crops were obtained, although,
no doubt, good crops were obtained in spite of weeds.
The absence of weeds cannot possibly be the cause
of leaf fungus, but their presence forms a nidus for
the spores. The scientists advise the removal and
burning np of twigs even. Mr. Halliley's advice is to

conserve the weeds !

The Madras AoRicnLTURAL Exhibition of Fee-
RnARY 1883.—In connection with this exhibition prizes
are to be given for Essays in regard to which some
of our tropical agriculturists might compete ; for in-

stance :
—

For an essay on manurial substances : animal, vege-
table, and mineral, procurable in India. The report
must especially notice those substances which are as

yet unutilized in the agricultural practice of India.
The probable cost of each manure when prepared for

use, and the uses to which each is particularly suited,
must be particularly noticed—BIOO.

For an essay on the management of soils under
coftee, or tea. or cinchona in the Madras Presidency, in

view to maintaining their fertilitj'
—R'250.

Intending competitors should apply to W. R. Robert-

son, Esq., Superintendent of the Uovernment Agricul-
tural Farm, Saidapet, Madras, from whom all informa*
tiou I'egardiug the exhibition can be had,

ViTicuLTUKE IN Ceylon.—On page 570 we publish
another iuteresting letter respecting vine culture

in Jafi'ua, and to the gossip respecting the Boude-

wyn and Bartholomeuz families, whom we knew well

some forty years ago, we may as well add our own
modicum of old-world lore The late Mr. P. F.

Toussaint, District Judge of Point Pedro, told us
that a predecessor of his hi the Magistracy of the most
northern town in Ceylon, a Dutch gentleman named
Maxfeldt, had a fine vinery, which he wished his

English successor in office to take over at a valua-

tion. This the Englishman declined to do, when the

Dutchman proceeded to destioy the vines.—The red-

soiled uplands in the Jaffna Peninsula, alluded to by
our correspondent, as capable of irrigation by deep
wells, always seemed to us to be well fitted for vine

culture, and had we had money we should have tried

an experiment wdien resident at Point Pedro. Any
one willing to go into the enterprize now, would
have the advantage of getting from Australia, espe-

cially hot, Souther i Australia, cuttings of all the

finest varieties of wine and table grapes, introduced

from Europe at vast expense and now acclimatized to

bear extreme heat. Be it remembered that in ad-

dition to the Ceylon market, and the demand for

steamers calling at Colombo, there would be the large
markets of Southern India. When the writer of this

was Sub-Collector of Point Pedro, he had the over-

sight of the catamarans which carried the mails to

and from Point Calimere, on the opposite continent,
a distance of some fifty miles, and he found that the

catamaran men took regularly supplies of Jaffna

grapes, for Madras civilians and military men, who
with their families came to Point CaUmere for a sea

change. Steamers ply to Colombo as our correspond-
ent points out ; while the run, even by catamaran

to Point Calimere or Negapatam, could be quickly ac-

complished, and from Negapatam there is the Indian

railway system communicating with Madras and
aU the chief towns. The enterprize seems worthy of

Gousideratioa t
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

PLANTING AND THE LABOUR DIFFICULT'^

IN FIJI.

Alplia Estate Taviuni, Fiji, 17ih Oct. 1882.

DearSik,—I am too bui<T just at present to write

you a long letter of bow things are going on.

I may just mention though that unfavourable

weather has «poilecl one of the finest blossoms here

I have ever seen. All the coffee was literally one mass

of spike when strong winds set in just I efore it

burst and destroyed it. I was very much disajjiomted,

as the previous weather was all tliat one won d wish

for ripening woo.!, &c. The laliour recruiting season

is nearly over ;m"St of the vessels chartt-red and owned

by private persons and Companies have returned full,

but Libour will nevertheles be very scarce amongst
small planters who have not the meats to charter

vessels. The Oovernment only managed to get one

vessel this season, which up to date has made one trip,

bringing in about 35 men. .lust picture tbi^ to your-

self and imanine what straits all those are in for labour

who trust, d to the Government to get them men and

who are unalle, as I have already remarked, for want

of funds, to charter vessels. Fijians fortunately are

engaging more freely this year and a great number of

the planters referred to have been to Vite Levu and

some of tl'e other islands, engaging them. The wages

given arc much higher now than they used to be and

the recruiting ixpeuses are more. The Government
have already put an adv ertisenient in the papers (which
I herewith enclose) informing planters there was a diffi-

culty in procuring vc.-els for next recruiting season and

also' that the passage money will, in all probaliility,

be higlier th.Tu it has ever be u. This year it w s

estimated at £16 per herd. When I came out 4 years

!igo it was just about half tiiis. So far as Polynesian
labour is concerned, it's a blue lookout indeed. Then
as reganls Indian, it is little better. Two vessels came
in this yeav, bringing a'o.ut 900 out of 1,200 applied
for. On application £6 a head has to be paid down
now and the balance cf passage money, whicli is estim-

ated at i'2-2 per head, on allotment. This kind of

labour, you will see at once, wants a lot of coin, a

scarce thing as a rule out here. The Indians are not

at all popular and would not be engaged if Poly-

nesans were plentiful. In view of what I have written

about labour, its scarcity and dearness, it seems to me
to be d.-iubtful whether the planters who have made

contracts to grow cane for the several mills which are

being erected, will be ablft to make a good thing of

it at lOs a ton for cane delivered ou the river bank.

12s a ton has already been offered by one firm. Leaf-

disease is keeping off.—Yours truly,

A. J. STEPHENS.

CRYSTALLISABLF, SUGAR FROM THE
COCONUT TREE.

Kurunegala, 30th November, 1882.

Dear Sir,— I was greatly amused to read, in one

of your issues .somewhere in October, an article

copied from the Bomhai/ Gaztlte, which claims f^r a

Dr. Fonseca of Goa. the discovery of crystallisable

sugar in the toddy of the coconut tree, whilst the

peasantry of Ceylon have been making it time out of

miuu.
I am sending you by this day's post some sugar

obtained from Madampe, "here it is found in almost

every peasant's hut, and will leave to you to decide

whether Dr. Fonseca or the peasants of Ceylon should

be credited with the discovery.
73

The process of manufacture followed by them is

as follous ;
—3Iera, or sweet toddy, which is made

from the ordinary toddy by putting a few pit ccs of

halpotii, the bark of tlie rateria Indica, cut small into

the pot that receives it frum the flower to prevent
its alcoholic fermentation and thus retain its sugar

unchanged, is boiled down to a thick syrup called

pent. 'V\\epeni, when cool, is poured into clean earthen-

ware vessels and placed on the duina (vih\a\\ unswers

to the hob in an English household) where u slow

evaporation and a deposition of crystals take place.

Sugar (veil hakurn) is also made in (»alle and Matara

from the toddy of kitool palm {caryo'n urens). By
using the vacuum pan and other appliances of modern

sugar-making, the production of " coconut sugar
"

couhl be made a profitable industry for Ceylon, and
I hope this will attract the attention of our capitalists.

I write the above to claim for our peasants the dis-

covery of crystallisable sugar in coconut toddy.—Yours

truly, A. W. JAYEVVARDENE.

THE CURE FOR "WHAT AILSOUbl
COFFEE?"

Dear Sir,—The so-called leaf-disease is from three

causes. The first and most grievous cause is the fre-

quent shocks the tree receives from the sudden dry-

ing-up of the moisture in the soil, tbroiigli the soil

not being shaded. After a spell of dry weather and

then a little rain, blossom commences to come out.

When the moisture in the soil is suddenly dried up,

that blossom is checked, and has to w.iit for more

rain, and as often as not opens in rain, and the

fructifying principle is washed off ; and then people
wonder at what has become of tlie lilossom. Ii the

soil was shaded and the moisture from the fiist ram
allowed to evaporate geutly, that blossom would have

had no check, but would have gone on and opened,
and in all likelihood the next rain would have

brouaht out another blossom. Again after the

berries have formed, any sudden change from «et to

bright sunshine causes a shock to the tree and

away drops a larjje portion of the crop. It is

the drying-up of the moisture in the soil that causes

the tree to be unable to ripen its crop and almost

kills it in the effort, and want ol moisture in ilie soil

makes the cherries hard and deficient in succulent

matter, and want of moisture in the soil causes so

many malformed beans. Is it a wonder then that

the nowaday planter is so often out in his estimate

and is it a wonder that some of the V. A 's divide

their estimates by three, to make sure of being some-

where rear the mark ? The wonder is that we get

any crops at all, and what we get is chance and not

a certainty. In former days a planter could tell,

even before the blossom, what crop he was going to

get, and he was seldom twenty bushel < out in his

estimate. Nowadays a planter is not certain what

he is going to get", till he has it in st.ire. The

only cure to prevent the ciffee getting such

frequent shocks (Ijy which disease is caused) is to

shade the soil, and what can we get better and

cheaper than weeds? If the soil is shaded and

the trees 1 e>'ome diseased, then the cause is impov-
erished soil and the only cure is manure. Another

cause by which coti'ee gets dise; sed is neglect and

with which "e ouijht to have nothing to do, as it

ought not to be allowed. So that the cure for leaf-

dis'ease is shading the soil and nianure. The foree of

circumetaiices of former dnys proves to us that the

proper way to cultivate coffee is with a carpet of weeds ;

the enforced cultivation of latter days [iioves to

us that coffee will not do without a carpet of weeds;
and the want of that carpet has '.rought on diseases,

ami is what ails our co9ee. In my last letter, I

asked you to get some of jour readers to try an
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experiment. I did that, so that they might prove to

themselves, to you and to the reat of your readers,

that the disease is uot coutagioua aud that im-

poverished soil is also one of the causes. Now, if

they like to try another experiment, they will prove
the whole cause aud the cure. In this experiment
the glass shade is uot required. Fill two pots with

gO'id, rich soil, and in each pot plant a diseased

plant ; cover the soil of one pot with a carpet of

dry moss or dried grass, so that it will shade the

soil WELL ;
then water freely (taking care not to put

too much water aud so wash the goodness of the

soil : through ihe holes in the bottom of the pot,

as then the plant would suffer from impoverished

soil) watch which plant recoverB first. When both

plants Lave recovered, slop watering for three or four

days ; then water one day and stop watering for

three or four days and so on and see which plant
becomes diseased. The stopping of the watering must

be done in hot dry weather and both pots should

be kept in the open.—Yours truly,
6. F. HALLILEY.

GOOD RETURNS OF BARK FROM
C. OFFICINALIS.

Dikoya, 7th Deo. 18S2.

Dear Sir,—We have been favored in your columns

with the outturns of bark from giant succirubra trees,

but I do not remember to have seen any record

of returns from officinalis.

It may therefore interest those who are sceptical

as to remuneraiive returns from this variety

planted through coffee in a wet district, to learn

that twenty-seven lbs (27) of spoke shavings were

taken lately fr.im a pure officinalis trees. These dried

down to a Uttle overS lb.—Faithfully yours.

CROWN BARK.

LEAVES AND LEAF-DISEASE: EFFECTS OF
CARBOLIC ACID.

Claverton, Dikoya, 9th December 1882.

Dear Sir,— " W." in the long and able letter which

you published last Tuesday, has forged a new argumen
against the leaf-disease theory which the seekers after

liyht would do well to look into. He cites the de-

privation of foliage by pruning, etc. (the effect of

which is only to do gciod) as a re.a3on for supposing
that the somewhat similar action of the lungus
cannot do harm. I say somewhat similar, because it

may fairly be doubted whether there is any real

analogy between the taking-ott'ol supeiabundaut young
or old branches (not leaves mark you) by the kmfe
or hand aud the depriving of the branches which

we purp>iselj leave on for fruit of their sustaining
leaves. To test "W."'s argument fairly, we must

compare the loss of leaf simple by the action of the

funuus with a corresponding loss of leaf simple from

other causes, let us say from wind, and I think

tiapuiale planters will tell us th.it tfle latter does

not necessarily result as is the case from leaf-disease

in failure of blossom. Far be it from me to suggest any

ciiptious criticism on " VV." 's well-reaeoned theory,

only let us beware of fallacies and that we hive one

hen I have a shrewd suspicion from the way in

which " VV.
"

goes on to instance Dr. Trimeu's re-

marks on the gum disease "were the leaf and spots the

whole mischief not much harm would be done." 'W."
contends that in coffee the loss of leaf is the sole

mischief and he no doubt is here shielding himself

in the robur et as triplex of the doctrine of the

scientists who deny that the fungus affects the

coubtitution of the coffee tree, for he further slates

th.a the tine flushes produced after le;if-disease

attain a luxurious growth until attacked from icitliout .

Doubtless in exceptionally vigorous and highly manured
coffee this is to a certain extent true bat that this

is due to the reserve vigour in the tree (probablj
enhanced hy the absence of crop) is shewn by the

contrary result in weak coffee which can only throw
out thin and of their very nature barren branches.

Does not in like manner the cankered cinchona stock

send up an equally delusive sucker ? I venture to

otter these suggestions because it appears to be the

dictum of the scientists thai the fungus does not affect

the coffee tree constitutionally, and since Dr. Trimen
admits such to be the result from the eucalyptus

fungus, it would be as well to know why a similar

though perhaps less immediately fatal result may not

be attributed to the Hemileia ? The aBSumptiou that

it is not so may, I believe, be fairly credited to

Dr. Hooker who in replying to the enquiry of Go-

vernment as to the policy of spending money on a

cure for leaf-disease stated that the fungus
was not a disease at all, but merely a parasite which

jeeds on the leaves of the coffee and consequently
that it was absurd to spend money on curing a

disease which did not exist. It appeared to me at the

time thatthis was a very official,not to si.y evasive.way of

dealing with queslion and I hardly knew whether to be

more surprized at such a reply emanating from so

high an aulhority than at the meek way in which

the Planters' Association appears to have accepted
it as final. Now, sir. I leave it to Dr. Trimen to

explain to us the distinction between the fungus*
which affects the constitution of the eucalyptus through
its leaves and a somewliat similar fundus which, so

far as we cau judge, renders our coffee barren. Are

they not both correctly to be termed diseases, and is

not a fungnid growth on plants analogous in ils bear-

ings to parasitic attacks in the annimal world, such, for

in.itauce, as tubercles in the lungs of a man in

consumption? If the latter is admitted to be a disease,

why are we by a few strokes of Dr. Hooker's pen
to be denied the assistance of Government in seeking
a cure for what is equally a disease in our coffee?

I should not have ventured into your columns merely
to air any unscientific views of my own, were I not

also engaged in conjunction wiih other Dikoya planters

in testing the effect of carbolic on 100 acres on this

estate, and it is as much owing to the develop:iient

of a new phase in this as to " W'.'s letter that I

now write to you. I may here state that all who have

been connected with the cultivation here during the

experiments, from my assistant and myself to my coolies

anil kanganies (the latter of whom began by dis-

believing in it, having, they said, seen it fail iu Dim-

bula) are firmly convinced that the carbolic does

kill the fungus. The Dikoya Committee decline at

present to give an opinion on what I consider

to he very good grounds, tnat even, supposing leaf-

disease to be cured, the real object in viuw namely
the securing of increased crop cannot be ascertained

until the next blossoming season is over, ihe coffee

has been unusually free of disease while under the

treatment v/hich came to an end by my running out

of powder ab.ut 15th November last. Since then there

has been a very considerable fall of leaf, and it might
be supposed by believers in the carbolic that this wns

the natural result of its cessation, i cannot attri-

bute it to this cause innsmnch as there is little or

no evidence in the fallen leaves of disease in any
form. I consider it arises entirely from other causes

but am far from thinking the fall of leaf a natural

oue. It is this fact that above all others suppons me
iu my belief that the fungus has affected the consti-

tution of the tree itself, and that the character of

the leat now produced, even where leaf-disease ia

absent, is of a weakly and deteriorated type, the

result of constant efforts made by the trees of late

*See Dr, Trimeu's letter on next page.— IfiD,
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years to reproduce it. If this be tlie case, there is

reason ti> fear that, even if we can kill the fungus
it may take a long time for trees to shake off the
aftcr-effi'cts of it.

As to the .'iction of cwbolic, it surely is not unreason-
able to suppose tliat it should be as fatal to this as to

any other form of fuug'iid growth. Too much time ap-

pears to me to have been wasied by specialists in trying to

track its effects on t'ie fungus by the microscope. Ihey
look for results in tlie form of disease on the leaf,

whereas, ic is only while absorbed in minute particles
in the atmosphere that the poison can be dealt with.
In this they attempt to go a step further than the

surgeon who is quite satislied with ascertaining that
the disease spores floating in the air ('! which a cross

ray of sunlight can alone reveal to us) are the germs
that poison a wound and that the action of the car-

bolic spray reduces their faiality by 90 per cent. I

pr sunie that the advocates of the carbolic treatment
of leaf-disease claim no greater success for it than
this and it would be as well that such a possibility
slionld be reported on some better grounds than have
as yet been brought forward.—Yours truly,

E. H. SKRINE.

CROPPING LAND FREQUENTLY AND THE
RESULT.

Dear Sir,—Fancy land giving thirteen and fourteen

crops a year. The Ceylon coffee planter takes thir-

teen and fourteen crops a year off his land, twelve
of weeds and one and in some rlistricts two of cofTee.
Will not that land in a very few years become im-

poverished, and impoverished land can only produce
impoverished .sap and that sap produce disease, and
a cure is expected not by cultivation but by magic,
a puff of sulphur or a sniff of carbolic acid. The
idea that " one could not grow weeds and coffee"
should have been, we could not take crops of weeds
and C)ff.e out of our laud. Ask any of the old re-

sidents in Nuwara Eliya, bow many crops of po-
tatoes, they can take off good rich forest land
before the potatoes become diseased, and ask them if

the potatoes do not become smaller and smaller with
each succeeding crop, till the land will produce
notliing but diseased potatoes. Now, will you ask any
of Tour readers that have a suitable glass shade, to
try the following experiment:—Get a pot or a bucket,
fill with pure sand (taking care to wash the sand
three or four times to make sure that it is nothiu"
but sand) plant a good healthy coffee plant in it,

cover over with a glass shade and water the plant
plentifully with filtered water, keep in a sharly place
for a week and then put pot and all in the open
and see how long it take.) for that plant to become
diseased taking care to water continually.—Yours
truly, G. R HALLILEY.
[The obvious reply is that the weeds, though up-

rooted, are not removed from the land but are left

on it to rot. By no permissible license of words
can this he called taking crops from the land,— Ed.]

THE " GUM LEAF-DISEASE "
: DR. TRIMEN DID

NOT ATTRIBUTE IT TO A FUNGUS.
Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniya,

13ih Dec. 1S82.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. E. H. Skrine (page 574),
cannot have read my report on the disease of eucalypts
and other trees with any sort of attention, or he could
not say, as he does in his letter which you printed
yesterday, that I attributed it to a "

fungus."
Surely, I made my opinion to the exact contrary

as plain as possible. But it is a little disappointing
to find that it has been possible for any one to credit
me with precisely the opposite view to that I wished
to express.

—I am, yours faithfully,
HENRY TRIMEN.

MR. HALLir.EYS PLEA FOR WEEDS AS
CONSERVING MOISTURE.

Dear Sir,—Now that I suppose some of your
readers are trying the experiments, that I suggested,
will you try an experiment ; it will not take you five

minutes : take a tumbler, a small tube and a piece of

bread, put the bread into the tumbler and try and
suck the goodness out of the bread through the tube.
I do not suppose yon can and no more can the coffee

tiee, suck the goodness out of the soil, without
moi-ture, and if it cannot do this, it cannot get a suf-
ficient quantity of food for its suoport and then its

growth is not only checked, but thrown back and if

continued, ihe tree would die
; now pour sortie water

on the bread and see how easily you can suck the

goodness of the bread with the water. It is the
same with the coffee tree, so that the chief thing
the coffee wants, is moisture and to conserve that

moisture, we must sliade the soil, and the best thing
for shading is weeds, as they ab.sorb any superabund-
ance of moisture and in the blo-ssoming season, would
thus prereut our blossom going to either wood or
brush. Now what is it to be, weeds or no weeds ?—
Yours truly, G. F. HALLILEY.
[One of our most experienced planters said to us

recently
" Whatever may be the case with tea cultiva-

tion, it will not answer in the case of coffee to allow
the weeds grow and then hoe or fork the ground."
Let ns remind Mr. Halliley that it is from excess of
moisture our coffee has recently been ailing.

—
Ep.]

TROPICAL AGRICULTURE AND ECONOMIC
PRODU'TS.

Kew, Oct. 28th, 18S2.

Dear Sir,^I am really much obliged to you for

your courtesy in sending me the first volume of your
very remarkable publication, the Tropical Agricul-
turist. I have read at the numbers which have coine
into my hand as yet with the greatest interest, as. I
found in the pages an immense amount of inforin-
ation as to the progress of tropical colonial industries
to which I have no convenient access elsewhere.

In accordance with your request I send you a series
of the Kew Reports as complete as I can get
together. The Government print a very small number
of these documents. Of some we have not a single
spare copy left, of others I am sending actually the
hast we have to give away. I should advise you to
have them bound just as they are, as most of them we
cannot replace.

I have sometimes thought that it would be a good
plan if we could reprint the portions rel.ating to econ-
omic products in a digested from—taking a leaf out
of your book in fact.— Believe me. yours faithfully

W. T. THISTLETON DYER.

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES ?

Dear Sir,—Here are a "baker's dozen" of ailments-
1.— Leaf disease —This accursed fnngu's will always

be considered the primary cause of the failure of crops.
If it will not kill the trees outright in time, it will
cause their death indirectly. The only thing likely to
check the disease is to cut out all shuck trees on
estates and in native gardens and to keep good fields

of coffee isolated from the rest by cutting out bells,
as if stopping a tire, and planting these belts h ii h a dense
hedge and hreakwind. Large trees, such as cinchona,
should he grown closely amongst all coffee to keep off

spores as much as possible from blowing on to the coffee.
2.—Old age.

—We cannot expect fruit-bearing trees
like coffee, made to bear artificially by being topjjed, to
last /or ecer, in poor worn-out soil.

.3.- GrK^.— Old coffee will not recover after a bad
attack of grub, I have pulled out trees with one
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hand, which had absolutely no feeding roots ; they
had been mauund, but had not sufficient vitality to

throw out fresh roots.

i. — White mils.—Wherever these abound they soon

destroy the outer bark and get into every wound in

the trees, hollowing out the stems in uiiiny casee.

Ants eat cattle manure before it can beuedt coffee ;

they can be easily and cheaply destroyed with arsenic

mixed into balls with flour and sugar.
5.— Weeds affect coffee more than formerly, and Ceylon

soil cannot support both,

6.— Jiaih.—Ou old estates a foot of soil has washed

away in many places and ihe trees cannot derive projjer

nourishment wiih their roots exposed.
7.— Wind causes more damage than of yore as the

trees are not as thick and leafy as they used to

be, or so depp-rooted.
S.— Itiju-dicioiis manuring.

—Many fields have ceased

to crop well afiir being dosed with unsuitable man-

ure, especially liuie.

9.—0i>er pruiimy.
—Old coffee has been seriously

damaged by heavy pruning.
10.— Unjarourabk sennonn are partly to blame, but

not so much as is generally supposed. In many in-

stant'es blo.''som has not set, although the weatlier has

be' n favouiahle, and often when it has set well,

the trees liave not sufficient vitality to mature the fruit.

\\.—titui-vation.^O\A. coffee cannot be expected to

I rop well without manure, alter being accustomed to

it. lint it is doubtful if it pays nowadays to manure
oM C'ffie, as the returns are so very uncertain and

uusritiilact'iry. Last year's manuring has, in many cases,

gM.u no returns whativer. The appearance of un-
iiianni' d colfee on many places is just as fine as

tliat_ which was manured last year.

12.—Bad seidf and plants are partly to blame. In

the new disiricts, where there was a difficulty at first

m getting plants, village stumps with diseased centres

were obtained sometimes from long distances. How can

trees so heavily hundicapped at first starting off, be

ex|)tctedto last for ever ?

13.— A larje area of one product ia always attacked

by some fungus or insect. Brazil's turn will come.
The moral to all this is that we slioald not wasle

time and money lu vainly trying to cure leaf-disease

and to reuov ite old coSee, but to cover our coffee

fields with cinchona and tea, from end to end, as

soon as possible, or cocoa where it will grow. The
fact must be recognized that coffee, as a rule, cannot
be depended on to give paying crops, year after

year, for an indetinite time to come. It must be

superseded by tea, which grows like a weed in almost

any soii and already ranks superior to Indian tea in

the London market. There will still be a good deal

of money wasted over coffee, in the vain attempt to

bring it round, by old fogies, and men lately out

from England, who cannot realize that most old coffee

on the Kandy side is played out, when it looks

green, these men will regret that they did not go
in for new products, when it is too late. Agents and

Mortagag"es should insist on new products being

planteil largely on all estates upon which they have

enc money. FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED.

WEEDS ON CO I- FEE E.'^TATES.

(From the Madras 31ail.)

SiK,—It is pleasing to note, from the letter signed

"High Cultiv.ation," that a small glimmering of com-
monsfnse should still exist amongst those who try
to grow coffee successfully. To most people who
!iave been fairly successful in this line, the advant-

ages derived from the system of clean weeding are so

palpable, that a difference of opinion was a thing

unthought of. When men with a scientific training
like Mr. Harman, begin lo advooata such views as

are pronounced in his letters to your journal, it is

surely time to show up the hollowness of such reason-

ing. It will be time enough for Mr. Harman, when
he has had some more experience, to talk of the

comparative advantages of his or other sytems. The
system he advocates has been tried long enough in
this part of the world, and has been found to
be a most woeful failure. It is not because of this

sytein that Ihe Ouchterlony valley has proved to be
so fertile, and thtit this fertility bas been so lasting.
It is in spite of tliat system that this is ihe case.
How is it that we hear of poor fields, and bare

patches which are being plant(d up with cinchona,
if this is such a perfect system, for even in this
favoured locality (O.V.) these are said to exist ? The
argument put forward in sup:ort of weeds prevent-
ing wash is such a lu'ile one and so contrary to

my experience that 1 should have thought it might
be completely ignored. As jour correspondent ha» so

ably deinolisheil it, there is no use following it up.
To those who advocate the gO'.'d it does to the soil

to have the weeds returned to it, 1 would su£{geet
that they should grow the two croiis separately," and
at the time most advantageous cut down the weeds,
and then carry tli- ni out, and apply tbeni to tluir

trees, and their soil. We believe in this part of the
world that the best way of covering the ground so
as to keep the sun's rays from doing ii'jury to the
soil, is to cultivate our coffee trees to such an extent
that they may act as a screen, and to effect this it

is not by allowing weeds of any one kind or another
to come up and assist. I go further thau your corre-

spondent, and say that weeds are ''ad for ;he coffee,
in whatever quantity they are grown. If they are
bad in a greater, then according to the "

litness of

thmga
"

thry are injurious in a lesser, degree.
28th November. Expeeientia Docet.

Papier-mache Tea Chests.—What we recently
recommended, tea chests made of paper appears to be
tin fait accompli. We quote from the lndi<jo Planters
Oazette :

—We hope that those of our readers, wlio have
given the invention a trial, will favor us with iheir

opinion of "Cantwell's patent tea-chests," and the
"
paper-macbe lea chests," lately advertised by the

inventors.

Mr. W. G. Sandi.son, a well-knov^Ti Rakwana,
Maskeliya, and latterly Kuruvitte (Adam's Peak)
planter has returned to Ceylon from a rather curious

trip: he and Mr. J. Morrison started for Northern India,
via Kandy, Aiiaradhapura, Trincomalee, MuUetivoe,
Jaffna, Tuticorin, Travancore (inspecting the coffee,
tea and cardamom plantations there), thence back
through Tinnevelly, Madura and Trichinopoly to

Madras, whence steamer was taken to Calcutta. Mr.
Sandison was much pleased with the Darjeeling tram-

way wliicli does the transiDort work of the tea-

planters admirably, he thinks, and pays 7J per cent
on cost. Mr. Sandison saw no piece of tea cultiv-

tation in the Darjeeling district equal in appearanc
and promise, to that on Hayes estate, Morowaka,
and he does not see why tea in Ceylon should not
do better than in India. Mr. Morrison got a place on
a tea garden, while Mr. Sandison has brought back

specially selected seed to plant on the side of Adam's
Peak, and, while this is growing in his nurseries,
Mr. Sandison starts off liy next French steamer to

visit the Straits, Clima, Japan en route home by
America. We shall probably hear of this indefatig-
able planting traveller (who has already beeu down
the Abyssinian and Arabian coasts, visiting Mocha, if

not Mecca), as exploring Borneo and, perhaps, running
through New Guinea before passing into civilization

again ! Mr. Sandison promises to send us some leaves

from his diary.
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HINTS ON FOKESTKY.
(From the Indian Forester.)

Relative Facility ofGi£Owing up again keom the
Stool.—AH broad-leaved species can grow up again from
the stool. None of the conifers po.ssess this faculty; the
Pi/tus lonyifofui and deodar, it is true, do often shoot up
again from neui' the base, but never really from the base,
which latter property is the essential characteristic of
stool-shoots. But among the broad-leaved species them-
selves not only does the age, up to which the power of

growing up again from the stool is retained, vary with
different species, but also the abundance of the shoots

produced. Teak coppices very freely up to a great age,
often beyond a hundred years, and it is due chiefly to

this property that it forms nearly pure crops of large
extent in the mutilated forests of Central India, Berar,
and Northern Bombay. Sal also coppices more vigorously
than most, if not all, its companions, e.xcept perhaps bamboo,
and is hence easily able to hold its own, notwithstanding
that, as a rule, it is, with bamboo, the only species in

the forests in which it occurs that falls under the axe
of the wood-cutter. And so with a number of other

species, to wit, khair, sissoo, willows, Anot/eiii^iLs^ jaud, &c.

Death, Disease, Unhealthy Statl", ok Retardation
OF Growth linoDGHT on by Causes Extraneous to the
Forest, viz:—{a.) Attacks of insects and other animals.—
Some insects, especially the lignivorous kinds, attack chiefly
or solely the weaker plants ; while others, like certain

caterpillars, and particularly the various silkworms and the
larvre of sawflics, and of certain Coleo/Jtera, attack all

indifferently, and even rather affect plants possessing
abundant well-developed juicy foliage. Again, the lac insect

prefers the strong juicy shoots of vigorous plants to the
more or less dry, more or less hide-bound twigs or Iiss

vigorous individuals. Moreover, cattle, goats, and other
herbivorous animals, while they do not spare weakly plants,
still fall more greedily on strong ones with abundant,
well-developed, juicy twigs and foliage. Lastly, man him-
self will, as a rule, fell and remove only what suits his

purpose, the strong as well as the weak plant. Hence it

is not invariably, nor generally, the weaker plants that
succumb to this cause. (It.) Attacks of parasitic and
epiphytic plants.

—
Injurious parasitic plants will, as a rule,

attack only the weaker individuals; while epiphytic plants
make no distinction between weak and strong.
Relative Depth to which the Roots Penetr.\te.—This

condition has a mo.st important bearing on the distribution
of some of our most valuable species. For instance teak,
the Terminalius, &c., spread out their roots within only
six feet and often less of the surface, so that in shallow
soils resting on a perfectly dry subsoil, they yield the

place to Boswellia^ Anut/eissits, khair, Frosopis sjncitferay &c.
The Prosopis spici(/era itself has been known to force its

main roots down to 60 feet below the surface of the water,
and is, accordingly, able to flourish in the dry plains of
the Punjab, whither no other tree can follow it. Again
the sal is almost the only tree that can grow on the
waterless boulder deposit between the foot of the Himalayas
and the Terai, known as the Bhabar, the roots of that

species being able to penetrate to a depth of certainly
more than (10 feet, which fact accounts for its generally
forming much purer forests there than in the hills. Many
of the trees of the dry tracts of India, which bring out
their leaves in the depth of the hot weather, like the
Passia latifolia^ BucJianania latifolia, &c., have been known
to send down their dense network of fibrous rootlets 20
feet below the surface.

Relative Maximum Height Attainable.—This condition

finally decides what trees, out of those that survive up to a
certain stage of growth, shall form the crop, or, if there are

species present which are shade-bearing enough to consti-

tute a permanent undergrowth, its upper story. Of the

companions of sal there are only tlie Terminalias, some
Alhizzias, Ad.iiia cordifolia, Pintcs lonf/ifnlia, some Euycnias,
and half a dozen other species which attain the same
height as that noble tree, and which, therefore, compete
with it for a ]>lace in the lofty leaf-canopy of the full-

grown forrst. Tn most of the forests of Central India

(including Northern Bombay), teak is a small tree, and
is hence easily beaten by its taller companions. Deodar
is, as a rule, the tallest tree in the forests where it grows,
whence its gregariousness in those places, where other

circumstaucea, such as soil, moisture, kc, are favorable.

Again, Mesuaferrea is. with the exception of AUim/ia cxcelsa,
the tallest tree in the large areas which it covers almost
by itself in Assam. The teak in Burma, and the Artocarpus
Cliaplasha in Assam, although unfavorably circumstanced in
many other respects to struggle for existence with their com-
panions, are able to hold a permanent place in their midst.
In evergreen forests trees of deciduous species tower above
all the other growth.

Relative Rapidity of Growth.—The influence of this
cause will bo different according as this relative rapidity
obtains during the first years of the life of a tree or
at a later age. Other circumstances being equal, it is
erident that species which grow rapidly during their early
years will prevail over others which are of slower growth
at that age. And similarly stool-shoots and suckers will
very soon smother out. any seedlings that m.ay come up
simultaneously with them. In the habit ;it of the teak
bamboos everywhere, Pv.tea froiidosa in Ceutral India and
some other species, complete at least hail their growth
before th,at valuable tree only begins to push ujj-.vards, the
consequence being that, unless this last has a real start
it is completely driven out. In most sal fo'-ests, besides
the bamboo, it is the Tetrantheras that push up rapidlyand cover the ground, while the sal is only just establish-
ing itself. Among the companions of deodar, the Pinus
e.vcelsa shoots rapidly away soon after it germinates, and
leaves that tree far behind in the race. It is thanks
mainly to the wonderful rapidity with which teak stool-
shoots grow up, that that species is so easily able to
hold its own in the coppice forests of th^ Sathpuras and
the Western Ghats. On the other hand, when growth
becomes rapid only after the plants have attained a certain
age, its vigour in the ease of the larger trees of the
forests is .always so gre.at that nothing can withstand it.
It is thus that when teak his survived up to this stage
it overcomes every obstacle to its growth, and so with
sal, deodar, Pimi,s loni/ifolia, Hardicickia himta, &c.

Death, Disease, Unhealthy State, or Retardation of
Growth, brought on by Causes Extraneous to the
Forest, viz.— {a.) Attacks of insects and other animals.—The
remarks made under this head for the first two cases are
equally applicable here. Besides this, we know th,at with
many insects certain .species are characteristic of, and
limited to certain kinds of trees, that cattle and deer will
greedily devour the foliage of some kinds and leave others
untouched; and so forth. Thus, for instance, it is not
uncommon to see every teak leaf over large tracts of the
Central Provinces eaten up by a certain species of cater-
pillar in the space of a few days, while the foliage of
the various companion species entirely escapes the pest.
Similarly, the foliage'of sal is attacked and more or less
completely devoured over large areas by the larva of a
certain species of insect (Tinia). Again, a borer {Ceramhyi)
often attacks young teak shoots, piercing the wootf up
to the pith, were it lodges, and thus either kills the portion
of the shoot above the wound, or stops or retards its

growth, or allows it to be easily snapped off by the wind.
In some of the forests in Sanger, in the Central Provinces'
young Slepliei/i/ne parvifolia have no chance of getting up'
as the tender annual shoots are dev'oured by deer as fast
as they come up. So in the Himalayas, Qiiercvs incana
dilatata, and semecarpifolia. can never rise above a mere'
bnsh where grazing is unrestricted. On the other hand'
TIardwickia and, in many places, sal seedlings are seldom
if ever, touched by the mouth of cattle. The intervention
of man also exercises a greater influence here than in the
preceding cases, and not unfrequently results in the com-
plete banishment of certain species. Large and frequent
clearings for cultivation or other purposes may enable
the moie vivacious species to get ahead of, and suppress
all others (examples, teak, Oiir/einia, Zi:.yphits, &c.). a'
large demand for certain kinds of produce may create a
heavy run on the few species which furnish them, and
thereby enable their eompaiions, even those which are
naturally less fitted to survive, to fill up the vacancies left

by theui, and socure the ma.stery. (/;.) Att'tcks of parasitic
and epiphytic plants.

—All the remarks made under this
head for the first case apply also here. Moreover parasites
are nearly a'ways selective, preferring some species to
others, or living exclusively on a single sperits; and so,
although to a much less extent with many epiphytes'.
Thus the Arceuthobium Oxycedri, as far as is known, grows
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in India only on the Juiiipemis es^celsa^ gradually over-

spreading the plant on which it has once taken root, often

killing the branch or the entire tree. Precise information
under this head is wautiug in India, and more careful
and extended observations are urgently called for.

A Peoductive Potato.—On October 28 I hfted a "
big

Potato" of a new sort, which I have named "The Great

Archangel." The parent tuber weighed 1 lb. 1.3 oz., and
measured in length 9J inches. It was planted entire, and
tbi'ew up fourteen stems of the average height of 4 feet

6 inches, which occupied a .spice 11 feet 6 in;hes in

circumference, and yielded tweuty-eight tubers of the gross
weight of 20 lb. Eight of the tubers weighed 1 lb. and

upwards, the heaviest being lib. I'i oz. I should like to

know if there is any record of a single tuber having yielded
a heavier crop?—Jno. F. Sharpin, Kipox.—Gardeners^

Chronicle.

The ANiLOOT found to e.fist between Plants and
Animals is remarkable, and to a great extent corroborative

of the modern doctrine that the entire universe is com-

posed of the same few simple elements, and ruled by the
same correlative laws. It appears to be the case, both

among our.selves and the lower creatures around us, that

those which have been raised in scant pastures, and inured
to hardships, succeed much better on being moved to better

places than those grown in the midst of abundance of rich

food, when, afterward, they encounter restricted supply
of what is poorer. It is argued that plants manifest a

similar behaviour, that seed taken from poor ground to

rich succeeds better than if it had been raised on good
soil. It is an opinion very generally held, and one that

seems to have reason in it. Many potato growers advo-

cate the policy of raising sets for seed by themselves, in

unmanured ground, and with late planting; and for nursery
work it is admitted that soil of medium or poor quality
is better for raising pljints to send away than a rich soil

which would bring them on more rapidly. Short-jointed
cane also, the produce of poor land, makes better cuttings
than when it is long-jointed. The rule is good and worth

watching by all, and its principles can generally be applied
advantageously.

—Australasian.

A Vineyard Company is at the present time projected
to commence operations in the Darling Downs district.

The proposed capital is £5,000, in 5,000 £1 sh.ares; 4,500
of which will be offered to the public and 500 held in

reserve to be afterwards dealt with as the directors may
see fit. The object of the company is to develop the

wine-growing resources of the district by the purchase of

100 acres of land, thirty of which it is intended to plant
at once with 21,0JO vines, and aftefwards to increase the

area annually. It is proposed to make and mature for

export or home consumption a superior class of wine from
the company's own grapes, and, if necessary, by purchase
from the smaller vignerons in the district; and it can

hardly be questioned that the industry, if managed efficiently,

would, in that district especially, thrive and prove a highly
remunerative one. It is thought that thi- protective duty
of 6s. per gallon on imported wines will favour a large

and growing consumption of Queensland wines in the

colony, and the market for them and for Australian wines

is extending rapidly all over the world. There is no branch
of agriculture of more promise in the western country,
where the lands are high and the winters cold and brac-

in;.;, than viticulture. The market is practically without

limit, and at the present time especially, when the in-

dustry in old vine countries has received such an alarming
check from the devastations caused by the phylloxera,
the matter for wonder is that our enterprising men h.ave

not seen their way to eniOark capital in the business

before now. An estimate of the probable cost of working
such a piece of land, with the takings likely to accrue

for the period of six years from the commencement, has

been calculated dy the promoters as follows;—£7,455 out-

lay for that period; sale of produce, £12,597; value of

property, £3,000; total to cre.lit, £lfi,197, against £7,455

expenses
—leaving a net profit of £8,742, or £1,457 as the

annual profits on the proposed expenditure of £5,000, more
than 25 per cent income. Without placing undue reliance

upon these figures, and making very Large marginal
allowances, there is every reason left to encourage the

enterprise.
—A ustralasian.

South American Missionary Society: New Products.—
The following extract from Dr. Duke's letter, relating to
his voyage on the Eiver Pauyny (a tributary of the Purus)
IS sigmflcant as to the requirements of the all-importantAmazon Mission :—On this affluent seringa (indiarubber)
is very plentiful, and there also exists the vegetable-ivory
palm. Of this latter I brought with me several nuts,
which I picked up in the forest

; each nut is about the
size of a pigeon's egg, and consists when ripe of a soUd
rnass of what resembles ivory, but of a slightish blueish
tint. I believe that this fetches a high price as an article
of commerce in Para. On the Pauyny I observed what
I have not seen on the Purus, namely, small streams in
the forest flowing over stony beds, in which are to be
seen pebble-stones, such as might be found in any Eng-
lish brook. On the lower Purus the beds of all streams
consist of mud or sand, without any stones. This seems
to indicate that the Pauyny approximates to the higher
lands rising towards the Andes. I have never yet been
able to inake a voyage to the higher Purus, visiting the
tribes existing there. Of them I have always received

glowing accounts, but knowing well the w.ant of veracity
of the Natives generally, have been anxious not to write

any account until I have seen for myself. One hears
often of light-haired, blue-eyed, faur-skinned Indians, with
long beards, &c., but all this one takes ' with a pinch of
salt.'—South American Journal.

The Oareohtdeates contained in Oeylon moss (Svhcero-
coccus lichenoides) form the subject of a communication by
Mr. H. G. Greenish to the Archiv der Pharmacie (xvii., 241).
Instead of confining his attention to one constituent, the
author has endeavoured to ascertain what carbohydrates
enter into the composition of the drug, to what extent

they resemble or are identical with similar substances
contained in phanerogams, and to what extent they are

present. He finds that the gelatinizing constituent (named
by Payen

*•

gelose ") is a carbohydrate convertible by boiling
with dilute acid into arabiuose and probably identical with
a similar constituent in the agar-agar of commerce; the
latter differs from pararabin (its identity with which was
asserted by Eeichardt) in its insolubility in cold dilute

hydrochloric acid. In addition to the gelatinizing constituent

(36'7 per cent) the drug appears to contain mucilage (2'7

per cent), starch, metarabin (1'32 per cent), wood-gum
(3'17 per cent), cellulose (identical with that of phane-
rogams, 10'17 per cent); and further a carabohydrate,
provisionally termed paramylan by the author, dissolved

by dilute acid by differing from Eeichardt's par.arabin

(which is extracted from phanerogamous plants in a similar

manner) in being directly convertible into sugar and then

yielding not arabinose but a fermentable sugar, probably
grape-sugar. This substance is present to the amount of
about 6'5 per cent, and appears, as the author remarks, to
be deserving of closer investigation.

—FharmaceuticalJournal.

Pot.atoes.—We have to thank a Charters Towers gardener
for an account of a little experience he has gathered and
forw.arded to us for publication, re potato growing. He
writes:—I tried an experiment with potatoes this autumn,
as seed wa.s scarce. I took cuttings of potato tops and
planted them in the wet weather, and they took root
and bore a better crop than the original root. Some of
the seed potatoes were growing strong before I set them,
so I slipped off the superfluous shoots, and planted them
with very good results; and any one with a small supply
of good seed may largely increase it by this simple method."
This is a plan often adopted by experienced potato growers,
especially with new varieties. At various times special

prizes have been offered in America for the greatest

weight of potatoes obtained from one pound of seed, and

prizes have been awarded to growers who have succeeded
in producing something like 2,000 lb. of potatoes as one

crop from a single pound of seed. The modus operandi
has been as follows:—First, each potato was carefully cut,
with one eye to each set, and the body of the tuber

equally shared among the sets. The sets were than planted,
and treated much as dahlias are for propagation; as the

eyes started to grow every superfluous shoot was slipped
off as near the base as possible and planted carefully, and
this was followed up persistently until every individual plant

possible was made from the potatoes. Possibly the experiment
or process is new, or nearly so, to QueensLand, but it has

been often tried elsewhere with good results.—Queenslanier.
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The Kentucky Oobfee Tree as a Fly Poison.—Mr. " G.

F. H.,
" Albemarle Co., Va., writes us :

" Back of our hou.se

here, and overhauging the piazza, is a very large
* Ootfee

Tree.
"

Though this locality is iufested, like Egypt, with

a plague of flies, we have uever suffered any serious annoy-
ance from them. One year this tree was nearly stripped
of leaves by a cloud of Potato Flies (the bli.stering fly),

and we feared that the tree would die from the complete
defoliation. In three days, the ground beneath it was black

with a carpet of the dead corp.ses, and the tree put out

new leaves, and still flourishes. For ten years we have
used the bruised leaves, sprinkled with molasses water, as

a fly poison. It attracts swarms of the noisome insects,

and is sure death to them. There are, I am convinced,
two distinct varieties of the tree. This one rarely bears

seed, but mutiplies by numerous sprouts sent up at a great
distance from the trunk—often 40 feet ofl:; the other is

covered with large pods. [The staminate and pistillate

flowers are on separate trees.—Ed.] I doubt the ethcacy
of the latter as a fly poison, since several of this kind

grow about the houses here without the beneficial effect

havina: been noticed.—AitidriccDt Ayriculturht.

A Gum Forest.—Mr. O'Neill, H. B. M's Consul at

Mozambique, has recently reported to the Foreign OiEce
that from Mr. James Heathcote, of Inhambane (who was

employed by him for the recovery of the body of the late

Captain Wybrants), he has received information of the

discovery of a considerable tract of copal forest. Mr.
Heathcote writes :

—" The forest where I obtained this

gum, of which I send you specimens (I have collected

6 tons) is fully 200 miles long. It is a belt wliich runs

parallel with the coast, and is midway between the coast
and the first range of mountains. From Inhambane it is

nearly 100 miles to get right into it." The distance
of the forest from Inhambane is rather great, and may
retard its being opened up ;

but its discovery adds to the
known wealth of the district, and a new export to the

place. Mr. Heathcote points out the following curious

coincidence, and although it may not be the first time
that attention has been drawn to it, the Consul mentions
it:—The native name of this gum is 'Stakate' and 'Ktaka.'

The Zulu name for gum is
' Inthlaka.' The name '

Stacte,'
mentioned in Exodus xxx. 34 (this is believed to be the

gum of the Stoma tree, {Sti/raj: Ojjichude)^ would be

pronounced as the above native name. The tree domineers
over all, and standing in any place overlooking the forest,

you see here and there trees growing as it were in a

hay field. The gum has a beautiful odour if pounded and
burnt, also if boiled in a pot of water." The ordinary gum
copal tree of the mainland of Zanzibar and Mozamlji [Ue,

though as a rule lofty, is by no means of the striking stature
incUcated by Mr. Heathcote's comparison.—Times of India.

The Eeport on the Lucknow Horticultueai, Gardens,
for the year ending March liHi, shows that the net
cost to the Government of the whole establishment was
R3,S37-5. The Director of the Agricultural Department
says, that,

"
considering their extent and the work they

transact these gardens are by far the most cheaply ad-
ministered of any of which I have knowledge." The gar-
dens shared in the general failure of the mango crop.
The profits from the joint cultivation of mangoes and
pineapples fell from K80 to K20 to the acre. Mr. Ilidley,
the 8uperiuteudent, notes that the excessive flowering of
the mangoes in the previous year seems to have exhausted
them beyond then- power of blooming this year. It would
be interesting to know the causes which produced the
exhubearance of bloom preceding the year of failure.

Plants do not put forth flowers much in excess of the
average without some influence being at work. The point
of practical interest, especially in such a valuable crop as
tha' of mangoes, is to isolate the cause and brine it^ jf

possible, within the limits of treatment for prevention.
If it is wholly due to climatic influences over which
little or no control can be exercised, an opinion to that
effect, with reasons annexed, would in our estimation,
be highly desirable from the Superintendent. No two

years
are climatically in every respect identical

; and it

IS in this variation, it seems to us, that there is a very
wide field for observation and, by and bye, for deduction.
Surely these fall quite witliiu the sphere of the duties of
a Superintendent of such gardens as those of Lucknow
ami of the Agricultural Director of a great province. It

is not quite suflicient cither for the Superintendent or the
Director of Agrien'ture to say "Our mangoes failed this

year, they put forih an excess of flowers the year before,
and they had not strength to produce flowers again this
season.—Calcutta EnylisJiman.
Haputale Cinchona.—We have before us some results

of officinalis bark analysis, shewing in a remarkable degree
the eft'ect of renewing. The original bark from nine officinalis
trees gave, on analysis, 443 of sulphate of quiuuie ; re-
newed stem shavings from the same trees, four months
later, gave 6'16 of sulphate, whilst ten months renewed
bark gave 5-03 quinine.

—Ceylon Times.
The Sea Baole Peach is a variety not extensively grown

nor generally cultivated. Speaking of specimens sent by
Mr. Kivers, of Sawbridgeworth, the .Journal says :—The fruit
is very large, 11 inches in circumference, and 3^ inches
in diameter

; round, with a wide suture, which "extends
all round the fruit, and termiuated by a large prominent
nipple ; skin with a very delicate down, pale yellow, tinged
and mottled and speckled more or less with rose colour
and with a mottled thin cheek on the side next the sun
stalk very short, embedded all its length in a deep cavity

•

flesh very delicate and juicy, deep red at the stone, the
colour extending in rays well into the substiince of the flesh,
which is quite melting, sweet, and with a rich flavour-
leaves with round glauds.—Australasian.
Charcoal in Potting Soils.—The value of this article

(says the Gardeners' Chronicle) as an agent iu keeping
potting soils open and porous can hardly be too highly
estimated ; such prime Auricula growers as the Eev. F. D.
Horner, Mr. B. Simonite, Mr. S. Barlow, and others use
it largely in their composts, and with the best effects.
It is not a mere mechauical agent like sand, but an active

principle, having, as Liebig remarks, "a physical as well
as a chemical eflrect on soils decidedly useful. It renders
them, as far as it is present, light and friable, and gives
additional warmth to them by its co'om-, which absorbs
and retains readily the rays of the suu during the day;
wherever charcoal has been applied rust never affects the
growth of wheat." [Charcoal on young coffee estates does
not seem to have saved them from the coffee fuugus. Ed.]

Nature's Laboratory of Petroleum Oils and Gases,—In a paper read by Mr. James S. Newberry before the
New York Academy of Sciences on " The Origin and Eelations
of the Carbon Minerals," he stated that the. evolved pro-
ducts of the wasting of plant tissue in the formation of
peat, lignite, coal, &c., include both liquids and gases, and
Ijy subsequent changes, solids are produced from some of
them. Carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, nitrogeuous and hydro-
carbon gases, water and pttro'eum are mentioned as the
substances wliich escape from wood-tissue during its de-
composition. That all these are eliminated in the decay
of vegetable and animal structures is now generally con-
ceded by chemists and geologists, although there is a
wide diflference of opinion as to the nature of the process.* * * In some crystalline limestones, detached scales
or crystals of graphite occur, which are undoubtedly the
product of the complete distillation of liquid hydrocarbons
with which the rock was once impregnated. The remark-
able purity of such graphite is the natural result of its
mode of formation, aud such cases resemble the occurrence
of graphite iu cast-iron in basalt. The black clouds and
bands which stain many otherwise white m.arbles, are
generally due to .specks of graphite, the residue of hydro-
carbons which once saturated the rock. Some limestones
are quite black from the carbonaceous matter they con-
tain (Lycoming V.i'iey, Penn.; Glenn's Falls, N. Y.

; and
Collingwood, Canada), and these are sold as black mar-
bles ; but if exposed to heat, such limestones are blanched
by the exiiulsion of the contained carbou

; usually a residue
of anthracite or graphite is left, forming dark spots or
streaks, as we find in the clouded and banded marbles.
Finally, the great work going on in nature's laboratory
may be closely imitated by art; the diflferencea in the
results being simply the consequence of dilferiug conditions
in the experiments, Vegetable tissue has been converted
artificially into the equivalents of lignite, coal, anthracite
and grajjhite, with the emission of vapors, gases, and
oils closely resembling those evolved in natural processes.
So petroleum may he distilled to form aspha't, aud thi.s
in tm-n converteil into albertite and coke (tlv < i.s anthra-
cite). Grahamite has been artificially produceii from petro-
leum by Mr. W. P. Jexmey.—OU and, Faint Eeviea.
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Mealy Bug, Vines, and Paraffin.—Pray pardon me for

giving an additional point
—to be most earuful to avoid

using this in an undiluted state. If not k -pt well mixed
it soon floats on the top of tlie water, and therefore, if

so applied, it will kill the A'iue. A very few years ago
I had au old experienced gardener who thus killed two
of my best Vines down to a few feet of their roots.—W.
A. WooLER.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

80AP-WEBD.—Among the peculiar plants indigenous to

Arizona and New Mexico is that known to the natives as

amole, or soap-weed. It grows to the height of about 4

feet, and is found chiefly in the more mountainous p;irts.

It has long, narrow, pointed leaves, the fibre.^ of which,
as well as the fibrous portions of the stalks, make excellent

ropes, paper, and, among the Indians, are woven into cloth.

But the most curious p.irt of the plan* is its root, which

has been found to be an excellent substitute for soap, and

for washing flannels and woollen goods it is said to be

superior to the soap of commerce, as it does not shrink

or full them.—British Trade Journal.

Chemical Inpusteies of Italy.—Sulphur is the most

important industry of Italy, both as to value of products
and number of persons employed. There are at present
about 300 sulphur mines being worked—275 in Sicily, 20

in the Romagna, 3 in Naples and 2 in the former church

possessions. The primitive methods employed entail a loss

of 50 per cent. Very few works have adopteil the im-

proved methods. The total jjroduction of late years has

been annually 400,000 tons of a value of 4O,00O,Ci00 francs.

There are 21.000 hands employed in the mines. There are

13 manufactories of sulphuric acid, but only four oi im-

portance. Three qualities are manufactured—50 °
,
00 ^'

and 66 ° B. The 5il ° is mostly used in superphosphate
and stearic acid works, while the higher concentrations are

employed in alum manufacture. Artificfal manures is a

comparatively new branch of industry, and is mostly con-

fined to the northern part of Italy. There are now some
40 firms engaged in the manufacture. Sulphuret of carbon

is extensive y used for extracting the olive oil remaining
in the pres.-eii fruit, and for making the sulpho-carbonate
salts that are used so extensively against the )ihylloxera.
A French firm in Bari is said to turn out 12.0f'0 centners

annually. Two factories, one in Genoa and one in Milan,
manutacture quinine. The first works with a capital of

$800,000, aud.h.as branches in Bogota and Oceanna, as well

as in London, Paris and Constantinople. It has also ex-

tensive plantations of the cinchona tree in Central America.

The entire production in 187!) for Italy was estimated

at 30,000 kilos, and is now 40,000, of which the Milan

firm supplies 35,000. The export exceeded the import in

1881 by $2,300,000.—Oi; and Paint lieviev.

The Monstkra Deliciosa is the name of a fruit which
is x^erhaps new to most residents in this district, but

which certainly deserves to become well known. "We re-

ceived samples of this delicacy from Mr. Marsh and Mr.

Webster, both of whom have plants growing in their

gardens. In shape it is like a large corn cob, the speci-

mens we received measuring 12 inches in length ivith a

diameter of 3 inches, perfectly round and tapering slightly

from the stem. The outer skin is about one-eighth of au

inch thick, and is composed of what may be compared to

small scales. These p"el off readily when the fruit is

ripe, leaving exposed the edible part of the fruit which

is a mass of small particdes about one inch long, sorne-

what resembling Indian corn in shape. The core which

remains after the fruit is consumed has a diameter of

about three quarters of an inch. In flavor the monstera

resembles the piue-app'.e and strawberry combined, and

being luscious and juicy the only fault to be found with

it is that it is very rich. We learn that the plant is in-

digenous in the Solomon Islands, where it has a creeping

habit, being usually grown round the base of some large

tree. The foliage is pecidiar, very large irregular shaped
leaves with holes and slots in them making the plant a

very noticeable one. The plants in Mr. Marsh's and Mr.

Webster's gardens were obtained from the Acclimatisation

Society, and we have no hesitation in recommen^ng pen-

pie in this district to obtain, if possible, pl.ints^
of this

fruit which will certainly in every respect take its rank

as one of the finest tropical fruits in the world.—Maclca;/

Staiulard. [If this fruit has not been already introduced

into Ceylon, it seems de.sirable that it should be tried.

—Ed.].

Sunflower—In Eussia the sunflower is extensively cultiv-

ated for the oil the seeds contain. The oil is palatable,
clear and flavorless, and it is used for adulterating olive

oil, being exported from St. Petersburg to the shores of

the Mediterranean Sea. Next to poppyseed oil, sunflower

oil burns the cleai-est and longest, so that the peasants

apply it to household purposes. From the stalks of the

plants they also make a good quality of potash, and
the residue of the seeds, after the oil is extracted, is

made into oil cake.—Oil and Faint Revieio.

Decortication of Textile Nettles.—It is remarked by
the 3[oniteur dcs Jils et Tis>iis that a great obstacle to

the employment of the Chinese nettle for textile purposes
has been the small proportion of the filaments, as compared
with the size of the plant. The consequent difficulty of

the extraction of that portion of the plant which is of

commercial value, has tended to make the fibre in question

relatively dear. By subjecting the plant to the action of

steam, in a receptacle specially prepared for the purpose,
M. Farier effects the separation of the layers of bark and

j

of resinous substance which surround the textile fibres. The
extraction of the portion of the nettle which is of industrial

value can then be easily effected, either by hand labour or by
'

simple mechanical contrivances.—Journal of Society of Arts.

\
Scion Influence on Seedling Boots.-Mr. Charles ,A.

j

Green once mentioned in the JS'eiv X'ork Tribune a phen-

I

omenon which most nurserymen have observed, namely,
that of different varieties of apple all grafted in the same

way on one lot of seedling roots, there is found when

they are dug for the orchard after three or four years'

growth a uniform character of root in each row of iliffer-

eut sorts, the seedling roots not showing their individual

habits, but assuming one h.abit—that of the variety gnifted
on them—a row of Famcuse or Olbenburg being twice as

hard to dig as the Ked Astrachan with its shallow and
fibrous roots. Mr. Green might have added the Siberian

crabs as notable examples of tough, strong, far-reaching
roots. Mr. Alfred Smith, Monmouth, Me., has, however,
after careful experiment come to the conclusion that scions

do not aft'ect the roots in the way intimated, but that

a sort like the Red Astrachan, which emits fibrous roots

readily, will, when the point of graft junction is suffici-

ently below the surface, rely on the.se roots of its own

altogether, the seedUng nurse roots standing still. The
Fameuse and Oldenburg do not emit roots so freely, con-

sequently they depend upon the seedling nurse roots,

which are therefore extended, and grow with long, coarse

prongs after the manner of seedlings. Nurserymen, on
the other hand, who are in the habit of budding their

seedhngs above the sinface aver that their experience
coincides with Jlr. Green's. The case is therefore still

questionable.
—Australasian.

Cactus as a Protector of Sarlings.—In October last the

Madras Board of Revenue requested Collectors of districts,

other than Cuddapah, to submit special reports on the

subject of utilizing Cactus as a protector of saplings.

The Collector of Coimbatore has reported that seeds were

sown broadcast in all the taluqs of the Sub and Head
Assistant's divisions, but that much reliance cannot be

placed on the figures fm'uished, as it is difficult to tell

whether the growth was spontaneous or the result of the

sowing. It is further poiuteil out that, though a large
number of trees germinated in the villages, tlie system
of sowing broadcast among the Cactus cannot be very

eflicacious, as few reach the ground, and .such as do find

a hard soil and conditions not favourable to growth.
He describes an ingenious method invented by Mr. A.

F. Clox, and introduced by the Head Assistant Collector,

by which the seeds are planted in the cactus bush by
means of a hollow bamboo tube shod with iron which

en.sures their being effectively introduced into the soil,

and which he recommends as a better plan than the

ori'dnal one. But he still thinks that a large peicentage
of ''the seeds sown even by this method must fail, from

the closeness of the cactus and the want of light, air, &c.,

and recommends that the bu.sh be opened out \-y cutting

away some of the branches, at the same time leaving

sulccient to form a hedge outside. The Board of Revenue

are watching with interest these experimeLts. but doubt

if it will be prudent to cut away the branches of the

cactus, as that will deprive the seedlings of the shade

and shelter of the caaivis.—Madras Times.
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LIQUID GRAFTING-WAX.
TO THE EDITOII OF THE " AUSTRALASIAN."

Sir,—W^ill you be good enough to give a recipe for

grafting-wax, and say if tlie grafts require tyiug before

the wa.x is put on. Is strong white worsted a good thing
to tie with ? Is the composition better than clay for grafts
above ground? Pomona.

[Wax is used chiefly for small work
;
the tying must be

done as usual, and coarse worsted is a very good mate-

rial for the purpose. Liquid wax is a very useful appli-

cation, and is perhaps the most convenient for the pur-

pose of all the mastics used for covering wounds and

grafting. It is of the consistency of varnish, and is ap-

plied very thinly with a brush. Care must be taken not

to lay it on thickly, for the surface hardens so rapidly
that the .alcohol is prevented from evaporating. Eosin, 1

lb.; beef t:dlow, 1 oz. ; spirits of turpentine, 1 tablespoon-
ful; alcohol (95 per cent), 6 oz. Melt the rosin over a slow

fire ; wlieu melted take it off, and add the beef tallow,

stirring it coustuntly ; let it cool down somewhat
;
mix

the spirits of turpentine little by little with it, and at

last the alcohol in the same way. Should the alcohol

be added while the mass is too hot, much will be lost by
rapid evaporation ; if, on the contrary, it is too cool, it

will form a v-i.scid lump, and must be slightly heated again.

Stirring briskly is indispensable to mix the ingredients

thoroughly.
—Ed. "

Australasian'."]

OSTEICn FAEMING IN SOUTH AUSTEALIA.

The following is a report given by Mr. W. Malcolm,
J.P., of Gawler, upon his ostrich-farm :

—" I am glad to

say the ostriches are doing well. There are twelve fine

birds, nearly full-grown, hatched last year ; besides, there

are ten birds hatched this and last month. The hens are

laying again. I expect to have five laying by end of this

mouth; so that hii\'ing only one hen last year, we look

for at least 80 to 100 birds being reared this year, or say
before this time next year. The large new incubator-room,
thirtj' feet long, is finished and answers well, and being
fitted up with pipes and taps all round, is easily worked
from the two large boilers in .another room. If disposed
we could hatch 800 to 1,000 fowls' egg each week, as well

as accommodate 80 to 100 ostrich eggs. One of Douglas's
large incubators is now en route for the farm. This I

sent for as it is said to be something very superior, and

ought to be from the price paid, being thi'ee times the
cost of my present incubators. On the farm at present
there are five laying hens, four matured males, two pullets
over twelve months old, 12 chicks nine months old, 10
chicks 1 month, and some 10 or 12 eggs in incubator.

The poultry are doing well. This coming season we ought
to send to market some few thousand birds. If some of

you could come up you could form some idea of the work
done and the success achieved so far. I now feel confident
that my first impression was correct, and on this I acted,

viz., that our colony has every essential to success, and
an unlimited extension of ostrich-farming if you go about
it jiroperly. By this time next year I hope to make this

patent to the most sceptical, though what has been accom-

plished has not been ^vithout a trial to one's faith and

patience. However, a good fight with difficulties makes
success the sweeter when achieved."—Adelaide Observer.

CULTIVATION OF THE WATTLE.
With a view of encouraging the cultivation of the wattle,

and the exten.'ion of its contingent indistry, we publish
a letter on the subject which appeared in the Australasian

nearly five years ago :
—

" If you have no objection I will supplement your re-
m,^rks in answer to your correspondent signing himself
' Wattle Bark.' I tliink that the time has now come that
the cultivation of wattle-bark will pay, and pay very hand-
somely, considering the small amount of labour attached
to it, and that it can be combined with grazing, notwith-
standing your remark anent stock-proof fences. Light
sandy soil, or soil that will turn out potatoes in payable
quantities, is the description that the wattle requires.
Supposing

' Wattle-Bark '

to have such a piece of ground,
74

let him either clear it completely of all the trees, or take
out all the saplings and a few of the trees where thr-y
stand too thick, burning off all the rubbish and dead
timber. Then lay out his ground in squares of 12 feet
each. This done, let him take every third line, and at
the inter.sections of the cross lines drop two or three
seeds. That is all for the first season. The second season
he does the same with the next line. The third season
ho finishes. He can then strip the first season's sowing
and sow again. The seeds when planted to be lightly
covered, to save them from the birds. As soon as the

seedlings are well up, the weakest- to he pulled up and
thrown aw.ay, leaving one at each intersection. After the

stripping the stripped trees to be cut down, burnt, arid
the ashes strewn over the ground. The second year of

growth, or sooner if the plant is strong enough, clear off

all the superfluous branches, so that the stem will grow
up straight and clean, giving more bark, and greatly ex-

pediting the stripping. When the seedlings are, siiy, six
months old, stock can be turned in on the grass. As
long as there is a good bite of grass, stock will not in-
terfere with wattle, nor, for the matter of that, stock
will hardly at any time. The time for sowing should be
directly the seed is ripe, they will then catch the first

rains. The best kind is the wattle that has a smooth
leaden-coloured bark, the tanners liking it best, as it con-
tains the most tannin, gives the greatest weight per acre,
and commands the highest price in the market. A tree
three years old wiU give half a hundredweight at the least.

The ground laid out in squares of 12 feet will contain

something over 300 trees
;

that allows for each year's
stripping 100 trees, giving two tons and a half, which, at
the moderate figure of £3 10s. per ton, gives the return
of £8 15s. per acre—a very handsome return, and a cert.ain

one, for the labour invested. There are immen.se areas of

groiuid about Melbourne that have become exhausted that
would suit the wattle very well, and I should think would
give payable returns."—Adelaide Observer.

PEOGEESS OF BEE CULTUEE IN AMERICA.
In an address before the North American IJee Keepers'

Convention, held at Lexington, Ky., Mr. T. O. Newman,
of the Chicago Bee Journal, specified what he considered
the several steps in the progress achieved in recent years
in the management of bees. We quote them below, with
some condensation ;

—
1. The movable comb principle in the Langstroth hive,

revealing
"
mysteries

" therein and revolutionising old

theories.

2. The multiplication of bee books and bee papers,

scattering information like autumn leaves, awakening sci-

entific investigation, and inviting inventions to aid in the
.scientific management of the apiary.

3. Bee lovers' conventions, developing the best thoughts
and the most advanced ideas of those devoted to this in-

dustry.
4. The importation of Italian bees, placing the possi-

bilities of improvement within oiu- grasp.
5. Learning how to It.aUanise our apiaries, rear and

ship the new bees, and thus spread them aU over the
continent.

6. The increase of colonies by division instead of swarm-

ing-

7. Making a staple article of honey, giving us the honey
extractor by which to obtain the honey by centrifugal
force.

8. The means of uncapping the combs before extract-

ing the honey, and saving them for future use, by the

aid of an uncapping knife.

f). The bellows-smoker, with which to control the bees

during our manipulation of them, without danger of being

stung.
10. Sheets of wax, afterwards corrugated and called

" comb foundation," to aid the bees in multiplying their

numbers and obtaining large yields of honey by provid-

ing room to receive the sweet nectar in the shortest period,
of time, as well as to control the production of drones

11. Thin comb foundation, to be used in comb honey,

giving it strength to endure temptation and aid in its

production.
12. Single comb sections to facilitate the building of
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straight combs, and add to their beauty, facilitate their

division, and increase their market value.

13. Improving the race of bees by constant selection

and experiments, breeding in the traits of character de-
sired or breeding out the undesirable ones.

14. Popularising the consumption of honey, and creat-

ing a demand for it among the masses.
16. A foreign outlet for honey, thereby creating a valu-

able market for all our surplus crops.
16. Many improvements in marketing jars, cans, kegs,

sections, crates, &c., thereby adding to the value of the
bee interests.

17. Shows for bees and honey, presenting an oppor-
tunity for good natured rivalry, and raising the standard
of the " ideal."

18. Planting for honey bloom, to give a continuous

yield of nectar for our bees to gather, from early in the

spring tiU late in the fall.

19. Making honey a staple article—giving market quot-

ations, estimating the crops and regulating the prices for

it all over the country.
20. The development of practical plans for wintering

our bees.—Queenslander.

LENTILS.

[In copying the following from the Adelaide Observer,

we would ask if lentils (the source of revalenta Arahica)

have ever been tried in Ceylon ? They ought to do well,

especially in Jaffna.]

The botanic name of the lentil is Ervum lens, the first

being derived from Erw. Celtic for tilled land, to which
lentils are a pest, and the latter being also the diminutive
of the Celtic "lentil." The seeds are circular and flat-

tened in the shape of a lens
;
indeed the name lens, as

applied to the glasses used in microscopes, telescopes, &c.,
is derived from their resembling the lens or lentils. The
lentil has been cultivated as a staple of food for an in-

definite time—as far back as the days when Esau sold

his birthright for a mess of pottage, of which lentils

formed a constituent part. (See Genesis xxv.) In Syria
and the Eastern countries lentils are still very extensively
cultivated. In Egypt they are parched in a pan and sold

in the shops, beiug considered by the natives as the best

food to be taken on long journeys. With a girdle around
the waist and a handful of parched

"
peas," it has been

asserted that they will travel extraordinary distances in a

very short time. Lentils are also cultivated to a limited

extent in Central and Southern Europe, but the climate
is there scarcely warm enough, and of the immense
quantity used on the Continent and in England the major
portion is imported from Egypt. There are several var-

ieties of lentils cultivated on the Continent, but the two
chief sorts are the French and the Egyptian, the first

being of a bluish-grey colour, large and very flat
;
and the

other is smaller, with a dark skiu, and orange-red inside.

The last is the best-flavoured, and the favourite kind for

nse in soups and haricots ;
the fruit is very much larger,

and the plant is also better for the straw, which is very
useful for feeding young stock. There is a yellowish sort

also cultivated. Lentils on the Continent sell at double

the price of peas.

By analysis 100 parts of lentils give
—water, 14'0

;
cas-

eine, 26 0; starch, 350; sugar, 20; gum, 7-0; fat, 2'0;

woody fibre, 12"5 ;
mineral matter, 1"6. Lentils, besides

serving as a highly nutritious article of food, possess the

reputation of being a certain cure for indigestion, bilious

disorders, &c. They act as a mild deobstruent on all the

digestive organs, and produce an increased flow of gastric

juice, bile, and other secretions. To secure that result

it is necessary to get the best seeds, and entirely cleanse

them from all other seeds as well as any that are dam-

aged, and to remove the outer skin. The lentils should

be boiled until they are soft (from twenty to thirty mi-

nutes, never longer) in soup or beef-tea. to which salt has

previously been added. Pure lentils may be taken, cleansed

from the outer skins, ground to powder, and made into

gruel with milk, which will be quite as effectual in curing
arabiestion and bilious attacks. The ervalenta or revalenta

indigca is little less but lentil meal, flavoured with salt or

sweetened with sugar.
Lentik would most probably be a paying crop to be

grown by farmers here. There ought to be no difficultym producmg them on our warm, dry, calcareous soils,and with a climate not much different from that of Syria'
Egypt, India, &c. There is another kind of lentil grownm Chma with yellow seeds, which could probably be pur-chased in their shops here. We have seen a very small
brown sort which is used by them in their soups, and is
also manufactured into sauces, &c.
The lentils can be sown later than peas, and will ripen

in a shorter space of time. They are more than equal
in nutritive value to peas, containing 3 per cent more
flesh-formers ; but are about equal to haricot beans. They
grow from a foot to two feet high, and the straw is at
least equal to that of peas for feeding purposes.
Probably the proper time for sowing lentils would be

in July or August, but at present we have no data to go
upon. In Europe March and April are the months chosen.

CULTIVATION OF ECONOMIC PLANTS.
We quote as follows from a letter from Major J. 0.

Walker, Conservator of Forests, to the Secretary to Govern-
ment, Madras, dated I3th July 18S2 :—

I find that Colonel Eeddome in his " Flora Sylvatica,"
page CXXV, suggests that the Ipecacuanha " would pro-
bably answer well on the moist western slopes of the Nilgiris
at 3,000^.000 feet elevation," and Martius, in his "Plantea
usuelles de Brazil "

states that in its wild state it
"

is
found inhabiting the moist and shady forests of various
parts of Brazil, especially in the provinces of Pernambuco,
Minas-Geraes and Bahia; its growth extending as far south
as latitude 22." The "Silent Valley" would therefore
probably prove an excellent site for experiments as well
as providing a moister climate for the Heitea. I also propose
experiments at Manantoddy, where Mr. Morgan has recently,
started a Botanical garden in which he takes great interest.
The rainfall is 70 inches .and elevation 2,500 feet above
the sea. Neither the Ipecacuanha nor Hevea have, so far
as I am aware, been tried there, and the climate will

probably not be found moist enough, but it is worth a
trial which will cost little or nothing. As regards O. Calisaya
it is very difficult to give an opinion. In my report on
the Government Chinchona Plantation on the Nilgiris, I
state that 1 had come to the conclusion that it was the
long drought from January to April or May on the Nilgiris
which had proved inimical to the species, but Mr. Cross
and Colonel Eeddome ascribe its failure to the elevation
at which it is grown being too high. I propose, therefore,
to experiment with it also in the Silent Valley (3,000),
at Manantoddy (2,500), Mudamalai (about 3,500), and in
the lower portion of the Wood Estate, Pykara, which
cannot be more than 5,000 feet above the sea. The result
of all these experiments, if approved by Government, will
be carefully watched, recorded and reported on. As regards
the " Silent Valley

"
experiments, I have been in consultation

with Mr. Logan when he was here, and we are quite agreed
that it would be quite impracticable to make them under
the control of Mr. J. Ferguson or any forest ofiicer at
Nilambur, from which they are remote and difficult of
access. I suggested to Mr. Logan that some private planter,
holding land in the valley, might be induced to under-
take the experiments on behalf of Government and for
his own ultimate advantage. He at once suggested Mr.
T. J. Ferguson, of Messrs. Hinde and Co., and wrote to
him at once. I submit a letter (dated Calicut 17th June
1882J from Sir. T. Ferguson from which it will be seen
that he is willing to m.vke arrangements for carrying out
the experiments and evidently takes much (intelligent)
interest in all such matters. I have not heard from Mr.
Logan since his return to the District, but if Government
approve of our enlisting private enterprise, I have no doubt
we can carry out the ".Silent Valley" experiments much
more cheaply and satisfnctorilythan through direct Govern-
ment agency.

_

The Nilambur or other forest officer would,
of course, visit the place and report on the condition of
the plants periodically.
The Government order on the above is as follows:—

Major Walker proposes to entrust the experiments with

Ipecacuanha, Hevea linisiliensis and Chinchona Calisaya in
the Silent Valley to private enterprise, subject to in.spe'ction
and report by the officers of his Department. The Go-
vernment have no objection to this course and their ac-
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knowledgmeufcs are due to Mr. Ferguson for his preferred
assistance. The proposed experiments at ilauautoddy with
Hevea and Ipecacuanha and at the various elevations

named by the Conservator with Chinchona Calisaya are

also approved. Tlie results should be carefully noted and

reported. Tlie Eubber plant might also be tried at or in

the neighbourhood of Courtallam, the exceptional climate

of which has proved fovorable in some cases to plants and
trees which will not grow elsewhere in the Presidency.
The Conservator should, however, try at his discietion any
likely localities, reporting the result to Government :

—
Madras Times.

ORANGE OULTUKE IN FLORIDA.
The general progress of Pensacola, United States of

America, seems to be attracting attention just now in that

part of America. Florida is spoken of as the hwilth resort

of America. " For the invalid," it is said,
" Florida will

become in many respects what Italy is to the rest of Europe.
Its climate being particulai'ly suited to those afflicted with

pulmonary diseases, thousands resort there every winter.

The attractions of Florida are abundant for every one,

young or old, well or infirm. There is every inducement
for a sportsman, as game and fish abound everywhere.
The agriculturists will tind that they can grow everything
at all seasons of tho year ;

the fruit growers are making
fortunes." Orange groves, it seems, are being {prepared
in large nmnbers, and buildings erected for new settlers.
'* The raising of orange seetllings for the groves, the clearing
of large tracts of land, fencing, setting out the trees,

planting gardens, building railroads, mills, factories, school-

houses, chui'ches, and making hundreds and thousands of

boxes for transporting the fruit dm-ing the winter months,
and the general prosperity, gives all disposed plenty of

work beyond a doubt." Tlie wiuter of 1880-81 gave ample
proof of the localities best suited to the cultivation of

the orange. For forty-eight years the mercury had not
marKed such a low degree of temperatm-e in tho South

;

orange trees that were planted a hundred years ago in

Louisiana were killed. In Florida the orange trees were

damaged from the border of Georgia in lat. 30 ° 31' N.
to lat. 29° S., the frost being very little felt in Orange
County. At this point and south are situated at present
the finest orange groves in Florida, and if, during such
an unprecedented cold winter the trees were only slightly

hurt, no fear will exist for their damage hereafter. North
of Orange County there is a risk in planting the orange,
lemon, lime, citron, guava, fig, banana, or pine-apple, but
not so in Orange County. Strawberries and grapes also

come to perfection, the former ripeaing in January, and
continuing till May. The climate is all that could be

desired. Sudden climatic changes are rare. The thermo-
meter in summer has been seen at 97 ®

,
but never higher,

while in wiuter it is rare to find it as low as 34*^ . "Most
excellent laud for an orange grove near transportation
facilities can be purchased at 25 dols. per acre, unless

fronting on one of the numerous and beautiful lakes :

100 dols. per acre is paid for such land. Ten acres is

the average quantity of laud bought for orange groves.

Having selected land of a dark grey colour, underlaid
with yellow clay or yellow sand as a subsoil, the first

thing to be done is to clear it, grub it, and break it up
thoroughly, then fence it in. The soil must then be

prepared with manure according to the necessity of the
soil selected. Next purchase (3>-iO 3-year-old budded orange
trees, now selling (May, 1882) at 65 to TO cents each.
These have to bo hauled, set out by experienced hands,
and watered. The best mouths for planting are from
December to March, after rain During the eighth
year the trees, when cared for as described, bloom and

produce on an average fifty oranges each, or, say, 30,000
oranges, which sell for IJ c. apiece. Contractors agree
to pick them, and give 1 c. for each orange, sometimes
more

;
that would give 300 dols. In the ninth year the

yield of fruit is generally double, or 600 dols., and in the
teutii year, iu all probability, the retm-u would be 1,200

dols., or £247. The trees iu some of the groves, eleven
and 12 years old, are now yielding 10 dols. per tree,
or 6,000 dols. (£1,235), which is certainly a good return
for an outlay of £588 and some patience." To those who
might require a much more I'apid retm-n for their investment
the growth of orange seodhngs is recommended. During

the past eight years 25,000,000 orange trees have been

plaiited in Florida. Attention is drawn to the fact that,
while in European orange gardens the trees do not fruit

until they are sixteen years old or more, they begin to

bear at eight years in Florida,—Gardeners' Ckronicle.

THE PRODUCTS OF PARAGUAY: SUGAR, TOBACCO,
MATE, GROUNDNUT, FIBRES, FRUITS, &c.

(from MR. CONSUL EGEETON's REPORT.)

Paraguay is slowly, but very slowly, recovering from
total callapse, the result of the depopulation ami financial

ruin caused by its great war. Trade is now increasing
a little. Two Sugar-mills have just started work. The
Paraguayan Sugar-cane is said to contain more sacchariue
matter than the Tucuman cane. But though my ophiiou
on this subject is not worth anything, the rich alluvial

soil of Tucuman seemed to me more suitable for the cane,
which certainly grows thicker and more luxuriantly
there than iu the Paraguayan red sandy soil, fertile though
the latter be. Paraguay will find it hard to find

a market for her Sugars, as in Monte Video and the

Argentine Republic there are heavy import duties, ho
that I cannot believe nuich production of Sugar beyond
that for home consumption will take place in Paraguay.
There is, however, enormous cousumption of **

caiiia
"

in,

the country (the rum made from the native cane). To-
bacco is grown everywhere, but the better class comes
from near Villa Rica. Cigars prepared like Havana cigars
are made there, and there may be considerable increase
in the export of these. The taste of nearly all Para-

guayan tobacco is somewhat strong and bitter, which
will prevent it fetching high prices. I look upon it as
inferior to that of Tucuman. Of undressed tobacco large

quantities are sent to Bremen and other ports of Europe
from Asuncion, via Buenos Ayres and Monte \'ideo. Of
oil from the indigenous

'* coco "
palm a fair quantity i3

made. There might be considerable increase in this branch
of production, as there are vast quantities of this tree
in the neighbourhood of Asuncion. Of "mani," the ground-
nut oil, a certain quantity is produced. This oil is used
as a substitute for olive oil. Excellent results, I feel

certain, would follow the cultivation of the castor-oil

plant for its lubricating oil. This jjlaut grows especially
well in Paraguay. Enormous quantities of oranges are
sent from Asuncion to Buenos Ayres, Paraguay being
much reputed in this continent for the excellence of its

oranges, which are much superior to those of Corrientes.

Most of the gardens contain banana trees, and there is

some export of the fruit. Coffee is grown on the
northern sides of the hills on a small scale, and its flavour

is very good, though somewhat strong and bitter. There

might be some increase in this class of cultivation. No
wheat is grown, I believe, but the native bread made from
the ** mandioca "

root is an excellent and wholesome
substitute. At present the most valuable produce of the

country is the "yerba mate," of which increasing quan-
tities are yearly exported. The Paraguayan

"
mate,"

though better than the Brazilian, is not equal to that
of the Upper Argentine Misiones. The wealth of timber
is immense, all the hills—and the whole country is hilly—being covered with splendid trees, and all the marshy
shores of the Paraguay are a vast forest.

As regards fibres, the cotton tree of Peru and Bolivia

grows well in Paraguay, but I have not heard much
detail respecting it, though I have seen much stuff made
of native cotton. The Vrtica ittilis I have not seen grow-
ing either, but I understand it grows much more rapidly
and luxuriantly than in China and the East, and will

furnish six or seven cuttings a year, which I am told

(being ignorant myself of the whole matter) can scarcely
be equalled elsewhere. But by far the best fibre of the

country is that of the "
caraguata ibera," a Bromelacia,

which is something like the pine-apple plant, and which
is very abundant in Paraguay, the Misiones, and the
Chaco. It is very long and silky, and has long been
used by the Indians, and much money has already been
spent in endeavours to find some practical machine for

the economical preparing of this fibre. I am assured
that the desired result has now at length, after a long
series of experiments, been attained Ity a French machine,
invented for the piu-poso, which has just been set up
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not very far from Asuncion—the process being a simple
one, without previous maceration. Should this invention

prove a success (autl I am promised further particulars
from the persons undertaking this work), the "

caraguata
"

fibre will become an extremely important article of export,
and if half I hear of it be true, should compete with

advantage against jute.
—Frodnce Markets' Iteview.

OARBOLIO AOID AND WEEDS.
The following report is from the Royal Botanic Society's

Quarterly Kecord, which describes some experiments in

destroying weeds on gravel walks :
—" As requested by the

committee, I have to report that since my experiments
in ISOii) with chemical compounds, with a view to deter-
mine their relative values in the destruction of vegetable
growth uii gravel walks, additional trials have from time
to time been made with a variety of substances recommended
for the pui'pose

—amongst others, sulphuric, sulphurous,
hydi'ochloric, and carbolic acids, chloride of sodium, sulphate
of copper, chloride of zinc, tlowers of sulphur, jjaraffin

oil, and Burnett's and other disinfecting fluids; and also

during 1870-1877 a large quantity of refuse fluid
; presented

to the society from a colour-works, which contained free

sulphm'ic and other acids, sulphate of copper, and most

probably other metallic salts. It was used in the propor-
tion of one of mixture to three of water, and its application
destroyed all vegetable growth, and none reappeared on
the walks for more than three years after. Since 1877,
however, we have not been able to obtain a fm'ther supply
of this or any similar liquid from any source, and the
authorities at gas-works report that the only refuse they
can supply at a low rate is .spent lime.

" Of the several agents tried from time to time three

only have been retained for further experiment, aU the
others being considered unsuitable, either from their high
cost or inefficiency. These three are :

—
No. 1.—Sulphuric acid.

No. 2.—Carbolic acid.

No. 3.—Chloride of sodium (common salt).
" After trial of several proportions, the following were

determined upon. It will be noted that the proportion of

sulphm'ic acid is given by weight, as this is, for weU-known
chemical reasons, the most rehable measure

;
the weight

of salt is when dry as iu orthnary domestic use". The
relative values are based on the following commercial values—

viz.. Sulphuric acid. Id. per lb.; carbohc acid (Calvert's
No. 5) at 3s. yd. per gallon ;

common salt at 40s. per ton
;

water cost, nil
; weight, 10 lb.=l gallon.

No. 1. Sulphm'ic acid 1 to 15=10 lb. to 150 lb. water=10d.
—850 to 1,000 ft.

No. 2 Carbolic acid 1 to 50^2Jpts. to 125pts. water=14d.
—850 to 1,000 ft.

No. 3. Salt, bti lb., 12d.—850 ft.

" The area of walk treated with each amount of liquid
is stated at from 860 to 1,000 superficial feet, as the quantity

required depends upon the torm, pitch, or condition of

the walk—such as rough, damp, shaded, i:c., and especially,
in relation to sulphuric acid and salt, both of which have
so high an afiinity for water that the hygrometric condition

of the i^ravel is important.
" The action of the .several compounds is as follows :

—
No. 1, sulphuric acid, is immediately fatal to all vegetation
on contact. No. 2, carbolic acid, is slow in action, gradu-

ally tmrning the leaves, and especially the roots, hay-
brown. No. 3, salt, is almost immediately fatal on a damp
walk, or after the first wet day, and in a short time a

few sharp showers of rain wash the gravel clean and

bright.
"The preventive action of salt is only good for about

three or foiu: months, vegetation reappearing in perhaps
an aggravated amount on damp or shaded walks. As yet
the duration of the preveutive action of the acids has

not been fidly determined, but the garden superintendent
has marked on a plan the walks as severally treated,

and the fellows of the society and risitors to the garden
will be enabled to judge the relative values of the agents.

" The liquid compounds were spread over the walk by
the ordinary water pots with tin roses. Lead or pewter
would be better, zinc must not be used. A rose made of

thin sheet German silver resisted the action of the sulphuric
acid weU.

" For the distribution of the salt I constructed a special
machine. It consists of a square box sieve of perforated
zinc mounted on wheels with an automatic action, so

arranged as to communicate to the sieve a jolting motion
when drawn along the walk.

" The weeds ou the walks consisted of grass, spergula,
and small varieties of moss, &c.

" From time to time I will report the result of the

experiments, and shall be happy to make trial of any
other agents recommended.—W. Soweeby, Secretary."

—
AustraUtaian.

THE TREATMENT OF CHINA GRASS.

China grass and other fibre producing plants are generally
cultivated at loug distances from the localities where the
fibre is prepared for the market. The plants are cut
down and tran.sported across the country to the scutching
mills. This gave rise to two evils: in the first place,
about a ton of raw, woody material is transported to pro-
duce 1| cwt. of fibre

; and, in the second, the gum in the

grass becomes dried up during transport and the separation
of the fibre from the wood and epidermis is rendered
both difficult and expensive. In order to remedy these
defects and to cheapen the production of fibre generally,
a simple and inexpensive process has been devised by
M. Favier, and is being introduced in England by Messrs.

Brogden & Co., of 4(JA King AVilliam Street, London. This

process consists in steaming the fibre-producing plants at
the place of culture and senchng only the epidermis with
the fibre attached to it across country to the mills. The
process was shown iu operation lately at the works of

Messrs. Middleton & Co., iu Southwark, and was witnessed

by General Hyde, of the India Office, and a number of
other gentlemen interested either in the production or
use of the fibre. The apparatus employed is very simple
and inexpensive, consisting merely of a stout deal box or

trough, 8 feet long by 2 feet wide and I'O inches deep.
This box has a false bottom, under wliich runs a |-inch
iron steam-pipe, connected with a boiler, and having perfor-
ations. At the bottom of the box at one end is an outlet

for the coudenseil water from the steam. luto this bos
a number of specimens of fibrous jjlants were put, including
two kinds of China grass, the Althea or mallow, the black
and white mulberry, hemp, and tlax, the samples having
been obtained from the botanical gardens at Kew and the
Jardin des Plautes at Paris. The lid having been closed,
steam at a low pressure was turned on, and in twenty
minutes the specimens were found to be in excellent con-
dition for stripping the epidermis ^x-ith the fibre from the

wood, the gum having been partially dissolved and the

samples properly softened. The general opinion of those

present was that the process as such was a perfect success.

It is stated that the cost of producing the fibre ready
for the scutching machine is only 21. per ton. The results

point not only to the reduction of the cost of preparing
the fibre in counexiou with the existing fields of its culture,
but in utilising vast tracts of arid waste land which are

available for, and adapted to, its cnltivation, but which
are so far removed from the mills as to be at present
useless. The question of fuel for raising steam docs not

arise, inasmuch as the wood of the plants can bo used
for this purpose after separation from the epidermis, if

no other local source of fuel exists. It is intended in

practice to attach a small steam-producer to each of the

steaming boxes, and to employ juvenile labour largely in

the process. The matter is of interest to our Colonies,
and. other things being equal, M. Favier's invention will

doubtless prove of great value in connexion with the fibre

trade generally.
—Colonies and India.

METHOD OF DESTROYING WASPS.
TO THE EDITOE OF " INDIAN FORESTER."

Sir,—Have any of your readers heard of, or tried, the

following method of getting rid of wasps' nests in the
verandah':^ It was told me by an old police inspector;
but as I am now living in a country M'here wasps are

not. I have never tried it. Get a china basin, clear it

thoroughly, place some sugar, treacle or any sweet stuff

in it, then lead a stick to serve as a ramp from the

basin to a black ants' nest (the big square-headed fellows
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are the best). Then, when the basin is pretty full, place
it directly under a wasp's nest, lead a long; stick from
the basin to the nest, get behind a chik promptly, and
watch results. The auts, unable to crawl up the slippery
side of the basin, will swarm up the stick straight into
the wasps' nest. Then commences an awful tight. It ends

by the ants nijjping the wasps in two and strewing the
verandah with dead bodies. Such is the tale as told me.
Never having tried the method I can't say whether it

would turn out a success or failure. By the way, have

you noticed that in almost every black ants' nest there
is sure to be a scorpion, goes there, I suppose, to fatten
on the larder of its unwilling hosts. Pom- some hot water
into the hole and you will soon fetch scorps out with 20
or iJO ants sticking to him most affectionately.

KiTERINE.

[With reference to "Eiverine's" method for destroying
wa.sps see our extract from the Gardeners' ChrunicU, on
page 272. It will be seen that the carnivorous propensities
of ants are utilized in China most advantageously.

—
Ed.]

CUTTINGS FROM EUO.ILTPTUS GLOBULUS.
Sir,
—I have never heard of any one making cuttings

of £. ijlohuliis, although the practice is perhaps extremely
common. So I write to tell you of my success in grow-
ing, transplanting, and putting out cuttings in the Himalayas
at an altitude of 6,700 feet.

I obtained a large packet containing some 16 species
of Eiicaliiptiis from a Vienna firm in March 1881. I sowed
all the seeds in my garden in rows about 1^ feet apart
dm-iug May. The position was most unfortunately chosen,
as my garden is on a ridge, and every day I am treated
to a stroug wind from the south-west which commences
at noon and lasts till sunset. By July the seeds only of

(jluhulus, resinifera, and another species had germinated;
all the rest had failed utterly. In October I transplanted
all the weaker and smaller E. glohidtis plants, now about
ten inches high. In December I covered them all over
with grass to protect them from the snow. On my return
from the plains in April I found the transplants had out-

grown the plants left in the nm-sery, and were now two
feet six inches high. With the return of warm weather
all the plants made astonishing progress, so much so that
the brauches were getting too heavy for the parent stock.
I cut off all the lower ones, and my gardener stuck them
into the ground in rows. To my delight, after the lapse
of ft fortnight, I noticed that the cuttings were putting
out tiiij leaves. This decided me to try the eti'ect of

transplanting the trees remaining in the nursery, now grown
some six feet, and also the last year's transplants, which
were even higher. I took them all out during a heavy
rain and planted them on the north-east side of the ridge
so as to protect them from the wind. For a few days they
all looked very sickly, but now they are growing rapidly.
The conclusion I have come to is that the ylohulus is like
the Pansy—" the more you transplant him the better he
is." Now for the resinifera. This is a grovelling sort
of plant; at least I can't induce mine to grow up. It

prefeis lying prone, although, when stretched out, the
biggest plant is over five feet high. Strange to say the
stem is thicker than any of the globulus. Has the Forest
Department succeeded with larch? Last year I had a bagful
of seed fresh from England given me. I sowed the seed
in every likely and unlikely way, in all manner of soils,
and in all months, commencing from April and ending
in October, but I have had no success whatever. What
is the Scotch method of sowing the seed? The hazel I

got from England is succeeding admirably (there is any
amount growing wild in the Kernaithi forest between
Narkanda and Kotghiu-, but the nut is worthless^. My
gorse too has had the effect of putting the langurs to

flight when they attempted the passage to my garden.
I want now some Spanish chestnut; it ought to succeed I

well. ElVEEINE.
Mundi State.

[The larch seed was probably bad, or was sown too deep.
If the soil be sufljciently friable, and the seed be good,
and only just covered with soil, there should be no diffi-

culty about its germination, but vide Brandis' Forest Flora,

p. 532. where it is stated that all attempts to grow larch
in N. W. Himalaya have failed.—Ed. Indian Fohestee].

WHITE PEPPEE.
The columns of our contemporary, the Grocer, have con-

tained diu-ing the last few weeks quite a furious little
discussion about white pepper. The editor opened the ball

by alleging that a secret combination had been formed in
the marke to force the price of white pepper far above
its real value. The evidence, so far as it is published, is

scanty. The statistics of the pepper trade for the first

thirty-seven weeks of the years are as follows :

Import.s Deliveries Stocks
1382 1881 1880 1882 1881 1880 1882 1881 1880
Tur>s Toils Tons Tons Tons Tons Toiu Tons Tons

Bl.irk... 3,850 5,000 5,300 ... 5,800 3,990 4,700... 2,240 4 830 3 700
Wl.ite. .1,020 1,340 2,145 ... 1,530 1,320 1,330... 710 1,480 IMS
One point mu.st be further noticed: "The .stock of white

pepper iu London at the end of December, 1881, was
1,402 tons, to which were added 90 tons landed in January
makiug together 1,492 tous

; from this had to be deducted
3lJl tous returned as delivered, leaving 1,131 tons as the
stock on J.anuary 31; but the official compilers of the
stock gave it as only 931 tons. Still more surprising, the
360 tons referred to as having been cleared included 75
tons thrown in as a sort of make-weight, so that the
stocks and deliveries during the fii-st month of the year
might be made to tally with each other. If this is not
manipulation, it is something that does duty very well
as a substitute."
The exports of white pepper from the Straits during

the last five years, accoriling to Mr. W. E. Scott, have
been 13,165 tons, or 2,637 tons a year. Up to September
15 of this year they have been only about 1,600 tons.
According to the editor of the Grocer, on October 7, exports
of white pepper from the Straits to all parts up to the
end of August this year were 1,532 tous

;
ditto in September

(as advisedper cable), 246 tons
; total 1,772 tous, against

1,759 tons in the corresponding period of 1881, anil show-
ing an actual excess of 13 tons over last year's crop. The
present price of white peper is 9|d. a pound ;

in our prices
current for September 15, 1882, it is quoted at 7^d.

In spring, wlien the probable crop was not known, two
or three firms made "bear" sales of at lea.st 6,000 "bags,
or 350 tous of white pepper for delivery iu October—^
December at 8Jd. to 8|d. per lb. They have not covered
their liabilities, and are now cornered according to an
anonymous "Holder of White Pepper."
At this juncture appeared in the market an artificial

white pepper, made by decorticating by machinery good
black pepper. The grains are rather smaller and more
polished than those made in the East by

"
sweatiug-off

"

the black outer skiu. The new article has been analysed
by Dr. Sedgwick Saunders, who finds that it yields 1-76
per cent of ash against 250 of Penaiig white pepper;
and by Mr. G. H. Ogstou, F.I.O., who finds that in moisture^
soluble ash, total ash, alcoholic and aqueous extract, there
is remarkably little difference between the single samples
of the two kinds examined. On September 20, 100 bags
(of H cwt. each) were sold by auction, without reserve,
and fetched 8§d. to Sjd. per lb. The coincidence of the
new appearance with the rising prices and "bear" sales
has set rumours afioiit. The anonymous " Holder of White
Pepper

"
says he is told that the idea of decorticating

black pepper is thirty years old, and abandoned because
it did not pay ;

and that one of the firms interested in

bringing down prices has taken it up for that end.
According to Mr. W. E. Scott, of Fenchurch Avenue,

overtures have been made to the "
holders "

by the" bears "
to run the price up much higher if the lattur's

forward sales are covered. These overtures Mr. Scott re-
jected.
The two facts that seem certain are that the price of

white pepper has gone up, and that a new
artificially

decorticated pepper has appeared in the market.— C'/(fmis«
ahd Drufiyist.

THE G0VEEN3IENT OULTUEES IN JAVA.
The East India Company who, as a commercial body,

speculated more than they governed, sought gaiu especially
in an advantageous purchase of produce on which lari-e

profits were certain to be made.
"

In the countries which they ruled either by conquest
or by treaties, their speculation system was greatly assisted
by taxes ahready existing from ancient times. These taxes
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were generally paid in labour, and in the products of the
soil. Feudal service existed already in Java when the
first Europeans lauded there. The payment of taxes in

natural, instead of in money, is, certainly, everywhere
an original form which will be abandoned as civilisation

and the development of the people and the country urge
to better legislation, and a desire arises for more fixity.
The rulers of the E. I. Archipelago were, however, not
contented with collecting the taxes in natural. When they
thought the productions of the country were desirable for

their commercial operations, they gradually mixed them-
selves more directly with the cultivation and exercised a

preponderant influence over them. Among the principal

produce that the Dutch found in the E. I. Archipelago
were Eice, Spices, Indigo and Cotton. They secured as

much as possible of these , as they could at the lowest

prices, and when a disturbance of the balance between

production and requirement threatened, the export was

prohibited according to circumstances, and they even re-

peatedly resorted to the destruction of costly plantations.
The market rates were always fixed arbitrarily, and
the Company and their servants caved little whether
the producers received proper payment for the forced
sale.

Sugar planting was introduced in the western part of

Java at the commencement of the I7th century, and this

new source of revenue was also immediately pounced
upon. Permission was necessary for the erection of sugar
mills, and the planters were obliged to part with a certain

quantity of their manufacture at an arbitrarily fixed price.
If it was in the interest of the Company to have a large

quantity of Sugar, they compelled the producers
—if neces-

sary, by force of arms—to give up their whole product ;

but if, on the contrary, they saw no advantage in a com-
mercial operation, they left the Sugar unnoticed, and
troubled themselves no further about the contracts they
had made. Cotfee cultivation was also introduced into

Java in the 17th century, and it has continued to be the

principal source of the Government revenue to the present
day. The extension and the spread of this culture took

place compulsorily, and with no other culture was this

compulsion carried on so incessantly or with more pertin-

acity. In ly30 when the financial distress of the mother

country forced them to do everything to increase the

revenue, the Governor-General van den Bosch introduced
the Culture System with the king's consent. In future

the Government would step in, not only as merchant, but
as planter and manufacturer also.

The Culture System served as a reform of the old taxes.

The Sovereign—they reasoned thus—has a right of dis-

posal of a portion of the time and labour of the people.
If that people are not forced to work, their small wants
will not induce them to extraordinary exertion. If, on
the contrary, they are taught to accustom themselves to

regular labour under the superintendence of their chiefs,

and the guidance of officials, they will not only learn use-

ful agricultiu:e and the several branches of industry, but

their taste for labour will have a powerful stimulus. There
would be no necessity for actual compulsion. All that the

Government considered in their interest would mostly take

place by virtue of contracts to be made with the chitifs and

the people. The conditions of the contracts were fixed by
the Government. The consent of the contractors on the

other side was accepted a j^riori^ and care was especially
taken that the latter had no reason to complain of a too

luxurious remuneration. Van den Bosch's principles were

immediately fearfully abused in the application of the

same. The otficials and the native chiefs understood that

above all, money had to be made, and their co-operation
was not a little incited by a percentage. There were in

those days eminent statesmen who thought that the ap-

plication of the Culture System would result in a revolt.

It has not come so far, although there has been much
suffering and much abuse. In a few years 800.000 families

were connected with the Government cultures. Coffee,

Sugar, Tea, Tobacco, Indigo, Pepper, Cotton, Cinnamon,
Cochineal and Silk were cultivated by order of the Go-

vernment, and although the feudal services weighed heavily
on the people, they nevertheless had to pay their ground
rents and indirect taxes. Java had become a gigantic farm
where time and labour were not to be taken into consider-

ation, but where the question how to procure the greatest

possible quantity of produce for the European market had
to be solved. The co-operating officials were splendidly
paid and promoted. The interests of the native chiefs

were united to those of the Government, Van den Bosch
knew that if he could reckon on those chiefs, there need
be no fear of opposition on the part of the people. The
Java war had just ended. The Dutch had left the field

as conquerors after a five years' struggle. Peace was longed
for in Central Java, and the jirestUje of the strongest was

again strong enough for the time all over the island to

suppress all idea of resistance.

The Culture System may have proved the creative genius
of the founder, and his great desh-e to help his king and
his country out of their financial dilemma, but the appli-
cation of it has not been able to bear criticism

;
and it

has given to the Javanese people a real history of great
suffering.

If we except the cultivation of Coffee and Sugar, it

would be difficult to prove that all the other cultures put
together did really bring the Government any profit. It

is on the other hand not possible to say now what a

flight the development of Java would have taken had the
forced cultures not sui>planted and obstructed former in-

dustries. We have progressed. The Culture System has
been legally condemned. Of all the old cultures "

by
command," only that of Coffee and Sugar remains. Go-
vernment intervention in the cultivation of Sugar will end
in 1890, and as regards the Government Cotfee cultiv-

ation, for many years it has been said that the utmost
must be done to make that a popular one. Measures
have been taken for the rescission of taxes and the re-

moval of burdens for the improvement of agriculture, and
as an inducement to free cultivation. Exteriorly there
would seem to be great improvement, and much has been
conceded ;

but the inward sense, however, remains " com-

pulsion
"

at too niggai-dly a remuneration. There is no
doubt that in a few years hence a trial will be made
with the radical means of restoration which offers. That
can be found in a i^roiier payment of the produce.
A quarter of a century ago all cultivation was under

Government control. All has since been abandoned, with
the exception of that of Coffee and Sugar. The Uandong
or forest labour has also been abohshed, and we may
gratefully acknowledge that the Government cultures have
lost a great deal of their original oppression, and that

in this direction also another spirit on the part of the

Government has caused its powerful influence to be felt.—
Batavia "

Telegraaf"

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES (IN CEYLON
AND SOUTHERN INDIA). ,

[This question is of so much interest to our readers

that we copy from the local Colombo " Times " the fol-

lowing very sensible letter. We fear there Is no doubt

of the correctness of the conclusion that repeated attacks

of hemUeia vastatrix lead to serious constitutional dis-

turbance in all the functions of the tree. To the summing-

up in the final paragraph, the writer miglit have added,
as one of the worst effects of the debilitating effects of

the leaf fungus, the inability of the coffee tree to elabor-

ate good feeding rootlets in proper quantity.
—

Ed.]

SiK,—"AV." holds as facts many things which others ai-e

not disposed to admit as such, and hence the unsoundness of

some of his reasonings and inferences. To begin with, he
states :

"
//. Vastatruv affects the leaves only of the coffee

tree," and that " the trees after several attacks manifest
the highest vigour of growth by the production of profuse
flushes of new foliage." Neither of these are admitted
facts. The fungus has also been seen, if not feeding, ex-

isting on, or as " W." puts it "besetting" the pulp or

skin of the fruit, the bark and the rootlets, not in its

germinal, but in a semi-developed state. Its action on
the berry or fruit, either directly or by debilitating the
tree through its leaves, though not in every case sufficient

to prevent the development of the fruit, yet affects the
bean in it. In the coffee curing stores, not only has there
been detected a decrease in the weight of the beans, more
being needed to the cwt. than formerly, but the propor-
tion of unsound beans has been noticed to increase year
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by year.
" It our trees were diseased the surest sign

woujd bo the sickliness of their leaves," says
'* "W"." But

surely an unusual amount of bad beans is quite as good
a proof of a " constitutional disturbance " of the

tree.

The rootlets are admitted, both by Mr. Ward and Mr.

Morris, to be covered more or le.ss with the mycelia of

the fungus. Certainly they do not enter or feed on or

destroy the rootlets, but their presence there is not a

forced one. Their advanced st.ige of development in the
leaf i.s no proof that they are harmless in other stages
of development or existence, when besetting the fruit,

bark, or rootlets. It is not affirmed by any scientist that

their contiguity to these organs of the tree is not pre-

judicial. "The black bug fungus lives upon (or rather

exists on) the leaf without entering in, and feeds on the

honey-dew of the aphis." In the case of this last fungus,

though the leaves do not drop before their natural time,

yet it prevents them from performing their office pro-

perly, probably by depriving tliem of the benefit of the

atmosphere. Profuse flushes of new foliage do not invari-

ably manifest vigour of growth. The flickering and dying
flame of an expiring light often fitfully increases its former

brightness. Observation has besides shown that repeated
attacks of the fungus have resulted in the tree growing
spindly thin branches, having a bark of a dry leathery

appearance, in lieu of a soft one with a free epidermis,
if I may so use the term. These sickly branches in form-
ation grow out seemingly, and prboably for the time being,

healthy leaves. A profuse flush of leaves is not, however,
what seems sufiicient. The leaves must not only attain

their growth, but must remain in a healthy condition ex-

erting i heir power when the blossom opens and sets, and
after the fruit is formed till it m.atures and ripens. It

is when the fruit is just opening that the leaves begin
to faile and yellow and prepare to drop, showing that their

aid is no longer required. These leaves .are those near
and where the fruit appears, that is to say, at the lower
end of a bearing branch. Those leaves at the upper end
of the same branch, where there are no fruit, remain

green, and are in a preparatory condition to support the
next blossom that will appear amongst them. After the

ripe berries or fruits drop, it is then that the old leaves,
which have been their companions, fall. The sound leaf

has really, according to the climate, a natural existence

of 12 to 13 months after its first appearance. //. Vastati'ix

makes it drop too soon, which is one bad perceptible eff^ect,

apart from others unseen, which it cau.ses to the leaf and
tree. The dropping of the leaf a couple of months too
soon may in some instances not affect the yield of cher-

ries, but it is enough to affect the quality and weight
of the beans in them. Earlier attacks affect the yield by
preventing development of the fruit, causing them to

shrivel and drop, while a very early attack prevents, if

not the forming, the setting of the blossom.

Strip a branch of its leaves just before the blossom
sets. It will generally set unusually well, but an unusually
large proportion of the tiny berries that succeed will

begin to drop at all stages of growth, and at crop time
there will be very few berries with sound beans left. The
fact of trees bearing a hea^'y crop of coffee and then dying
is often attributed to the disproportion in the quantity of

leaves to fruit. Such a crop contains invariably a large

proportion of imperfect and light cherries. All these
results are noticed apart from the effects of leaf

disease.
" W." also thinks it strange that while the loss of foliage

by leaf disease is detrimental to the fruit-bearing capacity
or condition of the coffee tree, that a tremendous sacri-

fice of leaf by handling and pruning is usually resorted
to for the express purpose of promoting blossom and crop.
It must however be remembered that the branches that
are intended to yield are not deprived of a single leaf,
and in handling and pruning, with the foliage removed,
go the brandies on which such leaves adhered and grew !

This is doue expressly to concentrate the flow of sap to

the branches reserved and thus to increase their vigour
and natm'ally of the leaves on them. It not only causes
an increase of blossom, but also gives the fruit sustenance
to develope and mature and not drop. In handling pruning,
the lernovil of an excess of tender immature and diseased
" wood "

as the phrase goes, is one of the main objects

and not the deprivation of the tree of leaves only. When
the handlijg and pruning is done, for nearly [Hie: query
too early, or too severely ?—Ed.] every practical planter
knows that lie will have no wood,' meaning seasoned
branches to bear fruit the following year ; the foliage that
is left by ordinary hand'ing and pruning properly done,
is sufiicient to support a blossom and mature a

"

crop if

the leaves are allowed to perform their function to the
end without interruption.

A.s to the destruction of a portion or all leaves by
beetles as in an instance cited by

"
W.", total destruc-

tion of leaves is rare, and even in such cases healthy
fresh leaves soon appear at the end of the branches and
help the further development of the crop, but whether
completely is a question. There is no evidence to show
that the yield from trees that have had their leaves so
destroyed and replaced was not a little less in quantity
than usual, or consisted of an usual proportion of light
coffee.

On the authority of Mr. Ward, " W." says that //.
I'astatrix is a fungus whose whole work and influence is
declared to consist in the destruction of a certain com-
paratively small proportion of leaf. Is it an admitted
fact? What of the presence of its mycelia on the branches
bark, and rootlets ? Are they inert and harmless because
they derive no nourishment such as the leaves afl:'ord?
What is meant by a comparatively small proportion of
the leaf? When the leaf prematurely drops from the
effects of IJ. v., not a hundredth part of it appears sound.
It is where the leaves are partially attacked and allowed
to remain on the tree the natural length of time that
some sort of crop is secured. There is evidence of a
constitutional disturbance, and why is it illogical to sup-
pose that the destruction of a part of the leaf, whereby
also its action is partly retarded, will smite a tree with
barrenness? Why does the leaf drop long before its proper
time for doing so has e.xpu-ed ? The human .skin is de-
clared to be a breathing organ performing the functions
of a third lung, and yet it is also a depurating agent
and carries o& had humours. What is there to show that
the coffee tree, deprived of its leaves by //. ?', is pre-
vented from casting off what is objectionable through them,
besides absorbing what is needed. If a man's whole boily
is peppered with snipe-shot at a certain and reasonable
distance, he will present a most alarming and distressing
spectacle, but in a few months he seems, and is really,
none the worse for it. Administer, however, by placing
on his tongue as much strychnine, as a few of those shots
would weigh, and it is a question, even if he survives
whether his constitution is not seriously shattered ? Who
can explain the manner in which, or give a reason why
the latter substance acts in so subtle a manner. Why is

it unreasonable to suppose that by some such subtle pro-
cess the II. V. acts in a similar manner on the whole
coffee tree ? In both the above examples the human .sys-
tem receives a shock. In the one case the result is

temporarily bad, in the other it paralyses the whole system
and causes a bad effect permanently. In the former times
trees with their leaves riddled with holes, the work of
beetles and other insects, did not drop prematurely these
leaves nor perceptibly ceased to blossom and bear as usual.
Here then we have an instance of a considerable portion
of each leaf removed bodily, and yet with no bad result
such as //. I', produces. This foe does not only deprive
the tree of the full action of every leaf by destroying
only a part of the leaf. It does more, as observation
proves. It positively, while destroying totally a part, para-
lyses the whole leaf and renders it totally useless to the
tree.

"AV." refers to the treatment of the grape vine as an
instance of the mastering of the cases of infertility. Has
" W." ev.T heard of a vine with only grapes and no leaves,
and that such a condition is compatible with the full develop-
ment of the fruits? The vine is stripped of leaves to
induce an unusual blossom to appear and set. but simulta-
neously with the blossom, fresh shoots with leaves appear,
and but for these new leaves not only would the fruits,
drop but the vine would probably die. That after pcrsisfent
attacks the coffee tree retains tlie power of producing
iiivitridhlii splendid flu.shes is a question; but admitting
that it is true, it does not possess the power of retain-

ing these leaves for the natural length of time, and that
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in a healthy condition, as soon as they are attacked by
the enemy H. V. from without.

Grape vines are not known as a rule to require their

leaves stripped and their roots exposed to extort their

fruit. An aver.age crop is often obtained iu certain cU-

mates without these expedients, and their yielding qual-

ities depend very much on the locality, the climate, and

the weather before the blossoming season. The "
repres-

sive
" treatment is resorted to to secure an unusual and

unnaturally large yield and to make up for deficiency in

the quality of the soil, or suitableness of climate, &c.

Handling and pruning are the repressive measures in coffee

cultivation, and the exposing and cuttiug off jf coffee roots

has been a practice unconsciously carried on for a quarter

of a century. I allude to the cuttiug of large manure

holes, when this result is inevitable. Forking is now a

milder substitute. The farmer, it is true, as " W." says,

has found out how to prevent his corn from expending

itstelt iu stalk, and to secure turnips insteail of tops.

Neither his corn nor turnips are however considered dis-

eased, because the one gives a redundancy of stalk and

the other only tops. He is able to remedy the defect by

treating the soil, supplying the deficiency in the necessary

food, &c., but has he found any infallible and effective

remedy to prevent or destroy rust in the cornfields or

the finger-and-toe disease of turnips? Give a practical

planter a healthy coffee tree, but unproUfic, and he will

soon make it yield by either manuring and forking and

pruning and handling, or by all these methods. It is im-

possible to expect him to drive off H. V., an evil from

without by any treatment of the tree or soil. To alter

the natural condition of the tree or its sap so as to de-

prive H. r. of its favourite food in
the_

cells of the leaf,

is not ouly an impossible process, but is one that must

prevent a tree from yielding fruit.

The geueral effect of leaf disease on the whole coffee

planting imlustry has been progressive year by year. First

was noticed the shrivelling and blackening of the im-

mature fruit. Then followed, notwithstanding flu-shes of

foliage and good blossom, bad crops both as respects

quantity and quahty, and the formation after it of poor

wood. Then came imlifferent blossoms and still less crop

and of worse quality. This year there has been scarcely

any appreciable blossom and crop. Will it be followed by
less foliar flushes or good foUar flushes with sickly leaves ?

Is it till then only that we can say that the coffee tree

suffers from a constitutional distiurbance?—Yours,

AT. Peowett (Feedinands).

Soot foe Plants.—"Soot is one of the most powerful

and permanent of manures if dug into the soil. It is the

volatilised unconsumed portion of common coal. It is thus

constituted :—Charcoal, 371 ;
salts of aramouia, 426; salts of

potash and soda, 24
;
oxide of iron, 50

; silica, 65 ; alumina,

31 sulphate of lime, 31 ;
carbonate of magnesia, 2. It is

an' excellent manure for peas, onions, carrots, and probably

all garden crops. An excellent liquid manure is soot mixeil

with rain water, in the proportion of one table-spoonful

of soot to a quart of water, for plants in pots; but for

asparagus, peas, &c., six quarts of soot to hogshead of

water." It must never be applied to plants in a state of

rest. It suits bulbs admirably."—^«s^''«/asia«.

The New Zealand Goveenment is bent upon
"
fo.stering

native industries," but, fortunately, seems little inclined to

do this by means of a liigh protective tariff. The latest

additional bonuses offered by the Government are :—A bonus

of U. per head for healthy ostrich chicks landed in New

Zealand for the purpose of being reared and maintained

in the colony, the number of any importation to be not

less than ten nor more than 60; a bonus of 600?. for

the first 25 tons of butter or the first 50 tons of cheese

(produced in a factory worked on the American principle,

and to which factory any farmer, subject to certain con-

ditions, may send his milk) which shall be exported from

New Zealand and sold at such prices in a foreign market

as shall show that the articles are of fair quality. Notice of

intention to claim either of the above bonuses has to be

given, in writing, to the Colonial Secretary not later than

December 31, 1882, and the claim must be made before

June 30, 1883.—i^n'tisft Trade Journal.

New India-eubbee Plant.—Some months ago the 0\\\\

Surgeon of Kurrachee, Dr. Adey, had is attention drawn
to certain Indian plants capable of producing India-rubljer.

Of those he experimented upon, he found that the

Ca/plostec/ta c/ramjijiora was the only plant which produced

juice in a sufficient quantity to make it worth while to

use as an India-rubber-producing plant. The results of his

experiments led to a discussion in which the Superintendents
of the Botanical Gardens at Gunesh Khind, Saharunpore,
and Calcutta took part. The Government has now come
to the conclusion that a new and more extended trial of

the plant is necessary, and that Jlr. Birdwood should

co-operate in the experiment. With this view the Com-
missioner in Sind has placed a sum of ElOO at Mr.

Birdwood's disposal to enable him to c<mduct the experi-

ments on a proper scale. It is understood that a sample
of the rubber, obtained from the Cri/ptostiyia r/randijlnra

will be sent to England to test its quality, and to ascertain

its market value.—Indian Daily News.

Bot.\nical Gardens and Paeks of the-Nil«ieis.—We
have received the annual report on the progi-oss of the

Government Botanical Gardens and P.arks of the Nilgiris,

for the year 1880-81. Much useful work has been done

in the distribution of timber and fruit trees and seeds,

and it is noted th.at Cupressus macrocarjm and sempervirens,

and Finus lonqifolia and tuhercidata are now being planted

out, where fornierly only Australian Eucalypti and Acacias

were in demand. It is stated that Ootacamund is so over-

grown with Australi.an trees that the view is limited to

within a few yards of where the observer stands ;
and that

on sanitary grounds it would be well if they were thinned.

The wattle is especially referred to as overrunning the

hills with its dense undergrowth. Amongst fodder pUants,

the prickly comfrey and prairie grass are said to be the

best in the Nilgiris, and the cocksfoot {Dacti/lis ijlomm-ata),

and fescu grass are superior to all the other grasses wliich

it has been attempted to introduce from Australia. Ct/tisus

proUferaiis (Tagasaste) is said to be very hardly, and to

grow where nothing of value as fodder can succeed. It

is, however, more relished by goats and .sheep than by
cattle. The Ocara-rubber is growing well. Numerous

applications for Jalap tubers are received from planters,

and its cultivation in the Nilgiris has succeeded perfectly.
—Indian Foreste)\

The TnniEE Teade of BuRmah.—It it somewhat re-

markable how completely the timber trade of Burmah has

passed into the hands of one single firm; the Bombay
Burmah Trading Corporation, Limited. There are, as

hitherto, of course, other foresters working forests beyond
our territory, but when their logs .arrive here they are

often sold to the Corporation, which indeed at present is

both in Rangoon and Moulmein the only firm which can

supply any large quantity of teak. It is naturally the

interest of a firm possessing such vast resources .and hav-

ing successfully applied them to acquiring a virtual mono-

poly of teak, to keep prices high, and though this may
suit the books of the foresters, it is hardly satisfactory to

the general consumer. The result is, that very inferior

logs sell for about three and a half times as much as

they would have realized ten or twelve years ago, and

that anyone building a house now has to expend about

300 per cent more than he would have had to spend in

1870. How long this state of things is going to last it is

difficult to say, but if teak goes much higher in the local

market, iron will have to be largely substituted for it.
^

In

Upper Burmah, where the demand is very limited, prices

have not advanced of recent years in anything like the

proportion they have on the British .side. However satis-

factory the control of the teak market may be to the

shareholders and those interested in the welfare of the

Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation, consumers of teak

throughout the world wiU suffer from the trade being

almost entirely confined to one firm. Outside of Rangoon
and Moulmein, Bankok is the only port which exports teak,

and that in very small quantities. The price there

will naturally be affected by the price in Europe and

India, .and this is controlled by the powerful joint stock

corporation which has achieved such a successful career

for itself iu both British and Upper Burmah.—Knnf/oon

Gazette.
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effects of wind in colombo on
oena\;ental trees.

A walk round the lake and a look at tlie clumps
of yellow bamboos in the grounds attached to the

Major-CJeneral's residence, on the lakeside, Colombo,
will afford strong evidence of the blighting effects

of the sti'ong, salt-laden winds which, for a large

portion of the year sweep over Colombo. The
saline breezes which are life to human beings,
mean sickness or death to many forms of vege-
tation. That the bamboos grown in the General's

grounds are of the yellow variety is shewn by per-

haps one or two clean stems in each clump. The
rest are thickly coated with a dirty dark coloured

blight ; tliat whicli accompanies the brown scale in-

sect, probably, for a larierstrdmia tree close by, on
the margm of the lake, has its foliage blackened

by this blight after a fashion perfectly funereal. A
tree of the same species, not twenty feet distant, has

a luxuriant coat of green and pinkish foliage, per-

fectly untainted, but we fear its turn is commg.
We have watched for years with interest the care-

ful and repeated attempts made to grow hu/ersfri/mias

and other ormamental trees around the border of

that section of our tri-furcated lake, which divides

KoUupitya from Slave Island, and our regret at see-

ing the destruction or miserable dwarfing, in suc-

cession, of every tree not thoroughly sheltered from
the bitter blasts, has been keen in proportion to our
desire for success. The only trees,—layei-itrtiniiav at

any rate, which made any growtli were those placed
on the lee side of promontories so as to be sheltered
from the south-west winds. Such is the case with
tile trees to the eastward of the General's house
but what the wind spared, the coocus and its at-
tendant bliglit seen; bent on destroying. A sight
of the laijcrsfrdmia rfr/ina which was recently in full

blossom near the Cinnamon Gardens Band Stand, was
enougli to prove the additional beauty which would be
added to the vegetation of Colombo, could the pur-
ple and pink blossoms of the lagerstromia be mingled
and contrasted with the blazing scarlet and orange
flowers of Poindanu regia, the Madagascar flambean
tree and the golden florescence of recently introduced
cassias. But it is those who liave visited the capital
of Java who have the most vivid idea of the splen-
did effect of rows of well-glo^^^l lar/erstromkis in full

blossom. 'Ihey and the JioiKjamvUlias give brilliancy
to Batavia. That city is just about the latitude
south that Colombo is north of the equator
and the climate does not differ greatly from
ours. But instead of being fully exposed to the
sea breeze (the sea is said to liave receded fully a
mile in less than three centuries, ) Batavia enjoys per-
fect shelter. The main enjoyment, however, is in
connection with the vegetable world, for, sheltered
Batavia is as insanitary as wind swept Colombo is

salubrious. As we stood in admiration of the gloM'-
ing lagemtrOmias and Bouf/aiiirilhan in tlie Uutch
colonial capital, tlie feeling was qualified by the

sight of
'• the mourners going about tlie streets,"

for 300 per diem out of a population of about
200,000 were being swept off by an epidemic of cholera,—not an infrequent visitant. If it were not for the

strong sea-breezes, which are purifying as well as de-

structive, we in Colombo could grow many flowering plants
ill exposed places which arc now absent ; but, the
we should probably be chronically suffering from
fever and cholera. \Ve ought therefore,, to be thank-
ful for health to enable us to enjoy the rich and
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varied vegetation which flourishes In spite of the
sea iireezes, an<i which has been the admiration of

all strangers since Prince Soltykoff' described ( 'olomlio

as a vast botanic garden. A special object of admir-
ation to all visitors is the yellow-leaved variety of
" the .Java cabbage :" (we saw not a single specimen
in Java, although to our amazement we did see
hibisais tUiaceiis growing alongside the roads, up
to an altitude of 4,000 teet and of the dimensions
of a large forest tree !) When we are asked, as we
constantly are, for

" the botanical name of tliat

beautiful plant which adds such brightness to your
scenery?" we repl}', "It used to be I'isoiiia nlha.

The bright yellow-leaved P'lson'ia is one of the few
trees which withstand the see-breeze, and to such

trees, and there are a good many of them, special
attention ouglit to be directed. Prejudice has re-

cently been excited against the ''cabbage trees" as

generators of fever, &c. If kept properly trimmed
we believe they are just as promotive of health as

they are suggestive of the sense of the beautiful.

There are of course parts of Colombo, well sheltered,
where the kirierstrdmida can be grown so as to de-

light beholders with theii- grand and abundant spikes
of brilliant blossoms. We seem to have only two
varieties amongst our indigenous flora. In Java,
varieties abound and there is, close to the entrance

of the Buitenzorg Botanic Gardens, a specimen tree

with exquisitely beautiful blossoms of a lavender

colour, named after a former Goveraor-General,

larjerslrOmia Louilonii. If not yet in Ceylon it ought
to be introduced. And why should not a few of

the fine yellow-blossomed casma JIm-ida of our jungles
be seen in our avenues ? It is tlie predominant tree

in Madras and no one there exclaims " Wa !" when
it is mentioned.
The grand palm, the "Talipot," which is the

special glory of Ceylon, is far too rare in Colombo

gardens, while we do not know of a specimen along-
side our fiue Municipal roads. Few objects strike

strangers more than the fine young talipot in Mara-

dana, in front of the house which once I eloiigfd to

"Iniquity Marshall" and then to the Stork fniiily.

But this palm—that which is stamped on our coin-

age—ought to be seen in all stages all over tlje

town.

TEA AND CLIMATE IN INDIA AND CI'YLON.

The Indian Tea Gazette in noticing the discussion

on the probable rate of bearing per acre of tea in

Ceylon, very naturally denounces " Cha's
"
estimates

of 700 lb. for low estates and 400 lb. for high, as

exaggerated. Time will shew ; but no time is needed

to elapse in order to shew the incorrectness of the

premises on which the Indian editor argues. He
states :

"
])erhaps Darjeeling and the Dooais would

best represent the high and low elevations, respectively,

at which tea can be successfully culti\'ated in Ceylon ;

and the climatic conditions of the plac(.i named are

almoxt identicul." The meaning of the passage we

have italicised is, of course, that the climate of the

Dooars is identical with that of the low country of

Ceylon in which tea is cultivated, and that the climate

of Darjeeling is the counterpart of that of our

hill country. To shew how baseless this state-

ment is, we need merely mention, that at this moment

and always in the season between November and

March, the lieavily pruned tea of the Easteni Hima-

layas, is enjoying the rest of a very pronounced winter,

while it is in those very months that tea in Cejdon

yields its most luxuriant flushes. The difference of
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climate is all that is implied in the facts that while

Daijeeling aud the Dooars are in the interior of a vast

continent and ou or at the foot of the most gigantic
mountain system in the world (its very name signify-

ing
'

'J'he Abode of Snow,") and 27° north of the

equator : Ceylon is an island, twenty degrees near
the equator than Darjeeling and the Dooars and in

the track of both monsoons. The climatic conditions,

theiefore, so far from being identical are about as

opposite as well can be. Warmth and moisture are the

prevalent characteristics of our Ceylon climate. Frost
is so rare a phenomenon, even on the most ele-

rateil forest-land on which tea is cultivated in

Ceylon
—

(iliiiliant estate, above Nuwara Eliya, to wit—
as to lie not worth taking into account, while

devastating haUetorms, such as frequently play
havoc with tea in Northern India and Assam are

utterly uIlkno^vll in Ceylon. Such cold aa we experience
at this season of the year is powerless to check the

gi'owth of tea and om' winter, as far as tea is concerned,
is in the heavy rains and strong winds of the South-

west moonsoon months, June—August, when the Lushes

are pruned. Wilde in most of the tea districts of

India the vast bulk cf their rainfall occui'S in from four

to six months, ours is faii'ly distributed over the year.
Indeed the objection oli'ered in the expeiimental era

of the tea enterprize in Ceylon was om' chronically wet

climate, and there can be no doubt that m a good
many places, on the hUls, the process of "withering" is ren-

dered clifficidt by the prevalence of rain and mist. This is

a ditBciUty not unknown in Darjeeling in the months, June—September. Had the etlitor uf the Tea Oazette claimed

for DarjeeUng and especially for the Dooars, a more fertile

Boil than Ceylon can generally shew, we could better

understand the argument. Dut we have good tea soil in

a healthy climate. Into the Terrai at the foot of the

Darjeeling hills the debris of the Himalayas have been

poming, perhaps for thousands of centimes, so that the

rich black soil is, in places, forty feet deep. The Dooars
have much the same conditions of soil and, unhappily of

climate. All places at the base of moimtatus in India

are insanitary, and even up to 3,000 feet, fever is the

frequent result of a climate made up of half the year

very heavy rain and for the next half practically none
We are now at the connnencement of our ih-y season in

Ceylon and om' hill climate is simply delicious, being

kept healthy by genial showers of rain at intervals rarely
or never one month apart. In soil alone, thevefore, if

even in tea sod, is leyIon inferior to India. Ex-

perienced Indian tea planters, like "C'/sa," have after suffi-

cient comparison, given the palm of superiority to Ceylon,
and Ml'. Sandisou, after having cultivated tea and con-

tracted fever in Assam, and visited Darjeeling and all

the other great tea districts of India, states decidedly
that he saw nothing better than what exists in Ceylon
for successful tea production.

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE LOVVCOUNTRY
OF CEYLON :—GENERAL REPOBI'.

From an Estate Near HEHiRAXcoDA, I2th December
18S2.

There was something like a failure of the November
rains. There were indeed a few heavy showers at

intervals, but nothing like the usual fall in this

monih; besides that, the dry season tet in fully a

fortuight before the usual time. The Coffee fungua
has for the time done its worst. There is not a

dozen trees of two yeara and upwards that have en-

tirely escaped, but the effects are exceediugly various.

Willie eome have spots on every leaf, yet they have

dropped very few leaves, some of those, with the largest

crops, have lost none, while great numbers with iutle

or >'0 crop have hardly a leaf left ; eome heavy

copped trees, v^hile showing only a few spots, have

dropped all their leaves ; while others, equally heavily-

laden, have lost none. Indeed the attack and its effects

seem to have followed no rule except in the cas.i of
ore variety : that in evury case is reduced to skeletons,
and in the nurseries nut one plant has escaped.

While the coffee has been suffering so very
severely, I am glad to be .-ible to report that the Cocoa
has taken a start, and plants, that have lingered
between life and death for two yeara have set about

making up for lost time. This encourages me to go
ou planting, and to this end I am putting down fresh

nurseries, as the pods ripen.
1 said in my last that I did not know what ht.

Wax Palms were doing under ground ; I know now
I attempted to take them up, with a transplanter,
but they refused to be so treated, and on examina-
tion I found tliey had sent down a single strong
root, witliout a side fibre, to a depth of 18 inches;

so, as the dry weather had set in, I e'en left them
alone, till the next planting season.

I was in hopes that nearly all the Nutmegs I had

put in the nursery ivould grow. This hope is now
rather damped, and I have reconciled myself to a much
less favourable result. A few plants are now sixiuches,
but eight-tenths have not yet shown above ground.

I have been troubled in a few cases with nests of black
ants among the roots of my trees. The largest establish-

ment was attached to one of my finest cacao trees,
round which a large circular mound was raised, with a

hole in the centre, going down to aa unknown depth.
Again and again I tilled in the earth, and trod it down,
and again and agriin the pit was opened and e'llarged.

Finally I tilled in, to within two inches of the surface,
and (lustL'd a pinch of Paris purple on the surface and
filled in the earth. In a few days Ifound the intel-

ligent creatures, had removed their works from round
the stem to a distance of six inches. An unusual bill

of mortality was presented among the workers in

the mine, and without the investigations of a scientific

committee, or a grant from the treasury, they at once
elid the right thing—opened a new shaft. Knowing now
the weak point of a clever foe, wecau deal witli him.
A box of pink powder was sent to me, to apply

to my Orange plants. I have applied it but as it was
not the season of either crickets or caterpillars, I

can give no report on its effects. The delicate nerves

of moths may be affected to avoidance of a fa-

vourite food for its youug, by carbolic fumes, but
the cricket stomach is too robust to be turned by
any such trifle as carbolic acid in whatever form
administered. Like the cacao, the orange is rather hard
to get up, and only a small percentage of the seedlings
ever get into form, but such as do, grow with
sufficient rapidity afterwards.
A box couiaining seeds, packed in earth, has reached

me, but what they are, or if there is more than one

kind, I have received no intimatiou. I have however

put them down, and will wait till they grow, to lind

out what they are, if I learn nothing in the mean-
time. [A letter followed the sago seeds from Singa-

pore and the talipot seeds from the Superintendent
of the Tropical gardens, Heneratgoda,]
There would have been no great coffee crop, ou the

present occasion, even if the fungus had not made
such a raid. On the two-year old coffee, there is a
mere sprinkling, and, though the few hundred older

trees have a good—in many oases a heavy—crop,
estimated from two to five pounds, of clean coffee,

miny of them are left without a lenf^ before a cherry
is ripe, and we can only wait and see what comes
of it. According to "W."the leaf is of very little

consequence, and it can make little iliffereuce,

whether it falls a few mouths sooner or later. It

is true I have hitherto held a deep rooted preju-
dice in favour of a fair allowance of healthy leaf, but
I am ready to give a fair hearing, to any comforting

theory in the preseut sorrowful circumstanots.
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SERICULTURK IN CEYLON.
A oorreepoufleut sends us two very nice-looUing

cocoons, to shew what is being done in Galle, and

he writes :
—

We .ire indeed very glad in being able to say that

Father Palla has experienced considerable success in

the culture of bilkworms in this country. The suc-

cessful results which have attended his efforts in

this industry for the last three years convince us,

despite the adverse views of some as to its suc-

cess, that the culture of the silkworm can be carried

out, beyond a doubt, to such a great advantage in

this country, as to be made a very remunerative

and profitable industry, if conducted with due atten-

tion and care. Father Palla's object in attempting
this enlerprize was, as we see, for no other reason

than that of proving to the c i.ouy that silk pro-
duction can be carried to undoubted success in this

country ; and his successful experience for upwards of

three years in this enterprize, we dare say, warrants

him in saying that he has realized the object he aimed

at. Although it was said by some, whose experience
in this industry falls short of the mark, that the

mulberry plant, the chief aliment of the silkworm,
does not grow freely in Ceylon, jet we have no hesita-

tion in saying that Father Palla's successful exper-
ience in the cultivation of the plant, jjlaoes us beyond
the shadow of a doubt that the milberry plant grows
very freely in any place in Ceylon. Mr. Geddesalso
concurs in this opinion, but it must be conceded

that it does not thrive so luxuriantly as it other-

wise would in somewhat colder climates than Ceylon ;

but however this may be, it thrives so luxuriantly
in Ceylon, as to ensure success in the culture of

the silkworm, aud Father Palla's mulberry plautation
in Galle is a proof of this. It was also said that the

silkworm eggs of the second production become spoilt
and useless, and that a fiesh supply of eggs is re-

quired to be imported from Japan or elsewhere.

But we have seen the eggs of the fifth pro-

duction, and from our own personal observation, we
can say that they appenr to be of a superior quality
to those of the primary production, ana moreover
we learn from letters received by Father Palla from

Geriuauy, Italy, Eugland, etc., that the cocoons sent

by him from Ceylon were so much appreciated and

admired, as to render it desirable for them to apply
to him for eggs.

First, it is essentially necessary before the

rearing of silkworms in sufficient quantity for com-
mercial purposes can be successfully attempted, to

have a good plantation of mulberry. This is of para-
mount importance to ensure success in the enterprize.

Secondly, an apartment or room as in India is much
needed to keep the worms safe from being exposed
to the dauger of easily falling victims to lizards,

scorpions, ants, and such other plagues. This we say,
as it h.as been said to us from Father Palla, who
has experienced such destruction.

Thirdly, it must be also one of the main con-

siderations with the serioulturist to secure the services

of an expert in the rearing of the silk worm, i. e.,

one who has especial knowledge in the culture of the

worm—" education
''

as it is called of the worm; for

practical knowledge is more m eded than theory for

carrying on the business successliilly. It is therefore

no wonder that those who liave overlooked these

precautions have met witli ill-success in : he enterprize.
We are glad to hear that several persons, follow-

ing in the wake of Father Palla, are devoting mue-
tinie and care to this pursuit. We wish them every
success in their endeavours, as with a little experience
it can be made a very profitable industry for the

natives of this country. It w ill also give great pleasure
and satisfaction to Father Pa'la to hear of their suc-

cess, and to know that his endeavours to give the

natives of this country the benefits of an industry so

long overlooked hiive not been fruitless.

[There can be no doubt that the mulberry fl lurishes

in Ceylon, and Father Palla's experiments prove that

the silkworm cin be propagated liere to the fifth

generation. The commercial question then hinges ou
an abundance of cheap labour. In the great silk-

producing countries, Italy, Japan, China, &c.
,
much

of the work is done by the women and children of

families. It would be a great step in advance if

women and children in native families here would
devote themselves to the pursuit.

—EUi]

(See page 593.)

ORANGES AND THE ORANGE TR.-iDE.

There is a s>^ason for all things, aud that for oranges,
perhaps the most popular fruit eaten among us, has

just commenced. Some years ago, when not as many
or.inges came to this country in a month as are now
sold at three or four of the chief ports of their im-

portation in a single day, hardly an orange was to be
seen during the months of July, August,- September,
and October; but now we are Hardly ever without

them, though during September and the 'first half of

October they are very scarce. Hence the new se.-vson

may bo said to begin with October, and pheasants
walnuts, and oranges are pretty nearly contemporaneous
as regards their advent to our tables. Already con-

signments have arrived from Palermo, Valencia, the
West Indies, and Brazil ; but it may be noted that " real

St. Michaels" will not arrive ia this country till about
a mouth hence, and tlierefore any ticketed with or cried

by the familiar name before that time may be put down
as impostors. This orange is pre-eminently the pre-
Christmas orange, and i^ at its best towards the end
of the year, though its iniportatiou goes on till the end
of May. Connoisseurs in the matter of oranges will be

sorry to hear that the St. Michael's crop is said to be
almost a total failure this year in consequence of a dis-

ease among the trees, caused, it is supposed, by s 'Uie

insect; and it seems not improbable that before long
the supply from the islaud will almost cease, as it has
from othi'r islands of the Azores group, such as Terceiia,

Fayal, and St. George's, which once produced a large

quantity of fruit. It is from Valencia and other n- igh-

bouring Spanish ports we now derive the great bulk,

perhaps more than one-half, of our orange supply, and
the trade from these ports has been constantly increas-

ing for the last ten years. The first steamer exclusively
devoted to the orange trade was run in 1S67, and
before that date it not unfrequently happened that
London was without an orange eupply for three or four

weeks in the winter mouths. The large number of

st»am vessels now employed on it renders euch a contin-

gency in the future almost impossible. Among veget-
able growths few are more beautiful than the orange
trees, and a most interesting, and probably unique,
feature of it is the fact that it bears at one time what
may be called three crops in different stages—the
blossom, the immature fruit, .and ripe oranges. Our
chief orange supply comes, as already stated, from
Valencia and other Spanish seaports ;

but Lisbon, Villa

Real, Aviero, and Oporto also contribute their quota ;

while other consignments hail from the Azores, Brazil,
Palermo, Malta, and other Mediterranean ports. St.

Michael oranges, as also most Brazilian, are separately
wrapped, in the packages, in the leaves of Indian corn,
while oranges from all oiher parts are wrapped in thin

paper. The "blood" orauges, as they are called, come
mostly from Valencia, but a few from Malta. The
aromatic and delicious Tangierenes hail from St.

Michael's, and also from Lisbon, anil vary considerably
in price, according to the supply. Seville oranges come
fro'ii the place of that name, and, :ib most people know,
are used almost exclusively fur making marmalade and
orange wine. For both these purposes, however, the
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Palermo "bitters" are really better adapted; and it

may n"t be generally known that the best marmalade
of all is produced from the shaddock, a sort of cross

between an orange and a lemon, and named after a

Captain Shaddock, who brought it from China, or, as

some eay, from Guinea, and planted it in the West
Indies, whence we derive our limited supply. It is the

bitter element in the Seville and Palermo oranges which
tits them tor marmalade, as it preserves the skins while

they dry ; and we need not be very much alarmed at

the stori'S we are told of orange peel being collected in

the streets and at places of entertainment for marmalade

purposes, as the skins of ordinary oranges instead of

drying simply become rotten. The head-quarters of

thejorange trade is Pudding Lane, Lower Thames Street,

where during the season the chief brokers hold sales

three or four times a week. Pudding Lane, where tlie

Greiit Fire of London ia said to have begun, is not

exactly an oranye grove, but during the height of the

oranue season it is about as busy a spit as any in the

City, and if an unwary passenger happens to get in the

way of the "fellowship" porters carrying along it all

day long the orange packages he is not unlikely to be-

come the object of some Billingsgate vernacular. A
large quantity of the fruit sold in Pudding Lane after-

wards tinds its way to Duke's Place, a quarter of the

Hebrew r-^^ion of Houndsditch, where it is resold to

shopkeepers and costermongers. This locality is redolent

of oranges, and it is no exaggeration to say that you
may often walk for yards there ankle deep in decaying
orange pulp and peel. The appetite for oranges among
"the masses" in London seems almost insatiable, and
it is said that nearly half of the retail trade in them is

done by the itinerant street vendors. A package of

oranges contains on an average four hundred. In the

season IS81 82 nearly a million packages were landed

in London, and not far short of that number in Liver-

pool. Glasgow receives a large, and each year an iur

creasing, number, while Bristol and Hull account fot

many thousands. Altogether it has been computed tha-

last season two and a half million packages were im-

ported into this country, which would represent some-

thing like one thousand million of oranges for home

consumption. Happily the orange is a verj harmles-!, if

not a decidedly wholesome, fruit.—Morning Post.

MALAY PLANT LORE.

(From the Stralls Times.)

Under the heading of Oriental Plant Lore, the follow-

ing interesting contribution to our knowledge of the

Plant lore appears in the Hongkong Daily Press of the

18th November. We feel sure there are many of our

readers who could supplement it largely, and we invite

them to do so :
—

Everywhere in the East we come across the belief

that woods, groves, and trees are presided over or

possessed by spirits. Hunter notices this among the

Santals (" Annals of Rural Bengal," p. 184), and Logan
says ("Journal of the Indian Archipelago," I., 309

seq.) {" The Hantu Kayu (wood demon) frequents every

species of tree, and afflicts men with diseases. Some
trees are noted for the malignity of their demons."

Hence we find everywhere sacred trees and groves, and
as early as the times of the Pentateuch we read of the

same kind of things, while the ancient Greeks had their

sacred groves and plants. In the charms and invoca-

tions of the Malays we find continual reference to the

finploymeut of leaves, branches, and flowers for the

accomplishment of evil ends. There ia a plant which is

supposed to produce feelings of hatred, and is on this

account called the Hate-plant, In an invocation to

excite hatred we find the words:— "Shoots of the

Hate. plant! Leaves of the Hate-plant! I pluck seven

shoots, seven leaves ; I cut them seven times, and so

cut ti e. heart of such an one (naming the person)." And

again :
— " Shoots of Beruwang intermix with the leaves

of the Hate-plant," &o. (Compare Gubernati's Mytho-
logie des Plantes," I.. 127, 278, S. V. "Envie"). In
some invocations the betel-nut is introduced, and in an
invocation for abusing we read :

—
Silusa Padang silasa I

Throw a sula^^tieti branch !

May the heart that is angry be shut !

As elsewhere, so among the Malays we find a belief
in the delight of evil spirits to torment women in

labour. One of their evil beings is called PeningaUs,
who was once a woman possecsing Satanic powers.
She longed to be able to fly, and part of her being went
about, while the other pait remained where it was.
She was a regular vampire, and the people whose blood
she sucked died. If blood from her fell on any, tliey
were taken ill and died. She delighted especially in

sucking the blood of women in childbirth. For this
reason it was the custom, when a child was born in a

house, to lay down jaruye leaves, or thorns, on the
tioor when the blood was falling, least the peningalan
should come to suck it. These leaves and thorns are
dreaded by the vampire, who fears they may become
entangled in that portion of her body (the entrails)
which alone goes from place to place. 8ee the work
quoted by Thompson in "Sequel to Glimpses of Life in

the Far East," p. 176.

We scarcely find a single people which does not

possess a love for wild flowers, and delight in wearing
them as ornaments, either in their natural state, or

artificially produced. Speaking of the Dyaks of Borneo,
Marrvat says that he saw the 7ne>i with their hair

falling down their backs and nearly reaching their

middle, it being prevented from falling over the face by
a fillet of grass, which was ornamented with mountain
Aowers. This reminds us of the Malay derivations.

(See "Borneo and the Malay Archipelago," p. 11, aud
" The Hindoos," I., 19). The Malays call the Mussmnda
" the leaf of the princess," because their ladies are fond
of the grateful odour of its white leaves. Many people
transplant it from the woodi into their gardens, and
use it for a dial or clock, especially in cloudy weather.
In a new and interesting work called "

I'Veaks and
Marvels of Plant Life," by Dr. Cooke, will be found
much information about these horological plants, and
I have also devoted a chapter to the subject in my
forthcoming Flower Lore. Among the Dyaks of Borneo
it is believed that the rice. plant has a spirit or soul (the

samangat padi), which corresponds to the kala of the
Karens (Gubernati's

"
Mythologic des Plantes," IT., p.

311 ; Forbes' " British Burmah," p. 273). Every one
has heard of, if he has not seen, the Casuarina tree. It

is found in Polynesia, and used as a funeral plant, just
as the cypress was among the Greeks, and as the

weeping willow still is by ouiselves. It always grows
in iVlalaya, and is known in Borneo as Kayu Aru. The
Malays have some legends of great interest connected
with this tree, and can rarely be persuaded to cut it

down, notwiths-tanding the fact that its tough timber is

very useful for a variety of purposes, the more so as it

is very light. lu the South Seas the tree is called Iron-

wood. i5ee "The Gardens of the Suu," pp. 99, 127,

275,270; "Outlines of Botany,
"

p. 523 ; Contemporary
Revieio, May, 1882; and "A .Mission to Viti," p. 16.

Tue author of the latter work writes thus:—"Not far

trom the church was the tomb of a departed chief, a
series of slabs placed perpendicularly and forming a

square filled up by mould, over which a kind of stied

was erected. A dense grove of iron-wood trees, so much
reminding us, by their sombre aspect, of our pines,
form an accompaniment to the place. The wind playing
in the branches, caused a wailing, melancholy sound,

fully impressing me with the idea that even the savages
who planted these trees must have had some sparks of

poetry in tiieir composition. It is a strange ethnolo-

gical fact that most natives surround the tombs of
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those clear to them with trees belonging to the pine

tribe, or at leiist treis partiiking, as the iron-wnod

does, of tl'.eir phyBiognomy. The Greeks and Turks
think the cypress a befitting expression of their grief;
the Chinese the beautiful Cypresnus funehris ;

and tlie

Germans and English tlie arhorv)ta? and yew. All

attempts to convince people that a graveyard ought to

have as cheerful a look as such a drear lonely spot
can ever be expected to assume, have in tlie lonj; run

proved a failure. Ivy-clad church walls, mossy tomb-

stones, and sombre-looking yews, are in better keeping
with it than gay flower beds or bright tinsel." We
must notice other Malayan plant-lorf another time.

HiLDEBic Friend.

THE SUNFLOWER IN THE OLD WOKLD.
TO THE EDITOR OF " ALLEN'S INDIAN MAIL'"

Sir,— In an interesting short article, the D. T.

has just advocated the cultivation of the sunflower

on account of its valuable uses, apart from a;3the-

tioism ; and it has graphically described the religious

worship of tliis urand flower in China. But one fails

to understand how this could be, considering that

the plant was known before the discovery of America,
where, for the first time, the old world knewol it

as a Native, af Peru. But the D. T. by describing it

as repnsented sculptured, or cast, on figures of
*' Buddha," at once betrays the origin of the error;
and shows that the writer mistook the well-known,
so-called Marigold, or Mesemhi'yanthemum, so common
on ancient Buddhist sculptures in ludia and China,
for the Peruvian flower. But he over-stepped thi'.

bounds when he described the grotesque celestial as

posing in adoration before his vegetable deity. Dur-

ing twelve years' residence in India and one in China

(from Taku to Pekin), I never found the sunflower

in a native garden or temple. I myself as an ama-

teur, introduced it in 1847, iuto my garden at Kus^o-

whi, near Simla, chiefly on account of its striking
" s-entinel-like

"'

aspect. I have seen it in the Pun-

jab (from English seed) over 13 feet high ; and, in

England, »ith the unusually large seed-disc iliomeler

of 14 inches. The plant is now about to be cultivated

in the Thames Valley by a Company not because its

virtues are similar to those of the euca!yptus, but
on account of its commercial value. J. U. L. A.

P. S.—Retired officers wlio may have *•
stuffy

" back

greens or compounds exhaling miasma should "
try a

pennyworth
"

of the seed.

AGRICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE

(Special Letter. )

Park, November 4.

The beet crop has not been good this year : the

weather was unpropitious: the plaut ripened iiregularly,
and had a tendency even to a .second kind of growth
rather than to maturity. This told unfavourably on
the richness of the root. The transport of the roots

to the factory has been difficult, on account of the

wet condition of the soil, and the washing of the

roots was laborious owing to the eame cause, complic-
ated by the numerous roo'lets which the moist season

developed. The factories were compelled to commenee

operations earlier than ordinary : in fact, there were
in full work on the 30th September, '226 factories, or 41
more than at the corresponding period of 1881. Also,

9,000 tc ns of sugar had been manufactured at that

date. The mean degree ol the juice was 3'u, being
one-tenth superior to that of 1881.

In Germany, complaints are rife thnt notwith-

standing the greatest care bestowed in the cultivation

of beet, the crop fails to be profitable. Messrs.

Knhn & Liebseher have since some time been occu-

pied with the investigation of the anomaly, and trace
the oiuse to the presence of an insect, the nemainde,
which develops itself rapidly pending tlie summer and
autumn in the roots of the plant ; it multiplies by
premature development and dies early. The best way
to Ci>nquer the scourge is not to cultivate beet too

frequently on the same soil, and so starve the enemy
out. The culture of cabbage and colza has been
recommended as traps for the insect, which has a
marked predeliction for thofe plants, and, as tlic latter
are consumed early, in the green state, multitudes
of nematodes are thus extirpated. Leaving a period to

elapse between the culture of the beet crops, in other
words, adopting a rotation, appears to be the soundest

plan for depriving the insect of its special food.
Induel this truth is becoming daily more and more
eviilent, that the destruction of insects, by d"priving
them for a definite time of their favorite aliments,
is one of the fundamental advantages of a rotation
of crops.

Salicylic acid is regarded as a poison by the French
auth"rities, and so prohibited as an antiseptic in the

preparation of wines, especially for exportation. Wine-
growers protest agaiust the law, alleging that the

quantity of the acid employed, hss than one quarter
of an ounce per 22 gallons, cannot affect health.

Besides, a'l Spanish and Italian wines are dosed with
the acid, and no complaints are heard against such
brands. Some farmers claim that salicylic acid added
to food secures stock iu sound health, and for horses
and cows, maintains a shiny skin. In Austria, arsenic
is given to horses ; it imparts to them dash, fire,
and induces foam at the mouth—a coneuniination
wished for in carriage horses.

M. Muntz has discovered some years ago an animal-
cule (microbe) which had tlie property of inducing
fermentation in ainmonical substances, where the
nitrates figure. Now M. Gayon, also a chemist, of

Bordeaux, has discovered a microbe with properties
absolutely inverse : it attracts the nitrates—instead
of promoting as in the other ca-e their formation—
aud disengages the nitric acid or other nitrogenous

•

combinations. This explains the azoteous vapor which
escapes from the tuns in which the juice of beet-

augar is accumulated ; the juice being knowingly rich
iu nitrates.

In the principal towns of Switzerland, gratuitous
public lectures are delivered on agriculture and its

kindred sciences, during the winter months. The
results have proved highly practical, and the lectures
are well attended.

SERICULTURE IN INDIA.
The notice (page 591) of Father Palla's benevolent

attempts to establish the silk industry in Ceylon, led us
to peruse with fresh interest some notices of Seuculture
in Bengal and Mysore, which we found in the Indian

Agriculturist. For the greater portion of half-a-cen-

tury now, we have followed the history of experi-
ments to revive what was once an important industry in

India. Failure in every case, or at any rate, the slight

improvement which has resulted from large expendi-
ture of time, attention and money, seem due to one
cause, the inability of the Indian peasantry, from
want of intelligence, or want of care, or both to spin
the silk into decently even thread. A writer who
feels deeply the deplorable degradation, in body, mind
and morals of the Bengal silk spinners, who seem to
be sunk in the lowest depths of poverty, vice and

misery, states :
—

" The English throwsters iu the large and splendid
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silk factories of England denounce the silk thread

of the Indian filatures in the most unboundod man-
ner. They will, in fact, have next to nothing to

do with Indian silk. They write out to the silk

factors of Bengal in such strains as these;—'We
cannot do anything with your silk thread, because

it is so very badly spun. It is atrociously uneven,
thick in one place and thin in another. In the

same bank thick and thin threads are placed cheek

by jowl in the moat careless manner imaginable.
The Japanese send us beautiful threads, even and

well assorted, so do the French ; but your ludia

spinners are utterly incompetent. The raw matern

or body of your Indian silk is quite as good .-is

that of Japan or France. But what is the good
of that to us, if you send us such uneven threads,

that the webs woven out of them are quite un-

saleable except at unremunerative prices?'
" The fact of the matter is that Bengal silk would

have gone 10 the wall before now if it had not

been for a great rise in the price of flosK silk. Floss

silk is made out of a part of the cocoon that used

to be considered nearly waste and worthless. Its

price has risen enormously of late, and so Bengal
silk baa been saved from utter ruin. But this only

proves the worthleseness of Bengal spinners. It costs

little skill to sell waste and refuse. Bengal silk has

been saved by its waste, as Samaria was saved by
means of its lepers in the days of Elisha."

The writer then goes on to plead for efforts to raise

the poor ^vi-etches in the moral and social scale, in a

manner which does more credit to his heart than

his head. He insists on much higher wages being

paid, to the workmen, marriage being made a sine qua
non in L-vbourers and managers and so on. But on no

commercial principles can high wages be given for

Inferior work, and this is shewn conclusively, if in a

coarse materialistic form by another WTiter, who, in

no way sees "the utility of matrimony in the reeler

and European supervisor." The difference in the two

writers is between a man who believes that human

beings have souls as well as bodies, and a man who

regards human beings merely as productive machines.

The original correspondent pleaded that the spinners
should be taught to read and wi-ite, so as to escape
the wiles of

" that pucka scoundrel, the Gomashta."

That is the story all over India : the peasantry are

preyed on by money lenders and others with intellect

and learning misdirected. We are glad to see such

testimony as this borne to European agency :
—

"The only one preserviuj; influence in silk seems

hitherto to have been the European element. Assistants

and principals have, in an unexpectedly large number of

instances, been men of purity, integrity, virtue, kind-

ness, .good education, and even scientific attainments.

Let not then the error committed in tea be repeated in

silk—the penny wisdom and pound folly of gftting rid

of men of virtue and good education, on account of their

high salaries, and getting immoral and inferior men on

low salaries, which, if they were too small to marry

upon, were still large enough to enable tlieir possessors

to imbible large potaiione of 'whiskey,' to the no small

detriment of the luckless shareholders in tea com-

panies."
Then comes Information about the floss silk :

—•

"The waste silk that I have seen referring to is culled

chusiuni silk. It is the outer part of cocoon. It is

so worthless that is used only for Jloss silk. Thirty

years ago it used to be sold for furteen rupees a

maund, now it is sold for one hundred and tifty

rupees a maund,— that is to say, its value is now
more thau ten times what it is was thirty years ago.

Silk for weaving costs from three hundred to eight

hundred rupees a mauud. Tliirty years ago the com-

mon regulation price for the best silk was live hundred

and sixty rupees a maund. Nearly all the silk manu-

factured in Rajshahye and Moorshedabad goes to
France and England to be woven into 'iilk handerohiefs
for the heads of Negroes in the West Indies, the
Southern states of America, and Guianu (British, Dutch,
and French). Its thread is so uneven that it is tit

for nothing else. This is owing to the badness of

the workmen. The ignorance and brainless character
of Indian katannees is a greater evil than even Eajshahye
rack-renting. They dissipate their brains in debauchery
and have none left for learning how to make an even
silk thread Notwithtsanding the prudent and gen-
erous efforts of many European managers, and the
etill more valuable efforts of their wives, who distri-

bute medicines and cumforts, like sago, arrowroot,

port wine, and flannel, the katamiees, male and female,
as a class, are fattened by ignorance, poverty, small

pay, debauchery' and the diseases produced by de-

bauchery, to become a flock of sheep for the grave
to feast upon. And instead of Bengal producing the

very best silk in the whole world as it ought to do,
it produces a mass of worlibless uneven thread, that

being neither fish, flesh, fowl, nor even red herring,
drives a luckless man of business, who has the mis-

fortune to deal with it, to hie wit's end. But surely

Englishmen are competent to grapple with this matter.

And if our rulers, our men of business, and our

moneyed classes will only put their shoulder to the

wheel, and act in accordance with the dictates of

common sense, and Christian justice and generosity,
we sh.aU soon be in a position to say with truth.—
'Nous avons change tout cela.'" E. L

Education might do much, but the one great remedy for

the state of thongs depicted is Christianity received into

the hearts and influencing the lives of the people. But
we cannot expect that the effects of thirty centmiea or

more of idolatrous debasement can be cured in one gen-
eration or in several, and if the natives of Bengal have

not brains enough, or such idiotized brains that they cannot
or will not learn to spin g<iod, or even silk thread they
must just lose the industry and its profits.

—The othe

writer we have refen'ed to insisted that not only is the

spinning bad but the cocoons inferior. He Elites :
—

"The European cocoon isfar the best in existence, and,
combined with European reeliug, the silk must be the

best, and we can never hope to equal this. Next comes
the China and Japan coc ons, being far superior to our
miserable '

MuUivoltini,' and John Chinaman makes a

much better and careful reeler than our lazy Bengali ;

consequently our silk is the worst, and always will be

so, until we have a better breed of the annual worm.
This is the chief want. There is a very small quantity
of the Japan annual worm in some parts of Moorshedabad
and Midnapore, which is gradually dying out, being
very much diseased, besides not being such a profitable
worm to the Bengali rearer, as this worm takes from 28
to 30 days to form its cocoons, whereas the small

miiltivoltini takes only from 20 to 22 days to form its

cocoons ;
this gives them a few days of feeding, which is

all they look to : the fact of the superior silk is quite

ignored. This leads to another cause ;
the rearer, as a

rule, reels his own silk now, a coarse, uneven thread,
which he finds pays him far better than selling his

cocoons unless at a price which mnkes it quite im-

Dossible for any filature to reel at a profit. For this

coarse silk there is a great demand in the Bombay and
Madras markets, which places get their silk now from
the country, whereas they had it formerly from China
and Japan. John Chinaman is clever enough to see

that even reeling paid much better than his former

uneven thread, so he now sends his silk to Europe evenly
reeled ; and we, do our best, caunot get the Bengal
reeler to reel an even threail, even were he to try, which
he never dies ;

lie has his bad cocoon to handioip him.

To me it is quite evident that, unless a very much

superior cocoon is brought to Bengal, a few years will

see the industry totally ruined. I know the climate is
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not suited for the European worm ; tait the Jr.pan oue,
I am certain, would i>iove a ?uccesH, but not in tlie

present way of roaring, for, if the eggs were kept in tlie

plains during the hot season, a very few years would so

degenerate them that they would become as bad as the

present little worm ; what they would require would
be, after the epriug crop, to send all the eggs up
to a cool climate, say Darjeeling, as done in the

Punjab and the Doon; but to do this would be a
hard task, and unless eome adventurous individuals
took to making their own mulberry plantations and
their own cocoons, it would be einiply useless; asno
one would expect the ryot would goto all this expense."

It is clear, therefore, that if Em'opeans do not take up
the euterprize of introducing and keeping up a stock
of supeiior worms, aud unless the Indian peasautiy can
be induced to spin the cocoons into thi'ead more care-

fully, the enterjirize must come to an end. It seems to
be at present kept alive only by the demand for floss silk

The great question as regards Ceylon is :
—Ai'e oiu' labom'-

ing classes, who are lilcely to be employed in breeding the
worms and spinning the filatm-es of such a superior stamp,
physically aud intellectually to the WTetched Bengalees,
that real and steady good work can be expected from them ?

We should like to hear the experience ofFather PaUa
and others in this respect.

FIBRES : A NEW INDUSTRY IN REUNION.
A new industry {writes Consul Annesley, British

representative at Reunion) has quite lately sprung into
existence in this colony, the first impulse to which
was given by British firms or individuals from the

ni'ighbouring ishmd of Mauritius. I refer to the ex-
traction of the fibre from the "yucca," known in the
West Indies as "Adam's needle," and I believe im-

properly called an aloe. There are four species of this

plant, all of which grow here abundantly without cul-
tivation worthy of the name, the scientific denomina-
tions of which are :

—
1, Agave Amerktma; 2. Agare

angmtifolia; 3, Foiircroija gigantea; 4, Fourcroya/cetkla.
The two last kinds have only hitherto been used for the
production of fibr-, but it is known that a much finer

fibre, although of shorter It-ngth, and consequently of
less marketable value, can be obtained from the Agave
Avgimtifolia. The Fourcroyie are believed to have been
introduced into Ksunion from Brazil about the middle
of last century.

The production of this fibre promises to have. import-
ant results here, judging from the rapid developement
of tliis enterprise in Mauritius. At present the fibre

plantations and mills are wholly in the hands of Mauri-
tius British siibj.-cts ;

but the C'reilit Foncier of Reunion
and several Creoles of the colony are beginning to
devcjte their attention to this profitable undertaking,
whieli they have so long neglected to turn to account,
and they are even now only stimulated to this new
source of commerce by the example set to them by
British enterprise. It is certaiul.v r.-markable that the
inhabitants of the island do not take advantage of this

industry, which can be carried on with eo little outlay.
The number of mills actually at work is two (others

being in course of construction), capable of producing
about IJ ton of fibie per diem,, worth in london (for
fair averi'jse quality) about SSI. per ton, or, net about
30/. per ton. Manila hemp is worth about 10/. above
tliis value per ton, The cost of the production of the
aloe fibre here is understood to be about 201. per ton.
British Trade Journal.

STINGIiNG-TREES.
"The Stinging-Tree" of Queensland, Australia. —That

most interesting colony pos^eses at lea^t three per-
fectly distinct plants each fully deserving thai title. I
used for many years I o shoot in scrubs in both North aud
South Queensland, and during that time I was etung,

not
"only^ once, and that very lightly," like" Traveller ", but

,

times without number, aud often
very severely ; but unlike him, I was never "warned
of Its close proximity by its .smell-" A friend of
mine, who has had considerable experience in Aus-
tralian scrubs, writes :—" The stinging-plants have no
notable smell, and certainly none that would attract
attention. The trees are usually isolated." I have
noticed that upon very close examinatiou, especially if

the leaves be bruised, a faint, unpleasant odour m,iy be
detected, but this is in no case sufficient to attract atten-
tion in a scrub. Again, the stinging-trees are always,
so far as my experience goes, more or less isolated, and
never form anything approaching to the "

little
forest" mentioned by the "Traveller." Urtica incisa,
however, is said to cover almost completely one
island in the Fitzroy Kivtr, and grows in great
profusion in that neighbourhood, but it can never in
any sense of the word be called a tree. The sting
produces in most cases a small white mark, which
soon disappears, aud, if on the hand, the pain, which
is excruciating, gradually extends from tlie affected
spot up the arm, till it reaches the axilla, where it
often becomes very intense. Its duration varies from
half an hour to several hours, and even when the pain
has ceased, the slighest touch to the affected spot, or,
above all, the application of cold water, will renew the
pain. Laportea gigas, Laportea phothiiphylla, Laportea
moroides, which Bentham and Von Mueller place in
the genius Laportea, are by many botanists in-
cluded under Urtica. Of all the stinging-plants of
Queensland the virulence of which I have been so
unfortunate as to ascertain practically, Laportea mo-
roides surpasses the others, both in the severity of the
pain produced at the time and in the duration of its
effects.—Knoivledge.

'

Beetroot. —The rapid progress of the beet-root indus-
try is likely, it seems, to produce a formidable rival to
Colonial sugar planters. In the German factories the
yield has risen to 10^ per cent of the root, and the cost
of German beet made in the best way is about 14s 9d
percwt. allowing for export duty, but without adding
anything for mauufauturer's profit. The cost of va-
cuum-pan West Indian sugar landed in England is
reclioned at ISs per owt. and with 2.T per cent, added
for planters profit, it could be sold at 16s 9d jjer cwt.
With the same percentage of profit, German sugar
could be sold for 22s 3d per cwt. "For a long time
to come there seems no possibility of vacuum-pan sugar
selling here (in England) at an average of less than
£25 per ton, and advanced planters have thus ampletime to make their fortunes, however clo-sely beet may
compete with them. As to the

sug.ir-produciug capa-
bilities of the West Indies, they are obviously in their
infancy. The very mountainous island of \iauritius
with an area of 713 square miles makes 120,000 tons.'
The area of the West indies, excluding the Bahamasj
but includiug Tiinidad, is 7,412 miles, and if theymade proportionately as much sugar as Mauritius,
their produce would be 1,250,000 tons a year. Jamaica
with its area of 4, 193 square miles, could grow on the
Mauritian scale 500,000 tons of sugar; and Trinidad
with 1,754 miles, could produce 250,000 tons. The
entire exports of all the islands put together is' under
200,000 tons a year—a sufficient pronf of their back-
ward character, A profit of 12s per cwt. has as yet
been insufficient to induce more than say twenty
planters in the whole of the West Indian Ishinds to
adopt vacuum-pans and other modern raat:hiuery ; and
if this state of Ihings continues much locger, beet will
progress with giant strides, the f.abiicants will find
out how to make it fit for direct consumption, aud
the growers of the old-fashioned cane sugar will be
really ruined a,t hat."—Indigo Planters' Oazette.
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LiBERiAN Coffee.—Messrs. Patry and Pasteur, iu

their London circular of 23rd Nov., 1882, report :
— " A

small lot of Liberian imported from Ceylon realiz"d 67s

6d per cwt."

Java, 2.5th Nov.—An ex-Ceylon planter writes:—
"Awful weather here now— rain, thunder and lightning

every day— anil I am told not to expect fine «eatliei'

for anothnf .5 mouths. We have only had 11 days of .luc-

cessive tine weiither since I came last March, and another
5 months will bring us round to May again; so I should

say there was really no fair weather here at all. The

damp in these bamboo huts is something awful, and
one's clothes, boots and things go to rot and ruination."

Aloe Fibre and Juice.—Aloe fibre of the first quality
fetches a good price ; but inferior samples do not

pay so well. A good many years since a sample of

the juice was sent home. The judgment pronounced
on it was nearly as vahiable as the fibre (then) wa.s;

but it had been badly prepared for keeping. Will

any of our chemists set to work upon a sample of

the juice and find out the means of sending it home
with all its natural properlies intact ? In the days
we speak of it was s:iid to be good for dyeing purposes.
Unless some later discovery has superseded its use it

ought to be good now. And it would be a great

thing if we could prepare and send it home at a profit.—Mauritious paper.

Ceylon Cinchona Bark.—Messrs. Robinson and

Dunloj) have I'eceived for sale a numt>er of small

lots of Hakgalla Government bark, succirubra from
trees 18 years old, officinalis 10 to 12 years old,

Ledgeriana 3 years old, calisaya 5 years old. The
results of analyses are very poor, and one may thereby
be convinced that after 6 and 8 years the alkaloids

do not increase with age. They are :
—

.Succirubra thick stem quill from 8 years old

trees—sulph. quinine ... ... ... 2'41

Total alkaloids .. ... 5'62

Do.

quiaine

stem and branch chips
—

sulph.
1-72

Officinalis broken bold quill from 10 to 12

years old trees—sulph. quinine ... ... 2'90
Total alkoloids... ... 3-21

Do stems and branch chips
—

sulph.

quinine ... ... ... ... 2 '22

Calisaya stem and branch chips from 5 years
old trees—sulph. quinine ... ... ... 1'35

Ledgeriana stem and branch chips from 3 years
old ti'ees—sulph. quinine ... ... ... 2 '63

Total alkaloids... ... 4 '53

This is certainly a very curious result, but we think

part of the explanation in the case of the succirubra

bark is found in the unfavourable altitude and climate of

Hakgalla (b.OOO feet) for red bark, for trees 18 years
old grown in the \Vynaud gave much better results.

At the same time, hroughtou established on the Nil-

giris the decrease of quinine after the 6th- year of

succirubra trees, although the total alkaloids increased

up to the 9th year when they also positively declined.

Mr. Broughton s conclusion was that the trees m
question had passed the age of maximum yield,
and he accounted for it by the growth of the bark

at this age being mainly an increased development
of liber fibres, and not cellular tissu-. He also con-

siders it as probhble that a waste of the alkaloids

commences from the first year, but is counteibal-

anceil by the rapid simnltaueoue formation of al-

kaloid in the earlier years up to tlie 9th, when the form-

ation becomes less active, and deterioration is the

result.—The great value of Ledger bark is strikingly
shewn in the above table. We shall be glad if

plauters with experience of old trees will make the

analytical results known.

Gum Copal.— West of Mozambique a forest 200 miles

long of Gum Copal trees has been found. This gum
is referred to in Exodus, Chap. .30, v 34, as "

Stacte,"
and known by the Mozambique natives as "Staka," and
by the Zulus it is termed "laihlatka,"—Natal Mercury.
An Experimknt in Silk Culture is to be started

on a somewhat extensive scale in the State of New
Jersey, about twenty -five miles from New York.
Land is to be purchased, divided into silk farms of

three to ten acres each, planted with mulberries—
L. nnd C Express,
The Young Growth of the Poplar tree yields a dye

which may be extracted as follows :
—The young twigs

and branches are bruised and boiled for twtnty min-
utes with a solution of alum, 10 lb. of wood requir-

ing 1 lb. of alum, iu three gallons of water. The
solution is filtered hot and allowed to cool, and, after

standing some time, is again filtered from a resinous

deposit. On exposure to air and light it develops a
rich gold colour, and may be used directly for dyeing
orange and yellow shades upon all classes of goods—
Public Opinion.
Rkd Spider on Tea Leavis.—A correspondent sent

us some tea leaves from Kotmalie stating:
— "I send

a ft'W leaves from tea seedbngs. Perhaps you can .say
if the rtd spider is the .*-ame as our Indian friends
have had lo contend with lately. I may mention that
the surrounding coffee is pretty well covered with the
same disease." We fear tliere is no doubt of its being
the " red spider." Our entomological referee writes: —
•'

I can only see the cast skins of acaridse (niiter<)
and one live one, which may be the red spider of the

('eyiou planter. I have not seen the Indian species
aud do not know anything about it. "W."'s experience
would seem to prove that red spider is not destructive
in Ceylon."
The Influence of Soil on the QuALirr of Tea

is thus noticed by the Indian Tea Gazette in re a Chitta-

gong plantation :
—The tea looked remarkably her.ltliy,

and the ground in the very cleanest of order. Seeing
the sandy nature of the soil, however, we were sur-

prised to find such large bushes, with such good yield ;

but the garden has hail the advantage of not changing
its innnajjer for 18 years ; ai d there is no doubt th^t

Mr. McL. Carter has made the very most of the place.

Blight, as we have it iu other tea dis'ricts of India,
seems almost unknown here. There are ^hite-antfl,

howecer, all over Chittagong, aud they do some dam.ige
to the roots of the bushes,—still, nothiui; to compare
with tea pests elsewhere. Yet Chittagong tea does not,
as a rule, fetch good prices ; and we fancy the soil is at

the bottom of it.

Japan Ieas have cut into China greeus a good
deal iu the North. Japan as well as other green
t'as have only fotmd partial favour in Eastern States,

being principally used iu the Western and South-
western States, where strong siimulants are required.
The great consumption in the Eastern and Middle
States ia in Oolougs and other high flavoured "black
teas." China green teas that coiun to this ciuntry
now consist oliicfly of cnuntry |

acki d chops, and aie
assorted as Gunpowder, Imperial, Youug Hysons, Skin,

Twaukay. A good part of the teai are covered with
native indigo, and ai a whole are free from seriously

injurious adulteration. Tlie te.i supply of the States
and territories lying on the Pacific slope is now ob-
tained almost exclusively through the Pacific ports,
and chiefly through the port ot San Francisco. It

is found that the aroma of tea is better preserved
by being brought overland to the East by rail from
San Francisco, and as more speedy transportation is

secured, all tea imported direct from China to the
Eastern States will almost certainly goby the overland
route. I regret to say, however, that nearly all

classes of tea show losses more or less heavy for this

season.—L, and C, Hxpreas,
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MR- C. SHAND'S PATENT TEA DRYER.
Mr. Shand has sent us the following description

of his invention for drying tea, and the questions
wliich occur to us are :

—Is it really impossible . by
means of steam to over-heat, though we may not,

Indeed, cannot "fire-burn" tea; and when a boiler

is employed to generate steam, do we become quite

independent of the care and judgment of coolies and

avoid the necessity of uninterrupted European super-

vision ? Will not a thermometer be necessary to

indicate the proper degi'ee of lieat ;
will it not re-

quii'e close watching ; and will there not be danger
of the boiler exploding if neglected ? The danger
may be reduced to a minimum, but we should be

glad of proof that it cannot exist :
—

The barbacue-shaped steam-heated tea-di'yer is the

cheapest, most economical ami safest drying machine.

As this machine can be made any length and mdth
the quantity of leaf which can be manufactured is only,
limited by the extent of thrying surface. One, five feet

wide, and fifteen feet long, will admit of about forty

pounds of tea being spread as thinly as on sirocco trays,

and, if heated to cue hundred and fifty degrees Fahren-

heit, would dry a maund per hour. The steam for heat-

ing thin galvanized iron drying surface is generated
in the space (3 inches) between it and the thin boiler

plate bottom.
The machine, which is made steam-tight, is partially

filled with water, and placed on a fire stove. It is evident

that a comparatively small quantity of fuel wi]l generate
sufficient steam to heat a large surface, especially if the

smoke flue is placed under the whole length of the

machine.
As it is impossible to fire-burn the tea, dried by the

steam-heated dryer, the enormous advantage of being in-

dependent of the care and judgment of cooUes, and of

the necessity of uninterrupted Eiu'opeau supervision, is

too evident to require comment.
Colombo, 7th December 1882.

[Then comes the figure of the dryer with the fol-

lowing note :
—

Barbecue-shaped tea-dryer, the far end should be slightly

higher than that over the fire to allow the space over
it to be full of water.

An apparatus for escape of steam and supplying water
is inserted in the end plate covering the boiler.]

THE LIME AND LIME JUICE.

A Ceylon resident now in England, having noticed

a query put by a correspondent in a recent issue

regarding the lime and the profitability of its cultiv-

ation, has sent us a little pamphlet, entitled "Ihe
Island of Montserrat, West Indies, its History and

Development, chiefly as regards its Lime Tree Plant-

ations ; with a short description of Lime-Fruit Juice

and its use as a Medicinal Agent and as a Bever-

age." The pamphlet opens with a description of the

island, as follows :
—

" The little island of Montserrat, considered the

most healthy of the Aniilles, situated in 16° 45' north

latitude, and" 61° west longitude, and about eight miles

in length from north to south, by a breadth of five

miles fi-om east to we,st, is composed of a small cluster

of volcanic mouniain tops, rising out of the Carribean

,Sea to the heiphf of 3,000 feet, the summits being
more often concealed by floating clouds. These higii

mountains seem to protect Montserrat from the hurri-

canes which desolate the neit;hhouring islands, as tlie

forests ensure a rainfall when tliose islands are suffer-

ing from still more disastrous drought. The slopes
from the hills to the sia are covered with emerald
cane fields, or with the darker verdure of tlie lime

orchards."
76

After a short summary of the history of the island

from its discovery in 1493 down to the present century,
the writer says ;

—
" The first lime tree orchards were planted in 1852,

by Mr. Burke, an enterprizing planier then living in

the island, but the speculation was at first' by no
means protitable, as this is an enterprize that involves

a large outlay of capital, which is f"r a number of

years unproductive, and even then only renuinerative

on a large scale; although the low rate of wages and
extent of uncultivated 1 ind on a salubrious climate

renders the island of Montserrat particularly suitable

for the purpose.
'• Tlie lime tree (Citrus Limetla) is a member of

the orange tribe, which grows wild iu many tropical

countries, but does not flourish even so far north as

the Azores. It is a thorny, bushy, eveigrecn tree,

with handsome dark-green leaves. The^e are so fra-

tjrant that they are uuiver.sally used iu the West
Indies to perfume the water in the finf;er. glasses at

dessert. The small white flowers resemble orange
blossom, and the scent is equally delicious.

"
TliC plaiilations of the Montserrat Conipan;! already

cover more than 600 acres, and contain • MOfiQO trees.

These are generally planted fifteen feet apart, and
the high road passes through them for a distance of

more than two miles. No more beautiful sight can

be seen than these orchards, whm the trees are laden

with their bright fruit, and at the same time the

air is pervaded by the luscious fragrance of the blossom.

The fruit is gathered by the negro women, and they

carry it down in baskets on their heads,
" The important antiscorbutic properties of lime-

juice have been well known for muny years, and the

refreshing lemonade which is mide by mixing it with

water and sugar is universally used in countries where

the tree grows. The bulk of the lime-juice that is

offered in the English market (and from which, i
most

lime-juice cordials are manufactured) is made from

the fruit of the trees that now grow wild so abund-

antly in Jamaica, Tahiti, and elsewhere. In some

parts of Jamaica the negroes go about the country

squeezing the fruit tbey find under the scatiered trees

into a pail with a wooden kitchen lemon-squeezer.
This juice is bought by the merchants for a few

pence a gallon. As lime juice decomposes very rapidly
when exposed to the atmoephere in a tropical climate,

and acquires a disagreeable taste in a few hours, un-

less the air is excluded from it, it may easily be

imagined that the juice so obtained does rot please

the English con^uuier, even if it had not, ai is some-

times the case, been adulterated with salt water by
the negroes to incease its bulk. In fact, until the

introduction of the Montserrat juice, lime-juice was

not popular as a beverage, on account of the mawkish
t.aste which, as explained above, it so often carried

with it.

"In order to ensure a regular supply of juice of

reliable quality, extensive lime plantations were estab-

lished more than twenty years ago, by Messrs. Sturge,
of Birmingham, in the island of Montserrat; where

alone is Ihe lime systematically cultivated on a large

scale for the purpose of supplying juice as a beverage
til the English market.

"This juice is brought over iu large casks to this

country, when, after being allowed to settle, it is

clarified and bottled."

The writer also states that

"Since the introduction of Montserrat lime-fruit

juice, lime-juice or cordials prepared therefrom have

undoubtedly become most popular beverages, and the

fact that over 80,000 gallons are imported yearly from

Montserrat shows the estimation they are now
held in, and the important trade_ that has been

developed."
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REVIEW OF 20 YEARS' PLANTING IN

NATAL.
Mr. Manning, in retiring from the chair of the

Victoria (Natal) Planters' Association, referred as

follows to past and present experiences in that colony:
—

At the beginning of that time (20 years ago) we
were all very sanguine about coffee; everyone thought
that if a man could only get planted his 100 or IfiO

acres of coffee he ought by a few years of frugality
and intelligent work to secure to himself a sufficient,

honorable, and manly competency for the remainder

of his life, and- a great many people settled them-

selves upon the coast in the endeavour to realise this

hope ; and there were a great many fine young fellows

along the coast who planted coffee, well educated,

well connected, intelligent, energetic young men, men
too of money, men with a thousand or four or five

thousand pounds, who set to work with a will, clear-

ing ground, and planting coffee, studying seasons,

comparing experiences, and doing everything that

determined and energetic young fellows should to make
their venture a success ; and yet that is an episode

we must look back to with regret. At that time we

grew a great deal of cotton, and had frequent meet-

ings and discussions as to the best kinds to grow
and best methods of cultivation. A very noticeable

feature too at the time, which all will remember

who have been here so long, was the very frequent
influx of Amatogna and Basuto native labourers which

took place ten or twelve years ago, which was so

great that a great many planters opposed the con-

tinued introduction of coolies, which gave rise

to the question of the registration of all kafirs, but

which came to an abrupt close upon the turning

aside of this stream of immigration to the Diamond

Fields, an<l afterwards its stoppage by the Zulu and

other native wars. One cannot refer to this tupic

of labourers and immigration of native tribes with-

out being reminded of the remarkably amic-

able relations which always existed between planters

and their coloured servants (hear, hear). There are

agitators who represent that they do injustice to them;
but we remember that they are always eager for

serfice, and how amicabl« are the relations existing

between them. About that time too we were all very
anxious about redwater amongst the cattle, and planters

losses were enormous, but happily that has so entirely

passed away that now it is almost forgotten, and they
at that time ascertained facts which were made public

by this Association, and the newspapers which will

be found to be useful if ever such an outbreak again

occurs. Of a much more recent date, but equally

important is the settlement of the time-expired Indiana

on the land to an extent altogether unlooked-for,

and yet very important and bringing with it good
and evil intermixed, so that one should hesitate to

pronounce authoritatively upon it. It has pres-

ented itself to our notice in various aspects,

and the Association has thought it necessary to take

action upon it in some of its developments. Their

settlement upon the land in such great numbers and

their cultivation of certain articles has been a very
l)ad thing for me individually ;

bnt they may perhaps
be induced to produce something that can be exported
and thus uodoubtedly add to the good ot the colony.

But through all these periods, through all these

fluctuating and changing interests, there has been one

;i biding and standing industry of which we were

hopeful 15 years ago at the time of the commence-
ment of this Association and of which we have good
reason to be hopeful now, and that is the produc-
tion of sugar (hear, hear, and applause). It is est-

ablishing itself, I think, we m.-iy say without hesita-

tion, year after year more and more, and is becom-

ing more and more a speciality of the coast lands of

Natal. The advent of our many experienced friends

from Mauritius did not have the effect of changing
so utterly, so entirely our systems of cultivation and
manufacture as was expected by many ; but I think
it may be safely admitted to the coniplimeut of them
that their good example has led to greater carefulness
in both manufacture and cultivation (hear, hear, and
applause). The development of the system of central

mills, I think we may hope much good from with
respect to the estalilished industy of the cost of Natal ;

when they can be hound in same interest with the

railway they must lead to a great increase of acreage.
—

Natal Mercury.

BER-CMLTURE.
(From the Madras Mail, Dec. 13.)

vSlR,
—I have not heard of a single instance of the

domestication of the Indian honey-bee. I entertained
the idea of doing so some years ago, but having failed
to obtain a swarm in this country, I had two swarms
of Italian bees imported from London, one in Janu-
ary 1S74, and the other at the end of 1875, both of
which thrived till the middle of 1S76, when I missed
the queen-bees. They either left their hives with the
emigrants at the swarming season, or were destroyed
by some accident. Anyhow, the remaining bees failed
to raise a new queen, and as I had not the time
nor the means then of getting a new queen elsewhere
for them, both swarms dwindled away gradually and
became extinct. I had fixed the hives in a verandah
on the roof of my house here. I was constantly absent
from home and could not pay them the necessary at-
tention myself, and as my servants disliked them
intensely, they neglected my orders and probably failed
to give them water during the hot weather. Whether
any colonies quitted the stock-hive I cannot say, as
I used to be absent for months at a time. I remem-
ber once removing a .super that I had placed over
the first hive and which contained forty-five pounds
of honey which was very luscious. I kept the first

swarm in one of Woodbury's straw-bar and frame
hives, of which I have eight at present with me
in very good condition, and the second swarm
I removed from the stock-hive in which it came into
one of Neighbour's unicomb observatory hives where
I could watch the whole process of their labours,
which was very interesting. My poor liees had several
formidable enemies to contend with. The bee. eaters
and king-crows used to perch themselves on the top-
most blanch of some tree close by, and dart down
and seize the unforiunate bees as they flew to and
from their home, and thus destroyed vast numbers
of them. I employed a servant on purpose to shoot
these birds, and though he killed hundreds of them
we found it impossible to extirpate them. I have
counted as many as twenty bees in the crops of some
of these birds, so that you can conceive what whole-
sale destruction they wrought. Nor were they left

unmolested at nights. They had night-enemies also,

among which moths were the most conspicuous. They
came to steal the honey and paid dearly for their

rapacity, for I have counted many as eighty killed

by the b^es near the hive in the course of three months.
Ouce, on examining the hive, I found a moth had
succeeded in actually forcing its way into the hive.

They bad killed it there but as they could not cast
it out they enclosed it in a wax tomb. I am of

opinion that eiiher Indian or foreign bees will not
thrive in the plains. Tliey have many enemies to

contend with. The natives have a strong prejudice
against them, and will on no account go near them.

They will have scare. dy any pasturage during apart
of the year, and the heat of the climate ii also against
them. It is in our mountain ranges that the honey
bee has its home, ai d as I know of no method by
which wild swarms could be captured in this country
for the purpose of domestication, I would advise the

importation ot foreign bees, which could be easily
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multiplied and successfully cultivated in all our hill

statious. Bees are being constautly transported to
Australia and America from England. Coffee and
ciuclioua pl;mters are those who are most likely to

succeed, and to them I would especially recommend
this interesting and useful occupotion.

Madras, 9th Dec. Robert Fischer.

PUEE OOFrEB AND TEA.
(To the Editor of the "Flanters' Gazette".)

SiE,
—The interesting extract from Truth which you

published in your issue of 1st September, aud your valu-
able article on the same subject in the issue of 16th
September, both convincingly establish the necessity for
strenuous efforts beiug made (in the interest of the pub-
lic no less than that of the producers), to spread, might
I not say create, a taste for piure coffee and tea. Aud
the present time seems specially favorable for success in
such efforts: a great temperance war spreading everywhere
over the land, as evidenced not merely by tlie bright blue
bailges worm by high and low, but by statistical proof in the
great falliug-off of the revenue from beer, wine, .and spirits.
The failure of cortee taverns to supply a good and palat-

able article in tea, coffee and cocoa, may or may not be
owing to their proprietors being over anxious to make
their establishments as profitable as possible to themselves.
I, myself, think it owing greatly to the practical difficulty
of supplying these beverages in their perfection at a
moment's notice to an indefinite number of customers; the
necessity for keeping a large quantity readi/ made for an
indefinite length of time, not admitting of the preserva-
tion of the fine but evanescent aromas on which their
palatableness so much depends. (I throw out the hint
to all large brewers of tea, coffee, aud cocoa, to brew less

largely in single quantities, and to brew oftener in small
quantities, the smaller the better, as occasion arises; and
also to be careful that the water used be fresh water just
brought up to the bod, and not hot water which has re-
mamed a length of time in the boiler, and been thus ren-
dered hard). The difficulties that exist in public establish-
ments do not however apply to the preparatiou of small
quantities for home use; but here it would seem the public
are largely ignorant of the attractive properties of the genu-me article, and this owing to the persistency with which
mixtures and blends (a very convenient word for the passing
off of inferior rubbish) are offered for sale. I cordially
therefore support the suggestion of Truth, that some firm
should take to selling

"
packets of pure ground coffee,"

only I think tliat the producers themselves might lead the
way by co-operative combinations. As long as the articles
of produce are supplied in their purity to the public it
would be out of place on tlie part of "producers to inter-
fere with the usual channels of trade, unless indeed they
thought a too high price unduly kept thehr produce from
free use by the public; but regard for the venerable cus-
toms of the trade ceases where the interests, not only of
the public, but also of the producers, are sacrificed by
them. And the suggestion I make will, if there be any
value in it, tend not to interfere, but to rectify, not to
divert, but to widen and deepen, so that the circulation,
freed from hindrances, may flow more freely and purely
in their former channels. Tlie object I think producers
should keep mainly before them is to create a taste where
none exists, and to foster it where it has been formed.
The interests of all parties wiU be beneficially affected by
the spread of a taste for the pure unadiUterated article.
As has been found in the case of Indian ami Oeylou teasj
the public though apparently paying a higher price are
sa\-ing 50 to luti per cent, iu theu^ tea bills, and have,
fm-ther, an article that gives greater satisfaction

; the pro-
ducer is encouraged by realizing paying prices for his crops;and the trade benefitting also by these higher prices, find
their operations very much sunphfied. A good healthydemand
i.s then what we desire for our coffee, tea, andcocoa, and the
disco'iragement of all manner of adulterations and mixtures.
Now to help in effecting this I suggest that planters

should co-operate in establishing stores in London aud the
large to\vns for the direct su/,pfy of theur produce to the
public. It is beyond the power of individual proprietors to
start such stores, owing to the necessary expense and also
to the want of sufficient variety in the produce of a suigle j

estate to meet all the requirements of different tastes X
do not propose that all the produce of the estates should be
sent to these stores, but only a small quantity from eacli
estate. These stores should be situated in well-fVequented
quarters and then: existence well advertized, so that the
public may know wtiere they can get (and it would be
well also to say taste) genuine unadulterated coloniiil pro-
duce. That these stores will be self-suppoiting may be
shown from the accounts of Hie lljqier Assam Tea Com-
pany, which last year retailed £ll,(i74 worth of tea and
cleared a net profit of £1,323. The object, however of
these stores should be mainly to extend the taste for piu-e
produce, which will thus create a larger demand which
cannot but beneficially afl'ect the prices in Mincing l.aneAn effort in the direction I am pointing out is beinij
maiie tor a co-operation of Ceylon tea planiera (whose
lot, throu.h the scourge v{ leaf-dieease in their colTee
properties has of late been a very hard one), the proposal
briefly being that each estate entering the co-operation
should contribute a certain sum towards the preliuiinarv
general expensos of the fitting up the store, advertizing
&o., and that the store should be under the direction of
a paid manager. The teas to be sent by'each estate are re-
quired to be of certain standards. It is not prop osed
that t he prices should be cutting prices. Each estate w ould
be credited with the amount realized for its teas and
debited with its proportion of the store expenditure' aud
of commission, while all the contributing proprietors will
participate equally in the profits realized from ihe com-
missiou. While a certain quantity of tea from each estate
will be kept in stock, and the teas of all estates will be
sold at certain uniform prices, it must be left to the man i

-

ger of each store to order the teas required over and.
above their amount from such estates as his experience
shows arc preferred by the public. (Blends of leas of
the various estates will also be kept, so as to ensure a
constant supply of teas of uniform quality). A wholesome
emulation will be created among the producers to excel
in public favour, while each wUl share to a certain ex-
tent in the good fortune of his more favorite brother. It
is to be hoped the central store of this co-operation will ba
opened within a few months, and that its success will
lead to .'-imilar co-operations on the part of other pro-
prietors in India and Ceylon to push not only their teas
but also Iheir cofiees. In considering the probability of
success for such ventures, the reduced and very low
rates at which parcels can be sent to any railway station,and .shortly to any house in th kinKdom,must not he lost
sight of,as a woll-adveitized org.anization would he pr.ictically
within the reach of every household. J. D. VdS.— --
_

African Trade.—As an energetic commercial nation
It musi be aOmitted that Beluium takes high rank, aud
she s^ems anxious to still further extend her foreign
trade. A Belgian company has recently fitted out'a
vessel with a large cargo of articles which it is designed
to trade tor palm oil and ivory through the natives on
the West Coast of Africa. A party of colonists
accompany the expedition ; they will erect a house on
the coa.5t, and endeavour to maintain a Belgian trading,
station. This plucky enterprise—the first of its kind in
Africa, so far as Belgium ia oonoerned—deserves to
succeed.—iJ Trade Journal.
GuATERiA LONGirouA differs from most timbers iu

its quality of beiug tit for use unseasoned We copyfrom the proceedings of the Madras Horticultural
Society:— "i;ead letter from Colonel H.McLeod, R. A
Superintendent Gun Carriage Factory, Mad. as, dated
23rd Octob.r ISS-', stating that the Inspector-General
of Oidnance has tauctioned the purchase of six &'i(0«eria
lonqijctut trees from the Society f.r use in the Factory
at R-JO each, the trees to be left standing till required-that this tree is most valuable in the manufacture
of any article in which flexibility is required, and can
be used, in fact is better used, green ; and that such
articles as sieve-hoops, drum-hoop«, &o., can be very
readily made from this wood which bends without
trouble, and once bent retains the curves given.
Resolved that the trees referred to be sold to the Guii
Carriage Factory, there being many mure in the gardens.

"
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

THE PROPAGATION OF CINCHONA LEDGE-
RIANA BY SEEDS,

(To the Editor of the "Tropical AgricultuHut").

Ouchterlony Valley, Nov. 21st, 1882,

Sir,—From what I have aeen hitherto the propagation
of Cinchona Ledgeriana by seeds, or indeed by any
method has always been represented to be attended

with consid'Table, and at times, extreme difficulty;

but why sui'h representations should be made I am
at a loss to understand ; consequently I do not

hesitate to advance both my opinions and experience
in this respect, as I consider it by no means a diffi-

cult species to propag;ite, provided the propagation is

carried on under systematic ,

and rational treatment.

In propagation by seed, one of the supreme causes

of failure is that it is ei-roneoiisly supposed to re-

quire a large amount of artificially applied heat where-

with to assist its development during the early stages
of germination and after growth, and on many estates

in this district, which boast of possessing propagating
houses of more or less utility, the applioatiou of fire

and sun heat is usually encouraged to the extreme

and in consequence cinchona Ledgeriaim has locally

acquired the reputation of being a most difficult species

to propagate. J!he circumstances best calculated to

secure its mofft euccessful germination are moist at-

mosphere, temperature not exceeding at the most 75°

Fahrenheit, even during the hottest portion of the

day, unle.58 under very exceptional circumstances such

as may be expected to prevail at low elevations, etc.,

in which case special arrangements and precautions
will be required to keep the increasing temperature
in the propagating house as near 75° as possible ;

otherwise disaster is liable at any moment to take

place.
In sowing the seed under propagating houses the

following pi-ecautious are, in ordinary instances most

indispensable. Prepiue a sufficient number of

well -baked cliatties, a very convenient size being the

round kinds of about 8 inches across by 3 inches

in depth, carefully covering the hole at the bottom
with a large piece of brick or charcoal, ample drain-

age being effeffted by putting over the bottom of the

chatty about 1 in. or \i in. of roughly broken brick,

or small nodules of fresh charcoal sifted clear of all

dust and rubbish ; jilacing over the whole a thin

layer of dried moss sufficient to jirevent any of the tine

soil in which the sei-d is sown from percolating

among the drainage, for sliould such happen .aid the

drainage become impaired, stagnation will invariably
be the result sooner or later.

The most useful as well as readily prepared compost
suitable for the recepliiu of the seed is made up by

thoroughly incorporating together equal quantities of

good clean river sand, finely sifted charcoal and a good
friable loam, the latter being well baked over a fire

previous to use to destroy any noxious grubs, insects

or seeds that may be contained therein.

Several persons with whom I am acquainted have

gone to the expense of importing the finest kinds of

Reigate silver sand, so generally in use for plant pro-

pagation at home at the rate of something like lil.SO

per ton and more. This is a most unnecessary ex-

pense, as with good drainage very few kinds of seeds

require much sand of any description to facilitate

germination, the secret in this respect lying more in the

careful and attentive manner in which the requisite
moisture is applied and regulated whenever dryness
becomes apparen*'.
From 1 inch to i^ iuch of the aforesaid compost

well sifted and placed over the moss, is quite suifi-

oient and the soil, instead of being
" rammed down"

with the hand, as usually happens should be allowed
to "lay light" i.e., it should not be pressed firm but

merely smoothed over the top, enough to allow a flat

surface for the reception of the seed. I have repeatedly
noticed that if the soil is at all firm the surface
cakes over in such a manner that it is almost an

impossibility for the tender radicle, on emanating from
its cover to penetrate the soil, in consequence of

which it rots at the point and the seed is lost.

Previous to sowing, the seed should be well mixed
with a quantity of fine moist sand—say roughly speak-
ing 1 pint of sand to J oz. of seed—putting the whole
in a covered chatty and allowing it to stand undis-
turbed in a cool, shady place for about two days,
during which time the seeds will have absorbed suffi-

cient moisture and swollen enough to enable them to

withstand gentle surface watering without becoming
displaced during the operation. When ready for sow-

ing, the seed, together with the sand, should be spread
lightly over the soil, the quantity portioned out for

each chatty being regulated as equally as possible. From
15 to 20 chatties as described will accommodate J oz. of

seed very well, leaving abundant room to the young
seedlings until sufficiently large to undergo transplant-

ing. The whole may then be gently watered, the can
used having a finely perforated rope specially made for

this important purpose, (a can of this description can
be made in India for the trifling sum of 12 annas) and
finish off by gently covering any stray seeds lying on
the surface with fine sand applied through a piece of

gauze or muslin.

Stand the chatties iu rows in the propagating house
and in such positions as will ensure water being
readily administered whenever required without having
to constantly remove the pots, as is often the case,
and which fact alone is oftimes enough to cause them
to be overlooked by the man iu charge, especially if

they are placed on high shelves or in obscure places
when they may require to be lifted up and down
perhaps several times during a day.
One of the most reprehensible systems of water-

ing extant that I have repeatedly seen practiced
is that of administering water by absorption
i. e., standing the seed chatty in water nearly up to

its rim until it becomes completely saturated with
water. This system of soakage so far as I have
observed has been very unsatisfactory, generally ter-

miuiiting in stagnating the soil to such an extent as
to ruin most of the germinating seeds, more especially
in instances where defective drainage directly tended
to supplement the evil.

With good open soil and liberal drainage, water

may be freely given at all times when required with-
o it .any fear of the seedling damping or deteriorating ;

but I have never yet met any one who, apart from

myself, believes even the most modified version of this

aiyumeut and many are the 'ounces" and ''pinches"
of good Ledger seed lost annually by being subjecte 1

to luistakim and inordinate treatment, or in other

words, killed with kindness and over-attention. Con-

cerning this I could enumerate many rather amusing
instances of mistaken kindness, i'he following will

probably suffice as specimens ;
—One gentleman 1 knew

was in the habit of appearing in his propagating
house nearly every midnight or thereabouts dressed iu

his long rdght shirt and duly provided with a large
lantern and a Keid's patent syringe with which lie

would carefully dribble over his precious Ledger seeds ;

while another, a planter of long-standing, who occa-

sionally boasts of having had horticultural experience
at hoiiiO—equally astute—may be seen almost any
day just as early morning breaks armed with a large
feather with wliicli he assiduously pokes the Ledger
seeds he has probably sown some two or three days
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before from one Bide of the chatty to the other to see

if they are germinating ; seemingly impervious to the

fact that the constant diBplacemeut of the seed

arising from this unaccountable practice reduces

any chance it may possess of rooting to zero. An-
other popular error not easily disproved is that

Ledger seed cannot be propagated in a house all tlie

year round irrespective of season. Prolonged and con-

tinuous practice has, however, satisfied me on that

point, an<l I can safely assert that seed, will germinate
with equal facility at any season, provided untoward

exigencies arising from change of season and temper-
ature are coped with intelligently and the interior

condition of the propagating house and frames judi-

ciously cbaTiged and regulated accordingly.

Under a moist atmospheric temperature, varying
from 00° at night to 75° Fahrenheit by day and with
the glass of the propagating house well shaded, the

seeds should commence showing active signs of germin-
ation in from 9 to 15 days, according to tlae age
and constitution of the seed, while from 3 to 5 weel;s

should sutlice for the seedlings to be plainly visible,

each with its two small cotyledons fully expanded,
and as soon as this is observable more light and air

may be beneficially admitted, mainly as a preventitive
of weak aud spindly growth. The actual jjeriod at

which the tender young seedlings should be trans-

planted will probably ever remain a matter of dispute
but if at all possible, I always commence about the

fifth or sixth week after sowing. Early transplanting I

consider highly desirable while the laborious occupa-
tion of transplanting is greatly enhanced if performed
before the pi-imary radicle becomes forked or has
time to develop lateral or surface rootlets, as the

expeditiousness necessary in transplanting under any
phase of growth is considerably retarded when ea.'h

seedling possesses a bunch of rootlets,

A good average compost in which to transplant
sturdy seedlings may be composed of moderately rich,

open loam or good shola soil mixed in the propor-
tions of two-thirds soil to one-third of clean river

sand, or fresh brick dust.

The chatties into which the seedings are to be

transplanted require the same kind of drainage as

reoomniendt'd for the seed, the soil must, however, be

disposed in a different manner. I find that success is

considerably fucilitated after filling up the chatty with
soil by smoothing the soil to a convex surface, or I

think it may be appropriately termed "barrelled :"

about 4 an inch of the surface soil should be about
half sand with a superficial sprinkling of the same
material. This precaution ensures the highest amount
of draiu.age attainable, aud, if air and water are judi-

ciously applied after transplanting, scarcely any ap-
prehension need be enterlaiued regarding the plants

damping or dying off.

When the soil in which the seed is sown is loose, as
advocated, scarcely any difficulty is experienced when
transplanliug the seedings, as they may bo readily
lifted between the thumb and finger aud dibbled out
with a small stick at intervals of about J of an inch in

the chatties prepared for them.
When filled, each chatty contains on the average

from 70 to 80 seedings aud the quantity that may be

put out per dkm by an experienced cooly depends
chiefly on his expertness and perseverance. So far as I

have seen the numbers varied from 600 to 1,400 or a
little over. I have myself put out as many as 70 chatties
and more per day, but this result cannot be expected
from native propagators, and from 15 to 20 chatties
from each man will be found an excelleut average.
The very best style of glass frames suitable for the

most successful and rapid development of the young
transplanted seedlings are long ranges of low frames,
each being about 4 feet squure. These are built at a very
moderate cost and are not heated iu any manuer

excepting by that derived from the sun, and on hot

dciys even this should be carefully regulated by shad-
ing and ventilation.

Strictly observiDir the fact that the temperature
should not exceed 15° Fahrenheit, the seedlings sub-

jected to the above treatment should be reaily in
about 8 or 10 weeks to be turned out into the open
nursery, either under pandals or a matted erection, under
which they can be well hirdeued previous to trans-

planting iu nursery beds. Sometimes however they
may be as successfully hardened under glass or by
standing the pots on a nursery bed in rows, sticking
iu piece.f of bracken feru at short intervals to break
the strong light. These two latter systems will be
found in practice rather risky, unless close personal
attention can be afforded for a tew days by the
supervisor. Transplanting into the open nursery, al-

though most easy if adopted towards the end of the
monsoon, may be carried on with more or less suc-
cess even during the driest months : tlie appliontion
of those indi9|)en3able requisites, shade aud water
requiring a greater amount of attention and regulatioii
than is necessary at other periods.

The propagation of this valuable species can be
carried out more succci-srully at the higher elevations
thun at the lower, although for permanent occupation
as a tree the case is vice versd. At alow altitude the
extremely high temperature liable to be encountered at
seasons are extremely prejudicial to the seed during
germination and often constitutes the foundation
of disaster aud ill-success. These high atmos-
pheric conditions appear to be specially favour-
able to the rapid development of a minute
fungoid growth, mainly consisting of epider-web-like
filaments, which, growing with a rapidity little short of
the marvellous, ramify^indiscriminately in all directions
over the surface of the soil and which often destrovs
many thousands of good seeds during the earlier stages
of germination or just after the cotyledons have ex.

pauded. This fungus is probably of the same nature
as the destructive mycelium described by Dr. King of
Calcutta as devastating the seed beds in .Sikhim and is

I am of opinion, identical with that popularly termed a-

mong plant-propagators at home "potting bench fungus,"
and which is in evil repute as carrying off indefinite
numbers of young seedlings and even cuttings of the
more tender and succulent kinds of soft-wooded plants.
The chief element suitable for its exuberant gro ifth be-

ing.in the estimation of eminent hoitioulturists, an un-
necessarily high temperature, sup-rfluous to the growth
of the individual plant near which it appears and which,
although its germs may be latent in many soils, ia

practically harmless unless subjected to the conditions
above specified, while, according to my experience, it

seems to be most rampant at a temperature of 80° or
thereabout?, whilst an unnecessarily hioh, moist, nifht
temperature, caused by the undue application of fire-

heat seems equally conducive to its rapid growth and
destriictivencss.

Tlie most eBectual remedy to .idopt on the appear-
ance of this destructive fungus is to change the
temperature of the house to a much lower dearee
than previou.sly existed dusting over the chatlies

lightly every evening with dry sand to absorb
any superfluous surface moisture. A duslinc with
sulphnr will sometimes partially check its rava"es
but is by no means a certain preventative, aand if

suificicutly forward in growth the untouched seedlinos
should be shifted into fresh soil without delay. Con-
spicuous among other intolerant pests at the lower
elevation are a species of small black ant, which some-
times appears in myriads and unless ceaseless vigil-
ance is forthcoming, they will carry off thoueands of
seeds in a very short time, often causing an incal-
culable amount of dam.^ge. With a little trouble,
however, they may be thoroughly checked simply by
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sprinkliug liberal quantities of kerosene oil about the

house and on the wood-work and in any places where

they may seem inclined to put in an appearance.
Uncleanliness in the propagatinjj house is often a

cause of extensive failure, and many seedlings suc-

cumb, by becoming covered with spiders'-webs, de-

posits of dirt and dust, drip from the roof caused

by condeu-seil moisture, watering with foul or dirty

water, the presence of rats and mice, &o., &o., all of

which could be prevented by tlie exercise of a little

fore-thought, and to ensure cleanliness the interior

of the house nr pits should be well scraped and white-

washed, at least once every two months,
At high elevations, like Nedivuttum, ants, fungus,

&c. are comparatively unknown, but a email species
of thrip appears at times, giving, if not ciiecked, con-

siderable trouble and, if allowed to remain ui. disturbed,
ruins the constitution of numbers of large seedlings.
The easiest way of eradicating these peets is b.T gently

fumigating the house with tobacco whenever they

appear in niimbers ;
but as these thrips are unknown

at 4,000 feet and lower, a change, if possible, to the

low elevation effectually disposes of them.
W. L. KEMP.

QUESTIONS ABOUT TEA.
6th December 18S2.

Sir,—That was a good suggestion of " Cha "
's that

superintendents should have opportunities given them

of visiting those factories, which are now iairly estab-

lished and have obtained a name for themselves, in

order that they might acquaint themselves with tlie

various methods pursued and the appliances adopted.
This plan is doubtUss within the reach of many and

where practicable it commends itself to all.

To come now to a few points, the very mention of

which carries wilh it the presumption of perhaps
extreme ignorance, but I don't mind that, so long as I

am eventually put right:
What is considered adequate space for withering say

100 lb. of leaf in a wet district and where no ap-

pliances exist for artificial withering ? Can leaf be

artificially withered so as to turn out as good tea as

that made with naturally withered leaf ? My ex-

perience is that in leal" artificially withered the tips are

destroyed and the coarse leaves break. In plucking,
should all

"
bangy

"
leaf be removed ? Neither Col.

Money nor "Neilgherry Tea Planter" give any
directions as to this, and in tact hardly, mention

"b.mgy" at all. I find in practice that making; the

coolies pick off "bangy" makes a considerable differ-

ence in their average outturn of leaf, and in the

extent of ground they get over. Just one question
more and for this 1 crave the consideration of all who

acknowledge allegiance to God " who giveth the in-

crease" is Sunday work a sine qua non in the tea

factory ?—Yours truly, DISCIPULUS.

[As the large majority of Chiistians believe in the

perpetuity of the Sabbath and its tr.<insfer to the First

day of the week, conscience {if "not thine own"

yet "that of the other") ought to be respected,

even if a flush should occasionally be left to harden.

We fear most experts will say that it is impossible

altogether to avoid Sunday work, if tea is continuously

plucked.—Ed.]

THE GUM LEAFDISEASE.
Watiwella Rosthouse, 9th Dec. 1882.

Dear Sik,
—I send under separate cover some rose,

castor and geranium leaves which appear to be afl'ected

with the so-called blue gum disease. I found them in

the resthouse garden. There are no blue gums near the

restbouse.—Yours truly, E. B. ARTHUE.
[The disease is on the leaves, umioubtedly. As Dr.

Trimeu stated similar spots ou leaves ai-e coiuiuori, i

but this season I he disease is widespread and in some

places virulent. It would, perhaps, have been bo if

no gum tree existed in the country. The question we
wished to have settled was: "Are gums especially
liable, and are they sources of infection to other

jjlauts?" Dr. Trimeu has given judgment in the

negative.
—The pest has been found in Kotmalie and

Rangala.
—^Ed. ]

HANDSOME YIELD FROM RED BARK TREES
IN MASKELIYA.

'

Ormidale, Maskelija, 19th Dec. 1S81.

Dear Sir,
—Do you know how many trees there are

in the acre on Nanuoya estate from which the shav-

ings fetched Rl,0cj0, as mentioued in Observer of lOth
inst. ? From 1,385 siiccirubra trees, 7 years old, on
this estate, the original shavings last month realized

Rl,t)30. Most of the trees are growing upon ridges ;

consequently are not large for their age and they
were shaved neither very high up nor very deep.
"Old rays" made a capital covering.—Yours truly,

J. G. M.

SALT AS A FERTILIZER.
Dear Sir,—I have applied salt as a top-dressiug

two years ago to some of my coffee and was nmcli

pleased with the result, as regards the appearance of
coffee ; crop bearing and found less leaf disease on
that coffee showing itself than on other parts.
Has not Government a lot of refuse salt which

cannot be sold for the table or kitchen use that
could be sold at u reasonable price for man-
uring purposes? I now send yon a cutting (German)
from the "Hamburger Flemdeu Blatt," where you
will find salt very highly spoken of.

" Fruit trees
manured with salt had a better appearance and bore
more fruit than trees manured with compost only;
but manuring with compost in the autumn and top
dressing with salt in the spring was better still."—
Yours truly, J. H.

[i'liere arc few subjects on which there are such pro-
nounced differences of opinion as that of the value
of salt in agriculture or horticulture. In small quantit-
ies it is stimulating : in excess it is as deadly tj

vegetation ae corrosive sublimate is to animal life.

It must, therefore, be used with great caution. We
fear there is no chance of our Government allowing
even refuse salt lobe used for agricultuial purposes,
but certainly a relaxation of the monopoly should be
made in favour of fish-curing, such as is made,
undtr due restrictions, by the Government of Madras.

—Ed.]

THE KALUTARA DISTRICT AND LIBEEIAN

COFFEE, &c.

Dear Sir,—On being asked to give some idea of

this district and the progress of new products there,
I set to work and found my task had resulted in a

long communication which 1 am desirous many uf my
friends should read, and as it may interest others also

I trust you will spare room for it iu your columns.

Owing to the favourable reports of the progress of

Liberian coffee in exjrerimental plantations iu the low

districts, the importation of such from Liberia began
to iucreate rapidly during the latter end of 1877, and
continued till 1880, when it ceased, as the first clear-

ings began to bear fruit and s-upply the growing
demand for seed and plants. Plants can be had now
cheaper than Arabian coflee plants were ever sold for,

which is in itself a significant fact- One of the first

clearings of Liberian coti'ee was opened on an estate

in the Kalutara district about 12 miles from the
Kalutara town and bordering the Kaluganga river.
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The magnificent appeiirance of the trees after a 12

rao'iths' growth caueed some excitement, and planters

were attracted and allured to this district purely for

the purpose of growiug this variety of coffee. The

blocks put up for sale in 1872 fetched remarkably

good prices and induced the Government to commit

the blunder of putting a reserve of E50 an acre on

subsequent blocks ofl'ered for sale, with the result that

they were unsaleable and the opening up of a tine

district was very much retarded, as, in lieu of 12 to 15

l^roperties, in all probability there would have been

ere this four times that number opened up. Land can

now be had at the upset price, theGovernment being only
too glad to fell the whole district at that rate for

planting purposes, to secure the so-called addition to

the revenue.

Many of those who purchased the first lots sold m
1878 expected to recoup themselves for the heavy

outlay in the purchase by sale of timber, but they met

with considerable disappointment. The forests con-

tained very few timber trees tit to fell and it is a

fjuestion whether the forests in this district, having
trees growing so closely and thickly on such stiff sub-

soil, would ever yield many and valuable timber trees

of sutiioient girth aud size, even if the forests were

allowed to remain for centuries.

From Kalutara town to the foot of the higher hill

ranges, on the south of the Kaluganga river, it is only
5 miles as the crow flies, 10 miles by road and 15 by
river. The road is a fair one up to the bridge near

the 8th mile post, and then comes a road, unfit for carts

or carriage tratlic, extending for another 6 miles, but

in a very round-about fashion. From about the Gth

mile for 4 to 5 miles the road is in many places

submerged and impassable by foot during the floods

when the use of all the canoes in the neighbourhood
becomes indispensable much to the pecuniary ad-

vantage of their owners.

There are a few estates and clearings on either side

of the road commencing from about the .3rd mile, but

visitors intending to have an idea of what the district

is and its capabilities, make a great mistake by limit-

in » their journey to inspecting properties below the

hill ranges. Only an extra hour's journey will trans-

fer them to quite a different country— hills covered

with dense forests running up to an average of 500

feet and some nearing 1,000 feet. A view from the

top of some of these hills is maunifioent. To the west

lies an undulating tract of laud, with hamlets and

fields peeping here and there from amongst the chenas,

and the river is seen winding its way to the sea, of

which there is simply a glorious view. Fishing-boats
out at sea are detected with the naked eye. To the

north the country is almost similar, but with more

hilly ground within 4 to 5 miles, and you get

glimpses of the Bolgoda lake and the Panadiira river.

To the north-east you get a fine view in the far dis-

tance of the Kegalle and Kadugannawa hills, while

on the East stretching southward yon have the rest

of the mountain ranges of the Central Province. The
lowland lying immediately beyond the first hill

ranne and to the west of it as far as the sea, never

exceeds 40 feet aViove sea-level, and has an average of

about 20 f' et. The difference of temperature in the

hills is, of course, very great aud enjoyable. There

are a few very rocky liills almiit 200 feet in elevation,

lying almost parallel to the river and close to Kalu-

tara town. The railway from Kalutara is rarely used

for the conveyance of grown produce. The old Dutch
canal is its rival for cheapness. The carrying con-

tractors besides complain of the trouble and ofBcial

and other annoyances they are subject to in the load-

ing and unuiading at the terminal stations.

What is popularly known as Ihe surf^icc eoil in these

forests varies in depth from 4 to 15 inches. This is

exceedingly rich in humus and is highly nitrogenous.

The next layer of an average depth of 10 inches con-
tains less vegetable matter, more silica and laterite

(cabook) in a finely granuloted state. This is followed

by a mixed stratum of laterite and reddish yellow clay
not easily penetrable by roots of shrubs and even of
some trees. Below this is chiefly cabook, but still

harder stuff than the former aud an admixture of sand
and rock. On examination of the roots of the forest
trees blown down bv *;he wind, there is seen a fair

amount of lateral roots, but scarcely any tap-root ;

in some instances the tap-root is not unlike a conical shell.

The l.ind is very rocky in most parts, the propirtion of
therocks varying from 30 to 50 per cent. They are rather
an advantage, as, with a little management in rough
terracing, the surface soil is secured from the effects
of rainstorms. Whatever inferences may be drawn
from the above rough description of the soil, they
must be weighed with theresultsshown in the growing &c.
of some of the other new products, such as tea, rubber
about which I shall send you some account in another,
communication.

It is strange, after so much had been done in the way
of analysing coffee soils and the component parts of the
tree itself aud with the results and conclusion arrived
at thereby made public and quite fresh in the minds of

planters in 1878, that there should have been so much
thoughtlessness exercised in buying laud in Kalutara
and certain other districts for Liberi.an coffee. No
chemical analysis was needed. Careful superficial ob-
servations as in olden times ought to have answered. A
lime-pit here is as rare as a plumbago mine in the plains
of Nuwara Eliya. The cultivation of Liberian coffee will
never be a success in the choicest land of this district.

It grows vigorously enough up to the second year,
commences to bear in its third, and yields a fair crop iu

its fourth year, but not a satisfactory one. At this age,
a great proportion of the trees appear indifferent, suffer-

ing from the effects of leaf-disease and black bug, but

chiefly from the poorness of the soil in one particular,
viz., a very great deficiency of lime and its compounds.
It is during the fruiting stage the tree begins to be
taxed and after yielding a first good crop a great
many trees either die or recover very slowly, and
even when they do, the new leaves have a sickly, pale
yellow appearauce. At first a good many will be in-

clined to put this yellow appearance down to the effects

of leaf-disease, but on careful examination it will be
traced to a fault in the soil, in all probability to a de-

ficiency of lime. As regards the climate and rainfall
for coffee, no fault can be found. Another mistake
was the planting at the distance of 12 feet apart. The
attempt' to fill intervening rows, like the attempt at the
late filling-in of vacancies in Arabian coffee fields, was
fiuitless and the expense of doing so a sheer loss.

Where only a couple of valuable crops can be taken off

such virgin soil as exists there, so unsuited iu other re-

spects for coffee, 6 feet apart would have been a better
distance. There is, however, no cause for much alarm
to those who have hitherto rather bliudly ventured to
cultivate Liberiau coffee in this district, as a product of

come permanency. It will not lead to ruin, but it will
not give them anything like even a half of what was
generally expected. It beiioves them then to take im-
mediate measures that will make up for the unexpected
lose. Some estates, after taking their first crops, are

being manured with; puonac and bones, but less of it

aud the addition of lime or of lime only in younger
phnces is what is really needed. Coral lime can be

easily brought up ihe river from the sea-coast and con-

veyed to tlie estates. The application of it is imper-
ative, but i^appily at a triflng cost compared to that of

applying it on upcountry estates. A liberal application
of lime will produce n few lieavy crops, aud tlien the
trees mu-t be left to do what tbty can. In the mean-
wliile, the land so planted can aud should be utilized.
In young clearings, not exceeding 2i years old, tea can
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be planted among the coffee : plants, however, Bhould
be used and not seed at stake. The soil in old clear-

ings is not unfit in its composition for tea, but, as it is

generally rendered hard by being too long baked in

this hot and steaming climate, it would be rather ex-

pensive and difficult to plant tea. The tea, besides,
will not, of course, thrive so luxuriantly where the

bcft part of the liumua has disappeared from the effects

of wash, exfiosure, &c. In old clt-arings, Ceara rubber
could be planted amongst the coffee at 10 feet apart.
Good boles should, however, be cut, to give the rubber

seedlings or plants a fair start. It is not advisable to

cultivate any more Liberian coffee in this district,

unless it is intended, with the aid of lime and close-

planting, to force a couple of ci'ops, relying on rubber
or some other products pbiuted amongst it surviving and

thriving for some time. Arabian coffee would probably
answer almost as well for this purpose. In 1873 or 1874

an Indian coffee-planter opened a small clearing of

Arabian coffee about 6 miles from Kalutara and ob-

tained only one crop, flo was satisfied that the rain-

fall was sufficient and with the appearance of the soil.

In many respects, save in the nuture of the soil, this

district is not unlike the Kegalle district, where the

Arabian coffee once flourished and still gives some small

return. An experiment of this liind, however, should
not be attempted without much cousiderauon, judg-
ment and caution, and that only by men of varied and

long experiences and not by novices.

It must not be supposed that from the above remarks
on the cultivation of Liberian coffee in the Kalutara

district, it is intended to deter people from investing
in property there. On I he contrary, as it will be seen,
it is one not only exceedingly suited as regards soil and
climate for the growth of tea and some other products,
but possesses advantages which few other localities can

boast of. The present monetary depression and a Go-
vernment administered unhappily for the last five years,
and at this critical period, by men unable to grapple with
and avert the difficulties which have beset the island,

have in a great measure retarded not only the progress
of new products of this district, but the prospsrity of

the island in general.
—I remain, yours truly,
W. PEOWETT FERDINANDS.

[What do others interested in the district say about
Liberian coffee ? .Surely a moderate annual application
of suitable manure would secure permanent paying
crops?— Ed.]

_. .. V

KuBBER.— We see that seeds of the Ceara rubber

tree are obtainalde at RIO a thousand from Messrs.

Keir, Leitch & Co., 1, Council House stieet, Calcutta.

The climate and soil of Tirhoot seems to suit the hand-

some tree in every way, so our planter friends might
do worse than experimentalize with it.

Divi Dlvi.—The cultivation and growth of Divi

Divi is receiving increased attention from well-to-do

Europeans, We hear that a member of the judicial
service has obtained a large plot of land near Madras
and has embarked in this speculation which he thinks

will pay well. Lands in and about Codiimbakum,
on the Sonth Indian Railway line, are being taken

up for Divi Divi.—Madras Standard.
The Bknefit Biistowed by Weeds on Coffee

is shewn in a letter which we extract from the

Madras Mail, signed
" Experiextia Docet," after a

fashion which we recommend to the attention of Mr.

Halliley. Until recently the perfection of coffee culti-

vation was believed to consist in the branches being
so compelled and enabled to spread horizontally, as

to shade the ground,s o preventing undue evapor-
ation and also reducing the growth of weeds to a
minimum. Our prevalent weed being the early and
free seeding aijcralam, its regular uprooting seems
a necessity, nut it is not removed from the estate :

it is either buried to rot or put into comspost heaps.

Tobacco in Btirmah.—We are glad to learn from the

Ranrjoon Gazette, of the 24th November, that Mr.
Cabaniss, a Virginian planter, who recently arrived in

Rangoon, has started a small farm of about 17 acres
between .Syriara and Kyouktan, where he is superin-
tending personally the whole business of cultivation,

curing, and manufacturing tobacco. The Government
of India have been asked to sanction operations on a
more extended scale in Burma, viz., to establish a Go-
vernment factory which would purchase the riiw leaf

brought by the cultivators, and cure it properly where

they fail to do so. By this means it is hoped the pro-
duction of tobacco in the province would be largely in

creased, whilst there would be no doubt whatever chat

its value would be materially enhanced, and Burma
might, in a few years, become a tobacco-exporting
county. At present, although there are over 13,000
acres in the province under tobacco, or 38 of the whole
cultivated area, a larger proportion than in any other

part of India, about 16 million pounds of the leaf have
to be imported annually from the Madras Presidency
iuto Burma The net consumption of tobacco in British

Burma, where men, women, and children smoke, is said

to be 7 lb. per head, as compared to little over 1 lb.

per head in India. We trust the Government will

assist Mr, Cabaniss, as much as possible, in his import-
ant enterprise. He has not perhaps chosen the best

tobacco-growing land for his farm, as the Shwegyeen
and Tounghoo districts are said to produce the best leaf.

But he is near Rangoon, the head-quarters of the

province, and therefore in the most central spot ; and
as the soil of the Syriam sub-division is excellent for the

production of all sorts of fruit and vegetables, we have
no doubt tobacco also will thrive there, as it does iu so

many other parts of the province.
—Pioneer.

Ovef.-Pkoduction of Coffee in Santos is thus
noticed by the li'io News:—"The last report of

the directors of the 'Brazil Industrial' cotton factory
affords some very valuable information in a matter fo

very great importance to the plantation interest fo

the province of Sao Paulo. The establishment of this

factory near this city was made with the belief that
an ample supply of raw cotton would always be
found near at hand. At that time the province of

Sao Paulo was devoting considerable attention to the

produclion of this .staple, and the prospects seemed

good lor a never-failing supply. Contrary to this

expectation, however, the production of cotton in

that province has been steadily decreasing, and during
the past year the factory was actually compelled to

obtain a part of its supply from Pernambuco. The
consumption for the year was 8,981 bales, weigh-
ing 500,877 kilogrammes. Of this quantity 7,574 bales

came from Sao Paulo, and 1,407 bales from Pernam-
buco. This statement is still anothtr proof that the

planters are continuing to put all their eggs into
one basket. Cotton can be easily and profitably pro-
duced in Sao Paulo, providing the induslry is taken

up with the proper spirit, and is relieved from all

special burdens of taxation. Coffee may have been
more profitable to the planter up to the present
time, but it is highly improbable that the future
will .afford the same result. In this industry there
has bi'en continual over-production for some vears,
until now the prices are actually below the limits

between cc^t and profit. In view of this fact it

would certainly seem advisable that one more con-

scientious effort should be made to extend the cul-

tivation of cotton instead of that of coffee. There
are many districts in Sao Paulo which can produce
a good quality of this staple, and with the proper
effort it can lie cultivated with profit. All the ex-

port and municipal taxes upon it can ceitainly be

abolished, and the railway tariffs upon it should be

largely reiluced. It is a matter which deserves not

only the consideration of Sao Paulo planters but a

borough conscientious trial."
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CASTOR PLANTING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "fRIEKD OF INDIA."

Srn,—I am such iutercsted in the letter headed
"Castor Planting" (see page 550). But I cannot under-

stand how j'oiu' correspondent
" H. T. T.," who

seems to have much practical knowledge of the subject,
makes out that the total cost of cultivation woidd amount
to only Ki6 per acre. This estimate appears to me to

be absurdly low, especially when one considers that it in-

cludes the rent of land, as well as the cost of culti^ ation,

properly so called. As the subject is oue of great im-

portance, I shall feel much obliged if you will pubUsh this

letter, and thus induce your coire.spoudont
" H. T. T."

to givo_ a detailed estimate of cost of cultivation, as well

as price of the produce in a tabular form.—R. D. M.

[Like all oil-yielding plants, we suspect the castor plant
would speedily exhaust the soil. It would then be a question
of cost of supplying manure. The restoration to the soil

of the oil-cake would be a great help.
—

Ed.]

RUST AND SMUT IN WHEAT.
On this important subject we published, in our issue of

the 6th instant, a letter from Mr. T. E. Wener, of Buk-

kuUa, Inverell, New South Wales, advocating the steeping
of seed wheat in salt and lime before sowing, to assist it

in overcoming the rust difficulty. The curator of the Bo-
tanic Gardens, Toowoomba, has kindly furnished us with
the particulars of a number of experiments conducted by
him relative to the same and other methods of treatment,
and we think in setting it before our readers it will serve

the purpose of a commentary on the contents of the pre-
vious letter. Mi-. AVatsou says :

—
' It is well known that some wheats—the bearded In-

dian varieties for instance—are not so liable to rust as

others.
" The wheats mentioned in the accompanying return

were steeped in various pickles, consisting of bluestone,

lime, salt, urine, &c., and some of the varieties so treated

have suffered most from rust.
"
Steeping kills the spores of the same fungus, which

attacks the seed iu the ground and developes as the plant
grows, but it is of no avail against rust, the spores of

which are deposited on the growing plant, in the .same

manner as oidium on the grape vine."—Queendander. [And
ItcmileUt vtisttityix on coffee.—Ed.]

GROANING AVATTLES FOR BAItK IN Al STKALIA.

Jlr. Gorry, of AYhittlebury, Condah, has had some ex-

perience in growing wattle trees for their bark, which
has iuterest for the public at the present time, when tanning
material is becoming scarce and dear. He cut down a

quantity of eight years old wattles, and their bark brought
him iu at the rate of 2s. 6d. per tree, sold in the Port-

laud market at £7 per ton. He tells us that the trees

grew vigorously at six feet apart both ways, which

would give 2,-120 trees to the acre, or £300 per acre

every seven or ciglit years, and the land is available as

pasturage during the eight years. .Cattle do not eat the

young wattles, though they may injure them by their

trampling, which, however, they do not do to any great

extent, and a young bark forest is thick enough at first

to afford being weeded out more or less. It is a strong

point in favour of this kind of cultivation that almost any
land will grow the mimosa. Pocr scrubby country will bring
it to perfeeticu as well as the richest soil, only it takes a

little longer to grow. The objection to wattle cultivation

is that it only yields a harvest once in seven or eight

years, and it is not every farmer or selector that can

wait so long for his returns, having his instalments to pay
at the Lands office and other obligations to meet.—Portland

Guardian.

AJiEi.DEENSHIRE AGEIOULTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Jamieson thus summarises the results of six years'

experimeuts;
—

"1. Non-crystalline phosphate of lime, ground to a

floury state, appUed to soil deficient in phosphate, greatly
increases the Turnip crop, and also, though to a less extent,

77

the cereal and grass crops, but always with equal effect,
whether it be derived from animal or mineral matter.

"2. Solidjle phosphate is not superior in effect to in-
soluble phosphate if the latter be in finely disaggregated
from, e.g., disaggregation effected by precipitation from
solution, or by grinding bones after being steamed at high
pressure. In such finely-divided conditions the dilfereuce
is in favour of the insoluble form, in the proportion of
about twelve for the soluble to thirteen and fourteen for
the above insolulJe forms respectively. In less finely-divided
form (such as mineral phosphate impalpable powder), in-
soluble phosphate is inferior to soluble phosphate in the
relation of about ten to twelve.

"3. Nitrogenous manures used alone have little effect on
root crops unless the soil is exceptionally poor in nitrogen,
and rich in available phcsphate.

"Nitrogenous manures used with phosphate on soils in

fairly good condition give a visible increase of root crop,
but this increase is due mo.stly, and often entirely, to
excess of water in the bulbs.

"Nitrogenous manures greatly increase cereal crops, and
the increase in this case is not due to excess of water.
"As to the relative efficacy of different forms of nitrogen:

the ultimate effect of nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia, iu

guano, and steamed bone-flour is nearly identical, whether
used with soluble or insoluble phosphate. Nitrate of soda,
when used with soluble phosphate, is also identical with the
above forms, but is of less eflScacy when used with in-

soluble phosphate
"4. Fine division (or perfect disaggregation) of phos-

phates assists the braird nearly as much, and with more
healthy results than applications of nitrogenous manures.
"The most economical phosphatic manure is probably

non-crystalline, floury, insoluble phosphate of lime; the

cheapest form being mixed with an equal quantity of the
form in which the highest degree of disaggregation is

reached.
"
(At present these two forms are respectively, ground

mineral phosphate (coprolite), and steamed bone-flour)."—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

COCOA (CACAO) CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.
I may briefly mention what I consider necessary to

successfully grow a Cacao clearing. In the first place, when
feUiug jungle, care must be taken that only the small

jungle is cleared, and the big trees allowed to remain.
2. I liave been most successful when sowing the seed in

small bottomless clay pots about 6 inches in height, and
putting out the plants ivith the puts before the taproot
has struck the ground. After the plants looked as if they
had establi.shed themselves, I had the pots carefully broken
and removed without giving the plants a shock. As by
this method I lost barely 20 per cent of the plants, I

think I may «ifely ask planters to give this system a
trial. I have heard it suggested by one who cultivates
this product, that the pots had best be ordered iu halves,
like ordinary house tiles (small) and tied together by a

piece of tarred coir rope. This method is more economical,
as the pot could be removed and used again by simply
severuig the rope. 3. After the plants have fairly estab-
lished tliemselves, that is, after a fair percentage have
passed then- second year, I think it will be best not to
remove the shade at once, as the sudden change will

either kill the plants or force them to over-bearing, but
to gradually thin out the shade trees from year to year
tiU it is found necessary to entirely remove them by
ringing. 4. Not only in the cultivation of cacao, but in
the cultivation of any product in the lowcouutry, I think
it unwise to weed clear as in the hill country. I did not
come to this conclusion recently or after reading Mr.
Wariugtou's remarks on the loss of nitrates by the soil

when presenting a clear surface
;
but after observing the

condition of a piece of gi'onnd cultivated with Liberian
coffee which had been thoroughly piked, after a few
showers and a week of hot, scorching sim, it will hardly
be believed, but it is nevertheless a fact, that the ground
became so caked or hard, that weeding with a mamotie
became difficult I I have now the ground in sucb a state

of weeds, that by the time one end is being weeded the
other is a carpet of weeds. This certainly is not pleasing
to the eyes of those accustomed to weeding on coffee
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estates, but appearance must be sacrificed to utility. As
a result of this system of weeding, I may be allowed to

mention tUat the coffee is flourishing, and I have now a
fine friable mould from the decomposing weeds, instead

of a hard-baked soil.

In conclusiou I may make mention of a system of

terracing I saw on Pallekelly. After observing the system
I have adopted it and entirtli/ stopped wash. It is only

practicable where the lining lias been done in squares, and
on moderately undulating land. Light weeding hoes are
used in weediug, and the weeds and soil heaped in line

from tree to tree. Squares are thus formed having the
trees at the angles. I have found from experience that
if the banks are about 6 inches high and well bound with

weeds, the .s^iuares retain all the moisture dropped bj
monsoon .showers.—B. iu "

Oeylon Examiner."

KECUPEKATIVE POAVEE OF OLD FRUIT TREES.

About this season, cultivators thiuk of making changes
in_ their fruit houses and gardens, aud a comiuon plan
adopted by the inexperienced aud rash is to root out old

trees and substitute young ones. Iu the case of useless

varieties this is the best plan ;
but with good sorts with

which no fault is found, except perhaps that they are in

a weak state or unfertile, such summary measures should
not be adopted without due consideration. We would
much rather any time begin with au aged tree by reno-

vatory measures, than with young trees which one must
wait upon a good while. Vegetables, unlike animals, can
have their youth renewed to a considerable extent by
judicious management, because, owing to their habit of

growth, they put on new tissue every year ; and, by pro-

moting vigorous growth through generous treatment, a

new layer of bark soon accumulates and restores vitality.
It is surprising what strides an old j^each tree, for ex-

ample, will make in the course of a few years, if well

nursed, root and top, aud allowed to develope aclditional

shoots aud leaves. The old bark-bound branches and limbs

take a fresh lea.se of life, aud .swell and crack with dis-

tension ; new bark will be seen to form in the rents, and
this is the first sign of renewed vitality. Every fresh

addition of tissue in this way acts as a further leverage
of growth in the future. Old vines, long restricted to one
short cane, if allowed to extend, will double their growth
in a short time, unless they are very old indeed; but the
ancient vine at Harewood House, which fills a whole large

vinery from end to end, responded iu this way to the
fresh start given it a number of years ago, when its roots

were Ufted and replanted ; and it is now, or was lately,
a fine fruitful vine. In the case of old trees, therefore,
we say renovate rather than replant, unless things are very
bad indeed ;

and no fear need be felt of the result. A\'"e

have seen and heard of the good effects of renovation

so often, that we offer this advice confidently. A house
is sooner filled with bearing wood by restoring- old vines

or peaches than by plantiug new trees, provided the suicidal

plan of cutting down the trees to the bottom is not

adopted at the same time, iu which case new ones might
as well be planted. Eighteen years back, the \'igour and

fertility of vines here were renewed by the simple process
of draining the border afresh, top-dressing, aud giving
the branches more room ; and now no one would believe

the vines to be the same, so strong is the wood and heavy
the crops. In another case an amateur came into posses-
sion of an old vine that almost any gardener would have
cast on the rubbish heap at once, so weak and miserable

had it been for some twelve or fifteen years ; but it was
retained, partially lifted, and well seen to, aud the crops
it has borne for three out of the four years since it was

operated upon have been a marvel. Old peaches behave

just in the same way. The roots travel far, and get down
among the drainage and sub-soil; the border gets worn
out ;

accimiulated top-dressings laid one npon another an-

nually, probably quite out of reach of the roots, soon

tell a tale, as indicated by the increasing debility of the

branches; but lift these same roots in autumn, lay them
near the siu-face in sharp good soil, thin out the shoots

and regulate the others, and give them the proper degree
of heat, and the result in one or two years will strike

the most cnsual observer. "With moderate eroppiug, one
season's growth under such couditioue will work wonders,

and the tree will be saved and the house retained full of
fruitful brandies, tlie future health aud welfare of which
will depend on treatment alone. Old apples and pears
answer to such treatment iu just the same way. With
trees that are radically diseased—gummed or cankered—
it is another matter

; but for trees that are only poor
and weak, or unfruitful, there is every hope, and they
should not be discarded. The great point iu such cases
is generally to find the roots and treat them judiciously.
Strong doses of manure are of little use, unless the roots
are where they can make use of it. Feeble old roots need
lifting and laying in a generous light mixture of loam,
sand, and refuse, peat, or leaf mould iu equal <iuantities.
In this tliey soon root afresh, producing multitudes of

young fibres where there were none before, and afterwards

they can be nourished by stronger diet.—S. "W.—Field.

SUGAR.
The rapid progress of the Beet industry constitutes a

formidable danger to our Colonial Planters, especially now
that the yield in the advanced German factories has risen
to 10| per cent of the root. In the Journal des Fahri-
cant de Sacre^ of October llth, ,M. Georges Dureau
gives in detail calculations showing that the cost at the
factories of German Beet made in the best way is about
14s. 9d. per cwt., allowing for any export bounty, but
without adding anything for the manufacturer's profit. If

the first cost of Cane Sugar could be arrived at, the
Planters would be enabled to see what were their chances
of success in competing with Beet

; but it is a matter
of the utmost difficulty to arrive at any sort of average
of what' Cane Sugar costs to make. In India, millions
of tons appear from the official reports to be sold by
the ryots at 6s. to 8s. per cwt. in the fields, and Sugar
is their most profitable crop. Of course labour is very
cheap in India, aud Sugar-making is a sort of family
industry, while ouly the rudest machinery is employed.
There is good reason to believe that vacuum-pan Sugar
on the estates In the West Indies costs lOs. per cwt. to

produce, without profit to the j^lauter. In Demerara,
from difficulties of cultivation and labour, the cost is

probably rather higher. The inland and sea freight from
the factory iu the West Indies to England, including the
dock charges here, should not exceed 2s. 6d. per cwt.,
aud the selling commission and other expenses ought not
to cost more than another 6d. This would make the
cost of vacuum-pan West Indian Sugar landed here 13s.

Adding 25 per cent for the planter's profit, it could
be sold here at 16s. 9d. per cwt. It probably costs quite
as much to bring Sugar here from a North German
factory as to bring it from the West Indies, and adding
3s. to the prime cost, German Sugar Landed here costs

17s. 9rl. per cwt., and, with 25 per cent profit to the Fabri-

cant, say; 22s. 3d. per cwt. The vacuum-pan sugar-maker
in the West Indies for the English market has thus still

5s. per cwt. in his favour, owing to his richer raw mate-
rial. Further, the Beet Sugar after coming here has to

be refined, at a cost of 3s. per cwt., bringing its price

uj) to 25s. to the Grocer on tUe average, wherers vacuum-
pan Oane Sugar made iu favourable positions could be
sold to the Grocer at I8s. per uwt. As the plauters get
from 7s. to lOs. more than this for their produce, it is

evident that they have not yet felt the pinch of hard
times, that is, if they have adopted scientific methods of
manufacture. No doubt the West Indian u.sors of imper-
fect machinery are in a far less favourable position than
their more enterprising neighbours, but this is hardly
surprising when they waste or spoil two-thirds of their

produce, pay double freights aud exorbitant charges, and
aft(T all have to sell their Sugar at ISs. or 2(*s. to a
refiner. Even the recent extraordinary progress of Beet

Sug;ir-making should have no terrors for advanced planters
in tht^ West Indies and elsewhere. Of coiu-se profits of

£3 or £4 per ton would mean absolute ruin to those planters,
whii have been accustomed to live comfortably on their

make of a few score of tons in the year ; but the owners
of large estates have no reason to fear. The changes will

nn doubt he slow, but the inevitable adoption of proper
machinery in the West Indies must lead iu time to the

amalgamation of small estates; or else to the central factory

system, with the plauters takiug the place of farmers,
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and leaving the manufacture to others. For a long time
to come there seems no possibility of vacuum-pan Sugar
selling here at an average of less than £25 per ton, and
advanced planters have thus ample time to make their

fortunes, liowever closely Beet may compete with them.
As to the Sugar-produciug capabilities of the West Indies,

they are obviously in their infancy. The very moun-
tainous island of Mauritius, with au area of 71:i squnre
miles, makes. 120,000 tons. The area of the West ludies,

excluding the Bahamas, but including Trinidad, is 7,-112

miles, and if tliey made prortionately as much Sugar as

Mauritius, their produce would be 1,250,000 tons a year.
Jamaica, with its area of 4.193 square miles, could grow
on the Mauritian scale 5OO,O0U tons of Sugar ; and Trinidad,
with 1,754 miles, could produce 250,"00 tons. The entire

exports of all the islands but together is under 200,000
tons a year—a sufficient proof of their backward character.
A profit of 12s. per cwt. has as yet been insufficient to

indut^e more than say twenty planters in the whole of

the West Indian Islands to adopt vacuum-pans and other
modern machinery; and if this state of things continues
much longer. Beet will progress with giant strides, the
Fabricants will find out how to make it fit for direct

consumption, and the growers of the old-fashioned Cane
Sugar will be really ruined at last.— Produce Markets^ lievieio.

CEYLON FLORICULTURE.
(Written fi-om the Ramhoda District, ifiiiO feet elevation.)

Sir,—For some years past I have been endeavouring
to raise a few flowers by way of variation with the cotfee
and cinchona, from which I make ray living. I am a good
deal puzzled at certain ditficulties that have arisen, and
should be very glad to have a hint or two from any of

your readers who can help me. Why. for instance, should
so many plants grow luxuriantly and never flower with me,
when they do so at a little distance away ; and what
treatment should they receive to make them flower ? Carua-
tioQs .and pelargoniums flower at Nuwara Eliya freely,
whereas the former grow here by the yard and possibly
give a poor flower or two at long intervals. A few of them,
notably a very dark red one, flower freely. Another, a
clove I bijlieve, grew fully 7 feet long in a spiral, round
a support, and gave a bunch of poor flowers. As for

pelargoniums, it is almost the same, except that I have
n !ver, in over 22 years, seen a single flower in the district.

Now what should be done? Should these carnations, &c.,
be kept very wet, or rather drier than usual, say under
CJver in a verandah

;
in poor soil, or rich with manure ?

I tried ouce lately, gravelly soil and little water, and
the cuttings died. Then again from Colombo I have a
wax plant, two or three of them; they have exactly the
same leaves on them as they had when put in nearly
two years ago ; they have not grown an inch, they have
not put out any new leaves, nor have they lost any, and
they are healthy looking specimens too. What can be
done with these to make them grow?
There is that beautiful antigonon creeper. It flowers

freely at Gampola, but here the shoots grow a foot or
S) long and there they stay. A friend in Colombo says"
keep cutting them down." Well, I tried one or two

;

up came the shoots again and there they remain, about
3 inches long, and don't seem inclined to grow a bit

longer. Faschias flower freely here, but of seven varieties
I have, one, the commonest of all, cuttings and plants,
moved and let alone, cut down, allowed to grow 10 or
12 feet high ; it's all the same, they wou't flower. The
other six varieties are the admiration of all visitors. Whilst
writing of this fus;hia, I miiy mention having brought
dowu from the Pass a good thick branch, about the thickness
of my thumb, and cut, say, 10 inches of it, and suspended
it in a bottle of water, in the same way we get oleander

plants. This piece of ifuschia stick has thrown out minute
leaves from the eyes, and with them are now appeariuc
flower buds There are no leaves except those just comin^^,
and there are no roots. A hint or two about the manage-
ment of such plants will be very interesting. Now we come
to seeds. In September I put out a quantity of Engli.sh
seeds, they came up'very satisfactorily, but when the con-

j

tinuous cold rain of early October came on, the seedlings
i

with the sole exception of a few zinias, entirely disappeared,
though, curious to relate, Ceylon grown seed stood the

rain. Planting a circle of phlox seed, there was sufficient

only of the English seed to go two-thirds roiuid, Ceylon
grown seed filled up the remainiug third. Thiy all came
up, as far as I could see, equally well. Now the only
ones remaining are the Ceylon seedlings, and they are

doing well. Whilst mentioning phlox, I have proof of
how flower seeds "

sport," as well as cinchonas. Last
year I was lamenting the loss of the pure white phlox—not one to be seen for six months. What was to be
done ? By and bye a white phlox appeared, then a month
or two later another, till I had 4 or 5. These were carefully
marked and seed carefully gathered and sown separately.
They came up in every variety, red, white, and variegated.
Then the dhalias, they seem to go back to two colours,
a purple red, and red orange. It was hard to believe
that the sort that gave a variegated white, or other colour,
should next time come up an orange, but it's a fact.
The only gardener here about says the proper way is

to take cuttings of dahlias, and certainly he has some
uncommonly fine ones when mine are given up in despair.
Floriculture in a season like this is very disappointing.
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that there has not
been a single 24 hours without rain since 20th May last,
and for 3 mouths the wind was constant and cold. Never-
theless, with care and constant attention, one can just
keep the garden alive, and have a few flowers when the
sun does condescend to shine. One terrible enemy is the
dull black grub, which cuts the young plants or shoots

just above ground. The other day we took eleven from
a little bed hardly a couple of feet in diameter. Every
day half a dozen or more are destroyed, still we find

plant after plant cut. I am told these are the larvae of
a brown moth, and I should like to know the moth when
I see it, if anyone will tell me, tliat I may slaughter
it when I have a chance. I .saw a very curious struggle
between a moth and some ants. A dozen or so black
ants had seized a moth by the tail end, and they were
all holding on to each other, and the ground and a weed.
Four or five had hold of the moth and the others held
on to these, and kept their hold, whilst one or two were
turning a string round the .stem of the weed. It seemed
as if this string was the silk which they were drawing
from the moth itself. Anyhow they had it as a purchase
round the weed, and effectually tethered the moth to it.—
D. E., 1st November.—"Ceylou Times."

THE JAPANESE PEPPERMINT PLANT.
BY E. M. HOLMES, F.L.S.,

Curator of the Museum of the Pharmaceutical Society of
Great Britain.

When examining some leaves of this plant, presented,
together with a series of Japanese drug.s, to the Museum
of the Pharmaceutical Society, by Messrs. Christy and Co.,
in 1879, I thought it desirable to compare them with
those of the plant which is stated to yield the Chinese
oil of peppermint. Through the courtesy of the keeper
of the Kew Herbarium, I was permitted to taste a frag-
ment of a leaf of the Chinese plant and of one of Blume's
specimen of M. arvensis, L., var. Javanica, the plant to
which this peppermint is referred in '

Pharmacographia.'
To my surprise I found that neither Blume's specimen
nor any others of the same plant from various localities

had the taste of peppermint, but possessed a flavour
similar to that of the garden mint (3f. viridis). Judging
that the Japanese plant could not belong to Jf. arvensis,
var. Javanica, I referred to the Japanese work 'Zo IMokou
Zoussetz,' in which the Japanese peppermint plant is stated
to be Mentha arvtnsis, var. vuli/aris, Benth, On tasting the

type specimen of this plant at Kew, I fo<md that this
also did not possess the taste of peppermint, but only
that peculiar to European specimens of M. arvensis. I
therefore wrote to China and Japan for specimens of the

peppermint plants of those countries. After the lapse of
more than a year, Mr. C. Ford, the director of the
Botanical Gardens at Hong Kong, was able to procure a

flowering specimen of the China plant for me, but no
specimens of the .Japanese plant could be procured
by my correspondents. Mr. T. Christy, however, after

having first obtained seeds of the plant, attempted to grow
them, without success, but was ultimately, and after con-
siderable difficulty, able to procure from Japan living plants
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which flowered this year in liis garden at Sydenham, and

a specimen of the plant was exhibited for the first time,

I believe, in this country, at the meeting of the Pharma-

ceutical Conference, at Southampton. On careful ex-

amination, both the Cliinese and Japanese plants thus ob-

tiiued were fonml to possess the botanical characters of

Mentha ari'tnsis, as defined in De Oandolle's 'Prodromus.'

The weight of opinion is on the side of considering the

Japanese plant as a form of Mentha arveiisis, D 0. If

M. sativa, Lin., and M. arvensif, as defined by Babington,
as well as M. Javanica. D. C, are to be considered as

forms of one species, then the Japanese plant might, I

think, also rank as a form under the name of M. ai-iiensis

f. pipei-ascens, differing from M. arvensis as described by

Babington in having the calyx teeth longer than broad, and

in the upper leaves bi'ing gradually smaller; from M. sativa,

iu the leaves having longer stalks and tapering below ;
from

M. Jaiiaiiica, in the uppermost leaves being more than

twice (usually six or eight times) as long as the verticil-

lasters, and in the veins being hairy on the under surface

of the leiif, whilst tho.se on the calyx are erecto-pateut;
and from -'/. lan iilensis, in the reflexed pubescence of the

stems.
With respect to the Chinese peppermint plant, it so

exactly agrees with the specimen of Mentha canailetixis, var.

r/lahrala, furnished to me by Dr. A. Gray, that if the latter

be a typical specimen,* I can only consider that it should

be referred to M. arvensis, under the name of M. anensis,

var. ylahraia.
Pr. Gra.v's specimen has the calyx teeth much shorter

than those of the typical M. canadensis sent at the same

time, and the hairs on the stem and pedicels are reflexed,

while those of the calyx tube are erecto-patent.
There are some other poiuts in connection with pepper-

mint which are extremely suggestive, and to which I desire

to call the attention of those who have greater ability and

more time for investigation than myself.
A number of varieties and forms of so-called species

possess the same odour and flavour, as shown in the

following list :
—

Mentha piperita, Mentha arvensis, var. jiiperascens, M. cana-

densis, var. glahrata (!), and J/, incaaa (I), cultivated near

Bombay for producing peppermint oil (Dymock).

Spearmint, Mentha viridis, L., Mentha si/ivestris (!),

rotimdi/olia {'.), sylvestris {;), canadensis (l),t M. arvensis,

var.

The questions then arise:—
1st. Do the oils of these species differ among them-

selves, as has been shown to be the case with those of

M. piperita and M. arvensis, var. piperascens?X
2nd. If so, is this difference dependent on degree of

development, on climate, soil§ or sex?

3rd. Is the oil in each case a mixture, in which one

iiifredient is present in variable quantity in the different

plants?
4th. Do the oils of spearmint and peppermint bear

any chemical relation to each other?

5th. AVhich species, coutaiuiug an oil of peppermint,

yields the largest quantity, and which the most valuable

one for medicinal purposes?
To recapitulate : The writer would recommend that for

convenience the name of Mentlia arvensis f. piperasceni

should be retained for the Japanese peppermint plant, and

that of Jlentha arvensis f. ylahrata for the Chinese one.—

rhunnaceutical Journal-

COFFEE.

Considerable discussion has taken place on the point of

whether the use of the so-called "finings," by which the

French Coffee is supposed to be improved, will be legal

under the new Act dealing with mixtures of Coffee and

* Dr. Franchet notes, in his 'Flore du Japan,' the re-

iloxed leaves in some specimens of J/, canadensis.

t Those marked{!) have been tasted by myself.
—E. M.

Holmes.

t Pliann Jom-a (3), ii., p. 321.

5 Mr. J. Lloyd found a variety of M uquatica possnsf-

ing a lemon odour on calcareous soil near the sea, and JI.

-Blahnvaud a specimen of M. arrensis with a lemon odour

ill a ditch near I\Ty, were other plants of the same species

possessed only the usual odour of the plant.
—Bull. Soc,

Uut., 1S81, p. 370.

other materials, without the affixing of a declaratory label

and the Government stamp. It appears, however, perfectly
c'ear from the Customs and Inland Kevenue Act, 1SS2,
that all additions to Coffee and Chicory will require a stamp
and proper declaratory label, although it is understood that
the Excise vnW still allow vhe use of a small quantity
of Sugar in roasting. A good m.any of those who use

finings have already adopted the stamps and labels, while
others have given up the use of finings. Those who sell
" French Coffee " would do well at once to comply with
the new law, in one way or the other. Tlie stamps are

supplied at Somerset House and by the Collectors of In-

land Kevenuo iu the country, and application should be
made direct to the authorities for the rules to be observed.
The new law is an improvement on the old one, in so far

as the names of any substances mixed with Coffee or

Chicory have to be declared. The additiou of foreign
substance ( to either Coffee or Chicory, will, however, it

will be seen below, necessitate the payment of duty twice
over on any Coft'ee or Chicory which is used in the mixture.
Ooft'ee " mi.xtures

"
are therefore likely to contain less

and less of the commodities whose namt s they bear, which
is an odd way of encouraging the Coffee tra le. The Chicory-
makers also remain subject to minute Excise supervision,
while the makers of other '* Coffee substitutes

"
go scot-

free. It appears hardly likely that the law has yet assumed
its permanent shape, and the Coffee trade will not be
satisfied till at least the proportion of actual Cort'ee in

any mixture has to be stated on the packets, and until

it is rendered illegal to call by the name of Coffee any
substance or mixture which does not contain .say quite 70
or 80 per cent of that commodity. Mixtures contaiuing
only one-fifth part of Coffee are now safely sold under
its name. The following are extracts from the new law:—
CUSTOMS AND INLAND EEVENUE ACT, 1882, 45 AND 4(3, VICT.,

CHAP. 41, CLAUSES 3 TO 7.

3. The duties of Customs under the Customs Tariff A^t,
1876, on vegetable matter (other than Chicory) applicable
to the uses of Chicory or Coffee, shall cease and determine.

4. (1.) Section 5 of the Customs and Inland Kevenue
Act, 1^72, so far as it imposes a duty of Excise on any
vegetable matter (other than Chicory) applicable to the
uses of Chicory or Coffee grown in the United Kingdom,
is hereby repealed.

(2.) The several sections of the Act of the twenty-third
and twenty-fom'th years of Her Blajesty's reign, chapter
one hundred and thirteen, relating to the duty on Chicory
or any such vegetable matter as aforesaid, shall be read
as if the same were confined to Cliicory, and the ex-

pressions
" or such other vegetable matter as aforesaid,"

and ** or other vegetable matter," wherever the same re-

spectively therein occur, were omitted therefrom.
5. (1.) There shall be granted and {.aid tj Her Majesty,

her heirs, and successors, upon every quarter of a pound
weight of any article or substance prepared or mauufactiired

for the purpose of being in imitatiou of, or in any respect
to resemble, or to serve as a substitute for, Coffee or

Chicory, which is sold, or kept for .sale, in the United

Kingdom, and al.^o upon every quarter of a pound weight
of any mixture of such article or substance, as aforesaid,
with Coffee or Chicory, which is sold or kept for sale

in the United Kingdom, the duty of Excise of one halfpenny
(2.) The said duty shall be under the care and mnugement

of the Commissioners of Inland Eevenue, and shall be
denoted by, and collected by means of. an adhesive label

or labels, to be provided by the said Commissioners.

C3.) Any label so provided shall be deemed to be included

within the term "
stamp," in sections eighteen, nineteen,

twenty, and twenty-one of the Stamj) Duties Management
Act, 1870.

(4.) All the powers, clauses, regulations, and directions

contained iu any Acts relating to duties of Excise, or to

penalties under Excise Acts, and now or hereafter in force,

shall be of full force and effect with respect to the said

duty, and the penalties by this xVct imposed, so far as

the same are applicable, as fully and effectually as if the

same h.ad been herein specially enacted, with reference

to such duty and penalties.
6. (1.) No article, or suhstance, or mixture upon which

a duty of Excise is imposed by this Act .shall be sold or

exposed to sale, or be offered or kept ready for sale, or

be delivered out of the custody or possession of any preparer,
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manufacturer or importer thereof, except under the following

conditions :
—

(a.) The article, or suhstance, or mixture shall be placed
in packets, eacli containing one quarter of a lb., or any
numiter of quarters of a lb.

{b.) Each such packet shull have affixed thereto a label

or labels, (which shall not h;ivu been before used), denoting
the proper amount of duty payable upon such packet,

according to the weight thereof.

(f.) Such label or labels, shall be affixed so that the

whole thereof shall adhere to the packet, and so that the

packet cannot bo opened without tearing or destroying the

label or labels.

(d.) AYhtre more than one label is affixed to any packet,
the labels shall be affixed so that every label shall be

wholly or partially visible.

Prov-idt'd that each such packet containing, or purporting
to contain, Cotfee with any other article, or substance

mixed therewith shall have atfixed thereto a label, in manner
hereiabefore provided, denoting io letters of not less size

than the largest letters affixed to, or imprinted on, such

label the proper name of the several articles or substances

of which such mixture is composed.

(2.) If any person shall sell or expose to sale or offer

or keep ready for sale, or deliver out of his custody or

possession any such article or substance or mixture as afore-

said, otherwise than in conformity with the above conditiuns,

he shall furefeit the same, and incur a fine of twenty

pounds.
(3.) In any proceeding for recovery of the fine imposed

by this section, if any question -shall arise whether any
label shall have been before used, proof that such label

had not been before used shall lie upon the defendant.

(4). Provided that nothing in this Act contained shall

in any way atfect any Act or Acts now in force relating
to the adulteration of food.

7. If any person who shall prepare, manufacture, sell,

keep for sale, or import any article or substance or mixture

upon which a duty of Excise is imposed by this Act, shall

buy, receive, or have in his possession any label provided
under this Act which shall have been before used, or any
portion of such a label (whether such label or portion
shall be loose or affixed to any packet), he shall incur

a fine of one hundred pounds, and every such label or

portion shall be seized. •

The following is the termination of a Circular issued

on the 14th August by the Inland Kevenue:—
AVholesale Coffee or Chicory dealers, roasters of Chicory

or Coffee, Chicory dryers, and persons making any sub-

stitute for Coffee or Chicory, or mixtures therewith, must be

furnished with a copy of this Order, and officers must prepare
schemes in the Store and General Register, in which they
must enter the names of such traders, and the date of

furnishing them with a copy of this Order. It will be

observed that the Customs and Excise duties on Chicory
as imported or as grown in the United Kingdom, remain
as at present. Chicory dryers will, therefore, be liable to

duty as hitherto, but such traders must understand that

if any admixture of other articles occurs in the process
of drying or roasting, they will not be entitled to sell

such mixture without the required Excise duty label being
affixed upon the package. Pure Coffee or pure Chicory
may be sold without labels as hitherto ; a mixture of Coffee

and Chicory must, however, be labelled as required by
the Adulteration of Food Acts, but no Excise label will

be necessary.
—Produce Markets' Review.

PRUNING FOR FRUIT.

Pruning is a thing needing regular attention or none—
that is to say, every season as it comes round. Although
an artificial operation which some think is at variance

witli nature, in reality it is not so. Certainly once doing
it makes its continuance the more compulsory, but it cati

never well be done without, and as an adjunct to hi'jfh-

cla'-s cultivatinn may be regarded at once as indispensable.
It finds its place in gardening operations as being some-
what anticipatory of nature's method of getting rid of

worn-out wno<l, and whero appi*arances also are studied,
is u:iquestiunably much better. For instance, leave a peach-
tree to itself, uncared for and unpruned, what would be

the result ? It would grow and bear fairly for a year or

two when sufficiently matured, and would then rapidly
become misshapen, ugly, barren, and useless ; while, with

proper attention with the knife, as much fruit could have
been ripened by it in the same time, au'l the tree kept
in health and luxuriance. This being so, pruning cannot
be at variance with nature, but must, on the contrary
be helpful to it. And what is hero said of the peach
applies with equal force to any other fruit-bearing tree.

Let the ailvocates of non-pruning illustrate thi^ir caso with
as good a show of reason as the advocate of pruning does,
and then men of common sense will listen and obey; but
it cannot be. The object of all j^runing is to preserve
the tree or plant in as healthful and vigorous a condition
as possible, and for a prolonged period ; and if it cannot be
.shown that pruning, judiciously and seasonably done, is

beneficial, let it be summarily abandoned.
The tools required for a large amount of pruning are

a good pruning saw, a pruning knife, and one or two sizes

of French or English pruning scissors. Added to these
must also be a pair of :itout leather gloves—fear-nonghts—with which the thorny citrus family* can be fearlessly

approached. Of course the owner of a small garden con-

taining but a few trees may do all the work he requires
with a good pruning knife, an ordinary saw, and a handy
little pair of pruning shears. Another useful pruning tool
has been patented in America recently

—a pruning chisel—
said to be very effectual in lopping off' large Ijrauches

when out of reach, and, as it makes a clean cut, it is

likely to prove a most serviceable implement. Saws and
scissors are both objectionable tools, as they make an ugly
cut which prevents rapid healing. It is understood iu

pruning that the cut should be a clean one—that is, per-
fectly smooth on the surface, with the bark uninjured and
intact to the margin of the cut. Neither a saw nor a

pair of shears can make such a cut, and tlierefore with

particular work it is customary to follow both these tools

with a very keen strong knife, and trim the uneven and
ragged cuts made by them. Nor is this practice uncalled
for

;
it is iu unison with nature's requirements, and al-

lows of healing, and that speedily, where otherwise it

might never be possible. So much for preliminaries, all-

importaut in connection with a work of this kind.

Pruning for fruit^that is the idea. Pruning may be
done for leaves or wood, but except in some such grounds
as a tea plantation it would be altogether out of place,
Alt trees cannot be pruned after one model, but every
tree after its nature, or according to its habit of bearing.
To know how to prune any given tree, its habit of bear-

ing
—whether on the points of the shoots, at the axils of

the leaves, or on short spurs projecting from the old wood—has to be taken into account, and the work done ac-

cordingly. The peach, almond, mulberry, and nectarine are
alike in this respect, and bear, principally at least, on the

ripened wood of the previous year's growth. "When these

drop their leaves and are ready for the knife, the flower

buds are to be seen, so that a mere tyro in pruning can

scarcely make a mistake if he uses his eyes. All these

require is to be cleaned out in the centre of all shoots
that are weak and straggling, many of which may be half

dead ;
when so far done shorten all the leading shoots

which show well for bloom, ami make the ends as snug
and trim as can be done judiciously ; then finally cut clean

out any misplaced or spent branches, leaving nothing to

form a rotten spur of unsightly wood. When done the
tree should be even all tlu-ough, well balanced, and cap-
able of feeling the influence of air and light everywhere
through it, without the constant rays of the sun beaming
anywhere. Then there are the apple, pear, plum, and

cherry, all which bear their fruit on short spurs which

project an inch or two or more from the wood of the
matiu-ed branches. In pruning for fruit these spurs must
be lookid for, and only when misplaced or spent branches
show themselves should they be separated from tlie tree.

When hranche.s cross each other and chafe, one of them
is misplaced, and should bo cut out to prevent injury
beint; done to both. As a rule, weak shoots, crowded,
misplacL'il, or exhausted wood, and the long straggling
tops of these roots arc what should be cut away. Keep
always the general symmetry of the tree in view when

^ In the case of the orange it seems to have been proved
that nothing should be cut away except dried or dying
wood.—Ed.
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pruning, and also whether it is in vigorous growth c r not.

\Vhere the top is exceptionally vigorous and inclined to

run to wood use the knife most sparingly ;
where it is

wanting in vigour either cut it till you can urge it to

make wood, or apply some fertiliser that will force it to

do so, and even then prune heavUy. The hest pruning for

any tree running too :nuch into wood is at the roots ;

cut them to check it, and the tree will bear, and that

is the only pruning for fruit in such cases.* Then there

are trees which bear from the extreme points of the shoots,

such as the mango, whampee, litchee, and many others ;

of course these mu.st have special pruning or there will

be no fruit. Unless points are left somewhere to break

into bloom the tree will be a failure, but it do is not fol-

low that you must always leave the leading points. Where-
ever the symmetry and general balance of the tree will

allow of it do so, but when these are much interfered

with shorten the branches back to some of the laterals,

and leave these to do the work. In other respects just

simply carry out the rule already given of admitting a

free circulation of air and light everywhere among the

branches by a judicious thiuning of the poorest, weake.st,

and most iil-placed wood. Then there is the orange and

citrus family generally, which bear on the wood of the

previous year's growth. The best general directions for

pruning these is to subject the whole tree to a careful

thinniug.t not forgetting the one great point
—the balance

of the tree and its symmetry. This general rule is a good
one for a much wider application; in fact, the amateur

pruner may act upon it in a general way without doing
much harm. Then there is pruning the vine for fruit.

Vine pruning/is a speciality in itself and deserves separ-
ate treatment, but the following directions must suffice

in this connection. Like the peach it bears upon the wood
of the previous season, and enough of this must be left

to produce the crop and no more. In cutting the vine

every eudeavour to keep old wood from increasing at the

base of the branches must be maintained, and the more

thoroughly to renew the plant new wood may be allowed

to break out and grow occasionally from where the tree

began to branch originally ; by this means all but the

main stem may be from time to time renewed. In other

respects .shorten all the bearing wood to within two or

three eyes of the point of starting and cut clean out all

small and worthless wood. A good knife or a handy pair

of French priudng shears will do the work very expedi-

tiously, and wlicn it is well done you can reckon on a

4)aying crop of good fruit, but neglected vines are profit-

less.—Queenslanier.

TEA :—PACKING.

As our statement about tea being possibly damaged by
" six or seven days' e.'iposure on the swampy platform at

Sara," is likely to be misconstrued into an attempt to

place all the blame on the shoulders of the railway ;
we

beg leave to correct that statement to a certain extent,

for we hold that, if the contents of a chest, which is

outwardly souud, is damaged by exposure for two or three

days on a damp platform, the fault is entirely the manager's,

or whoever had to attend to the packing, at the factory.

We repeat again, most emphatically, the substance of an

ardcle on the subject in a former number of this paper

(No. 15, page 250,) that the present .system of firing tea

is a mistake. If planters cannot carry out in its entirety,

the old system of "
jjakka hath/" (although we see no

reason why they cannot) they must invent a method of

carrying out the object of the '•pukka liatti/," i.e., a perfect

ami thorough drying of the tea prior to packing. Had the

tea we referred to been tlwrovyhly dried, and packed

(as tea ought always to be packed) in air-tight lead-lined

cases, hot from the fires, a six days' exposure of the

chests, or a six years' exposure for that matter, would

in no way atfect-the tea. But they were no doubt packed,
as the generality of consignments are packed, hy the tea-

house sirdar, a person not at all likely to know anything

* The grubs act as root-pruners for our coffee in Cey-

lon, bivt unfortunately they overdo the work an 1 so help

the fungus to lessen or altogether prevent fruit.—Ed.

f Which we have seen denounced as hurtful to the

orange in Australia at any rate.—Ed.

of the importance of having a perfectly air-tight case for

the tea. It was probably just taken out of the bins, anyhow,
perhaps with the inevitable "

secondary fermentation "

of imijerfectly dried tea just beginning its work
; very

likely on a damp, perhaps rainy day, weighed up by
one of the coolies ;

and after being packed, carelessly

soldered, nailed down, marked, and sent off
;
and as it

is a notorious fact (at least all the " old style
" of planters

knew it,) that teamen are perfectly indifferent to any holes

in the lead hnlng of a chest caused by obstructive nails,

and stray splinters of wood, it is just possible that even

if the tea was good when it left the factory, the holes in

the lead case allowed damp to get at the tea, and so

ruined the contents of every chest long before it arrived

at Sara.

Teamen, told off to solder linings of chest, have been

known to pass the soldering iron over the overlapping

edges of the lead sheets, without using a grain of solder

in the operation, and then calmly pointing to the rosin-

cemented edges as' being perfectly joined aud .sound !

These little failings of our Aryan brother, together with

his constitutional weakness for procrastination and scamping,
made "

packing days
"

days of extraordinarily hard work

for the "old style" of planter. He examined every chest

himself before it was lined ; he examined it again after

it was lined ; and again once more after the tea was packed
and the lead cover soldered on and before the box lid

was nailed down. The day before packing, he had had

samples out of each bin (if more than one bad to be

emptied), each sample was carefully examined, aud if all

were sound, the contents of all were poured out at the

same time on a large bulking sheet, and throughly and

carefully bulked. In the meantime, the "
batty

"
fires were

got ready, and sieves of tea were 'thoroughly
"
battyed

"

for at least 24 hours before packing. After the tea was

thoroughly dried, it was weighed as quickly as po-ssible, and

packed hot and hot into the chests, and soldered up at

once. I have known planters to keep tea three days on

the fires, because the tea sirdar (who used generally to

attend to this himself) could not solder up the chests

fast enough on the second day. Tea was never filled into

a chest, anil then allowed to lie in the factory till the

next day before it was soldered up, as is done now-a-days.

No, when the "old style" of planter began packing, it

was packing, aud nothing else
;
when he was trausplanting

it, he did that as thoroughly, standing over the coolies

doing it, from 5 a.m. to 6 p.m., takiug his "peg" and

his "
grub

" out in the garden just where he happened to

be when it came, and so on in everything. Of course,

we cannot say that a man must be able to live a rough-

and-ready semi-savage life to be a good and successful

planter. But we certainly hold to the opinion that a

manager, alone on, say, a hundred acre garden, in full

bearing, has enough work to keep him fully employed

fourteen hours out of every twentyfour during the whole

'of the manufacturing season ; and if a man cannot do that,

he ought not to take to tea planting as a livelihood,

unless he has money enough to purchase a large share in the

concern, and so take a large share of the lasses that are

sure to follow imperfect management. Our private opinion

is, that if a man has money enough to buy a large share

in a good tea estate, he would be a fool to go and live

there' and try to work it, unless he was, as it were, to

the manner born, and had ha'd a pretty long apprenticeship

in the bu.siness.

But recenons a nos mouto7is, although we do not exonerate

the highly paid staff of the Northern Bengal Eailway at

Sara from the blame they justly deserve for their unreason-

able delay in forwarding packages on to their destination,

(for they ought to have been perfectly prepared for the

demands upon their rolling stock,) we wish proprietors

of estates and agents to bear in mind the mdisputable

fact, that good tea packed (as good tea ought always to

be packed)" perfectly dry, in an air-tight case, with sound

and strong outer case, cannot possibly spoil by a few days'

exposure on a railway platform. In fact, it is well known

that tea so packed will improve by keeping (see our remark

on this subject in our No. 2, page 21). Old planters (practical

tea-makers rather) used to say that good Indian tea was

unlit to drink till it was three mouth's old, aud only just

passable then ; after six months it was fairish ; after a year

drinkable ; after two years good ;
and perfect only after
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three years had elapsed since its manufacture. Of course

it was understood that the case was not opened from the

time it left the factory till the day of tasting, and was

originally packed quite dry and sound in a proper case.

They said it required at least three years to thoroughly
"
riptn

"
It is also well known that no planter will drink

freak tea, i.e.^ tea of the current season, if he can get

any other. We have known men whose stock of old tea

had run out, begging for "
tannings,"

"
dust,"

" red leaf,"
"
samples," anything, provided it was not of the present

year's growth rather than drink thaiv fresh teas. (By the

way how doos tliis read by the side of certain traders'

advertisements of " fresh teas for sale.")^7y«Z((/o Flaaters'

Gazette.

Root .4kd Branch.—I had a fancy some years ago that

something might bo done in the forestry of Conifers by
restricting growth to the terminal bud alone. For this

end all the side buds of some Scotch Firs were removed

yearly as soon as they were well developed. My largest

specimen is now a finely grown tree some 40 feet high.
For eleven years successively it was operated upon as 1

have described—in fact, as long as I coiUd get at the lead-

ing shoot without the aid of a ladder. When this tree

is put into the sawpit, it should, barring accidents, atford

11-foot boards of utterly faultless timber. Of course, if

the laterals hail been allowed to grow, the plant would
have been weight for weight larger at the end of the

eleven years, but I think that in some fifty or sixty years
hence the difference will be found inappreciable.

—R. Trevor
Claukk.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Ledgeeiaxa Seed.—Having gone into this venture tho-

roughly myself, and having now spent some K15,000 in

the propagation of this valuable kind of cinchona, I con-

sider I am in a position to state it is impossible for any
one, with every possible convenience and appliances at

hand, to raise " on an average
" over 24,000 seedlings to

the ounce of seed, although I admit that from one ounce

(of 9 per cent of quinine analysed parent tree grown in

Java), by constant attention during the day, and some
three or four visits to my glass-houses for twenty con-
secutive nights, I raised from this one ounce and counted

myself 42,883 pricked out seedlings. This, I say, was an

experiment on my part, and fortunately I was most suc-

cessful in avoiding fungus and damp, and candidly admit
I should not like to renew the experiment. I have had
most extraordinary results from seed gathered from my
own pure Ledgeriana seed trees now eight years old, and

yielding on analysis by Dr. Paul 9 per cent of pure quin-
ine, but in this case the seed was put to germinate the

day it was gathered. Even this seed, however, could not
have come up to T. Brown's sixty odd thousand seedlings
to the ounce.—W. Lee Kirby, Coonoor, loth Nov.—Madras
Mail.

The Storing of Tree Leaves.—There can be no doubt
but that decayed vegetable matter, which may be con-
sidered the most natural fertiliser provided for plants in

a wild state, is also the best fertiliser we can provide for

them in what may be called an artificial state, where,
whatever help they would get under natural conditions,

through the natural decay of debris, we through the oper-
ations on which a high state of keeping depends deprive
them of a chance of assimilating, and it thus becomes

imperative to provide the best substitute we can. Charred
Rubbish.—Another very useful fertihser is formed from the
debris collected during the season from lawns, flower-beds,
and borders. Wherever there is a practicability of sub-

jecting the whole of it to the action of fire from time
to time, and thrown into a heap, it becomes a valuable
material for renovating exhausted beds and borders.

Decomposed Manures.—It is oftentimes necessary to apply
more stimulating material than the above, for whicli a
due provision should be made. Thoroughly decayed man-
ure from the cow-yard will be found the best stimulant
to apply to hot and dry soils, but well-fed horse-manure
is best suited to the generality of soils, and for the pur-
poses of the flower garden there should be an ample store

put by every year. It should be frequently turned over
for aeration ami decomposition, as it is best for use after
at loast two years' sul>mission to the action of the atmo-

sphere.
—Gardeners' Ch ronicle.

ToM.ATos AS Pickles.—Any one having any ripe fruits
of Tomatos will find they make a delicious pickle by
merely placing them in a jar, covering with the best
vinegar, and tying down securely for a fortnight; the
addition of two or three Capsicums improves them in
some people's opiuiou ; others prefer them cut open when
fit for use, and a little of Lea & Perriu's Worcester
Sauce added. The small kinds, ranging in size from that
of marbles to walnuts, arc the best for the purpose. Thfe
small green fruits are also nuich relished by some, but
they require to remain longer |in the vinegar before using.W. H. Divers. Burghley.

—Gardeners' Chronicle.

The Rain Tree (Pithecolobium saman) in the gardens
of the Agri-Horticultiu:al Society of Madras, the measure-
ments of which were given in the proceedings of August
7, 1878, and then beheved to be under six years from
the seed, continues, in spite of its having been necessary,
to amputate some of its largest limbs, to grow enormously
Measured on July 30 last it showed girth 9ft. 4in. at the
ground, 6ft. Sin. at 3ft. high, and 5ft. yin. at 5ft. high ;

in spread about 86ft. from north to south
;
and a total

height of about 46ft. A reference to the former measure-
ments shows that the girth at 3ft. from the ground lias
increased in the last three years 2ft. 2in. The age of
the tree is, if anything, over-estimated ; but search is being
made for traces of the receipt of the seed, which, it is

believed, came from Ceylon about 1872, A Oasuariua tree

standing alongside, which was (he specimen of its order
when that part of the ground was laid out as the Botanical-

garden, and is therefore known to be about ten years old,
now measures at 5ft. from the ground only 2ft. 8iin.

though it is about 82 ft. high.
—Gardeners' Chronicle. [See

page 1025, vol. I.—Ed.]

Vine Odltivation at Venice.—The British Vice-Consul
at Venice, reporting on the vintage of 1881, says it was
more productive than in former yeais, and the wines made
were of excellent quality. In Venetia, no attention is

paid by proprietors of vineyards to the making of the
wine, which is sent to the market in the natural state of

grape juice. The vines are planted ill such a w.ay that a
great part of their strength is lost amid an exuberenoe
of boughs and leaves. They are generally cultivated be-
tween maize and nut trees, and frequently the sun has
not free access to the fruit. Vines of different qualities
are planted together, and thus when the clusters on some
of them are tiuming purple, those on the neighbouring
vines are green. The peasant pays no attention to the
different degrees of ripeness, but gathers all the grapes
at the same time and throws them together to ferment
in the same vat. The general result is a decoction, which
must be drunk up before the next vintage. There is not
the least douI)t that if Venetian wine growers would im-
prove their vines for exportation, their vintages would be
specially introduced on foreign markets.—Journal of the

Society of Arts.

Leaves and Silkworms: Notes on the Products of
L.utfBARDY.—In a recently issued official report on the
products of Italy it is stated that the Lemon tree is ex-

tensively cultivated north of Salo, along the Lake of Garda.
It is costly to rear, but when exempt from disease 20,000,000
of the fruit can be gathered from 60 hectares (a hectare
being nearly 2J acres) of ground, to the value of 500,000
hre (a lire=n^d. about). The same district produces 12,000
quintals of oil, and is capable of yielding a larger quantity
of garden fruit, the sale of which will be much facilitated

by the opening of the St. Gothard railway. Twenty-five
years ago the hill region was covered with vineyards, yield-
ing an annual produce of 2,0 0,000 hectolitres of indif-
ferent wine, worth 18,000,000 lu-e, or 55 lire per hectare.

To-day scarcely one-fourth of that quantity is obtained
owing to Vine disease and the competition of Piedmont
and the other chief wine-growing districts of Italy. The
region is now almost exclusively devoted to silkworm culture
which gives incessant labour to thousands of persons, and
atone saves them from destitution. The most minute care
is requisite for silkworm rearing ;

the houses must be large,
airy, and wholesome; if a door or window be left oren
for ten minutes—if a due supply of leaves be omitted, or
if for a few moments the necessary heat bo not main-
tained—the whole of the precious insects may be lost.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NE"W PRODUCTS.
(From LEWtS & PEAT'S London Price Current, December 7th, 1882.)

IMPORTED FKOM
MALABAE COAST,
COCHm, CEYLON,
MADRAS, &c.

BEES' WAX, White

Yellow
CIInCHONA BAKK—

Crown

CAKDAMOMS, Malabar

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

Ists

2u(l'i

3rds

CINNAMON

COCOA

China
Chips

Ceylou

COFFEE
Ceylon Plantation

„ Native
East Indian

Native

COra HOPE, Ceylon and
Cochin

FIBKE, Brush .

Stuffing .

com YARN, Ceylon
Cochin
Do.

COLOMBO BOOT, silted .

CROTON SEEDS, sifted .

EBONY WOOD
GINGER, Cochin, Cut

Rough

NUX vomica'

MYKABOLANES, pale .

Picking;

Oil, CINNAMON
CITBONELLA
LEMON GBASS

ORCHELLAWEED
PEPPER—

Malabar, Black sifted

Alleppee & Cochin „

Tellicherry, White
PLUMBAGO Liunp

chips
dust

RED WOOD
SAP.tN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs

Do. chips
SENNA, Tinnevelli

TURMERIC, Madras
Do.
Do.
Cochin

VAKILLOES, Mauritius &
Bourbon, l.-^ts

2ndF

3rds

QUALITY.

Slightly sottish to good
hard bright

Do. drossy & dark ditto.

Medium to fine Quill
Branch
Medium to good Quill
Branch

Clipped, bold, bright, fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to line plump clipped
Long, lean, to fair

Gooii & fine, washed, bgt
Middling to good...
Ord. to tine pale quill ..

QUOTATIONS.

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

£6 10s a £8
£5 a £6

4s a 6s per lb.

2s a 3s

2s a 3s
Is 6d a 23
•5d a 9d
6s a 6s 6d
3s 6d a 5s 6d
4s a 5s
2s 6d a 4s 6d
6s 6d a 7s 9d
2s 6d a 3s 6d
lid a 2s 3d
lOd a Is 7d
9d a Is 3d
6d a lid

l|d a 6d
100s a 110s

70s a 90s

Woody and hard . . .

Fair to fine plant. . .

Good to iiue

Grey to fair

Bold 80s a 10

Middling to good mid. ... ^Os a 80s
Low middling 60s a 68s
Good ordinary 41s a 43**

Bold 953 a 115s
Medium to fine 82s a 943
Good to fine ordinary ... 52s a 54s

Mid. coarse to fine light £16 a £22
Ord. to fine long straight £20 a £47 lOs

Coarse to fine £12 a £18
Good to superior £20 a £42
Ordinary to fair £23 a £37 lOs

Roping fair to good ...£18 a £22
Middlingwormy to fine... 45s a 608
Fair to fine fresh... ... 503 a 55s

Middling to fine £9 lOs a £17
Good to fine bold 65s a 112s
Small and medium ... 45s a 58s
Fair to good bold,

Sm.all 30s a 35s
Fair to fine bold fresh... 8s a 1.3s

Small ordinary and fair... 7s 3d a 83 6d
Good to fine picked ... 9s 6d a 10s 6d
Common to middling ... 83 a 9s

Fair Coast 8s 6d
Burnt and defective ... 6s 6d a 73 6d
Good to fine hea^'y ... Is a 3s

Bright & good flavour ... 2d a

_ 2da 2jd
Mid. to tine, not woody... 403 a 60s

Fair to bold heavy
good ,,

Fair to fine bright bold...

Small middling to good...
Slight foul to fine bright
Ordinary to fine bright ...

Fair and fine bold

Middling coated to good
Fair to good flavor

Good to fine bold green ...

Fair middling bold
Common dark and small

Finger fair to" fine bold
Mixed middling [bright 15s a 17s 6d

13s 6d a 15s

lis 6d a 12s 3d

6id a ^6.
6d a 6Jd
9d a 2s 6d
153 a 18s
12s a 14s
8s a lls9d

a 10s
£6 a £6 lOs
£9 a £13
£30 a £60
£16 a £23
9d a Is

3d a 5d
Id a 2-M
i8s a 20s

Bulbs whole
Do split

Fine crystalised 6 a 9iuch

Foxy & reddish „ ,,
'

Lean & ch^ to middling
under 6 inches

/ Low, foxy, inferior and
\ pickings

203 a 29s

14s a 18s

5s a 7s

ALOES, Soccotrine and
Hepatic.

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CLOVES, Zanzibar \
and Pemba
Mother

Good atul fine tlry ...j£6
a £10

Common & mid, part soft
[£'4

a £7 5s
Good to fine bright ... 90s a loOs

Ordinary and middling ... 75s a 8.5s

Good and fine brif»ht ... 7fid a 75d
Ordinary & middling dull 7d a 7id

...Jljdaaa,jFair, iiaualdiy

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

^blue

CLOVES, Stems
COCULUS INDICUS
GALLS, Bussorah

& Turkey
green.,
white.,

GUM AM3IONL4.CUM—
drop ..

block..

ANIMI, washed ..

scraped...
ARABIC, picked...

sorts...

ASSAFCETIDA ...

KINO
IMYTIBH, picked...

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings...

siftings ...

INDIA RUBBER

SAFFLOWER, Persian

IMPORTED FROM
CALCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CASTOR OIL, Ists

2nds
3rds

CUTCH
INDIAJRUBBER Calcutta..

Rangoon ..

Madagascar

SAFFLOWER

TAMARINDS

QUALITY.

Fair, fresh
Fair

Fair to fine dark

Good

Small to fine clean
dark to good
Picked tine pale in sorts,

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea size ditto
amber aud dark bold
Medium & bold sorts
Pale bold clean
Yellowish and mixed
Fair to fine

Clean fair to fine

Slightly stony and foul
Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to line white

Middling to good reddish

JMiddling to good pa"

Slightly foul to fine

Mozamljique,faii" tofine 1

sausage ^
„ Ball )

Ordinary to good

QUOTATIONS.

IMPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
ARROWROOT (Natal)

Nearly water white
Fair and good pale
Brown and brownish
Good dark clean
Good to fine

Common foul and mixed
Fair to good cleau
Good to fine pinky &white
Fair to good black
Good to fine pinky
Middling to fair

Inferior aud pickings ...

Middling to fine,notstony
Stony and inferior

15da2d
lis a 13s

50s a 52s
47s a 55s

60s a 85s
20s a 30s
£18 a £21
£14 a £16
£8 a £13
£11 a £15
£7a£1010s
37s 6d a 45s
.Bs a .35s

303 a 373
65s a 90s
15s a 50s
50s a 55s
£7 10s a £10
C4 a £6
lOs a 48s
36s a 39s
14s a 23s
13s a 17s

2s 8d a 2s lo^d

5s a 2.5s

3^ a 4d
3 3-16d a 3Jd
3d a 3Jd
20s a 328
2s a 2s 9d
lOdals lOd
2s 6d a 2s 8d
23 lid a 3s 2d
2s 6d a 2s 9d
£3 5s a £1 10s
£2 103 a £3
£1 10s a £2 5s
Us 6d a 14s
3s a 5s

Fair dry to fine bright ...

Ccmmon & middling soft

Fair to fine

, Middling to fine

IMPORTED FROM
CHINA, JAPAN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS,

CAMPHOR, China
Japan

CUTCH, Pegue
GAMBIER, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCIIA, genuine

Suniati-a,

Reboiled
White Borneo

NUTMEGS, large
Meiliimi
Small

JLACE

RHUBARB, Sun dl-ied .

High dried .

SAGO, Pearl, large
medium .

small
Flour

TAPIOCA, Penang Flake.,

Sin,gapore ,, .,

Flour
Pearl

Good, pm-e, & dry
•

68s a 72s
rthite

pinky
Good to fine

Ordinai-y to fine free

Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Macas-

Barky to fair [sar
Common to fine clean
Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
fri's a 80's, garbled
So's a 9S's

lOO's a 125's

Pale reddish to pale
Ordinaiy to red

Chips
Good to fine sound
Dark ordinary & middling, lOd a Is 8d

Good to fine . . .
I Is 4d a Is 6d

Dark, rough & middling 8d a Is 2d

14s a 47h
38s a 42s
10s a 44s
id a 6d

r
i5s a 33s
lOs a 42s 6d
123 a 86s
35s fid a 2Cs

4d a 3s

7d a 2s
6d a Is 6d
UdalsSd
4d a lOd
2s 6d a 3s Id

23 4d a 2s 6d
Is 9d a 2s Id
Is 5d a Is 9d
Is 3d a Is 4d
Is a Is 2tl

2s a 3s 6d

Fair to fine

Good pinky to white
Fair to fine

Bullets

Medium
Seed

16s a 17
15s a 16s
Us a 1.5s

12s a 14s

ljda2kl
lJdal|d
l|d a l|d
153 a 163
14s a 15s

lis 6d a 153 6d
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WHAT AILS OUR CINCHONA TREES.

It is now beyond doubt that certain indigenous

trees, the stocks and roots of which are left in the

soils, are injurious to cultivated plants. The wild

cinnamon kills coffee in its neighbourhood; another

tree kills from three or four to a dozen tea bushes

within the circuit of its iufluouce, while we have

been today told that the "bastard sapu" is a deadly

poison to cinchonas. Has any planter specially

studied such injurious trees, their qualities and efTects?

We have been referred to a statement in Johnson's
Gardener's Dictionary tracing canker such as our gums
and cinchonas have suffered from, of late, to a soil

lower in temperature than the smiounding at-

mosphere. We were under the impression that

the soil was always somewhat warmer than the

air, but there may bo exceptional cases : indeed
the work referred to, takes this for gi-anted and points
to amelioration of soil as the remedy. But the cin-

chona disease is not confiued to cold clayey boUs, it

has spread over districts, such as Haputale, where the

soil is rich and free and the climate genial. We
should like to have the opinions of those who have
observed the disease and noted its probable causes and
the most hopefid remedies. As with cofl'ee, probably
the main improvement to be looked to is that of the

seasons.

BLUE GUM DISEASE.

A writer in the "
Ceylon Times " who has evidently

studied the subject and knows what he is writing

about, now admits that this disease is general : it

s no longer confined to the western side of Nuwara

Eliya but prevails in Haputale district, though it has not

there, as yet, killed a tree. The writer in the
" Times" agrees with the opinion which we and
tho Superintendent of Abbotsford still retain, in spite

of Dr. Trimeu's decision to the contrary, that Eucalypts,
besides being specially liable to the affection, are

soui'Ces of infection to cincliouas and other plants to
the lee of them. Our e.xperience has produced tliis con-
viction, but we may be wrong and all our wishes lie in
the direction of our being proved wrong. On the other
hand, we see little reason to doubt the position that the
affection, thought it has now appeared in a virulent

form, is really nothing new, and that probably it

would have developed itself virulently this last
cold wet season on cinchonas and other plants even if

there had not been a Eucalypt in the country
For many years back we also have noticed the

withering of the leaves on the lower branches of
blue gums, and the occasional fallhig over of the

tops of the trees from canker in the stem. Then
came the annual recurrence of smallpox like-spots on the

gum leaves, with similar spots on ledgerianas supposed
to be specially sheltered by the gums, then all plants
to the lee of the gums and just in proportion to

proximity to the gums suffered from leaf-disease and
(except tea) from canker.—The wi-iter referred to
is, no doubt, connect in stating that "A wet cold
olimate seems particularly suited to the spread and
virulence of the disease, though it is found, we be-
lieve in all districts, but, perhaps, not to the same
extent as in the higher and wetter ones."—Apart
from the gi-atificatiou of seeing words of truth and
soberness on tliis subject, instead of even a provid-
ential visitation being turned into an occasion of
virulent attack on our persons and interests, we can
assure our readers it gives us no pleasure to publish
details regarding this new and, in some cases, formid-
able pest. But it is better to know the whole truth

78

that we may be able to face it and take proper
action. In our own case, the prospect is that not a

single Eucalypt, not even tiie noble jarrahs will

•scape. The work of destruction has proceeded from
above downwards. Attempts at coppicing the gum trues
are no longer made. On the other hand, much success
has followed the stumping of affected cinchonas, and we
cling to the hope that, with more genial weather, the
affections which seems to be neither due to insect nor
parasite, but to chemical action of a malignant char-
acter, the result of abnormal meteorological condi-
tions, will aliate and disappear. The following is the
contribution to the local

" Times "
on the subject :^

"Althuugh much attention has of lale been paid to
this disease, and much written thereon, little seems
to be actually kuown ns to its origin and cause.
That it is not confined to one district but is to be
met with in all, is to our mind, certain.
"We are also of opinion that it is by no means new

to the Island, but that a litile of it has always been
present, at least for some years back, and that pos-
sibly the immediate proximity of blue gum3,at first

not to any extent, but aftewards felt, as these trees

grew up and many more were planted in the vicitjity,
has been the cause of a great increase in the virulence
of the disease. We are aware, scientists are of opinion
that the gums have little or nothing to do with it,

but this is hardly in accordance with experience, as
the disease has been shown to be worse on the leeward
side of gums, themselves badly affected. The question
is, have we any authenticated ease of trees affected,
so far away from any gums as to preclude ail pos-
sibility of infection and we feel sure that before

long this will be found to be the case. We have
made enquiry of several of our correspondents with
a view of eliciting information on this point and we
trust before long to be in a position to place such
information before our readers.
"A wet, cold, climate, seems particularly suited to

the spread and virulence of the disease, though it is

found we believe in all districts, but perbaps not
to the Baniu extent as in tbe higher and wetter ones.
It has appeared in Hapul:ale on many estates, but
the blue gums .-.le not apparently attacked; only the
officinalis and hybrids in clearings, the tops of which
are shrivelled r.nd burnt, and are dying down.

"I'he writer, v. lio has had some practical experience
of cinchonas and their cultivatioTi, is of opinion that
the disease is not of yesterday, and that he has
seen the dried up appearance siffected leaves have,
years ago ; and then thought it was a blight of some
description or other.
"VVedo not think that the lower and dryer districts

need be very apprehensive of the destructive effect
of the disease, iis, though it has appeared in Hapu-
tale fur some time past, it has not as far as we
know ever killed out a tree. Of course it may increase
in desiructive power as time goes on, but we do not
think this very likely, and we trust it may not be
so. Cinchona even more than coffee Beeme to be the

prey of enemies that, though perhaps not so numeious
are far more sweeping in their efiects. What disease
or what insect is so fatal to coll'ee as canker is lo
cinchoua? and it seems as if the planter in turning to new
products as a relief from his embarrassments was
always to meet witb difficulties and disasters that,

were at first unknown or unthouj;ht of."

CO I' FEE PLANTING IN COORG.
The following information is gathered from the last

administration report of Coorg :— "There are in tue
Province 21'2 coffee plantations owned by Euroijcans,
aud 4,594 bv Natives, comprising an area of 77,474
acres, or a little more than one-tbirteeenth of the
area of the whole district. The area of laud held by
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the £i>rm9r ia 41,507 acres on an assessment of R
76,rJ9 and by the latter 35,967 acres piyiug an as-

sessment of R6(5,440. Besides which much coffee

is grown by the latter on their banes (plots of forest

laud attached to rice fields free of assessment) and

cardamoms in the Orhat forests, the receipts from

which are credited to the he:»d of Forests, The

average size of each estate held by Europeans is 196

acres
°
and by Natives 8 acres. Of the whole area

40,350 acres are bbaring, producing 6,125 tons of

coffee or on an average 3 cwt. the acre, but the

average yii-ld in most European estates which are

ranch" better cultivated thau Native estates, reaches

7 cwt. the acre. Taking Jthe average cost of cultiv-

ation at KIJO per care on European estates, and R.

40 on Native, each cwt of coffee costs R27. The

number of persons resident on European coSee estates

and large Native estates is 26,893 according to the

returns obtained in the last census which was taken

on the 17th February 1881, but is about 10,000 more

during the ijickiug season. The cost of cultivation at

the rate per acre assumed above comes to nearly 32

lakhs of rupees. Of this not less than 60 per cent on

an average may be estimsited as having been paid to

labourers in wages. Calculating that 26,893 labourers,

which is about the average number employed through-

out the year, received R6 each per mensem, upwards
of nineteen lakhs of rupees were expended for labour

during the year. The value of the coffee prodHced,

taking the selling price to be, on the average, R30,

per cwt. on the spot, was about 36 lakhs of rupees.

Owing to the demand for labor on coffee estates and

the necessity that exists of importing laborers from

Mysore to meet it, high wages obtain, the rates being

equal to those given in most hill-stations. Notwith-

standing that the famine in Mysore swept away

nearly a million of the class of population from which

labor is drawn, there was no difficulty in obtainiug

it throughout the year, and at times the labor-supply

exceeded the demand. The Public Works Depart-

ment had no difficnlty in this respect, although

their requirements were on a larger scale than usual.

Doubtless the famine compelled numbers of the agri-

cultural class, who were on the brink of poverty, to

seek more remunerative work as coolies, and the season

in IVlysore opening unfavorably numbers more were

induced to seek elsewhere the means of meeting their

land tax. Large bands of coolies came up from the

western coast also to do , piece work. Cariage was

abundant, and is likely to prove more so owing to the

extension of the Railw.ay to Mysore, cattle were com-

paratively free from murrain duriug the past year,

consequently the los.ses accoiiliug tu the tulukwar

returns were only 3,811 head or 707 less than in the

previous year. The realizations from Native coffee f -11

from R580 to K500 the tnn owing to the glut of that

berry in the home market. Much of the coffee ex-

ported to England has however realized good prices

there. The price of cardamoms fell from R2-5 to

R2-2 the lb. The price of 2nd sort rice, which is the

staple food of the country, was K3-7-8 the roaund of

80 lb. or RO 8-5 the maund higher than in the year

previous. Ragi and horse-gram, which are grown only

in Eastern Coorg, also rose from RI-9-7 and Rl-9

per maund to E2-0-0 and R2-1-0 respectively."—,Morfras

Weekly Mail.

FACTS ABOUT CINCHONAS IN CEYLON.

A correspondent, loose in his chronology, wi-ote

to the local
" Times

"
to state that four acres of a

ooffee estate were planted up with cinchona siiccirubra

in 1861, the very year in which the seed of the plant

was first introduce'd into Ceylon. Dr. Trimen, there-

fore, had an easy task jn showing that this con-e-

spondent was out in his date ;
—by three or four

years, at least, we should say. We remember visit-

ing Hakgala in April 1865, and Mr. MacNicol,
was only then producing cuttings in any quantity.
But we are prepared to believe much more wonderful

stories than that of 4 acres planted with succtrubra

in 1861, if a former member of our mercantile com-

munity, who recently returne d to Ceylon, can prove
what ho has asserted that Mr. John Armitage, senior,

planted cinchona trees on Kh'klees estate, in Uda-

pussellawa, some score of years earlier than the

4acre date. Our m orning contemporary having some-

how succeeded in placing Dr. Trimen on the horns

of a dilemma, the leanied Director has writ-

ten a letter for the double purpose of re-

lieving himself from an uncomfortable position
in the domains of logic and vindicatmg the reputa-
tion for purity of cinchona auccinibra. Tlie plants of

this species, originally raised at Hakgala were from

seed collected in America by Spence and forwarded

through Markham. We are surprised to learn that

any one should charge succimbra with being the origin
of hybrids, in any other way than by the influence

of its poUeu on the blossom of C. officinalis when
that species had been introduced and had flowered

and seeded. Personally we have never heard a

planter affirm that cuttings supplied to him from

Hakgala as succimbra, turned out anything but

veritable red bark, pure and simple. The reputation
of C. officinalis is very different, and the power of

a strong sporting propensity denied as equal to the

production of the robust intermediate cinchonas, now
so much in favour, it seems to us that there is no

escape from the position that some of the seed which

came to Ceylon as the seed of C. officinalis, if not

some of the plants, were the offspring of hybridized
trees on the Andes. We knew that, generally speak-

ing, the various species of cinchona have their habit-

ats widely apart, but considering the vast extent of

the American cinchona region, all the probabilities

are in favour of succirubra trees having been within

infecting distance of crown bark trees from which

seed was sent to India and Ceylon. It is certainly
a fact that amongst the earliest batches of so-called

officinalis cuttings received from Hakgala, planters
found when the plants became trees, eveiy variety of

the hybrids to which Dr. Trimen wishes that the provi-

sional name of robiista should be applied. It is also a

fact that the hybrids wliich Mr. Gammie has cherished in

British SikhUn and three varieties of wliich promise to

be so valuable, appeared in nm-series sown with seed sent

by Dr. Thwaites from Ceylon. Of coiu-se the seed, it

gathered from Ceylon plants could have been hybridized

here, hut it does not seem as if that could be the

case ^rith the officinalis plants the first cuttings from

which produced every variety of plant from the small

and sharp-leaved angnstifolia to the broadest and

roundest-leaved robusta, the lanossa and pubescens of

poor Maclvor. If he called any of his hybrids moiini-

folia, we confess to ignorance or forgetfulness of the

fact. The true cinchona magnijolia is a beautiful flower-

ing shi'ub, but in medicine utterly wortldess. Even if

it is asserted that our original V. officinalis came to us

from India and got hybridrized there, the answer is that

the tii-st plants of this species propagated from cuttings,

were grown by themselves on Dodabetta, the nearest

sHccirubra being at Neddiwattum a full score of miles

distant. It is true that officinalis and suceu-ubra and also

calisaya are gi-own together at Neddiwuttum, but when we
saw the officinaUs plantation on Doddabetta ui 1877,

there were no succirubras in or near it.

Dr. Trimen has, no duubt successfully vindicated

the vhtue of C. succimbra as it originally reached

Ceylon. Can he say as much foi C. officimlia ? As a
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layman, our opinion is, of course of little value ; but we
cannot help tliinkiuf;, if the almist infinite power of

sporting is abaudoneil, that the (.'. officinalis seeds and

plants which reached India and Ceylon from the Andes,
were from trees which had heeu hybridized in their

native forests, where xvinds, and birds and butter-

flies are as abundant and as potent as pollencaniers, as

they are in Ceylon.
Since writing the above, our attention has been

attracted to a letter, the writer of which offers as a
solution of the change in the appearance and nature
of plants, their growth in close proximity to each

other, without actual hybridization taking place. The
insensible but real changes produced by proximity of

differing species short of hyljridization, were fully re-

cognized in Howard's " Ijulian Quinology
" and were

accepted by us until recently as accounting for varieties

which Howard as well as other scientists now trrice

to absolute hybridization.

Cetlon Tea is being steadily brought into popular
notice in England. By way of attracting general at-

tention to the article, those interested have induced
well known establishments in London to give it pro-
minent adverti-ements in their windows, and a si all

was to be opened in the Soho Bazar specially devoted
to its sale.—Calcutta £')ijr/is/imaH.

Shaving Coffee Trees.— A gentleman, who has

just returned from a rather extended trip through
the higher districts where he found the "

slitting
"

of

hide-bound cinchona trees a common practice, asks
the question whether slitting, or better still, shaving,
coffee trees would not in many cases do good, by
iuducing an extra crop of blossom and fruit ?

Tka-Manufactceing Appliance.s iiV Chittagono
are thus described in fae Iwliaii Ten Oazetle :

—We
noticed one simple contrivance which we had not seen
before. The withering trays work on a bulance, and can
be titled up so as to empty the leal from the ch:ing in a
moment. We saw also at Chandporu double trays
fitting into grooves over the chnliis, thus ecouomiz ng
space, and making the moBt of the heat from the fire.

This really seems to be the principle, on a small scale,
of the Typhoon ; only that in the latter the heat is

entirely enclosed.

Cetlon Tea.— .\ letter appeared some time since in the
London Times eipre-sive of great hope for the future of

Ceylon Tea. Althouudi atthe time it apjieared we could not
see our way to endorse the writer's opinir>u, we are only
too gl d to say today that he evidently knew what he
was writing about. As a fact, it was not so very long
since that the broker who had the temerity to put up
tliis staple for sale in Mincins Lane had to run the

gauntlet of much chaff while in the "pulpit;" but the

Oeylon planters can now s ly truthfully /ioks ajions change
tout cehi, bee luse Ceylon teas are touay as well prepared
and as food inall resPLCt3 a-=i are those of her big neighbour
and lival, India. The rise which has taken place in

Ceylon teas this season as compared with that of a year
ago is certainly remarkable, v lues being fully 50 per
cent, above those current during tlie corresponding period
of 1881. We ourselves, who are alwajs ghid to welcome
a nw and go d thing, aro happy to predict a v ry bright
future for the tea er.terprise of this productive httle

island; the more so liecause with leaf-disease, bad
seasons, and—worse still—low prices, her coffee has
had a very bad time indeed. To ihis partial failure of

colh'e, however, may be attributed tlie various new
products that are now being so succesfully cultivated in

Ceylon, such as Cinchona, Cocoa, Rubbers, Cardamoms,
and r^oTf. than all. Tea. We would adviso our readers
who like purp and wish for a reasonable tea to see for
themselves whether Ceylon Tea is good as we think ir.

"The Ceylon T''a Agency," havieg for its object the
sale of tea direct from the estates on the island, pure
and unblended, at 25 4d to 2s 8d a pound, has for some
time pa>t been doing bu-iness in Mansion House
Chambers. Their prices are certainly not higli, as we con-
Nder the Teas pura aud good.

—
Bailj/ Btcord of Commerce.

Coral.—A crisis in the Italian coral trade is re-

ported imminent. This is due to the remarkable
productivity of the new coral banks discovered two
years ago at Sciaccia, on the north-west coast of Sici' v.

So great has been the output of a. .second-gr.ide
coral that last year one-half of the exports of Ma
pies, which were valued in all at about 7,500,000
dols., consisted of coral. Most of this was sent to
British Iidia, in epite of the fact tliat this market
was overstocked. Coral, both in Italy and India,
has therefore become a drug in the market, and will

not bring the holders cost price.
—

Knowledge.
A Nkw Vegetahle Styptic.—During the French

expedition to Mexico, General Mar.troy was informed
by a native that a plant grew in his district which
was largely used in the domestic surgery of the Mexi-
cans, aud he advised the General to lay in a stock
of it for use in the French camp. .It, goes by the
name of

" the blood-staunching weed "—the exact
native word has not been placed on record. This plant
has the property, when applied after being chewed
or crushed, of almost instantly arresting the flow of
blood from a wound. General Martroy broitgbt home
some specimens of this plant to France, aud culti-

vated it in his garden at Versailles, where it has
thriven excellently ever since, blossoms every year,
and produces a sort of fruit. Meanwhile its trans-

plantation to European soil has not robbed it of the

quality for which it was originally recommended to
its introducer. Its recognized botanic^) name is yrades.
cantia erec/a. Although it is quite the reverse of
an ornamental plant, and is not distinguished by any
beauty of shape or colour in its flowers, it fully de-

serves, if we may trust our informant, to be widely
cultivated on account of its rare medical value. The
practicabOity of its acclimatisation is now placed be-

yond all doubt. Its effect in staunching bleeding is

said to surpass all means hitherto applied to this pur-
pose, and it is in any case to be procured cheaply
and easily. Experiments have been made with it in

Vienna, and the Ncue Freie Presse of that city advises
its regular eultivation for medical use.—London Gfohe.
A FoBEST OP Rubber Trees.—Some interesting

geographical discoveries have recently been made by
an American explorer, Mr. E. K. Heath, who has
befn exploring the B«>ni River in Bolivia. -This river
he now flnds is navigable by large steamers from its

mouth to a point near Reyes— a distance of"SOO miles
aud 300 miles further for small craft. The adjacent
country is rich in products of commercial value, chief

among them being rubber. The supply, says Mr.
Heath, is practically inexhaustible. On thernrth side
of the river the rubber forests extend over 15 di g. of

latitude, each square league containing from 300 to

5,000 trees. Previous to Mr. Heath's discovery that
the river was navigable, only 185 men were employed
in C'dlecting rubber, so great were the difficulties of

transport. But more than six hundred men speedily
found employment, and the tide of commerce began to
seek the new route. All the commerce of Bolivia must,
he thinks, now pass to Europe by way of the Amazon
and Beni rivers. Mr. Health's voyage was made in
a cinoe propelled by eight Indians. At a email mis-
sion station, Cavinas, he encountered some Arauna
Indians, who are said to be canibals. One of them,
so he was told, on one occasion returning from a

hunting expedition empty-banded, deliberately killed
a:id cooked bis infant child, and be and his wife sat
down to the repast without any compunctions. The
explorer made a voyage up the Mamore River 326
miles, to Exaliacion, and crossed the plains again to

Reyes. From thence he ascended the Beni River by
rafts to within nienty miles of its source, covering
the remaining di.stance on foot. An account of his
researches is shortly to be published by the (Jeographioal
Society of Americo.—Pail MallGaze.tte,j!ioY. 20th.
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$i}v,K\espixndeno$,

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

VANADIUM.
16th Nov. 1882.

Dear Sir,—With reference to the enclosed, can you
tell us anything about vanadium in Ceylon ? In

Chambers's Encyclopedia there is a very interesting
account of it, in which it is characterized as a very
rare metal. Do you know whether it has any com-

mercial value ?—Yours faithfully, B. L.

" A pulverulent mineral containing vanadium has

been found in Ceylon."—Burgopie, Burbrii/ge, Cyriax
ami Farriea's Price Current.

[Mr. A. C. Dixon writes :
— "I have found slight traces

of the metal vanadium in Ceylon minerals, but I am
not awar- that it occurs in quantity to be of any
commercial value. A vanadium mineral is found in con-

eiderable quantity in Cheshire in Keuper beds, and is

worked at Alderley Edge, and Mottram, St. Andrew's.

Tbe vanadic acid of commerce is chiefly obtained

from this source. Vanadic acid forms a fine yellow
pigment and is used instead of gold bronze. Vanadate
of .soda crystallizes in large orange red crystals and
is a strong colouring agent : 1 part of salt colours

200,000 parts of water. Vanadate of ammonia gives a

deep black with galls and|it was thought it would make
a good ink. I think vanadium compounds are used in

dyeing and photography." See extract below.—Ed.]

Vanadic Acid from Blast-furnace Slag.—Mes-
sieurs Osmont and Witz have obtained considerable

quantities of a special product called vanadic acid,

by heating the slag yield in the process of dephos-
phorizing a certain class of pig, at Creusot, by tbe
Thom4s-Gilchrist process. The acid is olitained by the
reaction of oxygen on the vanadium, and, by treating
it with hydrochloric acid, a beautiful green pigment
is obtained, which is very valuable, and may be used

directly iu dyeing.
—Journal of the Society of Arts.

THE CINNAMON TRADE AND THE
QUARTERLY SALES.

London, 1st December 1882.

Sir,—There has been some agitation among shippers
of cinnamon in Ceylon to get the old custom of

quarterly sales in London abolished and more fre-

quent, say, monthly, sales held. This change would,
I believe, be of ultimate great advantage to the trade

generally, for some reasons which it would take too

much of your valuable space to enumerate iu this

letter and which have probably occurred to most of

your readers interested iu the question.

My object in addressing you now is to point out

the objections to bringing forward the matter at this

time, which hardly seems opportune for such a change.
The quarterly cinnamon sales were adverti.^ed to be

held last Monday, the 27th November ; but a large

portion of inspectors gave notice that they intended

to have a sale next January. The buyers strongly

opposed and the sales were postponed for a week in

order that a meeting of buyers and importers might
be held to discuss the proposed change. This meet-

ing was held on the 2Sth ultimo, when the chief

mover iu tbe matter states! that bis firm had no dis-

cretion, but were under orders from their constit-

uents in Ceylon to hold monthly sales. The meeting
however adopted a resolution that the next sales

should be held on the 24th Febrnary 1883, it being
understood that shippers and their agents on this

tide would further discuts the matter. This seemed

to most importers, who felt their helplessness in

opposing the wishes of the established buyers, in the
present position of the market, the best course to
pursue. There is at present iu London a stock of
8,324 bales and the import continues on a liberal scale
The demand has been good, stimulated no doub*
by low prices ; but there is a fear that consumers
have been going into stock and th.at therefore the
demand may fall oflf. Prices are extremely low and
with present supplies can hardlj be expected to im-
prove. According to present custom the u.sual buyers
are dealers, who take at each sale such a quantity
as they think they can work off before next sales,
or exporters, who have orders for the continent,
who no doubt also take some quantity in excess of
orders when the market favours then. The immedi-
ate result of monthly sales would be to cause the
dealers to buy only one-third of their usual quantity,
and supposing that, out of the sales advertized to take
place next Monday the 4th instant, of 5,100 bales,
under favourable circumstances 3,500 or 4,000 bales
found buyers : what would be the effect on the
market if there were only buyers for 1,200 or 1,900
bales ? Would the pressure to sell be relieved by the
remembrance that there would be further sales next
month? I think not, and the first result wauld be
a falling, even a demoralized market, and a serious
decline from present extremely low values. When-
ever the change comes there must be some giving
way in prices at first and I think therefore that it

is a suicidal policy on the part of shippers to press
the change now. Tbe chief loss must belong in the
first place to the producers to be shared to a greater
or less extent by those who hold stocks, whether
shippers, dealers or merchants. Let the shippers
and producers then wait until the present large sup-
plies have been worked off and importers can face

buyers with small stocks and a good demand from
consumers ; then they may make their own terms
and effect such changes as ' 'eylon shippers wish.
As the trade is now conducted, the dealers act as

a support to the market and are not interested in

letting prices go too low. This causes a certain
artificial bolstering up of prices which will be with-
drawn when more frequent sales are held. The con-
sumer will be the first to reap the benefit of this

in lower prices and greater facilities for buying,
while at the same time tbe same causes may be

expected to restrict the abundance of the supply.
In the end the producer will profit by the greiter
facilities for trade

; but I hope I have shewn that
he must not expect to do eo at first and that now
the change proposed would bear more heavily upon
him than if circumstances were such as to place
sellers of cinnamon in a strong position.

—I am, sir,

your most obedient servant, AN IMPORTER.

Statistics of Cinnamon.
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DOES HEMILEIA FASTATBIX NOT AFFECT
THE COFFEE BEAN ?

South Travauooro, l'2th December 1S8'2

Sir,—la the December number of the Tropical
Agrkulliirist your eorresiioudent "W.," iu his letter

on "What Ails Our Coffee Trees:" No. 7, says,
when comparing IlemUfia to Pei enospora:— "The worst

possible attack of Hemiliia, when the affeotcil leaves

have been cast off, leaves the trees absolutely free

from disease, with all their essential, permanent organs
intact and vigorous, and the fruit, they l>enr continues

to he the very finest in the market." The italics are mine.

Now, if this is the case and leal-disease does not in

any way atfect the permanent organs, and leaves the
fruit in the very finest condition, will your correspond-
ent " W." kindly explain how it is that coffee, after

being badly attacked with leaf-disease, rarely ripens
and develops its crop properly, even should the affected

leaves fall off a month or three weeks before picking
commences and new leaves begin t) form during crop,

showing according to " W." that the trees are then free

from disease? Will "W" also aoeount for the jooj; or

growth that is to be found on the beau^ of badly
diseased trees, if it is not caused by Hemikia ? These
wart be/Ills, as I may call them, have always been at-

tributed by me to Hemileia, though I cannot say that
I have ever given the subject any careful study and

may too readily have .attnbut'd to leat-disease what
can be accounted for by other causes.

That this form of wart on the bean must seriously
affect the quality of our coffee can Ije seen at a glance,
as all beans so iiffeeted must neces-sarily go into triage
when being garbled at the coast, and to it can be
ascribed much 3f the so-called badly-cured and marked
beans that one hears so much of nowadays, for when
the superintendent in charge of the garbling sees a

quantity of marked beans he naturally puts them
down to pulper-damaged.

Tlie wart on the beans herewith sent seems to be quite
a different form of disease from the black spot that may
be seen on freshly picketl and pulped coffee, the greater
quantity of the coffee so affected being light and float-

ing on the water when turned into the washing-cistern;
but luarl i<f«HS generally come out with the parchment.
The black spot seems attributable to excessive damp,
being very general this year and also in 1S77, both
of which seasons have been exceptionally wet, whereas
the wart seems to come yearly on most estates and
so affects the leai-diseased coffee only or rather those
trees that are most badly attacked with Hemileia, as
all trees seem to be attacked more or less. To so great
an extent is the wart noticeable this season on the
bean3 of the estate I superintend and some others

adjoining it, that, should the passer-by casually pick
and esamine a few berries, he is sure to find one or
moi'e of the beans so attacked; and so new and peculiar
did the disease appear to H. H. the Maha Raja, who
noticed it on some beans picked whilst on the way
to the Mutakuli Vyal sanitarium, that His Highness
instituted enquiries as to its cause.

Should this form of riiseased bean be not aftrihut.able
to Hemileia, I feel sure that your coirespoudf nt "W."
would be doing a good act to planters in South Trav-
ancore, if not elsewhere, by devoting a letter to the

subject, and trying to find out the cause of another
disease that ails our coffee trees in their most v.alua-
ble (and so essential) if not in their most vital, part.

D. O. N.

[We referred the sample of coffee which accompanied
this letter to "W. " who expresses the opinion very
confidently that the warts in question are not the effect
of hemileia. He is rather inclined to think they arise
from the puncture of an insect when the bean is very
tender. " W." reminds us of the enquiry set on font
a few years ago which shewed that the av rage quality
of the Csylou bean had not deteriorated since hemilna

made its appearance, nor had the proportion of triaga
increased. Ho believes this holds good still.— Ed.]

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE VINE.

16th December 1882.

Sir,—I shall not follow in the steps of your corres-
ponder, t "A. B. C." in trying to trace how and when the
vine was introduced into Ceylon, &c., but try and givewhat I bebeve is wanted, jiractical hints of how lo grow
it. First then, as to situation, for wliicli choose an east-
ern position with light arable soil, with no shade
particularly from the morning sun. When it once begins
growing its growth is very rapid, if the superfluouswood 13 taken off ocouvionally, and carefully trained
ou the trelli«, or paudal, see sketch enclosed, which
would not cist anything near R80 at Kandy.
Supposing the vine old enough to bei.r, the tirst

thing to do is to manure it, of which I shall treat
later on; the second to prune, the time for which
will vary a little according to district; but that anyone can determine by closely watching the budding
of other fruii-bearing trees. The time in Kandy will
I believe be the latter end of April and October.
To the pruning more than any other thing will a
vine bear. Give it situation or treat it how you like
if n.t pro|jerly pruned, it will never bear as it, should!
The mode I have adopted is to keep a sufficient num-
ber of branches properly trained on trellis. At prun-
ing time take off every leaf and twig as clo.se as
possible to the joint without hurting it. This, as al-

ready stated, should be at the end of April and October
or about three weeks before other fruit trees are in
full blossom, which will be a safe guide in all dis-
tricts.

1 have stated that the first thing was manuring
Now, of this there are different modes. "A. B. C." for
instance, gives cow dung, and as the best put in after the
roots have been laid bare for some days. Now I do not
believe in baring the roots. It is a question if the
earth should be dug near the root at all, which I am
inclined to doubt

; but, if dug, animal matter, such as
dead dogs, &c., is by far the best, put in at the time of
pruning or a few days b 'fore, (but not by the cart
load ; that would I suspect be rather too forcing)
care being taken not to dig near the roots so as to
hurt them. The system here of exposing the roots
is for the purpose of wintering ; this may be necessary
in the north, though I douhr it, but most certainly
is not in Kandy, neither is water as a rule, except
there is an exceptionally dry season or used in mulch-
ing. If any one who haa a vine will take the
trouble to notice, it they will find that as soon as the
vine has given a crop the leaves turn yellow and re-
main so until again pruned, when new life seems at
once put into it, as in two or three weeks from prun-
ing it will be decked iu gi-een and blossom. But the
best method of manuring—certainly the simplest is
what is termed mulching, for which see article in
Observer of the •2nd inst. taken from the Gardener's
Chronich', to which I would merely add that where
sewage cannot be had, use cook or slaughterhouse re-
fuse ; the last is preferable, which must be regulated
according to the rainfall with a pairiar" [.log]thrown in now and then, but not too near the roots.
It the 8i)il is light, so that the mulching can freely
penetrate and slaughter-house refuse is used for the
oimsture, diggin>; need not be resorted to

Since writing the above I have seen the second
art;icle by "A. B C'and in conclusion would beg to
point out in reference to pruning, that who ever the good
Fa'her (iardiner may have been, m)u will notice a re-
semblance hetw- en his method and mine. The .systim
I have seen adopted by native* (aad I have known
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several in Kaiidy) io pruning is instead of taking ofif

the shoots (or twigs) at the joint is to ]e:iv« about

9 01' 12 inches on ; see sketch Ho. 2, which allows the

tree to throw out auy amount of wool fti'd leaves

but Uttle or no blossom. ONE WHO KNOWS.

WEEDING ON COFFEE ESTATES,

giRj—The question of weeding coffee estates seems

to have resolved itself in most cases not into one of

the damage done to the coffee by weeds so much as

what suoulil tie the proper medium maintained be-

tween perfectly clean weeding and allowing the weetU

to grow up to be either hoed or cut down periodically ?

There can be little doubt that as rr-gards cost of weed-

in", if an estate be weeded montldy from the time it

is openeil, the expenditure under this head will lie aa

small as can possibly be expected by any other method ;

but whether the continual tciaping of the soil and

the carryiug-off and burying or Ijurning of the weeds

to effect a thorough state of cleanliness do not in

the lone run cause more damage to the estate by loss

of soil than is actually saved in cost of weeding is

a moot point that seems hard to settle. Could planters

manage to keep sufficient labour all the year round

to handweed the estate at intervals whenever the

superintendent saw that the weeds were likely to

seed, if not pulled out, and were these weeds then

thrown on the ground after having the earth shaken

off their mots, it seems this would be the most de

sirable way of carrying on weeding, as the ground
woul'i not be kept too bare and too much exposed
to the sun's rays, neither would the soil be lost by

scraping ; and yet the puUing-up of the weeds when

a fair size loosens the soil; whilst their being spiead
over the surface of the ground after being pulled up
would stop wash.

But this system is almost impracticable, owing to the

labour difficulty, as, though an estate may be most suc-

cessfully hand weeded for a year or two, it is rarely that

a planter is able to control his labour supply so as exactly

to suit his requirements. A heavy crop (save the mark!)
or anxiety to put out the manure, or push on with

handling, too often necessitating the withdrawal of

some portion of, if not the whole of, the weeding gang,
till the pressing work is finished. When once the estate

has been allowed to get weedy, what is the best

and cheapest method of keeping it in a cultivated

state : that is, so that the coffee can grow without a

chauce of beiug choked out and on the other hand

the proprietor can save any useless expendiiure of

money by a too vigorous application of handweeding
combmed with scraping ? This is aquestion that really

affects planters in a most serious way, with the short

crops we are now having and the woeful price of coffee.

With many it will be a case of not weeding for the

next four to six months for want of funds. Now,
does it not seem foolish that a system of handweed

ing and scraping should be carried on by planters to

the la«t moment they can afford it, and then have to

be given up for lack of funds, eo that in a few months

the work and saviugs of years is destroyed, if the

planter has been cherishing the idea that a

cleaukept estate is the cheapest in the long run ?

Would it. not be best to try and evolve some system
out of ali the experience gained on the subject of

weeding by which a systematic style of weediug could

be followed from the opening of a new estate : one

that would comliine cheapness, the advantages of so

keepino down the weeds as to let the coffee grow

vigorously, the return to the enil of weeds as a green

manure or mulching and the benefit to be derived

from digging wit b the pronged hoe?

Can any of your correspondents oblige with the out-

line of a system that will combine these advantages,

giving cost per acre of each weeding with the average
of labour at four annas, for we must su|ipose that

women, girls! and boys could be employed, as other-
wise what could we employ them at besides weeding,
and where could we get a sufficient force of men to

carry out heavy holing or cutting with the grass knife?

SOUTH TEAVANCORE.

MR. C. SHAND'S TEA DRYER.
Colombo. 21st Dec. 1882.

Dear Sie,—With reference to your remarks and

queries regarding my tea drying machine, will you
allow me to mention that, as it is not intended to

sustain any pressure of steam, the drying surface can-

not easily be heated over 150 degrees ?

As a matter of course, the tea takes a longer time
to dry than when made by Siroccos, In which the

temperature is maintained at 275 degrees, but the

extent of drying surface available makes this a matter
of secondary importance.

I did not mean that no care or attention is required
to keep up fire and supply boiling water periodically
from a cistern placed over the flue ; but you can
understand that the same care, judgment and observ-

ation is not required to dry tea at a comparatively
low temperature as at a very high one : for instance,
it does not injure coffee to allow it to remain on the

barbacue after it is thoroughly dry ; but put it

in a roaster, and what care and judgment is not re-

quired to perfect the roasting !

No doubt, by the use of .Siroccos and other modem
appliances, the risk of fire-burning is now greatly
diminished, but these still require great care in shift-

ing the trays and watching the thermometer. This
constant watching is obviated by the use of my machine,
and all the superintendent has to do is to feel when
the tea becomes crisp and dry ; he has the security
that, if this is neglected to be done at the moment
it is sufficiently dry, no injury takes place by its

remaining on the heated surface.

The machine is especially adapted for redrying tea

before packing, this being an operation carried on at

a low temperature, and requiring a good deal of care.

There are, it is well known, two difficulties con-

nected with the proper manufacture of tea, requiring
at present the constant supervision of the superintend,
ent : these are fermentation and firing. If the necessity
of closely watching the latter can be dispensed with,
it gives the superintendents more time to direct the

fermentation, on which the colour of the infused leaf,

and consequently the value, so greatly depends.
—

Yours truly C. SHAND.
[We are glad to get these details, and now it would

be interesting to have the opinions of experts on

specimens of leaf dried over charcoal fires in the original
fashion

; by means of the .Sirocco and other dryers
where fire is used and finally over Mr. Shand's steam-

heated surface.—Ed.]

APHIDES ON TEA : THE BANE AND
ANTIDOTK.

Western Provinc-, 21st Deer. 1882.

Dear Sir,
—By same post I send you a match-box

containing a few young tea shoots, with numbers of

small poochies like bugs on them. What are they?
Because, if they happened to get as numerous as the

ordinary coffee bug, it would be a case of either pruning
down the bushes, or iutroduoiiig a new class of tea

yclept
" full flavoured poochie pekoe." You will ob-

serve they invariably
"
go for' the tender young

flush in preference to the older leaves.—Yours faith-

fi.ily
LONACH.

[Our eulomological referee, to whom we sent the box, is

good enough to make the following remarks-—"
Thfl

small poochies are aphides. Along with those sent in the
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matcli-box, -was the larva of '

Syrpbus Nietneri'

described in Nieiner's " Enemies of the Coffee Tree,"

page 12 (new edition) as being a great devourer of aph-
ides. It carries the empty skina of its victims on the

back of its head in a little heap, and, when the heap
becomes an inconvenient burden, it rubs it off and
commences a fresh deposit of skins. When full grown,
it is about a quarter of an inch long, pear shaped, and
brown in color, with a triangular cream color patch on
its back."—fin.]

A WORD FOR THE KALUTARA DISTRICT
AND LIBKRIAN COFFEE.

Kalutara, 21st December 1SS2.

Dear Sir,— I hav« read Mr. Ferdiuauds' letter in

your issue of 19th instant. Some of his statements if

admitted migbt influence intending investors in the

district. What is the siguitioant fact your correspond-
ent sees in Liberian coffee plants being cheaper than
Ai-abian plants? Does he not know that Liberian

parchment is cheaper tlian Arabian ? germiuates well

and requires if anything less attention in the nursery ?

So it would not be surprising were they not dear—but
where do Liberian plants sell for less thanArabica?
This miy be the case in other districts of your corre-

spondent's extended exiierience, but so far as this one
is concerned, last monsoon, plants were in great re-

quest and sold readdy at double the price which
Arabian plants used to fetch. Mr. Ferdinands tells us

in glowing terms how the first opened estate in the
district looked at 12 montljs old—but, why his

ominous silence regarding its present appearance, leav-

ing the impression on your readers' minds, that this

estate has utterly faibd to fulfil its early promise,
whereas the fact is a paying crop is now been gathered.

In 187S, laud bought close to villages from which
all the (jood timber has been taken out, your corre-

spondent is quite riaht in saying valuable trees were
not plentiful, but I would be happy to show him
virgin forest with valuable timber of a size seldom
exceeded in tlie Central Province, and to quote facts

I could refer him to one case not so long ago in which
a considerable sum was realized off lUO acres and
scarcely made an impression on the jungle.
Mr. F. further says:—"It is strange there should

have been to much thoughtlessness exercised in buy-
ing laud in K;ilutara and certain other districts for

Liberian coffee." Forgetting tliat at the time not so

much was known about Liberian as we kuow now,
when it was generally believed this product would

grow in almost any soil, but experience has prov. d to

the contrary and that as much discretion is required
in choosing land for this as for any other product.
His propliecy that " Liberian coffee will never be a

success in the choicest land of the district," may he
correct if he means that large fortunes will not be
made in a few years, but it is generally agreed that
a system of yearly manuring with our climate paying
crops will be the result.

In Mr. Ferdinands' opinion a liberal application of

lime will produce a heavy crop or two and then Liberiau
coffee will be non est, whereas the general opinion of

those most interested is, that by a moderate annual

application of a fertilizing as well as a stimulating
manure (e. g. a mixture of poonacs and bone dmtj
will assure a permanent property with paying crops.

I agree with your correspondent the cultivation
of Arabian coffee in this district should not beat-

tempted without much consideration, judgment and
caution" and would even go further, that it should
not be attempted at all. But in case some of Mr.
F.'s friends have beeu meditating, on sleepless couches,
with fevered brains this bold experiment, 1. as pre-

sumably one of the novices am quite willing to

stand by an d behold the wisdom of the aneieuts.

YOU KiyOW WHO.

A WORD FOR WEEDS.
Dumbaia, I'eth Dec. 1882.

Dear Sir,—In your leading article of Dec. 22ud,
I see y.iu quote from a correspondent of yours, who
wishes those who believe iu weeds to go and see "a
wellkuown old estate iu Pussellawa," and be con-
(? per) verted. As one of the writers on the subject,
I should like answers to a few questions before going
to the trouble and expense of the journey. Were the
weeds grown from the opening of the estate, so as to
save the soil, or were they only allowed to grow
when there was no soil left to save, and no coffee to

pay for pulling them up ? I can easily see an old,
abandoned, wornout place which has been weeded to
death without going to Pussellawa. Were the weeds
taken in hand sud kept in control—in fact, cultivated—or were they left to grow into jungle and choke out
the coffee, when it was no longer strong enough to
resist them ?

1 don't for a moment advocate the growing of weeds
"
shuma," nor do I, on the ground of saving of expense,

ecouomy as some would call it, for I believe that to

manage them so as to be of advantage to the estate will
cost as much or more than to keep an estate clean ;

but what I do eay is that weed.i properly looked after
are the salvation of an estate, as they preserve the old
soil and are constantly making new, while they keep the
whole moist and in a good condition chemically and
mechauically.

I should like your correspondent to come here and
see the results of our experiment so far. The district
is going through an attack of leaf-disease at present,
and we notice that, while those trees which are
attacked are having it in pretty much the same degree
of severity, a much larger percentage escape entirely
in the weedy field than in the clean one.
Weather very wet--wor8e thau Ambagamuwa.

Wishing the "Old Rag" the compliments of the season,
a prosperous New Year and many of them, yours
truly, G. B.

LIBERIAN COFFEE IN KALUTARa!
3l8t December, 1P82.

Dear Sir,—In reply to " You Kuow Who" on this

subject, I admit that the statements in my letter, ap-
pearing in your issue of the 19th December last,

might, and I hope will, influence intending in-

vestors in Liberian coffee in that district and prevent
them cultivating this product, just as much as a sub-

sequent communication of mine may, aud I trust will,

encourage inteuding investors iu property there, to
cultivate tea aud some other products wiih a certainty
of success. Liberian parchment might he cheaper than
Arabian, but I cannot see what tliat has got to do
with the fact that Liberian plants have been and are

being now sold cheaper than good Arabian plants ever
were. A bushel of selected and picked cherries of either
Liberiau or Arabian coffee can be purchased for about
Ro; with this diftVrence, that you get an average of 9,000
seeds from the Liberian and 30,00 ' from the Araiiian
cherries ! Arabian coffee flourished on extensive tracts
of land in this island for over 40 years, and the value
of good plants was seldom less than R7'50 per 1,000,

though they are now procurable at 1!5 per 1,000. On
the other hand Liberian coffee plants scarcely five years
ago were fetching R250 and more per l,00il, and
they have been lately sold so low as at R3 per 1,000 in

the Kalutara district. The price of nursery plants is

reguh.ted by the .'demand, and the demand is to a cert-

ain extent an index of their value. I have had several

years' experience in growing coffee nurseries, and never
fouud our Arabian feed more troublesome to raise

plants from than Liberian of the freshest description.
As to the first opened estate giriug now a paying

crop, Iain not in a position to support or contradict
this statement, and it wonid be impertineuce on my
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part to make any remark on that property beyoud
saying that appearance is not all that is needed, and
it must be queer manure that does not bring about
even a decent appearance. What is meaut by a pay-

ing oi'f)p ? If a property gives one per cent protit,
it can be said to pay, and happy is the man who
is contented with such a return ] Seeing is believing,

and, if
" You Know Who" goes and inspects several

estates in tac district, ho will learn much and bring
away with him such trophies as fine Liberian cotfee walk-

ing-sticks, the remains of three and four year old

trees, victims of red oxide, leaf-disease and black

bug. Allow me to deny that it is generally agreed
in the district that by a system of yearly manuring
permanently paying crops will be the result. In the

first place, helping the trees so soon, i. e.
,
after the second

and third year of their existence, with such extraneous

aid as manure for plant-food and lime to cure and

improve the soil, detracts seriously from the profits
of the cultivation. In the next place, the trees do
not remain alive to reap the benefits of such aid, as

they gradually succumb under the eflfects of leaf-

disease and black bug. An estate iu that district,

about four years old, which was opened aud super-
vised by several experienced hands and at no
small expense, has been for sale for sometime and
cannot find an " investor." Allowing R20 per
acre for the reseive forest on it, the balance of the

purchase money demanded for the whole property
brings down the value of the Liberian coffee to E50

per acre, which is much less thfin what it can be

planted fur, even in these times of cheap plants, labour.

Ac. I am not alone of opinion that Arabian coffee

closely planted in light shade in that district can

be made like the Liberian to give, or rather " forced
'

to -give, a couple of crops and with better results. If

"You Know Who "
presumes to be a novice, his opinion,

that the cultivation of this variety in that district

should not be attempted at all, is worth little or

nothing. But for the uncertainty of the severity of

attacks of the inevitable leaf-disease the Arabian coffee

would have been tried ere this. In 1875, when there

was not a single property opened, I visited that dis-

trict and some of the very foivsts nuw in cultivation.

I noticed in the adjoining villages the then healthy
condition of the coffee round I he huts of the natives.

I saw also ripe aud dried cherries laid out on mats.

The cherries were rather small but quite sound, and
the sample of cleaued coffee showed to some old

planters in Kandy was said to be like Mocha for eizti.

Permit me to quote from a planting correspondent
to the local "Times" dated 2fih December:—
"It (Liberian coffee) is not as healthy as its friends

could wish. Leaf-disease and bug have sorely affected

many fields of it. But the qufstion now is, not what
we ehould have done, but what are we to do? No
one appears to be opening land for Liberian coffee,

a proof that there is reason to doubt the success of

the produce here. We are curious to know how it

goes on at Pulgahawela, &c."

It is now 40 years since many of the so-called

new products were not only in existence, but there were
faoiliiies I hen for procuring plants. In a list of plants
" for disposal at the Royal Botanic Gardens," dated 1st

June 1843, I find the following :
—Theobroma cacao,

Crotou tigliuni, H. gumbogyoides (true gamboge),
arrowroot, nutmeg, cardamom, black pepper, Sansevera

Zeylanica (?)
* said to be a plant deserving of part-

icular attention, as it yields a very strong and dur-

able cordage, Jibelee and Kowsa tobacco, tapioca,

arnotto, vanilla, Plumbago Zelanica (?), &c. Some of

these tried on a small scale are thriving in the

Kalntara district and are more suited for natives

there than Liberian coffee plants, of which it seems they
stole at first but will not accept free gifts of them now.
—Yours truly, W. PEOWETT FERDINANDS.

« Ihe Email aloe, the "marool."—iSi>.
~

[" It is just heart breaking," said a planter to us a
few days ago, as we gazed at a beautiful expanse of

healthy-looking Liberian coffee trees; "just as all

promised so well, this dreadful hemileia vastatrix comes
and deprives trees, especially those laden with fruit,
of the:r leaves." All trees are not attacked alike,

however, and it is believed that manure will enable
the trees to give good crops, maugre the effects of

leal-disease. If that one pest could be got rid of,

fortunes would be made by Liberian coffee.—Ed.]

TEA CHESTS AND BOXES.
Colombo, 2nd January 1883,

Sir,—A discussion was recently carried on, through
the medium of your paper, by those interested iu tea,
as to the best and most economical manner of packing
it for the various markets in which we desire it to

take the lead so as to present it in the manner
most likely to attract the attention of dealers and
consumers. Amongst other suggestions was one that

fancy boxes of papier mdchi should be used. This we
liiid before our friends Messrs. Harvey Brothers &
Tyler for their consideration and report. The follow-

ing is their reply :
—* * » " We tear the objection

to this—would lie the higher cost of such a box which
would require lead inside as well as a case outside

aud it could not be so conveniently packed for ship-
ment (outwards) &c,"

They also favor us with particulars of sales of teas

comparing the prices of those sold in the ordinary

packages wiih those sold in their boxes which we
annex as likely to be of interest to your planting
friends and coustitueuta :

—
Public Sale, 3rd November 1881.

e. d.

Koliahn K (28 Chests Pekoe 1

Asssam, |
28 Cases each 4 boxes ... 2

Public Sale, 16th November 1881.

(30 Chests Pekoe 2

(30 Cases each 4 boxes ... 2

( 20 Chests Souchong 1

(^20 Cases each 4 boxes ... 1

Public Sale, 23rd November 1881.

( 20 Ohesis Pekoe 1

1 10 Cases each 4 boxes ... 1

Public Sale, 11th January 1882.

f 8 Chests O. Pekoe 2

( 8 Oases each 4 boxes „. 2

Public Sale, 11th January 1882.

( U Chests Pekoe Souchong... 1

I 8 Cases each 4 boxes ... 1

Public Sale, llth January 1882.

I
15 Chests Souchong 1

I
L5 Oases each 4 boxes ... 1

In every c:.se the above teas were packed out of

the same heap in India and the difference in the selling

price arises oliiefly from the betttr condition, of the tea

on arrival.—Yours faithfully Wii. LAW & Co.,

Agents for Harvey Brothers & Tyler.

[As regards jiapier mieh^ boxes, of course they
would be loo expensive to use unless they could be

sent out in pieces, capable of being made up like

Messrs. Harvey Brothers & Trier's tin boxes. The
one objection to the latter seems to be that of cost,

but we should think that would be more than com-

pensated for, if so much higher prices could be calcu-

lated on as are shewn above. We should like jto have
the results of local experience.

—
Ed.^

WEEDY ESTATES.

2nd January 18S3.

Deak Sik,—When an estate is hopelessly in a mesj
with weeds, it is just possible that a hacking down
of the weeds, once or twice a year, and letting the

stalks and leaves lie and lot on the ground, might be

a better system for the coffee than the excessivg

looseniBg o£ the soil by manioty weeding, renderiue

LMBDSa.

L M B Ip.

L MBK.

L M B JI S.

I, M B S A.

lOi
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it so liable to be swept away by the heavy rains,
till the poor coffee has nothing lelt to feed on, F.ut

given an estate clean Irom the commencement—and
there are many such—there can be little or no
substance remnved from the soil by weeds, bee use

there are so lew to remove, the cnffee having all along
got the benefit of everything that is in the soil. On
a well-weeded auil well-drained estate, there need

scarcely l)*i any lonsening of the soit, and the est
of 87 cent- per "cre tor weeding and siiokering monthly
is not niuch. The expense of hacking down the weeds
once or twice a year would prnbahly cost about as

much as the constant monthly or three weekly vvei ding.
If wee<i3 do no harm, why do we read of the {garden

of the sluggard? Why should rairtet gardeners, and

gardeu'.'rs of ;dl kinds of produf-e, and farmers, not allow

their vineyards, their oru^erics, thiir potatoe or tnrnip
fields, or their wheat, barley and oats to grow ujj full

of weeds and brambles ? I have heard some of the old

planters say:
"

I used to get first r^te crops wlien the

weeds were overthe coffee." "Yes," I reply, "but what
did your m;iinoty weeding bring the estates to? Mortal

grief after a few years, soil gone, and sdireely any crop,
and final abandonment of large areas

;
whereas had

the estates heen kept clean from the first, and well

drained they might have been in good condition yet,

apart from the 'eduction of the crops by Hemikia
which no one could provide against." For any one
to let a fine clean estate into a mess with weeds i^,

I suspect, a giave error and one that will be bitterly-

repented of some day.
—Youis faithfully,

AUDI ALTERAM PARTEiW.

SEED FKOM SHAVED CINClriONA TREES
OF MATURE AGE—WHY OBJECTED TO?

Central Province, 3rd Jan. 1883,

Dear Sir,—Can you or any of the readers of

yonr valuable paper explain the objection generally
entertained agninst cinchona seed from trees six to

seven years old, which have been shaved ?

I have raised plants from the seed of shaved

trees, and have been equally successful as with other
seed.

Provided the tree has renewed its bark, and is in

a healthy condition. 1 fail to see why it should

yield seed inferior to that of an unshaved tree.—
Yours truly, NURSERYMAN.
[We can see no valid objection to the use of seed

from such trees as our correspondent refers to, pro-
vided they are healthy and vigorous,

—Ed,]

COFFEE AND WEEDS,
Dear Sir,

—Was it force of cu'cumstances that kept
estates weedy in foimer times ? The coffee enterprize
was couuneueed by a few who knew little or nothing
about it. After some years they got some experienced
coffee planter's from .Jamaica. These planters gained their

knowledge from the growth of experience, not of forty

years but nearer a century, and if they considered it

proper to keep the land clean, was it impossible for

them to do so? See what it said about "covered vs.

bare gi'ound" in the Tropical Af/riciilturht, vol, 1.

page .343. Galaha estate used to give flue crops and used
to be very weedy and the then owner, in opening Kit-

toolamtiUa intended to get better ci'ops and kept Kit-

toolamidla clean from the very first and even put the

cooly luies on the Patua, so that there should be no
harbour for weeds in the coolies' gardens in the estate

;

and yet, though Kittoolamxdla had the advantage in ')eing
better sheltered, stUl it never gave as good crops as

Galaha previous to the introduction of weeding contracts.

It has become the fashion ivith some people to run
down coffee and cry up tea. It has been stated that tea

pays 30 per cent and it has also been stated that tea

yields COO lb, per acre and that it costs 40c per lb,

79

to place in Colombo ; so that tea costs R240 per acre to

cultivate. Now, if we could get the means to cultivate

our coffee as we think proper at the rate of R210 per
acre, would the profit be only 30 per cent. It would be

nearer 200 per cent, if not over,—Yoiu-s tndj-,
G, F, HALLILEY,

TEA IN CEYLON : WHEN AND HOW TO
PICK ; WITH HINTS ON WITHERING, &c,

2<»th Dec, 1882,

Dear Sir,—Hoio to pick is now fairly well understood
in Ceylon, and but little need be said on this head.
Still there are a few important points that I think
have not been sufficiently explained in Col. Money's
or any other book on tea to enable herirnnern to

teach themselves, and it was with the hope of sup-

plying this d fioiency that I first thought of penning
this letter. First, then, the shoots should be nipped
off just above the third leaf, taking the latter with
the shoot, but being careful to leave a small piece
on to protect the bud at its base. A part of the
next leaf may also be taken by a separate motion
of the finger and thumb, if soft enough lo make tea.

Coolies are fond of picking just below the third leaf,

or (if warned to pick fine) just below the second

leaf, thus leaving a bate stem from half to one inch

long on the trees : this shouhl be checked as much
as possible. For not only do these give an unsightly
appearance to the bushes, but they also retard the
next flush, as they do not die for some time, and
the sap is not diverted immediately to the bud be-

low. But, besides this, if picked just below the
second leaf, neaily an inch of soft succulent stem
which makes as good tea as the leaves and ranks
with the highest (as it all goes with the pekoe) ia

lost to the outturn which, for the whole season, means
many hundreds of lb, Agiin, if picked too low,
the stem is too hard to make tea, and has to be

picked out of the made tea, and usually the soft part
that would have made good tea goes with the hard.
In either case a serious loss is incurred.

When the leaf is brought in it should be care-

fully examined in the following manner :
—

Ist, see

that the shoots consist of not more than two leaves

(besides the pekoe tip), and that the stems break
the moment an attempt to break them with the finger
and thumb is made. If they bend without breaking,

they are too liard to make tea. and the coolie.* must
be warned not to pick so low ; 2nd, see thut the

separate leaves are not quite whole, but have been

nipped across : if these are whole, they have been

bodily torn from the stems and the bud at their

base will prohably be injured, and being left unpro-
tected it will take longer to develop into a shoot,
which will be, comparatively speaking, a weak one.

But it is not enough to examine the leaf when
brought in : the fields should be visited, at least,

once a day. This is necessary, because coolies are not

only careless in missing shoots, but they are al.so fond

of pickina off the small undeveloped shoots which

properly belong to the next flush, but numbers of

which are always to be seen on the bushes varying
from J to Ik inch long (it is these intermediate flushes
that maizes it advisable to go over the fields every eight
or ten days, whenever practicable) : if these are picked
in any number, much liarm is done to the trees and
the yield coirsiderably lessened, but they are not

easily recognized in the factory, unless they have
been bodily torn from the parent stem, when tliey
will have the smooth ed^ed leaf attached by which

they are easily recognized (the bottom, or first leaf of
a new shoot has not got serrated edges, bat is smooth

and round and quite foreiijn in appearance to the

ordiimry tea leaf; it is nsitally small, but M often
more than an inch long, and as large as an ordinary
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souchong leaf). If these are brought in in any num-
ber, much damage ia done, especially to youug tea.

When to pick a flush must be determined accord-

ing to the state of the bushes with regard to pruning,
the weather, climate and even aspect, or lay of land,

and, to do this properly, constant and careful watch

ing is nece-^sary. It often happens that two fields

on the same estate have to be treated diflfirently in

this respect It must be borne in miud that the
main object is to get in the flush before it has time
to hai'den, and yet not punish the trees more than

necessaiy by taking the shoots too yung.
A tree that h.ns been heavily pruned should not be

touched till the new shoots have attained a height
of from 10 to 12 inches and show signs of throwing
nut lateral (or side) shoots. The shoots that spring
fioui the centre of a pruned tree or anywhere from
near the ground may have their leaves taken, but

they should not be topped_ till they have reached
the level of the upper shoots, the object being to

obtain a large flushmg surface as soon as possible,
and also to preserve these shoots, the largest and
finest of which will be needed the following year to

supply the place of any old wood that has to be

cut away in pruning. If we begin to pick a newly
pruned tree at lU inches, we can take the next flush

at 8, th' 11 6, 4, o, and Anally .all wb can get till

the knife has to be again applied. In other words,
if the shoots of a ne«ly-prnned tree begin to harden
at 14 inches, the next flush would probibly harden
at 12, the next at 10, and so on, till 3 inches

is the largest succulent shoot to be seen on
the bushes, and we must regulate our pick-

ing acco'dingly, but even this rule is liable to

vary on account of climate and weather. Hence I

find it ne?essary here to pick closer duiing the cold

nights aud wet suuless days of December-January
than during t le more genial weather of the follow,

ing mtmths, though no pruuing has been doue in the

meantime. In thefe and similar effects of climate and
weather the planter miiet use his own jmlgment.

Croiu's feet is a term applied to bunches of twigs
formed at the end of the branches by successive

pickings. If these appear in any number early in I he

yea-, it denotes too close picking, which is injurious,

esppcially to young bushes ;
but (doue as it is by

women and boyi", many of whom are untrained hands)
this cannot always bs prevented, and where crow's

feet do appear in any number (say in Deceinber-

Jauiiary, the trees having been pruned in July) it is

aflvisiible to give a second light pruning ; that is, send
a gang with sharp pruning knives to cut off only the-

crow's /t' I, tbe result being larger and stronger flushes

during March, April and May—by far the best flush-

ing months in the year (so far as I have yet seen

of Ceylon), at least for high elevation—and our aim
should be to have the bushes in the best flushing
condition for those months, which they will not be

if previously covered with crows' feet. Now for a

few words in reply to the questions of your cor-

respondent
"
Uiscipulus," whose letter appeared in

jours of 19th instant.

1st—Your correspondent will find that 10 square
feet is the least he can allow in a wet district for

everi/ lb. of green leaf, if he wishes it to witlier evenly
and well : from 12 to 14 feet are bettei-, if he can

spare it. Artificial withering should always be avoided,
if possible, as apart from the loss of tips (of whicli

your correspondent coinplaint*) the iiieans employed
generally prevent the roll from taking a proper fer-

mentation (the bright new penny colour so much
prized by brokers being a diflicult thing to obtain
at all times and al-noet impossible with art'ficially
withered leaf). Where artitioial withering is ?(,pce.ssra)'^

the following is the best way of doing it. Collect a

heap, say 60 or SO lb., on a mat on the floor ; then

make two or three men toss it up and chip witht he
hands till it becomes slightly bruised ; then let the
coolies collect as much as they can hold in their
arms aud roll it (gently at flrst, still on the floor),

employing the same motion as that used in proper
rolling but using their chest and arms to keep the
leaf together. This should be coutiuued till tlie leaf
has become quite soft aud

'

wet if now spread toler-

ably ; then for an hour or two it will roil without
breaking ; take a f.airly good twist and with the ex-

ception that the tips will be lost by reason of the
excess of juice discolouiing the down on them and
making the tip black will make very good tea .nd
ferments even better than well-withered leaf, as the
roll contains more moisture.
As regards bangy (or hardened shoots), anyone who

will think for a moment why a tea bush goes on
flushing month after mouth and even twice a month
will see the advantage of removing these loaves, but
as they are chiefly caused by careless picking (be-
ing flush), attention to this operation will greatly
reduce their number. There is probably no cult-
ivated plant or tree in the world that receives such
rough and .innatural treatment as the tea tree. If
left to itself the te* tree (which we keep down to
a bush) would flush but once or at the most ttdce
a year, as we bee all other trees do. The new shoot
would run up to a certain height, then rest to harden
the new wood made and wait for the next genial
(or spring) weather to make a fiesh start upwards.
The constantly recurring flushes are but the continual

strugglings of the bush to repair the damage done
by the hind of mnn in picking and pruuing: hence
it is obvious that by removing bangy leaves the
next flush will not only be increased but also hast-
ened. For the same reason, if we lose a flush by
allowing it to harden, we virtually lose two or three,
simply because nature having for once had her own
way the tree takes a rest, but though it is ruinous
to lose a flush oS' mature trees it is sometimes ad-
visable to allow a flush to harden on youug bushes,
as it enables them to gain strength aud develop,
and the present loss will be more than compeusated
for by the enormous increase in subsequent flushes.
In any case young trees should never be picked so
close as mature ones.

Sunday work ni.ay be avoided, but it is sometimes
very inconvenient to lose the day, as no picking
can be done on Saturday, aud thus two daj's are lost,
and if » day or so has already been lost from bad
weather (or other cause) it becomes a very serious
matter with a large flush on and perhaps short hands.
It is certainly possible to keep Saturday's leaf till

Monday, and if not spread too thick aud in a cool

place and kept turned it will keep tolerably fresh
and sweet, but as a rule leaf that has taken longer
than 30 hours to wither gets a stale, disagreeable
smell, which is easily detected in the aroma of the
infused leaf and also iu the taste of the liquor and
is known to the trade as mawkish tea.

I shall be happy to give from time to time through
your columns any iulormation regarding the cultivation
and different processes in the manufacture of tea to the
best of my ability : that is, if no abler pen than mine
will take up the task. But I trust that no one abler
to give it will allow themselves to be deterred
from coming forward with useful information and
disinterested advice by any hostile criticism, whether
it spriugs from envy, spite, op mere scepticism. Toose
who have smsiU tea estates in bearing can easily t,est

the value of the .iilvice given and if th>-y will tiien

publish the result the facts will speak for theniselves.
But apart from this, it is of the greatest importance
that planters shouhl assist each other all that lies

in their power, both by visits aud a free interchange
of opinions and exchange of samples. Only let them
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see that the said samples are bond fide_ ones ; that

is, taken from' the bulk as they intend to ship it

and not samples made np for the Occasion from

picked leaves and made by the most skilled hands,
or tliey will defeat their own object. The need for

this mutual help must be obvious to all who will

think what the effect ou the market would be if

two-thirds of I he tea shipped from Ce.Tlon was (I
will not say rulibish but) of very inferior quality.
Such a thing could only result in a general mistrust
of all Ceylon teas. No doubt the cause of the low

prices lately obtained for Ceylon teas may be traced
in a great measure to a want of sufficient accom-
modation {e.ipecially for withering) ou young estates,
for the rapirlly increasing yield, but, after miiking
full a'lonance for these drawbacks, there can he no
doubt we have still much to learn and none should
be too proud to receive advice. For my own part
I shall be glad to receive as well as give the best
advice in my power. To err is human and I have
had oceasioD to change my mind on more than one

important point, anH that quite lately, aud yet j;

have had upwards of 24 years of almost uninter-

rupted expeiience, having come out as a tea planter
iu 1858.—Yours truly, TEA FLUSH.

LEDGf:EIANA SEED.
(To the Editor ot the Madras Mail.)

Sir. —As there seems a diversity of opinion as to
how many seeds a pound of '

. Ledgeriana contains,

varying from 640,000 to 1,400,000, I have today had
the seeds contained in \ oz. of Piibescens or Robusta
carefully counted, and the outturn is 19,900 ; discard
900 aud we have 76,000 seeds to the ounce

representing 1,216,000 to the pound, The seed
was grown on the Government Cinchona Plant-
ation at Naddivattum, heuce may be smaller than
seed from trees of the same class grown at a lower
altitude, but considerably larger than any Ledgeiiana
seed I have had either of Indian or Java growth.
Having no Ledgeriana seed on hand at present I
eelef'ted the abov»^ \'ariety as a test.

O.ichterlony Valley. C. M. Grant.
^'^^^^^^^'^"^'^^^™"^"^™*™*^"^™"^^"^^^"'^*—^^^—^^^^^
Rainfall ix a Ceylon Tea District : Weyota

Valiey, Yatiyantota.—Rainfall for 1682 :
—

Longest spell of dry weatlier,
January 11th to 23rd.

January
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name !) was as certain that he had seen all the

plants known in India as hybrids in the forests of the

Andes as he was of his own existence. Whether

pubescent or glabrous they were merely forms of

Pata de Gallinazo, and Colonel Beddome, to make
confusion worse confounded, quoted the learned

Director of the Ceylon Botanical Gardens, one of the

leading botanical authorities of the day, as favour-

ing this idea. If Dr. Trimeu had been accused of

doubting Darwin's development theorj' and going
back to tlie exploded doctrines of direct creation and

the fixity of species, his mind could not have been

more troubled within him. He believed and he had
told Colonel Beddome the very opposite of what he

was credited with, and we should have thought
that the couple of letters he wrote at the time

of the appearance of Col. Beddome's report, though

they might not have dissipated all darkness res-

pecting the hybrids, would have dispelled all doubt

as to Dr. Trimeu 's opinions. Briefly they were, that,

whatever else the so-called hybrids might be, they
were not Dr. Spence's Pata de Gallinazo, because

specimens of this plant are in the Ivew Herbarium,
and specimens of the hybrids compared with them
were found to diflfer essentially. The bent of Dr.

Trimen's mind was to believe that the robust plants,
about which the confusion of tongues raged, were,
as popularly believed, hybrids, but, as this had been

questioned, he suggested that all the varieties should
continue to be known as Cinchona robusta until

not only the controversy but the permanent char-

acter of the plants themselves was settled. He,
who, in correcting Col. Beddome's annoyuig niis-

appreliension, had clearly indicated his opinion tliat,

provisionally, the term rohusta should be applied to

the chain of hybritl forms (whether bearded or smooth
acute leaved or broad-foliagedj, between C officrnalis

and C. succiruhi-a and gave what he deemed con-

clusive reasons why the grandiose name ilwjnij'olia
for one variety should be ignored, finds himself now
credited with being godparent to tlie smooth-leaved

large hybrid and {,i^'i"S i* ''^^ very name against
which he had protested ! There is just one question,

however, which we should wish to see settled. It,

as some suppose (and we confess we incline to the

belief), Iiybridization may have taken place in the

natixe haliiitats of tlie various species of ciucliouas

in America, then specimens of the hybrid forms

from America ought to be in the European
herbaria. Dr. Trimen got his Kew friends to

settle the question that the Indian hybrids were not

Pata de Gallinazo. But it would be satisfactory to

be finally assured, that no forms identical with them
are to be found in the public or private collections

of Europe of specimens of cinchonas from the Andean
forests. If tlie reply is a negative one, we shall then

be shut up to the conclusion that the interference of

man, and his cultivation in India and Ceylon of the

various species in close juxtaposition, brought about

results wliich nature had not been able to educe in

the course of countless ages. It may follow too, that

hylirids thus produced may not be so permanent in

character and existence as we could wish.

COFFEE IN BRAZIL ;

THE NECESSITIES OP AGRICULTURE.

(From the Ro News, Nov 5th, 18S2.)

Tlie iii'st address in the series of conferences in con-

nectiun with the coffee exhibition at the Typ.graphia

Nitional, was held on the evening nf the 30th uit.

the speaker being tlic Carao do Rio Benito, one of

the most prominent and successful. pliuiters in Brazil.
His address was upon "necessities o( agriculture,"
and may be accepted as a fair statement of ihe views
of tlie real planting class. We saj real, becnuse those

planters whose wliole life is spent in politics and
ciiies can not justly be considered as fair lypes of

agriculturists, and are not therefore competent to ex-

press the views of those whose lives are chiefly spent
upon their plantations. The remaiks of the speaker,
as freely translated from the JornaVs report, were as
follows :

The orator painted in the liveliest cdors the feeling
of doubt and discuuragenieut felt by the planteis from
whom much has been asked, to whom niucli has been

promised, who have been made to b ar the maximum
of contributions notwitlistanding that nothing has been

griinttd tliem. For the sake of the emancipation
question the planter has been treated as if he waa a

being outside the Biazilian communion. The sentiment
of emancipation, however, does not belong exclusively
to any one class. The planter also has it. His question
is in regard to the mode of re-olving the problem.
Tlie emancipation propaganda has frightened onpital
from agriculture so that it lacks the means of pin-

gressiug. Ir is a mist ke to say that there is a lick
of capital ; what is lacking is the means of mobilizing
the capital pos.sessed by the planting class, the richest

in the country, for the development of agriculture
and of public wealth.

Referring to the question of colonization, the orator
cited the opinion ol Dr. Avellaneda to the effect that
the current of colonizition depends on the dif-

fusion of knowledge, in Europe, in regard to the
climatic conditions of the country. Tiiis propaganda
should be done by the executive power through its dip-
lomatic and and consular agents, and thiough the press.

S|ioutaneous immigr,ation passes Brazil and goes to the

Argentine Republic because there money h.is been spent
to attract it and the propaganda has been established.

Everything respecting the emigrant to the Argentine
Republic is knowu in Europe. Brazil has spent use-

URssly hundr ds ofcontos for colonization. One diffic-

Ufcy 13 the lack of a law of labor contracts {hcardo de

serinfOfi) to guarantee bilateral contracts. The con-

tracts made by official agents have been of no benefit to

the planters. The orator his seen more than six hund-
red of these contracts in which shceniakere, tailors, etc.,

have been contracted for plantation service.

As regards the substitution of slave labor, the orator

confides in and is guided by the law of the 28th of

September. The loyalty with wliieh the planters have

complied with tlii.s law i.s well known, ihcy have gone
beyond the law, and, in ihe huge number of liberations

grunted, the planters have, at their own cost, done
more than all the em.incipatiou associations. More-

over, the mortality among the free children on
the plantations is less than in the cities of Europe.
Not.<ith6taniiiug these facts, accusations are still

bii'UL<ht aga ust the planter in regard to the servile

element. The question of emancipation preseuis diffic-

ulties to the pl.tnter because he sees, he sees, as was
foreseen 16 yeais ago, that he is without means of

mobilizing his capital, and is without credit because

tbe emancipation propagaud'i has contributed to this

result. He S' es daily, liowever, the volcano over which
he is placed. The transformation of labor might par-
haps be made in such a way as to reduce the planters
to Ihe position of the English landholders. 'Ihey
Would not be the only ones to suffer in this cnse,

but the state and every one in the empire nould suf-

fer also.

The budget just voted, while it diminishes the un.^

reasonable export duties by 2 per cent, in favmir of

agriculture, adds ID per cent, to the import duties

wbich also falls upon agriculture. The protest of the

Cent) (la Lavotir e do Commercio were either disre-
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garded, or only attended to in a very small part.
What ngricultuie needs, is money. It 13 thought
that it begs alms, while what it needs ia the repre-
sentative of its own valne. To obtain this, it must

give the greiitest possible guarantee fur redtm^jtion.
We attempted to reform the moi tgago law, but the

Semite iu its wisdom rejected the project. What
we asked was to be able to maUe an anticipated
sale of our products. These mortgage titles would be

a true paper money ; capital now withheld would
seek them because coffee is the gold .of Brazil.

The state had everything to s^'i" "'"h this, :inil

it has not. yet been estimated how many thousands of

centos such an emissiun would amount to. Tliis

l^roji ct, however, was not only rejected, but it was
mad« impossible for the planters 10 move. The efforts

to establish banks through the law of 187.J have iueen

fruitless. Agricultural valu> b being depreciated and
the planters unable to move to obtain money, they
are handcuffed. They are tied to a post, and then

ordered to mirch.
The planter has been reproached because he does not

adopt localized cultivation, because he devastates the

forests, because he does not import colonists. Coffee

must be planted in good siil, and localized cultivation

cost many time the value of the soil. If it is fol-

lowed m some parts of Kurope, there are others where
it is not. It requires laboreis which Br:izil does not

possess ; and while it may be adopted in some provinces
time will be required for its introduction into that of

Rio de J meiro.
Even if these great enterprises were possible, where

is the money to come from with which to realize them.
The planter lacks money, lacks credit, and there are

no banks prepared to advance him money for a long
term with the exception of the. Bank of Brazil which is

bampereil by law and has too smull a capital to meet
the wants of the four neaiest provinces. The aids

promised eighteen years ago are still withheld. The

planter is asked to work harder, to condemn himself

to isolation, and to keep away from the city iu order

not to spend money. In the defence of his colleagues
the orator protests against this iufinuntion. Not 8U per
cent of the planters of Rio de J.ineiio know the city,

or spend inore time there than is ab.^oliitely necessary.
The Paulista planters live differently ; they frequent
the centres of population and this is perhaps
the reason of the greater progress of that center

of Brazilian activity. It is desirable that the

planters should know each other better, that

they should unite in clubs and associations

to treat of their mutual interests.

The legislature grants thousands of contos in guar-
antees to railroads, without a proper calculation of

what they can produce. Hence the freights are ex-

cessive and weigh fatally on the planters On top of

all these evils came the fall in the price of coffee.

This is not a sign of death for the coffee industry, but

it is an evil that will not be immediately remedied.

The whole question reduces itself to being able to pro-
duce cheaply.

The second address was given on the 1st inslunt by
Dr. Francisco Belisario, a deputy iu the General Assem-

bly, and a planter iu the province of .Minas Geraes,
and dealt wiih the present state of coffee cultivation.

Unlike his predecessor, the speaker is one ol those who
know more of politics than of the vital necessities of agri-

cultui'e; hence his exposition lacks those practical features

which the subject suggests. Tlie main points of his

address, as taken from the Gazela de Noticias, were as

follows:—
The lecturer began by saying that a few days ago

he had teen a leading article in a newspaper of this

province, w hich, under another heading, discussed the

same subject as this conference.

After describing the position of coffee planting, this

paper, in view of the competition which is develop-
ing .around coffe, and of its consumption being so
much below production, advised the planters to abandon
this product, unless they wished to see their property
seized upon by their cieiiitors.

Well, this opinion was the reflex of the opinion of
a paper published in this capital. But; I would a»k,
have things alreiidy reached this pass? fan such
advice he followed ?

In Brazil the coffee plantations represent the most
important national properly and if once they are
abandoned it will be impossible to re-establish them
in their primitive state except nl almost insuperable
difficulty and enormous expense.
The crisis produced by the decline in the value of

coffee has become all the more serious on accounts
of the planters already being face to face with the
land and labor questions. Whence came this crisis 2

It came from the excess of production as has hap-
pened iu other countries, with the difference that
the increased production of Brazil arose from an-
other cause.

When the law of the 28th September was voted,
the planters saw that the state of things which had
existed up to then could last on longer, and there-

fore, among other expedients to which they resorted

they opeued up new zones for their plantations. As
a natural result i' is evident that production must
increase extraordinarily, for the plantations were laid

out in virgin soil.

Still other reajons came to increase that progress,
one of the principal and most recent being the absence
of frost in S. Paulo and the Paraliyba zone, the atisenoe

of drought, and the resources employed to kill the
animals which injured the plantations.

Elsewhere I have already urged the government to

assist the planters at this trying time. Tlie result of

my efforts is known, and I will pass into other topics.
Recalling the crisis which tugar-plauting underwent

some years ago, and the remedies then suggested,
such as labor-saving machinery, I would ask ; Can the
same remarks be applied to Coffee? The method
of cultivating coffee in Brazil has been imposed by the

fataliiy of ciicumstances ; not being able to augment
its yield, coffee has therefore sprung from the virgin
soil.

I cannot agree with an illustrious Brazilian, who has

pronounced against the destruct on of the forests, and
criticised the means employed by the planters to reap
the great' st results from their laliours. In his opinion
the time has come for the planters to study the best
means of exchanging extended for restricted cultivation,

giving, in conectiou with this subject, important con-
sideration to the question of letting the soil lie fallow.
This is a nio.^t important point, for it relates to the
value of property in which enormous capital has been
invested, and which after ("some time does not repre-
sent the value it ought to on account of the exhaustion
of the soil.

After some remarks about the use of fertilizers, on
laud and for crops, which, harvested in (ive weeks in

Ceylon, require six months to harvest in Brazil
on account of the difficulty of the work, entailing
an apprenticeship of at least two >ears, the lect-

urer proceeded to say that the qmstion of pruning
w.as of no slight impDitance to the coffee planter,
because very often the leading .«hoots wer r.-mived iu

the pruning, which was a source of incalculable loss.

He discussed at some length and praised the high stand-
ard reached by Brazil in the methods of preparing
coffee for market, and pronounced against the use of

coloring matters by the planters. Returning to trans-

port charf!(S, he asserted that the bag of coffee which
can be shipped hence to the Uniteil States for 600
reis by steamer and between 400 and 800 reis by sailing
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vessel ccsts thu planter 2$ eOO to send by rail fnin
Porto N'lvo station to Rio deJunciro (a distance of 261

kilometers.)
The lecturer, after c'ealing with the subject of tax-

ation whicb so weigiis d .wn the agricul ural classes,
concluded by a reference to the question of slavery, and
recommended those interested not to be alarmed at the

emancipation propagnnda.

WOKKING OF THE AUSTRALIAN TEA ACT.

On several oooasious of late we have directed atten-

tion to tlie manner iu which the Commissioner of

Customs has permitted the plain reading of the Tea
Act to be violated. A cm respondent residing at

Bunueeluke West writes to us as follows:—
"Sir,—I forward you by tliis mail a sample of tea

sold m the town nf Ea=t Charlton. Will you be kind

enough lo examine the same as to quality, as I think

that it is used tea made up over again. Tliere are

pieces of hard stuff, such like broken cofifee ; also, to

me, very peculiar stalks. By giving your 0|jinion of

th« same in the correspondence column of The Aije ^ou
will grealtly oblige.

—Yours, &c.— L'ungeeluke."
The sample was handed to Mr. iJunn, who, has

kindly furnished us with the following report :
—

Industrial and Technological Museum,
"
Laboratory, 12th December.

"Report on sample of Kaisow buds received from
the commercial editor of the The Age newspaper.
Upon analysis it gave

—
Percentage of mineral ash ... ... 5 '06

,,
soluble salts ... ... 2'S2

,, extract (total) 34 5b'

„ theine 042
" The samples was faced with a material resembling

plumbago, and about 22 per cent, of broken tea seeds

were ditected.
" The low percentage of soluble salts, extract and

theine condemn this tea as a very inferior and ad-

ulteriited sample. Fredkeic Dunn."
We have shown this tea to one of the best experts

in Melbourne with the following result :

Leaf.— Rather large, curled, mixed, brownish, black-

ish, full of tea seed, and havily faced to give it a

dark appearance.
The infused leaves ehow a little good tea, liut the

bulk is made up for rilibons.

Several samples of Kaisow buds to hand this season

from Foo Chow have been condemned by the Customs

authorities, and in one case reshipped to China. We
are at a loss to know how this sample (new season's)

passed through. The reiterated etatesments of tea

men from too Chow—to wit Mr. John M. Foibe.«,

juu., iu his letter to the chairman of the meeting of

tea merchants, dated 22nd October, 1881, viz. :
—

"After an experience of 16 years in China I can

safely say that so far as 1 know there is no suprious
or adulterated tea shipped from Foo Chow to the

colonies"—must now be considered as fallacious, and
it only shows that the Chinese who hoodwink the

customs iiere iu Victoria by getting through thousand
of pounds' worth of goods free of duty are equally
able to work round a tea man of 16 years experience
in China.— Melbourne Aije. Dec. 16th.

FIJI TEA.
Mr. James E. Mason, of the Alpha tea and coffee

estate, Taviuui, Fiji, has forwarded to Mr. J. 0.

Moody, tea expert, of Melbourne, samples of the fir.it

Fijiau tea produced in his part of the world ; at the

same time writing that early mxt year he hoped to

pluck off 30 acres planted with tea, and that the

ea ' pies sent were hastily made in a b^irrel with a

fryiugpan of charcoal. Mr. J. 0. Moody reports :
—

"Fiji Pekoe leaf: H.indsome, small, even, golden
tipped pekoe, evenly and well fermented. Fiji Pekoe
liquor ; Very strong.', full, rieh and iningent pekoe
fl^ivrr, thick, with deep red infusion. Au invaluable
tea for mixing, and worth ahout 23 6fl per lb. in

bond. Fiji Pekoe Souchong leaf: Welt made, wiry,
twisted, rich, bl.ick. tippy leaf, evently and well fer-

mented Fiji Pekoe Souoiiong liquor : Strong, full, rich

and ripe true pekoe souchong flavor, with goe>d, bright,
red infusion. A tine tea to drink alone, and worth
about Is 9d per lb, in bond. These teas have the
character "f good Ceylon growths, and are in every
respect suitable teas for general consumption, ami such

samples are siti'e to meet with ready sale in Austral-
asia or Great Britain." Mr. Frederic Dunn analys.
Industrial and Technological Museum Liiboratory, under
date the 12th December, 18S2, reports on same samples.
U|ion analysis they gave :

—Pekoe : Percentage of

moismre, !) 00 ; percentage of mineral ash, 4 '36 ; per-

centage of extract, (total), 45 '80 ; percentage of soluble

salts, 2'98 ; percentage of thine, 1'73. Pekoe Souchong :

Percentage of moisture, 8'85 ; percentage of mineral
ash, 440; percentage of extract (total), 48'28 ; per-
centage of soluble salts, 3'OIJ ; percent.age of thme,
186. The percentage of mineral ash and soluble salts

found iu the-e teas closily resembles the amount
obtained from C^vlou exhibition teas. Taking into con-

sideration that the samples are the result of an tx-

perimental trial, the result are highly satisfactory, and
the auul^ses speak well for Fiji teas.—Age.

The Ceylon Rubber iNDtrsTRY.—The full siguiflca-
tiou of the latest harvesting report (3 ounces Irom 6

months' tapping of a tree 18 months old) will only
be understood when we mention that our cor-

reepondint estimates that a yield of four ounces

per annum will give a satisfactory prohc. Rubber
iu Ceylon promises to pay as well as Cinchona—where
the tree flourishes, in both cases. Wo read in the

Rio N'WS that the rubber harvest on the Rio Funis,

province of Amazouas, it is anticipated, will be below
that of last year because of the heavy rains.

SuGAB Factories in Brazil.—'We see from the report
of the Quissanam Central Sugar Factory that the results

of past half year's working have proved extremely satis-

factory, improved machinery and appliances having had
much influence in bringing the same about. There can
be no douht that the concentration on a large .scale of
means and skill in the operations of sugar manufacture
must yield profitable results, because the cost of making
under such conditions is relatively much less than that
of small factories, besides the advantage accruing to planters
from being relieved of great outlay in sugar mills, and
of the cost of maintaining them, is obvious, and it would
seem that they are not slow to recognise the fact if wc
may judge from the support which the Central Sugar Factory
system is receiving in Brazil.—South American Journal.
AiiGENTiNE Sugar.—There are few industries in the Plate

that show more progres.sive march than sugar. A few years
ago who ever heard of Argentine sugar ? When General
Mitre turned the first sod of the Central Argentine Railway
in the presence of the late JNIr. "Wheelright and the dignitaries
of the land, aithougii the speeches on the occasion were

eloquent and gushing, and some allusion was made to cotton,

nothing was said about sugar, and none that day foresaw

that, Ijcfore the cycle of 17 short years, all the waggons
on the railway would be insufficient to bring down to

Kosairo the sugar of a single province
—Tucuman. If any

man at that inaugural fete had risen at the far end of

the table and with flowing tumbler drunk to the Tucuman
sugar crop of 1SS2, marking it at l,300,ii00 arrobes, although
the guests might have drunk the toast, jt would have been
more in compliment to the toaster than to their convic-

tions, or even their hopes.—ISouth American Journal.
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OOFFEE CULTIVATION.
TO THK EDITOR OF THE " MATIRAS MAIL."

Sir,—Referring to the latter of "Agricola" on "Grass-

kniving !'.;. CIcan-wceding," in yoiir issue of the ISth. I

certainly admit that soil kept bare of vegetation, and ex-

posed, must lose the properties in it necessary in growing

coffee, Imt at the same time with coffee planted on steep
land and on very good soil, and when the ground is literally

covered with the coffee trees, clean-weeding or hard-weeding
is the thing, with a trenching right through once a year.

Following this system, I have no wash whatever, although
sometimes in the year I get four inches of rain in an

hour and-a-half. aiiil the tote is very steep, average 1

in 4, .and the coffee is the best I have seen anywhere.
If '

Agricola
"

will tell me how to mamotie
_wee(l

a

tote where if even the soil is scraped with a "
Kalario,"

a weeding scraper, causes wash, and the trees so cover

the ground that it is a job for a cooly to make his way
up a "Thaal,"and give me data for his doing so, I shall

be obliged.

'

A Pl.vntek.

South Wynaad, 2l8t Nov.

CINCHONA DRYING.

Sir,
—In reply to "W. R." in your i,<,sue of 24th in.stant,

the bark artificially dried with the .aid of Davidson's Siroccos

at a temperature of 280 ° to 300 ° realised prices on a

par with naturally dried bark, no difference being made
in character and valuation. W. D.

CINCHONA SEED AND PLANTS.
Sir,—I obtained from j oz of choice selected seed 10,000

seedlings, and io this instance I may state nearly every
seed germinated at this rate, and calculating 16 oz. to the

lb. some 040,000 seedlings only would be produced.
" 0.

M. G's." calculation, that 60 per cent of seed is abortive

or unfertile, is extremely erroneous—probably it may be

the case so far as his own e?fperience is concerned, notably
if the seed is obtained from three year old " trees

"
as

he mentions, but very few I think could cou.scientiously

expect to realize R250 to R500 per 1,000, on seedhngs
raised from "trees'' of that description. We learn from
Sir. Moens of -Java, that a good class Ledger tree on its

own roots seldom produces seed before eight years. On
my own part, I can safely assert from practical experience
that Ledgeriana seedlings can bo rai.sed successfully at any
season of the year when seed is jirocurable, at the com-

paratively low cost of from Rl.j to KJ5 per 1,000, accord-

ing to elevation and locality. Therefore, if vendor.", of

these pl.ants charged say, R50 or 60 per 1.000, a price
w-hich would realize fully l(tO per cent profit, they should

be quite content without wishing to ask such prohibitive

prices as E2o0 and R500. AV. J. Kemp.

BUFFALO AND GUINEA GRASS, TEOSINTE AND
TRICHOLCENA.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " AUSTRALASIAN."

Sir,—In your foot-note to a Fijian correspondent's
letter in your is.sue of 5th August, you invite information
from warm latitudes in reg.ard to buffalo and guinea grass
and teosinte. All the above are grown in this colony
(Queensland). Buffalo grass (Stenotaphrum Americanum,
Schank) makes an excellent thick carpet lawn ; but as a

fodder grass it is of very little value. Guinea grass (Pani-
cum maximum, Linn.) is highly valued as a cattle grass
in the central coast district of this colony. It is growing
luxuriantly without cultivation—beyond merely covering
the seed—at about 23 deg. south latitude. The cattle keep
it down sufficiently so as to preserve its succulence. Teo-
sinte (Euchlojna luxirrians, Ascherson^ is an excellent fodder

plant, but can only be cultivated with profit .is an annual
for hand feeding. There is. however, an excollont grass
introduced into this colony by the Queensland .'Acclimatis-

ation Society called red grass of Natal (Tricholrena rosea.

Nees), which would appear to me to be just the sort of

grass your Fiji correspondent reiiuires. It is a most ex-

cellent fodder grass ;
has become naturalised here

; makes
splendid hay, and is perennial. P. R. Gordon.

Brisbane, Aug. S.

MUSA TEXTILIS.

By E. M. Holmes, f.l.s.

One of the most valuable of fibre-yielding plants, is the
Mtisa te.Hilis,th<i wild plantain or "abaca" of the Phillip-
piue Isles, from which the celebratctl manila hemp is

obtained. Now that Mr. Eknian's patent process for obtain-

ing ultim.ate fibre in one short operation, and without
any loss (such as occurs under the modes of preparation
hitherto adapted,) is miide public, few fibrous plants are

likely to come more into requisition than this one, to
whicli attention has already been directed by the Indian
Government. M. Perroutel, a French botanist, remarks in

regard to the capability of the abaca for the manufacture
of fine fabrics :

—" Of finer sorts of this fibre tissues or
muslins of great beauty are made, which are very dear
even in manila. I had a number of shirts made of this
muslin which lasted me a long time, and were cool and
agreeable in use. But it is especially in France that tissues
of this material are best made, and of the greatest beauty.
They receive all colours with equ,al perfection. Veils, crapes,
neckerchiefs, robes, and women's hats, all of great he.auty
and high cost, as well as of wonderful durability, are

among the manufacturers from the fibres of abaca." Beauti-
ful shawls, as well as vests, pantaloons. &c., are also made
from the Manila hemp. Even as hitherto prepared, the
fibre is white and lustrous, yet stiff and very tenacious
while it is also very light, which is a great advantage
when the fibre is used for the rigging and running ropes
of ships. It appears to be stronger than English hemp ;

a rope of Manila '2 fathoms long, 3j inches in circum-
ference, standing a strain of 4,669 lbs. before giving way
whilst a similar rope of English, hemp broke with 3.885
lbs. On a second trial a rope IJ inches in circumference
and of the same length, gave 1,490 lbs. for the Manila,
and 1,18-1 lbs. for the English hemp. An Indian can only
prepare 12 lbs. of fibre per day, for which he receives 18
cents, half its value; and, although this is a small sum,
it is obvious that the co.st might he reduced to a minimum
by the use of Ekm.an's process, which can be applied to
the stem as soon as cut, while by shortening the process
or stopping it at different stages, any kind of fibre from
that required for ropes to that used in preparing the finest
textiles can be obtained. Specimens that I have seen
were hardly distinguishable from silk. One New York
manufactory used, in 1879, 41,366,710 lbs. of this fibre,

costing 7h cents per lb. In the Philippines the abaca is

cut when about IJ year old, just before its flowering is

likely to appear. If cut earlier the fibres are said to
be shorter, but finer. The fibre of the wild and hitherto
usele.ss plantain, growing .at tho foot of the Himalayas,
might be worth ex.amination. Royle says of it,

" It seems
worthy of enquiry if it may not yield a stronger fibre
than any of the cultivated kimls." Both these plants deserve
attention at the hands of planters. I understand that T.

Christy & Co. intend to pulii^h shortly a pamphlet con-

taining a largo amount of valuable information concerning
these and other fibrous plants, which will be well worthy
of perusal by those interested in new plants.

—Planters'
Gazette.

THE CALCUTTA HORTICULTURAL OOJIPANY.
The nurseries of this company are worth a visit, as the

crotons, dracieuas, ferns, and other foliage plants are now
at their best. It has long been a reproach to India that
in horticulture, it is far behind any other civilised country
in the world, but it is evident that there is now a gradual
awakening from the lethargic state in which our prede-
cessors have indulged in this respect ; otherwise the forming
of a cnmpany of this kind would never have been con-

templated, for even in luxuries of this description the

sujiply is regiilatcd by the demand as invariably as in
that of any other commodity. To .ittcmpt to give any-
thing in the form of a detailed description of the immense
number of rare and beautiful species in cultivation here,
would not only take up too much .space, but would be
a task beyond our capabilities with our limited knowledge
of horticulture,—not that wo think it would prove wearisome
to our readers. There are, however, a few plants that
struck us as being so remarkably unique or beautiful that
we cannot forbear briefly mentioning them. The splendid
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collection of crotons, consisting of upwards of two hundred

varieties, at once convinced us that this wonderful genus
of plants still retained as firm a hold as ever ou public

opinion. The most remarkable amongst the varieties were
C M^estice, 0. J'ittatus^ C. tSir JVilliam MacArthur, C. Ele-

qa)itis.->iinus,
and C. Dai/spriiiy, the latter certaiuly being

the most brilliantly coloured crotou we have yet seen.

All of these will be found carefully described in the

catalogue recently issued by the company. In addition

to the above, all the new varieties introduced in England
during the present year are now to hand. Some of these,

though at present in their infancy, it may safely be predicted
will be in demand amongst amateurs next season. One
of these, C. Brag(Pnus especially already shows signs of

totally eclipsing both in size and beauty that noble variety,
C. Louri. In foliage plants a specimen of Anthurium

JVarocqueimum is alone worth going a long journey to

see, the last developed leaf of which measures thirty-three
inches in length and nine inches in breadth; this plant
has already been awarded a special prize two successive

years at our flower shows. Anthurium- (Jhrystallinum is well

represented by several large specimens, the leaves of which

are from five to six feet in circumfereuce. The rare

Anthurium Andreanwn is also showing signs of fioweriug
an event, we believe, which has not before occurred in this

country. A splendid collection of exotic ferns excites the

admiration of every visitor, the Adiantums or Maiden-

hair ferns being represented by over forty species, A
very beautiful new fern, under the fearful name of Lustrea

Richardsic Multijida is especially remarkable in having the

pinnae terminate in a dense tuft of forty or fifty small

acute divisions. "We could go on describing many other

species that we particularly admired, but we think we have

abeady said suflScient to excite the curiosity of every true

lover of plants, and induce him to go and see for him-

self. Another branch of the company's business, and one,

we think, which must eventually become one of consider-

able importance, is the exporting of orchids to Europe.
On the occasion of our visit, we saw a batch of upwards
of a thousand plants of the rare Fhahpnopsis SchUleriana

being prepared for sliipment.
—Friend of India and Statesman.

EFFECTS OF WEATHER ON INSECT LIFE.

On Thursday, at the Royal Agricultural College, Ciren-

cester, Miss E. A. OrnuTod, F.M.S., the consulting ento-

mologist to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
delivered a lecture on the above subject. At th-^ outset

the lecturer protested against the current opinion that

weather affected all insect life alike
;

this was far from

being the case. The golden chafer, or turnip flea beetle,

throve in very hot sunshine, while the daddy longlegs or

crane fly liked the cool dampness of overshailowed mead-

ow grass. What one species of insect thrived on in its

fully developed state might be precisely what would not

have suited it as a caterpillar or a grub. AVe also re-

quired to distinguish the meaning of the word *'
weather,"

for differences in the amouut of heat or cold acted very

ditferently, according to the amount of rainfall or of

raoistiu-e accompanying them. Many grubs, such as those

called surface caterpillars, would stand severe cold so long

as they were in their own specially prepared wintering-

places, but if thrown out so as to be exposed to wet

also, would die. A suddi'u downfall of cold rain iu summer
would clear off caterpillars, but with regard to some kinds

of eggs, though heavy rain might destroy them, yet

they would not hatch as well in drought or heat as when

there was a certain amouut of moisture in the air. Insect

life was also affected, not only l)y the state of the weather

for the time being, or shortly before any given time, but

the effects of weather might be traced for one or two

years or more, sometimes directly in the condition of the

insects themselves, sometimes by promoting the growth of

special weeds, which might be the food plant of some

special plant pest (the charlock, for example), and also

by so affecting the state of the ground that regular measures

of cultiva*.ion by which plant and insect vermin were usually

cleared out coulrl not be carried on. If they considered

the condition of their common farm injects during autumu

and vunter, the time when the farm operations of the

year commenced, they would see some of the reasons why
they were uninjured even by severe cold. The winter state

which they called hybernation was not simply a torpidity
caused by the cold, for it was found, in cases where the

regular time for hybernation had not arrived, that insects

had carried on their occupation quite undisturbed by a

drop in the temperature of some degrees lower than the
warmth of some weeks later, when they were retiring in

due course to their winter quarters. Hybernation appeared
to be quite a distinct condition from mere effect of cold ;

rather a constitutional, seasonal influence iu which insects,
while they had still all their iustin:tive faculties in good
order, prepared a shelter for the time of coming cold

and want of food. They did not just pass into a state

of torpor indifferently wherever they might be, but selected

some special locality under leaves and stones, or some
safe protection, or formed a cell, or in some way supplied
themselves with shelter; and here they— or such of them
as hybernate—passed into a quiet, motionless state, the

animal functions decreasing in power with the increase of

cold. Still, if even totally frozen so that they could be
broken like sticks, many kinds of caterpillars were not

injured so long as the freezing took place iu the shelters

they had made for themselves. The true remedy here
was for farmers to cultivate the laud iu the autumn, and
throw them out of their cells and lay them open to drying
winds and frost and thaw and wet. This would effectually
kill them. So far as the egg-laying is concerned, Miss
Ormerod pointed out that the laying places

—rank grasses
and weeds—should be destroyed. Liming and chemical
manures and sheep-folding were all sure means of de-

stroying the eggs. In conclusion she asked for further

information from farmers, to help us, by better knowledge,
in destroying these pests to our farm crops.

—London Times.

TAPIOCA IN MALACCA.

(From the Administration Report^ Malacca, for 1881.)

Tapioca Land exhausted after three Crops.—Atter three

crops of tapioca have been taken off the ground, the lands

are practically exhausted, and jnust be allowed to revert

to jungle for '20 or 30 years before they can be profit-

ably brought again under similar cultivation.

Ten year Leases fur Tapioca CuHivation.—The bulk of

the land held under ten-year leases (see note above to

paragraph 27J has been granted during the last fifteen or

sixteen years for tapioca cultivation. Previously to 1879

only 25 cents an acre was charged under such leases, but
from that date 75 cents an acre has been charged. It is

reckoned that land occupied for this description of cult-

ivation is made, as a rule, to produce three crops in the
ten years

—the successive crops being valued at S60, §45,
and S30 per acre respectively. The value of the crops
for the ten years may, therefore, be estimated atSl'-'^S;
and this would give S1350 as the value of the tenths,

represeuting an annual charge of Sl*35. The rent of 75

cents, therefore, may be considered to be very moderate.
A premium of 50 cents per acre had been charged on
these leases, and also survey fees, which have ranged from
15 to 40 cents per acre.

Timber planting on exhausted laml.—If after the lands

are abandoned they could be systematically planted with
valuable timber trees, instead of being allowed to produce
such tre^s or hushes as may happen to spring up (with
a chance of lalanr/ getting hold of the ground to the ex-

clusion of any other growth), it would be doubtless of

great future advantage, and I have brought this proposal
to the notice of the officer who is now engaged in an in-

spection of the Forest Lands of the Settlements

Issue of Tapioca Leases discontinued.—No further leases

of lands for tapioca cultivation are now being made, ex-

cept in certain cases where the applications have been
of long standing.

Peasant Hofd.inys and. Tapioca Encroachments.—The Land

Question in Malacca as it presented itself to me when
I first acted as Lieutenant-Governor of the Settlement in

1870, was in the main a question of how to deal satis-

factorily with the lands already held by, or to be granted
to, the Malay Peasantry. V\t to that time, and indeed up
to quite recent period, the Malays were not practically
hindered from clearing the jungle in the moderate quant-
ities required for their padi fields and gardens ;

and but
for tlie introduction of tapioca cultivation, this system of

laissez faire might have been allowed to continue, not only
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without disadvantage, but with distinct benefit to the

Settlement and the inhabitants. But with the introduction

of tapioca the system became liable to great abuse. The
Chinese manufacturers supplied the Malays with funds,
and the Malays bcyan, without authority, to clear the

forests in all directions, and to plant tapioca, which they
afterwards sold to the manufacturers on the manufacturers'

terms. This state of things it was, of course, necessary
to put a stop to, and by dint of stringent notices and

summary prosecutions, I believe that it may now be said

that it has been put a stop to. The tapioca encroachments
have now, to a great extent, been dealt with, and the

old question relating to the Malay Peasantry has once
more come to the front. My own view as to how it

should be dealt with has never varied : I would give to

all the existing occupiers (whether holding by written titles

or by short leases) certificates in perpetuity under the

Ordinance XI of 1876; I would give fresh land to bona

fide applicants, to the extent of, say four or live acres,

on similar terms. I would charge uothincf for premium or

survey fees. If this system were adopted and a sufficient

staff of sm-veyors appointed tj carry out the work, the

settlement of the country would, I think, be effected

without difficulty, and a very considerable permanent reve-

nue added to the Rent EoU.

STRANGE TRANSFORMATION OF SOIL.

The results of an interesting experiment, proving tho

effects of lime on stiff clay soil, are published in tho

new journal of the Agricultural Society of British Guiana,
Timekri. The value and extent of the rich alluvial flats

in that Colony are well known, but in many parts of

the country are patches wheie the soil is so stiff and

tenacious and with so small a depth of vegetable mould
on the surface that their cultivation is unprofitable. In

order to test the effect of a top-dressing of lime on such

soils, the following experiment was made:—Equal quanti-
ties of yellow clay, very stiff and dense, and about the

consistency of putty, were jilaced under exactly similar

conditions in a wooden trough, with thorough drainage,
and to one portion was applied a thick dressing of temper
lime, while the other was left in its natural state. Some
months afterwards, on inspection, the two portions per-
sented a very different appearance. The one that had
no lime was very little altered. The clay in it was slightly

improved by the action of the weather, and a few blades

of sour grass had sprung up here and there, but so few

they might have been ea.sily counted. The other portion,
which had beeu limed showed a thick vigorous growth of

vegetation of young plants, some almost small trees, two
and three feet high, which on being pulled up brought

up a large bunch of fibrous roots with them about a foot

in diameter with a quantity of loose mould, and the

wliole mass of soil, down to the bottom, was found to

have been changed from a stiff yellow clay to a loose

lilack garden mould. Tnese facts speak for themselves.

They represent no absolutely new theory ; but they put
wellknown principles in a light in which they have prob-

ably uever^een put before.— Colonies and India.

CEARA RUBBER TREES.

TO THE EOrrOR OF THE "jLVDHAS MAU.."

!Sir,
—At a time when the Ceara rubber tree is attract-

ing so mucli attention in Ceylon add elsewhere, I think

a few lines about its cultivation in Southern India; may
be interesting io some of your readers, and I hope you
will be able to find space for them in your valuable paper.
About six months ago. some gentlemen imported Ceara

rubber seed from Ceylon. The produce of these trees may
now be seen flourishing in a wonderful manner at the

foot of tho Neilgherry Hills, by any one curious enough
to look out of the tonga, just before reaching Kallar.

Being much interested in the introduction of this

comparatively new, but very valuable product, I gladly
availi' 1 myself of an invitation to inspect the.se trees more

closely. The rapid growth of the Ceara rubber tree is

marvellous ; some, measured six months old from seed,

were fully eight feet high, and a cutting, that I was
told had been put down scarcely six months ago, was

quite eight feet high aud iu blossom. Being of such

80

wonderfully rapid growth, the tree is naturally very
susceptible of wind, and liable to be blown over, until it

gets firm hold of the ground, consequently a sheltered

position is most necessary. It seems to thrive on poor
soil, requires no shade, and very little rain. With such
moderate requirements we may expect to hear before long
that this valuable tree the demand for the produce of
which seems to be unlimited, aud which is now being so

ruthlessly destroyed in its natural home, is being largely
planted in India, where there is so much laud likely to
suit it. I was informed that a considerable quantity of
seed has been sent to the S. E. AV'ynaad, where it is to
be tried on .some of the unprofitable coffee lands of the
various gold companies. Unfortunately the unusually heavy
monsoon has been rather against the experiment. Froiii
what I could gather, seems that it would be better to

plant out of the young Oearas after the first heavy burst
of the monsdou, say in the months of Augu.st or October
when the ground is thoroughly saturateil, and the showers

only occasional, with bursts of sunshine between. The
germination of the seed seems a very simple process, and
generally occurs in ten d.ays, and sometimes less, from
the time the seed is placed in the damp sand. The seed
coat, being extremely hard, requires very c.nreful filing,
so as to enable it to burst more easily, this is not done
the seed may take months to germinate. The geutlaman
to whom I am indebted for much of the above infor-

mation, and under whose fostering care the rubber I refer
to on " Chelmsford

"
has beeu so successfully reared,

told me that he would be delighted to show any visitors

over his small plantation, who, as well as myself, might
be interested iu this now industry.

— Coi: 24th Oct.

THE DECAY OF COFFEE IN SOUTHERN
INDIA.

"Who killed King Coffee" is a question that has been
asked more than once, and a definite or satisfactory solution
has never yet been arrived at. So many agencies have
been at work for the destruction of the bean that to

fix the precise culprit would be difficult. If it be con-
sidered an honor to have killed the coffee industry, then
the Borer, Leaf disease, and other destructive agi-icultural

pests may fight for the glory; if on the other hand dis-

grace be attached to the proceeding, then each one of tho
above-named may cast the blame ou the other. The lenf

disease did its share, but would not have beeu entirely
successful without the borer, and uicd versa. To the poor
European, who has fought manfully against the enemies
to his success in coffee planting, it matters little by what
agency the deed w.is done; his proispects have been blighted ;

the best years of his life gone perhaps, or it not all of

them, still so many, that he knows not what to turn to,

in order that the rest of tliem njay not be wasted too
in pursuits that, in the end, have to be abandoned. Money
too gone, perhaps other people's as well as his own. This
is a sad picture to look upon, aud yet only too true a
one of many a Em'opean's experience, who has spent his

time anil capital in coffee planting. It has died hanl.
Year after year has hope carried the planter on to trust

to what another season may produce, but, alas! it has

only led to added disappointment.
In .Southern India a new industry has sprung up in tl>e

Gold Mining operations; this is still in its infancy, and
its future has yet to determine whet her the Wynaad will

become a lax'ge field of active enterprise, or revert to its

primitive jungle. In this district, perhaps, we may say
that gold has had a hand in killing coffee, for on those
estates that have been sold to Gold Companies, the coffee

has been entirely neglected. Cinchcuia, where it has beeu

planted, may tlirive; it does not require the annual picking,
weeding xjruning, &c., that are neinled for cott'ee; the
trees will gr.jw if leit alone, but we do not hear of fresh

plantings of Cinchona were Mining is being carried ou.

It is bad enough for Coffee to have died out in the

Wynaad, but we read also that in C.ylon the same thing
is going ou. The Times of India of the 19th instant de-
votes a long article to the "Condition of Ce^don," from
which it ajipears the European coffee planter is in a verj'
bad way indeed. The leaf disease fu-st made its appearance
in tlie Island in 1870, aud for sonie time confined its

visitations to every other year, ajlowmg au interval for
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the planter to pick up hope agaiu with alternate good
and bad spason. Latterly, however, the blight has appeared
every year, and has resisted all scientific attempts to expel

it; tlie result of three years successive leaf disease is that

a great many planters have left the Island to seek their

fortunes elsewhere, not being in a position any longer to

fight, a^faiust a foe they know not how to overcome. Those
who remain in the Island are turning their attention to

other cultivations than coffee. Tea and Chiuchoua are

the I'hief favorites, with a sprinkling of jaggery, sugar and
citmamon. The Wynaad correspondent to the Madras Times
writes:— Apropos of new products, and the enthusiasm con-

nected with them, we may hope that fortune has opened to

us many fresh paths to prosperty. Coffee is to be regarded
as a mere *pnt boiler' apparently, whilst, following modesty
in the wakp nf the great King Ledger, we hear of pepper,
rubber. ipecHcu.i.nha and tobacco

;
all of which, it is believed,

wuuld iluLi;i.siied satisfactorily in our climate. Tea, we
know, has been successfully tested in this respect; and
the demands for the comparatively small quantity already
produced in AV^ynaad should he sufiicient eucourgement
tu induce othrrs to attempt its cultivation thoroughly.
Anything that will thrive on plenty of wet weather ought
to do in Wynaad ; products with a rooted objection to 300 or

400 inches of rain in the year are better elsewhere, but
it is satisfactory to know, iu the present melancholy state

of the coffee market, that we need not feel ourselves

'wh'^>ny dependent on that broken reed for means of
Bubsistence. Therefore good luck to those who have the

energy to attempt experiments which are likely to produce
paying results.

Coffee has now had a long trial in India, some Estates

being close upon half a century old. Time was when
coffee did pay for the cultivation, until the diseases that
now attack the trees made their appearance; and against
thest:, all efforts have proved unavailing, and after years
of struggling on agaii^fst first one and then another, the

European has had to give iu, aud leave the representatives
of his capital to the ravages of the enemy. Meanwhile,
hickily for the consumers of the beverage made frum
coffee berries, the Brazils continue to supply the market.
Leaf disease has not yet appeared there,* and new coffee

districts are being opened out every year. Sumatra and
Java already produce large crops of coffee aud in British

Burraah the Commissioner is endeavouring to make Tavoy
a coffee-producing district. By these means will the supply
be kept up. It may be that coffee requires fresh land
after a certain number of years, and perhaps in a cycle
of years the time may come round that Ceylon aud the

"Wynaad would again produce the berry that now refuses

to grow. As a remunerative industry of the present day,
coffee is at a discount, aud planters generally are turning
their attention to other cultivations.—!South of India
Observer.

TEA-DKYING.— I.

In manufacturing, the staying quality of teas, if we may
be permitted to use such a phrase, sccnis now to be com-

pletely over-looked. In the early days of the tea industry

among us, our tea kept for years, and improved by keeping,
and we know that whatever deficiencies are found iu China

tea, a want of keeping property is not among them. In

the ante-canal days, teas from Assam were frequently six

mouths old before they reached Mincing Lane, and it was

ackuowledged on all hands, that this delay was to their

advantage. Now, teas can be placed in the London market
within two months of manufacturing, aud our experience
is, that the faster they are hurried forward, thebe'ter will

be the prices obtained. Tea, which from any cause, has
been held for some mouths, obtains a valuation consider-

ably under what was accorded to it on arrival. Hence
the push which is made on all hands to hurry forward
our tea as soon as it reaches Calcutta from the garden,
and hence the small number of chests nov/ bought in at

the London sales. Brokers and agents have fouml from

experience, the best of teachers, that it is better to sell

at once on arrival, and be content with such prices as

are obtained, than to hold, on the chance of matters im-

* Not Jiemileia vastatorix perhaps, but there exist leaf

diseases of a xnmkat nature in some parte of Brazil.—Ed.

proving. That the fault is one inherent to Indian tea, is

clear from the fact that China still keeps as well as ever
it did. It is an important matter therefore, to enquire
wherein the fault lies, aud we have no doubt planters
generally will have no difficulty in laying their hands on
the spot. Before considering this point, we will notice
what Mincing Lane says about the drawback. An intelligent
merchant, wholly unacquainted, however, with manufactur-

ing, says :—
" It is this most lamentable deficiency of "staying power

"

which is the terrible drawback to all satisfactory dealing
iu Indian tea just now. And I am inclined to think that,
with every extension of this industry, there is less and
less tendency towards improvement. The unlucky operator
who fancies that the Indian tea of to-day is a something
he may speculate iu like pig iron, which may be stored

up for years, and come out then as fresh as the first

day, both in quality aud weight, will find he has made
a serious mistake. The simple fact is that Indian tea as now
produced, will scarcely hold its quality till it can be
sold. This is no random statement—quite otherwise; it

is a sober fact, as every dealer knows to his cost. Let

anyone who doubts it, taste a sample that has just arrived
in the docks, against a sample of similar grade from
the same garden, arrived, say, only a mouth previously,
and in nine cases out of ten the later arrival will be
found preferable."
He points out that a London dealer who purchases tea

in Calcutta, knows exactlv when to report it in London,
and makes such arrangements as shall secm*e a speedy sale.

With his best efforts, he will perhaps place three-fourths
of his parcel, the remainder he may for various reasons
have to hold over for a couple of months, and on this

portion he will unfailingly lose. Granting the market to

be exactly in the same position as regards value, his

remainder will be from Id. to 3d. per lb lower than if it

had been sold with the first lot. The general opinion being,
that up to a certain period, Indian tea loses in value Id.

per lb per mouth while it lies iu London. Not being
able to guess the reason for this state of affairs, he says
** what is the reason of this want of '

staying power
* m

the tea of to-day I do not know, nor is it my business

to say ;
but I have no hesitation iu stating my opinion,

that ten or fifteen years ago, Indian tea held its quality

fairl} well for a year or two." And notwithstanding his

technical ignorance, he makes a shrewd guess when he
adds :

—" There were not so many labour-saving machines

employed then in the manufacture, but whether that has

anything to do with it or not, I cannot say. I must
leave the matter to the careful consideration of those

planters who are earnest in doing their work well. If

the evil can be cured or lessened, they will try to do .so."

Let us now see if we can make a correct diagnosis of

the ailment. By labour-saving machines we suspect rolling
machines are particularly referred to, but we do not think

they have anything whatever to do with it. There are

however, in our opinion two processes in the factory to

which we should debit the want of staying power in the

teas of the present time. These are fermentation and-

dryiug. AVith regard to fermentatioi, we look upon this

as most important of all processes in manufacturing. There
never has existed a doubt in our minds, that we do not

feiment our teas properly. Fifteen years ago the manager
spent much time in the factory watching fermentation,
and although each man had his own idea, as to when the

proper time had arrived for breaking up the balls, it

was a generally accepted maxim, that at least onednlf
of the leaf should have become brown under the process.
We do not wait so loug now-a-days, not because we are

in a hurry, but because the Jiat of the broker has gone
forth for *'rasp." The only way to obtain this is by
nnrler fermenting, aud uuder-firing, and hence, for the
same reason, panning has been abandoned in most gardens.
Wherp, luiwever,

"
rasp

"
is not desired, paiming has

generally been retained. The result of proper fermenta-

tion is to liberate the bitter property of the tea,—the tannin
—and the panning helps on this good work, hence the

retention of panning, where mild flavoured tea is wanted.
Now it is a property of fermentation, that if checked
at too early a stage, it will resume, the moment the

conditions favorable to the process are agaiu present. In

making "rasp," fermentation is checked prematurely, and
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only awaits the favorable opportunity to resume. This

opportunity it finds a little later on, as we shall presently
show, when we come to consider the question of "

drying."
We shall reserve till next issue a consideration of the
raaiu cause of this drawback, but meantime we would

impress on planters the extreme importance of giving the
utmost attention to everything counected with the avoid-
ance of moisture in the made tea. This should perhaps
more consistently be taken up when we come to consider

drying proper, but there are other details connected with
the finishing and packing, which, although not so important
as care in the drying process, yet contribute in no small

degree to the quality of the tea. In lining boxes it will,

on careful scrutiny, frequently bo found that holes in tlie

lead are not overwhelmed with a sense of responsibility
and if they can get the work scamped over, are quite
content. It must not be forgotten that the bulk of the
tea is forwarded to Calcutta during the raius, aud if a
corner of the box gets wet, a hole in the lead speedily
leads to damp tea. Those of us who are in Calcutta

during the tea .season, must have seen innumerable hackeries
laden with tea, continually on the move. If there does
not seem an immediate prospect of a storm, the boxes
are invariably innocent of all covering. If, however, a
shower is a]>prehended, a tarpaulin is thrown over the
load. This tarpaulin

—if in good order—thoroughly protects
the tops of the boxes, but almost always leaves the sides
so exposed, that one has no difficulty in reading the marks
on the boxes. Now we have no hesitation in affirming
that during the .South-West monsoon, all tea should be
moved about only on wooden wagons covered all in with
wood, like covered good wagons on the railway. If it

be said that this would be a costly process, we reply,
that whatever it costs, it must be done, if the tea is to
be kept dry. Then there is the dampness likely to accrue
from boxes made of unseasoned wood. This is, perhaps,
not so common as it was, but we have repeadedly seen
the sides of boxes containing a damp piece here and there.
If we would give our tea a fair ch.auce, we mu.st eliminate

everything, even apparently the most trilling
—which m.ay

in the most remote degree tend to damage the finished
article.—huUgo Planters' Gazette.

SUMMER TREATMENT OF VIXES.

[We extract the following article from the Queensland
Planter and Farmer, not merely because of the infor-
mation given respecting the proper cultivation of tlie vine,
but because of the general principles it embodies in regard
to the fuuctious of leaves, deprived of which, we beg
our correspondent W. to note, a tree is deprived of that
which supplies and keeps up its vitality, enabling it to
elaborate healthy wood, plenty of roots "and good fruit

—Ed.]
The following hints in reference to the treatment of

the shoots and leaves of vin^s, by Dr. Kelly, are worth
attention just now:—

In October and Novemb°r the young vines send forth
their shoots with so much vigour, that they require con-
stant tying to the stakes, aud during the summer they
must be contiimady attended to in this respect. Along
with the tying, another operation must be attended to at
the same time. This is the pulling off any poor or

superfluous shoots. Besides the shoot wliich is intended
to form the future stem, there are generally a number
of small useless shoots sent out from the base, and even
from the roots. All such ought to be pulled off by the
sockets, while the shoot intended for growth is carefully
attached to the support. If the scarifier is required in
the summer, great care must be taken that it does not
in any w.ay injure the tender vines. Such summer work
is seldom required, except in very wet seasons. Our ex-

perience of dry summers lias led us to the conclusion that
the less the ground is disturbed in dry weather the better.

In the winter pruning a certain number of buds on
spurs, thighs, and branches, of the long pruned vines are
left, with the expectation that so many will form fruit

shoots, and others, wood shoots; and although they generally
turn out according to our intentions, many buds, which
were expected to throw small fruit shoots, send out long
wood rods, and vice ver^a; and notwithstaiuling all our
care in extirpating useless puds, there are oumeroas email

shoots which ipring where they were neither expected
nor wanted, and which crowd the vine to an inconvenient
extent. These useless shoots ought to be removed, and
the suckers extirpated about November. Many vigner .as

are careful not to disturb the vines during their flower-

ing
—lest the rough handling aud shaking cause their fruit

to prove abortive. It is well to adopt their precautious
with regard to this, and not handle the vines to.) rough'y;
but the ri.sk of injury is not so great as to inti.'rrupt tiie

work of the season. At the spring dressing also, it is

necessary to thin out the fruit, of which sometimes more
sets than the vine is able to bear without injury to itself.

In general, with careful winter pruning, the quantity
formed is not more than euough; but there are seasons
when the vines show an unusual quantity of fruit, and
these are often the very seasons when they are least able
to ripen it, without an unwonted drain on their energies.

It is a common thing to see fine, vigorous vines tied

up into a bundle round a stake, aud lopped olf all round
into a symmetrical column, every stray branch \\ liich

shows beyond the prescribed limits being carefully removed.
There is, of course, a reason assigned for the practice,

sufficiently plausible to cause it being adopted to the extent
it has beeu in Australia. 1 1 is said that, by removing all

the superflous shoots, we throw into the fruit the sap and
nourishment which would hiive been expended uselessly
on the leaves aud wood, and thus greatly augment the

quantity, and improve the qualtity, of the fruit; while we
save the expenditure of the nutritious fluid on the un-

productive and useless leaves and shoots. Such arguments
indicate the most extraordinary ignorance of the nature
and proper functions of the leaves of plants. "Leaves

expose the fluids of the plant to the influence of the air

and light, and their spiral arrangement enables them to

do so effectually. They are concerned in the elaboration
of the various vegetable secretions, in the ionnation of

wood, and in the absorption of fluid and gaseous matters.
A plant, by being constantly deprived of its leaves, will

ultimately be destroyed. On this principle, weeds, with

creeping stems and vigorous roots, which are with difficulty

eradicated, may be killed."

The leaves of plants are the important agents in the

chemistry of nature, by which the atmosphere is main-
tained in a state of purity to support animal life. Plants

through their leaves absorb the carbonic acid, or so act

upon it, that the two elements of which it is composed,
the carbon and oxygen, are separated, the oxygen being
restored to the atmosphere, while the carbon is takon up
by the plant, aud, entering largely iuto the compo.sition
of its juices, affords material for the extension of all parts
of the plant. In plants of rapid growth, the amount of
carbon required is much greater than can be supplied by
the soil; such plants are. therefore, provided with abundant
foliage, in order that they may obtain their nourishment
from the air

;
aud by removing the leaves from plants,

we take away their means of growth.
In further confirmation or the importance of the leaf

in the ecouoray of plants, tve have the following authority ;—"The power of absorbing nutriment from the atmosphere,
with which the leaves of plants are endowed, being pro-
portionate to the extent of their surface, every increase
in the size and number of these parts is necessarily attended
with an increase of nutritive power, and a consequent
further development of new le.Tves and branches. Leaves,
twigs, and branches, when completely matured, as they
do not become larger, do not need food for their support.
For their existence as organs, they require only the means
necessary for the performance of the special functions to

which they are destined by nature; they do not exist on
their own accomit."*
*'We kuow that the functions of the leaves and other

green parts of plants, are, to absorb nutritive matters
from the atmosphere, and, with the aid of light and moisture,
to appropriate their elemeuts. These processes are con-

tinually in operation : they commence with the first for-

mation of the leaves, and do not cease with their perfect
development. But the new products arising from this
continu'^d assimilation are no longer employed by the

perfect leaves in their own increase: they serve for the
formation of woody fibre, aud all the solid matters of
simil.ir composition. The leaves now produce sugar, amylin

Liebig's Chemistry of Agriculture, &c.
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or starch, and acids, whicli were previously formed by the

roots, when they were necessary for the ilevelopment of

the stem, buds, leaves, and branches of the plant.
" The organs of assimilation, at this period of their life,

reCL'ive more nourishment from the atmosphere than the

employ in their sustenance; and when the formation of

the woody substance has advanced to a certain extent,
the expenditure of the nutriment (the supply of which
still remains the same ) takes a new direction, and blossoms

are produced. The functions of the leaves of most plants
cease upon the ripening of their fruit because the pro-
ducts of their action are no longer needed. They now

yield to the chemical influence of the oxygen of the air,

generally suffer a change in color, and fall off."*

It is quite unnecessary to adduce further testimony to

prove the importance of the leaf in the vital economy of

the plaut. I shall, therefore, conclude with the following

practical observations of Sir W. Macarthur, in the rough
notes or comments upon the Geelong Prize Essays :

—
"Dr. Lindley has wittily observed, that he who should

remove from a plant in full bearing a portion of its leaves,

with the view of hasteuing the maturity of its fruit, would
be actiug with about as much reason as one who should

take out part of the lungs and bowels of an animal, by
way of improving its digestion.
"Let us endeavour to add a few maxims and general

principles.
" When the summer is sufficiently warm and prolonged

to ensure the perfect maturity of the fruit, the more

healthy leaves the vine is enabled to develop and preserve,
thf greater the crop it is capable of bringing to perfection.

" A shoot, while its leaves are in a state of growth, acts

as a drain upon the resources the plaut derives directly
from the soil ;

but each leaf, having once attained its full

size, serves as an organ to elaborate the juices, and absorb

moisture during the night and in damp weather, by means
of its stomata, or mouths placed ou the under side: it

will also, by the same means, absorb nutritive principles
from the atmosphere.
"The prolonged health and vigour of any particular leaf

has important influence upon the bud at its axil; laterals

may also serve to feed the bud close to which they spring,

but, if vigorous, they must interfere mth its development.
In such cases, if the buds be required to be retained at

the next pruning, the laterals in connection with them
shonld be shortened or removed.
"The leaves situated near the base of bearing shoots have

a much more important influence in the nourishment and

ripening of the fruit than those situated towards the

extremity. The former, as every one knows, is placed in

almost immediate relation to the bunches.
" Leaves to any considerable extent deprived of the action

of light and air, cannot continue to perform healthy
functions. The more light they have the better.

"
.Although, therefore, in climates most favourable to the

vine, it should be encouraged to develope largely its summer

growth, this object should not be pursued io the injury

of the more important leaves close to the fruit, which

also have the otfice of feeding the buds which, for the

most part, are to produce next year's crop of fruit.

" To remove, or shorten, to any considerable extent,

the shoots of i;he vine, after the leaves are fully grown,

may have become advisable, but only in consequence of

previous injudicious treatment. They ought to have been

removed or shortened at an earlier period of growth. So

also with leaves which it may have become advisable to

rcinnve that the fruit may be exposed to more light; the

vibe should not have been permitted to grow in such form
as to render this requisite. But to stop or pinch off the

ends of growing shoots which are showing fruit, is dif-

ferent, and often beneficial. It may, however, be adopted
to an extent which will do great injury to the vine. The
lu'st effect of early stopping, say, at a joint or to above

the uppermost bunch upon a shoot, is to cause a portion
of the vigour, which would have been employed in its

rapid extension, to be diverted to the development of the

bunch and the leaves which are retained. By the same

process the laterals which usually are produced upon healthy

shoots, are forced out prematurely.
"If the fresh shoots, which will soon take the place of

the original leader, be again removed, or closely pinched
* Balfour's Manual of Botany.

back, the bunches of fruit will no doubt be stili further
forced forward

; and this system may be the best where,
as in forcing houses, a wholly artificial state, as well as
at roots as of the atmosphere in which the grow, is adopted.
In such cases the smaller number of immensely developed
leaves is made to do the duty of the greater number
which would naturally be produced, and which: under glass,
could not be sufficiently exposed to light and air to per-
form their functions properly. But, in a climate such as
we for the most part have to deal with,- such a system
will tend to the ultimate injury of the vines. As the
shoots are permitted to extend, so also will the roots,
penetrating every favouring crevice and vein in the successive
strata uuderneath to an unsuspected depth, thus placing
at command stores of moisture and other elements of

growth to be called into requisition when the parching
heats of summer render them necessary. Vines which, on
the contrary, have been restrained to a mutilated summer
growth, with its few attended leaves, will not have a com-
paratively extensive system of roots. Can it be supposed
that they will be able in the same degree to support the
effect of a dry summer, or to bring to maturity such
heavy crops as those which we will assume to be trained
so as to have ample and luxuriant growth? We will imagine
these last to be managed so as to form walls or banks of
rich foUage five or seven feet high—nowhere so crowded
as ro deprive the interior and lower leaves of healthy
colour and action, and after the young growth has filled

up the area allotted to it, that the first growing young
shoots are brushed off with the knife or hooks as often
as requisite until the increasing drain of the swelling bunches
of fruit becomes sufficient to retain within reasonable
bounds their tendency to grow. In such condition, I
venture to assert, a plot of vines would be far more
favourably circumstanced to produce larger crops of per-
fectly matured fruit, uninjured by the vicissitude of the
seasons, than they can be when cramped in their growth
by prepetual close stopping. Let not the inexperienced
husbandman, however, suppose that because the system of
close stopping (expedient under glass where the atmosphere
is often so damp as to promote the formation of young
roots all over the stem and old branches of the vines) is

condemned as unsuitable to the requirements of a hot, and
often dry and arid climate, that stopping, under all cir-

cumstances, is injurious
—

quite the reverse—but let it be
done with judgment, and never so as to prevent the vines
from reaping the advantages of ample and extended
summer growth. In the early growth, where the tap is

forcing the rapid extension of the shoots, it is often
advisable by stopping them to check their over-rapid
extension

; but, beware how you bring them into an over-
crowded state—thin out sufficiently and in time to afford
to each important shoot its necessary share of light, and
by no means continue to shorten them, or prevent the
formation of ample foliage. If the luxuriant state of your
vines should have induced you at the winter pruning to
leave long rods of bearing wood (which is often advisable
to reduce over vigour), then you will probably find it

necessary, besides thinning out the young shoots from
them to prevent overcrowding, to keep almost all the rods

closely stopped a joint or two above the uppermost bunches.
This will not interfere with the development of foliage
recommended, which should be ample as is consistent
with the healthy action of the important under leaves."

TEA IN INDIA.

It is almost impossible to take up a paper of any
circulation in Bengal without finding something about tea
in its columns. The f:ict is that tea cultivation is carried
on in this country by such a large number of small, and
a few large companies, that a very large proportion of
the Europeans have some interest in it, and so like to be

kept imformed as to what is going on. Tea manufacture,
like most other agricultural and horticultural work depends,
first of all, for its success, on the weather, for without
favourable weather fiist class tea cannot be made. To
judge, however, by wh;it we read in the papers, the-causes
which operate against making a profit out- of a tea gar-
den are so numerous that the only wonder is anybody
ever makes any profit at all. These are questions, how-
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ever, with which we do not propose to deal on the

present occasion, though we may do so in a future num-

ber. 'WTiat we now propose to do is to place beffre our

readers a few facts and figures connected with the tea

industry in India, regarding which there seems to be at

preweut a good deal of misapprehension. For these facts

and figures we are indebted to a short note on the Tea

Industry, lately published by Mr. Liotard of the agricul-

tural Department. To begin with it may be as well to

show the progress made in the cultivation and produc-
tion thi-oughout India from 1875 to 1881, which is as fol-

lows, and can be best shown in a tabulated form :
—
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two or three quarts of this fine, tiry sifted moss; mix

and you will have as good a material for starting fine

seeds as I have ever used.

Leaf-mould is a very fair substitute for moss. It contains

much plant food, is light and porous, and retains con-

sinorable moisture. By leaf-mould, I do not mean muck
from the swamp, but the decomposed leaves and sand

scraped scraped up in the woods. Leaf-mould, like muck,
varies considerably in composition and value. The best

is obtained from Beech, Maple and Oak woods. The leaf-

mould should be gathered the previous summer and kept
in the cellar until wanted. Before using, it should be

mixed with equal parts of sand and sifted. For merely

starting plants, rich soil is not essential. Seeds will ger-

minate in moss and send as well as in the richest mould.

After the plauts arc started ami begin to grow, a little

plant food is necessary, aud in ehis case leaf-mould is

better than mess. Ebual parts of sods, sand and well-

rotted manure made into a compost aud wosked over,

and sifted until it is fine, is a favorite material for

potting pints.
Dried muck from the swamps is an exceedingly useful

matcriul for the gardener. It many section of this country
it can be obtained at little more than the cost of cutting,

drving, and carting it. No gardener ever has too much
of" it. It has many excellent properties. It will make

heavy soil light. It will make dry soil moist. It will

make cold soil warm. It is an excellent absorbent of

water and gases. It is itsilf a manure, and can be used

to great advantage in our stables, cowhouses and pig-

pens, as well as for mixing with manure in onr compost

heaps. The practical difficulty is in getting the muck

dry and keeping it dry. We want a place fer storing it,

and above all we want to form the habit of getting muck
and using it on our farms and gardens. No one doubts

its value, but we hardly know how to commence its use.

It is, however, a very simple mattiH-. We usually throw

up the muck in the summer and let it lie in a heap
until winter, when we have plenty of leisure to draw it.

Another plan is to throw it up in July, turn it over a

few weeks later to facilitate the drying, and early in

the fall, befor heavy rains set in, draw it to a shed, or

cellar, or barn, where it can be kept dry and ready for

use at any time. The farmer who has a good supply of

dried muck on hand will find it of great use in many of

his gardening operations.
The boxes I have used for starting plants are two and

one half feet long, twelve inches wide, and three inches

deep, made of half-inch stuff. A sc-ew at each end,

about an inch from the top on the outermost corners,

is wound rounO by a piece of wire two feet eight inches

long, the other end of the wire being twisted round to

a screw fastened to the window. These boxes are placed

on the sill of the window. The length of the box, of

course, being det«rmined by the width of the window, it

can be maile wide or n.arrow according as you have more

or less room in the house. There may be windows where

you could have them two feet wide without inconveni-

ence; if .so the plants will do ju.st as well, aud the boxes,

of course, will hold twice the number of plants. I have

had better success in starting plants in these boxes in

the house, than in a hot-bed as ordinarily managed. The

plauts are in sight all the time, and are less liable to

be neglected. The children, especially, soon learn to take

an interest in these plant-boxes in the house. They require

a little assistance i - sifting the soil and moss, and put-

ing it in the boxes, and in fastening the boxes iu the

window-sills. But they can sow the seed aud cover it

with a little sifted moss themselves. It is very desirable,

however, to write the names of the seeds to be sown,

with the date of sowing, on some wooden labels to mark

the rows where different seeds and different varieties are

sown. If this is neglected much of the interest will be lost.

Decauville's Tramway.—Mr. Van de Velde, the energetic

and able representative of the Fives-Lilies Co., has under-

taken in addition the agency for Decauville's portable

tramway. Mr. Van de Velde informs us that he has

already secured orders for these patent tranjways to the

amount of £28,000. This gives one some idea of the im-

portance of the sugar industry in these colonies.- ^'~~*-~

nnd Farmer,

-Planter

Hornless Cattle.—According to a correspondent of the

Albany Cultivator, "it is the custom with some farmers in

Georgia (and has been for years) to rear only hornless cattle.

It matters and what breed, all can be made hornless. When
the calf is old enough for the horn to start, a very small pro-
tuberance is felt upon the bones of the head. A knife is

then taken, and a small cross cut over this little horn,
the incipient horn is lifted out, the edges of the wound
pressed together, an adhesive strap put over it, and there
is no more trouble about horns."—Planter and Farmer.
Bkhaviour of India-rubber when .Subjected to

Tension.—As a result of a series of experiments made on
some samples of vulcanised Para india-rubber, M. Jeuatzy,
of Brussels, found that, under uniformly increasing loads,
a band of caoutchouc takes increasing elongations until it

becomes twice as long as it was originally, after which
the successive elongations decrease ; aud he also finds that
the weight necessary to quadruple the length is three
times that under which the length has become doubled.—
Journal of the Society of Arts.

A Novel Manure.—I recently obtained from the cellar

of an unoccupied mansion about a peck of the solid excreta
of a colony of bats. As the public are promised a large

supply of this kind of guano from the caves of Borneo

very shortly, it may be interesting to ascertain its value

beforehand. I have no means of thoroughly analysing
what I have, but will gladly send a sample to any of

your reatlers who would undertake to do so. In the

meantime, I have discovered that it gives off ammonia
very freely when mixed with lime and water, and am
also trying it for some soft wooded pLants against equal
quantities of Clay's Fertiliser.—A. G. Bridgeman^ Marlow.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Mortality of Cinchona Officinalis.—It is now well-

nigh two years since the unusual liability to disease, and

consequent death, of this valuable but tender species, was
first drawn attention to. In the interim between that

date and this, it would be no exaggeration to say, that

among planters at least, more thought and practical ex-

periments,
—the fruit of thought—have been expended on

this one species than upon all the others put together.
Have we not drained the laud whereon this plant is

cultivated, again and again, drained it and inter-drained it;

and even iuter-inter-drained, until the laud refuses to

hold any more. Have we not dug the land time after

time, freed the earth round the collar, trenched inter-

lineally, spilt the bark longitudinally, deflowered it of

blossom, lopped it, topped it, .and finally coppiced it to

within and inch of the collar ? And is all this to go for

nothing ? I .am afraid so ;
we have not found the antidote

for canker yet. Trees of this species that are more or less

backward in coming forward—if I may be allowed such a

parodoxical expression
—undoubtedly appear less suscept-

ible to canker than those of more rapid growth. "30

per cent, of dying trees recover, if topped rather low

down,'' but further express a doubt of the future healthi-

ness of the suckers. My experience fully confirms this

doubt.—F. A. M. in "
Ceylon Times"

Flax Fibre: ANEW Industry.—An important agricultural
and manufacturing industry is about to be developed in the

Western States of America, which, it is believed, will not

only add millions to the wealth of the people, but save

millions which are now spent abnad. The industry is

that of cultivating flax and utillizing the fibre. The are

planted to flax in the Westorn States in I88I was

1,127,300 acres, divided as follows :—Iow.a, 287,400;

Indiana, 193,400; Kan.sas, 160,900; Illinois, ie0,300 ;

Minnesota, 95,200 ; Ohio, 80,600 ; Missouri, 55,000 Nebraska,

50,000 ; and AVisconsin, 44,500. Yet upon all this area no

merchantable flax fibre was produced, the flax being burned

or allowed to rot. The yield of seed was about ti.OOO.OOO

bushels, valued at about eight millions of dollars. The
total acreage of flax in Europe, where the fibre is utilized

amounted in 1880 to 3,334.329, and the value of the fibre

produced to lO8,40fi,00O dollars. The average money yield

per acre iu flax-seed, therefore, in the Western .States

was only about seven dollars, as against an average jaeld

in Europe for fibre alone of 32 dollars. Belgium, on an

area one-eighth as great as that given to flax in the

Western American States, annually produces 1,000,000

dollars more .• and France with one-seventh of the area,

produces annually 3,000,000 dollars more.-London Times,
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Camomile.—Where can I get roots of camomile, and
what is the mode of culture?—J. Adams. [Most good
nurserymen will supply roots. As regards culture, *^^he

foUowiug is the routine followed by the growers at Mitch-

am, where many acres of land are occupied by it. In

March, old woru-out plantations are broken up and the

plants divided into small root pieces. These are planted in

well-prepared ground in rows two feet apart each way, the

intervening spaces being cropped with lettuces or other

esculents, which can be quickly got otf the ground. It

is, however, not an uncommon practice to plant camomile

plants as thickly again as those mentioned, and afterwards
to thin them out to the required distance asunder. As the

blooms expand they are picked off by women, who receive

Id. or l^d. per lb. for gathering them, a process which is

continued as long as sutlicieut flowers are laid out in a

shady but airy place to dry, after which they are put into

canvas or paper bags and disposed of.—Ed.]
—Field.

SuGAB.—An inventiou is announced in one of our American

contemporaries which if it fulfils all that it promises to

do, \vill completely revolutionise the manufacturing depart-
ment of the sugar industry. The New York Sun thus
describes the invention :

—"
It is proposed to do away

with the cane mill in the sugar process, on account of

its waste and loss, and substitute a new apparatus denomin-
ated the pulpifactor, which presents two series of vertical

saws specially made for cutting sugar canes, and fixed

to two frames; the whole working by a reciprocating
motion with but small power to lift the tool, which
afterwards precipitates itself with its own power, in-

creased by its weight and velocity. Each series of saws
reduces at one stroke a bundle of ten canes into slices

and the letter, fallmg into a disintegrator running at

high speed, are reduced into a fi.ne pulp, which is pressed
by means of two small rollers ; the whole of the juice

being by this means forced ont of the cells, and the

woody matter is removed in a dry state. The juice thus
extracted is mixed with lime as each gallon is produced
and a proper proportion as it runs to a continuous pre-
parator, when it is heated in a few minutes up to, but
not exceeding, 203'^ Fah. During this short time it is

cleared of all the suspended matters, this being effected

by passing the juice over a table constructed witli a
series of corrugations forming a long continuous passage
the heat being applied beneath the table."

Facts About Cinchona.—In addition to the unfavorable

yield of quinine by Cuprea bark there is the additional
drawback involved in the difficulty of extracting the
alkaloids from it, owmg to the extremely hard and im-

per\'ious nature of the bark, a difficulty which alone
detracts from its market-able value. Keaders of this journal
will easily understand how important an element in the
value of any bark is the readiness with which it is acted

upon by chemicals, and on this subject we may mention
a fact not hitherto made known, so far as we are aware
of the superiority in this respect of the succiruhra variety
over officinalis, a fact which has come to be generally
recognised amongst quinine manufacturers, and which may
be as well borne in mind by planters in their future
choice of a variety for planting out. It is this same
facility of extraction which gives cinchona dust a value

apparently out of all proportion to its marketable quality.
"We are assured by a visitor to a quinine manufactorv in

England, that he was shewn a heap of cinchona dust
which had all the appearance of being the veriest rubbish,
but the proprietor of the factory assured him that it was
a great bargain at ten pence the pound, owing to the
fine atoms of the best bark pre.sent in it. and hence the
ease with which it could be operated upon. We under-
stand that the idea entertained a short time ago of

establishing a factory in Colombo for the extraction of
the cinchona alkaloids in the rough, has been abandoned,
in consequence of information obtained at home shewing
that similar attempts made in South America failed, owing
to the high temperature of the locality being unfavorable
to the process. It was foimd that from this cause, after
the longest treatment of bark by chemicals, there still

remained a certain portion of the alkaloids in the resid-
uum incapable of being extracted, and so the idea which
seemed to promise such good results, came to be aban-
doned.—"Ceylon Times,"

Kkw.—That vast aggregate of botanic gardens, conserva-
tories, propagating houses, museums, arboretums, exchange
offices, instruction halls, and specimen orchard and oi-namen-
tal grounds, with which all countries in the world are in

correspondence, knows as Kew Gardens, and about six
miles up the Thames frum the business centre of London,
was visited by no less than Gl,831 persons on one day
last year.—Queenslander.
Jarrah Wood (Eucalyptus Marginata.)—Reporting on

this wood the Chief Engineer at Adelaide, South Australia,
says it has been extensively used in the colony for many
years for railway sleepers, piles and other structural pur-
poses. Many of the sleepers that have been laid in the
permanent way for a period of eighteen years are quite
sound at the present time, and show no symptoms of
decay or destruction from the white ant. It is recom-
mended that the timber should always be provided from
the iron-stone ranges, and not from the flat or swamps,
as from the latter places it is spongy, and is liable to at-
tack from insects both on land and in the sea. It is also
a matter of importance that the logs should be felled when
the sap is down, and properly pitched, by which means
any tendency to splitting is minimised. Sound logs are
readily obtainable from 20 to 40 feet in length, and from
12 to 34 inches square.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
The "Tropical Agriculturist."—We have received the

Tropical Agriculturist for June, It is a monthly record
of information for planters of coffee, tea, cocoa, cinchona,
sugar, palm, rice, or products suited for tropical cultiv-
ation. It is an excellent pubHcation, brimful of facts and
information. It is published at Colombo, by Messrs. A M.
and J. Ferguson, at the Ceylon Observer office. We have
much pleasure, therefore, in drawing attention to the pub-
lication, which had in June reached its thirteenth number,
It is one interesting to the naturalist and to all desirous
of information ; whilst it is indispensable, we think, to the
planter or estate manager. Each nnmler contains some
ninety closely-printed pages, and the low price brings it

within the reach of all. It is sold at agencies in London
(Haddon), Aberdeen (AA^estland), Madras (Higginbotham),
Calcutta and Bombay (Thacker), Singapore (Little), Penang
(Blaze), Batavia (Bryce), Port Louis (Hall), Durban (Ro-
binson), Jamaica (Call), Trinidad {Chronicle Office), and
British Guiana {Royal Gazette Office), and throughout Aus-
tralia by Messrs. Gordon and Gotch. The June issue has,
we should add, a full index for the first thirteen numbers.

I find the Tropical Agriculturist a most interesting and
useful publication. It finds a place on the table of our
Public Library, and is much prized.
The Java rainfall, as measured at Batavia for the

years 1864 to 1878, was as follows:—

18fi4
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Bone Ashes, and Hokse Manure.—" J. C. P.," Colorado,

writes us :

" Will you tell in your next number, the

relative value of bone ash and horse manure? I have

oijportunity of obtaining either in almost unlimited

quantity."
—By all means use some of both. It is not

likely that the application of over 1,000 lbs, of boue ashes

to the acre would have a better effect than 500 pounds.
You may, however, use 100 loads of horse manure to

the acre, v.itli good results, and for most vegetables,

twice as much. The bone and manure may be composted
with excellent effects.—American Ai/rim/turist.
The Wax Plant.—The wax plant, indigenous in Caroline

and Pennsylvania, is now being cultivated on a large scala

in Algeria, while its acclimatisation in Tunis has been

attempted with favourable results. The fruit, enclosed in

a bag of coarse cloth, is plunged into boiling water, and

in a few seconds the liquid wax floats on the surface.

This is skimmed off and dried, and forms a good sub-

stitute for beeswax, as it has the same chemical composition.
Its odour is agreeable, the root possesses medicinal \-irtues,

and the leaves are useful for protecting textile fabrics

from the ravages of insects.—Journal of the Societi/ oj Arts.

OcTE Pine Apple Fibre.—The pine apple is justly esteem-

ed iu Europe for its delicious aromatic flavor, and when

grown in this part of the world requires to be kept in

hot-houses. In the more sunny regions of the East and

West Indies, South America, Mexico, and the Phillippine

Islands, the pine apple grows in wild luxuriance. Yet,

however widespread its fame as a table fruit, it is doubtful

whether many people know of the plant in connection

with the texible fibre it produces. According to one practical

authority, the leaves of both the wild and the cultivated

kinds yield fibres which, when spim surpass in strength,

fineness, and lusture those obtained from flax. It is further

added that, in its manufactured state, this product has

been long known as an article of commerce in the countries

referred to. One of the leading trade papers of the German
Textile industry has given attention to the investigation

of the properties of this fibre. From India and from Central

America two specimens of tissues woven from it had been

received. The former was a piece of stripped muslin, and

the latter a sample of dress material in which the yarn
had been bleached, thus showing that the fibre is capable
of undergoing that process successfully. As to the uses

to which the fibre can be put, it is asserted that it can

be employed as a substitute for silk, and as a material

for mLxing with wool and cotton. It is likewise stated

that for sewing-thread, twist, trimmings, laces, curtains,

and the like, its particular qualities render it specially

applicable.
—Chamhers' Journal.

Papee raoM Bark.—The strongest and commonest of

the several Japanese papers is made from the b.ark of the

Mitsuma^ a shrub which attains about a yard aud a-half

in height, and blossoms in winter, thriving in a poor,

soil. When the stem has reached its full growth, itis cut-

off close to the ground, when offshoots spring up, which

are again cut as soon as they are large enough. A paper
of superior quality is made from the h'ocu, a shrub of

the mulberry family, which grows to the height of two

yards and a"-balf. It is a native of China, and has not

long been imported into Japan, where it is now much culti-

vate d. The stocks are planted two feet apart, often serving

as hedges for separating the fields. The shoots which,

under good conditions, attain their full size, are cut down
in October, on the fourth or fifth year after planting.

Paper is made with these two descriptions of bark in the

following manner:—The twigs are steeped in water for a

fortnight, when the outer portion becomes detached, and

is carried away, if in running water. The inner bark is

removed, washed and dried, and then subjected, for three

or four hours, to the action of steam and boiling water,

which softens it. It is then struck with staves, until a

fine paste is formed, which, mixed with water,^
serves to

make paper by a process similar to that employed in Europe,
A'ozii paper is very strong in the direction of the fibres,

and to obtain paper of equal resistance in every direction,

two, three, or four thicknesses are superposed, with the

fibres running in different directions. It is thus that the

strong papers are obtained, that serve for covering^
um-

brellas aud other similar purposes, as well as artificial

leather. The Japanese also make from the Garnpi a trans-

parent paper as strong as that from Kozu, but much finer

and more supple.
—Journal of the Society of Arts.

Evolution of Gas prom Coefee.—If finely ground
roasted coffee be steeped in cold water, gas will be

evolved to an extent about equal in volume to the

quantity of c'll'fee used, and this action will take I'lace

very rapidly, insomuch that, if a boitie be half tillpcl

with coffee duly ground, and the remaining space then

filled with water until the cork is reached, an explo-
sion will ensue, sufficient in force to expel the cork, or

even break the bottle.—Madras Mail.

The Cocoa-nut Teees on the Endeavour are doing well.

The Cooktown Herald states that those of Mr. Asmus,

though only two years old, are already 8 feet high. The
same gentlemen, and some of his neighbours is said to

have reaped 40 bushels of mountain rice per acre, which

sold at 5s. per bushel. The straw yields about one ton

per acre, which sells readily at £10 per ton. This ought
to pay handsomely, especially as it is found that by
irrijjating with the water of the river two crops can be

obtained per annum. Thirty-five bushels of maize per acre

have also been harvested in the same place, which sold

for 8s. per bushel Queensland.
—Planter and Farmer.

Failure of Coffee Crofs in Coorg.—The corre-

spondent of the Madras Standard sends the follMwing

graphic picture of a state of things with which un-

fortunately we are mly too familiar in Ceylon :
—

" Meecaka, Jany. 7th.—There is little to he said with

any satisfac'ion upon this subject. The prospect at no

time since hist Marcb was very hopeful ;
now matters have

reached the climax, and could not well be worse. Pick-

ing is a mere f tree, it is more, 'tis a delusion. In the

early moininp, say at 7r'he women with their baskets will

be marched off to the coffee trees, and take their lines

and instead of the berries engrossing all their attention to

pick and transfer to their baskets, bringing in at the close

of the day three or four baskets, the coolies seem to start

off' on a walking tour, three or four single berries upon a

tree, and after diligent starch for twelve hours, ^nt ex-

amining five to seven hundred trees each not a quarter of

a bushel -nill be brought to the pulpliouse in tbeevenmg.
A friend of mine. Captain Button, owning a handsome es-

tate of one hundred acres, had a superb blossom in April,

confidently expected (and his friends agreed with him),
there would he over 25 tons of coffee—he lias only got 3.

Another large estate of 200 acres that has be n tended and

manured with skill and care will not exceed five tons, which

means a lo'S to the proprittor of more than one ihousand

pounds. With one or two exceptions, the whole country is

afflicted with failure. Laborers must be at once discharged,

orders for inauure countermanded and expenses reduced,

for th' country is ml burthened with too much monpy.or

capitalists to venture a risk on the coming year's crop. There

is little doubt that the tremendous rainfall in the monsoon

when for days and nights and weeks it poured without inter-

mission, no outdoor work was then done, bali of the livestock

iu the country perished, and destruction to property euurmous

liave brought al:) ut this bad season and undoubtedly affected

the crop. Added to this, I notice with pa'n a persistent

increase of leaf-di.sease over the country; the trees are iu

the height of the sickness now; bare, leafless branches on

withered steins and high easterly winds gripping and wiiirl-

ino- away a few green leaves that were makin;.' an at-

tempt Iu stem the shocks of the disease. In February 1882,

about 700 coffee tiees, or halt an acre, were experimented

upon ;
these were badly stricken with leaf-disease. In tlie

first place, the ground had a moderate slope, and facing

N. N. E. Each individual tree was terraced, by levelling

off the hiilf of the upper part of the soil and building

up the lower part ol' the tree, so that the surface

root.•^ above were cut and tlie lower ones covered and un-

touched, forming a level of 6 feet quadrangle round the tree.

In April, 350 trees had each 30 lb. of compost manure (jungle

soil, live ashes, and cowdung) applied, the remaining 350

wrre treatel with 12 oz. of crushed bones and poonac—
(supplied by Messis. Binny & Co., Bangalore) tcattered

round by hand on the level' terrace, aud forked on the san.e

day. The result is so satisfactory, the trees are so healthy,

and the shew of goo' wood is so promising, that many estates

have followed the example. Imay add th.it I have terrsiced

8 I acres of leaf-diseased cofl'ee this year. The manure wil

be applied iu February, and with a favor,»ble season we have

hopts of checking the ravages of the Ceylon leaf (disease.)
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THE QUINA BARKS.
A book* haa recently been published in Berlin, by

Professor FliicUiger of Strassburg, on the subject of

the quinat barks. It contains 79 pages and eight

lithographed plates, and is divided into 18 sections,

under the following heads :
—

Origin ; most important
cinchonas

; Remijia ; home of the cinchonas ; cultiu'e of

the cinchonas ; gatheiiug of the barks ; appearance and

anatomical structm-e of the cinchona barks
; composition

of the tissue, scat of the alkaloids
;
varieties of ciuchoua

barks ; so-called false quiua barks ; quina cuprea ; com-
mercial statistics ; chemical constituents of the quiua
barks ; quantitative analysis of the alkaloids ; manufact-

ure of quinine ; history of the quina barks up to

1737 ; recent history of the quina barks ; list of

recent works on the cinchonas and quina barks. The

following is a translation of the preface attached to

the work :
—" The most important vegetable medicines

corresponding with the progress of development of man-
kind are or were in large measm'e of oriental and
south Em-opeau origin. America at first contributed
but few gifts, and that to which now in domestic

economy such an extraordinarily pretentious importance
attaches, tobacco, is of no importance in medicine,
although uicotiana fii-st found an entrance into Europe
as a ' wound-wort.' A centui-y later there arose from
the American plant world in quina bark a medicine
whose action has found ever increasing recognition
even in face of the severest criticism of the present
age. The market of the world may, by means of the
sums of money it puts into circulation, indicate this
bai-k as a most important meihciue, but its value today
rests much more on the fact that it is of service to
the industry as a raw material. Since the discovery of

quinine, and the consequent immediate commencement
of its mauufactmal production, the pharmacognostic
importance of quina bark has altered commensurately ;

the greater certainty iu the quantitative analysis of
the alkaloids also has had the efl'ect of throwing into
the backgi'ound an external knowledge of the bark
as such. The revolution is taking place slowly ; until quite
recently in the phannaceutical literature the heading
'

Quiua Barks' still llomished iu its pristine exuberant
luxuriance. The progi-ess in the culture of the cinchonas
necessitates now auother consideration of Chinchouology
(Chinology or Quinology). as, with scarcely correct em-
phasis, this section of pharmacognosis is called. Un-
fortunately the mateiials are still to a great degree
wanting to carry this out to a satisfactory conclusion.
For a systematic view the botanical kuoivledge of the

plant-gioup under consideration leaves much to be de-

sired, not to speak of the anatomical investigation of*
the structm-e of then- barks. Even on the most import-
ant question, the iucrease of the alkaloids in those

plants, we are deficient in infoimation. The sudden
flooding of the market with the Quina cuprea, which
does not belong to a cinchona, especially differing through-
out in respect of its tissue from the quina barks iu
the nan-ower sense, has brought to light for the whole
world the surprizing fact that quinine and the allied
bases are not confined to the genus cinchona. The
new views which are foi-ced upon us by these ob-

•Die Chiuarindeu : in pharmakoguostischer Hinsicht
dargestelt vi n F. A, Flueckiger. Mit VlU. lithograph-
irten Tafeln. lierlio 1883. (The Quina Barks : considered
frurn a Pharniiicognostic View by F. A. Flueckiger. With
8 litlinorraphed plates.)

f-
Wo have used this word to correspond to the " China"

of the Gorman (" Kina" in Uutcli), wbicli is a general
term including the cinclioua tree, bark, &c., and is applied
by Prof. Pluockigor also !o the "Ouprea" bark, which,
as he says, does not belong to a cincUonti.
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servations lie quite outside of the allied question,
what plants within the circle of the cinchoneai gen-
erally contain quiua alkaloids. The answer can
meanwhile be only a very imperfect one. A variety of

interesting topics are connected with the quina barks, both
traditions, which have been and remained dear to the

pharmaceutists aud physicians, ami also glances h'to
the future, which are equally worthy of more detailed
consideration. I was desirous, in bringing forward these
views to the light of the present, to clear away the
not always refreshing material of past ages and to open
the road to a better insight. The short track which I
have been able to make in this direct. on show.s however
some advance and invites to further labor. The fol-

lowing pages are, with a view to a larger circle of

rieaders, taken from my '

Pharmak^ignosie
'

but ar. fuller
tn many points ; the importanc of the subject appeared
tome to justify such a proceeding. In this I have been
assisted in the most obliging manner by my friends,
Da J. E. de Vrij, 0. S. I., in Hague, and" Dr G.
Kemer (Zimmer quinine maniifactory in Frankfort).
So far the preface. In the first eaction of his .work.
Prof. Fliickiger describes in a general way the cascarillos

finos or true cinchonas and the cascar'dloH Imhos
or false cinchonas, the former of which are confined
to the mountain slopesof South America, while the
latter are fouud ranch more widely diffused. Wed-
dell's and Knntze's divisions of the cinchonas are

described, and the writer says :
—"

It is a question
whether it is a gain to exchange the 15 varieties and
sub-varieties of Weddell for the 44 varieties aud
bastards of Kutze. Granted however that Kuntze
was rightly informed as to the origin of the forms,
met with by him in British India and Java, it can-
not be conceived why the wild gi-owing South American
cinchonas should correspond completely and en-

tirely with those called bastards by Kuntze. Observ-
ations on platations have certainly proved that cross-

ings betwee cinchonas so nearly allied to each other
can very ea ily take place, but in nature it is scarcely

possible to distinguish whether we have to do with
such a mixed ofl'spring or with a form of a determined

variety, pr oduced by influences in some other man-
ner. J The' view of Baillon, tliat about 20 varieties

of cinchona are to be recognized, though not further

oonfirmeil may still be the most correct one." Section
2 of the hook deals with the most valuable cinchonas,
oviz. succirubra, calisaya, lancifolia, and otMcinalis,
the " robusta

"
of Trimen being mentioned under the

first, and C. boliviana and C. Ledgeriana being de-

scriljed under the second. The thu'd section is de-

voted to Remijia, 11 varieties of which are men-
tioned on the authority of Triana, the R. Furdieana
and R. pedunculata laeing specially referred to, as

furishing the barks desci'ibed as Quiua cuprea. In
section 4 the home of the cinchona is defined and
the conditions necessary for its growth are detailed.

In the fifth section a summary is given of the his-

tory of the introduction of cinchona culture into

India, Ceylon, .Java, cScc, and tlie diseases to which
the plants are liable are mentioned. We translate

the concluding portion of tliis section, referring to

the so-callcil cuprea :
— " The alkaloid-yielding barks

which under tlie name of Quiua cuprea have of late

attained to sucli surpassing importance belong to the

genus Remijia, which grows under entirely difl'erent

clhnatic conditions from most cinchonas. If the

forestry departments will now possess themselves of

the valuable Remijias the culture of fever bark trees

can be extended into wide tracts of land from which

they have hitherto been excluded. Contrary to

what is the case in regard to the cinclionas, the

Remijias are not confined to the hill regions, but
suited to bear drought and higher temperatures,
which prevail for example in the cliraote of the

X N. B.—Ed. ^~
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alluo's in the region of the Orinoco and Amazon.

Very likely among these or other allied trees may
be found others similar with quinine-yielding barks,

which would repay cultivation." In the next section

Prof. Fluckiger describes the methods of harvesting
the cinchona bark in South America and also the

recently adopted processes of coppicing, mossing, and

Bcraijing. In section 7 tlie appearance and anatomical

structure of the barks are described, section 8 deal-

ing with the contents of the tissue and the seat

of the alkaloids. In the next section the varieties

of cinchona barks, calisaya, lancifolia and succirubra

as they are sent to the market, are described,
"
pata-

de galliuazo
"

being lidiculed as a fantastic name ;

"loxa" is also referred to. Section 10 treats of the

so calleil falfse quina barks, viz., Cascarilla magnifolia
or QiiLua nova, rosa, &c. , which contain no quina
alkaloids and generally no alkaloids whatever. The
11th section is devoted entirely to Quina cuprea, to

which Prof. Fluckiger was the first to call attention

in 1871, though Mr. Howard had so far back as

18S7 received a piece of this bark and had noticed

its quinine-yielding property. Its first appearance in

quantity in the London market took place in 1879-80,
ami since then the imports have been very large.
Prof. Fluckiger describes the external differences

between it and true cinchona bark, the shape
of the bark cells being very distinct ; the cuprea
bark also yields catt'eic acid, which is not the

case with other (juina barks. Another bark, in-

troduced with the cuprea bark, but differing from

it, is described as cinchouamine bark. In section 1"2

statistics are given of the imports of bark during
the last few years into London and other places,
and the prices for quinine which have ruled in Ger-

many, together with tlie probable consumption of the

sulphate in that country. Sections 1.3 and 14 deal at

length with the chemical composition of the quina barks

and the quantitative analysis of the alkaloids, several

methods being given for the determination of the latter,

but a footnote stating that a quick practical method is

still wanting. In the next section the manufacture

of quinme is described, and the efforts of Broughton
and \Vood are referred to. Section 13 contains a

sticcinct history of the quina barks up to 1737, and
section 14 canies the history up to recent times,
and concludes as follows :

— " The settling of so many
still open questions in respect of the cinchonas must
be hoped from the forest culture of these trees, on

the development of which the interesting official re-

ports of the English and Dutch give continuous inform-

ation. Very desirable is the complete systematic

knowledge of the entire division of the cinchonea?

and the comparative examination of the barks of

each separate variety from a chemical and an ana-

tomical point of view." Section 18 gives a list of

38 of the latest works on the cinchonas and quina
barks, Mr. Owen's manual being mentioned. An in-

dex adds to the usefulness of tlie work, which we

hope will appear in an English form.

We may add that the value of Prof. Fliickiger's
work is enhanced by a scries of well-executed en-

gravings of various types of the true cinchonas and
of one of the plants wliich yield the cuprea bark.

The first engraving represents the characters, in stalk

leaf, flower and seed, of Cinrhona succinibm from an

example supplied by the late Mr. Mclvor in 1875.

The second picture pourtrays Cinchona Calimya, rar.

Lcdfieriana," nach Exemplaren aus Java," the male and
female forms of the blossom being carefully distin-

guished, and the peculiar small rouiul dots on the

Ledgeriana leaf being prominently shewn. In the

case of this most valuable of all species there is a

separate engraving, also from a Java specimen, dis-

jilaying fully tlie character of the seed capsules,
natural size and magnified, the enlargiug under the

microscope revealing pubescence on the capsule. Next
comes a portrait of Cinchona lancifolia, also from a
Java specimen, at once distinguishable from Ledg-
eriana, by its much smaller leaves and its mucii more
elongated blossoms and fruit capsules, the latter taper-
ing more to a point than is the case with the
short stumpy Ledgeriana seeds. The specimen of C.

officinalis figured represents a twig from Darjeeling
and indicates characteristics of leaf, blossom and fruit,

familiar to cinchona planters in Ceylon. Contrastecl
with this form are the long, bean-like capsules of

Cascarilla hcterocarpa (maijmfolia), copied from
Karsten's work on the Flora of Columbia. Finally
we have a figure of the principal type of the plants
which, though resembling the true cuichonas in foliage,
do not belong to them, but whicli yield a bark

(cuprea) with much the same properties. The name
of the plant figured in Remijia pedunculata, the Cin-
chona pednnculata of Karsten's Flora of Columbia.
The foliage is wonderfully like that of C. officinalis,

but, alter all is said and done, we do not believe

cuprea bark is destmed to supersede that of the tiiie

cinchon a. The characters of the two barks under
the microscope, as figiu'ed in this volume, shew vejy
marked difference. For purposes of comparison we
have first a pase devoted to figures shewing cross

sections through the young bark of Cinchona Calisaya,
older bark of the same, and bark of 0. lancifolia.
The outside bark, the cells, the pores and other

vessels and constituents of the barks are shewn in

careful detail, and comparison proves the vast differ-

ence in the fibrous matter of the true cinchonas and
that of cuprea bark. A large section of cuprea bark,

given separately, shews in a still more striking light
the sti'uctural difference of cuprea bark from that of

genuine cinchona. To chemists, especially qumologists,
and botanists, this work of FlUckiger's will be of

special value, while to the planter it is interesting
as well as useful from the large amount of inform-
ation it summarizes and the well executed plates it

contains of the leading species of the "Quina"
plants, the cultivation of which in the Eastern World

during the past quarter of a century has advanced
so rapidly that there can be little hesitation in as-

sertmg that there are now more cinchonas in Java,
Lidia and Ceylon than could be counted in all the

forests of the Andes.

AGRICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE.

{S23ecial Letter. )

Paris, December.
The persistent rain is making sad havoc with agii-

cultural operations. Autumn sowings are literally
made on mud, if made at all. In other ciscs the
soil is so soft, that neither plough nor cart can be
utilized. The rain has this peculiarity, that it comes

chicfiy from tlie north and east, and that it is altern-

ately warm and glacial. Another important (iper-
atiou retarded is that of pruning the vines. This has
not taken place as usual in the ftutunin, as the wood
at present continues tn be actually green. However,
the operation will not be very bad if delayed till

spring, many growers being of opinion that is the
bist period for pi uning, and tells notably on the aug-
mentstion of the grapes, I may here remark that the

yield of vine during the late vintage is now definitely
known : it will lie only 440 million gallons : last .year
it was 308 million gallons more. In years gone by,
the mean vintage of France was 1,100 million aallons.
In the sugar-be.t regions, the effects of the weather
are next to disastrous ; the roots can only witli great
dithculty be lifted, but then it is next to impossible
to cart tbem to the factory. The roots are '

forky"
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this year ; retain the clay pertinaciously, aud so in-

volve aiUlitioiial expense for cleaning. The density
of tlie juice is a one-tentli less than last year. Tlie

roots keep very badly, the tenf.perature being so mild.

Some fanners made a joint-st'ck arrangement, and
invested in a portable railway to cast off the beet. It

is estimated that the total yield of beet sugar will

be the same this year as in 1881, viz., 380,000 tons.

The question is being discussed: ought a iarnier to

raise his own beet seed, or purchase it ? There are

sound authorities in favour of both practices, but

opinion inclines rather to not self-raising, which exacts

much care, but to patronize the best dealer. It should
not be forgotten that ihere is on advantage in em-

ploying seed from elsewhere.

Ammonia and the nitrates play so important
a role in vegetation and cultivated soils, th:it

too much importance cannot be given to clearly
indicate what, is exactly known, and what is uncert-

ain. The Pic du Midi in France is a meteorological
station, 3,164 feet above the level of the sea. Messrs.
Muutz and Aubin have analyzed the ammonia con-

tained in the air at that altitude, but found no ptT-

ccptible difference as compared with that contained
in the air at the level of the sea, and in the low-
lands. Water collected at the same height, from rain,

snow, and "
fog," contained less ammonia than that

contained in the vicinity of Loudon and Paris : in

other words he strata of air nearest the ground are
richer in ammonia, due to the drops of water sweep-
ing through a larger extent of air. It is to Bouss-

ingauit reverts the honor of demonstrating the per-

manency of ammonia in fogs and dew ; that permanency
has not been proven in the case of rain water. One
fact admits of uo question : that the quantity of

ammonia in the air' is variable. M. Schlcesing emits
the opinion that the ocean is the great I'eservoir

of ammonia. This is not wholly exact, as certain
electric influences can produce ammonia in the atmo-

sphere. Messrs. Muntz and Aubin did not discover

any nitrates in the air. Such do not, as a rule, there
exist ; nitrates are only produced in the atmosphere,
following electric discharges : hence, why nitrates are

always present in meteoric rain water. The form-
ation and the deconiiosition of nitrates, by opposite
causes, have been demonstrated in the case of drained
lands by Barral and Kublmann. A new explanatory
fact has been made knonn, that one class of animal-
cules makes the nitrification, while another destroys
the combination of the elements. The process of nitri-

fication takes place, according to the experiments of
Messrs. Deherain and Maquenne, only in soils rich
in organic matter, and exi-mpt from the action of

oxygen. These conditions can only be fulfilled in the
case of bog lands or flooded soils. One fnct wirrthy
of notice is th.it the decomposition of the nitrates, or re-

duction to their original elements, is accompanied
by the production oi potoxyde of nitrogen, com-
monly known as laughing gas, and employed as an
antesthetic by dentists in "painless" tooth extraction.
But what is tljo ciuse of these changes? When a

portion of rich soil was healed, or submitted to the
fumes of chloroform, it lost its property of decom-

posing the nitrates. On the other hand, when fresh
soil was mixed with that heated, etc

,
the decompos-

ition set in, because the aniinalcules (vibrions) existing
in the fresh eartii attucked the organic matter, set
free carbonic acid and hydrogen ; the latter, seizing the

oxygen of the nitrates, disengaged the nitrogen under
the form of prot. oiyde. 'I'he animalcules were
readily detected, and were identical with the vibrions
found by Pasteur in his elebrated researches on ferment-
ation and decomposition.
A writer urges a more careful study of pure water

and of drinks in general on the economy of animal".
The privation of water tolls more rapidly on health

than abslinence from food. In every kind of beverage,
the part efficacious in as.^uaging thirst is the water.
The quantity ot water required by an animal varies
with the air's temperature and humidity. A sheep
requiies least and a pig most water; horses aud cattle
come between. In the case of sheep much water thins
the blood ; they oiiglit never to be ''eprived of water, as

leany shepherds practise, nor at tlie same time allowed to

fully slake their thirst : the latter observation applies
also to horses. The sheep and horse are, of domestic
animals, the most sensitive to impure water. For
drauglit animals and sheep, warm drinks are enervating.

Professor Miirker's experiments on meadow lands, in
the Bavarian and Swiss Alps, with superphosphates
and potash salts, reveal two interesting facts: soil

do.sed with these fertilizers not only yielded returns
2J times greater, but ihree weeks earlier than those
soils not so treated. It is, however, well known that

superphosphates advance the maturity of all cultivated
plants. But what is not so well known is that the salts
of potash also hasten maturity, but on one condition
that the .«oil be rich in lime. Wood ashes, as a con-

sequence of their potasa, proved an invaluable fertil-

izer for meadows, while extirpating those acid weeds
peculiar to moist lands.

France h.as suffered from the excessive destruction
of her forests, especially in mountainous districts

;

hence it is only natural that replantim; is being largely
resorted to. M. Muel, Inspector of Forests, has been
conducting experiments with chemical, &c., manures,

!
on plantations of pine, oak, ash and elm. It results
that farmyard manure produced no results commen-

, surate with the quantity applied : nitrogenous fertil-

!

izers proved rather a hindrance than a help, whilst
mineral manures ncied in a marked manner, especially
on seedlings. These results are but natural ; analysis
proves tliat nitrogen figures in the composition of
wood only for one per cent., while the mineral salts

range from 3 to 7- This may explain why trees grow
and even flourish, on soils too poor for cultivatea crops.
The Sugarbeet Root Society of the north of France

counsels those who desire to grow their own seed, to
select for that, purpose medium-sized roots, of a pale
rose color, but slightly out of the soil, and having
neither too few nor too many haves. A spindle-
shaped rubt is preferable, but not with a narrow crown, as
that indicates a tendency to lun to seed. Plant early;
cover well ;

and avoid nitrates, guano, and sheep manure.

CINCHONA CULTUKE ON THE NILGIRIS.
Is thus noticed by a correspondent writing recently

to the Madras Mail :
— "Remarkable weather is with

ua still, pours of rain and rain of the dampest descrip-
tion, accompanied by high cold wind, and thermometer
at 64°, in a room with tire. That it should rain on the

Kartighi feast day, is said to be lucky in native estima-
tion, but we have had just alittle too much of it this

year and our, growers' complain that their tea, coffee,
aud cinclioua are coming to erief. Cinchona, of course,
suffers least ; it is so adaptable a creature, willing
to flourish in almost any ground, and at almost any
altitude, from 7,500 feet down to 3,li00, if but due
regard be had to its varieties. Crown bark (Condamiuea)
may be seen growing far up towards the crests of
the Dodalietta range ; red bark (Succirubra) succeeds
best ai .5,000 feet, but never refuses to try down to

3,000 feet. Yellow barks (Calisaya) aud the more delic-
ate hybrids (Lanosa, Pubescens, &c.) and also the
recent varieties imported lately from Java, are, as

distinguished strangers, accustomed to greatercare beinc
shown in their rai.sing and bringing up, and a lower elev-
ation to live in

; they flourisb well in an altitude of
5,000 to 3,500 feet, and repay their grower for the extra

anxiety bestowed upon their education by a large
yield of quinine. It may be said probably that when
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thp soil is goocl, and frosts not severe, cinchona maj
be cultivated succeesfuUy from the crests of the

hi]i tops to the s. mi-tropical plateaus of WyDaad.
A ridi' from Ootacamund, via the Government plant-
ation at Iv'i dfliwuttam, down the Guddalur ghat, and
BO on 10 Devalah and Cherimbady, on the borders

of S. E. Wjnaad, would not only convince the most

sceptical of the advantages of cinchona growing, but

also prove a source of pure delight, from its con-

stant change of lovely scenery, flora, fauna, and ever-

hospitable planters. Local cause?, of course, afifent

tliH growl h of the best intentioned cinchona ; the

aspect, soil, and elevation may seem favourable, yet
a wind round an unsuspected corner, a want of cover,

or an access of frost, may destroy the best laid

pl.intations. The unfortunate victims cannot explain
til' ir sufferings ;

so they die to allow their owners
to learn by experience. It is interesting at tlie

Government plan uitions at Neddiwuttam, atDeva Shola
a'ld other places where crown and red barUs are

growing side by side, to notice the points where one

deteriorates and the other improves ; the deterioration

and imprtement following upon elevation, prevailing

winds, and other climatic causes. Cinchona growing
is ceriHiidy our most paying industry, and unless

some wonderfully effective febrifuge be shortly dis-

covered, eva those who now begin to plant ought
to make a fortune from this tree of knowledge. The

quautiiy of bark how going to market must
in some measure affect prices, but allowing
for a fall of fifty per cent within the next ten years,

(which IS scarcely likely to occur) still an ample margin
of profit would be left to any one with sufficient

capital to pay out and not expect to bring in for

six years. The want of capital is the root of all evil

in all our hill induetries. Cinchona, gold, tea and coffee

alike suffer from want of funds; men believe they can

make their foi tunes by laying hidd of ihe rope, and

forget that they must go on pulling. And things are

not quite evenly balanced too ; the monied men prob-

ably have no application, the persevering men no

money. Hut to cease moralizing and give some statist-

ics will best please your readers, and I can speak
from most reliable data. Roughly speaking, to pur-
chase and bring under cultivation one hundred acret

of cinchona would cost from one lac to ii lac and

quarter of rupees to the end of the sixth ye.ar ; the

removal of bark can commence in the fifth year, and
extensive barlting during the sixth. All expenses,

including interest at six per cent on outlay, should,

ordinarily, have been paid, and half a lac profit, or

more, remain in addition. At the end of the sixth

year of famine, comes the plenty following the famine,
the lean planter will now become the fat planter, for

he will have an estate to shew worth from ten to twelve
thousand pounds, and his five thou3.and pounds gained

by sale of bark wherewith to enlarge his border. Is it

surprising that I place cinchona foremost among
mountaiu-money-making ?"

PLANTING PROSPECTS IN BRAZIL.

The overproduction of coffee in Brazil and the bane-

ful eft'ecis of slavery on the interests of the Empire are

thus noticed in the Hio News :
—

The address of Barao do Rio Bonito at the coffee

exhibition on the 30th ultimo, while it is filled with

many practical suggestions and conclusions and is (Us-

tinguished for what agiicultmists Uke to call common-
seuse, is nevertheless something disappointing. It is to

be noted, however, that the report from which our

abstract was taken was neither faithfid nor full
; the

speaker talked much more plainly and to the point
thau the JoriniVs report gives him credit for. And yet,
aftej- all, what practical conclusions can we draw ? Every-
body can see that the coffee planting industry of Brazil

has actually entered upon a crisis whose end no one
can foresee. Everyone can see that the competition of
other and new jiroducing countries has been rapidly in-

creasing, that production has considerably over-lapped
consumption, and that prices have suffered a natural
decline, Aud, furthermore, every good observer cannot
faU to see that these prices have actually fallen below
the proJit line in Brazilian production, and that the

planter is not reducing the costs of production to meet
the emergency. In view of the fact that Bar.ao do Rio
Bonito is mdely known to be one of the foremost coffee

planters in Brazil , it was reasonably expected that some
practical remedy would be proposed for the iUs afflict-

ing this iudustiy. He rendered good service, however,
in pointing out some of the causes which have led to
this result : high taxes, high transportation tariffs, the
loss of credit and capital, and the labor diflicidties caused

by the emancipation law of 1871 and the scarcity of
free labor. When however he pleads for the system now
in vogue, and calls upon the government for aid, he
certainly fails to meet the real exigencies of the ques-
tion. It is not ignorance of the climate of Brazil—as
inferred by Dr AveUaneda and supported by Barao do
Bio Bonito—that carries the stream of foreign emigra-
tion past Brazilian doors to those of the Argentine Re-

public. It is nothing less than the knowledge that the

immi.gi-ant stands no chance in this counti-y for better-

ing his condition, and that the laws aud usages are all

against him. Explain it as we may, the impleasant fact
BtUl remains that the ciu'se of slavery has so tainted this
land aud its people that foreign emigi'ation turns away
from them unconsciously. So it was in the southei-n
section of the United States in the days of slaveiy ; so
it is and must be here. The vice of slaveiy leads men
to look upon manual labor as degi-ading, and upon all

who engage in it as servile. The emigi-ant knows this,
however poor and ignorant he may be. And then, too,
the unhappy experiences iu years past are perfectly weU-
known to emigi-ants, and they are little likely to follow
in the footsteps of those who have suffered so much
hardship aud indignity in the years past. It will be years
before the English will attempt another Oanauea, or the
Memnonites -nill reclaim then- worthless campos iu Parani.

In closing tlie General Assembly on the 28th the

Emperor made the customary address from the tlu'one,

announcing the existence of unbroken peaceful rela-

tions with foreign powers, the promulgation of the
new commercial treaty with China, the consular con-
vention concluded with Germany, the continuation of
hostilities on the West Coast, unbroken tranquility
iu all parts of the empii-e, the appearance of smallpox
in several jirovinces and the jjurpose of tlie Government
to check it. He thanked parliament for voting the

necessaiy funds for carrying on the government, and ad-
vised a consideration of the provincial question at the
next session. The measures adopted relating to patents,
joint-stock companies, and the registration of voters,
meet his cordial approval, as also the special
appropriations for the navy, and the aids extended to
the construction of railways and other improvements
contributing to the grandeur and prosperity of the em-
pire. The session was then declared closed.

The new additional tax of 10 per cent on imports,
together with the increase in warehouse charges and
the reduction of 2 per cent in the export duties on
coffee, sugar, cotton and mat6, are to go into execu-
tion on the 9th inst. On and after that date the
additional tax on the schedule rates will be 60 instead
of 5U per cent. The new rates for the customs ware-
houses will be i per cent for the first month, which
will be collected on all entries whether they remain
iu the custom house or not. For two months the tax
will be 1 per cent per month; for three months IJ
per cent per month ; and for periods exceeding three
months 2 per cent per month, or 24 jjer cent per an-
num—the tax being levied upon the duties imposed
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upon the goods. The effect of these laws can be no

other than the restriction of importation. The mer-

cantile classes will be obliged to import on shorter

time and to carry lifjhter stocks, for the simple reason

that the increased duties and warehouse taxes will

increase the cost of goods to just that extent, with a

consequent increase in the amount of capital tied up
in stock. Of course these increased taxes will be met

by either an increase in the prices on goods, or an

equivalent decrease in the quality of the goods. In

either case the consumer will pay the tax and suffer

the hardships. The loss to the mercantile classes will

spring from the restrictions upon business and de-

creased consumption. These are simply the elementary
factors in this problem of taxation, but they seem to

be as yet but little understood in parliament and in

the Government. They have yet to learn the mysteri-
ous workings of a tax upon middlemen. In the matter

of the reduction in the export taxes on coffee, sugar,

cotton and mat6, the step is one in the right direction,

and should be hailed with pleasure. After tlie 9th

the general export tax on coffee will be 7 insteadof

9 per cent., the provincial tax of 4 per cent remain-

ing unchanged.
.So that the relief to C"ffee exported from Brazil is 2 per
cent out of 1.3 on its vtilue—that is to say, it pays 11

per cent instead of 13. The pbnters. however, will be

largely burdened with the additional import duties.

In a later issue, the Rio New^ eays :—

lu discussing tde question of coffee production, the

Oorreio Paulistano of the 30th ultimo lays down some

very good doctrine for the benefit of its readers.

After quoting some remarks of a colleague on the

great fertility of some of the new districts and on

the expected action of the Government in the matter

ef reduced freights, the Cor-QeJo remaiks that it

should not be fori^otten that the best way to meet
the present crisis is not to abandon the contest, but

to overcome foreign competition through the :-uperior

quality and preparation of the Brazilian product.
Instead of seeking to produce enormous crops, as has

heretofore been the rule, more attention should be

given to the preparation of the crop for market.
" To produos less, but better," seems to the C-^rreio

to be a wiser policy just now than to merely iu-

crease the quantity. To attain this object a higher
cultivatiou (intfimva) is essential in place of the old

system of extended cultivation {extfiisiva). The latter

has had its day, with its large are.is, scanty cultiva-

tion, large crops, and speedily exhausted soil. 'J'he

former, with its restricted areas, hijjh cultivation,
fertilized soils, and augmented product, must hence-

forth be the system to be followed. The object of

the industry, as in all otheis, should be quality in-

stead of quantity. And in this the Cornio is per-

fectly right. One of the first steps to be taken to

meet the present crisis in the cotfee trade is an im-

provement in the quality of the product. The day
of high prices has gone by, never to return. It is

poisibie that war or the fai.uro of a crop may bring
about a temporary rise in prices, hut like the per-
mauent face of prices on wheat following the enormous

production in the Mississippi basin, it is evident that

coffee has gone down to remain. The only remedy,
therefore, is to decrease the costs of production, and
to increase the quality of the product si as to com-
mand the best and largett market. It is a very

general trait among men—and a good oue withal—
to be willini^ to pay a better price for a better article,

ftnd it is just this triit of charater to which the

Brazilian planter should appe.il. With such an effort

the Government can have no part, and the planter
is wasting time in expecting it. The most ti.e Govern-
ment can do is to abolish its export duties, aud to

reform its legislation which discriminates ar^ainst small

planters. In general terms, the greater the number

of small ]iroducers the better will be the product,
for the small planter will employ a higher cultivation

and secure better average results than the old-fashioned

planter ever dreamed of. As a beginning, however,
the planters will find the Vorreio's advice good and
worth putting into practice without delay.

SUMMARY OF THE LONDON CINCHONA
MARKET FOR THE YEAR ENDING DE-

CEMBER 1882.

The past year has been not only an eventful bu*
a successful one to cinchona growers throughout the
East as regards the steady prices maintained for their

produce, the activity aud spread of the business, and
for the sound commercial basis that calculations in

connection with cmchona cultivation now assume. It

is very evident that bark from the cultivated trees

of the East has been more and more sought after of

late years, aud especially during this past year, wliilst

the wild barks of .South America and the United States

of Columbia have considerably receded in value and

importance. Judging from these facts it is quite poss-
ible that tlie South American bark trade may be af-

fected to such an extent by the cultivated barks from
the East for the next two or three years as to al-

most close it for a time, the dui'ation of which would

naturally be decided by what effectual means were
taken to open up by rail or water, region growing
the best species, and by the extended cultivation and

energy of the South Americans themselves.

It would be rash to make specific statements regarding
the future of this important product, but there are fair

grounds for supposing that the next three years at

least will show increased demand for the cultivated

barks of good quality, and even beyond that period
an era of unparellelled prosperity may reward those

now assiduously engaged in their cultivation. It nnist

be borne in mind though that most enterprizes, especially
in tropical agriculture, pass through phases of unex-

pected success and unexpected depression, and that
from past experience in coffee it would be unwise to

place solo faith in one product which sooner or later

is sure to meet with strong competition. The rivalry
between South America, with its wealth of soil and
natural productions, and the tropical parts of the
Eastern hemisphere with then- abundant labour sup-

ply, capital aud energy.* will doubtless become more
and more severe each decade. Coffee has been the

special product that marks the competition of the

past decade ; cinchona pi-omises to be the one of the

next, and possibly
' rubber '

may follow after that.

To sum up :
—An almost certain period of prosperity is

at hand for cinchona growers in the East an era of un-

parellelled prosperity (when the large area now planted
becomes available) for cropping dimly shows itself be-

yond this period, an era to be regulated partially by con-

sumption and partially by the efforts of the South
Americans themselves. Whether a time will come
when to grow bark mil cease to be remunerative at

all it is difficult to say, but viewing not only the

extensive schemes for opening up new countries like

Central Africa, and revivifying old ones like Palestine

and Asia Minor, and the numerous other uses that

will be found for febrifuges throughout the civilized

world, as they become more known and valued, but
also the increasing interest sho-mi everywhere in al-

leviating suffering, both inhuman and animal life, tit

may safely be conjectured that it mil not be in the

next eight or ten years certainly.
* And with not only superior means of communication

but safety of life and security of property.
—Ed.

t We believe that if quinine or tlie less valuable alkal-

oids became available for the Chinese, the solution of

the
"
opium

"
problem would be found. —Ed.
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Below are the ai^proximate values both for South
American and East Indian and Ceylon barks at the

end of 1881 and at the end of 1882 :—
19th December 1881. South American. 30th December lS8!i.

s d s d s d s d
Crown 10 3 10 3 2

Gray 10 1 10 9 1 10

Oalisaya flat... 2 3 3 6 ... ... 1 10 3

„ quill... 4 9 6 9 ... ... 3 6 5 6

Oarthagena ... 6 4 ... ... 1 5 2 10

Columbian ... 11 5 ... ..2743
Cuprean ... 1 3 2 9 .. ... 6 2 4

Maracaibo ... 4 10 ... ... 4 11

New Granada 10 5 6 ... ... 2 10 5 3

Pitayo 6 2 9 6 2 2

Red 1 9 11 4 6 9

East Indian and Ceylon.

The following quotations are taken partly from those

of December 20th, 1881, and partly from those of

January 3rd. 1882. Oh December 20tli the market
was strong with 6d advance in most cases :

—
Tuesday, December 20th, Tuesday, Deceml«r 19th,

1881, and January 3rd 1882. 1882, very dull market, quin-

Strong market, quinine 10s ine 8s 6d, 3d to 4d per lb.

per oz., 6d per lb. advance. decline per oz.

Ctovni. Crown.
s d s d s d s d

Twigs 10 12 Twigs 3 10
Chips 12 2 8 Chips 10 4 6

Root 2 6 4 6 Root 2 4 4 9

Sp. shavings ... 2 6 4 4 Sp. shavings ... 2 3

Qmll 2nd (luality 4 4 4 Quill 2nd quality 19 3 3

„ 1st quality 4 6 6 4 „ 1st ,,...39 49
Renewed ... 5 8 6 8 Renewed 3 6

Red. Red.
s d s d s d s d

Twigs 8 12 Twigs 2 9

Chips 18 2 2 Chips 10 2 4

Root 12 2 2 Root 10 16
Sp. slwviugs ... 1 5 3 Sp. shaviugs... 10 3 10

Ouill 2iia quality 2 2 2 Quill 2nd quality 10 18^

„ 1st quality 2 3 3 8 „ 1st .,...2040
Renewed ... 3 6 4 8 Renewed 2 3 4 3

Present prices may be considered very satisfactory
in spite of the unusually dull market which closes

the year. The abolition of allowances for East Indian

Barks, the fall of Is 6d per ounce in the price of quinine,
and tlie large supply of inferior barks (with tlie ex-

ception of succirubra shavmgs) lately offered, necessit-

ating abnormally low quotations, must all be recog-
nized when comparing present with past values. The
time may shortly come when twigs and inferior mix-

ings may meet with no demand at all, and only the

better qualities will receive attention. Owing to the

successful and lucrative shaving process, druggists'

quills will soon be almost unobtainable; hence for a

time an imijovtant rise may be expected for that class

of bark. Quotations for crown, both original shavings
and quill, are considerably lower, possibly owing to

immature bark only reachuig this market. The range
for renewed red and renewed crown is more extended,
and takes in bark from considerably younger trees

probably than used to appear on the market a year

ago. The shaving process bids fair to revolutionize

the whole bark trade of the world and guarantees a

success as important as it was unexpected. Steady
rates for good quality of East Indian bark may be

expected during 1883, aud it is to be hoped a further

wholesome reform may be made in the sale ari"angement,

by selluigatthe landing weights instead of atre-weigh.s,
and so save useless and tedious delays. J. H.

DIVI-DIVI.

[Iti quoting the following interesting sumniai-y from

the Madras M'lil, we woulil remark that the plant
referred to ought to do well in the drier districts of

Ceylon. The demand for tanning materials is so large
that it is worth while trying experiments even in the
wetter regions.—Ed.]
The cultivation of oasuarinas has been of great

pecuniary benefit to many persons in Madras, but it

is ouly for timber that they are grown. Our attention

has recently been called to the fact that there is a

very good opening in this Presidency for the cultiva-

tion of the DiviDivi tree, known in America as the

Sumach, and botanically as the ccesnlpinia coriaria,
which produces not only timber but, what is more
v.iluable, seed-pods which realize a high price. It

may be grown, too, :is an ornamental tree. Some
correspondence has appeared in our cohunns during
the past few days, from which it appears that, though
known to a few agriculturists in ihe Presidency, the

advantages of growing it art* not generally known,
nor does it appear tu iiave been cultivated to any
great extent. It was introduced into Indii about the

year 1830 and has been thoroughly acclimatized in

.South Indi'i, which, in soil and climate, resembles its

original home. The largest plautaiion of divi-divi we
have seen is that on the premises of Mr. J. B. Car-

dozo, at Perambore, and before dealing with the

subject gener.illy we will relate Mr. Cardozn's ex-

perience. Some twenty-live years ago two trees were

planted in front of Mr. Cardozo's house, and flour-

ished A few years ago the value of the seed-pods
for making ink was discovered, and Mr. Cardoza made
inquiries winch resuUed in his sending seven bags of seed

pods to the London market in 1878, as a sample parcel.
The brokers wrote with regard to it that "

it

is goon and bold, and this quality will

always command a ready sale at 13s to 14s per cwt.

in large quantities, as far as can be judged at pre-
sent." The parcel realized 13s 9d per cwt., and after

paying all expenses Mr. Cardozo realized a clear protit
of about R9 per tree. Finding that the seed-pods
were useful for dyeing and tanning, as well as maldug
ink, Mr. Cardozo planted out a large number of trees,

and be has now a plantation of about 600 trees. The
manufnoture of ink from Mr. Cardozo's seid-pods was

extended, and a native of Madras has suceeded in ob-

taining a contract to supply the Government of India

with ink powder for all the local Governments, the

principal ingredient being obtained fiom Mr. Cardozo's

seed-pods. Tlie trees we specially refer to grow in

what appears to be a clay loam of alluvial origin. The
Divi-Divi generally grows well in a sandy loam. A
sample of Divi-Divi pods grown on such a soil was

recently analyzed in Madras, aud contained, in the

marketable furm, 27 per cent, of tinnin. Dr. Balfour

states that the experiments made bj Mr. Kootsey of

Bristol showed the pods to contain 50 per cent of

tannin, and that it is largely used by curriers. He
also mentions that "the seed-pods of this tree being
known to contain a large percButa.ge of astringent
matter indued Dr. CorniBh to use them in fever."

The tree grows where the Babool will, but does not

like standing water. Mr. Cardozo believes that some
of his trees which are shaded have grown better than

those which have been exposed to the sun, but we
do not think the tree re.illy needs shade. In a Go-

vernment circular published some time ago, we notice

thai it is recommended that the trees should be put
down six feet apart, so that an acre of land will

contain 1,210 trees, but this is surely a mistake, as

the older trees at Perambore are 22 feet apart,
aud are already interliced to the extent of six or

seven feet. This would be prevented, ot course,

by pruning. The tree soon bears seed-pods, those

at four years old bearing a large numbei-; some
branches producing so many, indeed, as to be unable to

su port them in a breeze. We should be inclined to

plant ic ill lines in the same way as the Corkapillay—inga didcis—is planted for forming hedges, but at
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wider iulervals ; lobe pruned, but not clipped. Irriga-
tion i3 necessury as loug as the trees are not sufficiently

grown np to dispense witli it. Tiic pods and seeds
coutiiiued are usually sold togfthir, aud not the seed

alone, as some writers seem to imagine. There has
hitherto been very little trade in Divi-Divi pods iu

Madras, the exports during the past lustrum being as

follows :
—

1877-78
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rate of freight from India to Europe will not allow a

ma' gin of prolit iu the shipment of Divi-Divi husks."

Toward the middlu of last year the following ap-

peared ill a Calcutta paper :—
" The Superiuteudeut

of the Government Farm, Khandeish, recently ship-

ped a consisniiieut of Divi Divi to the London mar-

ket. Divi-Divi is the fruit of a tree which has

some res^m'ilrmce to the tamarind. It is used for

tanning purposes, and meets with a ready sale.

The consignment consisted of 14 cwt. and realized

£10-7-1, or close upon £15 the ton. From this sum,

however, must be deducted the charge for freight,

insurance, brokerage, &c., a deduction which brought
down the balance to £6-17-7 ;

which at the rate of

exchange at. the time of the transact. on was equal to

E83-1-1. The expenses of production in India had

amounted ti R29-7 ; accordingly the superintendent

cleared a balance of H53. 10 1. At thsse rates, for every

ton of Divi-divi sold iu Loudon the exporter migh count

upon a prolit of R80. The advantages of the cultiva-

tion of the Divi-Dive tree are that it will grow m
aoil which is sandy and contains little nuriahmeut

and is thus useless for average agricultural purposes,

nnd that consequently, as may be imagined, the tree

seeds little attention and care. The demand in Eng-
land can be reckoned upon as a fixed element

"

In Chambers' EucyclopiEdia we lind the following re-

ference :
— "

Divi-Uivi, or Libi-Bidi, the curved pods of

Ccesalpinia Coriaria a tr^e which grows on tlie coasts of

Curacoa, Carthagena, and other parts of tropical

America. They have been long need there for tan-

ning, but have recently acquired importance as an

article of commerce. A considerable quantity is now

annually brought to Britain. Divi Divi is one of the

most astringent substances known.

"A.," writing from Kellore a few days ago, says :—

Adverting to the enquiries of your correspondent
"
Planter," I have the pleasure to intimate that Divi-

Divi is the common name of th" pod of the Vesidpinia

Coriaria, a leguminous plant fcmnd in low marshy

situations in the northern parts of south America. It

is used both for dyeing and tanning, but chiefly for

the latter purpose. The pod is from 2 to 3 inches in

length by 3J inch in breadth, and when in perfection

is of a rich brown colour. It contains a few small

seeds, but the only valuable portion is the matter of a

bright yellow colour, easily pulverized, which lies

betwixt the outer skin and the husk that encloses the

seed, and contains a large quantity of tannin. Uiyi-

Divi is used not for the colouring principle but for its

strong astringent quality as a mordant and is used

instead of sumach, which is scarce. In tanning it

accelerates the process and imparts to the Ipathcr a

clean and healthy appearance. Mr. T. Ward at Mad -

napuUy is the owner of some trees there, and may

probably be able to give more iufi'i-m.ition, and also

furnish seeds, if applied to.—Madras Mail.

NILGIRI l^ETTLE FIBRE.

(To the Editor of the "Madras Mail.")

Hope Villa, Ootacamund, 25th Dec.

Sir —The following information may probably be

welcomed by some of your readers interested iii the

production of fibres. Some two mouths since I tor-

warded to Messrs. Cliristy & Co., London, a sample

of theNilgiri nettle fibre, and, in a communieation troni

that firm recently received Mr Christy, writes;—

"According to promise I send you the best price that

I can obtain up to the present for your fibre, which

is £G0 per ton." The fibre sent was prepared from

mature i stems just as they commenced to turn yel-

low, and after undergoing a few days' maceratioiiin

water was washed and cleaned by hand.
W. J. Kemp.

JUTE EXPERIMENTS IN LOUISIANA.
The New Orleans Times-Democrat notices an experi-

ment with a quantity of jute raised in Point Coup6e
parish. It was planted after the overflow had gone
down, and was, consequently, barely three mouths old ;

but such is the adaptability of the soil to jute that it

had attained in that short period of time a height of ten

feet. A gentleman interested in jute culture, and

particulary iu the process of disintegrating it and re-

ducing the fibre, experimented on the plant and reduced
it to fibre and in perfect condition for the manufacture
of bagging by his process in twenty-four hours Several

varieties of fibre were produced, the long, the rough
and the combed, but all iu condition to be at once
utilized iu makiug bagging. It is claimed that the

machine with which tlie experiment was conducted
will be able to disintegrate 10,(JOO poumls of jute in

twenty-four houis, and tliat the process is not expensive,—Rio Ndvs.

COFFEE PLANTING IN COORG.
{To the Editor of the "Madras 3Iail.")

Sir,—In the Mail of the 15th of Dpcemb'r, under the

above heading, is stated :
" The following information

is gathered from the last Administration Report of

Coorg.
" As this information is very interesting to

those engaged in the cultivation of coflee iu India, it is

to be regretted that its general value should be weak-
ened by the astounding assertion " the average yield in

most European estates, which are much better cultivated
than native estates, reaches 7 cwts. the acre." Now the
"Little Province of Coorg" has two Planters' Associa-

tions, together wi'h a round dozen of Scotchmen to blow
the pipes, so that the usual system of mutual admir-
ation is sedulously cultivated. But these fortunately
located immigrants will not think it unreasonable, if

disappointed, but expectant, outsiders, should desire

some specific and precise information as to the happy
valleys wherein these wonderful bearing coffee trees

grow I Will one of the possessors of these very luxuri-

ant plantations give its out-turn for the past five

years or any five years
—for, as compared to Ceylon,

VVyniad, Travanoore, &c., or any coffee growing dis-

trict from which statistics have been given, the state-

ment of the last Administration Keport of "
Coorg" is

astounding and stands confirmation. South.

Tea and Coffee Exthact.s.—An aqueous extract of

tea, coffee, cocoa, or ginger, is made by boiling it for

fifteen minutes in water containing sulphate of lime
in solution, then cooling to 60 deg., vvlieu a solution
of tinnic acid, previously boiled till nearly devoid of

smell, is added. A precipitate occurs, and Is filtered

out. It is t'len left to stand for a d ly, and an aqueous
gelatine solution of three or four grains to the ounce
of water is added in quantity nearly sufficient to preci-

pitate all the tannic acid. The liquor still containing
a little tannic acid is strained and bottled,— Overland
Mail.

Prickly Comfret.—Sir—With reference to your
correspondent "Enquirer," in your issue of the 23rd
December last, anent "Prickly Comtrey," or S'/m-
phytum asperrimum, allow me to state that 1 have
bad the plant here for some two or three years. Last
year I had tliem pulled up and planted .along the
inner walls of an enclosure formed around a recovered

swamp which I reserve for experimental purposes, and
here they seem to have done fairly well, left to nature,
and I liave now several hundred of good heilthy plants;
but cattle, sheep, or rabbits do not relish them much.
If irrigattd and manured, they will do well, I dare

say, in the plains, but I think we have better fodder
in the varieties of sorghum, hoisegram, huriallee, guinea,
and other grasses, if tried in like manner. John Shohit.
—M. MaU.
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THE COCOS ISLANDS.

Frotu one of wliich a correspondeut writes (below), are,

as we pointed out before, not the dependencies of Ceylon,
which lie midway between Ceylon and Western Aust-

ralia, in about lat. 12 S. and long. 97 E., and are known
as the Cocos or Keeliug Islands. Shortly after their an-
nexation to Ceylon we quoted an interesting paper on
these islands from the Journal of the Geographical
Societi/. The Cocos Islands from which our oorrespon
dent writes are thus described in Hunter's Imperial
Oazelteer of India :—

Cocos, The.—Two islands in the Bay of Bengal, situated in

last 14 " 10' X., long. 93' 10' E.
;
45 miles nortli of the Great

Andaman, and a short distance south of Table Island, on
which there is a lighthouse. The larger .tnd more northerly
of the two, called the Great Coco, is a low oblong-shaped
island, between (i jind 7 miles in length and 2 miles broad ;

area, about 14 square miles. The smaller island, or Little

Coco, is 2^ miles long and about a mile broad
;
and lies

between the Great Andaman and Great Coco. Both islands

are to a great extent protected by the Audamans from the

heavy south-west swell of the Bay of Bengal ; but more or

less boisterou8|weal her prevails in October and May, when the

nortli-west and south west monsoons respectively set in. The
Great Coco is suirouuded by a strip of white coral beach, on
which gi'ows an almost continuous fence of cocoa-nut trees.

Viewed from a distance, the island appears to be entirely
covered with these palms (to which it doubtless owes its

name) ; but in reality they form only a narrow belt, the
interior being covered with forest trees. One or two parallel

ridges, running north aud south througli the centre of the

island, rise to a height not exceeding 50 feet. The island

appears (from a careful examination made in 1874) to be
destitute of drinking water : although it has been said that
a good tank exists somewhere. A few wild pigs are found,
and there are mauy birds. The meteorologisal aspects of

the islands do not difler from those of the Andumans. It is

oil record that a party of 3 Europeans, 1 East Indian, and
8 Burmese tried to effect a settlement on the Great Cooo
in 1849; but the projects had to be abandoned, 7 of the

party having suocnmbed to fever shortly after they landed.
In 187!5, the Governor-General invited tenders tor a fifty

years' lease of the Great Coco.

It will be seen that the above bears out what we
said as to the unhealthiness (in the past at least) of

these islands. lu saying that they lay oflf the coast of

Burma, we meant that Burma was the nearest mainland
to them. Our correspondent in these lonely isles says :

—
Cocos Island, 31st October 1882.

The Tropical Agriculturist is indeed a most valuable

book, and I would ask you to coutinue sending it.

Having only coolies here )'ou can imagine such a book
is a regular God-send, without taking into consider-

ation the valuable information it contains. Please
also continue sending the Observer. No paper is too old
for this part of the world, as we sometimes do not get
any communication with Rangoon for two months.
In the Ofot'/ cer I see you fay these islands are off the
coast of Burma, and most unhealthy. Now they lie

60 miles dua north of the Andam.ius, and are very
healthy at least I find them so. What are the
"Cocos" you mention as being lately annexed to

Ceylon, and is anything or anybody working them.*
Here we as yet are only working the coco palms, but
I believe we can grow almost anything, though only on
a small srale, as the soil is good and of various kinds.
From the hills to the sea we have a formation of coral

and sand. But as this has for many, many years
been under forest, the soil, as you can imagine, is

now considerably improved. I have traced the coral

over i of a mile inland, as it crops up now and then.
But here the palms have long been destroyed by the
forest trees, aud they are now confined to a fringe
roniiil the island. The same proce s of coral form-
ation is still going on, and it is interesting to trace the

*
Nothing has been done by any one from Ceylon, we

believe though the resident natives no doubt continue the
coconut cultivation.—Ed.

82

gradual enlargement of the island. Inland a range of
low hills, running up to 300 feet on the west side, run
from north to south, and this taken in connection
with Table and Prepacia islands to the north, aud
the Audamans and Nicobars to the south, is said

by s^me to prove a junction at one time between
Javat and Burma I enclose the (lower of a creeper
I found growing here in swamps, and should be

obliged if you would tell me its name. I had hop'd
to see a lot of information about coco palms in the

Tropical Agriculturist, and hope to see more, as I am
desirous of obtaining all the information I can on that

subject. i' I have not as yet seen anything iu the waj of
a beetle attacking palms here, but if I do will try the

remedy, you advise. What measure is a candy, § aud
what machinery do you use for oil and fibre, cost, &o. || I
have had only .Siiiimond's Tropical Agriculture to go by,
and from tlis little I have seen of coco palms 1 think he
bad no practical experience of his own Perha-ps some of

your coco palm planters would give me a few hints. I
am anxious to learn all I can, as I think there is more
in coco planting than people give it credit for : at least;

iu a ready-made plantation like this. I take a hint,

from the Tropicfd Agriculturist and iu tend trying to
manufacture a sample of fibre from the screw palm, of

which we have numbirs here. One most valu.ible timber
is Thiugang (suu wood), but the trees soon go bad (rot),

large and small. Have you it in C'eylon ? It is good for

beams for hous-s, and salt water I am told does not

destroy it. There are several other varieties of hard and
soft wood including the cotton tree, and one like our
lilac iu flower, but it is easily destroyed by wind. A
species of palmyra palm also is found

,
but coolies -says

not the same as in Madras. I have planted guiue:i-grass,
but the fowls, &c., give it no chance. I am also trying
tobacco. But we are only cleaning palms as yet, aud

jungle is so thick I know little of the island, inland.

We have a number of birds resident, and my bst is

now daily being enlarged by visitors on their way south
I suppose. Land crabs and cate pillars destroy every-
thing, and gra-sshoppei-s and crickets are as bad. But
the first mentioned are by fur tlie worst. Pigs also

abound. Excuse this long letter, but from your bo"k
I fancy it luay be of interest to you, as I uotice you
take up natural history as well as agriculture.

This extract may interest you. I came across it iu

Waterton's Wamierinr/s^ 4:th January, chap. I ;
—"

If

ever there should be a great demand for large eupfdies
of gum elastic commonly called India Rubber it may
be procured in abundance far away in the wilds of

Demerara and Essetjuibo."

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN THE FAR EAST.

One of the most interesting branches of commercial

history to trace is that of the growth of the sugar
trade, from its first rude beginnings away back among
the mists of time, down to its present enormous de-

velopment all over the world—a development which
last year in the United Kingdom alone, with a popula-
tion of 35,300,000 souls, reached 989,208 tons of sugar,—

giving an individual consumption of (i2'77 lb. ; and
of molasses, 12 G72, tons; or '80 lb. per head.

According to Dr. Mosely, the great authority on
the history of the sugar industry, the first notices

t AVaUace believe that Java, which possesses several

oaks, was at one time united to the Himalaya.s, When
separated by volcanic couvidsion, .Tava retained some of

the Himalayan flora.—Ed.

J Our handbook on the coco palm will soon be ready.—
Ed.

§ It ranges from 500 to 500 lb.—Ed.

II
The natives use simple appliances, but m the European

establishments there is first-rate maclunery. inchuling
some of the most powerful hydraulic presses in the world.—
£d.
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we have of sugar ai-e from the peas of Pliny and
Dioscorides, the latter a sort of army surgeon, who
accompanied the Roman legions in the first ceutury of

our era. What their description simply amuuu's to

is that it was a sort of concreted houcy found upon
canes in India, of the consistency of salt, and like it,

brittle between the teeth. It was used at Rome as

a medicine. Now, as the art of refining sugar and of

making loaf-sugar was not known until the end of

the fifteenth century, it has been very naturally

conjectured that the sugar referred to as being in

use at Rome, is no other than the sugar-c^ndy of

one's boyhood, the art of making which has been
known in China from a remote antiquity. It is

further known that large quantities of this article

have for many centuries been exported to India,
and that from thence, small quantities were sent to

Rome. As, at least, showing the wide diffusion of

the article, we may mention that so late as forty years

ago the beautiful white crystals of Chinese sugar-

caudy were used for domestic purposes, to the almost
total exclusion of every other kind of sugar, by the

Europeans at the ditierent settlements of the East.

Canton was not only a great tea and silk port, but,
in possessing this monopoly, was, as times went, a great

sugar port, the annual export amounting to the respect-
able figure of 10,000 tons.

It will thus be seen that the successful introduction

of the sugar-refining industry into this colony had, if

we may so put it, somewhat like a historical wiurant to

authorize its introduction ; and in saying this we do
not in any way detract from the credit of those bold

spirits who worked so hard and lost so much in placing
it on a workable basis. As Hongkong, since its cession,

has gradually absorbed whatever of the Canton trade

that did not goto the treaty ports, it is natural to expect
that it should also have a share in its sugar export, and
with its greater facilities more than take up the posi-
tion that Canton once held as one of the principal cen-

tres of distributiou of refined sugar for the East. With

Bugar-producitig countries all round us, sugar ought
to become a staple industry here. From the statistics

published by the Inspector-General of Customs at

Shanghai, and from other sources of information, we
learn that the cultivatiun of the sugar cane, and the

rough aud ready refining of sugar, is more than ever

seriously engaging the attention of Chinese farmers

and capitalists on the mainland
; thus indicating that

in spite of all drawbacks there incident to such an in-

dustry, it posseses witiiiu itself all the elements of

success. The native appliances for crushing the cane
are of the rudest oonslruction and are propelled by
animal labour, usually from fuir to five small oxen.

The juice, after being collected in a receptacle in the

ground, which holds from twenty to thirty gallons,
is removed by hand to the boiling pans. These boil-

ing pans are made of cast-iron and are manufactured
at Fatshan, near Canton. The principal varieties of

sugar made are the candy, the green, and the clayed

sugars, of which the first and last are largely ex-

ported. In all the three descriptions, the process
seems to be tedious, uncertain and wasteful, involv-

ing a vast amount of human and animal labour. The

,endeavour to get rid of such hampering conditions,

together with a desire lo have freed >ni from official

interference, in a large measure explains the erection

of the refinery by a Chinese Company at Bowrington,
East Point. The machinery for this concern, we be-

lieve, is supplied by a wellknown Greenock firm. It

possesses the latest improvements, and has c st £50,000

sterling. We learn that with the exceptions of the man-

ager, engineer and one or two others, it is entirely
a Chinese speculation and altogether under their

control.

The c.iuses which at present are militating so dis-

Bstrouiily against sugar-refining in England and France,

we imagine, will ultimately conduce to the prosperity
of eugar-retining abroad, especially in the East. Ger-

many and Austria, in particular, it is well known,
are bolstering up at the expense of their ratepayers
and of other industries, the manufacture of beet-
root sugar, by a system of bounties utterly sub-
versive of all prinoiples of free or fair trade.
The only remedy for this state of things
as far as can be seen at present is the reduction of
all intermediate pi'oHts by the transfer of all processes
connected with refining to sugar-producing localities.

If this is the remedy, and facts tend to show that
it i^, the consequence will be the removal of English
capital to the sources of production ; and it must be
conceded that nowhere is there such a combination of

advantages as are to be found in China and the

Philippines. In the first place there exist all suitable
conditions of climate and of soil, labour is cheap and
abundant, refining from the cane is speedily and less

expensively efi'ected than from beet, &c., and no other
sacchariferons plant surpasses the cane, in the purity
of its juice, in its extraordinary vitality and in the

prodigality of its yield, and last but not least the

constant, almost daily, communication with the prin-

cipal sugar-consuming countries by lines of steamers

proceeding to both hemispheres.
That we have an undoubted advantage in possess-

ing abundance of cheap labour is borne out by the
fact that the sugar-producing countries of Hawaii,
Demerara, the iVlauritius, Cuba, Natal (and North
Queensland, if we mistake not) have, all in turn and
at immense expense, imported field hands from these
shores. Even the introduction of Chinese labourers
do not solve the difficulty ; for the Chinaman who
has a genius for retail shopkeeping, the moment he has

capital enough, turns his back on all field work, and
sets himself up in a store in the neighbouring village
or nearest town. Nay more ; further complications await
the planter and the inill-ownerfrom the coolies they have
introduced. Referring to the introduction of Chinese
labour into Hawaii, Mr. Thrum of Honolulu remarks:—
" The very large infiux of Chinese during the early part of

the year afforded no apparent relief to sugar and rice

plantations in modifying the rates of wages, which have

materially advanced since the workings of the treaty
were entered upon, as they (the coolies) were found to

be under sworn secret society obligations to maintain
rates or figures found existing ; and to secure sufficient

to break such a monopoly would be to endanger our
commercial relations and lose our autonomy." We
may remark that, notwithstanding the troubles that
afflict the Hawaiian sugar planter, he has been doing
very well. The sugar exported to the United States
was calculated to be 45,".','i0 tons— not a bad output for

a group of mountainous islands of an area not much
larger than Yorkshire."

From the troubles we have mentioned above, employ-
ers of labour in China and our neighbours in the Philip-

pines are happily to a great extent exempt. The
teeming millions of uu killed baldy-fed labourers render
combination among this class next to an impossibility,
and they are not adverse to emigration to the Philip-

pines. Our local line of steamers render the expenses
of specially chartering vessels for.emigrauts unnecess-

ary ; and the Spanish Governinent, if we know it a' all,

is not a Government to stand any nonsense from
secret societies or trades-union obligations. When, in

the present condition of sugar growing and sugar refin-

ing in the Philippines, we find that Manila sugar in the
New York market competes to advantage with
West India and Louisiana sugars and home sugar
made from beet and other saccharine plants, it is

a legitimate inference that with a still fuller develop-
ment of the trade and with an ultimate reduc-
tion of expense oonsecjuent on the introduc-

tion of more economical methods of working, and, as
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times goes on, we shall bid fair to command a wider
and more profitable market. Let us take an instance.

We quote from a number of the Suijar Cane:— "Tlie
steamer 'Malabar' some time since arrived iu New
York with a cargo of 2, .525 tons of sugar. This ia

said to jhave been the lirst steamer that has ever
come from the Philippine IsL-inds to the United States,
and she brings what is believed to be the largest

cargo of sugar imported to the United States. The

cargo was consigned to Messrs. VVillett & Hamlin
of New York, who have sold it for 8360,000 to

Messrs. Havemeyer & Elder, sugar refiners. The
cargo will pay duty to the Government of about

§125,000." We do not know and has'e not c.irtd to

enquire whether this particular cargo proved a profit-
able speculation or not, but it does not take much
acuteness to read between the lines and to perceive
that, if the sugar had been refined iu Manila, what a

great amount of charges for freight, for commissions
of all kinds, and perhaps, for duties, would have been
saved.

We refer in this article to no concern in particu-
lar, nor have we any interest or bias in favor of any
particular inspection ;

what we simply wish to point
out is that there is a great future for the sugar
industry in China and the Pliilippines

—
speaking gener-

ally. One point most not be omitted ; it is an unques-
tionable fact that the use of sugar among the Chinese
is rapidly increasing, it is ceasing to be a luxury and
is fast becoming an article of diet. With such a
market at our doors, capable of almost indefinite

expansion, there should be no room for hesitation ;

especiallj' as the experience of the trade shows that
whenever sugar has been introduced into a district

the demand is maintained. As for the sugar-bounties,
we can afford to lau^h at them ! for no beet refineries,
be they ever so liberally Eubsidized, can continue

long to compete with the exceptional combiualion
of resources that nature has placed at our disposal,
in a teeming and industrious propulation, in a fertile

soil, and in tropical sun.— China Alail.

Madagascar.—Are the natural resources of

the country being developed ? Not to anything
like the extent they might be. Coffee, sugar, and
vanilla may be advantageously ctiltivated, while
there are immense quantities of indiarubber as

yet untapped. The mineral wealth of the island is

very great, and there is valuable wood of all kinds.
The people are willing enough that the country should
be opened up, but the stumbling-block has been this
French difiiculty, which ha:< excited the fears of the
Hovas. The Government are willing to revise existing
treaties, so as to permit foreigners 25 years' leases of

land in Madagascar, subject to renewal ; but they do
not feel in any way inclined to alienate a large portion
of tlieir dominions as the French liave been pressing
them to do. --Btitish Trade Jeurnol.

LiBERiAN CoFPEE appears to flourish in the Her-
bert River district, Mr. J. Pink, of the Botanic
Gardens. Iiaving received a very fine sample of the
berries from Mr. F. Neame, of Macnade. The trees
from which this fruit was gathered were presented
by Sir .Joseph Hooker, of Kew Gardens, to Mr. H.
Wickbam, of the Herbert Kiver six yors ago but as
Mr Wicklum had no land ready for them that he
considered suitable be givve tlie plants to Mr. Neame,
under whose care they have grown and borne

abundantly. Conflicting opinions are held as to the
merits of this variety of coffee as compared with the
Arabica by various growers, but the trials now making
with it in India, iu this colony, and elsewhere, will
soon set the matter at rest, and we shall be pleasd
to see it settled in favour of this hardy and vigorous
variety.— Queenslatidfr.

Silk Manufactory in My.sore.—It is saidthatMr.
C. V. Runga Charlu, C. I. E., the Dewan, intends

establishing a silk manufactory at Mysore, and, with
this object in view, is collecting information as to how
silk is at present manufactured in Assam and other pio-
vinoes of India.—Pioneer.

Inoiarubeer.—The " Estrella de Tolima "
states

that nevv India rubber districts are being onened up
in the forests in the vicinity of the village of La
Plata, andhopes that merchants will engage in the work
of getting it out. Rubber trees are also said to abound
iu the vicinity of Chapparal, but the in salubrity of

the clmiate, it is feared, will prevent work on an exten-
sive scale being undertaken.—South American Journal.
Cacao in Trinidad.—Rain has been the burthen of

the plaint iu connection with the weather for some
time back. There is a retardation and likely as well
to be a diminution iu the cacao yield fi'om the great
crop promised by the trees some weeks ago ; notwith-

standing which however, some planters believe the

crop will be the largest known here. There is plenty
of room yet, ere we can hope to overtake the usually
great crop of Ecuador (24 to 30 million lbs., we raher

think), which under happier political and better labor
conditions than it, we ought to do before very many
years pass by.

—
Chronicle, Nov. 6th.

Cacao.—Ecuador news which sometimes affects con-

siderably the ruling value of c:icao in Europe, always
reaches us late and spasmodically. In turning over the
Aintrican Mail of 1st September received by the re-

cent steamer from New York we find news from

Guayaquil to July 24th. So far the cacao crop prorai.?ed

well, but the revolution then in progress might inter-

fere with the gathering and bringing down what was

got in and cured, to the port. The receipts to July
loth were 132,988 quintals, against 130,497 in 1882.
The internal troubles had latterly hampered the re-

ceipts at Guayaquil, and caused a rise in prices The
country was flooded with all sorts of low standard
silver coins, and theexch. on New Y^ork, 60 days, stood
at 47J p. m. Under these conditions and the extension
of cacao cultivation in other countries, it is easy to
foresee Ecuador will drop, in a few years hence, from
its present leading rank as cacao producer to a second
or even third place. —Trinidad Chronicle, Nov. 3i d.

TuE Assam Tea Gardens.—The Tea Gazette, speaking
of the new rules promulgated under Act I of 1882, for

the protection of coolies iu the tea districts, says:--" The forms which employers are to keep up are No.
16, and of necessity must lead to an increase of the
secretariat staff on tea gardens, and to a constant

tearing of hair, and general despair, on the part of the

manager. We pity not only the planter who has to

prepare, or see to the preparation of all the above, but
also the unfortunate official who has to receive and
record them all. If he does his duty strictlj-, the

Deputy Commissioner must inevitably find himself iu

a constant war of correspondence with every manager
of a garden ;

for in the case of Government forms and
returns it is notorious that no one ever half understands

them, and omissions and errors innumerable thus

invariably take place,
— not from intention, but from

the impossibility, in many cases, of following or under-

stauiiing the instructions laid down. It is far from
our intention to deprecate the taking all necessary
precautious for the health and well-being of the coolie
on tea estates ; but we say that the Government have
gone too far iu troublesome and unnecessary interference.
No case has been made out for such. Planters, what-
ever they may have been in the past, are known now
to care lor their labourers as most precious projjerty,
and to neglect nothing that will keep them in health ;

and iu some cases, even the coolies are already unneces-

sarily pampered, and very considerably under-worked,
while, as a general rule, there is little to improve or
amend.

"—Pioneer.
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To flu Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

TKOPTCAL AGRICULTURE.
West Indies, 11th Dec. 1882.

g,K,—Will you kindly oblige a subscriber to your

inv.ihiable paper with a little information ?

Oem-a nihher.—Will it thrive on a somewhat poor

soil, slightly elevated above the sea ?

How long after planting the seed can the tree

be bled profitably '>. What will be the piobable yield

per tree per annum ? Is the process of preparing the

rubber for the market difficult or expensive ?

Cardamoms.—What is cardamom ? On what eoil will

it grow ? How long does a tree take to come to

maturity ? ,,.,•• ii

Oliveit.—Uo olive trees come to perfection in tbe

tropics? -Yours,
A SUBSCRIBER.

[As to
' Ceard rubber

" and cardamoms, our oorre.

spondent can learn all he wants from the handbooks

published at this office, which are to be sent to him.

As regards "ohvee," the European olive grows in

India, but does not bear fruit, we believe. Our cor-

respourient will find information regarding the real

olivo and the Ceylon olive or weralu in the first vol.

of the T. A—'Ed.]

c. To upkeep for 2nd year... ...

d. To upkeep for .3rd year -
.,,

To cost of tea-house, trays, sieves, etc., etc.,

for manufacturing tea

Total

THE COST OF TEA CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.

Colombo, 6th .Jan. 1883.

Dear Sir,—A few months ago there appeared in

the columns of your journal an estimate furnished

by a tea planter. It was one which an expert at

planting could make something of, though even for

an expert there was much information needed to

make it comprehensible. The details seemed to show

that the cultivation of part of the property was

about to be extended and improved, whilst the produce

of another portion was about to be manufactured.

As the probable expenses were all thrown into one

general account, it did not give a clear idea of ex-

penditure and profit, particularly in the absence of

a description of the property as to extent, age of

tea, etc., etc.

There are many resident capitalists, large and small,

particularly amongst the native gentry, who would

be glad, and, I believe, are anxious, to have some

simplified statement to satisfy themselves that tlie

cultivation of tea is a safe investment and will give

them a fair and decent return. It is r.ither difficult for

them to gain an idea from an estimate in which

provision is nmde for blasting powder and dynamite.

There are many who can offer a better statement

than the one enclosed, but, as none have as yet ap-

peared, I offer the following information, trusting

it will be of some service, and that it will lead to

others contributing their knowledge and experience

for the benefit of present and future investors in tea

cultivation.

TakiuCT for granted that suitable land has been se-

cured uTa suitable district and of low altitude and

also accessible by rail, road or river, or by all. this

estimate is made for the guidance of small capital-

ists and the extent of land is fixed only at 100

acres, HO for tea and the rest to be reserved for

timber and fuel, A reserve of 30 acres of good
forest is, however, ample, and 20 acres could be

utilized as shade clearings for vanilla, pepper and

car-damoms.
Statement. R.

(I. To value of 100 acres at R30 per acre ... .3,000

b. To cost of opening and planting tea, erection

of some buildings, and upkeep for the 1st

year of 50 acres at ROO per acre ... 4,500

1,250,
1,250

750

RIO, 750

e. By value in 4th year of 15,000 lb. tea (300 lb.

per acre) iit 50 cents per lb. ... ... 7,500
Less cost of production, which includes field

expenditure, supervision, etc., for the cur-

rent year ... ... ... K4, 560 3,000
or R60 per acre profit.

To the cost of land the opening and upkeep of it

to the end of the 3rd year («., b. c, d.) add interest at

10 per cent as follows :
—

From 1st year 10 per cent on R7,500 for R.
3 years ... ... ... 2,150

„ 2nd year 10 per cent on Rl,250 for

2 years ... ... ... 125

,, 3rd year 10 per cent on R2,000 for

1 year ... ... ... 200

Total ... R2,575
The interest is calculated as if the sums for each

year were Invested in a lump at the beginning of

each year, which is not the case. If the interest is

calculated as the sums are expended, in all probability
about two thii-ds of the above total would be the cor-

rect figure. We will then have R10,7504-R1,716=
R12,46(i, on which a return of R3,000 for the 4th

year is equivalent to nearly 30 per cent.

From the 4th year 450 lb. of prepared tea can be
fixed as a fail' average in low altitudes, giving a

profit of R90 to RlOO per acre. A proprietor of J 00
acres of tea can look to a safe return of R10,000 a

year. The very best farmuig in England a few years

ago gave only a clear return of £2 per acre. Coco-
nut gardens in Ceylon yield an average return of

R30 per acre now, and. if the outlay and interest for

12 to 15 years is carefully calculated, this return

will represent a profit of one to two per cent.

Now to enter into details regarding the several

items in the above statement.

a. The value of the land is put down at R30 per
acre as an average price. It might be got much
cheaper, though, on the other hand, some land, owing
to its ricluiess, depth of good soil and other ad-

vantages, cannot be had for R50 or more per acre, and
it may be well worth this money. From poor soils

good and profuse flushes of leaf cannot be secured

after a few years without the aid of manure. Tea,
like coffee and many other products, cannot last for

a long time without the aid of manure. Li Assam
and Darjeeling, manure after a time is an indispens-
able article in tea gardens. Manuring early means
the adding of a subsidiary capital to an investment

which the buyer of very goocl laud does at the start,

with a sum whicli is siiiiiU in comparison witli the

subsequent outlay in manuring a few years after

opening out land of inferior soil.

h. The cost of opening includes upkeep for the

first year, supervision, fellmg, burning and clearing
the forest, value of tools, tracing and cutting roads

and drains, lining and pegging, cost of the plants
and planting, monthly weeding for six months, cost

of small bungalow and a set of lines for 30 men.
If seeds are purchased cheap and a nursery grown,

the value of plants can be reduced by 30 per cent

to 40 iier cent. 'Ihe felling and clearing, etc., may
according to the nature of the forest and locality
cost RIO to 22 per acre. There must be good, in-

teli^ent supervision. Good conductors could be got

• Is it possible to keep Jowcountry lai d clear ol weeds for

a rupee an acre per mensem ? We believe not.—Ed.
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for RSO a month, biit, though vahiable on large pro-
perties as aids or to leave in charge of small places
opened up, it would be running a risk, particularly
with this comparatively new product, to entrust the

important work of opening up any place to such men,
unless their employers have been pi'actical planters
and can spare time to attend to the work in part,
and not only make frequent visits, but occasionally
stay on the land when the hardest part of the
work is being done. Planting seed at stake is con-
sidered a clieap way, but it must be attempted only
under certain circumstances. It succeeds on fresh

virgin soil, where the lay of the land is not too steep, as
rainstorms displace the seeds. The rains too should
last long. In low districts shading after the plants
show is necessary, and this is an expensive item. It

is found cheaper in the end to transplant plants
from nursery beds, as no shade is then needed, and
the vacancies ai-e very few, and, besides, bad varieties

of plants can be thus avoided.
c. The upkeep for the 2nd year includes the cost

of supervision, the keeping of roads and drains in

order, filling in of vacancies of plants, weeding, etc.

The growing of Ceara rubbers along boundaries,
roadsides, ridges, etc., can be attended to by the

party superintending and will require very little ad-
ditional outlay, about RSO or a little less for every
1 ,000 rubber trees. A 50-acre tea-clearing will admit
of 4 to 5 thousand rubbers being put out as above

suggested. Urange, citrou, shaddock, lemon and lime

plants, if preferred, can be planted instead by those
who contemplate preparing scented teas. It is a mis-
take to suppose that orange and lime trees take 7

years to blossom and fruit. Plants 8 inches liigh have

gi'own into fine trees and blossomed in 20 months.
So that the propi'ietor will not have to wait long to

exclaim,—
Bear me, Pomona ! to thy citron grove !

To where the lemon and the piercing lime,
With the deep orange, glowing through the green,
Their lighter glories blend.

il. In the .3rd year in addition to the ordinary
expenditure there is the cost of the erection of tea-
house and the purchase of trays, etc. A small tea-
leaf rolling-machine and drying and firing apparatus
are not necessarily required, but, as they clieapen the
cost of manufactui'e, it is desu'able to ol)tain them.

e. As regards the yield in low altitudes, 300 lb.

per acre in the 4th year is below tlie usual estimate,
provided no tea is gathered in the 2nd and 3rd

years and the trees are allowed to develop jiroperly.
The bad effects of picking tea off young trees can
be seen on some places in cei'tain districts. The
price of tea in the European and foreign markets
varies from 9d to 2s 8d (4.5 cents to Rl -35) per lb. ac-

cording to quality and grades, and, as 60 cents per lb.

all round for good tea delivered at Colombo is not
too high a figure to fix as the local value, 50 cents

per lb. can therefore be safely relied on.
There are two things to be aimed at in order to

increase the profits per acre : increase in the yield
of leaf and decrease in the cost of manufacture. If
a maxinuuu yield of 600 lb. an acre of prepared tea
is olitained at a cost of 20 cents per lb., then the
profit at 30 cents per lb. would give RISO peracre.
Even if the cost cannot be reduced to less than 30
cents a lb., by good manufacture it is possible to
secure a local value of 60 cents per lb., and this
wonld still secure RISO per acre. At 60 cents a lb.

costing only 20 cents would leave a profit of R240
per acre, and this is what every tea planter should
try to obtain. To give an idea how the cost of
manufacture can be lessened, we will talie the cost
of picking of the leaf. A skilled han<l will pick 20
lb. of green leaf when there is a good flush on,
while an ordinary picker will do his 10 lb. to 12 lb.

a day. As it takes about 4 lb. of green leaf to make
a lb. of tea, this item will cost nearly double, if all
the pickers only pick 10 II). a day. Again a sharp
boy drawing a pay of 16 cents per day or a woman
25 cents will pick as much as an adult man drawing
37 cents per day. By proper management in regulat-
ing and distributing labor much can lie done to increase
the profits per acre.

Tiiere ,are numerous publications on tea plantinc
in Indian tea districts, which furnish valuable informa-
tion, but, as the climate, cost and kind of labour,
transport, etc., of this island varies from that pre-
vailing in those places, some discretion must be used
in following up many of the hints given in them.

W. PROWETT FERDINANDS.
" PREPARED COCOA " IN CEYLON.

Greenwood, Madawalatenna, Ceylon, 15th Jan. 1883.

Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to submit to you
a sample of prepared cocoa, grown and manufactured
on my estate.

As cocoa succeeded so well, I sent home an order
for the machinery necessary to manufacture the raw
material aud it is said by the gentlemen to whom
1 have submitted samples, that I am able to plac-; in
the Ceylon market manufactured cocoa equal to the
best that can be imported, and 1 think that you will

agree with their verdict.

Of course, at present, the afl'air is iu its infancy
and will improve by rxperieuce. You will please ob-
serve that the sample before you which is taken frum
the bulk is manufactured entirely fiom cocoa and
sugdr, without any tlarouring from spices or essences.

It is my intention to produce an article purely
local, so that I shall only avail myself of the ingredi-
ents which CeTlon affords and I hope that ptitting
before the public a firstrate article manufactured from
Ceylon products, I shall be able to show that we
can produce in the island as thorough and genuine
manufactured cocoa as any of European manufacture.—I remain, yours truly, A. v. D. POORTEN.
[The sample we have tried we consider to be fully

equal to "
Epps'

" well-known preparation : we wish
our correspondent all success in his undertaking.

—
Ed.]

PRICES AND YIELD OF RUBBER.
1 7th Jan. 1883.

Dear .Sir,
—Will you tell me, through the medium

of your paper, what the ruling rates for l.ist year
for rubber were ?—Yours, ENQUIRER.
[Our correspondent should refer to Lewis k Peat's

London Price Current, given each mouth on the last

piige of the Tropical Agrkulturist, aud he will there
see that tlie price ranged from 9d to Is lOd for

"common, foul ami mixed Calcutta rubber" to
2s lid to 3s 2d for "good to fine pinky and white
Madagascar or Mozambique kinds." We expect that
cultivated and carefully-guthered Ceylon rubber will

top tlie market by-and-bye. Some of our planters
have 100,000 trees flourishing, and, if tiiey only
gather J lb. per annum, the result ought to be a
comfortable addition of i,'2,,500 to the income of
their plantations, counting rubber at 23. per lb.—Ed.]

TEA.KUBBER, &c., IN THE KALUTARA DISTRICT.
Dear Sir,—I send you some account of tea and

other products in Kaltitara, which will show that the
district is not going to be behind others, notwith-

standing the unsatisfactory results from Liberian coffee

aud cocoa cultivation. The cultivation of tea is now
being rapidly and extensively carried on in the district

and it has been found to be a very remunerative
one. Te^ grows luxuriantly, giving several flushes,

and, aB it yields very little fruit, this is suppostd to

be a. good sign. A Maskeliya report speaks of
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trees 7 feet high in 38 months. The average height
in that time attained in thf Kalutara estates is 14 feet,

and thii-e are some trees 19 feet high. The analysis

of soil from Assam hj Dr. Voeleker has shown con-

clusively that lime as an ingredient is unsuitable, if

not injinious, for tea, and recent observations here

have ooutinned thiit conclusion. In 1843 a Captain

Champion of H. M. 95th Foot* made reference to the

introduction of the tea plant by Mr. Stewart MacKenzie,

"but" he says, "I have not h^ard with what suc-

cess or what steps have been taken to ensure the

climate and locality it is used to. The soil should be

lioht and porous, yellow or yellowish red over sand,

it^contains no oarbouate of lime and the iron of the

soil is almost wholly in a state of carbonate of iron,

hence even in Assam aood tea soils are comparatively

of rare occurrence. The plant re(iuires much rain and

bright sun." Some are forced to the conclusion that

tea and coffee cannot well be planted together, and

suspect that a moderate quantity of lime is needed for

tea. It seems not, unless fruit is desired. It is not

a matter of difficulty to grow tea and coffee together

or tea on abandoned coffee land. They both thrive and

yield fruit, but, as leaf is what is desired in tea and not

fruit, the result as regards the tea will noi be satis-

factory on really good coffee soil. The excessive

moisture and the high temperature has much to do in

limiting or lessening the yield in upcouulry gardens,

and another cause is undoubtedly an excess of lime

in the soil.t Those estates that were abandoned in

the early days of coffee planting, owing, as was sub-

sequently asceriained, to deficiency of lime to produce

ciop, are now very suitable for tea. Tea-fields left

purposely to run to seed in Kalutara gave barely ^ a

maund of seed per acre, whilst from tea-fields of the

same age upcountry even on abandoned coffee land,

5 to 8 maunds of seed have been gathered. It seems

that an average yield of 500 lb. of prepared tea per acre

is what is reasonably expeded in the Kalutara dis-

trict, and that, as some fields with high cultivation

could be made to vield 7001b. an acre, an average

crop of 600 to 7001b. is not an impossibility. That

the high-grown tea is of a different or superior flavor

admits of much doubt, and, as it was correctly stated

in a recent issue of the Ohsi-rver, the quality and

difference of flavour is due mainly to the manufacture,

and is also dependent on what has been pointed out by

"Cha," in the proper picking or plucking of the leaf.f

Tea cannot be properly prepared if the picking is

carelessly done, and hitherto bad manufacture isowing

a good deal to bad and indifferent picking of the

leaf Sufficient trouble has not, been taken to tram

and" instruct the pickers. In the Kalutara district,

there will in time be a yreat advantage as regards

trained labor. The Sinhalese villagers readily seek em-

ployment and demand no more wages than the Tamds.

Thev are of course not migratory and can be engaged

whenever they are needed. They will not occupy

coolv lines as a rule and even those who come from

distances prefer living in the neighbouring villages

among their people. Tney are far more intelligent

workers, and are a much cleaner race than the Tamd

coolies to employ as pickers and particularly at the

factory. The monthly weeding of the tea clearings

after 18 month" or two years is not likely to find mu ch

""iAri^ccompUslied" botanist, who published a list of

rev Ion plants in the Government Calendar. As Colonel

of his regimnt he bravely led a ch irge at Inkerman, re-

ceiving a bayonet wound Ciroagh the lungs, from the effects

ot which he died.—Ed.
^ . ,ii j'

•fLime is in small proportion over most parts of tlie dis-

tricts of Dimbula, Dikoya and Maskeliya. All plants, with

the fewest possible exceptions, requiresmne hme.—Ep.
T But '-Chi" with Ins knowledge of Iiidi;\ and the pos-

ition 'occupied' by Kangra Valley and Darjeeling tea, is a

believer in the superior flavour, other things being equal ot

mgt-growu tea.—Ed.

favor in the Kalutara district. The quarterly keep-

ing down of weeds and not the eradication of them
is a method more consistent with nature than the

former system. The cost is very much the same, but
the advantages of the former method are many, such
as protection of the soil from the continuous action

of a powerful sun, the absorbtion and retention of

moisture by and plant food for the decaying weeds,
the prevention of wash and the retention of humus, &c.

The imported hybrid tea seed should be put out in

nurseries and not at stake, if, as iu the generality of

cases, the seeds are found germinated when taken out

of the boxes they are piacked iu, and entangled
in a mass of rootlets. To secure a good straight

taproot some care must be taken in putting
out such seeds iu beds. Before transplanting plants
it is possible to avoid plants of an inferior jat or

groM'lh Ijy carefully examining them. These should be

pulled out a day or two before planting begins, thus

preventing the coolies removing them to tlie fields.

There is a great tendency in the hybrids to fall

back to some lower kind. It is therefore advisable to

plant fresh sefds, two at least at every stake, instead

of two at every other stake. The planter will then

not only have a sufficiency to fill up vacancies with

sun-hardened plants, but can afford also to "chuck"

away inferior plants without a regret. The vacancies

will be very few indeed, and, as inferior plants are a

loss, the planting of them can be thus avoided at the

outset. In addition to cheap, intelligent and trained

labor, procurable when needed, and cheap transport,

the Kalutara district, as well as most lowcountry

districts, has the advantage of the sun as a manu-

facturing agent, not for withering the leaf but to com-

plete the curing in lieu of firing. The rule hitherto

was to reserve an acre of forest for every acre of tea

to secure wood for fuel and charcoal and for timber

for boxes. Luckily for the coffee estates in high

elevations, where tea is being largely introduced, and

fuel is scarce, recent inventions in stoves and firing

apparatus will obviate the necessity of having much
forest laud in reserve for the above purpose. The sun

will, however, play the part of a very active and cheap
acent in tea manufacture in low districts. It is

well worth a trial, as it will facilitate and cheapen
manufacture, even if it does not do so completely
dan a final firing be found needed at a factory in

Colombo, prior to packing the tea for export. The

tea after fermentation could be dried by being thinly

spread on metal, clay, or stone.trays placed on rough
and raised platforms of thick granite rock. A second

day's exposure of thicker layeis of the previous day's dry-

in" and covered with light clean mats, would almost

complete the drying and curing.* Owing to cheap rice,

transport, timber, abundance of cheap fuel and local

labor, &c., it is expected that the tea of the Kalutara

district can be prepared and placed on board 10 to 13

cents per lb cheaper than that of any other district

in the isbind.

Rubber. Of the several vaiieties of rubber, the Cear^

seems most suited for this district, chiefly owing to its

rapid and easv growth and its adaptability to dry .toil,

though the district is a wet one. Swamps if deeply

drained and raised and are ahove flood level seem to

answer. Of course on any land submerged by annual

floods the rubber trees sicken and many die. Of the

other varieties Para, Castilloa, Landolphia, &c., little

can be said, as they are of very slow growth, and

for tl.is reason it is not advisable for those who look

for quick returns to attempt the cultivation of them,

even though the soil suitable for tbem can be found

and selected. A period of 12 to 15 years is rather

a long time to wai', for it is probable, at the comparative

* Mirrors to concentrate heate rays might, perhaps, be

used with advantage.
—Ed.
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rate they grow, that this period must elapse before

the trees oau yield a return of anj' value. Tlie Cear«

grows very rapidly in twelve months and then begins
at an average height often feet to throw out branches.

Trees of even eight mouths' growth havo a few clusters

of fruit. At the end of the 3rd year they attain a

height of 13 feet or more with numerous branches

epreadiug out 10 or 12 feet. The truuk has a girth

of about 20 inches a foot above ground. In its second

year it commences to bear profusely, so tb.at the price

for rubber seed will soon go down. The inner branches

are rathei numerous and spiudly. They ought pru

perly to be thinned out with the object of growing
thicker and etout lower branches, that would also,

besides the trunk, be fit to be tapped in a few years.

Strong winds occasionally play havoc with the branches

when the tree is topheavy. The branches snap off

easily, and as they lie on the ground bogiu in a few

days to throw out healthy shoots of afoot in length
and brfore there is a sign of a root, the seed falling

from the bursting capsules germ under the trees easily.

It has already been pronounced a big weed, the growth
of which will have to bo checked and regulated in the

vicinity of delicate products. The roots spread on and
a little above the surface, throwing out carrot-shaped
tubers. These are relished by the pigs, but two coolies,

it seems, experimenting on them as edibles were poisoned
to death. The rubber thrives best where the soil is

rich and penetrable with an alavanga to some depth.
It is not therefore advisable to plant out a field of

them above a 100 feet or so above the bottom or base

of a hill, liut along ravines, flats and gentle slopes,

&c.; in fiict wherever there ie a fair depth of .loil, it

can be safely put out. Those plants high up and near

ridges have not their leaves of a healthy bluish-greeu

tinge, but have rather pale and sickly leaves and seem
small in growth. Once a year after crop the rubbers

drop their leaves eutirely and look very bare, but
throw out a fresh flush in 3 weeks or so. In all prob-

ability a tree grown under favourable conditions will

not be sufficiently developed and lit till its 4th or 5th

year to be operated on. Though the sap can be drawn
from a three year old tree, the yield cannot be much
or of miioh value, while the lacerating process in

drawing the sap will retard its growth and make it a

poorer tree at a desirable age. If the milk or juice
is dropped into water it coagulates and tlie rubber is

ready in a few moments. As neither cardnmnms nor

cocoa growing amongst the rubber seems to suffer from
the rootlets or fallen leaves, tbey might answer a

double purpose and be used as shade trees—Yours

faithfully, W. PROWETT FERDINANDS.

COFFEE AND WEEDS.
Dkak SlR,-^Mr. a. F. Halliley draws attention to the

Galaha and Kitoolamoola estates as an example of the
benelit accruing from weeds being allowed to grow with
the coffee. He tells us that the latter estate never came

np to the former in crops as it was kept cleaner;
also that it is better sheltered. Now Kitoolamoola
lies along a valley running north and suutb, with
a gap overlooking Horagalla estate and the Oodoo-
wella clearing on the north end, aud another gap
over Duually on the south, and for two monsouns
I recollect the trees in the belt next Dunally crashing
down one after the other from wind; so fad to see

where the better shelter obtain.s. Next he does not
inform us of the very great superiority of the Ga-
laha 6oil over the other, nor of the limestone through
the Galaha coffee, which is conspicuous by its ab-

sence in Kitoolamoola, and where limestone is found
the soil is generally known to be good coffee soil.

Mr. Halliley cannot, I think, deny, if he knows the

places in question, that if Galaha also had been kept
scrupulously clean from the commencement, aud the

lines there built on the patanas below, as in the
other case, so as to make things equal, the crops
from it would have in any case more than doubled
those from the other estate. What can the manager
of the Lanka Company say anent a recent pur-
chase of the Company's in Dikoya, which a year ago was
as nice looking a little place as one could wish
to set eyes upon, but in consequence of weeds
having been allowed to get the upper hand could at
the time of purchase hardly have been recognisable
as the same estate ?

My experience in six districts has been that, where
weeds were allowed to be present in good soil, the
cofl'ee suffers no appreciable detriment, but where
weeds and poor soil come together the coffee absol-

utely collapses, and I have no doubt that there
are hundreds of other planters who could bear me
out in this if they choose.
With reference to page 343, vol. 1, Tropical Agri-

cuUunst, I must have been singularly unfortunate in

my experiments with club moss laid on the surface
of the garden, as it had the effect of making the
plants weakly and stunted, but they recovered im-
mediately on the moss being removed. Under cert-
ain single trees grasses do grow right up to the
stem, but there are always deep feeders, and the
grass roots do not interfere with them; but aa a
rule when trees are planted out in lawns at home a
circle is cut of the turf around, and, if this is not
done, the plaats will not grow properly : at any rate
they fail, if surface feedi-TS.—Yours faithfully,

SWADDY.

CARDAMOM CULTIVATION.
Dear Sib,—Many planters having written to me

for information about cardamom planting, and, as your
promised pamphlet has not yet made its appearance,*
I will thank you to give a corner for a few hints on
cardamom planting.

(1) Cardamoms thrive best in a light soil. If you
have very stiff soil take some river sand aud paddy
husk and mix with your soil.

(2) Shade is best for the lowoouutry ; in high
elevation no shade is necessary.

(3) The distance apart must depend on the richness
of soil—from 8 to 12 feet.

(4) Holes one foot deep and 20 inches wide will
do, but fill in sufficient surface soil so that after the bulb
is planted and soil well stamped down this soil
is at least from 4 to 6 inches above the other soil
so the wash will not injure the fruit afierwards; it
will also be more easy to keep insects away or 'de-

stroy them. Insects should be looked for either late
in thn afternoon or early in the morning. Woodash,
lime, river sand, soot or sulphur will destroy or keetj

away insects.

(5) Young bulbs from 12 months to 2 years old
are certainly the best f<ir planting and on no account
should the tops be cut off. Double plants are the
safest ; the tops sh'uild be tied to stakes and .some
exti-a shade be put around the bulb for a week or
two. The soil should just cover the bulb. A great
mistake is made in planting the bulbs too deep."

(6) The theory that cardamom bulbs grown from
seed will not fruit I have proved to be faUe.

(7) The theory that cardamom bulbs should be
taken up every 5th or 6th year, as it would not fruit
after that, I have also proved false. After the bulbs
have fruited thrice it will be necessary to prune the
bulb; that is cut out all that are decaying and putnew soil or soil and manure mixed where the old
bulbs were taken out, You will soon lind new bulbs
taking their place.

* In the press—in an advanced condition.—£d.
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(8) Crop is gathered wheu turning yellow. Young
children are generally the beet for this work. Let
them grow long finger nails and they pluck the fruit

faster then they can cut wilh the scissors.

(9) Wheu the frnit is brought in it ought to be at

once sorted. Some may be overripe and some not

quite ripe. By lea-ving the overripe, it may discolour

the other yofl". Dry that separate. You must wash
it all before putting it to dry. In this a little care

is necessary. Overripe and ripe pods can be washed
in cold water, but the fruit which is a little green

jet should be put in a basket and then dipped into

boiling water for one minute. Even the ripe will come
out a better colour and dry quicker if applied in hot
water. Straw colour is the proper colour cardamom

pods ought to be alter curing.
The fruit of the cardamom when ripe must be picked

and cured at once. In rainy weather it will be necess-

ary to have a hot-air room or have a fire-place where

you can make a charcoal fire. Have some trays to put
the fruit on and cure over the fire. I shall be glad
to give any iutorniation on cardamom, croton, etc., at

any time, but a postage stamp for reply must be

sent or no answer given.
—Yours faithfully,

J. HOLLOWAY.

Original and Renewed Succirubra Bakk.—Red
bark trees, whose original bark (froui Eakwana, Ceylon)

gave adeeimal over one per cent, after only five months'

renewal yielded a bark with 4 per cent of sulphate of

quinine. This is one of the latest (and best) results

from analysis we have heard of.

Enormous Coifee Cb«'ps in Brazil.—We quote from

the Rio Neioa :
—Several of the new coffee districts of

S. Paulo are turning out enormous crops. An ex-

ample of this is given in the Oa::eta of Capinas,
which states that in the municipality of Jahu a coffee

orchard of 40,000 trees belonging to Sr. Floriana Serra,

has produced 12,000 arrobas, and that another of

130,000 trees, just beginning to bear, belonging to

the Elizens boys, has produced 2.5,000 arrohas. This

gives an average of 9.6 pounds per tree for the first,

and a trifle over 6 pounds for the second. [If clean

merchantable coii'ee is meant, then the statement seems

incredible. Even at only 300 trees to the acre 9 lb

per tree would mean 2,700 lb or over 24 cwt per acre.

—Ed.]
Agri-Hortk'Ultural Shows.—In England it is the

general belief that the fruits here are much more
abundant and of much better qnality than they are there,

but when English peoijle come here, they are sadly

disappointed by the reality. With the exception
of plantains and pine apples, they find that good
fruits are generally scarce and dear, and that oranges
are often more expensive and more difficult to be got
than they are in England, to which Spain is the

nearest country that grows them. Most of the fruit

trees in this country have grown by chance from

seed thrown away, and few of them have any cult-

ivation bestowed on them. So long as this is the case,

it is not surprising that the fruit supply should be

scarce in quantity and indifferent in quality, but with

proper attention to cultivation this might be made one

of the best fruit-growing countries in the world. Even

paddy cultivation, which is probably the oldest agri-
cultural industry in the island, is capable of improve-
ment. We do not believe that the Sinhalese villagers
of the present day are a bit more conservative in

their notions than were the farmers of England and
Scotland a generation or two back, and it is mainly
through agricultural shows that the British farmers

have been persuaded to adopt the modern improve-
ments in the cultivation of their crops and the

breeding and rearing of their animals. Such exhib-

itions must, however, be for any practical purpose

quite useless so long as they are held only spasmod-
ically at long and irregular intervals, and it is only
by Government management that the required regular-
ity can be secured.—Ceylon "Catholic Messenger,"
Jan. I2th.

Davidson's Siroccos.—Messrs. Geo. Steuart & Co.
send us a circular giving colored representations of
the No. 1 and No. 2 B Sirocco tea-drying machines,
now so wellknown among tea planters ; also two circ-

ulars dated Nov. 1SS2, one of which details the im-

provements lately applied to the No. 1 Sirocco, and
the other describes the trays furnished for the Siroccos.
With all the improvements recently effected in tea-

drying machinery, only ordinary care is needed for

first-rate tea to be turned out.

Cocoa and Lieerian Coffee in the N. W. Pro-
vince.—Kurunegala, Jan. 19th.—Cocoa does A 1 when
you can get a soil that suits it, and 1' ve no doubt
that with care it will pay, but when planted in some
places it is no good at all, and apparently is

sickly and weak always. Liberian coffee gets the H, V.

badly, very badly— no doubt about tliat—and planters
here seem to think it can't last more than five years.
The Kurunegala district looks very well and the paddy
crop seems to be a good one. I don't think that
fever is so prevalent as formerly. This may be in con-

sequence of our having plenty of rain.

Cost of Cleaning Coffee in Brazil.—The R'lo

News states :
—The prices adopted at the new central

coffee cleaning factory at Porto do Cochoeiro, Espirito
Santo, are as follows :

—for completion of drying,
cleaning, hulling and grading according to size, 800
reis per 15 kilos

;
for burnishing 100 reis extra

;
and

for burnishing and passing through the escolhcdor,

completing the selection by hand, 200 reis extra, or

1$OUO per 15 kilos. The price for putting in sacks

(sacks not furnished by factory) 80 reis per sack.
This makes a cost of 4S0S0 per bag for the best

prepared coffee, and SS'^^SO for the lowest.

Aloe Fibre. —On the representation of Mr. H. G.
Turner, Collector of Vizagapatam, who is anxious to
obtain the machine now foimd best adapted to extract
the fibre and called a "Gratteuse," the Agri-Horti-
cultural Society, Madras, has placed itself in commun-
ication with the Director of the Royal Botanical

Gardens, Mauritius, with the view of obtaining detailed
information about the cultivation of the aloe fibre,
and its preparation. The plant grows in Mauritius
for fibre is "Fourcroya gigantea,"the common "green
aloe" of Madras gardens, and we only want the
machines to introduce this most valuable enterprise
into South India, where the aloe grows in profusion,—Madras Times.

The Cultivation of the Lime tree started in the
southern district of Erin a few years ago, having been
taken over by gentlemtn of capital, is likely, ere long,
to add a new item to our exports, in the conci'etated

juice, for which a widening market is opening in

Europe and the United States, more we believe for

the concocliou of refreshing drinks than as an anti-

scorbniic. The tree, which in these countries yields
a very great and sure crop, has long attracted our
attention and its culliv.atiou was early recommended
by us before and since we tilled an editorial chair.

It is easy to establish, but some years must pass
over bffore the first good crop is gathered ; quicker
crops must therefore be grown along with it, to re-

coup first outlays, or capital and patience must be

forthcoming as wiih that othir and more valmble crop
never j'et gone into here as it might be—Nutmegs.
"
Eight or ten jrears ! Good God. who can w.ait eight

or ten years? Where may I be at the end of that

time ? Oh no, no,"—and they drop the notion.—
Trinulad Chronicle.
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Ostrich Farming; in Australia.—The ijeasimistic
views in regard to the future of ostricli farming at

the Cape, which during the last few years have
been struggling for acceptance, will receive a severe
check in the news of the third successful attempt
at ostrich farming in Australia. Following the ex-

ample set some time back at Adelaide, and later

atill by Sir Samuel Wilson at Ercildoune, the Ac-
climatisation Society of Victoria has been making
Successful efforts to establish Hocks of tliese valuable

birds in the warmer parts of the Colony. A few
old birds were originally brought out by the Society,
and so well have they thriven and increased and

multiplied upou the sandy soil of the Murray Downs
that the flock now numbers a hundred, developing,
indeed, from a scientific experiment into a commer-
cial enterprise. Messrs. Officer Bros., who have rented
the flock from the Society, have lately sent to

London a shipment of feathers, plucked from these,
and prices realized on the market unmistakably
showed that the quality is quite equal to that of

Cape feathers. We understand, however, that it is

not intended to consign the "raw material" to the
Home country, aud that an establishment has been
started for the preparation of the feathers in Austra-

lia, where the projectors entertain the hope of com-

peting successfully with the large American and
English manufacturers, who now monopolise the
trade. This double addition to the sources of her

prosperity is a matter upon which the island conti-

nent is to be warmly congratulated.—Coto7iies and
India.

Sugar and Tea in the Melbouenk Market in 1882,
are thus noticed in the annual review of the Age :

—
" An extensive trade in sugars has been done during the

period under review, and as stocks have, as a itde,
been light ill importers' hands, fau' values have been
obtained. Large purchases of brewers' ciystals have
resulted from the aunomicemeut in adrices from
Maiu'itiuB that planters this season will make a much
smaller quautity of this description of sugar than for-

merly. A feature in the market has been the intro-

duction of the first shipment of brewers' crystals from

Queensland. Some little time will doubtless have to

elapse before these sugars overcome the prejudice which
the trade always s'uow when offered something new.
But the evidence of experienced brewers is in favor of

Queensland before long competing with Mauritius for a

branch of the sugar trade long regarded as solely the

property of the latter. The shipment refen-ed to was

gi'owu aud manufactured at Messrs. Wm. Sloane and Go's

Palm Plantation Estate. In the coming year Fiji is

expected to increase her shipments to Victoria. The

imports of tea this season have been excessive ; con-

sequently prices have declined to such an extent as to

leave a considerable loss to importers. Messrs. Everard
and Son's remarks fully discount the situation. They
say,

" As the hulk of the tea for the season has now
an-ived, it may not be out of jilace to refer to the

unsatisfactiiy natm'e of the trade dm'uig the past year
or two, aud if possible, to trace the cause. In the
first place there cannot be a doubt that the trade has
been gi-adually assuming a new phase—the old merchants

finduig competitors in the Krms that were fonnerly then-

customers, reducing the competition among pm-chasers
aud increasing considerably the imports ; while the large

quantity from India is also a factor in disananging the
calculations of importers, as there cannot be a doubt
that Indian tea has largely taken the place

—
chiefly

for mixing pui-jioses
—of medium I hina tea, and, if

prices remain moderate, must continue, with probably an

increasing consumption. This must be specially borne
in mind in operations for the coming seasons. We
cannot, however, forbear, before closing these remarks,
to refer to the imbusuiess-like way of buyers in China
entrusted with orders for this market. Instead of

83

waiting patiently for prices to come to a moderate level
before '

opening a season' or purchasing, freight engage-
ments are made and competition for buying is com-
menced, when it is well known that at the most a few
chops only can, by the greatest stretch of imagination,
show profitable residts : wlule the mUlions of pounds
bought under these conditions must inevitably show a
loss. This cannot but he seen hy buyers, but they
recklessly enter into unprofitable engagements in a
market of their own making, forgetting the old adage
that it is much easier to buy than sell, thus throwing
all the responsibility of this absurd pm-chasing, on those
for whom they act." The Tea Act has been in force

dm-ing the year, but in opposition to the wording of the
act the Commissioner of Customs has permitted other
than pure teas to pass into consumption. There was a

strong aud favorable market throughout the year for
Indian teas, the consumption having largely increased,
Ceylon also coming into notice.—Argtis.

The Madras Government Cinchona Gardens on
THE NiLGlRis, their proceeds and expenditure form
the subject of estimates published in the Madras
Mail. The Government of Madras write:—
Regular Estimate, 1882-8.3—-Ktrt:j>!«s.—The receipts of

the current year are ealcvdated at K6,ll,000, being in excess
of the sanctioned estimate for that year, and the actuals of
1881-82, by R1,11,000 and S9,000, respectively. The increase
occurs in the following items :

—
1882-83.

(a) Value of bark sent home...

(6) Do supplied to I he Madras
and Bombay Medical Depts.

(c) Value of bark sold locally

Budget
Estimate

4,88,500

4,000

Regular
Eaum.
5,32,000

1,500
70,000

Total ... 4,92,500 6,03,500

Difference 1,11,000
The Couservat'r presumes that the Inrge increase under (a)
is due to the expected reilization ufa larger revenue from
the sale of ihe products of hark sent home. Tliereis reason,
on the con'rary, for believing that the credit under this
head will lie reduced owing to smaller con.sigumenta of bark
being shipped to allow of local sales. The estimate will

be reduced to 1(5,00,000. Up to date only 70,00-31b. have
been shipped to Euglard, and nothing is said as to contem-
plated shiiiments. The increase under (c) represents the
amount realized by local sales of bark already held and sanc-
tioned for the current year wilh tbe view of Jevel.iping- alocal
demand. The amount, however, sliould b- Rl,19,000, the
additioBal sale of 280 bales having been sanctioned hy G.O.,
dated 2nd Decemher 1S82, Mis. No. 4053. The regular
estimate of roci-ipts then will he RiJ,'.'S,000.

Regular EsTniATE, 18S2-S3— Charges.—The Deputy
Cimservalor and the Conservator of Forests estimate the
charges of the current year at R1,0C,614. The correct total,
however, of their figures is 1,06,114.
HuuoET Estimate, 1883-84—Ecieipis.—The receipts for

the ensuing year are estimated at E5,00,000, hy the Conserv-
ator, being the same as the sanclidned but R1,11,000 less
than the regular estimate for the current year, and K 70 000
less than the actuals of 1881 82. The average revenue of
the last 5 years i* R4,40,724. Ci iiservator's estimate in-
cludes a sum of R70,I'0J exiiccted to he realized by local
sales of hark, but this amount will he omitted as no sales
have been ordered for the coming year. The tiudget esti-
mate of receipts will tlierefore amount to K4,09,000 or in
round numbers R4,10,000.

liuoGET Estimate, 1883-84— CArtr^es.—Tliii charges for
the ensuini: year are estimated in round figiu'es at R93 500,
being R12 614 less than the regular e.-stimate for the current

y ar. The Conservator's estimate includes a prevision ol

Rl,200 for the purchase of a pres- for packing bales, and of
R;,000 f'T water- su]pply to tbe Superintendent's bungalow.
Of these provisions the second ivill lie strnek out and the
fir.st can only be all wed to stand subject to the submission
of an estimate and subsequent .'•aucUou. The reiuavksmade
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in paragraph 4 apply also to the provision of R1,000 for

water-supply at INaduvatam and 111,000 lor huts at Doba-
betta, The former provision h:is bncn struck out, and an
estimate for the latter must be forwarded for si notion,
though to obviate delay expenditure may be incurred before
the estimate is sanctioned.
The GovernmeLt are constrained to remark that the esti-

mates, as submibted, are unsjitisfactoiy and supply but little

data or information in tlieraselves for review. The amount
of iho estimaTe for 18S3-84 depends chiefly on the varieties
and the quality of the bark to be harvested, but nothing is

said on this subject. The remarks of the Deputy Conserv-
ator in par.igraphs 5,0 (b) and 7 [«) and of the Oonservator
in paragraph 8 of tlieir respective letters are not understood
and the figures given therein ai)parcntlv do not coi'reopond
with tliose lu tije statements.
The cugageriiont of Prnfessor Lawsou having been finally

settled by G.O., dated 11th October 1882, No. 1116, the sum
of K8,0l10 will be added to the total estimate of charges.
Tlie charges will then amount to E".l3,5ii0 (less R1,000 dis-

alliwed) plus 8,000 or Rl,00,500, the estimated receiptc
being E4,10,000.

It will thus be seen that the cinchona plintations
continue to be a source of considerable i^rofit to the
Madras Government. With Professor Lawsou's advent
we may expect to see recnrds of experiments such as

Mr. Broughton made and the results of which were so

valuable and instructive.

The Ctjltivation of Suoakcane in PeraU is likely
to assume large proportions, especially as the soil of

some lands taken up by the Perak Sugar Cultivatior

company are said to be very rich and suited for

sugar. The Perak Mining Association has also been

started, its chief object being to work the tin mines
of the district,—Madras Standard.
The Fir.st Central cuffee cleaning mill in the pro-

vince ot Espirito Sauto, that at Porto do Caohoeiro
<!e Siiuttt Leopoldina, was to be formally inaugurated on
the 6th or 7th December last.— Rio A^ews.

Red Ants and Popatoes.—Do red ants exist at the
elevation (4,000 to 6,500 feet ?) at which potatoes
are cultivated in Ceylon ? We ask because in de-
tails of experiments with potatoes in the Darjeeliug
district, given in proceedings of Agricultural and
Horticultural Society of India, red ants are desnribed
as very destructive. One gentleman who planted at

3,500 and 4,000 feet, wrote :— "
1 find them (red ants)

very destructive up at this elevation, and do all I

can, I cannot rid the place ot them, for I hive burnt
the soil, used ashes and lime to a great extent and
still of no very great beneficial avail. Ai other gentle-
man wrote :

— " JMost of them were destroyed by red
ants bef'ire they came to maturity."
Introduction of certain Fruit trees into the

Fiji Islands.—The folhiwing interesting letter fiom
John B. Thurston, Esq., Colonial Secretary at Fiji, dated
10th October was read :

— "I have to acknowledge with

many thanlis the receipt ot your note dated the

2Sth June, together with a case of Mangoes and
Lichees shijjped per ship

" Poonah." Your commu-
nication would have received another reply, but for

the unusual pressure of my official business, conse-

quent upon the removal of the seat of Goverunieut
from the Island of Ovalau to that of Viti Levti. It

is with pleasure I am to inform yon as to the results

of your kind and very valuable donation. The Lichees
witli two exceptions, were all alive They have been

planted out in appropriate situations and are in a

fair way of establiphing themselves. A few Lichees
had been previously introduced by planters returning
to the Colony via Ceylon, but I am not aware tliat

they were established in any one case. The same

may be said of Hambutan, Longan, &c. You are

probably aware that a congener of the Lichee, viz.,

Ne|ilieliuin pumatum is indigenous to Fiji. It is a

veiy tine tree and bears a Vtry agrecible fruit. But

you have it, I believe, ju luaiiy parU ol India. [Not

in the Society's Garden.] Of the Mangoes, a fair pro-
portion were alive. Those dead were noied in the

margin. Tbe plants had experienced some very cold

weatlier, and had, I think, suffered a little from the
not unoommou mistake of being supplied with too
much water. Upon the whole, however, Mr. Cornelius
landed his charge in very fair condition and has well
earned my thanks. The names in the margin are most
likely improperly spelt. There being lunch difficulty
in reading some of the labels. But may serve to in-

dicate the varieties lost. In consequence of the early
departure of Cornelius to his post at a somewhat dis-
tant part of the colony, I was unable to consult him
as to what plants

in this colouy would be acceptable
to your society. But until he has been here, some
little time, it is not likely that he would have on
such a po'int much advice to offer. I shall therefore
fill your case for return per 1st Jannmy and ship in

May next, exercising my own discretion as to its con-

tents, though in the meantime if you can give me
any .suggestions yourself, it will give pleasure to act

upon tbem. This colouy appears to present condi-
tions of soil and climate favourable to the growth
of a number of tropical productions, and with the
assistance of the older Colonies and Dependencies of

the Crown might soon possess them. Dr. King has

very kindly sent me from time to time a number
of trees and seeds of economic value and they are

doing very well. With the present rapidity of steam
oominuuication, I find, however, that the post is a
most useful agent, as by the transmission of fresh
seeds the probabilities of a useful introduction are

increased, and the risks to individual i^lants avoided.

If, therefore, it is within the power of your Society
to send me seeds of any useful fruit or timber trees,
or ot any ornninental plants, it will confer a benefit
on this young colony. I have succeeded in obtain-

ing a grant of laud, or rather a resermtion, for the

purpose ot forming uuseries and gardens for the pro-
pagation and culture uf useful and ornamental plants
and trees, the managenient and control ot which I
have undertaken myself until such time as the
finances of the colony will permit of a professional
ofEcer being appointed. Sir Joseph Hooker and Mr.
T. Dyer have both taken great interest in the task
I have set myself, and will learn with jileasuro ot

the valuable and quite unexpected assistance yoH have
beeu 80 good as to give mo. Resolved :

—That the

acknowledgments of the Society be tendered to Mr.
Thurston for his interesting communication, —that a
supply of seeds be forwarded to him, and that his
offer of reciprocation Le thankfully accepted.

—Pro-
ceedliKjn of the Agriculural and Horticultural Society of
Inditt.

Protection FORM White Ant.s.—Mr. Marshall Wood-
row, Superintendent, Botanical Gardens, Ganesh Khiud,
Poona, gives the following as an antidote for white ants :— I'ercloride of Mercury, as its names implies, is a com-
pound ot Cloriue aud Mercury. It is a heavy white
erystaline substance soluble iu water aud very poi.'^onous.
It IS procurable from any Chemist in a large way of busi-
ness. This subst&nce has beeu in use during many
years among Botanists and other Naturalists to pro-
tect their specimens from insects, iind recently has
beeu tried with success against white ants. To use
the Percloride of Mercury it shonid be dissolved iu
water and the papers to be preserved dipped in the
solution. Glass or glazedware vessels only should be
us-d to keep the solution. As some officers meet
with a difficulty in getting this substance, a small

quantity has been prepared at this office tor distri-

bution; it is packed in small packets, each sufficient
for one quart bittle of water, and these packets are
enclosed in a paper bearing directions for use aud
containing one dozen packets,—Ibid.
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ALOE CULTIVATION.
The Bengal Government have forwarded iufonnu-

tioii regarding the production and preparation of fibre
from the Agave plant for the manufacture of paper,
asked by the ila(lr;is Government. It is as follows: —
The aloe (Agave Americana), a member of the natural
order Amaryllidecea, is a native of America, and has
become thorouMhly naturalized in countries bordering
on the Mediterranean in Africa and in many parts
of India.

Growth from Seed.— It may be grown from seed
collected from the tall candelabra-like stems thrown
up by the plant after it has reached the age of from
live to seven years. The teed should be planted in a
nursery in rows, 18 inches apart, and the seeds 2
from each other. The best time to plant them (in

Hazaribagh) is during the rains ; they will then
rarely fail to germinate, and throw out leaves
three or four inches long by the end of the year. If,

however, they are put down in the dry season, they
ref|uire watering at least twice a week. The young
plants should be allowed to remain in the nursery till

the following rains when they may be transplanted to
the hedge or plantation, where they are intended to

grow.
Growth from, .S'Aoo^s.—This is the best method, be-

cause there is no chance of fadure of germination ;

the labor of sowing is saved and nuich time is gained.*
Young plants from one to two years old should be
procured at the commencement of the rainy season,
and put down where they are intended to grow per-
manently. If for hedgerows, a ditch should be dug,
and the young plants are put up on the top of the
earth thrown up. They should not be closer than
two feet from each other. The holes in which they
are placed should lie eight inches in depth, and the
earth should be well pressed round them. No fui-
ther care is then required, and in about three
or four yeais the plants will grow quite close
together and make an excellent fence. If it is in-
tended to make an nloe plantation, the young shoots
should be planted in rows, ten feet apart, and
five or six feet should be allowed between each plant
in the rows.

Soil. —A gravelly or l.aterite soil appears to be
best suited for the growth of the aloe plant. If
the plantation is made on high ground, it is
not necessary to make ridges to plant on, and the
phint i.s quite as proliOc of young shoots, for ex-
perience has sho^^n that they do e.jually well in
the flat ; but in low situatio'ns and hollows it is

necessary to make ridges 12 to 18 inches high,
the plant being very partial to a light dry soil, while
a damp and waterlogged soil is death to it. No
manure is required, and it grows on the most
stony ground, where apparently there is not
sufficient soil to support life in the plant. In
some places it ni.'.y be setn growing in the
clelts of the rocks. We have not found it necessary
to hoe or dig up the laud near the plants, and weeds,
sr.iss, etc. do not appear to interfere with its growth.'From experiments which have been made here, the
use of the oxijresssed juice of the leaves, as manure,
has appeared to accelerate the growth of the plants.
CutUnq the Lfave-i.—The leaves should nut be cut

until the aloe is six or sei-en years old, after it has
thrown up iia tall candelabra like stem ; some of these
grow to the height of IS or 20 feet ; they flower and
produce seeds

; before tliese are thrown up the fibre is
weak and not fit for manufacture.
Protcrtwn of Plantation.— It is commonly supposed

th.at cai le will nut, eat the al-.e plant on'ncoount of
its sharp-pointed leaf aud aond sup. but our experience
lias shown this lo be an error. .Several growing
•The green aloe ( Fourcroya gigantea) does not send up shoots.

plants havii had their leaves eaten, and very young
plants have been found cropped close to the ground. It

IS advisable therefore to keep off cattle by means of
a ditch (outside) and close aloe hedge round the

plantation.
Value of Crop per ^cce.—After the plants are seven

or eight years old, one acre of land may be expected
to yield seven maunds of fibre per annum (it requires
as much as forty maunds of leaves to make one
maund of fibre). There is no doubt about this, as

repeated experiments have been made in this jail.
After the ground has been planted, no expenditure is

required, and the cost of planting depends greatly
on the distance from which the plants have to be

brought.
Preparation of Fibre.—After the leaves are cut they

are put through a crushing machine, invented by my
jailor, Mr. Pimm, which breaks the hard bark of the
leaf and crushes out tlie juice. It has been found that a

great deal of manual labor is saved by this process.
The machine is not unlilie a sugar-crushing macliine.
This process should be carried on as near water as

possible. Then the crushed leaves are pounded on a
smooth stone by a wooden mallet until all the bark and
woody matter are remcfved. The fibre is then waslied
until the whole of the sap and dirt is cleared out
of it. It is dried in the sun and is then ready for use.—Madras Mad.

CINCHONA BARK AND BEER BREWING;
AN ALKALOID'S MANUFACTORY IN

CEYLON RECOMMENDED.
( Communicated. )

Too sanguine hopes are now being formed in Ceylon
as to the extent of the demand for cinchona bark,
which may be expected from the brewing trade through-
out the world. A few facts may make the matter

clearer. The quantity of hops used by lager beer

brewers is so small that they are under no tempta-
tion to adopt substitutes. Some of the best brewers

in Austria and Bohemia use only Z lb. to 8 bushels

of malt. English brewers use on an average 12 lb.

of hops to 8 bushels of malt. The demand is there-

fore much more likely to begin in England than on
the continent of Europe. Hops are generally sold in

England at Is per lb. They are now exceptionally
dear ; and doubtless, the brains of as keen and eu-

terprizing a class of men as there are in England
are now at work attempting to adapt the cinchona
bark, so as to make a workable hop substitute. Hop
substitutes are now at this moment an article of

commerce. Those I have seen analyzed were quassia
disguised, and there is no legislation which can in-

terfere with the sale of a pure drug, such as this is.

It is possible that our twig and branch bark may even-

tually come into demand for brewing purposes, if we
could supply it to compete with hops at Is per lb.

There is only a very small percentage of quinine in
it ; but it is rich in quinovic acid, the bitter cin-

chona principle, which is all that brewers would re-

quire, although it might be a question whether they
would not do better to buy the pure acid from the
manufacturers who throw it away in the process of

making quinine sulphate.
The greatest possible relief to the bark producer, and

1 may say what would be an advantage to all suffer-

ing humanity, would be to establish a factory at the
Nanuoya railway station, for the extraction of the j)ure
alkaloids. They could then be packed in boxes—like
tea—and sent to England for sale to the quinine
manufacturer.^. One often hears that this is an im-

possibility in our climate. The most eminent analysts
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in En^'laud say that the difficulties have been ex-

aggerated—that, in fact, no difficulties exist. The diffi-

culties in quinine manufacture only begin with the

separation and crystallization of the alkaloids. The

extractmg of the alkaloids alone is a very easy opera-

tion and a comparatively short one. I believe that,

when the present unexampled financial tension in

Ceylon is removed, such a factory will be estab-

lished and no nobler work could be carried out by
the Ceylon millionaire, Mr. de Soyza. It would give

a handsome return of capital and would steady and

maintain the price of Ceylon bark and help to in-

crease the consumption by cheapening the article and

placing it within the reach of the suffering and poor

masses of the world. ^'t^',^'
[As regards the future market for Cinchona Bark, we

place a good deal of dependence on the opinion attri-

buted to the Messrs. Howard, that for average and

good barks (suited for quinine manufacture) no mate-

rial decline on average prices need be feared for four

or five years to come.—Ed.]

NOTES ON THE STKAITS SETTLEMENTS.

LErcER No. 2 :- The State of Perak and Progre.ss

OF Cultivation—Hi.STORY of the Government
EXPERIMEXTAL MOUNTAIN GARDEN

FROM August 1880 until
August 1882.

This estate was opened up by Mr. C. F. Bozzolo,

Superintendent, in August ISSO, at an elevation of

three thousand five hundred feet above the level of

the sea. Mr. Low, the Resident of Perak, selected this

beautiful site for an experimental garden, but the

"garden" is a misnomer, insofar ihat the garden so-

calliJd has developed into a valu.ible coffee, tea, and

cinchona (Ledg. r) estate of over one hundred acres,

inclusive of the adjoining experimental garden, or say

about one hundred and twenty acres in all, very

great credit beicg due to the Superintendent for

bis undaunted perseverance and untiring energy in

battling with difficulties almost imijossible to describe.

Ho came here in August IPSO, and literally had to

cut his way to the mountain-top, with Chinese and

Malays, lived in a small leaf hut, and has built a

perfect palace oi a bungalow for superintendents and

lately used for a fortniKht by the family of His

Excellency Sir Fredrick Weld.-Governor of the Straits

Settlements.
To comprehend the magnitude of the good work

completed tlie following catalogue will explain the

area, nature of cultivated products and seeds intro-

duced recently and extensive nurseries f coffee, tea

and cinchona "of valuable and rare varie t introduced

from Government gardens and private . dividuals :
—

Cataxogue of Plants on Government Estates.

No.
1 Coffea Arabica. Under two years old, 4J feet and in

bearing 52,0011.

2 Coft'ea Liberies. A great success, 4 feet high, 1,200.

3 Hybrid Assam tea, 20,000 put out and 18,000 ready.

4 Cinchona Ledgeriana from Java, 526 planted, 2,524 in

nursery.
5 Cinchona Ledgeriana from Ci'jion per Mr. Swettenham,

676 planted.
6 Yiirrow from Ceylon per Mr. Low. In nursery, doing

well.

7 Cinchona Ledger, 2nd supply from Java, R. B. G.,

doing well.

8 Cinchona Ledger per Hon. Mr. Read, Singapore,

doing well.

9 Succirubra, per Java Government, B. G., for grafting
• doing well.

. .

10 C. cordifoba do do geroiinating.

11 C. lancifolia do do do

12 0. ofBoinalis do do do

13 Calisaya Javanica do do do

14 Calisaya Josephina or Schubkraft; doinar well.

15 Cinclioiia Morada :
—Introduced by J. Coryton Rob-

erts from South America and presented by Mr. Karslake

of Madulsima to H. Cottara tor the Perak Gardens. (Sown
in box.)

16 C. Jsuocirubra from Karslake to Cottam for the Perak

Gardens.
17 Acclimatized Ledgeriana from Hall to Cottam for the

Perak Gardens,
18 Pani Rubber per Mr. Low about 3i feet high.
19 Oeara Rubber do 4 to 8 feet Catherine

Gardens.
20 Pepper (black) from cuttings. Doing well.

21 Tobacco, growing wild, good quahty.
•22 Cocoa per Mr. Low, 4 feet high and healthy.

23 Pines of varietivse best queens, Kew and Mauritius.

24 Strawberry plants of best kinds bearing.

25 Grape vines, growing freely and given 1 grape.

Catalogue of Fruit-trees in Government Gardens.

No.
1 Manilla mango, per Mr. Low, 9 feet high and healthy.

2 Zulu breadfruit do 9 feet do

3 Pumelo or shaddock, Bombay, 610 feet do

4 Oranges per Mr. Low's Labuan Garden, 6 feet do

5 Limes, indigenous, 3 feet high do

6 Lemons, per Mr. Low's Labuan Garden, 3 feet.

7 Fig-trees from England per Mr. Low, C feet. Dozen

varieties.

Coconut palms planted on Lady Weld's Road.

Peaches, per Mr. Low, 3 or 4 feet in height.

Apricots, do do do

Almonds, do do do

Mangosteen (indigenous) young plants, healthy.
T . _t- An An An

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Lansart do do do

Rambutan do do do
Dorian do do do
Plum from England do do

Jak, indigenous do do

Jungoos do do do
Plantains and bananas of great variety.
Bua Dara young plants.

Catalogue of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

No.
1 Flamboyant, 12 feet in height, and seed contributed

handsome shade ;
tree scarlet. (To H. Cottam from Mr.

W. Ferguson,)
2 "Peacock," yellow and scarlet. (To H . Cottam from

Mr. W. Ferguson.)
3 Bamboos of vsrieties and China dwarf for fencing.
4 Ginjing (shade tree) fast growing.
5 Everlasting tree (Tamil, Mooloo Muringa) Bois

Immortelle.
6 Bolivia scarlet flowering tree from Residency.
7 Camellia (pink and white China) do

8 Gardinia (•cultivated and wild) do
"

Magnolia (from China) do

Grevillia robusta (H. Cottaio, Ceylon seed).

Egyptiiin cotton do do

Cypress (from Mr. Low's garden).
Pea tree of New Caledonia per H. Coitam.

Hibiscus rosa sinensis of varieties.

Hollyhock, double pink flower.

10
11

12
13
14

15

48 roses in the Government Experimental Gardens

long list of flowers. There are very many more

handsome flowering plants of the orchid and begonia

families to be found in the surrounding jungles, ferns,

marantas, caladiums, and climbing plants of great

beauty to be found in abundance, many kinds differ-

ing from Ceylon undergrowth. Some jjarts of hill

ranges above Kwala Kang.^a, seventeen miles from the

Residency, are perfect natural ferneries and could

scarcely be improved in loveliness by removal to any

other spot. So dense and variegated growing near

water and shaded by gigantic forest and tree ferns

and wild palm trees. ... .,, ,

Next come vegetables, and this cuUivation will be

extended after other necessary works are well in hand
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List oF Vesetables of Peeak.
No.
1 Potitoes, English and native sweet potatoes.
2 Cabbage, do do Chinese small kinds.

3 Turnips do.

4 Tomatoes (large and fine specimens ncarlj' wild).

5 Lettuce from Ceylon, from H. Cottam's collection.

6 Bandikyo or Hibiscus eeculenta do.

7 Brinjal (both here and from Ceylon) do,

8 Parsley.
9 Endive.
10 Fringe bean, French dwarf and curry beans.

11 Green pe.as and native varieties grown by Chinese.

12 Capsicums large, from t'eylon, per Mrs. J.Ferguson.
13 Puinpkius of different kinds.

14 Radishes (largely cultivated l>y the Chinese).
15 Cucumbers, English and native.

16 Water melons.
17 GranadJUa, West Indian, from H. Cottam.
18 Water Cress.

19 Mushrooms (dried by Chinese.)
20 Yams of varieties here and in the bazaars.

21 Mint.
22 Vegetable marrow.

Ornamental Useful Grasses.

1 Guinea grass, growing well and luxuriantly.
2 English grasses raised from seed for foddi^'.

3 do do do do for borders.

4 AVild grasses, rich enough for cattle.

5 Coarse grasses for bedding horses, &c.

6 Fancy, va)riegated grasses for g.irdens.

Kattuu cane for basket-niahing, trays, mats, ber-

tum leaves for thatching aud wallmaking of huts
and outhouses, and mauy other useful and ornamental

plants too numerous to mention just now.
The opeuing-up of the Pttrak experimental gardens

or estates, as before mentioned, was in the true sense
of the word uphill work, being 3,500 ft. elevation

commanding a view of millions of acres of heavy
forest, range upon range to Gunoug I5obor. From
the eastern view Kinta range to the west from the
sea coast, Lerut district, stretching across the sea to

Penaug island. Nine miles from the landing-place,
a railway is in course of construction and sm veys
progressing. The town of Thaipeingis a place of great
commercial importance, and the place of residence
of many European officials and a largs population of
Chinese and Malays with a native theatre, 1 believe.
Mr. Maxwell, late Assistant Resident, ws recently
entertained in a m.agniticcnt manner before taking his

departure for Australia. In my first letter 1 touched

lightly on places not yet visited by me, but in

future letters more information can be given your
readers regarding the chief towns aud mines, native

villages and manners and customs of the people.
Meanwhile this letter must be confiued to adescription
of our owu district. Kwala Kangsa is the chief town
of Perak, the Resident, Hugh Low, Esq., CM.G , man-
aging the affairs of Government, assisted by a secretary
and staff of clerks. Inspector Taylor is in charge of
the detachment of native armed police (.sepoys) and
police composed of Malays. In addition to iiis duties
as above, be has been very energetic in siiper\iKing the

J'esidency gardens and orangeries, orchards, and other

public works. The Kwala Kangsa road, tliougb,undula-

ting and rather difficult to drive over, is .a good aud
easy road to keep in repair, aud Inspector T'aylur is en-

g.aged in planting au avenue ,of teak aud other useful
sliade trees.

An eight-mile drive brings us to the Lady Weld road,
turning i fJ to the left, aud opened by Lady Weld on the
2nd of .luly last year. Half-an-h >ur's walk brini'e the
traveller to an experimental garden called Cathaiine
Garden with a comfortable bungnlow und river running
close by bridged over. The pioneering of Catharine
Garden, bungalow and bridge is all the work of Mr.
C. F. Hozzolo, the superintendent. It contains large J

* Whioli may be seen at our office.—Ed

nurseries of Liberian coffee, CettrA rubber, and numerous
fruit-trees aud ornamental shrubs. A laige field of guinea
grass is now being planted, also a stable and other out-
houses lor the convenience of visitors as well as for the

superintendent's own use. Catharine Experimental
Garden bids fair to develop into a most cbarmiu"
estate, surrounded as it is on all sides with rich jungle,
well watered by the tributaries of the Kangsi river.

Leaving Calbarine Garden (named after Lady Pope
Hennessy) accompanied by the superintendent we
ascended the mountain road—a masterpiece of good
road work, wide enoiigli to ride two abreast, three
hours' pleasant walk, passim; Cecilia tea estate cleannu:
there we remained some time discussing the several
fields to be planted and partook oi tea made by a China-
man. For the whole distance of eight miles the

gradient was easy, not exceeding one in ten aud
oftentimes ouly one lu twenty : there is a fine piece
of flat land on which stand the Chinese village or
labourers' lines and exteutive nurseries of Assam hy-
brid tea plants aud Coft'ea Arabioa. fruit-lrees, &c., &c.
On the following morning we were up very early
to look at the comet. The first morning I saw the
comet was at Waterloo and called the attention of Dr.

Sheppard and Captain Schultze to the phenomenon, for
we could not distinguish the head or tail of the comet,
only an immense luminous light in the east about 5
a.m., measuring 50 or 60 feet in length and about 4
feet wide to the appearance of the naked eye. Next
morning several of us got up early to see it, aud, being
a clear morning, most of the people iu Kwala Kangsa
saw the comet very distinctly during the last week of

September. The next thing after the usual coffee
aud eggs, toast, etc., at 6 a.m. mustering the Malays
aud sending them to work, was a walk round the
whole of the clearing of coffee, tea, cinchona, Li-
berian cofl'ee, etc. The Coffea Arabioa is very fine for
its age, and leaf-disease only in a mild form, Ie.ss than
two years of age, some fields are being topped now at
four feet six inches, and bearing a small maiden crop
of a very fine sample. (Sea sample addressed to you,*)
The Liberian coffee is also a great success, scarcely

diseased at all, and of dark handsome foliage for such
high grown Liberian ;

it is really extraordinary. Like the
Coffea Arabica it is ouly about 18 months old, and some
trees blossoming and four feet in height iu places
amongst Arabica coffee.

1 learn from Mr. Bozzolo, the Superintendent, that
the first cinchima ledgeriana planted on this estate
were planted by Lady Pope Hennessy. It is

we'd to mention that the abovenamcd ladi/ is t!ie

daughter oj our Resident, Hugh Love, Esq., C. 3J. O.
On the i4th March last, the two plants of ledger
referred to were ouly six or eight inches respectively ;

they are now four feet three inches in height and most
luxuriant in growth ; they were selected from a bed
containing a pinch of seed presented by the Govern-
ment of Java to Her Majesty's Resident. A patch
of ledger 1,300 plants last April aud beginning of

May is of wonderful growth.
Looking buck to the catalogue furnished of so

valuable a collection of oiuehon.as, ther* is every
reason to believe that Perak will produce bark- of
the best quality, and this experimental estate will
be iu a position to supply planters and land pro-
prietors investing their capital iu Perak with seed
aud phints from the best selected|Varieties in the world.

It all'ords me very great pleasure to vouch for the
fair jirospects of the planting enterprize in this set-

tlement, and it is to be hoped the Resident, Mr.
Low, will be spared to remaiu here to contiuue the

good work of introducing the best seeds and plants,
aud to encourage pioneers by pointing out suitable
land for European and native capitalists to settle

upon, and develop large planting districts and town-
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ships, and further to urge on the Indian Government
the necessity to- promote emigration of Malabar
labourers to enable the pliinter to sRCurn valuable crops.
Tea of the best Assam hybrid varieties has been

introduced from the commencement, and amongst
patches may be seen plauts five feet high, almost

resembling pure indeginous Assam tea !

These favouritP trees are now reserved for seed-

bearers aud the darker kinds pruned down for immedi-

ate tea manufacture 18,0U0 plants reareil from Assam

hybrid seed were lately planted out iu tlie clearing,

therefore a large supply of valuable tea seed may be

relied upon by iuteiiduig planters in this neighbourhood.
Before closing this letter mention must be made,

of a discovery by Mr. C. F. Bozzolo, the super-

intendent, of a wild cinchona cloudy resembUnij ledger,

similar in every respect and bitter in flavour ; but

no analysis having yet been made, it is proposed to

send one entire plant to Ceylon with as little delay
as possible of the "Cinchona Bozzoloana."

Blossoms of wild tea are also to be found at any
time in these jungles, and when out with the Super-
intendent yesterday several plants were found resembling

indigenous tea- Considering that the Malay Peninoula

is not very far as the crow flies from the tea-grow-

ing countries of China and Assam, faith mav be

placed in this discovery likewise.

The climate of Perak is perfect, particularly at

this elevation and at this time of the year. The ther-

mometer in the shade has not exceeded 70° this week.

Every conceivable tropical plint grows to perfection,
and as for botanical specimens Mr. William Ferguson
would be in his glory here for only a few hours in

the Perak forests.—I remain, dear sir. yours faithfully,
HENRY COTTAM.

ME. COTTAM'S NOTES ON THE STRAITS.

Report on Waterloo Estate. Gapis-Pekak.

Waterloo Estate, 1.5th Oct- 1882.

General Appearance of Estate.—The Coffee is re-

markably healthy for young cofiee of under two years'

growth. Some trees measm-ing five and six feet in height,

two and two and a half and 3J IVet length of primary
branches and stems five and six inches in circumference.

The estate ha.s an eastern aspect and the elevation at the

bungalow l,(i90 feet, top of clearing 2.440 and top bound-

ary of land suitable for the growth of cinchona ledgeriana

2,ai5 feet above sea-level- Of the 176 acres cleared 124

is fully rlante.-i and compact, 50 acres beilig as good

young coffee as any Ceylon planter of long experience

need wish to see even in Oeylon.
Order of Coffee with Regard to Handling.—Some

system is required in topping at an average height to

give a compact appearance to fields. Four feet is quite

high enough, though it is a temptation and quite optional
with the proprietor to top at four feet six inches in

sheltered places only particularly in ravines.

Care should he taken to remove the first pair of pri-

maries and form a cro.'^s when topping to prevent split-

ting when the trees come into bearing.
Staking.—A great mistake has been made in staking

witti coir rope tightly tied and consequently barUringiug
is the result and the loss and sickly appearance of many
trees. It is well to mention the fact to prevent misunder-

standing iu future as many planters and others visiting

this estate with a view to reporting thereon might foim

an opinion that the percentage of deaibs and sickly

yellow appearance had been caused by leaf-disease or

grub at the roots.

Estimate of Crop —Abo"t 50 acres bearing a patchy

crop of from J to 6 cwt. ner acr^^, ther-fore an est m-

ate of 2 cwt. per acre ove-' the nb ve' 50 acres bea-ing

may be depent'ed upon, or sa' 500 bushels' of pi ch-

ment coffee

Ro.ujs.—There is a b'idh-path or hill read from the

cart road into the estate made at a cost of from £40

to £50 or S200 and spouting might be used to spout

down crop from Waterloo to the Gapis cart road. About
h df-a-mile of spouting-wuuld suffice.

Forest in Reserve.—4 500 acres O'' virgin forest and about
100 acres ra';re purchased from the natives by Captain
Schutze. The lower estate called "Sara" or '^ Sarah" is about
50 acres cleared and about five acres under Liberian coffee

just coming into bearing ; the trees are 6 K 7 feet

high and very luxuriant. This enterprise is very promis-
ing. Both upper and lower estates are suitable to the growth
of tea and cinchona and both named products should he

taken in liand without loss of time. A few cocoa tieea

are doing well,
Value op Estates

50 acres @ S350 per acre= 817,500
74 do @ $150 do =811,100

124 do cultivated on Waterloo §28,600
52 do felled at 85 per acre $260

828,860
Value of

" Sara" Liberian estate.. .§1,500
5 acres Liberian 1'250 dollars I ;~„„ „„r
45 d. cleared land 255 ,

»^u,-iOo

Value of Nurseries at 5 dollars per 1,000 > pul- 650

30,000 Liberian 100,000coffee arabica ) per .350

.'531,365

Draining &c.,Watee-Supply for Machinery.—Drain-

ing is very much required on the Waterloo estate and may
be cut cheaply by contract, as the soil is loose and com-

paratively free from stones.

The supply of water is suflicient for pulping require-
ments. One large steam providing a constant supply. The
permanent store it is proposed should be built at Sara
near the Government cart road-

Nueseries.—30,000 Liberian coffee plants are ready
for putting out and 100,000 coffee Arabica. A small nur-

sery of nutmegs and cloves is doing well. (Some of the

latter planted.)
Supply of Lime.—A plentiful supply of lime for

building purposes aud manuring can be always obtained

from Giiaanti Pandok adjoining Sara estate.

Sawn Timber.—A large quantity of ."awn timber, beams,
planks, rafters, &c., are ready for use an I cost a consid-

erable sum. It is needless to say that a further supply
is available.

Furniture of Bungalow.—The bungalow on Waterloo

estate is expensively furnished.

Value of estate brought down... $31,365
Reserved forest 4,376 at * a dollar 8 2,188
50 acres cleared land at Sara.-- 500

Value of the bridle-path to AVaterloo

3 miles at 200 dollars per mile... 600

Value of sawn timber for store...

Single disc and double disc pulpers
and tools, &c., &c.,

834,653
200

834,855

647

'

835,500

(£7,100 more or less)
Buildings—A subs antial hurgalow adds much to the

value of this estate and the cooly lines are in good
order ;ind sufBeient for the accommodation of over 100 men.

A Pulping-house and drying-ground will be requi ed at;

once and an air-tight store of small size to store dried

crop during the wet .-eason. !'he store proper should be

open to let the air through the lofts and the coffee con-

stantly turned. The sample of parchment now broui^ht in

may be greatlv improved upon.
VVeeping.—This item is the greatest difficulty and

urgent measures taken to introduce Tamil or Malabar

labourers and to get a kangani to take a contract to

weed mouthlv by'htmd and bury the wee Is in pits. Fail-

ing to accoinpli.sh the above advantage should be taken

of a few days' hot dry weather to clean up the estate be

Chinese and Malays. It must be remembered that thy

ageratum seeds every six weeks,* and that an individual

* Which is just what seems to us the insuperable object

tiou to the new uin-w9eding system.
— Ed,
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plants throws 30,000 seeds at a time. The ageratura of

goat weed is a great en my and every effort should be

made to keep it down.
General KEMARKS.^O«e cooly an acre is required to work

this estate at an expenditure of ahout 50 dollars jier acre

per annum inclusive of .'superintendence and tran port of

crop. An estate in Ceylon kept in first-class order from
tbo c mimencement is worked lor from 70 to lOO rupees,
but (labour mPerak is dear and difficult to obtain. 'X here fore

a liberal expenditui-e should be allowed and the area nuw

opened brought into hi^h cultivation before extending
the area of the estate. HliNRY COTTAM.

THE NORTH TRAVANCORE LAND
COMPANY.

This Company has now been in existence for nearly

four years. The property consists of about 120,000

acres of land situated on the Kanau Devan Hills, a

mountainous range adjoining the Pnlney hills and

situated just over the Travancore boundary. The best

road at present is the same as leads to Kodakanal,

going to Ammauayakanoor on the South Indian Rail-

way, and then by transit to Periyakolam. Instead

of stopping at Periyakolam, as visitors to the Pulueys

do, it is necessary to go sixteen miles further to a

small post-town named Bodanaikauore, at the foot

of a range of lofty mountains. From here to the foot

of the hills, is a distance of five miles, and a bridle

path leads up the side of the hills. After ascending

4,500 feet, which takes about two hours, we reach

some grass huts situated on the other side of the

saddle. This place is called the Mettoo, and is the

Travancore boundary. Here we descend a few hund-

red feet into a large valley shut in on either side by

lofty-hills ;
to the left are the Travancore cardamom

gardens, and to the right the hills which form the

boundary of the Company's property. From here it

is ten milea along a good
•

path to the Company's
settlement, Devaoolam. During the last two miles of

this road the ascent is rather steep, and we rise to

about 5,600 ft. We then cross a small saddle betw-
een two hills, turn a corner and enter the Deva-
colara valley. In front is a small natural tank with
a bungalow on its bank?. On all sides are hills

covered, for the most part, with thick forest, except
where the forest has been felled and planted with cin-

chona. Here, in this valley, there are nearly 300 acres

of cinchona from three years of age to last season's plant-

ing. The soil appears to be very rich and the growth
of the trees is very remarkable indeed. They are all

C. Condaminea with some Pubesoensand hybrids. The
hybrids are especially sturdy, and many of the three-

year old trees which we measured were more than
1 1 feet in height aad as thick round the stem as a man's
arm. The trees of later seasons were also remarkably
fine and healthy. Some of the two-year olds were nine

feet high, and all of them were a good level lot. The

plantations are for the most part well sheltered by
belts of forest, but in a few places where the trees have
been more exposed and wind-blown, they are not so

well developed as in the more sheltered spots. Some of

the clearings here run up lo 6,000 ft., and we were
informed that the rainfall is steady throughout the ye;ir.
The last season has been an especially wet one, and

many of the young trees suffered from an excess of

rain. The amount of rain registered was, we believe,
150 inches, ext-nding over the whole yerir. During
the winter months there is generally a sharp loar frost,

which, however, is chiefly confined to the hollows and
bottoms. The mornings are misty and there is a heavy
dew. Devacolam is situated in the soath-east corner

of the estate, which forms nearly a square. Towards
the west the property extends down the lowcountry,
and from some of the hill tops the fhips in the Cochin
harbour are distinctly visible. Altogether the Com-
pany have openeil out and planted more than 800 acres
situated in three diflerint portion-i of the estate. 1.

Devacolam 5,600 ; 2. Moonaar 4,500 in the south-west
corner ;

and Palliar 4,500—5,500 in the north corner.
From Devacolam to Moonaar is abnut twelve miles
for the most part along a ridge of hills dividini^ two
valleys, each of which is watered by a river. The
valley to the left is the Aniikadaviio valley, and is the
best wooded of the two. Here there are some 2.000
acres of dense virgin forest. The valley runs east and
west, and the sholas seem for the most part to be
well sheltered from the force of the monsoon. The
height of the sholas average about 5,000 ft., thouoh the
hills behind rise to upwards of 6,000. The Moonaar
plantation consists of about 250 acres of tea, coffee
and cinchona The elevation is 4,500 ft. Here there
are no trees older than two years, but they are all

doing remarkably well. The special feature, however,
of this plantation is the tea. The tea is only two
years idd, but the bushes are very strong and healthy
and are already yielding a crop. During our stay
we drank many gallons of Moonaar tea, and we can
vouch for its superiority of flavour and quality. The
coffee here is also very good, and a large proportion
of the two-year old trees were covered with a very
good show of berries. The cinchona here is also good,
but not so big and strong, as the trees of the same
season in the higher elevation of the Devacolum plant-
ations. In the Pulliar valley, some fifteen miles to
the north, there are about '100 acres opened. This is
a splendid valley with an unbroken stretch of about
10,000 acres of dense virgin forest. The plantation
here has only been recently opened, and it is there-
fore too early to speak of it- The lowest part of
the forest in this valley being about 4,000 ft. and the
the highest about 5,500 to 6,000, it would seem to be
well adapted for cinchona, coffee, and tea. Five years
ago these hills were almost entirely unknown. On
our last visit, during the Christmas holidays, we
found ten gentlemen planters who are employed on
twelve dilierent estates, besides whom a native gentle-man was opening out another estate on his own
behalf. Of these gentlemen, three are in the Compay's
employ, and the remainder are engaj;ed in opening out
private estates, containing altogether about 2. OUO acres
of land. Two of these estates are held by joints-tock
Companies, and consist of plantations of 500 acres
each. We have seen the articles of association of one
of these Companies, the Anabody Co., and remark that
an estimate is attached to it of the annual cost until
the whole estate comes into beariag. It is calculated
that the capital expended (Rl, 50,000) will be nearly
recovered lu the fifth year from planting, and from
that time the profits will be about une lakh of rupees
per aunum, or an interest of 75 per cent, and judg-
ing from the growth of the trees up to the present
time, there would seem to be no reason to doubt the
correctness of this estimate. This calculation is based
on a supposition tha' there will be a full in prices
and I he estimate will be realized if the bark is sold
at one shilling per pound. Specimens of the bark
grown on the Company's plantations have already been
sent home, and a highly favourable analysis obt'tined.
What is now wanted is a road to the nearest port
on the Wesiern Coast, Cochin The construction of
this road is now contemplated, and, as there is a
navigable river not far from the loot of the western
slope, the road will probably be made .at no distant
day at a not excessive coat. When this has once
been done, there can be no doubt that the Company's
prospects will greatly iinpn;ve, not only as regards
planting but also for settling purposes,—Af, MaU.
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EKMAN'S PATENT PROCESS FOK TREATING
WOOD AND FIBROUS PLANTS.

Messrs. Hinde & Co., of Calicut, who are agent
for Mr. Ekman, have now been good enough to fulfil

their promise of sending us specifications of patents

and also estimates. It appears that the chemical

agents used in the process of maceration are sulph-

uric acid and carbonate of magnesia, in the pro-

portion of two of the former to one of the latter,

the solution giving approximately IjJ per cent

of magnesia and 4 4-lOths of sulphurous acid. Mag-
nesia is preferred to either potash or soda as being
less injurious to the texture of the wood or fibres

treated. The substance to be prepared is boiled in

the solution under pi'essure ; gas and steam being
also blown off, mainly it would seem to prevent burn-

ing. Modifications of the appliances employed would

have to be made with reference to materials treated,

such as bamboo, rhea, &c., full information being
afforded by the agents on reference to them. The

royalty on the prepai'ation of paper pulp is £1 per ton

of dry pulp produced ;
the charge for

"
filaments

"

and "ultimate fibre" (fitted for textile purposes, we
suppose) being somewhat higher and to be arranged
through the agents. Paper works, such as Mr. Ek-
nian's in London, cost £10,000, the machinery alone

coming to £7,100, thus
;
—

Four jacketted boilers 12 feet long inside by
4 feet diameter, with lead lining, supports and

fitting, cost erected, say... ... ...£2,500
Two small generating boilers capable of sup-

plying steam to the otlier boilers, up to 901b.

pressure per square inch, say, ... ... £350
Kiln to burn 500 tons of carbonate of mag-

nesia per annum, will cost about ... ... £150

Apparatus in laboratory (exclusive of build-

ing) to make chemicals for 1,000 tons of dry
fibre or paper pulp per annum ... ... £600

Eighty inch paper machine, speeded from
20 to 150 feet per minute, with stuff chests,

knotters, back water pumps, intermediate rolls,

cooling cylinder, two sets ordinary calenders,

damping apparatus, steam engine and gear
would cost, erected... ... ..,£4,000
We are told that

Working day and night such a machine would pro-
duce from 20 to 30 tons of paper per week, say 1,000
to 1,500 tons a year according to the sorts made.

Working only by day, which would probably be best

to begiu with, it would easily make 60U tons a year.
It is added that
The other arrangements of tlie Mill should be made

with a view to working eventually up to the full

power of the paper machijie.

Then follow long details of breakers, washers, potchers,

beating enginco, farina and clay mixing tanks, alum
and size, and two colour coppers, bleach mixing tanks,

&c., including a 200-horse power engine and coiTe-

sponding boilers, bringing the total cost up to £19,795,
still apart from buildings, and we are told that
Such a mill could be increased to turn out 50 tons

of paper per week for an expenditure not exceeding
£10,000 for machinery &c.

Such a mill, if built at Calcutta for the working up
of jute, witli others at Bombay and the various

capitals or centres of cotton districts for the pre-

paration of waste cotton, would go a good way to

supply the total present demands of India for paper.
A tui'n-out of 50 tons per week would amount ill

a year to 2,600 tons, or 52,000 cwt., equivalent to

67.600,000 lb. But we, in Ceylon, have only a general

interest in such huge paper factories. AVhat we
want to know is how best to prepare our bamboos,
aloes, pineapples, plantains, and other cultivated and
wild fibre plants, into "half-stuff" for paper, or clean
fibre for textile purposes, with a view to their sale
in the London or other markets at profitable prices.
Unless the boilers could be easily carried to and
erected in the neighbourhood of aljundant material,
the carriage of such material to the manufactory
would be costly, even if small crushing rollers were
used to squeeze out the large proportion of water con-
tained In iilantain stems, aloe and pineapple leaves,
&c. The process

For the manufacture of paper-pulp from wood,
bamboos, or any fibrous plants and for separating
valuable fibres such as Rhea, Jute, Hemp, Manilla

Hemp, Flax, etc., etc., from the gi'cen ripe stems,
is said to be "simple and inexpensive." Let our
reader's judge from the details given ;

—
The jirocess is simple and inexpensive, and consists

of placing the substances to be treated in a cylinder
and subjecting them to boiling, under a pressure of
90 lb. of steam, in water containing so much sulphur-
ous acid, more or less in combination with an alkali or

base, as shall be necessary to prevent the oxidation of the

organic matter.

To insure perfect success the base must be such as
forms tolerably soluble compounds with sulphurous acid.

Potash, soda and magnesia are available for this purpose:
the latter is the best and cheapest, and is principally
chosen by Mr. Ekman for his process.

Sulphur and magnesia are therefore the only chemicals

required. Necessary buildings and apparatus for the
manufacture and manipulation of chemicals cost about
£1,000.
To make stuff for SOO tons of paper per annum would

require 4 boilers, each 12 feet long by 4 feet In

diameter. One such boiler costs, with lead lining,

supports and fittings complete, about ,£500 or £600
erected, and would boil at one operation sufficient

wood, etc., to produce 5-12ths of a ton of dry paper-
pulp or cellulose, and a boiler can make two boilings
a clay.
A cylinder 16 feet in length by 6 ftet in diameter,

lined with lead would be sufficient to turn out two
tons of dry cellulose every 24i hours ; and this Mould be
sufficient to keep running large paper works sucli as
Mr. Ekman'sat Ilford. Tliis cylinder would cost £1,000.
The smaller cylinders are probably more suitable for

India.

Paper works such as Mr. Ekman's cost about
£10,000.
The space required for joint factories, i. <?., paper and

cellulose or filire cleaning would be about 2 acres. An
ample supply of pure water free from in n is required
for washing purposes ; should iron exist m water at a
suitable site for manufactory it can be precipated by the
use of caustic lime.

Pure cellulose or " wood pulp," and " ultimate
fibre

"
are all produced by the same apparatus, and

Mr. Ekman's is tlie only process by which tlie most
or "ultimate fibre," is produced. The great advantages
of the process consists in its simi licity, clieapuess, and
the non-injury and non-discoloration of either pulp or
filaments. To prepare filaments and ultunate fibre,

prolonged boiling and washing alone is required. But
tlie preliminary arrangements for the preparation of
wood and fibrous plants differ considerably, am) depend
on wliether paper-pulp, ultimate fibre, filaments, or
fibre such as aloe or cou- is to be made. Wood will

requii'e dilferent preliminary treatment from hemp,
and bamboo from rhea. After the raw materials have
undergone the patent process the treatment must be

entirely different for paper-pulp, for filaments, and
for ultimate fibre! If therefore a manufactory is to
be economically erected and worked, it is necessary
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to determine beforehand the class of raw material
which is to be treated, and the class of fibre to be
produced."

Paper-pulp requires beating and wasliing : ultimate
fibre requires tliorough washing ; filaments requii'e

washing, dryiug, scutching and hecliling. Again to
sub-divide paper-pulp making If it is intended to
make only ordinary pruitiug papers, small bands and

>VTappers, no arrangements for chlorine bleaching will

require to be made in the paper-mill; but to make
superior sorts of jiaper as well as inferior, then arrange-
ments must be made for bleaching by hypochlorite of

lime. It is not possible to give and idea of tlie cost
of gear and amount of room necessary to prepare a
certain quantity of raw material for the patent process
untill the kind of raw material is defined.

'•flans and specifications for the erection of paper-
mills, or for an apparatus for the preparation of wood
or fibrous plants only, can be obtained by sending
to the Agents at any of the principal towns in India
the following information witli reference to paper-
manufacture :

—
"

1.—The kind of raw-material it is intended to use.
"

2.—The quantity of paper intended to be manufact-
ured per weeli or moutli, and the sort of paper ret|uired.

"3.—An exact plan of tlie locality where it is pro-
posed to erect the mill with sections.

"As regards fibres for textile purposes
—such as the

fibre got from hemp, rhea, Neilgherry nettle, Manilla

hemp and otlier numerous fibre plants whicli abound
in India—if a good fibre can be produced from any of

these by any process, better can be produced by
Ekmau's process and at less cost. If fair-sized samples
of raw materials are sent to Mr. Ekman in London,
an opinion will be given :

—
"

1.—As to whether tliey will prove useful at all.
"

2.—As to whether they are best suited for paper or
textiles.

"The right to manufacture paper-pulp by Ekman 's

Patent Process can be arranged for suliject to tlie

payment of a royalty of £1 per ton of dry pulp produced." The royalty on the manufacture of filaments and
ultimate fibre will be somewhat higher and will be

specially arranged through the agents.
—Hinde &Co.,

Agents, Calicut, Malabar."

Looking at the abundance and the cheapness of

white fir in Europe, and the low rate at wliich it

can be converted into paper, we do not suppose tliat

any one in India or Ceylon will tliink of meddling
with timber woods. Bamboo is in a diii'erent category,
and if the matured stems, instead of the young shoots
as desiderated by ,Mr. Routledge. could, by Ekman 's

process, he converted uito half-stuff, we should thiidi

the manufacture might in many localities, especially
on the banks of rivers, he profitably undertaken. It

is probable, however, that Government autliorities

would insist on sowing or planting operations suffici-

ent to prevent the extii-pation of bamljoo forests.

In the case of aloes, pineapples, plantains, &c.,
the longer and finer fibres would probalily be pre-

prepared for textile purposes, and the shorter filjres

and waste would answer for paper,
"
Simple and in-

expensive
"
as Ekman's process is said to be, as «ell

as effectual, we suppose it is neitlier simple nor in-

expensive enough to meet the conditions laid down
by the Government of India, or the R30,000 prize
ofiered for tlic best machine for cleaning rhea fibre

would be claimed ? If we recollect aright perfect
portability was insisted on. Mr. A. Dixon will be
able to say if carbonate of magnesia could be easily
and cheaply separated from the dolomite limestone
whicli occurs in our mountain regions, and the value
of which for agricultural purposes is, we believe, de-
teriorated by the proportion of magnesia present in its

composition. Had sulpliate been the form of magnesia
leuuiied, there would have been no difficulty The
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salt manufacturers of India and Ceylon would gladly
see utilized a product which, from its bitter taste,

purgative properties and extreme tendency to deli-

quescence, is, to them one of tlie greatest possible
nuisances. Deposits of salts in ancient lal^es, *c.. ha\e

frequently been objected to, owing to tlie mistake of
first using the layer of magnesia sulphate which covered
tlie pure sodium chloride ; while in the JIayo salt

mines in India the grey mineral is composed of mag-
nesium sulphate to no less a proportion than jS per
cent. If cliemical science includes a cheap method of

converting sulphate of magnesia into carbonate (as
we believe is the case), abundance of the latter would
be available liere and in India, but there appears to
be an extensive formation (over 8 or 10 square miles)
of native cuibonate of magnesia (magnesite) in the
.Salem district of the Madras Presidency ; and it is

said also to occur in the districts of
Tricliiuo(,oly,

Coimbatore and Mysore. Apart, therefore, from the

cheapness of this agent in Europe, no doubt stores can
be gathered or prepared in India, while some of tlie Indian
and Ceylon pyrites might yield the necessary suiphur ?

We cannot afford space for Mr. Ekman's detailed specifi-
cation in full, but we quote the paragi'aphs in which
the special merits of the process are described :

—
'' The peculiar character of the invention will be

better understood by considering the advantages poss-
essed by it over the usual method in which caustic

soda is employed. instead of using caustic soda,
chemicals are employed which have a far less damaging
efl'ect on the fibres, and which, especially when mag-
nesia is used, are much cheaper. In boiling with caustic

soda, the separation of the fibre from the incrusting
matter depends, as is well known, on such matter

being rendered soluble by oxidation, but it is im-

possible to prevent the fibres themselves from being
also oxidized to some extent, thereby weakening and

partially destroying them, and diminishing the quantity
of liulp yielded by the wood. On the other Hand, in

the preparation of pulp according to my invention, no
oxidation of the fibre can occur when the operation is

properly conducted, and the incrusting matter obtained
is in the form of a gummy matter of comniercial value,
instead of being converted, as by the old method, into

worthless products of the humus type.
'Another advantage is that the boiling can be done

at about half the pressure required by the usual

method, which is of great importance m practice,
besides that the fibre is less liable to be weakened
ill the process. A third advantage is, that by this

method fibre is less liable to be weakened in the

process. A third advantage is, that by this method
fibre can be prepared which without any further

chemical treatment is suflSciently white to be used for

ordinary kinds of papei , and is capable of supplying
a strong good paper without admixture of other fibre.

After -a subsequent treatment with bleacliiiig powder
it is made suitable for the manufacture of all the finer

kinds of paper. This fibre much resemljles linen in

its physical and chemical properties for paper-making,
and is therefore a very valuable material for this purpose.
"A fourth advantage is that the solution which re-

mains after boiling contains a gum-like substance,
which at a small cost can be made to serve as a
substitute for dextrine for many purposes, and thereby
produce economy in the manufacture. ,Some portion
also of the chemicals used in the solution may be
recovered. A further advantage consists in avoiding
the injurious effect on vegetation and on animal life

produced, as is well known, by spent soda lye resulting
from the ordinary method or process.

" And, lastly, cellulose of good quality can be pre-

pai-ed at a comparatively low cost by the process herein-

before described."

Readers interested in the matter can now sec whether
Ekman's process is simple enough, and also cheap
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enough, machinery, chemicals and royalty included,

to justify tliem in trying its effects. If not by in-

ividualds yet by a Joint-stock Company, we should lie

glad to see experiments tried. Of fibrous plants a

vasi abundance, is scattered over Ceylon, and a simple

and inexpensive, or, if profitable in the end, a costly

method of utilizing such plants would be an immense

oqon to the cojony.

-
PLANTING IN NORTHERN QUEENSLAND.
The following letter from an ex-Ceylon planter to

a friend here has been lying by us too long : it is

however still of considerable interest :
—

Brisbane, Queensland.

1 have breu up into some of the Queensland sugar

districtc, and am now on my way south again. I went

as far north as Townsville, and have seen the Burdekin

and Mackay sugar districls. The best land i<', Ibelieve,

still further south than I went, but, as 1 was not on the

lookout for any, I eaw no use of going up. You asked

nif to t^ive my opinion of Queensland as a place to come

t", and 1 wdl endeavour to do so. My knowledge
nf til-- country, however, is very small; so yon must take

it cum grano salis Many people even now talk of Aust-

ralia as a country in which there are very few openings fnr

an educated man nitliout means. It all depends on what
those people want. To become a big squatter, or

even a big planter, requires such a large capital to

start with, that no new chum has a chance of start-

ing at once as such. And. unless a man is a fool, in my
opinion no one without at least a year's experience of

tlie country ought to think of investing. Every one,

no matter who, coming out to settle, must first of all

get what is called "colonial experience," if he ever

expects t) do any good ; and a ve'-j peculiar experience
he will find it.

Britishers, when they go abroad, are very apt to

tliinU tliat they can teach creation anything, and have

little to learn, and it is on that account that there

are so many cases of young Englishmen coming to

grief out here. Life out here is a thoroughly selfish

one : every man is doing his best to make money,
and there are very many who don't much care

h"W thiy make it. To bold one's own, one must
have a thorough practical knowledge oneself of all

the varied positions one may tumble into. The
men who do best out here are tlio.se who can do

anything from boiling a billy of tea and yolving up
a team of bullocks to managing a sheep or cuttle

run. To become a " bushnian" requires many jeara'

experience, but I don't see whv a Ceylon planter, if

he goes tlie right way to work, .should noi be able

to hold his own after a bit, with the best of them.

He must, first of all, give up all his Ceylon ideas

of comfortable bungalows, nigger servants, and all

the minor comforts of Ceylon life, and be prepared
to rough it, and be hail-fellow-well-met wiih every
one. If he goes on a station, he will have pleuty
of riding bucking hors-s. His tucker on the back

blocks will be salt junk and "damper," and he will

find it a very rough life. If he keeps straight, and

gets to know his work, in course of time he will have

a good chance of getting a billet as manager. It is

not a very brilliant position, and I don't think the pay
is particularly good, but, if he keeps liis eyes open, 1

should think he would have many chances of yncking

up a property cheap. In the above account, 1

have been referring to life on the back blocks,

because nowadays, in the rented districts, a man has

no show at all. The properties are all freehold very

nearly, and are worth enormous sums of money.
One was sold on the Murrumbidgee run a few monthi, ago

for £440,000.
To do any good as a sugar planter, you must also

have a bushman's experience, though it is not so

absolutely necessary. A new chum on an estate has
to start as a ganger over a few Kanaka boys, and from
that position he works on. The chief diffieulty a-

Ceylon man would have would be his dealings with
white labour. Labour of all kinds being so scarce,
one must put up with a great deal, and, w"hen there

are 50 or 100 white men to deal with, it requires a

great deal of tact to work them. All the planters I

met told me that the white men were a perfect
nuisance ; they are always complaining of their beef

being bad, though it is the same beet as the planter

gets himself ; or, of their bread being badly baked,
^c.

, iSc, and all these little things require careful

working, if you want to keop your men. Any one
accustomed to the country knows all their little ways
and (lodges, but a new chum has it all to learn, and
he is wise if he gains his experience at somebody else's

expense.
There is such a run on sugar just now, and so

many new places are being opened out, that a man
coming down from Ceylon would have no difficulty
in getting a billet as an overseer. He would, of

course, have to begin at the beginning again, and he
must totally forget all about his bungalow comforts in

Ceylon. He would be put in charge of a small gang of

Kanaka boys, have to rout them out of their lines in

the morning, go with them out to the tield at sunrise,
remain witn them till noon, when there is an in-

terval of an hour for dinner. At 1 p m. he would
start them again, and be with them till sundown—a

pretty hard day's work, and very uninteresting. But
if he stuck to it, in a very short time he would prob-

ably be promoted to some general work. He
would live in a hut with the other overseers, and

might or might nut have a room to himself. Of course

he would have a horse and saddle at his disposal. The
climate in eummer up in the north is very hot, but

not unhealthy ;
in winter it is perfection itself. I don't

think the pay is much, but everything is paid you and you
have no expensive buugalow to keep up and no liquor.

As far as the actual work is concerned, a sugar

planter's life is much preferable to that of a coffee

planter. Sugar is grown chiefly on level land, and
all sorts of agricultural implements are used; it is not all

nigger-driving. On one large estate of 14,000 acres

on the Burdekin I saw a steam plough at work ;

and they had over 100 working horses, several

teams of bullocks, between 300 and 400 Chinamen and

Kanakas, and nearly 100 white men. In one year

they have planted 800 acres of cane. To do that, the

lanil had to be cleared of timber and all the stumps
and roots taken out to a depth of 18 inches, and

ploughed and harrowed several times. Unless you
have run into the country, yon can have no idea of the

immense amount of work that all that means. There

is no shirking work allowed, and you will see that

a man mnst have a peculiar all-round sort of

experience to bi at the he.ad of such a couci rn.

Laud suitable for sugar is being taken up so rapidly
now that it is almost beginning to get scarce. Good
land only lies on the banks and about the months
of the various rivers up the coast, and I believe

some is being taken up away in the extreme north.

Eighteen months ago on the Burdekin you could get

any quantity at Ss per acre, but now none is to be

had under as many pounds. The soil is magnificent,
a rich dark alluvial, in places several feet deep. On
the Johnstone I believe it is still finer, and on all

the rivers north one hears gond accounts of it. Up
north they are still very much bothered with blacks.

To put up a mill is out of the question for the

small capitalist. If a mill is to be put up at all,

the larger the scale it is, all the better, provided there

is laud enough to keep it supplied with cane. A
m m of small ineane, it he gets land in some district

where there is already a mill, can grow his corn for
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it and do jjretty well, I believe. I can't give you
any particuhu'S as to cost of cultivation, &o., as it

seems to vary a great deal according to the district

you are in, means of transport, &:c.
,
but every one

up the coast is at. pi-esent sugar-mad, and sajs nothing
can come up to it for good returns.

At Mackay, I went over nearly every mill there,

and, as the crushing season was in, I saw all the pro-

ceases of sug.ir manufacture. The machinery required
is very complicated and the expense very great. With
the improved smashers good white sugar can be turned

out straight from the mill, aud no after-retining is

required.
My own idea is that, in two or three years' time,

there will be a fall in sugar properties ; their present
value is quite fictitious. As to any other products,
not havint! been in the extreme north 1 can't say
if they would do there, but I am pretty well certain

that between Somerville and Mackay there is no
suitable land. Unfortuuately I did not see the 20-iicro

patch of cofiee at Mackay, but 1 saw the owner, wlio

was managing a sugar place for a man I was stay-

ing with. He said the beans did not till out properly.

My advice to any one is to have nothing to do with
cofTee ; it is too uncertain a crop altogether, and

requires too many congenial conditions.

Coming down the coast, 1 called in at Eockhamp-
ton, Bunderberg, Maryborough, and saw whole fields of

cane ruined by forest. Mackay is the southern limit

of cane in my opinion.
To sum up my impressions :

—If a man is pre-

pared to start afresh and begin at the begin-

ning again, to leave all his side behind him, and
to a certain extent knuckle under to colonials—
a very hard thing to do, by the bye,

—to work hard,
and pick up all he can, and to keep straight (liquor
is the curse of the country), I see no reason why he
should not in time work himself into a tolerable

position. Of course I am presuming he has health and
is pretty active. Let him work for other people first,

and, if he has the money, no doubt he will find an

opening for myself. Beginning aga'n at the boltom is

the hardest pill to swallow, but unless a man is pre-

pared to do that he had belter leave Auslralia alone.

Sydney.
—Since writing the above, I have come

down here. I have also had two letters from

Ceylon giving doleful accounts of the prospects.
As to Queensland as a place to earn in, I won't now ex-

press au opinion. To do any good out here, colonial

experience must be got ; some men are utter fools ;

others pick up the ways of the country very quickly.
I leave here next week for Fiji aud return in time

for the steamer leaving here for San Francisco.

Young Ceylon.

TREE-PLANTING IN BENCOOLEN.
Batavia, 16th Decemler.—Dining the month of Novem-

ber last the authorities at Bencooleu made praiseworthy
exertions in planting useful trees, the success of which
wUl gi'catly leuefit the population of that residency
now hi such a backward state. It is almost incredible

that the asam or tamaiind, so indispensable in Java-

cookery, is so scarce in Beucoolen that it has to be

imported from abroad for the consmnptiou of the people.
In the compoimd of the Resident's dwelling, thi-ee nurse-
ries of tamariud seedlings have been laid out, with
the object of planting them on the roadsides where now
either worthless trees or none at aU gi-ow. Thereby
glorious shade and charming laues mil he secm'cd.
About 1,000 Banda nutmeg seeds have been sown hitherto
with successful results. It is intended to distribute the

plants from them among the population to replace the
too old and dead trees in the mauy but sadly neglected
nutmeg plantations there, whereliy it is hoped to raise

rom its present declining state, the cultivation of that

product which formerly was a soui-ce of ahuudaut profit
to the people. A similar experiment, says the oUioial

Java Vouraiif, will be made with seeds of the Banda
Kaaari trees from whose hard fruit eaten like hazel

nuts, a pleasant oil is extracted."—Java Bode.

NILGIRI-GROWN CIKCHONA BARK.
We recently gave details of the analysis of a consigument of

cinchona barlis collected ou the Ciovernment estates at Pykara,
Na^lavatam and Dodabetta. Particulai's have now been received
of furtller consignments from the same estates that had been for-
warded to the India office for the same purpose, wliich we give
below. The manufacturing chemists in the present instance were
Messrs. Howard & Co.:—
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the leaf is very broad at the lower end, and is only

ovally rounded oft' at the point, while both
leaf and fibres leave nothing to be desired in

fineness. Tlie almost total freedom from holes, not-

withstanding the notorious indolence of the growers,
furnishes proof of the fortunate absence of worms,
locusts and other vermin. During the growth of the

tobacco plants, rain showers usually fall at night,

whereby .spotting aud rust are prevented. So far as

I can judge from a single season's samples, the ash

is pure wliite, and the smell is not only unobjection-
able, which alone would be enough for tobacco intended

only for covering, but even pleasant, so that tlie

smaller leaves available at each crop and used as

filling will be more suitable for that purpose than

many .Tava kinds. The seasons and rainfall are favour-

able. Tlie rainy season begins in the middle of August,
so that the beginning of April is the fittest time for

planting. In configuration the country traversed consists

of steep hills with small tops, while plains are either

altogether absent or almost so, what few there are

being only in the valleys between the hills. After

clearing the ground the natives plant paddy on the

slopes of these hills, and afterwards tobacco in small

quantities, but only for then- own cousimiption. I

found tobacco growing livxuriantly at the height of

3,000 feet, showing aU the good qualities enumer-
ated above. It struck me that the elevation of the

land exercises a favom'able influence on the fineness

of the leaf." Mr. Saunders desciibes the formation of

the soil in Sabah as very suitable for tobacco cultiva-

tion, the chief dilficulty to be overcome being scarcity
of labour, while land transport wUl be foimd indispens-
able, from the currents in the numerous rivers and
streams being too strong aud dangerous for the con-

veyance of prodiaee and materials. Towards the con-
clusion of his trip, he examined in the valley of Rachak
the most extensive toliacco plantation he had yet seen,
its area being half an acre, and collected there many
large gi-een leaves for the purpose of drying them by way
of experiment. Mi\ Saunders, though admitting that

the quality of tobacco can only be ascertained after

being thoroughly fermented and cured, comes to the
foUoiriug conclusion :

— ' ' Without arousing too great ex-

pectations it may safely be assumed, considering the
favourable ascertained characteristics of variety, size,
fineness of leaf, smell and ash (imfennented), that at a

height of 2,000 feet on laud not too hilly, and with
a Em'opeau mode of cidtivation, tobacco crops of

superior quality may probably be secured."—Stmi/s
Times.

SINHALESE LABOUR IN QUEENSLAND.
(From the Australuxlan.)

Brisbane, Dec. 16th.—The Cingalese who were landed
from the Uevonshire at Mackay speedily accepted the
aituiition. They recognized their agreements, »ud went
to work without grumbling. There is reason to be-

lieve that many of them left Ceylon without the

slightest conception that they were hired tor field

i:d)oui-, and there is as liitl" reason to doubt that some
of them did not bear the very best of characters in
their native country. Yet, in spite of these drawbacks,
tliere are no grounds for supposing that they will be
other than contented with their present lot. When
it is considered th.^t a first-class Tamil coolie is very
pioud of himself indeed if he can save 20 rupees on
tlia year's work after paying expenses, the idea of £20
a year as wage*, even if out of this he had to keep bim-

eelf, was a vision of wealth and competence far heyond
tlie dreams of avarice to a native of Ceylon, who in

any respect is considered inferior to the Tamil. When,
however, soon after landing the Cing ilsse found that
their Mackay employers were willing still further to

improve on the agreement as to accept ail charges for

tlieir food, the £20 a year became still more alluring,

and they have settled down to their work quite
contentedly. The Mackay planters anticipated public
opinion when they made this modification of the agree-
ments, for it was evident to every one that the
Kanaka, at £6 a year and well found in food and cloth-

ing, was better off than the Cingalese coolie at £20
a year, saddled with all charges. At Buudaberg things
were not very well managed. Buudaberg being nearly
300 miles south of Mackay, and considerably to the
south also of the tropic of Capricorn, is less tropical
in its surroundings than Mackay is. There is a lively
and prosperous European population, xho regard the
Asiatic with no great love. The advent uf the Cingalese
was looked upon as an invasion of the wliite man's

country, and was resented accordingly. The resistance

however, finally took the form of fraternising with
the foreigner as one whose rights had not been suffici-

ently respected. The result was that many of the

Cingalese refused to recognise their agreements, The
law was appealed to, and the law sustained the agree-
ments, but in spite of this the penalties of the law in

some instances were preferred to its privileges, and some
dozen of the Cingalese are now in prison. A good many
more are loafing about at large, and the whole of Ihose

who were landed at Buudaberg are more or less demoral-

ised, though a considerable propoitiou of them are

still working on the plantations.
In addition to this, it has now transpired, through an

official despatch from the Colonial Secretary of Ceylon,
that an ordinance will be passed prohibiting the emi-

gration of Cingalese except under conditions to be agreed
on between the Governments of the colonies to which
they may emigrate. The effect of this will be that

Ceylon will come under the same category as India in

this respect, and the introduction of Cingalese, therefore,
if it is persisted in, will have to be regulnted as coolie

emigration to the West Indies or to Mauritius is regul-
ated. This will involve the consent of our Legislature,
and the question will soon arise as to whether this con-

sent will begiven or withheld.
The Premier, Sir Thomas M'llwraith in speaking on

this question at a dinner given to him by the Rock-

hampton people, has expressed himself more definitely
than he has ever yet done in favour of regulating
the introduction of coolies. He no doubt feels the

pressure of the increasing ditliculties connected with
the South Sea Islands trafBo. Not only is it more
difBcult to obtain kanakas but the trade itself is in a

very unsatisfactory condition. What is to be done
under these circumstances ? The planting interest is

increasing in importance; there is plenty of the richest

land ; the capacity of the country for sugar-growing is

being proved more and more. If sugar is to be grown
in the tropics, it cannot be grown by white labour alone.

Would it not be well, therefore, to admit the inexor.

able logic of events, and provide for a necessity ? The
bulk of the white population still say. No ; or if

they are beginning to think of saying. Yes, it is with

qualifications. This labour, therefore, if it is introduced
at all, must be limited to sugar-growing, and probably
also limited to some latitude which maybe accepted as

a definition of the tropic. The Premier has now said

distinctly that he intends to identify his Government
with the settlement of this question one way or another,
and he himself declares for regulating Asiatic labour,
which means the coming to terms with the Government
of British India as South Australia has already done.

Ceylon Products.—" Sinhalese
" writes:— "Cofi^ee

crops here are smaller than ever, but cinchona is

paying well, aud cocoa will soon pay still better.

Tea will soon be a very good export from Ceylon ;

indeed, I believe Ceylon tea to be the best in the

world. An immense acreage is being planted, so that
in spite of Hemileia there is a bright future for this

country."—Oardeiiers! Chronicle.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

AN EX-CEYLON PLANTER IN THE WEST
INDIES :—CURRIES, SAMBAL, AND

COCOA CULTIVATION.

Grenada, West Indies, 5th Nov. 1S82.

Dear Sir,—Would any of your readers pity the

sorrows of a former S. L). and kindly give him the

following reijuired information in your ohirnns?
I have been wretched since leaviug Cayl'in for the

want of a receipt for sanibal, and for an ordinary

upcountry meat curry ditto. It seems too silly to

have come away without the littl' all-round Ijits of

knowledge one ought to have reiu'-mbered. Perhaps
an "upciiuntry housekeeper" will help me.— I remain,

sir, yours obediently, .
MENaTOHIE.

P. S —As I am on a large cocoa estate here, I shall

be glad, through your columns, to answer any queries
I can. I enclose my card.

[First, we extract the following receipts from authori-

ties at our command for the benefit of our corre-

spondent :
—

M.^DRAs CcRKV Paste.—1 lb. coriander seed, \ lb.

urmerie, J lb. red chillies, \ lb. black pepper, J lli mustard

seed, '2 ounces dry ginger 2 ounces garlic, ^ ounces veiidinne,

J oz. salt, i lb. sug'ar, 2 ounces cummin seeil, J lb. gram.
Fry this and take of! the husks, then pound it with the other

ingredients and mix with h pint salad oil, ^ pint vinegar.
Curry Powder.—3 lbs. and 2 oz. coriander seeds, \ lb

dry chilUes, 14 ouuces black pepper. 14 ounces turmeric", 7

ounces cuiumiu seed, 7 ounces mustard, 8 ounces carda-

mom seeds, 1 ounce currypuUeix leaves. Dry, pound, and

weigh before mixing.
CURRv Powder.— 1 lb. coriander seed, | lb. cummin seed,

6 ounces turmeric, 10 ounces chillies, 2^ ounces black pep-
per, 5 ounces vondinne, 4 ounces mustard seed, 1 handful

cutrypxdieix leaves.

CuERY.— I'-ry some sliced onions till brown, in butter

Take out the onions and reserve. Mix the cuny powder
in a little stock, or water, till it is of the consisiency
of cream. Stir this in the butter out of whicli you have
taken the onions, and let it cook for ten minutes. Cut
the meat into dice, or, if chicken, into joints; slice up
one or two onions and apples, and stew all together in

the curry sauce for one and a half or two hours, adding
more stock if wanted. The curry sauce must be cooked long
enoush for the grains of curry powd-r and the butter to

separate, and the meat must be tender enough to be eaten

with a spoon. The browned onions are to be mixed in, and

just allowed to get hot, before serving the curry. Always
buy the best eurry powder and paste.
In Ceylon sugar and gram are not used. Sambal is

made in various ways: the ordinary red sambal is

composed of grated coconut, pounded chillies and lime

juice.
—And now a wellknown cocoa planter has

suggested the following aa questions of some interest for

our correspondent to answer :
—

It would be interesting to know the distance at which
cocoa is planted in Grenaila and the size of the tree at say
three and seven years, the nnmber of pods (average) ihey beao
at these ages. Also how Ion? they ferment tlie cocoa and
whether they wash it ere drying. What is their test for

sufficiently dried cocoa ?

—Ed.]

THE KOLA NUT IN CEYLON.
Doonheenda, Madulsima, Jan. 19th.

Dear Sir,—You may not have seen the enclosed

pamphlet on the kola nut tree, if not you may think it

worth inserting.
From what .\lr. Christy says the kola nut is a new

product worth cultivating.
I have now some kola trees .3 years old, planted at an

elevation of 2,500, and they have only reached a height

of 3 feet and show no signs of bearing fruit. Could any
one inform me of the proper elevation to grow them and
at what age they may be expected to bear?

A CORRESPONDENT.
[We have received not one but many copies of Mr.

Christy's engraving and account of the Kola Nut,
which seems to possess properties numerous and
diverse, ranging from the stimulative effects of coffee
to a cure for inebriety. We quote as follows :

—
I introduced the Kola Nut {Slercidia acuminata) into

England about eight years since, and it has lately been
subjected to European analysis,* and the results obtained
make it exceedingly likely that a large European demand
will soon exist. It has been found to contain the same active

principle, viz., caffeine, and more of it than the best coffee,
and to contain also the same act ve principle as cocoa, but
less fatty matter. Possessing t)ie same qualiiies as these
favorite beverages, it only needs proper treatment ti develop
a speciiU flavour, and it would then probably be able to

compete successfully with tliose beverages. The nuts are
used to form aretreshing and invigorating drink throughout
a large portion of Tropical Africa, their use being said to

support the strength, allay iuDrdiuate appeiite, assuage
thirst, and promote digestion, and to render those using
them capable of prolonged fatigue. I'he negroes prefer
them to tea or coflee, and when they can obtain fiola nuts,
will not touch cofl'ee. Dr. Daniell says of them :— '• It would
be difficult to find any product which constitutes such an im-
portant article of commerce in Soudan as the kola Nut."*
Whe-ever the negro has been transplanted to a foreign coun-
try he has taken the koli nut with liim. As a medium of

exchange for the proJucis of ntral Africa, no article
coidd be more advantageous, and on this aci-ount alone the
tree will well repay cultivation. Moreover, if O' ce intro-
duced as a beverage in civilized countries, the demand for it

would soon become enormous.
I have recently been informed by Mr. Espeut, a well-

known suiar planter of Jamaica, that the negroes use the
kola nut as a remidy for drunkenness; that swallowing a
sintjie nut, ground up and made into a cream or paste with
water or spirit no sign of iatoxicalion remains half-aii-hour
afterwards. Confirmatory evidence of this proiierty in the
kola nut is given by a surgeon, Mr. Papefio, who tolls me
that alcoholic drinks, do not produce intO-Xiciiing effects
when the kola nut is eaten at the same time.

It appears, therefore, that the craving for drink, which is

such a strong iTiceutive to drunkenness, may be subdued by
the use of this valuable stimulant and tonic, as alter chew-
ing the kola nut great disinclination is felt to all forms of
alcohol. It has also been found to possess a beneficial
action on the liver, its continual use preventing attacks of

despondency to which negroes are peculiarly liable. Dr.
Daniell records a case of this kind, in which the kola nut
put a stop to an epidemic of suicidal mania, which threat-
ened at one time to depopulate the estate on which it

occurred. It is also used by the natives wlien in a low state
of health, suffering from the skin cracking and peeling on
the hands and feet.

While coffee remained normally fruitful, it would
scarcely have been a recommendation to Ceylon plant-
ers that koLi nut was superior to coffee, but certainly
now is the time to hail a remedy against low spirits
and a tendency to suicide. The experience of our
present correspondent seems to shew that the trees do
not fruit readily at so moderate an elevation as 2,500
feet. Can other correspondents (ill up .''urther items
of local experiments?—Ed.]

LIBERIAN COFFEE AND TEA.

January 20th. I8S3.

Sir,—From all I have seen and heard Libeiian
coffee is a failure in Ceylon. Goiug along the line

you see Liberian, not only trees with heavy crop
without a single leaf on, but trees without a
berry on in the same state. A planter, who has an
estate in the bill district beyond Kaudy, told me
that his Liberiau trees were affected with leaf-
disease more virulently than he ever saw it on
• See "New Commercial Plants," Nos. III. and VI,
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Arabian coffee. The same is the case iu the

Kalutara disiriot, and I may say all ovei- Ceylon.

There are many Liberian estates in almost all the

districts. Will planters let the public know, who
mean to plant this product, if trees above 3 years old

are not badly attacked with the leaf-disease, what

their crops were for the years they were in be.-iriug, and

how the trees look after a heavy crop. No doubt in

time those places in the Central Province planted
with Liherian coffee will have tea and cocoa on them,

but what will those in the lowcouniry do? In

your lowcountry correspondent's letter, some time ago, he

gave us his experience of plantiug cocoa : for 2,500

holes more tliau 25,000 seeds and plants were put
out and still the place is not without vacancies. The

vacancies will all be filled some day or other, but

till then how is one with a small capital to live till

all his cocoa trees are iu bearing ? Tea I am certain

would have been planted more largely, were itnotforthe

heavy cost of seed—Csylon seed RlOO a maund and

Indian between R70 and 100.* The plunts from one

maund of seed will be {according to one of your

correspondents) 12,000. This will plant 3 or at the

most 3i acres, and to open an estate of 100 acres

the seed alone will cost between Rl,333 and K2,333.

Then see the cost of nurseries; lining, holing and

filling up will cost so much more when it is knowu
that tea is planted so close. But however much a

tea estate costs, it is sure to pay a handsome return.

One estate of 100 acres, 4 or five years old, gave last

year a nett profit of RIO.OOO, and this year it is ex-

pected to give double, if not more, as his tea is

fetching a far better price this yeir and the trees

are flushing better, the lirst owing to cireful looking

after in the preparation and the latter to maume and

digging up the soil. B- ^' H. C.

PUERH TEA.

Peradeniya, 23rd Jan. 1S83.

Sir,—In the Observer of the 22nd you give a para-

graph from the Madras Mail, iu which is quoted
a sentence from Mr. A. R. Colquhouu'. paper on the

South China Borderlands. 1 had mm ked another i)or-

lion relating to tea for extract from this paper (which

will be found in the "
Proceedings of the R lyal Geo-

graphical Society
"
for December), and now enclose it.

The statements about Puerh tea are quite new to me,

and it would be iuteri-sting to ascertain to what its

areat estimation by the Chinese !< to be ascribed.— 1

am, sir, yours faithfully, HENRY TRI.VIEN.

"An inteiesting fact elicited by us was that the

most celebrated tea iu China comes from a part of

the Shan country, from a district called I-baug, maiuly

situated some Hve days south of the Yunan frontier.

This tea, which by a misnomer is called Puerh tea,

Irom the name of a prefecture close b.v, in sent to

thetovnof Ssflinao for distribution. Fiom that place

it is forvv.-irded to Peking and the northern provinces ;

by ciravau to the Y'aiig tzse, thence by nver
^to

Shanghai, and from that port northwards. The

enormons cost of carnage may be gathered from the fact

that this tea— which is drunk throughout the south

by all the peasantry— is S) costly when delivered at

Shanghai that it canu<jt be exported to Europe or

Russia. I have no hesitation in saying that before

many j ears are over this tea will be shipped from

Rangoon to China and elsewhere. A proof of the

comfortable condition nf the Yunnanese in the south

and south-west is that the peasantry drink teaeveiy-

where, whereas in the neighbouring provinces of

K»arg-8i and Kwang-tiing they dnuk maiuly hot

,

* The price is now down to RiS per maund-—Eo.

water." Further :—"The Shan states are now entirely

independent. The Chinese mandarin who resided at

Kiang-Hung was withdrawn six years ago. The Burm-
ese residents in that and other Shan .States were

forced to retire within the last year or two. Tribute

was no longer paid to either China or Burmah."

Tobacco GRowaNo in Victoria.—The increase of the

growth and manufacture of tobacco in Victoria during
the last twelve years in something remarkable, and
affords a good example of what might be done in this

country. In 1870 the manufacture was about 100,000 lb.
,

whereas now it is upwards of two millions of pounds.
In the same period the import of munufactured tobacco

and cigars has fallen from a million and a half pounds to

half a million pounds, and the colonists hope soon to be

able not only to dispense with imported tobacco alto-

gether, but to enter into competition in other markets

with the American pvoduca.—Eiifilhhman.

Coffee in Mexico.—The cultivators of coffee are

threatened with still further competition. A Com-

pany has been formed in Mexico for growing and

exporting coffee from Colima, which a Mexican paper
speaks of as ''one of the richest coffee districts in

the world." Sixteen thousand acres have been pur-
chased near Manzanillo, on which there are already

60,000 trees in bearing and 600,000 coffee plants from

one to three years old. The plants produce each two

pounds annually at a low estimate. The State Legis-
lature of Colima, with a view to encouraging the

industry, has passed enactments exempting from duty
all machinery, implements. &c., used iu the enter-

prise. It has, moreover, offered a large premium for

the first fifteen thousand pounds of best quality of

coffee raised.— Times of India.

Potato Dise.4se Prevkntive.—What appears to

be a preventive for potato disease, but which is not

kely to admit of general application, was (says a

Conpar-Angus correpondent) recently discovered in a

field of potatoes in this locality. Two or three gen-

tlemen, while examining the crop of potatoes, which
were considerably diseased, came upon a pitch where
he crop appeared to be it riper than the other portion
of the field, and where it was reckoned that the disease

would be more dominant. However, on making close

examination of this patch not a single diseased potao
was discovered, while immediately on the outside of

it all round diseased potatoes were quite common. A
large quantity of thorns wnd hedging prunings had

during the past winter been burnt on this part, whch

appears to be the cause of its exemption from disease.

—N. B. Agriculturist.

Analysis op Coffee.—On November 16ih the

Swindon magistrates decided a case under the sale of

Food .\ct which revealed s ime curious discrepancies in

analysis. A t'rocer named Cleverly had sold to the in-

spector a tin of Cassell's coffee for Is Sd. A label on

the tin stated that this was "coffee mixed with chic-

ory." The ootfee was sent to W. F. Donkin, St.

George's Hospital, London, who C'-rtitied that it con-

sisted of 20 per cent, of coffee and 80 per cent, of

chicory. The Somerset house chemists had sub-

sequently reported that they found 55 per cent, of coffee

and 45 per cent of chicory. Mr. Donkin had made
a second analysis, and discovered 38 per cent, of

eoff ee and 62 per cent, of chicory. The defendant

hid sent a sample to Professor Redwood, who reported
that he found 38 per cent, of chicory, but this, not

being an analysis of a sealed sample, could not be

put in as evidence. The manufacturers declared that

they put in 60 per cent, of coffee and 40 per cent, of

chicory. The magistrates fined the defendant U.—Chem-
ist and Driiijgist.
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Coffee.—In considering t!ie countries to which

Coffee samples shall be sent from the last exhibition,

the Centro da Lavoura e Commeicio has resolved to

make a special effort as regards Russia. This country
is a small consumer of coffee.— Bio Neins,

LiBERTAN Coffee.—Some interesting information is

furnished by the United States, Consul at Monrovia

respecting tlie coffee-tree iu Liberia. The coBee indus-

try there is said to be growing rapidly, and the exports

are becoming heavier every year. When properly culti-

vated, Liberian coffee-trees ought to average 3 th. when

10 or 12 yeaas old. Owing to lack of cultivation,

however, they do not average one-third of their

capacity.
—British Trade Journal,

Fibre Machinery.—During the last few daya trial

has been made of a new machine, patented by Messrs.

Death & EUwood, for extracting fibres, and, we, under-

stand, that it has proved thoroughly successful. The

novel feature in it is that the dirt is washed and

winnowed from the fibre as it passes through the

machine by a jet of water and a fan, and so, by a

single process, the fibre comes out clean and leady
for use. It has been tried upon aloe leaves, plaintain
stems and hemp, and has, we are told, succeeded with

all, but especially with two former. We shall have

more to say on this invention later on, but we Imay
mention that it is of small compass and coses less than

£iO.—Planters' Oazette.

The Chinese Sabah Land-Farming Company.—
A meeting of the shareholders of the above Company
was held at the offices of Messrs. Myburgh and

Dowdall, .Shanghai, on the 2nd January. The chair

was taken by Mr. E. Major, and there were 18

shareholders present representing 2,034 shares. The
Chairman then said himself and another director Mr.

Taa Tsz-chun would proceed by the next mail to

Hongkong, en route to Sabah to commence business.

He also said he had received a letter from the Go-

vernor of North Borneo acknowledging receipt of one

third of the purchase money for 40,000 acres of laud

and promising the assist the Company as far as lay
in his power. He said it was the intention of the

Directors to proceed without incurriug unnecessary

expense, and that they had engaged an experienced

planter to meet them at Sabah. He concluded by
notifying that scrip would be issued iu the course of

a few days. In reply to another shareholder the

Chairman stated that there was not much malaria in

Sabah and that the couhtry was as healthy as most

tropical regions.—.^. C. Daily Ni'ivs,

Ooi'FEE.—The following is from Mr. Consul Berual's

report on the Trade, Navigation, Commerce, &c., of the

Consular district of Havre, for the year 18S1:—"An
enormous increase took place in the importstion of coffee

during the past past year, and the Havre market was the

object of observation of all the rest of the world. A\Tien-

ever prices receded speculators continued to piu-chase,

and committed the fault, whenever a better feeling existeil,

of raising their demands to such a rate as to check both

business and export. The natural result of this policy
was to increase the stocks held to such an extent that

they amounted at the end of the year to 756,017 bags,

against 428,000^ bags in 1880, and 285,000 bags iu 1879.

The consumption for the whole of France was 64,780
tons in 1881, against 57,733 ton in 1880—an increase of

12 per cent. This amount would be very much greater
were it not for the onerous duty disposed on this article,

which from 50 fr. per 100 lb., at which it stood before

the Franco-German "War, has been raised to 150 fr. At

present prices this represents on *good,' 'far,' and Mow
ordinary

'

qualities 156, 175, and 195 per cent, respectively.
It is clear that no trade can stand such excessive duties,

aud tliat a large reduction is urgently needed. Had this

been done a quarter of the large stock would very pro-

bably have been absorbed. As it is, the 12 per cent,

increase which took place was solely owing to the low

prices."
—Produce Markets' Sevicvj,

Rubber in Brazil.—Vice-Consal Bolshaw roportino
on the trade aud commerce of Kio Grande del Norte'
says that inrtiarubber does not appear to prooress a^
it promised, tlie ultimate extraction showing that th®

Mangabura (Hancornia speciosa) has got exhausted'
probably on account of the land where they grow
being very dry and very different from those of the

provinces of Para and Amazon.—Gardeners' Chronicle.
Notes and Statistics of Cinchona Bark.—By John

Hamilton, Loudon : J. W. Collings, Botolph Lane
1882—In a pamphlet of 17 p.ages the author gives
Ui a collection of statistics of the imports of cinchona
bark into Great Britain (12 years). United States,
France, Germany (.t years) Italy ((i years), the Nether'-
lands (12 years). The quartities and values have been
calculated in English weights aud money, and the
localities whence the bark was imported are noticed
in the statistics of the three first-named governments.
The information here given can hardly be obtained
elsewhere, certainly nowhere in such convenient form.—Chemist and Drw/ijisi.

An Invaluable Nut.— If the Kola nut deserves one
half of the praises bestowed upon it in a pamphlet which
lias just been forwarded to us, its more exiensive intro-
duction into England would be hitdily desirable. Having
been submitted to exhausiive analysis, it has been found
to contain more caffeine than the' best coffee, and
the same active principle as cocoa with less fatty
matter. The negroes on the West Coast of Africa are
said to prefer it greatly to either tea or coffee, on
account of its health-crtating qualities. This is not
all, however ; the nut also possesses the virtue of

being a sovereign specific to remove the effects of
recent intoxication. It is now used for this purpose
on a sugar plantation at .Jamaica, There the necrose
make it into a cream with water, and brincr them-
selves round iu a moment. A further aescrtion goes
to the effect that those who habitually consume de-
coctions of this invaluable product soon lose all taste
for iilcoholio stimulants, and even acquire a strong
repugnance for them. If this can only be proved, the

perplexing problem of how to cure dipsomaniacs' will
be at last in fair a way towards solusion. It would
only be necessary to keep them in seclution until they
had iicquired a taste for Kola, and that they might
be set free without any risk of their reverting to the
use of alcohol.— Globe.

Sugar Cultivation in Fiji, if the labour difficulty
can be overcome, ought to assume large proportions.
The Fiji Times gives a specimens of what is being
done in this direction:-

" The majority of the Rewa excursionists returned by
the steamer ''Thistle" on Thursday, and they report that
the ceremonial starting of the Nausori mill was suc-

cessfully accomplished, with all proper pomp and
circumstance on the day fixed. The breakfast was
a grand success, and upwards of ore hundred guests
did honor to the occasion. The tables were laid iu
the mdl, and most interesting speeches were delivered
both by Ml-. Murray, the manager, Mr. Fairgrieve,
the inspector. Sir John Gorrie, tbc Hon. the Colonial
Secret iry, Paul Jeske, Esq., and others. From Mr.
Murray's remarks, it appears that upwards of 10,000
tons of machinery, timbtr, ironwork, sand, gravel, &c.
have been employed in erectmg the mill, and the

great bulk of this had been carried by native labor,
who had never sfen anything of the kind before',
without a single accident having occurred. The first

column was put in position iu Septembir 18S1, only
ten months before the mill commenced crushm-'.

Twenty tons of cane conld bo crushed in an hour, or
with two shifts, upwards of 400 tons a day. 'Mr'.

Murray paid a high tribute to tli.' skill of Mr. Kidd'
the engineer, who had left only a few days before for

Sydney, under whose skilful superintendence the whole
of the works had been carried on."
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The Imports op Mexican Coffee into the United
Statis ani.innfed to value of $1,730,838 in 1881,

against 1,523,658 in IS'iO.—Bio News.

Cinchona Bakes and Botanical Specimens —A
fine, series of cinchona barks, comprising all the varie.

ties of baik on the Government estates, together wilh

corresponding botanical specimens, has been secured

by Dr. Bi Ho for the National Museum at Washing-
ton.—Madras Mail.

Indigo.—An Indian planter writes :
— " Sometime

back I noticed in your paper that some '

capital-
ists

' were desirous of entering into the culti-

vation of indigo in your island, but, as their

names have not been put forth, I have thought it

most probable that I would get the information frorn

you, for having been 16 years in Indigo, I would
much like to obtain employment, so as to assist in

the cultivation and manufacture of this produce in a

country, which, according to uiy reading, must have

many parts capable of pmducing indigo, which in all

probability would give such hai'dsome, returns as 20
to 40 per cent on the capital embarked jjer annum.
Once successfully cultivated and the produce found
to be good, there can be no doubt that all the lands

capable of producing it would at once be required
and taken up, most speedily giving impetus to cap-
ital and employment for laborers." Our correspondent
must understand that there is no capital in Ceylon
to spare, and little scope for indigo cnliivation as

compared with India where we believe it has been
almost overdone?

Tropical Agriculture in the We.st Indies.—A
West Indian planter writes :—" I camiot resist send-

ing you a few lines of congratulation on the excel-

lence of your capital periodical the Tropical Af/ricidf-
wist. I first saw a copy of it about 4 months ago
and I immediately ordered it to be regularly sent to

me from London. I have received 2 numbers, Sejit-
ember and October and I am so charmed with them
that I have requested my agent to get me all the
back numbers from the start. I hope he will succeed. The
fund of information and suggestions in your books are

so abundant and practical, especially as regards
' new

products,' that you give hope to those of us who
have been on the verge of despair with some of the
' old products,' especially sugar—the profit from
which when grown on a small scale, manufactured by
the old-fashioned process, and with a paucity of labor,
is almost, if not absolutely, nothing. One of my
principal objects in addressing you was with refer-

ence to an article in the October number of the 7'. A.

respecting the plantain Jihre. We have abundance of

the plantain here. Would it be imposing too much on

you to ask you to recommend me wdiere I could get
some suitable machinery for preparing the fibre ? The
machinery .should be simple and somewhat inexpens-
ive, for skilled labor is scarce out here ?" We would
refer our correspondent to the advertizements of

machinists in the T. A. pages.

Gutta Trees in Java.—Batavia, 21st December.—
Guttapercha, as is well known, is a, solidified milky
sap which bears a great similarity to caoutchouc, and is

obtained by incisions iu the trunk of a certain species
of tree generallv found in the tropics between 10° N.
and 10° S. Amazingly large is the number of articles

made at present ol gutta p^ rcha, such as different medi-
cal instruments and small boats or vessels. It is be-

sides turned to account for piping, buckets, soles of

shoes walking sticks, knifu-handles, flower-pots, driv-

ing gear, and many other useful purposes. Gutta
percha like caoutchouc can be vulcanised or combined
with sulphur, whereby it ceases to soften when heated.
It can besides be hardened further by exposure alonw
with sulphur to great heat. Its colour then becomes
black and its hardness atauda midway between that of

horn and ivory. In this state it can be manipulated
freely. It is hence an article of great value, and, as Java
and Sumatra too abound iu guttayieldiug trees, the

Government resolution dated 15th iustant, whereby the

department of inland administration is directed to

make an inquiry into the growth and difJusiou of these

trees in the different provinces of Java, the mode of

collecting the gutta, the use of it made by the natives,

the .seasons for flowering and bearing fruit, is of the

utmost importance. In the same resolution instructions

are given to commission l>r. W. Burck, assistant

manager of the State Botanical garden at Buitenzorg, to

proceed in September 1883 to Muara Labu on the

West Coast of Sumatra to examine on the spot the

ditt'erent species of trees whieh yield gutta percha.
—

From Java Bode in Straits Times.

Commercial Pkospects in Ecuador are not encour-

aging. Three out of four of the principal articles

of export, viz., cocoa, ivory nuts and Peruvian bark

show a large decline in exportation, while the ex-

port of the fourth—india-rubber—has increased. Up
to the present, however, no measures have been taken

by the Government to prevent the cutting-down of the

trees producing this article, and the resources of the

country in this respect are being gradually destroyed.
As regards the supply of Peruvian bark, it is satis-

factory to know that large forests of the best quality
of bark trees have recently been discovered in the

interior. The low price prevailing in Europe has

curtailed the exportation of this article, but supplies are

ample. As is the case in Costa Rica, great things
are expected from the de velopment of the mining

industry.
—N, Y. outmercialBuUetiii.

North Queensland : Progress of our Producing
Industeie.s.—To those taking an interest in the pro-

sperity of our colony, especi.ally as regards the pro-

gress of its producing industries, we draw attention

to a most valuable and interesting return laid on the

table of the House by Mr. M. H. Black, M. L. A.,
and ordered to be printed. Its title is

" A Pi.etnrn

showing the progress of the Sugar and Gold Mining
Industries." From the return referied to, we find that

the number of sugar mills iu Queensland has increased

from 6 in 1867 to 103 in 1881.

Quantity of sugai i;oiisumeil iu (.Jueenslaud iu 16S1 £
was 11,709 tons, at £25 per ton ... ... 292.72-3

7,696 tons exported, valued at ... ... 207,210

1,222 tons molasses exported valued at ... ... 10,i56l

95,702 gallons rum exported valued at ... ... l;i,H12

61,623 galls, rura home consumption at 2s. 6d. gall. ... 7,703

Present producing power of tlie .Sugar Industry ... £531,608

To those of our readers who are aware of the enorm-
ous increase row going on in this district alone, it

will be evid 'ut that in a couple of years the above

amount will be doubled. We also find that the land

under cultivation in Queensland has increased from

.SI, 559 acres in 1867 to 119,979 acres in 1881, or about

four-fold Out of this the area of laud under sugar
cane has increased from 1,995 acres to 28,026 acres in

the same time, or about fourteen fold ; thus showing
how favorably tropical agriculture is viewed by the

farming population of the colony. The average quant-

ity of sugar consumed per head varies considerably

during the fifteen years, but the average for the whole

time IS 931bs. If correct the Queensland demand
would be met by a production of 9,424 tons, but we
find that 11,709 tons was entered for home consump-
tion iu ISSI or llSJlbs. per head. We find that dur-

ing the smie term the value of gold produced has

increased from £189,248 to £92.5,012. Live stock,

overland, from £55.661 in 1869 to
£251,113^

in 1S81.

With three such grand interests as the Squatting,

Mming, and Agricultural industries, Queensland has

undoubtedly a grand future before her, and the rapidity
with which outside capital is being invested proves
the high estimate our -resources are held iu beyond
our own colony.

—Mackay {Qwensland) Standard,
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COCOA IN SURINAM.
" To enter the Conimeweyne river we were first ob-

liged to retrace a portion of the route by which I had

arrived ihree days before, and to follow the downward
course of the Surinam river for about eight miles,

passing the same objects no longer wholly new, but

now more iuteresting than before, because neaier seen

and better mderstood. Here is a plantation, caught

by glimpses through the mangrove scrub that borders

the river's bank : a narrow creek, at the mouth of

"liich several monred barges and balf-submerged corials

are tjnthered, gives adriiittance to the heart of the estate.

It is a vast cocoa-grove, where you may wander at

will, under continuous acres of green canopy ; that

is, if you are ready to jump over any number of

small brimming ditclies, and to cross the wider ir-

rigution-trenches on bridges, the best of which is

simply a round and slippery tree trunk, excellently

adapted, no doubt, to the naked foot of a negro labourer,
but on which no Eui'opean boot or slice can hope to

maintain an inslnnt's bold. Huge poda, some yellow,
some red,

—tlie former colour is I am told indicative

of better quality,
—dangle in lour fact-, and dispel

the illusion by which you might, at first sight of the

growth and foliage around you, have lancied yourself
to be in the midst of a remarkably fine alder tree

thicket ; while, from distance to distance, bread-

boughed trees, of the kind called by the negroes"
coffee-mamniH," from the shelter they afford to the

plantations of that bush, spread their thick shade high
aloft and protect the cocoa bushes and their fruit

from the direct action of the burning sun. Moisture,
warmth and shade, ihese are the primary and most
essential conditions for the well-doing of a cocoa estate.

Innumerable trenches, dug with mathematical ex»oti-

tude of alternate line and interspaoe, supply the first

requisite ;
a temperature that, in a wind-fenced situa-

tion like this, bears a close resmblance tor humid
warmth to that of an accurately shut hot-house,
assures thesecond; and the "

coffee-maiuma,
"

a dense-

leaved tree not unlike inir own beech, guarantees the

third. Thus favoured a Surinam uncoa crop is pretty
sure to be an abundant one. Ever and anon, where
the green labyrinth is at its thickest, yuu come sud-

denly across n burly Creole negro, busily engaged in

plucking the large pods from the boughs with his

left band, while with a eharp cutlass he dixteroiisly
cuts nfi' the upper part of the thick outer covering
and shakes the slimy agglomeration of feed and
white burr clinging to it into a basket set close by
him on the ground. A single labourer will in this

fashion coll- ct nearly 400 lb. weight of seeds in the

course of a day. When full the baskets are carried

ofif on the beads of the assistant field-women, or if

taken from the remoter parts of the plantation, are

Hoated down in boats or corials to the brick-paved
courtyaid adjoining the plant ra' dwelling-house,
where the nuts are cleansed and dried by simple and

inexpensive processes, not unlike those in use for

the cofice berry : after which nothing remains but
to fill the sacks and send them oflf to their market
across the seas.

A Guiana cocoa plantation is an excellent invest-

ment. The first outlay is not heavj ; nor is the
maintenance of the plantation expensive, the number
of labourers bearing an average proportion of one to

nine to that of th' acres under cultivation. The
work reejuired is of a kind that negioes, who are

even now not uufrequently prejudiced by the memory of

slave days against the cane field and sugar factoiy,
undertake willingly enough ; and, to judge by their

stout limbs and evieUut good condition, they find it

not unsuited to their eapabilites. More than 4,000,000
. weight oi cocoa aie yearly produced in Surinam,

86

" which is a consideration," as a negro remarked to
me, laboriously attempting to put his ideas intu Eng-
lish, instead of the Creole mixiuie of every known
laofjuage tliat they use among theiiiselvcs. Neither
coolies nor Chinese are employed an these cocoa estates,
much to the satisfactimi of the creolev, who though tole-
rant of, or rather clinging to European mastership, have
litrle sympathy with other coh.ured or semi-civilized
races. * « *

Soil, climate and the conditiMii of lab' ur,
all here combine to favour the cocoa plant ; and acrord-
ingly out of the 30,000 acres actually under cultivation in
Dutch Ouiana, we find that a sixth part is dedicated
to its proJuction. More would be, but for the time
required before a fresh plantation can bear a remuner-
ative crop ; five or six years musi, in fact, elapse,
during which no return at all is made,

"
wliich is

a consideration
"

also, though in an opposite sense
to that quoted a.hove.—Butch Qu'tana, by \V. G. Pal-
grave, pp. 78-82.

In Surinam * • * « « the acres actually under cultiva-
tion in 1873 amounted to 27,817 ; and of theae the
official report for that year assigns 13,64(;, or about
one-half, to sugar ; one-half again of the remaiiang
land is occupied by cocoa ; and the residual quarter
appears as divided between coffee, cotton, bananas,
and the mixed gardening of provision-grounds.
These proportions have not been always the same.

Thus, for example, cotton, first introduced in 1752, rose
into comparative ioiportance during the English oc-

cupation of 1804-1(3, and soon secured a sort of mono-
poly in the Coronie district, then newly opened to
cultivation. In 1832 the number of cotion-growino
estates exceeded 60 ; 20 years later it had sunk to
30, and of these again seven only have survived down
to the present time ; five of them are in Coronie,
two on the upper Surinam. Cocoa, the heirloom of
Van Sommelsdyk's administration in 1685, has been
more fortunaie. for a long time an interloper, and
a mere supplementary growth on the spare corners
of coffee plantations, it claimed on its own account,
even so lately as 1852 only t\^ o estates—a number
raised m the latest census to 3t), while its produce
has absolutelj' doubled itself witliin the last five y.'.u-s.
On the other hand, cofi'ee brought hither from Java
about the beginning of ihe lSi;h century, and at
one time the main staple of the colony, has steadily
dwindled till, out of 178 plantations registered in 1S32,
only 30 dragged on a feeble and uiif reductive existence
in 1873. bur a dimination like this no satisfactory
cause has been iissigned, nor can any reason be given
why tob.icco and indigo, two of the earliest recorded

prorlucts of the upland of Surinam, should now be
represented by a bl.mk in the catalogue of expuits.
The extent of the sugar plantations has been already

stated. Their number according to the latest published
surveys is 65. 'llie amount of their joint produce ex-

ported in 1873, exceeded in value two millions and-
a-half of fioriiis. Cocoa furnished hatf-a million more ;

cotton fcomewb.at over a hnudied thousand
; coffee

scarcely found a mention.—Duhli Guiana, by VV. G.
Palgnve, pp. 246-8.

NEW PRODUCTS IN DEMEKARA.
The lioiial Gazette writes:—From all sides we hear

of increasc'l exertions being made in " mixed cultiva-

tion," princ p.dly by time-expired immigrants, and it is

satisfactory to learn that the labor the^e people have
bestowed, and are bestowing, on their fie-lds ia being
attended with most promising results. From Sheldon
on the Corentyue, to the Essei|uebo Coast and the
Ponieroon district, and up all of our rivers, little

settlements are now met with where the frugal East
Indians or plodding Chinese have erected their dwell-

ing!', and where rice, plantains, eddoes, corn, cnssava,
sw<'et potatoes, etc., ire each cultivated, •'industry.
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thrift, and tidiness being everywhere visible." It is

pleasant to learn that the example, thus being set to the

"Creoles," is having, a good effect on them also, and
that they are beginning to follow, here and tbeie, in

the footsteps of the, by them, long despised immigrants,
A visit to the Georgetown murket any day will show
the inquisitive one the influence these are alieady

exerting "U our food supplies, and as the prices obtained

by these tillers of the soil are fairly remunerative, we
have every reason to expect, in the years to come, a

rapid increase in the production of the necessaries

of life.

A few of what may be termed the larger industries,

viz., coconut, cacao, and coffee, are also receiving the
attention of capitalists, and first amongst these we have

pleasuie in noticing Mr. Smith's coconut estate in

the Mahaicony Creek. Commenced only a few years

ago, this plantation is now in excellent order, and

promises to the plucky pioneer a protiiable return for

the labor and money he has invented in it. He is now
busily engaged in erecting a plant of steam machinery
for the uiauufaciure of coconut oil, an aiticle

wbich is largely used by our immigrant population,
and which, if manufactured on the spot, and known to

be of unexceptional purity, would soon come into act-

ive competiiion with American lard fcr cooking pur-

poses. Kor making fricassees or curries it is much the
finer article, and adds to either a more agreeable fla-

vour th. n that derived from its Yankee o|jponent. As
qhe imports of coconut oil now amount to nearly thirty
thousand dollars, and the coolies and Chinese show a

strong preference for the "
home-grown" natural fat,

it "ill he seen that, given a suflScient quantity of the
nuts from which it is extracted (and of this there is

no .'caicity and at a low figure) and success in his

maci>iu(l,^, Mr. Smith has before him an excellent field

foi his mlerpiize. We heartily wish him the success
he 1-0 fully deceives. Canal No. 1, and the mixed culti-

vati' u on its hank-, next claims our attention. There
we h"ve the late Mr. Luckie's cacao estate, nearly
one liunditd ai.d tvventy acres of which are already
phmted with all the I. est varieties of the Trinidad
oai'i'O. To show thepublic what maybe done in ibis

direction in a Kui;aV.le locality, we may mention that
one tree planted out in March 1880 has now on it

twenty-four p' ds of luautilul caraccae cacao, while
there aie aire, dy nearly ihiee hundri d trees in bearing.
Further up intliesame canal, we have Mr. Mewbuin
Garneti's tsiate, laid 1 ut in cacao and Libei'ian coiiee,
and where his success in the lat;er is already so gnat
ae to n(cel^Itate the eitcnon of a drogery, tkt Jirat
since the days of slave? y For the last foitj-four years
we have witnessed uotliing in this line but the de-
struction of drogiries, thefaimeis pulling them down
and selling the biicks and timbers, 01 which they
were cm ti noted, for an old song. Niw the tide las
turned, and the twmty thou^und trees, which Mr.
Gainett has planted out, look so premising as to

encourage him 10 undeitake a large expemiiluie for
the purpose of properly curing the fragrant terry,
Messrs. Framiia and Percival, on Ibeir estate in this

canal, are also succeeding splendidly, and have already
twelve thousand trees in a flourishing condition, many
of them being in hearing. Added to these—the laigest
cullivatots ot cacao and cofiee—we have Messrs. Mordle,
Killil-elly, and Roach, bcs des a great nnmberof small
farmers, each of whom are adding their quota to this

once piosperons industry, so that in a lew years, and
provieied this district can be protected "fn m the
disastrous floods which have lately devastated it, we
may expect to see a large acreage under coca, and Li-

beriau coffee. Passing over the C'amceni creek, and the
Chinesesettlementonits banks, which hasfrequently been
mentioned of Jate, we come next to Mr, Weber's estate,

up the Demerara river, where large sums of money are

being expended weekly iu planting cocoa, and as the soil

there is suitable and the drainage excellent, we have
no hesitation in saying his success is assureei. Esse-

quebo too, is following the example of the sister-

country, and in Mr. William Smith's estate at Suddie
we have another admirable example of what a little

determination,combined with the necessary forethought
and capital, can do in transforming a deserted bush-

country into smiling cocoa fields.

The eyes of many are fixed on these forerunners
in revivifying forgotten industries, and we may rest
assured that the moment the fruits of their labors
are exposed for sale, in any quantity, in the local

market, or exported to Europe and America, with
that financial success which we are certain they will

achieve, they will have many imitators and compet-
itors to contend against. The more, however, the
merrier. Ihere is room enough in the world's con-

sumption, and land enough within the colonial bound-
aries, for all. The only requisite wanting is labor,
and when this is found to pinch, we may safely depend
that a more general attention will be given to

the immigration question than is now the case. The
planters only, at present, have a direct interest in

this, and it is looked at only from a planter's stand

point. When, however, the savings of the multitude
come to be invested in the " minor industries," the

position will be very different, and a more intelli-

gent view of the situation will be taken. There is

no incentive to education like self-interest, and when
that comes to be touched, as assuredly it will be,
unless steps be taken in time to procure a large
addition to our labouring population, and a stand be
made by the Government to obtain from the idle
their due quota of work, we feel certain that the

present supineness of the general public on " immi-
graiion

" and "vagrancy" will soon be changed.
We are being forced on by the inevitable course of

events, and although, to many, it may appear im-

possilile for the views of the people, and the Go-
verning powers, to change in the direction indicated,
we are firmly convinced that change they must. It

is always the unexpected that happens.

The LABOtTB Question in JIacbitius is thus noticed

by the liltrcanttle Record :

" The labour question is as far off as possible from a solu-

tiou and seems to have been shelved until next session
;

iu the meantime the pluntirs have to put up with all the

exactions, demands wliether legal or nut, and prices /orced
upon them by those men whoE. they have the niist'ortune

to employ and at whose complete mercy they are. It

requires to be on the spot daily watching the goings on
upon an estate at the piesent moment, for a week ot so,
to perceive the worry, anxiety and trouble thuse in charge
of estates have to contend with to eibtaiii even a hmiied
amount of work imperfect!} performed by 3ob-n;en. It is

to be bcpetithat tlie report of the Chamber of Agriculture
will devise or suggest means of plaeing em a proper foot-

ing the vesed rjuestion of the supply of labour, anel that
Governmeut will consent to help the planters by ihe imined-
iate enacinimt of the measure.? proposed. Should the

greater part of engaged men at the expiration of tlieir

contract of service refuse to re-engage, the work of the

sugar house will be very seriously iutertered with, as almost
all mill-men have been drilled on their arrival from India,
to elo certain specified work, during their five year's en-

gagement ami on reengaging remain at that post for the

length of time they choose to stop on the estates, but

ju-^t fancy the reverse when one would have to deal with
those very same men under daili/ contract in.stead of

3 early engagement ; they would come to their work at the
hour they themselves would fix, or not come at all for

seveial days runiiii g, and w^hat confidence would the planters
have in trusting their machinery to them when not under
restraint. ? Wuulel the jlanteis willingly corfide their mules
and bulloeks to job men who might ill-treat them and

play all conceivable pianks? No, it cannot be. There are
two remedies; import fresh hand.s to the figure of 5,000

yearly or let the Govermnent help the plauttre."
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To the Editor of the Tropical Agriculturist.

EXPERIENCE IN SOUTH COORG AS TO WEED-

ING, SHADING, PRUNING, MANURING,
DIGGING, COFFlOE &c.

South Coorg, 15th Dec. 18S2.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Halliley's letters in the Tropical

Atjricu/lurist for Deo. are of great interest to planters,

and give rise to many questions well worth oonsideriag.

His statement that "wei'ls do not exhiust the soil,"

is, I fear, a mislenling one, and not intended to be

taken literally. What Mr. Ualliley means is, I thiulv,

that, wlieu estates have bscom; wejdy, instead of re-

moving the weeds from the fii'ld, we should bury
them in order to return to the soil at least some
elements which they have extracted. And it is the

very fact of having to open up the soil in order to

bury weeds that really does so much good. A carpet
of wijeds, provided the weeds are not high enough
to affi3Ct the lower primaries, will do no harm if the

soil has been previously loosened by a deep digging ;

but I have seen tiBlds of cotfee with most Inxuriaot

"carpets" of weeds, and yet the soil beneath has

been as hard and as dry as on fields without a weed,
the sole cause being want of digging. Surely no one

would advise this growing of weedj on a young clear-

ing, unless it were weeds of a larger description

(which can be easily eradicated), and which have

been left for the sike of protecting young plants

during a "break" in the monsoan. and then only
when the " brfak "

is an abnormally long one, and
the plants put in late during the rain. But very
few planters would cars even to do this, although I

think it has its advantages. As I observed in a

former lettei, where labour is abundmt there is no
reason why weeds should be tolerated in a clearing.
as for the first three ye»rs there is nothing to do

except weed and dig, in South Coorg of course due
attention being paid to shade. At the end of three

years, coffee planted 5x5, with the help of shade

trees, should pretty well cover the ground, and this

cover increasing in density every ye.ar soon checks

the growth of weed^, so that four weedings a year
would be araplf. Of course there are bare patches in

the various fi'^lds owing to vacancies, and here of

course weeds abound. On well-shaded estates weeds
are few and far between and have a very sickly ap-

pearance, and on these estates a monthly weeding is

simply waste of money, the growth of weeds during
the hot season being almost "nil" Wh'.n "borer"
became so disastrous that trees went down by rows
like ninepins, then the soil was thrown open to the

li.'ht again, and weeds abounded. To handweed was

impossible, and digging and burning found more pro-
fitable. Because an estate had a name for "cleanli-

ness,'' i. e. freedom from weeds, it was thought necess-

ary to keep up its reputation, to have a monthly
weeding when a wieding every second month would
would have been quite sufficient, and would cost no
more. If it is simply a matter of "ranking work"
for snperubundant libour, and in some cases it is,

that is another matter altogether. I look upon it from
an economic'd view, and say hat tthe labour would
be more profitably employed on other works, not-

ably on manuring, such as collection of ravine soil

etc. etc. for compost. I am no lover of weeds (bar
the fragrant weed), and to me a dirty estate is a

painful sight, but where you have weeds in abund-
ance to contend with, let them have their fair share

of labour and no more. Let them have a decent—i. e..

deep—burial, but by no means remove them from their

loved abode, and we have the consolation of know-

ing that, in exchange for property borrower! from the

soil during their life-time they will leave it a l<"gaoy

the value of which I will leave it for Mr. Harm m
to determine. Too much time devoted to weeding
"dirty" estates means, as a rule, neglect of equally

imporiant works; and, as a rule, dirty estates in .S.

Coorg that get a very few weedings look as well as

"clean" estates. And this has evidently led plant ts

in Coorg, Wynaad and other places to say tlmt weeds
if buried do no harm. I have had to deal with v ry

dirty estates, but the appearance of the o iffee has

always been good. And my opinion is (worthless,

many may say with perfect justness) that the great
secret is the constant opening of the s ul, as the

coffee gets the full benefit of the bloesiming showers
as well a» the monsoon.

Do-'S Mr. Harman rank grasses under the name of

weeds? There are certain grasses, nntably creeping

grasses such as "girkee," which I never bury but up-
root and throw ou the roads or in deep manure pit-i.

I found burying useless, as it did not kill it, but

C-iused it to increase in growth. If Mr. Halliley re-

quires H good luxuriant "carpet," and one warranted
to spread rapidly, I should recommend "

girkee." (It

is a particularly fine feed for horses, especially in dry
weather, as the roots are so succulent.) Many other

grasses die out after burjiug and do not reappear.
1 noticed one peculiarity in weeding and burying

heavy weeds mixed with grass, viz., that between the

weeclings, provided the interval was not too long, the

crops of grass and goat-weed alternated, but were

very rarely mixed. I presume the seed of are germ-
inates quicken than that of the other. Grass is, of

course, very diflScult to get rid of.

I have no doubt all the queries in "A Travancore

Planter" 's letter to the Madras Mail (T. A. p. 49)
have long ago beeu answered. But should the follow-

ing be any good to him from "quite a young thing"
in coS'^e planting experience, he is most welcome to it.

There may be just a grain of reason in them.

I. Weed most decidedly during the monsoon, and, if

your land be steep, grass-knife low instead of hand-

weeding, making pits to bury weeds. A short cover-

ing of weeds on steep land saves your soil from a

great deal of wash.
II. Erulicute creeping grasses.
III. On steep land digging during monsoon is, I

thiuk, a mistake. Better dig toward? the end of the

monsoon to a depth of 9 in. to a foot. The soil

should be well turned over and all weeds buried. If

your laud is flat begin early in the monsoon. A dry-
weather digging has the advantage of opening out

the soil for the blossom showers, but I should only
recommend this on shaded estates, as the opening of

the soil may admit too much heat to the roots of

the trees, especially young trees. (This is a mere

conjecture and is open to correction.) Loosen the

soil round the tree, but not so as to injure the roots.

The cutting of small rootlets about H ft. from the

trees seems to do no harm.

IV. Ou a fairly clean estate a man can dig 70

trees 5i x 5J. If you do a second digging the same

season and before the ground is bard, a man can dig
100 trees as a day's task. If the work is new to your
coolies they may not do so large a task the first

season.

V. A 7 lb. or 8 lb. mamotie is the best digger.
VI. This is a poser anrl requires a deal of

consideration. Until it has been proved that weeds
when buried put more into the soil than they extract,

why cultivate weeds if your place is clean. If

your place is clean then a weeding over every
2 months might be found enough. If you
weed every mouth put your weeds into the
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ground again. From the queries which I have en-

Ueavcjured to answer above, "ATravancore Planter"
most anxiously asks wbether it would pay to let

hi.5 pliiCB up in weeds. Will any advocate his doing
so? Has any one done so voluntarily? I much doubt
it. The whole "plea for weeds" has originated from

planters who have "dirty" estates to work. Weed-
ing cannot have the whole labor devoted to it solely,
and coffee does not appear to suffer, provided "weed-
ing and burying" are properly carried out. Of course

"dirty" estates in monsoon are "pointed at," and

they are ceriainly not pretty, but their crops are, as

a rule, just as good and in many cases better than
their clean-faced neighbours. It wnuld take a course of

monthly weediii^s lasting throe years to rentier a "dirty"
estate "clean," and we find "weeding and burying" in

tuch cases much more economical and results satisfactory.
As to the science of the theory I am perfectly ignorant.
1 have simply put forward fucts wliich have come
under my notict-, and I trust tliat in e.xchanye for the

valuable information reaped by many Coorg planters
from the pages of the 7. A, they may from time to

time furnish their fellow-planters all the world over
with their evperience. As Soutli Coorg now boasts of

an Association, surely some of its prominent members
can help us all with " hints and suggestions." 1 am in

exactly tlir same position as your Travanoore corre-

spondent "Xiphias." We must put forward our nasal

organ, until more able men come forward aud kindly
put it out of joint for us.

Aud now to "return to our muttons." I note Mr.
Hallih-y makes a few remarks in his letter, p. 498, on
foiking as being beneficial to the coffee, inasmuch
as It allows the roots to spead. Digging answers the

purpijse just as well. In manuring, I consider manure
thrown over an estate broad-oist as half wasted Di"
a -I mi circle on the upper side of a tree about 1^ ft.

radius from the stem and about 9 inches deep, fill

nearly with maiure and cover in again. This is much
mure economical, and the best tool to use is a quin-
tannie 9 X 4J incbts wide. Women are put on to this
woik immediately after crop. They dig the holes one
day aud fill in with manure and cover the next day.
The men are on pruning except those who are not fit

for the work. Thus pruning and mnuurini; are carried
on at the same time, and generally finished before
the blossom appears. As we have only on<3 blossom as
a rule, matters are gri atly facilitated.

As to handling, I think all planters are agreed that,
if this wi rk be carefully attended to from the bei'in-

ning, very little knifework wdl be required in prun-
ing. Thi" first consideration is to clear the centre of
all secnndaries within six inches of the stem so as to
admit light and air, and then we turn our attention
to the amount of wood to be left for the present crop,
aud leave just enough young wood for the crop after.

Thise are the mere elements of pruning and
look very well on jjaper, but pruning is a real
science and not to be learnt in one or two seasons.
If we C"uld only get such a man as Mr. Grant of the

Ouchterlony Valley to give us an exhaustive paper on

handling and pruning, he would be doing many of us
a real kindness. The system carried on in the Valley
i.s worth studying.
Once we have decided on what wood to leave, all

the remainder is chared away, and, if handling be
well attended to during monsoon where is there the
fenr of "cutting off any n.auure" or allowing any to

"go to wood," as sugte ttd by Mr. Halliley. Where
trees have been neglected, heavy pruning is the only
thing for them, but it is best to extend it over two
years. Many will disagiee with me on this po nt. 1

have tried it and succeeded. It handling be neglected,
much of the vigor of the tree is exhausted in throw-
iui; out an amount of useless wood which has ultim-

ately to be rejected. Aud in such cases Mr. Halliley,

IS perfectly justified in stating that it simply means
manure thrown away. If you want a vigorous, crop-
bearing and symmetrical tree, bundle. If you wish
your trees to obtain the utmost benefit from food sup-
plied to them in the shape of manure, handle. I
really do not think too mucU attention can be paid to
this important work. I fear I must have wearied you
by this time, so close my letter by apologising for
having taken up so much of your time.—I am dear sir

yours faithfully, AGRICOLA.
'

THE PEPPER-GROWING INDUSTRY OF WEST-
ERN INDIA : INFORMATION DESIRED.

Colombo, 23rd January 1883.
Dear Sir,—If you, or any of your correspondents

can give information respecting the cultivation of

pepper, as pursued in the Calicut and Tellicherry
districts of Southern India, you would, by publish-
ing the same in the Obacri-cr, oblige some of your
readers. Answers to these questions would be useful :—
1.— Is shade employed ?

2.—If it is, is the shade light or heavy, and what
are the most suitable shade trees?

3.—K shade is not employed, to what are the vines
trained, and how far apart are the supports? (Mem:
In Singapore and .Johore pepper is not shaded, but
trained to posts of wood stuck into cleared gi-onnd.)

4.—How high are the vines allowed to grow ?

5.—How many cuttuigs or plants are placed at each
support ?

6.—How long after being planted do the vines take
to bear ?

7.—What is a fair average yield per acre ?

8.—How is the fruit dried or cured ?

9.—What are the most suitable soils ?

10.—Is a climate with 150 inches of rainfall, well
distributed, too wet ?—Yours faithfully,

LOWCOUNTRY.
[We trust some of our correspondents in Western

India w-ill send us an answer to our correspondent's

queries : meantime, we may quote the following
practical information on the subject of pepper
cultivationfrom Porter's "

Ti-opical Agriculturist":—
"This plant thrives luxuriantly in most soils, and,
when once reared, requires comparatively little care
and labour. The perfertnce, in choosing a situation,
is usually given to level groumls along the banks of
rivers (provided they are not so low as to be in-

undated), on account of the rich vegetable mould
found in those localities, and for the advantage of
water carriage. Plantatiims of this tree are seldom
made on rising ground, unless the ascent be very
gentle ; otherwise the soil is liable to be loosened and
washed away from the roots of the vines. The good-
ness of pepper is cousid' red to depend more upon the
natural qualities of the soil than upon the care bestowed
on its cultivation. It is a hardy tropical plant, and
grows readily from cuttings or layeis, rising in several
knotted stems, which cling round any neighbouring
support, and adhere to it by means of fibres that shoot
from every joint at intervals of from six to ten inches,
aud through which it probably imbibes its nourish,
ment. If left without any means of climbing upwards,
the stalk, unable to suppirt itself, creeps along the
ground. The fibres at the joints then become roots,
but in this situation the plant would never exhibit

signs of fructification.' *

"Like ivy, it is encouraged by support to throw out
bearing shoots. If left in its natural state it climbs to

twenty or five-and-tweuty feet high; but it is more
fruitful when not allowed to attain this height. Re-
strained in its growth, to from twelve to fifteen feet

Marsden's Sumatra,
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high, it bears both foliage and flowers within a foot

of the ground ; but, in the fonnsr c;iae, the lower

part of the stem is entirely devoid of these.
'' lu order to give to the pe^iper-vines the sopport they

req-iiro, it is usual to plint snme oth»^r trees vvitii them
for that purpose. The Jaoca tree—(Artocarpus integri'

folia)
— is selected in Malabar thus to lend its support,

since the same soil is equally W"-ll adapt>'d to the

growth of both plants. In Sumatra a thorny tree,

called by the natives chingUariang (eiythrina corullo-

dendron) is employed. In Borneo the vmes are sup-

ported, like hops, by poles ;
but there is a great dis-

advantage attendant on this method, as the pols thus

exposed decay at the end of two or three years, while

the plants last many years, and they are much in-

jured in the removal of the old poles, and the placing
of new ones. Besides this, the use of poles h«s

another disadvantage in the abience of foliiigi-, which,

during the dry season, is of service iu sheltering the

vines from the too ardent rays of the sun.
" When a piece of ground is to be converted into a

pepper plantation, it is markfd out by means of a

line into regular squares, having their sides about six

feet, the intervals at which the plants are intended
to be placed from each other. The points of inter-

section are noted by slight stakes, and at etch of

these points a tree intended for the prop is planted ;

for this purpose cuttings of about t»o feet long are

put into the ground a spf^u deep ; sometimes cuttings
six feet lon.^ are used, but these often fail, are not

so vigorous as shorter ones, and generally grow crooked.
" When the shoots of chinkariang are twelve or

fifteen feet high, a heiglit they usually attain during
the second year of their growth, th.-y are topped,
and not allowed to grow much beyond this altitude.

The branches are lopped annually at the commeuce-
raeut of the rainy ^ea8on in Novemoer, leaving little

more than the stem, or otherwise the droppings from
the leaves might njure the vines.

" The usual mode of propagating the pepper-plant,
is by cuttiii){S of a foot or two in length taken from
the horizontal shoots, which spring forth from the
foot of the old vines One or two of these cuttings
are planted close to the youni; chinkariang tree, some-
times as soon as the latter has taken root but of-

tener after a lapse of six months from its first being
planted—a few cultivators allow an interval of twelve

moaths, fearful lest the growing vine should over-

piwer its support; but iu general, if this be a healthy
and vigorous shoot, so long a period of priority is unne-

cessary for its thriving, as it advances in strength
aud growth in proportion as the vine requires its

sustaining power. The vine rises about two feet in

the first year, and four or five more in the second ;

at this time, or between the second and third year
of its growth, it first begins to put forth blossoms.
In the rainy season which succeeds the fir.-)t promise
of fruit, the entwining; stem is uncoiled from its sup-
port, and placed in a spiral form into a hole dug in

the ground for the piirpode, close to its root, leav-

ing only the top of the plant above ground ; it soon
re a«oen.'ls the chiukariang-tree with renewed vigour,
and in the ensuing season the plant, then eight or
ten feet high, u.^nally bears a full crop of fruit. If
this operation be pertormed too soon, the vines will
not be forwarded than tho-e newly planted, and
will not b-ar fruit uuiil the third year. On the other
hand, if delayed lieyond the proper time for the sake
of saving the first fruit, the produce is ultimat<-ly
retaided, although the desire of a pre-ent good, iu

preference to a future greater advantage, someiimes in-

cites the cultivator to adopt this plan, and to omit
turning his plants d"wn until he has gathered in a

premature harvest. During three or four years after
the first crop, the produce annually increases ; a

plantation of about seven or eight years' growth is

then in its prime ; it continues in this flourishing
state from one to four years longer, aecordmg to the
fitness of the soil, aud then gradually declmes for

about the same period, till it. 13 no longer worth the
labour of keeping it in order. Fruit has bten gathered
from some plmta of twenty years' growth, but that

is a very uncommon circumstance. As soon as chere
is any appearance of decline iu the crop, the planta-
tion should be renewed, or rather another garden should
have been planted to succeed it, so that it may
come into full bearing at the time required. The
vines sometimes grow bushy at the top, when they mu.st
be pruned or thinned by baud ; the flexile stems gener-
ally entwine to the top of their support, and then
bend downwards, having their extremeties, as wel
as their branches, loaded with fruit. In the early
growth of the plant it is immaterial how many stalks

grow to one root ; but when it begins bi-ariuj fruit,
then only one or two stems should be s uttered to rise

and cling to the prop ;
more " ould weaken the root,

and cause it not to bear so abundantly. All suckers
and side-shoots must bd carefully removed. Some
which are healthy aud of vigorous growth are usefully
employed : trenches are cut to the neighbouring props
where the vines have failed, through these super-
fluous shoots, are conducted, and thence soon ascend
round the adjacent tree ; otherwise they are at once

separated from the parent root, and transplanted to
other spots ; by which means the plantation is of
uniform growth, though many original vines may not
have succeeded. These shoots m ly likewise go to the
formation of new gardens.

" The ground is always kept well weeded. During
June, July and August, the finer kind of grass is

permitted to remain on the ground as a protection
against the rays of the sun, aud as the mciins of pre-
serving and attracting the dews, which are then heavy.
As the vines iucrease in size, less care is necessary
in clearing the ground, since the shade prevents the
weeds from growing." Plantations are divided into gardens containing from
five hundred to one thousand plants. Industrious or

opnleut cultivators have sometimes gardens containing
as roanv as two or three thousand vmes. These gardens
are commonly separated from each other by hedges
of shrubs, and have an open border of twelve feet
wide round every garden, the gardens are kept with
scrupulous neatness :

' no rubbish, not so much as a
stick or a straw, is to be found on the ground.'
Their symmetry aud neatness give to them an ap-
pearance of beauty, although this very symmetry de-

prives them of the picturesque appearance admired by
lovers of nature. Should the season liajipen to be dry,
the cultivators are indefatigable iu giving to their

plants the necessary moisture ; nearly their whole sub-
sistence depending on the success of their crop. In

very dry weather the blossoms are liable to fall un-

timely, or to be shaken off by liigh winds, iu which
cases the crop fails. To guard against this latter

accident, the gardens are usually placed in a sheltered
situation. Long-continued drought arrests tbe pro-
gress of vegetation, but does not destroy it. We
learn iu Marsden s History of Sumatra that iu 1775
there were eight mouths of continued drought ; no
foliage appeared on the pepper plant.s, ai.d thcu general
destruc'nm was expected ; but when the rain at length
came, the blossoms appeared in a profusion unknown
before. Old gardens, which had been unproliHe for
one or two ye.irs, then put forth fljwers and b tre

fruit, so that the crop of 1776 7 was unusually
abundant.

" The customary time for gathering the principal
crop is iu .September aud October, i.notlier email crop
is obtained in Much and April. .Sometimes the gather-
ing continues at intervals the yvhole year round •

sometimes only oue crop is taken, the growth being
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irregular and dependent on the season. From the first

appearance of the blossoms, a period of four mouths

ela, ses before the berries arrive at maturity. But the

blooming is not simultaneous, and there are to be seen,

growiut; together on the same vine, clusters of flowtrs,

green fruit and berries already in a fit state for

gathering. As soon as any of the berries begin to

redden, and it is thought a favourable time for collect-

ing them, they should be plucked, for if delayed too

long they fall off. The natives make use of small

triangular ladders made of bamboo, with which they

go round the tr.'e aud reach all the fruit, which is

collectpd in small baskets slung over the shoulder of

the gatherer. It ia then con > eyed by women and

children to a smooth level spot of clean hard ground,
and there spread on mats to dry in the sun. The
vicissitudes of the weather are not thought to injure

it in this stage. As it dries it is occasionally rubned

with the hand to separate the stalks from the berries,

which soon become black and shrivelled, and assume

the wellknown appearance of the black pepper of

commerce. When dry, they are winnowed in large

round shallow sieves, and put under shelter into

vessels made of bark, until all the crop is gathered
in and dried, or until there is a sufficient quantitj to

be carried to the factory. That gathered in the pro-

perest stage of maturity will shrivel the least; if taken

off the tree too soon, it will, after being dried, quickly
become mere dust."

The latest reference to Pepper cultivation we have

seen is in the BangooH Gazette, as follow.s :
— " An inter-

esting experiment is going on in Sandoway, inauj^ur-

ated we believe by Colonel bladen, who found the pepper
vine growing wild in this district. An area of 623 acres

has been planted with cuttings in the hope that a new

industry will be inaugurated thereby. The pepper
vine take» three years to yield fruit, and then continues

bearing f.ir seven years. Tiie cutiii.gs when once put
down require very little care or attention, and this

produce therefore seems admirably adapted to Bur-

mese laziness. In Mergui, under Captain Butler's care,

both pepper and vanilla have succetded, and there is

ther.fore a good prospect of success for the experi-
mental cultivation of the pepper vine at Sandoway.
We should like to see cuttings supplied to other Go-

vernment plantation at Pahpnon, and Magayee, whilst

Mr. Petley, who lias succeeded fairly "ell with tea,

coffee and cinchona on the Toungoo hills would doubt-

less be glad to try his hand at pepper also if supplied
with cuttings. A pepper garden, at a distance, looks

something like a Keuti-'h hop field. At .Singapore and

Peiiaiig pepper is found to grow well on a fair upland

soil, the vini-s needing only occasional pruning and

weeding. Witb manuring the yield is aluudant, and

proves a good source of income to the Ch.namen and

Malays piincipallv employed in its cultivation. Clove

trees, which thrive so well in the Stra ts Settlements,

might be profitably introduced into Burma. The tree

is described as a lovely one which flowers freely. The

bud of the flower, just before its opening constitutes

the spice which is lu such great demand for export.

Tlie buds, which are white in colour, resembling snow

driips, are gathered by the young people of both

sexes aud dried in the sun which causes ihem to turn

dark in colour and shrivel up. The gathering time

lasts for a few days only as the bud after flowering

loses much of its strength."
—Ed ]

Cinchona Sked and Crotons in Java.— Batavia, 27th

Dei'ember.—Cinchouu planters here are greatly dis-

quieted at the announcement that, in future, cinchona

seeds will be sold to applicants at ttie Government

plantations
in .Java. inste.ad of being supplied gratis to

encou age the culture. Not from any disiucliuation

to pay the price fixed but because knowing the extra-

ordinary prices paid for seeds by British Indian

planters they dread competition from the latter. It

is even said that sometimes seeds thus given away
have found their way to British India at high rates.

At Batavia among the natives and foreign orientals,
there is a singular speculative trade in a sort of orna-

mental plant, the Australian croton, which is not
rare among Europeans here and brings at present,
in the native speculative market, prices ranging
from 40 to 100 guilders per plant."

—Batavia Dagblad
in StrnUs Times.

Cinchona.—There are evidently good times in store

for fortuuate cinchona growers when, in space of ten

months, renewed bark of 6 years old officinalis trees in-

creases fifty per cent the sulphate of quinine in it.

This is the case with lot .38 in the sale announced

by Messrs. Robinson and Dunlop. Lot 31 of renewed
Succirubra shavings is another instance of this kind.

Wheu one considers the enormous quantity of natural

bark shaved this year, it is quite permissable to live in

cheerful hope of the next shaving as one hkely to make
up for much of the failure of our coffee crops.

—"Ceylon
Times."
The Mowra Tree.—ThefuU text of the letter from

the Government of India to che Bombuy Government

stating the grounds upon which assent to the Abkari
Bill was refused, has been published. From it we

g.vther that, although the question of illicit distilla-

tion and the evils resulting therefrom was taken into

consideration, the main grounds assigned for the refusal

are the dangers incurred in placing a wild food-staple
such as the mowra flower* under official restraint. In

mauj" districts in the Bombay presidency, in parts of

Bengal, in a very large portion of the Central Pro-

vinces, in a portion of .Madras, and in the states of

Central India bordering upon Khandeish, the mowra
flower is extensivelv used as an article of food ; and
should the first promulgating of any such regulations
as those contemplated by the Bombay Government

hapijcn to coincide with a season <if scanty rainfall

an event of no rare occurrence, especially in the Bheel

districts, the danger of an out-break among the tribes

would be very great. And further than this, the pro-

posal to reuulate the trade, and to pay people for

collecting the flower, is opposed to the general policy
of the Government of India, which desires to interfere

as little as possible with trade.—Frieml of India.

Native Agriculturb.—The attention of the Ceylon
and other Governments and of Agricultural Societies is

attracted to the following extract from an Indian

paper:— "With an intelligent knowledge of the treat-

ment of crops and soils, and suitable agricultural appli-

ances, which might be acquired in the course of

a year or two of practical study in agricultural
classes of the sort established with such marked I

success in Hyderabad, Sind, the sons of zemindars i

would, in their own districts and among their own '

teiinants, be the means of scattering information, in-

troducing new and well tried methods, aud suitable
\

implements and contrivances, which otherwise would

scarcely be brought into notice. The influence which
men trained in this practical fashion would be able

to exercise on Indian agriculture would be much

greater and further reaching than anything which 1

hitherto Agricultural Departments and Model Farms
have been able to effect. Each zemindar, so trained,

would be a centre of knowledge and reference in
]

his own district ; and it is not all Utopian to

hope that many so trained would on their own
land curry on practical esperimeuts with crops of i

various kinds, that would be as likely, at all events,

as some experiments at Government farms are, to ,

result ill the advancement of indigenous methods ,

aud the development of textile 'and other agri-

cultural and commercial products."
'

* Mowra or Mowah, Bassia longifoUa.
—Ed.

\
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THE KAXGKA TEA PLANTATIONS.
These lie along the slopes of the North-AYest Himalayas,

nestling at xhe feet of grand mountains of from 10,000
to 16,000 fe^t high, and comprising, between the Kavee
and the Sutlej, 8.000 square miles of couzitry. The district

of Kancra proper, leaving out the sub-division of Kulu,
and the highly picturesque native states of Mundi, Sooket.
and tlhumba, extends from the Beas, where the uatiu-al

watershed divides it from the Hooshiarpore district, to
the boundary of the llundi State, near Byjnath, on the
one side, and to Noorpoore on the other. It is in this

lovely valley that most of the European Tea-planters have

settled, and made around them comfortable homes and
homesteads, which remind the sunscorched visitor from
the plains of India of far-off English farms.
At the upper part of the valley, and lying opposite to

a huge gorge in the mountains, from which the planters
obtain their daily supply of ice in the summer, lies Palum-
pore, the headquarter station of the Tea district, with its

Government offices, rest-house, dispensary, planters' club
and beautiful little church. Talunipore, which is 4,000 feet
above the sea-level, enjoys an excellent climate for eigh*^
or nine months in the year; during the other months the
heat and rains are somewhat disagreeable, although ad-

mirably adapted to the growth of Tea. The beautiful
little station is situated on a serieL^ of gently sloping knolls
of green turf, thickly studded with C'heel trees (Pinus
longifolia), and has the universal Kangra background of

mighty mountains. The place is greatly indebted to the
exertions of Sir Douglas Forsyth, wuo did a great deal
for it and its immediate neighbourhood whilst he was the
Commissioner of the district. His attempt to estabhsh an
annual fair at Palumpore, to induce traders from Yarkand
and other distant provinces of Central Asia to open up
trade with British India, is matter of history; and the
causes of its failure are written in the records of the

diplomatic offices of England and Kussia.
When land has been selected and purchased (no easy

tasks in a district where by a mistake in the settlement
a great portion of the waste, or uncultivated lands suit-
able to Tea were given to the natives, and where the
bargains have for the most part to be made with the wily
intrigiung Hindu), and whilst it is being cleared of jungle
and prepared for a Tea garden, the seed for the future

plantation must be sown. The original seed which was
used in the district was introduced by Dr. Jameson, the
official Government pioneer of Tea cultivation, who selected
Hotta, Bawarnah, and Negreta as gardens, and sowed that
seed which he had brought from the Dehrah Doon and
which became so reproductive in the soil of the Kangra
Valley that it now supphes the planters of its uative Doon,
and many of the younger Tea districts. H. H. the Maha-
rajah of Cashmir has of late been a large purchaser of
seed, for, not content with energetically pushing on the
growth of Vines and Hops, His Highness seems bent at
the same time on producing something with which his people
may cheer them.selves and escape inebriation.
The seed is carefully removed from all Tea bushes in

the garden during October and November by boys, girls,
and women. A large yield of seed is an indication of
something wrong in cultivation, or season, or soil. The
planter's object is to grow as much new, vigorous leaf as
possible, and cultivation suited to leaf production is not
productive of an abundance of seed or fruit; and, there-
fore, all that advertising dealers and brokers tell the public
about flower and seed is simple nonsense to those who
unders-tand the business, and have ever seen Tea grownd
and made.
The ripe seed, which is picked in the autumn, has not

shed its outer husk, and is sown entire as it comes from
the bush in neatly made nursery drills a foot apart and
4 inches deep, a shaded spot being selected for the seed
bed that it may be protected from the cold of winter
and the parching heat of the full summer's sun. As the
necessary decay of the seed takes place in germination the
outer husk decays and feeds the young plant. Although
this care is necessary in raising seedlings in th,- comparatively
temperate climate of Kangia, the hot steaming climate of
Assam, where Tea is iudij^enous, picduces all vegetation
in such luxuriance that the seed has but to be dibbled
into the land which it is permanently to occupy like a
row of Beans.

CULTIVATION.

The periodical rains commence in the Kangra district
on or about June 15, and, if they be not too heavy, the
seedlings may be transplanted to their places in the garden
at the beginning of July. For this planting out arrange-
ments will have been made during the winter months.
In rich soils, where the growth of the bushes will be
quick and luxuriant, the seedlings are put in at greater
distances from each other than in poorer soils, where th«
bushes will be longer in approaching each other. Accord-
ing to soil, these pits, 2| feet deep by li foot wide, are

dug in rows varj-ing from 5 feet by 5 feet in good soil,
to 3 feet by 4 feet in poor soil, and into each of these

pits from ten to twelve seedlings are planted. The coolies
who put them in are drilled by a jemadar, or headman;
who takes his place and orders from the planter him.self;
and so well is the work done in this way that the plants
are rarely an inch out of the direct line, or of the proper
depth in the soil. Under the magic wand of Euglish energy,
what was but now virgin soil of the forest or the village
common, or the arable land of the natives, is a young
Tea plantation, not yet ready to be blucked, but growing
wondrously fast, needing to be carefully terraced to keep
the soil up, if it be on a slope, and to be sometimes
irrigated in hot, dry weather. In three years the plants
in good soil begin to be profitable, and need no further

waterings, although they are not in full bearing for, perhaps,
seven or eight years.

During their minority each plant requires careful culti

vation, constant hoeing, fah-ly liberal manuring, and
judicious pruning. In November the winter cultivation of
the matui-e bushes begins. Divisions of men—the strongest
and possibly the least intelligent—are told off to hoe the

garden throughout 1 foot deep; and this hoeing work
shoidd go on all the year round with variations at different
seasons of the depths of hoeing.

Simultaneously with the hoeing, so that all that is cut
off the bushes may go back and be buried in the soil, the
pruning commences. As pruning is one of the most im-
portiiut works on a plantation, so is it one on which there
is the greatest diU'ereuce of opinion. A great many ex-

periments have been made in the art, and probably planters
have not yet learned all the science of the subject. Ten
years ago an indiscriminate slashing off of the top of the
bush and cutting three or four large holes into the body
of the plant, to let in light and air, was the style of

pruning most in vogue, chiefly on account of its fancied

economy. By this method of pruning number-less shoots
no doubt sprung up in the spring, but from the very fact
of their being so numerous the bush was choked up as
to all ofter-growth, and became a mass of unproductive
crows'-feet.

Thorn pruning was next tried, and it may answer ad-

mirably in a cold climate, but certainly it is not the
proper method for shrubs in a high temperature, such
as i'ea requires, for they need protection from the sun's

rays and from electric and winter hail, without which the
wood branches and the sap dries.

Coppicing, as a last remedy for old woody plants, was
then tried

;
but the remeily is a most severe one ; the plant

loses much strength by the inevitable bleeding which takes

place, and consequently the new shoots it makes are weak
and feeble.

A new method of pruning which has been introduced
into the valley is at present the approved one. The old,

white, gnarled wood, and all the "
whipcord," is cut off

entirely an inch or two below the surface of the soil in
such a way as shall cause the bush to bleed as little as

possible. Then all the long, strag:gling shoots are cut back,
no matter how good their material may be; and Irstly, all

the shoots are cut back close to the finest bud growing
from the axilla of the leaf, which is left to act as shelter
Bushes of about 4 feet in height are the most convenient

for boys and girls to pick from, and some of the finest
bushes in the Kangra Valley gardens are of this height,
and or 7 feet in diameter.

Pnuiing operations are going on from November to the
end of the first week in March. Buys in India are almost

always sharper and more active anil willing than men.
Strong, picked men cut out the thick, tough wood from
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beneath the soi], and the lighter pruning is done by the

boys. The best pruner cannot average more than tventy
full-grown bushes in a day.

—A Planter.— (3ar(hntr>'

Chronicle.

SEKICULTtTKE.
If reports are correct the osage-orange will probably,

before long, ri\ al with the mulberry as food for silkworms.

Professor C. V. Riley, Entomologist attached to the Agri-
cultm-al Department ot the i'nited States of America,
has been trying to feed some varieties of these precious
worms on the leaves of this new tree for eleven con-

secutive years, and has invariably obtained the best quality
of silk. The tests made at the recent silk fair at Phila-

delphia seem to have established the fact that a larger

yield of silk can be obtained from worms fed on the

osage-orange than from mulburry-fed worms. The osage-

orange is a spreading tree called by botanists Maclura
anrantiaca. It is a native of the southern parts of the

United States, and attains, in its natural state, a height
of from 30 to 60 feet. It is, however, frequently kept
dwarf—and used as a hedge plant, for which purpose
its strong spines render it suitable. Its leaves are large,

entire, egg-shaped. Its flowers are inconspicuous, yellowish

green, and produce large roimd fruits from three to five

inches in diameter and of a fine golden colour, beautiful

to the eye, but scarcely eatable. Seedlings of this tree

were, we understand, introduced some years ago into the

Saharaupore Botanical Gardens, where there exist now
several trees of the kind of various sizes and ages in

healthy growth. In \new of the above proved value of

the tree in silk culture, the Superintendent of the Gardens
has been asked by our Department of Revenue and Agri-
culture to take steps to raise cuttings for distribution.

The Superintendent has expressed his readiness to do so,

and has informed the Department that he will, afe the

same time, forward a few cuttings for experimental plant-

ing in the Horticultural Garden at Lucknow.—L.—Asian.

PEPPERMINT GROWING IN AMERICA.
As is well known, the cultivation of Peppei*mint at

Mitcham is one of the chief crops in the famed medical
and herb gardens that abound in that neighbourhood.
Oil of Peppermint distilled from Mitcham grown plants is

celebrated throughout the world, and consequently realizes

the highest price of any Peppermint oil in the market.
Two qualities of Peppermint oil, however, are distilled at

Mitcham, fuinished by plants of totally different habits,
as seen growing in the Peppermint fields. They are dis-

tinguished as the "White and Black Peppermint, the first

being known to botanists as Mentha piperita var. officinalis,

and the second as M. piperita var. vulgaris. A field of

White Peppermint is of a bright green, the individual

stems of tbe plants being also of a lightish green-white;
the black form is of a much darker green, and the stems
are of a piuplish colour. It grows to a greater heiglit
than the wliite form, and is much more robust in habit.

The oil, though produced in greater quantity from this

variety, is not so highly valued, as it has a less delicate

flavour. Peppermint, besides being grown at Mitcham, is

cultivated to some extent in the counties of Lincoln,

Cambridge, and Herts, as well as in France, Germany, and
Southern India, and on a very large scale in America.

An account of the cultivation recently appeared in 2\>^ew

Remedies, from which the following notes are gathered.
The account is descriptive of a visit to Wayne County,

in New York State. It is now upwards of fifty years since

Peppermint was first cultivated in that locality for its oil;

the first attempt in America being made in Massachusetts.

For many years it has also been grown in a few counties

iu Ohio, and in some parts of Upper Canada (Ontario).
Its growth in Michigan was first undertaken in 1855. and
has since steadily increased. Western New York, how-

ever, produces the largest quantity of oil, and it is said

that the products of that region are characterised by a

finer aroma than that produced in most other localities in

America. Of late growers and refiners have devoted special
attention to the selection of the best varieties of the plant.
and to the qualities of the product. In AVayne County
alone more than 3,000 acres of Mint are cultivated annually,

with an average yield of about 201b. of oil to the acre,
or a total yearly production of over 00,000 lb.

It is estimated that the annual proiluction of oil of

Peppermint throughout the world is about i)U,0UU lb., which
would show that by far the lai-gest portion—certainly
two-thirds—comes from the Wayne Country, New York,
region. The Peppermint harvest commences in America
early in August, or as soon as the plant is in flower (by
which time it will have attained a height of about 2 feet
or upwards), and continues into September, warm or hot
weather being essential at harvest time that the plant
may produce oil abundantly. The first crop is the best,
the second year's of less value, and the thii'd year the

ground may be again ploughed, and the crop allowed to

spring up trom the broken roots. The yield in the third

year, when the ground is treated in this manner, is some-
what less than that of the fii-st year. After this the land
should be devoted for a time to some other crop. Not
only is the yield most abundant in the first year, but the

crop is more free from weeds than during the subsequent
years, and the oil is correspondingly purer. The weed
which causes most trouble is the Broom-weed, Mare's-tail,
or Fire-weed (Erecthite hieracifolia), a Composite yield-

ing a volatile oil which is bitter and pungent, and by
its presence impairs the naturally fresh, penetrating, and
delicious taste of the pure oil of Peppermint.
The Mint is cut with a sickle, scythe, or mowing-

machine, according to the fancy of the cidtivator. After

cutting it is allowed to wither in the sun for five or sis

hours, and is then raked into "
cocks," where it remains

a short time before being distilled. This process is found
to give a larger yield of oil, and to improve the odour
of the product. It is not every cultivator that is provided
with a stiil, but stills are found distributed about the

Peppermint region at convenient distances. Some are of

the most primitive character, while others are eonstructed
more elaborately. The apparatus and method dift'er from
that employed in Europe, where the fire is applied to

the still. In America the still consists of a wooden tub
or vat of heavy staves hooped with iron. The withered
Mint is packed into the vat by treading with the feet until

the vat is full, when a cover, made steam-tight with
rubber packing, is fastened down with screw clamps. A
steam-pipe connects the lower part of the vat with a

steam-boiler, and another pipe from the centre of the
cover connects the vat with the condensing worm. The
latter varies in size according to the capacity of the still,

but becomes progressively smaller towards the outlet. The
worm is so placed as to have a constant stream of cold

running water surrounding it. The steam from the boiler

being admitted to the vat at a pressure of 30 to 40 lb.,

the oil of the Mint is volatilised and mixed with the steam
condensed in the worm. The mixed oil and water are

collected iu the receiver, where the difference in their

specific gravity causes them to separate. No attempt is

made to re-distil the water which separates, and a con-

siderable loss of oil which is held in solution doubtless

re.sults from this lack of economy.
The oil is packed in tin cans, or glass demijohns, hold-

ing about 20 lb. each. The glass demijohns are much the
best when the oil is to be kept for any length of time,
as its good qualities are more fully retained, and it is less

liable to ttiscoloration. From the oil thus produced the

refiners and exporters make their selections, and upon
their judgment in selecting, skill in refining, and their

honesty, as well as the care used in excluding foreign .

plants from the crop, depends the quality of the oil found
in the market. It is very probable that most of the

adulteration which this oil undergoes takes place after it

has left the hands of the original refiners and dealers.

At the present time Wayne C-ounty, New York, grows,
refines, and exports the greater quantity of all the oil of

Peppermint grown in the United States and Canada.
Oil of Peppermint is sometimes adulterated with

turpentine, and also with oil of Hemlock. Pure oil of

Peppermint, as exported from Wayne County, is colourless,

and resembles the English oil, except that its odour and
taste are somewhat less pungent and penetrating. The
oil deteriorates vnXh age, and the aroma becomes more
faint; after a certain number of years it thickens, and
the colour becomes of a yellowish tinge; exposed for a

long time to air it becomes resinous.— Gardener's' Chronicle,
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CEYLON PLANTERS IN TEXAS.

The following ,ire extracts from pi-ivate letters from

a former Ceylon planter to a friend in our island :
—

"Jacksboro, Texas, Oct, Gth, 1882.

"Here we are I hope at a resting-place at last; at

any rate Ihe above will find us. We are in treaty

for acres 160—5 miles from here ;
if we get that it

will give us access to several thousand acres of splendid

pasture. I only trust we may get it, but it wauts

great care the most of the state is taken up by

speculators : and the land laws are most complicated.

The fortunes made hereabouts sometimes in a few

days are marvellous, I need hardly tell you by people

who have been about for some time and know the

country : crowds of what were only cow-boys a few

years ago can speak of their thousands of % or cattle,

and there the cattle ai-e, it is no idle boast. If we

get this land, on sheep alone we seem certain of 50

per cent per annum, pretty sure of 75, and clear

of disease may double in the yenr. Such is the testi-

mony of ranchmen we have met in our wanderings :

they told us what they started with and shewed us

their sheep. One of the mosi trustworthy, a Mr. Keel,

bought 500 ewes and 10 rams; by the end of the year
he had from two clips cleared the purchase money S2

per head, and had 97 per cent increased in stock.

What you think of even half ihsuf. good, ain't it ! ! !

" We have had, are having, and will have, the hard-

est, roughest and dirtiest time of it I ever had all

my life: nothing to eat but fat bacon and sweet

potatoes or home-made bread, sometimes a bed some-

times the floor, with clothes you had to keep on for

warmi-h, but dare not t.ike off your own for filth. One
handkerchief is doing duty yet after three weeks, but

it smells sweet to some of the pillows; fleas, bugs and

musquitos kept us lively sometimes. This place is

called clean and is so for Te.xas, but (here is- only one
wash basin and one towel for dozen?. Oh for our own
shanty : rough ii may but clean it shall be ; our food
must be plain, but it won't be floating in the infernal

grease everything is. After leaving the train and tak-

ing to the saddle we must have ridden at least ."00

miles, often without food all day: it was impossible
to keep to the so called roads, but we fortunately
ahvays came to a house and never had to sleep out
all night. It is a grand grazing country and no mis-

take, and land could be had dirt cheap if we only
knew where to go, as »e shall do in a year or so.

School lands con be rented or purchased for 1$, 20

years to p-iy, so that is tine land for 3 cents an acre,
and quit when grass i-uns out. We see bright pros-

pects ahead, grin, and try to bear it. I am just u|i

after a sharp dose of bilious fever frrim bad water I

believe, for it seems a lovely climute (one year's record

enclosed, Government account) :
—

1881. inches. Highest. Lowest. Average
.September Rain 632 Temp. 101
October „ 317 „ 91

November „ -87 „ 80
December „ 177 „ 77

January „ 1'96 „ 7.5

February „ 4 04 „ 74
March „ 79 „ 86

April... „ -54 „ 93

M,ay ... „ 2-72 „ 95
.Tune... „ 208 „ 109

.Tuly... „ 10-51 „ lOG

August ., 3-90 „ 97

86
38.67

S3
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BLACK AND WHITE LABOUR IN QUEENS-
LAND,

were thus cUacusaetl by Mr. Hume Black, mem-

ber for the Mackay sugar district, in addressing his

constituents. It will be seen that Mr. Black is en-

tirely opposed to the Chinese immigration, because

the Chinese directly compete with white men. But

he is favourable to black labourers being introdaced

to do what white men cannot, and even then only

on condition that such labourers are not allowed to

settle. We quite appreciate the dilBculties of the

case, but we doubt if the Government of India will

sanction emigration to countries where the coolies

are nnt allowed to remain if they choose :

" On a previous occaeion in that hall, he told them
that he would put his foot down on any attempt to

introduce colored labour without the most stringent

regulations in reference to their return and the em-

ployment to be undertaken by them. He was op-

posed to tlie introduction of Sinhalese without regual-
tions aud considered that by the jiresent means of

bringing them here tliey would come into conflict

with the working classes of the whole colony. The
Government had no more to do with it than the

gemlemen so loudly declaiming against them at present.
The Government have no power to stop or control it,

and this is a great- danger to the working men of the

colony
—a danger in fact to all classes. The Govern-

ment were deterred by the so-called Liberal party from

taking action in the matter, and it now rests with the

people of the colony to enter their emphatic protest

against this conduct on the part of the Liberal repre-

sentatives, and insist on the Government framing regula-
tions in tins matter. So long as control labour is

introduced under a similar, form to the Kanaka regula-

tions, at present existing, it would be a source of bene-

fit to us, but without regulations it would be simply a

curse. He had seen the district thrive and prosper in

a way no other part of the colonies had done ; he had

proved beyond the possibility of question that for every
£10 spent on kanakas £90 was spent on white labour,

he bad proved that coloured labour absorbed only 10

per cent of the expenditure on plantations here, and
with these facts before him, and his knowledge that

the industry followed here could not exist without
reliable labour, he would never be the one to strike a

Wow at the industry which would result in the dea-

truction of that by which his constituents—one and all—
earned a good living. A hirge and important Company
was now attempting to further develope the resource,

of the district, but without reliable labour to carry on

their works—lalxiur that the Government could regu-

late—things would come to a standstill, aud cause an

enormous loss to the district. He was astonished to

find such an outcry against the coolie, when they had

been letting in the Chinese in swarms without a pro-

test of any kind. At the present time there were in

the colony 11,000 Chinese, and when the Minerals'

Bill was under discussion in the House it was sug-

gested that they should work on plantations and not

interfere with the miner. To this he uttered a de-

cided protect in the House as he considered Chinese

labour antagonistic to the prosperity of the oniony
and really coming into competition with white labour.

^\s a politician he was utterly opposed to the intro-

duction of the Chinese, and he certainly was as-

tonished that no outcry had been made against
them in Mackay ; the peo)ile had simply let them

come in swarms whilst their attention was being
attracted by the coolie cry. He would put it to his

constituents' whether it would not be better now to

have liibour introduded under proper regulations thm
to compel people to emploT, as they now are doing

in large numbers, a class of labour to which the pub-
lic expressed such marked aversion, namely, the
Chinese, and also to put a stop to the introduction
of all sorts of mixed coloured labour without any
regulatious, confining them to tropical agriculture,
and regulations compelling their return home
after the expiry of their agreenients. He felt
certain that if immigrants were asked at home
to come and work in the caaefields they would
decline, and he considered it would be au in-
sult to o9'er to put them to work of such a descrip-
tion. During the past twelve months 1,100 immigrants
had been introduced into the district from Europe,
and when the great estates were cut up and sold,
or leased, which they eventually would be, and cen-
tral mills formed, they might be able to do away with
colored labor. At the present time labor for tropical
agriculture was in great demand all over the Northern
districts and the readiness with which European im-

migrants meet with employment proved conclusively
that colored labor was opening up a gigantic field

for Europeans that would otherwise not have existed.
Plantations were being formed on the Burdekin, the
Johnstone, the Tully, the Herbert and the Mclvor
Rivers, and for all of these planta ions a large amount
of labor was required, and; if we intended to keep
our own district pre-eminent, we must supply it witli

labor—but only labor under Government regulations.
In ten years' time our supply of sugar will more than
meet the requirements of the colonies, and we
shall have to go to the old world for a market, which
means an immediate reduction in valueof £5 per ton ;

therefore, he would have them pause before they at-

temped to do anything detrimental to their own in-

terests. The .South Australian Government passed a
Coolie Bill, last session, for the regulation of this
kind of labor and they intended to open up the North-
ern Territory for the cultivation of all kinds of

tropical produce, Mackay having conclusively proved
the value of tropical agriculture to the colony. The
Pandora Sugar Company, in Rockhampton, was started
with the distinct understanding that no black labor
was to be employed ; what was the consequence? The
shareholders have been compelled to admit that the
estate cannot be carried on with pi-ofit unless black
labor is procured. The district of Mackay at one time
was only a cattle ruu, which gave support to only a
few Europeans ; now it was developed into the greatest

sugar-producing district in Australia. This result had
been arrived at by the judicious employment of

European and colored labor. At first the introduction
of colored Labor was looked upon with great suspicion,
and it was considered necessary to protect the interests

of the colored laborer by the introduction of the

Polynesian Act. Since then that Act has been amended,
and was known as the Pacific Islands Labourers" Act.
It regulated the introduction of colored labor, and
it restricted the labor to tropical and semi-tropical

agriculture. Under these restrictions he had seen the

productions of the district of Mackay increase to the
value of half-a-millioii. Formerly the exports were
little or nothing ; at present the value of the indus-

try at Mackay was half-a-million. In the course of a
few years the value of the exports alone would be
not less than one million in money. It was a most
remarkable thing that in fifteen years they should
see an industry sudd''nly spring up in their midst,

doing no harm to anyone, developing to the value

of something like a million sterling, Hud adding to

the agricultural wealth of our colony. Had it de-

prived the working man of his means of subsistence;
had it brought about the aggrandisement of the rich

or so-called rich, to the detriment of the poor? It

had not. It had been the means of securing abund-
ance and prosperity to every man woman and child

who had settled down in the districts iu which sugar
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cultivation was carried on. During the past session

in »ne of the debates iu the Assfmbly, the hon.

Member for Enoggera proposed that Italians and Uer-

mans should be brought out to take the place of

Kanakas, and that after five years' service in a serv-

ile capacity, they were to be allowed to mix with

a 'superior race.' This vile insinuation on Germans
and Italians he did not allow to remain unanswered;
and he repudiated with scorn the proposal to employ
Germans as a servile race to do the work now per-

formed by Kanakas: it was well known that Germans
and Scandinavians were some of our best colonists.

He hoped wo should never have to place white men
on our plantations to do the work at present perfor-
med by the Kanaka. He would consider it slavery

indeed, and he would never ask a white man to do

it. The coolie must be brought here to meet the

pressing demand fxr labor, but under Government re-

gulations, so that they must not be allowed to in-

oroach on the legitimate employment of Europeans,
and must be returned after the expiration of their

period of service. The supply of kanakas was fall-

ing off; no matter what number of ships were to be

placed in the trade, they would not be obtainable.

He trusted that the question of colored labor would
be shortly settled upon a firm basis satisfactory to

all parties.
"—

(Jueeitslander.

INDIAN TEA (IN THE KANGRA VALLEY).
Picking.

The sap begins to rise in March, and by the middle
of April the first flush or picking comes on, and

every available man, woman, and child in the neigh-

bouring villages is hunted up to reinforce the per-
manent coolies of the establishment. A man and a

boy per acre are required for a garden in full yield,
at 4 Es., 3 Rs., Or 3 Es., Sa., a month respectivel3'.

On a garden of 600 acres there would therefore, at

times, be the responsibility of 1000 coolies on the

head of one European, who has himself only to rely

upon for good management and efficient work. The
flushes continue in greater or less strength and vigour,
from April to the end of October. A long, succulent

shoot runs up of four, five, or even six leaves, and
from these three or four are taken, as the case may be ;

the whole shoot, stem and leaves, is picked off by
the fiugers down to the leaf which is left to shelter

the bud from which the new flush is to spring. At
times the growth is so rapid that by the time the

pluckers have been round the whole garden in the

course of two or tluee weeks, and have, with their

nimble little fingers of both hands at work at the

same time, taken off all shoots that are then ready
for plucking, new shoots have come to perfection. It

is astonishing how few mistakes these pluckers make,

they become suck adepts at the work that is very
seldom that too few or too many ready leaves are

picked from any particular shoot.

Prepabation of the Leaf.

During a good Hush some 5000 lb. a day of leaf
j

will be plucked on the plantation, and when it is

brought to the factory, if it be intended to make black

Tea from it, it must all be spread out iu thin layers to

wither. The planter's ingenuity, after all his floors

and tables arc covered, is much exercised to contrive

surface for this necessary process. High racks are I

constructed, and divided by thin slips of wood or wire,

so as to form lofty stands for series of light Bamboo

trays, which contain the leaf. In this way the air

circulates among the bright, fresh green leaves, and
what was life to them whilst they were on the bushes

now brings decay, and i^y the following morning the

day's picking is changed to a dark green colour, and
the crisp leaves have become withered, soft, and

pliable.
/

The rolling process, which follows next, is in some

gardens carried out by machinery-, and thereby much
labour is s.^vcd, though perhaps not altogether to the

bentit of the leaf. We will, therefore, keep to the

old plan. A hundredweight of the withered leaf is

given out to every three men, and if tlie leaf be suc-

culent it will take them four or five hours to roll this

properly : the work is hard and exhausting, and very
often the men begin as early as 3a.i«. to get it well

over before the great heat of the day comes on. Each
man takes as much at a time as he can grasp and

conveniently cover with his hands, then with arms
and hands he gives a sort of rotatory movement to

the leaf, which he presises with the palms and heels

of his hand, and deftly gathers together with his

fingeis, wuriiiug the mass so as to break all the cells

of the leaf and free the sap. and at the same time to

give it that curled and twisted form peculiar to manu-
factured Tea. When sufficiently manipulated the

mass leaves the hand iu the shape of a ball, and
is placed to ferment in baskets, which will hold about
2 cwt. each, lined aud covered with damp blankets.

The amount of fermentation given to tlie leaf is a

matter of great importauce, and recjuires in its legula-
tion much judgment and experience ;

the process can
be checked or encouraged at the will of the planter,
whose object it is to produce a leaf of a bright colour,
like a new penny, which is also the colour the finished

Tea should have after infusion.

When the proper amount of fermentation has been
'

obtained, the balls of leaf are taken out of tne basket,
broken up, and thrown into metal pans, to be cooked
over a gentle fire. This at once checks and stops
the fermenting of the leaf, and makes it softer aud
more pliable for the second rolling, which is gener-

ally necessary at this stage. The leaf is from this

time called "Tea," but it would seem that it is not

yet quite a finished article ; for even after panning,
the colour of the newly manufactured Tea is liable to

change, becoming, as it is thought, oxidised by the

action of the air. It is the planter's business to see

that one jirocess of manufacture succeeds another as

quickly as possib'e, and he immediately spreads the

new Tea on Bamboo mats, or sheets of zinc, and

places it in the hot sun, which quickly dries up into

tile Tea all the remaining sap, fixes the twist, aud
adds a bloom like that on a d' ied Raisin. To pre-
vent the i^ossibility of the Tea becoming sour, and '.

any loss of aroma from exposure, it is, after a short

expo.sure to the sun, taken to tlie long, narrow firing-

rooms, which run along the sidei of the factory, and

placed in wire-gauze trays, holding about 2 lb. each
of Tea, over charcoal fires, which are contained in

long narrow troughs of masonry, about two feet high.

Supposing 100 lb. of Tea to be over the fires at one
time in these 2 lb. trays, it would reqnire an hour and
a half to dry the Tea sufficiently for packing, and as

space is limited the Tea is usually fired to i3uch an
e?teut as will prevent its turning sour, and finished

off afterwards.
SoETiNO FOR Market.

All that rem'iins is to classify aud sort the Tea, and
to pack it for market. A certain amount of classifi-

cation has been going on during manufacture ; and
the larger and coarser Tea can be separated from the

ma.'is by sifting it, but after that the Tea has to be
shaken out pound by pound on to Bamboo tr.iys, and
sorted by the quick fingers of boys and girls, who,
whilst they separate the various c|iialities of Tea, pick
o^it all ueelesj and foreign matti r. This is a long and
tedious work, and, to the uniniti ited, seems hopeless.
Each estate keeps its own sawyers, carpenters,

anil smiths, who cut the tree^ from the forest—
which the planter should always be careful to include

in his land purchases—saw the planks, and make the

chests iu in which the Tea is packed, and which, lined
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with sheet lead, are sent off to Calcutta or London.
The season's Tea is sent in as few consignments as

popsilile, to secure uniformity of appearance and taste

to the various "brealss."—Gardeners' Chronicle.

COMMERCE BETWEEN INDIA AND CEYLON
AND THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.

As a result of the Melbourne International Ex-

hibition and the representation of Indian and Ceylon

products, a very considerable expansion of trade has

already taken place between the Eastern and the

Southern P'lssessions of Britain. The one article tea

has risen troni the most modest dimensions in 1879

to a quantity already represented by a couple millions

of lb., the demand for this strong and pure article

being still ahead of supjily. In other products the

trade is increasing, so that the" lines
"
of goods taken

by the southern colonists from India have consider-

ably more than doubled since ISSO. Australia has horses,

preserved meats (in due time frozen meat), wines,
fruits, &c., to send in return for tea, coffee, cinnamon,
oils, seeds, fibres, &e., The great hindrance to

almost indefinite expension of the commerce is the

paucity of di;"ect tonnage, and this want the British

India Company are about to supply to a good extent,

by adding a line of steamers ti> run to Melbourne
from Calcutta via Colombo, to that which already plies
from Colombo to Brisbane. Ceylon is, of course, but
a small place, compared with the vast continent of

India audits varied resources; but we also can exchange
what the Australians want for what they can supply.
At this juncture we are favoured with a visit from

Mr. J. Harward de Binzy, of the Melbourne firm of

Messrs. James Siiunders & Co, which during the period
of the Exhibition and subseciuently, were conspicuous
as the recognized commercial agents of the Indian Com-
mission, They have devoted themselves specially to

the development of the Indo- Australian commerce since

then and Mr. de Einzy has just returned from a visit

to India, over large portions of which he had

previously travelled armed with a testimonial from
Mr. E. C. Buck, to the following effect :—
From E, C Buck, Esq., President. Goverument of India Com-

mittee for Melbourne International Exhiljition, and Secretary to

Government of India, Agriculture, Revenue and Commerce.
Tj all Collectors, &c.

SiK,—Mr, de Riuzy who is introduced by this letter lias made
an arrangement with the Goverument of India Committee for the

Australian Exhibition to take down to Melbom-uo a hii-^e consign-
ment of India ornamental and other ware for sale during the
time that the Exhibition is open. Ho has now been requested to

visit some of the principal places of manufacture in India and to

make terms with merchants, dealci-s or mannfacfurers in whose
behalf he will act as agent.
The principal object in view is to stimulate a demand f^r ludian

productions in a new field, and to offer the most ample facilities

to ludian dealers and manufacturers for sending these their con-

signments to tlie Colonies. In future a permanent agency will be

established in Melbourne. It is hoped therefore that traders of

position and capital will be induced to come forward and to make
mutual arrangements with Messrs. Sauuders & Co., who have given
ample security to the Committee for carying out these arrange-
ments and for the due payment for goods entrusted to their care.

Dealers or others should understand that they will receive the

full price in rupees charged by them at their own place of busi-

ness, all other charges being undertaken by Messrs. Saunders—
deduction only being made for cost of carriage on unsaleable articles

(if any) which will be returned to the consignees.

Arrangements will be made to remit money by telegraph for a

further supply of any articles which are found to meet with a

ready sale.

I request tlie favour of your allowing the bearer of this letter,

lilr. de Rinzy, who is the managing partner of i\[essrs. Sauiider-.'

firm, to be introduced to any merchants or dealers in your district,

with whom be may wish to make arrangements, as an agent
ai'credited by the Government's Committee for the MeUourne Ex-

hibition, with such explanation of tlie object of the proposals as

you may consider desirable.

AtMjloaizing for the trouble I am giving, I am vom-s faithfidh',
E. C. Buck,

President, Goierameut of India Ccmmittee
ton jUelbourue lutemational Exhibitioa.

In the present scarcity of hops in Europe (a scarcity
which is sure to stimulate production in' Tas-

mania, in Gipps Land and other portions of Austra-

lia) attention has naturally beeu turned to cinchona
bark as a substitute or as standing on its own merits
as a bitter. As twig bark sent to London recently
has sold at prices which can scarcely cover

freight, the Australian market migi«t be tried, and
as Messrs. Saunders & Co. have large dealings
witli brewers in the supply of drugs, if any grower
will send a consignment, say of 5 cwt.

,
of twig or other

cheaper kinds of bark, Mr. de Ilinzy will do his best
with it and report to us I he result. If cinchona

febrifuge were prepared here, Messrs Saunders & Co.
would take a good share.' Mr. Saunders has lelfc it

his duty to caution us in Ceylon against comfrey as

an ineradicable weed. We do not know that this

quality has been noticed in the plant in Ceylon, but
as a forage plant we suppose comfrey has proved a

failure. Mr. de Riuzy is much interested in fibres and
has brought with him from India a series of speci-
mens. Mr. Buck will be ready to supply seeds

of fibre plants and specimens of fibres. We were
much interested to learn from Mr. de Rinzy that

one of the most promising fibre plants is Aheluwschus
c.'^cttlintus ("ladies' fingers"), the wellknowu bend-
of India and Ceylon, familiar in America and other

parts of the world as the okra plant. Our readers

will have fresh iu their memory the recent impudent
hoax, which went the round of the papers, to the

effect that a cottou of magnificent flowers and transcend-

ental boles had resulted from the hybridizing ot the

okra with Egyptian cottou. It is not from its seed-

vessels but from its stems that the bende yields a

fibre, of which Mr. de Rinzy is to receive a quantity
from Mr. Buck, the ludian Agricultural Secret-

ary, and for fineness, strength and good colour

he reports it superior to liemp. The fibre Mr.
de Kinzy has secured was grown at Poena in the

Bombay Presidency, whence 30 tons are to be supplied
at Rl-8 per inauud (the Bombay mauBd equivalent
to 281b). This price is equivalent to R6 per cwt., or

R120perton. This seems a low price compared with
£30 to £40 per ton for aloe fibre, but Mr. de Rinzy
tells us that by thick sowing (which also increases

tlie length of the stems) 400 mauuds or 100 cwt. (eay
5 tons) can be jjot from an acre of ground, and that at

least two crops per annum can be raised. Of durse in

crowing the plant for fibre it is not allowed to blossom or

bear fruit. Irrigati'm, we suspect, will be necessary, and
after a time manuring we should say, although a good
deal of woody icfuse from the steins will be left to be

applied to the ground. If any one cares to try ex-

periments with the cultivation and preparation of this

plant (it will require to be " scutched" likeheinpor
riax), Mr. de Riuzy adthorizes ns to say lie will take any
quantity of fibre, equal to his sample, at the price
mentioned : R() per cwt. The plant is largely culti-

vated in Ceylon for the sake of its excellent and nutri-

tious fruits, which contain much mucilage enclosing

grains like peas. They are au excellent anti-scorbutic,
and we know a case of bad " sore-mr.uth" (inflamed
mucous membrane) which has received the utmost
benefit from a diet composed mainly of this fruit

boi'ed as a vegetable, prescribed by Dr. Vandort. After

a lapse of some eighteen months, the patient still

enjiiys this simple food. Whether, in addition to the

plants which are grown for the sake of the fruit, the

supply of suitable soil, water and labour in Ceylon is

equal to further extensive cultivation for the sake of

the fibre, remains to be proved. For rapid and

plenteous production, we should say the bende stalks

have a great advantage over aloes, pineapples and
fuch like. Over and over again for the past genera-
tion we have read of the bende as a S( urce of nier-
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charitable fibre, but this is the first occasion on which
we have heard of a regular mercantile transaction
n it Mr. de Rinzj' tells us of a wild

variety, Abdmoschus mosc/iutus, which gives even
a better fibre than the cultivated plant and the
seeds of which are worth Kl per lb. in Bom-
bay for the scent they yield. Is this the
wild hibiscus of our jungles, with long, slender,
thorny steins and a beautiful yellow blossom with
purple centre ? [No, this is the Hibiscus Jiiiratiis.— VV, F.] The blossoms of the two plants are

certainly wonderfully alike, and if the wild piant
could be gathered and treated, we should think it

would yield plenty of excellent fibre.* It is as Mr.
de Kinzy imagined, new to us to learn, that the wild

custard-apple tree, Anona i-Kticulafu, gives a strong,
useful fibre. We do not know that the plant grows" wild

"
in Ceylon, and in any case, as the trees would

have to be destroyed in obtaining the fibre,t we cannot
attach much importance to this source of fibre, any
more than to Hibiscus tiliaccus. The latter however,
gi'ows generally on the borders of streams or swamps,
and would probably hear coppicing well. Mr. deUinzy
is quite enthusiastic about sunflower, regarding which
he has supplied the following notes :

—
" The sunflower, than which few plants yield so many

products, Ri-ow so easily and rapidly and yield such

profits. The seeds, from 8 oz. to 12 oz. per head,
give an excellent oil, and can be shipped home as they
are, being well known

; or crushed here the cake is

good cattle food. The leaves are eaten by cattle and
can be plucked from the glowing plant without detri-
ment. The stalk yields a splendid fibre, white and strong
and we could always take a large quantity at say 20
per cent below Calcutta jute rates. The stalks and roots
bm'ned and returned emich the soil with alkalis. If this

plant is sown in alternate ridges with tobacco or other

plants, it requii-es shade: a double crop can be had off
the same field."

This is another plant, of the products of which we
have heard much and seen but little except the
flowers and the seeds. The latter, when crushed, are
said to be excellent food for poultry. We do

'

not
suppose that in Ceylon shade would be required, and
we are not aware of the advantage of growing together
two such exhaustive crops as tobacco and sunflower.
Tobacco is a desolating crop. "Calcutta jute rates"
have fallen so exceedingly low, tliat we fear prices 20
per cent less would scarcely be an inducement to the
large culti\ation of sunflower

; but experiments can be
tried. Gro.wn merely for the sake of the fibre and
removed before the flowering period, of course the

plants would not exhaust the soil so much as if

allowed to ripen their seeds. Aniatto, grown
plentifully in Colombo gardens, as an ornamental
plant, with its pink apple-like blossoms and its red
capsules, the seeds of which are used to colour butter
and cheese and yield a pigment for other pur-
poses, is the subject of the following note by Mi-,
de Rinzy :

—
"
Amatto, an easily reared plant and paymg well, hardy,

and a success in South Ma(h-as. We are always buyers
of this in the form of seed. This should not be shipped on
trial, as we have the only mill for preparing it into use-
ful foi-m."

With regard to the return trade Mr. de Rinzy
writes :

—
"As for Australian products for Ceylon, we ship to

India largely potatoes, prepared meats and jams, and
matured wines, cheese &c., particulars of which can he

* Not an uncommon wild plant iu Ceylon.—W. !«'.

t Not likely that this fibre is from the wild custard apple
or bullock's heart.—W. F.

had of our agents Messrs. Darley, Butler & Co. The
line of \i. I. S. N. steamers proposed by us and

\yarmly taken up by the Agents, to meet the present
line at Brisbane going and returning via Sydney, Mel-
bourne, Colombo and Calcutta, w ill be of much assistance
to the Ceylon-Australian trade."

This article has dealt with but a few of the products
which will ultimately be oljjects of interchange in the
great coming Indo Ceylon-Australian trade, of wliich
only the foundations are now being laid. Messrs.
Henty & Co. of Melbourne have done much for tea
and jute manufactures, and Messrs. Saunders k. Co.
are evidently determined to take an active part in
the enterprize which is uniting in the bonds of a
mutually beneficial commerce the colonies which are
not separated but united by the Indian Ocean and the
Pacific, now that steam and iron have covered the
seas with safe, capacious and sw-ift carriers of the
goods trade and passenger traffic of the world.

CINCHONA BARK RENEWED AFTER
SHAVING.

Our contemporary of the Ceylon "Times" pub.
lishe.^ the following :

—
"Without beiug i'ractioually accurate, the following

table f.-iirly represents a series of analyses made by
Dr. Paul for a gentleman in Udapussollawa :

—
18 months' old OflScinalis tree original s. d.

shavings, worth .... 14
Renewed at 3 months .... i o

do. 4 do 3
do. 5 do. .... 46
do, 0' do. .... 60

In the 7th month there was a decline iu value. There
was a tall in value at 3 months, then a rapid rise till

the 7th, when the bark becomes more woody and
less valuable. The renewed in this case was under
moss."

Figures like the above are instructive and calculated
to be very useful if pretty uniform results can be
obtained. So far as the present case goes, we may
infer that after spoke-shuving, the renewed bark
should be left untouched until the sixth momh when
the maximum of quinine alkaloid seems to be present.
At three months the bark is too young and at seven it

seems to be too old. For purposes of analysis we learn
that Mr. .Symons advises cutting down to near the
cambium instead of merely taking shavings. If the
tree will only retain vitality, this scraping process of
Mr. Moeus promises to be the most valuiible discovery
yet mada in coanectiou with the cultivation of the
fever trees.

THE VALUE OF CEYLON INDIARUBBER.
The Ceylon Government have sent us the following

for publication :
—

Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeuiya, 20th .Jan. 1S82.
The Hou. the Colonial Secretary, Colombo.

SlE,— I have the honor to forward for your informa-
tion copy of a report from the Manager of the India
Rubber Works Co., Silvertowii, Essex, upon samples
of rubber obtained from trees of Hevea braziliensis,
and Castilloa elastica, growing iu the E.xperimenlal
Garden at Heuaratgoda iu October ISS2, and scut by
me to Kew for traiismissiou to Messrs. Silver & Co.

2. The chemical details aud the consequent valua-
tion given in this I'eport musi be regarded as highly
satisfaclory. We may ijow feel assured that, as far as

quality is concerned, the caoutchouc produce iu Ceylon
by the three species of South American rubber trees
introduced by the Indian Uover mnent in 1876-7 is in
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all respects fully equal to that collected from the wily
trees in their native districts.

3. As so great an interest is being taken in the

caoutchouc experiment in the East, I would suggest
that copies of this report on the first samples of Paia
and Central American rubbers produced under culti-

vation be sent to the local newspapers and also to

the Secrctaiics to the Governmeuts of India and Foit St.

George.
—I am, etc., Henky Tkimen, Director,

The Indiarubber, Guttapeicha and Telegraph Woiks
Company, Silvertowu, Essex, London, E.

,
8th Dec.

1882.

Matthew Gray, Esq., 106, Cannon Street, E. C.

Dear Sir,—As requested in yours of •29th Nov.,
enclosed I hand you report on the two samples of

indiarubber from Kew. I also enclose the foUowiug
samples ;

—
1, washed ami dried Herea ; 2, vulcanized

Hevea ; 3, washed and dried CastQloa ; 4, vulcanized

Castilloa. The present market value of these rubbers

we estimate as follows :
—Hevea about 4s per lb. and

Castilloa about 2s 9d to 3s per lb.—Yours, &c., (Sgd.)
Jno : Bailey, liesidenl Manarjer,

Bcport of Examination of 2 samples oj Indiaruhhe.r

from S. W. Silver, Esq., accompanying letter from W.
T. Thiselton Dyer, Esq., with enclosure from Dr.

Trimen :
—

The two samples referred to in this report are

identified in accordance with the coiTcspondence above

and will be described as "Hevea" and "Castilloa"

rubber respectively.
" Hevea ruhher.

"—As far as chemical examina-

tion goes, this rubber differs in no respect
from the better descriptions of Para bottle rubber,

except perhaps in having a little more water im-

prisoned in it than is usual with well-seasoned Para.

The method of pieparation, as each layer in Para

bottle rubber is partially dried when held over the

fire as practised in Para, may explain this. A portion
of this rubber well washed and dried gave a loss of 18

per cent. The amount of asli obtained on incinerating
a portion of the unwashed sample is 0'7 per cent,

which is about one-half that from the Brazil-

ian product. There is a great similarity in the

the composition of the aeh of the " Hevea" and ihe

"Para bottle rubber".—The ash from the washed and
dried "Hevea" ie 0'6 per cent.

This sample is almost entirely, free from extrane-

ous matter. On digeetion in alcohol it yields only
a slight coloration. Like Para rubber its fresh cut

surfaces shew a slight a'id reaction easily removed

by washing. The washed product is free from taste

and .smell and turns a dark color on drying, similar

to ordinary Para rubber. As far as can be determined

on so small a sample there is n-ason to believe that

us regards strength and elasticity it would be fully

equal to good Para indiarubber. When mixed with

the suitable proportion of sulphur and vulcanized it

possesses gi-eat strength and elasticity.

Castilloa Itiibber.—Uu washing and drying a portion
of this sample the loss is \2-Z per cent; .^o it is

necessary to use warm water in washing this rubber.

It becomes on drying much darker and shorter than

Para rubber.

It bus a bitter taste whicli is not removed on

washing. The unwashed sample yields 1'9 per cent

ash ; the washed sample gives 1'2 per cent. The
shortness of this rubber would restrict its use to some

slight extent where tensile strength or tenacity is

required. When mixed with the usual proportion of

sulphur and heated, it vulcanizes well, but imper

fectly, and is devoid of strength
—characteristics of the

better kinds of rubber.

Nicaragua rubber is not at present met with in this

country to any great extent, but there is no doubt

that the purity and general qualities of this sample

would gain for it a favorable reception, even if our

supplies from present sources were more adequate to

our demands.
The chemical analysis of the aeh of the Castilloa

shews that there is no verj marked difference in the
mineral constituents of the pieces of the Hevea and
Castilloa under the present system of cultivation.

Siivertowu, Dec. 8lh, 1882.

Vine Culture in Manitoba.—Last spring Mr.

Acton Burrows, Secretary and Treasurer to the Board of

Agricidture for M initoba, distributed some grape vines

for experimental purposes among t'armers in Manitoba,
and he is now collecting information as to Ihe result-of

the trial of them. In his suggestions for tlieir future

treatment be points out. that it is important that great
care be taken to winter the vines, and he recommends
that as late as iiossible in the fall, but before the ground
is too much frozen, all the growth excepting three or four

eyes should be pruned off, and the plants covered with
uot less than six inches and not more than twelve inches

of soil. It is not advisable, he adds, to cover with straw
or manure, but should the latter be used, great care must
be takeu not to allow it to come into contact with the

plants. Ouly two eyes should be allowed to grow in the

spring, when it will be interesting to know how the

plants have stood the winter.

Our Madras Cinchona Plantations.—The budget
estimate of the Nilgiri Cinchona plantations for 1883-4

has recently been de.ilt with by Government. Mr.

Rowson having resigued his appoiutmept, Mr. H. A.

Gass is now in charge of the plantations. The estimate

for 1883-4, as amended by the Government, and includ-

ing the sum of RS.OUO as salary for Professor Lawson,
is as follows : charges Kl, 00,500 ; receipts R4, 10,000.
It wiU thus be seen th.at it is expected that there will

be a decrease in the receipts and an increase in the

e.xpenditure. The Government, struck out an item of

K70,000 expected to be realized by local sales of bark.

Does this mean that all the bark is to be sent home ?

There will be no objection to its being sent home if

it is to be mauufaoturod into febrifuge and other pro-
ducts to be sold in India at a low price for ths benefit

of fever-stricken natives. There can be no doubt that,

as a mere money speculation, tlie cinchona enterprise
of the Madras Government has been a success, while

the gain to humanity has been incalculable.—Madras

Mail, Jan. 25tb.

The Oluest Cinchosa Teees in Ceylon,—As

we fully anticipated, the wild statement that

the late Mr. John Armitage had introduced cinchona

plants from South America to one or other of his

Udapussellawa estates in the " forties
"

has proved to

be incorrect. Mr. G. A. Dick, so long Manager of

Kirklees and Gampaha, is quite certain no cinchona
was planted there before 1862. Mr. Dick writes :

—
' ' There was no cinchona on Kirklees when I took

charge of it. I made frequent visits to the Hakgala
Gardens in 1802. Mr. McNicol was then in charge,
and he urged me to plant out on a large scale, and
it was my wish to plant along the roadsides on
both Gamijaha and Kirklees. My ideas were not ap-

proved of by tile proprietors of the estates ; so our

planting was limited to a few dozen trees, which were

put out round the bungalows. These old succirubra

trees are a sight now, 1 believe. I think that other

story must be a myth altogether."
(. inchona plants first reached Ceylon in 1860, so that

if any of the original plants still exist at Hakgala,
they attained their majority in 1881 and are now 23

years old.
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^urri^sponclenc^.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

A PROPOSED REMEDY FOR HEMILEIA
VASTATRIX : RKMOVING LEAVES AS

PIN-SPOrS APPEAR ON THEM.

Barekodie, India, 16th Jan. 1883.

Dear Sir,—Three years have I now been on a

coffee estate, with eighteen years experience in other

agricultural pursuit ; carefully have I read the many
manuals on Coffee Planting, from '*Laborie"to "Hints
and Wrinkles," and on the "Coffee Leaf Disease" (//.

V.
)

I have most carefully read the very learned deep,
elaborate painstaking investigations and examinations
of Marshall Ward ne a scientist of no doubt a high
capacity, and who has most closely studied has subject
ivith one object, that nf letting the world know what
H. V. really was. Marshall Ward's 3rd report ac-

companied by Dr. Trimen's views, and which I quote
below, was all that really concerned the coffee

planter : "that there is one sufficient cmbxe of leaf disease,
the uredosporeofH. V. that is prodvced onbf by a previ-
ous one and can germinate only in moisture. This then is a
vera causa, and in accordance with the loell-known medical

aphorism to remove this would be the true practice."
To rewrite and to place stress on the decision "to

remove this" is allowable when in all my readings of

the writings of every coffee planters it has simpiy
been to ignore this by two words— "financially im-

practicable." Your moet invaluable journal, every ready
to hand the view abroad of any writer in the interest
of tha coffee planter, clearly shows that natural intelli-

gencies, cultivated by superior education, and supported
by wealth, have placed talent and abilities of a very
high order and sufficiently large in the Ceylon coffee

fields. Yet 't is strange to note that not one indivi-

dual has cared to enter practically into this decision
of "to remove this." Not one experiment has been at-

tempted and its results reported. This one voice of

"financially impracticable" seems to haye influenced all

and allowed dena.italioti to take the place which strenuous
exertion with uuaminity would have assuredly prevented.
This is the very humble opinion of one who is not
writing for any vain show of any literary talent nor
yet one seeking any remuneration at the hand of any-
one, Ijut with a desire to place knowledge obtained by
him at the disposal of all so that all may be benefited

thereby after a reasonable trial, and who cannot help
quoting from "Thinning Peaches" (Tropical Arjricidt-
urist), that to remove thi» " will cost less than one would
suppose until he tries it." "No one who will fairly
try the experiment and see the result will abandon
the practice," until the H. V. is beaten off the coffee
fields. The only regret about it is that experiments
were not earlier made, and I trust it will be deemed
a form of oversight that is easily pardonable to a
scientific man, that he did not enter fully into the

economy of his subject and to have shown when "
to

remove this," for this will be found to be the most
vital and important issue of the subject both as to cost
minimum and eradication absolute.

The time of germination is shewn very clearly by
Marshall Ward, and when the "

pin-spo's" put forth
we ought to be alive to remove the leaf that has this,
for we now know of all its proireediug and how it

will steadily progress not only to destroy the leaf but
also to suck life even from the branch in which the
leaf is, so as to weaken the produce of blossoms and
finally the ripening of fruit; beyond this even, it»ill

produce those 'myriads" of "
uredospores" which

will go in and prodiice "myriads" more.
There can be no difficulty to the vigilant coffee

planter to make himself aware of the time so

necessary to be strongly and fully grasped, and

he will find his expenses will not exceed more than
two or three pie a plant. This will not surely
be deemed a high cost, and "

financially impractic-
able" with the fact staring him in the face of ruin
and a knowledge of ihe iuin it has already made.
And will it for any moment be projected by any
man, that " to remove this" is not now the most
important work of an estate, if one hwpes to realize
a return for his money from labor and care and not
depend on the chances "of the disea'-e leaving aa it

came." Withal any one's real knowledge cannot be
projected, now that we know all about it : will it

not be wise than to set manfully to the task, and
as you in Ceylon have reduced weed.s, I doubt
not you will by unanimity eradicate and finally over-
come your direst foe, H. V.

The simplicity is such that equal with its cost it is

not easy to believe—yet I must state it, showing that

by application and quick proceedings you save an
area uninfected loo so exceedingly easily, and which
area ought to be added to give an average result

per tree, and I have no doubt it will then be fouui
to reduce cost to less than \ pie per tree and even
less if a whole estate is saved. To the test than at once.

In walking your rounds in your garden daily, you
will one day in dry weather at once in one spot notice
the projection of the "pin-spot." Do not hesitate,
have each tree diligently searched around as you do
when you are keenly looking after your cherries.
Teaeh clearly the "

pin-6i)ot" to each woman, for they
are best "to remove this." Let her have a small pick-
ing basket aud put the leaf nipt at the root quietly
inio her little basket, and when half-full empty it

into a pit, that has already been prepared .3 yards
by I yard by 1 yard, costing here 4 annas. When
this pit is half-filled, cover up with half yard deep
of clay, and then be destroyed

"
myriads" of your

enemy, all for a few annas daily, for 12 women in
in 4 days can clear at least half an acre of 50 trees

per woman per day, costing each day Rl-8, aud that
allows 4 days of a diligent search for each leaf or
R12 per acre of 1,200 trees or Rl per 100 trees, and
as there are 192 pies to a rupee the cost is nearly
two pie* per tree.

If the attack of "pin-spot" show itself on a large
area then the beginning to deal with it

systematically
should be from windwaril so as not lo allow spores
to get in to the new leaves that will come forth
ami in like proportion of women. The removal of
"

pin-spot" leaves will be clear to any one must
tend to the reduction of spores having germinating
power in the future, but I can see here that it can be
said what of those "spores" that are already on the

ground awaiting moisture for germinating and propaga-
tion. All 1 can say now is that it is a great pity
they have been allowed to be where they are—but
they can also be removed, for if we dig every inch of

ground here, to sweep every inch will be cheaper
in Ceylon, but better still if "caustic line" was put
in the ground of an infected area, it would improve
soil and be dealt to H. V. if you can afford it of
course !

What will take place by removal of "pin-spot leaves"?
Your enemy's power to act will have ceased ami you
will find in less than four days another leaf will
start from the very same place from which you took
away the "^in-spot" diseased leaf. This new
leaf will be free of

"
leaf disease," and it will steadily

progress to maiuriiy. For the present its action will
have one proof of benefit which will be to ripen crop
(sli'uhi it be on the tree in a green st<ite) which it

certainly would not have if the diseased leaf had been
allowed to accomplish its work of ruin in its prof'ress
onward. I have no doubt some will say that this

• Half a cent.—Ed.
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second flushing of leaf will be only a new form of

weakness for the tree. To them I have only to say
that, if your soil is not healthy and strong enough
to grow your coffee on, then you must most assuredly
manure, but digging in the dry months (if you have

any dry months) immediately after the monsoons is

nntare's oiim mamiriiig, releasing ammonia to grasp
nitrogen and steadily making invisible deposits on

your soil daily unknown to i/ou, perhaps.
Of course, unless you can look iqjon it as useless,

but if I have your kind permission I should like to

place my views of the destruction that the "removal
of suckers

" from coffee plant has caused. In fact I

am just now somewhat prepared to believe that years
of the removal of suckers has had a good deal to do
with the sickening of the plant-leaf vitiating its sap
and permitting a feeding fungus as a result to help
himself.—Yours faithfully,

GEO. HEN. KEARNEY.
[This seems very ingenious and plausible, but surely

the enormous quantity of leaves removed in the grow-

ing stage must give a great shock to the trees and

prevent them bearing fruit. We quite grant that if

by our correspondent's process continued for two or

even three years, the disease could be eradic-

ated and normal fruitfulness restored, the sacri-

fice of fruit during the process would be wise and

beneficial. But we do not understand that the ex-

periment has been long enough continued to produce

results that would justify planters generally in adopting

it. Perhaps our correspondent will report farther on.

—Ed.]

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TREES.

Sir,—Interested as I am in coffee I cannot under-

stand the abuse of Heindeia viutatrix. It is provided

by nature to use up useless leaves—hasten them on

circuit, so that they may sooner be in position to

supply life giving food to vegetation.
" What ails our

coffee trees" is not leaf dis-ase. It is an effect not

cause. The last is climatic—one of nature's secrets.
*

Bug was said to be the cause of ruin, as cockchafers (!)

are at. pr^'sent said to he in one ilistrict w heic grub
cats up the roots. So they do, no doubt, but not

until decay has cnmmenced. +

No nostrums of Storck's or "Schrottky's will avail.

The researches of M'Jrahall Ward have come to what
disinteresteil people expected. Only some said it.

With proprietors heavily mortgaged such opinion
would have been suicidal to give utterance to. The fact

now is patent to all : coffee is dying out every where. J
I don't believe in cultivation. It may prolong life,

* There is no proof that there were any special climatic

causes to lead to the development of leaf disease in 1869
;

any more than to that of bu^ in 1847, or ffrub in recent

times. The average climatal conditions were the same
all through. Coffee flourished wh- n the pests were absent

and suffered in proportion as tliey were present. The pests

were, therefore, and are the inn/tLtJiate cxvsE of the ailment

of our coflee trees. If it is cnntenuled that climate is the

remote causeof what is adverse to cultivation, vegetation and
fruitfulness. so it is of all which is favourable to stem and

fohaso and fruit — Bo.

j-
Nine out of every ten planters who have had experience

of the ravages of grub will dispute this proposition. We
know of none who uphold it except Mr. A. DLxon, Mr. J.

Cantlay and our correspondent. Grub, like Hemileia vaAtatrix,

is no respecter of trees : heahhy and unhealthy are alike

attacked ; the only difference being that while the healthy
suffer, thj unhealthy die.—Ed.

{ Is that so i' That it is unfruitful is patent to all. But
.are the trees really dying out on other than very old

estates ?—Ed.

but at what expense ? Here we are at the end of

.January, and what chance of crop does any place show ?

I have been through miles of coffee trees at various
elevations. Hopeful proprietors drew my attention to

"spike." Buf what was it? Generally three buds for

fruit, double that number for leaves ; formerly it would
have been a dozen for fruit and only a careful
search would have shown whether leaves were coming
or not. A mouth had elapsed since I had been in

coffee before, and on every side I saw a gradual change
for the worse. The sooner we make up our minds to

the inevitable the less our disappointment and loss.

Not that I wish to convey the idea that coffee will

never flourish again. But when? To many in the best
times its cultivation was the triumph of hope over

experience.
Next thing we took up was cinchona. This is a

safer investment, for even when dying its skin will

sell. Its cultivation in Ceylon I fancy has reached
its limits. Everybody planted it at first who could.

Now we have discovered it won't thi'ive everywhere,
and where it does not the present plant.ations will be
the last. Can any of the purchasers of the R800 per
oz. seed tell us about their investment ? I have heard
of put out plants standing owner in two or three

rupees each. These will have to thrive and require at-

tention for some time before they can be aaidto be pro-
fitable.

Some of the hybrids near to snccirubras seem tome
the best suited, for where you see the two together
the robusta has faiily earned its name—and has the
healthier appearance. I do not wish to detract from
C. succ. but in mixed plantations and where are the

new otherwise, if there is a shaken tree it is usually the
true bred. B.

Alok Fibre.—We have now received (through
Mr. C. Shand) a sample of the Mauritius aloe fibre

which has been realizing £40 per ton in the London
market. The fibre is very white, smooth and long.

Alongside of it we have a sample of Ceylon Aloe
fibre prepared at Ballangoda, which is not so wliite in

colour and is coarser, but we have no doubt cultivation of

the plant and improvement in preparation would make
it equal to the other, As it is the Ceylon fibre (of
which a sample shipment of 2 or 3 cwts. has been
made by Messrs. Rogers & Co.) has been valued at

£30 per ton.

Labour and Wage.s in South-East Wynaad.—
In a report of the proceedings of the Nilgiri
Planters' Association, the following passages occur :

—
"Labour.— Mr. Pinching brought the question of the
rates of wages for ordinary labour before the meeting,
which evoked an animated discussion. It was generally
acknowledged that the mining indu.stry has been of

no injury to coffee intere.sts by affecting Can.arese

labour. On ihe subject of Moplah labour, there was
an almost unanimous opinion that ordinaiy labourers
should not receive more than annas 4 per diem after

existing contracts were worked off, as it was generally
found feasible lo employ Canarese at 4 annas in suffici-

ent numbeis to replace Moplah and west coast labnur.

who seemed to be generally considered inferior all

round to the average (.'anarese. It was resolved that

ordinary carpenters and masons should not be paid
more than annas 12 a day. An opinion that contracts

were feasible for all descriptions of coffee work was
met with an energetic negative from the chief repre-
sentatives of coffee interests The statement of aver-

age rates of wages ruling in the districts of the Nil-

giris was keenly scrutinized and revised, the rates

being frequently found unnecessarily liberal especially

by the Ouchterlony V,alley planters."
—South of India

Ohservtr,
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PIONEER FARMING IN NORTHERN
NEW ZEALAND.

[AVe liave been requested to reprint tbe following ex-
tracts from a paper by Mr. Delisle Hay in tbe Field, as

giving to tropical colonists, tbe best idea yet conveyed
of tbe life before pioneers in the farming colonies.—Ed.]
Tbat part of New Zealand to wbicb I am about t()

refer particularly forms a well-marked territory, occupying
the northern peninsula of tbe north Island. It is marked
off by a well defined boundary of nature's making, namely,
by tbe presence of tbe kauri pine, a tree yielding a tim-
ber of such excellence that the world has heard of it.

The kauri grows everywhere in Auckland Province north
of 8. Lat. 37° 311', but nowhere south of that point. Tbe
country of tbe kauri is what I have styled Northern New
Zealand, comprizing tbe countries of Mougonui, Hokianga,
Bay of Islands, Whangarie, Hobson, Rodney, Eden, Waite-
mata, ]\Iauukau, Thames, and Coromandel, and covering
some eigiit million acres. To future generations this part
of New Zealand will contain its classic ground, for here
the missionary, and after Iiim the colonist, made their
first approaches. But the band of progress is not so evid-
ent here as it is further south, if we except Auckland city
and its immediate surroundings. Rather, there seems an
apparent newness, in strong contrast to tbe advances made
in the south Island and in the more southern districts
of the North Island. Tbe settlers live in more primitive
style, and their manner of farming is generally rude and
simple. This probably caused as much by the want of

capital as by the nature of tbe country ;
for quick returns

are not so easily obtainable here as further south, which
is the reason why settlers are fewer and not so well pro-
vided with money. There are other reasons, too, which
will appear presently, why the north should have been
neglected.

But some .settlement has been made iu this part of the

colony, and it has always been a favourite locality with
the sous of gentlemen, who have thrown off refiuement
with tbeir coats, and taken to manful work. Most of
them are more actuated by the desire to make a home
for themselves, than by tbe wish of heaping up money,
and they see that it is practicable to do so here

; wliile
the rich scenery of the northern bush is doubtless not
without attraction for them. Some of them also see, or
think they see, that in the future this part will yield a
rich return, richer perhaps than even the wide sheep
walks and level corn-bearing districts further south, for
wine and oil, silk, tobacco, fruit, aud the like seem indic-
ated as the productions it is most fitted for. The pro-
cess of creating a homestead out of the virgin wild is no
easy one, and. besides that, it is a work of time

; especi-
ally if the settlers are but small capitalists, and cannot
afford to employ much labour. They must earn a hving
year by year as they go on improving their farms, and
this it is that constitutes pioneer farming. It is a gene-
ral characteristic of the pre.'ent condition of the northern
settlers, and is seen there for the most part not robbed
of effect by contrast with fully developed farms alongside
of it, as is more the case elsewhere.

The choice of land needs some experience of the country,
for the quality of the soils varies very much. There are
two chief divisions of it, bush land aud open land, each
of which may be roughly classed, according to tbe char-
acter of the soil, into good, medium, aud poor laud.
The bush land has also to be considered relatively to its

bearing heavy bush or light bush. Heavy bush is the

primeval forest, and cannot be taken up for settlement
owing to the expense of clearing it, tbe trees being of

very large size and growing closely together. Patches
that have been dcnudeil of the standing timber by the
lumberer's are may be ilone something with; but it is

necessary either to blow out the great stumps with dyna-
mite, or to wait a good manj' years before they have
rotted sufficiently to admit of the plough being used.
The light Ijusb is composed of a very dense jungle of

you.i-x trees, varying in size, but resembling the coi)ses
and plantations one sees in England. This sort is easily
manageable, as everything may be felled by the single
axe, am! afterwards burnt off. Both kinds of bush afford

pkjnty of feed for cattle. It might Ije thought tbat the

open land would be necessarily the best to take up, but
87

this is not invariably the case. There are no nativo

grasses fit for grazing purposes in Northern New Zeahmtl,
and. cattle aiul horses must be fed on the leafage in the

bush, wntil artificial grasses can be put down for them.
This is one unfavourable item as regards open laud, whicli,

being covered with feru and low ti-tree brush, alfords
no temporary forage for the beasts. Another point agaiust
open land is tlie expense of getting fencing material upon
it, while it eanuot be grassed so well as bush land with-
out being broken up by the plough. To a man with
plenty of capital, open land is certainly the best, for, if

he can bear a considerable expense at the outset, it is

brought into condition much more rapidly tlian bush lyud.
But the ordinary settler in the north stiirts on very
limited means, aud he generally expects his land to keep
him and pay working expenses after the first year orso.

'

To such men a selection, compriziug part opt^u aud part
bush land is the best; but this is not so readily obtaiue<l,
and, falling it, hght bush is considered preferable..
As I before intimated, the character of the soils varies

very much, and this too within small areas, (^old marly
clays are- plentiful, particularly iu the open lauds, uud
these are not inviting. They can be brouglit iuto a high
state of productiveness by means of drainage, irrigation,

working, manuring, and so forth
;
but these are processes \

that the pioneer-farmer does not care to employ at pre-,
sent, and accordingly he regards such lands as poor and
bad. The best class are some of the light volcanic soils,,
such a? that of the mission lands at "Waimate, in Bay of .

Islands county. Some of this has been cropj^ed for forty-
years ^vithout any dressing.

* * * *
,.

Much of the Iiush land hasa black surface-soil rich iuj
humus, and from a few inches to a few feet in depth. Below

,

this may be fouud mountain limestone, volcanic shale, clay,j
marl, aud a variety ofsubsoils. The black soils are reckoned,
first-class ]an<i, and their fertihty is amazing.
The contour of the laud must lie taken into account,

and to an English eye it seems hopelessly rough. Nor-[
thern New Zealand is not mountainous, that is, there are>
no very high mountains in it; but it is hilly and broken,
to the last degree, aud there are no plains in our sense!
of the word. Steep, though not lofty ranges, alternate
with narrow gullies in abrupt and continuous successiou,
whether the land be open or bu.sh-covered. Here ancl-

there is a plateau of more undulating country, dominated,
by extinct craters, and now and then some river hafii

formed a wide alluvial tlat, more or less marshy. No,
land, of whatever kind or quality, is now to. be had for-

nothiug, though at one time Government used to grant;
small allotments on the condition ot" settlement ihereupwUit
The ruling price for wild lauds vaties from one pound to

three pounds an acre, and tht-y niay be purchased from
Government, or from the Maori, or Irom private individuals.

Sometimes land may be cheapened considerably owing to
various circumstances, but it is not very easy to meet with
a fair quality under a pound an acre. Only a very few,

years ago ten shillings an acre was accepted for first-class

land in tbe north, and some iu Mongonui sold as low as
two shilliugs. But those days are over now, since the
owners know the value of their property better, and buyers
have become more numerous.

Facility of communication and transport forms a liighly"

important consideration for the settler. There are roads
in the north, but they are few an 1 far between, and are-

of a very insufficient kind, consiilered from au English
point of view. There is a railroad between Auckland and

Onehunga, on the west coast, between Auckland aud the.

"Waikato valley to the south, and Ijetween Auckland aud
Helensville to the north. The latter is to be shortly
caiTied on to Whaugarei and thus large tracts of ^ood
land will be opened up. But water is, and will continue
to be, the chief highway in the north, the very con-

figuration of the country rendering this certain.* * *

In depcrihing tlui operations of the pioneer farmer, I

shall take as an illu.stration a localiou on the water side,

and composed chiefly of light busli, as the most common
example. The iuteu'ling settler first goes to the block,
or district, where he has heard of a likely spot, and makes
his choice of a locality. Then follows a survey of the

piece selected, chatferiug with the owners if they be nat-

ives, or possibly bidding at an auction in the event of

its being Crown land. The survey completed, the bargain
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struck and the Oi'own grant made out and registered, the

pioneer is free to enter upon his estate. Ready money is

not always paid down; very frequently a portion is left

to a further date, or a part of the future farm is merely
leased in the first place, with a purchasing clause attached,

enabling the lessee to conclude the purchase at his pleas-

ure, witliin the term of the lease. The rent paid may be

either a stated sum, or so much per head on his cattle ;

for it gives him the right of running cattle free in the

bush, around and behind his own land. It is no uncom-
mon thing for a young settler to buy too much land in

the first place, from the fear, I suppose, that somebody
else might take up the adjacent acres before he was ready
to buy them himself. And land seems so absurdly cheap
to the " new chum," that he probably thinks he may as

well go in for a good slice while he is about it. But
in two or thrci; years' time the mistake of this becomes

apparent. All the remaining capital has become exhausted,
and the farm is just paying a bare livelihood. The farmer
has all his work cut out to keep up the everyday sup-
plies, and has nothing over to employ in the labom- of

making further improvements. His progress is' thus re-

tarded, and he has to raise money by mortgaging his land,
at a swingeing 10 or 12 jjer cent interest. Perhaps he
can afford to do this

; but, at any rate, the interest makes
a big hole in his yearly income, and must be felt as a drag.
However, the land bought, ou whatever terms, and

whether it be forty acres or four hundred, or as many
thousands, does not matter, the pioneering must commence.
The begiuning of the dry season, say, August, is a favour-
able time of year ; though, really, the exact time matters
but little. The future farm is a rough section of hilly

country fronting the river or bay, or whatever the high
road may consist of, and it is covered with a dense thicket
of trees and shrubs, matted together with creepers and
undergrowth.

* • #

The settler goes up to his newly-acquired property in his

boat, bringing with him tools, provisions, blankets, and
other necessaries. Perhaps he may have a wife and little

ones to accompany him
;

at any rate, it is scarcely probable
he will start alone. Either two or three have bought the
land in partnership, or the farmer has hhed a little party
to clumi with and work for him. Some sort of encamp-
ment is formed for temporary purposes ; sometimes a tent is

used, more often a hut thatched with such materials as are
handiest is erected. Then a site is selected for the per-
manent abode, which must be conveniently situated near the

landing-place, and near also to some little creek or fresh-
water supply, if the river be in fact a tidal estuary, as indeed
the name of "river" usually implies in colonial parlance.
The place chosen, it is cleared of bush, the felled stuff being
dragged out of the way to be burnt when dry enough.
Then the house is at once proceeded with If economy be

studied, a native house {rui'2>o whare) will be thought good
enough. Maoris can be hired to build one for from ten to

thirty pounds. This kind of residence is a framework of

poles, upon which the ravpo, or swamp grass, is interlaced,
having an effect between that of thatch and wickerwork.
Such abodes are weather-proof, comfortable, tolerably clean,
and mil last good for ten years or longer. Many a now
thriving and well-to-do farmer has commenced his New
Zealand life in one of them. But, as a pioneer farmer should
be able to turn his hand to anything, carpentering in-

cluded, he will possibly turn up his nose at the tuliarr, and
prefer a more cinlized kind of bouse. Of course, if means
permit, a carpenter can be got at the nearest settlement,
who will boat up material and build a two-storeyed veran-
dahed wooden house in the latest style of colonial archi-

tecture. A small four-roomed house of that kind would
probably come to about a hundred pounds altogether,
and may cost anything over that, according to size, style,
and finish. If this be beyond the pioneer's means at first,

he must depend ou his own work. # * *

A well-built frame hous-will last forty years, with care
and a few repairs ; andevun such rough workmanship as
most pioneers are capeable of is sufficient to house them
comfortably enough.
The house once erected, and all immediately necessary

stores got in, probably the next thing done is to get up some
stock. Clood store cows can often be liought in the up-
country districts for .£2 or £3 a liead, but might come to

more in Auckland, ui it well-bred animals. The settler buys

as many as he can afford, to form the nucleus of his herd—
probably a dozen or two—and brings them up to his place
by water, or drives them overland if there be any semblance
of a road near. Bells are slung round their necks, and they
are turned loose into the jungle. They have to be frequently
looked up and brought in to the stockyard or clearings, when
these are made, where they are fed with some favourite leaf—boughs of the koiaka, for example. This keeps them tame
enough, and those in milk soon learn not to wander far, and
will generally come home of themselves. Then there is the
bull, who may cost a good round sum if he comes from one
of the pure-bred herds that are kept up in some of the more
advanced districts of the colony. Forty or fifty pounds
ought to furnish a fairly high-class beast. He is got up in
the same way as the cows, and turned liose along with them.
In the commencement of his settlement the farmer cannot
do mich with his stock beyond milking two or three cows
for his own household use ; but later on he will depend on
his herd as his main source of income, when he has con-
structed a stockyard and got some clearings under grass.
Besides the cattle, pigs are introduced, and those that are
intended for breeding must be kept enclosed, or they will

suffer deterioration from the wild pigs that infest the bush,
and are a great source of trouble to the pioneer farmer.

Poultry, too, are kept about the place ;
and good well-trained

cattle dogs of the coUey kind will by-and-by have to be got.
But the chief work of the pioneer farmer in these early

days is clearing his land, the first in the series of battles he
has to wage with wild nature. Bush-felling is the order of
the day, and every hand is engaged at it all day and every
day. The season for it begins in August, and lasts till De-
cember, though it may be continued till the end of February.
This is a novel experience to the new chum, whatever class
he may have belonged to in the old country, for axe work
in England is a queer affair from a bushman's point of view.

* « # *

And we do not seem able to produce a decent axe in England;
the American tool must be resorted to exclusively wherever
real work has to be done with it.

One word about the workmen. Working hom-s are short
in New Zealand, and wages are high ;

but whatever the work
is, it must be gone at \vith a will. The saying is,

" Put your
back down to it," and that is really what is done. The
ordinary English agricultm*al labourer, workiug there as he
too often works here, would not do nmch more than earn his
"
tucker," if he did as much. But the climate and the food

enable him to infuse the needful sustained energy into his

work, if he has the will to do so. The born labourer has not
much advantage over the man who would be called ''

gentle-
man' beyond the bush, except in his being naturally more
accustomed to the various little hardships that make up
the term "

roughing it," Both have to get
" colonised" before

they are held to be worth their best, and their work will

afterwards average pretty equally, wliile the patrician la-

bourer is the most likely to have the pull.

To revert to bush-felling. The light bush varies in the
size of the trees it contains, so that the work of clearing
must depend upon that, Sometimes the trees are small,
none being above a foot in gu'tli, often they are larger, up
to six or seven feet in girth. They are usually pretty thickly
set, and the undergrowth is as dense as a quickset hedge.
This kind of bush has sprung up over laud that was once
under native cultivation, or that had beeu desolated by soma
forest fire. Looking at the denser parts of Epping F'orcst,

or more particularly the New Forest, these present a fair

general resemblance to the light bush of northern New Zea-
land. In the heavy bush the trees are of enormous size, not

spreading and branching much, like our English trees, but

growing straight upwards to a great height. An aver;ig6

girth, taken at five feet from the ground, of fifteen to twenty
feet is common, and tlic size increases beyond that in many
trees. I have seen a kauri of fifty feet girth. The length of

the " stick" msy be anything between sixty feet and a

hundred and eighty. A7hen felling these large trees with
the axe, the bushmen have to erect scaffocding in order to

enable them to reach the enormous gashes they .are obliged
to cut. If any Englishman will imagine some score or

more of such trees upon a single acre, filling up the space
between with smaller trees and slirubs, he may get some
notion of the immense amount of labour required to knock
over all the standing timber, and the consequent reason

why the pioneer farmer does not care to meddle with it.
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The settler, at work on the light bush, first proceeds to

cut away the undergrowth with a slasher, for a chain or two
in front of liim. Then he follows with the axe, laying every
tree prostrate, one after another. He makes his gash at
about the height of the waist, leaviug two or three feet of

stump standing. This is doubly convenient, fgr it saves the
back when cutting, and in after days, when the stump is

rotten at the root, it is easier to pull out of the ground.
The fallen trees must all lie in one direction, and with their

tops down-liill, in order that they may burn well. A certain

knack in cutting enables the busliman to fall his tree in any
direction he may wish, though he is often bothered by high
winds and by creepers like the supple-jack, which bind the
trees together. Such is the work of falling bush, which
takes up all the dry season. A man mil get through his

acre in from four or five days to a fortnight, and, takiuk one

part with another, will knock down thirty or fortyacres dur-

ing the season. If hired labour is employed, the work goes
liy contract at so much an acre, thirty shillings to three

pounds being paid, according to the natiure of the piece of
bush. The workman agrees to "

fall, fire, and log" at the
contract price, and expects to have earned his five or six

shillings a day when all is done.
Towards the end of the dry season the fire is applied to

the fallen bush, by this time sere enough to burn well. It

is started from the bottom of the slopes when the wind is

favourable. After the burn i,s over, and the gi-ound cool, the

logging begins, a black and disagreeable task. All the logs
that lie about, charred and half burnt, have to be got to-

gether in great heaps re-burnt if they will fire, or left for
another time if not. The ground is then clear for grassiug,
which must be done directly the first shower of ram comes.
Grass seed is thrown over the surface, two to three bushels

per acre being the quantity used. As to the kind, every
farmer has his special recipe, .some such mixture as poa
pratensis; timothy, and Dutch clover, is as good .as any for
most soils. The seed sprouts at once, and in a few weeks
the black surface looks green, while in two or three months
there is some feed for sheep. In a year or less the turf has
formed. The ground must be sown at once after the burn
aud before the r,ains have well set in, or else ti-tree and
other abominations will spring up and render a clean turf an

impossibility without more work. The meadow thus formed
is an unsightly looking affair, but it will carry four or five

sheep to the acre all the ye<ar round, or cattle in proportion.
It is as rough as a stormy sea, and the stums standing thickly
on it have a weird look. But these will have rotted in six

or eight years, andean then be pulled out, heaped, and burnt.
Surface-sown grass on open lands is much more liable to be
deteriorated by weeds than that on bush lands. It seems an
easy thing to slash and burn acres of fern, as compared with
the corresponding work of clearing bush. But the open
land will not do iustice to the seed, and only a poor and
patchy grass, full of fern and ti-tree and flax will result.

Open land must be broken up with the plough, and, from its

roughness and the hard matted roots of fern amd ti-tree,
this is anything but an easy task. Then the fern keeps on
springing, and ploughing and cleaning must be kept up.
The turf formed amongjthe stumps on bush land is generally
pretty free from weed. Perhaps its best advantage lies in
its keeping green during the dry season, and keeping the
sheep on it right through the summer, while surface-sown
open lands are as dry aud brown as a tm-npike-road. After
the eight yeai, when the stumps are got out, the turf may
be ploughed in, the old tree-roots having all rotted away.
Then after a crop or two of potatoes, the land will be ready
for wheat, and will yield thirty to sixty bushels an acre,
according to its quahty. The cost of purchasing, clearing,
fenciug, and grassing light bush or " scrub" land in the
northern districts, may be set down at some six pounds per
acre. This gives a gra.ss capable of feeding four or five

sheep, as just stated, and which, after eight years or so, is in
fit condition for the plough.
As soon as possible after the grass is sown, the new clear-

ings or paddocks must be fenced in. Various kinds of fences
are employed, according to the special requirements and the
comparative cost in each particular locality. There is the
post aud rail, of heavy split kauri or puriri timber, This is
the most cUu-able, and the strongest protection against either
cattle or pigs, but it is usually the cost liest, owing chiefly
to the difiiculties of transit. On new bush lands it is seldom
possible to employ to bullock-sled, unless a roail is laid down

first, so that transport must be effected by the pioneer's own
labour,

"
humping," as the term goes. Post and rail can be

better employed on open lauds, where, whatever the mate-
ria! used, it must be brought from a distance. Wire can
scarcely be made to keep wild pigs out, though it will kuep
sheep in. Wattle, and some other kinds, are serviceable
enough, but only used where the material is to hand. But
the mainstiiy of the pioneer farmer in the bush is the
simple rougli take fence. Tlie material is always near,
often close to the line of proposed fencing, and it can
be handled and humped with comparative ease. * * *
Such a fence is pig-proof aud cattle-proof, and should last
even or eight years without furtiier care ; if the stakes are
of white ti-tree it will be good for some twelve years. It
may bo estimated to cost thirty to forty pounds a mils.
The settler must now proceed, if he have not already

done so, to |)ut up a stock yard. For this purpose large
and ponderous posts and rails of roughly split kauri or
puriri must be used. These have to he very substantial
and strong, as they will have to withstand the rushes of
mobs of half-wild cattle. Perhips the pioneer may have
to go to the heavy bash, and with axe, wedges, hammer,
and augers, procure his own material

;
but in mcst districts

there are men who employ themselves in splitting rails,
aud similar work, and who will furnish the required items.
The space enclosed will vary in extent according to the
size it is proposed to keep the herd at, and will open by
slip-pauels into one of the paddocks for convenience in

drafting. The:i there will have to be a boarded slie 1, with
bails for the milch cows, and also a hog pen. By-and-by,
too a sheep pen or two must be made : for as soon as
he ha8 any grass ready, the settler will get up his fifty
or a hundred Liucolns or Leicesters as the nucleus of his
flock. If their increase does not keep pace with the ex-
tension of his clearings year by year, he will buy more ;

for there i.'j nothing so profitable as sheep to the pioneer.
The pigs are seldom kept for profit but for home

consumption, pork forming the principal item of food.

They ruu about the clearing , and are penned up to fatten
before killing. The settler must be his own butcher and
dry-salter, of course ; in fact he has to rely on himself for

every thing needful to be done. He and his chums—and
family, if he has one—live chiefly on their own produce,
tea, sugar, fl^.ur, salt, and tob,acco being the only necess-
aries that the township slore should supply. Mutton will
alternate with pork when the sheep become sufficiently
numerous; fowls, turkeys, and ducks are also items of
the commissariat. On rooni of the house will be turned
into a rough-and-ready dairy and butter and cheese shoald
be plentiful, as these ought to soon become a weekly
marketable commodity. The tidal waters will yield bound-
less supplies of fish for the mei'e trouble ot dropping a
hook into the water, and the beach has its systers ind
cockles. This is the case as far as the tide reaches, pos-
sibly sixty n.iles from the sea in some localities. The
fresli-water creeks contain only eels and a small fish like
whitebait. In the bush there are pheasants, imported, but
now numerous; also fat pigeons at certain seasons, and a
few other bird.s; that may occasionally be met with and
are worth conking. There is also abundance of wild honsy,
which will afford meid, or "

honey-beer" to those who
take the trouble of brewing it. For vegetables the garden
mu=t be depended ou.

The pioneer farmer's sarden is an item of some impor-
tance, and he will not grudge the labour he bestows upon it.

Potatnes aud kumetri, the native sweet potato, are grown
in considerable quantities, as these are a main article of
diet. The garden enclosure contains several acres, possibly
round the house, hut at any rate where the soil is richest
and the stumps fewest. Here are grown various useful

vegetables, probably an acre or two of n.aize, some melons
and pumpkins. The last is not only for the table, but also
for the pigs ; sheep and cattle may have a nibble too in

dry weather. Then there is the orchard, which mav be a
part of tbc garden or a separate enclosure. Many sorts of
fruit are grown, according to the time the settler can afford
to bestow in planting them. Apples fruit heavil\ after
the third year from planting, but are fatally liable to blight.
Figs, pears, plums, cherries, oranges, lemons, loquals, and
sundry otheis flourish luxuriantly, and are loaded with fruit.

Peaches of several kinds, apricots, and nectarines, are com-
mon, the first being used in large quantities for fattening
pigs. Even bananas can be grown in the north, but will not
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ripen every year. The olive may be seen, but as yet

only as a curiOBity,; the grape yields well, but diffii-ulties

attend its culture. At Mangawai there is a successful

vineyard, wlierc wine of the hock and clai-et types is now

made and -. Id. Byand-liy the vineyard will surely be a

common feature, atid New Zealand wines vie. with thoNO of

Australia. Ihere are very few individuals in the colony as

yet who understand grape cuUure, hut there are similar soils

and cliniat- to the best wine producing districts ofSoiithi-rn

Kurope. The worst foes of the grape are the phea^^ants and

the cricket-, but both of those may be overcome ii proper
measures be taken. Pheasants can be shot, but crickets are

a sore trial to the fanner when they appe.ir on hi^ clearings.

They swarm in hosts and eat grass and grain, the fruit on

the trees and the bark on the roots. Tliis last may, how-

ever, be readily stopped by lime and sulpliur and the like.

As there is no evil without its ccrrespondiuff good, so the

farmer is able to keep the crickets from doing him much

appreciable damage; while, at the same time, he turns them

into a source of profit. It is found that turkeys and ducks

will feed on thetii ravenously, and will thrive and fatten

splendidly on the food. These birds are therefore kept in

numbers by many settlers. Tobaccn.growing and manu-

facture will also become an important industry in the north.

There is already one plantation, at Papakura, which is

remunerative : bnt scarcity ot cheap labour is the main diffi-

culty, as it also is with hop-growing, seri-culture, and other

equally well-proiuising pursuits. Olive-cnlture has yet to

be started There ia an islet in the Kaipara, I think in the

Wairoa rivei, covered with olive trees that someone planti-d

as an experiment and left, and which suffice to show what

might be done in this direction. Settlers were lately in-

teresting themselves in beetroot sugar, whicli some were

thinking ot serious moving in. But, in spite of the fact that

Government has ottered a handsome bonus, I think beetroot-

growing and sngar-makiug would hardly pay in the north,

in view ot competition with the cane sugars of Queensland,

Fiji, and elsewhere.
It will bt gathered that there is a great deal of work to he

got through "n a pioueer farm, and it should be under-

stood that there are seldom more than half-a-dozeu hands

to do it. Many settlers, indeed, arc obliged to limit

themselves at first from want of capital, and their

progress is much retarded. But as the years go, on the

the area of gras< extends, and a larger income permits
labour 10 be employed, and so increase it still more.

When the slieep, becoming more numerous every year, are

ou the clearings, there is an easy source of inooine, demad-

ing 11 lie more than the week or two's work atshearing time.

The cattle are a main dependence, but take up much lime.

The pioneer will try to keep up a dairy after he has aiiittle

grass to feed his milch cows, but unless there is a wife,

or one hand can devote himself entirely to it, other work

will be hindered. Butter and cheese pay fairly, but beef

pays better. The herd running in the bush keeps on in-

creasing anuually and every year the number of four-year-

old steers iu greater. Still, the herd demands some work,
and one man's time is fully taken up iu looking after it.

It is considered necessary to bring up every beast at least as

often as oucein six weeks, and to yard it for a night ; other-

wise it ^vill get wild and wander too far away.
* * *

The four-year-olds are not very large according to Eng-
lish ideas, the "

fat steer" of the bush averaging some
fifteen hundred. But he will fetch a pound per hundred

and more in Auckland, and has cost nothing to rear

bcyon I the looking up with the rest. Once a year there

18 a grand muster of the herd on th fenced clearings,

and the beasts for market are drafted out. To effect

this, the ne'ghbours, white and Maori, must be asked to

a "bee" to assist. Ca tie drafting is exciting work, the

beasts becoming very wild with the driving abou', and

dog.s or men are sometimes hurt. Spending the fat stesrs

to market is generally done by water. A cutter is char-

tered for the purpose, and the beasts are yarded on the

beach. Then each is separately roped by the horns, driven

into the water, and swum alongside the vessel, when he

is got on board by means of a sling and tackle.

. The herd is a valuable help to the pioneer-farmer iu

his early days ; hut by-and-bj- he will eive it up altogether,

or will retain it in a smaller way within Ids fences. Ae
he gets more and more grass, he will iirohably stock it

with slieep, these affording the maximum of profit to the

minimum of work. Then he will have more time to attend

to the beautifying ofhis place, building a more pretenti-
ous residence, planting out ornamental and useful trees,

making paths and reads, setting hedges round the pad-
docks of thorn, Vermont damson, acacia, Osage orange, or

other likely stuff, and finding generally aviriety of details

to attend to. It ^\'ill have been seen th it the work a

pioneer farmer has before him is of the hardest ,ind ster-

nest, and is all-engro.ssing. The refinements of civilisation

are banished in great measure ; there is no time to culti-

vate them. But food is good, various, and plentiful, and
the cUmate is most enjoyable The settler is doing
.SO' etbing more than ifhe were a tenant-farmer in Enu-lan 1

;

for he is making capital, as well as earning a livelihood.

Every year his income will be larger, and his land become
more valuable and I'emuoerative as his improvements on
it are effected. Whether he starts wi;h much capital or

with less, he has a lon'4 hard fight before him, for the

first ten or twelve years at any rate. But the rewanl ia

sure, and is worth working for. After that time his

clearings will begin to fall in as ready for the plough,
and the acreage of the plough lands will increase yearly.
Then labour and machinery will insure maguiticent returns,
and the days of rude pioneering cease.

SUGAR IN THE UNITED STATES.
In a report by Mr. A^ictor Drummond, Secretary to Her

Majesty's Legation at Washington, recently received by
the Government of India, some very interesting and use-

ful information is given regarding the present state of

sugar-production auel its future prospects in the United
States. The extended cultivation of sugar, and the necessity
that exists for its production in large quantities, is being

very strongly recommended to those interested iu the trade

by General LeDuc, the Director of the Agricultur.al Bureau
at Washington. Sugar holds the first importance among
the imported products of other nations, for which the United
States are now paying anuually nearly 100,000,0f30 dollars,

and it is, therefore, urged, says Mr. Drummond, that with

proper encouragement and support its cultivation and pro-
duction at home would serve to save to the country that

which is now lost to it by its deficiency in this respect.
In the state of Louisiana, which is the chief source of

the domestic supply of sugar, the production appears to

have fallen off considerably between the years 1861-62 and

1876-77, the productiou in the latter amounting to only

1<10,672,570 lbs., against 528,321,500 lbs. produced in the

former, or nearly 63 per cent less than it was iu 1S61-

62. L^p to the present time it appears that only a very

insignificant part of the whole body of cane-bearing lands

in Louisiana have at all been under cultivation ;
the agricult-

ural methods and the mechanical apphances in ti.se, and
the system of production followed having also to some
extent operated against the successful development of the

industry. In Louisiana there are immense tracts of un-

occupied and abandoned sugar-lands w-hich are purchasable
at low rates; and with an improved system of labor, a

division ami cultivatiou ot smaller tracts by individual

owners, and a more scientific handling of the cane, the

Director of Agriculture in Washington thinks that a steady

development of the industry may reasonably be expected.

Again on the Lower Mississipi Blr. Drummond tells us

that there are hundreds of thousands of acres of the best

sugar-producing lands which are inundated through the

broken levees, and which have only been abandoned on

account of the overflow. Repeated endeavours have been

made by individuals, corporations, counties and states to

restrain the mighty river, but they have been fruitless ;

and it is considered by the American Agricultural Bureau

that the time has conic when it becomes a national duty
to effect such measures as will serve to re-establi.sh these

levees in such a maiiui-r as shall permanently secure the

industries that will immediately re-occupy these lands. It

is calculated that the producing power of the state of

Louisiana might, if thi; measures advocated be adopted,
be increased 300 per cent. Sugar-lands, capable of a pro-

duction of 2,000 to 4,000 lbs., with a proportionate quantity
of molasses, can be purchased for fifteen to twenty dollars

an acre in the State. The sugar cultivators and manufac-

turers recommend the appointment of chemists to study
the operation of manufacture on the ground, to analyze

the soils, provide means for converting the trash-cane
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into a fertilizer, and suggest means for the re-establishment

of weakened anil exhausted soils. They also advocate the

establishment of an Agricultural College and Farm for

determining questions bearing on the sugar industry, since

it has been discovered from practical experience that

experimental tests, conducted by private individuals, lack

thoroughness in consequence of the expense and time

required to carry them forward to complete and furnish

reliable results.

The following figures will be found of interest. The
amount left over from the previous year, deducting the

surplus at the close, is added to the imports of each

year ;
—

Con^utnptioii of Suyar in the United States,
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USE AND ABUSE OF IVIANUEES.

Nothing is more important in agriculture than a tliorougb

understanding of tlie manure questions, but at present
"
practical men " are very imperfectly informed m that

department, purchasing large quantities of adulterated

manures (see Dr. Voelcker's evidence before the Koyal

Commission), and wasting money annually by their in-

judicious use. The waste of manure has long been a

characteristic failing. I remember when the most money-

sparing race of men in the world, clad in leather gaiters

and round frocks, spending almost nothing upon liLxuries

or conveniences, lost hundreds in the waste of manvure

In those days it was the farmyard dung that was wasted

in great open yards where the rain washed it, and rivers

of water ran through it from acres of untroughed build-

ings. Now it is the artificial manure that is wasted.

The shortest answer to the question, "what is manure?"

would be that it is the raw material of our crops,
" Don't talk to me about Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert,"

said a large farmer ;

"
if I was to dose my land with

nitrate of soda, I .shoidd grow nothing." He may be

right ;
but heavy-land farmers, as a rule, swear by mtrate

of soda, and, as one of them expressed it, they have
" tickled the land " with it very much to their advant-

age Nitrate of soda yields one of the most costly and

important constituents of plant food ;
but it does not

yield all, and is not therefore a complete manure, except

in the case of soils containing an inexhaustible supply of

the other constituents of plant food. On the chalks of

the North Downs nitrate of soda is not much used. The

soil is not rich in its natural store of mineral plant food,

and, if nitrogen be added in excess of the available min-

erals a blight or some other disaster, may be expected

to follow. But there is a belt of land beneath the downs

which is, on the contrary, well storeil with minerals, where

I have known the land to be skilfully "tickled" with a

little nitrate with excellent effect. I know one clever

farmer who has used in certain fields no other manure

than nitrate of soda for many years, and he has sold oflf

the whole of the produce. This gentleman farms both on

and under the hill, having a slice of chalk and of better

land below- a little fat and a little lean; and if he had

been a man with one idea and a prejudice against nitrate,

he could not have prospered as he has done.—T. Quickly.

—Field.

COTTON OAKE.

A recent number of the Annales A(/ronomii}>ics contains

an important article by M. A. Renouard fils entitled

" Etude sur les torteaux dc cotton." It appears that since

the year 1872 the consumption of cotton cake in France

has undergone a steady increase, and that it is now

very extensively used for cattle feeding. In 1880, the

amount of cotton cake imported into France was 440

tons and of cotton seed 21,160 tons. In the same year

nearly 2 700 tons of cake was exporteil by France, and

most of this came to England. The chief supplies both

of cake and of seed are derived by France from Turkey,

Efypt, and Italy, only a comparatively small quantity

arnv-ing from the United States. England, on the other

hand, obtains most of her cotton cake from the United

States, while cotton seed comes chiefly from Egypt. Mar-

seilles and Rouen are the leading towns at which the

cotton seed is crushed, and the oil so expressed is used

by painters, varnish makers, and soap manufacturers. But

it is only since the year 1860 that the extraction of the

oil has
"

been carried on on a commercial scale ;
before

this date vast quantities of seed were allowed to accu-

mulate and to rot at the cotton plantations. It is an in-

dustrial tact of considerable interest and significance that

at the present time the seed is often more valuable to

the planter for its oil and oil cake than for its cotton

fibre, of which latter it contains only about one quarter

of its weight. , . , ^ j •

In the United States the cotton seed is harvested in

the months of October and November : it is carefully

gathered in bv women, and then spread out to dry

until it is hard to the teeth. By mechanical appli-

ances the cotton wool is then separated from the re-

mainder of the seed. The later gathered seed are of

better quality than those harvested earlier in the season ;

the later are found to be more watery, they are greener
and softer, the cotton is not so easily removed, and they
are liable to get crushed iu the decorticators; besides

these drawbacks the oil obtained from the earlier seeds

contains more water, mucilage, and resin, it is only clari-

fied with difficulty, and easly turns rancid.

For the extraction of the oil the seeds are first screemed,
then crushed between fluted rollers, and afterwards ground
into a regular paste, which is heated in an oven in order

to coagulate the albumen. The whole mass is then sub-

jected to an enormous hydraulic pressure for a period
of five minutes, during which the greater part of the

oil is forced out. The cakes are then taken out, and,

after the addition of 5 per cent, of water, are crushed,

dried by hot steam, and again pressed, and they may
even be pressed a third time, the cake finally retaining

not more than 9 to 10 per cent, of its oil. The cakes

next undergo a trimming process, and are then dried

for about three weeks, by which time they are hard enough
for transport.

—Adelaide Observer.

CARBOLIC ACID AND WEEDS.

The following report is from the Royal Botauic Society's

Quarterly Record, which describes some experiments in

destroying weeds on gravel walks.

"As requested by the committee, I have to report

that since my experiments in 1869 with cheniical com-

pounds, with a view to determine their relative values

in the destruction of vegetable growths on gravel walks,

additional trials have from time to time been made with

B variety of substances recommended for the purposes
—

amongst others, sulphuric, sulphurous, hydrochloric, and

carbolic acids, chloride of sodium, sulphate of copper,

chloride of zinc, flowers of sulphur, par.afiin oil, and

Burnett's and other disinfecting fluids; and also during

1876-7 a large quantity of refuse fluid, presented to the

Society from a colour works, which contained free sul-

phuric and other acids, sulphate of copper, and most

probably other metallic salts. It was used in the pro-

portion of one of mixture to three of water, aud its

application destroyed all vegetable growth, aud noue re-

appeared on the walks for more than three years after.

Since 1877, however, we have not been able to obtain

a supply of this or any similar liquid from any source,

and authorities at gas works report that the only refuse

they can supply at a low rate is spent lime. Of the

several agents tried from time to time three only have

been retained for further experiment, all the others being

con.sidered unsuitable, either from their high cost or in-

efficiency. Those three are—
No. 1. Sulphuric acid.

No. 2. Carbolic acid.

No. 3. Chloride of sodium (common salt).

After trial of several proportions, the following were de-

termined upon. It will be noted that the proportion of

sulphuric acid is given by weight, as this is, for well-

known chemical reasons, the most reliable measure; the

weight of salt is when dry as in ordinary domestic use.

The relative values are based on the following commerci-

al values, viz :—Sulphuric acid. Id. per lb. ;
carbolic acid

(Calvert's No. 5), at 3s. 9d. per gallon; common salt, at

40s. per ton; water coast, nil; weight, 10 lb. = I gallon.

No. 1. Sulphuric acid 1 to 15=10 lb. to 160 lb. water

=10d.—8.10 to 1,000 ft.

No. 2. Carbolic acid I to 50=24 pts. to 125 pts. water

=14d.—850 to 1,000 ft.

No. 3. Salt, 56 lb., 12d—850 ft.

The .area of walk treated with each amount of liquid

is stated at from 850 to 1.000 superficial feet, as the

quantity required depends upon the form, pitch, or con-

dition of the walk^such as rough, damp, shaded, &c.,

aud especially in relation to sulphuric acid and salt, both

of which have so high an affinity for water that the

hygrometric condition of the gravel is important Ihe

action of the several compounds is as follows:—No. I,

sulphuric acid, is immediately fatal to all vegetation on

contract. No. 2. carbolic acid, is slow m action, graduaUy

turning the leaves, and especially the roots, hay-brown.

No 3. salt, is almost immediately fatal on a damp walk,

or after the first wet day, and in a short tune a few
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sharp showers of rain wash the gravel clean and bright.

The preventive action of salt is only good for about

three or four months, vegetation reappearing in perhaps
an aggravated amount on damp or shaded walks. As

yet the duration of the preventive action of the acids

has not been fully determined, but the garden superin-

tendent has marked on a plan the walks as severally

treated, and the Fellows of the Society and visitors to

the garden will be enabled to judge the relative values

of the agents. The liquid compounds were spread over

the walk by the ordinary watorpots with tin roses. Lead

or pewter would be better ; zinc must not be used. A
rose made of thin sheet German silver resisted the actiou

of the sulphuric acid well. For the distribution of the

salt I constructed a special machine. It consists of a

square box sieve of perforated zinc mounted on wheels

with an automatic action, so arranged as to communicate

to the sieve a jolting motion when drawn along tlie walk.

The wced.s on the walks consisted of grass, spergula, and

small varieties of moss, &c. From time to time I will

report the result of the experiments, and shall be happy
to make trial of any other agents recommended—W.

SOWEKBY, Secretary."
—Adelaide Ohsei-ver.

ON THK ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE

JAK TREE.

[We commend the foUomng article from the Intlian

Aqricullurist to the attention _of
our readers, some of

whom may be able to add Information regarding the

fniit, the indiarubber-like juice, the timber, &c. We
believe large jak trees sell up to RlOO each in Ceylon

for canoes.—Ed.]

Natural Okder—AHocarpacee ; Artncarpns inlegri-

folius. Known in Bengal as the—Kanlhal.

Although this is tree that is grown near to every

rj'ot's honse in Bengal, and in fact can be grown on

almost any soil, provided the climate is not a very dry
one, its value has, I believe, never been fully tested,

and these lines are written with the view of attracting
attention to it.

Belonging as the jack does to the bread-fruit older,

its growth, in a climate «nd on soil where the bread

fruit grows, is only a natural arrangement, and there is

little doubt but that the jack trees in Ceylon are about

the finest one can see.

The jack tree is grown meiely for its fruit, which all

residents in India are aware is very large, very luscious,

and has a very strong smell of uver-ripe fruit which

very few Europeans can appreciate, but which the

natives revel in.

The wood of tlif jack tree is very like the mahogany
in

"
£;rain," and were it not for its bright yellow colour,

it would be a great favourite with cabinet-makers. As

itie, jack wood is used largely for all domestic furniture,

and when put thrnugh a process of staining, is greatly
admired and always commands a ready sale. The jack
trees in Bengal do not grow lofty, but they make up for

it in girth, and planks 20 or 24 inches across, sawn out

of jack tree bolls, are not um'ommou. Some years back,

happening t'> see a number of jack fruit taken off a tree

while still unripe, 1 experimented with the milky juice
that exudes from the fruit stem. I gathered the juice,

and wliippiug it up like one does cream, I secured a

viscid mass out of it that looked uncommonly like

(caoutchouc) ludiarubber. Thia mass I put away in

the shade to dry, and in due course I found it get hard

and rpringy. I then gdl, several ounces of this
" caoutchouc," and with it moulded a cup and a vessel

like a milk jug. These mouldings were quite firm, but

at tlie same tinn' very sticky. Well, to get rid ot the

"stickiness," if I may so term it, I used some oil, having
for result a polished, smooth surface. I then placed

the articles on the, kitchen smoke flue opening to dry
and brown ; unf(.rtunately I was called away suddenly,
iind had to absent myself for two or three days, and as

I had left no instructions regarding my "caoutchouc"

vessels, I found on mj rtum no vessels at all, l.ut a

mass ot viscid, dark brown, thick syiupy fluid not unlike

varnish. Now, from this experiment I deduce tbat the

jack juice contains a substance like caoutchouc— elastic,

leathery, water-resisting, and capable of removing pencil
marks. I hiid not the chemicals to test ihe qualities of

the substance, and to compare the same with India-

rubber, and, therefore, I do not feel justified in calling
it Indiarubbiir.

I was careful to test the quantity I obtained, and on

apportioning it to the number of fruits I tapped,
I found that each fruit could yeld fully two ounces

of milk, and from it I got nearly one-and-a-half drachm
of rubber (I use t'lis term till another is found, or the

substance is proved to be other than caoutciiouc). If

this substance is caoutchouc, and ea*h tri'e yields only
20 fruit, the result would be four ounces of rubber

per tree.* I have not tapped the jack trees in order to

continue these experiments, but I have not the least

doubt but that they could tapped aa the rubber trees are

done.

Now, if we look at the fruit of the jack, it consists

of a number of "flakes," each flake covering a seed.

This soft covering is very juicy and sweet, and if heated

with water and allowed to ferment, and then distilled,

it yields a wine of fair strength, but rather strong flavor.

1 see no reason why, with the aid of certain deodori-

zers, this strong taste and smell could not be mellowed

down, and a full-bodied mellow liquor, not unlike

some of the Marsalas, be produced. Again, the seed,

when roasted and ground down, is a highly nutritious

article of diet, very like the flour made out of the

Trappa by the Cashmerees. I believe it contains a very

large percentage of starch, and as such, could be

utilized in a variety of forms. Many of the common
jack trees yield a greater percentage of seed than those

that are more caruluUy cultivated, and I have seen

80 to 90 seeds come out of one fruit. If these seeds

be taken to weigh a third uf an ounce each, one fruit

will give us 30 ounces of flour, and twenty fruits, the

produce of one tree, 600ounees=37!b of flour. Now,
if we place the matter on a working estimate, it appears
as follows :

—
Say two acres of laud— R. A. P.

Kent at one rupee per bigha ... 25 S

Ploufjhing, cleaning, &c. .. 20

Seedlings .. ... 2

Planting 27 trees ... 8

Tending do for 48 months' at

R4 per mouth ... ... 192

Total outlay ... 240

Against this we have a plantation of 54 trees ; say
the fifth year we have eight fruits on each tree, this

represents an income of 8 k 27= 216 fruits. The sixth

year say twice 216=432 fruits, or in two years we
have 648 fruits. These at two annas each for the

eatable part of the fruits=Pi84 with 19.440 ounces or

l,21.i lb of flour at I anna per tti, E70, and 1,944
drachms or 121 lb of rubber=@ 8 annas per lb R60,
or 84 >! 76 X 60=R'-20, and as the yield increases very

largely in a very short time, the plantation will

repay every expense and be self-supporting. Lastly,

* Caoutchouc, gum elastic, or ludiarubber is a milky
juice found in many plants, but most abundantly in the
natural orders, Moracem, Artocarpucea:, Euphorbiiiciit,

Apiicyiiaceie, Asch'piadacnc and r<i//ni/aic(r. 'I be jack tree

belongs to the Artoctirpacea-, and it is a question which
experiment alone can decide whether rubber of sufficient

eoononiic value could be obtained from it.—Ed. /. A.
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the 54 trees when they cease to yield, which may be at a

time wheu they bave reached a ciroumfereuee of 9 feet,

coakl be sold at 1120 each for the pla:!ks they would

yield, and may be louked upon as Rl,080.

THE TEA TRADE OP 18S2.

The f:jl', .'.- '^
report on the tea trade for the j'ear

lb82 IS from Messrs. W. J. & H. Thompson :—" The
results of the tea trade for the year 1882 have been
most unsatisfactory to importers, wliile the dealers have
been able to purchase nt cheaper rates than ever known—in several clas.'-es below the cost of production. It

was thought that prices liad reached their lowest in

18S1, but the average for the past year has been lH to

20 per ceut less. The general trade depression will

account in a great measure for this, but it has been

aggravated by the early and hurried supplies from
Cbina, adding to the heavy stock in the warehouses on
the 31st of May ; and, further, by the anticipation of

an exccBsive increase from India. The quality of the

crop also, both from China and India has been
inferior from several districts ; but as regards
Indian, improvement in this respect is reported, while
the quantity will be less than wns expected. The
growth of the ludiau export from year to year must
exercise a marked effect upon the value of all good and
fine China teas, more especially as the consumption of

the former kitul u largely on the iucrcase. The ex-

tremely low prices latsly ruling lor cuuimon China

grades promise ^at length to check the total export,
and present estimates are 15 to 17 million lb. less than
last i-easou. This, coupled with improved deliveries,
should place statistics some few months hence in a more

satisfactory position."
—Home and Coluiiial Mail,

SUGAE.
The Berlin Deutsche Zucker Industrie has ascertained,

" from the best source," that no alteration in the
German sugar duties, and, in particular, no reduction
of the drawbacks, will be made during the present
season-year, i.e., before the Ist August next, .'^ubject
to this, our contemporary surmises that it will be pro-

posed to reduce the export bounty from 9 marks 41 pf.
to 9 marks per centner of raw .'^ugar, and it is thought
that such a proposition is most likely to be agreed to

by a majority of the Reichstag. Ihis is equivalent, iu

round figures, to a reduction of about 5d, per cwt. in

the drawbacks, which appears to be n totally useless

change, if the German Government really desire to

stop the export bounty. There seems little doubt, on
M. Jacquemart's figures, that the German sugar duties,
which ought to yield about £3,000,000 a year, yield

only £2,000,000, iu consequence of the immense export
bounties. It is a fresh, and apparently undesigned,
extension of the new Protectionist policy of the Empire
that Germany should be enabled to supply Great
Britain with sugar Ss. under the cost of production.
Within a verj few years, at the present rate of increase,

something like a million tons of sugar would b.- ex-

ported frnm Germany, and the whole of the German
sugar revenue would then disappear, as it did more
than once iu Austria under a similar system. Pract-

ically, what German sugar is exported has to come to

England, the only important free and open market
either in Europe or in America. But on coming here
the subsidised German sugar has to compete with the

3,000,000 or 4,000,000 tons of cane and beet sugar made
elsewhere. In order to beat other sugars, the Germans
have to give away a portion of their bounty, the more
so, as their goods are made on a costly, though very
perfect system, and would therefore bein themselves

higher in price than, for instance, French sugars. As
the exports from Germany increase and arc forced off

on markets already fully supplied, the makers must

give away more and more of their bounty, until a point
would ultimately be reached not only wUeu the bounty
is all given away, but when the manufacture leaves a

loss instead of a profit. This is a matter of certainty
sooner or later, on the ordinary grounds of political

economy, but that this ia not simply a theory is shown
by ti.e recent exuctlv parallel ease of the French ex-

port bounties on refined sugars, which led p-r.eisely to

these results. So far as Great Britain is concerned, it

would be absurd iu us to object to being supplied with

cheap German sugar. Our refineries are kept fully

employed, and if the German bounties go far enough,
our manufacturers will be able to es'ablish an immense

export trade, owing to their having the monopoly of

cheap supplies. Our colonists may no doubt suffer, and
suffer severely, from the German bounties, but so long
as many of them get less than half the net income they
ought to obtain from their cane fields, in consequence
of their wasteful system of manufacture, they are not

likely to receive much attention. Indeed, the best

thing that could happen for our West Indian Islands

would bo such a severe and long-continued depression in

refining sugar, as the German bounties seem likely to

bring about. Low prices would compel the planters to

adopt proper machinery, and, if once they did this, they
need not tear German exp irt bounties of even 3.9. per
cwt. About 200,000 tons of sugar a year, worth, at

£18 per ton, £3,600,000. are exported from the West
Indies, instead of the 500,000 tons, worth, at £23 per
ton, the relative price of properly-made sugar,

£11,500,000, which might be grown on the area now
cultivated, if modern m.achinery were used. The
difiference of merely £8,000,000 a year is simply
wasted.—Produce MarkUs Review.

INDIA :—CROP AND WEATHER REPORT
FoK THE Week ending the 16th Jani'aky.

General Bemarhit..—There has been slight rain in

the Madras and Bengal Presidencies, in the Punjab,
Central Provinces, Assam, and in the Central India
States. In the I^orth- Western Provinces and Oudh,
the rainfall, although moderate, shows an improve-
ment over that of the week preceding, and has Ijeeu

more or less distributed throughout the country. In
the Bombay Presidency, British Burma, the Nizam's

Territories, and in Rajputana, there has been no rain

to report during the past week.

Agricultural prospects are generally good or fair

throughout the country. But rain is still much
wanted in mist districti of the Punjab, and more is

also needed for the rabbi crop in the North-Westeru
Provinces and Oudh. The partial destruction of crops
by locusts lo Ratnagiri iu the Bombay Presidency
still continues, and some damage to the winter crops
by insects is also reported from two districts of the

Bengal Presidency.
In the Madras Presidency and in Mysore and Coorg,

harvesting, chiefiy of rice, is still in progress ;
in

British Burma aud Bengal the rice harvest has nearly
closed. In the Central Provinces and Northern ludia

the ordinary autumn crops are off the ground aud
are being threshed, and the cutting of sugarcane is

in progress.
Madras.—No rain except iu Tanjore, Chiugleput,

Madura
; general prospects good,

Assam (SijUiet, Jan. 17th).—Sali and amun crops
harvested; piospicts of winter crops, sugarcane aud
linseed good ; cholera reported from Sunamganj and

Karimganj.
Mysore and C'ooj'fl.—Crops in the provinces in good

condition
; cutting of sugarcane commenced ; harvest

operations continue active ; prospects favourable ;

public health satisfactory ; no material change iu

prices.
—Pioneer.
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COFFEE PLANTING: WASH AND WEEDS.
We commeuJ to the attention of ouv planting reailora

liei-e, in India and otlier planting countries, tlie do-

liverance on the vexed question of weeds and weeding
whicli foUows. It is from one of the oldest of our Ceylon

planters, cue who has passed through the "
weedy

"
period

of Ceylon plantations, to that when "clean" weeding
became the rule, and who has sui'vived now to liear

the wisdom of the latter system disputed :
—

,

" Few places have sufl'ered more from wash tlian that

I have now in charge, thickly covered with bambu (the
Sinhalese batali). To root it all out was an absohitely

necessary preliminary to 'cultivation
; besides that

tlio sm'face soil consists almost eutu'cly of worm castings—
tlie lightest and most portable of all kinds of earth.

Thus, to begin mth, there was a light broken-up soil,

especially lialde to wash. To counteract this evil, I

made numerous drains, but after watching then- opera-
tion I became convinced that no possible system of

ih-ains could act to any gi'eat extent, either in prevent-

ing, or very much retarduig wash, when an exceptionally

heavy shower fell, and the whole hillside becomes a

shallow stream. If the drains are steep, they merely in-

tercept and cany ofl' all that falls into them
;

if they
are on an easy gradient, stones, sticks, and other loose

things dam them up, till the silt fills them, and they
overflow, and the accumulated water and sUt takes the

the hillside at the nearest. I tried to catch some part
of the silt by embanking across ravines, hut the tre-

mendous rushes came and swept the too feeble barriers

away in a few rftuiutes. By the lessons of experience
however I succeeded in estabhsliing several silt pits,
in which many huudi'eds of cartloads of silt have accu-

mulated, but that consists chiefly of sand, as all the finer

portions of earth, held suspended in the muddy
water, were carried away to emich the neighbom--
ing paddy-fields, or even to go further afield, some of

it no doubt, to find final repose, in the bottom of
the ocean. The descent of sm-face soil on thick sides
to a lower level is a natural process in constant

operation retarded by one class of agencies, hastened

by another. A close cover of herbage reduces denuda-
tion to a mere trifle, and a forest shade, as nearly as

possible, puts a stop to it altogether. On the other

hand, if the natm-al shade be cleargd, and the land

planted mth anything that will not immediately
shade the whole sm-face, and, if the cultivated plant
is injiu-ed by the natiu-al gi-owth which all soils pro-
duce, you must either keep the latter imder subjection,
or allow yom- cultivated plant to suffer to an extent
that may seriously affect your own interests, and defeat
the end you have in view as the solo object of you
operations.

' ' I w ish to deal as tenderly and as candidly as I can
with the lately revived theory, as old as coffee plant-
ing itself, and which was tested in the olden times
to the i-uui, final or temporaiy, of humheds of coffee
estates. It is very uatmal for those who have observed
the inevitable denudation of bare surfaces accelerated

by the means necessary to keep them so, to grasp at

any idea, that may promise to retard the process
but, before accepting a thick gi-owth of weed as
the proper remedy, there are certain questions
necessary to be asked and answered. Taking coffee for

my text, it may be asked is my soil rich enough at
this day, to yield a paying coffee crop, and a crop of
weeds sufficient to materially retard denudation, at the
same time? Forty years ago, ninety-nine out of every
hundi'ed coliee planters in Ceylon woukl have answered
this question with an unhesitating atfirmative: ten years later

88

an equal proportion, would have replied with an equally
decisive negative. In the inteiwal, the system had been
tried everywhere, and everywhere the consequences were
disastrous. I know not, whether the price of coffee has
ever since that time fjillen so low as in 1847-50, but
the terrible result was on that occasion prepared by
weeds, and the then curent methods of treating them.
Almost a moiety of the coffee estates were abandoned ;

estates sold at mere nominal prices, such as the original
cost of the iron roof of the store, and some of those,
so disposed of, became under the new system, most
excellent aud highly remunerative properties and
continued so, till the advent of Hemlleia vaxtalnx
levelled aU distinctions and involved all the estates
in the island in disaster. Human ingenuity may
arrive at some plan of reducing the wasli on bare
inclines to a minimum, but it certaiidy wUl not be

by the gi-owing of weeds, where coffee is the cultivated

plant, for coffee of all the plants I am intimately
acquainted with most resents the presence of herbace-
ous grow th on the space its roots occupy. Other plants
may be more tolerant, but coffee in unmistakable

language bids its cultivator choose between itself and its

bitter foe, the weeds. Remember that coffee is essentially
a plant that ckaws its supplies of food from the close

neighbourhood of the surface, and that all herbaceous

plants do th(^ same. Therefore amid ten thousand gi'eedy

sucking mouths, all more at home than itself, the culti-

vated plant comes off' second best. Uuiy the weeds,
you say. Very good, but yom' land is satm-ated with
the seeds of your cherished weeds, and where will they
gi'ow so luxmiautly, as on the loose soU, with which

you have covered the remains of then- parents? To
cut down the weeds with reaping hooks is another

proposed system of dealing with the annual weeds. The
result of this method is that you will gradually tiu-n

yom' coffee field into a pastm'e and then the end is

near. The coffee plant, in tolerable soil, as our Ceylon
soils go, will tight a long battle, with annuals, period-

ically rooted out, but when grass covers its feeding
gxound it gives in at once—you have seen the last

of your coffee crojis, and a few yellow leaves will be
the sole reward of yom- labom-."

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE WESTERN
PROVINCE OF CEYLON :

PK0GRES.S OF Cocoa, Rubber, Lieeri.-v.n Coffee.

The state of tlie cofl'ee fungus remains much the same
for the last two months, having done all the ill it

was permitted to do, between the end of August and
the end of October. The damage has been consider-

able, but not so great as I have seen elsewhere,
and the fact is fully proved, that the many \arieties

of Liberian coffee are liable to the pest in different

degrees, though none have the power of complete
resistance.

Duruig the comparative calm weather, between

August and December, the cocoa made very encour-

aging progress, nor did it suffer much from the di-y.
weather gales that followed, but the terrible succes-

sion of bitter squalls, during the last week of the

year, has been very trying, more esjiecially to the
well-advanced trees ; the ends of the branches being
entirely stripped of leaves in many cases for a foot

down, while many of my largest trees have a sadly
ragged and forlorn look. There are a good many trees

coming into bearing, and in another year we may
look for an appreciable crop. The seed of the dark
red kind is now to be had at one rupee per hundred

pods, a price which is not in excess of the market
of Europe ; the Canaccas kinds are still however at
the okl price of twenty-five nipees, though they are

plentiful in the Heneratgoda gardens, and I fancy they
are not in vexy active demand. I would pr for to

jiropagate those varieties, but I grudge the |.iice,
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especially as my own trees will yield ripe pods in

about six months.
I am not yet prepared to say, how much CearA

rubljer a cooly can collect in a day ; my trees are

probably not old enough yet, to give a fair trial,

but tlie sample of five ounces I send herewith took

nearly a whole day of my own labour, and that is

not very pioniising. The operation can only be carried

on in dry weather, but the trees may be tapped all

over, stem and branches, as often as may be con-

venient, but it is the branches that yield mOot freely,
that is to say such as are from three to six inches

in diameter and not old enough to have become rough.
I visited the Government Gardens a few days ago,

with the view of picking up hints. The Liberian cofl'ee,

tliough not entirely free of fungus, has sulfered little

or nothing ; the tapped trees cover nearly all the ten

by ten feet allotted to them, and many of those that

have been allowed to I'un up are nearly t'wenty feet

high. The cocoa with tlie same space is a regular
or rather an ii-regular thicket, but the later planted

patches have been allowed more room. The Hevea
rulilier has attained a height of forty feet, and the

stems are in some cases a foot in diameter. The

Landolphia Kirkii, of which a suigle plant was pointed
out to me, very greatly resembles some of our indigen-
ous jungle vines ; it seems to approve of its quarters,
for it is in vigorous growth. The nutmegs may be
considered a failure, and with cloves only a partial

success, the somewhat stiff lowdying ground they oc-

cupy is probably not suitable for either. I know very
little about tea, but the patches of that iiroduct
did not strike me as particularly flourishing. I saw

nothmg in the whole garden, flourishing like the card-

amoms : tlie crop is very large, but it appeared to

me that the dense sliade in which they stand was too

iiuR'li for them, and that they would need more light
and ail', to ripen their abundant fruit, much of which
is rotting on the ground, before it is mature. In

my judgment, the tarifl' of prices at these Gardens
mars their use to the public, as only the boldest ex-

perimentalists will venture the first cost of such
new plants as they cannot obtain cheaper elsewhere.

While other countries otter large rewards for the

initiation of new, and the extension and improve-
ment of old industries, the Ceylon Raj throws every
possible impediment in the way. [The system seems
to be to hold on for high prices until no one will

buy, and then to give away !
—Ed.]

PLANTING IN CEYLON : MATALE NORTH
REVISITED.

Old and New Products.

What the Matale district could do in its prime

may be illustrated by the experience obtained of the

well-known Aluwihare estate, situated above the rock-

temple of that name close to the North road a few

miles out of Matale. One of the first planting reminisc-

ences of the writer is comiected with a visit paid to the

Jlcdamahanuwara district in 1864 with Mr. Richard

Rudd : great was the delight of this gentleman on

then learning that an old chum, Mr. Wni. King, who
had worked as hard as any man in the cc .ntry, had

sold his Hangranoya estate, Ambagamuwa, for £14,000

sterling to Messrs. Dickson, Tathani & Co. Hangran-
oya was a carefully cultivated proi^erty of perhaps
SOO acres of coffee, and 100 acres reserve, lying at the

Irack of the Baharundra estate, Kotmale, and there

for many years, Mr. King had practised tlie high
cultivation along with his assistant and future partner
Mr. Alex. Ross, which the latter atteiM-ards carried

out with so much success in Matale. A cattle es-

tablishment of 120 head was maintained, bonedust and

guano imported, and the place systematically worked,
so that when the purchase was made, Hangranoya
presented as fine a sheet of coffee as any in the
country and bore a crop of nearly 2,000 cwt. in the first
season for Mr. Tathani.* Before this time Mr. King
purchased Aluwihare block of 260 acres and visited
the spot to settle with Mr. Ross how it was to be
opened. The first clearing (planted in 1862) was one of
90 acree and the maiden crop came in the 2nd year :

the report of prospects was so glowing that Mr. King
wi-ote out to strip blossom—Jrd was taken oft', and
still the estimate of croj) from what remained, ranged
from 4 to 7 cwt., the highest estimate being that
of Mr. Keith MacLellan. What was the crop ?

Why before tlie trees were 2 years and 4 months old,
Mr. Ross had shipped from the 90 acres no less than
820 cwt. of coffee or at an average of over 9 cwt.

per acre ! But still more important, tliis same clear-

ing now 17 to 19 years old is still the best on the

plantation.t The soil is, of course, exceptionally good ;

the exposure all that could be desired ; the lay of
land rather steep, but so intersected by huge boulders
as to afford the perfection of shelter and support for
the coft'ee. Suitable manure judiciously applied tells

at once and high cultivation here, if anywhere, has
been systematically carried out, the expenditure ris-

ing to £20 and even £22 (includmg cart road, *c.)
per acre perhaps for 15 years with crops of a not less

average than 7 to 8 cwt. per acre. The minimum crop
has not been below 1,200 cwt. while as much as 2,400
cwt. have been gathered in one season.
And yet Aluwihare, like its neighbours the Kowda-

polella group farther north, is in a fair way to be-
come a cocoa, as well as coflee, estate. Cocoa
freely interspersed though the coft'ee, has succeeded

admu-ably under the slielter of the latter, and al-

though not so thickly planted as elsewhere will
soon appear dotted all over above the coffee.

Now, it may be asked why interfere with good
coffee where high cultivation lias been systematically
adopted and could still be continued both here and
in the Northern Matale gi-oup. It is true that for several

years after the advent of Hemilria vastatrix
( 1869) no

fear was entertained of the pest, but about five years
ago Mr. Ross began to see that even ' '

high cul-
tivation

" was unduly weighted by the persistency of
the fungus and that if prices of coft'ee fell, it might
be found impossible to cultivate at a profit, while
without manure it was quite evident, cofl'ee could not
keep up against the leaf disease. The wise decision
was therefore arrived at that "new products" must
be added to the old staple and that some of the ex-

penditure hitherto put in manure, should be devoted
to the planting of cocoa, Liberian coffee and rubber.

* This was followed, we believe, by even larger re-

turns, up to a cop of 3000 cwt., but the area
under cultivation was extended. The system of
cultivation observed on Hangran-oya was :

—
top.

dressing every year when crop coolies came in,
with rotted ravine soil and scrub, the coolies of
the previous year had collected into heaps in the
ravines and swamps. Top-dressed also with pulp ; and
mud from old lints—top-dressing with any of

these, equalling any manuring—but the first gave
great crops of ageratuin as well. Mr. King manured
also extensively with ashes collected ofi the clearings
after the burn-off. (Systematic draining nas begun.
+ The favourite uianure for Aluwihara was 1st

cattle, goat and pulp with a little bones super,
phosphate and guano mixed ; 2nd bone dust, castor

cake, superphosphate and guano and latterly a chemi-
cal compound made up after having got the soil specially
analysed.
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Unfortunately at that time it was considered tliat

it was no use meddling with cmchoua at this eleva-

tion—a mistake since rectilied by flourishing clear-

ings at the top of one of the group. Probably

calisayas especially of the Ledgeriana species would

succeed well lower down. Meantime on Aluwiliare,

coffee is still the main resource, and although the

past crop is not one-half of the old average, yet it

is a remarkable fact that one corner of the estate

(well-manured) has yielded as much as 8 cwt. per
acre.

No finer or healthier looking expanse of coftee could

be desired than were the whole 200 acres in the

early days of this month and yet as we marked the

effect of a few days of wind on exposed portions and on

other plantations in strew-iug the gi'ound with leaves, we
could not Ijut feel more comfortable about the permanent
value of Aluwiliare in watching the vigorous cocoa

trees forcing their way up through the coffee. Where
coffee has not been well supported, it is lamentable

to note the effect uowa-days upcountiy of exposure to a

north-east blast. Even wdier-e no leaf-disease is visible

the trees seem unaljle to retain their- leaves, so that in

some old and perhaps at one tune neglected proper-

ties, we could not Ijelieve that there had not been a

general handling from the way in which fresh and

apparently healthy leaves covered the ground. So

long as the leaf fungus corrtinues,—and vill it ever

leave us ?—there is no hope of profit from coftee witli-

out very liberal treatment, and yet a Haputale
planter informed us the other day that in passing

through Uva, he found the villagers busy attending to

their coftee trees as they had not been seen for some years

past. Ou asking the reason, he found they were

strongly of the opinion that the bad time with the

fuugus was now over and that good crops would be har-

vesti'd for some years to come and so they were preparing
for the change. May their expectations be fulfilled !

As regards another question recently started in our

colunms, we found Matale planters strong in condemning
the statement that tlie sample of Ceylon coffee beans had
not been affected of recent years ; most certainly it has

deteriorated in their experience,and as they firmly believe

all over the country. Before leaf-disease had seriously
affected the trees, the average was 4'50to -i'CO bushels of

parchment to the cwt. where now it is 5 and overs

and tlie quality of the bean lias also deteriorated.

A distinct challenge was made to us, as to any coffee stoi-e

in Colombo shewing an average outturn now-a-days
approaching to that of eight to twelve years ago.
Nevertheless how satisfactory it is to feel that not a few

old estates even when apparently worn out and use-

Jess for coffee, are of much value when new products
are taken into account. " Where has tea not succeeded

in Ceylon,'' was a question we one day put to Mr.

Wall, and curiously enough his answer was " Matale ;"

but he qualified his remark about the non-success

of a clearing in that quarter by explaining there must
have been somctliing wTong in the experiment rather

than in the district. At any rate we know that

tea is to be freely tried iu addition to the many
other products, even in the lower parts of Jlatale.

As for Matale East and Laggala they ought Ijy-and-

bye to constitute one of the most important tea

regions in the countrj'. But apart from tea, with its

wonderful success even in old coffee plantations,
there is the fickle cinchona, in all its varie-

ties, how much has it not done and is douig for the
island? We referred not long ago to the complaint
of an old planter of the ineonsiderateness (to say
the least) displayed in spoiluig one of the finest expanses
of coffee in Dikoya by covering it with cinchona.
But t'.i'' answer to the complaint is a sufficient one when
itis said tliattliis

]
articular property is worth more in the

market as it stands for its cinchona, than ever it was for

coftee even in the palmiest days of liigh prices and

bumper crops. This, however, is in a comparatively

young district. But no less satisfactory is the experience
in the older divisions. There is for instance a well-

known group of estates in Kotmale, that bid fair to

be more valuable than ever they were before through
"new pi'oducts" chiefly cinchona ! The cynic who says
that the planting enterprise in Ceylon is doomed, ouglit
to be answered and ' taken in" as a well.kn<ivvn Pus-
sellawa proprietor took his friends in a short time

ago. He is reported to have shewn them a leaf of his

pocket-book on which were given year by year tlie crops
from his wattie—good and pretty steady up to 1871
or so—then down, almost steadily down, until a minim-
um was reached and so he asked them what they con-
sidered the property (valued at a good many thousands of

pounds ten years ago) was now wurtli? 'Wouldn't have it

asagift' seemed to express the general fueling, and the

surprise was therefore in proportion when turning over
the leaf he shew'ed them his census of cinchona trees

from seven years old downwards and proved to them
uncontestably that his estate (now over 30 years rid)
was more valuable to hiin than at any previous
period in its existence.

Howe\'er, pour revenir d noa moulons. From the top of

Aluwiliare the view on a clear morning is magnificent:
the panorama of the Matale valley is complete and
the amount and variety of cultivation displayed be-

tween Ballacadua and I^awdapolella is very noteworthy.
Native and European holdings intermingle here as per-

haps nowhere else, and the expanse of paddy fields will

be Ijounded, at one point, by coconut groves, or a little

farther on will contrast with a hillside covered with cocoa,
coffee and rubber. The Sinhalese headmen of the distric

are very ready to profit by the example and experience of

their European neighbours, and cocoa and even rubber
have begun to attract their serious attention. In this

way the Ratemahatmaya of Matale Nortli was pre-

paring to plant some acres with Iiotli products, the

seeds of which he was to receive from his obliging

neighbours at Kowdapolella. Individual natives liavc

always held considerable and even valuable coffee

areas iu Matale—more so perhaps than in any
other district, not exceptiug even Uva, whi re the

proprietary interest, on the wlinle, was lai'gcr but
more scattcied. Consequently the effects of leaf

disease and "epression are widely felt, and all tlie

keener is lue interest among hiadmen and dealers.

in "new products." Among other comparatively young
plantations in the valley below Aluwiharie, we note

Uickheria with its regular lines of cocoa and coftee and

easy lay of land with ready access from the road. When
" new products

"
begin to pay and justify liigh cul-

tivation, the facilities for supplying manures by
railway, roads and through cattle establishments in

North Matale are perhaps unequalled in the Central

Province.

THE NEW LEAF-DISEASE.

This new scourge, which cannot be traced to insect

or fungic origui, seems nevertheless to be possessed

of enormous powers of propagation, and to be destined,

in some portions of Ceylon at last, to prove as de-

structive to other products as Hcmileia vaslatrix

has been to coftee : Liberian as well as " Arabian."

The other day we received a letier from an estate

to the eastward of Nuwara Eliya, stating :
—

"
By this iios, I send some diseased gum leaves ;

also part of stem with fuugus ; and some red poochies

on the leaf nearest the joint. Will you kindly tell

me if this is what you have on ^Vbbotsford as it is

widespread up here.
"

The appearance of the leaf and also of the cankered
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bit of stem is wliat we are only too familiar with,

not merely from specimens on Abbotsford, but from

others sent to us from all parts of the planting dis-

tricts. The Hue gum leaf is nearly over all its sur-

face deprived of its juices and colouring matter, a

connnon form of the disease when advanced and

virulent. Generally the affection begins with small-

pox like spots, and soon the whole foliage gets in-

vohed and the stem becomes cankered. The hairy-

like fungus on the bit of cankered stem sent to us

seems the consequence and not the cause of the dis-

ease. We have not been able to distinguish any

living insects, liut if our correspondent is certain they
were and are present, then we suspect red spider is

in Udapussellawa added to the canker disease. We
should like to see further specimens, put carefully in

envelopes, so that the insects cannot escape.

Simultaneously with the letter from tlie eastern side

of Nuwara Eliya, came one from the western side,

with a spotted gum leaf and the following letter :
—

"
Nawalapitiya, 26th January 1883. Dear Sir,—I

have the pleasure to enclose hex'ein a wonderful leaf

wliich I found on my way from Dikoya to Mas-

keliya. At first I thought it was leaf-disease, but

on inspecting the famous tree I found it was not
so, and it is a strange for me to see tlic white spots
in a green leaf ; so I shall feel much obliged by your
inserting this with your idea and if possible the vame.— I remain, dear sir, your obediently, ,f . P. Abraham."
We need scarcely say that our pleasure in receiving

the very curious specimen sent is not equal to that
of our correspondent. The leaf is again a gum leaf,

but, instead of being almost wholly witliered, it is

still largely green ;
the green being speckled with

white spots of various forms, from round to heart-

shape, some concave and some standing out in relief.

We could fancy modern Chinese seeking to trace out
the meaning of tlie symbols, and ancient Egyptians
or Mexicans, wondering what strange hieroglyphics
these were. The specimen might really be regarded
as a beautiful object, Init for what we know of the
destruction of valuable property which the spots
symbolize. From Abbotsford we hear, wliat, we trust may
not be true of a wide radius of country, that tire mys-
terious disease which first attacked tlie Australian

eucalypts and then the cinchonas, withering their foliage
and cankering their stems, Ijut which, it was fondly hoped,
would spare the tea, is now playing havoc with tlie

latter product ! Has the great Kulek of Nature and
Nature's agencies a eontro\ersy with Ceylon,
that aU we put our hands to seems destmed to be
smitten with some form of blight ? Let those who
choose laugh at the question, which we put solemnly.
The new disease has doubtless been developed by ab-

normal weather, but Who let loose the fierce winds
and wlio permitted the clouds to pour out excessive

moisture ? We can reverently put a question
wliicli we are not competent to answer. We only
know tliat the disease which -has attacked our prin-

cipal new products has increased in virulence instead

of abating, and that not merely portions of cinchona
stems are cankered but wliole trees, from root to top.
The effect on tea, we refrain from describing until

we can see and judge for ourselves. Tliere is just
one qualification, which, please God, may prevail in

favour of estates of moderate and low elcAation. It

is in the higher portions of Abbotsford, from 5,000
feet upwards, that the disease is so prevalent and so

virulent. On mentioning the matter to a friend, he told

us tliat an old Dimbula planter liad written to say
that the whole vegetation of the natural forest was

spotted with the disease. This is a new and strange
peculiarity. Hemileia vaslatrix is believed to liave

emerged from the jungle to the cultivated coffee.

But it is not only peculiar to the coff'ee trees : its

mischievous efi^ects are confined to the culti\ated

jjlants ; at least, we have never heard of the in-

digenous coffee trees buffering. But this fearful affec-

tion, born of abnormal meteorological conditions (?)

and first observed on the Australian eucalypts, seerns
destined to sweep over our wliole vegetation, involv-

ing even the wild trees of the forests and jungles.
Cocoa is gro\vn at elevations comparatively so low,
that we trust it may escape this particular affection,
however sensitive it is to the effects of tearing winds
and leaf-puncturing insects. We do not wish to act

the part of alarmists, but it is our duty to recognize
the trntli. It is time, we submit, that the central

Planters' Association and all tlie similar District So-
cieties took up the investigation of this new enemy,
with a view, if possible, to its defeat. The Govern-

ing authorities, too, can legitimately be appealed to

for help ; although, judging by the reports of Marsliall

Ward and Trimen, we can hope for little beyond in-

formation as to the nature of this disease. Still ac-

curate information may be of much value in guiding
experiments towards a possible remedy. Despair is not
the attitude in which Britons usually meet even re-

peated and accumulated disasters. Our friends at

home have suffered fearfully from bad seasons. But
the sun seems again shining on their enterprize, as

we trust it may on ours.

Before this article is out of the printer's hands, we
are glad to learu from a gentleman who has just re-

turned from the wet district of Ambagamuwa that
there is very little of the new disease, and, what is

specially encouraging, that a field of tea at 5,000 feet

elevation is quite untouched by it. We trust, there-

fore, it may in its virulent form be merely local.

REPORT OF THE ROYAL GARDENS AT
KEW FOR 1881.

From the Kew Gardens authorities we have re-

ceived a packet containing not only the Report for

1881 but a copy, inscribed " From the authors,"
of the publication

" On the Composition of the Rain

and Drainage Waters collected at Rothamsted," by
Sh- J. B. Lawes, Baronet, Dr. Gilbert, and Mr. War-

ington. Reserving the latter for future notice, we

may alKrm of the Kew Report that it is true to the

traditions of the estalilishment whose progi'ess it re-

cords, in affbrduig information regarding the char-

acteristics and especially the economic uses of an im-

mense number of individuals of the vegetable kingdom.
The number of visitors to the Gardens in 1881

{8.30,ti7(>) is the largest ever recorded, and at an eai'ly

date we have no doubt the round million will have

to be numbered, as in one year seeking the useful

instruction and umocent enjoyment which a visit to

the Gardens and Museums (the latter teeming with

valualde specimens) is calculated to afford. The lessons

given to young gardeners (many of whom are destined

for foreign and colonial service) were well attended

and gave satisfactory results. Amongst the details

given of changes and improvements in the Gardens
we notice that good results had followed the use of

a flow and return pipe in the upper portion of the
Palm House, in not only securing equable warmth
but preventing condensation and drip. Tlie collection

of palms is, we suppose, about the finest in the world,
aud of the allied plants, the cycads, a lai'ge and line
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collection exists. Under the heading of
"
tropical and

temperate economic plants" it is truly stated that :
—

" When these hoiiaea were built, only 12 years ago,
some of the most conspicuous and now widely spi-ead
and even commercially important of the plants for

which they were iutoinled, were either absolutely un-

known in Europe, or known only as botanical curiosi-

ties of no known use to mankind ; such are some
of the cinchonas, of the American and African india-

rubbers, the Liberian coffee, &c.
"

Special arrangements liave been made in the pi'o-

pagating department for the better culture of tropical

plants of a very delicate nature, such as the mangosteen,
durian, &c. In the octagon of the temperate house,
it is stated that :

—
" The Jjoii/anthcs Palmeri of Queensland, which has

never before flowered in this country, has perfected
its magnificeut head of scarlet flowers 3 feet high,
and these are being now followed by copious fruits

which are approachiug to maturity."
We should think this beautiful Queensland tree

ouglit to do well in Ceylon gardens. Amongst the

plants of special botanical interest which had flowered,
we notice, as included, a new species of Ijegonia from

Ceylon. Tlic arboreum, the pinetum, and the lake

having been noticed, we get details of 355 consign-
ments of plants and seeds sent to 186 recipients. The

packets of seeds were "2,000 ; stove and greenhouse
plants 5,200; trees and shrubs 5,103; and so on.

We now come to a jjortion of the report which we
must quote for the benefit of our readers :

—
" Cinchona Ledgeriana.

—Mr. Morris writes, .Septem-
ber 7th :

—" We are now layering Mr. Howard's plants

[sent from Kew], and hope to get about 50 strong
plants by the end of this month. We obtained about
half an ounce of fresh seed direct from Mr. Moens,
in Java, in May last. We have succeeded in potting
off 15,000 seedlings from it, and have every hope
of saving them all. This will do a good deal with
the plants sent by you in establishing this valuable

plant in Jamaica. The demand, however, for seed
and plants is so great that we cannot have too much
of it. I have also raised some plants from seed sent

by Dr. King, but I doubt whether his plants are so

true as those sent from Java. That is judging, by
the appearance of the plants in the younc; state."
" Cocoa Plants for Enstern Colonies.—In the Kew re-

port for ISSO (pp. 13, 1-4) the steps were recorded
which had been taken to transmit from Trinidad

through Kew to Ceylon, Singapore, and Fiji plants
of the best known cidtivated varieties of the cocoa

plant. The seven wardian oises despatched from
Kew in the autumn of 1879 reached Ceylon in good
order. Out of 182 plnnts sent, 127 were nlive, 24 in

a doubtful state and 31 dead on their arrival at

Peradeuiys, November 5th, IbSO ; none of the 1 1

varieties sent wholly failed.

"The plants for Singapore were despatched from

Ceylon March 9th, 1881. The Hon. Cecil C
Smith wrote, August 25th respecting them :

—
',' They are doing tairly well now, but it took some
little time to recover the elfects of their removal.
The cultivation of cacao is becoming important here
and in our neighbourhood it promises to be a decided
success. The same too as to coffee. The accounts
from the Johoro plantation and from Sunghy Lljong
(next to M ilacca) are very satisfactory, and
it was only last night that I was told that in tlie

latter place cinchona is doing admirably Uufortuu-

ately we cannot, nor can our planters, get the

Ledgeriana, but we shall make a further attempt to

induce the Dutch authorities to give us some."
"The plants for Fiji were despatched from Ceylon

in April and reached their destination in the following

July. Unfortunately tney had all perished in transit.

"In the same mouth, however, Mr, Prestoe des-

patched from Trinidad a supplementary case contain-

ing the plants required to make up the full num-
ber of 20 of each variety which he had been re-

quested to procure. These readied Kew in good
condition, and were immediately forwarded to Coy-
lou. Out of SO plants 27 arrived in Octolier living,
while three were dead or nearly so. Dr. Trimen
retained nine of the plants, and despatclied the

reiiiaiuing IS to Fiji which they reached on Decem-
ber 23. Mr. Thurston, the Colonial Secretary, reports
as follows:—"With the exception of two plauts,
the contents of the case on lauding at Suva ap-
peared all that could be desired, and, the weather

being warm and moist, the others were at once

planted out in the ground prepared for them. Since

planting the cacao plauis as well as several cuttings
of Erythrian iimbrosa (Madre del Cacao,) which accom-

panied them, have budded freely, and appear in a
fair way to establish themselves rapidly. While
writing this letter I have received a note from a

planter to whom 1 gave a few plants of cacao (Java, )

less than three years ago, to the effect that it is

bearing, one tree having over 20 pods upon it, and
'an immense quantity of blossom.'

"

The plants which reached Fiji ultimately, fortun-

ately represented no less than seven distinct varie-

ties, including Criollo, red and yellow ; Cunde-
amar ; Forastero, red ; .Sangre Toro, yellow ; and Ver-
dilico.

Cola nut plants were sent to Ceylon, amongst other

Jjlaces.
—We again quote :

—
"Columbian Barks.—With respect to the remain,

iug plants of calisaya of Santa FS, which as stated
in the last Kew Report (p. 15) were taken out to

the Nilgiris in September 1880, I have received the

following official information from Mr. Cross through
the India Office:— "I arrived on the 8th of Octo-
ber with all the Santa Fe plants (also the Cartha-

gemis) in fairly good condition, considering the ex-

cessive heat experienced during the voyage. . .

All are now going on well, and four cutting plants
obtained from the Sante Fe are now rooting. I had
to keep the plants for some time in the open
air, the propagating liouses were in such bad con-

dition, in fact they had never been in a good state-"

Mr. Cross gave some further information in a pri-
vate communication :

— "All the Sante Fe plants taken
out by me were planted out and established, together
with a lew cutting plants and a couple of grafts,
one of which was put on a coudaminca tree si.x or eight

years old at a height of about seven feet up the

truuk. The object in this case was to bring the full

vigour of the trunk to bear on the graft so as to

produce early flowers aud seeds.'
"

^V^e put N. B. after the last sentence, because possess-
ors of very valuable Ledgeriana plants in Ceylon
might avail themselves of the process described, so as

at the earliest possible jicriod to obtain supplies of

seed. The Palo de Vaea or Cow Tree of South
America (Brosimum galactodcndron) is noticed, of

which it is said :
—

" Tlie milk which is obtained by making incisions

in the truuk is said to have au agreeable taste

like that of sweet cream with a slightly balsamic
odour ; it is somewhat glutinous, but said to be uour-

ishing and perfectly wholesome."
As tlie home of this tree in Venezuela, where it at-

tains a height of 100 feet, is in 10" iiortli, it ought
to succeed well in Ceylon, whither plants have been
sent from K,ew. Of course, after the dreadful warn-

ing afforded by the case of the unhappy man, if he
ever existed, who killed himself by drinking India-

rubber tree juice and solidifying it with rum, no
one will drink this cow-tree milk and finish off with
alcohol. Of the Eucalypti it is said :

—
"It cannot be doubted that apart from their hy-
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gienic qualities these species (which are all natives

of the hot parts of Australia), will be found valu-

able introductions into West Africa, if only for their

accommodating dii-position in respect to the conditions

of i_rowth and for the value of their timber."

We can only say that we trust West Africa may
be spared a repetition of our later experience of the

effects of excessive wet on these plants and their

ai^parent reaction on other vegetation. As fodder

plants the Mesquit bean and Tagasta [Cytistis proli-

ferous, my.) are mentioned, and we hear for the first

time of

" Gakcinia indica.—This little known plant yields

the kokum oil of Western India. Deputy-In.spector-
General Balfour gives the following account of it :

—
'This tree grows on tiie western cost of pi-uiusuUr of

India, and in ravines of the Konkau. Its fruit yields

a solid vegetable oil, which melts at a temperature
95°. It now forms an article of export. Tlie seeds

are first sun-dried, and then pounded and boiled in

water ; the oil collects on the surface, and on cooling

concretes into a solid cake. When puritied from ex-

traneous matter, the product is of a rather brittle

quality, of a ijale yellowish hue, inclining to greenish,

and mild to the taste.' Plants have been sent from

Kew to Dominica, Jamaica, and Trinidad."

The economic uses of the oil are not mentioned, and

either Ceylon already possesses the plant or it was

not deemed suitable for our climate.

Under the heading of
"

indiarubbers," Dr. Trimen's

account of the progi'ess of Castilloa and Ceara are

quoted, and Mr. Cross's sanguine estimate, thus :
—

" Modms.—IAr. Cross writes, March 6tb, ISSl :—
"Castilloa elastica, of which there are only three plants,

has evidently found a home on the banks of the

Nilambur river .... A Castilloa tree, if care-

fully and judiciously tapped, with diameter of IJ to

2 feet, m.-iy be expected to yield about 12 pounds of

rubber per" annum. Of all the different species of

rubliei-produoing trees, the Castilloa should prove, un-

der cultivation, the most remunerative."

In view of the encouraging nature of Dr. Trinicu's

latest publication on the subject of the rubber trees

and their valuable produce, we feel justified in ratlicr

copious extracts :
—

' Madras.—The india-rubber trees at Nilambur have

been planted in an open space of teak forest land,

on the bank of the Nilambur river. 'The plants"
writes Mr. Cross, March 6th, ISSl, 'have in the

brief sp&ce of two years shot up in the most surpris-

ino manner, the highest upwards of 30 feet in height,
and are now yielding an abundant crop of seeds. I

was shown one strong rank sapling, which in five

months from the time of planting had srowu up
and produced flowers. This region is without doubt

admirably adapted for the growth of the tree. . . .

At the same time, I would confine the general plant-

ing of the Ceara rubber to rather dry arid situation

anil poor soils. . . . Mr. Ferguson was desirous

of proof of the actual existence of rubber in his Ceara

saplings, and, although these were too young to yield
this product, I resolved to make an attempt to satisfy
him. The natives at Ceara in bleeding this sort simply
slice off the outer portion of the bark on one side

of the tree from the base to a height of 4 or 5 feet.

The milk exudes from the pared portions of ihe

trunk and runs down in little courses. By the fol-

lowing morning the milky juice of these courses is

sufficiently solidified to be pulled from the trees in

strings, which arc rolled up into balls as the work
of collection proceeds. When this process was tried

ou one tree tl e milk exuded freely, but next day
on examination it was foutid tliat the greater por-
tion had evaporated, shewing the watery and
immature state in which the milk exists in young-

growing plants. However, on making incisions on
the collar and largest roots of the plants milk of

good quality was obtained, which next day was found

coagulated, Fr-nn the collars of five saplings about
an ounce of rubber was obtained, which, in appear-
ance, elasticity, and odi ur, could not have been dis-

tinguished from Ceara scrap as seen in commerce.
But it is manifest that the trees ought to be allowed

to attain some size before being wrought.'"
Mr. Jamicson reports from Ootacamund. October 25fch,

18S0 :
— " Ceara rubber is going to be a decided suc-

cess at Barliyar ; tlie largest tree has now attained

a h'"ight of 17 fei^t, h.iving made a growth of over

14 feet in 12 mouths. After several uusuccessful at-

tempts to propagate this plant from cuttings, I have

succeeded in rooting tliree jrlants, which will be

grown in the hothouse in the Ootacamund Uardens
as stock plants, as I have found that tlie young ten-

der shoots grown under glass propagate more readily
than cuttings from trees grown in the open. The

largest tree flowered at Barliyar in May last, and 1

hope to get a quantity of seed from it for distribu-

tion. I sent five healthy Cfara rubber plants to the

Agri-Horticultural Society's Gardens, Madras, and tliey

arrived in good oriler."

Mauritius.—Mr. Home writes, October 3rd, 1881 :

—" Mamhol CUaziovii grows remarkably well here, and
we propagate it Iry cuttings when it is leafless. These
strike like willows in the open ground, but they must
not be disturbed until the next season, when they
are at rest, as otherwise the cut rootlets bleed the

plant to death. From letters in some of the papers
the writers do not seem to be aware of this, or they
would not wait for their trees seeding to increase their

stock of them."
We may remark that Dr. Trimen described as un-

suitable the method of paring the stem as described

by Mr. Cross. It is. on the face of it, the barbarous

expedient of semi-barbarians, who sacrifice the future

to the present. Dr. Trimen is quoted regarduig Hevea,
the species which grows in swamps and (we now
extract again) :

—
Madras.—Mr. Cross writes, March G, 1881:—"The

Para rubber has seemingly not found its proper habitat

at Nilambur. The young plants have shot up like

long whiphandles, with a bunch of leaves ou the top.

There is not, however-, the slightest reason to despair

of success."

Landolphias.—A considerable distribution was made
of East African rubber-vines from the stock whicli

had been gradually worked up at Kew. The species

sent out were the four discussed in the Kew report
for last year {p\^. Z'd—i^), l, L. Kirlii ;2,L. florida ;

3, L. PeUriiiana ; 4 L. sp. The botanical institutions

of the following jrlaces were the recipieuts :
—

Total No. of Plants.

Adelaide ... ... 1, 3, 4 — 14

Brisbaue ... ... 1, 3, 4 — 30

Cambridge (United States) 1, 3, 4 — 6

Ceylon ... .. 1, 2, 3, 4 — 58

Fiji 1. 2, 3, 4 - 10

Jamaica ... • 1. 3, 4 — 36

Siufiapore ... — 1> 3, 4 — 4

Toronto ... ••• 1, 3, 4 — 3

Total IGl

Fiji.—Mr. Thurstou writes :—" The Landoli.hiaB

have been planted on the laud which, with the Go-

vernor's permission, I have selected for the botanic

gardens at Suva, and are at this date doing well."

There arc notices of the progress of Libcrian colfcc

in Dominica, .Jamaica, the Nilgiiis, Queensland and

the Seychelles, where we trust the plant may not

be affected by Nemilein rastatrix, although we scarcely

see how Queensland can escape what has reached

Fiji, or Seychelles what exists badly in ilauritius.
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Mr. Jamieson of Utakamimd says nothing of the dis-

ease when noticing tlie plants at Bnrliyar (about

2,500 feet elevation, we believe). He m-ites of this

variety when gro%vn under such conditions as exist

at Burliyar, as vastly superior to the Cojj'ca Arahica,
and lie proceeds :

—
"
Having had opportunities of examining the flowers

and fruit of the plants introduced and planted at

Barliyar in 1S77 as true
' Liberian coffee,' I am now

quite satisfied that it is a distinct variety from the

plants received in 1874-75 as
' U'est Africun coffee.'

There is no distinguishable difference between the

leaves and habit of growth of the two varieties. The
flowers of the West African are not so large and the
berries are borne in larger whorls, and are more spheric-
al in shape than that o{ the true Liberian variety ;

but the most important difference in a commercial point
of view is that the West African is a much freer and
more abuudant cropper than the other ; it is also

hardier and ripens its fruits about two niontbs earlier

than the latter, and it has never produced any abortive

berries, which is frequently the case vviih the Liberian

variety."
Mr. Cockburn Stewart, formerly Private Secretary to

Sir Hercules Robinson and now of the Mauritius

service, wTote as follows when Civil Commissioner
of the Seychelles Group :

—
"Vou will be interested to hear that the Liberian coffee

which was sent originally to Miiuritius Ijy you in 1877 or

1S78 has succeeded here in a marvellous manner. The
soil and climate of these islands appear to be just what
is required for the cultivation of Liberian coffee. Cacao

planting is beginning to make great progress here, and
it is impos-'ible to imagine anything liner than the pro-
duce of this tree in Seychelles. Vanilla grows abund-

antly, and is of a magnificent kind. It is a pity that
these islands are not better known in England, for they
doubtless present a great field, and will in a short time,
if properly managed, become one of the most import-
ant spice-producing countries in the ea-t.

" There is no money in the place, unfortunately, and
it is by far behind-hand ; but 1 feel convinced that a

great future is in store for the Sychelles."
It is stated that the i-eceipts at Kew during the

year were :
—

"3,671 living plants of all kinds, and 2,106 packets,
bags, and boxes of seeds from 218 contributors."
In the list of contributors we notice "

C. Magnay,
seeds of Talipot palm." We can but repeat that this,
the palm of Ceylon, par excellence, ought to be largely
gi-own in Colombo gardens and by the road-sides.
The various Colonial Botanic Gardens receive ap-
preciative notice, and regarding Demerara we learn
that
" Mr. Jenman at the end of the year made a very im-

portant journey for the purpose of collecting. His
destination was the high sandstone sav.innah, above the
Kaieteur falls. His collections, which are at the
moment undergoing examination at Kew, comprize
numerous plants of entire novelty and of the highest
scientific interest."

There is a good deal of information about cinchona,
commencing thus :

—
" Cinchona.— Fiyhrkl variety.

—A good deal of atten-
tior has been attracted in India and Ceylon to a cin-

chona, which there is little doubt is a hybrid between
C. officinalis and C. nuccirubra

"

Dr. King is quoted to the following effect :
—

"
Chemicidly the bark resembles that of officinalis.

With us this 'hybrid' offers to do splendidly at an
elevation where sncoirubra won't grow well, officinalis

never has thriven here. I believe our plant to be a

hybrid, because it never comes true to seed. Seedlings
come out nearly pure otficinalia,

"

What Dr. King says of the Sikkim hybrids does
not seem to be true of robusta in Ceylon. Unless
we are mistaken the vast majority of plants gi-own
from seeds gathered from this form come true to

type ? Dr. Triraen's figure of a flowering specimen
of Ledgeriana is reproduced from the Botanical
Maijazhie. which reminds us that amongst a mass
of matter meant to be acknowledged and noticed,
but not yet overtaken is a copy of this portrait of
this the king of cinchonas, with a full description by
Dr. Trimen.
We now come again to Cocoa, regarding which we

quote ;--

" Cocoa.- The cultivation of the cocoa or chocolate
trees (theohroma cacao) has been eagerly adopted by
planters in different tropical colonies, i have oiven an
account (pp. 10, 11,) of the result of the step's which
have been taken to introduce the best strains from
Trinidad into our eastern possessions. I quote Ihe

following account from the transactions of the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society (1881, pp. 32-33) of the
mode of cultivation in central America as likely to
be, interesting to our colonial correspondents :

'The cacao trees grow about as large as moderate
sized plum-trees, and are exceedingly beautiful. They
are raised in nurseries, and afterwards planted in orch-
ards, and by the side of each a banana is set to shade
the young cacao tree until it is five or six feet high.At intervals in the orchards is planted a tree eaUed
'madre d; cacao,' a species of Enjthrina or coral tree.
It shed? its leaves towards the end of the dry season,
and during the wet season flames out into crimson
flowers, resembling these of the gladiolus, and in such
nunvbere as to completely cover the tree. It thus
afibi-ds abundant shade during the whole year; and to
give this shade to the ciicno tree is the object of plant-
ing it. On the plantation of the Lacayo family,

' Las
Malaccas,' the mother trees are old, and more than
70 feet high, and in May, the first rainy month, are all
in gorgeous blossom. When these trees are seen from
an elevated position, mixed with the green of the
banana, a cacao orchard uffoids a siglit not merely of

beauty hut of wealth. The flowers of the cacao tree
are borne in bunches and are of a delicate pinkish white.
The trees are very infertile, producing only from
twenty-flve to thirty ounces of seed in a year."
The latter statement is curious. Thirty ounces of seed
would be a little short of 2 lb. per tree, and at 400
trees to the acre the result would be about 750 lb.
or nearly 7 cwt. per acre. This does not look like
extreme infertility? Mr. Morris is quoted in favour
of the manihot as a shade tree for cacao. As he talks
of it as a tree, he evidently means the rubber tree,

Manihot, Glaziocii and, if so, experience in some places
seems to shew that this tree is detrimental to the
growth of others near it. We quote what refers to
Surinam.—" Mr. Henaen states that in Surinam the

cocoa »iih yellow pods, call led '

Creole coca,' is gener-
ally planted. Another sort with red pods, named
'Caracas cocoa,' is also at present planted by everyonewho can get the seeds. Where both are grown in the
same field the red degenerates before the Creole.
Planters there assert that the Caracas grows more
quickly and strongly, and thai it bears more and better
than ti.e Creole. The beans are lighter than those of
hen Creole variety, so that on an average the ker-
lets of 10 or 12 Creole fruits will yield one half kilo-

gram (M lb-;.) of cocoa, while for the same quantity
14 to Hi fruits of Caracas are wanted. The Caracas
has mure spongy beans than the Creole, but the
flavour of the former is superior."

"Regarding Hcynileia vaatatrix, the outcome of Mr.
Marshall Ward's researches is indicated thus :—
The most practical outcome of Mr. Marshall Ward'.s

iuvestigatiou would be apparently to suggest the im-
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portauce of dividing large areas of land in coffee

plantations by means of screen's or belts of trees which
would not so much break the force of the wind as filter

out from it the spores witli which it was laden."

Some of us attempted to establish such belts by means
of the rapid-growing Australian eucalj'pti, but anew
leaf-disease attacking them threatens to render our

efforts nugatory. To quote again from the report of

Mr. Home of Mauritius :
—

" We have got the Hemileia vasUUrix on nearly all

the coffee trees iu the island."

Under the head "Fibres" the great success in the

growth of jute in the St.ite of Louisiana is recorded,
but it is indicated that the wliole question of success-

ful competition with India depends on tlie invention

of machinery which will counteract the advantage of

abundance of cheap labour. Confidence was felt that

such machinery would be invented. All experiments
to utilize the floss of the muddar plant {Ca/ati-ojjis

ghjanlea) have failed, nor is it indicated that any
economic use has been discovered for the guttapercha-
like substance which e.vudes from the stalks and of

the "
poisonous

"
(blistering) effects of which the natives

here stand in great dread. It is the stalk fibre of this

plant which offers the greatest prospect of being ad-

vantageously utilized, unless the blistering milky juice,

resembling iu appearance and quality the juice of the

euphorliia known as the "milk hedge plant,
"
should

pi-ove an insuperable objoctiou, whicli we cannot think.

Amongst "food products
"

the coquito pahn of Chile

is noticed, but it does not promise to be any great

acquisition. There is a communication from Dr. Ni-

cholls of Dominica on " Creole spinach," which is

simply what is so well known in Ceylon, the leaves

of Amarantus trisiis. The leaves are usually called
"
greens

"
in Ceylon. There is another and far better

form of
"
spinach

"
here, in a climbing plant with

fleshy ivy-like leaves. The normal colour is green,
but there is a purple variety. The plant grows readily
from seeds or cuttings, and ought to be more largely
cultivated and used than it is. There seems to be

no end to substitutes for coffee. We quote as follows :
—

"
Nerjro Coffee.

—In the ICew report for 1S77 (pps

39-40) I gave some particulars of the use of the seed'

of Ciissia ocddentalis in tropical Africa as a C'flee

substitute. These seeds occasionally find their way
iutu tlie European market. The following extract

from a letter from Dr. Nioholls of Dominica, dated

September 27th, 1881, shows that their use is well

known amongst the negro inhabitants of that island :
—

'Cassia occidentalis is, I find, an excellent coffee

substitute. It is called in Dominica by the ioUowing
names ' I'herbe puante,' 'cafe marrou,

' and '

\\i\A

coffee.' I have often heard of the negroes using the

seeds of a native plant as cottee, but it is only lately

that I have enquired into the eubjeel, witli results

that will 1 believe be of interest to you.
'
I collected some seeds and directed my conk to

roast and grind them, so that I might taete the

coS'i.'e.' Other matters engaging my attention I

orgot the circumstance until several days afterwards,
whc-u one evening my wife enquired how 1 liked my
after-dinner cup of coffee. I turned to her enquir-

ingly, when she laughingly said
' that is your -wild

coffee.' I was indeed surprized, for the coffee was

indistinguishable from that made of the best Arabian

beans, and we in Dominica are celebrated for our

good coffee. Aiterwarda some of the seeds roasted

and ground were brought to me, and the aroma was
eiiual to that of the ooHee ordinarily used in the island.

'

I intend to send you ii good quantity of the ' caf6

marroii' in its stages of preiiaration, in order that

you may h;ive im opportunity of undergoing my ex-

perience, and afterwards, you will, I think, be will-

ing to raise Cassia occidiiitnlis above the rank of a

weed. I may inform yon that the plant itself is

used by the native ' doctors' medicinally in the form
of a decoction, and it has the reputation of being
a good diaphoretic. I will enquire into the matter,

experiment physiologically myself, and report the

result to you. The weed is very common, indeed
troubiesome to the sugar planters, so if it turns out
to be valuable it can be obtained in large quantities."

If this plant turns out to have all the qualities of

colfee wiiile resisting the coffee fungus, it may be

worthy of attention m Ceylon. But the diaphoretic quali-
ties attributed to it have an ominous flavour of chicory.

There is a good deal about a sorghum called " rice

corn
"

^^'hich is scarcely of interest here, and we can
take only an abstract interest in the discovery of a

vegetable substitute for rennet iu India. Cheese made
with this substance the natives will not object to eat,

so that in regard to it they can appropriately say
" That 's the cheese." The \'egetable rennet is prepared
from the seeds of Pimeeria coar/ulans, a non-poisonous
member of the tribe of Solanea;. Under the heading
"(Guttapercha" there is a very large amount of in-

formation, and as some of the trees producing this

valuable gum are indigenous to Ceylon, we scarcely
understand how guttapercha-producing trees are here

so entirely neglected in favour of the indiarubbers.

We suppose the main reason is that the gutt.aperoha-

yielduig trees take so much longer in reaching maturity.
Sir Joseph Hooker states :

—
''Unlike caoutchouc which is derived from plants of

groups belonging to wiilel.v different parts of the veget-
able kingdom, typical guttapercha appears to be

only yiflded by memliers of the Sapotaceis."

Dr. Trimeu is quoted to shew that plants from seeds

obtained from Mr. Low, Resident of Perak, are grow-

ing \'igorously at Peradeniya and Henaratgoda. The
Perak tree attains a height of 120 feet, but is said

to be quick-growing. Dr. Trimen believes it to be a

species of Payejia. The number of treesin all parts
of the world from which guttapercha or a substance

resembling it is obtained seems endless ; and many
climbing plants in the China and Malayan archi-

pelagoes are noticed as sources of iudiarubber.—Under
"medicinal plants" we have notices of the cultivation

of jalap iind other substances. Under "
oil stuffs

"

there is nothing of impoi-tance to ns in Ceylon. A
notice of the Phylloxera Congi-ess at Bordeaux is to us

another reminder of matter " crowded out," in the

shape of a very able paper by a brother of the Pera-

deniya Director, Mr. Rokaud Trimen, F. L. S., F. Z. S.,

Director of the South African Museum. The history
of phylloxera and the vine too painfully resembles our

own ease with hemileia. In each case destruction of valu-

able property goes on, and all human effort at remedy is

apparently hopeless. The plantain is so largely grown
iu Ceylon that the utilization of the stalks for fibre

suitable for paper-making seems to be feasible. "We

quote as follows :
—

"Plaiitaiu-stems for papermaking,
—Some inquiry has

been made as the utilisation of plantnin-fibre for paper-

making. As to its suitabdity, if procurable, there

can be no manner of doubt, as there was at one time

a keen demand from America for old Manilla rope
for the purpose. The paper made from this material,

of which there are specimens in the Kew Museum,
is of quite exceptional toughness. From time to time

plantain-stems have been supplied to paper-makers
from the Royal Gardens for experimental purposes.
The only drawback to the collection of the fibre iu

plantain-growing countries is the practical difficulty

of dealing with the 90 per cent, of water which the

steins contain. In India it is found that by opening
out the stems they can be dried in the sun iu about

a fortnight, but the fibre becomes discoloured and

otherwise deteriorated in the process. Mr. G. W.
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Strettsll has pointed out that, by the employun nt of

machinery au absohitely dry fibre can be produced
within eight houra of treatment. He has further

pointed out tliat plantains in a wild state form a

very hirge percentage of the sub-arborescent vegetation
of tlic C'bittagoiig hill tracts, Burniah, and other

places. He suggests that a considerable revenue might
be derived from establishing machinery for cxtiactiug
the fibre in the neighbourhood of Government forests.

Dr. King reported :
—"In my opinion this proposed

pliiutaiu iiuluslry has a good deal of promise about

it, and I think it might be well worth while for

Government to spend a little money in sending a

sufficiently large shipment to the London market, and
to allow it to be ."old lor what it will fetch in sniiill

lots, so that the new material nay become generally
known to the paper-making interest. If the fibre

answers for paper, Government need do no more ; the

matter will no doubt betaken up by private enterprise."
The Bengal Government "

will be prepared to give
all reasonable assistance to any mercantile firm or

individual wishing to try experiments in the Chitta-

gong hill tracts or elsewhere in Bengal. It will sup-

ply plantain-stems free of cost on the spot for a

reasonable time at the outset of the experiment, and
will arrange f\>r future supplies at reasonable rates.

It will also give such other assistance as may be deemed

necessary and proper."
Whatever the success of the enterprise in India, I

think the matter is well worth attention in the West
Indies. The cultivation of bananas for export is

assuming a constantly increasing magnitude. Each
banana stem is useless after it has borne fruit, as it

does not do this more than once. To work up the

decaying stems into paper-pulp, if it could be done

inexpeuisiveJy, would be a desirable addition to the

profit of banana-gi owing, and would get rid of the

evils incident to the decomposing of the uselese stems.

We suppose, however, that the decomposed stems sup-

ply manure to the young plants. There are consider-

able tracts of wild plantains and cardamom-plants in

Ceylon which might afford good paper stuff, if port
able machines could be carried to and worked where

they grow. There is an interesting account of the
Museums and of the contributions to them during the

year. Amongst these are eight specimens of rare teas (?)

from Messrs. Phillips & Co.

Amongst the "list of Exotic Economic, and Medicin-
al plants cultivated under glass in the Royal Gardens,
Kew," we find :

—
Abrus precatorius, L., Crabs Eyes ; India.

.^gle Marinelos,. C'orr., Bael of India; E. Indies.

Agave anierioana. L., American Aloe; Trop. America.
Amomnm maslicatorum, Thia. ; Ceylon.
Anucardiuin occidentale, L., Cashew Nut ; India,

Andropogon eitratus, D.C., Indian Lemon Grass.

„ Nardus, L., Citronella ; India.

„ muricatus, Rilz., Cuscus ; India.

,, Schceiianthus, i.,Rusaoil; India.

Anoua Cherimolia, Mill., Cherimoyer ; Bolivia, Peru.

,. niuricata, L., Soursop ; Trop. America,
,, palustiis, L., Alligator Apple ;Ti-op. America.

,, reticulata, L., Custard Apple ; Tropics, cult.

Aieca Catechu., X., Betel Nut ; E. Indies.

Artocarpus incisa, L,, Bread Fruit ; Polynesia.
,, integrifolia, L. Jack Fruit ; Trop. Asia.

Berrya Aiumonilla, Eoxb. .Tiincomalee Wood; India.
Bixa Orellana, L., Arnatto ; Tropica, cult.

Bombax Ceiba, i., .Silk Cotton Tree ; Trop. America.
,, malabancum, D C, Cotton Tree ; India,

Ceesalpinia Bonduo, L, ; Tropics.
„ coriaria, Willd., Divi-Divi ; S. America,

,, Sap|jan, L., Sappan Wood ; ludiii.

Capsictini annuum, L., Red Pepper ; Trop. America.
Caiica eandaniarci^n-is, //i. /. ; ('olumbia.

,, Papaya, L., Pupaw ; Tropics,
89

Catha edulis, For.sk., Arabian 'i'ea ; Arabia.

Chloroxylon Swietenia, L., Satiu wood ; Ci-ylon and
India.

Cinchona Calisaya, Wedd., Yellow Birk
;
Peru und

Bolivia.

., ,, var. Verde.

„ condaminea, H. and B. ; Peru.

,, cordifolia, AJutis. ; Colombia.

,, ,, var ? Colombian Bark ; Colombia.

, , glandulifera, R. nud P.

,, Ledgeriana, How. ; Bolivia.

„ micrantha, R. and P., Lima Bark ;Peru.

,, ofticiualis, L., Crown Bark
; Peru.

„ ,, var.

,, ,, ci-ispa, Quina fina de Loxa; Peru.

„ Pahudiana, How. ; Trop. Ameiicn.

,, Peruviana, How., Grey Bark ; Wiu.
,, robusta, '/Vi'j/ien ; Ceylon H^brij,

,, succirubra, Pao., Red Bark ; Ecuador.

Cinnamodendron corticosum, Stiers., Mountain Cinna-
mon ;

W. Indies.

Cinnamomum Camphora, Nees., Camphor; Japan and
Formosa.

,, Cassia, Bl. Cassia lignea ; Java, cult.

,, zeylauicum. A'^ee^., Ceylon Cinnamon ; Ceylon.
Cocos nucifera, i. ,

Cocoanut ; Tropics.
Coffea arabica, L. ,

Coffee ; Tropics, cult.

,, „ var. Mocba.

,, liberiea, Hiern, Liberian Coffee ; Liberia.

Diospyros Embryopteris, Pers., Gaub
;
E. lijidies.

,, Eebenum, Eetz.. Ceylon Ebony
j Ceylon.

,, Kaki, L., Kaki ;
Cliina and Japan.

Elettarla Cardamomnm, Mat., Cardamoms ; India.

Feronia Elephautum, Corr., Wood Apjjle ; India.

Gossypium arboreum, L., Tree Cotton ; cultivate d.

,, hirsutum, L., Indian Cotton ; cult.

,, herbaceuiu, L. ; cult,

ilevea brasilieusis. Mull, Para Rubber; Brazil,

,, Spruceaua, Mull ; Brazil.

Hibiscus Abelmoschus, X., Okro ; Tropics.

mntabilis, L. ; China.

Hydnocarpus venpnatus,G«ri'»i, ,
Fish Poison ; Ceylon.

Hex paraguayensis, St. i/i^., Paraguay Tea ; Pa'Mguay.
Manihot Aip'i, PoA/., Sweet Cassava ; Trop Ani'iic:i.

,, Glaziovi, A?H?/., Ceara Rubber ; Biazil.

,, utilissima, Pohl., Bitter Cassava ; Trop.
America.

Moringa concanensis, Nimm.; India.

,, pterygosperma, Gartn., Horse-radish Tiee;
India.

Musa Cavendishii, Pctxt., Dwarf Banana ; Cultivated.

,, poradisiaca, i.. Plantain ; Tropics.

,, textilis, Nivs, Manilla Hemp ; Ind. Arch.

Pimenta acris, Wight, Wild Clove ; W. Indies.

,, ofBcinalie, Ldl., Allspice ;
W. Indies.

Piper Cubeba, L. /., Cubebs ; Ind. Arch.

,, Betel, i/.. Betel Pepper Leaf.

,, methysticum, Foist. ;
Kava-kava ; Pacific Islands.

,, nigrum, L. Black Pepper ; Trop. Asia.

Eicinus communis, L. Castor Oil ; India.

Rubia cordifolia L. Indian Madder
; India.

Saneeviera cylindrica, i?o;., Ife ; Trop. Africa.

,, zeylanica, Willd., Bowstring Hemp ; India.

Termiualia Belleriea. Roxh., Myrabolans ; India.

,, Catappa, L., Indian Almond ; Tropics.
Tbea chinenais, L., Tea ; China.

,, var. assamica. Mast., Assam Tea.

Theobroma Cacao, L., Cocoa ; Trop. America.

From the above quotations ,
it will be seen that xisitors

to the Royal Gardens at Kew have the opportunity
of seeing, in the latitude of England, specimens of the

most remarkable, beautiful and useful plants of the

far-o£F tropics, in addition to the productions of tem-

perate and frigid climates. The institution is oiu' of
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which all belonging to the British Empire have reason

to feel proud. In addition to what it does for the

stay-at-home people of Britain, it has been most suc-

cessful in the great work of enabling far separate

portions oftheeartli, with mutual benefit, to interchange

beautiful and useful plants, so contributing largely to

the well-being and happiness of humanity.

MR. C. SHAND'S PATENT STEAMHEATED
TEA BRIER.

We have had the opportunity of seeing Mr.

Shand's
"
barbacue-shaped, steam-heated tea drier"

in operation, and we were much interested in the

simplicity and effectiveness of the apparatus. It is

very true that it requires twice the time to dry a

f'iven quantity of tea leaf to that in which fire-heated

machines like tlie "Sirocco" can pel form the Work.

But the grand advantage, apart from great comparat-

ive cheapness, is the impossibility of burning the leaf

l)y this process even if efforts were made to that end.

There is no danger, therefore, involved in leaving an

ordinary native in charge. Steam being the heating

agent emiiloyed, loO° is about the maximum heat to

which the metal plate on which the leaf rests can

be raised against twice that degree of heat in the

" Sirocco
" and similar machines. We were going to

say that where time is not an object Mr. Shand's

machines would answer admirably, but the reflection

occurs to us that for the price of one of the fuel-

heated machines several dozens or scores of Mr. Shand's

could be purchased and so any required drying space

obtained. We have given an order for a R30 dryer,

and we shall report tlie results obtained in actual

working. As supplementary to ordinary driers, some

of Mr. Shand's would be valuable in toa factories,

to do preliminary drying as well as re-drying. The

small sized one costs only R20 ;
and the invention,

we saw at once, can be applied to a large number

of purposes. In hotels and clubs, or in liouses where

large dinners are given, the drier should be used to

keep plates and dishes and viands hot. We suggested

its use as an incubator, and Mr. Shand not only said

that this idea had occurred to him but he shewed

us a bit of beef which, after being dessicated by his

machine, had been kept in his pocket for ten days

and it was still good. For the drying of aoffee (where

present), cocoa,, cincliona bark, and a variety of other

products, the drier can be turned to account. As

to royalty, Mr. Shand will allow a 6 months' trial

free, and then, if the use of the machines, or a number

of them, is continued, his charge will be the moderate

sum of R.5 per annum for the small machine and

RIO for the large one, bigger machines paying in

proportion. The only danger would be from explosion,

but a steam escape renders this impossible. Here is

Mr. Shand's description of his tea dryer :—
" The barbacue-shaped, steam-heated tea dryer is the

cheapest, most economical and safest drying macliine.
" As this mncluue can be made any Isogthand width, tlie

quantity of leaf wfiich can be manufactured is only limited

liy the extent of drying surface. One, five feet wide, and

litteen feet loug, will admit of about forty pounds of tea

litiing spre:id as thinly as on Sirocco frays, and, if heated

to ono hundred and fifty degrees Fahrenbeit, would dry

a maund per hour. The steam for heatinp; the thin galvan-

ized iron 'frying surface is generated in the space (-3 inches)

beiween it and the th n buder plate bottom.
" The machine, which is made stean.-t glit, is partially

filled with water, and placed on a fire stove ; it is evident

that a comparatively small quantity of fuel will generate
sntficient steam to heat a large eurfiice, especially if

the smoke flue is placed under the whole length of the
machine.
"As it is impossible to fire-bam the tea, dried by the steam-

heated dryer, the enormous advantage of being indepen-
dent of the care and judgment of coolies, and of the ne-

cessity of uninterrupted European supervision, is too evident
to require comment.

" The advantages of this machine in refiriug tea are
self-evident."

GUANO IN NORTH BORNEO.
We have been favoured with the following report

and analysis of guauo from North Borneo : the analyses

of Nos. 1, 2 and 3 appear good. Possibly cultivators

of "new products" in Ceylon may become customers

for this article :
—

Analysis of Second Samples op Guano.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 8

Phos.aeid 9-19 9'76 664 &41 19-17 4-09 1065 3-22 p.c.

Equal to )
Tricalcic V2006 21-30 14-63 1399 41-85 8-92 23-25 703 „
Phos. J
Ammonia 506 680 11-78 611 0-43 1-13 70 1-55,,
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 come from the Simud Itani Cave, of

which Mr. Bampfykle writes:—
" Should this guauo eventually be worked, operations

should be commenced iu Simud Itam, where the greatest
amount of guano lies and nearly all together in two large

deposits. This cave has the advantage of having a fine

flat entrance and being on a level with the river, a mere
brook here. * * * ,

" It is almost impossible to calculate the amount contained

iu the large deposit in Simud Itam. If the floor of the

cave where this deposit lies is level, then the amount
must be simply enormous; but I am inclined to think

the floor inclines up as the guano lies, though I failed to

gain any bottom with an 8 foot pole anywhere."

London, 18th November 1882.

We observe that the Indigo Planters^ Qazelte is

calling attention to the quantity of solid excreta of

bats from the Borneo caves which will soon be offered

to the public for sale.

THE PROSPECTS OF CINCHONA.
We have received from a reliable source, some

information which we deem of considerable impor-
tance to our cinchona planters. Tlie European capit-

alists who started cinchona plantations in South

America (having secured the services of Mr. Thomson,

formerly of Jamaica, as their manager) have

already lost faith in the success of (heir enter-

prize, so great is the cost of land carriage and
30 many are the obstacles—war not the least—
in Ihe pursuit of their undertaking. Coming back

to our own hemisphere, to Java, we have good authority

for saying that manufacturers of quinine' in Europeare

raising great objections to bark from Java as containing

so much resin that it is next to impossible to r/et the quinine

white. Some of it lias been crystallized seven times^ and even

then could not be got white. Of course each crys-

tallization means a loss of alkaloids, besides extra expense

and labour. 'With ordinary bark, the second crystal-

lization is nearly always sufficient. It is also stated that

Java bark never gives so much to the manufacturer

as the analyses sent home with it shew ! All these

are facts which go to some extent, to mitigate the ri-

valry of Java with our Oeylon and South Indian barks

It is quite possible that our poorer soils may be better

adapted to produce a good manufacturing bark than the

much richer^ volcanic soil of Java.
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THE QUEENSLAND SUGAR INDUSTRY.
The fast-growing importance of the sugar industry

must be evident to every person who watches the

progress of this colony. Still the aid of official figures

is useful in ascertaining what the rate of progress iu

this particular has actually been. A return prepared
from official sources by Mr. Hume Black, M.L.A,,

aud laid before the Legislative Assembly as a par-

liamentary paper just before the close of the session,

contains a large quantity of information in a small

space, which enables the reader at a glance to make
instructive comparisons.
For example, fourteen years ago there were only si.x

sugar mills in the colony, by which 168 tons of sugar

appear to huve been manufactured. Seven years later

the number of mills had increased to 66, and the

quantity of sugar manufactured to 7,987 tons. Still

seven years later^that is, in 1881—the mills had in-

creased to 103, and the production of sugar to 19,011
tons. At £25 per ton, this means that an industry
which fourteen years ago produced manufactures worth

ie4,200, last year gave a return of £471), 275. Adding
to this the value of the subsidiary products, rum and
molasses, the sugar industry brought to the colony in

1881 a return considerably exceeding half-a-million

sterling, or more than one-half the total value of the

gold raised, twice the value of the live stock exported,
five times the value of the hides and skins, three times
the value of the tallow, aud nearly one-half the value

of the wool. Sugar is now, therefore, the third industry
of the colony, and its progress has been so rapid that

it is likely to soon obtain at least the second place.
The first year in which sugar was exported was

1871, when the total quantity sent out of the colony
was 550 tons valued at £16,238, or 0'65 per cent of

the total exports. In eleven years the annual value

of sugar sent out of Queensland has risen lo ^207,210,
or 6'29 per cent of the total exports of the colony.
Take again the area of laud under cultivation. In

1867 the area of land under crop was 31,559
acres, of which only 1,995 acres was under cane. Seven

years afterwards the total area under crop had rathet

more than doubled, it being then 64,218 acres. As
that time the area under cane was l<i,495, seven time,
as much as in 1807, and over one-fourth of the total

area under cultivation iu 1873. In 1881 the total area
under crop was 119,979 acres, while the area under

sugar, being 28,026 acres, had again doubled in the
seven years' term. It may here be remarked, in passing
as satisfactory, that the total area of land under crop
had iuoreased by nearly 20 per cent during the two

years ending 1881. Daring the same term the area

under sugar-cane had nearly doubled. The fact that

the progress of cane cultivation has been only in the

same ratio as the total cultivation during the last

seven years' period is explained by the comparative
stagnation which occurred between the ye.^r3 1872 aud
1877. In 1875 and 1876, for instance, the area under
cane showed au actual reduction as compared with

1873 and 1874. In the nonprogressive years the

paralysis was caused by the occurrence of rust disease,
which has since happily disappeared. Should the rate

of progress during the last two years be continued till

the close of 1883, the area under cane will then

be about 50,000 acres, and the total quantity
of sugar made about 30,000 tons, worth, at £25 per
ton, over three-quarters of a million sterling. At the
same rate of progress the sugar produced will be quite
equal in value to the wool now raised, and largely in

excess of the present yield of gold.
These figures, with the facts disolospd by them, are

worthy of thoughtful consideration by every well-wisher
of the colony. It is evidently for the public interest

that uothiug should be done, either by the Legislature

or the Government, to embarrass or cripple the men
engaged in sii industry which promises .so rapidly to
assume the front rank, and prove permanent source of a
wealth to the colony.—Queenslaiuler.

Coffee.—Th#Neth8rl»Bd8 market will have to do
without a lar^ portion »t the coffee produced in Java.
According to a letter in a mercantile periodical, another
of the planters in Java who grow coffee on a large
scale intends to send his produce in the shell no longer
to Holland, -but to Marseilles because the exjiense of

consigning even prepared coffee there is too great "—
Soui'abaya Courant.

COFPF.E IN Brazil.—A private letter to the Gi-uzeirc
from .S. Isabel do Rio Preto says that the coming
coffee crop iu that locality will be very small, not sufhci-
ent in many cases, throush low prices, to pay planta-
tion expenses. The diminished crop is ascribed to
the age of many of the orchards, which of course are
never fertilized and only superficially cultivaied.—Pri-
vate letters from Minas Geraes state that the 1883
coffee crop in that province and in pirt of Rio lie

Janeiro will be small in comparison with the pieot-diu"
year.

—Rio News, Dec. 15th.

Mandrfs and Soils.—Mr. Fuller's report on the

Cawupore Farm Experiments has been severely criticised

by professed experts in the Indian AgricuUurist. The
January number of that journal contains two articles on
the subject, which are principally occupied with the dis-
cussion of two strictures on Mr. Fuller's report. The
first is a postulate claimed to be discovered by Mr.
Fuller from the Cawnpore experiments, viz., "it is

nitrogen alone that is deficient in Indian soil.'' The
writer iu the ImVuin Agriculturist remarks on this :

—
"The Cawupore Farm experiments are in their infancy,
and must pass through the initial stages to adultism
with the usual ordeals of measles, coughs, aud convul-
sions. About forty or more years ago there was a craze

among European farmers about nitrogenous manures.
It died away when their true value was known

;
it will

disappear at Cawnpore under similar eulightennient."
The comparisons drawn up by Mr. Fuller of ihe crops
yielded by mnnured and unmanured plots are denounced
as of no value whatever,—except as warnings against
hasty generalisation.

—Pioneer.

CiNCUONA.—The Java Bode of the 3rd January quotes
from a planting ijeriodical there the followingobservations
on the prospects of cinchona cultivation iu Java :

—
In a previous number we mentioned that the prices
of quinine continued steady, notwithstanding heavy
importntious of bark and brisk transactions iu the same
at very low quotations. Large supplies on the part of
the quinine manufacturers were to be expected, un-
less they all had to carry out important orders under
contract. This seems not yet to be the case, for the
German nianufaoiurers have offered to furnish supplies
at a considenble discount, an example speedily fol-

lowed in other countries. The wellknown brand of

Howard, the quotation of whicli we lately announced
as being ten shillings, is quoted by last advices at Sj
shillings. The French manufacturers offer to supply
quiniue at 8 shillings, the Milanese at 7i, and the
German now at even 7 shillings. Our cinchona plant-
ers need not be disquieted abo\-.t it. A year ago
many persona advocated a great reduction in the prices
of quinine, because their being soliighhad very much
checked consumption. For the growers of valuable
cinAona varieties, the sooner the quinine manufacturers
turn to ac;,,niU tHieir immense stocks of inferior Ameri-
can barks, and by selling the proiluct at much lower
rates, ensure its increasing consumption in the remotest

quarters before any considerable incre.ase of the importa-
tions from Java, the better. In that case, an nbundant
supply of superior cinchona barke will soon diminish
the importation of inferior ouea.
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A SUMMARY OF THE CINCHONA BARKS OF

COMMERCE.
BY WILLIAM BLBORNE,

Asiislant Curator of the Museum of the Pharmaceutical

Society of Great Britain.

ihe important genua Ciiiclioua gives its name to the

ordu- of wliich it is a member, namely, Cinchonacece.

B auically the genus includes trees of various sizes,

s.ime reaching an altitude of 80 feet and upvvari's,
with evergreen leaves and deciduous stipules. The
flowers are of a white or pinkish colour, veryfragrunt
and airangeri iu panicles. The corolla i» salver shaped,
anvi nearly, if not quite, conceals the five stamens.

The ov.iry is crowned with a fleshy disc ; the style

simple ; the stigma two-cleft. The fi-uit is an ovate

capsule, grooved on both sides, crowned by the iimbof

tlie calyx, and dehiscing from below iipwards, in

order to allow of the escape of the numerous winged
seeds, whicli latter peculiarity is especially character-

istic of the order. According to the enumeration of

Bi ntham and Hooker, thirty-six species have been

diatiuguished ;
but of these not more than about a

dozen have been economically utilized as furnishing
the eommercial cinchoua, or Peruvian bark. The plants
aie natives of the weoteru niuuutaiuous regions of

South Araeriaa, their geographical range extending
from 10° N. to 22' S. lat. and they fluui ish generally
at an elevation of from 5000 to SOOO feet above the level

of the eea, although some have been noted as growing
as high as 11,000 leet, and others have been found

down to 2600 feet. Of the commercial barks there are

several varieties they are as follows :
—

I. C. officinulia, var. a, Condayuhiea 1 yielding
,, ,, h, Bonplandiana > crown

,, ,, c, crispa )
bark.

II. O. succirubra (Pavon) yielding red bark.

Ill- lc:™"Sr yielding Colombian bark.

IV. C. Pitayemif!, yielding Pitayo bark.

( G. nilida )

V. < G. micrantha \ ,, grey bark.

(
C. Peruviana )

VI. C. Calisaya ,, yellow bark.

,Trr ( Remijia Purdieana 1 • iv n i i

The official barks of the British Pharmacopoeia nre

four in number ;
—

(1) The pale Loxa or crown bark

cortex, cinchona pallidic), yielded by Cinchona officinitlit ;

((2) the yellow or Calisaya bark (cortix cincho/'Ce Jiai'ce),

the produce of C. Calimya ; (3) i lie r. d oark (cor<fx

cinchonce rubr<f), derived from C. succirubra and (4j

Colombian bark, V. lancifolia, directed to be used as

a source of quinine. Ihese are the sources of the

tinctures, extracts and o'.h-r preparations, while, in

common with several othtrs, they also yield the

alkaloids which now ccnslitute tlie chief form in which
the active principles of ibe barks are administered in

medicine. Their great value depends upon tiie pre-
sence of these alkaloids, viz., quinine, qnin'dine, cin-

chonine and cinchouidine, which exist priucipa'ly in

the cellular tissue outside the liber, in coinbin ition

with kiuic and tannic acids. It is found that certain

barks contain more of one [iriuoiple than of another;
hence their greater or less comim rcial value, and the

skill and complex knowlicig.; lequ.red by the manu-
facturer to distinguish the different vaneties. The
G. Calisaya, C, officinalis and C. lancifolia from Col-

ombia are species rich in quiuine, which, in tlie form

of sulphate, is the alkaloid most extensively employed
in mediciae. Among the other barks used as .sources

of quinine, etc., the prmciples are :—Colombian bark,

G. /awci/biia ; Pitayo bark, G. Pltayensis; grey or Lima
bark, C. micrantha, G. nitida and C. Peruviana ; and
a variety of Carthageua bark, C. lanceolata. In addi-
tion to quinine the 0. Pitayensis specially contains

quinidine, the C. succirubra, oiuohonidiue, and the G.

nitida, G. micrantha and 0, Peruviana, fromthe Huauuco
region, cinchonine. Tliese alkaloids extracted from
the barks, are recognized by their several distinctive
chemical characteristics, while the barks producing
them are likewise distinguished by a careful scrutiny
of their external appearance, the lichens, etc., grow-
ing on them, the way in which they break, their

taste and odour, as well as by their microscopical
and chemical characters. The manner in which barks
break transversely, or their fracture, as it is termed,
depends on their anatomical structure, and affords au

important criterion of the quality of the bark, cellul-

ar tissue breaking with a short or smooth fracture,

woody tissue with a fibrous fracture. The best char-
acteristics by which barks containing much quiuine
may be distinguished aie the shortness of the fibres

which cover the transverse fracture and the facility
with which they may be detached, instead of being
flexible, and adhering as in bad barks. Thns when
dry Calisaya is handled a quantity of very small

splinters run into the skin causing much irritation,
and this forms one of its distinguishing marks. The
importance of cinchoua barks in medicine renders it

necessary to give some account of the manner in

which they are collected and dried in their native
forests and prepared fir exportation. The following
notice has been extracted, therefore, chiefly from
Weddell and Markham.
The hardships of bark collecting in the primeval

forests of South America are of the severest kind,
and undergone only by the half-civilized Indians and
people of mixed race, in the way of speculators or

companies located in the towns. Those who are en-

gaged in the business, especially the collectors them-

selves, are called Caicarilleros, trom the Spanish word
Cascara, meaning bai-k. A mnjor-domo at the head
of the collectors directs the proceedings of the several
bands in the forests itself, where provisions, and after-

wards the produce, are stowed away in huts of light
construction.

The cascarillero, having found his tree, has usually
to free its stem fiom the luxuiiant climbing and
parasitic plants with which it is encircled. This done
he begins in most cases at once to remove, at>er a

previous beating, the sapless layer of outer bark.
In order to detach the valuable inner bark, longi-
tudui.nl and transverse incisions are made as high as
can lie reached on the stem. The tree is then felled

and -the peeling completed. In most cases, but es-

pecially if previously beaten, the bark separates easily
from the wood. In many localities it has to be dried

by a tire n ade on the floor of a hut, the bark being
being placed on hnrdles above, which proves a service-

able airaiigement. In Southern Peru and Bolivia, how-
ever, even the thickest Calisaya bark is dried lu the sun
wiihout requiring the aid of a hie. The thinner bark as

it dries rolls up into tubes or quills, while the pi.ci s

strippi d from the trunks are mado to dry Hat by being
placed one upon another and loaded with w.ights. 'ihe
bark of the root was foimerly neglected, but is now in

seven-vl instance-s brought into the market. After dry-
ing, the barks are either assorted, chiefly according to

size, or all are packed without distinction in sacks or
biles. In i-onie pl«cea, the bark is even stamped, in

order to reduce its bulk as much as possible. The deal-
ers in the export towns enclose the baik in nerons of raw
bullock hide, which, contracting as it dries, tightly coni-

presses the contents ed' the package (100 lbs. or more).
Th" ports to which Iwrk is conveyed for shipment to

Europe are not very numerous. Guayaquil, on the Paci
lie Ccast. is the most important for produce of Ecuador'
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Pitayo bark is largely exported from Buenaventura in
the Bay of Cliooo, farther north.

Payta, the most northerly port of Peru, and C.illao,
the port of Lima, likewise export bark, the latter being
the natural outlet for the barka of Central Feni, from
Huanuco to Cuboo. Islay, and more particularly Anca,
receive the valuable barks of Carabaya and of thn high
valleys of Bolivia. Among other porta may be mentioned
Santa Marta, Savanilla and Maracaibo.

Our imports for 18SI and 1880 were thus made up :—
1881. 1880.

Calisaya . . 7,020 6,580 serous and eases.
Soft Colom-

)

oTa-na^ 87,200' 44,500 „ „ bales.

Pitayo. )

1881. 1880.

Carthagena . 6,720 6,480 aerons and bales.

^a^nd Ceylon (
^^'*°° '^^'^^^ •• cases and ballots

The receipts in America, mainly direct from Colombia
»ad New Granada, were as follows :

—

1881. 1880.

31,400 32, 800 serons and packages.
Tlie imports into France were also thus made up :

—
1881. 1880.

Calisaya „ ,, 9,915 8,590 packages.
Colombian, etc. 16,550 11,580 ,,

From the above tables it is noticeable that the richer
barks still continue to be consigned to England.
Of the barks used in pharmacy, as before stated,

four in number are official in the British Pharma-
copceia. Of these, C. officinalis, C. succiriibra and C.

Calisaya are the sources from which the pharma-
ceutical preparations are directed to be made, whilp
C. lancifolia is alluded to as a source of quinine.

_

The following is a brief description of the dis-

tingiiishing characters of these important barks :
—

Cinchona Officinalis, Pale Cinchona, Loxa or Crown
Bark (Cortex Cinchona'. Pallidie).—This species is a
native of Ecuador and Peru, existing under several
varieties. If forms a large treo having lanceolate leaves

usually pointed, glabrous and shining on the upper
surface. The flowers are small, pubescent, and in
short ijanicles and are succeeded by oblong or lan-
ceolate capsules, 4 an inch or more in length. The
bark yielded by this tree, which formerly was the

ordinary Peruvian bark of English medicine, is only
found in the form of quills, which are occasionally as
much as a foot in length, but more often in fi'ag-
ments of a few inches. The quills are from S to J
of an inch in diameter, having a blackish-brown or
dark grey external surface, variously blotched with
silver grey, and frequently covered with large and
beautiful lichens. The surface of some of the quills
is longitudinally wrinkled and moderately smooth,
but in the majority it is distinctly marked by trans-
verse cracks. The inner side is closely striated and
of a bright yellowish brown.
The baik breaks easily with a fracture which ex-

hibits very short fibres on the inner fcide. Though
chiefly aftbrded by Cinchona officinalis, other species
occasionally contribute to furnish the Loxa bark of

oominerce, as shown in the table above. Owing,
howevtr, to the bark having become nearly extinct
in its native regions, at the present day it is .scarcely
possible to obtain genuine Loxa or crown bark from
South America ; the immense plantations on the
Nilgiri Hills of Madras, in the Sikkim Himalayas
and elsewhere in India, Ceylon, and Jamaica, are at

present the chief sources of tho bark in commerce.
The analyses of Howard .sh"W that the different

varieties of crown bark vary much in the proportion
of alkaloids they contain, South American bark yield-

ing on an average "5 to 1 per cent, of alkaloids,
while the Indian bark yields as much as 4-30 to 6
per cent., consisting principally of quinine, and next
in order cinchonidine and cinchonine. I might also
be noticed here that the (.fficial pale bark of the
United States Pharmacopoeia also includes the kind
of bark which is derived from Cinchona micranlha,
a bark which was formerly olficial in the Edinburgand Dublin Pharmacopoeias under the name of Cin-
chona cinerea, and which is known to commerce a8
grey or Huanuco bark.

Cinchona Succirubra, Hcd Bark {Cortex Cmchonce
Rubrw.)—The tree yielding this species, although
formerly growing in all the valleys of the Andes, is
now almost entirely confined to the forests of Gu'ar-
anda on the western declivities of Chimborazo, at
2000 to 5000 feet above the level of the sea. The
tree has broadly ovate leaves attaining about a foot
in length, nearly glabrous above, pubescent beneath
and large terminal panicles of rose-coloured flowers,
succeeded by capsules from 1 to IJ inch lou{.'. Red
cinchona bark occurs in quills and flat pieces. The
quills vary in diameter from J to 1| inch, and
in length from 4 to 12 inches or more. Tho so-called
flat pieces are frequently slightly incurved, from 1
to 5 inches broad, | of an inoli in thickness and
about 2 feet in length. Red cinchona bark is gener-
ally coated and consists of liber, the cellular and
tuberous coats, and usually more or less of the
epidermis ; its outer surface is rongh, furrowed and
frequently warty. The colour of the epidermis varies;
in the thinner quills it is reddish-brown; in thick
quills and flat pieces it varies from a reddish-brown
to a chestnut-brown, frequently with a purplish tinge.
Cryptogamio plants are not so frequent on ihis as on
some other kinds of bark. Tho cellular coat of the
flat pieces ia very thick and spongy, much more so than
in vellow cinchona bark. The inner surface of the quills
is finely fibrous, giving a comparatively smooth fracture
while the fracture of the flat pieces is both fibrous and
splintery. As to the proportion of alkaloids in red
bark, the thick flat sort contains only 3 to 4 per cent,
of alkaloids, but a large amount of red colouring matter!
In referrenca to the brick-red colouring matter which,
as Ruiz observes, is not found in the growing plant,
but in the dried bark, Mr. J. E. Howard considers
that it is really an excretory product of vegetation,
a part used up and brought by coniaot with the air
into a state in which it can no longer be serviceable
to the living plants, and from which it still degener-
at»3 by a still further degeneration into humus.
The pieces of flat red bark possessing the finest colour
are generally remarkable for their speoifio ligbtnesi,
having a texture analogous to that of wood that has
lost its firmness by incipient decay. Indeed, it is by
a process of iremacausis that the red bark aquirca its

colour, tlie cinchotannic acid in which it abouuds hav-
ing become oxidized and changed into cinchona red,
and under these conditions the alkaloids also appear
to undergo a .me corresponding alterations. They are
now implicated with resin, which appears to have also
become oxidized so as to act the part of an acid, and
is with diflieulty separated. But the most remarkable
feature is the altered conditinn of the alkaloids them-
selves. Quinine, which formed a considerable portion
of the whole, is now greatly diminished, while cin-
chonine and cinchonidine remain much i he same. The
quill red bark of the Indian plantations is a niuoh
better drug, some of it yielding 5 to 10 per cent, of
alkaloids, less than a third of which is quinine and »
fturth cinchonidine, the remainder being cinchonine
and sometimes traces of quinidine.

Tho experiments of Mr. J. E. Hi.ward and oihers
have also proved that the bark of the root contain*
a larger proportion of alkaloids than that of the sttm;
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and further that the proportion of alkaloid diminishes

as we go up the stem to the branches.

Mr. David Howard has also shown that the nature

of the alkaloid varies according to the part of the

tree from which the bark has been taken.
Cinchona Lancifolia, Soft Golomhian.—Of the barks

not used in pharmacy the most important are afforded

by C. Inncifolia and G. Pitayeiisis, natives of the Cordil-

leras of C'l'iumijia. These barks are largely imported and
used for miking quinine, the former under the name
of soft Colombian, Carthagena or Caqueta bark. The
bark of G. lancifolia varies much in appearance, but
is generally of an orange-brown ; the corky coat, which
scales oif easily, is shining and whitish. It also often

occurs in more or less curved or quilled pieces of

tolerable thickness, having externally the reaiains of

a whitish silverj' epidermis ; but their greatest dis-

tinguishing character is their very fibrous fracture.

Their anatomical structure, according to liinbury,
agrees, in all varieties, in the remarkable number of

thick-walled cells of the middle cortical layer and the

medullary rays. In percentage of alkaloids, Carthagena
barks are liable to great variation.

The PiUiyo barks are restricted to the south-western
districts of Colombia, and are usually imported in short

flattish fragments or broken quills. The middle cortical

layer exhibits but few thick walled cells ; the liber

is traversed by very wide medullary rays, and is

provided with but a small number of widely scattered

liber fibres, which are rather thinner than in most
other cinchona barks. The Pitayo barks are usually
rich in alkaloids, quinine prevailing. C/vchona

Pitayciisis is one of the hardiest species of the valuable

cinchonas, and is, therefore, particularly suitable for

cultivation, which, however, has not been curried out
as largely as that of either C. officinalis or C. succiruby-a.

The hard Colombian bark of commerce, which occurs

usually in flat pieces and also in quills, is obtained

from C. cordifolia. The quills are usually large, heavy
and without periderm, with a fracture not so fibrous

as that of C, lancifolia (soft Colombian bark). The
flat pieces are thin, hard, somewhat curved, with the

remains of a white periderm.
In reference to the fjrey barks of comnierce, C. micran-

tlia, C. nitidn and O. Peruviana; they abound in the

province of Huanuco, which is their principal source,
and are all imported under the name of Huanuco or

grey bark. The name of grey bark refers to the strik-

ing effect of ihe overspreading thallus of various lichens

belonging to the order Graphidac^ forming groups, and
indicating that the trees have grown in an open situation,

e.xposed to ram and sunshine. These b.-irks occur in

quills and flat pieces ;
the former are eagerly sought

after by manufacturers on the continent, while the

flat pieces are just as readily sought for here, because

they very much resemble in appearance the flat calisaya,
for which at present they are very extensively sub-

stituted on account of tlie gi'eat scai'city of the latter.

They each yield from 2 to 3 per cent, of ciuohouine
and cinchonidine, with scarcely any quinine.
Cinchona Calisaya, YcUow Bark (Cortex Cinchona:

Favaii:).
—This valuable species was discovered by the

late Dr. Weddell in 1S47. It grows in the valley
forests on the borders of Bolivia and South Peru

(Carabaya). The bark was formerly imported in serons,

principally from Arica, the nearest port to the Bolivian
district of La Paz, where it was chiefly collected ; but
the supply of calisaya bark from its natural habitats is

at the present time very uncertain. The cultivatiou of

this bark in Inrlia has not been hitherto so successful as

that of C. succiriihra and C. officinalis, although recent

accounts have been more favourable. For its in-

troduction to India, as well as that of other species of

Cinchona, we are more particularly indebted to Mr.
Markham. Two varieties of this bark are distinguished
in commerce—flat aud quilled.

Flat Calisaya. —The pieces of this bark are flat, or

nearly so," as their name implies. They are generally
uuooated, consisting almost entirely of liber, which is

sometimes J or nearly J an inch thick. Their texture
is compact and uniform; the transverse fracture is

finely fibrous, the filjres being short and readily detached,
so that when this bark is handled it causes much
irritation. Externally the colour is slightly brownish-

tawny yellow, frequently interspersed with darker

patches ; the surface is marked by shallow longitudinal
depressions, commonly termed digital furrows, whioh
are caused naturally on separating the periderm from the

liber, and not by the instrument used in detaching it as

formerly supposed. Internally the surface has a wavy
fibrous appearance ;

the taste is very bitter—the bitter-

ness being gradually developed on chewing. The bark
of the root is readily known from that of the trunk
and branches, by occurring in short more or less curved
or twisted pieces. Calisaya bark is the best of ail the
cinchona barks; but little, however, is now obtained
from South America, our supplies being chiefly derived
froiTi plants under cultivation in India and .Tava.

One variety of Cinchona Calisaya, which has been
more especially cultivated in Java, aud known as

var. Ledyeriana, yields a bark of extraordinary rich-

ness in alkaloids.

Calisaya bark is remarkable for the large amount
of quinine it contains, good qualities yielding at least

5 or 6 per cent of this alkaloid.

Amongst other valuable barks which occur extens-

ively in the market must be mentioned cuprea bark
and the bark from C. indjcacens, a variety of C. rohiisld.

The cuprea barh, which of late has been imported
in enormous quantities, is furnished by two very dis-

tinct regions, viz., the base of the great eastern
branch of the Cordillera of the Andes, and the valleys
of the Rivers Meta and Guavire, aflJuents of the
Orinoco. The centre of exportation is Bacaramauga,
in the State of Santander. Cuprea bark is yielded
by trees belonging respectively to, at least, two dis-

tinct species which, though nearly allied, are yet
different from each other, and belong to the geuus
Remijia, which comes very near that of Cinchona aud
to the closely allied genus, Cascarilla. These species
are liemijia Purdicana and Remijia pcdunculata, Triaua.
The resemblance between the barks of the two species
is very great, and it wouM be ditficult to find char-

acters sufficiently marked to distinguish them. They
are both, in fact, hard, very compact, relatively heavy,
the inner surface smooth and of a wine-red colour ;

the epidermis is thin and striated longitudinally. The
cuprea bark which j'ields cinchonamine is, howeviir,
heavier and more compact and more filled with red
resinous colouriug matter, and its fracture generally

appears to be horny. The yield of quinine from cuprea
barks varies between 1 aud 2 per cent., according to the
conditions of vegetation of the trees, which have not

yet been sufficiently studied. From a chemical point; of

view, the characteristic and remarkable feature which

distinguishes the cuprea barks from the true cinchonas
is the absence of cinciionidine and the presence of a

peculiar alk.aloid called homoquiniue or ultraquinine,
the salts of which very closely resemble those of quinine.

Cinchona pubciccn"—This valuable bark is taken from
a hairy leaved tree, believed to be a hybrid between
C. Calisaya and Cinchona officinalis and on that account
was at one time called C. ujicinalis, var. jinbexccns. The
tree produces enormously thick bark and is one of very
rapicl growth. In a letter to Mr. Howard, Mr. Mclvor

writes, "If under all conditions this bark be found to

yield 12 per cent, of alkaloids consisting of 6 per cent,

quinine sulphate, it is ceriainly the best plunt we can

grow, being hardy aud of rapid growth, and perfectly
free from canker and other diseases to which the Calisaya
and 0///c-(«<(/i.s are liable." The appearance, therefore,

of these extraordinary plants, with their eooimous yield,
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indicates the importance of cultivators paying close

attention to tbe phenomena of hybridization and of study-

ing the subject with » view of further improvement.

Phuriiuicy.
—In the opinion of pharmacists ttie bark

most suitable for medicinal useis the Cinchona sui-cirvlim,

and as I have the privilege of addressing those directly

or indirectly conntoted wilh pharmacy, it would not,

perhaps, be out of place to mention the cause of this

preference and the names of the writers who speak the

strongest in its favour.

Mr. Holmes, in a paper read some time ago, pointed
out that the red bark supply would in all probability be

always equal to the demand on account of its growing at

a much lower elevation, and consequent distribution

over a much wider area, the amount of that bark grown
was greater comparatively than of the other cinchonas.

Mr. Holmes also pointed out that it could be procured
of good quality, that it, contains all the alkaloids with

the exception of aricine, and that it wus less liable to be

mixed with hybrids, on account of its characteristic

appearance.
Professor KHiokiger also suggests the use of Cinchona

siicciruhm, in 'Pliarmacographia;' and both Mr. Umney
and Mr. R. \V. Giles have repeatedly pointed out the

unsatisfactory results of using the yellow barks for

pharmaceutical preparation?.

Dr. de Vrij.some months ago, published a form for

the preparation of red bark extract ; the advantages it

claims over most of the extracts now met with aie its

easy mode of preparation, and especially the production
of a clear solution when it is mixed with water.
—Pharmaceutical Journal.

The Failure of the Hop Crop.s.—A Dublin cor-

respondent informs the Morning Advertiser that
" Messrs. Guinnes", the great Dublin brewers, have
found it necessary to increase the price of their porter
from yesterday. The new tariff, it is estimated, will

amount to an increase of about one penny per gallon.
Had this increase not been made Messrs. Guinness es-

timate that they would have sustained a loss of not less

than i,'l70,000 during the present year." Messrs. W.
H. and H. Le May, in their report of the present con-

dition and pi-oppects of the hop trade, say :
—"Never

before has the hop market been in the same position on
the 1st .January as it was this year. The whole of the

stocks now unsold are nut more than sufficient for one
month's consumption, and the brewers may hold an

average of two or three months' stock, certainly not
more than the latter, as the quantity grown and im-

ported would not admit of it. What the brewei-s will

do for hops during the next nine months which must
be passed over before another crop can be placed on
the market, it is not possible to say."

—London Field.

Slavery and I.mmii:jration in Brazil are thus
dealt with by the liio Snca of Dec. 15th :

— " The im-

pending abolition of slavery threatens paralysis to all

the leading industries of the country which are now
carried on by slave labor. The danger is real, and
is not overstiniated. Instead of utilizing the freedmen
as a future la loring element, the planters are seeking
t., replace them by colonists, and with this intent

eflbrts are now making to attract emigration this way.
It is natnral therefore that measures should be adopted
to place the advantages of Brazil before the emigrant,
and to induce him to choose this country as his

futUie home. In justice to the emigr.iut, however, he
should bo fully informed as to the country, instead
of being deceived. This propaganda, so far as we have
been able to jud^e, does notning but paint Brazil in

bright colors and dilate upon its magnihcent pos-
sibilities. The emigrant who comes here through these
inducements is certain to be disappointed. He will

feel that he has been deceived and cheated—and justly
so. And the result will inevitably be that the country
will secure no real advantage from immigration, and
wilt suffer a serious loss of credit."

Farminu ly Britain (How Like Coffeb Plant-
ING IN CeyLON !)

—Sayo the London Field in its

review of 1882 :
— " Such terrible depreciation of

capital has resulted from adverse seasons, that too

many men were holding on for the chance of a real

good year affording a turning point. .Such men had
not money to stock their farms, and thus missed the

only opening for profit. The land, l)otli foul and poor,
could only yield badly, and so the result of the year
will be a distinct loss, and of course in such cases
the end must come. This is one and the principal
cause of vacant farms."
The New Leaf-Disea.se.—The more we hear

of this disease from different districts, tlie more
does its appearance Ht in with the seasonal and saline

theory
—that is, that its origin is due to the prolonged

south-west monsoon with its heavy persistent rain and

probably salt-laden breezes from tlie sea. It is no
answer to say that the cucalypts on the Nilgiris have
not Ijcen similarly affected, because they are by no
means so exposed as many portions of the hill

country in tnis little island. No doubt it will be
found that the portions of districts or estates in

Haputale, Nuwara Elliya, Dimbula, Dikoya and Am-
begamuwii affected, are those most exposed to the
S. W. monsoon. We learn today of a patch of tea
in Vlaskeliya being a good deal spotted, as if a fire-

stick had been run through it, and this part also is ex-

posed to the full burst of the south-west. The serious

point now is;—ia the disease, having originated with an
unprecedented monsoon, is it to continue and spread
with us instead of gradually but surely disappearing
as it did in Australia in the case referred to in a
letter elsewhere ?

Mr. .Siiand's Tea Drier.—We have seen two models :

the larger one two feet wide and three feet long is an
exact model of the machines which would be required
to manufacture tea on a large scale. The heated sur-

face plate is of galvanized iron, rivetted on to the
lower casing, which is made of thin boiler plate to
enable it to resist the ao ion of the fire which is

placed under it. The two plates are separated by a

space of about two inches which is filled with water
which is boiled by means of the fire placed under it

Tlie end pieces are two pieces of the boiler plate iron .

one end is rivetted on, but the other end is fastened
on by screws to allow of its being removed to clean
out the boiler. The whole is of course made steam-

tight by close rivetting. The smaller machine was
made altogether of galvanized iron soldered and
rivetted together : it is a handy little machine for small

experiments, and would be found useful for a variety
of purposes abo.ut a planter's bungalow, as indeed
would the lar/ie machine also be. Both models were
heated to about 170 degrees of Fahrenheit by kerosine
oil cool.iug stove lamps, but the larger of the machines
would be more economically heated by fire : the machine
could be placed on the top of a few bricks say eighteen
inches hitjh and a fireplace made with pieces of iron

placed iicross the first row of bricks for fire bars—tlie

smoke could run under the machine and e>seape
througli a piece of the piping for chimney. Mr. Shaud
recommends working models of a somewhat larger
size to . oouomize material and labor. Whilst a machine
•2 feet by 3 or 4 feet would cost E20 to R2,5 one

eight feet long would not cost more than about E.S5.

'1 he galvanized iron sheets being 8 feet long, little

additional ritetting is required, whilst the end pieces
cost the same for a long as for a short machine.
It is intended to make experiments in drying cocoa
with the^ machines. We do not see why they should
not be adopted to the purpose.
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^mtt}spixniXenc$.

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

PLANTING MEMORANDA FROM MUNZER.
ABAD (MYSORE)

January lOtli, 1883.

Dear Sir,—I cauuot help thiukiug that, however
economical Ceylou planters are trying to become, yet so

long as they are tied to an expensive system, economical

endeavours in various details will not reduce ex-

penditure to its proper level. Here they have things
on a ooloasal scale as to acreage (or we shall say area

as acreage is not considered), aud nature is soothed

and coaxud aud o.ijoled aud encouraged and assisted ;

and the coy maiden is thus induced to do her part
with smiling willingness. But in Ceylon you have
treated her cruelly. The rush of capital mt i Cey-
lon over-balauced it, so that nothing will set Ceylou
right till the bulk of tho men leave and only those

remain vrho prufer to fill the purse (of the osvner of

the soil) than to please the eyo (of the V. A. and
the manager), and by working on less scientific and
elaborate soheraes. Those essays on building sliould

hare been written for a lot of wealthy experimental
planters who wished to spend their money, and not

to acquire more—something of the type of the eo-

called "
gentleman farmer

"
at home.

Our worthy
" A. G. K. B " and otliers have a fine

chance of working in the style here,
* which has

paid. That's the chief argument in its favour. Set

Sinhalese to cut the uudergiowth of forest, taak them
by a yard-stick board aud «o many yird-atickg long
straight up ihe hill, l.iy the cut material in lines so

that you cnn check the task, put in oarlmon bulbs

or plants or eeed and let nature do thj n'.st, till the

the cardamoms come up. No expensive lining
aud trimming the stools, no expensive roadin;,' and

fencing, no expensive weeding. Keep at lliis till you
get rounil yjur acreage of forest. Then have men
coming behind letting a big tree come crasli down, so

as to make a good hole in the roof and help to make
a pi-oper amount of chequered light

— "cheetah spots"
at midday. Weed once in 12 months and encourage
every cardamom seedling to spi-out Never break up
a atool or pull up a bulb—let your neighbours do
that—you can benefit by their shortsighted greed.
Do not aim at beautiful avenues wiuiliag through

the moas-grown stately stems of the forest giants,
don't love t) gase at reyulir lines of cardamom stools

whose graceful fronds bend majesticall)- down and
whose stems are trimm'^l like a dandy'8 moustachio,
don't sigh for £70 an acre nett over 5 acres, but

have your I 000 acres of forest cheaply aud gradually
converted iuto cardamom land aud judge results

not by expenditure per acre but by amount of pro-
duce per ton. Surely if our worthy friend of the four

initials mentioned above, or any lirge owner of land

uupi-ipular :imoug the coffee 'kiu^s, could send his card-

amoms home by the ton he wouldn't want to be

very sure of his acreage.^ V. A.s, Colombo agents,

weeding contractors and mortgages h;ive all combined
to keep up worthless acres of land and monthly
thrown awiiy valuable rupees. You could Kot imagine

any grosser outrage on nature than the system of the

bulk of Ceylon estates, .and yet
" W." comes wandering

round with ghostly footsteps and peering visage, search-

in after vague shadows,
" What ails our coffee ?

"

What indeed but the same thing thut ail-i the pale-
faced girl who erstwhile beamed brig'it with health,
but wboie fresh complexion ami sparkling eye
are mined by night after ui^ht of Ihe gaiety of a

» In Jilysore.
—Ed. .^i

f If cardamoms were sent home in tons upon tons,
we should sec prices going down below,paying level.—Ed.

Loudon season. "What ails our coffee?
"

Cultivated
to death and weeded out of existence.* The cause is
to be found in Colombo offices and V. A. s portfolios,
and estate cheekrolls aud ledgers. Ah! but a new
kind of ledger has arrived. Let me beseech Ceylon
planters not to aim at landscape gardening, or orna-
memal plantation growing—to drop those fanciful ideas
that are too common among Ceylon planters. Why
should you buy an improved mangle, beoauae Ist, it
13 called a cinchona peeler, 2nd, it is patented, and 3rd,
it does prettier work than a couple of alavangas or
sticks. ABERDONENSIS.
[We shall await the further experience and com-

munications of our clever corre- spondent "Aberdo-
nensis

"
(" a regular chip of the old block") before

we attach the importance he desires to his radical attack
on the way thej' do things in Ceylou as compared with
the rough and ready system of planting operations pract-
ised ill the jungles of Mysore. Let our correspondent
wait and see whether, good as the present Mysore returns

are, some more roads cleaning, weeding and machinery
would not make them even better !—Ed.]

DOES HEMILEIA VASTATRIX NOT AFFECT
THE COFFEE BEAN ?

Coppah, India, 21st Jan. 1883.

De.^r Sib,—I notice a letter with the above head-

ing in your Overland issue of the 22ud tilt, from " D.
O. N." of S. Travancore. From my experience, I

say it does affect the bean, especially on badly at-

tacked trees. In these parts I have seen sheets of old
coffee with the berries simply covered with the yellow
powder from the leaves, which eventually dry up
without ripening and are therefore useless. I have also

seen young coffee—that is to say four or five years
old—severely attacked, the berries of which do not

properly ripen, but only get a yellowish colour with
a slight tinge of red and when washed a largo per-

centage turns out light. In reference to your footnote
to my letter on digging, allow me to say that by
opening up the soil you would allow the sun to ex-

tract your excess moisture easier than when covered
with a hard surface. Try a few acres first before

sayiug digging won't do for Ceylon, and I believe you
would find that it will answer the purpose.

J. R. C.

CADSES OF THE DECADENCE OF COFFEE?

Uva, 2,5th January 1883.

Dear Sir,—As a little chap 1 can well re-

member translating from my Latin Delectus
"Great is truth and it will prevail," and it is be-

cause I believe in that motto that I believe in

the future prosperity of the various planting enter-

prizes in Ceylon. Let us always have the truth aud the
whole truth in planting matters.

By a consensus of opinion amongst planters the

great coffee planting enterprize culminated when it

vielded one milliim cwts. of plantation coffee: its

meridian splendour has now passed away— never to

return. " W." in his truthful letters to you stated
the reasons for the premature decline of the
coffee enterprise in Ceylon.t I will recapit-

ulate, thiit we may have the facts always at the end of

our digits.

1st, A very large area of coffee was irretrievably

injured when the first hnrricane wave of disaster

spread over the coffee enterprize in Ceylon and

* This is not the opinion of—Ed.

t" AV.
"

certainly has not professed to do this. On the

contrary, he demands investigation in to causes which he
deems occult, denying the sufficiency of rungus attacks and

consequent loss of foUage to account for the ailment of our
coffee.—Ed.
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threatened to submerge it altogether. 2nd, A large
area of coffee was planted in wet unfavourable dis-

tricts, that turned out to be only so many sinking mines.

3rd, When plantation coffee reached its highest fig-

gure, notably three large new districts opened out, but
the clerk of the weather turned himself deid against

planting intruders and swore he would give thpni "such a

dose." 4th, Kven in tliis fruit-bearing climate from which
I write the season has been unpropitious and
the whole province is under a cloud. 5th, The

serpent's trail has been over every coffee tree

in Ceylon ; and, though we all agree with

you, thut it is not to be compared in its injurious
effects with the disease that has ruined so many vine-

yards in France and snuffed out the vineyards of the

island of Madeu\i altogether, yet it has done the

Ceylon coffee estates much harm. The only remedy—and that is not in every case a specific
—is

high cultivation. " W." has noticed that in the

Uva district the crop this year is strangely audun-

unevenly distributed on the estates, and this is quite
true, and a fSinna Durai may read a lesson in plant-

ing as he runs, and it is this: the coffee trees are

saying :
—"We want feeding, durai ; we coffee trees

want good feeding, for see in the hollows where
the wash soil does congregate we give you crop this

year, and where the bones are decaying we yield
our coffee this season, and where the soil is

richest we shew you 4 to 5 cvvts. an acre, and where
the land shelves gently to the oya we fill your cooty
sacks, and had all been fed we would even in

this sunless season have gladdened your hearts, coffee

planters, as in days of yore !

" * F. 0. D.

CINCHONA NURSERIES.

January 30th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—Can you or any of your numerous corre-

spondents kindly inform lue what is tbe best thing
to prevent cinchona seedlings from djing off in the
seed beds ? I have used Professor Herman's vermin

destroyer. At first it appeared to stop the disease,
but latterly it had little or no effect. I have also

tried a weak solution of carbolic acid, soot, &c., but
none of it appeared to do any good.

—Yours faith-

fully, BLiaHT.
[Occasionally a blight due to a fungus sets in over

a nursery, which, perh.ips, nothing can stop : our cor-

respondent seems to have tried most of the recog-
nized remedies : did he prepare the soil properly to

begin with ?—Ed.]

COMMERCE BETWEEN INDIA AND CEYLON
AND THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.

Colombo, 30th January 18S3.

Sir,
—In thanking you for the able way you have

\n'itten in today's paper, on my notes—rough and brief

as they were—may I beg to trespass on your space for

a little explanation ?

1st as to Tasmanian hops, the supply is not
sufficient for AustraUau demands

; they stand at

4s per lb. Heuce the need of another hitter, viz. cinchona.
2iii as to Ahi'lmoschus CKcnhnta. The Indian Secretary

of Commerce and Agriculture has promised, if possible,
to supply 30 tons (not maimds) at an estimated cost
of collection etc., of Rl^ per maund, but this it must
he remembered is only a trial price, and as a new line

must be introduced at a moderate rate ; but its true

* Some coffee planters will Sity ;
—"

Yes, where the coffee
t rees were in good heart, the wood was vigorous and more
mature, and consequently bore well this .season. Such wood
takes always advautag of comparatively speaking a sunless
season.

''—Ed.

90

market value will soon he found. Again, as compai-ed
with hemp, you quote £30 to 40 per ton, i. e., scutched

hemp in Londou, I offer at fery least, Kr20 for unscutclied
fibre (it is incoiTcctly stated to require scutching being
ready for sale after drying from the beetel) thus saving
labor, and fully 15 per cent loss in tow, also freight and
charges. From your description of the wild variety, I

think it is the one I allude to, hut the musk scent of

the seed and the fineness of fibre will at once determine. *

3rd.—Aiioiia rdiculala is wild in Southalistan and
other parts of India

;
where the trees having been cut

for fuel it sprouts up very like your cinnamon bushes
and keeps up a never-ending supply. It gi'ows on the
rockiest places, and does not require inigation I

4th.—Sunflower. Its use while gi'owing is to shade more
delicate plants, such as tobacco, cabbage &c.; it does not

require shade ; qmte the contrary. As to price of the
fibre I do not allude to the present depressed price of

jute. I estimated jute at 5r. per maund of 82 2-7th lb. and
sive at 4r.

In conclusion I shall at all times be glad to supply
any information in my power of utility or interest to

enquu-ers. Thanking you and the friends who have
made my short stay so pleasant and interesting, I am
dear Mr. Eilitor, yom's faithtidly,

J. HARWARD DE EINZY.

MR. STORCK'S CARBOLIC ACID REMEDY FOR
LEAF-DISEASE.

Dear Sir,—Can you tell me why Mr. Storck's

carbolic acid experiment is not more universally tried

throughout the coft'ee districts ? Is it because of the

expense, or the disbelief in it ? Can any of those
who have given the experiment a trial pronounce it a
failure ?—Yours truly, ENQUIRER.

[In the case of Liberian coffee, Mr. Wm. .Jardine of

Polgahawela, who tried the acid in all percentages up
to 100, has. we believe, lost faith iu it as a remedy.
We are not aware if the Dikoya experiments have
beeu closed.—Eu.]

THE INDIAN HEMP.
Dkak Sir,— It is a matter of surprize that tlie

" warrah" or Indian hemp is not made an article of

commerce. The " warrah" grows wUd all over the

island, and yields a very glossy silk-like fibre, ex-

tremely strong and durable. Owing to its strength and

durability, it is exclusively used by fishermen in making
their fishing lines. The fibre leaves the twigs cleau

and free of grit, and the outer bark falls off as the
shreds are separated from the twigs. The lines ob-

tained range from 9 to 12 inches. The twigs ought
to be cut before they attain woody maturity. In-

deed, pineapple silk is not to be compared with this

textile. Why is not the fibre of the "wetakeyiya"
or wild pine utilized? It gi-o-nsin abundance along
the seabeach, and, if carefully prepared, will yield a

te.xtile far superior to jute, and well adapted for the

manufacture of bags.
—Yours truly, X

[Tlie questions as regards the screw pine, are first

as to the quality of the fibre and next would it pay
to cultivate the plants along the sides of swamps ?

Because all the screw pines available would soon be
annihilated by anything like extensive operations.

—
Ed.]

* Fibres.—In re Abelraoschus (and not Abamoschus) :

the wild thorny-stemme 1 one referrinl to in your article

is the Hibiscus furcaf«is, also a fibre-yielding plant. The
Abelmoschus moschatus is not an uncommon wild plant
in C'eylpn.—-W. V.

t ' W. F.
"

thinks the fibre he saw with Btr. de Biuzy
was that of another plant.—Ed.
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NEW INDUSTRIES.

{To the Editor "
Tro2>ical Aijiicnltmist.")

SiP,_—To those who may be atti'acted to the

cultivation of sun flowers, after readiug the various

uses to which the plant can be applied (as stated in

your ccilumns), I would strongly recommend bee-hep-

tng also, as I have noticed all kinds of bees sucking

away at sunflowers like mad (to use a homnly expres-

sion) ;
and any one posse^sinn a few acres of ordinary

land cannot do better than supplement his income by
this pleasant and profitable occupation. Certainly I

know of no pursuit that can be done cheaper.—Youvs,
A.

THE BENEFIT OF WEEDS AND SOOT : A CURE
FOR MILDEW.

Deak Sir,—"Swaddy" writes of Gallaha of ISl-i-'JQ

when it was fr<im 260 to over .300 acres in coffee,

whereas I wrote of it of previous to 1858, when it

was only 160 acres in extent and before the chunam

fields were known. If you refer to Chamber's " In-

formation for the People," vol. i., p. 497, and read

how peat is formed, and then read p. 65 as to how soil

is increased through plants from the atmosphere, and

then look at any cutting on a patana, and see how
even |rass has formed soil on what at one time

m\i8t have been a bed of quartz or gravel, I think

even you will be convinced that a carpet of weeds

will not only conserve the soil, but will increase it,

and if you look at p. 574, you will see the cause of

disease and death in trees.

Have any of your readers tried the mixture I re-

commended ? If you look at mildew in Beeton's
"

Dictionary of Daily Wants," you will see that soot is

a cure for mildew in agriculture, and " Loudon "
says,

" the best means to prevent its appearance seems to

be keeping the plants in a state of vigorous growth,
as it is found only on such plants as do not appear
to have Bufiicient strength to resist its attacks."—
Yours truly, G. F. HALLILEY.

[We have the most entire belief in the formation

and conservation of soil by plants, say weeds, but

we do not believe in weeds and cultivated plants

growing together.
—Ed. C. O.]

BARK INSTEAD OF HOPS: WHf NOT
TRY IN CEYLON?

.January 31st, 1883.

Dear Sir.— The enclosed cutting is from the Field

in re the hop famine and substitutes for the eame, but

I do not see cinchona Iwrk directly mentioned. Now
the price of bark has fallen, why do nut the Nuwara

Eliya brewery use the bark instead of hops ? It it

can be used advantageously as a substitute for hops,

surely Ceylon is the place to prove it, and by prov-

ing this the Nuwara Eliya Brewery would not only

save themselves from considerable expense in the manu-

facture of these beer, but would, at the same time,

confer a benefit on the colony by opening up a market

for what promises to be our most important product
for the future.

' ..r.r,^v,oTA COLONIST.

BLIGHT IN NURSERIES OR SEEDBBUS.

February 3rd, 1883.

Dear Sie,—In answer to your querist
"

Blight," in

your issae of the 1st instant, let me recommend
him^

to

try watering the seedbeds with lime water, having first

pulled out all the seedlings round the diseased spots.

As yet I have found this blight only in beds which

were too damp, too dark, and too thickly sown.

The thinner sown that seedbeds are and the more

lichl they obtain the better.—Yours truly,^ ^
QUIKQUINA.

AGRICULTURE IN INDIA.

[To the ESlyrof the •' Times of India.")

Sir,—I have read with interest the account, written

by the Official Director of the Department of Agricul-
ture and Commerce, N.-W. P. and Oudh, of the various

experiments which he has made. There are some of

which he records the results, that might have been
taken for granted, from the general applicability of the

old maxim that the more you work land the better you
make it. Winter ploughing at home is considered

much more valuable than spring ploughing, and winter

manuring the best. Chemically speaking, the soil and
manure get oxidised and disintegrated, and therefore

more ready to take part in those cliemical operations
which result in the growth of plants. This is the

result of his experiment when he has inverted the soil

two months prior to sowing. I notice his inversion is

limited to six inches : bis is a safe depth, but let him
beware of following up his advantage too e;igerly Many
a farmer has been ruined by falling in love with deep

ploughing ;
he has raised his subsoil to the surface of

thf soil, and put himself in the position of the reclaimer

of wa^ie land, and the whde he was paying rental for

the belt arable. Another ol I and time-honoured maxim
is,

" Don't work your land (while) wet." When you
do so, you can easily understand that you are more

likely to produce bricks than pulverised soil, and the

return will correspond to the crops that could be ex-

pected off these varieties of soil. The one great element
that is wanting in Indian soils, and which is not sup-

plied to them by manure as applied by natives, is

nitrogen. Odours are to some degree nutrient, and in

India where everything smells but the flowers, the

deficient nitrogen of this soil may be supplied by 'he

atmosphere. But here we have another example of

misrule by the English in India : they are actually by

sanitary measures impoverishing the air, and have not

been .able to induce the population to correspondingly
enrich the soil.

T. HUME.

CASTOR SEEDS.

{To tJie Editor of the "Indian Agriculturist.")

Sir,—In your issue of November 1,
" H. T. T."

writing from the Berars, mentions a large white variety
of castor plant, which grows to a height of 15 or 20

feet, and lasts for several years. This variety is un-

known to us down here, and I should be much obliged
if

" H. r. T." would kindly put me in the way of

gettiuga small packet of seeds down to experiment with.

Kurnool, Madras.
iJoTE.—We h.ive obtained and forwarded a packet of

seeds to our correspondent.
—Ed. /, A.

The Offiwal Estimate of the Jiiva Coffee crop
this year was reduced on the 30th November to

1,041,925 piculs. At that date the quantit}' deli\'ered

at the Government storehouse amounted to 1,022,598

piculs.
—Batavia Darjhlad, 10th Dec, in Straits Times.

Oheert-Deied Coffee.—As to coffee curing, and Mr.

Morris' remarks thereou, in which he stated that were

coffee dried in the husk like Mocha and not washed, it

would realise higher prices in the home market, Ex-

perience gained in Ceylon points to the contrary, though
we are aware of the finer flavor of coffee, so prepared,
over the ordinary washed coffee, if well matured on the

tree. On the other hand, it may be asked—why does

the ordinary Brazil coffee take such a poor positiou in

the coffee market when it is gathered and dried as it

comes from the trees, the washed description command-

ing a higher figiu-e ? AVe remember a parcel of fine high-

grown estate coffee dried in the husk, being shipped to

England and there sold at the price of native coffee with

wliich it was ranked. "We are sure that Mr. Morris will

fiud the cherry dried system not a success.—'-Oeylon Tiuios.
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TOBACCO CULTIVATION IN THE WEST INDIES.

For some years past the superior quality of the to-

bacco grown in Jamaica has been steadily forcing itself

on public recognition, and Jamaica cigars seem likely to
take rank alongside those produced in Cuba, which, taking
their name from the capital of that island, have come
to be recognised as the type of excellence in this parti-
cular form of the "fragrant weed." The eultivatiou of
tobacco was an industry of some importance in the Lesser
as well as the Greater Antilles, but it has died out in
the former, tliough that is no apparent reason why the
eultivatiou of the plant should not be revived there. The
Plant has been introduced from Cuba into the Baliamas,
where it promised excellent results—although it would
appear that, probably owing to the expense of initiating
the industry, the Government has not continued the

experiments—and Governor Robinson, struck with the

similarity between the climate, soil, and rainfall of Cuba
and those of St. Lucia, has induced the Legislative
Council of the latter island to vote a sum of money
with the object of introducing the " new product

"
iuto

the Colony. A " Tobacco Committee " has been appointed
to enquire into the subject, and the result of their in-

vestigation is embodied in a report which has just been
pubhshed. Some seed of the " best Havana tobacco "—
procured, it is interesting to note, from the Botanical
Gardens of .Tamaica—was entrusted to four gentlemen,
who undertook to give it a fair trial; and although it

is too early yet to judge of the eventual results of the

experiment, the seed is reported to have germinated and
to be progressing favourably, and there seems every
reason to anticipate a succe.ssful result. There is in St.

Lucia an abuudance of soil of a suitable nature, with

ample shide and rain, and many different "
aspects,"

while the whole climate and physical features of the
island approximate very closely to those of Cuba. The
principal difficulty, indeed, in the way, seems to lie in
the proper curing of the leaf. Sir .Joseph Hooker en-
dorses Governor Robinson's statement, that the finest

tobacco in the world may be spoiled by improper or
inefficient curing ; and he quotes an instance in wliich
ten bales of Ceylon tobacco, sent recently to the London
market as an experiment, fetched a low price in con-

soquence of the centres having been decomposed during the

voyage, through some defect of curing or packing. With
the care with which Governor Robinson and the authorities
of St. Lucia have gone into the matter, there is Uttle
fear of such a mistake being made there, and their ex-

periment will be watched with interest in the Colonies.
Tobacco requires a soil rich in potash, and while calca-
reous and clayey soils are to be avoided, alluvial lands
on the banks of streams, not too wet, are the most
favourable. Plenty of manure is required, as the plant
rapidly exhausts the soil

; but chlorides must be scrupul-
ously avoided. Slow desiccation, without exposure to
sun or wind, and sound fermentation, are the two main
points to be observed in the preparation of the leaf for
the market.— Colonies and India,

OSTRICHES. OLIVES, AND WATTLES.
TO THE EDITOB, ADELAIDE ORSEHVER.

Sir—" Beggars must not be choosers," so I suppose
that the applicants to our Government at whose suit the
Ostrich IniUistry Bill was introduced must be contented
with what they have got—such as it is. The Parliament
in its wisdom has seen fit to restrict selection of land
for ostrich-farming purposes to the areas that are cut
up iuto " hundreds." The wi.se.acres who insi.sted on the
latter provision evidently failed to perceive that in en-
forcing it they defeated one of the chief objects con-
templated by the pioneers of the measure, and that object
was to utilize the wide stretches of our Far Northern
lands which were either partially .or wholly unfit for
either pastoral or agricultural purposes, but which were
in many respects admirably suited to the needs and re-

quirements of the ostrich. In fact, I have persistently
maintained ever since I first brought the ostrich subject
before the public, and then into the hands of the Go-
vernment, that where water for irrigating a few acres
could be found, the latitude and the general peculiarities

of the Far North were eminently adapted to the purposes
in hand. The wide stretch of country, for instance,

lying on the northern and southern banks of the Murray
from Morgan to the boundary of New South 'V\'ales,

which, I believe, supports only about one sheep to the

eight acres, is as it is, shut iqj from the ostrich-farmer,
whose returns from the same acreage, as compared to

returns from sheep, would have been immeasurably great,
as, of course, he couI<l have pumped up any amount of

water from the river, and in the twenty-one years allowed
him be enabled to turn a howling desert into a smiling
paradise, as good authorities wlio know that region well
tell me that the rod sand yields abundantly when watered,
as has indeed been evidenced by the luxuriance of flowers,

vegetables, &c., where the water has beer) pumped up
near the North-West Bend.

By opposing the Ostrich Bill what a golden chance
some of omr squatters have lost ! A chance not only of

benefiting themselves (which patriots think not of), but
of greatly enriching the resources of this colony. Had
the Bill remained untouched as it came from the hands
of the Government what was to prevent any squatter
from securing the stationhouse on his run with 5.000
acres round it for twenty-one years by importing the few
birds required by the Bill? I fancy there will be
some vain regrets about the loss of this opportunity.
By means of the water, which could in any quantity be

pumped up from the Murray, the land on it, with its

splendid river frontage, would, with the costly improve-
ments which doubtless would spring up, in twenty-one
years' time be simply invaluable.

And speaking about improvements, it now almost be-

comes my duty, especially in the present state of some
of our staple industries, to again respectfully draw the
attention of the public to the great desirability of mingl-
ing the three industries hinted at at the top of this

letter. I allude to ostrichfarming blended with olive and
wattle tree growing. The combination, if a charming
one, is certainly a most practical one. and if the picture

happens to be presented in florid tints it is nevertheless
based on sustaining colours. Excellent authorities say
that both trees will thrive anywhere within about 2 10

miles of the seaboard where water in quantity sufficient

for irrigation can be obtained. It is not desirable to

keep ostriches amongst trees, as contact with them
spoils the feathers, but it is highly necessary to have nu-
merous belts of trees to protect them from the cold

winds and rains. Imagine then—and it is imagining what
is soberly feasible—imagine three out of the five thousand
acres of tlie ostrich-farm cut up into hundreds of runs
and camps for the birds, and each run and camp having
quadruple rows of olive trees round them. Tlie ostriches,
it is well known, eat the refuse olives with avidity, and,
of course, the good ones, if they can get them, and it

is also known that the fruit acts as a preventive to a
disease that the ostrich is very subject to, 7. e., constipa-
tion. Three thousand acres being thus utilized, the
other two thousand—along the banks of the river if

possible
—could be devoted to wattle-growing. These trees

are now, I believe, more valuable than ever, that is to

say since a mode has been discovered of taking the

bark, or rather the tan, without destroying tho tree.

You must agree with me. Sir. when I humbly venture
to repeat that the idea is a harmonious amalgamation
of the fflsthetical and the utilitarian.

Reverting to the Ostrich Industry Bill for a moment,
I may say that I was naturally somewhat amused at a
declaimer against mere "

speculators
"

saying in Par-
liament that if anyone deserved encouragement it was
Sir Thomas Elder for introducing camels here. I am at

liberty to say that the latter gentleman was an applicant
for land for ostrich purposes at the identical moment—
the same patriotic spirit animating him in the one case
as in the other. It is really a pity for the country
that the Houses interfered so much with the I'ill. It

has taken me some fifteen months by dint of hard letter

writting and fluent oral persuasion to get some of our

capitalists even to took at the ostrich business—some
gentlemen didn't even know what an ostrich was I

—and

yet now that they actually are prepared to put their capital
into a novel, and, therefore, risky, venture, and natundly
want some little encouragement, the troublesome pulilic
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spirited pests who are for ever clogs on the wheels of

our progress, step forth, autl with much bluster frustrate

their enlightened and benevolent designs. Even yet, though,

there is hope, as there are' some available spots in

" lumdreds
" where water is to be got, but the field of

action contemplated and hoped-for is sadly restricted.

Healthy schemes are never popular at first somehow. I

suppose evil man judges man as evil; and yet the right

will triumph in the end. In fact, it is a kind of general

secret that Mr. Malcolm has already actually chartered

a ship fur South Africa, and has sent an order for 100

ostriches. I close. Sir, with a final plea for the olives

and wattles. As the honest old Scotch laird .said,
"
They'll

he growing while we're sleeping." I am. Sir, &c.,

. D. C. F. MooDiE.

Adelaide, November 20.

THE MANUFACTURE OP SUGAR IN INDIA.

The Revenue Board lately submitted to Collectors of

districts a form to the filled up showing the area covered

by sugarcane, coconut, palmyra and date trees in 1881-

82 together with a full and concise report as to the mode
of cultivation of the cane, the process of manufacture of

sugar and other points referred to in the memorandum

appended to the letter from the Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Revenue and Agricultural Department,
communicated with the Government Orders on the subject.

In diiscribiiig the mode of cultivation, the different processes

followed from the first preparation of the ground to the

lime of cutting the cane, the description and quantity

of manure usually applied, the differeut species of canes

grown, the distances at which the cuttings are planted,

the amount of irrigation required, the period during which

the crop can be raised in succession on the same land

without rotation, and any other points of interest sliould

be briefly noticed. Information should also be furnished

as to the number and description of the mills in use, the

quantity of juice extracted with reference to the kind of

mill employed and the description of cane used, the num-

ber of times the cane is ])assed through the mill to extract

the full quantity of the juice, and the improvements which

have been attempted or effected from time to time in

the mode of cultivation and manufacture. Full details

of the system pursued in other Presidencies will be found

in the Resolution of the Government of India, dated 30th

May 1882, published in the Supplement of the Gazette of

Imlia of the 10th June 1882. Collectors are requested
to give theur careful attention to the subject and to point

out any differences in the mode of cultivation and manu-

facture followed in this Presidency and the improvements
which they can suggest for the encouragement of this

industry. Messrs. Minchin & Co., who have a large Sugar

Factory at Aska, and Messrs. Parry & Co., who own a

Factory in South Arcot, will doubtless be able to furnish

much useful information on the subject. The Collectors

of Gaujam and South Arcot will accordingly be requested

to consult those firms and report their opinion on the

several points noticed by the Government of India. The

Superintendent of Government Farms will also be re-

quBsted to favour the Board with his views on the whole

question. They note that last year some trials were made

with the Beheea Mill in the Hospet taluk in the Bellary

.listrict, and that the result, though not quite satisfactory,

was on the whole in favour of the new, as compared
with the local, mill. In preparing the statement, there

should be no difficulty in giving the area under sugar-

cane and coconut. The extent of cultivation under these

crops is shown in the village accounts, and it can be easily

ascertained by local inquiry how much of the produce is

used for the manufactm-e of sugar or jaggery and how
much for other purposes. Regarding whole luam villages

and Zemindaris, Collectors doubtless know already in what

localities sugar cultivation is carried on, and they should

be able to obtain the required information without de-

lay. As regards palmyra and date trees, which are for

the most part of spontaneous growth, the areas will have

to be determined by a rough estimate of the number of

trees on occupied and unoccupied lauds, taking 400 trees

to be equivalent to an acre—vide Boards Proceedings,

dated 13th August 1879, No. 2319. From an analysis of

the returns furnished by Collectors for 1878-79, it

ap pears that 5(^(/rt)' is nowhere manufactured from palmyra
and date-palm juice, but that a kind of jaggery is

made in some districts. In Ganjam, Cuddapah, Bellary,
Kurnool, Bladras, Coimbatore and Nilgiris not even
and Trichinopoly the quantity mude is small, and 31

jaggery is made from this juice, while in Vizagapatam
tons respectively. If this information is correct it

would probably be unnecessary for the Collectors of
these districts to obtain statistics of the number of

palmyra and date trees for the past year, though such in-

formation might usefully be collected for future retm'ns.
The only districts in which palmyra-jaggery is made in any
quantity worth mentioning appear to be Godavari, Kistna,
Nellore, Ohingleput, South Arcot, Tanjore, Madura, Tinne-

velly, Salem, South Canara and IMalabar. Date jaggery is

made only in Godavari, Nellore, North Arcot and Salem
to the extent of a few hundred tons. The variations in

the yield of sugar and of jaggery are very startling in

several cases. In the case of sugar it may be that suf-

ficient allowance has not been made iu some Districts

for the fact that the cane is sold as such for consumption
and that only a small portion of the crop is passed
through the mill for purposes of manufacture. There
must be something wrong in the yield given of jaggery
made from palmyra and date, the former of which is

shown as varying from 1 cwt. per acre in Vizagapatam
to 532 cwts. in IMalabar, and the latter from 1 cwt. in

Kistna to 157 cwts. in South Arcot. The yield of coco-
nut jaggery varies from 9 cwts. in Chingleput to 157 cwts
in South Arcot. There are also considerable differences in

the prices of the articles iu different districts—differences
which can hardly be due to mere local causes. All these

points should be properly inquired into and correct figures
furnished with the report now called for. The extent to

which refined sugar is made should also be stated. This

report need not be delayed if iu any cases difliculty is felt

iu collecting the statistics regarding the area occupied by
palmyra and date trees. The statement regarding it can
be !?ent in subsequently. The Collectors of Kurnool, Bel-

lary and Trichinopoly are requested to furnish the in-

formation above called for, for the native States of Bangana-
palle, Sandur and Pudukota, respectively. A statement
should in future be submitted with the administration re-

port, together with a short account showing the progi'ess
of the sugar industry and the measm'es adopted for its

improvement. A copy of these Proceedings will be fur-

nished to the Resident of Travancore and Cochin with
the request that a similar statement may be furnished for

1881-82, together with another showing the exports and

imports of sugar and jaggery say for the past ten years.
The Board will be glad also to have any information
which may be available as to the progress of sugar cul-

tivation in those territories, and to be furnished with an
annual statement in future in the from referred to.—Madras
Standard.

PREPARATION OF JAVA COFFEE.
TO THE EDITOR OF " DE INDISCHE MEECUDK."

Sir,
—On page twenty of your November number (1882)

]Mr. John Smid published an extract from a letter of one
of the greatest coffee planters iu Java, concluding with
the following sentences :

" No man can believe that peeling
coffefe in the *'

parchment
"

will be continued. The Govern-
ment sends its coffee prepared, and private planters have
abandoneil the idea of doing it."

In a note you state that you would be pleased to receive
authentic refutations upon the subject. I will not say that
I will convince every principal, but, nevertheless, a general
interest encourages nie to make an effort. I pi'opose,
therefore to briefly review the history of coffee peeling
in the Netherlands. Your esteemed correspondent at Java

says that the expenses in Holland would be too high to

send the prepared coffee for sale there, and that as a

result it is preferred to send it direct to Marseilles for

sale. This, he says, can easily be done by the ten days
service of the steamers of the Netherlands Company.
This has nothing to d > with the question of the shipment
of coft'ee iu the parchment to the Netherlands, but I

shall give it my attention as everybody here would regret

it, if our colonial producers thought they were compelled
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to find a foi-oign market for their produce. The importance
of the NetliL-rlands coft'ee mart can only win influence

and a signification by increased imports. It nmst be re-

membered, too, that our tea producers of Java had formerly

the idea that London was a better mart for their pro-

ducts, but step by step there have been signs of that fallacy

beiug removed, espi-rially since their grievances against

the Dutch mart have been taken into earnest considera-

tion in the same manner let the coffee planters publish their

grievances against the sale in the Netherland.s, and it can

scarcely be doubted but that a mutual self-interest will en-

courage commerce by an amelioration of the dis-approved
conditions. Probably people exaggerate the sale at Marseilles,

because Java coffee mil always be bought in Holland, in

the same way that Ceylon Plantation is preferred in

London, and Brazil coffee is chosen in Havre. Hamburg
and Antwerp. Java coffee as prepared in the AVesi;-Indies

finds its way particularly into Germany, with which our

marts have profiitable transit tariffs. For many years

past small consignments of Java coffee have been regularly

sent to a house at Marseilles and there sold with great

success. As soon as the imports there have passed a certain

limit the mart is unwilling to buy, and it is positively

ascertained that in 1881, amongst other years, several

consignments of coffee were sent from Marseilles to Holland

and here sold at higher prices than invoiced notwithstanding
the increase of the transit charges.

Let me now direct attention to the difficulties, expressed
on all sides, against shipping coffee in the parchment.
The practice of exporting coffee in the parchment is

not new, for it is mentioned by de Sturler in his work

upon agriculture in the East-Indies, which appeared in

1863. It is true it was not carried out on a large scale

on account of the transit charges being so high. In 1879
Mr. Eauws shipped coffee in the parchment from Java,

and trials of it were made at the well-known establishment

of Messrs. L. Jonker, Sous & Co., at Amsterdam. Tliose

trials gave encom-agiug results and Mr. Uauws drew the

attention of his friends to them, and as a consequence,
in 1880 Messrs. Jonker received larger consignments, which
were further increased in 1881, while for 1882 they can

show a still greater augmentation. Jlessrs. Jonker spared
no trouble in perfecting their establishment and they, aided

by the initiative of Mr. Rauws, have the honour of having
introduced this new industry. They have already proof
that they will satisfy their contractors, and that their

example will speedily be imitated.

In the autumn of 1880, Messrs. Chabot and Andres, of

Rotterdam began the experiment of peeling. They have
established a mill which can work 100 bales per day, and
when they had received the necessary experience as to

the best system they went quietly to enlarge their estab-

lishment. The coffee from the Sringin Company of Bodja
(Samarang) was worked by them in 1881 and also expected
in 1882. A portion of coffee peeled in 1881 was dried

in the ordinary way and the remainder in the machine
" Guardiola.

" The peelers found no difference in quality,
but brokers priced the usually dried coffee at 48 cents and
that done in a scientific way by the machine at 54 cents.

The merchants paid, at the auction, on Nov. 23, 1881.

for both samples at 54 cents.

In a short time other establishments were elected, and
now there are five in Amsterdam and two in Rotterdam.
It is known that these new manufactories did not immediate-

ly prove satisfactory in every respect. As an example,
ilessrs. Jansen and Ten Gate, of Amsterdam, found mistakes
which they determined to correct in the future. That
the new industry had to struggle with difficulties, cannot
be wondered at and that the promoters, who were not

quite acquainted with the technicalities nor with the re-

quirements of the coffee were often mi.staken and not

immediately satisfied with the experiments. In a descriptive

catalogue of the Colonial Museum at Haarlem (published
in October 1882 by De Erven Loosjes, of Haarlem) I there

record the experience of competent people upon peeling
coffee. It is there stated :

" We may notice that Java coffee dried in the red shell
" was occasionally brought into the m.art prepared in
" that manner and at the same time with coft'ee of the
" same growth but prepared in the usual way, and from
" the descriptions of the brokers and the prices paid there
• was not discovered any difference between the two ways
" of preparation."

" In 1880-81 trials were made with the sale of coffee
"
imported in the parchment. The colour of the coffee

"
shipped in that way appeared after peeling to have been

'* better preserved than the cott'ee of the same growth
" sent peeled, and the prices paid were higher, but whether
" the exportation in the parchment may be termed ad-
"
vantageous to the importers cannot with certainty be

*' determined until the exportation from Gabah takes place
** on a larger scale. It cannot be told with certainty if

" the higher price paid will be equivalent for the increase
" of the cargo and freight occasioned by thu quantity of
"

peels, etc. It is evident that the coffee peeled here
'* becomes sooner and more discoloured than that peeled
" in India, which will be prejudicial if it cannot be removed
" and in the future will not be without influence upon
" the stipulated prices."

In a report respecting this prejudice we were told after
consultation with a well-known authority in Java :

" The
speedy discolouring must be attributed, according to his

opinion, to the circumstance that before peeling the Gabah
is not thoroughly dried. That is well doue at Java where
the coffee retains its colour. Nobody should peel Gabah
coft'ee unless it has been dried for at least two days.
Diuring the voyage to Europe, and also in Europe, the
Gabah will become damp, particularly if the slime is not
well washed oft'. That absorption of moisture does not

directly work prejudicially upon the colour, but if the

coffee, after peeling, loses water it becomes speckled. Care
must also be taken that Gabah is well dried before peeling.
If it is dry in the centre the coffee will become a greenish-
yellow colour but get darker by the absorption of moisture.
If care is taken in that the colour will be retained."

It may be that the success of peeling in Europe is not

only dependent upon the care taken in shipping the product
in India, but certainly also by observing those precautions
which have been neglected here before peeling through
not luiowing their influence.

In the meantime the coffee planters have applied them-
selves earnestly to profit by the information given them,
and the result of thoroughly drying will soon appear. I

have heard of one undertaking where the first trials were
not encouraging, but experience is necessary as to the
best way of drying. It cannot be expected that coffee
will be prepared in Europe which will absolutely retain
its colour. Such a demand is not put on the Indian coft'ee

and a thing so impossible ought not to be required of
a product prepared in Europe.

ITurther, the expectations of the most careful manage-
ment in Europe mil not lead the Indian producers to

neglect the care on their side.

If products are shipped in India insufficiently dried or

managed it cannot be expected that the fii-st quality will

be obtained in Em'ope, and, naturally, the cost and care

spread in India in sorting will make the management
more troublesome here. I know that among the govern-
ment coffee imported here in the shell was a quantity
which must be denounced as inferior. Indeed it was so
inferior that it was declared to be unfit to be prepared
in the West India manner. In connection with this I
do not .seriously regard the complaint that " in Europe
there is sometimes less care given in the management
of the coft'ee than in India." I made the acquaintance
of three firms of cott'ee peelers and it is with pleasure
that I tell that they gave me the impression that they
have done and will do, all that is possible to encourage
this new industry, which will obtain for the Netherlands

great importance, as it will give employment to thousands
of hands in our great commercial towns.

It ajjpears to be a burden of great importance that
the cost of peeling and that which is connected with it

should be dearer in the Netherlands than in India. That
increased cost must natm'ally find compensation in greater
market value.

History and experience have taught, up to the present
time, that where there were no a priori explained accidental
circumstances to the contrary, in a number of cases the

larger cost of peeling coffee in Europe was plentifully
regained by the price received. From a wellknown com-
mercial firm at Amsterdam, who often send coffee to
Messrs. Jonker, I received the declaration that they were
satisfied with thoket results. In addition to this firm,
Messrs. Obabot and Andres, of Rotterdam, have the pleasure
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of receiving increased orders, and the Netherlands-India

Oommercial Banlc in their report of 18S0-S1 state tliat
" the

importation of coffee in the parchment increased in

comparison with the favourable results olrtained by better

management." All these facts are in contradiction of the

supposition that producers have given up sending coffee

iu parchment. However, it can be that single planters are

unwilling to continue the trials. In 1880-82 the Govern-

ment have made a new trial with 1000 bales of Gabah,
and have in effect not given its veto against that industry,
and now it must not be overlooked that only coffee prepared
in the West IncUa manner is suitable to be exported in

the parchment, but by far the greater quantity of the

Government coffee is prepared in the usual manner.

Generally, alas, there is uot that great care given in the

cultivation of the Government coffee as is done by private

planters, who pursue it as a means of living.

The higher cost of peeling in Europe proceeds from:

A, the increased charge of unpeeled coffee to the shipp-

ing place, and the greater freight from there to Europe

(one can reckon this upon an average to be / 1 K 250 =
3'50 per picol), /', the greater number of sacks required

for the unpeeled coft'ee. This demand is equal to nearly

20 cents per picol. The total cost of preparing in Europe
is about / 2-60 per picol. and includes taking from the

steamer and until delivery is made to the buyer, provided
it is done within one mouth from preparing. The co.st at

Java varies according to the establishment but averages

about / 2 per picol to which must be added 20 cents ex-

penses in the Netherlands. The coffee peeled here is in-

creased three cents per half kilo to meet the extra charges

of a greater cargo.

As a rule the difference in the supply of produce has

been greater than formerly, but, now. in our opinion

producers must not rely exclusively upon that cultivation.

After taking into account the question of labour, which

has been more and more a point of discussion in Java,

will be felt the advantage of doing away with that time-

robbing labour which peeling and sorting coffee demand.

The hands spared iu this way will probably find success-

ful employment at other culture labours, and the em-

ployers, who are not yet provided with excellent peeling

and sorting mills will be spared the cost of erection and

maintenance, and will be able to realise their produce three

months earlier, by which means interest on capital will

be spared.

Finally, there were complaints that a percentage of the

peeling was not successful. Tliis, however, cannot be fixed

for all the different sorts of coft'ee. There must be a

difference in measure according as the beans are more or

less developed, and as the product between shipping and

peeling absorbs moisture. However, that is difficult to

attribute to the peelers in Europe. These complaints ought

not to be made without good grounds because there is

no change of making comparisons, and the peelers in Hol-

land cannot lose in shells, stones, etc., more than were in

the Gabah.

From the present point of view, arrived at by experience

it may be admitted that peeling in the Netherlands is to

be preferred for all kinds of fine and coarse coffee pre-

i)ared in the West India manner. At the auction on

November 25, 1832, at Eotterdam, a portion of the crop

of Karaug-Eedjo (Kediri) peeled by Ohabot and Andres

realised 14 cents more than the other part which was

peeled in India. As compared with this an inferior product

of another plantation peeled in the Netherlands as well

as at Java received about the same price.

So far as I know no coffee peeling establishments exist

out of Holland, and those here can only live because coffee

is free from duty. From Ceylon, until lately no coffee was

received in the parchment, and from Brazil only small

quantities
were occasionally imported, but larger consign-

ments are in view.

In conclusion permit me to make an observation by
which all producers will receive an advantage. I have

been assm'ed that one cannot be pioud of the results of

the artificially dried coffee in India. A specialist has

declared to liii; that until recently he preferred the coffee

dried in the sun as that dried urtificially at Java gave

him the irapres.sion of its having luidergone a roasting

process.

In my work "O.I. cultures," vol. 1, page 305, I refer
in a note to the danger of a too-quickly drying process,
which is not Imaginary. Thus the above-written observations
iudicate the desirability of artificial drying, the manifold

advantage of which cannot be denied, but it must be done
with care and attention.

Baarn, Dec. 1882. Van Goekom.

[A Colombo merchant well acquainted with the European
coffee market, remarks on the above:—"The question
whether it is advisable to peel colory coffee iu the
colonies or in Europe seems to be easily settled iu favour
of the former in anybody's mind who knows the process
iu that state of perfection it has attained in Oeylon.
If Java planters, instead of curing the coffee on the estate

in the imperfect way so far on vogue, were to send their

produce in parchment to a central place, where good
appliances and a large supply of labor allowed of the coffee

being cured quickly, and if instead, of forwarding the cured
coffee from the estate to the shipping port and thenfie

to Europe iu bags, they did so in casks—there can be no
doubt that as good colory parcels could be placed on the
market in this wise as in the roundabout way of sending
parchment coffee to Europe and the color would be
durable."—Ed.]

THE CINGALESE AT BUNDABERG,
QUEENSLAND.

Whether or not the introduction of Asiatics imder agree-
ment to work for a term of years iu Queen.sland is

politically or socially undesirable, is of course a fairly
debateable question. If, in the opinion of the majority
of the people, the colony ought to be maintained a.s an
exclusive field for the labour of white men, that opinion
will, within the next twelve months, find emphatic expressi-
on through the ballot-box. At the forthcoming general
election the question is certain to be exliaustively dis-

cussed, for in all the urban constituencies at least it will

unpuestionably be made a test question. And as the largest

employer of labour has no greater voting power in any
electorate than the most humble of his servants, it cannot
be anticipated that the reasonable wishes of the working
men—who form by far the most numerous class, and who
are amply protected iu the e.xercise of the suffrage by
our system of secret voting—will not be fully recognised.
Moreover, it is plain that if the effect of Asiatic labour
will be to drive out the white man from the districts

in which they are employed, the sugar growers, by im-

porting Cingalese, will be putting the axe to the root of

their own political influence. In the redistribution of elect-

orates the Asiatic labourers will not count, and as they
will uot be employed except in the country districts, the
effect of their supplanting white men would be to throw
the paramount political influence into the hands of the
town constituencies, which, at the next succeeding election

at furthest, would secure an Assembly determined to abohsh
Asiatic labour once for all. But if, on the other hand,
the verdict of the constituencies next year should be in

favour of a stoppage of Polynesian immigration and the
introduction of a limited number of Asiatics for agricultural

purposes under prescribed conditions and restrictions, the

aggrieved white man must accept the decision and find

Ins account in proving as well as bombastically proclaiming
his superiority to the *' coloured "

labourer. At any rate

the cry of "
Queensland for the white man "

will not derive
additional force from displays of puerility such as is re-

ported to have occurred last week at Bundaberg.—
Qneenslander.

Wheat Rust.—In 1877—about February or March of

that year
—a paper, translated from the German by Mr.

K. T. Staiger for the Board of Inquiry, on rust and fungus,
was published in the Queendander. In that paper it was
shown, as the result of careful observation by scientists,

that " rust
"

is a purely extraneous disease, not inherent iu

wheat or any other plant, although more liable to attach

itself to some particular plants than to others, particularly
thh barberry, in Europe. It. however, possesses the property
of being easily and insidiously disseminated. [Closely

resembling hemilei/i. The late Mr. Joseph Mitchell believed

the two to be mere variations of the same fungus —Ed.]
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As THE "Oannon-Ball Tree" is acclimatised, and to
some extout distributed, iu Queensland, some of oui- readers
who have specimens of it growing wiU be pleased to know
what can be said about it. Its botauicle name is Cuuroupita.
Guiaiiensis, and the tree itself attains to a large size and
is very ornamental. Its habit appears to be to run uptaU and be almost free from branches, forming at the topa handsome dome-shaped head of dense darkgreen foliage.The "cannon balls" are produced iu large quantities on
the branches, bearing them down with the weight, the
balls being solid rusty-coated fruits about 6in. in diameter,aud containing a quantity of flat circular seeds rather largerthan a sixpence imbedded in their pulp. The flowers are
large, curious in form, pink iu colour, aud highly-scented.

c I, "• ''* " "*tive of tropical America. The hard shell
of the ripe fruit is used as a drinking vessel, and the
pulp, when fresh, is of an agreeable flavour.—Oasens-
lander.

Antiseptic—Through the agency of Messrs. Berkley,
Taylor & Co., an antiseptic, under the name of "

Glacialiue,"
has been introduced into this colony, which, judging from
present experiences, promises to be of incalculable benefit
to housewives in this climate. • For some time past notices
of the wonderful preservative powers of this new agenthave appeared in the English Press, but we have preferred

t^^u°°
*° °°*'''<' '* "°*'' practical experience should show

whether it was equally efficacious iu this climate. From
the number of testimouials now forward in its favour
there would appear little reason to doubt that in the pre-
servation of meat, butter, and other perisnabie articles
of consumption it is a success. It is .it present in usem many households in and around Brisbane, and it has
been found that by means of a solution of it fresh butter
niaf be kept sweet for many d.iys, whilst it appears to
be equally valuable in the preservation of fresh meat, fish
and even eggs. Perhaps the strongest evidence in its
favour IS that which comes from Messrs. Foster and Billam,of Cardwell, who report that they have used it with
the utmost success in the preservation of mullet, travalli
and other kinds of fish, aud also on the belly pieces of
young dugong. They state that in the case of the latter
they can now dispense with the use of salt, soda, aud
saltpetre, and that one packet of the glacialine is equalto 1 cwt. of salt

; better in fact, as the flies do not affect
meat preserved by glacialine. Chemical analyses show that
It IS perfectly innocuous. To residents in the distant bush,who are coudemned to the use of salt junk during the
greater part of the year, this new agent should prove almost

I,

invaluable, both as to health and comfort.—Okcchs-
lander.

Maot^ who cannot give a satisfactory reason for what
they thmk or say, nevertheless cherish the fond conviction
that nitrogen is supplied to mother earth from the atmos-

j
phere under favourable conditions. Results are constantly
bemg observed which warrant the conclu.sion, but science
has hithei-to been more or less bafiied in her attempts to
demonstrate it. Dr. Lawes ssiys :—

" That impoverished fields
overgrown with grass, weeds, and blackberry patches do
increase lu fertility may be considered an accepted fact

"

The improvement being conceded, whence comes it—from
liberated nitrogen in the soil, or accumulations from the
atmo.sphere'' If from the latter, upon what conditions?
I think (says a writer in the Praine Furwer) from shade

and moisture, or, in other words, mulch, shielding the
deposits from (h-yiug wmds aud evaporations from the sun's

'

rays. Half rotted straw would do the same or more The
growth upon the soil could hardly attract this surplus
tertihty, but rather hinder its escape. The rapid re9uperatiouof e.Nhausted soils sown to clover has been thought to
proceed from the atmosphere through the foliage of the
plant. Until it can he demonstrated that plants feed from
either or both ends, I must think it draws its sustenance
trom the earth, and the superabundaut foliage of the clover
plant fm-nishes the conditions favourable to the depositionand retention of nitrogen in the soil; and if the same cropwas closely grazed the improvement would not be so mani-
fest. I am an ad\-ocate of salt as an agent in agriculture
It may contain no vegetable nutrition. As a chloride it
attracts moisture and increases tlie retcntiveuess of theBod—two conditions favouring, if not inviting, the storingof atmospheric gases." So long as it is not used too freely

I it would be invaluable in Queensland, or in any dry climate

on account or its great power of attracting moisture Tak-
ing the above writer's view of the case how antagonisticboth to reason and science is the wasteful practice of
bmning off the stubble and refuse vegetable matter which
accumulates upon the farm! If it was never ploughedunder at all, but strewn upon the surface as a mulch it
would indirectly fertilise the land by causing a deposit
of nitrogen from the atmosphere. Depend upon it aeratine
soil does, somehow, fertilise \t.—QueenslanderA New use fob the Papaya Fruit.-The 'indian Alkd-
ical Gazette for the current mouth reprints a valuable
note by Thos. Christy on the effects and uses of papaineor extract of the well-known papaya of India, South'
America and other tropical countries. The new drug is
shown to have been used as a solvent with extraordinary
success in diphtheria; as a digestive, tonic and deob-
struent m various forms of dyspepsia, and also in spleen

•

and there seems little reason to doubt that it will take
a most important place in the pharmacopeia. As an il-
lustration of its powerful solvent properties a crucial
experiment performed by M. "VVurtz is quoted :—M. Wurtz
diluted two grammes of papaine, which he was obligedto use in a somewhat impure stato owing to the im-
possibility of freeing it entirely from the foreign sub-
stances adhering to it, in a glass containing 2 cubic
centimetres of water. Into the bath thus prepared was
introduced an ill-fated frog, weighing 50 grammes, which
was left to be operated upon by the spontaneous effects
of the liquid. In two hours the wretched occupant of
the bath began to show signs of his impending fate, his
skin

^
being gradually worn away by the action of the

papaine. Four hours more ekpsed, and the muscular action
of the beast appeared to be paralysed. His movements
became slack, and soon nfter ceased altogether. The
next stage was the gradual disappearance of the body
itself, which faded away, as it were, after remaining in
the shape of a sort of film, the conformation of which
grew every minute less distinct. On the morning of the
following day the frog had altogether disappeared." The
same journal also publishes a report of a paper read by
Dr. Bwart before the Epidemiological Society of Loudon
on the effect of the Indian climate on phtliisical patients.Most Indian experts would probably concur in the con-
clu.sion of the author that the balance of argument is

against the advisability of persons sutferiug from this
disease, or predisposed to it by hereditiiry taint, resort-
ing to this country.

—
Englishman.

Cinchona in Ceylon.—Mr. St. George Oaidfcild, writingfrom Tullybody, Nuwara Eliya, Ceylon, informs us that
coppicing, so far as Cinchona officinalis is concerned, is
fast becomiug obsolete at an elevation of 6,500ft., but at
lower elevations, and with the Cinchona

sv.ccirithr'a, it is
still practised, and is found to pay. "With reference to
the system of barking round the tree, or "spokeshaving,"which we mentioned some time ago as beiug discontinued,
he says this is not the case, but is now gone in for largely!and ••stripping," so far as "crown bark" (C. officinalis) lii

concerned, is being done away with. Bark that has lieeu
spokeshaved is richer in alkaloids, and much thicker than
the natural bark left for trial on the same trees. Renewed
spokeshaved bark sometimes realises 6s. lOd. per lb. when
dry, the trees having been shaved only cleveu mouths before,
the increase on the former sh,aving in quantity of bark
beiug 20 per cent, aud the first hark only sold for 3s. 5d.
wheu dry. On the Tullybody estate of 150 acres all the
trees large enough are so treated, and a three-year-old
tree can be shaved with safety about ,'Jft. up from the
ground on an average, aud will give about 2oz. of dried
bark; but the next shaving the yield will be greater, as
the bark will be thicker and the tree can be shaved higher
up; bark may be saved from the branches which are lopped
ofl: to make free run for the spokeshave. A two-handed
iron tool, having a steel bit fixed with a screw, so that
it may he worked to any required depth, is the tool
generally in use. In spokeshaving, a suflicieucy of the inner
bark should be left to cau.se a rapid renewal, and when
the bark is covered it renews much more rapidly than if

exposed. On the Tullybody estate the renewed bark which
was not cov(!red sold for from 4s. Ud. to 6s. 6d. per lb.,
but the ])ractice of coveriug is nevertheless the best. As
a proof of the success of cinchona, Mr. Caulfield s.iyshe
has 300 acres under his charge.—Queenslandei:
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THE TEA INDUSTRY OF THE N.-W.-P. AND
THE PUNJAAB.

We have to thank Mr. Liotard for a valanble and

interesting note* not merely on the position of the Tea

Industry in the North-Western Provinces and the

Punjab, as its title imports, but also on many of the

latest etatistics on the Tea Industry throughont India,
and its ojKi.itions in other countries. A table of the

exports of Indian Tea to foreign countries by sea shows
that this has increased in six years from about twenty-
eight niillion to nearly forty-nine million pounds—the

latest figures given being those of 1881-82. Another
table shows the exports of tea from each of the princi-

pal ports of British India. It is inseresting to note that
the exports from Bombay have increased 150 ppr cent,

in one year, and those from Kurrachi about fifty per
cent, in the same period ; but Calcutta has no reason as

yet to be alarmed—the exports from both these ports
taken together being rather less than one per cent, of

that from this port. The exports from British Burmah
appear to have fall'n off by half,

—
viz., from 75,2Hlb.

in 1880-81, to 38,71.51b. in 1881-82. Does this point to

increased consumption within the province? If so, it is

a very satisfactorj' feature. The exports to Australia

(which, as it is well known, have increased more than

twenty fold in six vears) now occupy a position only
second to that of the United Kingdom ; and if the P.

and 0. Company would si-e its own interest, it would
facilitate by every means in its power so important a

development of a great industrj'. Nearly six years ago
we were almost laughed at for suggesting that this

and America would be important fields for exertion.

Now, many of the leading merchants in Calcutta are

straining every nerve to work in this direction,—the

export to America having increased a hundred fold
;

and it is hard to say how much Indian tea goes there

from the United Kingdom. It is also a fact that very
recently considerable quantities of Indian toa were

shipped from London to Australia with satisfactory

pecuniary results. The Straits Settlements, in spite of

their proximity to China, took last year ten times the

quantity they took six Tears ago ; and Persia, strange to

say, has taken 5!l,712ib. against 3341b. in 1876-77—
Turkey in Asia, and Egjpt, together, having taken,
also, 2 1,48Slb. against 8861b. in the same period. Mr.
Liotard is of opinion that these are not a tithe of the

openings that might be found ; and it is to he hoped
that at the AmsterdamExliibition and elsewhere the

Tea Syndicate will in no way relax its efforts. The

imports of China tea to India have, in the six years
also above referred to, increased, about GO per cent.

Speaking on this point, we are of opini'in taat the

Syndicate might well make efforts to increase the local

consumption of Indian tea to the replacement of Chinas,
and we feel sure that such organised exertion would be

folojwed by very satisfactory results. The re-export of

China tea fro;n India shows four times the quantity of

six years aj;o
—by far the greater quantity g"ing to

Persia nnd Tsrkey in Asia. Mr. Liotard thinks that

the N.-W. P. and the Punjab might appropriate a good
deal of this trade; and from the character of the teas

of these districts we are disposed to agree with him.
The great increase of export from Karachi shows that

this, to some extent, is being done. The costing trade,
both in Indian and China teas, has also greatly
increased. The amount of land export of Indian tea

fro m the Punjab has practically remained stationary,
whereas that of China tes has more than doubled.
This is a very serious matter for the planters of the

Punjab and N. \V. P., and we hope that some efforts

may be made to reduce the enormous duty of Kl-8 per
seer, or rather more than the absolute value of the tea

* Note on the Tea Industry of the North-We.stern rroviuces
and of the Punjab, by L, Liotard, Eevenue and Agricultural
Department.

itself (without duty) with which the Russians handicap
it as eompared with that imported by themselves
direct from China. The figures given at the com-
mencement of the pamphlet show that the number of

plantations in Northern India lias increased lu six years
from 8.51 to 1,422, and the area from 4,246 to 7,466
acres; the outturn from 1,311,1311b. to 2,271,7731b.
These figures speak of great activity in production, and
show the necessity for every exertion being employed
to open out new markets. A combined Syndicate for
all the districts in Northern India, on the lines of the
one now established in Calcutta, is suggested.—Indian
Tea Gazette.

THE COFFEE LEAF FUNGUS AND CARBOLIC
ACID, IN CEYLON.

Messrs. Leechman's Liberian coffee on Udapolla
plantation has been experimented on with as much
care and attention as could be desired in a fair

trial of the carbolic acid remedy for the leaf fungus,
and the effect is reported in another column by
the manager Mr. Wm. Jardine. We suspect bj most

people the unfavourable result arrived at will be

accepted as decisive and final in regard to Mr. Storck's

remedy. No more experienced nor careful planter than

Mr. Jardine could be found in Ceylon to whom to

entrust a series of experiments. He and his superiors
were favourably impressed with what they had read

from the pen of Mr. Storck ; preliminary experiments
on a small scale appeared to promise success, and on one
point where doubt was thrown on the evaporation of

carbolic acid, a series of trials undertaken at Hults-
dorf Mills afforded conclusive proof as the following
table will shew :

—
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(though an insect) in the vine. Henceforward it

will take a good deal more than exhortation, testi-

mony to success elsewhere, or temporary success
on a limited spot herf, to induce outlay in experi-
ments such as have bei-n so freely tried during the

past ten years in Ceylun. The destruction of afiected

leaves, more especially BO soon as the piuspots ap-

pear, is a work which stands ou a different footing
altogether, nnd we should like to see an attempt
made to tight the enemy in this way especially on
a manageable field of Liberian coffee planted at a
distance from other coffei plantations. Perhaps Mr.
Jardine may yit attempt something of this kind.
Meantime what he says about the beans of Liberian
coilee being attacked is worthy the attention of our
scientists : a few of the atfectfd beans should be
sent to Dr. Trimeu and to Mr. Marshall Ward.

Since writing the above,
" W." 's letter has come

to hand informing us of the very interesting ex-

periments in stripping leaves, carried on under his

directions. We awiiit the result, but we should like

to learn that a few trees were deprived merely of the

piuspot leaves, so that a comparison might be instituted.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE ROYAL GARDENS
AT KEW. .

The report ou the progress and condition of the Royal
Gardens at Kew, dm'tng the year 1881, has just been
issued. In the present report, there is much interesting
information respecting cinchona cultivation. We learn
that a gi'eat deal of attention has been attracted, in India
and Ceylon, to a cinchona which is supposed to be a

hybrid between C. officinalis and C. succiruhra, and to

which reference has already been made in this journal.
Next to the Ledgeriana variety it is considered to be one
ol the most promising kinds. In Darjeeliug it gi'ows

splendidly at an elevation where C. aucciruhra does not
do well, and where C. officinalis will not gi-ow at all,

and it yields a bark which chemically resembles that of
C. officinalis. In habit of gi'owth this plant resembles C.

succiruhra, though at a distance it has more the appear-
ance of C. officinalis ; it never comes true to seed, the

seedlings resembling as a nUe nearly piu'e C. officinalis.
The valuable cinchona associated with the name of Mr.

Ledger, which has recently been described as a distinct

species by Dr. Ti-imen under the name Cmc/ioHa Ledgeri-
ana, Moens, and a figm-eof which accompanies the re-

port, is now being cultivated in Intlia, Ceylon and
Jamaica. As the bai-k yielded by this species is so rich
in alkaloid it is satisfactory to read that, after a visit to
the Dutch plantations in .Java, Dr. King is satisfied that
the plants cidtivated under this name at Darjeeling, seeds
from which have also been sent to Jamaica, are tiiie

Ledyerianas. Satisfactory information has been received
also respecting the Santa Fe plants, yielding "Colum-
bian bark," which were sent to the NLIgiiis in ISSO.
The present financial success of cinchona cultivation is

illustrated by the fact that England now takes all the
Jamaica bark that can be shipped and at remimerative

prices, whilst it is thought probable another market for
the bark will be found at no distant date in the United
States. A paragiaph is devoted to the Sikhim febrifuge,
and, according to a quotation from a report by Dr.

King, the quantity used as a substitute for quinine in

Government hospitals and dispensaries dm-ing the year
ending May, 18S1, was so great as to rej)reseut a

saving of more than fom- and a half lacs of rupees, or a
sum nearly equal to half the total expenditm-e on the

Darjeeling plantations, including compound interest at i

per cent, since theii' commencement.
Jabip is another di-ug the cultivation of which is said

to have given rise to some inquiries, and to answer these
an interesting account of the method adopted for the

propagation of the tubers in the Ootacamund gardens is

quoted from an official report. According to this, one
9\

acre of land should at the end of three years produce
five thonsand pounds of- green tubers, which will yield
when dried one thousand pounds of jalap powder. The
cost of cidtivation, collection and drying of the root during
the same period is said not to exceed three hundred
rupees, and it is therefore estimated that dried jalap
tuber can Ije produced at Ootacamund at a cost of 4
annas and 10 pies (about 6d.) per pound.
A drug, knoi^-n under the name of "waras," is ex-

ported in considerable quantity from Aden, and is said
to be used as a substitute for kamala. Its origin being
unknown. Captain Hunter, Assistant-Resident at Aden'^
obtained specimens of the plant said to yield it in Arabia,
and sent one to Kew, with a note stating that it had
been gathered at an elevation of six thousand feet, on
Jebel Dthubarah, sixty miles due north of Aden. The
plant was immediately identified with Flemingia congesta,
Roxb., a leguminous species, and of com-se, therefore,

having no aflinity mth Mallotus philippi)iensis. Kamala
yields to alcohol a splendid red colom\ whilst the name
"waras" signifies "safli'on ;" and it is mentioned in

support of the notion that a substance similar to kamala
is yielded in Arabia by perhaps one or more species of

Flemingia that dried specimens belonging to this genus
stain paper in the herbarium a liright yellow colour
when washed over with the alcholic solution of coiTosive
sublimate used to protect them from the attacks of iu-
•acts. Flemingia rhodocarpa. from the Mozambique
district, has its pods covered with a bright red resinous

pubescence.
The cultivation of various medicinal plants in the Go-

vernment Botanical Gardens at Sahamnpore, and the

preparation from them of extracts for the use of the
Indian medical department, has been the subject of
some coiTespondeuce. Boots and seeds of English
taraxacum have been sent to the gardens, and samples
of extract have been prepared from plants raised.
The foregoing represents the principal subjects in this

report which are directly allied with medicine but it

does not by any means include all the matter of eco-
nomic interest. The infoi-mation respecting the plants
yielding caoutchouc and gutta percha, for instance, is of

gi-eat importance, consideiing the fact that we are be-
lieved to be within measm-able distanceof the exhaustion
of the natm-al suppUes of the latter of these substances
at least. There is also good news for coffee drinkers
in connection with results obtained with the " wild
coflee" from Cassia occidentalis. But to these subjects
we hope to have another opportunity of referiing.

—
Pluirmaceatical Journal.

DIVI-DIVL
To the Editor of the "Madras ifail."

Sir,— I have a small grove of about twenty-six divi-
divi trees growing in my garden here. They were
planted about forty years ago by Mr. Blackburn, the
then Collector of the district. They are from 30 to 35
feet in height, aud range from 40 to 36 inches in girth at
the stem. They resemble the babool in gem-ral ap.
pearanco. The primary division of the leaves varies
from 1 1 to 17 (always in odd numbers), each bearing
from 40 to 60 minute elliptical leaflets. The trees
flo«er tw;co a year, and shed Hat S. aud (j. -shaped
seed-poila ail the year round in immense quantities,
many of which take root, and if allowed to grow un-
disturbed would go ou covering all the land around
rapidly. They seem to require very little care and to
flourisii on the poorest soils. The tituber is very h'ird

and would answer the same purposes that babool wood
is applied t'l at present by the ryots. The tanners hi're

made some experiments with the sued-pods which
proved unnccessful. They probably did not know
how to manipulate them. The seed-pods make also

capital manure.

Madura, 27th Jan. R, F.
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PLANTING NOTES FROM THE NILGIRI^.
All our industries are suffering from tUe gold re-

action at home. A panic has fallen upon the Indian
markets in consequence of a too great confidence in
one branch. With extraordinary vehemence people
put mmey into these unknown %'entures of mines,
without sufficient evidence of their "

paying" proper-
ties, and now they are looking shy upon everything
that is Indian. We are all l,arred with ihe same
brush in the estimation of the British public : our tea
is tasteless, our coffee adulterated, our Ghat railway
ruinous, our cinchona even begins to fetch leas, and
Mexican bark and Mexican coffee are pushing us out
of the market. What with leaf-disease and the de-
terioration in quantity and quality of coffee in con-

sequence, and the low prices this year, our spirits
are down at Zero. Many unfortunates who are working
upon borrowed capital at 15 per cent, begin to think

they had better let things go, and with the trifle they
can save out of the fire turn to some better trade.
One money-lender has four or five estates now upon
his hands, the owners having had to resign them under
the pressure of bad times combined with high interest,
but who can stand agaiust bug, borer, leaf-disease,
15 per cent, insurance,

"
shrinkage," and English

market down to £65 per ton ? One or all of these

weigh down the cheeriest pl.inter. Yet some estates

such as those in the Coonoor Ghat or Ouchterlony
valley continue to pay, worked by men who have

money at their back and can afford to set a bad

against a good year ; some estates give a fair return,
but money is required for the lieavy dressing necessary
to resist the attacks of the coffee enemies. Leaf-

disease is our latest foe and as yet no cure has
been discovered. Fortunately it spares young planta-
tions. Let us not lose hope altogether from our
basket ; for prices have been as low as they now are,
and rose again to £120, as we had it two years ago.
The Coonoor Ghat railway shares are bangiug tire for

the same reasons of disfavour to all things Indian
No one will buy shares. Mouey could be borrowed
at home at 12 per cent, but such capital cannot be

afforded, so railway affairs are at a staud-.still. Well,
when things come to the worst they must mend. One
gold mine may turn up trumps and immediately the
"market" will veer round and folks English, will

again believe in the excellence of products Indian, and
we shall all be rich.—Madras Mall,

EXPLORATION IN AFRICA AND RUBBER.
There cannot be a doubt but that India will ultim-

ately derive benefit from the exploration of Africa.
Some short time ago the Secretary of State deputed
a Mr. Cross to visit South America in order to as-

certain if a new india-rubber tree could be found suit-

able for introduction into India. Africa supplies some
of the best kinds of rubber, and, as this is exported
from Zanzibar, it must be grown in East Central
Alrica. We already know one plant from which this

African rubber is obtained, but there are other plauts
yielding it unknown to botanists. We think that,
were there nothing moie to hope for than some im-

provement in the rubber yielding plants of Iniiia,
this would more than justify the Government in

placing Dr. Watt's services, lor a year or so, at the

disposal of the Expedition Committee. A little enquiry
into ilie figures repiesentmg the Assam Gnvtinnieut

experiment lu rubber cultivation would give full mean-

ing to this argument. No one would wish to dia-

courage Government, however, in spending large sums
in the endeavour to place rubber on a sound founda-
tion as a cultivated product, imtead of leaving this

valuable industry in the hands of wild hill tribes,

but rather to go on in this effort. One of the best

p s towards this object would be to obtain seeds

of all rubber-yielding trees from every tropical country,
aud collect together all possible information regarding
the systems of extraction adopted by the natives.
An opportunity has been oflered for obtaining informa-
tion of this kind at a mere nominal expenditure,
since the expense of exploration is to be met by
funds raised at home. We hear far too much of sus-

picious of India being treated as a " milch-cow "

au expression which may eudanger the interpretation
of a want of hearty co-operation between the ludian
and Euglish authorities. Anything started in India
succeeds ; but if suggested, however mildly by Home,
it is opposed in India. Mr. Blandford was sent to

Abyssinia as Naturalist, but that was an Indian ex-
pedition

—a powerful argument, but one which does
not lessen the direct usefulness of his researches to
India. If direct benefit must be looked for before
Indian funds are to be spent, Government would
have to close all its museums, and discontinue ex-

plorations of every kind. The simple fact, that, while
India contains many valuable introduced plauts from
America, the West Indies, Australia, and Europe, not
a single African species has yet found its way into
our fields, gardens, or roadsides, shows that there
is much still to be done in which India should not
only take an interest, but hope for ultimate bentit.—Pioneer,

TEA.
The past year has been one of continuous depression,

and although it was thought that the lowest possible
depth in prices had been reached in 1831, a general
and very severe fall has again taken place. Taking
all China and Indian tea together, it is probably on
the average 2d to 3d per lb., or 16 to 20 per cent.,
cheaper than in December last year. The stock con-
tinues exceedingly heavy, and the great increase in
the Indian production, which is the real cause of
the fall in tea, appears likely to continue in a sort
of geometrical ratio. Within a few years we may
indeed expect as much as 100,000,000 lb. from India,
and only a very small portion o! the suitable land
has yet been cultivated. No doubt the present low
prices will, for the time check fresh land being
planted, but the estate laid out during the last four or
five years have yet to come into bearing, so that no
check in the progressive increase in the Indian crop
is to be looked for. It is being found, too, that tea
can be grown to great advantage in central India,
where a labourer gets 30s a year as wages,* and where
access to the coast by rail is much cheaper than from
the comparatively inaccessible districts of Assam and
Darjeeliijg. Coupled with tlie great increase in the
ludian production, the cheapening of communications
aud ths disappearance of muUllemen materially tend
to lessan the old cost of China teas. The trade there-

fore, have to look forward to a c mtinuance of low
prices, but the fact remains that, notwithstanding the
extraordinary drop in the value of tea, the consump-
tion only slightly exceeds that of 1879. Ihe Grocers
have, it is believed, improved the quality of their

supplies to the full extent of the rairket drop. But
has not the time come when common tea should be
offered on its merits at a strikingly low price? In-

deed, if the duty, which now forms so oppressive a

*
Fivepence less thau one penny per diem for food,

clothing and everything ! We had it on the authority of
an educated native of Jladras that the annual eai-uings of a
family of five persons was not more than £5. This was
working on their own land aud was bad enough, although
the chinlren, say a couple, required but little clothiug. But
that a labouring man would continue to work for the owner
of a tea estate at wages equivalent to 2/tJ per mouth is not
credible. If the cultivation continues wages will rLfe to
twice or thrice 30/ per annum.—Ed.
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tax—as much, iadeed, as 200 per cent, on the value
of Sittings

—were removed, we might soou have tea

eelliug at wonderfully cheap iate4. The recent study
of the Grocei'S has been to sell a really good tea at
23 ; but would nor. a substantial fall in price be more
attractive lo the labouring classes and the poor, who
form by far the greater bullc of the consumers ? A
low quotation for common tea ia quite cousistant with
a high one for fine qualities, and there is no reason

why retail prices, beginning at Is for Sittings, should
not end at 7s or 8s a lb. for the choicest products of
the Darjeeling plantations. Indeed, while the (irocer
attracis the poor by low rates, it would be a excellent

thing to build up a connection among those who
really appreciate fine tea. Less blending, and offering
the commonest to the finest sorts on their merits, at
relative prices, will probably be among the next
developments of the trade.
There have been no further sales of China tea, and

as scarcely any business has been transacted privately,
prices are nominally unchanged. A considerable quanti-
ty of Congou will, no doubt, be offei-ed at the liegin-
niug of the new year, and if importers are willing to
sell at moderate mtes, a fair demand may be looked
for, but as the stocks are very large, a demand for

higher prices would simply have the affect of check-
ing business.—Produce Markets' Review.

TIMBER TREES AT THE CAPE.
The following list of timber trees at the Cape will

doubtless interest the readers of M. de Regne's
Report on the Cape Forests, in which however only
a few of those given here are mentioned. It has been
compiled from a list sent me from the Cape. Some
of the botanical names being undecipherable, Dr.
Trimen, Director of the Peradeniya Botanical Gardens,
has kindly corrected it and filled up the omissions.
The most useful woods are the three yellow-woods—
Podoearpus Tlumbenjii and P. eloiujatus, P. prninosus.
These and Boukenhout or African oak. sneeze-wood
and assegai-wood are use for building purposes, cart

building, &c. White and red peai--wood are likewise
used by coopers and for wagon building. Wild olive,
wild orange, assegai and sneeze-wood for furniture.
The latter is also in great request for sleepers,
telegraph posts, and piles.
There is a large import of Norway deals into the

Cape Colony, the value generally being about .£80,000
sterling annually.
The prices of deal is generally lower than that of

the native timber, owing to scarcity of labour, dilB.

culty of access to the forests, combined with extensive
forest distruction and diminution of area by grass
fires and "farm servants being allowed to clear plots
in the bush for corn crops." The latter is of course
only

" kumri "
or "

jlium,
" • an old enemy, ana the

Surveyor General reports that thousands of acres of
valuable forests are annually cleared in this way.

Colombo, 1 F. D' A. Vincent.
December 2ml, 1SS2. J

Liitt of Cape Timber Trees.

Stink-wood, ... ... Oreodnphne bullata.

Sneeze-wood, ... ... Plcroxylon utile.

Yellow-wood, or native deal, Pcdocarpus e'ongatus.
Bastard deal, ... ... Podocarpus Thunbergii.

., -•• .-. Podocarpus Pruiaosus.
Essem-boora or Cape ash, ... Eh'herrjia Capensis.
Cape beech, ... ... Myrsine melanophldios.
Assegai-wood, ... ... Cnrlisa faginca.
Saffraan or Saffron-wood, ... Elieode.ndro7i croceum.
Kafir-wood, ... ... Erythrina Caff'ra.

Wagun-wood, ... ... Protea grandiflora.

' Our Ceylon "Cheua" or as. the philological purists have I

It nena.—En.

Red pe.arwood, ...

White pear-wood,...
Keur,
Witte Els,

Cape thorn, or Mimosa,
Wild olive,
Red spoke-wood, ...

Black iron-wood, ...

Phoberos EcUonii.

Plerocelastrusrostralux,

Virgilia Capensis.
Weimnauida trifoliala.
Acacia horrida.
Olea verrucosa.
Ochna arborca"!
Ole alaurifolia.

EXPOSING THE ROOTS OF FRUIT-TREES,
[rhe following paper is a curious commentary on

the position held in Ceylon as to the advantage of

baring the roots of vines.—Ed.]

The practice of exposing the roots of certain fruits
trees to the sun and air, for a month or more during
the cold season, is general in gardens throughout
India. The beneficial effects of this practice is°very
questionable. I do not condemn it altogether, but
rather, wish to point out under what circumstances
it may be beneficial and under what hurtful. Fir-
minger, in his " Manual of India Gardening,

"
strongly

upholds it, and recommends mangoes, vines, peaches
and plums being subjected to it. With the mango he
advises removing the earth around the stem in Novem-
ber or December, expose the roots for two or three
weeks, then give a good supply of manure, and cover
up again with entirely fresh earth. The latter por-
tion of his advice is sound and good, and I think he
has erroneously credited the exposure of the roots,with the beneficial effects produced by the manure
and fresh earth. Anyone may easily fall into this
error with the mango. It is naturally a deep rooted
tree, and the few rootlets near the surface which are
injured or killed by exposure, do not perceptibly in-

jured the tree for a number of years. If the manure
and fresh earth are given as soon as the old earth
is removed it will be found that trees so Iretted are
healthier, produced more fruit, and of better quality,
than those whose roots are annually exposed to the
sun and air. Young trees planted" in a good soil
will not show any evil effects from the practice for
years, but when they become older, and especially
if grafted trees, its evil effects are plainly perceptible.The foliage becomes scanty, the fruit small aud of
inferior quality, gum exudes from the stem, and
their appearance on the whole betoken trees prema-
turely old. Trees treated in a more natural manner
will go on bearing for years after these are dead, or
at least so unhealthy that they are not worth their
room in a garden.
The vine suffers even more from the practice than

the mango. Unlike the latter it is a surface rooting
plant, and its greatest support is derived from the
numerous fibrous roots near the surface. It is

impossible to move the surface earth without injuringand destroying many ot these roots.

English growers when manuring their vines are very
careful that not a single root is broken or injured
during the proee.fs, and this same law holds good in
this country. Sume say that if the roots of vines
are not exposed to the sun immediately after the
rains, they will not ripen their wood. If there is
ever any diinger of this, withholding water for a
time will accomplish it. The most vigorous vine if

kept dry will ripen every shoot by the mouth of
Oeceiuber. Good strong manure forked into i he vine
border in December or January is a much better
plan than removing the soil and exposing the ruots
to the sun in October and part of November as ia

usually done.
The peach and plum when in a very vioorous

condition are greatly benefited by this practice. °They
often produce such a quantity of wood, especially
the first-named, that withholding water has no ell. ct
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iQ ript-ning it, and the consequence is it becomes

woodj and unfruitful. Any peach tree which is seen

to produce a small quantity of fruit aud abundance

of wood should be suiijected to it. On the other hand

if the produce of wood la sparing, it should be treated

as I have recommended for vines, i e,, manure forked

iu the border in December or January without ex-

posing the roots to the sun and air. English gardeners

gptier-illy root-prune when a peach tree falls into this

vigerous and unfruitful condition. Their method is

to open a trench 2 or 3 feet deep at a little distance

from the etem and out the extreme end of the roots,

then fill up again immediately after cutting. The

greater luxuriance of growth of the peach in this

country will admit of rougher treatment, and in

addition to cutting the roots exposure to the sun

and air for some weeks is beneficial. After being
treated in this manner and when covering up again
manure may be dispensed with if the soil is good.

Starving a vigerous peach tree for a year or two has

great effect in making it fruitful. The only danger
to be avoided is not to starve it too long. When
it is seen that the tree ia making a fair quantity
of bearing wood, and ripening it throughly without

artificial aid, then manure may be given. The re-

marks I hive maid about the peach may also be

applied t" plum. -W. Gollan.
_ .—^

WOODS TO BE AVOIDED IN MAKING
TEA-BOXES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " INDIAN FORESTER. "

Sir,— Tiie following extract is taken from a letter

from Professor Dyer at Kew which enclosed speci-

mens of three kinds of wood taken from a tea-boxes

which had been sent home from India, probably from

Assam.
"The enclosed pieces of wood are fragments of

India tea-chests. We are anxious if possible to know
the names of the trees which furnished them. A
curious qufstiou has arisen about them which maybe
to a law-suit. Wood No. 3 has produced the complete
corrosion of the lead with which the chest was lined.

The metal is in fact eonverted into a coating of

carhnnate of lead which you will see as a white in-

crustation on the surface of the wood. The result

of this has heen that the tea became damp, and
deteriorated during the voyage. Nor was this the

whole of the mischief ;
the wood has a sour acid

sm^U which it communicates to the tea. All the

chests packed in this wood proved practically un-

saleable in London. It is therefore important to

find out what this objectionable woods is, and gibbet
it as a thing to be avoided for the purpose in the

future. If you can help us with any information

about it we shall be grateful to you."
It was a great regret to me that this reached me

in camp away from the office collection, with the aid

of which I might have definitely said what the woods
were. But as far a mere guess from resemblance

and the descriptions in the " Manual of Indian Tim-
bers

"
goes the woods were—
No. 1. Erythrinaindka 01 suberosa{ceTtMD\y).

,, 2. Derris robusta (prubably),
„ 3. Mangifera sylvaiica (probably).

Professor Dyer's description of the odour and appear-
ance of No. 3 was quite correct, but in order to

make sure and also to ascertain if the wood of the

wild mango is usually one of these used for tea-boxes,
I have sent the specimens to Mr. Mann for his opini-

on, and hope to communicate the result to the
" Forester.

"

If will be a most important matter to warn plant-
ers of the damage such woods are likely to cause

to their tea, and it is therefore to be hoped that we

may be able BUOCessfuUy to trace the tree which

gives such an unpleasant wood, I have known
"
champ

" wood in Darjeeling give a similar scent,
but the specimen was not "champ," which besides
in not used for teaboxes. In Darjeeling the com-
mon tea-box woods are—

Terai.— 1, Toon ; 2, Lampatia ; 3, Semal; 4, Goguld-
hup ; 5, Kadam ; 6, Mandania ; 7, Mainakat ; 8, Udal.

Ilills.— 1, Toon ; 2, Kabashi (maple) ; 3, Mahua
;

4, Gorbria
; 5, Chilanni ; 6, Lepchaphal ; 7, Parsing,

while in Chittagong toon and others not well kuown
are used

;
and in Chota kagpur I have see silai

employed. Perhaps some one will favor us with a
list of Assam aud Caohar tea-box woods and help to

complete the list,

J. S. Gamble.

[Surely Mr. Gamble ought to have given the bot-

anical names of the woods he enumerates ? If the tin

boxes for which Messrs. W. Law h Co. are Colombo

agents could be supplied cheaply enough, it would be a

great improvement to get rid of wood entirely.
—Ed.]

New Remedy for Phylloxera.—A Pretich chemist
claims to have discovered a method of overcoming the

danger threatening vineyards from the ravages of the

phylloxera. His process is to inoculate the vines with
the phenol poison. The phylloxera do not attack plants
thus treated, and are extirpated for want of food. The
vines are in no way injured by the inoculation process.

—
Public Opinion.
The Jamaica Banana Trade.—A large and increas-

ing export trade of bananas is being carried on between
Jamaica and the United States, chiefly from the ports
of Kingston and Port Antonio, from which regular lines

of steamers ply monthly or bi-monthly to New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New Orleans, each of

them carrying from 5,000 to 10,000 bunches. The
banana is an annual, the fruit coming to maturity about
a year after ihe shoot ia planted, the trunk of the tree

subsequently attaining a height of 8 feet to 10 feet,

and a girth of 30 inches. From this trunk, which is of

a fibrous nature, are thrown out long palm-like bran-

ches, at the junction of which appears the fruit, each

group of bunches numbering from four to twelve, being
called a "hand," and e.ich hand having eight or ten

bananas upon it. A bunch of eight hands is the ordin-

ary standard size of shipping fruit. From the root of

the tree several shoots or suckers sprout, each of

which, in turn, becomes a fresh tree. The life of the
banana tree, however, is not usually long, for it is

felled after the fruit is gathered, and sometimes, indeed,

during the operation. Jamaica contains a good many
banana plantations, varying in size from 25.000 to

200,000 trees, for the most part cultivated by the small

settlers iu the different parishes. These holdings
generally consist of 3 or 4 acres of land, on which the

owners live in a temporary mud hut, being afraid to

leave their property to the tender mercies of their neigh-
bours, who rob each other's ground with the strictest

impartiality whenever they can get a chance. The
cultivation is very primitive. The land being cleared

by a big iron hoe, a hole is dug and the sucker is planted
in it, in most cases nature doing ail that is nece.ssary ;

but in larger plantations the trees are planted with some

degree of system in tlie form of squares, and trenches

are dug for irrigation, the banana thriving best in damp,
stiff soil. The value of the industry is shown by the

f,act that in 1877 th^^re was shipped from Kingston
22,101 dols. worth, whereas in 1882 it was 56,5.S8 dols. ;

the amounts cleared out at Port Antonio for the same

years being 45,871 dols. and 153,136 dols, respectively.
Besides all this, considerable quantities were shipped
from the ports of Lucca, Montego Bay, St. Ann's Bay,
and Port Mara, on the north side of the island. The

average shipping price is 50 cents per bunch all ihe

year round.—Public Opinion.

I
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

COFFEE LEAF-DISEASE : THE EXPERIMENTS
WITH CARBOLIC ACID AT UDAPOLLA : SOME

FACTS FOR MR. STORCK.

UdapoUa, Polgahawela, 3rd Feb. 1883.

Dear Sir,—In your yesterday's issue in a foot-note

to "
Enquirer

" on the subject of StorcU's carbolic

acid treatment for coffee leaf-disease, you say, and

truly, you think I have lost faith in it as a remedy.
For the information of

"
Enquirer "and othei'S I give

the result of the trial made here. In May 1882

Messrs. Leechman sent up a cask of carbolic acid

wii\i properly constructed tin utensils, and instructions

as to the method of carrying on the experiment. On 30th

May, as many as 76 tins were laid down at 40 feet apart
each way to serve two acres of coffee, and tilled with
a 10 per cent strength of acid with water, and these were

replenished from time to time with same strength
mixture. Ou '21st June the strength of the solution

was raised to 2,5 per cent and tlie tins refilled every
three days till 16th October, when the strength of

the mixture was increased to 50 per cent. Besides
the two acres thus treated there were eight trees

with a tin to each, filled with the same strength of

acid as the others ; and at the end of October these and
other twelve tins were filled full with pure carbolic

acid. It would occupy too much space to make ex-

tracts from my diary as to the condition of the trees

from time to time ; sufiSce it to say that at all strengths
the results were nil. At any time, from the commence-
ment to the present, the disease could be found on
these trees in varying stages. So lately as this morn-

ing I found beautiful, healthy, red spores on leaves

within a yard of utensils containing pure acid. It is

my belief that the acid has no effect upon the disease.

Surely there has been an atmosphere of the acid
fumes surrounding these trees long enough to have
shewn some result, if it were ever going to do it.

The disease has shown itself and fruited many times
within the eight months, whereas, according to Mr.

Storck, the trees should be quite clean, he asserting
that in an atmosphere of carbolic acid the disease

cannot be developed.
" No live spores can be carried

out of the area under treatment—nothing carried in

can live, and re-infection becomes impossible." I can-

not help thinking that all Mr. Storck's cures were
effected naturally ; and trees not under treatment
would have recovered equally with those under it.

During August and September last leaf-disease was
very bad ; worse than in any previous year, mainly,
1 believe, owmg to the character of the season ; mild
showers and sunshine alternating, making a veritable

steamy hothouse Since October the disease has de-

clined, and at the present time there is veiy little ;

the trees are ripening up a heavy crop, and there
is a fine blossom-spike which will open in about four

days. One peculiarity of leaf disease in Liberian coffee

is that it attacks the berries ; the germinal tubes
enter the cherry skin (how I do not know) from

mycelium, which fruits abundantly, causing gi'eat

damage to fruit only half matured, and even to those
much farther advanced. This in my experience has
never occurred to Arabian coffee, though I see by a
letter from an Indian correspondent in yesterday's
issue of your paper, that he says leaf-disease is so
bad that the berries are covered with the ed rust
from the leaves, which causes damage to tlie fruit.

If he observes carefully 1 think he will find that tlie

rust is developed from the fruit itself : at any rate
it Is 30 with Liberian coffee. Mr. Marshall Ward says:

—
' '

I find no trace of tlie mycelium in any other

part of the plant than the leaf," and with this I
think your correspondent

" W." agi'ees ; for when
another writer suggested that the mycelium might
do harm through the roots, he said it could not, as
the roots of plants have no stomata, and therefore
the germinal tubes cannot find an entrance. I do
not know whether the tough green skin or husk of
Liberian berries has stomata or not, but I should
like to know, and perhaps your clever and facile cor-

respondent
' W." will kindly inform us. Hemileia

spores will not grow upon the upper side of a leaf,
and I should have thought the cherry skin a tougher
substance than it.—Yours truly,

WILLIAM JARDINE.

THE COFFEE FUNGUS AND PLUCKING OFF
LEAVES.

Sir,—An experiment somewhat similar to that
proposed by your correspondent, Mr. Kearney, has
been undertaken at my inst.-inoe in several places for
some mouchs past ;

and in due time the results
if found to be of any use or interest, will be pub-
lished. The method I have adopted is to pluck nil

fully matured leaves indiscriminately, whether diseased
or not, immediately on their attaining the full size
and dark colour of mature growth. The experiments
were initiated in order to ascertain the effect of such
treatment on the health of the tre-—on its fruit-

bearing power—and on the leaf-disease. The object
was chiefly in connexion with the functions of leaves
and thiir work. The experimenta will therefore have
a special interest apirt from any connexion with
Hemileia. I may mention that, so far, the results
have been rather remirkable The trees and plants
so plucked have more foliaga than their neighbours
that are not plucked or otherwise treated. 'This re-
sult; contmues after .several months' persistent pluck-
ing. The f(iliaf;e is of course fresher, and tlieiefore
the trees in sto far have a liealthier appearance The
present is n cntical stage of the experiments, as it
is that in which the effect of the treatment on the
blossoming and fruiting of the trees will be manifested.
The plucked trees have about the same amount

of .ipike lis their neighbours, and unfortunately this
weather is so unfav mrable tn all spike that little can
yet be said of the promise of this in particular. The
experiments will be pursued till the effect ofpluckinw
can be seen through the formation iind matuiino- o1
the fruit. The effect on leaf-disease is, of course," to

prevent any severe outburst, as all the leaves that
become affected are plucked in common with the others
before the disease attains maturity. Tne cost of the
work h.as yet to be ascertained, as it has been carried
out only ou a few trees and by the hand of the Eu-
ropean. It would on a la ge scale he very expensive,
no doubt, but incomparably less than that of Air.'

Kearney, as no selection is necessary, and therefore
no special ex minaticm of the leaves. Still I doubt
very much whether the process, as a remedial measure,
would prove "finaiicially practicable," to use Mr.'

Kcjirney's words. ^y.

New Source of Sugar Production.— It seems that
the snccessful application nf the proce.eses for makinc
sugar trnm sorghum, discovered by Professors Scoville
and Weber, of the Illinois State Induslrial Univer-
sity, has caus.d great excitement all over the iftate.
Farmers are eagerly preparing to go into the sorghum
sugar businees, which »ill give them a larger profit
to the acre than any other product. On 250 acres
the Company who have heen using the new processes
have oroiiuce.l no less than 125,000 lb. of sugar and
22,500 gallons of molasses, valued at 19,000 dollars,
or an average of 76 d(dlar.i to the a.cre. — Public
Opinion,
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Crotok Oil Seeds Industry.—A Ceylon planter
writes :—"The London broker reports that the sample I

sent iu husk, that is without the capsule but with tlie

parchment covering, was worth 50s iJer cwt. and was in

the state in which it is usually imported. Tliis !« a com-

furt, as it can be cured and packed ready for shipment
direct from the estate. Crotons so tar as I understand

can be sent lo the London market in bags ; the whole

of the curing necessary can be done on the eatats, at

little cost."

A New Indu.stry.—An important agricultural and

manufacturing industry is about to be developed in

the Western States of' America, which, it is believed,

will not only add millions to the wealth of the people,

but save mdlious which are now spent f broad. The

industry is that of cultivating flax and utilizing the

fibre. The area planted with flux in the Western States

in 18S1 was 1,127,300 acres, divided as follows:—

Iowa, 287,400 ; Indiana, 193,400 ; Kansa-s, 160.900 ;

Illinois, 160,300 ; Minnesota, yS.'-iOO ; Ohio, 80,600 ;

Missouri, 55,000; .Nebraska, 50,U00 ; and Wisconsin,

44,.500. Yet upon all this area no merchantable flax

fibre was produced, the flax being burued or allowed

to rot. The yield of seed was about 8.000,000 bushels,

valued at about eight millions of dollars. The total

acreage of flax in Europe, where the fibre is utilized,

amounted in 1880 to 3,334,329, and the value of the

fibre produced to 108,408,000 dollars. The average
monev yield per acre in flax-seed, therefore, in the

Western States was only about seven dollars, as

against an average yield in Europe for tibrs alone of

thirty-two dollars. Belgium, on an area one-eighth
as great as that given to flax in the Western American

States, annually produces 1,000,000 dollars more; and

France, with one seventh of the are'), produces annu-

ally 3,000,000 dollars more.—Public Opinion.
The Cultivation of Sugar-cane in Hawaii is now

bein<» carried on with capital; and large tracts of land

are being made I'ertile by means of irrigation, the water

being brought by wooden aqueducts Crora great dis-

tances (thirty miles in one case)—a most expensive

process, but with most successful results. Tne quan-

tity of sugar exported to 8an Francisco has lately been

increasing yearly by great bounds.—Academy. Tnhiti

is unmixed nature ; Honolulu is the triumph ot man over

nature, for the very existence of the lovely trees and

flowers which give it its charm is due to incessant irriga-

tion. The island of Oahu as a whole consists naturally of

"
hot, uninviting, red and yellow volcanic hills,

without any apparent herbage." The »wful desolation

of the barren coast recalled the shore idjout Aden, only
Aden was "

infinitely more picturesque," and its mount-

ains "far more shapely." On the othei band, the

colours n£ Oahu are wonderful ; distinct m,..'ses of black

and bright red, of purple and brown volcanic matter

are thro«'n about in wild confusion, while peaks of dark

basalt rise precipitously from smooth beds of scarlet

lava. From tiiis bare nud dreary condition the valley

of Honolulu has been rescued by the construction of

largo reservoirs and the sinking of artesian wells.

Movable fouutiins, fed by india^ubber tuljing, play

ceaselessly in the corner of every lawn or garden and

keep alive clumps of waving bamboo or feathery masses

ot tamarind and ulaaroba. This may be the tropics, it

is true ;
bat it must be iinich more like the tropics as

seen at. Kew or Monte Carlo than as seen among the

mountain ;;lens of Ceylon or Jamaica. Even in the

oasis itself you never forget the volcanic origin of the

place, for just} above the town towers a conical hill of

fiery red scoriaj. euclosiug a large crater, called with

Anglo-Saxon irreverence the Pimohbow). Oahu is one

great cluster of such craters, scarred with lava streams

and volcanic crags, supporting a dry, parched, native

vegitatiou of euphorbiis or other thirsty weeds, and

grimly forbidding in aspect. A sort of despair, she

thinks, has paralyzed the energies of the people ; they

plant no more orange trees or breadfruits for the alien

and the stranger to gather ; they hardly even seem to

care for the few children whom they still bring forth

in ever scantier numbers. The Portuguese and the
Chinaman are taking their places ; and now the Indian
coolie is invited to help the planters out of the ubiquit-
ous labour difficulty.

—Athenaum, in a review of Miss
(iordon Cumming's book on "Hawaii.."
Cheap Aluminium.—The rumours as to the dis-

covery of a method of obtaining aluminium have
not taken a very definite form, beyond the statement
that a ton can be produced in a week at a cost of

£100, instead of in nine months at a cost of ten times
that sum. The method consists, it is understood, in

first calcining ground alumina and pitch, and treat-

ing the product in vertical retorts through which
steam and air are forced. Should the rumours prove
to be true, cheap aluminium will be found to be

very useful in many branches of industry.
—

Enrjlish
Mechanic.
Science Notes.—The canal of the Isthmus of Corinth,

which was commenced on May 2, 1882, with 800 men,
mostly Italians, and which is to be finished in five years,
will be like the Suez Canal about 73 feet broad and 27
feet deep. For ships from the Adriatic 1 franc per ton
will be charged ;

for ships from the Eastern Mediter-
ranean 50 centimes per ton, for passengers 1 franc each.—The projected tunnel under the St. Lawrance, at

Montreal, is to be 16,000 feet long or almost exactly
three times the length of the Hudson river tunnel, and
thirteen and one-third times that of the Thames tunnel.
The greatest depth will be 166 feet below the entrances.
The grades are not as steep as those of the Hudson river

tunnel. The contract requires completion of the work
(by Mr. Romiilard) in three years.

—PuhUc Opinion.
Indiarubber Oil.—Dr. Beckert, of Spandau, has

patented iu Germany an indiarubber oil, which is

intended to serve as a protective against rust. Accord-

ing to the description published in the German techni-

cal press, the rough oils obtained in the dry distillation

of browu coal, peat, or other bituminous substances are

subjected to a further distillation. Thinly-rolled iudia-

rublier, cut into small stiips, is saturated with a four-

fold quantity of this oil, and is let stand for eight days.
This mass thus composed is subjected to the action of

vulcan oil or a similar liquid until a homogeneous, clear

substance is formed. If this substance is applied iu as

thin a layer as possible on a metal surface, it forms,
after slow drying, a kind of skin which insures an
absolute protection against atmospheric influences.

The durability of this covering is said to be most satis-

factory. Indiarubber oil is also said to be effective in

the removal of rust which has already been formed,

thougli we do do not see in what way it can operate to

do this.—Public Opinion.
Indigo Substitutes —About a twelvemonth ago,

indigo planters in India were dismayed by the iutel-

ligeuce that a new method of making artificial indigo
had been discovered. After the "

first flush of passion"
had subsided, the scientific papers announced that there
was no need to be excited, after all; as the cost of pre-

paring the artificial indigo would be prohibitive. It now
appears, however, that a further discovery has been

made, which will enable manufacturers to reduce this

cost very considerably. The Aluminium Crown Metal
Works Company, Birmingham, profess to have invented
a process by which the metal aluminium cau be cheaply
manufactured. The cost of producing a ton of aluminium,
by ordinary methods, is £1,000; the new iuvention

would reduce tlie cost to £100. The importance of the

invention to India is that the bye-products of the new
process are to be used for making a blue dye, which can
be s dd, it is reckoned, for 6s a pound. Messrs, Mac-

taggart, the leading indigo merchants iu London, have

arranged to take all these bye-products from the Crown
Metal Works.—Pioneer.
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Theee has lately been exhibited iu the Botanical
Garden of Berlin the largest flower in the world—the great
flower of Sumatra known in science as tlie Rafflesia Aritoldi,
and peculiar to Java and Sumatra. It measures nearly 10ft.
in circumference, and more than 3ft. in diameter. Sir
Stamford Kaffles and Dr. Joseph Arnold were exploring in

company when they discovered this champion plant.
—Queens-

lander.

Fossil Elephant.—Near Tabiana (Italy) the remnins
of a fossil elephant have been discovered. Two enorm-
ous tusks, two teeth, and several bones from the
skull were found. The objects found were submitted
to scientific investigation by Professor Strobel and Dr.
Mariotti of Parma. They declared them to belong to

Elep/ias [Loxodon) merkiionalis, Falconer. The tusks
measure 3 2 metres in length, and 28 metres in

diameter at the thickest part. The skull bones were
so much decayed that they could not be removed It
was resolved, therefore, to cover up the remains -with
earth until next summer, when it is hoped that warmer
weather will be more favourable to further excavations.—Nature.

The Practical Collapse op the Coffee Interest
in Ceylon makes people very cautious how they ad-
vance money for new ventures in that island. The
terms upon which loans have been obtained are stated
to have been surprisingly stiff of late, and a great
deal of distrust prevails. Notwithstanding this, how-
ever, the cultivation of cinchona, tea, fibres, and other
new products, has helped to pull many planters round,
and there are strong reasons for hoping that a new
period of prosperity will erelong dawn in Ceylon.
Things have been so bad of late that any sign of im-

provement is welcome. The shipments of cinchona
have already done something to pacify Loudon agents.
Eighteen months ago these gentlemen wrote atrogly
and disagreeably to their debtor-proprietors, but now
they are getting back to their old style of affability,
and have begun to ask after the health of their con-
stituents. This is a good sign.—BritUh Trade Journal,
•Tan. 1st.

Mate.—/. Parayuayensis is character!.' ed as a species
by its perfectly smooth, ovate, lanceolate, unequally
serrated leaves, and by having tnuch-branched racemes
of dowers, the sub-divisions of which are somewhat
umbellate, and by its slightly hniry calyx. The leaves
of the Mate, the usime by which it is known in South
America, are from four to five inches long. The
Mati; occupies the same important position in the
domestic economy of South Anitrico, as the Chinese
tea does in this country, and it is calculated that
it is consumed in that country to the extent of about
8,000,000 lb. annually. It has been iu use for about
a century and a half, the practice having been adopted
from the aboriginal people. The leaves are orepared
by drying and toasting, not in the manner of'Chiuesc
teas, but large branches are cut off the plants and
placed on hurdles over a wood fire until eulficiently
roasted ; the branches are then placed on a hard
floor and beaten with sticks; the dried leaves are thus
knocked off and reduced to a powder, which is

collected, made into packnges, and is ready for use.
There are three sorts known in the South American
markets: the Caa Cuys, which is the half-expanded
leaf-buds; the Caa-Miri, the leaf torn from its midrib
and Vfius, without roasting; and the Caa-Guaza or
Yerva de Palos of the Spaniards, the wh.de leaf
with the peticdes and suiall branches roasted. It is

prepared for drinking by putting a small n:.autity,
about a teaspooniul, into a gourd or cup, with a
little sug.ir; the drinking tube is then iuser ed, and
boiling w.ater poured on the Mate; when sufliciur-

}

ly cool the infusion is sucked up through the tube.
It iuis an agreeable, slightly aromatic ordour, is

rather bitter to the ta.ste, and very refreshing and
restorative to the human frame after euduriDg great

fatigue. It is almost impossible for those accustom-
ed to It to l?ave it off. It acts in some degree as
an aperient and diuretic, and if taken in over-doses
it occasions diseases similar to those produced by
strong liquors. It contains the same active principle
as tea and coffee, called theiue, but not their vola-
tile and empyreumatio oils.— r/ic Planters' Oaze.tt\
How HoG.s Prevent the Renewal of Pine Forests—A correspondent writing from Jolmsonville, S- C

'

incidentally mentions a curious instance of the influ-
ence of animals in controlling or preventing forest
growths. It appears that the fondness of hogs for the
juicy roots of young pines leads them to seek them as-
siduously, so that where hogs are allowed to roam in that
region one can hardly find a young long-leafed nine in a
thousand acres of pine forest. There being no vounu trees
to take the place of the old ones used up by the lum-
bermen and turpentine gatherers, that species of pine tim
ber IS rapidly being exterminated.—&i>H6>- American.

lNDir,;Exous Potatoes in Arizona.—At a meetiiu, of
the California Academy of Sciences, November 6th Mr
John G Lemmon reported the results of a summer's' tour
of botanical exploration among the mountain ranges
along the Mexican frontier of Arizona. Among hia
discoveries were two or three varieties of indigenous
potatoes, found growing abundantly in high mountain
meadows surrounded by peaks attaining a bei'/ht of
10,000 feet above sea level. The tubers were about the
size of walnuts. Mr. Lemmon brought home a supplywhich will he carefully cultivated. This interesting
discovery goes far to settle the long vexed question of
the origin of the potato.— Scientific American.
The Olive in California.— It appears that Mr

Cooper, of San Barbara, San Diego, and other places
has demonstrated by his cultivation of the olive that
the tree thrives well and bears well in California and
also that it is profitable to cultivate it. The 'trees
begin to pay at three years, and when five years old will
pay all expense- of tillage and harvesting with a sur-
plus, while the sixth year the crop will pay for the land
the trees, and the tillage for the five years previous'
and, with good care, the increase is larger from year to
year for a century longer. Imleed. there are now alive
in Asia Minor trees known to be upwards of 1 "00 years
old and they ,ire still in full bearing. In a pamphlet
published by Mr. Elwood Cooper, the statement is
made that some of his best trees, eight years old pro-duced 2,000 gallons of berries to the acre, and the
European standard is eight gallons of berries for one
gallon of oil, so that this gives a product of 250 gallons
of oil per acre. The oil finds a ready marljet at 5
dols. a gallon, which gives an income of 1,250 dols or
£250 an acre for the best eight-years-old trees in an
exceptionally good year.—Public "pinion.
Seeicultcbe in Madras.-In reply to a communication

from Government, Mr. ^\^ E. Bobertson, SuperintendentGovernment Farms, has intimated his willingness to in-
stitute a small experiment in Madras with silk 'worms
if he can be favoured with a small supply of eggs At
Sydapet there are a number of healthy .acchmatised'nud-
berry bu.shes, and Jlr. Robertson will be glad to supplv
any cuttings that may be required by persons desirous
of propagating the bush, Mr H. R. Grimes, Superintend-ent of the Central Jail at Coimbatorc, has requestedthat he may be supplied with a small supply of silk-worra's
eggs in December Major Pickane, Superintendent of
Jails at Kajahmun.lry, also requests he may be furnished
with a supply of eggs. Mulberry trees grow at Rainh-
muiidry m considerable profusion, an.l JIajor Pickanece is
anxious to attempt an experiment in sericidture at Rajah-
numriry. The local Government have requested the Go-
vernment ot India to forward the eggs required for
experiments to be made m the present cold season, and
and the cuttings of .Vonu midticaulis, applied for by Mr.
Grimes, will be forwarded at an early da-ie to (he ad-
dress of the Superintendent, (iovernment Farms Saida-
pet.—Madras Mail.
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PLANTING OF OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS
IN NOBTH MATALE.

The Kowdapolella Geoup : Coffee, Rainfall,

Cinnamon, Grub and Kapok.

As already mentioned, the Kowdapolella group of es-

tates—iiiclnding Kowdapolella, North Matale. Auquherie

and Sundcrlii;,.; -comprises some 1,200 acres in cultiva-

tion. C'oti'ee was tirst planted here in 1867-S. The experi-

ment was considered a doubtful one on account of the

supposed deficient rainfall, and the possibility of irrigat-

ing was one of the questions wliicli had to be originally

considered by the proprietors. But althougli the ab-

sence of a stream of water sufficient in the dry

season to drive a waterwheel, necessitated the use

of steam-power for the store machinery, the actual

fall of rain has seldom or never been below the re-

quirements,
and tlie annual return according to the

following figures
—

unfortunately imperfect in some re-

spects
—shews that Matale North is not the very dry

district that people at one time supposed :
—
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Taking the five-years for wliich the monthly returns

are complete we get an average annual fall of 82

inches which, thougli below the quantity usually con-

sidered best fitted for cofiee, yet when well distributed

over the year cannot be considered unfavourable.

At any rate as regards the growth of 'new products,"

North Matale during the past three years (with less

than this average) leaves nothing to be desired. [The

average annual rainfall in Trinidad is only 66-39

inches : the highest 83 29 inches, the lowest 44 '02

inches, the record extending over 19 years.]
For several years coffee in North Matale fully answered

the expect J tions of the proprietors. Tlie same system of

high cultivation practised on Aluwiharie was followed

here, only on a much larger scale as respects the extent

of the grassfields and cattle establishment. Considerable

fields of coffee were planted undir shade or with

shade trees—chiefly jak—planted simultaneously, and
one of the best and most pleasing parts of the coffee

(Arabica) is a fine field on Auquherie under shade with

cocoa interspersed, the latter growing ui a way that

seems to show that liigh shade suits it well. Some little

patches of black l)Ug on the old coffee were noted ;

and very bad they were too—but no leaf disease;

The bug, a strange visitor, appeared to be very persistent
and if it only drove oft' the other enemy, the change
would no doubt, be welcomed. In the young districts,

we have heard a great deal about grub of recent

years, and some planters imagine that nowhere in "the

days of old" had their brethren such an enemy to deal

with. Mr. Nietner's notes shew how mistaken is

this notion in respect of Kaniboda district; and here on

KowdapoUela, on a piece of flat land, no possible

expedient in digging out, draining, liming, etc. could

prevent a field of coffee from being so damaged as

to induce its supersession by cinnamon, to save ap-

pearances, by the roadside. The philosophy of grub on
this spot was seen to be in accordance with Liebig's ex-

planation :—an excess of moisture in the soil to begin with
causing the plants to hang back and not cover the soil

wliich as H consequence got baked on the sm-face, thus still

further preventing evaporation and leading to the dying
back of the roots which then became food for grub. Bu^
it was almost worth while to lose a piece of coffee in this

way in order to obtain sucli a magnificent show of cinna-
mon ! No doubt the bark is coarser than that grown on
the silicious soil of the Ceylon Cinnamon Gardens, but
quantity ought to make up for quality, and if prices
only offered inducement we believe a good many
bales from the Central Province could be added to
our export of the spice. Another experiment in tliese

early days was to plant as a boundary fence as well as
an ornamental tree along the roadside, the cotton tree

[imbul-jndan of the Sinhalese) and tlie readiness with
which it has grown at close quarters, forming in some

rojjsparts a complete fence (almost wall), and the
borne of cotton pods (kapok) shew that some-
thing could be made out of this new, or rather old

product. Probably the Australian market will be
tried with a consignment of kapok from North Matale
during the jiresent year.

The Introuuction of Cocoa and Rc;beek among
Old Coffee.

As we have said, for many years liberal manurinff
answered its purpose on Kowdapollella, giving veiy
handsome crop returns. Leaf-disease came and went
here as elsewhere, but at first made little difference. At
length one or two unfavourable seasons were experienced
in addition to a great show of the leaf fungus, the
crops fell off' and the diminished returns prevented the
usual liberal expenditure being continued in what
seemed an unequal fight. After mature consider-
ation, it was decided to devote part of the
outlay on the plantations to the introduction of
"new products." Cocoa and Liberiau coffee were
the two fixed upon and the proprietors wont to

great expense in importuig seed direct from West Africa
and South America. The shelter of the coffee was
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undoubtedly a grand advantage to the cocoa which
rapidly sprang up in the good soil available for it.

White ants arc not nearly so troublesome as in the

lowcountry : that they attack the living cocoa plant,
however, has been made very manifest in Matale;
but the chief enemy here as in the West Indies proves
to be hares which are particularly fond of nibbling
the young plants and ai'e so numerous that aljundant

occupation for a pack of hounds could be found iu
ooimectiou with the plantations.
Much more wonderful than the growth of the

cocoa among the old coffee, is that of rubber, on
Kowdapollella. Our readers are familiar with
accounts of the rapidity with which the Ceara
seed takes root and sends up its stem, rivalling the
Aloe stalk which to the patient observer can almost
be seen growing. It is argued from its rapid growth
that rubber is bound to be a short-lived tree, but
if it is to become so plentiful as to run wild in

Ceylon, there is the less reason to regret this. Mean-
time we trust the pioneers with this product will
secure the ample return their enterprise deserves.
So far, in Matale North, none of the evil effects on
surrounding plants or vegetation (referred to else-

where) have been noticed from the rubber : it flourishes

exceedingly and the coffee beneath it has taken no
harm. Possibly as it grows older some difference
iu the coffee may be observed.

Forest Cle.\eings vniH Libekian Coffee.
The. sight on the Kawdapollella properties however

is neither the cinnamon, cocoa nor rubber growing
among the old coffee, nor yet the detached field of
cardamoms, nor the clearing of cinchonas at the
top of Sunderland. The part which has attracted so

many visitors and which more immediately requires a
few \vords of description at our hands is the

clearing from the virgin forest planted with cocoa
and Liberian coffee. We visited the latter first and
were pleasingly surprised at the vigorous growth and
most healthy appearance of trees which were
simply l.paded with fruit. SYe are not able to
insti:ue comparisons lietween this clearing and the
best Libtr.an estates in the Kalutara or tvurunef'ala
districts ; but certainly there is no comparison be-
tween anything seen from the railway hue and the
North Matale trees. No one would suppose from the
appearance of tlie latter a few weeks ago that there
was any reason to doubt tbe success of this product,
for the tries seemed vigorous enough to defy heinileia

vastMtru; of which no trace was then visible. The
maguificeiit display of blossom, along with berries in
all stages from green to dnrk-red ripe cherries seen
on many of the trees in this grove or orchard we
can scarcely speak of it as a coffee clearing in the
ordinary sense—was very delightful ; aud as for the
rate of bearing per acre, it is impossible to estimate
when trees are no sooner stripped of tlieir ripe cherries
than others take their place. Crop all the year round
promises to be the experience in Matale North and
with a tine soil and genial cbmate, we are very hope-
ful that from this quarter for many years to come
we may hear of good and largely profitable crops from
the, at present, comparatively despised "Liberian." 'Ihe
mistake of planting too wide apart which is rcretted
at Monrovia, in the Awisawella district and elsewhere
does not seem to have been made here, or tbe growth
is greater, for the trees completely cover the ground
and meet iu their branches.

Cocoa Waucs in ViRfjiK ^'orest Soil.

However, there can be no doubt that on Cocoa (wilh
no fungus to sap its life juices) is placed the greater de-
pendence. We pass on to tbe virgin clearings of the
latter, a series opened at intervals in the forest, iji-

tersected with belts of tbe original trees, a chain of
the forest being left all round each

clearing. The

opening, planting, roading and draining were most
carefully attended to under Mr. Milne's energetic man-
ageuunt and now we have bere perhaps the prettiest
as well .IS most satisfactory piece nf cultivation iu

the countiy. We feel sure that no "cocoa" walk in
South America or Trinidad, of the same age, can equal
that of Kowdapolleila. A recent visitor with cocoa

experience said he never saw anything like it in the
West Indies. The trees are all fmost regular aud
healthy from three years downwards, many of them
being so laden with pods that it is a task to count
tbem and apparently requiring in some cases, stakes
to support the branches. The nice wide level roads
with the fields of cocoas extending on each side on
gentle slopes backed by the variegated vegetation of
the forest was quite a new experience iu a bill plant-
ation and the whole afforded an idea of permanency
and success which at least for many years back ouo .

has been unable to associate with coffee.

Although the pioneer plantations in North Matale,
the Kowdapollella group stand by no meims alone in their
cocoa walks. Still farther North, there is a productive
plantation (Arduthie) with some 200 acres of cocoa
and Liberian coffea reported to be very flourishing and
Mr. Tucker's grant e,vperiment on 100 acres is also in the
same neighbourhood and doing well. On other ui-iah-

bonring estates the example has also been followed
of interspersing the coffee Arabica with cocoa, althonoh
we saw one wide field of ordinary coffee on Hupu-
gahalande in such splendid condition, that it seemed a
positive sbame to meddle with it, even to the extent
of putting down an occasional cocoa plant betw-een
the rows.

Cocoa Preparation jor Market.

There pan be no question that tbe preparation of

the cocoa seeds for market is the most important,
as it is the most ticklish, part of the work con-
nected with this industry. Already Ceylon has turned
out parcels of cocoa superior in colour to anything
from the West Indies, but whether due to our soil,
climate or the mode of preparation adopted, has not

yet been made clear. \Ve were told by a good
authority from Minciug Lane the other day, that
the high prices paid for the Ceylon parcels referred

to, were not due to any intrinsic superiority in the

quality of the bean, hut simply tn the taking ap-
pearance (the charming colour and evenness of the

beans) and that such parcels were chiefly bought by
French and Swiss houses to work up (adulterate) with
inferior lots of cocoa for chocola e ! Consequently that
when appreciable shipments were made from Ceylon, the
same exceptional prices could not be obtained. Be this

as it may, it is evident that so far as growth is con-

cerned, the select spots in Ceylon hitherto planted,
or rather producing cocoa, leave nothing to be de-

sired in respect of crop, and that the only doubt
is in regard to preparation. To indicate the con-

tradictory views afloat we may mention that Mr.
Morris in his little Handbook (which we are repub-
lishing in the next number of the "Tropical Agri-

culturist") says that on no account should cocoa
beans be washed, and yet the Ceilon parcel which
fetched one of the highest pi ccs in London, was
washed ! With reference to a sample from Mr.
Jeffreys of Gangaroowa (once Sir Edward Barnes'
coffee estate, opened over 50 years ago) our morning
contemporary had the following report a few week-

ago :—
A recent sale of the first produce of any extent of tlie

cocoa trees on the Gangaruwa estate, Feradenija, i."

without ili'ubt the finest, both in well-developcd giowth
and perfect prepaation that has bi en seen in Ceylon.
This small parcel was purcha.seil by Messrs. Volkarl!
Brothers who have given a good ileal of attention to thi
continental trade in the article, aud who are prepared to
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take off any quantity of fine cocoa tor the Swiss manu-

factuiere of chocolate. The French and Swiss makers are

a Ion"- w;iy ahead of the London firms in the quality of

their ?oods, which are consumed to an enormous extent in

Fiance, Spain, Russia and other continental countries, nud

where the selling price, leaving good profits, the manu-

facturers can afford to gi>'e a high price for a really first-

rate article. Like coffee, this product is to be found of

re lly the finest quality in limited quantities, and there-

torn is the more sought for. This, accordme: to the report

from a leading- Swiss manufacturer of Neufchatel, is caused

to a good extent by want of care in the preparation. They
lay special stress on the undesirabUity of using any such

ingredient as red earth whilst preparing the beans for ship-

ment. Some West India growers recommend the beans

to be well rubbed with red earth, similar to our

Oeylon cabook soil, in order, as it is alleged, to

remove from them any remaining moisture and to

prespive thorn on the voyage home as well as to impart a

fine blooming color to the skin. This practice is oondenmcd

in (0(0 by the Neufchatel manufacturer. He declares that

in removing the thin skin Irom the seeds preparatory to

grinding them to a fine pulp, it is impossible to prevent

B meof tlie re J earth becoming blend d with the broken

seeds as they pass into the mill, and the presence of the

smallest portion of this foreign substance is detrimental lo

the complete puiity 0' the manufactured article and there-

fore, any cocoa prepared without such application of red

(arth will be preferred by the best manufaeurers who in-

variably give the highest p ice for a really fine article.

The cocoa beans purchased by Messrs, Tolkart Brothers

and grown on Gangaruwa estate by Mr. Jeffreys, are as

near perfection in shape, ctlor and inti rual texture, asooul 1

well be imagined. They bear a resemblance to a good,

plump filbert, covered by a fine thin veined skin of light

brown which has evidently been fermented and dried with

the utmost cire : they break with a rich glossy fracture and

are altogether models of cocoa beans. They are valued at 145s

in the European market. The small parcel to which we have

called attention was taken l.iy
the purchasers at the rate of

R56per cnl., the highest price yet obtained on the spot.

Now in all the Cocoa Handbooks we have be-

fore U8—Fraser's, Morris's, Holms's, Henson's (t"r

British Guiana) and Palgrave's notes on Suriuain—

the use of red earth is invariably prescribed in the

preparation, whereas the practice in Dumbara and, vve

suppose, gfnerally in Ceylon would seem to be fairly

well described as follows:—
" The seeds, after being removed from the pods, are

heaped in a pile on the floor, each day's picking by

itself, and left to ferment. This process takes from six

to nine days, accvrdiug to circumstances. The fermented

seeds are then slightly washed, and if dried in the sun

within twelve hours after, they gain tliat rich brown

c lour so much prized. But should the weather be cUiudy

or wet, the cocoa becomes black ands mewhat mildewed

within twenty-four hours, and all chance of fine color is

gone. The Clerihew apparatus dries th" seeds after a

fashion, but the result is tar from siti- factory at the

best. Glass roofs have been proposed, but their eSect

would be dubious."

Undoubtedly great improvements are likely to be

effected by Ceylon planters in the mode of prepara-

tion before they have many more years' experience of

this product. Mr. C. Shand is already sanguine that

his tea-dryer can be so utilized as to save a great

deal of trouble to the cocoa planter and en:»ble iiim

to turn out a perfect sample. Experiments to this

end with cocoa seeds are now being made and we

sl.all publish the result. Fraser in his "Cocoa as

grown in Trinidad
" thus described the best quality :—

" The best quality is of a full-sized reddish-brown on the

outer shell, but upon being broken sharply in Jwo it will

show a rich, dark, brown-coloured nut or nib underneath

this outer skin. It must break in a brittle manner leaving

a lagged surface. The interior when eaten must have a

sligh'tly bitter and astringent taste, and should it become

sour in being cured, all the value of it as an article of

consumption is gone. Great care must be used m not

allowing this result to arise. I was told when out in the

"West Indies that horses and cattle have been fed upon the
husk of the cocoa-beau, and should this really be the case,
the value of the product is much increased."

Mr. Shand is also engaged in experiments for the
local preparation of chocolate and homeopathic cocoa

by the extraction of the cocoa butter, valuable in itself,

but inimical to digestion esjiecially in a hot climate.
He aims at preparing a powder of which a simple
decoction will give a beverage as light as tea, while
more substantial and refreshing ; but it may not be
known by our cocoa planters that sucli a drink is

already within their reach if they only follow the recipe

appended, using the nibs as they come from the

shell of the cocoa seed:—
" OocoA-NiBs : How TO USE THEM.—The drink most re-

commended by the faculty at home to people of weak
digestions is cocoa-mb tea. Those to whom a cup of tea or
of coffee will cause severe heart-burn can take a preparation
of cocoa-nibs with their morning and afternoon meal
with comfort. It is not generally known how simple the

preparation is. Yon take the bean, well dried, and skin it

when it tumbles into scrips known as cocoa-nibs. These
have to be boiled fast in a lightly-closed saucepan for

two to three hours, and the result is a most refreshing
beverage but of no more consistency than tea. If you
prefer a cup of tliick chocolate, boil for five hours. Two
tahlespiionfuls of nibs will suffice for three breakfastcuptuls
of the drink."

It may be supposed from all that is said of the risk

attending cocoa-seed preparation for market, that

like tea it is scarcely an industry likely to be fol-

lowed by natives unless central factories are estab-

lished. Perhaps nowhere could such factories be
more conveniently placed than in the Matale
district with the main road running through
the centre and numerous branches. Both in the

tuw-n of Matale and at Kowdapolella, we yet hope
to see such Central Stores or Factories in full ojjera-
tiou for the receipt of cocoa pods or seeds fresh

from plantations, of tea leaf, rubber balls, of cinchona
and even of ci ffee (Arabian and Liberian) with a view
to full, careful and final preparation, packing and

despatch for shipment. [With a few remarks on the

yield of cocoa, our notes for the present will close.]

TROPICAL PLANTING ON THE HILLS
OF CEYLON.

CINCHONA FIBRES.

A visit to the lower portion of this estate last after-

noon and evening, and a walk through Clarendon,

Dessford [and Lome this morning, leave impressions

cheering in many respects and strengthen the con-

viction that the new leaf-disease and clianker are due

to wind, wet and cold, the effects of which are ag-

gravated at all altitudes above 5,000, or 5,300 feet,

and there is a gummy matter which exudes and causes

poitions of the grass to adhere to the comparatively

smooth surface of the bark. And, while almost in

every case the bark renews over every portion of the

stem of C. officinalis, gaps of bare stem are apt to

shew themselves iu the case of C. succirubra. But it

was in passing down the path which runs through

Clarendon, that we were most deeply impressed with

the falling-ofl in C. officinalis in later years as compared

with the experience of those who planted in IS74-75.

yiie officinalis plants which line the path through

Clarendon were, I believe, planted in 1874, and they

were coppiced about three years ago, after yielding

seed the plants resulting from which have germinated,

flourished, and gone out, in most cases. The parent

plante,
on the contrary, look now more healthy and
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flourishing in their coppiced state than over they did
even iu their original condition. There hiia been

scarcely a single failure, from the coppicing process,
and from many of the stools a score and even thirty
fresh stems have sprun". Although not a single stem
seems to have been thinned away, there are from
6 to 12 specially robust elems in each case, which
have been shaved and which, although no covering has

ever been applied to them, look as it they would
bear hnlf-a-dozen more half-yearly shavings at least,

before the necessity of cutting them down in their

turn arises. On these robust and luxuriant plants,
or rather groups of plants, it is difficult to see a

single withered leaf : disease there is none. The
luxuriance of the plants might be attributed to the

double portion of fertile soil on the lower side of the

path, but some of the bushes on the upper side of the

walk are equally flourishing of coume there was the

shelter of the coflFee to begin with, and now the abundant

foliage of the coppiced groups affords shelter, apart
from favourable position. But after all is said and
allowed for. it seems difficult to account for the superior

vigour of the earlier C. officinalis planted in Ceylon
end the delicacy and liability to "die out" of the

later generations of plants. Seed gatliered from iui-

mature plants may account for a good deal of the

disappointment with this kind, but unsuitable con-

ditions of soil, and climate, which are impossible of

previous discovery by the most experienced and sagaci-
ous planters, seem the main causes of failure and

disappointment. Happily the hybrids between this

species and succirubra seem likely to atone for the

disappointment, and we see no reason why calisaya

hybrids should not be equally successful. We had

just been regretfully expressing the conviction that
these upper regions of Dimbula were too high and
too cold for the successful culture of the valuable

ledgerianas, when our companion reminded us of the
wonderful success on Cairness, and said :

"
Halliley

also has been very successful." He did not refer

so much to fine ledgerianas growing at intervals

along the path, down to Lome store, as to

quite a number planted alongside the cart-roati,
at an elevation of at least 5,100 feet. Those,
below the Clarendi.n Rock locked especially well
and this seemed strange considering that they
were growing in the very face of the south-west
monsoon. But it is not the wind which striki-s

diiec'ly on the face of a steep which is so deleteri-

ous, as that which is sucked, syphon-like, through
gorges and eddies fiercely over hill sides. In calm,
hot weather, too, the reflected warmth from the
face of the rock must have a forcing effect on the

plants. Many of them look exceedingly well now,
and 1 sincerely trust they may continue to flourish.

The third to the fourth year, however, is the crucial

period for calisayas (including ledgerianas) as well
as for officinalis. We could not help noticing that
the coffee on Clarendon, like that on Lome, DesB-
ford, Abbotsford, and all the neighbouring estates,
was wonderfully free from leuf-disease and looked ex-

ceedingly promising for next year. My companion
remarked with significant emphasis: "Yes: and it

has improved wonderfully since ihe thorough weed-

ing tlie estate received in December." The sigui.
ticance of the remark and the justifica'ion of public
allusion to the favourable fact, ia that Mr. Halliley
of Clarend<m is the great champion of weeds.* Like

many others hia practice ditiers from and is

better than his theory. Before the cart road
was opened, it fell to me frequently to pass

* My companion of this morning regards the comparat-
ively new *' Badulla weed" or wild mignonette as even
worse than " white weed." The new weed, if left in the
ground, seeds in its tliird month. ,

through Clarendon estate, and it gives me pleasure
to testify that I never saw it looking better in the

present and more promising for the future than is

now the case, in re the three-quarters of a million
or more of cinchonas scattered over Dessfurd and
Lome, the remark was justly made; "If only one-
fourth of them reach maturity they will constitute a
fortune." With a considerably large proportion of

officinalis, I suppose Abbotsford does not come behind
the two estates named in number of trees planted
out, and if the canker confines itself, as seems prob-
able, to the higher elevations, the future of cinchona
seems likely to compensate for the disappointment
with coffee, which, however, appears destined to revive.
That is the opinion of those who know most about
it. As for tea, having now seen and compared the

plant at the highest elevation on .-Vbhotsfiird, where
alone the new disease has attacked it, and the richly
luxuriant and healthy growth from 5,300 feet down-
wards, my strong inclination is to hope that the
attack will turn out to be local and partial, and that
the disease will, ere long, disappear, without doing
material damage to the product on which so much
of the hopes of Ceylon planters and those interested
in the prosperity and progress of the colony now rests.

So bo it !

Noticing that a good many aloe plants {Fnurcroya
(jii/antea) had been planted out on Dessford and Lome,
I learned that the object was to have readily available
a supply of fibre to tie mana grass or other covering on
shaved cinchona trees. Mr. Halliley's experiment
proves conclusively that the bark will renew perfectly
without the application of any covering, but it also

seems proved that in renewed bark left uncovered fhe

inferior alkaloids and not the superior will preponder
ate. Covering, which is a very expensive process,
however effected, is, therefore, deemed a sine qua iion.

To my question why New Zealand flax was not grown
for fibre, the reply was that the plant, though yielding
a splendid fibre, was too slow a grower. Aloes grow
quickly, and so does mana grass. Paper, as generally
obtained, is costly and perishable, and if tar or other

covering is put on the paper there seems danger of

destructive fermentation. A retired paper-maker, who
is travelling through Ceylon and is deeply interested m
the island and its industries, has suggested that the

waste edges, 3 to 5 inches wide, cut from sheets of

paper iu the mills, might be available at a cheap rata

and might suffice for covering trees twice over. We
have no doubt the experiment will be tried, if it ia

quite certain, at it seems to be, that covering the trees

after shaving is essential in securing a maximum
deposit of quinine in the bark cells. Has the experiment
been fully tried of low quality, coarse cloth manufac-
tured from waste jute ? Cloth made shoddy fashion

might be quite porous enough to prevent fermentation
and yet quite effectual as covering.

THE NEW CANKER IN CINCHONAS—THE GUM LEAF-DISEASE ON

TEA—TEA IN THE LOWCOUNTKY—SAUNE MOISTUEE AND
DISEASE IN VEGETATION—RAINFALL IN 1882.

Having now seen a considerable area of growing cin-

chonas, I can testify that the new cankering disease

is absent from the vast majority of the plants. The
reasons for anxiety are its continuance for so long a

period and its insidious effects on the stems of Ihe

plants it attacks ; young ones especially. In our own

case, coppicing is going constantly ou, and apparently
with considerable success. We can only trust trees

at elevations below 5,000 feet may be spared en-

tirely or may suffer but slightly. As regards tea,

that also has as yet been attacked by the U.if
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spots ouly partially and at liigli elevations ; while
we have been able to see ouly a lew twigs which are

unmistakably sufiferiug from the graver symptom o£

incipient canker. As I stated yesterday, the bushes

pruned in December last have not been touched, and
I await the opinion of an Indian tea expert as to the

expediency of at once pruning affected bushes or pursu-
ing the Micawber policy of waiting to see what may" turn up." As far as my reading goes, neither this

special affection nor the flush-curling-and-withering
moth is known m India, although tea-bug and red-spider,
in some places and in some years, have proved as

destructive to tea as he/nilela vaaiatrix in the case of

cottVe. Whether the leaf-disease has jet been seen
on tea grown at altitudes equally or even more lofty
than the top part of Abbotsford, I cannot say, and
I can only wish rather than hope that Calsay and
Oliphaut and the tea estates in and around Kuwara
Eliya and other alpine positions may entirely escape
what has occasioned us alarm and anxiety not so much
from its prevalence as because of what we have seen
of the effects on eucalypts and other ornamental and
shade trees and especially on cinchonas. I hope the

opinion of our tea referee many be as encouraging as
are his reports of the cultivation in the lowcountry
of Ceylon. We venture to quote from a letter just
received :

—"I have just been all over the lowcountry,
making out estimates for the current year, and they
all come out extremely well. We are now having
very fine tea weather, and all the estates are making
very fine tea. This, 1 hope, will be the best tea year
that Ceylon has ever known, and as this is the first

mouth in the year [written on January 30th], I think
that I can fairly say that Ceylon will take thfe lead of

India this year 1883. You take a note of this now
and let me know next January if my words will not
turn out correct.

' Most cordially do we trust that
for high aa well as low districts the anticipation of

prosperity may be verified, other products and especi-
ally our old and chief staple sharing the good fortune
of tea.

The record I sent you of the excessive rainfall of last

year on Abbotsford at 5,800 feet above sea-level, a
similar excess having been general over the planting
districts, is sufficient to account (wind and cold being
also taken into the reckoning) for disi aae in vegetation,

especially if an excess of salt was lilowu from eea-

ward. This question of salt-storms affecting our vegeta-
tion ought certainly to be settled, and I am glad to

see that the Dikoya Planters' Association has made
arrangements for analyses of ra'n water. The con-
stituents of run which is carried by severe wind-storms
from the sua should be and no doubt will be

specially noted. As it may be interesting to readers
of the Observer to see liow lower and higher altitudes,

exposure being much the same, affect rainfall, I am
glad to be able to give the figures for a station

(Dessford bungalow) 5,000 feet above sea-level and
therefore 800 feet lower than Abbotsford. Here, we
had 141 inches, or 31 above our received average.
On Dessford 800 feet farther down the quantily gauged
was nearly 10 inches less, the exact figures being
131'80, as per the following return : -January 5'9t)

;

February 1-04; March 2-24; April 2-56 ; May 5 '9 1
;

June 13'55 ; July 33-79; August 23 '72; September 9'17 ;

October 15 '76 ; November 11'59 ; December 6" 51. Total
131 '80. Taking the Dessford average at 106 inches, the
excess there was 25 '80, instead of our 31. The
Deistord figures for August and September, however,
shewing as they do that last year August took the

place of September as the rainier month, prove tlmt
we must correct our estimates for the two months at

Abbotsford by reversing the figures into 18 for

August and 12 for September. It would seem that
the excess of the inches at the higher station over
t'lj lower was mainly due to the rainier character of

the two eouth-west monsoon months, June and July
at the higher, thus :

—
Dessfokd. Aebotsfokd.

Inches rain. Inches rain.
June 13-55 18-94

July 33-79 37-48

Total . ... 47-34 56-42

The rainfall in June at Dessford was steady and
constant rather than in storms, apparently. At Abbots-
ford 2-34 inches fell on the 15th. In July there was
a rain-storm of 3-32 at Dessford on the 7th, 3-92
on the 11th, and on successive days from the 27th
to the 30th storms at the rate of 2-4.3, 2-39, 2-45,
and 2-66. On Abbotsford 2-10 fell on the 6th, and
from the 27th to the end of the month the heavens
poured out >it the rate, each successive day of, 2-53,
3-48, 3-96, 2-01, and 2-95. After the pluvial pro-
fusion of 1882, we have a right to expect a reaction
into drier weather than ordinary in 18S3, and we suspect
this will be the character of the year, notwithstand-

ing the abnormal rain-storms in the early days of

February.

Ipecacuanha.—The following proposals of the Con-
servator of Forests have been sanctioned :

—"I sub-
mit a letter from Mr. Logan on the .subject of plant-
ing ipecacuanha together with copy of one from
Mr, Ferguson from which it will be seen that we
are agreed—that the Silent Valley experiments are
out of the question at present owing to difficulty of
access aud no planters being now resident there ; that
the sites proposed by Mr. Ferguson on the Ellumbellary
estate (3,000 to G,.500 feet) and near Tamracheri
(50 to 500 feet) are eminently adapted for carrying
out the experiments ; that the area to be experiment-
ally planted on each of the abovementioned sites

shall not exceed 15 acres ; and that Mr. Ferguson's
other proposals lie accepted subject to the proviso,
in which Mr. Ferguson concurs, that the total monthly
charge for European supervision shall not exceed R50-
I solicit the approval of Government to cai-rying out

experiments on the above basis, on which estimates
will be framed by Mr. Ferguson in communication
with the Deputy Conservator of Nilanibur plantations,
who has much experience in planting, and the necessary
funds made available.

"—Madras Times.

SuEVARoy, Jan. 30th.—The harvest of our crops is

drawing to a close. In ten days or a fortnight all

the cherry coffee will have been picked, aud the

process of stripping the trees will commence. The
outturn up to date is satisfactory, as regards quan-
tity and quality, and the effect on the spirits of

planters, I need hardly say, is everywhere apparent.
The weather for the last four weeks has been very
cloudy, retarding the drying of coffee on tables and
barbecues. Consiquently, consignments to the coast
have been emaller than usual at this time of year.
A few sunny dajs would change this state of things
and relieve our crowded stores and barbecues. There
is still a large quantity of green coft'ee on the trees,
which it is feared, will never ripen, but will have to

be picked and cured as native coffee—a loss of -203

per cwt. to the planter. The total rainfall for 1882
was 65 inches, the average of the 5 preceding years
being 64J inches. All but 6 inches of this wBs col-

lected in 7 months from May to November. The
greatest rainfall in one day occurred on the 17th

May, w-hen 3 inches w. re registered, and the greatest
fall in one month in August. (14 inches). I regret to

record the death of one of our oldest plnters, Mr.
James Campbell, of Swiss View Estate, which occur-

red rather suddenly on the 10th iustsint.—Madras
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HOW TO EKADIOATE WHITE ANTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN.

Kerosene is said to be au effective remedy against the

ravages of white ants. I do not deny that kerosene may
act as a preventive where particular beams or pieces of

timber can be dressed with it, but if the termites have

got well established in a woodun building it takes more
than a dressing of kerosene to eradicate them. AVheu I

deal \vith the pests I like to exterminate them, and I

find I can do so quite easily by poisoning them with

arsenic. I sprinkle the arsenic ou them ;
this soon takes

effect upon their soft bodies {although often not before

they have travelled some distance into their recesses),
and they are killed. Of course they are eaten Ijy their

friends, according to the ancient usages of termites, who
in their turn are all poisoned. Now, in making this state-

ment I am not doing so after a hasty and incomplete ex-

periment, but after about seven years' experience, during
which time I have never failed to absolutely eradicate

them from any wooden structure with the greatest ease.

I have tried all sorts of houses, fences, dead trees, and
even the ant heaps in and on the ground, and in every
case I found T could poison every one in a week or so

at the outside, and generally with one cU'essiug. I find

it is important to get as many as possible of the insects

to dose with the arsenic in the fii'st instance ; therefore

as soon as I know they have taken possession of a
wooden structure, and see where they are situated, I

make a point of avoiding disturbing them until I have

procured a pound or two of arsenic, and put some of it

into a pepper box, or convenient tin with a perforated
lid, so that as soon as I uncover a number of the insects

by taking off a board, or part of the timber they are

in, or breaking into then" covered ways, I can dust the
arsenic over as many as I can see, doing this freely wher-
ever I can find them. I also find a tin tube about
half an inch diameter, or piece of paper rolled up into

a tube, very handy to get at nooks and crevices where
the pepper bos cannot be used. By taking up some of

the arsenic in one end of the tube and blowing sharply
through the other, the arsenic can sometimes be scattered

over theui when otlierwise they would be difficult of ac-

cess. I think it would be an excellent thing to place a
few pounds of arsenic in a building when it is being
built, inside the lining boards, along the lower wall plates,
where it would be out of reach of everything- but insects.

This woukl prevent the white ant from ever approaching
that part of the building, and we all know it is up the

inside of the lining boards, or under the floors of build-

ings, where they find their most comfortable quarters. I

find it an advantage to look for their nests in the vicinity
of my houses and buildings, and whenever a nest is found
to poison it at once. By this means not only your
buildings but the whole of the vicinity can be freed from
them. A. M'DOWALL.
Maryborough, Queensland.

TEA IN THE NOETH-AVEST PROVINCES
OF INDIA AND PUNJ^VB.

Under this title Mr. Liotard, of the Revenue and Agricult-
ural Department, has issued a paper, in which he discusses

the causes of the non-development of the tea industry
in the above-named quarter. The districts in the North-
west Provinces where tea is grown are Kumaon. Garhwal
and Dehra Dun ;

and in the Punjab, Kangra, where alone
the industry is extensively carried on. There were 1,42 i

plantations in Kangra in 18S1, forty of them being large
ones; the rest small plots, owned chiefly by natives.

Tea cultivation was introduced into the district more than
30 years ago by the agency of the State, and since then
a considerable amount of English capital has been invested
in it. In As.sam Mr. Liotard says the average out-turn
of tea per acre is about 282 lbs., in Bengal 220 lbs., and
in Kangra 168 lt)S. only. The small yield in the latter

case is a natm'al consequence of the climate, but it favours
the production of high class teas. We recently pointed
out in these columns the grievous check which the ex-

portation of Indian teas to Centra! Asian countries was

receiving en account of the prohibitive duties imposed by
Russia. Hitherto, the North-western Provinces and the

Punjab have been confined to their local markets and those
of the adjoining Indian provinces, and to Cabul and Cashmere
and through these to the foreign territories beyond, for
the disposal of their tea. The imposition by the Russian
Government of a duty equal to Rl-8 a seer on all foreign
tea imi^orted into Turkestan, is calculated to have a most
unfortunate effect upDU the tea industry in the provinces
we have been referring to. Under these circumstances
Mr. Liotard recommends that an association like the Calcutta

Syndicate be formed. That would be a representative body
who could institute inquiries as to the quality of tea most
appreciated in the countries in which there exist prospects
of finding a market, as to the exact mode in practice
of packing and presenting the produce, as to the prices
at which such tea sells in the dift'erent countries, &c.
"It would, in fact (says Mr. Liotard), give information
and advice on all necessary points, and would arrange
for its own agents not only in the Indian markets, but
for export to otlier countries. If tea of foreign manufact-
m'e is found too cheap to be successfully competed with,
there woukl apparently be foiu* courses open—(1) to reduce

working charges at the plantations and elsewhere, (2) to
turn from Calcutta to Ijombay and Kurrachee as their chief

export centres, (3) to seek a reduction of railway freight
for tea, and (4) to memorialise for more favourable Waste
Laud Rules." Mr. Liotard, basing his conclusion ou a review
of the present export and import trade of this country
in tea, advises the planters of the Punjab and North-Western
Provinces to look for markets in the United States, Persia,
Aden, Turkey in Asia, and Egypt, as well as Cabul, Cashmere,
and Ladakb, all of which countries already take Indian
tea to a considerable extent.

The following correspondence, which we are requested
to publish, shows that in London an effort is being made
to promote the trade with Turkestan :

—
Indian Tea Districts' Association.

London, Nov. 28, 1882.

Sir,
—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 15th instant, and to thank you for the
information therein contained.

1 am desired by the Committee to express the regret
with which they have learnt that the Russian authorities
have placed so heavy a duty as 14 roubles 14* kopecs per
pud of 3G lbs. on all Indian teas imported into Russian
Turkestan, and tiieir hope that her Rlajesty's Government
will do all that lies in their power to induce the Russian
authorities _to allow free importation again.

—I have, Scz.,

Ernest Tye, Secretary.

Foreign Office, Nov. 30, 1S82.

Sii',
—I am directed by Earl Granville to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of the 28th iust. ou the subject
of the duty imposed in Russian Tm'kestan on lut^lian tea,
and in reply I am to request you to state to the Indian
Tea Districts Association that the matter will continue
to receive the attention of her Majesty's Government.—
I am, &c., Charles "W. Dilke.—Home and Colonial 3fail.

TEi.DEYING:-No. II.

{Continued from parj<t 630.)

Under what some planters call the good old system,
the tea was dried on t\w dholex, placed over charcoal
fires. It was considered the best plan to dry it

slowly, or at any rate to dry it most thoroughly.
When the tea was placed on the trays over the tire,

it was spread thickly, so that the heat did not strike
it sharply, and that the whole trayful might gi-t its

due proportion of heat these trays were continually
removed, and the tea carefully mixed by hand, in

such a w.iy that the top layer was placed nearer the
lire. To i-tfect this d/iolei had of course to be moved
.iw.iy from over the tires, else some of the leaves
would have fallen through ou the fire, resulting in
Hame and .smoke, which would have destroyed the
flavour of tue whole tr:iyful. If the fire brisk, the
tea dried in a very short spice of time, ' hile a coni-

piratively »low rire required more time. We have

always held the opinion that a, slow fire did work
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most effectively. True, more time was consumed, but
this ought to be of couiparatively less impoitanoe to

producing a thoroughly good article. In these days
of keen competition in the London market, it is

considered innjerative that the cost of productinu shall

be reduced to the lowest point, and hence, under the

spur of necessity, certain machinery has been invented,
and on accouut of the labour-saviny properties of this

machinery, it is iu use in most large factories. Where
the apparatus is contiued to rolling or to withering

green leaf, we are couviuc d that the employment of

niaohincry is advantageous, iilthough we prefer hand-
rolled tea, but when it is brought into the service of

performing the finishing tiring, we enter our protest.
There is a point beyond which we do not think it

good economy to go, iu the use of machinery. The

great advantages accuring from the use of drying
machinery are many, but, are entirely cnntined t > the

quantity of work performed. When it comes to be

a question of quality, we luok on the old dholes as

immeasurably superioi-. We are prepared to hear
that it would be practically impossible, to have
sufficient space in

.
which to fire off the immense

quantities now produced on some gardens, but if we
are to retain our good name for the keeping quali-
ties of our teas, we must iind the space and the

necessury apparatus somehow. We consider the di v"'!,'

machines do their work t"o quickly, and while the

tea so dried has all the appearance of being thoroughly
finished, there does not exist any doubt iu our mind,
that for all thai:, it is not dried as it ought to be.

The piocesa is got through so rapidly, that the in-

sensible moisture in the interior of the rolled leaf

is not properly exhausted, and this we conceive is

the principal cause of Indian tea not keeping. In

an early number of this juuroal, we referred to the

well-kuown instance of a small lot of tea having
been entirely overlooked in Darjeeling, and which,
after several years, during which time it had been

unoared for in a gudiwn, was found to have improved
so much in quality, that a marvellous amount of

competition was induced when it was oftei'ed for sale.

Such a thing would be an impossibility with machine-

dried tea. We all know that if a thoroughly crisp
toast be wanted, the bread mui;t be toast d slowly
and gradually, and that we can have one made ia

half the time by holding it close the fire: the latter,

however, not being crisp throughout, although to all

appearance it may b; so. The necessary apparatus
for dholf drying is not costly, but the space required
is extensive. We consider, however, that the cost

of extra tiiing-roome would l.>e more than recovered

from the increased value of the tea in the first year.
We are not arguing against change, and recommend-

ing a return to the old system, bec.iuse it is the

old system, but because we meconvinced it is absidutely

necessary, to prevent us losing the ground iu the

United Kingdom which we have had so much trouble

iu building up — Indijjo Planters' Gazette

DIVI-DIVI IN INDIA.

TO THE EDITOR FRIEND OF INDIA AND STATESMAN.

Sir,
—Some seven mouths ago, the 'Statesman published a

few observations—reproduced iu the Indian Agr'tcidturist
of the 1st July last—regarding Divi-divi. Seedlings were
recommended to be planted ICi feet apart each w.ay, giviner
therefore 170 trees to an acre. After seven years an average
production of -) tons per acre of a probable nett value of

K350 was coniideutly promised, and even an outturn of

10 tons was Ukely not to be uncommon.
As previously to tlie ai>pearance of those observations, I

had seen instructions from a very higli atithority, directing
that I'ivi-divi trees be planted 6 feet apart each way, so

as to give 1,210 trees to an acre, which tliemselves would

proh.ably yieltl from 1 to 3 tons, I cut out the observations

in the StiiteinMii, and sent them, through an official channel,

to the gentleman who had issued the instructions just
mentioned. He courteously answered as follows;—

"
2. Without better certified information in connection

with the plantations to which the Statesman article refers
it would be useless attempting to reconcile the discrepancies
between this and the notes I sent to you. They are, as
you observe, very considerable, but the article conflicts even
more severely with many naturalfacts, from which it appears
certain that the writer has not had the advantage of a

practical acquaintance with the subject."
"3. Taking the article as it comes, we see that the

writer in the first place finds fault with the ' Madras con-

temporary' for speakiug of the Tamarind am! Divi-divi 3lS

being somewhat like each other. He says they bear no
resemblance whatever '

except in the form of the leaf,' but
that the Divi-divi and the common babool are barely dis-

tinguishable.
"

4. In all this the Madras author is right, and his critic

wrong. From the sample of Divi-divi sent under separate
cover you will see that tamarind is not at all unhke it

while the above prints show the leaves to be altogether,
dissimilar.

"5. The Divi-dim leaf is large and unequally hipinnate.
while that of the tamarind is only pinnate or ouce di\ided.
The babool, like the Diti-divi, has a hipinnate leaf, but is

e(juallt/ or abriiptli/ pinnated, the leaflets having very littJe

blade. The three trees under comparison are uo more like
each other iu general appearance than are most other mem-
bers of the same family and tribe, and could never be con-
founded on careful examination.

**6. The article states that cattle do not eat the Divi-divi;
but, as a fact, they are particularly fond of it, so also are

sheep, and I notice that my shepherds systematically carry
all the suckers and other prunings into the folds as fodder
for the flocks.

"7. The tree is described as very small when young, but
under cultivation it grows into a fine big tree. One in the
Collector's garden at Dharwar measures about 4 feet round
the trunk and covers a eonsideracle area.

"8. Having had a good deal to do with the propag.ation
and distribution of this plant, I think it is certain I should
have heard before of the extensive and systematically
worked plantations spoken of iu this article had they existed,
audit Hen tons is not an uncommon outturn' the article

necessarily occupies a position either in the export
or local market, which is not the case so far as I am
aware.

"9. On the whole I am incUued to believe that the
writer is coufusiug tiie Divi-divi with some other kind of
tree. If, however, his facts are as genuine as they pretend
to be, his statements are entitled to much respect; for

my own part I should hesitate quoting such figures as an
inducement to planters; mech mischief and disappoint-
ment is continually being caused iu connection with almost

every new industry by the rash representations of enthusiasts
that it becomes a duty of experimental institutions in

summing up the results of tentative trials, to under ra-

ther than ort^r-estimate wherever actual ones cannot be
obtained."

Divi-divi plants being naturally semi-procumbent for a
number of years, the same high authority, recommended
that they should be planted in threes, to admit of their

being plaited together to form one suitable trunk. 1,210

groups of 3 plants each would therefore give 3,630 trees

to an acre. Supposing that grouping served only to keep
trees .straight, and that the yield of a group ultimately be
not more than that of a fully grown isolated tree, still,

the observation in the Statesman really referred to Divi-divi.

The exact number of seedlings to be planted on an acre
remains unsettled. A distance of 6 feet each way between
them seems hardly sufficient for trees said to attain a

height of 30 feet and a trunk-diameter of about 16 inches.

On the other hand, if 3 tons be a probable average yield

per acre, it looks easier fur 1,210 trees than for 170 to

give 6,7201b weight of dry pods. With the first number,
the yield of each tree would require to be 5Jlb only;
with the second, as much as 39^.
Which is it? The question is an important oue. A

very few who had embarked in such a kind of cultivation,
and found out after seveu years they had gone the wrong
way to it, would be able to begin again.

Britisu Bubmah.
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CHASERICULTUEAL ENTERPHLSE IN NEW
ZEALAND,

The New Zealand Qoveinment, having at an earl^

period evinced a deeire to assist such new industries
as seemed fitted for their territory and liUely to

take root there, were applied to about two years
ago in couueotion with the proposed establishment
of ten and silk farming in the province of Auckland.

By way of helping the Governmeiit to a decision,
when the proper moment should have ari'ived, the

following openings for assistance were mentioned—not

brought forward in the form of proposals or con-

ditions, but simply offered—as suggestions indicative

of the apertures through which official aid might use-

fully flow :
—

For the Tea Industry.
1 The necessary supply of one-year-old tea plants and

seed from Cliiua, Oeylou, Assam, the Neilgherries, and

Darjeeling, delivered at the nearest port to the proposed
plantations, at cost price, or free.

2. Facilities for the importation of labour from China,
India, or elsewhere, and reasonable legal protection to the

planter against the non-fulfilment or evasion of labourers'

engagements.
3. A proportion of forest land to the acreage purchased

or rented, at a reduced co.st, or free.

4. The admission by the Customs, without duty, of all

material, implements, tools, and machinery necessary in

tea cultivation, manufacture, and packing, for a term of

probably ten years.
5. Freedom from duty or excise imports foi all tea grown

and prepared in the colony for probably the first ten years.
For the Silk Imhiftry.

6. The necessary supply (400 plants per acre) of five year-
old white mulberry bushes, grafted on black mulberry stocks,
or other approved kinds, and seed from Sydney or elsewhere.
Also the needful quantities of any other silkworm-feeding
sKrubs, such as the castor-oil plant, terminalier, and jujubo
trees, the ailanthus, &c., delivered at the nearest port to

the proposed plantations at cost price, or free.

7. Facilities in regard to labour, laud, and freedom from
duties, as in the tea industry.

8. And such encouragement generally as might lead to

the settlement of skilled reelers from France and Italy,
silk-throwsters from England, and the purchases in time of
the mechanism require in the higher branches of tho silk

industry.

At Canterbury, in the early part of this year, au
Itnlian gentleman, who had been conducting some
silk-reariug experiments ou account of the Government,
said in his report to the IVIinister of Lands that
his inspection ot some silkworms reared by Mr. Nairn,
of Chnstehurch, from a breed cultivatsd there for 13

years, convinced him that there was not a trace of

any kind of disease. Shortly afterwards the same
authority, Mr, Fiderli, stated at a meeting of the
Christchurch Industrial Association, thai it was a
mistake to suppose that serlciculture required a large
amount of labour, as a great saving in this important
item could readily be effcted by the use of perforated
paper. About the same period one of our home
chaeericnltural advocates received an interesting letter

from Auckland chief, Hone Mohi Tawhai, M.P.
,

in

which that distinguished Maori gentleman gave as-

surances of his gratification at the efforts being made
to promote the establishment of tei and silk farm-

ing, and some other subsidaiy indu.stries there. He
also refcired to the improving habit.s of his countiy-
men, to their aptitude to learn such handicrafts as
interested them, and expressed his wish to aid the

undertaking by every means in his power. This cum
munication has been followed by a second in the
same strain, dated Auckland, Septrmber 15. Senti-
ments like these from a man of position among his
own people, and a member of the legislative body,
ought to carry some weight, and lead to the legiti-
mate coucluBiou that ere loug the labour difficulty

may be in a great measure removed. No less en-

couraging a feature has been the estabhsment in

Auckland, about eight or ten months since, of "The
Thames Sericultural Apsociation" to promote the pro-
duction of silk in the district. At, a prelimiuary
meeting according to the Thames AdvKrliser of .lauuary
28, the gentlemen present .-subscribed for 400 shares
before leaving the hall. This cheering result, however,
was doubtless owing to the energy and perseverance
of moving spirit, Mr. Albert J. Alloni, who had com-
menced his advocacy in 1877.
That the tea-farming suggestion has not been neg-

lected in the colony is evident from the frequent
occurrence in the local press recently of notices of

experimental successes hero aud there. These few
items of chasericultural news, whilst probably interest-

ing to readers who are concerned for ihe prosperity
of New Zealand, will also show that the period wag
evidently approaching when the advocates of the
combined industries might leasonably look for some
kind of reply from Governnnut to the suggestions
detailed towards the bet^nuing of this article. Accord-
ingly, the Hon. John Bathgate, M.P. for the Roslyn
district in Otago, took occasion, on July 19 last, to
ask the Government if they intended t>iking steps
to give practical effect to the suggestions lately offered
connected with the culture of tea aud silk in the
North Island. The re|jl.v, although rather un.salis-

factury, embraced the important words, "The subj'^ct
had been before the Government ; it was now belore
them ; aud probably, when it took a more substantial

shape, might yet be ccmsideied." The words "more
substantial

"
in this reply are deserving of special

notice, and the reason will speedily appear.
—British

Trade Journal.

THE EUCALYPTUS FOE DIPHTHEKIA.
As likely to be ot practical u.se in dealing with this often

fatal disease, we reprint from the Australasian Medical
Gazette an article by John JIurray Gibbes, M. e., and
0. M. Aberdeen, m.e.c.s.e., coroner at New Plymouth ^N.Z.).
The views of Dr. Gibbes are certainly worthy of regard
in this matter, not only from his own standing in the
medical world, but from the number of prominent men
his family has supplied. His grandfather, the late .Sir

George Gibbes, was physician to the late Queen Charlotte
;

his father, the Eev. Dr. Henege Gibbes, was fifty years
ago a rising physiciau in Bath, but felt called upon to give
up his practice and take holy orders in the Church of
Euglauil, where he has, through a long life, held a high
and honourable position. Dr. Gibbes has also two brothers
physicians in England at the present time. The remedy
appears so simple as to be availivble for use wherever the
materials can be obtained, and judging but the excellent
results reported should prove of great value:—

BUTE GUM STEA3I IN DIPHTHEIUA. lu the British Jledical
Journal of the 8th October, the question is asked: What
is the best local treatment for diphtheria':' I shall review
the various remedies given, and see whether they answer
the requirements of the disease, and then bring forward
one I have used for some time, and found most successful.

lu the first place the local remedies required must be
of such a character as will prove satisfactory in severe as
well as in mild cases. In .severe ca.ses the false membrane
covers, not only the fauces and pharynx, which are get-
at-able, but also the nasal passages, larynx trachea, and
br<uu:hi. In the second place—They must not injure the
parts when applied. In the third place—They must protect
the parts from the virulence of the attack. Fourthly—They
must neutrahse the poison. And lastly—They mu.';t be of
such a character that any ordinary attendant can administer

» « »

The following treatment I have followed during a very
severe edipemic in a district sixteen miles from town :

1st. Swab the tlu-oat thoroughly, so as to remove .all get-
at-able membrane, with Liq. For. Pcrebl. IJil. aud Glycerine
in equal parts; any higher strength only causes pain and
uneasiness shooting through both cars. This is to be done
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every eight houi-s, or oftener it requii-ed. Immetliately after

give a teaspoonful of houyy and sulphur, wliich is to be

slowly swallowed. I tried sulphur aud glycerine, but found
that it made the patients sick.

2nd. Pour boiling water on blue gum leaves and let the
steam be inhaled day and night. Drawing steam through an
inhaler, or holding the head over a jug, is a most weari-
some process, and you find that patients, e,specially childi-en,

soon get tired of it, so I order the pau, jar, or jug con-

taininy iiu; Lifusiou to be placed on a chair beside the bed
and a tent of the bed-clothes to be placed over it and
the patient's head. This conveys the steam to the patient
without exhausting him. Children will submit to this for

hours without complaint, as they soon feel the soothing
effect, all uneasiness and pain in the throat leaving. Of
cour.se iu the milder cases the steaming does not want to

be used so often, once every hour for twenty minutes being
enough. If the larynx and air passages become affected,
which is at once known by the breathing becoming difficult

and croupy, or if there is rhfiiculty in swallowing, the

steaming must be carried on coutinuou.sly for hom-s. Iu

several cases, after five or six hours' constant steaming,
complete casts of the air passages were coughed up, and
the breathing became easy at once.

One young lady, tapping the upjier part of her sternum,
said, "It is here." She could not swallow a teaspoonful
of water ;

her lips were blue, and her face of a dusky hue ;

but after hours of constant steaming the membrane was

coughed up, aud the breathing became at once easy. She
told me the next day, "The steam saved my life." I ask,
what other remedy except steam would have removed this

mechanical impediment to the breathing? In one case

where steaming was not carried out the little patient

(aged 8) was semi-asphLxiated for three days before death

put an end to her torments. It was the first case of the

epidemic I saw, and was not able to sufficiently impre.ss
the attendants with the importance of the constant use

of steam.

One young lady, aged 19, had no membrane perceivable,
with the exception of a very thin film, when I first saw

her, which I removed with the mop, and yet on the eighth
and ninth day the breathing gradually became difficult and

the face dusky. After hours of constant steaming she

coughed up large patches of membrane. Force must not

be used in mopping or swabbing the throat. Apply the

mop and firmly twist it round aud leave any that will not

come away. You must not make the throat bleed or form

any sores through which the organisms can enter into the

blood.

In blue gum steam we have a most perfect disinfectant,

as in no case after the first twenty-four hours was the

breatli unpleasant and the swelling in the neck quickly
subsided. Towards night the patients generally became
feverish and restless and unable to sleep and it was wonder-

ful to watch the soothing effect of the steam. A bucket

was generally placed in the room containing blue gum water

and a red-hot poker placed in it, which at once filled the

room with steam, and very shortly one child after another

would fall asleep. I generally gave a fever mixture, con-

taining Sp. Ath. Nit., Pot. Nit., Sp. Chloro. Liq. Am. Acet.

and Aqu. Camph. Blue gum leaves or sulphur poultices

around the throat at the commencement.

As a rule most of the little patients suffered very little,

laughing and playing in bed. I found that the fresh air

had to be excluded, as on openiug the windows even in

this mild climate, the breatliiug quickly became difficult.

The blue gum steam purified the atmosphere of the room
;

in fact I never detected any smell in any of the patients

room but blue gum. The unaffected children were every

evening congregated arouud the bucket of blue gum water,

and every room fimiigated with it, and all the ch-ains flushed

with the refuse water.

Twenty-four cases were treated as above, with the death

of one infant, aged eight months. There were six other

children ill in the same family, and not one case of paralysis

has occurred amongst them, although two treated by their

parents with sulphur are both badly affected.

I think that I can claim for the above treatment:

1st. Great simplicity.

2nd. That it follows Nature's own way of getting rid

of the membrane—namely, by suppmation.
3rd, That it prevents paralysis from foUowiog.

4th. That it cures the severest cases.

Hikorangi, where this epidemic occurred is sixteen miles
from here, aud is about 300ft. above sea level, being ex-

posed to sweeping muds. The soil is light and porous,
and there are no swamps in the neighbourhood; in fact,
it has always been considered the healthiest spot of this

very healthy province (Taranaki). The district is inhabited

by small farmers, a very sober, hard-working class, all very
comfortably off, aud their houses and surroundings very
clean. Most of the children in this province suffer very
severely from round worms. I saw one child this morning,
aged 3, who has brought away twenty-two within the week.
Most of those who suffered from diphtheria brought away
several.

The question naturally arises as to the cause of this

epidemic. I found that several of the first affected com-
plained of their throats after pa.ssing a putrid horse close

to the roadside. The children often complained of the
school well water, wliich passes through a submerged
forest 20ft. below the surface. A very severe epidemic of

diphtheria appeared in this province twenty years ago, and
only a few of those attacked recovered, burning the throat
with caustic being the only treatment ; and when it again
visited the province the settlers became in a measiu*e

panic-struck, thinking there was no cure to it ; many linng
miles in the bush away from a medical man, aud too poor
to pay for attendance. I adopted a course which, under
other circumstances—would not be considered professional
to many, that of publishing in the local i^ajjers a short
account of the above treatment, feeling that I was perfectly
justified in so doing, having such perfect confidence in the
means I gave, not only of curing the disease, but also

of preventing the .spread of so deugerous an epidemic; and
the resTfilt has proved itself beyond my most sanguina
expectation, as I was able to coufine it to one small district.

In six cases the membrane extended to the bronchial tubes,
and yet the patient recovered.— Qiieenslander.

Khat, Oafta, ok Ab.abias Tea.—With the Arabs
Ciitha etlidis is a plant of some importance, inasmuch a
it fm-nishes them with one of the necessities of life in

every country, namely, tea. What the leaves of Camellia
Thcu is to us, those of Catlia edulis is to them. The plant is

of a shrubby nature, growing about ten feet high, with
smooth, elliptical, serrate leaves, two or more inches long,
and about an inch wide. They are peculiar in being arranged
on some branches opposite to each other, and on others alter-

nate. The flowers are small aud white. The plant is largely
cultivated in the interior of Arabia, mostly in gardens along
with coffee. For the purposes of commerce, the twigs, with
the leaves attached, are gathered and carefully dried; they
are made up into closely-pressed bundles of different sizes,
the quality being known by the form and size of the bundles,
the best of which are about a foot or fifteen inches long, and
three inches wide

;
about forty slender twigs compose these

bundles which are tied together with strips of bark. The
bundles, are sent into Aden from the place of cultivation in

the interior of Arabia iu very large quantities, and sell at an
average price for good quahty for about two annas per bundle,
the use of this tea in Arabia is said to antedate that of

coffee; the effects of its use are described as similar to those
of strong Chinese green tea. In consequence of its stimulat-

ing effects khat was at one time classed by the people as an
intoxicant ;

the use of intoxicating substances being forbidden

by the Koran, this fell under condemnation. A .synod of
learned Mussulm.ans, however, made a decree that as it neither

injured the health nor hindered the proper observance of

reUgious duties, Init simply increased good humom- and
hilarity, it was perfectly lawful to use it. Besides the use
of the leaves in the preparation of a beverage, the Arabs
also chew them both iu the green and dried states, the eff

ect of which is to increase the flow of hilarity or mirth
and to produce extreme wakefulness and watchfulness, so

that a man may fulfil the duties of sentry all night without
a feeling of drowsiness, an effect somewhat similar to that

produced by coca. The plant is considered by the Arabs as
an antidote to the plague, aud they also say that infection

cannot be contracted if a twig is carried about about the

person. About 300 camel-loads are brought into Aden iu

the cour.se of a year.
—

Iitdigo Planters' Gazette.
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B.\3IB00 FOR PAPER STOCK.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE '" INDIAN FOEESTEK."

Sir,
—If bamboo oaunot be readily and ecouomically pro-

pagated and cultivated for paper-stock, the sooner the

question is decided the better. It is assumed, and has
been asserted, that bamboos of the varieties suited for

paper-stock, that is long-joiuted succulent stems, such as
the Hamliitsa Brandisii, B. poli/inorj'hit, B. tulda, IMmlru-
calamus Hamiltonii kc, wUlnot grow otherwise than in large
clumps, therefore occupying much space with small yield
of season stems to the acre

;
and that such chimps cannot

be regularly cropped without injuriously affecting tlie con-

tinuity of growth. The question to determine is whether
this is really the fact ; or whether, as I hope and believe,

by systematic cultivation and cropping the bamboo can
be made to produce a denser growth or better yield to
the area under such cultivation. Further investigation
and experiment on this crucial point is much to be desired,
and in this I ask " S. E. P." and others to cooperate.

Thomas Rodtlbdoe.

[Unless the new system of chemical treatment makes
the mature stems available, the case is hopeless, as taking
away all the young shoots seems extirpation.

—
Ed.]

INSTRUCTIONS TO INTENDING COTTON
GROWERS IN NATAL.

(Issued by the Natal Chamber of Commerce.)
1. Plough, dig or hoe, as <leeply a.s possible, the land

indended for cotton, so as to admit the air thoroughly.
2. Sow the seed by string line, which makes hoeing

and weeding easier. The rows should be five feet asunder.
Drop two or three cotton seeds together at intervals
of four feet along the lines. The seed need not he
buried deeply, but should be covered lightly with mould.
Care should be taken not to trample on the spot where
the seed is deposited. Sow from the middle of Septem-
ber to the middle of November.

3. The Plants will apear above the ground in from seven
to ten days, and when they have four distinct leaves
thin them leaving the strongest of each group of
three.

4. Weed carefully for the first six weeks or two months
and draw up the earth about the stems imtil the blossoms
appear.

5. When the plants are from six weeks to two months
old nip off about an inch from the top of each shoot
This will cause the plant to throw out a greater number
of branches, and consequently it will bear a larger crop.
Repeat this process n second and even a third time in the
first season.

6. The blossoms usually appear in about 80 days, and
the pods arrive at maturity about three months after

sowing.
7. After the first year it is advisable to have an under-

growth of vegetables. These in high winds keep the dust
from soiling the cotton when the pods begin to open.
If soiled the cotton loses greatly in value.—Xuial
Mercury.

SULPHUR FUMIGATION AS A PREVENTIVE
OF JUNGLE FEVERS.

Our readers' attention is directed to a notice in " Nature"
on the 20th September, page 544, about M. d'Abbailie's
discovery that sulphur fumigation is a preventive for marsh
fevers. His paper was read in the Academie Francaise
and the reason for the good eflfects of sulphur fumiga-
tion is very obvious, the malarious germs being destroyed
by sulphur dioxide. The principal difficulty lies in the
aoplication of the discovery, but only a small quantity
of sulphur dioxide should be present in dwellings, enough
t'. l.Nlroy the miasma without injuring the lungs of fl,e

occupant-s. For open air use, a small bottle containing
Sodium thiosu//>hate, commonly known to photographers as
hyposulphide of soda, dissolved in 20 times its volume of
water, and mixed with one volume of strong snfphvric
arid, may be used Hke a bottle of smelling salts. This
evolves sulphur dioxide, the escape of which should be
regulated by a strong cork.—H. Wabth.

93

The following extract from the Pioneer also refers to
the same subjects :—At a recent meeting of the Paris
Academy M. d'Abbadie made some interesting remarks on
the efficacy of sulphur as a preservative against marsh
fevers. He stated that the elephant hunters from plateaux,with comparatively cool climates, brave the hottest and
most deleterious Ethiopian regions with impunity, which
they attribute to their liabit of daily fumigation of the
naked body with sulphur. Also some of the sulphur mines
of Sicily are situated at a low level, where intermittent
fever prevails ; while the population of the neighbouring
villages IS attacked by fever in the proportion of 90 percent, the workmen in the sulphur mines suffer very much
less—not more than 8 or 9 per cent, being attacked.
Again, on the west side of the marshy and fever-invested
plain of Catania is a sulphur mine, with a colony of
healthy workmen living about the mine, who seem to be
preserved from the fever by the sulphurous emanations

;

whilst a httle beyond, at a higher level, is a villagesome time ago abandoned on account of marsh fever.
The above facts would certainly encourage our Indian
authorities to make experiments with sulphur in some
of the fever-striken districts of India,—say, for example
in the deadly Terai.—/ndwn Forester.

'

A COUPLE OF WRINKLES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "QUEENSLANDBR."

SiK,—I fancy I have accidentally stumbled across two
matters that may be of some importance.

1. Let anyone try roasting the corn before feeding it
to his fowls, and tell you by-and-by if his egg basket does
not fill much more rapidly than usual.

2. Let anyone having orange trees that don't do well
with him try pouring the chamber water on the ground
round the base of the trees every morning, and then tell

you the result. With mine that has been simply magical
up to the present. My orange trees, like many others else-
where, have never done well, throwing up green shoots
every season, and then dying back again or altogether.
I had three sickly ones left in the garden, rouml which,
inter aha, I have been throwing the chamber water for
the last couple of months or so, and they are now grow-
ing big trees, perfectly green and bearing some fine healthy-
looking fruit. I apply the same cure to my lemon trees,and they also thrive nicely under it. I have two guava trees
and a rose-apple tree, which had been perfectly black with
scale or smut for three years past. I tried the same remedywith them, aud thoy have now thrown off nearly all the
smut and are growing as healthy as could be desireil. So
convinced am I of the good effects of the application that
I now make use of it in turn to almost everything in the
garden. Can it be possible that the appKcation of ammonia
would render our orangeries fruitful? This naturally
exercises my mind with regard to wheat. I wish some
of your wheat-growing correspondent would try this mixture
on say, a few yards of a row convenient to the house,
after the plants are well above the ground, and, if pos.sibIei
in the middle of a rusty patch. It can't do much harm,'
if unsuccessful. Possibly diluting with fresh water might
be necessary with such tender plants as wheat.— I am, sir. &c
J. Gibson.

' '

[What the effects of feeding roasted corn to fowls maybe we cannot say, but those who keep fowls should certainly
give it a trial, and let us know the result. With reference
to the u.se of urine, it is known to be a valuable fert-
iliser—more so than the solid droppings from any animal

;

and we have long held the opinion that blighted and sickly
fruit trees were as much or more in want of assistance
from fertilisers than anything else. Even the good effects
resulting from drainage are as much caused by the liberation
of fertilising particles formerly insoluble as from the
mechanical dryness or porosity occasioned thereby.—Ed. Q.]

COFFEE AND CINCHONA IN QUEENSLAND.
For the following on the above subjects, we are in.lcbted

to :Mr. (!. Rrookes, of Mackay:—
I come to the conclusion that it is better to pay even

tour times the price for coffee soed from plants now pro-
ducing in the colony, and so far as I have seen quite free
from leaf disease, than to run the risk of introducing it
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from other coiintries. When in Brisbane last January. I

spoke strongly on the subject to IMr. Pink against the

introduction of cofifee plants from any other country. With

regard to the supply of seed for coffee plantations, there

is already enough coffee grown in Queensland to plant up
some thousands of acres. Some time ago I was over some
as fine coffee as ever I saw in Oeylon for its age, on
Millicent estate, the property of Mr. Oostello. Had this

coffee been treated in the same manner as in Oeylon, I

doubt if Ceylon's best coffee could have compared with

it. Some of the last year's crop of coffee, cured and roasted,
was shown me, and a cup of this was simply delicious,

having all the fine tlavom- and aroma of the best coffee
—so much to be de.sired, but so seldom to be obtained

from coffee sold in this at the stores. From this it will

be seen that the climate and soil up North will produce
coffee in perfection. As to the soil—a good rich loam,
with ijlenty of stone both in rubble and large blocks, and
with a western aspect, will suit it best. In dry arid places
the large trees woidd be more beneficial than otherwi.se

if left as a shade to the coffee bushes, and the plants

might be topped at 4ft. 6in. where much shade is left,

but in open places it is usual to top them from 2ft. C.iu

to 3ft., according to the situation, whether exposed to

strong wind or otherwise. A steep slope suits coft'ee better

than flat land, though it grows luxuriantly on flat land for

a few years. The hill districts from Mackay northwards

will, where sheltered from strong winds, undoubtedly suit

coffee well, as it thrives and produces well in a variety
of soils. Cinchona should also do well from Blackay north-

wards, as the average rainfall here is similar to that in

in the districts in Ceylon where it thrives best. The
Cinchona officinalis should do well near Mackay; the G.

succiruhra, C. calisayci, and C. pnhescens from this north.

In the hotter parts of Ceylon 0. succiruhra does best; but
I have planted and grown fine calisayas side by side with
this kind. For the cinchona the more shade, as a rule,

the better, as the bark becomes much richer in shaded
than in exposed situations. The seeds of the cinchona very
soon lose their germinative powers if left lying openly
exposed to the air; it is far the best plan to put them
in tius and close them up carefully until sown. In send-

ing seed from one country to another, the tins should be

hermetically sealed, and not opened until the seed is wanted
for distribution to be immediately sown. I have just picked
and cured into "parchment coffee" the produce of a tree

growing under very unfavourable circumstances, and a small

tree iuto the bargain, which measured and weighed gives
a Uttle over a ton per acre! Now, a quarter of this per
acre would, in Ceylon at the present time, delight the
he.arts of the planters there.—Qiteetislander.

DIVI-DIVI.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " MADRAS 5IAIL.
"

Sir,—I .should say, at certainly not less than 10 feet

from each other. It lias a long tap root, like all of the kind,
and therefore is a deep feeder, like the "Babools" or Acacia
Arabica. It was introduced twenty-three years ago from
the seashore of St. Domingo, and Ouracoa. I should say
that in about three years it would give a return in pods,
which contain about 50 per cent, of tnnniiu and the price
Of the pods ranges from £8 to £10 per ton for tanning
purposes. A single full-grown tree .should yield some 751b.

of tanning material. Jjivi-divi is the commercial name for

the Pod.
II. Srr,

—Allow me to inform your correspondent
*' Planter" that, as far as I can remember, the IJivi-divi

or Cfpsa/piiiia Coraria attracted my attention in 1857, from
a notification in the District Gar.ette whilst I was Zillah

Surgeon of Cbingleput. 1 immediately wrote to the Collector

anil obtained a few seeds which I planted in the Dis-

pensary compound at Ching'eput, and when I left Chingleput
in 1865, there, were two or three fine trees growing fhere.

About the same time that I procured seeds Sir. W. C.

Sim, who was then Sub-Collector of Chingleput, brought
a few of these plants from Madras under the name of

Sumach, and planted them about his house. When I was
leaving, one of these plants near the house was about 5
or 6 feet in height, with a thin lanky stem owing to the

rocky soil on which it was growing, the ci'est of a hill;

notwithstanding it had a few llowcrs and fruit on its crown.

A few fine trees may be seen in the Agri-Horticultural
Society's Gardens, as also at "Crampton's Gardens," Kilpauk,
and in some other gardens about Madras. In 1873, whilst
at Masulipatam, I saw some fine trees in a house then
occupied by Captain Eichardson, the Master attendant,
now of Calicut, who told me that several hundred tons
of the fruit was lying rotting under the trees, and he did
not know what to do with it; but the finest trees I have
seen was in a house occupied by Colonel Farrer, the Pen,sion
Pay Master at Chicacole. On my retmm I called the
attention of the Secretary of the Agri-Horticultural Society,
Madras, to the subject and suggested that some steps shouki
be taken to ship a supply home to be thrown on the
English m.arket, so that the subject might draw attention,
and I am not aware if any action was taken in the matter
by the Society. The Divi-divi, sometimes called Lihi-lihi,
is a very handsome tree, attaining a height of from 50 to
60 feet, with age. and a fine .spreading crown. In a "-ood
soil it grows rapidly, but in a poor one more slowly, and
will fruit in from five to seven years according to the
nature of the soil. It should be planted out from 20 to
25 feet apart either way. It is a deep soil feeder, and
will require attention and watering during the hot season
for the first two or three years of its infancy, after which
it wants little or no care. The wood is good and strong,
and may be put to many useful purposes.—.John Shortt!—Yercaud, New Year's Day.

FOREST SOILS IN COORG.
(Indian Forester Dece.nher 1882.)

The following facts regarding the forest soils in Coorg will
be of interest

; they somewhatupset the generally received
theories as to the formation of vegetable soil in forests.

Coorg, as will be seen from the map, is a little coimtry
occupying a small portion of the Western Ghats, and
jutting out a short distance in the Mysore plateau. The
Western slopes of the Ghats are covered with dense lofty
evergreen fore.st, into which jungle fires never penetrate.
On the east is a belt of deciduous forest, varying from
four to six miles in width, which have been constantly
burnt through by jungle fires for time out of mind; and
indeed we may iufer that this has been going on for
centuries. Do not we all know that the natives of India
always burn the forests on principle, in order to "et an
early crop of young grass for their cattle ; in fact they
consider it a duty they owe to themselves and their neigh-
bours to burn off the forests as completely as possible.
Is it likely that this is a h.abit developed of late vears
and not rather one as old as the fu-st settlement of in-
habitants in the country? Then that the forest has been
much in the same state for the last 500 years is proved
by the existence of teak trees of that age, which evidently
grew in the same conditions from the first as they are
doing now. The almost invariable wide centre rings, two
to three in the first inch seen in these ancient trees, would
appear to give direct evidence of the young ])lant having
been constantly bmmt down every year, every time sending
up a larger shoot until a shoot is produced large enough
and high enough to

^
defy the jungle fire. This is the

process to be seen going on under our own eyes. A teak
plant, gi'own under other conditions in the forest, would
have six or eight rings to the first inch. AVe may then
I think inter that these deciduous forests were constantly
run over by fire 500 years ago, and have been ever since,
and probably were burnt for centuries before that.
Now what is the result on the soil ?

In the one case we have the virgin evergreen forest
of the Ghats in which fire never penetrates, constantly
giving back to the soil a vast amount of vegetable matter
in the shape of leaves, wood, and bark. On the other
hand high deciduous forest, the vegetable matter from
which has been constantly burnt by jungle fires for centuries.

According to preconceived notions there would be a thick

layer of vegetable mould in the former, and next to none
in the latter. As a matter of fact the very opposite is

the case. In the Ghat forests there is seldom more than
an average of six inches of vegetable mould, whereas in
the deciduous forests there is thickness of from I foot
to 28 inches. It mu.st be distinctly understood here that
I am not speaking of scrub jungle, but of higli and fairly
well stocked deciduous forest.
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lu open scrub jungle tlie formation of vegetable mould
is naturally very much less, autl, as might be expected,
if the subsoil is examiued, it will generally be found to

be poor. No doubt there are other circurastauces conducing
to the poverty of tho jungle, and amongst these chiefly
the want of rain, and these causes act and react on each
other.

The difference in the soils of evergi-een forest and deci-

duous forest is very distinctly marked on the lower western

slopes of the Ghats. Here, up to an altitude of SOi) to

1,000 feet, the slopes are covered with semi-deciduous
forest of Jermimilias and Latferstrmmia:^ mixed with the

large thorny bamboo, tho greater portions of which are
burnt almost annually. In coming down the Ghat roads
the dilference in the soil of the road cutting is at once
noticed

; between the thin greyish layer of the vegetable
mould of the evergreen, and the thick black layer of the
fire devastated deciduous forest, I have noticed the same
thing on the Oarcoor Ghat from Niligiris to Oalicut. A
few days ago, in going through a coffee estate on the

Ghats, I passed a j^lace where the soil was a rich deep
black resembliug what is seen in the eastern deciduous

forests, strongly contrasting with the absence of mould
in surrounding portions of tho estate. It had been lately
dug, and on looking closely, I noticed a number of piecB
of charcoal mixed with the soil. On remarking on this

I was told the place was the site of a toddy drawer's
house aud garden, and the rich bhick mould was eWdeutly
partly produced from burnt vegetable matter.
The fine coffee estates in what is called the '• Bamboo "

district in Coorg owe their flourishing condition to the
rich black vegetable soil of the deciduous forest. In the
first days of coffee planting, every one thought that the
soil of the dense Ghat forests must be everlasting, as

compared with the deciduous, but the fallacy of thi.s

supposition is proved by thousands of acres of abaudoned
coffee states on the Ghats, whereas estates planted fifteen

years ago in the " bamboo " are as flourishing as ever
and shew no signs of decay. Supplies come up as well
as when first the estate was planted, shewing that the
soil retains its vigour. In the Ghats it is not so, the
exhausted soil refuses to rear the young plant, so that
vacancies cannot be filled up. And it is remarkable that
this is not only the case on steep slopes, but also on flat

places and hollow where there can be put little wash.
I trust that these observations will bring out those of other

observers on the subject. OooRG.
[On the other hand was it not the case that a large

proportion of the bamboo estates in "Wynaad were killed

by borer?—Ed.]

TEA CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.
A TniP IHROUOH THE AVISHAWELLA AND YatIANTOTB TeA

AND New I'hoducts Distkicts.

Work on a coffee estate in these days is by no means
child's play, neither is it of a \-ery perfunctory nature, little

play being allowed by Colombo Agents eveu after work hours,
some of them,I verdy believe, imagining that the introduction
of Lawn Tennis aggravated the spread of leaf disease. A
coffee planter's duties, however, as far as regards their inter-
mittent character, are not to be compared to those of
a tea planter, who is unable to leave his estate, unless
he has very skilled native supervision, eveu for a short
time without risking the most disastrous consequences.
Crop time, the only really very anxious time that a
coffee planter has, and when a more than usual amount
of responsibility rests on his shoulders, comes, but once
a ye.ar, and only lasts for a few months, whereas a tea

planter is picking nearly all the year round and generally
once a week. During all this time his constant super-
vision is necessary for the proper curing of the leaf,
aud that, not so much in the field as in tho store, stand-

ing over fermenting leaf or tho firing process, both far
from healthy occupations. The heated wet leaves throw
off n strong fume laden with astringent properties, and
I had not been long in the curing house before my head
began to ache as it had not done for years ; but this I
believe is usually the case with those new to the work.
The whole secret of success in tea cultivation is in the

proper and careful ciiiiii£ of the leaf, and imless much

time and care is expended in this department, it little

matters how well the estate has been opened, how well

it is drained, how luxiu-iant tho growth of the trees, or

how many flushes are picked. There is not so much
difference between the lowest yield per acre aud highest
aa between the lowest and the highests price for the

same quality, whether pekoe or pekoe souchong. It

will be seen, therefore, that anyone teaching us in any
way to improve the make and qviality of our teas would
be doing us all yeoman's service. For some time Ceylon
tea was not received at all favourably at home and this

was not to be wondered at, seeing that few of our
tea planters had possessed any previous experience of

the process of tea making, and most of it in consequence
was badly prepared, so that tasters at home said it had
a bad color and a strawy flavor. By degrees however,
it made its way, slowly at first but, nevertheless surely,
and last year began to be extensively used at home for

mixing with other and less flavored teas.

Since then, however, and in fact quite recently, dealers

at home have manifested a desire to dispose of our tea

without mixing and on its own merits. In consqueuce,

planters have been obliged to slightly alter their mode
of preparation so as to lessen the sharp flavor hitherto

given for mixing purposes and to make it, instead, of a

more mild and melow character. This is really a most

encoiu-aging sign, fraught with many good consequences
to our tea planters aud likely to stimulate them I feel

sure, if possible, to greater exertions to place a good
marketable tea before the public at home. That this will

be done, and Ceylon tea rank as high if not higher than

any other in the London market is merely a question
of time, aud in the same manner as our Coffee is renowned
for its high qualities and richuess of flavor throughout
the world so I am sure will our tea. A few words as

to how the delicate thin green leaves are transformed

into dark black tea ready for use, will no doubt be of

interest to many wJio have never seen the operation per-
formed. In order to procure flushes, the same process
is resorted to that coffee undergoes, viz, pruning, but

with this dift'erence, that whereas the latter is only relieved

of its old wood and useless branches, and the sun allowed

to enter the ceutre of the tree, the former at its second

year is pruned down, or rather cut off and topped, at

about 18 inches high, all the suckers being left. There
have been different modes of pruning that have recom-
meded themelves to Ceylon planters, but the process
from the time of the application of the knife at two

years old, to the despatch of the boxes of tea from the

store in the way tliat I am about to describe, is the

one adopted by all estates visited by Mr. Cameron, who,
from his experience aud the fine prices he has secured,
is so well qualified to decide. After topping at 18 inches

every branch or sucker, a few of the poorer and weaker
ones are singled out, especially those growing very close

together, and the trees are then left in this denuded

condition, the sun causing nearly all the leaves remain-

ing to wither aud drop oft'. It is some time after, of

course, before a picking can be made, varying with dif-

ferent conilitions of soil and altitude, but some little time

must be allowed to elapse, when a fine young flush of

new leaves will be out all over the tips of the branches.

Hitherto, planters have not picked oftener than once in

3 weeks, or once a fortnight at the outside, and, in con-

sequence, not only according to Mr. Cameron, where many
flushes lost, but what was gathered was mostly older leaf

than was ncces.sary. Consequently, the tea was dark

strong, and astringent and not Ciisily rolled, as the hard
leaves are not so flexible as the young and tender ones.

His process is to pick at least as often as once in 9

days, and, if possible, once a week. I saw an estate where

they were going over a field that had been gathered but

5 days jireviously. This is how the yield per acre is >o

very nnu-h increased on estates under his charge. At
the third year the tree is again pruned do\\'n flat, th(^

coolies being given sticks, cut to the right length viz. 2

feet. Again is some of the old withered wood singled
out, and the younger and browner left and preserved
as much as possible. The next year it is pruned to i

feet 3 inches, and so on till sixth or seventh year, when
it reaches 3 feet, beyond which it is never allowed t"

gtow. After this, the next move is entirely a matter oi
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judgement on the part of the planter, as to whether he
will gradually descend by pruniug down to 2 feet 9 inches

and so on, or go right down again. Should the latter

course be decided on it is best to cut down to 1 feet 9

inches and not to the old level 2 feet so as to get new

layers. That this severe course of pruning will force the

tree tbrow out continually, fresh Hushes of leaf is obviou.s
;

but for how long the tree is capable of standing it in

Ceylon, is of course problematical. Col. Money of India, in

his essay, says '*of the two extremes it is probably better

to over-prune than to under-prune,'' but we have heard
the same thing isaid with regard to coffee, years ago, and
I kuowofa well-known planter of over 20 years experience,
a great advocate of heavy pruning, who is now using the

knife in a very different style to what he used to years

ago. And, as I have shov/n, pruning coffee is nothing
compared to pruning tea. That this is the best method
for obtaining constant flushes I can well understand, but
I am afraid it must try tho tree very much, and I hope
that our tea planters will begin to manure and give back

something to the tree of what has been taken from it,

before it is too worn out to respond to a liberal treat-

ment. Plucking the leaf is much the same kind of work
as picking palam, the cuttysack of the one being changed
for the basket of the other. Coolies soon obtain a pro-

ficiency in tea plucking, the nail of the thumb being applied
to the top of the forefinger and the stalk or leaf cut

through, but after a Uttle practice a good picker will

nip the stalk or leaf between the thumb and slightly
curved forefinger, and with a sharp pinching twist take
off the leaf or stalk clean enough. Only the two top
tender leaves and the stalk, together with the next leaf

nipped off at once just above axil of the third leaf is

taken, and then the next leaf is also plucked just above
its axil. This is done in order to leave the axil of the
leaf intact, as it is from this that the next flush starts,

and it must on no account be injured. The pickers meas-
ure twice a day, at 11 a.m., and 4 p.m. The average
throughout the year is about 12 lbs. a day. though a

good cooly will often pick as much as 20 lbs. of leaf,

but this is only after his fingers have by long practice
acquired a dexterity that is unknown to the novice.
The Store is the most interesting part of a Tea Estate

being of a different build and style to the usual ponder-
ous and substantial affair. There is with a Tea Store
no necessity for massive pillars of chipped stone as no
heavy weight is to be supported, and there is little real

necessity for more than oue floor. The leaf that is weighed
in at midday is at once placed on shelves to wither,
and spread out or rather sprinkled over sacking down
tightly over a framework of light wood. These run up
and down the building, and are attached by hinges to
the wall or planking, placed about 6 inches one above
the other, and held in a horizontal position by a simple
contrivance, formed by hanging a rope from the top of

the shed and knotting it (i inches apart, each knot fitting
into a notch in the edge of the frame. This simple plan
has many advantages, as by merely pulling aivay the
end of the rope all the frames are released and by their

own weight fall down, held up only by the hinge that
holds them to the wall, thus throwing all the leaf iu

one heap on the ground. The midday leaf is usually ready
for rolling and is comp'etely withered, early next morn-

ing; the 4 o'clock leaf at midday next day, so tliat it

takes from 18 to 20 hours for the leaf to properly
wither. There are several ways to .sliew wlion the loaf

is withered. Withered leaf never crackles if squeezed
in the hand, and held near the ear, as fresh leaf does.

Again, withered leaf retains the shape imparted to it

by pressure of the hands, but fresh leaf does not. The
best test is the feel of the leaf, and practice soon tells

one when it is properly withered. It is then taken to

the table to be rolled. This operation iu Ceylon is done

by baud, though machinery is being introduced for this

purpose. The process seems much like kneading dough
on lung varnished tables. After this the leaf is heaped
in biixes and allowed to ferment. The time tliis takes
varies very much, and is never less than half an hour
and often as much as '6^ hours. It is then fired; the

fire, a charcoal one, being enclosed by a brick wall all

round it, and built up to about 4 feet high, regulated

by drawere, however, ao that a sieve can be slipped iu

at different heights when a less or greater degree of
heat is desired. The leaf is spread equally over a fine
sieve and this placed at first on the top of the wall and
furthest from the fire. It soon begins to darken slight-
ly and to throw off powerful fumes, which I have alluded
to before. After a little it is taken off and turned over
with the hand; to allow of all the leaf getting the same
amount of heat. Soon after this, when a considerable

quantity of moisture has been driven oft", it is placed
a little lower down and nearer the fire. It is by this time
quite a rich dark color and as soon as this stage is

reached and when it is taken off to be turned by the
hand, it is at the same time shaken and tapped so as
to allow of anything, that can, falling through the sieve
on to the table. Whatever falls through will be of a

pale grey color, almost white, and is the most valuable

part of the manufrctured tea, being formed from the

young shoots and tips of the branches and called Pekoe
tips. The rest is again put over the fire until it is

quite dry and crisi^, when every piece should break and
not bend when taken between the fingei's. This finishes
the operation, beyond the necessary sorting and picking
out the red leaf which, however, is an important work,
and one requiring great care and discrimination. In Ceylon
the number of classes into which tea is sorted is not so
numerous as in Assam or China, the best called No. 1,

Pekoe, then No. 2, Pekoe Souchong, No. 3, Broken Mixed
and then Souchong. The leaves that refuse to be rolled
are picked out and broken up and sold as broken leaf.

They produce a dark liquor, very astringent. Packing
requires little mention at my hands; the chests are about

square and contain as near 80 lbs. as possible
—a break

of tea being 800 lbs., and it is not advisable to ship less

than this quantity home.

I have endeavoured to give some slight idea of the

process the tea leaf undergoes in its progress from the
trees to the tea box, as briefly as possible, but there is

one subject I have omitted to make any mention of, and
that is the distance the trees should be planted apart.
In the early days of Ceylon Tea planting most of the
estates that were opened were planted far too wide apart,
some indeed, as niuch as 6ft. h 5ft. but later experience
has shown that this was altogether unnecessary, and waste-
ful of room, that was lying fallow as it were. By degrees,
however, a closer system, of planting was adopted and
now most clearings are laid down 4ft. by 4ft. and some
as close as 4ft. by 3ft. the older and wider planted fields

being fi^lled up with more plants. By this means a far

larger yield per acre is obtained, as the trees in the closer

planted fields show no lack of size or vigor as compared
with other trees with more room. Nearly all the tea

planted in Ceylon is Hybrid, as easily distinguished from
from either China or Indigenous Assam, as a robusta
Cinchona tree is from Succirubra or officinalis. It is nei-

ther so large a leaf or so vigorous a tree as the Indigen-
ous variety, nor so small a leaf and so mean looking a
tree as the China. On the various estates, I saw many
fields of tea on different soils aud with every variety of

aspect, and they one and all presented are even and
uniform appeareuce that speaks well for the suitability of

tea, not only to the soil and climate of Ceylon generally,
but of these districts in particular. The shuck ridges
invariably to be seen on the finest Coffee estates in the

Island, are hardly as yet disctirnible on most tea estates,

although to the eye accustomed to a green expense of

Coffee unbroken by hardly a glimpse of the soil—perhaps
this is not now to be seen you will say, but I know of

many estates that can fairly be described thus—a field

of tea no matter how luxuriant or magnificent, is flat, stale

and—no! that .simile decidcdl// wont do, so I will say sim-

ply, small, mean, aud insignificant in comparison. This
is the case when the tea is in course of flushing, hut

immediately after pruning, especially when it is cut down
low, it presents a dismal and woebegone appearance
that few other sights could possibly equal and none sur-

pass, unless it be a once well-known field of coffee, now
woini out, choked with weeds and abandoned! This new
enterprise we look to with considerable anxiety and some
apprehension

—apprehension that land unsuitable for cult-

ivation may be opened indiscriminately when the rush
for tea comes, as come it will, and we look to it with no
inconsiderable amount of hope. Driveu as we have hither-
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to been from one new product to another, as a panacea
for all our ills, and clinging with the couiago of despair
as we have done, to the hope that each in turn would be

capable of indefinite extension throughout the Island, and
after all our delusive hopes have proved imaginary, with

the exception of cinchona in some soils and climates, we
turn to tea, which unlike other now products has not

been heralded by a great flourishing of trumpets, but on
the contrary introduced with f»ar carried on in doubt, and

finally established in security. That the tea estates in

the lower districts will pay better than those at a high
elevation I think is nearly as good as proved, and the

statement once acknowledged as truth that the altitude

would give a finer sample most certainly has not been
borne out. The highest price ever paid for Oeylon tea

was that recently fetched by Mipitiakande, a break of

tea from that estate realizing 2s. 8Ad. quite recently, in

the London market.

The AvissAWKLLA District.—Between the 20th and 21st

mile post lies the Salawa e-state belonging to the Do
Soysa family and this is the first sign of any systematic
cultivation on a large scale that one meets with on the

journey. The estate is a large one, 1,200 acres in extent,
and the laud most valuable for the cultivation of all low

country products. The enterprising proprietor has

large coconut fields of all ages, and about 30 acres old cinna-
mon to which he has added, 8 years ago, 50 acres of new

;

the whole of which bids fair to be as fine a field of cin-

namon as one could wish. Many acres of the 1,200 are
in paddy, and a pretty, sung little bungalow, perched on
a knoll overlooking the road is surrounded with fruit trees
of all descriptions from the sickly jack to the luscious

mangostiue and is bright with many colored crotons and
flowers. I here that Mr. de Soysa is about to open some of
his large reserve of jungle in tea, and that this is not
mere rumour is testified by the presence of a large tea

nursery, not far removed from the road. Soon after

passing the bungalow of the Native Superintendent of
this estate, the first view of a tea estate is seen, about
300 feet above the road and facing it. This was the
Elston Estate, the property of Oapt. Hayes, Mr. 0. Byrde,
and others and where a number of new products such
as cocoa, cardamoms, Liberian coffee, and rubbers of all

descriptions are being tried—but more of this anon. Op-
posite to Elston and facing the East lies Avissawella
EstatiEi, younger than Elston, but like it doing well, and
promising a good return for capital invested. I saw so
much whilst on my trip that was of interest, that I pre-
fer to describe first the lay of the land and the position
of the various estates before describing the number of
new products that are flourishing, or the process of tea

curing, &c. About a mile along the Government road,
after passing the turn off to Elston and a little off the
left hand side of the road, is Atherfield estate, belong-
ing to Messrs. Elphinstone and Campbell which is nearly
200 acres all tea and certainly looking remarkably well.
Below it and near the banks of the Kelani Gauga lies

Doraiiakande whilst on the west lies the snug property
of Ella, all tea. To the west of these again is to be
seen a splendid block of land, nearly 1,500 acres in extent
a small part of which only is opened up, planted with
the usual products of this district Tea, Liberian Coffee,
cocoa, cadamoms, and called " Penrith." All these estates
are situated between the 27th to 29th mile posts and are
the most westernmost estates in the district. Most of
the land about here belongs to Messrs. Simon Fernando,
E. J. Baker, and P. Daendliker. Ookwattie belongs to
the Byrdes, and all of it for miles around seems well
suited for tea. The laj' is certainly very fine, with long
swelling hills the steepest of which would be called flat

by a coffee planter of the hills
; and the absence of rock

is most noticeable throughout the district. The soil isa

free, gravely loam, intermingled with ironstone. Oabook
appears in patches, has all the appearance of iron.stone,
and sometimes when split discloses blue gniess imbedded
in its centre. From Atherfield knoll are to be seen the
two flue clearings of Indurane, in jat and growth second
to noue in the district

; alongside of this lie the flue pro-
perties Kenuington aud Mahale, all promising places as
well as Kudumiris which hitherto has suffered somewhat
from neglect, but which will in time no doubt, prove as

fertile as its neighbours. Euanwella estate lies to the
south of the road to Yatiantota, about a mile and a half
from it

; this is in keeping with the surrounding estates,
near it is Kent nearly wholly Liberian coffee. Crossing
the river at Karawanella and within a few miles, you come
to the fine group of estates called the Yatiantota district.

Mipitiakande, Dunedin aud most of the estates in this
district are visited by Mr. Cameron, and the class of tea
now being turned out under his directions, bids fair to
place Ceylon teas in the foremost rank. Where all are
so good it would bo invidious to pick out any particular
esbito for special mentiou, but there is no doubt that
before many years elapse double the number of tea estates
will bo opened near here, and that this will in time be
looked upon as our largest aud best tea district. Thoughno doubt tea may be profitably grown at much higher
altitudes, still, warmth as well as wet is requistite to
obtain a large number of flushes, and tliese the estates
near here have in abundance.— Cor. "

Ceylon Times.
"

PAPER FROM VEGETABLE FIBRES.
As the suitability of certain plant-fibres for mauutaot.

ure into paper is a subject of considerable interest
for a,U who study the question of economic forestry,we give this mouth, m extmso, the joint report bv
Mr. W. H. CogBwell aud Mr. G. W. Strettell, on the
samples of paper made from vegetable substances
shown at the Calcutta Exhibition of this year. The
seotion of the report dealing with this subject is

headed, "Class VII.—Paper
"
and the jurors report as

follows :
—

1. We the undersigned have the honour to sub-
mit a report on the samples of machine-made paper
and hand-made paper exhibited in the foregoing class.

2. As this branch of industry is of paramount
importance to the producer and consumer, and is
one that is at the present time absorbing the earnest
thought and attention of diflerent governments and
the commercial world, we desire to be lucid, in our
remarks and minute in our reasons for the awards
recommended. Further, we propose to go a little

beyond our legitimate duty, and append to our report
a few suggestions that may ultimately tend to fur-
ther the developement of this manufacture.

3. In adjudicating on the different descriptions of
machine-made paper exhiliited, wc will de.il with them
in the order they have been catalogued.

Plantain.

•1. Plantain fibre, for textile and cord.-ige purposes
seems to have been in use for many years past.
The celebrated circumnavigator Dampier describes the
process of preparing this tibre in the Indian Archipelago
more than a century ago, and P. L. Simmonds
F.R.T.C., in his Essay of Fibres and Cordage of
recent date, refers to the different uses to which
plaintain fibre is put, amongst which he enumerates
light fabrics, damasks, and the finer sorts of furniture
hangings and upholstery generally.

5. Nowhere, however, do we remember reading
of the plantain fibre having hitherto been used for

paper-making. The Bally Mill Canipaiiy therefore are
justly entitled to be called the originators of paper
manufacturtd from it.

6. The nine samples of paper before us have been
maile from the three varieties of plaintain fibre noted
in the margin.*

7. The fact that no bleud has been used is i-uflicient

proof that this tibre will run on the machine, and
produce a thin, strong, serviceable paper, which is more
than the ordinary grasses will do, unless mixed
with some stronger fibre. The samples show that the

* 1. Borneo variety; 2. Andaman variety; 3. Variety
iniligenous to Lower Bengal. Through an oversight, this
latter variety, though represented, has not been noted in the
the catalogue.
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fibie is capable of being effectually sized and dyed,
and th'it tlie paper does not crack when folded. TUeir
relative strength, qualiiy, and texture are to a

great extent uniform. Disintegration appears complete,
as there is no appearance of undigested fibre, either

in the form of long filaments, or knots —commrmly
known as "'sago" in the trade—a most unfortunate
transtormation if it takes phice in the machine chest.

The surface of the papers bears signs of cockling
on the machine, but this drawback may be obviated,
uo doubt, by using a blend of some other softer

and more elastic material. The colour is also against
the paper; hut this imperfection may likewise be

remedied, in all probability, by another treatment
which can only be arrived at by a sei'ies of experi-
ments.

8. I'he following is a summary of the advantages
plantain fibre offers for paper-making :

—
(<7..) Unlimited supply. (6.) Uniformity of fibre.

(c.) Facility for dyeing, (rf.) Adaptability for

sizing, (e. ) Minimum chance of impurities
as compared with most other fibres.

(/.) Great strength of fibre as evmced by the
fact of its producing a thin paper, and

running oil the machine unassisted by the
addition of any other material.

9. The Government of Bengal has recognised the

importance of encouraging a plantain fibre extracting

industry, and is prepared to give all reasonable

assistance to any mercantile firm or individual wish-

ing to try such experiments in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts, or elsewhere in Lower Bengal. It has further

agreed to supply wild plantain stems free of cost

on the spot for a reasonalde time, at the outset of

the experiment, and will arange for future supplies
at reasonable rates. The firm of Schcene, Kilburu
and Company have, we believe, turned their atten-

tion to the development of this new business, but

to what extent we are not prepared to say.
10. Dr. George King, superintendent of the Royal

Botanic Garden, in his able report on plantain fibre,

gives it as his opinion that the plantain fibre industry
has a good deal of promise, and further states that

he has ascertained from a large English paper-maker
that if it could be delivered cheaply enough, plan-
tain fibre would be readily bought in England for

paper-making. He also states that, as the local

demand is very limited, the Bally Mill being the

only one in this part of India, London must be

looked to as the real market. This latter remark, no

doubt, is applicable to the present time; but if, as

we predict, at no distant date, India will no longer

depend on England for supplier of paper, then the

demand for plantain fibre in India will be quite equal
to the requirements of England in this respect at

present.
Aloe.

11. The paper next to be considered is that tnade

from the fibre of the "
aloe." Although this exhibit is

a fair samjjle of the class of paper that can be produced
from this plant, we are not sanguine of it ever proving
a serviceable acquisition to the list of paper-making
fibres. For paper purposes it is desirable that the fibre

should be the yield of plants of regular growth, which
is not the case with the aloe, whose habit, is to send

out a succession of shoots requiring different modes of

treatment that could not be carried out when dealing
with large quantitie?. The p:iper has a spongy por-
ous appearance, which is very much against it.

MooNJ.

12. To this exhibit we draw particular attention.

It is made from the sheath of the grass that was
condemned by the home brokers as containing too sm.al!

a percentage of fibre [vide our concluding remarks,

paragraph 4). The quality ia stout and euiface flat.

with inclination to harshness; not in the least bibulous;
colour wliite, wiiich speaks for the bleaching quality of
the fibre ; fibres well digested, and no appearance of

knots; well sized. The slight impurities on the surface

give the appearance of the paper having been run on the
machine after working "browns." Similar defects from
this cause are commonly met with. The creases on
folding show a tendency to cut, but to no appreciable
extent.

13. This grass, which grows in prolific abundance in

many parts of India, offers an inexhauslible supply of

fairly good paper material, if it can be delivered at the
mill at a reasonable price; and there is no reason why
this cannot be done, if consignments are freed of all use-
less material and compressed into the smallest possible
bulk.

14. We would recommend that this paper be added
to the list given in the Goverument resolution referred
to in the first paragraph of our cnnclndiiig remarks. It
is well suited for vernacular and English correspondence
(that is destroyed every third year), for drafting pur-
poses, for scribbling memoranda, and for all printed
forms used in departments where the records are not of
sufficient importance to be preserved for any considerable
time. The Sind administration, we conceive, would
consume a great deal of this class of paper with con-
siderable profit to Government.

M0H.\LYNE,

15. The Mohalyne cream-coloured paper apparently
has been made from the Baukitiia variegata. The fibre

of this creeper, which overruns the forests of India, has
been pronounced by paper-makers equal to the fibre of

the Arlansonia digitata, which is known to afford a very
superior material for paper. The cost of chemicals

necessary to convert it into a good white paper, however,
weighs too heavily against its other mfrits to admit of

its being utilized for this industry. The present sample,
though, strong, and of even surface, is wanting in colour,
and shoivs symptoms of difficulty in sizing. Possibly,
if delivered at the inill at a sufficiently cheap rate, it

might prove serviceable for strong "browns."—Journal

of Foreslry.

Teees.—An area of 93,000 acres has been planted witli

trees in Kansas under the new law relating to arboricultm'e.
The cottou tree was largely planted on account of its rapid
growth, and b'UOO acres were set with walnut trees. The
expectation is that this will operate, in course of time, to
relievo the climate of its extreme dryness.

—
QueeiislaiiiJer.

Bones as Man'ure.—For some years I have used crushed
bones in my small suburbau garden, as well as st.ablo and
cow manure. Bones are handy to use, and involve less

laljour and dirt than the other m.anures. They are marvellous
fertiii.sers. Let anj-one try them next 5i)ring when sowing
spinach. For vegetable seeds I use a mixture of Jin. bones
and bone dust (as sold by the dealers). This is sprinkled
in the row before the seed is put in. The sowing should
be thiu. For cabbage and other plants the mixture is

scattered on the ground, and dug iu before planting. For
lawns I have used bone meal, which is a fine powder and
quicker iu its action than larger matierial, but where small

quantities only are required, the above mixture does just
as well when rolled in. When planting fruit trees I use

;Mn. bones. The tree is put in position and a little mould
is thrown over the roots and then about quart of ^in.

bones is sprinkled on the mould before filling in. In
November we give the trees a mulching of half-rotten

stable manure, or that and cow manure mixed, about a
forkful to each tree, taking care to keep clear of the

stem, so as not to bring out fibrous roots above the level

of the soil, as the manure will do if piled against the
stem. The result is the trees are strong, healthy, and
fruitful. The bones referred to above are sent out from
the mills iu bags of not less than IJ cwt. I estimate a

b.ag to be well worth from two to three loails of stable

mauure. I should add that my soil is light, with a sub.

soil of sand and gravel.
—0. G. ADDiiiCOMBE.—Atistralasian.
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INDIAN CINCHONA SOILS.

Mr. John Hughea, r.c.s., of 79 Mark Lane, the agri-
cultural analyst, wlio has had some experience in Cey-
lon, writes a,» follows to the Field :

—
' At the present time, when the suoces-iful growth of

cinchona, rich in the valuable alkaloide, is of so much im-

portance to a large number of Indian and Ceylon plan-
ters, it may be useful to direct attention to the chemical

composition of the soil of some of those plantations
which so far have given satisfactory results, an<l to
endeavour by the aid of cari ful analyses to plac<' on
record some practical information for the future

guidance of those who may contemplate opening por-
tions of their estates with cinchona. .So far us I am
aware, we have very little inform. ition availal'Ie res-

pecting the chemical compositions of soils represent-
ing first rate plantations'. Full details are given of
the elevation, aspect, temperature and rainfall, but
hardly anything definite .about the coil, e.xoept general
remarks as to its colour and physical propertieis, prriiapj
a reference to the geological formation prevalent in the
district.

"
Again, a great number of most elaborate analyses

of the bark of different species or varieties of cin-
chona have been made, in order to ascertain which

FIBRE CULTIVATION IN RKUNION.
In connection with the articles on aloe and other fibres

in Mauritius, that appeared in our columns on September
lUth, p. 349, and November 1st, p 433 respectively, the

following notes no the fibre industry in Reunion, from the

British Consul's report, will be of interest. He refers

to the extraction of the fibres as a new industry that

has quite lati-ly sprung into existence in the colony,
the first impulse to which was given by British firms,

or individuals from the neighbouring island of Mauri-
tius. Four species are describi'd as growing in Reunion,
name y, Agare Amckana, A. anyustij'olia, Fourcroya
iji'/aiitea, and F. foslida. The two last kinds have only
hitherto been used for the production of fibre, but it

is known that a much finer fibre, although of shorter

length, and conseiiunntly of less marketable value, can
be obtained from the Agar- angvstijolia.
The species of Fourcroya are believed to have been

introduced into R(5union from Brazil about the middle of

last century. The production of this fibre promises
to have important results in the island, judging from
the rapid development of this enterprise in Maurtius.
At present the fibre plantations and mills are wholly
in the hands of Mauritius British subjects, but the

Credit Foncier of Reunion and sever.il Creoles of the

colony are beginning to devote th'>ir attention to this

profitable undertaking which they have so long neglected
to turn to account, and they are even now only stimu-
lated to this new source of commerce by the example
set them by British enterprise.

It is certainly remarkable that the inhabitants of

Reunion d'l not take advantage of I his industry, which
can be carried on with so little outlay. The number
of mills actually at work in .July last was only two
(but others were in course of construction), capable of

producing about a ton and a half of fibre p'r day,
worth in London, for fair average quality, about .£3S per
ton, or uet, about £30 per ton. Manila hemp is worth
about £10 above this value per ton. The cust of the

production of the aloe fibi-e in Reunion is understood
to be about £20 per ton. Aloe leaves are brought to

the mills from neighbouring estates in exchange for

the pulp produced after the fibre has been extracted,
and which makes e-xoelli^nt m;inure.

Three thousand acres of land have already been leased

to Mauritius firms for the cultivation of this plant,
and more lind, which is too poor or unsuitable for

sugar plantations, will, no doubt, bo taken up for the
same purpose.

—Planters' Gazelle.

particular species gives the largest amount of valu-
able alkaloids, and is therefore best adapted to the
particular locality.
"But unless some information be given as to the

nature of the soil, aud its richness in the important
elements of plant food, the above analyses of the
bark are deprived of their special viilue for general
reference, and for the guidance of planters who may
contemplate opening up land in other districts. Be-
sides, to wait some years, in order to ascertain
whether your land is or is rot suitable, is a long
and very expensive method.
"It would have been au immense advantage, and

would have suved much time, trouble, expense and
frequent disappointment, if we could have had a
few exhaustive analyses of the mountain soils of
South Americ*, where the several kinds of cinchona
flourish in the greatest perfection.
"However, as such analyses are not yet available,

I have ventured to think that those of some of the
Indian plantations or. the Nilgris, where Peruvian bark
has found so congenial a home, would be interesting
and afford practical information on this subject."

Through the kindness of Mr. W. R. Robertson,
of Sydapet, whose name is so well known in conneation
with the improvement of Indian agriculture, I have
been able to obtain eight samples of soil from the
Government cinchona plantations of N 'ddivattam and
Dodabetta. The samples were carefully taken last
March during dry we;ither, in accordance with the
usual printfid instructions, aud about 5 lb. were placed
in tin cases, and f..r\varded through the Conservator
of Forests at NeJdivattam.

"
Unfortijnately no particulars have been sent re-

specting the aspect, elevation, average rainfall, and
temperature of these experiment il plots ; but Markham,
in his recent excellent work on the introduction of
cinchona cultiviition into British India, states that
the Dodabetta raviue slopes down from 8,000 to 7,000
feet above sea level. The general aspect is north-west
and the mean temperature in the shade is 60° F.

,
and

maximum 70°. In most parts the soil consists of a rich
surf ice mould two feet deep. The substratum is gneiss
with decomposed felspar and hornblende.

"The same author, referring to the site of Neddivattam
plantation, tells us that the temperature is 8° or 10° warm-
er than that of Ootacamuud, the mean temperature in
the shade being 60°, maximum 80°, and the minimum 54".
The average rainfall is 105 inches, but all falluig in
125 days, between May and November, though occa-
sional moisture is received between October aud De-
cember from the north-east monsoon. During the

remaining months it is visited by dews in the nights
until the south-west monsoon commences in May. This
dis riot is therefore liable to suB'er from long drought
in certain years. The mountiin slopes upon which the

plantation have been formed are at au elevaiion of
betweAi 5,000 and 6,000 feet above the level of the
sea.

" The following information respecting the species of
cinchona now growing on the land representing the

eight samples of soil, together with the previous history
of the experimental plots, has been furnished me by the
assistant agricultural superintendent at Neddivattam.
"'No. 1. Sample of soil from plot No. 29 of the

Neddivattam Government cinchona plantations; form-

erly grasi land, now covered with condamineas, which
are growing exceedingly well.

" "No. 2 Soil from plot No. 23, Neddivattam, &c. :

formerly lorest land, now growing succirubras, which
are doing well.

"'No. 3. Soil from plot No. 1, Neddivattam, &c. ;

formerly forest laud, now planted with succirubras,
which are growing very well.

" ' No. 4. Soil from plot No. 21, Neddivattam, &c. ;

formerly grass land, now planted with auccirubras and
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condamineas, the former growing very badly, the latter

fairly well.

"'No. 5. Soil from plot No. 14, Neddivattam, &c. ;

formerly covered with forest, now growing auocirubras ;

growth very good.
"'No. 6. Soil from plot No. 6, Dodabetta, Gov.

Chin. Plantations; growing condamineas imd doing well.

"'No, 7. Soil from plot No. 7, Dodabetta, &o. ;

growing condamineas and doing well.
" 'No. 8. Soil from plot No. 29, Neddivattam, &o. ;

formerly forest laud, now growing calisayas and conda-

mineas, both varieties doin-j well, considering the

elevation."
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Inuuus and abundance of the fertilizing salts ; or that
the former can be dispensed with, while tlie latter
are present in fair abundance even in our lower sub-
soils. Of course, the upturned soil by road-sides is

generally well aerated before being planted up with
cinchonas, and gradually nitrogenous and other fer-

tilizing suljstances are washed down from the road-
sides. There can be little doubt, we think, that if

the expense could be afibrded of digging or steam-

ploughing cinchona estates to a depth of two feet,

planters might calculate on the survival over the
area planted of a large proportion of their tiees.

Wind, which shakes the plants, loosening them in the
earth, and wet which enters the orifices created by
the wind, leading to "damp feet," canker and decay,
would still claim thek holocaust of victims, and our
readers must not run away with the idea that wind
is

not^
as fatal to cinchona plantations on the Nilgiris

as it is in Ceylon. If we saw flourishing plantations
at Neddiwuttum, we also saw one on the pass going
down to Gudalur which had been absolutely blown
out of existence. This was only one of sevei'al Go-
vernment plantations which had wholly or largely
failed, and on a private estate, the site of which (an
apparently well sheltered valley) had been specially
chosen by the late Mr. Mclvor, only one fifth of
the plants put in survived to maturity. The ex-

perience there was what we have so often known
in (.'eylon : as soon as the forest m the apparently
perfectly sheltered valley was felled, .Eolus seemed
to let loose all his winds to rush down into
and eddy round in the devoted scene of an
experiment which seemed so promising. And even
oil tlie Madras Government plantations at Dodabetta,
Neddiwuttum, Pykara, &c., which have been most
successful, actual counting revealed the fact that more
Ihan Jijty per cent of the plants on which tlie late
Mr. Molvor reckoned in his successive annual reports,
had perished. The estimated and the actual numbers
of trees compared thus :

—
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so high as '216, while the Ceylon figures are 'OTS to

•173. Tliere can be little doubt that the superiority
of the Mlgiri soil in potash is due to its freer, more

disintegrated condition. Mr. Hughes' opinion was that

there %\'as uo necessity to apply potasli directly to our

soils, an opinion which was challenged by a gentle-
man interested in South of India coffee properties

Apart from the potash contained in superphosphate
of lime and castoroake. our silicates, even those which
arc described as "insoluble," but which gradually
yield to the influence of our hot moist climate, con-

tain abundance of this ingredient. In soda, again,
the Nilgiri soils have somewhat the advantage of

Ceylon, the range being from '030 to '164, while in

Ceylon we go from "a trace" in the old estate to

only '079 as our highest. We now come to the most

important element of all, phosphoric acid, and here

we would seem to have the superiority, in consequence,
we suspect, of the old estate, which gave 1'14, having
been recently manured with superphosphate. A ques-
tion was also raised about another estate, the soil

specinieu from which gave '211. Leaving out of count
the old estate, our range of phosphoric acid is from
•051 to •211, while in the case of the Nilgiri pro-

perties the range is from 'lOS up to •339. The su-

periority of tiie Nilgiri soils, therefore, in this, the

leading element of fertility is great and decided.

There is, however, a suflicient quantity of phosphoric
acid in most of our soils to enable them to be classed

as fertile, if we could only discover some cheap
method of converting the clay substratum from a stiff

to a free coudition. Sulphuric acid is present in but
small proportion in Ceylon soils, but the Nilgiri soils

are still more detioieut in this element, there being

only "a trace" in four of the specimens analyzed,
the ligures in the other four cases ranging from 0'27

to 113. The Ceylon figures range from '003, by far

the lowest, to •109. An average would shew de-

cidedly in favour of Ceylon, but the soil in both cases

vould be improved by the application of fresh suptr-

pliosiihate. We now come to chlorine, the compar-
ative abundance of which in the Dimbula soils has

a clobC bearing on our suggestion that the disease

which has leoently withered the leaves and "morti-
fied

" the stems of eucalypts and cinchonas may be

due t(^ excess of salt spray carried on the wings of

the monsoon winds. In the case of the Nilgiri soils,

the lange for chlorine is so low as between ^002 and
004. With us, in Diinbula, the range is from '002

to so high as '017. Salt in the atmosphere, driven

against vegetation with the force of strong and con-

tinuous wmd, is a very different thing to salt in soil.

Had the new leaf-disease appeared in its virulent form

when Mr. Hughes was here, and had its saline origin

been then suggested, he would have helped us with

analyses of monsoon rainwater. What he did say in

1879 was ;—
Chlorine, as in all inland soils, is present only in

smuU quantity. No. 7 being the only exception, and

in this soil it is not prestnt in any abnormal quantity,

considering its exposure to the north-east monsoon
and a somewhat high rainfall, which, being im-

pregnated with saline matter, would account for the

larger quantity of chlorine probably present as com-

mon salt.

It 15 obvious that a quantity of chloride of sodium,
mixed with rain and driven by fierce winds for weeks
and months continuously against vegetation of foreign

origin, might do an amount of mischief, which niight

uevtr be suspected from analyses of soil on which
the rain was deposited. This by the way. Of carb-

onic iicid there is only "a trace" in any of the

Dimbula soils, as might be expected from Ihs paucity
of liine. In the Nilgiri soils, on the othi>r hand,
carbonic acid shewed in every case, ranging from

.OdO up to 'JWO. Here is a real difference, therefore,

whatever its signifieance may be. In regard to the

Ceylon soils Mr. Hughes remarked :
—

Lime in all these soils is very low, the only excep-
tion boing No. 9, which is taken from a epot situated
at the base of a limtstoue rock. 1 was unable to de-

termine any appreciable amount of carbonic acid in

this, or any of the soils, so that doubtless the liiiie

originally present as carbonate (or bicarbonate if in any
kind of solution) has been decomposed by the humic
acid of the organic matter in the soil.

But the presence of what tliere is of carbonic acid
iu the Nilgiri soils, Mr. Hughes does not consider

worthy of special notice. It is possible, however,
that the presence of this acid may have aided humic
acid in the reduction of the mineral constituents of

the soil ? We now, finally, come to the quarlzy
matter or silicates, and here, at the end as at the

beginning, Mr, Hughes has rendered exact comparison
impossible by adopting a different distinction iu the

Nilgiri analyses to that which he made when dealing
with the specimens from Dimbula, In our case the

usual formula was adopted of
"

silica soluble in alkali"

and "insoluble silicates." Of the former, the per-

centages ranged from 540 to 3 '765. The latter were
so high as from 43069 up to 74'798, the projmrtions
of quartz in those insoluble silicates b^ing from 13'120

np to 26'SO. In the case of the Nilgiri soils, Mr.

Hughes has not shewn "
silicates soluble in alkali,"

or the proportion of quartz in the " insoluble silicates."

What he does is to distinguish
"
pure quartz sand,"

on which the freeness of the soil no doubt largely

depends, from " insoluble silicates." We suppose a

good deal of the quartz sand is also insoluble (?), in

which case, we suppose, the "insoluble silicates" are

really not so much lower in the case of the Nilgiri

soils, as the figures seem to indicate. As the Nilgiri

figures stand, they shew "pure quartz sand," rang-

ing from 7'2S0 to 449'f)0, while " insoluble silicates"

range from 10 51G up to 46 312. Here our comparison
ends, and, so far as it goes, we submit, it supports
the proposition we advanced at the commencement of

our remark", that the superiority of the Nilgiri soils

is not so much due to the presence in greatly larger

quantity of the main elements of fertility
—

nitrogen,

phosphori'j acid, potash and lime, as to better mechan-
ical condition, indicated by the description,

" a

rich surface mould two fiet deep" In this respect
even large portions of the Nilgiri gr.'iss lands seem

superior to ours in Ceylon. We feel bound to notice

that none of the Dimbula analyses refer to grass land,
while in the case of the Nilgiri specimens Nos. 1 and 4,

are described as formerly grass land. In proportions
of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, lime and potash, these

soils do not compare very unfavourably with the

others, while their mechanical condition, judging from

proportions of alumina and quartz sand, does not seem
worse. On No. 4, hnwever, succirubras are represented
as growing very badly, while condauiineas are doing
"

fairly well." W'e should have liked to have known
the age of the plants, because we can quite imagine
cinchonas growing "fairly well" on grass land at

first and then "
dying out." We have ^rass laud

and grass land iu Ceylon. Any traveller through D< m-
bula can see cinchonas doing well on portions of " the

Devon patana," while a carefully conducted experi-
ment further up has resulted iu failure. With good
grass land to begin with and thorough digging to

a depth of at least IS inches, no doubt success can
be attained. We said that the deep rich soil of the

Nilgirr plantations enabled ihem to resist drought as

well as wind, but we have often asked ourselves the

que.stion whether conditions of climate in Southern
India and British S.khim which involve very heavy
falls of rain in from one-third to one-half of the year
and drought tempered by dews during the remaining
two-thirds or ouc-half, uiay not, after all, be, on
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the whole more favourable to the healthy growth
aud permanency of cinchonas than our better distributed

but often persistent and !oDg-coutinu.-d raiufall ? What
do experts, snch as Korbee Laurie, Oweu, Christie

and others, say ? Mr. Hughes notices trees wliich

are said to be "
doing well, so far, at le.ast, as ap-

pearance may be t.iken as a favourable sign, but

we have no account ol the yield of alkaloids from

the bark." Is the proposition generally accepted that

the more healthy the appearance of the plants is the

more their bark ubounds in alkaloids ? If so, how
is it reconciled with the improvement in the bark

of trees suffeiiug from the- shork, or repeated shoL'ks,

of shaving ? As Mr. Hnghes especially dwells on the

i-icluiess of the Nilgiii soils in nitrogen .and carbon,

why did he make comparatively ligiit of the former

iugroilient and take no means even to determine Ihe

amount of the latter in cur Dimbula soils. Is it be-

cause he was in our case testing for coffee, while in

the case of the Nilgiri soils he had cinchoua in

view '; If so, are the large size of the cinchona trees,

and the fact that their virtues reside in their bark, the

reasons why he considers carbon eo important in the

one case while not determining it in the other ? Why
also should Mr._ Hughes recommend a direct ap-

plication ot potash to the Kilgiri soils, while he con-

sidered such "an application unnecessary in Ceylon ? Is

it that onr rocks are richer in potash ? It cannot

certainly be that cinchona bark requires more potash
than do the beans of ccitl'ee, which contain in some

cases 54 per cent jjotash ? Recently, when we asked

why silt in ravines was not applied to the soil, the

answer was. " Ob ! it is only sand." But would not

the application of this sand pay in the result of the

mere improvement of the mechanical condition of the

soil? If it could be afforded, we suspect that the

digging into many of our upland stiff soils of sand

and even gravel from ravines and streams would have

a good effect, in the case of cinchoua culture at

any rate. And might not some form of mountain

plough or digger be used with advantage in some

portions even of the mountains of Ceylon ? With a

certain period for sweetening by aeration, it really

seems that, in the case of cinchona culture, the

positions of the surface soil and the sour, cold sub-

soil may be reversed, not only without the injurious

consequences general in other cases, but with positive

advantage.
The geological and mineralogioal conditions on the

Nilgiri plateau and in the high mountain system of

Ceylon are so much alike that we think the differ-

ence in favour of the Nilgiris as regards cinchona

culture, at least, must be due to climate. Wind is,

if anything, woi-se on the Nilgiris that in Ceylon,

but, from the absolutely less rainfall on the Nilgiris

and the conformation of the plateau, there does not

seem to be so much "wash" as in Ceylon. Hence

probably the existence of so much greater a depth
of surface mould ? But, to enable us or anyone to

institute a full and fair comparison, we ought now to

get similar analyses to those of Mr. Hughes for half-

a-dozen at least of the soils of Ceylon in which cin-

chona culture lias been specially successful. This is

a task which Mr. Alexander l)ixon, with all that

lie has seen of our mountain system, with the eye
of a geologist and chemist, ought to perform con

amore. The impression left on our mind by our pre-
spnt consideration of the oubj'ot is, that, while the

Nilgiris present, generally, superior conditions for the

culiu.e f cinchonas, Ceylon is destined to be pre-

eminently a producer of TEA.

(ieTee^aking^in Tndia.
Mr. W. R. Robertson, M.K..\.c., Agricultural Re-

porter to the Government of Madras, wrote to tlie

Director of Revenue Settlement aud Agriculture, 5th

December IS82, as follows :
—"I have the honor to sub-

mit the following observations on the papers forwarded
under your endorsement No. 3, dated 27th November
last. Some of the details given of the prooesse.s followed
in ghee-making are, making allowance for differences in

climate, not unlike those followed in this Presidency.
In making ghee, the first object is to get the butter

thoroughly separated from the milk in us pure a

condition as possible ; this is secured by placing the

can or vessel containing the freshly-drawn milk in au
e.arthenware vessel of boiling water for about live

minutes. The milk, after thus being exposed to a

temperature of about 212 degrees, is poured into an-

other vessel, and butter-milk is added, from two to

three drops in hot weather, to a teaspoonful in cold

weather, per quart of milk. The vessel with the
milk is put aside for 24 hours, the milk is then
churned. The yield of butter averages from about

I^ to 2 ounces per quait of milk, but, of course,
varies greatly. The butter is next melted in an open
vessel over a slow fire, the heat coagulates the casein,

which, with other imijurities, sinks to the bottom
of the vessel ; boiling is continued for from fifteen

to twenty minutes, when most of the water is evapor-
ated into (he air, aud the ghee, clear and bright,
rests on the heavier sediment covering the bottom
of the vessel. The ghee, when cold, is carefully

poured off' leaving the sediment behind, and is fit for

immediate use, or for storing for future use. The
outturn of ghee varies with the quality of the butter

and the purity of the ghee made ; an average outturn

is 50 to 60 per cent of the weight of the butter used,
when the butter is made from the milk of the cow.

The yield of ghee from buffalo butter is higher. Ghee
is never made when a fair price can be obtained for

milk or butter. A viss (.Sib. 2oz. ) of ghee sells for

usually only about Rl-20, and to make this, not

loss than 6 lb. of butter, or 48 quarts of milk of the

cow, would be needed. In nearly all the large towns
of Southern India cows' milk will sell readily at

As. 2 per quart and butter at As. 12 per pound. Thus
the milk that would be required to make a viss of

ghee worth Rl-2-0 would, as fresh milk, sell tor aliout

R6, and if churned would yield butter worth R4-8 0.

It is apparent then that what it is necessary to

do is not to encourage the making of ghee, but to

improve the dairy processes aud to enable the ryot
to place his milk and butter in a good maiket. AU
classes consume milk, and there is at present a large
annual importation of condensed milk and of buttei\"

On this Mr. Wilson, the Director of Revenue Settle-

ment, wrote :
—" The details of ghee-making, as de-

scribed by Mr. Robertson, differ, it will be observed,
in some respects from those described in the no-e oi

the Agricultural Department of India. With refer-

ence to Mr. Robertson's remarks in paragraphs '> aud

6, it is observed th.at the chief consumers of dairy

produce in India must necessarily be the native

population ; fresh milk is not greatly used by them.

According to my experience they have a prejudice

against fresh milk, preferring it boiled, that is in

its first stage to the favourite and universally.used

curds and butter-milk. Among the native population

again fresh butter is not much used, whether as a

relish or for culinary purposes, ghee being used in-

stead. To sum up, fresh milk and butter won't keep,
and have but a limited market, which no imi-rove-
ments in dairy processes or in communications will

do much to extend. It is for the interest of the

dairyman to turn his milk into butter-milk and his

butter into ghee which keeps well as soon as possible ;

he is always sure of a market for both, which is not

the case with fresh milk and fresh butter. The greater

part of the dairy produce of India may be always
expected, therefore, to take tlie form of curds, buttei-

milk and ghee, for these articles find by far and away
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the largest market—the entire native population of

India to wit. The manufacture of ghee will not be

discouraged therefore, for it is a necessity of the

climate and of the preference and prejudices of the

native population."

COTTON CULTIVATION IN INDIA.

Mr. W. R. Robertson, m.r.a.c, Agricultural Report-
er to the Government of Madras, wrote to the Secretary
to Government, Revenue Department, on •29th Nov-
ember 18S2, as follows :

— " Witli reference to G. 0.,
No. 1,238 of the 11th instant, I have the honor to en-

close two samples of Nankin cotton produced on the

SiidApot Fiirm. Sample No. 1—in the seed ; sample
N '. 2—clean lint. It will be observed that there are

several shades of color in the unginued sample, and that
thf'se differences disappear to a considerable extent
wiien the cotton is ginued, due to the thorough admix-
ture of the fibre in the process of ginning andiluring the

spinning and weaving processes 1 think a still greater

uniformity in color will be secured. The Nankin
cottou has been grown in this Presidency as a botanical

curiosity for fifty years or more. It was originally

imported from China, where the fabrics made from
this cotton are in great demand for their cheapness
and great duritbility. At one time, large quantities
of Naukin cloth were exported from China, but I un-
derstand that its export has now almost ceased. I do
not thiuk the crop is grown anywhere in the Presid-

ency, except on a very small scale. I remember see-

ing it growing at the Coimbatore Jail Farm about ten

years ago ;
but Mr. Grimes, who I observe has been

addressed, will probably submit the results of his

experience there. I am now putting an acre of land
under the crup, and this should in four or five months

give enough sted for 20 to 25 acres of land, which
will probably suffice for experimental trials." Mr.
H. R. Grimes, Superintendent, CentralJail, Coimbatore,
also wrote :

— "
I have grown Naukin cotton on the

Jail grounds since the year 1S6S, in which year two
seeds were given me by the Hon. J. D. Sim, which
both germinated ; and from those two seeds, I have
been enabled to plant at different times about 12 acres
of land. It is a hardy description of cotton, grows
in any description of soil, is perennial and gives more
than one picking a year. 1 regret now I have not

kept an account of how many times a year I have

picked one field, or what quantity of cotton I ob-
tained at each picking. The plant in the field grows
to a height of about eighteen inches, but in favor-

able localities I have had it grow into a large bush,
quite four feet iu height. I have the honor to sub-
mit for the inspection of Government some of this

cotton in the pod, some hanks of thread spun by
the convicts from it, and two samples of cloth made
from it in the Jail. Owing to the recent orders of

Government putting a stop to miscellaneous jail manu-
factures, J have just rooted up the last field of

this cotton, which was planted in 1879, as I thought
there would be no further us" in cultivating it. I have,
however, a small quantity of it in my own garden,
from which I can obtain seed and can reoomini'oce
its cultivation if necessary. I believe it is not cultiv-
ated by the ryots in this district, but I am told it

is so iu the Tinnevelly districr. The great drawback to

it is its shortness in fibre. I should much like to ob-
tain fresh seed from Chnnar or elsewhere, to ascertain
whether it is superior to what I have grown. Brig-
adier-General Clerk, who accompanied His Kxcellency
the Commander-in-Chief on his recent visit to this

Jail, took twenty yards of this " Nankin "
cloth,

with a view of trying its suit ibility for the summer
clotliiog of troops." On these letters the Madras
(iovercment niadc the following order:— "The Go-

vernment of India will be informed that the cuUioation
of this cotton has passed beyond the experimeutal
stage in this Presidency, and a specimen of cloth
made from it in the Coimbatore Central Jail will be
forwarded for inspection. The Government would how-
ever, be glad to be supplied with a small quantity
of the Cbunar seed, that its identity with the cotton

grown at S&idapet and Coimbatore may be established.

Meanwhile, there is no necessity for extended cul-

tivation in the places named, though a supply of

seed should be carefully maintained for distribution

to cultivators in the event of a demand bt'inf» eventu-

ally established."

It is the fashion in Millau to grow fruits instead of
flowers for house plants. Some elegant parlours are almost
converted into little nvclmTds.— Queeiislinuler.
The .Steanoe Death—recently reported of a traveller

iu Guiana from mi.xing his India-rubber water and rum, is

thus referred to in the Gardeners' Chronicle:—
"On referring to the Dietioiuiry of Economic Plants,

recently published by the veteran ex-Curator of the

Eoyal Gardens, Kew, we find the following remarks,
which seem to have some bearing on the above. Amongst
the several " Cow trees

" mentioned by Mr. Smith is the
Cow tree of Para, which i* supposed to be a species of

Mimusops (M. elata). On incisions being made in the
bark a milky juice flows most copiously ;

it is about the
consistence of thick cream, from which, but for a sHght
peculiar flavour, it can hardly be distinguished. By exposm-e
to the air it thickens and forms an adhesive glue, some
thing like gutta-percha. The well-known action of alcohol
on gums has been utilised freely enough in newspaper
Uterature ; indeed, sunilar fatalities to the above have
been charged to the account of almost every gum or gutta-
producing tree.

The Cinchona Plantations of Madras are thus
noticed in a Minute by Governor Grant-Duff:—
" The Secretary of State is on the point of sending
out Professor Lawson of Oxford to take charge of
our cinchona and general botanical in'erests. These
were a year ago lu sufficiently evil case. The departure
of Col. Beddome had eliminated from the Forest De-

partment its only Botanist—a reproach which will now be
wiped away. It is hoped iliat iu the spring Dr. Trimen
will visit our cinchona plantations, and that a very close
entente cordiale may b'" established between the botanical
work of Ceylon and Madras. It is sad to think how
small a part this gre.at Presidency has, for some tio^e,
taken in the botanical enterprise of the British Empire,
which is, however, not the least honorable or useful

portion of that empire's world-wide activity. It is the

privilege of the rulers of Southern India, far removed
from wars and rumours of wars, to give what might
in some other parts of the country be a dispropor-
tionate amount of attention to making two blades of

grass grow where only one grew before, and to set great
store by those peaceful victories which have covered so

many of our hillsides with tea, coffee, or cinchona—
victories which are likely, if the attention now given to

such matters is not allowed to slacken, to add so

largely to the wealth of the cultivator and to the veget-
able products of this Presidency. There are, however,
products otlier than vegetable in these regions which
need development, and it may be hoped another year will
not pass by before we see the beginning of a survey,
more complete than any which yet exists, alike of
our mineral wealth and of our m.inufactures, with regard
to both of which curiously little accurate information

immediately available for the purposes of trade is easily
or indeed at all procurable. The Madras Museum,
so well managed by its present excellent head, will not 'be

working at full power, until it is made a complete
and thoroughly classified index of all that the Presidency
has to oflfer to the notice alike of the merchant and
of the scholar.

''
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^
To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

DISEASE ON BROAD BEANS IN NUWARA
ELIYA.

Nuwara Eliya, Fobniary 1st, 18S3.

Deab Sir,—Euclosed I send you foi- inspection a few
leaves taken from my broad bean plants, gi'owing in

my vegetable garden. You will perceive that their leaves

are thickly covered mth some t'lmgus. I would feel greatly

obliged by your telling me if these fungus spots are

similar to those found on the blue gums.
WTieu the plants in question came up they were quite

healthy and very promising. In fact not a single seed
of them was a failure at first. The fungus appeai'ed
at ihe time the stump came witli blossom and, owing
to the disease iio doubt, they did not set.

I have noticed similar spots on other vegetable plants
close by but not in such profusion I am, sir, yours
faithfully, DELTA.
[The affection in this case, which covers the whole

leaf ivith a gi'anular formation, must be due to a fungus
or to veiy minute insects, we should say. Its existence
shews the eti'ect of the abnormal wet and cold seasons.
It does not resemble the leaf-disease, which is so formid-

able, because it is followed by canker in the stems. Our
coiTespondent does not say that the stems of his beans are
aft'ected.—En.]

COFFEE ADULTERATION.
Dear Sik,—I would call your attention to the fol-

lowing passages from an article in the Planters'
G zette :—

"Retrospect is usually as unsatisfactory as prophecy.
If good things have happened in the past, there is

always the fear that fortune may change for the
worse. On the other hand, if the look behind is

dreary, the impression of the future becomes stamped
in sad, perhaps unduly sad, colours. The planting
colonies iiave passed through a year chequered with

good and ill. and at the present moment there is

an amount of depression in Mincing Lane that, if it

does nothing else, leaves a very considerable margin
for hope of improvement. It has become every year
more apparent that a steady remunerative price for
colonial produce is not to be depended upon except
upon the basis of an increase of consumption pro-
portionate to that of production." With regard to Ceylon no effectual remedy has been
found for the disease, and it is impossible to expect anv
very considerable increase of consumption, especially iu
view of the recent legislation authorizing the sale in

packets of a mixture which passes for coffee, but is

principally carrots, or some other equally appetizing
root. Rio ships as much coffee to the States as to the
whole of Europe."
These extracts should appear in view of the ap-

proaching Planters' Meeting at Kandy when a dis-
cussion of the question of coffee adulteration is to
take place. Perhaps some member on that occasion

may move that a memorial be sent, not to the
"
grand old man.

"
not to Lord Derby, nor yet

to the House of Commons, seeing that the members
of that House sit in fear of the publicans and grocers
who could practically sit upon them if they dared to

attempt to free coffee from its present degraded
position, but to the Field ilarshal of the Blue Ribbon
Army. If this movement is worthy of the name it

asaumes, surely it is time the leaders of it moved
their forces forward to the attack upon that adultera-
tion which after all is perhaps the greatest enemy
of the working man who, objecting to be poisouetl,
tiies to strong beer and immaturn spirits still more

demoralizing. No doubt judges, bishops and others,
who have protested so strongly against the crhne
of drunkenness, would join the ranks and so brhic
the '-grand oli man" to reason. 1 am sure a strong
memorial sent to the quarter indicated would result
in a speedy victory, for the Blue Ribbon Army vote
must now be a big one.

Figures must be given of course shewing the
rate of progress of consumption in the United States,
Canada, the Continent and elsewhere, compared with
those for the United Kingdom, say during the past 10
or 20 years. The thouglit next comes: what would the
consumption of coffee in these other countries be iu
5 years from now if their several Governments passed
such laws regulating the coffee trade as have pre-
vailed in England until quite recently, especially so
if supplemented by that last exquisite and quite unique
addition made by the "

grand old man," ivho wished
so much he said to see a fair and free fight between
coffee and tea and strong drink ! The more one
thinks of this matter the more one's admiration in-
creases for this G. 0. M. !

—Yours,
ANTI-ADULTERATION.

"HYBRIDISM" IN EXCELCIS:

Xallankanda, Feb. Sth.

Dear Sir,—I have discovered on this estate some-
what of a rarity, an officinalis and a sciccirubra tree

growing from one root. Of course when they were
planted, the two plants must have been put into the
one hole, and during the course of their eight years
of life their roots have combined and unitied;
but it is a 'matter of some strangeness that the trees
have exerted no- inftuence the one on the other, each

preserving intact its own type, and sending out suckers
true to that type.

—Y'oiirs truly.

VANTOSKY RENTON.
[This is analogous to what has happened when

Ledgeriana is grafted on succirubra : the stock and
graft are united but not combined : each remains true
to type.

— Ed.]

CAN COFFEE FUNGUS (H.V.) SPORES GERMIN-
ATE AND REPRODUCE THEMSELVES IN

LIBERIAN COFFEE BERRIES ; AND
IF SO WHY NOT ON ROOTS ?

9th February 1883.

Dear Sir,—To those who have not lost faith iu

coffee, and who are engaged in carefully observing
all phenomena, testing the accuracy of every feasible

theory, with the object of discovering a partial remedy
for lieiiiilcia vastalrix, it is of the utmost importance
thiit Mr. Win. Jardine's apparently incontestable con-
clusion Bhould be put beyond the region of any doubt
whatever, viz , that a spore can germinate and re-

produce itself on a Liberian coffee berry.
If a spore (contrary to the dicta of Marshall Ward

and your correspondent
"
W.") reproduce itself on

the tough epidermis of a green coffee berry, tloes it

not go a long way in support of the theory that the
coffee tree rootlet may also prove a host, although,
Ijerhaps, not to the extent ot' fructiticatiou ? So much
feasibility has the latter XAvxt no time ehould be lost

by local scientists in testing it, for I have ever held
that to the roots more than to the leaf must we look
for a solution of the all-impnrtant question of " What
ails our coffee trees?"

Should it turn out that the destructioi; of rootlets is

caused by the spor.s being washed through the soil to
the teifder rootlet, where they germinate and destroy
their host, how simple the combating of tlie pest
would bee ime. Of course we should still have the
disease on the leaf, the fall of which at critical periods
(such as the present) would doubtless prevent over-
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bearing, but I luaiutain that, if we could preserve the

rootlets, whether from the ravages of grub or the

hemileia spore, its effect on the leaf would be almost

entirely minimized.
That the d^ath of the rootlet is owing to grub at first

hand I begin doubt, for in recent communications
with the entomologist to the R)yal Agricultural So-

ciety as to the babits of cockchafer grulie, I learn

that they have a decided preference for decaying roots

as food—in fact that an abundance of this is possibly
the reason for their being there at all, but that fail-

ing this source they will devour fresh rootlets. In
this fact, and the coincidence oi ihe largely increased

number of grub with leaf-disease, is there not further

evidence in support of my theory ? But more tlian

all : Mons. .Jans^n's recent discovery that protecting
the potato tuber from the spore-laden haulm almost

entirely protects the potato from disease.

In reply to Mr. Jardine's query, "has the tough
skin of Liberian berries storaata" he can draw
his own conclusions from the following quotatiou
taken from Robert Brown's " Manual of Botany : Ana-
tomical and Physiological." Under the head "stoma,"
he says :

—"Tbey are found on leaves, prineipally on their

inferior aspect, on herbaceous stems, bracts, calyxe.

&o., and are ordinarHi/ (the italics arefor "VV."'s benefit)

wanting on roots the epidermis of old stems (italics

are mine) that of fleshy fruUs, seeds, &c. There are ex-

ceptions to tliis rule, however, as the student can dis-

cover for himsielf by examining the epidermis of the

common holly berry." Perhaps Dr. Trimeu would

kindly enlighten us whether this epidermis of Liber-

irn coft'ee berries and coffee rootlets have stomata?—
Faitbfully yours, J. S.

EFFECTS OF MAMURE, AS MODIFIED BY
SEASON, ON COFFEE.

Yoxlord, Dimbula, Feb. 10th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—I promised List year (in T. A. Sept-
eml>er 188-), in reply to your question whether my
manuring pays, to give you the riyui'es as soon as the

crop was picked. The result of the plot manured with
Messrs. Crossman & Paulin's mixture is 7cwt.an acre

as against 2f cwt. for the plot uumanuivd, or an
increase of 4'| cwt. in favor of the manure. The
cost of the manuring was R48'75 per acre, or .say the
value of 1 cwt. of coffee at the present price iu Col-

ombo, leaving 3| cwt. for profit. The question as to

whether it pays is therefore pretty sa tisfaotorily
answered .as far as this estate is concerued.

Lest however others should be disappointed at not

obtiiinitig the same results I will mention what I

consider necessary conditions of success.

I have before this advocated the application of

manure to good coffee only, and it must be otherwise

well treated as regards pruning and handling. For the

rest all the conditions may be summed up in the

one word seo.son. Season is always more powerful
than manure, and without a suliioiency of sun t" cause

the tree to blossom it is hardly reasonable to expect
manure to tell on the crop. The soil best supplied
with what the tree requires will however produce the

best result in a doubtful season such as the last was at

the elevation wberethe manure was supplied. On the

upper part of the estate as with the hijih estates of the

district generally, tbe season was by no meaus doubtful :

there was no blossoming season at all in the usual sense

of the word, and such manures as were applied have
not told at all. Given a sutEuieney of sun therefore

during the blossoming se-isun, and my experience is

that manure applied with judgment pays. Tiie effect

of such a season as we have pissed through siuce

the b'.r.st of the S. W. monsoon must not pass
unnoticed, though it only modifies in a degree
the question whether manure pays. The result of the

long-continued rain and unusually low temperature
was to cause such a cheek iu root development that
the trees were unable to carry through their full crop
and consequently with a dying back of the branches
a portion was lost : otherwise the effect of the manure
would have been still more marked. If root develop-
ment is not aetivf, the nitrates will be washed down
into the subsoil (and possibly out of it) before the
tree can avail itself of them, and to this is probably
mainly due the dying back of the branches, there being
little or no leaf-disease to account for it. With tbe
return of sunshine however nitrification actively pro-
ceeds again, being assisted by the abundance of leaf

returned to the ground, and the tree at the same time

forming root quickly resumes its normal healthy con-
dition. I am here applying well-known facts to our
own observed conditions with the object of demon-
strating that tbe effect is but the natural sequence
of the cause.
There is one still worse effect of the abnormal sea-

sous to which I would desire to call attention, and
that is that men's judgment appear to be thrown off

their balance, and one hears on all sides that the coun-

try and its enterprise is doomed. Let such as hold
these opinions keep them to themselves—their very
uttei'Buce has already gone half way towards their

fulfilment—or else they should clear nut and leave the
more hopeful ones to fight through their diflieuhies,
which are already sufficient to try the oour.ago to the

utmost, without the heart being taken out of our
work bv the ill-omened prophets who tell us that our
efforts are unavailing. Let such self-appointed seers

recognize the fact that their mission is ended,* and,
if they have one spark of feeling for their struggling
fellow-planters left in them, let them join with us
iu putting their shoulder to the wheel iustead of still

further siuking it in the slough of despond.- Yours
faithfully, Wm. D. BOSANQUET.

THE CEYLON CORK TREE.
Sonneratia acida : Nat. Order Lytheaeiaoe.e

; Oedde-

KiUaluijuha, Sinh.

Sir,
—Most of tl

found iu hot climates at low elevations. This tree is

found in the moist and swampy districts by the coasts.

I have found it gi-owiug in the Kalutara district. The
timber is white and very light ; it is excellent firewood.

Spongy gi'owths from the roots are used as corks for

bottles and for lining insect cases, &a. I am told

on good authority that these corks are used at the
Nuwara Eliya Brewery, and that the beer is not so

good, nor does it keep so well, as in bottles where pro-

per corks are used. Oue of our most gorgeous flowering
tees belongs to this same order, Laqerstni'inia reqhia,
Murutu, Sinh.—Yours, OLD 'BOTANIC BOY.

SEEDLINGS IN NURSERIES DYING OFF—WHY ?

SiK,—Some of your correspondents complain of ths

seedlings in their nurseries dying off in patches-
It is probable that in many of these cases tbe depredae
tion is caused by small maggots, which may b.

destroyed by tobacco water, or one of the ordinary
insecticides. But I have seen numerous instances in

which tile cause of death was that the roots of the

seedliugs had never succeeded in penetrating the soil,

and the seedlings had died as soon as they had
exhausted the nourishment contained in the seed
itself. It is a common pmctice to sow the seed on
the surface of the soil without any covering, and, if

the surface be soft and open, the roots will generally
penetrate ; but where the beds have been flattened

with a board, and the pressure b.is been raher heavy,
or the soil rather tenacious, a thin film of crust is

* A tact which the railway authorities should " when
found take a note of."—Ed.J
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formed which resists the feeble effort of the young
rootlets. Even where no sucb oiust is forniid, and the

soil is quite permeable, I have observi-d many seedlings

strani^lo I by having their roots tvTisted round and
round and entangled with others in the same Sfurch

for admittance into the soil, in a case wiiich has
j

recently come under my observation, the failure
j

arising from this cause has been effectually stopped !

by a gentle breaking up of the crust. I sliould not
have troubled your space with this very eimple fact,

but that I have known several cases in which it had
been quite overlooked, and the death of the seedlings
had been erroueously attributed to the attack of

insects. Y

WEEDS AND COFFEE FORTY YEARS AGO
IN CEYLON.

Sib,— If I expressed myself, so as to lead anyone
to believe that I ascribed to the slovenly manaye-
ment ot weeds in Ceylon between 1840 and 1S47 the
miserable prices of coffee tliat ruled the markets of

the world, for three or four years in the middle of

the century, I am sorry for it, because I did not
so intend. The price of coffee must have gone down
as it did, if there had not been a coffee plantation
in Ceylon. I only meant to convey the idea that

Ceylon was weakened in the contest of life and death
which then took place by the idea that prevailed
about weeds, and their treatment. It was not only
said that weeds did no ill, but every third planter
you met asserted they were a positive benefit. Have
I not seen young coffee plants unweeded for two years
after plantiiig because the order was "Keep sticking
in plants;" I have then seen a line of coolies set
in at the bottom of a hill to attack the moss with
mamoties : every cooly drove his tool into the ground,
dragged it towards him and then tossed all that
came behind him, and all this was called coffee
cultivation in the year of grace 1S45. I knew a retired

i

civil servant, the owner of several estates, rush out

again to put a stop to weeding, and did so efTectually
that from that time till they were finally abandoned
the crop never paid the coal expenditure, though that
was reduced to very little more than the cost of

collecting and preparing ench crop as came of itself.

In the course of the fifties, the general practice
oame to be a suspension of weeding during the crop
seasoij, and a vigorous attack when it was over ;

more or less sustained during the interval. The estates
on which monthly weeding was kept up through the

year were a small minority, and the reasons assigned
for the practice, then as now, were that it was the
most economical system, and that the land was not
rich enough to grow both weeds and coffee ; and
further, that when it came to a battle for bire life

between ihu two, weeds would have the best of it.

The leasons on the other side were much the same
as now used ; weeds saved wash ; weeds added to the
substance of the soil, and improved its quality in
their decay ; and weeds retained the moisture in the soil,
when the sun came out, strong enough to absorb it.

It is, and was, freely granted, that weeds, or anything
that retarded the How of surface water, tended o
save wash, but as weeds take up the same i)lant food
as the cullivaied plant, in its interests, therefore,
we keep down the greedy rival, and thereby sacrifice

any good it may do. in protecting the soil. As for
weeds keeping moisture in the soil for the use of the
cultivated plant, the very reverse is the truth.—
You IS, W. L.

C'ocoA-DKYiKO.—Mr. C. Shand is still continuing
his experiments with the preparation of cocoa seed
on big patent tea dryer. He had first of all, seed

from the Ceylon Company Limited to experiment with
;

but he is now getting ]icids from Dumbera and Matale
so as to have the seed fresh and ihus give a fair

trial. We shall publish a full report of the results.

Aloe Fibke— JSlr. Payne of HundrokaMde shewed
us today a fine sample of aloe fibi-e, which
seemed quite equal to the sample on our table which
was valued at £40 per ton In the London market.
Mr. Payne has utilized a coffee pulper after a very
ingeniou.s fashion to do the work of preparation and
the result seems certainly very satisfactory. With
many miles of aloes in the Kurunegalla district, a con-
siderable quanty of the fibre ought to be turned out.
Success of Cinchona Ledgebiana in Ma.skeliya.

Mr. T. N. Christie of St. Andrews writes:—I have
had to cut down half a-dozen trees and their yield
has astonished me. Yesterday 1 cut down one ot

my largest trees and got 24 lb. stem and 9 lb.
branch bark, wet. I don't think it will dry down
to less than 13 or 14 lb., which will compare with
any 6^ year succirubra. This is exclusive of root
and 6 inch>-s of stump. At last «e seem to have
a promise of decent weather, Feb. 6th.
A Lucrative Enterprise.—Never did a Govern-

ment do a better stroke of business than that of Indig
when it esttiblished cinchona plantations. Takina
Bengal alone, the profit ou the enterprise is such as
must sorely vex the promoter species for being so short-

sighted as not to perceive the suitability of cinchona for
limited liability operations. The cash profit on the

Bengal plantations last year amounted to 130,000
rupees, being just equal to 13 per cent, on the amount
invested. This, however, represented only a small

portion of the gain accruing to the Government. Had
it been compelled to buy quinine in the market, for the
use of the troops, the lowest rate would have been 75
rupees per lb. But quinine, of equally good quality,
manufactured at the cinchona plantations cost only 11

rupees a pound. In this way 350,000 rupees were
saved, and, adding these to the cash profit of 130,000
rupees, the netresult was a duideud of 480,000 rupees
on a original outlay of 1,300,000 rupees, or about 39 per
cent, per annum. It is remarkable also that, as the

supply increases, so does the demand, the consumption
having been larger by far last year thsn ever before.
No doubt, there is a limit beyond which production
cannot be safely carried. Judging, however, from the

present report, plenty ot room for developmeut stil

remains.—Globe.

Aloe and other Fibres in Mauritius.—The editor
of the Merchants' and Planters' Gazette of furt Louis
has been writing a series of articles upon the island's in-

dustries, amongst which aloe fibre is begiuning to take
an important place. He does not, however, look very
favourably upon it, and strongly recommends tho.se who
have embarked in the enterprise not to trust wholly to
aloes, for the reasons thus set forth :

—"
If we compare

the shorter time required for the growth of the pine
leaves we shall have three, fom', perhaps five crops, against
one. Then bulk for bulk and waste for waste how
infinitely much more would the yield of fibre from the
one be to the other in comparison. The aloe leaves con-
tain, or rather give off, full 95 per cent of useless
waste, consequent in a great measure upon the quantity
of water they contain. But very little moisture, and other
material than fibre does the family to which the pine
apple leaves belong contain. They are each of themselves
very little else than natural skeins of fibre. If our pre-
sent machinery can be utilized or easily adapted to and
for the production of filre from plaiutain, pineapple,
and aloe leaves, the hints wo throw out (with all due
deference to the experiences of more practical men) are
these—might not the plaiutain, which is the quickest
of the three iu its growth, and next the pineapple, bo
planted betwixt the newly to bo laid out fields or tracts
of aloe plants in order to produce successive and con-
stant crops whilst the aloe takes its fill of time ere
full grown."
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CooKG.—We learn from Coorg that the coffee crop
in that province is likely to he a very small one and
that the actual yield will be fifty per cent, of tlie

crop estimate. The following riddle is going the round
of planting cu'chs in tlie province. 1n what way do
the Coorg planters reseinble thejjeople in Newgate ? Be
cause they have all got short crops.

—Mudyas !it.amlard.

The Kkesekvation of Lemon Juiue.—A correspond-
eut in ^Jim. de Mid. ct de Pharm. M'dit, says, after

various experiments and the test of eight months'

e.\posure to the sun and heat of Bumnier, he has comi?

to the follottiug conclution :
—"Heatin;:; the juice or

adding alcohol to the same would appear to l)e super-
fluous, as it is only necessary to filter i( and keep it

sealed in boltles; however, since filtration proceeds
very slowly, the best way is, perhaps, to add 10 per
cent, of alcohol to the fn-sh juicf, and bottle. The
PharinaceuHcal Journal observes that it may be pre-
served without the addition of alcohol by h<ating it to

150° Fah., and then excluding it from the air by care-

fully closing the full bottles at this temperature-. The

operation should be carred out in winter.—Knoiuledge.

Bogus Tea in Au.stralia.—From documents received

by last Australian steamer we learn that a large

quantity of bad Chinese tea had again been inti-o-

duced into the Australian market. The facts briefly nre

as follows :—" A new min to Melbourne brings down
from Sydney, where they liave no tea act, some 10, 000 pack-

ages of low class tea, gives the auctioneers a warr^mtrj of

the shipment from Mr. Karl Theodor Staiger, analytical
chemist, and the whole is published in the same form
as that issued by Messrs. Henty k Co. Mr, Love

goes I'ound to the chemists of Melbourne, Messrs.

Conar, Newberry and Dunn amongst others, and fails

to get a certificate; so makes use of that of Mr. Staiger
who is curator of the Museum in Brisbane and cert-

ainly had no chance of seeing the teas in Melbourne
or Sydney. Mr. Everard buys the bulk of this Mahloo
tea 1,050 half oliests at i^'l to 4Jd per lb. in bond; so

he vigorously defends the tea as a clean wholesome 'ea.

"The report of Mr. Newbery on the tea was as follows :

—"All the samples nre of very inferior description,
and are in my opinion unfit for human consumption.
They all contain rotten and exhausted leaves—leaves

that have none of the general characters of tea-

leaves, dust (not tei dust), gum, starch, and foreign
colour, seeds of various kinds, stalks, bark, svnd and

earthy matter, hair, and other matter of animal origin,"
Mr Moody made a careful examination of 100 grains
of the so-called congou t' a the result shewing only 18'13

of genuine tea! The "scented orange pekie" gave
the following result :

—
grains.

... 15-28
... 2-38

Dry hard tea stalks

Tea seeds

Other rubbish, consisting of

gravel, shell, husks, rice,

bark, etc.

Nodules, the agglutinated nc-

cretions of rubbish, but con-

taining particles of lea

2-52

11-64

31'8 in 100 grains of tea.

On this Mr. Moody says :
—" Further investigation

was unnecessary ;
the nodule is a work of art, dis-

playing to advantage the ingenuity, patience, and thrift

of the Chinese manipulator. An N. B. say.s :
— " The

total quantity ot tea sold on the 9th January was

10,246 packages, of which 4,435 packages are unfit for

human food. As only 8,046 package.s have reached

Victoria, and a portion of this transhipped to another

colony, it seems probable that none of the 4, 43."i pack-

ages will noio come under the notice of the Cu'^toms

authorities." Mr. Moody deserves the thanks of the

planters for the trouble he takes to prevent rubbish

being foisted on the Aubtialiaa uiaiket as tea.

Storing Potatoes.—An excellent suggestion for storing
potat./HS iu a hot and moist climate is furnished by the

>Si/diu;i/ 31aU ou the 10th December. It consists of a long
bin, with buttons both for the bottom and sides, and divided
down the middle, the bin standing ou short legs to admit
of ventilation underneath. There is uo doubt that an
earthern Hoor is too damp, and that jjotatoes huddled to-

gether in a close heap cannot receive proper ventilation.
These bins may be arranged in tiers one over another so
as to occupy comparatively very little space.

—
Queendander.

Silk-Cotton.—A box from Thursday Island, well filled

with pods of the silk-cotton tree, known to botany as
Boinhax Jlalabaricum, has been left with us by Sir. St.

John AYood to see if the cotton was of any commercial
value. The silky fibre contained in the pods at once suggests
the idea of value to anyone seeing them for the first time,
but from all the experiments made therewith in ludia and
elsewhere to make use of it in textile fabrics, nothing of

any real value has been made of it. In our Brisbane
Museum is a piece of rough cloth on exhibition, the weft
of which is made of this material, but to make it strong
enough to hold together the warp is made of a much
tougher material. This want of strength, combined with
shortness of staple, apparently disqualifies the fibre for
use in the manufacture of any textile fabric. In the North
of Queensland, where it is plentiful it is used for such

purposes as stuffing pillows aud cushions in the place of

down or feathers, as it is not foimd to run iuto lumps,
but otherwise for much use it is not very durable. The
tree which bears the silk-cotton grows to a large size,

fully 60ft. high, aud is indigenous to the Northern parts
of this colony and also in India.—Ibid.

Wattle Cultivation. A correspondent wi-ites:—"The
best sorts of wattle to cultivate are acacia pycrantha
(golden or broad leaf), acacia decurrens (black or feather

leaf). Wattles will grow in almost any soil,

perhaps not the poorest. Golden broad leaf grow well

iu good light soil. Black feather leaf grow in rich or poor
soil, but not in poorest sandy soil. The seed should be

put in hot, not boiling, water for about 12 hours until

slightly softened, and sown broadcast in nursery or prepared
soft loamy soil in July or August will spring up (juickly,
and when plants are about 1 foot high will be fit for

transplanting in June. "When the ground is hard it should
be turned up in regular furrows for planting purposes as

described hereafter. Plant about 10 or 12 feet apart each

way. When they attain 3 or 4 feet the lower branches
should be pruned off, and every effort should be made to

keep them straight and clear. In order to facilitate even

stripping, and increase the yield of bark, cattle should be
excluded until wattles are three years old. Wattles may
be sown iu the ground intended to grow them. When
the plants are poor and weak they may be replaced by
stronger plants from nm'sery or seed growing ground."—.We/bourne Aye.
AusTBALiAN BiG Teees.—The Minneapolis Lmid'criniui

has an article on the gigantic trees of Australia, of which
the following is an extract :—" The trackless forests iu

the west of Tasmania contain huge timber, and bushmen
report that they have met with specimens of eucalyptus
measuring 200 feet from the ground to the first branch,
aud fully 350 feet in all. Until 1873 there was stand-

ing on the eastern slope of Mount Wellington, within
four miles of Hobart Town, a eucalyptus measured at 86
feet in girth and more than 300 feet iu height, and its

ruiued boll still forms a grim chamber in which mauy a

merry party have enjoyed a picnic. The famous tree of

the' Huon forest measures 70 feet iu girth six feet from
the ground, and is stated to be 240 feet high, but in the

deep goiges of this ground forest the writer has seen high-
er trees than this, though not of quite equal circumfer-

ence. But Victoria now claims the glory of holding the big-

gest of all the living
'

big trees
'

in theworld, so far as height
is concerned. In the Dandenong district at Fernshaw
has recently beeu discovered a specimen of eucalyptus

amygdaliua, or almond-leaf gum, which has beeu accurately
measured as reaching the enormous height of 380 feet

before throwing out a single branch, and 430 feet to the

top, aud having a girth of 60 feet at some distance above
the ground. Some idea of what a height 430 feet repreusts

may be gained from the fact that this gum-tree, if grow-

ing by the side of the Houses of Parliament at Westminster,
would overtop tlie Clock Tower by exactly 100 feet,"
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TO STOP THE RAVAGES OF WHITE ANTS.
TO THE EDITOlt OK THE AUSTBALASIA.V.

^>ii-,—Iteading in your journal fi-equcnt accounts of the

ravages caused by wbito auts, aud suggestions tor preventing
their attacks upon timber, I beg to offer the following
remedy, applied by myself, after having had the roof of

my iiouse in Kiverina eaten o(f by them. It is simple and
most efficacious, viz :

— 1 oz. corrosive sublimate, ^oz. white
arsenic, ^oz. common salt dissolved in 1 gallon boiling water,
anc] appFied with a brush while hot. The sublimate, when
the water evaporates, recrystalises in the pores of the timber ;

neither time nor moisture diminishes its strength, and neither
white ants, beetles, nor any wooil-cating insects will attack
it. I noticed kerosene recommended as a remedy, but, from
its highly inflammable nature, consider it highly dangerous,
and I am sure no insurance office would accept a proposal
for a building so disinfected. Corrosive sublimate, on the
contrary, e.iierts a ucn combustive effect on the outside
of the timber, rendering it less liable to ignite, unless ex-

posed to a strong fire. Richard Bennet.
Merri Bank, Dennington, Nov. 6.

BEES FOR INDIA.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN.

Sir,—I am about to try the experiment of sending
bees to India, aud would be greatly obliged if some of

your readers who may be skilled bee-masters would kindly
assist me with their knowledge of the best method of

feeding, and witli such hints on other points as may occur
to them. My proposed plan is this :

—I have constructed
a hive (well screwed together) 14 in. by U in and 10 in. deep.A window in front for observation, large perforated zinc
ventilator at the back with shutters to be opened only
in hot weather, and a few gimlet-holes in the sides and top to
be permanently open. A sponge in one corner to kept moist
by water poured occasionally through a tube from the top.
At the bottom of the hive is a diawer about half an
inch deep to contain the sugar and water and honey;
and to prevent the loss of this through the rolling of
the vessel, flannel or spongiopiline is to be used to soak
up the liquid ; over this is placed fine wire netting to

prevent the bees besmearing themselves Above the draw-
er is a slide of zinc ( perforated so as to be available for
further ventilation if required) to be placed in position
when taking out the drawer, to prevent the bees making
their escape.

—X. Hawthorn, Nov, 27.

PROPAGATING PLANTS BY CUTTINGS.
The substances in which cuttings are placed are numerous.

It will be remembered that sawdust was noticed a few
months ago as having been successfully employed in strik-

ing cuttings. Charcoal possessing the "property of absorb-

ing gases that might induce putrefaction, is very useful
in striking cuttings of every description. It has often
been used alone, but a portion of fine charcoal mixed with
other materials is the more common method of utilisiug
its important services. Silver .sand, pure white, and free
from oxides of iron, is the substance most commonly
used, and upon the whole it answers the purpose best.
But where it cannot be obtained many other substances
may be restored to. Of late years cocoanut fibre has
come largely into use; moss rather closely pressed is

also a favourable medium for rooting; brick-dust formed
by breaking down soft bricks is an excellent material
for the purpose. Rough fibrous peat may be classed with
cocoanut fibre and moss. Provide broken potsherds,
pieces of charcoal, or pebbles for the bottom drainage ;

over these place a layer of fibrous peat, turf, or cocoa-
nut fibre ; then mix peat, silver sand and loam in equal
parts, adding a little powdered charcoal; pass them through
a sieve A inch mesh

;
fill up with this to within li in.

of the rim, aud press it well down with the flat bottom
of another pot. Ou this put pure silver sand ; water,
insi rt the cuttings, and water again to settle the sand
well around them. The cuttings should not penetrate
the soil below the .sand. Cuttings may be placed all over
the pot, but those in contact with the sides of a porous
pot will strike earlier aud increase more quickly than
those in the middle, unless pieceb of potsherd are placed

on the top of the stratum of soil, and the base of the

cuttings rests upon them. Pans or pots may be employed,
according to convenience. The cuttings when planted
require to be enclosed within glass. This may be done
in various

waj'S.
Several pots may be enclosed in one

hand-glass, or each pot may be covered with a bell-glass
of proper size. In the absence of both, a common case

may be i-endered fit for the purpose by roughly glazing
a top, having either one slope or a span roof;

'

the size
of case will be according to requirements. It should be
stationed ou the south side of a house or fence, and
shading must be given during the heat of the day.
Where bell-glasses are employed they should be lifted
each morning and he wiped inside. The pots should be
plunged in some material, aud we have fou d none better
than sawdust. Cuttings, we should observe, cannot be
too short, if they have the necessary buds to form a

plant. —Australasian.

AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM.
It should not be the sole aim of the editor of an agri-

cultural paper to present otJy new facts to his readers.
We all need to have the old and well-known facts

brought up to our notice,—Farmers' lieview.

The real mission of the agricultural press is not So
much to give advice as it is to record the varied ex-

periences of the most progressive farmers.—Farm and
Fireside.

Scores aud hundreds of weekly political journals now
find it a necessity to have a well-edited agricultural

department ;
and it is a very good thing that this de-

mand exists.—Cldcai/o Herald.
Journalism is work, unostentatious drudgery—a

profession which exacts of its vortaries the most constant
and watchful labour, dry, hard, and not unfrequently re-

pulsive, labom",— Chattanooija Times.
The discussion carried on elicit opinions for and

against the subject matter in dispute, and the readers
are able to form a better judgement than they otherwise
would or could. Nay, they very probably have their atten-

tion suddenly turned to a point as to which, up to that

moment, they were asleep.
—

Agrirultural Gazette.

It is the business of an agricultural journalist not so

much to teach his readei's as to get them to teach each
other.—Ihid.

The present writer can recall many a valuable lesson

learned through reading agricultural papers, which he would
not have learned so soon, if at all, from any other source.
—-Mark Lane Krjrress.
The value of an agricultural paper depends largely on

its correspondence. Although its editors have superior

advantages for observation and the collection of inform-

ation of a general character, they need the aid of an ex-

tensive correspondence to enable them to meet the wants
of their readers. Every farmer has bits of experience,

observation, and thoughts, which would be of value to

others. Why not give them to others ?—E. N. Farmer.
Did I not think that it was my incumbent duty to make

public from time to time the results of our work at

Rothamsted, I should be quite content to carry it on

in silence,—Ih- Lau-es's Letter.

Many of the most valuable items of information that

have appeared, from time to time, in our columns on

agricultural and pastoral matters have, in a manner, hail

to be dragged from the writers— practical men—who la-

boured under the erroneous impression that they could

not reduce their thoughts to paper.
—

Queen slandei:

[Pass it on.—Ed.]

PLANTS AND PL
When speaking of my remarks

soils, Mr. Grant says "The idea, f'

pits in clay soils in autumn, and

spring, as recommended by him,

fancy if your correspondent took a

mon-sense view of the matter, or.

his observations with regard to the \

adopted throughout the country,

modify his ideas concerning the com

pounded.

ANTING.
on the planting of clay

instance, of diggiuL,

leaving them open until

simply ridiculous." I

n unprejudiced and coni-

at all events, extended
arious modes of planting
he would considerably
mon enough system pro-
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I fully adhere to the remarks which he takes exception
to, as I consider plants placed in rirgin clay, or any otlier

cold retentive soil, either by pitting or notcliing, have not
the same chance of success as those planted in soil that

has been thoroughly pulverized by atmospheric iutiuences.

The merest tyro could at once decide whether-it would be

most beneficial to the health and vigour of the young plants
to plant them in loose, disintegrated clay, or to leave thorn

exposed as recommended, or in newly-made pits with touyh
pieces of clay pressed down upon their tender roots; or, if

notched, to place them between layers of the same sub-

stance.

As to his remarks about the holes becoming filled with

water during wet weather, it may be stated, in passing, that

that takes place in nearly all soils more or less; and in those

that are well drained, instead of doing injury, it does quite
the reverse, pro\ided the planting is prosecuted during dry
weather, and if after a "few hot days," so much the better,

as the "working" of the soil in the bottom of the pits, and
that which was thrown out on the surface, with a slight

stirring in the one case, and a gentle blow with the back of

the spade in the other, will render it into a fine powdery
condition for placing amongst the fibrous roots of the plants,

as, after it is once reduced by frosts, &:c., it never again
adheres together with any degree of consistency when left on

the siurface.

With regard to Mr. Grant's opinion on the position iu

which plants should be placed in the pits, I may say that,

in general practice, the majority of plants that are planted
in pits are placed against the side, or into one corner of them

;

but iu most cases it is done more for convenience than any-

thing else. It is an easy enough matter laying the plant

against the side of the pit, with the roots directed from

it, and covering them over with soil, and then drawing at

and punching round the stem with the hei^, to get it into

an erect position; but to place the plant iu as natural a

position as possible, as all plants ought to be, requires more
careful treatment, as the roots should be so disposed through
the soil that nourishment could be extracted by them, not

from one side only, but from all around the plant; and that

can only be done when planted as recommended. Anyone
can satisfy himself as to have advantages to be gained by

planting as stated. In the one case, the roots will all be

found growing to that side on which they were first placed:
and I know of young trees, ten or twelve years planted,
that have been heeled over by the wind, with scarcely the

vestige of a root on one side, and that had arisen entirely
from the roots being all placed in one direction when
planted. On the other hand, those that have been planted
in the pit's centre will be found shooting out in aU
directions. They are thus not only in a position for their

functions to act with advantage, but their roots tend to

steady the plants, and in after years their chance of being
blown over is consiilerably reduced.

Let me say, iu conclusion, that even in exposed positions
there will be little danger of the trees being twisted about

by wind if the plants selected are of a size adapted to the

site; but should they be otherwise, no matter how they
may be placed, they will twist as much about iu one position
as they will in another. Andkew Slateh, Jun. Wyreside
Cottage, Lancaster.—Journal of Forestry.

libeeian coffee in oeylon.

TO THE EDITOR OF TIIE " CETLON EXAMINEB."

De\b Sir,—That Liberian coffee did not answer the high
and extravagant expectations originally held out, was known
long ago. From interested motives. I suppose, this knowledge
was not made public. Now people rush to the other
extreme and condemn it altogether. The fact is, the Koyal
road to wealth is not through a Liberian coffee estate.

Ever since (iod cunsed the ground for Cain's sin, we are

forced to earn our bread by the sweat of our brow. When
people forget the Divine command and expect the ground
to yield riches without the necessary amount of labour
and toil, we are reminded of Cain's sin by our expect-
ations being blasted. To descend from moralising to tlie

subject in hand. The belief in, and rush into, Liberian

coffee was so great, that people did not wait to learn

from experience, the soil, altitude and aspect suited for

Liberian coffee. As long as they planted in the " Low-

country
"

they were fure of amassing wealth. Then again
in the matter of seed, anything and everything that would
germinate was planted. Of the imported seed fully two-
thirds were immature, and of the locally produced seed,
a hundred per cent were from immature trees. Is it a
wonder. Sir, then, that the cultivation does not yiel! the
handsome returns originally expected of it ? Another mistake
was that those who bad full faith in this product, originally
believed that it enjoyed a special immunity from leaf

disease. That belief was rudely shaken. They then clung
to the belief that owing to the robust habit of the tree,
and its thick, leathery leaves, leaf-disease did not affect

it to any appreciable extent. Time forced them to abandon
that behef too. Now the other extreme is reached. Leaf-
disease is supposed to be fatal to the new coffee. The
truth, as far as my experience and observations go, is

that in both varieties of coffee there are certain trees
that shake off the disease easily and bear fruit heavily,
while others are in a chronic state of disease and barren.
When the belief in Liberian coffee was high people ignored
the latter class of trees and generalized from the appearance
of the former class. Now that Liberian coffee does not
come up to high expectations, the very same people general-
ize from the latter class of trees. Now this is manifestly
unfair Liberian coffee is not disease proof. Owing to
want of discrimination in selecting seed, a. larger number
of trees are, now that the trees have become enfeebled

by bearing crop, shewing signs of being fatally affected

by the disease. Given suitable land, and selected seed,
Liberian coffee will give safe and steady returns. The history
of Liberian coffee cultivation is the history of the cult-

ivation of other products repeated. When the price of
coffee was high, any land, as long as it was in the hill

country, was consiilered suitable for it. Any seed, as long
as it was coft'ec seed, was considered good enough to plant.
And anyone, as long as he could supervise labor, was
considered a fit person to plant the laud. Eaw youths
boasted of having opened up 5 and 600 acres during one
season, while planters of experience know that to open up
a hundred acres, is hard work for one season. The result
of all this is, that wide expenses of coffee are unable to
withstand disease, and yield small crops.
Then again with Cinchona. A rush was made for it. Any

seed was put down. Every soil that would not grow coffee
was expected to grow cinchona. And two cuts with mamotie
in washed out coffee soil, were considered to make a hole

sufficiently large to grow cinchona in profitably. The plants
grew up, but like the seed in the parable which hadn't
sufficient depth of earth, they withered away. Planters were

surprised at this result. They could expect nothing less.

So it is now with Liberian coffee. Those who condemn it

wholesale, are the rash and hot headed few who expected
to reap a golden harvest; The cautious and wise will wait
till an opinion can be safely formed. B.

AGBIOULTUEAL AND HOKTIOULTUEAL SOCIETY
OF INDIA.

Communications.—Japan Pua. Letter from the Govern-
ment of India with papers regarding the Japan Pea and
China Bean, the Soy Beau, alluded to in the proceedings of
a meeting of this Society, held on the 2nd September 1881,
as also Eesolution thereon to the effect that the Govern-
ment think it desirable that the cultivation of this Pea
should be extended in this country, and stating that a fresh

supply of seed will be procured from Japan, in order that
further experiments may be tried.

Bee-keeping.—Letter from the Government of Bengal on
the sulpject of Bee-keeping in India, and enquiring whether
the Society can afford permission to Mr. Douglas, who has

brought out some Hives, to keep them in the Society's
ground at Alipore.
A reply has been sent that the Society will be happy to

meet this request, and to afford Mr. Douglas every assist-

ance iu their power.
Aloe Fibre Extractor.—Letter from the Government

of Bengal, dated 18th November, intimating with refer-

ence to a previous conrmunication of the 25th August 1881
that a model of the "

Jle.xicau Aloe Fibre Extractor " has
been desjiatched to the Government of India, and that
the model will be forwarded to this Society on receipt.
SoKSHDM.—Letter from Major Pitcher, Assistant Director,
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Department, Agricultural aud Oommerce, N. W. Provincos

aud Oudli, dated Dth November, forwardiujj sample of c/oor

manufactured at tho Uowaporo Experimental i'arm from
amber colored Sorglio, also specimen of Pulp prepared at

the Liicknow Paper Mills from the refuse of the stalks, anil

soliciting opinion on those samples. The following report

kindly prepared by Mr. W. H. Cogswell, with reference, to

the above was submitted to the meetings:
—The samples

above referred to are worthy of consideratiou, both being

products of some value, if properly and carefully prepared.
The plant is well knowu. Sorgho or Sorghum, the seed of

which yields a hard food-grain, capable of being ground
into good white flour. It is also used for cattle feeding pur-

poses, the greeu fodder of the plaut being highly
nutritions and sweet. The .sample of i/oof said to have
been prepared from the expressed juice of this plant is

very soft, pasty, sticky, and devoid of all granulation.
In its present hard dry condition it would be saleable

in the baz.ir at about Ks. 2-8 to Es. 3 a bazar maund, but if

subjected to a damp atmosphere or kept during the rainy
season, it would quite change its character and become dis-

solved in the form of molasses, in which state it would be
suitable for distilling into spirit only, and be worth about
Ks. 1-8 a bazar maund. I am however of opinion that with
care aud cleanliness in boiling the e.vpressod juice and better

manipulation generally, this plaut is capable of yielding a

gooil marketable </oor, th.at further efforts should be made to

improve upon the sample now under consideration, and in

doing so that details should be given of the cost of pro-

ducing it, and th,at a larger sample be furnished. The

samples of tho caue-like stalks after pressing, prepared in

the unbleached and bleached state for paper material, are

too small, insignificantly so, to admit of a very reliable

opinion being given. They would be suitable as short stuff

or filling in the "
Pulp," at a low price, and as much would

make fair raw material for paper manufacturing ; but the

main questions for consideration are what would be its first

cost, then the cost of transport to the consuming market or

paper mill, and whether the supply would be constant and
to what extent. I submit it wouM be well in all such re-

ferences as tliis one that lai'ge samples should be supplied to

enable experts to give reliable opinions, and that full details

of cost, &c., should be furnished, so that with such data
at hand it might be seen if aud good practical results

would be the outcome of further investigation and trials.

The subject is one of much interest and importance in

the increasing demand for paper making materials with
which this country abounds."

INDIARUBBER.

(J/adras Ayvi-Horticultural SocieU/.)

Read the following letters which appeared in the Madras
Mail of 1st and 10th November 188'i :—

•*
OE.\Ti.\ KuuBKit Trf-es.—Information on the following

points would oblige :
—l.^Wh.at size do Oeara trees, (or

plants ?) attain ? 2.—At what age are they ready for

tapping (* 3.—Are the trees deciduous, or evergreen ? 4.—
Are they surface or deep feeders ? 5.—What is the most
suitable distance apart at which to plant them ? 6.—About
what quantity of rubber may each tree be expected to yield

annually ?"
" At a time when the Oeara Kubher tree is attracting so

much .attention in Oeylnn an<l elsewher, 1 think a few lines

about its cultivation in Southern India, may be interesting
to some of your readers, and I hope you will be able to find

space for them in your viluable paper. About six months

ago, some gentlemen imported Ceara rubber seed from

Oeylon. The produce of these trees may now be seen

flourishing in a wonderful maimer at the foot of the Neil-

gherry Hil's, by any one curious enough to look out of the

tonga, just before reaching Kallar. Being much interested
in the introduction of this comparatively new, but very
valuable product, I gladly availed myself of an invitation

to inspect these trees more closely. The rapid growth of

the Oeara rubber tree is marvellous : some, measured six

months old from seed, were fnlly eight feet high, and a

cutting, that I was told had been put down scarcely six

months ago, was quite eight feet high and in blossom.

Being of such wonderfully rapid growth, the tree is natur-

ally very susceptible of winil, and liable to be blown
over, until it gets firm hold of the ground, consequently

a sheltered position is most necessary. It seems to thrive
on poor soil, requires no .shade, and very little rain. 'With
such moderate reipnrements we may expect to hear before

long, that this valuablo tree, the demand for the produce
of which seems to bu unlimited, aud whicli is now being
so ruthlessly du-stroyed in its natural home, is being largely
planted in India, where there is so much land likely to
suit it. Dr. Trimeu of the Peradeniya gardens, Ceylon,
recently said in one of his reports, that the Oeara" tree
thrives in Oeylon up to at least a level of 3,00d feet, and
I believe on the Assaniboo Hills, Oeara rubber trees are
to be seen flourishing on abandoned coffee land. How
ranch of the unprofitable coffee land wo hear of in South-
ern India, might be utilized in the same way? At pre-
sent, in these parts, men seem to have scarcely a thou^!ht
for anything but Chinchona, and doubtless the man who
has a promising Chinchona estate coming to maturity is

much to be envied, but, in Oeylon, where Chinchona is

quite as much the rage, if not more so, than in Iiulia,
the planters, do not forget to have more than one string
to their bow, so that, as well as Chinchona, Cocoa, Card-
amoms and Liherian coffee, rubber is being largely planted
out. All these I was stioivn Hourishintr both in nursf-ries
and in the open, at the place to which 1 refer, at the fo.ji

of the Neil^herries. Hut to return to the rubber,
" The

Tropical Agriculturist" tells us that some samples of rubber
recently taken home by Dr. Trirnen from youu?- Oeara tree-
in Ceylon, has been valued by the India Rubber, Guita
Perchi, and Telegraph Works ('ompany, at from 2/9 to 3/u

per lb. Besides the Coara variety, I was shown some plants
of the Hevea Brazilinims^ African and Singapore Rubbers,
much finer kinds, but tjiking- longer to come tom.aturity, and
requiring gird land and a moist climate. There is al^o the
Castelloa Rubber, .a cutting of which was tried but tailed.
This variety only thrives at a low level, and is very difficult

to propagate fro-o cuttings, whereas the Ceara seems to he
most easily p'opagated either from seed or cuttings, aud

rea'lily adapts itself to any locality up to quite 3,01)0 Icet
;

ittherefore seems to be the best for general cultivation.
I was informed that a considerable quantity of seed has been
sent to the S. E. Wynaad, where it is to he tried on some
of the unprofitable coffee binds of the various gold companies.
Unfortunately the unusually heavy monsoon ha^ been rather

ag-ainst the experiment. From what I could gather, it

seems that it would be bettor to plant out the young Cear.as
after the first, heavy burst of the monsoon, say iu thenioiiths
of August or October, when the ground is thorotighly satur-
ated, and the showers only occasional with bursts cf sun-
shi.ie between. The germination of the seed seems a very
siuple process, and generally occurs in ten days, and some-
times lesp, from the time the seed is placed in the damp
sand. The S' ed eoat, being extremely hard, requires
very careful filing, so as to enable it to burst mere
ea-sily ; if this is not done the seed may t:ike months
to germinate. The gentleman to whom I am indebted
for much of the above information, and under
wh'pse fostering care tho rubber, I refer to on
"Chelmsford" has been so successfully reared, told me
hat he would be delighted to show any visitors over his

small plantation, who, as well as myself, might be inter-

ested iu this new industry."
—Jfadras Mail, 1st Xooeinber,

1882.

"Having some knowledge of the subject of the Ceara
Rubber tree and experience in its cultivation, I beg to

reply to "0. F." 's enquiry in your issue of the 1st instant.

Trees at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya, Oeylon,
in 1880, had attained in two aud-a-half years a height
of from 25 to 30 feet, with a stem of 1 foot 9 inches
in circumfitrence at yard from the base, and supposed to
be about half the size of a fully grown tree. Mr. Robert
Cross (who brought the tree from Brazil) remarks in his

report that the tree can be tapped on attaining a diameter
of 4 or 5 inches, or, as is tho case in Ceylon, after about
two years' growth. The tree is deciduous. Like its re-

lative the Mandioc, it has large tubers on its spreading
roots. Six feet apart

*
is, I behove, considered the most

suitable distance to plant. The yield per tree is uot yet
positively ascertained, but as much as 1| lb. yetirly per
tree is expected, which at 2s 9d to 3s per lb. (as quoted
by an "occasional correspondent" in the same issue of

* Ferguson's "Indiarubber and Guttapercha" seems to

prefer from 10 to 20 feet apart.
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your paper) the easy cultivation and rapid growth of the
tree should make it well worth the attention of those

having suitable land. Your correspondent mentions the

month of August-October as being the most suitable for

planting - eara, but properly filed seeds set to germinate

up to the end of November would be in ample time for

planting out in December, with every prospect of having
trees from 8 to 10 or li feet high, in six or eight months,
with a supply of seeds or cuttings for extended operations.
Tbe locality in which Mr. Cross found the Ceara flourish-

ing is described by him as manifestly possessing 'a very

dry arid climate for a considerable part of the year."
—

.Madras Mail, 10th yovember IS82.

Resolved that the above letters be published with these

proceedings in the hope that they may elicit further in-

formation on the subject, on which many enquiries reach

the Society.

SUGAR-OANE.
By Ohakles G. W.\rnfoed Lock, f. l. s.

From **

Sugar Growing and Uefininyy
The Plant.—The sugar-cane is a kind of gigantic grass,

belonging to the genus Saccharuin. Most botanists are in-

clined to ascribe all the varied sorts of sugar-cane now
grown to a single species, called iSaccharum officinaram,

formeTly ArimJo saccharifera ; this supposes all the forms
which are at present met with to be merely varieties

induced by the effects of cultivation. The best authorities

are not absolutely agreed upon the subject, however; and
it is very questionable whether any of the canes now to be
discovered growing in an apparently wild state in some
of the oldest sugar-raising countries are truly wild, i. e..

have never been subjected to artificial influences, it is

probably imposible to arrive at a reliable decision, especially
when the original home (or homes) of the sugar-cane
remains unknown.

Varieties.—All practical ends are served by a knowlege
of the characteristics which have been developed by educa-
tion iu the diflerent varieties. Many of these have been
raised to the level of ilistinct species, and have had
botanical (Latin) names conferred upon them ; but in view
of the lack of e\'idence as to their being true species and
not mere artificial varieties, and to avoid unnecessary
compUcation, it will be sufficient here to give the colloquial
names by which they are generally known to sugar

planters, and their native names when they have no
otherr,

1. The Bourbon cane appears to have been introduced
into the West Indies from the Island of Bourbon, but it

came originally from the coast of Malabar. There it was
found growing spontaneously as a small-sized, but soft and

juicy caue; but it was so much affected by the change
of climate and soil, and the cultivation it received in

Bourbon, and so increased in size and richness of juice,

that it was planted iu preference to the old species and
at length entirely superseded it throughout the island.

AVray entertains a suspicion that it is in reality no
other than the Tibboo Leeut of Singapore (generally called

the Otaheite cane), somewhat altered by change of soil

and climate.

2. The Otaheite canes are two : the yellow or straw-

coloured, and the purple-striped or ribbon. The former

and the Bourbon are so much alike in all respects, and
have become so intermixed on A^^est Indian estates, that

it is a matter of great difficulty to distinguish them, if,

indeed, they are not the same variety.
t'onsidered as the same variety, one description will serve

for the whole. "With a good soil and favourable season,

plants of the first year's growth often attain the height
of twelve or fourteen feet, measuring .six inches iu cir-

cumference, and with joints eight or nine inches apart,

though this exceeds the average. Such plant canes com-

monly yield (in Jamaica, Bengal, and the Straits) two-

and-a-half tons, and not unfrequently three tons, of

marketable sugar per acre. Planted at proper .seasons, as

will be treated of hereafter, they often attain maturity
in ten months, and very rarely exceed twelve. Under
certain pircumstances, as in excessively rich land, or a

wet season, it may be expedient to allow them even

fourteen months. They require a generous soil and attentive

management. Many soils whii-h suit other varities are unfit

for the proper development of these ; whilst it is generally
remarked, that they are more sensible of the injuries com-
mitted by the trespassing of cattle, sheep, &c., during their

early growth, than other descriptions.
The purple-striped Otaheite cane is very much like the

ribbon cane of Batavia in appearance ; but the former Eas
broad purple stripes on a greenish-yellow ground, whereas
the latter is of a blood-red on a transparent straw-coloured

ground. It is often called the Otaheite ribbon cane, in contra-
distinction to the ribbon cane of Batana. Its foliage is

of a much darker colour than that of the yellow variety,
whilst its leaves droop much less. It is a hardy and esteemed
description, of large size, soft, juicy and swiet; .«iud yields
sugar in equal quantities, though of a rather dark quality.

3. Batavian canes are of four descriptions, viz., the

yellow-violet, the purple-violet, or Java cane, the " trans-

parent," or ribbon cane, and the Tibboo Batavee, or Batavian
cane, of the Straits.

The "yellow-violet," so denominated in the 'West Indies,
differs from the Bourbon in beiug smaller, less juicy, con-

siderably harder, of slower growth, of much darker foliage,
and more erect. When ripe, it is usually of a straw-
coloiu', its skin or rind is thick, and the pith is hard;
but its juice is rich and abundant. The yellow-violet
contents itself with a soil of inferior quality ;

this renders
it of much importance in planting out large tracts of land
some portions of which may be two poor for its superiors.
The sugar manufactured from this cane is of a very fine

quality, but considerably lees in quantity than from the
Bourbon. A very common custom of the old Jamaican
planter was to mix the yellow-violet with Bourbon plant
canes, according to proportion, for the purpose of correct-

ing the juice of latter, and to check burning during the
boiling.
The "

purple-riolet," or large black cane of Java, is fully
as thick as the Otahetie, with joints varying from 3 to
7 inches apart. In height it is usually about 8 or 10
feet, with leaves of lighter green than the yellow-violet.
The uppermost joints sometimes exhibit faint streaks,

becoming imperceptible in the lower joints, which are of
the darkest purple colour. Very frequently a white resinous
film is .seen encrusted on the jomts of this cane, some-
times lying so thick that the purple of the cane itself is

in some joints almost hidden. When in perfection, it

yields a very sweet anfl rich juice. Being very hard, it is diffic-

ult to grind, and aft'ords a comparatively small quanttiy
of juice, which is sometimes troublesome to treat. It is

very hardy, thriving well in poor dry soils; in Jamaica,
it is often planted in the outer rows of the caue fields,
to stand the bruut of trespassing cattle. To other de-

scriptions of cane, these ravages would be very serious

indeed; but the purple-violet is so hardy that it quickly
recover.s, and springs up again wiih astonishing rapidity.
It was introduced into the West Indies about the same
time as the Bourbon, and is still much cultivated. In
the Straits, the Malays term it Tibboo Etam. or black cane
and grow it around their bouses, for eating.
The "

transparent
"

or ribbon cane is much smaller than
the Otaheite ribbon cane

;
is of a bright transparent yellow

with a number of blood-red streaks or stripes running
the whole length of the stalk, and v.^rying in breadth
from J to 1 inch. Its leaves are green similar to that
of the yellow-riolet, but more erect. It grows from 6 to
10 feet high, with joints from 4 to 8 inches apart and
4 inches in circumference. It is generally planted in

light sandy soils, where no other cane will thrive; sometimes
it is raised promiscuously with the yellow-violet. Although
its rind is thick, and its general texture hard, yet it

yields a good quantity of juice of excellent qualtity, which
is easily converted into fine fair sugar. Planters often

grind this cane with the Bourbon, for the same reason
as applies to the yellow-violet.
The Tibboo Batavee or BataWan cane is common in the

Straits of Malacca, where it is cultivated by the Malays.
In appearance, it is much like the yellow-violet, except
in the peculiarity of its colour, which is rather greenish
with a pink shade in parts; in some of the lower joints,
this pink colour is very bright and pretty, whilst in the

upper it is more faint and delicate. The joints are seldom
more than from 3 to () inches apart. In height, size, and

foliage, it closely resembles the yellow-violet ;
it differs

from it in being much softer, more juicy, and less hardy
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in habit. In a rich soil, it is prolific, and ratoons

well; its juice is rich, clarifies easily, and gives a fine

sugar ; but, on the whole, it is inferior to the Otaheite

variety, while requiring an equally rich soil.

4. East Indian Canes.—The large red canes of Assam
are very juicy and sweet; the sugar produced from them
is of an exceedingly fine grain and good colour ; they are

moreover, strong in growth, and much less apt to fall

over than the Otaheite, to which they are fully equal in

size, as well as in quantity and quality of juice. They
dower when only eight months old

; consequently they
could be cut and manufactured in 10 mouths from the

day of being planted.
In Lower Bengal (near Calcutta), and in the Straits of

Malacca, a large red abounds, which bears a very close

resemblaueo to the preceding variety.
The red cane of Bengal is a large and fine cane, much

used about Calcutta for sugar manufacture ; sugar made
from it by the natives, in their own rough and primitive

way, exhibts a grain of good size, strength, and brilliancy.

The Malay name is Tibboo Merah.
The next large canes are the black and the yelloow

Nepal, large-sized and fine-looking canes, fully equal in

appearance to the Assam.
As to the small-sized canes cultivated in India, they are

very numerous, the most common being the Kajlee and
tlie Pooree. They are immeasurably inferrior to our

Colonial kinds.—Planter ami Farmer.

1.20S,.S18

1.207,720

3.099,895
1883 (.5 months) 2,023,061

lb.

103,624

277,.590

623,292
267,6791883 (5 mouths)

TROPICAL PEODIJOT.S AND THE PLANTERS'
ASSOCIATION OF CEYLON.

{From the Annual Ritjim-t, 1882-3.)
New ProductR.—Your Committee congratulates you upon the

steatly advancement shewn in new products. Cinchona upon suit-

al)le land is rapidly takinj? the place of coffee and where it does
not succeed the land is bein^ planted with tea or other efonomic

plants. The large and yearly increa.sing shipments of cinchona
and tea shew how quickly these products are being developed.
The total quantities of cinchona and tea exported from Ceylon

during the past three seasons and up to 2nd February of the pre-
sent season are as follows :—

Cinchona. II,.

From 1st October 1879 to 30th Sept. 18S0
do 1880 to do 1881
do 1881 to do 1882
do 1882 to 2nd Feb.

Tea.

From 1st October 1879 to 30th Sept. 1880
do 1880 to do 1881
do 1881 to do 1882
do leei to 2od Feh,

From home we hear that the large arrivals of Ceylon bark
have temporarily affected prices in the Loudon market. Fortunately
however when established each Burcessive crop of barked cinchona
is of improved value and will thus be better able to compete with
that of other countries as it will be produced at no enhanced
cost. The question of growing kinds of higher value is receiving
atteution in many quarters and when plants of otiier varieties
with bark as vahiahle as crown bark become common the pos-
ition of cinchona planters will be greatly improved, and this is

being rapidly attained. There are certiiinly many places where
cinchona will not thrive and as these and the causes of failure
become more known, there are not likely to be in the future
those sad disappointments which were the lot of many who first

amongst you pioneered this new enterprise.
Tea is a very great success in many parts especially in tha

wetter districts where coffee has not been sncoessful and its

yearly increasing shipments shew how rapidly it is extending.
Many of the estates where tea was first cultivated have become
household words amongst you and hardly a mail comes in with-
out a new name to the list With relation to Indmu teas, the
prices too arc impro\ ing and with the knowledge brought bv ex-

perienced men from India you may expect further adv;Mice'ment
in the mode of manufacture. During the last six months there
have been many sales of Ceylon tea quite equal to the best Indian
prices. The erection of necessary machinery is being rapidly ex-
tended and every means used to produce a commodity that can
in every way comnele with the teas of other countries.

Cocoa is now l)eing successfully {rrowu in clearings and amongst
coffee in Dumbara, Kuruneg.ila, Matnle and other districts, and
will year by year shew a larger exjKirt, indeed the present may
be looked upon as the first season when an appreciable quanlity
will leave Ceylon, but as the local demand for manuf;icturing is

steadily increasing and absorbing a large quantity of the yield
harvested, the export cannot be looke<l upon as a criterion of the
extent of the enterprise.
Cardamoms.—From the large number of bulbs .sold throughout

the coimtry there is every reason to believe that there must be
a large extent of this cultivation scattered over the whole plant-

ing area. The plant seems to flourish with various degrees of
success in different places attaiuing in some localities extreme
results.

Rubber.—YouT Committee invites your attention to a despatchfrom the Earl of Kimberley (seecorrespondeTice) directing atten-
tion to the first samples of caoutchouc by the C'eara rubber tree
(Manihol Glaziovni) of Ceylon lately brought to England by DrTnmen from the Royal Garden, Peradeniya. The result on ana-
lysis your Committee thinks is satisfactory, and deserves notice
as encouragement to extended cultivation of ttis tree for com-
mercial purposes, especially as recent exjieriments seem to pro-
mise remunerative results from the trees commencing from a com
parativcly early age, and in localities unsuitable to other tronical
proflucts hitherto known to us.

Pepper also is being tried in many parts of the Island and it
will be

iiiteresling to watch the development of this cultivationCroU Prospecting.—\ our Committee is unable to report auvmrked progress during the year in prospecting for gold and it
is annderstood from the examinations that have been made in
various districts that, though some success has followed thav have
not been so far of a very encouraging nature.

Uaf-disease.—\om Committee regrets that no satisfactorv
progress can be reported with reference to a remedv
for this pest. Many attempts have been made durins the vear
under review, and much pains have been taken to achieve successbut so faros is yet ascertained no practical result of a satisfactorv
nature has been attained. Besides the carbolic acid processes as
advocated respectively by Messrs. Schrottkv and Storck other re-
medies have been tried, some ou an extensive scale and all with
an anxious endavour to overcome the disease, but hitherto all
these efforts have shared the comtnou fate of others previously made
with equal earnestness and intelligence. It apparently 'balBeshuman skill to cure the disease and hitherto prevention has proved
as impracticable as cure. The handbook controversy has not vet
terminated, but your Committee considers that it has passed out
of the hands of the Association and rests with the parlies more
directly concerned, the author and his printers.
Admixture and Adulteration of Coffee.—This important

questiou was postponed last year at the instance of tile mover of
the memorial, for further evidence as to the actual
extent to which the article supplied under the • name of
coffee to the million in the United Kingdom was eenuine
or adulterated. During his visit to England wliither hewas about to proceed, the importance of such evidence was im-
pressed on influential persons, who took measures promotlv to
obtain the required information. The result showed that 64 ner
cent of the commodity sold to the working classes as coffee con
sists of adulterants of various degrees of

inferiority or worthless
ness. With tins evidence the question assumeda new phase : oninionwhich had been somewhat divided preiiously uow became all but
unanimous. Even the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce which had
declined to join in the memorial proposed by the -Issociatiou took
up and supported its views. But before the action of the Aasoei
ation had time to makeitself felt at home the efforts of the LondonChamber of Commer stimulated by your earnest friends Messrs H
Pasteur and T. Dickson had already attained a result which nra"
mised an almost complete and satisfactorv solution of the Question
Mr. Gladstone had been induced by thei'r representations of the
facts of the case to frame resolutions which would have nractin
ally redressed the greater part of the Krievances. TTuforl in'afelv
these resolutions were oven-uled, and counter propositions were
by a diplomatic ruse, passed through Parliament in an ahnost
empty house. The question thus reverted to its orio-nial if not to a
still worse position. At this juncture theCevlon n?emorial reached
your friends, and was useful in strenglheuing I'heir hands -V furthermovement accomplished some slight amelioration, but thc'ouestionnow stands in the position tersely described by Mr Pasteur in a
letter to the Chairman of the Association as the followinK '• Thev
("the Soveruraent) have had the weakness to give in to the re
monstrances of the Date Coffee Company, i tlie importers of Frencii
coffer, the niannfaclures of ma«co//ie, and other sellers ofsnurious
stuff, and are prepared to sacrifice the interests of the British
public, and of British colonies and l)o.s.sessions to those of swindlin,/
and fraudulent trades." The history of this last phase of the
question is liriefly set forth in the following paragraph in the
annual price current of Mr. Pasteur's firm of 11th January 188'i
viz.:—" The past year has been remarkable tor an attempt on the Dart
of the Government to legislate in the matter of adulteration A
minute issue by the Treasury, though dictated by the Board of
Trade, under date of 26th January, permitting the importation of
coffee or chicory, roasted or ground, mixed with any kihd of vcet
able substance, and in any pioporlions, led to an indi.'nant Sro
test on llie jiart of the trade. TheLondon Chamber of Commerce
took the lead in the agitation, and the consequence was that Mr
Gladstone' in the budget on the 2-tth April jiroposed a series' of r.-
solutions which if passed, would have given some satisfacli.,n to the
just comjilaiuts of the coffee interest. The budget, however had
to be set aside for a tune, and the friends of anulteration in th,.
ctibinet, made a good use of the interval, prevailing on the Prime
Minister ,to abandon his budget resolutions, and to revert to
their own original proposals, to allow auvUiing to be sold under
the name of coffee provided a duty was 'paid iipou the mixtureA resolution to that effect was smuggled through the House of
ConinioiLs, in Conmiittee of Ways and Means, "witllout previous
notice on the 8tli July, between 2 and 3 o'clock in th.. morning
Urgent remonstrances were made to Goveniment against this breacli
of faith, and Mr. Chamberlain, and Mr. Courtney finally airreed
to some slight concession, the Aotpaased on the 31st July, providing
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that an excise duty of jd ou every ^ lb. is to be charged on

every article made in imitation, or prepared for the purpose of

being used as coffee or chiiory, by means of an excise label or

stamp; and every packet containina; coffee with anyother article
or substance mixed tbereiivith, shall have affixed thereto a label

denodug the prop'_'r nam^s of the several articles of which the
mixture is cojuposed. Thus there are now two cbisses ot" duty:

-

1. A custom duty on the importation of coffee and of chicory
or the two articles mixed, of 1^1 per lb, on raw, or 2d per lb.

on roasted,; 3 an excise duty of 2d per lb. on mixtures mad6 in
imitation of coffee or chicory. The Custom's officers are to allow
the free importation of those mixtures, but as soon as they shall
have been distributed iu every part of the Uuiied Kingdom, the
Inland Revenue officers are to step iu, and see to the excise duty
on those mixtures being properly h-vied. It is difficult to conceive
a more complicated or ridiculous system, ur one mure calculated
to lead to evasions and cheating: a duty which couhi easily have
been levied by the present staff of "Custom's officers in the few
ports «here such imports would be received, will req lire a whole
army of excise officers for its collections in every grocer's shop
throughout the country, or more probably, the Government will
be cheated of the duty. As long as coffee is handicap led with
such regulations, and the industry of the mixers and adulterator
is protected and encouraged at the expense of the consamers, it

18 useless to look for any increase iu the quantity of coffee con-
sumed in this country

'""

Ravages of GraO and the Sp.rvices of a Naturali:xt—\i will be
iu the recollection of members that, owing to the miscarriage of

.lorrespondence on this important subject between one Govurnment
ilepartment and anotlier, your Committee wa3 unable to report
progress last year in the investigations being earned ou or to
submit any remedial measures. Your Committee is glad, however,
to say that early in the year His Excellency the Governor pro-
mised that, if your Committee would draw up a statement of
the points in coimection with the insect upon which information
and advice are required, lie wotUd forward it to the Right Hon.
the Secretary of State with a request that he would procure the
best scientific advice obtainable in England. With this end iu
view your Committee coramuuieated with the various District As-
sociations and endeavoured by the appointment of a sub-committee
to obtaiH th(' necessary data. Owing to varioiLS causes, however,
it has been found impossible to form a sub-committee, but two
members have kindly furwarded such valuable reports and state-
ments with specimens that your Committee has decided to transmit
these to Government in the hope tliat when submitted to a com-
petent entomologist at home he will offer suggestions that may
prove of service in eradicating or mitigating the ravages of grub.

BkHAVIOUR of InDIA-KTJBBER when StTBJECTED TO TeN'-

siov.—As a result of a series of experimjnts made ou
some samples of vuloauiseJ Para iudia-rublier, M. Jenatzy,
of Brussels, found that, under uuifuroily increasing loads,
a band of caoutchouc takes increasing elongations until it

becomes twice as long as it was originally, after which
the successive (slongations decrease

; and he a'so finds that
the weight necessary to quadruple the length is three times
that under which the length has become doubled.—JotiV'

nal of the Society of Arts^i.

The AV.A.X Plant.—The wax plant, indigenous in Caro-
lina and Pennsylvania, is uow being cultivated on a large
scale in Algeria, while its acclimatisation in Tunis has
been been attempted with favourable results. The fruit,
enclosed in a bag of course cloth, is p]un.,'ed into boil-

ing water, and in a few seconds the liquid wax flo its

on the surface. This is skimmed off and dried, and forms
a gooil substitute for beeswax, as it has the same chemical

composition. Its odour is agreeable, the root possesses
raedicioal virtues, and the leaves are useful for protecting
textile fabrics from the ravages of insects.—Ihid.

Paper froai Bark.—The strongest and commonest of

the several Japanese papers is made from the bark of the

Mitsumay a shrub which attains about a yard and a-half

in height, and blossoms iu winter, thriving in a poor soil.

When the stem has reached its full growth, it is cut off

close to the ground, when off-shoots spring up, which are

again cut as soon .t i thoy are large euough. A pip'-'rof

sup-^rior quality is nude from Koza. a shrub of the mul-

berry family, which grows to the height of two yards and
a-half. It is a native of Ohiaa, and has cot long been

imported into Japan, where it is uow much cultivated.

The stocks are planted two feet apart, often serving as

hedges for separating the fields. The shoots which, under

good conditions, attain their full sizi', are cut down in

October, on the fourth or fifth year after planting. Paper i

is made with these two descriptions of bark iu the fol-

lowing manner :

—The twigs are steeped in water for a .

fortnight, when the outer portiou becomes detached, and I

is carried away, if iu running water. The inuer bark is
i

removed, washed and dried, and then subjected, for three
or four hours, to action of steam and boiling water, which
softens it. It is theu struck with staves, until a fine paste
is formed, which, mixed with water, serves to make paper
by a process similar to that employed iu Europe. Kozu
paper is very strong iu the direction of the fibres, and
to obtain paper of equal resistence in every directioo,
two, three, or four thicknesses are superposed, with the
fibres running in different directions. It is thus that the

strong papers are obtained, that serve for covering um-
brellas and other similar purposes, as well as artificial

leather. The Japanese also make from the Gampi a trans-

parent paper as strong as that from Kozu^ but much finer

and more supple.
—Journal of the Society of Artfi.

New Plants.—Under the name of "
tambor," specimens

of a tree growing in Oeutral America were received by the
late Mr. Hanbury with the information that its fruit yields

by pressure a large quantity of a very fine oil, resembling
castor-oil in its purgative effect, but rather pleasant to the

taste, and with the advantage that it does not gripe. The
herbarium specimens have uow been describeil by Mr.

Hemsley as belonging to a new species, to which be has

given the name OmpJiolea oleifera. Another plant which has
been identified as the source of a fragrant volatile oil, said

to come from Jamaica under the name of '• tobacco-bush

oil," and many eventaally be utilized, is the Hedyosmuin
iiHtuii^i. The plant itself is popularly known as the "headache
weed," and is said to be generally used by the natives for

making tea and binding round their heads when it pain,
whilst a preparation of the leaves and flowers is said to be
used as a stomachic and vSpasmodic. An ittteresting de-

scription of the manufacture ou a large scale of an essential

oil from an American species of birch, the Betula lentay
has been given by Mr. G. AY. Kennedy. The whole plant
is used for distillation, and the oil is sold as ''oil of winter-

green," which it closely resembles. The production of pep-
permint oil on the largo .scale in New York State has been
also described. It is said that this oil, as exported from

Wayne county, is colourless and resembles the English oil,

except that its odour and taste are somewhat less pungent
and penetrating. With respect to the source of Chinese
and Japanese peppermint oil, Mr. Holmes, having made a
curious observation that typical specimens of Mentha arvensis

var. Javanica^ from which plant it has been said to be

derived, had not the taste of peppermint, but a flavour

similar to that of M. viridis, took the trouble to obtain

from China and Japan specimens of the peppermint plants
of those countries. Both plants were found to possess most
of the characters of M. arvensisy but the Chinese plant
was found to more clo.sely resemble and indeed to be identical

with J/. canaiU-nsf>!, vax. ylahrata, specimens of which, ob-
tained from different localities in the United States, were
found to possess the flavour of peppermint iu a feeble

degree. As the chief point in which the Japanese plant
differs from M. arvensis is in its flavour, Mr. Holmes pro-

poses to name it Mentha arvemisy var. piperascens. Mr,
Holmes raises the question whether these variations in the
essential oil are dependent on development, climate, soil

or sex, and whether the oil in each case is a mixtm'e iu

whiclt one ingredient is present in variable proportions in

different plants. The increasing demand for a preparation
known as "bay rum," which is made by tlie distillation

of the leaves and berries of the bayberry tree (Myrcia acHs)
with rum, has directed some attention to other members
of the MyrtaceED yielding aromatic volatile oils, and an
exhaustive enumeration of them has been supplied by Pro-
fessor Maisch. The botanical source of another essential

oil. oil of cassia, would appear now to be satisfactorily
cleared up. Herbarium specimens in flower, derived from
the districts iu China in which the cassia tree is cultivated,
show that the plant is the Oianamomum Cassia, and, as far

as can be ascertained, ''cassia lignea," cassia buds, and the

leaves from which oil of cassia is distilled, are obtained

from this tree only. It may be mentioned here that, accord-

ing to a report presented by Mr. A. H. Jackson to the

Conference, although the oils of cinnamon and cassia may
be distinguished from each other by their odour and taste,

they have no other very characteristic physical property
in which they differ, aud a chemical examination indicated

that any constituents iu which they might differ from each

other are present only in extremely small proportion.
—

Pharmaceutical Jonrnal,
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Plajjtino Vines.—I lifted a very old Viae the other day
which has never doue wt'll, aod found the main roots all

cm-led up into a mass. The roots when planted had not been

properly spread out, and conseqaeutly had never left the ball
—a fact which should be remembered by others when plant-

ing Vines or anything else that has been grown in pots.
—

W. Ramshaw, [rc.PeiTystoue, Ross.—Giirdejiers' Vhroiticle.

White Ants and New Pkoducts.—An interesting ex-

periment has been tried—the poisoning of white auts with

arsenic. Jlodus operandi. Have a bottle of arsenic, and
two rods of about 2J ft. long, pointed at one end. Insert

the end of one stick into the nest of the auts, dip the

end of the other into the arsenic bottle, withdraw the

former ono from the nest, and put the arsenic end of the

latter into the puncture made in the nest by the first

one. Next morning the ants will all be found tlead in

the nest.—"Ceylon Times."

Cork Oaks.—The single cork oak tree at Tallahassee,
Fla., was dismantled by a recent storm. It was 30 feet

high and in a thrifty state. Some 25 years ago thousands
of cork oak acorns were sent out by the patent office to

California, for experimental purposes. Very few of them,
though jjlaated more from curiosity than otherwise, pro-
duced plants. There is one cork oak tree growing \'igorously
at Sonora City, one or two in Napa valley, and they are
not ijifrequtnt iu the southern section of the state. Those
that are growing have attained considerable size anil show
a fine uuality of hsirk. ^Chicago Lttmbennan.

European Forests.—A considerable portion of the wealth
of Em'ope is derived from its forests. Those of Germany,
for instance, which extend over some 34,000,000 acres, pro-
duce an annual income of £10,000,000. Germany's imports
of timber nevertheless exceed her exports by over 2,000,000
tons. Austria and Hungary, have about 43,000,000 acres

of forests. Italy, whoso forests extend over 14,000,000

acres, is unable, on account of her bad roads, to do much
in the timber trade. Spain possesses about 8,500,000 acres

in forest, but is about as badly off as Italy in the way of

roads. Portugal, while possessing only about 1,00 i,000 acres,
finds a very good market forher timber Parmer.—Farmer.

Tobacco Growing in Victoria.—The increase of the

growth and manufacture of tobacco in Victoria during the

last twelve years is something remarkable, and affords a

good e.xample of what might be done in this jouutry.
In 1870 the maaufactm-e was about 100,000 lb., whereas

now it is upwards of two millions of pounds. In the

same period the import of manufactured tobacco and ci-

gars has fallen from a million and a half pounds to

half a million pounds, and the colonists hope soon to be

able not only to dispense with imported tobacco altogether
but to enter into competition in other markets with the

American produce.
—Englishman .

FoKEsrs AND Streams.—A French writer tells of two

exactly similar pieces of land, one cleared and the other

wooded, where the wooded piece yielded ten times as much
water as the open. The open piece had a very irregular

flow, while the woodland yielded an even regular supply.
Another fact is given relating to America. A stream, which
for yt.-ars and years, without failing, had supplied several

mills with power, finally gave out. It not only failed to

fill the ponds but it actually drieii up. An investigation
showed that the woods through which its course tlowed

had been cut down. Subsequently these woods were allowed

to grow up again, and for the past ten years, in spite of

droughts and other troubles, the stream has flowed with-

out any interruption.
—Journal of Forestri/.

A NOTE on sugar-cane cultivation in Burmah, by Mr.
D. M. Smeaton, the Director of Agriculture iu that pro-
vince, states that the production of sugar m Burmah is

far from equalling the demand, but Mr. Smeaton shows
in this paper that the industry is a profitable one, and

probably capnble of much extension as well as improve-
ment. He visited cane-growing tracts in the three dis-

tricts of Thonegwa. Shwaygeen, and Hanthawaddy, saw
the mode of cultivation, and made enquiries as to the

cost of production, and the value of the produce. Mr.
Smeaton jjives the produce as 3,5001b. per acre, and as

the licst estates in the AVest Indies yield rarely more
than 5,0001b. per acre, we may take it that Eeelin

offers an excellent field for the production of sugar. As
to the profit of the cultivator, he states that the cost

of cultivation is about R 100 an acre, and the value of
the produce il. 300, wiiich certainly gives, as he says,
A very handsome return.—Madras JIaii.

SuNELOWEH.—The Katioiud Farmer states that the seed
01 the sunflower is invaluable as a means of making horses
st)rigbtly.

" A lialf-pi-it of seed given to a horse with his
otiier food, each morumg and nigbt, wili keep him in bet-
ter health and better spirited than he wili be without it,
while his hah? will be brighter. When a saddle horse is

requu-ed to be particularly sprightly, he may be given a
pint of sunflower seed with his oats at night, and half
as much in the morning. Ho will be found more antic
and sprightly through the day, and consequently be more
pleasant to the rider. After a little use horses become
very fond ot eating sunflower seed.''—Ibid.

Here is a wrinkle for Queensland orange growers who
are at a loss for some methoil of keeping their fruit."
Inquiries are sometimes made (remarks the A'. Y. Hun)

about the preservation or oranges in our chmate. It is

said that dry saml affords the best medium, and fruit

packed ii. this can bo kept for five or six months. The
rind toughens a little, otherwise the flavour is unchanged.
The sand must be clean and thoroughly dry, and must
surround each orange. It is not well to wrap each one
in paper ; let the sand touch it. A number of persons
in this State have adopted this method and find it reli-
able. Apples and pears keep well in this nay. Many
perishable fruits, such as the banana, can be kept from decay
much longer than usual if packed iu sand."—Ibid.

Flying Foxes.—As fruit-growers everywhere iu Queens-
land suffer more or less from the ravages ot the flying fox
any device that will mitigate the evil will be welcome!
The owner of a garden near Kockhampton found tho fol-

lowing simple expedient sutBcieut to balk the creatures:
He fixed four posts round the tree he wished to pro-
tect, the top of each post being level, or nearly so, with
the highest branches. He then stretched three or four
wires—strong, but fine— round the posts at about a foot

apart from the top downwards. The foxes fly against
these wires, but do not care to repeat the experiment.
If several trees growing together need protection, it ans-
wers equally well if extended round them all conjouitly.—Ibid.

Some very interesting information on the uses of lime as
plant food, and respecting its exhaustion, has been commui
cated to the directors of the Scottish Chamber of Com-
merce by Sir J. B. Lawes. In this report the opinions and
experience of the great body of the farmers of Scotland
are given, and, according to the evidence thus supplied
the shortest period of time during which a full applic-
ation of lime is said to last is seven years, whist tMrty
years and over is stated to be the longest period. At
the Rothamsted experimental farm it was found that lime
acts iu a double capacity—it furnishes an important ingre-
dient in the food of roots and leguminous plants, and iu
addition furuishes the key by which the stones of organic
nitrogen in the soil are unlockeil and rendered available as
the food of plants. Some of the results at Rothamsted
were not only interesting but curious: thus, the ash of
leguminous plants, growing in ordinary pasture which has
been well supplied with potash, containiued 32 per cent
of potash and 22 per cent of lime

; but on pasture where
potash was not supplied the ash contained 32 per cent
of lime and 14 per cent of potash. The necessity for
a frequent application of lime is due to its descent to
a lower level in the soil where it is less accessible to
the roots of plants. The effects of lime are very good
on virgin soil, and it lasts longer upon good than ou
bad, and upon heavy loams and clays than upon light,
land. Lime acts as the medium by which nitrification
takes place, and the almost entire absence of nitrates
in the water passing through the peat soils iu Scotland
aud which abound in nitrogen— is due to the abst-nce of
liiae. Seeing, then, that lime is a powerful agent iu rend-
ering other salts available for plant hfe, aud which
without its agency are inaccessible, it may he considered
more of a stimulant than a manure, aud therefore Sir
J B. Lawes justly remarks that its functions are liable
te be abused, aud should be accompauieil by an application
of all tliose ingredients Hhich are carried away in the
crops or by feeding with stock.—/J/d,
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Insects most Injueioos to Fakm Okops.—The Royal

Agricultural Society of Euglaud has just completed a very

important work. Miss B. A. Ormerod, F.M.S., the con-

Bultiug entomologist to the society, has prepared a series

of six valuable diagrams of the iusects most injurious to

farm crops, each forming a large placard 2 feet 6 inches

in depth and 1 foot 10 inches wide. The series embrace

the most important of our farm insect pests, and are

admirably adapted for the purpose for which they ara

intended—the giving of proper and trustworthy instruction

in elementary schools on this important subject. They
are issued to schools by the Koyal Agricultural Society
at a very low price. ^Vith these and a copy of Miss

Ormerod's " Manual "
any teacher could give good and

thorough instruction on any of our insect pests.
—

Ettropean
Mail.

OuPEBA Barks not Oinchona.—Perhaps the most intere.st-

ing fact of the year has been the reduction to a certainty

of what had before been only a suspicion, that the barks

which under the name of "cuprea" have, during the last

two or three years, attained such importance as a source

of quinine, are not derived from plants belonging to the

genus Cinchona. This was hrst announced in a paper

published in this Journal in April, the fact having been

determined by the celebarated quiuo'ogist. Dr. Triana, as

the result of an examination of specimens of the plants

yielding the barks received from Oolumbia, which proved

to belong to two species of Remijitt. There appear to be

at least three different varieties of bark which have beeu

imported under the name of "cuprea." But the best known

of these, and probably the richest in quinine, is that which

was first introduced as coming from Bucaramanga, in the

north of Oolumbia; this is said to be derived from plants

growing in the mountainous regions of La Paz, which have

been referred by Dr. Triana to Remijia Furdieana. Two
other varieties derived from plants growing in a district

fm-ther south, beyond Bogota,, in the Orinoco basin, have

been referred to R. nedunculata. The importance of this

determination depends upon the fact that a new series of

plants, which are said to be more hardy and easily cult-

ivated than cinchonas, have been rendered available as a

source of the important febrifugal alkaloids which had been

previously supposed to be confined to that genus. Some

interesting observations by M. Arnaud show that all these

cuprea barks have a greater density than any of the cinchona

barks, varying from 1-128 to 1320, whilst the greatest

specific gravity noticed in a cinchona bark was r077.

According to analyses made by M. Arnaud, the Orinoco

cupreas do not as a rule equal Bucaramanga bark in the

quantity of quinine they contain ;
but all these barks are

remarkable for the proportion of quinidine present, and

the absence of cinchonidine. Amongst the bark from

Bucaramanga a very dense variety is sometimes met with,

which is nevertheless considered by Dr. Triana to be the

product of the same species growing under different con-

ditions. It is noteworthy, however, that it is from this

variety that M. Arnaud claims to have separated a peculiar

alkaloid which he has described under the name of cinchona-

muie. It may bo here mentioned that the alkaloid, which

under the names of "homoquinine" and "mltraquiniue" was

described simultaneously by three sets of observers at the

close of last year, has been the subject of an investigation by

Dr. Hesse, who has described its physical properties more

minutely and attributed to it the formula, when dried at 120°

0. of Ol9Ha2N202. The netural sulphate is described a-

crystallizing with six molecules of water in short prisms. As

homoquinine sulphate resembles quinine sulphate in its spars

ing solubility in water. Dr. Hes,se thinks it is probably

frequently present in the commercial salt : but "homoquiuine"
is markedly distinguishad from quinine by its sparing

solubility in ether. Herr Korner has made the curious

observation that dm-ing the manufacture of sulphate of

quinine from cuprea bark a notable quantity of caffeic acid

is formed, evidently as the product of the breaking

up of a complex substance existing in the bark together

with the alkaloid, and this is found in the mother-liquor

in the state of caffeate of quinine. The genera Cinchona

and Cnffta both belong to the same natural order, al-

though not to the same tribe, and this chemical confirm-

ation of botanical relationship has its counterpart in a pre-

vious observation of quinic acid in the coffee plant—
i'lMiinaceiUical Juwiiml.

Soap-Bark Trees.—The soap-bark tree of Ohili is on

trial at San Francisco, Oal., and so far promises well. The

imported bark is preferred to ordinary soap by the Mexican

population, and in woollen mills on account of its sujierior

cleansing properties.
— Chicago Lumhennan.

Cultivation of the Divi-divi.—Mr. John Oox, writes

from Nagercoil :
—I bought a few seeds of Divi-divi from

the garden of a gentleman in Trevaudrum some five years

ago, where the plant was growing aud bearing seed well

and I put the seeds near my bungalow, at an elevation

of 2,500 above the sea. They came up, and the plants

are growing, and seem hardy, but they have not shown

any signs of blossom. One plant is about twelve feet

high, with spreading branches ;
it is growing in the or-

dinary soil of the grassy hills here, about twenty miles

from the sea, not far from the southern end of the

Western Ghauts. It is not much affected by the strong
winds which we sometimes experience. I see it stated

in Drury's Useful Plants that this beautiful tree was in-

troduced into India by Dr. Wallich, 25 years ago; that

was written in 1858 ; also " that it, is properly a native

of the sea-shore of St. Domingo and of Ouraccoa. "

—JIadrat Mail.
The Herbarium (of the Pharmaceutical Society had

been increased by a valuable series of medicinal plants from

the Botanical Gardens at Ceylon; also by an excellent set

of specimens of various species of aconite and by speci-

mens of the plants yielding damiana aud Japanese oil of

peppermint. The collection of materia medica has been

enriched by numerous contributions, notably by specimens
of new alkaloids from Messrs. Merck, by a tolerably com-

plete series of the cuprea harks from various donors, by
a number of Madagascar drugs collected by Dr. G. W.

Parker, the Physician to the Queen of that island, and by
the scarce and not easily obtainable Dyak poison of Borneo.

The catalogue of the Hanbury Collection has beeu prepared
for the press, and has now only to be enriched by additional

notes from the private Mss. of the late Mr. Daniel Hanbury
before being published. The number of visitors to the

Museum has shown a small increase, and many duplicate

specimens have been distributed to local associations or lent

for scientific purposes.
—PharmaceuticalJoiirnal .

Quinine and Alkaloids.—Besides the investigation in

respect to homoquinine, before referred to, Dr. Hesse has

given further information respecting some of the more un-

common cinchona alkaloids, and has described a new one,

which is liquid, volatile and odorous, and which he thinks

may possibly play some part in the formation of quinine;

this he has named " cincholine." Dr. de Vrij has defended

from attack his process for the quantitative estimation of

quinine by means of iodosulphate of quinoidine, and has

brou-jht forward strong evidence to show that the herapathite

formed under the conditions laid down is very constant in

composition. He has also described a modification of

ProUius's process for the estimation of the total alkaloids

of cinchona bark, in which a mixture of ether, spirit and

ammonia is used to extract the bark. In a paper read by
Mr. Giles before the British Pharmaceutical Conference,

another process for the estimation of the total alkaloids,

recommended by Dr, de Vrij, was described, in which the

bark is exhausted with dilute hydrochloric acid. In the same

paper Mr. Giles put forward a plea for a return to the

use of pharmaceutical preparations of the bark. Quinine

iodate and bromate have been recommended for therapeutic

use by Dr. Cameron, and some attention has been paid to

the preparation of a "tasteless" tannate. Among the

substitutes for quinine, chinoline continues to hold a place,

as well as its tartrate and salicylate ;
but early in the year

Mr. Ekin g.-ive some reasons that the substance supplied at

that time as "pm-e chinoline" was mjre or less a iiiixture

of homologous bodies. Being sceptical as to chinoline re-

presenting all the characteristic properties of quinine, Messrs.

Fischer and Konigs prepared for physiological experiment
a number of compounds by the introduction of various

hydroxyl and other groups into the chinoline molecule. It

was found that the antipyretic property is possessed to the

greatest degree by compounds in which the nitrogeiiatom

is joineil witli two atoms of carbon in the chinoline ring

and an atom of carbon in a methyl or other alcohol group.

This occurs in three known compounds, but the most con-

venient for prepai-ation is oxychinolinmethylhydried, which

has beeu named more brielly "kaii'iue."—/7«(M(»««tTirfiVai

Journal.
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HOW TO APPLY FERTILIZERS.

Many orcliardista iu (':iliforuia are awakening to the

nrcessity of maintaiuing the fertility of their orciiards

by the application of manures of different kinds, and
it will be tinii'Iy lo iutrodnoe some facts concerning
the method of upplicatiou. There is a right way and
a wrong way, and fortunately the proper nieihod
can be sliowii by a series of systematic experiments.
A writer for iho Countri/ Oentleman gives the follow-

ing :—A rule adopted by old writer give the length
of the roots as equal lo the branches above. It is

.safe to say that this rule does not indicate generally
more than a tenth of the ground which the entire
roots really occupy. Many years ago I made au ex-

periment on a row of i)each trees planted in grass and
within a fe* feet of each other. They had been set

three or four years, and were eight or nine feet high.
Within a few feet of one end of the row the ground
was made very rich with a heap of manure. Its stimul-

ating effect upon the nearest tree was such that the
shoots made in one season w'ere t«o feet and a half

long. Tlie tree, which stood seven feeG from the
manured ground, made shoots lifteen inches long, and at
eleven feet distance the shoots grew seven or eight
iucbes. At lifteen feet no pei-ueptible effect of the
manure was visible, the growth not exceeding three
inches. The experirnent howed ihat a decided benefit
was gaini'd to the tree ats eleven feet di-tance tlirougb
the few rnots on one side, and that the roots formed
a radiating circle at laest twenty-two feet in diameter
The absurdity of the practice of applying a small heaep
of manure at the base of the trunk of a tree is obvious.—San Fi-aiicinco Weekly hronide. [An old planter
gave his opinion the oth r dav that in too close plant-
ing, with roots meeting, lay the explanation of much of
the falling- off in coffee crops.

—Ed.]

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE LOWCOUNTRY
OF CEYLON:

GENERAL REPORT FOR JANUARY 1883.

LiBKRIAN CorFEB—t'0C0.\—NUTMEGS—ClOVE-S—RUBBER
Teak— Gamboge -Friit—S.igo—Peppei:—Tea.

This has been on the whole a dry moLtU, though a few
showers fell at intervals of teu days. About the middle
of the month, the strong land-wiud ceased, and it has
since been calm and occasionally cloudy.
The variety of cofi-ee that suffered most from the H.

r. is throwing out many suckers from the stem, but
uothing on the hare br.inches, while every leaf, as it ex-

pands, becomes the prey of the pest. Such trees as have
been only partially denuded of leaves are throwing out
secondaries, but with the same result—every fresh leai
becomes infected. Such as came out of the ejjideraie
with little damage have taken a fresh start of regular
growth, and promise well, it they can only weather" the
next storm of spores. The largest blossom of the season
was out on the 22nd and has all set. Of course there
was none on the entirely denuded trees, but on the p.arti-
ally denuded it was full, and on the least scathed
very large : that is to say, there is as muoh crop as can
be packed on the trees.

The COCOA is recovering from the effect of the wind
but many of the trees still look bare and ragged. When
the tree, however, has weathered through the first two
years, it seems to have acquired a fund of ritality that
rapidly repairs any damage sustained from the weather,
unless the soil is too poor, or the situation too bleak, to

permit them to get into form at all. Even in such situ-

ations, if they siu-vivc the first eighteen mouths, they do
not die outright, but continue struggling, and sending up
fresh stems, as the old ones wither, till a spell of favour-
able weather enables them to branch, and then it is
safe to become a tree. As soon as the stem is sur-
mounted by a crown of branches a foot long, it comes on
with a rush, adding six inches to the length of the
branches at every monthly flush, till checked by unfavour-

able weather. I bavo three year old trees here that
completely shade a circle twelve feet in diameter, and, iu
one case, the lu-st crop is seventy well-established pods,
and so little does the tree feel its work that suckers
have to be stripped from the stem almost weekly.* There
are fresh trees coming into bearing week by week, and,
as I said iSst mouth, there will be an appreciable crop
twelve months hence. I begin to believe in this product.
In a carefully .selected soil, and exposure, we may safely
calculate on five hundredweight per acre, on the average
of years. This at SOs gives 400s=K240. The most liberal
cultivation and all other expenses of bringing to market
would be amply provided for by R120, leaving E120 as
the profit of the proprietor. After encountering the
enemies of the plant, termites, crickets, a species of cater-
pillar, and a minute insect that preys on the young leaves
and tender bark, we have now to make the acquaintance
of the foes of the fruit. So far I have only met with
two. One day, I fouud five ripe pods on one tree, and
two on another, with the husks torn opeUj and thfe seed
abstracted. At first I thought it had been a thief, of
the genus homo, variety Sinhalese, but on reflection I
came to the conclusion that a human thief would not
have sought the least accessible spot on the property
when he could serve his purpose equally on easier ground^
Moreover he would not have torn the husk open- with
his teeth, or nails, leaving the empty shell on the tree
when he could have carried it otf bodily, with so
much less trouble. Finding this solution untenable
I had to choose among flying-foxes, squirrels, and crow.s',
and I have not yet settled the point. t)ut a couple of squirrels
were seen disporting themselves among the rocks, suspici-
ously near the scene of plunder. The other enemy is a
small worm that eats through the husk and enclosed
seed before it is quite ripe. I have only fotmd one pod so
perforated, but that was utterly ruined.

Since the dry weather came, the few caedamost plants I

have, took a start, and are now growing rapidly. It seems
after all to be that rain was the retarding element.
A nursery of 800 nutmegs produced 240 plants, one-half

of which are probably males, and can only be eliminated
after flowering, at the end of four or five year.s, . I am'
however encouraged to extend this cultivation from the

large crops this tree yields after the fifth year, and the
promising condition of a few plants on another place,

I liave afew CLO\'E plants down, but in this dryweather
the growth is very slow, but most of them look healthy.
The Ht'BBEE trees are taking a rest during this dry sea-

son, I had a good crop of seed, but when I set about col-

lecting it ofl' the ground I fouud that some one had
been there before me. I have made enquiry, but have
fouv(\ no clue. I had no suspicion that any one would touch
it, but after the deed was discovered I recollected that
RIO per thousand is still demanded in .some quarters, and,
perhaps paid. So I ceased to wonder why Sinhalese villagers
or estate coolies should desire to possess it,

I have land ready for a pinery, and only wait for a few
showers to get plants of the best Iriuds, At the trojiical

garden, a Kew pine of 19 lb, has been achieved on in-

different soil, and from the
v^ery- superior appearance of

the few plants of this kind I possess I expect still better
results. Of all the fibre plants with which I am acquainted,
that of the Kew i>ine is the finest and the strongest— far

too valuable for paper stuff, but especially suitable for the
manufacture of thread or linen of the finest quality. In

any mechanical process of extracting the fibre from the
fresh leaf, the waste would be enormous, but, if Ekman's
process can be applied on a smaller and less costly scale
than that needed for a large paper mill, a vast trade could
be created under the auspices of a local limited com-
pany in a couple of years. The quantity of fibre-Jielding
material in any circle of ten miles, radius that goes to

waste in the lowcountry of Ceylon woidd keep a factory
at work without any special planting for the purpose. The
promoting of a company is not in my line, but I bestow
the idea on the public gratis, and I hope it will be taken

up by some one, with the necessary qualifications of per-
sonal influence and busmess habits.

Of TIMBEE TUBES, teak grew freely for the first two
years, but it is growing little or none now. Certain '

T Has any attempt been made to laise trees frdin sucb suckero—Ep.
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insects so utterly destroy the leaf, that many of

the trees are mere bare poles. In rapid growth the teak

heats every other tre^. In fresh laud of fair

quality and not en a severe exposure, it makes one foot

in height every month, lill it reaches ahout ten, when it

hegins to spread out, ami tJie rate of ascent diminishes. 1

think halniilila is a valuable limber and a ^od shade

tree. On the laud now clearing there is luuch miliia,

mostly of no great age. I am trying to save all the straight-
est s ems tor shade.
Can you tell me it the gum of the goraka tree is

the true gamboge, and what the value of gamboge is in

the market.^ • 1 will send a sample for report as soon as I

can collect enough.
Of FEuiTTEEES, the most flourishing I have here is the

rambiitan. Some thirty plants out in the field are growing
very vigortfUsly. The nam-nam plants have all perished
but two, aiid they are not promising. Of some hundreds
of oranges 1 planted, about twenty have outstripped the

destructive agencies to which the young plants are so sub-

ject. Many other native fruits that I have tried have sof^ner

or later failed from a variety ot causes, the chief of which are

insects and wind. It looks as if the breadfruit would do
well here, in sheltered spots, judging from the one plant
that has already become a tree.

The SAGO PALM seed has not germinated well. Indeed

very tew have gruwu beyond those that were germinated
in the box when they airiv d. I wiUpossiblyhave 100 plants,
but I do not know what to do with them, as I have not an
inch of the sort of land they are said to require.
After Mr. HoUovvay's warning about Pepper vines, I must

ascertain whether 1 have got the best kind. Sj far as my
eye can judge, I can see no ditiereice between what I can

get in a neighbouring village, for the trouble of removal,
and that hearinj a high price at the tropical garden, but
1 must bring the specunens together before txtending the
oultivatiuD.

U he only tea field yet established in this di.striet is on
Oommilla estate-, two miles from here, th properly of Dr.

Stork, and managed by Mr. A. J. Stork, who has had some

years of tea plauting upcouutry. The field was planted
last May, and 1 can hardly realize a more rapid growth
than has taken place, my opinion being just worth as much
as tha of any other man who las no experience whatever.
I believe this is the norihern limit of tea cultivation in the

lowcouLtry proper, but it will probably creep uorih-

ward, as far as the Maliaoya, beyoi.d which lies the

region of protracted droughts, which seems tlie one
condition likely to check its profitable production. It seems
to tlii'ive on all Boils and in all temperatures : from sea-

level up to the slopes of Pidurulalagala, while the art of

manufacturing the leaf is daily extending and improving.
Tea seems destined to be a far greater king than ever

coffee has been, and with cheap labour, perfect machienry
and ever-iiicreiSing skill, (Jeylon will be able to hold

her own wiih all thewoild. As long as the heathen Chinee

can pois, n ClhiisLendom with his spurious abominati'-n

there will be room in the markets for the genuine art-

icle, and the Ceylon jilaiiteis have always produced the best

oi whatever they cultivated and will no doubt continue to

do soon a more extei'ded list of products. Ceylon cocoa

has already topped the market, Ceylon holds its own with

lutaia and Java in cinchona. Ceylon tea is asserting itself,

and a multitude of mii.or products will help to keep the

pot boiling, HtmiUia rastaiyix has been a sad enemy to

the planting interest, but it has not been all evil. Had
cottee encoButered no more pronounced enemy than the

failing fertility of soil, the losing battle would have been

fought for a long series of years to come without calling
out the reserve and auxiliaries, and the cinchona, tea, cocoa.

Cardamoms, rubber, &c., would not have been in existence

is exported products for many a long year to come. The
cofiee leaf fungus is the immediate parent of nU the new

products that Ceylon is now sending forth, and the plant-

ing mind being roused and its energies directed into this

channel, there is no discernible hmit to the amount and

variety of Ceylon's products. Other tropical lands have

Bupenor soil, but Ceylon rests her capacity ot compet-
ition on three facts : a forcing climate, cheap labour, and su-

perior skill.

» See page 530 Tropical Agriculturist (December) Vol.

II.—Ed.

I have just finished sowing five maiinds of tea seed in

about half-an-acre of land. The weather and the soil were

intensely dry, and I ran two wells dry in one day trying
to communicate the necessary moisture, but to my great
comfort a mild saturating rain coiit'uued for sis hours, and
did more for me than all hands armed with watering, pans
could have accomplished, The danger is not over, however,
as there is no hope of the rain continuing at this season, and
copious watering will he still necessary to maintain the
state of moisture required for germination in a free light
soil—the only description at my command.

FIBRES.

We have received, with specimens of fibre referred

to, the following letter :
—

" Wilson's Bungalow, 5th Feb. 1883.
" Dear Sir,

—B y today's post I send for your inspec-
tion two kinds of tibre : No. 1, of the red Hapukenessa
tree, and No. 2, of the white Hapukenessa tree. I

shall feel much obliged if you will kindly let me
know whether the fibres could be utilized in any way,
and what a ton of each is I'kely to fetch. With many
apologies for troubling you, I am, yours faithfully,
HeNRV E. DA3IBAWINNE."
On which Mr. W. Ferguson remarks as follows :

—
"
Kapukinissa is the Sinhalese name for the .Uibisctis

Abe/moiichits L., formerly Abelmosrhus moschaiua

Moench., the Musk Okra, so named from the musky
smell and taste of its seeds. It is a common roadside

plant about Colombo, and has large yellow flowers

with a crimson centre. This is the only plant that I

know to be called kapii-kinissa by the Sinhalese. The
fibres from Wilson's Bungalow are likely to be the

produce of two varieties of 7//6i4Ciis avgulonis Masters,
Abdmoschus aiigidosus W. and A. Thwaites has two

varieties of this plant
—a yellow- and a purple-flowered

one. They are both plants of the Central Province, and

grow to ajheight of (i to 10 feet Fibre No. 1 is a darker

colour but freer of niucil ge in consequence 1 suppose
of having been allowed to stiep longer in water than

the other. It is most likely the purple-flowered

variety. No. 2 is a whiter fibre, 1 nt has not been

freed of mucilage so well as No. I, and is not therefore

so finely separated and feels coarser to the toucli. It

is likely the produce ol the yellow-flowered variety
of Hibiscus angulunus M.ast., but I do not think the

colour ot the flowers would affect the colour ot the

fibre, as shown in the specimen,^, which are both good
of their kind. The fact is that most plants of the

Malvaceae, or Mallow family produce fibre from their

balks, whilst the cotton of the world is produced from

the hairy covering of the seeds of about three species
of cotton (Gossypiutii), and the silk-cotton from the

covering of the seeds of our pulun-imbul, Eriudcndron

aii/racUmsum D C, and kotu-imbuJ, Bomhax malabar-

icum V. C, whilst the barks of the two allied families,

Sterculmctte and Tiliaceaj, the latter the linden or

lime of Europe, are equally fibrous plants. Nearly
every member of these families produces fibre which
can be utilized for rope-making or for paper manufacture.

If your correspondent will send rolled up in a

bit of paper small twigs of his two plans having
flowers, leaves, and if possible ripe or green fruits

on them, I shall then be able to give the proper
names c£ tbem. A parcel um.erS ounces marked by
mlsct llaneous post can be sent by poet for 12 cents.

I should say these fibres are worth about £30 a ton

in England."

SAND-BINDING PLANTS.

In copying what follows from the proceeding of the

Madras Agri-Horticultural Society, we may say that

the three predominant plants on our Ceylon sea beaches

ftre Hpiiu/ex equarrosm, Ijiortica pes-capros (so named
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from the resemblance o£ the leaf to a goat's foot), and
Canavalia obtusi/olia, the beautiful and sweet-smelling
blossoms of which are exceedingly orndmental,
contrasted with the purple tieUs of the creeper:

—
Head letter from F. L. Petro, Esq., 0. S., Officiating

under Secretary to the Government of India, No. 1,016-
A, dated Simla 26th October 1882, enclosing for iuform-
tion copy of the following letter from Sui-geon General
E. Balfour, late ludian Jledical Department, to the Private

Secretary to H. E. the Viceroy and Governor-General
of India, dated London 10th August 1883, regarding the
cultivation of sand-binding plants in certain sandy tracts
in this country, and requesting that that office may be
furnished with such information as the society may have
on the subject :

—" AVould you take an opportunity of
leisure to His Excellency the Governor-General to submit
that an t-tfort might be made by the Agricultural Depart-
ment, to bind the loose sands blowing on and from the
bed of the Indus and the Indian desert, as also the sands
in the South of India in the TiuneveUy and other districts.
I could address the agricultural department, but if His
Excellency feel able to take up the subject, an intim-
ation through you would be in accordance with the charac,
ter of His PJxceUency's rule. "About 30 years ago, Dr
Hugh Oleghom wrote on the Sand-binding plants of India
and what lie wrote then, I have given in my Oyclop:edia
of India under Sand-hindincf j'^tiDts. The seeds &c., of
these and of all the desert plants might be collected and
planted a little to windward of the sand tracts, in double
rows, with a row on the edge of the sands. But I
would advise, also, application to the Victorian Acclim-
ation Society, to Baron Von Mueller of the Melbourne
Botanic Gardens, and to the Cape Governments for sup-
plies of seeds of sand-binding and sand coast plants.
Doubtless the K.ajput Governments, also, know of many
plants which they use to restrain the blowing sands, and
the Bombay Government would help with seed.s and roots
from the desert east of the Indus. I think that an effort

might be made to prevent further encroaches and to re-

cover, even, some parts of the sterile tracts. About 1860,
at the request of the Government, I sent the seeds of
many plants, to the Australian Government, from Madras."
Kead also the following letter, dated 18th November 1882,
from the Honorary Secretary to the under Secretary to the
Government of India, llevenue and Agricultural Department
(Agriculture) in repiv:—

"
I have the honour to acknowledge

your letter, dated Simla 29th October 1S82, No. 1,016-A,
enclosing copy of a letter, dated 10th August 1Sk2, irom
Surgeon General E Balfour, regarding the cultivation of
sand-binding p ants in certain sandy tracts in this country,
and asking for such information as this society may have
regarding the same. I am having our older records
searched for information bearing on the point, and should
I discover anything, \vill furnish it to you as early as

possible, but in the meantime, a few items of information
which I happen to possess personally on the subject may
be of service. For the last twelve years or so, I have
been much interested in the planting of Oasuarina for
firewood, which is still steadily extending near Madras.
The land best suited to the industry, or which seems to

give the best results, is a narrow strip on the sea side

beginning just above high water mark, and consisting of
hillocks of drift sand, in some places matted together
with a thick growth of Spiaifex sqiiiirrnsus, Ijiomea pea-
capnp, Canavalia obtusifolia, a trailing bean with shoots
often 15 or 20 yards long and a few other more insigni-
ficant ])Iants, and in others constantly moring. The next
belt of lauil is usually very low, scarcely above the level
of the sea, where the water has stood, and the H^diter
sand having been swept away, even the Casuarinaafmost
refuses to grow. In parts of a better class, this lowground
is covered wilh a scrubby jungle of Phainixfariniftra,
Gmelina incJica, (?) asiatica ani 2>an'ifotia. Cari^sa cnmndas,
iU.merc^nn sp., Phi/ll nthus sp., A:adirachta imlica, Ftero-
s/jermuhi..iit' erifoKum, CashevT-nut (Anncardium nccidcntale),
Cujmnia cnnescens, Spear-grass CAristida antacea), Silv. r-

grass CPoa fi/nosuroidi's). and manv other coarse grasses.
The worst parts of this low land are usually bc.unded
on the inluid side by high land, matted together with
a close growth of Wild Indigo (ludigcftra ap.) and(7<'-
phrosia. sp.). Wild Chay-root {Vahlia oldenlandiaides).

Spear-grass (Aristida setaca), and several other coarse
gra.ssos, particularly P< roti^-latifalia, hnt the jnug'e covered
parls are often apparently in course of being ovt-
whelmed by oceans of sand drifted over tliem by the
winds in the hot weather, the land abo'-e them be'ng
barren shifting .sand. Next inlatid comes a chain of viIla"-pR
with the coconut and palmyra topes and cultivated land
The first step taken wa,s to plant before and during
the rains along the boundary line a fence of screw-pine
PandoMus odoratissimuf, Vlte.vnrgnnd^, Wild oroton (Jairo-
pha olandutifera and Jatroplia cwrcas). These, however
though they grow well, nourished only by the iiatural
moisture, were soon given up as bearing no promise of
direct profit Wells were dag, sometimes even 20 feet
deep, and three or four rows of young Casuarina plants
were put in all round the outside ofthelmd, a few in<-he3
apart, .vheltered at first with a screen of Pabnyra leaves
and similar belts across at intervals of a couple of huiul-

I

red yards or so ; when these had made sufficient pro-
gress to sllf^htly break the swrep of the wind, the whole
was planted with Casuarinas 12 feet apart. As these trees
require waterinj; by hand lor at least two years, the
tanks or wells had to be kept open, which in face of
the drifting sand was a difficult matter. We, however, planted
the sand dug out of the tanks with Casuarinas 4bont 3
feet apart, and thatched the steep sides with roots and
cuttings of Vixtex net/undo and silver-grass (Poa cunos-
itroides), which served , our rurpo^e. The native" make
thei" enclosures on these sands, by planting hedges of
wild creton (Jatropha curcas and Jatt-opha glanduUfera) or
Paridanus odoratisximus, and by setting the seeds of Pal-
myra, leaving all else to nature. The enclosures once
made, become speeilily covered with wild Indigo aod coarse
grasses, particularly Spear-grass (Aristida setacca) and Per-
Otis (atifolia. On the sandy plains on the coast of Tan.
jore I observed a Justicia sp. and Clerodendron inenne
largely used in the same way. I have of course never
seen such sands as those to which Sergeon General Bal-

four_ refers, but given time and periodical rains, or water
obtainable by digging or otherwise as a base to work
gradually away from, with such plants as those named
above, I have little dcubt the worst sands I have
seen could be, if slowly, surely restrained and reclaimed

"

Read also a paper in" The Madras Journal of Literature
and Science, No. 1 (New Series)," entitled " NotahT
No. I on the sand-bindmg plants of the Madras beach'
by Hugh Cleghorn, m.d.," which origioallv appeared' io
the Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Soeiety
of India, Vol IX, Part II, from which if appears that
Major Worster, Superintendent of roads, in 1849. advised
fhe" planting of Spinifex squarrosus to secure thesand'on
the side of the sea-beach road, and in 18'il, pronou'iced
it more successful than Ipomta pes-cupne, and Government
sanctioned expenditure for that purpose; that Ca|>tain
Cannon, Aet'ug Si^perintendent of roads, under date 2Ist
July 18.53, pointed to the side of the road between the
Marine Villa and the fishermen's huts as shewing the
good effects of planting the -Spifij/ar, and stated that he
considered it far superior to the Ipomea as a protection to
beach ;

that Mr. (iadell, sobcollector of Tanjorc con-
sidered Sptrti'/ea! the hardiest and most useful of all plants
tried on the sides of the Eastern Coast Canal

; and that
Dr. Cleghorn, considered the two species mentioned above
Canavalia obutdfolla. Htjdrophiilax mantima (Ro.icb. Cor'
Pts. t. 233), hf'icrorhynchus sarmcntosns, (Wight's' Illus'
Vol. IL t. 133), Pivpalia orbiculata (Wight's loones. Vol!
V. t. 1783), I'andamus odnratissimus, and Eiretiti ar'enaria,
(perhaps the same as E. cuneata Wight's Icones, Vol. IV.
t. 1385), to be the sandbinding plant" most frequently
noticed along the Coromandel Beach, though theie were
others as Pedall^mi murex, Ipomea pes-Ufiridis and Se amum
prostratum which co-operated in the work of conservation
to a minor extent, and were less widelr diffused along the
coast, and the Cashew (Anacardwm orcideiitale) the
Alexandrian I,aurel iCalophyttiim T.iophyUum) and the
Wild Date {Phnmx sijlvesiris*) which grew well and
would render a double servic" hy preventing further
encroachment of sand, and rendering the land useful —
Recordeil.

*
Probably P. fanniU-a Roxb., which is common on the

Coast, was intended.—J. S.
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INDIAN TEA.

To the Editoi- of the
" Home and Colonial Mail."

Sir —We have heeu prevented from earlier noticing—

as we' had fuUv intended to do—the editorial remarks

on Mr Shilliiigton's letter to your journal, which

appeared in a recent issue of your contemporary, Ihe

Indian Tea Gazette.
. .

Without alluding in detail to all the points raised in

the article, we shall, with your permission, confine our

remarks to four separate heads, viz. :
—

References to Mr. Shillington.

The question of the staying power of Indian tea.

Causes of the deterioration of the product in

question ; and, lastly,

Means at our disposal for obviating this de-

terior.ition.

,. Knowing as «e do Mr. Shillington's long con-

nection with, and extensive knowledge of, the Indian

tea trade in Londou, we cannot but express regret at

the spirit of—might we not almost say the aimmis

disulayed in—the editorial alluded to Can our Indian

friends not see—albeit through the blinding sweat of

the brow under which tliey toil in the sultry Easteru

clime-that it is our interest (even if we put it on no

higher grounds) not only to conciliate and in every

possible way gam the confidence of those on whom
we are dependent for a market for our wares—the

dealers^but also, in placing our tea upon the

markot, to do everything in our power to meet

their wishes and convenience. When therefore one

of their number, well known in " the Lane" and re^

epected on account of hie knowledge and unbiassed

Tiews on questions connected with the trade

coMie.-i forwad and plainly states facts as to causes

which militate against the development^
of the sale of

Indian leas, it appears unquestionalJe that he should

have a hearing, and that, instead of endeavouring to

prove him wrong, we should set about and see bow

the faults which he points out can best be removed.

And here we would say, in passing, that it seems

to us to be a very prevalent popular error to suppose

that the interests of sellers and baying dealers are .

opposed the one to the other. Their interests run

parallel ;
for sellers, as for buyers, it is a steady

market which in the long run brings most profit. A
few .speculators may gamble and make (or lose) money

by violent fluctuations of the market, but for the

methodical importer as well as for the regular buyer

the best friend is a moderately steady maiket. No-

thing is more disappointing to importers than a declin-

ing market, and the same remark aijplies to buyers

who have only reason to regret their purchase of yes-

terday, which can be replaced cheaper today.

The utayinq power of India tea.—This is a much-

vexed question, and one on which very varied opinions

are expressed. In India we are well aware that planters

rarely drink current season's tea, but iirefer one-year

old tea, for some drinking. In our English climate,

however, it is undoubted (and we have satisfied our-

selves of it by careful experiment nnd special tests),

that not certainly all, but the greater proportion of

our Indian teas, do, after a certain amount of ex-

po.-ure, lose their briskness, and more especially flavou.-y

teas, their special tiavour. Were the leads of the

packages not cut, we doubt not this deterioration

would'^ be reduced to a miuimuni—would possibly not

tnke place at all—but bo far the greater portion of

,.ur tears have to be thus opened and exposed. And

this brings us to.

3. The cause of the deterioration. —There are fre-

quently instances of teas which', owmn to want of

sufficiently careful manipulation in manufacture, the

impossibility of ohtaining properly withered leaf, &c.,

are of themselves wanting in the uecessary k-'Cping

qualities, and such, even when carefully leaded up,

spontaneously deteriorate, ui d proof of this was found

last year in the poor quality on arrival, in London,
of shipments made by sailing-vessels. But the chief

cause of deterioration, and that which attacks and dam-

ages fine and common, well made and badly manu-
factured teas alike—though in different degree

—is un-

doubtedly the exposure to the atmosphere to which

the tea is subjected by reason of the boxes being opened
and the lead cut; without being again soldered up,

in the London warehouses. The pi'ocess is too well

known to need description ; its effects upon our care-

fully packed teas are, witliout doubt, most lamen-

table. And why not abolish this udiuu.-. and damag-

ing system? Because in the case of the teas trom

most Indian plantations this course is necessary for

two reasons :
—

1st. The out turn of the different chests in the

same brenk is so uneven that in order to

get a representative sample the tea from all

the chests must undergo an equalizing pro-

cess of mixing.
2ud. 0>*ingtothe great divergence of the tares

of the boxes in one bieak, no close approxim-
ation to the actual nett weight of the tea can be

obtained without turning out and weighing the

contents (which is done by a round about

system) of each separately ; and now as to

4. Tlie remedn for llie deterioration, caused by the

London bulking system. This lies with the producer in

India. The course open to him is the following :—

1. To bulk each break carefully and conscienti-

ously before packing at the garden.
2. To pack all the tell of each break in chests of

approximately even tare [4Ibs. variation is held to be

sufficient by the Customs to admit of an average

taring
—

i.e., opening and weighing only 3 chests in 50].

Upwards of a dozen concerns in India—some large,

some small— bulk at the factories, and in almost every

case— markedly in the case of the tea from the Assam

C'o.'s gardens
—a preference is given to teas thus treated,

both, we believe, on account of reduced deterioration

from exposure, and because of the packages, from not

being opened, reaching the grocer in better condition.

It remains only therefore, to say to those of your tea-

growing readers whose eye this may reaok :
—" Uo je and

do likewise," and there appears reason to expect that,

if this course is adopti d and is accompanied by due care

in the processes of manufacture, there will cease to be a

raiion d'itre for letters such as Mr. Shillington has

written, or a necessity for the Calcutta organ of our

industry pulling him to pieces.—We are, sir, yours

faithfully.
O- '^^ * ^'°-

A "PURE COFFEE" COMPANY.

The subject of cofiee admixtures and adulteration

was to be brought before the Planters' Association

today and iu this connection we call attention to

the valuable remarks of Messrs. Patry & Pasteur

(a firm that has taken a special interest in the

question) contained in their annual coffee review given

on our last page. We have a new and promising

proposal placed before us today, the object of which

is to counteract the evil effects of the prevalent

and persistent coffee adulteration iu the United King-

don. Mr. Thomas Dickson of London and Edinburgh

is the promoter of what he calls a " Pure Coffee
"
Com-

pany and his idea is reported to the veteran Ceylon

planter and merchant, Mr. F. R. .Sabonadiere as fol-

lows. Writing in January, Mr. Dickson says :—

"In re 'A Pure Coffee. Company' for the sale of

the unadulterated article iu London and throughout

the United Kingdom. A board of A 1 people la'pro-

mised with all the great Colonial Houses as Patron.«,
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and the prospectus as drawn up is exceedingly taking.
Messrs. Pati-y & Pasteur are working at it too,

and in addition to its sale of ^jmcc coffee at prices

equal to the tiltliy stuff now sold, the Company
Avould watch and protect the coffee interest by its

agents acting as detectives and iirosecuting adulter-

ators. The capital is mentioned as £S0.O0O, first

issue in £1 shares and it behoves all in Ceylon to

take a few shares. I 11 see it works well and econ-

omically and on its Board will be i-epresentatives of

Ceylon, India and Brazil. Now what can you do I

in getting a few thousand slia,res taken up in Cey-
lon? It would sound well for the prospectus to say

[

such had been done ! Ventilate it, and if you can

secure subscriptions ; wire me. We are promised the
J

co-operation of Travers & Co., the great wholesale :

grocers, with their country organization for the sale, I

for, although they themselves tried it a few mouths

ago, they had to abandon it, as the small gi'ocers

said they would remove their custom in other articles,

if they resisted and interfered with the sale of the

adulterated article they (the small grocers) made such

money by ; but with us acting as an independent

body, Travers & Co, said their agents would not be

able to refuse the sale, and besides every chemist

might be made our agent for sealed packets with

the Company's stamp. Our knowledge of the trade

in coffee when to buy, etc., would bo greatly in the

Company's favor. There is some io.OOO to '26,000

tons of trash sold annually as ooflee besides the

15,000 tons real coffee."

Mr. Dickson further mentions that a preliminai-y

meeting had been held to discuss the project ; and

although thei'e is no capital to spare in Ceylon just

now, we trust the large Plantation Companies in-

terested here and such of the proprietors as can afford,

will endeavour to give their support to a project so

well calculated to repay them directly and indirectly.

COVERING CINCHONA WITH MANA GRASS.

Radella, LiNDUiA, 9th Feb.—Ton say in a letter:—"It
does not seem to matter much whether fresh or dried mana
grass is putroundthe olBcmalis trees, or whether the weather

subsequeuily is dry or wet" &c. &c. and s.i< on to say:
— The

case with succirubra is very different, and my companion
t'e'ls stnngly that mana grass should not be put on tlds

species until well dried and at an appreciable interval after

the shaving of the trees." I beg to deny that raana-grass

produces the effect on succirubra stated in your ieiter, and
in proof J shall gladly point out to you 30,000 succirubra

trees covered with mana grass (ibedate of covering ranging
from 20tb Sept. to 8th November last), and aW the gr.;ss being-

green mana, put on ihesarae day as cut
;
and if you can find

one of these trees that has not renewed thoroughly, it will

be what I as yet have been unable to do.

Ihestaiement not made on my own experience, but

on the authority of a planter who has used and is using
large quantities of Kudella mana grass, that mana

grass ought not to be applied in a wet state to

succirubras. No .statement was mad" that mana

grass in a dry state was prejudicial. But Mr. Mit-

chell, contra my authority, declares the result of

his own experience to be that mauagias!-, even when
wet, deed no harm to shaved succirubras, and be chal-

lenges inspection of 30,000 trees so treated. What we
j

and our readers have to deal with, therefore, are two ,

statements of a diametrically opposite nature, by two
1

planters uf about equal experience, and resident within
[

a few miles of each other, regarding/ one of the most
common and one of the most imp' rtant proc sses ui the

1

Bcientilic culture of the fever trees. The experience is
j

quite common to us, and in thii' case, happily, it is
|

ea y for us and our readers to use our judgment I

aright, l)y de.'iding
iba' as a qiie<tir>n has been

raised about applyini; inaua grass in a wet stite

t'> shaved ciucfionas, the wise and proper thing for I

those interested to do is to apply the grass covering
lu a dry st.ate. Mana. gra« has the advantage of
growing freely and luxuriantly almost in any situation
and at any altitude, and our original authority was
filling up with this grass what had been a ..uiuca
grass plantation. We also, after many flucttrations
ot opinion about mana grass, had finally resolved
before receipt of Mr. Mitchell's letter to plant it

pretty extensively on waste spots in ravines as well
as on slips and precipitous spots. If only cattle could
be kept so as to pay (which is not the geuf ral ex-
perience and which certainly is not ours) there can
be no better b-dding for cattle. Tlie grass is equallyvaluable for thatch for

buildings or the slanting
sheds by which nursery beds are shaded iud
after every substance has been tried, from water-
proof paper to old newspapers, in covering shaved
cinchona trees we suspect the general veidict
would be in favour of mana grass if growing in
sufficient quantity, close to where it is wanted Our
original authority complained of the expense of carriagefrom Radella to Dessford, and we know well what
the cost has been of getting grass for nurseries from
the Kaja Patana. To enable planters to use mana
grass economically, there must be plots of it at con-
venient centres with reference to the trees to be
operated on. No doubt the process carried out so
largely lu late years, of superseding mana on road
sides, as well as guinea grass, by succirubras, was a
Wl^e and well-coDsidered one. But with the disap-
pearance of "cattle establishments" on so many of
the plantations, and the prevalence of cinchona trees
which must be shaved and subsequently covered it
will now be an equally wise process to utilize ravines
hitherto devoted to guinea and "Mauritius" grass, to
the growth of the coarse lemon grass which the
Sinhalese call mana, and which the English tnlk of
as the "patana grass" par ixcetlence. We are in-
clined to believe that no other plant which can he
grown will grow so readily and yield, ^y repeated
cuttings during the year, so much suitable mateiial
for shading nurseries and covering shaved cinchona
trees as mana grass. It is also valuable for " mulch-
ing,

' a process not so generally adopted as it mieht
advantageously be, m Coyhui culture.

0! course the question m.ay still he raised whether
the covering ol shaved cinchona tiees is really necess-
ary. If shaved in fairly dry weather, perhaps not,
as regards the lite of the tree and renewing of the
bark. But it seems settled that bark from which
light IS excluded in the procei-s of renen^al secretes
qumine mainly, instead of the less valuable alkaloids
I mentioned that the Clarendon original officinale
trees were still flourishing although coppiced and
that the Ijark of the coppiced stems had reliewed
without any covering. Subsequently to writing, I saw
Mr. Halliley, who told me that the trees were nlantedm 1872. They arc, therefore, now in the llihyearand they are about to be coppiced a third time after
having been already t^^ice coppiced and once shaved
It will be interesting to see the result of this third
coppicmg following on shaving. As to Icavin" all the
shoots to grow, Mr. Halliley defended his practice in
this matter by referring to the opinion of Air Cross
(the Nilgiri cinchona man), that the proper mode to
cultivate officinalis is to encourage a wilderness of
stems. I think Mr. Cross recommended the layering
of shoots, so as practically to cover the ground Has
any trial been made of this system ?

j

CARBOLIC AID AS A CURE FOR
LEAF-FUNGUS.

About six months ago, we exj ressed doubts as to
the eflicacy of the cure by carbolic acid, relied on
by Messrs. Schrottky and Stprck, on tlie ground
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that Dr. Trimen and Mr. Wall had impeached the

alleged volatility of the substance. A correspondent

of a contemporary having referred to the subject and

to Dr. Trimen's opinion, we submitted the question

for authoritative decision to Mr. A. C. Di-xon, the Science

Master in the Royal College. We append the letter

addx'essed to our contemporary :
—

" EVAP0RIZ.4TIOX OF C.A.P.P.OLIC ACID.

"
Sib,—Your editorial in yesterday's issue, and the

letters you publish about carbolic acid and leaf-disease,

lead me to state what was very precisely and

authoritatively told me a few days ago, viz., that

carbolic acid, exposed to the open air, as in Mr.

Storck's experiements, does not evaporate at all. The
water does so, and tlie carbolic aoid may also gradu-

ally disappear, but that it dissolves into fumes which

affect surrounding foliage is quite a mistake. I am
assured this is the result of proper chemical tests by
the highest authorities. This information comes to

me as from the Director of the Peradeniya Gardens'

and I think it would be well to call upon him to

verify it or otherwise. D. E."

We add Mr. Dixon's remarks :
—

" Carbolic acid, alias phenol, oxybenzene, phenyl

liydrate, phenyl alcohol, is a crystallizable substance.

It melts at about 102° F. ; it boils at about 339-6° F.

It is a very stable substance. It undergoes very little

decomposition even when passed through a tube

heated to redness, so there is no chaiuc of much vapour

getting into Ceylon air from any of the processes

suggested for acting upon coffee leaf-disease. Most

sui-geons have used a 2 per cent solution of carbolic

acid to wash their liands and clean tlieir instruments.

Such a solution has been found to be almost inert

and a 5 per cent solution is necessary. But what is

the most startling fact is that carbolic acid dissolved

in mater or in oil proved totally inert. Koch discovered

that carbolip acid when dissolved in oil or in alcohol

had not the slightest influence on the vitality of any
of the micrococci or bacilli."

It would seem, therefore, that it is difficult to

volatilize pure carbolic acid, and tliat to mix any

portion of water with the acid has the eft'ect of

rendering it inert ! But Mr. Storok still believes in

the carbolic acid cure, as witness the followuig letter

which has reached us :
—

To the Editor of the "Ceylon Ohserrer."

Rewa River, Fiji, December 15th, 1882.

Dear Sir,—Tlie report of the very qualified success

of my treatment of leaf-disease in Ceylon so far, has

not in the least discouraged me, since it could be

very likely readily accounted for, were I aware of all

the conditions of application. I do not know if I

have been explicit enough in all my instructions to

intending operators, and to supply a want which I

have seen expressed in your paper 1 will here lay

down a few rules for general guidance:
—

1.—Vessel covered in the manner previously de-

scribed and of 4 to 5 inches in diameter
•2.—Vessel contains i pint of crude carbolic acid

sufficient for three months.

3.— (Jn a solitary experimental acre place the vessels

every 4th row every 4th tree = 24 feet apart each way.
On 2 to 3 acres the vessels should be at 5 x o 30 feet

apart and on 5 to 6 acres or a whole field 6x6 or 36

feet apart each way.
4 —Let the experimental area be compact in shape,

square or nearly so, and the largtrthe better ; if oblong
let the long side be npliill, or with the prevailing wind.

The vessels and the maimer of establishing theinas de-

scrbed in my last paper will answer every practical

purpose ;
but the special vessel will have to be em-

ployed sooner or later simply because others will not

be obtaiuable in sufficient numbers for large operations.

The diameter indicated is of vital importance, since

generation of vapor takes place in exact ration to the

surface of fluid in contact with the atmosphere, nor
conkl greater depth of acid ma,]i.e up for surface.

Doing away with the addition of any water the crude
acid can be used in two ways. Firstly fill in your
J pint of acid, and for readier and stea^Uer evapor-
tion place a roll of old canvass or bagging about 1

inch thick (the contrivance alluded to in my last paper)
round inside the whole circumference of the vessel ; or

Take about | of a pint of dry clean sand, the
texture of coarse dairy salt, put into the bottom of

the vessel, and pour in your acid until it saturates

and finally covers the sand with about J of an inch
of fluid. This charge I expect will liave to be renewed
once a month, but I think offers some advantages over
the full 3 months' charge, in that the monthly renewed

charges will yield a gas of more uniform strength aad

pungency, and that the body of sand will prevent too

easy spilling. Botli these applications are on the

principle of capillary attraction, and I would like to

have both tried and reported upon.
The condi tions of rules 3 and 4 speak for themselves ,

The smaller the area the more diffuse must be the gas
from the aggi-egate evaporating surface presented by
the acid in the vessels, and tlie reverse. Carbolic

acid gas is so very little higher than atmospheric air,

that it rises very slowly, and before doing so passes
over ground and through masses of foliage already
under the action of their own more immediate sources
of vapour, thus doubling and trebling the ettects of

it. In this manner, for instance, the trees on a hillside

have the benefit of nearly all the gas generated for

a considerable distance below them, as it keeps creep-

ing slowly up before it finally passes the limits

of the fiehl or rises into space.
As for denying the volatility of the acid, that would

be like doubting the light of the sun or the heat of

fire, and those among your readers who have bee n in

the atmosphere of an area under treatment, especially
at night, will readily admit it.—I remain, dear sir,

yours very faithfully, Jacob P. Storck.
The closing paragraph of Mr. Storck's letter is cert-

ainly worthy of consideration and puts the very
question which occurred to us. It the acid is not

volatile, what means the powerful odour, all smells

being due to particles of matter? And how does the

acid act as a disinfectant, if its particles do not mix
with and change to an innocuous compound a vitiated

atmosphere '! These are questions we should like to

have answered, on general grounds and apart from
the experiments which have cei taiuly not been so

successful as Mr. Storck and all of us hoped they would
be. Anotlicr puzzling point is how .Mr. Schrottky,
who was uothing if not a chemist (having come out
to Bombay to erect the first manufactory of sulphuric
acid in the East), pinned his faith to the volatility
of carbolic acid ?

Tea Prep.*.ratiox.—A Ceylon planter writes ;
—

"
Corrcspoudfuce in the Indian Tea Gazette condemn

Kinmond'.s roller because it heats, the roll. This is

true, it does so, but I cannot find that this heating
affects the tea injuriously in any way: it hastens the

fermentation, and hence is beneficial. They do not

state wh rein the disadvantage of this heating lies,

and my experieuce is th.at it causes a rapid and even

fermentation, and does not affect the quality of the

liquor in any way. C'oarse leaf comes out flat, but fine

leaf is well rolled. The only fault of the machine with

fine leaf is that it spills too much, and raioces up the

"leaf that do^is spill. In two rolls of about HO lb withered

leaf each, IJlb. leaf was thus chopped up and spilt. In

one way. perhaps, it is au advantage that it won't roll

coarse leaf ; it enforces fine, plucking, quality as against

quantity.
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

Ihon-wood.—We have extracted the following from

the Timber Trades Jonrnal, aud hope that some of <'Ur

readers may be able to give the necessary iiiformati"n:—
East India Ironwood. Sir,—Can you give me
any information as to where I can purchase any
Ironwood (from India)?—Yours truly, Subscriber.

[We do not know of any wood in the Knglish
market known by the name of ironwood imported
from India, nor can we bear of any one who has

ever seen any in the docks. It is, however, described

in Laslett's
" Timber and Timber Trees,

" hnd Rojle's
"
Descriptive Catalogue of woods," and other standard

works, and is therefore a wood the qualities of which

appear to be well known. We are inclined to think

that it can only be met with in this country in

specimen or example pieces. If any subscriber has

a parcel of this wood for sale, we shall be happy to

put him in communication with our correspondent,
who wishes to buy.— Ed. T.T.J. [Query trees known
in Ceylon as Na (the iromi'ood tree), Pala, &c.?—Ed.]

THE IRON-WOOD OF CEYLON.

Colombo, 12th Febraary 1883.

De.ik Sib,—With reference to the extract in yom-
paper of Friday last, headed " Iron Wood," I need

hardly remind you that what we commonly call iron-

wood—the " Paloo" or Pala of the Tamil and the " Na"
of the Sinhalese- abounds iu the Government forests of

the Northern, North-Western, North Central, and Eastern
Provinces of the island. The 10,000 acres of laud in

Kanthalai near Ti-iucomalee, assigned by Government
in 1878 to the ill-starred Jaffna and Batticaloa Com-
pany, was BO full of this description of timber that the
then manager of the Company cut 20.731 cubic feet

of It—out of (300 acres) —which (at 50c per cubic foot)
Bold in Triucomalee realized R' 0,365 '50. Each of these

logs would have made from two to fom- railway sleep-
ers and would have been impervious to white ants.

This wood was so heavy that it took a cart for each

log, and with a haulage of 25 miles to the sea coast
still realized cent per cent on the cost. I think I am
justified m stating that the supply at Triucomalee and
Batticaloa is almost unh'mited.

All the timber sold from Kanthalai was taken to the
oast of India by native craft.—Yours truly, W. H.

Colombo, Uth Feb. 1883,

Sir,-On the extract on this subject in your issue

of the 8tU instant and given also in No. 1 for 1883

of the Indian Forester p. 47, 1 put some marginal
notes intending to send you a note on the subject, ad-

vising you lo extract what I said about three of

our Ceylon iron-woods in your list of Ceylon tim-

ber trees in your Directory for 1863, pp. 228, 236,
and 238, and to copy the article on iron-woods from Bul-

four's Timber Trees uf India &c., but I see that iu

yesterday's issue, "W. H." has written to you on the 1

iron-wood of Ceylon. No more accomplished writer
!

nor better Tamil or Sinhalese speaker than "W. H."
exists in Ceylon, and the information he has given
about the qnantitj of patu timber sent from Kan-
thalai to Triucomalee, and the prices realized for

the same, with the cost of transport, are moet valu-

able and useful, and Mr. Vincent of the Indiau
Forest Department, now in Ce>lon, will no doubt take
a note of these facts, and of the almndance of this

tree in certain provinces of the island, with the

unlimited eupply at Trincomalee aud Batticaloa ; but i

like the maj')rity of writers who get hold of popular
native or Knglish names of plants he has mixed up
yate Sinhalese, piih' Tamil, and naya Sin., and iron-
woods. The palu or palu-gaha of the Sinhalese is

the Mimusops hexnndra Kox., and its Tamil mime,
nell-known to me in Jaffna in 1843 7, and also in
Rottlor's Dictionary pt. 2 p. 344, is jiali. but whether
the one is borrowea and modified from the other I
do not know. I think the Tamils have adopted our
Sinhalese name, as our tree is one of the most abund-
ant and best known of our timber trees in Ceylon,
and has been sent to India from here The palu.
has been called iron-wood, but erroneously so. Na
or na-gaha, is the Mesua ferrea Linn., aud was col-
lected under this Sinhalese name by Hermann in

Ceylon in 1670-7, and is the iron-wood par excel-

lence of Ceylon, and "W. H." ought to know
that this iron-wood tree with its glorious brilliant
crimson y^oung leaves, and its large fragrant white
flowers, with yellow masses cf stamens in the centre,
80 universally grown near Buddhist temples in Cey-
lon, cannot and ought not to be confounded with
the palu, with its dense spreading head, leaves crowded
near the ends of the branches, and abundant but
small dowers among them. In a list of woods sent

by Mr. A. Clark, Forester of the Nortliern Province,
and intended for the Melbourne Exhibition, I found
" naki" and '

»miya-ma»-aw
"
given as the Tamil names

of this latter tree, but these are evidently modified
terms of the Sinhalese name of the tree, ,as I have
not elsewhere seen or heard of a Tamil name for
Mesua ferrea. 1 trust these facts will suffice to

prevent confusion between pnlic and na. Mr. Clarke

spells the Tamil name of the former palai.
In a list of Timber Trees in Ceylon, by a Mr. Edye,

who was in charge of the Naval Dockyard at Triuco-
malee in 18—

, published in the 2nd volume of the
Journul of the Royal Asiatic Society, pp. 370-7, he
wrote thus of the Mimusops, showii g that he thought
it was then called the iron-wood in England:— "Pali
iu Tamil, Irambu in Malabar, Palari in Portuguese ;

the wood known in England by the name of Ironwood."
At another place he has:—' Vela salu, the Tamil name
of the White ironwood, which grows to about 14 inches
in diameter, and ten feet high," etc.

Perhaps, the publication of the following extracts

affecting the plants which produce the woods known
popularly as Ironwood might be useful to some of
the enquirers after these woods :

—
Mesua feriea, Linn.; Mitniisops hexandra, Rox. ;

Maba buxifolia, Pers. ; in your Directory for 1863,
pp. 228, -o^i and 238 (see also what I say of Na-gaha
No. 59 and Palu No. 65 in my notes on Mendis's list),
aud the article from Balfour's Timber Trees and Fancy
Woods of India &c.

, pp. 140-1.—Yours &c. ,

W. FERGUSON.

A LOCAL MANUFACTORY OF QUIMNE OR OF
THE OTHER CINCHONA ALKALOID.S.

February 10th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—There has been much dL-scussion among
cinchona planters as to the possibility of establishing
a Quiuine Factory in Ceylon.
On p.ige 623 'Tropical Aijriculturist, Feb., I find the

following fitjurea in reference to the manufacture of
Indian Government barks :

—
1. Quinine Sulph 1,467 lb.

2. Cinchonidine Sulph 345 ,,

3. Quinidine ... 40 „
4. Cinchonine Sulph 208 ,,

5. Febrifuges 2,336 „

Total 4,.396 „
The '•

mauutacturiug charges" for the above are eU'
tered as "£2,604 11."
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The average price charged by Whift'ea for the whole

amouuts to Il9 9^d. per lb. or 8Jd. per oz.

Take nbark—officinalis, 01 iginal shavings—from a 34

year old tree, aualysed by Dr. Paul as follows :
—

Tot. Alk. 7-47, Sulph. QiiiLi.2-27, Sulph. Ciuchomdine

4'40, Sulph. Cinohouine -SO ;—800 lb. of such bark,

which was valued at 2s 9d ; or, to be safer, let us
jput

it at 2s 7d per lb. (tHe average value of bark, im-

ported from all sources to tlie U. K. iu 1881), sell for

£110—and contain

Quinine Sulph 18-16 lb. worth 8/ per oz. ...£ 43

Cinohonidine Sulph. 35 02 ,, ,, 5/6 „ £154

Oiuchonine Sulph.... 6 04 „ „ 2/ ,, £10

61-22 lb. alkaloids £207

Qwmdine )

(. gon,puted in analysis or valuatioh.
Febrifuge J

"^

which according to the above scale of charges for

manulauture would cost £33-28 to get mauulactured

by Messrs. Whiffenon contract. Tueii take the IS'lGlb.

Quinine at 83. per oz. na above, salable iu the opeu
market tor that price and retailed by the chemists at

168. to ISs. or to a medical man at 143. to 15s. and there

is in the open market at the 8s., £10 profit on tbe

Quinine, the other alkaloids being free, and the whole

shows a profit of i;93, exclusive of Quinine and Febrifuge,

for which I am unable to name prices.— I am yours

faithfully, S. M. KAYSHUTTLEWOETH.

PRICES OF QUININE BARK IN LONDON.
( From a Ceylon planter in Europe. )

1870 (not obtained.) Bark ... Is 8id

Quinine varied between Bark average ^ lb.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

1871 ...A. 6 9 and 7 9 B. 2 5

1872 ... 7 4 „ 8 ... 1 9*

1873 ... 6 6 „ 9 ... 1 9i
1874 ... 7 4 „ 8 4 ... 1 lOi

1875 ... 6 6 „ 7 3 ... 1 9i

1876 ... 6 „ 11 ... 1 lOJ
1877 ... 10 6 „ 16 6 ... 2 Oi
1878 9 9 „ 14 2 lOi

1879 ... 11 ,, 13 6 ... 2 IU
1880 ... II 1 „ 12 8 ... 2 7S

1881 ... 8 0,, 12 ... 2 7

1882 ... 9 3 „ 10 6 ...

A. refers to Howard's quinine sulphate. Prices from

Rucker & Bencraft, October 1882.

B. John Hamilton's Cinchona Statistics. Average prices

of Bark imported to United Kingdom.

Average prices of Bark

exported from United Kingdom 2s OJd )

jggj
Do retained in do 3-i Id

\

[The case looks exceedingly well on paper, and it

would probably pay parties who produce large quautit
ties of bark to employ a London chemist to extrac-

the alkaloids, selling them instead of the bark. As

regards a local factory, unless we gt,t a first-rate

cinchona chemist, the danger would be that all the

alkaloids would not be extracted. We do not know

why, but attempts to establish quinine manufactories

in South America seem to have failed. We must ask

the opinion of the Milan authorities who are shortly

to visit Ceylon.—Eu]

CENSUS OF CINCHONA TREES.

Agrapatna, 13th Feb.

DkAK Sir,—I should be glad of a tip from some of

your numerous rearlers as to the beet method of

taking a census of cinchona trees and plants grow-

ing on an estate, distinguishing between broad-and-

narrow-leafcd kinds, and marking size if possible.

For instance-3 feet and under—3 feet to G feet-

over 6 feet.—Youra faithfuUy. SINKONA.

RED SPIDER IN CEYLON.

SiE,—Herewith a Ceara leaf on which you will notice

hundreds of red spiders. I think it would be well

to direct the attention of planters to the increasing

prevalence of this pest. Considering how important
the culiivation of tea is now becoming, the spread of

this formidablf" enemy of tea deserves much more
earnest attention than it has yi't received. Indeed
it is most surprizing to me ihat planters, usually so

vigilant in matters which concern, and especially such
as threaten, their enterprize, should hitherto have been
so supine in regard to the rapid increase and wide
extension of red spiHer during the last two or three

years. I have for some time past observed that Cearis

were occasionally affected very seriously, and I quite
recentlv inquired of one of our most experienced

pioneers of new products if he also had remarked such

affection, to which he replied that he certainly had,
and he believed it was but the natural decay of the

old foliage preceding its renewal. This morning, see-

ing a small tree with the seef/^ appearance referred to,

I eximined the leaves with the result which the speci-
men herewith will better inform you than any verbal

description. W.

WHAT AILS THE TOMATO.

Craigleith Gardens, Gampola, Feb. 13th, 1883.

Dear Sik,—Since we had the last very abnormal
weather about a week ago, all the fruit of the tomato,
I may say without exception, have been attacked

with large black blotches, and ultimately rot. The

apples are attacked at all stages of growth, but prin-

cipally when they have attained their full size, just
before they shew the shade of ripeness. Before the last

rains set in, when 1 used to go out to gather the fruit,

I was in the habit of look'iivj for a few rotten ones to

give to the pigs, who are very partial to them ; now
the pigs <{et them all—very trying for a man's con-

stitution, more especially if he has got a liver—as all

of my customers have I know— who wish to take

care of it. I would like to know, from any of your
numerous correspondents, if the tomato (not the liver)

disease is general, and if there is any cure. I have picked
all the diseased apples, green and ripe, which fill many
baskets. Isend you to the Fort station, by one of the

trains tomorrow, a small box containing three of the

diseased fruit.—Yours truly, GEO. WAIT.

[I carefully examined the three large tomatos in

various stages of disease, under the microscope, and
could not find that the disease was caused by a fungus.
I found a fungus on the surface of the half-rotteu

part of one of the tomatos, but this was not the origin
of the disease : it grew in consequence of it. When
cut through, the diseased portions had every appearance
of being caused bj' a fungus, but the microscope could

not detect anything but brokeu-up cells of the fruit

in these portions. The disease may have originated
in consequ.-uce of a pl«thora of moisture in the fruits,

but I can describe it by no better term than i(!sJ(iiott«

defunction, ending in rotten tomatos.—W. F.]

CINCHONA EXPERIMKNTS:—THE SHAVING OF
CROWN TKEES AND THE VALUE OF

RENEWED B.VRK.

St. John's, Nuwara Eliya, Feb. 21st, 1883.

Siii,—I noticed in your paper remarks copied from the

local" Times," referring to theshaving of olficiualis. The

paragraph was also subsequently published in the Tropi-

cal Agriculturist for February. I havi! just discovered

that this refers to experiments which I have had made
for my private information, but the results of which

I have repeated verbally to sevor.al of my friends.

It is however so full of errors that rather thau al-
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low the public to be misled I have thought it better

to send you herewith the actual results referred to,

and also some later analyses :
—

OM

^ "o ^ ca

2 years 3-12 ms. original '93 "54 —
„ 6 12 ms. renewed three nis. "69 '50 —
„ 7-12 ms. „ 4 „ 2-40 — "90

„ 8- 12 m9. „ 5 „ 3-32 — -10

„ 912 ms. „ 6 ,, 402 — -15

„ 10-12 ms. ,, 7 ,, 388 — -55

,, 11.12 ms. „ 8 „ 5-50 — "lO

3 years „ 9 „ 4-96 — -10

3 years 1.12 ms. „ 10 ,, 5-33 — 10

2-10 ms. ,, 11 „ 5-44 traces -IS

These officinalis were all planted in June 1879 and Were

shaved first in September 1881. It will be seen that

there is a steady and rapid increase in value up to

the sixth month's n-newal. After that, as far a'* my
experience goes, it is chufly a question of weather, the

bark shewing a higher percentage after a good spell of

dry weather ihan durins; rain. The value of these

sample^i, as quoted originally by your contemporary,
can be of no practical use, owing to the fluctuation of

tlie London market at the time these analyses were

made.—Yours faithfully, HUGH L. HUBBARD.

THE TRUE VALUE OF NITRATES.

[This letter is in continuation of correspondence on

"Nitrates" which appears on page 350.—Ed.]

Udagama.
Dear Sir,—I fancy your correspondent

" W. D. IJ.''

is right in suggesting the application of cattle dung
fresh, but is surely at fault in his reason— "if used fn-sh

from the sh'^d it is of little value on account of its

nitro;;eu, thi' proportion of that element at that period

being but trifling compared with the mineral"?—my
impression being that at no period does it contain

more : that the true explanation is that in fresh dung
the bulk of the nitrogen exists in an insoluble form,
owing, a-i ho says, to fermentation having but partially
taken place ; and that it is therefore less likely to

produce the not improbable etfects on the wood, dur-

ing wet seasons, or in a wet oliroate, more especially,
he fears may result from suddenly flooding the tree»

witli a superabuudanoe of at once auailnbl^ nitrogen.
And here to act as a regulator in preserving at a

desirable balance the soluble nitrogen I think the

value of a system of green crops, the same to be

destroyed and returned (turned in) to the soil at suit-

able intervals, is at once apparent. But in saying this

it must be taken as no unreserved suggestion, though
so good an authority as Liebig is answerable for

the idea ; nor ran I think of any serious objections,
if crops, readily grown, and under easy control, be
selected—crops not subject to rapid reproduction

naturally from seed, or root fragments, as in the case

of white weed and grass ! The latter (grass) I regard
as to the last dtyree objectionable; and I am sure all « ho
have had to ileal with a certain small species known in

Tamil as "era pillu," and who are not desirous as a

change to see their propprties converted into per-
manent pasture and the foliage of their coffee into

imitation i/olrUleaf, will agree with me ! A root crop
which ciiuld possibly be killed as it stood by a prick
from a pointed stick dipped occasionally in carbolic

acid as rapidly as are dandelions by gardeners at

home, or perhaps better still the crop you s>Ui;gested,
"

rai>e,
" would be free from these objections : and not

only Would it possibly accumulat' ad-Iitional nitrogen
from thi- atmosphere, a-i ilo legiimhioux crops, c'lcck

waste by nitrification .and losses by wa^h, as well as

retaining meisture in the soil in dry we.ati er, bill -ill

97

superfluous or extraneous supplies taken up would
be stored in the green crop itself, in the form of

insoluble nitrogen, till .again rendered soluble by its (the

green crop's) decay. Thus continually during years
of sh'U't harvest would the latent richness or "con-
dition" of the soil be preserved, and increased :— an
accumulated richncsa in nitrogen that,I feel sure will

be found none too great when, hereafter, he ivy crops,
be they of what they may, have again to be support-
ed ! It might even be tlie moans in time of enabl-

ing your correspondent to supply his old cott'ee suc-

cessfully, if I understand him rightly to 6,ay that
a deficiency of nitrogen in the surface soil is the

reason in his opinion why they— aijd why cinchonas—
do not come on well on old, long-exposed land :

at any rale the fact that my metapJmrical beef,
" white castor cake," has usually bem found the most
successful application in bi'ingiug on the former, would

support this view.
I particularly guarded against saying, as implied,

that he placed no importance on nitrogen. He uow
directly taxps me with placing too much ! This
I most emphatically dispute, and must repeat my firm

conviction that he places far too little on it, if pre-

pared to sacrifice, as he allows, any of our natural

supplies, if they can be economically secured and

preserved. But when further he attempts to inculcate

the theory that heavy crops are to be kept up per-

manently, or for a lengthened period, on plain bones

or mineral manures with 1U> larger a percent'ige of

nitrogen in them, it is, I think, to tlirow it in the face

of an accumulation of ungainsa.vable experience in the

past, and of the opinion of the several professional

experts who have given the subject as regards coftee

their attention. I am not doubting that u any an

estate has been judiciously, and with cxcell-'nt and
no damaging results, manured with plain bones, or

phospates, after a previously light crop, or

wliilst in excessive good heart ; and neither

am 1 doubting the advantage of applying other

necessary ingredients there may be a deficiency of,

independently of nitrogen ; or that, on the other hand,

wast-, and perhaps a lessened crop, may have occasionally
occurred through an excessive or injudicious use of

nitrogenous manures. But I fancy there are few
. planters of lengthened experience out here who will

not record it as the result of their observation that

the application of plain bones, unless as coarse as gmvel,
could only be attempted safely on any average soil

here, at intervals : that a frequent repetition was at

the risk of sending the place to sticks, and the pro-

prietor's future prospects to the resting-place of

a as ! so many a fair hope ! As to whether I am right
or wrong in saying that it was found positively

necessary to add nitrogen liberally, question Messrs.

Elphinstono, W. Smith, W. McKenzie, and the hosts

of other in the past successful planters in Dimbula
and Uikoya as to the nature of the manure.- they
used in producing crop after crop without injuiy to

the coftee—crops that they wo'dd otiVl be aliening

were it not for leaf-diseace, and in a lesser degree
for adverse season and grub. Ask Mr. W. Cameron

how, and in spite of the fine soil, it would have

been with the splendid succession of crops of

10 and 12 cwt. per acre throughout his re-

gime on Galiha, or with the estate itrclf

had he stuck to pHin bonesor mineral manures only, or

principally ! Call on the shades of poor Lawrence

Carey for an explanation of his indisputably gp-at suc-

cess in manuring ! And not to leave the richest section

of the island in point of soil unnoticed, perhaps the

manager of the Uva t'ompauy will kindly enlighle" us

as to the meaning of the many cart-loads of rich and, he

will not deny it, ux.nnsive cittle-duiig to be seen cirried

out occasionally on iiassing through Spring V;.lley.

Why a niHitoossary oui lay, with bones at present •otes.
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and additional nitrogen, in quantity, superfluous, if

not positively prejudicial? Were he unable to say, tlie

shareholders, wlio have succeeded till within the last

yeariu pocketing their 8 per cent free of income tax re-

guhirly for years might not be disinclined lodo so!

Or, why, but for the reason that it destroys a vast

quantity of organic mutter, acting, though more per-

manently, as would green or root crops, as a natural

magazine of nitrogen, has the burning-offof a new clear-

ing been. I believe, always universally regarded as

a very wasteful system, tolerated only as conve7iience "!

" W, D. B." props his theory on statements of M. ViUe
and Mr. Hughes, but overlooking that the fact that these

statements were made prior to Mr. Warington'a revel-

ations on the subject of nitrification. Now calculating
oil the rajiidity with which thi? is proved to go on
ill a temperate climate, the figures quoted (no allow-

auce being made for losses by nitrification) are, it

seems to me, at "nee upset, unless it can be shewn
that the trees take up all the nitrates as they
are formed. And when it is further shewn that

under a tropical sun the rate at which the pro-
cess goes on is so greatly increased that there

seems even to be a possibility of turning this com-

mercially to account for the artificial production of

nitrates of soda or potash in some parts of India, I

think it mi.y be fairly assumed that nitrogen Itasnol been

allowed too prominent a place in manuring operations,
or that its importance has been overestimated by me !

In saying ihat cattle manure is chiefly valued

because it at once contains a majority of the

necessary elements, "VV. D. B." is I admit in a sense

correct; but to imply, as I understand him to do,

that it does not at all times, if well preserved, contain

nitrogen in very large proportion
—sulBoiently so (and

especially if[cake fed) to entitle it to be classed as essenti-

ally a nitrogenous manure — is I maintain incorrect.

In broaching the discussion I neither at the

time, nor have I since, attempted to write in

any sense dogmatically, and certainly from no desire

to personally nnnoy your correspondent, and I with

regret notice that instead of without misrepresentation

refuting any ideas I may have ventured on contrary
to his own opinions, one bj" one, with a sound reason—
opinions I should then be only too glad to accept, and

also to admit myself wrong, on good shewing— he

prefers meeting tliem with a reply commenced and
ended with remarks thatsavour rather of slight irritation.

I have intentionally said nothing to provoke. Brevity

may be the soul of wit, but not nece-sarily (or always

possibly) of reason, though, under a more able pen than

my own, what I have desired to express might have

been put in ferer words ! But as we bave both now
had our say, and I am anxious to cut short, the dis-

cussion as between us, as well as for the valuable

information it might elicit : if
" W. D. B." will l.iy our

correspondence before M. Ville, Warington, or Huslirs,
or all of them— if our local professors will not satisfy

him— J will engage to pay a moderate fee, should they
decide that my conclusions are in the main wrong,
or that I have not on the whole fairly and correctly
met his statements.

He quite, on the face of it, iiirorrrelly and un-

necessarily attempts to saddle me with the clos-

ing paragraph of my last letter ;
the suggestion

bidng given, as not my oirn idea distinctly ! I may—
very likely

—have recorded the surmise incorrertly. If

not, he is in the lists, if I mistake not, with one of the

most successful agricultural scientists of the day—
Professor Buckman : a man who by reason of his

science has vedtably succeeded in inducing
" two

blades of grass to l:iow where but one was before,"

making his property pay in seasons when the "old

rule" farmers around were all more or less out of pocket.

Though neither questioning, nor doubting, the

important bearing they may exercise on it, I pro-

less personally to know as little abou t atmospheric gases,
or occult influences with respect to leaf disease,
as your correspondent lays it open to he supposed he
does of the vast importance of nitnigen, and of doing
the utmost to ronserrc the same, in writing '"sufficient

unto the day is the evil thereof" with regard thereto.

X.

P. S.—"W. D. B." gives a good suggestion in recom-
mending the application of lime with manure, but

might have advantaiieously menti'ined in what form—
quicklime, hydrate, or carbonate—n.erordinr/ to the special
condition of the manure fr compost at the time ;

for on this evidently depends whether it may be re-

garded as a friend or an enemy. The .Tune or .Tuly

(1881) number of the Tropical Aiiricultunst contains
full information in a lengthy extract from the Field.
The valuable properties of g.vpsum are also fully de-
scribed and laid stress on ; and, judging by what is said,
it seems a pity it cannot be procured cheaply as at

home, and largely used. The same article refers to the

grey chalk as being of supposed greater value as a manure
than purer forms, owing to its containing an admixture
of alumina, and probaldy thus a valuable double 6<;«c,

of which it would be interesting to know something
more, and whether it cannot be produced here artifically

by an admixture of lime with some of our clays?
Since writing the above, I have come across some

particulars regarding the root crops suggested that
W' uld seem to shew them to be ijuite unsuitable.

Perliaps
"
ground-nuts," if I am not mistaken, a

leguminous plant, might answer. I am under the

impression that they grew well, and without doing
injury, underneath the large "Ceara" trees at the

Peradeniya Gardens. The crop could be dug in,

anyhow, hefore the nuts became fully matured,
and a serious drain on tiie mineral constitu-

ents of the soil. Though it of course would not
do to remove them in quantity from the land, the
stems and foliage are an excellent fodder, that horses
seem to be as greedily fond of as of vetches. X.

THE IRONWOOD OF CEYLON.

Colombo, 22ud Feb. 1883.

Pear Sir,—I have to thank Mr. Willi.im Ferguson for

the valuable information contained in his letter, publish-
ed on page 76."?. The wood I referred to under the Tamil
name of "

palu," pronounced "pnlai" in Trincomalee is

not the wood of the tree "
bearing the glorious brilliant

crimson young leaves, and the large fragrant white

flowers, with masses of yellow stamens in the centre,
and usually grown in the vicinity of Buddhist

Temple*" in the Western, Onind, and Southern Pro-
vinces ; but the kind with the dense "

spreading head,
with leaves crowded near the end of the branches,
and abundant small flowers among them," ami I may
add bearing a small frrit—like a raisin of a sw'eet

luscious taste—specially relished by bears.—I am dear

sir, yours truly, \V. H.

[Quite so : the Trinconialee "
palu" is not to be

confounded "ith the true ironwood, called na by the

Sinhalese.—Ed ]

Professor Law.^on.—This gentleman, whose arrival

in Madras we noticed the other day, left on 24th
Feb. by the S. S.

" Navarino "
for Colombo, to Pera']

deniya, where he has en route been desired to proceed
by the Madras Government to confer with Dr. Trimen.
the Director of the Ceylon Government Botanical

Gardens, on certain knotty points in connection with
the identity of some species of cinchonas which he

has partly come out to solve. It is hoped that some
definite conclusions ^vill be arri^•ed at towards settling
the various ve.\ed questions that have formed the bnue of

contention among botanists for some years past.
- M. Mail.

[Mr. Lawson Is now at Peradeniya.—Ed.]
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REPORT ON OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS
IN CEYLON : GRUB AND PROPER

CULTIVATION.

Agvapatana, Dimbula, 16th Feb.

The weatlier has been wet here for the last

three afternoons, and on the 13th it came downi in

torrents. Yeaterilay p.m. rain again : wliat might
be termed a fine planting day. It is to bo hoped tliat

we have now got the last of it for at least tlie next
two montlis. The coti'ee blossom now in spike is most

favonrable, and the valley covered with luxuriant

verdure from one end to the other, and little of leaf •

disease to be seen. Cinchonas are also at present

looking liealtliy and few red flags appearing, but after

heavy falls of rain and wmd combined we may expect
a good few deaths, and must devise some plan to

avoid tins destruction to cinchonas at all stages of

growtii. Much has been written of canker and its

causes and the tarring of roots suggested. If it were

proved to be an insect that was the cause of canker,
no doubt tarring the roots would be of much
advantage, but wliere it seems to be from rain water
the case is rpiite different. Let anyone interested go
to the eiuchoua field in a storm of wind anil rain and
watcli tlie ett'cct of tlie «ind upon the cinchona tree

lailen \vith seed, tossing it to and fro. making an

opening at the neck of the tree, and tlie rain-water

rushing down the stem into the roots of the tree.

This action of rain-water kills the feeding rootlets and

stops all circulation of the sap from the roots of tlie

tree, and of course canker gets in and works its

destruction, wliich takes a long time, as tlie cmchoiia
tree is such a succulent plant and feeds itself for a
time from the foliage. From observation of trees and

plants of all ages from 18 months to 5 or 6 years
old that have been shaved and thatched, the number
of deaths have been but very limited where the work
has been carefully done. What accounts for this is

that the tliatch is put well down and spread out on
the ground at the neck of the tree and thus throws
off the rain-water from the roots, and those inter-

ested would better watch the effect of this for them-

selves, and we might save our hundreds of thousands

yearly by simply thatching the stems of plants directly

they are large enough for the wind to get hold of them.
To those who have had practical experience in planting
cinchonas in new clearings, have they not noticed nice

healthy plants after heavy rains die off in thousands
in all the parts that have wash from rain-water and
the plant is tirst injured at the neck, not the roots,

ami this is from rain-water. It will be very interesting
to know the component parts of our rain-water : if we
had them analyzed at the proper time, tliat is, the

heart of the S.W. monsoon, then we may find out tlie

source of the many diseases we make such a fuss

about. Renewing cinchonas bark has been most
successful even in the case of young plants of the

officinalis variety. Time will shew this method later on.

Ten has not been a suceess when planted
at stake, it takes too long to grow at this elev-

ation and I.'; apt to be attacked by grub and crick-

ets, l)ut when it has been planted with nursery
plants tliere is scarcely a failure, and old bushes
are vigorous and loaded with seed, 8 years old, 8

and 10 feet high on an average.

Saptiti almost refuses to grow. The plant is not
in its element hero I fear.

Guiiif) grow well and no appearance of disease,
but we top them down here and are trying to get

up shelter belts, as recommended by Mr. Ward.

Ah (•.-('/"«
— ^Ye may always expect to meet with

disappointment when we have to work in old soil.

To be euccessful with nurseries, we want virgin

soil. Keplantiiig or growing in old soil, except the

land 18 tboioughly disinfected, is eure to meet with

difficulties. An old planter, in passing through the

Agras the other day, remarked that we had the

proper Uva climate litre, and said : Your coffee is

now siuiilar to what Kahagalla was at the same age,
and this same ' Uva Kahagalla' did not bear until it

was in its teens." The reason of this is that our
timber is mostly of a very hard variety, viz., Dainba,

Naualia, Kecna, Meru, Kordallie, etc., and at this

altitude the roots takes a long time to decay. It

is well known the destruction that smnll holes have

wrought to the coffee tree and also contract and

scamped work. We have seen estates on which this sys-
tem had been adopted in cutting a new road afterwards,
when the small pit the coffee tree had to exist in

the roots as thick and as many as the hairs of your
head, and not one outside the pit, confined iu some
like a flower pot and actually turning upwards to get
out and the .lelds at the age of 4 and 5 years look-

ing seedy. Oh what s the matter here ? Grub, grub,
Not a bit of it, only bad cultivation, (irub, we will

always have, more or less, but the more we cult-

ivate and the deeper the cultivation the fewer the

grubs and less tlie destruction. Som? of us remem-
ber the time wlien pitting for colfe' the hole was not

sufBcient until Ramasaniy when he got doivn in it

could hide himself. What about grub.s in those days ?

On estates where the timber has been of a soft nnt-

ure the good returns are much earlier, and when
the grindstone is well worn by the felling con-

tractor this is a sure sign that it will take some
time before the estate will give a good returu. Hard
timber are also mostly surface feeders, and nutil the

roots decay the coffee wdl not be at its best, and
aa this is the case with all the high lands in the

Agras, there is a bright future in store for this senii-

Uva climate yet, and the time may not be far dis-

tant when the largest to the smiillesi estates may
send down from 7 to 8 aud 10 thousand bushels
of good parchment coffee, and also tliiee tons of

splendid renewed bark. Coffee plauied on patana lias

never been of Icng life, and the reason of this is be-

cause the coffee tree is never iu its eltmeut when
the absence of jungle roots are iu the soil, and
the coffee tree never at its best until the roots

are in a state of decay to allow the feeders of

the coffee plant to take up their place, aud until

this decay takes place we ought to have recourse

to deep cultivation, and, as onr soil is a rather stiff

rich loam, we require lime to mix with our soil

etc., and we may yet combat with leaf - disease.

THE CEYLON COFFEE CROPS AND
SEASONS.

Mr. Giles F. Walker of Bogawantalawa has once

again favoured us «ith copies of his carefully pre-

pared Meteorological Statistics completed to the end of

last year. These with the notes, are now in the hands

of the printer and will appear shortly ; but in

the meantime we may quote from the aeoompanying

private letter to ourselves, the following remarks of

more than ordinary interest at present :
—

"
If, as I think, I am right in considering that

we have here (ir. the rainfall and temperature
returns) a proof that season has had much to do
with the late miserable coffee crops it is most cou-

solatory. Leaf-disease is not the only factor in the

question : and bad seasons come and go, but don'l

last fiir ever as hmiilcia may i o. It is interesting
to note h"W exceptional cold seems of late generally

prevalent almost all over the world—over a great part
of it at any rate. Heavy snow.storms at !>inda and
elsewhere, and snow lying in the plains of South Af-

ghanistan. A correspondent writing to me from Eng-
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land by the last mail ivniarks that at home, too,

they have hud to complain ao much lately of absence

or want of sunshine.

"I see Mr. Bosanqunt, in his late valuable letter

in the Observer, confirms me in respect of the

dull cloudi,' weather we have of late experienced.
Can you not ascertain from him whether he was com-

paring his manured coffee with uumauured good or

bad coffee? The former, I have no doubt, but he
d'es not say so, and so his comparisons have been
cavilled at.

"We are having fine, dry weather here just now,
and 1 hope it will last. There is plenty of good
wood on nil cultivated cofTee, except where the

monsoon g>it .>( it too much last year; and all such
laud promises well."

Ill connection with what is said about unfavourable

seasc'us, the following table referring to Agriculture
in tlie United Kingdom, t.iken from " Whittaker"
for this year, is curious :

—
Good and Bvd Seasons anb Harvests,

And the Number of cwts. of Wheat Imported in order to

supply detioienciea, with the average Price of Wheat
per Quarter.

Years. Harvest. Cwts. Price.
s. d.

1869 Deficient ... ... 37,620,239 48 2

1870 Under the average ... ... 29,807,731 46 lU

1871 Dehcient ... ... 38,750,196 56 10

1872 Ditto ... ... 41914,547 57 1

1873 Much below the average ... 42,835,504 58 8

1874 Very good ... ... 40,807,040 55 9

1875 Very unaatisfaclory ... 51,802,477 45 2
1876 Unsatisfactory ... ... 43,632,550 46 2
1877 Ditto ... ... 53,317,482 56 9
1878 Good ... 49,053,163 46 5

1879 Worst harve.st known ... 59,090,900 43 10

1880 Harvest deficient ... ... 55,261,924 44 4

1881 Deficient ... 45 4

1882 Little under average.

It will be observed that (he last four years have

given crops below the average.

CINCHONA. LEDGEEIANA SKED.

{To the Editor of the
" Madras Mail.")

Sir,—A short time ago I read in your columns a

rather lengthy correspondence about C. Ledgeriaua seed,

and, though I was interested in the particular seed re

ferred to, I took no part in th" correspondence, but sent

it all to tbe gentleman from whom I obtained tlie seed,

asking him in reply to send me a letter for insertion

in the Mail, containing his view of t'e questions at

issue. This letter I now have the pleabure to enclose,

and shall be obliged by your inserting the same in your
next issue. F. Bell.

Coouoor, 22nd Jany.

F. Bell Esq., Coonoor.

SiK,—Thanks foryouia of Ist instant, ciiclosiDg cor-

respondence from the Madras Mail about the ouncs of

C. Ledgeriana seed which you had last year. I think

Mr. Brown was very fortunate in raising 60,700 s<-ed-

Hnos, and I have never been able to get so good a return
;

tUouch I know it to be quite possible, for, on an

average, an ounce, of well-cleaned fresli dry Ledgeriana

seed contains 76,000 seeds. Working with much larger

quautities, it is impossible to get .as large a return ppr
ounce, 83 one can with a single ounce. I certainly can-

not agree with Mr. C. M. Grant that " 60 per cent, are

empty or abortive.
"

It is not so with ripe fresh seed,

90 per cent, of which will germinate, but there is often,

from onie cause and another, a very disproportionate
out turn of plantable plants. Ledgeriana, if planted in

a low hot climate, ma^ seed at an early age, but eovoral

of mj" trees here, though now rising seven years, have
not a single capsule on them—this at au elevation of

4,200 feet.

It is a pity that "In Doubt," and so many others,
should apply the title "Ceylon Ledger

"
to seed that

has not thfl slighest right to be so called. One might
just as well call China tea purchased inMadras " Indi-
an tea." What " In Doubt" means by "Pata Kardy"
it is difficult to understand. If he means " Pata-de-

Gallinatzo," the epithet which CoL Beddome applied to
the hardy Sucoirubra OfScinalis hybrids otherwise Ro-
bustfi, otherwise Pubescens, there is no similarity
between them and Ledgeriana, even as the youngest
seedling. The resemblance between Ledgeriana and the
commoner Calisayaa is very great until they assume
their permanent foliage. Seed from a reliable source is

therefore of every importance and, "though I says it as

shouldn't," I venture to think that all who have got
Ceylon Ledger seed will not be disappointed. Java
seed sold in Ceylon may or may not be genuine.

I do not know what your climate at Coonoor is like,
but—unless in very high exposed situations, where, in-

deed, the cultivation of C. Ledgeriana had better not be

tempted—glass house.i are not necessary. The growth in

my house is better than in the open sheds, but for all

ordinary purposes the latter answer perfectly, and I

have successfully raised several pounds of ledger seed
in single thatched shedi, faciug the ea»t, with a coir
mat hung in front during germination, and when the
sun is strong. If frost is feared, the beds should be
well damped in the afternoon, and closed up with mats
or sacks before sunset. To prevent the ipread of any
fungoid or insect blight, I always have a large space,
need for pricking out between my seed sheds, and I
would advise you to do the same, for one never knows
when BUch blights may appear.

Thos. North Christie.

St. Andrew's, Maskeliya, Ceylon, 10th Jan.

Chicory will hardly be longer made to serve as a
substitute for coffee if it is true that, as a European
technical journal asserts, it can be made to give an
alcohol of a pleasant aromatic taste and great purity.
An adulterant of higher value than the substance it

is designed to simulate is never introduced, and for

very obvious reasons.—San Francinco Weekly Chronicle,
The Consumption of Indian Tea.—A correspondent

calls attention to a fact likely to be overlooked by those
in anxious expectation of the time when Indian teas are
to supersede those of her rival China. He remarks
that ae the teas of India possess such well known
strength, a de luction of at least .33 per cent, from the

pre'^ent quantity of China tea used by the public must
be m.ade in calculating the quantity of Indian tea

re<iuired to take its place. Thus as only 4 lbs. of

Indian would be needed to brew ae strong an infusion,
anil make as many cups of tea as 6 lbs. of China, 40
million 1 bs. of Indian tea would suffice in theplace of 60
million lbs. of China. If, therefore, the growth of the

consumption appears to be incommensurate with the

growth of the population, our correspondent thinks it is

to be explained by the faot that a stronger tea is used,
and therefore a less quantity is needed. He points out
that with the bulk of Indian tea S"lling under Is a lb.,

not to speak of China tea a' 3d to 6d per lb., it is a
monstrous parody on the f;-ee trade policy of this

country to levy a tax of Od per lb. on tea. It would be

betlerfartoimposeaddition.nl taxes on intoxicants than
to handicap a temperance beverage to the extent of an
ad vnloremdaiy ranging from .50 to 100 per cent. We
need scarcely add that we entirely agree with our cor-

respondent. Wo think that the free breakfast table is a

programme to which the Liberal party is pledged, and
we trust ere long to see a step taken in that direction.—
Home and Coioiual MatL
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" Red Spider."—We regret to say that " W. 'a

warning has come none too soon : our entomological
referee has coutirmed the statement that Ceara rub-

ber leaves are affected in some places witli
" red

spider;" planters should look out at once for the

pest.

Red Spider.—We aeem to be very helpless in oar
defence against such crt^atures, as witness tiie vain
efforts against phylloxeri ; still, our ouly chance of

either prevention or cure i.-i an exact knowledga
of the habits of the insect. In the meantime,
planters should beware of planting C'earA in or

near tea. Also, they should destroy any useless in-

digenous trees that harbour the vermin. The tree on
which I f.iund it is one of no value whatever. It

was not in flower when I saw it, or I would have
ascertained its name. It is pretty common, and there

may be other hosts th'it encourage the increase of

this pest. —Gor,
Cinchona.—It is a good sign that thecousnmpiion of

quinine is enormously on the increase in the E ist ; thHt
at any rate, is ttle only interpretation we eaii place
on the remarkable development now in the cultiv-

ation of the cinchona. In Southern India, n'>t less than
in Ceylon, cinchona planting has of late been curied on
more widely than ever. Not merely the gultl-mining
companies, but the Indian Government, have lately
taken a direct part in promoting the growth of the

plant, which Mr. Clements Markhim introduced into
India many years ago. It is feared by some that
this extra production will entail a great decline in

the price of quinine
—which, by the way, cannot

in itself be considered a bad thing, although it may
affect tha position and returns of the older ciuch"ua

plantations. The apprehension may, however, prove
groundless, as the large and increasing exportation
from Ceylou and Java would really seem to show
that the use of quinine is becoming more general every-
where ; and in that case there will, of course, be
room for a larger supply without much affecting the

price.
— St. James's Gazetir, Jan. 9th.

In the Coffee L.ind-tax, the Government recog-
nized, and most justl.v so that there was an interval
of time between the planting of the product and its

first crop, during which the cultivation was wholly
unremunerative, and therefore no tax was called for
until the expiration of three years. This principle
having been once recognized by Governme: t, the

Wynaail Planters' Association argued that the Go
vernment should not depart from it .in the matter of

cinchona cultivation, "a cultivation now extending
rapidly throughout all the hill districts of Southern
India and deserving every possible consideration at
the hands of Government." Mr. W. Logan, Col-
lector of Malabar, recommended that land taken up
exclnsivclj for cinchona cultivation be exempted for
five years from payment of tax, which then ought,
he thought, to be fixed at the usual rates for coffee.

The RevenUH Board considered that, having regard
to the principle adopted by Government in allowing
coffee pl.mtations to come into bearing before demand-
ing the a.-sessinent on the land, some indulgence may
fairly be claimed by the planners of cincliona. The
Government, however, point out that "the modific-
ation of the rules conceded in 1S71 does not seem to

be clearly understood. The concession then made was
that for a certain number of years Ihe as.sessment of
E2 an acre should not be demanded on forest lands

newly taken up under the waste land rules for the

purpose of planting. The term of exemption was reg-
ulated not by the species of "rop which the planter
might raise, or declare his intention of raisiurr, but
by considerations of climate. In Wyn^iad ouly three

years' assessment was remitted, but on tlie Nilgiris,
where the climate is more rigorous and the crops
come to maturity more slowlj, the term was extended

to five years. The Governor in Council "
is nut pre-

pared now to extend the period of exemption in the
case of cinchona as recommcudcd by Mr. Logan and
the Board. To do so would be to alter the whole

principle of the concession and cinchona industry is

now too well established to need any special encour-

agement."
— Madras Mail,

Indian Tea.s in Melbourne. —We have received
a catalogue of Indian teas, sold by Greig and Murray
on 18th January. As usual an.ilyses by Messrs.

Newberry and Dunn are given, with a certificate of

perfect purity. The highest proportion of extract was
50'60 per cent in the case of Sylhet pekoe which
also gave the highest proportion of mineral nsh, 5-80.
The highest proportion of soluble salts, was obtained
from Cachar luoken teas 3'44 We quote notices of
the lots which sold over Is 6d per lb :

—
6 packages Darjeeliu^? pekoe 40 lb., e.icl) 2 20 lb. tins. Hand

.some very ueat wiry black crisp leat few tips, clioice ricli deli-
cate trngraut full bodied litiuor Is yjd.
• 10 Half-cliests Darjeeliug pekoe 50 lb., exceedingly handsome
small even wiry leaf fidl of orange tips, a grand tea drawing a
fragrant perfect Darjeding infusion 23 4d. This tea mimt have
been valued for its delicate hill liavour, for in analysis it was
below A.ssam and Cachar teas in extract and soluble salts. Yet
it fetched the highest price of all. The finest Darjeeling pro-
curable.

25 Half-chests Darjeeling orange pekoe 40 lb. Very handsome
small neat why perfect leaf full of orange tii>s, delicate very fra-

grant rich thick liquor tine flavor Is 7id. A grand tea.
20 Half-chests Darjeeling Terai orange pekoe 50 lb. Very hand-

some wiry small very even black leaf full of orange tips, draws
a powerful rich heavy liquor with tine flavor Is 8-^d. This Terai
pekoe gave 48-40 extract and 3'20 soluble salts. The inference from
this sale seems to be that teas of a specially delicate flavour will
top the market, even if strength be comparatively less. A
grand tea.

The Madras Agbicultubal Exhibition.—We are

glad that the large exhibition opened this morning
is called a Central Exhibition, as that implies that
there are to be minor shows at out-stations. There
is no doubt in our minds, after spending a couple of

pleasant hours in the Central Exhibition, that such
gatherings must tend to extend a knowledge of the
best methods of tilling the soil, and of utilizing the

products thereof. One of the most attractive classes
was that of plantation and special produce, our re-
marks upon which we reserve till tomorrow. Forest
produce formed a class, which though not quite so

interesting to the general public as some of the otlier

classes, yet to those who know the value of encourag-
ing the growth of the beet woods this class must
have atiracted notice. The prizes for collections of

specimens of wood suitable for various purpo.s s ranged
from R50 to K25. It was a good idea to offer a priae
for the best collection of insects injurious to trc'S, as

many a native cultivator may thus learn that certain
insects which possiblt he has seen, and might, have
destroyed, are injurious to the trees upon his

property.

The following are judges' remarks on some of the
exhibits :

—
Sec. B.—Class II.

Co/ee.— Fair sliow.

7'ea.— This was judged by appearance onl^. Samples
should havt been sent to Calcutta for report.

Nu'jarcane.
— Very good show.

Tobacco.—Xot properly classUied. Prizes awarded
generally without reference to place of growth. A
large number of exhibits but not many good samples.

Indiijo.
— Fair show. Chinese blue should not have

been included in this exhibit.

Cardamoms.—Some samples very good.
Oinyer,—Poor show of prepared ginger.
Cinchona.—Uisai^pointeil «ith this; very few ex-

hibits. Mr. Lee Kirby'e exhibit was excellent as
also the produce of the Goveinment Cinchona Plant-
ations.—JUatlras Mail.
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CINCHONA PLANTING.
A Handbook of Cinchona CiiUiirr. By Kaiel Wcssel vau

Gorkom. Translated by Beujamiu Daydon Jackson, Sec.

L.S. (Loudon: Trubner, 188:3.)

Die CliiHariiiden in FJini;iiakot//iost.isL/ier Hinsicht dargesielU.

Von r. A. Fluckiger. (Berlin: E. Gaertner, 18S3.)

The rapid extension of cinchona planting in India,

Ceylon, and Jamaica will make a translation of Van

Gorkoin's accoimt of the methods of cultivation and har-

vesting pursued by him, as Dueetor of the cinchona

plantations belonging to the Dutch Govenunent m Java,

useful to many who propose to tm-u their attention to this

profitable industiy. At present intending planters in British

possessions have had Uttlc beyond Dr. King's Manual of

Cinchona Cultivation (1876) to serve as a guide. In Cey-

lon the planting coimnunity includes many men of first-

rate ablity, and the singularly energetic journaUsm of the

island speedly ventilates for the common good any fresh

idea or point of jn-actice in planting procedure. IncUau

planters share the benefit of this, wliile Jamaica has the

advantage of possessing in Mr. Moixis, a dii-ector of its

botanical department, who has earned to the West Indies

an intimate knowledge of all that is bemg done m Ceylon.

It is not very probable that those who are at present

occupied iu cinchona enteiinise in British possessions will

glean much from Van Gorkom's book. Still such a manual

will not be without its use for those who have every-

thing to learn about the matter, and, as wiU be seen,

it cannot fail to be interestiug to those who watch from

an independent point of view the economics of the subject.

The book is handsomely printed and got up—too hand-

somely indeed, for workmanhke use, for which its size,

that of a .small folio, seems particularly imsuited. We
must too make a serious protest as to the style of the

translation, which, we tliink, cannot be considered toler-

able even with every allowance for "seeming melegancies

which Mr. Jackson pleads for in liis preface. Take, as a

sample, the first sentence which caught oui- eye:—
"If we trust that this excellent oppoi-tunity for triut-

ful comparisons shall lead to unfettered judgement, still

more do we look for, from the impressions received and

the eularced field of view, the scientific work carried on,

which has so long been in hand, and most certainly with

gi-eat completeness and undisputed knowledge of matenal

mil indicate our present standpoint m the domam of

''"now II is qidte"certaiu that tlds is not EugUsh, and we

have some doubts whether it really conveys any meaning at

all But at any rate we would ask what is the use of trans-

lating in this way a work the purpose of which is not literary

but cssentiallv utiUtarian. There seems, in fact, to be a deep-

ror.tr, I sui.'rstition about the value of socalled fidehty m trans-

latui" books of mere infomiation. In rendenng a foreign

language as a philological imdertaking, it is often desu-able

to saci-iflce, to some extent, style and fonii, m order to convey

as nearly as may be, the exact force of each word and ot each

turn of expression. But where, as iu a techmcal treatise, it

is only the context we care about, it is exasperatmg to find

the translator exhibiting a would-be scholarly care over the

exact reproduction of the vehicle. All we want hnn to do is

to master the meaning and give it to us ni clear, straighttor-

ward English. .... • t 4.

Having said so much by way ot cnticism we may mcUcate

a few points which we think will be interesting even to some

who are not colonial readers of ^:ltl<,c. A hundred ot the

three huncb-ed pages of which the volume consists is given up

to historical matter regarding the history of tuichoHa and the

development of its cultiu-e iu Java andm British possessions.

All this is an oft told tale, and contams bttle that will uot be

found in Mr. Mcirkham'sPeruvian Bark (reviewed miyaUire,

vol xxiii pp 189-101). An exception must be made, how-

ever as to the interesting account of the comiuenranient of

cinchona cultivation in BoUvia. The existence ot tins euter-

nrise was known, but we have not met with any previous

account of it. The Dutch Consul-Geueral reported to his

Government:— . . m r • 4i„
"The "rcat event in the agricultural region of r,c.Uvia is llie

plauting^of the BoUvian cinchona forests, of which an u:irucst

begiiming was made in 1878. . . . The nverMap.n, n, the

province of Larecaja, department La Paz, has been the centre

of the movement, and akeady the young trees of two years

growth may be reckoned at from four to five bimdred thous-

'^"douM is,' however, expressed whether the i^hmting miX be

maintained iu the face of labour difficulties and a possible
fall of prices in consecjuence of increasing exports from the
East Indies.

Modern cinchona enterprise iu Java has aimed at the pro-
duction of barks rich in quiuine. With the lucky jiurchase
from Mr. Ledger in 186.5 of a packet of seeds of the now well-

known Cinehoiiii Lcdijeriuna, the Dutch "cinchona culture of

the future has entered upon an entirely new phase" (j). 77).
About 20,000 of the seeds genninated in Java, and first and
last Mr. Ledger received about '21/, from the Dutch Govern-

ment, and " was therewith well content" (p. 91). Fort-

unately the greater part of the seed originally imported was
pui'chased by a well-kuo^Mi Indian planter, Mr. Money, and
some of it seems by private channels to have found its way
to the Government plantations in Sikkim. TheDutch having
got this valuable kind seem to have managed it with extra-

ordinary intelligence and skill. Men Uke de Vrij, Moens, and
Van Gorkom were well-trained European scientific men
and competent chemists. Then' object was by con-

tinuous selection, controlled by repeated analyses of bark
made on the spot to obtain races of Cinchona Lrdt/eriana
richer and richer in quinine, and it is a matter of gen-
eral notoriety how well they have succeeded.*' It is the

part of Van' Gorkom's treatise dealing with this matter
which cinchona planters "will be grateful to Mr. Jackson
for putting within then- reach. Two conditions of suc-

cess in harvesting good seed are insisted upon.
" For seed saving, the handsomest sti-ongest trees are

selected, and especially amongst those whose superior value

has been ascertained by chemical examination. Disap-

pointmeut is inevitable where the eye and botanical char-

acters alone are made use of and trusted to ; the irhole

issice depends apon the certainti/ that varieties rich in quinine
are e:vc/nsire/i/ propagated.

" The choice being made there is something else which

must uot be neglected ; it futher behoves us to be per-

fectly sure that the tree is not fertilised with foreign

poUeu, that is to say, pollen of an inferior ti'ee or variety"

(p. 136).
The last condition cannot be insisted upon too forc-

ibly, notwithstanding that competent botanical opinion can

be quoted against it. In their home in South America the

different species of Cinchona are localised at diiferent points
of the Andine chain. Geogi'aphical isolation keejjs them
uncrossed. But where they are brought together in one

plantation they hybridise freely.
Cinciiona roliasta, which

is now widely diffused in India, undoubtedly first origin-

ated in Ceylon as a cross between C. officinalis and V.

sHCcirnhra.

The aim of the Dutch Government being to produce
a commercial bark of high quinine-producing quality, in

which they have met with extraordinary success. Van
Gorkom is somewhat disposed to criticise the different

policy which has been pursued iu British India :
—

"
"Tlie Bengal Government . . . makes its cinchona

culture serviceable before all tluugs to the wants of its

population, and thus only asks itself, how the peoiile and

army may be proWded with febrifuges on the most ad-

vantageous terms" (p. 229).
He sets against this the " well-known fact that not

one half of
'

the alkaloids possessed by by the raw mater-

ial are obtained, the greater part beiug lost." Even

supposing, however, that things are as bad as tliis, and

uot susceptible of improvement, it is still arguable whe-

ther, looking at the cheapness with which red bark can

be grown and converted into a febrifuge—the usefuluess

of which is incalculable—the theoretical waste is a matter

for the present of much consequence. But it is um'eason-

able to suppose that the Bengal methods of extraction

are uot susceptible of improvement, though they will

jn-obably never reach the .standard practicable by more

expensive methods iu Europe. But the objection ot waste-

fulness must be measiu-ed by the cii'cumstances. The

proprietor of an estate in England who, wiUi a view of

bringing a portion of liis park into tillage, began by
burniug the timber upon it, would be cousidered a mad-

man. But this is habitually done in clearing a piece of

tropical forest for ndtivatiou, and as it is not easy to

see what else could lie done, a complaint as to the waste

would not be much to the purpose. It might have beeu

* Ackuowledg-ment must be made of the striking liber-

ality mth which the Dutch Government officials have

always placed what they could .spare of then selected

seed at the disposal of phinteis in other countries.
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expected that Van Gorkom's sympathies would have cent-

ered in the quinine-producing yellow barks which are
for the moment most in favour. Tliis, however, is largely
due to the unreasonable importance whicli is attached to

quinine over other cinchona alkaloids. Van Gorkom does
not share this prejudice;^" The conviction has more and more gained gi'onnd, that

good cinchona barks judiciously applied, frequently do not

merely rival quinine, but even surpass it in useful effect"

(p. 212).
This point of \'iew is exceedingly important with regard to

red bark (0. siieciriilim), which is the easiest of all species to

cultivate.

"There is no cinchona bark, richer in alkaloids, and though
C. SHceiritbra is not suitable for the preparation of quinine,
because it can only be ti'eated with ti'ouljle and much expense,
3'et it has a iireponderance of the secundary alkaloids. No
better material for pharmaceutical purposes is known, and on
that account its propagation is desii'able from every point of

view" (p. 100).

High class yellow barks are by no means fi-ee in their

gro^vth or particularly easy of cultivation. It has been found
useful to graft them on sticciritbfa stocks, and the practice
has been adopted in Sikkim and Ceylon ;

Van Gorkom gives
a useful account of the method adopted in Java.
We must refrain from pursuing many other points which

these pages suggest. Two of the concluding chapters deal
with the possible synthesis of quinine and the commerce of

the barks. As to the former the author has little doubt of

success. Two isomerous bodies, chinoliue and cliinoleine,
are known, of which the foi-mer is obtaijied by the distillation

of coal tar, the latter by that of quinine. This is thought then
to be the clue by which the consbruction of quinine from coal-

tar products will be eventually achieved. But he takes
comfort for cinchona planters from two considerations. One
is that the syntliesis of a vegetable substance when effected

does not always result in its practical commercial replace-
ment. The .synthesis of alizarine it is found after all does
not give the dyer quite what the madder plant gives him.
Artihcial quinine then may—if ever produced—jirove only
of interest to the chemist. His other consolation is based on
what is said above—that phai-macy can never dispense with
the total aggregate extracted products of bark, and the day
may be regarded as indefinitely distant when the chemist
will be able to replace these any more than such complexes
as the contents of our tea and coffee-pots.
A5 to commerce it is interesting to leani that London is the

most important market for bark, and Paris next. We fear,

however, from statistics obtained from another source, that
this country has no corresponding lead iu the production of

the manufactm'ed products, only about 10 per cent, of the

quinine of the world being made in England. Yet Van
Gorkom states emphatically that "the cousumiition at the

present day of cinchona and its alkaloids, merely represents
a paltry fraction of the quantity which will be requii-ed to

satisfy the prescription of humamty iu every country, and
among all classes and I'aces of men" (p. 230).
We have left ourselves but little space to notice Prof.

Fluckiger's handy and concise work, which, though of im-

poj*tance to cinchona planters, is primarily a phannaceutical
study of the subject. The bark of Cinchona succiriihra has
been recently adopted as the official bark of the German
Pharmacopoeia—a fact of no small importance to planters in

British possessions, which it is remembered how enormous is

the exteut of its cultivation in their hands. It is this

fact which has won it its official status, as though poor
iu quinine its quality is tolerably unifonn, and being
easily grown its supply can always be depended on. Prof.

Fluckiger gives a figiu-e of the plant as well as of Cin-
chona Ledijcriana

—the quinine bark par excellence—and of

Ttemijia fiedmicidaUi^ one of the sources of the Cinchona

caprea which has of late years been poured into Europ-
ean markets from South America.—Nature.

CROPS AND S1<:AS0N in INDIA.
The reports on the state of the season and prospects

of the crops for the week ending 13tli Feliruary are

as follows :—There has been n'> rainlaU to report in

any part of the country, except in three districts of

the Madras Presid.'ncy, in two of the Bengal Presid-

eucy, and at ilibnighar in .issam ALjricuitur^xl pro-

spects continue generally good everywhere. .Vhuv rain

is, however, still ueened lu sojne diatiicts of llio Puu-

jaub. In Sarun, iu the Bengal Presidency, the poppy
crop is said to have been almost entirely damayed
by the recent rains. Harvest operatioos are in progress
in the Central Provinces and in the Bombay and
Madras Prt.sidencie3. In Coorg the threshing of rice
and rahi crops still continues, and a slight rise in the
price of coffee in the local market is reported.— /'(omcv.

AoricultureinSodthIndia.—The total budget es-
timates of receipts and charges of the Madras Oovern-
nieut Farms and the .School of Agriculture at Saidaoet
for 188.S.84 are as follows :—

Farms
School of Agriculture

Receipts.
II 49,500

200

Charges,
R 74,280

24,500

Total R 49,700 98,780
Meroaua, 3rd Feb.—Everybody more or less con-

nected with king coffee has suffei-ed, and money is
difficult to be got. The cardamom crop was 50 per
cent short of the average. The rice (and straw)
crop was less than it li>is ever been before. And
cofl'ee completes the disaster. Cattle decimated in the
monsoon. And estate managers compelled to dischargetheir labour, leaving pruning, weeding, and mauunug
undone.— j1/a(Z»-as Standard.

Ci.NciioNA —A few days ago, Messrs. Oakes and
Co. offered for sale a quantity of cinchona bark
obtained from the Ooty plantations. About 25,0001b.
were offered and about 21,0001b. were sold at the
average of Rl-8 per lb., the chief purchasers being
Messrs. W. .J. Bales and Co. Messrs. Croysdale and
Co., Messrs. Schonlank Engel and Co, and Ur
Currie. Mr. Gass of the Forest Department watched
the sale on behalf of the Government. It is expected
that, there will be another side in the early part of
March when about 25.0001b. will be offered. For
this sales the sam|jles were submitted to buyers on
the 9th instant, and as the sale is to take place ou
5th and 7th March, purchasers will not have sufE-i-
eut time to send samples to Europe for analysis.
This system of selling cinchona hark in Madras has
proved very satisfactory, dealers are able to purchase
and try their chance in the English markets. Certain
German dealers who arrived at Madras in November
and December last, expressed a favourable opinion
of the quality of the bark sold the other day
Madras Standard
New Products: Gampola, 15th Feb.—Tea must

be a paying investment, if what I hear about Maiia-
watte in Gampola is true, that this estate, which i-
six years old at the very most of 100 acres in exa
tent, gave last year .36,000 lb, of manufactured tea
and is likely to give at least 450 lb. per acre this year.
The sooner planters take to putting in tea amongst
their coffee, the better will it be for them as well
as for the colony. The money now spent in cattle
manure and the application of manure, might far
more profitably be expended in planting tea at least
in places where the coffee is in want of being con.
atantly miiuured. Correspondents to the newspapers
say that the cause of short crops is either leaf dis-
ease or rainy weather. If the weather bs favourable
for blossoming, loaf disease comes in and strips the
trees 01 their leaves, so that they caunot mature crop-
otherwise, the coffee is said to have never been more
free from disease, but unfortunately the season turns
out bad, and trees fail to mature wood for blossom.
Tea would therefore be a capital second strine to the

Rubber goes splendidly here, and I have trees
bo

planted iu April last fully IS feet high, with a good
crop of fruit on. Cocoa grons best in the sheltered
hollows ol rocky fields, better than in hollows with-
out any rock. Paddy crops are just bein« taken in,
and from all sides I hear that paddy seldom gave such
a good erop as this year.

— "Examiner."
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MARKKT RATES FOR OLD AND NKW PRODUCTS.
(From LEWIS <£.• PEAT'S Lomlon Price Current, February lit, 1883.)

IMPORTED FROM 1
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ABOUT TEA.

A correspondent with good means of information
writes :

—
"I enclose the latest information from London, which you

can use in auy way you like. My advice to you and to

Ceylon is to send the tea to IMessrs. Stenning, Inskipp &
Co., who are the only brokers in the Lane who can tell you
what, is wrong with your teas. All the brokers can tell

you the market value, but, if anything ia wrong with the
rnanufacture of the lea, they cannot tell you how to put it

right. The only man in the Lane that thorouglily under-
stands the manufacture of tea is Mr. Inskipp, who was the
head of William Moran & Co.'s tea business for 17 years,
and has been over moat tea districts in India. My advice
to all planters in Ceylon who cannot yet know all about
matiulacture is to send their teas to some one who can
adrise thtm on the subject of tea manulacture. And this
Messrs..Stenninf;, Inskipp & Co. can do in all its branches.
I atfl off to the lowcountry to two new districts, Rakwana
and Morawak Komle. 1 will give you my opinion of them
for the growth of tea on my return."
Then follows a letter from the brokers alluded to, to the

following eflect :
—

"59, MiNciNo Lane, London, 19th Jan. 1S83.

The Atherfield and Induranah teas have been offered with the
following result in Atherfield

16 chts. br. pk. unsold Is 8hd bid at auction
11 do pekoe sold at Is Id (1/Oi ditto)

pekoe sou. do at 10:Jd
br. pekoe do at 8|d
br. pekoe do at 23

pekoe sou. do at lid
do dust do at 75d

•' We are endeavouring- to obtain our valuation for the
first line ; compared witb our valuations, it is evident
buyers preferred the Induranah liquors.
"Annexed are a few sales th.it have been made of Cey-

lon growths : it is evident that estates under your care
produce the best prices.

"Report for week as also enclosed.

Ceylon Tea Sales.

9
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not have attained the satisfactory results now manifest

had not the authorities, partly by chance, secured a

packago of seeds styled Ledgeriana, after the gentle-

man who brought it OTer from America. The trees

raised from these seeds yielded bark which ou analysis

proved to contftia quinine in almost incredible abund-

ance. This investigation took place in 1S73. Since

then it has been decided to increase and multiply
this tree in numbers as much as possible. Private

cinchona plantations, owing to the liberal policy of

the Government, have been supplied by it gratis with

seeds of the Ledgeriana cinchona tree, whereby they
are ensured the certainty that their barks will fetch

high prices, much higher than those realized for

American barks, and that they can maintain compet-
ition with any other cinchona producing country. This

is a foitgoue conclusion, since from chemical analysis,

it has been ascertained that seedlings from Ledgeriana
cinchona are not inferior to the parent trees in percent-

age of quinine obtaioable from them.—Straits Times.

THE STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE
COFFEE MARKET.

Messrs. Robert von Glehn &Co. take a very sanguine

view of the coffee market. Not only has consumption

been stimulated, but if the accounts from Brazil are

to be relied on, the inevitable collapse which follows

undue and enormous inflation is already imminent

and its commencement an actual fact. For the 18

months ending 31st Dec. 1882, the exports from Rio

and Santos reached the stupendous total of 9,008,879

bags. The estimate for the similar period commenc-

ing with 1st January 1883 is only 7,525,000 bags, a

falling-ofif of very nearly IJ million of bags. There

is another encouraging fact, that while the shipments

from Rio and Santos to Europe were in 1882 less

by 219,265 bags than in 1881, the increase of exports

to the United States was 336,884. It seems as if the

great republic were prepared to keep pace in its con-

sumption with the prodtiction of Brazil, and the recent

lowering of the sugar duties must lead lo an increased

use of cofifee. Messrs. von Glehn & Co. are strongly

of opinion that prices have been for some time kept
down by speculators who had entered into coniracts at

low rates, and they feel confident that when the general

demand they, iutheirCircn/aJ', predict, sets in, the suiplus

stocks of coffee will "
disappear like snow in siunmi.r."

With such prospects in view, the pity is tliat poor

Ceylon has not more of her finer coffee to send into

the markets of the world. The complaint under which

Brazil IS suflering, on the other hand, is over-produc-

tion ot colfee to such an extent that the crops c.f many
plantations, unfavourably situated for transport, did

no more than pay the cost of production and transit

to Rio, the shipping port, while much is held back

for a similar reason ; numerous estates, openerl with

money at much over 10 and 12 per cent, being
" unreutable." Sooner or later, of course, cases like

this must lead to extensive reaction, and if it is

destined (as, please God, it may be) that our coffee trees

should recover their pristine vigour and bearing power,

good, even high, prices may await Ceylon crops. From

Kern, Hayn& Co.'s annual review of the Brazilian coffee

trade, it is clear that vast production and a gieat ei

port trade do not always mean the prosperity of a

cofiee country or of individual producers. Tlie report,

indeed, is as depreesed in tone as if Ceylon were its

subject, for it states that "neither the agiicnlture,

nor the commerce, nor the industry of the country
have any reason to look back with satisfaction on the

past twelve monthg." Ab regards Government finance

it is the old story : to make both ends meet another
loan of £10,000,000 sterling must be added to the

already heavy load of debt of the Empire. It is true,
the resources of the country are many and great, but

they cannot be developed without labour, and now that

Spain is about to grant freedom to her slaves in

Cuba, emancipation in Brazil cannot be long delayed.
Meantime, immigration continues im a small scale, as

it must do while slavery and intolerant and illiberal

laws exist. The necessity the Government feels under
of borrowing is, no doubt, to some extent due to the
efforts made in favour of the great agricultural in-

terests. In November of last year, the imperi.il export
duties on coffee, cocoa, sugar, &c.

,
were reduced by

2 per cent, and the railway tariff's were to be lowered

by, respectively, 10, 15 and 20 per cent. The Bra-

zilian Government is, in fact, doing all that is possible
for the great industries of the laud, short of guarantee,

ing interest to the proposed large "Rural Mortgage
Bank." They have gone the length of guaranteeing
pretty high interest on Central Sugar Faetories, but
even the statesmen of Brazil could not swallow the

guaranteeing of interest to a bank doing business in loans

ou coffeeand other landedproperty. The South American
brokers commence their notice of the staple product of

Brazil by saying :

'• Coffee has, during the year just

elapsed, not left very pleasant recordations [sic] to

the greater part of those who handled it." The
reasons why are given in detail, with cautious estimates

of the future course of the trade, the result of which ia

an expression of belief that the coming Rio crop would
be au average one of 4 millions of bags, a quantity
which, in view of the greatly stimulated demand,
there can be no doubt, the coffee-consuming countries,
with the United States at their head, can easily dis-

pose of, Santos, however, may add at least li million

ol bags, as last year the export of this kind rose lo

102,00U tons against 241,000 fiom Rio. We hope to

give this very interesting report, with further re.

marks, tomorrow. Meanwhile, it may be worth while

stating that one firm, that of Ed. Johnston & Co.,

shipped in 1882 no fewer than 450,795 bags, or more
than twice our Ceylon estimated export for season

1882-83 ! We have already noticed I hat the sales at

Rio in one month reached 616,000 bags, or four times

our estimated crop !

REPORT ON THE GOVERNMENT CINCHONA
ENTERPRIZE IN JAVA, FOR THE

3rd quarter 1882.

^^Ti'anslated for the *^Cei/lnn Obsei've/'.'^ )

Whilst July, with 17 raiuy days, on which 275 mm.
of rain fell, must be classed among the wet months, in

August the dry monsoon set in, and the greater part of

that niontli and also of September was distinguished by
great drouiht, alternated hy onlya few rainy days. This

dry weather was very welcome for the harvesting, and
every available force was utilized for that purpose. Dur-

ing the past quarter, however, in consequence of the coffee

and rice liarvest, the supply of labor was instilhcient.

About 170,000 Amst. lb. of bark have now been gathered,
of which, at the end of September, 150,000 packed iu

1,112 bales had been dispatched to Tjicao. 8,000 more
succiruliras were planted out iu the open. Against this,

some 28,030 trees were dug up, all belonging to inferior

varieties. The experiments with the gratis iu the open idr

were continued during the quarter by the nurseryman
Toekamp Lammer.s. So far they cannot be said to have
had successful results. Of the buddings, by which a bud
with a ]nece of bark of 0. LefJgoriana was brought be-
tween hark and wood of a C. siiccinibra stem, only 15

p. c. siicoeded. The method of "ferule" grafts, which was
carrieil out with such exceptional results in the nursery-
houses with grafts ot cinchona, is now also fried in the

open Mir, with the precaution, that the place of grafting
aud the grafted sciou are covered with grafting wax. Of
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44 of these grafts, placed or 14 trees on 7th July, 11 on
8 trees coulcT, on 6tli .September, be considereJ successful.

This raethod succeeded almost only when the grafted scions

were placed on young succirubra stems, two years old

at the most. Of 16 which wer& fixed on older trees

scarcely one succeeded, thrown grafting gave the worst

results. Tlie succirubra stems were for that purpose cut

off at about a fool above the ground, and then, accord-

ing to the diameter of the stem, one or more Ledgeriana

grafts placed on u. On 3rd June 17 tiees were treated

in this way, but on 2Sth August not one of the grafts
was alive. The stems were provided with a covering of

iern or pisaiig leaves, in order to avert, during the first

few days, the too great sunshine. These experiments, which
are slill being continued on the same and on other jtems,
have succeeded only with with yotmg succirubra frees,

two years old at the utmost. Older trees were also sawn

off, with the object of grafting on them, but they bled so

severely, and did this at the end of two months to such
an extent, that the placingof grafts on them was not to be

tliought of. It was thus seen that in practice grafting can-

not succeed in the cleft of succirubra stems over two years
old. The chemical analyses were made with the view,
besides the determination of the alkaloids of specimens of

the cro]), to test still further the alkaloids and especially the

yield of quinine of the young Ledgeriana barks. From
the same plantation, of which it was reported in the pre-
vious quarter lh.it in the bark of four year old trees an

average of 9 per cent quinine was found, some more
trees of each of the numbers (23 and 38) were selected,
which appeared to e.'chibit the best type. The result

confirmed this, for these four year old barks contained:—in

descendants of No. 38, 12-05, lO'OO, 11-91 and 1140 per
cent of quinine, and in those of No. 23, 9-46, 11-54, and
10'02 per cent. These individuals already surpass in their

yield of quinine the bark of the tree fi'om which they have

sprung, although the latter was analyzed at seven years of

age. The pretty lai-ge harvest of Ledgeriana seed from
the plantations of original trees rendered it possible to

supply all applicants—private cinchona planters—with a

quantity of it. For the government gardens the graft
plantation at Tirtasari has already yielded a, sufficient

quantity ofseed of the best quality.

J. O. BernelotMoens,
Dii: Govt, cinchona Enterprize.

Baudong, Cfli October 1882.

THE COFFEE ENTEKPRTZE IN BRAZIL.

Reverting to Messrs. Kern, Hayn & Co. 's circular, we
find it .stated that as a consequence of over-produc-
tion the tendency of prices for coffee was down-
wards for 11 months out of the 12 in 1882, the re-

action upwards having set in only in December.

Besides over-production, as the result of high prices

ruling in previous years, the position of the market
was aggravated by the increased facilities af-

forded by railways for conveying the crops of the

provinces of Rio and San Paulo to the sea-ports
and by steamers instead of sailing vessels to the

consuming markets ; while, to crown all, the new

system in Havre and New York of selling "futures"

added to the ruinous depression. The facilities are

now such that 20.000 bags per diem can be received

at Rio and 10,000 at .Santos, or a million bags per
mensem. Of course this unexpectedly adverse effect of

railway facilities will be discounted in future years
and if we are ever again to compete, even at a re-

mote distance, with Brazil, we must be equally
favoured in the matter of railways. Messrs. Kern,

Hayn & Co. anticipate the near approach of the time

when the whole crop can be dispatched iu 7 or S

months, and they therefore argue that buyers should

keep tlieir eye more on the probable total of the

crop than on the fluctuating daily receipts at Rio and

Santos. Fresh planting has not only been stopped
ill Brazil, but "many plantations for w-ant of rent-

ability are neglected or abandoned." In fact the

position of tlie Brazil coffee planters is so precarious
that neither lowering of duties nor lessening of rail-

way rates can help them much : only a material
rise in prices can save them. The vast majority of

owners of large plantations added greatly to the cult-

ivation within the past five years, only to increase
the amount of their indebtedness. The necessity laid

on planters by the urgency of
" Commissioners "

(agents who had lent money) to realize, contributed

largely to the rush of coffee from tlie plantations
to the sea-ports. Very curious and interesting details

are then given of the purchase and working of a plant-
ation. The Brazilian reis approach closely to our own
rupees, so that our readers can appreciate the figures at

once, bearing in mind that the interest paid by planters
in Brazil is generally

" murk hi;/her than 1(5 or 12

per cent.
" A plantation with 750,000 coffee trees

(generally about 300 to an acre) cost R7S0,000, or

somewhat more than Rl per tree. Then RSO.OOO
were expended for a purpose which happily planters
in Ceylon know nothing of, the purchase of slaves ;

-«'hile the planting of 300,060 additional trees and
repairs led to a furtlier expenditure of R20,000. a
total of RS80,000. Salaries and tlie clothing and

feeding of slaves, &c., cost R22,000 per annum, and
the average crops were 23.000 arrobas (say 4,.500 cwt.)
of merchantable coffee. Had the old price of 3SO0O
net per arroba been obtainable, the interest

received on the money invested would be R47.0IU1
or about 5 per cent. The planter in this case

worked with his own money, and, besides selling his

coffee at unremunerative rates, he had 7,000 arrobas
of unsaleable triage on his hands. The difference in

truth, between Ceylon and Brazil seems to be that
we have suffered from deficient crops plus bad prices ;

while Brazil has suffered from enormous crops plus
bad prices. The unfortunate planters of Brazil were

really worse off, for they either had to payor go into

debt for the transport of heavy crops to Rio or S.antos

for the benefit of consumers in America and Europe,
and the benefit of future coffee growers who will

profit by the extent to which low prices have stim-

ulated consumption. Between January and November
1882 prices of "good first" in the United States

went down from 10-32 cents to 7'82 per lb. ; while
the cwt. of "ordinary first" in the cliannel fell from
41s 6d to 29s 8d. The latter price reminds us of

the deplorable crisis of 1847-48. The quality of the

Brazil crop of 1882 is said to have been good, though
the bean was somewhat small. It is the progress of

Santos which planters in Ceylon and India have

chiefly to fear, as much of the San Paulo coffee com-

petes with plantation kinds in Europe Of Ui2.521

tons of Santos coffee in 1882, the proportion which
went to Europe was no less than 82,082 tons ; while

of 241,362 tons Rio coffee, the United States took

141,075 against 20,439 of Santos. Of 343,883 tons

exported from Rio and Santos in 1882, the United
States took 161. .514, or not far from one-half of the whole
of the enormously increased crop. The reports from
Rio and Santos for the past three years have been:—

1880: tons. l88l:tons. 18S2:ton3.

Rio 202,124 258,313 241,362
Santos 62,61.5 80,140 102,5--1

Total 264,739 338,459 343,8S.(

It will be observed that in Rio there was a gr.-al

rise of 56,000 tons in 1881, followed by a reacti .u

of 17,000 tons less in 1S82; so that probably 2."i0,000

tuna IS the figure beyond which Rio is not likely to

go for many years to come. Hut the progress of

Santos, in consequence of the concentration of slaves

ill San Paulo province, has been rapidly onwards
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from 62,000 tons to 80,000, and then a jump to,

102,000. With the check which low prices have

given to production it is probable that the future

ligures for Santos may not range much beyond the round

100,000 tons. That would make an average of 350,000 tons

from Brazil, which, if peace prevails and commerce
and trade revive, the world can easily take at prices
which will not be, as in the past year, unremunerat-
ive. Of course in calculating the average production
of coffee iu Brazil at 350,000 tons, ortherea bouts,
we are taking it for granted that no great convul-

tiou connected with slavery shall take place. But
such a catastrophe is quite possible, and looking at

the principles which guide humanity, and, with due

reverence, at higher laws, very probable. It ought
to liH a comfort to us in this our season of depression
that we are not suffering from a tyrannous misuse

of the bodies and souls, the flesh and blood of our

fellow-beings. The Brazilian planters have Ijeen guilty
of that crime against humanity without the consol-

ation which profit might yield.

Some time ago we were requested by some of our friends, to post
them oil the reutabUity or nou-reiitability of coffee plauting; at pre-
sent ruling prices, and, as it may lie" of interest to many of our
friends, to be informed how the planter is situated, we beg to gire
the following particulars of one plantation, the correctness of which
informations w e can vouch for.

A fi'iend of ours bought in 1879 a plantation in the

district
"
Leopoldina

" «ith 750,000 trees, all vigorous
at the sum of ... R780:0008000

In order to complete the plantation he bought a lot of

slaves at the cost of ... 80:0008000
Further planted 300,000 new coffee trees what, with

several repairs, amounted to an expense of about 20:000$000

So that the plantation stands at K880:000$000

The general expenses for clothing and feeding of slaves, salaries,

etc.. reach according to the average of the last three years about
R22:0U0SO0O per year, and the yearly crop during the same period
averaged about 2r> to 2ti,00D arrobas of coffee which, cleaned, give
a result of about 23,000 arrobas of merchantable coffee.

The expenses of forwarding the coffee from the plantation to

Bio de Janeiro, including all charges for haniUiug, etc., amount
to about RlSStiO per arroba, not counting the 3 per cent selling
commission of the Rio commissario.

According to the prices which said planter received

foiinerly, he calculated on a net average of 3^000 per
arroba "(a price imobtainable today) or for 23,000
arrobas ... R69:000$000

Less charges as above ... 22:0008000

leaving ••• R47:0008000

as interest upon the' capital expended.
Besides this yearly yield of merchantable coffee, our friend holds

about 7,000 arrobas Triage (remainder since 2v years), which for the
moment has no value whatever, because the forwarding charges to
Rio are higher than the price he would obtain.

Our frieud considers himself as placed in a better position than
mo^t planters, that the greater part of his colleagues still worse
situated than he is, with regard to the result of the crop, charges,
etc., and it is evident that, if he had worked with foreign capital,
he would have run himself deeply into debt, because planters who
can obtain money at 10 to 12 per cent p. a. interest can consider
themselves well situated indeed, the greater part paying higher
and in most instances even much higller interest.

The Nilgiris : the Monsoon and Gum Disea.se.—
From a letter dated 29th Nov. 1882 we quote as

follows :
—" The monsoon was the heaviest on record

and destroyed nearly all the seed crop. Our average
rainfall is slightly over 100 inches, but this year we
had in June 34-72, in July 94-36, and in August 18-53
inches. Such a monsoon has not been known liere.

1 am glad to say that the gum disease is not known
here. 1 have lost a tew Cinchona C radaminea which
were under the lee of a belt of gums, and all the trees

for a distance of 30 at 40 feet to leeward of the belts

of gums lost their leaves but are now recovering. I

put it down to the constant drip, and have seen it

before OQ a smaller scale.

Spirit of Turpentine is now made, says a con
tei:>porary, from sawdust .and refuse of the sawmill.
It is extracted by a sweating process, and yields 14

gallons of spirits, three Jo four gallons of resin, and
a quantity of tar per cord.—Knoivkdi/e.
Coca Tea.—From four to six coca leaves, with the

usual quantum of the Chinese plant, in an ordinary
teapot, will make "tea" of great value for relieving
headaches resulting from over-fatigue or cerebral depres-
sion, while the flavour of "the cup that cheers but not
inebriates" is by no means impaired by the addition.—
Monthly Mar/. Pharm.

Fibre.—Messrs. SaturninoPatinoandM.C. Santos Coy
have discovered, in the canton nf Papantia, Mexico, new
textile plants j'ielding a fibre of great brilliancy, fine-

ness, and strength, possessing an admirable affinity to
all kinds of dyea, and i-esembling silk more than any-
thing known. The twenty-four samples shown vary,
Nos. 9 and 15 being particularly noticeable on account
of the extraordinary length of the fibre, which is over
twelve yards long. These plants will produce material
which it is expected will revolutionise the present lineu
and silk industries, being easily worked, and of greater
strength than either linen or silk.—Omrland Mail.

PoRCTTPiNE.s AND Ceara' RUBBERS.—Nawalapitiya,
lat March :

—
Referring to your correspondent

"
Ceari,"

porcupines are very fond of Ceara roots as well as

cassava. So they used to fell down large trees by
destroying roots. The only way to get rid of them is

first, inspect the path and what side they used to come,
and get some quantity of gunpowder mix, with limd

juice and keep round the plantation on leaves ane
rocks. Porcupines will not come as they are afraid of

the smell of the mixture. If again and again they
come, get a common villager (hunter): he will destroy
your enemy within a fortnigLt.

Tea.—The following advice is given to tea planters
in India from the New York Agents—" Our sales

all along have plainly demonstrated that the chief

attraction to our trade is the style and make of the
leaf. If desirable liquor c:in also accompany the
handsome style, of course nothing is left to be de-
sired as far as quality is concerned. If only one of

these qualities is present, the trade here first desired

style, a small well-made leaf, and several of our sales

have shown what dealers will pay for a good leaf

even with deficient draw. We trust it will not be

necessary to sacrifice the liquor in sending us better
made teas, and that you will always bear in mind
the necessity of carefully keeping up the quality of

all teas shipped by the Syndicate. We need every,
thing in our favour, and witli purity, freedom from
dust, strength, flavour, attractive leaf, and better

packages, the teas must steadily, grow iu populraity."—Englishman, Feb. 7th.

The Indiarueber Industry in America.—It would

appear from statistics published in Bradstreefs Journal,
that the rubber industry in the United States has no
rival in foreign countries. There is something like

$76,000,000 invested in the busmess of manufacturing
rubber goods, .§30,000,000 of which is confined to the
rubbor boot and shoe industry. The total number of

employis is placed at 15,000, and the total number of

factories at 120. According to a recent? census bulletin,
the value of the annual product is ?250, 000,000, or

£50,000,000. Some 30,000 tons of raw rubber are import-
ed every year, which, when combined with other mater-

ials iu manufacturing, amount to 300,000 tons The
market price of tbe raw material has been forced up to a

dollar and a quarter per lb., while six years ago the

price was scarcely half a dollar. In consequence of the

advance price of rubb r, several substances have been

prepared as substitutes for it, of which celluloid is tlie

most important. Others have rubber as a couiponeut

part. But up to the present time rubber has been able

to hold its own, and America to maintain her position

as the chief seat of the industry.
—Globe,
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To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

COFFEE IN FRANCE.

London, Feb. 7th, 1883.

Dear Sib,—I send yon a few lines for your paper
on the Brazil coffee ; they are puahiua it ou in France.

The dealers feel tlie effect of the mixtures, lu some
of the hotels tbe muck you get drives the people
to tea. In some of the eating-houaes the coffee is

also bad, and I overheard " rows" going on as to the

bad flavour. This would not have happened two years
since.—Yours truly, T. CHRISTY.
Sir,—I attended the Paris Exhibition of Agricult-

ural Produce aud Implements, which is held yearly,
and through yourmedium I would like to inform coffee

growers ot what is being done by Brazilian merchants.

Upon entering the building in ihe Champs Klys6ea
there were bags of Brazilian coffee stacked up ou
either side witb special marks upon them, and re-

ference shewing tliat they came from Brazil. lu one
of the I'ooms m the gallery there were several men
stationed, distributing books and offering anyone who
chose to apply for it a cup of coffee and also

samples. TlJe Brazilian residents in Paris were in-

vited to attend, and bring any friends that they
could muster, so as to give greater 6clat to this sys-
tem of advertisement. The result of this pushmg
of trade is that at all the shops Brazil collee is

being asked for, and the sale is increasing enormously.
No effort is being made by the Colonial Institute

or colonial merchants to counteract this demand
which is setting in for Brazili'in coffee. If Brazilian

merchants can organize such a system as that adopted
at present in Pans, and also an exhibition similar

to that held lately at the Crystnl Palace, surely some

Society could be formed in London to introduce pure
coffee. Small coffee mills were exhibited at this Paris

Exhibition, to try and induce people to grind their

own coffee, and so avoid buying the adulterated

trash which is palmed oft' upon the French and
British public as coffee.

To shew you that this movement is reacting in society
in Paris, at the hrst-class restaurants now the long
metal coffee pot has disappeared and given place to

earthenware coffee pots, which are replenished from

time to time, and brought up with freshly made
coffee.—I am, yours truly, THO. CHKISTY.

155, Fencburch Street, London.

COFFEE CULTIVATION: WANTED DISTKICT
VISITING AGENTS.' '

Maria, February 22nd, I8S3.

Dear Sir,—When the merchants follow my loug-

advised plan to have the ht^t superiutendeuts they may
have in each district to look after their interest, in that

district, only in lieu of ap|)ointing one man to go
over all I he country and wUl give the outlines of

expeT\i;litui
e allowed, letting him direct the time when

ami instruction how to lay out the money to the best

advantage, then they will tind estates pay. No
visiting agent, however good he may be as a planter
on a group of estates, and I know some very good

men, can do mucli good by going all over the country.

Mauy get contused in their iile.is and bicause a plant

thrives well in one district they think it ought to

grow everywhere. Even rainfall is very deceptive. Two
estates adjoining eai'h other may have the same

raiufall. Yet the soil of one will retain m^iisture for

a longtime, when the next estate's soil being porous
will soon show by the drooping of tin loaves it busiest

its moisture. One estate would grow tea to pay, when

the other would not ; one would grow cinchona when

the other would not ; one estates should be manured
in rainy weather when the other could be manured
even in dry weather, &o.
How much money has been wasted on sulphur and

lime, carbolic acid powder and carbolic acid, when
woodash and country lime would have kept leaf-disease

equally in cheek and at the same time nourished the
trees. Try any eiperinient on a very small scale uutil
found a success, but do not import or father on
planters a lot of useless (medicine) stuff to kill leaf-
disease when manure, cattle, bone, K»h, poonac, to
the tree with limu and woodash over the tree wouM
have kept your trees in hiart and given you crops.
Weeds.—To let an estate grow into heavy weeds

means t.aking so much nourishment out of the soil,
is your soil rich enough to stand this ? If a poor
soil you will soon find your coffee getting yellow leaves
and to look sickly. Should the trees stand it and you
are able to cut and let the weeds lie on the suiface
for sometime, the soil will again get strengthened by
the decay of the old weed and the power to draw
nitrogen by the new, that in one or more year's time
if weeded up and all the weeds buried with some lime
and surface soil iu long deep trenches, you will give
a new lease of 5 to G ycirs to all trees which re.
mained in heart during this treatment. I have treated
Gavatenne estate in 1859 and 1860 to 18C1, and Raxawa
in Dolosbage in this way with great success. 1 know
a good many of the visiting agents and respect most
of them and I aiu convinced that one and nearly all
will admit, if theywere in harness themselves on one
estate in one district and had the supervision over a
number of estates in that one district, they could do
more justice to themselves and their employers than
being obliged to travel all over the country and not
having good oversight over the superintendents, some
of whom have very little experience aud require a re-
feree close to them.
You will remember me as one of the first to agitate

to have District Planters' Associations which have been
a success, and I am confident District Visiting Agents
will also be a great help just now when we must take
advantage of every little change of weather and check
the first symptoms of any disease ou coffee, tea. &c.
—Yours faithfully, J. HOLLOWAY.

THE FIRST CINCHONAS PLANTED OUT IN
CEYLON.

ICirimadua Estate, Haputale, 24th February 1883.

Dear Sir,—I have just seen the January number of

jour valuable periodical, the Tropical AijrkuUuriiit. At
page No. SS2 you have a short notice of "the oldest
cinchona trees iu Ceylon" and quote a short note from
Mr. G. A. Dickof Kirklees estate, Udapusellawa," which
letter I quite agree with ; but I claim to be the pioneer
of cinchona planters, as myself and the late Mr. G. B.
Carson were the first two persons who purchased five

plants each from Mr. McNicol at the Hakgala Gardens
(all auccirubras) in October or November 1862, for
which we paid_/?i'e shillhigi each plant and sixpence for
a little pot they were grown in, about the size of a

goose's egg. No applicant was at that time, so Mr.
McNicol told us, allowed more than two or three plants
each, but, as I was Uiejirst applicant, he said he would
' ' stretch a point" and let me have TJfe plants for os each
and 6d extra for the pot. Mr. Carson was travelling
with me to Nuwara Eliyaat the time, and theu asked to
bethe "wcoHrf applicant,

" which poor McNicol acceded
to, saying they were all he could spare then. Two of
these first plants, put out by me, may now be seen on
Gonamotawa estate, in this district, covered with blussom
and they are 1 believe constantly or perpetually blos-

soming, but bearing no fruit or seed pods : so I was
informed by Mr. Orchard, the preseut manager o£
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Gonamotawa.* I would like to know if the trees on
Kirkleea have the same peculiarity of barrenness as

regards fruit ?

How similar Mr. Dick's and my own experiences were
wlien trying to introduce these valuable trees and pro-

pagate them on the various estates under our charge in

1662, and a few years later ! Mr. Tottenham, one of

the proprietors of Monerakande estate in 1864, ordered
me to pull up and throw away 2,000 cinchona sucoi-

rurubra and officinalis plants I was putting out on
the roadsides and boundaries of that estate, saying
they were useless, aud that I was only wasting
labour, and that he did not paj me for ornamental
cultivation ! I begged to be allowed to let the
few hundred trees I had already planted out to

remain, which be reluctantly permitted, and now
Mr. Downall is reaping the benefit of some of them,
for they were neglected after that and only a few
remain of rnij jdayiting on that estate now. After
Mr. Tottenham's ukase, I sent the other plants
over to Mahapittia (now Broughtou). my own estate

then, but so little did a subsequent superintendent
of that estate (Mr. A. T. Geddesf) think of them
that he had the major part of these, when grown
to fine trees, uprooted and actually thrown away
or destroyed, because forsooth they were shading
the fine coffee. How truly everything

" has its day,"
vegetable or animal, all have their innings, and
such is also, unfortunately for some, the fate of en-

thusiastic pioneers, and once worthy planters, not

appreciated as they grow old. But wait, there is a
turn in the tide, and old hands like weedy estates

may yet, and will, be found to be the best paying
"spec."— Yours truly, Jno. ATWELL.

CARBOLIC ACID: ITS CONSTITUENTS AND
PROPERTIES.

Ragalla, Udapussellawa, Feb. 26th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—The following from Allen's Commercial

Oryaiiic Analysisraajyintere&t your correspondent "W.":—"Pure carbolic acid is a colourless crystallme solid

melting at 42 '2° C. (
= 108° F.) to a colourless limpid

fluid slightly heavier than water. It boils when
pure at 182° C. and distils without decomposition.
The crystals readily absorb moisture from the air,

whereby their fusing point is lowered owing to the
formation of a hydrate of the formula Cg H^OH^O con-

taining 16'07 of water and melting at 17'2° C. (
=

63° F. ). In very moist air this hydrate absorbs still

more water and the product remains fluid at a still

lower temperature. When water is gradually added
to carbolic acid as long as it continues to dissolve

the resultant liquid contains about 27 per cent of

water (by weight) and thus approximates closely to

the composition Ct]H50.jH.2 which recpiires 27
'"

per
cent of water. If the liquid so obtained is really
a compound, it is one of the weakest nature, for on

agitating it with four volumes of benzene, the carb-

olic acid is dissolved and the water wholly separated.
The liquid hydrous carbolic acid dissolves in about
11-1 times its measure of cold water. This corre-

sponds to a solubility of 1 part by weight in 10'7

for the absolute acid, the saturated solution contain-

ing 8 '56 of real phenol. The odour is usually strong
and characteristic, but both smell and taste are much
less marked in very pure specimens than in the
crude article. Phenol coagulates albumen, is a power-
ful antiseptic, acts as a caustic on the skin, and is

powerfully poisonous.
"

* We should like to know if this curious statement is

correct.—Ed.

f In this instance names must be mentioned, and the
saddle put upon the right horse, as a very worthy planter,
Mr. R. E. Pineo, has been mistaken and supposed to have
been the person who committed this act of vandahsm.—J. A.

The following method for the assay of crude carb-
olic acid is suggestive, and I again quote fiom the
same authority:

—"1,000 grains measure of the

sample are placed in a retort and distilled
the liquid which possess over being collected in gradu-
ated tubes. Water first distils, and is followed by
an oily fluid: when 100 fluid grains of the latter have
been collected, the receiver is chai'ged. The volume
of water is then read ofl'. If the oily liquid floats
on the water, it contaius light oil of tar. It should
be heavier than water, in which case it may be

regarded as hydrated acid containing about 50 per
cent of real carbolic acid. The next portion of the
distillate consists of anhydrous acid, and when it

measures 625 grains the receiver is again charged.
The residue in the i-etort consists wholly of cresylic
acid and still higher homologues of carbolic acid.
The 625 grains measure of anhydrous acid contains
variable propertious of carbolic and cresylic acid....

Cresylic acid is less soluble in water than carbolic acid.
Its antiseptic properties are even more strongly marked
than carbolic acid.

"
G. A. D.

Muter has :
— " The crystals of the pure acid absorb

moisture readily from the air, a very slight quality
causing their deliquescence from colourless needles to

a liquid similar to that formed by the application of

heat. Though termed an acid, it does not aftect

litmus like other members of the acid class. It is a

powerful antiseptic. It is only slightly soluble in

water.
"

MR. BOSANQUET'S EXPERIMENTS IN
MANURING COFFEE AND THE GENERAL

RESULTS.
Yoxford, Dimbula, Feb. 28th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—From what Mr. Giles Walker has said
as to the remarks made upon my experiments, I find

that it is impossible to obtain ci'edit with all for

the desire to conduct impartial investigations. In

my desire to support my convictions that manuring
pays, I must admit that I somewhat jjrematurely
published the results of the experiments and thereby
laid myself open to the charge of partisanship. I

accept the warning, and shall not again bring these

experiments forward until time has put a stronger
stamp upon theii- value.

I will mention, however, that, in laying out such

experimental plots, my first care is to select a patch
of co9"ee as uniform as possible in its appearance,
character of soil, aspect, &c. If anyone will try to

pick out 1.000 trees which may be divided into 10

absolutely uniform plots, he will find that the diffic-

ulties are considerable and that some plots will pre-
sent slightly superior conditions to the others. It is

my plan to leave the best of the plot unmanured, so
that the test may be as divided as possible when
comparing the actions of the various manurial com-

pounds used on the other plots with this standard

plot.
I will close the subject for a period by placing on

record the views to which my experiments have so

far led me. Some years hence, it may be interesting
to see how far time has modified them. First, then,
I consider "

cattle manure and bones
"

to be the

typical fertilizers. 2nd.—That the closer any artificial

mixture approximates in regard to its chemical com-

position to the typical fertilizer, the better. An
approach to it is found in J lb. castorcake with J lb.

bones, etc., in the mixture sometimes recommended

by Hughes, viz., ^Jlb. rapecake, Jib. bones and Jib.

superphosphate. 3rd.—That the manure should be
varied to suit the climate : the colder it is the less

nitrogen should enter into the composition of the

manure and vice versa. 4th.—That without a suffici-

ency of sun, no manui-e will put a crop on the trees,
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and, consequently, I should recommend pi-oprietors of

high lying estates to wait until they see a crop upon
theii- trees before manuring. Lastly, that to keep
coffee in good heart it is necessary to manure it, if

bearing crop, every year.

Many of these views only bear out previous re-

commendations of Mr. Hughes', and those who believe

in cultivation should study his manual : at the same

time, they will be always welcome to such inform-

ation as I am able to give from my own experience
on making personal application.

—Yours faithfully,

W. D. BOSANQUET.
[The advice given to proprietors of elevated lands

not to manure until theii- trees shew signs of bearing

crop is sound and practical ; and we fear owners of

low places will, for some time, at least, follow the

same course. Although we have heard of manure

telling very favourably, either at once or years after

it has been applied, in counteracting leaf-disease and

producing crop, yet there is much mournful evidence

of the truth of Mr. Marshall Ward's statement that

in many cases (including those of estates which had

been steadily and libei'ally cultivated) the application
of manure merely led to fresh supplies of leaves for

hemileia vastatrix to feed upon, instead of the de-

siderated fruit. Happy those who can afford to manure
when the promise of fruit comes, as we hope it soon

will, simultaneously with the disappearance of, per-

haps, the worst pest which has ever visited coflFee,

since it was first cultivated.—Ed.]

CARBOLIC ACID AND COFFEE LEAF-

DISEASE.

Sir,—When Mr. Storck announced publicly that he

had resorted to stronger solutions of carbolic acid than
those he had formerly employed, most people no
doubt regarded this change of practice as a virtual

acknowledgment of the inefficaoy of the weaker solu-

tions first prescribed. Those who knew the properties
of carbolic acid, would, howevei-, at once perceive
that Mr. Storck must have been unacquainted with
those properties, or he would have known that such

strong solutions as he proposes are impossible. Ac-

cording to Mr. Ward, carbolic acid is soluble In water
to the extent of four per cent only, and therefore,

if Einy larger proportion be added, all the excess of

acid, above the four per cent which the water is

capable of dissolving, remains, like so much oil, in

a separate state, unmixed. Unlike oil, however, the

acid undissolved sinks to the bottom.

So far as regards leaf-disease, it would hardly be
worth while to revive discussion of carbolic acid,
either as a remedy or a preventive, but carbolic acid

is so important an antiseptic and is so likely to be
efficacious in other ways than in the cure of leaf-

disease, that all your readers must feel under oblig-
ation to your correspondent who lately published
the result of evaporation of carbolic acid and its

solutions, in a recent issue of the Obfrnrrer.

I, for one, would record my thanks for the con-

tribution to our knowledge. At the same time, I

would ask the gentleman who took such pains with
the experiments recorded, if he ascertained the actual

nature of the residuum alter evaporation had ceased ?

Until that is known, the experiments cannot be said

to settle or materially to advance, the inquiry aa to

the volatility or otherwise of carbolic acid. The ex-

periments seem to show that the vapour of the solu-

tion carries off a?/ the water, 3,nii prohahly something
more ; but the question still remains unanswered, as

to irhat is so carried off. It appears to be assumed
that, when the weight was reduced by a quantity
exceeding the total amount of water added to the

acid, the difference represented a diminution of

the acid to the extent of the excess ; but, be'fore

that assumption can bS admitted, it has to be shown
that the residuum, after evaporation, consists of un-

decomposed carbolic acid. It is evident that, if you
have nothing but carbolic acid (phenol) and water to

begin with, and if nothing but water and phenol

pass off in vapour, nothing but water and, or, phenol
can remain. Now, from what I have seen of the

more or less dry, amorphous residuum, after evapor-
ation, of the mixture, I feel certain that it is not

phenol ! In other words, it would seem to be at least

probable that the evaporation, either from the first,

or after a certain stage, decomposes the phenol and,
if so, it is an open question whether any of the vapour
which passed off consisted of carbolic acid. It may
all have consisted of the vapour of water, and of

some component, or components, only, of the phenol.

Perhaps some of your scientific correspondents may
know what takes place during evaporation of the

mixture, they may possess treatises which may enable

them to ascertain. In either case, they would do good
service and confer a great obligation by imparting the

information so possessed. All that my scanty library
informs me on the subject is that phenol consi«ts

of phenyl, with one atom each of H and O. This

is very suggeUive, certainly, but we want something
more. W.

WEEDS ON OOFFEK ESTATES IN OLDEN
TIMES.

Sib,
—My experience of the period referred to by

your correspondent "W. L." does not quite agree
with his. Not one of the planters I knew in those

days advocated or willingly tolerated weeds. All alike

regarded them as most mischievous, especially for the
loss of soil occasioned by their

_

removal. The idea of

their preventing wash is, I believe, quite a modern
notion, originating in the minds of men who have

forgotten, or who never knew that weeding in

the days of old was done with the mamoty, and with
a loss of soil immeasurably exceeding any saving ef-

fected by the turf of weeds whilst growing. One of

my first lessons in weeding was derived from a dis-

cussion between two planters on the best mode of

using the mamoty. One, A., advocated a deep cut
to get up the roots, and open the soil. The other,
B., insisted that the thinnest possible slice should be
cut off the surface. Both aimed at the same object,
to prevent the loss of soil. A. had, of course, to shake
oft' the soil from his weeds by hand. B. saved that

expense, and loosened less soil ; but A. showed that
all the soil so loosened was lost, as tlie ground, when
cut in B.'s fashion, was almost impervious to rain;
whereas he contended that his deeper cutting opened
the soil and allowed more of the rain to soak in, so

saving much of the wash. The effect of the discussion
in my raiud was a resolute determination to abolish
the mamoty altogether, a task which proved one of

the stiffest I ever undertook. The scraper, however,
gradually superseded the mamoty, and in many cases

hand-weeding was adopted, even before clean weeding
became general. Though the discontinuance of the

mamoty saved a great deal of the waste of soil, weeds
continued to be deprecated for the loss of soil they
still entailed, as well as for the amount of nourish-
ment of which they deprived the coffee trees whilst

growing.
A planter of the present day may naturally ask

why, if weeds were such a scourge, we did not get
rid of them as we now do? And thereby hangs a tale.

To clean a weedy estate involves considerable expense,
and can only be done by numerous weedings, following
each other in rapid succession, and requiring a steady
and continuous supply of labour. The expense was a

very serious obstacle to such an operation, iu times
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when the fiat had gone forth to abandon estates if

they could not put their crops free on board at 21s

per cwl ! Afterwards, when such extreme rigour was
no longer necessary, the cooly supply interposed a

difficulty. Coolies came over, as a rule, for the crop
months only, in those days ; and when the crop was
over, three fourths or more of them insisted on re

turning to the Coast. I have known them go without
their i)ay sooner than be detained. Many attempts
to institute clean weeding were foiled for want of

labour to carry on the successive weedings in time.

Failing such succession, the weeds gained head again,
and the estate relapsed into its former condition !

In the meantime, those few estates which had been

opened on a correct eystem, and «ere never allowed
to become weedy, stood out in such strong relief by
their fine appearance that the most sceptical Hallilean
would have been converted by the contrast. Such was
the the wholefome dread of weeds on young estates,
that Capt. Jolly preferred to allow some crop to fall

rather than to incur the risk of delaying the work
of weeding, and I well remember seeing bis coolies

busy weeding when the crop was dead ripe and actu-

ally dropping from the trees.

It seem incredible that now, after all these years, the

experience of those days should be appealed to in de-

fence of weeds, and that, too, on the score of preventing
wash ! Perhaps we may live to witness attempts to

resuscitate the mamoty, as being the instrument to which
we were indebted (if we had only known it) for the

splendid crops we used to get ! ^Y-

ON WEEDS IN COFFEE.

Mysore .

Drak Sir,—You have been kind enough in the
interests of coffee planters to permit space for the

ventilation of this subject. I write therefore, trusting
in your kind couaideration to permit some views that

may, l)y being studied, prove beneticial to all, and
I cannot do better ttian place in the first instance
the peculiar penetration of a mind like Maclvor's :

—
"The science of chemistry may be said to be as yet
in its infancy. It has only reached that ijoint, which
contributes more to our infonuatiou than our benefit.

Speaking without formal precision, the chemist can
break down, but ho cannot build up,

—he may de-

compose but he cannot combine. This process of

destruction adds to our information. It enables us

to ascertain with certainty the exact elements of

which bodies are composed. How changed would the

whole future of bcience be, if it were possible for the

scientific man to place these separate elements in

chemical combination. It is this defect which places
the most consummate skill, the most elaborate pro-
cess and apparatus of the chemiet in despicable in-

significance when compared with the daily results

produced by the meanest weed we trample under
our foot. There we find this humble organism
secreting the various elements required to build up
its system and as carefully rejecting such as are not

necessary; the stem, leaf, petal and seed, each select-

ing and placing in chemical combination the peculiar
elements of which they are composed." And in con-

clusion to this Maclvor has most interestingly added:
" This certainly is a laboratory at which a wise man
would not refuse to take a lesson." But how little is

really known about the action, invisible, of vegetable
life and most especially of the roots, and their fibres.

How little indeed does the most scientific researcher

know of the taking and giving of vegetable matter
from soil and atmosphere, from moisture and heat—
in light and in darkness. How are the necessary
elements for "

building up
"

separately and distinctly
secreted and brought visibly into action and shown
in stem iu leaf, in petal and fiually back to the

same seed from which the vegetable had its origin.
It is clearly to be seen that weeds or no weeds iu coffee

requires most special considoration and cannot be dis-

posed of at haphazard by "e.x-cathedra" utterances.
There must be a patient and careful invesiigation,
The components of the weed must be first ascertained
before it can be said to deprive the coffee of nourish-
ment. It may possibly be proved that some weeds re-
move deleterious matter from coffee-growing lands,
and BO assist. Some weeds, such as surface fibrous rooted
grasses, bind up the top soil and will not allow either
the influeuce of the .rays of the sun or 3-et water
percolation to proceed, It is clear these require
digging out and scorching up. Than again tlie "goat
weed," awellknown prolific weed, will be found when
closely studird to be a benefitto the_;jtani if not lost to
the place that it germinatetl in. The component parts
of this weed are wellknown to be the same as iu coffee.
But as this is a soil-opener by its root process, an
entirely top surface feeder iu its growth and its develop-
ment by air and water in the rains is very great
indeed. There can be no reason that in its death, laid

by the side of the oufi'ee stem and root scorched by
the sun, it will not prove a provident fund of rich

manuring. It may iu its green state be placed in

renovation pits,but these should be left open,thus prevent-
ing souring the soil by fermentation and the projecting
perhaps insect life iu decay. To this weed, if coffee

leaf and twjgs of pruned coffee be added, a good
return will have been made to the soil obtained in
excess from nature's progress. It is clear ; weeds and
no weeds are questions open to a close investigation by
every member iu coffee and the experience of each

would, I feel certain, be very acceptable to those who
are interested in the Tropical Agriculturist of Ceylon,
and the experimental observations

'

in every-day life

on different areas would afford a fund of iul'ormation

(practical) for guidance without any cost by simply
taking areas as they came under observation. These
areas need not be large ones. Quarter acre plots would
be quite sufficient left bare and then in different soils

of different weeds. The object of this letter is onjy.

suggestively to produce facts with reference to weeds
on estates, whether the result "be for good or for evil."

The evil can then be set aside and the good availed of.

—Yours faitlifuUy, G. H. KEARNEY.
Just a note for general observation. It may not be

generally known and at the same time it may possibly
be that it nlay not occur everywhere, but it is worthy
of a trial in all places : if an estate has giassy areas
in the rains, by scraping with a mamotie during the

rains, when the rainfall is not at its heaviest, and

removing the grass, the next crop of weeds that
oeme will be the "goat weed." It seems strange, but
it has been so with me.^—Gr. H. K.

Japan Pea Seed.—A tolerably successful experiment
with the Soybean, Soja hixpido,, was made last year
at Saidapet, but the Government entirely concur with
the Government of India iu desiring that the cultiv-

ation of this valuable bean should be extended. To
this end they resolve to request that Government to

supply 500 lb ofthe seed as recommended by the Agri.
cultural Department.

—Madras Mail,
Mahoganv Plant.s.—The Honorary Secretary, Agri-

Horticultural Society, Madras, recently wrote to the

Government, stating that there are about 250 mahogany
plants G inches high, safe from damping olf, now for

sale in the gardens. The Government order on this

ia to the effect that every effort should be made to

further the cultivation of this valuable tree, which
was reported in 1870 to have succeeded admirably at

Nilambur. Tlie Conservator of Forests, Southern Di-

vision, will include mahogany among the various trees

and plants, experiments with which were directed by
the orders of Government last year.

—Madras Mail,
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FORESTS SACRIFICED FOR LEATHER.
One of the handsomest trees in California is generally

knoivn by the common name of chestnut oak. It is !i

tall, slim tree, having leaves like the chestnut tree ;
it

is evergreen, ami never grows in open groimds. Its habit-

at is nearly limited to that of the redwood, or more

accurately to that of the madrono. It is the only oak
in that vicinity which furnishes a bark suitable for tan-

ning leathei-. At least, it is the only oak bark which
has ever been used in that state. Now, the leather
business has been unusually good in that state for the
two or three years last past. Over large districts this

beautiful chestnut oak is slashed ilo\vn for the bark.
The trunk is peeled and then left to decay. Great open-
ings are made in the forests, and the sun is let in,

evaporating the moisture .so rapidly that these trees do
not pro]>agate. The result will soon be that this im-
mense waste will terminate with the ilestruetion of this

tree, ^^'hat will the tamiers do when the tree disappears,
or is .so remote an<l iuacces.sible that it cannot be reached ?

In the Ea.stcrn States hemlock bark is extensively used
for tanning, but the latter is not found in California.

For at least a quarter of a century experiments have
been in progress to find some substitute for the tanning
of leather. Various chemical processes have been intro-

duced. Hut none of them have taken the place of bark
either because they were too expensive, or did not make
a good (juality of leather. There are many barks and

many drugs which have astringent properties, but the
discoverer has not yet hit upon the cheap and satisfact-

ory process by which bark can be dismissed, and the
chemical can be sub.stituted. 'When all the chestnut oak
of the Pacific Coast has disappeared, as it will within a

dozen years at the present rate of de.struction, what are
thi' tanners going to doV ^^'ilI they then find a new
and satisfactory process ? "Why not find it now, and so

let a few of the trees stand over for the benefit of

another generation ? The price of tan-liark in the coast
counties has advanced more than fifty per cent, in the
last three or four years. It is still advancing. The bark
men now go twenty to thirty miles from the coast, or
from the nearest railroad. They climb almost inaccess-
ible mountains, strip the bark and dr.aw it out on sleds,
or chute it down the mountains in troughs. With the

greater labom* of getting it, of eom'.se the price must
advance. But then there is no more, then will necessity
become the mother of invention ! Surelj', a satisfactory

preparation for tanning leather ought not to be beyond
chemical discovery. That it has not yet been reached is

evident from the fact that tanners in California are pay-
ing the largest prici's for bark ever paid, and that they
have not yet adopted any one of the chemical processes
which from time to time have 'been introduced.— liiijf'ulo

Liimhei^ JVoi'hK

^NANKIN COTTON CULTIVATION IN MADRAS.
At the instance of the Oovernment of India, the Super-

intendents of Government Farms, Sydapett, and of the
Central .Tail, Coimbatore, were called upon by tlie local

Government to consider and report upon certain papers
regarding the cultivation of cotton of the natural khaki
colour. Jlr. Robertson, the Superintendent of the Farms,
in replying, has forwarded samples of Nankin cotton in
the seed, and the clean lint, and states that the cotton
has been grown in this presidency as a botanical curiosity
for upwards of fifty years. It was originally imported from
China, where the fabrics made from it are in great demand
for their cheapness aud durability. At one time large

i|Uantities of Nankin cloth were exported from China,
but its export has now almost ceased. Mr. Robertson does
not think the crop is grown anywhere in this Presidency
except on a very small scale, but he is i)utting an acre
of land under the crop, and this should in four or five

montlis give enough seed for 20 or 25 acres of Land, which
will jjrobibly sufiice for experimental trials. Mr. Grimes,
Superintendent of the Coimbatore C'entral .Tail, reports
that from two seeds he was enabled to plant at different

times twelve acres of laud. It is a har<ly description of

cotton, grows in any jail, is perennial, and gi^'es more than
one picking a year. The plant in the field grows to a

height of about eighteen inches, but in favourable localities

99

it grows into a large bush, quite four feet in height.
He has submitted for inspection some of the cotton in

the pod, some hanks of thread spun by the convicts from
it, and samples of cloth made therefrom in the jail.

Brigadier-General CUerk was supplied with some of this
" Nankin "

cloth to try its suitability for tin- sunnuer
clothing of troops. Owing to recent orders of Governnient,
putting a stop to miscellaneous manufactures in jails, Mr.
Grimes rooted up the last field of this cotton, which «as
planted in 18"!), as he thought there would lie no furtlier
use in cultivating it. He has, however, means of obtaining
seed and can re-commence its cultivation if necessary. He
believes it is not cultiv,itcd by the ryots in the Coinilmtore
District, but is told that it is so in the Tinnevelly District
Its great drawback is its shortness of fibre, and Mr.
Grimes is anxious to obtain fresh seed from Chunar or
elsewhere to ascertain whether it is superior to what he
has grown. It will be thus seen that the mltimtiou of
this cotton has passed beyond the experiment:d stage in

this Presidency, and the Government of India have noH
an opportunity of pronouncing on the merits of a sample
of the cloth made from it at Coimbatore. A supply of
Chunar seed is to be procured in order that its identity
with this cotton may be established. Meanwhile the local

Government, we hear, does not think there is any need for
extended cultivation here, hut that a supply of seed should
be maintained for distribution to cultivators in the event
of a demand being eventually established.—Madras limes.

COFFEE PLANTING AND CROPS IN OOORG.
TO THE KDITOR " M.IDR.IS MAIL.

"

Sir,—Although I somehow missed seeing "South's" letter
in your issue of the 28th ultimo, about crops in South Coorg,
I have heard enough about it to incline me to give the follow-

ing statements, which I have taken from the books of a group
of estates of which I have lately taken charge. Only four of
the estates have been in bearing for over five years, and sub-

joined you will find the crop of the four from i87,'i to 1880:—
1st 2nd 3rd 4tii

128^ acres. 138 acres. 151 acres. 131 acres.

1875-76. . 65 tons. 43 tons. 72 tons. 63 tons
1876-77... 56 „ 36 „ 44 .. 37
1877-78,.. 47 „ 47 „ 30 „ 51
1878-79... 66 „ 50 „ 07 „ 71
1879-80... 61 „ 80 „ 60 „ 65

295 „ 25G „ 273 „ 287 „
The above figures speak for them.selves, and I am only

sorry that they are not more in detail, as the crops were all

cured and shipped as one, aud the totals of boxes picked only
kept .separate. Should "South" care to come up and take "a

run through South Coorg, we will show him at least ten out
of .say 70 estates that average 5 cwts. per acre, and also that
instead of a round dozen of piping Scotchmen we are
South Coorg, Jan. Pifkhs.

Sir,—In the last Coorg Admin.stratiou Report it is stated
that " the average yield in most European estates reaches
7 cwts. the acre." If "many" had been used inst^i-ad, of
"most" the information would have been strictly correct.
Your correspondent ".South" appears, however, in doubt
that any estate in Coorg has yielded so much for five con-
tinuous years. In answer to his challenge I instance four
estates, and having carefully collected the statistics, I can
vouch for their correctness.

I.—The "Dabarry" estate has given six crops, and the

average yield has been 7| cwts. per acre.

II.—" Hanchibctta "
Estate 100 acres plante<l in 187-.', 20

acres in 1S73, and 20 acres in 1874. The crops from 1874-5
to 1881-2, inclusive, were per acre as follows:—5-4, 10-2 7-8,
3-9. 10-fl, 70, 5'4 and 70, or an average for the eight years of
7'2 per acre.

III.—"Chondiman Kadu "
Estate, 130 acres planted in

1870. The first five crops, including the maiilen, were 10.3,
I3'4, 7'2, 7'7, and 5*4 cwts. per acre, or an average of 8 cwts.
Afterwards, from w.ant of labor, borer and other causes this
estate drooped its wings for two or three years. Notwith-
standing this temporary filling off, taking the eleven years
in which the estate has produced crop, and including the

present very indifferent season, the average out-turn has
been G'6 cwts. per acre.
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IV—"Ohoadi Kadu," 195 acres, has only given three

crops 68, 39, and 82 tons respectively, and the average yield

has teen 6k cwts. per acre. The present appearance ot the

estate is not such as to preclude the hope that, when five

crops are harvested, the required 7A cwts. per acre may be

topped.
J^^^s Chisholm.

•

NEW INDUSTRIES:—NILGIEI NETTLE;

LAVENDER; HOPS.

Mr W .J Kemp thus writes to us in allusion to the

paragraph in our last issue in referring to the price real-

ized tor a sample of the Nilgiri nettle fibre recently for-

warded to Messrs. Christy & Co., London:—
"I notice your issue of Saturday last brings under observ-

ation the value per ton placed on a sample of Nilgiri

nettle fibre, forwarded by me in September last^
to Mes.srs.

Christy & Co., Fenchurch Street, London. £60 per ton

is I believe, considered a very fair price, although I under-

stand a gentleman who took home samples some months

before, obtained a valuation of considerably over £100 per

ton Thus it seems that the value would be liable to

fluctuate considerably according to quality &c., should large

quantities be placed in the market. The plant is usua ly

found lu.'iuriating among manurial accumulations in the

vicinity of Toda-muuds, or in loose friable soils, contigu-

ous to borders of sholas, and so far as I have observed,

it scarcely ever occurs on grass land away from trees,

and when it does, it assumes a starved stunted growth.

The conditions so favourable to its development in the wild

state would require to be considered it its cultivation was

ever undertaken as a speculative enterprise. I have no

doubt it would succeed and pay well if systematically cult-

ivated after somewhat similai- principles requisite tor

the growth of the Hemp plant. The best sites for its

cultivation would be good light grass land, sheltered as

much as po.ssible from sweeping winds. The ground would

require a good digging and manuring previous to plaut-

iu'^', and I calculate that three acres well worked should

vi?ld fully one ton of superior fibre annually.

The cultivation of Lavender for distillation and scenting

purposes, appears to be another most remunerative uuder-

taking, the demand for Lavender oils and scents being

practically ineshaustible. Lavender flowers, in the crude

state also fetch the high prices of £50 to £60 per ton m
the Loudon Market, and as the Lavender plant has been

known to yieM two crops of flowers per aunuin, m some

favoured parts of the Nilgiris, the profitable returns per

acre per annum should be something substantial, and I

see no reason why distillation could not he earned out

in the locality. ., ,-, , ^ a ^

Before concluding, I should like to allude briefly to a

question often mooted in your excellent paper, viz., the

cultivation of Hops on the Nilgu-is. Certain portions ot

the district possessing a moderate rainfall, offer excep-

tional advantages for the successful cultivation of this plant;

the soil, if well worked, being very fertile, lacking natur-

aUy however, certain calcareous and saline properties ne-

cessary for the successful and perfect development of the

Hop plant ;
but as these small deficiencies might be cheaply

applied artificially, any difficulty encoutered iu this respect

might be readily surmounted. "South of India Observev.

-
COCOA OR CACAO.

Agricultural ami Horticultural Society of India.

Read following communication from Mr. A. H. Blech-

ynden respecting Cacao :
—

•' It is satisfactory to know that though some ot our

older Indian products, notably silk and ludigo, are not

what they were, there are others which have taken their

phice to some extent, primarily tea and now wheat and

tobacco There is another product to which attention

mi-'ht be du'ected with advantage, namely Cacao.

Al? attempts to raise the Tlieohroma Cacao in Bengal ap-

pear to have failed ;
the tree attains a certain age and

then dies. But there are other parts of India where the

chmate might be found suitable to its production.

Perceivin" that it is not prudeut to trust so much to

,.ne indultry,—and that industry suffering so severely

from a disease which has hitherto baflied all attempts

towards eradications,—the Ceylon planters are now turning
their attention to Cinchona. Tea, Caoutchouc-yielders and

Cacao. As respects the two former they have apparently
met with sufficient encouragement to move onwards.

The following extract from a letter which has been kindly

placed at my disposal by a Jlember of a firm in the city,

who are largely connected with Indian and Coloni;il pro-

ducts, is, I think, sufficiently interesting to iuduce me to

bring it to the notice of the Society. Though it refers

specially to Ceylon, the remarks contained therein neeil

not be confined to that island, for, as already observed,

there are several localities in India where the Chocolate

tree might be successfully cultivated. The writer of the

following remarks has as.sured me that he has beenrauch

surprised and gratified to find how excellent is the

quahty of the Ceylon Cacao,—approaching very closely

that of Trinidad."
" It is very gratifying to notice that while Ceylon

Coffee Pl.anters .are iu a state of depression with regard
to the cultivation of Coffee, owing chiefly to the awful

scourge of the leaf chsease, aggravated by adverse weather

their attention should be directed to the cultivation of

other articles which appear to becoming to the foreground

by further developing the capabilities of the Island. It

is also of material advantage that a prominent position

has been given to the .article of Cocoa (or more properly

Cacao) in the extracts of Dr. Trimen's report appearing
in the Observer of the 6th May. There is, however, no

need to he alarmed that Coffee cultivation in Ceylon is

a thing of the past, but as time advances, skill and

enterprise must necessarily be also directed to the produc-
tion of other articles for which the soil of Ceylon is ad-

mirably adapted. We have already seen the sati-sfactory

progress made in Cinchona and Tea, and there is every
reason to believe that Cocoa promises to occupy an in-

portaut position in the products from Ceylon. The small

quantities which have ahready appeared in this market

adduce sufficient evidence of the value in which it is

held, and r.o doubt c:in be entertained that with proper
care and attention, this article may rank auiougst the

highest qualities produced in any part of the world.

Trinidad, of course, as we all know produces the largest

supply, but Ceylon has yielded in the comparatively
small qu.antity seut, a rjuuriti/ much appreciated by some

of our best Chocolate manuf'aturers,

The report already alluded to and extracteil so copiously

in the Observer should be of very practical utility to Cey-
lon Planters. But while selection of plants and suitable

localities are e.ssential to favourable results, and judicious

pruning highly necessary for full productiveness, the

question ot fermentation is one of material importance.
It is difficult to draw strict rules as to the requisite

time for this process to be carried on as much depends .

on circumstances. While forty-eight hours might be

sufficeut in one case five or six diiys might not be

too much in another,—all depending ou the amount of

heat -generated in the process of fermentation, and which

ftan only he ascertained by watching the progress most

attentively. Four d.ays would .appear iu most instances
;

sufficient. If allowed to be too long, the Cocoa becomes

heated and burnt, and thereby loses much of its aroma

and colour ;
but if too short a time, the moisture is not

sufficiently driven out and the nuts become mildewy
and decayed. A healthy brightness of colour with ful-

ness of aroma are the desirable results ;
and it may al.so

be remarked that it is the insides of the nuts which are

subjected to this test an'l not the skin. These fewo bserv-

ations are ofl'ered for the purpose of rendering some

assistance if possible in the encouragement of a branch

of industry for which there is ample scope for develop-

ment, and may ultimately prove of substantial remuner-

.ation to those engaged in the productions of Ceylon."

CINCHONA CULTIVATION IN .lAVA.

The introduction and Cultivation of Cinchona in India is

nOw an assured success, and on all accounts it may be looked

on as a triumph for English enterprise and English bot.anic.al

science. But it must be remembered that if the eminent

Indian botanist Royle was the first to advocate the enterprise

so far back as 1839, it w^is not till 1859 that auy practical

steps were taken (by Markham .and his coadjutors) to reahse
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what Royle had so persistently ui'gecl on the Government.
The Dutch, stimulated by another celebrated botanist, Bliime,
took practical steps earlier—Hasskarl having, in 1S54,
succceiled, after much peril and labour, in introducing the

plant to Java. The Dutch then may, in some sense, claim to

be our predecessors in this work of humanity, and, although
we have outstripped them iu the race, the history of their

labours cannot fail to be of interest. On these grounds, as
also on the groinid of practical utility, we welcome the

appearance of a handbook of Cinchona Oultui'e,* lately put
iutr) Kuglish by ]\Ir. Jack.son, the Botanical Secretary of the
Liunean .Society'. This treatise is intended for practical men,
planters and traders, and we have no doubt that its pages
will be carefully studied by the large and increasing
number of Anglo-Saxon adventurers who now devote then-

energies to such tropical cultm-es as those of Tea, Coffee, and
Cinchona.
The history of Javanese Cinchona cirlture in the successive

stages of development is related with rigid simjjUcity, and the
translator has done e.xcellent service iu placing the results of
the energetic du'ector's laboiu-s before Enghsh readers.

Jlr. Vau Gorkom treats by chapters the early history of

Cinchona, the botanical description, ciUtm-e, administration,
commerce and ti-ade, harvesting of bark, diseases and enemies,
quinine alkaloids, and financial success of the undertaking.
The cultural details are described very fully, and the only
fault we have to find with the work is the too great fidelity
with which the translator has adhered to the Dutch idioms,
which are sometimes inelegant and wanting in clearness of
diction. There are some errors of the press, pi-obably arising
from the book being printed in Enghsh at Amsterdam. A
chart, showing the relative position and elevation of the
various plantations in the island, woidd have been very use-
ful. A copious index helps the reader to find everything he
requires. We regret the high price (40.«.), which will doubt-
less impede the usefulness of the book by checking its

circulation. Dr. King's admu-able Manual of Cinchona Cidt-

ieati'on in India, prepared with great care and ability, can be

procm'ed in Calcutta (2d edit., 1880), we believe, for a
fractional part of the money.

At"p.,lS the labom- question is alluded to, and it is interest-

ing to notfr^ata^ whilst the culture was for some years per-
formed hy paiifsTaiiite laboiu-ers, and supplies of material
ordere<i bj- the Goveriiraent, since 1865 the Cinchona cultm'e
has become a wholly fre'e niylertaking.
At p. 87 we observe—"Tin bi:st.^ira»ts were always obtained

from seeds sent to us from .South Aift^pca or British India,"
implying that seeds harvested from o'tlier eoimtries often
succeed better than those of indigenous growfU; and at p. 157
this practical cultivator, the Mclvor of the Dutch Nether-
lands, insists strongly on "keeping the young plantations
absolutely clean," while he con.siders "

deep pits altogether
unnecessary when the .soil is deeply stirred.

In the chapter on the harvesting of the bark we find:—
"For years the Government Cinchona undertaldng has

been an experiment on a large scale; the fixed rules and
systematic methods, the fruitful sequence of this, come chiefly
to the profit of the private planters who are travelling on
this road by help of the Crovernment.'*

'! Whether thin or close planting be adopted, in both cases
a time comes when the original planting requires thinning,
and then for the first time a crop is reaped, which at the
same time tends to improve the planting. At the first thin-

ning the choice has to be raaile between uprooting or felling
to the stiunp."
"Another method can be applied to the remaining trees;

they are standing at .sufficient distance, and will soon offer
st«ms of considerable dimensions. Upon these can be tried
the ]>lau ah-eady mentioned of partial stripping or shaving.
So also attempts may be made to enhance the amount of
alkaloid by temporary covering (one year or longer) with
moss, or other materials at hand."
Theie appears to be considerable force in the following re-

marks (p. 191):—
" We have ;i pre juilice against jiartial barking—stripping,

as the English call it—that is, the cutting out of long strips
"f b:uk. The trees may bear the operation well enough if it

* A Mandhook of Cinchona Cidtnrc, by Karel "Wessel t^ii

Gorkom, formerly Chief Inspector of Cultm-es in the Nether-
lands Ea.st Indies; translated by B. D. Jacksou, Secretaxy,

-Liiineau Society. I^. 292, 4 to. Loudon and Amsterdam
(Ti^buer), 1883. -

"

- -

be done with care; but they are none the better for it, and as
soon as it is appUed on a large scale, the labom-ers cannot be

kept under strict supervision, and therefore the chances of

damage to the trees are considerable."

In the NUgui plantations the mossing process for renewing
bark was perseveringly followed by the late Mi-. Mclvor,
chiefly on Ciucho'na succu-ubra trees. In' Java, Herr Moeus,
the Government Analyst, appears to have followed up
Mclvor's practice with zeal, but quickly remarked that the
virtue did not con.sist in the moss itself. He substituted the
fibrous sheaths of the Areca* Palm with an entirely satis-

factory result. Again, in 1880, he covered the exposed bark
with wild gi-ass (Imperata arundinacea), used as forage; this
was also successful. The conclusion arrived at is that the
character of the alkaloids remains in the renewed bark the
.same as in the original, only the quantitative proportion
changes, and that the result is not the least dependent on
the natm-e of the covering material used.

In 1879, Moens advised the treatment of Oihchoria, Ledger-^'
iana by outside scraping (sha-ving) of the "bark, and the

highest price was realised for the scrapings; the term has
been abandoned, and scales {schUfers) is now given.

It may be noted that in the last report of the ;Madi-as Cin-
chona Plantations (1881) the Javan slicing or scaling .system
has been under trial, and the scraped red bark from
Neduvatan reaUsed a fair price, but the effect of the process'
on the trees is said to have been injurious, and Mclvor's moss-

ing .system is still preferred.
" Has.skarl was the great executant of the

'

Ciitch plans.
Markham fulfilled that task for England on a greater .scale,

but also better prepared, and with ampler help. Mclvor, ,

Anderson, and Thwaites were by Markham and his coadjutors
put mto position to lay the foundation of a cultm-e which in

twenty years' time may acquire an unimaginable .significance
and extent."

" If rivah-y has prevailed between the English and Dutch
directors of Cinchona culture it has in no sense harmed the

development of the latter
;
the most cordial co-operation on

both sides continues undistm-bed. IrajjeUed by international
interest it was held to be a principle of humanity."
The statements of the cai^ital and revenue accounts of the

Government Cinchona plantations from the commencement
up to date show a substantial balance in favour of Govern-
ment both in India and in Java.

-It is pleasant also to notice how cordially the two Goverii-
ments have co-operated in the interchange of seeds and ex-

perience hi advancing this, the gi-eatest cultm-al uiidertakiug ,

which the world has ever witnessed. .

'

.

' '

In the latter part of 1880 Bernelot Moens, thdiew Director
of Culture in .Java, visited Ceylon, !\[adras, and Bengal, lie
had excellent opportmiities of comp.-iring the results obtained
in these various fields of cxperimeni . and we luiderstaml that
a complete report of his impressions and ol)servations may be

shortly expected, which will doubtless be of gi-eat value both
to planters and men of science.

It may here be be added that Mr. Lawson (late Professor
of Botany in the University of Oxford) stai-ted on Thm-s-

daylast to assume charge of his new appointmeut as Superin-
tendent of the Government Cinchona Plantations, Ootaca-
nnmd, where his scientific knowledge- of plant-growth should
serve him ui good stead.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE FIG TEEKf
Durmg a lengthened stay in Naples and attendance :if

the Zoological station of that city. Count H. zu
'

Solnis-

Ijaubach, assisted by Dr. P. Mayer, one of the staff fo

the institute, and by Baron Vahante, made a special stuijy
of the origin, domestication and cultivation of the fig-
tree (Ficns carica, L.), the result of which he has pub-
Usheil iu the form of a pamphlet,

' Die Herkunft, Doni-

estikation, and Verbreitung des gewohnhchen Feigeiibaum,
A'on H. (.irafcn zu Solms-Laubach. .Gottiugen, 1882.'

The work is especially devoted to the study of the his-

tory of the fig-tree, and the operation of caprificatioii.
which, as is known, consists of iiimging_ 'the fruit of thi

wild fig upon the cultivated tree, receive.s con-
siderable attention. Perhaps it will be as well to mention
here, for the benefit of some less acquainted 'nith thi-

subject, that the fruit of the wild 'fig is hung upon tbi

ciUtivated tree by gardeners, in order that the insect whicli

* Not arecir but arenga.
—Ed.

f turn tit "Daily News."
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lives in the wild may enter the cultivated fruit, which they

think results in preventing the figs from faUing off, hastens

their maturity, and improves their taste. Count holms-

Lauhach begins by mentioning that already m ancient

times two distinct varieties of fig-trees were clearly dis-

tinituished, the fruit of the first of which is sweet, suc-

culent and eatable, that of the other remaming hard and

milky imtil it attains a very imperfect maturity, without

the least formation of sugai-, and then quickly dries up.

Count Solms-Laubach distinguishes the fir.st species by the

name of fig-tree, the other by the name of caprificus, or as

it is called in the Neapohtan dialect, "profico." The

caprificus (or wild fig-tree) usually bears fruit thrice, the

cultivated fig-tree twice a year. The caprificus in the in-

terior of its fig has both male and female flowers; the fig-tree

usuaUv only female. It is the female flowers of the capri-

ficus fig which contain the insects that serve fori the oper-

ation of caprification. Both the caprificus and the fig-tree are

obtamed from sowmg the seed of the cultivated fig ;
but as

the quaUty in such cases is generaUy very bad, propagation

is exclusively carried on by shoots. The curious insects de-

veloped in the caprificus flowers, and caUed C,/,iipf 1 sencs by

Limiffius, but now named Blastophaga j,)-(-ss((/««(,
were al-

ready known to the ancients as a means of capnficatiou.

These insects belong to the order of
Hymenoptera^^

Ihe

females are winged, the males wingless lu Naples,

where the author made the greater part of his studies, the

wild figs produced at different seasons of the year are re-

spectively named "mamme," "profiehi," and "mamniom;

and it is from the fii-.st of these, the so-called mamme (which

are the earUest harvest of the caprificus and ripen in April),

that the msects which have wintered therem issue in spring

in order to lay theh eggs in the fruit of the secoud harvest,

the so-called profiehi, which ripen m June. ^ hen this has

taken place—a very few insects, thanks to then- great pro-

ductiveness, are able to fill numerous flowers mth then- eggs

—the mother insects die; m May the larvje, and in June the

perfect insects are formed, and meauwhde the truit ot the

third harvest, the so-caUed mammoni, which ripen ui August

and September, are ready to receive the female Blasto-

phagiB From these mammoni, finaUy, the brood wander.s

mto the mamme m order to winter, and thus the chain ol

events is completed, and in the foUowiug sprmg the laying

of eegs in profiehi is recommenced. Let us now see what

happens when the female Blastophagie, mstead of entermg

the figs of the caprificus, lay their eggs m those of the cult-

ivated fig-tree. The msects, indeed, perform the operation,

but are imable to lay their eggs in the proper place (for rea-

sons nhovm in the pamphlet, but too detailed to be men-

tioned here), and the progeny, therefore, never develops.

Nevertheless the entrance of the insects has a most import-

ant influence ; they carry with them into the fig with exclus-

ivelv female flowers the pollen of the male caprificus flowers,

and thus cause the formation ot seed. Our author describes

the Blastophaga as a small black insect issuing between the

scales of the ripe fruit in Jmie. Having arrived outside, it

suns and dries its whigs, and cleans its hany body wiHn "

feet to rid itself of the pollen which adheres to it so tliiclily

that it looks as if powdered. If one opens a wild hg at the

proper time, a large numberof these msects are seen running

about, evidently seeking to escape. The wmgle.ss and help-

less males are distinguished by a bright amber colour.

-When the insects penetrate the figs of the young pruhchi to

lay their eggs, they frequently lose their wings, so great ,s

the effort needed. Count Solms-Laubach often found whole

bunches of tom-off wmgs, where many females had eutereil

the same figs. They generaUy die after laying then eggs,

whUe seekmg their way out, Opmions are divided as to the

eflicacy of caprification. By some it is considered advant-

ageous, while others regard it as injurious. Count Solms-

Laubach gives his verdict as follows :—" Caprification is an

operation, traditionally preserved from generation to gener-

ation in the same form, which, once necessary, is now

scarcely useful, but the scientific importance of which as a

means of determining the changes experienced by our cult-

ivated plants in the course of years cannot be too highly

valued."

After deciding the geogi-aphical extent of the cultiv-

ation of the fig-tree, the author calls attention to tlie curi-

ous fact that caprification is not always practised where

the insect is found. In Greece an.l its islands, ui Sicily

»ud Naples, in Southern Spain and I'ortugal, in >)orth

Africa and Syi-ia, and Asia Minor, it is generaUy intro-

duced ;
but is not practised in middle and North Italy,

the Tyrol, Sardinia, Corsica, the South of France, Northern

Spam, the Canaries and Azores, nor m Egypt. Fossil re-

mains prove that the Ficvs carica was spread over the

whole 'Western portion of our present civihzed world in

pre-historic times, and that it existed also in Greece and

in Asia Minor cannot be doubted, in spite of insufficient

proof. In France the cjuaternary lUstrict in which it

existed exceeded in extent the present district of cultivation.

The author believes, with Lloyd, that the fig-tree had

died out in the whole of the 'Western world, and was

only reintroduced in the progress of civilization. He finds

the different species so similar that a common origin can-

not be doubted. Western Asia and North Africa are named

as the fatherland of this origin, but without sufficient

proof. The author conies to the conclusion that the fig-tree

had an equatorial fatherland, m contrast to the circunipolar

fatherland of the vine, and finds the most favourable

conditions forsuch an origin in the Punjaub, Beluchistan, and

South Persia, as well as in the border terraces of Abyssmia.

From the cu-cunistance that probably the invention of capri-

fication will have gone hand-in-hand with the domestic-

ation of the fig-tree, and that the former operation is

carried on now exactly as it was ui ancient times, and

also because the nation which invented caprification must

have been tolerably far advanced in civilization, the author

believes that the cultivation of the fig-tree commenced at a

single point, and thence spread to the rest of the wor d.

To which nation, then, do we owe \Vf It is proved by

ancient authors that the domestication of the fig-tree

was known in Greece in the ninth century, n.c. The Bible,

and especiaUy the Semitic name of "
ti'n,

" a word belong-

ing to the dialect of the Bahra race, leads us to Arabia

as the mother-land of domestication and thence probably

it spread to the Semitic peoples ot Syria. These commercial

nations having once po.ssessed the tree, it was natural

that its cultivation should spread. The Greeks will have

received it from the Phieuicians, as probably also will

North Africa, Southern Portugal, and Spam, Sicily and

Malta; aud many facts speak for such a direct intro-

duction In Italy we find the curious cn-cunistance that

caprification is practised in the south, but not m the north.

The contrast was so great that even in the eighteenth

century the North ItiiUans were not aware that their

southern countrymen made u.se of caprification. Count

Solms-Laubach comes to' the very interestmg conclusion

that the Romans received the fig-tree duect from the

Phcenicians (of which the name Ficus is cited as a proof),

but only the tree and not the practice of caprification

was known to the Semitic races ;
while caprification was

independently introduced into South Italy by the coloniz-

ing Greeks. The last chapter of the pamphlet is devoted

to a short study on the .sycamore (Sycamovm antiqmvum,

Miq ) to which the author's attention was drawn by the

many analogies between that tree (in the fruit of which

similar insects are found) and the fig-tree.— /';»(r»i«ccii(((«(

Jonn}<d.

JUDICIOUS PKUNIN6.

Mr AViUiam McCoripiodale, Scone, read

the annual meetiuK "f the Arboriculture

a jntper [at

Society] on

Judicious I'ruuiiig moie especiaUy applicable to O: k

Plantations." He said:—
,^ , ^i j. ,,

It is, however, much to be regretted that there are

so many conflicting opinions on this subject. Some authors

strongly recommeud the advantages of skilful pruning;

and others po.sitively deny that any advantage will accrue

from even judicious pruning.
, , ,

In the English Crown Forests pruniug was abiiiulonea

.some thirty years ago ; and. foUowiug that example, the

same result has since taken place on many private pro-

uerties in both England ami Scotland.

Some theorists declare that there is such a direct

subsistence between the roots and branches that when

a Uve branch is removed, all the corresponding roots support-

ing that branch wiU imme.hately thereafter cease to

perform their functions and will die.

I well remember, nearly forty years ago, having a very

interesting conversation with an able arboricultui-ist on

the subject of pruning, when he substantially denied that

the ait of primuigiu any shape or form woiUd do good.
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He maintained that when a Uve branch was pruned off

a tree, the roots in the ground supporting that branch
would die. After a considerable amount of discussion, I

asked him to give me a satisfactory answer to one question
in support of his theory and I wouUl be satisfied. That

question was,
'• Why is it that when a healthy oak tree

is completely cut at the surface of the ground, the roots

ilo not die
; whereas, on the contrary, the roots continue

in vigorous action, and immetUately thereafter the stool

produces a healthy crop of oak shoots." On hearing this,

instead of answering my question he was speechless, and
walkial otf.

Shortly after this, I resolved to try experiments to

enlighten myself on this subject by sowing a few seeds

of the -Pituu Dour/fasii in a convenient corner in my
garden where I could make a daily inspection when necessary,
to see if I could make any satisfactory discovery relative

to the subject of our discussion. From these seeds I

reared one plant for four years till it was about three

feet in height.

During the whole of that period I never allowed even
a bud to form on the stem of this plant. So soon as

one appeared it was at once rubbed off. The plant, not-

withstiiudiug, grew with a beautiful clean, straight stem
;

but, unfortimately, in the fourth year of its growth, in

autumn, when the hedger was engaged cutting the garden
hedge, he accidentally broke it over near the sm-face of

the ground. However, it answered my pm'pose very well.

I grubbed up the root carefully at once for inspection,
and to my agreeable surprise the root, as a whole, was

unusually large for a plant of its size, seeing that it

was never permitted to produce the semblance of a branch.
The root was diWded into three large forked ones,

and each of these was matted with healthy fibrous rootlets

at theu* extremities. From my friend's point of argument,
I fully expected that this plant, which was reared branchless

would have no other root but the tap-root ; but I found
no difference in the ramification of its roots, from that
of young plants of the same age, having their whole
natural branches.

1 shall add only one other illustration on the connection

subsisting between roots, branches, and stools of trees,

which, together with the foregoing remarks, will, I trust,

go far in demonstrating and confuting the opinion enter-
tained by certain theorists that the removal of a hve
branch will prove fatal to all the corresponding roots

supporting it.

I have repeatedly fallen in with pine-root stools which
continued their vitahty for many years after the tree

was wholly cut down, with the face of the stool heahng
over from the outside as regularly round the whole stool

in the self same way as a wound on the trunk of a
tree after a branch was pruned off. In all such cases,
it is found that the stools had, prior to the trees being
cut down, roots united or naturally engrafted upon roots
of an adjoining tree of the same kind, which roots con-
tinued to draw sufficient nourishment from the standing
tree for the support of the stool for years after its

own tree was cut away.
About ten years ago I found a larch stool in Scone "Wood

about ninety years of age, the tree of which was cut about
ten years previously. This stool was a solitary one, too
far apart from any larch or any other fir tree to nourish
it. Yet this stoo! was in hfe, and heaUng all round. I

got men with tools, and laid its roots bare.

They were all far gone with decay, save one which was

quite fresh. I traced it to its nurse, and found it to be

lying across, and deeply embedded and strongly engrafted
iuto, a htialthy root of an adjoining ash tree. How is it

then, that this engi-afted root without the aid of a green
leaf, nom-ished the whole stool, giving circulation to the

sap all round, and producing the formation of sap-wood
and bark ? This is a question for botanists and theorists
to .solve.

I shall now make a few brief remarks on oak pruning.
Judicious pruning is a very imi>ortant branch of forestry.

I do not by any means hold_ that even judicious pruning
will, as a whole, augment the bulk of timber in a tree

;

but, from my experience for nearly fifty years watching
the results of the beneficial effects of trees for that

periotl under my management, I certainly hold that early
pruning, when followed skilfully up periodically, will have

the effect of producing ultimately a much larger yield
of clean, straight, valuable timber per acre, than wovdd
have been the case were the trees to remain in the un-

pruued state. No doubt there are individual trees that

grow on certain soils naturally tall and straight in the
bole, and therefore such trees require but slight arti-

ficial training, but, generally speaking, with few exceptions
all oak trees requue skilful training, and when trees are

properly treated in this manner, a large number can be
reared per acre, which are not so likely to be blown
over with high gales, or have theii- limbs torn off.

I should fancy that opponents of pruning never them-
selves had the experience of seeing the beneficial results
of systematic pruning. The benefit accruing from such

training is not to be obtained in a few years. An arbori-
cultm-ist treating a yoimg plantation in this way, and
following up its training, may take forty or fifty years
before he can see the actual residt of his operations.
Of oaks that were pruned at Scone under my du-ections

some forty-five years ago, hundreds of them are at present
in the way of being cut up at the saw-mill for the
building of railway waggons, and to me it is most satisfactory
to fiud the timber so sound, free from blemishes, and
beautifid. I have seen pruning performed so barbarousiv,
mutilating trees in such a manner that it must have
proved disastrous in the highest degree ruining the con-
stitution of the trees, retarding their growth, and ultim-

ately yielding faulty timber. Such pruning should not
ujion any account be tolerated

;
and when .such tunber

comes iuto the hands of tradesmen it is no wonder that

pruning is condemned. But the effect of judicious pruning
is of an opposite character. Young oak trees from the nursery
for planting into the forest should receive no further

l)runiug than the shortening of contending shoots, or any
individual strong side branch. ^\'hen they arrive at six

or seven feet iu height, they should receive a regular
course of training by pruning, when most of the work
can be performeLl by the use of the pruning knife. The
pruner should always begin at the top of the tree, shortening
rival shoots with the leader, more than half their length.
Strong rambling side branches should also be shortened

fully one-half; and when a tree is found over-studded
^vith strong branches lower down the stem, some of these

ought to be thinned out and pruned from the stem.

Young trees at this stage of growth .should be so well
balanced and shaped, that httle or no pruning will be

requu-ed for several years after. In the next coiu-se of

pruning, the pruner ought to be pro^aded with ladder,

pruning-saw, prunuig-knife, and shears on handles about
seven feet long.
Before ascending the tree, the pruner .shoidd examine

the ti-ee minutely, and see the operation that will be

required to balance and shape it properly. After ascending
he should begin at the top, shortening the rival leader,
if there be one, but as there is often a difficulty in

reaching a rival top shoot, the pruning shears will require
to be brought into requisition to shorten it.

The pruner, in descending the tree, should shorten extra

strong branches at least half-way iu. These should always
be cut over, at a lateral small branch, or twig, of an
upright growth. Strong branches growing pretty low on
the bole should be shortened well in near the bole, in
order to throw vigour up the stem of the tree. At this

course of pruning a few branches ought to be pruned
away at bottom, close to the stem.
Other successive courses of pruning shoulil be conducted

on the same system, with this addition, that more branches
will be required to be i^ruued close from the bole.

The point to be studied for the safe guidance of the

pruner is—What is the largest size of a branch that
can be pruned from the bole without lea\-ing any blemish
in the timber ? The health and vigour of the tree is

the safe guide for this operation. I have seen the boles
of trees thirty-five to forty years of age after being
pruned healing at the rate of half-an-inch from each side
of the wound, being au inch in the year, whereas trees
in a less vigorous state did not heal over oue-foiu-th of
au inch in a year.

Therefore the health and vigour of the ti'ce should be
the guide, so as not to prune a branch from the bole
of a tree, if the timber of the wound will in any way
etiriorate before it heals over. Kotten branches on the
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boles of trees shoiilil be pruned off before they are affected
with rot at. the liase, iu order that the woimds shall

heal before decay takes place. Great care should always
bp taken against over-pruning, as thereby trees are re-

tarded in their development, and rendered very unsightly.
Trees at the last and final co'urse of prumiig ought to
be left with their heails varying from one-halt to one-
thhd of the height of the tree. Oak coppice has become
so utte;-ly worthless that pruning may in the meantime
be discardeil.

Ml'. J., McLaren, Hopetoun, said he was very much
in favour of judicious pruning. He was sorry to see so

Uttle of it carried on in the. couutry. As to the liranches

taken off kiUing the roots, he chd not believe in that
at all. If our trees were well pruned and well balanced .

there would not be so many blown down in oui' poUcies
and plantation^. (Hear, hear, and applause.)
Mr. McGa-egor, Ladywell, corroborateil all that had been

said regarding the benefit of judicious pmning. He ad-

vised young foiesters to read Lindley's
"
Theory of Practical

. Hor.ticulture
" on this subject. With regard to the question

of the pnuiing of branches causing the death of roots,
he w.ould like to a.sk the converse question,

" If the roots

are cut would the branches die?" Now if he had to

. prepaj'e^ oak trees for transplanting, his first operation
^vas .to .

cut all the roots, and yet he did not di.scover

-any of the "branches died. (Laughter.)
V Ml-. Dunn, .said that arguing from the theorj' put forward,

a- cutting of the stem or branch of a tree would die ;

yet, on the contrary, such cuttings very soon formed
roots and grew vigorously. (Laughter and applause.) And
again, if cuttings were made of the roots of certain trees

they would quickly produce stems. (Hear, hear.) It was.
he thought, needless to discuss that point further in

. reference to pruning. He thoroughly agreed with Mr.

McGregor • that ymmg foresters ought to read Lindley's
^

"
Theory and Practice of Horticulture," for it bore quite as

- much onarboricultareiason horticulture. In regard to prun-
ing, he maintained that the more judifinu^ly it was practised
the better it would be for the arlioriculture of the country.
There is a great; difference between judicious pruning, and
mutilation or the cutting off of big limbs. Many a fine and
beautiful tree had certainly been ruined from the injudicious
use of the pruning saw. They shouhl go roimd the trees

when they are young and tender
; for them as much

' could' be done in one day as could be done in a week,
- when the trees had got up a bit. His motto would be
" Prune when small, or not at all."

Mr. McCorquodale quite agreed as to pruning youug,
if a forester got charge of a young plantation. But when
a forester went to a forest iu all stages of growth and
which had been neglecteil, he nnist nse the saw. Then
he should go up the large trees with a ladder and shorten

the straggling branches half^vay, to prevent them being
broken and destroyed.
Mr. Dunn said that when things got into such a .state,

it was right to apply the saw to put them straight ;

but then that was a state of neglected forestry, and would
• never occur in well managed woods.

-The President said he was not aware of any ea.se that
- had' been noted, as the ingrafting of two such different

plants as a pine and an ash, as mentioned by Mr. JlcCor-

quodale. The case was a very interesting one. As to

-

pruning;
—everything turneil on whether it was done juiliei-

ously. Evei-y green leaf that was taken off diminished

the supply of oiganie matter to the tree. The main
- question was the proper balancing of a tree, and of its

being pruned so as to form a stem .suitable for timber

ptirposes. Probably if the only use of trees was to pro-
duce fire-wood, the best way would be to allow them
to grow without pi'iuiing or training. But for timber

"

pm'poses pruning was best.

Mr. Gordon, Loss, said he knew of in.stances of the

growth of wood on larch, and ,Scots pine roots or stools,

• -which were, of course, without leaves, and which were
near no other trees.

- -

-The President said there must have been a sufficient

store of organic matter iu the roots to provide for a

certain amount of growth of -wood and bark for a short

time, but that time would be limited where there were
no leaves and where there was no natmal root grafting.

- —Journal of Forestry^

DIFFERENT MANURES IN POTATO CULTURE
An article in T}ie Field last year, relating the results of an

important series of experiments on the use of various manures
in the cultivation of potatoes, conducted in 1881 at the
Bluuster Agi-icultm-al and Dairy School, near Cork, attracted
a good deal of mterest thi-pughout England. During the past
year a similar series of experiments were conducted at the, .

Albert Model Farm, Glasuevin, near publin, and the results

obtained ought to be made widely known. The experiments
were carried out under the supermtendence of Dr. 0. A.

Cameron, Dubhn,'weU known as ah able and experienced agri-
cultural chemist. . :

, _• , ;

The maniu-es tested were kaiuit, nitrate, of sodium, sulphate
of ammonia, and mineral siqjerphosphate, .and they were tried

singlj- and in various comljinations. The results obtained will

be most clearly shown by the foUowuig table, in which the

plots are arranged in order of the highest marketable yield :

6
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potatoes. lu coujuiictiou vvitlv nitrate of soda, superphos-

phate gave the higliest j-ield of marketable tubers, but
with sulphate of ammonia it did badly.
Next to the pre-emineuce giveu to kainit, perhaps the

most importiuit feature brought out is the very poor re-

sults reaUsed by the nitrogeuous manures, nitrate of soda

and sulphate oi" ammonia. By themselves it will be seen

that they gave very small y.iel(ls—ju<leed, much behnv the

plot that received no raaniire at all—iu potatoi's of a

marketable' quality. When given along with inorganic
manures thae did" no better, having evidently, to some
extent, neutralised the good influence of those.

Dr. Cameron analysed the sound potatoes from each

plot, and the percentage of lUy matter varied somewhat.
Tlie plot dressed with . nitrate o'f soda and superphosphate
stand highest, with 28-60, aud the others follow in this

order : The plot dressed with kainit, niti-ate of sodium,

sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate, 28' 12 : the plot
di'essed with sulphate of ammonia, alone, 28' 12 ; that with

kainit, sulphate of anunonia, aud superphosphate 27'')0 :

that «-ith superphosphate alone, 27'0-l; that with niti-ate of

soda alone, 27'UO ;
that with kainit aud superphosx^hate,

27'0O, no manure, 215-90 ; sulphate af ammonia and super-

phosphate, 26-10
;
kainit alolie, 2.5-80

;'
and kainit, nitrate of

soda, aud superphosphate, 24-30.

The column showing the quantity of diseased tubers

does not bi-ing out very startling results. It is curious to

note that the nitrogenous manm-es produced little or no

disease, "wliile kainit shows about 7 per cent, of disease—
a circumstance contrary to pre\'ious experience.

—Field.

COST OF HILL TLANTINO IN SCOTLAND.
The season for planting is now approaching, and while

planters are busy making arrangements for having the

work done, the question, What will it coSt y will no doubt
often be asked, and the answers will vary, not only according
to the situation and natm-e of the ground to be planted
but also according to the methods that each planter

may purpose to adopt. As a few a.scertained facts are

of more value than any number of theories, the following
statements, which have been received from one of the

most extensive and successfij planters in Aberdeensliii-e

may be interestuig to tht readers of the Jmi,nhtd of Forestry.
'* It is now about forty years siuct! I began to plant

and with the exception of the year 184(), I have planted
every season more or less since then. During that time
I have contracted for, and had the charge of planting
about nine thousand acres, principally in Aberdeensliire

and all tliis has been doue with the ' and-u-on.' * The
number of plants used has been fi-om

., ;J,000 :
to 3,.500

per acre, .so that that extent of gi-oiunl has required
aljout thii-ty million of plants, the sixth part of which,
or five million, have been plantexl n-ith my own hand.

During the fii-st twenty years the plants used were all

twQ-year-olil seedlings, aud the cost of planting, hiclwlhtf/

pfitnl^ and cari'uitje of plants^ was fi-om twelve to four-

teen shiUings per acre. The lowest rate at which I ever

planted wiis ten shillings per acre: and that was for

about two hunilred acres on the hill of H in the parish
of L . This plantation, which is now in a very thi-i\ing

state, was planted with two-year seedlings and required
lu) upmaking. The hill of B in the parish of O. M

,

containing IXi acres, was planted with two-year seedlings
Scots Fir aud Larch for l.'ls. per acre ;

the whole of the

planting being done by four men and myself in three treeX's

/hiiltlirte itdi/^. This is now a healthy and VaUiableplantation.
"
During the last twenty years I have used a good

many transplanted plants
—

i. c. two-year seedlings, one-year
transplanted Scots Fir—especially where herbage was rank ;

consequently, owing to the increased cost of plants, and
the rise in workmen's wages, the contract price (jf planting
has gradually risen, aud has ranged from 20s. to 30fi. per
acre, and in a few cases such as at R— "W^— in the jjarish
of A planted iu 1870-77, the pi-ice' has been, owing
to the size of plants and qu.ality of the ground, as high
as 42s. per acre. Between 186.5 and 1870 the Hill of

containing 4.50 acres was planted with two-thirds

Scots Fir and one-thii-d Larch for 22s. (id. ]>er acre
;
and

in 1871-72 the hill of M- in the, parish of R was

* For a description of the "hand-iron" see "
Grigor's

Arboriculture," p.j 54. ,-,'.

planted for 25s. ipei' acre. The extensive plantations on
the estate of O. F w«jre done for about the same
price, while those on the estate of O. M in Aberdeenshire
and on the estatt; of T—^—r in Kincardineshire have ranged
from 2.'5s. to 30s.—the latter price having been got for

planting ground tJint hail priniously growji a ei-op of Scots-
Fir, and whia-e there was a risk of ilauiage being done-
by grounil game. In most cases 1 have undertaken to^
nvike good all failures that occur during the first three
years, except such as. are cau.sed by gi-ounil game, 6re.
ax- the inroads of cattle aud sheep."

The,se . statements may sei-m startling to many of your
readers, but they are not singular, as in "

Grigor's Arbori-
culture," pages 56 and 5.s, examples of contract planting
are given at! 10s. and .10s...6d. per Scotch acre, in the
year 1830, while at ipage 62 other examples are given
at 16s. and 19s. per acre, and it is importannt to note
that the same system is still practised in the north, though
at advanced rates. Of coiu-se it must be understood that
this moile of planting is only suited for hill ground, where
the heather is short and the soil tree and open. The
person whose e.xperience I have quoted above, states
" the greatest difficulties that I have had to contend with
ai-e where the gi-ound has a close gi-assy surface." It
must also be understood that the prices given above are
ordy for plants, and planting, and to this n>ust be added
the cost of enclosing and di-ainage where necessary. Still,
with these items added the, cost of planting ordinary hill

gromid will not exceed from 30s. to 40s. jjer acre or
.say 500 acres planted aud enclosed for less than £1,000.
Surely that ought to be an iuducement to proprietors
in the north of Scotlaud. to plant suitable portions of
then- hill ground.—Box-.^cconD.—Jounial of Forestry.

,
1 ' .

Trees to India by Mail.—A Western nurseryman writes
us, that few jjeoiJe are aware how far youg trees can
be sent by mail ivith .safety. Young seedling Evergreens
are sent to England and the Continent, and deciduous
trees much fiu-ther. A package of young trees, of C'atalpa
speciosa, packed nearly dry, was sent to India with direc-
tions to bury the trees for 10 days after their arrival.
The Conservator of Forests wi-ote that the trees opened,
perfectly fresh, but he bui-ied them for five days, and
planted them ; they .all grew finely.

—American Agrictdturi^i.Wood Bei'Ter Than Iron.—Though it may appear pecuUar
a Philadelphia paper states that it is a matter of fact
that many New England builders contend that the wood
joists, encased in plaster, are proof against any ordinary
fii-e, and for many reasons ' are much preferred by them
to the ordinary regulation fireproof u-ou joists. The joists
are "

.stripped
" on the outside, aud over these strips irons

are run, and on these the plaster is .spread. The theory
is that in an ordinary fire the.se joists thus treated will
be fireproof, aud only when the fire has reached such
a fiu-y that the building must go any way will they
be affected. Here comes in one of the advantages claimed
for them. AVheu a building is being burned by a furious
fire the iron joists expand and crush out the walls and
do other d.amage. The wood joist's would simply be burned
up without injuring the walls at all.—dournai of Fore.stri/.
rEELiNO B.VRK BY HEA'r.—Dr. Hough says that the in-

convenience of crowding the work of peeling oak hark
into a busy season of the year has led to the mtroduetion
of a process in Europe by the .aid of which this work
can be done at all seasons of the year. The apparatus
consists of several large iron receivers of thin plate iron

strong enough to be,<ir a mwlerate strain, and air-ti<'ht!
The ' wood is placed in these, and steam at about 338
degrees Fahrenheit is admitteil from a boiler so placed
as to serve several of these receivers. They hold about
half a cord each, and the time required varies from an
hour and a h.alf to two hours and a- half, according to
the season when the wood is cut. It is then taken out
and peeled. If the heat is continued too long the bark
again boccmies adherent. One great advantage to be gained
by this process in-the working of eojipice-wood is that
it is not necessary to cut the wood at the season when
the greatest injury is done to the stumps that are to
.send u]) a new growth. Carefid exjierimeuts have been
made by order of the French and Prus.siau governments
upon "the (piality of the bark thus peeled, with favourable
results.—Cliicago Lionbernian.
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Cinchona in New and Olb Disteicts in Oeylon.—Our
recently ehavecl Cinchona would be none the worse for

rain, and we now pay more heed to its wants than to
those of our much and deeply-regretted coffee. Our
growth of cinchona is slow, but more certain than in new
land. I heard of a field the other day, where Ks. 5 were
offered for every plant to be found

'

alive on a hundred
acres ! A Fact ! This in many places has been a most
disastrous planting year, especially in the new districtes.
From these old districts we have not shipped much as

yet, but any one coming up here, if he takes a round-
about journey through Hantane. Lower Hewahette and
Puselawa, will be surprised at the quantity of cinchoua
now becoming visible. The trees are really une or two
years older tlian they seem ; but better stunted and slow
progress, than mushroom growth and sudden death.—
Cor." Ceylon Times"
The American- Sugar Trade.—It is stated in a recent

report on the sugar trade of the T'nited .States, that the
manufacture and consumption of glucose and Grape sugar
has of late grown to an euorraous extent. The present pro-
duction is estimated at not less than 10,000 tons a day.
While the product is chiefly used by brewers, it is also

largely used as a substitute for sugar in the manufacture of

confectionary and mixing of syrups. "New process" sugar,
also, for which there is an increasing demand, contains about
20 per cent of glucose, and it is difficult to distinguish it

from the pure product of the cane, for which it is no doubt

largely sold. A low grade of sugar is also being extensively
manufactured by the rehoiling of foreigu molasses.

Philadelphia is said to do tlie largest business in this respect,
to the extent of 20,457 tons, after which comes New York
with 14,500 tons. This branch of industry is, however, not
on the increase. The attempts to produce raw sugar from
Beet-root and Sorghum do not meet with much success.

Maple sugar is still, however, produced in considerable

quantities in Vermont and some of the Western States,
the annual production being estimated at about 10,000
tons. The total yield of Louisiana sugar for 18.sO-81—the

largest since the Civil War—was over 120,000 tons.—
Gardeners^ Chronicle.

The Action of Manures on Fruits.—Cultivated plants
are the inheritors of whatever bsnefits or disadvantages
they may have derived from their predeeessors. The thing
is obvious enough to those who look on plants from an
evolutionist's point of view

;
and the practical outcome is

that, except under special circumstances, or for some special

purpose, it is best, in our attempts to improve upon that

we have got, to deal with a plant that has been in culti-

vation for a long time, and so avail ourselves of its stored-up
inheritance. It would be along uphill work to start afresh
with the Crab or wild Pear, for instance, although for the
sake of getting a new "break" or more robustufess of con-
stitution it may be desirable sometimes to begin agaiu at the

beginning, or at least to infuse some less conventionalised
blood into our plants, if we may so speak. A curious illustra-

tion of the contrast between the wild anil the civilised con-
dition is afforded in Professor Goessman's paper on
"Mineral Constituents in Plant Growth "

in the Transactio/hs

of the JIa!tsffcJiu:isetts JIortirHHural Sociftj/. The Professor
has been experimenting on the difference* in chemical com-

position between Vines unmanured aud Vines manured. In
the course of his experiments he analysed the juice ot a wild

Vine (Vitis Labrusca) grown without manure, and the juice
of the same Vine when treated with manure. At one bound
the .sugar rose from 8'22 per cent, in the wilding without

manure, to 13"67 per cent, in the same wilding appropriately
fed. This shows the advantage of the manure. But now,

looking to the analysis of the cultivated variety (Coucord),
we find that in its juice, even when unmanured, the sugar
amounted to 18'80 per cent., so that thf^ cultivated variety,
without manure at all, yie'ded a larger percentnge of sugar
than did the wild form with ample manure. The increase of

sugar is coincident with a largn increast; of potash, and a

largely diminished proportion of limp. In the case of Straw-
berries the wild unmanured variety contains much less

potash, much more limn, much less niaguesia, much more
iron, and about the same percentage of phosphoric acid as
the cultivateil and manured variety. The wild Strawberry,
moreover, contains one part of acid to two of sugar, while in

the cultivated varieties the proportion of acid is one to four

qr more of sugar.
—Ibid,

Planting Vines.—I lifted a very old Vme the othei

day which had never done well, and found the main
roots all curled up into a mass. The roots when planted
had not been properly spread out, and consequent
had never left the ball—a fact which should be remem-
bered by others when planting Vines or anything else
that has been grown in pots.

— JV. Ramshav\ Gr. Perry'
xtorie, Iloss.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Vines : Indirect Evidence.—The fact that the American
Vines resist or do not succumb to the Phylloxera is being
acted on in a large scale in France, the Amei-ican Vines

beingused as stocks whereon to graft the better Vines of

France. At first there was some doubt as to the real

efficacy of the process for practical pui"poses, hut that
doubt is now settled, and, as if to prove it, thefts of

American Vines from nurseries have become frequent.
Thus, near Montpellier one night 850 plants were stolen

and from another nursery a number of cuttings, valued
at £ 200. The variety most affected by the marauders
is one named Othello.— Gardeners;^ Chronicle.

Vegetable Pests.—As an instance of the rapidity and

thoroughness in which several of the Cactacece naturalise
themselves in many countries, the following clipping
from a leadhig daily atfords striking evidence :

—" A Bill

has been inti'oduced into the New South Wales Legislat-
ive Assembly for the purpose of empowering the Goveim-
ment to devote a certain sum to the eradication of the
wild Cactus plant, popularly known as the '

Prickly Pear.'

So rapid has been the spread of this vegetable pest that

whereas, according to the statement of one member, £ 50
would have sufficed thirty years ago to rid the colony
of it, a million sterling will, before many years, be re-

quired for such a purpose. It was stated that one pro-

prietor of land in the colony had spent £ 1000 on his

property in trying to destroy this mischievously prolific

plant, but had not yet succeeded."—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

The Phylloxera in South-West France,—The l^iifne

Amtricaine gives the following statistics for the Depart-
ment of H6rault, which may suffice to give our readers

some notion of the extent of the disaster in one Depart-
ment only. The number of hectares destroyed annually
(a hectare ^ rather less than 2^ acres) was as follows;—
In 1880. 19,000; in 1881, 20,427; in 1882, 26,267. The
number of hectares treated by submer.sion during the

same years was respectively, 1588, 1626, and 22S3. The
number of hectares treated by carbon sulphide for the

same period was 1875, 4632, and 3541 respectively. The
number of hectares treated by sulfo-carbonate of potash
was 868, 1578, and 751 for the years before mentioned.
The number of American Fines used as stocks whereon
to engraft the finer Vines has increased from 2624 in

1880 to 10,918 in 1882 in the Department in question.
—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Cinchona: Hybrid Variety.—A good deal ofattention

has been attracted in India and Ceylon to a Cinchona,
which there is little doubt is a hybrid between C. officin-

alis and C. succirubra. I shall have occasion to deal

more in detail with it in a succeeding report. Dr. King
reports from DarjeeUug, May 28, 1881 :

—" Mr. Wood's ana-

lysis showe<l that this variety yields a bark rich in quin-
ine, and steady efforts have been made to increase it.

During the year 85,000 plants of this hybrid were put
out at Muugpoo, and 5000 at Sittong, bringing up the

full number now on the plantation to close on 20(\000."
Dr. King further writes to me, October 8 :

—" Next to

Ledgeriaua om* most promising bark is what we call our

'hybrid.
' The first plants of this hybrid appeared amongst

some seedlings raised from Ceylon grown seed sent to

us by Dr. Thwaites. The plants look as if they were
a hybrid between succirubra and officinalis. In habit of

growth it resembles the former, but the leaves differ,

and at a distance a patch of it looks more like officin-

ahs than succirubra, ha\'ing the dull heavy green colour

of the former. Chemically the bark re.sembles that of

officinaHs. With us this hybrid offers to do splendidly
at an elevation where succirubra won't grow well. Of-

ficinalis never has thriven here. I believe our plant to

be a hybrid, because it never comes true to seed. Seed-

lings come out nearly pure officinalis."—Keiv Report for
1881.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.
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CINCHONA CULTIVATION IN JAVA.

The Mutual Influence of Stock and Scion

in the case of grafted tp.ees.

The repoi-ts of the able and keenly observant

cientist who is at the head of the Government ciu-

chona enterprize in Java are always interesting, but

tliat for the closing quarter of 18S2, a translation of

which we give today, contains facts and suggests in-

ferences of more than usual importance. It will be ob-

served that in "
planting ont," Mr. Moens, whUe giv-

ing, as is natural, the preference to Ledgerianas. does

not neglect the stout-growing succirnbra or c\'en tlie

slender officinalis. It was the tliin-stemmed habit

of this species as well as the difticulty of growing
it in West Java—the "

Preauger Regency" (wheie
all the Government plantations are situated)—which
led to a strong prejudice against it on the part of

private planters, and we came away with the belief

that tills prejudice was insuperable. But liesides the

fact recorded by Mr. Moens of the abundance of

quinine in the root-bark of C. officinale, the result

of an official visit to Mid-Java by this gentleman has

brought to light the hitherto unsuspected existence

of soil and climate, so specially suited for this species,
that a plantation only four years old shews gi'owth
and vegetation beyond what Dodabetta can display.
As the altitude of the .Java plantation is only 4,000
to 4,500 against between 6,000 and 8,000 on the

Nilgii'is, we can well imagine superior vegetation.
As the soil and climate which suit P. officinalis well

are sure also to be favourable to O. Ledrjeriana, we
may now anticipate a considerable spread of culture

of the latter in Middle Java. Whatever may be

the other merits of C. officinalis, it does not seem
to be suited to .supply stocks for the gi-afting of

Ledgerianas. The want of affinity is such that suc-
cess has not been obtained in a single instance. We
are now very curious to learn, on reliable data,
whether this absence of affinity extends to the re-

fusal of the two kinds to hybridize ? It is at least
curious that while Mr. Moens mentions hybrids be-
tween succirnbra and Ledgeriana he says nothing
of hybrids between the two superior kinds. Can it

be that there is a closer relationship between the
robust-stemmed and large-leaved succu-ubra and the

kingly Ledgeriana. than between the latter and the
crown bark trees ? It looks like it, for not only do
grafts of Ledgeriana succeed exclusively on red bark
stocks, but now Mr. Moens is startled himself while
he startles us by facts obtained in analyses which
seem to shew that stock and graft mutually influ-

ence each other, so as to modify the quality of tlie

bark of each ! Now, apart from the almost universal

opinion of liorticulturists, that there is no transfusion
of quality from stock to graft, or rice versa, there
was Mr. Moens' own experience of the first succii-ubra
tree on which he tried the process of

gi-afting
Ledgeriana. The graft in that case preserved per-
fectly intact, and uncorrupted by the feeding juices
derived from the red bark stock, its inherent quality
of a bark rich in quinine. It was this fact and the
fear of deterioration from hybridizing that led Mr.
Moens so largely to extend the experiment of gi-aft-

ing his best Ledgerianas on to red bark stocks.

Pursuing the process under double glass, Mr. Moens
was largely successful, but no«- that his plantations
of gi-afted plants are four years old, he is troubled

by the results of analyses of barks of graft and
stock, which seem to prove that while the bark

100

of the supporting plant is rendered abnormally rich

in quinine by its junction with the Ledgeriana graft
the bark of the latter is deteriorated by the influ-

ence of the stock into a yielder of cinchonidine and
cinchonine ! As the stock bears but the smallest

proportion to the tree growing on it, of course the

improvement in the bark of the stock plant as a

quinine yielder is no compensation for tlie deterior-

ation of the Ledgeriana bark. If further experience
confirms the extraordinary and unexpected results now
obtained, the inference to be drawn seems to be
that it would be well to direct attention to ex-

periments in grafting pieces of Ledgeriana trees on
to succirubras, in order to improve the bark of the

vigorous growing trees. Mr. Moens' experiments
with open-air grafting, especially in the case of

more mature stocks, have not, however, been encourag-
ing. We should like to hear Mr. Wm. .Smith and
others on their further experience in this direction.

Our strong inclination is to believe that as Mr.
Moens' grafted trees progress in age the Ledgerianas
will assert and preserve tlieir superiority. The twigs
pruned away, even now, are mentioned as yieldnig

very valuable results. But Mr. Moens, like a true and
honest man of science, records facts as he obtains them,
no matter whether they accord with or go counter to

theories formed by himself or others. Years ago we
rather shocked our good friend Mr. Gammie by saying :

" Let us have seed from Ledgeriana trees and we '11 take
our chance of sporting and even of hybridizing."
Mr. Gammie came subsequently to admit that we
pretty well hit the mark, and now here is Mr. Moens

admitting that the difference in bark of carefully se-

lected and indiscriminately gathered seed of Ledger
ianas is only 25 per cent in favour of the selected :

the latter yields 12 per cent of quinine, while the
unselected but unhybridized yields 9 : averages in

both cases. Now, considering the delay and expense
which are saved, is it not preferable to propagate
from unselected seed ? Poor and sickly-looking plants
can always be rejected, and, with close planting, those
which give the worst results on analysis of bark can
be gradually uprooted. But what if the once much-
dreaded hybridization occurs ? Just what has occurred
in Ceylon by the intermixture of succirnbra and
officinalis ; the production of trees which by their

vigorous growth and robust habit make up for a
lessened percentage of valuable alkaloids in the bark.
Mr. Moens thinks well of the succirubra-Ledgeriana
hybrids if only the seeds will come true to type.
There is reason to believe they will—that the hybrids
are not transitory productions but permanent types ;

and, if not, then we must resort to propagation by
cuttings. Clearly those who have soil and climate

suitable for Ledgerianas will do wisely in getting as

much seed as they can from trees, the barks of which

analyze from 7 to 12 per cent quinine, and from their

nurseries to plant out closely all save puny or sickly

plants. An averaf/e of 9 per cent quinine would pay
amply. But, hold ! Mr. Moens' experience is tliat, if

you shave Ledgeriana trees, the natural bark of which

gives, say, 9 per cent of quinine, the renewed bark
at one year old will give only 7 per cent, and that
it is only when left on the tree to the third year
that the renewed bark recovers its normal position
as a quinine bearer. This, if a universal result, which
remains to be proved, is disappointing ; but, if, by
shaving each year, a renewed bark containing 7 per
cent can be obtained, the wise thing will be to gather
the bark year by year, rather than wait three years
for 9 per cent or four years for 12 per cent. Of
course, further reports may modify conclusions, but
we very decidedly feel, at present, that ciuihona

planters who have soil and climate suited for Ledger-
ianas would act wisely in propagating and planting
largely from seed as pure as can be obtained. And,
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should hybrids appeal' in their nursery beds, we have

no doubt they can sell them to advantage to planters
not so favoured as regards soil and clinuite. For

hybrids between sucoirubra and Ledgeriana, as well

as tliose between succirubra and officinalis, tlieie seems

a great future in tlie higher altitudes, colder climates,

and stifter soils of our mountain regions.
From the table of analyses attached to Mr. Moens'

valuable report, it will be seen that the barks of

true Ledgerianas gave from 5 '94 per cent of quinine

up to ]1.'';^7, aud from 7'51 to 13'61 of total alkaloids.

The constituents in tlie latter case were :
—

Quinine 12-37

Cinchonine and .amorph. alk. ... r24

Total... ... 13-61

Then from broad-leaved succirubra-like trees and their

descendants, such results were obtained as from L'-08

to 11-10 of quinine. In one case the constituents

were :
—

Quinine ... ... ... 10 '33

Cinchonine and amorph. alk. ... 2-75

Total. 13-08

The tree, probably a hybrid, which gave only 2-08

of quinine gave altogether

Quinine
Cinchonidine

Cinchonine, &c.

Total...

2-08

3-77
2-32

8-17

Even that would not be an unprofitable tree to grow,
as the renewed bark would probably shew an improved

percentage of quinine. But we need not add to Mr,
Moens' analyses of the table further than to draw
the attention of our readers to the curious compos-
ition of the bark of Ledgeriana grafted on succirubra :

Quinine ... ... ... 4-52

Cinchonidine

> Cinchonine

Amorph. alkaloid

1-24

0-79
0-98

Total. -53

The graft in this case was from an unselected tree,

and we suspect that with advancing age (the tree

was only 4 years old) the bark will improve. In

due time Mr. Moens will tell us what occurs, in

addition to all the valuable information he has already

supplied to the world regarding cinchona culture aud

the peculiarities of barks in their proportionate yield
of the various alkaloids.

CINCHONA.
Report on the Goveekment Oikchona Entebpetze in

Java fob the 4th Quarter 1882.

,: . '

{Ti-andated for the '^Ceylon Observer.")

The months of October and November were rainy : in

October on several establishments the amount of rain

measured was from 329 to 553 mm. spread over 20! to 29

days. Deceti\ber on the contrary was again abnormal and
was among the driest mouths of 1882. I'lanting out could

not iu consequence be continued, and at the end of the

year a great number of plants, intended to \w, put out,
were left in the beds. During the quarter there were put
out 67,000 Ledgeriana, 24,5006uccirubra, and 21,000 officin-

alis. The harvesting was continued to the end of Decem-
ber. The amount of bark then gathered was about 230,000
Amst. lb., of which 186,312 A. lb. was iutendedfor sale in the

Netherlands and 1,993 A. lb reserved for the local medical
service. The dispatch was slow, on account of defective

means of transport. On 11th October last another small

parcel of sucoirubra bark wa^ sold, belonging to the harvest

of 1881, which was originally reserved for the medical .serv-

ce for the preparation of quinetum. "Wlien this was given
up the bark was seut to the Netherlands to be sold
there. The whole p.arcel, amounting to 2,371o kilograms,
fetched a net sum of /5528-90, or /2-33 per kilogram.
The prices varied from /440 for 1st quality to /'1-50 for
dust per kil. By this sale the total return of the har-
vest of 1881 was brought up to ,/'218,441-75. The experi-
ments with grafting in the open air were continued during
the quarter. Of the 88 grafts placed on 80 young succi-
rubra stems in May 10 grafts on 6 trees are now likely to

grow. The young scions .are growing vigorously and are
now about two feet in length. On large succirubra^ graft-

ing does not succeed. Ferule grafting, while it was per-
formed on a large scale in the nursery boxes under double

glass, was also tried outside. Of 44 grafts placed in tbis

manner in June ou 14 young trees eight are still Iwing,
six of which have already grown well, Iu September aud
November 69 more of these grafts were placed on 34 trees,
but not one of these has succeeded. Experiments with
crown grafting all again failed as formerly. The results

of the analyses performed during the year are, so far as

they are of any sjieciul interest, appended hereto in tabular
form. 1—24 are alkaloid determinations of four year old
descendants of C Ledycriann^ which exhibit the type of
this variety aud prove that propagation by seed does no
harm to the yield of quinine, so long as the seed is puire
and not hybridized. Analyses 7 and IG are of bark cut
from ten trees, which were not picked out but .taken just
as they stood on one of the terraces, so that they gave
for the whole plantation the high average of about 9 per
cent quinine, whilst picked trees of good type, even of that

age, contained a as much as 12-29 quiuine. The analyses
18—24, of bark of private plantations, show that the ex-

ceptional trees are not alone fouud in the Government
gardens. The analyses 25—38 are all of bark cut from

vigorously growing broad-leaved individuals, which have the

appearance of being bastards, in which succirubra has had a
share. The yield of quinine varies greatly, thougli it is

sometimes very high, aud should these plants, raised from

seed, continue to preserve their type, the cultivation of

them should be very profitable, ss they grow more easily
aud rapidly than C. Ledyeriana. Tbis will be tested, '^^^lilst

the bark, renewed on Ledgeriana trees, which were shaved,
after one aud two years had not yot returned to its ori-

ginal yield of quinine, it now appears that a period of

three years is sufficient for the purpose. The original
bark of the trees of which the renewed bark is now
gathered, containing 9'26 per cent quinine, coutaiued in

1879 only 7-S per cent quiuine. The analyses 45—54 of

specimens of the harvest, obtained from the pruning of

the Ledgeriana gardens, shew how these young branch
and twig barks already yield an excellent material

for the manufactiu-e of quinine. No. 5 was obtained, by
pruning, from one to three year old trees in the

gardens formed of grafts. The analyses 41—44, 55—57 and
59 relate to grafted trees. These investigations deserve to

be continued, as both the high yield of cinchonine .and

cinchonidine by the Ledgeriana grafts and the high yield of

quinine by the succirubra under-stems is curious, aud would
lead one to suppose an influence of the two upon each
other if anal. 42 did not contradict this, so far as the

Ledgeriana is concerned. The analyses 60—63 of

officinalis confirm the belief that the root bark of this

variety is usually rich in quinine ; that at Lembang, al-

though growing with great difficulty, it forms a good deal

of alkaloid ;
and that the narrow-leaved form, in British

India, named C. anyustifolia, here also has a high yield of

quinine. The analyses 66—67 of C cordifolia give for this

variety a notably higher yield of quinine than has hitherto

been met with. During the quarter, in fulfilment of an
order of the Government, the Director has caused a search
to be made in the tracts of natural forest, where cinchonas

intermingled with various kinds of trees. Have been found.

On the occasion of this journey it was found that the
limate of central .Ta va appears to be more favourable than
cthat of west Java forO. upciiialh. Thriving plantations
of this variety are found, among otlier places, in the dis-

trict of Wonosobo, at a height of 4,000—4,500 feet. They
far exceed in growth the gardens of Dodabetta in the

Nilgiris.

BandoiSg, J. O. Eebnelot Moens,
lOth Jan. 18S3. iJir. Govt. Cinchona Enterprise.
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Census of Plants.

Plants in the Tfityseries.—Ledgeriana, 820,700 (including
3,750 cuttings and 13,000 grafts) ; succirubra, 198,300 ;

offi-

cinalis, 18ti,800 : total, 1,205,800.
F/ants in the O/jch,—Ledgeriana, 694,900 (including 85,000

cuttings and grafts, and besides the more or less 6,000
original Ledgerianas) ; Oalisaya and Hasskarliana, 445,500 ;

succirubra and and caloptera, 474,500; officinalis, 475,500;
lancifolia, 9,000: total, 2,099,400. Grandtotal, 3,305,200.

Review of the Alkaloid Analyses of Java Cinchona
Bark Perfoemed during 1882.

9
10
11

12
13
14
1.5

10
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
.34

35
3tj

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
SI
6:

53
64
66
66
57
51^

69
60
61
62
6:i

64

6.5

66

67

\'ariety of C'inchoua.

with hybrid appearance

C. Led;
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

. sue,
do
do
do renewed bark

C. ,roseph.
C. offic.

do
do
do
do hybrid appearanceC cord.
lo

lo

&

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

original tree no.

grafted on C.Joseph.
do C. succirubra
do do
ilo do

twif; and branch bark,
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
du

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

5-94

946
11-64

10-02
10-64

7-02
9-20
12-05

10-90
11-89
11-40

8-76
12-29
10-26
10-68
8-54

9-79

7-25
10-68

10-71

746
12-.-i7

11-75
8-91

7-74
4-52
11-10

2-78
8-.5.-i

7-59
3-00
2-36
8.32

2-08

10-33
4-38

2-27

2-97
8-82

9-26
6-90
4-89

4-52
5-59

2-67
4-38
3-18
3-91

3-31

2-64

2-07
1-15

2-35

2-81

1-65

1-.58

1-76
2-21

0-74
1-90
3-93

4-94

7-42

2-77
1-79

2-64

2-70

1-00

4-98

1-55

2-82

3-77

2-49

4-71

0-47

1-24

1-63

6-14
6-69

6-65
1-91

0-21

1-19

1-61

2-61

i-84

0-47

0-41

0-60

0-07

0-09
0-29
1-02

0-02

0-13

0-07

0-20

o-u
0-08

0-97

0-07

0-16

6-.55

0-.50

0-31

u d O c4

'

!!
1-60
1-22

0-80

0-76
0-92
0-49

0-96

1-19

0-97
1-17
1-02

0-96

1-14

0-84
0-95

1-12

1-60

2-35

2-37
1-32

2-10
1-24

1-06

1-96

2-27
3-35

1-70
2-63

2-26

2-.39

1-67
3-37
1-45

2-32
2-75

1-93

1-60

3-70

0-60|0-60
0-31

0-70
1-46

0-66

0-30
1-01

0-79 0-98

0-87 0-83
1-67
1-92

1-71

1-79
1-54

2-07
1-35

1-24

1-70

1.34

2-53
2-91

3-86

2-80

1-95

1 .37

1-4.5

1-13

0*65

0-73
0-66
2-69
1-03

1-35

1-99

4-62

2-74
3-10

9-67
10-68
12-34

10-79
11-56
7-51

10-16
13-24

11-87
13-06

12-43

9-72

13-43
11-10

11-63
10-06
11-39

9-60
13-05

12-03
9-.5S

13-61
12-81

10-87
10-01

8-87
12-80
10-39

10-79
9-98
612
8-.55

9-77
8-17
13-08
8-80
8-.58

7-21
10-02

10-23
7-90

7-36

7-.53

8-82

4-43
6-59

5-91
5-90
4-85

4-71
3-55

2-76
4-05

4-35

11-69
12-63
12-30

7-60
3-74
3-8;i

9-20
8-65

8-93
6-60

7-43

8-29

6-71

Rem AUKS.—No9. 1 to 6 descendants of No. 23. Mo. 7 desccndaut
of No. 23 ten trees mixed. Nos. 8 to 15 descendant of No. 38. No.
16 di-Niciidaut of ten trees mixed. No. 17 descendant of unnum-
bered tree good type. No. 18 descendant of viunumbered trees.
Nos. 19 to 23 descendants of No. 23. Nos. 23 toil descejidanls of un-
numbered frees. Nos 2-i to 32 broad-leaved vigorous growing trees
succirubra-like. Nos. 33 to 3-'' de-^cendant ofs No. 23 snccirnlira-Iike
Nos. 36to38 de^ceudaut 'I of No38. No. 40 harvest shavings three years
reneired. No, 42 scion of mother tree No, 89, sample of 21 trees 2 year

bark. No 43 scion of unpicked trees .leaves red on the underside ; bark
of ten trees 2g years old. No. 44 ac:on of unpicked trees, bark of
9 thret! year old trees. Nos. 45 to 54 harvest. The bark of young
brancilcs and |t wigs mixed. Nos. 55 to 57 stems on whicli the Le Igcr-
iauas, analysi-s 12-44, are grafted. No 58 harvest. No 59 stem on which
the Ledgeriiiiui, analysis 41, is grafted. No 60 bark of sboots
from stumped trees. No 61 root bark of the stumps. No 63 very
narrow leaved variety. No 64 renewed bark of the tri-e to which
analysis 18 of Issl refers. Nos. 65 to 66 stem bark of ten year old
trees. No. 66 do, No 67 branch bark of do.

ARECANUTS.
The followiug notes by a Ceylon planter are of

interest at a time when Areca ciUtivation is engiging
the attention of Europeans ;

—
Oeylon Vakieties,—Three—besides a -vfild (indigenous ?)

variety, wilh a red.blossom, Wz. the common or .Sinhalese,
the Hamban, and the Rata Puwak ! The fruit of the lat-
ter will not stand curing, but, used fresh, is preferred by
the better classes amongst the natives, and commands a
high price in oousecjuence locally, but the demand would
probably prove limited. There are still some doubts
whether or not the Hamban Puwak, though it cau be,
and is, cured is sufficiently close-grained to keep long
enough, or suitable for export; but if so it may be regarded
as a superior variety, judging by the size of the nut.
Both the above come into bearing earher than the Sinhal-
ese Puwak. The latter however is a heavier bearer; the
nut very close-grained, aud consequently keeps well when
cured—representing the bulk at least of present e.\ports.
Nevertheless in competition with foreign varieties it com-
mands the lowest price in the Bombay market!

Other Kinds.—The "Mysore"—-worth coiisi.lerably
more than the Ceylon nut; aud the "

Sliriwardhun,
"
which

is said to realize about twice as much as any other—or
about three times the value of any exportetl from here
at present! This is according to Simmonds' "Tropical Agri-
culture

"—aud confirmed by receut correspoiidcnoe. It
stands curing equally well, judging by samples of the
cm'ed ni'.t received from Bombay. The former (Mysore)
species is cultivated to some extent by the priests in

parts of S. India
;
and is also used as a ^hade tree for

cardamoms. The latter is grown at present only in a small
native state_ called Sliriwardhun.
There are a great many other varieties to be found in

various parts of the east, but I am not aware that they
are any of them worthy of special notice. .Java has a
very large kind, said to be identical with the Hamban
Puwak.
Yield.— I have counted about 1,000 nuts on each of

the Ceylon species; aud good trees of the Sinhalese Pu-
wak are said to give considerably more than this during
the year. Under favorable couditiuus of soil aud climate,
300 nuts annually is believed a safe average to calculate
on.

The Hambau and Rata Puwaks come into bearing in
the 4th to 5th year, a year or so earlier than .Sinha-

lese.
" But this with all of them depends greatly on

both soil and climate. In a very poor soil the plants
makes but slow growth at first, but develop into good
and fruitful trees eventually, possibly, equally with legum-
inous pl.-ints, possessing the power as they grow old
of ilrawing nourishment largely from the atmosphere.
Anyhow they have the merit of thriving amongst an

undergrow-fh of weeds, so that but rough attention
to the latter is a necessity

—and I have strong doubts
f clean weeding is beneficial to them ! Both tree

and fruit soem free from eueinius of any kind, save
man ; and a property when once established—as pointed
out by a sagacious headman—has the merit uf making
itself jjermancnt ; young trees from the nuts tliat have been
allowed to drop (-ontinuously coming on to supply the place
of those that hav become worn out or unfruitful, and they
should tien be cut down. The trees continue to bear full

crop till ab'Ut th.ir twentieth year (after which the sample
is also apt to degenerate seriously), and the yield is usually
very regulir.

Statistics.— I'lio trees admit of elofe planting— fi' x 6'

(or
—as 1 should prefer them—li' x 3' ; and peibais better

still, in rft)«Wt-cui«d avenues of21' x 3' m 3')—or say 1,200
trees per acre, not being at all too close. U lakes on an

average 12,000 cured uuts to one cwt. At 300 per tree, the
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yield per acre (of 1,200 trees) per annum would thus be

80 cwts, and as far as can be made out tbis is not at all too

high an average yield to calculate on. Tbe local wbolesale

value at Galle or Colombo is usually about RS per owt,—or,

at 30 owt, K210 per acre, equal to a nett profit of say K140-~

as RlOO may be considered a liberal expenditure. In

Madras and Bombay about R15 per cwt. is generally realized

for consignments from here: it may therefore pay letter to

ship And of course if the more valuable kinds are grown
the profits will be stiU further greatly enhanced—probably
more than doubled. Uses, and perhaps a good market, may
hereafter be found for the fibre ? The industry not having

as yet been put fo the test on a large scale, I may be over,

rating it, but don't think so ;
and it would at least be

interesting to have the opinion of some of your native

correspondents. If not, with yrac'«tca«^ an unlimited demand,

hundreds nf mil/Ions ol people in China, India, Sec, using

arecanuts— it rauks second tofew other enterpnzes and offers

at the same time a sate investment for limited capital. I

have anyhow beard it put down as, as lasting and good an

investment as
" coflee in Haputale"—a compliment being

meant both to tbe coffee there, and areoa !

planting; in burmah.

The Kangoon correspondent of the Indian Agrkult-

urist writes 83 followe :— "
I see from correspondence

in the Calcutta papers, that Tea planters in Assam

are deploring the increaased production of Tea and

the absence of new markets. What will they say

when the hills in the province at Tavoy and Timng-

hoo are covered with the Tea plant? If labour

were more plentiful, there would be plenty of room

for Tea production in British Burmah ; and the suc-

cess of the Arakan plantation, and of a small one

under Mr. Petley's management at Tounghoo, which

also includes Coffee and Chinchona, shows that,

even with the labour difficulty, success attends Tea

down here. With the opening of tbe railway to Toun-

ghoo, and the probable influx of Shan cultivators from

beyond our frontier, no doubt Tea and Coffee gardens

will be largely increased iu Burmah in the course

of a few years. Until that time, Tea manufacturers in

India might do woree than get up a trade in dry and
'
pickled

' Tea with the Burmese. The latter descrip-

ion now nearly all comes from Mandalay, and the

coarsest leaf does best for it. It is consumed iu every

Burmese house, and accompanies every invitation to

the numerous ceremonies held annually or oftener in

almost every Burmese family. When King Theebaw

started his monopoly in 'pickled' Tea, a Burman

trader introduced the article from some gardens in

Chittagong, and obtained a fair proht from his enter-

prise Assam could supply British Burmah with '

pick-

fed
'

'

Tea as easily as Mandalay dois, and possibly

more cheaply. Why, a^ain, should China Tea of llie

weekest kind be obtainable in small paper packets f(u-

an anna or two at every Burman village, when the

smallest package of Indian Tea obtainable is a 1-lb.

tin at a cost of Ks. 1-4 or Rs. 1-8? If Indian maun-

facturers wished to open a trade with three inillious

of Tea-drinkera and Tea-ccKecs down here, they might

easily do so. For the drinking portion of the public,

a good Tea should be packed in eases—m small packets,

and sent to the shops here for retail at smidl price?.

The Tea would then get known amongst the Burmese,

who do not care to invest in lib. of the article at

one time. When it was generally known, it could

not fail to be appreciated, from its superior strength

and flavour, and it would in a year or so oust the

inferior Chinese description, n w largely imported from

the Straits. But the Chinese have long ago appreciated

the fact that to obtain large sales they must pack

their Tea in small packets, which can be profit-

ahv sold for an anna or an anna and a half, whilst

Imiian mauufactumr.? pack in such uzes as require an

expenditure of about sixtetn times that amount.

For the manufacture of pickled Tea of the Burmese

market, it would perhaps be necessary to get experienced
hands from Upper Burmah, but the trade is a large
and paying one, and this would eventually remunerate
Indian Tea-gardens handsomely if they could secure

it."—Produce Markets' Review.

THE BRAZIL COFFEE CROP

is thus discussed by the Rio News:—
The many reports now being received from various

parts of the coft'ee districts about the large falling off

in the coming coffee crop should be expected with

several reservations- It will be remembered that last

year both drouth and rain were brought forward as

injuriously affecting the coffee crop, and yet Brazil

easily produced one of her greatest crops. Admitt-

ing that drouth and rain have here and there caused

more or less injury, especially to the old plantations,

there still remains the important consideration that a

great part of the present producing area is composed
of young orchards, the majority of which have not

yet reached their maximum of production. For many
years to come the tendency will be toward increased

production through all these new districts, and that

in a greater ratio than the decrease from the decay-

ing plantations and from the average effects of drouth

and rain. There has long been a belief among planters

that they could influence prices by concealing stocks

and circulating discouraging reports about the crops.

A greater mistake never was committed. Even were

it true that such a policy will deceive coneumerB, it

must be remembered that it deceives producers as

well ; hence both parties are left in the dark. A frank

statement of the quantities produced and of the crop

prospects can not be other than advantageous to both

consumer, and producer, for, while it gives the one a

correct basis upon which regulate prices, it gives the

other an equally correct basis upon which to regulate

production. Had Brazilian planters known just how

rapidly production was increasing and stocks accumu-

lating during the last ten years, it is inconceiveable

that they would have gone on planting new orohards

and increasing the area under production. Correct

information can be no more useful to the consumer

than to the producer, and it is highly desirable there-

fore that tbe policy thus far pursued should be

abandoned. After so many years of these false reports,

the planter ought to have learned that the merchant

really gives very little credit to them, and bases bis

calculations upon averages instead. They know quite

as well as the planter just how much of a drouth it

will take to offset the natural increase in production,

and just how much to cause a decrease. And they
know perfectly well that tht-re has not as yet been

siilticieut cause for either of these results. [On the

other hand the utterly uuremunera'ive prices for last

crop must have left many estate owners without

funds to carry on cultivation.—Ed.]

RAINFALL IN TYPICAL PLANTING DISTRICTS

IN CEYLON BETWEEN DECEMBER AND
APRIL FOR FIVE YEARS.

Tbe return, as furnished by the Surveyor-General

at our request, does not yield the data we expected to

account for lessened crops, either in amount of rainfall

or number of days over which rain wns distributed.

We should require to see, what Mr. Giles Walker

shewed, diminished temperature or the reverse, force

and persistence of wind, amount and continuance of

cloud iu the sky, degree of saturation of the atmo-

sphere, and so forth, in order to determine the power
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of the weather as a factor in diminished crops. The
rainfall figures are neither so complete nor so sug-

gestive as we expected. The amount of rainfall and

its persistency or otherwise are, no doubt, important
considerations, as much in tropic as in temperate

agriculture, and our readers may be able to draw some
conclusions from the table as it stands, but, apart from

rtcords of cloud, wind and temperature, we cau

scarcely do more now than say what we have repeatedly

•aid, that abnormal weather has added to the evil

effects of hemileia vadatric and grub in enfeebling our

trees and lowering crops. With more seasonable weather

we might hope for less fungus, loss grub and more crop.

COMPAKATrVE TABLE OF EAIKT^VIL.

One month pREviors to and during the Blossoming season.
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€-i}xxeBp(xnd0Xioe,

To the Editor of the Ceylon Observer.

VARIATION OF RAINFALL.
Waveile.v, Agrapatana, 10th Feb. 1883.

Deai; Si];,
—Your correspondent " From thp Hills''

in his letter of 7th instant says the excessive rainfall

of last year, a record of which he sent you, was ex-

cessive in general over the planting districts, but as

my rain-gauye does not corroborate this I send you
my figures for the past two years, and as a check
on last year's total my neighbour tells me he had 10

inches less, or say only SI inches for 1882 :
—

Kainfall at Portmore.
1881 total inches 89 '88 January to December
1882 do do 91-33 do do

Inch r45 excess.

The elevation is 4,600 foet. For January 1883, I re-

gistered 3'59 inches.— I am yours faithfully,
ROB. C. BOWIE.

[Apologizing for che delay, we may say that the

Agrapatana district seems to be climatically as well
as geographically in Uv».—Ed.]

CINCHONA ON ST. HELENA.

February 22nd, 1883.

Dear Sir,—Has the writer of the paragraph be-

neath (quoted from a home paper) made a mistake,
or do cinchonas grow at St. Helena?
In describing a visit to that island he sajs :

—
"
However, reminded by our guide that we had

still three miles to walk to Longwood, we left the

valley, and followed our track through thickets

of cinchona trees where our attentiou was constantly
occupied by flitting visions of some new bird, or
the examination of tiower.s and ferns.

"

The italics are mine.—Yours faithfully,

NAPOLEON.

GUINEA GRASS, CATTLE AND CATTLE
MANURE IN COFFEE CULTURE IN

TIMES PAST.

Uva, 25th Feb. 1883.

Dear Sik,
—According to promise I now send you

a few remarks regarding my experiences in forking,
manuring, &c., on coffee plantations. It was my fortune,
about the year of the Indian mul.iuy, to become
superintendent of a large property which needed to
be manured. Uncle Sam informed iDe that my pre-
decessor had recL-ritly planttd some 13 acres of guinea
grass, converting a piece of scrubby land into a guinea
grass field, aiul that he had also purchased in Kandy
or Matale 65 head of horned kine, and invited me
to accompany him and inspect them and the field

also. ''This estate has," he said, "been second to none in

the districf, but the lower cofl'ee must now be kept
in heart with manure." The cattle were a motley lot

horned indeed they were, horns like Jack and the

beanstalk, twiddling and twirling up to the skies—and the
celebrated cow with the crumpled horn was there with
horns so wide apart that a jockey might ride between
them. Now I never could abide cattle with triumphant
horns. " What do you think of them" said the Colombo
agent?

" Must sort them and keep only the best."

"Umph!" he muttered, "gathered from the four
corners of India I guess." What shapes and colours
and ages they exhibited. I had to part with
some 30 of them ; and try how the guinea
grass field would maintain the other 35. Besides the

ravines were mostly planted with Mauritius grass to

help out the fodder supply. For some half-a-dozen

years, I managed to feed the "madu," and the iicrease
was about equal to the decrease, and to manure
extensively the lower part of the estate. The cattle

shed was a small one, and it was very difficult to

turn the manure in if. So I built a semicircular wall
round half the shed and had the manure thrown into
it and this acted in part as a turning for it. Then the
rain from the side of the roof served also to decompose
the straw and grass, so that when it was a pplied it might
be termed "old rotten manure." Now I don't believe
in what modern books tell us : that we are to apply
"crude manure stuffs." We treated the coffee trees

to J a basket of it, once in every two or there years,
and it answered admirably, and in order to extend
our operations had relays of coolies, one relay carry-

ing the basket full of manure, say, past .30 trees or

so, and the other putting down empty baskets and

carrying the full ones past another .30 trees. It was
in those days thrown into large square holes, say 10

or 12 inches deep, but now I cut holes in the shape of

a horse-shoe and only say 9 or 10 inches deep. At the
end of G years, I found the guinea grass held sadly
failed and gave little grass, and had hard work to

keep the cattle in good condition. Had it been in the

lowcountry, I could have purchased fresh paddy straw
at a reasonable rate and could have rented a paddy
field and planted it with Mauritius grass

—a hint io

all planters in the louxountry ! And will it pay ? Yes.

During those six years it paid well, for, when we
consider the transport of poonac to tho hills, surely it

pays to raise cattle manure, even if we have to apply
bone dust also. Lately I have been forking in cattle

per manure, but 1 prefer the old plan at any rate where
the trees do not well cover the ground.

It would be difficult and unprofitable to apply fresh
cattle pen manure : the quantity daily or weekly
would he too small. Then cattle pen manure requires
to be mi.xed well, or else it is all straw or dung.
Finally, we can always regulate the dose per each tree
and so avoid the stimuLation of any kind either from
nitrates or potash. I may mention I tried a paddy lield

near Galle and got it planted with Mauritius grass and
for years and years it bore well. J. J.

IS COFFEE LEAF-DISEASE ON THE DECLINE ?

Haputale, March 6th, 1883.

Dear Sir,—Can any of your scientific readers ex-

plain how it ia that with two years of the most fa-

vourable weather for the development of leaf-diseasg

Haputale should be so free of the pest? In ihis part
of the distiict we have only had one slight attack

during the above period—30 slight that only one OQ
the look-out for the enemy would have noticed Is

leaf-disease on the decline?—Yours faithfully,
MOKE LIGHT.

AN INSECTICIDE.
'

Dear Sirs,—I enclose particulars of an insecticide

that I brought from England with ma last month :

it is an excellent remedy easily applied, and cheap.
I have tried it on grasshoppers, ticks, crickets, &c. ,

with satisfactory results. I have no doubt it would

prove equally destructive to red spider.
—Yours faith-

fully, MOSQUITO.
[ I'ho substance referred to is the London Beetle

Powder. It is claimed for it that the ravages of

moths are effectually prevented, and bedrooms cleared
of bugs in one night, beetles, bugs, crickets, cockroaches,
flies and Ue.as, however nujierous, are destroyed in a few

nights by using the above. Harmless to domestic
animals. An excellent insecticide for greenhouses."
One of the testimonials runs thus:—"From the

Rev. C. VV. Grove, the Mythe House, Tewkesbury,
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Gloucestershire, May 16th, 1877. Sir,— I think it only
due to you to tell you that I have Iried your Uiiirers-

<i] Dislroijer, aud tiud it tlie most wonderful thiug
1 have ever seen. My houseaiid tho lioihousi^s and gn'on-
honses were infesti'd with crickets, woodlice, and
other pests, and one application has very nearly freed

me from them. I therefore wish you to make use

of my name, if it will do you any service, as I

should recouiQicnd any housekeeper or nurseryman
to procure your insect powder without delay." The
misfortune is that our cultivation is not confined to

greenhouses, but spread over vast areas.—Ed.]

WHAT AILS OUR COFFEE TEEES ? TRY
FRESH SEED.

" A certain man had a fig tree planted in his Wneyard ;

and he came and sought fruit thereon and found none.
Then said he to the dresser of his vineyard :

' Behold
these three j'ears I come seeking fruit on this fig tree

aud find none : cut it down
; why cumberetli it the groundy

And he answering said unto him :

*

Lord, let it alone this

year also till I shall dig about it, and dung it ; and if

it bear fruit, well ; and if not after that thou shalt cut
it down.'"

Dear Sirs,—The above parable applies very closely
to the case of the coffee tree not only in Ceylon
but in India. "

VV.
"

has come forward with a long
sefles of letters on a campaign showing that the
world at large is wrong in drawing its conclusions
as to the effect of leaf-disease. Such physiological
amusements are all very well to one whose nature
loves to wander afar into mysterious regions, but they
do not help anyone to come nearer the truth. Up
till lately I was always convinced that grave injury
was caused to the trees, but I could not satisfy

myself clearly. Now I will tell your readers what
I know will interest them, and it will give heart
of courage to those who have the framework of a
coffee estate complete : that is, wlio have unexhausted
laud, good machinery and appliances, and labour
abundant. I saw on one side of road 011 a wellknown
estate in Munzerabad old wi-ary looking sapless coffee

trees that well exemplified my text. They had been

dug about aud dunged with all the care and solicitude

possible, and there these worthy old fellows stood
still bearing a little, but looking terribly worn and
dry. At a distance the amount of loaf deceived one

just as in Ceylon—but, similarly, on close inspection,
the wood was very sapless, and it was plain that the
tree was unhealthy. Show this to a Ceylon planter
and he would say :

— " Put in cinohoua, tea, cocoa,

anything else—the soil is exhausted for coffee." Aye,
so you might think. But, reader, turn this way
just a yard oft', merely separated by the road on
which you are standing, and what meets your eye ?

Short, level, juicy, sappy, luAuriaut coffee bushes such
as pleased the planter ten years ago and not since.

Before leaf-disease came, and not since. '"Ah, but
this is new land and highly manured," you say.
"No," )ou are told. "This old piece of coffee was
what people looked at formerly with pleasure, aud this

sheet of young coffee was an ejesore
— a ijlace that

seemed to refuse to grow anythmg." This is the re-

sult of Coorg seed being introduced and persevered
in. All over these properties I refer to, the Coorg
seed is gradually superseding the played-out old coffee,
and you are shown long sheets of beautiful dark
luxunaut coffee nourishing in laud that, iu Ceylon,
you would describe as "

played out chcna that might
do for lea." \^'here is the wonderfully mysterious
"wave of depression" that has swept over Ceylon?
Not only have Ceylou men been Mind to the danger
of having but one pioduct, but they also have re-

fused to see the beuetit of several varieties of coffee.

Iu fact, they went so far as to be prejudiced against

Liberian coffee, simply because it was coffee. But
you will say— that is all very well to condemn Ceylou
for not going iu for this now coffee when you are
not sure that the saum benehts would result in Ceylon
as have resulted iu India. 1 ask in reply :

" Has
anyone given the thing an honest attempt ?

"
Years

ago one or two gentlemen iu this neighbourhood
turned their attention to trying the Coorg coffee.
Someone asked: "Why don't you try the Coorg
variety?" It was done. Those who" began were
laughed at, but others became convinced and joined
in plauting the new product, and results are begin-
ning t;o appear. You know, I left Ceylon as great a
disbeliever in coffee as you couul find, but "

facts are
chiels that winna ding.

"

Ceylou men may say : "What's
the good of a product that gets leaf-disease ? It will
gradually go the same way as the other coffee has
done." Well, I do not affirm th.at the new coffee
will succeed in Ceylon, but, as it has had such a
marked superiority over I he old Munzerabad kind ; as
the old Ceylon kind may be equally iuferior

; and,
as in the favoured district of Coorg the lucky planters
calculate their crops by the ton and look down with
beniguant gaze on leaf-disease and its reported terrors •

as such is the case, is it not worthy of a fair trial

by those in BaduUa, Matale and Dumbara and other
similar districts whose soils cannot be worn out ?

They have the appliances for coffee, and surely the
Colombo sgeuts would vie with each other in pre-
senting tho successful grower of coffee with presents
of manure, and offers to cure his crop free of chirge.
I was asked by the owner of a fine sheet of coffee
(new kind) :

"
If this were in Ceylon, what value

at {ire.sent would you put on this per acre ?
"

I re-

plied th.at coffee nowadays was not included iu the
valuator's figures.

" Where 's your cinchona ? Let me
see the tea How many tons of bark are you likely
to harvest ?

" These are the style of questions put
by a modern valuator in Ceylon. Let me plead for
your old love, my brother planters. See her sister
from Coorg willing and ready to respond to your loving
care, as her now sickly sister ever did. You are iu
a country selected by young capitalists because every-
thing was found. Coffee at first iu its pristine vigour
bore grandly, aud great wa3 the extravagance resulting
from too great an influx of wealth. Now should you
ascend again to similar heights of fortune, it will .be
with a steadier brain. Tlie school of misfortune has
taught you lasting lessons. Surely, with noble mills,
and .tgency offices at the seaport ; an already large
staff of V. A.'s ; splendidly roaded districts and estates ;

aud a railroad now being constructed through these
districts— sure/;/, I say, it ie worth while trying this
new variety of coffee, and trying it honestly

India. ABERDONENSIS.
[The Cooi g variety has already been freely tried inCey-

lon, but the last report on thq coffee trees so grown was
not favourable ; how are they looking now ?— Ed.]

A N.ITIVE REMEDY AG.IIX.ST ATfACK.S OF LAND
LEKCHES ie thus noticed iu a report on the Boundary
Line between Cochin and Coinibatore bv Mr. A. W.
Feet Deputy Conservator of Porests, Madras : The
foUower.i suifered a good deal from the swarms of leeches
all along the ronte. Of course, Europeans with ordinary
precautions can defy them ; but I should like to mention
the Kai'ers' preventatives, which is useful as an ad-
ditioual (U'ccaution plastered outside leech-gaiters. The
substanc tliey use is call-d Koogaraaujil (curcuma aro-
tnatica cr Zeodajia). They powder the root, which has
a very strong aromatic scent, place it in a small
bucket made of a section of bamboo, wet it thoroughly,
aud plaster it on their feel and legs with a brush
made of a stick split and battered at the end. Leeches
will not come near it.
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Coffee in Brazil.—The municipality of Aoarap'a
CearA, has freed all the slaves witbia its borders through
gift aud popular subscription. There were ouly 32
slaves in all, and through their liberation Acarage
becomes the first free municipality in the empire. It

is a distinc tion than which none can be more honorable.

Aooordingtn the Rio Braiico, of Pira^sunuuga Sao Paulo,
the next coffee crop in that municipality promises to

be very light. The Gazeta of Valeica, Rio de Janeiro,

says that the next coffee crop in that municipality is

not very promising just now because of the drouth.—
Rio News.

Shaving Cinchona.— Dolo.sbage, March 3rd.—Here
is the result of eight days' shaving from O. succirnbra

planted in S. \V. monsoon, 1880. The trees are there-
fore rising throe years :

—
Wet Bark.

Coolies. Trees. lb.

5 ... 8.35 ... 682
5 ... 795 ... 778
5 ... 870 ... 644
5 ... 719 ... 625
6 ... 835 ... 720
5 ... 858 ... 838
5 ... 662 ... 622
6 ... 889 ... 755

Total. ..42 ... 6,463 ... 5,634
Average per cooly say 13+ lb. ; average per tree nearly
14 oz.—trees taken as they stand in the lines, bi"and
little. May this be considered a satisfactory growth,
aud above tlie aver.age ? [It seems to us very good
for such young trees.—Ed.]
Coffee in Brazil.—Renewed attention will be

given to this subject now, and it is interesting to
learn the opinion of a competent authority (the Jiio

News) ou the late Mr. Cruwell's aud on Mr. Scott
Blaoklaw's letters which we published in pamphlet
form :

—
We are in receipt of a convenient and valuable little

volume published at the offices of the Observer, Colombo,
Ceylon, entitled Coffee Cultivation in Brazil: Its condition and
prosptcts. The book, which contains something over 150 pages,
is compo.sed chiefly of letters addres.sed to The Observer
from Brazil by two wellknown Ceylon planters, i\Ir. G.A.
Oruwell and jlr. A. Scott Blacklaw, but also contains much
valuable information on Brazil collected from other sources.
It was first publi.shed in 1878, and does not therefore
contain the many valuable letters from Mr. Blacklaw
which have been published during the last few years. The
purpose of the book—that of giving the Ceylon planters
all available information about Brazilian coffee production—
is one which is worthy of the highest praise, and might
be imitated here with the best results.

Divi-Divi.—We quote as follows from recent proceed-
ings of the board of Revenue:—" The board having learned
that Mr. Cardozo had a small Divi-Divi plantation that
was turning out very well, Messrs. Whiteside and Wilson
visited and inspected it on the 9th November 1882. Mr.
Cardozo has about seven acres planted with Divi-Divi,
all produced from .seed from two parent trees, which are
about 25 years old. These two trees produced last year
560 lb. of pods, which when sold realized E 18-10-0 (nett).
Mr. Cardozo stated that the price in the London market
varied from £13 to £19 a ton. During the three hottest
months of the year, the trees are occasionally irrigated,
but they are extremely hardy and thrive best on that
soil that suits the Babul {Acacia Arubica). The trees are

planted in rows, 22 feet apart. Mr. Cardozo has had
offers for the seed at the rate of K12 an ounce, aud for

seedlings natives are now offering him E6 a hundred.
So far as information is av.ailable at present, the Diri-
Divi is Of great value in tanning, dyeing and making ink;
for each of these purposes a different part of the pod
is used. Mr. Cardozo showed the ink made frnme Divi-
Divi. It is extremely black, does not clog or c<.)rrode the
pen and does not fade. The board are decidedly of opinion,
in view of the success that is attending Mr. Cardozo's ex-

periment, that it is very advisable to encourage the cultivation
of Divi-Divi as widely as possible. There are immense
tracts of land throughout the presidency onw hich the tree
would grow well. It requires very little attention, and
the price that the pods and seed command in the market,
even now when the great value of the product is not
sufficiently known, is very remunerative. The board re-
commend that collectors be instructed to endeavour to
stimulate the cultivation of Divi-Divi. The demand for
it in the London market would increase, no doubt, with
the supply." The Government have approved the recom-
mendation made by the board.—iladras Times.

Weeds in the Cold Weather.-[Ihey get rid of
weeds on tea gardens in India, by hoeing them into
the ground. From the following letter to the Indian
Tea Gazette it appears that the theory of weeds being
rather beneficial than otherwise, is entertained by superior
intellects in India as well as in Ceylon.—Ed. T. A.]—
Some [jlanters maintain that it is best to allow a garden
to be overrun with weeds in the cold weather : that

hoeing is of no good until the early rains set in. Weeda
conserve moisture, and I have an idea that it is

perhaps a good thing not to hoe the garden in the cold
weather, but let it lie in rather a dirty state. Will
some of your readers kindly give me the benefit of
their experience ?

Cultivation of Tea in India.—A correspondent of
the Indian Tea Planters' Gazette writes :~ The following
is my estimate of cultivating (as agents and planters
understand) lOOacres of tea. R •

One hoeing Duffadar ... ... 100
Deep hoeing once, at 6/8 per acre ... 650
Light hoeing four times, at 3/12 each

per acre ... ... ... 1,500
Filling up vacancies ... ... 250
Manuring and forking (20 acres) ... 150
Draining ... ... ... 120

t!utting jungle, &c. ... ... ... 100

Pruning ... .. ... 375

R3,245
or R32 8 per acre.

Coffee Production.—The Chicago Tribtine says "that
some idea of the rapid growth of the coffee trade of the
world may he obtained from the fact that the total

production which wns 675,000,000 pounds in 1859, has
now risen to 1,.')00,000,000 pounds or nearly doubled.
In Europe alone the consumption of coffee is said to
have increased 240.000,000 pounds in the single year
1879. As for the producing countries it seems that
Brazil now holds the first place with a total of

560,000,000 against 330,000,000 pounds in 1870. The
emancipation nf the slaves is, however, expected lo lead
to a falling off in the crop, unless the Chinamen .and
coolies imported from Asia should prove unexpectedly
well suited for the work of cultivation. Next on the
list comes the Dutch-Indian posnesaious, which export
about l.'iO,000,0()0 pounds, the British East Indies, now
exporting over 140,000,000, and Venezuela, producing
about 100,000,000. On the other hand, the Antilles
Inlands have long been declining in the scale. .Jamaica
does not supply half as much coffee as in 1805.

iVlartinique has fallen still more entirely out of the race,
and the Reunion coffee, which was once highly
esteemed, and is still declared to be of excellent qualitly,
finds no longer any market in Europe, owiug to

the unfashionable bitterness of its taste." [The
bitter taste here referred to gives Ceylon coffee as pecial
value to coffee roasters and mixers for it is required
to lie added to the acrid coffees to give them some-

thing npproaching a tone. The above statement is very
interestiui; from a grower's point of view, aiid if the
Yankees obt.iin a free breakfast tible, as seems some-
what probable, what I he figures for cousiimptiou may
adv.inoe to in the next 10 years in the United States
would be a difficult matter to determine.—Ed.]
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CEYLON TKAPLANTING ENTERPRIZE.
About the year IStii, tlie late Mr. Mitchell of

Kelljuiue estate, Haputale, then on a visit to Nuwara
Eliya, pointed out to us a fine expanse of forestland
behind Baker's Farm, which, if he had had the capital,
he would fail) liave purchased with the view of opening
it as a tea plantation. A practical agriculturist, Mr.
Mitchell felt confident of the success of tea cultiv-

ation in the climate and soil of our hill districts, and
had he not l)een fully occupied in opening the large
Haputale plantation referred to, he would have readily
begun at that early date an extensive tea plantation
near Nuwara Eliya. About the same time, a wcUknown
\"isiting Agent long acquainted with the districts

around (Jongalla and Adam's Peak, in oue of his re-

ports to the Observer, said :
—"Mark my words, if

the Western slopes of Adam's Peak do not, before

many years elapse, present one of the finest expanses
of tea cultivation in the world." If our friends
were \-isit the districts around Nuwara Eliya and those

usually known as the Southern and Peak stricts in
the present day, they would feel that their prophe-
cies were rapidly coming true. Save at one corner
iiuthe new Kuruwita district, it cannot jjerhaps be
said that the Western and South-western slopes

proper of the Adam's Peak range have, as yet, been
invaded by the tea-planter. But from Kegalla riglit

along to Morawaka, it may be seen that tea is now
the predominant object of attention with the Euro-

pean planter and that in the palmiest days of cofl^e

in average districts at least, the prospects of a
fair return on capital invested, was not more favour-
able than it is today in the Yatiyantota, Awisawella,
Kuruwita, Kakwana and Morawaka tea plantations.
In confirmation of this opinion, enough has already
appeared in our columns respecting the first-named
districts and we have now pleasure in calling atten-
tion to the report on the latter of the experienced
Indian tea planter who has done so much to

improve and promote this industry in Ceylon. He
writes as follows :

—
THE RAKWANA AND MORAWAK KORALE

DISTRICTS FOR TEA.
To Ihe Editor of the '•

Ceylon Observer:'

8th March 1883.
Dear Sir, — I promised to let you know what I

thought of Morawak Korale and Kakv\ana as tea dis-
tricts. I think the soil, rainfall and climate all that
could be wislied for tlic profitable growth of tea.
Morawak Korale I consider the best of the two dis-
tricts, but both districts are good, provided that the
land to be planted with tea is well chosen. The
two estates that I visited, Campden Hill and Anning-
kande, are about the best I have seen in Ceylon : the
soil and lay of land are simply perfect, and the estates
are carefully roaded, drained, and planted with a
very good class of Assam hybrid. I have no fear
at all but these estates can be worked up to 700 llj.

of tea per acre in full bearing. Considering that i
know of two lowcountry estates that ga\e 8j and 70
lb. respectively of tea per acre in the first month of
this year and that had they been fully planted up
they would have given more (and note that neither

pf
those estates are yet in full Ijcaring) and suppos-

ing that we could only manufacture 10 months of
the year,—my "awful" estimate of 700 lb. per acre
would be realized.

101

A better system of planting will have to be adoptecl
in the Rakwaua district as most of the estates now
planted are very much exposed to the wind. \\'ith
a system of closer planting, say 3 x 3, and allowing
every third line to grow up for seed, the difficulty
would be got o\'er as the seed-bearing trees would
form wind-belts and save the young flush from being
damaged by tlie wind. The roads an<l drains also

ought to be liedged with tea on both sides and allowed
to run up, as wind-belts. I am glad to note that
all the lowcountry estates are doing very much better
than I anticipated in my wildest dreams, in respect
of quantity per acre, and there is now no doubt Ijut
we shall yet see thousands of acres taken up for
tea in the lowcountry of Ceylon.

I intend visiting Maskeliya next week, after which
I will be able to give you my opinion on it as a
tea district.

By the way I saw Mr. Sliand's toy patent drier
at work : the great objection to it as a tea drier is

the escape of steam which would keep the wliole
tea store in a continual state of moisture, especially
if oue had 20 or 30 at work—a numljer which would
be required for a very small estate. Besides you
could not heat the machines without filling tlie store
with smoke, which would taint the whole of the tea.
As we are all making bad enough tea as it is in

Ceylon at present, for goodness' sake don't let us
seek for machines to make it worse.—Y'ours CHA.
The "unfortunate proprietors" in the "Southern

districts," once so full of hope over their coffee

fields, but latterly inclined to regard most of their
laud as useless, may now find e\en in the Kukulu as
well as in the Kolonna and Morawak Korales tliat tea

carefully planted in the way pointed out by "Cha"
will put a new face on their investment. Not
only on the Adam's Peak slopes, and (iongala
uplands, are there reserves availaljle for tea
hut away in the lowcountry towards Kalutara,
where a climate with abundance of moisture and
sunshine will do much to atone for a soil inferior

to that found in the majority of Indian tea districts.

In the Kalutara district itself, even within the in-

fluence of the Seabreeze, the success of tea cultiv-

ation has been demonstrated in the best possible

way, by satisfactory sales of produce in Mincing Lane,
and there can be no doubt that a good many tlious-

ands of acres can be judiciously selected between this

point and Gongalla and Adam's Peak before it is said

^hat the land in Ceylon fit for tea is exliausted. But
meantime, we need not wander so far afield. It is satis-

factory to know that in the old districts and adjacent to

them, so much is being done in tea. The present season
has shewn how pi'ofitable the cultivation of tea

plants as seedl)earers can be made : for in one case
mentioned to us the gross return per acre seemed to

be manifold that of coffee in its best days. The large

quantity sold both of imported and locilly grown
seed, as well as of nursery plants, shews how widely
tea is being planted and "

Clias'
"

rejjort cannot fail

to encourage not only those directly interested in

this enterprize. but also those « ho desire to see a re-

vival of the prosperity of the ( olony at large.

THE SUGAR TRADE,

jndging fn m Putrj' & Pasteur's annual review, is

suft'iriiig from over-production equally with that in

coflee and tea. Beet sugar has increased rapidly under
a system of boautitS which ha- given the people of

Britnin cheap sugar at the cost of tierm an taxpayers— all

save tho beet growers. We quote as follows :
—

Aecoiding to the lioard of Trade returns the imports of

sugar int'i the United Kingdom during tlie past year havi^

been larger than ever, exceeding tliose of I8S1 by fully

50,000 tons ; the coDBumptiou has re'i'ained statioiiary,
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ha\ mj; reacbed about 980,000 tons, and as prices have

ruled below thi.ae of preceding \ear3, aud the general
stale of the country has been fairly prosperous, we c:in

only conclude that the consumption of the United

Kingdom has reached a maximum for the present, and

oaunoi be further stimulated by the low prices ranging.
The West Inrlia crops have exceeded the average of

previous years, whilst the Java crop is the largest on

record, about 270,OUO t"ns being shipped in the season

ending 30th June, 1S82. Notwithstanding the large

incre.ase of steamer shipment for the M.ditci-ranean, ,

we have had the same ijuantity available for Northern

Europe shipped to Channel for orders. The present crop
bids fair to approach ius predecessor, but was somewhat
affected Ijy I.eavy rains in July last. .Shipments from

1st July to ilie 31sf December, liovvever, reach 20U,000
tons (ot which 97,OUU tons to coast for orders aud 72,000
to the Mediterranean fur orders,) against 175,000 ions

in ilie preceding season, 135,000 tons in 1880, and
ll.">O00in 1879. Contrary to expectation no increase

has reached us from Cuba, although the crop was nearly

100,000 tons larger than in 1881. The present crop,
first estimated at 050,000 tons but now reduced to

600,000, or the same as in 18s2, will probably again
find its way to the United .States, where the consump-
t on of sugar hnB increased by 72,000 tons during the

past 11 months.
From Manilla we have received less than in 1881

only 00,000 tons being shipped to Europe to the end of

November, again-t 108,000 tons in 1881, the totals to

all ports beinjj 132,000 tons, against 192 000 tons. For
the present season we may see some incre'Se.

The Brazils have sent us less in 1882 than in 1881,

aud this year's crop is again reported smaller, est'mates

varying from 15 to 20 per cent, decrease. The import
into Loudon of il/ftf/rrts sugar has reached 40,000 tons,

against 31,500 tons in 1881. In additiou to this several

cargoes have gone to Liverpool aud the Clyde. The

imports by steamer have in't given sntisfaction and the

quality of the cane Jc'lil^'ll has been below the average
of previous yeirs, The present low prices do not seem

to aflect the prospect of supplies for the coming season.

Generally speaking, if Eur.ipeis losing hergrasp over the

Cuba and West India crops, supplies from the East are

not likely to fail, whilst the production of beet sugar
is steadily increasing, particularly in Germany, where
the premium arising to 'he fabricants out of the present
mode of levying the excise and returning drawback on

export is increasing the number of factories to such an

extent that the producers themselves are agitating for a

reduction of the bounty. The deliveries of su^ar on the

Continent, on the other hand, are hardly showing any
increase, except in Fi-ance, where the reduction of the

duty carried out in Octolinr, 188:1 is sliU acting favor-

ably upon the consumptitm.
It is estimated that Germany has disposed of some

40,000 tons of her surplus production of the present

season, leaving still about the same amount to be ex-

ported in excess of last ye.ir's supplies. The aliolitiou

of the 10 per cent, extra duty in the United States on

indirect import of Eastern sugars, and the prospi ct of

a general reduction of th- tariff, may eventually lead

to an improved business in our markets, n« prices in

Europe have now reached a very low level, and con-

sumption in the United States has evidently not yet

reacted its maximum.

practical information ever published on the subject.

Nearly all that Mr. Owen puts forward is the result

of actual experience, which is more we suspect than
can be said by any other writer whom we quoted in

our [jro tern, compilation of "All about Cardamoms."
In fact, the Ceylon planters in the case of Card-
amoms (as In that of Indiarubber trees) may be said
to be the pioneers of systematic cultivation in

a land and on .soils otlier than those which
form the habitat of the plant. In the pages
before us, Mr. Owen is as simple and terse as even
the Dikoya Planters' Association could desire : he con-
fines himself chiefly to the results of his own and

I his neighbours' personal experience, and endeavours to

answer such questions as would be asked, and, indeed,
have been freely asked, by intending cardamom planters.
We do not mean to make extracts furtlier than to
refer to the Estimate of expenditure and returns on
25 acres of cardamoms (managed from an adjoining
est,ate) furnished by Mr. Owen. He puts the value
of the land at RlOO per acre, and charging Rio per
acre for clearing undergrowth and first weeding ;

R20 per acre for lining, holing, planting and sup-

plying ; R500 for superintendence; R1,1'25 for cost of

y7,500 double bulbs, allowing 50 per cent for supplies
and a sum for tools, roads and weeding, he makes
the first year's total expenditure equal to R5.300 ; the

second and third years would add R925 each to this

amount ; during the fourth year, a curing-house has
to be provided, and the cost of crop gathering, &o.,

brings the outlay for this season to R3,100, making
the total for the four years R10,250, while crop is

estimated to give R6,875, leaving R3,375 to the debit,
at this date. The expenditure in the fifth year is

put down at R3,200 = R6,575, while the second crop
should realize R 11,437, leaving a profit of nearly
R2OO per acre. Those who wish to know how the

25 acres cardamoms garden is expected to yield after

this must refer to Mr. Owen's "Notes on the Estim-

ate," as well as to the rest of his useful and timely
brochnrc.

CARDAMOM CULTIVATION.*

There can be no doubt that the little pamphlet entitled

" Notes on Cardamom Cultivation," by Mr. T.C Owen,

just issued from the press, embodies the most relialile

"^t Notes on Car.iamom Cultivation. By T. C. Owen.
\Vi.h an Estimate of Expenditurr and Boturn for 25 Acres

aud Notes on the Eft'mate. Colombo; A. M. A- J. Fcr-

gusou. 1883.

INSECT AND OTHER ENEMIES OF TROPICAL
AGRICULTURE.

FoK some years past the government of the United
States has been engaged in assisting the planters of

the South in studying the iusect diseases of the cot-

ton plant and sugar cane, with the purpose of dis-

cover! ug some means to destroy them and relieve

1 agriculture from the serious losses which it has been

sustaining eveiy year. In this work several of the

best entomologists of the country have been constantly

employed, together with a well organized corps of as-

sistants. Besides these many volunteer investigatois
have been engaged in the work of studying plant dis-

eases and have rendered invaluable assistance. It is

estimated that the losses to agriculture since 1865 from

the ravages of the cotton worm alone have averaged
not less than $15,000,000 per annum, and it is now
conceded that a very large part of this sum is saved

through this work of organized scientirtc investigation.
The character and habits of the insect have been care-

fully studied and long continued experiments have
beeu carried on to determine what agencies can be

employed to accomplish its destruction Although it

may be considered impossible to wholly exterininate

the pest, still enough has been accomplished to re-

strict its ravages and to save a large part of this enorm-

ous annual loss of §15,000,000. To secure further

data upon this investigation, as well asupon the in-'eet

diseases of sugar cane, orange trees, etc., the chief

of the American commission, Prof. C. V. Riley, has

sent out a branch commission to carry on a brief

series of investigations in Brazil. This work has
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been intrusted to Mr. Johu C. Braaner anrl an aseiat-

ant, who are now pursuing their invcBtigations in the

province of Pernanibuoo. Mr. Jjranuer is already well

known in Brazil in eounectiou with the late Prof. Ch.

Fred. Hartt's geological cummissiou, and in connection

with a subsequent search for a fibre suitable for the

carbon arch m thf Edison electric lamp. In thi.s latter

work he spent about one yeiir in Brazil, and ouccceded

in finding the beat fibre thus far used. Fur his pre-
sent woik Mr. Brauner possesses unusual qualifications

which can not be otherwise than of the greatest as-

sistance to him. He possesses an intimate personal

knowledge of a very large [lart of Brazil, a good

kmiwledge of the language, and a jjood scientilic train-

ing. With these it is certain that his investigations will

be of high value, and will be of the greatest assist-

ance to the American entomologists in their work
of destroying the insect plaguesof American agriculture.

In view of the fact that Brazil is almost wholly

dependent upon the products of her soil, it would seem
that tlie policy pursued by the United States in the

study and extirpation of insect plagues is one worthy
of imitation. At the present time there are three

principal products, coffee, sugar and cotton, upon
which these investigations could be made with great

profit. Of course, the work can not and should not

devolve ivholly upon the government ; the planters
themselves sliould join heartily in the work and give

every assistance to scientific investigation. Already
Brazilian agriculture has suffered incalculable loss from

insect plagues. For many years both the coffee planters
and the sugar planters have complained of the losses

inflicted upou them by various kinds of pests but even

yet no organized effort has ever been made to assist

them. It is true that commissions have been entrusled

with the work of studying these plagues, but they have

either been entrusted to men who knew nothing what-
ever of the suliject, or they have been crippled with

instructions, limited time, and meagre apiJropriations.
From investigations of this character it is idle to expect

good results. No .scientific mm can make a flying visit

to one or two coffee orchards at hap hazard and then
tell us what kind of a disease it is which has atHicti d
the coffee plantations of S. Fidelia for the last dozen

years ; and if a scientific man can not do this, assuredly
little can be expected from men who have mastered
little more than the rudiments of science. Amateur
work of this character is worse than useless, for it not

only fails to give good results but it seriously misleads

those who are prepared to accept the dictum of an
official commission as law and to accept its conclusions

without question. In the one case of coffee diseases,
which affects the principal industrj' of the country,
Brazil should have a permanent entomological com-

mission, composed of thoroughly-trained scientific men,
and charged with the most painstaking investigations.
The little island of Ceylon has been doing far more in

this respect than the great empire of Brazil. Then
take the several diseases affecting sugar cane, which are

spread over so large a part of the country, and we find

abundant work of this character. It might cost a few

contosayear, but if rightly constituted and encouraged
it would be the means of saving thousands of contos

every year to the agricultural industries of Brazil.—
Jiio AVw.s. [The "little ishiHd of Ceylon" is bound

honestly to confess that the main result of all invest-

ig.ation and all expenditure as yet is a better knowledge
of the life history of the deadly fungus known as Hemi-
leia raatatrix and of the cockchafer beetles and their

grubs, than of any means for stopping or even mitigating
their ravages.

' 'T is true, 't is pity ; pity 't is, 't is

true."—Ed.]

Review, on the importance of regulating to some extent
the supplies of tea put up for side by public auction. "We
have constantly called attention to the necessity lor study-
ing the capabilities of the market on the part of importers,
and here we have a j lurnal written in the interests of the
trade pointing out tho same thing, riz., that importers
by hurrying their- teas forward and printing them fo

sale, in some cases that have come to our notice

actually before the teas have been seen by the brokers
are sacrificing their own interests and celling their l.ra.i .at

unnecenmrihi hi" prircK. A kind of panic to sell seems
to have seized the merchants, and hence the large sales
with their accompanying low values that we have seen

diu'ing the last two or tlu'ee weeks :
—

The custom of offei'ing teas \vithout allowing a reason-
able time for the trade to taste them continues, and in

some instances large catalogues have been issued only a

day or two before the sale. The tea cannot lie dealt with

effectively in such a limited tune ; and frequently e\en
when there is a longer mterval between the time the

catalogues are issued and the sale, samples are not
obtainable at the warehouses until the day prerious to

the advertiseed date of the auction. Unless, therefcn-e'

the importers an-ange not to issue catalogues until the
teas are actually ready for sampling, and then to allow
at least two clear days for tasting and valuing, the
ditfieiUties of the past fortnight will increase, and the

results cannot prove otherwise than prejudicial to the tea

planters. At the public sales 23 34.S packages were
offered including 4.54 Ceylon teas. Fine teas were steady,
and in some cases slightly dearer, but the lower gi-ade.i

sold in buyers" favour. No movement of importance has
taken place in Java teas. There was an active inquii-y at

this week's sales for the Ce.ylon gi-owths, most of which
were quite equal to the finer Indian teas, both in quahty
and strength, and the prices realised also compare favour-

ably. This will afford encouragement to the planters
in the island, who are so much tried by bad crops and low

prices of coffee. It will be an iimnense advantage' for

them to have another struig to theii' bow, and to find em-

ployment out of the coffee season for any skilled labour

they may have, wliile the ready transport to the co st

gives Ceylon a great advantage over the Assam planters.—Home and Colonial Mail.

THE INDIAN AND CEYLON TEA MARKET.
We beg to invite the attention of our planters to the

remarks of a trade journal. The Produce Markeis

Af4RICULTURE IN BEAZIL.
Eio DE J.4NE1U0, January 5th, 188.3.

From one of our morning contemporaries which is

giving a great deal of effusive attention to the special
iuteriists of the old planting classes, we learn that the
state of agriculture in this country is most lann-ntalile.

With the threatened extinction of slavery and the de-
crease in the prices of cotfee, the planters feel that tlieir

industry is seriously endangered, anul that there is little

for them to hope in the future. One of them writi'S that
free labor (the cauiayafias) has been tried and has resulted
in failure, for which reason the planters are abandoning
their coffee orchards and are devoting their attention to
food products. This, of course, has occasioned a wide-

spread discontent, as the coffee industry represents both
their capital and income, and it has also occasioned not
a little of bitter complaint against those who have op-
posed the wanton bestowal of public funds upon one

special industry. All this is to be expected. Critical as
the situation is, however—and we do not underrate its

extent or danger—we do not believe it to be quite as

hopeless as pictured. The crisis through which the plant-
ing industries of Brazil are now passing is one which was
inevitable, and, in our opinion, it can not be otherwise
than most beneficial. Nothing else will purge Brazilian

agriculture of the multitude of evils which have fastened

upon it, and which are impassable obstacles to its full

and free development. One of these evils is slavery. It
is true that its extinction will bring not a little of dis-

aster and confusion, especially among those institutions

growing out of slavery and living upon its fruits; all these
are inevitable \Vii''U, however, the great evil itself has
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passed away and a system of free labor is fimly estab-

lished in its place, these very planters themselves will by
the first to forget the sacrifice and to wonder why they
opposed so beneficial a change. Another result of the

crisis will unquestionably be some modification in the

system of agriculture now employed. The t/rnnde hivoura

(great estates) of this country has clearly had its day
and can no longer serve a useful purpose. It is now an
aVjsolute hindrance to development. It grew out of the

employment of slaves, and with slavery it must pass away.
Until that time comes, immigration will find no secure

footiug, and free labor no real encouragement. It is idle

to talk of securing colonists through contracts to work
the large plantations, for no such system can be even

moderately successfid. "SVhat Brazil most needs is a cla.ss

of small farmers, owing and working their own lands;
and these can only be procured after the extinction of

the great estates which are now so fatal to all real agri-
cultural ilevelopmeut. If the crisis into which Brazil is

now entering will hasten the e.xtinction of these two

great obstacles to her industrial progress, none of the

s.'icrifices of which planters are now complaining will be

too great a price for the service rendered. Instead of

heavily mortgaged estates, administered by soft-handed

idlers who run to the government whenever their credit

fails, or their crops are injured, or the prices of their

products become unremunerative,—instead of a class of

this charactiT, Brazil will have men who toil with their

own hanils, who will have no favors to ask except to be

let alone, and who will look upon unremunerative prices
for one product as a signal that something else must be
tried. It is little to the credit of the planters of today
that they find nothing else to do than the abandonment
of their colfee plantations just because prices are low
and slavery i.s doomed.—Bio News.

THR BEER OF THE FUTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE TIMES.

Sir,—It may be interesting to your readers to learn

that, owinc; to the partial failure of this season's

English hops, together with a large demand to supply
the American market, values have advanced to such

an extent that substitutes are eagerly sought after in

the Miucing-Iane Market, and drugs which can, on

account of their bitter qualities, be used in the manu-
facture of beer, hare been in speculative demand to

such an extent that in some cases the values have ad-

vanced .300 to 400 per cent. It has gener.ally been

supposed that beer could only be marie "bitter"

through the medium of the hop plant ; but this iu-

nonent- delusion must be given up, the laws of supply
and demand having taught us that there are other

plants not familiar to Kent or Surrey which can be used

for the same purpose. Colombo root, well-known for its

tonic qualities, has advanced in value from '22s, at

which it was obtainable a month since, to 9o3 per cwt. ;

camomiles from 40s to 120s
; quassia from £5 to £40

per ton; Guinea grains which have always been more
or less in use for brewing purposes, from 323 to 60s

))er owt. ; and the most surprising of all, Cheretta, a

drug which a month since was almost unsaleable at 3d

per pound, has actually been sold at .Ss to Ss (id per

pound. Most of these are very harmless bitters, but

what a tine opening this must be for the Blue Ribbon

Army .idvocates to set before their disciples, the com-

position of the "horrid mixture" called " bitter beer."
— VVe are, sir, your obedient servants,

Joseph Brothers, Brokers.

10 and 11, Mincing-lane, London.

[Why is cinchona bark omitted ?—Ed.]

What Causes Inferior Quality Teas ?—My theory
is thnt a tea bush, if not maltreated before the

close of its fifth year, will stand almost any amount
of maltreatment up to its eighth year, and during the

iicriod will give its maximum yield ; but that, if ia

and after the sixth year one or two sticks are not
cut down to the collar year by year for renewing
the bush by bringing up fresh free-celled wood, the
yield will be found to diminish, and the leaf be
b/ianjee and incapable of producing high quality teaa
after the 8th year.—Indian Tea Gazette.

The People op England use about 51b. of tea
a head every year to 1 lb. of coffee. In France the

average annual consumption of colfee is about 40,000
tons, giving 3-53lb. a head. In Germany and in Hoi-
laud the pr. .portion is 5'31b. a head, in SwitzHrbind
6'GSlb., and in Italy only 1051b.; while in Belgium
it amounts to 91b. a head, which is the higliest ti^ure
reached by any European country.—Friend of India.

An India-eueeek Oil has been patented in Ger-

many as a protection against rust. It is produced
by steeping thin strips of india-rubber in the rough
oils obtained from the dry distillation of coal, lignite,
or peat. Its further treatment is a secret, but when
prepared a thin coating, painted over bright iron or

steel, preserves it against oxidisation, by forming a
dry skin, which lasts for a long time.—Melbourne
Aryus.

The Year 18S2 in Brazil.—The internal state of
Brazil at present is far from satisfactory. The fall

of prices for the one great product of the country
has caused much loss and anxiety among phanters,
and already there is talk of abandoning that industry.
As a great part of the coffee plantations now produc-
ing are new, it is probable that very few will be
abandoned and the production will lie kept up. In
the slavery question, however, lies the prime sources
of danger at the present moment. .Several isolated
insurrections have occurred during the year, chiefly
in Sao Paulo, wh, re the planters are thoroughly
alarmed. Nothing has been done to pacify the slaves
and to improve their condition

;
on the contrary,

there is a very apparent disposition among slave-
holders to make the most of the remaining years of

slavery. To that end they are worked harder than
ever, few promises are held out for their future libera-

tion and improvement, and they have the disturbing
influence of a 2 per cent, per annum emancipation
constantly before their eyes. Under such conditions
discontent is inevitable. Aside from this question
which forebodes a time in the near future when there
will be no regular labouring element left on the

plantations, it is noteworthy that no intelligent effort

is being made either to retain the freedom on the

plantations, or to secure a permanent labouring ele-

ment through free immigration. Efforts are being
continually made to obtain colonists, but the aim is

rather to secure semi-servile labourers through long
term contr.aots, than free labourers who will seek to
own and till thtir own lands. In busiiie-s tlie year
has been disastrous to a high degree. A large amount
of trade is always going on, but this has been very
largely confined to articles of prime neces-sity. Brazil

being an importer even of a great part of her food,
there must always be a large volume of business
done. Aside from this, however, the state of trade
has been highly uusaiisfactory. In the coffee trade
there has been an extraordinary amount of business
done in view of the state of the market. Tiie closing
prices of the year show a decline of over 25 per
cent, during 1SS2, while the risks have been largely
increased owing to the tickle state of foreign luiirkets.

Notwithstanding these facts, the export for the year
has been enormous, amounting to 4,061,0.')9 bags, or

a decrease of only l,'i6, 541 bags from the export of

1881. The net results of this enormous trade has
of course been greatly reduced, and planters are

complaining that their industry has become unre-
munerative

;
but it ia still the one great factor in

Brazilian trade.—Rio News.
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To the Editor of the Tropical Agriculturist.
PEPPER CULTIVATION ; LIBEftlAN COFFEE

IN THE SOUTHERN PROVINCE.
Udugaina, Feb. Sth, 1883.

Dear Sir,—I send you herewith the notes I made
on Pepper Cultivation at Singapore and Johore, and
also the best means, as far as my experience goes,
of cultivating it in Ceylou. I hope to see pepper cultiv-
ation largely taken up in Ceylon. I may say that
I tested the amount of crop by getting a vine stripped
and weighed. I took a fair average vine. Mr. \V.

Bailey, now in Johore, and Mr. Bagot, since returned
to Ceylon, were present, and I had the beneht of
Mr. Bailey's Chinese conductor to interpret my questions.
The export of pepper, as you are aware, is a very
valuable one from Singapore, and there are any num-
ber of situations in Ceylon where it can be grown
just as well as in Johore. I have on some of my vines
ripe pepper at IS months old, but these are only
a few exceptional ones. You will be glad to hear
that, in this district, the Liberian coffee is looking
very healthy and is remarkably free from leaf-disease,
and far from shewing any signs of dying out : the
oldest, over 4-years, is very healthy, and ripening all
its crop. We have had several blossoms since the
6th of January.

I believe the reason our Liberian coffee is so
much healthier than the reports in your paper state
it to be in other districts, is that our subsoil is deep
and good, the top soil jjoor, aud our Liberian coffee
is all planted in honajidt: virgin forest. In Coffea
Arabica's best days it never lasted iu chena, except
in Uva, and I am afraid a great deal of Liberiau
coffee has been planted in chena, and will go like

Gampola coffee did in olden days. Liberiau coffee
is much more susceptible to harm from turned up
or twisted taproots than even Coffea Arabica, and, if

planters who have solitary trees that look sickly and
won't ripen their crops, would pull up a few of
these trees, I believe they would almost invariably
find something the matter with their roots. — I re-

main, yours faithfully, T. S. DOBREb;.

MR. DOBREE'S NOTES ON PEPPER
CULTIVATION.

Line 7x7 feet; choose Hat or slightly undulating
land. If at all steep land is used, it should be terraced
at once. Cut holes 2 feet square by l.'i inches deep,and till in with good soil free from all stones and
roots. Don't heap up the earth when tilling in the
hole, but rather leave a hollow to catch all moisture
At the lower corner of the hole put in a post of
split wood 12 feet long by 10 feet out of ground and
about 8 A 8 inches square. This post must be of good
hard wood, and have the end that goes into the ground
cle.aned and tarred. The vines at Singapore last lor
20 or 30 years. I saw a garden said to be ."0 years
old, still bearing well, and the posts that had never
been renewed were still standing.
These posts are the most expensive' part of pepper

planting, and I doubt, from what I know and what
I have seen, whether they will be suitable for Ceylou,
where white-ants are much worse than in the Straits
they no doubt, however, succeed admirably for the
purpose in Singapore. When suitable posts cannot
be obtai.ied. I advise putting in cuttings 6 feet long
of either "imbul "

(cotton tree), "suriya," "enabudda "

or "hikgas." I waa told that tlie imbul or cottin
tree is thouglit in Java to be the most suitible line
tree to grow pepper on, and I Hnd it the best down
here When the shoot from the cotton tree ,:uttincT or
•From K70 to K150 per acre—889 posts per acre.

plant has grown to 10 feet from the ground, it should
be topped aud always kept as a pollard, both to pre-vent the pepper vine being shaded, and to keep the
vine from running up tou high. 'I'he cuttings must
of course, be put in in wet weather.

I also tried jak trees, putting in two jak seeds
in every pepper hole. I found, however, that the
growth of jak trees varies very much : some of
my trees grown from seed put in in June 1881 wera
5 or feet high in December ISSI, others were U
foot. Monkey.s also pull out the jak plants, aud
crickets nip off the tops. I therefore consirler cutting
of the cotton are better, especially as they give some-

tiling
for the pepper viue lo get hold of at once.

Cotton tree plants c^n be used, aud are easily raised
Irom seed. Wlun planting, put three cuttings or two
good plants m each hole: lioth cuttings and plantsshould be 18 inches long when planted out. If plants
are used, put their root end as far from the post as
the hole will allow, and bury all the plant exceptthe head and about 4 inches : this will cause the plant
to throw ont roots from all the buried points and
increase its powers of absorbing manure As the
plant grows, keep it buried till it reaches the post or
cutting it is to grow up.

Plant the cutting or pl.inta about d inches deep aud
shade well with fern—or some suitable and cheap sub-
stitute.

The Chinese make a small mound round each vine,
but I tliiuk in Ceylon, where we have heavier down-

pours of rain, it is better to cut small drains 1 maraoty
wide and deep between tvrrii row (the usual 18 inch

drains 1 chain apart must also be cut) both up the hill

and across, so that every vine shall stand in its own
space, riie earth from these drains will form a slight
mound round the holes, and into this hollow all

manure should be put. The Chinese never dig in their

manure but just lay it on the surface.

M B
H H
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This work neoflnot, be clone till the clearing is planted.
The Chinese commence niannrinj; (with burnt earth

chiefly) directly the cuttingsare planted, andmanure twice
a year when they can aftord it; once always. Burnt earth,
cattle manure, fish and I think limes and punnc would
be the best. Iri ponie places, I believe in Sumatra,
they let the vine run up to 5 feet, then take it off

the post, and bury it in the eround, leaving the arch
out of the ground, from which two or three euckera

grow, and are trained up the post.

The Chinese in Singapore and .Johoi'o, who are said
to be the best cultivators of pepper, do not do this,
but plant their cuttings as I have described. They al-

ways use ru/tiiiijf:, and only the inds or tops of

branches, which they put in a shaded nursery to root
before planting out. I myself have found ijlants
much more certain than cuttings and hardier, but I

was not able to obtain cuttings of the ends of br.inches

only. The vines commence to bear at 2^ years old. I
saw a garden of this age in Singapore. The vines were
about feet up the post but bushy at the bottom,

and had a maiden crop on them. I can't estimate

how much an acre, but I think it was about 600 lb.

per acre.

From a good old avernge vine— said to bo .SO years
olJ— I saw .SO lb. of green pepper taken and weighed.
I saw several gardens th.at I l)elievp arcraged. as much
as this vine.

As pepper dries down to one fifth "f its green

weit'ht, this would be 6 lb. of marketable pepper, or

at 889 vine^i per acre .5,.S34 lb. per ar-re for the autumn

crop, and the Chinese said they got as much more for

the spring crop. I did not see any spring crop, so cannot

vouch for the truth of this total: say 10,000 lb. per acre

l^er .annum. I don't believe this.

The Chinese never, as far as I saw, plant more
than from 10 to 15 acres of pepper in one garden along
a carefully selected basin, and they cultivate each

vine very highly, so that tliere are no bud vines in the

whole acreage, until the garden is old and worn out.

A CTood average crop of pepper I h:ive been toM on

reliable authority is about 28 piculs an acre or say
3:> cwt., or rather ovei' 41b. of prepared pepper per vine.

The price of pepper in Singapore now .§15 per picul,

is very high, and I was told th.it .f 10 was a safe

price to calculate on. This would give 28 piculs at

$10= .S280, or say about RfiOO per acre as the value

of the crop, and putting down the cultivation at

the cxtremest limit of HCOO jier a' re per annum,
leaves a profit of R4t'0 per acre. This sounds almost

too good to be true, but I feel certain these profits

are made out of the pepper gardens iu Singapore
and .fohore, and there is no doubt that the Chinese
have made very large fortunes from this cultivation.
The preparation is very simple. The Chinese use a very
rough drying drier someihiug like the ordinary Sinlialese
lime-kilns with warachies on the top and mattincr on
which the pepper is spread to dry with fire under-
reath. White pepper is made from the best and
upest berries. It is placed in heaps for several days
to ferment and then trampled out and washed
and dried very much iu the same way as coffee.

Pepper is sent to England in bags of 142 lb. each.
It is taken at 16 cwt. to the ton for black pepper,
and 18 cwt for white. By using winnowing and sizing
machines, I am sure we would very much improve
on the samples of Singapore black pepper, especially
by picking out the grey peppercorns, for which
work labour is too dear in Singapore. Onf>. penyiy per
lb. covers shipping, insurance, loss on weight (»luch
is from 6 to 10 jier cent), brokerage and freight.

Pepper damages tea, and some ships refuse it. The
lowest price it has ever been down to is $6 per
picul many ye.ars ago. For the last five years it has

averaged from §10 to S15 per picul.

A free rich soil is the best, and a continually wet
climate. A long drought is said to cause the berries to
fall off the branch before they are ripe. I could hear
of no disease or blight that affected the vines, and cert-

ainly saw none on any of the many gardens I visited.

The crop is picked with light step-ladders, the branches
are picked whole, as soon as some of the berries

begin to turn red and yellow. I don't think it possible
to get all the berries on a branch ripe before
it is picked : some would fall off before all were

ripe. I consider good chena land, if not steep .nnd

washed, as better for pepper than virgin forest, imlesa

all the logs and roots of the latter are cleared away,
for it IS extremely difficult to work iip pepper as it

should be done with the logs and roots on the ground.
The vines that grow over the old xtumps of large trees

are always the finest, as they seem to derive nourish-
ment from the rotting timber.

Pepper :
—Cost op Cultivation.

1st year.

Superintendence ..

Felling,* chena
Nurseries...

Weeding 8 months...

Lining
Hohng
Filling in...

Draining and roads

Planting and shading pepper
Planting cotton plants
Tools, building contingencies, etc.

2nd year.

Superintendence ...

Nurseries ..

Weeding ...

Roads, drains

Terracing...

Manuring
Pruning and training vines...

Supplying
Buildings, contingencies, etc.

Per acre.

.. RIOOO
8'00

lO'OO

800
1-50

900
9 00
12 00
6 00
200

20 CO

R95oO

R1200
2-00
12-00
1-00

8-00
.500

3 '00

100
1000

R54 00

* The cost of item will depend on wliether cuttings can
be bought close at baud, or plants are raised from seed.
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Superintendence
Weeding...
Roads, drains

Manuring
Priiuiug, training vines

Supplying
Building, etc.

3rd year.

... R12-00
1200
200
10-00

.?oo
100
1000

E50 00

The 4th year's crop should quite cover expenses, hut I

cannot state the cost of picking and curing. I believe
that for such districts in Ceylon as those round Galle,

Awioawella, Yatiyantota and in fact all the south-west
of the islanfl, pepper will be one of tiie naost remun^-i-

ative products, it care is taken in eelccting suitable
localities for planting it. All ridges should be left in

jungle Eo as to have plenty of earth available on the

spot for using as manure when burnt. The Chinese

pepper gardens are all surrounded by forest which, for

about 2 chains from the pepper, have the earth for a
foot deep at least all carried off during the course of

years as manure.
I have forgotten to state that the vines shouM in no

case be allowed to run up to the top of their post or

pollard, until they have thickened out below. When
the runner is 2 feet high the top should be nipped off

to make it throw out laterals, and the vine should

always be kept in the form of a sugar-loaf until it

has got thick and buahy from the ground to the top of

the pollard. If not stopped and made to thicken out,
one single runner 'A-ill get up to the top of the post or

pollard in a year or 9 months' time and never become
a good bearing vine.

We have now 130 acres of pepper planted at Udu-
garaa on b estates, all coming on well, and the land
selected as nearly as possible in the same way as I saw
done by the Chinese at .Johore. T. S. DOBREE.

THE OLDEST CINCHONA TREES IN CEYLON.
Kirimadua Estate, Haputale, Sth March 1S83.

Dear Sir,—On seeing your footnote to my letter on
the oldest cinchonas in Ceylon, I walked over this

morning to Gonainotava estate to verify the report
I had heard of these trees being tion-secd hearing. The
two old trees

"
planted in 1862 were covered with

small green fruit or pods, wbich Mr. J. Orchard, the

manager, assured me would "come to nothing," as

every one of the pods would " wither prematurely and
drop off," the same as they had been doing for the last
13 years, in all which time, Mr Orch ard told me, he
had not been able to rear a simjle. plant by seed from
these trees, and I particularly noticed the absence of

any self-sown trees or seedlings anywhere near these
two olileH trees—and the Iruit already comrnencin;/ to

shrioel iip and drop offprematnrdi). The trees are grow-
ing on good black soil, and the surrounding coffee is

excellent with tine crop, yet these 'impotted cin-

chon.is will not ripen their seed. This reminds mc of a

report of the late Mr. .John Nietner, when planting
out an experimental estate for the Baron Delniar, at

K.idirana, near Nesombo, on land purchased from the
late Dr. Elliott (the father of the Obxrrver and Sin.

hah'se, as I have heard him called). On that experi-
mental estate, intended by the Baron to introduce in
1852nther tropical cultivation into Ceylon than existed
in those days, all the Egyptian, American and
other varieties of cotton grew beautifully, blossomed,
and fruited, but all the pods dropped off premtitunli/
and never ripened, which Mr. Nietner put down to
failure from " climatic causes"—something like Dr.

Trimen now putting down all my friends, the name les

hybrids, under the one generic term "
Robusta'!" Abuormal weather" is a very convenient "term,"

but what sort of weather it is I really don't know.
For the last two days we have had lightning',
thuniler and heavy shower.s Today it is grilling hot and
as ."ine as midsummei—Y'ours truly.

JNO. ATWELL.

* I measured these and found them 45 inches in circum-
ference a foot from the ground, and over 30 feet high!
Xbis is good for poor "bleak and barren" U\ a patauas.—J. A.

FIRST CINCHONA TREES PLANTED IN
HAPUTALE.

Paiate, Moratuwa, 9th March 1883.
Sir,—Mr. John Atwell is in error in believiu" that

I uprooted the cinchona trees which he planted on
Mahapittia estate. U a says it is necessary to mention
names in order to put the saddle on the right hor.^e
but he has put it on the wrong one this time —Yours
faithfully, ALEX. T. GEDDES.

TEA-DRYING AND MR. SHAND'S " PATENIV'
Dear Sir,—My attention has been called to a

paragraph in your is.sue of the 28th ultimo re Mr
Shand's tea drier (which I saw at work on Barra
estate, Rakwana) as having been approved by me
and that teas were valued at 2, to 2/3. These valu-
ations were for broken pekoe made in the usual way over
charcoal tires. The teas I tasted, fired by the patent
drier, had a nasty metallic taste about them, and as
it is well known that tea will not keep by being pre-
pared with such a moist heat as steam. I am at a
loss to know how such a statement could have been
sent you for publication, holding as I do an entirely
different opinion of the capabilities of Mr. Shand's
patent. / consider it praeticaJJy useless for the minu-
/acture oj lea. Fearing tea planters may be misled
I shall be obliged by your inserting my contra-
diction of the statement in an early issue of your paper-Yours faithfully, W. CAMERON.

MR. SHANDS PATENT TEA DRIER
Colombo, 12th March 1883

Dear Sik,— With reference to the remarks in
"Cha"'s and Mr. Cameron's letters of the 8th instant
which appeared in your Saturday's issue, will you
kindly allow me to explain tliat the little model re-
ferred to had only arrived on the Barra estate the day
before "Cha" 's visit, and was put up temporarily in the
tea-house ? I intended it to be experimented with in
a corner of the store verandah.

I need not point out to the uiajority ot your read-
ers that, iu permanent arrangements for using' large-
sized machines, neither smoke nor steam need be
allowed to enter the tea-house any more than iu
those buildings elsewhere he»(ed by means of hot
water, or in manufactories where steam is used the
smoke and escape steam-pipes being both p'aced out-
side the buildings.

" Cha" is therefore evidently in
error in stating that the machines could not be heated
without tilling the store with smoke or steam, aiid I
me rather surprized that any one naturally supposed
to possess mechanical knowledge should sav so.
No planter desirous of .adopting the principle of

the. models, for drying large quantities of tea, wculd
think of doing so by mean-i of 20 or 30 of them in-
stead of one or two large barbecue-shaped machines
With regard to Mr. Cameron's letter the information

I gave you as to the valuntious was that furnished to
me. I sliall of course refer the difference in the two
statements to my inform.aut. If tlie galvanized iron
surface imparts a metallic taste to I lie tea, the con-
tact with the metal can be easily obviated' by cover-
ing it with calico, a veneer of wood or something else'
or by placing the tea on wire netting, as in the ord-
inary way, as I have previously suggested.
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Mr. Cameron m.iy be correct in saying that tea

prepared with suoli a moist heat as steaiu will not

keep, but, as steam is not inicuded to cjine in con-

tact with tea made on uiy principle, I do not see

how it a|j|jlies to it. He is probably not aware that
I have before me a most favorable report from the

highest authority in Mincing Lane upon the tea I

origin^dly made by my method, oud upon which the

applicaUihs lor patents were made and obtaiutd.

However, all those who have ordered models for Ceylou
and India will no doubt experiment with them,
in an intelli^^out way; and they will shortly b' iu a

position to form their own iodependeut opinions as to

the value of the process, withc'Ut being guided by the

prejudiced ones of myself or anyone else.

1 am sure you will do me the justice of admit-

ting that I have all along recommended planters to

ascertain for themselves at small cost whe'her the
tea-drier has the advantages I claim for it, and not
to accept as fact my verdict in its favour. I am
quite content to wait the result. lam obliged to Mr.
Cameron for the opportunity he has afforded me of

correcUug anything wrong. As regards his opiuiou on
the quality of the tea made on the little model, his

present accouut differs so mateiially from what my
informant led me to stite to you that I shall refer

the subject to him, and allow him to reconcile the
difference in the statements, Mr. Ross Wright sent

me samples of teas made both on the drier, and in

the ordinary way and attached to them Mr. Cameron's

valuations, and he led me to believe that the quality
of the tea made by the drier was very line, as it

really is, and that, subject to some modilications, Mr.
Cameron thought well of the process. I do not think
such a letter as Mr. Cameron's will do much harm. On
the contrary I believe it will induce many persona to

experiment and form their own opinions.
—Yours truly,

C. SHAND.
P. S.—Extract from letter, dated 25th February,

from Mr. Ross Wright:— "I have today sent G samples: a

broken pekue, peiioe, pekoe souchong dried on your small

model which came to hand safely, and acts very
well as far as I can judge at present, and a broken

pekoe, pekoe, and pekoe souchong dried in the usual

way. Mr. Cameron, who has been roucd this dis-

trict aud Moranaka, valued the broken pekoe dried

on your drier, aud the broken pekoe dried as

usual on the stove from 2s to '2s 3d. Th s is very encour-

agmg.
" Other evidence if necessary is produccable in

corroboration of Mr. Wright's statement that Mr. Cameron
tasted the two samples, and I am told he could not

distinguish any differeuce until he was told which
was made on the drier.—C. S.

COFFEE PRICE AND THE OUTLOOK IN

BRAZIL.

Sir,—Coffee-growing iu Brazil is probably uow receiv-

ing a severe check. A short crop with probably for some
months to come only a very partial recovery in price
will do a great deal to demoi'alize an already dis-

organized labor supply, which must be pro\ided for

out of some product, and if not out of the profits
from coft'ee from what other product is the upkeep of

slaves to come ? Let me call your attention to

E. B. T.'s writing in your Handbook for 1880 on this

subject. He said :
—

" Prices will nlways determine the question of

supply. Supply will depend upon the means of supply.
We have, therefore, to consider how the consump-
tion is supplied, and how this cnutributiou is to be

continued. Cast our eyes over a map of the world.

Experience has shown that coffee does not thrive

productively, excepting within the inner tropical
circles. By

' thrive
'

I mean yield product-

ively contending with all coutiugeucies. Let us

take the map. How many centres of production are

there capable of producing more coffee than all the
world could consume. Central America, Guiana, West
Indies, Liberia, with Africa generally, Arabia,

Ceylon, all the islands of
' the Straits

'

region,

great and am? 11, Fiji, not to instance Borneo, New
Guinea, &c. ; but where 's the labour ? The key is

labour. The cultivation of coffee must have labour,
and that of a peculiar character : minor labour to

cultivate— major labour to get in crops. Slave laboiiV,

however plentiful, being tixed, is fatal. It must ever
be a condition of labour such as will afford a limited

supply for cultivation, aud an elastic draw for hands
to pick. Any other condition will not suit. Else
the burdou.-i of bauds out of crop must be too costly,
while supply for piokiug in crop time is too few.

Casting our eye over the map, there is no country
like Ceylou in respect of labour, for we work our
estiat'js with whatever force we determine when we
dismiss our bauds out of crop, and regulate our advance
for hands to come over from India to pick, accord-

ing to our estimates of crop. India, .adjoining our
seaboard has a population of migrating labour of some

eight or ten milliouB, out of whom we can draw some
200,000 crop luaids, whom we dismiss with their earn-

ings
—to onr relief, and to their own infinite benefit—to their homes, when crop is over. Where else-

where do conditions of labour, such as these, suitable

for coffee cultivation, exist ? And a labour so suitable

and so secure ? It suits them and it suits us. So long
therefore, as the Governmeuts of India and Ceylon do
not interfere injuriously (for interference must be in-

jmious) Avith the influx and efflux of this stream of

voluntai-y labour—so beneficial to the planter, so ad-

vantageous to the humble poor of India—so long as free

currency is afforded to the natural adjustment of the

supply and demand with its own preference of route
— we, as coffee planters in Ceylon, or as employers of

Indian labour for coffee, tea, cinchona, cinnamon, or

cacao, or any other branches of industiy, may bless

ourselves that we possess a source of labom' such as no other

country of the world possesses for our peculiar demands.

Such labour is the pivot upon which the question tm'ns.
"
Emigr.ation from Europe will never succeed as di-

rected to intertropical countries. Such emigration
to Brazil to grow coffee will fail as disastrously
as did thiit of Germans to Jamaica iu 1830. What
a vast field for supply of a most suitable labour

there is in the hundred millions of industrious laborious

Chinese -but they are for numlier one. Brazil is near

to distraction on the question of labour to keep up
their extensive cultivation. Sad for them—but good
for us in Ceylon. No expedient can meet their con-

dition. No iubringing of Germans, Portuguese, Maltese.

They dou't suit. Nor will their freed Africans suit.

Nor will their own Brazilians suit, as labourers, to

grow coffee, and gather iu their crops. Notwithstand-

ing the v.ast outlay on railways, aud good capital laid

out on apparently paying bases, they must come to

a close on the question of labour as coft'ee growers.
What gigantic visions come before us when we con-

template Brazl collcap.^ing on the question of labour !

We return to Ceylon with its labour resource. If we

require Rainasamy we shall get Ramasaray, as long as

we can afford to give him rupees, annas and pice.
" Endless resource of virgin forest for extension by sur-

plus slave labour out of crop has resulted iu a boundless

expanse of planted land, tor the gathering of the crops
of which there is not sufficient labour, nor can it he

found Borrowed capital, got on a superficially glossed
surface of a^iparent, and fur the tiiue ardent, prosporitj',

spun out a system of railways, aud i^ff'orded the Brazil-

ian the means of getting to the Barcadere his produce,
to exhibit a momentarily manifest prosperity, but it

was all on borrowed capital which hud a b.asis of

very questionable security, namely, slavery, and the
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issue of slave laboui-. Labour collapsing, what comes

of the security upon railway debentures ? What for

that of the borrowed capital ? What of all securities

connected with the coffee enterprize of Brazil ? Let

those concerned consider these questions, and, if poss-

ible, provide for theui. I am merely considering how

they affect the cjuestiou of the supply of coffee to

the market of the world, and next how this touches

the value of estates iu Ceylon. Six-and twenty years

ago I concluded that the slave trade from Africa be-

ing declared piracy by Brazil, and various iuHuences

bemg iu direct .action upou the slave stock witliiu the

Empire, such as all children of slaves being free, and

facilities afforded to slaves for purchasing their free-

dom, the dav would not be distivnt when coUnpse must

follow for lack of labour. But tbere followed an un-

calculated action—mortgagees of slaves working in

Bahia, and generally iu the north of Brazil, on cot-

ton, finding that the labour of these slaves, if sent

south of Kio and employed in the coffee industry,
would pay far better, had them trausfeiTed to Santos,

&e., and employed iu coffee cultivation and extension.

Of course the consequence of this would be to put
back difficulty or collapse, ou the score of labour.

Aud another elemimt came iu The Brazilians

were not slow to see that every adult set free for cult-

ure was a gaiu. Before they had railways, they had

to employ from 80,000 to 100,000 mules to work their

transport, which we may assume involved 100,000 slaves

to Work these animals, aud grow their food, &c.

These have been liberated for employment on the coffee

Laroiira siuce 20 years ago. And, moreover, if we

grasp the fact that a vast extent of land most suit-

able tor coffee has been, by hook or crook, planted
with trees which are not pruned nor cultivated, but

which in a state of nature, though left to contend with

weeds, continue year by year still to throw a stream of

coffee upon the market of the world, we must see

natural and sufficient reason for postponement thus far

of the collapse, which I consider is inevitable in the end.

The slaves dying off', sources of liberation increasint; the

proportion of free blacks, the time must precipitate
itself with something of revolutionary force, when the

Oovernment of Brazil will not be aide to enforce the

remnant of slavery in the Brazilian Empire. What then?"

At the time R. B. T. wrote the above (December
1878) Java coffee was at 42 cents.—Yours truly.

HOPEFUL.

MR. HALLILEY ON AVEEDS.

Dear Sir,—As the governor of a steam-engine regul-

ates the steam, so weeds regulate the moisture to tlie

coffee tree. In all my letters I said a carpet of weeils.

I no more believe iu not weeding than you do, but I believe

in keeping a carpet of weeds by pulling up the big weeds

and mulching the roots of the coffee tree or burying the

weeds as the weeding is done, without favoritism, and carry-

ing the weeds to the compost heap and then giving it to

a favored few. Weeds regidate the moisture by absorb-

ing any superabundance iu wet weather, and by keeping
the soil moist iu dry weather. It it was not for weeds,

would the Ouchterlony Valley estates have been the best

paying estates iu the world and how comes it that, pre-
vious to clean weeding, Ceylon estates paid, when coffee

was as many shillings a bushel to what it is rupees now ?

After clean weeding what came over the old districts,

with the exception of a few estates that had substitutes

for weeds? What came over Kurunegala, Matale, Rak-

waua, Kaduganuawa, &c., &c. Take old Kabragalla above

Nawalapitiya. It used to be a fine old estate aud in 1874

(1 think) was advertized for sale, and the advertizement

stated that it never had leaf-disease. It was purchased
for £15, ("'00, and then clean weeding was insisted on, and

now what has become of the once fine estate ?

The substitutes for weeds are first boulders aud stones,

next thatch and last water-holes. Boulders and stones

can only shade the soil, and prevent the drj-ing of the

moisture; they cannot regidate it. In England the farmers

102

remove all stones out of their land, as they have a moist
climate aud do not require the soil shaded ; in Spain the

farmers retain all the stones, and, when asked the rea-

son, lift up a stoue and point to the moisture. Spain l)e-

ing a warmer climate requires more moisture than England.
In the countries where they cultivate oranges to any
quantity, they grow lupines in between aud mulch the

roots of the orange trees with them. Thatch is about
the same as boulders and stones. In 1858 I visited poor
Whittaker on Sembawatte in Yakdesas and he showed
me some coffee he thatched aud you could not wish to

have better looking coffee or better crops, but it was too

expensive to carry out to any extent. Water-holes simply
retain the rainfall aud force it to soak into the ground.
Iu 1872, after a foi-tnight's r.ain, I put on people to plant

my second clearing, and I was greatly surprized after so

much rain to find that the soil iu the holes was quite

dry, which is proof that on clean land the rainfall does
soak into the ground. Coffee wants a certain amount of

moisture, coffee always looks its best in the rainy season,
and coffee is always better on a hollow than it is on a

ridge. Is there anything in the world cultivated as we
cultivate our coffee, and is simply keeping the ground
clean aud reducing oiu" trees to a nicely arranged frame-
work cultivation ? No, it is fighting against nature.

There is nothing new under the sun : there is no such

thing as spontaneous production and in reaUty there is

no such thing as hybridization. A half-caste or a Creole

botanically speaking is a hybrid, but in reality are the

same animal man, and man has so adapted himself to

localities that if he were plants or trees he would hardly
be recognized as the same species. So it is with plants
or trees : they will only mix or hybridize with their own

species, and they have so adapted themselves to localities

as often to be mistaken for something new. So that

leaf-disease is nothing new, is not spontaneous and is not

a hybrid: it is something very old, something that must
have existed iu Ceylon long before coffee was introduced,

aud must have attacked the first shuck or neglected cof-

fee tree in Ceylon but was not noticed. If a tree takes

up too much moistmre without a sufficient quantity of

essential food, the result is mililew aud if the tree can-

not take up a sufficient quantity of food for want of

moisture, the result is mildew, .so that leaf-disease is

nothing more nor less than mildew adapted itself

in a different form iu the locality. Mildew is yellow
in the coffee, vine, castor, pineapple and other

plants, it is white iu the orange, is ash- colored in

the rose tree, and is almost black iu some trees,

aud the cure for mildew is light, a sufficient supply of

essential food and a regular supply of moisture, and how
is the moisture to be regulated without a carpet of weeds?
—I remaiu,yours truly, Ci. F. HALLILEY.
[We regret that this letter shoulil have got mislaid

and .so been delayed.
—Ed.]

COFFEE PLANTING:—WEEDS; STRIPPING

LEAVES AND LEAF-DLSEASE.

Deaf. Sir,—Though rather late in the day, permit me
to make a few renuirks on some points that have

been lately discussed in your columns.

1.—Weeds but slightly exhaust the soil till they

begin to seedj and //(f/t the mischief begins. Could

they be dug into the ground before seeding the soil

would be enriched rather than impoverished. This

digging however iuvolves too much time, labor and

money, with also the risk of wash. The system of

merely hand-pulling the big weeds on a dirty estate

has olteu been tried aud never found to answer, as

the white weed soon gives place to grass and other

spreading weeds, which do harm and must be scraped off.

2. Some 18 months ago I tried pulling oft' all the

leaves of a coffee tree as a remedy for leaf-ilisease.

Several of the primaries blackeued and ditd off',

others threw out foliage, which within about a month's

time became infected with disease. It does nut seem

to be generally known that when a coffee leaf is

pulled oft no other grows to take its place : a

brauchlet, not a leaf, will spring from the point.
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3.—Undoubtedly leaf-disease has in most places been
milder iliis last twelvemonth, but tbere are some
marked exceptions, and the generally comparative
iramuuitj' is doubtless due to the absence of crop—a cause
whieli 1 trust will not be again repeated.—Yours
truly, K. C. B.

Dkcaving Lombakdy Poplabs.—The decaying state of
Lombard Poplars is extending to the North as well as in
the neighboiu-hood of Devizes. In the South-west of Scot^
land scarcely a healthy tree is to seen this year, and many
of all ages, from twenty to fifty years old and more, seem in
a hopeless state. The number of them in the district is not
great, and wherever planted they seem much in the same
state. If they do not recover and coiitinue to grow, it w'ill

be a serious loss, as they appeared in many situations a most
valuable tree to plant.

—W. H. M. in The Gardeners' Chroni-
cle.

Pl.ANKS FROM Stbaw.—A Home contemporary tells

us that a process has been discovered in America by
uhi(^li planks can be manufactured from straw, and
in (.Chicago a building six storeys high and occupyini'
an entire block is being erected for the new industry.
The board is manufactured by converting straw pulp
iutu thin paper like sheets, which are passed through
a bath containing certain chemicals in solution. They
are I hen subjected to enormous pressure, and finally to a

thoriiugh drying process. By superimposing a number
of slieets and incorporating them into one in the
pressing process, boards of any desired thickness up to
the capacity of the machinery employed may be pro-
duced. The finiBhed article, some specimens ot which
have found their w.ay into trade circles in London
appears .as compact as ironwood, while it is nearly
tire and water proof, and it is susceptible of beinf
sawed, planed, or worked as wood. Three tons of

*traw, the average yield of an acre of ground—will
make 1,606 sup-rficial feet of board one inch in thick-
ness.—North China Herald.
Ivory.— Sheffield cutters and cutlery manufacturers at-

tended in unusually large numbers the first sales for
the quarter at London. There were offered 129 tons,
including 35 tons from Bombay, Zanzibar, and Mozam-
bique, 46 tons from Egypt and Malta, 10 tons from
the (.'ape, and 28J tons from the West Coast of Africa,
Lisbon, &c. There were also 3A tons of sea-horse teeth,
2j tons of mammoth, and 3 J tons of cuttings and waste.
It was generally expected that after the Egyptian war
ivory would come as freely as ever from that country.
This expectation will probably be disappointed. One of
the London brokers has been to Egypt, and through his

arrangements there was a fail' supply ; but he states that
for six months to come Egypt will not supply any ivoiy.
It is supposed that it is heavily mortgaged, and can
only be released as the owners are financially able to
meet their engagements. Never has there been such poor
Egyptian ivory oil'ered in London. The buyers state they
were at a loss how to value it on account of its gi'ea't

age and poor preservation. Prices ruled about the same
as at Liverpool. Billiard-ball and bangle sorts were a
little easier ;

" hollows
"

of all descriptions were dearer
;

small tusks fetched full rates. Best African was easier
;

comniim quality fetched generally good prices. The
Eijyptian ivory, poor as it was, sold for £750 per ton
Prices advanced as the sales proceeded, and some 10
tons were withdi'awn at higher prices than prevailed at
the outset. Dr. C. B. Webster, the American Consul
at Sheffield, in a recent report presented to his Govern-
ment, directed attention to the large proportion of veiy
small tusks brought to market. This, of course, indicates
how many elephants die in early youth. To show to
what size many of these might have attained. Messrs.

Joseph Eodgers & Sons (Limited), Sheffield, exhibit at
their show-rooms an African elephant's tusk 9 feet long,
21 inches in girth, weighing 160 lbs. This is among
tlie largest tusks on record. Its present value is 650
Josl. Dr. Webster remarks than au animal large and

strong enough to carro such a pair of incisors would
would attract more attention than Jumbo. It is estimated
that the S,286 tons of ivory imported into Great Britain
dm'ing the nine years from 1873 to 1881 inclusive re-
present 296,016 pairs of tusks, and, consequently, the
same number, of elephants that have died or been
slaughtered to supply the demands of luxury for
the past nme years, At this rate of destruction, it is
clear that the noble elephant most rapidly disappear, and
ivoiy become a thing of the past, unless the traveller
ot the future should reveal fresh sources of supnlv on a
vast scale,—PulAic Oimiion.
COFFEK Prospects in S. INWA.-Our correspondents

wilting from the Shevaroys and Coorg do not give very
encouraging reports of the growth of coffee in those parts
and, consequently, prices have gone down. The yield has
not been as largo as was anticipated and the dull state of
the English market which regulates prices in aU the
producing tracts intensifies the present unfavorable
state of affau-s. On the Shevaroys the smaUer estates
appear to he doing better than the larger ones and the
reason for this is not far to seek. Efficient supervision
IS, as a matter of com-se, exercised over the smaller
plantations and though a short time ago efforts weremade to miprove some of the larger estates by importiuc/new machmeij, expensive manure, and adoptiu" all themeans which often lead to success, still they"have not
reahsed the anticipations entertained. In Travancore andm parts of the Tinuevelly district increased attention
is now given to the gi-owth of coffee. Coffee prosiiects in
the Nilgiri district, we are glad to learn, are just now
pretty good. The blossoms promise well. If rain falls
damage is Ukely to be done to the crop.—Madras
Staiidard.

PoisoNora "Pepper."—The following refers to the
sale of a compound described as "

black pepper
dust, which smce it was admitted to contain
nearly 50 per cent of mineral matter, ought, in the
public interest, never to have been placed in the
market at all:— "Dovvgate U|jper Dock, Thames-street
E. C, January 24th.—Sir—About 30 tons of an ardole
described in the catalogue as 'pepper duit,' was offered
at the public sales in Mincing Lane a week since
when we ventured to call attention to the fact that
the samples shown were flavourless and quite destitute
of the pungent qualities of pepper. Tho sellin.. brok-
ers offered to withdraw the lots for the purpose of
obtaining au analysis, and accordingly the same parcelwas again submitted for competition at the weekly
spice sales yesterday, the lots being marked 'without
reserve,' with tlie following prefix:- 'Copy of analysismade l>y Mr. Ogston:-Whole grains of pepper 1-00-
pepper leaves, husks, &c., 54-80; sand and clay 44-2o'
total, lOO'OO.' The proportion of

'foreign minerai
matter' appeared quite sufficient to condemn it as an
article of food, and in the hope of arresting the evil
at Its source we proposed a resolution as at foot It
was put to the room by the selling broker and' car-
ried. He jocosely remarked that the pepper dust could
be used for chickens, and he should, therefore, pro-
ceed to sell it in spite of the resolution. The whole
quantity was accordingly sold and realized au average
price of about £17 lOs per ton. Possibly the peppir
dust may go to feed fowls, but should it reach the
hands of unscrupulous dealers, we fear the public in-
terests will suffer. It is only fair to mention that
the representatives of all the leading spice houses ex-
pressed a strong feeling against the proposed sale —
Yours W. and D. Harvest.—Proposed by iVIr. Daniel
Harvest (W. and D. Harvest), seconded by Mr. Bryne
(Peek, Brothers, and Co.):— 'That, inasmuch as the
608 bags pepper dust contain 44 per cent, of sand
and clay, and would, therefore, subject retail dealers
in the same penalties under the adulteration of food
act, the buyers present protest against the proposed
sale.'

"—Home and Colonial Mail.
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HARVESTING CINCHONA.
Several planters havint; expressed surprize at the

figures lately given by a Dolosbage planter for the daily

average shaving of red bark trees by his coolies, as

being so much more than usual, we referred the same
back for further report. The result shews that there

was no mistake in the figures. Our friend writes:—
" 42 coolies got 5,()34 lb from 6,463 trees planted

in June 1880 and consequently rising 3 years. Of course

I naturally chose a period when the coolies had got
their hands well in (average for first four days was

only 66) and when they were operating on the best

piece in the clearing. I have now finished the field

and give you the totals :—Extent of clearing 25 acres,

24,346 trees, 18,772 tti, 156 coolies, average per tree

1'2'33 oz. average per cooly 120 lb. Planted in June 1880;

ahaviug commenced 26th January 188.3 ; finished 7th

March. Average age therefore two years eight months.
Of course, you may furnish any sceptic with my name,

though I did not send it for by publication with my
letter."—We suspect that here we have the largest crop
of cinchona shavings ever h.arvested from the same num-
ber of trees in so short a period. Dolosbago ehoukl
be the paradise of red bark trees.

THE PROSPECTS OF INBIARUBBER.
(From our London Correspondent.)

I had a long talk recently with Mr. J. H. Roberts,

of the firm of Messrs. S. Rucker & Co., on the sub

ject of indiaruhhcr, a friend of mine having told

me that he shouhl be obliged to give up a large

portion of his manufacture—i.e., insulated telegraph

wire— if he could find no fresh source of indiarubber

supply. And he added : "The extension of our business

which could be made, if such further supply was ob-

tainable, you can hardly realize." He was prepared
to largely extend his manufacturing plant but for

this disaljility ; but, as he argued,
" where would be

the use of my going to that expense, if, when in-

curred, I am landed in a difficulty for want of the

material to be worked ujjon ?" iSlr. Roberts told me
so much that was of interest as to tlic market position
of indiarubber in London that I asked him if he would

kindly
—as on a previous occasion he did with re-

ference to cocoa—let me have his remarks in such a
form that I could submit them to your readers. To

my application he kindly consented, and the following
is what he has written for me on the subject :

—
" Tlic adverse circumstances which have so forcibly

operated during the past few years against the

yield of the coftce crops in Ceylon liave tended
at all events to stimulate efforts to develop Ihe

capabilities of the island in the production of

other articles, to many of which it seems to be ad-

mirably adapted. At the same time, it would be

taking too gloomy a view to suppose that cofTee in

Ceylon is to be a thing of the past.
" While tea and cinchona are certainly the two

largest articles which are following cofifee, cocoa and
indiarubber (caoutchouc) demand an amount of atten-

tion which they should certainly have given to them,
and the efforts already made for their cultivation

should be strongly further encouraged. With regard
to the latter (indiarubber) there is no doubt that

with due care its cultivation would become remuner-
ative. The existing increased demand for the

article throughout the world, the present supplies are

anything but adequate to meet ; nor is there any rea-

son to doubt, if there were a certainty of increased

supplies, that the demand would still he further ex-

tended. Evidence of such increased demand has de-

veloped itself during the past two or three years,
and prices have materi,Tlly advanced ; those for Para

ubber, whioh ragged for a long time in the neigh-

bourhood of 2s 2d to 3s per lb. having during the

past year been gradually advancing, and
,
after touch-

ing 43 lOd and 43 lid, are now still at ahout4s 5d per lb.
" It is not intended in offering these observations

to attempt any instructions to planters ns to the best

species for growth, cultivation, or collection, as these

items so much depend upon the nature of different

districts, and can better he ascertained through sources

which, like the Tropiml Agriculturist oi Ceylon, have

already most ably treated the subject.
"Great stress has been laid on care being taken

not to incise the wood of tbo tree, but only the bark.

One important feature, however, from a commercial

point of view, may be here mentioned, and that is to

collect the rubber as clean as possible, so that it m.ay
be free from bark and dirt, whicti are two most

objectionable things, by the presence of which the

value is most injuriously affected. ParA rubber de-

servedly stands highest on the list, as it possesses all

the properties requisite for its use in the highcBt
class of manufactured articles, and its cleanliness also

entitles it to the standard it occupies.
"Attention is also much directed in the London

market to Madagascar rubber as possessing qufdities
which are mucli appreciated, and some excellent

sorts have also reached here from Upper Assam.

Experience, with time, can alone develop which sorts

are best suited to Ceylon, but up to this time it would

appear thiit the '

(.'ear.l
'

descriptions promise the most
favorable result. Samples already received from Ceylon

approximate Ceara scrap rubber more than any other

kind, and this is now worth 3s per lb.
"

It is certainly well worth the attention of all

those who have invested capital in Ceylon and who
seek a handsome remuneration for their investments

not to neglect so encouraging an article as cnoutchnuo,

or, as it is more generally known, induu ubber. It

is to be feared that the rough treatment to which

the tapping of tlie trees are subjected in some nf the

South American districts will ultimately render .supplies

from tliat quarter even more precarious than at

present, as collection further inland must necessarily
add to its cost. In this we have another re.von why
this induBtry in Ceylon will be beneficial, linlh to the

grower and the consumer, au cjeinplificaticm of ciiuilar

mutual beiielit being already given by the locally ginwn
cinchona, which is most successfully competing with

South American barks."

Remarks of the above character from one of the

partners in a firm of such standing as tliat of Messrs.

S. li'uckcr & Co. will deserve attention from those

who arc now commencing the culture of india-

rubber in Ceylon. We all here iit hoine read with the

greatest interest all we can find in the Uljatroer and the

Tropical Agriculturist which informs us as to the pro-

gress being made with it. As yet this appears to be

slow, but it is hoped things will soon take a rapid start.

Indiarubeee.—We call attention to the very

encouraging report on the prospects of this product
contained in the letter of cur London Correspondent.
We are hopeful that Ceylon will do a good deal ere

long to supply the demaud for the raw material. But,

meantime, have planters generally noticed what a keen
observer reports that there are Ceari rubber trees

and Ceaii'i rubber trees ? That is, some of those

now growing in Ceylon do not seem to yield rubber

at all, wliile others give an abundant supply consider-

ing their age. This point requires careful examin-
ation in order that trees of a poor or utterly bad type
may be pulled out.

MANILA NEWS : EXPORTS.
( TrcinsUUcd from Spanish newsjjapers for the "Slrail-

Timcs" )
The C'oiitLrico, in reviewing the export trade from

the pttts of Manila, Oebu.aud llloio, lastje ai, tit
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that, from the prevalence of cholera, hurricanes, and
other unfavourable circuraetauces, the exportation of

sugar, hemp, indigo, coffee, pearl shell, aud copper
was less than in ISSl, while that of dyewood, cigars,

Mauda rope, hides, and gum mastic, showed an in-

crea'e. Tbe pearl shell exported from these ports
fell off from 1,192 piculs in 1881 to 377 pieuls in

1882, owing to that article being now shipped direct

from Sooloo to Singapore. The decline in the cofl'ee

exported is ascribed not only to hurricanes but to

disoouragemeixt among native growers, owing to the

fall in the prices of that article, the consequence be-

ing that the quantity exported has, within the last

few years, been almost stationary, as will be seen

form the following figures :
—

81,039 piculs in 1882.

86,682 ,, ,, 1881.

83,999 ,, ,, 1880.

64,391 „ ,, 1879.

38,782 „ „ 1878.

Pineapple Fibre.—A correspondent asks ;
— "

Is

there a market in London for
'

pineapple fibre
'

?

You were speaking in your columns of a machine for

preparing aloe fibre. Will it answer for pine-

apple? What will it cost to get one?" There is

scarcely a plant fibre more valuable than that of

pineapple leaves. The finer portions have all the

qualities of silk, while the coarser are fitted for ropes
and cables. We do not at present know the cost of

an Kkman machine, but we hope soon to learn. No
doubt the machine which answers for aloes would suit

for piueapple leaves, but we fear the macliine is some-
what costly.

Gigantic Trees.—The Lumberman has an article ou
the gigantic trees of Australia, of which the following is

an extract :
—"The tiackless forests in the westof Tas-

mania contain huge timber, and bushmen report that

they have met with specimens of eiicnlyptii.s measur-

ing 200 feet from the ground to the first branoh,
and fully 350 feet in all. Until 18/3 there was stand-

ing on the eastern slope of Mi^uut Wellington, within
four miles of Hobart Town, a, eiicali/ptus measuring at

86 feet in girth and more than 300 feet in height,
and its ruined boll still forms a grim chamber in which

many a merry party have enjoyed a picnic. The famous
tree of the Huon forest measures 70 feet in girth,
6 feet from the ground, and is stated to be 240 feet

high, but in the deep gorges of this grand forest the
writer has seen higher trees than this, though not of

quite equal circumference. But Victoria now claims
the glory of holding the biggest of all the living

'big trees' in the world, so far as the height is cou-

oerued. In the Uandenong district at Fernshaw, has

recently been discovered a specimen of eucalyptus
amygdalina, or almond-leaf gum, which has been ac-

curately measured as reaching the enormous height of

ii80 leet before throwing out a single branch, and
430 feet to the top, and having a girth of 60 feet at

some distance above the ground. Some idea of what
a height of 430 feet represents may be gasned from
the fact that tliis gum-tree, if growing by the side of

the Houses of Parliament at Westminatcr. would
overtop the Clock Tower by exactly lOO feet." It

is distinctly stated in works on Victoria that a pro-
strated E. aniygdaima, with the top broken off, meas-
ured over 474 feet. The top would probably makeup
the round 500 feet. But a man like Dr. George Bennett
is still sceptical. Baron Vou Mueller, however, who
ought to be the best possible authority, accept as cor-

rect, measurements approachii'g 5(J0 feet.

o s s s
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Aloe Fibee.—We have beeu favoured with a sample
of Ceylon Aloe Fibre which sold last month in

Mincing Lane at £25 5s per ton. We have several samples
by us prepared by local experimentalists, equally good
in appearance and strength, but this price can scarcely
be profitable if, as Mr. C. Shand found, the propor-
tion of clean fibre got from the aloes is only 2 per
cent.

Seasons and Coffee Crops.—Mr, Giles F. Walker
does not wish to be credited with saying that the
short coffee crops of the past three or four years have been
due to abnormal seasons only. Mr. Walker certainly
considers that low temperature aud insufficient sunshine
and warmth have bad much more to do with the past
bad seasons than is generally admitted

; but he does
not leave out of sight the damage occasioned by leaf-

disease, nor the fact that we have to face in future
far smaller coffee crojis in any season than we were
formerly accustomed to expect.

Coffee and Cinchona.—The following cost of
mixtures of coffee and chicory may be interesting
to our readers :

—
AVhat the mixture costs with the undernoted pro-

_ I _ £ portious of chicory at 3Jd, and expenses at 2d per lb.

I
Cost with Cost with Cost with Cost with
20 percent 40 per cent 60 per cent 80 per cent
of chicory of chicory of chicory of chicory

per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

d. d. d. d.

8i 1\ 7 6i ,,
» 9 8i 7i 6|
9 10 81 7| 6|
10 m % 8 7

Cocoa Drying : a chance for Mr. Shand.—The
following paragraph is from the Trinidad Chronicle :

—
The Secretary of the Cacao Planters Association

lately sent to England a draft for £50, the cost of a
model cylinder for the artificial drying of Cacao in the
wet season or bad weather. When the system pro-
posed has been thoroughly tested, it is intended, to

get out a larger machine, to do the work of an extensive
estate. The present machine will be the proijerty of
the Association obtained for experimental purposes,
and to ascertain what alteration, if any, it may be
advisable to make in machines manufactured for

estate-use on the scale of practice. Mr. Gibbs, Co.

Essex, to whom is confided the make and fitting of the

machine, is a gentleman who has bestowed a long and
special attention of some years on the perfecting of

machines tor drying grain asd fruit.

Silk in California.—In its retrospect of the trade of

California for last year the San Francisco Ohronide
says of the silk industry, in the State :

—No progress
has been made in the manufacture of silks during
18S2,tor the very competent reason tliat the works
of the company were burned to tbe ground ou the
9th of June last. All the machinery was totally
destroyed on that occasion, and its reconstruction is

not yet completed. Meanwhile the California company
disposed of its interest to an Eastern concern, which
is the owner of many valuable patents. The latter

is now preparing to re-erect the worke, which will

be fitted with tbe most improved machinery. When
completed, about seventy people will find employ-
ment at the silk-spinning works. The raw material
which the California company handles is Imported from

Japan, China and Italy. Tlie agilatiou of the Silk
Culture Association in this State has not led to auy
practical results, Ihougli all possible encouragement
has been given, the manufactories offering to purchase
all California-grown silk at an advance of 25 per
cent, over New York prices. A moneyed French-
man who was attracted by the glowing pictures

painted by the Silk Culture Association, and who
went into the silk-worm business in earnest, found,
after a short trial, that success could not yet be at-

tained in California.—North China Herald.
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TEA AMONGST COFFEE.
As planting tea amongst coffee is now becoming general,

and as plantev.s often have great difficulty in getting in

the tea plants regularly, at suitable distances from one

another, without running into the line of coffee, we publish
a diagram showing how this can be done.

The only difficulty has hitherto been in the distance

the lines should be apart, as up the lines any distance

could be planted that was considered desirable. We will,

however, to simplify matters take 4ft. as our standard

up the line—this is of course for the tea.

Under the following system, should the coffee be planted
6ft. X 6ft. or even 6 ft. across the row and 5ft. up,
the tea will fall 4ft. x 4ft. but should the coffee be 5ft. x 5ft.

then the tea will fall 4ft. x SJ.

* 0* »0 * 0* *0 * 0« *0 * 0* *0

* # # * #

« » » » «

» »

« * „ * »

* » » » «

, 0, »0 » 0, ,0 » 0, ,0 , 0, »0

» * » *

* * * * *

» » » »

» 0* *0 * 0* »0 * 0* «0 * 0* *0

[111 .^pite of the difficulty of exemplifying our method, tJie above

diaRram will sufficiently explain itself, the ciphers stauding for

coffee trees and the asterisks for tea.l

Let us take the first case, when the coffee is 6ft. « 5ft.

as in the above diagram, that is 6ft. across the line, and
5ft. up. In the first hne of coffee rim a row of pegs
4ft. apart up the centre of the line. Next run a row
of pegs 1ft. to the ri(/ht of the next row of coffee trees

and another 1ft. to the left of the third row of coffee,

and so on ad infinitum across the field, one line of coffee

having a line of tea down its centre, and the ne.\t Une

ha^Tng two down each side. The first row of pegs run

up the centre of the line of coffee ivill be 3ft. from
the second row of coffee trees, and the secon<l row of

pegs 1ft. away from that, to the ri(/ht, wiU make the

distance the rows of pegs are apart, 4ft. the required
distance. Again the thli-d row of pegs being 1ft. to the

left of the third row of coffee is thus 4ft. from the

second row of pegs, the required distance. The above will

be of use to many we feel suie.

[The plan of lining for tea, suggested in the above
article is a very good one where the coffee lines are

6 feet apart. But a great deal of our coffee is lined

5J, and even 5 feet apart. Where such is the case, I

would recommend that the ground he linei anew, say
4' by 3' in the case of good land, and 3§' by 3' in the
case of poor, or blown land. If this is done, it will give
a mucii more satisfactory field of cea, than if the Uniug
of the tea is made to suit that of the coffee. It is

of com'se rather difficult to re-line for tea, a field of

coffee, but it can be done, and the owner will be very
thank fid he ilid it, if the time conies when the Coffee

has to taken out.—Practical jtlayitei:}
—"

Ceylon Times.
"

COFFEE AND \\'EEDS.

With reference to his last letter, which will be found on

page 683, February T.A., Mr. Kearney sends the foUoiving :
—

Dk.\r Sir,—Taking a glance from my point of view of

your
" Ed.'* note I would desire to be clearly miderstood

in my object that each individual planter in his own interest

should ti*y iny experiment, the cost being so small R12
per acre.

When general results are placed by small experiments
and the point satisfactorily estabUshed Government may
then help in suppressing

*' leaf-disease."

I feel sure to counteract the effect of this coffee crop
destroyer

—will not be deemed an unchristianlike act—
nor yet be deemed the setting of the Creator at defiance—
contrary to it—by striWug to help ourselves we most

probably will obtain that help which He may consider

us worthy of. I shall report steadily my results.—Yours
faithfuUy, GEO. H. KEARNEY.
Note.—Yoiu- p. d. or my penmanship is certainly respons-

ible for a good many bad readings of my communication.
I am sending with corrections.

The foUowiug are the corrections referred to :
—

Line 9 for " has " read " his
"

„ 21 „ "planters" „ "planter"
before "

quoting
"

insert " here "

delete " and "

for "in" read "on."
„

" so as to
"

„
" and so

"

„ "any" „ "a"
read " with all our strength and oiu- real

knowledge : will it
"

&c.
81 delete " then "

for "
equal

"
read "

equally
"

delete " and "

42
51
60
61

74
79-80

85

91

107 read " one day
"for " in 4 days

delete " of
'

" and that "

for " allows
"

read " allow '

after "
it

"
insert " should be '

delete " shoidd be
"

for " in
"

read " on "

lOS
109
114
115
116

117
118 put

" will be clear to any one "
in

parentheses.
127 delete "but"
128 for " in

" read
129 „ "dealt" „

'if"

' on to
"

' death "

' If
"

; delete "if
place last sentence in parentheses.
152 delete " of course

"
; put parentheses

before " unless " and after "
useless "

153 delete " but "

THE PEIOKLY PEAR.
To THE Editor of "The Colonies and Int)ia."

Sir.—I see by the last issue of Tlte Colonies and India that
the Colonists of New .South Wales are anxious to get rid of
what they call a vegetable pest, the prickly pear. To do this

is, as is well knoivu, no easy matter, as the more the plants
are cut up the greater the number of them there are, polyp-
like each piece, even part of a leaf forming a new plant.

In South Africa, particiUarly in those parts skirting the
great Karoo plains, we have many miles of land covered with
this troublesome cactus; and when sheep-farming was the

only industry in the Colony, to hear that there was a stretch
of prickly pear on a farm took greatly from its value, and an
immense amount of labour was expended in the endeavoui' to
lessen the evil. I saw various methods tried, and the one
that, as far as my exjierience went, proved the most efficacious
was that of building up a substratum of loose bushes or brush-
wood (stones did not answer), and then stacking the prickly
pear on to this, and in time, not being able to take root, it

died. I was travelling one time at the foot of the Sneewberg
range, not far from Graaff Eeinet, when, in (h-iving through
a prickly-pear comitry, I foimd here and there a plant sin-

gularly affected by some kind of blight, and the farmer, on
whose ground this occurred, told me that every plant so
affected gardually withered and died. The disease was
evidently contagious, for I noticed that where it touched the
next plant became infected, whereas around an isolated plant
the neighbouring ones were in a perfectly healthy condition.
AVhat the disease was, and how it came there, the farmer

coidd not tell me; he has very thankful that it was there, and
hoped it might spread, though it seemed to him very slow in

doing so. I suggested to him, if that were his wish, to
inoculate the healthy plants by placing a leaf from a diseased
one in each as far as he was able. He seemed amused by the
suggestion, but I heard afterwards that he had tried it with
success.

However, at the Cape we have always ccnsiilered that

prickly pears have their uses; in times of severe drought their

great succulent leaves were lopjied off, and, after hai-ing their
thorns singed, are given to the cattle aiul sheep to save them
from starvation. Indeed, notwithstanding the fine thorns,
great herds of cattle feed among the prickly pears, these

yielding moisture and fodder when every greeu leaf and blade
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of grass is gone and every water-hole in the country is di-ied

up. And now that ostrich breeding and feather farming have
been added to the industries of the South African Colonies,
the prickly pear may be called the staple article of food for

these birds; for although lucerne and other green food is

largely cultivated for their, use, the supply may—and does—
frequently fail from the cause before mentioned, namely, the

drought to which this country is unfortunately so subject

periodically. My late husband, Mr. Oarey-Hobson, an old

Colonist of great experience, used to say:
" Don't destory all

the prickly pears, for the time will come when they will be
needed in the land."

I am, &c.,

54 Doughty Street, W. 0. M. Oaeet-Hobson.

CLEANLINESS IN GAKDENING.
It is generally admitted that cleanliness is necessary for

the health of animals, and it is quite as essential for that of

plants, which without it suffer perhaps more qiuckly than our-

selves, for when they get theii- leaves and bark coated over

with dust and dirt the breathing pores and air passages are

stopped, and root-action becomes enfeebled and slow. This is

no fancy sketch, as many know who have had much to do
with gardening, the best cultivators are so fully ahv« to the

importance of keeping plants clean that they are always on
the watch to free them from insects, which not only interfere

with and cripple their growth by feeding on them, but do
even more harm by the excretion they exude, and the way
they seal up the pores. Take scale for instance, which con-

fines itself mostly to the bark—or mealy-bug, that lives any-
where or on anything—and what can be more injiu-ious than

they? And yet the injm'y they commit is not so much from
what they take from the plant as what they add to it, or in

the way they affect it as mentioned above. It mH be seen,
then how necessary it is to free them from these parasites.

Fortunately they succumb readily to paraffin, which is unques-
tionably one of the safest and best insecticides that can be

had, for which proper care in mixing and applying it does not

hurt anything, and has the merit of actually impro\'ing .such

fohage as that of the Gardenia or Camellia, to which it seems
to impart an additional pohsh and lustre. For Peaches,

Pears, or other fruit trees infested with scale it has no equal,
as they may be gone over quickly by the aid of a syringe and
wetted all over, and in a short time the scale, which before

here able to cleave tightly, will be compelled to leave their

hold, as the penetrating power of the paraffin is so great that,

invulnerable as their coats seem, it soaks them through and

through. The remedy for aphis is well known and easily carri-

ed out, and although they may be dealt with in a variety of

other ways, such as by the application of tobacco-dust and in-

secticides used in a liquid state, nothing answers better than

fumigating where the smoke can be confined, as it can always
be in houses or pits. Thrips, too, are readily vanquished by
the fumes of tobacco, but to be thoroughly effectual it is

necessary to repeat the dose two or three time in quick
succession, which is better than only one strong appheation,
and running the risk of injuring the plants. To get rid of the

excreta of insects and other dirty deposits from the foliage,

the best way is to syi-inge it over with warm soapy water,
which should be clear and soft, and after this has had time to

soak in and soften the dirt, a thorough rinsing from the gar-
den engine will remove it altogether, and make the leaves

clean. Camellias always pay weU for sponging, and it is a

good plan to go over these at this season before the buds are

further advanced, and give them a good washing after the

engine has been brought to bear on them, as the beauty of

the flowers is much enhanced by having bright glossy foliage
to back them. Not only is it necessary to have the leaves

and bark of all plants perfectly clean if they are to be main-

tained in health, but it is just as important that their habit-

ations shoxdd be made in the same condition, and especially is

it so as regards the roof—the glass—for light is life to vege-

tation, and few plants in houses at this time of year get

enough for then' welfare. All .sashes and woodwork, too, are

greatly improved by a good scrubbing, which, if soft-soap and
water are used, is ahnost equal in its beneficial effects to a

coat of paint, as it removes all filmy depo.sits, that harbour

and hold the wet and carry decay into the wood. The best

time to cleanse glass is when the atmosphere is damp and

heavy, as then the vegetable matter with which it is coated

becomes shmy, and may be started quickly by using a large
soft bm-sh, followed up with plenty of water. This, di-iven on
with force after the rubbing, will wash all off and make the

glass clean, which will then admit the full rays of the smi, so

cheering to plants at this season. The plants and glass clean,
the next thing is to look to the soil and the pots, the former
of which should be gently scraped and surfaced over so as to

remove any mossy growth and let in the air, without which
roots suft'er, and the earth they are in soon becomes stagnant
and sour. Dirty green pots are a frequent cause of the latter

state of things, and they should therefore be scrubbed outside

when in use, and always well washed all over and dried before

putting plants in. AVhere there are walls in houses, a fresh

coat of Ume wash has a very sweetening effect; and not only
this, but it adds to the light and gives a more cheerful

appearance. In the sweeping and cleaning of floors the great

thing is to avoid dust, which floats about in the atmosphere,
from whence it is deposited on the plants and adheres to the

fohage.
—F. S.—Gardeners^ ChronicU,

THE BAMBOOS
are thus noted in a paper on Ai-boriculture in the Indian

Agriculturist:
—To every one in India the name of bamboo is

familiar; but every one knows such bamboos only which arc

found in places where he is located. For uistance, in Oudh,
there is one variety of bamboos called kat baiiai, on account of

the long spines, known to botanists by the name of Bambusa

Sj)ino$a of Roxburgh. The bamboo takes up great deal of

space, does not gi-ow straight, but from a certain height obU-

quely and crookedly, crossing other stems, thi'owing out dense

spiuy branches, forming impenetrable and formidable bush,
which would retard and repel caimon balls (for which quality
it used to be planted outside the i/urhs

—forts—to baffle and

repel the attacks of enemies), by which extraction of the

stems become very difficult and expensive, and therefore- not

profitable. Judging from this bamboo, the people of Oudh
would shrug their shoulders on hearing of haui!>oo cultivation,

being no doubt ignorant of the large number of species free

from thorns, perfectly straight in growth, easy of extraction,

strong and diu-able, and useful in multifarious ways. Bam-
boo in its humble way is as useful, nay, in some in.stances

more, but far cheaper than timber. In China, Japan, and

Burmah, houses are built of bomboos, fancy trays and basket.",

richly lacquered work-boat masts, fishing rods, sticks, morhas
and couches, sericultm-al apparatus of all kinds, and many
other things are made in these places and in India (where
available, but in less ingenious fa.shion). A chief recommend-
ation for the cultivation of bamboo is, that it grows very fast,

coming to maturity in 3 to 5 year.s. In most parts of India

the bungalows are made of sun-dried bincks, whitewashed,
door and door-posts and windows made of wood, and the rest

having bamboo work. "\Vhen bamboo is not to be found,

saplings of Shorea rohusta, or that of Acacia arahica (it

available )
arc used. The bamboo region stretches from the

Lower Himalayas to Lower Bengal, the whole of Burmah
(British and native), all Siam, China, and Japan, in the con-

tinent of Asia. These places have the best bamboo whether
for industrial or for decorating pui-poses: in addition to these,
some genera and species highly valuable are also found in

South America, parts of Africa situated near the sea, Ceylon
and Java, the Phdlippine Islands and Madagascar. The bam-
boo genera are very numerous, and have many species and
v.arieties. I will mention some of them which will grow
in the plains of India, where this very useful plant is not to

be found, forming artificial bamboo forest.

Bambusa aspera (Poiret).
—Native of the Indian Archipela-

goes. A lofty bamboo, 120 feet high. The stem is thick

and very strong: it is straight in habit of gi'owth, and

has no spine. Propagated from off-shoots—or from cuttings.
Bambusa xulijares ("Wendland).

—The common spinele.ss

bamboo of Bengal. It grows very fast, acquuring the height
of 40 feet in one growing season (rainy weather). The
maximum height hitherto, under no care whatever, observed,
is 70 feet. The stem of this bamboo is extensively used in

Bengal for building purposes and is the one known to the

people of "Western Bengal, N.-'W. Provinces, and Oudh

by the name of Chaboo bans.

Bambusa balcooa (Eoxb.)
—Another bamboo of Bengal, 70

feet high, spineless, strong, durable, easily split and worked
into fine sUces for manufactuimg baskets, mats, &c.
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Bambusa Brandisii (Munro).
—Nativeof the Tenasserim

division in British Burmah. The stem is 120 feet high,
two feet in circumference, hollow, but pretty thick in the

pith, strong and durable. It is spineless.

ChuAqnea loi'entziana (Grisebach).
—Sub-tropic Argentina

in South America is the native habitat of this bamboo. It is

not lofty, only 31) feet high, but is solid, very strong and
dm-able, and affords much material for manufacture of many
bamboo things; is also excellent for buildings.

THE ACTION OF MANURES ON FRUITS.
Cultivated plants are the inheritors of whatever benefits or

may have derived from their predecessors. The tiling is dis-

advantages they ob\'ious enough to those who look on plants
from an evolutionist's point of \-iew; and thepractical outcome
is that, e.\cept under special cu-cumstances, or for some special

purpose, it is best, in our atteniptsto improve upon what we
have got, to deal with a plant that has been in cultivation for

a long time, and so avail ourselves of its stored-up inheritance.
It would be a long uphill work to start afresh with the crab
or wild pear, for instance, although for the sake of getting a
new "break'' or more robustness of constitution it may be
desirable sometimes to begin again at the beginning, or at
least to infuse some less conventionalised blood into our

plants, if we may so speak. A cm-ious illustration of the
contrast between the wild and the ci\*ilised condition is af-

forded in Professor Goessman's paper on "Mineral Con-
stituents in Plant Growth," in the Transactiuiis of the

Mdssnchtisetti HoiticvHund Sucidi/. The Professor has been

experimenting on the diiference in chemical composition be-
tween \'ines unmanured and \dnes manured. In the course
of his experiments he analysed the juice of a wild vine (viih

lahrifsca) grown without manure. And the juice of the same
vine when treated with manure. At one bomid the sugar
rose from 8'22 per cent in the wilding without manm*e, to

13'67 per cent in the same wilduig appropriately fed. This
shows the advantage of the manm'e. But now, looking, to
the analysis of the cultivated variety (Concoi'd), we find that
in its juice, even when mimanui-ed, the sugar amounted to

13"89 per cent, so that the cultivated variety, without manure
at all, yielded a larger percentage of sugar than did the wild
form with ample manure. The increase of sugar is coinci-
dent with a large increase of potash, and a largely diminished

proportion of lime. In the case of strawberries the wild lui-

manured variety contains much less potash, much more lime,
much less magnesia, much more iron, and jlbout the same
percentage of phosphoric acid as the cidtivated and manured
variety. The mid strawberry, moreover, contains one part
of acid two to of sugar, while in the cultivated varieties the

proportion of acid is one to four or more of sugar.
—Indian

Aiji-icultiu'ist.

CINCHONA CULTURE.
We gave, in our last, a very brief notice of Van Gorkom's

Handbook on Cinchona Culture, as translated by Mr. B. D.
Jackson, of the Linnjean Society, but the work is of .so much
practical importance to a large section of our readers that no

apology will be needed for reciu-ring to it at greater length.
The Dutch claun to have successfully introduced the cinchona

plant into .Java, in 185i, whereas it was not till 1859 that

Mr. Clements Markham brought it from Peru to India. (Com-

paratively little progress was, however, made with the cult-

ivation in Java before Hans Van Gorkom took charge of the

government garden there, in 1864. and to him really belongs
the credit of ha\'ing successfully estabUshed the industry
there. He found, upon arrival, that the seedUngs imported
were chiefly the inferior species of cinchona. ('. P<ihudiana

(('. Ovata), of which 531.456 were at the end of 1863. under
cultivation in the open ground, while the plantation only con-

tained 7.498 calisaya plants. But in 1864 the cultivation of

C. Paht'diana was restricted and special attention given to

the more valuable species of C. Ca'i.sai/a, and the success of

the plantations was assured by the planting out m 1866 of

12.00<) young Ledger plants that had been raised from seed

obtained from Mr. Ledger in 1865. Since 1872 ('. Ledyeriann,
('. Offjiinuns And ('. Suedriflu-a have been exclusively pro-

pagated, with the result that in 1880 the jjlantations contained

498,0(K1 ledgeriana, 401,000 offieinaUs, and 278,000 succu:ubra

plants.
Under the head of "Chemical Investigation" we find a

short account of the cinchona alkaloids, and the result of

Moens' analyses of the three species under cultivation, whence
it appears that in 1879—

Net weight
Total alkaloids. Quinine. of bark

^ ,
™i°- max. min. max. in A kilos.

Ledgermagave 6-1 8-1 60 70 7 850
OffieinaUs „ 53 68 1-2 4-G 3,365
Succuubra „ 60 80 0-8 09 25,201

In 1878 Moems showed by an analysis of the outside serap-
mgs or sharaigs of Ledgeriana, that the old method of the
cascarUleors, which consisted in ilepri\-ing the thick branches
of their epidermis, was a co.stly operation, for in the samples
of sha\'ings he found 9-5 and 7-5 per cent, total alkaloid, con-
tainmg 83 and 67 per cent, quinine respectively.
By the scraping process Moens and Scheffer ascertiiined

that a kilogram of superior bark could be obtained annuallyfrom each tree
; the author considers, moreover, that scrap-

ing might be done once or even many times with good results,
l)ut skill is required to prevent injm-y to the tree.
In .Tava, as it is now found in Ceylon, no variety of chin-

chona can be cidtivated with better prospects of speedy and
ample production than the succirubra; but the author is of
opinion that so long as quinine is of primary importance,
there can be no satisfaction in the exclusive cultivation of the
succirubra.

The amount of alkaloids in the bark does not regularly
increase with the age of the tree, and in normally developed
trees, the maxunum amount of alkaloids wiU be in trees from
six to eight years old. The author does not regard the proce.ss
of renewing under moss to be applicable to inferior kinds of
cinchona; as is now well known, its effect on succirubra is to
increase the yield of quinine and to decrease the cinchoui-
dine, and on offieinaUs to suppress in most cases cinchonidine
entirely.
In chapter XL the artificial propagation by cuttings, with

a description of Venleman's method of side grafting Ledge-
riana on succirubra stems, which was fii-st carried out in 1879.On this point we read, "For .scions young twigs of Ledgeriana
trees are t<aken, those with one joint are large enough, though
as there are no reasons for extraordinary economv it is better
to use tops of branches with two or thi-ee joints.

"

The woodystem of a yoimg succirubra plant .serves as a stock, preferablya seedUng, because cuttings usuaUy possess a less developed
root .system. Succirubra stems as thick as a lead pencil offer
sufficient surface; stronger stems may perhaps supply more
nutriment to the scions, but it is an advantage on the other
side that the diameter of stock and scion should agree, that
the opposed barks may be united as completely as possible."
The best results are expected from this method, and it has

the further advantage of requiring no propagating houses,
and of being applicable after cropping an inferior cinchona
pKantation.

—Planters' Gazette.

New Products in Lowee Hapdtale, Cevlox (about
1500 Feet above Sea-level).—Cocoas are growing very fast—12 months in the ground, 4 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. ui height. Li-
berian coffee too is gi-owing very fast before it began to grow
but, once it started, it came away and soon threw out
primai-ies. I am cominced though, that thick shade, even
in our hot chy climate, is a mi.stake. Liberian coffee
simply glories in the sun-Ught, and seems to grow better
in dry weather than in wet. 1 have tried plam nuts
but although those that germinated are alive, that is
about -all that can be .said for them. Ledgers at 1 ''OO
feet above sea level are growing very fast, in fine loamy
soU. AVhite ants play great havoc amongst the young
cocoas, when first planted out. I have tried chopped
aloes, placed rounil the plants both below and above the
surface, and have been very successful in keeping off the
enemies. The aloe soon rots, especially below the sur-
face in showery weather, and the ants don't like the
smeU it gives out .so keep away. Chopped aloes fermen-
ted for a week or ten days will keep any insect away
from mu-series, and is also calculated to jjoi.son any one
who goes too close, too often. I am going to try car-
damoms next year. I have found the wild kind in' sever
al places about our low jungles. Calisayas too are in
our nursenes for future planting. I tried some Nalka-
naad coffee, but have a good mind to pull it aU liu
again, as it has been attached most virulently by leaf
disease, and the plants worst attacked are those still in
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the nursery. When we first planted, about the middle
of November last, there were no germs visible. It maif
throw off the attack and not suffer much in the future.—C&r. "

Oeylon Times."

A Forest Monarch.—Near Mexico Mo., on the farm
of Charles Cowan, there was a tree that measured nine
feet in diameter at the butt; it was 101 feet high, the
first limb putting out 30 feet above the ground. The
age of this tree was supposed to be 300 years. AVhen
the tree was felled and cut up it made 8(X> rails, 300
fence posts and 10 cords of wood. By its fall 12 squir-
rels and one racoon were lulled.—Chicago Lumberman.

Tree Planting extraordinary.—It may not be general-

ly known that the Duke of Athole is one of the most exten-
isve tree planters in the world There are already vast woods
and plantations in Athole and Dunkeld, and as, of course,

they exist for use as well as ornament, large numbers of trees

have to be planted annually to maintain the woods. In-

deed, every year the Duke plants from 600.000 to a mil-

lion trees. During this season a plantation covering 2,000

acres has be.en completed. It may be remembered that

the Duke of Athole's plantations were thinned of 80,000
trees by the gale which destroyed the Tay Bridge. When
the Planter-Duke began operations on a large scale, in

1774, the Dunkeld hills were almost bare. During his

hfe the Duke, who may be described as a true bene-

factor to his country, planted 27,000,000 trees, covering
15,000 acres.—Land.

GujANTic Olive Trees.—A correspondent of the Berlin
Gaytfii Zfitunif states that there is an olive tree at Ben-
dinal, near Palma, in the Island of Majorca, that has a
trunk 13 metres in circumfernce. The tree is of little

height, and has few branches. Its fruit is Uke that of

the younger trees. He goes on to say that the olive

trees of Jerusalem are computed to be 2,000 years old,

and they ,are only 6 metres in circumference. How old,

then, he asks, may the Majorca tree be ? Perhaps not
so old as those at Jerusalem, we answer. Coutance, in

his admirable '*

History of the Olive," mentions one tree
as having a trunk 12^ metres in ciruumference close to

the ground, and 6 metres at 1 metre from the grotmd.
This tree stands between Villefranche and Nice, and was
a notable tree in 1515. He also quotes another writer,

though he does not seem convinces! of his veracity, who
describes an olive tree whose hollow trunk was so large
that a score of persons could take shelter within it at

once.—Gardeners^ Chornicle.

Effect of Trees and Tree Plantixw on Clijviate.—
The following is an extract from remarks with reference
to the influence of woods and forests on climate, made
by Dr. Schomburgh in an appendix to his report of the
Adelaide Botanic Garden :

—" If any one still feels in-

clined to doubt the influence of forests on the climate
of a country, I beg to give several instances of modern
time.s. The Delta of Egypt, well known for its dry cli-

mate after the destruction of its forests—olive and other

plantations
—had about six rainy days every year on an

average ; but since so many millions of useful trees have

agam been planted, the rainy days have increased to

forty days annually. It is also mentioned that the Vi-

ceroy, Mehemet Ali, had planted on the Delta twenty
millions of trees. These results are confirmed by renowned
travellers in Egypt, but especially by Mons, Pouchet.

Many millions of trees have been planted in the barren
and swampy districts of France, also thousands of acres

in the desert of Algiers have been transformed into for-

ests with trees suitable to the climate, and with sur-

prising results. By the last accounts these plantations,

especially of the Australian species, have already reached
the height of 30 to 40 feet, and with their rapid gro^vth
a gi'eat change of the climate is observable, and twice
more rain and dew has fallen in the neighbourhood of

these fore.sts than before. More than sixteen geographi-
cal square miles of the swampy and unhealthy country
along the coast of the Bay of Biscay, in the Depart-
ment of Lands, wher*^ swamp fever prevailed, have been

planted with milUons of trees, especially the cork oak,
and swamp \ni\e ( Finns mfiritimxs), vnth. a suiprisingly
beneficial result. Not alone have the trees drained the

land, but tiiey have changed it into a healtliy country
with fine forests."—Journal of Forestr//.

Cardamoms.—In rich moist lands in Northern Queens-
land this plant should be readily established, and prove
a valuable addition to our marketable products.—Queens-
lander.

Palm Seeds.—We hear from Mr. Joseph Stevenson,
Honorary Secretary, Agri-Horticultural Society's Garden
Madras, that he experiences great difficulty in making
exchanges of Palm seeds. At the pre.sent time the gard-
en authorities possess quantities of seeds of the fol-

lowing Palms:—Oorypha urabraculifera, Livistona mauriti-

ana, Elseis guineensis, Oaryota ureus, Areca catechu, and
several varieties of Phtenix and would be glad to receive
offers in exchange from some of oiu- readers.—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Cattle Poisoned by Laburnum.—I have always under-
stood that the seeds of this tree are the part containing mat-
ter injurious to both human beings and cattle, and as your
correspondent. Dr. Stark, mentions that there were pods both
on the Laburnum that proved poisonous, and on the branches
that were eaten with impunity, I conclude that the pods on
the first contained their seeds, and that those on the branches
had shed them, or else that the poison is more active at one

particular stage of the ripening process that it is at another.
HOLOM E. WArxEV..—Gardtutrs' Chronicle.

Wood-Ashes.—The usefulness of wood-ashes as a manure
for the garden generally is now fully acknowledged on all

hands, and, thanks to the laborious investigations of analytical
chemists who have lent their aid to the practical horticulturist,
we also know that it is more necessary to some members of
the vegetable creation than to others, or, at least, is required
in larger proportion in the soil in which they are cultivated.
But it does not necessarily follow that the knowledge thus

acquired is always tm*ned to the best practical use, or that

any more care is now taken to secure every available source
of supply suitable for charring for ashes than was done many
years ago, before gardeners were able to give any other reason
for their practice than that it was justified by results. Mons.
J. Ch. Puis, writing on the colouring of Grapes in the
Bnlh'tin </' Arhoricnltnre for October, says:

—"Another cause

may, however, prevent good colour in some soils. The Grape
that is in this the most sensitive is Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat.
It does not colour well when potash is deficient in the soil,
therefore I recommend always to cultivate one cane at least
in a house of Muscats, because it will inform you of the state
of the border." And he concludes by recommending the em-
ployment of wood-ashes in order to supply the deficiency of

potash. Chemical analyses have shown what a large per-
centage of potash is contained in the berry of the Grape, and
whether or not BL Puis be correct ui directly attributing the
lack of colour in the variety Mrs. Pince to a deficient supply
of that essential iu the soil, there can be no difficulty about

acknowledging that the peculiar inherent weakness of any
variety niay be expected to develope itself whenever the con-
ditions under which the plant is cultivated are in some part-
icular unfavourable. Thus, indirectly at least, more ills than
we are perhaps at present prepared to acknowledge owe their

origin to the lack, or it may be superabundance, of something
in the soil. A better time than the present for directing
attention to the necessity for making the best practical use
of our acquaitance with the value of wood ashes, cannot be

expected to occur for some time. There are at the present
time many thousands of tons of branches of trees torn down
by the gale of last month throughout the country, which
would make most valuable supplies of ashes that would have
a magical effect on gardens requiring just that assistance.

Quantities of the debris will litter the gromid in parks, fields,
and lanes for a long time, or be summarily burnt in small

heaps in order to clear it away, aud the resulting ashes lost for

aU practical purposes, if not systematically collected and care-

fully burnt. To secure in- the fullest degree the reteution of

highly beneficial gases given off during combustion the fire

should be kept well smothered with any small refuse that can
be obtained. Earth thrown upon a covering of the smaller

twigs will have the desired effect, but will considerably in-

crease the bulk of the residue; this will, however, be but a

slight disadvantage, quite ilisproportionate to the saving of
useful manure obtained by the retention of the carbon, &c.,
which would be carried off in the atmosphere were not the
mode of combustion regulated. Ralph Crosslikg.—Garden-
ers' Chronicle.
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A OEYLON PLANTER IN QUEENSLAND.
Brisbane, Jany, 8th, 1882.

There can be no doubt about Queensland being a fine

country and better than other colonies as regards tropical
agriculture ; for anything will grow and thrive here, and
although Brisbane is out of the tropics, the few coffee
trees in the garden here are very fine, and the crop
on them now ripe would make a good many in Ceylon
look pleasant at such a crop. I have .seen this patch
of coffee now since the end of February, when it was
covered with blossom, and, when it set, you woidd have
put it down at 15 ewt. or at that rate per acre

; but
a short time afterwards a lot of it went off with some-
thing like white bug. I am sure that now ripe there
is quite 8 cwts. to be picked. Bri.sbane, however, is too
far south for coffee. At "

Mackay
" some 5(10 miles north

from this, there is a small field of very fine coffee owned
by a German, but they know nothing about it, either
how to cure the crop or prune, or anything else. I
did not see it, but two Ceylon men were at Mackay
before they came here and told me aliout it. One F
from Maturata went on to Fiji, the other R went
back to Mackay in May to take up land on his own
account. There is no leaf-disease on the coffee here or

any sign of it, and as soon as the difficulty about coolies
is got over, this field of coffee would be a good speck
for seed, and I believe could be got cheap. Northern
l,!ueensland is bound to be a coffee comitry before long.
1 was prepared to go in for it, as I understand there
is a lot of rough land suitable for coffee and cinchona,
and not suitable for sugar-cane.
The first they have heard about cinchona was only a

few months ago. A
, that was on wood sent over

1 lb. of officinalis seed to the Courier office, and a good
many have been asking me about it. I have no doubt
there will be a good openmg in the North for both coffee
and cinchona, though there will no doubt be a good
many difficulties to contend against. Labour is the principal
one. The law of the country makes it free to any one
to bring cooUes at their own expense, at present, but
that would be the difficidt part of it. As soon as the
new law about coolies is passed, assistance will be got,
and the B. I. steamer Company are about to start another
line of coast steamers to start from Calcutta, calling at
Madras and Colombo, and all the ports down the Queens-
land coast, and as far as Sydney. Thi,s will give a chance
of bi-iuging coolies at a cheaper rate. " Rama Samy," I
have little doubt, would like the country well enough
as the climate would suit. It is not so wet as Ceylon ;

he could grow ever>-thiug ; get a cheap cow or a sheep ;

but cocoanuts would have to be got for him and rice.
At the price of laml, gardens could be easily given him,
paddy grows well, but it wants some one "to cultivate
it; a white labom-er would not care to puddle a paddy
Held. The " Kanakas," South Sea Islanders, at present
employeil on the sugar estates are fair workers but you
would not hke the ugly brutes after the coolies.

The new bill about the regulations with the Indian
Government for the importation of coolies is e-xpected
to be settled this session

; only the labouring class here
are very much against coolies coming here. A start has,
however, been made, T hear. 25 Singhalese came in the
Scotland for Normanton on the AVest Coast of Queensland
at the Gulf of Carpentaria. The first thing to be done
however, is to select land. The largest select on one
man can take up is 1,280 acres, but had one the money
he could take up some for each of his sons. Any number
can do this or take up half that amount for each, paying
2s. per acre for ten years when the land is your own,
provided the conditions are fulfiUed

; that is, you have
to spend an equal amomit on improving the land, build-

ings, &c. In consequence, I see accounts of people getting
old men from poor-hou.ses to take land out in their name
and ha%'ing it all transferred before the old chaps die ;

and then they hold the lot at the end of ten years. Land
can be openeil very easily by growing sugar on the flat

laud and selling the cane till you can put up machine-
ry. You get a return from sugar in 12 or 15 months
from the time you commence that mil double the outlay.
I know a man here who cleared 12 acres and, in the
above length of time, cleared all he had then paid out
for survey and rent on the whole selection. About opening

103

I believe Chinamen can be got to clear the land by
contract, at about Ceylon rates, and on scrub land you
can get a contractor with a team of bullocks to plough
it up twice for about the same rate, £,2 to £2 10s. an
acre. Cane cuttings for planting ai'e not very expensive.
I have not got the books beside me now, as, I had to
return them, but the figures are, as near as I can re-
member,—the return from the first crop of sugar up North
is about two tons to the acre, worth at the ship's side
from £25 to £30 per ton, and sometimes as much as
£32. Selling cane realizes only about half and at 10s.
and 12s. a ton comes to about half the price of the
sugar; but in the meantime on the rough land coffee
and cinchona would be coming on.

The figures I have from an estate on the Mary River
just about the Tropical line and considerably further south
than Mackay. From this estate 14,900 acres were planti-<l ;

the cuttings of 525 acres of cane, crushed, gave 756 tons
of sugar, t)2,0C3 gallons of molas.ses, 4,257 gallons of rum,
32 overproof. The average yield at Mackay is one ton
8J cwts. of sugar alone. This leaves a profit, without i-uni,
&c., of from £5 to £8 an acre. Something can also be
made out of the untouched land by fencing and putting
on cattle and horses, to find there own liWng as they
require nothing. You can have your own beef, mutton,
and poultry as stock of all kinds do well, so that one
has only to buy flour, tea, sugar, &c. Stock for this
woidd cost very httle—store cattle about £2 to £2 10s. ;

horses depend on the class, but ordinary hacks don't
cost much.—"

Ceylon Times."

COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF SEED.

CoHectioii.—Seeds may be obtained either by collecting
dii-ectly, or tlu-ough contractors, or by pui'chase in the mar-
ket, or by exchauge. Owing to the backwardness of forest
culture in Ini.Ua, the third source scarcely exists for us, and
the fourth is ahnost as limited. This is, however, no great
disadvantage, as seeds collected directly or through con-
tractors must necessarily belong to the latest crop, and are
more hkely to bo fertile and sounder than those obtained
otherwise and not ordy this, but they can be more thoroughly
tested. The best seeds are produced by full fertile, healthy,
vigorous trees growing not too close together in a favorable
soil and situation. Very young trees usually furuisli a
large proportion of barren seed, while very old or weakly
trees yield seeds which are not only di'flioult to keep
but also produce weak plants. Deformities in ti-ees are
often inherited, as for instance twisted fibre, a squat habit,
&c. Twisted fibre can be easily detected in trees jioss-
essing a cracked bark or rhytidome, as the cracks follow the
twist.

Seeds ought to be collected only when they are completely
ripe : .such as are not fully ripe when taken off the ti-ee do
not po.sses8 the genninative faculty in the same degree
as ripe seed.s and, moreover, lose that faculty much sooner.
The ripe fruit of some species persist on the ti-ees for a more
or less consiilcr;ible time; e.i/., of teak, Termhialia toweutoxa,
Tterocurpiis Marxnpiam, sissoo, ire. Such fruit one need
be in no hurry to harvest. But tliere are other species,
the majority of the seeds of which, with or vrithont the
rest of the ft-uit, are shed aa soon as, or soon after,
this ripens; c.y., sal, deodar, Qiirrcus semceurpifolia and
djhitatii, Abiex Jfi/j/iiioin, birch jMiierstyirniiri piirriflora,
Schn-bii-n

xii-ietciiiohles, &c. The collection of such 'seeds

evidently admits of no delay. Bainy weather ought, when-
ever possible, to be avoided for the collection of seed
especially of such as are small, n:., of Aiioi/ei.isii.i, bu-ch,
Adiiiit cordifo/Ut, Stcplieijiiiie parrifoliit, ice. ; but this prolii-
bition obviously does not extend to such seeds as are to
be sown at once, or, which comes to the same thing, as
caimot under any circumstances be preserved, c. i/., sal,
Querent seniecarpifoHfi, kc.

According to the various species, seeds must be collected in
different ways. The fi-uit may (i.) be hand-plucked off

standmg tr-ees, or (ii.) off felled trees, or (iii.) be gathered
off the ground after they have fallen naturally, or lastly
(iv.) be broken off with a hook from standing h-ees.

(i.) H.VN-D-PLUCKING OFF STA>JDi.\'0 TEEES.—This method
is the most costly of the four, but is tlu' only one appHcable
in the case of small or light fruit, y. //., Ptrrociirpm
MiirfnipiiiiH, Oiii/iiiim dalhirijtoiilen, Aiioffiuin'iis, khair, sissoo,
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MnirlicMiri, elms, maples, ash, &c., or of small Ught seeds

that escape from the ripe fruit still hanging on the tree,

e. ij. deodar, silver fir, bii'ch, Hehi-dtem swleteiiwUks, Andro-

meda, &c. The seed collector must climh up mto the crown

of the tree, with or without the help of a ladder, just

as he can manage, and with a sack slung over his

shoulder. What he cannot reach dii'ectly with Ids hand, he

must draw to witliiu arm's length of ImnseU' by means

of a hook attached to the end of a light but sti-ong

sapling or bamboo of sufficient length. Branches and

branchlets break off less easily when di'awn upwards than

if puUed downwards; hence it is always advisable for

the collector to chmb up to the highest point he can

attam and begin by plucking off the fruit hanging at the

summit of the tree. The fruit of many species is more or

less articulated to the twig which bears them, and is thus

easily gathered; but that of some species can only be pluck-
ed by twistmg or otherwise forcibly breaking off the twig.

For the latter class of fruit the use of a cutting implement,
suh cas a pruning knife is to be recommended.

(ii.)
Hand pluckino off felled tbees.—Trees that

are to be cut for export in the ordinary course of work

often yield a considerable supply of good seed. They
should be felled immediately the fruit is ripe. A prun-

ing hook often facilitates very materially the collection of

fruit. Tins is the only method appUcable to the various

kinds of bamboos.
, , . - „

(iii.) GATHEEiNa off the oeototd.—The seeds that fall

first are generally barren or worm-eaten ; they should

invariably lie rejected. To this end the dead leaves and

early fallen fruit or seed should be swept away from

under the selected trees. This method of collection is

very economical, and is pecuharly suited to large heavy
fruit which falls more or less perpendicularly and which

does not break up and allow the included seed or seeds

to diperse, e. </. Qxei-ciis incana, the sandalwood tree, &c.,

sal, Tmniii(ili!i Chibida and bderiea, &c. To help the fall

of the seed or fruit, the branches of the trees may be

shaken.

(iv.) Bef.akino off the feuit foeoibly feom stand-

INO TEEES.—Wlien trees marked to fall within a year or

so are chosen as the seed-bearers, it may be found in-

convenient or impossible to fell the trees as soon as

the fruit ripens. On account of tlie nature and small

'size of the fruit and seed, the Tlurd Method may also

be inapplicable, while the Fii-st would be unnecessarily

expensive, since there is no reason for sparing the fruit-

bearing branchlets and twigs of such trees. Tlie fruit

may then be broken off singly or in bunches with the

aid of a strong hook forming a sharp angle of about

30- fii-mly attached to one end of a long sapling or

bamboo.
"

The inside edge of the hook should be sliarp

and serrated and sUghtly curved inwards. The liook should

be passed over the fruit-bearing branchlet or twig at

the point at which it is to be broken oif, and jerked

downwards; or, if that does not suffice, it should be

twisted round once or twice, by which means the branchlet

or twig, as the case may be, wiU be firmly caught iu

it and a single jerk will then suffice to cut the former

through. Wliere small wood has no value, and there

is no objection to thinning out the crowns of the trees

branchlets of a certain thickness may be cut off with a

bill hook, and the fruit then hand plucked from them.

Some trees produce bunches of fruit, the common stalk

,of which di-ies up at maturity and easily disarticulates

from the rest of the branchlet. The panicled fructific-

ation of teak is a good instance in point. The present

method may be employed with such trees, both iudepen-

idently and also to supplement the Third Method, when
all the fruit, although they ripen more or less simultane-

ously, do not fall together.
TBEArMKNT AFTER COLLECTION.—The fruit of many trees

require to undergo some previous manipulation before the

seed is in a fit condition to be sown or stored up. Either

(a) the seed is enclosed in a fleshy pulp, e. g. iJilUiiia,

Schleicheratrijuga, Artocnrpv.s, Gmdinu arbvren, Diospi/ros,

'&e.
;
or (b) it is covered with a thick tough fibrous rind,

e.g. cocoanut, &c. ;
or (c) it is included in a capsule or

pod, or between scales, e.g. Lngeftnemia, Schrebera,Mwh-

eliu, khair, flimlioickia, babul, Cunifcrir, &c., or (d) it is

surrounded or armed with fohaceous or comaceous append-

,ages. which interfere with its uniform ditribution in sounding
'as well uselessly ijicrease its bulk and weight, e.g. Teak,

'fiOTue Terminalias, fterocarjmes Marsupiviii, elms, maples,

pines, firs, poplars, willows, &c.
; or (e) it is so full of

moisture that it cannot be stored up at once without heat-

ing and fermenting, cr/. pines and firs, Amgesssus, Quercus
incana, &c. ; or (f ), although as ripe as it can ever become on
the parent trees, it would germinate badly or after much
delay if sown as soon as coUeeted, e.g., teak, Termmalia
tomentosa and Aijuna, Pterocarptis Marsupium, babul, ash,
&c.

(a). Seeds enclosed in a fleshy pulp.—In many cases
the pulp may be got rid of by allowing it to rot in heaps,
and then washing it off in large vats with abundance of
of water, working the contents of the vats well with

strong rods bound together broom-fashion. Edible fruit,
such as that of Zizyphiis, Ifiospt/ro.<, Bnchanania, Scldeichera

&c., give no trouble ; people who Uve in or close to the
forest wdl bring in aU the seed required in retm-u merely
for the privilege of collecting the fruit with occasionally
a trifling money renuineratiou added. Some kinds of fruit

may also be given to goats and cattle, which eject the
seed when chewing the cud, e.g. Zizyplius, Tennbudia bel-

erica and Chebu/a, Fhyllanthits Emblicu, Gmelina arborea,

Fro^opis spicigera, &c.

(b). Seeds covebed with a thick fibeods eind.—The
rind must be torn off with the aid of force and special
shears.

(c). Seeds included in a capsule oe pod, oe between
scales.—The quickest method, when that is practicable,
is the application ot lieat, under the action of which the
valves of the capsules or pods and the scales of the cones

open out or disarticulate, and allow the enclosed seeds to

escape out. In many cases simple exposure to the sun
suffices

;
in others, however, a higher and more sustained

temperature is required, and then special drying houses
are necessary, iu which the fruit to be treated is exposed
to the direct action of air heated by .steam pipes or over
an open fii-e, and kept at the required temperature with
the aid of thermometers. The coverings and scales are

separated from the seed by raking or riddling or win-

nowing, according to circumstances. But the appUcation
of heat does not suffice for, or even does not succeed
at all, with the fruit of many species, e. g. sissoo, Hard-
wickia, babul, khair, &c. In this case, if the seed is tough
enough thi-eshing in sacs or in the open an', or tread-

ing with bullocks on a well-beaten level floor in the
manner of the Indian agriculturist gives good resiUts.

Some of these seeds, however, chiefly of leguminous jjlants,
do not stand such rough treatment, viz., Hardwickia hinata,
sissoo, &c., and the only way to free them, as far as I

know, is to manipulate each fruit individually with the hand,
in case the separation of the seed from its covering is

deemed necessary.

(d). Seeds with foliaceous oe comaceous appendaoes.—
The whole sale removal of these appendages, except one by one
withthe hand, is not always po.ssible without injury to the

germinative power of the seeds
;

but whenever prac-
ticable, it should be effected. If the seed is hard or tough,
friction, more or less rough, suffices to detach these ap-
pendages. When this is the case, a very expeditious
method is to nearly, but non quite, fill large stout sacs
with the seed, and to thresh these or work them violently
backwards and forwards, according to the toughness of

the seed, until the appendages are detached or crushed,
when they can be easily separated by the ordinary pro-
cess of winnowing. Treading with cattle may sometimes
be found efficacious. Threshing is necessary for seeds of

Tevminalia toniento:ia and Aijuna, Fti'rocaipus JIarsupium,
&c. Ti-eading with cattle or friction in sacs will succeed

perfectly with teak, kc. With brittle or otherwise deli-

cate seeds the following process may often be employed
with the best result:—They should be spread out and

sprinkled over lightly with water from a pot with a fine

rose, and moistened thus, they should be collected into

large heaps. As soon as a gentle heat is felt on insert-

ing the hand into these heaps, they ought to be .spread
out to dry. A\Tien the seeds are again tlry, the append-
ages will be found to have disarticulated of themselves.

(e). Seeds too moist to be stoeed up at once.—
The seeds of many species have to be plucked from the

parent tree before they are quite dry, in order to pre-
vent their being disseminated and scattered far and wide.

Other kinds of seed contain a great deal of moisture
even when they fall off naturally. Such seeds should be
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spread out not more than from 2 to 3 inches high in

high in a dry, aii-y, sminy place, and turned over with
a rnke twice or thrice daily tor a period varying with
the kind of seed and the dryness and temperature of the
weather. After this they shoidd be piled up higher, the

raking bemg continued as before but being limited to

only once a day. This latter process should go on luitil

the seeds are sufliciently dry. E.xperience alone can ti'U

when this is the case. It is needless to say that in the
cold weather the seeds should be removed under shelter
while dew is being deposited. As regards reeds that are
moist even when they are shed natm-ally, this drying is

really the completion of ripening process, for such seeds

germinate more promptly when they have been thus cU'ied

than if sown as soon as they fall off from the parent
tree,

(f). Seeds that bequiee a fuktkee process oi' bipen-
INU AFTEii EALLINO OFF FJiOM THE PAEENT TBEE.—Among
agricultural crops our gram is a well-known in.stance of
such seeds. It will germinate freely only several months
after it has been harvested. Instances of forest seeds,

ah-eady given higher up, are those of teak in Central
India and Bombay, of Terminalia tomeniosa ^i\A Aijuna^ ai

Ptcrocarptis Jfar.-^itpiiinij babxd, ash, &c. Drying increases
the germinative facidtly of each one of these

species, especially the poiver of sweUing up of the em-
bryo and of the peri.sperm (when there is one) by the
imbibition of water. In the case of teak in Central India,
it woulil appear that continued exposure to all the altern-
ations of the weather during a whole year, provided
fermentation is prevented, favours the second ripening
process.

-Indian Forester. E. E. Feekandez.

CINCHONA LEDGERIANA A DISTINCT SPECIES.

So far back as September 1881, Dr. Trimeii seat and

interesting paper on this subject to the "Journal of

Botany
"

(it was published in the number for Nov-
ember following) giving a full description of the new-

species, the same being accompanied by coloured

plutes shewing the leaf, flower buds, calyx, &c. Through
an oversight, we failed to reproduce this valuable

contribution to Cinchona literature at the time a

copy reached us, but we are now reprinting the

letter press for the April number of the TroiT
ical Atjriculfurist, and in doing so, we are able to

give at the fame time a curious paper from the same

journal (number for January 1883) by Dr. Kuutze

endeiivouring to controvert Dr. Trimen's argument
and to demonstrate that Ledgeriana is a hybrid. Dr.

Kuntze iu a previous monograph of cinchona endeavoured
to make out that there were only four species :

—
Woddelliana (including Calisaya) ; Pavoniana (including
Micrautha) ; Howardiana (including Succirubra) ;

and Pahuiliana. All other cinchonas he regards as

synonyms or hybrids of these four sprcies ; but Dr.
Kuut'.e has faihd to convince scientific botanists of
the correctness of his views. In fact iiiany of his
notions arc rather laughed at, than gravely regarded.
Dr. Kuntze is a very eccentric and speculative botanist,
and his vie as on cinchona, hastily adopted on im-
perfect datii, are gene -ally allowed to have little «

eight.
It is perhaps desirable that he should ha\e an
opportunity of etdl advocating them in a scientific

periodical, bnt it is as well for the public to under-
stand tha' thev have not b<en accepted by any
other botanist aciiuainted w-ilh cinchona in the Kast.
It was on iliis account doubtless that Dr. Trimen did
not r -fer to Dr. Kuntze's vie«3of the origin of 6'. Lrdi/eri-
ana m the short article towhich he refur.'^, for Dr. Tri'men
mustbo wellacijUainted with hisbuokou Clncliuva, having 1

reviewed it on its appearance in 1878, and be also
has alluded to it in bis "Medicinal Plants" under ,

"Cinchona, "and again in Mr. T.C.Owen's Manual (p. 19).—Dr. Trimen has now, we understand, sent a brief

reply to Dr. Kuntze's statements iu the lalUr's pa|jiT
in the December number of the "Journal of Botany,"
and has been enabled to show thatMr. Uammie, in answer
to enquiries, denies absolutely having made any such
statenii-ni as Dr. Kuntze credits hiin with (that
Ledgeriana originated spontaneously in a Calisaya fi.ld
and never came tiue from seed), and Mr. Uainmie
thinks Dr. Kuntze must have some other kind than
'jedrjcriana in his mind's eye.

By Henhy Teimen, M.B., F.L.S.

(From the "Journal of Botany," Nov. H, 1881.)
All who have followed the progress of the great and

wonderfully successful experiment carried out iu the East
during the last twouty years, will be aware how prominent a
part as a quinine-yielding tree is now filled by the plantknown under the name of CiiicJiona Ledyeriaiui. The dis-

covery of its value iu 1872 gave new life to the flaggingCinchona enterprise in Java, which has since, undi/jr the able
guidance of the present director, Mr. Jloens, taken so lead-
ing a position ; and the cultivation, propagaticu. and im-
provement of this species are now the principal objects of
the plantations of the Dutch Government. In our own
plantations in Sikkim, after years of neglect a.s one of the
troublesome and hopelessly variable forms of C. Culisitifa,
the plant is now the object of careful cultivation

; whilst in
Southern India and Ceylon private planting enterprise
especially has not been slow to turn to account the knowledge
acquired, and the spread of C. Lahjtriuna, iu plantations in
suitable localities, is merely a question of time.
There is no occasion to go into details as to the history of

this species, but it is necessary to mention that the tree is

only known to botanists in a cultivated state. All existing
plants in the East are descendants of seed collected from
about fifty trees growing on the almost inaccessible banks of
the Kio Mamore in Bolivia, in June, 1865. It does not
ajipear that any European has been within a hundred miles
of this locality, or that the trees have been again seen. The
actual collector was a halt-caste, or native servant of Jlr. C.
Ledger, named Manuel Incra Mamani, who was afterwanls
murdered.* iWr. Ledger's seed was sent to Loudon, and
after being (unfortunately as it has turned out; declined by
the India Office, was purchased by the Dutch Government iu

Dec, 1865, and sent to Java, where it was raised and the
plants carefully attended to under the care of Van Gorkom,
then director of the plantations. A portion, however, of the
same seed was acquired by Mr. Jloney, a planter in the
Nilgiris, whence some found its way to the Government
plantations at Ootacamund, and a small quantity to those at
Darjeeling. Hence it resulted that plants of this valuable
kind were being grown both in Indiii and Java, but it was in
the latter country that its superiority as a quinine-yielding
variety was discovered.

In Java, too, it was soon observed that though showing a
good deal of variation, the plants possessed some well-marked
characters, and the name "

Li-dgerinna" became used (first
in 1873 ?) iu official reports and as a plantation name, to

distinguish it from other varieties of C. Cu/isai/a.f In India,
however, it was not distinguished from other yellow bark
trees, and it is only iu the last few years that the trees have
been picked out and identified by their botanical character-
istics. Seed Irom Indian Ledijeriami also found its way to a
few planters in Ceylon under the name of C. Calisaya; and
trees five or six years old have been found on several estates
mingled with other varieties, and generally unrecognized
until the characters were pointed out by Mr. Moens during a
risit to the island in Sept., 1880.
The name Lcdi/eriana received scientific sanction in 1876,

being then published in Howard's magnificent work as f
'

Calisaya, var. Lnlyeriana, How.J In this book, which I

regret I have not at present at hand, much information wiU
be found with reference to the plant and its allies. In now
publishing it as a separate species, I almost feel to owe an
apology for adding another to the already far too numerous

* J. E. Howard in Pharm. .Journ., March 13th. I88n
t Howard, (yuinol. Ind. Plant, p. 84.

; It is used in Howard's Kotes on C nchoiui in Journ. Linn.
Soc. xiv. p. 174(1874).
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specific names in the genus, and I should have abstained
from doing so on my own judgment alone. But several

supporting facts have been observed, especially by JNIr.

Moens in his long and intimate acquaintance with, and
close study of, the plant and its allies. His opportunities for

arriving at a correct cnnulusion are so much greater than
those of any other person, that I feel there is little risk in

adopting the view ho holds (which will be more fully ex-
hibired in his forthcoming book ou the genus Cinchona),
agreeing as it does with my own less well-grounded opinion.
A point which early struck me as noteworthy was. that

amoug the amazing variety iu the progeny of the ordinary
Calisaya-iotms nothing quite agreeing with C. Led;/u-iiiiia
was ever observed. Desirous to know whether this was the
case elsewhere, I made inquiries of Blr. Moeus, who assured
me that he never saw "

anything like Lcdj/tiinmi, either

botamcally or cluinically," to come from seed of a Calisai/a.
I understand that Mr. Gammie has the same experience.
This is very remarkable, for the progeny that come from any
sowing of C. Calisai/a seed are certainly less like one an-
other than some are like ('. Leilycriana; moreover, seed
from the latter has not hitherto been found to come very
true, even the progeny of the original seed from Bolivia

showing a good deal of variation. But as seen under cult-
ivation this has as yet been always the case with Oinchouas.
How far it results from a strong natural tendency to vari-

ation, and how much is due to cross-fertilization, we liave at

present little direct evidence to show. The latter must,
however, be a cause, and alone explains the undoubted im-

provement in the true-ness of seed from a tree hitlierto

grown in proximity to other species after isolation by their
destruction. This has been conspicuously shown in the case
of (- . Ledfferiana itself in Sikkim, the seedlings from whicli,
since iSIr. Gammie uprooted nearly all the neighbouring
trees, now come remarkably true, whereas before that was
done the sporting was so great that Dr. King would not

propagate by seed at all. The same results have been even
more marked in Java. We may hope for some direct evid-
ence on the subject, however, in time, as Mr. Moons is now
conducting experiments in artificial hybridization with a
view to comparison of the results with the naturally-pro-
duced sports.

So much interest attaches to this Viiichnna that, though
it has been comparatively recently the subject of three fine

plates iu Howard's sumptuous volume,§ I have thought that
a less ambitious figure, carefully drawn from living speci-
mens of the plant cultivated iu Ceylon, might fitly accom-

pany this notice. The artist has not been very fortunate in

the specimen he had for delineation, which was from a tree

grown in poor soil and an imsiutable situation, and flowering
at an earlier age than would be the case with a more
healthy subject. But there was then little choice as to

specimens in Ceylon, where we have but few adult trees

of the kind.

The following description gives those characters only
which are helpful to distinguish ('. Lahjeriaua from its

allies. They are chiefly taken from fresh Ceylon examples,
but I have been assisted by dried specimens of some of the

original trees from Java, for which I am indebted to Mr.
Moens :

—
Cinchona Li:doebi.\na, Moens, MSS.
C CaUsaya, Wedd., var. Ledqeriaiui, Howard, Quinol. Ind.

Plant., p. 84, tt. -1— C (1876).
Leaves when adult varying from pure lanceolate^ to oval

or to linear-lanceolate, or to oblong-oval, hut alwai/a haciitt/

the hyondest pari at or ahovi the middle and equally narrow-

ing towards either end, apex sub-acute (rarely acute) or sub-

obtuse, base much attenuate into the short petiole, always

perfectly glabrous ou both surfaces, subcoriaceous, often

Wiu-y.fidl deep green, paler beneath, shining but uot polished
above, the base of the midrib and petiole more or less stained

w th orange-pink, the veins prominent beneath, scrobicules

not conspicuous mostly coufiued to the upper vein-angles

^ Quinol. Ind. Plant., tt. 4. 5. (i.

•^ The sense iu which I have always used the terms " lau-

ceoiate" and *' oval" is that given in English text-books, and
more precisely defined in this Journal, 1871, p. 370. But
several descriptive botanists use the term "

lanceolate'' to ex-

press a form which I am accustomed to call ovate-lanceolate

or narrowly ovate, ?'. <'., with the bro^ulest diameter below the

middle; whilst "ov.al" is employed with extreme laxity for

several very different outlines.

stipules enclosing the terminal bud, quickly caducous, lauceo
late-oblong, subacute, glabrous, keeled, and with numerous
parallel veinlets.

Flowers small, on short curved pedicels and thus droopiiiff
or diearicate, tufted or crowded at the ends of the branches
of the usually small rather deuse pyi-amidal panicle ; buds
oblong-ovoid, blunt, when mature not at all or veri/ slir/lttli/
widened at the end and never aliruptli/ enlari/ed there.

Corolla with a short wide tuhe about l-6th inch long, snme-
what inflated in the middle, pale green, lobes pvre white or
somewhat cream-coloured (very rarely pinkish), the marginal
hairs copious and long.

Capsule short, ovoid-oblong, rarely more than
g-
inch and

never more than h inch in length, capped by the persistent
cup-shaped calyx-limb with erect teeth.

As with other species of Cincliomi in cultivation there
is in this a great deal of variability in the form of the leaf,
even iu adult trees. Ou the floweriug branches they are
often narrow and almost strap-shaped, whilst in some plants
they are as broad as C. officinalis, var. Condaminea, from
which it is indeed not always easy to distinguish them. The
amount of red coloration in the veins is variable, and rarely
quite absent. Though always absolutely glabrous when
mature, this is by no means the case with young plants ;

seedlings up to a year or two old are frequently more or less

hairy lieneath, but as the trees get older this disappears.
These young leaves are also often of very large size, and the
upper surface usually has a velvety sheen or rejet ; not un-
frequently the under side is of a fine piu-plish tint

; but none
of these points are, I think, of much importance. Tbe
unexpanded leaves and the buds and young .soft shoots have,
however, a bronzed or olive-orange tint by which in a field of
C. Culisaya the plants of C Ledc/eriana may often be picked
out at first sight. 'When withering the leaves turn orange-
lake to brown.
The tree does uot apparently attain any great height ;

it

is distinctly pyramidal in shape, and less handsome in ap-
pearance than some other species. The bark is usually
rather clean and smooth

;
but there seems to be consider-

able variability in appearance, and I cannot learn that any
guide as to quality is afforded by it.

The long-styled and short-styled forms seem to be pretty
equally distributed in Ceylon specimens, perhaps the short-

.styled (with exserted stamens) being rather more frequent.
I do not observe any correlated differences in foliage or
inflorescence. The trees flower here during the months from
May to September.
The capsules are described by Dr. King as "

nearly
globular," but I have seen none of that form, all being as
above described. Those originally collected were considered

by Mr. Howard to be similar to V. <'alisai/a var. viicrocarpa,
AVedd. (figured in the Quinology, t. 15).

The best marks distinguishing C. Ledgeriana from all

forms of C. Calisai/a are found in the flowers. Their droop-
ing habit, and more especially the small size, short inflated

tube, and white colour of their corolla, are quite characteris-
tic ;

the difference is well seen just before expausion, when
in ('. I'alisaya the tube is topped by a suddenly-iuflated
knob quite absent in the present species. The flowers

certainly thus make an approach to C yticrantlia,H. ^V.,
but the very different foliage and capsules widely separate
the two species. Tlie plant alludeil to by Mr. Howard in
this Journaljl under the name of the "

Morada," and col-

lected by Pedro l\ada on the rivers Bossi and Beni in
Eastern Bolivia, is, to judge from the coloured figure given
of the young leaves, extremelj^ like ('. Ledt/eriana. The
bark, too, is known to be a good sort of ( 'alisat/a bark.
The trees, however, are said to reach a height of ISit-l.'iO

feet, and the flowers of this "morada" to be "purple"; but
a closely-allied form,

"
la verde," has them '• white."

For the specimens figured I am indebted to Mr. '^''alter'

Agar. They are from Mahanillu Estate, in the Maskeliya
district of Ceylon, about 5^ years old from seed, and about

f)^ fei't high (being, as above uientioued, grown in unfavour-
able circumstances). The seed cante from the late Mr.
Maclvor, Superintendent of the Cinchona plantation in the

Kilgiris, obtained, there can be no doubt, from trees which
originated from Sir. Ledger's seed.

Peradeniya, Ceylon, September 1st, 1881.

II

'Journ. Bot.,' 18C9, p. 1, t. S7.
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CINCHONA LEDGERIANA ; A HYBRID ?

By Otto Kdntze, Ph. D.

(From the "Journal of Botany Britinh and Forevjn"
for January 1S83, parjes 5 to H.)

Dr. Henry Trimeu published in this journal for
1881 (pp. 321-32.')) a paper entitled " Cinchona Ledger-
iana, a Distinct Species," wherein he maintains that
C. Ledgeriaiia is not a variety of C. Calisaya, as Mr.
.1. E. Howard had supposed. He cites the following
marks in support of his position :

—
(1) The leaves of

C. Ledgeriana have always the broadest jiart at or
about the middle. (2) The flowers approach those of

C. Mii'rantha in their drooping habit, small size, short
inflated tube, white colour, and also (3) by their buds,
which are not at all or very slightly widened at the

end, and never abruptly enlarged there, as they are in

C. Calisaya. 'I his last character is new to me.
C. Calisaya and C. Micrantha are the only species

mentioned as nearly allied to C. Ledgeriana. I have
described indeed 0. ledgeriana as a hybrid of these
two species in my monograph of cinchona* wherein I

acknowledge only four species :
—Weddelliana=C.

Calisaya pro parte ; C. Pavoniana=C. Micrantha p. p. ;

C. Howardiana=- C. succirubra p. p.; and C. Pahiidiana
How. All other cinchonas I regard as synonyms or

hybrids of those fouj- species. The hybridization of
cinchonas has been proved (1) by some direct artiticial

production of several hybrids, (2) by the fact that tlie

seeds of marked trees produced plants with the mixed
characteis of another species. There cannot be any
doubt as to the copious hybridization of cinchonas ;

and it is well known that the hyljrids in the cinchona

plantations have plenty of good fertile seeds ; only C.

ledgeriana shows an exception, and its more or less

great sterility has been often noticed.
Cinchona Ledgeriana originated spontaneously in the

tJovernment plantations of Mungpo in Sikkim, as pul)-
lished by me in my monograph of cinchona. Dr.
Trimen did not know this fact, and it would seem that
he has not read my monograph ; for he writes

(p. 322) :
— "

I made inquiries of Mr. Moens, wlio assured
me that he never- saw anything like l#dgeriana to
come from seed of a calisaya. I understand that Mr.
Gammie has the same experience." During my visit

to Java I never obsen-ed spontaneous C. Ledgeriana,
but in Mungpo-SikkuTi Mr. Ciammie and the late
Mr. Biermann assured me that "

C. Ledgeriana had
originated spontaneously there in the calisaya field."

Besides Dr. Trimen supports this statement, saying
"in our own plantations in Sikkim, after years of

neglect as one of the troublesome and hopelessly
varialjle forms of (_'. calisaya, the plant (C. Ledgeriana)
is now the object of careful cultivation." Dr. Trimen
is therefore in error to write that "

all existing plants
in the East are descendants of seeds collected in

Bolvia, in .June 186.5."

But the testimony of the cinchona cultivators—
valuable as it mo.y be—is not necessary, for we know
a fact that proves the hybrid origin of C. ledgeriana
in Mungpo : the imported cinclionas in Mungpo are

trees, witli the exception of C calisaya, and all descend-
ants of C. calisaya are shrubs, pure calisaya are
small shrubs, and the hybridized calisaya are very
large shrubs, because the other hybridizing cinchonas
are only trees. C. Ledgeriana of Mungpo is also a

large shrub : it became only more tree-like by the
art of the cultivators, who prefer trees for bark

collecting. When I visited Mungpo, C. Ledgeriana
was mostly not yet treelike. In contrast to this

shrubby Ledgeriana of Mungpo the descendants of
Bolivian Ledgeriana in .Java and Southern India, per-
haps also ui private Sikkun plantations, are veritable

* '

Cinchona, Arten, Hybrideu und Oultur der chiniu-
baume.' Leipzig, 1878; Verlag vou Haessel.

trees. I do not know if there has been imported
Bolivian ledgeriana into the Mungpo Government plant-
ations after 1875; but until that date no Bolivian
ledgeriana existed there.
The Mungpo ledgeriana shows another individual

mark, by which I can easily distinguish it from
Bolivian ledgeriana : the former has very divaricate
panicles with slender ramification, the Bolivian des-
cendants have a more dense panicle with thicker or
shorter branches. The C. micrantlia of Mungpo has
accidentally such slender divaricate panicles, and all
its hybrids at Mungpo, as well as C. ledgeriana show
that individual mark. The Mungpo calisaya field is
of very great extension, and it is the same plan on
which the former intendant of that plantation Mr
C. B. Clarke, sowed the calisaya. Mr. Clarke said in
JNovember lS/;>, to me, "we sowed calisaya and gotother plants," and among these other plants were
many shrubs of C. ledgeriana.

I am anxious to correct the erroneous point of Dr
Trimen's publication, because Dr. A. Garcket has briefly
quoted the paper of Dr. Trimen against ray deduction
of tlie liybnd origin of C. ledgeriana ; he says also —
"Messrs. Moens and Trimen prove that C. ledgerianabears fruits like all other cinclionas, and they consider
it therefore as a distinct species." As all other arti-
ficial and spontaneous cinchona hybrids ripen good
seeds plentifully, the fertility only would be no proof
for the establishment of a species ; besides, the fert-
lity of C. ledgeriana is neither existing nor confirmed
by Dr. Trimen in that manner.
Cinchona ledgeriana is the only cinchona that suffers

from sterility, and only ripens more fruits if it .rets
fertilized and hybridized by other cinchonas •

that
happens often, and therefore the descendants of ledger
lana are mostly degenerated, and the to-called ledger-
iana bark of Java contains often very little quinine
(till only 0-8 per cent !). Dr. Trimen says that " the
seed ings [of C. ledgeriana] since Mr. Gammie uporooted
nearly all the neighbouring trees come remarkably
true, whereas before that was done the sporting was
so great that Dr. King would not propagate by seed at
all." No cinchona species shows a similar degeneration
as C. ledgeriana if growing between other cinchonas- even
the calisaya field of Mungpo shows yet a greater part of
true C. calisaya. Dr. Trimen says nothingaboutthe great
fertility of C. ledgeriana, as Dr. tJarcke supposes but
he gives an illustration of partly abortive fruits I
may refer to some other notes on the fertility of C
ledgeriana : Ledger wrote to Howard,: on the discovery
of C. ledgeriana m Bolivia, "he then told me the
best bark trees had not produced ripe seeds for four
years," whereof frost cannot be the cause, for 9II other
cinchonas there around ripened good seeds. In the'

Berigte nopens de Gouvernements Kiua Ondernem
ing

"
(2 Kwartaal, 1874, No. l!l) we read, C ledKer-

lanas give few seeds, and deceive us
; the best trees

were flowering to death. lu the 3rd Kwartaal 1875
from C. ledgeriana only fifty trees ripen sometimes a
few fruits. In the 4th Kwartaal, 1877: the seeds of
C. ledgeriana have failed. \'isiting the Java and
Mungfo plantations I observed also the poor fertility
of C. ledgeriana.

^

As all other cinchona hybrids are always extremely
fertile, I suppose C. ledgeriana must be an irregular
hybrid-irregular, because the se\-eral qualities of
the two parent species are not well combined as in
the regular hybrids of cinchona. For instance, C oflicin
ahs Hooker is the regular hybrid of C. calisaya and
C. micrantha, whilst C. ledgeriana is the irregular
hybrid of these two species. Both hybrids have the
broadest part of the leaves at or about the middle,

icl ,'
Handworterbuch der Pharmakognosie von Wittsteiu

'

ioo2, p. lol. '

t Howard, "the Quinologj- of the East Indies ii iii

p. it).
' ' '>
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because C. calisaya lias leaves with the broadest part

below the middle, and C. micrantha has leaves with

the broadest part above the middle ; C. officinalis,

which also originated spontaneously in Muugpn, shows

intermediate flowers and fruits with little variability,

but C. ledgeriana possesses the flowers of C. micrantha

and the fruits of C. calisaya and shows great vari-

ability. T>r. Trimcn confirms the great affinity of C.

officiiialis and C. ledgeriana by writing that it is in-

deed not always easy to distinguish C. officinalis from

C. ledgeriana.
If we consider that (1) C. ledgeriana after its

doubtless origin as a high shrub in the calisaya held

ofMungpo must be a hybrid, (2)0. ledgeriana is a very

rare plant of the American cinchona region,
_
(3) C.

ledgeriana shows only small fertility with its own

pollen, (4) C. ledgeriana shows the best character of

hybrids in preferring strange pollen to its own, as its

typical degeneration proves, (5) V. ledgeriana shows

only the specific qualities of C. calisaya and C.

micrantha—we must conclude that C. ledgeriana is

neither a variety of C. calisaya nor a, distinct

species, but a hybrid of C. calisaya with C. micrantha._
I gave two theses on the (quantity of quinine in

the bark relating to the hybridity :—

(l)_Ouly for the regular hybrids : the quantity of

quiidne increases by hybridity. For instance, the bark

containing quinine averagesU :—

I. C. Howardiana (Succirubra p. p.), 0-98 per cent.

li. C.Pahudiana Howard, 15 per cent.

III. C. Pavoniana (micrantha p. p.),
0-01 percent.

IV.' C. Weddelliana (Calisaya p. p.), 084 per cent.

IxII. (C. pubescens Vahl. Cordifolia Mutis, pur-

purea R. and. P., Coloptera Miq), 0-72 per cent.

IxIII. (C. heterophylla Pavon), no analysis existing.

IxIV.' (C. laucifolia Mutis), 1-20 per cent.

IIxIII. (C. ovata Wedd.), no analysis existing.

IIxIV. (C. Humboldtiana Lambert, (J. Hasskarliana

miq.), 0-70 per cent.

IIIxIV. (0. officinalis Hooker), 2 '58 per cent.

(2)—Only for irregular hybrids (till now only C.

ledgeriana):
with the greater irregularity, i.e., the

more the several marks of the parents are separate in

the hybrid) increases the quantity of quinine. That

is proved by my choice of the best sorts according

to the botanical qnalitics of the many forms of C.

ledgeriana in Mungpo, and confirmed by the analysis

of their barks.

On the origin of the irregular hybrid I gave

the following hypothesis, which must yet be

confirmed by experiment: the pollen of a newly

sprung hybrid fertilized the ovary of a species.

As the regular cinchona hybrids of older origin seem

to act like species, it would be better to prefer

new or young hybrids. I recommended the fertdiza-

tion with pollen of long-styled hybrid flowers

on the stigma of long-styled parent (species) flowers,

or with the pollen of short-styled hybrid flowers on the

stigma of short-styled parent flowers, because the cross-

in" of equal hetero-styled flowers aets like a hybridiza-

tion and therefore the effects of hybridization must be

increased. This is only a scientific hypothesis, but

the experiment causes no extraordinary expenses to

cinchona planters and it is easy to execute : as the

stamens are inserted in the corolla tube it is only

necessary to put away before the corolla is opened (or

the pollen ia not yet developed) the deciduous corolla

from the flower whose stigma shall be fertilized, further

to take the opened corolla with mature pollen of the

hybrid and to put it over the isolated style of tlie

other plant. The experiment promises great success

by increased quantity of quinine, so that it may be

recommended to all cinchona cultivators.

^ rharmazeutische Zeituug (Bunzlau), 1879, No. 93;

Beilage No. 21.

Influence of Lime on the Germination of Seeds.—
Some interesting result.s of, experiments by Dr. Liebeuberg
as to the influence of lime on the germination of seeds,

have recently been published in the Journal of the I 'ieiiiut

Academy of Sciences. It appears that the seeds of many
plants require the presence of lime in the soil duriny the

germinating process, or the seedlings die from want of it.

It is likewise shown that many other plants do not fail to

germinate freely and well without the presence of lime in

the soil. Dr. Liebenberg also points out that plants which

fail grow through the absence of lime in the soil do not fail

in consequence of the injurious effects of any other matters

that may be present, but because lime is essential to their

healtliy growth.— ^r</?(s.

JtuiiiiEK IN India.—We hear favorable accounts of the

rubber trees sent to Nelanibur and growing under the

care and attention of Mr. Fergussou of the Forest Depart-
ment. The 0:Bra is the only variety that has attained any
size. The trees are eighteen months old, and are freely

flowering at present. There ought consequently to be a

supply of seeds for distribution or propagation. The seed

is large, and the .shell is so hard as to make self-germ-

ination uncertain and protracted. With care, this might
be effected in a year, but to expedite this important opera-

tion of nature, the bean should be rasped until the kennel

is very nearly reached. "When this is done, the seed will

germinate in about three weeks.—Sovtii of Jmlia Ohsei-ticr.

Increase of Fruit Faeminx..—That fruit-farming is ex-

tending in this country is good news for all sorts and con-

ditions of men. Particularly cheering i.s^t for the farmer and

the fruit consumer. The one has a new source of income

placed within his reach, and the other is charmed by the

prospect of cheaper fruit. The growing of fruit is ex-

tending very rapidly in Kent, the increased acreage under

fruit in that county beiug, no doubt, due to the prox-

imity of a ccrtam remunerative market in the metropolis.

There are now some 18,000 acres of fruit-bearing land in

Kent—a truly remarkable icrease upon the 12,000 acres thus

cultivated in 1875. The increase in the fruit acreage has

been mainly in very recent years. In the five years between

187,5 and 1880 the increase was only 2,645 acres ; between 1880

and 1881 it was over 2,000 acres ;
and between then and 1882

it further increased by more than a 1,000 acres.—Land.

The Number of Stock in Great Britain has of late

years decreased to an alarming extent, and values have

consequently advauced to an unprecedented figirre. Imports
from America mitigated for a tune the scarcity, but the

United States, from which supplies were chiefly derived

can no longer bear the drain. Her own teeming and

rapidly increa.sing population will consume all she can raise

for years to come. Thrown, therefore, to a great extent

on her own resources, this country must face the question

boldly. According to MoorhuU's Balance Sheet of the

World, the annual consumption of animal food in Europe
is 853,000 tons more than the production. England alone

con-sumes 1,800,000 tons yearly, and yet she produces only

1,205.000 tons. This deficiency of 595,000 tons must be sup-

plied at home. The inference is, more attention must be di-

rected to stock-raising, and that too without delay.—Kowiu-s

ij-
Co.'s Ciirnhii:

Japan Black Tea.—Mr, Consul Enslie writes from

Kanagawa (Japan) as follows concerning black tea :—
This has, on the whole, proved a failm-e, although the

production continues on a Umited scale. The climate and

soil of this country appear unfitted to the growth of

plants producing a leaf of the quality necessary to make

good black. Teas resembling good leaf congous can be

made with good and even houd.some leaf, several samp-
les being in apperaance very similar to Indian teas of

pekoe class, but lacking strength, and not being nearly

equal to good Chinese Fooehow teas in that re.spect. A
small amount of these teas has been shipped to Germany
on native account, a German financier providing the

necessary funds
;
but thus far the outcome of these ship-

ments has not transpiied. The results generally of 1881

have not proved as satisfactory as those of the preceding

year ;
the whole crop, and more particularly the fii-st

picking, shows signs of hasty and careless preparation.

The amount of tea exported from Japan was decidedly

in excess of the requirements of the United States and

Canada, and a considerable portion of the .shipments for

the year had to be sacrificed at prices which did not

cover laying down cost.—Indian Tea Gazette.
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FIBRE MACHINES.
Mr. H. C. Smith's new fibre machine is thus

noticed in a letter from our old friend, Mr. Thomas

Clark, of Messrs. Clark, Speuce k Co., Cxalle, who, it

will be seen, are agents for the patentee. The speci-

men of aloe fibre is very fine, bat Mr. Clark seems

not to be aware how largely we h.ive discussed the

subject of fibres and fibre machines. Aloes and pine-

apple plants will yield excellent fibre, especially the

latter, but we have not the same confidence as regards

the comparatively weak leaves of the screw piue.

17, Philpot Lane, London, 26th January, 18S3.

By w.ay of renewing our very old acquaintance I

am anxious to draw your attention to an improved
scutching michine, which has recently been patented

by Mr. H. C. Smith of Mauritius (now iu England) for

the production of aloe and other fibres.

I have noticed allusion in recent numbers of the

Oliiernr to the important increase iu exports from
Mauritius and Reunion islands of the afoe, and that

several joint-stock Companies have sprung up of late

years. I see no reason why thia euterprize should

not be extended to Ceylon. The plant grows almost

throughout the island, and in the north I believe the

coconut estates are fenced in with it.

Mr. Smith's now patent is applicable not only to

the aloe leaf, but to tho edible pineapple and tvikt pine,

and perhaps I m ly include the plantain.
The patent is very simple, and one machine is capable

of producing 600 lb. of clean fibre per day of 10 hours,
and the present value on the average is about ,£3(3 per
ton. I have sold two bales of superior at i.'4'2 per
ton ! Surely it is worth the serious attention of all

who may have the raw material in the vicinity of

their houses.

The coat of the machine is bo trifling. It becomes
within the reach of almost all ; and you would, I am
sure, be doing a public good by a favoraljie atten-

tion to the above remarks. Messrs. Clark, Spenee & Co,

of Galle are agents for the patentee.
— Wishing you con-

tinued health and prosperity, believe me, yours

faithfully. THOMAS CLARK.
As regards the Ekman process we li'ire heard from a

Colombo house that had made the needful enquiries,
that the cost of the plant for this process is not less

than i,'2,000! We see that some of the Mauritius

"hemp" Companies estimate their produce all round

at £3'S a ton, but that they expect to work up to a

fibre worth £40 a ton.

THE ADULTERATION OF QUININE.
Our London correspondent has recently referred to

this topic, and we have received from an old Ceylon

colonist, settled in Paris, a copy of the Temps of

Feb. oth, which contains an article on the subject.

After giving a short sketch of the history of the fever

bark, the writer refeia to the alkaloids quinine and

cinchouine, the action of the latter being, he says,

uncertain. He then relates the experiments made by
Doctor Liborde, the results of which are given in

the complex remlin of the Society of Biology of Paris.

His first communication on the subject goes back to

4th Dec. last, and in it he recalls the fact that in

1877 he undertook experiments to determine the

physiological action of quinine, cinchouine and cin-

choaidine, the toxical convulsing properties of ihe

latter two being such that the effects were designated

by him "oinchonic epilepsy." It was the recent epi-

demic of typhoid fever that attracted Dr. Laborde's

attention to qninine, as he felt the necessity of de-

termining the effects of a remedy so generally need.

It was then that he first declared the quinine in

use iu the hospitals to be adulterated. At a meeting
of the Society on Oth Dec, he reiterated and ampli-
fied his assertion, stating that the exact proportion
of cinchouine in the quinine of the hospitals, determ-

ined by qualitative and quantitative analyses, was
43 per cent— almost half. He exhibited a specimen of

the adulteriit'd product, which had not the crystalline

silky appearance of pure quinine but a dull cottony
look. He also related experiments which lie had per-
formed with the substance on guinea-pigs, which

proved the adulteration. At the sitting of l(ith Dec.

he again referred to the subject, and spoke of the

necessity of an enquiry into the adulteration of ihe

quinine supplied to the hospital's. Dr. Laborde's com-
nuiuicatiou was reported to M. Baudrimout, the

Director of the Central Pharmacy of the hospitals,
who at first declared the adulteration to be i'upossible,
as the quinine had passed through the hiinds of ex-

perts. However, he at once proceeded to test the
statement of Dr. Labonle, which he found to be true,
with this peculiarity, that in a certain eetabli^hment
the quinine was pure, in another it was mixed with
cinchouine in the proportions indicated by Dr. Laborde,
while at another the bottles contained nothing but
oinchonine. The Administration of Public A.ssistance,
informed of the matter by M. Baudrimout, called upon
the contractor, named Pressac, for an explanation ;

the latter replied that it was not he but M. Lacombe,
the representative of the Lombard Manufactory
of Chemicil Products, who h.td supplied the drug.
But the Public Assistance would not deal with
the latter, Pressac having contracted to supply
70 kilos of sulphate of quinine at .370 fr. the kilo.

They simply informed Pressac that they should

lodge a complaint against him before the Public
Prosecutor. Pressac hastened to Lacombe, who ac-

companied him to the Central Pharmacy, where he
found visible proof of the adulteration in the boxes
delivered on account of Pressac, which the latter

had not even seen. It should be stated th.at oin-

chonine is worth 4.5 to 50 fr. the kilo, while 370 fr.

was being paid for quinine. Lacombe was still more

stupefied to find that in the boxes delivered by him
in October and November tho quinine occupied only
about a third at the surface, the bottom being
filled with cinchouine. The commission of experts
had failed to detect the fund, so that the hospitals
first served had received pure quinine, the next a

mixture, or account of the effeci of the shaking of

boxes, and the last were supplied with pure cin-

chonine. The commission is composed of 14 persons
of the highest respectahility, and it is therefore im-

possible that they could have been parties to the

deception. Lacombe, on being pressed by one of the

experts, declared that the quinine was furnished to

him by the Lombard Manutactory at Milan, of which
he wa? the agent, and that the fraud must have
been committed bv them, but after the lapse of

some days he wrote to the expert withdrawing his

accusation, and stating that a mistake had been
made in his own house. He confessed that he had
mixed sulphate of quiulne of a French house, of

which he nad two boxes, with the contents of the

boxes from Milan. The French product having a

batter appearance than the foreign, he placed the
latter at the bottom and the former at the top.
Hut he was convinced that the latter was quinine,

though he had since recognized that it was quin-
idine. He had mistaken llie labels, and in support
of his assertion he forwarded two labels meant for the

two products and deceptive to the most experienced

eye. This letter is at present in the hands of the

juye d' instruction, who hat been charged by the
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Public Prosecutor with the investigation of the affair.

The writer in the Temps then describes the

method of extracting quinine, and saye that the Krench
QiBDufacturers coniplain tliat on account of the duty
on spirits iu France ether costs four francs tiie

liter, while the Germans pay only oue franc. To
this fact they ascribe their iniibility to compete with

foreigners. The article ends by cilmin^ the fears of

those ready to talfe alarm, assuring than that the

test of the adulteration of quinine is an easy matter

to pharmacists and chemists, and that, now that tlieir

attention has been roused, they will see that what

passes through tlieir 1 luds is th^ genuine article.

By a later m lil we have ri-oeivcd the following
from our London Correspondent :

—
"Paris, Friday, Feb. tHh.—A politico-industrial dis-

cussion has been raging during the last fe.v days
between che French, Cxermau, and Italian papers, a

discussion which threatens to become positively seri-

ous. There is a chemical manufactory at Milan

which some time ago amalg^imated with a German
one. During the late typhoid epidemic here the

Milan firm supplied a Paris house with considerable

quantities of sulphate of quinine for the hospitals.
It was suddenly perceived that this sulphate, which
costs 450f. a kilogi amine, was adulterated with a

subsianoo costing only 150f. The adulterated article

was refused, and the French newspapers denounced
German and Italian manufactures as fraudulent.

This caused a great sensation in Italy and Germany.
The manager of the Milanese factory hastened to

Paris, and it was diseovered that it was the Paris

house that had substituted the spurious substance

for the real sulphate of quinine
—a fact which the

head of the Paris house himself admitted in a letter

to the manager of the Lombard factory. The latter

has now commenced an action against the Paris

house : but though the French papers, especially the

Temps, have acknowledged their mistake, the papers
of Germany and Italy continue to manifest great ir-

ritati')n at an accusation which mi^ht have thrown
discredit on their respective chemical products. The

action, it is to be hoped, will put an end to a dis-

cussion which only tends to embitter the feelings

between the three nations
"

CINCHONA AND TEA CULTIVATION ON
THE HILLS OF CEYLON.

With reference to the fact that twigs of some of

our jungle trees act as poison to cinchona seedlings

the question arises whether the influence of stocks

and roots of such trees left in the soil may not

account to eome extent for th" refusal to grow or

the dying out of cinchonas ? All the mischief may
not be due to either climate or the conditions of

soil chemical or mechanical. The whole question of

the effect of roots and stems of trees left to gradually

decay in ground planted up with coffee, tea, cin-

chona, &o ,
is well worthy of investigation. Besides

the general effect of rotting wood as a source of

destructive insects and luugi, the directly poisonous
action of particular forest trees on the various cultiv-

ated plants would have to be considered. The late

Mr. Nietner collected much valuable information re-

garding the insect and fungic enemies of the coffee

plant. We now want a supplement or a distinct

treatise describing the vegetable enemies of our cult-

ured plants, from ag^-ratum and " wild mignonette
"

(the latter stated to be sixteen years old iu Uva and

six in Dimbula) to the loftiest of our forest trees

which may be proved or suspected of doing injury,

in its living or dead state, to cotfee, tea, cincliona,

&c. The deadly effect on tea bushes of the decaying
roots of a forest tree, not yet identitied by its botanic

and native names, is unquestionably great, groups of
from two to twelve plants being so poisoned to death.
I see that an intelligent correspondent from the

valley of the Peak traces paucity of feeding rootlets
iu the case of coffee trees to the enfeebling influence
of the fungus. Although he also suggests a sour
condition of the soil, 1 believe ho might trace scarcity
of bearing wood on the bushes to the same cause, the

fungus. I have no belief in the theory of some
planters that Hemlleia vastatiix existed on coffee before
IS69. Yellow leaves there were in plenty ; but they were
as different to the fatal copper-coloured masses of

sporangia, as day is to night. I have no more doubt
that the chiif cause from which our great industry
is suffering is the debilitating influence of the fungus
which first developed on our cultivated coffee in 1S69
than I have of my own existence. But grub has in

many districts also done its part, and how far timber
left in or on the ground to rot has been productive
of mischief, iu this and other ways, to coffee, and
also to cinchona, tea, &c.

,
demands full investigation.

As bearing on the subject, however remotely, I may
adduce the deadly influence of cultivated bamboos
on coffee in their neighbourhood, liiue gums are also

hurtful, and so are even cinchonas, especially succi-

rubras when well-grown. As living trees are hurtful

beyond what they produce of shade and drip
—iu a

chemical sense—so dying and dead timber may be
mischievous in various degrees. A set of analyses of

soils and timbers and also weeds, proved or believed
to be specially inimical to the healthy growth of our
chief cultured products, such as coffee, tea, cinchona,
cacao, &c., would be interesting and useful.

I am looking momentiirily for a visit from our Mon-
golian mentor,

'^ Clia" (strongly suspected nf being a

Scotchman of th" crooked noxe*), and the first question
I am likely to put to him is

" Did you mean it, when
yon recommended the P^akwanaites to let every tliird

row of tea grow itp as a breakwiud ?" I believe in

breakwinds, and iu tea hedges .along drains and paths
and across hill faces, but to devote one third of a

property to shelter belts takes me aback. If the

system became general, tea seed would have to be

expressed for oil and the cake used for cattle feed

and manure. But "Cha," perhaps, intends that the
shelter belts should themselves be partially pruned or

at any rate topped at .'> or (3 feet high so as to yield
some flush ? Shelter hedges of tea bushes by all means,
but surely not the extent of one third of an

estate, however windy. In walking over young
tea this morning, the mental note I took was that
wind which had blown cinchonas almost out of the

ground did not seem to have even checked
luxuriant growth, except where the exposure was
to the north-west. Tea will grow where cinchonas
and even coffee refuse to flourish ; but even tea shews
in its aspect the effect of different soils, aud we must
not be surprised if, on a large scnle, it hangs fire

somewhat on tliose most promising but generally most

disiippointing eastern fronts in this district, as far

as coft'ee culture is concerned. Isolated tea plants

grown as tea seed bearers in such positions, however,
have grown splendidly. Our experience here is that
a good As^am hybrid grows much more readily than
Assam indigenous trees, while some patches of China

plants which we were at one time advised to eradic-

ate, have "broadened down" into splendid flush-.vield-

ing surfaces. The present weather is all that could be

wished for lea, and we hope soon to
"
speed the parting

guests," iu the shape of the tiny moth which lodges its

grubs in the flush, and the leaf disease which has marked
some of the more mature foliage with white dots.

There must be something always to qualify sanguine
feelings and we su q)ose we may thank ul if worse never
overtakes our tea than the moth and the white spot.

Gaelic "cam-shrou. "
,
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To the Editor of the ''Ceylon Observer:'

LIBERIAN COFFEE AT GAMPOLA.

Sinliapittia, '28tli February 1S83.

Deak Sik,— I picked otf one Liberiau coffee tree

this moruiug 4,755 cherries. It was topped at 5J
feet the longest primary is feet ; the longest second-

ary 4i feet; No of primaries 33 ; and circumference
at 6 inches from the grouml 13^ inches. I am sorry
I did not keep an account of what I picked in

January. It was at least 3,000 and there are more
than 4,000 more on the tree. Do you think any tree

in C ylou could beat this ?—Yours truly, E. B.
P.S.—Age of tree: between 41- and 5 years.

CACAO DRYING.

Colombo, 14th March 1SS3.
Dear Sir,—I am much obliged for the hint given

in last evening's issue regarding the reward offered
in Trinidad for a cocoa drier. By a curious coin-

cidence, just three weeks ago I sent to a friend
in London the specifications and drawings of my
drier and requested him to submit them to

persons interested in the cultivation of cocoa in Trin-
idad and in the Spanish Republic, with the view
of introducing the principle of the machines for drying
cocoa iu the way I suggested in a letter to the
local "

Times,
"

copy of which I enclose for your
Tropical Agriculturist.*

* Oacao Dhting.

Colombo, 24th Feb. 1883.

Sik,
—My tea dryer can be appUed to the drying of cocoa

when it is necessary or ad\-isable to apply artificial heat
for that pm-pose. Though I have no experience in di'ying
cocoa artiticiaUy, I am well acquainted with dr}-iug coffee
in that way, as many years ago I used the Clerihew pro-
cess on thi'cc estates I had at the time, and I know that
though large quantities of wet stuff cannot be dried ivithin
a hniited period on smidl heated areas, these may by ro-
tation be made to do the work of large surfaces to which
no artificial heat is appUed, especially where, as in the case
of cocoa, it is necessary to fb'y slowly. I have recently,
thi-ough the kindness of the Ceylon Company, Limited,
and Mr. Gavin Morice, been enabled to make some ex-

periments hi drj-ing cocoa, and I think from what I have
seen that iu order to prevent the parchment or outer shell

cracking from exudation of the moistiu-e iu the kernel, the

di-ying must be gi-adual, and the heat should not be ap-
pUed continuously. I am confinned in this ojiinion by an
experienced cocoa planter who infoi-med me that, after
the evaporation of the outside moisture, bright sun heat
had tlie effect of crackiug the parclimeut, thus renderuig
it Uable to be detached from the kernel, which is the
objection to drying artificially at a high temperature.

i have found that by heatmg the nibs to a certam
point, and then putting them into bags or boxes for a
time, tlie process of drj-ing is gradual, and at tlie same
time expeditious, mthout cracking the outer shells. It is

unnecessary at present to go into estimates of the cost
and capahiUties of a tliier 60 feet long by 4 feet wide,
or calculate how much cocoa it would hold at a tune]
because I am smre no person would think of investing in
a machine of that size vrithout ascei-taiuing its capabiUtes
for himself by experimenting with small machines, the
number and dimensions of wliich could be regulated by
requu'ements and other circumstances.

One of the 8 feet by 2 feet dryers, thi-ee inches deep,
costing about E40 heated to a temperature of 120 degrees
would, I think, dry 4 cwt. in two days by rotating the
charges every six hom-s or more frequently, two or more
coidd be placed over the same fire which one cooly could
keep up. C. SHAND.

P.S.—It should not be forgotten that the heat generated
by these machines would keep a high temperature for

di-j-iug i>urposes iu a building coustiuctcd for the pui-pose.^C S.

104

I believe the improvements being made in the con-

struction of my tea-driers will admit of their being

supplied on a large scale of durable and substantial

materials at about two-and-a-quarter rupees per super-
ficial foot of drying surface. Compare this with the

cost of patent siroccos, and kindly bear in mind

that, whilst the workiug cajjacity of these cannot be

easily added to, the size of my driers may l)e in-

creased as circumstances call forth.—Yours truly,

C. SHAND.

PEPPER CULTIVATION :—WANTED INFORM-
ATION FROM THE MALABAR COAST.

Colombo, 14th March 1SS3.

Dear Sir,—Many of your readers will have read
with much attention Mr. Dobree's valuable " Notes
on Pepper Cultivation" (on page SOI.)
As the writer of the queries on page 672, I beg to

thank that gentleman for so disinterestedly placing the

results of his study and observations before the public.
And thanks are due to yourself for the verj' useful

extracts appended to my communication of tlie above-

mentioned dale.

The information afforded thus far is opposed to the

idea, a prevalent one here, that pepper will thrive iu

the jungle. It was to elicit information on this point

especially tliat induced me to address you. Knowing
the practice of the Chinese in this respert,

' on their

plantations in Singapore and Johore, I was desirous

of learning whether a different method of cultivation

was followed on the Malabar coast, for I have found,
on making enquiries here, that, where any knowledge
of the subject is professed at all, the belief is com-
mon tliat in clearing for pepper only the undergrowth
should bo removed.

It any of your correspondents on the west coast

of Southern India will describe the system pursued
there, they will much oblige, yours faithfully.

LOWCOUNTRY.

TEA SEED—LOCAL AND IMPORTED—WHICH
IS BEST?

C. P., 15th March 188.?.

Deak Sir,—I should feel very much obliged to

your correspondent
"
Cha," whose letters on tea are

of so mucli interest to your readers, if he will give
us his opinion on tea .seed in general. I have been
assured by experienced tea-planters that we are ruin-

ing Ceylon as a tea producing country by planting

country -gronn seed—seed off young trees, very often

unripe, ami trees of a bad jat. In fact, according
to some planters, we are just following in tea the

course we pursued in coffee and cuicbona, and which
has proved the ruin of many good men. Anyone ac-

quainted with agriculture knows the evils arising from
"
breeding in and in," and that is what we arc doing.

The only excuse we can offer is: 'Oh, Indian seed is

so dear and often turns out so bad, that we cannot
afford to buy it." If this is so, would it not be
better to leave tea alone ? It is very gratifying to

the owners of tea, bearing seed, to be able to make
sucli handsome profits just now, but are they doing
good to the colony by so doing ?

" Fools rush in

where angels fear to tread." I fear there are a lot

of fools still left in Ceylon, if what the Indian tea

planters assert is true. Of course, they chuckle over
it. With clieap labour, easy transport, and in some
cases poor soil, of «liat avail will it be if our jSt is

bad ?—Yours truly, ENQUIRER.
*

COFFEE DRIED IN THE CHERRY.
155 Fencburch Street, Loudon E. C

,
16th Feb. 1883.

Sir,—Your correspondent "Mixed Products," on the

\<)th January, page 29, asks about Liberiail cofifee

"dried in the cherry,"
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I have had over this from Liberia prepared both in

the cherry and in the hnsk, but until lately it did not

fetch a very high price, but of lute things have changed
verj much. There is a market in England in which
certain coffees fetch an enormous price, and the object
of the buyer is to get as strong full-flavoured coffee as

possible, because he wants to fetch up the flivour in

the large amount of mixture which is sold as "coffee."

In manufacturing districts the poor people drink a

much larger percentage of coffee than tea, and without
milk. So far, the vendors of this trash have educated

their customers' palates to a common coarse flavour,

and I doubt if they would appreciate a pure coffee it

put before them. For this reason it is well worth

trying experiments. I ouglit to remind you at the

same time that any of these special cofl'ecB are almost

invariably saorilloed in the London market.
This is well borne out by the fact of some Jamaica

platitation coffee fetching 183s per cwt., whereas in

London this coffee, without it was recognised by the

ordiuary buyers, would pass almost unnoticed, if it had
not a pretty berry.

—I am, yours truly,
THOS. CHRISTY.

Indian Tea Statistics.—By this mail we have
receiNcd from Messrs. Gow & Wilson, India Tea
Brokers, a copy of a statement prepared by them
on the above subject which gives a most hopeful view
of India (and Ceylon) tea prospects. We shall quote
the paper In full in an early issue.

LiNNEAN Society, Feb. 1st.—Sir J. Lubbock, Bait,

President, in the chair. Dr. \V. C. Ondaatje called at-

tention to examples of red coral from Ceylon.— Mr. W.
T. Thiselton Dyer eshibited a model of the fruit of

the double cocoa-nut {Lodoicea seijc/ietlnriini, Lab.) of

an unusual form, obtained from Major-General C. G.

Gordon.—A series of microscopic sections of coal

plants were shown ou behalf of Mr, •!. Norman.— 1 he

following paper was read :

' On the Structure, De-

velopment, and Life-history of a Tropical Epiphyllcus
Lichen,' by Mr. H. M. Waid: The author's observ-

ations lead him to believe that the epiphyllous crypto-

gam in question supports the view that a lichen ia

a compound organism composed of an alga on which
an ascomycetous fungus has become more or less in-

timately affixed and dependent. It is developed on

the leaves of many plant*, but it has been more closely
W.itched on MU-helia furcata. 1 he lichen presents
four types

—orange-red stellate patches, greyish-green
blotches, clear grey spots, and white shmiug circles ;

but these pass imperceptdjly into one another and vary
in size from a speck to a quarter of an inch in dia-

meter. The reddish spots of the earlier stages is an

alga of which the radiating filaments are in part re-

productive organs and in part barren hairs. It sub-

sequently passes into the grey and green stages, and

by a modification of growth the invasion of a fungus

mycelium succeed". The white matrix of the com-

plete lichen consists of the same algal thallus invested

by dense masses of the fungus hyph.-c, which pro-
duce shining black dots, viz., the fruit bodies. The
author describes in detail the peculiarities of growth
and reproduction of the alga and fungus and the form-

ation of the lichen. He alludes to and criticizes Dr.

Cunningham's account of Mycoiden parcmlica, which

plant is evidently closely related to that described by
himself Assuming that J/ycwWca and Ward's alga are

generically the same, either Cunningham discovered

a female organ of reproduction which becomes fertil-

ized and produces zoospores, he confounded this with
fertile hair organs. As regards the systematic position
of growth of the alga, acomparison with Cohechocie sug-

gests that there is very little in common beyond the mode
of the disc-like thallus and the production of zoo-

spores from certain cells. The genua Cliroolc/nix, more-

over, presents features which agree in several import-

ant points, viz., orange-red oily cell contents, habitat,
and production of zoospores in ovoid cell.s developed
terminally and laterally. The structure of the thallus
and the relative positions of the main masses of fungal
and algal portions agree with what occurs in hetero-
merous lichens, as Graphidea, but the perithecia in-
dic:ite its nngiocarpous alliance, bringing the form
nearer such families as Pertusaria and Verrucaria, to
the latter of which it may ultimately be referred.—
Athencfum.

Siiand's Patent Tea Driek—the following letter
was received by Mr. Shand from Mr. C.Ross Wright:—

Barra, Eakwaua, 2ii(i JInrch 1883,
C. Shand, Esq., Colombo,
As stated in my last to you, dated 2-itli relmiary, 1883, promising

you a report of my trial of tea niailr on yoiu- patent steam heated
tea-dryer, I have much pleasure in seiidiii;; you my experience with
it. Leaf dried ou the model now at "

Jiarra
" Tea house has a'

most perfect appearance, as I have no doubt you will have alreadyseen by the samples I sent you on Monday, 26th February, 1883.
The .samples were made ou the ajth February, and the broken pekoe
wa.s valued by

" Cha
"

alia.': W. Cameron, Esq., from as. to 2s 3d
per Ifc. The leaf made into tea on this date wiis of the flushes after
4th rouiui of phu-kinp after pruning, and, having got a fair fer-
mentation of Jred, and } green, from 1 to 5 hours, with good temp'
erature of 9.5° at noon was placed on the machine as follows:—

taken time
out. in. tea.

Fermentation 4 hours p. m. p, m. m. lb.

Put on liroken pekoe on stove tire 2" 5 2"40 35 4
.. ,, patent machine 1-50 3'00 rio |
Fermentation 4j hours. a. m.

Put oji pekoe ou stove lire 11*50 13*37 47 4
.. patent macMue 11*40 1*15 1*35 i

Fei*mentatiou b hours. p. m.
Put on pekoe souchong on stove tire 1*20 2*.S0 1*10 (j'

,1 patent machine 1* 5 3*40 2*36 §
I find that the leaf dried on the patent dryer has to be put on
some 10 to IS m. prior to leaf fermenting, the same time as
that to be dried on stoves, as fermentation coutiuue to go on for
the said time ou tjie machine before it commences to be dried.
The tiring is somewhat slower than on the stoves (most excellent
for linal dryings, there is no chance of burning, and it reipiires
but little supervision) the leaf on the machine before getting crisp
(or shortly after putting the leaf on to the machine) is somewh-
taken out of twist, Ijut this doe.s not apparently make any differ
euce to the lookof the bulk.—Yours truly, C. Row Wright.
Paper-Makin(; in the Past.—Europe learned the

art of paper-making from the Saracens, or Arabs, in
the seventh century, who probably learned it from
the Chinese. The process the Saracens brought to

Spain, after their conquest in 704, had been in vogue
in Chiua over I,tlOU years. The process was simply
beating to a pulp, in mortars of vegetable fibre, and
drying it in sheets. The Chinese malie paper in the
same way today, as they are opposed to the use of

labour-saving machinery. The only machine admitted
to the Flowery Kingdom is the Yankee sewing-ma-
chine. The use of paper for documents began about
the tenth century. The use of rags for paper-
making began in the eleventh century ; prior to th.at,
cotton, flax, &c

, being used. The earliest record of
the building of a mill for papermaking is 1370, tlie
mill being erected in Geroiany. The mill w*as, how-
ever, only for reducing the fibre to pulp by stamps,
ru 1 by water power, and was in no way like our
modern mills. In I58S a German made such good
paper that Queen Elizabeth knighted him, and gave
him a monopoly of gathering rags in the kingdom
for ten years. The real value of paper making be-

gan to be best appreciated when the art of prin'ing
was discovered, in the fifteenth oenlury. Had print-
ing been discoveaed earlier, there would have been
little use for it, as neither the bark nor straw-paper
of tlie Chinese, the papyrus of the Egyptians, nor the

part^hinent of the Greeks would have been sutiSci-

ently plentiful for the demands of the printing
press. Germany, using cotton, flax, and rags, and her
water and wind power for their reduction to pulp and
fibre, was ready for the printer and his press, and
these made possible the Reformation.—Printers' Gazette.

[Has the time not come for manufacturing paper in

Ceylon and Southern India ?— Ed,]
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AS TO HEDGE PLANTING.
TO THE EDITOn OF THE " INDIAN TEA GAZETTE."

Sir,—"Would any of your reader.s enlighten rae whether
he tried planting on the Itcdyt' .'iygicm; if .so, with wliat

result. This is quite distinct from close planting, which,
with the soil and climate of Assam, is, I think, a mistake.
I have planted 5 acres of laml at 5' x IV, putting two
seeds to a stake. If there be no accommodation for the
bushes to grow, I shall then cut the bushes, so that

they may be 5' x 3'. There is in my neighboiu-hood a

garden planted 6' x 6', from which the proprietors have
got something like 7 mauuds per acre this sea.sou. I

wonder whether the yield woidd not have been 1.5 nuaunds

per acre if the bushes were 4' x 4' instead of C x 6'.

Yours, &c.—A Voice troji Assam.

SHIPMENT OF WOOD FORAND THE
BOXES,
by Sir Robert Phillemore.

TEA,
TEA

Judgment was delivered
The learned Judge, after reviewing the facts, stated that
the plaintiffs, to succeed in the action, had to show that
either the cargo was shipped in good order and delivered
in bad condition, or to point to some cause of damage for
which the shipo^vllers were responsible. The bills of lading
contained the words "

shipped in good order and condition"
and the clause "

weight, quality, and contents unknown. "

The shipowners by these words must be taken to speak
only to the external comlition of the goods and the pack-
ages containing them. The plaintiffs had proved that the
tea itself was in good condition when shipped, but not that
the eases were of a proper quality or in good condition.

They had therefore endeavoured to show that the cause of

damage was the foul condition and defective ventilation of
the ship. The evidence as to the condition of the ship
when the tea was put on board, given by the captain and
officers anil surveyors at Shanghai, led the Com-t to the
conclusion that the" Asia" was in a clean and proper con-
dition for carrying tea, ; and this Wew was corroboraterl by
the surveys held in London on her arrival. As to the vent-
ilation, the Elder Brethren were of opinion, ami he agreed
with them, that the ship was sufficiently ventilated for

carrying a full cargo of tea ; tea being a dry cargo and not
liable to sweat. Some of the plaintiffs witnesses had also
stated that tea damaged by want of ventilation lost its

crispness, which it was admitted was not the case here.
The plaintiffs had therefore failed to discharge the burden
of proof that lay upon them. The defendants, on the other
hand, had jnit forward a theory, which was supported by
the erideuce of eminent chemical e.Tiperts

—
viz., that certain

of the woods now often used in the manufacture of tea
chests, when subjected to the heat of a tropical voyage,
gave off acetic acid, which formed a deposit of acetate of
le.ad on the leaden Huings, perforating the lead, and com-
bined with the smell of the wood itself, imparted a sugary
smell and taste to the tea. Samples of the wood and lead
had been examined and found to contain such deposit and
perforations. The evidence of these witnesses was unshaken
in cross-e.iiamination, and was to a certain extent corrobora-
ted by the plaintiffs' expert witnesses called in reply, and
to his mind the theory seemed a consistent one. He,
therefore, gave judgment for the defendants, with costs.—Home (Old Colonial Mail.

TEA—HOEING.
The year now in its infancy, will, we trust, be a more

successful one for the Tea Industry than the one just
ended; and at its close we hope we may be able to offer
our congratulations to planters. To effect this planters must,
as long as production is in excess of consumption, keep
quality steadily in view. That this subject is nearly thread-
bare we are aware, but we contend that it must be reiter-
ated. Last year was an extraordinary one for the produc-
tion of leaf, we are afraid, however, that quality was not
kept in riew, and hence, although we do not consider the
fall in prices entirely due to coarse plucking or careless
manufacture, we must ])lead guilty to belie%'ing that it was
partly so, a-s the Hushes came onit more quickly than they
could always be removed, and hence to some extent the
deterioration of quality. Rapid flushes are more easily man-
ipulated into good tea than slow ones, and in order to pro-

duce these, attention to cultivation is absolutely necessary.
Hoeing, we are afraid, is often performed in a perfunctory
manner, and as much attention is not paid to it as to some
of the less important branches of cultivation. It is much
easier to tell the 15aboo to send so many men to the hoe
than to go ovev each man's work carefully and see that the
hoe is shoved in properly. The Baboo is delighted to show
a fine surface all powtlered down like a flower garden, en-

tirely forgettmg the important fact of shoWng the hoe in
six inches deep, and turning up the clods so as to show
the reality of the work and obtain the full benefit of the
first rains. Provided one could be assured that the hoe
was actually put in, there is no objection to the smooth-
ing over of the surface, especially on flat gardens ; but we
contend that the supervision such as gardens can afford,
is not sufficient to go carefully over each day's work and
see that a six inch hoeing has been given. In order to
ensure as much as possible the reality of the hoeing, let
the earth be tiuued up in large clods, which are standing
witnesses of the reality of the work done. On teelah

gardens this is also a great preventative of waste, as the
early rains instead of running along the surface of smoothed
ground, fill up the interstices between the clods, and be-
fore the second hoeing comes round, the surface is as a
rule smooth. On teelahs as much hoeing as po.s.sible shoidd
be done round the teelahs. Many of the old teelahs were
so planted that this is impossible, but where practicable it

should be done. In former years, far more than is the
case now, various expedients were resorted to, in order to

prevent wash. In our estimation pitting and terracing are
the most serriceable. Many people object to these as not
giring room for cultivation, but it should be borne in mind
that both these pits and terraces can be broken up in the
cold weather and reformed preparatory to the opening of
the rains, and that too with most beneficial results. That
tea can be expected to go on yielding year after year
without a good hoeing, is surely now an exploded idea,
and we have no iloubt but that substantial evidence could
be adtluced by planters that those who hoe deeply, bc^ it

on teelahs or flats, on terraces or pits, attain the best re-

sults both as regards quantity and, of course, a relative
ratio of quality. The chit chal of a few years ago, we
venture to hope, is now a thiug of the past, and we also

hope that the kodali or hoe now in use will soon be an
obsolete implement replaced by a good substantial fork.
In old garilens more especially harm is done by the hoe,
as in very many instances the soil is so washed awiiy that
each blow of the hoe severs from the parent stem many
useful lateral rootlets, and although all might not escape
with impunity from the fork, yet the chances are that but
few would be injured. AVe therefore recommend planters
tx> hoe deeply and carefully, and to give as much attention
to this simple operation as their other duties will admit of.—

Inilii/o I'/a/itri-^' Gazette. [Forking an<l hoeing has been,
and doubtless will be, the rule in Ceylon. Terracing is

generally impossible, but pits at frequent intervals are feas-

ible and ought to be resorted to'.—Ed.]

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE NILGIRIS, S. INDIA.
GRASS WATTLE—.lAI.AP.

The following are extracts from Mr. Jamieson's report on
the Botanical Gardensof theNilgiris. audwe call the attention
of Planters to the excellent fodder-jiroducer (Tagasaste.)—

Tacjasaste (Cytisus proUferns).
—Of all the plants with

which I am acquainted none seem to have taken more
kindly to the soil and climate of the Nilgiris than this

shrub. The growth which it has made could not. I think,
be exceeded in its native habitat. Many of the plants made
a growth exceeihng 20 feet in two years and have flowered
and seeded abundantly. Tliey were cut over at 2^ feet from
the ground and have since pushed vigorous young shoots.

This plant, I feel sure, would grow freely all over the

Nilgiri Plateau and would be especially valuable in localities

such as Kartary and Kalhatti, where grazing is year by
year becoming more scarce. Mr. Christy, of London, in

his pamphlet on new Commercial plants, makes the follow-

ing remarks on the propagation aiul value of this new
fodder ])laut; "The seed can be sown broadcast in the

ordinary way. It is well to soak it in hot water for a few
hoin-s before sowing so as to soften it and allow the seed
to germinate more quickly. When the plants come up top
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thickly they should be thinned and those taken out may
be i:)lanted somewhere else. They should stand one yard
and a half apart. For the first two years the crop does
not attain its full development, but in the third year the

full yield of foliage is obtained, and continues thereafter.

The plants may be cut twice a year. Tagasaste has the

advantage of containing a large quantity of nitrogenous
matter. It is estimated to contain I'LSG of nitrogen against
liys yielde.l by the finest Clover hay. Each 100 lb of fodder
is calcidated to produce 2'()0 lb. of meat. Animals fed on

Tagasa.ste come into condition more rapidly and to a greater
degree than with any other food except corn. The fodder
is usually prejiared by mixing 351b. weight of fresh Tagasaste
with 20tb. of chopped strow. The amount is sufficient for

the daily nourishment of a horse or cow. It is said the
animals so fed fatten more rapidly with Tagasaste than with

hay, which is thought to be due to the presence in the

plant of an essential oil which is thought may retard the
waste of tissue and thus cause fattening. On this account

Tagasaste is recommended for feeding stock not intended
for working." I have a quantity of seed and will be happy
to give some to any one wilhng to gave it a trial.

Jilack Wattle (Acacia decurrens).
—In consequence of

scarcity of good Oak bark for tanning purposes the attention
of land-owners in the Colonies and India has lately been
directed to the cultivation of Black "Wattle as a remunerative
investment. This Acacia is a native of the eastern part of

South Australia and is a middle-sized trees of rapid growth.
Its wood can be used for staves and other piu-poses, and
it supplies an excellent firewood. According to Baron
Muller good ^Vattle bark is three times as rich as Oak bark
in tanning principles and is much quicker produced. Some
tree of this Acacia have been gro^vn in the Ootacamimd
Gardens for some years and thrive quite as well as the
Silver Wattle {Acacia dealhala). A writer in a recent num-
ber of the Australasian states that in three years an acre
of ground will yield 2i tons of Wattle bark. The bark is

said to be worth from £S to £11 per ton in the English
market. Seeing that there are immense tracts of at present
unproductis'e land on the Nilgiris, I would call the attention
of such as contemplate planting Blue Gums for fire-wood,
to this tree. Blue Gum, at all events in its green state,
makes but inferior fire-wood, whereas the Black Wattle not

only yields a valuable bark, but would, in the same period,

give as much fire-wood as the Blue gum, and of a superior

quality. If this tree were systematically planted on the
Hills itwoidd doubtless prove a profitable investment. The
cultivation of the Wattle is simple and easy, the seeds be-

ing sown either broadcaster in rows.

Jalap (Exgouium Piu-ga).
—The cultivation of this plant

has passed beyon<l the experimental stage, and it is now
an estalisheil fact that Jalap can be grown successfully
in Ootacamunil and will pay a fair retiurn on the outlay
even at the price allowed by the Medical Stores. The out-

tiu-u of rh-y root was not so large as I anticipated or what
it would have been had the tubers planted been allowed
to come to maturity. But so long as I have to lift them
to supply the public (ride G. O., No. 1637, dated lith December
18JS0), it will be some years before I have a sufficient area

brought under cultivation to meet the demand of even the

local Medical Department, the annual requirements of which

Siu'geon-General Cornish puts at 1,200 lb.—Nouth of India
Ohserver.

NILGIRI BOTANICAL GARDENS.
The report on the progress and condition of the Go-

vernment Botanical Garden and Pai'ks on the Nilgiris for

the year l.s.Sl-82, which was submitted by Mr. A. Jamieson,
the Superintendent, in July 1882, has been published, with
the remarks of Government thereon. The latter include the

following:
—"The delay in the submission of this report,

which was due on the 10th July, is noted with disapproval.
In future the Collector should forward the Superintendent's

report at once with any remarks he may have to make. An
elaborate covering letter on a technical suliject is wholly
uncalled for." ^^'e read that "dm-ing tlio year under report,
377 fruit trees, 2,348 timber trees, 7,B50 ornamental trees,
shruV)S and herbaceous plants, 2,317 packets of vegetable and
tliAver seeds, 85 bouquets, and 141 baskets of cut-flowei-s

were sold by the Gardens. The gross income from the sale

of seeds, plants, &c., from the several gardens was
Hs. 3,026-10-4, and the expenditure Rs. 16,426." The growth
of potatoes during the year has not been satisfactory, but
the Supenntendent has obtained some new and approved
kinds from England which promise to do very well. He
again calls the attention of planters and owners of cattle on
the hills to prickly comfrey and Brome grass as fodder-
producers. These fodder plants, he states, undoubtedly hold
the first rank both as regards quantity and quality of their
yield, and the ease with which they can be cultivated.A new fodder plant, tagasaste {Cytisus proliferiis) hai
attracted Mr. Jamieson's attention, and he says that of all the
plants with which he is acquainted none seem to have
taken more kindly to the soil and climate of the Nilgiris
than this shrub. The plant would, he feels sm-e, be especially
valuable in localities such as Kartary and Kalhatti, where
grazing is year by year becoming scarcer. He has a quantity
of seed and \rill be happy to give some to any one willing to
give it a trial. Some interesting experiments with cinchona
were tried. Cinchona Cai-thagena tlirived very well, and the
propagation of this valuable species has been so successful
that a number of wellgrown plants and cuttings were handed
to the Overseer of the Dodabetta Plantation. At Sim'e
Park Led(jtriana did not succeed, owing to the soil being
imfavourable. Here some foresight and a little thought
might have prevented what proved a useless experiment.
It is well known—or should be—what soil Ledyeriana will
grow in, and surely the Superintendent knew what soil
he had to deal with in Sim's Park? There is no lack of
literature deahug with cinchona cultivation. Owen's Manual
is one of the best works yet pubUshed, and besides that
one there are King's Manual, Markham's "Peruvian Bark,"
Mr. J. Ferguson's essay, and others, ^\'hat Mr. Jamieson
prized most of the new plants introduced were the Gastilloa
Elastica plants obtained from Ceylon, and which he has no
doubt will find a suitable home in Wynaad, where it will

probably yield a profitable return to the cultivator. The
black wattle appears to thi-ive very well in Ootacamund
and as the bark is valuable for tanning purposes while
the timber is of a superior quaUty, the Superintendent
of the Botanical Gardens caUs the attention of all who
contemplate planting to this valuable tree. The cultivation
of the wattle is simple and easy. Perhaps we may soon
read what the Conservator of Forests says about wattle, his
opinion has been sought. Mr. Jamieson says of Liberian
coffee:—

This excellent coffee continues to grow luxuriantly and
yields annually more abundant crops than the ordinary coffee
growing alongside of it. The Native estate proprietors in
and around Barliyar are now, I am glad to say, beginning
to recognise its superiority over the Coffea Arabica and are
now planting it pretty extensively on their estates. There
can be no question than in a climate like that of Barliyar
heavier and more regular crops may be calculated upon
from this species of cofl'ee. Nearly half of last year's cropwas stripped from the branches before ripening by the high
winds in November. However, sufficient was saved to raise,
nur.series and meet the demand for seeds.

Ipecacuanha has made fair progress, but has not increased
in size and \-igour, or made root growth sufficient to
encourage a hope that it can ever be grown atBarhyar
as an article of commerce. At His Excellency the Governor's
request some plants are being tried in Ooty. Ceara Rubber
ti-ees have done very well, and there is a considerable
demand for plants. The cultivation of Jalap has pa,ssed
beyond the experimental stage, and it is now an established
fact that Jalap can be grown successfuly in Ootacamund, and
will pay a fair retm-n on the outlay, even at the price allowed
by the Medical Stores. On the wliole, the gardens have been
usefid to the Presidency, but there seems to be something
wanting; Rs. 13,000 per annum should produce better results.
The experiments are generally on such a small scale that a
sUght accident may at any time destroy all the Super-
intendent has got of any new plant, and thus delay the
publication of information which may be of vast importance
to the agricidtiu-ists of the country. Profes.sor Lawson's
advent will probably give a stimulus to effort in this

department, and we understand he will spend several weeks
at the Peradeniya Gardens, Ceylon, before arriring here.
There a much larger sum is expended on experiments, and
the receipts for plants and seed sold are much hio-her
—Madras Mail.
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INDIAN TEAS.

[From
" The Ai-t of Tea lileuiliug," the Melbourne eilition

of which has been edited by Jlr. J. Moody.]
One of the most remarkable circumstances in connec-

tion with the development of the Tea Trade is the rapidity
of the increase in the production of luflian tea. It is

within the memory of many still engaged in the trade,
that the idea of Indian being one of the most important
branches of the business would simply have provoked a

smile, and yet, in the year 1881, there were imported
44,585,000 pounds of Indian tea ; and, large as this quantity
is, it failed to keep pace with the consumption, which
for the same year was 48,34^,000 pounds. This is an increase

of tenfolil in fifteen years, and even in weight is nearly
one-fourth of the entire deliveries of tea

; while, should

money value be taken as the test, the proportion would
be much larger, as the price commanded by Indian tea

is considerably greater than that of China.

The taste for Indian tea is rapiiUy increasing ;
here

and there some even prefer it by itself. Nearly all Indian

tea, upon its arrival in this country, is bulked—that is,

the whole of the chests are emptied upon one heap and
well mixed : this has the advantage of ensiu'ing the regularity
of the break, but as it allows the atmosphere to get to

the tea. much flavoiu* is lost, and decay hastened. This

loss of flavour is much greater in some varieties than in

others. The classes most affected are highly fired teas,

light flavoury teas, and those that have a bold open leaf.

Tile cultivation of tea is in India much more a matter

of science than it is in the Celestial Empire. The Chinese,
from time immemorial, have grown their teas on every
little available space

—sometimes on hdlsides, sometimes
on patches of land comparatively barren. They have us3d

little or no manure ;
in fact, the son has foUowed in

his father's steps, without attempting to e.xcel. On the

contrary, the growth of tlie tea industry in India has been

fostered by many experiments—experiments as to the climate

most suitable to tea-groiving. as to the soil most con-

genial to it, and the manure by which it is most nourished ;

experiments as to the best methods of manufacture, and
also experiments to a.scertain the best kind of plant to

cultivate. All these problems have been solved to a certain

extent. Imt there is no doubt much progress will still

be made. When, therefore, we con.sider the ditference

between a .system of cultivation so barred to progress as

that of the Chinese, and one so enterprising as that of

the English in India, we cannot wonder that while Indian

tea has been advancing greatly in public estimation, China
tea has made comparatively little progress.

Each district extends over many miles, and comprises
within its limits gardens in various stages of cultivation,

and that the varieties of "hybrids'' between the indigenous
tree and the China bush exceed one hundred. There is one
remarkable difference between Inrhan and China teas, and
that is, while second, third and fom-th crop China teas

are different in character and respectively inferior the one

to the other, there is nothing in Indian tea to i)roclaim its

relationship to any particular crop or gathering. The number
of times an Inchan tree is plucked varies considerably, accord-

ing to the position and soil of the gardens and the state

of the weather. "When all things are favom-able, some trees

will yield as many as sixteen or seventeen ^(wA(?.v (pickings),
while occasionally only five or six can be obtained.—Indian

Tea Gazette.

Assam Te.\ in Natal seems to grow readily enough, but,
as we foimd in .Java, the bushes blossom and fruit at too

early a sta.ge. In Ceylon, while inferior China blossoms anil

fruits at a very early stage, good hybrid Assam gives very
little seed before the fifth year, and we know of some seven

anil eight years old, from which but little seed can be obtained.

In Natal however, according to Mr. Hulett's very interest-

ing account:—Dm-ing the year 1878, the plants progre.sseil

most satisfactorily (i. e., those that survived the drought
of the previous summer) and by the time tlu'y had been

planted one year, they were strong and vigorous. After

they had lieen planted 18 months, or in May, 1870, the

trees were large and substantial bushes. In the spring of

187<), or two years from planting, I took my first leaf, and

attempted the manufacture of the same (many of the trees

had, ill the May previous, blossomed). I could not tell

.what amount of tea I manufactured from the l,2iH1 young

trees (many of them were quite small), but suflBcicnt for
my own family purpose. However, being about to visit

England, 1 took a few pounds with me for valuation, &c.,
(of which more anon). During February and March, 1880,*
I picked my fii-st seed, and carefidly planted it

; this seed
produced plants which were placed" out in November and
December, ISSO, filling up all vacancies in the original field,
and making a total of about 5 acres planted to December
31st, 1880. At this time my original 1,21 Ki plants were three
years old, and giving me a good yield of leaf, whilst the
trees had obtained a height of, in many cases, 5 feet with
steins 2 inches in diameter. In February and March, 18S1,
I pick<:d a large quantity of seed, which I planted for myown use, and from which I supjilieil the 27 .-icres planted
this last summer. Dmiiig the winter of 1881, or just one
year ago, I trieil my hand at pruning, but, being desirous
of obtaining a good supply of seed, I only pruneil m> out
of the 1,200 trees. In the spring following nastSeptcmlier;,
I commenced my fii'st regular picking, and up to the close
of the season, about 6 weeks ago, the 1,200 trees have givenme over 500 lb. of tea manufactm-ed, and more than half
a ton of seed. Had these trees all been pruned I might
reasonably have expected 100 lb. more, which would have
given a yield of 1,000 lb. to the acre, and this before the
plants had been out five years. As it is, my yield has been
at the rate of over 800 lb. to the acre. Tea is not supposed
to arrive at its full bearing power under eight or nine
years,

—Indian Tea Gazette. [The yield of leaf is very large,
and if plants which have freely seeded at 3 years old are'
found to be lasting, then, certainly tea planting in Natal,
with the advantages of Indian labour ought to be a success.
Coffee proved a dead failure.—Ed.]

TEA A^D SILK F^iEMING IN NEW ZEALAND.
TO THE EDITOR OF "THE COLONIES AND INDIA."

Sir,—You were good enough on February 10 to notice
in yom' columns a paper on the above subject read a few
days previously before the Society of Arts. I'robably some
of your readers may not be averse to learn a httle more
on the same topic, seeing that your Auckland correspondent
of February 28, as quoted in yoiu' joiu-nal of May 12, endorses
the main views of the wTiter.

.Since the former date, it is not too much to say, that not
only in New Zealand, but all over the sericultural districts
of the world, a degree of fresh and lively interest seems to
have been awakened in the future of silk production which
augurs well for that important industry, and seems to pro-
mise, perhaps at no very distant date, to reinstate it with
something of the magnitude it passessed before the climax
of the various sUkworm diseases in 1853. In tlie early part
of this year, M. Federli, an Italian expert, who had been
superintending various Government sUk-rearing experiments
at Canterbury, N. Z., forwarded a report to the Minister of
Lands, in which he mentioned baring inspected some silk-
worms reared by Blr. Nairn, of Christchureh, from a breed
cultivateil there for thirteen j/eai-f, ami found "no tr.ace of
any kind of disease." A few days later M. Federli gave his
views at a meeting of the Christchureh Industrial Associ-
ation regarding the promising prospects of sericulture in the
Colony, ex-jilaining that it was a mistake to suppose that
the industry required a large quantity of labour, a great
sariiig in this important item being readily effected by the
use of perforated paper.
About the same period I receiveil a letter from the New

Zealand chief Hone Mohi Tawhai, one of the Maori represent-
atives in the Colonial Parliament, in which he stated his

gratification at the efforts being made to promote tlie
establishment of sericulture and some other subsidiary in-
du.striesin his native province of Auckland. He also referred
to the imiiroving habits of his countrymen, to their aptitude
in learning handicrafts which inti'rested tlieni. ami expre.ssiMl
his wish to a.ssist the pro])osed sericultural uiidtTtakmg in
every way. Coming from a man of mark, among his omi
countrymi'ii as well .as ours, am! from a member of the
legislative body, it will not be surprising if. under this

I native gentleman's influence and auspices, the labour dittic-

ulty may eventually be in a great measure removed.
! Another en<ouraging fejiture h.as been the establishment in
Auckl.and, some eight or ten months ago, of the Thames
Sericultiu-al Association, to promote the production of silk
in the district. At one of the preliminary meetings, nccord-

» 'When the plants were not quite three yearT old.—Ed.
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ing to the Thames Achertiser of January 2S, such was the

enthusiasm among the gentlemen present that some four

hundred shares were subscribed for in the room. It may
be as well to note, however, as illustrative of the slowness

with which new ideas spread, that this ebullition of seri-

cultm-al ardour took four years to develop, as the moving
spirit and secretary, Mr. Albert J. AUom, of Parawai, Thames,
N. Z., began his advocacy of the undertaking through the

Colonial press as far back as 1877. Possibly somewhat of

this pleasing issue may have been owing to the interest

which for the past few years has been taken in the pro-
motion of the industry by many in the parent country.
That the tea farmiiig industry has also lately received

considerable attention in New Zealand, one has only to

glance through a file of local papers to be convinced. In

testimony of this improved attitude towards the "
cup which

cheers," I shall only quote a paragraph which appeared
in your journal of August 11 :

—" Some time since the

Acclimatisation Society of New Zealand invited Mr Reid,
a gentleman connected with the cultivation of tea in India,

to make experiments ivith tea plants gromi in the gardens
of the society of Auckland. Mr. Reid has lately made his

report, which is eminently satisfactory, and shows that

the plant can be most succe.ssfully cultivated in that

district."

These various items of news cannot, I think, but prove
welcome to those of your readers who feel interested in

the subject and in the progre.ss of New Zealand. They
may also have the desirable effect of stimulating such well-

wishers and others to lend their a.ssistance to an enter-

prise which seeks to combine the two industries of tea

and silk farming there as being the most likely form for

commercial success in a country where at present labour

is scarce and expensive.

Among the (Ustingui-shed Colonists to whom the advocates

of this combined enterprise are indebted is the Hon. John

Bathgate, M. P. for the Roslyn district in Otago, author

of one of the best descriptive pamphlets on the resources

and pro-spects of New Zealand which have recently appeared.
This gentleman took occasion, on July 19 last, from his

place in the Colonial Parhament, to ask the Government
if they intended taking steps to give practical effect to

any suggestions lately offered in connection with the culture

of tea and silk in the North Island. The reply, though
not altogether satisfactory, contained the important words
—" The subject had been before the Government, and was
now before them, and probably, when it took a more sub-

stantial shape, might yet be considered."

There are, of course, different aspects in which the word
" substantial

"
may be considered. In the case of the pro-

posed sericultural enterprise it means the formation of a

company with a capital of not less than 1.50,000/., accord-

ing to extent of field to be developed, with power to acquire

eligible lands, forests, and running streams for water power,
the erection of suitable buildings and machinery within

the province of Auckland and elsewhere in New Zealand,

for the purpose of conducting the farming and production
of tea and silk, and any other articles of commerce found

suited to the climate and locality. The offering of bonu.ses

and other material encouragement for the development and

stimulation of new industries, hail long ago been a pro-
minent feature in the policy of the New Zealand E.\ecutive,

in common with the Governments of some of our other

Colonies, so it was considered not unlikely that something
of this kind might also be extended to sericulture and tea-

planting. Accordingly, about two years ago the following

openings for State aid 'were suggested to the Government :
—

For the Tea Indnstri/.

1. The necessary supply of one-year-old tea plants and

fresh seed from t'hiua, Ceylon, Assam, the Neilgherries,
and Darjeeling, delivered at the nearest port to the pro-

posed plantations at cost price or free.

2. Fai-ilities for the inq)ortation of labour from China,

India, or elsewhere, and reasonable legal protection to the

planter against the non-fulfilment or evasion of labourers'

t^ngagements.
3. A proportion of forest-land to the acreage purcha.sed,

or rented, at a reduced cost or free.

4. The admission, without duty, of aU material, imple-

ments, tools, and machinery necessary in tea cultivation,

manufacture, and packing, for a short term of probably
ten years,

5. Freedom from duty or excise imposts for all tea gro^vn
and prepared in the Colony for the first ten years.

For the Silk Iiulustry.

6. The necessary supply (400 plants per acre) of five-

year-old white mulberry bushes grafted on black mulberry
stocks, or other approved kinds and seed, from Sydney or
elsewhere. Also the needful quantities of any other silk-

worm-feeding shrubs, such as the castor-oil plant, the ter-

niinalia, jujube trees, the ailanthus, &c., dehvered at the
nearest port to the proposed plantations at cost price or free.

7. Facilities inj-egard to labour, land, and freedom from
duties, as in the tea industry.

8. And such encouragement generally as might lead to

the speedy settlement of skilled reelers from France and
Italy, silk-throwsters from England, and the purchase in

time of the mechanism required in the higher branches
of the silk industry.
Such is the present po.sition of this sericultural proposal.

Its advocates having indicated to the New Zealand Govern-
ment what they propose to do, and having .specified as

above several channels, in any one or more or all of which
official aiil might usefully be rendered, now respectfully
await a decision. It is surely for the Executive to say,
\vithout further delay, in what direction, and to what ex-

tent, if at all, their assistance may be expected.
Meanwhile a manuscript pro.spectus of the proposed

company is in circulation for additional suggestions and
criticism, and I shall be happy to receive and register the
names of well-wi.shers to the enterprise who may desire

to co-operate in carrying it to a practical issue.—I remain,

sir, Your obedient servant,
"William Cocheav.

Overdale, Dunblane, Perthshire, November 1, 1882.

ALOE FIBRE.

The depressed condition of planting enterprise in Ceylon
has awakened there an anxious interest in the commercial

possibilities of new products, and the climatic suitability
of plants hitherto untried in the island. The cultivation

of the aloe in the Mauritius has attracted attention in this

connection. There the preparation of the fibre now takes

second rank among the leading industries of the colony,
and is rapidly extentUng; and though it has been advanced
that there is some reason to fear that the limits of con-

sumption for the quality now pi'oduced may soon be reached,
when prices would necessarily suffer, there is the certainty
of the demand stimidatiug the supply, when the fitness of

the fibre had been determined for finer purposes than the

manufacture of rope, in which it is now chiefly employed.
It is a question of chemical malleability, and the extraction

of the fil)re by an improved method. The last is as yet
most crude, and the former untried. Given such encourage-
ment, as the requirements of India now offer in respect
of the development of country manufactures by theutiUz-

ation of indigenous products, and the accomplishment of

the necessary desiderata, it goes without saying, must be

quickly achieved. The description of aloe grown ui the

Mauritius is the Fovrcroi/a i/ii/antea, better known as the

"yucca" or Adam's neeiUe of .tamaica. It is of very hardy

growth, requiring no attention, and mil continue an abundant

yield of leaves for several years. Drought has no effect

upon it, and it gross luxuriantly in arid land that has been

thi'own out of cane cultivation. It is propagated either by
seeds planted at stake, or by means of young plants from

twelve months to three years old; they are put into the

ground five feet apart. If gi-own from seed, they require

five years to attain then' full size; but if plants, 18 inches

high are put in, they mature in three years. On an average

they blossom in seven or eight years; they can therefore

be cut only four or five times. There is another description,

the Allafo/is, common everywhere in India, and familiar

from its' formidable array of long hard flattened leaves, which

tipped with a needle-like horn, bears in the rains countless

white flowers, hanging most beautifully like little bells from

its neat growing stem. The American aloe is more of a

garden plant, luxuriating in leaf mouM, and from a richer

soil derives a superior fibre. But there is a conflict of state-

ments with regaril to its marketable value. Messrs. Cantwell

& Co., of Calcutta, who bring to the notice of the public

that they have an inexpensive and simple method of extract-
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ing the fibre, "adapted to the circumstances of the ryot,"
obtained a vahiatiou of £28 per ton on a sample sent homo

by them; and their advice "also stated that the highest

prices that any aloe fibre has hitherto realized in the London

market, was £16 per ton." If this be so, the statement
coutaineil in the r/miters' Gazette of November 16th,

published in Lowlon, that the market, "after rising from

£30 and £32 to £38 and £40. has declined to about £33
to £35 Irer ton," is misleading; unless such has been the

cond ition of the market at a subsequent date, a jump in

prices hardly credible; and it is disappointing that the

/'lanttrs' Gazette quoting Messrs. Cantwell should have

overlooked the discrepancy in the figures noted by us.

But, whatever the coiumercial value in Lomlon of the fibre

of the aloe, whether of the American species or the "
I'uccay"

there can be no doubt of the remuuerativeness of the

cultivation of either in this country, where the times give

promise of the estabhshment of a variety of mills for

working up-country produce. It is estimated, though this

is necessarily guess work, that a beegah yielding 50 mauuds
of clean fibre would at a market value in Calcutta of R8
per man ml, give a retm-n of R300 per annum, all costs

being calculated at R2 per maund. In places where there

are tracts of waste ground, the experiments may be tried

on a larger scale, and perhaps where reh has exterminated

every other vegetable product, a plant so hardy as the aloe

may find root and live. Wc do not know; but planted in

hedgerows, the aloe provides an impenetrable fencing for

cattle, and ui the day of priming will give a handsome
retm'u. It is interesting at this point to consider tho man-
ner in which the fibre is separated from the leaf in the

Mauritius. This is by a machine known as the "Gratteuse,"
of which an idea may be conveyed by the possibility of

converting the old-fashioned coffee pulpers in Ceylon to the

same use. But, in detail, pieces of 2-inch angle ironscreweil

across a drum at regular distances from scrapers, which
in revolution comb the fibre off one side of the leaf. An
adjustable sloping breat or chock placed a little below the

periphery of the drum supports the aloe leaf, which is in-

troduced from between two rollers, against tho scrapers.
This breat is three-quarters of an inch thick, and is .sloped
off exactly like the innerside of a thumb. On this surface

the leaf is combed, the chock being adjusted as required.
There are 18 scrapers to each drum. When one side has

been done, the leaf has to be withdra\vn to present the

other si de. This is primitive enough, and with the steam

power generally posses.sed in indigoconeerns, any number of

these machines may be driven. But it is exactly in re-

spect of the manner in which the fibre is extracted, that

its value is affected, and given as we have said, the circum-

stance of a large demand for a fine quality, fibre fine

enough for spinning and superior paper, it can be con-

fidently looked to that the Mauritius method will be im-

proved out of recognition.
—

liidif/o Flanters^ Gazette.

Thk Silkworm in Cetlox.—A tew years ago one of the

Society of Arts' lecturers stated that scruples of a super-
stitious nature among the Buddhists of Ceylon had in-

terferred to prevent silk culture becoming popidar there,

although the priests themselves did not hesitate to wear
robes of the beautiful material. Since then those scrup-
les have either disappeared or the sacerdotal teachings
have lost their efhcacy with the natives. Sericulture is

now being pursued with considerable success in some
districts of the great, yet unfortunate, coft'ee island.

Among other amateur silk-farmers Father Palla, at Galle,

has recently endeavom-ed, by the promotion of mulberry
and silk culture, to open up new fields to the industry
of the i)ec>ple. It appears that a demand for eggs pro-
duced in his magnanerie has ari.sen in Europe in con-

sequence of the favourable impression created by samples
of his cocoons lately sent over, which for size and beauty
were nuich eulogised. Unfortunately there are obstacles

to the prosection of the silk industry in Ceylon in the

shape of the too .-diundant insect, reptile, and rodent

life wdiieh keeps the island always lively ; so that the

worms apt to be victimised by scorpions, wasps, ants,
lizards, rats, and other obnoxious creatiu-es. But by the

lexercise of thi' precautions usual in every trojiic.-d climate

gainst the inroads of vermin, the attacks of those ene-

oias will doul)tles6 in time be frustrated. Farther from

the equator the risks diminish. Indeed, it is one of the
merits of comparatively temperate countries, like the nor-
thern portion of New Zealand, that sericulture may be
followed free from exasperating agencies. The whole sur-

roundings are such as to render the light, agreeable,
and charming industry of silk-farming equally alluring to

old and young.—CoJonres and India,

Kola.—At a meeting of the Linnean Society, Decem-
ber 21, Mr. T. Christy called attention to some experiments
lately made, which show that the Kola nut possesses sin-

gular properties of clearing fermenteil liquors. Mr. W. B.

Espeut, of Jamaica, also assured the meeting that it was
a certain specific against ihamkenness, sobering the indi-
vidual very rapidly. Quite lately there has been advert-
ised Kolanut Beer, and the maker states it to be superior
to Bass's ami Allsopp's famous brands, with nonintoxic-

ating qualities and stimulant power of a high order.
We woidd recommend Kola to the notice of the Yellow
Riband Army.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

CiNNAMOMUBi TABLiLA.—lu the Palm house at Kew there
are two fine specimens of this interesting Indian tree
now in flower. The flowers, though produced in pro-
fusion, are, on account of theu- smaU size and lack of co-
lour—greenish-white

—somewhat inconspicuous ; the foliage,
however, somewhat makes up for the lack of beauty in

these, particularly when the young growths are develop-
ing, the leaves then being a delicate pink. At present
they are bright glossy light gi-een in colour. This tree is

somewhat widely distributed on the Himalayas, where it

is found at elevations from 300(3—7800 feet feet above
sea level. It is not gregarious, but is scattered in the
mixed forests, and generally affects shady moist glens.
The bark, especially that of the root, is medicinal, and
is largely collected and sold under the name of Taj.
There is also a considerable trade done in the leaves,
which are sold under the name of Tezpat and Tajpat.
Accorihng to some authorities this .specie.?

—but which
also occm*s in Queensland—is a som-ce of Cassia lignea of
commerce.—lbi(t.

The Trees of Mad.igascae.—The .soil is most fertile,

producing rice, manioc, sugar cane, pepper, cotton, indigo,
tobacco, and a variety of medicinal jjlants. A range of
fine mountains divides the island into numerous well
watered valleys. But the great glory of Madagascar is

her magnificent forests, stretching over two thousand
miles, and containing the most beautiful anrl valuable

trees, on which grow creepers and orchids of the rarest
kinds. Among the trees are the pandanus, the acacia,
the sago and the cocoa plam ; but the most remarkable
one that has been discovered in Madagascar is the ravi-

iiala^ or traveller's tree(«)v/»i« specio.m), which covers

large tracts of the forest. The Rev. "W. Ellis, speaking
of this tree, says:

—"It rises from the ground with a
thick succulent stem like that of the plantain, and it

sends out, from the centre of the stem, long broad leaves
hke those of the plantain only less fragUe ; and ri.sing
not round the stalk, but in two hnes on opijosite sides
so that as the leaves increase and the lower once extend
horizontally, the tree presents the appearance of a large
open fan. I frequently counted from twenty to twenty-
fovu- leaves on a single tree, the stalk of each leaf being
six or eight feet long and the broad leaf itself fom' or
six feet more. These bright green gigantic leaves spread
out like a fan at the top of a ti-unk thirty feet high,
and present the most magnificent specinu'u of vegetation
that can be conceived." But it is not only for beauty
that this tree is .so remarkable. It is used for almost
evcrjiihing (like the jialm to the Arabs in the desert),
but it is most valuable from its containing, even in the
driest .season, a large <|uantity of pure fresh water, sup-
plying any want of wells or springs to the traveller.
There is a kind of natural cavern or cistern at the base
of th(^ stalk of each of the leaves, above its union with
the stem, and on piercing this a stream of pure clear
water gushes out, which is cool and perfectly sweet.
The leaves of this tree from the thatch of tlu' native
houses, while the hard outside bark is used for flooring.
These leaves are sold in all the markets ami are used
as idates. dishes, table cloths, wrappers for packages, and
i'\-en when foldeil into certain shapes, as j^poons and
drinking tups.

—Month.
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A Peak Tkee Regulauly Beaeing Two Oeops An-

nually.—A corresponcleut of the Garten Zeitiing, hailing from

Kirchheimbolanden. iu the ralatinate, states that some

six years ago the o^vncr called his attention to a Pear

tree, which he asserted regularly bore two crops a year,

and this has actually been the case dui-ing the last six

years, sometimes bearing few and sometimes may in the

second crop. The tree is a healthy, vigorous one, pro-

bably from forty to fifty years old, and bears yearly.

The first crop ripens at the end of August or middle

of September, the fruit being of medium size. Pear-shaped,

and well-flowered. The second blossoms appears on the

tips of the young twigs about the middle of Juue, and

the fruit, which is only a third the .size of the first,

ripens in October, and is equally well-flavoured as that

of the fii'st crop. In conclusion, the editors mention other

instances of the phenomenon, and it is stated that Berre

Perpetucl invariably does, as Napoleon sometimes does

with us.—Gun! i lie is' Chronicle.

The Teade in "Wood.—Messrs. Churchill & Sim state

iu theu- annual circular that the consumption of wood in

the United Kingdom in the year 1882 appears to have

been large, for after an importation of more than 0,300,000

loads as compared with 5,600,000 loads in 1881, stocks

generally, so far as it is possible to ascertain, are not

heavier than at the commenceraent of the year. The

t<ital importation of foreign deals and battens has been

11804,000 pieces, of which Sweden contributed 7.073,000.

The dock deliveries have been 10,843,000, pieces, against

10,991,000 pieces in 1881. Mahogany.—-The trade of the

past year has been generally of a .satisfactory character ;

prices, which were firm at the commencement of the year,

have .shown no great fluctuations, but remained fairly

steady until the autumn, when it became evident that

the supplies woidd again be light, and figures then ad-

vanced, especially for straight, sound logs from medium

to large sizes, which have been and remain very scarce.

The dealers and yard-keepers, having no accumulation of

stocks, have throughout the year been ready buyers, and

the auction sales have therefore been well attended, and

as a rule .showed considerable auunation ; prospects are

now encom-aging for importers. The total nunilier of logs

landed is almost identical with the previous year, beiug

29,435 logs as compared with 29,678 logs ;
but the con-

sumption hai'iug increased nearly 8 per cent., the stock

is now 36 per cent, less than at the commencement of

last year, and lower than at any corresponding period

since 1872, being only 5758 logs or httle more than two

months' average consumption.—/(<«?.

Maize rs. Coffee in Brazil.—The " Rio News," in direct-

ing attention to the maize exports of the River Plate,

a large quantity of wliich are introduced into Brazil tor

popular consumption, advocates the home growth of maize

in the Imperial territory, where considerable tracts of

country are well adapted for the profitable cultivation of

of this cereal product. AVe quote as foUows :—Maize is

fast becoming an article of regidar import from the

River Plate, where its cultivation is an industry of very

recent date. On the 10th inst. one steamer alone, the

"Mozart," brought 7,200 bags of maize from Buenos Ayres

for this market, and the trade is steadily increasing.

The question arises therefore, why cannot this local

demand be met by local production V Maize is .an article

of prime necessity, and the demand for it will be constant.

A large area within easy distance of market is weU

suited for its cultivation,' and the industry requhes few

tools and no machinery. It is a product which can be

cultivated on small plantations, by small planters, and in

places where the more expensive cultivation of coffee or

sugar cannot be carried on with profit. It needs no

other capital than land ami labour, and its market is

constant. In view of the fact that coffee is fast be-

coming an unprofitable crop mider the present sy.stem of

production it would seem emiuently wise that .steps

should be taken to sulistitute it iu great part by other

industries, and among them the cultivation of maize.

At the River this industry has increased so rapidly and

has gained such proportions that the excess fo production

this year avaiable for export, is estimated to be not

less than 200,000 tons. Ajid yet labour is probably no

cheaper there than here, and there are many locaUties

in Brazil capable of producing fully as well as those of

the Platine republics. AMiat is needed is a proper en-

couragement of the smaller industries, and the suppression
of that mistaken opinion that the agricultm-e of the couii-

try is dependent upon the yrande lavoura and ser-idle

labour. Free labour, small cultm-e and diversified industries

will do more for Brazil that the best system of great

proprietorships ever known, and with them will disappear

that economic anomaly of an agricultural country importmg
the greater part of its food from abroad,—South Amciicait -.

Journal.

Casuaeixa Tkees {Casv.arina Miiricatu) are thus noticed

by Mr. Robertson of the Madras Government Farm ;—The

plantations continue to thrive. An account has been opened
for each plantation, and it is hoped that data will be

collected, which, will be of use iu showing the cost per

ton, of the fuel produced under different systems of plant-

ing. At an auction sale held in February, 100 trees were

sold for R194-4-0, nearly 2 rupees per tree: the buyers
cut down the trees and removed them, at their own ex-

pense. None of these trees were over ten years of age.

Some were under eight years. Another lot of ten trees

were sold by weight ; they weighed 3,796 lb., and the

price obtamed for them at R9 per tou, with one rupee
obtained for the roots was R16-4-0, or Kl-10-0 per tree.

Of coiu-se, the trees cut domi were the best in the plant-

ations. The object iu planting the land with Casuarina

trees, was chiefly to improve the soil, and to utiUze land,

which for arable tillage was ahuost worthless. The inten-

tion is, to plant the land with fruit-bearing trees, such

as guavas, mangoes, &c., as the Oasuarinas are removed.

During the year 893 acres of poor sandy outlying land

were planted' with Casuariuas.

Reana Luxueians.—Of tliis fodder, Mr. Robertson of

the Madras Farm, reports:—Tliis was gro^vu as an ordinary

field crop. The outturn of both fodder and gi-ain was good
but the weather during the experiment was imusuaUy favor-

able. On good soils, under liberal treatment, when it can

obtain plenty of rain or irrigation water, the crop giowth
most rapidly and luxm'iantly ;

but it cannot withstand a

drought. Indeed, the ex])eriments made showed that a

drought, which scarcely affected the sorghum crops, was

sutticient to check the growth of the Reana to such an

extent, as to render it useless to keep the crops standing

longer. As a fodder crop, in a damp warm chniate, or

where hrigation can be secured, it is well worthy of at-

tention. There is perhaps no other crop, sugar-cane ex-

cepted, which wUl produce .such an enormous quantity of

green plant per acre, but the fodder is very watery, and

does not appear to be very palatable to stock when oflfored

for the fii-st time. The watery juices of the .stem, appear
to be destitute of saccharine matter, during all stages of

growth. The grain is almost useless as food.

NiTEATE OF Soda and Guano.—From Messrs. AV. Mont-

gomery & Go.'s report we learn that during the past six

months there have been several considerable fluctuations

in the ni;u-ket price of nitrate of soda. On June 30,

when the half-yearly statistics were gathered together, a

very large cousumption was found to have taken place,

and under the influence of this and consequent small stocks

in the various consuming markets we experienced a brisk

demand at advancing rates dm-ing the suminar months ;

untill in August 13s. to 13s 4id was paid for cargo-

sailing between June and November. This advance was

however, quickly checked by reports of increasing .ships

ments, and when the figures for September—October were

generally known there was something like a panic in the

cargo market, values being depressed in November to about

U.S. 9s. per hundered-weight U. K. for autumn shipments.

From this point there has been a decided recovery, chiefly

owing to hea\-y bujung on the part of a chque of oper-

ators who considered prices umluly low, aud who conse-

quently may be supposed to take a favourable view of

the ability of the EiU'opean markets to consume dm-ing,

the coming season the very ample supply now in new.

That supply is an uuprecedentedly large one, but so on

the other hand has been the demand during the past

twelve months. Indications are not wanting to show that

the shipments for the futm-e may be maintained at about

the rate of 45t>,000 tons per annumn. Peruvian guano.—
The total imports into Europe during the past half-year

amomit to about 35,000 tons, principally of low quahty

containing from 4 to 6 per cent, ammonia, aud from 40

* 50 per ctut. phosfLate of lime.— 6<ij</i;(i)i' i-limmU,
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NORTH BORNIiO OR " NEW CEYLON ": THE
SABAH GOVERNMENT.

Diary of Mb. Von Donop travelling TiinonGH the
OOUNTKY.

To Ike Milvrs of the "Ceylon Observer."

^
8aU(lakaa, 3rtl January 1883.

Dear Sirs,—I have been iutendiiig to send you a shoi-t
account of another trip tlu-ough North Borneo for .some
time, back, but no opportunity has offered till now, I

havuig to wait till weather clears up iu order to get back
to my headquarters at .Selam.
On .July 30th I left Kudat in the Company's

launch "JMougelas" accompanied by Jlr. 8aunders, an
experienced tobacco planter from Deli, who was
anxious to ascert.^in whether this couutry was suited
for that product. Our destination was the bay of
Abai, situated on the west coast, which place we reached
towards evening: but owing to the bar and low tide we
were unable to enter till night. Abai had always been
pronounced one of the pettiest Kesidencies of the Com-
pany and certainly it is very picturesque. The Govern-
ment house, which lies quite close to the shore, has a
beautiful green background, upon which several hundred
head of cattle all iu the pink of condition were to be
seen grazing.

July 31st.—We landed and put up at the Residency, which
happened to be unoccupied and made ourselves quite com-
fortable. Dining the afternoon two of the headmen from
Jampassuck. which is about six miles distant, came over
to pay their re,spects, and I at on :e questioned them about
supplying me with men as carriers to go inland. The re-
sult was not very encouraging, as they told me this was
a most unfortunate time of the year to procure them, as
the men were all busy preparmg their rice-fields; but
that they would do their best for me and let me know-
on the morrow. After they had made their departure I
crossed the liver with Mr, Saunders to see some Liberian
coffee and some of the Arabica kind. I found them with-
out much difficulty growing under heavy shade and choked
by. a good deal of undergrowth. The Liberian variety was
about S ft. high, but, owmg to the shade, growing iu a
very lauky fashion. The Coffea Arabica was growing in
native fashion and had not a very healthy appearance.
I pruned them out a bit and topped the Liberiau trees and
then hacked some of the jungle to let in more light,
from which they ought to gain great advantage. From
here we took a stroll in the direction of the Jampas-
8uk plain, which appeared very extensive. Parts ap-
appeared covered with a fodder grass and other with lalang.
The soil appeared rather sandy, but I put oft a fui-ther

inspection till the next day.
August 1st.—We followed today the same tracks as yester-

day. On Bearing the old Jampassuk Kesidency, the soil

appeared to be much richer than tliat in the Abai direc-
tion, there being also several fresh-water springs. Arrived
at the Residency I sought out the little coffee (jU-abica)
garden, which was neatly enclosed iu a fence. The trees
were growing in native fashion and had a fair crop upon
them. I could find no disease, every one of them looking
most healthy, I gathered some of the ripe cherries, which,
on testing on my return to Abai, appeared to have a large
percentage of light coffee, but this would be expected,
seeing it is growing about 50 feet above the sea in a
sandy soil and under the shade of the tamarind, tree. The
Blanila hemp which I next went to see I foimd smothered
up in scrub, ))ut it nevertheless looked well and I expect
to get several hundred shoots from it. The natives told
me that formerly it was grown on an extensive scale, but
that cheap cotton goods liad done away with the necessity
for its cultivation.

I also saw the shoeflower growing and flowering well,
BO that residents in Borneo will be able to obtain a

very pretty shrub for making garden fences. 1 thought
in getting sapan seed from Ceylon I was introducing a
new and valuable proiluct, but I found it growing here,
though on a small scale, the natives using the dye for

ornamenting the coils of rattan they wore rounil their hips.
Crossing the Jampassuk river we again entered a large

and extensive plain, the soil appearing very rich. I went
into one field where I saw a man ploughiug, aud it struck
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me he would get very good returns for his labour.
The river runs all along this plain, which could, if ne-

cessary, be easily irrigated. Passing on we arrived at the
chief's house, whose name is Data Tomangong. He quickly
brought a gaudy mat with cushions and requested us to
make ourselves comfortaljle. A chief's house is rather in-

teresting. Most of the space is taken up with large
mosquito curtains, and inside each of them is a lix-
urious bed, consisting of a pile of mattresses and
cushions, with a number of handsome boxes, brass-
ware, old Borneo guns, etc., which form a rather queer
background. Mrs. Data soon came to the front with a
cup of tea and some sweet cakes, and, while refreshing
ourselves, I made enquiries about the promised men, but
found to my regret nothing as yet had been arranged.
The chief informed me that the men all say : "If we don't
sow our paddy we and our families will all die," but
that he would still try to get some for me. We there-
fore said good-day aud returned to the Abai. X learned
afterwards that what we thought was tea turned out to be
liquor made from a creeper called the Lecatty Lema. Neither
Mr. Saunders nor myself could distinguish the difference
between it and China tea.

August 2nd.—Started from the Abai soon after 6 o'clock
to have a look at the plains to the south of Jampassuk.
They weremostly rich m.soil and here and there I noticed a
small commencement had been made for planting paddy.On my way back I called on Dat;i Rumbungan, and he
told me ho had got me three men aud that he heard the
other Data had got two and that most likely I would
be able to procure as many more men as I required at

Ginambur, a vill,\ge on my route. I therefore decided
to send back the launch to Kudat and do my best with •

buffaloes and what men I can get and make for Ginam-
bur. I also intend to come over and put up with the Data,
as I can make better arrangements on the spot.

August 3rd.—The launch left early for Kudat, and after
it had gone we loaded two or three buffaloes with our
luggage and started for Jampassuk, Arrived at the chief's

house, we found him out, but made ourselves com- '

fortable all the same. The old man came in towards
evening, he baring been hunting men for us and got he
said a fair number who would arrive in the morning.
The scenery round about his house reminds one very
much of a nobleman's park. Large timber trees inter-
mixed with fruit trees of all descriptions with cattle grazing
on the grass beneath, combine to give the place a very
picturesque appearance. We smoked and talked till

late at night and then turned in, I fortunately had a
mosquito curt;un, but Mr, Saunders unfortunately was with-
out one and suffered fearfully.

August 4th—Shortly after six o'clock our men num-
bering about 20 arrived and then commenced the busi-
ness of packing each man's pack and seeing that each had the

right weight and taking an account of what each man
had. This being at last accomplished, I bade farewell
to the Data, gave his wife a small present, and then we
commenced our march. This route is the same as was
taken by Messrs. Low, St. John, and Burbridge on their

way to Kinabahu. It was a very hot walk over the
plains to Ginambur, a miserable little village. We arrived
at it towards evening ;

but luckily it was close to the river
and we were able to get a very pleasant bath. Just as we
were going to sit down to our evening meal the news
arrived that the buffalo carrying our rice had breathed
his last in a pool some three miles distant. This was most
amazing, as 1 did not like to send the men, who had had
heavy loads and were naturally tired, back for it. Fort-

unately the Data happened to be following us on his way
to market and brought us sufficient rice for the evening
meal aud sent back buffaloes for the remainder. Our abode
for the night was much more hutable than that on the

preceding night,

August 5th,—Got a few more men and loaded them
with rice and then commenced our day's joiu-ney. which was
principally along the banks of the Ginambur river, the

country being principally chena. Owing to the fine weather
the river is low, but 1 can ea.sily imagine what a swollen
torrent it must become when the heavy rains commence.
A small mountain called Parie Pair is always before us;
it shews signs of cultivation most of the way up. Just,
before reaching a village called Tambutuan I sawpaUdy
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which was irrigated from the river, embankments of stone

and mud having been made. Each little square I noticed

was kept free from weeds while the paddy looked re-

markably well. I wanted to reach Kian today, but owing
to the late hour at which we started iu the morning
I found it impossible, so I decided to stop the night at

Tambutuan, but to reach this spot we had to climb a hill

of 1,200 feet. It was very steijp, but 1 was able to gain
some idea of the soil, which was what I wanted. Arrived
at the top I found 1 was monarch of all I surveyed, so

sat down and waited for some of the men. At last my
servant and interpreter Sandy arrived, and we entered the

village, found the headman at home, who welcomed us to

to his house. "We quickly made a raid on the coconut
trees around us, and having changed our clothes were
soon as comfortable as we could be. The neighbours
around came pouring in to see us, and Sandy, who had
been here before with Jlr. Burbridge, found numbers of old

acquaintances especially of the female sex. The old chief

was great fun and we smoked and talked till very late.

Master Sandy I found was also spending a pleasant even-

ing from the shouts of laughter that came from the next
room. I had the curiosity to look in wliile passing, and
found him surrounded by an admiring crowd of girls whose
fortunes he was pretending to tell.

August 6th. —The chief was very anxious to go through
the ceremony of making us his brothers, but, as I knew
we would have to give him a suitable prtsent in retm-u I

declined, as we must economize our stock of barter goods,
which consists of beads, dark blue cloth, white cloth,

needles, small looking-glasses, and a few coloured handker-

chiefs. Our descent was if anything too early accom-

plished, there having been a heavy dew overnight. Arrived

below we followed our track of yesterday. Before reach-

ing Kian we came across what must have been an old

village, as a few coconut trees, sago, etc., etc., were to

be seen. From the appearance of the land round about

I should say they had moved on to some other place owing
to the land being exhausted. We arrived at Kian about

10 o'clock, a small but pretty village on the banks of the

river. From the number of young people amusing them-
selves in the river it would appear to be washing day.
I did not care to stop as I wanted to reach Kian before

night, so passed on and waited for my men iu the river.

From here I obtained al splendid view of okl Kinabahu.

Passing on again we met several parties travelling down
from the Kian direction with tobacco, potatoes, etc., which

they were taking to barter for rice. They seemed to think

naturally we were making for Kinabahu. In crossing the
river a little farther up we came across the chief of

Kian with plenty of men. We had a short talk and
then he acted as guide to Kian. The finish of our journey
yesterday was steep but nothing to the one today—a short

cut up through some patna to 2,900 feet. Arrived however
at the top we were rewarded with a splendid view

of the smTounding country. The chief's house looks down
the valley which we have been travelling up and very
little jungle is to be seen, but behind us Kinabahu has
a good supply. The old chief mentioned by Mr. St. John
is dead and another reigns in his stead. My object iu

coming to Kian was to ascend Kinabahu as far as 4,000 or

5,000 feet, and see what the soil, jimgle, etc., were like,

but I find it is impracticable, as we ciiunot beg a grain
of rice here, and the journey there and back will take

four days. It is very annoying but it cannot bo helped
I shall cross some of the smaller ranges tomorrow and so.

shall get some idea of the soil. I had fondly hoped to

have made an attempt to reach the highest point of the

mountain (not however taking my own nieu, as they would,
I feel sure, have been prostrated, for the rest of thejourney)
but getting some of the men of Kian. The journey how-
ever to the base had to be postponed ;

a trip to Kinabahu
must be a trip of itself, aud not as we are, bound for

Bungon in the Marudu Bay, several days' journe}' from
here. The cattle I saw grazing on the patana in front

were as fine as any I have seen in Eorueo. I fancy the
climate and fodder must be in a great way the cause.

1 shall not easily forget the shock of a cold water bath

up here : it was very different to the warm water one

gets on the coast. The chief who bad been out all day came
iback in the evening with his wife, both in a high state of

ntoxication, at which he seemed very proud. Mr. Saunder 8

procured some very fair samples of tobacco, but I anticipate
he will get better as he journeys on. The natives here
appeared to think they would make a fortune out of us
in bartering, but they were mistaken, as they got nothing
except what I gave the chief as a present. I saw here
for the first time a musical instrument resembling a bag-
pipe which was made out of a pumpkin.
August 8th.—The thermometer was 66. I was glad to

make an early start. Our track took us down to the river

again, which we crossed several times, aud then struck off aud
ascended the hill facing Kian, passing on our way tobacco
gardens. We arrived at last at the bottom of the range
that separates this valley from the next, which we
slowly ascended. I examined the soil, which appeared very
good, and took a sample for analysis, the elevation being
3,000. Higher up I came across a newly-burnt clearing, the
soil of which was similar to that I had seen below. Ar-
rived on the ridge 4,700, we found an abandoned clearing
from which we obtained a fine view. To the east aud ad-
joining Kinaljabu I see fine jungle, but at a high elevation,
say from 3,500 and upward, while to the south-east one
sees the supports to Kinabahu, as mentioned in the late
Mr. Witti's diary, and with fine forest on them. The near
ranges are called Siago and Sungei. In front below us are
two villages separated by a small valley from each other.

They are called Tuan andTioug aud must have sixty houses
between them. We appear to be in altogether a dif-

ferent country since we crossed the range. We were not
long iu arriving at Tuan. We found the inhabitants very
suspicious of us. 1 told them not to be afraid, as we did
not intend to hurt them. I don't know that they said any-
thing in reply, but I fancy, when they saw my few weary
followers without any sign of a weapon they must have
thouf/ht a lot. I enquired for the headman, but they said
there was not one ; every man was equal. On my asking
for a house they declinud to give me one : so we rested
under njalc tree while I sent some of my men to look for
some of their race, viz., Bagows. One was quickly found
and we were soon all comfortably housed, all the inhabit-
ants of the place coming to have a look at the white men.
1 told Sandy to do a little bartering, as we were out of
rice, but as usual the people want more than we are in-
clined to give. We shall, 1 think, be better able to do it to-

morrow, when they see we are on the point of starting.
I noticed jack, lime, and orange trees, all of which appeared
to thrive wonderfully well. There are also a good number
of wraps of straw on the house-tops, which indicates
heads within, but in the house we stopped at I did not
see any. The reason of the people here being suspicious
is easily accounted for. In general cases we always ob-
tain a guide, and, if we arrive at a strange village, the people
know in the course of a minute or so who we are, where
we came from, where we are going to, etc., but in this

case one of the men knew the way ;
so it was not necessary

to get a guide.

August 9th.—We were delayed till past seven buying
rice, the women having, as I anticipated, lowered their terms.

Having obtained as much as we could carry, and our guide
being ready, we continued our journey, the road taking us
down to a small river called the Began, which we ftdlowed for
some distance ami then ascended a steep bill to a small

village on some pitana sailed Kinan D sun. The meu being
some distance behind I sat down aud admired the view.
To the south-west I noticed range after range of jungle,
but this is often very deceiving. For on steering for the'

expected ranges you find the eye has caught all the top
ridges which generally are uncleared, wliile'below the land
is either in a state of ciJtivation or abandoned. Rouud
about me I find small chena is being felled, the ashes and
burnt soil being, I sujipose, sufficient to raise a crop of

paddy. The stragglers having arrived, we continued our

journey, which was incessant ups and downs through cbeua,
and the rain wliich commenced to fall made the ground
verj slippery. At one o'clock we arrived at Kapuringan,
aud here our guide dechned to go farther, but luckily we
found a man and his wife who were going our way and
who acted as guides.^

"We travelled through a good deal of
bamboo and then arrived at a large village on the hanks
of the Yaggo river. The headman was out, but we made
oiu:selvus comfortable nuvertbeless.

August 10th.— It raiued all night and in the morning
I found our host had not yet arrived. The cocks crow
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very early here, and were the means of my waking niy men
up at half-past four, thinking they had overslept tlieniselves.

However, tiiere is
notliin^ like making an early start in

these expeditions ; so havmg had our morning meal and

procured a guide, we continued our jomney, leaving,

however, a small present for oiu'
" ahsent friend." We

crossed the the river and steered in an ENE dii'ec-

tiiu. Kinahalu, from here, appears very close and

very long, the supports standing boldly out. After cross-

ing one or two pretty grass plains we arrived at the out-

skii-ts of Dauoe Phiin, ha\'ing latterly steered due east.

It being 8 o'clock we had our breakfast on the banks
of the river and then continued our journey skirtiufj

the

plain. I should have preferred stopping here last night,
but our guides would not come on and there were no
others to be had. Tliis plain wiD, I anticipate, be a

lai'ge settlement some day, and would be a suitable place
for a road from Bungon through the country were one
made. Tlie soil on the plain is very rich and paddy, I

am informed, is here irrigated in a proper manner. From
Danoe wo steered due north and crossed a small hill, the

soil of which appears excellent, and so I took a sample,
the elevation being 2,100. From the top of this hill I

was able to continue my survey of Kinabahu, wliich I

am gi-adually getting round. There appeared to be several

thousand acres of land quite close, and wliich, I am sui-e,

would be found suitable for tea and cinchona, while below
• some of the land might be found suitable for coffee. On
descending on the other side the soil was hardly as good,
but igneous rock was plentiful. We travelled along a jungle
ridge for two hom-s and then descended to a small collage
called Legan and waited for

sti'agglers. Leaving here we
passed through some flat land with good soil and jungle
till "we came to a small river called TJhau, where we
rested. From here we passed principally tlnough cliena

till we came to a small village on the top of a hill,

called Boukud, fi'om which there appeared a good amount
of jungle round about. This may possibly be owing to

the proximity of Danoe, which ought to supply suilirient

rice for the inhabitants round about. The next village
we arrived at was Le Manse, and here our guides wanted
to stop, stating that Lasas, the place I wanted to reach,
was too far off. The people, however, of the village
stated it was untrue, so after a short remonstrance with
the guides wo continued our jouraey and shortly after

an'ived at Lasas, better known as Guppo. We uniortim-

ately missed the headman's house, but put up at another
farther on. The people here remembered well the late

Mr. Witti, he haN-ing stopped here on his way tlu'ough
Borneo. The land in the immediate vicinity appears flat,

soil good, wiih a fine, clear river running tlu'ough it.

Towards Kinabahu I see two fine ranges covered with

forest, which are named Lalumut and Piuonwentii. It

seems strange to me, knowing the pushing nature of the

Chinaman that none of his race are to be found inland.

The reason, I feel sure, is, no white man, and so no
Chinaman. What will, I think, be found the quickest
mode of civiUzing the natives inland will be:—1st Eur-

opean residents, 2nd a good road, 3rdly Chinese ti'aders

and agriculturists. A want I feel myself and which will

also apply to them, is a dictionary of the Dusun language.

August 11th.—Started along the banks of the Tang
XJnuen river shoi'tly after six o'clock, the soil in parts

being very rich. On our way I experienced for the first

time the "bad bird" nuisance, my guide always coming
to a standstill. I persuaded liiiu to go on a Uttle further,
and he would be sure to hear a good bii'd, but it aji-

peared to have no effect on him. After a few moments
of thought, in wliich I fancy blue cloth occupied a con-

spicuous place, he stated he would act as guide to the

village, but could not stop the night. I concealed my
son'ovv and proceeded, passing the small village of Marauti

(700) on our way. Around here jungle apiiears plentiful
and the soil fair. To the N.W. Tinocun hill is to be

seen, arund which there appears fine jungle. The next

village we anived at was Mituo, and, as it was exti-emely
hot, I accepted the chief's offer to come inside his fine

house. He appeared a verj^ pleasant man and remembered
the late Mr. Witti when he passed through a year before.

He gave me some information about my route and I then

started, but not before giving him and his pretty little

children some small token of fiicndship. From here we
passed through jungle and chena, till we airived at the
the Kapooikau river, alongside of which there is a village

of that name. We found the headman out, but made
ourselves comfortable all the time.

August r2th.—We did not get away till close on 7 o'clock
—the old story : guides not ready. Om' route was not very
interesting, as it was principally alon" the banks of the
river. Pas.sing on our right a small village called Kinun-
tang we then ascended thi'ough scrub to Mardh. I was
rather disappointed with tins place, there being only two
small houses, one of wliich we occupied ; but there did
not appear much cliance of our being able to increase
our rice supply. I always hke to have two if not tliree

days' rice in hand, as one is then independent and can
buy at a reasonable figure ; but now, when we get to
our next halting-place, Munius, we shall have to buy at

any price. The elevation here is 1,500 feet, and we are
shut in with jungle which rises to i,bOO if not more.
From here to Mumus takes a whole day, so we are
forced to stop, though only II o'clock. Timberanokan
appears to our west and has therefore a fine eastern
aspect, and Tambuyukan, another fine range close to it, near
which I expect to pass tomorrow.

August Kith.—We were all ready for our expected early
walk by 6 o'clock, but the guides were not, and so we
were delaj-ed till seven. Our route led along the
ridge of a range beliind our house, the soil appearing in

parts a hght loam, wlule in others more dark. I took
samples of both. We descended after having crossed
several ravines to the Tambuyukan river, and while two
men were eating their meal I looked for minerals : but
I found none, although the place shone with mica.
Continuing oiu- journey along the banks of the river I
noticed the soil was veiy fair and free from sand, as is not
generally the case. To our west Tambuyukan hiU is very
distant, the height, I should say, being 5,000 feet. We arrived
at Mumus at 12 o'clock, earlier than I anticipated, and, al-

though oni- guide had told us, Mr. Hatton, the mineralogi.st of
the Company had a house here it turned out to be untrue ;

his house being a Uttle further on at a place called
Kinarum. Our guide maintained he knew the road no
farther and the houses around being empty everyone
being out at work we were forced to stop where we
were. Surely guides are the curse of ti-avelling inland.

August 14th.—The houses had filled during the course
of the evening before, and I made arrangements with a
man to act as guide to Kinarum at which place we
an-ived shortly after 9 o'clock, and had the good fortune
to find Mr. Hatton in. We stojiped the night in his

"palatial" residence, my men being able to get a good
supply of rice.

Aug. loth.—Early thismorning we started, following an old
Sheriff" on a bnfl'alo who was going the same way but before

going far I discovered he was quite as ignorant of the road as
I was, and the only encouragement he could give me was
that if we lost om' way we would be all lout iot/et/iey. This
might have been all very weU for him but it did not quite
suit my aiTangenients. So I picked out two of my .sharpest
men, and we soon got on the right track, leaving our
friend with his buffalo to follow at leisure. Our route took ua
over a lot of flat land with good soil on the banks of the
Kinai-um river and which will I think be very suitable for
Chinamen. Leaving the plain connti-y we ascended a
range called the Kararaeudicot, the highest point of
which was about 1,500 feet. The timber was very fine, and
the soil fair. We travelled through it for 5 hours and
then descended again to the Kinarum river and put up
at a small village on its banks called Timbangbattu (250).
The country round here and to Bungon appears rather

sandy. Mr. Saunders however procm'ed a very good leaf
of tobacco grown close here.

August loth.—The pigs having absconded with one of
Mr. S,aunders's boots we were a little delayed. It was
veiy different travelling to what we had been accustomed
to, it being quite flat. The soil however was similar to

yesterdaj-,
rather sandy. Anived at Bungon we put up

in a Chmaman's house, who I noticed was in the act
of dispatching a boat to Kudat containing a good amount
of gutta, rubber, rattans, .te., which had been collected

principally in the neighbourhood of Kinarum. In con-
versation with Sheriff Shea the principal man of the

place, he told me paddy was the principal product gi-own
and that only in the wet season.

August I7th.—I was rather surprized and annoyed this

morning by my men refusing to go any farther. From
here it was my intention to cross overland to the
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Benkoka river and proceed south, crossing the Sugut and
back to Mr. Hattou's station. I warned the men they
were breaking their contract with me and that they
would obtain no wages, but this appeared to liave no
eit'ect upon them, for on my return from a stroll I found

they had already decamped and taken a short cut home.
I heard afterwards that the report of cholera at Benkoka
was the reason, but they never mentioned it to me. I

made attempts to get men from the headman here, but
he told me all the men had left and were working at

Kudat, and that my best way would be to go there

and procui-e them. So I obtained a boat and an'ived at

Kudat in the early morning of the day following.

Sept. 7th.—There is a long gap in my diary, the cause

being due to cholera at Kudat and wHch prevented my
taking men inland, but the pest having passed away I

was able to collect a few men (the cholera having
driven oif a lot to Labuan, Brunei, &c.) and proceeded
to Kinarum and join my force "with that of Mr. Hat-
ton's. On my arrival at Kudat from Bongou, I heard
the sad news of Mr. Witti's murder. I little thought
when wishing him goodbye inland behind Kimanis I

was to be the last white man to see him alive. We
started early for Bungon, and would have got there be-
fore dark had it not been for the tide being low and
we consequently had some diihculty in getting om- boat
over the bar of the river. Arrived at Bungon we put
up in the Chinaman's house and found a letter from
Mr. Hattou, saying he had left for the Marudu river, a
short distance from here, and to meet hun there.

Sept. Sth.—Went over to Sheriff Shea's house to get the

goods I had left with him and to obtain a guide. These having
been obtained I started for a village called Meudanow. We
travelled for some distance over the same flat land as pre-
viously experienced and mth no sign of cultivation. We
passed several small rivers which might be utihzed for

irrigating this plain and then arrived at a fau'-sized village
called Hamrow on the banks of the Marudu river. Here I
rested and waited for my men, but, as they made no sign of

turning up, I puslied on without them, crossing and re-cross-

ing the river several times, then passed through some flat

jungle with fair soil, which brought me out at Meudanow.
Here I found Mr. Hatton at home, but rather seedy, owing
to an attack of fever.

Sept. 9th.—Started up a lull behind our house to S.S.E.up to
900 feet. There was principally chena and poor soU; at 1,150 it

improved. I found my stay at Kudat combined with an
attack of fever had not improved my walking condition.
At 1,900 feet I examined the soil again and found it less

sandy, and thi3 continued up to 2,500. The timber
was very tine and shewed no signs of wind. In the
afternoon I crossed over the river to a ravine in

which Mr. Hattou was blasting. I ascended the hill I had
noticed in the morning from the opposite side. The soil ap-
peared light and sandy, while below it partook of a more
clayey nature with signs of oxide of iron.

September 10th.—The next place we wished to visit was
Pampang, fartlier up the river, and, as we could obtain no
guides, we followed its coui'se. TravelUng aloug rivers is

very monotonous, as the rough road occupies so much of

o^e's attention. We arrived at our destination, Lomaine,
during the course of the evening, and put up at the head-
man's house. TomoiTow we intend to explore the surround-

ing hills which completely shut us in. The elevation here
is 800 feet. I find several kinds of paddy (hill) are gro-ivu
here on account of theii- different flavours, but the most
remunerative is a Sarawak paddy called Kalumbuan. It

takes 5 months from the time of so%ving to be ready for

reaping. I purchased a piece of rope made from the bark
of the Tumbaran tree, the same as rough coats are made
of. I procui'ed a sample to send home. The tree appears
quick-gi'owing, rather resembling the Ceara rubber, and
seems to thrive in any soil.

September 11th and 12th were spent in exploring this

noighboui'hood, and we then decided to retui'u to Kinarum
and proceed fi-om there to the western face of Kiuabahu.
We duly arrived at Kamrow, the viUage I had rested atou
my way. I was sorry to hear cholera had broken out at

Bungon. This will alter our plans a little. I had my first

ride on a buffalo today and have come to the conclusion
I prefer walking.
September 13th.—I left early with most of the men, Mr.

Ilattou paying a hm-ried visit to Bougon, but will join me iu
tlie evening. It was a very warm day, and Iwas glad

when our walk was over. A bath iu the river adjoining
Timbangbattu refreshed me however.

September 14th.—We were ready to start early but found
two of oiu- buffaloes had got away during the night ; so we
had to wait the whole day. They tui-ned up in the even-
ing, and so we made all the necessary arrangements for
the next day.

September 15th.—I am now ti-avelling over the same
country as I did a few weeks before. We saw rain com-
ing up, so pushed on and reached Kinarum just as it was
beginning, but the river we crossed was impassable for our
men, who arrived haif-an-hour later, so that it must have
been raining heavily farther inland.

September l"th.—Having made preparations the day
before, we commenced our journey for our trip towards
Kinabahu, steering S. W. The first halt we made was at

Kias, where Mr. Burbridge was living and searching for
min erals. We waited till om- buffaloes anived and then
continued our march, leaving the river behind us and
ascending a hill, passing on our way small gardens contain-
ing paddy, sugarcane and Indian corn, the soil appearing ex-
cellent. From the toji of the hill I obtained a splendid view of
the surrounding counti-y. To the east I noticed several fine

ranges of jungle, which are, I believe, the watersheds of
the Paitan river. There I hope to exijlore in my tiip from
Kinarum to Benkoka on my return. The Tambuyukan
range appears very close and I shall certainly ^'isit tliis

fine range also on my retiun. The immediate country is

mostly chena with fair soil. Here and there some coconut
and fruit trees shew signs of a previous settlement, the in-
habitants having "moved on." The ruin we had ex-

perienced in the morning still continued but fortunately
there are no more rivers to cro,ss, but it is all tlie same
very uncomfortable walking. Ai-rived at a small village with
two houses, we .stopped ami put up in one for the night, the
rain still continuing.
September 18th.—We left early for Kian, but not the

Kian I had previously visited, but one called Kian Geudokud,
our direction being S. W. AVe passed through nothing
but chena, but the soil, especially on the flats, appeared
very rich. I noticed the remains of several old .settlements.
It seems strange to me that the people should abandon
fertile land. The only reason I can attribute it to is that
the weeds and lalang get too troublesome for them and
that they therefore prefer to fell new laud, which, besides

giving them a larger return, is for a year or so pretty free
from weeds. This though is a very extravagant habit.
The rain today was very heavy and added much to the
fatigues of the journey, the roads becoming so slippery.
AVe arrived at our destination on the banks of the Jam-
passuk during the afternoon, but before descending I ob-
tained a good view of the Abbai and Jampassuk plains
as well as the sea. All the country around here is chena,
some of which is being felled for the second time.

September 19th.—Leaving tliis morning we entered on a

very different sort of country to that around Kinarum,
this being the regular Jampassuk lay of land, consisting
of easy undulating hills covered in many instances with
fodder grass as high as one's head and in other parts
with lalang and chena. Here and there we saw small patches
of paddy growing, and it certainly seemed as if

anything would grow in this steamy climate. The soil

appeared light and sandy, and after last night's rain
was of course looking its best. A good view is obtainable
here of the country round about, old Kiuabahu standing
boldly out. The valley we are travelling up is parallel to
the one I travelled on my first journey, but to the west.
I forgot to mention a pretty little village surrounded with
coconuts, which we passed on our way. It is called

Mouhabar, and possibly we may stop at it on our way back.
We crossed the river twice and found the current very
strong, and the black clouds overhead shewed signs of

approaching rain. In crossing a stream we were rather
horrified to see one of our bufl'aloes that was carrying rice

disappear under the water. Fortunately little damage only
was done. Oontiuuing our journey we reached a small

village called Tareutedon. From here the road is im-

practicable for buffaloes, so we unloaded the rice to dis-

tribute it to the men, but during the process it rained so

heavily that we decided to remain where we were for the

night. During the course of the evening the rain stopped,
and we obtained a close view of Kinabahu's northern
face with the Tambuyukan range on its east. The former
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appears, as would be expected, very precipitous, but there

appear several smaller and easier ranges beneath. To-
morrow I expect a still better view. The people here

appear to be a very poor lot and live principally on kiladis.

On enquiring about Syap, which is a large village near

here, they tell us we cannot even get rice there, should
we want it. The paddy in this neighbourhood, it appears,
suffers from a grub, which attacks its roots when young,
but if the plant gets fairly started it does not suffer. This is

the reason these people buy rice from the people of Mumus.

September 20th.—We started early for a Wllage called

Padoss, which, we were informed, was nearer to Ivian than

8yap. The road, certainly, very steep and difficult, and was.

I should think, seldom used. From the top of the grass
hill we obtained another beautiful view of Kinabahu and
the Tambuyukan range. Here, the highest point of the

range called Nouahau I. Agaioh, looks fully 5,000 or 6.000

feet, the range being a continuation of Kinabahu. The
Dusuus appear to be gradually working their way to the
base of the mount, but there is still a large tract of forest in

reserve. The smaller ranges of Kinabahu appear to run

up to 3,000 and 4,000 feet. 8o far our journey had been

fairly satisfactory, but after this our guide took us through
some of the worst country imaginable. Our men, who had
got an extra supply of rice to carry, were compelled to go
up and down short cuts in the jungle without the smallest
trace of a track. I allowed Sir. Hatton to bless the man
for some time, and then I gave way as well. The fact of

the matter was he had lost his way. We erentually came out
some miles distant from the village we intended to get at.

Sept. 21st.—A miserable wet morning and very unin-

viting for our journey, but we are short of rice and must
push on. AVe hoped to reach Kian today, but, owing to the
rain and flooded river.s, we did not even reach Tambuyuan,
the village I had previously stopped at. The incessant
chena around us would make the journey very uninter-

esting were it not for the fine view we get occasionally
of Kinabahu and surroundings. How we regret we did
not take the route via Syap. "We shall certainly return
tliat way if we ever reach Kian. While I am writing
there are some black clouds in the distance, though we are
at present under a scorching sun. Arrived at the river,
we fomid it too swollen to cross ;

so we put up for the

night in an abandoned hut, over which we spread our water-

proof sheets and made ourselves as comfortable as we could.
Aft^r dinner we settled ourselves down to sleep, when the
rain commenced, blowing straight in and wetting us bag-
gage and all. I covered myself up in my rug and waited
for dayhght, and, as you may imagine, we neither of us had
a pleasant sleep.

Sept. 22nd.—We found at daylight the river was more
swollen than yesterday, and, as oui- guide said we would
have larger ones to cross later on, we came to the conclu-
sion that we must retrace our steps, as our rice supply would
not allow us to wait, neither could we buy any on our way.
Our return journey was accompUshed quicker than we came.
Mouhaban we reached the same night and Upper Kias the

following, but at the last place we had to go to bed with-
out any food as a change, having overwalked our men.
Mr. Hatton now I remember had a sumptuous feed on
Indian corn, for which he was sorry the next day. -

Sept. 24th.—I was up and away early to get something
to eat at Mr. Beveridge's, and then pu.shed on for IGna-
rum and went to bed with a good dose of fever.

Though our trip through the Sissio country was short
and we did not reach Kinabahu, nevertheless it was very
interesting. I was greatly taken with the Tambuyukan
range, which, with the country around Kinabahu, must
comprize many thousand acres with a general elevation, say
from 700 ft. to 4,O0U ft., the land as a rule being steep. I

forgot to mention that during the journey my aneroid got
out of order. This I found most annoying, as it is so im-

portant to know the elevation one is travelling at. It was
always securely packed, and I can only attribute its defect
to dampness.

Sept. 27th.—Our men having to go to Bungon for rice

and feeling better I decided to proceed to Kias and join
Mr. Beveridge in a trip up Tambuyukan.
Sept 28th.—I arrived at Kias last evening and this morn-

ing we made an early start in a S. W. direction, leaving
the river after a few himdred yards and commencing a

steep ascent with no sign of a road. The soil appeared '

very good, free of all sandstone, limestone taking its place
The timber was not so fine as I have seen elsewhere. We
crossed several ravines in our walk but discovered no water;
so when we arrived at the ridge I sent some of the men
away to find some for our evening meal, while the others
built a leaf hut.

Sept. 29th.—This morning we continued our journey, de-
scending on the other side. It was very steep and rocky;
immense boulders of limestone and excellent soil. Descend-
ing to a ravine we found a small spring at which we halted
to have our breakfast, not knowing whether we would get
any farther on. Continuing our journey again we came
to a big landslip from which I was able to obtain a good
view of the range facing us. That is the one to follow
if one wishes to reach the top of Tambuyukan but in my
case without an aneroid it is not worth while. Descend-
ing again we heard the noise of a rush of water and soon
after arrived at a ravine which had a large supply. We
could have reached this yesterday it we had known water
was to be had. Leaving our men behind us to build loaf

huts, Mr. Beveridge and myself proceeded up the next
ridge. This same sort of travelling I am sure extends as
far as Kinabahu. We ascended as high as 2,500 and
then descended well pleased vrith what I had seen.
Planters who come to tliis country should pay this range
a visit. They could grow cocoa, pepper, anil Liberian coffee
at the lower elevations and tea, cinchona, cardamoms, C'offea
Arabica, etc., at the higher. Kias, the place I started

from,, can be reached in four days from Kudat v'a Bungon,
Timbaugbattu and Keroom.

Sept. 3iuh.— It rained heavily diuing last night, but our
little leaf huts kept us dry. We decided to return by the
river, but the big boulders made it very difficult travelling,
and nmch more so when we got into the Kiuarum river.
Each side of the river was very precipitous, and it was
no joke to have to scramble up the sides anrl walk along
to miss some high rapid below. The last one we came
to we managed in a different manner, sending our men
round with oiu: coats and boots while we swam the dis-
tance. We arrived safely at Kias, and Mr. Beveridge at
once packed up all his things and we pushe<l on for
Kinarura to meet Mr. Hatton, and then proceed together
on the .Sugut river trip, as mentioned previously. At
Kinarum we found Mr. Hatton was away searching for
some supposed birds' nests a short distance off.

October 2nd.—Kinarum is a very warm place, being shut
in with jungle, but then it has a splendid bathing-pool,
which goes a long way to remedy the heat. Mr. Hat-
ton arrived iu the evening very exhausted, after an unsuc-
cessful attempt to find the caves.

October 3rd.—We decided last night that Mr. Beveridge
and self should start at once for the Sugut country, but on
Mr. Hatton seeing the samples of quar'z collected during our
trip, one appeared to contain such good traces of copper
that ho decided to send Mr. Beveridge back and follow up his
search. This of course put all my arrangements out as I have
only seven men, which are insufficient for the journey
I have before me. However Mr. Hatton kindly placed
three of his men and some stores at my disposal, so that
I was able to make a start during the afternoon for the
village of Pomatum, passing on my way through flat

chena land with poor soil. Our direction is due east; to
the west I noticed a long range of forest close to

Tambuyukan and which is called Medallon. It appears
to run up to 3,000 or 4,000 ft.

October 4th.—We left Pomatum early, but on arriving
at another small village farther on I found one of the men
was very bad with fever; so I had to stop and diWde
his load and send him back. From here our journey was
very trying, the hills being very steep and water scarce
At a small house in a clearing, I came across some
Kudat men who were collecting gutta in the neighbour,
ood. The jungle we passed through towards the latter-

part of the day had some splendid timber. .{Arrived at

Moroli, I put up in the house of Balanting, the head-
man. In my previous visit to this place I stopped at a
house on the opposite range. Here I was shewn a small
shrub called Home, the leaves of which closely resemble
that of a young cinchona succirubra in appearance. It
is used as a dye in the place of indigo. The leaves are
boiled and the thread or cloth is immersed in the liquor.
The plant they told mo was ready for plucking three
mouths after planting.
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October 5th.—Balanting offered his services as guide, so

we made an early start for Tibebar. The route was pict-

uresque but otherwise not of much interest, as it led along
the banks of thu Kapooikan river. Later on we branched

off aud ascended to a miserable little house, in which we

put up in for the night.

October 6th.—Our journey this morning continued along
the banks of the Kapooikan, ami then we ascended through
scrub and clearings to a village called Losus. The soil

here appeared good, and I took one or two .samples

of it. The people here are a suspicious lot and think I

have come to spy the land for gutta and are therefore

very unwilling to give me auy information. I had a touch

of fever in the evening by way of keeping one's spirits

up. I forgot to mention an old chief I meet on the road

during the day. He told me there had been a man rushing
about the country where I was going to and who had
been eating men and women. I asked him why they had

not killed him, but ho said they were unable to catch him.

I then asked if I should have a chance of putting a ball

into him, but he stated the man had cleared out and gone
in the direction of the Paitan river. I discovered next

day that cholera was what the old gentleman had been

aiming at.

October 7th.—Started for Tinegas shortly after six

o'clock, first crossing the Sugut river and then taking
rather a round through jungle and chena, the soil of

which appeared good, and arrived at Tiuegas about two

o'clock. The people appeared glad to see me, they having
been vi-sited previously by the late Mr. ^yitti. The
house was a fine large one, containing, I should think,

about 20 families. As is usual at this time of the year,

the hou.se is nearly empty during the day, all hands being

busy in the clearing. Towards evening men and women
came trooping in. Most of the evening was spent in buying

rice, a,s our stock is getting low. I happened to open

my medicine chest to give one of my men some. I

was at once besieged ; everybody had something the

matter, even little children only a few months old, their

mothers stated, were suffering in all sorts of ways. I dis-

tributed as much as I could spare, teUing them at the

same tnne I would not be responsible it a few of them
died before marrying. This they appeared to think must
be naturally expected. Sendoon, the chief, appeared a

very good fellow. He told me that the Kagasingans, who
are a small tribe not far from liere and are the only ones

given to headhunting in these parts, had taken hi,s coun-

try from him. I told him he would have a white man
to tell his complaints to shortly at the mouth of the river,

at which he seemed very pleased. A Sulu trading boat

arrived during tlie day, having taken about ten days to

get here.

October 8th.^I prevailed upon Sendoon to come as

guiile as far as the next stage, Mellinsom, and so we com-

menced our journey by climbing a steep hill behind his

house and through some extensive clearings which had

been just burnt off, the soil of which appeared good, but

rather light at the surface. Passing on we came to chena

and then a jungle range rising up to 2,000 feet with fine

soil and timber. It was rather heavy going, being up hill

and down dale incessantly. I had pointed out to me for

the first time a small shrub called LebullybM, the leaves

of which are used as a substitute for quinine. On near-

in"' JVIill'nsom there appeared nothing but chena around

us. and I fancy this must have been a large settlement

in days gone by. AV"e put up at the house of the prin-

cipal man named Tuggerging, but as usual every one was

out. The house was a very poor one after Tinegas, and

it was some time before I laid my traps down, having to

search for a spot that was waterproof overhead, ex-

perience having taught me caution. Celo Tuggerging came
in during the evening and I at once nicknamed him King
Cole, as he was a merry old soul. He remembered poor
Mr. Witti well.

October 9th.—Tuggerging accompanied us as guide this

morning. Around the village I noticed a great number of

fruit trees of all descriptions. After a few hours' travelling
we got into jungle, fine big timber but mostly surface

feeders. The usual ups and downs were the order of the

day. To the north and north-east, I observe sojne fiue

ranges of forest which I expect to pass through. I noticed

that the lower portions are in many instances cleared. Ar-

rived at the Katahanan river, we first saw a party that wer^
bathing in the river, but the instant they saw us coming
there was a general stampede, articles of clothing, etc.,

being all left behind. Passing on we came across the head-
man and his party, who did not seem very anxious for us
to stop, and gave us guides on to the next village. It was
not far, but up a tremendous hill, which is always very
trying at the end of a day's journey. Our guides poiuted
to the houses aud then left us

;
so we arrived without the

usual introduction. We found the place nearly empty, but
picked out the best house and made ourselves comfort-
able, and only just in time, for it rained heavily, aud some
stragglers who came in late resembled drowned rats, while
their companions were nice and dry. Sibango, the head-
man, duly arrived, and was very polite, though at the same
time rather astoni.shed to see ns. He pressed me to take
a lot of fruit, aud promised guides on the morrow. The
people here talk a queer .sort ofDusun: my interpreter can
only understand it with difficulty.

October 10th.—I was amused this morning, when, upon
giving the chief a few yards of cloth, and his wife some
needles, he hesitated to take them. I enquired the reason,
and it appeared he was under the impression if he took them
I would at once want something or ask him to do some-
thing in exchange. I soon explained 'to him it was only a
small token of friendship and for the use of his house.
The guides being ready we continued our journey, the roads

being very slippery and steep. Arrived at a jungle range
we travelled along the ridge, there being several small

clearings below us on each side. We appeared to be going
a good deal out of oiu' way by my compass, but the guides
declared this was tho only route. Arrived at a small vill-

age the guides handed us over to some others, and from
here our track was along a small watercourse, bringing
ns out at a place called Waigan and opposite a house in
which three gutta hunters from Bungon were living. They
pressed us to .stop, which I did, though only twelve o'clock,
but then we have a difficult journey tomorrow over the
Nipis Nillu range, and besides I have my diary to write up
and some clothes to wash.

October 11th.—Made an early start for Ralin, climbing
being the order of the day. We first arrived at some chena
with the remains of some houses which appeared only
recently vacated. Shortly after we entered some fine
forest with a fair soil. 'This range rises to 2,100 and there
are several others round about us. I noticed several

yoiiiir/ gutta plants, but the older trees were conspicuous
"by their absence, they having I fancy caught the eye of
the gutta hunter when travelling along this track. At
the top of the ridge we found a strong fence, which
was put up to keep the people of the village we are
going to from entering the one we have left, there being
reports of cholera at Benkoka and Bungon. We had a
steep descent through high grass to Kalin, there also

being a large amount of wild plantain. Arrived below I

put up in a small house, aud the owners at once went
out and brought in large quantities of sugarcane, Indian
corn and potatoes. These myself and ray men enjoyed,
as there was no rice to be had.

October 12th.—Having procured a guide we pushed on
for Sonsogon, passing what used to be a large village
called Palawayo, but the people have recently

" moved
on." Our path appeared to take a direct circle, but
Dusun paths are generally of this nature. We passed
through some good forest which had excellent soil, there

being also a fair amount of young gutta trees about the
place. Arrived at Sonsogon the people appeared glad to
see us and stated it we would stop they would husk
some paddy for us during the night, to which I assented,
as I feel far from well. This hilly country, combined with
my recent attack of fever, is beginning to take effect on
me, but I hope to struggle on to the end. These people
of the Sonsogon district appear superior in every way
to the Dusun, being painfully polite and hospitable. The
women also appear to be fairer than the Dusuns. The
houses are all boarded with bark. I noticed a good
supply of beeswax.

October 13th.—We entered jungle soon after leaving
the house, ascending and descending as usual. The soil

appeared rich, .and I took a sample. Crossed the Nomar
aud Sonsogon rivers, which gave us our last supply of
water for several miles. Later on we spied a house below
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us, for which we steered, but had to get over all sorts

of barricades which had been put up to keep people
out who come from Beukoka. Directly we reached withia

hailing distauce of the house there was a regular stamp-
ede ; women picked up their children and old men
hobbled off as fast as they could go to the jungle, i
called to one mau and told him we had uot come from
affected parts, but this was of no avail

;
so not wishing to

alarm them more I told my men to return to

our track again. Here we spied another Dusun just
on the point of bolting, but we caught him and had
a regular explanation, after which he pointed us out a
small house in which vie put up. Most of the people
around Buugon and Benkoka, directly the cholera broke

out, made a rush for the hills and put up a small hut
and planted potatoes, waiting for the pest to disapjiear.
One of my men who loitered behind has not arrived,
but I have no doubt he will find his way allright, as I

make it a rule to always throw branches across all but
the ri;/lu road.

October 14th.—Continued our journey along a buffalo

track descending to the Benkoka river. Here I discovered
we were making a mistake. One of my men had told

me the mouth of the Benkoka is called Bungou. I now
found on close inquiry such was not the case, so mstead
of crossing the river I followed its course, and soon found
a track, which I followed, but unfortunately came across

no sign of a house, and, as it was getting late and rain had

commenced, I halted, and had a small leaf hut made, while
some men went on to see if they could find any signs
of life and get something to eat. This they were lucky
enough to find, and came back with some potatoes, but
it was too late to think of trying to find it again. It

rained heavily aU night and the house leaked like a

sieve, causing the man who carried my rug to look rather

glum at the addition added to it in the night.
October 15th.—Bly men had told me over night that

two guides were coming in the morning, and they duly
arrived. It appeared we were a little off our track and
had to 'retrace our steps. The jungle we passed through
was very fine, while to the E. and N. E. it looks very
extensive, and, if I was well enough, I would certainly

pay it a visit. Leaving the jungle wo got again into

ohena and through some clearings descending to the

village of Ebong, Headman Sembilam, and put up in a
fine house on the banks of the Benkoka. The people
seemed rather astonished to see us and were as usual

alarmed about cholera. When the headman came in I

told him I was ill and could not walk and that he must

give me two boats to take my men and myself down the
river. First he said he had none and then he said the
river was only practicable for a short distance. I told

him in that case I must stop in his house till

my mon went down the river and got a boat for me*
The lost man we found had passed through
only a few hours before us

;
so I sent after and brought

him back.
Oct. 16th.—When the chief saw I was fully determined

to stop and was collecting my remaining stores together,
he came forward and offered me the two boats for a

stage, at which place I could get others in the same way. So
I was soon ready and being paddled down the river, and
in this manner I reached a village uot far from the mouth
called Rutas. Here I tried hard to get a boat to take
us all to Kudat, and, when the an-angements were com-

pleted, a boat turned up with rice, ice, for us from Kudat,
which we most likely would have missed had it been

night. I wished if possible to travel all night, but ou
getting outside the river I foimd the surf so high that we
had to put back to shore, the soft sand being my bed
for the night. I was rather aatonished when about two
o'clock in the morning I ojjened my eyes and saw a star
which looked rather queer. I rubbed my eyes and thought
perhaps the fever I had ou me must have something to
do with it, but calmly con.sidering the question again I ar-
rived at the conclusion that it must be a comet, which

proved to bo the ca.se.

April l.Sth.—We started very early, although the weather
did not look very bright, and amved at Kudat during the
coui'se of the day, wliich ended my jouraey. I renuiiued
here a, week or so and was soon allright.

I j)uid a hurried visit to Selara and theu to Singapore, At
the latter place I speut a very pleasant three weeks. I ac-

companied Mr. Watson to Johore and saw the Maharajah's
gardcus, wliich were all looking very well. Mr. Bafley's
estate planted with cocoa, Liberian coffee, sago, nutmegs and
a host of other products, could uot be looking better and
reflects great crecUt on him. Tajyoca planters are, I be-
lieve, having a bad time of it, prices being bad and dis-
ea.se (caterpillars) prevalent.

_
Selam, Jan. I'th, 18S3.—North Borneo is just now

like a beehive, every one being very busy with his
department. Mi-. Mann, who, (I was glad to see) saw
a good deal of the country in a short time—the
Tambuyukan range included—and I hope went away
pleased with his trip. Mr. Saunders has returned here
and a large tobacco plantation is to be started shortly bya Cliina fii-m, I think. Town lots at Sandakan are fetch-
ing Iiigh prices and many are regretting the chance theyhave lost. Messrs. de Lissa and Saxe have commenced their
sugar euterprize, and others are on the point of being com-
menced. Chinese labour- can now be obtained direct for S8
per mensem, but this will be lower after atrip ormore of them
have arrived. Just before leaving Kudat a very good sample
of coal was shewn me and it was stated that a large quautity
existed. Mr. Hatton is at present travelling between here
and the Kuinamatangan river. Kesthouses have now
been started both at Sandakan and Kudat and api)ear to
be always full. The first paper printed in North Borneo
is to appear shortly, to be called. The North Borneo Herald
and Official Gazette, and will I fancy resemble in a great
way that of Ceylon, only incluthug news from the differ-
ent stations, and this is what is greatly required. Selam
is going steadily ahead. Some of the land applied for will
I fancy be only a short distance from here. The plants
we have put out are coming on very well, the Liberian
coffee beating all records I have seen in Ceylon for its

age. What we have either put out or in the course of
being put out are tea (Assam), cocoa (red and yellow kind)
cardamoms (Malabar), and coffee (Arabica, Coorg, and Java)'
sugar palms, African palms, pepper, allspice, cloves cinna-
mon, gambler, sugar (six Mauritius

varieties), iudig'o, .sago
tobacco (Havana), cotton bush, aloe, Manila hemp'trees'
citronella grass, jak trees, sapan. ilangilang, shave tree'

albizzia, and didap, and 1 also intend to add a large number
of varieties of the rubbers and guttas of Borneo. Yours
faithfully, L. B. VON DONOP.

P. S.—Ladies are beginning to come to Sandakan, and
more I am informed are expected. Certainly the rosy
cheeks of the children are good advertisements for its
healthiness.

NKVV PRODUCTS IN THE LOWCOUNTEY
OF CEYLON.

General Kepoht—We.\thee—Coffee Blossom—Cocoa-
Tea— ATEEPILLAHS—WeEDIXG .

From February to 6th M,arch 18S:).

Weather.—We had rain on the 2nd and 4th inst. an
again on the 12th and 13th, but very light, so that this
month has maintained its normal character as the driest
of the year.
On the 6th and 7tli, a pretty heavy blossom was out

on the coffee, and now all the trees not denuded of leaves

by the H. T. have as much crop as they can carry. The
trees made a start af growth early in the mouth, but the
drought has stopped it in mid-career, aud now many of the
trees are drooping. The^ growth ran chiefly to suckers
rather than to fruit-bearing wood.
The Cocoa trees have been gradually getting over the

effects of the storm at the end of December, but many of
the larger trees still look bare to windward, and the after-
noon winds that still continue are agaiust them. Cocoa
however seems to feel the drought less than Liberian coffee,
and the smaller trees especially continue to grow as if

they enjoyed it. The cocoauurseriesare a .serious difficulty
this weather: even when carefully shadeil the dry atmo-
sphere sucks the moisture out of the light soil in the baskets
in a few hours, and the young plant dies at once when
the roots dry. These the white ants find wherever
they may be placed, and destroy them as soon as they come
up, so that fresh seed has to put down continually not
in exteuding the nurseries but in keeping them up.

I have been unfortunate in the season of forming a tea
nursery, as the shading and watering is a serious expense
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but the plants are coming forward pretty well, at least

to my inexperienced eye.
The drought told earliest on the TVutmeff nursery, The

beds are kept well shaded so that no sun directly reaches
the plants, yet two daily waterings will not keep them from

drooping. The cardamoms stood out longer, but they too

are now looking seedy, and require water, though two feet

high and partially shaded by standing trees. Hitherto the

Tanilla vines seem to enjoy all the sun they get, and still

grow vigorously.

The other day I discoved the common green caterpillar

preying on the leaves of a young coffee field in thousands.

I have known this insect for forty years, and never saw
it touch coffee before. I had a gang of boys for two days
at work, picking and killing.

I have suspended weeding till rain comes. Indeed it could

be safely suspended for a couple of months, but for one
weed that would be called an annual elsewhere, but;is a

montldy here. It is a grass, that sheds its seeds within

a month of its appearance above ground, and grows as

freely in dry as in wet weather. It produces a very large
number of very minute seeds that are carried everywhere
by the wind, and if left to propagate freely the land

would be a good pasture field in six mouths.

Speaking of weeds, I knew an estate, well nigh thirty

years ago, that had been in bearing twelve years, and iu

no one of those years did the crop cover the expendit-
ure of its year. The proprietor did not follow the usual

practioe of those days in such cases, uamely, making over

the estate to his agents for one-tenth of what it had
cost him ;

he merely changed his agent. The very first

year of the new management gave him a profit of several

hundreds, and the second nearer £4,000 than £3,000. This

change in the character of the estate was due to thorough
weeding and praniug. "When the philo-wecdists can

point out a clean estate that improTed its bearing

by letting it get into weeds, then they may hope
to convert some of those who believe in the now com-
mon practice, that took so long a time to take

root, but is now too firmly established, to be

eradicated by anything short of unquestionable facts ;

certainly never by loose, speculative theories. It may be

that coffee planting is a doomed industry in Oeylon. If so,

it will not be saved by resucitating old systems, tried long

ago, condemned and abandoned for good and sufficient

reasons. Our side rests on a theory, as old as agriculture

itself, and is only questioned from time to time by those who

practically failed in mastering the ever-present enemy of

the cultivator. When the garden of the sluggard gets

overrun, he suddenly discovers that weeds do no harm,
and when it gets worse he rises to the sublime absurdity
of declaring that weeds do good in cultivated land. "The

grand old man "
may not be much of a practical agri-

culturist, but every one owns him a fine intellect. In one

of his speeches he told his audience thatevery thing thatgrew
on cultivated land, besides the cultivated plant, was a weed,
and every weed was a thief and a robber. Hamlet, iu com-

plaining of the state of affairs in the court of Denmark,
says :

—
" Fie on't, fie ! 't is an unweeded garden,

That grows to seed."
—the nastiest thing he could think of.

We live, Mr. Editor, in a great age. Not only is patient,

scientific investigation giving us day by day greater power
over natiure, but we have among us some gifted brethren,
who communicate to us the will and ways of nature's God
without the toil and trouble of observing facts, or forcing
nature by special experiments. One of those great ones

is he who has from his iimer consciousness evolved the

great announcement, that weeds are the choicest gift that

a beneficent creator has bestowed on the cultivator of

coffee. The original curse referred merely to thorns and

thistles, but the ageratum, the spinous needle, and the

pasture grasses, are neither thorns nor thistles, and to the

incessant war carried on agaiust_
those precious gifts of

nature we owe the terrible visitation that has ruined our

once flourishing industry and carried sorrow and suffering
to thousands in its train. Had this prophet declared his

mission earlier, Oeylon might have retrenched the salary of

Marshall Ward. The remedy for all the ills the planter
suffers is to let his weeds grow ! !

EXPORT TRADE OF MADAGASCAR.
A member of the Madagascar Embassy has supplied

the following interesting information to the Chamber

of Commerce Journal :—
The next important article of export from Mada-

gascar is caoutchouc or india-rubber. Tho caoutchouc
is procured both from a tree and from a vine, but
all that I have seen on the east coast of Madagascar
is taken from a vine, and if the india-rubber tree is

found in Madagascar it is only on the west coast. It

is not very many years since the natives were first

taught that the India-rubber vine was such a valu-

able plant. It is true the children would collect the

the juice of the vine and with the juice of a lemon

coagulate it, but about fifteen years ago foreigners
first taught them the value of it, and it is, now an

important occupation of those natives who are of a

rough and rambling character to go out into the

wood to collect it.
* » * *

A party of five or six men is formed, each having
an axe and a bottle of sulphuric acid and as much rice

as he can' carry. They are also provided with a few

cooking pots, and of late years they generally take

with them a gun by which means they can procure
themselves food. These men strike into the forest

until they find traces of the vine, then they camp and
set to work to out the vines down. These vines are

perhaps six inches iu diameter at their roots and taper
off a! they climb round the trees of the forest, form-

ing one entangled mass. The Malagasy climb the trees

and cut every branch that can be found, nor do they

spare even the roots of the plant. These vines are cut

into pieces two feet long, and placed on end in a trough
of bamboo out of which the milky like juice is con-

ducted to an iron pot. A few drops of sulphuric acid

immediately converts the juice into a curd, which be-

comes the indiarubber of commerce. It will be noticed

that the Madagascar indiarubber of commerce is in

balls, just as it is made in these two and four-gallon
iron cooking pots. The difference in the quality of

indiarubber depends upon the soil, and also upon the

period of ripeness at which the vine is cut. Ripe old

vines that are found in the virgin forests of the north-

east of Madagascar produce the indiarubber known
as the " best pink." Indiarubber is bought from
the natives now at as much as lOd and Is per lb.,

though five years ago they sold it at 6d, It under-

goes a shrinkage of 20 to 30 per cent, in weight, how-

ever, before it arrives in London.

Another valuable export from Madagascar is
" Grim

Animi," the gum of the copal tree. There are two
chief qualities found in the north-east of the island,

the white and the red, the former being by far the

better of the two. It is not the deposit from year
to year which we see in our markets, but the ancient

deposits which have fallen from the trees years and

years ago, and which the natives dig for. When they
discover a forest of copaliers they do not look up at

the trees for the gum, but they immediately dig for it,

and I have seen pitces of gum of 8 or 10 lbs. weight
found underneath deposits of earth of several inches in

thickness. Gum is bought from the natives at 5d per lb.

Wax from Madagascar is beginning to be an im-

portant article of export, and I have quite recently
heard that the quality is very good. It is a notice-

able fact that the honey of Madagascar is of a greenish
tint and tlhus different to that of most other countries ;

there is also a poisonous honey in the island, but the

wax as far as I am aware, is the same as anywhere
else. It fetches about 5d a lb. in Madagascar.

It is not probable that any Madagascar rice over

comes to England, but it is none the leas an important
item of British commerce, as a great deal is yearly

shipped to tho British colony of Mauritius.

Cojce and Sugar growing are to be the great in-
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dustries of the future, nntl they have already made a

considerable itart. With reference to the coffee, I do

not suppose Englishmen ever know that Madagasoiir
cofFei- is in the English market, and the reason is, that

il is of such a superior quality that I should not be

surprized if it is being sold under a famous name.
There is every reason to believe th;it the Mada!;ascar
coffee will compare in quality with the best coffees

of the world. Many planters have made great mis-

tiikes in planting coffee on these a shore, but it the laiuls

50 or GO miles from the east coast were chosen, which
l;inds ;>re about 1,000 feet above sea level, theu I can

say our i)lanters will have the finest coffee that can be

produced.
In regard to sugar

— this is an industry which must
be carried on by very large capitalists. I am able

to give any reliable details for the information of

information of those who might think of such invest-

ments. I can say, however, that two or three sugar
mills are now at work at Madagascar, and moreover,
that the soil of the island is all that can be desired for

the cultivation of the sugar cane.
The rearing of the silkworm is an occupntion part-

icularly suitable to the women and children of Madagas-
car. That already much is done in this is evident from
the beautiful silk lamhaa, the native costume of the

Malagasy, which are all spun by hand from Madagascar
silk; but thus far no one has commenced buying up silk

cocoons fore.xpoit
— a branch of commerce which would

immediately increase ten fold the amuunt produced.
I will r fcr lastly to au article of commerce largely

shipped from Madagnscar, viz., Rofia fibre, or the iuner

skin of the leaf of the Rofia palm. This fibre is stripped
off from the under side of the leaf of the palm in the

same manner as one can strip off the inner fibre of a

pea-pod ;
iu fact, it is very similar in appearance, only

that of course it is two or three feet iu length. It is

dried in the aun, and woven by the natives luto what
is kcowu in England as grass-cloth ; it also servea the
natives for all purposes for which twine or etring are

required.
Sceiug .so many bales of this fibre shipped to England

I made a poiut of inquiring whether it might not be
used for working up into some fabric, but I fiud that
its sole use for florists to tie up flowers. A London
merchant informed me last week that the market is at

present overstocked with this commodity.
To say a word on the Flora of Mtidagascar, I may

remurk that some of the principal florists in Loudon
are annually e.xpoiting from Madagascar the choicest

specimens of Orc/iiiJ-H wliich grace English conservatories.
I might mention that Madagascar produces maize

corn, that even wheat is grown by the natives in tiie

interior, that toitoiseshell is largely collected on the

coast, that, in fact there are scores of industries for

the enterprizing foreigner.
A. Tacchi.

Ambasadaoranny Mpanjakany Madagascar, London,
December 21at, 1882.

PLANTING ON THE HILLS OF CEYLON.
DETERIOHATION OF INDIAN TEA POHOUS LEAD INSECT EOE-

EHS OF TEA CHESTS—WOOD FOB TEA CHESTS—ACTION OF
'

THE CEYLON CLIMATE ON TEA—THICKEE LE.AD N-EEDED FOE

PACKING AUTOMATIC FEtnT EVAPOEATOE.

LiNDULA : March Ifi.

Mr. Cameron (an Assam tea planter) arrived juet in

time to be consulted about a a very important article in

the Indigo Planters' Gazette on the admitted deterioia-

tion in recent years of Indian tea in "
staying

"
or keep-

ing power. Afterdiscussiug under-firing as a possible

cause, and while admitting the necessity of economy,

the writer .illuded to expresses his fears tnat in regard
lua

to the lead used for lining boxes a desire to save

expenditure may have been carried too far. To

qnote :

" Our attention has more than once been

called to the condition of tea samples carefully leaded

up for future reference, aud we must say that had

it ocjurred on one or two occasions only, we should

not have paid so much attention to it ; but we

have seen out of 20 or 30 samples carefully leaded

up for comparison, the following season not more

than fi or 8 turned out in anything approaching

good condition. To what could the deterioration be

due, was naturally asked, to improper leadiug ? to

improper firing ? or to what ? And after carefully

weighing the matter aud looking at the samples,

we were forced to come to the conclusion that the

lead used was too thin or to a certain extent porous.

This conclusion that the lead, used was too thin,

was forced upon us by the fact that the same samples

put up in double lead were in good condition, and

we trust that this is a matter to which agents will

look. It would be interesting if our Calcutta firms

would take this matter up, aud if possible, ascertain

the difference in the quality of the lead now supplied

and that used years ago. We imagine that firms

such as Betts & Co., and other well-known firms still

supply brands somethiug of the same quality as iu

former years, but we think it more than likely that

many other brands that can be bought cheaper, have

the lead simply rolled out tbinuer, and that the

weight of the lead supplied to do the same amount

of work at a less cost, is considerably less than that

of the first brands in the market. We do not by any
means sav that this is the case, but it is a point

which can be easily solved by those interested in

tea matters ; and we venture to think it is a point

whioh ought not to be lost sight of. The tea lead

used in a China chest is, so far as our knowledge

goes, cousiderably heavier than that used for the same

sized Indian package. Although to appearance less

in size, and yet containing the same amount of te»,

we venture to think the differenee principally lies

in the rough heavy wooden box used for Indian tea
"

Mr. Cameron tells me that in the early days of Indian

tea planting the weight of the lead used was 7 ounces,

or a little under i lb., per square foot. The lead now

used has been reduced iu weight to 5 ounces per foot,

and of this lead 6 1b. will generally be required for

a chest running from 80 lb. to I'-iO lb. of tea, with

3^ lb. for half-cheats. There is a certain economy,

therefore, in packing in full chests, which answer for

the London market, half-chests being in request in

Australia and America. Of course the thinner the tea

lead is. the more danger there is of its tearing or

getting pierced ; but, with reference to the suggestion

of porosity, we asked if there was any suspicion of

the possible adulteration of the lead with any other

substance. The answer was in the negative, but

practical proof was adduced that au insect which

could bore the timber of which a tea chest was made

was able also to bore through the lead. So that insect-

haunted wood, or timber likely or known to be liable

to insect attacks, should be avoided as carefully as

those possessing chemical qualities calculated to corrode

the lead. Mr. Cameron seemed impressed by the ques-

tion of the iosutEcient thickness of the tea lend now,

used, aud stated that in his own experience in Ceyloa

he had been much disappointed at the end of six

months to find specimens of tea which he had

wrapped up in a fold of lead and then covered with

ler, and which had been kept
=" - "'-"'' -i

jiai
closed al-

rah, out of condition. Of course our hot damp
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climate in Ceylon is especially inimical to such an

article as tea, and the sooner prepared tea is ex-

ported the better; but this question of the suificient

thickness of the sheet lead used is too important

not to receive immediate and careful attention. A
series of experiments should be instituted to set the

question at rest. The saving of 2-7ths of the lead

used in packing may be dearly purchased if our

teas get the reputation of not keeping well,—or not

so well as China teas.

I had also just received (all the way from Amer-

ica) in time to shew Mr. Cameron, a representation

and description of "the latest imeoved auto-

matic FRUIT evaporator," patented by McFarland

& Wilt of Philadelphia. We were all amused to find

that—furnace below, arrangement of trays above,

chimney &c.—we were looking at a very close like-

ness of a tea drier: a gigantic "sirocco," in fact.

I wrote of the ten trays (not the tin trays as the

printers made it) of our improved Jackson's drier

(which is doing excellent work) ; but the fruit evapor-

ator, intended to prepare apples, peaches, &c.,

for export, has, we should say, from the picture,

thrice ten trays fitted into it. Our tea driers are

intended to expel all moisture : the principle, there-

fore, is that of the kiln or oven. But the fruit eva-

porator, ahhongh requiring so high a temperature as

212 to 240 degrees, requires also that the air in

which the fruit is evaporated should be saturated

with moisture. It is contemplated that fruit should

come out of the evaporation with 12 per cent of

water in it. In this state it is said it can be put

by in a dark closet and preserved indefinitely; or

better still put up in boxes lined with paper and

kept in a cool place. It might be worth while im-

porting cue of these machines for the evaporation of

mangoes, pineapples &c. But we have no doubt it

could be utilized as a tea drier. We shall read the

description carefully and let our readers know more

about the evaporator, the prices of which (minus I he

patented hood, which is a feature in Jackson's drier)

are from f 130 for 94 inch tray size to $600 for

60 inch tray size: say from R300 to R 1,300.

March 17th.

I narrowly missed seeing an American fruit evapor-
ator in operation in Australia, a iVlr. PuUeine having
introduced it and hsvine obtained prizes for fruit

prepared by its means. It is like and yet unlike the

tea drier. The wire net trays in the case of the latter

are pushed iuto a framework, and when the leaf in

the bottom tray is dry (in about 15 minutes) the tray
is taken out, refilled, and inserted at the top, the trays

coming gradually a step down until that which went
in at the top ends at the bottom. In the caso of the

evaporator, the rims of the trays form the walls of a

"tower," which ultimately reaches to a second story,
the stove being in a cellar. A tray full of fruit is put
over the heat for from 5 to 15 minutes ; it is then

hoisted by machinery to make room for another below,
and this process goes on until the tray first put in

and its successors reach and deposit their prepared fruit

on the upper loft. In the fruit curing it is of import-
ance that the moisture expelled from below should pass

through the successive layers, for the object is not

wholly to dry the fruit, but so partially to cook it, that

it will keep well. In the case of the tea leaf, of

course, the object is to expel every trace of moisture,
so every tray is finished off at the bottom in almost

immediate contact, a metal plate only intervening, with a

heat 280". In both cases there are two sections of trays,
there being a division down the middle. But while in

each section of the evaporator there are a score of

traj s there are but five in each section of .lackson's

Dryer. Each of the ten trays has a drying surface of

2 8" by 2' 9" or 7' 4" square, a total drying surface

o'f 73" 4", which is capable of converting 60 lb. of

green leaf into 15 lb. of dry in 15 minutes. One of
the great defects apparent in Mr. Shand's machine is

that it has only one surface, instead of ten or any
number which can be secured in the drier or the

evaporator. This and the slowness of the drying process
as well as the necessity of employing two heating
agents (steam as well as fire) instead of one, seem to
militate against its extensive use in tea-drying, however
useful it may be for preparing cocoa and perhaps cin-
chona bark. To Mr. Sband's statement that surface
can be increased at will, the obvious answer is that
horizontal space may be so increased as to place the leaf

beyond the reach of the coolies who are manipulating
it. Cannot Mr. Shand dispense with steam and adopt
tiers of wire gauze trays ? But then would arise the

question of invasion of patents. When the model arrives
and is tried, I will be able to judge and report.

As regards the American Evaporator, the apples pre-
pared by its means are pared and cores taken out by a
machine which is sold by the same firm. It is claimed
for the evaporator that it is equally useful for the

preparation of vegetables, in which case our Yankee
cousins might send us the material for "squash pie."
In one of the testimonials, we observe that "corn"
(maize cobs, of course) was one of the articles

subjected to the process of evaporation. We quote a
portion of the pamphlet which describes the mode in
which the minimum of fuel is made to produce the
maximum of heat :

—
To obviate this excessive consumption of fuel, and in

consequence, to render the drying more uniform and per-
fect, it becomes necessary to provide some means of in-

creasing the draft through the drying flue ; and to do this

cheaply, effectively and conveniently, we construct the

apparatus as follows : Over the stack of trays or over
the flue we locate a hood, the lower mouth of which may
be made of the proper size to envelope the upper extrem-

ity of the stack, and connect the upper mouth with the
chimney. This chimney is supported above the position
of the stack of trays, which stack, as it is gradually in-,

creased in height, approaches the mouth of the chimney
This arrangement leaves a clear space beneath the chim-
ney for manipulation of the trays, and the chimney is

not supported upon any casing for the trays such as im-
mediately surrounds them in previous forms of driers and
prevents immediate access to them.

From the heater the smoke pipe is carried up into the chim-
ney just above the hood, and out at the top of the chimney,
or, at least, up into the region of the top. To secure the
best advantages, this smoke-pipe should be about centrally
located within the chimney, and it should be so arranged
as not to interfere with the convenient workings of the
drier.

From this arrangement it will appear that the heat in

the smoke-pipe, which would otherwise be wasted, will be

imparted to the moisture charged air above the drier, and
this, in turn, will have a greater tendency to rise and
pass off through the chimney, including a more rapid
flow of air through the drying-flue, in accordance with
well-known principles of pneumatics. The desired increased
air-draft is thus economically produced, and the more
thorough and uniform drying accompUshed. By increasing
the draft in this manner—that is, after the air leaves
the contents of the trays—the condensation of moisture

upon the top tray is obviated, and leaves the fruit per-
fectly cured, from the fact that it has been dried in
the least possible time, without scorching, and the nat-
ural flavour retained.

Ai'ound that part of pipe between the first floor and
its connection with the chimney, we place a jacket, the

purpose of which is to confine the heat which would
otherwise be radiated therefi-om, and to conduct this to
the chimney also, thereby aiding the draft within the
air-flue, and at the same time excluding the heat from
the work-rooms, which are upon the fu-st and second
floors.

Around the hood is a canvas or other flexible curtain,
hanging down sufficiently far to envelope some of the
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upper trays and to exclude the air, which would other-

wise enter the hood from the outside of the stack.

To remove a ti-ay frOJi the top, the curtain may be

•asily drawn out of the way, and will immediately re-

sume its place after the tray is detached from the stack.

Since the hood remains stationary, the curtain forms a
convenient prolongation thereof, useful at such times as

before the stack reaches its ultimate height ; and inas-

much as the curtain will immediately resume its proper

place after having been disan-anged, but httle fresh air

can enter to cool and check the di'aft through the stack.

While green tea leaves are dried to one-fourth

their weight, one-sixth seems a good return in the

ease of apples. We learn that the French distillers

are using large quantities of dried apples for the

manufacture of brandy! The following euccint

account, of the evaporator will give our readers

a. clear idea of the main principles employed, and

e.\pert8 can judge whether what answers for evapor-

ating soft fruits and vegetables could not easily be

adapted to the purpose of drying tea leaves :
—

Extract from Peninsular News and Advertiser, Milfordj

Delaware, May 2Bth; 1877 —
" The Automatic Fruit Evaporator."

—This new candidate

for the favor of the fruit growers, has been set up and is

now in operation in this town. We have inspected it

closely, and observed it carefully, and are inclined to the

opinion that it meets a long felt want; first, because of

the excellent work it does on the tnie evapoi-atin// principle

and second, because of the low cost of the machine. It

consists essentially of a series of trays resting one upon
the other, and forming a tight evaporating tower througd
which the heat passes from a well-designed and constructeh

furnace at the bottom.
The furnace appears to be a perfect piece of mechan-

ism, and generates the heat in an economical manner.

The travs are all entered at the bottom, filled with the

green fruit, and the pile is easily and evenly raised by
a crane power tiu-ued by a crank, so that evea when
full the whole pile is easily lifted and the fresh tray slid

in over the heat box on an iron railway. When the trays

are all full those first entered are at the top of the pile

and are mured ready to be removed and the tray filled

and slid in at the bottom to start with its second load

through the machine. It is well constructed^ works adniir'

ably and appears to he a t/reat success.

The points most admirably covered by it are :
—

1st. The true evaporating principle of a rising column of

heated air passing throughtha trays in its progress upward.
2nd. Economy in rimning.
3rd. Moderate cost of the machine.

4th. Great capacity and jierfect distribution of heat over

all parts of the fruit trays.

Cinchona Bark Harvesting.

20th March.

As I write, a cooly brings a parcel and the follow-

ing interesting note regardmg the harvesting of cin-

chona bark :
—

"Dimbula, 20th March.— In the Observer of I3th

I see a paragraph about harvesting cinchona and

'shaving extraordinary' by a Dolosbage planter.

As you take a deep interest in all our new and old

products, I send you our cinchona account book, which

you can at your leisure look over, and compare notes,

and return at your convenience : it may interest you,

and beats your Dolosbage friend's shaving to sticks.

We got as much in as 324, 337, 368 and 404 pounds
of wet bark per cooly on some days in July, our

average on the whole being 244 lb per man.
" The tolah are brought down daily;: you will see at a

glance the number of men daily, thequantity of work each

man did, &c., &c 149 men shaved 30,473 tt> from

19,853 trees, giving approximately, 1 '81 lb of wi-t bark

per tree. The quantities alter atdifferenttiines, as you will

eee from the different shavings. We only kept in thi,^

book the number of men for the shaving process ;

in taking the quill, bark &c. from the sickly

trees we did not keep the account in the same way.
" Wa shaved in (be wet weather, and that may to

some extent account for the larger quantity of bark

brought in on some days." 1 hope the heavy rains we have been getting
won't damage our blossoms. They have been

very fairly good where we have good wood, and we are

all now in need of a decent crop."
Cinchona bark as a general rule dries down to about

33^ per cent of its weight as taken from the tree,

but, as the shaving in this case was performed in wet

weather, let us adopt 30 per cent for marketable
bark. In that case the maximum of 404 lb. would

give as its equivalent somewhat over 120 lb., while

the average of 244^ would give about 73 lb-, and :

the average of wet bark per tree 1'81 lb. may be '<

taken to represent a little over 4 lb. of dry bark. These
are certainly very satisfactory results as to quantity,
and we trust the prices realized will leave a. good
profit to the owners of the 19,853 trees operated on.

2l6t March.

I have watched with much interest the progress of

some luxuriant groves of cinchona, calculated to remind
me of those in which I once took such pride, but the

larger portion of the trees of which succumbetl in the

to third the fifth year from planting out. Three months

ago, I hoped that root disease and stem canker might
not find access to the groves alluded to. But the
inevitable must be, and one-third of the ti-ees are in

the course of uprootal. As in our own case, so in

this, of course the bark will be profitably utilized,
but it is hard to see trees on whose comparaative
permanency planters have relied to compensiite them

'

for disappointments with coffee, thus "dying off."
'

As in all previous cases, the vast bulk of the delicate' .

trees are otfioinalis. .Succirubra, although not exempt,
'

is by no means so liable to disease, while the robust

hybrids resist adverse influences best of all, although
I have heard of even a few of these giving way. I

believe I may add that where the stem canker has '

now appeared with such fatal effect the Australian''

blue gums have not suffered to any appreciable ex- '

(.

tent. We may, therefore, possibly, be alile finally
to dismiss the idea that the eucalypts are soui-ces

of infection : tliey simply suffer intensely in cold,

wet, exposed situations. In the course of my walk .1
,

saw calisayas flourishing equally with succirubras and

hybrids in the subsoil by the side of the cart road,
and it seemed as if the amount of shade from forest

left standing above the road was beneficial. Having
heard of the success of a rather extensive plot o^ ,.

calisayas planted under tree shade, I diverged from,,,
the main road to have a look at the experiment. ,

,

Most of the forest trees which originally gave shade
;

now stand up naked skeletons, such as the traveller
,

in Australia is too familiar with .is he passes through
forests of

"
ringed

"
trees, over which the fire ash, ,

passed. At a distance from the forest which is stUl ^

standing there was a fine group of trees on the top ,

of a knoll. Down the sides of this knoll the trees

were in all stages of decay. On the top of a larger
knoll, sheltered from the uortii-east winds by the

standing forest, there was a really fine expanse of

flourishing calisayas ; but decay appeared as we got
down and to the outskirts. The experience here with

calisayas is that which is general with officinalis ;

but the exceptions are such as to set rule at de-

fiance. In damp ravines, it seems useless to attempt
to grow cinchonas, and yet I have seen isolated plants
flourishing with their feet permanently wet. I have
in close juxtaposition two fine I ill slopes. On one

nearly every tree has disappeared from the top por-
tion, while a fine group survi\es at the base. In
the other case the very reverse results have taken

place. No doubt free soil, even if gravelly, is favour-
able for these trees, but even in such soil they do
cot always succeed. In some cases they resist strong
wind, while in others they are blown out of ex
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istence. The most perfect sui-face draining rarely
does good where plants have shewn signs of distress,

and yet the taproots of tei plants seem capable of

fitting stiff, damp clays for the successful growth
of cinchonas. I have much faith in tea ou its own
account and as a forerunner of cinchona. Indeed oiiV

present system is to put in the two plants togetlier.
If the cinchonas refuse to grow, we have the tea,

which, practically, grows everywhere. I had the old

question put to me tliis morning as to diminished
flush at these high altitudes. "Well," I said,

"
if

we only get 300 lb. per acre against 700 in the low-

country, there is the compensation of a perfectly salu-

brious climate." "It is certainly one of the healthiest

in the world, as my experience with a large family of

children proves," was the response.
—From the cin-

chona account book sent to me yesterday, I take the

following details of the earliest experiment with succi-

rubra in this district :—2^ acres of estate

were planted with succirubra in 1864-65. In 1874,
that is 10 years after planting, 7,057 lb. of dry bark
"

gross weight" were obtained from frds of the original

clearing which was coppiced. In 1878 the remaining
Jrd was coppiced, and 6,457 lb. net of dry bark obtained.

In 1879 the Ji'ds of original clearing coppiced in 1874,
was cut out, (rooted out, no doubt,) and the dry
bark obtained from stems, stumps, roots, branches, &c.,
amounted to ... ... 13,048 1b.

Add as above 7,057 -h 6,457 13,514 ,,

Total ... 26,562 ,.

while the Jrd coppiced in 187S seems to have been
still to the fore. At Kl per lb. all round this would

give R26,562, or, if the ^rd had been rooted out, say
R30,U00 in 1879 from 2iths acres planted in 1864—
15 years. This would be at the rate of 9,660 lb. and
Rl0,900 per acre. The ground is, I believe planted
again, while a 16-acre field of flourishing succii-ubra

has been added. From that iield was obtained the

large amounts of shaved bark noticed in my letter of

yesterday.

Tree-plantino.—At the recent American Forestry
Congress held at Montreal, Professor Hough i-ead a paper
on "Tree Planting by Railway Companies." In introduc-

ing his paper he said that there being in the Uiiited States
about 100,000 miles of railway, the advisability of
tree plantmg by railway companies for construction
and maintenance was an important question, 2,000 to

3,000, and even 3,500, ties (sleepers) being used per
mile. The average duration of ties is from five to

eight years, consequently from 30,000,000 to 50,000,000
a year will be required for 100,000 miles of railway.
Putting 500 ties as the product of an acre of wood-
land, from 60,000 to 100,000 acres will have to be
cut every year, and as it takes thirty years for a
tree to grow to the right size, the railway will re-

quire from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 acres—or 3,126 to

4,687 square miles of forest to keep up the supply. At
this rate, the Hailmay Review says, there should be
tweutytive acres for each mile of road, involv-

ing au investment of £ 100 in land per mile—a wise
investment, giving the railways an independent supply
of ties. He seated that wood fuel is being superseded
by coal, and wooden bridges by stone or iron.
In Europe, wood in railway structures is very rare,
and for ties, mineral substances will be much dearer
than wood for some time. The professor concluded
hie paper with some references to the necessity of

planting trees to hold embankments together by their

roots, and alder and willow to prevent erosion of streams
and the various kinds propei to plant for different

purposes and in different localities
; also the preven-

tion of snow-blocks by having trees along the railway
tracks.—Knowledge.

Silk-worm's Eggs.—The Government of India have
received intimation of the despatch of silk-worms
eggs from Dehra Pun for (experimental rearing
in Madras as desired by the Madras Government.
But as there is no reason to believe that they were
exposed to the influence of warm weather, which
renders them liable to hatch a further supply of the

eggs, packed in ice, has been despatched. This supply
is from Kashmir, and is of the univoltine variety.
With them has also been included a miall quantity
of eggs just received from China.—Madras Times.
The Action of Coffee.—Dr. Guimaraes, of Rio de

Janeiro, concludes, after many experiments upon
animals, that coffee is directly useful owing to its as-
similable principles, and is also especially useful in-

directly owing to the large quantity of nitrogenised food
which it causes to be consumed. It is probably
superior to stimulants such as alcohol, because, taken
in even large doses, it leaves a perfect equilibrium
between assimilation and dis-assimilation, while at the
same time permitting the tissues to be consumed to a

gi'eatei- extent. Although many points remain obscure
in the mechanism of this impulse given to the most
important organic functions, it is now known why the
use of coffee is beneficial to those who wish to make a
full use of their powers ; it acts both as a stimulant and
as a reparative agent, and, while permitting of a greater
expenditure of force, and a greater consumption of

nitrogenous substances, it clearly increases the capacity
for work.—Sanitary Record.

Quinine Adulteration.—A most disquieting dis-

covery was made last Friday in Paris. A dispens-
er at the Children's Hospital noticed that the

powder on the bottom of an empty quinine-box presented
a different appearance from that which he had taken
out of the box. An examination showed that there
was sulphate of quinine at the orifice and centre
of the boxes, but that the rest was filled with sulph-
ate of cinchonine and sulphate of cinchonidine.

Investigations at other hospitals and in several drug-
s;ists' shops gave the same result. The wholesale
houses protest that they deliver the boxes just as

they receive them, and that the sin lies at the
door of the foreign manufacturers. However that

may be, we hope that somebody eifher in America or
France will be smartly punished for thus tampering with
men's lives, for the typhoid fever so commonin Paris is

in variably treated with quinine.-firfV/sA India Journal.
A Disinfectant.—Mr. Mattiju VViiliams notes that

sulphate of copper may be usefully employed as a
disinfectant. It may be bought at sixpence or less

per pound (they call it blue vitriol) in the shops, and
is really soluble in water.

"
I have lately used it,"

he says,
" in the case of a trouble to which English

householders are too commonly liable, and one that
has in many cases done serious mischief. The stop-
page of a soil-pipe ciused the overflow of a closet,
and a consequent saturation of floor-boards, that iu

time would probably have developed danger by nour-

ishing and developing the germs of bacteria, bacilli,

etc., which abound iu the air, and are ready to
increase and multiply wherever their unsavoury food
abounds. By simply mopping the floor with a
solution of these green crystals, and allowing it to
soak well into the pores of the wood, they (the

pores) cease to become a habitat for such microscopic
abominations. The copper salt poisons the poisoners.
It occures to me that this would be a useful and
interesting subject of inquiry for young'microscopists."
The solution of sulphate should not be put into iron

or zinc vessels, as it rapidly corrodes them, and de-

posits a non-adherent film of copper. "It will even,"
says Mr. Williams, "disintegrate common earthenware

by penetrating the glaze, and crystallising within the

pores of the ware." Stone-ware resists them and they
may be safely kept in wooden buckets.—Knowledge.
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To the Editor of the ''Ceylon Observer."

MR. STORCK'S CURK A FAILURE IN FIJI

APPARENTLY.
15th March 18S3.

Dear SiK,—The bad opinion recently expressed in re-

ference to the carbolic acid cure for leaf-disease is

oonttrined by the following extract I make from a
letter lately received from an old correspondent of

yours, who used to bail from Maturata, and who a

short time ago, when visiting and reporting on a
number of coffee estates in Fiji, also visited Mr.
8torck's estate :^" I accepted an invitation from Mr.
Storck to go and visit his place, and see his coffee

and leaf-disease cure ;
so off again to the island of

Viti Levu and up the Reva river about 50 miles ; and
there I saw .Storck's coffee nursery and his cure for

the disease H. V. He has small vessels made of tin

or zinc, at the bottom of which ie a little carbolic

acid, and floating on the acid is water. His theory
is, that the water absorbs a certain proportion of the

acid, and through that medium is passed off continu-

ally in evaporizatiou. He also said, in answer to mj-
enquiry, that there was no danger of wind blowing the

evaporized acid away, aa it was heavier than the

surrounding atmosphere, and could onlv be blown
about among the trees, as it would always cling to
the ground and not rise. This is a very pretty theory,
but I doubt its efficacy, as I saw disease throughout
all his nursery in all stages, and plenty of it. This
he said was a fresh dose that he has had brought to

his place, by coolies coming from a neighbouring estate

up the river. Be this true or not, the pest loaa there,
and whether it was a reappearance of the same disease,
which had laid dormant, or been inoculated in the

way he said, I can't say, nor can Mr. Stock." * • »

He also says, further on, that he "found leaf-disease
on some coffee which was on an island to windward
of any other coffee estate, and to which, «o plants had
been carried, and the only way the place could have
been infected must have been through the seed : which,
if true, will upset Mr. Marshall Ward's theory, about
the seed being a non-conductor, so to speak. I al»o

observed a little bng but not much." This latter was
on another tetate, not on Mr. Storck's property.
From the above, I suppose we are as far as ever from

finding out a cure for our deadly enemy H. V.—Yours

faithfully. A. C. T.

LOWCOUNTRY CKYLON TEA, UNASSORTED,
SELLING AT Is S^d IN MINCING LANE.

Dear Sir,—The Culloden tea lately described as
"

pekoe'' in the London sale list was the bulk from
the whole tea on estate, and it fetched la 84d.
This ie surely the highest average price got for Ceylon
tea yet? I write this pour encourager ks autres,

especially lowoouutry tea planters, this estate tea being
only from 150 to 600 feet above sea-level.—Yours
faithfully, TEKS4B.

COFFEE LEAF FUNGUS ; WHEN DID IT

FIRST APPEAR IN CEYLON ?

Dear Sir,—I eee in your letter "From the Hills"
in your paper of 15th, you say :

— "I have no belief in

the theory of some planters that JJemileia vaslatrix

existed iu coffee before 1809." I now give you my
experience of it. In 1863, a few days before Christmas,
I walked from an estate near (lampola to one near

Nawalapitiya. On the road there was a short cut

through some ootlee, which I took, aud wait surprizgd

to find some yellow powder on my coat sleeves that
h«d come off the coffee. Next was on Bellfjodde estate

'

in 18f)6 : just after crop, the field above the store was"
looking shuck and I manured it with a mixture of

pulp ashes and chrircnal collected from the furnace
'

of the steam engine during crop. Aa soon as the coffee
was manured it got as bud a dose of leaf-disease as '

I have ever seen, but the coffee recovered in a very
'

short time and I did not notice any more of it as
'

long as 1 was on the estate, till August 1869, when
^

I went to the Hope estate and there it was on the"
abandoned patches. The crop of 1869 70 contained a

large number of black beans and that was what
attracted notice to the disease.—Yours truly,

6. F. HALLILEY.

Mr. C. SHAND'S TEA DRIER.
Dear Sir,— I have read two letters on the subject

of Mr. Shand's tea drier iu 3 our paper, and if the
.!

following remarks can 'brow any light on his system |

of drying tia I shall be glad if jou would publish,!
them. A machine sornewliat similar to the one in

question was invented about 6 years ago in Assam by
a Mr. Barber. It consisted of two iron or metal boxes

placed one above tho other, about 8 inches apart,
connected by a steam-pipe, and enclosed in a casing"
of wood

; these boxes were fed with steam from a
'

boiler outside. The greeuleaf was spread out on tho
surface of the iron cases, and was thus dried in about
SO minutes. I saw this machine dry tea repeatedly,
and also saw valuations from London on samples of
the same. There was nothing said about a metallic
taste whatever. In Mr. Barber's machine there was

'

no escapement of steam, the heat was not riwifl but
'

dry, and the valuations on the samples forwarded were '

equal to those of any other teas prepared over charcoal
'

fires. The reason this drier was not a success was '

on acccount of its not being able to fire off the green
'

leaf quick enough to keep even a small rolling
machine going. Since 1876 the "Sirocco" has been
invented. There can be no comparison between the
above machine aud this, for the reason that no steam

|

is required for the "
Sirocco" and the green leaf is

dried off in about one-half the time. I do not think
any of Mr. Barber's machines were sold, as they could
not compete with either Davidson's or Kinmond'
hot air draft invention. I have not seen Mr. Shand'
tea drier, but if it is simillar to Mr. Barber's, a

believe as good tea can be prepared in it as over any
charcoal fires, while it has the advantage of not

burning tne leaf, even with a careless fire.—Yours •

faithfully. ASSAM.

NOTES FROM TEXAS, U. S. A.

Dear Sir,— I extract the following from an ex-

Ceylon planter'sletter, who like 30 many more, has sought
for "fields new":—"I arrived in New York after an
ordinary winter passage. From New York, I left by
emigrant train for this place. You would have
laughed to have seen me huddled together with Poles,
Italians, Germans and two English females. It took
a week to get down here, and a week in a railway,
sleeping and feeding when you can, 19 no joUe. The
climate is perfection. I am trying to get on a ranche
in the capacity of what is here termed 'cowboy'
or in reality 'stockman.' Several people assure me
I need only wait a few days. There are any number
of people to advise, but the best advice i- I thiak
that gained by experience. Sheep they say pay better
than cattle ; no doubt they are paying splendidly, the
lowest rate being 15 per cent; but I have met a man
who as a 'new chum' rushed in to invest and
dropped all he had. Experientia doixt. It is a roughish
part, aud cases of shooting are daily reported, but
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nearly all take place in drinking shops and gambling

resorts. The people are not a bad set, but all seem

to ohew and spit in ev^ry direction in the most

disgusting manner. The food is bad ;
the meat being

tough and cooked to a cinder, and everything sup-

posed to be gobbled up in five minutes. Things are

awfully expensive here. No one drinks anything but

tea and cofifce at meals. The (tuff they call whisky

is most nauseous. Although the place is supposed

to be most healthy every second shop is a chemist 3.

—Yours, ^•

The sale of Cullodem tea deserves a special

word of notice such as our oorresponden* "Teksab"

gives on page 841, for it seems the very good gorice of

Is 8id per lb. was not for selected, but for the bulk

of the estate's produce unassorted, and grown at

only a few hundred feet above sea-level ! Planters

at as many thousand feet altitude must beat this price,

before credit can be given for superior flavour ;
but

the fact is that so far, the experience of tea planters

at all levels in Ceylon is most encouraging to those in-

terested iu the future success of this industry.

Artifioiai, Coitee.—SoRNANi, of Pavia, in the

Ann. diCkim. appl., Farm, ed J/d., announces that

he has discovered quite a new and serious adulter-

ation of coffee which is being practised by the manu-

facture of artificial berries. These berries are com-

posed of the meal of beans and acorns, with chi-

cory and some quartz powder to bring the mixture

to the requisite specific gravity. A dough is made

of these ingreclients, which is cut by a special ma-

chine into the shape of coffee berries, and after

drying has exactly their colour. Sornani says he has

found as much as 50 per cent of these artificial ber-

rie» mixed with the genuine. On roasting they take

just the same colour as the genuine, but they are

discovered by soaking in water, when the false ber-

ries soon fall to pieces.
—Chemist and Druggist.

Coffee Blight in Brazil.—The Brest!, aRiojonrnal

just to hand, states that the minister of agriculture

IB at present engaged in devising measures for stop-

ping the destructive progress of ft coffee blight that

has made its appearance on the plantations of that

country. One of the councillors of state has forwarded

a report to the minister on the present condition

of one of the largest Brazilian coffee plantations, on

which the annual yield of over two hundred tons

of coffee has fallen to an insignificant amount. Ac-

cording to one theory, the blight is caused by a

minute needle-shaped parasite, which is produced by
millions in the roots ; while others attribute the mis-

chief to exhaustion of the soil and neglect of weed-

ing.—PtoHters' Gazette, March 2nd.

Wheat Mildew.—Mr. E. C. Buck, C. 8. Secretary

to the Government of India, Revenue and Agricultural

Department (Agriculture), wrote to the Secretary to

the Government of Madras on 19th February as fol-

lows :—"I am directed to forward, for information and

for distribution, through the Agricultural Department,
to Revenue Officers, Agricultural Societies and others,

twenty-five copies of a note 'on wheat mildew,' ob-

tained from the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England. I am at the same time to request

that, with the permission of His Excellency the

Governor in Council, inquiries may be instituted as to

whether, as has sometimes been alleged, rust is more

common in fields in which mustard is grown than

elsewhere. The Government of India desires that the

results of these inquiries, together with any additional

information which may be obtained on the subject of

rust iu India, may be hereafter communicated to it."

We shall give a summary of the note on wheat mildew

in the Ttopical AgricuUuriat,

SuGAE.—A writer in the New Orleans Times-Democrat

estimates that 200 acres of cane, yielding 20 tons of cane

per acre, will give 363,000 lb. of sugar worth 5 cents per
lb. and 297,000 lb. of molasses worth 2J cents per lb., the

whole crop bringing S25.575. This is $127 per acre, which
is two or three times as much as the crops in the West

pay. He estimates, also, that with the improved proceises in

grinding, pressing and boiUng, the crop of cane on 200 acres

can be made to yield $45,890, or S229 per acre.—Bio I^Tews.

Gheen Manueing and Nitrates are thus noticed in

the Madras Model Farm Report:
—Further experience

shows, that in deaUug with the very sandy soUs of the

Farm, "Green Manuring" is, perhaps, the most success-

ful means of improvement. The practice, now adopted,

is, in the hot season, when the weather is showery, to

sow with horse-gram a large area of the land without

crop, the produce, either to be grazed by sheep folded on

the laud, or ploughed into the ground as gieen manm-e.

There is, in most years, enough rain in June and July,
to admit of this practice being carried out, though not,-

enough for a regular crop to be matured, and secured,
before the north-east rains set in. During the long preced-

ing dry season, nitrification occurs in these soils to a very
considerable extent, for though they are deficient in lime,

they contain an abundance of soda, and this base is

utilized in forming nitrates, and these being so very soluble

would, if left in the land, be washed out, by the heavy
rain of the monsoon; but when horse-gram is sown on

the land, it greedily feeds on these nitrates, which, be-

coming worked up in organic combinations, are stored safely

against removal by heavy rain. There must be an enormous

waste of nitrates in this country when, after a very long

dry season, heavy rains occur, as at the beginning of a

monsoon. This shows the necessity for getting in the seed,

as early as possible at seed time, before the setting in

of the heavy monsoon rains, in order that the yomig plants

may take up the nitrates and hold them safe. It has,

in Europe, been repeatedly shown that during a year, as

much as 40 lb. of nitrates per acre may be formed and

stored in a good properly worked soil. Nitrates are so

extremely valuable, the careful farmer should use every
endeavour to utiUze them thoroughly; and, the plan before

suggested is, perhaps, the best that can be adopted.
Germination of Coconuts.—Coconut cidtivators iu

Oeylon will be interested in the following account of ex-

periments on the Madras Farm:—Attention having been

recently directed, in several scientific journals, to the

possibiUty of hastening the germination of hard husked

seeds, by steeping them in solutions of different salts and

acids, especially in solutions of sulphuric acid, an experi-

ment was made to test whether the germination of cocoanuts

could thus be hastened. For the experiment ten fresh

cocoanuts were taken, and they were treated as follows :
—

Experiment.
No. 1.—Two nuts, steeped in water.

2.— „ „ with 5 P.O. of sulphuric acid,

„ 3.- „ „ with 10 P.O. of „

„ 4.— „ „ with 15 P.O. of „

„ 5.— „ not steeped.
The nuts were kept in the water, and solutions, for five

days. On the 1st of December last, the whole of the

nuts were planted iu a piece of suitable sod. The sod

was watered when necessary. On the 12th of March one

of the nuts sent up a vigorous shoot, but the others having
failed to send up shoots, they were all dug up on the 31st of

March, when they were found in the conditionstated below:—
Experiment.

No. 1.—Both nuts had germinated well, and produced
vigorous shoots.

„ 2,—One nut had germinated, the other was rotten.

^^ 3.—Neither of the nuts had germinated, but both

were iu good order.

„ 4.—One of the nuts was just commencing to germin-
ate, both were in good order.

„ 5.—One of the nuts wasjust commencing to germin-
ate, both were in good order.

As far as can be judged from this single experiment,

steeping in acid solutions seems to retard rather than to

facihtate the germination of cocoanuts, while steeping in

pure water hastens germination. The subject will, how-

ever, receive further attention, and other experiments will

be instituted.
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SUGAK.
There are at last strong signs of progress in some of

the West Indies, and the old-fashioned methods of manu-
facture are doubtless doomed

;
for unless the colonists

keep pace with the times the Oaue Sugar industry can-
not hold its own. The splendid island of Jamaica ap-
pears to be an exception to the progress elsewhere, al-

though no place ought to produce better Sugar. It ap-
pears likely that refining lands will fetch unusually low

prices ne.\t Spring, and this will be a fresh incentive to

improvements, which would save the waste, in weight or

money, of pi-actically two-thirds of the Sugar in the Oane.
In Barbados the necessity for reform is now clearly re-

cognised, and the transformation of the machinery on
the island can only be a question of time. The Bar-
bados Herald (an enterprising journal that has recently
appeared in an enlarged and improved form, with a
view to bring the local press up to the level of that of

neighbouring colonies) has the following ;
— '* Unusual ac-

tivity prevails in the erection of steam machinery for

Sugar-making. No less than eleven plants of steam ma-
chinery will be added to the steam Sugar works before
the next crop, being, we believe the largest number ever
erected in the course of a" single year. We give a list

of these new works ;
—

Estates. Makers. Erected by
Lower Estate... 16 h.p., by Geo. Fletcher & Co.—D.M.Simpson

& Oo.
Blackmans 16
Bath l2 „ „ „ „ J. J. Law.
Joes Kiver 12 „
Mount Wilton. .25 „
Checker HaU... 16 „
Hanson 12 „

Hopefield 10

J. Rudder.
Gill Brothers.

D. M. Simpson & Co.
This plant has a train of steam pans, thereby doing away

\vith the old-fashioned copper wall.

Hampton 30 H.r., by Geo. Fletcher & Co. (to arrive)
—D.

M. S. & Co.

Sandy Lane 20 „ by A. & W. McOnie „
Goodland 8„ by Jas. Shear.s & Son „
In addition to these there is a vacuum pan at Halton, by

Fletcher—B.St. Hill; boiler at Blowers—D. M. Simpson & Co.
These new works aiford a pleasing eridence of activity

and a desire to place the manufacture of Sugar in this

Colony on a level with our neighboiurs who are ahead of
us in the race of competition, the advocacy of which
caused us to be gravely rebuked a couple of years back
by a journal professing to speak with great authority on
Barbados agriculture and its condition. There is still

some Sugar from the last crop remaining mishipped, so
that the returns are not finally closed. It is rather un-
usual to find Sugar remaining on hand so late in the
season."—Produce jVarkets' Review.

TEA—PRUNING.
To begin with the teelah gardens, they are as we said

mostly planted with China or a poor class of hybrid, and
that bushes of this class make much more spurious wood,
which it is necessary to remove in order to promote a

vigorous growth for next season's crop, a more severe

pruning can, with discretion, be applied to those old teelah

gardens, than is necessary for young and flat gardens. For
every one "bangy" or spurious shoot a hybrid bush makes,
a China bush makes at least 10. The result of this

spurious wood is a closing up of the centre of the bush,
and a want of permeation of free air necessary to develop
in the first instances strong flushes, and in the second

being the foundation of good wood for next season's prun-
ing. It is therefore necessary to be more carefvd to clean
out all "bangy" or fragile shoots in a China bush than
in a hybrid, and the China bush being more of a shrub
than its brethern, the hybrid or indigenous, it is not neces-

sary to allow it to grow so high, or we may say to prune
to such a height, and we consider where bushes are uni-

form, a height of from 20 to 24 inches might be laid

down. In addition to the above, it is necessary to be
careful to remove all flowers, as the China bush has a

great incUnation to seed. With regaril to the yoimg gardens
planted out since 1870, the class being higher, the prun-

ing may be lighter, and the bush left to a height of say2 feet 6 inches, oleardng out of course seed twigs, and
having as much lateral growth as can be managed, so as
to get as much surface to pluck off as possible. In the
low flats planted out more recently, say within the last
five years, the class of plant, when obtainable, has mostly
been indigenous, and, as a rule, the lighter the pruning,
the better has been the result. The Burma aud Mmiipoore
plant, as a rule, stand a more severe pruning than the
indigenous, such as is found in the jungles of Assam and
Oachar, aud as the latter plant is only prevented from
growing uito a tree by successions of pluckings, and has
aU the characteristics of a tree, the pruning knife should
be applied very tenderly. The latter class of plant men-
tioned IS so full of sap, that if the knife is appUed severely,
it suffers immensely from bleeding, and in many instances
from severe pruning, has been known to die back 3 to
4 inches below the pruning. The mdigenous plant shows
very little tendency to seed, unless the Burma and Munipoore,
hence there is less necessity to prune hard; and we con-
sider the oidy necessity to prune this class is, in order
to keep it to a sufficient height to enable the women to
reach up to pluck it.—Indiyo Planters' Gazette.

TROPICAL PRODUCTS OF COLOMBIA.
A correspondent of the New Orleans Times-Democrat

who visited Colombia along with a commercial expedition
\vrite3 as follows of the products of that country:

'

The principal exports of Colombia are quiua bark, coffee
balsam copaiba, rubber, cotton, sugar, dividi, fu.stic, cocoa'
salsaparilla, hides, spices, indigo, hats, .straw goods, cedar'
mahogany, various kinds of furniture woods, gold, silver^
amethysts, rubies, tobacco, bananas, and other tropical fruits!

Colombia, although its territory is traversed by the
equatorial line, possesses a variety of climates. Its capital
is situated nearly 9,000 feet above the sea, and enjoysa temperate climate. The vast plains that surround it
are extremely fertile, and yield plentiful harvests of corn
barley, wheat, rye, and oats. But this fertile region is

separated from the tropical localities and the coast by
high and almost impassable mountains, over which the
roads are narrow and rough, aud transportation of freight
is almost impossible.
The wife of one of the early viceroys of Peru, the

celebrated Countess of Cinchona, was the first Eiu-opean
to discover the merits of the incomparable medicine
quinine—the only drug that conquers the terrible malarial
fevers that scoiu-ge the low lauds of intertropical countries.
Throughout most portions of northern South America

where the land reaches an altitude of 3,000 feet, this
precious tree is found in valleys and hillsides that flank
the deep barrancas which sejjarate the mountains from
the lower country. So plentifully is its production that
the first groves, which were discovered three centuries ago,
are yet unexhausted, while new forests are constantly being
discovered. Yet the method of gathering this valuable
bark might lead a casual observer to imagine that the
demand will soon far exceed the supply, for the carelesa
Indians generally cut the tree down, strip the upper portion,
and are too lazy to turn it over and gather the bark on
the other side. The vast forests of Colombia can afford
a su]jply of this bark for centuries yet.

Coffee does not thrive weU in the extreme tropics, but
needs a humid climate, a damp soil, and, in many cases
protection from the intense heat of the tropic sun. It
is often planted between rows of bananas, or under the
shade of frondose trees. It will not grow well in Colombia
at a less elevation than 2,500 feet above the level of the sea.
The coffee of Colombia may be considered as equal to

the Rio bean. It is highly esteemed in New York and
Europe. A large quantity of the best kind is exported
through Maracaibo, and is known as Venezuelan coffee.
It is needles to say that New York enjoys almost a monopoly
of this trade. Although it is a conceded fact New Orleans
is the most advantageous coffee mart in the United States
her merchants, as yet, do not control a pound of this traflic!

Rice has become one of the staple articles of consumption
with the poorer clases of the Colombians. Owing to the
high price of American rice but little of it is met with
in this market. Formerly England suppUed Colombia with
Rangoon rice, but some few years ago New York stole
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the trade from her. Within the last two years the English
merchants seem to have turned the tables upon then-

American competitors, and have recaptured the trade. How
this occured it would be hard to say, as Rangoon rice

may be shipped in bond from American ports,
There are many small rice plantations in Colombia, but

.such is the prejudice in favor of native rice that the latter

brings even a higher price than either the South Carolina

or Louisiana staple. Yet the native rice is much inferior

to the Rangoon, on account of the poor method of cleaning
in vogue, which is exceedingly primitive. The grain is flayed,

the consequence of which is that the majority of the rice

is either poorly hulled or is broken in many pieces, besides

being mixed with dii-t ami sand.

The traffic in ruljber with the United States is constantly

increasing, while the Colombian product is estimated as

equal to that of Para. The banks of the Sinu, the Atrato,
the Magdaleua and other interior rivers are fringed with

vast forests of rubber trees, which afford an almost inex-

haustible supply of the precious article.

The banks of the Smu, the Atrato and Magdalena rivers

are fringed with vast forests of cedar, mahogany, fustic,

logwood, rosewood, ebony, and other kinds of flu-niture and

dye woods. Cartagena does a flourishing business in this trade.

There were exported to the United States in 1879 over

1,000,000 cocoanuts, and this year but 40,000. Cause for

great decrease : The destructive and all-devoiu*ing locust.

The cocoa walks are augmenting, and this trade wiU, in

a short time, resume its normal condition. If would not

be well, however, for any of oiu- fruiters to send vessels

to Cartagena imtil the locust ceases its ravages. There
is not a sufficient quantity brought to market to supply
the home demand. The present prices here §40 to S50

per 1,000. Had not the locusts devoured the cocoa bud,
it is safe to estimate the exports this year to the United
States would have reached 2,000,000 of nuts.—Rio JV'Vic.-i.

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING.
SiK,
—In reply to your correspondent

' Hen,
"

in your
issue of the 10th instant, allow me to inform her that

the constant heat requu-ed for hatching hens' eggs should

range from 103 ° to 106 = F. A Hi/ilio Incuhtdor or Hen- wife,

such as I exhibited at the recent Agricultural Exhibition

at Madras, is the best tor the purpose. I had to work

ray apparatus out in the open under difficulties. Not-

withstanding, I succeeded in hatching seven chickens on
the fir.st, and five on the second day with the help of a

large empty packing case as a protection from the wind.

The President, Secretary, and .some Members of the com-

mittee and several ladies and others, besides a crowd of

natives, inspected the incubator. One lady carried away
two chickens, tliree died, and I had to give the rest away.
The incubator excited much interest among the natives,

who did not understand its operation, and said that I

rau.st be a "
magician

"
to place an egg in a box and

ta;ke out a live chicken. I was surprised to see that the

Mail had not noticed the incubator. It was the fault of

the Committee in not allotting a proper place in the build-

ing itself, where the poultry and pigeons were exhibited.

Had this been done, the incubator would have attracted

considerably more attention than it did, although I ad-

vised the Committee that I intended exhibiting an in-

cubator in working or<ler. I would suggest that yom- cor-

respondent
'* Hen "

get a Hydro Incnhator, and the can then

hatch all her eggs ! It is a very simple apparatus, and can

be worked by a cooly if the principle is properlyexplained to

him.—John Shoktt.—Yercaud, 12th March.—Madras Mail.

Sacchahate ofOoffee.—Carlo Paresi, in an Italian jom-ual,

describes a new method of concentrating and administering
the valuable and useful constituents of coffee as follows :

—
R—Roasted coffee (best) parts 1

Refined sugar „ 2

Warm water q. s.

The coffee is exhausted in a convenient displacement

apparatus of all its soluble constituents, by means of the

warm water ;
the clear brown percolate is mixed \vith the

sugar, and evaporated at a temperature not exceeding 50 ®

C, ,(122^ F.), in a suitable apparatus, to dr>niess. Finally,
it is reduced to powder, anil ke^it in weIl-clo.sed vessels.

The evaporating vessel should be shallow, so as to present a

large surface of liquid to the air
; or, better still, a vaoum-

apparatus may be used. The product is a brownish
powder, of a cofliee odor, a sweet and shghtly bitter, very
agreeable taste, and very soluble in cold water. Dissolved iii

boiling water, it yields a very fine cup of coffee. If made
into a paste with tragacanth, it may be formed into tablets
or troches—a very convenient form of use.—Rio Ncks.
Manilla Hemp Plant (Mhsu Tatilis) ant) the Common

Plantatn.—Of these Mr. Robertson of Maih'as reports :—
The plants have grown well under the same conditions as

the ordinary plantain. They will not thrive, unless planted
on a deep well-manured soil, under regular irrigation.

Hence, the cost of growing plants, imtil they reach the

stage fit for cutting is great; at Saidapet, this cost will,

amount to not less than 2 annas each. It costs about the.

same sum to brmg into bearing a plant of the ordinary
variety of plantam, but then, the bimch of fruit may be
worth 4 or 5 annas at the least, whereas, the fruit of the
Mii.ia te,vtilis is of no value. There seezns little or no prob-
ability of the Muaa textiliA becoming an estabhshed crop
on this side of India. On the "Western Coast, in some
localities where irrigation and manuring are less urgently
needed, the cost of producing the plants will be much
less; and there, some experiments should be tried. Ex-

periments might be tried in Ceylon, but the proportion of

fibre to stem, from '48 to '81 per cent is discom'agiusly low.

The report proceed :
—Some of the plants were in flower, and

some bearing fruit, when they were cut. It ^vas, of course,
undesirable as regards the production of fibre, that the plants
shoule, be allowed to stand so long as to produce fi'uit, but the
intention had been to try to rear plants from the seeds,
which was frustrated by a cyclone prostrating the plants ;

they were therefore utiHzed as already shown. The m'dn
when engaged in separating the fibre were allowed to work
in their own way, in the manner adopted in extracting
the fibre of the common plantain. The process is extremely
clumsy, very slow, and very costly. With practice the men
might have done better, but they never would be able, by
their process, to produce prepared fibre at a cost suffici-

ently low to admit of it being sold at a profit. Some
rough experiments were made in crushing longitudinal
sections of the stems of the common plantain through an

ordinary oat-crusher. In one experiment 20 lb. of plantain
stalk yielded 7i oz. of rough fibre, but even ui this case

the cost was about 2 annas per pound, much beyond the
value of the fibre and the cleaning was very imperfectly
done. For some pirrposes, it may be desirable to obtain

roughly-prepared strong fibre, at a moderate cost, rather

than a highly-prepared fibre, at a high cost. There is no

probability of really clean fibre being turned out by the

ordinary process, at a cost less than 6 annas per pound—a
cost far in excess of the value of the fibre. The experi-
ment with the corn-crusher therefore, suggests a direction

in which economy may be secured in the extracting pro-
cess. It was found that the iron rollers discolored the
fibre. A stem-crusher formed of a pair of wooden rollers,

has been consti-ucted. but it needs further improvement.
The experiments made with this machine will be noticed

in the next report. Samples of this fibre, and of that pre-

pared by the hand, in the usual way, have been sent to

England for valuation. It would appear, than in this part
of India, it would be better to give attention to the com-
mon plantain, in view to the production of fibre, or, a

paper material, rather than to spend money in endeavom*-

ing to introduce Mnsa textilis. The fibre of the common
plantain is utilized only to a very small extent

;
the plant

is grown everywhere, where water can be commanded and
a suitable soil is available. The cultiu-e of the crop is well

imderstood, and in the price got for the fruit all expenses
are returned ; thus, the stems are obtained almost free of

cost. The following data, referring to an ordinary plantain,
the stem of which was crushed for fibre, may be of interest :

—
Date of experiment 17th Nov. 1880.

Weight of stem 52 lb.

Length of stem 7f ft.

Circumference of the stem near the ground 2 ft.

Yield of fibre ... 8 oz.

Percentage of the stem ... 1'04

It is evident, however, that the possession ofa suitable mill

for crushing the plant is an absolute necessity, to admit of

the fibre being produced at a sufficiently moderate price to

compete in the market. Several mills for extracting fibr^es,

are now advertisnl by different manufacturer in the United

States, and in that country inquiries wills be instituted.
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BEE-OULTUKE.
TO THE PBITOR OF THE "ASIAN."

Sir,—I am eiideavoiu-iug' to introduce bee-culture into

India, and liave succeeded ill introducing tlie Italian bee
so far, that I liave two stoclcs breeding.

I sliould be very glad of assistance from any one

sympattuziug with my object, and I should have great
pleasure in doing all I can to as.sist any one wishing to

try bee-culture on the most approved system.
I find difficulty in getting stocks of indigenous bees

for trial. Dr. King found a stock of Apis indica, but
before he could capture it for me the nest was robbed.

Will any reader of the Jsiaii, favourably situated for

finding nests of wild bees, kindly assist me to the pos-
session of some stocks?

If a dead bee and a short description of the nest is

sent I shoidd be able to judge if the bee would be

likely to repay the trouble of hiving, and I would give
instructions for its capture and carriage.

I should also feel greatly oljiiged by specimens of bees
from any part of India as I am working out the distri-

bution of the honey bee.

The very small bee with a broad yellow band across
abdomen {Apis Jloiea) is not likely to repay the trouble
of hi\dng, but I believe the larger bee, with yellow and
black stripes over the whole abdomen, (Apis indica) would
prove profitable, and I should like to get a few stocks
of this kind as also of Apis dorsata, the value of which
latter as a hive bee is problematical.
In hi\Tng wild bees it is probably safest either to cut

the queen's wings or guard the flight hole with orifices

which will allow of the passage of a worker but not of
a queen. \Vithout one of these precautions wild stocks
are likely to abscond.—.John 0. Douglas, Oalcutta.

INDIAN BOXWOOD.
The possible supply of this important commodity from

India was adverted to in the Kew Report for 1877^ p. 27.
Messrs. Joseph Gardner & Sons, the well-knoivn timber
merchants, wi-ote to Dr. Braudis, the Inspector-General of
Forests in India, April 29, 1881, on the subject:—"We
bought the parcel (about 5 tons), landed ex 'Strathmore'
in London at the high price of £30 per ton. At these

high prices the consumption will be very limited indeed.
Can you kindly inform us what the prospects are of secur-

ing any large quantities of tliis wood—say .5.000 to 10,000
tons, at about £10 per ton—in Liverpool or London 'f We
are drawing our present suppUes from Eussia and Persia

princijjally ;
but there are so many fiscal restrictions, and

the wood is also inferior to your Indian shipments, that
we should prefer drawing all our supplies from India. At
anything lUce £30 per ton only very small quantities can
be used

;
at £10, however, it would probably be used very

extensively for various purposes for which cheaper woods
than boxwood are now used." To this communication Dr.
Br.mdis replied, July 6:—"The bo,xwood resources of the

country are very hmited There is no chance of
such large supplies as from 5,000 to 10,000 tons bemg avail-
able from India." It is evident, therefore, that we cannot
look to India to remedy the increasing dearth of boxwood.
It would be obriously much to the advantage of any of
oiu- colonies that could send into the timber trade in quant-
ity any wood which would be acceptable as a boxwood
substitute. £10 a ton is calculated by the Imhan forester
to equal about -!s. the cubic foot. A further consideration
is that the expense of conveying boxw^ood from the forests
in India is very great, and unless a high price were reached
its exportation would be impossible. The logs composing
the parcel already referred to had to be carried partly on
men's backs, and partly by carts, from the forests to Sah-
runpur, anct thence by rail to Bombay. A price of £30 a
ton gave a profit of about 73 per cent; £17 10s. was con-
sumed in expenses, and any price which did not cover this
would of course involve loss.—Kew Report for 1881.

PLANT FOOD.
The nature and sources of Plant Food are natiu-ally

matters of great interest to all cultivators. From its uni-
versal ditfusion, enorm nis quantity, and paramount im-
portance this is particularly true of water. The rain it

107

raiueth every day, and that being so we are apt to be
heetUess of what the rain really does for us, to under-
estimate the amount of jjlant-food it supplies, the changes
it exerts on the soil, and the loss of food that accrues when
an excess of water causes a proportionate amount of food
to be washed out of the soil. Anyiuquu-y into these matters
is likely to tend towards a more rational sy.stem of cultiv-

ation, and a better adjustment and utilisation of the
resources at om" command. These cu'cumstauces lead us
to bring under the attention of our readers one of the
most uiterestmg and valuable of the large series of elaborate
meniou's prepared at Rothanisted, \nz., that on the amoimt
and composition of the rain and of the drainage-water
collected at Kothamsted. The report is dra^vn up by
Su" John Lawes, Dr. Gilbert, and Mr. Warington, conjointly,
and is contained in the last volumes of the Journal of
the Royal Atfricultaral Society. The average aimual rain-

fall for twenty-eight years is noteil at 28'3 inches, and
tables are given showing the actual amount in each month
of each year from 1853 to 1880. These are local details,

however, with which we need not further coiiceru oiuselves
here. Adverting to the section on the composition of the

rain-water, the quantities of ammonia and of nitric acid
are the most important for om- piu'poses, as these sub-
stances supply the plants with the nitrogen they require.
It became, therefore, a matter of the first importance to
determine the proportion of nitrogen e.xi.sting in the form
of ammonia in the ramfall. Without gouig into details,
which would occupy too much space here, we may state

as a general residt that on an average of three years, with
a mean rainfall of 28"4 inches, there are 6"1 lb. of nitrogen,
as ammonia, supplied to the soil jier acre each year ; and
that in addition, on an average of two years, 0'74 lb. of

nitrogen are gained in the form of nitric acid, giving a
total of 684 lb. of nitrogen per acre—a quantity con-

siderably smaller than the mean quantity per acre of a
number of stations in various other districts.—Gardeners'.

Chronicle.

TRENCHING SOILS.

The soil of which om- gardens are composed may be

roughly divided into thi-ee classes, viz., light, medium, and

heavy, ranging from sandy soil on gravel to clay on a jtitt

impervious bottom. In the s-tandavd works on gardening
and the formation of gardens excellent adrice is given as

to the uatm-e and depth of soil to <-hoose for a garden. In
one we are told "

it ought not to be too strong nor clayey,
nor of too loose and gi-avelly a quality, but of a rich and
rather a light pliant natm-e, capable of being wrought at
all seasons ^vithout inconvenience, and of sufficient depth
to allow the roots of all sorts of trees and plants to extend
themselves with facihty." If a garden can be laid out on
such soil as this the owner may consider himself fortimate,
but such is not to be foiuid often, and we must deal with
.such material as we have and make the most of it.

Light gravelly soils are about the worst to deal with,

especiaUy in dry districts; and one practical example of

dealing with a garden of this kind is worth half a hundred
theoretical examples. The soil is very light, and on some

parts of it gravel was found less than a foot below the
sm-face

;
in other places there would be about 2 feet in depth

over the gravel. We had to make a number of paths in

the garden, and had a quantity of spare soil upon them;
we therefore took out a trench down to the gravel where
there was not sufileient depth of soil, dugout 6 inches of

the gravel, and exchanged it with the soil from the paths,
and as the trenching went on the gravel was I'eniovecl from
the bottom of each trench until the quarter or border was
finished. There was a good deal of labour involved in this

work, but it was a jjaying concern, as the soil from the

paths had to be taken somewhere, and after it was removed
the paths had to be made up with gi-avel. The whole garden
was exhausted with the roots of su many fruit trees, and
when young ones were planted they cankered immediately;
it was therefore thought by many that fruit trees would
not succeed. I was confident they would, and the result

has shown that this confidence was not misplaced, as the

garden is now furnished with healthy free-bearing trees.

Our first work was to prepare the ground for the fruit

trees. It was trenched from 18 inches to 2 feet deep,

according to the nature of the soil, anil as it was pour
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a layer of rotten mamu-e wa« placed in the bottom of each
trench after it had been stirred with a fork to the depth
of 6 inches, another layer of manure was placed above this

about 9 inches below the surface. The trees were planted
at once, a few spadefuls of good loam from a tUstance

being placed round the roots of each tree. Next season
the ground was trenched over again to the same depth,
and as the work proceeded the trees were moved ^vith a
whole mass of roots and replanted on the same ground;
this time we worked about a barrowload of loam in amongst
the roots of each tree, and when the trees were planted
a mulching of good manm-e was placed round the roots of each.

I would warn the inexperienced against the danger of

over-doing the work—that is, trenching all the good soil

into the bottom, and leaving sterile stuff on the top, into

which some crops will not push their roots. "We find some
soils with the clay very near the surface; the subsoil must
in such cases be incorporated gradually, and rather than
throw the second spit of such material to the surface I

would fork the second trench over, and then place a layer
of manure on it before throwing on the top spit from the
ne.\t trench. The bottom spit that had been forked over
and manured could be trenched up to the top next season.

In many places it is quite necessary to dig up and incor-

porate the subsoil with manure before placing it on the sur-

face, and even then only 2 or 3 inches should be worked
to the top each season. It has happened in those eases

where ground had been well trenched and manured; it

would grow nothing until it was trenched over again, and
the fertile mould restored to its orginal position. A faikire

of this kind would have been avoided by following the system
I have indicated above.—J. Douai,.\s.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

REPORT ON THE BOTANICAL GARDENS AT
GANESH KHIND FOR 1881-82.

Mr. Woodrow, the Superintendent of the Botanical Gard-
ens of Gauesh Khind, in the Bombay Presidency, gives
us some very interesting and useful information in his

report for the year 1881-82.

One of the most important items in the report is the

fact that, from experiments made dm-ing the year it has
been discovered that paper of a very superior quality
can be manufactured from the buhush, Ti/pha clephantina.
A native paper-maker in Poena made some good country
paper from bulrush stems supphed to him from the gardens,
and that without any great difficulty. Some pulp having
been prepared in the gardens which having satisfied the

paper-maker that the manufacture was practicable, the

paper-maker reported that if he had to make more paper
from similar material he could make it of much better

quality than what he had ah-eady produced. In experi-
ments conducted by Mr. "Woodi-ow himself, it was shown
that 4 oz. of the dried crushed stems, boiled with caustic

potash, and beaten in a mortar, gave 2J oz. of what was
considered to be goocl "pulp." Theweightper acre of dried

stems obtained from two cuttings is four tons, and it

could be produced in unlimited quantities at R1.5 per
ton. Mr. Routledge, the English paper manufacturer,

gives the value of "Tufa," the inferior sort of esparto

grass, at £10 per ton deUevored in England. If, says Mr.

Woodrow, this buhush material is worth half as much,
it would be profitable to cultivate. Mr. A\'ooih"ow thinks

that it would be probably profitable to cut it up, boil it with
alkali and send it to the paper-makers in the condition

shown as half stuff, because by this means much valuable

plant food would be retained as manure.
Another interesting item in the report is the account

of the experiments made in collecting caoutchouc from
the L'riiptosteyia grandijiora. 83 plants of this climber were
in existence in the gardens dm-ing the year, varying from
three to five years old and growing in a variety of soils

mostly fine alluvial. The method adopted for collecting
the sap is described as follows:—100 paper bags were pre-

pared, and after weighing each bag was fixed with thorn
to the cut end of a branch, the wound being renewed ten
times daily; and when the watery portion of the sap had

evaporated, the bags were again weighed, and the increase
taken as commercial Indiarubber. The average yield of

the plants is stated to have been 20 grains, the average
ground occupied by each plant being 1 square yard; if

these plants, therefore, had been cultivated in a field after

making ait allowance for unavoidable blank spaces, Mi-.

Wooch'ow thinks the yield per acre would be 12 lb. The
plants are said to suffer much from tapping, and would not
bear the process more than twice in a year, which would
give 24 lb. per acre of caoutchouc yearly. The cost of

collecting was Re. 1 per lb., but this could be greatly re-
duced by improved methods of collecting. A.S the plants
grow very slowly when young, the sap collecting cannot
be begun before the third year.

Mr. Woodrow brings prominently to notice the large
quantity of water-cress that has sprung up in the streams
that run through the city of Poena, and which, he says,
appear to be neglected by the people. Water-cress, it

appears, has been proved by a French chemist to be rich
in iron and iodine, and is beheved to possess in a large
degree the nutritive and antiscorbutic properties of the

family it belongs te—iheCnicifera. The fact that £150,000
worth of this herb is annually sold in Paris, that the
value of the quantity sold annually in Loudon is probably
30 lakhs of rupees, and that the average price in Manches-
ter is twice the price of bread, deserves to awaken interest
in the water-cress in Poena which would appear to be
despised by the people.
The experiments made to show how exhausted sugar-

cane land can be restored to fertiUty were satisfactory.
The Superintendent says:

—
"The ingredients which sugar-cane requires that are

present in the soil in very small quantity are sihca in
combination with potash, soda, and lime in the soluble form
called soluble silicates. To reproduce these soluble sih-
cates is not difficult, but in this country, it will be ex-

pensive and it is not practicable in a short time.
"The process necessary is to manure with 2 tons per

acre quicklime, and 10 loads per acre wood-ashes, sow
and plough in a green crop such as "Tag" (Crotolaria

jnncia) or "mohria" (Siniqns mgra.)
"During four years manure as usual I cultivate such

crops as the soil and markets suit, giving the preference,
if practicable, to the pulses, and avoiding the cereals,
in any case only one corn crop can be permitted. After
this treat in the usual manner for sugar-cane and an
average crop may be expected."—Asian

TREATMENT OF SEEDS.
Have any of your readers ever remarked the difference

that treatment, as regards moisture and watering, makes to

newly-sown seeds when they vegetate? I believe that, in
nine cases in ten, the first thing the gardener does after

sowing a pot of seeds is to water them thoroughly. Some
even steep certam seeds in water prenous to sowing—
which may be advantageous in certain cases; but I am far

from thinking that immediate soaking of newly-sown seeds
is beneficial. I first noticed this in the case of melon
and cucumber seeds, viz., that those seeds which were not
watered for some days after sowing germinated most freely
and more healthily. Those which were well watered when
sown were weakest and palest in the foliage, and the
difference was quite apparent to any one. Since then,
I have carefully abstained from watering all seeds we
are particular about, until they have begun to swell
and burst their scales. Several physiological explanations
of this suggest themselves; but here I only state the fact
that seeds are better not watered till .some little while
after being sown. I am speaking of seeds sown under
glass in the above cases; but I have noticed the same
thing in the case of outdoor seeds, jiarticularly peas,
carrots, &c. Peas sown in friable, dry soil, and which
experience a short spell of dry, sunny weather after-

wards, come up strongly, and fewer seeds rot in the

groimd as old seeds are apt to do, especially of the later
and more tender marrow kinds.

This may not appear a great matter; but we know that
in the case of fine seed.s, .sown under glass, th' re are often

great disappointments, and much depends t n management.
The seedsmen, or the quality of tlie seeds, is not .so

often to blame as people sometimes think. No gardener
of experience expects more than a liberal percentage of
his seeds to grow, while some are always doubtful; but
unless the sowing is managed skilfully, many things may
fail partially, or altogether. Covering seeds too deeply is

one of the most fertile causes of failure, for many a fail-

me is due to this, and the cause never suspected. Big
seeds of vigorous growing plants—like broad beans, for
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example—have almost as much power as potatoes to push
up through a heavy covering of soil; but, with exceptions
of this kind, no seeds should be covered deeply, and small
seet,ls should hardly hv covered at all. It is necessary to

surround them with sufficient compost to keep them al-

ways moist, but more than that is not needed. The seed

should, in the first instance, be sown on a perfectly level

and even surface, and theu sprinkled over with a compost
put tlu'ough the finest of sieves. I am speaking of seeds

like the primula, cineraria, lobelia, carnation, calceolaria,
and the like. It does not matter so much what kind of

compost tht! seeds have got under them, but that above
them should always be fine and open, consisting in large

part of sand and peat, or leaf mould, which will bf found
suitable for covering any seeds. But, rather than put
too great a depth of even this light compost over very
small seeds, it is better to barely cover them out of

sight, and place a sheet of newspaper over the pan, or

box, till vegetation takes place. The only object of cover-

ing seeds seems to be to keep them moist, and this can be
etfected with a paper cover only, laid over the box. Begonia
seed is often sown in this way, it being too fine to be covered.
Next to these matters comes watering. A pot or pan

of fine seeds is soon cleared by a careless waterer or an
awkward watering-pot. The rose of the watering-pot should
be very fine, but have many holes, and small as they can
be bored, so that it will just dehver the water in a gentle
spray or mist, and not with sufficient force to dislodge
the seeds or disturb the sm-face of the soiL Seed-pans
should never be floated with water, or the likelihood is

the seeds \viil all swim to one corner, and that many of

them will be buried, and never come up.
The rules to be observed in the case of outdoor seeds,

flower seeds, ami vegetables are the same. Sow when the
soil is in an open, friable state, and cover thinly, in propor-
tion to the variety of seed. Peas \vill push through three
or four inches of soil, but more will vegetate under
less top-weight, especially in heavy .soils. The nature of

the soil should always be reckoned with. Seeds sown in

light sandy soil are safe under a depth that would kill

them in a stitf soil. Hence the rules laid down in cal-

endars are often misleading in such matters. In one

garden I know of, the old gardener, who sows many
annuals in the flower garden where the soil is heavy,
covers all the seeds with a dry compost composed of

river-sand and leaf soil. If he were to use the ordinary
soil, and rake the seeds in in the common way, he
would probably not have the success he has.—H. AV.—Field.

PLANTING IN NATAL DURING 1882.

To particularise more fully what our planters have done*
we may say that the year will be long remembered by that

community in consetpience of the absence during the summer
and autumn months (January, February and March) of the
usual rains. Growth was .seriously checked, much injury
being done to the crops. "We find, notmthstanding a con-
siderable advance in the area under the cultivation of the

sugar-cane, a much-fliminished out-tiurn of sugar for the
season. Canes have, although light in the ground, in some
measure made up for a part of the deficiency by the richness

of the juice obtained. The quality of the sugar has shown
an advance on last season's work. The adoption of standard

samples by the Chamber of Commerce will tend to encourage
manufacturers to aim at making their sugar up to sample.
The effect of the disturbance created by the Zulu war is

still felt by our planters, in the absence of tlie average acreage
of ratoons. A larger breadth of land than usual has been
cleared and planted with cane. Planters have turned their

serious attention to cultivating improved varieties of cane—
principally importations from Mauritius. Green Natal,

on good land, nay even on indifferent land, with good cul-

tivation and manm-e, still bears the palm as the cane most
fitted for the climate. We are glad to learn that manure
is used on most estates. Artificial manures are in request ;

valuable compost heaps arc found at most of the mills. The

young canes are very backward in consequence of the want
of moisture tluring October and November. Unless more
favourable weather intervenes, the crop for next season will

be unusually light. The disease called "smut" caused con-
siderable anxif-ty during the early part of the year. A com-
mission was aj)]ntinte<l by the ^'ictoria Planters' Association

to enquire into and report on the disease. A ver)' able papt r

was the result of its labours. The attention thus drawn
to the subject led planters to take steps to eradicate the
disease. Marked success has attended their efforts ; the

ravages of the lUsease not only having been checked, but
in a fair way to be stamped out. Much anxiety was caused

diu"iug October and November oy a.spellof hot, ilry weather,
but all an.xiety was dispelled by the abundant rains, accom-
panied by the fine growing weather of December. The
acreage of mealies reaped during the year was larger than
in any previous year, principally owned by Indians. The
crop was a light one

;
had it been otherwise, the price would

hardly have been remmierative. It was not until November
that the price of mealies rose over 12s. Tobacco is now
principally grown by Indians, its cultivation is rapidly ex-

tending. There seems no (lifficulty in di.sposing of any
quantity of this crop in its unmanufactured state. It seems
strange that the European grower, with his greater laiow-

ledge and greater skill, cannot compete successfully against
the Indian in this crop. The curing of the Indian tobacco
is of the most primitive kind. Tea has, through the energy
and public spirit of Mr. Hulett, come into prominence. It

promises to soon become a paying industry, the only seem-
ing difficulty being of preparation for market. Coffee, as
it always does, promised fairly well and disappointed its

backers. It has again blossomed magnificently ;
it is im-

possible to say what the result may be, most probably another
failure. There is very little coffee left under cultivation,
and the outtvirn is uuappreciable. Several good samples
of cotton have been grown from selected Upland American
cotton, and imported direct from New Orleans. The crop
grown by Mr. Osborn, of Umtata, from this seed is a fair

sample of Upland cotton, the colour is good, the staple
quite up to the average, its only defect being that it is

rather too much mixed with leaf. All the other samples
of cotton produced were from the same seed, but several
had been altogether spoilt in the ginning,

—thus it came to
be thought by the iminitiated that they were other varieties.
An effort was made to induce the free Indians to cultivate
the plant, but hitherto with but indifferent success. Public
attention has been directed during the year to the produc-
tion of fibres. Mr. de Chazal presented a paper on the

subject to the Planters' Association, calling attention to the
work done in Maiu-itius, and giving much valuable inform-
ation and instructions as to growth and manufacture. Mr.
Blamey of Milkwood Kraal, laid before the same Association
some very interesting specimens of rope made from the

Fourcroya, and also made some interesting remarks thereon.
A commencement has been made in this industry; there
is every probability that it will develop large proi^ortions.
The .several associations have been active diu~ing the year,
much good resulting from the interchange of thoughts and
ideas on the different subjects discussed. The question of

pollution of streams remains i/i statu (pio so far as the Govern-
ment is concerned, the Bill having been withdrawn! last

session of the Council. We understand that duriug the
next few months Mr. Dumat will make arrangements for

turning the refuse from the Mt. Edgcumbe Central Mill
into a portable manure, thus doing away most effectually
with any chance of pollution of streams. The sub-contrac-
tors for the Ladysmith extension have mainly reHed upon
the coast districts for theii" supply of labour, thus the
labour market bnf^ been much straitened. A constant stream
of toilers of both colours passed through the country; large
numbers of natives were tempted to leave employment
on the sugar estates for the railway. The supply "of in-

dentured Indians has not nearly met the demand
; the im-

migration from India is languishing; but, as we have ah-eady
shown, the Trust Board has done all that Ues in its power
to revive it by the appointment of so able a commissioner
to proceed to India as Colonel Mitchell. To add to the

general scarcity, during Decemlier the majority of Zulus
left their works suddenly to return to then- kraals, to watch
the course of events following Cetywayo's retiu"n. Native
labom- in the pa.'it has been at all times unreliable, and pro-
mises in the future to be still more so. The coast railways
have worked satisfactorily during the year ; ver.^' few com-
]>laints are heard. The system seems in good working
order. 'J'be rates of carriage remain too high foi- the due
development of the country. It is considered that a re-

duction even at the cost of a land-tax would be for the
benefit of the country. The extension of the lines north
and south without delay would open some magnificent
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lands, which a taxation might throw into the market on

reasonable terms. Holders of unoccupied lands are reaping

annually the benefit of the industry and experience of

occupiers without contributing their fail' share to the cost of

the government of the country. Their selfish policy is

preventing the settlement of some of the most suitable

land in the colony. The commercial depression has not

materially affected the agriculturist. The financial cor-

porations of Natal do not afford to agricultural enterprise
those fostering facilities which do so much for the ad-

vancement of other countries.—Natal Mei'cv.rij.

EXPERIMENTS IN OOCOA CURING.

[The following letter, addressed to a cocoa planter, has

been placed at our service for publication.
—Ed. T. J,]

Colombo, April 2, 1883.

Dear Sir,
—I have to apologize for having delayed so long

my promised report on the experiments I made with cocoa

pods you were so kind as to place at my disposed ;
one thingor

another came in the way of my putting the results on

paper. Your letter of the 31st ultimo hastens by a

few days the letter I intended to write to you. One
of the chief objects I had in view, in asking you to

lend me some cocoa pods, was to ascertain whether I

could hasten the process of fermentation, by the ap-

plication of a regular and constant higher warmth than

that of the atmosphere. I am sorry to say that all my
e.tperiments in this direction were complete failures; the

result therefore is that instead of preserving the pink
color of properly fermented beans, aU I experimented
with are very dark and coated, so far as the out-

ward appearance is concerned. I attribute this complete
failure, in a great measure, to my previous unacquaint-
ance with the ordinary process, and also with the

nature of the mucilage to be dealt with.

I found that if the whole of the mucilage was not

got rid of, what was left, immediately tmmed black

by exposure to the atmosphere, and very quickly got

mouldy—all this of course you Imow, and I only
mention it as an explanation of my failure in the ob-

ject I had in view. But if the result of my experiments
was unsatisfactory in one respect, it was .satisfactory in

another; it proved to me what you no doubt know but
which I did not, that fermentation of the beans is

only practised for the purpose of removing the

mucilage; that process l>eing perfectly unnecessary for

imparting the true chocolate color to the cocoa kernels;
this being developed in course of drying the beans by the

conversion of the watery juices of the kernel into the

coloring oil which, forms so large a portion of the cocoa

bean. The satisfactory point ascertaiueil by the experi-
ments is, that not only may the whole of tlie muciUige
Ije god rid of without any fermentation whatever, by a

very simple and easy process; but the mucilage itself

can easily be converted into a valuable product
instead of being wasted as by the present method.

I found by experiments that considerably more than
half of the mucilage may be separated from the beans,

by washing them or rather mixing them with a little

water, and by agitating them in a revolving cylimler with

perforated boles for the fre.sh sacharine liquor to run
into a trough, which would convey it to a clarifyer
which is the first process towards its manufacture into sugar.
That portion of the mucilage next to the beans, especially

that adliering to them, is more refractory and difficult to

separate, but I fouml that even this could be easily
rul)bed off instead of got rid of by friction. I should think a
machine—similar to a washing machine, would answer the

purpose on a large scale. I may mention that in my
small experiments a quantity of small stones was mixed with
the beans to chafe them when revolving, sufficiently to

remove the whole of the mucilage, and preserve it before
fermentation set in.

If cocoa planters are indifferent to the utilisation of the
enormous quantity of saccharine, contained in the mucilage;
or think the result will not compensate for the trouble.
I still think a much better and speedier way of getting
rid of the nmcilage may be hit upon, than by the slow
and wasteful process of fermentation. As a half or throe-
fourths of the mucilage can be removed at once by simple
agitation, there is only the last coating to be dealt with—

this could be rubbed off by some process or other. I obtained
a beautiful sample of cocoa by rubbing the mucilage off
with a rough towel. However, I have no intention of sug-
gesting any particular way of removing it. I only
%vish to say that I think for the reasons given above,
that fermentation is a wasteful and an unnecessarily slow
process. At present my interest in this portion of the
question is very insignificant.

I will now advert to the point in the curing of cocoa
in which I am particularly interested, and that is whether
the principle of my tea-dryer cannot be apphed to the
drying of large quantities of cocoa (which, hke the pro-
duce of its palm namesake, contains so large a quantity
of oil as to render it very susceptible of mildew, in a
damp atmosphere) until the whole of the moisture is eva-

porated or dried out. I believe that ray tea-dryer can be
advantageously used for the purpose of drying cocoa
in a manner which woidd not injure or remove the outer
skin or parchment. The result of my experiments is to

satisfy me, that in the first instance, the drying should be
very gradual though continuous, to allow of the watery
juice to evaporate gradually, and for the coloring oil to take
its place. If rh-ied too quickly, the parchment wiU split
on the germinating side; the watery juice will evaporate,
and the kernel become dry before the oil has permeated
the whole of the kernel; the result will be, that some of
them will dry white or mottled, and the parchment will
crack in a way that will render it liable to become de-
tached from the nibs in transport, or manipulation.
My advice then is, if ray dryer is used, to spread the

cocoa fresh frora the process of removing the mucilage on
the hot surface rather thickly, say foiu- or five inches thick,
and keep it there until the whole becomes warm through-
out. I would then remove it into bags, and let it stand
for a few hom-s until a fresh charge is ready to be put
into bags, I would then replace the first charge until it

again became warm throughout ; by thus alternating the
charges, a large quantity of cocoa could be dried gradu-
ally, which I beUeve to be a necessity in cocoa cming. I
assume that drying cocoa by artificial means would only
be resorted to when it is impossible to dry it in the ord-

inary way, viz., by the heat of the sun, this method being
obviou.sly the cheapest one, though by no means the speed-
iest, and during the greater part of the year the climate
of the mountain zone of Ceylon renders it almost impossible
to sun-dry cocoa satisfactorily on the estates. For the

purpose of drying large quantities, a considerable area
would be required. You can ascertain the cost by taking
two-and-a-quarter rupees per superficial toot as the basis
of calculation. The heat generated by the drying machines
would, in a closed store, with ventilators, hasten the drying
of half dried cocoa and prevent mildew and discoloration.

In communicating the results of my crude experiments,
I desire

^
only to turn your thoughts into the channels

I have indicated. I have not the materials for continuing
the experiments, nor can I afford either to buy them or
the appliances for doing so. You will however be able
to continue them on the hints I have ventured to offer.—
Yours truly, 0. SHAND.

P- ^-—As the oil in cocoa beans liquifies at 120 degrees, the
process coloration is hastened by drying gradually on a
surface heated to 170 degrees.

Imposts of CAouTcnonc in 1882.—From Messrs. Hecht,
Levis and Kahn's Caoutchouc Report for 1882 we learn that
"in spite of the high prices ruliug throughout the year, the
consumption of all kinds of indiarubber has steadily increased
and the stocks remaining at the expu-ation of a year of large
imports are very moderate." Fine Para rubber, it seems,
gradually declined in price from 3s. 9d. to 3.s. SJfA in February;
then, owing to an enormous American demand, rapidly rose
to 4,s'. 10(7. in May. falling again in August to \s. ly/. It

subsequently advanced to 4s. lid. in October, and in Decem-
ber last it stood at 4s. 7d. The production of Para rubber is

stated to be steadily on the increa.se. The imports into
London and Liverpool amounted to 3,948 tons, against 3.8a.5
tons in 1881, .showing an increa.se of P3 tons. Of the total

exports from Para the I 'nited States have taken about 6,000
tons direct from Para, being again an increase of 800 tons as

compared with 1881. The total exports from Para tu all ports
are estimated at 10,200 tons against 8850 tons in 1881, being
an increase of 1,350 tons against 1881,—Gardeners'' Chronicle,
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PLANTING ON THE HILLS OP CEYLON.

LiNDULA, March 23rcl.

Weeds on Plantations.

As the theories of Mr. Halliley iiDtl those who agree

with him in favour of weeds are merely matter of

opinion, we who are sceptics can safely smile at what

we do not admit. We are placed in a difi'erent position

when Mr. Hulliley asserts that he had personal ex-

purienoe of the existence of Hemileia vastatrix on

cultivated coffee, first in December 1863, or 54 years

previously to the date (May 1S09) usually assigned

to its first appearance in Oeylou ; and .Tgain in 1866. I

do not for a moment suppose tliat Mr. Halliley -aouM
assert that of the truth of which lie was not perfectly
satislipd ;

but he like other human beings is liable to

error in the observations he makes and the conclusions

he dravvs. If, in Pecember 1863, HimVeia vastatrix

existed on coffee between Gampola and Nawalapitiya,
and that in so a virnlent a form as to cover Mr.

Halliley 's coat and sleeves with the yellow dust of

its spores, thi'n several queetinns arise :
—The late

Dr. Triwait<"s, C.M.G., was then livijig in the island,

and not only on the qui-vivc to convey to Messrs.

Berkeley and Broome specimens of all the Ceylon

fuugi, but as much alive then as he was in 186'9 to

the duty of informing the Governnient and warniiig
the pbmters of Ceylon of the appearance of a new

enemy of the great industry of the Culony. The
Ohserotr was also as ready to piiblieh information on

such an important mattrr as it is now. But we have
never heard that Mr. Halbley or anyone else com-

municated on the subject either with the Director

of the Botanic Gardens or with the press. If

the disease existed as described in 1863 and in

1866, and of course iu the intervening years, how
can we account for its comparatively latent character

seeing the rapiiliiy and virulence with which
it spread over the whole coffee cultivation of Ceylon,
when first noticed by science and recognized by the

great body of planters in 1869, appearing almost

simultaneously (wliere equally with Ceylou it had
never been authentically noticed before) in Sontliern

India, Sumatra, Java, the Straits and practicully the

whole eastern world? Mr. George Wall was in 1863
and in 1SU6 as much interested in coffee as he was
in 1869, and at least as keenly observant as he is

now ; but we are not aware that, although, like every-

body else, he noticed yellow leaves on shuck trees,

he ever saw or made sign of having seen before 1869
the fatal dust which covered Mr. Halliley 's coat and
sleeves aa he asserts in 1863. As Mr. Halliley is a

six-footer, does it not stem curious that it was on
his coat and sleeves he specially observed the yellow

powder? Maybe not have passed under trees other

than coffee, affected by a fungus other than that which
is peculiar to coffee ? And seeing that Mr. Halliley
attributes the present unfortunate condition of our
coffee mainly to want of Lirge applications of fertiliz-

ing matter, how i oes he account for his treatment
of "shuck "coffee with pulp, ashes and charcoal caus-

ing it to develop as bad a dose of leaf-disease as ever
he h.id .seen, from which, however, the coffee recovered
in a very short time, the disease, apparently, not

spreading even to immtdmtely adjiiiiiing cofl'ee 1 There

may have been a bad leaf-disease in 1S63 and again,
in 1866, but, with all ib-ference to Mr, llallilev, we
are not satisfied that it was the leaf-disease which,
since its sudden and rapid development in 1869, bus

proved so fat.al to the interests of coffee iilaiters in

Ceylon and India, and which ia telling with disastrous

eO'ect, also, in many portions of Java -.nd the Eastern

Archipelago generally: which indeed threatens the whole
coffee CHltivation of the globe.

COMPENSATION OF DEW FOB ABSENCE OF BAIN.
What is the theory as to the extent to which

dew compensates for the absence of rain ? and what
about the proportion of ammonia in each ? My
inclination is rather to believe that dew is freer
from chemical constituents than rain, clearer,
colder and less beneficial to vegetation ? Whether
" blobs

"
of dew do not sometimes help to blister

leaves
by_ concentrating the sun's rays, burning glass

fashion, is also a question on which I should like to
have the opinions of experts.

THE DYINO-OFF OF CINCHONA.S.

1 had been asked to go and see and have a talk about ciu-

chonas, and just before sitting down to record a few of
the impressions left by this visit I received from Ma'urata
a letter which I place here, only premising that 1

evidently failed to make my correspondent understand
that the dying-off and uprootal of cincliouas of which
I wrote was on the ground of a neighbour, who, I
had hoped, would escape experience which hitdpnviously
been ours on Abbotsford. At present our cinchonas
are singularly healthy, cases of the hlistenmi canker
being few and far between and root-canker equally
rare. The new and anomalous gum leaf disease
seems, with the occurrence of genial weather, to have
abandoned eucalypts and cinchonas, and is now only
apparent in the shape of white round spots and patches
of discolouration on some of the older tea leaves

"Tilings like this we know must be" in all cultural

operations, and while we cease to be dismayed at their
occurrence let us welcome all information in the di-
rection of remedial measures.

SHAVING OFF CANKEBED CINCHONA BARK.
Our friend writes :

—
"
Maturata, 26tli March 1883

"By the Observer of 22nd inst. I am sorry to learn
you are, Uke myseU, suffeiing very severely fi-om canker
among your cinchonas* and arc about to root them out.
As the following experiments may be of .service to you'
I have much pleasure in placing them at your disposal'
Should you deem them worthy of attention I shall be
glad to hear what success they have with you." A year ago the idea sta-uck me from seeing a succii'ubra
tree on the roadside with the top broken off, where it
was cankered, sending out fi-esh shoots, one of which had
attained some six inches in height. TMs set me to work
on a few young succirubra trees suffei-ing from stem canker
off which I shaved the diseased as also a portion of the
healthy bark, all round the part affected. When I
left, two months after, the ti'ees were looking healthy
but had done little towards renewing their bark ; since then
I have had no opportunity of seeing or hearing about them.
"In Sept. last, finding root canker spreacUug here, I set

to work on three trees ; unfortunately, by mistake at
(Ufferent times, these trees have been cut down by

'

my
eooUes: the last was brought in three weeks ago. My treat-
ment of it and its appearance up to the time it was coppiced
was as follows :

—I began by shaving out all the diseased
bark abovegi'ound ;

the ti'ee stood ft'om 10 to 12 feet hjo-h' the
branches, -with the exception of a few near the top were
dead or dying, and the leaves sick or

xinhealthy. The
bark at the ground was diseased three parts round the ti-ee
and ran upwards in strips, the longest exteudino- to a
height of M feet ; this I shaved oil and a portion" of the
healthy baric adjoining it ; finding the disease had, in some
places, eaten right into the tree I shaved until I came to
healthy wood, taking, in one place, quite a sisteenth of
an inch out. HaWng shaved the remaining healthy bark
with the exception of a naiTOw strip which 1 left the
dying branches were cut off Jind the tree left. In the
course of a few weeks most of the leaves fell Gradu-
ally new leaves began to appear, the shaved barks to re-
new, and when the tree was coppiced there was a fail-
flush of new leaf, also one or two shoots springing from
the stool, which, dming the past three weeks, have made
gi-eat strides, and are now strong and healthy. Althoun-h
my experunents have in neither e.ise had, fi-om personal

* No : see explanation prefixed.
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observation, time to come to matiirity, still the way in

which the latter came on, while other trees around were
affected and died, augm's, I think, well for such treat-

ment being successful, and I now mean to apply it on
a large scale, having, I am sorry to say, a terrible dose
of this disease in my succirubra fields.
"

I think in shaving and not coveiing the healthy
portion of the bark as I did I was ^vi-ong."
We had heard of, and on a small scale practised

by way of experiment, this process of shaving oft'

cankered bark, but we certainly had not cut into the

wood 01' covered the shaved portion. Our correspond-
ent's treatment is what the doctors would call "heroic."
Indeed a similar process is common enough in

human surgery, a cankered limb being often removed
so as to save life in the remaining portion of the

body. The new blister-canker or mortification generally
first appears on a small portion of the stem, and were
it attacked and removed in its incipient stage and
the wound covered up, it seems highly probable that
tens of thousands of valuable trees might be saved.

BARING THE BOOTS OF CANKERED CINCHONAS.

Our correspondent refers to root canker as being
curable by his shaving out process, and one of the
first matters which engaged our attention on visiting
St. Regulus was the process adopted to counteract
this deadly aS'ectiou. Mr. Eweu Hay Cameron claims
that on St. Kegulus was first tried the root-baring
process, and that, should its success be fully and

finally established, the credit of initiating the treat-

ment should be awarded to iVIr. Parsons, the same

gentleman who adopted the simple yet effective measure
of bringing grubs to the surface by spreading sacks
over the ground. Mr. Parsons, like Mr. ( ameron
himself, is an enthusiast in all that relates to cin-

chonas. It seems that more than a year ago Mr.
Nock of the Hakgala Gardens was requested to come
down to see and if possible suggest a remedy for

trees suffering from or threatened with root canker.
Mr. Nock was of opinion that the canker, if not
cause I, was aggravated by the damp earth which was
generally heaped against the collar of the plant. This
was new doctrine, certainly, for a few years back
one of the great remedial measures enjoined was to

heap earth above the plants in the shape of horizontal

pyramids so that the rain wash might be diverted from the
roots and go down on each side. To bare the roots
would surely give a severe shock to the trees, and
1 reminded Mr. Cameron of the treatment to which
vines in Ceylon are subjected to compel them to bear
fruit.

"
If,' I said, "your object was to obtain a

copious supply of seed from your trees then I could
understand the root-baring process and the inevitable
shock which accompanies it." Mr. Cameron in reply
stated that the process fell greatly short of that ap-
plied to the vine, inasmuch as only the large spread-
ing roots ought in the case of the cinchonas to be
bared, it being a detect in the process if the feeding
rootlets were exposed or cut. It seems that Mr.
Parsons follwed out Mr. Nock's hmt by reflecting
that in passing through a forest it would be observed
that a great proportion of the trees liad their large
lateral roots standing abo\eground. What the forest
trees found good for them miglit be good also for the
cinchonas. -AH right,' we remarked, "for groves
of cinchonas which, like forests, have a self-su) plinl
shade

;
but here I see the process applied to ist ate 1

trees and to the rows of trees on each side of jour
paths. The roots being exposed to the full blaze of
the sunlight and heat, the trees must surely suffer."
'It is only natural to apprehend such consequences,"
was tlie re.^|)on.se,

" hut Lie ti ecs you are hmkmg at
have had tli'ir roots exposed

'

for more than a year ,

.ind I ask you if you ever saw liner or healthier growth
than (hey present." A large number of the plants
referred to were officinahB, the kind most liable to

disease and premature death, and we could only say that
never in Ceylon had we seen finer trees : those on
Dodabelta were no doubt larger but thtn they were
much older. Mr. Cameron's oldest trees (officinalis)
are only seven years planted, and yet a large pro-
portion of them range about 19 inches circumference
of stem; while a fine specimau of rubusta is 21 inches.

I.s Cinchona robmta A hybrid ?

By the way, Mr Cam'Ton, while believing in hybrids,
does not regard Cinchona robusta, the tree of the

vigorous growth and specially dark green, glabrous
leaves, as a hybrid, but as a distinct form. Has
any planter been able to set this question at rest, by
following hybrid plants from their infancy until fairly

developed ? Our impres.sion was and ts that experi-
ence had quite settled the fact that from a union of

sucoirubra and officinalis resulted hybrids some of which
leaned to the succiriihra parent in foliage and were
often pubecent, while others looked more like officinalis,

having dark green, glabrous leaves, but far excelling
officinalis in tali and luxuriant growth. Mr. Cameron's

officinalis, however, left little to be desired in vigor-
ous growth or height, whether the eeven years old

specimens along the paths, or those in a couple of

splendid groves in which theie is scarcely a vacancy.
SUPERIORITY OF CUTTINGS OVER SEEDLINGS.

Mr. Cameron is inclined to attribute the success of

these trees to the fact that they have originated from

surf&ce-feeding cuttings obtained from Hakgala. This

profession of faith in the superiority of cuttings over

seedlings is another proof of the wide differences of

opinion which exist or have existed amongst those
interested in cinchona culture. I well remember that
when the "dying-out" process firsi commenced on a large
scale, after rainfall so excessive as to lead to a land-

slip in the Hakgala gardens, the feeling was strongly

expressed, amongst others by a well-known Uva visit-

ing agent, that the premature decay of the plants
was due to the very fact tliat they were derived
from cuttings and so had no taproots. There can
little doubt, on the other hand, that much fatality
has been due to the collection of seed from immature

plants, and it is a characteristic of C. officinnlix to

flower and seed iit an early age,
—at least in India

and Ceylon. Plenty of seed can now be obtained from
well-matured trees. Mr. Cameron believesin and pract-
ises the excision of blossom and fiuit stalks from hia

younger trees ; biit apart from some millions of selfsowu

seedlings, there is seed enough on the seven-year-old
officinalis trees to etock the whole country-side. For
the young plants in his two officinalis groves Mr.
Cameron olitaiued a good market last year, but it

was a great disappointmc.i j (o him tliat, after having
had, for a fair period, a practical monop ily of ledger-
iana seed from Java, he was able to sell so few

plants from his nurseries,—only enough to cover his

expenditure, instead of giving him, as he had hoped,
a couple thousands of pounds profit. In better times,
it cannot be doubled, the whole of the plants in the

ledgeriana nursery would have been re.idily bought
up at the price of K30 per 1,000 fixed on them ;

but what is to be dune when not only are thei-e

planters with no money to spend : but agents who
have no funds to advance : estate agents here being
often themselves but the agents of wealthy firms or

moneyed men at home, whose faith in Ceylon has

failed from the unfortunate decline in coffee'?

HARD CASES.

Some of the tales afloat of descent from affluence or

competency to poverty and worse—a burden of debt—
are heartrending. Comparativel.v happy are s. me
who get released from liability by giving up tlieir

properly. Take one case: two gentlemen pani a few

years ago £18,000 cusIl for a coflee estate which h^id

just yielded 6,000 bushels of parchment, worth, than,
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over RIO per bushel. It began to decliae, until last

year it gave only GOU bualiels, and " the agents
"

took it over. It' only the analogy of past, crises in

followed, this proiierty may yet revive to more th.an

its pristiine v.dun, especially as it is well supplied
with cinchonas. That may be sufficient apology for

my digrtrseion.
Mr. Cameron's suocirubras, six years old, are

splendid trees, and a large portion of St.

Reguhis is filled with cinchonas of all ages, including,
as the most recent adiitiou, a number of ledgerianas
of the best type. My own belief in the almost

unicjue success of cinchonas here—for there is only
one small patch where failure has been met with— is

that not cuttings or seedlings account for i% but the

almost perfect conditions of elevation, climate, but

especially soil, which are combined on .St. Regulus.
The elevation is about 4,501) feet above sea-level, and
we could see no trace of damage from tearing winds.

CONDITIONS FOR StJCCESSFUL CINCHON.i CULTIVATION.

But the great point in favour of succesBful cinchona

culture on this estate is the existence over the

gre'iter portion of it of a gravelly but free soil, such

as has been found Bptcially to suit the fever plants
in Ceylon ; just as the free deep mould of southern

India and the decomposed lavas of Java, respectively,
have also suited the Andean plants. Not that

there is not som« excellent coffee on St. Regulus,
from which a fair return may be expected. But

nature intended the place for what it practically is: a

cinchona plantation ; and if the proprieior is able to

persevere in his planting operations and is equally
successful with ledgerianas and hybrids as he has

been with suocirubras and officinalis, he will ultim-

ately have a property of immensB value. The great

point in this anrt other similar cases is that there

should not be "devastation" of what is really capital
for the sake of immediate returns,

SHAVING CINCHONAS AND COVERINGS.

Mr. Cameron does not believe in shaving more than

once-a-year, in dry weather, and the trees to be invariably

coTeredaftershavingjthe grass, if grass is used, to hedi-y.
He would prefer jute sucking, coir matting, or cloth

covering of a similar description, if it could be afforded

in all cases, and if strips of bark are taken, as he

has done with some of his succirubras, he regards
C'ivering with sacking or matting a nine qud non,

Mana grass, with its sharp edges, would cut into the

exposed cambium and do great mischief. We saw
Bome trees covered with paddy straw, hut this sub-

stance Mr. Cameron emphatically condemns as liable

to rot. So is mana grasi^, if left on in wet weather
No doubt, shaving should take place at the com-
mencement of the dry season or early in it, so that

the lark may have time to renew and that the grass
can bi taken off before the advent of the fierce mon-
soon rains. Mr. Moens' original process was one of

"whittling" of the bark, and this is what Mr.

Cameron applies to his officinalis trees, which he would
never spokesbave. Mr. Cameron shewed us speci-
mens of original ami renewed bark, whittled from his

officinalis trees, an 1 nothing could look better. We
took aw.iy a few bits of each, and we suggested to

Mr. Cameron what we hope he will carry out, that

he should send a complete set of specimens of cin-

chona birk to the fortbc miing Calcutta Exhibition.

For officinalis bark and perhaps for succirubra, we
should not be surprised to see him take ti st place
in comp(ti;ion with the Nilgiri and Silikim barks.

*

A considerable number of the succirubn trees, from
which bark ha 1 never been taken, presented a very

peculiar appearance as if ornamented with a mosaic,

chiefly of diamond-shaped spots, elongated vertically.

This was the result of the trees having been kept

covered with moss for a period of eighteen months,
and the strips of that bark, when removed, must be
of great value. Mr. Cameron takes away only two

strips, at opposite sides of the trets, and he never

permits a tree to be shaved all round. In short
whie as anxious as other planters to obtain immedi-
late returns, he is specially and we hold justifiably
anxious not to saciitice valuable anil compai-atively
permanent capital, suoli as he possesses in his trees,
to reckless harvesting in the present. Coppicing he

especially deprecates, from his experience of the

large proportion of coppiced tnes which died on a

neighbouringesla'e. On those w' ich have survived, only
one shoot i allowe I to grow. Opinions and experience
regarding coppic ng d tier, and many resort to a process
which is certainly risky, in all cases, ou the principle
of, -"My poverty but not my will consents."

Personally we owe Mr. Ewen Hay Oameroc thanks for

having affijrded us the opportunity of seeing the
results of one of the most successful experiments in

cinchona culture in Ceylon, and those who wish to

see the fever tees at their best as the result of

intelligent treiiment by ono who carries zeal for the

pursuit to enthusiasm, will find profit as well as

pleasure in a visit to ,St, Regulus.

CINCHONA CULTURE IN JAVA.

(Translated from Dutch newspapers for the "Straits

Times.")

"The scheme of selling by auction Ledgeriana chin-

chona seeds at the Governn:ent plantations here to

British India planters, for whom they have more value
than for those in Netherlands India, taking into

account the fact that this variety of chinchona, the best

existing, is most common here but is very rarely met
with in British India, has justifiably drawn forth pro-
tests against it from all quarters. The scheme is

objectionable in the interest of both the Go-
vernment and the Java Cinchona planters. By carry-

ing it out, the Government would be killing the goose
which laid golden eggs. Every catty of these seeds

distributed throughout Java represents a future Chin-
chona plantation yielding a permanent revenue, direct

and indirect, to Government. Kvery catty of them
forwarded to British India yields only a handful o

coin. Scandalous misuse of the liberality of Go-
vernment by a few of the planters here, wlio sold

in foreign countries the seeds supplied them
gratis for extending their plantations, h.is, in "d.

dition to the needs of the Treasury, caused the

Government to hesitate on the good road hitherlo
followed. It strikes us that to prevent misuse of

liberality, noihing would be m ire eflectnal than to give
awtiy seeds only on condition that if the latter cainot
be accounted for by a certain number' of seedlings in

each nnr.sery on a liberal per-centape, the applicant will

have to pay a high price for seeds not thus account d
for. So long as private estates do not yield speeds, aed
are neither extensive nor far apart, such control is nnt

impractical de. We have since h'arl with pleasuoe
that the scheme for selling cinchona seeds by nuctiorn
has been postponed for the pre en t."— llalauia DagOlad,
Uth Feb.

Kola Nut.—Referring to the kola nut a wTiter says :
—

•• It has been found to contain the same active iiriuciple,
viz., caffeine, and more of it than the best cotioe. and to
contain also the same active principle as cocoa, but less

fatty matter. Possessing the same rjualities as these fa-

vourite beverages, it only needs projier treatment to de-

veloj) a special flavour, and it wouhl then probably be
ahh- to compete snccessfidly with those- beverages.

—
.MimtMy

£djioit Prices Current.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
(From LEWIS (t- PEAT'S London Price Current, March 1st, 18S3.)

DVIPORTED FROM
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS IN BRITAIN
AND PLANTING DEPRESSION IN CEYLON;
NO REMEUY FOR ADVERSE SEASONS.

Though there may not be much consolation, there

may be some instruction in the fact tliat we are not alone

in our agricultural troubles. In the recent debate in

Parliament on the AtUlress, the prevailing distress of

agriculturists in the Mother Country occupies a very

prominent place ; ami is described as an urgent and

painful subject. Sir W. Barttelot said:—''We liave

had eiglit bad seasons in succession, and are already

tlirea'ened with a ninth. The prospect of the » lieat

crop is injured, stock is scanty and disease in some

districts is rife." Mr. Biddell was still more doleful,

and said tliat
"
agriculture was as nearly as possible

bankrupt." The London 7'imc.5 (weekly edition of S.^rd

February) referring to tiie debite, says :— " It is

not surprising that the cry of agricultural distress

should be loiully heard in Parliament, and that re

medies of all kinds sliould be proposed.
* * So ijnat

and so nnh'i'mal is the depression in all branches of

agricultural industry that it is quite possible great

changes may be impending in many parts of our

agricultural system.
* * The one certain and immed-

iate cause of the present distress in undoubtedly, as

all speakers admitted, to be found in the extraordin-

ai'y succession of bad seasons from which this country
has lately suffered." The general result of the debate

was to "exhibit the deep uneasiness which prevails

concerning agricultural distress. But though the fact

itself admitted of no dispute, there was no practicd

agreement as to the proper remedies."

As we read this statement of the undisputed fact

of agricultural distress in the old country, we seem to

be reading a report of the condition of agi'icultnre

in our own island. The long persistence, universal

prevalence and ruinous severity of failure seem to be

alike in both countries, as well as the perplexity as

to remedy. The Times indeed, seems to anticipate great

changes in the present system of agriculture as a result

of this long period of depression.

There may not be material consolation in the fact

that we are but bearing our share of a common inis

fortune, but we may perhaps derive as we liave said

some instructio 1 from ii. Let us then mark tlie

identity of the period through which our misfortunes

have existed. The eight suoce sive years above men-

tioned take us back to 1874, when the plantei-s of

Ceylon liad also good harvests as well as agricultur-

ists at home. But that year was exceptional both

here and in Europe. -Mr. Caird writing in 1870 of

the previous decade, said there had been only sne

good crop, that of 1874, since 1870. Thus we are

carried back, curiously enough to the date when tlie

local failure of cofl'ee crops commenced. Exceptionally
higli prices, happily for us, mitigated the severity
and postponed the culmination of our suffering ; still,

the fact remains that the providential stroke fell here
and elsewhere at the same time, and has persisted-
ahis ! with but little interruption tlirougli the same
protracted term.

In the absence of leaf disease, or any otiier

specific pest, to wliicli to attribut* the dis-

turlied condition of home agriculture, we see a
perfect agreement nf opinion exjn-essed as to the

108

cause of the distress, namely, adverse seamm ; and i f

that compreliensive term be so used as to embrace
all the forces of nature, known and unknown, it may
serve as a confession of our ignorance, but does not

enlighten our miiuls. It may furnish an answer to

the general inquiry as to the cause of our discom-

fiture, but it makes tlie answer evasive, and in no
wise relieves our perjilexity. It may serve to stave

off further question, but is it wise to adopt an an-

swer to so great a (|uestion which satisfies the ear

and tends to stifie research ?

In truth we know very imperfectly the operations
of the recognized factors wliich combine to produce
tlie complicated phenomena of life and vegetation;
and there are doubtless others besides whose exist-

ence we only suspect to account for effects not refer-

able to known causes. Of the nature and operation of

these, of course, we know notiiing ; but do we simplify
matters by ignoring tliem and merging all the active

influences of nature in one rather evasive term ? Our
studies of rainfall, wind, heat, and other known ele-

ments of that inscrutable term, season, though pur-
sued witli tlie aid of the most elaborate records,

conveniently tabulated, still too often leave us in

hopeless perplexity. Inferences which, after immense

pains, we seem to have almost established, dissolve
one after another, and we are driven baffled from the

pursuit, witli little better result, it may be than a
headache. In truth, the research is hopeless, so long
as we seek to resolve a problem of many factors by
a partial and imperfect investigation and comparison
of a few. The records of our thermometers, rain-

gauges, bai'ometeis, &c.
,
are undoubtedly of great im-

portance, but what light do tliey throw on the mighty
solar forces exerted by the agency of direct sunshine,—
by the strange and devious actinic ray, with its in-

calculable chemical force—by tlie forces which accom-

pany the phenomena of suiispots ? We know that
all these mighty foi'ces exist and operate powerfully
in the living organisms about us, but, as yet, we
know not the part they play, nor distinguish the
effects tliey luoduce from those of forces «e recognize
and examine Wliat strange force is tliat which sud-

denly endows with life and activity the myriads of

germs which, till so kindled, lie for indefinite periods
of time in a latent state ? Wliat, for instance, brings
fortli locusts, as it were out of the dust; apiiides and
fungi covering the whole surface of vegetation as

though they had sprung out of its tis.siies as an
exudation ; and also, a fearful brood of pestilent

germs wliich sweep over the earth like an atmosphere
of animated death-warrants served on poor helpless

humanity. {Helpless, however, only whilst iiiiioraiit.)

What may be the nature, and whence the origin of

those forces we know not. Neitlier rain-gaugis nor
otlier of our instruments of research afford us any
clue. But we siiall not be acting wisely if we put
them out of the account and lumjj them all in a
term which we would thus render vague and misleading.
Whilst deprecating the unscientific use by home

legislators of tlie term in attrilniting the general dis-

turbance of agriculture solely to adverse "
seasons," we

nevertheless commend the soundness of their conclusion
in thus referring our misfortunes to Providence. Define
it as we maj-. season conies not within the control of

man, but is the act of God in the working of His
immutable laws. The speakers in the parliamentai-y
debate to which we refer addressed a sympathetic
audience in terms of ileepest sympathy. No attempt
was made to wrest the facts of the universal ilistress

for the support of fa\ouiite theories, or foi' party
purposes. The hand of the Omnipotent was, by
unanimous agi-ecment, recognized. No railing accusation

against their fellownien by sutt'erers there ! It is in

Ceylon alone that men are found vile enough to
overlook the Divine jiower whicji has been at work,
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and to refer our suffering to "
folly, deceit, inflation,

exaggeration," and such like impotent causes. Though
unanimous in Pai'liament as to the cause of the pre-

vailing agricultural distress, and in the desire to ob-

tain some remedy, there was no agreement as to the

remedies proposed. What wonder : a remedy for

seasons—a remedy for the immutable laws of the

universe ? No : our hope must be in aoquiring a

linowledge of those laws.

Recent research has shown that the measure of

direct sunshine, as compared with veiled or interrupted

lioht is a potent factor in the vegetative processes,

efpeoially in those of fruition. The comparisons in-

stituted
'

in our columns yesterday between tempera-
ture recorded in Bogawantalawa and that in Lindula,

illustrate the fact that all our other records of the

weather are fatally incomplete until this one be com-

prehended amongst them. Here is a point to be

gained, and probably a more important one than

most of tliose we have hitherto bestowed our pains

upon. It has recently been shown that electric light

will, for a time, at least, support vegetation, but fails

utterly to promote fruition. Here again is a sug-

gestive fact. There are others which might be brought
forward, but enough has been said to shew the im-

portance of the field for observation and research

thus opened up—an importance not lessened by the

hope that we may shortly be favoured with a cycle

of seasons as favourable to the planters of Ceylon
and the farmers of Britain as the past series referred

to, has been the reverse.

PLAN I ING ON THE HILLS OF CEYLON.
LEDGERIANAS ON YARROW.

I quote information which will be interesting and

useful to readers of the Tropical Agriculturist :
—

"
Yarrow, Pussellawa, March 24th, 1883.

"It has struck me that it would be advantageous to cin-

chona growers generally if you would kindly personally
look at the remarkably fine ledgeriana trees growing
on Yarrow, as also the very successful nurseries of

plants and seetlliugs established from carefully selected seed.
" There appears to be a general belief that ledger plants

raised from seed cannot be relied upon to come up true

to type : however true this may be in regard to imported
seed, our experience certainly is that with seed carefully
harvested from .selected trees of the true ledger type the

plants may be relied upon to come up true to type.
" It would also I think be well worth your while to

inspect the clearings we have successfully opened of ledgers
raised from Gammie's seed, the plants in wliich are grow-
ing vigorously ano certainly dispel the current idea, as to

the delicate constitution of this variety and the difficulty
of growing it. I may here mention that these clearings
have received no greater care or attention than would
have been bestowed on the supposed hardier varieties, not
even being staked during either of the monsoons. In

spite of this I think it may safely be stated that it would
be difficult to find .either m this or any other district finer

clearings of the same age of any other variety.
" Where elevation and climatic conditions are favorable

a'lil soil of an open nature, there seems little doubt of

ledger growing freely and yielding the be.st results, filr,

Lnurie, the part proprietor and superintendent of Yarrow
had occa.sion a few weeks ago to cut out a 5^ year old

ledger tree: the result in dri/ bark (root, stem and branch)
is 10 lb —this certainly is a most encouraging return. The
tree in question was a well-grown one, but even with a
lower average, which might be expected from a large
number of trees, the return would still be mcst remuner-
ative con.sidering the high value of the bark.
"AVith regard to iinmeries—a general impression appears

to prevail that ledger seed is much more difficult to pro-
pagate than seed of other varieties, s a matter of fact
in no year have our luirseries been so successful in point
nf outturn as during the past, when ledger seed wasalmu.st

exclusively planted, the tendency certainly is to over"
coddle plants raised from seed of this valuable variety,
and many failures may be traced to this cause, whereas,
in cases when the seed has received the same treatment
as the commoner varieties, the results have been eminently
satisfactory.

" AThat do you think of the accompanying piece of ledger
bark from a 5J year old tree?"

We are naturally gratified to have such strong con-
firmation of our opinion that plants from ledgeriana,
seed will generally come true to type, and as to the
successful growth of the trees the desiderata clearly
are good climatic conditions and (above all) free soil.

A SPLENDID SPECIMEN OF BARK FROM A 5J YEAR OLD TREE

Most of our readers are aware that not only is the
bark of ledgeriana rich in alkaloids but large in sub-
stance : thicker even than succirubra bark. Knowing
this, I was, nevertheless, taken by surprize by the

specimen sent me of the 10 lb. dry bark taken from
a 5i year old tree at Yarrow.

1,
t os per lb. that

would mean £2 10s realized from one tree !) There
were three planters present when the packet was

opened, and they all insisted that the inner portion
of what was claimed to be bark was really wood.
But, ligneous as it looked, I said :

" No, not wood ;

cambium," and sure enough when pieces of the sup-
posed wood were cut away and masticated they gave
out a bitter so intense as to leave no further doubt
of their bona f'dns. My thought of the bark, there-

fore, is that it is splendid, and I hope yet to follow
Wordsworth by singing of Yarrow not only visited

but revisited. The experience obtained on this estate

in Pussellawa, by Mr. Wm. Smith at Mattakelly, and

by Mr. E. H. Cameron at .-^t. Regulus—not to mention
other cases,

—is conclusive in favour of good seed of

the most valuable of the cinchonas succeeding well
in nurseries and the resulting plants growing well in

the field, where conditions of climate and soil are
favourable. Where pure ledgerianas will not grow
well, hybrids will probably succeed, including those

resulting from a union of succirubra, of which I saw
some during my recent journey, which resemble those
on this estate in luxuriance of foliage and robustness
of growth.

—In this, which will probably be my closing
letter

" From the Hills
"
on this occasion, I think

readers of the Ohscrcer will acknowledge there is a

good deal of interesting and valuable information on
cinchonas and their culture : thanks to correspondents
and friends.

THE DWARF BAMBOO AS A COVERING FOR SHAVED

CINCHONAS.

Has any cinchona grower tried the dwarf upland
bamboo as a covering for shaved trees, and with what
result ? The leaves will, no doubt, rapidly wither
and drop oft', but the stems can be thickly laid on.

TEA AND Shelves.

An Assam planter of a good deal of experience, a visitor

to Ceylon, accompanied me in a walk over our tea-fields,
and expressed pleasure and surprize to see such growth
at such an elevation and on such steep features As
regards the soil, he agreed with previous visitors as
to its excellence. He was equally pleased with our
tea-house arrangements, especially the multiplying of

leaf-withering space by means of shelves (wooden
frames covered with cloth) held up, one above the

other, by the simple device of a knotted rope. That
idea for utilizing space he will carry back as a pre-
sent from Ceylon, the youngest of Indian tea dis-

tricts, to Assam, the oldest. As I write, at J p.m.,
the rain, which commenced about half an hour ago, is

pouring. What its effect on coffee may be remains
to be seen, Ijut, as there is no blossom out now. it

will probably be as beneficial to coffee as it certainly
will be to tea and cinchonas.
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SHAVING OF CINCHONAS.

By the way a planter I met yesterday spoke strongly
in favour of commencing to shave cinchonas at an early

age, contending that, if allowed to grow to six or seven

years before being operated on, growth will be ar-

rested by the shock ; while trees shaved at half the

age continue to grow, frequently repeated shavings
not stopping them. Thus do opinions differ.

THE CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA (MORE
PARTICULARLY C. OFFICINALIS) IN THE

YOUNG HIGH DISTRICTS.

Some time ago, when there was a discussion on

the marvellous differences between clearings situated

almost alongside of each other in the high dis-

tricts, an experienced planter wrote to us as follows

in a letter laid aside at the time :
—

,
and especially those portions of it where

officinalis is flourishing most luxuriantly, was some 2

years to 3 years ago chiefly remarkable for its red ap-

pearance, the steepness and elevated position of the

fields referred to making it a very conspicuous object for

some miles around. This ol)jectionable colour, how-

ever, has now been replaced by the rich green of

thousands of officinalis trees, and by the paler but

brighter line of the succirubra. I do not refer to

the older cinchona clearings on the estate, for they
have always been green since the trees were 2 years old.

The soil is not what would be considered rich, but
it is of a free loamy nature with a considerable ad-

mixture of sand in places. It is well sheltered, and the

annual rainfall is from 70 to 80 inches. The older olKci-

nalis clearing is situated in a basin, the land gently

sloping to an almost flat centre, and the trees are equally

large and healthy over the whole aroi of the hollow.

An " abandoned plantation
"

is on the opposite side

of the valley, having a different aspect and rainfall,

and some 5 miles distant from . A casual

glance at the soil of the two estates would be quite
sufficient for the most inexperienced person to form
his opinion of the respective merits of the two places,

apart from considerations of aspect, climate, position
and elevation. The one ruhs from 5,000 feet to 6,000
feet. The "abandoned plantation" does not reach

6,000 feet. It is, I believe, impossible to arrive at

any satisfactory conclusion, as to why some estates

are more suitable for the cultivation of officinalis than
others are, Init I have noticed one fact in connec-

tion with this : and that is that on most of the places

adjoining the patanas officinalis is doing well, whereas
on the other side of the valley an even cover of this

variety is almost unknown. Yet, on the other hnnd al-

most adjoining the " abandoned plantation" is a place
where there are many thousauds of very fine 4-year old

trees, and on land very near there is a very good and
even 2year old clearing. The more one tries to

arrive at the "reason why," the further one gets
afield. I believe, that recently opened land is

often too wi t, and that the action of sun and air

upon it will eventually make it very good cinchona

land, and I see no reason why replanting should not

be carried out on land where plants and trees have

died, provided, of course, that one takes care to avoid

really stiff clayey places. Close draining and one dry
season will, I think, go a long way towards preparing
damp soil for cinchona.

My theory with regard to ofEcinalis, though it

may be a very wrong one is, that our forcing
climate establishes a growth which, from the poverty
and unfavourable condition of our soils, the roots

cannot keep pace with. To remedy this I am trying

topping 1 and 2-year old ofEcinalis trees
a,t

3 to 4

feet. This throws strength into the roots, and 1

have seen it arrest canker. I cannot yet say cvre

it, as I must allow more time before I can speak
positively.

I do not attach much value to a light

rainfall, as I know two other places equally favoured
in this respect (it it k an advantage), and yet ofliciualis

has died out tliere in a most heartrtnding manner.

(A month later.)

This much I can say with regard to the above,
that some officinalis trees which looked quite unaiile

to prolong a miseiable and hungry existence a month
longer, have from being topped at about 4 ft. (i in.

thrown out a bunch of healthy suckers and have
filled out in the stem considerably, but, on the other
hand, some of those I topped have died.

I have very little to add to what I wrote to you
about the cinchona on and . The former

place continues to improve steadily, while the reverse
is I believe the case with the latter place : but, as
I said before, there is vast difference in soil, climate
and rainfall between the two places. From what I

have observed in the Bogawantalawa valley I should

say I hat officinalis will grow very fairly well from
North Cove along the slopes of the ridge dividing
Bogawantalawa from the Bopatalawa patanas down
to the top of KiUarney, at which latter place there
is a good clearing rising 3 years. On the other side

of the patanas Waverley and Sutton are ren>arkably
good and Holmwood also, where the peaty and clayey
soil of the flats and shallows is absent. Xlie soil all

over the area I have referred to above is of a very
light, dry and gravelly nature and the rainfall is light.
There is, however, in my opinion one essential to

success in growing cinchona officinalis, and that is

seed from old aud healthy trees. Given every ad-

vantage of soil, shelter, climate and elevation, I do
not think a successful clearing could be made with

plants raised from seed of young and unhealthy trees.

In 18S0 June-July I opened 20 acres ; planted it

3 feet + 3 fett with plants raised from the seed of

very old trees jjn Manickwattle, and I am convinced
that there are .it this moment at least 4,000 trees

growing on every acre of thecleiring. In I S82, Oct-
ober aud November, I planted 10 acres adjoining the

above with pLuits raised from seed from young treis

4 to 5 years old, aud not 10 p -r cent of them are

alive. I admit I was more favored with regard to

weather when ]>lanting the older clearing, but the

difference was not great enough to cause such|a contrast.

I have noticed in one of my ofliciualis clearings that
the only portion of it alive is a small piece regularly
nibbled off bv elk, and in this piece there is hardly a

vacancy, but the 2-year old plants are merely bunches
of Slickers from 2 feet to 3 feet high.

Sulphur liberally sprinkled in seed beds where the

young seedlings are dying off is a certain cure, as I

have proved over and over again. It should be

sprinkled some 4 inches beyond the outside of the

dying circle.

PLANTING NOTES ON THE STRAITS
SETTLEMENTS.

No. 4.—BY H. COTTAM.
PIONEERING IN PEBAK—THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATES ON ONE'S

IDEAS C'ECILI.\TEACLEAEING—CHINESE NEIGHBOtTRS—OPIUM
EATING A.VD TALKING ALL NIGHT—MALAYS IN THE CLEARING
LINING—THE IIAUIT Of SMOKING CHIARETTES AJIOKGST THE
MAL.WS—OUR liUSTIC FLOWER GARDEN—CHINAMEN, 5HLAVS
AND KLINGS (TAMILS)—RAINTALL— 1 KVEH AND HARD TIJIES—
A KNOWING ELEPHANT AND STILL MORE KNOWING .MONKEVS—
ELEPH.1NT TRAVELLING lOURNEVS TO WATERLOO :—AMA-
TEUR BAKING—CENTIPEDES—THE CHINESE NEW YEAR IN
PEBAK.

A letter from Ceylon just to hand from a planter and old
friend in the Madulsema district reminds me that my letter

No. 1 addressed to you contrasted very favourably to my
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pri\ate letter to him. Now the only way to account for this

is differenue of climate, temperature high, aud hiyh smuUs
from the neiylibouring Chinese villages.

The plain truth of the matter is this:—To catch the rainy
season it was necessary to ilescend from the mountain top
3,500 feet above the sea to a clearing only about 1.200

feet elevation. Added to this, the neat little shaded well we
had cut for our people tliere was in a filthy state and
the « ater unfit to drink or even wash in, all the accumu-
lated dirt from the Chinese and Malay compounds being
washed down into their drinking water. Millions of mos-

ipiitoes of the riug-tail variety disputed our right to camp
at these diggings aud simply mobbed a poor fellow at

certain hours of the twenty-four, kt'epiug up a perpetual
tune on (heir litlle musical instrument (a cross between
the Scotch bagpipe and a Jew's harp). Any way they harped
on the same >ilW string all night aud drove their poisonous

probosccs (if u(.' may use the expression) into every part
of our unfortunate bodies covered or uucovered. It took

the bloodthirsty little vagabonds some time to fiml your
humble servant, because they evidently mistook me for a

Chinaman, and jumped at the conclusion that I smoked to-

bacco aud that of doubtful quality, little dreamiug. deluded
little insects (God bless them!), that I was fresh from the

hill, with blood in good order and offered no obstacle to their

taking me in the flank or even entering in a body by the

door or window made of Bertam leaves and without the

tear of being smoked out (the writer only indulging in a

meditative smoke of one cheroot after breakfast and one
after dinner). However the mosquitoes remained outside for

several days, thank goodness, though they
'* made for me"

properly every time I went out for a walk or to speak to the

Chinese or Malays in the evening.

The JMalays seemed to get the lion's share of their atten-

tion, and scratched themselves into ugly sores all over their

bodies, and their blood not being very rich harbours the poi-
sonous bite and festers into deep-seated ulcers : they com-

plain bitterly of the " Namoo" or mosquito. Partly owing
to their bodies itching and perhaps through a bad night's

rest, the Malays worked very carelessly in the clearing, en-

gaged as they were in lining for holes 10 by 10 forLiherian

coft"ee. One of them would creep along at a snail's pace
with the Uniug I'ope until he reached the pl^ce to stop and
stretch the line, whereupon he immediately produced a

cigarette aud squatting down on his hind legs bt-gan to

smoke, looking as though he did n't care to call the Queen
his aunt—so contented aud happy a cuss.

I made a rough calculation that from the smallest boy to

the most ancient individual they smoked about twenty
cigarettes on an average. It was several days before I

could check the bad haliit, but now the Malays seldom
smoke in my presence. Yet the cigarette may always be

seen lurking behind the ear of every Malay man or boy
ready when the "Tuau" (master) is not looking. Hut
with all the faults of the Blalays I love them well. Ti ey
are a much better people than generally represented
to be by people who do not know them well. I

shall therefore devote a whole Irttor t" thm iu this series

in reply and as a counterblast to a letter written from
Pernk si)me time ago, andwhith, being 50 ?fH^)'7/p, disgusted
and annoyed the majority of the Europeans in Perak, es-

pecially old settlers who have had Malay servants for years
and where mutual love and respect exist.

The Hill-BIalays are very clever at running up a shanty
in the jungle, and the one I occasionally live in is very

snug, made entirely of jungle sticks aud plaited leaves of

the Bertam. Heavy rain descended but none came iu. The
floor is made of bamboo and strips of bark, and uot a nail

is used in the whole construction, rattan cane always being
used as a substitute for nails, iu other words strongly lied.

Their own huts are of the same pattern, built

on piles diiveu into the gi'ound. The floor of a

Malay hut is rather more open to enable them to smoke
ad Uhitinn aud spit as much as they like, and emjity tlieir

rice water away without the trouble of opening the door.
For protection from wild animals at night (tigers have
often entered houses aud cairied off human beings and
domestic animals and do so still hi maini parts of the

peninsula) the an-angement of an elevated floor is safe
and secure, and, as before remarked, they prefer an open
floi.v to let the rubbish go throvigh to climbing up and
down the staii's or wooden ladder.

This uew dealing, called "Cecilia" and named after one

of the daughters of His Excellency Sir- Frederick Weld
Governor of the Straits Settlements, is a pretty formation
or lay of laud, and I managed to trace three good bridle-

patlis through the clearing with the aid of oue of

Walker's tracing machines procured by the Perak Go-
vernment. These roads improve the appearance of the

Cecilia estate immensely. There are a fewacres of flat ground
suitable for a site for building a buugalow, outhouses,
and sheds for a farmyard, with grass field aud paddock
for horses, cows, sheep, pigs, and poultry. The water

supply is the difficulty, but this may be conquered by
spouting water from a considerable distance from the

hiU ranges above, or cutting drains for the same pur-
pose to economize galvanized iron spouting, wliich is

very expensive aud difficult of transport.
All flowers grow well here, for we amuse ourselves

every evening (stop a bit ! I 'm not quite sure about the

kling being amused) making rustic little gardens under
the shade of large jungle trees, blentUng some of the
rare plants of the forest with domestic flowers, such as

the carnation and pink, crotons of kinds, calladiums,
both wild and cultivated varieties (incUuling the black

one), belfry, and a lovely climber, white and scarlet, cocks-
combs of rare beauty, asters, ziuias, begonias, sweet

wilham, phlox drumonclii, coleus vaiiegated, and dark

purple grows freely, crocuses, pink aud wliite, gladiolas,

criuums, scarlet, and liUes, &c.

Amongst other pretty things collected in the Perak

jungles is a large pink or orauge flowering shrub called

the ixora, I believe. If this was mentioned in a pre-
vious letter, I won't apologize, for repetition can do no
harm iu this case.

Tiger-striped wild ginger, resembling the maranta
zebrina common in Ceylon and a plant the Princess of

Wales is very fond of, jiulgiug from the photographs of the
Princess.

What should we all do in this world of ours, where we
cannot "

reject the weeds and keep the floAvers," making a
** heaven on earth," as Tom Moore would have liked, were
it not for the pleasures of gardening and reading':' They are

certainly the wiiter's two hobbies, but often very very
difficult to ride: for instance, when more land is opeued than
can be kept in order, the coffee, tea and cinchona nurseries

require all the available labour to keep them in order, or

heavy loss would be sustained. Flowers and rai'e plants are
then called rubbish by some peojile and in dry weather even

grudged a drink of water ! Then again, reatling is not

always practicable, for what with a row in the kitchen
between the cook aad Johnny Ajuo the boy, with Ha
Sing the water-carrier throwing in his opinion ;

an

argument between the kopala or head Chinaman about
advances on a road contract, aud the China sawyers kick-

ing up another bobbery, whilst the Malays have got a

long yam under weigh in a shanty under my nose and at

pointed parts of the story yells of laughter rend the aii* and
echo among the rocks ; a small gambling party iu the next

hut, and in' another corner a difference of opinion be-
tween Ha Koon and Ha Toon about a fowl mysteriously
disappearing; with opium smokers just turned out when
they ought to be turning iu, make up a sum total of the
most infernal rows ever heard or f^ver invented to upset the
nerves of a European, kept up religiously until the small
hours of the morning, when the wi'etches drop off one by
oue from sheer exhaustion and go to sleep about the time
that people in health should be getting up and going to work.
When they do turu out next morning they look as though
they wished they had never been born and that living iu

this world was a gigantic mistake, mooning along with a

stinking old bamboo pipe in the mouth and a big straw hat on
the head, wide trousers of blue or black aud sometimes

clattering wooden slioes, hea\'y eyehds and geuerally an up-
all-night-hat-eaved-in-dissipated-good-for-nothiug-looking-
soii-of-a-sea-cook.
The rains were hea.vy and continuous, and, though slowly,

yet surely, the Chinese finislied theii" cleai-iug contract and
took up the cutting of the roads traced.

Meanwhile oue of our klings fell ill of fever, and before

quinine could be obtained died. This was a loss to me,
for poor Valan was teaching me the Malay language by in-

tei-prcting in Malabar or Tamil. After the death of Valan,
the other khng, a very old-fashioned indi\adual, bolted with-
out his clothes. So we took the liberty of usiug oue of his

comboys or sarongs to make a winding-sheet for Valan.
Half-a-dozen Malays willingly dug a sLx-foot grave for

the deceased cooly and about niid-day earned him to hi
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loug home, his durai beiug the oiily moiu-uer, though the

Mahiy headman remarked that he hoped somebody would

give him as good a funeral when his turn came.

Being now without au intrepreter, and my knowledge of

Malay very limited, for I had only been 6 weeks or two
months in Perak, there was difficulty in making myself
understood, and Mr. Bozzolo kindly relieved me, he com-

ing down to Cecilia and I I'eturning to the mountain top
bungalow. I believe Mr. B. made short work of the

Chine.sc and soon put a stop to the nocturnal row they
made by chasing them round with a long bamboo, and, as

they owed the Government money for advances on con-
tracts for the jungle felling and cleanng, a holing
contract was given them to clear themselves and then clear

out altogether !

Suffice it to say, at the expense of his health, for several

bad attacks of fever laid him low, Mr. B. succeeded in

getting the Ceciha clearing planted before the rains were
over about Christmas time.
The climate here is vei'y similar to that of Ceylon : 3

months of wet weather in October, November, and Dec-
ember, squally weather at the change of monsoons in
the middle of the year, and the rest as di-y and hot as—as—well—as a baker's oven !

It may interest some of yom'
" clerks of the weather,"

who take an interest in meteorological returns, to see the
rainfall for the past wet .season in Perak, so hereivith a

copy of the register on oiu' Government Hill Garden :
—

Meteorological returns for Nov.-Dec. 1882 and Jan. 1SS.3 of
the Government Experimental Mountain Gardens, Perak.
Elevation 3,.500 ft. Thcr. in the shade.

Inches. Average Temp.
1882.—Total rainfaU for Nov. 16-79 7U°
1882.— „ ,, „ Dec. 6-66 70°
1883.— „ „ „ Jan. 1-42 74°

Total 24-87

Both December and January fell short of the average rain-
fall of past years in Perak. October retm-ns were sent to the
Government Office.

N.B.—Though the December rainfall only amounted to 6-00
tlie days were cloudy and we had good planting weather,
which was much better than heavy phimi^s of i-aiu, there

beiug few breaks in the working days.
On the 2ud Feb. (this month) we got 1-74, on the 6th

42 points, and points on the 7th Feb.
You will see that January was very deficient in rain,

and our newly planted supphes suffered to some extent
in consequence on the hill, though on Cecilia, where the
forest wa.s only recently felled virgin forest, everything
put down is gi-owing remarkably well, and promises
to be a successful clearing for tea and coffee of both
Liberica and Arabica as well as fruit-trees and rubbers,
&c., ifcc.

Although more fortunate than Mr. B. in escaping fever
nevertheless I began to feel out of sorts, and used an
Englishman's pri\Tlege pretty freely by

"
growling like a

bear with a sore-head "
at everything and anj-thiug—a

sure sign of the Uver being out of order. When in this
state a letter from Captain Schutze generally arrived by
a kling, inviting me to spend the follo%ving Sunday at

Waterloo, and this of course was duly accepted, the Jjony,
which we named "the Diike of Wellington," being m
readiness at the lower bungalow. The nde to Waterloo
was not "beer and skittles," however, for the " Iron Diike "
was very ti'oublesome and lazy at times and bad at going
downldll, and if I dismounted he expressed objections
to my getting up ag.ain, and then when everj-thing was
going on smoothly and the rider began to hum a tune
m contentment whilst passing through a natural
botanic garden (for such is the vii-gin forest of Perak),
the Duke would come to a dead stand-still before
a giant of the forest l.i or 16 feet in circumference
lying prostrate acros.s the bridle path, and all this time
the heavy rain falling iti a most pitiless fashion on horse
and rider.

A climb up .Jacob's ladder brought me to the Waterloo
bungalow, tired and wet through, and the "

gin-sliug,"
already on the verandah table, for our especial benefit, was
very acceptable, the dis*ance travellnd beiug about 14 miles,
more than half of which distance walked, and breakfast

nowhere, except perhaps a bottle of beer and a Chinese
rusk at the tamby's caddy on the Kwala Kangsa road
to Gapis

On another occasion we made a journey to Waterloo'
walking eight miles down our own hill to the lower garden
on the banks of the Kangsa river, and mounted the
female elephant, who carried u.s along Lady Weld's road
and on towards " Eomah Papan

"
to the turn off at Sara

Liberian coffee garden without mishap, but when des-
cending the steep jungle path roiuuling the picturesque
Limestone-hill before referred to, she began to show signs
of unwillingness to go on any further. Oapt. E. had dis-
mounted and Mr. Yare got up in liis stead, but our combined
weights only amounted to about 300 lb., or say three hundred-
weights, not at all a heavy load for an elephant (although a
female). I remarked that her ladyship was very lazy, where-
upon Mr. Yare gave her a gentle kick at the back of the
left ear and she accordingly went a little faster, but on
arrival at a dirty pool of water sucked up a considerable
quantity of gray, muddy, luke-warm water and throw-
ing her trunk high in the air gave («c the full benefit of
a warm bath, smothering my shirt front and lilue cloth coat
with m,ud and filthy smelling stagnant water. This was
quite an unexpected unadulterated christening and so care-
less was this young woman in rounding corners where the
road was a gradient of about 1 in 6 and in passing by pro-
jecting branches of trees by the roadside that we thought
it prudent to perform the rest of our journey on foot, getting
wet as usual before reaching the ^^'atorIoo bungalow. How-
ever, it is a long jungle path that has no short cut, and on
arrival a bath and cliange of clothes with refreshment soon
made us forget the unpleasantness of jungle travelling in the
rainy season in Perak.

The young ladies treated us to select music, and everj'
luxury that could be wished for was obtainable at Captain
Schutze's hospitable board. A full description of this estate
was given in letter 3. So we need say no more than what
has been before stated that it is a fine property, beautifully
situated and the bungalow very comfortable. Among.st
other amusements in the drawing-room is au organ mounted
by four figures, one of them a monkey in full dress play-
ing the violin, whilst another gentleman collects the half-

pence, though, should anybody play him a practical joke by
putting anything foreign to money into the plate, he de-
liberately throws it back to the donor. Another holds a
bottle in one hand and goblet in the other and drinks to the
visitors, and the fourth is an ancient individual who twists
a golden serpent round a pole. All of them shake their heads
in a knowing manner and roll their eyes, making up a very
comical and amusing exhibition (" all for a penny").

Unfortunately the Schutze family took their departure from
Perak to Singapore last Christmas, and Mr. Wambeek from
Ceylon is in charge. Poor fellow he nnist have a lonely
time of it by himself. There are no planting neighbours
between this and Kwala Kangsa on the one side and
Thaipeng on the other: both towns very far away.
Perak is certainly very thinly populated and tlie monkeys
seem to hold possession of thousands of acres that might
be under cultivation. It seems a desolate country at
times and requiresa stout heart to make oneself feel
at home in such a wilderness. Poor Taylor isdown
with liver in Penang and bis good wife and family with
him and it is feared he will not be allowed to return to
his duties. I believe Mr. B. has gone to see them off to
England, if fit to be removed from his sick bed. The
state of Perak loses the services of an able and energetic
officer of loug and steady service. He was in charge of the
armed police-force at Kwala Kangsa, the Resident's
quarters.
When at K. K. Mrs. T. kindly supplied us with bread

on the hill, but .since Christmas we had to depend entirely on
Huntly & Palmer's. .Sometimes runinng out of biscuits, we
then tried a bag of flour and a bottle of baking-powder, and
Mr. B. purchased a " Mistress" stove. The writer turned
baker and the first loaf was a success, being made with milk.
The next loa.' not so good, being heavy and causing dreams of
murder and Si-e, two-edged swords, snakes, centipedes, and
other dreadful things.
The last-named imect comes down from the roof regularly

every evening when the duplex lamp is put on the dining
table. Great big ones sometimes come Hop on the table, and
one night a centipede stmig me on the pulse vein and threw
me into a fever all night, ch-cauiing that another
was inside the bed and had stuug my left leg! On
New Year's night a big fellow dropped iuto my plate,
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so being the festive time of the year I gave him a cjrinl! of

*** three star brandy and pushed him into it—altogether bice

a certain Duke in English history in the butt of Malmsey.

Mr. Denison, the superintendent of Lower Perak, when

here with the Eesideut, had a young one drop into his

finger-glass
and wriggle about like a young alligator. There

are half-a-dozen good specimens in the bottle of *»*, but

their fate does not deter the others from exploring the

dinuer tabic ,
f,jr there was one asleep on a ripe pineapple

only last night iu the middle of the dinner things.

By the bye we made our own tea, and a very .strong

brew it was too, everything done in the orthodox man-

ner, gathering, withering, rolling, fermenting and firing,

the choolah or furnace being an old kerosine drum similar

to the Deyeuewatte apparatus iu BaduUa. It was cert-

ainly killing 3 birds with one stone, a loaf of home-

made bread and a gooseberry tart in the oven and pan-

ning tea outside.

The " Mistress
"

stove has now found its way into the

kitchen, and Johnny China makes the bread as hard asbricks.

I believe the Revala Kwala Europeans got their staff-

of-lite from Thaipeng, 18 or 20 miles off, in the mail-

bags, but the postman objected to the great weight of

the letters and newspapers as the community increased

in number,
On Mr. B.'s returu from Penang I shall have to camp

at Cecilia clearing again to connect the roads already

cut and trace some more. I hope the mosquitoes will

not find me out unlil the job is finished. The heat is

great, too, at this time.

A notice in the Straits Times appeared lately of the

marriage of Mr. Woodgate, formerly our neighbour in the

Madulsima district. He was also advertising for a field

assistant, both circumstances good signs of prosperity. He
is a fledged surveyor in Malacca somewhere.

With a few Malays we are transplanting aud pricking

out Ledgeriana plants, with klings gathering coffee and

pruning tea bushes, another gang cementing the bath

room floors, and Chinese carpenters making an office

and .storeroom.
, , , t 1 u

Life here is pleasant enough when backed up by labour,

never mind how many different nationalities come to work.

But when nobody comes, the feeling is very much akin to

running amok !

, ,, . xt

Today and yesterday the Chinese commenced their P<ew

Year and their great ambition seems to be to see how many

they can stow away and how much noise they can make with

their Chine.se crackers for chin-chin joss.

Little Hongkong lets bang a volley from the sawyer's

lines on the ridge, and immediately big Shanghai opens fire

in return from the road contractor's quarters at the foot of

the hill.
, , , . „

Kwala Kangsa looked in the darkness from a bird s-eye-

view like London (on a very small scale) with its numerous

feasts of ;lanterns on the bank of the Perak Kiver or Thames

of th» Peninsula.

»
LOWCOUN'TRY PRODUCTS.
(From a planter on his travells.)

LIBERIAN COFFEE.

I have only seen the books of one estate in Kalutara,

and they shewed that the 3-4 year old clearing is bearing

now at' the rate of over 5 cwt. per acre, planted 10 feet

by 10 feet, or nearly U cwt. per acre at 7 feet by

7 feet; and this estimate is nearly picked now,

the balance being certain, which goes more strongly than

words to refute Mr. Ferdinands' opinion and statements.

Any of your readers who is disheartened with present

eloomy prospects, or better still you yourself, Mr. Editor

cannot do better than take a trip into oue of the New

Products districts, and refresh your eyes and heart

with the results of the past five years' work, aud the pre-

sent prospects of most estates.

LEAF-DISEASE ON LIBEKIAN COFFEE : BIG CEOPS.

I have been told that leaf-disease woiUd shortly kill

out Liberian coffee, and indeed an idea of of this kind

has become rather general lately, I thiuk, but on this estate

we find the trees, which have lately bad an attack of leaf-

disease, ripening up a fine crop of coffee, till on this

email property of about 180 acres (30 of which are yoimg

»nd scarcely contribute anything) Mr. Jaxdine's estimate

of 3,500 bushels parchment is certain, and he believes that

4,000 will be got in, it not more. To date about 2,000
bushels parchment ,

have been dispatched, while the trees

are still laden with crop, aud a very fine blossom has just
set equal to at least 2,U00 bushels. This is the first big
blossom of 1883, and is fully as early as last year's, and
from the a^jpearance of the coffee, which is vigorous and

healthy now, one can easily understand that Mr. Jardine's

forecast of next year's crop, 6,000 buihels parchment, is

very likely to be got.

COST OF CULTIVATION OF LIBERIAN COFFEE AUD COCOA.

Leaf-disease may attack the coffee—it does, but planters
have made up their mind to see it more or less every-
where nowadays ;

and the desideratum of the coffee planter
is not coffee free from leaf-disease, but crop !

—no matter
what the condition of the trees is, and coffee bearing and

blossoming as this is doing is certainly pretty near what
is wanted. Its healthy appearance at present, under
the crop, is sufficient to justify our believing that

it will live for a number of years, and give returns which
will make it a handsome investment. On the 150 acres

in bearing the crop is over all equal to 5 cwt. per acre,

liut if we take the oldest field it is at present giving about

10 cwt. per acre, and taking into account that it was very

widely planted
—more than double the width Liberian

coffee is being planted nowadays f—you will easily under-

stand what a crop the trees are just ripening. The pulp-

ing-house is small, but railway transport makes up for

this, as Mr. Jardine dispatches his coffee straight from the

cisterns (wet) to the station, and it arrives in Colombo in

perfect condition, to be dried and sorted there. The pulper
was cutting a few of the leaf-diseased cherries, but not

very many, and on a good sample of cherry this pulper,
a Walker's disc, makes very good work, and it will, no

doubt, be improved upon yet, when the picking over of the

tails, which has to be done at present, will be unnecessary.
The coolies were picking three bushels cherry on the

occasion of my visit, reminding one of bumper crops up-

country, in days of old.

Liberian coffee and cocoa can now be carefully brought
into bearing for E1'20 to R150 per acre, including purchase

money for land; but iu the days when Liberian coffee

plants cost 25 cents each, only 4 years ago, it was a very
different matter, and I know of an estate in another dis-

trict, which, with plauts, &c., cost about ESSO per acre the

first year.
In order to provide against contingences, and assure the

stability of the investment in the future, the proprietors
have had cocoa interspersed throughout the coft'ee, and in

one field the cocoa I saw about 18 mouths ago a very
doubtful success is now rearing its head above the coffee,

iu beautiful avenues, while clusters of ripe pods all over

prove that it has found a suitable habitat. A few cwts of

cocoa have alread been dispatched, aud prices obtained for

it, KoOto E55percwt, augur well for the futm-e.

VAEIETIEa OF COCOA.

There are on this estate in one small field a large number of

varieties of cocoa, but, so* far, the market value of these

varieties has not yet been ascertained.

The pods (mostly yellow) on some trees are very large,

aud a cwt. of clean cocoa is obtained from two-thirds of

the number required iu the common variety. Mr.
_

Jar-

dine is at present in communication with Dr. Trimen,
with a view of finding out if any of the other varieties

are now considered better than the ordinary one from the

botanist's point of view, aud when Dr. Trimen has given
a definite answer in a regard to them Mr. Jardine will

probably give the public through yoiu- columns the bene-

fit of it.

EXPEEIMENTS WITH WEEDS.

The whole estate will this year be planted with cocoa

between the lines of coffee at different distances apart.

A small plot of coft'ee has been left uuweeded except

removal of jungle staff, as an experiment. It has been

over a year unweeded and the coffee shows no difference

from the surrounding field. Lately however a small

grass weed has appeared, which Mr. Jardine fears will

damage the coffee much when it spreads, if left; and it

will be interesting to know if it does so after a while: this

I have no doubt Mr. Jardine will let us know, in d«9

course, through your columiis.
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PEPPER TINES OBOWN ON TO JAZ-TEEE BEEAXWINDS.
Jak plants have been put in all over the estate as

breakwiuds, and for slight shade, and on the stems of

them pepper vines are to be trained; a email experiment
in growing pepper already having succeeded very well

indeed. I noticed little or no damage to coffee trees grow-
ing close to Oeara rubbers, but perhaps iu time they may
be injurious to the coffee and cocoa in their vicinity.

FEUIT TEEE3.

Anon we retrace our steps to the bungalow, and during
the short "

gloamin,
" have just time to inspect a large

number of fruit trees which the careful superintendent has

planted aU round the bungalow—indeed more or less all

over the estate. Every superintendent in Ceylon, but e.speci-

ally in the lowcountry, should make a point of planting
an abimdance of fruit trees ;

and every proprietor shoxjd
insist on this being done. There is no estate to which
coolies can be got so easily, and in which they settle down
so readily, as that on which they can obtain fruits either
free or to pui'chase ; while to Europeans plenty of vegetable
diet means health in the lowcountry especially, and to
have such a variety as we find in this estate means luxury
too. The following hst gives you some idea, and was just
penned from memory :

—Mangoes (varieties), mangosteen,
roseapples (varieties), guavas (varieties), soursop, custard-

apple, almonds (varieties), Brazilian cherry, lovilo\'i,

bilimbi, oranges (8 varieties), limes, citrons, pomegi'anate,
avocado pear,shaddock, grenadilla, jambu, tamarind, plantains,
splendid pineapples, grape vine, and several others

; while

tomatoes, knolkohl, lettuce, cabbage, beans, radishes, spin-
ach, onions, bandakai, &c., with a nice collection of crotons
and flowers prettily laid out, complete the contents of a

garden, as tasteful to the eye as the palate, and a preserver
of health in itself.

But it is getting dark, and there is only time for a bath,
before the lamps are lighted and we sit do\vn to a most
enjoyable meal, seasoned with a pleasant flow of stories from
our host of "

days of old," which make the time fly .so fast,
that we are astonished to find it so soon time to '* turn
in

" when we would fain listen all night to such interest-

ing
"
yarns."

After a very early tea next morning, I started off for

Delgolla estate in Kurunegala.
The distance is twenty miles from UdapoUa, but by the

arrangement of our kind host of last night, in the shape
of relays of bullocks at different points on the road, it

was easilj' reached by 10 o'clock a.m.
The drive along tliis fine road is very pleasant iu the

cool of the morning, and the continual change of scenery
makes it interesting too.

PADDY HAEVESTING.

Harvest operations are in full swing amongst the vill-

agers, and the " increase" in their case this year seems
to be bountiful. Large numbers of small ricks or stacks
were piled along the paddy-field bunds, while the uncut
paddy seems to be hanging nearly flat in many fields

with the weight of the grain.

ACCLIJIATIZED TAMILS.

I was surprized to see such numbers of Tamils settled
iu the houses alongside of the road, and a planter made
the remark iu explanation of it, that when once a cooly
gets acclimatized to the Kurunegala district, he rarely leaves

it, which I could readily understand from the numbers I saw.
Most of them were previously engaged on the abandoned
estates round about, and their remaining on in the district
is a great advantage to the estate superintendents, who,
iu their liusy season, can get any extra coolies they re-

quu-e at once, and pay them off immediately the work is

done.
DELGOLLA ESTATE.

At about 10 o'clock a.m. I reached Delgolla estate, and
a short drive along a road lined on either side with rubber
and fruit trees, and with neatly trimmed hedges, brought
us to the bungalow.
This being the busy season, Mr. Fox did not arrive for

some time and this gave me time to write a few letters, which
I did.

In front of the bungalow a long avenue stretching away
over a mile, and lined on either side with cocoa and jak
trees, with a little hill in the distance crowned by a
Buddhist temple produces a very pleasing effect.

When the trees grow up and shade the avenue, this

will be a very pleasant promenade.
500 ACRES OP COCOA.

After breakfast we start for a round of this truly magni-
ficent sheet of cocoa, Delgolla and Dynevor having between
them an unbroken field of 500 acres.

SHADE FOR COCOA.

On both of those estates shade trees have been left all

over but they are being gradually thinned out and replaced
where necessary by valuable timber trees of quick growth
such as jak, halmilla, &c.

After a couple of years cocoa requires much less shade
than at first

;
indeed it can l>e planted without any, in

sheltered places, but trees help to act as windbelts till it

is firmly started, when by the arrangement of its own leaves
the tree shades itself in an umbrella fashion, completely
protecting the very delicate flowers from the rays of the
sun,

HOOT GROWTH OF COCOA.

The most careful planters have observed that for about
two years at first cocoa is mostly a taproot-feeder, and
diu-ing this period may make very slow progress, but
at about two years old it begins to throw out lateral roots

freely and grows away with astonishing rajiidity.

THE " SINE QUA NON" OF A SUCCESSFUL CLEARING.

Careful planting the first year and the absence of failures

are the siiie qua iiou in a successful clearing, which no
amount of supplying will ever make up for.

All the planters here use baskets, pots, or transplanters,
and in one clearing on Delgolla 1 saw, in 40 acres only 75
failures had occmTed.

PLANTING AT STAKE AND IN POTS.

Here planting at stake has been very successful too but I

think that this is accounted for partly by the white-ants not

attacking the plants(a most curious circumstance, as there are
white-ant hills all over the estate). Pots seem to be most

commonly in vogue and are available for several seasons if

carefully used, and, although the first cost is higher than

baskets, they are as economical iu the long run.

DISTANCE BETWEEN TREES.

The cocoa on Delgolla is planted at various distances from
9 ft. X 9 ft. to 13 ft. X 13 ft. apart : the former with a view of

getting the ground covered and sbailed quickly, and large
maiden crops; and then by removing every other plant
the remainder will be about exactly 13 ft. >; 13 ft. (as 9 ft. x

9 ft.=82 ft. and 13 ft. K 13 ft.=169 ft.) which is the distance

the planters here seem to think cocoa will ultimately cover.

The trees in the field planted 9 ft. y. 9 ft. are already met in

the lines, and form a complete shade to the ground, on
which the fallen leaves are beginning to make a layer of

mould round the roots. Moisture and cool below and heat

above are what cocoa delights in.

PRUNING —ESTIM.ATES OP CROP—COST OF OPENING ESTATE.

Mr. Fox goes in for pruning out all cross and dropping
wood below, leaving fine strong upward growing primaries
with strength to bear any amount of pods, and on many of

them long rows of pods indicate the suitability of this treat-

ment. On Udapolla I refrained from giving estimates or

figures in regard to the cocoa, as it is so comparatively young
but here we have figures to go by, which show what a pro-
fitable cultivation cocoa will now be in Kurunegala. On
the trees in their 4th and 6th year there is a crop being

gathered ot 4 cwt. per acre; and the estimate will most

likely be exceeded. This is selling at E.50 to K55 V cwt.,

anil Mr. Fox's forecast for next year of 5 cwt. per acre

from the same trees appears very moderate iu view of

the dift'erence in age. The cultivation of a cocoa estate

when once established is the simplest we have in the

island, and the opening of an estate and bringing it into

bearing need not cost more now (including cost of land)
than ];120 to R150 per acre. Suitable land is not very

plentiful, at least land of the same description as Del-

golla and Dynevor, which are nearly flat and fine soil.

The only difficulty appears to be in the curing, in which

the beans, as in the case of tea, must be fermented to a

certain point, and then fermentation stopped at once ;

otherwise the sample is inferior and price lower. On

every, cocoa estate a " clerihi;w" and steam or water

fan will be required to dry the cocoa, in the event of

wet weather, and aheady these have been erected on
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DelgoUa, and have been doing useful work during the
showery weather we have had lately.

CUEING THE BEANS.

A cooly picks two bushe Is of cocoa beans per diem, and
as 5 bushels wet = 1 cwt., the cost is only about S7c
a cwt. for picking as compared with R2 to E3 for Liber-
ian coffee. The pods are first cut from the tree, a sniaU

piece of stem being left on the tree, and the cooly takes
one in each hand, and mth a knock breaks them both
in halves, and then with one draw of his fingers dexter-

ously strips all the beans off the centre pidp. The pods
are then tin-own do^vn round the trees and act as manure,
while the beans are removed to the fermenting cisterns.

It takes from 5 to 9 days to properly ferment the cocoa,
.and it is then ready for washing. It is trampled first, as

in coffee with the feet, and then is removed in baskets
and carefully handwashed, as wasliiug with the " mata-

palagei" damages the beans.

I have no doubt that erelong some means less ex-

pensive will be found for washing, and the clerihew will be
much improved on too.

After washing, the cocoa is laid on mats to diy as coffee

is, if the weather is suitable
;
and at times it is advisable to

give it a rub over with small pieces of sack or cloth, which

improves the appearance of the beans, and facilitates dry-
ing in this showery weather.

The difference in well cured and badly cured cocoa amounts
to at least E20 per cwt., and the prices obtained for it, as

in tea, will depend in a much greater measure on the
careful attention of the superintendent to the curing, than
in the case o{ C(Jfea Arahiva, am\ the good man will have
a better chance of coming

'

to the fore
' than in days of old

with coffee.

EIPENING OF CHOP.

tt seems strange that cocoa on young trees does not

ripen nearly so quickly as on trees over 4 or 5 years old,

but the crop season in cocoa as in Liberian coffee extends

over eight months of the year
—which is a much less severe

strain on the trees than if it were confined to three months
as in the case of Coffea Arahica. By the time we had got
roimd the estate it was getting late, and I returned to the

bungalow more than pleased with my visit to this grand
sheet of cocoa, which I cannot say more for than that it

has exceeded the most sanguine expectations of Mr. Fox,
the part-proprietor and superintendent, and we all know
what that means, and how sanguine we are over the paper
calculations, in the case of a new venture—too often alas !

to be disappointed.

SatJIEBELS.

Squirrels used to destroy a lot of cocoa pods by eating

through the shell, when the beans go bad at once
;
but

after employing a watchman %vith a gim to shoot them for

two years they are practically exterminated now, on this

estate. At fir.st he used to kill six to eight a day, but now he

gets two with <Ufliculty ; however he must have been the death

of some thousands of those "
festive little cusses

"
first

aud last, and I wondered that he had never pre served their

skins, as the fur is pretty, and would sell well at home,
doubtless. He would do well, even now at the eleventh

hour of the squirrels' existence on Delgolla, so t-> speak, to

take a leaf out of the book of his American contemporaries.
These squirrel-hunters use bullets ouly, and shoot the

branch the squirrel is sitting on, when by the shock he

usually drops stunned to the ground, with his coat per-

fectly uninjured. When squiiTels are scarce aud.skiusin

good demand, his coat is carefully removed something on
the principle of cinchona stripping, when I was assured it

renews perfectly from 6 to 9 months, and having a much
larger percentage of soft hairs, which sell at so much a

unit, the renewed skin is much more valuable than the

first one.

FEUIT AND RUBBER TEEES.

But to return to our subject of " New Products." Rourfd
Mr. Fox's bungalow are a large number of fruit and rubber

trees, the latter the result of a very moderate investment
in seeds aiul pl.ants (I forgptwhich), amounting to R2'76

(two rupees and seventy-six cents"), aud from tlii>se trees

Mr. Fox has sold Kl,500 (fifteen hundred) worth of plants
and seeds—a very good retiu-n for his money !

There can be no doubt that a few rupees in-
vested in many of the new products now being advert-
ized would, as a rule, pay handsomely, while, should the
extension prove likely to be successful a nucleus having
been formed, it would be an easy matter and inexpens-
ive to extend the cultivation at any time.

After (hnner, to which a neighbour came in, weary
with his long round of work in this exhausting climate,
the bullock driver got instructions to " hitch the insect,"
and I was soon rattling back merrily to IMapolla, which
was reached somewhere about the wee short hour ayont
the twal', and my conversation with Mr. Jardine (so far
as I can remember) amounted to :

—"You 've got back all

right?"
"

Ye.s, th.anks." "You look very sleepy."
"
Yes, good

night I

"
I scarcely remember even this much.

LIBEEIA ESTATE:—THE COFFEE CROP.

Liberia e-state lies about four miles from Udapolla, part of
this being along the edge of the railway, aud after leav-

ing Udapolla about 8 a. m. I reached Liberia in time for
a walk before breakfast. The trees here are in good
heart. Leaf-disease has almost entirely disappeared. A
fine blossom just out augurs well for next year's crop,
which Mr Sturgeon expects to amount to 2,500 bushels
parchment. The coffee on this estate is very widely
planted lOJ ft. k lOJ ft. on an average, but cocoa, which
is coming on remarkably v?ell, is being planted all over
the estate with a view to supersede the coffee later on.
On this estate there is about 100 acres coffee planted
and in bearing, and the present crop, 2,000 bushels, is at
the r.ate of 4 cwt. per acre at this wide distance, and
with a good many vacancies, or planted 7 ft. « 7 ft. at
the rate of 9 cwt. per acre ! !

As in the case of Delgolla and Udapolla the estimate
this year will be fully got it not exceeded, and the
cocoa is already beginning to bear in some of the
first planted fields; 50 cwt. of a crop will be got from
it next year, a few cwt. being already in store. This
wiU increase very much tor the next few years till all

comes into bearing.

The country all round here ^except on some ridges)
seems best suited for cocoa, and the protection att'orded

by the coffee to the young plants helps the cocoa so

well, that in a short time we may expect to find all

the es'iites on this side—cocoa estates, with coffee as a

subsidiary product^
—in fact every estate round about is

being fully planted with cocoa so far as I could make
out, and the several clearings being filled this year are
all for cocoa also.

One enterprizing proprietor is this year planting up a
clearing between the lines of coffee with tea, and with
such an ample and well, distributed rainfall as there is,

(which I was astonished to see, aud annex), there seems
every reason to believe it will succeed well. The aver-

age is about 105 iuches for the two years, and it rained
in every month, February being the driest, and October
the wettest month of the year ;—

LIBEEIA ESTATE RAINFALL.

January. . .

February
Jlarch . . .

April

May
June

July
August . . .

September
October...

November
December

1881.
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MANURE.

Mr. Jardine carts manure from Kurimegala, a distance

of 9 miles, and lands it on the estate at about KG
per acre, allowing a bushel per tree, or 75 cents per cart,

including pui-chase money (about 12^ cents per cart).

RAILWAY TUANSPOET CHAEGES.

Mr. sturgeon on Liberia was de.sirous of taking advantage
of the railway to transport manure to the estate (Liberia),

having to cart, and the railway passing along the boundary.
The late careful TrafBc Manager only asked the very
moderate sum of K4-40 per ton for 2| miles transport ! ! !

Mr. .Sturgeon reiiuii'ing to load or unload the manme.
Calculating that Mr. .Jardine's carts ordy take J a ton, it

only costs him lli cents per mile per ton landed on any
point of the estate, compared with about E2 per mile

here, with the additional e.'.pense of loading and unloading.
Of com'se this stopped the work being carried out, but
it is surely very hard to think that instead of giving

every possible assistance and encouragement to new pro-
duct planters Government officials seem, in many cases,
to put as many difficidties as possible in the way.

THEFTS OF PRODUCE.

Another case came under my notice is this district, of

a man who was caught steahng in the act, with a bag
of cocoa pods ready to be removed ;

he was fined KIO : a

friend who had also a bag picked ready for removal escaped
free. Now the magistrate who tried them, a Sinhalese gentle-

man, must look on robbeiy of this kind from a very
lenient point of \'iew, and a little reflection on
his part would at once convince him of the amount
of damage he has already done ; as a man can remove in

one load K20 worth of cocoa beans, and it is almost im

possible to catch the thieves in a large cocoa estate
therefore it strikes one most forcibly, seeing that the
chances are about 50 to 1 against the thief being caught,
he is likely to make a fah-ly good thing of it, in the
course of a year : in fact by this singular prmishment on
the part of the Galagedara magistrate, he has fairly laid

the foundation of a new imlustry for his fellow-country-
men, doubtless unintentionally, and let us hojje that the
next offender may get punishment in lashes and hard-
labour somewhat adequate to his offence.

A FINE RUBBER TIEE.

One india rubber tree in front of Liberia bungalow 3 years
old measured 2 feet in circumference IS inches from the

ground, and is very high .and the milk very thick.

THE CARBOLIC ACID CURE FOK LEAF-DLSEASE.

I saw the area treated on TTdapoUa with carbolic acid,
and quite agree vnth what Mr. Jardine wrote to yoiu- paper
lately : and in one case I felt the carbolic acid fume,
strongly, several feet from the tree, which had leaf-dis-

ease on it, and a tin of pure carbolic beneath it !

CHEERING PROSPECTS FOE OLD AS WELL A NEW PRODUCTS.

When the foregoing notes were written for your jom-naj,
1 had not seen your junior editor's very able papers on
" Matale revisited," which every one musthavefelt e.xtremoly
interested in, and I now send on the balance of my notes

feeling .sure that at the present crisis, as a sequel (however
poor) to those letters just referred to, they will reach you at

an opportune moment, when their appearance can do no harm,
but may possibly do good by cheering some hard-worked

planter on the verge of despair, and I feel certain that any-
one who takes a trip over the ground I have just gone,
ami sees what I have feebly clesciibed, wiU exclaien like

the queen of Shelia that " the half has not been, told."

and in the not very far distant futiue there is :i likeli-

hood of comparative prosperity to the country agaiji, when
we shall be able to look on days of depression as a thing
of the past, and instead of only one great staple t'he failure

of which, in a bail season, l)rings such disastrou.s effects,
we shall have a variety of jiroducts, and be more op less

independent of the failure of any one of them ajiy year.
The year that m.ay be di.sastrous for one crop fas the late

one for coffee) is exactly suiteil for another (a,s last \'ear

was for tea), aiul the ba})py planter will then be abb- to

console himself with the retiection. tliat "it is anill-win<l

that blows nobody any good," and that '' his eggs are not all

in one basket."

109

If in the figures I have quoted there are any errors, I

apologize to the gentlemen who so lundly gave me the in-

formation; but one conclusion only can be arrived at from
the foregoing, which is, that in the 1,50U acres of cocoa,
besides Liberiau coffee, rubber, &c., which are flomishing on
Liberia, Udapolla, DelgoUa, Djnievor, Lowlands, (.!aiinhill,

Lismore, Kockcave, and a number of other equally good
estates in this vicinity, the nucleus of a grand district has
been formed, which in a few years will have thousands
of acres under " new products"; when the present
pioneers will have the satisfaction of seeing what bene-
factors they have been to the country, and also of knowing
that in their early investments they made a really

"
good

thing
"

of it, a very unusual curcumstauce in this world
\vith pioneers.

• Then happy lowly* heads lie down,
"
Uneasy hes the head that wears the cro^vut."

ALKALOIDS IN C. SUCClllUBBA AT HIGH
AND LOW ALTITUDES.

All connected with the cullu'e of cineliona will

read with special interest Dr. Trimen's letter given
on page 864. From this it will be seen that a

difference of altitude of 4,000 feet in favour of a
tree over nineteen years old grown at Hakgala
over one of equal age grown at Peradeniya, rcsultid

not only in more robust growth and more than 3J
times more bark, but in a pn^portion of alkaloids,

especially of the more valuable kinds, enormouely
greater. Unless, which is not very probable the tree

at Hakgala was specially sheltered from wind, the

case in favour of high altitude is exceedingly si rong.
If those who own high estates could only trench the

ground to 4 feet or so, they could no dnubtgrow
the vigorous C. succiruhra to great profit. Now that

shaving has been adopted, of course there would be no

necessity to wait more than a fourth of the period of

the growth of the trees experimented on.

THE PLANTING ENTERPRISE,
ACTUAL AND PROSPECTI\E, IN' TROPICAL

QUEENSLAND AND THE "NORTHERN TER-

RITORY" OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

To a correspondent, who is turning to good ac-

count, in Northern Queentlaml, planting experience
obtained in Southern India, we are indebted for the

following very inti resting details:—
The state of the planting industiy in Queensland at

present is faudy prosperous. Mackay, hitherto the premier

sugar district, will, perhaps, have, comparatively speak-

ing, the worst outtum. At Bundaberg a large area—hereto-

fore a cattle station—has been bought by a sjTidicate who
are now advertising for sale and lease in sections of 20

acres and upwards, and promising to put up a central

mill to crush the cane. They have foimded the township
of Barohn and are claiming for it points over which
Euskin and Dr. Richardson woidd agi'ee. The Pandora

Sugar Co. has satislicd the people of Rockliamptou thtit then-

neiglibourhood is suitable for sugar. Proprietors of the rich

scrub lauds in the Logan valley aie also ofi'ering land for

sale or lease in small .acreages, undertaking to give 10s

per ton for matm'ed caue as it stands in the field. This

plan the Colonial Sugar- Co. has largely adopted in New
South Wales and Fiji, and it is found to answer weU for

all ijarties concenied. Many people who do not care not-

withstanding liberal tenus to take vip land on the outposts
of settlement readily avail themsi-lves of this aiTangement

by which they are sm'e of a fis( d ix-tui'n for capital in-

vested. On the Burdekin Delta £2.j0,0U0 has al-

ready bctu expended on the plantations. Audmillaii

» Lowcountry.
t Of King Coffea Arabica.
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is to te extended to 5,000 acres. Tliis district, like

Mackay, Barolin and the Herbert, is what colonials

term "
open bush." The soil is of considerable fertility,

but commend me the jungle or " scrub
"
as it is caUed here.

Hundreds of Chinamen, as on the Herbert, Johnson and

Ciiirns, are employed. Tlie Kanakas employed on the

Burdikin are an insubordinate lot, and I fancy turn out

in the end very expensive labour, one nearly cut off an
overseer's ban il a short time ago, and it was the mutilation

of that member that saved his head. It is observable that

the contact with European labourers makes them worse

workmen. They are made too much of by ploughmen and
others ;

and the Kanaka overseer, who thinks he is bound
to keep his nose at a certain angle, has often the finger
of scorn pointi.'d at him by the white workmen and

generally in the presence of Kanakas. As may be expected,
however imiiosing the overseer may be, he does not carry
much moral m other influence under such circumstances.

I have bad very good accounts of the conduct of these

Islnders on the Johnston and in the Cairns district, and
so no ploughmen, owing to its lieing scrub land, are em-

ployed there, the milk in the coconut is accounted for.

I had to do with the working of a large mob of Kanakas
for a twelvemonth, where no white men, save overseers,

were employed, aiul more reliable and satisfactory labour

could not be found anywhere.
The pioneers of sugar planting are to be found

ou nearly every river of consideration so far up as

the Maclver near the extremity of Cape York Pen-

insula. I am sure there has already appeared in your col-

umns an extract of the Kev. J. Tenison AVood's graphic ac-

count of rich jungles between Cardwell and (.'ape Hat-

tery, a di.stance of some 120 miles. I h.ave been enquiring
of people who have been to Normanton aud the country

l>ordering on the Gulf of Carpentaria, and no one seemed to

consider it suitable for jilantiug enterprize. The inspection
of practical men may yet modify this opinion.

I had a long talk with a person down from the Northern

Territory of South Australia. He says the white-ants are

likely to have a disastrous effect on the sugar industry.

They devour the roots of the cane. It is the only agricult-
ural venture there yet, but he spoke of a Company that

had been formed somewhere for a coffee plantation
—

prob-

ably the gentlemen from Ceylon who took up land some-

time ago, as reported in your columns. There is very little

jungle, and akso no ranges of consequence, but the open
fore.st is of more than ordinary fertility and the rainfall

perhaps larger'than anywhere in Australia.

Mining also is a poor speculation there, and not to be at all

compared to the flourishing condition it has attained in

Victoria and Northern Queensland. The whites have to

abandon their allurial claims to Chinese, who appear to stick

to them so long as they can get sufficient to buy
" the

smell of an oil rag," which is reckoned hereabouts their

hard times fare.

Northern territory is unhealthy: my informant being a

specimen of the enervating effects of b.id climate and fever

pucka jungle-fever.
Coolies have not yet lauded there : at auy rate they had

not before he left.

The price of land has been raised from 7s fid to 12s an

acre, and the advance has caused great dissatisfaction that

has found vent in the columns of the Sydney newspapers.
The land surrounding the ports of Palmerston and Port

Darwin, he told me, was owned by English capitahsts. They
no doubt look forward to handsome returns when the trans-

continental railway becomes a matter of fact.

With labour at reasonabh' r.ates coffee planting will be-

come one of the great industries of Queensland. Even now
it should prove remunerative, for when one can get I (JO acres

for 2s (id an acre, the payment of this moderate sum spread
over five years, he can afford to give a fair wage. The
settler of small capital could not embark in a better under-

taking, for, different to the sugar farmer, he would be

independent of any possible caprices of a mill owner, and a

young family would be quite equal to the large amount of

light \vorh fortunately attached to this cultivation. As to

the question of the plant being at home here.there can be no

doubt : I my-elf have seen on trees in the Brisliane Botanic

Garden as good a crop as I have ever beheld on the .slopes

of Travancore or in the Pacific Islands, aud I have beard

especially good accounts of the Millicent Plantation Mackay,

and Gairloch estate in the Herbert River. I also saw with

pleasure some young plants at Spillers in the Loner Burdekin,
that looked strong and healthy, proving it is not too fastid-

ious to content itself with good open forest soil. At
Gladstone near Rockampton, many have got small gardens
of the berry, and even so far south as the Logan A'alley,
which by the way is in N. S. W., the plant makes itself

thoroughly at home. An old bu.shman, native of the colony,
told me there were interminable forests of heavy scrub on
the mountain sides between the Richmond and the riverabove
named. If they can be utilized for coffee what a paradise
for the planter ! Soil and climate equal to any in the

world, and white labour at half what it costs in Northern

Queensland. I saw a few full-grown plants in the Botanic

Gardens, Sydney, and even in that climate they had a few
berries on their sheltered sides, which, however, as might
be expected, were dwarfed and ill-formed.

From the Herbert in the south, far to the north, and for

hundreds of miles to the west of the coast ranger a terra

incognita lies, which, so far as it has been penetrated,
shows a dense jungle, with soil of the greatest fertUity and
au abundant supply of water. It should also suit coffee

together with other products. The name of " the Garden
of Queensland*' is already being applied to this region,

I had the pleasure of making the acquaintance of an

enthusiastic bushman and daring explorer, Mr. Christopher
Palmerston of Cairns, and when I touched upon the topic
of coffee he gave it to his opmiou that the Daintree river

was the most suitable place for its cultivation he had viewed

jn all his wanderings.

The Anti-Coolie League is an established institution.

From Townsville a delegate has been sent farther north to

haraugue and agitate. Considering the emigration not

that has been passed in your colony, and the similar one

that exists in India, the league is now really
"
fighting the

air." It answers well as a political
"
bogie

"
however, the

party fighting for the Anti-Coolie principle are pretty
certain to get into the power soon. '•

Queensland for the

white man "
is the sentiment of nearly every workman in

this colony, and no one can be here long without in some

degree sharing it. The expediency of colonizing tropical
Anstralia with Europeans is however open to question.
The rising generation certainly exhibits a falling back in at

least the physical attributes of his forbears. Whether this

is merely an adaptation to climatic conditions, or the

beginning of a series of stage of degeneracy can be settled

only I imagine by time. "Would it not be the wiser policy
for the Imperial Government to direct the stream of emi-

gration in the future to those temperate climes and fertile

countries, which Britain possesses in such profusion until

the suitability of Queensland for the Anglo-Saxon and
Celtic race is beyond question. Let us hope however that

our race is suited to people this beautiful country and
that the inhabitants of Queensland will reach Charles

Kingsley's beautiful ideal of a tropical people.

CEARA RUBBER.
To THB Editor of the " Plantees' Gazette."

28th February 1883.

Sit;,
—I hear from Mr. George Wall today that he has

madi' a round of several plantations growing the Ceara

rubbir trees in Ceylon, and he has tapped a great many of

the stems of the Mauihot Glaziovii on different plantations.

From feme trees he gets the richest rubber, which comes out

so thick it is nearly solid, in a short time
;
from other trees

only a watery discharge, which is almost valueless.

This is an extremely important fact for merchants on this

side to be made acquainted with, and it thoroughly confirms

my previous letters stating that the authorities in Ceylon
should instruct their assistants to carefully watch the trees

that yield valuable products, so tliat they may be enable to

deciile at what time of year the trees ought to be tapped,
and also to ascertain if there is any difference in the trees.

It is also important to know if the soil has any effect upon
the qiiahty of the indiarubber.

Ws can do nothnig on this side, but surely Dr. Hy. Trimen,

of tilt' botanical gardens, Peradrniya, could investigate this

subject, and I am much indebted to Mr. AVall for this

valuat)le information.—Yours truly, Thos. Cheistt.
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iS'(xxxesp(xndence.

To the Editor of the "Ceylon Observer."

MR. GAMMIE ON THE COST OP CINCHONA
FEBRIFUGE IN NORTHERN INDIA.

Darjeeling, loth March 1883.

Dear Sir,—The statement iu your overland issue
of the 24th February, which reads as if made ou
the authority of the Milan quinine manufacturers
now travelling in the East, that 'the felirifuge pre-

pared in North India at a cost of from 20 10 25

rupees per lb. could be supplied from Europe we
are told for R5 per lb., with a large profit," is

as manifestly absurd as scarcely to require contra-
diction. \Ver» it correct the proepet't of cinchona

planters, more especially of the growers of C. sue-

ciruhra, would be gloomy indi'cd. Analyses show
that even with an exhaustive process of manufacture,
which means an expensive process, as may be seen
from the charges of the London manufacturers, printed
in your columns, for manufacturing the Madras Go-
vernment bark, the average yield of C. succirubra

bark, i. e. of the mixed root, stem and branch
barks, is not more than 5 per cent of total alkal-
oids : hence 20 lb. of bark are required to make 1

1''. of febrifuge. In other words, to admit of the

febrifuge being sold at R5 per lb., planters would
have 10 grow, pack, ship and sell their C. succi-

rtihm bark in Europe al. about tivepence a pound
minus iiinnufacturing chari/vn and the ''large prnfit." This
would be equivalent to the unfortunate grower making
a present of his bark to the lucky manufacturer and
giving him a triilc besides for so good-naturedly tak-

ing it off his hands,—a prospect, however pleasant
from the manuf icturer's point of view, barely en-

cnuragiug to the planter. But ae a proof that this

happy state of affairs has not yet been reached, I

may mention that Mr. Bcihringer of the Milan quin-
ine factory t Id me that if the Bengal Government
would sell their febrifuge at a price he named, and
which is considerably higher than double R5 per
pound, it would pay his tirm to buy it all up aud
manufacture it into the different sulphates, &c. Read
ers of your paper will know from the annual cin-
chona reports that the cost of preparing the febrifuge
in North India is less than half the figure quoted
by your informant. Possibly a drug sinit/at in ap-
pearance to the North Indian febrifuge can be pro-
cured from Europe at R5 per lb. hut it will be of
a tvry diffennt compofsition. JAMES A. GAMMIE.

[.Vlr. Bohringer was our authority, and spoke of the
matter as if he had discussed it fully, in the sense
we gave, with .Mr. G.unmie. To any less authority
we should not have paid any attention in making so

extraordinary a statement; for clearly Mr. Gammie is

right in showing th» absurdity of the figures.
— Ed.

THE SOLA PITH PLANT OF INDIA.
Brisbane, 20th Jan. 1883.

Sir,—Efforts are being made to establish on the

margins of our lagoons the sola pith plant of India
and Ceylon. It would doubtless grow to perfection in

Queensland and provide without the labor and cost
of cultivation a large amount of raw material useful
for ninny purposes which would coutribute to comfort
aud health.

1 should be grateful to any of your readers who
would take the trouble to give in your columns a few
Jjlain directions, as to the best mode of establishing
the plant, its habit of growth, time and method of

harvesting and subsequent treatment.

Anyone also who would send a iinall quantity of
new seed might rely upon a return in kind or otherwise
if desired.

I should add that the plant was once introduced
into Q'leen.^lanil through tlie instrumentality of Baron
von Mueller, but its habits were not understood, and it

has quite died out.—Yours obediently,

INDUSTRIAL BOTANY.
[The shola or sola pith plant of India is so called from

the Hindustani name of the plant. This is the /Eschy-
iioitiene a:ipefa, Linn, and grows in Ceylon in rice tields,
and all flooded places amongst grass and other plants.
The portions of the stems of this plant growing under
water are covered with a thick white spongy excrescence,
evidently intended to protect the nlant in .some way. and
this is what has most erroneously been called the "pith"
by several writers, aud even repeated by Baker in the
Flora of British India, I. 1,52, so lately as 1876.
Dr. Roxburgh's short account of this plant— viz.,

" Com-
mon on the borders of lakes of sweet water in most
parts of India. Flowering time the rainy :iiul cool sea-

sons. The larger plants are particularly light, white and
spongy ; they are gathered during the dry months of

April and May, and converted by the natives of Bengal
iuto a great variety of toys, floats for fishing nets, gentle-
men's hats, &c."—conveys a correct idea of the plant and its

uses. I have no doubt the plant will grow in favorable local-

ities in Brisbane, but much doulit the realization of the

hopes expressed by your correspondent of its profitable

growth in Queeuslaud in conipei^ition with Bengal aud its

cheap aud abundant labor and vast tracts of country in

which the plant naturally grows. The JEschynomene Indica
is now in abundant fruit in Colombo, but I have not
secured seed of the sola plant at present : as soon as I

do so 1 shall send you a good supply for your corre-

spondent. The seeds should be sown in mud, and then

put out into the .shallow edges of the waters which are

supposed to suit them. I regret that I have no correct
account of the mode of manufacturing the white excrescence
called sola to refer to. For an exhaustive account of this

plant, I refer you to that by Mr. R. Morris in an issue
of the Ceylon Observer some time ago which is well worth
a re.i.s.sue in your Tropical Ayricnhurists For an explan-
ation of the terms "

pith
" and " bark "

see Bentham's
Outlines of Elementary Botany, paragraph 198, and sections I

and 5 of the same para. The pith is in the centre *!and

the bark on the outside of an exogenous plant.
—W. F.]

TEA PLANTING IN CEYLON : MASKKLIYA
DISTRICT FOR TEA.

26th March 1^83.

De.4B Sir,—I promised to let you know what I

thought of this district for tea, and my opinion is that,

had it been planted with tea instead of coffee, it wmild
now have been the most valuable plantation district in

Ceylon. I was simply astonished to see the growth of

tea in this valley.

On ElHndale, and on what most men would think
rather poor soil, the growth was perfection for the age
of the plants.

I think there is yet a great fntu.'e for the M^iskeliya

planters, aud I can name a few estates at least that will

grow that " awlul" TdO 11). per acre when in full

bearing.

Oi'oca, thepropeity of Mrs. Cray, will juet "walk down
tea s'reet." Bunyan and the level hinds of Adam's Peak
estate and about halt Laxapnne will grow very fine

tea ; hut the picture place of the whole district, if

planted up with tea, will be Bitterne estate. I saw the
finest growth of tea for age on this estate tha^ I have
seen in Ceylon. There ie seed now in nurseries to plant
up the whole estate and I wish the proprietors the
success which must n.iturally be expected on such soil.

There is no doubt thai the best tea planters have ;i great
deal to learn about tea, and, as 1 have often -1 marked,
our superintendents should visit each other, exchange
samples iind ideas, and all proprietors ought to give

superintendents at least fifteen days' leave a year to go
ruund and visit other estates. If they can see nothing to

copy, it is poss'blothat ihey «ill see something to avo d,
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Perfection in tea manufacture will never be acquired

by sticking all the time on one exfatp., and, as tea planting
is a nf^.w tliintr here, lot us all help each other and let

none of us 1 liiuk that we know too much. I have seen

lads that had only been at tea-planting a few mouths,
strike out new ideas and t^ach men that had been aG

work for 20 years on certain points of tea manufacture.

Now I know a little about tea myself, having gone
through all the branches of the department, but on
rounds I often see plenty to learn from men who have

only started tea-planting. For instance the other day
while in M'lskeliya I saw a very simple dodge for sifting,
which in future should be called "Tom Gray's patent."
It was simply three sieves plnced above each other

slung by two wires and worked by one boy. doing as

much work as three men could have done. This saved

two-thirds of the labor usually required for this

work. Now such hints as this are well worth noting,
and the i'tventor deserves the thanks of all tea planters,
for although simple in itself the plan is most effectual.

—Yours, CHA.

THE EPFECT OF ALTITUDE ON THE ALKAL-
OIDS OF RED BARK.

Peradeniya, 5th April 1883.

SiK,—Evorything that may throw any light upon
the relationships of the cinchona-alkaloids, or on the

causes which influence their production, is of much
interest ; it also has a practical value to ctdtivat-

ors. I therefore no longer delay in making public
the i-esults of two remarkable analyses of Ceylon C.

mcciriihra.

With the object of ascertaining the efteots of alti-

tude on the alkaloid-produetion of this species, I,

towards the end of last year, barked two trees grow-
ing respectively at elevations of 5,500 (Hakg.ila) and
1,500 (Peradeniya), a difference of 4,000 ft. 1 he trees

were, I have every reason to believe, of cimuion origin :

both being, in all probability, raised from tlie original
see3 collected in South America by D:-. Spruce, and

planted out in the midst of other trees, in or about
186.3. They were therefore about 19 yeira old reck-

oned from the planting, and both had grown up under

fairly similar conditions excepting as regards cliiuate.

Their growth, however, had been very different. The
tree at Hakgala was one of the largest there, 37 ft.

high to the point where the stem was but oue inch
in diameter and 37 inches in girth at the base lessen-

ing to 24 inches at 5 ft. from the ground. It afforded

25 lb. of dry bark (77 lb. of wet), and the sample
sent home was large quill 18 inches long with a
" brown coit." On the other hand, the Peradeniya
tree though not far off the other in height, being
drawn up by the large trees around, girthed only
about 20 inches near the ground aud yielded about
7 lb. of dry bark (21 of wet). The sample of small

quill sent home was described as having a "gray coat."

It is to my friend Mr. J. E. Howard, who is ever

most liberal in helping to advance our knowledge of

quinology, that I am indebted for the following com-

parative analysis of these two samples. He is himself
m.U'li interested iu the result, and we may, I believe,

e.'jpect some observations upon it from his pen :
—
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A. Large quill grown ) .,.__ n n^ „ ,„ , „ „
at Hakgala 5,5nu ft. I

2^5 2-08 3-47 O-fil Trace 0-6C G'SO

li. Small quill grown J
at Peradeniya, M>C2 047 0-05 1-67 0-30 1-06 355
1.500 ft. J

A comparison of these very different analyses suc-
geats many observations. And at first sight we cannot

but be struck with the influence for good of elev-
ation iu the production of the alkaloids as a whole,
nearly double as much being produced in the higher
locality. Mr. Howard remarks that as tar as the

appearand of the bark is ooucerued the contrary was
the case, that from the low elevation being the "more
attractive to those who judge merely by the eye."
The large amouut of quinine iu analysis A is also

noteworthy in red bark from a tree nearly 20 years
old, as showing that there is no necessary diminution
of that alkaloid after 8 or 9 years, as Mr. Broughtou
was led to believe.

It is howver as regards the proportions of the al-

kaloids that the comparison will be found most in-

structive. In A we have of quinine over 2 per cent,
and of cinchonidine nearly 'SS per cent, whilst there is

butO'Glof cinchouiue and a mere trace of qiiinidine:
in B the change is very remarkable : quinine has sunk
to less than h per cent and cinchonidine to little

more than a trace (0'05 percent), whilst on the other
hand cinchonine has increased to 1'67 per cent— that

is, about 2J times as much as in A—and there is also
an appreciable amount (0'30 per cent) of quinidine.
It has been remarked* that the natural or physiologi-
cal relationship of the four principal alkaloids of
cinchona bark is nit e.^press^d by their chemical
constitution aud terminology. Quinine and quinidine
are, as is well-known, isomeric chemical bodies, l, e.,

both have the same empiric formula of compos-
ition, Cjo H,^ N2 0, and cinchonine and cin-

chonidine are simdarly related, their common for-

inula beiug 0.j„ Hjj NoO. But in nature it would
appear th.at the pairs are differently composed, and
it is customary to find associated in the tissues

of quinine and cinchonidine and cinchonine and
quinidine and not the isomeric couples. It is in-

deed highly probible that, under conditions of oxid-
ation and deoxidiition at present not understood, the
units in each of these naturally associated pairs are

mutually convertible. The analyses before us bring
out this association in a very marked manner.
The relationship of the alkaloids to which atten-

tion is here called is also indicated by the action
ot their solutions on a ray of polarizid light. Quin-
ine and cinchonidine deftect this to the left and
are liBVO-ro'atory, whilst cinchonine and quinidine
have a right hand or dextrorotatory action.
As to the Closes which in f!he ca«e before us have

led to the dis.appearauce of the quinine aud cin-

chonidine in the low-grown bark, and their

partial substitution by cinchonine and quinidine we
have little to guide us, but the fact is a very im-

portant one as bearing on the cultivation of red bark
at low elevations. A similar substitution has been
recorded before in old trees, but age alone is seen by
analysis A to bo an insufficient cause. It is pro-
bable that temperature is the more important
factor, and support is given to this by the remarkable
case recorded by Broughtou f of the reversed action in

C periipuma. This species as grown at NedJivuttum
is remarkable for affording cinchonine in large quantity—in the experiment recorded .'i'84 per cent—and absol-

utely no quinine ; when grown however at the higher
elevation of Dodabetta, the cinchonine was greatly
diminished, whilst quinine was present to the amouut
of 079 per cent.—lam, sir, yours faithfully,

HENRY TKIMEN.

WEEDING AND PRUNING OVERUuNE?
DE.iR Sir,—In my last I told you of an estate which

had increas d its crops through getting weedy. Now I

could tell you of many estates that gave reduced crops
* Mr. Howard espeeially called attention to this so long

ago as 1SG6 (see Proc. J'.ot. Congress in London, jj. 19S).

t Report to Government of Madras, 20th September
187L
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through being cleaned, but I will satisfy myself with
the Nanuoya estate, the estate that was the cause of

Dimbula being opened. When that was a weedy estate I

believe it used to give 14cwt. an acre. H,as it done so

since it has been made a clean estate ? If it did, 1 do
not think it would be kept dark. A writer in one of

the papers has likened weeds to a standing army. So

they are : they are King Coffee's standing army, and
like all others must be kept down and in order, but not
done away with. In a battle there are always two
armies : one for and the other against ; the weeds fight
the elements and protect the coffee. Coffee being a

surface feeder any intermediate crop for the benefit of

the coffee must also be a surface feeder. We have
been told what the white weed is and we have been
told to grow an intermediate crop, so that what better

or cheaper can we grow than the food for I he colfce ?

In the weedy days coffue used to give its 6, 8, 10, iind

15 cwt. an acre. Surely that ought to satisfy anyone.
There is nothing that cannot be overdone and there is no
doubt that weeding and pruning huve been over-

done. A tree can be weakened by over-prnuing quite as

much as it can by over bearing and does not laud kept
bare become barer or barren ?—Yours truly,

G. F. HALLILEY.

HEMILEIA IS ONLY MILDEW AND SUCCU-
LENT WEEDS AVERT MILDEW (?).

Dear Sir,—It is now beyond a doubt that the so
called leaf-disease is nothing but mildew. By a book

kindly lent me by Mr. S. Green, entitled "Fungi,
Their Nature, Influence and Uses," among the numer-
ous varieties of mildew is mentioned Uemileia vast-

atrix, and from that book it appears tliat everything,
tree, plant or herb, has its especial variety of mildew,
or, as I said before, it adapts itself in a ditf'erent

form to the locality. Mr. Marshall Ward, I think,
told U3 that he could find no germ of the disease
in the sap of the tree. Now if he had found it in

the upward sap it would have been proof positive
that the mihlew was in the soil, and the cure would
have been ventilation of the soil and lime. Hi'd he
found any trnce of it in the downward sap, Dr.
Thwaitea' prediction would have come true and colfee

would now have been a thing of the past.* Mildew
must have attacked the fruits of the earth in the
time of Solomon. (8ee II. Chronicles vi. chap, and
28th V.) We know in fresh water there is no
trace of mildew, and we know that anything dump
under certain conditions gets attacked with mildew.
If a tree takes up too much moisture without a
sufhoieut tupply of essential food, as soon as tlie

weather changes to bright, hot sunshine tlie sap be-
comes disorganized and the result is mildew, so in
this ca»e tliere are two things required to prevent
mildew, aud they are a sutiiciint supply of essential

foodf and something to absorb the superabundance
of moisture. A tree also gets mildewed trom not

being able to take up a sufficient supply of food for

want of moisture, so that the more succulent the
weeds are kept the longer they will supply the coffie

with moisture in dry weather. In ornamental gardens
it is very well to keep them clear of weeds : these

gardens are meant to please the eve aud are constantly
being manured and in dry weather are watered niyhc
and morning. Now we have every proof that le.if-

» Will Mr. Halliley read up and let us know whether
there is a single well-atthenticated case of the germs of
mildew being found in either the ascending or descending
sap of a plant V—Kd.

t As a matter of fact, duly recorded by Marsliall \\'ard,
a supply of •• essential food "

to the i)laut has been found

merely to feed a larger and more luxuriant crop than
ever of the fungus.

—Ed.

disease is nothing but mildew,* or how are we to
account for its disappearing and at times suddenly
appearing almost in a night all over a district and
at other times only bursting out in a small patches
few and far between ? I have never seen it spread
from these patches, unless there was a sudden burst
of wet weather and then hot sunshine, when it was un-

doulitedly a fres-h attack, so thut the real and true
cause of leaf-disease aud all that ails our colfee is want
of means to cultitate and being obliged to follow the
fashion.— I remain, your truly,

G. F. HALLILEY.
[On which we have to remark that never since coffee

was created was it better or more liberally cultivated
than at the period when this deadly blight burst out
to ruin the most luxuriant as well as the most ex-
hausted estates. One of the main remedies proposed
for the evil was tin- removal of those weeds for which
Mr. Halliley so enthusiastically pleads. Not only do
they rob the coffee trees of their "essential food,"
but they fnrm a nidus for the spores of the fungus
or mildew.—Ed.]

MILDEW AND WEEDS, ONCE MORE.
Dear Sir,—Mildew, though so minute a gathering,

ia still the great agent to convert everything after
death to its original dust or ashes : as soon as a

thing gets sick or weakened, mildew sets in ready
to carry out its work, so that mildew is a natural

consequence. In man when he gets sick it appears
moat commonly as fur on the tongue, but, as soon
as he recovers, it disappears; so it is with plants and
trees : as soon as they get .Mck or weakened, mildew
appears, t when they recover it disapjieurs, but, if

the tree gets worse, the mildew follows up. Now,
ask some of your reader* that are near some shuck
and abandoned coffee, to see if they cannot find you
some branches that have a yellowish look about them
and see if it ia not the siime mildew fuUowino in
thH wake of death. When a tree takes up too much
moisture, does it not get sick ? Regarding yofir foot-

note, may I ask what good cm manure do without
moi-ture? If you put a plant into a pot of rich soil

that plant will die, unless it gets moisture. How can
weeds rob the coffee if they are returned to the
soil, and, are you certain that they derive all their
coustitutional lair] parts from the soil ? Now, suppose
you rill a liox with good soil, in one-half you plant
a few cabbage seed, aud in ibe other a few seed of
the deadly nightshade, when those seed grow into

plants, you would eat the cabbages without fear.
Would you eat the deadly nightshade as readily?
From whence do the deadly nightsliade derive their

poison? Not from the soil, or the cabbages would have
been poisonous, and, if the weeds contain the same
elements as tha coffee, why should they not be at-

tacked with the very same mildew as the coffee ?

You do not believe in shading ihesoil J : may I a^k
wiiat mulching is but snading the soil ?

Now, I will show you my experience of moisture
in the soil. When I was S. D. on Barra estate,
when pruning came on, I asked my P. D. if I might
stump some coffee trees that had lost all but one
primary at the top, and hi' told m« not to ti.lk of

stumping, or I wotiid get the sack. I asked why;
and he pointed to a pi. ce on the top of the estate,
and Slid it wa< eleven acres, it had been stumped
a bedding of jungle stuff laid on the soil and over
that a dressing of earth, and not one of the stumps

* No one, to our knowledge, ever denied that it belonged
to the great family of mildew, smut, blight, rust, fundus
—En.
t /femiUia vustatrix impartially attacks the healthiest

an well as the sickliest trees.—En.
t We certainly believe in shading the soil, but with

coffee, not with weeds.—Ed,
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threw up a good sucker ; a few days after, I weat

up to have a look at it, when I fouud that the earth

had beea t\kea out of trenches that might have done

for a double-cutting for a small railway, and there

was no dnubt that these trenches drained the sap

out of the soil, and Raliwana was at that time a

wet district. When I threw up Palanicotta and went

up to Hattarabage what was my astouiihnieut to

find, that every tree on the then estate had been

stumped and every stump had thrown up a sucker

and formed a good tree, and Hattarabage wa< a very

dry place.—Yours truly, ') F. HALLILEY.
[We believe in too much moisture being bad and too

little being equally bad, eriually witii oar correspond-

lent ; but in the benefit of weeds we do not and are

not likely to believe.—Ed.]

COFFEE-LEAF FUNGUS-CARBOLIC ACID-

AND CROPS—THE TRUE REMEDY FOR
PLANTERS' TROUBLES.

" Gold'ne Friichte seh' ich gUUien,
Wiukend zwischen duukelm Laub

;

Und die Blumen. die dort bliihen,

Werden keines Winter's Raub."

Dear Sir,—I have read with much interest the

letters which have appeared in your columns by
" W." and others on coffee-leaf lUsease and its treat-

ment by carbolic acid. In my own small way I have

also tested the truth of the statements made by
" W. " and I have found that a saturated solution

of water contained 4 per cent of carbolic
acid._

" W."

doubts, however, whether the acid is volatile. If

not volatile it cannot come into contact with the

funo-us, and is useless. This is
" W." 's surmise.

Wliether volatile is the correct term to use I doubt

very much. I have tested the air in the immediate

neighbourhood of trees surrounded by tins of acid,

and I have found that the air contained carbolic acid.

I cannot sav in what state it exists, whether in the

form of vapour, or very small particles. We know
that saft exists in the air in the form of very fine

dust in the neighbourhood of salt lagoons, &c., and

I am inclined to believe that the acid must exist

in the same state. Finer appliances than I possess

would settle this point, and some of your Colombo

chemists might inform us on the point.

I have not been able to observe that any good has

resulted from the exposing of the trees to this acid.

I think the experience of those who have used it

will corroborate my views. As a cure for leaf-

disease, carbolic acid is valueless. Are we then to

look helplessly on the ravages of the Hemileia mstafrix,

convinced that no cure is available ? I think we must.

The wise planter cultivates his coffee carefully, sees

that his wood is in order : in fact, that his estate

is in perfect order, should the blossom and the fa-

vourable weather come. He knows that this is all

that is in his power.
" God alone giveth the in-

crease." He repudiates these miserable tins of acid :

the cheeseparing which saves a few cents to his pro-

prietor, but leaves his trees unpruned, his house uu-

swept for the coming guest, and when that guest

comes in the shape of good blossom, with fine favourable

weather to set it, he is unprepared to receive him,

and the opportunity is lost. The- cheeseparing has

cost the proprietor thousands. I appeal to the planters

in general, if this is not the case with very many.
Just now there is a finer prospect of crop than we
have had for several years. The guest has come

unexpectedly, and those whose houses are prepared
to receive him benefit to the full, but those whose

wood is not in order, to whom cheeseparing seemed

the acme of good management, lose the gulden op-

portunity. They cannot but benefit by the golden

shower, but they do not benefit to the extent the

careful husbandman does. . Favouring seasons alone

can mitigate, if not cure, this curse which has ruined
so many fine estates. Artificial remedies are sought
in vain. The fungus is the result of laws which we
know to be invariable ; natural laws the workings of
which we can but weakly investigate. The fungus
will disappear as it has appeared under the influence
of these laws. Days of humiliation and fasting have
been proposed as a cure. Let us fast antl pray by
all means. It becomes us to do so, at all seasons,
and it is not for us finite beings to limit the power
of God, by saying these laws cannot be altered, and
ergo our prayers and fastings are of no avail. We
know that natural laws are never altered in response
to human prayer, but I maintain that it is still our

duty to fast and pray, and trust to God to give us
the increase in His own mysterious all-powerful way.
Brighter prospects are now dawning on our beloved
little island, and many hearts are fluttering with
nascent joy which erstwhile lay in dust and ashea.

—Yours, &c., NIKMAND.

Sugar. Coffee and Copra in Fiji are thus noticed in

the Fiji Times :
— "

Sugar has so decidedly taken the lead
of other productions incur islands and the returns from
it are so clearly to be the first proof of the fertility of

our soil, that no apology is required for giving it the
first place, apart from the large cupital invested. I<ut

coffee a is product not to be passed by, although, 90

far, it has taken no very marked position on the ex-

port list. Most unfortunately, a severe blow, in Aug-
ust last, spoiled the blossom on the older plantations
in Taviuni, and the other estates are not vet of

sufEcient age to yield a crop. We can scarcely have
a doubt, however, but that another year »ill shew
marked progress in this cultivation also and it will

then be found profitable to get efficient machinery
to clean the berry and present it in a marketable cnn-

dition, without having to send it to Ceylon, as was
done with the small shipment recently reported on.
" Of the other products that we may hope to see expor-
ted, we have not yet sufficient experi-nce to speak with

confidence, and, while sanguine that these will one day,
coiitribuNi very largely to the general prosperily, we
must bide for time to develope, practically, their value."

On Some New Species of OrrECnLiONiDiE [beetles of

the weevil tribe] from Ceylon. By Francis P. Pascoe.

(From the Annals and 3Tayazine of Natural Histoi'y for

February 1863, p. 121.)—The Ourculionidie described in this

paper were collected by Mr. George Lewis during a recent

visit of five months to Ceylon. His captures amounted to

over 10,000 specimens, including 1,200 species.* No such
collection has been made before

; indeed, I believe, since Sir

Emerson Tenuent's time, only a few stray specimens have
ever reached this country. Notwithstanding the rich veget-
ation, the insect-fauna of Ceylon is rather tlisappointing so

far as large and gaily-coloured species are concerned
;
but

some of its apparently peculiar form are unusually interest-

ing. The Curculionid.'e number about 70 species ; of these I

have only here described the duplicates. They were, as will

be seen further on, almost entirely collected in the mountain
district of Dikoya, at altitudes varying from 3,800 to 4,2U0
feet. Galle and Colombo, lying on the shore, are " rich in

species." Mr. Lewis only spent a week in one and about

three weeks in the other
;
but very few Ourculionidie seem

to have been met with. The following is a list of the species
here described;—
Afioninte.—A^ion maculipes, hab. Kandy; A. seneipenne,

hab. Kandy.
AtteLabmce.—Apoderus pulchellus, hab. Dikoya.
R/iinoiitaceniiie.—Rhynchitea clavatus, hab. Dikoya; Eugnamp-

tus marginatus, hab. Kandy.
.-l/ci[//«^F. -Alcjdes Lewisii, hab. Dikoya; A, ruptus, do do;

A. curiiilis, do do; A. guttulatus, do Bogawantalawa; A.

suspensus, do Kitulgala; A. argutor, do Dikoya.
Zi/gopinte. -FoU&Uaj, u. g.; P. miuica, hab. Galle.

Cri/ptor/i>flichhia.—Ami>hiahu3, u. g. ; A. turgidns, hab. Dik-

oya;" A. agrestis, do 'lo ; Phrygena, u. g. : P. ephippiata, has;

D'ikoya ; Sti attis, u. g. ;
S. biguttatus, hab. Dikoya ; S. vestiglalib

hab. Dikoya. __^_
*For an interesting account of the visit, see Trans,

Entom. Soc. 1882, pp. 475-483.
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New Papermaking Material.—A new bi-ancli of

industry has sprung np iu Sweden lately— thi" fabric-

ation of paper from moss—notfrom the liviug plant, but

from the blcaclied remains of mosses that lived cent-

uries ago, and of which enormous masses have accu-

mulated in most part of the country. A manufactory
of paper from this material has begun operations in

Joenkaeping, and is turning ont paper in all degrees
of excellence, from tissue paper to sheets three-quarters
of an inch in thickness. These latter are said to be

harder than vfooA.— Druggist and Chemist.

Large Cinchona Tuees ;
the Weeding Discussion.

—A Dimbul.T planter writes ;—" I have just returned

from Madulsima, where I saw on Ury estate perhaps the

largest cinchona tree in the island, five feet in cir-

cumference and estimated height between fifty and

ei.xty feet. This is not bad for eleven and a-hulf

years old? Some of the finest coffee and cinchona I

have ever seen is to be met with in a walk over this

property, and a night with its owner the genia

patriarch is interesting ! Don't you think we have
bad enough of Mr. Halliley ? Would he have us

believe that Nanuoya estate under his system would
have been giving equal crops to those of its earlier

years ? The Messrs. Hadden weeded their estates from
the very beginning, over foity years ago, and their

crops until recently ran from 8 to 12 and 14 owt.

every year. Their being still weeded is surely not

the cause of the falling oflf in crops, as I presume
they are suffering like their neighbours. But why
does your correspondent not practice what he preaches."
Another gentleman writes :

—"All good coffee on
the Madulsima side looked well for coming blossom
and the finest cinchona trees I have seen are on

Ury estate— Mr. Geo. Morice. One magnificent tree

meanurcd CO inches round the stem at Ihe surfacn ot

the ground ! There are numbers of great growth :

all, including the one measured, eleven to twelve

years old."

Last Year's Indian Tea Crop.—The Indian Tea
Association in their circular point out that tiie actual

tea crop of last year has been in excess of the estimate.
Actual results of the year's work have been received by
the Association from gardens in all parts of India,
with the e.tception of a few gardens in Dehra Dnn,
Kumaun, and Kangra. Forming an estimate for such

gardens, it is found that the actual crop for 1882 is as

follows :
—

Assam
Cachar and Sylhet
Darjeeling and Dears

Chittagong and Chota Nagpore
Other districts

lb.

28,478,4110

16,80(1,7.54

9,088.796

1,404,801

2,121,000

Total ... 57,899.7.51
The Association estimate that li million pounds of the
total may be put down for the local consumption of

the country, including the requirements f'f Government.
The shqiments to Australia and America amounted to

3,301,841 lb., or more than IJ million pounds over and
above what had betn anticipated as likely to be ex-

ported to those ma'kets The Continent of Europe and
other parts of the world, exclusive of the United
KinKdoni, Australia and America, took .3(j8,T:!8 lb. of

Indian tea, and thee had been sh'pp d to the United
Kini'dnm up to the end of hist February ard since the

Ist May las; year .'>1,675,4SS lb. Thus of the total

crop of the year there remained in hand on the l.st March
1,65.^,683 lb. The Imk of this is likely to go to the

United Kini,'dom, ns it is thou^iht that both Au tialia

and America have been fully ^upplied for some months
to come. As ihe growth of the tea industry m I'eylon
is of sc me interest, we may mention tliat the shipments
thence to England for the year under review are es-

timated at 600,0001b.—P»o;j(er.

An ex-Ceylon Planter Selecting Farming Land
IN Cape Colony.—There are still many in Ceylon
who will remember Mr. Hu^h Bisset, when he was

manager of Imhulpitiya estate, Nawalapitiya, and
afterwards as piopriutor of the model plantation of Hal-

golla, Kotmalie. ."^ome years have elap.sed since Mr.
Bisset sold Itie latter to Mr. Klphinstone for i:i0,0U0
and returned home to farm in the Mearns.

Notwitlistanding many advantages, however, farm-

ing was not found profitable, and Mr. Bisset, enter-

prizing and energetic as ever, has been prospecting
to some pnrpose iu South Africa, according to the

following extract from a Dundee paptr :
—

The (Jape Stundari! of January 13th reports a meeting
of the Queeustown (South Africa; Farmers' Association,
where the conditions under which immigration should
be encouraged were discussed. The meeting seemed of

opinion that lauds should be exclusively allotted by an
ageut in the colony, who would prefer colonists to new-
comers, that allottees should cultivate and reside on the
farm, and that only land well watered and ntar a market
should bo allotted. Sugge.stively enough, no remark is

made on the practice of treating the money derived from
s.ales of land as revenue—a vice the.se colonies will one
day suffer for. The secretary said—" The Government
permit the agent in Engi.and, who iu all probability knows
nothing about South Africa, to distriljute laud which he
has never seeu. A case iu point happeued lately in this
district. Mr. Hugh Bisset, who will, I liolieve, be a great
acquisition to our district, had an interview with Mr.
"Walker, the ageut in Loudon, before coming out, and
Mr. AValker gave him a paper binding the Government
here to give him the choice of 500 acres of laud on any
of the many different farms. Than tlie Bridge Farm,
with the laud adjoining Umsheswe, no better place could
be found for locating immigrants in the whole district.

The farm is in extent about 6,000 acres, and at the
head of it is a .strong fount of water. Bordering this
farm is St. Mark's, which gives promise of being in a
few years a fine market town. It was impossible tq have
a fiuer field for immigrants than the Bridge Farm, and
Mr. Bisset, being endowed with a good share of common-
sense, chose all the arable laud on oue side of the stream,
and thus takes all the water and all the land of value
contained in 6,000 acres. What does the Government get
in return ? The grant is under the old Immigration Act,
which gives the colony £25 a year for ten years, at the
end of which time the laud becomes freehold. The only
obligations of the settler are to pay £250 ten years, to
build a house value for £20, and to cultivate 30 acres.
"\Ye have no right to blame any man for acce^jting land
under such couditions, but we have a right to blame Go-
vernment. Mr. Bisset, having the choice, and finding
500 acres of .arable laud in one block, naturally chose
that block, aud so was able to commaud 5,000 acres of

commonage.'' The Chairman said—" It is well known that
the Kei Bridge Farm is a most valuable one. I believe
there are dozens of colonists who would willingly have

given a rental of £I.>0 to £200 for it, aud now it is des-

troyed by Mr. Bisset having been allowed to appropriate
the cream of it." It was the system, it was stated, that
was to be condemned, aud tlicy did not at all blame
Mr, Bisset. The >S(a//d(ird, iu a leading article, accentu-
ates these jjoints, and the general policy seems open to
some stricture. If, however, the colony is to attract
settlers of the varied experience of our neighbour. I\lr.

Hugh Bisset, Pittarrow, Laurencekirk (the gentleman re-
ferred to), a generous confidence mu.st be shown which
will find its justification in the full and ra]ii<l develop-
ment of the capabilities of the allotment. In Mr. Bis-
set's hands, aided by the industry of his large family,
that may be confidently auticipated, and the resultant
benefits to the colony will accrue the sooner that the ad-

advautages accorded to induce him to prefer tlie Capo
seem to have been of a liberal cb.iractcr. His neigh-
bours iu Scotland will wish Mr. Bisset every success, aud
many of them, were they free from the thraldom
of nineteen years" leases, would be glad to adopt a
similar course.
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Potash as an Insecticide.—A correspondent thus

writes on this subject to the Journal of Horticulture :
—

" I use it for cleaning the glass, swiUing all wood and

brick-work everywhere, in fact, inside, and find it useful

both for cleansing and as an insecticide ;
and I am inclined

to think it has another good property
—that is, a good dress-

ing for the soil. I have used it as strong as one ounce to

the gallon of water tor syringing glass over plants, and it

has not iiij i - 1 the leaves, but I imagine improved them.

However, I would not advise its use in this way, at least not

carelessly, but used as I have described it gets into every crack

and crevice dealing certain death to the insect tribe. I would

strongly advise all who have not had a thorough experience
of them to be very cautions in their use of insecticides, and
note carefully their results, as many are more dangerous than

useful. Paraffin, for instance, when applied to plants in

any form whatever kills the insects ;
but how often does

it close the pores of the leaves, and make the plants un-

healthy, and as a consequence more liable to future attack

from their insect pests."
—Australasian.

Mahogany Seeds (Transmission of) and Aloe
Fibre.—From the proceedings of the Madras Agri-
Horticultural Society of 8th March, we quote as

follows :
—

"Read letter from Dr. Trimen, dated Peradeniya, Ceylon,
27th January 1883. iu which he says the Oirica cundria-

marcemis gent in the Wardian case received from him
sometime ago is of interest economically, its unripe
fruit being a capital vegetable which he frequently has

at table and states •' ^Vith regard to Mahogany it is not

the case that it seeds in Oeylou in any quantity. The

production indeed of a ripe capsule is quite an excep-
tional thing. It is very remarkable tliat this should be

the case so generally in the East. I alluded to the mat-
ter in my annual report tor 1880. p. 7. With regard to

Jaffna where the trees are some 50 years old, about 20

pods have been obtained from them during the last few

years and young trees raised from them. Here in Pera-

deniya we get two or three pods off several old trees in

all each year." Recorded.—Read letter from J. C. Schmidt,
Seedsman, &c., dated Erfurt, Preussen, 12tli January 1883,

asking for certain palm seeds announced by
'* The Gard-

ener's Ohronicle" to be available for exchange and giving
the following valuable advice as to their despatch:

—"All

seeds must be sent off immediately after crop
» * »

all fresh and good
* * The greatest possible attention

has to be paid to the packing, and if you follow ray in-

structions regarding this part of the transaction, there is

not the slightest doubt that the seeds will arrive in

splendid condition. Tlie seed must be packed in small

but strong wooden boxes, the size of which must of course

be regulated by the quantity of seeds to be packed, no
zinc lining required. To prevent the seeds from getting
rotten during the time they are on tlie way, they must
be packed as follows;—Take a quantity of dry saw-dust
of fir or pine trees (saw-dust of other trees will do as

well in case you have no pine treesj and mi.x it with the

same weight of water. To the latter must be added a

quantity of Salicyl powder, 5.V ounces English weight to

1 cwt. water, which has been dissolved in boiling water
before addiug it, and then the water with the solution

of Salicyl added to it must be worked thoroughly with

saw-dust. This done, a quantity of the saw-dust is put on the

bottom of the box, and then a layer of seeds is put in.

Over this saw-dust is strewn, and another layer of seeds

is put, anil so on. The quantity of saw-dust which you
prepare must of course be regulated by the quantity of

seeds ready for shipment, and the Salicyl powder is to

be had with every Druggist or Apothecary. The boxes
must be nailed well and shippid by quickest way".—Read
the following letter from John Home, Esq., Director of

Forests and Gardens, Mauritius, dated 27th December,
last, "I send you by this opportunity a pamphlet on the
culture of the Aloes vert' {Fourcroi/a giejaatca) and the

extraction of fibre from its leaves I have iust heard of

a new, and, said to be, a much improved Machine. But
it has not been tried iu the colony. There is very little

fibre extracted here from the leaves of Ayam Americana,

Fourcroya c/ir/antea yields the whole of it. The seeds you
sent arrived in good order, many thanks for thnm. I

would Uke if you could send us a quantity of young
plants of iSoj/mida febrifuga in a Wardiau case, by some

of the coolie ships which come here. Seeds of this tree

do not germinate after a voyage from Ir.dia to this place
and we have not a tree of it in the Island. I shall be

glad if you will send me a list of your desiderata and I will

endeavour to send you plants or seeds from time to time."

. Thk CoooNni-PALM, CoFrBE &u., IN Fiji.—The
Chairman of the Levuka Chamber of Commerce, after

dwelling on the special oambilities of Fiji for sugar
onlturd if only labour coalVl be procured, and stating
that within a couple of ye^rs the value of sugar ex-

ported would exceed half-a-miUion sterling, went on
to say :

—
"
Cjpra —At our last annual meeting I had to notice

with regrel the cmtinued decline iu the value of this

article. It i^ doubly pleading, theretora. on iliis oc-

casion to b' able to say that depression has patsed,
the value of this product uo.v being 50 per cent, over

what it was at this period last yeir. This difference

means an increased spending power to those engaged
in this industry of from £15 to £20,000 per aunum,
and a benelit we all participite in more or less.

The large area of nuts planted soma years back are

now coming into beariug and we hear from all the

merchants that it is coming to market faster than

they can get ships to take it away. I believe all

available storage in town is occupied, while large

quantities are stowed at outstations, awaiting ship-
ment. The expirt returns for 1882, I imagiue will

top that of former years by at least 1,000 tons.
"

Coflfee, tea, cinchona, and other new industries are

gradually forging ahead. The former will probably
double in value during this year, as several of the

coffee estates will this year commence to yield. The

samples of tt;a which have been analysed, show that

we can produce an article equal to any grown else-

where, but as this industry is only in its experimental

stage, it remains to b> seen whether the returns will be

such as to induce larger ventures in this way. Cinchona
is highly spoken of and is thriving well.—Fiji Times.

EoCENTRiciTiES IN CoFFEB GROWTH.—A number
of five-seeded coffee cherries have been sent to

us from Wilson's Bungalow. As our readers are

aware, the normal number of seeds or beans is two,

lying in the pulp face to face. When one seed proves
abortive tlie remaining one curls round and becomes

a "peaberry," or as the Gerinans calls it "pearl."
A still more curious monstrosity has just been sent

to us from Udapussellawa in the shape of three

cherries elongated and united. We shall send both

specimens to the Museum. " W. F." writes on this

subject :
— " Some time ago you showed me some

Libarian coflee berries which had several beans in

them instead of the normal number of two, character-

istic of the genus, but I forget from whom. If I

recollect aright, each berry had four beans in it, and

they were all the produce of one tree. Two .of the

berries which your correspondent H. A. Dauibawinue

j

from Wilson's Bungalow sends have each 5 regularly

j
arranged beans iu them, and the other, which is

' somewhat abortive, has shown signs of the same

number of beans. This number of beans is, I should

say, very abnormal, because they generally consist

I of 2, 4, or 6, by a double series, but I see no ad-

vantage to be derived from this, even if it keep true
' as a form : because the five beans are, if anything,
I less iu bulk than the usual two. Your correspondent

';

does not say what kind of coffee it is, but I think

;

the fruits arc those of the Liberian plant. Sir

I Joseph Hooker has taken a particular interest in the

I Rtibiacex. the family to which the coffee belongs,

I

and has marked it out with great care and admir-

1 able skill for the 3rd volume of the Flora of Br'ithh

Iwlia and his full and perfect description of the

i
genus Cofea is so good that I think yon would do

well to copy it into your T. A. as a reference for

'

all future time."
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WEEDING OOFFEE ESTATES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "MADRAS MAIL."

1. I would strongly recommend hand weeding beingdone as early us possible, i.e., as soon as the regular early
showers of May have caused the seeds to genniuate. I
advocate the estate being weeded from "find to fiuish,"
and if this is done but little weeding will be necessary in
June. I would persistently ''pidl up" by hand the weeds
thi-oughout the remaining monsoon, and allow the heaps
to rot on the ground.

2. If the estate is regularly weeded, but little grass
will show. I find nothing tends to eracUcate grass so much
as renewed "puUingup," whereas grass-knifing causes it to
throw out innumerable rootlets which bind the earth as
with a carpet, and which in my humble opinion do immense
harm to the trees, particularly in forcing distiicts where
the rainfall is light.

3. If the weeds have been persistently "pulled up"
during the monsoon months, a coating of moss will cover
the surface of the soil, making the latter hard and caked.
Now the digging or forking system shoidd bo pursued.
Tiu-n up the soil as much as possible and in large clods.
If a fork is used the roots of the coffee tree will not be
injured to any appreciable extent; on the contrary the
trees respond to the forlnng almost immediately. Continue
the forking throughout October and November until crop
time.

4. The cost of forking with me is about E5 per acre
on old land, and from RG to 8 on new.

5. I strongly recommend the thi-ee-pronged diggmg
forks made by Messrs. Parkes and Oo.

6. If you can keep your estate clean for 12 anna.s or
one rupee per acre per mensem, I say, on no account allow
it to get into a weedy state. My experience from observ-
ation shows that such an undesirable result tends to
lameutalile issues. I woidd add that I find forking most
beneficial on tenacious loamy soils; in cases where the
soil is friable I do not consider annual forking cither necess-

ary or desii'able.—Atchoor.

THE JAMAICA BANANA TRADE.

Amid much depression, it is satisfactory to note that the

comparatively new trade of exporting fruits from Jamaica
to the United States is rapidly increasing. The trade is

carried ou chiefly from the ports of Kingston and Port
Antonio, from which regular lines of steamers ply monthly
or Vu-monthly to New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
New Orleans, each of them carrying large quantities of

fruits, among which bananas are perhaps the chief item
each vessel carrying from .5,000 to 10,000 bunches. The,
banana is an annual, the fruit coming to maturity about
a year after the shoot is planted, the trunk of the tree

subsequently attaining a height of 8 feet to 10 feet, and a

girth of 36 inches. From this trunk, which is of a fibrous

nature, producing a fibre similar to Manilla heiup, are
thrown out long palm-like branches, at the junction of

which appears the fruit, each group of bimches, number-
ing from four to twelve, being called a "hand," and each
hand having eight or ten bananas upon it. A bunch of

eight hands is the ordinary standard size of shipping fruit.

From the root of the tree several shoots or suckers sprout,
each of which, in turn, becomes a fresh tree. The life of
the banana tree, however, is not usually long, for it is

felled after the fruit is gathered, and sometimes, indeed,
during the operation. Jamaica contains a good many
banana plantations, varying in size from 2.5,000 to 200,000
trees, for the most part cultivated by the small settlers

in the different parishes. These holdings generally consist
of three or four acres of land, on which the owners live

in a temporary mud hut, being afraid to leave their pro-
perty to the tender mercies of their neighbours, who rob
each other's ground with the sti-ictest impartiality when-
ever thry can get a chance. The habit of "

prandial larceny,"
although, fortunately, much le.ss prevalent thau formerly,
is, indeed, one of the great obstacles to the employment
of natives in new industries of this Idnd. The cultivation

is very prunitive. The laud being cleared, a hole is dug
110

and the sucker is planted in it
;
but in larger plantations

the trees are planteil with some degree of system in the
form of squares, and trenches are dug for irrigation, the
banana thi-iving best in damp, stiff soil. The value of the
mdustry is shown by the fact that in 1877 there was
shipped from Kingston ^22,101 worth of bananas, whereas
in 1882 the value exported wa.s $56,538. The amounts
cleared out at Port Antonio for the same years were
S45,871 and $153,136 respectively. Besides all this, con-
siderable quantities were shipped from the ports of Lucca,
Montego Bay, St. Ann's Bay, and Port Mara, on the north
side of the island. The average shipping price is 50 cents
per bunch aU the year round.— Colonies and India.

INDIAN SEEDS.
to the editor of the " SYDNEY MAIL."

SiH,
—Seeds should be sown as soon as possible after they

have been imported. E-xposm-e to a humid atmosphere will
often cause them utterly to fail. Coffee seeds, for instance,
very soon lose then- vitahty, and of some thousands of
berries of Liberian coffee that I distributed last year,
scarcely one germinated. Some seeds perfectly good in
themselves may be sown too soon in the season, and are
hastily pronounced bad because they do not come up as
soon as expected. Of such, for instance, are larkspur and
nemophila. Succulent seeds, again, such as beet, ice plant,
&c., are very hable to be eaten by sparrows ;

and others,
such as lettuce, may be entirely carried away by ants.

Seeds of any size, lupins, beans, and of many shrubs
and trees, the rinds of which have Ijecome hard and tough
by keeping, may remam long in a dry soil before they
gerim'nate. It is an excellent plan with all such, and
especially with hard horny seeds of the Acacia mimos;B
and similar varieties, to throw them into a basin of hot
water, pick out those that float, and throw them away as
useless. Let the rest steep for 12 hom-s, and then sow
them at once.
One of the best authorities I know recommends sowing

in pots and seed pans, in a mLxtm-e composed as follows :
—

One part leaf mould, one part common garden earth (loamy),
and an eighth part silver-sand, well mLxed.
A slight soil for covering the seeds with may be made

of coarsely-pounded charcoal and leaf mould. The charcoal
has a tendency to keep the soil from becoming green and -

sour, as it so often does from continued waterings.
The soil .should be moist only, not wet, before .sowing,

and kept as equably moist as possiUle.
Tree seeds need not be wholly covered with .soil, but

the top just left barely appearing ab.jve gi'ound.
Pots are the better for being kept in a dark place till the

seeds show symptoms of germinating. They should then
be immediately removed to where 1 hey can have abundant
hght and air, provided care be taken to shelter them from
strong winds, heavy rains, and direct sunshine.

I have now growing a good few va'.ieties of plants, shi-ubs,
and trees that I have raised from imported Indian seed.
Some are three years old, and have had to be cut back
freely on accomit of making too rapid growth. The first

year I raised them under glass, and at the end of a year
I potted them in separate pots. After two years I trans-

planted them into the open, and several are now thriving
after having had one cold and all of this hot season in
the open at Redmyi-e.

—Yom-s, &c. James Inglis, 28,
Charlotte-place.

FORESTS AND RAINFALL.
to the editor of the " austealasian."

Sin,
—In his annual address, Mr. Ellery, president of the

Royal Society, says:
—

"Wherever destruction of the forest has occmTcd on
the ranges, si)riugs have seriously diminished, and in very
many instances ceased altogether, therefore the reckless

denuding of our higher forests is absolutely robbing the

country of wat<>r. Shoidd this destruction continue, a
seriously diminished flow of oiu rivers, di'y creeks, and
scarcity (if water over formerly well-watered districts will

become inevitable."
I cannot but think Jli-. Ellery le.ikes these remarks lui-

advisedly, and without due investigation. The opiuiuu of
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Mr. Russell, the Cioverimient astronomer ot New South

Wales, is quite opposed to that Mr. EUerv, as is also that

of hundreds of the intelligent settlers ot this colony. If

the proceedings ot the Royal .Society of New South Wales,
of which I am a member, be searched, it will there be

seen tliat the question has been very exhaustively treated

by Mr. Russell and others. About two years since, a great

many letters also appeared in the Si/ilitei/ Mail and other

papers. The conclusions arrived at were:—
1. That timber is not the cause of rainfall, but its

effect.

2. That iu those countries where the forests have been
most extensively cleared, such as the United States and

Australia, the rainfall has not been thereby lessened.

3. On the other hand, that where the forests have been

killed, the grass has increased from fom'foldto tenfold, and
the wealth-pi-rnlucing power of the land in like ratio, and
that the enormous quantities of water absorbed by these

forests remains in the ground and makes its existence seen,
not only by the increase of giass, but also by numerous

springs and by creeks known to be dry exeept in very wet

periods becoming permanent watercoiu'ses.

My own experience entirely agrees with these conclusions;

by ring-barking I have caused a spring to become per-
manent that only ran diu-ing a very wet season, and I

would strongly advise every farmer or squatter who has

indications of surface drainage upon his land, such as spots
which keep green long in summer, or grow rushes or small

gum saplings thickly, to ring the timber along these water-

courses, and he will not long be in doubt of the truth of

these theories.

It is a well-known fact that gums are planted in Italy
to (h-y fever swamps, and that each tree acts as a natural

pump. No bushmau who has stripped a sheet of bark can

for a moment doubt the great quantity of water one tree

takes up. A single willow has been known to absorb a

spring. When the tree has been remove<l the spring has

flowed again. Spain, a country like Australia in many
respects, is usually pointed out as having .suffered froin

forest denudation. If space permitted I could easily show
that the low standard of farming .inil grazing in that

country is entirely due to other causes.

Let Mr. EUery consult Mr. Russell upon this important
question, and I am sure his opinions will soon change.

—lam,
&c., ViGiLEX.—Eogau River, N.S.W.

TEA PLUCKING IN CEYLON.

Tea plucking in India and in Ceylon are two very
different things. Upon my first taking up visitiug here
in Ceylon, I intended to carry out the Indian method
of plucking, but I discovered the gi-owth was so quick
that if oui" Indian mode was adopted, the tree would
make so much wood and leaf that (natui-e being .satisfied)

it woidd refuse to flush.

I consider that eighteen months' growth in Ceylon is equal
to 3 years in India; consequently, it is better to begin
a gentle course of plucking (which is really pruning) at

18 months old, so as to form the bush, than to allow

the tree to rmi up, say. eight to ten feet, then ruth-

lessly prune it down, and by so doing throw away what

really ought to be in tea boxes. I consider the damage
done to the tree by this method of treatment incalcul-

able
;
in fact, in one or more gardens that had been

allowed to run up. as described above. I feared to prune
the trees to the required height, knowing the shock might
prove fatal. Again, if early plucking is carefully carried

out, the bush receiving a check on top, throws out laterals

and so forms itself.

In India, a tree pruned and allowed to run for one

year without plucking would make between three and
four feet, in Ceylon it wuvUd make near ten. If we do
not pluck our trees here they will simply run away from

us, and in proof of this, I could mention more gardens
than one. Indian tea planters, and Ceylon men also,

ridicule the idea ot our gettuig 70(1 lb. of di-y tea per acre

all round. From what I now see, I have come to the con-

clusion that SOO lb. is nearer the mark for carefully planted
estates in the lowcountry. I have no fears of the bu,sh

being injiu'ed by this so-called
" close plucking," if it gets

a good start after primmg. The tea tree in Ceylon is

always gi'owing, both above and below ground, and I have
not on any estate noticed the bush receiving a check, unless
where it has been insufiiciently pruned.

I am not responsible for the remarks—that tea is

hardly and likes a poor soil. On the contrary, it will only
flourish in the soil that suits it. I acknowledge that we
nmst to some extent vary om- method in Ceylon, accord-

ing to the different districts ; the same as is done in
India.

I presume that here, as in India, there are planters
and pfanto-i'. I have known adjoining gardens, similar
in every respect, where yearly dividends varied as much
as theu- manager's style of working. In conclusiou, I

consider that, as managers of tea estates are obhged to

go roimd every month or six weeks, they are well able
to watch the effect of their mode of plucking, and, such

being the case, were the bushes seemingly the worse, a

change could at once be made. It nmst always be re-

membered that success in tea depends entirely upon these
three following important operations, viz., Fntiiini/, Flnck-

ing and Mannfactufe; if these are not carefidly attended

to, fair returns cannot be expected. If, however, super-
intendents will only study the most desirable methods for

obtaining the largest outtiu-n, combined with the best

average, not for one or two breaks, but for a whole season's

shipments, I feel convinced that the tea enterprise in Ceylon
will prove a remunerative investment.—W. Camekon.—Yatiautote, April 2nd, 18.S3.—"Oeylou Times."

THE OATALPA, A VALUABLE TREE.
Some time ago, Sir .John O'Shanas.sy called attention, iu

the Legislative A.ssembly, to a celebrated American timber
tree called Catalpa speciosa. The Ministers of Lands and
Agriculture moved in the matter, with a view to procuring
information, and have received reports from Mr. Guilfoyle,
the director of the Botanic-gardens, and Mr. Ferguson,
inspector ot state forests. Mr. Guilfoyle reports on the
27th November, 1882, that the tree is said by many horti-

culturists and botanists in America, where it is in<ligenou8,
to be one of the most valuable timber trees known. One
writer, Mr, 0. H. MiUer, of Fairmount-park, Philadelphia,
says:

—"There is a fine grove of cataljia in the park, some
of them very large, one measuring 13ft. in circumstance."
A Mr. Arthur Bryant, of Princeton, Illinois, is said to have
in his groimds a catalpa of the speciosa variety, raised from
seed in 1839, which measured in 1879 (stump high) 3ft. in

diameter. Other of the trees in South-Eastern Missouri

measured, in 1866, 3ft. and 4ft. in rhameter, and 50ft. to
a limb. In Indiana, the trees reached a diameter of 4ift.

From one tree, a limb was cut oft 45ft. from the stump,
a section of which was Sft. long .and 12|in. in diameter at
the small end. A Mr. Barney, of Ohio, reported that a

catalpa gate-post had been taken up, after being 46 years
in the ground, and was found as sound as on the day it

was set, no signs of decay being visible. Catalpa timber
used in a stockade in Imhana hail been found perfectly
sound after being nearly 100 years in the ground. Similar

piirticulars are given as to other pieces of this timber
which have remained soun<l after being in use about 100

years. One log, after lying across a stream nearly 100

years, was cut into perfectly sound boards. Professor John
Callot states that the timl)er is universally accredited with
wonderful power to resist decay and time, and that, after

diligent inquiry, he had found no one willing to say the
timber was liable to rot. Another writer stated that no
decayed catalpa logs were ever found in swamps. The tree
throve iu France and Germany, and in protected po.sitions
in the South of England. It grows rapidly, and the wood
is remarkably light, fine in texture, and capable of receiv-

ing a brilliant polish. The bark was said to be tonic,
stimulant, and antiseptic. The tree can be readily raised
from seeds and cuttings, and in this climate the seeds
should be sown in September or October, and the cuttings
planted out of floors in March or April. The tree has been
of rather .slow growth in the Botanic-gardens, the largest

specimen, although iq:)wards of 18 years old, being only
about 10ft. or 12ft. high. That trady growth was doubt-
less due in a great measure to the poverty of the soil.

The tree would not bear much exposure to strong ^vinds,
and delighted in a loose and tolerably good .soil. Thepi'esenfc
stock of yoimg plants iu the gardens, numbering some 30
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or 40, averaged from 1ft. to 2ft. in height, and were raised

from seed supplied by Sir John O'Shauassy.
Subjoined is Mr. Ferguson's report:

—
" State Nxu'sery, Macedon,

"Sir,—I have tlio hounur t(i" acknowledge the receipt of your
letter r? catalpa tree (speciosa).

** I have the lionour to repoi-t that I i-eceived from the late

Secretai-y for Agriculture, in JHSO, a package of seed of the above

ti-ee, and beg- to inform the honourable the Miiustor of Lands
that I have here about \,C}(K> plants that have been tmnsplautcd
fnto nuiseiy mw-s, nmst of wliieh will be fit for plauting' out

penuanently in the forest diuiug the ooniing autumn and winter,
•• The ratiilpu sprriu?;a is a native of the Suuthem States of

Nortli Aiuen.il. wliere it yi'ows to a niodemte-sized tree, seldom

being met with more than tiuft. in height, with a meiliuni tronk.
"When in flower it is a gi'and sight, andhkoits cou'j'enev, ratalpa
big-noniuides, of our gardens, is mueh admired for its large loli-

age and beautiful tloweis.
" The tunlur nf sijuTiosa is mueh sought after in Aineriea for

piles and posts tor tViiring. and has been found to last for niauy
years when subj-ricil to damp and mai'shy places, where other
kinds of timber have pehshed,

" Since its hitruductinu to this colony, I find it to be a tree of

rapid growtli, well suited for a diy country, and I have no doubt
when it beeoraes better known it "wdl be extensively planted." About 250 trees were raised in tlie State Nui'sery at Lon-
gerenong, in the Wimmera District, and during last season I

had them transplanted into nui-sery lines, and they are growing
rapidly." The catalpa speciosa, like the Paidovnia, walnut, ash, and
other deciduous trees in this locahty, are hable to get cut up by
spring frosts, find I intend next season to make a permanent
plantation of the catalpa in some more suitable locality in the
state forests.
" I have the honour to be, Su-, your most obedient servant,

" W. Ferguson,
IiLspector of State Forests.

"A. Moirah, Esq., Secietary for Lands, Melbourne."—Av;itralasi.an.

ABRACACIA ESCULENTA.
(From the Fhuicra' Gazette, Feb. 16th.)

The cultivation of the Arracacha (Arracacia EscukntaJ
has been more than once referred to of late in this Journal

(vol. xsiii, pp. 178, 297, 401) ; the following additional part-
iculars as to its cultivation may therefore be of iutereat to

our readers. Thd subject of its growth in India having
been brought before the Agri-Iioi-ticultural Society of Madras
at one of theii- recent meetings, the iuforniatiou here re-

forred to was eUcited, it seems to have been contained in

a letter dated so far back as 1878, from Mr. Henry Bii-ch-

all, an accomplished English gentleman, who resided

many years in the countiy, to the British Consul Gener-
al, Mr. Charles O'Lcary, at Bogot-a. Mr. Birchall writes,
that as a large number of sets is produced by one plant
the propagation is rapid. The tuodiis operaach is thus ex-

plained by him :
—

''The propagation of the Ai'racacha is effected by the

separation from the plant at maturity of a nmnber of small

peduncles or heads (leaf-stalks) sitreading fi'om the central

root, wlncb also, underground, throws out the carrot-

shaped horns, which are the best of the edible part. Tlie
hard upper pai"t of the central tuber to which these leaf-
stalks are attached serves for hogs or cattle, as do the
leaves for the latter.

The planting is done in rows with a distance of from
3 to 4 feet between each row, and as much between
each set in the rows.
"The sets are planted by simply making a hole about

six inches deep with a pointed stake and inserting the
set slanting with the concave of its curve upwards aud
then treatUng in the soil slightly, leaving the slioot-bit

of the stem barely at the surface. The average length of
the set with the small piece of root attached will not ex-
ceed '6 to inches. . . The set being broken off the root
should be neatly trimmed to a clean smooth sui'face.

Weeding and eartliing-up constitute the subsequent cult-

ure as often as required. le is customary also where the

plant grows large to gather together the leaves and twist
their necks moderately, a process said to prevent running
to head and favoring development of the root. In favor-
able situations the planting may take place whenever
ground aud seed are available. We are always planting
AiTacacha, and see no particular advantage in one seaj^on

over another. But the distinction between wet and dry
aeasous iu this country [Fusagasuga] is less marked than

in some otiier tropical regions, and probably the close o*
a well-defined di-y season would be the safest period." The plant requii'es from 10 to 12 months to reach

maturity, but the tubers (or carrot-shaped roots) may be
gathered two months earlier than tins period if much wanted.
In this case the produce is of course smaller, but it is

said to be equally wholesome aud agreeable to the taste."
As to diseases, properly so called, Mr. Birchall ^ ys he
" knows of none to winch the Arracacha is subject.''

"Occasionally, when exposed to too much di'ou^ht, it

becomes as it were frost bitten, called here chucfia or

euch/a-udfi, in wldch state it boils semi-transparent and re-
mains hai'd after cooking and is unlit for human food. If,
however, plants so affected are allowed to stand till the
return of the rains and to renew their fohage the root
will recover. Manure is never employed for this or for

any crop, I can, therefore, give no opinion based on ex-

perience as to its application. But analogy would indicate

that, as in the case of all other edilile roots, the supjjort
and stimulus of manure could hardly fail to produce greatly
increased crops. Here aU we do is to clear the forest and
plant the Arracacha among the maize which is the uni-
versal first crop."
Considering the risk and difficulty of transpoi-t for the

living plants I vautm-e to suggest the sending of the true
seed of the Arracacha if for tiial in other coimtiies. The
central peduncle of the branch of stalks ia never inten-

tionally planted as it produces the Jlae/to, or male plant,
which proceeds immetliately to flower and yields no edible
root. Tliis for production of seed is never, so far as I
have seen, cidtivated in this counti-y, but in every plan-
tation, by oversight, these flowering plants occur. It ap-
pears to be certain that by sowing the seed and proceed-
with the resulting plants, which are small at fii-st, exactly
as with those produced in tlie usual w^ay, iu two or thj'ee

seasons the i>lants will attain fully theii' gi-owth. This is, at

any rate, what experienced farmers tell me, and it may
be worth while to try this for tlie possible case of failure
iu those sent in a growing state."

We are further informed in some observations on the

foregoing notes that several attempts have been from time
to time made to introduce the plant sor field cnlture in

Europe, but without success, ouing probably to the pec-
uliar climate wliich it requires, and the great difficulty of

preserving the roots through winter. The French made a
fi-esh trial in 1876 to introduce it into the neighbourhood
of Paris, but without .success. Several iitteni]-ts have also
been made to iutirxluce it into lutba, the latest Ix-ing about
187i* from the Koyal Gardens, Kew, whither they liitd been
sent for transmission to India. "Of these twelve were
alive, but they were not in a condition to bear the jour-
ney to India. They were, therefore' kejot at Kew, and
were sent out subsequently imdur case of a gardener who
was coming out for the Bengal Cinchona Plantations. They
reached Calcutta in March, 1879, and only two were alive,
and Dr. King reported that even these looked sickly. After
a few days they were sent to the Cinchona Plantations in

Sikkim, under care of the same gardener proceeding there.
On the way thither one died, so that only one reached
Sikkim. This was kept at Mengjioo, near DarjUing, and
on enquiry. Dr. Kaug reported in June, 1879, that this
one also died. Meanwliile, the seeds asked for were re-

ceived, and sown in the Chajuri Gardens at Mussoorie
by Mr. Duthie, who, in his annual repoit for 1880-81
on the Saharunpore and Mussoorie Botanical Gardens,
said that even plants were the result, but that none
ai-e sufficiently grott-n yet to say more of them than that

they look quite healthy."
"Judging from the information th&y brought together,

it seems i^'obable that parts of British Bunnah and Assam
wall be suitable for the growth of the Ari'acacha, and it

may perhaps be considered desii-able to make an atsempt
to mtroduce the esculent into those provinces,"

TEA IN CEYLON.

Imbulpitij'a is one of the few tea estates in Oeylun that
have machinery fitted up, though it will not be long be-
fore all tea estates have the necessary rolling machinery
and firing apparatus, as a great sa\-ing of labor is thereby
ffected. A small-sized roller, such as I saw, takes from
TiO to 60 lb. of leaf, and in twenty minutes the roll is

finished, so that not more tlian 150 lb. can be rolled in
one hour, and when the pickings mcrcase as the estate
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gets older and new laud comes into bearing, another roller

will have to be put up. The machine is of the simplest
construction, and best described as a box, the bottom of

which is riuted and tlat, the top also tinted, not flat but

arched like a gothic roof. The bottom travels backwards
and forwards at right angles to the line on which the

1)0X travels, so that a rotatory motion is imparted to the

withered leaf, which, coming in contact with the to]) and
bottom of the box, forms a perfect roll. One of the many
advantages of machinery is that it permits of the whole
of the lt;af being ready for firing soon after withering is

finished, and of the firing being finished at 4 o'clock on
the day following the gathermg. Night work is thus to

a great extent avoided. The work of a cotfee or cocoa

planter no doubt is apparent in some degree either in

the quantity or quality of his crojj, but not to the same
ext t^nt as a tea planter's, for he is often is own tea-maker,
ami this work requires constant supervision and care in

its minuttist details, lu the withering of the leaf aud the

proper umoimt of ftrmeutation required, dilferiug in dilfer-

ent seasons in filing and in sorting, aud last but not least

in packing aud seeing the chests properly soldered, so

that uo ah* can enter ; in all these operations so essential

to the proper manufactui'e of tea, the planter's care and
attention are required, not now aud again, but continu-

ously. But little of his time can be given to the field

works, as the factory absorbs the bidk of it, and this too

in a far from healthy atmosphere, with the thermometer

up to 90 aud more. But, on the other hand, if his work
is hard, his labor uniutermitteut, he has at least this

satisfaction, that it is made manifest to his employer in

the samples of his tea, and the prices obtained at home,
and that there is something to show as the direct result

of his care and exertions. The rolling machinery is of

course dviveu by water-power, and as tea estates spring

up out of what is now jungle and lantana, many of the
old wheels once used to drive busy pulpers on estates

since abandoned, will be sold to, and utilised by, tea estates.

Far more c;ipital is required in stores, particularly in a

tea than on a coffee estate, as not only has machinery
eventually to be pm'chased, but sieves of ail sizes, boxes

for storing teas of different quaUty made of galvanized

iron, and many other appliances have all to be bought
and kept in apple-pie order. I should fancy too that the

opening of many more tea estates would cause a demand
for labor to spring up, which would soon bring Ramasamy
over from his seemy again in crowds. On a coffee estate

in its balmiest days, about three-quarter of a cooly to an
acre—if I may use such an expression—was necessary to

carry it on, but now, alas, a far smaller fraction in many
cases would represent the cooly's proijortion to the acres

cultivated ; but on a tea estate, and where no machinery
is being used, nearly as much as two coolies to the acre

are refpiisite, if not absolutely necessary, to carry on the

ordinary works of the estate, to gather and make a com-

plete round in eight days, and to carry on the cm-ing in

the factory. It will be at once seen what a difference

this will makr in the labor market if many more acres

are opened in tea. Of course, there are very many fewer
Tamils here than a few years ago, but should a demand
arise, the supply mil be forthcoming as of yore. Pnming
has been so often described that little is left for me
to say except that, from a coffee planter's \'iew, nothing
looks finished or tidy. No luiots are cut off, and when
a branch offends the eye and has in consequence to come
(iff, instead of its beiug cut close to its root or eye, it

will be left \vith as much as two or three inches from
which new shoots may strike, and this has an unsightly

appearance. One can't very well damage a tree by care-

less pruning; that is, not to the same extent as coffee,
but however well the field works are looked after by the

manager, no good result will be obtahied unless he also

give great attention to the actual tea-maldng. All the

pickers are measured twice a day, or rather the leaf they
pick is weighed out, and at once placed on the withering
shelves, formed of sacking stretched on a wooden frame
which I have described before now. On most estates the
10 o'clock leaf is properly withered by 6 o'clock next morn-

ing, and the 4 o'clock at midday next day, that is in about
20 hours, but this all depends upon the weather and the
heat of the store. On I\Iariawatt.e, I found that 10 o'clock

icaf was ready at abuut midnight, when a gang of rollers

were waiting for it, and when that was rolled the 4
o'clock leaf was also ready. This was due to the extreme
heat of the store aud other local causes, but whether it

is beneficial or not to the leaf to wither so rapidly re-
mains to be seen. Had machinery been available on
Mariawatte, the large force of men rolling would have
been dispensed with. On Imbulpitiya, the yesterday's leaf

goes into the roller early in the morning, and before mid-

day all is finished, and the leaf huaped on the tables,
with a blanket over it for fermenting. A>''hen this is com-
plete the heap turns a copperish hue, and is ready for

firing when the greatest attention and care is requisite.
The fermenteil leaf is spread lightly and evenly over a

square sieve of small mesh, made of fine brass wu-e (size

20) and the sieve placed on the charcoal fire. It is soon
taken off, turned, and again placed over the fii'e, but the
fine tips are shaken tlu-ough the sieve as soon as possible,
as they naturally requne but little firing. When the roll

is finished and thorougldy fired, it is heaped or placed
in cases to be afterwards sifted aud sorted into different

quahties. The size of the sieve thi-ough which the tea is

sifted determines the quality. The bulk is first sifted

thi'ough a No. 8 sieve, and what drops through is broken
pekoe and pekoe, what remains in the sieve is jjekoe
souchong aud broken mixed

;
and these are the only

quahties regularly sent from estates in Ceylon. Broken
pekue, the finest quality of all, containing as it does the
fine delicate tips, is separated from the pekoe by bemg
passed thi'uugh a No. 12 sieve—much smaller than a No.
8—the broken pekoe falUng tln-ough and the pekoe re-

mainmg on the sieve. Pekoe souchong is sepai'ated from
broken mixed by being sifted thi-ough a No. 7 sieve—
larger than a No. 8—the pekoe souchong falUng thi-ough
aud the tea that refuses to pass through, being broken

through the sieve afterwards or through a No. 8. The
chests are lined with tea-lead and packed as tightly as

possible to aUow of the proper weight always being in-

serted, usually from 80 to 90 lb. according to quality, and
the lead is then soldered down, and the chests nailed
do\vn and marked, are then ready for despatch. The lay
of Mai'iawatte is very flat, aud though the trees are planted,
as X said before, 4 feet by 4 feet in many places they
touch aud it is diflicult to walk up the lines. The old-

est part is but 3^ years old, so this must be considered
a good growth, though tlie tea is not likely to flush so

abundantly as in the low country with its still damper
and more forcing chmate. Here and there a cocoa tree

pushes itself above the tea, but though it tluivcs exceed-

ingly, the tea around it does not, aud in all probability
the cocoa will have to be cut down in a short time. One
tea estate is so like another, and all are so young, that
as yet we camiot determine what is likely to be the yield
and profit per acre, but there seems eve.ry probability of
700 lb. the acre being gathered, particularly off the low-

country estates on good soil, whilst the higher estates ^\'iU

no doubt average about 500 lb. without nmch effort, but,
say that we take 500 lb. an acre to be an all round average
for our tea estates throughout the island, that it can be

put on board for 40 cents as an average, seems pretty
certain. "We thus have 500 x 40 cents=K200 as the cost
of one acre, or let us say 70 cents as an average price.
This price has already been realised as the average of

many breaks on more than one estate, and our teas are

steadily rising in favom-, our tea planters gi-aduaUy get-
ting more expert, so that we do not think 70 cents as an
average will be an extreme price. Thus we have 500 x 70
cents^R350 per acre, less R200 for upkeep per acre, having
a profit of E150 per acre, winch surely good enough,
and shows that tea is a thoroughly safe investnient planted
on suitable land in a good climate with an experienced
planter in charge.

—
"(.'eylon Times."

^ 1 ^
OOFFEE: ITS HISTORY, BHILOSOPHY, SUPPLY

AND CONSUMPTION
Of coffee which is now a necessary of* life to so many

human bemgs, the wonder is .scarcely less than it shoidd
have been so long kept from mankind than that even

now, after three hundred years of knowledge, it should
be comparatively unfamihar in its purity to so many
milhuns who thirst after a beverage so innocent and
healthful. The attributes of coffee have been celebrated
in all languages. Chemists have told us how it clears
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the brain, calms the nei-ves, and supplies the waste of

tissue. Poets have sung of the wisdom it gives to polit-

icians, in strains whicli make us impatient of its too

sleniler use for that purpose. Like tobacco, it is a uni-

versal taste: ami. like that beneficent weed, it has been

proscribed and preached at as ungodly, poisonous, and
damnable—tending to sin, to sedition, and to heresy. In

Turkey it was made a point of orthodoxy to rail at

the new drink; in France, of fashion to discounage it.

"Racine and coft'ee will pass," wrote Madame de Sevigne.
TJnder Charles II. coffee-houses were to be put down as

"hotbeds of seditious talk" and incentives to "general
wagging of tongues." Coffee has risen superior to all

these perils ; and he would be a bold man now who .should

in the East or AA'est, attempt to suppress it use. There
is no article of those which furnish food for man on
the merits of which there is so perfect a consensus of

opinion. There is no beverage which unites in its favour
so completely the suffrages both of men of science and
of virtue; And when we con.sidcr what are the peculiar
and exquisite virtues possessed by coffee, and in a less

degree by its congeners tea and cocoa, we cannot help

wondering wh.at sort of a world it was which was as

yet uncheered by that divine essence, caffeine, theine,
or theobromine, which chemists tell us is the basis of

the healthful and exhilarating properties of coffee. As
mau is the creatui-e of what he eats and drinks, so man,
before the discovery of coffee and its sister-beverages,
must have been a duller, coarser, and less interesting
animal than now, when he has the benefit of these new
aids to jihysical and intellectual devi-lopment.

Turning from the history and philosophy of coffee—a

subject which has scarcely yet been treated in any be-

coming manner—to the concrete berry and its uses, the
first thing which must strike us is the comparatively
small favour in which it is held in this country, in

spite of our unequalled opportunities of getting it in

perfection. The total consumption of coffee in Europe,
according to the latest authorities, is a little less than

400,000 tons annually. Of this quantity Great Britain took
in 18S0, for home consumption, 14,540 tons. The increase

during the last twelve years has been very small, in spite
of the reduction of the duty to l.Ul. a pound on the raw
and 2d. a pound on the roasted berry, in 1872. The
consumption of coffee per head in Great Ei-itain ha.s, in

fact declined from r34tb. in 1854, when it was at the

maximum, to a fraction less than a pound a head in ISSO.

At present the people of England use about five pounds of

tea a head every year to one pound of coffee. In France,
where the duty is about five times heavier, the average
annual consumption is about 41^1,000 tons, giving 2*23 lb.

a head. In Germany and in Holland the proportion is

5'3 lb. a head; in Switzerland, 668 lb.
;

in Italy only 105 lb.;

while in Belgium it amomits to 9 lb. a head, which is the

highest figure reached by any European country. The
United States are very large coffee consumers taking in

the period 1876-80 an average of 156,482 tons a year.
The total annual consumption of coffee in the world it

is impossible to estimate with any approach to accuracy,
owing to the inii)erfeet returns of the quantities retained
for home cousiiini.tidn in the coffee-producing coimtries.

The total produetiuii, however, may be roughly estimated
at something less than 600,000 tons a year. Of this

quantity Brazil furnishes by far the largest pro])ortion
—

indeed, nearly one-half of the whole. Java, in which is

included Sumatra and other Dutch possessions in Further

India, comes next with 00,000 tons. Oentr.Tl America is

third with an annual supply of 50,000 tons, Ceylon stands
for 43,000 tons, the West Indies for 40,000, Venezuela
and New Granada for 35,000, India for 16,000, Mexico
for 5,000 and Arabia for 4,(iOO. The general supply, we
may judge from the ruling prices of the article in the market
is fully equal to the demand; thoiigh if the leaf-disease

continues its ravages, it is pos.sible that in a few years we
may find this condition of things materially altered.

Great Britain is in possession of the finest coffee es-

tates in the world. Epicures may brag of the flavour of

genuine Mocha, but the Arabian berry is a thing rather
of imagination than of fact, mort^ talked of than tasted.

The best Mocha is reserved liy thi' Tiu-ks and Arabs for

their private drinking, and does not coure to this country.
Like Imperial Tokay or caravan tea, it may be doubted

whether its quality is equal to its reputation. The shriv-
elled Ix'ri'y actually gi-own on the hills of Yemen pro-
duces, when cooked in the native fashion, an ardent,
biting, nuuldy fluid, which only an educated ta.ste can
appreciate. The coffee of My.sore is perhaps superior to
it in delicacy and richness of aroma. The Blue Mountain
coffee of .lamaica is scarcely inferior. The pity of it is

that the arrangements which have turned that beautiful
island into a lu'gger Eden will not permit of any develop-
ment of this must valuable natural product. The coffee
of Ceylon, though it has lately been subject to much de-

pression, still coniiuands a more than average price in the
market, arrd is certainly .superior to what comes to us
from Java or from Central America. The Brazilian coffee,
though it forms so enornrous a pro]iortion of the total

supply, bears an ill reputatiim, which perh.aps it hardly
deserves. In the United States, where it is nrost largely
consumed, there are some varieties of Brazilian, such as
"Golden Rio," which commands almost as high a price
as the best growths from .Java; an<l it appears from the
excellent treatise of Mr. F. B. Thurber, a New York grocer—to which we have been iirdebted for a good deal of
pleasant information—that gi-eat efforts are now being
made in Brazil, by improvements in the process of clean-

ing the ber-ries, to redi^em the character of Brazilian
coffee. That there is withiir the empire of Brazil a vast
extent of territory fitted for the growth of coffee, ivith
less difficulties in respect of labour than in most countries,
is certain

;
and it may be that the future of cheap cott'ee

lies not in the direction of date-stones, but in the increased
supply from Brazil. At pi-esent the chief objection to the
coffee shipped from Bio Janeiro is a peculiar rankncss of
smell and rawness of flavour, which, however, oiu' Amer-
ican grocer tells us, disappear with keeping. The north-
ern States of South Ameiica, especially Colombia, produce
excellent coffee,and could supply more of it but for revol-
utions. The brand called Cucuta, gio%vn in M.aracaibo, is

much esteemed in America, and often passes for the
best Java. Costa Rica and Guatemala are among other
coffee-bearing States, whose produce only needs better
cultiv.ation and preparation to be favourably known in our
markets; and from Hayti and Porto Rico come berries
which have much vogire in Spain and Italy. Lastly, there
are the islands of Reunion and Mauritius, which produce
admirable coffee

;
the latter to a very limited extent, the

former entii-ely for consumption in France, where it is

chiefly used at good tables in the .shape of the after-
dinner demi tasse.

Such are the legitimate sources of coffee in the world.
But there are other and more questionable ways of filling
the coffee-cup, which Mi-. Thurber, with perhaps doid)tful

policy and .an excess of candour has revealed out of the
depths of his trade experience. Those who buy their
coffee ready ground

" tread a path," he tells us,
" beset

with .snares and delusions." They are lucky if they find
nothing worse in the cup than honest, harmless chicory.
They may have beans, saw-dust, Venetian red, acorns
mangel-wurzel, and baked horse-liver. Then there is coffee
essence, which may be a compound of " Black .Tack," or
the coarsest of molasses and chicory. A higher branch of
art, dealing with a supei-ior article, "is that which concerns
its('lf with "glossing." The glo.ss is made of "various
starches, glues, and mosses." and applied to the roasted
coffee-berry when hot, with the result of an abnoi-mal
shininess. This, observes our authority naively,

" tends
rather to injure the flaiour than to improve it." Against
all these depredations on his pirrse and assaidts on his
stomach, the consumer has only one effective way of pi-o-
tecting him.self. Let him eschew the purchase o'f ground
coffee, and grind for himself. Or. if his grocer will insist
upon making him take cliicory— which, as being the least
harmful of all the ingredients which enter into the ground
coffee of commerce, has come to be accepted as ainmst
legitimate

—let him do as M. Grevy did on a certain occa-
sion when benighted out hunting in a little wine-house in
till- cii\mtry. The Presi.lent of the French Republic
among his many claims to the respet't of mankind, is an
epicure in coffee. " Have you any chicory ?

"
said he to

the man of the house. "Yes, sir." "Bring me some"
The proprietor returned with a small can of chicory.

"
is

that all you have?" asked JI. Gre\'y.
" We have a little

more." "Bring me the rest;" when ho came again wth
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another can of chicory, M. Grevy said: "You have no

more ?
" " No, sir."

"
Very well : now go and make me

a cup of coffee." It is to Mr. Thurber we are indebted

for this and many other good stories in his admirable book

on "
Ooffee, from Plantation to Oup," published by the

American Grocer Pubhshing Association of New York, and

very creditable to the samti.—St. James's Gazette.

THE CITRUS FAMILY: ORANGES, LEMONS
AND CITRONS.

At a meeting of the Horticultural Society

of Victoria, a paper, entitled as above, was read

bv Mr. Mars Miller, secretary of the society, who, by way
of introduction, referred to the results of orange culture in

Spain and other lands, and showed that a large portion of

Australia lies within nearly the same latitude south as

Madeira, Seville, and other orange-growing regions in the

northern hemispliere. Parramatta experiences were reviewed,

and Mr. Miller proceeded as follows:—
So much for a glance at other peoijle's business. Now

let me bring the subject within oiu- own bounds, merely

premising that I am not going into the question whether

or not orange-growing on a large scale would pay. If I

stimidate enterprise of much smaller dimensions I shall

have achieved my purpose, and shall be well satisfied.

Well, then, to go back no farther than last August and

September. In oiu: E.xperiniental-gardens, Richmond-park,
in whicli we have about 100 trees, there was such a plenti-

ful and excellent crop of oranges, &c., that two gentle-
men from Spain, who went out to see for themselves,

assured oiw curator (Mr. Neilson) that "in their own

country they had rarely witnessed a finer display." Un-

doubtedly the .sight was marvellous. Whether you were
near the trees, or looked from the other side of the Yarra,

you saw from the groimd to the topmost branches, some
15 ft. high, just a mass of golden fruit, reminding one of

the fabled garden of the Hesperides.
"
All," you say,

" that is the re.sult of skilful professional culture beyond

ray reach." Without staying to argue the point, let me
take you to the villa of 'quite an amateur, not employ-
ing a professional man, and found at his city counting-
house from morning to night. The locahty is South Yarra,

opposite the north boundary of the Botanic-gardens. This

gentleman exhibited sjiecimeus at one of our recent monthly
meetings

—pronounced by the judges to be of excellent

quality. The crop was 3-50 fruits ; he has since informed
me that, from present appear.ances, he expects 1,000 next

season. I saw the tree—about 13ft. high by Sft. through—
in a sheltered corner, affording to sight and taste a dainty

offering. I conld not but ask myself the question, "\\Tiy
should not every villa, nay. every cottage, be similarly en-

riched ?'• The effect of one instance of the kind may be

illustrated by what a most successful grower of table grapes
said in my hearing, ^^z.,

" One of the first sights that

struck me as a gardener from the old country, was a \ine

in full bearing trained against a common paling fence.

Is saiil to myself there is a lesson for me " That occurred

about 40 years ago. Perhaps my notable South Yarra

specimen may in like manner stir up some one. Those
who are so disposed may visit intresting orangeries in the

vicinity of Melbom-ne, and will be repaid for their trouble.

They are, of coiu-se. possessed by the wealthy. My object

is, however, as I said before, to popularise. I will next

adduce and example of lemon gro-vving by a professional
—

Mr. H. U. Cole, of Shorland Nursery, Upper Hawthorn,
About three months ago I visited his establishment, and
saw many excellent specimens of horticulture and pomo-
logy, but two lemon trees rivetted my attention. Plenty
of space afforded—each occupied a somewhat rising ground—
and so thick was the foli.ige that you could see neither

stem nor branch from top to bottom. (I may be allowed

to say that some magnificent loquats in the adjoining

garden, his father's, IMr. T. C. Cole, were similarly trained,

the sui-face roots protected from the sun.) From each of

these trees upwards of 100 dozen lemons have frequently
been gathered in a vear. Now. 2,400 fruits from two trees,

at retail price of 6d. each, represent £fiO. I know that

I have had to pay fid. when requiring the b'st fruit for

an invalid : but, making a liberal allnwance, the grower in

this instance realised probably about £40. certainly not a

bad revenue from two trees. And here let me—for others'

benefit—relate a lamentable instance of my owti ignorcane.

Some years since, thinking to greatly improve my lemon

tree, I set about to dig deeply all round it, and even

under the branches, hberaUy manuring it also, my efforts

being rewarded by a plentiful lack of foliage, &c. The tree

was '' fertile in its own disgi-ace." And no wonder. I

was unconsciously sapping its very vitals. Discovering at

last what all growers of the citrus ought to know at first—
that the tree thi-ives by its surface roots, which must not be

distm-bed— I at once changed my treatment, and am happy
to say that a more beautiful object of its kind than this

nuich-abused plant I would not wish to see—rapidly grow-

ing and giving promise when fully recovered of bearing
well. I now make a great skip to the banks of the Mur-

ray, merely remarking that a few years ago, when in

Beechworth for a d.ay or two, I greatly admired some robust

specimens of orange trees in that town. And here let me

say that I have the singular advantage of reading my
paper before both amateurs and practical gardeners, who

will, doubtless, supplemeut my crude assertions with their

matured judgment. I confess to having had this mentally
before me from the fu-st, and shall conjsider myself exceed-

ingly successful if I can by boring doivn, as it were, into

the experimental depths of my audience, educe thence a

flow of instruction that, carried through the chamiels of the

press and otherwise, will benefit many. The scene then

changes, and we have presumably reached Murray Downs,
lat. 35deg. 15min. S., longitude not required. In casting

about for materi:ils for tliis paper I perceived huUmg in

the sea <if :\Iilb(.urne reminiscences a splendid exhibition

of the citrus tMuiily. ticketed as grovm by Mi-. S. H. Officer,

"of that ilk," and upon consideration I wrote to that gentle-

man, at Toorak, requesting a little information. It was

courteously furnished, and 1 proceed to quote largely from

it, being confident that you will coincide with me in think-

ing .such quotations to be the most valuable part of my
paper. Let Mr. Officer speak for liimself, viz:—

" In 18G5, in a very unfavourtible position as far as both soil

and exposure are concerned, I planted about 100 in all of orange,

lemon, and citron plants, and the results in uantity, quality and size

of fruit have far exceeded my expectations. Wlieii I commenced
there was not a single ti'ce growing in the place save one willow

and a few half-dead English fniit trees. The place is m the

middle of a large plain, mth a southern aspect, and therefore

tuUy exposed to frost, and had at tlie first no shelter of any
sort. By planting red srom and willows in and near the edge
of tiie swamp which fonned one side of the orangeiy, in the

course of a few years a pretty strong break against the violent

storms of wind was formed. I carted a foot or more deep of

the stiff clay soil from the bed of the dry swamp and mixed

this well -Bith the sparse loam of the natural groimd, adding
also mamu-e and broken bones, and planting- the trees in this,

sheltered each one for two or three years from the frost of

winter and the summer sun, and after that left them uncovered

to grow alone. As the rainfall was only about l-2in. or 14in,

per amiiun, no fruit trees coiUd bve long without a plentiful

addition of water artificially apphed. To do this efficiently and

economically I raised the necessary water from the Mun-.ay with

wind and horse power and reticulated it in pipes throughout
the garden. In about three years some of the orange tiees com-

menced to bear, and all soon after, also the lemon and citron

trees. On some of the first trees I have measured fruit (some

years) nearly Kim. in cii-cmnferencer with rather thick skins,

but of the most delicious flavous and veiy jucy. These fine

qualities I atti-ibute not so much to the rich made soil as to

the abundant supply of water the trees received. This is shown

liy the trees m some instances this year (1882) producing 'fozy'

friut, deficient in both size and quality, and becoming tasteless

after being gathered a foi-tnight ; and then I foimd that the

gardener, from a false notion of his own, had neglected to water

fuUv. With water in quantity up there we can produce almost

any' fnut. even goosebeiTies. Apples gi-ow to perfection, and

sti'nd the hottest winds and sun without the shghtest scorching.

Haspben-ies, sti-awhen-ies, peaches, apricots, plums, figs, and other

fi-uit can scarcelv be excelled. The lemon and citi-on tl-ees have

rewarded my attention, if possible, more boimtitully than the

orange. The former, at least, are more hardy, stand the frost

better, and take root more readUy th,an theii- companion oranges;

and we Cim propagate them easily by layers. Those in the garden
had the advantage of being all in much better sod than many
of the orange ti-ees, and when the watering was well attended

to the quantity and quaUtv of fruit was surprising. I have for-

gotten the measm-ement, hut can truly say I never anj-where

(and I have been in many parts of the world) saw finer or

larger fnut. The oih-on is a most beautifid and ornamental

tree, and bears an iminense mass of fruit year after year TMth-

out anv injin-v to its growth, or impaii-mg its vitality in any

apparent degi-ee. All the family are liable to the same disease

wliich has destroyed so mmv in Sydney—a decay of the bark

round the stem of the b-ee. just under the sod ;
hut by takuig

this in tune, and paring awav aU the diseased part, and bmdmg
it closely round with cloths, we have generally saved the tree,
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though not a few Ixavc died. The scale bhght reqiurcs unre-

mitting' attention, but late and more economical remedies now
enable me to overcome this with case."

Being desirous of learning, that I might make known
the remedy, I again wi-ote to Mr. Officer, who replied
thus :

—
"Soft soap, lib (not less) to four gallons of water, and applied

so hot that the syringe has to be held in a cloth, and used at
a distance of a few feet. By the time the jets reach the tree
the temperature has fallen sufficiently to not in any way ,injure.
I have found tliis plain solution both here (Toorak) and at

Murray Do'utis to bo all we ooidd desire. The trees may i-equii'e
a second dressing, if bad with the insect, but rarely so,"
He adds—
**The soil and climate of the Murray, from at any rate,

Echuca downwards, are admii'ably adapted for the growth of the
citrus family, ^\ith the aid of arti£cial watering, energy, industry,
and steadiness of pui"pose. Fi'om about 20 miles below that place,
where the banks become low, and the rise and fall of the river

is not more than 12 to 16 feet, to about 15 miles above MuiTay
Downs, on both sides of the river, the Munay banks for a

quaiier of a mile- inland, and as much fui-ther as pipes could
be extended, might be made a perfect garden of Eden for pro-
ductiveness of fiiiit."

In concKision, I venture to assert, as fair inferences from
the facts and illustrations adduced, that (1) wherever in all

\ictoria a supply of water can be secured, every suburban

cottage, every farmer's homestead and selector's shanty
should have at least two members of the citrus family
attached to it, viz., tlie orange and the lemon; (2), care-

fully tended during the first three years, and not ne-

glected afterwards, they will amply repay, by their hardy
beauty and fertility

—
aye, and fragi-ance too—for neroli oil,

one of the most delicious perfumes, is extracted from theii"

blooms—all your trouble ; and, meet companions of the

vuie and fig, will unite with them at once to bauish the

reproach of bare walls and unsightly surroundings, and to

replenish the domestic board with their healthful juices
and valuable conserves. Let us not forget, however, Mr.
Officer's admonition as to "

energy, industry, and steadi-

ness of piu-pose." Nature resents your perfunctory, happy-
go-lucky attentions. She yields her riches to those only
who give her their hearts as well as their hands. Rightly
wooed, she honours her suitor after no scanty fashion.

Note.—It seems that good plants of the citrus family,
about 3ft. high can be obtained from Parramatta at £5
per 100.—Australasian.

Teade of Borneo—Brunei.—The following is from
the Keport by Consul-General Leys on the trade and
commerce of Brunei for the year 1881:—The retiun of ex-

ports shows a very decided increase in the values of all

the jimgle produce (bees-wax, birds'-nests, gutta-percha, and

camphor, especially the last) exported during the past year ;

the amount of gutta-percha, however, although less than
that exported in 1880, was greater than that exported
during the five years preceding 1880. The greatest decrease
occms under the head of sago flour, the value of which

export forms about half of the total value of the exports.
The great decrease in the value of sago exported during
the last two years is mainly due to a di'ought that occurred
in 1878, followed by extensive jungle fires extending over

many miles of country. This drought lasted six months,
and was the most severe that has been experienced in

this part of Borneo for many years. These fires increased
the actual amount of sago brought to the market during
1879, as many of the palms that were not fully grown,
but had been severely scorched or killed by the fijes, were
cut down, and the raw sago extracted before they I»egan
to rot. The quantity of sago brought to market during
the last two years was also much iiifiueuced by the low

prices sago commanded ihiring that i)eriod. As before re-

marked, these figures only show the value of sago floiu*

exported from the two factories in the city of Brunei, and
not fom the other two factories on the coast. The only
other export of any importance is tapioca. Several hundred
acres of it were planted by an enterprising Straits-born

Chinaman in 1870, on a low lull two or three miles from
the city of Brunei. The expcniuent has not proved a success.

Much of the ground (m \\hich it was planted was so steep
that the heavy rains kept constantly washing the soil from
the roots : the soil itself is not rich, and the depredations
by men and wild pigs on the roots which did grow well

were very considerable ; agricultural labour also is very
scarce and dear in Bruuci,—London and Chinu Ex^n-ess.

Esparto Fibre for PAPEE-HLiKiNO.—A meeting of paper-
makers and others interested in the paper trade was held
ou Tuesday afternoon at the Spread Eagle Hotel, Man-
chester, to hear a statement as to a movement for bringing
an increased supply of esparto til>re into the market. JMr.

"NV. Huntingdon (Darwen) presided. Dr. Matter (London)
said the Franco-English Esparto Fibre Supply Company
had been formed for the purpose of developing a conces-
sion by the Bey of Tunis to M. Duplessis of the exclusive

right to collect and export esparto grass grown in the terri-

tories of Bouhedma, Majoura, Aiclia, and Haldji. He had
been to Bouhedma and satisfie^l himself that from that
district alone 30,000 tons of esparto grass coiUd be exported
annually, and the labour necessary could be obtained on
the spot. A tramway would be laid down to the nearest

port and hydrauHc presses erected, and the grass could be
delivered in Liverpool for £3 18s. per ton, against £7 5s.,

the price of Sfax grass last year. A resolution was adopted
to the effect that if the Company could do what it pro-
posed it would have the support of the trade.—Public

Opinion.
Tanning : Analyses of Barks.—The following analyses

of samples of bark, leaves, &c., supposed to be useful to
the tanners, has recently been fiu-uished to the British
Trade Journal by Mr.AV.N. Evans, of the Tanners' Laboratory
Taunton :

—

West Indies—
Locust tree ,

Buttell tree .

Guava tree

Pimento tree.

Broadleaf tree

Trumpet tree

Red maugi-ove tree

Seaside grape tree

East Indies—
Lepidospesuria tree

AVynaad bark

Vaingra bai'k

Spain—
Jara plant

Leaves
Bark of root

Dead leaves

Seed pods

Tannic Acid.
Per eent..

10-02
6'OG

9-77

19-70
20-32

4-52

2713
1416

8-72
11.22

17-20

12-33
1509
11-35
9-50

As many of the above trees grow in this colony, the
information as to these new tanning materials may be of

service to the trade.—Queenslander.

Ploughson theSaidapett Farm, Madras, by lV[r. Robertson
are thus noticed:—Great difficulty has been met in cxj leriment-

ingon the farm with single-handle ploughs ma. U- like the coun-

try plough. The farm ploughmen have, for years, u.-^edouly the

double-handle ploughs of the European pattern, which require
far less exertion on the part of the ploughman, than countrj'-

ploughs. The men most decidedly prefer the double-handle

ploughs. A great deal of nonsense has been written regard-

ing the supposed advantage of a single-handle plough, in

its admitting, when at work, of the ploughman using one
of his hands in twisting the tails of his cattle. The farm

ploughmen plough a much larger aroa of land in a day
than is usually ploughed elsewhere, yet, as has already
been noticed, they work only double-handle jjloughs, and
never touch the tails of their cattle; indeed, any such

reprehensible performance in tail-twisting, though apparently,
in some quarters, deemed inseparable from ploughing with

cattle, would lead to the immediate dismissal of the

ploughman. Each ploughman uses a pair of reins, and
carries on his plough a hght whip, which he occasionally
uses. Each man manages entirely his own plough and cattle;
some of the men can make as straight a fmTOw as, is

made in other countries. A new implement was constructed,
which promises to be useful. It is a copy of one used

largely in Germany. It consists of a strong iron beam,
which has holes for the reception of coulters fitted with

shares; these are broad and narrow for l)road sharing,

grubbing, or sub-soiUng: and one of the coulters is fitted

with a mould-bard, so that the implement may be used as

a cultivator, a grubber, a sub-soiler, and as a plough.
Attention is being given to this implement, in view to its

further improvement and adaptation to the wants of this

country.
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Germination of Seeds.—Some interesting results

oonoernini{ the geriuiiiatiou of seeds liave been obtained

by. Dr. Liebenberg, and publislied in the Journal of
the Vienna Academy of

'

Sciences [Garden, Deo. 2nd

p. 480). He tiuds that many plants require the pre-
sence of lime in the soil during the germination
process, and that the seedlings die if it is not present.
On the other hand, there are some plants which germ-
inate ti'.y iiithjut it. The cinchona trees are

known not to require lime, but the frequent failure
in .Jamaica to raise seedlings, may perhaps, be due
to the soil not containing the other ingredients necess-

ary to their healthy growth.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

Cassia.—In a note read at the Linnean Society,
by Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer

" On the Origin
of Cassia lirjnen," ho remiirks that the want
of exact evidence as to the botanical soui'ca of this

epice is now cleared up. Mr. C. Ford, Superintend-
ent of the Botanical Department at; Hong Koug, has
made an expedition to the districts in which the
cassia tree is cultivated, and has brought back herb-
arium specimens in flower, which prove to be those
of Cmnamomum Oassia. So far as Mi-. Ford coukl

ascertain, cassia buds and leaves as well as barks are
obtained from this tree only. The leaves are sent to
Canton for the distillation of oil of oassia, and the
buds are gathered when about one-eighth grown.
The thick bark, so much valued by the Chinese, is

obtained from trees reserved for seed bearing, when
such can conveniently be spared for the purpose.—
/bid.

Flowering of Plant.?.— It is not unusual to see
violets and primroses and other spring flowers blossom-
ing in the mild weather of late autumn, especially if

they have been prevented from flowering by haviun
been transplanted at the period of flowering. From
some interesting tacts stated by Dr. Brandis in the
Indian Forester for July, 1882 (commiuiioated by Mr.
W. T. Thiselton Dyer to Nature, November 23rd
1882), it would appear that similarity of season has
more to do than the time of year with the time of

flowering. Dr. Brandis observed that from 181.5 to
1850, Acacia dcalbata, one of the Australian wattle
trees, flowered in India iu October

; in 1860, it was
observed to flower in September; iu 1870, iu August;
in 1878, in July ; and in 1882, in June. In Austr-
alia the tree flowers iu October, which is the springmonth there. In Ootaeamnnd, the correspondingmonth is June. The tree has thus gradnally wori>ed
back its time of flowering from October to June, from
Indian autumn to Indian spring, during a period of

forty years Acacia dccurrens, in the s one wny, ap-
pears to have flowered, during May to July, at Kew,
in 1790, but now blossoms in February.—/fiui.

Medicinal Plants.—At a meeting of the
Linnean Society, Mr. W. E. Armih, of
Queensland, coutrdjuted a paper on "The Native
Medicinal Plants of North-West Australia "

Among
these he enumerated Eryth-a-a atistralis, used as a
tonic in febrile compliants ; Oareya arborea, a myrt-aceoui plant, the leaves of which are used as an
application to ulcers ; Orewia polygama, a tiliaceous
plant, Paul by the author to be very useful iu dys-
entery, he having "never known it to fail in any case
however serious," Pelalostigma quadrihcularc a eu-
phorbiaceous plant, the bark of which is used as a
tonic in fevers in does of 10 gr,?. three times a dayDatura aastralis an<l Euphorbia piluli/cra, remedies
for asthma. Of the two last, the former 'is said to
be fatal to horses and cattle, the l.atier has recentlybeen introduced .into this country, and appears to
valuable as a remedy for bronchitis as well as asthma
Dr. A. F. Currier, of Ne* " '

the American Journal of

1882) an article on the use

York, li.as published .,.

Medical Sciences (October,
Eucalyptus Globulusof

{Med. Times and Gaa, Dec. 2nd, p. 666.) The oil

is said to diminish the action of the heart and the
blood pressure, and to act as a stimulant, astringent
and antiseptic on mucous membranes. It is also said
to destroy entirely the unpleasant smell of iodoform.
Dr. Currier speaks highly of its use aa a disinfectant
and antiseptic iu chrome ovaritis and tumours of the
breast in removing the foetor of the discharges and
relieving the pain and discomfort.—Viid,

CnEMiSTRY OF VEGETATION.—Several valuable mem-
oirs have recently been presented to the Academy
of Sciences upon points connected with the chemistry
of vegetation. M. Leplay (Gompies Rendus, xov.,
1133) lias given the conclusions he has drawn from
the analysis of the different organs of maize at three
different periods of it-i vegetation. He has found
that at the end of the first period of vegetation (1st

July) potash and lime are present iu all parts of

growing maize, iu the soluble state in combination
with vegetable acids in the juices, and also in the
insoluhle state in the tissues. From this time how-
ever, no more potash appears to be taken up from
the soil ; but that already present in the plant in
Boluable organic oombinatiou undergoes an extriord-

inary migration from one part of the plant to another

During the second period the growing ear is supplied
with potash entirely at the expense of the stalks,
which lose as much as 39 per cent, of the quantity
present in them at the end of the first period ; but
in the third period the porporiiion of this base in
the stalks is restored to the extent of about 25 per
cent., the reserve drawn upon now having previously
beeu stored up in the leaves. The quantity of potash
in the roots is not affected or only very slightly
diminished during these movements. On the other
hand whilst the total quantity of potash in the plant
remains stationary, the amount of lime in organic
combination in the different parts of it is increased

during the second and third periods (July 1st to Sept-
ember let) by about 140 per cent., the first augment-
ation taking place in the stalks, from whence as
the plant approaches maturity it passes in consider-
able quantity into the ear and especially into the
seeds. During the formation of the reproductive organ
the potash iu organic combination with the tissues
is gradually diminished and disappe.ars entirely from
the stalks, being replaced by lime. The vegetable
acids combined with the potash and lime are consid-
ered to have their origin in the carbonic acid taken

up by the plant from the soil iu the form of carb-
onate or dissolved in water. According to M. Le-

play Compte.s'iReHdus, xcv., p. 89.?) this transformation
is effected by (1) reduction of carbonic acid orelimin-
ation of oxygen ; (2) condensation or assimilation of
carbon ; (3) assimil.atiou of the elements of water in
the same proportions as they exist in water. Equations
representing the manner in which these changes are

supposed to take place are given in the paper.
Another memoir, by M. Leplay {Compies Rendus,

Nov. 27th) throws some light on the relations be-
tween the presence of starch and sugar in plants. He
found that sugar occurs in the leaves and accumulates
in the stem until the moment of the formation of
starch iu the seeds. It then passes first into the in-

florescence to support it, and subsequently into the
seeds themselves, where it is replaced by starch. The
function of the sugar would appear, therefoie to, be
that of furnishing the seeds with the elements of
starch.—Ibid.

Cinchona B.\jiK.—The Accouuts relating to Trade and
Navigation of the United Kingdom just issued, show that
the "reruviau bark

"
imported during the year 1882 weighed

138,7(i3 cwts., and was of the estimated value of £1,781,482,
whilst there was exported only 80,014 cwts., valued at

£903,332. This would leave a good margin for the quinine
manufactm-ers.—Pliarmaceutical Journal.
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CEYLON FIBRES.

The receipt ofj Di-. Trimen's letter on page 886,

recalls our omission to deal with several samples
and a good deal of information placed at our disposal in

reference to local fibre-yielding plants of marketable

value. This we must do in an early issue. Meantime we

may say that Mr. C. Shaud, who made experiments
in the preparation of fibre from the Sanseviera zei/Umka,

produced a sample which was valued at £25 per

ton ; but he came to the conclusion that as the

yield of fibre was only equal to two per cent, there

was not sufficient margin for profit unless some very

cheap means of separation were made available. It

is a question however, as Dr. Trimen points out,

whether the preparation of fibre from this plant,

could not be made a native industry of some im-

portance to people who have more time on their

hands than they can utilize profitably. The revenue

officers of C4overnment should interest themselves in

the matter.

FARMYARD AND ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
Of the value of farmyard manure, especially if com-

posed of the droppings of animals fed on highly

niti'ogenous substances and well protected from the

weather, there never was any doubt, we suppose,

amongst either merely practical or scientific farmers.

The Rothamstead experiments of Sir .J. B. Lawes,

indeed, resulted in proving that the beneficial effects

of a liberal application of good farmyard dung could

be traced up to a period of nearly a quarter of a

century after the date of application. So much has

farmyard manure been valued in English farming that

the reserve of a portion of each farm for grazing

purposes and the growth of hay has a recognized

practice in orthodox agiiculture as well as the cultiv-

ation of turnips and other roots. The feeding and

the sale of stock, in truth, received in many cases

as much attention as the gi'owth of com crops ; '_for

in a meat-eating country like England, and so long

as cattle-disease was absent, the feeding and sale of

surplus stock paid well. So ,much importance, indeed,

was attached to farmyard manure by proprietors of

laud, that it was, and we suppose is, an almost in-

variable condition in leases to tenants that all straw

is to be eaten or used on the farm : none sold away
from it. Farmers suffered specially when epizootics

appeared ; and the chronic objection to farmyard
manure was its enormous bulk and the proportionate
co.st of application. Here, in Ceylon, all the diffic-

ulties were aggi-avated. Tlie mere growth of guinea
or swamp grass was very expensive ; oil-cake and

imported gram, paddy and cotton seed were still more

costly ; cattle were specially liable to disease, and
even for fattened cattle and pigs the. market was
neither steady nor remunerative. In 1879, therefore,

when, with a great Hourish of trumpets, Mr. Crookes,
F. R. S., introduced to English readers the plausible
and seductive work of the Frenchman, M. (Georges
Ville, we, amongst tens of thousands of others, were
taken captive by statements which appeared to be
tl.e legitimate outcome of carefully conducted ex-

periments. It seemed beyond doubt, for instance,
tliat certain plants (leri\e<i most of their nitrogen

directly from the air. But .Sir J. B. Lawes, who
has unsparingly unmasked the sophistries of one who

111

is now declared to be neither a practical farmer nor
a scientific man, has shewn that M. Ville's conclu-

sions were arrived at by taking into account only the

nitrogen in the manure applied to the soil with re-

ference to a particular crop, while the nitrogen in the
arable soU itself, from 10,000 to 12,000 lb. per acre,
was entirely ignored ! This is but a specimen of the
fallacies which, accorduig to a notice in the Field
of Sir J. B. Lawes' articles in the Atjrirnlttiral ikizette,

pervade the whole book, and readers who have seen
our elaborate review of M. Ville's work, with a sum-

mary of his conclusions in favour of artificial manures
versus pasturage reserving and stock feeding for farm-

yard dung, will correct their impressions accordingly.
The sober view of the matter is that farmers in

Europe should continue to use farmyard manure and

good artificial manures as well, taking special care

that the fai'ra manure is rich in fertilizing matter
as tlie result of the food supplied to the cattle, and
that it is reduced to as portable a form as possible.
For us, in Ceylon, the discussion is not of much
practical importance at present. When planters are
able again to resort to manuring, most of tliem will

only be able to add pulp and pruuiugs and ravine

stutV to good artificial manures. In a few cases the

keeping of cattle may pay even now, there being a
near market for surplus stock, and the day may come
when stock-keeping and manuring estates with cattle

dung (the best and most lasting manure of all) will

pay. Meantime, it is well we should know and re-

cognize the truth, as stated by so relial'le an au-

thority as Sir J. B. Lawes. We copy the article

from the Field :—
AETIFIOIAL MANURES.

As far back as 1879 a work on Artificial Manm'es ap-

peared in this country, written by a French chemist, M.

Georges Yille, and translated and edited by Mr. Cookes,
F. R. S. Few works on agricultmal matters have caused

more interest. The writer gave his opinions with so much
confidence—quoting experiments in proof of the conclusions

he had arrived at—that the public were very much car-

ried away, and disposed to take JM . Ville at his own v^alu-

atiou. The work was favom'ably ;(nd largely noticed, and
we think that llie Field amongst other papers, called at-

tention to the remarkable results .said to. have been ob-

tauied by the use of artificials, and also to the statements
as to the power of certain plants to obtain supplies ,

of

nitrogen direct from the atmosphere.

Quite recently Sir J. B. Lawes has published in the

pages of the Agricultural Gazette a series of seven articles

which will be fomid in the numbers from January 1st

1883, in which he subjects M, Ville's statements to a

critical examination, and exposes their utter uiu-eliability.

The farming public, who are interested in this question,
are much beholden to Sir James B. Lawes for ha%<iug
detected these fallacies, which as their principal object
was to discredit farmyard manure and to exalt the virtues

of artificials, and especially of certain receipts which ap-

pear at the end of the book, might, if accepted by Eng-
fish farmers, have led to great losses.

Artificial mamu'es, suitable to the particiUar soils and

crops, are valuable supplements to farmyard manm-e. But

this, as containing all the materials requued in plant food,

though perhaps not always in thi; exact proportions most

necessary, and being made, as a rule, at much less cost

than what we pay for artificials, should be for nine-tenths

of us our main resource. Instead of our being led away by
a will-o-the-wisp in the form of patent mamne, and so

induced to continue the wretchedly wastefid methods of

manufacture which still too frequently prevail, wc should

be told how we may improve our practice, and how, by

making and keeping our manur(' under cover, we may
secure a concentrated and portable material, which will

if we only have enough of it, render us to some extent

independent of artificials. The more we can replace the

outl.iy now made in artificial manures, by outlay in feed-

uig materials which emich the droppings of animals eat-

ing them, the more profitable will be om' operations, be-
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^ ause we shall get back mueli of our outlay iu the animals,

and we shall have a much more permanent manure
; for,

as the reviewer pomts out :

If there 13 one fact more than another upon which all practi-

cal farmers in Great Britain are ab'-olutely agreed it i-^ that of

the hi-^tiiig properties of farmyard dung as compared with artifi-

cial manures ; and I may add that the general result of the

Kolh; m^tead experiemeuts has not only been to confirm the ex-

perieiii e of practice but even to extend the operation of the dung
to a far longer period, than that gtnt^rally assigned to it.

This sentence was apjopos of a statement to the effect

that the idea that the farmyard niauiu'e iu an experiment
of a M. Consard had not been exhausted iu one year,
whereas the chemical maume had been exhausted, was
"
contrary to all the known facts." It may be as well

to give the quotation from the preface to the French edition

referring to Ibis same experiment, as an illustration of

the delightfully vague way iu which matters whose value

depends upon exactness, are treated :

M. Fonyard, president of the Agricultural Chamber of D'Ourcy,
in Champagne, made two paralled experiments on a piece of wa.sle

land in one of the most barren districly of a proverbially barren

portion of that province. He manured one halt of the ground
with about 32 tons of farmyard manure per acre, and the other

with about half a ton of chemical manure per acre. With the

farm manure he obtained about 14 busliels of wheat, whereas with
the chemical manure the land yielded about 36 bushels, there being
a loss of £19 in the former case, and a gain of £17 in the latter.

If the figures as to profit indicate the general accui-acy
of the whole, we may pass over M. Ponsard's experi-
ments as absolutely unreliable, seeing that, whilst

M. Ville tells us that the cost of gi'owing wheat

(which, under the present system of agriculture, is 5s t3d

a bushel) may be reduced to 3s 9d, he yet would have us

believe that thirty-six bushels of wheat realised a profit
of £17, equal to 9s a bushel

;
and this is of course, sup-

posing no value for the land, and no expense in its cultiv-

ation.

As regards the important question as to the sources of

the nitrogen of plants, W. Ville's statements as to the

power of plants to derive a portion of their supplies di-

rectly from the air blown t-o the winds by a mass of facts,

the result of actual experiments. M. Ville states that

nitrogen is assimilated by plants in three different forms,

viz., as ammonia, as the nitrate of some base, and as ni-

trogen gas ;
and that it has been ascertained that "

crops

always contain more nitrogen than the manure supplied
to them, and this excess is derived not from the soil, but

from the air." Such a positive statement is proved by Sir

J. B. Lawes to be absolutely erroneous in every instance.

Wheat most nearly, of all our cultivated crops, accounts

for the nitrogen supplied in maniu-e. In every other instance

where excess of nitrogen above that contained in the

manure is said to be derived from the atmosphere, the

very opposite is the fact—the maniu-e contains more nitro-

gen than appears in the crop, and a consideraljle loss

occurs. In the analysis of the soil in which his experiments
were carried out, though made with the yreatest care, no
mention is made of nitrogen, but he refers to it as similar

to that of Rothamsted as to the nitrogenous matter. Sir J.

B, Lawes states that within reach of agricultural crops, the

arable soil contains from 10,000 lb to 12,000 lb of nitrogen

per acie ; but, apparently M. ViUe leaves this out of calcula-

tion altogether ; and, because he finds more nitrogen in

certain crop s than was supplied in the manure, jumps to

the conclusion that the balance was derived directly from the
air. In the case of wheat—which, as has been shown, makes
the best use of the nitrogen supplied—it is shown by the

reviewer that 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda furnishes 17 lb or 18

lb of nitrogen, and that if every particle were taken up
this woiUd suffice for 11 bushels of extra wheat, and he
thinks farmers would be satisfied with 6 bushels on an aver-

age ; and that even in 1803. the year of maximum produce
at Kothamsted, the amount of nitrogen in the increase

of the experimental crop was considerably less than that sup-
phedin themanme.
As regards beetroot, M. Ville's statement that there is

an excess of 114^ lb per acre over that furnished by man-
m'e, which is derived from the atmosphere, appears, to us

wideof themark; and this is actually proved from the experi-
ments he quotes. Thus, certain manures without nitrogen
resulted in a yield of 14 tons 14 cwt. of roots per acre.

By adding to the minerals sufficient sulphate of ammonia
to supply the respective amounts of 17(3 lb, 220 lb, and x;o'4

lb of nitrogen per acre, a respective iuciease was obtained

of 4 tons 6 cwt., 5 tons 14 cwt. and 9 tons 2 cwt. per acre,
Now. as the highest increase could not have contained
more than 721b. of nitrogen per acre, and the smallest

application of that substance was 176 lb. it is evident
that, instead of a gain, there is an enormous loss of

nitrogen. Another most remarkable statement is that the

profit on an application equal to 12 cwt. of sulphate of

ammonia, which caused an increase of 9 tons 2 cwt. of beets,

was £9 2s 6d. Numermous other gross blunders, inaccura-

cies, and conti'adictions, are pointed out. Thus, in one

place we are told of experiments in which artificial man-
ures proved more permanent, and in another lectiu-e that

farmyard dung,
"
owing to its natm-e and its bulk, necess-

arily acts very slowly . . . and becomes the equivalent
of a large amoiuit of acqiured riches.

Perhaps the most amusing part of M. Ville's book—which
must be reall}' considered more in the light of a romance
of agricultm-al science than a work dealing in facts—is

that in which he criticises Boussingault's farming opera-
tions and balance sheets. Discovering a mare's nest as

respects the value put on the manm-e, he makes out balance
sheet No. 2, which, with the correction as to the value of

the maniue turns Boussingault's modest i:)rofits at Eechel-

bronu, shown in his balance sheet, into a loss. Next, by
the use of certain artificial manures, crops are to be trebled,
and the balance put on the right side to the tune of

£525. lis. 2d. Thus is developed balance sheet No. 3;
and in a fourth balance sheet the profits are actually in-

creased to £635. 4s. lOd.

Sir J. B. Lawes points out many other errors which our
limits will not allow us to recognise. Enough has been
advanced to act as a warning to our readers not to blindly
follow the advice of one who, however well-intentioned,
is not a farmer, nor a scientific man, but is eyidently

profoundly ignorant of agricultural practice. The season
is coming on when artificial mamu-es will be in use. They
are, when composed of genuine ingredients suitable to the

crops and the soil, valuable as additions to the manui-ial

resom-ces of the farm
; but, whilst we venture money in

such aids, let us take care that we get as much as we
possibly can form oiu- home materials.

REPOKT OF THE BOTANJCAL GARDEN OF
JAMAICA FOR THE YEAR ENDED

30th SEPTEMBER 1882.

It is not one Garden but at least a dozen which

Mr. Morris reports on in the Supplement to the

Jamaica Gazette of February 22nd, of which an
*'
early copy" reached us by the French mail. We

have read this document of 19 folio pages with

much interest, and we shall draw upon it for a great
deal of valuable information bearing on similar enter-

prize here. Jamaica suffers now as it ever has

done from occasionally unfavourable seasons and from

a cause of swift and terrible destruction of which w^e

in Ceylon know uotliing : hurricane. Tbe island has

not yet recovered from the last storm which swept
over it, and there has been a trying reaction from

floods to drought. On the other hand the West
Indian island possesses fertile soil of volcanic origin,

and for all the fruit it can possibly grow, in the

shape of coconuts, pineapples, oranges, mangoes,

bananas, &c., there is a practically illunitable mar-

ket close at hand amongst the tifty-five millions who
inhabit the United fc'tates, a large proportion of them

eminently fruit-eaters. Neither in soil nor in con-

tiguity of markets, is Ceylon so favoured, although

we cannot doubt that, as steamer intercourse in-

creases and refrigerating aj)paratns are perfected and

cheapened, there will be a large and increasing de-

mand for tropical fruits and for vegetables, not only

to supply passenger ships but to supply the Presid-
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ency and principal towns of India and to some ex-

tent Covent Garden in London and tlie East
Market in Melbourne. Our one great advantage lies

in the direction of a plentiful and reliable labour

supply. The negroes of Jamaica have ever been given
to a semi-savage and thriftless system of squatting
and growing almost exclusively ground provisions,
and now those of tliem inclined to work are going oil in

shoals to Panama, to give their labour aud in too many
cases their lives under the incitement of wages equal
to $\, or 4s '2d, per diem. Still jirogress has been
made, and those who may be contemplating the es-

tablishment of extensive and systematically managed
fruit orchards near Colombo will be interested in the
details of the Jamaica fruit trade which Mr. Morris
afibrds. Reserving a special notice for those portions
of the report whicli deal with the very successful
cinchona enterprize, we deal today with the fruits

which are exported to America. And first, beyond
compare, in importance, is the prolific combination
of starch and sugar which we in Ceylon call tlie

plantain, but which in the West Indies aud all over
the western world and also in Australia is known
as the banana. An authority in wliom, from his

long experience and shrewd observing habits, we have
much confidence has condemned the plantain as a
shade plant for cacao (supposing shade were needed)
because of the soil exhausting nature of the plantain
Itself, orchards of the plant needing to be manured
in order to save them from a condition which in the
West Indies is indicated by the significant word
" ruinate." The difference in favour of the soil in

Jamaica is shown by the fact tliat Mr. Morris all

through his reports takes it for granted that tlie

growtli of plantain as a shade plant will not de-

prive the main culture of cacao of any material por-
tion of the fertile elements it needs. At the very
commencement, Mr, Morris writes of cacao "

whicli,
combined with that of bananas, promises to be an
important industry

''

; and when he comes to deal

specially with the banana enterprize he writes :
—

B.\NANA.'!.—This is the leading fiuit interest in the
island, and it is biing prosecuted with energy and
success by both European aud negro settlers. As a
nurse industry preparatory to that of cacao, banana
eultivatinii deserves every encourigement.

It isto be hoped that no land placed undir banana
cultivation, wl'ich is, of necessity, according to the

strength and chatacler of the soil, of a more or less

temporary character, will be allowed to fall into ruinate.

Every banana plant should be utilized as a nurse for a
cacao plant and thus when the banana fails, the cacao
will take its place, to remain as a penntiuent cultivation,
and a source of continued wealth to the colony.
Where bananas obtain good prices, as in Jamaica, it

is no exaggeration to sny that a cacao estate can be
established here under more favourable conditions than
in any other British possession.

The export of the fruit had risen from 163,000
bunches valued at £16,000 in 1877 to 887 000 bunches
valued at £S8,737 in 1882. The valuation seems to
be at the rate of £1 for ten bunches. We have
counted 250 separate fruits on a bunch, and we ha\e
no doubt 300 has been reached and exceeded. But,
taking 100 fruits as an average, we get 8S7 millions
of fruits exported in 1882, of which, allowing for tlio

perishable nature of the fruits, some 750 millions must
have gone into consumption in the United States.
The plantain is, undoubtedly, not only a palatable
but a wholesome and nutritious fruit, and, accordin^T
to Humboldt, yielding a return of nutritious matter
per acre, fortyfold more than wheat. Plantains split
and dried in the sun or in an oven closely resemlde
figs, to which many prefer them. The stems, which,
like those of the raspberry, yield only one crop of

fruit, had better be left on the ground as manure.
Mr. Koutledge, the papermaker, has finally pronounceel
against them as fibre plants, the proportion of fibre

to watery matter being so minute. The next fruit on
the list is the orange, and of this fruit the export has
increased from 8,2o8,000 valued at £5,767 in 1877
to .354 millions in 1882 valued at £33,684. The ex-

port of pineapples is still limited, the figures for 1882
being 8.887 dozens valued .at £1,111; but Mr. Morris
writes :—

Continued attention is being given to the cultivation
of pine-apples in the nei(;hbourhood of Kingston and
generally in dry sandy districts within easy reach of

shipping facilities.

In order to assist this industry, I have lately obtained

through the Knyal Gardens, Kew, a selection of all the
best pints under cultivation m England such as Lord
Carrington, Smooth Cayenne, Lady Beatrice, etc., etc.,

which, with those already in the island, will place cult-
ivatnrs in possession of the finest strains for size and
colour obtaiuable anywhere.

I have also, by the kindness of Mr, Anderson,
obtained plants of the "Scarlet" and "Cuban" pines
fiom the Bahamas, which obtain so much favour in the
New York mai ket.

We have no doubt Dr. Trimen will show himself

willing to secure equal advantages for Ceylon, where
pineapple cultivation ought to be profitable with re-

ference to fibres as well as frnits. The export of

mangoes from Jamaica is also in its early stage, the

figures for 1882 being 150,671 fruits valued at £145.
Mr. Morris remarks :

—
The East Indian mangoes are being gradually dis-

tributed througl-out the ifland. which, as they possess
better keeping qualities than the celebrated No. 11

mango of Jamaica, should receive greater attention
from those who grow this fruit for shipmen'. The
export value of mangoes is steadily increasing, and,
bciore Itng, if properly selected and packed, they will
no doubt form an impoitant article of commerce be-
tween this island and America.

In consequence of the drought the export of coconuts
had decreased from 6,315,000 in 188ti to 2,5(J0,C0O
in 1881. The total value of fruit exports in 1882
was £1.35,000, and it is impossible to predict the
dimensions to which it may glow. We do not see

why Ceylon also should not besides supplying local
and passenger steamer elemand, have a profitable ex-

port trade in table fruits.

HOW THE CHINESE MANUFACTURE
" LIE TEA "

is revealed in a letter to the Argus from Mr. Bain-

bridge, the Assam planter and tea expert who, at
Mr.J.L. Moody's request, reported on the rubbishy
Chinese teas recently importecl into Melbourne. We
fjuote as follows :

—
Thi se teas are of a very inferior description, and

are evidently mixed up with various foreign sub-

stances, which could not have been introduced in the

ordinaiy process of manuiai tuie in a properly managed
tea factor}. It is quite clear to me, as an experienced
tea maker of 22 years' staneling, that the samples are
made up by an admixture of fair tea with old leaf,

picked up from the ground, and infused leaf, which
has been recoloured and renewed by steeping in a

strong decoction of piuriiugs mixed with some kind
of starch or gum, to set the colour. On carefully
separating aud examining the iniused leaf 1 found
some which it is quite evident does not belong to

any known variety of the tea plant, aud there is ulso
an undue proportion of stalk, and much;dust and rubbish.
The factory in which these teas were manufactured

must have lieen of the most filthy description, orihe
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rutten leaf arid large quantity of rubbish mixed up
•witli the teus must have been jjurposely introduced

to increase weight aud bulk.

When in Calcutta I saw some very similar samples

tested by the leading firm of brokers aud tea tasters

there, and their report was as follows :
—

" A small proportion of fairly made and fermented

leaf, mixed with old infused aud re-coloured leaf, dirt,

dust, and rubbish ;
valuation nil. These teas are

quite unfit for consumption here."

Lots 6, 7, 30, 33, 53, 54 (pekoes) appear better, haying
a considerable quantity of oolong pekoe leaf mixed

up with a emaller proportion of rotten coloured leaf,

rubbish, &c. The unpleasant flavour is somewhat

disguised by the large proportion of scented leaf inter-

mixed. The improvement is, however, more in appear-

ance than substance, as these teas, I find on examin-

ation, have an extreme proportion of stalks and dust,

and are mixed with nodules of gum, rubbish, colour-

ing mutter, and other impurities.

As it may interest you to know the system usually

adopted by the Chinese for colouring exhausted black-

leaf teas, st»lk3, &c., I subjoin a short memo, of the

method taught by the head Chinese tea-maker employed
In the AsNiim Company some years ago :

—
' A quantity of the old branches and useless leaves

are collected from the bottom of the tea plants and

poundi-d into a pulp in a rice-pounder or mortar, then

tied up in a cloth and put in a hole in the ground to

ferment for a few hours. When sufficiently fermented

the pulp is placed in a large tea-pan, and boiling water

poured on it. Jt is then allowed to boil until two-

thirds of the water have evaporated. Then liquor is

strained oft', a proportion of gum and colouring mixed

and the exiiaustcd leaves and stalks steeped in it as

long as considered necessary. The renewed tea is then

partly dried, lightly rolled, and finished in the sun

or on heated plates."

TRINIDAD BOTANIC GARDENS :

Tonga-bean; Cola-nut; Ceaea' Rubber.

A report by Mr. Prestoe, Government Botanist of Trini-

dud, was published in the Trinidad Royal Gazette of

November 1882. Under the heading Tonga-bean Mr.
Prestoe sayx :

—"There are large examples of this valu-

able tree in the Botanic Gardens, which aflbrd

evidence of the habit of growth of the tree and
its requirements under the usual couditions of soil

and climate here, and which in some districts ap-

pear to be exactly similar to those of the Tonga-
bean districts of Venezuela. In the face of the com-

mercial value of the Tonga-bean arising from a wide-

spread aud ever-increasing appreciation of its use in

Europe and United States, as a flavouring in art-

icles of enormous consumption which come under

the head of indispensable luxuries as well as the

more necessary food product
—cacao. The price has

already reached $2 per lb. Its cultivation in this

Colony may be regarded as of the highest prospect-
ive importance and value ; the more so as the tree

will thrive in laud altogether too poor for cacao

or sugar, aud the forming of plantations (as with

cacao) would have the great attendant advantage of

maintaining the climatic and other conditions of

characteristic of full afforestation (without its attend-

ant drawback of malaria) so important in tropical

agriculture, on land which once cleared is very liable

to lapse into useless "blush," or "jungle overborne with
malaria." Regarding the cola-nut Mr. Prestoe says :

—"As may be expocted, the price of the article has

lately taken a s«dden rise, and there is active en-

quiry from tropical agriculturists as to the character-
istics of the tree beariut; the Cola-nut aud its pro-

pective value as a subject for cultivation. As such
it may be regarded only second in importance to
the 'J'onga-bean. The general character of the tree is

that of a strong growing cacao tree attaining the

height of 30 or 40 feet with proportionate spread,
aud beginning to bear about the same age. Unlike
the cacao as to requirements, however, it flourishes
in comparatively poor soil and in exposed situations.
The Cola- nut tree has been long grown in these
Gardens, the original tree being now sixty inches

girth, aud from young trees put out during the last
few years a very good idea of the disposition and
habit of the tree as well as its requirements may
be gained by those desirous of attempting its cult-
ure. The young plants progress satisfactorily with-
out shade, if planted in moderately good soil, but
in poor soil or dry situations, the usual shade af-

forded by plantain cultivation is advantageous or even
necessary. The cultivation of the Cola-nut tree will
therefore be of the simplest possible character. No
particular as to soil, bearing full exposure, growing
quickly from the large seed, the only are required will
consist of suppressing native bushes of more rapid
growth than it, and when matured and fruiting, to clean
off the surface growth to facilitate the

collecting of
the seeds as they fall on the ground. Briefly, it

will be a cultivation of a similar character but of
much less cost than that of cacao, and suitable for
land that may too dry or poor and exposed for that
valuable cultivation. The process of planting up land
abandoned as too poor for provision or other cult-

ivation, or indeed any 'rastr'o' land would be the
same as recommended for the Ceara-rubber tree ; only,
the Cola-nut would not thrive in such a poor con.
dition of soil as that tree." As to vanilla we read:
"The value of the produce of Vanilla from a few
square yards, is so considerable that the rental of

any house may be realised by Vanilla culture in the
court yard, provided there be means for 1° maintain-

ing a chequered shade or a diminished sunlight—to

one third of that it usually is : 2° a few hard-
wood posts and bamboo laths for horizontal trellises,
and such vegetable matter or rubbish as is usually
met with in yi.rd or street—including, specially, horse

di-oppings; the trellising being of course for support,
and the rubbish—mixed with the surface soil— being
the compost for the nourishment of the roots, and
through them the sustenance of the plant." Of Ceari
rubberMr. Prestoe writes:—"This rubtier yielding plant,
which is really only a gigantic form of Cassada, is

specially adapted for cultivation in dry gravelly hill-

sides. It has enormous power of root development and

penetration, growing luxuriantly during the wet months,
and becoming dormant and leafless in the dry
season when the milk-sap is of great density. It

thus shows its adaptability for poor soil and arid
situations ; indeed the production of a satisfactory
' rubber' very largely depends on these conditions,
for with trees in the gardens on moderately good
and moist soil, under rapid growth as occurs in
the wet season, the sap is watery and shows scarcely
a trace of rubber globules. The cultivation of this

tree is therefore a prospectively valuable one for

the poor gravelly soils of the northwestern hill slopes.
No pieparation of I he ground will be necessary be-

yond the reduction of useless and encumbering vine
or bush growth : such trees as may be u.seful as

timber or otherwise being left as shelter against the

squalls of the wet season—the Ceara trees being
somewhat heavy headed and brittle when in full growth.
The young Ceara trees can then be planted—by la-

bourers using ordinai-y grubbing hoes—singly wherever
a space of 12 feet occurs among the indigenous trees

left."
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TIMBER FOR TEA BOXES.
One of the great benefits which railway extension,

when completed, will confer on the rising tea in-

dustry of Ceylon, will be that of placing suitable

timber, cheap while suiBciently durable, at the dis-

posal of planters. Boxes of proper sizes can be

transported in sliooks, the parts ao prepared that

only putting together, hooping and nailiug will be

required. An establishment purchasing, seasoning
and working up large quantities of cheap timber

ought, it appears to us, even now to be able to

supply boxes in shooks, which after bearing rail-

way, cart and cooly carriage, would be cheaper
tlian those made on estates by ordinary carpenter.
In any case such boxes ought to be less liable to

warp and so better suited to be ea<iily and rapidly

put together. Premising that some estates may be

entirely destitute of timber, the whole question in

the case of properties possessed of reserves must
be one of cost : the fact being kept in mind that

the market value of reserve timber ought to be

approximately calculated. Wishing to haxe reliable

data for comparison between estate-made boxes and
those obtainable in Colombo, we have been making
personal enquiries. In one case we found that hal

and mango timbers were employed. Against the latter

there is a good deal of prejudice owing to the sup-

posed acrid quality of its juices, while hoi, unless

very carefully seasoned,would also be objectionable. The

price quoted for an 80 lb. box was Rl 'SO, with 5 per cent

discoimt for a quantity. At another establishment
we were shewn some well-seasoned j!(«jn«f(?iH« timber
which in appearance and texture seemed all that
could be desired. Our only fear was that this really
nice-looking timber was open to the same objection
as the white and red cedars of India, that of being
too good for the purpose. For it is not part of the
function of the tea planter in India or Ceylon to

supply the buyer of his tea with timber which
can be advantageously utilized in England, unless
he is certain of a price being bid high in proportion
to the value of the timber and its cost to himself.
If the boxes are made of well-seasoned timber, free
from corrosive juice or offensive odour, not liable to
attacks of dry-rot or insects, and able for a period
of four months or so to resist exposure and knock-
ing about, that is all which can be desiderated.
The price quoted for an 801b. box of this really
superior timber was R2-12, thirty two cents, or nearly
one-third of a rupee, dearer than the previous quot-
ation. We cannot help hoping, however, that luim-
medilla can ultimately be obtained at prices wliich
will lead to its utilization for tea boxes. It grows
rapidly to a great height and sends out so few hori-
zontal branches that a very large number of trees
could be gi-own on an acre of land. As the tree is

said to be tit for timlier purposes in its tenth year,
it seems obvious that plantations of this fast-grow-
ing timber tree ought to pay well, by-and bye. Mr.
W. Ferguson, with all his study of trees and their

properties, is of opinion tliat of all the timbir trees
of Ceylon this is the best suited for the manu-
facture of tea boxes ; but it is so useful for many
purposes especially of boat-building and house con-
struction (it makes beautiful ceilings) that we fear
it is too expensive to be converted into tea boxes.
As there is not much spare capital in the island and
few persons who can atlbrd to wait ten years even
for a large return for their money, we" commend
the cultivation of this tree emphatically to the at-

tention of the Forest Officers of Ceylon. The tree
is especially a free seeder, so that hundreds of bushels
of the seeds could be obtained at once. An allied
tree, what in Ceylon we call popularly

" the Per-
sian lilac" (from its sweet-smelling lilac-like blos-
soms), has the same property of producing a large
crop of seeds. We saw a specimen in Mr. James Henty's
grounds at Kew, a suljurlj of IMclbonrne, and found that
it was known iu .Australia as the " white cedar." We
liave never heard of its attaining the dimensions of
a timber tree in Ceylon, but it ought to be more
prized than it is as an ornamental dwarf-tree. Mr.
Brace, who wrote an essay on tea cultivation which
was published at the OOnerver office, gave a list of
a dozen and-ahalf timbers which he knew or sup-
posed would be suitable, and noticed the hmu-mnlilla
thus:—"Melia coMi'osiT.v. Probably an excellent
wood for this purpose. Beddome remarks :— '

It is
common in Ceylon and is known by the native name
of Lunu-middela and Mr. W. Ferguson of the island
says the timber is very light and cedar-like and in
use for outriggers of boats and ceilings, and that
it is said white ants will not attack it. This prob-
ably might take tlie place of our cedars, not only
for boxes but for most of the items of furniture
needed on an estate.'" Mr. W. Ferguson now writes :

Hal Is so inferior and so fuU of resin th.it it is only used
for coffin/. Mango wood is considered an inferior wood,
but has been a good deal used for coffee casks.
The hinu-midella is no doubt about the best tree and

timber for tea boxes in every respect in Ceylon. It is of
vary rapid growth, is still an abundant tree in the island,
easily procurable, being Heated down the rivers. It is used
for the outriggers of Ceylon canoes ; for kattumarams

; is
the best Ceylon wood for ceilings, becau.se it has a slight
look of mahogany and can be varnished or polished and is
said not to be attacked by white ants

; is very light but not
strong, seasons very rapidly. It was described under several
botanical names and generally as the Melia composita of
AV^iUdenow, but Mr. P. Hiern, who has worked out this order in
Flora Erit. Ind. 1, p. 545, restores its fir.st or oldest name.
Mt'/ia (hdiia, CavanUles, and gives the following syn-
onyms for it:—M. superba, Eox., M. robusta, Eox., M. austra-
lasica,Adr.Juss.,M. ffithiopica, Wehv., M.Bombolo, AVelw,—
and M. argeutea, Hb. Ham I feel sure that it is also tlie
Auletasa Javanica. Gaert. 1, 277, t. 58, f. 2.

Seeds about the size of an olive, and very like them,
can be had in abundance in their season. Tree %-ery high,
leaves tripinuate, very large, on tops of branches, not a'

good shade tree, because it is quite leafless at times.
I saw an advertisement in the OiKerver from the Madras

Railway or Harbour Department some months ago, calling
for tenders for a supply of this wood, as jValai/ Tamlni, if I
recollect aright.

Mr. W. Ferguson and others will, however, like
ourselves, have to review their opinions in regard to
hal, in the presence of a specimen box of this wood
sent to us by the Manager of the Ceylon Company
Limited. This Company has liad its "experience of
bad as well as good woods, and the final conclusion
is in favour of good, well-seasoned hal for tea boxes.
This was intimated to us in answer to a letter of

enquiry whether materials for tea boxes procured
and prepared in quantity could not be sold at a
price cheaper than the cost of boxes in many cases
made on estates. Copy of a circular was sent to us,
in which, we were told, we should find our sugges-
tions .inticipated. In this circular, amongst infol-m-
ation in regard to the leading requisites for packing
tea, wc find the following :

—
Tea Cile-sts.—The Comp,any have a large stock of tho-

roughly seasoned Hal wood cut up for chests, only requir-
ing to be put together.—The chests are dovetailed, and
their outside measurement is 24 in. by 19 by 19 in. so that
ten chests make exactly 1 ton of ijO feet cubic measurement.

They hold S5 lb. Pekot- Souchong.
SO lb. pekoe.
110 lb. Broken Pekoe.
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and can be supplied in shocks delivered at the Colombo

Railway Station at Rl-30 each (without nails.)

or made up (with nails) at R140 each.

Achestrequiresabout70to80wireuail.s(llb.=about380iiails.)
„ 6 lb. tea lead.

„ 3 oz. solder,

not quite h lb. hoop iron,

about 70 rose nails for fastening do. (1

lb.=about 660 nails.)

Now, provided the hal wood tea chest turns out

to be good and serviceable,—and we can affirm that

it looks the right thing, while the Company's Man-

ager says the chests made of hcil are good and com-

pare most favourably with Indian tea boxes, of which

a large number has passed through his liands,—we
have here a box of superior capacity at a lower

price than those previously quoted (made up with

nails K1'40 each) and constructed on such scientific

priinciples as to size that ten such boxes make up
exactly the measurement ton of 50 cubic feet by
which freight on tea is charged. If, in addition, the

Company could manage so that each box should

weigh exactly the same, so as so save the injurious

necessity of bulking in the Loudon Customs, they
would deserve to be regarded as special benefactors

to the tea iuterest of Ceylon. Perfectly seasoned

wood, if not exposed to wet, ought not to alter ap-

preciably in weight, and the weight of nails, tea lead,

solder and hoop iron should be uniform. We surely
are within hailing distance of the time when the

quantity of tea of each kind in boxes can be so

entirely relied upon, even by men so accustomed to

the shady side of human nature as customs officers,

that there may be no occasion to open boxes before

sales, except for the purpose of taking samples.
If tea planters are grateful for having the above

information placed prominently before them, the best

way in -H^hich they can make a return is by supply-

ing us, for the benefit of those interested in the new

industry, with information as to the kinds of forest

trees, in the lowcountry and at high elevations,

which have hitherto been found best suited for the

boxes, the prevalence of such timbers, and the com-

parative cost at which they can be felled, sawn,
seasoned, and worked up on estates. It is of much

importance that the use of tea driers will save

the necessity of converting some of the best tim-

ber on estates into charcoal, because such timber

can now be utilized for tea boxes or other pur-

poses With railway extension, indeed, it is

possible that coke may be found a cheaper and

better fuel for the tea driers than firewood, the

smoke from which might be objectionable. As the

supply of really good timber in the hill forests of

Ceylon is, after all, very scanty, information regard-

ing the best trees to grow at \arious elevations will

be N'aluable. We ilo not forget the lists of low and

high elevation trees issued by the late Dr. Thwaites,

but they were prepared without any reference to the

question now being discussed. We fear the Innu-

medilla is specially a lowcountry plant, but prob-

ably trials will show that this and other suitable

plants have a pretty extensive range as regards
altitude.

Our present enquiries were started by the receipt

of a letter from Mr. J. . Gamble, whom we had

the i)leasure of meeting in British Sikhim in 1876,

and who is now at the head of the Madras Govern-

ment Forest Department 1 o the Indian and bot-

anical names furnished by Mr. Gamble, Mr. W. Fer-

guson has, at our request, added notes indicating
whether the trees are indigenous to or to be found

in Ceylon. Here are the letter and the notes :
—

M:.dias 3rd April 1^83.

SSiR,—At p. 720 of your March No. o the Tropi-

cal Ayrkulturist yoB take me tatftsk for not giving

Toon
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ence may decide in favour of trees which the writer

of the notes does not estimate highly. For instance,

the Bomhax malaharicum, or scarlet- flowered cotton

tree. We do not know about its rapidity of growth,
but such trees as this and Erylhrina indka, and

especially the common green cotton tree, could be

cranmied in peat numbers into a limited space of

ground. We do not want valuable timber for tea-

boxes. If it is light, so much the better, |
rovided

it will season well and stand knocking about for a

few months. Objectionable aroma, juices and gum.
could probably be got rid of by judicious seasonings
Fire heat or steam, properly applied, can effect wonder-

ful changes in the nature of timbers.

We add some general remarks with which Mr. W.
Ferguson accompanied his notes :

—
Surely by this time you and the other tea planters

of Oeylon, viz., Taylor, Eiphinstoue, Arm.strong, Jones,

Mackwood, Oeylon Company, Owen, and other.s, have

found out the cheapest and hest kind of boxes, native or

foreign, for paekiug tea in. and, if made of native wood.s,

there ought to be a list of native names—at least of

those tv>und best fitted for the work. [Details regarding
the timbers used on Abbotsford will be forthcoming im-

mediately.—Ed. C. O.] I do not think there is any use

in attempting to introduce and grow any foreign tree

for this purpose, as I believe we have abundance of trees

which will auswer equally well.

Mr. Owen sent me a list of trees some time ago, and
asked me to say which of them were suitable for tea boxes.

I met him in the Oisirt'cr office, and said:
" Trust a great

deal to your uative carpenters, who know tlie qualities of

the different uative woods. Don't use those that have

milk^ ffum, or acrid juice, resin, &c., iu the wood. Don't
use heavy wood, nor one that will perish very soon, and
don't let the wood have any smell of any kind, if possible."
But I fear the great bugbear is the want of proper

seasoning iu the log and after it is sawn before it is

converted into tea boxes.

There was a regular set of saw-mills at work in the

forests at Awisawella some time ago, sawing timber for

tea boxes and other purposes, and the gentleman in charge,
whom I met at Mr. 'Ward's house at Hanwella some time

ago, promised to send me a list of the good and bad trees.

I made a selection of 113 of the best timber trees of

Ceylon, when I made the notes to Mendis's list, but I

shall now include all the sra/ trees of Ceylon, and
finish their uses, or wipe them out as utterly useless.

How in the meantime can we get lists from the different

tea planters named, shewing the best tea woods they have

actually used ?

We cannot doubt that the information desiderated
will be supplied, so that erelong we may have a
reliable list of the most suitable timbers for tea-

boxes and all the purposes connected with the tea

industry.

Meantime we quote from Mr. Brace's list :
—

AcnocARPUs ruAxiNiKOLirs : Red Cedak.— " The timber
is flesh-coloured and shrinks in seasoning ; it is light and
much resembles that of cedrela toona and has a cedrel-

aceous smell ;
it is known to planters by the name of .Shingle

Tree, Pink Cedar, and Red Cedar, and is called mvlluii here
in Tinnivelly, ami kilinyi by the burghers on the Neil-

gherries; it is of rapid growth and well worthy of cult-

ivation by the Forest Department" (Bedd. Flor. Sylv.). I

have used this timber more perhaps than any other for
tea boxes and tea house furniture in general, and if it has
been well seasoned it is as good a wood as could be pro-
ciired for the purpose. I am not aware if this tree is

found in Ceylon, but as it is readily propagated from seed
I could suggest its being introduced. I cannot urge on

planters, too strongly, the advisability of planting up odd
corners of their grass-lauds, i^c. with useful timber trees.

the cost of so doing is a mere trifle, and the addition made
to the value of the property say in ten years' time is very
jreat.
Alstonia SCHOLARIS.—" In Ceylon it is called rookaitana,

and the wood is therefore generally employed for making
coffins. » • • » » This wood, which is very bitter, is

white and light, and is used for making packing-cases &c."

(Bedd. Flor. Sylv.).
This would probably be found an excellent wood for

making boxes.

AriTOCAEPt'S HiESUTUS.—"This tree yields the aujely
wood so well known on the "Western Coast for house build-

ing, ships, frame-works, &c. .The trte attains a large size

in the forests on the Western Coast, where it abounds. The
fruit is the size of a large orange, and abounds in a viscid

juice, w hich freely flows from the rind if touched ; this is

manufactured into birdlime "
(Drury, id.). This too is as

excellent wood both for making boxes, buildings and estate

furniture generally, and like its congeners as ornamental as

it is useful.

Aetocaepus Integeifolia.—This is perhaps the best wood
for box-making of any ; and is easily propagated and of

rapid growth.
Eeddome remarks that this tree is only found in Ceylon.

Probably the timber is very similar to that of the other
varieties and might be used for the same purposes.

Cedrkla Tooka : 'White Cedae—Called on the Neil-

gherries kal kilinyi. Drury remarks,
" The wood is dense,

hard, red, close grained, capable of high polish, not sub-

jected to worms, nor liable to warp, and durable." Bed-
dome says that "

it is curiously absent from Ceylon
"

(Flor.

Sylv.). This is a splendid wood, in my opinion, and as it is

readily raised from seed aud of rapid growth I would
strongly advise Ceylon planters to introduce it. I never
use any other wood when I can procure this at a moderate
rate. There is hardly a purpose to which it may not be
suppUed. I employ it for leaf racks, rolling tables, &c.

LitsjEA Zeylanic'A.—"This tree is most abundant on
the Neilgherries at 6,000 to 7,000 feet elevation, and is

found throughout our 'Western Ghats at elevations about
2,000 feet, and it is equally common in Ceylon
where it is called daverl koorovndoo "

(Bedd. Flor. Sylv.).
This is perhaps the best wood when well seasoned tor
boxes that one can meet with at the higher elevations

;

quite equal to the red aud white cedars.

Machilus Maceantha.—" Culled in Ceylon uUalu
; the

timber is often used for building purposes ;
it is light

and even grained and would answer as a substitute for
deal" Bedd. Flor. .Sylv.). This is probably a first-class

wood for box-making.

Tectona Geandis: Te.ik.—Teak is an excellent wood
for boxes when it has been well reasoned, and can be

procured cheap. Though heavy it can safely be sawn
much thinner than other woods. I am not aware if the
tree is found in Ceylon.

Teeminalia Belleeica.—" Found in Ceylon aud there
called hiijii. It answers well for packing-cases and coffee
boxes" (Bedd. Flor. Zeylan.). This would probably answer
well for tea boxes also.

It would thus appear that there are trees indigenous
to .Southern India which would be valuable if they
could be naturalized in Ceylon. The jak tree and
the del (Artocarpus nobilis) are, of course, too valu-
able for te.i. chests. So we should say of teak, un-
less it could be obtained in abundance aud sawn into

very thin lamina. If Mr. Brace is correct, the dawul
kurumlu. ought to be found useful at high elevations.
But the railway is a great leveller, even of altitudes,
and the time is probably coming when nearly all tea
estates will be supplied with tea-boxes from the
"
lowcountry." A correspondent of the local

" Times"
writes as follows :

—
The owners of tea estates would do well to begin at ouve the

growing of suitable timber trees, os it will greatly enhance the
value of their properties. Even where there is a forest reserve,
it is chieily valuable for its fuel, as the suitable timber trees form
but a very .'-mall percentage of the forest. There are nuuierous
kinds of indigenous fast-growing timber trees that would thri\e
better than the Australian gtini.s on high estates. Jack is too hea\'j'
a wood and is not of very quick growth. Teak is as heavy, but is

a harder and better timber for chests, if sawn in tJiin pieces and
exposed for a few mouths iu a dry place or shed. It grows faster
than jack after the first year. Hallmilla, Boraniel, Suriyah (tulip
tree) Catta imbul, are very suitable, and are very fast growers.
The tulip tree wocd is little used, being scarce, as all is bought
up by carriage builders. It i.^ light, strong, pliant and suited for
tea chests, being free of resiu aud acids, &c, Ou some coffee
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estates, where 110 timber trees are grown, fuel for coolies has to be

bought and carted to the estates, and doled out pound by pound.
This will occur on tea properties when the reserves are exhausted
or planted up, as they will be, when the old clearings look

seedy. For many more reasons the early planting of timber trees

is a necessity on tea estates, and they who have omitted to do so

should begin at once.

Divi-ri. I.—A Ceylon planter now on a visit

to Southern India writes:— ''I liave seen several

of the divi-divi trees, and they seem to thrive

well and be of considerable value to the owners,
besides being aleo themselves ornamental trees ;

nor from what I saw do they seem to re-

quire anything very great in the shape of soil.

Have you any seed in Ceylon, as I would be glad
to send you some just to try ? They ought to grow
well in the compounds in Colombo, unless sea

air is injurious, which I am told it is not.

What a tremendous change, as regards scenery, from

Ceylon to the plains in the Madras Presidency, not

to mention the heat !" A little of the seed will be

welcime, although locally available.

The Noeth Travancoue Planting Society, is a limited

Company of five years' standing on the East Annamallai

Hills, once the property of the " Puniat Eaj;ih." It is

with tlie view and hope of securing a good return that

the several shareholders (28 iu number) have invested such

large sums in its purchase, maintenance aud progre.s.s. The
cultivation at present consists chiefly of ciuchoua (couda-
minea and pubesceus) and tea. The former plantation is

only three to four years old, while the latter has had its

virgin crop. The Company is divided into three distinct

estates ;
viz :

"
Terikulam,"

" Miuiar" and " Talliar." The
" TeriUulam" estates are in charge of the manager of the

aforesaid Oompauy, while "Miniar" and "Talliar" are in

charge of two separate Superintendents on salaries of E20o
and iiOO respectively. Of these three estates " Terikulam"
is famous for its growth of cinchona, and from personal

experience, I find the plants wonderfully healthy.
" Miniar"

for its tea, deserves equal praise. An experiment of coffee

growing resulted in a failure, since the first bearing or

virgin crop as one may call it, was deplorable this year.
"
Talliar," which was opened out three long years ago,

seems a perfect sinecure when compared with the rest.

Nothing grows satisfactorily and there is nothing like

cinchona or tea or coffee. I would strongly urge that the

idea of ex|>erimenting longer at " Talliar" be abandoned
aud that "India-rubber" or "cocoa" culture be at once

substituted.—Madras Times.

Other Bittels as Scjbstitutf.s fob Hop.s in Beer
are thus noticed in an article quoted by the Soidh

0/ India Observer:—The repeated failures in the growth
of hops iu England have led to many discussions on

the subject of a substitute for the hop bitters in the

manufacture of beer. On this point the British Med-
ical Journal writes :— As a matter of fact, there is no

more tirtue in lupulin, the bitter principle of the hop,
than there is in the bitter principle of chiretta, of

calumba loot, or of geniian. The one is as harmless as

the olher aud if the liavour is equally agreeable, and the

brewer can produce bitter beer which is as palatable

by using their bitter principles, instead of those of

the hop, we can see no valid reason why he should

not do so nor any leason why his doing so should
be made the subject of reproach or of regret, except

perhaps to the hop-grower. Whether or not bitter

beer flavoured with ihe vegetable bitters in question
be as agreeable aud as acceptable to the public taste

as beer flavoured with hop, is a matter on which
we are unable to foim an opinion ; hut the allega-
tion that they are successfully so Ufed, appears to be
a presumption that they can be fubstiluted without

disadvantage. The notion which is put forwaid in

some quarters that beer so flavoured would be "an
infusion of bitters instead of good sound beer" is

mere play upon words. The alcoholic ijroperties of

the beer depend, of course, upon the fermentable

basis employed, and the process of melting them ;

they have nothing whatever to do with the flavour-

ing bitter used. The peculiar value attached to hop-
bitter is mere superstition, and one which has nothing
that we know of specially to recommend it.

We do not see why the more intense bitter of cin

chona bark should have had no notice from the writer

in the British Medical Journal.

Smith'.s Patent Fibre Machine.—While at

Messrs. John Walker & Co. '3 works the other day, to

witness the performance of the tea-sifting machine,
our attention was attracted to the first of Smith's

patent machines for separating fibres from aloes,

&c., which has ever reached Ceylon. Its main prin-

ciples are a revolving cylinder armed with beat-

ers, by the latter of which the substance operated
on is repeatedly struck, while a jet of water is

continuously flowing through the machine and wash-

ing away mucilage, &o. The machine will be shown at

work in a few days. So confident is the inventor of its

merits that he has applied for theprize offered by the

Indian Government for a machine to deal with rheea.

Jackson's "Eureka" Tea Sifting Machine
was tried the other day, at the works of Messrs.

John Walker & Co. who are agents for this as for

all Messrs. Jackson &, Co. 's machinery. It is claimed

for this machine that it is a great improvement on
all previously invented and used, and we believe we

only express the general opinion in saying that it

did the work expected of it thoroughly well. It

consists of four trays, each nine feet long, super-

imposed in a framework, and its action is as

closely as possible an imitation of that of or-

dinary hand trays, drawn hither and thither by
coolies, and striking against upright beams of wood at

each end of the course. The material differences and

improvements, however, are, the more rapid action

of the machiue (as impelled by steam or water power),
and the fact that, instead of a shook at each end,
continuous vibration is secured by me.ins of elastic

uprights ro.ade of American elm thoroughly prepared in

oil. We learned that a spare set of these is supplied
with each machine. The Irays, although separately

pierced for four sizes of tea, are in a sense continue us. A
box of unassorted tea, supplied by the Ceylon Company
Limited, was put in,gradually,at one end of the top tray.
It was vibrated along to the other end, and all leaf not

able to fall through the meshes of the top tray was

ejected by the orifice (a tin spout) for No. 4. No. 3 leaf

then travelled over the second lower tray and was

similarly disposed of. So to the end. No. 1 as sifted was

composed of broken pekoe and dust ; No. 2 was pekoe ;

No. 3 pekoe souchong ; and No. i congou or something
equivalent. Of course the final action of the human
hand, guided by the human brain, can no more be

dispensed with in tea sorting than in the sorting of

cofi'ee which has passed through the holes of re-

volving hollow cyliuders. Red leaf and stalks will

have to be picked out, aud if it is desired that the

dust (which is really comminuted tea of the best

quality) should be separated from the broken

pekoe, that process will require the aid of a hand-
sieve ; but Mr. Dalgarno, who is going to India on
Mr. Jackson's behalf (returning to India indeed, for

he olitained experience as engineer of a group of es-

tates in Darjiling), remarked, in answer to a question
on this point, that he did not see, why, with machine-

rolling, drying and sifting, there should be any ap-

preciable dust. Like all machinery calculated to do

good work this machine is as simple as it is ingeni-

ous, and WB cannot but congratulate tea growers in

Ceylon that just as they are producing leaf in quantity,
and it is imporiant that human labor should be as

much as possible economized, engineering skill has

come to their aid in the shape of machinery for roll-

ing the withered leaf, drying it, aud, finally, sifting it
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To the Editor of the ''Ceylon Observerr

ARROWROOT, CASSAVA, TAPIOCA, SAGO.

Colombo, •2h'Ch March 18S3.

Dear Sir,
—If your correspiudeut

" Ca--Bava
"

(see

Observer, Feb. '24tli) attempts to sell aa arrowroot the

Hour of cassava yams, he will find it will be re-

ji'dcJ here, while in England he would be [iable to

a fine under the Adulteration Act. Arrowroot is the

produce of a tuberous plant (Maraida nrundinacea)
and not of the cassava or manioc, of which there

arc two varieties, the sweet and bitter (-3fam'Ao<«/a«('-

pha and A'tpi).

Tbe Ceylon arrowroot is prepared by villagers in

the neighbourho.id of Colombo from the tiue plaut,
but they ofteu adulterate it with cassava Hour. This
latter is cheaper but lesa wliolesome and palatable.
In 1842 Ceylon exported 150 boxes of arrowroot,
and the export had increased up to GOO boxes in

1845. But for coffee being the chief attraction then,
it would have received European support and con-

tinued increasing. As to the price realized as quoted
by you, on a recent shipment, it is not unsatisfactory,
for if this produce is cultivated largely on suitable

land that could be ploughed, at 3d (English) per lb.

a very fair return could be got within 13 to 14

months. Tbe first few shipments of nearly all kinds
of produce from places where they are never known
before to come from fetch very low prices. So that

SJd to 4Jd per lb can ultimately be realized for

good genuine arrowroot shipped in large quantities.
Cas-sava flour is called "

Moustache," and is when
prepared in the form of irregular masses known
as

"
tapioca" or "tapioca sago." It is exported

in the latter form and name largely from the Moluc-
cas and .'^traits Settlements. The preparation here
is certain to pay, as the cassava plant is of easy
growth, and the yield both in weight and quantity
of yams hus been found equal to the average in

Brazil, its natural home. Your correspondent should

procure "tapioca sago" in bottles from the shops and
endeavour to convert his crude cassava flour into

that article.—Yours very truly, ,

W. PEOWETl' FERDINANDS.
[Whilst our correspondent has no doubt cleared

up some of the confusion which exists on the sub-

ject of these substances, and their true sources, we
think he has himself mixed up

'

tapioca sago,'
which is a term new to us. We are quite
aware that tlie original and real arrowroot is the

produce of Maranta ariindhiocua Linn., and that

there are now other West and East Indian arrow-

roots which are the produce of other species of Maranta,
and members of the same family, viz. Cannacea: ; that

tapioca, granulated ma»ses of larger or smaller size,

is the produce of the manihot plant, and that, by the

same process as that pursued in making real arrow-

root, niauihot arrowroot Uas been made to a con-

siderable extent in former years at the Lunatic

Asylum at Borella, in Colombo, as well as tapioca

resembling that sold in the shops and sent here from

England ; that pearl and other kinds of sago are

made from the farina in the trunks of the sayo

palm, Mdroxylon Sagu, »hich is produced in such
abundance in the islands of the Eastern Archipelago ;

and we rather think that our correspondent has

mixed up some of the kinds of sago from this tree

with tapioca and has called it 'tipioca sago.' If the

re..I arrowroot could be grown in hirge quantities
wnere it would not be destroyed by rats, iia great

enemy here, and where it would not be stolen by
men,

"

it might pay to grow and manufacture it in

Ceylon.—Ed.]
112

EFFECTS OF HEMILEIA VASTATRIX ON
COFFEE.

South Travaucore, 28th March, 1883.

Dear Sir,—Referring to "J. R. C." '3 letter in the
March T. A. I may say that appearances here go to
shew that H. V. does affect the coffee beau, and
that very curiously. I, too, have observed results very
similar to those described by "J. R. C," although I
have never attributed them to the spores germin-
ating on the berry Itself ; but have been more in-
clined to ascribe the drying up of the young berries
as the result of loss of nourishment, and the pre-
sence of Jl. V. spores on the dried fruit to their

having been deposited there by the wind.
In all cases 1 have seen the lea\-es on the tips of

the branches first wither and fall fi'om the effects
of H. F., after which the branch gradually dies back,
the berries nearest the tip being those to suffer first
wUhoiit exception. In a case of a heavy crop, how-
ever, the coffee sometimes loses the whole of its

leaves, and the apparent result is tlie yellowing, or

premature ripening, of the entire crop, whilst the
berries nearest the points of the branches wither and
dry up.

I am also of opinion that //. I', exercises an influence
detrimental on apparently sound and well ripened
beans, or how otherwise do you account for 5-20
bushels parchment being required for clean coffee
where 4-90 busliels were before sufficient? Ancient
coffee and exhausted soil may account for it cert-

ainly ; but till it is jyroved that H. V. does vot
affect the beans beyond those directly influenced by
the leaves and branches dying, it would be well not
to advance any unsupported ai'guments.

It would be interesting to know if the Maharajah
of his own accord noticed the scab on " D. O. N "

's coflee,
or if it was pointed out to him

; as if H H. noticed
the thing himself the disease njust have indeed been
serious.—Yours truly, D B. C.

FIBRE FROM HIBISCUS.
Wilson's Bungalow, 29th March 18S3.

Dear Sir,— I have read Mr. W. Ferguson's very
interestini; account of the "

Kajiukinisan" tiljre which
appeared in the Observer of the •-.'2nd ultimo. In com-
pliance with his request, I begi) send you by miscel-
laneous post twigs of the two varieties of this plant
having flowers, leaves and fruits on them. Kindly
hand them to him, and oblige, yuurs faithfully,

HENRY K. DAMBAWINNE.
P. S.—I also send a specimen of "Gallehe'' which is

used by the people of this district in the manufacture
of mats. —11. E. D.

[Your correspondent Mr. H. E. Dambawinne from
Wilson's Bungalow saye that he fends twigs of the two
varieties of plants having flowers and fruits on
them, imd he adds that he sends also specimens
of galehe (gnl-iehai) which is used by the people
of this district in the manufacture of mats.
Both the specimens of hibiscus were so miserably
crushed anil so badly pnt up tliat they are all but
useless for identiticatiou. One of them is no doubt of
the Abelmoschus section of hibiscus, but the other ie of
another eeetion judging by th mutilated specimen
sent. The gal ;ehse consists of the stems of a sedge
without roots or flowers, and but for tlie fact tbat I

know the mai plant of this name I could not otherwise

recognize it. It agrees lor tlie plant which Dr.
Thwaites has given as the Cyperiis roryml)oi-us, Rottbl..
but is likely the Cyperus tegetum. of which large quant-
ities of mats are made and transported from China to
America. 'I he f:al :ch:c is cultivated by the mat makers
of the Kalutara district.—Here is a hint to all persouf
sending botanical Bpecimens by post in Ceylon.
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A [jai-cel of these uucler four ounces ami marked by
Miscellaneous Post will come for G cf.nts, and under 8

ounces for 12 cents. Collect specimens with leaves,

flowers, and fruits on, if possible. Lay a bit of

any kind of paper on a table, lay out your speci-

mens on this as flat as you can, and do not put
one over the other ; lay imother bit of paper above

the plants, and any number of layers if you are

going' to send several kiud^ aud :i large packet. Then

begin at one cud of your mass and roll it up in a line

with the stems of the specimens, aud if the roll is too

long double it, or keep your specimens short enough
to make a handy roll to come by post. The separ-

ation of the specinieus by the paper will enable them to

come all right for botanical purposes.
—W. F,]

NEYA^DA FIBRE (SANSEVIERA ZEYLANIGA).

Royal Botanical Garden, Peiadeuiya, 9thApril 1SS3.

!SiR,
—The following valuation of the fibre from the

Neyanda plant
—Saasev'wm zeijlanica

—is taken from a

report obtained fr^'m London, by Messrs. Arbuthuot

& Co., Madras, upon a sample from Vizagapatam,
fcirwarded to them by the Board of Revenue of the

PiL-sidency. As so much interest is being taken in

fibre-yielding plants, it may be worth giving this

further publicity :—
Letter from Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., Madras, to the Secretary

to llie Board of Revenue, dated Madras 29tli August 18S2:—
With refereuce to the Board's proceetliugs, No. 4,7.30 of the 23rd

Juue, .and our reply of the 311th, we have the honour to subjoin

copy of a report received by us from our coriespoudents on the

sample of fibre Sansevicra 'Zct/lanica forwai'ded to them. If the

sample fairly represents the average quality of fibre which could

be obtained, it would appear to be encouraging. In contiumtiou

of our letter of the 30th Juue referred to above we would sug-

gest that the Collector of Vizagapatam should place himself iu

communication with our agent at Bimlipatam forwarding him
enou'Th of the libre \a be pressed into a bale at our Jute Factory.

From it we could calculate the cost of baling, shipping, &c., &c.,

and form an estimate of the cost of freight.

Copy.

London, 29lh July 18.^2.—J?e;Jor(:—Good fibre, well cleaned, good

color, but rather short. There is a little roughness, but is mostly

soft and would be a very useful fibre if a steady supply could be

depended on. Value per ton about £20. Discount 2* per cent.

The "Neyanda" is a very common small aloe-like

plant with mottled leaves found iu most of the lower

parts of Ceylon, especially iu dry, stony, or sandy

districts, near the sen, usually under bushes. In

old botanical books it is called Aloe liyacinthoklex

and Aloe zeylanica. The Tamil name is "Marool"

and the Telugu
"
Chaga

"
or "Saga." The fibre

is cotmnonly used here for making ropes and whips, &c.,

but especially for sleeping mats. Of the latter, those

m.adein Dumbara by the low-caste people, .lud dyed

yellow, red, aud black with n.ative quickly-fading dyes
arc well known sofa-ornam'"nt3.

Good accounts of the uses of the plant in India are

to be read in Roxburgh's "Flora Indica
'

(II. pp.

161-164) and Royle's
" I'lbrous Plants of India" (pp. 51-

56). The former states that iu cultivation tlie leaves

reach three or four feet, and I have seen wild Ceylon

epecimens as long. The above price is scarcely such as

to attract the planters' favourable attention, but native

cultivators might make it answer well. It ia probable
that the fine soft fibre would give an excellent pulp lor

paper-making.—I am, sir, yours faithfully,^ '^ HENRY TRIM EN.

Divi Divi ought to flourish specially in those arid re-

gions of the north and east of Ceylon, where the scrub is

composed of mimcsa or acacia plants. Tlie pods are of

considerable economic value, as is made evident by iuform-

atiou we fiud in a paper received from the Bladras Go-

verument. We quote as follows .—"The board having learned

that Mr. Oardozo had a small Divi-Di\'i plantation that was

turuing out very well. Messrs. Whiteside and Wilson risited

and inspected 'it on the nth November 1883. Bfr. (^ardozo

has about seven acres planted with l>ivi-Divi, all produce 1

from seed from two parent trees, which are about 25

years old. These two trees produced last year 560 lb. of

pods, which when sold reahsed Kl.^-10-0 (nett). Mr. Car-

dozo stated that the price in the London market varied

from .£13 to £19 a ton. During the three hottest months
of the year, the trees are occasionally irrigated, but they
are extremely hardy and thrive best on the soil that suits

the Babul {Acacia Ambica), The trees are planted iu rows,
22 feet apart.* Blr. Cardozo has had offers for the seed

at the rate of E12 an ounce, and for seedlings natives are

now offering him Ii6 a hundred. So far as information is

available at present, the Divi-Divi is of great value iu

tanuing, dyeing aud making ink ; for each of these pur-

poses a different part of the pod is used. Mr. Oardozo
showed the ink made from Divi-Divi. It is extremely black,
does not clog or corrode the pen and does not fade. The
board are decidedly of opinion, in view of the success

that is attending Jlr. Cardozo's experiment, that it is very
advisable to encourage the cultivation of Divi-Divi as widely
as possible. There are immeu.se tracts of laud throughout
the Presidency on which the tree would grow well. It

requires very little attention, and the price that the pods
and seed command in the market, even now when the

great value of the product is not sufficiently known, is

very remunerative. The board recommend that Collectors

be instructed to endeavour to stimulate the cultivation of

Divi-Divi. The demand for it in the London market would

increase, no doubt, with the supply."

Tea Sowing and JIandfactcbe in Japan.—Mr. Eobert

son, of the British Consular Service in Japan, has re-

cently translated a native work descriptive of the growth
and manufacture of tea in that country. It appears that

the preparation of the ground for the reception of the

seed is as follows :
—

"A hole about two feet in diameter is dug and well

manm-ed, earth sprinkled over this, and the seed can then

be sown, the best kind of earth for this purpose is good
black soil or what is known as hill soil, it should not be

clayey, but friable. The ground should have a south

easterly du-ection, and locahties should be chosen with a

due regard to a warm temperature, the great object is to

guard agaiust northerly and westerly winds. The land

should be laid out in the .same way as for vegetables that

is iu ridges and well manured.
The time for sowing is just about tho break-up of

winter and commencement of spring, when the snow is

disappearing from off the ground.
Tlie lid of a tub, about eight or nine inches in diameter,

is taken (or what will do as well, the straw top of arice

basket) aud in this is mixed as a small quantity of tea seed

and guano—the guano is used to keep off the moles—
the seed is then sown over the plantation, and the sowings
covered with a little earth.

The ground is prepared in the winter in the manner as

above described, and when sowing, it is as well to cover

the seed with a little rice brau.

The plant shows up well in about fifty days.

The first year the plant attains to about two inches,

grows to nine or ten inches iu the second year, throwmg
out a couple of branches, and in the third year grows to

about a food aud a half with five branches. It is only

in the fourth year that the first year's leaves are picked."

The treatment of Japan leaf after picking seems to

dilfw more from the Indian method of curing than any
other process in the two systems of tea culture :

"
1 he process of steaming the tea is as follows ;—As

soon as picked it is at once steamed, all damp or wet

leaves being thrown ou one side, excepting those that may
be a little wet with dew. In order to obtain the proper

application of heat, a few leaves are put into a shallow

basket, spread out evenly, and tlie lid put ou, the basket

is then placed over a charcoal fire box or stove, a per-

fume is at once perceived. When the greeny sniell has

subsided, the leaves are removed, spread ou a a piece of

new matting, and fanned briskly so as to draw out the

heat. After the Lapse of some little time the tea is

placed in a tray, aud then undergoes a firing process, the

length of which is regulated either by the ruiuute hand

of a watch or the beats of a pulse, aud depends a good

dealou the manipulator's own ideas."—Indian Tea Gazette,

* Too wide apart by one-half, we should think,—Ed.
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NEW REMEDIES.*
BY WILLIAM E L B O R N E.

Ahnisprecatovin^. Nat, Ord.^ Leyuminoscs.
—TUis plant,

(beai'ing the well-laiowii red seeds common in Ceylou.
—Ed.)

was originally a n;itive of India, but is now found in the
"West Indie.s, th(^ Mauritius, and most tropical regions. It is

remarkable for its small nearly globose seeds, which are
of a brilliant scarlet colour, with a black scar indicating
the hilum or place of attachment to the pods. These
seeds are much used in I udiTi in the arts, for necklaces
and other ornamental purposes, and are employed as
a standard of weight umlerthe name ofRati. The weight
of the famous Koh-i-noor diamond was ascertained in

this way. From a medicinal point of view the roots are
made use of in the same manner as the roots of the liquorice

plant (Indian Pharm.) Au infusion of the curious scarlet

seeds has long been used in the ulterior of Brazil as a

popular remedy in the treatment of ophthalmic disorders.

In some experiments made by Dr. de Wecker to test the
action of this remedy, he found that a weak cold infu.sion

made from the powdered seeds, when appUed as a lotion,

rapidly produced a purulent ophthahuia, of intensity
corresponding to the nmnber of appHcations made. The
factitious ophthalmia thus produced disppeared in the
com-se of ten days or a fortnight without any therapeutic
intervention or danger to the cornea, and Dr. de Wecker
is of opinion that this property possessed by the seeds, of

provoking a very intense ophthalmia of short duration, could
be utilized in ocular therapeutics in the treatment of

granidations and conjunctival diphtheria. M. Silva Aranjo
having recently submittei-1 to microscopical examination the
infusion and maceration of the seed, together uith the
exudation produced by their use, attributes the cause of the
inflammation and the purulent condition which follows the
use of the drug, to the great number of goiiidia contamed
in both preparations of the seed developing abundantly on
the conjimctiva.

—2-'hat*>na(futical Joui-uu/.

LIME JUICE.
BY 1MICH.\EL CONEOY, F.C.S.

Lime juce is the expressed juice of the fruit of Citnis

limiita, a member of the orange tribe (Aurautiacere). The
tree is a thorny bushy evergreen, with handsome dark

foliage of exquisite fragrance. The liowers are white,
resembling orange blossoms, and their perfume is equally
delicious. The tree floin-ishes best in a hght sandy soil

near the sea, and comes into full bearing in about seven

years after the seed is set. It grows wild in nearly all

tropical countries, hut is now larg-ly cultivated in the
island of Montserrat. The fruit is aljuut one-half the size

of the lemon, with a smoother and thinner rind, oval,
rounded at the extremities, and of a pale yellow or greenish-
yellow colour. The exterior of the rind possesses a fragrant
odour, and a warm aromatic, shghtly bitter taste, some-
what similar to that of lemon. The juice, when fresh
and sound, is sharply acid, with a peculiar refreshing and
grateful flavoiu'. In Jlontserrat the lime fruit harvest is

heaviest from Hepteinber to January, but a good supply
of fruit is yielded throughout the whole year. Here, where
the Ume tree is specially cultivated for the sake of the

juice, the work is done in a systematic manner with suit-

able machinery. The fruit, after collection, is taken to
two central factories, where it is sliced by water power,
and then squeezed in huge wooden presses, the juice being
run into puncheons ami quickly bunged up. This is a
most important point in prc'paring the juice in a tropical
climate, for if left cxiMsed it would rapidly, decompo.se.
I am also informed that the choice fruit is alone used,
and that only about two-thirds of the juice is pressed out,
thus ensuring greater freedom from mucilaginous and
pulpy matter. The further pressings, together with the

juice of the unsound fruit, is evaporated to the consistence
of treacle, and sent over to this country for the manu-
facture of citric acid. It is chiefly owing to these pre-
cautions that Montserrat lime juice is so much .superior to
that produced in Jamaica and elsewhere, where no care or

supervision is exercised in its jjreparation.
—Pharmaceutiai/

Journal.

* The subject of a Report on Materia Medica read before
the School of Pharmacy Students' Association, Jan 18
1883.

OOW TREE.
The Palo do Vaca, or Cow tree of South America (Bro-

simum Galactodenth'on), grows in large forests in the
mountains near Oumana, and in other parts of the sea-
coast of Venezuela. It forms a tree frequently over 100
feet high, and often running to a height of CO or 70 feet
before branching. The milk, which is obtained by making
incisions in the trunk, is said to have an agreeable taste
"like that of sweet cream, with a slightly balsamic odour ;

it is .somewhat gluthious, but said to be nourishing and
perfectly wholesome. Accorduig to lioussingault the con-
stitution of the " milk "

of the Cow tree approaches very
clgsely that of the genuine milk of the cow. At the re-

quest of the India Oflice we obtained from Venezuela a

supply of the seeds, through the kind assistance of Dr.

Ernst, Professor of Natural History in the University of
Caraccas. A case of germinating seeds was duly despatched

'

in October, 1880, to the superintendent of the Victoria

Gardens, Bombay. No information of any kind has since
reached Kew officially as to the result of the experiment.
I extract, however, the following account from Mr. Stor-
raout's report on the Khandesh Government Farm for
1881 :

—" Six small healthy-looking plants of the Cow tree

(Brosiinum Galactodendron) were received from the super-
intendent of the Victoria Gardens, Bombay, in July. Of
these two were sent for trial in Dhulia, three others

planted out in ordinary garden soil, and one merely shifted
into a larger pot. The latter is doing well; but those

planted out have made no progi-ess
—have even lost most

of the leaves they had. What they may do in the hot
weather remains to be seen." The home of the Cow tree
in Venezuela is in 10° N. lat., and in a doubtless very
damp climate. How it will fare II ° further north, with
a rainfall of imder 40 inches, is a not perhaps very hope-
ful prospect. A portion of the seeds retained at Kew germ-
inated, and plants were sent during the past year to the
botanic gardens of the following places;

—Adelaide, Bris-

bane, Calcutta, Ceylon, Fiji, Java, and Singapore. In Cey-
lon the plants are reported as doing well, though slow in
their growth.—A'ew lieport for ISSl.

STORING IMPORTED VEGETABLE AND
FLOWER SEEDS.

The following remarks are made with a view of tlraw-

ing forth an expression of opinion from those who have
had experience in keeping imported cold season vegetable
and flower -seeds in a germinative condition tlu-oughout
the rainy season. Complaints are frequently made that
certain seeds have not germinated, .and for that reason
have been classed as bad. There are many ways by which
seeds m.ay be brought to this condition, and I believe a
bad method of xjacking and storing to be one of the
most common. Seeds of vegetables and flowers, raised in
this country, do not require much care in storing. If

kept in a dry room and looked over occasionally, such

appliances as hermetically scaled boxes, bottles, &c., are

entirely unnecessary. It is very different however with
imported seeds. A few days' exposure to the damp atmo-
sphere of our rainy season is very fatal to their vitality.

Emxipean seedsmen usually send out their seeds to this

coimtry in hermetically sealed tin boxes. 'When sent by
a repeetable firm, so as to arrive just when required for

sowing, they will, as a ride, germinate freely. When
failure occiu"S under these circumstances, the gardener
who had charge of their management hiust be at fault.

On the other hand, if, as is often the case, they arrive
a month or two before the season for sowing, and have
been kept in the sealed tin boxes until that time .arrives,
no one should blame the gardener, or feel surprised it

they do not all come up. Pacldng seeds in hermetically
sealed tin boxes, is, without doubt, one of the best
methods for this country ; for I believe their vitaUty is

greatly injured if they remain in the boxes for a month
or two aftfr arrival. All good seeds contiiin a certain

percentage of moisture, and the natural heat of our chmate
causes this mnLsture to be continually given off, and when
confined within a sealed tin box it must condense and
thereby injure the seeds. I strongly ad\ise opening hermetic-
ally sealed boxes of seeds inmiediately on arrival, and
transferring the content-s to n well made wooden box.
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Any rough box will do, provided it has a close fitting lid.

The bottom of the box should be covered with a layer of

charcoal dust. It is also a good plan to fill a few

small bags with the same material, and place them amongst
the .seed packets. Charcoal is a capital substance for inhal-

ing any moisture given off by the seeds, or any that may
find its way within from the atmosphere. Bottles with

glass stoppers, when used for keeping seeds, have the same

injurious effects upon their vitaHty as hermetically sealed

boxes. I have noticed that seeds, to all appearance quite

dry, when placed in a glass stoppered bottle give off,

within ten or twelve days, sufficient moistm'e to cover the

inner surface of the vacant glass, with a heavy coating of

dew. This is not so soon generated if common corks are

used insteail of glass stoppers ;
I suppose the cork inhales

the raoistm-e given off. A\Tien bottles are used for keep-

ing any rare kind of seed, it is much the best plan there-

fore to use a common cork. This plan of opening hermetic-

ally sealed tin boxes immediately on arrival is much at

variance with that adopted by other authorities, and as I

consider the subject to be an important one, I shall be

glail if any of the readers of the InJiait Fort^ter will record

theu- experience.
—W. G.—Indian Forester.

ViUHLLA PLANTING IN TAHITI.

The most precious crop here is the Vanilla, which is

both pretty and lucrative, being worth about $4 a pound.
It is a luxuriant creeper, and grows so freely that a branch

broken of); and faUing on the ground takes root of its o^vn

accord; anel it climbs all over the tall Coffee shrubs; the

Palms, Avocada Pear, and Orange trees, and everything
that comes in its way growing best on living wood, the

tendrils thence deriving sustenance. It also flom-ishes best

in unweeded grounds, the roots being thereby kept cool.

So the steep-wooded hillside is densely matted with this

fragrant spice, which scents the whole air, indeed the atmo-

sphere of the house is redolent of Vanilla. It is like

living in a spice-box, as the pods are laid to dry in every
available corner. They must be gathered unripe, and ckied

in a moist, warm place ;
sometimes they are packed under

layers of quilts to prevent them from bursting, and so

lo.sing their fragi\ant essences.

All this sounds very pleasant, and only suggests light

work, yet in truth this cultivation involves most exhausting
toil. The plant is an exotic ; it hves in these isles by the

will of the planter, not by nature's law. In its native home,

exquisite humming birds hover over its blossoms, therein

darting their long bills in search of honey, and ilramng
them forth, clogged with the golden poUen, which they
carry to the next flower, thus doing nature's work of

fertilization.

Here the flowers have no such dainty wooers, and the
VaniUa bears no fruit unless fertilized by human haud.
So M. and Madame Valles, and their son, divide the steep
hillside into three sections, and each morning they patiently
and wearily toil up and down, up and ilown, again, and

again, au»l again, in order to manipulate each blossom that

has expanded during the night.
" Faire le mange des fleurs,"

as Madame Valles describes her daily task, is no sinecure
;

it must be done dimng the hottest hours of the day, when
any exertion is most exhausting. It needs a keen eye to

detect each fresh blossom, and any neglected flower withers

and drops. Each day the ripening pods must be gathered,
nud in dry weather the plants require frequent watering—
.'lu indescribable toil.

This morning Madame Valles let me accompany her on
her morning rounds, whereby I reaHsed that toil and hard-

sliip are to be found even in Paradise.—A Lady''s Cruise
ill- a Ftench JTan-of-War, hi/ Miss Gordon Cumming.

COFFEE-PLANTING IN OEYLON IN THE EARLY
DAYS.

{By an Old Proprietor
—Major-General Braybrooke.)

As yet I imderstand that Guinea and Mauritius grasses
are the only fodder, and coconut poonac the chief article

of more nutritious food for cattle. As regards grasses,
n4th care and attention I imagine that sufficient may be

grown on most estates to supply all needs, as well as mana
;'rass for bedding. In some localities also, paddy straw
uatchiuee stalks, &c., might be procurable, both of whii'h'

it cut into chaff aiid mixed with poonac and a tittle salt

would be capital food for cattle. I understand that even
coconut poonac has become enormously dear. It is evid-

ently most important for the interest of (Jeylon that efforts
should be made to grow other articles of food, &c., than
now exists, and if the wealthy natives would set a good
example to their fellow countrymen in the Maritime pro-
vinces, I have no doubt whatever that linseed, gingelly,
cotton, Egyptian beans, lentils, different varieties of gram,
Indian corn and other varieties of food for man and beast

might bo grown in abimdance, also fine varieties of oranges,
pineapples, &c., which would pay well. There are hundreds
of thousands of acres of fine land under the mouut-
aius, which, but for the indolence and apathy of the .Sin-
halese might be turned to admirable use. I well recollect
a .splentUd tract of country lying between Awi.sawella and
Katnapura (I commanded the outpostat Awisawellain 1814*)
which, if the proprietors would but exert themselves, might
be made a paradise of, and there are plenty of other dis-

tricts equally good. I entreat the educated and wealthy
Sinhalese landholders to exert themselves and disprove
Heber's sentiment that in Ceylon

" man alone is vile." I
thiidt also, with all due deference, that the Ceylon Govern-
ment ought to do its part in this direction, by estabhshing
experimental farms for agricidture and thereby stimulate
the natives to similar exertions.

Every proprietor and really zealous manager of estates
must surely feel the deep importance of doing everything
possible to lessen the cost of manuriug. I believe that

they may do much in this direction by careful experiments,
rarcfidiy watched and recorded. On almost every property
there are materials, such as prunings, weeds, soda of pa-
tanas, scrub and any such thing, which, if biurnt, would
prove valuable mixed with the cattle manure, or even
the ashes alone applied to the roots of the trees. The
castor oil plant would grow readily and the seed might be
crushed on the estate; with the oil in it, it would, I

fancy, prove a valuable adjunct to cattle manure. With
care and patience, I believe that composts may be made
of equal efficacy to cattle manure in far less bullc, and
therefore saving largely in its aijphcation. Ashes and any
refuse aniftial remains, Ume, sulphur, pulp, chemicals as
indicated on works upon agriculture, should be tried, but,
whatever is done, they shoidd be' carefully superintended
and results recorded. The following fact shows how essentia I

such care is. AVhen bones were fli'st taken to Ceylon I

purchased and sent to my property a quantity with direc-
tions to remove the soil from the roots of the trees, to mix
a specific quantity of bones with it and theu to put the
mixture carefully over the roots. I went up to the estate
.soon afterwards and found bones in all the drains and on
further investigation ascertained, that, except to a few trees
close to the bungalow, where they had been careles.sly put
in a hole near the stems of the trees, the bulk of the bones
had been simply scattered on the surface of the ground and
wei'e, of com'se, .speedily washed away. This actually
occurred with two Europeans upon the estate !

BILL NYE'S HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

Familiar Recipes.

To remove oils, varnishes, resins, tar, oyster soup, cur-
rant jelly, and other selections from the bill of fare : Use
benzine soap and chlorofrom cautiously with whitewash
brush and garden hose. Then hang on the wood-pile to
remove the pungent effluvia of the benzine.—To clean ceil-

ings that have been smoked by kerosene lamps or the

fragance of fried salt jwrkr Remove the ceiling, wash
thoroughly with borax, turpentine, and rain water, then

hang on the clothes-hne to dry. Afterwards pulverise, and
spread over the pie-pb nt bed for spring wear.—To remove
starch and roughness from flat-irons; Hold the iron on a

large grindstone for twenty moments or so, then wipe off

carefully with a rag. To make this effective, the grind-
stone should be in motion while the iron is apphed.

—To
soften water for household purposes:

—Put an ounce of

quicklime into a certain quantity of water. If it is not

sufficient, use less water or more quicklime. Should the
immediate lime continue to remain dehberate, lay the
water down on a stone, and pound it with a base ball club.

Threescore and five years ago!
—Ed.
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To give relief to a bum: Apply the white of an egg. The
yolk of the egg may be eaten, or placed ou the shirt bosom,

according to the taste of the person. If the bm-n should
occui- on a lady, she may omit the last instructions.—To
wa.sh black silk stockings: Prepare a tub of lather, com-

posed of tepid rani-water and white soap with a little am-
monia. Then stand in the tub till dinner is ready. KoU
in a cloth to dry. Do not wring, but press, the water out.

Tliis will necessitate the removal of the stockings.
—If

youi" hantls are badly .chapped, wet them in warm water,
rub them all over with Indian meal, then put on a coat

of glycerine, and keep them in your pockets for ten days.
If you have no pockets convenient, insert them in the pock-
ets of a friend.—An excellent liniment for toothache or

neuralgia is made of .sassafras, oil of orgauum, and a
half-ounce of tincture of capsicum, with half a pint of

alcohol. Soak nuie yards of red flannel in this mixture,

wrap it around the head, and then insert the head in a

liaystack till death comes to your relief.—WooUeu goods
may be nicely washed, if you put half an ox-gall into

two gallons of tepiii water. It might be well to put the

goods into the water also. If the mixture is not strong
enough, put in another ox-gall. Should this fail to do
the work, put in the entire ox, reserving tlie tail for soup.
The ox-gall is comparativelj' useless for soup, and should
not be pre.served as an article of diet.—Queenslander.

The vine (Vitis vinifera) is also adduced as a case in

point. Its liability to the vine disease and to the ravages
of the phylloxera is attributed to the excessive age of
most of the roots at present bearing wine in Europe.

Altliough not mentioned in the ai'ticle which has been

briefly summarised, the potato disease will readily suggest
itself as aifording another instance of propagation by
division, and where a periodical return to the method of

raising from the natural seed is urgently demanded.
Successful experiments have been made in raising the

Lombardy poplar from seed at Oarlsruhe. In the cold
winter of 187H-MO there stood, side by side in the nursery,
large saplings which had been raised from seed and pl.ants
of equal size which had proceeded from cuttings. The
latter were all, without exception, frozen to death, while
the seed-grown plants suffered no injury.

—Journal uf
Forestry,

POPLAR, VINE AND POTATO DISEASE.
The disease of the Lombardy poplar, { Popvlus fastiyiata,)

besides engaging the attention of the Norfolk Naturalists' So-

ciety, has been several times of late referred to in the Field and
\\\\h& Jmtrnal of Forestry. A paper has lately been contri-
buted to the Forst vnd Jayd Zeituuy on this subject by Forst-
meister Wiese, in which are quoted several extracts from
a lecture by Dr. Jessen, professor of botany. The disease
has been observed in Germany for about teu years, and
they have accounts of its prevalence in North America, as
also in England. Forstmeieter "Wiese observed it wherever
he travelled in Dessau, Thuringia, and in Bavaria. It
commences with a drying up of a few twigs at the top,
or on the side, which gradually increases. Attempts have
been made to poUard some of the trees affected ; but with-
out much success. Everywhere Lombardy poplars are
dying off, and in some quarters it is no longer possible to

get cuttings to form roots and foliage. The Lombardy
poplar, for which he gives as its systematic designation the
name Popuhis dilatata. was introduced into Germany from
the north of Italy about a hundred years ago, probably by
cuttings. Like other poplars it is dic8ciou.s, having the
flowers of each sex on separate trees. Only male trees
were acclimatised in the northern habitat, and they have
been propagated by cuttings ever since, without any opport-
unity of reproducing the species by seeding. Now these
gentlemen say that when a cutting takes root, and the
apparent result is a young poplar two or three years old,
this small plant really remains a divided part of the tree'
from which it was taken. The cutting therefore continues
to partake of the identity of the tree, and remains the
same in sex and also in age. The apparently young cutting
may therefore start its separate life with all the weakness
and predisposition to disease and decay characteristic of
an advanced age. Every species of tree has a hmit to the
period of its growth, and those species which grow rapidly
are generally short-lived. It may thus happen that a
poplar raised from a cutting approaches its age hmit be-
fore it is apparently twenty, and it dies off as if succumb-
ing to an exceptionally severe season. By this reasoning
the Lombardy poplars in Northern Europe are many of them
much older than they seem, and the only cure for this

widespread disease would be a return to the natural method
of raising from seed, or a fresh importation from Italy of
cuttings from really young trees.

Similarly a local disease of two willows, fialix nlha and
Salix purpurea, is accounted for. There had been pollarded
along the wayside, and lately when it was wished tostait
new tnmks for pollarding, it was found that cuttings from
these trees, usually so exuberant, refused altogether to
flourish. Both trees are common in lioth sexes in Germany
and seed profusely. But it seems that for convenience'
they have always been propagated by cuttings taken from
the old hollow poUards, until now nature is oihausted.

PLANT FOOD.

Reverting to the matter of Plant Food, alluded to in our
la.st immber, we now come to a very important question,
viz., the quantity of nitrogenous food lost under e.xisting
circumstances by drainage. In the paper which has fm-n-
ished the text for these remarks, the results of inquiries
as to the amount and composition of the drainage-water
are tabulated and commented on, in the lii-st instance in

the case of unmanured and uncropped land, and next ou
that which is variously cropped and manured. The amount
of the drainage-water depends on the rainfall, on the phys-
ical character of the soil, its permeability and water-hold-

ing power, .and on the amount of evaporation. This latter
in its turn is determined by the temperatm*e, the phy.sical
character of the soil, and is greatly increased when a crop
is growing on its surface. The analyses of the drainage-
water are consequently important, as bearing directly on
the waste of available plant food.

During the ten years 1S70-1SS0 the range in the amount
of rainfall has been enormous, in other words, there have
been extremes of drought and extremes of moisture—one

period of twelve months had a rainfall of 22'9 inches,
another of 42'7. In like manner the drainage collected
from soil, uncovered with vegetation, has varied dining
the summer months from less than 1 inch to more than
12 inches, and during the winter months from nearly 4
inches to more than 15 inches, and the amount of drain-

age from nearly 5 to more than 26 inches. The causes
of this extreme variation are dependent, among other
matters, on the amount of evaporation from the sm-face,
and this has been ascertained by subtracting the amount
of di-ainage from the amoimt of the ramfall, the water
removed by drainage being merely the excess of the rain-
fall over evaporation. The drainage, mea.sm-ed at depths
of 20, 40, and 60 inches respectively, is, on an average,
high in autumn and winter, attaining its maximum in
November or January, and low in sunnner, the minimum
occurring in INIay. The following figiu-es, extracted from
one of the tables, will show the relative amounts of the
rainfall, drainage, and evaporation for a year (average of
the ten from 1.S71-18SO). Thus, with a total annual rain-
fall of Sl'4 inches, the amount of drainage in inches at a
depth below the surface of 20 inches was 14, at 40 inches
in depth 149; and at 60 inches \'i2.

So far we have been dealing with the gain and loss of
water from micropped soil, but the results so obtained are
of course only partially available for cultural pm-poses. It
becomes therefore necessary to consider the state of affairs
under more ordinary conditions when powerful evapoiation
tiikes place, this evaporation being mainly due to the rapid
transpir:: tion of water through the leaves. This takes place
in a growing plaut under the influence of light, the roots
also lending as.sistauce by enablmg the plant to draw water
from dipths of the .soil too gi-eat to be distributed oy
ordinary capillary attraction. Deeply rootuig plants are
tliiLs more effectual in drying the soil than tho.<io with
shorter, less deeply penetrating roots. As the transpiration
of water from a plant is determined by light, the amonnt
transpired nmst obviously have some connection with the
rate of a.ssimilation and growth. From experiment« re-
corded many years ago in the .Tou, raf of-tlie Royal Horti-
cidtv.ral Society it was condud. d in the case of pot plants
that from 250 to 300 lb. of watei were evaporated for
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each pound of i:Iry substance added to the plant by assi-

milation during its growth. The amount of evaporation
from a cropped soil, however, must always be very vari-

able accortUug to season and the nature of the crops.

With reference to the composition of the drainage-
waters we have first of all an analysis of the soil through
which the water percolates, and an allusion to the form-

ation of nitrates in the soil by the agency of bacterial

growths. These act as ferments, o.^idise the ammonia-

salts brought down by the rain, and bring about their

conversion into nitric acid, the acid then unites with the

bases in the soil, such as Unie, forming calcium nitrate,

&c. The ferment acts in all fertile soils that are suffici-

ently, but not too wet, aud at all temperatures above

freezing-point
—the maximum energy being evinced at

about -61° C. (98
« Fahr.)

AVhen rain-water, itself containing ammonia, falls on the

soil, it dissolves some of the ingredients of the soU, which

may be detected in the drainage-water, but fertile soils

possess a great retentive power for phosphoric acid, am-

monia, and potash, which substances therefore are found

ordy in minute quantities in the drainage-water. The com-

position of the drainage-water varies very much accortling

as the weather is dry or wet. The drainage-water from

the relatively drier soil contains about fifteen parts of

nitrogen per million in the form of nitrates. After heavy
rainfall the quantity of drainage-water is increased, and at

the same time the proportion of nitrates is increased.

The average amount of nitrogen, calculated as nitrates,

per acre, in the drainage-water for twelve months, accord-

mg to' the tables here given, amounts to 4.5-.5 lb. from the

20-iuch gauge, 36-3 lb. from the 40-iuch, and 43-5 lb. from

the 60-inch gauge, so that the loss of nitrogen Ijy drain-

age must be considerable when the season is wet. These

results, it will be remembered, are from uneropped and

mimanm-ed soils.

"Where manure is applied aud the soil cropped it had

been previously ascertained that a large proportion of the

nitrogen supphed as manure was not recovered in the crop,

nor was it accumulated in the soil. The only conclusion

that could be drawn, therefore, was that the nitrogen was

washed out of the soil by the rain. To test this lU-ains

were laid in each of the e.^tperiraental wheat plots, and

a trench cut at right angles to the drains, so that the

water flowing from these latter could be readily collected

from each plot separately for measurement and analysis.

In sutumer-thne, when the field is covered by crop, drain-

age rarely takes place, but in October the flow generally

begins, to reach a maximum in December aud January.

The composition of the drainage-water has been ascert-

ained by very numerous analyses made at different times

by Drs. Voelcker and Frankland, and in the Eothamsted

laboratory. We cannot enter into details upon these mat-

ters, but it will be readily understood how the time at

which the water was collected and the natiu-e of the man-

ure employed affect the composition, aud how great is the

difference in the composition of the surface water and of

that which flows from the saturated soil. AVithout refer-

ring to other ingredients, it may be stated that the quant-

ity of nitric acid lost by drainage from unmanured but

cropped laud, is much smaller than that from uneropped

land, the crop assimilating the nitrate formed. The ain-

monia of the ammonium .salts is retained by the soil,

while the sulphmic acid or chlorine pass off in the drain-

age water in combination mth hme. The ammoina is

converted into nitric acid almost by the agency of the

bacterial ferment alluded to immediately after appUcatiou
in wet soils. There is a greater less of nitrogen from the

use of nitrate of sodium than from that of a correspond-

ing quantity of ammonia. It is interesting also to note

the confirmation given of the fact, established in other

ways, of the importance of mingling Tvith the ammonia

apphed in manures some mineral substances also
; thus, in

summer, there is little or no loss of nitrates from the

draiimge-water of the ammonia plots if phosphates and

potash are supplied with the ammonia, but with an excess

of ammonia and a deficiency of ash constituents the ni-

trates are imperfectly assimilated by the crop, and appear
in the drainage-water. It would thus appear that, except
under special circumstances, and for a particular purpose.

it is not good economy to apply nitrogenous manm'es by
themselves, admixture with other material being generally

preferable.
With these general remarks, which will suffice to indic-

ate its general tenor, we take leave of this memoir, which
is assuredly one of the most important treatises on plant
food which has been issued even from Eothamsted.—Gard-

eners^ Ckornicle.

Poor Tea.—There enters into the importations of tea

to this country a large amount of adulterated, exhausted,
and otherwise impoverished material. English law sfl'ictly

prohibits the introduction of such tea into Great Britain,

and in 1881, more than 44.000 packages, forbidden entry
there, were exported, the most of them to the United
States. Among these bogus teas are those that have been

aheady steeped aud used, and then worked over for a

second use. This is a inatter of great interest to all tea

drinkers, a legion among the farmers, and they mil ap-

prove the legislation proposed in Congress to exclude

those abominable combinations.—American Agriculturist.

The Japan Radish is thus noticed in the American

Ayriculturist :—RaiUshes are the roots most universally eaten

by the Japanese. The Japanese radish differs from the

American in size, color and taste. It is usually from 1 to

li foot in length, and 5 or 6 inches in cu-cumference, but

in one of the southern islands it often reaches the enormous

length of 5 or 6 feet and weighs several pomids ;
the color

is generally white and the taste is watery and sweet. It

requires a deep soil and rich maniu-ing for its growth.
It is mostly planted in August and harvested in December,

requh-iug sixty days for its growth, although there are

varieties which can be planted even in spring or early
summer. Every household uses this root at almost every
meal tluroughout the whole year. It is eaten either raw,

boiled, or pickled, and may be considered as the great

necessary auxihary to the Japanese meal.

Selangoe fok Planting Enteepeise.—There are no

Malay settlements or plantations on the high hills, which

are covered with primeval forest ;
and I briefly allude to

them with a hope that the information may be of use

to the coffee planters of Ceylon and other countries, some

of whom have ah-eady opened plantations in Selangor at

an altitude of 2,500 feet, and whose experience in other

climes has favoured the beUef that these hiUs are well

smted for Coffea Arabicu, cinchona, ipecacuanha, jalap,

tea, &c. ;
and they have hitherto been most successful on '

the lower lands in rearing young plants of Liberian coft'ee,

cocoa, sago and other tropical products. The rainfall aver-

ages about 130 inches per annum, aud due provision is

made in the leases to prevent the wholesale felling
_

of

timber on the summits of hills, such denudation ha\'ing

very much affected the rainfall in India, Australia, and

other countries. Planters need have . no fear of droughts,
as the rains are general throughout the year.

—D. D.

Dalv in R. Geographical Societi/'s Proceedings, July ISS'2.

The EtTROPEAN ok English Walnut.—The correspondent
who recently asked if the walnut was cultivated in

Ceylon wiU find information reg.arding the tree in the

folloiving extr.ict from the American AgricvWirist:
—The

profitable culture of the Engli.sh AValuut in CaUfornia

appears to have excited an interest in the tree
^

on this

side of the Continent, as shown by our numerous inquiries

regarding it. In Em-ope this is known simply as the wal-

nut. Our early settlers prefixed the term English to many
things they received by the way of the Mother Country,
without reference to their origin ;

hence we have "
English

AValnut." It is also called, especially by dealers, the
" Madeira Nut." The tree is as much au exotic in England
and in Spain as it is with us, it being a native of Persia

and other parts of Asia. This wahmt (Jvglans regia) is

a relative to our black walnut and butternut, and, like

them, forms a large tree
;
its leaves are smooth, the sm-face

of the nut is rather smooth, aud the husk falls away from

it when dry. A remarkable variety originated in France

several years ago, called Juglans pro'jMrtvriens. The tree

bears large numbers of nuts of good size, with a tender

shell, often bearing the third year from the seed. The ti-ee

docs not grow very large, and its peculiar character of

precocious fruiting is perpetuated by seeds.
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The Phylloxera, which was thought to have beeu stamped
out in Victoria at so high a cost, has now brokeu out

again.
—Planter and Farmer. [Just what wu anticipated,

when the uprooting process was commenced in Geclong.
It seems impossible to eradicate this insect past any more
than GUI' fungus.—Ed.]
Will the Tomato be found to protect orange trees from

Might and aphis? Our experience points in that direction.

Will some of om' veteran orange growers give their views

on this very interesting questiouV We observe that the

finest and cleanest of our young trees are those near tomato

plants. It may be merely accidental, or the strong aroma of

the plant may be obnoxious to these insects.—Planter and
Farmei'.

Beee.—A "Bill for better securing the pm-ity of Beer,"
which has been brought into the House of Commons, provides
that every person who sells or exposes for sale, by whole-

sale or retail, any beer brewed fi-om or containing any
ingredients other than hops and malt from barley, shall

post conspicuously in the same place a legible notice stating
what other mgredients are contained in it, under a penalty
of twenty jjouuds for a first offence. " Beer

"
is defined

as "beer (other than black or spruce beer), ale and porter."—Pharmaceutical Journal.

OOMPAEATIVE HARDNESS OF WooDs.—Talking shellb.irk

hickory as the highest standard and calling that UW other

woods will compare with it for hardness as follows:—Shell-

bark hickory, 100; pig-nut hickory, 96; white oak, 84;

white ash, 77; dogwood, 75; scrub oak, 63; white hazel,

72; apple tree, 70; red oak, 69; white beech, 65; black

walnut, 65; black bh-ch, 62
; yellow oak, 60; white elm, 58;

hard maple, 56; red cedar, 56; wild cherry, 55; yellow

pine, 54; chestnut, 52; yellow poplar, 51; butternut, 43;
white birch, 43; white pine, 30.—Journal of Forestri/.

Curious mistakes are sometimes made with regard to

the names of drugs sent from foreign countries; thus

safflower seed has been offered for sale as sunflower seed.

Recently a fragrant commodity appeared in the market

(Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 10, p. 184) under the name of

safSower, which had not the least claim to the name,
masmuch as it was fomid to consist not of composite but
of the finely broken leaves of a labiate plant, Zataria

multif!ora,a. native of Persia, Beloochistan and Afghanistan.
It was shipped to this country from Bombay, but with what

object it is difficult to conceive. The odour of the leaves

somewhat resembles that of thyme.—Pharmaceutical Journal..
'

Tomato Wine.—Exi>ress the juice from clean, ripe tomatos,
and to each gallon of it (without any water) put brown

sugar
—4 lb. Put in the sugar immediately, or before fer-

mentation begins; this ought to be done in maldng any
fruit wine. Something of the character of a cheese-press,

hoop, and doth, is the best plan to squeeze out the juice
of tomatos or other fruit. Let the wine stand in a keg
or barrel for two or three months; then draw off mto bottles,

carefully avoithng the sediment. It makes a most delight-
ful wine, having all the beauties of flavoiu* belonging to

the tomato; and, no doubt, all its medicinal properties also,

either as tonic, in disease, or as a beverage for those who
are in the habit of using intoxicating beverages.

—Planter

and Farmer.
The Cinnamon Tree- in Queensland.—The Brisbane

Planter and F'armerj in noticing a nursery, states:—"We find

several notes in om* book which space will not admit of our

amplifying. But we camiot overlook a tree to which we
desire very particularly to call the attention of our readers.

This is the cinnamon-tree, which has gi-owu to perfection.
It is a large shi'ub of about 10 to 12 feet in height, and
as many in diameter from branch to branch. It is the

cinnamon of commerce, and, according to Mr. Wilhams, will

gi-ow on any stony ridge where but little or no frost is

felt. The bark is taken from the last growth just as the

new shoots are being made, and is cut off precisely as bark
is peeled for the tanner. We were told that a tree will pio-
duce about 10 lb. of bark, and as little or uo cultivation

is required after the earlier days of gi-owth, the people of

our coast country shovdd at once enter mto this industry to

the extc:nt of a score or two of trees at least. In this way
a new and valuable industry might be estalilished, and our

exports correspondingly raised. [Oiu' contemporary endently
thmks that the bark of cominercf is 1aken fi-om trees such

as he describes. It is not, ami from her old eoppic<Ml plant-

ations, can Oeylou more than supply the woihl's want*.—liu.]

Jarrah Wood (Eucalyptus Maroinata).—Reporting on
this wooil the Chief Engineer at Adelaide, South AustraUa,
says that it has beeu extensively used i u the colony for

many years for railway sleepers, piles, and other structural

piu'poses. Many of the sleepers that have beeu laid in the

permanent way for a period of eighteen years are quite
somid at the present time, and show no symptoms of decay
or destruction from the white ant. It is recommended
that the timber should always be j)rovided from the iron-

stone ranges, and not from the Hats or swamps, as from
the latter places it is spongy, and is Uable to attack from
insects both on land and in the sea. It is also a matter
of importance that the logs should be felled when the sap
is down, and properly jjitched, by which means any tendency
to sphtting is minimised. Sound logs are readily obtainable
from 20 to 40 feet in length, and from 12 to 34 inches

square.
—Gardeners' Ohronicle.

The Tomato as Food.—Dr. Bennett, a professor of
some celebrity, considers the tomato an invaluable article

of diet, and ascribes to it various important medical pro-
perties. First—that the tomato is one of the most power-
fid -aperients of the liver and other organs; where calomel
is indicated, it is probably one of the most effective and
least harmful remedial agents kuo\vn to the professioji.
Second—that a chemical extract will be obtained from it

that will supersede the use of calomel in the case of
disease. Third—that he has Successfully treated diarrhrea
with 'this ai'ticle alone. Fom-th—that when used as an
article of diet it is an almost sovereign remedy for

dyspepsia and indigestion. Fifth—that it should he con-

stantly used for daily food, either cooked or raw, or in
the form of catsup; it is the most healthy article now
in use. Tomatos a.i Food for. Cows.—The plan is to mix
a little bran with them—say, three quarts to a half-bushel
of tomatos, when fed. They cause an excellent flow of
rich and delicious milk.—Planter and Farmer.

The Olr-e in California.—It ajjp&ars that Mr. Cooper,
of San Bai'bara, Sau Diego, and other places, has demon-
strated by his cidtivation of the olive that the tree thi'ives

and bears well in California, and also that it is profitable
to cultivate it.* The trees begin to pay at three years,
and when five years old will pay all exiienses of tillage
and harvesting with a sm-plus, while the sixth year the

crop will pay for the land, the trees, and the t'dlage for
the five yeai's pre\nous, and, with good care, the increase
is larger from year to year for a century longer. Indeed
there are now alive in Asia Minor trees known to be up-
wards of 1,200 years old, and they are still in full bearing.
In a pamphlet published by Mr, Elwood C'ooper, the
stiiteraent is made that some of his best trees, eight years
old, produced 2,000 gallons of berries to the acre, and the

European standard is eight gallons of berries for one gallon
of oil. so that this gives a product of 250 gallons of oil

per acre. The oil finds a ready market at 5 dols. a gallon,
which gives an income of 1,250 dols., or £250 an acre for

the best eight years' old trees in an exceptionally good
year.

—Farmer.

LAYERiNG.^.Anyone having a garden to attend to should
understand layering. It is a very simi^le operation, and
also a very effective one, for many things that cannot
be got to strike from cuttings may, I>y layering, be pro-
pagated "with certainity. The operation, as most of our
readers are aware, consists in inducing a branch to emit
roots before it is separated from the parent plant. Many
plants do this of their own accord wherever they come
near the ground; others can only be made to do it by
artificial means. As a rule, it is necessary to cut or in

sonic way injure the branch where roots arc reipiired to
make, and this may be done by twisting it, by taking
a ring of bark off, or, as is more frequently the custom,
by cutting a notch or tongue in it, and pegging the
branch with (he tongue open several inches under the
surface of the soil. The thing should be done in good
growing weather, and the best to select for the purpose
is young wood about half matm-ed. Almost anything can
be got to grow by attending to all these matters, but if

old wood is layered it will oidy succeed with plants tha^
root freely; sonic, it will be found, will never do more
than form a hard callus. Layers should not only be

I pegged down firmly, but also stakeil securely; these two
operations are more than lialf the battle.—Queendander.
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Action of Lime in the Germination of Seeds.—
Following up the researches of M. Btehm, Messrs. De-
heraiu and Breal have ascertained that the presence of

Hme is beneficial to germinating seeds, especially as re-

gards the development of the root, and specially when
combined with ulmic acid. It might be worth trying what
effect the addition of lime-water might have on the germ-
ination of seeds.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Brrn:.-...!: Exhibition.—A horticultural and agricult-
ural esliibitiou will be held at Buitenzorg, Java, in Sept-
ember next. In addition to tropical products, such as

rice, coffee, sugar, spices, and the plants producing them,
prizes are offered for roses, begonias, gloxinias, and other
flowers. Buitenzorg has one of the Ijest and loveliest

botanic gardens of the world, and if .some roving corre-

spondent should happen to visit the island in September,
he might do some service by sending us a report of the
show. The Secretary is Dr. J. C. Van Nooten.—Gardeners^
Chronicle.

Eucalypti in Italy.—In a recently issued report on
the sanitary condition of Italy, it is stated that at the

present time the country posssesses about 100,00U Eucalyp-
tus i^lants, of which about 30,000 have been planted by
the railway administrations and 70,000 by private individuals.

After the proof given during the severe winter of 1879-80,
the future of certain species of the tree is assm-ed in

the most positive manner. As to the beneficent effects to

be derived from the Eucalj^jtus, it is considered certain

that the plmt is a powerful absorbent of moisture on wet,
lands, while its influence by means of balsamic ema nations
if not so positively ascertained, is stUl maintained by
many.— Gardeners' Chronicle.

Coffee- Leaf Disease in Mauritius.—The report of

the Botanical Garden for 1881 records the development
of the leaf-fungus, Hemileia, in Mauritius. How it was
introduced is not loiowu, but its effects have been very
serious. Mr. Storck's plan of utilising the vapour of carb-

oUc acid as a cure for the disease is considered as prob-

ably of httle use, ui the face of the experiments of Mr.
Marshall "Ward, who placed a coffee plant in a Wani's
case filled vtith the vapour of carbolic acid and allowed it

to remain for twenty-foiu- hours. In spite of this expos-
ure the spores of the fungus germinated after twenty-
four hours.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

The Orangery in England.—"We have now a good crop
of fruit on the St. Michael and Maltese Blood Oranges:
aud on some of the trees there is also a profusion of

sweet-smelling blossoms. This I think makes the home-

grown fruit so valuable.
^
You can cut blossoms, green

leaves and golden fruit from the trees at the same time
;

aud surely no fruits at this season could have a more

pleasant garniture. If the fruit is not yet ripe, a rather

dry atmosphere with a temperature of G5 will answer
best. The trees should be carefully watered, as too much
of it causes the fruit to crack. It may be that the fruit

has been gathered from some of the trees, and that an-

other crop has set
;
in that case, sjTinge freely with water

that has been standing for some time over the hot-water

pipes, and keep up the temperatiu-e. But it ought not
to exceed 65 ^

. I fancy that 60 ° is better, as the fruit

has a tendency to drop at this season, after it seems to

have set. See that all the ti'ees are cleaned from scale.

If the stems and leaves can be weU washed with soapy
water, they may be kept clean for the seasou.^J. Dou-
glas, Loxford Hall, Ilford, E.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

CoFFEA Aeabica.—lu the Palm-house at Kew a plant
of the Ai-abian coffee, bearing a fair crop of fruit, is an

object which to untravelled Englishmen is not without
considerable interest. The leaves are a glossy dark green,
aud the scarlet berries are frequently accompanied by sweet-

scented blossoms. A wi-iter, in his Imjiressious nf the H'est

Indies., thus speaks:
—"Much has been ^vritten, and not

without justice, of the rich fragrance of an Orange grove,
and at home we ofttimes hear of the sweet odom*s of a
bean field . . . but not for a moment would I compare
either with the exquisite aromatic odours from a coff'ee

plantation in full bloom when the hill-side, covered over
with regular rows of the shrubs, with their millions of

jasmine-like flowers, showers down upon you as you ride

up between the plants a perfiuue of the most deUcately
(lelicious description. 'Tis worth going to the "West In-
die.s to see the sight and inhale the perfume."—Gardeners*
Chronicle.

Cropping Fkuit Tree Borders.—The animal cropping
of fruit tree borders with vegetables is a great evil, and
some of the diseases of wall trees are due to this cause.
Not only is the nutriment taken out of the border, but
the spade drives the roots down beyond the reach of solar

warmth, which is so essential to the proper ripening of
the wood. Moreover, all fruit trees tm'ive and bear best
in a firm soil (I do not mean an unworked soil), aud es-

pecially is this firmness necessary for the peach and the
apricot. If the whole border cannot be given up to the
trees, at least five feet running alone the back should be
left imcropped, and, beyond surface cultuie, undug.—E. H
Field.

Sago Fi,otTt and Tapioca Manufacture in Borneo.—
The foreign trade of the Sultan of Brunei's territories

appears to consist of what is known as jmrgle produce,
such as camphor, bii'd's nests, bee's-wax, gutta-percha,
and sago flour. This last is manufactm'ed in fom- fact-

ories—two in the city of Brunei, and two in Brunei Bay,
which are all owned and carried on by Chinese from the
Straits Settlements aud Labuan. Since 1379 the value of
the exports of sago floiu- from Brunei has considerably
decreased, and this decrease is described as being mainly
due to a drought that oecm-red in 1878, followed by ex-
tensive jungle fires extenduig over many miles of country.
This drought lasted sLx months, aud was the most severe
that has been experienced in tins part of Bornea for

many years. These fir'es increased the actual amount of

sago brought to market during 1879, as marry of the palms
that were not fully g^o^vlr, but had been severely scorched
or killed by the fires were cut down, aird the raw sago
extracted before they began to rot. Another important
export from Brunei is tapioca. Several hundred acres of

it were planted by an enterprising Straits-borir Ohinamau
in 1879 on a low hill 2 or 3 miles from the city of

Brrrnei. The experiment has not proved a success. Much
of the ground on which it was planted was so steep that
the heavy rains kept contsantly washing the soil from the
roots ; the soil itself is irot rich, and the depreilatious by
men and wild pigs ou the roots which did grow well
were very con.siderable.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Tea Plucking.—I have heard it said in more places
than one, and particularly from Indian Tea Planters who
have now and again visited this district, that in Ceylou
we over-pluck, this, too, not so rrruch from the older

trees but from the younger ones particularly. Now as

this has not come from one Indian tea-planter, but from

nearly all, sirrely then' views should be received with at-
'

tentioii instea<l of our cahrrly ignoring the statement alto-

gether. I have a friend who is in Assam, and has been
there for many years, who -writes me that he cannot
beHeve that I am getting 500 lb. tea per acre off my
estate, which is a yoimg one. He tells me that he would
never pluck it up to that, but be conterrt with 200 or
300 lb., and even off fuli-bearing tea he woidd not take
more than 4i)0 or 50U lb. at the most. Now I would
ask—are we all quite sure that we are ou the right tack
so to speak i' are we doing the correct thing and that
which is likely to idtimately benefit the estate owrrors?
That good tea estates in Ceylon will bear up to 700 lb.

per acre is I think beyond doubt, but I want to know
whether we are right in taking that quantity? Will it

not in all probabihty inrpoverish om- trees in a few hears?
It is an undoubted fact that the soil of most of our
tea gardens or estates is not so good as those of India,
and that any superiority we have, is entir-ely due to our

climate; hot, steamy and forcing as it is all the year
roinid. But is it not likely that this very excellent quaUty
will cause our trees to flush for a few years, and so

exhaust themselves? "We are most of us in this particvdar
instance, following the lead of an Indian Tea Planter,
who has been among us for a few years, and who
evidently has had long experience of tea; but I would
ask him—has he thought deeply on this subject? has he

thought that, though we have an admirable tea climate,
the soil is, as a rule, poor, and most likely unable, for many
years, to stand the great strain on it, viz., to 2)roduce
flush after flush every 8 days for ten months of the

year, to say nothing of almost renewing the entire tree

every now and agam after an excessive pruning? To say that

tea is hardy, and likes a poor soil, is to talk nonsense.—
Cor, "Oeylou Times."
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EX-CEYLON PLANTERS IN THE FAR WEST.
We are pernaitted to quote from the letter of a

gentleman who, after learning about planting in Cey-

lon, returned home and iy now settled in the North-

west division of the Canadian Dominion. He writes

to a Ceylon planter :
—

Fort Macleod, N. W. Territory, Canada,

December 5th, 1882. [By mail of 15th.]

My dear
,
—A letter from this cool clime may be

welcome at —
•,

as it is not a cool climb up to it ;

you may also Uke to know what has become of me. I

came to Canada on a visit last spring, previous, as I

expected, to returning to Ceylon ;
but while in Canada I

was strongly urged to go' in for cattle-raising up here,
so accordingly here I am, and from reports I get from Ceylon
I am well out of that uufortuhate isle as a land of settle-

ment,though "with all its faults I love it still," and shall look
forward to visiting it as soon as I can. I am situated at the

actual foo-t'of the Rocky Mountains about 50 miles N. of

the American boundary, on the E. side of the Rockies,
a splendid climate, fine scenery, and a very agreeable life.

I have appliedforaleaseof some 50,OtX) acres and have bought
some stock. Our cattle run on the open prairie all the year
round. It goes down to 35° below zero in the winter, but
the violent winds which are almost constant in winter blow
the snow off the grass. My rang-e lies between two rivers, both
of which are full of splendid fish wliich give good sport:
there is also sport with wildfowl of various kinds deer, bears,

&c., but the Indians are very destructive to game of all sorts.

Last Sejptember I took a trip to Winnipeg in Manitoba, about

l,eOO miles east ot this : there is plenty of fine farming
country all the way, but it seemed to me to be an uninterest-

ing country to live in. The Canada Pacific Railway is

being made from the Atlantic to the Pacific through Canadian
soil the whole way: it is beiug made at 3 or 4 miles a day,
and 1 saw | a mile of track laid in 35 minutes, and we rs-

turned over the rails that our train had brought at about 20
m. an hour. About 500 m. have been finished this season
in about 5 months, (Ceylon may take a lesson from this

covmtry in railway making!) This country is rapidly filling

up with settlers, it has only been open for settlement quite
recently; till now the Indians were troublesome, now they
are quiet and peaceable. All this part of the N.W. Territories

adjacent to the Rockies is let on lease for grazing piu-poses
as it is well suited to tliat. * * * AYe have to dojevery-
tliing here for one's-self, from building one's log cabin to

cooking one's own meals and washing one's owii clothes : a

change after Ceylon ! The new railway, which will come
near us, will place us within about 14 days of Liverpool.

Another planter sends us a cutting from a Hamp-
shire journal from which we quote as follows :

—
LiFK IN THE Far West.

The following letter from an old Portsmouth Grammar
School boy, who went to Manitoba iu September last, will

hel^ young folk bent upon adventiuing iu the far West to

realise what to expect therf' ;—
Brandon, Manitoba, Dec. 4th, 3883.

Dear Sir,— I should have written to you before but I have
not had much time. 1 am usually at work all the week,
and ou Sunday I write home and rest for the remainder of
the day. I will begin at the bej,'iuning by telling you that
I did not like the trip across the ocean at all; "nor did I

relir^h the succeeding fourteen days' railway journey at about
tweutyfive miles an hour. They canuot go faster because the
track is laid just in the gi-ass of the prairie. Crossing the

prairie there is nothing to be seen as far as the eye can reach.

It is a\vfully dreai-y. I stopped a week iu Toronto and an-
other at the end of Lake Huron at Sarnia. There I had the
finest fishing I ever had iu my life. The fish were 3ft long
and there were as many as you liked to catch. They bite at

anything. It is really wonderful. When caught they are
worth nothing, bei-ause thoy are so plentiful.
The jouruey up the lakes was as miserable as the voyage

across the ocean. Wc were out of sight of laud nearly the
whole time. I got off the lake steamer at Duluth. Then I

took to the train again and pot to Winnipeg. I stopped there
a week, and then came to brandon IdH miles west of Winnipeg.
Th-^^re I went land hunting, and had to sleep out on the

pra, "C for several nights. I can tell you times were hard.
Wo found laud, aud my friend took a half section. We then
went out shooting. I soon gave that up, and sold my gun.
There is uo real sport in this country, Prairie chickens, as

big as fowls, are as plentiful as stones ou .Southsea beach.
One has to shoot at them to make them get up. Ducks aud

113

geese are in such quantities that they require to be aeon to

form any adequate idea of their number. In every little pond
ou the prairie there are two or three huf dred. When yuu
shoot al them they just rise and look at you, aud pitch again.
I soon got sick of them, and went out after the muskrats-
I got about a dozen, and have preserved their skin. It has
a very tine fur. I met a skunk. J shot him. but I could not

go near him, he stank so badly. The stink of a skuuk is the

worst stink I ever did smell; about a thousand times worse
thau H. S. Never again will I shoot a skunk, except with a
rifle. I shall get some sport when I t;o West next spring.

I stopped doing nothing for about three weeks, paying six

dollars a week for board and lodging. Then I thought I had
better try to earn some money. Since then I- have saved 50

dollars and earaed over 120 doHars. I meet piouty of English
aud Irish gentlemen's sous. I have sceu a London cit> soli-

citor, a provincial attorney, and a Dubliu doctor all shovell-

ing dirt into the same waggon, at the tune of 10s a day. I

can tell you it is a hard life. For three Weeks I was herding '

cattle out on the prairie. I had two dollars a day and board...'-

My lodging was a hut; my bed was potatoes. It is all very,.,

well for fellows to sit at home and talk about the beautierf

of a wild life iu the West, but when it conies to tlie real

thing it is a diJi'ereut matter altogether. I get o'li pi'etty well,
'

but I cau tell you it is not a very fine thing to go t!o work
in the morning when the thermometer is 17

'

degrees below
zero. You don't know what that is iu England. Th?. cold is

intense. Even today at noon in the sunshine the ttiermo-
meter is 13 degrees below freezing.
Ytm would like 1.6 wear the moccassins. They art* tTie tii'iest

things I ever put ou. The snow is so dry it does not wf-t them.

They are made of thin buckskin, and sewn with 3ine\\s. and
ornamented in front. The Indiana ranke them.. Three rj^airs of

I socks and the moccassius are required to keep one warm. Bran-
don is built iu the- Grand Valley of the A^isiuiboine. I can't say
much for the beauty of it. It is only a few tentV'&nd 'shaiities.

Wood is teu dollars per cord and coitl twenty duliars per ton.

I see plenty of Indians. There are lots of Siuux near u».

They are not up to much. Indians often come iu from the Great
Saakatchewau, They are fine men, dres.sed iu buckskin.

'

This is an awful country for cold. The only comfortable place
'

is bed. Tluit is where I am writing this. Excuse the haudwrit^; /

ing. Shovelling dirt for a period of time takes all the. symme,'^,,;

try out of a fellow's handwriting. I have only seen,, six women
since I have been in Braudou. They are very scarce ,here. If

one goes out in the street everyone is staring at'h^r, I shoftld

thiiik they must be very proud to be so much thought of I I guess
' •

that is the sort of thing that satisfies the vauity of the female..
j

mind. Men out here tight like brutes. If one knocks the other, r

down, he either jumps ou him or else falls on hiai aud bites,

him. They are an awful whiskey drinking, tobacco chewing. ot

All Uiey think about is laud and dollars. But in this 'place',' "as?

in every phice I have been in in America , every one is a gfnUcmdh.
Yet the JIagistrate chews and smokes in the Court. Tlie people '.

sit with tlu-ir hats on. In church, 011 the wall, is "Gentlemen,
,

are requested nnt to spit tobacco juice ou tht^ floor !" The parson ]

reads the serujon out of a book. It is an awfuU place for a
civilised person to come to. but at the same time it is the place
to make money in.' I shall save .50/. next summer, come home:':

for the winter, arrange for funds for a settlement; and tlien go
out in the spring. T shall take lessons in bricklaying.. If I were

ouly a bricklayer I could get thirty shillings a day. I must stajr.

indoors the gVeatcr part of the winlcr. I have had my nose'
"

and right car frozen hard. Icicles form on the no-*e
, dii-ectly ope

goes out. But cold is not the only drawback. The waters is"

distinctly alkaline. No water not alkaline can be had in the

place. This water brings on the so-called Red River fever.

They tell me it is like typhoid. Both my friends have had it.

I have kept clear of it. 1 have not had a good driuk of pure
water since I have been in the country. A man has nbw come
in with both ears fi-ozeu hard. I must stop now.

^ '
V. '-

(f
'

!

THE USES OF THE MUNGObSE.
For years the Mungoose has done good service in the West -

Indies iu keeping down the plagu.- of rats infesting sugar

estates^ and so tending to diminish the damage done by them
to the cane crops. Now we hear tliat its aid is being sought''

by the New Zealand farmers in order to mitigate, if possible,

the rabbit pest, which has recently assumt-d alarming pro-

portions in some parts of the coloiiy. The Government of

India has bteu requested by the autliorities of New Zealand

to collect and ship a number of mungooses for acclimatis-

ation, aud wc learn from Calcutta that 100 couples are being

got togetlier iu the Zoological Gardens there preparatory to

shipment to their new homes. Grav*^ doubts have been ex-

pressed both as to the capacity of the mungoose to cope with '

the rabbit pest in certain districts where the animals have

firmly established themselves, as their fecundity is well

known to be something remarkable. It is also suggested that

the reraeily may perhaps prove even worse than tlu' disease.

Tho New Zealand farmers may, ho\w ver. take heart of grace

from the success which attended the analogous experiment
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in Jamaica and Barbados. Jlr. D. Morris, in his recently

published pamphlet,* thus describes its results ;
—

"
They are now firmly established in the neighbourhood of

Kingston and in every parish in the island
;
and even in

the mountains at elevations from 5,000 ft. to 6,000 ft., with

ft minimum temperature of 45 ° Fahr. they are becoming

quite common. That they can swim and dive with great

facility has often been noticed ;
and thus streams and

lagoons offer no hindrance to their dispersal. After just ten

year's experience with the mungoose in Jamaica, it is an

interesting question both for the sugar planter and the

naturalist to discuss: what are the practical results of the

experiment ?

" The introduction and complete natm-alisation of an ani-

mal possessing .such strong predatory habits, and remark-

able powers of reproduction, as the mungoose, must have an

important influence on all indigenous and introduced animals

capable of bLiug affected by it. As it is well known, the

mungoose, although shaped like a weasel, belongs to the

civet-cat family (Viverridie) ;
and its disposition is as san-

guinary as its habits are predatory. Its natural food consists

of birds, snakes, lizards, rats, mice, and last, but not least,

the eggs of both birds and reptiles. In India the destruction

which it often causes amongst poultry is well compensated
for by the incessant war which it wages against snakes and

vermin. Even the lethal cobra falls a victim to the agility

of the mungoose, which, according to eastern tradition, is

said to possess an antidote, by means of which it can with-

stand the venom of the most deadly reptile.
"
I have been at some pains to learn what the general

opinion in the island at the present time is with regard to

the influence of the mungoose ; and, at the risk of being
deemed prolix, I will give a summary of the information

which I have gleaned from persons representing all kinds of

industries.
" In the first place, there can be no doubt that on sugar

estates the mungoose has fuUy realized the hopes held

out respecting its power as a rat-catcher; and sugar

planters all over the island speak in the most unqualified

terms of the good it has done in destroying the rapaci-

ous 'cane-piece rat,' and reducing the expense of rat-

catching in all its phases.
" On an estate where the mungoose had only been intro-

duced in 1878, the attorney speaks of its usefulness as

follows:—'In comparing the expenditure on an estate

where I Uved for some years, I find the present yearly

expenditure for rat-catching shows £8, as compared with

£80 spent in catching and poisoning rats, and rebuilding

walls puUed down to catch rats. I take this from aver-

ages for five years before the introduction of the mungoose,
as compared with last year's expenditm-e. This amount
does not include the costs, of poisons, baits and traps,

which would average fully £30 a year, making £100, as

compared with £8.

",In comparing the quantity of rat-eaten canes destroyed

before the introduction of the mungoose, I take the

number of gallons of rum-canes ground during tlie crop

preceding the introduction of the mungoose, and com-

pare it with the quantity ground last year. This shows

14,850 gallons rum-cane ground before 1878, to 7,425 gal-

lons ground in 1881, which, compared at the r.ite of seven

loads of canes to a sijihon of 450 gallous, shows eleven

and a half hogsheads of sugar spoilt before 1878, com-

pared with 5i hogsheads spoilt in 1S81—taking twenty
loads of good canes to the hog.shead

—or a destruction of

10 per cent, as compared with 5 per cent, under existing

circumstances.' Again:—'.Some of the best cane lands on

the estate I have just mentioned had to be thrown out

of cultivation for years, owing to the impossibility of sav-

ing the canes from rats.'
" Hence, for sugar estates, the rat question appears, for

the present at least, to have been fully solved. With regard

to other industries, the question is not so clear, nor perhaps
at first sight so satisfactory. For instance, rats, especially

the black and brown species, have always caused considerable

loss to coconut plantations by altackiig the young nuts on

Ihe trees, and destroying them, sometimes in mere wanton-

ness, in immense numbers. With the spread of the mun-

goose, I am informed that more ras thnu formerly hive

* Which appears to bean amplificutiou of his letter to the Field,

which will be found on pages 206-8 of Vol. U. of the Iropiml Agri-
€ulturUt.—'Ei>.

taken refuge in coconut plantations, apparently driven

away from sugar estates by the mungoose, and, as the latter

cannot climb, the rats are apparently quite safe. This, I

fear, will always be the oa«e, especially with the black rat,
which nests in trees and is a splendid climber. It is only
in the open, were cultivation is carefully kept up, and the
rats have no special shelter or trees to climb, that the mun-
e;oo3e is a successful rat-killer. Coconut planters are now,
however, protecting their trees when grown up by placing
strips of tin around the stem, about six feet from the ground
after effectually clearing out the rats and their nests from
the trees. Bats, hero called 'rat bats,' probably do quite
as much harm in some districts to young coconuts as rats;
and to depredations of this kind there would appear to be
no remedy.
"The cultivation of cacao will, no doubt, ultimately benefit,

by the Introduction of the mungoose, to a considerable ex-

tent. The peasantry have hitherto suBered so severely by
the depredations of rats, that this cultivation has never been
taken up by them on a large scale.

" Where large areas are planted with cacao, and where the

ground is kept clean and open, the mungoose mnst prove
of great service in checking the depredations of rats and
the trees being small and low, rats would be unable to make
a permanent lodgment in them.
"
Similarly with cofiee, which has hitherto suSered most

severely fi:om their depredations. The proportion of ' rat

coffee
'

on some estates is probably one-twentieth of the

whole crop; and it would be larger still if it were all care-

fully gathered and cured. The actual damage done to coffee

by rats has been estimated as high as £15.000 per annum,
and probably this is not fir beyond the mark.
"In some districts the greater yield of coffee and cacao

in recent years has been attributed more to the influenoe

of the mungoose than to the increased area under cultiv-

ation. Certainly, the large increase of our exports in cacoa

during the last five years cannot be accounted for, alone,

by the increase area devoted to this culture.
"
Turning now to another phase o£ the subject, viz.,

the injuries said to be inflicted by the mungnose on poultry
and other domestic animals, the general opinion amongst
negroes and those who have not suffered severely by the de-

predations ol rats, is of a character decidedly unfavourable to

the mungoose,
"

It is but natural that an ichneumon should eat eggs and

destroy chickens when other supplies fail ; but from my
own experience (and I have some one hundred and fifty

fowls running freely about the yard) I cannot recall a

single insiance in which eggs or chickens have been actu-

ally destroyed by the muneoose ;
and it is, and has been for

some time, very prevalent in the neighbourhood. Many
of my oorrespimdents, however, state the fact, and on

this account the negroes destroy the mungoose wher-

ever they find it. The evil, as yet, is not of a serious

character, whatever it may eventually attain, and certainly
not greater in most districts than that formerly caused

l>y rats before the mungoose became common. At present
there would appear to be no diminution in the supply or

increase in the price of either poultry or eggs. It is said

that the nmngoose will not trouble any fowl-house near which

a ddg is kept, and as it is a day w.ilker, its depredations in

these respects are likely to be kept withiu comparatively
re.isonable limits.'"

Thus far Mr. Morris, and it mil be allowed that he^has
put the caso both for and against the mungoos •

very fairly.

This is not a matter, however, in which there is but one

opinion, for a correspondent writes to one of our dally

contemporaries:
—"The paople of Austraha are .about to in-

troduces the mungoose from India, in order that the pest
of r^ibbits may be abated. I only hope the colonists

know what they are bringing upon themselves. Some
times ago a mungoose came from India in a steamer. He
was a lively little urchin of about the size of a pole-cat-

His coat w.ts wiry, and eich hair looked like a miniature

porcupine-quill. "With his long snaky body, his vicious-

looking claws, his sharp nose, and his villainous eye
he wiis like murder incarnate. As he slided about on deck,

casting keen glances from side to side, and undulating over

chaiii.s, or ropes, or stray blocks, he looked very fell and un-

canny. At nisht, when thedews came down, the rats would

come up to sip the moisture. That was a time of rejoicing

for the mungoose. His mode of working was marvel-

lously skilful: not even the celebrated terrier which belonged
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to Mr. J. Shawoonid have equalled him. He crawled sinu-

ously up to his victim until he was within easy distance

for a rush, and then struck with unerring aim, nipping the

rat jusl at the base of the brain. The animals rarely had

lime to squeak, so sudden and deadly was the onslaught.
In a single watch the mungoose would leave hia traces

from the companion to the engine-room, and sometimes the

slain were found in numbers by the fore hatches. He
never began to dine until his sport was over, and thpn he

would tear and rend with extreme emphasis and enjoy-
ment By the time the ship got home he had established

such a scare thit he was obliged to ^o down below atier

his game, instead of enjoying himself on the dewy deck.

Wherever a rat could enter he could enter : indeed ftho

sailors declared, and perhaps believed, that he could go

through a keyhole ; and in troth that strange lithe body of

his wound iii and out of all but impo'^siblo places. Had he

been full-grown he would not h.ivebeeuBo useful; as if was,
he nearly cleared the vessel in his time. When he came to

England the troubles of his owner beMu. The young
animal developed a sinjtilar ferocity. The sight of any
small living creature made him frantic, and until a proper

cage of zinc was made for him he could not be kept in

confinement. At the most unseasonable hcurs he would

escape from captivity ; and when he did escape he made a

sensation. He seemed to pervade the house, and his mania
for getting into holes was most perplexing; tor instance,
the leg of a pair of trousers, with their owner in them,

quite came up to his standard of a negotiable hole. If

the Australians intend to let the Indian beasts go loose

in their country in scores of couples, as is said, there is a

sad future before the Australians. It seems to us. how-

ever, that if a single mungoose can clear a ship of rats, a

hundred couples turned loose in New Zealand may make it

too hot for the rabbits and so prove a great blessing to the

farmers, nor is this in any way afiected by the fact that

the mungoose is a very objectionable pet in an English
household.—Planters' Gazette.

TEA PLUCKING.
One of the most important operations in tea cult-

ure is the plucking or picking of the young leaves

or flush. The right and the wrong mode are fully
described in an article which the Indian Tea Oazftte

has republished and from which we quote as follows :

—Supposing a busli, four years old or older, has been

badly plucked, i.e., the new shoots not allowed to

develop sufBciently, but clawed off whenever they are

big enough to be caught hold of by the plucker (this

method some call "clean plucking") the consequence
is, that it is full of crow'a feet, which have all to be out

out, audthebush jiroperly ventilated and liberally cult-

icated, if not manured. It is not to.be supposed that a

bush can be plucked without making croiu's /eei, though
uot the hard, broom-like, stumpy bunches of twigs,

clearly showing premature and indiscriminate clawing
rather than plucking. At the end of the plucking
season the new shoots that grew last spring should

show a clean stump, four to six inches long, branching
oft", again and again, somewhat like straight antlers:

the entire growth being a foot or eighteen inches : so

that, when the pruner cuts below the lowest fork, there

will be a clean, lead-penoil-like stump left, with a

couple of well-developed leaves. It is from the axils of

these leaves that the finest portion of next year's leaf

and wood will spring. However, if the clawing process
has been adopted, the ftumps left after pruning will be

wood, at least, of two years' growth. The new sboots

that spring from the visible and invisible axils on these

stumps, must be allowed to grow until the second flush

makes a very decided appearance, say an expanded and
the unrolled leaf. Then the two and a greater portion
of the third leaf can be nipped, not Gripped off. The
modu-i operandi of uipping and stripping will be fully

described further on. The reason of not taking ofl'the

entire lowest leaf plucked is this,—that such an act

would injure the axil at its base, and thereby prevent
another shoot, the next flush, developing, as it is pract-

ically impossible to remove the entire leaf without

wrenching it bodily off the stock and leaving a cavity
immediately below the axil, or carrying it away alto-

gether with tlie leaf so taken off. The distances

measuring along the stalk will decrease gradually as leaf

upon leaf develops. The greater the distance between—sometimes four and Ave inches and even more—the
leaves on a stalk, the better. On an ill-grown flush, six
leaves will be found on a stalk four inches long ; on a

well-developed stalk the si.xlh leaf will not be reached
till ten inches of growth have been made. The dis-

tances between the leaves, commencing from the lowest

one, being three, two aud-a-half, two, one and-a-half,
and finally one inch. Therefore, plucking off two and-a-
half inches, leaves seven and-a-half inches, which, when
pruned just above the second from the bottom leaf,
leaves a stump for next year a good four inches long,
with two leaves and axils? The heavier the pruning,
the fewer and more vigorous ; the lighter the cutting,
the more numerous and less vigorous will be the first

flush of the following spring. The nearer a plant
approaches the indigenous variety of Assam, the fewer,
larger-leafed, further apart on the stalks, and golden
tinted, will be the flushes. The severer the pruning
with hybrid bushes at least, the greater forbearance
must be exercised in plucking the first flush. Low-
class China bushes seem to require heavy pruning and
" clean plucking" annually. It is little use expecting
a China bush to bear a long flush, and the sooner five

leaves are attained, and three plucked, the better.
The difference between plucking and stripping lies in
the way the fingers are used. To pluck, the nail of the
thumb must be applied to the tip or top point of the

forefinger, and the stalk or leaf cut through. However,
in practice it will be found that pluckers, if properly
looked after, will nip the stalk or leaf between the
thumb and slightly curved forefinger, and with a sharp
pinching twist take off the le.af or stalk clean enough.
Stripping consists in hooking the forefinger round the

stalk, and with an upward motion (eann^ off leaves and
axils. It will be obvious to the reader of the foregoing
remarks, that, were such a vile, lazy practice allowed,
the loss in the succeeding flush would simply be enorm-
ous. Stripping can easily be detected by examining
the leaf baskets as they come in to be weighed at the

factory. The whole leaves will »hovi stripping ; entire
stalks and no loose leaves will show bad plucking, in so
far as the lowest leaf has not been nipped off, leaving a
third or quarter behind to protect the axil at its base ;

and stalks with a hud or unrolled leaf, two whole leaves
attached and one three-quarter or two-third leaf loose,
will show perfect plucking. To make coolies pluck well,
is one of the planter's easiest tasks. All he has to do is

to go round and personcdly show each sirdar and each
coolie how to pluck ; and if he finds his orders nut car-

ried out, to tine the sirdar his day's wages, and the
coolie his or her wages, and any pioe due them for

plucking over and above the maximum number of

pounds fixed for a day's work. Extra pice should never
be given till after thefirst flush has been plucked.

ATMOSPHERE AND WATER.
[Mr. J. Holloway writes :

—"
I send you a trans-

lation of a letter appearing in Biederman's Central Blatt,
(a book printed in Leipsic, Crermany, on agriculture
and chemistry) and will thank you to insert same in

your paper for the information of my fellow-planters."]

{About the evaporation of water in the different species of soil.)

Experiments over the influence of the elements in the dif-
ferent soils on the evaporation of the water.
On the opinion of the farmers the field soil consists of the

following chief elements:—
1. Of sand. «

2. Limestone in dust form.
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3; Clay. ,
.

i? Soil mixed up by manure, compounded by organic mat-

ters. AocoriliDg to this distribution for experiments have

been taken.

(1.) Sand soi], containing 100 per cent sand.
'

(2.) Calcareous earth, containing coarse gravel 1'6 percent
Limestone in dust form 96'0.

Clay
3. Fuller's earth containing coarse gravel

Olay
Horse-dung.
Garden-soil, containing sand ...

Limestone in dust form

Clay
Manure-earth and manure 53.

From each substance the same volume has been taken :

400 U.iJ.M. substance free of water weighed :

Sand ... 600 g.

Oalcareous earth 400 g.

4.

2-3.

4-0.

95-6.

61 per cent.

12-6.

20-0.

Olay
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much of its volume ; it forms hard clods whereby the

roots of the plants become torn and tlie plants 'die. But

a soil enriched by stable-dung remains always moist and

flexible, and the roots can ramify themselves in it very

easily. This is known very well to gardeners, they do not

spare stable-dung for tender plants.
The stable-duug is certainly the most advantageous means

for improving soils and tlie farmers will get better crops by

producing as much stable-dung as possible. The artificial

manures wiU be always very useful for manuring, but the

stable-dung and horse or cattle will be the strongest base

of agriculture. Finally, stable-dung has the important fac-

ulty to condense gases and vapours from the atmosphere.
This condensation proceeds of course in the upper parts

of the soils, on that account it is very necessary not to

bury the stable-dung too deep into the soil.

INCREASE IN RAINFALL AND DECREASE
IN WHEAT PRODUOTION IN ENGLAND

;

AND OF COFFEE CROPS IN CEYLON.
Our own experience here in Ceylon accords with

that of the vast majority of meteorologists all over

the world, to the effect that, whatever the aberrations

of rainfall may be, a certain average is likely to be

established and maintained, if the results of five

years, or, at most, ten or eleven years, are analyzed.

Whether the influence of sun-spot periods is admitted

or denied (and we quite feel the difficulties arising

from drought in one part of the earth corresponding

with floods elsewhere) certain it is that dry and

wet cycles are recognized by observers, and that the

periods of such cycles coincide closely with a dur-

ation of eleven years. A period of thirty or more

rainy years never came under our notice until we

read the following letter addressed by Sir J. B. Lawes

to the London Times :
—

PKOGRESSIVE INCREASE OF RAINFALL.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES.

Su',
—At Rothamsted, 30 years ago, a rain-gauge was

erected in one of the fields of my farm. As our olijeot was

not only to measure the fall of rain but also to ascertain

its chemical composition the gauge was made unusually

large, having an area of more than 43 square feet. The

following figm'es give the average yearly rainfall in each

of the five periods of six years :
—1853—1858, 25Jin. ;

1859—18G4, 26iin.; 1865—1870, 27 l-3iu.; 1871—1876, 29|in.;

1877—1882, 33jin. ; mean, 28iiu. The progressive in-

crease in the rainfall of each period is very remarkable.

During the same 30 years wheat has been grown con-

tinuously in an adjoining field
;
and in the experiment to

which I am about to refer the same amount of manure
has been applied to the crop each year, the object being to

ascertain the influence of the climate of each year under

circumstances as nearly parallel as possible. Dividing the

30 years into two periods of 18 years and 12 years respect-

ively, the average produce of the wheat during the first

period of 18 years was between 30 and 37 bushels per acre
;

while during the last period of 12 years it amounted only
to 27 bushels per acre. From 1870 up to the present time

there has been only one year, 1874, in which we have had a

really good crop of wheat.

Since the beginning of last October the rainfall has been
far above the average, and the wheat sown in the autumn
was got in under the most unfavourable conditions; at

present, therefore, the prospects for this year of an abundant
wlieat crop are by no means favourable.

Rothamsted. J. B. Lawes.

But for the well-known character of Sir J. B. Lawes
and his coadjutors for conscientious care in taking
their observations, we should have deemed a con-

tinuous increase of rainfall for a period of thirty

years as simply incredible. But there are the figures,

giving an average of 25| inches for the first six years,
so that probably the lowest figure was down to 23

inches. In that case—the averages shewing a con-

tinuous and latterly a rapid rise—we have an in-

crease of from 2,S inches to prol)ably .35 ; for 33J
inches was the arcmge of the six years 1877-1882.
The increase of rainfall established in one locality in

England in thirty years is therefore, 12 inches, or

equal to one- third if we take the extremes, and 8J
inches if we take tlie averages of six years. A re-

action may be speedily anticipated, for we submit
to the better knowledge of experts that a continuous
increase in rainfall for a period approaching one-
third of a century is outside all precedent.
The result of steadily increasing rainfall in the

particular locality has been a reduction in wheat
produce of considerably more than one-fourth—27 bushels only per acre in the concluding
12 years against 37 in the previous period of 18.

When Sir J. B. Lawes wrote, the contest of rain
rermx sun, so far from having terminated, seemed at

its worst, and it would almost appear as if the stars

in their courses had been commissioned to fight against
the landowners and farmers of Britain. Not long
ago we read a rather fiatulent paper by an American
winter, in which it was assumed that American
farmers, who but tickled the boundless prairies of

the West in order to make them laugh into fertility,
were rapidly changing tlie conditions of Society in

England, by sapping the foundations on which rested
the existence of a landed aristocracy. The very yeai-
in which that paper was written, the United .-tates

had to indent on Europe for a portion of the food

recpiired by nearly a million of immigrants who had
come pouring in. As a matter of fact the farmers
of Britain, with all the advantages in their favour,

especially of nearness to market, would have been
able to compete «itli the corn of America, Australia,
and now India, had normal conditions of season but
remained to them : had the sun but shone as brightly
and warmly as was his wont, and had the rain only
fallen in normal moderation : in accordance with the old
character of the English climate, that it

" rained legs
of mutton and turnips." But the results of Sir J. B.
Lawes' observations only cause us to wonder that the

collapse of wheat farming in Britain has been so

long delayed. We can but fear that a large portion
of the farmers of Britain are in as ba4 case as the
coffee planters of Ceylon. With the farmers the
owners of land, whether directly farmers or not, also

suSer ; and the wise men in England who have chosen
this crisis for airing the theory that all burdens of

taxation should be borne by the land are comparable
in logic, fairness and good feeling to Mr. J. F. Dickson,
Government Agent of the Central Province, wlio, after

making the case of the planters as bad as possible by
placing the coffee crop at the minimum estimate
of 150,000 cwt. {evidently gloating over the fact

and wh.at it indicated), went on to propose that on the
articles cliiefly used by this unfortunate class should
be laid the burden of additional taxation ! In
his dislike of the European planters this vei-y

magnanimous official took care *' to remember to

forget
'

the truth wliich Sir W. Gregoi-y repeatedly
stated in public, that the remote and purely native
Province where Mr. Dickson had the opportunity of

making for himself a name was created and for

years supported by money contributed by the plant-

ing enterprize. It is quite possible that the land-
holders of England have failed in their duties and
deserve the retribution which has come upon them ;

but it is surely too much that either in Britain

or Ceylon the fanatical enemies of that agricultural en-

terprize on which even more than commerce, the well-

being of a country depends, should seize the opportunity
of a providential visitation to vent their petty spite.
The Engli ii figures for rainfall are interesting to

us in Ceylon because we have largely suSered from
the same causes of excessive moisture and deficient
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Bun-heat. But here, as in Britain, the longest lane

will have a turning : the darkest cloud will shew
a silver lining, and the depressed agricultural enter-

prize will revive and prosper. There is the promise
that to the effects of flood a limit will be placed,
while summer and winter, seedtime and harvest shall

not finally fail. It is true we cannot understand the

meteorological aberrations from which we suffer.

But we know that even these are portions of great
cosmic laws, just as hurricanes and cyclones are,

and that they subserve beneficent purposes on a

grand scale. If, therefore, tillers of the earth will

but persevere and patiently wait for results, the re-

ward will be as certain as disappointment and trial

have been.

CINCHONA CULTURE.
Prize Essay onCinchona Cultivation. Written for the Dikoya

Planters' Association by Thomas ^orth Cliristie. (A. M. & J.

Ferguson : Colombo, 1883.)

(Gommunicated. )

This is a " record of practical personal experience,"
and gives us the results gained during nine years
of cinchona planting. It will be useful as a plain
and short manual, which describes the exact position
attained on the cinchona question. The author is

not one of those .stiff-necked persons, who lay down
hard and fast rules, which, because they suit them,
must, they say, be universally applicable. He leaves

us a choice of several methods, letting us know
which one he has found most successful, but allowing
a margin where each individual must use bis own
discretion, and be guided by the conditions of soil

and climate.

Within the limits at our disposal it is impossible
to go at length into all the questions raised and
answered by Mr. Christie, He discusses seed, cuttings,

grafting and budding—in fact all the modes of propag-
ating the plant. He lays stress on the necessity for care-

ful draining :
—"With cinchona the chief object is to get

rid of excessive moisture, while with coffee the object
has been almost entirely to stop 'wash.' This difference

should always be kept in view, and close, short,

steep drains made the rule."

He then describes the four varieties of cinchona
treated of, namely suecirubra, officinalis, robusta

(hybrid), and ledgeriana. He confines himself to

these, as being the kinds in which the planter is

at present most interested. Officinalis he considers

unsuitable to our land, tliough he thinks that its

failure has been aggravated by want of care.

^"Ledgeriana is the most paying variety, and, as Mr.
Christie says,

" there are thousands of acres of patana
and forest belt land, not only in Uva, but also

'between Nuwara Eliya and Kaudy, admirably adapted
for its cultivation."

When we add another quotatinn, it will be seen

that Mr. Christie is sanguine as to the future chances

of planters in Ceylon, for he ends bis.essay with these
' words :

— " Those who are now only opening cinchona
estates have, I think, as good a prospect before them as

the earlier cultivators had. They will have the benefit

of the experience of others, and any fall in the price
of bark will be counterbalanced by cultivating the

choicest varieties. It must also be remembered that

a dozen years hence there will be very few of the
cinchonas which now exist in the country alive, and
that, unless fresh clearings are opened, the Ceylon
production of bark, having reached the maximum, say
.3 years hence, will begin to fall."

Of the dififerent methods of harvesting bark,
Mr. Christie prefers shaving, and for obvinus reasons
most planters will agree with him. He does not
think that it should be att. mpted, if trees are

expected to be permanent, before the end of their

fourth year.

The book as a whole is worthy of recommendation.
The author lapses occasionally into some rather un-
couth "planterisms," but hia work does not profess
to be a model of style, and he will probably de-
fend himself as being only anxious to point out the
best methods of cinchona cultivation. It is a relief
to turn to it from much of the unfounded assertion
whico has been prominent lately on the subject of
coffee weeding, and leaf-disease, and it is amusing to
find among the writers on practical subjects in Cey-
lon one who is content with a plain statement of
facts as the result of his experience. Such a man
is far more likely to carry conviction with him than
he who, devoid of scientific education, and prone to

jump at rash conclusions, gives us as incontrovertible
the theories which he derives by reasoning from isol-

ated instances.

CACAO CULTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE [DEMERARA] ROYAL GAZETTE.
Dear Sir,—I have been told by a gentleman from

"Trinidad" that the Cacao tree in that Island are
much damaged by the ravages of the " Macoosie "

or Umbrella Ants. I had nome fifteen settlements
of these ants on one estate, and I took in hand to

destroy them. I tried many things most of them
poisonous, and some very expensive. At last I tried
"Gas refuse," (Ammoniaoal liquid). I simply dug a
small drill all round the settlement. (One was 62 x 37
feet), I then threw buckets full of liquid on the nents
and dug up them with a shovel, and the story was dose.

This is cheap and safe. Let our Trinidad fellow

planters try it.—Yours very truly,
—T. F. Mokdle.

The Endeavour, Canal No. 1, 7th February, 1883.

E.^TRAORMNART UsE OF Paper.—Under this head-

ing the British and Colonial Printer and Stationer gives
an account of the Willesden Waterproof Paper Company.
We quote as follows:—"The properties this paper
becomes possessed of after being treated in the way
we have mentioned, are very extraordinary. It be-

comes absolutely impervious to moisture, weather, and
rot proof. The Willesden Company, who have evidently
the most implicit faith in the reliability of their

manufactures, have covered a large portion of their

buildings with this material, as well as applying it

to a number of other uses. Fancy a system exhaust

pipe made of paper ! The steam, puffing away merrily
while we were there, and had been in the habit of so

doing, as Mr. Hall proudly informs us, more than two
years. They make troughs for hot water of it ; drain

pipes ; they dug up the earth and showed us one about
a foot in diametet which had been going on for three

years, buried in the wet soil, and is now without deteri-

oration. A punt made of paper was floating on the
canal. After this we went upstairs, which by the way,
covered with this ubiquitous material, and saw work-
men cutting it into shapes, for buckets, tents, gulley
ranches, houses, drinking troughs, church doors, etc.,

etc., etc. After having inspected all this to our mutual
satisfaction, we deeended and went into the yard,
where our attention was distracted from some inter-

esting point which Mr. Hall was calling our attention

to, by the sight of the yard dogs' kennel, which wai
made of the waterproof paper ; chicken coops, and
rain water barrels, all of the same material. We
were hauled off into houses made of paper, inspected
wheelbarrows and portmanteaux made of paper, de-

corations, aesthetic designs, and 4-ply roofing. Their

paper makes strong, serviceable, and if coated with
asbestos paint,^reproo/ roofing, besides being peculiarly
suitable for an infinitude of other purposes, very
foreign and remote indeed from those with which

paper-makers have associated their productions, but
none the less tobe admired and encouraged."
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Coffee Cultdre in Mexico.—The cultivators ot

coffee are threatened with still further oompetitioD.
A company hns been formed in Mexico for growing
and exporting coffee from Colima, which a Mexican

paper before us speaks of as
" one of the richest

coffee districts in the world." Sixteen thousand acres

have been purchased near Manzanillo, on which there

are already GO.OOO trees in bearing and 600,000 coffee

plants from one to three years old. The plants pro-
duce each two pounds annually at a low estimate.

The state legislature of Colima, with a view to en-

couraging the industry, has passed enactments ex-

empting from duty all machinery, implements, etc.,

used iu the enterprize. It has, moreover, offered a

large premium for the first fifteen thousand pounds
of best quality of coffee raised,—Rio News. [Each
plant 2 lb. ! They must either be planted very wide

apart or lb. of cherry must be meant. The question
is one of labour.—En. 1

How TO Recognise Good Wood.—Rankiue says that

there are certain appearances characteristic of good
wood, to what class soever it belongs. In the same

species of wood that specimen will in general be the

strongest and most durable which has grown the

•lowest, as shown by the narrowness of the annular

rings. The cellular tissue, as seen in the medullary
rays (when visible), should be hard and compact. The
vascular or fibrous tissue should adhere firmly together,
and should show no wooliness at a freshly-cut surface ;

nor should it clog the teeth of the saw with loose

fibres. If the wood is coloured, darkness of colour is

in general a sign of strength and durability. The

freshly-cut surface of the wood should be firm and

shining, and should have somewhat of a translncent

appearance, In wood of a given species the heavy
specimens are in general the stronger and the more

lastiug. Among resinous woods those having the le.iat

resin in their pores, and among non-resinous woods
those whicli have least sap or gum in them, are in

general the strongest and most lasting. Timber should
be free from such blemishes as "clefts," or craclis

radiating from the centre; "cup shakes," or cracks
which partially separate one layer from another ;

"
upsets," where the fibres have been crippled by

compression; "wind galls," or wounds in a layer of

wood, which have been covered and concealed by the

growth of the subsequent layers over them ; and hollow
or spongy places in the centre or elsewhere, indicating
the commencement of decay.—Lumberman's Gazette,

Quicksands.—A correspondent wriles:— "Can you
or some of your scientific readers be able to enlighten
me on the general characteristics of a quicksand,
its natural formation, causes and general phenomena?
I find, in a book I was reading, an account of one
somewhere on the north coast of Yorkshire. It ap-

pears, during the time of the tide, the whole face

of llie quicksaud eits trembling and quivering
in a manner remarkable to see, and gives one the
idea of liundreds of suffocating people struggling to

get to the surface and sinking lower and lower
in the dreadful deeps. In shore parts it goes by the

name of the '.shivering sand.' Can this be true and
are thi re really such things as qnicksands in existence?"
Our correspondent should consult at the nearest lib-

rary, Lyell's or any other handbook of Geology,
as to the causes of phenomena such as are indicated,
which certainly exiet and are sources of danger. We
append an extract from Knowledge referring to a moving
hill of Band :

—The Reno, Nevada, Gazette dtscrihes a re-

markable hill of moving Band in the eastern partof Chundi-
ill Country, Nevada, about sixty miles frum Laud Springs
Station. It is about four miles long and about a

mile wide. In the whole dune, which is from 100
to 400 feet iu height, and contains millions of tons
of sand, it is impossible to find a particle larger than
a, pin head. It ii so Ime that il au ordinary barley

sack be filled and placed in a moving waggon the
jolting of the vehicle would empty the sack,' and
yet it has no form of the dust in it, and is ae' clean
as any sea-beach sand. The mountain is so solid as
to give it a musical sound when trod upon and
oftentimes a bird lighting on it, or a large 'lizard
running across the bottom, will start a large quantity
of Ihe sand lo sliding, which makes a noise resembf.
ing the vibration of telegraph wires with a hard
wind blowing, but 30 much louder that it is often
heard at a distance of six or seven miles, and it is

deafening to a person standing within a 'short dis-
tance of the sliding sand. A peculiar feature of the
dune is that it is not stationary, but rolls slowly
eastward, the wind gathering it up on the west end
acd carrying it along the ridge until it is again de-
posited at the eastern end. Mr. Monroe, the well-
known surveyor, having heard of the rambling habiti
of this mammoth sand-head, quite a number of years
ago, took a careful bearing of it while sectioning
Government lands in that vicinity. Several years later
he visited the place, and found that the dune had
moved something over a mile."

Indian Coolies in Mauritius.—Some doubts pre-
vent us being content to believe that the rose-
coloured picture drawn by Mr. Trotter, the Protector
of Immigrants in Mauritius, 13 the representation of a
true state oflhmgs. The Lieutenant-Governor of that
island is however satisfied ; and upon these grounds.
That first, the Protector writes,—we quote his re-

port for 1881-82—" the relations existing between the
Indians and their employers are most satisfactoryNo single case of ill-usage came under my notice
during the past year (1881), and I was surprised to
find that on many estates in the island no complaint
has been made against any of the servants for several
months ; and that on some no complaint had been
preferred for 2, 3, 4, and 5 years As a gen-
eral rule the planters are kind to their labourers
and do all iu their power to make them comfortable
and contended :" that, secondly, there is a steady
decline in the number of Indian immigrants who re-
turn home; that the numerical equalization of female
to males in the colony has reached the satisfactory
point in its process which had been obtained in Bom-
bay and Calcutta ; that also a decrease of written
engagements, of vagrauoj, of desertion, of conviction!
before stipendiaries, is to be noticed. All these de-
creases are matters for congratulation, but one or two
considerations should not be lost sight of. Besides
the fact of an abnormal suicide rate (42 in 1881
against 33 in 1880), it is a singular coincidence that
during 1881 not one Government immigrant should
have gone to Mauritius or to Jamaica, as we
pointed out yesterday. As regards Mauritius, such
an occurrence has been unknown for forty years past
though, it is fair to add, it has not taken place
during 1882-83. Again, Mr. Tiotter does not say
whether any complaints have been made against the
planters by their coolie labourers nor does he say
whether any planters have been convicted before
stipendiaries of any harshness, cruelty, or fraud. Mr.
Trotter, however, does confess, and the Lieutenant-
Governor agrees with him, that the entire medical
system and the system of coolie-children's education
demand a recast of the Labour Law of 1878. The
anomaly of medically sepaiating sugar plantation's from
the rest of the area in a sanitary scheme is admitted ;

and the Lieutenant-Governor sweepingly declares
"that the whole medical system of Government is con-
fessedly confused, expensive, and incomplete."—Pioneer.
What we gather from the tone of Mauritius pi ess is
that the planters complain of the wages which the
coolies are able to command and that Government
should permit them to reside iu the island without

I euteriug into labour eugagemeuts.
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The EAifncALL on the Serka do Mar above Sao

Pa0LO, the district iu which the Santos coffee is grown,
is copious, as will he seen from the following figures ;

—
1S73 ... 131-4 inches. 187S ... 145-3 inches

1874 .
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0INNA5ION PRODUOTION AND SALES.

TO TUK EDITOK OF THE CEYLON "EXAMINER."

De.vb Srn,—I notice a letter iu the columns of the

Ohseiyer signed "K. G." on Cinnamon Oultivation, which
is evidently written by an old stager. I am at one with
him in his statement that small native holdings turn out
little, if any, chips. For this reason, that in such places
peeling goes on almost all the year round, and no sticks
are allowed to grow "coarse." It is ditf(Tent on a large
estate. Duruig the peeling season, the estate is gone over

once, and very seldom twice. For a variety of reasons, often

uncxplainal>le, a certain proportion of sticks do not peel.

Thi-y reiaaiiL till the next crop, when if they are peelable
tliey are cut and peeled, or if they have passer! the peeling
stage and have turned "Katta," ifbey are cut down by the

primers, and the bark converted into chips.
In former days when cimiamon was carelessly quilled

and the 4th quality cinnamon was made half the length
of the other qualities, and as thick as a child's arm, the

practice "K. G." refers to of getting peelers to cut coarse
sticks first was no doubt very good and profitable; but in

these times of severe competition, when every man sti'ives

to excel his neighbom* in the fineness of his quill, and none
but cinnamon of fine make is saleable,^ or at least saleable
at a price to leave a margm of profit, however small, the

cutting of coarse sticks is next to useless for quilling pur-
poses. Often and often have I cut sticks of medicore
coarseness to have quilled for 4th quality cinnamon, and
have signally failed, owing to the bark not folding in. This
wasn't a drawback formerly, when it wasn't essential for the

quills to be closed and the heart hid fx-om view. Now, Sir, I

am of those wlu think that the loss of these coarse sticks,
and in fact of the coarser quahties of cinnamon and of chips,
is a positive gain. Less cinnamon, but of finer quality, will

be thrown into the market, and is bound to fetch higher
prices, and higher prices will more than compensate for the
withtlrawal of coarse cinnamon and chips. I have been con-
sistent hi this belief and I have acted up to it. Unfortunately
solitary efforts cannot stem the tide, and coarse cinnamon
and chips are shipped in large quantities. "More cinnamon,
more money," is analogous to the deep-rooted behef of the

ignorant peasant, "more trees to the acre, more crop."
Acting up to this belief he stocks a patch of ground with
trees that will more than suffice for four times the acreage,
with the result that the plants choke each other, an<l have
an iqiward race for light and wannth, and bear little or no
crop. This in no way shakes his behef iu liis system, and he

cxultingly speaks, not of the extent of liis land, but of the
numl)er of trees it contains. So with cinnamon proprietors,
men of education, they fail to see that when the demand for
their produce is limited, a limited supply will help to keep up
prices. Facts and figures have been placed before them in

vain. It is a cr^vmig shame that when the principal growers
of cinnamon are the prominent members of an Association,
that Association, from want of uuanimit)', is powerless to
effect a change for the better.—Yoiu-s tndy, B.

LOSSES OF NITKOGEN IN DRAINAGE WATERS.
From a letter by

"
Agricola

"
in the Field on this sub-

ject, we take the following extracts :
—

There cannot be the slightest doubt that the heavy
seourings in summer and autumn, which bave in-oved such

striking features in the last few years, are devastating in

washing from the soil a great deal of soluble fertility.

Even the mure illiterate of farmers are well aware, from
observation and experience, that such is the case

; but,
after all, these seourings arc Umited as to the actual in-

jury they can do ; while, on the other hand, wherever not

absolutely excessive, the fact cannot be too strongly borne
in mind that rains are calcvilated to be quite as beneficial,

even chemically considtTed alone, in bringing tlown manure
from the clouds, so that there is comptmsation even here.

And here comes to the very front the retlection of Mr.

(Tamieson, th.it the actual proportion of manure in soils

whi '1 is actually soluble; for the pnrposi's of phmt devflo[»-
meiit is absolutely unknown, which naturally embodies an-

other conclusion, that the actual projiortion liable to be
washed out by heavy rains camiot be estimati'<l very defin-

itely or concisely as yet. The bag and baggage of the

agricultural army may be gi"eat or small
;
but the question

IU

does not bear on the bulk of the equipments, but only
on the proportion liable to be lost. And herein it is to

be found that the heavy impcdimeida or stores ixa ajjpear-

ing in huums or farmyard dung, or animal manures of

any kind, have ten times tho chance of withstanding the

remorseless seourings of the storm-cloud than the light,

volatile chemical mixtures, which, however valuable, as

dishes ready prepared for weak, sicldy plants, may easily
be swept away and lost ere they can be devoured and
assimilated.

If a man or animal feeds on an excess of nutriment,
the portion which cannot be assimilated by the organic

system passes off as wa.ste, and thus it must always be

when the .soil is fed ; only there is an all-wise provision
in nature that the insoluble portion or the plant food, of

which farmyard dung and animal manm'es largely consist,

are storcil iqi in the interstices until wanted ; only the

energy of soluble fertility which cannot be taken up with

sufficient rapi>lity by the roots of plants, is lial>le to l»e

washed out by rains, and the farmer must endeavour to

guard against this evil by employing nitrate of soda and

sulphate of ammonia in small doses, and always m the

spring.
This article commenced with Mr. Jamieson, and it may

profitably end with him, for, at the annual meeting of the

Sussex Association, he remarked on the fact that many of

the soils which are now washed by the rains are the richest,

while the and and sun-baked are usually characteiised by
a far less amount of fertihty. In alluding to the Ijeau-

tiful climate of the south of England, and the ability of

farmers to gi*ow a large amount of catch crops than in

Scotland or the north of England, Mr. Jamieson remarked:
" These good points are accompanied by certain evils,

for the continuous heat burnt up a quantity of the,

decaying vegetable or animal matter, and, in doing this, a

large proportion of nitrogen was dissipated." And again
he said :

"
They did not seem to have in the soils of Sus-

sex more than half of the nitrogen they had the lienefit

of iu the .soils of colder climates." Here we have nitrogen
losses and infertility attributed to the very opposite in-

fluence. While the rain when it raineth every day is re-

presented at Rothamsted as a pitiless scourger of fertility

and an ab.stractor of wealth from farmers' pocket^s, a Scoteli

chemist, coming over the Border from the curses, moors,
and fells, on which the clouds continually chst-barge them-
selves by bncketfuls, thinks that thr_' sterility of the south

country bears testimony to the blessing miderlyiug all

such sousings; but, on the other h;jnd, falls into the error

of abusing the glorious sunshine, and deeming it a mis-'

fortune to be subject to nature's warming etnbrac;t'S. i'rob-

ably in the end it will be found that nature is not so lui-

friendly to mankind and the art.- of husbanthy as our
savants at presei\t think. We are only just beginning to

understand her laws and pry into her secrets. If fertility

is liable to be washed out of the soil, it is brought back

again in the rain ami dew; and t) whatever extent the

sun may burn up decaying vegetal'le matter, it imparts
new vigom- to plant development, and is the life and soul

of the world. Both sun and rain may do some harm iu

their severest visitations, but least to those who know how
to trim their sails to the gale, and to be prepared for either

vicissitude. [This seems to be the true philosophy.
—

Ed.]

THE USE OF MATE TEA IN SOUTH
AMERICA.

Our last number contained some curious ilhistrations of

the effects produced by the drinking of mate in Tatagones,
and gent.Tally speaking it is the universal beverage tlnough-
out a large portion of the South American continent,

including Paraguay, the Argentine Republic, ^-c. The

following is an extract of what appears in om articU-

above alluded to :
—" That a people can become too temperate

may be as great an anomaly as that they may be too

virtuous. If Glasgow was as temperate as Carmen de

Fatagones. query, would they builil as many steamers on
the Clyde? There are no GougJis or Father .Matthews

needed on the banks of Rio Negro, but I note it iu my
tablets that where there is most itulustry there is mosi

intemperance, ergo, in<lnstry breeds intemperance, and s-

it is iu nearly all the all'airs of life, the alloy is met witi

somewhere. Mate breeds idleuess, bew iudustiy, whisky
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revolt—t'led as j'ou may. On the face of the globe there

is not to be found a more temperate town than Patagoues.
But vegetables there are none, fish only once a week,

although the river under their very nose is teeming with

trout ; carne, carne, carne, no potatoes, and hence no go
in the people ;

no peas or beans, no porridge, and hence

no grit in the character. The upland slopmg deck of the

hill "I which I'atagones is built is the same today as in

the last century. It seems that Nature's bounty satisfies

the bi casts of the sons of Patagones : their bliss is small

since it is only what sense alone liestows. It is essentially

sensual, and when we survey the fine tall poplars that

skirt the river, the rich vegetation of the river's valley,

the Horid beauty of the Islands above the town, the groves
and fields wHth which Nature has decked the south side

of the river, and think that in the whole town there is

not to lie found an onion or a potatoe, we fear we must

accept the I'oet that man's industry is the only growth
that is checked in this unsurpassed zone of mateism, yer-

basim, and temperance."
We leave it to Sir 'Wilfrid Lawsou and other advocates

of teetotalism to account for this particular trait in human
nature, but that the use of mate is suitabla to the habits

of some classes of people cannot be denied. In ivritiug

of the Paraguayans, it is stated, they are " insensible to

stiuudants," and mate is their general beverage
—to be

found ready in every domicile, and at all hours of the day,
as well as of the night when desired. It is prepared in

little round howls or cups, with silver tubes to sip it through,
those generally used being made from the shell of the

cocomit, and to refuse a bowl of mat^ is not considered

polite. There is a certain degree of astringent about it,

not always agreeable to strangers, but it is no doubt a

healthy decoction. iVIate was formerly the chief source of

Paraguayan revenue, but the long, destructive war, seriously

interfered with its growth, from the effects of which it is

now slowly recovering. In Mr. Hadfielil's notice of Para-

guay, 18.54 (page 350), occurs the following:
—"There is also,

however, another and not in considerable branch of reve-

nue, viz., the monopoly enjoyed by government of the sale

of mate, or Paraguay tea. It purchases this herb as pre-

pared in the forests of the State, and when well packed
and in good condition, at a given price, and di.sposes of

it to the merchants for exportation, as well as to the con-

sumers, at the rate of seven rials per arrobe." "The use of

mate is further illustrated by Mr. Hadfield in the .same

volume, page 311:—"Mr. Hopkins also, I understand, con-

templates improvements in the preparation of
the^

famous

Paraguay tea, matii, that will, it possible, enhance its popu-

larity throughout South America, where there is scarcely

a meal taken without it in a house with the least preten-
sions to respectability or refinement and elegance and

adroitness in sipping it, through a tube or reed, something
after the fashion adopted in the Yankee beverage, luiown

as a sherry-cobbler, affords scarcely less opportunity at a

tertvllia, or evening party, for the display of breeding,

than does the use of the fan in Spain. The taste of

mate is not at all dissunilar to that of green tea, but

without the acrid flavour of the Chinese infusion; audit

is not iinproliable that Mr. Hopkins may render it a very

acceptable addition to our drinks in this oountry ; for it

would, at least, from an agreeable variety to the some-

what limited round of eompouuds now in vogue amongst
our temperance preachers and practitioners." Brazil is now
a strong competitor with Paraguay in the porduction of

mate, large quantities being grown in Paraguay and other

parts of the interior, wheii' the beverage is as often

met with as coffee.—South American Journtil.

OFSf'REW-PINE i
OR THATCH-TREE

POLYNESIA.
The appearance of this tree is very remarkable. The

spir.al arrangement of its long, sword-like leaves, suggests

the idea of an enormous screw It is known to botanists

as the I'andaints oJijratissiniii.<* : it is called by the natives

Am. It sometimes attains the height of forty-five feet.

The male and female flowers are on different trees. The

gieat bunches of the former— of a light-yellow colour-

finely contrast with the deep-ijreen foliage of the tree.

Numerous red and yellow fruits, nearly round, and weigh

* Paiidanus UUlii. -Ed.

ing from seven to ten poimds apiece, remind one 0/
enormous pine-apples. Stout aerial roots, with cup-Uke
spongioles, shoot down from the highest branches of old
trees to the earth, thus supplying them with additional

support and nourishment. One is amazed at the immense
weight of trunk, branches, foliage, and fruit sustained by
a number of prop-hke roots, some five or six feet above
ground. This wonder is often increased by .seeing the
trunlt terminate above ground. The narrow leaves—some-
times .seven feet in length—are armed [along the edges
and midrib with sharp hooks. Native lads angle for shrimps
with these tiny hooks. The screw-pine grows everywhere
in the Pacific, less commonly on the shores of New Guinea
and the adjacent islands. Like the cocoa-nut palm, it

loves the neighbonrhooil of the sea, and grows luxm'iantly
on the poorest sod; but, mdike that palm, it also
thrives on the barren clay hUls of the interior of many
islands. It is the first fiiiit-bearing tree that gi-ows out
of the sand and .shingle of newly-formed atolls. In the Line
Islands, during frequent 6ea,sons of ch'ought,* when the
cocoanut palm ceases to bear fruit, the natives contrive
to exist upon fish and the drupes of the never-faiUng
screw-pine. The inner part of the drupe is fleshy and
pleasantly sweet. Several tiny kernels, in extremely hard
shells, fill up the outer part. On many of the Gilbert
Islanils prepai-ations of the pandanns were presented to

us, as the most valuable gifts they could bestow. First,
the ripe, fleshy parts of the drupe, pounded into a flat

cake, in appearance like a mass of pressed oakum
; this

we could not eat. Next came extremely thin paper-like
stuff, consisting of the sugary juice of the fruit dried in
the sun

;
this was very palatable. Lastly came a sort of

sawdust, or fine nutritious particles out of the kernel
and drupe dried

; this too was very nice, but it would
take a great deal of such food to satisfy the ajjpetite.
AVe gave the whole to the teacher. The long, tough
leaves of the screw-pine furnish the best thatch in the
world. It is usual to pare away the prickly edges and
midrib with a knife. The leaves are " seven " on reeds,
or on the split adventitious roots of the parent tree. On
some islands, mitil very lately, human rib-bones were em-
ployed for this pm-pose. It is to the process of "thatch-

sewing
"

that the natives are indebted for the only word
in their language (tui) for sewing, as their ancient gar-
ments were jxtstml tof/ethei'^ not sewn. A house carefully
covered with paudanus thatch will not need re-covei-ing
for ten or twelve years. The terminal buds and flowers
of the pandanus are commonly eaten by the inhabitants
of the low coral islets. Cattle love to browse upon the
leaves. In the New Hebrides the petticoat worn by
women and girls is prepared from the expo.sed roots of
the pandanns by splitting and clitiviiui them. The timber
of the screw-pine, although poor, is used for house-building
in all the low islands; ami—on account of its being
hollow—for piping in the high islands. The natives value
the tree highly on account of the perfume yielded by the
male inflorescence, used to scent cocoanut oil. The perfume
is veiy powerful; to many Europeans it is very agreeable.
The inner part of the drujie is cut off and threaded as
necklaces, on account of the fragrance. AVhen fresh and
alternated with the deep-reil, liell-.shaped coverings of the
seed of the jiukv, the effect is very fantastic. Native songs
abound with references to this perfume (Aia inunn, fra-

gi-ant screw-pine). The octopus, doubtitess attracted by
the fragrance, climbs up the screw-pine to feast upon the
flowers.

Bats_
are very partial to the fruit. The interior

of this tree is filled with loose fibres which soon decay.
When very old—and it is believed to attain to a great
age—beautiful walking-.stieks, etc., may be maile out of the
hard external part.

—
(Signed) W. Wyatt Gill, Raratonga.

—
Lthure Hour.

INSECTICIDES.
Next to artificial manures, of which we have from time

to time pid)lished analyses, insecticides are probably offered
in greatest number for the approval of gardeners. It is

* On one island rain has lately fallen, after a drought of

eii/Jit I/curs. It was painful to gaze upon those staiving,
heathen islanders, without the ability to relieve their wants.
To .s.we life ni.-iny enngr:ited to distant isl.ands. returning
home, however, as soon as they he.^rd that rain had fallen.
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doubtful whether any of these insect slaughtei'ers are more
efficient in suitable cases than the general practice of

fumigation. Noverthelees there are cases where fumigaliun
is of no effect, or where its application is from various

oauaes undesirable, and then the gardener has recoui-se

to such tried friends as Gishurst Compound, or petroleum
oil, or kerosene used in the proportion of a wineglasslul
of the oil to a gallon of water, in which soft-soap is stirred

up so as to form an emulsion, and seciu'e an equal mixture
of the oil. To use this, constant stirring is necessary to

secure the diffusion of the oil, and the liquid should then
be applied to the plant thi'ough a fine rosed syringe or

spray-producer. Constant stu-ring is necessary or the oil

may liill the plant, as well as the scale insect. Prof. Kiley
recommends, as the result of many trials, the following
emulsions:—Refined kerosene two parts, sour milk one part, |

or if milk cannot be obtained then condensed milk is
,

employed, as iu the following formula:—Kerosene, 1 gal.,

condensed milk 2 cans ( H pint), and water ^j pints. Mix '

the condensed milk and t&e water before adding tlie oil.
j

AVhen the oil is added churn thoroughly till a sort of

butter is produced. When required for use this butter

should be diluted with twelve to sLxtecn times its bulk of 1

water, so that the emulsion resembles milk, and it may \

iu this state be used with a powerful syringe or, still

better, force-pump, for the destruction of scale insects on

Orange trees, Oleanders, Cactuses, Kc. For other creatures,
such as aphides, thrips, or red-spider, Pyrethrum powder

j

applied as hereafter mentioned is more suitable. The

Pyrethrum powder, known in commerce as Persian insect

powder, is a veritable boon to suffering tourists, as many
a traveller will acknowledge. The powder is made from,
the dried fiowers of Pyi-othi-um roseum, a hardy perennial,
from which the now numerous double Pyrethrums of gardens
originated. The plant is a native of the lower regions
of the Caucasus Mountains, and is nowhere cultivated oir

a large scale. A nearly allied Dalmatian species, P.

cinerarifoliura, is u.scd for similar purposes.

Both these plants might readily be cultivated here,

though no doubt a hotter summer than we are generally
blessed with is needed to develope the acriil oil, upon
which the insecticide properties depend. The flower-heads

slioidd be gathered when fully expanded (but before the

ripening of the seed), di-ied under cover, and finely

pidverised; the powder, if not wanted for immediate use,

should be preserved in tightly-closed vessels. AVhen used
as an insecticide it must be remembered that its effects

are not permanent in the open air; if, for instance, it

affects the insects on a particular plant, it has no effect

upon those which may happen to ahjht on the plant half

an hour after the application. Again, the powder is of no
value unless it come in actual contact ^vith the insect,

and has no effect on the eggs or pupie of the uisect. In

these particulars, says Prof. Riley (from whose paper in

the aimual report of the (American) State Entomologist
for 1882 we extract these particulars), the Pyrethrum is

less eft'ectual than the arseiucal poisons. On the other

hand, the Pyrethrum is perfectly harmless to plants or to

higher animals, and may thus be used without fear of

untoward conse(iuences. Under cover the Pyrethruru is

naturally more effectual, so that its use iu greenhouses
or in domestic houses for the preservation of furs, or in

the herbaria, or cabinets of the naturahst is very effectual.

The ordinary mode of application is as a dry x>owder
distributed by ''dredging'' the plant, or by the use of bellows,

or of an elastic ball. This method of appUcation is well

known. Less familiar is the process of fumigation by its

means; the powder burns freely, giving off much smoke,
which suffices to kill or paralyse flies or mosquitos in a

room, and is very efficacious in the case of furs, feathers,

herbaria, or in greenhouses. ^Vn alcohohc e.^tract may also

be used, distributed by a spray-proilucer. But the simplest
and most efficient plan, says I'rof. Riley, is to dissolve

(r' suspend) the powder in water and use it in a fine sj-ringe

or spray-producer. Beutloy's spray-producer will be well

adapted for the purpose. The Pj-rethrum water is most

efficacious freshly made, and loses its qualities if kept.

Prof. Riley supports his conclusions by the evidence

.'itforded by immerous trials made by himself or under his

' direction. It is prettv clear then that the gardener has in

I'yrethrum powder, used as al)Ove doscTibcd, a simple and

efficient means of destroying many insects at a comparatively

small cost. Indeed it is quite open to him to grow and

prepare his own insecticide, and thus spare himself the

expense of purchasing other not more effectual things at

a relatively high price. To prevent disappointment, however,
it must be added, that it is of no service in the casi' of

hard-shelled insects, as Ijeetles, scale insects, or hairy cater-

pillars; but for all kinds of aphis or greenfly it is s-poken
of as a specific, as also for fhes and gnats. Whether it is

fatal to wasps is not stated, but certaudy it is hardly so

to slugs, as most gariUmers known to their cost.—Gai'denei's'

Chi'onidt.

I'vt

people

EUROPEAN AND NATIVE CULTIVATION ON
THE PLAINS OF CEYLON:

NEW .WD OLD PBODUCTS.

seen as much hill and lowcountry scenery as most
I'd like to know where you will find a lovelier

grander view than from my little new product es-

tate bungalow, looking from the porch, covered with flower-

ing creepers, towards Adam's I'eak crowned with roseate-

tipped clouds in the early morning, ami bright with the

reflected Ught of sunset in the evenings. Long groves of

cacao, wide-spreading fields of d.ark green tea dotted about

with the graceful areka palm are seen stretching away
right and left, and a pretty rippling stream, close by,

makes its pleasant way down to a cool shady dell, where

may be seen as pretty a garden as in many an English
homestead. It is well stocked wnth celery, carrots, onions,

radishes, and lettuces, reminding one of the " old house

and garden at home." There are flowers too, and there

are grapc-rines and oriinge trees and pines, and, in fact,

most of the fruits of the country in abundance. Opposite
the porch, beneath a clump of shady trees is a neat Uttle

ariary, well stocked with birds of song and plumage;

pigeons abound and feed from a stranger's hand ; all

about us in short tells as pleasant a tale of Ceylon rural

life as need be wished for. The air is ever fresh, bright,

and invigorating, for it comes over cool green glades aud

heavy jungle in which the sun but rarely penetrates, and

in the early hours of morning, when tlie wind descends

upon us from the lofty ranges of the Peak, it feels quite

.spring-like, and rcnuuds one of the air in Devonshire.

There is an excellent cart road from the railway, made
with village labour at a trifling cost, for the people, knowing
well how much it would help them in the transpoit of

then- few products to a market. Anyone who will come

amongst these poor creatures and give them the smallest

•amount of work to place food within their reach, will earn

their lasting gratitude. Too gladly they give their laboiir,

and had they but the tools and the seeds ; how cheerfully

they would plant and sow and reap. I have done what

was in my power by example, by draiinng, opening, trench-

ing and planting with y.ams a. rather large stretch of some

unprofltable swamp on which from the earliest time an

uncertain crop of poor sickly paddy was raised, a truth of

which was pounced upon by the village Arachchi on liehalf

of our Sovereign Laily the Queen. I brought together some

of the villagers, and' placed them on the work that they

might profit by example. A wide and tolerably deep ilrain

was cut midway through it, from enil to end. Into this

were opened cross-drains, smaller and covered over by
slabs of stone. Then when the ooze water had made its

way out, aud the band began to dry and crack, the villagers

were set to cut up the thick heavy turf, and stack it for

drying, whilst the soil below was turned over mamotie-

deep and allowed to remain so for a month. Then the

dried turf converted into jjeat was burnt, and the ashes

and burnt clay scattered over the face of the land and

finally dug into it. At the end of three luonths the whole

aspect, the entire nature of the place, was changed. It

was no longer a pestifeous ugly swamp, but a pleasant

field, on one jiortion of which a number of yams have

been plante.l and are doing remarkalily well, looking as

strong and healthy as though on the best Land in the province.

From one small plot of this ground, reclaimed some time

ago. the i)roiluce in yams has been equal to a retvu-n of

Rii.iO the acre, aud this without any application of manure.

Now there is nothing in this i)roceeding that luay not

be adopted by any of the villagers about, and I have no

doubt with tools they will follow the example thus set them.

There are very few villages that have not an unprofitable
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swamp, and what easier than to drain, pave, bui-n, and

dig. These are the simple things in agriculture which should

be taught to the people. Such improvemeuts are compre-
hensible and tangible, and come home to the simi^lest un-

derstanding. What the poor of the rural districts require
are instruction in the form of example, and tools with
which to imitate. I have walked through many lowcountry
villages, and have talked with the villagers, but very rarely
have seen anything more formidable in the form of tools

than catties. Often have I pointed out to the villagers
how easy it would be to convert a dry sterile piece of

their holding, that they had nothing from for a generation,
into a garden plot, but the answer always was—*' no tools,

no seed." How some of these poor people manage to keep
body and soul together is a marvel, but now that new

products are making their way here, employment will be

found for many, especially for women and children in tea

plucking and rolling, but the tea about here is in its early

stage, an 1 so the employment is at present rather fleeting.

But soon tea-houses will be erected, and there m\\ be

life and bustle and industry that wiU bring comfort to

/nany a native homestead in the Plains. I find the villagers,

men, women, and children thoroughly grateful for any
little help given to them, although it is little enough one
can do for aU of them.—•'

Ceylon Times."

COCONUT GROWING.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE " QUEEXSLAXDER."

Sir,—Altaough the cultivation of a variety of tropical

products has been, it is said, engaging the attention of

planters in Northern Queensland, it is smgular that coco-

nut planting has not attracted more notice than it ap-

pears to have done. There is no doubt that the climate

and soil on the coast of Northern Queensland is favour-

able to the growth of the coconut tree, and coconut plant-

ing gives a fair return when attended to in a systematic
manner. To begin with, there is a good demand for

coconut oil in the London market, and out of the husk

good cordage is manufactured
;

in fact, scarcely any other

is used in the East. A fair sort of sugar, or, as it is

called "jaggery," is made from the sap. And perhaps it

is not generally known that the sap of the tree, which

goes by the name of "
toddy," makes a very refreshing

drink, and is credited with possessing great medicinal

properties. From the toddy is also distilled the famous
arrack of Ceylon, which, when pure, and improved by age,
is equal to the best whisky, and is far superior to most
of the brandy and rum sold in these colonies, and which
often goes by the name of " chain hghtning

" and "
fight-

ing rum." As a proof of the wholesomeness of Ceylon
arrack, it is used in India in the Government hospitals,

and used to be served out to the troops. In Ceylon the

Government has a good amovmt of revenue by the sale

of the arrack rents every year, and the hquor is sold by
the retailers at the price fixed by law—of 4s. 8d. per gal-

lon. Among the planters and other European residents

of Ceylon ami India, to use the hquor, though palatable
and good, is not considered the "

right thing," not be-

cause it is not liked, but it is considered degrading to

the position of the European to drink that which is sold

in all the native taverns or canteens, and is chiefly drunk

by soldiers, sailors, and the natives themselves ; although
there was a Governor once in the island, Sir Robert Wil-

mot Haughton,* who had such a predilection for it that
- he preferred it to any other spirituous liquor, and after-

wards through this, it took the name of "
Haughton," and

sometimes goes by that name still. However, leavhig aside

the manufacture of arrack, which is not engaged in by
Europeans, and the prejudice entertained against that

liquor by them, they engage in coconut planting because

it is profitable. AVith regard to the medicinal properties
of the sap or "

toddy," it is related that when the Portu-

guese first went to Colicut, or Calicut, there was among
the crew of one of their vessels a man who had con-

tracted a contagious disease of a nature that need not be

explained here; but he was so bad that none of his

shipmates liked to go near him, a portion of the roof of his

mouth having completely rotted away. He was given up
by the ship's medical man as incurable. But a native

doctor having come on board and seen the sufferer imder-

•' * Horton.—Ed.

took to cm-e him
; and in a short time he did so to the

astonishment of all on board, and the doctor in particular.
The cure is said to have been effected by simply gi\'iug
the patient quantities of toddy to drink. The truth of
this was vouched for by a missionary who was on board
the vessel at the time, and who, in wi'iting an accomit of
the voyage, mentioned this circumstance. However, the

efficacy of the use of arrack in cases of cholera has been
believed in in India from a very remote date by the nat-
ives. Though coconut planting may not bring in returns
so soon—nor perhaps so great—as eoffee-planting, it cert-

ainly is not attended with the risk, nor does it require
the outlay that cotiee does—that is, if coffee planting is

carried on in the way it is in Ceylon. And, as far as

coffee planting is concerned, it will also be found by those
who try the experiment (with the exception of small patches
that can be watered by hand) that Northern Queensland
has neither the climate nor other conditions necessary to

ensure coffee-planting on an extensive scale ever becom-
ing a profitable pm-suit. In the first i)lace, Cojf'ea A rahica

requires certain elevations, even when in the proper lat-

itude. Northern Queensland is in the| proper situation as
far as latitude is in question ; and, provided also that
land of suitable elevation is to be found, the country is

subject to severe choughts extending over such long inter-

vals, that the coffee-berry, the development of which
depends wholly on rain at suitable intervals, never comes
to maturity, or is such as to be totally valueless as a

staple of commerce. The above remarks do not apply to
Liberian coffee. The coconut, urdike the coffee tree, re-

quires no elevation, and is not nearly the trouble or ex-

pense. About the greatest ti-ouble experienced in Ceylon
in coconut planting is the protection of the ymmg plants
from the ravages of the porcupine, and which is done by
digging deep trenches or drains aronnd them. It is true
that coconut planters were sometimes plagued by a beetle
which used to pierce the young nut, and thus destroy it.

But this was only in certain localities
;
and planters in.

Northern Queensland, I beheve, have not got the porcu-
pine," nor are they likely to be troubled with the insect
abovenamed.—I am, sir, &c., J. Buckley, Brisbane Val-

ley Railway.
—Qncenslander.

[Much of the foregoing with reference to the coconut
is well worthy of the atteution of Northern coast residents.

Sandy country near the sea suits it admirably, and in the

gi'eat country for coconuts—Ceylon—one cooly per acre
furnishes all the labour required. But the remarks re

Cojf'ea A rahica are scarcely in accordance with the experi-
ence of those who have grown it, this variety having been

fairly successfid wherever properly tried in the North.

Prolonged droughts in the coast chstricts of Northern
Queensland, too, are rare.—Ed. Q.]

DEMEEARA CRYSTALS.
The colony of British Guiana may be fitly described

as, at the present, a va.st manufactory, of " Demerara
Crystals." These sugar "crystals" fetch "fancy" prices
in the European market, they are held in high esteem
in English households, and there is little marvel in this

to one who has visited the home of their production.
It is probable that the "chemistry of common life" has
no more distinct illustration of .success. The whole system
of production in scientific to the last degi-ee; and when
we remember that the system results in an annual out-

put valued, even at low prices, at not less than £2,400,000,
we see we are dealing \vith a system of vei-y practical
interest to consumers as well as to producers of "sugar."
Moreover, there is already £2,000,000 worth of machinery
at work in the colony; the annual importation of English
manufactm-ed goods now exceeds £1,000,000, and the total

tonnage leaving the port already exceeds 200,000 tons.

This community, it will be seen, is a great customer
for oiu- home producers, and the sole present basis of
its property is sugar, and that chiefly in the form of

Demerara crystals.
The sugar planters out here have taken their cue from

the refiners in England, and have with vigor joined the
loud thrpug who \vith superstitious unity of feeling at-

tribute every evil incident to sugar to the influence of

the bounties. The mystei-ious term has been erected into

a scapegoat, and made to carry all the blame which is
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in reality due to endless other influences. But even
trade depressions, bad seiisons, and over-stocking of markets
have not always so much effect as new developments of

manufacture; aud this is a class of influence altogether

ignored. Demerara crystals constitute one signal aud

important instance of this cla^s. The planters here have .

devised a system which supplies the English market
with a raw sugar fit to go into English consumption
mthout further refining. ^\'e have thu.s a sugar under
the very cheapest of conditions, and dii'ectly competing
on the very breakfast-table with other sugars the result

of extensive sugar growing operations in one part of

the world, and extensive sugar refining operations in

another part of the world. The English makers cf this

particidar class of refined sugar
—of crystals

—whether in

Bristol or in Glasgow, will, by degrees, accumidate ex-

perience sufiicient enough to accept this fact, and no

longer go wailing the country over that French sugar
bounties alone have ruined their business.

But if Demerara crystals are thus indictable for in-

fluences hitherto attributable solely to bounties, these

crystals are acting most prejudicially on these obnoxious

bounties themselves. It is not merely a matter of sup-

plyuig sugar at the cheapest scientific cost, but a system
is now being inti-oduced here, the "AVeinrich" system,
which puts in the market what is practically a Loaf-sugar.

Aud, as we are told that loaf sugar has almost enturely

gone out in England, this is an item of news of signific-

ant interest to our bounty-fed continental competitors.
There is thus much reason for detailing the present
condition and the prospects of the sugar industry in this

thriving colony.

British Guiana is a business-like colony. Others, envious

of its success, term it the "mud-colouy." But this "mud"
is the staple basis of its high prosperity. It is reported
to be "an alluvial deposit composed chiefly of blue clay,

impregnated with submarine salt and rich in decomposed
vegetable matter." This mud extends far; the great

majority of the 70,000 acres planted \vith sugar cane are

actually below the level of the sea, fenced round and
about with sea-walls and tlams, and yieldmg an area of

soil, all alluvial, for 100 feet in tlepth, that is practically
inexhaustible, and yet most easily worked. The area, so

utilised, is comparatively a mere strip along the coast,

reaching never more than a few miles mland, to the

belt of "tropical forest" which interposes the barrier of

a soil that is nothing else but a loose piling up of veget-
able th'hri^, nowhere sufficiently compressed to be even

good peat. But beyond this, again, when higher land is

reached up the rivers, there are reports of experimental

yields of enormous growth; of sugar-cane attaining a cir-

cumstaupf of seven inches. Only to utilise this alluvial

area considerable capital has been needed; £80,000 for a

sea-waU on one single estate was considered a mere
incidental expense. But this habitual investing of capital
has. in the course of years, produced an artificial sugar-

growing area that gives facihties for the production of

sugar that must strike dismay into the hearts of Beet

sugar-growers.
It mil be valuable briefly to point out the advantages

enjoyed here in the different processes by which .sugar-

cane is transformed into sugar fit for the table. First,

then, m regard to the growing of the cane itself, it is

found that the variety of cane has far less to do with
the percentage of sugar yielded than the soil and mode
of tillage, combined with the season. The question of

water is being here set to rights by an elaborate system
of drainage, which, as it becomes realised, so lessens

consiilerably the cost of cultivation. Even now fresh

water is always to be had in sufficient quantities. As a

sign of the progi'ess and improvement in this direction,
it may be well to notice that, by skilful levelling, natural

drainage has been in gi-eat measure to supersede pump-
ing—a task of no little expense where neither coal nor
labor is cheap. Most estates lie between the high and
the low water level, and this substitution has been highly
feasible. It has been estimated that on some estates this

sub.stitutiou of natural for artificial drainage has reduced

the cost of producing a ton of sugar by no less than £2.

But, besides this, these irrigation schemes have aided in

developing the system of water carriage, which already
forms the main feature of every estate in this colony

Small canals regularly intersect the cane fields, and on
these ply light barges towed by mules.
The (juestion of tillage has been gone into with corre-

sponding vigor. Plough and spade work and every dreamt-
of system of drainage or ridging have had due attention

paid to them. The general result has been a very heavy
crop of crystalhsable sugar per acre, which is transferred

cheaply and readily by this water carriage to the works;
and nearly all these works are connected by further

irrigation outlets with the shipping in the ports.
The works themselves ai-e of remarkable magnitude and

finish. The plant and machinery actually in work boast
a present value for the whole colony pf not less than
£2,000,111.10, and the various processes fall nothing short
of the most advanced discoveries of the day—even to
the apphcation of the electric hght, should night work
be desirable. After this scientific cidtivation and scientific

hauling there remain those great divisions of process
before sugar in the cane becomes sugar on the table, and
hi each of these British Guiana exhibits a height of science
rarely attained elsewhere.

Considerable improvement has of late taken place in
the extracting of sugar from the cane. In 100 parts of
cane there are, on the average, 17 pai-ts of saccharine
matter. By the common method of extracting tliis the
cane is crushed between heavy rollers, and most of the
saccharine matter squeezed out in a juice or sjtuj). This
was long thought the oidy possible process, thought it was
well known that eight to ten of these original parts of
saccharine matter remained a fixtiu-e hi the cane. West
Indian planters have to thank the much-abused bounties
for discovering a remedy for this evil. The excise tax on
beet sugar in Austria was levied on the amount of sugar
a ton of beet coidd yield by crushing; this was, say, five

parts in every himtlred. The drawback system paid to the
refiner the amount of this excise tax on every five parts
per hundred he exported. He thus secured back the amount
he had paid away, but he found enormous profits in the
substitution of other methods which obtained from the
beet more parts of sugar than the five he could get by
crushing. He found that if, instead of crusliing and squeez-
ing, he simply sliced his beet and allowed it to become
well steeped m warm water, he extracted from the beet
12 of the 13 parts of saccharine matter in each 100. Cane-
growers "have not yet adopted generally any actual
"duffusion" process, the only difficulty that yet retards
such action being the difficulty of cutting up the cane.
But they have adopted in Demerara an intermediate pro-
cess, known as "maceration," by which the cane, after
one severe crushing, is passed over steam, grailually in-

creasing to a heat of 180 deg. Fahrenheit, It is then
crushed again, and, iu the end, it has yielded up in the
various processes 15, at least of the 17 parts of sacchar-
ine matter it originally contained. The exact results of
this process are, however, in debate, and more important
even than these is the question of pounds, .shillings and
pence. Does this extra yield of a few parts of sugar repay
the extra expenditm-e in plant, machinery, fuel, labor, and
time? It is also asserted that the cane-refuse, after this
double crushing, is greatly deteriorated in value as fuel;
and m many works this refuse or megass, is the sole
fuel used in boiling the sugar.

It is, however, not at all improbable that the diffusion

process, pm-e and simple, may in the futvu-e sepersede
both the crushing and the "maceration" processes. The
only difficulty is the dividing the cane into layers suffici-

ently thin for each sugar-holding all to come into open
contact with the water. This being accomplished, the
cane is automatically soaked in sixteen fresh liquors for
ten mirmtes, each soaking in water gradually rising to a
temperature of 180 deg. Fahrenheit. The machinery
necessary is not e.vpcnsive, no steam power is requu-ed
and the proportion.al amount of labor is largely reduced—a fact of the first importance in the AVest Indies. There
is no doubt that if diffusion can be applied to cjime more
generally, it will agam considerably lower the cost of
production, even to the extent of one-third, if we are to
believe that it woidd free for clarifjing si.xteen of the
seventeen parts of sacch.arine matter, only eight or nine
of which are obtained by the crushing process.
The question of labor—the greatest of questions in the

AVest Indian colonies—has been settled more or lees satis-
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factorily in British Giiiana by the instrumentality of a

vigorous immigaration system. This has not ouiy supplied
numbers, but variety; and the consequence is that, with

nationality to set off agaiust another, not only is there a

potential incentive to all to work, but there comes to

e>dst a considerable natiu-al guarantee against riot and
labor troubles of all sorts. 'With all these advantages—of

tillage, of labor, and of invested capital
—the planters here

have thus been enabled to produce sugar on a system
secure against competition elsewhere. We have spoken of

the merits of their method of growing cane and of ex-

tracting the sugar; they are equally successful in the con-

verting of this rude saccharine matter into portable raw

sugar ; and, further, in refining this again into edible sugar.
The ordinary boiling-down process is finished off by means
of the vacuum pan, and much of the sugar so finished passes
through the centrifugal machine, and reaches the home
market to be put directly on the table of the consumer,
to the great con,sternation of many of our English refiners.

In British Guiana the cost of producmg sugar
—

inclusive,
that is, of the capital invested in machinei-y, in laud, in

stores, and of the money expended in labor, superintend-
ence, and so forth—varies, of course, \vith the particular
kind of sugar turned out in the works. There are common-
process raw sugars that fetch £20 in the English market,
and there are the best Demerara Crystals, the home price
of which often approaches £30 the ton. The cost of pro-
duction in the colony varies, with the kind of sugar
produced, from £S up to £16 the ton. The cost of

transference to the English market need never exceed £4.

It is certain that beet growers can never destroy the
facilities which nature here offers for the production of

sugar. There are, of course, great risks here, and the

capital invested is great, and some account has to be
taken of a dim consciousness that, as Avith cotton and
coffee—which were years ago at successive periods the

great articles of export—so the day may come when cane

sugar shall no longer be exported at a profit, and all

capital fixed in machinery and so forth will be sacrificed

altogether. But, nevertheless, for the present, with its

large espenthture, its large outi^ut, and large profits, the

industry of
j sugar-growing in British Guiana has, it would

seem, attained to a scientific thoroughue.ss which will

enable it to outlast any temporary obstacles or compet-
ition whatever.—Produce Marl'eVs Review.

COFFEE CULTIVATION IN EEEBICE, 50 YEARS
AGO.

BY ALEXANDER WINTER.

Although there is no coffee estate now in Berbice, and
has not been for many years past, yet coffee cultivation

was at one time a very important industrj' here, eveu more
BO than sugar. At the time of the junction of the colony
of Berbice with tliose of Demerara and Essequibo, forming
the miited colony of British Guiaua, which was in 1831, there
were in full operation in Berbice 31 sugar estates, 40 cof-

fee estates, and 8 cotton estates. Of the 40 coffee estates, 17

were situated on the right bank of the Berbice river, 17 on
the left bank, and 6 in Cauje.
These were owned partly by resident proprietors, living on

their own e.states such as the late Wolfart Katz, Esquire,
said to have been the most extensive resident proprietor in

the AVest Indies,* partly by English merchants residing in

London or Liverpool, and partly by Dutch merchants resid-

ing in Amsterdam and represented by Dutch planters living
in Berbice
The history of some of these estates is rather curious.

Several of them were owned by the once well-known Paul

Beufield, a large capitalist, tlie Eothchild of his day, who

negotiated loans for Governments, and had advanced large
sums to the French Government in the time of the Bour-

* Mr. Katz Uved in a fine mansion on his Plantation

Vryheid, a coffee estate near New Amsterdam ; besides

which he was sole owner of Plantations Philadelpliia, Ge-

broeders, S'Gravinhague, Cotton Tree, and Belarr or Num-
ber six, on all of winch there were large gangs of negros.

Although the compensation ;illowed by Government at the

time of emancipation, was only Ss. in the £ on the o.])-

praised value of the property taken, Katz's share of this

was over £63,i50O sterling.

bons. "When France became a Republic after the revolution
of 'i)2, these claims were repudiated ; and Paul Beufield is

said to have died a pauper ! At the restoration of the
Monarchy however, after the battle of Waterloo, Benfield's
claim was acknowledged and honestly paid with interest,
and his family then became very wealthy. Two of the heir-
esses married members of the Berkeley family, who thus
became connected with this colony as owners of what were
called the " Benfield's estate." These consisted of plant-
ations Ediidturyh, Glasgow, li'elgelegen, Ucntelliny, jVew

TVelgelegen, Belmont, Union. Monchoisi, Zeelught and Edder-
ton,—in all 6,655 acres. They were not very thriving estates,
and Grantley Berkeley, one of the parties interested, u.sed
sometimes to get up in Parliament and asked the Colonial
Minister how it was,

" that he got such small returns from
his estates iji the West Indies." These estates have all now
been out of cultivation for many years ;

and the laud has
been sold to villagers !

AVhat were called the " Dutch estates" were mostly iu the

possession of large mercantile house iu Amsterdam such as
Waterloo & Co., Charbon and Zoon, and Westerick and
Poole, who held the titles of the estates in their own
names and administered them through the agency of thtir

attorneys in the colony. They also shipped all the stores
and supplies for the estates in their own vessels, which also
carried home the crops, which were kept on hand till one
of the Dutch ships arrived

; for the crops were bound to
be shiijped to Holland, and in Dutch bottoms. These
Dutch ships were very awkward clumsy looking vessels,

high at the how and stem and low in the middle. They
were not very fast sailors, hut very safe.

Although the merchants of Amsterdam had the entii-e

charge of the Dutch coffee estates in their hands, they
were not really the owners ; for these wore owned in
shares which were transferable and could be bought and
sold on the exchange, like shares in any company. This
practice is reviving in the colony, several large estates in
Demerara being now owned iu transferable share on the
old system. This has probably been adopted in con-

sequence of the peculiar and inconvenient Dutch law of
inheritance.
These estates were conducted on a different system

from the EngU.sh estates. The managers received very
small money salaries, but it was made up to them iu other

ways. For instauce, their houses were furnished for

them, and they were allowed a small share of the plan-
tains, rice, salt-fish, tobacco, &c., seut to the estates for
the people : then they could help themselves to the osua-

burges, saiemporas drill, &c., shipped from Holland for
the same purpose, and have them made up into clotliiug
by the house servants : so that they liad very httle to

buy, and were very comfortably oft' ; besides which, the
Dutch ships when they came in always brought the re-
sident managers and attorneys supphes of schiedam,
claret, hqueui-s and other good things for the table. On
aU of these the merchants in Amsterdam had their com-
mission.

All the coffee estates were pleasant places to visit. The
managers generally had a good deal of leisure time on
their- hands. They kept nice gardens, and had abundance
of vegetables and fruit to spare ; the hedges were neatly
trimmed

;
and atogether these surroundings were very

picturesque and attractive,

The cultivation of the coffee was a kind of gardening,
a»d consisted of weeding between the coffee-bushes, and
trimming the old branches so as to promote the growth
of new wood, from which alone fruit was to be expected.
The coffee was planted under the shades of tall trees called
in Berbice Saud-Cokers, in Demerara Oronoque-trees, and
botanically erytUrina crystayalli.

Coffee, at the best is a very uncertain crop. It requires
peculiar weather; a spell of dry weather to check the growth
followed by copious rains to bring out the blossom. If in-

stead of this there were continual showers when the
trees were "

working," as it was called, the result was a

development of leaf, instead of flower buds
; and there was

no crop.
Were all things favourable, and there were signs of a good

blossom, the news soon spread throughout the colony, and
all parties connected with coffee estates were astir, and eager
to go and witness the " coffee blossom." It whs best seen iu

the early morning, before the sun was high, and you had
to start at a very early hour. Some euthusiafltic planters
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would take their hammocks and sleep aback, in order to
see the blossom to advantage, and make an estimate of the
probable extent of crop.
The large estates hail some five or sL\ hundred acres in

coffee, divided into fields of ten acres each, separated by-
intervals called '

alleys." These being mostly planted with
fruit trees were called fruit-alleys. Kach field had the
number of trees it contained painted on a board at one
corner of the field; so that, to judge the extent of the
"
blossom," you had to decide what was the average to bo

expected from each tree, and then multiply it by the
number of trees, modifyiiij; it by circumstances, some fields

having more young trees than others some more " water
sprouts

" from neglect in pruning, some being injured from
neglect in weeding. It required considerable experience
and practice to make a correct estimate. If the blossom
was a fine one, you might see people driving into town in

triumph wa\-ing branches of coffee trees, white with the
jasmiue-hke flowers.

But there was still uncertainty ;
the blossomdid not always" set

"
as it was termed, or form fruit

;
or from some cause,

the young fruit would drop, and there would be great dis-

appointment.
If all went well, and the crop began to ripen, the busy

time of the coifee estate commenced. All hands were sent
aback to pick coft'ee and everybody tliat could be mus-
tered was cmxjloyed in getting in the harvest before it fell
from the trees. Horses were turned out to graze, that
the grooms might pick coffee instead of cutting grass:
managers and attorneys had to diminish thenmnber of their
attendants ns much as possible, and every effort was made
to secure the crop, the reward of all theii- soil.

There was much competition among the neighkom-ing
estates, as to which should make the largest crop. As soon
as 100,0001b. was gathered in, a flag was hoisted at the
top of the logic, and great were the ett'ort to be the fast to
''hoist the flag.

" The people, too, shared the excitement and
it was a cheerful sight of an afternoon, to witness the re-
turn of the pickers from aback ; bateau after bateau would
be seen racing home in the canal, each loaded with baskets
of fresh jricked coffee, which looked like red gooseberries.On reaching the builtUngs, the coffee was carried up into
the loft over the pulping-mill. Here it was measured.
The coffee, as it was brought in, was poured into a square
box which held as much gi'een coffee as would yield 141b.
of clean coffee when divested of its pulp. A tally of the
number of boxes was kept by an overseer and each per-
son bringing in a boxful received a ticket.
From this upper floor the coffee was sent down a spout

or shoot to the mill, where it was divested of its outer
husk or pulp, which fell in one place, while the beans
fell m another. The pulp was canied away and thro\vu
in a heap where it soon fennented, and became most
offensive to the neighbourhood far worse than the"

lees nuis.ance". The beans, divested of the pulp, fell
into a brick gutter, sloping dovm to the wash pit. This
was a square brick cistern, about 5 feet deep, into which
water flowed in at one end and out at the other. Here
the coffee was washed, being hauledbackwardsaudforwards bya kmd of wooden rake. This washing cleaned the beans
from tlie slimy juice adhering to them, and they were then
taken out and spread over the "

di-oogheric," a raised and
tUed pavement sometimes called the " barbacot "

or"
plankier

" where
they were diied in the sun, and were

then earned up to the logic, to be stored till t)ie pickiu.'
of the crop w;is finished. There were generally two crops
in a year.

If the crop was large, great care had to he taken th.at
the coffee m the logic did not get heated, and thus spoilt.To prevent this, it was spread as thinly as possible and
constantly turned by wooden shovels day and night. Largo
as the coffee logics were—many of them over 100 feet
long—when the coffee was plentiful there was danger of
its getting heated, and extra buildings had to bo used to
house some of the crop. Occasionally managers and at-
torneys had to submit to having some •f their rooms
used for this purpose.
When the picking was over, the crop had to bo

prepared for
shipment, which was a somewhat tedi-

ous process, requiring a good deal of care and at-
tention. It had first to be husked and deprivi d of
the ••

jiarehment skin" which surrounded each beau.
For this purpose it was first spread out on the
diooghcric and diied iu the sun till it became quite

hot, and the outer skin crisp and brittle. It was then
taken to the "

stamping-mill" and thrown into circular
trough about 3 feet deep and a foot wide, and subjected
to the pressure of two heavy wooden rollers, a foot wide
six feet iu diameter which were kept revolving by mules'.
This process broke the crisp outer skin, which was bluwii
away by the winnowing machine Uke chaft', leaving the
coft'ee quite clean and fit for use. It had however to
undergo fm-ther manipulation, as the different qualitieshad to be sorted and shipped separately. Tliis took a gooddeal of time, as every single bean had to be separated byhand. This was done by women who sat down on tlie floor
of the logie in long hues, each havmg her allotted task
before her in a sieve. The coft'ee was carefully hand-
picked, the good beans being put into one calabash, those
broken into another, and the inferior discoloured beans
(the effect of "heating") into a third calabash to be
thrown away.
The " broken coft'ee" was as good as the " whole" iu

quality, but inferior in appearance, and was called "triage"
by the Loudon brokers, audsold^ta lower price. There
was always a proportion of pearl coffee in every crop, and
this was considei-ed the best of all. When a berry instead
of having two beans, had only one, it took a rounded
foiTu instead of being flat on one side, as usual ; this
was the so-called pearl-coft'ee. If the proportion of pearl-
coffee was considerable, it was separated from the rest
and shipped by itself. It sold high iu the London mark-
et, fetching VlO/ per cwt. when other coft'ee sold for 80/or Si)/. But the quantity of pearl-coffee shipped was not
gi-eat.
The coft'ee when cleaned and prepared for shipment was

put away in a large aii--tight compartment, called the coffee
chest, which was of sufficient .dimensions to hold the whole
crop ;

for this had to be kept on hand until the
ship that was to take it arrived. These coffee-chests were
built of dark wood and were kept carefully polished ; for
the planters were very proud of them. They were made
perfectly air-tight, not only at the sides but at the top
also. Wlien the coffee was wanted for shipment it was
taken out of the chest and put into tierces or bags.

Coffee was more or less injm-ed on the passage home
by the steam from the sugar on board, and it was desir-
able to ship it, if possible, in a vessel loaded entirelywnth coffee, or at least, having no sugai' on board. A
small vessel came here once fi-om Jersey loaded entirelywith potatoes in bulk

; these were readily disposed of, and
the ship loaded home with coffee.
The freight of coffee was liigher than sugar, it being

lighter ; when the freight of sugar was 3/ per cwt., coffee
paid 4/.

Berbice coffee ranked high iu the market and was bought
to mix with Jamaica coffee, wliicli being gi'owu on the
mountains, was more deUcate in flavour than that fi-om
Berbice but not nearly so strong.
That particular quality is stjll called "Berbice coffee"

in the shops iu London, though none has been shipped from
Berbice for twenty or thirty years.
The cessation of the coft'ee cultivation has been a great

social loss to Berbice, as reducing the number of the educ-
ated class. Each estate had not only a manager, but bylaw was obliged to have a white overseer for every hundred
negroes. But it was impossible to continue the cultiv-
ation under the free system without loss. This the Dutch-
men very soon discovered, and they sold theii- estates and
cleared out to a man. The free system did not suit their
ideas at all, any more than it does that of their country-
men, the Boers, in South Africa.
There were several reasons for this, but the prin-

cipal oue was, that the negi-oes, when entirely free
would not pick the crop. At first they would do a
little. For instance a woman would go aback and
bring in a basket of coffee about l> o'clock, for which
she got a guilder. Then urged to go ami pick a second or
third basket, which could easily be done, and was done
under the coercive .sy.stem, the answer was "Xo. I am not
inclined to work any more to-day. I have earned my
guilder anil am ,s,itisfied." The eonseeiuence was (bat half
the crop fell from the trees and was lost

; for, when once
ripe, the berry does not remain long on the trees. W hen
the ne-;roes bought land, and lived in their own houses,
the coffee estates ,i;ot none of their labour, for it all'
whet to tho sugar estates, where they preferred going,when disijoscd to work for money wages. They showed a
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marked preference for working on the sugar estates. This
really was the cause of coffee cultivation being abandoned.
It was not so much a question of price, but simply the
want of labonr. The only supply of labour in the country
was that of the emaucipateil negroes ; and that was with-
held. Besides which the estates lost their market plantaius.
Formerly the coffee estates not only fed their own gangs
with their plantains, but had contracts with the sugar-estates
to supply tliPiii

;
and so they were sure of a sale for their

plantains. After freedom this market was lost, and there
was nothing to meet the current expenses of coffee cult-
ivation

;
and very soon the negroes themselves became

growers of plantaius. So there was nothing for it but
to give up and go ; the buildings were sold off as old

materials, the land was either disposed of, in lots to villag-
ers, or taken over by some neighbouring sugar-estate.
And thus coffee cultivation in Berbice, once such a thriving
industry, became a tradition of the past !.

—
lioi/nl Gazette.

A NEW VARIETY of aniseed has lately appeared in the
market, imported from Chili. Eighty-six bags of this variety
were offered at the Loudon clrug sales this month, but
fetched a low price, bemg small and not so free from stalks,
etc., as Eiuropeau aniseed.—Diarmaceutical Journal.
Fbuit Trees and Weeds.—The American Ac/rieidturist is

as much opposed to weeds as agriculturists all over the
world are. But, in dealing with orchard culture, it recom-
mends a subsidiary crop in the shape of red clover. But
this is that the pigs may be turned in to feed and fatten
and manure the soil:—It is strange that more is often ex-

pected of the area appropriated to the orchard than of

any other laud upon the farm. It is expected to produce
two crops each year, and to do so without manure. The
space between the rows is occupied by some crop, or the
whole surface is in grass, and made to afford a crop of

hay as well as a crop of fruit. The many " run-down "

orchards in all of the older States testify to the prevalence
of this custom. In the renovation of an old orchard, the first

step should be to r/ive the trees the wliole of the soi! , and the next,
to improve the soil, in order to nourish the trees. There is

but one crop which should share the soil -svith the trees—that is, the pork crop ! As a means of keeping a pro-
ductive orchard in good condition, and as a method of

bringing up an unproductive or run-down one, give it a

generous raanming, and sow red clover. It would have
been better had the manuring and plowing been done last

fall, but better do it now than to wait. A\Tien the clover

is well established, the pigs may be pastured upon it,

but no other animals should be allowed in the orchard.
Oeara Rubbers in Oeyix)n.—Ceara Rubber grows very

well in Ballangoda, where I know of its having been cultiv-

ated for some time past, but on only a small, and, I might
say, an experimental scale. There are also several trees

on an estate in Bambara Cotowa. Most of the trees are
at an elevation of from 2,000, to 2,500 feet ; and some of
which I have personal experience, as I planted tliemin 1880,
are looking remarkably healthy, though irregular in point
of height. The best out of the nnm>ier I planted is about
20 feet high, and eight inches in diameter at the base.

I operated on this tree a few days ago, and found that
the milk, though firm ami thick, did not appear to be present
in any very large cpiautity. Last year the quantity of milk
was more, though of a very watery consistency, that at

the time I believed to be due to extreme wet, but f)-om

my last experience, this view is not supported by the facts

of the case. The Ceara Rubber comes into flower during
the first, and seemingly every succeeding year ;

but I learn

that the first year's seed is objected to for planting purpo.ses.
Shelter from extreme ^vind is very necessary for this tree,
for the stem is easily broken by a strong gust, which, though
not fatal to the life of the plant, throws it back very
comsiderably, till replaced by a new shoot or " sucker." I

beUeve it is said that nothing will grow under Ceara Rubber,
but this is quite contrary to my own experience, for I

have found that weeds, as well as larger plants, thrive

perfectly under the influence of their lactiferous companions.
The Mozambique variety has been tried on one estate in

the district, but its growth—about G inches in a year
—is

very much against it ; but it is very possible that the
climate is unsuitable, or we are ignorant as to the locality
and altitude best adapted to the successful cultivation of

this product.
—
"Oeylon Times."

A Good AVobd fob Oatmeal.—Among the people who
use it, and in the analysis of the chemist, it stands con-
fessed as of the most nutritious and economical foods that
can be used. The Scotch people are living examples of what
oatmeal will do to make an athletic race with ple'fity of
braiu, bone, and muscle. The Scotchman's average ilaily
ration is 2J lb. of oatmeal and a pint of milk. °On this
he thrives and performs the labor of the farm. Analysis
shows that oatmeal is very rich in nitrogenous matter, and
comes much nearer wheat floui- in nutritive value, than
is generally supposed. The following table shows their

comparative value.

Nitrogenous matter

Carbo-hytlrates
Fatty matter ... ...

Saline m.atter

Mineral matter
AVater 150

Wheat^jiour .

... lU'b

... 70-5

... 2-0

.'.'.' 1-7

15-0
There can be no doubt that oatmeal cooked in its various
forms might be added to the list of our dishes in the farming
districts with great advantage. It is one of the best su.stainers
of muscle in the list of human foods.—A mericaa Aijricidturist.
Clay in a New Role.—All fertile soils are largely com-

posed of clay. The best lauds for permanent cultivation
are heavy clays well drained and pulverized. Their fineness
of grain allows the free penetration of the exceedingly
small feeding roots and root hairs of plants, and by capillary
attraction they bring up moisture from below to withstand
drouths. A very sandy soil is greatly imijroved by mixing
clay with it, to form a loam. In its pure state, and in

combination, clay constitutes the largest portion of the
crust of the earth. In the form of bricks it is used in
the construction of a large percentage of human dwellings
public buildings, and mercantile and manufacturing es-

tablishments. Chemistry makes many interesting and useful
revelations. It shows, for example, that every 58^ ounces
of dry common salt is made up of 23 omices of "a metal

"

much like silver in appearance, and 35J ounces of a yellowish
gas (chlorine), so acrid, that a pint of it muced with the
air of a room produces great irritation of the lungs, if not
suffocation. It was discovered only 56 years ago that every
51^ ounces of pure dry clay is maile up of 24 ounces of

oxygen (which forms four-fifths of the bulk of air and
fifteen-sixteenths of the weight of water), and about 27^
ounces of a most important metal called Alumiaum. This

clay metal, if it can be obtained pure in sutHcient quantity,
is more valuable for almost all uses than any other known
metal, except iron.—American Aifrictdtarist.

CuPBEA Baek.—A few months since Dr. Hesse stated

{Pliarm. Junrn. [3], xii., 517) that in a peculiar thin kind
of cuprea bark, of a much paler colour than the ordinary
'oark of the Rcmijia pcdaiwiUata, heh-A'} fouuil, in addition
to cinchonine and a new alkaloid, a large quantity of aricine

and cusconine. This "new allcaloid'' he now believes

(Berichte,Kvi.^6^) to be identical ^vitb the"bydrocinchoninc"
of Caventou and Willm, ami the alkaloids he then regarded
as aricine and cusconine, he now finds to consist of several

new bodies. At jjresent Dr. Hesse has separated an alkaloid

which he calls *'

concusconine," as standing in the .same

relation to cusconine as quinidine to quinine; another which
he has named "concusconidine,'' analogous to cusconidine,
and a third, somewhat resembUng aricine, which he believes

may eventually prove to be identical with Arnaud's cinchon-

amine. As Dr. Hesse is extracting the alkaloids from about
100 kilos of this bark, there is a possibility of the discovery
of other alkaloids and an elucidation of the question ag to

the identity of einchonamine. Diconchinine (diquinidinc)
and a small quantity of cincholine are also separable from
the amorphous bases of cuprea bark, and more conveniently
that when dealing with cinchona bark. In these days of un-
belief it is satisfactory to learn (I>'erirlite, xvi. 60) that

Dr. Hesse has confirmed the independent statements of

tliree sets of observers as to the existence of a peculiar
alkaloid in cuprea bark.—"homoquinine," ''ultraquinine"
or "cuxjreiue,"

—
by an examination of a portion of the

alkaloid obtained by Mes.srs. Paul and Cowuley in their

investigation. He stat4;s moreover that, although working
with quinine and quinidine of absolute pui-ity anti prepared
from cuprea bark, he has been unable to obtain the com-

}>ound of tiuiniue and (juiuidine which Messrs. C. H. "Wood and
Barrett stated they had prepared.—Fharmaceutical Journal
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CEYLON TIMBERS FOR TEA BOXES.
Since writing on this subject, we liave looliecl over

Mr. W. Feki:uson's notes on Mendis's list of Ceylon
timber trees, singling out those described as inferior

for general purposes, from their lightness and want
of fibre or great sti'eugth, as probably the most likely
to be sufficiently useful without being too costly.

We fear iumi-mcdiUa is too good, but the specimen
box of the much despised hal is certainly most

encouraging. From what is said of the " alubo"

"this is one of the largest trees of this order grow-
ing in Ceylon and common in the Western Province,
but it is not a valuable timber though used for house-

building,"
—we should think it might answer ? Also

bala-ilomha, used for house-building and agricultural

purposes? Kadol, one of the mangroves,
" the timber

of which is seldom used if any other can be had,"

might, like hal, when well seasoned, do for tea boxes?
The kottamha or country almond is a ready and rapid

grower and its light but durable wood might suit ?

Plantations of this tree could be quickly established.

Diyaqiara, which is
" seldom used except for com-

mon housebuilding," might answer for tea boxes.
Mwndora is, we fear too much in request for rafters

and reepers in house-building. Halamba, though
"scarcely dcccr\ing a place amongst the really use-

ful timber trees of Ceylon
"

(written when tea boxes
had not come to the front), might, when well seasoned,
be good enough for carrying tea to London in, the
tea being protected by lead ? Hora, just because it

shares with hal the position of being one of the
" most despised of the timbeis of Ceylon," may be

cheap enough while good enough (if thoroughly sea-

soned) for tea boxes. The kahala is the tree with lar^e

oak -like leaves, so commonly scattere<l over the patanas
of Ceylon up to 3,000 [5,000?] feet. As "its timber
is in great request in Ceylon," it might be cheap enough
to be used for tea chests, but perhaps the timber is

too heavy: 50 lb. a cubic foot, when seasoned?

Kcehdla, which grows up to 3,000 feet, and which,
though "used for building purposes, is "not con-
sidered valuable,

"
might be good enough for tea

boxes ? The timber of kiripalla and that of all the
Indian figs (bo, banyan, &c. ) is described as nearly
worthless, but some of these, well seasoned, might
answer the purpose of the tea planter ? Lawulu
might suit, just because "the wood is used for com-
mon house-building, but is not valuable." What we
want is cheap wood, but s^iffickntiy good. The mora,
the wood of which is used for common house-build-

ing but is not much in request, might answer?
The nelli shar.es with the kahala the possession of
the upland patanas, and, although in Ceylon its timber
is not valued as it is in Madras, it might be good
enough and of sufficient size for tea-boxes ? Trees
which will flourish on Ceylou patanas, resisting the
action of periodical fires, ought surely to be valuable ?

Ramana-idala, which has a range from the coast
to 7,000 feet, is "used for common house-building"
and might answer for tea chests ? Euk-altana, with"

its timber, white, light and used for coffins, pack-
ing cases, &c.," looks as promising as hal itself.
Has it been tried for tea-boxes ? Tclambu we merely
mt;ition for the purpose of turning uji our nose at
its timber, which is said to be as fa-tid as its flowers.
If the smell can be dispelled (and it surely can

?')

the timber seems all that could be desired— "
li"ht,

tough, easily worked and not liable to split or warp.
"

I

116

The ftetid odour, it appears, becomes apparent only
when the wood is bruised, which tea-boxes are certainly
liable to be. Wal-bomba, properly bombu, is we find a
symjiloeos {S. spicata), and, therefore, allied to, if it is

not the very tree, the roots of which poison tea-

bushes to death ? It is eommou from the coast up
to 7,00U feet. The wood is close in graiu, light,

very deficient in filjre and not durable : it is used for

common house-building and firewood. This tree of wide
range, if not high character, might, perhaps, answer
well enough for tea-boxes ? The other trees in the
list seem too good, or rather too costly, and too heavy
for tea boxes. 'I'he only question is whether superior
timbers, such as teak, may not, as we previously
suggested, be made to pay as material for tea-boxes'

by being .sawn into very thin deals ? Has anyone
used teak boxes and have experiments been tried
with the timbers we have mentioned by their Sinhal-
ese names ? And has the timber of E. rjlohtdus or

any other of the Australian trees been tried ? If so,
information will be valued and will pro\e useful to
the rising tea enterprize. We hope no one who has
obtained light on the subject under discussion will
hide it under a bushel. We may refer to a para-
graph on our back page for the scientific names of
trees used in Northern India by planters for tea-
boxes.

Since writing the above we hare receix'ed the fol-

lowing useful communication, ilalabada, it will be
seen, is not a good timber tree, but when well sea-
soned (tlie gi'eat point) is good enough for tea-

boxes :
—

April 19th, 1883.

Sir,
—You ask for information regarding tea-box

woods. The wood which I always use now is MalU-
boddc, the wild nutmeg, well seasoned, and in this
lies the secret.

This wood is very common, seasons quickly, is

light and free from smell, whilst the large size of
the trees makes sawing it cheap. As we all know,
it is a bad timber wood, being subject to the at-

tacks of insects, and unable to stand damp.
Sawyers will cut into plankiiig at R3 per 100 feet :

and chests and half-chests will cost, without nails,
lead or hooping, 2 cents per lb. tea as an average,
presuming that the timber is transported to tlie work-

shop by coolies leaving work, &c.— I am, sir, your
obedient servant, T. C. Owen.

TEA-DRYING BY STEAM.
On this subject we have received the following

letter :—
Kalutara, 7th April 1883.

SiK,— I send you a rough sketch of a tea-drying
machine whicii has been suggested to me and which
recommends ilstlf so etrcngly in some of its original

points that I believe it quite worth while laying
before the public.
The weak point, so far as I can see, in Mr. Shand's

machine (and in the case of the "Sirocco" and other
driers in the upper trays to feme extern) ia that it

stews the tea : /. e., that fermentation continues for
some time after the leaf has been put on to dry.

Ihis, you will see from the enclosed sketch, is

entirely avuideel in this machine, as each tray haa its

own comiartnient regulated by pressure to any heat
it is wanted, and, by the valve arrangement on the

top, over-liealiug is inipossibli . as any over-paessure
would open the valve and thereby reduce the temp-
erature to the exact point required.
Am Iher strong point in its favour is that the

heated 'viipour Irem the lower trays does not pass
through the upp'r ones (thereby stew'iug the tea)
but passes out behind iuto a vapour escape-due : the
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advantage of thia mnst be apparent to the most
uninitiated.

The cost of fuel in this machine must be comparat-
ively very low, as there is no escape of steam

except through negligence of the attendant, and, as
it is self-regulating, it is impossible to burn the tea,
while any heat may be maintained at a minimum
expHnditviie of fuel.

The trays have, you will observe, a slight inclin-

ation upwards towards the vapour escape Hue at the

back, thus facilitating the escape of the vapour from
the tray spaces, and the easy removal of the trays
in working tlie machine.

I annex a few figures in regard to the probable
pressure necessary for working the machine, but have
no d.iubt some of your mathematical correspondents
will give tlie correct figures should mine be "out."

15 tb pressure steam = 213° heat.

00 ,f ,, ,,
:i= *j1o ,,

70 ,, „ ,, =300° ,,

And as ah.'ut 2S0° is I believe the correct heat at
which to dry tea, about 57 H) or say 60 115 steam
would be required to worli the machine

; but this

could easily be determined by actual experiment.
To recapitulate : its strong points are, 1st, The self-

regulating valve which does away with the possibility
of tea bei i burnt through negligence ; 2ud, great
economy in fuel; 3rd, uniforhi distribution of heat
which does away with the. necessity of changing the

trays, and dries them exactly on the principle of

firing each over a separate tire ; 4th, capability of

drying a large amount of leaf at ones.—Yours faith-

fully, Teksab.

The sketch which accompanied the above letter, and
which quite took our fancy, represents a long array
01 3uper-iin[iMsed trays, each in its own compartment.
The sketch cau be seen by anyone interested, but,

having submitted it to an expert, we have received
the following adverse judgment ;

—
"Your note with Law's patent pressure steam or

air dryer I had this morning. There is nothing
in it, and such a machine could not be made to

stand 75 lb. pressure, for a fortune, as every one
knows a flat surface will never stand pressure like

a cylindrical."
Steam-drying has been tried in India many a time

and has been abandoned for various reasons, and among
the most important the danger of explosion from
sudden expansion and contraciion, two laws which,
if not studied in steam drying machinery of any
kind, may prove fatal to life and destructiveto property.

"

It is, of couse, possible that the objections referred
to may be obviated. Meantime we may say that

we have noticed no stewing effects from the use
of the trays in the drier, i'our are placed aliove

each other in two divisions of Jackson's drier, and,
the trays being shifted (the necessity which is the one

objection to this machine) the tea in fifteen minutes
i-< dry and crisp without being burnt.

FODDER GRASSES AND HUMAN FOOD
PRODUCTS FOR CEYLON.

There has been lying by us for some time the follow,

ing letter received from Mr. P. D. Millie, giving sug-

gestions from a brother of his who has been long
Settled in South America which deserve attention in

Ceylon :
—

Coquirabo, Chile.

In the Ceylon papers which you occasionally send me
I see many complaints about the scarcity of fodiler for

cattle and horses, and the very inferior quality of

meat, which of course is a natural consequence. I

observe that all kinds of provisions and vegetables are

likewise as a rule both inferior and scarce. At the
same time, the replies to queries published, prove that
very many English vegetables can be successfully
cultivated upeountry, and that pumpkins, cucumbers,
haricots &c., which are principally cultivated in
Southern Europe, thrive in Ceylon.
The temperature in the higher districts of that island

seems to present no obstacle to the cultivation of many
of our Chilian vegetable products, which embrace
those of both Northern and Southern Europe, aud
therefore I wish to make two or three suggestions
which might be useful, if published in fae columns of a
Cej'lou newspaper.

Here iu Northern Chile the climate is very dry, but
not exceedingly hot. Euglish clover and grasses grow
well enough, but require too much irrigation, and
therefore are not cultivated. Our mainstay in the
way of fodder is a kind of Imerm, known in
California as " Chilian Alfalfa," aud now accepted and
adopted there as altogether superior to any other
fodder plant which has ever been tried, both as regards
fattening qualities and weight of produce per acre, aud
also as reg-irds rapid growth. It grows well in stony
or sandy soils, sending down roots to an enormous
depth, hut will not do well in marshy laud. It grows
perfectly well in Peru and Bolivia, which, iu some
parts, are semi-tropical countries, ai.d I think that, if

it-has not been tried in Ceylon, it ought to be intro-
duced. Drought simply checks its growth ; but its

deep roots will keep it alive for an indefinite period,
without irrigation or rain. It is par excellence the
fodder of dry countries, and I see no reason why it
should not succeed in the districts of ludia which are
subject to periodical drou;<hts. A year's complete
drought does not kill it in South America, aud, with
the first rain or artificial irrigation at the end of t!iat

time, it comes rushing up aud produces a plentiful
crop. I have never seen it mentioned in the Ceylon
papers, and, if you think that it would be a benefit to
the Colony, I would be happy to send you some Pera-
viau aud Chilian seed in tins, whicli would probably be
necessary in order to preserve its vitality.

But, as you have iu Ceylon much marshy laud in
the low grounds, I would strongly recommend the
trial of another fodder plant, just discovered here to
be available as such. It is neither more or less than
the common artichoke, which we ai'e now beginninf
to cultivate for that purpose.

It is one of the most easily propagated of plants,
as it throws out shoots or suckers, which, when the
main stem is cut down, grow up in its place. By
sowing the seed in beds, the young plants can be
dibbled out at the proper time without any pre.
vious preparation of the soil. If planted amongst
foul wei'ds and "knotgrass," it will speedly overtop
and overpower them, thus cleansing the soil for the cul-
tivation of vegetables or anything else. The heads can
be cut otf when ripe and sold as vegetables ; orelse,
should there be no sale, left on, and carried with the
leaves to the cattle-yard, where everylhiug is consumed.
The plants grow rapidly in marshy saline soils,

and should be dibbled out at distances of four or
five feet. In Ceylon very likely they would require mora
space than here, where the cool or cold nights per-
haps check their luxuriance.
When full-grown, the main stem and superfluoug

root-suckers should be cut dowu and carried to the
cattle or horses, leaving one healthy sucker to keep
up the succession of growth. If the animals are turned
into the field, th"y not only tread down more than they
consume, but destroy all the young suckers.

I am informed that the artichoke cau also be easily
propagated like the potato, by cutting the roots into

pieces and planting them.
Here is a new fodder plant for you, which might

be a great aquiaition for Ceylon, At first oattle ot
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horses may be alow to take to it, but they soon get
to like the leaves, aud my cousin, who is a farmer,
informs me that his animals eat it most greedily,

leaving nothing on the ground—heads and all disappear
aa if by masjic in a few minuteas.

As for human food, I recommend the general cult-

ivation of the most suitable varieties of haricot

beans. The dry beaas, boiled and prepared with a

little suet and Chile pepper, iorm the staple food of

our working classeB, ami a hardier or more enduring
set of men cannot I think be found anywhere. Tlie

first water in which they are boiled must be poured
off : this is the only only hint necessary as to cooking
them. My family constantly use them, and I hold

them to bo far better food than rice.

T. J. W. Millie.

[There is no fodder likely to rival the "Guinea" aud
"Mauritius" grass which grow so well when at-

tended to in Ceylon.
—Ed.]

MR, MOENS' WORK ON CINCHONA.
When we had the pleasure aud advantage of meet-

ing Mr. Moens in .lava, he allowed ns look at the

advance sheets of a book which was in course of

being printed, and which, besides a history of the

Introduction of the fever trees into Asia, was in-

tended specially to embody the result of the experi

ence obtained by himself in the culture of all the

species, and particularly the most valuable of all,

Ledgeriana. We also had a sight of the series of

photographs which were prepared to illustrate the

book, and which, being reproduced by the Woodbury
process, were perfect portraits of the plants and their

parts. We understood that the Dutch Government
of Java were to publish the book, and we have long

looked for the announcement that it was ready, and

for an early copy. We are taken by suprize, there

fore, by the receipt of the following letter :—
We beg to draw your attention to a standard

work on cinchona, by Mr. J. 0. B. Moens, Director

of the Government Cinchona Plantations in Java,
entitled 'Do Kina Cultuur in Azie' )8ol-1882 (The
Cinoliona Cultivation in Asia from 1854 until 1882),
which Ins been published today, by the vSooiety for

the promotion of Medical Science in j!<etheriauds

India. It is a large quarto book, containing 400

pages of letterpress (in the Dutch language) and 3.3

full-paged photographic plates and one map, and is

strongly bound in linen. The 33 chapters in which
the book is divided, contain the following matter :

—
The discovery of thi» medical properties of the
bark and its introduction in Europe. The cinchona
tree in America. Tho transportation to Europe.
Geographical divulgation of the trees. Climate find soil.

Choice of sites and of land for making plantations.
The different kinds of cinchonas found in Asia.

The cultivation in Asia. The soil. The shading.
The clearing and felliug. The terracing. Planting.
Planting distance. Seed and cuttings. Nurseriei.

Pruning Transplanting. Manuring. The growth.
Diseases and enemies. Harvesting. Drying and pack-

ing. The trade in cinchona bark. The market. Pro-
duction. Consumption. Chemicil analyses and con-

sumption of the cinchona bark, etc., etc.

The plates show typical trees of different kinds
of cinchona as grown in Java, types of bark of

diffdront kiml-', leaves, flowers and seed, nur.series,

graftintr, eto. ,etc.

Tiic price of the book is here f3*) {£3) and can
be obtainel irom, yom- correspondents, G. KoLFF &
Co., Booksellers and Publishers.

Wc giv8 gratuitous insertion aud prominence to the

above letter (which is really an advertisement), as a
proof of the value we attach to the benefits which
Mr. Moens has conferred on cinchona planters in

Ceylon as well as in other parts of the world, and
also as a small return for much courtesy received at
the hands of the able Director of " de Kiiifi Cultuur"
in Java. We can only regret that in these hard
times the price, £3, will place the work beyond the
reach of so large a portion of our friends, the planters.When it is considered, however, tliat, besides 400
pages of letterpress and a map, there are no fewer
than thirty-three plates, the price charged is really
moderate. Even those who can make out but
little of the Dutch text will have tlieir money's worth
in the plates. The Woodbury process either originated
in Batavia or was at an early period introduced, and
the name of

"
Woodlniry

"
is prominent amongst the

photographers of the chief city of Java. The pi-o-
cess has been most successfully used to reproduce
photographs for this work.

PLANTING ENTERPRISE IN INDIA.
In 18S1 tho number of tea plantations in India was 3,368

comprising an area under cultivation of nearly a quarter of a
million acres, and yielding about 50,000,000 lb. of tea. In
addition to the lanil under actual cultivation, nearly 600,000
acres have been taken up for tea cultivation. This means
that, given favourable conditions to the planters, the yield of
Indian tea may be quadrupled in less than ten years. The
areas under cultivation, or taken up for planting, in the differ-
ent Provinces, are as foUows ;

—
Actual cultivation.

Assam
Bengal
N. W. Provinces ...

Punjab
Madras (including
Travancore)

Burmah

Taken up.
158,427 acres. 548,222 acres.

42,217
8,445

7,973

36,319
3,197

2,115

4,447 „ 4,898 „
160 „ 30 „

Those are the figures for tea only. The cultivation of coffee
is confined almost exclusively to Southern India. The areas
under cultivation, or taken up for planting, in 18S1 were as
follows :

Actual cultivation. Taken up.
Bengal ... ... 8 acres. ... acres
Madras ... ... 74,236 „ 59,355
Mysore ... ... 84,383 „ 81,936

''

Ooorg ... ... 47,750 „ 29,724 „
Travancore and Cochin 9,920 „ 12,427 ,

Roughly, therefore, there are 400,000 acres under coffee and
taken up for coffee cultivation, the approximate yield of
coffee in 1881 having been about 40,000,000 lb., aud the ap-
Ijroximate value—at a low price

—15 millions .sterling. As
regards the statistics of cinchona cultivation, we find that
Government had 2,328 acres under cultivation in Sikkim
with over 5,000,000 trees and plants; 83 acres at Than-
douugyee, Burmah, with over 60,000 trees and plants; 41
acres in Mysore, with about 35,000 trees aud plants

•

847 acres on the Nilgiris, with about 3,000,000*
trees and plants. The Sikkim plantations yield
about 600,000 ll>. of bark a year, aud the Nilgiri plant-
ations about 25O,O0O lb., the yield of the Madras plant-
ations having douted siuce 1878. The price yielded by
Sikkim bark during five years has rauged from R2-5 to
E2-10 per lb.

;
that for Nilgiri bark from K2-8 to K3-13-D

per lb. The total expenditure aud receipts on the Nilgiri
plantations in four recent years were as follows :

—
Ex-peniiture. Receipts.

1877-73 ... K69,771 K35S,751
1878-79 ... 73,632 400,.333

1879-SO ... 79,724 314,815
1880-81 ... 96,104 4.^2,200

No wonder that, with such profits, private planters have
rushed 'in to compete with Government in cinchona cult-
ivation. The report before us gives but meagre inform-'
ation as to the extent of tho private plantations of cinchona.
A footnote informs us that " no iuformation is available
in regard to private plantations in the Nilgiris and British
Burmah," a rather serious omission, so far as the Nilgir j.
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and the Wynaad are concerned, for it is there where
cineliona cultivation is being pushed forward so vigorously.
It is estimated, however, that private plantations in Bengal
yielded some 250,000 lb. of bark in 1881, the area under
cultivation being 381 acres, containing about 325,000 plants.
In Mysore, the private plantations are returned as only
15 acres, with a yield of 1,364 lb, of bark. In Coorg, cin-

chona cultivation was developed enormously during the last

five yea; !. Tii 1878 there were only 23,900 cinchona plants
laid down, l)ut the return for 1882 is 617,156 plants, and
it is estimated that nearly 800 acres are already under

cultivation, or an area nearly equal to the Government

plantations on the Nilgiris. It is abundantly clear from the

above figures that the cultivation of cinchona is assuming
enormous proportions in Southern India, and there is every
prospect of cinchona bark becoming one of the most valia-

able exports from India.—3Iadras Mail.

EXPOKTS OF DRUGS AND CHEMICALS FROM
THE PORT OF LONDON,

It is curious to note that Holland took nearly
half the cinchona bark exported during February,
or 17,783 lb. out of a total of 38,270 lbs. The ex-

port of aniline, valued at l,7S4i. in February and at

4,243Z. iu January, to India, China, and Japan—at

least half going to the two latter countries—gives
rise to curious reflections. Hamburg shows itself the

second drug market in the world by taking half the

Loudon exports of drags, half the gum, half the essenti-

al oils, and a very considerable proportion of nearly
all the other articles enumerated. Boulogne has taken
the 18 owt. of bismuth exported this year, Bruges
receives more than- a quarter of the rapeseed, and

Belgium and Holland together absorbed two-thirds

of the rape and oil seed we export. One curious item

was the export of 1,950 lbs. of opium to Alexandria

during January. This was anticipated in our trade

report, foritis probably the ''large quantity of Persi-

an opium, which will be sent bnck to whence it came "

(page 42, top of column 2). The opium sent to

Trinidad <ind Guayaquill is perhaps for the use of

Hindoo sooliee. The enormous quantity of 700 lbs.

of chloral hydrate sent to Yokohama in January is a

striking circumstance.

It is, of course, absurd to believe that 5 or 10 tons

represent all the alkali we export in a month, that

no acids are sent abroad, that 4 oz. of quinine sent

to St. Lucia in January and 500 oz. to Calcutta in

February represent, even approximately, our real

business in those articles. The small recorded ex-

ports of heavy chemicals repreeent those cleared from
the port of London ; but the alkali trade is done
further North, and we must probably look to New-
castle and Liverpool for the true figures. Quinine is,

perhaps, included under the heading '•Chemicals,"
which must cover a large number of unspecified com-

pounds used in small quantities. "Drugs" is another

extensive heading which it would be interesting to

dissect.

Doubtless our friends the exporting druggists will

notice what goes abroad and where it goes, and ask
themselves if they are doing their share of the busi-

ness. We ask them to note, first of all, what im-

portant customers our Australian colonies are. For

sponge, Genoa and New York are the largest customers
for February, taking 10,728 lb., but of the remain-

ing 1,869 lb. sent to all other parts of the world,

iustr.-ilia and Newzealand took 1,319 lb., besides

nearly 1,600 lb. in January. Of cnrks 67,252 lb.

were exported in February to all parts of the world,

37,212 lb. going to the Antipodes. A sixth of the

eseential oils, a fourth of the almonds, more than a

third of the chemicals, three-fourths of the ether and
a fifth of the chloroform, nine-tenths of the licorice, a
fourth of the castor oil. a sixth of the perfumed siiirit,

three-fifths of the transparent soap, half the olive oil,

nearly all the train and cod oil went to that part of the
world. '1 he proportion of licorice consumed there is

curious, and seems more like the state of things in
America thau iu the mother country.—Chemist and
Druijrjist.

INDIA: CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.
Foe the Week Ending the 10th ApkiL 1883.

(From the Pioneer, April 17th.)

Geneeal Eemaeks.—Slight rain has fallen in a few dis-

tricts in the Madras Presidency, in the Punjab, in British

Burma, and in parts of Bengal proper. There ha.s also
been some rain in Mysore and Mercara and iu Cachar.
Elsewhere there has been no rain to report during the
week.
The harvest of summer ragi, cholum, and paddy con-

tinues in nearly all the districts of the JIadras Presidency,
and prospects are good, except in Madura, where the

standing crops are reported to have failed in parts. In
the Bombay Presidency the rabi harvest is over ; sugar-
cane is being planted in parts ; scarcity of driidtiug-water
BtiU prevails in some places in Dharwar. Locusts have re-

appeared in the Dekkau districts, and measures for their des-

truction have been commenced in Satara. In the Bengal Pre-

sidency the rabi harvest is for the most part over, with gtn-
erally a fair outtiu'n : rain is much wanted throughout Bengal
proper for general ploughing, and for sowing of autumn
crops and also for standing crops iu Orissa. The rabi

harvest is in active progress throughout the North-Western
Provinces and Oudh, and has been nearly completed iu

some places. Prospects are good ;
but raiu is wanted iu

Kumaun for late rabi and for kharif sowings. Harvest

oiierations have commenced in two districts of the Punjab,
and prospects are generally good. In the Central Provinces
harvest prospects are good, and in one district the rabi

outturn is reported to be above the average. Iu Assam

ploughing and sowing is reported to be in progress. In

Mysore and Ooorg paddy and sugarcane has been more or

less harvested in all districts, and in the Nizam's territories

reaping is still in progress. In the Central India States and
in Kajputana the harvest is in progress and prospects are

good.
Madras.—General prospects good.

The Employment of Cocoa Meal in the rations

of French cavalry horses has produced such satis-

factory results that the practice will be coutinuded

permanently.
—M. Mail.

Sylhet Tea Disteict.—Au ex-Colombo resident, who
has gone to assist on a tea estate iu this division of

Northern India, writing on the 8th April says :
—

" The heat here is intense."

PuNEKiA Berky.—The plant
" Puneria " known to

Botanists as Withania Coagulane, and common iu the

Trans-Indus tracts and along the salt range up to an

elevation of 4. 500 feet, yields a berry which the Afghans
and Beluohis use for curdling milk to make cheese,

and it occurred to Sir James Fergusson, the Governor

of Bombay, that it might form a cheap substitute

for rennet. Accordingly, a consignment of the berries

was sent to the Kilkerran estate, the property of His

Excellency, and distributed to some of his tenants who
instituted a series of experiments which were most

succeasfnl, the small number of failures being attri-

buted to the use of hot instead of cold water in

steeping the berries. The cultivation of the plant is

being tried at the Government Botanical Gardens at

Saliaranpnr, and it is believed that it would grow
almost in any part of the north-west of India.

Withania Coagulans does not grow in Southern India,

but Withania Somnifera does, and as it would be

interesting to compare the results obtained by the

use of the two allied species, the local Government
have directed the attention of Mr. Wilson, Director

of Agriculture, Dr. Bidie, and Professor Laweon to

the sah]9c\i.—Madras Standard,
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ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR FOR THE YEAR 1882.

L—THE GARDENS.

1.— PjilRADEOTYA GARDEN.

A GREAT deal of heavy work has been got through during the year, nearly everything

planned at the close of the previous one having been carried out.

Roads and Paths.— It was mentioned in my last report that extensive repairs had become

necessary to nearly all the main driving thoroughfares in the garden, and accordingly much of

our labour during 1882 has been expended on this work. Those in tlie garden itself are now in

good order, and the remainder in the old arboretum, which need much remaking, will be put into

proper condition in the coming season. The roads by the fernery, round the small circle, near

the stores and the Director's house, have been completely remade, as well as those at the entrance

and from thence to the lake. Culverts have been put in where necessary, and opportunity taken

to make some alterations in their course and to remove old trees and straggling vegetation in too

close proximity. The long drive in the new garden was completed early in the year.
Two new footpaths have been made—one from the fernery to the small circle, the other along

the course of a long disused drive by the old nursery and bordered by a grove of very fine old

specimens of Java almond trees {Canarium commune). These open up parts of the garden not

previously accessible to visitors.

Buddings.
—An estimate for necessary repairs to the Assistant Director's bungalow—now

for a year unoccupied— has at length been sanctioned, but these have not yet been commenced.
The little monument erected in 1855 as a cenotaph in memory of Mr. Gardner—the well-

known botanist and traveller who preceded Dr. Thwaites as Superintendent of the garden
—had

fallen into very bad repair and is now undergoing renovation. This I have been enabled to

undertake with the aid of a small balance of the sum originally subscribed, which had remained
in Dr. Thwaites' hands. It is hoped that sufficient may remain to obtain and affix a small memo-
rial tablet as originally intended by the subscribers.

The glass-roofed plant-shed i)roposed in my last report has been built during the year. It

is 40 feet long by 15 feet wide, and the roof is supported by ten cylindrical red brick pillars ; the
floor is also of brick and is well drained. The appearance is very light and ornamental, and will be

more so when the staging and blinds are put up. This has been a rather expensive building, but
the cost has been entirely met out of tlie ordinary votes for tlie garden. It will be used for the

safe keeping and exhibition of the choicer pot plants, orchids, etc., which are easily lost when
planted out amidst the exuberant vegetation of the garden.

The old carpenter's shed having fallen in during the extremely wet weather of July, a new
and substantial brick-pillared and tiled building has been erected for the use of the carpenter and
his assistant. In this case also there has been no application to Government for funds.

Lawns.—A special %'ote having been included in this year's estimates for the purchase of a

large mowing machine, I took advantage of a visit to England to make the necessary inquiries, and

ultimately selected Messrs. Samuelson's "P. Balance Draught" grass-mower, with certain modi-
fications to fit it for traction by bullocks. This machine has arrived, and I anticijiate a very great
saving of labour by its use.

It is necessary, however, to first bring our extensive tracts of grass into a fit condition, and
the whole will be gone over carefully with this object. The stumps of old trees and bushes have
to be dug out as well as numerous ant-hills, much levelling is necessary, and quantities of stones

and rubbish have to be removed. When this is finished, and the grass regularly cut and attended

to, very fine lawns will be produced.

Propagation and Planting.
—The planting up of the new arboretum formed a principal part

of the work during the wet season. The unusually prolonged rains during the jiast year have been

very favourable for this, and very few plants have been lost. The trees of the natural families—
SapotacecB, Ebenacece, Bignonlacece, Verhenaccce, ^'c.

—have been planted in their position in the

new garden where the Bixaccce, P'dtosporacece, RutacecB, aud Capparldece have been also allocated.
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As I expected, however, this addition to the garden has not been found sufficiently extensive to

accommodate the whole of the classified collection of trees. I have therefore concluded the

arrangement in a convenient part of the old arboretum. There have been commenced the natural
orders—Magnollacem, Anonacea, GiMlfera, Dipterocarpacem, MakacecB, StercaUacem, Tiliacem.

MeUacecB, and Sap'mdacece. To make way for this, a number of cocoanuts planted some 25 years?

ago (and a constant temptation to pilfering) were cut down and dug out.

The woody monocotyledons are all to be accommodated in the new garden, and all that are
available have been put in their places. The Palms are of course the most important. The

planting of the great crescent with these commenced in June, and about 80 species have been

Buccessfully established ; many more are coming on in the nurseries and pots, and will be put out
• next season. The crescent is 285 feet across and 114 feet in depth at its centre, and the attempt
is being made to arrange the palms in such a way that while tlieir affinities to one another are

exhibited, the harmonious and picturesque effect of tiie whole group shall be kept in view. The
fan-leaved kinds occupy the two horns (the smallest species at the points) wiiilstthe central parts
contain the far more numerous groups with feather-leaves. It has been an object to keep
the species of different genera together, and attention has also been paid to the relative heights
of the adult trees, the smaller kinds occapying the front and those of gradually increasing size

being jilaced in series behind one another. Thougii such an attempt can be expected to prove
only moderately successful— being interfered with by such causes as relative rate of growth,
Buitability of soil, site and climate, and want of information as to size and habit— it may be

expected that this palmery will in time present a very magnificent spectacle.
The other allied families— tlie screw pines (P«wf/ri'??ff(!<'«), bamboos and other large grasses,

aloes, Musacece, &c.—have been planted in order by the carriage drive round the pahns. The
collections of CycadecE also finds a place here : these were planted in November.

A good commencement has also l)een made in planting up the Herbaceous Ground. The

space was first partitioned out among the natural orders, and the stocking commenced in May
with collections brought in by the collectors from the jangle. It is being continually added to,
and is already proving of great assistance. I have also begun the planting of the proposed series

of woody creepers and twiners on the steep bank of the high road. Along the top of this the wet
weather enabled the hedge of dwarf bamboo, which had twice been replanted, to become at last, I

hope, well established.

There is thus now provided a general systematic garden fn- botli arboreous and herbaceous

plants, and new species as they arrive find their places in it. This has been effected with no

disturbance, by any formal arrangements, of the picturesque natnral character for which this

garden is so well known.
The fernery, always one of the most attractive spots in the garden, had lost much of its

beauty and utility, and has been almost entirely renovated. The common native ferns and many
spontaneous weeds had gradually prevailed over the others, and the soil had been washed away
and choked the water-courses. These latter and the patlis have been repaired, the old soil of the
beds dug out and replaced and the surface covered with small broken pieces of cabook, and the
whole replanted with a larger variety of species.

A selection of succulents and sun-loving species has been put out on the rock-work near
the lake. The circular flower bed near the store lias been raised and turned into a rockery, a

water-course being conducted round it in a brick channel : otlier unsatisfactory borders around
have been laid down as grass. The place is too much shaded by trees for flower beds. This change,
with the clearing away of much undergrowtli, has greatly improved tiiis jiortion of the garden.

Labelling.
—Of the zinc-painted labels only about 300 have been fixed this year, and of tliese

many were to supply the place of former ones already destroyed by the climate. In the shade
these labels are fairly satisfactory, some now 18 months in position being as good as when put up,
but in positions exposed to the sun some other sort will be necessary. Tiie paint in such situa-

tion quickly cracks and in a few months tlie writing is illegible, or it detaches itself altogether
from the zinc and peels off. Experiments will be made with printed labels, protected from insects

by poison. The whole question of properly labelling the collections is a most difficult one to solve

in this climate and with our resources.

VisUors.—The number of visitors to the garden has .shown a very marked increase, since

the transfer of the Mail Steamer port to Colombo has enaljled travellers to avail themselves of

the Kandy railway. Of these, Australians form a large proportion,
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Meteorological Observations.— I beg leave to repeat tlie request already made, that sets of

simple instruments (adjusted in accordance witli tliose at tlie Survej-or-GeneraPs Office) may be

supplied to tlie three gardens. A weatiier record at Hakgala is especially desirable, as, apart
from its botanical utility, it would be of quite exceptional meteorological value. I trust that this

want may be supplied as soon as possible.

2.— Hakgala Garden.

It is with much satisfaction that I am able to record the revival of this gai'den from past
stagnation, and the promising commencement of the course planned out in my last report. In
the superintendent, Mr. Nock, I have an officer capable of entering into my plans with intelligence
and zeal, and on whose practical experience I can rely to carry them out with success.*

The repairs to tlie water-course liave occupied at intervals a good part of the year and have
l)een satisfactorily carried out by the Public Works Department. Want of water was fortunately,

owing to tlie wet weather, not much felt. It now runs freely, and it is hoped that the course will

give no further trouble. The storeroom and outhouses have also been reshingled and whitewashed

by the Public Works Department.
The improvement most needed at Hakgala is an extension of the present carriage drive.

The attention of Government has been called to this during the past year, and though it has not
beeu found possible to afford me any extra grant for labour at present, I purpose to make a com-
mencement on this most desirable piece of work at once. At present the drive suddenly terminates

exactly in front of the superiutendenfs bungalow, and, as it is at this spot only that carriages can
turn all must proceed hither, and hence return by the way they have come. I intend to construct

a continuation, leaving the present road before that reaches the bungalow, passing through the
lower part of the garden and shrubberies, and curving round back to the entrance-gate. The
whole of this continuous drive is planned out : it will take in some parts of the garden now scarcely

seen, and include the fine view across the Uva country. The length of this addition to the drive

is 495 yards, but I purpose at jiresent to complete a portion only, 13.5 yards in length, to a level

spot where a carriage-house and slieds can be built for the convenience of visitors. Hence a foot-

path will be made in the line of the proposed extension.

My strongly-urged request to Government for a propagating house having been very liber-

ally granted, I prepared, in conjunction with Mr. Nock, a plan of what was required, and during
my visit to England, made arrangements for its construction by Messrs. Boyd, of Paisley. It is

expected to arrive out early in the present year, and its erection will be at once proceeded with.
This will very greatly add to the efficiency of the garden.

The superintendent has, at my request, submitted to me a detailed report on the work of the

year in the garden, from which large extracts are given below. A catalogue of the ]ilants growing
in the garden has also been compiled ; the exotic (not Cevlonese) species and varieties amount to

over 600.
''

BinlrJings
—In the superintendent's bungalow the plaster in several places has become

cracked, and has fallen off in others
; and the whole building requires white washing and re-

painting : otherwise it is in good order, the locks and liolts to the doors and windows having been

repaired during the year.
"
Quarters consisting of four rooms linve been erected for the foreman out of the ordinary

vote for upkeep, the greater part of the work being done by the workmen employed in the garden.
"Tlie small dilapidated propagating house has given way several times during the bad

weather, and on one occasion a considerable number of grafted Ledgeriana plants were destroyed.
The plants in it have to be continually moved about to try and avoid the drip and draughts, and
I regret to say that many valuable seedlings have been lost during the year for want of proper
propagating accommodation.

"The cooly lines, the carpenter's shed, and the potting shed are still in a very leaky state,
and will require to be thoroughly repaired during this year. In the potting shed a substantial
bench has been fitted up, and the work can now be carried on in a satisfactory manner.

"One of the cart sheds near the bungalow, that was used by persons visiting the garden
as a shelter for horses and carriages, was blown down during the S.W. monsoon, and the one
used for the garden carts, &c., was considerably damaged. The site of these sheds being very

*
During my absence from Ceylon, Mr. Nock noted for ir.c officially, and thrice visited Pcradeniya.
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inconvenient, it is not thought advisable to build another in the same spot as the one blowu
down, or to spend much labour in repairiug the other, as a much more convenient site cau be found
for them as soon as the proposed new drive is made.

'^Carriage Drive and Paths.—The carriage drive at the entrance gate has been remade for

a distance of 90 feet, and turf laid down on each side. Inside the gate for a distance of 66 feet

an edging of turf has been made on each side, and a flower border on the lower side. The drain
on the upper side for a distance of 300 feet has been repaired, stone edgings laid down on each
side of the drive for the same distance, and a margin of Sedum, 12 inches wide, planted. This
was planted here in consequence of the trees above giving too much shade for turf. The rest of

the drive is still in bad condition, and it is intended to remake this as soon as possible and place
an edging of Sedum or turf on each side. A quantity of materials has already been got together
for this purpose.

"All the old paths were in very bad condition, and these for a total length of 1,049 yards
have been broken up, large stones and roots removed, the surface levelled down, and a layer of

rough sand stamped in on those most used, and a drain made on one or both sides, as was required,
for the same length. Two hundred and eighty yards of new paths have been made in various

parts of the garden. A great deal has still to be done to the paths in the way of edging, forming
drains, and in making the surface firm and even. Until they become uniformly hard they will

require constant attention in filling up holes, &c., as the drip from the trees with a few hours'

rain works out the surface gravel in the loose places and carries it away.
"

Fer/ie>\>/.
—The old fernery, which had become very much overgrown with jungle, has been

opened out, and the soil in the beds, which was nothing more than a mass of matted roots from
the surrounding trees, was taken out to a depth of 12 to 14 inches and replaced with leaf mould
and surface soil from the jungle. The whole has been replanted with native ferns from the

surrounding districts, mixed with Begonias and a few other suitable plants. The approach to the

fernery, which was in the worst possible condition, has been newly laid out. A winding path
4 feet wide and 108 feet long has been made, with a shallow paved drain 1 foot wide on each side ;

and a low rock bank formed on each side, on which have been planted small ferns and Begonias.
The small paths winding through the fernery have all been made even and rough sand placed on
the surface. The appearance of the fernery has thus greatly improved, and is now much aj^pre-
ciated by visitors. This situation is so favourable for the growth of ferns, that I feel sure there

could be found at least 500 or 600 species that would thrive here. I have now, as a commencement,
a considerable number raised from spores of foreign species, but they are still small plants, and it

will be some months before they will be fit to plant out. It is intended to grow with the ferns as

many of the native and foreign orchids as cau be secured suitable to the climate, and several of

the native species have been brought in for this purpose.
"0>'?ia mental Pond.—The trees and shrubs bordering this pond have been thinned and pruned,

and several suitable trees and plants planted where required. The old arbour here, placed in

a very inconvenient spot, has been taken down, the hollow filled up for a distance of 36 feet from
the pond, and a new arbour erected. This commands a very fine view of the Hakgala rock, which,

though not more than a mile oft', is about 1,400 feet higher. A small winding path has been made
from the arbour through the shrubbery into the main drive, with flower borders on each side

edged with turf. The old path on the lower side was remade and turf edgings laid down. Flower
borders were also made round the arbour, and one on the lower side of the old path. An ugly bend
in one part of the pond was taken off" and the soil used for filling up the hollow abovementioned.
In the border on the lower side of the pond examples of each of the varieties of roses growing in

the garden have been planted,
" Herbaceous Garden.—A commencement has been made to get the herbaceous plants

together, and nine beds have been made in a part of No. 3 nursery where 233 species have been
set out and labelled, arranged according to their relations. Most of them have been raised from
seed received (from various sources) during the year, and the majority of the plants are as yet
small ; but as there are many species of economic value, the garden will no doubt prove interesting
and useful to visitors. Besides, much time will be saved in collecting seed as they are growing
side by side and all named.

"Borders and Skrubber//.
—The soil in the old borders has been renewed, new borders have

been made and planted
—

generally with mixed plants. This plan of planting has not answered so

well as was desired, as the plants soon run into one another and assume a wild, uncultivated look.
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There is also the difficulty, when taking cuttings, unless they are iu flower, of knowing one from
another. In future I propose to plant in clumps or chain fashion, and keep each kind as distinct

as possible.
"The work of thinning and pruning has been carried on as time allowed, and several hun-

dreds of loads of thinnings and prunings have been taken out. There is still a very great deal to be
done in this way, and until a large number of the remaining unshapely trees have been taken out
so as to admit light and air, it will be impossible to make this part look as bright and cheerful as
is desired. Holes have been made under and about the trees wherever there was a chance of a

plant growing, and several thousand herbaceous plants have been set out in them. Each plant
received manure and sand, where required ; but although a large jiroportion have done well, a con-

siderable number have been almost killed by the luingry roots of the trees running in and taking
up all the nourishment that was intended for the plants. In many cases examined I found that
the roots from the trees had taken full possession of the soil in six weeks. The trees that have
been pruned and the light let in round about them have very much improved, and a good many
promising specimens are now to be seen where a perfect jungle existed twelve months ago. Nine
thousand seven hundred and sixty-five garden plants have been planted out in the borders and

shrubbery during the year.
" Floner Garden.—The large ungainly trees along the edge of the flower garden have been

entirely rooted out and a low wall built in their place. In the joints of this wall were planted the
naturalized Calceolaria and Bron-alt'ia, with a few other things. The old flower garden, which was
laid out in shingle-edged beds, was all dug up, levelled and turfed over, and in this has been cut
a design of 26 beds with a narrow border running all round. The usual showy garden plants have
been planted, and on the whole have done well, though, owing to the continuous wet weather, there
has not been any great show of bloom.

'^

Exicalypfus Plantation.— Forty-three different species of Eucalyptus have been planted
out in the semi-abandoned cinchona clearing. They are planted in clumps of five, each clump being
25 feet apart. The soil is very poor here, but the plants have made a good start, and it is hoped
will soon make fine specimens.

" Cinchona clearings,
—The remaining trees of C. Callsaya. Leclgerlana and officinalis in these

clearings have continued to die out, and all those that showed signs of going off, as well as the
old C. succlruhra trees planted in tlie jungle wliich were iu the same condition, were uprooted and
barked : they yielded 1,472 lbs. of dry bark. {For particulars see p. 10 D.)

"In accordance with instructions, a small plantation has been prepared with the object of

exhibiting type-specimens of cinchonas, and iu it have been planted examples of fifteen kinds.

The site for each plant was specially prepared, large holes being made and nine inches to a foot of

drainage placed in the bottom of each. The holes were filled in with surface soil from the jungle,
enriched with well-decomposed cattle manure. The ])lants arc all alive, but I regret to say have
made hardly any growth, and I am afraid that with the best of treatment we shall never be able
to make a satisfactory cinchona plantation here even on such a small scale.

"Visitors.—The number of visitors during the year was 370.
"
Weather.—I regret exceedingly, not being able to give full particulars of the weather, not

having yet been supplied with instruments for this purpose ; but the following remarks may pro-
bably be interesting. Rain fell on 23.5 days, counting from 14th of January, the date of my
taking over the charge of the garden, as follows :

—
January (14—31) raiu ou 10 days
February ... do.

March ... do.

April ... do.

May ... do.

June ... do.

July ... do.

August ... do.

Rain fell on every day from the 2.5th June to 23rd September, with one exception—the
13th September.

High winds prevailed from the 18th May to the middle of September, at times almost

blowing a hurricane.

116

10 days
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The weather on the whole was very unfavourable for garden work, the greater part being
too wet for planting; and the damp sunless weather proved fatal to hundreds of succulent plants.
It appears that the year 1882 has been exceptional, both as regards rain and wind, but no record

has hitherto been kept here so far as I am aware. Such a record would be very interesting, as

the weather appears to be quite different a few miles away on either side. We often have heayj
rain here when a mile away there has not been a drop."

3.—Henaratgopa Garden.
This continues to fulfil admirably the purposes for which it was instituted. Indeed, as the

useful plants of tropical low-lying regions are being successively introduced, it is becoming more
and more valuable. Such purely equatorial species, as the gutta-perchas and the majority of the

india-rubbers, the Brazil nut, the cow tree, and many others, which make very slow progress
at Peradeuiya (some have even died off here), are very much more at home in the lower garden,
where they grow with vigour and rapidity. The higher night temperature seems to be the princi-

pal cause of this great difference.

During the year the roads in the garden have been remade and new nurseries laid out. A
number of crowded trees have been rooted out and new nurseries for Burmah and African rubbers

made. Another rose bed has been formed.

The garden having become a rather favourite spot for excursions from Colombo, a small but

substantial covered erection has been put up near the conductor's house for the accommodation of

visitors. I am glad to see from the visitors' book that so many persons have been to this

interesting and instructive garden (including the botanical class of the academy) during the year!
The behaviour of the conductor remains uniformly excellent, and his management of the

garden such as to merit my continued warm approbation.
The results of an experimental tapping of the Hecea and Castilloa rubbers will be found

at page 12.

With the view of improving the approach to the gardens from the railway station, I have

suggested to the Government Agent the desirability of planting an avenue of shade trees along
the straight hot glaring road. As my proposal has been met very cordially, this work will be carried

out under the conductor's supervision during the next rainy weather.

Anurddhapura.
—The small experimental garden at Toluwila, close to the ancient capital

of Ceylon (referred to in last year's report) has been transferred to my Department, and the charges
for its upkeep appear on the votes for 1883. I have had much trouble in persuading any suitable

man from the Feradeniya staff to remain in this garden owing to the prevalence of fever, but have
at length obtained a capable and intelligent native who has l^ad many years training and experience
in Pdradeniya, who took charge in October. Unfortunately, the results of his work were in

December entirely destroyed by a flood. The unusually heavy rains of that month submerged
the garden to a depth of several feet, and all the young plants and seedlings recently put out

perished. This misfortune has shown that it will not be wise to retain the garden in its present
situation. This is just beneath the great bund of the Tissawewa tank, and in heavy rains the

water unable to get away regurgitates from the bund and floods the land. It is my intention to

select a new site in a better position nearer the town, and the Government Agent, who agrees
with me as to the necessity of the step, has already suggested a suitable locality.

II.—Interchange of Plants and Seeds.

The exchange between the gardens and similar public establishments in other countries has
been vigorously maintained, and as is seen by the appended lists, many valuable plants have been
added to the collections. At the same time, experience shows that it is not possible to obtain in this

way quite all the sorts of plants that the public hoi)e to see in the gardens. I should therefore be

glad if liberty were accorded me to purchase (out of the vote for contingencies) certain seeds and

plants which cannot otherwise be obtained. This power would be rarely exercised, but florists'

flowers, the better sorts of fruit trees, grass seeds, &c., can be acquired only (apart from gifts)

through the trade.

During the year, wardian cases have been received from the Botanic Gardens at Kew (4),

Calcutta, Buiteuzorg, Hongkong and Brisbane; from the Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras;
from the Deputy Commissioner for the Audamans ; and from Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea.

On our part, cases have been sent out to the Gardens at Kew (2), Calcutta (2), Ootacamund,
Singapore, Buitenzorg and Hongkong ; to the Agri-Horticultural Society of Madras ; to Eajah

Brooke, of Sarawak ; and to Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and Mr. Roberts, of Melbourne.
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Packets of seeds have to be acknowledged from the Botanic establishments at Kew, Dublin,
St. Petersburg, Calcutta, Saharunpore, Ootacamund, Singapore, Hongkong, Buitenzorg, Jamaica,
and Demerara.

Seeds, &c., have been forwarded to the Government gardens at Kew, Dublin, Calcutta,

Saharunpore, Ootacamund, Singapore, Buitenzorg, Hongkong, Brisbane, Jamaica, and Demerara ;

to the Koyal Botanic Society of London, the Horticultural School of Belgium, and the Agri-Hor-
ticultural Society of Madras ; to the Colonial Secretary of Western Australia ; to the Secretary
to the Bombay Government, and to the Conservators of Forests, Madras and Assam ; also to Messrs.
Bull and Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and to Mr. Roberts, of Melbourne.

Plants and seeds have been delivered gratis to the Government Agents at Kandy, Eatna-

pura, Kurunegala, Anuradhapura, Vavuiiiyan-Vihinkulam, Jaffna and Mullaittfvu ; to the Pohce

Barracks, Kandy, and to the Municipality of Colombo.
For gifts of seeds or plants to the gardens during the year, I have to thank the following :

—
Sir H, Lefroy, K.C.M.G., &c. ; H. Low, C.M.G. (Perak); Hon. M. Lister (Sunjei Ujong) ; T.

Christy (London) ;
L. B. von Donop (N. Borneo) ; Mr. H. Starling (Bombay); Sir F. von Mueller,

K.C.M.G. (Melbourne); Mr. Cresswell (Sydney) ; and M. J. de Cock (Ghent) ; and in the Colony,
His Excellency the Governor, Mrs. Baker, Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. Harvey, Messrs. Auwardt, Capt.
Bayley, A. B. Braine, L. Brown, W. J. Cotton, E. E. Falls, W. Ferguson, F.L.S., A. H.

Macartney, T. H. Moorhouse, H. Nevill, C.C.8., J. C. Roberts, W. G. Sandison, H. S. Saunders,
F. S. Stephens, C. E. Welldon, J. Westland, W. H. Wright, and the Ceylon Company, Limited.

III.—Additions to the Collections.

The following are the more interesting exotic plants added during the year. I was able

during my leave in England to visit the Royal Gardens at Kew, and with the kind assistance of Sir

Joseph Hooker, to make a selection from their duplicates of both tropical and temperate species
suitable for the gardens here. Many desiderata have been thus supplied,

1. P^RADENIYA AND HeNARATGODA GaEDENS.

DICOTYLEDONS.
fVorinia Burbidgei, Hk. f. N. Borneo. Figureii in Bot. Mag. 653L (Kew.)
Canella alba, Murr. The "wild cinnamon" of the West Indies : the bark long used in medicine. (Kew.)
Pittosporum nielanospcrmnm, F. M. Queensland, (von Mueller.)
Garcinia {Xa)ithochi/nms) dulcis, (Roxb.) Moluccas. (Singapore.)
ilalvaviscus mnltiftorus, Spacli [Pavo/iia, .Juss.) Brazil. (Kew.)
Sterculia acerifolia, A. Cunn. The "Flame-tree" of N. S. Wales ; very ornamental. (Roberts,

Melbourne.)
diversifoiia, G. Don (Brachychiton popidneum). One of th« "Bottle Trees." N. S.

Wales. (Id.)

ramiflora, Beuth. N. Australia. (Id.)

trifi'da, (Id.)

sp. (Saharunpore.)
sp.

"
Macoque." (Kew.)

Metochia velutina, Beiid. (Vise7na, Yoight.) India. (Madr.is.)

Elceocarptis ( Motiocera) lanceolata, Hassk. Java. (Buitenzorg.)
Giiaiacum officinale, L. The wood "Lignum Vitm"is remarkably hard and tough, and yields a

peculiar stimulant resin used in medicine. W. Indies. (Jamaica.)
Miirraya, sp. (Roberts, Melbourne.)
Ailanlus mohiccana, DC. Moluccas. (Buitenzorg.)
Flindcrsin australis, E. Br. Queensland. (Brisbane.)
Carupa ffuianensis, Aubl. Trop. America and W. Trop. Africa. (Brit. Guiana, 1881.)
Ilex paraguaijcnsis, St. Hil. The "Yerba" of Paraguay. Leaves afford " Mate" or Paraguay Tea,

the favourite drink of the Spanish Americans. (Madras and Kew.)
Enonymus sp. nov. Affords Ihe " Paich'ha" (

= White Tea) wood in which the well-known Ningpo
carvings are wrought. (See Kew Report, 1878, p. 4L) (Hongkoug.)

Catha editlis, Forsk. "Arabian Tea." Native of Abyssinia, much cultivated, like coffee, in Arabia:
the leaves and twigs, called "

Kat," are made into a stimulant drink and also chewed. (Kew.)
Cissus porphyrophyllus, Hort. Very ornamental foliage. (Kew.)
Paullinia caracasana, Jacq. Trop. S. America. (Kew.)
Crotalaria, sp, nor. Australia, (von Mueller.)
Sophora, sp. Trinidad. (Buitenzorg.)
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Glycine C Soja) hispida, Moeucli. " Soy Beau," Japan and China : a good food, and foundatioD of a

well-knowu Japanese sauce. (T. Christy.)

Milletlia megasperma, F. M. Queensland. Figured in Bot. iVlag, 6541. (Roberts, Melbourne.)

Pterocarpus echinatus, Pers. Philippines. (Buitenzorg.)

Hymenaa Courharil, L. W. Indies, (lb!)

Lysidice rhodostegia, Hance. S. China. (Hongkong.)

Afzelia (Intsia) amboinensis, Thouars. Java, &c. {lb.)

Blakea frincri'ia, L. Jamaica. (Kew.)

Begonia ulmifolia, Willd. Trop. S. America. {lb.)

Gardenia megasperma, F. M. N. Australia, (von Mueller.)
citriodora , Hortor. (Veitch.)

Ixora Colei, Hortor. (Id.)

Notonia corymbosa.'DC S.India. (Madras.)

Ardisia, sp. Penaug. (Calcutta.)

Bassia latifoUa, Eoxb. The " Mahwa " of Central India. The sweet fleshy corollas afford a

nourishing food and a spirit. (Madras.)

Bichopsis, sp. Perak. Affords " Gatah Tabau Putih," a good sort of Gutta Percha. (H. Low.)
Noronhia emarginata, Thouars. Madagascar. (Madras.)

Landolphia ( Vahea) madagascariensis, (DC.) Madagascar. Affords an India Rubber. (Kew.)

Strophanthus longecaudatus., Wight. Malaya. {lb.)

Ochrosia {Lactaria) acumifiata. (Buitenzorg.)
Tabernamonl'ina puhescens, K.Br. Queensland. (Roberts, Melbourne. )

Buddlcia madagascariensis, Vahl. Madagascar. (Kew.)

Drymonia punctata. Trop. America. {lb.)

Dolichandronc falcata, Seem. S. India. (Buitenzorg.)

Cauda-felince, Benth. China. (Hongkong.)
Acanthus montanus, Hort. Madr. (Madras.)
Erantliemum, sp. (Kew.)
Ruellia flagelliformis, Roxb. Moluccas. (Calcutta.)

Beloperone elongata. Trop. America. (Kew.)
Clerodetidron fragrans, W\M. (fl. pleno.) Japan. (Veitch.)
Salvia afi-opurpitrca. (Calcutta.)

glutinosa, L. S. Europe. (Saharunpore.)

Melanocarpum Sprucci.Hk.f. (Pleuropetalum costariceuse, H.Wendl.) Ecuador, Mexico. (Kew.)
Rivina flava, Hoviox. Trop. America. (lb.)
Coccoloba dubia. Trop. America, (lb.)

Nepenthes supcrba 1

intermedia > Hybrid Pitcher-plants. (lb.)

Dominiana )

Peperomia rcsedaflora, Andre. New Grenada. Figured in Bot. Mag. 6619. (Kew.)

maculosa, A. Dietr. Peru. (S. Petersburg.)

Cinnamomum Cassia, Bl. The source of the " Cassia lignea" of commerce. S. China. (Hongkong.)

Phyllanthus atropm-pureus, Hortor. (Kew.)

Acalypha illustrata, Hortor. (Cahutta.)
Broussonctia papyri/era, Vent. The "

Paper Mulberry." China, Japan, and Burmah. The very

strong paper of Japan is made from the inner bark. (Calcutta.)

Gnetum Gnemon, L. Mahiy Archipelago. Leaves, flowers and iruit eaten by the natives. (K*\i.)

Cycas tnedia, R. Br. Queensland. (Hongkong and Melbourne.)
Macrozamia sp. (" Cycas.") (Roberts, Melbourne.)

MONOCOTYLEDONS.

Cienkowskia Kirhii. (Kew.)
Musa coccinea, Andr. China, Java, &c. (lb.)

superba, Roxb. India. (Singapore.)
——. Cavendishii, Paxt. China. (Veitch.)

Phajus grandijolius, Lour. China. (Kew.)

Epidendriim bicormilum, Hook. Trinidad. (Kew.)
virens, Lindl. Trop. America. {lb)

• Litideni, 1
— purum, > (Kew.)
.^—^— aromaticum, )

Schizocapsa plantaginca, Hance. S. China, A new genus of Taccacecc. (Ilougkong.)
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Morcea Uobhisoniana, F. M. "Weilding Flower." Lord Howe's Island. (Cresswell, Sydney.)
Hftma/iZ/iiis albi/los, J&cq. Cape. (Kow.)
Vallofa purpurea, h\eTb. Cape. (II).)

Hi/mc9iocaUis cnriMaa, Herb. VV. Indies. (Veitcli.)

Crinum Caro/ani/m, Herb. Mauritius. (Kew.)
Moorci,Hk.f. Natal. (I/)-)

Eucharis Candida, Planch. New Grenada. {lb.) I

Palms.

Ke7i/ia lVendla9idia7ia,F.M. (ffi/driastele, Wend\.) Queensland. (Brisbani*.)
<

Macarthuri. (Singapore.)
'

Euterpe, sp. Dominica. (Kew.) ,

motifana, Grab. Venezuela and New Grenada. (lb.)

Pti/chosperma shigaporensis, Beec. Singapore. (Calcutta.) .

Oreodoxa sp. Brit. Guiana. (Kew.)
Manicaria snccifcra, Gaertu. " Bussu" Palm. Brazil. (Kew.)

Ceroxi/lon andicola, H. k. Boupl. {Iriarlea, Spreng.) Wax Palm. Andef. (lb.) .

IVallichia cari/o/oides, Roxb. Malaya. (Calcutta.)

Phtenix acaulis, Koxb. India and Burniah. (Jamaica.) :

tenuis, Hortor. (Roberts, Melbourne.) 1

Cari/ota soholifera. Wall. India and Malaya. (Singapore.) j

Coper/iicia cerifera, Mart. " Carnauba" Palm. S.Brazil. (W.Ferguson.) _!

Tlirinax e.ccelsa, Lodd. Jamaica. (Jamaica.) !

Sabal, sp. (Roberts, Melbourne.) J

Bactris, sp. (Kew.)
Diplothemium maritimum, Mart. Brazil. (Roberts, Melbourne )

-

Epipremnum mirabile, Scbott. Malay Islands, Fiji, and Trop. Australia. The "
Tonga"; said to 1

be a valuable remedy for neuralgia. (Kew.) I

Godwinin gi (/as, Seem. (Dracontinm, Eiig\.) Nicaragua. Oneofthelargest known amid?. (Madras.) ;

Velt/ieimia viridifiora, Jacq. Cape. (Kew.) \

Drimiopsis Kirkii, Baker. Zanzibar. Figured in Bot. Mag. 6276. (Kew.) \

Schanocaulon officinale, A. Gray. Central America. Affords "
Cevadill.i" seed.-. (Kew.)

Yucca nloefolia, li. \V. Indies and Mexico. (St. Petersburg and Jamaica.)

baccata, Torr. California and Mexico. (Kew.) \

Cordylinc stricta, Endl. Queensland. (Roberts, Melbourne.)
j

Dasj/lirion serratifolium, Karw. and Zucc. Mexico. (Roberts, Melbourne.)

Asparagus j)lumosus, Baker. Cape and Natal. (Kew.)
Dichorisandra undata. Linden. Brazil, (Kew.) \

Mapania sp. {Hypolistrum trinervium, Hort. Calcutta.) ^

Andropogon Sc/icenanfhus, li.
"
Ginger grass," N. and Central India. Affords Riisa ("Rose") [

oil,
" Oil of Geranium," and "Oil of Namur" of commerce.

j

2.—Hakgala Garden.
j

DICOTYLEDONS.
j

Drimys lJ'interi,TPoTSi, Original "Winter's Bark" of medicine. Temp. S.America.
Anona Cherimolia, Mill. The "

Cherimoyer," an excellent fruit. Bolivia)!!: Peru.

Berberis vulgaris, L. Common Barberry. Europe. !

Chilidonium majns, L. Celandine. Europe, W. Asia.

Bocconia frutescens, L. The "John Crow Bush'' of Jamaica, so called because not even the "John I

Ciow'— the carriou bird—will eat it. W. Indies.

Isatis tinctoria, L. Woad. Gives a blue dye. Europe & N. Asia.

Linuni nsitalissimum, L. Flax. Affords Linseed. Europe & Asia ; not known wild. I

Cytisus Laburnum, L. Several varieties. Laburnum. Europe.
'

proliferus, L, f.
"
Tagasaste." Recommended as a fodder plant. Canary Islands.

j

Spartium juiiceum, L. Spanish Broom. Europe.
Galega officinalis, L. Goat's Rue, Europe. 1

Colutea arboresccns, Jj. Bladder .Senna. Europe. [Minor, &c.
Ceratnnia Siliqua, L. Carob Bean,

" St. John's Bread." Pods a good food for stock. S. Europe, Asia
Ribes. nigrum, L. Black Currant. Europe & W. Himalayas.
teplialotus follicularis. Lab. Australia Pitcher-plant. W. Australia.

Pimpinella Anisum, L. Anise. Egypt, Crete, &c.

Sambucus nigra, L. Common Elder. Europe.
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Cirichona pitnyensis, Wetld. Pitayo Bark. The priucipal source of quinidine. New Greuada.

cordifolia, Mutis, var. Cross. Hard Carthagena bark. New Grenada to Bolivia.

Calisaija, Wedd
, var. "Verde." (Christy.)

Calisaya, Wedd., var. " Murada." (Roberts.)— Calisaya, Wedd., var. (Jamaica No. 1.)

robusla, hybr., Triaien. (Jamaica No. 4.)

Betnijia, sp. One of the trees affording ciiprea bark. U. S. Columbia.

Eupaformm cannabimim, L. Hemp Agrimon. Europe, N. Asia.

Antcn7iaria margaritacea, Br. Pearly Everlasting. N. Americn.
Inula Heleniian, L. Elecampane. Europe and N.-W. India.

Anthemis nobilis, L. True Camomile. Europe.

Anacyclus Pyretlirum. DC. Pellitoi'y of Spain. Used to relieve toothache Algeria.
Pyrethrum Parthenium, L. Feverfew. Midd. & S. Europe.
Tanacetum vulgare, L. Tansy. Europe, N. Asia.

Artemisia Dracuncultts, L. Tarragon. E. Europe.
• Cnicus benedictus , L. S. Europe.
Cichorium hitybus, L. Cliicory. Used to mix with coffee. Europe to N,-W. India.

Lactuca virosa. L. Wild Lettuce. One source of Lactucarium, a mild narcotic. Europ*
Taraxacum officinale, Wigg. Dandelion. A valuable medicine. N. Temp regioni.

Syringa vulgaris, L. Persian Lilac. E. Europe, Persia.

Borago officinalis, L. Borage. Midd. & S. Europe.

Atropa Belladonna, L. Deadly Nightshade. Europe.
Ilyoscyamus niger, L. Henbane. Europe.

albxts, L. S. Europe.
Mimidus moschatus, Dougl. Musk Plant. Western N. Amsriea.
Lavandula vera, DC. Lavender. S. Europe.
Salvia argenfea, L. Mediterranean Coasts.

Hyssopus officinalis, L. Hyssop. S. Europe.
Melissa officinalis, L. Balm. Midd. & S. Europe. [Madeira.
Cedro7iclla trijida, Moeuch. Dj-acocephalum canaricnsc, h. "Balm of Gilead." Canary Islands and
Marruhiiim vulgare, L. Horehound.. Europe & W. Asia.

Bheum officinale, Baill. N.-E. Thibet. Affords a part, at least, of the best officinal Rhubarb.
Bumex alpinus, L. Monk's Rhubarb. N. Europe.

Chenopodium Quinoa, Willd. The small seeds used for food in Chili and Peru ; not known wild.

Araucaria Cunning/ia>nii, Ait. var., glauca.
Taxodiiim ( Glyptostrobus) heterophyllum, Brougn. S. China.

jMONOCOTYLEDONS.
Doryanthes Palmeri, Hill. Palm Lily. Queensland. A magnificent plant of the Agar* tribe.

SchcenocauloH officinale, Gray.
" Sabadilla." Central America.

Ceroxylon a?idicola, H. & B. Andean Wax Palm. Cordilleras.

FERXS.
Cyathea dealbata, Sw. A handsome tree fern. New Zealand.
Todea africana, Willd. S. Africa, Australia, New Zealand.

IV.—Economic Plants.

Coffee.
—Leaf disease has in no degree diminished, and the continued failure of crop during

the past year has added to the difficulties of all concerned iu the planting' enterprise of the

Colony. No comhiued effort whatever to prevent the disease on the Hues indicated by its known
nature has been even attempted, whilst the waste of money aud time iu local applications of
" cures" has continued. As, at the same time, high cultivation and liberal manuring have become,
generally, impossible from pecuniary necessities, the existing state of things, however much to be

lamented, cannot be considered surprising,
A remarkably wet season, too, has aggravated the condition of the badly-nourished trees,

and the low prices ruling for coffee have intensified the loss by short crops. Thus the cultivation

of coffee has been in many places found not to cover expenses, and the necessity of growing other

products has been more than ever forced upon proprietors.
The Planters' Association having called the attention of Government to the serious ravages

of "grub" in several of the coffee districts, and requested that a naturalist might be appointed to

aid the planters iu devising remedial measures, 1 have suggested that if the Association would
draw up a succinct and plain statement of the points in connection with the subject which still

required elucidation, I would endeavour to obtain the opinions of a skilled entomologist of repu-
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tation upon them. It may be hoped that, as nothing more is required in such an investigation
besides careful and sustained observation, full and accurate information on the life and habits of
these coleopterous larvie (chiefly cockchafers) will be forthcoming from the Association. I fear,

however, that with reference to any remedies that might be suggested, the sam£ want of co-oper-
ation will be met with as in other similar cases. It is a fact that there are some gentlemen here

who, in opposition to the agriculturists of every other country, maintain that these larvaj do no
harm whatever, as they feed only on rootlets already diseased or decayed. It is obvious that

persons guided by such notions could seriously hinder ai^ plan that might be recommended.
Liberian Coffee has had to bear severe attacks of leaf-disease,* and rises and falls in

planters' estimation, yet in suitable soils and localities it does well, aud the old trees in P6rd-

deniya (now eiglit and nine years old) though badly diseased show no marked diminution in their

crop-bearing capacities ; they are, however, regularly manured. I regret to find that it is not

possible to ascertain the exports of this coffee from Ceylon, as it is unfortuuately not distinguished
from other "plantation" in the returns.

The gratis distribution of seedlings to native cultivators through the Government Agents
has continued, and I have drawn up a short paper of s^imple instructions for planting and culti-
vation. This has been printed in the vernacular and distributed with the plants. We have at

Henaratgoda far more seeds and seedlings than are applied for, and I should be glad if a more
general distribution could be carried out.

Cinchona.—The enormous advance in the cultivation of cinchona fully justifies one in

considering it, at present, as the foremost product of Ceylon. In some of the older districts C. succi-

rubra is, on numerous estates, now completely supplanting the coffee which is allowed gradually
to go out of cultivation as the former grows up amongst it. During the year ending September
last, as much as 3,099,89.5 lbs. were exported, being an increase of 1,892,175 lbs. over that for
the previous year, or considerably more than double. It has, however, to be allowed that a large
quantity of inferior bark has gone into the market. The position at the end of the year may be
well seen from the following, extracted from Messrs. Rucker and Bencraft's Weekly Circular dated
21st December, 1882 :—

" The shipmeuts from Ceylon are very heavy, and altogether beyoiul what was at present expected,
but they are also soinewhat deceptive. A very cousiderable proportion of these barks are twigs, scrapings,
weak branch, &c., barks, which in bales appear important and affect statistics, but from a snlphare of

quinine point of view, of little value. Also much young bark is being sent forward, and for these reasons
we think that those who study the position of this market must be careful not to turn round now and over-
estimate the production in Ceylon.

"
Ceylon barks were, as usual, catalogued to be sold at market prices, and a fall of 15 to 20 per

cent, was at once established. Some barks sold well, and apparently at full prices, but these were invari-

ably barks containing a heavy percentage of cinchonidine, orders for which alkaloid had been received."
The remarks made in my report for 1880 become thus every day more and more warranted—

that, so long as quinine retains its supremacy, only the rich barks can secure good prices, whilst
the inferior ones must hang on hand and only be sold at reduced rates. There is little or no fear
of an excess in production of bark of the best qualities here, but it is otherwise with the poorer
sorts, and it is with these that from the planting point ofmew production may be overdone. On this

account, in growing quiuine barks planters will do well to go in for the best kinds only. Of these
G. Ledgerkma still remains by far the most desirable, but it cannot be grown at high elevations.

It is, however, at the same time pretty evident that we are approaching the time when the
almost exclusive estimation of quinine must give way before the evident advantages of employing
the mixed alkaloids. The great philanthropic idea which led to the acclimatization of these trees
in the East—the provision of the blessing of cheap febrifuge to a fever-stricken population—must
be carried to its issue in spite of any interested efforts to delay it ; the practical ethciency of the

imperfect preparation made by the Indian Government, now well established, has shownthe way
to a vast future development of the use of similar and improved preparations. Foreign manu-
facturers have already appreciated the great market opening before them—(thus the Zimmer
manufactory at Frankfort-on-Maine makes vast quantities of sulphate of cinchouidine for export
to the United States at a price from one-third to one-fourth that of quinine suljihate)—and growers
should not be unjirepared for the change. This, when it comes, will not be disadvantageous to

Ceylon ]ilanters with their large acreage of C. succinibra, the proportional value of which to other
barks will rather be increased.

Hemileia not unfrequently attacki the fruit in thii speciei.
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How great a demand for a febrifuge drug exists in the East may be gathered from the

subjoined extract from a report on the trade of Kanagawa, Japan, by Consul Enslie :—
"That the consumptiou of quinine is not so large as might be expected is due to the fact that the

bulk of the population iu Japan is too poor to pay for such an expensive drug, and the cheaper cinchona
alkaloids are sold in phice of it. English-made quinine does not appear in this market; that principally

imported is prepared in Milan. Then comes German, and after that Pelletier's muriate of cinchonine, which
is imported in large quantities.

"The Japanese prefer goods of English preparation, and if manufacturers comply with the require-
ments of this market it will doubtless prove to be an important outlet for their goods ; it should, however, be
borne in mind that they have powerful competitors in German merchnnts, who, in addition to their well-

known scientific attainments iu the manufacture of chemicals, are now turning out articles of quite as good
a quality as those coming from England, and in many cases at very much lower prices."

There is also, of course, a large local consutuption in this Colony, and I cannot but think

that a local manufacture of mixed cinchona-alkaloids under efficient management might prove
our true policy in regard to the general outlook of the cinchona industry; but the success of the

enterprise depends upon a number of cotnmercial considerations of which I am unable to judge
the value.

The practice, invented by Mr. Moens, of shaving off the rich outer portions of the bark down
to a plane as near the cambium zone as possible without reaching it has become very general. It

is found to be simple and easily learnt, expeditious, cheap, and very convenient for drying, pack-
ing, and baling for shipment. As a consequence, it has nearly superseded other modes of harvesting,
and it has been remarked that there will soon be little but renewed bark sent from Ceylon. The

practice is applied to all the kinds grown, and as a rule the trees do not appear to suffer much, if

the operation be carefully performed. New bark is rapidly formed, and the amount of quinine la

much increased in the renewed tissues. The scraped surface is usually covered, the common mana
grass {Andropogon Martini, Thw. \ readily obtained and durable, being commonly used for the pur-

pose ; renewal, however, occurs without any covering, except iu very dry weather. It is regrettable
to see such very youug trees (saplings of eighteen months even, scarcely three-quarter inch in

diameter) subjected to this process, with the accompanying pruning off of all side branches, and the

short intervals allowed between successive shavings. Tliere is a present small gain in such pro-

cedure, but it is doubtless wasteful in the long run. I have noticed many young trees succumb to

the treatment, and in any case it must greatly check their growth, impair their vigour, and shorten

their life. Experiments, however, are greatly needed to determine several points iu connection

with this subject, especially as to the ratio of the increase of alkaloids in renewed bark to the age
of the tree, the best period to allow to pass between successive shavings, &c. It is much to be de-

sired that gentlemen who have the opportunities would carefully conduct such investigations upon
their estates, and it would be in such cases that, iu my opinion, the assistance of Government in

obtaining the necessary analyses, for the general good, might be fairly asked for.

The bark taken from a few old trees of C. sunclrubra at Hakgala (see p. 4) was sold in

Colombo in December. The trees were in all jtrobability some of those raised from Spruce's

original seed received in 1861, the young plants from which were planted out in 1863 in the wild

jungle, in accordance with the views then accepted as to their requirements. Though the oldest,
these were not the largest in the Island. One stem girthed 37 inches near the ground, and 24

inches at 5 feet above it ; its roots were badly cankered. This tree gave 77 lbs. of wet bark (25
lbs. when dry), and most of this was fine quill. The handsome trunk bark of theSe trees was locally

analysed (by Mr Cochrane, of Colombo) for sale purposes, and yielded 5-62 per cent, total alka-

loids, 2-41 per cent, being quinine sulphate. No fuller analysis was made, and this fine bark was

apparently sold on its quinine value oidy.* ^^^^^^_^^^
*

I am able, liy the kindness of Mr. J. K. Howard, who at my request has been so obliging as te analys* K

s«mpl« of the bai-k of the large tree above mentioned, to supply its fidl alkaloidal composition.
Quinine ... 2 06 (

= Quin. Sulphate 2-75)
Cinchouidine ... 3'47

Cinchonine ... 0'61

Quinidine ... Trace

Amorphous ... 066

Total alkaloids ... 6^
'lliis analysis of Messrs. Howard dilfers, it will be observed, considerably from that given above of » sample of

the wIkiIo pm-cel, showing 0'34 per cent, more of quinine sulphate, and no lest than 1'18 per cent, more ef total

alkahilds than were found by the local chemist, [Note addecl.l
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The trees of C. Ledgeriana barked at Hakgala at the same time were small and not three

years old. The local analyses of this bark showed 2-63 per cent, of quinine sulphate and 4"53

total alkaloids. A number more of these remain at Hakgala, but are dying out steadily; the high
elevation (over 5,000 feet), shallow soil and wet sub-soil are insurmountable obstacles to the culti-

vation of this species. Taking these local disadvantages into consideration, the above analysis of
such young trees is satisfactory.

Two plants of " Hard Carthagena" bark were received from Kew in September. One of

these succumbed to the voyage and was dead on arrival, and the other nearly so, but Mr. Nock has
succeeded in saving it, and there are now three plants at Hakgala. Several varieties of this were
collected by Cross in 1878, the best at Coralis luza, in the district of the Magdaleaa, at 7,000 feet

elevation. An analysis of the bark by Howard showed :
—

QuiuiuG ... 1'88

Ciuchouidine ... I'18

Quinidine ... 'IS

Ciuchouine ... •11

Total ... 4-75

It appears to be an undescribed species or variety, occupying, according to Howard, a sort

of intermediate position between C. cordifoUa and C. Calisaya with points of resemblance to

C. jnirpiirea. Markham refers it without hesitation (and without evidence) to C. cordifolia. It

seems different from the C. cordifolia (also from Carthagena) of the Java plantations received
from Mr. Moens last year.

To the Madras Government I am indebted for seeds of C. jntai/ensls received from Doda-
betta in March. It germinated well. This affords "

Pitayo" bark, remarkable as the chief source
of quinidine. It also is a native of New Grenada (Pitayo is near Popayan) and is a remarkably
distinct species with long calyx-teeth and the corolla hairy inside. Mr. Moens has analyzed* the
bark of one of the Dodabetta trees, ten years old, with the following result :

—
Quinine ... 2-49

Cinchonidine ...

Quinidine ... 2-10

Cinchonine ... 2-52

Amorphous ... 0-58

7-69

It is thus seen to be a valuable species, and is said to be very hardy.
Seed of two sorts from Jamaica has been received through Kew,—of the " Jamaica hybrid,"

which appears quite the same as the hybrid rohunta glabra of Ceylon (whence the seed was pro-
bably sent), and of "

Calisaya No, 1," which is just an ordinary sort of no special value.

Several varieties of "C. Calisaya alleged to be of first-rate importance have been recently
obtained direct from South America. I am indebted to Mr. J. C. Roberts, of Udagama, for a little

"morada" seed lately received by him. This was sent to Hakgala in September, and there are

over 200 seedlings, but Mr. Nock thinks it too cold for them there. To Mr. T. Christy, of London,
we owe seed of the " verde" variety from Bolivia (received in February), and this germinated well.

Mr. Holmes, of the Pharmaceutical Society, matches the leaves with the var. oblonglfolia of Wed-
dell. Of both these it is as yet too soon to pronounce as to their type, whether mere calisayaa or

the much more valuable, and as I think quite distinct, C. Ledgeriana.
After much trouble, seed has been obtained at Kew of the "

Cvipra Qaina" tree affording
the "

Cuprea" bark imported during the last two or three years to the London market {vid New
York) in such vast quantities. A little of this seed has been sent to me ; it was collected from
trees growing between .5,000 and 6,000 feet at Landasugi, in the State of Santander (U. S. Columbia),
and sent from Bogota. No time was lost by me in forwarding this to Hakgala, but I regret to

say that only two seeds germinated, of which one subsequently died, so that we have now hut a

single seedling of this interesting plant. Mr. Triana has identified the Cuprea-bark trees as species
of Remijla, a genus nearly allied to Cinchona, so that it is no longer possible to consider the febri-

*
Quarterly Report of Java Cinchona Enterprize ; July, 188L
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fugal alkaloids exclusively produced by the latter.* The analyses of the better sorts of Cuprea
bark average 1-8 to 1*9 of quinine sulphate, rarely reaching 2 per cent. ; but some varieties are

almost worthless. Manufacturers, hovfever, prefer it in consequence of its freedom from cinchonine
and the readiness with which it pulverizes. There are many varieties, and some grow at a much
lower elevation than that above given ; it is thought such may do in low coast districts.

Tea.—The past year has witnessed a very striking rise in the export of tea,—no less than

345,702 lbs. more in the year ending September, 1882, than in the previous one, the whole quan-
tity shipped being 623,292 lbs. Tea estates have been opened at all elevations, from near sea level

up to the highest available land in the wet districts, and many old coffee estates, not suited for

cinchona, are now cropped with tea. This article has thus stepped into the second place, and with
cinchona has gone a considerable way towards compensating for the serious diminution in coffee. t

In connection with tea, I may mention that an excellent wood for boxes is that of Cedrela

Too7ia, a large tree with a wide geographical range in Tropical Asia, but not native to Ceylon. The
few trees in the gardens give an abundance of seed, and it has the advantage of growing very

quickly. Thus seedlings at six mouths measure 10 feet high, and in trees seven years old the cir-

cumference of the stem one foot above the ground is 4 feet 10 inches. The wood is light, strong,

clean, non-resinous, and not attacked by insects.

Cacao.—There is every prospect that this article will play an important part in the future

of Ceylon cultures. The year ending with September, 1882, saw 1,018 cwts. exported, against 479
cwts. in the previous one; and what is more satisfactory is that the prices secured show that our

product is of the best quality and esteemed in the market. In the lower hill districts are many
old and more or less abandoned coffee estates, and on not a few of these cacoa is being successfully

grown, if only due care be taken in first planting, and protection from wind afforded during the

first two years .

Several enquiries have been made of me as to the variety to which this old Ceylon cacao—
which has now shown itself of so good a quality

—ought to be referred. Its origin in Ceylon is

quite obscure ; it was in cultivation in Moon's time (1824), and has probably been continuously

grown in the botanic gardens since that date. The cacao of the Dumbara Valley estates (which
is that chiefly exported hitherto) appears identical with the old unteuded and semi-wild trees in

P^radeniya. This I have been accustomed to refer to the class of cacao called " Forastero" in the

West Indies, and probably it may be the variety called " Red Condeamar," which is one of the best

sorts. Its fruit is always dark red, and the section of the ovoid scarcely compressed seeds (like

large almonds) is yellowish-white, becoming darker on exposure.
In recent years several other kinds, with paler pink or yellow fruit, have been imported into

Ceylon. Of these, some were introduced in 1873 by Mr. Worms, and others by Captain Bayley, the

Ceylon Company, &c. Some were obtained direct from Caracas, and consequently the plants have

been generally known as " Caracas" in the Colony. Several varieties of this sort are in the

Henaratgoda Gardens ; the pods vary in colour, pale glaucous green passing into yellow or orange,

pale pink or pale crimson, and the seed is always flattish, and paler or darker purple in section.

It is clear that the true " Caracas"—also known as " Criollo"— (creole) cacao is a different variety
from these, as it is stated to have the pods almost invariably red and the seeds nearly globular and

pale crimso7i on section. I am thus inclined to refer our pale-fruited kinds to the varieties called

in Trinidad. "Verdili9o" and "Cayenne," the former with the long-pointed worted dark yellow
or orange fruits, and the latter with the pods smoother and blunter. But these determinations

are little more than reasonable guesses.

Comparison will, however, soon enable us to check and correct them, as examples of these last

and other sorts were received from Trinidad two years ago.
—(See previous reports). Among them

are also some true Criollo, the fruiting of which I shall watch with interest : so far as I can judge,
with the exception of these, there is no true Caracas cacao in this Colony.

A further gratis distribution of seed has been made to native cultivators.

India-rubber.— In continuation of my previous reports on the South American rubber-trees,
I have now to record a considerable step in advance. Samples collected from each of the three

species have been submitted to the best commercial authority in London, and the reports received

* This consideration should encourage search among allied plants, even in the Old World
j
but only analysis

can decide as to real value. Mr. Low, of Perak, has recently sent me leaves of a tree thought by some there to be a
" wild cinchona"; it appears to be a species of Wendlaiulia, but I have heard nothing of its properties,

f The fine unpruned trees of "Assam Hybrid" in Periideuiya are now 16 years old (having been obtained

from India in 1867) ; they yield a fair quantity of seed, which is, however, now rarely applied for.
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are very encouraging so far as the quality and value of the product is concerned. In no way does

the rubber fall short of that from the wild trees.

A tapping of Ceara {Manlhot Glaziovi) was made at the end of April (dry weather) and

aboi;t 20 ozs. of dry rubber were obtained from nine or ten trees. One of these afforded nearly 4

ozs., whilst another, which had been bled to the extent of 2 ozs. the year before, gave scarcely I oz.

The process followed consisted merely in peeling off the dry parchment-like outer bark and making
short slanting cuts with a sharp knife on the green surface exposed. The milk flowed most freely

in the early morning. I at first experimented with a small axe purposely constructed with a

sharp cutting edge prevented from penetrating too deeply by a projecting shoulder, but this did

not answer so well as an ordinary knife. The milk which trickled down the stem was allowed to

remain there till it solidified, when the strings were pulled off and rolled into balls. By this

means a generally clean and dry sample was secured; a portion, however, afterwards acquired a

somewhat sticky consistence along with a slight admixture of sand contracted by dropping on to

the soil at the foot of the tree. I separated this from the rest and submitted both to Messrs.

Silver for report, in June. They valued the dry and clean portion at 2s. dd. to 3s. per pound—a

high price for " Ceara Scrap"; the sticky portion, which could not be properly washed and analyzed,

was not considered worth more than Is. to Is. 3d. per pound. The importance of taking care to

secure a clean, dry rubber is thus very evident.

The value of Ceara rubber being now assured, it may be expected that planters (some of

whom have now a large stock of trees) will institute experiments as to the method which will

secure the largest quantity of milk per annum or during the life of the tree.

Further supplies of seed have been sent to the Gardens and Forest Departments at Saharun-

pore, Lucknow, Assam, British Burmah, Bombay, Perak, and Jamaica.

The Castilloa trees both at Peradeniya and Henaratgoda have flowered during the year, but

a single tree only (at P(5radeniya) ripened any seed. Two fruits were matured in June from which

15 seeds were obtained ; of these 9 germinated on the thirteenth day after sowing, and have grown

rapidly. It is hoped that a larger quantity will be produced during 1883. The trees are now six

years old ; the largest at Henaratgoda is about 46 feet high and 26 inches in circumference at a

yard from the ground, an increase of 3^ inches in girth during the year.

A few plants have been sent to India in 1882, viz. :—to Ootacamund 2, to Calcutta 2, and

to Nilambur 3 ; and I am about to despatch 6 more to the Malabar Coast.

Hevea has not yet flowered at Peradeniya, and I am disappointed that only 36 seeds were

secured at Henaratgoda. In Mr. Low's experimental garden at Perak several trees have seeded,

and to his courtesy I am indebted (through Mr. J. A. Swettenham) for 18 seeds, but they were

all quite dead on arrival, in March.

The plantation at Henaratgoda has been thinned out in the hope of more sunlight leading
to a larger production of flowers. Our largest tree there is now about 50 feet in height, and at a

yard from the ground measures 25^ inches in girth, 4^ inches more than last year.

I regret that no information has reached me as to the safety or otherwise of the case of 28

plants of Hevea sent to the Andaman Islands in November, 1881.

An experimental bleeding of both Hevea and Castilloa was made at Henaratgoda in October,

Five of the Hevea trees were prepared by scraping off on one side the rough surface of the outer

bark ; a few short cuts with a knife were then made and the rubber allowed to dry (as in the Ceara) :

the strings were rolled off into a ball, which weighed somewhat over 2^ ozs. Only two Castilloa

trees were slightly bled in the same way, the sample ball obtained weighing above 3 ozs. Both

samples were perfectly clean, and were forwarded to Messrs. Silver for report in November.*

* This (dated 8th December, 1882), was received in .January, 1883. The Hevea rubber was found to differ

chemically in no respect from the better descriptions of Para bottle rubber, but the ash was about one-half only. "As
far as can be determined on so small a sample, there is reason to believe that as regards strength and elasticity it

would be fully equal- to good Para India-rubber." The market value was estimated at is. per lb.

The Castilloa sample was found to become on drying much darker and shorter than the Para. This shortness

"would restrict its use to some slight extent where tensile strength or tenacity is required. When mixed with the

usual proportion of sulphur and heated, it vulcanizes well, but imperfectly, and is devoid of strength
—characteristics

of the better kinds of rubber. Nicaragua rubber is not at present met with in this country to any great extent, bnt
there is no doubt that the purity and general qualities of this sample would gain for it a favourable reception even if

our supplies from present sources were more adequate to our demands.
The chemical analysis of the ash of the Castillo.i shows that there is no very marked difference in the mineral

constituents of the pieces of the Hevea and Castilloa under the present system of cultivation."

This is most encouraging, and it may be expected that the Indian Governments will be stimulated by it to seriously
take up the cultivation of the American rubber trees.—\_Note added."}
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No new kinds of rubber-producing plants have been received in the past year. The

"apocynaceotis" rubber sent out by Mr. T. Christy recently (see his "New Commercial Plants,"

IV., p. 13), has flowered, and proves to be a Cryptostegia, probably not distinct from C. grandi-

Jiora, a common plant in Colombo gardens. It is therefore not "apocynaceous,
"
but asclepiadeous.

The species was long ago advocated in India as a rubber-yielding plant, but the quality of the

product remains to be tested.

All the climbing caoutchouc plants
—Landolphia (including Vahea), Urceola (including

Cluwannesia) and W'lUughbe'ia
—grow very much better at Henaratgoda than in the Peradeniya

garden, which is at too high an elevation for them ; Landolphia florlda succeeds best in the latter

locality. L. Kirkit makes but slow growth here compared with Henaratgoda, where the stem of one

(now nearly three years old) is fully three-fourths of an inch in diameter. The milk of this species

I find to be extremely thick, solidifying with rapidity into a very tough, elastic rubber ; it should

be a very good sort, but will be ditficivlt to collect. The Urceola ( Chavannesia) esculenta, which

completely failed at Peradeniya, has made astonishingly rapid growth in the tropical garden,
where in the course of a few months it has completely covered trees of considerable size with

its long close-twining stems. I may mention that the leaves of our plant are thin, dark green,
and roughly scabrous-pubescent on both surfaces, thus differing greatly from the description of U.

(;s«/&«<« in the recently published "Flora of British India": it has not yet flowered. Mention

of this book reminds me to note a slight change of nomenclature. The W'dlughbeia Burbidgei of

the Kew Report for 1880 (and mine for 1881) proves to be identical with a species already described,
W. firma BL, found also in Sumatra and Borneo. Also, I find that the plant in P6radeniya
sent by Mr. Mnrton from Singapore some years back (and which I had not previously distin-

guished from the last) is W.Jiavescens, Dyer {Chilocarpus in Kew Report, 1880). Both these

species seem to afford the "Gutta Siuggarip" of Singapore,
Seeds of Hancornia speciosa, the Mangabeira rubber, have been received from Kew and

from Mr. T. Christy, but none have germinated. The Tabernoemartana crassa seedlings have also

died off at Peradeniya, but one plant at Henaratgoda is doing well.

Gutta Ferc/ia,—The " Gutta Sundek" trees (Paj/efia, sp.) are doing well ; naturally, they

grow more rapidly at Henaratgoda, where the largest are now 3 feet 9 inches high. I have not as

yet been able to get any nearer to the name of this tree. Prof. Oliver, of Kew, to whom I sent spe-

cimens, is inclined to refer it to Pajjena (KeratepJioriis) Leer'ii (Hassk.), in which M. Beauvisage,
of Paris, agrees, but Mr. Clarke, iu the new " Flora of British India," thinks this an erroneous

determination.

I am again greatly indebted to Mr. Low, of Perak, for seeds of a second Gutta Percha tree.

These were received in September, germinated well, and are now promising seedlinga. These

were sent under the name of
" Gatah taban putih," but Mr. Low has since expressed some doubt

as to this source. They are however clearly from a species of Dic/wpsis (or Bassia?). To judge
from the leaf-specimens of " Gatah taban putih," afterwards sent by Mr. Low, this can scarcely
be separable from B. Gutta; the leaves are somewhat broader, and their primary veins more pro-
minent than in that species. Mr. Low writes with them :

" This is the most common of the species

of Gutta Percha, but I have never been able to find it in flower; it is a very large tree."

There still remains the best sort—" Gatah taban merah"— of these Gutta trees to be

collected, and Mr. Low is energetically endeavouring to secure the seed of this also.

Medici7ialplaids.
—It is my intention to cultivate such of the plants used iu medical practice

in the Colony as will grow well in Ceylon, and especially to devote a part of Hakgala garden to

this object.

Jalap.—Mx. Nock reports as follows :—" The half-dozen plants here have been increased

to about 150, which are now iu a veryhealthy condition, and promise to do well." I hope next

year we may be able to send home some samples for report.
Taraxacum.— 1\\\s valuable drug is largely used in the Colony, and it would be very

advantageous to have the fresh root at hand. A supply of seed was obtained from Saharunpore
in April, and was at once forwarded to Hakgala. Mr. Nock has taken much pains with its

cultivation, and sends the following report :
—" Small plots were at once sown in five different

places. Of those sown in pataua laud, in an old tea clearing, and in a poor place in an abandoned

cinchona plantation, scarcely a plant grew further than to make two leaves. Their death was jiartly

due to the great heat of the sun for a few days j ust after they germinated, and partly to the poorness
of the soil. The seed sown under shade, and that on rather better soil and iu a damper situation,

came up well, and the plants are now looking very healthy and promise to turn cut well. A portion
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of the seed was sown in nursery beds under thatcli. All this germinated well, and when the

seedlings were large enough to handle they were pricked out. Some were planted on the plots of

land where the seed had failed, but these also failed to thrive, and the poorness of the soil is

shown by the plants being hardly any bigger now, after several months, than when pricked out.

The old tea clearing, which is about half an acre, was also prepared and plants were pricked out in

this 3 inches apart. They are now all established and are growing well, and should be ready
to lift in three or four months' time. 274,000 taraxacum plants were pricked out in the above-

mentioned places."
The want of depth of soil and its poverty in nitrogenous matters are no donbt against the

production of the finest roots, but I am glad to see that some roots have already attained the very
creditable length of 14 inches, and I believe that, with some manuring, a satisfactory product will

be secured.

Other drugs established at Hakgala are Rhubarb (both the official species), Belladonna,

Hyoscyamns, Digitalis, Camomile, and others, some of which it will be probably worth while to

grow for use in the Colony.
Seeds of Gualacum or Lignum Vitce were received from Jamaica, and have grown weil ; a

small plantation of this has been formed at Peradeuiya.
Chinese Cassia lu/nea.

— To Mr. Ford (Superintendent of the Botanic Garden at Hongkong)
the Gardens are indebted for sending (with the consent of the Secretary of State and the Govern-

ment of Hongkong), a Wardian case of young plants of C'mnamomum Cassia, the plant affording
the "Cassia lignea" of commerce. Eighteen of these have been planted at Peradeuiya, and some
sent to Hakgala for trial. The plants seem very hardy. These were collected by Mr. Ford him-

self from the plantations on the West River in the province of Kwangtung, South China, where an

immense cultivation is carried on. Like our Ceylon cinnamon, the precise plant is not known wild,
but is probably a cultivated race of some common wild species. By this visit Mr. Ford has satisfac-

torily determined that this is the sole source of " Cassia lignea," which has been hitherto supposed
to be derived from a number of species of Clmiamomum. Dried specimens kindly sent me at the same

time show that the species is quite the same as the C. Cassia figured by me in
" Medicinal Plants,"

tab. 223, which was drawn from dried specimens at Kew collected by Dr. Hance from a tree (as
I have since ascertained) growing in the Public Garden of Canton. The export of this product
from Canton in 1878 reached the enormous quantity of 58,313 piculs ; it is, however, of far less

value than cinnamon in the market. The spice has been brought from South China since the

earliest dawn of history, and is doubtless the original cinnamon of the Mosaic and other early

writings. The scent of the leaves is far more pleasant than that of Ceylon cinnamon. A return

case of the latter has been sent to Hongkong.
-Sta?- Anise.—Some seeds of the true Chinese "Star Anise" (Illicium anisatiim) have been

received from Dr. Hance, of Whampoa, but, I regret to say, all failed to germinate. (This was also

the case with some kindly given me by Mr. C. J. Scott in 1881.) They were obtained by a special

agent in the south-west of Kwangsi from the living trees. This fruit is a large export from

Pakhoi, one of the l';>ss-known treaty ports of China, but the Chinese always take care to bake it

before export, so that the tree is unknown out of the country.
Borneo Camphor.— I have had another disappointment in the failure to germinate of seeds

of a very interesting plant—the camphor tree of Borneo and Sumatra {Dryobalanops aromatica.)

After a good deal of difficulty. Dr. Treub, Director of the Buiteuzorg Gardens, succeeded in obtain-

ing these seeds from Sumatra, but all were quite dead before reaching Ceylon. This magnificent
tree is in no way allied to the ordinary camphor; its product is wholly consumed in China and

Japan, where it'fetciies a price equal to £4 or £5 per pound, and consequently never finds its way
into European commerce.

^'Mysore'' Cardamom.— \xi my last report I mentioned under this name a variety of the

ordinary Elettaria Cardamomum, differing merely in having the raceme of flowers carried up from the

base to the summit of the leafy stem, an accident which occurs occasionally in other allied species

of Zingiberaceii3. I now find that I was misinformed as to this being the variety known by plan-

ters here as "
Mysore" cardamom. That plant presents differences other than tlie one above

noted. These are the following, so far as I have yet been able to observe:— the leaves are distinct-

ly stalked, the petiole being about one inch long; the blade is broader than in the Malabar form, and

quite smooth (not pubescent) beneath, and the ligule is decidedly larger; the flower-raceme comes

off from the usual place —the base of the leafy shoot, but is stiff and erect, instead of prostrate, on

the soil. I have not had an opportunity yet of examining the flowers or fruit. It is clearly a
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well-marked variety, and can be recognized when a small seedling. The plant is larger and
more robust, and is said to thrive at a higher elevation than the ordinary kind.

Pepper.
—As the cultivation of this condiment is attracting some attention in the Southern

Province, I have been at the pains to obtain from Singapore some roots of the best sort there grown.
These only arrived towards the end of the year. They are growing vigorously, and will be cultivated

in the Singapore manner. Erythrina stumps have been planted for the support of the " vines."

The foliage of these plants appears at present to show considerable differences from any of the

peppers grown by the natives here.

Co7V Tree.—The specimen of Galactodendron at Henaratgoda is 18 inches high, and flourish-

ing. Of the two at P^radeniya, always sickly, one succumbed to the prolonged wet weather and
the other was destroyed in a night by a hare, which nibbled it off down to the ground.

Sago.
—The young plants raised from the Sarawak seed all grew vigorously, but there has

been no demand for them. A small artificial marsh was made at P6rddeniya 'and 27 plants put
out in it at eight feet apart. These have made splendid growth and are perfectly healthy.

Wax Palms.—The Brazilian Carnauba palm (Copernicia cerlfera. Mart.) has been intro-

duced to the Colony by private means. I am indebted to Mr. W. Ferguson, of Colombo, for seeds

which germinated fairly, and we have now numerous young plants. The wax in this species comes
from the young leaves in the form of a scaly powder.

The was palm of the Andes, Ceroxylon andlcola, H. & B., is one of the few mountain palma
flourishing, with oaks and conifers, between 8,000 and 10,000 feefe in the Cordilleras. The wax
here is an excretion from the trunk between the leaf-scars. Seeds of this interesting plant were
received from Kew, and the young plants are doing well at Hakgala.

Orchella Weed.—This figures as a rather large export from Ceylon, the amount in the year

ending September, 1882, being no less than 1,1.57 cwts. As I have had several inquiries about it,

the following information may be of use. The plant is a lichen, and grows in the hot dry districts

of Ceylon close to the coast, or at least not beyond maritime influence. Its favourite localities are

seashore rocks, where on the east coast it is frequent, but it is also commonly found on old tree-

trunks near the coast, as about Jaffna. The species appears to he Moccella Mo7itagnei only, no
other member of the genus, so far as I know, occurring in the Island. It is a pale greenish-grey
lichen with the fronds ribbon-like, flaccid, much and irregularly cut, torn and split-up. The

colouring matters Litmus (solid). Orchil (liquid), and Cudbear (a powder) are manufactured from
this and other species.

Peruvian Cotton.—Mr. J. C. Roberts, of Udagama, has sent seed of this kind of cotton from
Peru. It is very favourably noticed by Mr. Markham (in his work "Peruvian Bark"), who intro-

duced it into India, where he says it has been "
highly spoken of by the agriculturists of Madras."

It is said to be the only long-stapled sort that will endure prolonged dry weather, and should

therefore be very suitable for our northern districts. I have sent some to Anuradhapura, Vavi\-

niyan-Vilankulam, and Mannar for experiment.
Fibres.— In view of the large amount of land formerly under coffee but now uncultivated,

it becomes a question whether some one or more of the numerous fibre-yielding plants might not

be grown with profit. Of these the large green aloe Fourcroi/a glgantea, formerly Agamfcetlda)
so commonly grown for hedges in the coffee districts, and the less frequent glaucous-leaved one

{^Agave americana)—both long ago introduced—as well as the pine-apple and the plantain, yield
excellent fibre and are abundant. Of others, such as Rheea, Ramee or China grass {Boehmerla
nivea and varieties), Manila hemp (Miisa textills) and New Zealand fiax {Phormium tenax) the

gardens always keep up a small supply which can be readily increased if needed.

Many of the native fibres might be also worthy of trial on a large scale. The following are

the most promising:
—BeWi {Ilibiscus tiHacens), Jute {Corchorus capsularis and others), Caleya

{Grewla species), Hanna, Sunn hemp (^Crotalariajimcea), Wara {Calotropis glgantea), Dul {Boeh-
merla malabarlca), Allaadu {AllcBantkus zej/lanlcus), Neyauda {Sansevlera zeylanica) ; and a true

Aloe {Aloe indlca?) which grows on the sea coast in the dry districts.

Forests.— It is a matter for satisfaction that the whole subject of the future management
of our remaining forests can scarcely fail to be raised on the Report of Mr. Vincent, who is now
concluding his labours in Ceylon. In the present condition of the revenue too much care can scarcely
be bestowed on this subject, and it may be lioped that the reform so urgently needed in the care-

less waste and want of management of the past will be a thorough one. It does not fall within

my province to enter on this important subject, which is beset with difiiculties, but there are some
cognate matters which I would wish to press upon the attention of Government. Apart from
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the demarcation and conservancy of natural forests, tliere is a large field for enterprise in the

systematic formation of plantations of timber trees. Teak can be grown over large portions of

the Southern, We.steru, and Central Provinces, and sandalwood in the drier parts of the last

mentioned. In diifereut ways these are the most profitable woods known. But there are other

substances besides timber yielded by forest trees which are not suited for private culture. Such

are most of the India-rubbers, especially Hevca and Castilloa, and such even more markedly are

the gutta perchas, for which a large demand must arise before long. These products appear to

me eminently suitable for cultivation by a Forest Deimrtment as a source of revenue. The utili-

zation of waste lands should also be considered in this connection, either in the way of re-

afforesting where possible, or by the cultivation of other products, such as some of the fibres above

alluded to, or others suitable for paper-making.

V.— Herbarium and Library.

Herbarium.—The arrangement of the herbarium of Ceylon plants has been completed during
the year. The specimens are now mounted on thick white paper, properly arranged and nearly

all written up ; the collection is thus in perfect order for reference. Numerous additions have

been laid into their places. During this work, which has engaged much of my time, a number of

extra specimens have been removed from the herbarium, forming a fair series of authentic dupli-

cates ; these I am about to send to Hakgala for the Superintendent's assistance in learning the

names of the native plants.
I made two expeditions for collecting during the year, one to Horton Plains, Bilhul-oya,

&c., the other to Hambantota, Kirinda, and the neighbourhood. The latter little-known district

afforded me over twenty species previously unrecorded from Ceylon. I have to thank the Govern-

ment Agents and Assistants for their kind aid in furthering my objects.

The general herbarium is making good progress. The plants are now arranged in their

genera as far as to the end of the monopetalae, nearly two-thirds of the whole. Four new cabinets

have been set up towards their accommodation.

During my visit home I was permitted by the Director of Kew Gardens to select a number

of duplicate sets of plants from the herbarium, and these have since been received here. They

comprise plants from Algeria, collected by Munby ; from Sikkim, by Treutler ; from the Malay

Peninsula, by Griffith and Heifer ; from Formosa, by Oldham ;
from Fiji, by Home ; and from

Brazil, by Glaziou ; also a portion of the late General Munro's herbarium, and a set of cinchonas

from the Nilgiri plantations collected by Dr. Bidie.

To Mr. C. B. Clarke, of the Bengal Education Department, I am indebted for a set of

duplicates of part of his large Indian herbarium.

Little progress towards a Museum of vegetable economic products, &c., has as yet been

made. I find that this climate requires that all specimens be preserved in close glass-stoppered

bottles, or they rapidly fall a prey to damp, mould, and insects. The expense of these it has

hitherto been impossible to afford. I am, however, bringing together specimens as opportunity

occurs, and fully intend to get this useful adjunct to a botanic garden into proper shape as

soon as possible. I take this opportunity of saying how gratefully I should receive suitable

specimens towards this collection.

Librari/.—Many valuable books have been acquired during the year. Of these, several

were presented by the executors of the late Dr. Thwaites (whose lamented death occurred on the

11th September), and in addition to the books is a valuable series of original drawings. These

consist of dissections of the flowers, &c., of Ceylon plants by Dr. Thwaites, and represent much of his

work in our native flora upon which the " Enumeratio" was based. This series has been placed
in the herbarium and is available for use by students of Ceylon botany along with the dried

specimens themselves.

The following have been the additions to the Library during the year :—
Triaua, Recherches nonvelles sur les Quinquinas, 1870.

Veitch, Manual of the Conifera3, 188L
Clarke, C. B., Commelinaceae et CyrtanJraceoe Bengalenses, 1874. {Presenlrd.)

Treub, Anuales du Jardin Botanique do Buitenzorg, Vol. 11., Part 1, and Vol. Ill, Part 1,

1881-2. {Presented.)

Beccari, Malesia, Parts 2 and 3, 1877-8. {Presented.)
Hooker, J. D., Students' Flora of the British Islands, 1870. {Presented.)
Hooker and Baker, Synopsis Filicum, Ed. 2, 1874.

Mitten, Musci Indiaj Orientalis, 1859. {Presented.)
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Miiller, C, De Muscorum Ceylonensium coll. Neitner, 1868. (Presented.)

Harvey, Nereis Australis, i^arts 1 aud 2, 1848-9. (Presented.)
Cooke, M. C, British Fimgi, 2 Vols., 1870-1. (Presented.')
Ward, H. M., Morphology of Hemileia vastatrix, 1882. (Presented.)
Brown, E., Misceilaueous Botanical Works, 2 Vols, aud Atlas, 1866-8. (Presented.)
Darwin, C, The Forms of Flowers, 1877. (Presented.)
Ford, C, Report on Cassia lignea, 1882. (do.)
Neitner, The Coffee Tree and its enemies, 1872 (do )
The Planters' Gazette, 1882. (Presented.)
Linnean Society's Journal—Botany, 18 Vols., 1857—81. (Presented).

Gamble, Manual of Indian Timbers, 1881. (Presented.)

Moore, F., Lepidoptera of Ceylon, Parts 3, 4 and 5. (Presented.)

Hooker, Icones Plautarum, Vol. XIV., Parts 3 and 4 (in continuation).
And numerous memoirs, papers and pamphlets.

Also the numbers for the year, in continuation, of the following periodical publications :—
Belgique Horticole, Botanical Magazine, Botauische Zeitung, Gardener's Chronicle, Flora, Indian

Forester, Nature, Pharmaceutical Journal, Journal of Botany and Tropical Agriculturist.

We have also received the usual Annual Reports of Indian and Colonial Botanic Gardens,

Forests, Cinchona plantations, &c.

VI.— Eeceipts from Sales.

The sales of plants and seeds have been consideral)ly less than in 1881, the Gardens

especially suffering from the general depression and want of ready money.
The following are the receipts paid to the Treasurer during the year :

—
Rs. cts.

From P6radeuiya
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TuK Tank Plants at the Government gardeu a

Kaugoon sufl'er from a strange enemy. The lakes in

the gardens :i.re infested with tortoises, or fresh-water

turtle, which have gradually destroyed all specimens

of the Victoria ngia. The last specimen was preserved
for a long time by placing bamboo network all round

it, but at last, when the lakes filled during the rains,

this could no longer be done and it too was de-

stroytd,
—Enghshnian, 14th March.

Tapioca fkom Haputale.—We have been favou-

red with samjiles of tapioca and of tapioca flour

grown and prL:pared in the country. The tapioca

may not look (piite so white as that imported usually
from England, Ijut w'e fail to perceive any difl'erence

between the two when cooked, and should certainly
use island-grown produce on principle if it were put
into the market. The fJour seems to resemble arrow-

root, but it has more body and flavour and seems more
nutritious. If cheaper than corn-flour, it might well

take its place for household use. Mr. Westland,
who sends us the samples does not seem to consider

the preparation of it very troublesome. He writes :

" I think it a pity more do not go In for cultiv-

ating this useful article of food, not so much for

export as for private use. The root, when divested

of the woody top, carefully cleaned, cut up into

pieces and boiled, is a grancl substitute for potatoes.
The refuse of the root, i.e., when all the flour or

starch has been extracted, is readily eaten by cattle,

and I imagine has about as much nourishment as poonac.
"

.Jamaica Laboueees leaving for the Panama Canal is

thebiirdc-u of two paragraphs is OaU's News Letter:—
"Still they go" is the cry which we have tore-

iterate in reepect to the labourers from amongst us

who are leaving by the hundred for the lethmiis

of Panama. Week after week fresh bands are emi-

grating Even from the other West Indian Islands,

Agents have been sent to collect them, so that in

course of time if this exodus continues we shall be

losing a few thousands of our able-bodied labourers.

Several estates are already complaining of scanly
labour on that account, but the remedy to retain

them, which is increased wages, is not forthcoming.
32 labourers from St. Lucia and 38 from Barbados
are among the paesengers en roji^e to the Ishmus, en-

gaged fur one year, at the end of which term, they
are entitled to return to their respective colonies

at til" expense of the company. The wages oftered

are ten cents per hour for a working day of ten

hours. [In other words SI or 4s 2d per diem ! No
wonder if the negroes of the West Indies are at-

tracted.—Ed.]

Manure Heaps.—The following wrinkle may be of

use to planters who have jungles adjoining their
cofiVe. A piece of jungle is cut down and the
leaves are allowed to decay ; in a few months the

stamps of tiie trees grow vigorously again. The
jungle is cut down again, and after it has decayed
somewhat, cooliei are allowed to help themselves to
the twigs for firewood, and then after the whole
surface had been strewn over with lime, put to
collect the leaves and top-soil into heaps. These
hea|is after a time are mixed with lime and fish and

applied to the coH'ee, and the effect it is said lasts

for 3 year.s. A piece of jungle will yield manure
periodically. A Government irrigation stream runs

along the bottom of Mr. HoUoway's Estate, and is

lined with large trees. He has the upkeep of as much
of it .as runs tliroiigh his property. He makes this

yield him manure. During dry weather like the

present it is cleaned up, and along its whole length I

ob^irv. d hiapi, ninde of the weeds growing in it and
the rich mud and decayed leaves that had settled at
its bottom. These are made the basis of compost
heaps,

—Cor,
"

C'eyolu Examiner."

Cinchona Cultivation in Coorg.—Fully twenty
years have elapsed since the Government initiated on
a small scale the cultivation of cinchona in Coorg;
now that its cultivation may be fairly regarded as

beyond its experimental stage, and found to be a
profitable undertaking, we find several private
parties coming timidly forward to renew the experi-
ment. Land for the purpose is being sold at the

surprisingly low upset price of two rupees per acre,
and seeds and plants are being distributed either

gratis or sold at a nominal price, so that ere longwe hope to see the Government entirely relieved of
its illegitimate work of cinchona planting and the
enterprize entirely in the hands of private capitalists.
Bangalore Spectator.
Coconuts on the Ceylon Seaside.—Your corre-

spondent, who writes on the subject of coconut pro-
perty along the seaside line, seems a bit of a wag from
his pretending not to understand that it is the
huniialow at Dehiwala, and not the coconut trees,
that is to let. As regards the poor specimens of
coconut trees along the sea-side, the poverty of
the soil is the cause. What can we expect from
mere sea-sand, on which even a blade of grass will
not grow ? Manure these trees with cahook earth
and the result will be marvellous.—Cor. [Are our cor-

respondents aware that so late as 1740 nine-tenths of
the laud between Colombo and Kalutara, now we sup-
pose one continuous grove of ooconul and other fruit

trees, was described as waste land, and Governor Van
Imhoff in that year surveyed and distributed the
land in limited portioBs to persons who would plant
coconuts. It is therefore possible that some of the
trees along the seaside are 140 years old?—Ed.]
Sago and Tapioca.—Somebody, not content with our

morning contemporary's having made such a fool of himself
about Lady Florence Dixie, has evidently been hoaxing him
about the preparation of sago and tapioca, for in a recent
issue he says in reply to the enquiry of a correspondent about
these products:

—"The enquiry of a correspondent relative
to these two products is easily answered. Cassava flour is

the produce of the root of the manioc, which is scraped and
roasted the same as is done with arrowroot, but tapioca is the

produce of the sago palm, made from the flom-, much as is

sago, but by a somewhat different process." Arrowroot fiour
is made by scraping or pounding the root and extracting the
starch by washing, but the flour is not roasted. Cassava flour
is made by cutting the roots of the cassava or manioc into
slices about as thick as a five-cent coin, drying them in the
sun till they become brittle, pounding them in a mortar, and
then sifting the powder to separate the woody from the
farinacious particles. Cassava flour is not, so far as we know,
a commercial product, but that is the way it is made in this

country for domestic use. Tapioca is also obtained from the
cassava root and not, as the Times in his wisdom supposes ,

from the sago palm, which is the tree from which sago is

obtained. The starch from which both sago and tapioca are
made is obtained in the same way as arrowroot flour—that

is, by separating the starch from the woody filire by washing
in water—and the raw starch is in both cases in fine powder
in the raw state and is made to granulate by heating it on
iron plates over a fire. The name of arrowroot is derived
from the use of the plant by the savages of .South America
as a real or imaginary medicine for wounds made by their

poisoned arrows. There are two kinds of cassava, one
poisonous and the other not, but the leaves of even the
harmless kind are sufficiently poisonous to poison cattle if

they arc cut and given to the animals, as we know from ex-

periince. Yet, for some reason which we cannot explain,'
cattle seem to suffer no harm from browsing on the leaves
of the gi-owiug plant, as we have often known them do it

with impunity. The poisocoas cassava is not a safe article
of diet, but it is not poisonous where sufficiently cooked,
because the poison in it is volatile, and can be quite expelled
by heat. Tapioca can be made from either variety of the
plant, but the poisonous kind is said to yield more starch
th.an the other. Cassava will grow in very poor soil, and the

quantity of tapioca that this country could produce is practic-
ally unlimited, but the demand for it is not very great.—
Ceylon "Catholic Wesseugcr."
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Tea Odeing.—Under favourable circumstances drying
machines may do all that is promised by their vendors,

but we contend that in dull cloudy weather the results

expected are considerably more than can be attained ;

and we woidd ask the Calcutta houses largely interested

in the industry, to bear this in mind and make a liberal

allowance in their estimates for extra fuel. Did they do

so we feel confident the result will be satisfactory to all

concerned. In these days when one planter is pitted against
another to tm-n out his tea at the lowest rate, we con-

sider that such instructions as sometimes emanate from

"the powers that be," are quite sufficient to make the

planter cut it a little too fine, and the result is complaints
about soft teas, because a liberal allowance of charcoal

has not been sanctioned, and the planter must not exceed

his estimate. As we have said in former articles, in olden

times pucca hatty lasted about iS to 10 hom-s, and in

those days there were no complaints of .soft teas. With

drying machines, times, of coiurse, have somewhat altered,

but we would adrise planters thoroughly to test the

proper dm'ation of kutclitt, and more especially /Ji/rco battv

in those dryers, as this alone is the only safe test to

gQ by,
—

lndi(jo Planters' Gazette.

The Oastok-Oil Tree.—A member of the Limoges
Horticultural Society has made the discovery that the

weU-known castor-oil plant is fatal to nearly all kinds

of insects—a property which adds one more to its already

long list of virtues.* Having placed a specimen of the

plant in a room infested by flies, the gentleman in ques-

tion, M. Eaffard, found that the flies suddenly disappeared
in a most remarkable manner. On seeking to ascertain

the cause, he found a large number of flies lying dead in

all directions, and more particularly close to the plant,

while quantities of flies adhered to the under side of

its leaves, which exude an oil that is apparently poison-

ous to inscets. This discovery has suggested the
^

idea

of employing, a decoction of the leaves as an insecticide.

It the plant is equally fatal to aphidse and the other

parasitic insects which are so abundant this season, the

castor-oil plant will demand a place in every conservatory,

independently of its value as an ornamental shnib ; while

its cultivation would be advantageous out of doors in all

countries whose climate is suited to it. The plant is

fairly hardy, and deserves much more attention than it

receives, especially in oui- warmer colonies, where it should

find a place for the sake of its invaluable oil. Castor-oil

is best known for its medicinal quantities, but it is

equally valuable in many industrial arts, and is available

for many more pm-jjoses than those to which it is usu-

ally applied. Its newly-discovered property as an insect

destroyer is not the least of its virtues.— West Australian

Inquirer.
EXTRAORDINADT ANALYSIS OP SuCCmUBRA BarK.—The

renewed bark of a succhubra tree on Braemore estate m
the Agras, has given the wonderful outturn of 8'06 sulp.

quinine ! This comes to us from Mr. J. Buchanan, the

manager of the estate. The tree was only 6| years old,

and, curiously enough, the bark was 18 months renewed

imder mana grass. Most of the former analyses of renewed

bark have pointed rather to a decrease of alkaloids after

some months or so and certainly seemed to prove that

at about 6 months renewal the bark was richest. This

wonderful analysis of Braemore bark leails to an entirely

different conclusion, and, should other analyses bear out

these flgiures. perhaps we have been harvesting our renewed

bark too early. It renewed succimbra can give anythiiig

like this outtiu-n, oflacinalis even in favourable spots, will

have to hide its diminished head. We shall await other

analyses from Braemore ivith much interests.—To more

thoroughly test the wonderful yield of sulphate of quinine

that the renewed bark of a succimbra on Braemore gave,

Mr. Buchanan has had an average analysis taken of about

1,000 succimbra trees. The sample tested was carefully

taken from each sack, containing the renewed bark from

those trees, well mixed together, and therefore is a valuable

analvsis as showing the average yield of quinine from such

a number of trees. Nearly 500 lb. of renewed bark were

taken froiA these trees, 12 months after original sharing,

and the result, though of coiirse not so good as the 8 per
cent that the single tree gave, still is most i navvellously

*In the T.A., vol. I, p. 908, a correspondent called in

que.stion this property of the castor-oil plant.—Ed.

good. The figures are 502 sulph. of quinine. The single
tree analy.sed, it will be remembered, was shaved 18 months

previously, while the present trees were .shaved 12 months
before, ami possibly, had they been allowed to remain an-

other 6 months, the yield might have been still greater.
Mr. Buchanan is about to have another average analysis
taken from a number of trees, the renewed bark of which,

similarly to the first tree analysed, is now 18 months old.

There must be something in Braemore pecuharly suitable •

to the rigorous growth of succirubra, and to the formation
of alkaloids

;
and should all its succirnbras turn out as

valuable in quinine as those aheady analysed, they will

indeed be a mine of wealth.—-Ceylon Tlmea.

Kerosin"e and Quinine.
—Hitherto the mode adopted in

the extraction of the alkaloids, and in the after separ-
ation of the sulphate of quinine has been by the employment
of ether and alcohol alternately; both these vehicles are

ultimately recovered by distillation tor re-use, but for all

that there is necessarily a certain amount of wastage in

them both. AVe imderstand that a more economical process
has been adopted by the Milan Manufactiu'er, by means
of kerosine, which is made to do duty tor ether, but
this method does notas yet appear to be adopted by either

EngUsh or French manufactm-ers. The latest suggestion
in regard to this process is that the alkaloids should

be extracted in the crude state on the .spot where the

bark is grown, and that they be shipped home in that

state to the quinine manufacturer who could then with-

out difinculty separate the ordinary from the more
valuable alkaloid. It this could be done with twigs and
other inferior and bulky kinds, it would be the means
of saring largely in the items of packing and freight.

—
"Ceylon Times."

Oaeob Seed,—During the last two years District Forest

Officers in the Bombay Presidency have been engaged
in carrying out experiments with carob seed, but the re-

sults do not appear to have been very promising. In

Sind the Conservator states that all the plants were

protected by mats from the frost during the cold season,

and adds that when once these plants have established

themselves in the soil, they should be able to exist without

artificial irrigation of protection; at present they are too

small, and it would be premature to express an opinion
as to their flourishing in Sind or not. The Superintendent
of the Economic Garden at Hyderabad, Sind, also states

that though the plant will grow, the slowness of growth
will prevent its being of much use except as an orna-

mental shrub in gardens. The reports from other stations

in all parts of the presidency are of a similar nature.

At some stations the plants have died, and at others the

growth is very slow. In the Government gardens at

Poona there are two trees about fifteen years old. The

peculiarity of this tree is that it has the sexes on separate
indiriduals. From the female tree in the Poona gardens
about 71 lb. of fairly gooil fruit were obtained in May
last year, and the crop would have been hearier if pro-
tected from parrots.

—Indian Daily News.

The Brinjal: "an Unknown Plant."—The appended
letter was addressed by

" An Old Indian
"

to the editor of a

well-known London weekly newspaper, and may interest

those of our readers who are on the watch to introduce

improvements or novelties into the Cliinese-European

cuisine:—"In your issue of the 30th ultimo I noticed a

paragraph re 'An Unknown Plant,' and from it have

gained some information. I recognised the vegetable the

moment I saw it as the 'Brinjal,' which is common all

over India .and Ceylon, and cooked in a variety of ways.

There are two varieties, as we have with the radish, the

long and the round. I do not know why the round kind is

not imported, tliey are both equ.aUy good. I recollect

seeing some of the round kind growing in a garden in

AVandsworth some twenty years ago; they were called

"egg plant," and were not considered fit for food. My
subsequent Indian experieuce has taught me the contrary.

It should l)e a valualile addition to our list of vegetables

for the table. "Knoll khoU" or "kholl rabi" is also a

very good table vegetable, if boiled when not too old

and" tough. It is prized as a vegetable in India. In

EnglaiKf it is either unknown or despised as only fit for

sheep. It is, on the contrary, an excellent vegetable,—

Penrliyndendraet.
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NEW PRODUCTS IN THE LOWCOUNTRY
OF CEYLON.

THE WEATHER—CACAO—TEA—VVEEDlNfl-

PINEAPPLES—RUBBER.
-A RETROSPECT—

General Report foe March 18S3.

The only rain that has fallen this month was a few

sprinklings from tlie outskirts of thunderstorms that

spent tlieir force elsewhere. On the ioth, after an

elaborate muster of forces threatening a deluge, we
were put off with a few hailstones, like pistol Ijalls,

and a sharp shower of ten minutes' dm-ation.

Whatever progress //. I', may make when the

rains come, it has been making none during these

di'y months. The old spots cannot be obliterated,

but no new ones have been formed, for four months.

The cofifee trees have been growing, but it seems to

go mostly to suckers, taking much labour to remove.-

There have been several small blossoms out during the

month, and in this climate there is no difliculty

about setting.

The cacao trees are still being teased and held in

check by the afternoon winds which still blow daily,
but tliey coutuiue to come into bearing as they get
into form and gather strength. The nurseries, what
with drought, white-ants, crickets and lizards, are

a rather uphill job in these times.

The tea nursery still requires aud receives a daily
watering, as a good deal of the seed that has germ-
inated is not above ground yet, though other plauts
are eight inches high. I observe by the advertise-

ments that anything above 60 is considered a fair

percentage of plants to seed, and I think I will get 60,
if not more, thougli some of the boxes have gi\'eu
less than 50. My sworn foes, the crickets, have
discovered the new venture and make their mark
daily, but tea, unlike coffee and cacao, if cut, grows
again from the root. I hope to be fully prepared to

get the whole planted out during the break storms
of the monsoon.

I suspended weeding for a fortnight, because there
"were no weeds. 1 am now racin;; over the field two
hands to tlie acre, and if the daughters do not shoulder
mammoties and betake themselves to digging tea lioles

they must take tlieir otium in the lines till the
weeds grow again.
The year 1S79, in which I commenced here, was

disastrously dry from the 7th of June to the 2nd
of November. From that date till November 18S2
we had on two occasions twenty days without rain

in the centre of what we call the dry season, aud
we had no light rains during those three j'ears. Jf

a thunderstorm brewed within fifty miles, its course
aud its central virulence was here, but this season
the storms have taken another course. On two suc-

ceasixe evenings this month I saw the army of

waters muster in the south, and, with the black
banner in the centre, march straiglit upon us. The
scouts reached us as fierce gusts of cold wind, the

ad\ance-guard in the form of the nimbus approaclied
within three miles, when suddenly the army broke
into two detachments : the right marched off to

lay the dust in Colombo, and the left to moisten
native interests, on the line of country between
Hanwella and Kegalla.

Though the progressive growth of all plants has
been retarded, tlie few light rains we have had during
the last three months have come on so nearly at the

right time, no great harm lias been done liitherto, and
some of my experimental ventures seem to get on
better in dry tlian rainy weather.

Over ten acres that I cleared this season, I liad

succeeded in leaving as much shade as I thought

necessary for my purpose, but having taken in hand
two acres more this month and arranged the under-

growth so as to burn without serious injury to the

trees I intended to leave, tlie fire burned so fiercely,

that over more tlian an acre not one is saved.

Mr. Halliley's answer to my challeuge is more
in accord witli my views tlian his own. The estate

he mentions did not liear the unique series of crops
he claims for it (which I would believe if I could)
while under weeds, but wliile lunler process of being
restored to rational cultivation. There seems hardly
to be any difference between the cases, repectively
adduced by him and by me : both estates were in a

bad state from long neglected weeds
;

both had a

large reserve of fertility in the soil ; aud in both the

coffee responded vigorously on the conquest of the

enemy that starved it wliile free scope for its

plundering operations were allowed. The same

operations which in the fifties restored coffee fields from
barrenness to a highly profitable yield may utterly fail

in tlie eiglities, because the same conditions do not

exist. In the old times weeds were allowed to run tlieir

free course, unchecked for years among young coffee,

resulting in crops that were hardly worth gathering,
while the reserve of fertility in the soil, remained
almost intact. Such fields only needed weeding, to

bring out in the shape of pa am whatever power the

.soil possessed. The original fertility of a soil is

practically a definite quantity, which is diminished
in volume by every particle of matter removed from

it, and, unless an equivalent is restored to it in some
form, the crops of cultivated land will yearly dimin-

ish. A specially favourable season may cause a spurt,
but the tendency must always be downwards : quicker
or slower, according to the amount of the original

fund, but always downwards. For the last twenty
years, the general treatment of coffee has been such,
as to draw out this fund quickly. From ten to fifteen

years ago planters became fully alive to the necessity
of giving as well as taking, but before much progi'ess
was made in the new direction, Hemileia vantrilrix

came on the clean and the weedy, the sluggisli and
the enterprizing, the encumbered strnggler and
the full-handed capitalist alike. A bravely contested

battle against this last enemy has been fought, and
not won, but it may decline and coffee planting re-

vive on a new system, not Mr. Halliley's.

18th April. —Rain at last, and as usual rather more
than we wanted. Herewith a pineapple : it is the

second one of this variety I have grown, and the

misfortune that has happened to both, has gixen me
a lesson in pinery. If the Kew pine is not sup-

ported by a strong stake or otherwise, the weight of

the fruit is apt to give the plant a list, and as soon

as the plant leaves the perpendicular the fruit stem

snaps .icross, like a pipe stem. This one is hardly
mature and so far short of the dimensions I have
heard of ; yet it is a fruit of highly respectable ap-

pearance, I have not wished to say anything about
Gear, I Rubber, till I see what comes of tlie present death-

like appearance of the trees I believe sometliing of

the sani; kind has happened elsewhere, but for the

present all that have borne seed are leafless as well

as some that have borne none. Everything is looking
fresh and flourishing after the rain.

Kpskus R0OT.S.— Mr. A. C. Sumps writes :
—"With

reference tu Mr. A. P. Abrah<-ini'3 desired iiifurni-

atinn on kuskus roots aud to your editorial query
therein referred to, in your issue of the 20lli mst.,
I have tlie pleasme to state that I lue kuskus for

tats, for I he hangings of punkahs and for fans. The
kuskus tats h.anging all round the (ir;uid OrienteJ
Hotel verandahs are those supplied by me."
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MARKKT RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS,
{From LEWIS d' FEAT'S Lomlon Prke Current, March 29th, 1883.)
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THE CEYLON COFFEE-PLANTING INDUSTRY :

Ceylon as an ' In'cubatoe
"
for Absentee

Capitalists.

Crop prospects are not cheering. Though the coffee

crop of 1S8384 will assuredly exceed that of the

season just past by probably a large amount, it will

fall very far short of what might reasonably have
been expected from the appearance of the "bearing
wood" ou which our hopes in December last were founded.

Owing probably to the very light crop of last year,
the wood tor tliis year's coffee crop matured very early.
Even so soon as the latter days of November tlie

eyes were swelled witli coming spike, and they con-

tinued to put fortli bud thi'oughout December and

January, but the persistent rains which then pre-

vailed, prevented tlie spilce from coming forward into

blossom. When, at last, fine, hot, sunny weather came,
the eyes on the best of the mature wood were already

nearly exhausted, and the blossoms whicli followed

were mainly formed on the younger wood since forced

out by the rain of the early blossoming season. We
sliall, no doubt, have a crop to pay expenses on all,

or nearly all, estates that have had fair cultivation,

but not such a crop as was wanted to lift the clouds

that liang over our enterprize. Long as these clouds

of debt and depression have been lowering over us,

they seem yet destined to darken our prospects.

True, we are still sharing a common lot, Agri-
culture elsewhere, especially in our own country, suffers

equally from repeated and successive disappointments.

After eight years of deficient harvests in succession,

a ninth is now almost assured to our fellow-agi-i-

culturists in Britain. Still, though tlieir misfortunes

may be as great as ours, they are not so ruinously
felt. In times like these, the fatal peculiarity of

our local enterprize manifests itself in its fullest force.

The "accumulated profits," made during the time of

prosperity, which at home form a reserve fund of local

wealtli to enable the sufferer from present adversity
to benefit by past eai'nings, are utterly wanting in

Ceylon. We have no reserve fund of past profits to

fall back upon, no class of wealthy Europeans en-

riched by former times of prosperity living amongst
us and circulating the liquidated products of former

industry.

Ceylon, in fact, is a sort of incubator, to which

capitalists send their eggs to be hatched, whence they
receive from time to time an abundant brood, and
leave us but the shells for our local portion.

Money has been sent here to fell our forests

and plant them with coffee, and it has been returned

in the shape of copious harvests to the home capita-

lists, leaving us in some cases, the bare hillsides from

whence those rich harvests were drawn. Had the profits

from our abundant coffee crops in the past been located

here, and invested in the country aud its soil, what a fund

of local wealth woukl now exist, what new iiidustries

nii^'ht liave l)een created, what manufactures niiglit

now have been flourishing, what numbers of wealthy
citizens of our own race might ha\e been living in

affluence, and wliat resources should we not have poss-

118

essed to help us over the time of our adversity and

depression !

The total amount of coffee raised on tlie plant-
ations of Ceylon since 1849 is about Cwi. 18,100,000
and there were produced previously (exclud-

ing native coffee m both cases) about ... 1,000,000

At the least, making a grand total of coffee of 19, 100,000
as the produce of imported capital. Including
interest, and all Items of local cost, we

may safely say that this coffee has been pro-
duced for 25 rupees per cwt. and has realized,

at the least, R35 net, on an average ; aud
it has therefore thus earned a net profit
of ... ... ... ..K191,000,000
The coffee so produced has been yielded

•by plantations aggregating not more than

320,000 acres after including a due allow-

ance for lands abandoned ; and the aver-

age cost of the estates, including the pur-
chase of the land, has certainly not ex-

ceeded R300 per acre, involving a total

capital of .. ... .. H96,000,000
There has therefore been a sum of at least R95,000,000
of liquidated pro/it returned to the capit-

alist, besides tlie refund of his priiicipa/,

and there remains still the existing plant
of say 250,000 acres of laud under cultiv-

ation by means of the said capital worth

surely Rl.50 per acre ... ., R37,500,000
thus showing a total profit at the very
least of.. ... ... ...R 132, 500, 000

In short, we have dispatched a brood of 95 mil-

lions, and have 374 millions still In the shell !

Hence comes it that, though we possess many of

the outward and visible signs of national wealth,
such as abundant revenues, great public works, railways,

roads, liarbours, tanks and irri.ation works, public

buikliugs (not omitting the Asylum !), yet there is not

a wealthy European in the ishiud. Though we liave

heaped up riclies elsewhere, we have made no local

piles and are absolutely without any reserve of liquid-
ated accumulations to meet the c ra of short crops and
of financial disaster which began in 1879.

It must be remembered that in the al ovc remarks

on "Ceylon as an incubator for absentee capitalists,"

we were dealing with the enterprize from tlie colonists'

point of view, and only took into account the
"

l^lantation
"

coffee exported. The profits on the

six or seven millions of cwt. of "native" coffee

exported have all come to the Ceylonese people
concerned, aud moreover a large proportion of the
" R300 per acre" and " R25 ixr cwt." allowed for

expenditure on plantations and crop lias directly

gone into the hands of tlic people aud so far

benefited tlie island. But here again, a con-

siderable amount of what has been paid to Tamil

coolies—over tliirty millions' pounds sterling in about

40 years
—

apart from the rice, curry-stuffs and cotton

clotli purchased by them in Ceylon has gone in the shape
of tlicir profits to benefit Southern India. Here the

Imperial Goveiumeut give us no credit as a Colony,
nor has it been realized in England that, during tlie

Madras famine of Ib77-7S, well nigh 200,000 fugitives
found means of subsistence in Ceylon, over aud above

the usual labour supply of the planters. Indeed, in this

w.ay, Ceylon
—mainly througli its colonists—contrib-

uted aliout as much to the aid of India as tlic total of the
" Mansion House Famine Fund "

about whicli so much
was lieard at the time. But to turn more particular!}

to further disidvantages we labour under, it will befound

tliat it is not only the prutits of our European agricult-

ure of which the country fails to reap the benefit.

Her highest and best-paid otlicers cany away, on
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their departure from the country, a large proportion

of what they flid not remit "home "
during tire brief

tenure of their office. The whole Civil Service, as a

body, also remit a large proportion of the pay they
draw from the island's revenues to maintain and

educate their families at home. And when, at length,

their terms of service have been completed, their

pensions, swelled, it may be, by rewards for services

elsewhere, are drawn from the island's resources and

permanently alienated from its wealth. Even our

commerce contributes its profits to the mother-conntry
and leaves " the empty shells" in the place whence

the substantial brood has been driven.

ADULTERATING INDIAN TEA WITH MATE!
THE USE OF MATE IN S. AMERICA.

The extraordinai'y proposal of the Indian Tea Gazette

to blend mat6 with Indian tea is thus noticed by
Mr. P. D. Millie's brother in South America :

—
" The North China Herald's idea .about the virtues

and defects bf mate are jumbled up with something
which can only have reference to the Bolivian eoca, aliout

which much crude nonsense has been written, and

wliich in its turn has been jumbled up with cacao

or cocoa or vaguely inferred to have some connec-

tion with coconuts, or to be some preparation there-

from derived !

" I frequently use Paraguay tea or mate, and can

assure any one wishing to know the truth that it

is not tea at all, and is for a certain reason utterly
unfit to be used to

' blend with Indian teas.' Mate

parts with its flavour and colourhig matter almost

instantaneously by pouring boiling water over the

leaves, and this may be repeated several times with-

out exhausting them. Tea, on the contrary, parts

slowly with its theine and colouring ;
if mixed with

the leaves of the mate ilex, its flavour would be ut-

terly overpowered by that of the latter.

" Matt^ does not produce any
'

excitement of a

very unpleasant kind to Europeans.' On the con-

trary, I know Europeans who cannot take tea who
resort to mate, because it does not produce the ex-

citement to the neivous system causeil by tea, in-

cluding insonmia. Judging from its eft'ects on myself,
I consider it to be one of the most harmless of

warm infusions, and have always liked it. The South
Ajuerican peoples who use it certainly do not suffer

from its exciting properties, although many of those

who imbibe mate in great quantities object to a cup
of tea because it affects tiieir nerves.

" Mat(5 is an excellent tubslitnle for tea : as a blend

it never can be used. We use it in South America
either by pouring boiling water over the pulverized
leaves and twigs, adding sugar to suit tlie palate,
and then sucking it through a silver tube, or by
infusing the entire leaf in a teapot or jug, and

pouring it out like tea. The latter way of prepar-
ation is not very conunon yet, but will, I think,
soon become more general. Undoubtedly it is a good
morning or evening beverage for nervous persons who
cannot take tea.

"This is the plain truth about mate. It will

never supplant tea in Europe or elsewhere, and will

never be employed (at least successfully) to adulteiate
the latter. It is a beverage sui ijviieri.s, and, although
I enjoy a mati now and tlieu, 1 have no inclination

to abandon the use of tea. Rich and poor among
the natives of the Spanish American Republics use
it : but for all that tea and cofl'ee are yearly beinr.

consumed to a greater extent by all classes whilst

the consumption of mate remains about stationary.

"Coiiuimbo, Chile. T. J. W. Mxllie."

LABOUR IN FI.II.

We have already noticed the effect of Sir Arthur
Gordon's regulations by which most of the natives of

Fiji are prevented from laliouring for European employ-
ers on estates. Then, it appears, that, while iu Queens-
land the exceptional mortality amongst the South .Sea

Islanders (kanakas) is attributed largely to a change of

diet, including too large a proportion of meat, a similar

excepttional mortality amongst the same class on Fiji

plantations is traced to a diet too exclusively vegetable.
The present editor of the Fiji Times admits that the
main food consists of wild lOots gathered in the forests

called "tivolis" -and sweet potatoes often unripe.
Yams ought to be cultivated and supplied more largely,
with meat or fisli. We cannot forget the terrible

mortality amongst Tamils in Ceylon in early times,
but tlie kanakas seem specially unable to bear regular
work and exposure ou the weather. The following is

an extract from a report by Dr. MacGregor :
— " The

frightful mortality among the Polynesian laborers has

been variously ascribed by employers to acclimatization

and the overflow of the river some five or six months

ago. As the Polynesian can hardly be said to be
submitted to a change of climate by removal to Fiji,

where also he is understood to be fed on precisely
the same kind of food lie has always been accustomed

to, the cause or causes of mortality cannot be ascribed

to acclimatization. Nor can it be imputed to the

overflow of the river, seeing that the health of the

Indians has not been ati'ected by it. It is, however,
notorious that the mortality amongst recently intro-

duced Polynesians is very much greater than among
old residents. This is not in my opinion owing to

the climate, but is due to changed conditions of

living. Polynesian youths and boys that have hitherto

led a lazy and indolent life are brought from their

own country, set to do continuous and hard work,
fed on food of inferior quality and exposed to all

kinds of weather. There'; can be no doubt the class

of Polynesian now introduced is greatly inferior in

pliysique to that formerly brought to this Colony ;

they are therefore less aljle to bear the transition from
their pi'evious mode of life and they have a greater

liability to sickness when exposed to contagion
—such

as tliat of dysentery
—and less recuperative power ;

few of them can undergo without injury the fatigue
of a fair day 's work for an average healtliy man, and

they have less power of resistance to the chilling and

lowering effects of bad weather. The suggestions
made to the different managers in my letters have
reference specially to houses, food, water, sleeping ac-

commodation, the treatment of the sick, exposure,
and work." After dealing with the sanitary arrange-

'

ments of houses and coudemuing unripe sweet potatoes.
Dr. MacGregor proceeds :

— ' '

I observed on two or

three estates that the Polynesians at the time of my
visit were eating rice, which they said they relished.

,.\t
* * * * a considerable number are now using

flour made into cakes of the kind prepared by the
Indians. The use of both these articles of diet should
be encouraged as the supply of yams and taro will

constantly and rapidly become more and more dis*

proportinate to the demand, on accoiuit, on the one
hand of the employment of the natives in the cultiv-

ation of sugarcane, and by reason on the other hand
of tlie ever -increasing number of laborers eniiiloycd
on the estates. I am strongly inclined to think tliat

the planters will find it cheaper to use rice and flour

than to plant yams and taro on their own estates.

The use of manioc or kassa\a deserves a trial as an
article of diet. It can be grown cheaper, and as a crop
is much less precarious than yams. It is Largely
used by planters in Seychelles, and is there a he.altliy
and nutritious diet. In all otlier tropical conutries

with which I am familiar it is considered necessary
that the coloured laborers should receive a certain
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allowauce of auiinal food. This is most frequently

given in the fcn-m of salt fish. I belie\'e this addi-

tion to tlieir food is as necessary in Fiji as else-

where, and I \\ould therefore raise this point for the

consideration of the Governor." Mosquito nets for

estate labourers sounds to us absunl, but in Fiji

they seem an absolute necessity, for Dr. MacOregor
writes :

—" In preserving the health of tlie labourers

it is of much importance that they be put in a pos-
ition to procure, at night, sound sleep and rest to

the body. This is hardly attainable on any single
estate visited by me. In most cases the mosquito
nets were highly objectionable, incapable of excluding

mosquitos in tlio majority of cases ; but, in one in-

stance, made of thick calico, and therefore too hot

and close. In almost every case, if not in all, the

labourer sleeps on a hard plank or on ralax (shelves)
constructed of bamboo, covered usually with a single
mat. It is ditiicult to believe that a tired man can
rest his body sleeping on a hard plank, and I would
therefore insist on the use of a certain quantity of

some soft material below the mat. Mosquito nets, I

hold, should be of a white colour, to make sure of

their being kept clean : the meshes should be large

enough to permit the circulation of air, but not so

large as to allow the entrance of mosquitoes. Care
is also needed to prevent too many men from occupy-
ing one mosquito net." 1'he comparison instituted

between Polynesians and Indian coolies shows why
planters accustomed to docile kanakas find coolies too

independent :
— •'

Although a matter that is difficult

to prove by actual demonstration there is much reason

to believe that exposure to cold and wet has much
to do with the very frequent occun'euce of fatal

dysentery among the Polynesians. The Polynesian is

placed at a great disadvantage compared with thf

Indian. The I'olynesian is much more passive, greatly
more ignorant, and far less able to protect himself

than the cunning, exacting complaining Indian : and

yet the law protects the latter to a very much greater

degree than it does the former. Tlie Indian nearly

always works by the task—that is by piece work.
If he feels in any way indisposed, or if tlie weather
is bad, he need not work ;

and thus he avoids ex-

posure, and can rest if ailing. If he does more tlian

an average day's work in fine v.cather, he is paid

accordingly. The Indian feeds himself and can there-

fore select his own food : and he jiossesses natui-ally,
a certain amount of talent in cooking, and in making
himself comfortable. His position is therefore greatly

superior to that of the Polynesian, who little uniler-

stands liow to make himself comfortable, whose services

at all times and in any weather are at the call of

his employer. He eats what is given to him, which

is, I fear, often of bad quality, and cooked in the

rougliest possible manner ; he lives without complaint
in any house or hovel put at his disposal by his

emijloyer, and accepts whatever accommodation is

supplied to liim. Unless his employer gives him a

specified task the Polynesian has but little idea of

hours or of a fair day's work. When sick his passive-
ness and docility become helplessness. Surely if this

comparison of the two races is a fair one, and as it

is based on my own obsei'vations, I believe it is not

misleading, the law should provide greater protection
for the I'olynesian than for the Indian. The legal

safeguards turuisbed the Indian are not greater than
are required ; in the ease of the Polynesian they are

less than experience demands."

REPORT FOR 1882 OF THE PUBLIC GARD-
ENS AND PLANTATIONS IN JAMAICA.
We have already noticed that portion of Mr.

Morris's elaborate Report which dealt with the pro-

duction and export of table fruits to the United

vStates. Reverting to the document we find it stated

tliat, in consequence of the failure of the May rains

or "
seasons," after a scries of dry montlis with parch-

ing winds, all agricultural operations suffered from

drought. Young coffee and cinchona plants suffered

very severely, and precautionary measures had to be

taken with reference to the water supply of Kings-
ton. Old planters in Jamaica, like old planters in

Ceylon, believe that the seasons ai"e more irregular
and precarious than in former days, and there is an

evident inclination to lay the blame on forest de-

nudation. But the clearing away of forest can scarcely
have produced, simultaneously, unseasonable drought
in Jamaica and unseasonable rains in Ceylon. Trees

may have important local effects, but the seasons

are surely influenced by great cosmic forces beyond
the control of man. No doubt lands entirely bared

of timber are specially liable to injury from floods.

Mr. Morris has, therefore, only performed his duty
in recommending for consideration the preservation
of forest on mountain tops an<l ridges as well as iu

tlie neighbourhood of springs and on the banks of

rivers. .Jamaica, like the whole of the West Indies,
is subjected to much more violent meteorological
phenomena than are ever experienced in Ceylon.
No wonder, if the export of produce from Jamaica
was diminished in 1881-82, when we learn that severe
floods in 1879 were followed by an unprecedented
drought in 1880, to which a hurricane was added,
drought continuing, in 1881 ! Nevertlieless, Mr. Morris
writes :

—
At the close of the year 1881, iu spite of the drought

of that year there were many hopeful signs of improve-
ment. The sugar crop, grown in localities not seriously
affected by the decreased rainfall, w.as the. largest for mauy
years ; the exports being sugar, .38,392 hhds. of the value
of ,€G14,2S3, and rum 22,742 pbus. of the value of j620S,64o;
which is an increase on the exported value of these two
articles, as compared with 1880, to the extent of £398,621.
The coffee crop as a whole was above the average, but
on account of the low prices ruMng fin- this article, many
of the settlers growing lowland coffee suffered severely.
For the best qualities of Blue Jlount.ain coffee, grown and
cured by skilled labour, the prices appeared to have been
little changed.
Many suggestions have been made to deal with the evil

but ileep digging and treating with caustic hme, while the

insect is iu the larval state, appears to be the only ef-

fective means of destroying it. Careful rolling of the

surface with a heavy roller when the ground is soft might
also be tried : as well as assiduously de.stroymg the adult

insects whenever practicable.

There are no figures for the coffee crop, but, allow-

ing for local consumption of sugar and rum, the

value of products of the sugarcane exceeded one
million sterling, notwithstanding the prevalence in

some districts of an aphis blight in the canes, as

also a destructive caterpillar : but the latter for only
a few weeks. Much mischief has been done to

pasturage by the mole cricket (dnUiis campestris) so

wellknown on lowcountry estates in Ceylon, where
the insect flics at higher game than grass roots, to

wit cacao and Liberian coffee seedlings. Mr. Morris
writes :

—
While on the subject of insect pests iu this islaufl, I

would desire to draw attention to the fact that 1 have
noticed that such pests are most prevalent in the neigh-
bourhood of villages and iu localities where bird life is

rare or entirely absent. Owing to the indiscriminate

slaughter of small birds in this island, where every one
with means sufficient to purchase a gun can shuot all

the year round, bird life ^especially humming birds, red-

start.- and others of au insectivorous character and with

bright plumage) is becoming, more and more rare.
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It would be very desirable to restrict, if not entirely

abolish, the shooting of all birds in this island during cert-

ain seasons ;
but I would earnestly recommend that, at

least, protection be given to the large class of insectivor-

ous birds which is now practically becoming exterminated.

There can be little doubt that we suffer more in

Ceylon from "grub" than we might, if insectivorous

birds were more plentiful. But birds have an un-

happy faculty of changing their habits ;
_

and there

are no gi-eater enemies of wheat growers in Australia

than parrots, while the imported sparrows are equally

destructive to chefries. Coming to "
exchange of plants

and seeds," we find it stated :
—

Among the special contributions received from Kew
were the following :—seed of Cinchona Ledgeriana ;

cin-

chona morada veluta (Cinchona calisaya, Boliviana); cuprea

baik (Kemija pedunculata ?; ;
the Mangaha (Hancornia

specio.sa) which, besides being one of the sources of India-

rubber in Brazil, bears a most delicious fruit.

We suppose Dr. Trimen's forthcoming Report will

tell us that seeds of the Cuprea bark trees (which

dourish at much lower levels than the true cinchonas)

liave been received in Ceylon as well as of the tree

which, besides producing rubber gum, yields a de-

licious fruit. That tree ought certainly to be an

acciuisition. Considerable additions had lieen made to

the Botanical Library, amongst Mdiich we notice

"Freaks of Plant Life" by Cooke, and "Vegetable

Technology
"

by Jackson. At the cinchona plant-

ations, elevation 5,000 feet, the mean temperature of

the air and of the earth 6 feet below the surface

was a'i". As Jamaica is 10° further from the equator

than either Java or Ceylon, it is curious that the

mean temperature at 5,000 feet should not be lower

in the West Indian Island than in those within 7" of

the equator in the British and Netherlands East Indies.

If there is no mistake, we should be glad to learn

what the influences are which give Jamaica a mountain

climate in 17° North as warm as that which prevails

at precisely similar altitudes in Ceylon 7° north and

Java 7° south of the equator. In British Sikkim at

10° farther north than Jamaica we know that 3.600

feet altitude is equivalent to 5,000 in Ceylon, each

giving a mean temperature of G3". The difference for

•J0° latitude is 1,400 feet altitude. As British Sikkim

is close below the everlasting snows of the Himalayas,
tlie cold of winter may have some effect in reducing
the mean temperature. Instead of 700 feet for 10°

in the case of Jamaica, therefore, let us take 500.

Even then, by analogy the mean temperature of 63°

should in the West India Island distinguish an

elevation of 4,500 feet, and at 5,000 feet the mean
should be, not 63° as shewn, but about 60°. Do the

contiguity to a great continent in the case of Ceylon
and the vast mass of Java and Sumatra (practically

one island) account for the difference ; or is the heat

of Jamaica raised by the waters of "the Gulf Stream"

or by warm air cm'rents ? It is, at any rate, curious

that Jamaica at 17° from the equator should have

the same mean temperature at 5,000 feet, which is

shown at the same elevation in Java and Ceylon at 7°

from the equator. Against a mean of 63° at 5.000 feet

in Jamaica, we have a mean maximum of 68'9 and

a mean minimum of 58-4. The highest range was

72'S in June and the lowest 54'4 in February. The
mean of the dew point for the year was 57 'O. The
rainfall for 1881-82 (a year of drought) was 73-77. The
rainiest month was October 1881 with 34'52 inches,

November coming next with S'02, while June gave

only 0'76. From a table of rainfall for ten years
we gather that by far the rainiest tion of thepor

year extends from August to December, the average

being :
—

August 11-44 inches
|

Nov. 9'S7 inches

Sept. 12- JG „ Dec. 13-97 „
October 20-74 „ I

May in the other months of the year makes the best

shew, thus :-

January 9-90 inches

February 319 ,,

March 7-:i9 „
April 7-05 „

May 11-74 inches
Julie .5-78 ,,

July 4-72 „

The rainfall (a\'erage for the year 119'10 inches)
is thus very fairly distributed. The averages were
reduced by 68 inches only in 1881, the lowest of the

series, and 73 "77 in 1S82, the next lowest. Except
October every month of 1881-82 was below the average
of 9-93 inches ; the monthly average for last year being
6'14 inches. The highest rainfall in ten years, 156-82

inches, occurred in 1877; the lowest, as we liave shown,
was 68 inches in 188 1 . The highest fall in any month
in the ten years was 43-74 in December 1878, and the

lowest 0-76 in June 1882. The climate is certainly
all that could be desiderated for cinchona culture,
but the great factor in favour of Jamaica, as well

as Java, must be the soil, for in Mr. Morris's reports
we see nothing said about the dying-off from root

and stem canker, whicli has so largely qualified tlie

profit of the enterprize in Ceylon. All we can see

about disease is that four plants of the hard Cartha-

gena kind were exhilnting the most luxuriant growth
at 6,100 feet, but that at lower elevations

they did not do so well.
' ' At elevations of even

5,000 feet they are attacked by rnd spider and thrip
and make very slow progress." Red spider and thrip
are, therefore, present, and, if canker is as entirely
absent as Mr. Mori'is's silence on the subject would
lead us to infer, we should like to know what, in

Mr. Morris's opinion, is the reason why. We liave

little doubt he would answer "
soil," adding, perliaps,

"
shelter," for it does not seem that the hurricanes

have done mucli damage to the fever trees.

The first of the numerous gardens under his charge
reported on by Mr. Morris are the " Castleton Gard-

ens," 580 feet above the sea, with a mean temper-
ature of 78° and a rainfall of 92 inches. A number
of improvements was effected, and we are told that

These banks instead of being turfed with sods in the usual

expensive manner were replanted, at a comparatively
small cost, with small pieces of Bahama, Cynodon Dactylou,
and other stock-spreading grasses, and after the interval ot

only a few months they now present a beautiful green
sward.

Large numbers of seeds and plants were distributed

from these Gardens : amongst the rest 6 barrels of

mahogany seed to the Royal Gardens at Kew for

transmission to India and 10 lb. to the Nizam's

Conservator of Forests. The rainfall at this altitude

had varied as follows :
—

1879-80 ...104-00 inches

1880-81 ... 76-80 ,,

1881-82 ... 90-56 „

The first year noted was distinguished for floods,

and then came the reaction to 76-80 inches instead

of the average of 92.

We now come to the " Cinchona Plantation," 5,000
eet altitude, 63° mean temperature, and 119 inches

average rainfall. We quote as follows :
—

In my report for the year ending 30th September, 1S80,

I mentioned that the object ot the Government in main-

taining these plantations was not on account of th^ pecuni-

ary returns likely to be yielded by them, but for the

purpose ot showing that cinchona barks of good quality
could be successfully grown in Jamaica

;
and also that

cinchona planting, as an enterprise in private hands,

possessed all the elements of a sound and remunerative

industry.
The sales of Jamaica-grown cinchona bark during the

last three years, having, I believe, fully proved both these

points, the Government Plantations may now n.aturally de-

vote chief attention to the successful introduction and
cultivation on a small scale of all the newer and ri<--her

kinds of cinchonas for the purpose of successfully cstab.
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lishing them in the island ; and, also, to such necess-

ary experimental and scientific work relating to the industry
which, for lack of means or of scientific knowledge,
cannot be conveniently undertaken by private enterprise.
As already mentioned much remains to be done in this

repect ;
and as the plantations as a whole do not contain

more than about 180 acres, this will not allow on the

average more than about five acres for each of the twenty-
five or thirty species, varieties and forms of cinchona
barks now the subject of careful experiment and investig-
ation on these plantations.

In order to test the commercial value of Jamaica-

grown bark, no better plan could be followed than to

send it in lots to the open market and place it in com-

petition with barks from other countries. That it has
so satisfactorily stood this test and brought in a large
return on the outlay, and, moreover, that the results of

the sales have induced cinchona planting to be under-
taken in the island by private enterprise with energy and
success, are matters for which the Government no less

than the general public are to be congratulated.
Three years ago the kinds of cinchona barks under

cidtivation here were only three :
—

viz., cinchona succiru-

bra, cinchona officinalis, and the so-called cinchona c.alisaya,
now proved to be indentical with cinchona liybrid or

vohusta of Ceylon and India.

Since that time, numerous kinds have been introduced
which are now the subject of careful experiment to de-

termine the most favourable circumstances of soil, elev-

ation, rainfall and aspect suitable for their successful

cultivation : the best methods for harvesting the bark and

inducing the large.st formation of alkaloids, as well as

determining the simplest and most economical methods for

their general treatment and management.
Among the kinds of bark now under experimental

cultivation at the Government Plantations are:—
Red Barks.—Cinchona succirubra

;
cinchona succirubra,

var. sub. pubescens.
Crown Barks.—Cinchona officinalis ;

cinchona officinalis,

v.ar. uritnsinga ;
cinchona officinalis, var. lionpiandiana ;

cinchona officmalis, var. crispa ;
cinchona officinalis, magui-

folia ; cinchona ofBciualis, pubescens.
Hi/hrid Jiark.—Cinchona hybrid or robusta.

Leclgeriana Bark.—Cinchona ledgeriana.
Yell010 barks.—Cinchona caiisaya ; cinchona calisaya vera;

cinchona calisaya, var. Josephiana ; cinchona calisaya, var.

Javanica ;
cinchona calisaya, verde

;
cinchona calisaya,

morada form.

Grt'i/ Barks.—Cinchona peruviana ;
cinchona nitida

;
cin-

chona micrantha.

Carthagena Bark.—Cinchona lancifolia.

Ctq»'ea Bark.—Remija peduncidata ?

There is, I fear, some confusion re.specting the classific-

ation of more than one of 'the cinchonas now under cultiv-

ation in the East and AVest Indies. Many names, es-

pecially of the varieties or forms of the large class of

Crown barks, require to be carefully revised, and, on
that account, the above enumeration is only intended to

indicate the names under which certain kinds have been re-

ceived here.

During the past year chief attention has been given to

the successful introduction of cinchona ledgeriana and its

establishment as a cultivated plant in Jamaica. In
addition to the plants established on the Govern-
ment Plantations several thousands have been distrib-

uted amongst private planters, and each lot of

these will doubtless form a nucleus from whence seeds and

cuttings may hereafter be obtained and tlms prove most
valuable act-juisitions to private plantations.
In connection with the general working of the Cinchona

Plantation, I would mention that Mr. Hart, who was lately

appointed superintendent in succession to Mr. Nock, has

devoted himself with commendable energy to the duties

entrusted to his care, and I have confidence that he will

prove a capable and valuable officer.

It will be seen that no fewer than thirty-five species,
varieties and forms of cinchona were the subjects of

investigation in the area of 180 acres, against only
the three leading species when Mr. Morris took charge,
what was called calisaya, however, turning out to

lie identical with the hybrid or robusta of Ceylon
and India. It will be noticed that Mr. Morris

classes
puhencens not as a hybrid, but as a variety

of succirubra. His list includes also a jnibescent
ofBcinalis. Amongst the yellow barks we find
calisaya verde and the morada form. The classific-
ation requires revision, however, and we have little
doubt that Mr. Morris's list of thirty five will be
considerably reduced.

Then follow details regarding nurseries, &c., and
we find that from the plantation were distributed
3>2 ounces of seed, 77,901 plants, and SO" •>.'-iO

seedhngs. The plants included 4,108 Ledgeriana.sand of the valuable and hardy hybrids the di.s-
tribution was 52$ ounces seed, 7oO plants and 91,800
seedlings. We quote again :—

Seed of cinchona ledgeriana continues to be received in
small quantities both from Java and India and a propor-
tionate number of seedlings are raised to supply the demands
ot privats planters. Seed of an apparently new kind of
Cinchona belong to the Calisaya or Yellow bark—Calisayam-de [Cinchona Calisaya oblonyifolia) introduced by Mr
Christy, has also been received and the plants, though few iii

number, are doing well. A small quantity of seed ofCalisavamorada
yeluta (Cinchona Bnliviana) was receivcl from

Kew, which I trust will also be suecessfidly raised.*
A fe* plants of the Cuprea Bark, Semija pedunculata?

raisecl from seed received from Bogota, are also being tried
in order to test the value of this bark under cultivation

After details on conifers and other ornamental and
useful trees grown on the plantation, we are told
that :

—
Numerous cuttings from the three Ledgeriana trees re-

ceived from Kew in 1S80, have been rooted in the propa-
gatmg houses and after being hardened, they were planted
in a well-prepared and sheltered spot near the nurseries
They are 50 in number and are growing well.

*
Referring to these barks the following note has been

made upon them by Mr. E. M. Holmes, F. L. S., Curator
ot the Museum ot the Pharmaceutical Society of CJreat
Britain :

—
" With respect to the leaves and fruit, so far as I can

judge, the '

Calisa,/a morada vdiita,' is the Cinchona Calisam
Bo'iriana sah\!<.T. jjuhescens of Weddel's Notes (Transl. p.
44), and the Galisa.ya verde is, so far as I can ascertain,
Weddel's Cinchona Calisaya oblonr/ifolia, and the tree con
eerning whiffh Markham' (' Travels in India and Peru,' p
270) gives the following account:—'I have been a>.sured'

by Gironda and Martinez that there are three sorts ot
Calisaya; Cidi.iaya fina (0. Calisaya a vera, Wedd.), the
Calisaya morada (C. lioliviana, AVedd.), and the Calisaya
verde. They also told me that the last-named tree wa.s a
verylargeone, with leaves whole devoid of any red colour on
the nerves, and habitually growing very far down the valleysand even in the plains. A tree of this variety supplies
600 to 700 lb. weight of hark, whereas the Calisaya fina
yields only aOO to 400. Gironda declares that in the pro-
vince of Munecas, Bolivisi, he saw one that furnished l.OOOlh
of tabia, that is to say, of the bark, of the trunk, and
lower branches.'

'• These remarks confirm the statement made in the copy
of the letter forwarded with the barks, viz., that it pays
better to cultivate the Calisaya verde than the Calisaya
fina, or, in other words, that although the Calisaya verde
yields only Gi to 9 per cent, of pure sulphate of quinine
(while the very best Ledgeriana yields 13 per cent., and
other specimens not more than 6 per cent.) yet as the
Calisaya verde yields twice the amount of bark that the
fina or Ledgeriana does, this equivalent to from 13 to 18
per cent, of quinine in the Cali.-:aya rez-rfe

; niori'over, from
the fact that the Cali.fayn verde is a more vigorous tree
than the delicate Ledgeriana, and will grow at a lower
elevation, it is obvious that it can be cultivated to a much
greater extent and may be extremely valuable for graftin"
the Ledgeriana upon, more especially since the attempt
to graft the Lfdgeriana upon C. surciriih-u has proved
unsuccessful.

" lam not aware that the Caiisaya i-crde {Cinchona Calisaya
ohlouiiifoliii) lias yet bcrn introflueed into India, anil I think
you are to be congratulateii on having succeeded in obtain-

ing seeds of so valuable a Calisaya.'
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Some scions! from the same trees were grafted, about

the middle of August, ou roots from strong growing

healtliy trees of "
Hybrid" and they have now united and

have commenced making healthy growth.
Upper Buzza Plantation.—Te operations on this planta-

tion have consisted chiefly of the routine weeding, clean-

ing and supplying vacancies. The trees of all kinds have

made satisfactory progress, some of the "
Hybrid" plants

being over 10 feet in height at a little over 3 years old.

Some of 0. Officinalis, now about 2 years and 9 mouths

planted, are over 7 feet in height and being closely placed
and often two at one stake, they will soon require thinning.

It is estimated that bark could be taken from this planta-
tion next year (that is, in the fourth year after planting)

to the value of at least £15 per acre, net. The niimber

of plants supplied to this plantation (in the last planted

portion) was about 6,000 C. Officinalis, and 580 C. Hybrid.
Belle Vue Plantation.—The principal field operations

of the year have been for the most part, confined to this

plantati'U, and have consisted in the clearing and replant-

ing of the too widely-planted portions described in former

reports.
The portiou treated last year and planted with C. Offic-

inalis var. uritusinga has, notwithstanding the severe

drought, grown well—except in some few denuded ridges

where ferrugineous clay crops up through the upper or sur-

face soil ;
the general growth of the entire field is on the

whole very satisfactory. Adjoining this portion, a field of

about 5 acres has been cleared and plauted with 0. Officinalis

of the same variety (Colorado de Loxa of Spanish commerce)
as that growing at the Newhaven Gap and Monkey Hill

plantations. The land was fir.st thoroughly cleaned and then

dug into the form of ordinary yam-hills 3j feet by 3J feet

apart. These hills were allowed to settle and become soaked

by a few showers of rain previous to planting. Three large

drains dividing the slope (which is rather steep) into four

portions have been made for the purpose of counteracting the

effect of heavy rains and preventing wash.

On tliis plautatiou, also, a site has been selected and parti-

ally prepared for plants of the glabrous variety of 0. Pubesc-

ens (Magnifolia) raised from seed received from the Indian

Plantations.
White's Piece.—The growth of the Hybrid plants on these

fields continues to be very satisfactory, and the plantation

generally is in good order. It will be remembered that this

is the second planting of t'iuchona on land from which a

large crop had been previously harvested, and the general
health of the plants leads me to hope that the seoond crop will

be fully equal to the first.

Newhaven Oap and Monkey Hill Plantations.—These

fields, established mostly with C. Officinalis, were cropped
last year and a total of 60,134 pounds of wet bark, yielding

21,512 pounds of dry bark, was successfully shipped there-

from. The results of these sales wiU be discussed later. The
fields are now in good order and with the coppiced stools

sending out abundant shoots, some of which are 14 inches

high. It has been noticed that with C. Officinalis on these

fields the stools have in no instance failed to throw out shoots,

and they have mamtained their health and vigour after being

coppiced two or tliree times.

Four plants of the hard Carthagena Bark received from
the <:T0verninent of India have been establislied near Monkey
Hill hut (6,100 feet) and at this elevation they are exliibiting

most luxuriant growth.
Plants of the same kind are also established at lower elev-

ations, for experimental purposes ; but, judging from their

relative rate of growth and their habit, it is evident that

this land is adapted only for the highest elevations in the

island.

At elevations of even 5,000 feet they are attacked by "red

spider" and "
thrip" and^make very slow progress.

L.ITIMER Plantation.—On this plantation a small shel-

tered spot has been selected for experimeutal trial of Cinchona

Ledgeriaua at 5,500 feet. As in the other cases, where tliis

kind is plauted, it is hoped to keep the plants free from

hybridization and so ensure pure seed.

It will be seen that Mr. Morris had been success-

ful in grafting Ledger scions on to hybrid stocks,

and that the growtli of hybrids and officinalis was

good. It is interesting to leani that a seoond plant-

ing of cinchona ou the same land was likely to be

a success. C. ojjiciiialis trees had coppiced well two

or tlu'ee times, still retaining their vigour. We shall

be curious to know how Ledgerianas answer in Jamaica
at 5,500 feet. The fact that the site is sheltered is of
much importance.
We now come to the

Results or Baek Sales, 1881-82.—One .shipment of bark
was made from the plantations during the past year, which
for the most part was the result of "

thiimings" and

"prunings" of New Haven Gap and Monkey Hill plant-
ations, rendered necessary by the too abumlant growth of

estaljlished trees and self sown seedlings The bark thus
harvested was composed of "

twig and broken bark" but
the results of the sales were of a very satisfactory char-

acter. The net amount realized was two thousand, four
hundred and nineteen pomids five sliillings and seven pence,

being four hundred and nineteen pounds five shillings and
seven pence beyond the estimated value of the consignment.
The results of the sales may be briefly summarized as

follows ;
—

Gross
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This is, as far as I am aware, a fact unique in the his-

tory of cinchona cultivation.

Altogether it seems evident that if the soil and other

conditions generally are equal to those of the New
Haven Gap and Monkey Hill plantations. .Jamaica is

likely to run .lava closely in the race of successful

cinchona culture. The only qualification Rlr. Morris

makes, apart from red spider and thrip already noticed,

is with reference to " some few denuded ridges where

ruginous clay crops up." Mr Morris notices favour-

ably the desire of the Jamaica Government'to get
cinchona febrifuge manufactured locally ; but we suspect
the better plan will be to sell their bark at good prices
in llie London market and then buy the various alkal-

oids from those who have devoted their lives to

cmchoua bark chemistry. After a paragraph on jalap

cultivation, Mr. Morris notices a system of training
cadets and appientices at the plantations, which miglit,
in a modified form, be worthy of cousideration in

Ceylun ; although of course, the pursuit with us has

already been taken up largely as a matter of private

enterjirize. Still young Europeans and Tamils

might be taught a good deal that would be useful to

them in our Government Gardens. We quote the

paragraphs :
—

Cajjkts—With the approval of His E.xcelleuey the Go-
vernor a certain nimiher of cadets are being received,
without salary, at the Government Plantations for the pur-
pose of being taught the details of cinchona cultivation,
and with the view of fitting them either to open plantations
on their own account, or to act as Managers or Supermteud-
euts of cinchona plantations. At the present time thi-ee

gentlemen are so attached, and I am glad to be able to

report that they are devoting themselves with zeal and

energy to then- work and taking a keen interest in all

tliat concerns the value and management of labour: de-

tails of nursery work : the minutiaa of planting : and the

various methods adopted for successfully harvesting ciu-

choua bark.
The knowledge and experience thus gained will doubtless

prove of great service to them in after life, and I look

forward to a great impetus being given to Cinchona plant-

ing by the introduction of men of captail and education
who hitend to devote themselves solely to this important
industry.

Apprentices.—In order to ti'ain a number of the better

class of native workmen in the details of nursery and

projiagating work connected with Cinchona cultivation, an

attempt has been made to attach a certain number to the
Government Plantations, where they undergo a systematic
cour.';e, so as to fit them in due tune to take charge of

niu'series or act as foremen on private plantations. The
experiment so far has worked satisfactorily. The apprent-
ices for the fii'st thi'ce months receive only a nominal rate

of pay, which, however, is gradually increased as they
become more efficient. '\\Tien apphcations are received for

men to take charge of nurseries on prive plantations, the

best of these .apprentices are recommended, and they gener-
ally receive wages ranging from 12/ to 20/ per week.
Three men trained at the Government estahhshmeut have

lately been apj)ointed as foremen on private plantations,
and four more are undergoing a com'se of training to iit

them for such appointments.
By these means it is hoped the success of cinchona plant-

ing in private hands will be greatly promoted and at the
same tune an important service rendered to a large class

of young men hitherto without the means of lucrative

emplojinent.
The cinchona plantations disposed of, we have next

a notice of the Parade Garden, Kingston, 50 feet above
the sea, with a mean temperature of 79'5 (1° below

Colombo) and '13' 18 inches rain (the rainfall of .Jaffna

nearly). This is a park and pleasure gardens for the

good people of Kingston. What Mr. Morris says about
the I'ictoyia ni/ic may, perhaps, account for failures

with this Royal Water Lily in Ceylon :
—

The Victoria rugia (Royal Water-Lily) which flomishes
witlt gi'ent luxuriance at the C.a.stleton Gardens has often
been tried in this basin but it has seldom gi-own for more
than a few mouths. It is evidently destroyed by a siuall

fresh water snail (Planorbisl wliich comes in the larval or

young state in the water. A sunilar difficulty was found
ra e.5tabhshing this handsome plant at the Cieylou Botan-
ical Gardens and I doubt whether it can be wholly
overcome.

We never heard the term "willow'' applied to any
of tlie Indian figs bi Ceylon, but, as far as we can
make out, our bo-tree, which might well be called
the Indian aspen, is in Jamaica called " the Ceylon
willow," and Mr. Morris values its ornamental char-
acter so highly that he has planted it (or some Ind-
ian fig) alternately witli the Royal Cuba palm, in an
avenue at the Governor's residence. The Indian figs
(Urostigma) are thus noticed with other plants as

growing in the Kingston GJarden :
—

Among the plants worthy of note in this garden, men-
tion might be made of several species of Urostigma, wliich
with then' bright, green, glossy foUago and drooping habit
are admii-ably adapted as shade ti'ees for their plains.
They have a rich profusion of small and somewhat thick
leaves on nrunerous pendant branches, they stand wind
well and never ai)pear to suffer from drought. One
species here commonly called the "Ceylon Willow" has
been largely propagated by layeiiug, and plants have been
distributed to May Pen Cemeteiy and other places where
handsome spacious trees are desu'ed.
Two plants of Brachychitou ijopulnea, alhed to the Flame

tree of Austi-alia, are growing well and promise to become
very ornamental.
A plant of Erythi-osylon coca, propagated by seed from

a specimen received about thi'ee years ago fi-om the Royal
Gardens, Kew, has within 18 months grown remarkably
well and is now bearing seed. The leaves of tliis plant,
it will be remembered, are largely employed as a mastic-

atory under the name of Coca by the inhabitants of
Peru, Quito and New Grenada. Coca forms an article of
commerce among the Indians and wherever they go they
carry with them a bag of the carefully dried leaves. [See
Treasm-y of Botany, p. 469.] Among the plants of econo-
mic mterest are two specimens of the Ceara rubber Mani-
hot Glaziovi, which withstood the late drought much better
than was expected ; they ajre now gi'owing rapidly and
showing sigus of flowering.
Amoug palms the indigenous Sabal lunbracuhfera, the

Bull Thatch or Royal Palmetto, appears as woidd natm'ally
be exjiected, to thrive well at this garden. A specimen
only about 4 or o years old has flowered and friuted for
some time and it is e\'idently at home.
The handsome and graceful Cocos plumosa : the glauc-

ous-hued Date palm, Phoenix dactj'lifera : the Royal
Palm of Cuba, Oreodoxa regia : the indigenous Mountain
Cabbage, Oreodoxa oleracea, also add to the beauty of
the garden and give it a characterestic tropical aspect.

If the Royal Palmetto is so much at home in Kings-
ton, surely it would do well in portions of Colombo
fairly sheltered from the monsoon winds 1 The Hope
plantation is situated at 650 feet altitude, with a
mean temperature of 7S' and a rainfall of 56 inches,
and of it Mr. Morris says :

—
This establishment has been found of increasiug im-

portance for the distribution of economic plants in the
plains ;

and Mr. MoNair has steadily and satisfactorily met
the numerous demands made for new sugar canes and for
such plants as Liberian coffee, cacao, nutmeg, orange, pine
apple, teak, mahogany, divi-divi, and other timber and fruit
trees.

The celebrated Caracas cacao which, I believe, has now
been introduced for the first time to Jamaica is likely to

prove most useful for cultivation in warm sheltered valleys
along the southern slopes of the island.

The elephant cane, the history of which has already been
given in former reports, continues to be in great demand
and is much liked in certain districts. It is evidently best
suited for warm humid climates. In dry districts even
with irrigation it is not so sucbessful as the Salaugore,
With such varying conditions of soil and cUmate as exist
on sugar estates in Jamaica, it may naturally be expected
that numerous varieties of canes are required to enable the

planter to obtain the best results with the means at his
eouunanil. Hence, I look upon tlie greater interest whicli
is taken in cultivating new vaiietics of sufar-caues aud the
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establislimeut of nurseries ou estates as most hopeful signs
of awakeuiug iu the staple industry of Jamaica.

A large collection of canes had been received from
Mr. Home of Mauritius one of which is said in the

Sandwich Islands to yield 6 to 7i tons of sugar per
acre, or over three times the average ! But this cane
ratoous only once. "We quote again :

—
The selected varieties of cacao plants, numbering about

340, are in i^ood health and have made rapid growth during
the past year. Although planted out ouly about 27 mouths

ago the largest are now 7 feet in height and measuring
1 inches iu circumference at the base. Many have flowered

freely, but in order to keep the plant in a good state of

vigorous growth, they have not been allowed to bear at

this early age. The temporary shade for these jalants has
consisted of a moderately thick growth of castor oil and
banana ;

while young trees of the Sand box (Hura crepitans),

Guaugo (Pithecolobium Saman), Jak fruit (Artocarpus in-

tegrifolia) as well as one or two of the Boja immortelle

(Erythrina umbrosa) are already established so as to become
the permanent shade trees.

The small blocks of Liberian coffee, nutmeg, clove, and
cinnamon are also doing well, although they were severely
tried liy the drought. From observations at the Hope
Plantations it would appear that Liberian coffee is quite
unsuited to the Liguanea or any dry arid plains of a similar

character even wheu well shaded
;
the plants continually suffer

from " Ijlack bug
" aud have leaves of a sickly yellow tiuge

and show every symptom of feeble health. On the con-

trary, in the mo ster districts of the island, Liberian coffee

looks very vigorous and healthy, as evidenced by their

dark, glossy leaves, and the stout, robust character of their

stems.

Similar remarks apply to nutmegs, which require very
much the same conditions ; and, if possible, the neighbour-
hood of a stream with deep alluvial soil.

The teak plantation occupying about ten acres is in good
condition and forms an object of great interest, the trees

are now between 7 and 8 years old, and, although planted in a

gravelly soil, have made good progress.
The largest arc .about 40 feet high, with a circumference

at base of about 26 inches.

It will be seen that there is, as yet, no evidence of

Hem'dcia rastatrix having found its way to Jamaica.
The Palisadoes plantation is only 15 feet above sea-

level and evidently on the aea-shore. The mean

temperature is that of Colombo, 80°, but the rain-

fall, 39^ inches, seems too low for successful coconut
culture. It will be obseived that the superintendent,
in describiug the effect of the salt-laden winds ou
the youug plants, applies the very lauguage we used
when noticing the effects of salt-storms on vegetation,
with reference to the stem-mortitication disease— " ns

if they had beeu burnt by fire." It will be seen

also that the mungoose which has freed the sugar
estates from rats is powerless against those climb-

ing vermin on coconut plantations.
At this experimental coconut plantation, the chief oper-

ations have been the clearing of land for extensions on the

eastern boundaries
; supplying vacancies ; the maiutenance

of nurseries ; and general manuring aud woudiug. The
number of young coconut plants put out in fresh ground
or for supplying vacancies amounted to 2,371 ; the num-
ber distributed free to the admiralty tor planting at the
Morant Cays, and Port Koyal, to the Commissioner of

Turks Islands, and the Koyal Engineer's Department was

1,750 ; while 200 coconut plants were sold to private i)Iaut-

ations. The number of plants at present (Sept. oOth)
In the nurseries, ready for pjanting out, is 3,135.
The crops of nuts obtained dm*iug the year was 33,380.

This is the smallest return for some years aud is attri-

buted by the superintendent to the severe drought of last

year which lasted for seven mouths—\\z. '• December, 18S1,
to June, 1882. For four months, of this time, he reports
the prevalence of strong sea breezes with heavy spray
which affected the general health of the trees "makiug them
look as if they had beeu burnt by fire." To these I would

add, the after effects of the hurricane of 1880, which did

much more iniury to this plantation than was, at first,

auticijiated. There i&, uo doubt, that although cocouut

trees can withstand moderately strong winds, they suffer

for a long time if subjected to anything like a hurricane.
The trees actually blown down aud broken were in most
cases irretrievably lost ; but of the remaining trees

many had their crop of young nuts so battered that

thej' never ripened : while the snapping of theb numerous
rootlets caused by the heavy swaying of the trees during the

gale retarded their growth and rendered them unproductive
for a longer or shorter period iu proportion to the injuries
received.

I find that the experience of coconut planters at Morant
Bay, aud other parts of the island, visited by the hurricane,

fully confirms this view, aud the opinion of one of large ex-

perience is
" that coconut plantations take fully two years

to recover after such a hurricane as we had in ISSO."

This view is supported by the decided falhug-off iu the

general export of coconuts from this island during the past
year. While in 1860 the number of coconuts exported from
Jamaica had reached the large sum of 6,315,475, the exports
for 1881 suddenly fell to 2,5(j0,534, or about three-eighths of

that amouut.
The superintendent reports that during the drought, when

there was a scarcity of fresh water on the plantation, the
black rat, which is a tree climber, was very destructive to the

young nuts, causing the loss of fully 20 per cent, of those

forming ou the trees.

Although the mungoose is plentifully distributed over the

plantation, (and is often seeu swimming across the salt water

lagoons to reach the birds' nests on the islands) as it cannot

climb, it is quite unable to reach the black rat which builds

its nest and practically lives in coconut trees. The depred-
ation caused by rats is not so apparent during or after rains

as probably during such times they are not driven by thirst

to attack the young coconuts.

King's .House Gardens aud Grounds are 380 feet

elevation, witli a mean temperature of 7S'7 and a
rainfall of 43"53 inches. In Jamaica, as iu Ceylon,
the f;uava plant seems to haunt waste grounds. Mr.
Morris writes :

—
The pasture adjoining the East Lodge has been thoroughly

weeded ami the ubiquitous guava bushes carefully rooted

out. The guava is one of the most troublesome weeds

in lowland pastures in Jamaica, and although horses aud
cattle are fond of the fruit and are observed eagerly

searching for it on the trees, a pasture over-run with

guava bushes has a most untidy appearance. Another
troublesome pest in jjastures is the guinea-hen weed,
Petiveria alliacea, which, as it endm-es much drought, and
remains green when other plants are burned up, is often

eaten by cattle. It has beeu observed to give milk the

taste of garlic and it is also said to communicate a

most unpleasant flavour to the flesh of the animals

feeding upon it. Other troublesome weeds in the pastures
are Corchorus hirsutus and Triumfetta semitriloba.

As contributing to give the approaches to King's House
a more cidtivated appearance an avenue has been designed
one chain wide on each side of the road which, this year,

has received its first supply of plants. These, about 130

in number, consist of Urostigma, here called the Ceylon
"Willow, alternating with Oreodoxa regia or the Koyal
Palm of Cuba, one of the most stately and handsome of

the palm tribe. A pit four feet wide and three feet deep
was prepared for each plant and filled with two cart loads

of soil well mixed with rotten mauure and leaf mould.

To prevent cattle from injuring the plants they have been

enclosed by a circle of penguin about ten feet in diameter

which, when fully grown, will form a cheap and excellent

protection against all kinds of stock. The space between

the avenue and the road is kept clean and closely cut.

Besides " the Ceylon willow," there is mention made
of another Ceylon plant in the following paragraph :

—
Among the trees aud shrubs which were noticed in flower

for the first time was Dillenia indica, the Hondapara of

the Sinhalese, a handsome East Indian tree with leaves re-

sembUug the Spanish chestnut and very large white petalled

flowers with yellow stamens. The Loquat or Japanese
medlar (Eriobotrya japonica) also flowered at King's House

for the first time, although iu other parts of the Lsland it

has beeu established for some time. Among other plants

worthy of note which have lately flowered mention might

ije made of Dipladcuia amabilis, with its handsome cluster
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of rose-coloui-oil flowers, and the Gloriosa (Methonica)
suporba, coiniiiunly known as the climbing lily.

During tlu! lattur part of the year there was a ileciiled

improvement apparent in the general health of the trees
with every promise of a good crop next year.

'J'he JMoringa (Moriuga pterygosperma) plantation con-

sisting of abont 1,04S trees is in good order and coming
into bearing.

Bath Garden, at the extreme end of the island, must
be near the mountains or in the track of the rain

clouds, for, although only 170 feet above sea-level

and with a mean temperature of 79"5°, the rainfall

is 9G inches, or more than twice that of King's
House Gardens at an altitude of 3S0 feet. In the
section headed " Cultivation and Distribution of

Kcononiio Plants," Mr. Jlorris writes :
—•

LiiiKiuAN Coffee.—Continued attention appears to be
devoted to this coffee in the moist lowlaud districtts of
the islanit, where it promises to become an established

industry.
In suitable localities—.that i.s, at elevations not exceed-

ing 8011 feet, and with a mean annual rainfall not le.s.s

than SO inches—it appears to be a very robust and hardy
plant, possessing great yielding qualities.
At the Castle'ou gardens, Mr. Syme reports that the

small phuitation established httle more than three years
ago is all that could be desired. The larger plants are

bearing heavily, and now (October) ripening their first crop
of cherries.

At Plantain Garden Eiver estate, Mr. James Harrison,
the enterprizing manager, has a very promising plantation of
this large-beanr 1 rntl'eein full bearing.

For pulping Liberiau coffee, I notice that a very useful

hand-iHili>er has been invented especially for this large-
beaned coft'ee by Messrs. John "Walker & Co., Colombo, Cey-
lon. It is said to pulp at the rate of ten bushels per hour,
and cost complete eighteen pounds.
Another machine adapted for hulling this coffee in the

" cracknel" state, th.at is, after the cherries have been dried
in the sun (without pulping), is recommended by Mr. E. S.

Morris, of Philadelphia, who has taken a great personal in-

terest in the develojimeut of the coft'ee industry amongst
the negroes of the Liberian republic.

C.VCAO.—There are very satisfactory indications that cacao

plauting is being generally taken up in .Jamaica, and especi-

ally in coujunction with that of bananas.
I am unal>Ie to enumerate all the localities where cacao cult-

ivation is being tried, but the following instances will indic-

ate the chief centres of operation :
—

In "the Bath district, I am informed that Dr. Neylaud,
Mr. lloycs, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Thompson, and others have,
in the aggregate,

" about 250 acres of cacao regularly

planted and highly cultivated ; but generally throughout
the district cacao grows with great hixuriance, and in al-

most a wild state around the houses of settlers,'*

As already indicated in the liandbook on cacao cultiva-

atiun,
" cacao to be successfully cultivated in Jamaica must

be confined for the most part to the moister valleys and hol-

lows. A\here the plains meet the hills, at elevations say
from sea-level up to 450 and 500 feet, and where there is

good shelter from prevailing winds, cacao should thrive well.

The rainfall should not be below an average of 60 inches per
annum, nor should the mean annual temperature fall below
76 I'ali.''

Again, "most of the cacao shipped, at present, from
Jamaica is grown by settlers or small proprietors who
are wholly uuacquainted with the 'sweating' and curing

processes : and hence the produce (simply washed and dried

in the sun) is shipped in an iuferior condition, and the

prices realized are only one-half of what they ought
to be."

Since the publication of the handbook I am glad to find

that greater attention is given to the sweating and curing
of cacao ; and, as the cultivation is more generally taken

up by Europeans, the day is not far distant when Jamaica
cacio will greatly improve its position in the London
marl;ct.

Caeuamom.—This valuable spice plant, allieil to, and

having nnich of the habit of, the wild-ginger of this

island, has lately been introduced to Jamaica v/ilh satis-

factory results. It is adapted for cultivation in moist

U9

shady situations and at elevations ranging from 2,000 ft.

to y,500 ft. TTie plaiits may be put out at 5 ft. to

6 ft. apart and require little cultivation beyond keeping
the ground clear of rank-growing weeds. Thereturji, per
acre, at tlic end of tliree years is .safely estimated, in

Ceylon, at abont 170 pounds of cardamom seeds worth 4s per
pound. Several huutlred plants are now available for dis-

tribution from the Tidjlic gardens.
Vanilla and Black Peppeh.—The cultivation of these

plants is being gradually extended ; but not nearly to the
extent to which they deserve. To encourage their more
general cultivation cuttings are now being supplied fnun
the Public gardens, by post, accompanied by full details

as to treatment and cultivation.

NuT^rEli.—Continued attention is being given to the
cultivation of nutmegs ; and although every eft'ort is made
to keep ui) supphes of plants, in pots, at the Public

gardens, the stock is still inadequate to meet the steaily
demand for this valuable spico tree. I fear numerous
plants are lost in the island on account of want of atten-
tion to their requirements as regards climate and soil.

It cannot 1)6 too often repeated tliat nutmegs- require a

warm, moist climate at nearly sea-level : a deep, rich

alluvial soil in a sheltered position ; and these conditions
are much improved by the presence, in the immediate
neighbourhood, of a stream of fresh water- or a slow

flowing river.

Cinxa.'MON".—The plant of the best variety of Ceylon
cinnamon, brought from Kew, in 1870, is now 7 feet

high and in excellent health at the Castleton gard-
ens. Several plants obtained by layering its branches
have been put out in the experimental garden. Be-
sides which a few are now established in pots ready
for distribution. The stock of plants of the ordinary
'

country" form of cinnamon is very extensive.

Kola Nut.—This tree which has lately attracted consider-

able attention is common in many parts of the island under
the name of "

Byssi" and seeds ca]i be obtained, in quantity,
if required for commercial purposes. Dr. Neish, of Port

Koyal, to whom I am indebted for a note on this product, re-

marks :

" AVbat enhances the value' of kola nuts at the pres-
ent time is the fact that citrate of caffeine—a medicine now
much employed for the relief of sra-sickness, nu-griu, and
other nervous complaint.s

—can be readily obtaiue<I from these

nuts, for the reason that the nuts cmtain more calfeine than
coffee berries ; and in the kola nut the caffeine is in the

tree or imeombined state. These nuts are likely t'l take
their place in the market as furnishing a uutritiveand stimu-
lant beverage. Kich in the active in-iuciple of collee, eou-

tainiug also a large proportion of Iheobromine, the active

principle of cacao, these nuts in addition contain three times
the percentage of starch contained i:i chocolate : and, more-

over, they also contain less fat, so that, in adilitiou to

stimulant and nutritive properties, there is the probability
that a chocolate prepared from them will more readily agree
with delicate stomachs."
The suggestion made by Dr. Nei- b that a chocolate might

be prepared from the kola niit seems a very appropriate
one, for both the cacao and kola belong to the same natural

ord(.'r, Sterculiaceaj, and the habits ;md characteristics of the

two trees are very similar. They l?oth effect low warm situ-

ations and in view of the probable demand for kola nuts, at-

tention might very well be given to their cultivation.

That portion of the report dealing with table fiui'

wc have already noticed, so that now we have onlj
to quote what is said respecting

KliEBEU-YrELDiNO PLANTS.—Of the African rubber plants
there arc four species of Landol|ihias, viz., L. Kirkii,

L. Watsouii, L. Petersoniana ami L. florida at Castleton .

wjiich are growing well. They are sci'ambling twmers
which require bushes or low tri • s for supjiort. Of th'

Para rubber there is only a single specimen about 'ii

feet high at Castleton ; it is in good health and likcl\ .

before long, to give its first croji of seeds.

The Ceaia rubber trees, of which there are several

specimens in excellent health, pr' luises in evei-y way to bi

suitable for cultivation in Jamaiia. The largest tree i.-

about '!') feet high, with a cii'cuniterence at 2feotfioni
tlic ground of :i(i inches.

The Castilloa or Central Anuricau rubber was iutrr-

duced last year from Kew, ami there arc two plants
of which one is in good health. Being a member ol tj i
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breadfruit family, this rubber-tree promises to be most
valuable as a shade tree for cacao, aud arraugemeuts are

being made to introduce seeds in large quantities, aud
distribute them for experimental trial amongst cacao

planters.
Paea oe Brazil Ntrr.—This is now established in the

island from seed obtained in May 1881. The Sapucaja
nut (Lecythis Sapucajo) is also established and promises
to prove a vahiable acquisition.
ToNQA.—1 quote the following from the Gardeners^ Chron-

icle :
—

"
Tonga, the specific foe Neuealoia."—Such is an

an advei-tisement of Messrs. Allen & Hanbury's that has
now beeu before the public for many months past. Tonga
is a vegetable drug, and the material fi'om wliich it is

prepared is stated to consist of a mixture of bark and
fibrous matter, the botanical origin of which was for some
time nnliuoMu. It is now proved to bo an ornamental
climber, aud a member of the Ai'um family with pin-
natisect leaves in the adult stage, aud large inflorescences,

resembling those of a Monstera, Its medicinal

qualities have been long knowTi to the natives of the
countries the plant inhabits. A few plants received from
Kew, quite recentlj', have grown rapidly at the Castle-
ton Gardens, aud numerous .specimens are available for
distribution.

We suspect the Castilloa rubber plant will be found
too exhaustive of the soil to be useful as a shade

plant. That shade is necessary for the cacao seems
to be taken for granted. Our readers will thus see

that, in parting with Mr. D. Morris to Jamaica, we
gave the West India islaud Just the agent calculated
to enable her successfully to compete with us in

tropical agriculture. ]>r. Trimen has not, like the
Jamaica botanist, regular cinchona plantations under
bis care, but when his report is published we doubt
not it will contain much of interest and value, both
to us and to the our friends in island of the West.

PLANTING IN CEYLON HILL-COUNTRY :

GENERAL REPORT.

COFFEE PEOSPECTS IN HIGH DISTKICTS—ADVERSE WEATKEK
VS. LEAF-DISEASE—TEA AND ASSAM TEA PLANTERS.

Kandy, 26th April 18S3.

I passed through the greater part of Dimbula,

Dikoya and Maskeliya about ten days ago, and, with
the exception of a few crack estates, I saw very
little to cheer me. Ciops will undoubtedly be short

again unless we got a good May blossom, and this is, to

say the least of it, unusual. Some blame the seasons, and
I am myself inclined 1o agree with them. At any rate,

to a certain extent, wo Iiniv undouljtedly had far too

much rain, aud high coffee will not bear unless it has

plenty of sunshine. A Ceylon pl.inter now resident in

the Wynaad paid a visit to Oikoya al out a mouth ago,
and in reply to an enquiry as to how our coffee compares
with his, he said tbut it was immeasurably superior,
and that he attributed bis crops, which are ahv.iye pn tty

good, to favourable seasoDs; they have no rain in the

Wynaad worth speaking of for the lirst three; mouths
in the year, then come a series of blossoming showers
and every branch bears. It is this sort of weather we
waut—not ten days fine and then showers every after-

noon lor another ten days. Theappeirance of theccffee

in the young districts, e.\'CC])ting on grubbed estates,
is as promising ns one could wish, but it is impossible
the irees can blossom with a raiufoll such as has

been experienced this season.

Leaf-disease is of cour-e a terrible scourge, and one
which may safely be blamed for ni'iny of our misfort-

unes, but they have the fungus in India as well as in

Ceyh'n, and yet the crops from Coorg and Wynaad
satisfy proprietors.* Who knows therefore what coffee

may do for us when Mr. Tytler's «et cycle conies to

an end, and we have the good old-fashioned seasons
back again?

* Not last season: Ooorg crops were nowhere.—Eb.

But there are scores of planters who ridicule the idea
of adverse weather being in any way responsible for
short crops. They will lead you triumphantly to a field
of young coffee bearing its 4 and 5 cwt. an acre
and again to trees such as are to be found on places
like St. Clair, Devon, Yoxford, &c. , and ask you how
you reconcile these results with the theory of un-
favourable seasons. I admit the difficulty of the

problem—the condition of the wood no doubt has a
great deal to do with the diminished yield on most
estates—but at the same time the gentlemen who pro-
fess to ignore the prejudicial effects of an abnorm-
ally heavy rainfall will find it very difficult to
convince me that, had we experienced dry weather
for the first two mouths of the year, crops evun on
the few crack estates we boast of would not have been

very much better, and as for those less favourably
situated, a dry season is, I repeat, essential, and it is

what we always used to have.
The effects of rain on an open blossom are not in

my opinion so serious as is generally represented, and,

although it may appear strange to say so, I would sooner
have raiu than a broiling sun at this particular time.
However it is not mucb use pursuing the subject.
Unless something unforeseen occurs, we are to have
another short crop, aud planters I suppose will go in

all the more strongly for tea. If the bushes only
iiush as freely as the coffee, we shall have very little

to complain of : but will they ? and will they stand
this system of constant plucking insisted upon by Mr.
Cameron ?

We have several Assam tea planters in our midst

now, and, seeing that Mr. Cameron was the first to

recommend a ten days' plucking, why don't some of

them come forward and tell us whether in their

opinion we are right or wrong iu adopting this system ?

It is one to which, I presume, they have all given a

great deal of attention, but. I don't understand these

Assam planters
—

they are a complete puzzle to me.
Either Mr. Cameron is right in concluding that Ceylon
tea can be plucked away at constantly wit hout doing
the trees any harm, or he is wrong. If he is right,

why were we not told so long ago by the Indian

tea planters who have settled among UB? If he is

wrong aud the theory is unsound. Jet them come
forward and say so. One would think that the first

thing a tea planter should learn would be ho\y to

pluck, and, if these Assam swells cannot tell us, what
is the use of them ?

Mr. Cameron tells us that some of the best estates

iu Miskeliya will yield 600 aud 700 lb. of dry leaf

per acre when the bushes reach maturity. I simply
(In not believe lhi.s anymore than I do that a flush

will be ready for the coolies every Monday morniug,
irres[ective altogether of seasons and everything else.

llo'.vcver we shall soon have the views of another
on this subject, for, if my information is correct,
Messrs, Canierou aud W. B. Aitken are to address the

members of the Maskeliya Planters' Association on tea

cultivation i;enerally at high elevations at their uext

meeting, and tlie planters in the neighbourhood are

looking forward with interest to the occasion.

If I were present, I should ask Mr. Aitken point-
blmU ; "Do you or do you not support the system of

constant plucking advoi'ated by Mr. Cameron ?
"

But,
as I sliall not be there, put up a member of the As-
sociation to a.sk the questiuu for me aud note care-

fully the answer given. A. B. C.

INDIAN AND CHINA TEA.

Lili-e many others out here, I have been much
surprized at the remarks in yours of 22nd Decem-

ber, fe the adulteration of tea, inasmuch ns they are

likely to lead the public to iufer that Indian tea is

adulterated. I have beeu planter now somo IS years,
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and can truly assure your many readers that there
is not the slightest foundation for such statement.
I am interest.ed, of course, in trying to get our
Indian teas known at home ; but I can also tell

you that it would be simple ruination for 119 to ad-

ulterate, from two very obvious reasons. 1st. It.

would \>f more expensive to adulterate than to send
out tea pure. 2ud. It would at once be fnund

out, and be certain ruin to the man doing it, wheiher
he be manager or proprietor. Your readers, of course,
do not know that all our boxes are conspicuously
m.irUed, cither by the garden name, or its moi.ogram,
and can be recognised by the trade, and the slightest
ai.tempt at any triek.s would become at once, widely
Unouii, and the mau or garden marked and ruined.

Hut the most conclusive proof that we do not ad-

ulterate is that it would cost more to do it than to

make our teas pure. It is not as though we were
sliort 01' bushes or leaves. Most planters know to

their enrrow, that we are so short-handed that it is

often more than we can do, to take off the so-called

"Hushes" of young leaf on our gardens, without

searching for other leaves in the jungles. The best

tea-seed is RloO per maund of 80tb., and 20,000
ei eds, eay 100 seeds for one shilling, and as the one
maund will plant out live acres, the cost is simply
nominal. Our land again at its highest rates is only
4s. per acre per annum, so neither of these it«ms are

worth speaking about. If your readers could see a
tea garden (and they run from 50 to 3,000 acres) a

huge cleau sheet of bushes in rows, 3ft. to 6ft, apart,
and the leaves all out in a flush, and people at their

wits' end to get the leaf off, they would properly

laugh at the idea of searching for jungley leaves in

the forest at ten or twenty times the cost. Coolies

pluck 10 11). of young leaf (which alone will roll) as

the day's task, but it is so easy that they .do extra, foe

pice, aid average 30 lb. to even (iO lb., and this -leaf

stands us in about 4 1b. a penny; and it takes 4 lb.

of the "green leaf" to make lib. of dry tea, the

collecting only costs us, say, Id. per lb. (Jt is

generally far los;'.) Next I may tell your readers

that, though I know the.se forests well, I don't, so

far, know a single leaf that can be confounded with
a tea-kaf, and to be able to get them at all cheap,
they must be planted and in the open ; ergo, why
not plant tea at once ! Tea and tea planters are in

a bad waj now here, but it is not from want of

leaves ; we are sufl'Lring from an overstocked market ;

production has so lutruu demand that it has doubled
in a few years, and our prices are fallen so low that

many estates have now for two years been worked at

a loss, even though we now make our teas on the

garden at 6'd. per lb., all costs in, and all classes alike.

Freights are high, and it takes as much to send
our teas down to Calcutta as thence home. The

freight of plain iron work up from Calcutta by river

steamer is erjual to 1 he freight from, home jjlus the

cost price of the iron. Again, we planters are in

tlie middle men's hands. We suffer from "rings,"
and to ;rown all, the men who sell for us are also

the men who buy for the home trade. Can you
wonder we are short at our last gasp, and long to

sell direct to the grocer or consumer ? In my last

sale but one, the ''
Pekoe," equal to what the

great advertising tirins sell at .33 only realised lOd and
us another lOd would p.ay duty and freight home, there

is a huge prolit made by these people, or the middle-

man, an 1 neither the planter wr.o has the hard work
in the jungles nor the English mechanic get their share.

A few men are making huge fortunes out of us,

especially the small coneerns. The extraordinary and
barefaceil lies that are lold the public by the great

adverising firms are simply appalling— about the best

tea being off the first Hush of leaf. It is the very op-

posite ; the first Hush is always nearly destitute of

"tips" (or the little bright unrolled buds), and our
"Huslies" come out about every 12 or l(i days, from

May to October, the best in July or August. The
comical "rot" about sweeping up the "fallen leaf,"
rotten, smothered in mud, and only seen when our
season is over, is—well, it's painful for a planter to read.

.Again, there is, not a single firm at homo, who get their
teas plucked for them to order ; it is absurd, but the

public unfortunately can't see that it is as absurd as a

hotel-keeper gravely saying he had a particular turbot

grown for his customer in the North Sea. Last year
and the oue before a small quantity of tea from specified
estates has been "bulked"— i e., mixed for the Aust-
ralian market, but it wns and is a necessity there, so
as to elucidate slight differences and be able to send a

stiady quality always. This is easily understood.

Again, your readers, perhaps, don't know that all our
Indian teas, without exception as tar as I knoM-, are
sold from the report of valuation of leaf and liquor.We dare not adulterate. It it is done, it is only pos-
sible utter it leaves bond in England, and the chests
are opened by the middle-man and dealer, or grocer ;

and here it is we have cause of complaint, as the public
never taste our teas pure ; they are always mixed with
"China," unless got direct from the estate and in

original boxes with garden mark. This "mixing and

blending" with China may be a necessity in a tran-
sition stage from pure China teas to pure Indian ; none
the less, it is not done here for the home market—can-
not be

; and as for using other leaves, it is a gross
c.'ilumny. I defy anyone to prove such a thing of an
Englishman, or any English firm. Nay, more, I am
certain planters, though none too well ofT, would gladly
contribute for a big bonus to anyone who could prove
such a thing. The absolute purity of our tea is our

only hope—our sheet anchor. Wo may have hard
times occasionally, and many of us sink under our
difficulties ; but none the less, we must hold on—the

rigiit road, and we shall win, in the end, and China
die out. I can send you all about home plant, and
"pluck" roll, and sift and pack if you like; but first

T protest against the lies told of us. It speaks volumes
tl:at the men who sell our teas fiu' us in Calcutta posi-

tively decline to let us know who purchased them, or

the prices they realised at home in England.—.S. E.

Peal, tea planter, Aideo, Sibsagar, Asam.—English
Michanic ami World of Scienc<>,

FIBRES AND FIBROUS MATERIALS:
Chin.v (Pi,uee.\) Grass; Aloe and Other Kibiies.

Tliere is no limit to the experiments as well as

the writing which the wealth of fibrous material or of

raw material of supposed m.arket,able value, provokes.
The w.ay in which information accumulates is most per-

plexing. A great deal of it may be of little value, be-

cause repeating an old story or taking up a substance,
the marketable unfitness or unprofitableness of which

has over and over again been demonstrated. This

accumulation of material which has had to be weeded

out is our excuse for not acknowledging and pub-

lishing some papers of interest with which we have

been favoured, and which have been lying by for a

considerable period. First, we are indebted to Mr.

Kay-Shuttleworth for some papers referring to China

grass as cultivated and the product manufactured in

Northern Italy, with samples obtained when on a

visit to San Kemo towards the end of last year.

These samples of the smooth silky fibre in its natural

colour, and of the same smooth fibre coloured to all

shades of tbo rainbow, rivalling silk in its fineness

and beauty, together with samples of cloth maun fact-
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med from light tweed up to heavy cretonne and

damask, have excited the interest of scores of visitors

who have seen them on our table during the past
few months. Our correspondent's thought was that

China grass might jjrove a useful "new product"
for Ceylon, and perhaps grow freely aud profitably
on abandoned plantations.

" It is such an exceed-

ingly simple cultivation (in North Italy) and from
the price, the machinery is so easily within the

reach of small capitalists." It seems that the

c ipitalist- who has given the start to a new industry
in North Italy is M. d'Humieres, a Frenchman, who
after residing in Java for some years, where he owns
estates aud where of course the Rheea (China grass)

grows freely, retired from the tropics and bought
ilie Sole use iu Italy of French patent machinery
for the manufacture of Rheea fibre. M. d'Humieres

hopes to make money by growing and buying the

grass from the Italian cultivators whom he supplies

gratis w.tu plants under aa .igreenifnt, the substance

01 winch IS mentioned in the following e.xtract for

>vhich we are indebted to Mr. Kay-Shuttleworth :
—

Urtica (CIrtica tenacissima*)—(Enrj., China grass ;

French, Ramie.)

{Translaliu.i of article in the "Corriere di San liemo" of

SeptemUr 10th, 1SS3. )

We would commend to the attention of .agriculturists

a fact which may be of considerable and beneficial

importance to Italy and especially to the Riviera

[coast liei ween Mai-sedles and Genoa]. M. d'Humieres

luis iiiiporied into this district the cultivation of a new

plant, iwhich flourishes in our climato and yields

abundant aud excellent crops.

The plant, of which M. d'Humieres owns large

plantations m .Java, and which he has uudertalien to

cultivate here at San Remo aud in other places in-

Ligaria, is a Uxlih -plant, Urtica tenacissima, indi-

genous in India aud China. It grows wild in Java.

It is easily acclimatized in temperate latitude

and grows in anij soil, but flourishes best in

light, sandy and alluvial soils. Its cultivation is easy
aud aimple and it yields four crops in the year.t

Its form is that of a ehrub with stalks from li to

2 meters in height. The stalks are as thick as one's

little finger at tlieroot, straight and smooth. The textile

fibre is covered with a thin bark; when this has

been carefully removed, there is a mass of long threads,

silky and very strong, admirably adapted to all tlie

rccjuirtments of manufacture. When bleached these

threads are shiny like silk. In the East this fibre is

called vegc able silk.

When comiied and treated iu the same manner as

Australian wool it can be spun very fine and can be

mixed with cotton wool or silk and dyed any colour

or pattern.
Eastern nations have used it for centuries in their

peculiar silky stutfs; iu their cashmires and nankeens,

luey introduce a certain proportion of these vegetable
threads. These stuffs owe their consistency and soft-

ness, the secret of which Euroijean manufacturers have

\ailily sought to discover, to the admixture of China

grass in their composition.
But this is not; its only use. Its principal qiuality

is tpnacity (hence its name, tenacissima). In the Sunda

Islands, irs original habitat, cords, fishing nets aud

very solid sails are made of it, and it is particularly
well adapted to these uses, being w.atertight. The
liffht strong fishing nets which come to Europe from

China are made of this fibre.

China grass is beginning to be used in Europe for

* The tetter known botanical name for the llheea is

Bohmcna nivea.—Ed.
t This appUes ouly to the most favom'able pkices ; in

her places it j-ields only 2 or 3 crops.

several industries. Every part of it may be utilized—the remains of the stalk, after the fibre has been

extracted, cont.ain tannin—the leaves are fibrous like

the stalks and useful for paper-making, besides being
excellent food for eittle.

The Uriica tenacissima is a perennial plant, like

tlie bramble ; it springs up again from the roots.

The useful qualities of this plant are so highly
esteemed by the Dutch (Government that it has ap-
pointed a commission to study the advant.ages and
drawbacks attending its cultivation. In 1870 the
Minister of Commerce and Agriculture in France ap-

pointed a similar commission. The English (loverument

[of India], convinced of the important part th.it this plant
will some day play in industry and commerce, has
offered n prize of £.5,000 for the best system of ex-

tracting its fibre. Much more might be said about

this_ plant, but the above will suffice to prove that
its cultivation in Italy will be of great service

to our national agriculture and industry, aud especi-

ally at the present day, when England, France and

Germany have established manufactories in which

they use it, and draw their supplies from China alone
in sufficient quantity for their requirements. We
propose to return to this subject on a future occasion,
and only wish to call attention in this article to the
excellent results which M. d'Humieres has obtained
in our soil and in that of other pl.aces in the Riviera.

From the experiments we have witnessed, it results

that the climate of Liguria is preeminently favourable
to the cultivation of this article, which yields four

crops a year here, while in Egypt aud Algiers it

only yields three and only two in France, and it

must be observed that it is a much licher crop than
Hax or hemp. In about a fortnight 200,000 plants
will be cut that were planted in June in a garden
of San Martino. Signer Calsiuo ha^ started another
small plantation which is prospering very well in the

locality called Cadorso.
At Loano, where M. d'Humieres has taken 300,000

square metres of land on a long lease, he has lately

planted more than a million young plants, of vvliich

a large [lart is put at the disposal of agriculturists
who are inclined to try this new crop. On this point
we are moreover authorized to state that M.
d'Humieres will spare nottiing to encourage aud

help them in this new enterprise. He will instruct

them with his counsels, give them moral and material

help, put at their disposal the necessary quantity of

plants, contracting to buy all their crops jit a price
which will oft'er them large profits. Sole possessor
of a machine newly invented for peeling and bleaching
the fibre, M. d'Humieres is iu the most favourable

position for giving this new agricultural industry an

impulse such as may work a beneficial revolution in

this district.

Notes on above, after a conversation with M. d'Hnmidres,
The Urtica, an indigenous variety, is used by the

Sinhalese for upts, audi believe grows from a low dev-
iation to 5,000 feet in Ceylon. The "China grass" is ex-

ceedinglyeasily cultivated, and is growing fi-eelyat San
Remoiu the stillest of clays. It grows from root cuttings.
•1 lb, of dry stems give I lb. of fibre. The fibre sells

for about RI.S7 per lb. or £6 per kilo. In the cotton

districts of America and Egypt it is being substit-

uted for cotton.

The machinery is a French patent, and a machine

capable of turning out 225 lb. of clean fibre per
diem costs about /2,000 or Rl.OHO, weighs 250 lb.

and measures about 4 square metres. M. d'Humieres
showed ine some filire in the rough and bleached,
also various fabrics, sail cloth, calico, a kind of serge,
and mixed fabrics, t sides apiece of cord made of it.

The plant is a bu-ih throwing up 40 to 80 shoots

about 5 feet high, which are cut periodically. The
cultivation appears to be thoroughly suitable as a substit
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ute for lantana or old coffee, and eeema worth

thoroiigli eni|uiry in all quarters.
The outla\ for such a culture in Ceylon appears to

be very small. UuliUc coffee and otlier products

grown by planters, the Urtica gives a speedy return,
and ap|iareutly promises 11 .arge one, but it remains

to eucjuire more closely into figures. If the Urtica

gave only K200 worth of fil)re per aere, the profit
would be very large, as from the conversation 1 have

had with M. d'Humierea I believe it to be, but I

hope to get more information shortly, and send it to

you. My object is to direct attention to this apparently

good new product, as a remedy for absndoried or

worn-out coffee to take the place of lantana and

scrub, if not as a regular new product for new lands.

Wages here are Rl -50 for men R075 for women,
and if in this comparatively dry climate with such

wages as tlicse the cultivation is profitable, can we
not witli chi^ap labour and a forcing climate {jrow

what is so profitable here and in Java ? It could be

worked by contract, the attention reijuired being

mejely to cut tlie shoots at the riglit times, and

bring them to the store, care being taken not to

injure the younger shoots.

But I hope to send more detailed information shortly.
This letter must be looked on merely as an iutro-

duction 10 the subject, and 1 hope ihat it may prove
useful to my fellosv planters, who may perhaijs get
more loc.il information from Java, China, India, etc.,

and enquire carefully into the subject individually.
o.

San Kemo, Italy, Nov. 25th, 1S82.

It may be as well to give at once here what is

said of the Rheea in the '-Treasury of Botany" :
—

Bohmeria. This genus oftheorderof nettleworts (f/rit'e-

acece) contains numerous species distributed throughout
tile tropics aud .subtropics of both hemispheres. They are
herbaceous plauts or shrubs, closely aUied to true nettles

( Urtica), but differing from them in not having stinging
h.airs. The male and female flowers are produced in se-

parate spikes on the same plant : the males having a

four-parted calyx and four stamens, the females a tubular

calyx dii'ided into four teeth at the top, and a slender

style with hairs along one side. Several of the species yield
valuable fibres. The most interesting of them is B. uivea,
the Tchou-ma of the Chinese, the Kheea of Assam, and
the Oliinese Grass-cloth plant of Euglish writers. It is a
small shrubby plant about three or four feet high, throw-

ing up nu-iicrous straight shoots, which are aliout as thick
as the httle finger and covered with short soft hairs. Its

leaves gi'ow upon long hairy footstalks, and are broadly
heart-shaped, about six inches long by four broad, terminat-

ing in a long slender point, and having their edges cut like

a saw. They are of a deep green colour on the upper side,
but covered on the under .side with a dense coating of white

down, which gives them an appearance, like that of frosted
silver. The beautiful fabric known in England as Grass-

cloth, aud rivalling the best French cambric in softness and
fiucncss of texture, is manufactured from the fibre obtained
from the inner bark of this shrub, which is a native of China
and Sumatra, aud has long been cultivated in those countries
and also in India, where it has recently been recognized as

idi.-ntical \vith the Kheea of Assam. The Chinese bestow
an immense amount of care and labour upon its cultivation

and the preparation of its fibre ; they obtain three crops of

the stems annually, the second being considered the best.

To obtain the fibre the bark is stripped off in two long pieces
anil carefully scraped with a knife, so as to get rid of all

useless matter, after which it is softened and separated into

fine filaments, cither by steeping it in hot water or holding
it over steam. The fibre is of different degrees of fineness

accortling to the age of the plant, and the part of tiie bark
from which it is taken: the inner bark of young quickly
grown .stems yielding the VjeautifuUy fine delicate fibre from
which the best fabrics are manufactured, while the outer

portion affords a coarse fibre only fit for making ropes, can-

vas, etc. Kxperimeiits made with the view of testing the

strength of this fibre liave proved it to possess nearly double

the tenacity of Russian hemp.

B. Puf/a, which is a native of Nepal, very closely resembles
the preceding both in its botanical characters aud general
appearance. It is, however, rather taller, growing as high
^s six or eight feet, and its leaves arc of a different form,
being broadly lance-shaped, and terminating in a sharp
point; but they have serrated edges, aud are silvery on the
under side as in the last. This plant is called Pooah or

Puya in Sikkim and Nepal, and its fibre has long been in

use among the natives
; but they have hitherto employed

clay or mud in its preparation, which greatly deteriorates
its value. AVhen properly prejjared it is very strong, ^and
makes good cordage and sailcloth. Of the other species of
this genus we may mention that the inner b.ark oi B.albida
is used in the .S.iudwich Isl.anils for making cloth

;
and B.

rv^/''/fr^M's employed niediciually in Urazil.

T he ronthmcd.

NEW AND OLD PRODUCTS IN CEYLON.

For 30 years coffee reigned king in Ceylon ; no other

product was dreamed of by the enterprizing European.
There is now a danger of running into the opposite
extreme and producing merely a numerous array of

xainph'ji
—athing that never pays. Well it would be for

all concerned if a few products could be fixed upon
at as early a date as possible and gone into on sound
commercial principles. An estate producing samples
of a dozen different products is less likely to pay
than one restricted to one or two.

I am glad to note Mr. Cameron's opinions of Rak-
wana and Morawaka as tea districts. I had for 15

years better opportunities of knowing these districts

tlian most men, and have long been of opinion that
the only known products that would pay in such
localities are tea and aloe.

It is of course difficult to speak particularly of

any district without trampling on some sensational
fellow's toes, but time and money will be wasted in

attempting cocoa or even cinchona in a district so
varied in soil, climate and shelter. Patches of any
tropical product may be grown, but patches do not

pay. With the ridges however planted with aloe,
now becoming so valuable for fibre, and tea in the
sheltered valley, the old Rakwana range might yet
rejoice. The aloe has the advantage over any other

plant of actually improving the soil in which it

gi'ows, and, while pointing its own hardy leaf fear-

lessly to the S. W. monsoon will help to shelter the tea.

HISTORIC NOTES ON TEA.
Some interesting information on this head is furnished

in a newly published work by the learned Swiss botanist,

professor A. de Oandolle. A legend, originally related by
the Dutch traveller Kcempfer, of a Buddhist monk, who
came to China from India some time during the fifth cent-

ury of the Christian era, and, in vexation at having
slumbered during a night of vigil and prayer, cut off his

eyelids, whence, forthwith, sprang up two teaplants, has
often been repeated in popular works as not only pre-
figuring the anti-somnolent properties of the leaf, but as

affording traditional evidence of the source and probable
period of introduction of the tea plant into the Flowery
land. I 'nfortunate ly for this riew, the legend, it seems,
is wholly unknown in Oliiua, whilst the plant it-self has
been known there from ages far more remote. Dr. Bret-

scbueidcr, physician to the Russian Legation, Pekin, who
has ma le many vahuable researches in Chinese literature,
states that tea is mentioned 2.700 B. 0. in a Chinese

compilation known as the 1'eiU San, and likewise in an-
other, Ihc Rhi/a, which dates from .500 ];. C. to 600 B.C.,
whilst a native commeutator on the latter work, writing
A. D. 400, gives full details of the plant and of the modes
of infusion still in use. Its antiquity in China is there-
fore very great.* lu .Japan it may be of later introduction -

* We should like to know what learned Sinologists have
to say to this assertion ? The Xort'i China HirtUd editor
has expressed scepticism regarding the alleged great ant-

iquity of tea in China.—Ed'
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but neither there nor in Cochin China, where it is prob-

ably of high antiquity, is there any tradition of its in-

troduction from India. Its name is unknown in Sanscrit,

as in the various dialects of modern India. The cultivated

plant spreads its seeds readily, and thus runs wild— vei--

wildert, as the German botanists say—so that naturalists

are much at variance as to the actual spontaneity of the

specimens alleged to have been found growing wild in

different parts of China and Japan. A better established

fact appears to be that the plant has been found, in an

apparently indigenous state, by English travellers in Upper
Assam and Oachar.
M. de CandoUe, who treats the plant as a distinct botanic

genus, not, as some naturalists are inclined, as a species

of camellia—believes its native home to be the mountains

on the south-west of China, which separate the great

plains of China from those of India. Thence, in remote

times, its use spread into China, but—strangely enough,

considering the success which has attended its recent in tro-

duction in Assam—not in the direction of India. He
likewise notes a curious incompatibihty between the tea-

plant and the vine, in which speculative advocates of

total abstinence might find a suggestive theme. The two

are never found together. In a few spots, like the Azores,

it is true both tea and vmc are grown ;
but these have

been experiments on a small scale, and plants thus tried

often prove unremunerative when tried on a larger scale.

China has the vine, but it is little cultivated. China,

.Tapan, Assam, and next to them, t^eylon and Java—these

are the great tea-growing countries of the worlrl. None
of them grow the vine to any extent, if at all. On the

other hand, Austraha, the (Jape, and other countries

which promi.SB to make their mark as the vine-producing
countries of the future, are unfitted by drought for the
cultivation of the tea-plant.

— Grater.

DR. TRIMEN'S REPORT FOR 1882 OF THE
CEYLON ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS.

Now that Colombo is the mail port and the great

steamer port of the island, we are not surprised to

leam, what the Director states, that there has been

a large increase of visitor.? to the central establish-

ment at Peradcniya and to the Tropical Gardens at

Ilenaratgoda. When the railway is open to Nanuoya,

we have no doubt travellers from Australia, India,

and elsewhere, will be making pilgrimages to Hak-

gala, not only to see the site where ciucliona cult-

ure was commenced in Ceylon, but to complete their

enjoyment of beautiful and varied scenery by a \iew

of the grand panorama of mountains, forests, patanas,

rice fields and river stretching away over the princip-

ality of U\a. We are glad, therefore, to learn that

much has been done and is being done to add to the

natural beauty as well as the economic value of the

various gardens. It was only to be anticipated that

with the occurrence of "hard times" the revenues

of the gardens should fall off, from fewaiess of pur-

chases and paucity of purchasers. But we must re-

member what the establishments have done for the

interests of the island in the past, what they are

doing in the present to help us to overcome depres-

sion, and what we feel certain they are destined to

do in the future in accelerating revived prosperity,

by introducing and siipplying information regarding
" new products." The cost of the Ceylon Botanic

Gardens in 1882 was R37,824, of which about ten per

cent was recouped bv sales. It does not seem

that this included the amount realized by sales of

cinchona bark, a total from the first of 1 4,529. In

looking at the total cost to the colony, wr must not

fail to take into account the fact that a sum £of

over R2,000 is included on account of upkeep of the
beautiful Pavilion Gardens, portions of which are

open to the public and which add so much to the
attractions of Kandy. We do not envy the mount-
ain capital its good fortune in having one fine public
garden in its centre in addition to the beautiful river-

encircled garden, park and forest combined at Pera-

dcniya, but we must put in a strong plea for a dis-

tinct government establishment in the real capital of
the colony. We are not forgetful of what the Municip-
ality have done (the growing of plants and trees be-

ing a labour of love to their Superintendent of Works),
or of the extent to which they have been aided by
gifts of seeds and plants from Government ; but

surely Colombo is entitled to a separate Botanic Gard-
ens of its own, in wliicli visitors with only a day
or a few hours at their disposal could see represent-
atives of all the leading plants which flourish on or
near the seashore. We believe a site witli suitable

soil could be found in tiie Cinnamon Gardens,
at Wellewatta, or elsewhere. The capital of the
North-Central Province is to have a Botanic
Garden of its own, and we should be glad to see

the capital of each of the other iirovinces of the
island equally favoured. Money devoted to such pur-
poses is never thrown away, for we have to consider
not only the profit to the country by the successful

introduction of new plants, but the refining and

humanizing influence on the people of a well ordered
collection of plants and flowers to which they can
have constant access. Visitors to continental India
cannot but be struck with the existence at every
station of importance of Public Gardens which, in

the name, still retained, of "
Company Bagh," pre-

serve the traditions of that eminent body of English
traders, who, beginning as merchants, developed into

statesmen and w-arriors and gave Britain ultimately
the grandest empire which the world has e\'er seen :

an empire in which all the productions of every clijne,

as well as most of the world's races, are meeting
and flourishing. In the forefront of agricultural and
horticultural enterprise has been and will be this

"India's utmost isle" of ours, and erelong we have
no doubt we shall take good rank in attention to

arboriculture. We now await with interest the ap-
pearance of Mr. Vincent's elaborate Report ou our

i'orests, to which Dr. Trimen alludes and which we
have no doubt will prove as useful as it will be

interesting.
For the right cultivation of forest trees as welj

as for the successful establishment of plants in

Botanic Gardens, a knowledge of the main character-

istics of climate is indispensable. Our readers will,

therefore, be as much surprised as we are to learn

that, although so long ago as 1861 Mr. Clements
Marlchain chose, for tlie initiation of the experiments
connected .witli the introduction of tlie fever plants
to Ceylon, the plateau under the rock sununit of

Hakgala, because of the general resemblance of the
natural features to those which distinguish the

habitat of the cinchonas in the Andean ranges,
yet, in the whole interval of twenty-two years, no

regular meteorological observations have been taken,
untd Mr. Nock cook to countmg the uunib>;r of

rainy days . It is just possible that, as observations
were regularly taken near bj' at Nuwara Eliya, two
stations in such close contiguity were not deemed

necessary. But Hakgala altuough not very distant

in a direct line is in a diflerent position as regards
the vast plains of Uva, and faces the east, while the

site of the Gardens is 600 feet below JNuwara Eliya
Plain. The observatuine which Mr. jNook has been
able to take seem to prove that the mountain

plateau rfCfives as much rain aa the mountain plain,
Mr. Nock's exiierieuoe has been that rain tell at

llakgala in 1882 (a specially wet year) on 2.'J5 days out
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of the 365 ;
in otber words there were ouly 130 rain-

leas (lays iu the year. In the ninety days between 25th

June and 23rd September, rain fell on every day except
one. No wonder if at Hakgala as elsewhere numbers
of plants peri'hed from the eifeols of persistent wet,
which in high altitudes means persistent cold. Such
seasons as we have recently experienced remind us of

the old Scotch gardener who said the reason good
apples, pears, strawberries, &c., could not be grown
in tropical regions was owing to deficiency of heat !

Ho was right in this way;— We have tierce lieat here

occasionally, but it lasts, at the utmost, not quite ten

hour.s ill the twenty-four, while in northern regious

during Bummertime the sun scarcely sets for three

mouths, lleceutly, however, excessive rainfall seems
to have diminished summer heat in temperate regiona
as much as in the tropics. We may rely on it, how-

ever, that the sun will in due time reassert hie genial
iuHuciices. Meantime we would point out that, in

Ceyliin, at least, forest deundation has not diminished

rainfall ; while neither here nor elsewhere on the

earth's surface has the comet produced excessive lifat.

At Hakgala high winds occasionally approaching hur-

ricane force accompanied the heavy rains, from middle
of May to middle of September, just as was the case

at similar altitudes in Upper Dimbula. We have no
duubt a set of meteorological instruments have been

or will be supplied to Mr. Nock; but meantime,
judging from analogy, we are safe in assuming "that

the mean temperature of the Gardens at 5,600 feet

cannot be higher than 60°. A good deal of forest has

been left for shelter, but on the other hand the wind,

obeying the same general law as water, must come

tumbling and tearing down the rock face, from the

summit which is 1,400 feet higher up. On the whole,

although shelter cinchona nurseries have succeeded
well at Hakgala, it does not seem suitable either in

soil or climate for tlie establishment of experimental
plantations of the various kinds. With a change of

seasons, however, Mr. Nock may have a better

account to give. It is curious, however, that
Dr Trinien, who mentions leaf-disease and grub,
should have said nothing resp'cting the two cauker.s,
root and stem, which have proved so fatal to cin-

chonas during the past severe season. Neither does

Mr. Nock, while recording the "dying out" of

Ledgerianas, say anything about the disease, if specific
disease there was, What the Doctor says about grub,
however, deserves to be noted by planters and scient-

ists like our good friends Messrs. Cantlay and Dixon,
who give the cockchafer " cusses

"
credit for attack-

ing only unhealthy roots ! On the other hand be it nottd
Dr. Trimen's reference to the virulent prevalence of

hanileia vastalrix referred to 1882. There is a general
feeling that things have improved in 1883. We shall

soon know. In part of Netherlands India, we observe,
the fungus is exceedingly destructive. The misery of

it is that, after the experience witli Libcriau coffee,

planters have so little encouragement to try superior
cofte'cs, likethat recently coming to the front in Brazil.

Like the Jamaica Blue Mountain kind, it would probably
be attacked by the fungus as.soon as it got above ground.

Dr, Trimen's notices of Arabian coffee and its chief

enemies, fungus aud grub, are not encouraging. On
the other hand, he states that Liberian colfec, al-

though badly attacked by the fungus, continues to

yield good crops. Now that the local demand for

sold has abated, and that this kind of coffee will

make some figure in our exports, it would be well

if it were fepor.itely specified iu the Customs re-

turns. We can, however, understand the objection
of growers to describe their export as Liberian, while
a prejudice exists against this "new product" in

the Loudon market. The very reverse feeling exists

as regards Ceylon-grown cacao, the seeds of which
are iu such demand that the article will not for

some time inaUe any great figure in our export trade.
Dr. Trimen's account of the varieties cultiv.ated in

Ceylon is interesting, aud it is fortunate that the
one which has been longest in existence in our island
is of good quality. This industry is advancing, but
Dr. Trimen regards cinchona as at present the fore-
most product of Ceylon. What the Director says
about the growth of inferior kinds has, however,
to be (jualified by the fact that the range of climate
and soil for Ledgeriana is limited ; while bark of
the succirubra, when repeatedly renewed under Mr.
Moens' shaving process, vies with the yellow barks
in quality. The true policy, therefore, no doubt is,
for all who can, to grow Ledgeriana, aud for those
who cannot, to devote their attention to succirubra
and the robust hybrids or varieties. Dr. Trimen
adds another answer to his own argument in favour
of the superior kinds by showing how febrifuges
composed of the secondary alkaloids are iucreasing
in favour and in use. Amongst the millions of
Eastern Asia, as well as the fever-smitten inhabit-
ants of the Russian and American swamps, in the
armies of the nations, and in all places where malarinl
fevers and debility afflict humanity, there is enormous
scope for the use of the cheaper alkaloids of the
cinchona barks. We kuow that English physicians
have a prejudice in favour of sulphate of quinine,
and we have heard that the German doctors have
an equal prejudice .against cinohonine ; but we be-
lieve all candid persons, including doctors who have
fairly tested the drug, will acknowledge that cin-

chonidine, in which our high-grown officinalis, and
especially cur red barks, are rich, is little, if at all,
inferior to quinine in therapeutic value. Objections
on the score of occasional nausea we regard as of

little consequence, because emetics are frequently
curative of fever. But, wo believe, this nausea ob-

jection has been greatly exaggerated. Dr. Trimen
deprecates the practice of shaving very young trees,
of which the poor planters will say :

" My poverty
but not my will consents," and our readers will re-

collect that we recently quoted the opinion of a

planter who had devoted much attention to ciuchona
culture, that the shock to comparatively young plants
by the shaviug operation is less than iu the case of

mature trees. Iu most cases, however, we suppose,
3i to 4 years from planting out should be allowed
to elapse before the first shaving is performed. We
are glad to observe that the Pitayo species hivs

beeu introduced. We made an unsuccessful attempt
in 1877. The plants we saw growing on Dodabetta
had foliage comparaiile to that of Liberian coffee,
and we were told that this was the hardiest of all

the cinchonas, growing on the Andes up to 10,000
feet altitude. If this is coi'rect, the plaut ought to
Hourish in our alpine regious in Ceylon. The "hard
Carthagena" and the plants which yield cuprea bark
have also been introduced. In the latter case, the

plants, which were understood to affect low levels,
were growing at 6,000 feet altitude. If the cuprea
bark trees are really worth cultivation, it may be
taken for granted they will receive every justice in

Ceylon. They are not true cinchonas, but they yield

precisely the same alkaloids, while the barks appear
to be easily operated on by the chemist. The great
objection to the bark (original) of the succirubra is

found iu the large proportion of tannin aud colour-

ing matter which exists, aud which renders the ex.
traction of the alkaloids a difficult task. For de-

coctions, however, we believe, the tanniu is valuable
rather than the reverse, and we should think that

chewing succirubra bark might be remedial in cases
of diarrhoia ? Let us hope that the "morada" aud
" verde" varieties of calisaya (?) may meet the ex-

pectations formed of them. Dr. Trimen does not saj'
much about tea, and he mentions ouly one timber.
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the toon {Cedre/a ioona), as suitable for tea-boxes.
As we have already pointed out, this cedar is only
too good (tluit is, likely lo bo too exijeusive) for thf

purpose. Dr. Trimen, writing, we suppose, of plants
.grown at Peradeuiya, gives a most encouraging account
of rapid growth, but our readers may remember the
record of Mr. James Taylor's experience, whose toon
trees were destroyed by insects. Of course, locality
may have had something to do with this. The Forest

Department ought certainly lo give a full Irial to the
cultivation of this most valuable timber tree. When
in Java we found it the object of great attention on
the part of Government and planters. It was being
planted in immense numbers alongside the public roads,
and in this connection we mny menlion that succi-
rubra plants were so plentiful and so little valued
for bark purposes, that they woi-e being used as nurses
for this and other valuable forest trees : that is, the
succirabra plant with its broad luxuriant foliage was
used to shade the forest tree seedling until it was be-

yonil danger, when the nurse was removed. Wo do
not know if this idea is likely to be of value in
re-allorestation operations in Ceylon.
The information regarding rubber-yielding plants

is interesting and useful, and we trust that ere long
every tree yielding

"
iudiarubber "

or the gums
called "

gutta percha" will be at home and flour-

ishing in Ceylon. It is interesting also to learn that
attention is given to jalap and other medicinal plants,
some of which it may pay planters to grow. In all
such cases a considerable and ex(.anbive demand is

a sine quel non. We had received the impression
that the lichen,

"
orchella weed," which yields a

fine dye, was especially plentiful on the stems of
coconut palms. It was on that account, we under-
stood, that the late Mr, H. Mead chose the neigh-
bourhood of Kalpitiya as the scene of his collecting-
operations ; but Ur. Trimen merely mentions the
trunks of trees generally. As regards fibre plants,
we think it is tune the common plantain, with only
about 2 per cent of tibre to nearly 98 of water, slioul'd
be left out of court, while the true aloe which grows on
the seashore in the dry districts, is surley too
soft and succulent to yield libie ? Dr. Trimen was
very successful in a collecting trip to the arid

region in the neighbourhood of Hambantota, and the
general herbarium is making good progress. The
museum of economical products is only in the early
stages. Ought not duplicate sets of the herbarium
and museum fpccimens to be placed in the central
Colombo Museum for the instruction of the thousands
who can never enjoy the jdeasure of a visit to Pera-
deuiya ? and ought we not soon to hear that a
popular Botany of Ceylon is well advanced ? We
have waited long for this Handbook, while neigh-
bouring colonies have long been supplied with de-
scriptions of their "

Flora." Thwaites' Ennmcratio is

a learned book for learned men. A book is desider-
ated whicli can be " understanded of the common
prople": newspaper editors and the like.

Believing as we do that Ceylon should largely imit-
ate the policy of Switzerland by making the country
as attractive ns possible to tourists, nature having
already done so much, we are glad to see that un-
der Dr. Trimen's regime the fame and attractive-
ness of our Public Gardens is not likely to suffer,
but rather to be enhanced, and we entirely approve
of liberal expenditure in directions calculated not
only to gratify professional botanists and meet the
demands of agricultural induslry, but to excite the
admiration of travellers and visitors who, though
neither botanists nor planters, have a keen sense of
what is grand and beautiful iu the ganncuts, composed
of trees and fruits and flowers, from the stately palm
to the brilliant balsams, with whicli it has pleased
the Creator to clothe our island.

ANDINDIAN TIMBERS FOR TEA BOXES
OTHER PURPOSES.

Mr. 8. E. Peal, the wellknown Indian tea-planter,
has commenced a series of articles in the Indian
Tea Gazette, of which the following is the first.

Although Mr. Peal has not in this preliminary article

arrived at the class of woods suited for tea-boxes,

yet our readers will be interested in what he says
about the best timbers for general purposes, tlie list

being headed by the valuable sal, next to teak, we
suppose, the most valuable of Indian timbers. Jak
holds the second place in Mr. Peal's list, while iron-

wood comes third, as suitable for posts and outside

work generally. Lagerstronnia reyina becomes a large
and valuable timber tree in Northern India, while
in Ceylon it is rare as an ornamental tree. Have
our foresters devoted any attention to it ? Mr. Peal's

list, it will be observed, includes two varieties of

sapus, while the golden-flowered cassia Jis/ula, com-
mon in the Eastern Province jungles, takes rank

amongst the most useful timbers. A forest of Lai/rr-

strcemia and cassia Jlsttda would certainly be " a thing
of beauty."
In classifying woods for practical pmiioses, we may

onut theu' botanical relationships, and look on them solely
in regard to their uses ; thus some woods may be sjiocially
suitable for special things, wliile others may be good for
several.

Firstly, we may take those more suitable for outdoor
work, and in doing so divide them into two grouiJS,

—
those that are in the ground or under water, as posts
of houses and bridges, and those for upper work.

For outdoor work, as posts, ^c.
The list of woods sidtable and reliable under this head-

ing are comparatively few ; extreme harchiess and weiglit
also are not, as some might suppose, essential. Tiie last-

mg quahties appear to be due more to chemical or

organic structm-e, than to density, thus Saw, heart wood
of old ti'ees at least {Accasia stipu/aris), is both extremely
lasting and extremely Ught, and like the Maiphak, (name
so far uidaiowii botanicully) appears due to a rewiu .'imrtng
the fibres of the wood, and wliich also seems to protect
them iu some measure from the ravages of insects.

The woods best suited for outdoor posts, &c., .are—
S.al, Shorea robusta.

Jack, Artocarpus iutegi'ifoUus.
Nahor, Mesua ferra ?

Ajar, Lagerstcomia regiua.
Gondserai.

Koroi, Accasia.
Gomari.
Tita Sopa, Michelia.
Korika Sopa, ,,

Uriam, Audi'aclme ti'ifolium.

Gahora.
Toi angoU jamok.
Souaru, Cassia fistula.

Amsia.
No doubt a secondary list might be made up of such woods,
as Moj, Maipak, Paroli, &c., but the above are more reliable
as bridge posts, or house posts, most of which, wliilc they
ofteu last well above, yet go between wind and water, or
uear the surface of the gi-ound. It is seldom that a post
decays to the very foot, say at 5 feet, below the surface,

decay usually occui's withiu a foot of the surface eaph
way—aud may be due to the px'esence of air- and moistm'e,
both at the one spot, iuclutliug some form of oxidation.
Of the foregoing trees undoubtedly Sal stands the highest

(for we have no teak naturally), but it is not seen in Upper
Assam, except iu a few places, where it has been planted,
but grows well. Like most of the harder woods it sinks in

water
;
at times tlie Sal grows to a large size, as 10 or 12

feet in girth, at 6 feet from the ground, where it is usual to

measure it, unless theie are large roots standing out like

buttresses. A clear shaft also of 50 feet to the tu-st branch
is uot uncommon, but timbers of such a size are selilom

needed, and very diliicult lo deal with. It may uot be out
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of place here to say that trees ehouUi be rung, or have a

large ring of bark aud aap wooil removed, near the ground,
some mouths, or even years, before they are reciuired.
Failure to season the wood in this way often iilduces dry
rot. It is also better to season the stem standing, and
before it is felled and cut up, as it is then much less liable
to warp.

This rule of ringing timbers applies to all those having
so-called heai't wood ;

with softer wood it is not always
possible : there are some that actually seem to rot ere

they can dry.
Most of the woods in the above list are cross in grain,

and difficult to work, requiring all tools to be both strong
and sharp; the Sopas being the easiest and straightest
of grain.

Jai-k is .seldom found, in the plains at least, very straight.
It is usually more or less carved, aud with large branches,
comparatively low down, and if grown for timber, these
should be removed when young. There are said to be 2 or
3 kinds of jack, but the difference in the woods is not

very great. Jack is a good wood for the tables of rolling
macliines, being tolerably tough and dense.

It stands weathering out of doors better than many other
woods on this list.

Nalior, if well grown, is a fine wood
;
at times it is seen

10 to 12 feet in girth, and straight clean shaft for 45 and 50
feet. As a rule in the plains the straighter ones are young,
and the old ones more or less crooked. The forest if pro-
perly studied, often yields information of peculiar kind :

thus the above gives a clue to the density of population
compared to what wo see now. These large old and
crooked branching Nahors clearly indicate that when
yoimg, the cciiiifry (now forest,) was then open. They
are often along the sides of old buuds in dense forest, aud

evidently planted, and from the seed the surrounding
Nahor forest has sprung up, and it is generally as straight
as the old trees are the revei-se. As a tree the Nahor is

Tory ornamental : the young foliage out in March is a

bright crimson, and the tree if in the open, a cone of foliage,
aud later in the year, about Rlay, the blossoms out in pro-
fusion are like large white wild roses, often in bunehes, and

perfume the air all around. The immense bunch of

stamens in each flower are a deep golden colour, and con-
trast beautifully witli the large white petals. No wonder
the tree was a favourite iu old times. It was mainly on
this account that it was planted about. As a w'ood Nahor
is hard and cross ; it is also fairly heavy, and the " heart "

lasts well in the ground as posts, going for 16 to 20 years
or .so. For indoor and li;^ liter work Nahor is a very secontl-

ratewood, on account of being comparatively difficult to

work : there are so many much better. Its main use is for

posts, in tea estates at least, or where strength is needed.

Ajai' (called iu Cachar Jai'ul) has also a handsome purple
blossom or .'^pilce of blossoms. It is at times a large tree,
8 aud 9 feet in girth, and perhaps 40 to 50 iu the shaft

;

and if iu the open, is very handsome when in flower.

For lasting iu the ground, or water, it has a reiDutation

quite equal to Nahor
;
and the heart, it large, can be relied

on for 12 or 14 years. The wood is rather lighter and
more easily worked than Nahor, which it somewhat re-

sembles, in other characters, of strength and toughness : it

is a first-class useful wood.—S. E. P.

PLANTING IN THE HILL-COUNTRY OF
CEYLON: GENERAL REPORT.

Kancly, 1st May 1SS3.

The weather keeps up wonderfully, and slight
dribblet blossom.s peep through the dark foliage of

our luxuriant coffee I 'T is true and 'tis a pity, crop

again seems wiosi disappointing : our hopes and fears

are having a lively time of it this season on the

Kandy sirle. The blossom of the season does not

seem to have profited by tine weather, and th<" result

I fenr will be yet another shorl year. On many
eet.itns the wood, which has bccu making rapid

g^|>^^.h litsly, is too youug to mature blossom for

this sea.^on. It ia nevertheless of a stronger nature
and more o( the "

good old style ''than I have noticed

for some years. So let us take unto ourselves a fresh

stock of hope, keep expcuditure down, and our spiiits
120

up, and peradventure mortgagees may bear with us

yet nne more year. Haputale and Uva seem
in lui^k nuoo more. It does one's eyes good to see
such fields of cofRe. Crops are not doomed in those
dietriots yeta-while, judging by the appearance of
the bushes, and the prices realized at home for brands
like Kelburne, 'VViharagala, Golcouda, etc., turn the
tables completely on former years. A whisper hn.s

it that B. & H.'s curing has touched up some
of the "sleepy hollows" of our nieruhaut princes
and not befora it was hadly wanted.
What a strand thing for planters in this island that

the price of rice continues so moderate. We may also
thank our stars that "

Kamasamy
"

is so amiably
disposed and content to work lour days a week, no
doubt, witli an eye to his

"
pickings

"
in crop time

au Tecoir,

TEA AND COFFEE.
As the Budget arrangements are to be discussed iu

the House of Commons next week, the tea trade, as
is usual, canvass the prospects of a reduction in the

duly. Owing to the great fall in the value of tea,
that charge has become proportionately far greater
than it used to be, and forms quite .'iO yer cent, on
the average wholesale price, while on some perfectly
sound, although common. Congous, which have been

selling at as little as 4id per lb., the duty is 125 per
cent, of the wholesale value. By tlie time the tea
reaches the public the burden is much greater, as the
wholesale and retail trade have to be paid for collect-

ing the revenue iu infinite detail, and the Grocers of

course reckon their percentage of profit O'l the retail

price. In consequence of the increased proportionate
burden upou tea, the trade certainly think the\ hiive

a claim upon the Government's coneideratmn as to the

duty. At the present moment, however, there appears
no prospect of the removal of this great obstacle, not

only to the use of tea in this C"Uiilry, but to increased
trade with India and China in tea and in our own
produce. As the revenue will apparently not bear any
consideiable sacrifice, euch as tlu removal ot the tea

duty.
It is singular that India not cnly excels China lu

tea, but produces far finer cotfro than th it grown in

any other country. Tills may I'G partly due to the

virgin soil upou which most ot the southern Indi'U
coffee is grown aud to the cl mate, but the energy
and ability of our planters als < count much for iu

the result. The clearing ot a tropical forest and its

transference iutoa coffee garden aic most arduous under-

takings ; aud th? English pioneers, leading solitary
lives in fever-haunted jangles, have anything but au
enviable time of it. Indeed, for several years, the

planter's life iu a new district is one of the most
miserable thut can be conceived. All the more credit

ia therefore due to those, who, under fcuch difficulties,

have brought Indian nolTee into the v>"ry front rank.
The planters also keep themselves informed of all

that is going on. For instance, at the Madras Agri
Horticultural show, held by Government on the 24th

February last, samples of colf-e from no less than

forty-three estates in Mysore, Coorg, Wynaad, the

Neilgherries and Travancore were exhibited. The prize
med.ll was carried off by the "Cannons" Mysore
ctfee, wiiicli is so well known to the home trade.—
Produce Markets' lieview.

An apple in perfect preservation, although niaety-
six years old, is in possession of a getleman in Ulster

County, Penu.^ylvauia. As it rounded up from the
blossom of the pirent stem iu ihe early summer of

17S7 a bottle was drawn over it and attached to the

branch, and after the apple had ripened the stem was
severed and the bottle sealed tightly. It looks as fresh
as when first plucked,—Home jiajier.
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l?APKit IN Cinchona Cultuke.—In Ceylon, where much
atteutiou has of late been given to Cinchona culture, stout

brown paper has been found an effectual protection for the
trees after they have been "

shaved," or had their bark
removed. The p.iper will not, however, stand the south-west

monsoon,
" We suggested," says the Tropical Agricidturist,

" that brown paper might answer if the outside was tarred,

and we are also going to try what the stationers call
' duck back paper,' but that is expensive." If the planters
find p;iper answer the purpose, there will soon be a good
market for a tough waterproof wrapping in that region.

—
Statiuiieri/ Trades Journal.

A New Substitute foe Quinine.—Messrs. Parke,
Davis & Co. bring before the notice of the medical

piofession, by thtir Therapeutic Gazette, a new herb,

brought from the Sierra Nevadas, where it is said

to have Iouj enjoyed a local fame, known under the

name of "Sierra Salvia," or .Mountain Sage. Bot-

anically it is the ArtemUia frigida. Messrs. Parke,
Davis & Co. .are having its claims te^ted. Dr, Corn-

stock, of Silver Cliff, Colorado, who introduces the

plant to the profession, declares that in his experi-
ence "the iutermilteut, remittent, and ooiigoitive
forms of fever yield to this herb much more readily
than to quinine, and with iuQnitely less disturbance
the to system."
MuLBEKEY CuLTIVATIO^f IN INDIA.—At a meeting of

the Government of Madras, Revenue d'-partment, on
28th March, a letter w(is read from T. W. llolderness,

Esq., C. S., Officiating Under-Secretary to tlie Govern-
ment of India, Revenue and Agricultural Department
(Fibres and Silk), ,to the Secretary to the (iovernment
of Madras, dated Calcutta, 16th March 1S83, forward-

ing for information and communication to the Di-

rector, Department of Agriculture, copy of a letter,

of the 1st February la^t, from the Superintendent,
Botanical Gardens, Sah.aranpur, on the subject of the

cultivation of the mulbtrry tree. In this letter the

varieties of mulberry under cultivation at Saharan-

pur are detailed, and the mode of cultivation is

described.

An Enemy of the Cinchona.—A planter writes:—
"I forward you 9 '

poochies
' which I found on

8 months' ledger plants, in my new clearing. On
careful examination, I found that they do not seem
to attack the succirubra, hybrid, officinalis or calisaya

plants. The leaves sent along with them are of 3

days' destruction off one tree. I do not know if they
are one of the enemies of cinchona, so should like

to know through the medium of your columns what

remedy will the best to keep them off and save my
ledgers. The tree had from 50 to CO leaves, out of

which the 4 sent are the remnants. Out of all the

ledgers affected, I can find no othe!" 'poochies' but

these." Our entomological referee reports as fol-

lows :
—"A weevil of a greyish, brown colour. Whole

of body and legs covered with ecales having a slightly
metallic lustre. Largest specimen 6-lOths of an inch.

Smallest 4- lOths of an iueh. Should be collected and

destroyed, which is considered the only remedy.
"

The Question ok JlAMnsKsis at present exciting a good
deal of attention in France

; ought they to be mineral,

though erroneously termed cliemical, mauures : or organic,
which comprize the refuse of animal and vegetable pro-
ducts ? Brofessor Earon, of Alfort College, leans to the

latter class, of which farmyard manure is the type, while'

Professor Georges Ville, as strongly advocates inoiganic
fertilizers. Farmyard manure ameliorates the soil ; by the

slowness of its decomposition it imparts from time to time
the doses of nutrition required by the plant, liut the pul-
verized mineral phosphate of lime, sulphate of ammonia,
nitrate of limes, the salts of potash, &c., also augment the

yield of crops. There is nothing definite to prescribe ;

the laryer of arable soil requires a mixture of various sub-

stances, which are decomposed by certain forces, and
trausforined into food for plants. How tlie latter feed

themselves, science cannot yet .say ; cannot stateJiow starch,

sugar, albumen, and cellulose are produced in nearly all

plants : how immediate principles are produced iu certain

plants ;
nicotine in tobacco ; essential oils in odoriferous

plants ; quinine in cinchona ; citric acid in lemons, malic
acid in apples and pears. Soils and plants require fert-

ilizers, differing in kind and amount
; exclude none, but

ever judiciously select. Some crops are gluttonous for

phosphoric acid, others are dainty for nitrogen ; spring is

the season for employing complementary manures of a
soluble nature, while autumn is better for such as de-

compose slowly.
—Madras Mail.

Weevil in Whe.\t.—The Civil and Military Gazette
in the course of a very able article, showing how
seriously its undrest and dirty condition places Indian
wheat at a disadvantage when compared with Ameri-
can, goes on to notice another great evil thus :

—A
former Lieutenant-Governor took great interest in

this trade ; which he, with an almost prophetic eye,
foresaw would one day arise. At bis suggestion, many
experiments were conducted with a view to discover-

ing an effectual and practical means of destroying
weevils and grain moths—the curses of Indian grain.
A perfectly simple method for their destruction was
discovered ; but whether the application of the method
would be feasible under all circumstances, or whether
it woidd affect the mai-ket value of the grain, we are

not prepared to state. The losses from weevil are so

enormous as to defy calculation. One pair of weevils
have been known to reproduce G,045 of their kind in

five months ; and the birthplace of each of these
weevils is a grain of corn, which the inmate does not
vacate whilst there is still anything to devour. The
systematic destruction .of such pests is worthy the at-

tention of any Government.
FoDDBK Reserves.—In one district of India alone,

half the cattle, or 250,000 head, died from starvation

in 1877. Disasters of this sort have resulted from an
increase of the population, which advances further and
further into the jungle, bringing into cultivation cul-

tivable waste land, which formerly served the pur

poses of village grazing grounds. Precisely the same
encroachments occur in Europe from the same cause—
that of increasing numbers. But owing to the greater

constancy of the weather in temperate climates, the

effects there are not serious. In such places, compen-
sation for the lost grazing ground is found in tbe in-

crease of cultivated fodder crops, upon which reliance

can bo placed from year to year. Bxit in India, things
are different. In unirrigated tracts—that is, over a

very large part of the country—if droughts occur, and
we know that they do so periodically, the fodder crops
wither and die, and the cattle, having no longer any
jungle to which to turn, perish miserably. The Go-
veriinieDt of India is therefore setting itself to work
to remedy this state of things, liy protecting and en-

closing forest grazing lands. This will serve a double

purpose The long-rooted grasses deriving a supply of

moisture from below, and the shallow grasses protected

by shade above, will then furnish food for cattle, while

the I he bushes and smaller trees will reproduce them-
selves by seeding, uud provide fuel. Something has

already been done in this way in Ajniere; and the

results, after five years only, are said to be most en.

couraging, the appearance of the hills and countryside

being quite altered. Averse as the villagers must be

at the outset to a proceeding which encloses even a

portion of their grazing lands for a time, they come
to see the advantages of it when di'ought is upon
them, and will, no doubt, before many years have

passed, be allies, instead of opponents, of a measure

designed solely for theirbenelit. In Ajmere, side by side

lieprotected fodder reserves and unprotected jungle, and
the difference is most striking, though the enclosures

have existed so short a time. "The first are covered

with an almost impenetrable thicket, chiefly composed
of shoots edible by cattle. The see md are practically
devoid of all vegetation, aud .ippear to be mere heaps
of rock aud stoae."—Iiulirjo Planters' Gazette.
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^ixxx^Bp(xMence,

In the Editor of the ''Ceylon Observer:'

DIVI-DIVI CULTIVATION.

Heneratgoda, 20th April I8S3.

Sir,— 1 heg to .annex extract of a letter just received

From an expeiieuci-d divi-divi plautfr in India.

Trusting it will be useful to the majority of your
readers, yours faithfully, J. P. WILLIAM.

(Extract referred to.)
" I am in receifit of your letter regarding the cultiv-

ation of '

divi-divi.' There are so many appKcatious for

the seed of tliis tr-ee, .and each application rcqiming full

iustructious as to the proper method of its cultivation

I find it difficult to keep pace with the demand,
.aud as it has been so strongly recommended by the

Govenior-General of India, I think the least the Govern-
ment could have done vpould have been to publish a pam-
phlet explanatory of the modes to be adopted.
"

'llie beijinnhuj is of the utmost importance as with

a false stai-t the ending vrill sm-e to be disastrous, and I

feel very sure fi-om information I have received that m.auy
of the speculators in this enterprize will look on then- spec-
ulations with dismay. The first thing to be very cautious

aljout is the selection of the seeds which should come from
mature trees and mature ti-ees alone. The seeds which I

have used have been taken from trees upwards of twenty-
five years of age aud upwards of thii-ty feet in height,
the result being that the young trees m the plantation
from six to seven years of age show themselves iu such

fine coniUtiou and have given such bumper crops for the

year IS82-S3.
"Now about the jjreservation of these deUcate seeds :

they must on no accoimt be exposed to tho atmosphere
uutil the nm-series are ready to receive them. Kept in

hermetically sealed pods they are perfectly safe, but in

scucUng them upcouutry to save extra charge for carriage
I send them iu clean dry bottles well corked and well

dammered to protect them from the atmosphere. Iu

sowing them iu the nm'sery little holes not more than one

quarter of an inch deep .and seven inches apart have been

universally followed by me. They are not sown deeper
than a quarter of an inch, as the sim would not have

the necessary power to force their genuinatiou and iu point
of fact, when I h.ave foimd some of the seeds fail

I have had them dug up half-iucli and three-quarters of

,an inch deep and have usually founl that they had genu-'
inated at that depth, but had been smothered by the

extra moistiu'e, and the httle seedlings which are of so deUc-

ate a character, could not penetrate the extra soil above

them. The reason for setting them seven inches apart
is that when ready for transplantation they can be cut

out with a ball of loam without injm-y to the tapiroots,

wliich will be in about six months after sowing, when

they will be from two to three feet iu height.
"Tho plan adopted by me in planting out was to have

pits dug three feet square and at least two feet deep
and twenty-two feet apart ;

the pits were then filled iu

with a little manure and sand noixed with the loam.

Chaimels are then cut fi-om pit to pit, so that water dis-

charged at the higher level would, as a natural circum-

stance, run down to the lower. This watei-ing process I

have found to be necessary during two or three of the

hottest months in the year. Plants uuder unusually fa-

vom-able cii-cumstauces have given small crops in the

second year- ; they nearly all blossom .after the third year.

The produce, however, would not besuitable for propag-
ation, but somewhat suitable in the industries, dyemg,
t.anuing aud making ink.

" jVu ounce of the seed, if properly attended to at the

begiuning should yield on an average 1,2.50 seedlings: at

least, that luis been my average. For tlie fii'st two years

a httle atteutiou should be given in cuttihg away the side

or spring branches, in the thii-d year the lower branches

especially the weak ones should be pruned away and tho

plant made to assume as much the appearance of a tree

as possible. In some instances this has not been accom-

plished under fotrr years.
" On the subject of preserving them from the atmosphere

uutil ready to be sown there is a very curious fact which

I have omitted to mention. In each seed there is the

spawn of a maggot wliich biggins his boring explorations
after 36 hom-s' exposure to the au-. In three days the maggot
will be foimd to emerge .at the apex of the seed totally de-

stroying the gei-m which contains a good deal of saechaiine

matter .and hence it is useless labour to sow such seeds !al-

though I hear it is commonly done throughout southern

India. A native yoimg gentleman who has been _workiug
with me as accoimtaut and auditor for the last 15 mouths

has taken gi'eat interest in the cultivation of the " &n-
tlivi," aud, if sufficient inducement offers, he says he is

wilUug to proceed to Ceylon and superintend as many
plant.ations as may be within an easy distance.

"In no case must the bottle be opened until the nursery
is ready to receive the seeds, as I have known the borer

to start when seeds have beeu exposed barely one hour.

"I may mention that ' lUvi-divi
' wiU not thrive at a

higher altitude than '2,000 feet."

MESSRS. CALVERT & CO. ON CARBOLIC ACID.

Sir.—^In your paper of Feb. 2.3rd we note a state-

ment * that carbolic acid exposed to tha open air

does not eraporale. This cannot be considered an

accurate opinion, as we could tender numerous proofs

to the contrary !

In a paper
" On the treatment of pulmonary disease,"

read before the Medical Society of London on the

12th iust., we find it stated ihat " carbolic acid has the

siugular property of volatilising in exactly the same

proportion as the water with which it is mixed (i. e.

dissolved) ;
and thus it is the most suitable for all

antiseptic methods of treatment."

Regarding its possible lUWti/ as a remedy for the

coffee leaf-disease we canuot venture an opinion, and

it is a matter for simple exp''riment, but of its good
effect iu vapor ou the bacilli or germs developed by
fevers, feet and mouth disease, epizooty, consumption,

and otlier kindred ailments there can now be

no doubt, beoau-e the fact is generally admitted

by medical aud scientific men who have oare-

iully investigated the question and can vouch for

the' results of their experiments. Professor Koch's

remarks on carbolic acid being iimrt when dissolved

iu water or oil are so opposed to an enormous ma.ss of

scieniitic evidence by eminent meu (including Profess-

ors Lister, Tyndall, Crookes, Nussbaum aud Bays
Lankister) that we may reasonably assume Profess-

ors Koch to be at fault if he has been cu-rectly

reported. Anyone can test the questiou by adding

carbolic acid to a watery solution of some putresjible

matter in the ratio of 1 part acid (also known as phenol)

to 5U0 parts of the solution and comparing it,, after

some weeks, with part of a similar solution not

treated with carbolic acid (phenol).

It is clearly proved that all so-called microoooei

or bacilli are themselves developed from siiores, or

eggs, which have so tenacious a vitality that tliey

cannot be destroyed by prol.mged boiling or even by

stron J solulious of any antiseptic; but these spores

when" gradually developed are readily killed in the

firsts stage of their life, as bacilli or microbes, when

encompassed by carbolic solutious or vapor.

In view of the facts regarding these spores, as ex-

pounded by Prof. Tyndall, it is easy to see why a

continuous disinfection for varyiug periods becomes

needful to ensure complete destruction of spore life,

which can only be attacked effectively after passing

into the bacilli or active stage.

The subject of this letter, being of very general

imorutauce, will, we trust, justify its insertion in

your p.aper.
-Yours truly, F. C. CALVERT & Co.

[The subject is certainly a very interesting me, and

for ourselves we can say that we cannot uu ierstand

any person with a nasal organ doubting the vaporiz-

• By Mr. Geo. Wall.—Ed.
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atinn of carbolic acid. Its disinfectant and medioa-

s-uses too, 're well establislitd, and we do not feel

that this substance ought to be in any way discredited

because, used in the open air in saucers placed at

intervals over a field, it has not answered the ean-

euine expectations of men like Messrs. Schrottky and
Storck. Messrs. Calvert & Co. enclose the following

paraf;rai)h in their letter :
—" A French chemist claims

ti' have discovered a method of overcoming the

danger threatenini; vineyards from the ravages of

the phylloxera. His process is to inoculate the

vine with the phenol [Phenol is carbolic acid.—F.

C. C. & Co.] poison. The phylloxera do not attack

plants thus treated, and are extirpated for want of

food. The vines are in no way injured by the
inoculation process.

—Luchnow Express, Feb. 3rd."
We b' lieve Mr. Scrottky tried inoculation, but
without succens. Inoculation of the vine with a boI-

ution of phylloxera insects, and of the coffee trees with
a Rolution of the fungus, would seem, from the ana-

logy of Pasteur's experiments in the animal world,
to offer more chanceiB of success. Messrs. Calvert
& Co. send also copies of printed certificates from
medical and scientific men as to the disinfecting pro-
perties of carbolic acid in cases of smallpox, fever,
&c.

,
which are familiar to most of our readers. We

think it liighly iirobable that the vapour of carbolic

acid would be potent to the extermination of leaf

fungus on co£fee trees iu a conservatory. Fields of

hundreds of acres iu the open air seem beyond the

power of any remedial agent except that of the great
heah'r, time.—Ed ]

ANDROFOGON MUEICATUM (CUSCUS
GRASS, ENGLISH).

Dear Sii:,
—Kindly let me know per your columns

if there is any demand for cuscus root and what
will be the price jser owt. of root. These are used for

making fans &c.
,
and there is little demand for medical

uses in this country. The Tamil name is vatti-vam.
This grass is growing very splendidly on upcountry
estates, the root is giving a good lavender smell, so

why not they used for mattresses ?—I i-emain, dear sir,

yours obdtly., J. P. ABRAHAM.
[Perhaps some of your readers may answer Mr-

Abraham as to the sweet- smelling roots, ''Wiiy not
used for mattresses ?

" We fear they would be brittle

-md perishable. Kuskus tatties are largely ueed in India
in I he hot weather, and we do not see »hy, to .some

extent, they should not be used here. W'liat has Mr.
Sumps to aay? For tats, fans, &c., made of kuskus,
we should think there would be a demand in Australia.

Ed.1

SHAND'S PATENT STEAM DRIER.
Colombo, 23rd April 1883.

Dear Sir,—Will you allow me to point out to the
writer of the letter in your Saturday's issue on
tea drying by steam that the machine referred to
is an infringement of the patent granted to me by
Oovernment in 1S79. In using my drier there is uo
l)09sibility of an explosion, as the steam is allowed
to escape as fast ae it is generated : in fact there is

no more danger in boiling water in it than there is

in boilmg in an ordinary tea kettle. To thoroughly
dry tea a temperature of from 213 to 280 degrees is not
required.

Any person desirous of ascertaining this can
satisfy himself without even investing in one of mv
models, by putting a wide-mouthed chatty of water on
the fire, and placing over it one of those large earthen-
ware rice bowls : the surface will heat 170 degrees
which is hot enough to dry thoroughly anything.
Yours truly, C. SHAND.

TEA-PLUCKING.

Nawalapitiya, 28th April 1883.

Dear Mr. Editor,— Yourcorrespondent "A. B. C."'s
notions of tea-plucking are apparently very crude
and fairly well represented by his signature. Does
he imagine that our " teatotams" are stripped of all
their young leaf once in, say, 8 to 10 days ? The
growth of flush (allow me to enlightftn him) is

gradual. Our "Hindu brethren" are therefore in-
structed to pluck only that tlush which has attained
a given size. An eight daily round secures all leaf
frorii hardeniug, viz. from growing (jaat the flush

period, and also ensures the whole produce—in leaf—of the best quality, from your estate.
If the flush is small "

Ramasamy and his satell-
ites" have only to get over more ground to obtain
their " kanak" for NUMONA THARMA DURAI.

Of course the tree makes an effort against nature
from the very first pruning, and plucking is only a
miniature pruning.

—N. T. D.

Qdeensland and New Guinea.—From an article
in the Slraiti Times on the recent annexation, we
quote the following paragraph :

—It will be interest-

ing to read the remarks of the Continental press with
reference to this step with New Guinea ; although
Queensland enjoys self-legislative powers, yet in matters
of Imperial interest the sanction of the Home Govern,
ment has to be obtained, especially before any alter-
ation of her boundaries can be made, as in the case

only a year or two ago when she "amended" and
extended her maritime boundary to within three miles
of the New Guinea Coaet ; this included the whole of
Torres Straits now so fast becoming a highway for
vessels

; indeed, Colonel Scratchley, R.E., on his recent
Colonial tour of inspection, recommended a echemeof de-
fence commanding the main passage, and the Imperial
Government already allow £500 per annum towards the
maintenance of the establishment at Thursday Island.
CiNCOHNA : Yarrow Ledgers' Analysks.—We learn

that the last mail brought out the results of further

analyses of Yarrow ledger bark from 5h years old
trees by Dr. Paul of London, and we feel, sure our
readers will agree with us that they are simply
ssphnidiil, especially No. 5—14:jO per cent of crys-
tallised sulphate. The superintendent of Yarrow has
sent dowji 100 lb. of ledger bark from trees thinned out
and, as a test of what it will fetch in the local

market, Messrs. Somerville & Co. have been instructed
to sell it on Mr. Symons' act/yir/e analyses of S'" 7 per
stem and 4-17 per branch bark. The result of
.sale will be duly reported. With Dr. Trimen's
report and such eucoura,ging results as we are now
able to place before the public there should be no
hesitation about extending the culti\'atiou of ledgers.
The analyses are as follows :

—
Analyses of Yakkow Ledger bauk from 5J year old

TREES.

Number of
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COLONIAL GUM OOLLEOTING.

Ml'. Thom;is Kirk, F.L.S., a New Zeiilaiul botanist of

note, recommeuils to the notice of Colonists in that is-

land the shrub Astratialns trm/acnntha, which grows freely

iu Asia Minor, Armenia, and Persia, and in Northern

Syria, at an altitude of 5,000 feet, and from whose sap
the useful gum known as Gum Tragacaath, sometimes
calleil Gum Dragon, is derived. Although probably not

so valuable a product as gum arable, not being apphcable
to so many purposes, this gum nevertheless forms an im-

portant item in the commerce of the Levant, the town of

Smyrna alone exporting annually more than 70,000Z. worth.

From the similarity in climate between the •

Colony and

the uatm-al habitat of the plant, Mr. Ku-k is convinced

that the culture of the plant might very successfully and

very profitably be taken up in New Zealand, where the

collection of its gura would soon rank as an important itein

among other pursuits of a similar nature. Another gummi-
ferous plant, which has lately attracted much attention

in Australia, and which might probable be introduced into

other Colonies, is the KKca/i/ptiis re.iinifera, usually called

the Ked-gnm tree, which yields a volatile, aromatic gum
from both its leaves and its trunk. This gum is stated by
experts to be almost identical with the better-known Gum
Kino, a valuable drug as well as a useful dye, obtained

principally from the East Indies, where it is boiled out of

the bruised twigs of the Xauchea r/amliei; the decoction be-

ing afterwards evaporated to the density of an ordinary
extract. AVhen the bark of the Red-gmn tree is wounded
in a proper manner as much as sLxty gallons of sap,

equal to five hundred pounds' weight of the di'ug, may flow

from a single tree. Another cancUdate for tropical Colonial

culture is the gi-eat conifer which yields Gum dammar, long
a .specialty of the Moluccas. The celebrated Kaiu-i pine of

New Zealand {Dammara australis) is a member of the same

family, with the advantage that, though it grows m a temp-
erate climate, it yields a valuable gum of a similar nature.

The yield of sap in the species generally is indeed most
abundant—so profuse, indeed, that, in some of the gig-

antic Moluccas specimens, it exudes .spontaneously. The
Kauri gum of Auckland, of which such considerable

quantities are shipped, is the hardened and semi-fossilised

exudation of ancient Kauri trees which ages ago ceased

to exist, and whose imperishable product is found below
the surface of the gromid. This unique industry is, of coiu'se

dependent on the exhaustion of the stock of buried gum, and
it ought to be supplemented by the careful extraction of

gum from the living trees. Properly cari'ied out, this ex-

traction of gum may be a perennial source of profit, while,

on the other hand, the improper tappuig of the trees may
result—as it has too often already

—in the destruction of the

source of supply.
—Colonies fnid India.

"FUNGUS—A CAUSE OR A CONSEQUENCE
OF DISEASE."

A writer in the Garden who is a skilled horticultm-ist,

and who endently leans to the theory that fungi are

commonly a consequence of disease, whilst admitting that

both cultivators and fungologists are pretty well agreed
that the fungus fperonospera) is the cause of the rot in

potatoes, suggests the possibility of their conclusions

having been too hastily arrived at. In hot and dry sea-

sons, he says, the fungus (left from the preceiling season)
is there, but is unable to make any progress. "When the

conditions alter, and wet and uncongenial weather sets

in. the fungus is developed, but not until after the po-
tato has suffered from the altered conditions. In re-

ference to the ciu-l or blister in peaches he .says :
—" There

has at times been some discussion regarding a disease in

peaches called '

blister,
'

wlrich fungologists have declared

was also caused by a fungus, becau.se they found the fun-

gus present iu the injured leaves ;
but no cultivator be-

lieves it, because they know that under conditions which

they could provide at pleasure they covdd defy the fungo-

logist to i>roducc
'
blister,' even if he wvre to dust the

leaves of the trees with the spores of the fuu.gus 20 times

a day. Practical men call that a cause which by pre-

venting they can ciu-e or arrest the disease, and this, it

seems to me, is the point so-called *
scientific men '

should

concern themselves about instead of dealing with secondary

causes, which is, perhap.s, all that they are able to see

or have any knowledge of. If it were proved that fimgi

always preceded disease in animal and vegetable bodies,
it would settle the matter, but that is just where the

difliculty lies, for it is perfectly well known that many
kinds of fungi follow decomposition or decay." Instances
are cited of the amtual production of " toadstools

"
in

ground contaiumg portions of the rotten wood of felled

trees, and which appear in no other part of the grounds
than in the hollows caused by the subsidence of the .soil

employed to fill up the holes where the trees grew. Of
the vine mildew, which is to AustraHans by far the most
interesting subject, he writes :

—" You may produce it al-

most with certainty on vines if you lower the temper-
ature of the vinery when growth is active, so as to pro-
duce a cold, stagnant atmosphere, and it will of coiuse

destroy the crop and the foliage, but the very conditions
that produce the mildew would do the same if prolonged
.sufficiently. Cultivators and their suggestions have, until

lately, been rather ignored by scientific investigators, but
the latter, having exhausted their specifics, are now ap-
pealing U) the former for assistance. When many years
ago the farmer said the potato disease was caused by the

wet, and covild only be prevented or alleviated by contend-

mg with that evil by means of drainage, choice of soUs,
or protective mea.sures for that end, he said all that
could be said, and suggested the only preventive raeas-

HTes that have yet been found in any degree efficacious,
and the same may be said of peach blister and other

things of a similar character."—Australasian.

THE ACCLIMATIZATION SOCIETY OF QUEENS-
LAND

is the Society of which Mr. Bernays has been the Hfe
and soul, and which has achieved such large success. From
one of its annual reports we quote:—

'• The progress of plant aocUmatisation in new comitries—slow, and beset with obstacles at all times—appears
more so from the difficulty of ascertaining results over so
wide an area of operations as that occupied by the society.
Attempts have been made at intervals, by adtlressing circ-
ulars to the society's constituents within the colony, to
learn what success has attended then- efforts at cultivating
the plants sent to them; but the informatiou obtained
iu this way has been, with very few exception.s, imper-
fect and unsatisfactory. It was therefore deemed advisable
that the principal plantations and gardens of the older
settlements along the line of coast northwards should Oe

visited; and the vice-president (Mr. L. A. Bernays) was
accordingly deputed to undertake this interestiug and
important task. The result of this gentleman's investigation
is embodied in a report to the Minister for Lands; the
Government approving of the project and having given it

their support by sharing the expense of carrying it out.
" Sinfe Mr. Bernays' retinn, and upon his adrice, very

large numbers of plants, the ultimate success of which
is least as.sm-ed, such as the mangosteen and the bread
fruit, together with others which afford good ground
for hope, such as the nutmeg, the cocoa, pepper, fee.

&c., have been passed away among our northern constitu-

ents, the rainy season occurring opportunely and the
stocks being ample for the purpose. Increased vigor has
been imported into the introduction or propagation of
tho.se plants, from which the best results are looked for,
and measures have been adopted to introduce in quantity
others which have yet to be tried, but which, from their

similarity of habit or other analogy to some already in

cultivation, may be expected to find a home in Queens-
land soil.

" Tile relations of correspondence with foreign parts have
this year been materially extended, communication having
been opened vvith the following places, namely:—Balii;!,
Buenos Ayres, Canary Islands, Cuba, Chili, Cochin ( 'hiii;i.

Ecuador, Florida, Florence, Greece, Guatemala. Guadalou]M',
(xuiana (French and British), Georgia, Hungary, Hayti,
Jamaica, Lisbon, Martinique, Mexico, Alanila, New'Grenada,
Pondichery, Peru, Palermo, Reunion, Rome, Turkey, Turin.
Tahiti. Uruguay. Venezuela, and Zanzibar. From not a few
of these communications results have already flowed
while in the ease of others the 1 vertures of the Society
have been mot in a friendly and iiromisiug spirit.
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"A transaction likely to be attended with valuable results
'

has been caixied out in the importation, through the

niecUum of Mr. John Bramston, of the Colonial Office,

of a large quantity of seed of the "
guaugo

"
of Jamaica

(Pithecolobium Saman). The rajjid growth of this tree,

its elegant umbrageous character and adaptabiUty to arid

country, aud its value as a fodder producer, are all quah-
ficatious pointing to its usefulness for cultivation on a

large scale in Queensland. The seed has been widely
distributed, and, as the receipients have been recommended
to sow it where they intend the trees to grow perman-
ently, it is hoped that in a very few years the guaugo
may be found thriving wherever there is settlement and
the chmate proves suitable.

" The exijotation of indigenous seeds to foreign constitu-

ents is largely on the increase. Difficulty is sometimes
found in obtaining sufficient supplies from trustworthy
som-ces; Ijut inteUigeut collectors are not so rare as they
used to be. As the processes of preparing, packing and

transmitting seeds so as to preserve their \-itality are
better understood, seeds become to a larger extent the

subjects of exchange, in places of plants, in all cases in

which propagation of exact species by seed is practicable.

By this means the- lessening of risk and cost of exchanges,
and the proportionate increase of material upon which
to work, is veiy considerable.

" The subject of importing game and song birds has, at

the instigation of 'Mr. W. Senior, specially engaged the
attention of the council, and a good deal of useful inform-
ation on the subject has been got together. The ordinary
revenue of the society being, however, inadequate to bear

the expense of transactions of this character, and the

juncture not being considered favoiu-able for the form-
ation of a fund for the piurpose by .special subscriptions,
the matter has been allowed to remam in abeyance for

more prosperous time."—Bri^hmte Courier. [Looldng at such
a report as this, we may well wish that the scope of oiu:

Botanical Gardens were widened so as to include the
introduction of useful animals and fishes. "We want in

truth a Ceylon AccUmatization Society.
—

Ed.]

HARVESTING IN CEYLON AND INDIA—AND
IN EUROPE AND AMERICA.

The recent harvest suggests many points of compari-
son with the same operation in other lands. In England
aud America gi'ain is now largely cut by horse-power
or steam. A row of .sharp traingular two-edged knives
is fastened to a bar giving the appearance of great
teeth of a saw. This bar moves swiftly back and forth

through a sHt in a row of solid teeth. The sharp teeth

passing thi-ough the sohd teeth, cut off all the stalks

of grain that come between. This double I'ow of teeth,
4 to 8 feet long, extends from one side of the machine
near the sm'face . of the ground, and when the uyichine
is drawn by the horses, it cuts aU the grain for a ^vidth

of 4 to 8 feet at the side. \Vhen grass is cut to be
dried for hay it is allowed to fall as cut. In reaping
grain a platform is attached on which the grain is gathered
in straight bundles for binrling. Sometimes the men who
bmd ride, and in some machines more recently invented, the

grain is bound up with cords or wii-es by the machine itself

"With one of these. one man can cutand bind as much grain in

a day as fifty men with sicldes. But irrigation will need
to be under better control in Jaffna before "reapers"
can be advantageously used. Most of the fields are too

small, and often, when cuttmg the grain, the ground is

so soft that machines woidd sink in and be impeded.
Fields 20 rods square- might admit reapers if the ground
were firm. The " cradle

"
might be used with advantage.

This consists of a scythe or knife-blade about 3 ft. loug
and slightly curved, attiiehed at an angle to a long handle.
P.araUel to the scythe and at equal distances above it are
4 or 5 fingers, or smooth pointed rods of light tmic^h

wood, of the same length as the scythe. These are attach-
ed by light framework aud give the name to the mstrument.
The reaper swings this craddie before him cutting for-

ward about one foot at each stroke in a path, called

swath, .5 or 6 feet wide. The grain is caught by the
wooden fingers 'and laid down even and smooth at one

side, as the cradle swings back for a new stroke. With
this, one man can cut as much as 3 or 4 men with

sickles. The cradle is not easily used when the grain Is

fallen do\vii.

Threshing is very generally done by machinery. The
motive power is fiu:nished by one or two horses walking
on an iuclnied plane. This causes a cylinder to revolve

rapidly, and teeth iu the surface of the cylinder meeting
other fixed teeth tear the straw to pieces and allow the

grain to fall into a fan which cleans it, and empties it

into bags. In California and Australia the thresher is

sometimes one with the reaper, and the same machine
cuts the grain cleans it, and puts it in bags. It might
be profitable to have a horse-power for sawing wood at

all seasons, and in harvest time attach apparatus for

thseshing, which would not be exjiensive. Then all the

grain of a neighborhood could be threshed in a short

time. For small amounts the fl.ail is used. This is a club

attached by thongs to a long handle. The club is called

a swingel and swings arouud the handle striking hard
aud flat on the grain and straw. Any carpenter could

make one.

Probably as long as the farmers have a drove of these

wretched starveling stunted cattle they wiU find it cheaper
to make use of them for threshing. But when they think

that it only pays to keep good cattle, then the flail will

be introduced and the more elaborate threshing machine.
The flails would even now do better for the dry grains
than those ciu'ved clubs used by some.

Machines enable one man to do the work of several.

By their help nature is more thoroughly subdued, and
man's wants better satisfied. He has time, opportunity,
and means for hire pursuits, aud can come nearer the ideal

perfect man. But every blessing may be a curse, and if

man's heart is not right, machinery oppresses the poor
and brings innumerable evils.—Jaffna Mm-ning Star.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The following are quoted from the Garilen (London),

in which they appear imder the heading"AmericanNotes":
—

Celery Cultuke Made East.—I believe I have lejirned

the easiest way to grow a family supply of celery. We
this yejir filled our hot-bed frame, 3 feet by 12 feet, with

celery plants, setting them about 8 inches apart each

way, making CO plants iu the frame. They have grown
splendiiUy, and as fast as they gi-ow we fill in with earth,

and they blanch nicely. I believe that they would have

done as well if planted closer, say 100 plants in the

frame. The advantage is that they occupy but Httle space,
are not much trouble to cultivate, aud require much less

water than if planted iu the usual way, with the rows

6 feet or 8 feet apart, besides a much smaller quantity
of earth answers for banking up for bleaching, and of com-se

If one has not a hot-bed frame, he can set boards less

labourround the edge of a bed in the garden, and manage in the

same way. Boards 1 foot wide should be used, and very

cheap refuse timber will answer for the purpose.
—yeii>

I'ork Tribune.

Dry Sand as Packing.—The citrus men of Los Angeles,
Cal. have made a discovery of great value to Florida.

Dry sand is the best packing for oranges an<l lemons.

It must be quite dry and no paper must be used. The
fruit must touch the sand. Experience warrants keeping
for five months at lea.st. The dry sand has absorbing

power that apparently takes up all exudations sub-

ject to decomposition, the rind being very porous. Nat-

urally the thoughtful mind suggests thiit, on the same

principle, dry sand must have a similar preservative effect

on other fruits, such as pears, plums, nectarines, apples,
and other smooth skinned varieties.

Classification of Soils.—Professor Johnston classifies

soils, says the Juissachusetts Ploughman, according to their

clayey or sandy proportions, thus:—First, pure clay, from

which no sand can be wa.shed. Second, strong clay or

brick clay, which contains from 5 to 20 per cent of sand.

Third, clay loam, which contains from 20 to 40 per cent

of sand. Foiuth, loam, which has from 40 to 70 per cent

of sand. Fifth, sandy loam, which has from 70 to 90

per cent of sand. Sixth, hght sand, which has less than

10 per cent of clay.
Labels.—AVe think that the label problem is solved.

Lead pencil upon zinc mil endure for many years—nobody
. knows how long. Over thre yeears ago we marked a zmc
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label two inches long as follows;—"Uliuus gras. Written
with lead pencil Aug. 20, 1879." On the other side was
written:—'-President Gale's suggestion." President M. P.

\Vildcr has since told the readers of the Rnrid Ncv)

Yorktr that be has used these zinc labels written upon
mth common lead pencil for many years. M'hen first

letters are written they so very indistinctly
—

just as if

written upon glass; but m a few days they grow more

distinct, and finally show as plainly as if upon painted
wood. Copper wire alone should be used, for the reason

that iron wire soon rusts, and the rust is washed over

the zinc. This label is so far free from objections that

we are now using if for all of oiu- plants as the old

wood labels wear out or the marking becomes indistinct.

Evaporating Feihts on a Small Scale.—Fruit raisers

who have a limited .supply of fruit often wish to know
of the facilities for doing the work of drying with their

own bauds without much outlay. AYe lately examined
the work of a neighbour who performed all himself. He
uses the American dryer, costing 75 dollars (formerly 40

dollars), which will di-y twelve bushels of apples m a day,

although much of his fruit is so wormy that he can
cut only nine bushels. A hundred pounds of coal does
the evaporating for twelve hours. Foui' horn's are re-

quired to complete the process, or four bushels at a time.

A bushel will make five pounds of evaporated fruit.

AVormy and defective apples will give only four poimds.
They are pared, cored, aud sliced by machinery. The
entire cost of dying is thi'ee cents per pound of dried

fruit.—A ustralasian.

SUGjVB.

The following table (taken
ants de Sucre) shews the aver

Bectioot worked each season

ZoUverein) :
—

from the Journul des Fubric-

age yield of Sugar from the
in the German Empire (or

18-10-41

1841-42
1842-43

1843-44
1844-45
1845-40

1846-47
1847-48
1848-49

1849-50

5-88

613
6-25

6-58

6-67
6-80

714
7 00
7-25

7-35

1850-51
1851-52
1852-53
1853-54
1854-55
1855-56
1856-57
1857-58
1858-59
1859-60

7-25

6-90

7-81

7-70

8-20

8-00

7-52

8-33

7-87

8-47

1860-61
1861-63
1862-63

1863-64
1864-65
1865-66

1866-67
1867-68
1868-69

1869-70

7-94

7-52

7-58

8'20

8-55

7-94

8-13

8-33

8-33

1870-71

1871-72
1872-73

1873-74
1874-75
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82

7-62

8-28

8-26

8-25

9-30

8-60

815
9-24

9-21

8-52

8-79

9-56

This is truly a most remarkable record of the progress
attainable with patient science and skill. During the same

period almost complete stagnation has reigned in om- West
Indian Colonies, where, instead of improving the strength
of their plant year by year, and extracting every atom of

saccharine, as the Germans do with the Beet, the Cane
rather deteriorates than improves, and the Planters are

contended with extracting oue-thii'd of the Sugar in the

Cane in a semi-hquid state aud one-sixth more as molasses.

The resulting batUy-made Sugar loses 10 to 15 per cent

on the voyage to England, and then has to be sold

5s. io 10s. below the price of properly-made parcels. It

must be remembered, also, that up to eight years ago there

was no bounty on German exports, as the average yield

only corresponded with that anticipated by Government.

By far tlie greater part of the progress made was there-

fore aided by no extraneous causes, and even now the

bounties can only be obtained by the utmost skill in manu-
facture . If the German bounties continue and increase

for a few more seasons, their operation will compel reforms
in the West Indies which nothing else can. The West
Indian Planters, after throwing away two-thu'ds of the

money they might get from theu- land, have hitherto been

too prosperous to care to change, but when they are really

pinched, when the old wasteful system no longer pays on
a small scale, when estates are amalgamated, aud modern
macliinory set up—then, sooner or later, a period of almost
uuh(>ard-of prosperity would set in, and tlie Cane would
at last being to compete with the Beet, with a tropical
climate and 18 per cent of saccharine in its favour. To
aid tliis result, there is ample room for half a dozen West
Indian Committees, tlio more so as the one at home occu-

pies so much time in the impossible task of getting
foreign bomities of 3s. per cwt. removed, at a time when
a large portion of its constituents ai-e year by year sacri-

ficing, certainly, one-half of their possible net income.
The produce of the islands is about 250,000 tons of Sugar
a year, worth, at 18s. per cwt., £4,100,000, and 125,000
tons of Molas.ses (and Rum made from it), worth, at 8s.

per cwt., £1,000,000; a total produce of £5,100,000. Tlie
same fields, mth proper machinery, would yield 500,000
tons of Sugar, worth, at 25s. per cwt., £12,500,000, without
counting otTal in the .shape of Molasses or Kum.
The following, from Aatvre^ mentions a new sweetener,

of which the name will have to be shortened before it

becomes a serious competitor with Sugar, even if the public
were bold enough to put a coal-tar derivative into their
Tea :

—" A new substance, remarkable for its intense sweet-
ness, being much sweeter than Cane Sugar, has been lately
founil by Dr. Fahlberg in the coiu'se of some investigations
on coal-tar derivatives (Jourit. Frank. Inst.). He designates
it 'benzoic suiphinide,' or '

anhydrosidphamine benzoic
acid.'

"

The American Grocer states that the Hon. Geo. B.

Loring, U. S. Commissioner of Agi-iculture, recently deUvered
a highly interestmg address before the Mississippi Valley
Cane Growers' Association at St. Louis. Speaking of the
extent of the Sorghum industry in this country and its

possibilities, Mr. Loring said :
—" The fact that Sugar can

be made from Sorghum has been proved. That it can be

profitiddy made Professors Weber and Scovillo have
demonstrated, and have so declared to this association with
their figures before them. That there is a market for the

product, no man doubts. Whether it is a univer.sal crop
or not, time and experience alone can prove. AVho can

say, as yet, that this crop will take its place among the
special crops of oiu- extreme Northern and Eastern States,
or will occupy the place now filled by the Sugar Cane of
Hbe South? Nor is this important. Like all other agricult-
m-al products, the profit of Sorghum depends on locality,
soil, chmate, and the commercial status of the cultivator
as regards the ownership of his land

; whether he possesses
a plantation of thousands of acres or a small farm

; whether
he sets up his own Sugar mill and runs a Sugar plant-
ation, or depends upon a neighbouring factory for his market
of the crop from his few acres. We have a right to expect
that it will find its place, as every other crop has done,
aad will be accepted in its proper sphere, either for the
domestic supply of Molasses when convenient and econom-
ical, or for conversion into Sugar where circumstances
are favourable. It took many years for the gi'eat cotton
and woollen and iron industries to e.stablish themselves
and occupy the market, but their founders made their

goods, found their market, and pocketed their profits. They
worked with perseverance, economy, and great ingenuity
and skiU. You can follow their example."

—Produce Markets'
Review.

PSEUDO-GUTTA PEKOHAS.
OB SUBSTANCES SITPPLESIENTAEY TO GUTTA PERCHA.

Foremost amongst Pscudo-Guttas as we use the phrase,
stands Balata Gum. It is obtained from the Mimnsnps
Balata of Ga^rtner {Xat. Ord. Sapotacecp) and is sjTioymous
with the Sapota j/idleri of Bleekrod, the Achras liohtta

of AubUt, &c. It is found iu Demerara, Bcrbice, British
and French Guiana, Antilles, Jamaica, and Surinam. It

has many vernacidar names, amongst w'hich may be men-
tioned, Balata, Paardenvleesch (Dutch—horse-flesh), bullet

tree, &c.

One of the fii-st writers on this substance was Professor
Bleekrod, who communicated .some information as to the

plant and its product to the Society of Arts, in 1857.

He, too, described the plant and named it Saputa Mvlleri.
In 18i)0 Sir. Walker communicatetl samples ^c., received
from Dr. Van Hoist of Berbice, to the same society, and
in 1864 Sir AViUiam Holmes also drew attention to tJie

same subject. The tree is a large one with a tnink of about
six feet iu diameter, aud furnishes a wood much liked for

buildhig purposes aud of the colour of horse-flesh—hence
the Dutch name. The baik is thick and rough, and the
fruit is of the size of a coffee beiTy, sweet like a plum,
and with a hard white kernel which yields a bitter oil.

he leaves art: glossy, oral, aud accumiuated. Ilio milk is
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drunk by the natives, in cases of diarrhisa, and when diluted

with water it is used as cow's milk. The trees gi*ow in

groups and in alluvial soil.

The *' Ealata "
^un is of a character somewhat between

caoutchouc and gutta percha, combining iu some degree
the elasticity of the one with the ductihty of the other,

freely softening and becoming plastic and easily moulded
like gutta percha. "What smalf^fercels an-ived in England
met witli a iciidy sale and were remarkably free from
adulteration. But, unfortunately, tlirough the difficulty of

collection—the undertaking being so dangerous and un-

healthy
—the supply of this excellent article has fallen off.

It is collected by making incisions in the bark about 7

feet from the ground, and a ring of clay placed roimd
the tree to catch the milk as it exudes. The yield is said

to be iu profusion especially at the time of the full moon,
and the operation can be repeated every two months in

the rainy season. It takes six hours to l>ring about coal-

escence by simple atmospheric influence, but very quicldy

by boiUng in water. A large tree is said to yield as much
as 4.51b. of "dry gum." The tree in every way is well

worthy of a trial by acclimating it.

In India there are several plants whose products may
be classed as Pseudo-Guttas. First and foremost of these

we have the Pauchontee or Indian gutta tree, the Ba:isia

elliptKa of Dalzell, the Isonandra acnmiiutta of Lindley,
but now known as Dichopsis ellipticii. It is found in the

Wynaad, Coorg, Anamallay and Neilgherry Hills, Sholah

Forest, Oochin, Sichar, and, according to General Oullen,
*'
appears to be common in all the forest tracts at all

within the intluences of the south-west rains.'' This tree,

which is now placed in the same genus as the true gutta

percha, is a large one—from 80 to 100ft. high
—and was

fii-st met with by Mr. Dalzell iu North Canara, near the

falls of Goii'suppah, in 1849. Since that date General
Oullen and Dr. Cleghorn have used every exertion to bring
the substance prominently forward, but without success.

The gum is obtamed by tapping, a pound and-a-half being
obtained from one tree by five or six incisions, a large
tree yielding as much as 20 to 401b. of sap. Many ex-

periments have been made with specimens of the raw milk,

i.e., millc simply dried by exposm*e to the atmosphere.
The results of these experiments have shown that for

telegraphic pm'poses it is wanting in some essential qual-

ities, but it has been recommended as a sub-aqueous cement
or glue, ^^'^len dissolved in ordinary gutta percha solvents,

it, after the evapofation of the solvent, remains some time
soft and viscid, and partakes somewhat of the character

of bird-lime. AVheu cold, it is hard and brittle. With-
out wishing iu th» slightest degree to thi'ow doubt or

discretUt on tlie many and vahial:)le experiments made, we
would suggest that good samples be collected and treated

iu the same manner as recommended for gutta percha.
AVe have no doubt that many a parcel of what woidd
otherwise be yood gutta percha. is spoilt through not being
well boiled iinmcdiatdy after collection from the tree.

At present this is the only way in which we see there is a

possibility of ascertaining whether this product can be

utiUzed, and we have the more hope from the fact that the

structural character has led the plant to be placed in the

.same genus as the true gutta percha
—structm-al affinity

agi'ceiug so often to chemical affinity.

There are in India other nearly allied Supotacea which
deserve attention in order to ascertain whether any of

them yield a milky juice Ukely to be of commercial use.

Amongst the Et/phorhiacatc there are two plants worthy
of notice. The Euphorbia cattimamloo, foimd iu various

parts of India, was fii-st brought to notice by the Hon'blo
W. Elliot, and a prize medal was awarded for this sub-

stance by the jurors of the 1851 Exhibition. This spiny

Euphorb grows to the size of a .shnib or small tree, and
the milk flows out freely when a brauch is cut. The
natives use it as a cement to fasten knives in handles,
&c. Under the influence of heat it becomes soft and viscid,

and when dry very brttle. The Etiphorhia tirncaUi^ the

milk hedge or Indian tree spm-ge, is a succulent unarmed

plant attaining a height of 20 feet, and its iu.spissated
mills is used for various—chiefly medicinal—purpo.ses, and
has been recommended as a gutta percha substitute ; but
like gum Evphorhium., it has a very acrid character, and
the collection is a very dangerous operation to the eyes.

—
Indian Agriciilturiit.

Tea in Amebica.—A petition has been presented to the
United States Congress asking for the prohibition of the
importation of adulterated teas from China and Jap.au,
which are at present extensively sold. This, it is thought,
will lead to increased attention being paid to Indian teas,
which are well known to be pure and unadulterated.
Indian Ten Gazette.

Tho3ipson'.s " Challenge "
Rolling-BIachine.—Sir,

—
The special features of the "

Challenge
"

are, firstly, free
contact of the leaf throughout the roll with the outer
au-

; cheapness (see advertisement) ; simplicity of mechan-
ism

; perfection of feed, (Uscharge and pressm-e ; minim-
um of power required. And I thiuk I may here take
the opportunity of informing youi- good self and the tea

community generally that I have patented, and shall

.shortly have ready, two new inventions facilitating very
greatly the other processes of tea manufactvu-c. aud
greatly economising space requii-ed in the factory. They
are :

—A combined Dryer, Sorter, and Breaker, thus enabl-

ing the manufactm-er to pack his tea right off, while
the heat may be generated by any description of fuel.

A1.S0, patent withering trays so arranged as to occupy the
actual minimum of space, while possessing every facility
to flU and discharge the leaf.—YoiU's, &c., A. Thoiupso.v.—
Indian Tea Gazette.

The FuTuitE Gakden of QueE'NSLand.—The works for

uniting Herberton with Mom-Uyan Harbour, ou the Paci-

fic, are (says a Sydney paper) revealing unsaspected won-
ders on the coast I'ange table-lands. The Palmerston party
report that "the elevated comitry intervening between the

longitude of Herberton and the Pacific must one day be-
come the garden of Queensland, so rich and deep is the
chocolate-coloiu*ed soil, and so numerous and large are
the rivers and creeks. The smallest ravines are reported
to have water trickling down them. Broad sheets of water
are also met with, falling over huge basaltic precipices.
So dense is the scrub that some aboriginal tribes exist

who have never .seen open counti-y. These are armed,
not with spears, but ^vith wooden swords, and followed the
district Government exploring party for days in large
mobs. The Johnstone River is large and deep, and emp-
ties itself into the Pacific ten miles north of Moiu-Uyan
Harbour, gold and tin being found in imiumerable places
along its banks. The flora of this region is reporteil to
be of incretUble luxm'iance, and would weU repay a visit

by scientific men, as it possesses many shrubs and fruits

heretofore undescribed.

Plucking Tea.—Mauy aud varied are the ideas ou

plucking as on all other departments iu tea gardens ;

some say pluck hard at first, others say let it run out

well, but we imagine there must be a medium iu this

as in all things. "We should first consider the numlier of

flushes a bush is likely to give ;
some say 15, some say 8,

some say Ui, and .so on, but we do not think we are
far out iu putting them at say from 11 to 12 during
the season ; aud we will suppose that the first flush is al-

lowed to grow to si.x leaves and then thi'ee are removed,
leaving the 3 lower on the bush, or say 2 inches at the

very least of succulent young wood which soon lipens
into good red wood if the bush is vigorous. From the
axils of those leaves left another flush springs up, which
we may suppose is allowed to run to five leaves, when
two or three are removed, and say an inch of wood re-

mains, aud for the remaining flushes allowing only cue
leaf to be left, or say h inch wood for the 11 flushes,

we get, if plucked then, a growth of good wood of about
inches for the season, which we thiuk ample to prune upon
the foUomng season. "We imagine, if planters' experience
was taken upon the subject, the growth generally allowed

is even greater than this, and we contend if the first

flush is carefully removed and a good fomidation laid, it

is almost impossible to over-pluck a bush if in fairly

good health. That there is nothing more easily done if

the trees are not in vigorous health, we do not deny,
but if at all in good health, it is an extremely diflicult

thing to do after the end of May. if carefully plucked

up to that time. "What we recommend therefore to cm'

friends is not to be too eager in the commencement, else

you kiU the goose that lays the golden eggs, but to

"pluck very carefully for the first two months, aud the

result will not be disappouitiug.
—

hidi(jo Flanteis' Gazette,
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THE BITTER PRINCIPLE OF HYMENODIOTYON
EXCELSUM*

BY W. A. H. NAYLOE.
The interest attaching to the two species of Hymeno-

dictyon, viz., H. cxcelsum aud U. obovatum, is derived from
the circumstance that they.both yield a bitter bark which
is in common use among the natives of India as a tonic.

Surgeon-Major Dymoclf has remarked that the bark of
//. cxcelsum is the more bitter of the two, aud is there-
fore probably the more valuable, although he is not aware
that either of the barks has been properly tested in

European practice. As a remedy of repute it was invested
with additional importance when it received a place
among the non-official diugs of the Pharmacopcsia of India
for 1S68. Referring to the species //. e.vcelsiim it is there
stated that the " inner coat of the bark, according to Rox-
burgh, possesses the bitterness aud astringeney of cinchona.
. . . The outer light spongy layer of the bark is com-
paratively tasteless. Considering the natural order to which
the tree belongs and the sensible properties of its bark,
it is not improbable that it may prove a valuable remedy.
In all futm-e inquiries into the subji-ct of Indian auti-

periodics this bark should lie one of the first to which
attention should be directed." The success which attended
its use as a native febrifuge probably gave rise to the
supposition that its. medicinal properties were due to the
presence of quinine. Consequently, in 1870, Jlr Broughtou
who was at that time the Government Quinologist at the
Ootocamund plantations, submitted to an examination the
fresh bark of the tree. He found that the bitter taste
was due to the existence of (eseulin, and that the bark
when (h-y was almost tasteless owing to its transformation
into tfscidetin, the decomposition having been induced by
contact with decaying organic msXifii.—Pharmaceutical
Journal.

JAPANESE SUGAR.
The sugar of Japan, says Consul-General Van Buren,

is made from that species of the sorghum plant known
as the Chinese sorghum. It grows luxuriantly in all the
southern portions of the empu'e south of the 36th degree
of north latitude. The whole product of the empire in
1S78 was 64,297,580 pounds. Importation in 1878 was
67,434,805 pounds. For three or four hundred years the
processes of granulating and refining sugars have been
known and practiced. Sorghum is not gro^yu, as with us,
from the seed, but from cuttings. In September selected
stalks are cut and buried iu trenches*, foot deep. Through
the winter, from each joint of the stalks sprouts grow.
In the sprmg these points are cut off and set out iu rows
15 to 18 inches apart, and about the same distance from
each other in the rows. The ground has previously been
thoroughly dug up, and pulverized by a long-bladed mat-
tock. The fertilizers used are ashes, fish, decomposed
hay. straw and sea-weed, or night soil. The plants are
thoroughly hoed, hilled, and irrigated. In October and
November the leaves are stripped off and the stalks are
then cut and the hard outer covering is removed, and the
remaining portion is then gro\md -between rollers of stone
or hard wood. The cane juice is then boiled in iron ket-
tles till the granulation takes place, when it is placed
in bags and pressed dry. The expressed sirup is used as
molasses. Dry upland soils are requu-ed for the success-
ful growth of the cane, and the expenditure of labor and
fertilizers is as great if not greater than inv any other
crop. Great exertions are being made to promote the in-
creased production of sugar, which will probably be in
some degree successful. In fact, I am informed that
large orders for the apparatus for sugar-making have been
recciveil from districts wliich heretofore have not grown
sugar-cane.^/iirfM Merciny.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR QUmiNE.
The Colonist (a Demerara journal) stati's that it has

received fnnn Mr. Courtenay a .sample of Siil/)has of fie-
h,ri<i. which is an alkaloid obtained from the bark of the
Xertauilrut Ilodiaci., or (free it-heart. This tree gi-ows as
much in Surinam as in Demerara, and as it can be u.sed

as timber, it may bo well to call attention to it. We
therefore give the communication from the Colonist. "Mr.
Courtenay has obtamed iu London 30s. 8d. per English
poimd, for this medicine, prepared by himself. He is
convinced that by preijaring it m large quantities it would
be very advantageous aud prove a remunerative, iuriustry,
because the cost of the manufacture is small aud the
original material is now of no value. Iu a Loudon circular
the price of this substitute for quinine is uuteil at 4N.i;d.

per oz. It is an excellent febrifuge and largely used in'

the English army ; but until recently it was cheaper to
use qunuue, simply because the preparation of Beberia
was not .so general as that of quinine. 'We believe that
the bark of ijreen-licurt has occasionally been importedmto England, iu small quantities, for the preparation of
Beberia

; but up to the present time no efforts have been
made, by larger maportation, to obtain the benefits of an
article which 15 yearly thrown away in large quantities.
Apropos of the above, the Nietms van den Day gives the
following :

—The Nectandria Rodiaci growing hi Demerara
IS not the i/reen-heart tree so well kuowu by us, but is
a ycUoK-heurt found xileutifully in the English colonies
and there called e/reen-heart and iu French Guyana
cedre jaune. The yellow-heart is not often found in .Su-
rinam. It produces good timber for fm-niture and has
a strong scent. The greeii-heart (Hiynonia Imcoxylon)—
not to be mistaken for the English yreen-heart—gi-ows
abundantly, m all dimensions, in Sminam, particularly iu
Upper Para, and in the high giouud of the Sm-inam
River, aud is much requiied for timber. The bark iwovides
no drug like the yellow-heart. .After the broira-hea.-t, the
yreen-heart is certainly the most dm-able of any Smuiaui
wood. It is heavy, of a brown eolom- and dithcult to be
worked. The sawdust when fresh is of a bright green
colom-, but when mLxed with lyo it produces a red colour-
mg substance.—India Mercury.

* Read at an Evening Meeting of the Pharmaceutical
Society, April 4, 1883.

121

LIGHT AND DARKNESS FOR VEGETATION.
Cultivators, rule of thumb aud scientific alike, have been

so fnUy alive to the importance of hght to Vegetation
and produce, that they have too generally overlookeil the
place and power of darkness. Under eertam circumstances.
Nature herself teaches the importance of darkness as in the
germinatiou of seeds by covering tbem as a rule with the
stimulatiug and protecting covering of rotten leaves. A
good many seeds wiU germinate in the light, but they do
so sooner and to better effect in d;u-kness; still,' even this
fact is not taken full advantage of in

] uactice, as whole 1 anges
of seed-pots and pans placed in the light abundantly show.
These not only occupy valuable siiace, that might as a rule be
filled with growing plants, but labour in watering, shading,
&c., as well as time, are lost by so^^^ng .seeds in the hght.
There is abso another source of lo.ss by this general

practice; the seeds are covered too deeply for their s.afety,
in.order to exclude the light. Numt>er of them are thus
ruined and rotted. All these risk.s woiUd be avoided by
simply sowing seeds in a dark shed or closet. Many seeds
will hardly need covering; all would need less if placed
in total darkness. Of course they would reqiiu-e pretty
close watching, and prompt remo\al to light so soon as
fau-ly vegetated. The transition from total darkness to
absolute light also needs to be very grailual ; but this
period is of very short duration, for it isa.stouishinghow soon
healthy and vigorous embryo plantli tsget used to the light.But what may be called dark cultvu-e has a far wiiler field
than the mere raising of seeds. Its importance has longbeen recognised in the rooting of Dutch and other bulbs.
With the compound object of fully developuig roots, and
holding the stems in check till tliese are formed, bulbs
are plunger] in totiil darkness. In this also we are but
following the example of Nature: whence the success that
has attended the practice of keeping bulbs in the dark
through their preliminary stages.
The next great step in dark culture consists ui the

treating of buds and root-stocks in the same way as .seeds
and bulbs. Corresponding as they ilo to the latter to a
great extent in structure and fuuctious, they may be treated
in a similar manner, and with equally successful results.
Growth iu darkness is no longer a matter of theory, but
is very widely practisc-d, and has proved a striking" com-
mercial success. Up to the present time perhaiis it lias
been most widely appUed to Lilacs Spuasas, aud Lilies-
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of the Valley. Most of the earUer white Lilacs, that
fill the Parisian, and to a large extent fui-nish the
English marltets early in the season, are grown in the dark.

English cultivators are now fast imitating the French
example, and, as a matter of experience, we [can aflirm
that Lilac blooms so grown are even more pure and delicate
and of about the same sweetness as those grown in the light.
It is said that the French blanch the Lilac so completely
in forcing it into bloom that they care

;
Uttle whether the

variety is white or not to start with. "We have not found
it so. The coloured Lilac grows pale when grown in the
dark but has not the absolute purity of the white vareties.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

GREAT OEANGE8.
One of my orange trees grows fruit of au extraordinary

size. There is nothing peculiar that I know of in soil,

drainage, or exposure, to have caused the unusual vigour
shown by this tree. It was planted near my house 12
years ago, at the same time with other fruit seeds of
various kinds, the results of which are around it in a very
slow-growing SapodiUa, a rather small Shaddock tree, se-
veral Governor plums (Flacoitrtia), a Rose-apple (Jamlma),
a flourishing Cinnamon tree on the opposite side of the
roailway, a few star-apples {Chri/sophi/llttm Vainito) and a
number of Lemon trees—large bearers of coarse, thick-
skinned fruit. A very shallow gutter was certainly dug
two feet from the trunk, Init this does not seem to have
favourably affected other fruit trees of same age equally
near to the slight drain. The tree has sent up a tall,

open-branched, good-sized straight stem (whose height and
gii-th I shall state in next issue) and evidently comes from
a good stock. This, my boys tell me, is the third year
of fair cropping, but planted in 1871—it yielded a few fruit
in the Xmas season of 1879-80 in its ninth year. In the
Xmas of 1880-81 it gave a heavy crop—all big fruit,

weighing down the branches till they were like to

break, and in that of 1881-82 a similar" one of Uke big
fruit. The present year's crop, 1882-83, fit for gathering
dm-ing the last five weeks and finished with the half-dozen

plucked on Sunday, 18th inst., has been only a small one,
most of the fruit again very big, more res'embling shad-
docks than oranges, but of the few found on the tree on
Sunday only one was of the great size of the bulk of the
first two crops and the most of last month's. The others
have been appropriateA,, I am sorry to say, without leave
or asking, and in spite of protest and warning. I had
waited for an opportunity to send a sample of these large
fruit to a friend, and now that it had arrived on pro-
ceeiling to pluck the cherished and as I thought saved fruit,
I found the tree almost bared of them. The half-dozen
weighed 51b. 13 oz,, an average of 151 oz. per orange. . The
biggest weighed 20 oz. and was 13 mches round, and two
others together weighed just 2 lb. For these weights and
measurement I am indebted to my friend who kindly under-
took to ascertain the facts for nie and who will .save the
seed of the best fruit for planting, in the hope of obtain-

ing by selection, repeated if possil>le, a large-f i-uiteil variety
of orange. I should add, the oranges of this tree have
a thick skin little inclined to tirrn yellow, but the flesh,
as my boys assure me. is as sweet as that of other oranges
here, and—as is well known to all who have tasted them—
West Indian oranges are reniarkably sweet and juicy. It
is annoying (and worse) that greed and curiosity could
not keep thievish hands from this tree, as I am assured
that two of the missing oranges were some ounces bigger
(heavier) than the big one taken to St. Anns on Sunday-
at least 2 oz., and more likely 3 or 4 oz. If the latter, 'the

biggest oranges of the season's crop weighed each a pound
and a half! Several others were of a like size and no
doubt weight, to that of 20 oz. Thus, a httle miserable
boyish pilfering has defeated the hope (the present hope
at least) of obtaining a race of monster oranges.

—C, Bel-
mont, February 21, ISSS.—Trinulad Chronich:

CINCHONA MANURING.
SiB,—It is generally believed that the only manure for

cinchona is cattle manure, and that it produces a sliglitly
more rapid growth but does not affect the richness of the
bark. Now, I determined to make some experiments of

my own last .year, in the following manner :
—My estate

is a Uttle over 4,000 feet, a part of which faces the north,

the remainder the east. I have two clearings of cinchona,
a large one of succirubra and a smaller one of officinalis;
the former about two, and the latter nearly three years
old. In May of last year, I ajipUed manure to an acre
of each field, thus:

I divided each acre in two portions, as nearly as possible
in half, and so had four divisions, two of succu-ubra, and
two of officinalis. In one field of ofBcinalis and one field
of succu-ubra I put cattle manure about half a basket,
while to the other two portions I appUed castor cake and
bone dust in the proportion of two-thirds and one-thu'd.
The following was the result:—The officmalis,with cattle

manure, m August made a great start, and grew rapidlym bulk till January, when it stopped, and began to shew
red-leaf. Since then canker has broken out and is now
rapidly demolishing the field, which threatens to become
extmct shortly. The officinalis, unmanured, is only .slightly
affected, and the mortahty has not been nearly as high
as on the experimented patch alluded to. On the other
patch of officinalis, wit)i castor and bone dust, the trees
have only progressed in the same manner as the un-
manured officinalis, and the death rate is about the same
as the siurrounding field. The succu-ubra mth cattle manure
began to show increased signs of vitahty in September and
went on to December, wlien it hung back again, and is now
about on a par with that around it, as though there had
been a spurt and then a reaction. The castor and bone
dust on the other patch of succhubra has had a most
wonderful effect. The trees have not only increased rapidly
in built and are .still doing so, but they are now one
healthy sheet of dark green than which none better could
be desired.

At the same time the fataUties from canker have ceased
altogether, and the patch in this, as in all respects, shows
a marked difference from the succirubra adjoining it. I
am still watching the fields as the experiment is still going
on, and I intend to manure again shortly. It would appear
as yet that cattle manure to officiuaUs is harmful instead
of beneficial, while artificial manure produces no effect at
aU, On succirubra, cattle manure seems to have a temporary
effect, but the reaction, when the immediate effect of the
manure has ceased, brings it back to the state it was in
before. To succirubra the castor and bone dust seem most
beneficial, and if, after the end of the twelve months, the
progress in the successful patch continues, I shall go in
for a wide application of it, as I reckon it wiU make the
yield almost a quarter as much again as it would other-
wise have been. What the effect of the manure on the
barks has been I do not yet know, but if it happens
that succirubra bark is em-iched as well as increased by
the apphcation of castor and bone dust, theu I say an
important discovery has been made, as, though renewing
produces the first result, the combination of both has not
yet been attained.

I forgot to say that the soil of the patches on which
I experimented was a rather hea-v^, dark chocolate one,
as it is on the whole of my clearings, -with a good deal
of rock scattered about.—Cadenus in "

Ceylon Times. "

RUBBER IN BRAZIL.
In the early morning, men and women come with baskets

of clay cups on their backs, and little hatchets to gash
the trees. Where the white milk drips down from the
gash they stick their cups on the trunk with daubs of

clay, moulded so as to catcli the whole flow. If the tree
is a large one, four or five gashes may be cut in a circle
around the trunk. On tlie uext day other gashes are mailo
a little below these, and so on until the rows reach the
ground. By eleven o'clock the flow of milli has ceased and
the serbiffueiros come to collect the contents of the cujjs
in calabash jugs. A gill or so is the utmost yield from each
tree, and a single gatherer may attend to a humlred and
twenty trees or more, wading always through these dark
marshes, and paying dearly for his profit in fever and weak-
ness. Our maiiuhira hostess has brought in her day's
gathering

—a calabash full of the white liquid, in appearance
precisely like milk. If left in this condition it coagulates
after a while, and forms an inferior whitish gum. To make
the black rubber of commerce, the milk must go through
a peculiar process of manufacture, for which our guide has
been jn-eparing. Over a smouldering fire, fed with hard
nuts of the tiicuma palm he places a kind of clay chimney ,
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like a wide-mouthed, bottomless jng; through this hoiao
the thick smoke pom's in a constant stream. New he takes
his mould—in this case a wooden one, Hke a round-bladed
piddle—washes it with the milk, and holds it over the smoke
until the liquid coagulates. Then another coat is added,
ouly now as the wood is heated, the milk coagulates faster.
It may take the gatherings of two or three days to cover
the moidd thickly enough. Then the rubber is still dull

white, Init in a short time it turns brown and finally almost
black, as it is sent to the market. The mass is cut from
the paddle and sold to traders in the village. Bottles are
sometimes made by moulding the rubber over a clay ball,
which is then broken up and removeil. Our old fashioned
rubber shoes used tobemadein this way. Twenty million

pounds of rubber, valued at S0,O0ii,0iJ0 are annually ex-

ported from Para in the dry season; many thousand people
are engaged in gathering it. But the business is altogether
a ruinous one for the province, as Brazilians themselves
are fully aware. The serinffi^eiro, who gains two or three
dollars for a single day's gathering, has enough, as life

goes here, to keep him in idleness for a week
;
and when his

money is spent, he can draw again on his ever-ready bank.
The present wasteful system is spoken of as follows:—

The half-wild serimjueiros will go on submitting to impo-
sitions and dying here in the swamps, until Brazilians
learn that by purchasing this land from the government,
and planting it in rubber trees, they can insure vastly larger
profits, and do away with the evils of the present system.
It is what must eventually be done. The rubber gatherers,
in their eagerness to seciu-e large harvests, have aheady
killed an immense number of trees about the Pari e,stuary;

they have been obUged to penetrate farther and farther
into the forest, to the Tocantins, Madeu-a, Purus, Rio Negi-o,
and eventually even these regions must be exhausted, un-
less they are protected in some way. The trees, properly
planted and cared for, will yield well in fifteen years, and,
of eoiu'se, the cost of gathering would be vastly reduced
in a coinjiact plantation; half the present labor of the rub-
lier collector consists in his long tramps through the swampy
forest.—J^jmiiiica JJiaL

OINOHONA CANKER.
AVith regard to the clay sub-soil theory, I have two

patches of succirubra, growing side by side, on a quanzii
ridge, one some 5 years old, and the other two. The 5 year
old trees have stood two shavings, and are looking very
healthy, while a considerable percentage of the two year
old ones are sicklied over vvith the roseate hue of—death !

There is neither clay nor water here, but good honest

quartz, with healthy nhl trees, and sickly young ones be-
side them. Then agam with re.spect to the "wet-feet" cau.se
of canker, I have seen good and healthy trees growing
close to, and I might almost say iii^ swampy ground, ami
not a .sign of disease has yet

—and I say again yet, for
I don't think there is a tree positively safe from canker—come to change the aspect of affairs. Steep land, fiat

land, dry land, wet land, they all ahke seem to afford the
fatal facility for this complicated disease, and as I have
tried to prove at all stages startuig with the seed. "A
hard sub-.soil" impervious to water, is said to produce canker;
but trees growing on U inches of soil on a .slab rock, to
a measm-e, negative this .so-called cause; and also prove that
shallowness of soil will not answer the question, as 1 have
here shewn. If clay sub-soil produced the disease, a general
death on such a plot of gi-ound must be expected, and
at an uniform age, i.e., after all the roots had got down
to the sub-soil; but this is contrary to experience. One
of the most striking phases of canker is that, in a whole
field wearing the gorgeous death banner, exceptional trees

survive, looking all that could be desired in point of health.
Can it then be said that the tree possesses a stronger con-
stitution, and is therefore better able to withstand the plague
that his killed its lirothers iu tribidation ? I fear then, though
we ari^ well aware, nay. too well aware of the effect, we know
nothing respecting tlu' cause of this dire eWl, that has blight ed

many fond hopes and clear anticipations. I hope from what
I have said here that I have shewn "K. C. B." good gi-ounds
for w>t including eankei-. for at best I coiddonl.y tell him what
he already knows; but 1 trust that those who can do the .sid)-

ject the justice th.at it demands will make their observations

public, so that an opport\niity is afforded to those who study
the matter to acquaint themselves with the experiences of

many. It appears to me that, in considering the question :

*' Does cinchona canker in its natural habitat?
"
while we know

very little as regards soil, teiujierature, &c., there, we overlook
an important fact, vnz., that thousands of seeds and seedlings
must perish before even a single tree arrives at its full gi'owth.
This must be so, or a tree so prolific as we know the cuichona
to be would produce such numbers as to smother each other;
hence in the "struggle for existence," we find the "survival

of the fittest," but at the cost of how many lives we know
not. In oirr way of treating the subject, we gi'ow a pound
of seed, and hope to see so many thousands of plants, and a

large proportion of tree.^. Such coidd scarcely be the case in

its native state. Nevertheless, this does not exjilain away the

why or wherefore of canker, as we know it in T'eylon ; nor yet
does it do away with a theory that presents itself, that can-
ker mail have been imported to the country. But asks

"K. C. B,," and I own to being dumb to reply, "Is there any
instance of a cultivated tree being attacked with a similar

kind of canker to the bark':"' I can only advance one reply,
and that is that both animals and vegetables have their

natm-al enemies, some in the form of blight, others in

fimgoid disea.se, or some possible physical ailment; so can
we expect cinchona to be free*:' Agricultm-e alone has

brought us into a clo.ser sphere of observation, and hence
diseases present themselves to view, merely because of their

individuahty, whereas, in theii' wild state, we know absolutely

nothing beyond perhaps the name and use to which the
tree or plant may be apphed, on which we are questioned.— Cor. "Ceylon Times."

SETTING OUT OR DIBBLING PLANTS.

BY J. E. SCOTT, DEL.

It is an arduous task to set out a large number of

plants in the .spring in the usual manner. In order to

make sure of suitable weather for transplanting, it is

frequently important that it should be done very rapidly,
and anything that will facilitate the work will be of

value. I have found the implements illustrated of very
great assist*ance in setting out such plants as sweet-potatoes,
tomatoes, and cabbages. I do not know where they
originated, but they have been in use by the truckers

in this .section for three or four years past; and as they
can be easily made by any farmer of average mechanical

skill. I will describe them with the aid of the sketches
herewith sent. The wooden tongs, fig. 1, are about three

Fig, I.—THE TOVOS. Fig. 2.—THE DIBBLE.

and a half feet long, and are made of two pieces of
about the same width and thickness as ordinary lath;
these are nailed at one en<l to a block about an . inch
thick and four or five inches long. This is used for

picking up the plant before placing it in the ground.
The hole for the i)lant is made with the instrument
shown in fig. 2. This "dibble," or "dibber," is a piece,
of yellow pine or ;ish, half an inch thick, three inches

wide, and three and a half feet long; it is wedge-
shaped at the lower end, where it is covered with sheet-

iron or tin for a distance of five or six inches from the

point, to prevent wear. A little above the midille. an
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old fork-handle or shovel-handle is attached at an angle,
and about three inches from the top there is fastened a

strap, provided with a buckle, and long enough to reah
arouud a man's arm.
The manner of operating is shown in figure 3. A boy

drops the plants near the hills, and the operator follow-

ing, seizes each plant in turn with the tongs, m such
a way as to have the roots pointing downward. AVith
his left arm he thrusts the dibble into the ground, and

slightly turning the same, forms a hole for the reception
of the plant. After placing the plant in the hole, the

operator thrusts the dibble into the soil near the plant,
its point near the lower end of the root, and pushes enough
soil around the roots to complete the work. A good hand
can set from 10,000 to 13,000 plants per day, and at
the same time do it as well as it can be done in the
old way and much easier.—American Agriculturist.

FAILURE OF THE TOBACCO CROP IN VICTORIA.
About one-third of the tobacco grown in the colony is

produce<l in the Oxley district, and nearly the wliole of
the reniuining quantity in the adjoining districts. The
aich alluvial flats along the Ovens and King rivers, de-
scribed in a former report upon hop-growing, constitute
the tobacco land, being well suited for the growth of
this crop; and it Ls estimated that between 500 and
GOO acres of these flats have been devoted to its cultiv-
ation. Tln' industry is also carried on upon the flats of
Mitta Mitta, the Kewa, the Upper Murray, and on small
allmial patches in the direction, the whole area in these
localities amounting to 000 or 700 acres, so that, includ-

ing the Oxley district, there are in the counties of

Dalatite, Bogong, and Benambra between 1,200 and 1,400
acres of hind under tobacco, out of an e.stimated total
for the colony of about 1,500 acres. Upon the • Ovens
and the King the crop this season is a total failure. There
are only a few patches that will be gathered at all,
.ind these will not yield more than 5 cwt. per acre.

During my recent \'isit I saw a large number of plant-
ations from which the tobacco had completely died away,
and from inquiries made .at Beechworh and Wangaratta,
I am disposed to believe that the crops are nearly as bad
in all parts of the north-eastern tobacco-growing districts.

A few ye.ars ago the industry was to a large extent
in the hands of Chinese, but more recently, while Chinamen
are extensively employed in the work, the plantations
have more generally come into the possession of the
European farmers. Much of the best land for tolmcco-

growing has to be cleared of timber, and much labour
and attention has to be bestowed in cultivating and
gathering the crop. As the work of cultivation was well
suited for Chinese, many of the landowners let pieces
of land to the Chinamen upon clearing leases, accepting
a proportion of the crop as rent. A number of the.se
tenants were prosperous, and purchased land of their

own, while others selected small allotments of public land
upon river flats, and while prices were encouraging, good
progress was made. The system of gi-ving a share of the
crop to the Chinese who work the plantations is still

carried out, but many of the European landowners now
have the cultivation in their own hands, employing Chinese
and other men as labourers. The failure of the crojD,
therefore, falls more heavily upon the Europeans than it
would have done a few years ago.
The crop is well known to be an uncertain one, but it

was generally reckoned that a good yield might be ex-

pected every third year, the intermecUate returns being
about half a crop. The yield was a light one last

year, and owing to the low prices obtainable, a full crop
was required this season to make up the growers' profits.A total failure is felt with intensified force. The faihu-e
was altogether imexpected, and its cau.se is not easily
explained. Everything was favourable in the beginning of
the season. The critical period of transplanting was passed
through safely, and the plants for some time afterwards

looked_ well, promising to tmn out a fine crop. After
the raJns, however, which fell in October and during moist
warm weather, known as "

muggy,'' which succeeded, the
plants became covered with a kind of blue mould, and
ceased to make progress. Throughout the spring and
summer there was no progress, but, on the contrary, the

plants in many cases died quite away. It is certain that
the fiiilure was not from want of rain. Some of the
growers believe there was too much ram in the summer,
and others hold that the rain would have done no h.arm
had the showers been followed by clear bright weather.
There is no doubt that the blue mould which threatens
the plant every year was the immediate cause of its
destruction this season, the character of the summer weather
being favom-able to the growth of the disease.
The process of cidture is to raise the plants in a seed

bed, in the meantime preparing the land by ploughing
and harrowing for recei^^ng the crop. The free alluvial
soil is worked into a fine tilth, and as the land is

geuer.ally new, weeds are kept down with comijaratively
little trouble. In the month of October, and sometimes
in September and November, transplanting takes place,
the plants being about 4 inches long. Each plant is water-
ed when planted out, and if rain soon follows all is

well. This is the critical period, as, if it is not got over
well, planting has to be done again. Should rain not come
in time, however, the plants are sometimes kept growing
by being again watered. As a gener.al rule, when the
plants start well after being planted out they make good
progress untU they reach maturity, but on this occasion,
although all went well for a fortnight or three weeks
after planting, an utter failure has resulted. A\Tien ready
to gather the top is cut off the plant and the stalk
is spht down to within a few inches of the groimd.
Below this point the stalks are cut off and carried to

large bark sheds, in which they are hung up to dry, the split
stalks being hmig across transverse wires or lines, the
leaves drooping downwards. "When sufficiently dry the
leaves are stripped off and put into bales ready for market.
At one time the prices fluctuated to some extent

according to the yield of the crop, so that when the

crop was light the price was good, but the last change
that was made in the adjustment of taxation and the

relating to the m.anufacture of tobacco has had the effect
of keeping the prices doNvm. A number of small manu-
facturing establishments have been closed, and there are so
few buyers that there is not sufljcieut competition among
them to raise prices to a rate remunerative to the grower.
The result is that the tobacco-growing industry stands in

great danger of being extinguished. All the growers whom
I met during my \'isit had decided to abandon tobacco
culture for some more encoursigmg branch of industry.
They stated that when prices varied mth the character
of the crop enough profit was made out of one good yield
to recoup losses in less productive years, and there then
was some inducement to continue, but with prices steady
at from 6d. to Gd. per pound this was not the ca.se. New
land has to be cleared for the crop every second or
third year, or heavy manm-mg must be resorted to. There
is much labour involved in raising the crop and gather-
ing it in, so that with the uncertainty of the yield the

price obtainable is not considered remunerative.
About 13 cwt. per acre is regarded as a fairly good

crop, and as much as 18 cwt. per acre has been some-
times obtained. The crop, however, is an exhaustive one,
and could not be gro^vu for more than three years vrith-

out manure. Instead of manuring, however, the practice
is to take in fresh ground, but this has to be allowed
for in estimating the cost of producing of the croj). In
addition to the low prices there is another thing which
is likely to reduce tobacco in the market within uery
narrow limits, viz., the profitableness of hop-culture. As
a general rule, the best tobacco-growing land is suitable
for hop-gardens, and in a good many cases the tobacco-

growers are about to turn their attention to hop-cultm-e.
There has been a demand for hop-sets .aU over the di.striet,
some orders coming from as far as the Upper Murray,
so that a very large area will probably be planted this
season—apai't from the probability of an extensive aban-
donment of tobacco-culture next year, on accomit of the
failure of the present season. Estimating last year's yield
for the colony at about 700 tons, and reckoning that
the loss in the Oxley district alone this year must amount
to fuUy 150 tons, the year's total wiU show a serious fall-

ing oil. Unless the crops on the Mitta JMitta, the Upper
Murray, and other rivers in those localities are much
better than they are represented, the yield of the colony
will not be more th.^n 300 or 400 tons, or even less.—
Aitstralasian,
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THE ORIGIN OF CULTIVATED PLANTS.
From a review in Nature of De OandoUe's latest work,

we extract some very interesting details :
—

"An English vegetable garden," says Mr. Tyler, "is a
curious study for the botanist, who assigns to each plant
its proper home; and to the philologist, who traces its

name." 15ut De CandoUe, not confining himself to our

temperate pot-herbs, has included in his studies the cult-
ivated plants of all countries. Accm-ate knowledge iu this
matter is a thing of comparatively recent growth. Lin-
n^us bestowed no pains upon it. Humboldt iu 1807 dis-
missed it as an impenetrable secret. De Candolle has now
ilisoussed no le.ss than 247 species. It is curious—perhaps
significant—to note that 199 of these trace back to the
Old World; only 45 are American, and 3 doubtfiU. Nei-
ther the tropical nor the southern regions of either hemi-
sphere have any of these .species in common. The northern
liave five which are so, but it goes with the rest of the
facts that the domestication of these belongs to the Old
World, and to this De Candole has accordingly credited
them. Some things no doubt have escaped him, although
the Ust is remarkably complete. Perhaps the most ciu'ious
omission is rhubarb, the use of which for the table seems
pretty much confined to Englaud and Holland.*

It is rather to be regretted that De Oaud911e has aban-
doned the attempt to indicate the points on the earth's
sm-face from which the maximum number of cultivated

plants appear to have sprung. He contents himself with
saying that the original distribution of the stocks of cult-
ivated plants is most irregular.

" It had no relation with
the needs of man supplied nor with the area of origin."
I have a decided suspicion that the facts might be made
to yield a different result. There does not seem any a

priori reason why plants susceptible of useful development
under cultivation should be so arbitrarily distributed. The
number of species domesticated in a given area would,
other things being equal, seem to be related to the in-

telligence of the races working on them. North America
has only given us the vegetable marrow and the Jerusalem
artichoke; and neither deserve more than a succes (/' estimc.
But our best domesticated plants have developed their
merits pari passu with the races that educated them. If
we stumbled now agamst the primitive stoclvs they might
seem as little susceptible of development as the plants of
the United .States, whose capabilities we rank so low.
But had the Old AVorld races been but early enough on
the New World soil to work out theii- progress to civiliz-

ation, possibly the balance in the proportion of domesticated
plants woidd have been redressed. If the gardens of the
United States are filled with Old World vegetables, the
houses are inhabited by an Old AVorld stock. The two
things seem to me to go together; the indigenous races
could neither develop their latent vegetables nor hold
their own'against an Old World human invasion.

The cu'cumstances of domestication, however, impose
certain onditions which the flora drawn upon must fultil.

The early stages of civilisation were probably unsited to

any fixity of abode. Tylor, it is true, remarks that ' even
very rude people mostly plant a little." But they wiU plant
only what will give a quick return, and the quaUties of

foresight as well as a permanent social structure must be

developed before men would have the disposition to plant
fruit trees, which perhaps only their de.scendants would
gather from. The first domesticated plants must have been
those that were in themselves succulent, or would in the
course of a single season j-ield some desired product. We
find then that out of the 44 species, the cultivation of which
in the Old World goes hack to the dawn of civilisation, half
are annuals ; and these are just what the great temperate flora

of the northern hemisphere would supply. On the other hand,
Patagonia and South Africa have not yielded a single dom-
esticated plant. Australia only contributes the overrated

Eticali/pttis f/lobuhts^ and New Zealand a \vretched spinach
(leiroffonia). But then, as De Candolle remarks, their
floras are destitute of the tviies of (Iratitintue, Lci/in>niios(P,
and Cri'riferip^ which were available in the northern hemi-
sphere, and predominate in the Ust of the 44 most anciently
cultivated plants. As between the north and the south

» No : in the United States they call it
" the pie plant "

Ed.

I think this argument is vahd. But as between the eastand the west in the north hemisphere, since the ,Sfeatures of the flora are radically the same, any siS
explanation does not hold.

•' "'""'"r

With regard to such of these primitive cultures as belom?to the temperate regions of the Old ^YoM, it will bf
interesting to give De CandoUe's conclusions. The turn nand rapeseed (not however sustainable as distinct spedes^
originated in Northern Eiu-ope. The cabbage was derivedfrom the western coasts of Em-ope, where its wild ^+^1
may .still be fo.md; it was first gathered and then ™ti;ttc.dby pre-Aryan races. Pmslane is wild from the

"S
Himalayas to Greece. The onion was brought from WesterA.sia. As to textiles, the origin of flax is sm.„.n.h=+

tstciii

ated. The iirhabitan'ts of tlfe Swls ^ILXet^-™!^
-

Stone Age did not use our present annual fllx but a
subperennial sort mdigenous to Southern Europe (Li„J
a,,,„pol,um).

This was displaced by Linu,u nJuatiJlZ'a native of countries south of the Caspian, wWch w^sintroduced into Europe and India by Aryan races Thl
knowledge of hemp seems to have been br^Tt iWn F„

^
by the Scythi,™s about 1,500 B.C.; therH" no trace oT'ltm the Swiss lake-dweUings. The vhie is indigenous in

hi Wb i""' ''''™?' «' "'"•^"^ "•'™«' *° varions^eoTmLesby both Aryan and Semitic races; but it did notiZ^h
China before 122 b. c.

" '!• uio not reach

The almond, although so characteristic of Mediterranean
eouutnes, seems to be a native of Western Asia, and perhamGreece. As late as the time of PUny the fruits wer, wZto the Komans as Nuces gr<ic<,. The wild stocks 5 o^
pears and apples seem to have been indieenous tn «";•,
Europe and Western Asia before the A ytn nvasion tb

"

remains abomid in the Swiss lake-dwelhCs The
'

.^n"'"
IS a native of North Persia, but seems to have been intro?
into Eastern Europe in pre-Hellenic times Rema ns of aform of the pomegranate have been found in strata of thePleioceue age in Southern France by Saporta- hut if .i- I
out and was reintroduced from

coun^tilfldliiSr Persiain prehistoric times into tie Mediterranean re^ou ofwS
It IS now so characteristic a feature. The Dnmitivo h
of the olive was apparently the ea'^tern shor^ "The JM
terranean, where.the Greeks discovered its useful qu,Uitiesthe Romans learning them later. The fig has left ^t'
remains in quaternary rocks in France along^vith the teethof hlepMs prrmujenm.., but its prehistoric home must be
sought in the Southern Mediterranean shores and kndswhere it sm-vived after probably perishing in France Thecommon bean (Foha riOnari,) seems to hale become extinctm a ^Vlld state; itmay have originated south of thTcasSanand was introduced mto Europe by the .\ryans The re-mams of lentils have been found in

lake-d^^ellmgs of theBronze Age, and it was probably imligenous in WesternAsia Greece and Italy before its cultivation in these
countries; subsequently it was introduced into Eirvpt Tb„
chick-pea was carried from the south of the (iueasusbythe Aryans to India and Eiurope. The carnh ;« ;„ v ^
to the

Ei.ternMediterraneaa,wLncJthec":ek:," r^^^^^^^^^^^It mto Italy and the Arabs into We.,tern Europe DeCandolle regards _aU
the various kinds of wheat as dervativesof the smaU-grained kind fomid in the most ancient lake!

dwellings of ^^ estern Switzerland. He inclines tn tb » K i r
that the mid stock of this originated h,AT°„.''^
wh«-e it may still exist. The origin'^^t-ItTs ^'r^XuS'and It may possibly be an ancient cultivated derivative'from the wheat stock. As to barley, the inhnb,Wc j
the Swiss lake-dwellmgs cultivated bo'^hZ Wr^^'^?the six-rowed kinds. The former is found «„„„ ?
in the area between the Red Sea 'liun'h'e Ta^X" bu?
nothing IS k-uom, of the spontaneous occurrence of the latteror of th- four-rowed kind. Either then both were derivativesin prehistoric times of the two-rowed variety or thefirethe cultivated representatives of species whi -h hav e si^ebecome extinct. As to rye, probabUity points U,^^^l^T
in Sonth-E..steru Europe. Th^- lake-dw^lC e -e^oX a^eof Bronze did not know it, but Plinv mentions its cultivattfnnear Tunn. De Candolle supposes that theta u^'^^^Zwestward met with it in Eiu-ope and carried it ™wa°TOats seem also to have originated in Eastei-n Em-op,"Ihevare found not ..arlu-r than the lironze Age in S>X'rla,ufFioin Phiiys nientiou that the (Jermans used oaimeal It is concluded that it was not cultivated by the
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TREES OF MADAGASCAR.

The soil of Madagascar is very fertile, and produces rice,

maniok, sugar-cane, pepper, cotton, indigo, tobacco, as well

as a number of medicinal herbs. A chain of high mount-
ains divides the country into several well-watered vallevs.

The most beautiful feature in the island is the impo.sing
forests which extend over a distance of two thousand

English miles and contain fine and valuable trees covered
j

with rare climbers and orchids. Among the trees are found
j

pandanas, acacia, sago and the cocoa nut. but above all is

the ra\nnda [Vrania Specio^a) which of itself forms large

forests. The Rev. AV. Ellis says of this tree:—It springs

up vrith a thick, juicy stem similar to the Banana (JTiisa

Sapieiitnm), in the centre of it are broad leaves which

resemble the Banania but are less brittle. The leaves siu"-

round the stem in rows on opposite sides, and by increas-

ing and leaning over those underneath, the tree assumes

the shape of a large open fan. I have counted, on more
than one occasion, twenty to twenty-five leaves on one

tree. The stalk of the leaves is from six to eight feet

long, while the broad leaf itself is from four to six feet long.

The bright green leaves, extencUng themselves like a fan,

form the most beautiful plant that can be imagined." But
it is not only for its beauty that the tree is remarkable.

It is used for many purposes, in the same way as the

palm tree is in the Arabian desert; but one of its most im-

portant properties is that during the dry .season it con-

tains a large quantity of fresh and pure water, and is

thus a refreshing spring for the thirsty traveller. The re-

servoir is situ.ated at the base of the stalk of each leaf,

and, upon being opened, a stream of cool and sweet water

appears. The natives use the leaves of the tree to cover

the houses, and the bark for flooring. At mo.st of the

markets there are sold articles made from these leaves,

comprising plates, dishes, table cloths, napkins, etc., and

even spoons and tumblers, but for these last articles the

leaves are specially moulded.—India Merciirii.

AoEiCFLTtmAL " Fads. "—Among the many
"
fads,

"'

which

Mr. Angus Mackay used to exjatiate on with so much

gusto, was the Scuppernong gi-ape, which we were asked

to believe, some twelve or fifteen years since, was a most
valuable addition to our then known vines. \\c saw one

of these at Carlsburg the other day. Like one or two we
have seen elsewhere, it has never borne but one or two

berries, nothing approaching a bunch ever ha\'ing been seen

upon it. This American creeper is a fit companion to that

English weed—the prickly comfrey, which we were told

was so valuable as a forage plant.
— Planter and Farmer.

Hot Water as av Insecticide,—.J. 'W., Liverpool,
pyrites:—"Last spring I read in the Journal that the best

way to get rid of insects desti'uctive to Orchids was to

plunge the pots in hot water at a temperature of 120 ° .

I was rather in doubt whether it was safe to do this, con-

sequently ti-ied two or three pots that I knew were pretty
well full of woodlice. or, perhaps I .should say, appeared
so from the condition of the roots. The contents of these

pots all changed, the insects were killed, and the Orchids

improved. Seeing that no injury was caused to the plants,

I last August plunged every Orchid I had in water heated

to 126 ° I have found that it has not injm'ed one plant.

Dendrobium densiflorum that I subjected to this treat-

ment has now no less than forty-two spikes of bloom,
and these in a few days will be fully expanded.

—Jovrnal

of Hnrtiruhnre.
New Pkoducts.—The Hon. John Douglas, C.M.G., during

his recent' visit to Bundaberg—where we notice he became
a pvrrchaser in the new Barolin town.ship

—collected a

quantity of a certain weed, which is stated by him to be

becoming very prevalent in the Woongarra Scrub, and the

root of which grows to the size of beet-root. Sir. F. JI.

Bailey, the Government Botanist, to whom he svibmitted

it for inspection, says it is the first specimens of the plant
he has seen. He states it to be the Virginian Poke

(Phj't.ol.acca decandra. Linn.). It is saiil that the berries

were at one time used in Portugal to give the deep colour

to red port. The root is emetic, nearly hke ipecacuanha.
. Some say that when properly prepared it operates in the

same doses with the same certainty; externally applied,
it is said to cure psora and t?eniacapitis, whatever those

ills of humanity may be.— Planter and Farmer.

The Phylloxera.—According to the last report of M "

Tisserand, Director of Agriculture, cited in the lieiu^

Horticole, no fewer than fifty departments of France are

invaded by Phylloxera, 764,000 hectares of Vines entu-ely

destroyed (a hectare=about 2J acres), 642,OiiO hectares

more or less seriously affected.—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Neilgherrt Oixchon'a,—The following facts are interest-

ing in connection with Mr. John Hughes' paper upon
Neilgherry cinchona soils, recently pubUshed by us :

—" The
Madras Government some time ago forwarded to the

Secretary of State consignments of cinchona bark from their

estates at Naddewatum, Dodabetta and Pykara, from which

quinine and other alkaloids were to be manufactured on
their behalf. These barks were made over to Mr. Whiffen,
the well-known pharmaceutical chemist, and the analysis

yielded the following results :
—

Qiunine sul-Oinchonidine Cinchona

Description of bark phate per ct. sulphate p. ct. alkaloid p.ct.

Renewed crown... 5*57 to 5'71

red

, 4-06 to 4-03

. 3- 6 to 3-42

. 3-04

. 1-71 to 2-09

. 1-28 to 1- 2

. 1- 3 to 2- 9

. 0- 8 to 0-66

0-41 to 0-48

1- to 1-05

1-02 to 1-21

2*32

2-15 to 2-32

2- 8 to 3-57

2- 1 to 215
1- 5 to 1-35

n-12 to o:.U

0-02 to 0-24

015 to 0-23

1-84

1-68 to 2-39

1-14 to 1-63

2-39 to 2-57

0-47 to 0-51

0-37

0-75
016

0-21

006
0-04

Mossed..
Natural
Renewed
Mossed...
Natural
Root ...

Branch
Renewed scraped
crown 4'34

Natural .scraped... I'Sl

Branch crown... 0'07

The total of products obtained by manufacture was as

follows :
—

Quinine sulphate 1,467 lb;

Cinchonidiue sulphate ... ... 345 „

Quinidine „ ... ... ... • 40 „
Oinchonine alkaloid 208 „

Febrifuge 2,236 „
Total charges on account of the bark sent amounted to

£3.352 Os 9d, distributed as follows :—
Freight Agency, &c 721 9 3

Mauufactiu-ing charges 2,604 11

Fire Insurance of bark at factory 26
—PlanterA^ Gazette.

Rubber in Bolivia.—The recent extraordinary rise m
the price of Para rubber, and the manifest need of a

new source of supply for that valuable, commodity beyond
the control of the parties who have cornered the Brazilian

supply, serve to bring to notice the promising rubber dis-

trict explored by Mr. E. R. Heath, in Bolivia, two years

ago. He de.scribes the Beni River as navigable by large

steamers for a distance of 525 miles from its junction
mth the Mamore, and for 300 miles more by craft of

less than three-feet draught. The forests on both sides

of the river are full of rubber trees, offering a supply of

rubber "
practically inexhaustible." On the north side of

the Beni River the forest extends from the water's edge
over fifteen degrees of latitude. Mr. Heath penetrated
this dense forest at one place as far as twenty-one miles

from the river, and the fm-ther he went inland he found

the rubber trees increase in size and number. Each square

league contains from 300 to 5,000 trees. On the south

side of the river, the forest is only from thi-ee to ten miles

wide, but it abounds in rubber trees. The supply of the

rubber, Mr. Heath says, is suflncient to give employment
to 100,000 men, and as soon as the chain of communic-

ation by steamer and railway is completed, that number
of men' will soon be engaged in that field of labour.

The rubber, though at present commanchng only the same

market price, is of a slightly finer quahty than that obtamed

from the old-established districts between the falls and

the mouth of the Madeira River, and on the river Tapivjoz

and other tributaries of the Amazon near Para. It poss-

esses other more important advantages over the older

districts. The clim.ate is healthy. There is an abundant

supply of cheap labour at hand, the Indians olrtained from

the department of the Beni, who are practically .slaves,

working at from 10s. to 14s. a month. The abumlant

supply of palm-nuts wluch are used hi smoking the rub-

ber—a necessary process previous to evaporation— enables

the collectors to work ten months out of the twelve, in-

stead of sLx, as in the other districts.—British and Colonial

Printer.
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Sap.—Seeds should not bo much more thau half dried

and dry grass or paddy straw should be strewn over
the ground after plautiug them. "When planted, they
shovdd bo freely watered. The outer shell and inner .soft

covering of the seed may be found to have rotted, but
that would not indicate the germ was dead.—Cof.

New Kind.s of Tea.—Mi". E. Oolbornc Baber, while Consul
at Ohuug King, described a few of the wild teas of

Szechueu in M'estern China, which evince pecuharities
of considerable interest. During one of his rambles the

monks of the Ngomi monasteries refreshed him with a

naturally sweet tea which tasted hke common Oongovi
mingled with brown sugar. The tea seems to be found

only on the slopes of this range, as inquiries a few miles

distant failed to produce any recognition of it among the

natives. Another kind was met with in the wilderness

of Hwang-muchaug plateau overhanging the Tung river at a

height of G,000 ft., wliich yielded ahighly coloured, but some-
what weak infusion, baring the taste and flavour of tea

and milk mingled together. The plant is described as a

leafy shrub 15 feet high, mth a stem some four inches

thick, every portion of which, except the roots, is used
in preparing the beverage.

—
Inxligo Fl(niters' Gazette,

Gold ik Fiji.—The tidings from Taviuni give the im-

pression that the gale of the 12th and 13th has been most
severe to windward. At Vuua Point the force of the

wind was not exces.sive, aud no damage of any kind was

done, but at the north end residents of many years de-

clared it was the most severe blow they could recollect.

To cocoanut, palms, breadfruit and other trees, very serious

damage was done. Some places the cocoanuts were snap-

petl off through the middle, in others the yoimger trees

were blown clean out of the ground. Qamia, and part-

icularly Laucala, have especsaUy suffered most severely,
the fine lireadfruit trees on the latter island being nearly

destroyeil. Coffee escaped without very serious hurt, but

tobacco, of which very large quantities had been planted
this year, has been very severely handled. Of this crop
the portion approaching matiu-ity was almost destroyed,
but to the young, immatm'e plants, less damage was done.—
Fiji Times.

SuoAE IN' Cuba.—In a recent report of Acting Con.sul-

General Garden, on the "Number and Condition of the

Slaves in Cuba," the following mention is made of the

Sugar industries:—"But besides these there is another
and perhaps a somewhat unexpected reason why there

should be fewer emancipations in the country districts.

I allude to the disinclination !
of many slaves to leave

the place where they have been born and brought up
and have their families, imless driven to it by very harsh

treatment. It shoidd be borne in mind that on almost

all Sugar estates the negroes have their little plots of

laud, on which they grow vegetables and raise fowls and

pigs, often selling them to their master himself; indeed,
it is rare to find an estate where the industrious ones

have not at least 50 or 100 dollars laid by. Now that,
besides these little earnings, they are receiving wages as

well, I am convinced that, were it not for the restrain-

ing influences of locality and custom, many more would
avail themselves of the power they imquestiouably have

to i)urchase then- freedom, which year by year it is be-

coming easier for them to do, and I am inclined, there-

fore, to think that the fact of their not doing so more

proves they are, on the whole, fairly treated.—Produce
Marlcets' Eei-iew.

,

Imitation Aromatic AVoods.—Our readers may not be

aware that not one out of ten of the so-called camphor-
wood boxes imported from China ami sold in India is

made of the genuine material. The imitative faculty of

the celestial is proverbial, and in this branch of industry—the manufacture of imitation camphor-wood boxes—it

has been exercised wth a high degree of success. For

these same simrious boxes are gi'eatly in request as cheap
substitutes for the comparatively scarce and more costly
article. The operation is very simple

—the application of

camphor oil to any wood capable of absorbing it, but more

especially to those varieties of timber which, in appearance,
colour, and grain approach the camphor laurel. There arc

two species of the camphor tree, viz., the Chinese aud

Malayan, the product of tlie latter (which is foimd in a

natural state) being a hiinch'eilfold more valuable than

that of the former. We have, here in Southeru India, au

analogous case of tlie similar impregnation of woods with
essential oils derived from other trees. This is notably
exemplified in the criri-eil cabinets, work-boxes, pictm'e-
frames, &c., expo.sed for sale as sandal-wood—whereas, in
most instances, the articles in question are made of a
very different wood, and are only smeared or coated ivith
the perfumed extract or essential oil of the sandal-wood
tree.—Madras Times.

M'oBKiNG THE SOIL.—Farmers are frequently met with
who object to stirring the soil among growing crops, or

knocking it about very much previously to sowing the seed,
from the fear that they mil exhau.st the moisture by so

doing .and spoil tlie crop. Au American exchange says :
—

" Professor S. AV. Clark, Spencerport, New York, reports
a farm neighbour as preferring to give up manure rather
than frequent tdlage. Mr, Henry U. Kiug, of West M'al-
worth, says he cultivated a field of corn six times the past
very dry summer, and the crop was one of the best he ever
had. 'Thorough working of the soil,' he finds, 'neutralises
the effect of the drought.'

"
Many of the shallow theories

which readily lodge in the minds of colonial farmers, and
influence their operations continually, are totally at variance
with fact, and so men would find if they would ventme on a
httle experiment. Pulverising and frequentjstirrings of thi>
soil create rather than dissipate moisture.—Queendander.
Royal Hokticultueal : March 27.—Scientific Commit-

tee :
—Sir J. D. Hooker, K. C. S. I., in the chair. Present—Messrs. G. Henslow, R. MacLachlan, W. G. Smith, Geo.

Mm-riiy, Ai'thur Grote, Professor Church, Dis. Low and
Masters. Tlie Fapaio and its itijiuence on Meat.—Rev. Geo.
Henslow spoke of experiments he had made with the leaf of
the Oarica e.xhibited at the preceding meeting with a view of

testing its alleged power of softeumg meat. Some beef-
steak was wrapped in the leaf for twenty-fom' hoiu's, a
corresponding portion being placed by its side under like
conditions except as to the leaf. When both were ooked
it was found that the steak wriipped in the Papaw leaf was
markedly more tender, but had accjuired a peculiar flavour.
Coccus on Orani/e Trees.—Jlr. McLachlan read a com-
munication from the Government of the Bahamas with
reference to the cocus scale on Orange ti'ees, which was
proring so destructive hi those islands. The insect iu

question is Mytilaspis citricola, one of the Coccidie. Washes
and sji-inging with petroleum prepared, and the use of
whale-oil soap were found to be the most serviceable.
Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Papaw Juice.—Among new .and interesting substances
which have come prominently forward within the last

year or two, we shoiUd mention papaw juice, which is

the juice or milk of the fruit and bark of the Carica

papaija, a tree to which attention was fii'st called, in this

particular respect, in the year 1S75, on account of the
wonderfid digestive powers ascribed to the said juice.
The tree is said to gTow plentifully throughout the Brazils
and in the West India Islands. It will be remembered
that M. Wurtz, of Paris, professor of chemistry at the
school of medicine, drew attention lately to the active

principle, jMpaitie, exti'acted from the juiee of this plant,
and that its solvent or digestive action is said to extend
to the pseudomembrane of diphtheritic affections. The
milk or juice is now to be met with in the American
market, but it is sad to be an unstable and unreliable
article, which no one will be ready to deny. Papaine which
can also be extracted from the leaves of the tree is .sup-

posed to be preferable. The powerfully caustic or corrosive
action of the crude; article requires that it should be used
with all due care, especially if given as an internal remedy.
It ah-eady goes by the name of "

vegetable pepsine," which
of course behoves double caution on the part of the physician
who prescribes it either internally or externally. No doubt
is entertaineil by many able pharmacists that, at no very
distant futm'e, it will find a useful place in pharmacy.
In the meantime, au cnterprisuig manufacturing chemist
has placed in the market a soap for cleaning and soften-

ing the skin, which it is believed contains papaine in a
mild from. The experiments carrieil out at some of the
Piiris hospitals where this active principle was used in place
of lemon juice or hydi-ochloric acid to dissolve and detach
diphtheritic membrane, appeared to promise most satis-

factory results, but, on the whole, no marked advantage
appears to have been gained by its ust;.—Monthly Export
Prices Current.
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The Swedish Goverument has granted a sum of £60 for

this year, t-o an entomologist, whose duty it will be to

advise farmers as to the beat means of destroying in-

jurious insects.—Nature.

The Taeo Plant, which constitutes the principal
article of diet amongst the natives of many of the South
Sea islands, has been cultivated for years on many of the

sugar plniitntinns of this colony for the use of kanakas.
It has not come into general consumption amongst the
white poijidation, although it is said to be a very healthy
vegetable, equal, if not superior, to the sweet potato.
It has recently been introduced into some of the Southern
States of America, where it is not only relished as a

vegetable, but has been found a most excellent food for

horses and cattle. The taro grows to greater jjerfection
in the islaml of Tanna thau in any of the other islands, ou
account of the great depth and freeness of soil in tliat

island. The natives cvdtivate it, Uke the yams, on the

tops of mounds of fuiely pulverised earth. "When gro\™
on laud cultivated by the plough, it is usual to plant it

on the tops of large drills prepared by hilUng up together
three or four furrows. A very good starch and a very
fair arrowToot are made from the bulb. It can only be
cultivated with success, however, on fine alluvial soil such
as are to be found along the banks of rivers in this colony.

—
Qtteendander.

Coco-nut Fibke for potting Oattleyas and other Orchids
has Ijcen tried at Broomfield, Chelmsford, with the most
lamentable results. When, with Mr. Warner, over twenty
years ago we made a series of very careful exjieriraents
with the whole husk, the roughly broken husk and the fibre,
and the result in each case proved that the end thereof
was death to all the Orchids experimented ou if they were
not shaken out and repotted in the usual way. Notwith-
standing the.se experiments, Mr. Warner has recently used
it largely, and it has proved an exj^ensive experiment to him,
as it will to all who are beguiled into trjing it. It is strange
that these pranks should be played always by old and clever

growers; one seldom sees the beginner depart from the
tried and proved methods. A few years ago I saw a very
large collection reduced to misery by the use of coco-nut
fibre mLxed with sphagnum, and since that I saw that the

grower who hail produced some of the iinest specimens in
the North when he used peat and sphagnum, had potted
a great number of his plants in sphaguiun mixed with
what seemed to be road scrapmgs. My experiments show
that, when kept ch-y, cocoa-fibre gets covered with a white
inould, and when wet with a gelatinous fungus, either of
is poison to the roots. When dry it is next to impossible
to thoroughly wet it, and the har.sh fibres cripple the roots
wherever they touch them. If any one wants to earn a
testimonial from the Orchid growers let him tell them
where they can get the good old Orchid peat they used to

get: there must be plenty of it in the British Isles. I

have seen fine samples from Sweden and Norway : if it

cannot be got here, I think it would pay some one to get
some over.—-JABIES O'Beien.—Ganhiwrs' Chronicle.

Pineapple Culture in Queensland.—Very tew people
have any idea of the possible yield with pineapples where
the climate and soil favom- their production. It has been
recently stated by a Mr. Rodda, after an m.spectiou of a

pineapple patch, that an acre of soil would yield over
10,000 fruit in the season, and, where a plantation is

well e.stablished, and the plants in their prime, this is

not an over estimate. On an average of 5ft. from plant
plant an acre would carry 1,750 plants per acre. The
fii'St year two to each plant would be a good yield, the
second year tour or six, and after that strong plauts will
often give from eight to twelve pineapples in the year,
if not all at one time at intervals during the season. So
then the first year's yield would be 3,500, the second year
from 7,000 to 10,000, and the third year, if eight or twelve
fruit were produced on each stool, the yield would be
14,000 or 21,000. Startling though these figures may ap-
pear, they are nuite within reach with good cultivation

;

with the neglect so frequently attendant upon pineapple
and banana cultm-e, however, the half of this is a high
average. But taking 10,000 as an average crop, and the
low rate of Is. per dozen as the market value, one acre
of pineapples would realise over £40, which is a good
letulu for the laboiu; and outlaj ueccssary to produce

them. It has always been a matter of surprise to us that
the cultivation of this dehcious fruit has been so much
neglected, especially wheu the fact, so frequently brought
to hght, that Queensland-grown pineapples are equal, if

not superior, to those grown in Florida or elsewhere is

taken into consideration. The cidtivation necessary for
a five-acre plantation, and everything to be done ettiei-

ently, could be easily compassed by one man, breaking
the laud up deeply in the fii-st instance with the plough
followed by the subsoiler. Coast lands in Southern Queens-
land are very well adapted for this fmit if the soil is

deep, rich, and drained thorouglily.
—

Queensla aJer.
What leaves are to trees, is shown, and the disastrous

influence of leaf disease, on tree life can be inferred,
from the following introductory paragraph to au article
in Xature:—"The leaf is the essential and really active

part of the ordinary vegetal organism: it is at once the
mouth, the stomach, the heart, the lungs, and the whole
vital mechanism of the euthe plant. Indeed, from the
strictest biological point of riew every leaf must be re-

garded as to some extent au individual organism by itself

and the tree or the herb must be looked upoii as an
aggregate or colony of such separate units bound together
much in the same way as a group of coral polypes or
the separate parts of a sponge in the animal world.

''

The writer, Mr. Grant Allen, goes on to describe the
functions aud food of leaves after a fasliion calculated to

impress us deeply mth the importance to a tree of a^

plentiful supply of healthy foUage. We confess that we
never, previously realized so vividly the value of carbon
as plant food. " The gieat function of a leaf is the

absorption of carbonic acid from the ah, and its de-
oxidation under the influence of sunlight. From the free
carbon thus obtained, together with the hydrogen liber-

ated from the water in the sap, mauufactm-es the hydro-
carbons which form the mass of its various tissues.

Vegetal life in the true or green plant con.sists merely
in such deoxidation of carbonic acid and water, and
rearrangement of their atoms in new forms, impljiing
the reception of external energy ;

and this external energy
is supplied by sunlight. AVe have thus two main couditions

affecting the shape and size of leaves: first, the nature and
amoimt of the supply of carbonic acid; and second, the
nature aud amount of the supply of sunshine. But as
leaves also aid and supplement the roots as absorbers of

water, or even under certain circum.stances perforin that
function almost entu-ely alone, a third and subordinate
element also comes mto play in many cases, namely,
the natm-e and amount of the supply of watery vapour
in the an-. This last element, however, we may leave out
of consideration for the present, confining our atentii n
at the outset to the first two. t!arbonic acid is the
true food of plants: water, one may say, is only their drink.
The roots can almost always obtain a suffcient amount of

moistm-e; aud though no doubt there is sometimes a fierce

struggle for this material between young plants, yet its effects

are not usually so obvious or so lasting on the shape of the

parts concerned. But for the carbon of which their tissues

must be built up, there exists a competition between plants
as great aud as evident as the competition between carnivores
for the prey tliey per.sue, or between herbivores for the

gi-asses and fruits on wliich they subsist. The plaint en-
deavom-s to get for itself as much as it can of this fund-
amental food stuff ;

and all its neighbours enrteavoiu- to
frustrate and to forestall it in the struggle for aerial

nutriment. Again, the earbou is of no use without a

supply of sunlight in the right place to deoxidise it and
render it available for the use of the jjlant. Hence these

two points between them mainly govern the shapes of

leaves. Natm-al selection insures in the long run the
survival of those types of fohage which are best fitted

for the jierformance of their fimctious - as mouths and
stomachs in the particular environments that each species
affects. Accordingly, in the final result each plant tends
to have its chlorophyll disposed in the most economical

position for catching such sunlight as it can secure; and
it tends to have its whole absorbent surface ilisposed in

the most advantages position for drinking in such par-
ticles of carbonic acid as may pass its way. The import-
ance of the fijst element has always been fully recog-
nised by botaui.sts ;

but the imoprtance of the second

appeals liitlierto to have been too fiequcutly overlooked. "
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TEA CULTURE IN . DARJILING, SYI.HET

AND CEYLON.
When in the Darjiling district iu March 1876, we

examined with special interest the more elevated tea

estates witli reference to the question of tea culture

at high altitudes in Ceylon. Tlie highest estate of

all was one close to the station at an elevation of

nearly 7,000 feet, being the property of the late Mr.

David Wilson of Calcutta. The feeling then was strong

as to the unprofitableness of estates at any higher

altitude than al)out 3,000 feet : the idea being that the

lower the better and the flatter the more productive.
We learn that there has lately been (|uite a revolution

of feeling in regard to altitude in tlie Darjiling district.

Not only ha\'e the Iiigli estates yielded much better than

was expected, but they have been free from the

plague of red spider, which has ravaged the lower

estates. As 3,600 iu Darjiling is the equivalent of

5,000 iu Ceylon, it is obvious tliat, if estates at and

above 3,600 feet in a locality 27° from the equator

give good results, we may very safely go up to 0,000

feet and oter in Ceylon. The yield of tea per acre

may not be equal to that obtained in "lowcouutry"
places, but not only may tlie quality be finer, but

there is the grand consideration of a climate most

favourable to human health, witli, probably, immunity
of the tea-plants from blight.
We have had a call from Mr. Con.stable Brown of

the .Sylhet district on Ids way home, and he informs
us th.at the plantation he was on—he mentioned tlie

name, but we forget it—has 200 acres planted with
tea, of which 90 are in liearing, and from
this portion there has been gathered tlie biggest re-

turn this year recorded for the Indian districts.

Kroni .54 acres on the flat he gatliered 10 maunds
(810 lb.) per acre all over, and from 36 acres of

hilly ground an average of 8 maunds (672 lb.), and
all this tea was delivered in Calcutta at 5 annas il

pies per lb., the c.\-act equivalent of 36 cents. Of
course, the splendid yield reduced the average cost per
lb., but Mr. Brown says that in Sylhet with cheap water
carriage, and so fa v as he knows a fairly good labour

supply, many of tlie planters aim at a reduction even on
this rate, and he added that one large firm who are

opening 1,500 acres this year base their estimate on
a cost of 54 annas or 34-37 cents per lb. in Calcutta,
Mr, Constable Brown had visited our hill country
when Windsor Forest was being planted, and he then

expressed a favourable opinion about the growth of tea in

the Dolosbage district, but he has a strong opinion in

favour of flats and against sloping ground, based
no doubt on liis own favorable experience on
flat land in Sylhet. On the other hand, a gentle-
man with Assam' experience declares that the

draining of "flats" costs a Large sum there.
Of course the Sylhet returns mentioned are far above
the average—being the season's maximnm—for the
Indian districts ; but, if Mr. Cameron is a true

prophet, we may hope to see a considerable area in

Ceylon yielding 8 maunds and upwards ; while al-

ready it is stated that the tea from a well-known
Ambagamuwa property (all sloping land and 3,000
feet above sea level at least) is being delivered in

Coloml)0 at a cost of 30 cents per lb.

On the other hand we have heard the question of
labour supply for Ceylon tea estates debated as one of
serious moment in counection with the future success
of the enterprize. The argument is put in this

way :
— " In tlie busiest and most prosperous days of

coffee planting, one cooly per acre per annum w.is
122

an ample supply to bring in the biggest crop. But
for tea, it would seem to be a case of 3 or 4 hands

to the acre in the height of plucking (if from 6001b.

upwards are to be gatliered); and so, if plucking is to

be continued for S or 9 mouths of the j'ear, Avhere

are the hands to come from, when we have 150 000

acres under tea ? At this moinent with the scant cooly

supply it would be ditficult to overtake 5 ' OllO

acres of tea in bearing." Our answer to this is:—Would
that the Colony had a crop to gather today beyond
the visible supply of han.ls—the coolies would quickly
be found, or Sinhalese brought in to help,

—if there

only was the leaf available. Taking averages however
and supposing that coifee in bearing required j cooly

per acre, and that tea will take 14 all the year round,
the dift'erence in the demand for labour for the two
industries will no doubt be considerable. But .are

not the Sinhalese men, women and e\en cliildreu

specially fitted to be tea pluckers ? We believe the

Dolosbage tea planters s.ay (at least ^'r. Blackett

is confident) that as many Sinhalese could be got for

their requirements as may at any time be required, and

no doubt this will hold good of districts lower down
all the way to Morawak Korale and Kalutara, Ind-

ian coolies too will \ery speedily find their way
back to Ceylon when they |liear that there is rro/i-

(whether leaf, or cherry, or pod, or bark, or rubber

juice), which means money, to harvest. We have no

fear therefore that this LJolony will be In difficulties

from shortness of labour supply for tea or any of

the new or old products.
It was startling to see Mr. Tom Gray the other

day, calmly stating that he had pruned and was plucking

two-j'ear old tea trees. It is laid down in books on

Indian tea planting that tea bushes should not be

subjected to even liglit plucking until their third

year. But tlieu in India age is computed from the

date of putting the seeil into the nursery. So that

to Indian planters Mr, Gray's plants would be three

years old. Nevertheless it would stagger an orthodox

Indian planter to hear of three year old trees being
" cut down." Done as this was under Mr.

Cameron's advice, the presumption is that growth in

Maskeliya is rapid beyond Indian experience.

TEA IN CHINA.

Sir,
—The interesting article on the manufacture and

sale of Indian tea, iu The 'I'iinea of March 24, contains

the very pract'cal suggestion for the development of

thai important industry that the Chinese system of

tea-hongs should be established in the principal cen-

tres of cultivation.

Having had exceptional opportunities of studying

the whole Chinese economy of tea growing, picking,

sorting, firing, and packing, it is possible that my ex-

perience may be ol some nse to those who may wish

to interest themselves in this subject.

In the year 1861, when the Yangtse-kiang had

ju't been opened under Lnrd Elgiu's Treaty and the

extensive te.a-growing regions of Hupeh and Hnnan
were made accessible by that great water-route, I v aa

sent by my employers at the opening of the season

to superintend the purchase and manufacture of the

first ijickings of the tea, under the impresfinn, not

always justififd by experience, that the ue.Trer one

could appioach the souiee of supply the cheaper one

could buy. Kuropeiins had Ijegun to settle i Han-
kow 90 soon to beconip a great inland se»po t, and
there my modest expedition was equippeo, .After

three da J s and ni!>lits nf sh'W but coml'm'tiable travel

in an empty tea junk 1 landed at a ponit on the

river 100 miles above JUankow, called Sz'tins.', my
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most lively recollection of which is the unspeakable
swarm of iiioaquitoes, which however, entirely suc-

cumbed to fumes of chemically-prepared touchwood.

The journpy thence to Yung Lau-tuug was over a

iri'ist interesting mountain track, the path consisting

of steps cut out of a precipitous wall of a rock, round

which the coolies who carried the chairs in which we

rode stepped like cuts, gripping the rock with their

tous, iu places so narrow that their bodies only could

piss when turned sideways. I doubt it I should

have dared to walk on my own legs along such a

track, and it was not without considerable trepid-

ation that I allowed myself to be carried on the

aliouklers of othei- men who far from sympathising
with my nervousness, kept up a loud discussion with

each otiier at the most critical turns as to how much

money they were to receive and how they would

spend it.

Yung Lan-tung is a town of tea-hongs in a val-

ley surrounded by tea plantations on the hillsides.

The first packing having been finished before my
arrival, the sun-dried leaves were being brought
into the bongs iu baskets for sale. There is always

enough free selling to make a market, but a large

proportion of the crop is bespoken by the hong merch-

ants, who make advances to the growers. A tea

hong is a large solid brick building on the typical

Chinese |>lan, court within court, covering ground
measuring jOOft. by 200ft.

The tea buying is carried on very rapidly. The

buyer stands on a raised platform, the sellers in the

large op'U court in front. Each seller hands up a

sample of fiis leaf on a small wicker tray for inspec-

tion, when the buyer, without a moment's hesitation,

fixes the price, and writes it on a slip of paper, which

is handi'd to the seller, who is equally prompt in

acciptinji; o[ vf-jecting the price offered, and there is

no chaffering, time being too precious. If the ijrice

be' accepted, the leaf is at once carried into the hong,

weighed, and the money paid on the nail. There is

always keen competition among the buying hongs, aud

the growers are thus secured a full market price,

after the buying for the d.iy is over, the qualities are

sorted out, the leaves are slightly fired, and then

packed away, as tightly as hay in a stack, in dark stalls

in the interior of the hong, where the tea is left till

fermentation commences. It is then put into the hands

of the pickers, women and girls, each of wbom receives

one katty (equal to IJ lb.) at a time, from which

they pick out the brown leaves and stalks. The leaf is

then winnowed to throw the dust off. The fresh leaves

which are left are gathered together aud fired, which

a the m-st important process of all, as the appear-

ance, character, and flavour of all depend on the skill

and are of the firing. There manager sits up all night

watching his hundreds of baskets of tea slowly baking
over charcoal fires. When done to a turn the charcoal

pans are suddenly removed and the tea allowed to

cool. It is then ready to be packed into the familiar

lead-lined chests for shipment to England. A "chop,"
or one firing of tea, varies from 600 to SOO chests.

Tha chests are made to older, of uniform size and

weight, and the tea is not weighed, but carefully meas-

ured into the chests. An impression used to prevail

that the tea was all picked with chopsticks, hut I

found that it was only the samples which are made up
fur the sale of the tea that were put through this pro-

cess of selection ; aud much labour and sorrow it entails

on both buyer aud seller in the rejection of chops of

tea for being inferior to sample.

Not having visited the Indian tea district myself,
I should not like to say how much of the above-de-

scribed Chinese practice might profitably he adopted by
the Indian planters. But as in the course of my busi-

ness as a tea dealer both Indian and Chinese tea pass

daily through my hands, I should judge from the practic-

al results of the Ind'an process that the Indian

planter has little to learn from the Chinese in respect
of the firing or manufacture of the leaf. There would
seem, however, to be obvious advantages in separating
the growing from the manufacturing and packing,
carrying on the latter processes on a larger and more
uniform scale and at a very much less cost than is

possible where each small garden has to keep up its

own separate establishment.—I am, Sir, yours truly,
7 and 8, Idol-lane, E.G. James Inne.s.—London Times.

[The above is interesting, but there is a good deal
which requires explanation. If we understand aright,
the tea leaf purchased at the honj;s has been rolled

and sundried (!) by the growers. It is then partially
sorted, slightly fired and closely packed in dark stalls

where it ferments ! It is tben apparently again sorted
and sifted, and there is a final firing before packing.
But Mr. Innes confuses the matter by stating that
it is the "fresh leaves which are left" that are gath-
ered together and fired ! India and Ceylon tea is,

when gathered, spread to wither, it is then rolled, put
under blankets to ferment and then fired. The sift-

ing and sorting follow and a final firing before pack-
ing.
—Ed.]

YARROW CINCHONA LEDGERS.

We now publish the promised report on the sale of

Yarrow ledger bark to Messrs. J. M. Robertson & Co.,

agents for the great Milan quinine manufactory.
The sale is a very satisfactory one and a good test of

what the richer barks will fetch in the market :
—

Colombo, 4th May 1883.

W. F. Laurie, Esq., Yarrow.—Dear Sir,
—Mr. Symons

analyzed your small consignment of Ledgeriana bark with
the following results :

—
Stem quill 5 '77 Sulphate of Quinine.
Chips aud branch 5' 18 do

We sold the quill E2'42 per lb. and the chips and branch
Kl'7o per lb. being at the rate of 42 cents per unit

of quinine. The buyers, who act as agents for the prin-

cipal buyers of cinchona iu this market, informed us
that they could not pay more, as they only had limits for

hark yielding up to 5 per cent quinine, and the parcel was
too small to induce them to exceed their limits. They
have, however, written to their principals for limits for

bark yielding 5 per cent quinine and upwards.
—We ai'e, dear

sir, yom's faithfully, SoarERViLLE & Co.

THE PROBABILITY OF THE BARK OF
O. LEDQERIANA DETERIORATING AFTER A
CERTAIN AGE: SPLENDID BARK FROM

YARROW LEDGERS.
In copying the following account of the bark of

Ledgeriaua trees grown at Coonoor, from the Madras

Mail, we would attract attention to the fact noted

by the writer that the bark of a tree seventeen years
old gave less quinine and more cinchonidine than the

bark of younger trees. But caution should be exer-

cised in drawing conclusions. Mr. Broughtou laid

down the general proposition that the bark of the

cinchonas deteriorated after ten years of age, but

Dr. Trimen shewed recently the gi-and results ob-

tained from an old succirubra tree. Our own opinion is

that trees of all kinds, even the best, will be found

to vary, and it is encouraging to learn that the

progeny of Ledger plants yielding only 74 per cent

gave 14 per cent of quinine. And this remuids us

of a couple of magnificent specimens of Yarrow

Ledger bark w'hich have been sent to us with a re-
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commendation to taste the bitterness. All wo cau

say is that finer bark we never saw. In colour it

looks like old succirubra bark, but in thickness and

quality it is evidently far and away beyond any
succirubra bark ever grown.

Mr. VV. Lee Kirby, of Brooklands estate, Coonoor,
writes:—"As many of your readers are interested in

the cultivation of cinchona on the Nilgiries and else-

where, the following analysis of the barks of 39 trees

just received from Dr. U. H. Paul, of Loudon, may
prove of some interest to them, more so as tliis

analysis unquestionably shows that, after a certain

age, which one may conclude to be the eleventh or

twelfth year of growth, the sulphate of quinine which
makes the ledgeriana variety so valuable, gradually
disappears, aud dissolves into inferior sulphates and
alkaloids. I ref' r particularly to tree Z, in the list

given below, as I have every reason to believe all

the other trees, witli the exception of those marked
E. K., are plants raised from this tree Z, planted in

1861), and raised from the original seed procured by
Mr. Ledger from Peru in June 1S6.5. The foliage and
bark of the tree itself testify iu every minute part-
icular to its true type. The trees E. R. are also of

the same age, raised from Mr. Ledger's seed, but of

a different character, and here is noticed also how
the sulphate of quinine is dissolving into cinchonine.

A question of great importance to be solved is, will

the renewed bark of old trees give the amount of

sidphate of quiniue one might assume the original
bark of these sixteen year old trees would have

yielded at the age when their barks contained the

most sulphate of quinine? I have proved that even
suckers hardly an inch in circumference growing out
of a tree still standing contain a very extraordinary
proportion of quiniue sulphate to the tree from which
the sucker comes, as can be seen in the tree marked S.,

where the bark from the small shoots gives an analysis
of 5'49 per cent against the bark of the tree itself,

analyzed, 8'83 per cent of sulphate of quinine. These
trees beiug entirely isolated from any other varieties

of cinchoua may possibly yield seed which will pro-
duce a yet more valuable quinine-producing ofl'spiing,
as a friend of mine, and one of the oldest cinchona

planters in Java, writes me, he has obtained from a

parent tree, the bark of which only analyzed 7A per
cent of sulphate of quinine, progeny which has yielded
as high as 14 per cent of quinine. AVe may there-

fore still hope to see, with good cultivation and a
suitable climate, together with a juicious selection of

seed or seedlings of undoubted origin, "Ledger"
bark selliug at half a guinea per pound even when
the price of quiuine has fallen 25 per cent below its

present market value :
—

Analysis bv Dr. Paul, 2Gth Januaky 1883.

ni,;>i;,>.. nii:..M:».. rn.;.,.,t..,.. Linclio-

Trees Marked.
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They a e covered with rough hairs, which makes them dis-

agreeable to the touch. 8ome of the varieties have leaves

deeply lobed, and those of some others are almost entire

The fruit of some of these varieties weighs as much as 91b..

that uf others does not exceed 1 or 2 lb., and 4 or 5 pounds
may be reckoned the average weight throughout the gi'oup;

They ;tre in general cone-shaped, flattened at the base, or

spheroid. The quality of some of them is excellent, dry and

mealy like a potato; that of others is watery and inspid.

They are eitlitu' baked or boiled, and eaten alone, or with

pork or fish. Sometimes they are maile into puddings, or

buried under ground, and made hito a Jlun-lrtii, /.f., native

bread. At all periods of the year there are some of the

varieties in fruit, but the fruit is most abundant from the.

middle of Feijruary to the middle of April. In some of the

native towns the trees are abimdaut, and groups of 20 or

more, may frequently be seen scitttered over land which had
been cultivated. Large numbers of trees were destroyed ui

the wars that constantly occurred between different tribes,—
the first acts of an invading force being to destroy food

plants and fruit-bearing trees of the tribe invaded.

One or more of the varieties of the bread-fruit beaj- seeds,
but the most of them are barren. It is doubtful whether
these seed-bearmg trees are varieties of the A rtocarpns incL^a,

or if they do not form another species of the same genus.
The wood of the bread-fruit is used for some purposes by the

Fijians,but it is not so good as that o^ '^JncXi.'" (A rtocai-wis)

uiti-yrifoJia) or the loiocrtrpu^ hir!<tita. It is soft, light

brown, with parallel veins of a reddish coloiu:. "When wound-
ed, the trees yield a large quantity of white sticky juice,
which is used for caulking the seams of canoes. The tree is

propagated by suckers attached to a portion of the root from
which the sucker has sprung. The young trees grow rapidly,
and in the third or fourth year after planting they reach a

height of about 16 feet, and begin to bear fruit. They have
a picturesque apj^earance peculiar to themselves, of which a

minute description would convey a very indifferent idea.

The liread-fruit tree (Artocarptis incisa) is one of the

valuable indigenous productions of the island of Tahiti ;

ami as it bears at various periods in different parts of

the island, the fruit can be procured dm'ing the whole

year. There is also a variety with seeds, called by a

distinct name, which I have seen at Erromanga (New
Hebrides group), and it is also found at the Navigators'
and Marquesas Islands. The Artocarpu.'< delights in rich,

moist, and sheltered situations, and is not fomid on elevated

lands. The general name for the bread-fruit tree is Maiore;
there are twenty-four varieties.* A white viscid juice is

collected by incisions from the trunk, which is an
ex-^

cellent substitute for pitch. This tree attains the height*
of from 50 to 60, and a circumference of 6 feet. The
timber is excellent and durable, and is used by tlie natives

for building their vessels, as well as for other purposes;
its colour is reddish-brown, becoming darker with age ;

the sap-wood is hght yellow. Some of the native cloth

(named Hobuv anA Aaone} is manufactui'ed from the bark

of this tree, after undergoing the same preparation as

the bark of the Ante, or Paper Mnllierry {JSroiissonetta

jmpt/rifera) : this latter plant is a shrub, from the inner

bark of whichithe Poljiiesian islanders manufacture their

primitive cloth : the Japanese are said to use it in the

fabrication of paper.
* 1. Faea. This is a mountain bread-fruit: the fruit is

long, of a large size, and very rough or tuberculated.

2. Rare. The fruit is round, with a bright epidermis.
3. Maive. One of the best kinds; it is a large and

roimd fruit, with rather a smooth skin, and the

leaves are more divided than in any of the other

varieties.

4.
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(perhaps from the weakeuing of disease) trees are unable
to carry their leaves to maturity, as should be the "case

with naturally healthy coffee.

-1*
—

Civ/> i/itlliifed on the lOOacreswas 750 bushels of parch-
ment. Three-fourths of this was picked off the upper 45

acres, auil on two small faces bearing,' heavily was well
carried witliout manure, and the coffee is now looking
well.

5.—Appearance of Wood mill reference to the Settincj of
Blossom.—The Committee made their final visit of inspection
to examine the result of blossoms on the 24th Instant,
and were of opinion that no difference could be traced
between the setting of the blossom on the Oalverton 100
acres and other coffee in the neighbourhood. They were

again impressed with the good appearance of the coffee

which did not look as if it had suffered from leaf-disease

through the discnntinuance of the treatment for now nearly
five months.

6.—Apparent Results of the Experiments must still remain

very much a matter of opinion. It must be admitted that
the coft'ee treated has been unusually exempt from leaf-

disease for a period of a year and the comparison with other
coft'ee pruned at the same time would induce the belief

that the treatment has to some extent been efficacious.

On the other hand it is well known that the evaporizatiou
of carbolic gas, which Mr. Schrottky calls his permanent
system, has, wherever else attempted, been declared a

failure, nor is there anything in the history of the Claver-
ton experiments to lead to the conclusion that it has been

necessarily a success there. These is much better ground
for thinking that the dusting process, aided by favorable

weather, was at the time very effectual, and it is quite pos-
sible that the disease spores above the surface of the ground
were sufficiently de-stroyed to prevent it making bead again
for a considerable period.

7. Practical Deductions from the Experiments.
—The Com-

mittee are unanimously of opinion that carbolic acid, as

hitherto applied, cannot be regarded as supplying any pract-
cal cure for leaf-disease. The dusting process might at

times be applied with as successfid results as certainly seemed
to have attended its use on Claverton, but it would far

more often be accompanied with less favorable weather, in

which case an outlay of from KIO to R15 per acre might be

completely thrown away. The Committee are of opinion
that it would be far more economical to spend money on
pruning or manure than on any topical treatment that has

yet been suggested.
Geo. Greiq, W. Tayi.oe, Giles- F. Walkek, F. G. A.

Lane, E. H. Skkine.

KEMAKKS ON SOME MEDICINAL PLANTS OF
CEYLON.

I5y AV, 0. Ond.vatje, F. L. S., Colonial Surgeon of Ceylon.
It is well known that several Indian drugs have been in-

corporated into the British Pharmacop<-eia, which have
added to the number of remedial agents, thus conferring no
small ailvantage on the medical profession, and the publi-
cation of the Pharmacopceia of India has conferred an in-

calculable benefit on the medical practitioner in the East,
but still there are many medicinal plants of the colonies and
India which deserve a scientific examination.
The public revenue of the colonies is applied to many

useful jiurposcs for promotiug_ the general welfare of tho

people. I believe that if a suni of money were voted an-

nually to be expended in carrying out chemical examination
of intligenous drugs and other proilucts by competent persons
in this country, all expenditm-e would be well repaid by the

advantages reaped in the saving of Government expenses for

medicines and in the demand created for native products.
It is a matter of gi'eat importance to the millions in the

East, anil in fact to the whole community, that they be
enabled to a\ail themselves of eflSeient substitutes for many
official drugs which our colonies supply.

I may here mention that the annual cost of drugs for

the u.se of the public service of Oeylon forms a considerable
item. The natives are now more largely availing themselves
of pjuropean medical practice, since the extension of Go-
vernment hospitals and dispensaries, and consequently an
increasing expenditiu-e under this head cannot be avoided
without iletriment to the best interests of the population.

Theuecessityforadoptingsucha measure as I have suggest-

ed will be apparent to those who have studied Indian drugs
The natives of the East have attributed imaginary pro-

perties to many plants and drugs, and much that is absurd
is mixed up with much that is valuable.

While clinical observations in hospitals and medical col-

leges are of much importance to ascertain the therapeutic
action, chemical examination will perfect the knowledge
thus obtained, and will, with the aid of pharmacy, show
the best mode of preparation and administration, and no
institution can more efficiently carry out this work than the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

I will now proceed to make a few brief remarks on some
medicinal plants %vhich I brought with me from Oeylon.

1. Kandia dumetorum, Lam.—The seeds of this tree are
used Ijy the natives of Ceylon and India as a reliable agent
in producing emesis.
lam not aware that any chemical examination has been

made to detect the active princiiJe.
It belongs to the same family (Oincho nace»j as Cephe

lis Ipecacuanha, and it would bo important to determin-
if it contains emetine, more particularly since an allied

species, li. uliyinosa is, according to Dr. Dymock, used in
India as a remedy for dy.sentery. This species is also in-

digenous in Ceylon. The bark of li. dumetorum also poss-
esses the same qualities.

I have seen the powdered seeds used with as good effect
as ipecacuanha in doses of 5 to 10 grains. If analysis
should prove Eandia to possess the same active princii>le
as ipecacuanha, a great saving might be effected by its
suljstitution for the more expensive Brazilian drug.
Some weeks ago I had the pleasure of presenting a small

quantity of the fruit to yoivr Museum.
2. Sethia acuminata, Ai-n.—This is a remedy much used

by the Sinhalese as a vermifuge. The part used is the
leaves, the juice of the leaves being mixed with sugar and
castor oil, or with the powder of the leaves. The leaves
are easily powdered when dried.

Professor Bentley notices its vermifuge properties in his
' Manual of Botany.'

Dr. Thwaites, in his ' Euumeratio Plantarum Zeylauiie,'
also refers to it. He says

" the Sinhalese attach much
value to this plant as an anthelminthic for children, giving
the juice expressed from the fresh leaves." It is chiefly
used for expeUing round worm and possesses the advantage
of not having a disagreeable taste. The powder is used
in the dose of 10 to 15 grains.

I presented a small quantity of tho leaves and a flower-
ing specimen of the plant to your Museum.

3. Cosciniumfenestratum, Colebr.—Many years ago, while
using it as a tonic, I found by experiment that it possessed
antiseptic properties, to which I beg to invite your attention.

I foima that pieces of beef immersed in an infusion of
the stem were preserved for several weeks. I am unable to give
more details, as my notes made in Ceylon are not at hand.

I also used in Ceylon a weak infusion of the stem as a
lotion of foul ulcers with great success.

I believe the plant has already been subjected to chemical
analysis in this country and contains the active principle
berberia.

It has been used also as a yellow dye. As this root
has recently been imported in quantity into England it coidd
easily be obtained, and an examination of the cause of its

antiseptic properties seems desirable.

4. Tatcria Indica, L.—Some of the bark of the tree I
have presented to your Museum. The natives used it daily
to arrest the alchoohc fermentation of the juice of the jaggery
palm, Can/Ota urens, which is a favourite beverage with the
natives. This property of preventing fermentation might,
I think, be turned to account in some of the great manu-
facturing industries, if not in medicine, and I trust the
bark may be thought deserving of chemical investigation
by some members of your Societj'.

5. i'emecarpus Gardneri, Thw.—The black resin yielded by
this tree, although not possessing medicinal properties, may
be of some interest in the arts.

I have presented to the Museum some of the resin.
The resin is hard, breaks with a smooth fracture, burns

with a bright flame, is soluble in turpentine, and adheres
strongly to wood and metal. It is free from acridity.
The formula for using the re.sin as a varnish is as foUows :

To a .saturated solution of I'utcria Jndica resin in oi
of turpentine, add by degrees pieces of black resin, andl
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put it into a bottle and sliake it well until the whole is

dissolved, then apply it to wood on metal, which will give

a varnish of great lustre and beauty. The resin should

be fii'st melted and strained through coarse calico or a

sieve, to free it from impurities.
6. J'enwnia imtlielminiica, Willd.—This plant is cultivated

by the Suihalese and is iu great repute as a remedy, which

is indicated by its name.
The sti:..s aiu black, of a bitter and nauseous taste are

easily procured from bazaars and are commonly used by
the village people for expelling the ascaris lumbricoides

and act as a vermicide.

The dose of the powdered seed to au adult is from J to

1 drachm.
The native physicians prescribe it generally as a tonic

in the shape of au infusion.

The Sinhalese name is saniie nayan and the Tamil name

kadoseragam.
Em'opean practitioners in India, from personal observati-

ons, confirm the truth of the above statement.

7. Ahtoiiia sclwlm-is, E. Br.—In 1865 I forw;u-ded to

England, to my friend and correspondent, Mr. P. L. Sim-

mouds, the Editor of the Technologist, specimens of a kind of

caoutchouc, as a substitute for gutta-percha.
The following information supplied by me appeared in that

periodical for August 1865 :
—

"Another substitute for gutta-percha, the milky juice of

the Ahtonia scholaris, a tree belonging to the natural order

Apocyneie, has been forwarded from Ceylon by Mr. Ondaatje;
it is stated to possess the same properties and to be work-

able as gutta-percha. It readily softens when plunged in

boiling water, is soluble iu tm-peutiue and chloroform, receives

and retains impressions permanently, and is adapted for seals

to documents."
The balk of this tree is thick and spongy. Its properties

as a medicinal agent are fully described iu the Pharmaco-

pcoia of India*.

8. Acorus Calamus, Linn.—The well-known sweet flag I

merely notice as an anthelmintic, which property is not in-

cluded in the Indian Pharmacopceia.
Au infusion of the rhizome or root stock given to young

children acts effectually, as I have seen many such cases

treated among the natives.

THE BULKING OF INDIaN TEAS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "HOME AND COLONIAL MAIL."

Sir,
—There appeared iu the London Times of the 24th

ult. under the above heading, an article
' 'From a Cor-

respondent," iu which the writer professed to examine

the grievances which the Indian tea planters have

through the Indian Tea Districts Association, lately

laid before the Secretary of State .for India. This cor-

iespondeut offered certain criticisms on the points re-

ferred to iu our memorial and on the situation gen-

erally. I trust, by your courtesy, to be allowed to

reply to these remarks. In the first place, the cor-

respondent admits that the grievances in question are

"not wholly groundless," though he adds "the remedy
should probably be sought iu another direction," and

that the presint treatment of Indian tea "inflicts a

serious burden ou the trade, not only through the

expense, but the destruction of the c/tests and their con-

tents." The only differeuce between us, then, is the

direction iu which we are to look for a remedy. From
the evidence afforded by the correspondent's letter,

it i5 clear that he is practically unacquainted with the

conditions under which the great Indian tea industry
is carried on. He has also misunderstood and incor-

rectly set forth the planters' case in affirming that

"what the planters claim is that one or two chests

only out of a 'break' shall be opened, and the tare so

found apply to the whole." The sole burden of the

planters' prayir is that the tea shall be weighed, and
the tare—that is to say, the weight of the empty
package, whether box or chest—shall be disregarded.
All the buyer demands is that the tea iu a given num-
ber of packages shall be of even quality and ascertained

weight, .Neither the one or tbo other has hitherto

commanded the attention of managers generally for

the simple reason that while it is by no means difficult

to procure woods suitable for the construction of

cases that will serve the essential purpose of preserv-
ing the teas in a sound condition till they reach the
hands of the retail dealer has beeu found difficult,

costly, and uncertain, to construct these covering
shells so as to ensure an even tare weight on arrival

in Loudon, i. e., that the cases when weitjhed empty
shall be found of uniform weight. This being so,

the plan followed iu the case of China teas of find-

ing an average weight of the break or chop by tar-

ing a few test chests, fails to be applicable to Indian

teas, and the whole of the chests have to be emp-
tied of their contents, and each tared separately. The
teas are then bulked and replaced in the cases, the

importer getting credit for the quantity actually found

irrespective of the Indian weights. Thus buUung and
exact weighmeut in India are rendered practically
useless unless the third condition of even weight in

the empty cases is secured
;

hence the appeal of

the planters and importers that this vexatious and
uncertain factor should be replaced by the more in-

'

telligible and exact method of weighing the tea itself

in a certain proportion, say from 5 to 10 per cent, if

found necessary, of test chests to determine the aver-

age weight of the break.* Upon the adoption of this

simple change of usage hangs the solution of the

question whether bulking in India shall become the rule

instead of the exception, and the teas be preserved
from the deterioratiug treatment they are no«' sub-

jected to in the London warehouses. The advice giren
to "take a leaf out of the Chinese book" evidently
implies a complete misapprehension of the difference in

the working conditions of the two countries, a difference

on which mainly depends the superiority of Indian
over China tea. In China the cultivation is carried

on in a thickly populated country by villagers, each of

whom has his little patch of tea, and it obviously suits

his purpose better to dispose of the produce, whether

green leaves or crudely prepared tea, to a collector

possessing the means and appliances for completing
the manufacture ou a large scale. In India, on the

contrary, the cultivation of tea is almost entirely iu

the bauds of Europeans. The gardens or plantations
are not individually small as is stated, but consist of

blocks ranging from hundreds to thousands of acres in

extent. The different estates, however, are frequently

widely separated, rendering the adoption of the Chinese

system of "hongs" utterly impracticable even if it

were desirable. Naturally, therefore, each individual

estate has to provide its own "plant" iu the shape
of rolling and sorting machinery, buildings, &o. Many
estates produce yearly 500,000 1b. of tea, several make
1,000,000 lb., while the famous old Assam Company
turns out 2,500,000 lb. per annum. The distinct Havour
and characteristics of different marks of Indiau tea

are due to the varying soils and methods of treatment.

Were it possible to follow the advice of a cox-respond-

ent, and blend the teas of all the Indian gardens, a
result would be obtained such as would follow the

mixing of all the wines of a vine growing district—a dull,

undesirable uniformity.

Indian lea planters understand their business tho-

roughly, and desire to retain the high reputation they
have gained for their produce. All they ask is that

they shall not be hampered by unnecessary and vex-

atious trade restrictions.—lam, &c.,

Ernest Tye, Secretary.

»Here is the whole heart of the matter. Indiau and

Oeylou planters cannot secure boxes of precisely simil.nr

weight, but surely, if 5 or 10 boxes out of 100 g.ivc a certain

hwteigof tea, the eustomeis and purchasers might well bo

asfiedtis to take the average.—Ed.
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CATALOGUE OF SPECIMENS OF CINCHONA BARK
AVITH ILLUSTKATIVE BOTANICAL SPECIMENS,

forwarded tlu'ough Her Majesty's Secretary of State for

ludia for the Pharmaceutical Society for Great liritaiu.

(Furnished through Dr. Bidie.)
(From the "I'lim-maccutical Journal")

a;
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Canker in Cinchona —An absent proprietor writ-

ing by last mail from home says:— "I wish to give
the clearing another trial. Weakly and im-

mature plants put out have, as far as I could judge,
been the bane of cinchona planting. If plants in

the nursery are not big and strong, why not leave

them in the uur.sei-y whrre they can be carefully

attended to, even though a season be lost, i. <>. when

good strong plants can be bought outside."

Nutmegs.—The Maeassar HandeUhlad reports that

the nutmeg crop this year in Menado is considerable.

During the last five years, since a long continued drought
in 1877, nutmeg cultivation has, however, suffered

grf.atly
there from a disease, hitherto unknown,

chieflv among the trees in bearing. On estates con-

taining 4,006 to 5,000 nutmeg trees, about twenty or

more of the latter die regularly every month. No
remedy has yet been suggested for this disease, the

roots being the part first affected. Their decay is

followed by the trees withering away and dying more

or less rapidly.
—Straits Times.

Tea in Cetlon.—The reason why the low-lying tea dis'

tricts of this island, so favorable for the yield of tea, unlike

those of India, are so favorable to health, is the fact of their

exposure to healthy sea-breezes, which reaches them across-

an open, well-cultivated country. Yatiantota, Aviaawella

Doloshage and the Morowa korle have none of them exhier-

ating, bracing climates, yet they cannot be termed un-

healthy for the reason abovenamed. In the Avisawella dis-

trict, and those adjacent, tea flushes very nearly througout,
the year, certainly in nine out of the twelve months, hnd

during those nine months plucking rarely ceases. In the

Morowa korle we believe a similar state of things prevails.

After an interregnum of some years since King Coffee was

deposed in that part of tlie island, it has been asce''tained

beyond a doubt that no more suitable district for tea exists

in the country. The forcing qualities sodetrimentiil to coffee

production, and which were the cause of the abandonment of

states on which much capital had been expendeil, are pre-

cisely those which go to make successful tea plantations. So

undoubted has been the success attending the jiioueer oper-

ations of tea planters in the Morowakorle, that t)ie proprietor

of a number of extensive estates on which coffee has proved
a failure, has resolved, after an inspection of the laud and

under first-rate advice.*—" Oeylon Times.
"

A Remedy fob White Ants.—A report from the

Commissioner for Railways to Mr. John Lackey,
M.L. A., giving bis experience of a very simple remedy
for white ants, is as follows:— "It will be in your
recollection that in May last year I brouaht under

your attention, as Secretary for Public Works, th.at

the ravages of the white ants in the bridges on the

South-western R.ailway had been so severe as to justify

the fear that a large expenditure would have to be

incurred, if the evil could not be checked, in substituting
iron for these wooden structures. You then suggested
that a trial should be made of a mixture of arsenic

and grease, and you stated your belief that not only

would it prove to be a corrective, but that it would

in a short time remove the cause of the mischief. It

affords me pleasure to inform you that the application
of this specific has been most efficacious. The engin-

eer for existing lines has just furnished me with the

report of the bridge inspector, who states that he has

made experiments with it on fifteen culverts and five

bridges, and in no ease in which it has been applied is

the white ant, which previously infested these struct-

ures, now to be .seen. A large public saving has thus

been effected. "—Queetislander.

* Mr. Cameron's advice to Mr. Boustead on the Craven

group of estates, we believe; and it is on the same "first-rate"

ad^dce that planters are encouraged to plant high up and
to go on cultivating tea mth he certainty of sueoess even to

.5,600 feet in Lindula, while the finest te:\-g,arden Mr.

Cameron has yet seen in Ceylon is close on 4,00(l feet above

searlevel.-^-BD.

San Domingo, in Laborie's time the great scene

of coffee cultivation, exported only 1,260,800 lb.

in 1881 and .S40,.500 lb. of cocoa. Nothing better

could be expected of a country which has a revolu-
tion about every six months. Its chief exports are
forest products which requii-c but a slight exercise of
skill and labour to collect. Amongst the exports are

.334,000 lb. of divi-divi and 26-',000 lb. "extract of

logwood." If the dye principle can be extracted from
logwood in ,St. Domingo, why is the inferior sappan
wood sent from Ceylon in the block ?

CiNCHoxA RoEUSTA.—Dr. Trinien advisedly recom-

mended this name, because it left the question
of distinct species or variety and that of hybrid, still

open, although It was clear enough that Dr. Trimen

agreed with the vast majority of planters in regarding
the robust cinchona as a hybrid. But now, accordiug to
the London correspondent of a co.temporary, the great
authority of Mr. .John Eliot Howard is to be given
against the hybrid theory. It would appear that he

regards the tree as a variety of 6'. nucciruin-a. This
must be meant, because those who uphold tlie hybrid
origin of the plant, also regard it as closely

"
allied

"

to the succirubra. Whatever Mr. Howard has to say
on the subject will be received with the respect due
to his age and his unrivalled experience.
The Tropical Agricui.turi.st.—We have just re-

ceived the April number of this useful publication,
which has now been in existence for nearly two ye.irs.

It is, as eet forth on the title page, "a monthly re-
cord of information for planters of coffee, tea, cocoa
cinchona, sugar, rubber, palms, rice, and other pro-
ducts euited for cultivation in the tropics." It con-
tains a reprint of editorials and correspondence on
these subjects, which have appeared during the previnus
month in the Ceylon Ohserver, and also a collection
of articles, reports, letters, &o. , on the same and
similar topics extracted from other journals and public-
ations from all quarters of the world. Each number
consisting of 80 octavo pages forms a repertory of the
latest information on subjects in question, which must
be of the utmost value to planters in the tropics. We
cordially recommend the work to those of onr readers
who take an interest in agricultural matters, and
especially to all planters in Singapore and the Malay
Peninsula. It is published at the Cei/lon Oh.vrw-r
UtBce, Colombo,— Straits Times.

Cinchona Lands in Jam.^ica are beiug bought up
rapidly by officials, and others who have arrived
here from Ceylon, India, and the United States.

Complaints are however made that the Government
sells land to men who buy purely on speculation to
sell again when there is less to be hid, and »heu
a higher price can be obtained, the consequence is

persons have to make reads through these lots to reach
their own so that the lazy man profits by his laziness
while the enterprising man has to mike the road
through his own j^roperty and his neighbour's be-
sides. There is evidently need for some legislation
in this repect for we believe the Goverumeut de-
sire to be just in this matter. The land is sold
for two shillings au acre on condition that one-sixth
of it is cultivated in cinchona. If at the end of
five years the purchaser has complied with the con-
ditions of purchase, the land is then his for ever.
The cost of clearing the land is £4 an acre and
planting out £3. The tot.al cost of clearing, pi.mting
and cultivating for five years is £30 the trees bear
bark fit for cutting (by thinning) in four years ami
the purchaser then gets back ali his outlay . Kvery
year after the fourth is elear profit—6'«/rs Weekly
News Letter.
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UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OP RAINFALL.
Our Australiau frieniU who specially know what it

is to sufl'er from drought, scarcity of pasturage, floclis

and herds aud destructive bush lires, will now learn

from their fellow-colonists who have hai' such a strik-

ing and, we hope, refreshing experience in ("nylon,
that it is ijuite possible to have too much even of

such a good thing as rain. If we could ouly get mixed

up with Australia and strike an average of moisture,
we should no doubt feel that the arrangement would
1)6 an improvement on the existing state of things.

We are reminded of the old doctor who said:—"No
doubt when you knock your shin against a sharp

object and are wincing from the pain, jou think you
could improve the human frame by placing the calves

of the legs in front of the bones instead of behind."

The true philosophy, however, without doubt, is that

there are good and beneficent reasons for arrangements
a'ld phenomena which we cannot comprehend or only

partially understand, especially in the case of the

grand cosmic causes which inlluence rainfall. Even in

Scinde, where rain sometimes does not fall tor years,
aud where the average is ouly four inches, irrigation

has converted portions into verdant gardens, and the

s;ime agency has been so successful in Australia, that

explorers have ceased to regard as hopeless the central

deserts of sand and stone and spinifex, now scenes

of horrid and forbidding desolation, into which brave

men have ventured ouly to die in the wild delirium

of thirst. It seems more difHoult to apply a remedy
ii- such cases as that of Clierapunjee at the base of

the Himalayas, tli'' average annual rainfall of which

is doss on 000 inches (50 fo'it !), and where one year
considerably over 800 inches fell, no less than 3.S0

inches comining in the one month of July! Forty-eight
inches or fom- feet of rain have been known to fall

here in a few hours of one day. That is the climate

truly to take the starch out of the stiff and to convert

men of delicicnt backbone into linj;raess. Here, in Cey-
lon, our average range is from 80 inches at Maunar
to 250 (280 were recorded one year) at Padupolla, uuder
" the shadow of the Peak." Apart from the agencies
which produce raui currents, there can he no doubt that

the deposition of moisture is chietly influenced liy mount-
ain ranges. J^s we go southwards from Colombo and
nearer tlie hills, the rainfall becomes greater ; the reverse

process being observed as we go northwards and away
from the influence of the mountains. Wami euiTents of

ail- striking on the bases of mountains part with more
and more of their moistm-e as they are forced upwards
into the cold. But a point is reached where rainfall

commences to decrease, and, at last, iu the case of such

high mountains as the Himalayas, it ceases altogether,
aud whUe tlie Khassia HiUs at 4,000 feet elevation on
the base of the Himalayas are deluged and send floods
down into the valleys of Sylhet, the dwellers in the

regions on the opposite side of the vast ramjiart sigh
iu vain for even a portion of the cloud treasures. No
doubt experiences were different before the "

gi-and aljode nf
snow

" was upheaved, and they will probalily a^'ain chan^'e
when Mount E\erest, Kinchiujinga and Maha Devi
cease to reign over " the upper crust of the globe.

"

Meantime, all accumulated experience does but strengthen
our conviction that the presence of forest depends
on the presence of rainfall, ami that the largo num-
ber even of scientific men who believe they can by tree-

planting convert arid regions into plurial, are mistaken
123

In Roinde, for instance, we do not believe that any
.imonnt of "forestation" would sensibly increase the

average rainfall of four inches, however much tlie

action of irrigation and the presence of trees and plants
may modify the climate otherwise. And so with the
converse case: we feel confident that the denudation
of forest for many miles around Cherapunjee would not
lessen the average rainfall, though it would lead to the
more rapid passage downwai-ds of the waters and the
more serious flooding of Sylhot. Here, in Ceylon, the
I'ecorded ligiu'es shew that forest felling has not afl'ected our
rainfall a decimal : indeed, after half-a-century of cofFee-

planting our complaint is of too much and unseason-
able rain ; the very complaint which farmers in England
make, after a thousand years of clearing and cropping.
We can no more alter the gi'eat influences of nature

by our puny operations on the surface of a few districts
of the globe, than we can snccoed iu makhig one hair
white or black, seize the oceau by its mane, en' chain
the winds which iu obedience to a law which is now
largely understood, go

"
circling about continually." We

have before us as we write a map which shews rainfall

with reference to the prevalence of forest trees in India,

published iu the Indian Forester to illustrate an able

paper by Dr. Brandis on the distribution of forests in

India, and also a somewhat similar map, coloured to

shew the meteorology of India, and used by Sir Joseph
Fayrer to illustrate a most interesting pamphlet on the
Rainfall and Climate of India. Both maps teach the
same lesson, that, as far as rainfall is concerned—the

deposition of moistm-e—the climate of districts depends
on their contiguity to or hositiou in regard to the in-

fluence of mountain ranges. The rainiest region in India
is on the western face of the Himalayas ; the next raini-

est is along "the Western Ghauts" of the Peninsula,
from Bombay to Cape Comorin. In the Indian Forester's

map. white indicates the arid zone, under 15 inches of
rauifaU iucludiug the inland portions of Southern India
and all that portion of India north of Delhi aud from
Kurrachee to Peshawiu'. Next comes the dry zone,

(light gi-een) from 15 to 30 inches, including a good deal
of northern India and of the central portion of the
Peninsula. The intermediate zone (light blue), 30 to 75
inches, includes the larger portion of India and ( 'eylon.
The figm-es for rainfall in the case of om- island are 72
inches against Colombo and 85 for Kandy. The true

figures are :--

Colombo 86J inches

Kandy 82 „

but portions of our island, Ambagamuwa for instance,

ought to be coloured deep blue as in tho moist zone
above 75 inches. The Deodar (cednis deodara) is

refered to the arid zone under 15 inches, behind the

Himalayas ; sal ( shorea robusta) and babul (acacia arabica)
to the dry zone, 15 to 30 iuclies ; caoutchouc (iicus elastioa)
and sandal (santalum album) to the intermediate zone,
30 to 75 inches : aud teak (tectona gi-andis) to tlie moist
zone, above 75 inches. The northern limit of this piiuce
of timbers is mai-ked by the course of the Irrawaddy.
Mr. Vincent's report on our Ceylon forests is, we believe,
to be accompanied by a carefully compUed map shewing
rainfall and its influence on tree vegetation. But our
chief interest at present centres in the south.west mon-
soon which, if it has not ac'ually reached us, has cert-

ainly sent foi-ward some its most torcihle a •nnl-cnuriirs
in the shape of rainstonns. Sir Joseph Fayrer in his
able paper, shews the great influence of the physical
peculiarities of a country, in determining the quantity,
the distribution and the periods of the rainfall and he
traces the origin of rain to the gaseous envelope of

nitrogen and oxygen by which oitr globe is surrouii'Ied
to a height of forty or fifty miles. Into this atn.osphere
rises watery vapour from the ocean, lakes, rivers. A-e.,

until saturation fakes place or until cold condenses tho

vapour into clouds, rain or dew. On the conditions
which affect evaporation ami condensation, rauifall de-
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pentls ; but there is a constant cu-culation of moisture

from the waters of the earth to the atmosphere and

liitck again. "All the rivers nm into the sea, yet the

sea is not full; unto the place from whence the rivers

come thither they return again.
" So that in all the

variations a law prevails, and those who believe that

"chance" or "forces" are alone at work, are not to

be congratulated on their creed. Wherever there is

water there is evaporation, but as heat is the great

agent of evaporation, the process goes on most constantly

and powerfully near the equator, and as the warm

vapom'-laden air ascends, it is replaced by constant

currents from the poles, to be in their turn satm-ated,

warmed and uplifted. Thus, there is a perpetual circul-

ation, "making the equatorial rain -belt of great dis-

tillery of nature.
"

Again to quote the old liook :—
" The wind goeth towards the south and turneth about

into the north ;
it whirleth about continually, and the

wind returueth again according to its ckcuits.
" Here is

the foimdation of " the law of storms
"

discovery. But

there are distm-bances of the regular la'\\'S in consequence
of the greater mass of land in the northern hemi-

Bphei'e, and it is to perturbations hence resulting that

the "M0NS0i*Ks" and their rain-laden winds are due.

In regai'd to those phenomena, we quote from Sk

Joseph Fayrer's pamphlet :
—

"The great producers and distributors of rain in

India, then are the monsoons or periodic seasonal

winds. Tbe term is of Arabic origin, from "Mausim,"
a season, and is applied to the great air-current that

blows for one-half of the year northwards, carrying

the moisture taken up from a vast extent of the

Indian <Jcean, extending from Africa to Malacca; whilst

for the other half the year it blows from the opposite

direction. The north-east monsoon corresponds to

the north-east trade, and would be constant w^ere
it

not tor the counteracting influences vphich disturb

the atmospheric equilibrium. Monaoons are not pe-

culiar to India, but occur in other regions where

there are similar distributions of land and water.

The Indian monsoons are caused in the following

manner :
—About the commencement of April,

when the whole surface of the continent of India

becomes hotter than the eea, the rarified air rises,

and is replaced by the comparatively cooler currents

drawn in from, and laden with moisture taken up by

evaporation from the Indian Ocean. This is the south-

west monsoon, which, rising to higher regions, or,

being intercepted by the mountain ranges, condenses,

its moisture m rain on [the mount;iins of Ceyion
Ed. 0. O.] the Western Gh^ts and on the coast of

Araoan. Following a north-eastern course, it gradually

loses its influence and its rain, as it approaches the

northern limits of the continent. About October the

winds are variable; there is a reversal of the current,

which begins to blow southwards for the most part

as a dry wind, till 00 the Coromandel coast it brings

tnoisti'.re from the Bay of Bengal, which falls as

rain on the coast of the Carnatic and on the Eastern

Ghats ; whilst some parts of the South of India

receive a certain amount of rain with each monsoon.

"This winter or north-east monsoon, which on land

has a northerly or north-westerly direction, returns again

as a south-westerly current in the upper regions of the

atmosphere, having been Iieated in the south. It is

sometimes called the anti-monsoon, appears to be felt

in the Himalayas, and, descending in the North- West

Provinces and Punjaub, brings their winter rains.

" The rainfall on the southern and western coasts is

the heaviest ;
but there are many variations and pecu-

liarities due to local conditions ;
elevated regions re-

ceiving almost a deluge, whilst some lower areas are

very dry. All the conditions favourable to the con-

densation and fall of rain exist in certain localities,

whilst the converse obtains in others.
"

AN ABORTIVE LIBERIAN COFFEE TREE.

On receiving Mr. Hadow's letter (on page 990), our

first conclusion was that the isolated tree which nev«r

matured true fruits was uni-soxual. But after a con-

versation with Mr. Wm. Ferguson on the subject,

and seeing the "
leafy matter "

in the interior of the

apparently well-formed beans, we have no further

doubt as lo the cause of sterility. It is one to which

individual trees of all species are liable, that of

never being able to carry their fruits beyond
the leaf stage. One of the most important
and most pregnant discoveries made in botanical

science was that which proved that bud, leaf, flower,

fruit, thotu, branch and twig, were all but develop-
ments and modifications of one original principle in

plant life. AVhy some plants should bear "nothing
but leaves," others nothing but thorns, while others

again throw their whole energies into flowers and
fruits, we may not be able to understand ; but we
well know to our cost here in Ceylon that unfavour-

able weather may convert colfee blossom into coffee

leaves. In that case, however, the transformation

takes place before our eyes, and we are not, as in the

case of Mr. Hadow's isolated tree, deceived into the

belief that we are to gather a crop of good cherries

containing well-formed beans. The beans in this

case are just layers of undeveloped leaves. From the

external appearance of the cherries no one would sus-

pect this, but usually in such cases the pseudo-fruit

puts on an abnormal appearance. For instance, we
once saw a coconut which looked for all the world
like a bunch of plantains, and Mr. W. Ferguson told

us of a coconut he had received from the Messrs.

Leechman which was a grotesque cross between fruit

and leaf. We fear that in the case of the isolated Lib-

erian coffee there is not the slightest hope of amendment

by any possible treatment which can be applied,

although we should be curious to learn the eBfect, if

any, of attempting to fertilize the blossoms of this

tree by jjollen from the fruit-yielding Liberian bushes

in the neighbourhood. It is an unfortunate chance

that a tree, isolated, pruned, manured and forked

as this one has been, should still resemble the barren

fig-tree of the parable. But one further experiment

might be tried. As roasted coffee leaves yield an in-

fusion acceptable to some, the "
leafy matter "

might
be roasted and ground and then brewed, so as to see

whether after all the abortive fruits may not be

good for something. If this is done, we should like

to hear the verdict on the resulting beverage. Mean-

time the tree is a curiosity, and we have no doubt,

Dr. Trimen would be glad to obtain cherries for ex-

amination and branches with flowers and fruits for bis

herbarium. Happily abortive Liberian coffee trees must
be very rare, for this is the first which has been

brought to our notice.

GENERAL PLANTING REPORT FOR THE
HILLCOUNTRY OF CEYLON.

Kandy, 11th May 1883.

Sultry, steamy weather up to the 8th instant, when

the S. W. suddenly put in an appearance. Rain, cloud

and wind have combined to reduce the temperature,

the former will help to swell out tbe coffee berries

that we may expect for autumn, and planters will

soon be able to judge pretty accurately of what the

outturn should be.

Short, shorter, shortest.

Let us hope good prices may be realized as a

slight make-up for short crops, and tliat
" M. plant-
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alion" may reach the three figures erc^l.-D. 1883 is

extinct. Tlio question may soon arise as to what has
become of all tfie blossum which rejoiced so many hearts
a short time ago. Query indeed ! Some say rain, some

say sun spoilt it, and some there are who delude them-
selves into the belief that it has—all set ! and that they
are going to pick a "bumper." The word "bumper"
reminis one of the "good old times," when estates

could afford to pay K'2':2o curing charges ; how is it

that such cliarges are still almost the rule ? Messrs.
Baker & Hall advertize a reduction of 50 cents per
cwt. on this sum, and surely it is time for strug-

gling planters to make an effort and say to those

princes of
"
ye sleepy hollows

"
:

" /iWkix your charges
and give us a better average outturn for our parch-
ment !" It can be done, and it should be doue.

Expenditure on everything else is cut down to the

lowest aud even mortgagees have been known to

ease the interest, but our merchant princes grind
out the uttermost farthing ! !

Who i» to bo King, alter the demise of our old

friend " Arabica." This is a quoatiou that requires
mature diviuatian.

Tea and cinchona at present seem to be in the

majority. Cocon, however, has many and strong
admirers, aud undoubtedly gives a liandsome return,
but it will not cover the thousands of acres that the

former is bound to do, nor will it suit many localities

on account of its deadly enemy
" wind". Tea will

be the mainspring of our future, and we should

try and do ii, all the justice we possibly

can, as regards cultivation as well as mani-

pulation, A good cup of tea is a thing to be

remembered, so is a bad one ! ! Ceylon teaplanters
should bear this in mind.

Rubber, they say, is to be planted up largely by
some of the knowing ones. There certainly seems to be
unlimited accommodatiou for this product. The Ceara

variety gave us rather a score in its wintering
"
vagaries," the leaves appearing ae if stricken by some

fell disease—rusty, speckled sunburnt, and finally

drooping aud drooping off. Fortunes they prognosticate
are to be made of this adjunct 10 our planting enterprize
No^(s verrons. Au Revoik.

AN ASSAM TEA PLANTER ON TEA
IN CEYLON.

b'rom Mr. Aitken's paper which we publish on page

980, it will be seen that this gentleman, who, equally
with Mr. Cameron, has had experience lu Assam and

subsequently in Ceylon, though he does not feel that

he can endorse the prediction of a yield of 700 lb.

of tea per acre for Ceylon lowcountry estates, is yet

quite certain, from what has been obtained from Calsay
at ,5,200 feet (some of the tea, we suspect runs up
to 5,500) that Ceylon tea planters may calculate on

an a\'crago of 5 maunds (400 lb. ) per acre against 3

maunds ("240 lb.) in Assam and .Sylhot. We have a

forcing tropical climate, fairly fertile soil, aud re-

gular rainfall ; our labour supply is good and plenti-

ful ; wc arc exceptionally favoured in regard to

means of transport and the sanitary conditions in

our island are innnensely superior, an important
eousideration in regard to native labour and the well-

beiflg of its European directors The result of all

these advantages is that, in Mr. iVitken's opinion we
can produce tea at 321 cents per 11). against 42^
cents in India. Mr. Aitkcn talks of this as a difier

ence of 20 per cent in our favour, but it is in reality
nearer 25 per cent, and the larger our yield per acre,
of course the larger is the difference in our favour.

This is surely encouraging, although Mr. Aitken may

be right in saying that tea can never hold so import-
ant a position or yield such profits as the coffee en-

terprize did in its palmy days. Mr. Aitken is as
mucli enamoured as Mr. Cameron was of the Mas-

keliya flats, Bitterne, Kiutyre, Laxapana, &c., but
his reference to Calsay aud Rookwood, and his ex-

pressed opinion in favour of the superior quality and
the profitable quantity of high grown tea, shew that
the owners of places at high altitudes need not

envy their brethren in the lowcountry. Yield may
not be so copious in the alpine regions, but the climate
is preferable aud the soil is better, and with due

precautions against wash, will probably be more

lasting. For both low and high estates the prospects
are exceedingly good.

But people must not kill the goose that

lays the golden eggs ; and we are sorry and
shocked to learn from Mr. Aitken's paper, that
in the greed for quick returns, tea plants are cut
and hacked down at eighteen mouths old. All the
literature of the subject led us to believe in only
light plucking until the third year, that is according
to Indian mode of counting, the thh'd year from the

nursery, which agrees with Mr. Aitken's second year
"

from the planting. Full plucking should only com-
mence with what would be tlie fourth year in

the one case aud the third in the other. What Mr.
Aitken says about planting at stake agrees with the
best ludian opinions ; but our own experience leads

us to repeat our recommendation of damp ravuics as

sites for tea nurseries. Moisture in such places reaches
the seeds by capillary attraction and no sliade is

necessary. Then again our experience is that the

strong tap-root of the tea plant, enables the product
to flourish where the subsoil is stiff clay

—subsoil into

which the tap-root of the cinchona cannot penetrate.
As regards distances apart, we see no reasun to re-

gi'et our adoption of 3 x 3 feet ; aud on steep inclines

we only regret we did not put the plants at half

this distance in the rows across the faces of the

steeps. Mr. Kcrkhoveu, the leading tea-plantei- in

Java perhaps, was in favour of
" the hedge system"

even at 1,500 feet elevation on gently undulating
ground : 4 feet between the rows for. cultivation

,
and

the plants in the rows only 1 foot ap.art. This, of

course, was for China plant, whicli we see Mr. Aitken
denounces. We think he is right in giving the pre-
ference to good jat (variety) of liybrid. The hybrids
originated in tlie introduction to -\ssam of Chlua teas

by Mr. Fortune, under the orders of Lord William
Bentinck's governmeut. The fact of there being an

indigenous tea in tlie jungles of Assam was, curiously
enough, held to indicate, not tliat this indigenous
plant should bo cultivated, but th.at the soil and
climate would suit viliat were ileemed the superior
China teas ! That was half-a-century ago, and Col.

Money expressed regret, in which many will not

share, that the China plant ever came to Assam to

contaminate the indigenous. But a good hybrid, with

large golden-green leaves is scarcely inferior to the

indigenous in any quality, and in superior in robust-

ness. Eveu up to (i,000 feet, onr hybrids from the

old Assam I'onipany's estate floui-ish, but our small

trials with indigenous have been disappointing. We
are bound to state, however, that a jat strongly
China, which Mr. Graham, a Daijiling planter, sold

us as good Assam hybrid, and which at one time
we were advised to root out, is now giving excellent

returns, the surface of some of the bushes being re-

markable. Our experience agrees with Mr. Aitken's
in favour of well-grown nursery plants, small ones

being naturally checked in growth. But there arc

great difl'erences in the progress of tea plants accord-

ing to season. When the first planters went to Assam
about forty years ago, they fouml there the three

varieties of tea: the Assam iu<1igeuous; the iutro-
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duceJ China ; and the resulting hybrid. The pioneer
work was done by Goveriunent who gladly retired

in favour of that private cnterprize which, in the
face of vast difficulties, has done so much fur India.

Virtually comuienciiig thirty years later, the prospect
is tliat we, in Ceylon, shall more than compete with
our Indian precursors in the enterprize, and, if the
Indian estates have been all formed with locally

groun seed, we cannot see any reason why that ex-

ample as well as others should not be followed in

our island. Granted, plants from good Assam seed, the
seed of such plants ought to be as good as any imported.

Gentlemen,— I have been asked by your Honorary Se-

cretary to make a few remarks on Tea, and its probable
future in the uiicountry districts of Ceylon, and I pro-
pose now confinmg mj'self to the foUoMTUg heads, namely,
Seed, Laud, Planting, Pruning, Picking and Yield.
Some 00 or 40 yeai's ago, the pioneer pkmters entered

Assam, wliich was at that thue in rather an uuci\ali;;ed

tate, bringing with them tea seed from China, and
also Chinamen to guide them in the cultivation and
manufacture of tea. A considerable area was planted up
in different parts of the valley, before it was discovered
that a plant closely resembling the Cluna bush, although
larger in leaf and growth, was growing wild in the
forests. Seed fi-om tins tree was procm'ed and planted
beside the China cultivation, and, in the fertiUziug of the
two jats, i.e., the Chnia and the iudigenous, we have
the hybrid, which is considered the harcUcst and strongest
yielder of all tea plants. There are of course many
degrees of hybrid, but the kind preferred is the large-
leaved, bright-green plant, leaning more to the indige-
nous, yet combining the hardiness of the Oluna with the

yield and strength of the former. I have been asked
whether it would not be better to import seed from
India in preference to the seed proem-able here, and in

reply I would say, (nlr the best Ceylon seed if you can
get it. No doubt there is better seed in IniUa, but the

difficulty is to get it here. The Siugloo estate for ex-

ample in Assam sells its indigenous seed at E120 permaund,
and this, if procured, would doubtless prove a good in-

vestment, but, generally speaking, the risk is vei-y great,
both as regards soxmdiiess and jat. A really good hybrid
sells for about R.)0 a mauud in Assam ; so it seems doubt-
ful that you could buy the same article here in Colombo
for E40 or E4.5. I must say, however, that I saw seed-

lings a few days ago in Mr. Skrine's nursery in Dikoya,
raised from some " Amluckic '' seed bought in Colombo,
wliich were all that could be desh-ed as regards jat. To
those who contemplate large extensions, and wlio must
import seeds, I would say buy from some reliable agent
in Calcutta yoK.rM'IJ\ have it carefully packed, forwarded
as soon as possible, taken immediate dehvery of in Colombo,
brought to the estate, sweated and planted, by which
meaus it is quite probable that To per cent of the seed
will be found good and germinate. I have heard that the
Cliiua plant has been advised for the higher eicvatious of

Ceylon. The idea is an utter fallacy. There is httle or
no excuse for plantmg China in Northern Assam, and
there is less here, as our cLunate is a tropical one.
Land.—The lays of land ln-.-it suited to tea are the flat and

undulating. There are some estates ru Maskehya, which
I have seen, that answer to this description. By way of

example I would mention liittern, Xintyi'e and Laxajmne;
in Upper Maskehya Alton and Glenugie are also suit-
able. The soils pecuhar to the upcouutry arc, I believe,

very favom'able for tea, beiug light and friable, with a
tree subsoil, impregnated more or less with ferruginous
matter, while the regular rainfall aud tropical c.imate are
conducive to a quick growth and regular iiushes. I con-
sider the labor in Ceylon as second to none in the east,
and a point of the greatest consideration to the tea planter
biicause it is owing to the facilities there are in procuring
coolies, and working them clieaply that he will be able
to produce his teas at a cheaper rate thau they can in

Iinlia. .A-ssam at the present moment is very ba<lly olT

for labor, and you can imagine the ditiiculty, when liSU
to lUOO for coolies per head is paid tn contractors before

they can be landed on the estate. Tor this sum you have
an af^rccmcut for 3 years, niucli of vvhich time the co-ilie

may be down with fever, to say nothing of the loss in-

curred through mortality, which is heavy. Another ad-

vantage I would point out is that of cheap transport.
There are few colonies better if so well oft in this respect.
Thus with a good supply of labor and cheap transport the

Ceylon tea planter has the advantage of his brother
in India, in that he can produce his teas at a lower

figure, while the yield of tea obtained on an average is,

we now know, much better.

Plantikg,—In planting up old coffee with tea, I would
advise the holes to be cut about 15 inches deep, aud about
S inches in diameter. These again should be 3 feet k 3 feet

apart on the steeper lands, and 4 feet "^ 4 feet on the
flat. Sould the laud be very steep I would advise it being
planted up closet'. As regards planting seed at stake
and transplants from nurseries, I advocate the latter

as being the safer method. Seed put out at stake
in old coffee land have not the advantage of the ori*

giual surface soU, while it runs the risk of being
washed out by heavy rains, or being eaten ott' by poochies
before it can get a fair start. Planting at stake is I

know considered the cheaper way of putting out tea,
but when you calculate the loss through seed not germinat-
ing, insect pests, &c., I think you will find the system of
nurseries and transplants the cheaper in the end. There
arc supposed to be 32,000 seeds in a mauiul, and supposing
it were purchased locally, and delivered the same week it

was picked, I see no reason why 25,000 seeds at least

should not germinate, aud turn out well. When planting
at stake in Assam 2 seeds at least (and often 3) are put
into each hole, thus at 3ft. x 3ft., 4,840 holes to the acre,
would reqiure 1 mauud of seed to 3 acres. Supposing again
25,000 seeds out of 1 maund of 32,000 germinate, and turn
out well in the nurseries, they would be sufficient to plant
up 5 acres at the same distance apart. The advantage
thus clearly lies with the nurseries. It is a popular idea
in Oeylou that all seed that floats in water is bad. This
is not so. The slightest contraction of the kernel may make
the seed float, while it miy be quite good if sweated.
I would not care to sell seed on these conditions. The best
aud fairest test I know of is that of taking 100 seeds or

less, breaking them, and so finding out the percentage of good
or bad.

NuESERiES.—In making nurseries, the land should be
chosen in some level protected part or parts of the estate,
where the soil is really good. Nurseries made on the side

of a hill exposed, dry, and weather-beaten are seldom

great successes, or so good as they should be. The beds

again .should be as broad as possible, say from 4 ft. to

5 ft., aud the seeds put in 3 inches apart in regular hues,
so as to enable the plants to come up evenly. As regards
shade aud protection, I am in favor of stielcini/ in ferns,
if procurable. They save wash aud help to keep the beds

damp, which is all that is rtquh'ed. Straw or grass is of-

ten spread on the beds, but it should be removed as soon
as the seedlings appear, as its weight might hamper
their growth if put on thick. I have noticed often that,
in planting out here, very small seedlings not more than
4 inches high have been taken from the nursery. This
is a great mistake. I would put out nothing, if possible,
under 10 inches in height. I have always found that the

larger and stronger the transplant the quicker start and

growth, as there is no doubt that the smaller ones feel

the co!d and exposure, which, to say the least of it, must
check their growth for a time.

Phu.N'ikc! and Plucking.—After a lapse of two years or

nearly so, pruning and plucking will become the next con-
siderations. These are most important stages, and are
either the making or marring of the plant

—at least for

a time. Tea should not be pruned with a view to pluck-

ing before two ye.ars or more. 1 know that it has be-

come the fashion in Ceylon to cut down 18 month
old plants, aud to bolster them up with cowduiig, with
a view to getting a crop. IJut I put it to you, gentlemen,
as practical planters, whether the few miserable pounds of

tea olitaiued can compensate for the stunted growth that
must ensue. In Assam, where the growth is as strong, if

not stronger than Ceylon, no young tea is touched with
the knife liefore the end of the second year, aud after that,

it has a few months' grace before hard plucking isresortcd

to in its third year. It surely requires no tea expert to

tell you that the tea plant requires .lome root, growth and

strength before it can be called ou to give a return, aud 1
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have 110 hesitatiou iu saying that, if this indisorimiuate

hacking and plucliiug of young cultivation be coutinntd,
the system will be found disastrous, and the result a

temporary coll. ipso of the plant. At the end of the second

year, I would advise the young plants being cut across at

from 2 feet to 2 feot (J inches according to the jat. They
will renuire little more, excepting that all low laterals

touching or traihng on the ground he removed close to

the stem. The subsequent pruniugs I shall not deal with

separately. SutEceo it to say that the ends in view are

uniform height—gdod plucking surface, and the preservation
of all strong woo capable of giving leaf. Stick pniitiitff,

the severest of all, is only resorted to, when the plant is

exhausted from bad treatment oi- other causes, in which
case it is cut down within a foot of the ground, and not

tampered with again before it has completely recovered its

original size. When the new growth or flush appears, it

should be allowed to grow until it is 8 or 9 inches long,

after which it may be tipped—no more. Tippiug means

plucking the top leaf only. The subsequent tlushes are

pluckeil to 2^ leaves, not counting the jjekoe tip, aud, as a

rule, the trees should flush in from ten to twelve days

according to the weather. I have heard that the pluckers

go round in the lowcoimtry once a week, hut I fear that

is the exception. It they do, they must be plucking re-

markably fine, or in other words taking oif a growth that

is scarcely a flush at all A very young flush of cour.se

makes flue tea, which may be a credit to the tea-maker,
but I doubt if it remunerates the proprietor, who must
lose considerably by this system of plucking. A planter
last week described the state of some trees he saw in the

lowcountry, as a mass of stunted foliage. He referred to

the eHiect of the plucking, and I believe he was not far

wrong. A severe pruning in itself will do the tea bush

no harm, but hard plucking on the top of it, i. c, pluck-

ing again before the new shoots have matui-ed is a serious

mistake—in fact a blunder. I am told that proprietors, must
have money, but what proprietor would sanction this treat-

ment if lie knew it to be prejudical to his plants ? I

think people are tired of strange theories and rash experi-

ments, and I would advise those who are interested to

thoroughly satisfy themselves before adopting any new

system. All I can say more on this point is that the

Calsay estate (5,200 ft.), consisting of about 40 acres of

5-year old tea, gave 2,S29 lb. of made tea last month,
and it has not been cut down or overplucked. I do not

propose going into the details of manufacture, which I

daresay are familiar to you all, beyond comparing the

high and lowcountry qualities of tea. As yet I think

the " Rookwood "
Estate, at a high elevation, has

the advantage in average prices, but I am not certain

as to the yield per acre of that estate. There is little

doubt that the estates from 2,500 feet elevation down-
wards will give a larger yield per acre than the higher

districts, but I doubt if there be a very great difl'erence,

as -we have much better soil as a rule, although we may
not have the forcing cUmate.

My experience of the quality of the high and low

grown teas is that the latter has more strength and

pungency, while the former almost makes up for this

in the flavor peculiar to all hill yrowths. I do not think

therefore that there is any advantage to speak of on

either side in this respect. In putting his crop into the

market, the tea maker does not look so much to o>w

hiffli-pnced tea. as to a good general average, and if

K4U per mairad mtt be averaged, a fair profit should be

shewn. Say that we have 200 acres iu its sixth year, givmg
5 mauuds per acre. This makes a crop of 1,000 maunds
which at H40=R40,000. Against this we have an

expenditure of R130 per acre amounting to K'_'6,000, which

leaves a profit of KI4,(IO0 on the working of the 200

acres. After a careful estimate of the expenditure on

an estate giving 5 maunds per acre, I consider that

K130 per acre is no under estimate, provided the ne-

cessary machuiery is supplied. Should there be a greater

yield than 5 maunds per acre, the profit woidd otcour.se

be greater, with little extra expenditure, according to

the amount (if leaf the machinery is capable of working

up to vieW. The average yield of tea per acre m
India

'

is a little over 3 maunds per acre, if tlmt;

while the average cost of production is as near as possible,

4Z c-uts per lb. delivered in Calcutta. There are many

estates which yield much more, but, taking all the old
China cultivation into account, I think the above figure
about correct. In Ceylon up to the present time we have
every reason to believe that our yield per acre will far
exceed this, and I do not think I am above the mark
when I say that 5 maunds per acre may be confidently
expected on an average upcountry estate. I have estim-
ated the expenditure with machinery at R130 per acre,
which with a crop of 5 maunds brings the cost per lb. to

32i cents delivered in Colombo.
It would be absurd for any stranger like myself to

come forward and predict with any degree of certainty,
an excessive yield, such as 7 or 8 mauuds per acre, in
this district without first h.aving some basis upon which
to argue. I have said 5 maunds or 400 lb. per acre,
because Calsay :

—a place known to you all—gives me
strong hopes of yieidiDg that crop next season.
Thus the ditference in cost of production between Oeylon

and India is 10 cts. or say about 20 per cent in favor
of Ceylon.

In conclusion, I would again lay before you the main
pohits of vantage iu comparing our prospects with those
of India. First, wo have good labour and plenty of it,

cheap transport, regular rahifall and a good yield of leaf

per acre, all of which are essential to the success of the

indusb-y. Assam, on the otlier hand, can boast of few of
these advantages, while her labour question is as likely as
not to bring her into further difliculties. I am positive
that, given a crop of 5 maunds to the acre, we can put
our teas iu Colombo for 32J cents per lb. and perhaps
less, while I am as certain that the Assam, ( acbar and
Sylhet teas delivered in Calcutta, cost at least 10 cents
more. This ditference in cost of production is, of course,
our strongest point. We can make as good teas, and for
less money, aud, whatever may be the result of the de-

pression now in India, our future, as far as tea is coBcerned,
is, I am convinced, a bright one. Although tea can never
altogether take the place of coffee, and give the same
large profits, yet it is sure, and, as a staple product will help
to bring back the prosperous times of which we stand so
much in need. W. H. Aitken.

Harrington, Dimbula, 3rd May, 1883.

TEA BOXES.
The late action at home reported in the Home and

Colonial Mad. regarding injury to tea in transit

brought out a point of great iulerest to all concerned in

the industry, aud one which to some extent no doubt
accounts for "soft," to which we have been endea-

vouring to draw our planter friends' attention lately.
Within the last live years since wood became dearer, and

greater precautions were taken hy Government to pre-
vent the reserves being intended on, tea boxes have
deteriorated much in the qualities of the wood they are
manufactured from ;

and the greatest caution is now
necessary in dealing w-itli the box contractors. Say
tfii years ago the fact of cotton trees being need for

tea boxes was unheard of, but uow-a-days it is by no
means uncommon ;

aud judging from the steuob this

wood has when raised out of the water to be madeiutu

boxes, we do not wonder at tea deteriorating even with
a sheet of lead between it aud such a stench. Man-
goe wood is uow-a-daye becoming more common. We
wonder if any of those new woods have been subjected
to chemical analysis, or whether their su'tability for the

purpose to which they are put, haa been practically
tested before being filled with tea, made into boxes,
aud shipped off to London to tako their chance. The
woods most commonly iu use for boxes are mangoe
(aum), Koorba, Sutroug, Toola {or cotton) Jalna aud
Teak. The last mentioned is not in use in Cachar,
but is much used by the large companies in Assam
Proper. We ourselves give no opinion regarding those
woi'ds beyond what is well-known to every planter.
TlJe cotton tree is extremely soft and porous, aud it

not well seasoned, after manufacture is very full of

water, aiidy very liable to dry-rot, &c. From this

we should say that the toota or cotton wood is to be
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avoided, and should never be used, if possible. Mangoe
or aum has a strung resiuous smell, and should, wo
tbink, be used with caution until the fact has been

well established by carefully conducted experiments,
whether it really injures the tea or not. It is only
within the last few years that it has been introduced
to any extent, and we must not forget that it was
durinf; tlv same period that the deteoriatiou in the

etayiug powers of our tea has been complained of.

It would be worth the while of some of our planters
to keep a chest for a year or so, and report the re-

sult. Koorba and Sotroug have been in use mnuy
years, and we have never heard any complaints beyond
the fact that they were not so durable as some of

the hard r woods
; and that more breakages were

reported on arrival in Calcutta than amongst the

others. Jalna and tsak are both hard woods, but the

great drawback to their use is their very heavy weight
which makes them undesirable, Fspecially in the oase of

gardens which have much land carriage. Toon or

oooma wood is, we believe, used iu Darjeeling. This
should be a good tough wood as well as being light,
and could be made up into very neat looking packages.
Mr. Sibthorpe when d')wn in Australia, and when in

America, several times noted tliat there was great room
for improvement in the matter of boxes ; and his com-

parison with the China boxes was anything but favour-
able. In Calcutta for furniture the oooma or toon
wood is in much request, and we see no reason, if

this is a suitable wood for tea-boxes, why for a very
small extra outlay s really respectalile box oould not
be turned out. Let our planters once take the thing
in hand, it will be done. At the present moment
there ia probably no more clumsy, unwieldy looking
thing than an Assam tea chest ; and the rough ex-

terior is, we doubt not, much against its takmg iu a

new market. A very small progressive move in this

respect has been made by one firm in Calcutta in

decorated tea-boxea ; but the price is prohibitive to

any large consamption. We fail to see why our brethren
in Assam abould not be equal to the occasion and

get up nice packages, trim and neat, and ht to put
»long.»ide of tbe Chinese. We feel sure that the in-

domitable British spirit of enterprise has only to be

properly aroused to get it done. If J inch thick wood
is enough to keep together China tea, why is it not

enough for Indian ? These are points which every
planter should think over and endeavour to improve,
as every little, helps in the struggle now going on for

oxitenoe.

[To the above article from the Iiyiigo Planters'

Oatette we would add our already often repeated hope
that erelong paper may supersede wood as material for

tea boxes. Subjooted to the tremendous pressure which

proper machinery can effect, paper ought to have all

the solidity of wood of the same thickness, say J inch.

and ought to be equally oap,ible of being dove-tailed

and bored lor nails. The material could be sent out
in flhooks of pieces ready prepared or in sheet e to be
cut to different sizes. Ultimately the cost of carriage
might be saved by the manufacture of papier-mach6,
properly varnished in India and why not in Ceylon ?

Has any experiment in this direction been made ?—
Ed.]

THE CINCHONA ENTERPRIZE : SUPPLY
AND DEMAND.

We quote from the Madras Times a letter from a

South-Eaat Wynaad planter who re-sings a song which

has already been repeatedly chanted, the burden of

which is that cinchona culture iu the east and west

is being overdone, and that the sujiply will erelong
exceed the demand. There is, no doubt, much truth

in the warning notes, and the wretchedly uni°emunerative

rates at which twig bark has recently sold add force
to the arguments used. In talking of the hundreds of
thousands of trees planted iu India, Ceylon, Java,
Jamaica and (fther places, we must not forget our ex-

perience here in Ceylon of the enormous proportion
which "dies off'' or "cankers" before coming to

maturity. There is also no doubt that, in the case
of quinine and the other fever-curing alkaloids, there
is, beyond most articles of human use, scope for ex-
tended consumption. The only limit, indeed, is that
of cost, and what has happened and is happening in
the case of coffee and tea will certainly happen in

regard to cinchona bark : low prices will encourage
consumption and demand will continue even in the
face of higher prices. There is wisdom in the advice

given to cultivate only the best kinds, but with this

qualification, that robust trees, such as succirubra,
the renewed bark of which seems to improve with
every shaving, may prove to be ultimately the best.

OoCHiNEAL.—Cochineal is the body of the female cochineal
insect dried. This insect exists on a species of cactus, and
when ahve is about the size of a ladybird, or perhaps a trifle
smaller. It is wingless, rather long, equally broad all over,
and is marked behind with deep incisions and wrinkles. It
has sis feet, which curiously enough are only of use directly
after birth, tmd it secures itself to the plant by means of a
trunk which is found between the fore feet, and derives its

nourishmeut from the sap. The male cochineal is. like the
female only during the larva period. It changes into

chrysalis, and eventually appears as red fUes. The female
deposits some thousands of eggs which she protects under
her body until they are hatched, and on the appearance of
the young ones the parent dies. While the young are in the
larva state their sex cannot be determined. They lose their
skins several tunes, and while the female fixes herself on the
plant, the male, after getting over the pupa state, is winged.
Two or three months is the extent of the life of tliese little

insects. They are gathered before they lay eggs, and are
then rich in colouring matter. About 70,000 insects are said
to go to the pound of cochineal.—Exjxirt frices Current ^
Trade Report.
Pioneering with New PRODtrcxa.—A capitalist

interested in Ceylon writes :
—"

Many people now
disbelieve in rubber cultivation ever being made
a paying investment in Ceylon. Had Ceylon been
blessed with Governors of sense we would years ago
have had demonstrated to us, iu different localities
in the island, which new products could be made to

pay. No man cares to become a pioneer in new pro-
ducts, be he ever so wealthy. When the C-;o\ernmont

authority, the Director of Ceylon Botanical Gardens,
gave it as his opinion that the days of coffee were
numbered, it must have been the manifest duty of Go-
vernment to set about to demonstrate the capabilities
of tlie island for new products at various elevations.
Had this been done, the exports today of these new
products would almost have equalled in \alue those
of old King Coffee in his prime. As in the case of

Samson, now that the main pillars have gone, all

(even Government officials) with all the coliee (Sam-
son) perish (or nearly so) in the one catastrophe.
But this talk of ."perishing" is nonsense: coffee
is not yet dead, old Sol is in an erratic mood and
playing truant with good seasons. Coffee will yet
pay magnificently."—Our correspondent must remem-
ber that Governor C-!regory most energetically and
personally interested himself in " New Iroducts."
In his time, "cinchona," "tea," 'cocoa," ''rubber,"
were honoUl'ed withs pecial headings and paragraphs
in the annual Address, and, in order to give reliable
information for the benefit of absentees who pay
great attention to what a Governor says, Sir Willian>
visited every district where experiments were carried
on. It was part of Ills policy, too, to establish Ex-
perimental Gardens for new and old products iu

every province iu the island.
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TEA IN AMBAGAMDWA, CEYLON.

Imbnlpitiya tea lias topped the Loudon market in

Die sales reported by last mail, thus maintaining the

high reputation of Ambagamuwa for tea. Although

less than three years old thia tea plantation has

already given crop at the rate of 400 lb. per acre,

while we are credilily informed that Galbodde tea in

full bearing will have yielded for the year ending

30th .Tune next at the rate of 8U0 lb. per acre !—
about 700 lb. having been gatliered up to date.

GRAPES GROWN IN COLOMBO.

We have received the following :—
Colombo, May 14th, 1883.

The Editors,
"
Ceylon Observer,"

" My DEAR SiR.s,
—I send you per bearer a small

parcel of grapes from a vine growing in Hillebrandt

garden at Wolfendahl, and shallbe glad to have your

opinion on the same. There were about 500 bunches but

I am sorry to say nearly four-fifths were destroyed

by the raiu and black ants. Is there any remedy for

thelatter?—Yours truly, C. H. De SOYSA."
The bunches of grapes sent to us are simply raag-

nificent : the fruit being large, fully formed and of

line flavour : Mr. de Soyza ought to ha?e had his

tree with 500 bunches photographed from different

points of view, and as to the ants the vine well

deserves to be thoroughly protected with a glass

house, tar and other means being used to

the ants getting in. We have to thank

Soysa for thia very acceptable gift.

prevent
Mr. de

RESUME OF
INING THE

VARIOUS METHODS; FOR DETERM-
TOTAL ALKALOIDS IN CINCHONA

BARKS.
H. Meyer, of the Pharmaceutical Laboratory at Groniugen

has carefully examined and compared the various methods
in vogue for determuiing the total aSaloids in cinchona
barks, and has further worked out a new method of his own.
In the Archiva del- Pharmacie, November 27, 1883, he gives
tlie following riswne of his investigations :

—
1. When finely-powdered cinchona bark is boiled for an

hour with freshly-prepared milk of lime and 90 per eeut.
alcohol, the whole of the alkaloids present in the bark is

brought into solution.

2. Previous maceration with dilute sulphuric acid or
alcohol acidulated with this acid is only useful in cases of im-
perfect extraction, as in the method of Prollius (see the
Chemist and Druggist, 1881, page 397), and does not yield
better results than the extraction with milk of lime.

3. In the separation of the alkaloids themselves, repeated
extraction by agitation witli the solvent is far preferable to
precipitation.

4. The separation of chinovic acid, chinovine, and a cer-
tain wax-like fat may be effected without loss by mixing the
alcoholic infusion, previous to evaporation, with an excess of

sulphuric acid, and then evaporating griidually under const-
ant stirring. The above substances are then found in a state
of fine suspension in the liquid, and admit of being completely
washed out.

5. Only by means of protracted decoction and displace-
ment of the cinchona lime is it possible to extract the entire
amount of alkaloids present in the bark operated on.

6. According to H. Jleyer's modified lime-alcohol method
the total percentage of alkaloids in a given bark may be
ascertained in twelve hours, or with case in two days.

7. All other methods of extracting the cinchona powder,
either by means of dilute adids (de Vrij, Hager), mixtures of
chloroform and glacial acetic aciil (Eykman), or chloroform,
alcohol, and ammonia (ProUins) are imperfect, a considerable
quantity of alkaloids alw.ays remaining iu the bark.

8. The methods of Professor Gunuing and Prollius give
too high results, for impurities, such as calcium ehiuovate.

chinovine lime, and a wax-like fat, are thereby reckoned
among the alkaloids, and calculated as such.
The following table will afford a view of the results obtained

by the various methods. The figures represent iu part the
average of a number of analyses.

Percentage of Pure Alkaloids
Method

Cort.Oin. Oort.Cin. Oort. Oin.
Sncci., OaUsayae. Offi.(P,G.)
Javaneus

Hager ... 375 2 76 —
Prollius, non-modified ... 6'33 —
Prollius, modified, without

maceration with acid ...
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far larger, says our informant, than any in Fiji. He
describes its soil as red and sticky, very absor-

bent of moisture, and of great fertility. Throughout
its extent there is a large quantity of volcanic .scorias

and tufae and the soil of Loma Loma is almost iden-

tical. There are some clearings on it here and there,

but the larger portion is still in the natural scrub.

The caue grown there is described as of "
surpassing

irrowth and full of saccharine richnt-ss." As it ap-

proaches the sea and river on either side it becomes

open timber land, and the soil assumes the charac-

ter of a rich black loam. This has been used for some

years aa a grazing country, but it ia now intended

that the greater portion of this also shall be planted
with sugar-cane, fur the culiivation of which it is

said to be etju.ally well .suited witli the scrub lauds.

The returns are said to be equal to three tons per
acre. Thiis portion also includes the point where the

river debouches into the Pacific, and the whole extent

of it has lately been purchased by a syndicate, for

the purpose of breaking up into suitably sized farm.s,

to encourage settlers, of small or large capital. This

has been done, and the lands were advertized to be

sold ffy auction last month, in sections of various

sizes, from 20 to 400 acres. A new town is projected

at the month of the river, the sections of which are

also oflered for sale. At the point where the pro-

posed town is to be built, the river is six latlioms

ilcep thirty yards off the bank and wide enongh to

allow large steamers to turn while steaming. It is there-

fore claimed to be a most favourable position for steamers

calling. From this tram lines are projecteii all through
the estate, and it is anticipated that a railway, con-

necting with Maryboiough, will shortly be carried

out.

At the end of 1882 there were 4.300 acres under

cane, out of a possibility of 50,000 acres, more or less,

about ,3,000 acres of which li.ad been crushed or was

fit for crushing. The richne.'-s of the juice had been

spoiled by frost, and it only showed a density of 6°

to 8,° thougl; one or two patchi-s are reported at 10°.

This danger" of frost is one to which the lands on the

inland side, or with n westerly aspect, and on the

banks 0! the river are liable, though it appears to be

of rare occurrence. On the sea ward side the cane was

in no way injured, even by the severe and uuusual

frost experienced last year. The labour employed has

been European and Polynesian, but this is the hill of

difficulty there as here. Indeed, our informant tells

us they are far worse off there than we are in Fiji,

and it is mainly on that account he left the district.

We observe in the account before us that one plauier

endeavoured to work his mill entirely with while

labour.
" In this laudable attempt, however, he failed,

for on the first Monday morning after commencing

operations only oiii' man put in an appearance, the

others being either discontented with the ' hardness
'

and 'muckiness' of the labour or dissatisfied with

the wages they had agreed to see the season through
for." No wonder this planter c'eclares that, "if he

had to depend on European labour lo attend his sugar

mill, he would not grow a stick ol' can.-." The num-

bers of Polynesians seems very insufficient, for, though

they are not given in all cases, there does not seem

more than an average of twenty-five to each plant-

ation, including mills and all. These are to some

extent iupplemented by "free," what we call "time-

expired," Polynesians, 'int withal it is evident this is

the main drag on the advance of this district in sugar
cultivation. It is said "unless the labour dilficulty

is made easier of solution than it is at present,

speculative operations will cease, for none of the plant-

ers feel jnstified in risking capital on the very doubtful

chance of securing the necessary Labour to e-aMe them

to .ihtair any return for tlieir expendiluie." ''Even

at the present juncture there are insufficient labourers

to attend to the different places, and to extend opera-
tions is simply out of the question."
On the whole this seems to be a splendid sugar

district could it be utilized properly, and it does seems

veiy suicidal on the part of whites to try to exclude

labourers, who must certainly increase the wealth of

the country and the necessity for extended white
labour at the same time. As things stand however,
labour is king, and capital and splendid land must lie

idle until it can be moved. Private accounts state the
Indian labourers brought were far from being what
was wanted. They were not farm laborers, but bil-

liard markers, professed thieves, jail birds, and

vegibouds of every description. The planters there
are now turning their eyes to China, where, they are

informed, they can obtain an unlimited supply of real

farm labourers, who will cost landed, including the
£10 poll-tax, not more than £18 or £20 : five years' men
»t £22 per annum including everything.— Fiji Times.

[Frost is a serious objection, but want of cheap
labour is still more serious. We see the Mackay
planters were about to indent on New Guinea for

labour, but the more fe^isible plan will be for sugar
planters to go where there is good soil, plenty of

labour (if the natives of New Guinea will work for

planters) and no frost.— Ed.]

SORGHUM AS A SUGAR-YIELDER.
The impression we have received from all we have

read of experiments with sorghum as a substitute for

sugarcane in America is that although sorghum, es-

pecially the amber variety, has merits of its own,
it is not likely to supersede sugar-cane as a source

of fine well-crystallized sugar. The Indian papers
contain a report of an experiment made in the North-

West Provinces, which seems to promise profitable

results because the richly glucose, honej'-like gnr

(something like our jaggery ..produce) suite the taste

of the people, who are large consumers of sugar. One
of the chief articles of food in the North-West of

India, indeed, is a cake made of wheat flour and

sugar, while sugar confections of all kinds are also

much used. The soi'ghum, being a gigantic millet,

has the additional advantages of yielding grain before

the canes are cut, while the leaves and stalks .are

greedily devoured by cattle. The hope expressed is

that sorghum may yield a sugar for local consump-

tion, so setting free that derived from the sugar-
cane for export. But India seems capable of ab-

sorbing any possible quantity of sugar that can be

made, the very tobacco smoked by the people being

largely mixed with the produce of the sweet cane, while

a favourite drink is sugarcane sherbet The thirsty

pilgrims at Benares go to a boutique, put down a

small coin, are supplied with a bit of sugai'cane, a

pair of squeezers and a cup, and they go their way
refreshed. It seems that the juice of the sorghum
is specially acid, requiring treatment with lime and

soda, and it is amusing and somewhat disgusting

that castor oil is used .to help forward the process

of crystallization. If there were a market in Ceylon

for sorghum sugar, the plant could, no doubt, be

cultivated wherever maize or "Indian corn" will

flourish. From the paper referred to we make a few

extracts :
—

The experiments were directed solely to procuring the

best possible sample of ciystalised sugar in the compost
form (gur) . So far as couldj,be understood iiom the re-
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ports receive from other parts of ludia, no saleable gur
had yet been made, aud even in America the mauufactm-o
of anytliing but syrup would seem to date from about

1S61. Experiments were tried with various re-agents for

defecating and claiifying the juice which is intensely acid,

much more so than that of sugarcane. Canes were cut

at various stages of growth to ascertain the most profit-
able period. Oanes were ground with the leaves oil to

economise the labour for stripping. The worm-eaten canes

were excluded. So a great deal of the crop was used

to gain experience and scarcely as much was used in

the manufacture of the best samples as would warrant the

building up thereon of a
.
commercial scheme. For this

another season or two must be awaited. The best results

were arrived at by stripping the canes in the field, cany-
ing them sti-aight to the mill as cut, putting them through
a Bihia mill at once, and boiling the juice in one pan, as

soon as removed from the mill. The best tiino for

cutting the canes iswhen the seed is in^e dough stage.
The head of seed is cut off with the top short, and left in the

sun to ripen, the whole of the seed being saved. As economy
is a great point, a portable mill that can be carried to the

field is a desideratum. Fermentation converts crystalisable

sugar into uncrystalisable. So does the acid in the juice at

high temperatures. Fermentation is set up in the juice on

exposure to the air ; hence the necessities for getting the

canes pressed and the juice neutralized as quickly as poss-
ible after cutting. To prevent fermentation also the mill,

boiling pan, aud vessel for holding the juice as it comes
from the mill were daily fumigated with a few sulphur
matches. A tew drops of castor oil were sprinkled on the

juice as it approached boiling poiut to aid in clarification,

and at boiling point, milk of lime was added carefully to a

poiut close on UBUliality. The scum as it rose was carefully

removed and the juice concentrated down to the proper con-

sistency for gur. A small quantity of " rab" was made
from which drained crystals were obtained as a sample : but

attention was chiefly concentrated on making gur. The
above details show no difference from those of the process of

manufacturing gur from sugarcane, as now practised by many
manufacturers. It is only given in detail because although

gur may be made from sugarcane juice, without using lime,

a skilful native sugar-boiler entirely failed in operating on

sorghum jiuce without lime, aud for the black sorghum the

failure was maintained even with lime, until a small quant-

ity of carbonate of soda, or sajji, had been aided as well

as the lime.

The analysis by Messrs. Carew and Company, Limited,
of a sample was as under :

—
Cane sugar • ... • 6r00
Crlucose . . . . . 2.3"85

Moisture . . . . . . 7'09

Ash .. .. .. 3-1.5

Unknown . . . . . . I'd

Total.. .100-00

This analy.sis shows for refining purposes an objection-
able amonnt of glucose aud a larger amount than was

present in a sample of sorghum gur manufactured tliis year,

also, at the Aska Sugar Works in Ma(b-as. The sugar
would clearly be more suitable for brewing piu-poses than

for refining purposes so far as exjjort is concerned. But

a peculiarity of glucose sugar is, I believe, its similarity

in taste to honey, a taste w-liich was very marked hi some

samples of the sorghum gur and which seems to be to the

liking of the people. Coming as it does out of season and

foi-ming a good eating gur, there is testimony fi'om both

Carew and Company and from Messrs. Thomson aud Myhie
that it will fetch a top jirice in the market. It may
possibly then become at least as popular for eating as

sugarcane gur, and so free a large quantity of the latter

for export particularly, if :is may be hoped, further ex-

perience ft-ill lead of "further improvement. Sorghum re-

quires no ii-i-igation, nor docs it require much manui-ing.

It can be gi-own on high light land which grows ordinaiy

khiu-if crops, and has in America been cultivated year
after year on the some sod without deterioration. The seed

is all saved aud is good food for man or cattle, while the

tops, leaves, aud begass are all eaten greedily by cattle.

It is worth then the closer altcntion of Indian agriculturists;

aud a large supply for dishibutiou should bc' intended of

the best Early Amber Tariety from America against the

coming kluiiif season.

124,

CINCHONA CULTIVATION:
ASPECTS.

ITS FINANCIAL

A planter, S. E. Wynaad, writes :

—There has, within tlie

last 3 yearf^, been quite a rage for cinchona planting.

Everyone has taken to planting cinchonas, to a great or

less extent ; and we ail have, or have had hopes uf making
fortunes out of the bark, antl being able notwitiistaudiug
the fickleness of our old love of coffee, to retire some of

us after many years of exile, to England, and those home
comforts which memory paints for us in the brightest
hues.
The cinchona-mania has some raison d'etre. Money has

undoubtedly been inade, and is now being made, from
cinchonas ; ami estimates, drawn up by authorities on the

subject shew us what handsome profits are still likely in

their opinion to be derived from the cultivation. But,

looking at the rapid extension which has been made in

cinchona cidtivation of late, the question naturally arises

will the demand for, and consumption of, the bark keej)

up with the supply, so as to insure paying prices some
years hence, when trees now being planted will have reached
the producing stage ? Philanthropists may rejoice when
"the bitter blessing" is brought within reach of the poorest
in the land

;
it will be well for the world generally ; but

win it be altogether satisfactory for the iiKlividual planter i*

Though he has Ids fail- share of the milk (unadulter-
ated) of human kindness ; it was not philantlu-opy alone
which induced the planter to spend his best years in

fostei-ing the Fever-slayer ;
cvia va fianfi du-n. Neither was

it revenge on the malignant goddess Malaria, for a
shattered constitution.

I calculate that there are now growing in Pykara,
Neddiwattum, Ouchterlouy Valley, and S. E. Wvnaad.
5,000,(100 cinchona plants: 10,000,1100 may be put' down
for North aud South Wynaad, Ootacamimd, Coonoor,
Kotageri, Kartary, Kooudahs, &c., giving a total of

15,000,000 plants for the Wynaad and Nilgiris. We
have besides Mysore, Coorg, Travancore, and other cUs-

tricts in Southern India, and Sikhim and Daijeeling in

the North, where cinchonas have been extensively planted ;

and I do not think I would be far wrong in putting
down another 15,000,000 as the number of plants uo»-

growing iu these parts ; giving, with the cultivation in

Wynaad aud Nilgu-is, a total of 30.000,000 plants for the
whole of British India. During the next two planting sea-

sous, 188.3 aud 1884, I believe a larger number of cinchon-
as will be planted out than in any previous years ; and

by the year 1890, there will be in British India not less

than 40,000,1)00 cinchona trees (yellow, crown, and rcil

barks) none of tliem less than Syears' old, with an annual

producing power, allowing |tb. ^ tree, of 10,000,0001b. of

bark, tliat is to say more than half the amount of the

present average annual outturn of bark in South America
from all sources. Then there are I eylon, Java, Jamaica,
Mexico, and other countries which have gone, and are still

going, in largely for this cultivation
;
and though it ha-s

been reported Tliat the South American cinchona forests,

owing to the wholesale harvesting, are rapidly decreasing,
it is difficult to get reliable information on the subject,
and it seems unlikely that South America will cease to be
a large proiUicer of bark for several years to come. I do
not think it would be too much to put down the pro-
duction of l)ark,in lNiO,in countries other than British India,
at 40,000.0001b., which would bring the whole worhl's pro-
duction to the gr.nnd total of 50,000,0001b., annually; or, »..

far as I have means of learning, more than double the

present ainuud consumption, and, even, allowing for a large

yearly increase in the demand for 1 ark, tar more than is

likely to bc required to supply the world's w-auts at that
data.

At the present time, inferior b:irk (twig and branch;
is not w-ortb shipping; being ''a .Irug" in the market
the druggists will have none of it ; aud if tlie German
brewers want to make use of it instead of hops for their

beer, one would naturally suppose that they would be

willing to give for it n-hat would al least pay the grower
for the freight and charges, especially this year when the

supply of hops was reported to be >hort. It remains to

he seen whether the price of a gnat deal of our stem
bark w-ill not, within tin- next few years, foil to a point
at which it will barely pay us to grow it. There is scope
for the extension of the consumption of quinine of couiee,
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but it is not uuliniitetl scope, Tliose countries favoured
with cheap labour, and suitable soil and climate, may be
able to <lerive fair profits from cinchonas for some years
to come : and amongst cinchona growers, he who is most
careful in the selection of his seed and gets a strong-
growing variety with rich bark to flourish on his land, will

be bett.T off than others. But to those who may con-

template going in for cinchona cultivation, I would point
out thiit the grand results talked of as having been ob-
taiueil and being now obtained by some in this branch
of agriculture, may, as far as they are concerned, be
relegated to the limbo of past possibilities.

1 am not myself a scientific man, but there is what may
be called the scientific side of Cinchona cultivation which
cannot be ignored in looking at its financial aspect. As a
cinchona-grower, 1 have to call in the aid of the scientist
to make uiin/i/sf: of different barks for me in my selection
of the hist p:iri'.it3 from which to got my plants in the
future. It might be well for a cinchona planter to be able to
make his own anaft/ses; but, alter all, the number of analijses
he will require, for all practical purposes, will be few,
Uule.ss he may hope by judicious hybridization to get a

variety richer or stronger growing than any that has yet
been found, and thus make a name for himself (for the
desire for fame maybe found even in the .iungle-wallah)
his expenses in the way of getting nece-s.sary <nutljisiam3.Ae
for him willnot amount to much. A planter can, or ought
to be able to, tell from the growth of a tree (be it of the

yellow, brown, or red bark family) and the appearance of
the bark, whether it deserves his special attention. Tliere

is, as everybody knows, in the cinchona tribe, a great range
of richness in quinine—from the Grey-htaics, with hardly any
quinine in them at all, to some of the LeiJgermnns which have
given over 13 per cent of this pi-ecious alkaloid. Some
of the best Lnhjcr plants are of shrubby growth, and
though they may give, when mature, over 10 per cent,
of quinine, it is a question whether it will not pay the

l^lanter better to go in for a stronger-growing tree with
only half this percentage of quinine in the bark. It will,
however, be the endeavour of every cultivator in the future
to grow as rich a variety as he can get to take kindly
to his soil and chmate

; and it follows that, by this selec-
tion ("natural selection" of the fittest !) of the best vari-
eties of cinchona, and, for the jiurposes of propagation,
the best parents amongst these varieties, steadily contin-
ued • in future years, the average percentage of quinine
in the bark reaching the ditt'erent markets must go on
increasing annually.

Putting down the quautitv of bark produced, we get
in 1883, 2.'),000,000 lbs

; in 1890, .50,000,000 lbs
; and in

the year 1900 i,000,000,OOI) lbs. But whereas the average
richness in quinine of total bark gathered in 18S3 is li

per cent ; the average in 1S90 will be 3 per cent, and
m 1900, possibly 4i percent. So that, though the .?«ff«</Yy

of hmk in the .years 1890 and 1900, will be respectively
twice and four times that of 1883, the y««H<(7// ufiininine
will be respectively four times and twelve times greater.
To state the case in another form ; in this year (1883),

barks giving under 1 per cent of quinine are all but un-
.salealile ; in 1890, barks giving' under 2 per ceut, and in the

year 1900, barks giving uuder 3 per cent of quinine will be
in the same unfortunate position.

The curative properties of quinidind and cinchonidine (and
in a lessor degree cinchouine) are now being thoroughly
recogni/.rd; this ought to raise a little the value of red,

relatively to other barks which are richer in quinine, if it

has nut done so
; but, for the purposes of my argument, it

was uunece.ssary to notice any but the principal alkaloid.

My figures do not pretend to be more tlian a very rough
approximation ; in a statement of this sort, this coulil not
have been otherwise. "We c.innot predict with certainty
what may happen by the year 1901); W'ynaad may then
have lapsed into jungle, and Mr, Gupta be Viceroy of Imlia !

But if it can be shewn by any of your planting readers that

my figures are far wrong, or that my statement of the pos-
ition of cinchona cultivation is founded on a misapprehen-
sion of the probabilities, nobody will be moregiad than I,

I have written simply and purel.y for the sake of vent-

ilating a view with regard to the future of chiuconas,
which, as one directl.y interested in their cultivation, is

acusiug me (possibly others nlso) considerable uneasiness.—
Jilutb'ag riiites.

PEPPER CULTIVATION ON THE WEST
COAST OF INDIA.

[Beypobe, 20th April.
—

Keferriug to your enquiry re

pepper cultivation sent to our Ooimbatore friends, we have
obtained the information we think you require, shewing
how pepper is cultivated on this coast, and enclose same.—Stanes & Co.]
The Peppek should be Pl.vnted in Low, Firm Ground.
In the beginning of the mouth of Juue, when the rain falls

incessantly, at the foot of a jack, mango, cajon, marcim, or any
other trees whose bark is rough or prickly dig a hole one foot
deep, the breadth and length sLx inches. Into this hole
put a cutting from the extremity of one of the branches
of a pepper vine, then fill it up with earth, taking care no
water is therein, and that none may remain after planting.
In the month of July roots will extend themselves in the
ground and the sprouts wdll appear on the surface, when
they are to bo tied- to a tree, and a circular bank of earth
thrown up round them that they may enjoy the moisture of
the water, which remains on the ground and sheltered from
the heat that prevails from the month of July to October.
When the rains cease, cover the root of the vines with fresh
leaves, it matters not from what tree, so that they have
the quahty of cooling. If the ground is too dry, water the
same moruiug and evening ; but, if it is entirely cool, twice
in eight days is sufficient. Then plant five or sis sprigs at
the foot of the same tree, taking particular care that they in
no wise touch each other. Teu days after the rains set in,
remove the leaves that cover the root of the viue, pull up
the grass that may have grown near them, and demolish
the circular bank of earth made to contain the water, that
none may remain at the foot of the tree. In the moutli
of August repeat the same. The vines are to be cherished
in this manner for three years. It must be observed that
the foot of the vines shouUl be covered every year in the
manner beforementioned. If the vine is once smothered
by the heat, it will begin to languish and produce no fruit;
so it is necessary to follow the above instructions. The
leaves ought likewise to lie removed in the month of Juue,
to prevent the white ants from reaching the root of the viue.

The Manner of Planting in the Month of Febhuaby,
WHEN the Ground is Low and Firm.

Having made hole ten inches from the tree, the depth
thereof being fifteen inches, the length and breadth twelve
inches each, take seven branches from the extremit.y of the
vine, cut them thirty inches long, ami put them into the
hole ; then

^

fill it three quarters with earth, and the re-
mainder with fresh lea%'es, ol iserving to put water thereon,
morning and evening, till the commencement of the rains,
when fill the hole with earth, and throw up the bank as
before directed. The time for planting these vines, in the
rainy season, is in the month of June ; and in the mouth of

February in the dry season. If they are planted at any
other time, they will not bear fruit. Trees planted for the
support of pe]>i.'er vines ought to be fifteen or sixteen feet as
under. If closer, the branches will ,shade the vines from the
sun. and they ought to receive a moderate amount of warmth,
iMaxxkr ok Planting in the Higher Situations axd

Firm Ground,
Make a square whole fifteen inches, the same distance

from tile tree, take teu branches from the extremity of the
viue of seven inches length each, put them into the hole ot
a certain distance, filling it with earth and treating them
as before directed. Two years after they are planted it is

necessary to throw up a square bank of earth round every
five plants that the rainwater may soak in and nourish the
roots. If this is omitted <luring the rains, the viue will not
subsist during the dry season, on account of the heat. This

square is to be repaired every three 3'ears by wdiich nioai B
the vine will live a long time aad produce plenty of pejiptr ;

it ought to be done during the rains
,
in the month of July.

Manner of Planting in Very High Ground.
ISfake a square hole 2| feet deep, at the same distance

from the tree, take 12 slips from the extremity of one of
the vines, two feet nine inches long, put them into a liole

at a certain distance, and cover them as before directed

throwing up the square bank. It is necessary to plant
these wines at the time before-mentioned. The reason for

making the whole deeper is on account of the heat which
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prevails on high places. Vines planted in a strong soil

will not protUice any fruit, because the roots cannot extend
themselves with facility.
A sandy soil is equally prejudicial to them because it is

naturally hot
; and tlie heat of the sun penetrates with more

facility than in any other ground.
You may plant vines in a place where fresh water com-

municates itself in the same manner as in ground entirely
low and firm

;
but I doubt very much if they will produce

pepper. If they yield any I am certain the grapes will be of
no great account, because of the continual moisture the

plant will receive. I have already remarked it is absolutely
neces.sary that the vines enjoy an equal degree of heat and
moisture, if you think of gathering a good crop.

MANNEit OF Planting the Pepper Grain.
Take ripe pepper and put into water for three days, at

the end of which take otf the skin, and, after you have
mixed good red earth, with cow duug and water, put the

pepper into it, exposing the same to the suu for three d.ays,

early in the morning and evening ;
it is necessary tliis

mixture be neither too thick nor too thin. After this plant
the same in an earthen pot, every grain at a certain dis-

tance, taking care to water them every day with a water-

pot, until the stalk has four leaves. Then dig a hole at the
foot of a tree, two feet deep and nine inches long and
broad, take cow dung and ashes of all sorts of firewood, put
it into the hole, and mix the same with the ground dug
out of it, taking care to fill it in such a manner that there

only remains five inches of elevation. Fifteen days after,

plant four pepper vines in every hole, cover them with
earth two inches deep ; tluring the summer water them
every day, moruing and evening, and cover iluring the rains.

Likewise take care that no water remains at their feet, by
covering them with earth. As soon as the rains are over,
throw up a circular bank of earth round them to contain
the water they are watered with. In this manner they
must be nourished for three years ;

in the fourth year they
vnW begin to give fruit. These instructions are to be fol-

lowed every year. These proper plants are planted either
in high or low ground, but it is necessary it be very firm.

JIanneb of Planting where Salt Water is.

After having made a hole, thirteen inches square, at the
foot of a tree, fill the same half up with good red earth
without mixing it in the least with salt water

;
then plant

therein ten .slips, of those vine, at a certain distance, and
cover the same with good red earth. When the rains are
over, throw again red earth at their feet, and make a circular
bank round them, to form a conservatory, for watering them
every other day, taking particular c ire to cover the feet
of the branches with fresh leaves. In the beginning of the

rains, fill the conservatory and take away the leaves,

ob.serving to pull up the grass that sprouts at their feet,

covering them with red earth, at the same time spreading
same round about. They are to be nourished every year, as is

pointed out at the beginning of these Instructions.—Indian
A(/rictfltm'ist, September 1S7S.

COFFFE TRADE OF SANTOS.
By Consul Weight.

The production of coffee was alreaily fast outstrijiping
consumption when, early in 1880, the Brazilian Government
saw fit to become an exporter of the article, with the view
of placing funds abroad to meet its obligations instead of as

hitierto making remittances in bills of exchange; thus en-

tering the Kio market as a buyer in competition with legitim-
ate exporters, and upsetting for the time being all calcul-

ations as to exchange, not only preventing the then natm-al
decline of prices out here, but really causing an advance to
a point relatively above the simultaneous market value

abroad, and depressing all foreign markets by throwing their

shipments almost ia toto upou one, New York, especially at
that time, when a combination was endeavoiu-ing to *' corner"

cotfee, thereby causing greater caution on the part of the

general trade and anxiety in Europe that New York might
be compelled to ship part of her stocks thither.

The oiieration of the gorernment resulted in a loss stated
to amount to at least ,suO,flH() railreis, to say nothing of its

consequences upon legitimate mercantile tra<le. As a matter
ut course, I would not allude thus to the trans.action had it

not been so freely discussed in .and out of Parliament and
in commercial circles everywhere for some time i)astas to

place it beyond the pale of othcial reserve.

Looking at the then tremulous state of the coffee trade (so
often before afflicted by sjieculative rings which resulted dis-

astrously), owing to the visible and ii\creasing overproduction
everywhere as compared with consumption, it is considered
to have been unwise on the part of the (iovermnent to

have struck the iii'st blow at the downward tendency
because if left to merchants regularly and legitimately in

the trade, they would have known how to have met the

anticipated natui'al changes. But even this was (U'uied

them by the public assertion of the successor to the minister
of finance who executed the commercial measure alluded

to, that he ajiproved of the course of his predecessor, and
would repeat the operation if he saw fit, wdiile the oper-
ation has lately been defended in the Impi^rial House of

Representatives, although ably contested. All this causes

morvousness in the h'ade now, as for some time pa.st, lest

such an operation might suddenly be predicated.
There are those who beUeve that the ;Brazilian Govern-

ment is interi^sted in the gi-cat Havre ring, but I am not
one of them, however idausible their deductions drawn
from the i)ast year may appear. It may be that the oper-
ation I have alluded to may have given birth to the hope
of these wealthy French speculators that it might he

repeated either wholly or on account with them, but they
have apparently been left to caiTy theii- own burden.

They may have been and may still be influenced by the

hope that the reported negotiation between Brazil and
France may result in a commercial treaty, resulting in a
diminution of the exorbitant French duty on cotfee -rtmoimt-

iug to more than the invoice cost, withfreight and mai-ine

insiu'ance added, so as to oft'set some recompense on this

side for the importation of real French wines, instead of

the Hamburg concoctions imported and sold as French.
In my No. 60, dated January 16, I spoke of the Ha%Te

ring, with its enormous cotfee stock hanging as an incubus
over the the ti'ade, and so it has continued. In Septem-
ber its Ha\Te stocks were represented to li.ave cost £3,006,000

sterhng, against the market estimated value £2,000,600

sterling, or a straight loss of £1,060,660 sterling, not in-

cluding expenses of "
carrying," previous losses, &c.

Sevenu large failures also have occiu'red there ; yet a re-

inforced concern seems to have been organized, .and is

apjiarently determined to continue the same course. Why
Santos and Santos cott'ee should have been alone selected

for these speculative operiitions is puzzling, but so it is.

Certain is it also that the BraziUau coft'ee ti'ade has changed,
assumed a new form ; for whereas formerly the large

importers sent out orders .and letters of credit for pui--

chases, of large parcels and cargoes for sale there to job-
bers ; now-a-days these very jobbers liave become im-

porters, and to such an extent that the old importers are

almost driven from the field. Nearly all the finns m Santos

and Rio have head or branch houses, or partners,
or agents abroad, through whom they offer to sell for

immediate or future sliipment a given quantity of ooft'ee,

quahty as per type sample there shown, at a fixed price in

foreign money, this price including invoice cost on bo.ird and

freight. This eniibles the jobbers and retailers to buy out

here instead of there, where they were so often in the meshes
of speculative cliques. Now they know that on a certain

day they will have their supply audits co.st. they running no
risk except the loss of the vessel, and hence their expected

supply, all other risks falling upon the vendor here. They
obtain letters of credit just as others do, and settle for the

drafts drawn in virtue thereof payable at ninety days after

sight in Loudon, Paris. Frankfort, etc., just as readily as if

they made the purchase in warehouse at New York, Havre,

Antwerp, Hamburg, etc., on sixty days' credit, to be paid
for in cash as " taken from store, with discount." But the

system is a bad one an- 1 may yet result seriously, and this

seems to be the opinion of many who shun such, on a prin-

ciple well founded. The risks run by the party out here are

many and serious ; among them, quality sold not obtainable,

prices advanced, exchange rates advanceil. absence of steam-

ers and vessels, rainy weather preventing shipments within

.specified time, fires, etc. If all these are to be fearcil in con-

tracting for shipping
'
short," how much more for '•

long"

delivery ?

I am informed that coffee has been sold to Havi'e,

quality and price agreed upon, for shipment here :i'l along

up tlie end of March, 1883. C'otfeo is therefore sold which

may not exist, as myriads of pods or dried berries are

still on the bushes, and may or may not inclose beans or

l)urnt, oille.ss kernels. Then, again, this is a rainy climate
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and the main stem of our railroad system maj' again be

damaged on the Serra and traffic iuterrupted, aa we liave

often seen before, thus stopping supplies, which would of

course interfere with the fulfilment of these future de-

livery coutracts. Nothing can show more plainly how the

trade has been cut up than Table V., in my dispatch
No. 84, made up from the invoice book of this consulate

containing the number of invoices certified to. The
number for 1882 would have bean greater had not a large

buyer in New York, for its roasting purposes, opened
branch houses at Rio and here and ship their cotfees in

large invoices. The small invoices, then, poiut to the fact

that the consignees are many, and perhaps a number of

tliem are in our interior cities and towns.

Laying aside the Havre operations, the same is the case

with Europe, where it seems many cities aud town have
their respective little combinations for importation aud
division among individual members thereof. A house
here not long ago shipped per steamer to Hamburg
2,000 bags, divided or cut up into fifteen invoices for

delivery all over Germany at different points. I

was told that the largest invoice was for 1,000

bags. This house is one of the oldest, wealthiest

and most reliable import and export firms here, able

to do what they wish, but nothing with type samples
futures or speculation as now conducted. You will thus
see that the Brazilian coffee trade has been brought down
nearly to a Ceylon writer's notion of "

plantation to cup."

The priiL's of coffee here are very low as compared with
former ye,t is, and much is being said and written about it

both here and abroad, and the Government and Associations
are engaged in promoting the display of sami:»Ies in Eui'ope
aud the LThited States, with the view of bringing Brazilian,

especially 8antos coffee better before consumers. If au ex-

portation of 1,.500,000 bags cannot show what Santos coffee

x«ally is I fail to see how a few finger-picked samples,
showing what it can aud ought to be, but representing what
cannot be h. id, can have any good effect. Far better would
it be to have an exhibition of samples of coffee from other

protlucing countries at some central point in the province
where the planters might go and see that planters in those
counti'ies send to consuming markets for sale the same
coffee that their own cooks, after picking and washing
out stones, chaff, &c., roast and pi-epare for the table. No
onu can or will deny that the flavour of Santos coffee is

not equal to any other, but it hurts the planter to see it

quoted so much below others abroad, and to be told that it is

mixed with aud sold as some other kind at the quoted market
price for such kind. Nothing more reasonable than this, for

if the planter deems it more to his interest to send down for

sale his crop containing one-fom'th stones, tlii't, unsightly,
valueless, black, and ashy beans aud husk, he ought to

expect it to be sold at a pxice here wliich will allow some
niargiij for cleaning it abroad and putting it into the
same condition for roasting and raising as he himself uses.

Too many coffee trees have been planted, and hence
the fruit is not properly harvested and prepared for market,
and planters are reported as confessing tliis. Weil-pre-
pared coffees are sent down and fetch relatively high
prices, both here aud abroad, but being exceptions, are
not generally quoted. And if the actual low prices here
leave a loss to the planter, wluci, however, I do not
believe he must blame himself in tacitly protecting the

high and exorbitant railroad freight charges. These rail-

roads pay dividends at the rate of ten to fom-teen per
centum per annum. All but one are native enterprises,
in many instances, many planters being large shareholders,
who grumble at low coffee prices, but not at their rail-

road dividends. The r.^ihoad freight and charges average
o nuh'eis on every bag of coffee sent to Santos ; the

average sale price today is about 17 niilreis per bag ((iO

kilogs. or 132 lb), not including very ordinary and triage,
uf which there is a large quantity in store not worth
nn an average over 9 or 10 milreis per bag, which, de-

ducting all other charges will leave httle or nothing for
the planter. The planter must now clean his crop very
much better so as to send down a better quality, send
down a smaller quantity and obtain comparatively higher
pi'ices, paying or rather not paying, freight on unsent
trash, and cause railroads to be satisfied with less incomes
and smaller dividends ; otherwise Mexico may teach them
a severe lesson.—American Mail.

To Make TouC4h Meat Tender (.see p. 967).—Please try
Fig leaves for softening meat, as I recommended in

your Journal years ago. You might do well to wait until

you have some grown in the open au-, as those grown
under glass might be less efficient than I found them in

Algiers. The common Nettle is considered in Belgium to

possess the opposite properties, and is much used for %vi-app-
ing up such deUcate things as trout, crayfish, game aud
other deUcacies, when sending them out in baskets.—Jean
Van Volxem.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Mangkove Fkuit.—Misprints are a source of
trouble to all editors and words similar in ortho-

graphy are often confounded. The most recent case
occurs in the Queenslander where "

mangoes" has been
changed by composite diablerie into "

mangroves,"
thus :

— "Orchards of a tropical character are not at
all unfrequent in the coast lands near Brisbane, and
conspicuous among them is Green Hill nursery and
orchard, owned by Mr. A. Williams at the eight-mile
Plains. His mangroves this year huve produced par-
tioalarly good fruit, the flavour of most of them being
excellent, especially the 'rose' and the '

strawberry
'

varieties, and olhersw tjich we have had the pleasure
of tasting. To give our readers an idea of them it

13 only necessary to state that some of the larger ones
were nearly IJlb. weight."

Planting Tea with Coffee.—With reference to
"Vera"'s rather despondent letter and estimates
on page 991, we may briefly say that while he
puts R60 per acre as the cost of planting up
coffee with tea and cultivating &e., several planters
think it can be done, with care and economy, for
not more than R40 per acre. One point cannot be
pressed too strongly on planters of tea, and that is

to have their supply of plants well matured before

going to the expense of clearing new land or of holing
coffee-land. One authority goes so far as to say
that plants might well be left more than a year in
the nursery with advantage, aud we learn of a case
where 150,000 iwo year old nursery plants put out last
season have done so well that this year they a\'«

being cropped, thus saving cost of a year's weeding
as well as interest on planting on new land, aud
saving the coffee one year longer on old plantations.
First, then, let the would-be tea planter make sure
of his nursery and of a good supply of fully-matured
healthy tea plants.

Eucalyptus Leaf Ointment.—Josephson's Ointment is

of Australian origin, being the property of Messrs. E. Row
and Co., of New South AYales. In the colonies it has
achieved, we believe, considerable success in the treatment
of wounds, etc. It is, we are told, prepared from wild plants
that are peculiar to Australia, these plants being "met with
nowhere except on that contineut." What these plants
are we are not informed, but their efficacy on being trans-
formed into an ointment is testified to by a number of testi-

monials published by the English agent, Mr, Dawson, of
Macclesfield. As some of these date back as far as 1874, the
ointment can scarcely be considered in its iufancy. It is in

composition a vegetable extract, and quite harmless, and is

very cooUng in its action. For sores of all kinds, and for

burns, chilblains, piles, etc., it is especially recommended.
Since writing the above our attention has been drawn to the

following paragraph in explanation of the composition of the
ointment :

—" Uf the various families of plants pecuUar to

Austraha, none is of greater importance, both from a scientific

and au industrial point of view, than those comprised in the
class of Eucalypti or gum trees. There are in all over one
hundred distinct species in this family, some, of the larger
varieties being giant forest trees, attaining a height of up-
wards of 200 feet. Besides timber of a superior quality, they
yield gum, tannin, and other products of economic utility.
It is to the medicinal virtues of the Eucalypti, however, that

particular attention is directed. The leaves of several of the

species, when duly pri-[)areil aud compounded into an oint-

ment, are found to poss-'ss healing properties, which, without
exaggeration, may bo termed remarkable."—E-rpurt Prices
Current ^ lYude Report.
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^mteupmidence.

To Ike Editor of the ''Ceylon ObserverT
THE BABOOL [ACACIA ARABICA) TREE.

London, 20tli April 1883.

Sir,—In my No. 5 "New Commercial Planta."

1 poiuteil out the probable value that the babool

tree [Acacia Arahica) would obtain.

I am glad to be able now to inform your read-

ers that the dried pods have been tested here, aud

they are found to yield about 60 per cent of tannin

matter: this is after the seed.s have beeen extracted.

There is no value in the seed; therefore it would be

better to let the pods dry on the place where they
are cultivated, and then extract the seed, and press
the pods and send tliem home.
The action of this tauiiin produces a beautiful light-

coloured leather, aud I feel sure that it will be

worth while growing this tree. It is a native of

India aud the West Indies; 30 there will be no diffi-

culty in obtaining stock direct.

Valouia is now worth £18 a ton ; so this ought
certaiuly to be worth £40, but owing to the tan-

ners beiug so peculiar aud really not knowing when

they get a valuable and rich tauuiu substance, they
often allow such drugs as Balsamocarpum, which

yieUls four times as much as Valouia, to lie in the

market unsold at £18 to i'20 a ton; whereas, if they
knew the value of it, it would be worth to them
i'40 to £50 a ton for the pod.

Owing to the diffusion of information by Mr. \V.

N. Evans, the greatest authoiity on pr.TCtical tan-

ning, many of tlie tanners are having the water they
use analyzed, and wh^re it is hard they are preci-

pitating the lime iind in consequence obtaining very bene-
ficial results.

I cau only give you from time to time the mat-
ters that pass before me in this country, and I do

hope that some of your scientific readers will give
the public the benefit of their experience of the
Babool tree, and if it is easily cultivated when it

fruits, &o.

I do so miss the Tropical Agriculturist, my copy
having gone astray.

— I am, sir, yours obediently,
THOMAS CHRISTY.

TEA IN FIJI.

Alpha Estate, Taviuni, Fiji.

Dear Sir,
—I should esteem it a favour if you would

be kind euougli to insert Mr. Moody's letter and the re-

port in your valuable journal. I have the pleasure to
draw your atteutiou to a aumbev oi the Federal Aitstral-

i(i)i, particularly No. SS, of November last, in which an
article on the capabilities of Fiji appeared, and on which
a leader was wi'itteu. If you consider these worthy of
notice in yom' columns, I am sure much interest would
be felt by many of your readers.—Believe me, faithfully
yours, JAMES E. MASON.

Hon. James E. Mason, Taviuni, Fiji.

Melbourne, Ifith December 1882.

Dear Sir,—1 duly received yours of the 31st October
aud also samples of teas which have been carefully ex-
amined, aud further I sent them up to the laboratory for

analysis.
The result I duly sent to the Argus, Age and Tele-

graph newspapers, and it appears in the two latter papers
copies of which I send you, and 1 also enclose clipping
from the Age. The Argtts so far has not published it.

To tin- re]>orfc 1 have little to add. The teas are excel-

lently fermented, but the firing should have been brisker,
but beware uf burniug or smoking. If you cau turn out
tea like the samples, you are sure to sell .such teas freely
aud at good paying prices. Any way it prove.'* fiue teas

can be grown in Fiji. The analysis is very satisfactory.

Only Oeylon teas have gone so low in mineral ash a 8

yours. The highest extract obtained from auy tea never
went beyoud 53 for Ceylon, and the average of
Foochow teas rarely exceeds 34 : so yours at 45'21 aud
45*80 are very high. The soluble salts, iu comparison with
the mineral ash, are veiy high. The percentage of theine
173 and 186, is also good. Some China teas lately arrived

only went '43 to '90.

The appearance of both teas with their rich tips is very
good, though for keeping I prefer the grey black to the
black colour of your teas.

It is very difficult to value a new article, but my values
arc near enough, and would probably be realized for small

quantities of like samples to those you forwarded.
The notices I sent to the press, because it is a new

thing in this part of the world, and also it will help it

on in selling the tea next year.
—Yours very truly,

J. O. Moody.
P. S.—18th.—The Argus puts itiu today's issue.—J. O. M.

[Extract from, the Melbourne "
Arijus," November

\Sth, 1882).

Tea From Fiji.

The Hon. James E. Mason, of the Alpha tea and coffee
estate, Taviuni Fiji, has forwarded to Mr. J.o. Moody, tea ex-
pert of Melbourne, samples of the first Fijian tea produced, ac-

companying it with a letter stating that early next year he
hojird to pluck off 30 acres planted with tea, and that the
-samplc-i sent were hastily prepared in a barrel with a fryingpan
of charcoal. Mr. J. O. Moody's report on the samples is as
follows ;

—
"Fiji Pekoe.—Leaf, handsome, small, even, golden-tipped pekoe,

evenly and well fermented. Liquor, very strong, full, rich and
pungent pekoe flavour, thick with deep red infusion ; an invalu-
able tea fur mixing, and worth about 2s 6d per lb. iu bond."

Fiji Pekoe Souchong.—Leaf, well-made, wiry, twisted, rich
black tippy leaf, eveuly and well feremented. Liquor, strong
full, rich, aud ripe, true pekoe souchong ilavoiur, with good
bright-red infusion ; a fine tea to driuk alone, and worth about
Is 9d per lb. iu bond. These teas have the character of good
Ceylou growths, and are in every respect suitable teas for gen-
eral consumption. Such aamples are sure to meet with ready
sale in Australasia or Great Britain."
Mr. Frederic Dunn, Analyst, Inlustrial and Techuological Mu-

seum Laboratory, under date the 12th November 1882, reports
on the same samples :

—
"

l^pon analysis they give:—

Pekoe
Peke Souchong

)00
)'85

1-36

4-40
46-80
48-28

a ° »

2-98

3-00
1-73
I'Sfi

"The percentage of mineral ash aud solulbe salts found in
these teas closely resemble the amount obtained from the Cey-
lon exhibition teas. Taking into consideration that the above
samples are the result of an experimental trial, the results are
highly satisfactory, and the analysis speak well for Fijian teas."
True copy.

—James E. Mason, Taviuni.

TEA DRYING BY STEAM.
2nd May 1883.

Deap. Sir,—Referring to a communication in your
paper of the 21st ult., under the abovehcading, I may ex-

plain that its publication was premature. It contained

only a crude idea, and the details given are meant
rather to illustrate the principle tban to describe
what 1 consider the completed machine.

Thedra->ings and descriptive letti r were submitted
by

" Teksab "

to an expert of his acijuaintance for an
opinion on the same with a requeet to return them,
which was overlooked.
The main feature in the machine is the arrangement

for producing any desired temjiorature above 212° by
generating steam under a corresponding pressure. That
this c.iu be effected with [icrfect iiicetv by a prei'sure
valve wt»8 shown in the letter referred 10, and my
object in writing now is to puint out that the danger
of uxplqaiou will be very much less than you might
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conclude from the remarks of the expert to whom
you submitted the matter.

I annex a series of temperatures with the relative

pressures. From it you will see that the pressure

corresponding to a temperature of 280° (beyond which
no tea machine should be worked) is only ,36 pounds,
not 75 as your referee implied. The machine will be
made of stfel pates, and, as they will nowhere be more
than li" to 2" apart, they may be strengthened
to any required degree by ribs of H iron. The
distance at which these ribs should be placed and
thickness of plates required in order to bear with

perfect safrty a maximum pressure of ,36 pounds are

mere matters of detail.

By the way, I can't help questioning your expeit's

competency to give a verdict in the decisive terms he

usee, or he must have glanced at the thing in a very
cursory manner not to have seen that, in this case,

fiat surfaces could be strengthened to bear almost any
pressure and this without seriously encroaching on his
" small foi'tune." May I ask further for particulars
of a few of the fatal explosions caused by the "sudden
contraction" of steam in India? That steam-driers

have been tried in India and abandoned is no reason

why they should not be tried in Ceylon, as I may
remind you that in more than one instance Indian
failures have been carried to a successful issue in Ceylon.

1 may add that, instead of having steam led into

the apparatus from a detached boiler, as suggested in

"Teksab"'9 letter, the machine will be its own boiler,

and, in working, would be filled with watpr to above
the level of the top tray, so that it will be not steam

but water at a temperature of 280° which will be in

contact with the drying plates.
—Yours faithfully,

JOHN R, K. LAW.
P.S.—I have seen Mr. Shnnd's letter, pronouncing

the idea an infringement of his patent. Are we to

conclude that this patent, covers all possible and im-

possible applications of steam— that in short he is the

inventor of steam ? As well might Mr. Laurie claim

that all the recent transplanters are infringements of

his original patent, since, like his, they are all made
f tin.
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certaiuly worth $1(;,000,000, total $76,000,000 for raw

materiul, the vahie of which would surely be moro than
trebled in the manufacture. Thus S250, 000,000,
are obtained, which 13 more than equivalent to the

£50,000,000 Jour eouiemporary of the "Times "
lutely

ijuoted, and, unless you are prepared to show thiit

the import of raw rubber into the United States was

considerably less than 33,000 tons last yeiir, you are

wrong in culling the American editor's statement " an

exaggeration I" Certainly, you cannot condemn ligures

given iu a Census Bullitin for the year 1882 upon
the strength of a newspaper's loose statement for the

year 1S80 ! And a striking feature which you
would do well to call your readers' attention to

is the increase in vidue of the raw product in six

years from 4S cents to SI '25 cents per lb.—Yours

truly, W. MOREY.

[The sooner Mr. Morey, as Consul, refers the question
to headquarters the better, and he will probably
find that a printcr'.s errir is acoountablii for the 250
millions dollars w irth of rubber manufactures ; the

Census Bulletin may be all right and the Mail all

wrong.—Ed.]

MOSS GROWING ON COFFEE TREES AS
COVERING FOR CINCHONAS.

Dear Sir,—Has any one tried moss growing on the

stems and primaries of old coffee as a covering for

cinchona trees, as I have neTer seen it done, and
would recommend some of your readers to try how
to apply it best.

Sometimes grass for thatching the trees growing
through ooH'ee ie not to be had within reach, and in

such a case moss will be found a cheap covering
for trees large enough to be worth the labour, whil ;

the coffee trees will benefit by its removal.
I have tried it on a small scale, and so far it appears

to answer the purpose well.

The plan 1 have taken is, after removing strips of

bark for quill otV a tree, to lay on moss under old

shingles and tie firmly with coir, beginning at the
bottom of the stem and working upwards. Perhaps
dead coffee leaves might be a substitute for mose, put
on and secured under shingles ; but this may draw
attention to material at hand for experiment, and
how to make it of use.—Yours truly, FOG.

PLANTING TEA AND CINCHONA ON
MORTGAGED COFFEE ESTATES.

Dear Sir,—At this time proprietors are planting
up their coffee estates with tea. I would ask for

whom, i. c, for themselves or for their mortgagees?
Let lis take a not unusual case—a 200 acre estate

that durhig the last 4 years has dwindled down from
5,000 to 1,000 bushels parchment and over which
there is a mortgage of R50,000 at 8 per cent and
from which say .3,000 rupees worth of cinchona

shavings and toppings can be obtained annually at

present. I am speaking of holing and planting plants,
and propose the first year to plant 100 acres between
tlic eoli'ec rows only, at 3 feet apart ; the second year
to plant the other 10l> acres the same way ; the third

to plant up the coffee rows in 100 acres 3 feet

apart, taking out tlie coffee ; the fourth year to plant
the coffe'e row of the remaiuiiig 100 acres, taking out
the coffee : so at the end of the fourth year you have
50 acres 4 year old, 50 acres 3 year old, 50 acres 2

year old, 50 acres 1 year old tea and no coffee. To
keep the cotiee and planted tea iu order, to plant 50
acres tea yearly, to plant and harvest the cinchona,
I do not think K60 per acre is a high expenditure.
Taking the above tigures and taking 4 years, what
is the result ?

lat year expenditure 12,000 Profit. Loss.
Interest 4,000=10,000
Value of cinchona ... 5,000
Value of coffee .,,10,000=15,000 1,000
2ud year's result is the

same 10,00
3rd year you take out 100 acres of coffee, but may

fairly increase the return from cinchona, say :
—

Value of cinchona ,,, 7,500
Value of coffee ,, 5,000= 12,.500

against interest and expenditure 10,000 3,500
4th year you have no coffee

"j

but say profit of 10 cents per V 750
lb. on 7,500 lb. tea, say J
and value of einchona ,,, 7, 500_ 8,250

againstexpeuditure and interest of...
~

16,000 7,750
or a total loss on the 4 years' working of ,., R13,250
which added to the mortgage above-mentioned 50,000

makes a debt on the estate of ,,. .., 03,250
or say as the last year's expenditure was
not reduced ... 60,000
and you may have :

50 acres 4 year old tea worth R300 per acre .., 15,000
50 ,, 3 ,, „ 250 ,, .,, 12,500
50 „ 2 ,, ,, 200 ,, .., 10,000
50 ,, 1 ,, ,, 150 7,500
and cinchonas worth perhaps ,.. ... 30,000

making the whole estate worth ,,, ,,. 75,000
and an estate which would not give you profit after

paying interest for perhaps 2 years longer. Few
mortgagees can wait so long for their money, and, if

there are not buyers, there is small chance of bor-

rowing R60,000 on an estate valued at R75,000 : in
fact a tea estate has been made for your mortgagee.
There may be other better ways of planting tea

through coffee, and ijlanting at stake may be cheaper;
but I think the yield of coffee will be lessened by
tea growing thickly through it, I don't say I am cor-

rect, )5ut I should like to see the subject discussed.

My estimate is a very rough one and can very easily
be picked to pieces. (Cinchonas grow, and more bark
can be harvested, but cinchonas also die ; we may get
better coffee crops, but we may get worse, and ai'e

specially likely to when tea is sapping the soil.

Great reduction of mterest by mortgagees aided by
better coffee crops would help the proprietor more
than anything. Let the visiting agents in their re-

ports, instead of condemning coffee, tea and cinchona,
condemn the high rates of interest, and they would
do good to the proprietor, mortgagee and the country.—I am, yours faithfully, \'ERA.

OuHiosiTV OF Tree Grovvth,—Au iutercstmj,' observation
oil tree ruigs is recorded by Prof. Bachclart iu La Xalare.
Din-iug a visit to the nuns of Palenque, Mexico, in 1859,
Bl. Charnay caused all the trees that hid the facjade of
one of the pyi'aniids of the place to be cut down. On
a second visit in 1880, he cut the trees that had grown
since 1859, and he remarked that all of them had a mun-
ber of concentric circles greatly superior to their age.
The oldest could only have been 2- years of age, but
on a section of one of them he counted 250 circles, A
sluuli. 18 mouths old at most, had IS concentric circles.

M, Charnay foiuid the case repeated in every specie,s, and
in trees of all sizes, H(^ concluded that in a hot or
moist chmate, where nature is never at rest, it may pro-
duce not one circle a year as with us, liut one a month.
The age of a monument has often been calculated from
that of trees that have grown on its ruins. For Palenque,
M. Laraiuzar calculated 1,700 years, having counted 1,700
rings iu a tree, M, Charnay's observation requires the
number to be cut down to 1511 or 200 years, making a
cousi<lerable diilereuce, a matter of 1,5011 years. Prof,
Baehelart asks whether M, Charnay took account of cert-
ain coloured ruigs which some tropical ti-ees present iu
cross .section, and which are to be distinguished from the
annual circles.—N. W, LviUBiajiuw.—Jyio/w^ of Fortstry.
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Maturity of AVood.—The question is often put, At
what age is wood of the different species of trees most

profitable and advantagously cut as a ripe and mature crop ?

This is not a simple but compound question, and requires
a somewhat lengthy explanatory answer. Two things in

particiJar contribute materially in determining the age at

which each species of tree should be cut as properly
mature. First, the situation and kind of soil on which
the tree grows; second, the number of trees upon the

ground and manner in which they were thinned at the

various stages of growth.
—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Oamthor assisting the Gehmination op Seeds.—It is,

I believe, not generally known that most seeds are greatly
hastened in their germinating process by being soaked,

previous to sowing, in soft water, to a pint of which a

lump of camphor about the size of a large nut has been
added. I have tried this experiment on many vegetable
seeds, such as Peas, Beans, &:c,. as well as Palms, Ricinus
and various other tropical seeds, which we often receive

with very hard testas, many of which would require soak-

ing for a long period in the ordinary way ;
but with the

addition of camphor, as before stated, only a very short

period of soaking is required. A\''hen time will permit I

intend undertaking a series of experiments relative to the
value of camphor, &c., in influencing or hastening the

germination of seeds generally, and will, with the Editor's

permission, communicate the results in these columns.—
T. AV". S. Lee.—Joxinud of HortictdUtre,

Malaria in Italy.—An Embassy report from Italy in

referring to the subject of malaria in the country, which
is very great, says the chief causes of the complaint are
attributed to stagnant water and the destruction of timber.
It is poiued out that while in France the forest service

costs the State 14,000,000 francs per annum, Italy spends
no more than 150,000 hre. France has laid out 23,000,000
francs on rewooding her forests during the past twenty
years; Italy in five years has completely denuded of timber

1,500,000 hectares of land. Emigration increased from 19,000

persons in 1876 to over 40,000 in 1879, to a great extent on
account of the malaria. The sole practical effort to combat
this plague has been made by the indi-\ndual energy of

the French Trappists at the monastery of Tre Fontane,
near Rome, where they have planted Eucalyptus trees on
a large scale in one of the most unhealthy parts of the

Oampagna.—Gardeners'' Chronicle.

" Native Bread."—A few specimens of a curious tuberous

body, which occm's in small quantities in clayey soil in

Jamaica, have been forwarded to us with the following
account by Mr. J. Hart :

—" It is apparently of fungous
origin. It may be an edible species of Tuberacei. It is

found about 2 inches from the surface of strong clayey
pastures at 5,000 feet elevation ; mean temperature 63 '^

Fahi*. The specimens are found solitary, at very iri'eguiar
distances from each other, and of different sizes, at all

seasons of the year. They are often discovered on the
surface after heavy rains, the wash from which has carried

away the surface soil." Mr. Hart's specimens at once
reminded us of those which were sent more than twenty
years ago from Ti'avancore by Horaninow under the
name of Myhtta lapidescens, Hor., and which are figured
in Linn. Transactions^ vol. xxiii., tab. 9, fig. 14— 17, and
they are doubtless identical, though coming from such a
distant locality. They accord closely in structure with

Mylitta austraUs, a fresh specimen of which was sent
both to Tulasne and Corda, and figured by the latter in his

Icones, vi., tab. ix., fig. 93, from which it is clear that
the affinity is with Eudogone, but unfortunately perfect
fruit has never been seen. The production is well known in

Australia under the name of " native bread," and there is

no doubt that it is perfectly wholesome, but the Jamaica

specimens are too small to make them of any economic

importance. The white veins consist of threads less com-
pacted than those of the intermediate mass, the tips of
which swell, and doubtless are the infant state either of

asci or spores. A long account of similar matters will

be found in the Jovrnnl of the Linnean Society, vol. iii.. No.
10. The Ti-avancore specimens are used as medicine by
the Chinese, but, like many other of their remedies, are
of very doubtful utility, and perhaps rather tlependent
on their nutritious property, like Salep, than on any sanative
attribute.—M. J. B.—Gard^^iei's^ Chronicle.

TEaiPERATURE OF SoiL AND " Oanker "
are thus noticed

in the Journcd of Horticxdiure -.

—Barren cankered trees
have been cured of their disease, and their barrenness

\ replaced by fertility, by simply having their roots lifted

I

out of the cold under soil and placed near the warmer
1 surface. Dr. Lindley, quoting from the Memoirs of the
Caledonian Horticultural Society, in his "

Theory of Horti-

culture,
" mentions a case of this kind. Mr. Reid of Bal-

carras cured cankered trees by taking their roots out of
soil which at 3 feet deep was diuing the summer months
44°, at 18 inches 50 °

,
at 9 inches 57 ^

, and at 6 inches
61 °

. In a raised border where the soil was dark wr,
ten years ago, found a thermometer indicate 67 ° 6 inches
from the surface

;
near by, on the level, it was only 59 ®

.

The border, it should be added, had a slope of 25° or

thereby. •

An Angry Tree.—A very entertaining and amusing
scrap-book could soon be made by any one who would take
the trouble to cut out paragi-aphs on the idiosyncracies of

plants, and the various other items of information on
botanical and horticidtiu-al sulijects, which appear in news-

papers. Performances altogether putting into the shade

anything recorded by the author of Freaks and Marvels
of Plant Life are gravely related. The following, recently
published under the above heading by more than one Lon-
don daily, is a good instance in point:—''A .singular

species of Acacia is growing at A'^irgiuia, which shows all

the characteristics of a iSensitive I'lant. It is about S feet

high, and growing rapidly. AYhen the sun sets its leaves
fold together, and the ends of the twigs coil up like a

pig's-tail, and if the latter are handled there is e\adent
uneasiness throughout the plant. Its highest state of

agitation was reached when the tree was removed from
the pot in which is was matured into a larger one. To
use the gardener's expression, it went very mad. It had
scarcely been placed in the new quarters before the leaves

began to stand up in all directions like the hair on the
tail of an augi'y cat, and soon the whole plant was in

a quiver. At the same time it gave out a sickening and

pimgect odoiix, resembling that of a rattlesnake when
teased. The smell so filled the house that it was necessax-y
to open the doors and windows, and it was a full hour
before the plant calmed down and folded its leaves in

peace."
—Gardeners^ Chronicle.

Castor Oil Plants.—Few plants that are grown for
the beauty of their fohage are more ornamental than
the different varieties of ricinus or castor oil plants,
which are not half so much grown as their merits dt-

serve, as not only are they suitable for pots, to use for

the embellishment of large conservatories or halls, but

they are grand outdoors, where, if planted as single speci-
mens on lawns, dotted here and there in borders, or

grouped in masses, they produce a striking effect. If

arranged in the last-named way, the stronger sorts should
be placed in the centre, and the weaker around, that
the group may as,sume uniformity: and where single plants
are used in prominent positions, the most robust look
the boldest and best. There is one among the weaker
growers deserving of special mention (R. Gibsoni), which has
leaves and stem as darkly-coloured and rich-looking as

Iresine or Dell's beet; and, if planted with an edging of
Abutilon Thompsoni, the contrast between the two is

most pleasing, as they associate and look well together.
As these castor oils are gross feeding plants, the .soil

should be si^ecially prepared for them by being trenched
or deeply dug, and at the same time heavily manured
with rotten dung; and if this is done, they will develop
magnificent leaves, and have a shapely appearance the
whole of the .summer. Many make mistakes with ricinus
in sowing them too soon, and starving the plants at first

starting; for if thej' become drawn and checked then,
they run up with weak naked stems instead of being fur-

nished with foliage below. As the seeds germinate so

quickly, and the jilants grow so fast, the middle or end
of April is quiet time enough to sow, for it is not safe

to plant out till the first week in June, and they get to

a large size in a month or six weeks, if well treated and
nursed on in heat. liefore planting out it is necessary
to harden them by gradual exposure, and directly they
are in the beds they should be staked and securely tied,
or the wind will break and destroy them.—D.—Field.
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INFLUENCE OF THE STOCK ON THE GRAFT, AND
OF THE GRAFT ON THE STOCK.

Some contest this influence. Very lately my friend
Alphonse Karr has cited an example, that of hybrid
perpetual ro.se flowering better when grafted on' the
common China rose than on the briar. In my opinion that
influence is general, althougli not always perceptible. Let
those who have doubts make an experiment. Let them
plant two wild briMS, like those used for standard roses,
near one another, graft one of them with a tea rose, and
let the other grow at random. After three or four
years they will fiml that the grafted one has scarcely
growii thicker, and that the one left to itself has nearly
doubled in circiunference

; and perhaps the grafted one
h.as died. A\'ho does not know that pears are grafted on
the quince to obtain pyramidal forms, growth not too vigor-
ous, and in consequence earlier fruit? fjot those who
ar(! not acquainted with this matter graft the same
v.^riety of pears on a quince stock and on a seedling
pear of the same age, and they will soon perceive that
tlie latter is by far the more vigorous. I had in the severe
winter of 1871 a sad experience; all the pear trees in my
garden grafted on quinces were killed by the hard frost,
while those on pear stocks survived. AVhy do tea roses,
and ijarticularly the more delicate varieties, acquire more
vigour wlien grafted on the seedling briar than on their
owii roots?—.Jean Sisley, Monplaisir, Lyons.—Field.

TENNYSON AND TREES.
It is interesting to notice the frequency mth which

our conmion forest trees are mentioned in the writings
of Mr. Tenny.son. To the Oak many felicitous epithets
are applied, the most remarkable of them, perhaps, being"
gouty,

" which is used,—playfully of com-se,—in " Am-
phion." Everyone remembers the Oak—

" So hollow, huge, an<l old.
It looked a tower of ruined masonwork,''

before which the fan- but false-hearted Vivien Lay at the
feet of the great enchanter; and also the tree de.scribed
in that lightest a.\\<\ brightest and most airily-sweet of

poems,
" The Talking Oak."

The Beech, despite its inexjjressible beauty, not only
when clad in freshest summer green, but also in autumn,
when its leaves are dyed a miUion glorious colours, has
been somewhat neglected by the I,aureate, as well as by
most of our poets ; but in '' Edwin .Morris

" we read of a

thought
" That like a purple beech among the greens

Looked out of place."
The Ash has received more attention. In "The Garden-

er's Daughter
"

.Juliet's hair is said to be black
" As ash-buds in the front of March ;

"

and in •' The Princess " we find the following lines :
—

" Why lingereth she to clothe her heart with love,

Delaying, as the tender ash delays.
To clothe herself when all the woods are green."

In " The Miller's Daughter
" we read of

" Gummy chestnut buds
All glistening to the breezy blue";

in "In Memoriam" of the Sycamore's "breadth and height"
of foUage : and in '

Aniphion
"

of the '* Birch's fragrant
hair."

The joyful Elm is spoken of as " full foliaged
"

; and
notice is taken of

" The moan of doves in immemorial elms
And ninrmm- of innumerable bees "

;

while the lines—
"
Witch-elm, that coimter-change the floor

Of this flat lawn with dusk and bright,
"

show that the poet recognizes the beauty of the less

stately Wych or Scotch Elm. The dark and gloomy Yew
is noticed almost as frequently as in the writings of
Wordsworth. Probably the finest lines ever written on
what is pre-eminently the *' tree of bitter gall and ebon
sad

" * form section 2 of " In Memoriam.
"—Fkaxk Miller.—Jou.nud of Foresiiy.

*
Spenser.
1'25

ANALYSIS OF MANURES.

During a course of lectures at Aberdeen, Mr. .Jamieson
F.I. C, dealt very fully with the subject of the analyses of

manm;es, which at present, he declared, have neithej' the
essential of accuracy, nor the vu-tue of simplicity. He
stated th(! errors arose from incapacity, accidents, and
unequal samples; but outside these inaccurate processes
were used. Analyses and phosphates were usually '•high,"and he quoted a series of experiments to show that the
maccm-acy was gcmerally from 1 to 3 per cent, and he
suggested that, in their own interests, farmers should
insist on their phosphatic manures being analysed l>y the
Molybdenum method, and checked by the Uranium method.
Pho.sphate of lime was the only useful phosphate as a
manure; but in analyses, phosphates of u-o.i and alumina
were included, and usually weut as high as 5 per cent
These should be stated separately. To make his meaning
clear, he showed that 3101b of insoluble phosphate of lime
mixed with sulphuric acid makes a qu,antity of gjiismn,and only 2341b of soluble phosphate ; but credit is usually
given by the chemist for 3inib., there being here an error
of 7CIb. Other errors similar in principle arose in de-
nommating the essential ingredient in phosphate, and in
using the term ammonia when it was necessary only to
determine the amount of nitrogen, and in using the word
potash instead of potassium. After explaning his riews
on these matters, Mr. Jamieson urged that we ought to
have a uniform system of stating an analysis that shall
be intelligible. He recommends that the "ordinary form
of analy.sis shall be treated in the following manner-
The useless matter—riz., the water, the sand, the organic
matter, and the alkaline salts—.shall be first struck out.
Then a circle .shoidd be put round the matter of little

value, viz., the magnesia and lime, and a cross put against
the probably injurious matter, viz., sulphuric acid. You
would than be aljle finally to determine how much there
is of the three useful elements, viz., nitrogen, phosphorus,
.and potas.sium. For this purpose he recommended the
following practice:
To Change To

Ammonia Nitrogen
Sulphate of ammonia

,,

Dry potash Potassium
Wet potash..

Sulphate of potash
Insoluble phosphate of lime...
Soluble ditto ditto

Biphosphate of lime

Phosphoric anhydride
Phosphoric acid..

Pho.sphorous

Multiply by
0-823

0-212

0-83

0-7

0-45

0-2

0-26.5

0-313

0-44

0-32
But, as even with thi.s there woidd still be to some

e.xtent a difficulty in farmers knowing what the actual
value of the manme was, and as to the kind of potash
or phosphorus meant, Mr. .Jamieson m-ged that all ana-
lyses of maures should be stated in the follo\ving manner r

'Nitrogen
Phosphorus, as

soluble phos-
Useful I phate of lime,
matter

j
Phosjihorus, as

insoluble phos-

I

phate of lime.

I Potassium.
Matter ( , .

of uttie-5 ^;""'- .

value. (Magnesia

Matter probably )

.Sulphuric acid

Useless matter..

'Water.

Organic mat-
ter.

Sand.
Alkaline salts

Phosphorusas
phosphateof
iron and al-

L umina.
Such a form as this would give farmers a fairly intel-

ligible idea as to the manure they were purchasing, and
on the gi-ound of both simplicity and greater accur»cy,
it was recommended to their attention.—Field.

FRUIT .VND VEGETABLE CULTFTATION IN
ITALY.

In a report on the fruit cultivation in Italy, it is stated
that this branch of culture cannot be said to be skilfully
managed, and its results are rendered uncertain by tlii^ great
variety of the climate and the preilominance of high winds,
jnid winters are often followed hy hard weather in spring,
which destroys the buds; but the supply of fruit can generally
be kept up from other parts which have not suffered In
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a o-ood year Plums, Peaches, aucl Cherries are sold in

Naples at id. tu Urf. per kilogramme. Quantity prevails

over quality, as the natives prefer to eat four Imd Peaches

rather thau one good one at the same price. The fertihty

of the soil causes a copious production in spite of the bad

system of cultivation, in which the training and trimming

of the trees is almost entirely ignored. The exportation

of Ijoth fresh and tinned fruit and vegetables is daily

increasing. New and even superior varieties of fruit obtain

no sale in the local markets, the populace refusing to

buy any but the kinds known to them. There is a large

export trade in Wahuits, especially from Sorrento, but it

has somewhat languished of late in consequence of the

exporters haAnng filled up their boxes with inferior sorts

so as to satisfy the great demand and obtain a larger

profit. Oranges and Lemons are much grown for exjMrt.

Fifs, especially in their fresh state, are enormously con-

sumed in Naples. There are twenty-three varieties known,

and no disease has hitherto attacked the Fig. The various

modes of its cultivation are very interesting, and the same

may be said with regard to the Orange and Lemon, so

extensively cultivated at Sorrento. These trees are subject

to no serious disease, and fear only the cold, against which,

however, no precautious are taken in this part of Italy.

Land on which Oranges grow lets at £27 per acre, and

sells at an even higher comparative rate since it is small

in extent and there are very many would-be purchasers.

All the Oiauges exported are measured by being passed

through through a ring, and only those are packed which

are of an uniform size. Increased facihties of railway

transport have reduced the retail price of the fruit in

distant northern countries from 1 franc to less than 20

centimes. Oitric acid has, hitherto, not been manufactured

in Italy, the Lemon juice being sent in casks to England,

but it is intended to start this industry at Ischia. Ohves

are extensively cultivated in the districts of Sorrento and

Oastellamare, and the oil produced is of excellent quality.

Want of skill and attention is again manifest in this branch

of agriculture. The cultivation is likely to remain stationary

on acco\mt of the lack of new ground availalile for the

piu-pose. Grapes are grown in all parts of the provinces

both for wine making and for the table. Thirty or forty

varieties of Vine are grown promiscuously, whereas a few

choice kinds would produce better results. No real improve-

ment can be exi^ected until selection becomes general and

the cultivation of inferior Vines is abandoned. The system

of training Vines in festoons from high poles or trees,

which prevails m the South of Italy, is an irrational one;

the Grapes ripen badly and make inferior wines, but on

the other hand room is left on the ground for growing

vegetable produce, and the Poplars which are so much

used for supportuig the Vines furnish valuable fuel m
considerable quantity. Foiu- Vines are attached to each

tree to a height of 4 metres. No rearing-houses for Vmes
have yet been built, and the want of them is much felt.

The Vine diseases most prevalent are the oidium, an-

thracnosis, and torula. Vine leaves are much u.sed as food

for cattle. Not less than 141 varieties of Grapes grow

in the provmce of Naples alone. Tomatos are grown and

consumed to a prodigious amount, both fresh and as sauce

for maccaroni. They are a favourite food with all classes.

This cultivation is constantly assuming larger proportions

on account of the extensive exportation of the fruits.

Amongst other produce, of which the cultivation is im-

portant, may be mentioned AVater Melons, Ai'tichokes, Peas,

( lauliHowers of huge size, Strawberries, and all kinds of

earlv fruit and vegetables for export. There is plenty of

room for improvement in the tillage of gardens and kitchen

gardens. No schools of botany exist, and ignorance holds

undisputed sway. Hemp is better understood, and yields

remgnerative crops.
—Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE BITTEPv PPaNCIPLE OF HYMENODICTYON
EXCELSUM.

BY W. A. N. NAYLOR.

The paper is printed on p. 961, and gave rise to the

following di.scussion :—
.

The Peesident said he was sm'e it would be the ilesire

of the meeting that Mr. Naylor might shortly find an

opportunity of completing his investigations on this subject.

Professor Bentley said that this question was invested

with interest now in consequence of the "
cuprea

" barks

and other barks obtained from alUed plants, which were

formerly placed among the cinchonas, having yielded a

certain amount of cinchona alkaloids. At the first blush

a botanist would naturally expect that Hymenodictyon ex-

ceUum would have yielded some of the alkaloids of cin-

chona, .since the genus Hymatodicii/un was formerly included

in the genus Cinchona, and this plant was the Cinchona

ex-celsa of Iloxbm'gh. One would natiu'ally e.xpect to find

paricme or some aUied alkaloid. The first plant in which

paricine.was discovered, as far back as 1845, was a rubi-

aceous plant, namely the Buena hexandra. The interest

of paricine being found in Hymenodictyon cxcehum was

still further brought out by the fact that it had been found

in red bark together with quinamine. Therefore the in-

vestigation of substances derived from plants which had

been within a comparatively few years disassociated from
the cinchonas became a matter of great interest, and he
looked forward with interest to the confti-mation or other-

wise of Mr. Naylor's present results by his further in-

vestigations.
Mr. Holmes said that his name had been mentioned by

the author in connection with this bark, but he should

like to disclaim any thanks with regard to the matter.

The bark had been sent to liira by Dr. Dyraock, of

Bombay, a gentleman who had in a most disinterested

manner contributed very largely to the museum on various

oocasions. Dr. Dymock had kindly promised to complete
the collection of Indian drugs for the museum.

Dr. Ond.aatje, referring to the virtues of Hymenodictyon
excelsum as a febrifuge, said that he was in India many
years back, when Sir William O'Shaughnessy was com-

piling his first book on Indian drugs, the '

Bengal Dis-

pensatory,' and this drug was then tried in the hospitals

of the Medical College and found to be most valuable. In

mild cases of fever it was almost equal to the cinchona

bark. There was another species almost as efficacious as

the Hymenodictyon excelsum. He beUeved that it was

the //. laxiforum.
Mr. Luff wished to ask Mr. Naylor whether heat was

employed in drying the pasty mixture of the powdered
bark. He woidd suggest that Mr. Naylor, on resuming
his investigations, should e.xtract the alkaloid under some-

what different conditions. According to his (Mr. Luff's)

experience of alkaloid work, Jlr. Naylor had employed
almost the very conditions which were most likely to

bring about a decomposition of the alkaloid, namely, in

the first place, contact mth a fixed alkali, lime ; in the

second place, percolation with boiling or hot alcohol
;

in

the third place, contact with a strong inorganic acid—
sulphuric acid—during the distillation ;

and in the next

place precipitation with a fixed alkali, caustic soda. In

his experience those conditions were likely to produce that

destruction of the alkaloid which was generally spoken of

in chemical phraseology as saponification. This change con-

sisted of a decomposition of the alkaloid into another

alkaloid of a lower molecular weight and an acid. Prob-

ably the reason why Mr. Naylor obtained a resinous

mass, and failed to get a crystaUizable alkaloid or crys-

taUizable salts, was that he hail brought about this

kind of decomposition. All the different kinds of .alkal-

oids which Dr. Wright and he had worked upon were

decomposed by contact \vith even warm alcohol, by contact

with any of the alkalies, and by contact with any of the

mineral acids. He would .suggest that Mr. Naylor should

percolate the bark with alcohol acidified with tartaric acid,

for an organic acid produced scarcely any saponification,

and avoid precipitation with a strong alkaU such as caustic

soda or potash. Assuming that the alkaloid present with

the bark was paricine, which seemed probalile, Mr. Naylor's

experiments would point to an actual decomposition or

saponification of the alkaloid, for the general result of sa-

ponification was that, whilst the carbon perceatage of the

alkaloid remained the same, the hydrogen percentage was

increased; and this Mr. Naylor's figures showed.

Mr. Grrhaed differed somewhat from the statement

which had just been made by Mr. Luff, especially mth

regard to the use of lime as the means of liberating

alkaloids under certain i-onditions. He thought that the pro-

cess employed by Mr. Naylor was admirably suited for the

purpose where an alkaloidal body was in combination with

an acid of the tannic acid series. Lime lent itself most
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readily to com))inations with acids of that series, and also

with many of the coloiu-ing matters. Let any one take
a sample of cinchona bark, and mix it with potash soila,
or ammonia, and another portion and mix it with lime,
and prepare a tinctm-e from each mixture ; the tlifference

of colouring of the two mixtures would be astonishing.
Of com-se an operator conducting an experiment with
lime and a bark would take care that he did not carry
his temperatme too high. It was possible to exhaust cin-

chona Ijark with hme and alcohol at a normal temper-
atui'e, provided that the bark and the lime were in a pro-

per state of division. He did not say that lime was

adapted all round under all circumstances ;
but under cert-

ain eucumstanccs it was the best agent. Especially was
it the best thing for beberiue. He had lately had a bark
sent to him from the west coast of Africa, and he had

experimented upon it with various alkalies, but the found
lime the l>est of all. He should like to ask Mr. Nayl-
or whether he prepared the hydi'obromide or the phos-

phate of the alkaloid. Those salts usually yielded them-
selves very readily to crystallization, and as a rule they
were insoluble in cold alcohol, but they dissolved readily
in hot alcohol, from which they were generallj' deposited
upon coohug in a crystalhue from. That was, in his

opinion, one of the best methods of obtaining a piu-e

crystalline salt of an alkaloid. He should like to know
what cjuantity of bark Mr. Naylor operated npon, as the

quantity made a considerable thffereuce in the investigation
It was not possible to carry out a thoroughly exhaustive

investigation with a small quantity ;
from 7 to 14 pomids

- were needed for a full investigation.

Mr. Luff remarked that Mr. Gerrard had not brought
forward any exijerimental evidence that lime did not

bring about the decomposition which he (Mr. Luff) had
mentioned.

Mr. Taxxer said he should hke to ask whether Mr.

Naylor had examined the liquid from which the precipit-
ate was obtained, and whether he concluded that by the

precipitation of the body which appeared to be allied to

paricine he had separated all the alkaloidal constituents.

If not, Mr. Naylor's results and those obtained by Mr.

Broughton might be brought into accordance. It was
known that when alkaloids were precipitated with caustic

soda or potash, the residual liquor might contain another

body, even lesculin. or the product jesculetin. "With re-

gard to the non-crystallizability of the alkaloid, he should
like to ask what solvents Mr. Naylor employed, for it was
kno\vu that in some cases the addition of a body ha\-ing
a less solvent action on the alkaloid than the one in

which it was dissolved would determine crystaUizatiou.

Mr. Navi.or, in reply, said in reference to the remarks
of Mr. Luff, that he did not think that any process which
could be devised wovUd be suitable for the extraction of

an alkaloid in every instance. Had he not been pretty
certain from preliminary investigations that the alkaloid

in ([uestiou was very closely allied to beberine on the one

hand, and to quinine on the other, and fiu-ther, had he

not fouud the colomnng matter somewhat troublesome, he

certanily should not have employed such a process as the

lime process. That process was by no means original.

Not only was it largely employed for the extraction of

quinine from cinchona barks, but it was the process
which Dr. Hesse had himself made use of for the ex-

traction of paricine. He thoroughly agreed with what
Mr. CJeri'ard had said as to the use of lime, and he only
needed to emphasize his remarks on that point. Oxalic

aciil was perhaps about as sei"viccable an acid as could

be employed for the extraction in this case. It extracted

the alkaloid with probably the minimum amount of colonr-

ing matter, and it might be ad\nsahle. to employ a weak
solution of oxalic acid ; but decomposition took place very

largely in the heating of the body afterwards. In reply
to Mr. Gerrard. he might state that he did not prepare
the hydrobromidc, but he did prepare the phosphate,

though he did not succeed in getting it to crystallize.

The quantity of bark that he worked upon was 30O grams.
The bark was tested for .-esculin, but that body was not

found. The solvents employed were benzol, chloroform,

ether, petroleum spirit, acetic ether, organic acids and

mineral acids. As to ttmipOrature, he had employed vari-

ous temperatures ranging form (>0 ° to 120'^; and with

regard to time, the periods had varied from very short

ones to periods of four or five days, with a temperature
of 110^ F. It was well known that paricine ha<l not yet
been obtained in the crystalline condition. He wished it

to be distinctly understood tliat he did not state that
the body which he had oljlJiined was paricine ; that point
remained for fiu-ther investigation.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Naylor was then passed.

—
PhannacciUical Journal.

VICTOKIA PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION, NATAL.
TREE-PLANTING AND RAINFALL.

Mr. AViikinson's paper, as follows, was then read:—
Tree-planting in its relation to the rainfall of the country,

and the kinds of trees most adapted to our coast chmate.
The subject of the influence of trees on rainfall has been

a gooil deal written on, and in a series of articles published
by Mr. A Fryer in the Sii(/ar Cane, the sxibject has been
very ably and exhaustively treated. Any one reading these
articles can come, I think, only to one conclusion. I pro-
pose in this paper to make a few extracts from them,
and must refer any one requiring more information to
Ml". Fryer's papers in vols. 4, 5 and 6 of the Sugar Cane.
In many countries and districts which once were celebrated
for their fertility, agriculture cannot now be carried on at
all on accoimt of the diminished rainfall, consequent on
denuding the country of forests and bush—for instance
Palestine, the northern shores of the Mediterranean, Greece,
and parts of Spain. The mountains of Estremadura and
Mureix have been stripped of their forests, and there is

now no rain there for eight to ten months, which forbids

agriculture ; while Catalonia and Valencia are covered with
wood, and possess a moist and productive soil. Professor

Lindley observes of Mauritius: *'If this island should in

time become barren, it will only undergo the fate which
universally attends the destruction or absence of forest in
countries exposed to gi-eat solar heat." Blanqui says of
the Cape Verd Islands: " The terrible droughts which
devastate them must be attributed to the destruction of

the forests. On the other hand, in South America, there-

appearance of forest upon cleared land was followed l>y a

rising of the waters of Lake Tacaragua." Again Blanqui
says :

" In St. Helena the wooded sm-face has extended
and the rain has increased in proportion. It is now double
what it was during the residence of Napoleon." The same
authority says :

" In Egypt recent plantations have caused
rain. The rainfall in Egj'pt was as low as \2'\\\. a year,
but by the planting of some milliojis of trees by ^lahamet
Ali the rainfall has been brought up to 40iii. This is a

quantity at which sugar can be proiitably grown, although
50 in. would be better; in some of the more favoured
stations in Maiu-itius the rainfall is over TOin. '^^'hen the
Mormons firft settled iu Ut^h tliey found the district

barren; water had to be brought ah iiost incredible distances
in wooden pipes; trees were carefidly planted and nomished
with the water so brought, and now the district maybe
termed the garden of the world, and is not dependent on
water brought a di.stancc, but enjoys a steady rainfall.*'

In Ascension, the re-planting of it mountain caused a s|>ring
which had dried up after fclUng the wood to flow again
with its former abundance, the wood having bi-en cut down
on the sides of the mountain had dried up the spring at

its base. The fallowing is from *'l*roetor's Light Science*';—
" AVe may point out in this place the important connection
which exists between the rainfall of a country and the
amount of forest land. "We notice that in parts of America
attention is being paid with marked good results to the
influence of forests in encouraging rainfall. AVe have here
an instance in which c-avise and eliect are interchangable.
Rain encoiu-ages the growth of an almndant vegetation, and
abundant vegetation in town aids to produce a stat<; of
the superiufumbeut atmosplrere, which encouiages the pre-
cipitation of rain. The consequence is, that it is very
necessary to check, before it is too late, the processes which
lead to the gradual tlestructiou of forest*. If these pro-
cesses are continued, and the climate lias become ex-

cessively dry, it is almost impossible to remedy the mis-

chief, sinqdy because the want of moisture is destructive
to th(! trees which nuiy he planted to enco\u'agi' rainfall.

Tbvis, there are few processes more ditiicult (as has been
fouud in parts of Spain and elsewhere) than the change of

an arid region into a vegetation covereil di»liiet. Iu fact,
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if the region is one of great extent, the attempt to effect

such a change is a perfectly hopeless one. On the other

hand, the contrary process
—that is to attempt to change

a climate which is too moist into one of less humidity—is

in general not attended with much difficulty. A judicious

system of clearing neai'ly always leads to the desired result.

It seems to be generally believed that trees produce the

following effects:—They increase the amoimt of rainfall.

This they probably effect thus: They lower the temperature,
and thus cause the moisture-laden ah first to become visible

as cloud, and secondly, to be precipitated as rain. They
intercept, and as it were, tap the vapoui- charged winds.

They supersede the state of tension and polarisation which
exists when a electrified cloud is above them by silently

dischargnig the electricity. The discharge of electricity,
as for example in the case of thunder-storms, is generally

accompanietl by rain. It is well known that a moderate
amount of rain falls upon the ocean far away from land,
and it may be thought by some that the absence of trees

cannot reduce the rainfall to an amount less than the fall

at sea, which may be considered the normal fall. That
from some cause or other a less amount of rain may fall

upon land than sea, is evident from the existence of the
rainless districts of North Africa, Mexico and Peru. In
order to attract rain it has been shown that the surface

must be covered with objects like trees, which produce a
diminution of temperature, which can intercept the current
of ah, and which are good conductors of electricity. The
luxuriance of vegetation does not tiepend on the amount
of rainfall, but upon a .sufficiency of moisture finding its

way to the roots of the plants. A heavy tropical rain of

say five inches in a single day produces no more good than
a gentle continuous rain of one inch during the same

period, as fom*-fifths of the former rain are carried away
by streams into the sea, and some valuable soil with it.

Uentle rain is aU utilised ; every drop sinl^s into the ground,
neither water nor soil is carried away. If the foregoing

explanations are correct it ^vill follow that the gentle
showers are attracted by trees, and that\dolent rains will

faU whether trees are present or not. But the ti'ees on
the slopes of mountains check the fury of the violent rain,

prevent the low lands from being flooded, and save the

soil from bemg washed away.

A good deal might be done m affecting the chmate for

the better, if owners of estates would make up their minds
to plant a few hunched trees each year in a belt east and
west across the south-west or rainy winds on their boundary
lines; it would have a double effect of attracting the

vapour-laden clouds and producing moistme, and also check
the spread of large fii'es from one estate to another—letting
alone the great value such plant-ations would prove in a

few years, if suitable trees were planted for wagon wood
and railway sleepers, the demand for which I anticipate
will be great in futiu-e years. For any one who has the

capital to spare and can aft'ord to wait for a return, I don't

know of any investment which would pay better here than

tree-planting. Our Government might assist the movement

by giving prizes or premiums in each country for the

greatest number of hardwood trees planted when two years
old, taking good cultivation into consideration; also by
taking the present tax off plantations by striking plant-
ations out of the valuations for railway taxes. The great
di'awback to persons planting trees is, that it takes both
time and money, and there is a long time to wait for

any return. Now if a scheme could be elaborated for

Government to make loans at a low rate of interest to

persons for tree-planting in a similar manner to what is

done in England for draining land (such loan to be a fi-rst

charge on an estate), something might be done towards

forming extensive plantations, which would have a doul)le

economic effect, viz., improve the clunate and .save money
to the colony for the importation of railway sleepers, which
no doubt could be grown for le.s's price and of better quality
than those imported. Government might also, at the Botanic

Gardens, raise suitable trees in quantity from seed, and

supply them at cost price to parties requiring them. Few
people have the knowledge and time requisite for raising
the various kinds of young trees from seed—it is a business

in itself and requires great care and attention. In view of

cuture use the last few years I have given a good deal

of attention to the kind of trees best adapted to our

oast lands and the most economical way of planting out.

Scarcely any of the Em-opean forest trees are suitable to

the coast lands. The oak makes a good shade tree, but
it is of slow growth. For forming plantations rapidly the

gums, or Eucali/jHi of AustraUa, rank first, and as there

are over 50 varieties now growing in the colony there is

plenty of choice. The blue gum and stringy bark, which

grow so well at Maritzbm-g and beyond, have the great
drawback of being destroyed by the white ants. Next to

the gums is the blackwood of Tasmania, Acacia Melanoxulon,
It is a straight-growing tree of rapid gi-owth; the wood
is very hard when seasoned, and is suitable for wagon
wood, furniture, and railway sleepers. The blackivood has
one very valuable property, it will grow well on waste

stony places if only a pit is made in the stone to start

it m, and it ratoons well, that is grows up again from the

roots into fine straight poles when cut down, thus render-

ing replanting unnecessary. The blackwood must not be
confounded with the black wattle; the wattles don't thrive

well on the coast, they die away after 5 or 6 years, and
are only fit for firewood. The Cctsuarina grows well, being
a tropical tree; it is straight and hai-d, but white ants

are rather fond of it; it is a fine tree for attracting
rain-clouds from its nimierous points. It has been found

good for that pm'pose in IMauritius, where I hear hundreds
of acres have been planted with it; it is there called Felon.

The silver oak or GrexiUm does well and gi-ows rapidly;
but I do not know if the timber is of much value. But
the tree of most value to us, if we could get it to gi'ow,
would be the pitch pine of the Southern States of America.
This pine grows in a similar latitude to Natal; forests of

it extend for himdreds of miles, from Savannah across

Georgia and Alabama to Mobile. The wood of this tree

is all that can be wished for building purposes; it is also

good for resisting white ants where gi'owing; for fuel it

bm-ns like a torch. There is a difficulty in raismg the

yomig plant from seed, but when once over the first year,
and planted out, they run up rapidly and are handsome
trees; the difficulty at fiist can be overcome by care and
attention. The pitch pine grows best in America in red

sandy soil similar to our Berea soil. I must not forget
the bamboo, one of the most valuable plants for our water-

courses and river banks. In a semi-tropical climate it is

invaluable, both for fuel, building coohe houses, fencing, &c.

If planted along the watercourses, it preserves the banks
from being washed away, and the water from being evapor-
ated; it is very ornamental, easily propagated by cuttings
like cane in the spring from last year's shoots; and it

is in great demand for building houses. In forming

plantations, I would plant these trees out in rows feet

apart, or about 500 trees to the acre (allowing for a few

misses) in rows both ways, so that a small one-horse plough
can be run thi'ough each way; and I would put row
of mealies between the trees for the first two years. This

would ensm-e proper cultivation of the trees, and the mealies

would pay for the cultivation. It is of httle use planting
trees in this climate unless you cultivate them well, and

keep them free from weeds. "What the Mormons have
done in Utah to improve the climate for agTiculture can

surely be done by English colonists in Victoria Country,
Natal. The Mormons went to Utah and found it a desert;

they have made it one of the gardens of the world. But
I am- afraid if we go on here as we have been doing this

last year, cutting down so much bush and planting no

trees, jve shall reverse that picture; so let us endeavour

to do something to remedy the e^nl before it is too late.

This paper has extended to much greater length than I

had intended it, but to treat the suljject of the loss of

rainfall and its remedy in its various aspects I could nut

well make it shorter; but I hope it may have the effect

of drawing your attention to the very important subject
of which it treats.

Mr. Garland said that he had found in the first two

years he was in the comitry that he was able to get over

the Umgeni, he walked across the Great Umhlanga dry
shod, and all the water in the rivers was collected in

pools. In 1850 and 1851 the rainfall was so inconsiderable

that the Great Umhlanga was so empty that water to

drink could not be obtained, and he remembered trekking

up and down to find water for that purpose. That was

before any bush was stripped uff or ti-ees cut down, so

that there were times when thoughts occm-red. He did

not dispute the principle that the denudation of forests
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decreased the rainfall, he simply stated that droughts
were knowu. He hatl heard from oue old settler that there
was one before that, and tradition said that there were

droughts before they came to the country greater than

any which had been seen since.—XaUil Jlercuri/.

CULTIVATION OF CINCHONAS.
The very interestmg series of Jamaica cinchona barks,

accompanied by leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds of the

plants from which they had been taken, which attracted

the attention of visitors to the last Kveniug Meeting of the

Pharmaceutical Society, supplementeil as it has since been

by an even more extensive series from the Indian Govern-
ment plantations at Ootacaraund, which will be shown on

AVednesday evening next, will contribute to a reahzation

of the great importance that the experiments in cinchona
cultivation in different parts of the world are now assum-

ing towards pharmacists or consumers of bark. It is indeed
a matter for congratiUation that the autliorities at the

Indian and Colonial Offices have complied so liberally with
the request of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society,
that tyijical specimens grovm in the Gevernment plant-
ations shoidd be made accessible to the inspection of British

pharmacists by being placed in the Society's Museum,
especially as they are accompanied by useful information
as to their history and characters, such as has been fm'U-

ished by Jlr. Morris. Whilst the subject is thus
somewhat prominently under notice, it will be opportune
to quot^j from two official reports that have just been
issued some statements bearing upon cinchona cultivation

ui India and Jamaica.

From the new Eeport on the Trade of British India we learn

that the exports of cinchona bark from that country dm-ing
the year 18Sl-t*2 showed a considerable decline as com-

pared with the previous year, the quantity being only
428,497 pounds against U99,258 poimds in the previous year,
the fall in value being from E7,24,705 to E4,58,340. This

decline, however, does not appear to be attrbutable to any
decrease in the production of the plantations, but to the
fall of price in the Em-opean market caused by the

enormous importati ons of cuprea bark from South America.
Indeed the Colllector of Customs at Calcutta expressly
states that, if necessary, there could have been larger

shipments made than in the preceding year, the trees not

hanng been barked in consequence of the lowness of price.
It must not be assumed, however, that the figm-e reached
was therefore one below the point at which cinchona
cultivation can be carried on m India profitably ;

for the
bark was simijly withheld in expectation of a rise in the
market. But should the decline in value prove permanent,
the Report says there can be no reason to doubt that the

industry is one which has a very hopeful futm-e, notwith-

standing it may have to compete with importations from
South America. The bark is exported almost exclusively
from Calcutta and Madi'as, a very small quantity being
sent from British Burmah. The quantity exported from
Calcutta, which is said to represent almost entirely the

exports of one company in the Darjeehng district, amounted
in 1881-82 to24!),C)91 pounds, valued at Rl,86,79.5; the ex-

ports from Madras amounted to 178,467 pounds, valued at

K2,71,195. These figures show that the average price of

the bark .shipped from Calcutta was very much below
that shipped from Madras.

It is interesting to observe in the face of the foregoing
figures, suggesting an accumulation of bark in the country,
that the imports of quinine rose during the same time

enormously, basing amounted lO.GlS pounds, valued at

R9,9N,()ol, in X8S1-S2, against a,964 pounds, valued at

R4,29,515, in 1880-81. As these figures show that the large
increase in the quantity of quinine imported was accom-

panied by a considerable fall in price, it is probable tliat

both the decrease in exports of bark and the increase in

imports of quinine were to a considerable extent due to

the disturbing; influence of the enormous supply of cuprea
bark thrown upon the market as raw material. The figures,

however, have a further significance, since they show that
a low-priced quinine is capable of (h-iving all its compet-
itor.^ out of the field. In the previous report it had been
remarked that the *' cinchona alkaloid

"
ha<l been largely

used in preference to quinine, and to this preference was

attributed .some falling-off in tho imports of quinine; but
the larger consumption of the mixed alkaloids wovdd now
appear to have .been based rather upon economical con-
siderations. The increased demand for quinine may, how-
ever, liave been due to some extent to tlie fact that al-

though the general health of tho countiy was fairly good
during the year, there were severe outbr(«ks of malarious
fever in ceitain districts in Bengal; whilst in parts of
Northern India also fever was more than usually prevalent.
A Supplement to the Jamaica GazclU: of the 22nd ult.

contains the report of the Director of Public Gardens and
Plantations in Jamaica tor the year ending September 30,
1882. In this report Jlr. Morris states definitely that the

pm'pose of the Government in establishingcinchona plant-
ations in Jamaica,—namely, to show that cinchona barks
of good quality could be produced in the island, and that
cinchona planting, as an enterjirise in private hands, pos-
sesses all the elements of a remunerative industry,

—has
been attained, these points having been demonstrated by
the returns from the sale of Jamaica-grown barks during
the last three years. It is therefore propo.sed henceforth
to devote the chief attention in the Government plantations
to the introduction and cultivation, on a small scale, of
all new and rich kinds of cinchonas, with a view to establish-

ing them as far as possible in the island, and to carrying
on experimental and scientific work in connection with the

industry, such as is not likely at present to be undertaken
by i)rivate individuals. The extent to which Jlr. Morris
has .succeeded in impressing upon others his conviction as
to the remunerativeness of cinchona cultivation is shown
by the fact that dining the year the sales from the
Government mu-series to private planters amounted to
372 ounces of seeds, 77,961 plants and 362,250 seedlings of
various species of cinchona, C. ojjicinalis appearing to be
the one most ui demand. One shipment only of bark to

Em-ope was made during the year, and this consisted for
the most part of "

thinnings
"

or "
pruniugs

" from two
plantations, rendered necessary by the too abundant growth
of estabhshed trees and self-sown seedlings. Notwithstand-
ing, however, that the consignment, amounting to 21,.512

pounds, consisted consequently principally of twng and
broken bark, and the somewhat unfavomable condition of
the market, tho residts were very satisfactory, the net
amount realized being £2,419 6«. Id., the prospective
estimate having only been £2,000. As compared with con-

signments from other countries the prices obtained for this

Jamaica-grown bark were very encouraging. The highest
price, 8s. per pound, was paid for 248 poimds of root bark
of C. offcinalis, taken from trees eight or nine years olil,

whilst a large package of stem bark reaUzed 4j. II r/. per
pound. The largest parcels were 7,844 pounds of " small
branch" bark which fetched 3,<. per poimd.aml 6,151 pounds
of twig bark, derived from young shoots aud saplings, prob-
ably not more than a year and a half old, which reaHzed
Is 5(1. per pound. Since the actual cost of barking, curing
and shipiiiug amounted to only about 751/. per pound, it

is evident that even these young growttis yielded a fair

margin of. profit.
—Pharmaceutical Journal.

CULTIVATION OF CINCHONA IN JAMAICA.*
Notes on Specimens of Cinchona sent to the Phabma-

CEcri'iCAL Society op Gkeat Britain fhom the
Government Plantations.

by d. morris, ji.a.,

Director of Puldic Gardens and Plantation.s in Jamaica.
No. 1.—Cinchona

o^cinulis, of the ordinary type of the
Government plantations, Jamaica. Specimens of leaves,
flowers, fruit and seed. Three kinds of bark, viz., root,
stem and twigs. All the specimens with the exception of

(in a separate packet) have been biken from
well as

the seeds

the same tree, so that botanical specimens as

samples of bark, arc exactly identical.

With reference to this species of cinchona in .Taraaica
the following extract from official reports and letters from
Mr. John Eliot Howard, F.K.S., on similar specimens will
be of interest.

" Cinchunu officinalis of tlie Jamaica plantations.—Thf
average price per pound on all qualities, viz., root, stem

» Kcad at an Evening Meeting of the Fhatmaceutieal
Society, March 7, 1883.
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Quinine alkaloid

Oinchouidiiic . . .

Oiuchouine . . .

Quinidine ....
Mr. Howard adds:-

and branch bark, 6s. Id.; highest price realized, 10s. Id.

per pound for root bark
; lowest price realized, 2^ dd. per

pound for twig bark."
The tree from which the specimens were taken was

about nine yeai-s old, and growing at an elevation of

5,500 feet. Mr. Howard's analysis of the trunk bark is as

follows :—

5'18=Quiuine Sulphate . . 6"95
0-22

0-01

0-15
* This bark does not require many

observations, as the price per pound agrees with the

appearance of the bark and with the analysis in showing
that it is good Ginchona officinalis, perhaps of sUghtly
varying forms."

No. 2.—Cinchona Succiruhra.. of the ordinary tyjie of the

Government plantations, Jamaica. Specimens of leaves,

flowers, fruit, seed and three kinds of bark, viz., root, stem
and twigs; all the specimens have been taken from the
same tree.

" Cinchona sncciriihra of Jamaica plantations. Average
price per x>ound on all qualities, viz., root, stem, and
branch bark, 4.^. ; highest price realized 5,s'. Id. per pound
for root bark ;

lowest price realized I5. 3d. per pound for

twig bark." Specimens sent from trees nine years old,

growing at an elevation of 5,000 feet. Mr. Howard reports
on this bark as follows :

—*'

Very good and true Cinchona

siicciiubia, agreeing well with my specimens from South
America. It is a .sub-pubesceni form."

No. 3.—Cinchona hybrid of the Government plantations,
Jamaica. Specimens of leaves, flowers, fruit, seed and three

kinds of bark, viz., root, stem and twigs. All the specimens
have been taken from the same tree. Supposed to be a

hybrid from between Cinchona t>uccirvbra and Cinchona

officinalis. Up to 1879 it was considered by Mr. Thompson
to be Cinchona Calisaya. Average price per pound ou all

qualities, viz., root, stem and branch bark, Qs. \^d. ; highest

price realized 7s. 9c/. per pound for trunk bark ; lowest

price realized As. 6d. per pomid also for trmdi bark. The

specimens taken from a tree nine years old, growing at

an elevation of 5,300 feet. Mr. Howard's analysis of trunk
bark is as follows:—
Quinine alkaloid . . 600^Quinine sulphate . . S'OO

Oinchonidine . . . . 073
Oinchoniue 010
Quinidme 003

Mr. Howard adds " "What proof is there that this is a

hybrid ? "What connection with Calisaya ? It is an excellent

bark, resembles true Cinchona oipcinatis^ var. Uritvsinga."
In another communication Mr. Howard remarks,

" It is

evident that the so-caUed '

hybrid
' No. 4, if only it is a

free grower, must be about the most valuable of all the

sorts. The price obtained in commerce does not seem pro-

portional to its value
;
but possibly, as remarked before,

it may be an exceptionally fine specimen. So fai- as I cau

judge by the botauical sijecimens it is a true form of

Cinchona ojjicinalis.'^

With regard to the above remarks on this "
hybrid

"

form, I would mention that although in single specimens
of leaves, flowers, etc., it is almost impossible to decide its

hybridity, yet on the plantations, where all gradations

may be distinguished from among these trees, from almost
the pure succirnbra type to almost the pm-e officinfdis,

there can' be no doubt of their origin. Again, when seed

of this kind was sent to Kew the seetUings and plants were

pronoimced of a decidedly
''

hybrid
" character ; and, lastly,

although following Mr. Thompson's classification, I shijjped
the bark at fu'st to the London market as "

Calisaya ?", the

brokers in their report drew my attention to it and re-

marked, *' It is not pure yeUow bark, but supposed to be
a hybrid with :iucciryb)-a.^^ It is nevertheless gratifying to

find that this bark is of so valuable a character, and as

it is a free grower at lower elevations, steps are being
taken to propagate it for general distribution. According
to the analysis of the specimen bark sent to Mr. Howaid
its market value would not fall far short of 14s. per
pound.
No. 4.— Cinchoyia Calisaya of the Government Plantations,

Jamaica. Specimens of leaves, flowers, fruit, seed and three

Jsinds of bark, viz., root, stem and tvvigs. All the speci-

mens have been taken from the same tree. These trees
are about 9 or 10 feet high at five or six years old

; they
were formerly included under Cinchonu oficinalis. Their
compact hardy habit and early maturing render them very
suitable for steep slopes. Mr. Howard's analysis of trimk
bark is as follows:—
Quinine alkaloid . . . 3-70=Quinine sulphate . . 4-93
Ohinchonidine .... O'OO
Cinchonine "35

Quinidine '05

Mr. Howard adds " these trees appear to me to be true
to the Cahsaya type and form a valuable portion of the
plantations. I should not think they belong to either the
Josephiana or the Ledgeriana form, but that the exact

variety is perhaps not yet publisheil. In the meantime it

might be well to call them Cinchona Calisaya simply.
There is no appearance of '

hybridity
' nor any resemblance

to the Loxa (officinalis) barks."

No. 5.— Cinchoyia Ledyeriana. Specimens of the leaves
and flowers from one of three plants (the broad-leaved

form) of this species sent out by Mr. Johu Eliot Howard,
F.R.S., through the Royal Gardens, Kew, in 1880. For
description and plate of the original of these plants, see
Gardeners' Chornicle^ IS80, vol. 12, p. 457. The plant from
which the specimens were taken was 6 feet high: some
trunk bark is sent here\vith.

No. 6.—Specimens of leaves and flowers of a tree sup-
posed to he Cinchona Micrantha, not determined.—Fharnia'
ceutical Journal.

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF FORESTS IN INDIA.*

BY DIETRICH BRASDIS, PH. D.

From an able jDaj^er by the late head of the Indian

Forest Department repubhshed in the Indian Forester, we
quote a few important passages:

—
In all countries the character of forest vegetation mainly

depends on soil, climate, and the action of man. In
luiha the greater or less degree of moistm-e is perhaps
the most important element in this respect. Moisture
and rainfall are not identical terms. Dew and the aqueous
vapovu*, dissolved in the atmosphere, or the water derived
from the overflow of rivers and from percolation, are
soiu'ces of moisture as important for the maintenance of
arborescent vegetation as the fall of rain and snow. It

would greatly facilitate the labours of the forester, and
of the botanist who inquires after the geographical dis-

tribution of forest trees, if the amount of atmospheric
moisture and the formation of dew dm-ing the seasons of
the year in different parts of India had been sufficiently
studied ; but, in the present state of our knowledge, we
must be satisfied with di%'iduig India into regions and
zones according to the more or less hea^'y rainfall during
the year.

ReaUy thi-iving forests are only found where the fall

exceeds 40 inches, and rich luxuriant vegetation is limited
to those belts which have a much higher rainfall. It must
be home in mind that the aniuial mean temperature of
Central Em-ope ranges between 45 ° and GO "^

, while that
of India is as high as 75 '^ to 85 °

. Under a highur
temperature a larger amoimt of moisture is required to

procluce rich vegetation. At the same time, in India, tiie

supply of moisture in imequally distributed over the sea-

sons of the year. In most districts the year divides itself

into two unequal parts,
—a long th-y season, and a short

rainy season. In most provinces of India the priucijjal rains

are summer rains, due to the prevalence during that season of
the south-west monsoon, and the most humid regions are those
tracts which are fully exposed to the influence of these
moist south-westerly winds. In addition to tliesc, there
are Christmas or winter raius in Northern India, but they
only last a few days, or at the outside a week or two,

* The above hns been reprinted from the Transartions of the
Scottish Arboriciiltiu'ul Society, 187;^, antl was sent to us l)y Mr.
Brantlis, who st.atoil that he saw no reason to make any alterations
at the present time, and we have therefore reproduced it for the
benefit of the readers of the Indian Foi-e.^ttcr^ few of whom
may have had access to the original.
The map has been prepared thi-ou^li the kindness of >Ir. G. B.

Hennessy, l)eput>' Sm-veyor-tlencral, from the one accompanjTng
the oiigiual pamphlet, and is an improvement ou the latter in
many respects.
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and are, moreover, extremely uncertain and irregidar.

On the eastern coast of the peninsula the summer raina

are shght, the principal fall coming with north-easterly
winds in Oitobei- and November. But in the greater part
of India the dry season last« from November to May,
the rains commencing between May and July, and ending
between August and October. In the moister districts

the rains commence early and last longer, while in the dry
belts there is rain only during two or tlu'ec months of

the year ;
and in the arid region the rainfall is altogether

uncertain.

The temperature dm'ing this long dry season is cooler

at first and warmer afterwards. The mean temperatm'e
of the three months, December, January, and February,

generally termed the cool .season, ranges between CO ° in

the Punjab, ami 79' in the .south of the Peninsula.

During these months dew is formed more or less, regularly,
and contributes much to the maintenance of vegetation

particularly in the dry and arid zones. Radiation is so

powerful during this season that frost is not of uncommon
occurrence in the plains and lower hills of Northern and
a part of Central India, These night frosts have interfered

much with the satisfactory progress of the plantations in

the Punjab, and as far south as Sukkur on the Indus, in

latitude 27 °
3(1 ', and the Satpura range in the Central

Provinces, in latitude 23 °
, frost is a serious difficulty in

arboriculture. As far south as Calcutta, ice can be made
on carefully prepared beds covered with straw, shortly
before sunrise on a still, clear morning. The mean temp-
eratm-e of the three months which follow, which are

generally called the hot season, is 75 ° in the Punjab,
85 °

along the coastline, and 90 ° in the interior of the

Peninsula, and this dry heat, with the hot scorching winds

which blow over a great part of India during tliese

months, makes this season extremely trying to vegetation.

With the exception of the extensive evergreen forests of

the Himalaya, and the limited tracts of evergeen forests in

the plains and lower hills of the humid regions, the great
mass of forests in India are deciduous, and they are bare and
leatless during the hot season. Dm-ing this time of the

year, the sojourn in the Indian forests is not pleasant.
No shade, no protection against the fierce rays of the sun,

great scarcity of water in many parts, and a tent or hut

with a temperatiu-e in its coolest part of 102 °
,
—these are

conilitions of existence whi".h are not not easily forgotten.

Diciduous, however, as applied to trees, is a relative

term. The only difference is, that an evergreen tree re-

tains its leaves longer than one which is called deciduous.

Thus the spruce and silver-fir retain their needles from

seven to eleven years, the Spanish Finns pinsapo and the

Ai-aucaria retain them even longer, hence the full foliage

and the dense shade of these trees. On the other hand,
the needles of the C'orsican and Austrian fir, ( Pimis laricio)

remain three to four years; and the Scotch fir, with

lighter foliage, has needles of two or three years only on its

branches. The sill tree (S'horea rohu.ttn), one of the most

important timber trees of India, with strong, hard, heavy
wood, which forms extensive forests along the foot of

the Himalaya and m the eastern part of Central India,

retains its "leaves nearly twelve months; the old leaves fall

gradually, and the fohagegets thinner and thinner, and until

tbeuewHush of leaves breaks out in March or early in April,

So that although a siil forest is hot during that time of the

year, and there is not much shade, yet the tree is never com-

pletely bart'. The teak tree, on the other hand, which may
be called the king of Indian timber ti-ees, on account of

its useful, durable, strong, and yet not very heavy wood,
sheds its leaves as early as January, and is leafless for four

or five months, though this again depends upon the supply
of moisture, for in low humid places the tree often con-

tinues green throughout February, Fortunately for forester.s'

in the hot dry provinces of India, there are to be found

in most dry deciduous forests one or two kinds which

break out in leaf sooner than the others, and 1 have

spent many an hour during the heat of the day under

the grateful shade of what we call the forester's friend

(Schhichera) trijnga). a tree remarkable for its extremely

heavy wood, the cubic foot weighing, when perfectly dry,

over 70 lb., or nearly three times the weight of common
deal.

Writing of forest fires, Dr, Brandis traces to their effects

which are also most marked in Australia, the general

hoUowness of trees:—The damage, however, done by them
defies calculation. MiUions of seeds and seedings are

destroyed, trees of all ages are injured, and often killed,
the bark is scorched and burned, the wood exposed to
the air, dry rot sets in, and the tree gets hollow and
useless for timber. One of the most remarkable facts in

the working of the Imlian forests ui the plains and lower
hills has been the large proportion of hollow and unsound
trees. , In many forests one-half, in others three-foiu"ths of
the mature trees are hollow. To a certain extent this is

due to the old age of the timber felled; but experience
elsewhere proves that old age can only account for a
small proportion of the holkjw and unsound trees. The
annual jungle-fires are the ]jrincipal cause of this mischief.
In this respect all deciduous forests in India suffer alike.

AVith regard to reproiluction, that this, the growth of

seedlings, some trees are better off in this respect than others.
Thus the sal tree ripens its setrd about the connneneemeut of

theraius, after the jungle-fireshave passed through the forest.
The yoimg plants thus germinate at once in great abmid-
auce. The jungle-fires of the coming season kill a good many
and cause a large proportion of the others to grow hollow

;

but in the dense mass of seeiUings which clothes the ground
under the the parent trees in a sal forest, the damage done
is comparatively small. This, to a certain extent, explains
how the sal forests are nearly pure, the stronger tree in the
matter of ! eproduction predominating over all the rest. The
teak, on the other hand, ripens its seed early in the dry
season, the jungle-fires consume large quantities of it; a
smaller proportion of seedlings spring up, and these are
either killed or cut down to the root year after year by the
fires. Meanwhile, the root stock increases in .size every year
by the action of the shoots, which come up during the rains,
and at last, often after the lapse of many years, it produces
a shoot strong enough to outlive the fires. Thus what ap-
pears a seedling plant of teak is in most cases really a

coppice shoot from a thick gnarled root-stock, bearing the
scars of successive generations of shoots, which were burned
down by the annual fires.

From what has been said, it will be understood'that in the

plains and lower hills of India the annual repose of arbores-
cent vegetation is not caused by the cold of winter,
but mainly by the drought of the hot season. Shortly
before the rams set in, or with the early showers which

precede the monsoon, most trees clothe themselves with
fresh green, and in the arid region, where the periodical
summer rains are wanting, the summer floods of the river

revive the forest gi-owth on its banks after the long
drought of the dry season. In those parts of India which
have a heavy monsoon, the temperatiure is generally some-
what lower during the summer months, June, .Tuly, and
August, than during the preceding hot season. Thus it is

that on the western coast of the peninsula the mean
temperature of the hot season is 85 °

, and that of the
three succeedmg months, when the sky is overcast with
clouds, and the force of the sun's rays is rarely felt, is only
between 80 ° and .'<2

'
. On the Burma coast also, in Akyab,

Rangoon, and Moulmein, the mean temperature of the
monsoon months is somewhat lower than that of the pre-
ceding hot season. The relief from the inces.sant powerful
action of the sun's rays, brought about by the storms
of the mon.soon, and the cloudj- and rainy weather which
follows, is delightful. It is not the vegetation only which
revives; the whole animated natiu-e feels the plea.sant change.
This relief is denied to the arid region. Here, in the
north-west corner of India, the temperature continues to
rise higlier with the sun. and the result is, that in June, July,
anil August, the highest mean temperature is found in the
arid zone of India. Thus Jlultan has a mean temperature
of 77 ^

during what is termed the hot season in other parts
of India, and of 92® during .Tune, .Tulv, and August; and
at Jacobabad, in Sindh. the mean temperature during these
months is as high as 96 '

. Where, however, sufficient water
is sui)plied by irrigation, these high temperatm-es stimulate

vegetation in a remarkable manner. The station of .I.icob-

abiwl is a striking example of the effect of water supply in
that c'iuiate. It wa.s founded in 1814 by General .Jacob, in

the midst of a barren, treeless desert. A canal was led to
it from the Indus, and now the pl.nin is a dense forest of
babul and other trees, upwartls of fli feet high, sheltering
the houses and gardens of the inhabitants. A ride of a few
miles takes you mU* the desert which sku-ts the hills oe
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Beluchistau, a level plain of splendid, fertile, alluvial soil,

but hard, naked, and barren, like a threshing floor, without
shrub, herb, or grass, except in the vicinity of the canals,
where vegetation is rich and luxiu-iant.

On the higher mountain ranges of this extensive moist

region, forests of pines and other conifers extend from the
north-west Himalaya southwards to the mountains of Burma.
The deodar has its eastern limit in Kumaon, but there are
other coniferous trees, which extend over the eastern part
of the Himalaya range. One of the finest of these is Finns
Kam/a, which is found as far south as the high moutains
between the Salween and .Sitang rivers in British Biu-ma.
These mountains are the seat of a numerous Karen popul-
ation, formerly an idle, drunken, and lawless race, which,
through the teaching of Chi-istianity, brought to them by
American missionaries, have become an industrious, sober,
and percetul people. Some of their villages are in the
midst of these splendid pine forests, and I have often,
when coming from the teak forests in the hot valleys
of the Salween and Sitang, been refreshed by the delight-
ful fragrance and cool shade of the pine trees on these
hills. But, as if to remind the botanist that, though in

a pleasant, cool mountain climate, he is within the tropics,
and only 19"= distant from the equator, there is an under-
wood of the sago palm (Ci/cas) under the pine trees,
and most of the Karen tillages are surrounded by the

gigantic bamboo, which yields the posts, rafters, walls and
floors of their houses. The joints of this bamboo are so

large that they are used as water pails and buckets.
There is another pine tree in Burma, nearly related to a

Japanese species, which grows at a lower elevation in the
midst efihe ilrv ^iid hot fjuM.-.-il deciduous forests.

These tropical and sub-tropical pines, however, are not

yet of much practical importance. The production of teak
timber is the main object which the forester has in view
in thore parts of the country. The export of teak tim-
ber from Rangoon is of old date

; but. under the Burm-
ese rule, the quantity exported never come to any very
large amount. AVhen the I3ro^^nce of Tenasserim became
British in 182G, the Attaran forests, which are situated
south of the town of Mouhuein, were worked with great
energy, and yieldeil large cjuantities of excellent timber.
The supply from that soiu-ce, however, soon diminished,
and thus the atteution of timber traders was directed to
the extensive teak-producing forests beyond the British

frontier, on the Salween river and its tributaries, and
from that time the importation of foreign timber into
Moulmein has steadily mcreased mitil within the last few
years, when the quantity floated down decreased, mainly
because the stock of good timber in the vicinity of the
river and its tributaries had gradually become less. Soon
after the annexation of Pegu in 18.53. the forests of that

proviuce were placed under a regular system of adminis-

tration, and in 1858 this system was extended to the for-

ests in the prorince of Wartaban and Tenasserim. The
result has been, that without impairing "their productive-
ness, the outturn of the forests in British territory has

gradually been raised from an insigniiicant figure to a

very considerable amount; so that mthin the last five

years they have yielded between one-third and one-half of
the total quantity of teak timber brought to the principal
seaports. The timber trade of the Burma port is not

large as compared with that of Canada, yet it is of con-
siderable importance, the export amounting to about
100,000 tons annually, with a value of about £700,000.
The forests in the King of Burma's territory ;

in Siam
and the Karenee country, are much more cxtens'ive and
rich in fine timber than those in onr territory ; yet, un-
less placed under a regular .system of management, they
will surely be exhausted before long, and on that account
we must, to a great extent, look to the forests within
British -territory for the maintenance of the supply in

future. It is .satisfactory that the efforts to jirotect and
improve the forests in British Bm-ma have also financially
been remunerative. Within the last four years the gross
revenue from these forests has fluctuated between £64,700
and £98.400, and the net annual surplus to the State
has been between £:n.n00 and £.56,500. The teak tree in
Burma, as elsewhere, is found in the dry deciduous woods
never forming pure forests, but always growing in com-
pany with a large number of bamboos and other trees.

Its growth is rapid while young, but slow at a more ad-

vanced age. In 1862 I sent a few teak poles, 30 feet long
to the great London Exhibition; they had attained that
size in two years, in a moist part of the country, on rich
soil, and protected from fire. On the other hand, the
results of researches made regarding the age of mature
trees have led us to the conclusion that more than 100
years are required on an average for the teak tree to at-
tain a diameter of 2 feet.

Mr. S. Tayloe, writing in reply to "Crux" relative to
Cocoa-nut Fibre and AYoodhce, says:

— " I use the
refuse extensively for plunging Pines and other plants
in, and scarcely ever see an insect, and having used it

for nearly four years in the same houses, I can venture
to say it does not harbom' woodlice. AVe have another
house in which we use leaves for plunging plants in, and
the woodlice breed by the thousand in them; and unless

decayed leaves are wanted for soil, I should adNJse jour
correspondent to substitute the fibre instead of leaves
or manure. Nearly all kinds of cuttmgs strike rteadily
in it."— Journal, of Horticidttire.

Zapallo Fbuit.—The fruit of the zapallo, a cucurbit-
aceous plant of Uruguay, appears to afford a most whole-
some . food. It is cut up with the saw, because the rind
is too hard for a knife to penetrate. It is fii-m, of a

yellow colom-, a sweet amylaceous flavom', and slight smell

resembhng that of the carrot. The most esteemed quality,
called rubango, has a Ugneous rind of a dark green colour,
with orange pulp, and white oily seeds. The relative pro-
portions are :

—Seeds 4, pulp 59, and rind 57. According to
M. Sace, the chemical composition is as follows ;

—Gum,
044

; sugar, 2-52
; starch, 13'73 ; fibrine, 0'47 ; lignose, 0-22 ;

ash, 0-81; water, 81-81 ; total, 1000.—Journal of the Societi/

of Arts.

Liability of Exotic Plants to Disease.—In a review
of a report of forest progress in Biu-ma by the Jinlian

Forester, we find the following passage :
—"

Mahorjan)/ would
do well if it were not for the attacks of insects, probatily
the larva of a beetle. It is stated that " some trees have
their terminal shoots eaten off, while others are attacked

just above the collar and simply girdled, others again
are bored along the whole length of their stem." This

hability to injury of introduced species is very curious, and
has caused great havoc amongst .Australian trees at the

Cape." It will thus be seen that our experience in some
parts of Ceylon is not singular as regards the Australian

plants, and it must be remembered that cinchonas are
introduced plants.

The Catalpa Thee.—Captain Pogson offers some re-

marks in reference to the "Catalpa tree
"—and the desirabiUty

of attempting its introduction into India:—I have enclosed
a cutting from the Tasmaiiian Mail of the 10th February
1883, which please sumbitto the Council of the Agricultural
and Horticultural Society, and if approved published in

the Proceechngs, so that steps may be taken by the Forest

Depai'tment, to introduce this valuable tree into India.

The Baron von Mueller mil no doubt on your requisition
send a supply of seeds, which could be tried by the members
of the Society, some information as to climate best suited

to the Catalpa tree, should be sent you. "Our lands

Department, urged by Sir John O'Shauuassy, says a Victorian

paper, is proposing to introduce the cultivation of the Catalpa
tree. Reports from Baron von Mueller and Mr. Guilfoyle
show that these trees are practically imperishable, an<l

are frequently 4.^ft. in diameter. Trees of this wood tested

after a centm-y of growth have been found to be perfectly
sound, railway rails of it have been used for 48 years
without exhibiting wear. Posts 20 years in ground show
no decay, and logs Ijnng in swamps, used as bridges for

a hundred years, remain unchanged. The wood is light,
of a greyish white colour, fine in texture, capable of receiv-

ing a brilliant polish, and the bark is tonic stimulant,

antiseptic, the honey from the flowers being poisonous.
It is recommended for forest glades in .sheltered situ-

ations, grows 60ft. in height, flowers beautifully, and for

mining purposes, especially below water, should prove in-

valuable. About 2.50 of these trees have been recently

grown at Longcrong State Nur.sei"y, and their acclimat-

isation will be watched as an event of national im-

portance."
—

Agricultural and JTortictiltural Societi/ of India.
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CEYLON (WINDSOR FOREST) TEA.
Just as Mr. C. A. Hay is leaving the Windsor

Forest tea estate to take charge of Blaokwatcr plant-

ation, Ambagamuwa, there comes the report of the

sale of a break of tea made under his care, in the

London market, which, we suppose, can be faii'ly said

to bo the most satisfactory in prices jet reached for

Ceylon tea. Even the ilepitiyakaude 4 chests at

23 8id can scarcely be placed against a sale of

no less than 37 chests of Windsor Forest which
realized 23 4id per lb. The average of the whole sale

is also exceedingly satisfactory and must be gratifying
to the proprietor

"
Logic," while we are pleased to see

Mr. Hay (an old Darjeeling planter) coming to the

front. Altogether Ceylon tea has made its mark on
the I ondon market with unexampled rapidity and
there is much encouragement to extend tlie culti\'ation

of the plant in this island.

TEA PREPARATION.
We extract the following practical notes on "Roll-

ing" from the Ind'tijo Planters' Gazette :
—

We object to heavy rolling by hand or ma-
chine, unless the leaves have been gathered durinij
very rainy wentlipv. and they are themselves also over-

charged with moisture, in which case it must be
resorted to but merely to expel the superfluous water. In
all other conditious we maintain that the less pressure is

exerted upon them the better and stronger will be the teas.
The operation of rolling is simply for the purpose of break-

ing or bruising the numerous diminutive cells of which the
leaves are constructed, in order to induce chemical action to
take place, the resultant of which is the product called tea ;

but how this arises we are unable to state, neither is it of
the slightest practical importance to the manufacturer. Old
tea planters believed that the rolling was solely for the

purpose of extracting the acrid juices from the leaves, but a
moment's reflection should convince any one that it is these

very juices which are contained in the cells and their inters-
tices that make the tea. To look at the matter in an ex-
treme point of view, supposing the entire fluids were re-
moved from tlie leaves dm'ing manufacture, their would
remain nothing but the Ijare skeletons to be put into the
pot, and consequently the boiling water could extract no
tea from these suitable for the table. Eolliug for a longer
time than experience dictates, although lightly, is as detri-
mental as the converse,

The rolling process during which the leaf cells are
broken np, is, of course, absolutely necessary as a pre-
limin.iry to ihe inipnrtant action of

"
fermentation."

The belief is prevalent that the finer if weaker flavour
of China teas is due to the fact that the Chinese throw
away much of the expressed juice which Ihe manu-
facturers of Indian and Ceylon teas are careful to
have re-absorbed into the rolled lea before it is covered
over for the "fermenting" process. Whether ecientific-

ally the pi-, cess, from which germs whe: her of animal
or ve'4et ible origin seem excluded can be regarded as
true fermentation or not, is nnt of practical import-
ance. On the process itself and whether it is too pro-
tracted or too limited in time the quality of the tea

mainly depends. It is a pity, therefore, that after
the learned disquisition on germ fermentation, inform-
ation was not givrn as to the varying periods during
which tea 8h,juld be allowed to be heaped under
cover, before beiug tired in wet weather a-id dry, and
the signs indicated of colour, sensation from touch of

the 1 and, itc, indicating ripeness or the reverse. What
the writer does is to assume full knowledge on the

part of thnse he wrote toinetruct, thus :
—

We thus have three phtcses of fermentation. In nllthnu-
the casu.al force is to be found in the life existing in cells
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or seeds or eggs, and the question is—does any such pro-
cess take place in the manufacture of tea ?

The process of rolling expresses the juices of a leaf and
among them appears Tannic *cid. Fire your leaf innnr-

(liately after it is rolled, and after infusion note favour of

liquor and color of out-turn. The liquor, tastes hareli,
pungent, and raspy, and is quite unpalatable. It further
wants 'body.' Compare this with leaf that has been fired
after being just sufliciently /ennsii/'iZ and then whhli-iif
that has been allowed to 'over-ferment' before being laiil

on the trays. It is quite unirecessary to enter into parti-
culars, as they are familiar to everyone."
As to "

firing"' we read :
—

The leaf, after having arrived at the proper state of

fermentation, should I5e quickly fireil and well drieil, which
process ought not to exceed one hour. There is no doubt
that quick packing after manufacture tends to keep a rich
aroma in the teas, which it very soon loses on exposuri^
even in a good factory. In many concerns it may Ix; ibl-

ficult to completely fire off the teas on the day of manu-
facture, but in all such cases they should be so far dried
that there will be no danger of their getting so damp and
Sottas to risk the chance of sourness, which is apt to set

in, if proper care is not taken.
The day's manufacture should be finished during dav-

hght. With proper arrangements there should be diffi-

culty in doing this. Mannlacture carried on at night is

always inferior. Of com-se there are times when this
cannot be avoided, but this should be exceptional.

The roll shoidd be spread less than 1 inch thick on the
trays, and half an hour should be taken for firing. The
malty quality in tea is imparted by brisk sharp firing.
Teas should always have a final firing or hot sunning
before packing.

Jackson's drier (we have not seen Kinmoud's)
completes the drying process in 15 minutes, and we
suppose the perfection of preparation would be to

pack hot. But as the various qualities have to be
sifted and separated, a short linal dryiu.:.; beiomes
necessary.

THE LABOUR QUESTION IN NORTH
QLT5ENSLAND.

From the Muckai/ Sta/n/nrif we abridge the following
account of a largely-attended meeting of the Planters and
Farmers' Association recently held there :—
The President (Mr. Davidson) said that the object of tlie

meeting was to consider the state 01' the labour supply in
this (bstriet for plantation progi-ess. Unle.ss some great
change took place it would be imi«)ssible to carry on the

production of sugar at the profit di'.e to large investments,
There api^eared to be three courses open to planters- Fii'st.

he was sti'ongly in favoui" of getting coolies from India ; of

course, provided they came down under the most string-
ent regulations. For the present he thought there was
Uttle chance of getting the coohes, though he lioped that
within a few years they would be inti-odnced with the ap-
proval of the country. As for the plantations in which he
was directly interested, no less than 3.50 kanakas would
be retuiiiing frr-m them duiing th*- aurrent year, and he
coidd not get more than 200 to supply theirplaces. The
result would be that he would have to reduce the extent
of his cultivation unless he could obtain hands to do tin-

work. Others, he knew, were suniiarly situated, and tin

result would be that tlie output of sugar for the district

would be greatly diminished unless some provision was at

once made to secure the labour required. The secoml

proposition was to get Cliinese. The
planters would pre-

fer any other class of labour, but the unpossibilitv of pro-
curing adequate suppUes of kanakas, or of getting coolies,

appeared to him to compel planters to avail themselves ef

any source of supply which might be open to them. H'
believed it would be found impossible to grow sugar- pro-
fitably without at least one coloured laboiu-er to ever\
six acres of cane cultivation, and, at that rate, more men
were required than appear-ed to be available. The tliird

proposition was tlie purchase of a steamer to run to the
islands. It was thought that many islands which could

only bo reached with difficulty by siuliug vessels, could be

tap])ed by the emploj-meut of a ste.imer, imd that plent\
of men would be procurable.
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The following resolutions were then put and earned :
—

" That the association is of opiuiou that the purchase of

a steamer is not desii-able." "That it is desu-able to pro-

cure a supply of Chinese laljour ou the basis of the letter

before the meeting." "That Mr. J. M'Bryde be authorized

to proceed to Cliina with letters of credit and letters of

introduction with a view of obtaioiug a supply of the

labour if it appeared to him likely to be satisfactory."
A list was opened ia the room of the names of those

desirous of obtaining the Chinese, and applications for

over 300 were at once made.—Qtwemlander.

[Our sentiments in regard to Chinese as estate

labourers are well known. The bad characters amongst
them are liable to sudden outbreaks in which they
are reckless of life. The C|uiet and industrious are

impatient to set up for themselves as market garden-

ers, shopkeepers and so forth. The continued suc-

cess of the sugar industry in Northern Queensland de-

pends on a well-ordered system of cooly immigration
from India.—Ed.]

REPORT ON THE GOVERNMENT CINCHONA
ENTERPRIZE IN JAVA FOR THE 1ST

QUARTER 1883.

The weather was very variable during the past quarter.
At the end of February, as well as in the beginning and
middle of March, a drought quite exceptional for those

months was experienced, which was not favorable for

the young plants. At Nagrak especially the young plants
suffered greatly from the drought. At the end of Janu-

ary a severe storm was experienced everywhere. Of all

the plantations the Nagrak estabU.shment suffered most
from it. Considerable damage was done not only to the

plants but also to the dwellings and the nursery-house.
The export of cinchona bark during the past quarter
amounted to 98,247 Amst. lb. Of this 61,456 lb. belong
to the harvest of 1882. Of the produce of the harvest

of 1883 34,970 Amst. lb. arc intended for .sale in the

Netherlands, and 1,821 lb. for the local military medical

service here. There are still some .35,000 lb. of bark in

the packing-houses, which on account of a larger supply
of means of transport will at the end of this quarter be

quickly dispatched to Tjikao. The supply of laborers was
more than sufficient, in spite of the great demands for

labor on the private cinchona estates, which ere con-

tinually extending in the vicinity of the Government

gardens. On 3rd March 2,000 Ledgeriana grafts were
sold by public auction at Bandoeng. Of these 1,300

found buyers at the upset price of /lO each, fixed by
the Government. The plants were bought solely by
Java cinchona planters. According to the information given
in the report for the 4th quarter of 1882, the fear was still

entertained of the exercise of an evil influence of the succi-

rubra stem on the Ledgeriana graft. An analysis of

bark taken from twenty grafts obtained from slips of

the mother tree No. 23 clearly evidenced the groundless-
ness of this fear. On examination of tbcso three-year
trees indeed not a trace of cinchonidine was discovered,

while 7'37 per cent of quinine was found in the bark.

Slips were therefore taken almost wholly from tliis wonder-

ful tree for artificial propagation. At the beginning of

March two years' leave to Europe was granted to the Director

of the Government cinchona euterprize, J. C. Bernelot

Moens. The Assistant Director was appointed to act for

hmi. "With reference to an Assistant Director, nothing
had been determined at the end of this quarter.

Van Romunde,
Vir. Govt. Cinchona Knterprize.

Bandoeng, 8th April 1883.

THE ROILING OF WATER AND THE
" RECEPTIVITY " OF CERTAIN ANIMAL

(AND PLANT) CONSTITUTION-^.
We append an interesting and instructive paragraph

from Knowluhje written by Mr. W. Mattieu Williams

in discussing
" the chemistry of cookery." He says ;

—
"Our tea-kettles, engine boilers, &c., become incrusted

when fed with calcareous waters, and most wat rs are

calcareous ; those supplied to London, which is sur-

rounded by chalk, are largely so. Thus the lioiling or

cooking of such water effects a removal of its mineral

impurities more or less completely. Other waters con-

tain such mineral matter as salts of sodium and potas-
sium. These are not removeable by mere boiling.

"
Usually we have no very strong motive for remov-

ing either these or the dissolved carbonate of lime, or

the atmoepherio gaees from water, but there is an-

other class of impurities of serious importance. There
are organic matters dissolved in all water that has

run over land covered with vegetable growth, or,

more especially, which has received contributions from
sewers or any other form of house drainage. Such
water supplies nutriment to those microscopic abomin-

ations, the micrococci, bacilli, hacteria, &c.
,
which are

now shown to be connected with blood-poisoning—
possibly do the whole of the poisoning business These
little pests are harmless, and probably nutritious,
when cooked, but in their raw and wriggling state

are horribly prolific in the blood of people who are

in cei'taiu states of what ia called "receptivity." They
(the bacteria, &c. ) appear to be poisoned or somehow
killed off by the digestive secretions of the blood of

some people, and nourished luxuriantly in the blood

of others. As nobody can be quite sure to which
class he belongs, or may presently belong, or whether

the water supplied to his household is free from blood-

poisoning organisms, cooked water is a safer beverage
than raw water.

"The requirement for this simple operation of cook-

ing increases with the density of our population,
which on reaching a certain degree renders the pol-

lution of all water obtained from the ordinary sources

almost inevitable.

"
Reflecting on the subject, I have been struck with

a curious fact that has hitherto escaped notice, viz.,

that in the country which over all others combines

a very large population with a very small allowanoe

of cleanliness, the ordinary drink of the people is

boiled water flavoured by an infusion of leaves. These

people, the Chinese, seem, in fact, to have been tlie

iuventoi's of boiled water beverages. Judging from
travellers' accounts of the state of the rivers, rivulets,

and general drainage and irrigation arrangements of

China, its population could scarcely have reached its

present density if Chinamen were drinkers of raw
instead of cooked water."

Apart from what we are told as to the gi-eater

safety of cooked rather than raw water—and, m
Ceylon, boiled water, filtered and cooled, is often

a necessity and is especially desirable in the case

of cliildren ;

—the remark as to the '

receptivity
'

of

the lilood of certain people, an esteemed coiTespond-
ent thinks, may throw light on the way in which
certain coffee trees suffer from leaf disease while

others close by are often exempt. The germs alluded

to are
" killed oft'" in some and luxuriantly nourished

in others, somchoir, but no one knows how. Now, it

may be maintained that there is a lo'/ical necessity

for the existence of such a ' certain state of recept-

ivity
'

in the coffee tree, the greater or less degree
of which determines the greater or less severity of

the attack. Surely there is nothing extraordinary in

this : any more than in the fact that certain plants
refuse to grow in some soils an<l luxuriate in others.

But tlien, did not Marshall Ward seem to deny any
sucli state in our coffee trees, although in so doing
he would appear to be opposed to both fact and

theory ?

" ROUGH ON RATS."

Clears out rats, mice, roaches, thes, nuts, bed-bugs, beetles,

insects, skunks, chipnnmks, gophers. TJd. Druggists, B. S.

Madon & Co., Bombay, General Agents.
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A CooRO Coffee Planter in Australia.—Mr. R.

Lindsay, late a coffee planter in Coorg, bat now re-

siding at Wakleok, Balliua, New South Wales, writes

to us as foil ws :
— "I was for ten years a coffee

planter in Coorg, but sold out a year and a half a;;o,

as the suialluess of the money to be mude in coffee

did not compare favourably with the long residence

to be made up country in India ; so I packed up my
traps and mude ' tracks' for Ausirnlia. After looking
about the colonics for six months, I deiiided to set: le

hero in sugar pl»Btirig and farming generally. This

sugar growing ranks with sheep and cattle farming
as a monej-making concern, and is besides the very

ihing for men with small capital, say two or three

thousand pounds, up to any amount. The cUmnte
here in the north-east corner of New South Wales,
is tbo very thing for an Anglo-In>iiau, something like

that of the Neilghernes, but witlija sea breeze. Pine

apples grow splendidly in the open air, and all other

tropical fruits and flowers grow as well here as they
do in the tropics, while the climate has not the same

relaxing heat. Besides sugar cane and maize, my
staple products, I have growing here bananas, pine-

apples, passion fruit, cuslard-apple. lemons, oranges,

peaches, guavas, grapes, tigs, mulberries, water-melons,

pumpkins, aweet potatoes and all English vegetables,
and even the eternal Madras '

brinjal.'
— il. Mail.

How TO Enjoy Coffee.— It remains then to make
the colTce. A common coff'ee-pot suffices, and the

commonest kind of boiling water. We want no per-
colators or extractojs; and, indeed, if this paper has

any value, it will perhaps consist in the prescription
of an exceedingly simple plan of ensuring coffee '"as

in Paris." Put into the pot a teacupful of coffee and
two teaspooufuls of chicory for every three breakfast

cups of infusion required. Put the pot on the hot

pate for a few moments to warm the coffee, then pour
in the boiling water and put the pot on the ."ire, and
when the coffee lioils pour it out and return it a few
times in the "old fashioned waj,

"
for the is no better

way ;
and you want no egg shells, no sole skins, and no

isinglass, for if you are smart in your luovements, and
then leave the pot alone for five minutes, the infusion

will be as clear as an honest man's conscience and

you have but to pour it out in the cups and enjoy
it. Having mude it, you must drink it; and here it

must be i-Bcorded that as a breakfast beverage it ia

certainly better with hot t'nan with cold milk. The

why and the wherefore cannot be explained by the

writer of this, but the fact is not to be doubted,
tliat sculding the milk improves the flavour and the

wholesomeoess of the cofCee. It should be strong, so

as to reijuire reducing with milk and sweetening with

sugar, and then it is a question if it is not equivalent
to meat and drink for assuredly it is as full of sup-

port as Atlus, who once took the earth upon his

back and ie said to have thought nothing of it.

Conversing lately with a friend on this subject, he said

that when in a Continental hotel lie found it a very

easy matter to conform to the Continental rule of

eating only l<iscuit or light roll with his morning
coffee, "For," said he, "there is so much support in

their splendid coffee that 1 can do a long and be>»vy

morning's work lu picture galleries, and hard walking,
and want nothing after my coffee and roll until I

return at one to the substantial and savoury d^jtinner
At home I take tea with bacon and eggs, but I prefer
the ontinental taehion of grand coffee and but little

to eat with it." Those to whom, by reason of the

(lay's engagements, it is a matter of importance to

make a hearty breakfast, "coffee as in Paris," may
b" leas desiralile than appears. At all events, in our

houseliolds, when we have any reason for beginning
the day with a good meal, we take care to order

coUee for breakfast. Taking a broad view of the sub-

ject, and with regard to health solely, it seems that

tea is an impoverishing sort of beverage, and as a

rule, not fit for regular use at the beginning of the

day.
—X. Y. Z. in the Qankner'a Magnzint.

Cinchona Culture in Java..—We call attention

to the first report on the Java Government Cinchona
Gardens written by Mr. Moens' successor, and translated

for our columns. The most important fact is the com-

plete success of the ledger grafts on Buccirubra stems,
the red bark trees exercising no deleterious influence as

W'-is feared. Can it be true as stated by a visitor

from Java that one private proprietor in that island

has as many as 5,000 acres under Cinchona Ledgeriana
and all flourishing and promising well? It seems rather

a big story.

Not content with m-mcino coffee out of date

STONES, the inventive genius of the age promises to

produce us cheese which has never seen the inside of

a dairy. For a long time past, it appears the Chinese
and Japanese have indulged, with much satisfaction,
in a very remarkable kind of bean which grows in

that region ; but souie energetic European has found
out that this beau, owing to the greasy matter and
the albumen which it contains, can be worked up
into an excellent cheese. The bean is, therefore, to

be imported into the south of France, and, if it thrive
we are promised cheese which will rank with

nothing less than the very best Parmesan.—ifjo

News.

The Pertinacity and Predominance of Weeds.—
Considering weeds to be plants of the nature of

herbs which tend to take prevalent possession of

soil used for man's purposes, irrespective of his will.
Professor Asa Gray inquires, in a recent paper in

SilUman's .Journal, whether weeds have any common
characteristic which may give them advantage, and

why most of the weeds of the United States, and

probab.y of similar temp rate countries, should be

toreigners. This latter is strikingly the case on the

Atlantic side of temperate North America, where the
weeds have mainly come from Europe, and the com-
mon answer to the question must be largely true—

viz., that, as the region was not really forest-clad,
there were few of its native herbs which, if they
could bear the exposure at all, could compete on
cleared laud with emigrants from the Old World.
A certain number of the weeds in that region have
come from the west and south, some with rather rapid
strides in recent years owing to increased means of

communication, and there are also native American

weeds, indigenous to the region, which have become

strongly aggressive through changed conditious. Pro-

fessor Claypole, of Ohio, has tried to account for

the predominance of Old World weeds in the Atlantic

United States by supposing a greater "plasticity" in

European than m American flora (the plant more easily

iidapting itself, if the change be not too great or

sudden, to its new situation, and taking out a new
lease of life as a weed) But Professor [Gray regards
this view as purely hypothetical. Again, Mr. Henslow
thinks that weetls or intrusive dominant plants gener-

ally have a common chaiacteristic to which this

dominance may be attributed— viz., that they are in

general self- fertilized plants. The question whether
the weeds which Europe has given to North America
are more self-fertiliziug or less subject to cross fertiliz-

ation than others is examined by Professor Gray, and
he is led to answer that self-fertilization is neither
the cause nor a perceptible cause of the prepotency
referred to. A similar conclusion ia justified by a

cursory examination of the indigenous weeds of the
Atbintic States, and of the prevalent species in Cali-

foriiii, whieh (as might be expected) are mostly in-

digenous species or immigrants from South America,
though the common weeds of the Old World, especi-

ally of Southern Burope, are coming in.
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Obsei'vatiou

observation

observatiou

June itith and 29tli

Dec. 21st.

CriNGER-BEEB.—Dr. Oiiclaatje, of Ceylon, states that th*

bark of Valeria Iiidicri, or piney-tree, is constantly used by
the Cingalese to arrest the alcoholic fermentation of the

juice of the jaggery palm, which is a favourite beverage with

tliera. This property of arresting fermentation might,

derhaps, be used to Iceep ginger-beer sound, though more

definite information as to the mode of use is desirable.—Ms
Chemist and Drugyisf.

The climate of S. Paulo, the captital of the Santos

coffee district, is thus summarized in the RioNiV's:—
a:sxual summary.

Meteorological observations taken at Braz, in the city of S Paulo,

during 1SS2, by the Companhia Cantareira e Esgotos ;—
Lat. 23<leK. a2inin.58sec. S.

.

Lous. 40 dej{. 36 min. 46 sec. W. (Greenwich).

Hei.'bt of barometer, 2,393 ft. above mean sea-level.

Du of rain-gauge, 2,378-5 ft. do do

Maxinumi pressure of barometer dunng hours of

27-9Q1 inches on 10th June, 9 pm.
Minimum pressOTe of barometer during hours of

27-40H inches on the 8th December, 9 am.
Maximum pressm-e of barometer during hours of

con-f. led to 32 deg. F. at sea-level, 30-481 on 18th .Tidy, 9 pm.
Minimimi pressure of barometer during hours of observation

corrected to 32 deg. F. at sea-level, 29 671 on 6th ,Tuly 9 a m.

Alaximum thermometer in shade 91 deg. 9 on>ovembcr 2ith.

Minimum do do 33 deg. on August 7th.

Bo do on grass 26 deg. on August 5th.

Total raiiifall during year 60-40 inches.

Greatest fall on one day 2'61 inches on January 4th.

It rained on 186 days.
Fog on miirnings of 77 days and nights of 14.

Dew on mornings of 113 days and nights of 137.

Thunder and lightning on 40 days.

Tliunder heard and lightuiug imperceptible ou 29 days.

Lightning seen and thunder not heard on 31 days.

Limar Corona observed on January 31st, Juo

August 19th and December ISth.

Lunar Halo observed on May 30th, Nov. 21st and

Comet observed on 30th September.
Zodiacal light observed ou August 13th.

Frostoii 10 nights. „ ... . .

The FuiLS of Indi.\ : Sun Heat.—In a series of

lectures at Bombay by Mr. Alfred N. Pearson, a

miuiug engineer, the following interesting statement

was made :
—

Under the heading of "Fuels," the coal fields of

India were touched upon, and it was stated that

India contained the thickest known coal seams of the

world, some being 100, 120 and 160 feet thick. On
tlie Ranigunge coal tield, which had a probable area

of l,l'00 .square miles, there were in 1872 uo le.ss than

44 mines at work. In 1879 this field yielded 523,000

tnus of coal, and gave employment to 389,000 men,

195,000 women, and 27,000 children. The expense of

carriage of coal over land was very considerable and

prevented the Indian coal fields irom meeting much
more than the local demand. Coal which in 1880 sold

at ih to 3 rupees at the pit's mouth on the Raniganj
coal'lieM cn-t 7 to 8 rupees in Calcutta and no less

than R50 in Lahore. Mr. Ball, in his little book on

the ' Diamonds, coal and gold of India,' stated that

the annual consumption of coal in India was upwards
of one and-a-half million tons, and that in round

figures two-thirds of this amount was raised in the

counti-y. As a sign of progress in the development
of Indian industries this statement was not unsatis-

factory ; but it was completely dwarfed when one

» tu'ned to the statistics of the English coal fields

where in 1872 not one and-a-half million, but 123J

millions of tons of coal were raised, 16 millions of

which were exported, and the rest consumed in the

country. Other fuels, such as wood, peat, lignite, and

Iietroleum were dealt with ;
and before leaving the

subject of fuels the importance of the sun's heat as

a fuel was pointed out. However unequally wood
and coal were distributed over India, there was no

doubt tliat sunshine was given impartially enough.
Some etfurts to use it in a concentrated form had

been made in the drying of tea, but with only partial

success. For the most chemical processes and even

for brick-burning, the lecturer believed a determined

ell'rt to apply it would result in success.

New Indu.stkies and Bonu.-jes.—The Colonial Secret-

ary of New Zealand has been instructed to offer

the following bonuses for the encouragement of new
local industries:—Fifty percent on the value realized
for the first £1,000 worth of cocoons or silkworms'

eggs produced in ihe Culony, to be paid on quan-
tities of not less than £50 worth, or more than £100
worth, reared by any one person ; £500 for the first

£2, .WO worth of native manganese and bronze ; £300
for the first £1,500 worth of native marble sold in a

foreign market for not lees than 93 per cubic foot :

i£500 for the first 250 tons of native antimony regulus
sold in a foreign country at a fair market value ;

and £1,000 for the pioduction, from native ores

by a direct process within the Colony, of 200
tons of 'iron blooms" «{ marketable quality. ^PwWiO
Opinion.

The Emancipation Qi^fstion in Brazit. is thus
discussed by Mr. .1. W. Hammond, 'in a letter to

the Rio Neim :
—

All revolutions leave blood stains ; therefore the
milder they are the less apparent will these be. In
the Brazilian emancipation I, however, see so many
and such fearful rocks and breakers ahead, that I

1
should be truly glad if some one cnuld point out the safe

j

"way. There are employed in the coffee plantations of
I Brazil about 500,000 slaves, of which, if freed, only

I

about 150,000 would work, and these not so hard as
'

they do now. Here therefore we find a want of

350,000 laborers, which would have to be f"und some-

I

where, lo carry on the great agriculture of the country
I

To supply this need only about 10 to 15,000 free

\ people enter the plantations yearly, all other im-

migrants or free laborers finding the of a living in Brazil

!

so easy near the large cities, where there are some
!

diversions and pastimes, naturally prefer this, to the

comparatively hard life in the preparation of coff'ee

for the market. At this rate, it would take2il years

\

to supply the simple needs of the present plantations ;

^

but during those 20 years what would become of the
Brazilian nation, as a nation, if it lost, say, only
half of its revenue from coff'ee, a sum greater than

! £4,000,000 (four millions pounds sterling)? If it can
be proved that no thought need be given to this point

1
then will I join you, m calling out for immediate

; emancipation. That there will be troublous times,
and grievous ones, if this question be not properly

1
worked out, yon yourself concur in, in saying that in

the United States "they" (the emancipated ones)
"went to work in part just as soon as the country

1
became settled and returned to productive pursuits."

{

Now if there had been no time of non production, no

j

time when the country became unsettled, hence re-

turned to weeds and rank growth, . there could not
then have been a time of returning. This is the time

' I dread for Brazil, the days of non-production, of

anarchy, and of misery, which will come between the

I
ab.indouing of, and the returning to cultivation. Surely

I the fact can not be contested, that the United
States sufl'ered horribly during the period, from the

j
promulgation of forced emancipation in 1863 down
to 1866—this was during the war and shortly after it,

1 and the war was the payment for the holding of slaves.

! We must not hide the fact that great social upturn-
'

ini.'S bring tremendous social misTy in their wake.
The English paid hard cish, and the Americans slaught-
ered each other iuoider to lu-iug about emuncipatiun.

,

Which of these would you have the Brazilians follow?
The first they c-iii not ; the second would be the

abandoning of the ills we know of, for those we
know not of. Brazil, must try other means, if she
would attain an early and satisfactory emancipation,
free from blnodshtd and bankruptcy, and one
which would bless the emancipated as well as the

emancipators.
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^ixxtesp(xnd$no$,

To the Editor of the "-Ceylon ObserverP
EFKEGTS OF HEMILEIA VASTATRIX

ON COFFEE.

Coppah, 3rd May 1883.

Dear Sir,—lu your paper of the 14th ultimo, I

notice a letter from " D. B.C." in reference to mine
on the above subject. I agree with him about the

eflfecta on old trees, but not on the young. On the

young, the leaves drop as they do on all trees at-

tacked with the disease, but the branches do not

necessarily die back, and why ? Because, being young,
there is more nourishment in the soil to enable the

plants to survive easier than is the case with the
old coffee, ir I mistake not, it is the wind that

spreads the 11. V. by driving the seed of the fun-

gus from one tree to another, and there it germinates
and increases.

I am no b^itanist, but I presume that, to a great
extent, the peel of the lierry is of the same siib-

staDce as the leaves, and, therefore, if the seed of

the fungus germinates on the leaves why not on the

peel, and if it does so germinate then the attacked

pael has tlie same effect on the berry as the infected

leaves have on the tree: that is to say, it feeds

on the nourishment that would otherwise go to mature
and ripen the berry and consequently weakens it.

The printer made an error in the signature of my
last by mistaking the " E "

for a " C."—Yours truly,
J. R. E.

COURECl'ION IN DR. TRIMEN'S REPORT.

Ootacamund, 9th May 1883.

Sir,— I regret to find on p. 10 of my report for

1882, (see page 92.5 of T. A.) in the analysis of "hard
Carthagena" bark, that a Ime has been omitted. The
amount of cinchonine should be SO and there should
follow it :

—
Amorphous... 'Tl

This makes the total 4'7.5, ^s printed. This analy-
sis, with tho.se of other varieties of Columbian bark
will be found printed in the report by Robert Cross
of his mission to South America in 1877-78, p. 53.

I am sorry that, in the hurry of leaving Colombo,
I should have let this error escape me.—X am, yours
faithfully, HENRY TRIM EN.

TEA-GROWING BY THE SEASIDE.

16th May 1883.

Sir,—Can you please inform me in your next issue
whether tea will grow on estates lying close to the
sea (say about one-eighth of a mile), and at no
greater elevations than about twenty or thirty feet
from the level of the sea ? If indeed your answer
is in tlie affirmative, then it may be well for coconut
estate owners, who seldom receive a greater return
than twenty rupees per acre a year, to become ex-

clusively tea planters, when they will get a return
of six times the amount they now get. I sav, ex-
clusively, because I think (under your correction) that
tea will not grow with coconuts, under the shade of
its palm. This, however, is not my object in seeking
the present information from you. My object is to
clear up a jungle lying close to the sea and to plant
it with tea, if you recommend it. I shall also thank
you to refer me in this your invaluable paper to some
publication, whence I can obtain information respect-
ing te.i pl.cuting : especially of pruning, plucking and
preparing tea.—I remain, yours truly,

LOWCOUNTRY.
[Tea is being successfully cultivated in the Kalutara

Sbtrict within the influence of the sea-air, though
some miles distant and at an elevation of perh:ipa two
or three hundred feet above it. An experiment even
nearer and more on a level, would probably be suc-
cessful provided the soil were good ; but where is there

good jungle and soil contiguous to the sea 7 The
pamphlet published at this office "Tea-planting in
Southern India and Ceylon

"
will give the information

required by
" Low-counir."—Ed.]

SILK CULTURE IN CEYLON.
Hope Estate, Deltota, 20ih May 188:}.

Dear Sik,—Of the cocoons I brought from England
a gre.it m.-vny hatched out on board the steamer and
the moths paired freely. I have eggs of the follow-

ing species now ready for distribution gratis to all

who take an interest in sericulture :
—

Cecropia, Poly-
phemus and Peruyi. The worms of the first mentioned
feed on pear, apple, plum and other fruit trees, and
the other two species are oak-feeders, and can doubt-
less be reared on loquat. Avocado pear and indige-
nous trees whose foliage is of simihir character.
The moths of Cynthia, Ailacii.i ricini and of the

Himalayan utlas have not yet emerged.
—Y'ours faith-

fiJ'.v. P. N. B.

Tea-plantino.—.Some time ago a Ceylon planter
wrote to us :—While conversing this morning with a
proprietor of tea estates in Cachai, I learned a
practice in tea-planting there, which I have not seen
brought forward in any of your articles on the sub-

ject, and which may be interesting, if you do not
already know it. In planting it has become usual,
in order to secure a liret-elass tea, to plant the
following varieties and proportions in the same field:
First-class hybrid 75 per cent, pure indigenous 15

per cent, and China tea 10 per cent. On older fields,
where this has not already been done, the planters
are supplying with a view to arrive at it. [Has this
ever been confirmed?—Ed. C. 0.] The China growth
should be central and surrounded by the hybrid
while the indigenous is planted promi.scuously through-
out the field. I have also been told that all teas
should be properly cured and packed on the es/alcs,
as any subsequent break of bulk causes deterioration.
Canker. —A planter who has recently returned from

a tour through the Dimbula and Dikoya districts writes
us as follows :

—Few people have any conception
of the enormous number of cinchonas that have died

during the last 12 months from canker ?nd the large
number that will very likely go during this present year.
Even planters themselves object to discuss the ques-
tion. There is no doubt in my mind that canker is

spreading and that, rapidly. It is much more difficult
now to grow jilants than it used to be and it is well

nigh impossible to get any large percentage to strike
after planting out, whilst some say that pricking out
beds that have once been used are unable to raise a

plant. I confess I mjself have not found this to be
the case if the soil of the beds is loose and free.
It used once to be thought that IS months to two
years old was the most critical time for a cinchona
tree, but I think now all times and ages are critical,
and nciue more so than another. 1 suppose a smaller

percentage of trees of six year old have been raised
Irom cinchona seed than from seed of any other tree
in existence? How many seeds are there as an average
in a 11). of succirubra seed— I suppose about 400,000.
How many pounds weight of seed does each six year
old tree represent !

—Local " Times."

MOTHER SWAN'S WORtVI SYRUP.

Infallible, tasteless, harmles.s, e:ilhartic; for feverishness,
restlessness, worms, con.stipation. Js. at druggists B. S.

Madon & Co., Bombay, General Agerita.
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EXPOSING THE ROOTS OF FRTJiT-TREES. •

[The author of the following, letter, it will be seen, is

opposed to the Jaffna system of Vine-culture, viz., exposing

the roots.—Ed.]
Regarding .Jujube's comments on my remarks on exposmg

the roots of fruit trees, in the last number of the Indian

Forester. The soil in his garden must be very good for

the cultivation of rines. I find no difficulty here, in ripening

the wood without having recourse to exposing theii' roots

to sun and air, however my vines do not make a super-

abundance of wood and I fancy his do. If he would reduce

the amount of his wood by lopping off the leading shoots

and thinning out the lateral ones periodically during their

season of growth, he would not have to dig a trench round

his ^unes in order to make them hibernate. By adopting
that plan, I am certain he woidd obtain even better crops

than at present. When %'ines are very kvxm-iant and pro-

duce more wood than they can ripen, it is better to cut

it out as soon as made, than run the risk of injuring even

a single fibre of theu- roots. Vines are very tenacious of

life, and will stand very rough treatment for years, but

the roots of those that have lioen least disturbed will

remain in a bearing and healthy condition the longest.

Regarding his query as to the length of time a i-ine will

live productively. This depends greatly on circumstances.

If these are favourable it will live to a great age. The

famous vine at Hampton Court was planted in 1769, and

when last I heard of it (1S78) was bearing a heavy crop.
—"W. G.—Indian Forester.

OAOAO, LIBERIAN COFFEE, AND TEA GROWING
ON THE OLDEST COFFEE ESTATES IN CEYLON.

The older cacaos in the lower fields ofthe estate (SiN-

napittia) are very forward for their age. and wiU next

year yield a fairish crop. The strong and vigorous growth

of cacao in an old field of coffee, probably unilcr cultiv-

ation for about 50 years, is really surpisiug. Anyone ac-

quainted with hill cultivation, and who has seen the color

of streams during a shower of rain, must have been sadly

impressed with the sight of thousands of tons of valu-

able soil carried away to the sea with every rain-storm.

Contour drainage, or even terracing, only tends to lessen wash,

not to arrest it effectually. Well, I say those experienced

in hill cultivation can quite understand the state of the soil

of a field under cultivation for half a century, and subject

to monthly scrapings and exposed to the rains of two

monsoons annually. Plants growing in this field have

nothing but subso'il to subsist upon, yet cacao is tlniving

apace. As cacao does not draw from the soil the same

constituents as coffee, it may be said that the constituents

it requires, never having been drawn upon, abound in the

soil; but what explanation can be given of Liberian coffee

not 'only growing in these fields, but flourishing mth a

vigour not to be surpassed even on virgin soil? About

three years ago the plants put down amongst the old and

washed out coffee, were bearing at such a rate, that the

trees had to be supported with a dose of manure. The

effect of the manure was to put on the trees a crop the

branches were not able to support. They had all to be

propped up with sticks and kept in position by strings

drawn from the stem under everi/ branch. The trees pre-,

sent a ve y ludicrous appearance now, with such a mass

of rope on them. For some idea to be formed of the

number of cherries a single tree has been bearing, I will

quote from a letter in the Tropical Ayricultnrist, written

e\'idently by the Superintendent, and therefore authentic:—
" I picked off one Liberian coffee tree this morning 4,75.5

cherries. *** I am sorry I did not keep an account of

what I picked in January. It was at least 3,000, and there

are more than 4,000 more on the tree. Do you think

any tree in Ceylon could beat this?" At the period of my
visit the trees were enjoying a well-earned rest and had

no crop on them to speak about, but they were looking

far from played out, and seemed fit to hear many more

large crops.

"

The above has reference mainly to new pro-

ducts in fields of old coffee, but Sinnapittia has taken a

new lease of life in its new clearing opened within the last

three years. The traveller by train is introduced to these

from the Gampola station onwards for over a mile. The

land has a beautiful lie, and is composed of very fairish.

porous soil. Most of the land was under heavy lautana
when cleared. It is one continuous strip of about twelve
chains in width, and running for very nearly 2 miles from
end to end. These clearings, in extent about 150 acres,
are planted with Liberian coffee and quincunxed with
cacao. The growth of both products is very fair. I think
the large quantity of loose boiUders that are met frequently
in the clearing, can be profitably utlized to terrace it.

An ordinarily intelligent coolie can in a vei*y short time
be ti-ained to masonry, and can with a coolie to assist

it cariying stones, build from 100 to 120 feet a day. This
is as cheap as tiraining and much more effective. Besides scat-

tered as they are broadcast, the stones are very much
in the way. These clearings of Liberian coffee and cacao

are now being lined 4x4 and holed for tea.—"Examiner."

MR. VINCENT ON MADRAS AND ITS

VAGETATION.
The gentleman who was deijuted from India to report

on the forests of Ceylon has given his impressions of

Madras in the Indian Forester^ in a letter from which we

quote as follows ;
—

There can be no doubt that Madras is in process of be-

coming one of the handsomest towns in India. Were it

not for its great area and want of local municipal funds, it

would long ago have been undoubtedly one of the finest

as it is one of the healthiest of them. A great feature in

Madras is the number of large buildings, mostly public, built

in the oriental style of architecture. Most prominent of

all these is the Ohepauk Palace, an old palace of the

Nawabs of the Oaruatic, largely added to, and now used by
the Board of Revenue. Here I foimd the Forest office,

mth a fine verandah looking out to sea, over a pretty

grass lawn adorned with fountains and young Poon trees.

Near it is the grand new University Senate house, which
seems to the uninitiated to be a mixture of Gothic and
Saracenic architecture. Behind these and other neighbour-
ing large buildings are the grounds of Government House,
in process of transformation into a Botanic Garden,
and a very pretty garden it will be when completed, for

besides the sea frontage and the broad mouth of the Coom
river, there are large tanks and the Buckingham Canal,

pretty bridges and groups of trees of various kinds. The
summer avenue trees of Madras are the Nim, the Casu-
arina and the Odina Wodier, the latter most remakable,
as Dr. Brandis has pointed out, for retaining its leaves

the whole year round, while only a few miles into the

country it may be found in its usual cold weather leaf-

less state. Hedges, principally of Imja dulcis, surround the

large compounds of the houses, while in places groves of

Coconut palms remind us of the first impressions of India

we gained on landing in Ceylon. A special feature in

Madras, and most of all in the more aristocratic quarters
of Nangumbaukum, Chetput, Egmore and Adyar, is the

immense size of the house compounds. Some of them
would make a not inconsiderable park for an English

squire, and the hou.ses are generally large, airy and com-
fortable. The gardens seem to keep themselves ;

ferns and

especially Adianta thrive most luxuriantly in the shade,
while the magnificent growth of Orotons, which in Calcutta

one is chiefly accustomed to see carefidly tended in small

pots, is in Madras a mo.st striking feature, and makes gay
the lawns and shrubberies with every shade of red and

yellow and orange and purple. Here they are not small

plants in small pots, but either in the ground direct, or

in huge pots, they show tall masses of column often ID

to 15 feet high and proportionately broad. The great num-
ber of Nim [Margosa.

—Ed.] trees is very noticeable,

whUe the yellow pods of Alhizzia Lclibek keep up their

ceaseless rattle at every puff of sea breeze which shakes

the roadside trees. The pubUc gardens, besides the new
one which is being made near Government House, are the

Peoples' Park and the Agri-Horticultural. The former,
near the handsome Madras Railway Station, is not very
well kept, and possesses very few trees of any size, but the

latter has, though of small area, a particularly fine collec-

tion of trees and interesting plants. The curious Kir/el ia

pinnata with spreading branches and huge pumpkin-like
fruits hanging at the end of long strings from the branches

attracts attention at once, and there is a Baobab which
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gives a very good idea of what a strange object it must
be in a Central African landscape. The Mahogany seems
to thrive, and so do numerous species of Diospyros, while

among the specimens of palms, are some which I do not
remember even to have seen in the palm house or the

palmetum at Calcutta. A rather longer excui'.sion may bo
made to Guindy Park, which lies away to the west behind
the model farm of Sydapet. Guindy Park is the hot
weather residence of the Governor, and the shrubberies

jjresent specimen trees of almost everything curious that
can be thouglrt of. But to the Forester, there is nothing
so interesting as the Casuarina, and indeed I expect that
the Bladras Presidency can, in its coast plantations of

Casuarina, rival the work done on the dunes of Gascony
with the maritime pine. But I must leave my remarks
on them for another letter. A. V.

TROPICAL AGRICULTURE IN THE NORTHERN
TERRITORY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

On Friday evening, AprU 6, Mr. E. "W. Price, Govern-
ment Resident of the Northern Territory, who has just
arrived in Adelaide on a holiday trip, delivered in the
Town Hall Banqueting-room an interesting and instructive

lecture upon "The Northern Territory, its climate, pro-
ductions, capabilities and prospects." AVe quote:—Contrary
to expectation agriculture could be carried on in the
Northern Territory with success ; fruit and vegetables
were grown in various parts of the country from
Palmerstou to Pine Creek, and at all the telegraph
stations the supply was ample. Having referred to the

e.xperimental garden under the care of Mr. Holtze, he
stated that there were milUons of acres of land far richer

than that garden still open for selection. Speaking of

the experiments with sugarcane, he expressed the opinion
that the cane could be cultivated successfully without
artificial irrigation or manui-e. Since then the cane had
been tried on various other soils with equal success. The
Chinese grew it for eating purposes, and on rich moi.st

soil at Mindale, about one mUei from the town, it at-

tained great size, and the Chinese said it was very rich

in saccharine matter. On the banks of the Daly River

splenfUd cane had been raised. On the Adelaide River
Ml-. Sergison planted some on the virgin soil which was

only ploughed a few days before for the first time. There
the cane was growing splendidly, although the bush rats

gave a little trouble, but that evil had disappeared. On
Douglas' Peninsula, Messrs. Harris, Head, Erricksou, and

Clippenburg were growing magnificent eaue on their farms,
but too far away from the Delissa Company's mill to pay
for cru.shing. jfr. Beau was growing some fine samples
at DelissaviUe, but the ground at present cleared was in

his (Mr. Price's) opinion not suitable. It was too light,
and had not the power to retaui sufficient moisture, except
a small patch on the creek near the mill. No doubt on
the same estate there were lai'ge patches of suitable land,
but still uncleared. The same remark apphed to the whole
of that peninsula. He thought the great sugar estates

of the Northern Territory would be on the banks of the

rivers, and there were several reasons for that. First,
the land was rich, and when cultivated turned into a rich

loam—rich enough to crop for years without manure ;

secondly, there was no cost for clearing the land being readt
for the plough at once ;

and thirdly, there was water car-

riage to the mill-door. The only disadvantage he could
see was the rajjid growth of grass, necessitating labour
to keep it down. There were millions of acres of that
rich land on the banks of the Daly, Adelaide, Victoria—
the three alligator rivers—the Roper, Liverpool, and several

smaller streams, so that the area as far as known in

Queensland was limited ; that in the Territory was practic-

ally unlimited. South Australia at present purchased
12,000 tons of sugar a year from other countries, every
penny of which would remain in the country when the

sugar industry was fairly developed in the Northern Territ-

oi*y. Immediate success could not be expected, nor had
it been attained in Queensland without a great deal of diliic-

lUty. but that the Northern Territory chmate was suit-

able for sugar-growing he had no doubt. The average
rainfall in seven years had been G'2 inches, spread over
seven to eight months; and during the dry mouths at

times heavy dews fell, quite as useful as rains, and at

the Melbourne Exhibition somo maize was shown which
had been sown ."ind reaped in the dry season without a
single shower. There was one thing lacking in the
Northern Territory, and that was lime, but the cost of

supplying that would be small, as lime was easily obtained
from shell and coral close to liand. The next interest
in importance to sugar would be the cultivation of cin-

chona, but there was only one plantation of it yet, and
Mr. Poett, who had taken it up, had great success promised
him, although at first he had much trouble with the

plants. Even iu Ceylon Mr. Poett had not seen such rapid
growth, and the great value of growing that plant was so
well admitted that in Ceylon the cott'ee planters who had
suitable land were trying cinchona, as being far safer and
more remunerative than coffee. Liberian coffee succeeded
very well, both at the Government Nursery and at Mr.
Poett's place, where there were also 150,000 plants grow-
ing from seed cotton. Tobacco had to be planted at the

Territory just at the close of the wet season, as the heat
was too gi-eat before

;
it would therefore require irrig-

ation, or a very moist and cool soil. Two fan- crops had
been produced at the Nursery, and cigars from it were
exhibited at the Melbomne Exhibition. Indiarubber, a
most valuable plant, was making rapid progress. Indigo,
tapioca, arrowroot, rice, maize, ramie. (Chinese grasscloth),
groimd nut, sesame oil, an^l ginger—every one had been a
perfect success. The plants that had failed were Arabian
coffee, cinnamon, coooa, nutmeg, pepper, tea, vanilla, and
poppy. Many of those Mr. Holtze beUeved would succeed
m moist gullies, but not close to the sea. The mangoe,
breadfruit, custard apple, pineapple, soursop, orange, citron,
lime, lemon, shaddock, banana, fig, peach, pomegranate,
.almond, quince, bambootam, and granadilla, as well as a
large number of fodder plants, succeeded. As regarded the
climate, he said that the Northern Territory for a tropical
country was certainly healthy. There was no yellow fever,
and as yet no cholera or smallpox. Dysentery was very
rare

; diphtheria was unknown, and so also was typhoid
fever, 'rhe last question for intending planters was the
labour question. Ho did not think the Chinese suitable
for plantations. They were liable to leave at a very short

notice, and perhaps when most wanted, while their wages—
3s. a day—was too high. Therefore the Government had
wisely provided for the importation of Indian cooUes,
who had everywhere proved themselves good plantation
hands. They would supply every need in the labour line

In closing, Mr. Price spoke of the natiual advantages of
the Northern Territory, its various resources, the character
of its buildings, fine harbours, admirable geogi-aphical posi-
tion, and general advantages. He defended the Territory
against its traducers, who were for the main part men
whose ill-success was due to themselves

; and he said that
so far from the TeiTitory now deserving the title of
• 'White Elephant

"
it was a credit to South AustraUa and

a valuable portion of her possessions. A hearty vote of
thanks brought the engagement to a close.—Adelaide
Ohcrrer.

INDIA -.—CROP AND WEATHER REPORT.
For the Week endino the Sth May 18S3.

General Remakks.—Heavy showers have again
fallen iu Assam, and good rain is also reported to
have occurred througliout Bengal proper. In Madras
rain has fallen more or less throughout the Presidency.
In the Bombay Presidency heavy rain is reported
from p.arts of Dharwar and slight showers from three
other districts. In Mysore and Coorg rain has fallen
in all districts. Elsewhere there has been no rain
to report for the week under notice. No report has
been received from British Burma.
Madras.—No rain in Chiugleput, Tanjore and Tra-

vaucoro ; general prospects good.

GORGED LIVERS,
Bilious conditions, constipation, piles, dyspepsia, headache,
cured by

" AVells' Jlay Apple pills." 5<1. and Is. boxes at

druggists. B. S. Madou & Co., Bombay, General Agents for
East India.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NE^W PRODUCTS.
(From LEWIS & PEATs Loiulon Price Cm-rent, May 10th, 1SS3.)

IMPORTED FROM
MALABAR COAST,
COCHIN, CEYLON,
MADRAS, &c.

BEES' WAX, White

Yellow
CINCHONA BARK—

Crowu,

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.

Twig
VEDAMOMS, Malabar

Aleppee
Madras
Mangalore
Ceylon

INN.4M0N Ists

2nd!
3rds

Slightly softish to good
I

hard brijjht
Do. drossy & dark ditto.

Medium to fine Quill .

Spoke shavings ...

Branch
Medirnn to good Quill .

Spoke shavings ...

Branch

Clipped, bold, briglit.fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to tineplnmpclipped
Long, lean, to fair

Good & fine, washed, bgt.

Middling to good...
Ord. to fine pale quill

China
Chips

iCOA, Ceylon

.
I iFFEECcylonPlantation

,, Native
East Indian

Native
com ROPE, Ceylon and

Cochin

FIBRE, Brush ...

Stuffing ...

' VIIE YARN, Ceylon
Cochin
Do.

COLOMBO ROOT, sifted ..

CROTON SEEDS, sifted ..

EBONY WOOD -

i;lSGEB, Co;hiu, Cut

Rough

NUXV0MIC.4."

JIYR.A.BOLANES, pale ...

Pickings
OIL, CINNAMON

CITRONELLA
LEMON GRASS

OBCHELLA WEED
I'EPPER—

Malabar, Black sifted

Alleppee & Cochin „
Tellicherry, White

PLU.MBASO, Lump

chips
dust

RED WOOD
S.APAN WOOD
SANDAL WOOD, logs

Do. chips
SENNA, Tinnevelli

Woody and hard ...

Fair to fine plant...
Good to fine

Crrey to fair

Bold.

Middling to good mid. .

Low middling ...

Smalls
Good ordinarj' ...

Bold...^

Medium to fine ...

Good to fine ordinary .

Mid. coarse to fine light
Ord. to fine long straight
Coarse to fine

Good to superior
Ordinary to fair

Roping fair to good
Middlingwormy to fine...

Fair to fine fresh

Middling to fine

Good to fine bold

Small and medium
Fair to good bold
Small
Fair to fine bold fresh...

Sm.all ordinary and fair...

Good to fine picked
Common to middling . . .

Fair Co.ast

Burnt and defective

Good to fine heavy
Bright & good flavour ...

Mid. to fine, not woody...

£6
£5 a £6

2s a 3s
Is 6d a 23 6d
Is 6d a 23

Is 9d a .3s

9d a Is 9d
Is a Is (5d

Ud a 6d
6s (5d a 73

3s 6d a 5s

Is a .5s

2s 6d a 4s 6d
a 8s

2s 6d a 3s 6d
Is a 23 5d
lOA a 2s Id
9d a Is 9d
7d a Is Id

1^ a (id

9US a 100s

70s a 8.55

95s a 105s

8tjs a ftos

Sis a 853

Ws a 753
48s

95s a 115s
82s a 94s

603 a 62s

£14 a £22 10s

£25 a £45
£14 a £18
£18 a £39
£18 10s a £25
£16 10s a £20
20s a 3os
.5.53 a 60s

£7 a £13
723 a 112s

4Ss a 653
40s a 623
35s a 38s
3s a 1.3s

7s 3d a 8s 6d
lOsa lis

8s 6d a 10s

9s

sa 83

Is a 33 6d

l|d a Ifd
ifd a ifd
40s a 603

ejd a 6M
6^ a 6fd
9d a 2s Bd
14s a 17s
83 a 123

8s a lis

OS a 10s

£5 10s a £5 15s

£9 a £13
£.10 a £60
£10 a £23

Good to fine bold green ... 9d a Is 5d

Fairmiddling bold ...Isdaod
Common dark and small,' Id a 2|d
Finger fair to fine bold 20s a 24s

iMtxed middling [brightilSs a 20s

jBulbs whole Ills a 163

Do split 13s6dal43 6d

Fair to bold he.avy
,, good ,,

Fair to fine bright bold...

Small middling" to good...
Slii^ht foul to fine tiright

Ordinary to fine bright ...

Fair and fine bold
Mid tling coated to good
Fau* to good flavor

TURMERIC, Madras
Do.
Do.
Cochin

VANILLOES, Mauritius &
Bourbon, Ists 'Fine crystalised 6 a 9iuch'2.5s a 3i3s

2nds Foxy & reddish ,, ,,
jl.5s

a 20s

f Lenn & dry to middliugj
under 6 inches ... lOsalos3rds

4th f Low, foxy, inferior and

L pickings . 5s a 10s

IMPORTED FROM
BOJIBAY

AND ZANZinAE.

ALOES, Soccotrine and jGood and ftiiedry
Hepatic..'Common & raid, part soft

CHILLIES, Zanzibar ...'Good to fine bright
Ordinary and middling ...

CLOVES, Zanzibar 1 Good and fine bright ...

and Pemba / Ordinary & middUngdull;

£5 a £3
64 a £7
4.5s a 55s
304 a 40s

73d a 75d
7d a 7id

IMPORTED FROM
BOMBAY

AND ZANZIBAR.

^blue

CLOVES, Mother .

Stems.
COCULUS LNDICUS
GALLS, Bn&sorah 1

& Turkey /
green...
white...

GUM AMMONIACUM—
drop ..

blqtk..

ANDII, washed ..

scraped..
ARABIC, picked ..

sorts..

ASSAFCETIDA ..

Fair, usual dry
Fair, fresh
F.air

Fair to^e dark

Good .

KINO
MYRRH, picked..

Aden sort;

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings.
sifting3 .

INDIA RUBBER

S-IFFLOWER, Persian

QUALITY. QU0TATI6NS

3d a 4d
2da2id
IDs 9d a 12s

Small to ffn^ clean
dark to good
Picked fine pale in sorts,

part yellow and mixed
Bean & Pea size ditto

amber and dark bold
Medium & bold sorts-

Pale bold cle<au

Y'dlowish and mixed
Fair to fine

Clean fair to fine

Slightly stony and foul
Fair to fine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to good white

Middling to good reddish

Middling to good pale ...

Slightly foul to fine

Mozambique,fairtofine \

sausage /

„ Ball...

Ordinary to good

IMPORTED FROM
CALCUTTA AND

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

CASTOR OIL, Ists

2nds
3rds

CUTCH
INDIAEUBBER Calcutta,

Rangoon

SAFFLOWES

12s a 503
45s a 50s

50s a 603
20s a 30s
£17 a £20
£14 a £16
£8 a £12
£11 a £15
£6 a £9
3ds a 42si6d
30s a .333

.32s a 38s
B5s a 903
2.5s a 50s
40s a 45s
£6 a £9
£4 a £6
40s a 48s 6d
36s a 383
14s a 223 6a
12s a 163

2s 9d a 23 lid

2s8da2s lOd
5s u 2.53

TAMARINDS

Nearly water white
Fair and good pale
Brown and brownish
Good dark clean
Good fo fine

Common foul and mixed
Fair to good clean

Madagascar Good to fine
pinky &whitc

Fair to good black '...

Good to fine pinky
Middling to fair

Inferior and pickings ...

Middling to fine,not stony
Stony and inferior

IMPORTED FROM
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

ALOES, Cape

Natal
ARROWROOT (Natal)

IMPORTED FROM
CHINA. J.\PAN AND THE
EASTERN ISLANDS.

Fair dry to fine bright ... .52s a 54s 6d
Common & middling soft 42s a 50s
Fairto fine ... '55s a 703

Middling to fine ... Sd a Od

CAMPHOR, China
Japan

CUTCH, Pegue
GAMBIER, Cubes

Block
GUTTA PERCHA, genuine]

Sumatra...
Reboiled...

White Borneo

NUT.MEGS, large
Medium ...[

Small
M.iCE

RHUBARB, Snu dried ...

High dried ,,.

S.iGO, Pearl, large
medium ...

small
Flour

TAPIOCA, Penang Flake...

Singapore „ ...

Flour
Pearl

4d a t'd

3|d a 3|d
3d a .3id

20s a .32s

2s 9d a 2s lid
6da 23
2s ed a 2s lid
23 lid a 3s

4d a 23 7d
£3 .is a £t l'.l3

£2 10s a £3
£1 IDs a £2 5s
Us 6d a 14s
33 a 5s

Good, pure, & dry white

„ ,, pinky
Good to fine

Ordinary to fine free

Pressed
Good
Fine clean Banj & Maeas-

BarKy to fair [sar
Common to fine clean
Good to fine clean
Inferior and barky
6i's a 80's, garbled
85"s a 95's

,100's a 123'3

Tale reddish to pale

jOrdinary to red

Chips
iGood to fine sound

> 65s a 70s

253 a 31s
40s a 423 6d
323 a 353

is a 27s
23 4d a 33

7da2s
6d a Is Gd
lid a 13 3.1

4d a lOd
2s lOia .SirTd

25 8dRte3 91
23 2d a 33 7a
is 8d a 23

"

Is .5d a Is 7a
Is a Is 2'1

,2s 6d a 4s

Dark ordinary& middling lOd a Is 8d
Good lo fine

Dark, rough & middling
Fair to fine

Good pinky to white
Fair to fine

Bullets

Mciliiun
Seed

Us 4d a l3 6d
8d a Is 2d
lis nd a 16s

l.ls6d al5s6d
14s a 153

125 a Ms
I.!d a 2d

Ijjdaljd
U'l a VA
15s a 163

143 6d a ISs

Us 3d a 15s
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